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the GBse is urgent enough to say to every exhibitor who^j^asn't
acted|already —
#
GO TO YOUR EDITOR!
Your business and the whole structure of the industry rests upon
the good-will and the good opinion of the public. You cannot
afford to lose either in the slightest degree. Follow Michigan's
example and the example of the manager of the Strand, Wilmington, Delaware, whose letter we print on another page of this issue.

Home Oftioe: Knickerbocker Bldgr-t FortySecond St. and Broadway, New York
Telephone: Bryant 6160
Los Angeles Representative : Frank J. Baum,
607 Union League Building. Telephone: 62042
London Representative: George F. Salas, 172
Wardour Street, London, W. I., England.
Member Audit Bureau of Circulations.
Subscription rates, postage paid, per year ;
United States, $2.00; Canada, $3.00; Foreign,
$6.00 ; single copies, 25 cents. Remit by check,
money order, currency or U. S. postage stamps.
EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW, Inc., also
publishes
quarterly,
INTERNATIONAL
EMA TRADE
REVIEW,
in six languages,CIN-in
the interest of assisting the motion picture industry of the United State.=! in F:ucre=;ofi)lIv
exploiting and merchandising its products
throughout
foreign countries where a potential market all
exists.
Exhibitors Trade Review is the
only motion picture trade paper
which has been indorsed by the
officials and national organization of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America and most of the state
units of the national body.

Censor

Levenson

Talking Again
Up at Albany the other
day, Joseph Levenson, of
the New York State Censorship Board, went out of
his way to attack the industry again. He said, in
effect, that fifty per cent of
the film stars do not bear
respectable reputations.
Levenson thus definitely
makes himself part of the
campaign of slander
against the industry. He
proves once more that he is
unfit to hold public office.
We shall be very much
surprised if the self-confessed ward heeler is not
called to account for this
scurrilous and contemptible statement.

Real

Trade

Paper

Value

EVERY
once in a while there is a pretty free discussion of the
value of the trade paper to the exhibitor. Sometimes men
who should know better permit themselves to lose sight of
the fact that a real service is rendered by the trade paper which
honestly endeavors to aid the exhibitor in the conduct of his business.
It would be easy for us to write at great length on this subject,
but we prefer to let the exhibitor himself do the talking. Take the
question of Insurance, about which Exhibitors Trade Review has
recently been printing a series of constructive articles. Have they
been worth anything to the theatre man? We quote from letters
recently received :
By H. M. Richey
Manager, Motion Picture Theatre Oivners of Michigan
Perhaps no reader of Exhibitors Trade Review has followed with
more interest your articles with regard to insurance and your interesting campaign to lower insurance costs to the exhibitors. I think
that your publication has made a noble start in publishing articles
of real value to the exhibitor.
By R. F. WoodhuU
President, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Netv Jersey
Your insurance articles are very interesting and
I particularly want to refer to the cut in the issue
showing the newspaper headlines when one of us
tune of having a fire.
Keep up your articles. I like

instructive, and
of February 18,
has the misforthem.

By Charles L. O'Reilly
President, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York
I am very glad to say that we will much appreciate any help and
co-operation that is tendered by your publication along these lines.
By H. B. Yarner
Secretary, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of North Carolina
I have been reading your
for motion picture theatres
been doing very good work,
every theatre owner in the

editorials on fire and liability insurance
with a great deal of interest. You have
and work that should be appreciated by
United States.

By George P. Aarons
Secretary, Motion Picture Theatre Oivners of Eastern Pennsylvania
I have read the articles in Exhibitors Trade Review, and I am
sure they will be of the utmost benefit to the exhibitor when he
realizes the importance to be derived from a lowering of insurance
rates.

March 4, 1922
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Facts
Plan

of Constructive Puhlicity — '^'^Go-to-Your-Editor'^
Idea
Used
by
Wilmington,
Del., Exhibitor
npHE attacks to tvhich the industry
is being subjected at the hands
of the so-called reformers, and the
lurid sensationalism ivith which
some newspapers have attempted to
indict the whole picture business,
are common knowledge to every exhibitor. More than that, they undoubtedly present a very real problem to the exhibitor in dealing with
his public. He knoius, of course,
that the industry has been maligned
and vilified and misrepresented. But
the public, in part at least, may not
understand the true facts.
Getting the facts to the public is
a highly important thing, especially
at this time. And that is just what
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Michigan are doing. They have
worked out a constructive plan for
newspaper co-operation — and, what
is more, they have got the co-operation. The plan is told in detail in
the following letter from H. M.
Richey, general manager of the
Michigan organization, addressed to
the Editor of Exhibitors Trade
Review :
hs
DURING the past few mont
the motion picture industryhas been cursed with some
very undesirable notoriety, following two regrettable events in which
prominent screen personages figured.

"Practically every newspaper in
the country has spent the entire
front page, and as many more pages
as possible, with lurid stories, playing up unimportant details in 72point headings, and injuring the industry to an extent only to be determined later.
"Because of this I feel that you
will be interested in the inclosed articles, which have been published
during the last few days through cooperation with the Detroit News
and Detroit Journal, and I feel that
it is the most constructive propaganda for the industry that has been
used in any newspaper in the Unite.d
States.

"Following the appearance of one
of the articles, I enjoyed a conference with Mr. H. Scott, managing
editor, Detroit News, and Clarence
Linder, motion picture editor, Detroit Journal, and I am glad to call
your attention to the excellent cooperation they have given.
"In order that the people of Michigan can hear the other side of the
story, I have sent copies of these
articles to every exhibitor in Michigan, and have made arrangements
tvhereby he can purchase at cost a
folder containing these articles. I
feel, and have been informed by Mr.
Scott, that these articles were well
received by the motion picture going
public who love the picture folk, and
ivho were only too glad to read some
constructive publicity concerning
them.
"It seems to me that other newspaper editors over the country
should be interested in similar articles, for I don't believe that it is
their desire to be unfair to the industry. But, as Rev. Carl Dodd,
Hollywood minister, has pointed out,
virtue seldom gets on the front page
of any newspaper.
"I just wanted you to have
articles so that you could know
in Michigan we are receiving
excellent co-operation from at

these
that
some
least

a portion of the newspapers."
Setting the Public Right
The articles to which Mr. Richey
refers were written by H. G. Salsinger, and have appeared in newspapers in other cities also. They
were printed by the Brooklyn Eagle,
the initial article being headed
"The Truth About Hollywood."
This was reproduced in part in Exhibitors Trade Review last week.
One of the most striking sections
of the Salsinger articles, printed in
the Detroit News, had to do with
the views of the Rev. Mr. Dodd. It
follows :
"The Rev. Carl Dodd was an Episcopalian minister in New York for several
years. He was called to be assistant rec-

tor of the 'Little Church Around the Corner, in New York, refused the call, and
came to Hollywood, where he established
St. Mary of the Angels Church. The Rev.
Mr. Dodd is called the 'Shaplain of the
Movies.' He is known to every motion
picture actor in the business. He is the
officiating minister at the baptism of their
children, at their weddings and at their
funerals. He is father confessor to the
screen performers, knows their virtues
and their vices. He is their minister —
their friend.
"While in New York, the Rev. Mr. Dodd
came in contact with the majority of the
members of Manhattan's smart set. In
his position he gained knowledge of the
inner secrets of New York's social leaders
and their followers, knew the scandals,
and was aware of the private affairs of
these men and women who pose as the
leaders of New York life. I met the Rev.
Mr. Dodd last night and we discussed the
exclusive set of New York and the motion
picture people of Hollywood.
A Minister's Analysis
" 'Speaking without reservation I will
say that the motion picture people are far
above the most exclusive people of New
York's smart set and the men and women
that are in their circle,* said the Rev. Mr.
Dodd.
" 'The public reads only of the "vices
and sins," it does not read of the virtues.
To be decent is to be obscure, and the public does not care about knowing that you
are decent. Virtue makes neither news
nor gossip, nor does not get you on the
front page of the newspapers.
" 'You do not read about the great majority of motion picture performers who
lead clean and decent lives, but you do
read about the few that have gone astray.
" 'If you stick a pin through a spider
and hold it before your eyes and concentrate your gaze upon that spider, the
entire world becomes a crawling mass, because the spider is all you see. You can
take an insignificant part of a great whole,
center your gaze and attention upon that
part and exclude the vast remainder.
" 'Why is the entire motion picture
world condemned because of the few?
Why is not the banking business condemned and why are not bankers looked
down upon because of the Stillman case?
Why are not the oil men of the country
ostracized because of Jake Hamon? Doc-
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tors, lawyers, clergymen and men of all
callings commit crimes, but when they do
it is considered an individual case and the
entire calling does not suifer; but the motion picture business is an exception.
When one errs there the entire business
is condemned.
" 'Of course, the motion picture actor
is brought so much closer to the public.
The audience comes to know the leading
performers intimately, and there is a different relationship between the public and
the screen actors than between the public
and any other section of human endeavor.' "

the Michigan exhibitors
rHAT
are doing on a big scale finds
its reflection in activities of other
theatre owners, who realize the imperative necessity of setting the indv^try right with the public. In
this connection we take pleasure in
printing the following letter from
Jules H. Rothschild, manager of the
Strand Theatre, Wilmington, Del.:

TRADE

REVIEW

Exhibitors Urged to CoOperate in Fight Against
Campaign
Frank

of Slander

E. Woods,

of Los

Angeles, President

of the

Screen

Writers' Guild, of

the Authors' League of
America, sends a telegram
to Exhibitors Trade Review,
urging that exhibitors cooperate with the Guild in
its fight against the slander
of Hollywood
dustry.
"We

want

and the inexhibitors

in

every town in the United
States to watch their local

What a Delaware Exhibitor Is Doing
"Last week I started a campaign
based on the fact that The play's
the thing.' The result of such an
effort will be successful only in proportion to the courage of the exhibitors everywhere to hammer this
truth home. Exhibitors have been
complaining of high rentals and exorbitant salaried stars which are
two of the chief causes. However,
nothing has been done in the line of
constructive effort to overcome the
situation. Talking rainbows to each
other will never improve any condition. The letter below was sent
to the local Sunday paper and was
published in the letter forum. It
will create the kind of discussion
that will increase interest in pictures, and the object of the article
is to invite public interest:
Give Us the Play, Don't
"Play Up" the Stars
Editor Delmarvia Sunday Star: What
I have to say shoud be the cause of much
constructive criticism that will help to
create a better understanding between the
motion picture theatre ovraers and the enthusiastic supporters of the picture theatre. A very important part of my duties
is to inquire of my patrons when leaving
the theatre whether they enjoyed the
picture.
My patrons are friendly and pleasantly
frank and do not hesitate to tell me when
a picture is not interesting. On many
occasions we featured a well-known star

papers for these attacks,"
Mr. Woods wires. "Send
to the Screen Writers'
Guild, 6716 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, clippings
marked

with the town, name

of the paper,

and

date.

This is very essential to the
industry and we ask you to
impress upon exhibitors
with all the force at your
command what great service
this will be to themselves
and all of us.
know

We

must

what they are saying

and who says it."

and patons were plain in stating that they
did not enjoy the show, not because the
star did not make the best of the opportunities the part offered, but because the
story was not interesting and the plot was
lacking. This proves that as Shakespeare
said, "The play's the thing!"
Then why does the public continue to demand stars, and by that demand cause
them to receive enormous salaries which
increase production costs, rental to the
theatre and in turn higher admissions to
the public?
Such stories as The Old Nest, Dangeroiis Curve Ahead, Way Down East, Over

Volume 11.

Number 14

the Hill, in which no particular star was
featured, proves that it was the story that
made them outstanding successes. The
actor is only as important as his part
creates interest, and that depends on the
author, director and story. Starting this
week the programs of this theatre, of
which I am manager, will contain no names
of stars, but only the title of the picture
and the author's name when it is known.
The advantage of knowing the author's
name should give many a desire to patronize the public library. Many screen
stories are adaptations of the best literature.
I trust your interesting column will receive constructive opinions on this important subject.
Jules H. Rothschild,
Manager the Strand Theatre.
Feb. 9, 1922.
"To counteract the hurtful publicity notv appearing on the front
page of the daily papers, I am taking articles to the papers which tell
of the value of the motion picture
as an educator. My efforts have not
stopped at this, and the mayor has
been sent a letter informing him
that the screens are open for public
information and enlighteninent, and
may be used by the city departments
for the public welfare and as an aid
for civic improvement.
"The greatest opportunity for an
exhibitor to be of unlimited value
to his community is to co-operate
with the board of education. A theatre in a neighborhood that is open
only in the evenings has the best
advantage in such a case. I have
tvritten to the president of the board
of education, explaining the advantages of visual instruction and stating that part of the day could be
given over to school children under
the supervision of their teachers for
educational purposes. It also stated
that the theatre, its facilities and
equipment were at his service, and
that I would lend all the assistance
at my command to make such an
undertaking a success.
"Let us stop cojnplaining and become the useful citizens our business
permits us to be. Above all, do
something in your advertising to
make the fact known that it is not
so important for your patrons to
know who is featured in the picture
as how good is the story and acting.
"I appreciate the helpfulness of
the Exhibitors Trade Review, and
wish you continued success."

March 4, 1922
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Trade

Display

place in the lobby of the Capitol

Theatre,

New York, the world's largest picture house, during the week of Feb. 19,
was a panel containing press comments on one of the subjects being displayed on the screen of the Broadway theatre.
The press comments were not those of the daily newspapers nor did they
refer to the multiple reel picture being shown. They were the opinions of the
motion picture trade papers on a single reel subject. The film was Educational's
initial release of Robert Bruce's "Wilderness Tales" and was entitled "And
Women Must Weep." One of the attaches of the Capitol remarked that the
display had attracted a great deal of attention from the throngs that pass through
the lobby and from those who look over the house advertising displays in the
course of their amusement "shopping" excursions.
The comments were shown in a glass-inclosed
feet in dimensions, the four-inch borders in bronze.

frame about three by four
On the outside and across

the top was a card bearing the following: "These editors voice the opinions of
all the trade papers in the motion picture industry. The editors are technical
experts on the entertainment
ions."
Pasted

under

value of motion

the mastheads

pictures. They

of the five national

are unbiased

publications

opin-

devoted

to

motion pictures were the respective comments on "And Women Must Weep."
Also there was a letter from E. W. Hammons, president of Educational, to
S. L. Rothafel, managing director of the Capitol, expressing the satisfaction of
the former on learning that the big house had secured the world's premiere on
the first of the series of "Wilderness Tales."
At the bottom was an open Saturday Evening Post containing a onecolumn advertisement of Educational devoted to balanced motion picture
programs.
This innovation

is worthy

of the attention

of exhibitors

everywhere,

not

only because it is an excellent form of exploitation, but also because it is a recognition ofthe authority of the trade paper review.
The motion picture trade paper reviewer is an expert. He knows more
about

picture values — it is his business to know — than those who write for publications ofother kinds. The exhibitor is right in utilizing the newspaper reviews, of course. But, in letting the public know the expert opinion on pictures
from the industry itself, he is reinforcing local comment, and impressing the
public in a new way.
Furthermore, trade paper reviews
of his showings of pictures. Critics for
at its first performance in the theatre.
and greater authority of the trade paper

go to the exhibitor generally in advance
newspapers see the picture customarily
Why not take advantage of the priority
review in your exploitation of a picture?

By so doing you tie-in the trade paper to the direct-to-the-public idea of
merchandising pictures, which must be the goal, as we pointed out editorially
last week, of service co-operation

between

distributor and exhibitor.

Cardigan

Fiom the Novel by Robert
A Messmore Kendall Production, Distributed by American Releasing Corporation.
The Picture Played to Capacity at the Capitol Theatre, New York, This Week
W. Chambers.

March 4, 1922
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Again

Not

Bear Respectable Reputations — Senator
Walker and Canon Chase in Wordy Battle
A NOTHER attack on the whole
f\ motion picture industry featured the speech of Joseph
Levenson, secretary of the NewYork State Motion Picture Commission, at a hearing held at Albany,
Tuesday, Feb. 21, on the WalkerCuvillier Bill to repeal the censorship law.
Levenson, arguing against the
abolition of censorship, said the
powers of the Commission should be
strengthened. "I suppose," said he,
"that if you gave us the power to
eliminate motion picture stars who
do not bear respectable reputations
we would be compelled to cut out
about fifty per cent of them."
It will be remembered that Levenson, at a meeting held at the National Republican Club in New York
recently, also went out of his way
to attack the industry as a whole.
One of the exciting moments of
the hearing at Albany came when
Canon William Sheafe Chase, of
Brooklyn, well known as a professional reformer, demanded to know
from Senator James J. Walker, National counsel of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, how
much he was receiving as a "paid
agent of the motion picture indusThe Senator jumped to his feet
try."
and demanded that Canon Chase
immediately retract what he had
said.
"It's no secret that I am the attorney for the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners," said Senator
Walker. "I have bragged of it, but
as a legislator, and I've been here
thirteen years, I have passed on only
two bills affecting motion pictures,
one admitting children and the
other opposing censorship.
"It is none of your business as to
what I get for my work," said Senator Walker, "any more than it is
mine as to what you are getting in
your collections."
"Remember that you are a senator," said Canon Chase.
"Yes, I'm a senator," replied Mr.
Walker, "because the people elected
me, and you did not have anything
to do with that. I am not a self
ordained lobbyist like you."
"I'm here as a citizen, and a
clergyman," replied Canon Chase.
"You're here as a common
nuisance," retorted Senator Walker.
By this time things had reached

the sizzling stage to the end that Assemblyman T. Channing Moore decided that it was about time some
diplomatic measures be adopted,
otherwise the hearing would break
up in a row.
"This committee has absolute confidence in Senator Walker," said
Assemblyman Moore, "even though
he is of the opposite political party."
This served to settle things a bit.
The arguments for the repeal of
the present law were presented by
Thomas Dixon, author of "The
Clansman" and who appeared as the
representative of the Authors
League of America; Peter J. Brady
of the State Federation of Labor;
Assemblyman Louis A. Cuvillier
and S. I. Berman, executive secretary of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of the state.
"Censorship is an itch. It is a mental disease which is going from one
state to another," said Mr. Dixon.
"It is entirely unnecessary. If an
indecent book is written it is suppressed by legal action and the same
could hold true with the motion picture. Censorship is simply putting
the shackles on creative thinking.
'You shall think as I think, or you
shall not think at all.' That is the
doctrine of censorship today. There
is no man or woman big enough to
control the creative thinking of this
entire country or state. Censorship
lowers the type and value of motion picture production. There is
no author living today who can
write a story or a scenario which
will pass every one of the censorship boards of this country. A con-

tinuance of censorship will mean
that the plots will be written by
office boys. It is absolutely unAmerican and un-Democratic."
In fighting against any repeal of
the law, Joseph Levenson of the Motion Picture Commission, spoke for
upwards of thirty minutes.
"In no state where motion picture
regulation has been enacted," said
Mr. Levenson, "has it been repealed.
The movement is spreading over the
world. We do not want to throttle
genius nor to grasp the author by
the throat, but we do want to put a
stop to prostitution of genius. We
propose to keep out sacrilegious and
indecent pictures and to prevent a
portrayal of such as corrupt and
incite to crime. There has been bitter opposition and an unwillingness
on the part of the industry to cooperate with the commission in its
endeavor to bring about certain
changes which would bring the industry in greater harmony with the
commission. It is a fact that the
regulation of pictures by the state is
improving conditions for the theatre
owners, but they are blind to see
this. If it wasn't for the law, there
would be a greater slump than at
present in the business. Parents
today feel safe in sending their children to motion picture theatres, because they know that they can see
pictures which will not endanger
their morals, and this fact brings
trade to these houses. If given
proper support, the commission can
be of a great service towards bringing about a return of prosperity to
the industry."

"Let

Public

Be

Its

Own

Censor''

Blow Given to Reformers^ Arguments in Replies From
Magazine and ISeivspaper Editors to Ince Questionnaire

effiis a more
public
THE pictur
ip author
ity than
cient ecensorsh
the censors themselves.
The "star system" is in descent.
Motion Pictures are growing in
public popularity.
Pictures are safer for developing
minds than the run of newsstand
fiction.
The picture theatre which selects
its entertainment carefully is an influence for better citizenship.
These important facts are brought
out in the first compilation of an-

swers resulting from a world-widej;i
sui'vey of motion pictures conducted by Thomas H. Ince. They
are established by answers, received
by the research department of the
Thomas H. Ince Studios, Culver
City, Cal., from editors of newspapers and magazines in every part
of the world where American motion pictures are exhibited.
They prove, most opportunely at
a time when the whole motion picture business has been severely maligned, that motion pictures are
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exerting, in almost every community in the world, a tremendous
influence for good citizenship, that
the motion picture theatre itself is
a power for good in its community,
and that pictures bring out an appreciation of finer things in minds
that probably never would be affected by any other agency.
Despite the fact that the sensational press has run wild with its
stories about the picture industry,
it seemed very clearly to be the personal opinion of the editors themselves, that the motion picture, as
an institution, is a very positive
force for betterment.
Mr. Ince submitted a set of thirty
questions to the editors of newspapers and magazines in an effort
to determine the public attitude toward pictures and the public reaction to various types of pictures.
He announced at the time the questionnaire was issued that he was
addressing his queries to the editors
of newspapers and magazines, because, of all professions, the editor
was most closely in touch with the
public taste.
One of the most important facts
established by the results of the
questionnaire is the descent of the
"star system" which has been
cherished at great expense by many
producers since the early days of the
motion picture industry. While it
has been more or less established
during the last two years that the
public would accept big pictures
without outstanding stars, the Ince
questionnaire is the first systematic
effort that has been made to establish beyond dispute the new tendency on the part of the public.
To the question : "Does the public
want productions featuring star
players or productions featuring the
story?" 790 answers were received. The result is a preference
for story over star by a margin of
368 to 252. Of the total number of
answers 170 were either non-committal or gave answers that were not
in reply to the query.
More than fifty per cent of those
who favored the star system declared that the story was fast gaining in popularity, that the star was
not the sole attraction but a suitable
and interesting story was also essential to perfect film entertainment.
The consensus of opinion on the
part of those who expressed a preference for stars was not that the
public went to the theatre because
of a particular desire to see the star
but because the announcement of a
certain player insured, in almost
every case, a well acted and altogether enjoyable entertainment.
emphasized the imalso
They
portance of the star in the public
mind because of the fact that certain stars usually appear in certain
types of pictures and for that reason

TRADE

A Prophecy?
"I pray to God the time will come
when, with Will Hays on one side
of the table, and Senator Walker on
the other, the problems of this great
industry
will beMarcus
settled."Loew during
Thus spoke
the course of a striking speech made
at theturebanquet
of the ofMotion
PicTheatre Owners
New York
State at Albany last week. Mr.
Loew, as is well known, is one of
the group of producer-distributors
who brought Mr. Hays into the inM. P. T.dustry.O.He is also a member of the
Mr. Loew's remarks attracted wide
interest. Many who heard them recalled that Senator Walker, speaking at theour
banquet,
"It is time
to turn
minds said:
to constructive
things; to do something other than
fighting. Let's ask the producer to
come a little closer and make pictures a little better."
the public knows what to expect in
the production.
Many of those who answered in
favor of the star qualified their
statement with the word "unfortunately," and added that the story
was rapidly commanding greater
attention. The majority of those
listed among the noncommital
answers, gave as their comment the
fact that both the star and the story
was essential but these answers
were not counted because the question sought to differentiate clearly
between star and story.
The responses to the question
give a smashing blow to the stock

Federal
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argument of censorship reformers
who contend that the public cannot
be trusted to censor for itself. The
verdict was overwhelming. The
question on this point was :
"Do picture goers make a more
efficient censorship authority than a
politically
committee?"
The answerscontrolled
were : Yes,
245 ; No,
62 ; non-committal, 77.
Among other questions on which
the answers have been tabulated,
and the results, are the following:
"What has been the influence of the
motion picture on home and community life during the past ten
years?" Favorable influence, 490;
unfavorable influence, 122; noncommittal answers, 107.
"Does visualization of wholesome
stories of truths of life bring out
appreciation of finer things in
minds that probably would never be
affected by
other
?" Favorableany
answers,
731 agency
; unfavorable,
23 ; non-committal, 54.
"Is the motion picture theatre
where productions are carefully selected an influence for better citizenship?" Yes, 695; No, 42; noncommittal, 58. "Is the popularity
of motion pictures increasing in
your community?" Yes, 522; No,
152 ; non-committal, 108. "Do you
consider the present high standard
of screen drama more safe for
minds in progress of development
than the run of fiction literature offered for sale on newsstands?"
Yes,
210. 376; No, 172; non-committal,

Censorship

Bill

Introduced

Jersey Congressman Offers Measure, Which Is Referred to
Committee on Education — Usual Stock Argument Offered
films makes it- imre providing for objectionable
W
ANEFedera
perative. Certain States now have
lmeasu
Censorship has been
such censorship, but owing to
introduced in the House of Reprethe
differences in the regulations of
sentatives at Washington by Condifferent States and the fact that
gressman Appleby of New Jersey.
no two censorship boards seem to
It provides for a Federal Board and
think
exactly alike, great loss and
also an inquiry into the educational
difficulty is caused the producers.
s
s.
n
ilitie
picture
of motio
possib
What is satisfactory in PennsylThe bill was referred to the Comvania does not meet the approval
mittee on Education.
of the censorship in Maryland.
In offering the measure, Mr. ApLikewise, what is approved in
pleby presented the stock arguments
Maryland is not satisfactory in New
for censorship, including the oft- York. I believe that producers are
made statement that Federal cenagreed that if a censorship is desorship would do away with state
sirable— and to this I think the maboards. In a dispatch to the Netv
jority of them are agreed — it would
be far better if it were under
York Times, Appleby is quoted as
saying :
Federal regulations.
"The result will be that the field
"There is little doubt in the minds
will then be wide open for really
of the majority of the people of this
country familiar with motion pic- worthwhile pictures, and with the
advent of Postmaster General Hays,,
tures and the motion picture industry of the desirability and necessity
with his high ideals, as the practical
for the immediate establishment of head and guiding mind of the moa censorship of motion picture
tion-picture industry, I believe that
films. The continued action of a new lease on life will be given to
certain
producers
in presenting
the business."
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Concluding Sections of Board of Fire Underwriters^
Model Ordinance — The Whole of Vital Importance
in Reducing Premium Rate on Picture Theatres

IN last week's issue we presented
the opening sections of the Model Ordinance prepared by the
National Board of Fire Underwriters governing the projection
booth. This ordinance is of the
greatest importance to exhibitors
everywhere and is a primary means
toward the reduction of insurance
premiums.
As suggested last week the adoption of this ordinance by any municipality should supply the opening
wedge for insurance rate reduction.
Following are the concluding sections of the ordinance :
"Any motion picture exhibition room accommodating more than three hundred
people, or containing a gallery or galleries,
shall be built in compliance with the requirements for theatres and opera houses,
"All motion picture exhibition rooms
shall be provided with at least two separate exits, one of which shall be in the
front and the other in the rear, both leading to unobstructed outlets on the street.
The aggregate width in feet of such exits
shall be not less than one-twentieth of the
number of persons to be accommodated
thereby. No exits shall be less than five
feet in width, and there shall be a main
exit not less than ten feet in total width.
"If an unobstructed exit to a street cannot be provided at the rear of such buildings, as herein specified, either an open
court or a fireproof passage or corridor
must be provided from rear exit to the
street front of at least four feet in width
for exhibition rooms accommodating fifty
persons or less, and six inches additional
for each additional fifty persons accommodated by such room. Such passage must
be constructed of fireproof material and
must be at least ten feet high in the clear.
The walls forming such passage must be
at least eight inches thick, of brick or other
approved fireproof material, and if there
Tje a basement the wall on the auditorium
side should either run one foot below the
cellar bottom or may be carried in the eelJar on iron columns and girders properly
fireproofed. The ceiling of said passages,
and, if there be a basement, the floor, must
"be of fireproof construction.
"If unobstructed rear exit or exits to a
street are provided, the said exit or exits
must be of the same total width required
for the court or passage above mentioned.
Said passages and exits to the street, as
above, must be used for no other purposes
except for exit and entrance, and must be
kept free and clear.
"The level of the open court or passage
at the front of building shall not be greater
than one step above the level of the side-

walk, and the grade shall not be more
than one foot in ten, with no perpendicular rises.
"All seats in any exhibition room for
moving picture machines shall be not less
than 32 inches from back to back and securely fastened to the floor; they shall be
so arranged that there will be not more
than ten seats in a line between aisles, nor
more than four between any seat and an
aisle. All aisles shall lead directly to exits
and all exits shall be directly accessible
to aisles. No aisles shall be be less than
three feet in width where they begin, and
shall be increased in width toward the exits three inches in every ten running feet
length. All exit doors shall be arranged
to swing outward and be provided with
fastenings such as can be opened readily
from the inside, without the use of keys
or any special effort, but not locked when
the room is open to the public.
"All the requirements of this section relating to seats, aisles, passageways, exits
and doors shall apply in connection with
each open-air motion picture exhibition.
"Section 16. — Every exit doorway
leading from the exhibition room shall
have over the same on the auditorium side,
the word "EXIT" in letters not less than
six inches high, or an illuminated sign
with letters of the same height. Where
illuminated signs are not provided there
shall be at least one red light over each
exit doorway. The exit doorways shall be
numbered with figures not less than six
inches high. Lights used in marking exits
or lighting passageways, stairways or inclines leading from them shall not depend
upon or be controlled by wires, switches

Putting Your Finger on the Costly Defects
Is
your
projection
booth too
small?.
Is your booth ventilation of the
approved type?
Is your operator skilled?
Are the booth openings made o£
the same material as the booth
itself?
Are your films kept in the proper
receptacles?
If you are unable to answer these
questions you'll probably find that
your ignorance is responsible for
the high cost of your insurance. In
this article every detail of the projection booth from an insurance
standpoint is gone into.
Read it and benefit. It will enable you to put your finger on
every feature of the booth that is
costing you good hard cash for excessive insurance premiums.

or fuses located in room, compartment,
booth or enclosure containing motion pictui-e machines, but shall be controlled from
the ticket oflnce.
"Section 17. — It shall be the duty of the
(Chief of the Fire Department) to enforce the provisions of this ordinance, and he is hereby empowered and
directed to prohibit the use of any motion
picture machine installed or operated in
violation of the provisions of this ordinance, and it shall be his duty to cause
the arrest of any proprietor or manager,
or other representative in the control of
any room or building to which the public
is admitted and in which an exhibition of
one or more motion picture machines is
to be or is given contrary to the provisions
of this ordinance.
"The
(Chief of the
Fire Department) is hereby empowered to
enter and inspect any room, compartment,
booth or audience room, in which a motion
picture machine is installed, or in which an
exhibition of a motion picture machine is
being given or is intended to be given, and
any person intei-fering with said
(Chief of the Fire Department)
while in performance of his duty shall be
deemed to have violated the provisions of
this ordinance.
"Section 18. — The proprietor, or, in his
absence, the manager or other representative in control of any room or building to
which the public is admitted, and in which
an exhibition of one or more motion picture machines is given, shall be held responsible for full compliance with the provisions of this ordinance before same is
opened to the public. Any operator who
shall operate or cause to be operated a
machine which is not installed in accordance with these provisions shall bt deemed
to
have
dinance. violated the provisions of this or"When the provisions of this ordinance
are not conformed to, or where defects of
installation exist, the
(Chief of Fire Department) is hereby empowered to cut off" all electric current from
said room or building, and the supply of
electric current shall not be restored by
any one until all of the provisions of this
ordinance are complied with.
"Section 19.. — Any person violating or
failing to comply with any of the provisions of this ordinance shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be fined not less than Ten Dollars ($10.00) and not more than One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) and costs.
"Section 20. — All ordinances or parts of
ordinances in conflict herewith are hereby
repealed.
"Section 21. — This ordinance shall be in
force thirty (30) days from and after its
passage and legal publication."

Don't

Doubt

Your

Wife

Leah Baird Is the Star in This Associated Exhibitors Offering, Now Being Released Throughout the Country
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Is the happy ending indispensable
to the successful motion picture? This question, always of
live interest and generally answered
in the affirmative, is brought to
mind anew by the Nazimova production of A Doll's House, which we
saw the other day.
Certainly the denouement in the
Ibsen masterpiece cannot be called
happy in the sense that there is a
final "clutch and fade-out." Nora
Helmer goes away to live her own
life in her own way and to achieve
the individuality which she has
never had, leaving her husband, who
has treated her as a doll. In departing she, of course, separates
herself from her children. There
can be no reunion, the dramatist
tells us, unless the "miracle of miracles" should happen.
ONE of the things which made
A Doll's House a great drama
on the stage — a fact which this
screen version also holds secure —
was its stern adherence to dramatic
logic. Scarcely anybody who lives
in his own mind the story which
the picture unfolds can fail to agree
with Nora's decision. But will she
come back? That is the question
y's thoughts
st
uppermo
as
he leaves intheeverybod
theatre. And
does
the logical ending satisfy the spectator's sense of dramatic value but
leave him disappointed nevertheless? We think not, particularly in
view of the fact that the director
has contrived to lighten the situation at the very end by a sub-title
which reads : "The End, or. Rather,
ng."
the Beginni
mayNora
go away
firm
in the beliefYouthat
will
return, but in any case your sense
of the fitness of things is satisfied.
IT depends, then, upon what is
meant by the word happy as applied to picture endings. We have
seen some stories utterly ruined by
failure to stick to dramatic logic;
by the desire to make the finish
sugary no matter what happened.
We cannot imagine that Nazimova
had any other thought than to put
Ibsen on the screen as he should be
put there. And she has succeeded
admirably. It is a picture of genuine box-office appeal, with distinct
exploitation angles, chief among
which, of course, is the central situation between Nora and Torvald
Helmer.

ONE argument which the
of the screen are fond
is to the effect that motion
destroy taste for good

enemies
of using
pictures
reading.

of
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By OSCAR

COOPER

These carping critics fail to recognize the simple fact that the motion picture itself is an art form,
and that the screen has held many
versions of great literature. Instead of throwing obstacles in the
way of good books, the films have
promoted their reading and sale.
In this connection, Maurice Tourneur, the producer, has recently
made a survey among libraries and
booksellers throughout the country.
He finds that the popularity of certain classics has actually been revived when they reached picture
form. For example, there are The
Last of the Mohicans, The Three
Musketeers, Treasure Island, A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court, Huckleberry Finn, Sentimental Tommy, The Little Minister,
Little Lord Fauntleroy, A Tale of
Two Cities and scores of others.

"All
SAYS
es this
are
pictur
motionur:
that Toume
talk Mr.
destroying the desire to read and
contributing to mental laziness is
tommyrot. The opponents of the
screen moan and groan about the
public having ceased to read because
of pictures and predict that within
a few years books will sink into
insignificance and mental stagnation
set in.
"This is utterly untrue. Motion
pictures, particularly those adapted
from the works of noted authors,
invariably result in a materially increased interest in the works of
those writers and a substantial increase in the demand for their
books." E is plenty of romance in
THER
American history. Nowadays
when the history of other countries
is being told on the screen, at length
and generally pretty effectively, so
far as the box-office is concerned,
the historical picture based on
events , in the annals of our own
country is timely and sure to win
attention if it is well done. Furthermore, there is no doubt that the
wise exhibitor can give added boxoffice value to such a picture through
co-operation with the schools of his
community.

SUCH an opportunity is offered by
Cardigan, just released, and
which is being shown at the Capitol
Theatre, New York, this week. A
picturization of the well-known
story by Robert W. Chambers, it
presents some of the stirring scenes
in the early history of the United
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Values
States and presents them in an excellent way. Besides being filled v^th
the romantic figures of Revolutionary days, Cardigan has a real love
story and action of the sort that
keeps the spectator thoroughly interested. Itis a welcome addition
to the increasing number of costume
dramas which both teach and entertain.

of Ameriof pictures
Booth
is Penrod,
can life, there
SPEAKING
Tarkington's finest story of boy life
in a small town, which has been
given screen form by Marshall Neilan. There are obvious values in
Penrod, and of these many exhibitors have already availed themselves. A study in the comedy and
romance of childhood, this picture
charms old and young alike. It is
faithful as to type and character
in the life of hundreds of American
communities, and ought to find a
ready response from every kind of
audience.
iJt/E devised
told youby recently
the plan
^
Managerof Watts
of
the Strand Theatre, Omaha, to get
the greatest possible value out of
the trade paper reviews and other
material on pictures. Now comes
Joseph E. Bliven of the Empire,
New London, Conn., who believes he
has a better idea. We print it on
this page because it has a very definite relation to picture values and
their classification. Says Mr. Bliven:
"I card index all pictures as
they are reviewed and on a 3x5
card. I put the names of the different trade papers, the date of issue
and the page on which the picture
ivas reviewed. I use a 5 x 8 card
index to catalogue all neivspaper reviews. A transfer cabinet is u^ed
to store all information, such as
press books, pages from magazines,
etc., on each picture, all in alphabetical order. This also takes care
of any prologue material, newspaper ads and music cue sheets.
When a picture is run, or the other
fellow runs it, I transfer this information to another cabinet so I can
use it for one of our other theatres
if the picture should run there.
"By going to the 3x5 card index
I can pick out any review on any
picture back for three years, and
by going to the 5x8 index I can
obtain newspaper criticisms on most
of the pictures. By going to the filing cabinet I can get all the information Ineed on exploitation. These
cabinets are all within reach of my
desk chair, so I do not have to get

Little

Miss

A William Fox Production starring Shirley Mason.

Smiles
Story by Myra Kelly.

Directed

by

Jack Ford.
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HARRY M. CRANDALL, of Washington, issue the following state. ment to the industry through the
columins of Exhibitors Trade Review:
"Having about regained my proper
senses which I more or less lost during
the terrible Knickerbocker disaster, I feel
that I would like to make a statement
through your paper to all my brother exhibitors in America.
"I want to say that I have never been
so affected by anything in my life as by
this catastrophe, and hope never to see
anything like it again. This is the first
trouble of any kind I have had in my fourteen years in the motion picture business.
"I have labored day and night to build
up what was considered by many one of
the most complete chains of theatres in
this section of the country. I also was
fortunate in gathering around me a wonderful executive staff of young men who
worked untiringly for the comfort and
best interests of the patrons at all times,
and we have been fortunate, despite the
terrible conditions all over the country,
in keeping our theatres doing business and
making money, but with all this system
and all of the efforts that it was physically possible for us to put into our business, one of our very finest theatres,
nam«ly, the Knickerbocker, suffered the
collapse that is so well known. Now the
question is, why?
"It that
mightthebe first
interesting
to many
to
know
investigation,
that of
the coroner's jury, held practically everybody in connection with the building for
the grand jury, with the exception of myself. Although I was exonerated entirely,
this does not lessen a certain load that is
bound to be on my mind for the reason
that the theatre bore my name.
"It might also be of interest to know
that I was not really in on the original
construction of the building, but took it
over some time after it was completed. I
do not say this to clear myself in any way,
if I were responsible, because I know positively that Mr. Wagner, the builder, was
one of the best builders in Washington.
There is also no reason for anyone to
think that the theatre was slighted in
construction to save money, for the highest bidder was awarded the contract by
reason of his being the most reliable. This
theatre was built before the United States
got into war, when good labor and material were plentiful and at a reasonable
figure, and whereas I don't want to appear
egotistical, I think anyone who knows will
agree that the Knickerbocker Theatre
could be considered at least among the ten
best theatres in the United States. As to
its clientele, something that I have never
touched on before, it probably had the
most eminent clientele of any theatre in
America. That was unfortunate, for the
reason that it made the calamity a national issue, as some of the most prominent people in this country were either
hurt or killed in the disaster. The Knickerbocker was a theatre that catered to
Congressmen and Senators, to Vice-President Marshall, William Gibbs McAdoo,
and many other high officials of the Government, as well as to all the diplorp'ats
of foreign countries. I simply bring this
out to show that sometimes your wonderful clientele may be against you, meaning
by that that when you have an unfortu-
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Disaster

His Appreciation

Attitude of Industry — Gives
Knickerbocker Theatre Tragedy

nate accident which would be more or less
local under ordinary conditions, with a
clientele like this it immediately becomes
of national or even international importance. Being of a national character it
surely would have more or less of an effect
on all exhibitors throughout the United
States.
"I feel heartily sorry that my name was
in any way connected with a disaster
(even though it was beyond my control)
that was of such a nature as to affect (as
I understand it has) the business of all
my brother exhibitors throughout the
United States, and hope that their business will quickly recover, as a thing like
this may never happen again in a hundred
years — and although a verdict has been
rendered, the real cause of the collapse of
the Knickerbocker has not been absolutely
cleared up in my mind, and in the minds
of many others.
"The one ray of light in the whole thing,
if there is such a thing as a ray of light
in a disaster of this kind, is that it happened on the night of a blizzard, when the
house had very few people in it, when ordinarily at nine-ten on Saturday night the
Knickerbocker would have housed a couple
of thousand patrons. That is the only consolation Iseem to have.
"After the collapse of the Knickerbocker
I closed all my theatres for a period of
five days, and no exhibitor can realize how
I felt when the Metropolitan was reopened
on the sixth day, to have the patrons cheer
the picture when it went on the screen — •
it proved how loyal they were, and it
would be of value to every exhibitor in
this country to start now and gain the confidence of his patrons. I never knew how
well I stood until after the calamity. We
received thirty-three hundred letters and
telephone calls from people in the Dis-

New

Eastman

trict, offering their sympathy and help,
and so far as I have been able to learn,
not one person in Washington has held
me in any way accountable for the accident, and they have tried to prove this by
their wonderful attendance. The whole
city seems to be solidly behind us, and
that surely is something that an exhibitor
should be proud of, because in times like
this people are only too quick to charge
the owner with neglect. I have had many
relatives of those killed in the disaster
come to my office in the most friendly
manner to sympathize with me. Three of
them were widows of men killed, and one
was
boy,mother
O'Donnell,
lost calamity.
both his
fathera and
in the who
terrible
Such a thing is unusual.
"I want the exhibitors to remember that
what happened to me is apt to happen to
them at any time, and that it would be a
wonderful thing for every exhibitor in
America to have his theatre inspected by
the best engineer it is possible for him to
get, so that he might avoid the very thing
that I have gone through. This especially
applies to the new and wonderful fireproof
buildings, which is the kind the Knickerbocker was.
"In closing I want to thank your paper
for all the kind remarks that were made
in my behalf, and also to extend my sympathy to every exhibitor in America who
has been adversely affected by my troubles,
and hope that such a thing will never hapand that business will soon be
back pentoagain,
normal.
"I also take this opportunity to publicly
thank every exhibitor, film producer,
manufacturer, star, trade paper, and
everyful one
elsecondolence
who sent atme the
suchtimewonderwires of
when
I needed them most."

Two-Color

Process

Demonstration Given in New York By Officials of Company
— Designed for Close-Up and Special Scenes at Present
Dr. C. E. K. Mees, head of the laboratory of the Eastman Kodak Company, in the result was due to the research laboTaas an institution, a large part of thethe Sun Projection Room, New York, last tory
work had fallen upon J. G. Capstaff. Dr..
week gave a demonstration of the new
expressed the opinion that knowlEastman two-color process, which will be Mees edge
colorjust
photography
was weat were
the'
known as the Kodachrome. Dr. Mees was
present oftime
about where
accompanied by Jules Brulatour, George
fifteen years ago in black and white. Also
Blair and Richard Brady. The doctor
he chanced the view that in ten years
showed a single reel in color of close-ups
hence 10 per cent of pictures thrown on
the screen would be in color.
and semi-close-ups of Miss Hope Hampton,
explaining that the picture had been taken
In a circular issued by the Eastman
by a laboratory expert who was not ex- company it is stated that the process at
pert with the motion picture camera, and
present is designed for use in close-ups
also that the instrument was one that had
and for special scenes, that as at the presbeen employed in experimentation and not
ent time only a limited amount of work
one of the improved cameras that shortly can be booked attention will be confined
would be available. Miss Hampton during to close-ups.
the taking of the pictures had conversed
Negatives are made upon special film
with the cameraman, making no attempt
with a special double-lens camera. The
lighting system that has been worked out
to Informally
spite of "pose."
the handicaps enumerated the gives about three times the amount of
process would seem to be a success. The light usually employed in black and white
photography was sharp and the colors
photography.
were distinct. And the statement as to
Announcement is made that the comboth of these factors remained true even
pany will in the near future establish a
when Miss Hampton was speaking rapidly laboratory in Los Angeles to hypersensitize and develop negative film. All color
and with changing expressions.
Dr. Mees said that while the credit for printing will be done in Rochester.

The

Seventh

Day

Richard Barthelmess' second production for Associated First National.
story by Porter Emerson Browne.

Directed by Henry King from the
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Form
Watervliet To Have Sunday
Picture Shows

of M.P, T.O. in May
The following has been issued by national headquarters of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America relative to the
annual convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America in Washington, D. C, May 8 to 12 inclusive:
"Theatre owners have^ since our Minneapolis convention, made many conspicuous
advances, until now we occupy ground in
the forefront of our industry. Because of
our daily contact with millions of people
in our theatres throughout the United
States, we have brought about an appreciation on the part of the public for our
business which is daily growing.

From now on Watervliet,
N. Y., will enjoy Sunday movies. Action to that effect was
taken by the common council
last week. A victory was won
over the protest of about 200
members df various church organizations, who flocked to the
city
hali,
and
voiced their opinions.

"With our new status well established,
as theatre owners we must measure up to
the dignity and fully comprehend ,the responsibility this entails. We stand forth
now in the community as a public service
factor in the same division as the pulpit,
the school and the press. The motion picture in its present high development is
the Screen Press of America. And as the
custodian of this truly wonderful visualizing publicity element, theatre owners must
discharge the duties encumbent upon same
with patriotic fidelity.

theatre owners and do not fully appreciate
the beneficient phases of our work.
"We must meet censorship attacks both
in the nation and different States. Attempts to impose unjust and ruinous tax
levies must be defeated through a clear
presentation of our side to law makers and
the public.
"These campaigns of misrepresentation
are now on. Organizations claiming to have
reform tendencies are at work in different
States seeking to impede and hamper our
business. A resolution is now before the
United States Senate asking for a general investigation of the motion picture
industry. Organized bodies of mistaken
zealots seek to throttle this Screen Press
of America with unwholesome statements
repugnant to American ideals and at variance with the thought of the public.
"To prove our side to the people will be
one of the duties confronting us at the
Washington convention. We have the
visualizing powers and wonderful publicity
elements of the screen in our custody.
The people of the United States demand
that the screens shall be kept free from
all political and other entangling alliances,
and that its integrity as the Screen Press
of America shall remain unimpaired.
That this shall be done is the pledge which
we have made to the people and propose
to keep.

"We owe this service in a very definite
way to our nation. State and community.
During the past year we have established
a Public Service Department of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America at
Washington, and through that division we
have supplied films of travel, trade, commerce and agriculture to many sections
of the country, and exhibitors everywhere
have co-operated with us in carrying out
the details of this great work. At our
convention next May we hope to place this
public service element on such a high and
comprehensive basis as to fully meet every
national. State and community need which
can be served through the motion picture
screen. This situation will be so completely set forth in officials reports and
recommendations that it will at once come
into active operation in every section of
the country. In fact, we propose to make
our energies in this relation radiate from
Washington in such a way as to bring
this service at once into great public demand.
"This and other progressive policies will
feature the work of the Washington convention. Action will also be taken to defend our industry against unwarranted
legislation and other attacks from those
who misunderstand the purposes of the

The fight against the reform
element was led by Charles L.
O'Reilly, head of the New York
State Exhibitors, and Samuel T.
Berman, secretary of the organization.

"Come to Washington, theatre owners,
and help us formulate plans in accordance
with this program which will comprehend
public needs and our business necessities
in every State in the Union. We can do iji.
We must do it. This is the real job
before you, theatre owners, as it means
the safeguarding of your investments and
the entire future of your 'business. The
week you spend in Washington at this convention will bring you greater returns than
anything you ever did in connection with
your theatre."
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Association

Book

Pictures

Co-operative

to
on
Plan

Organization
Exhibitors'
ative Associationof intheKansas
City, Co-operthe purpose of which is declared to be to improve
film conditions in the Kansas City territory, was completed at a meeting last
week. Organization work has been under
way for the last six months. An affiliation for the hooking of certain kinds of
pictures, approved by the purchasing committee, isplanned.
The new organization will in no way
blend with the work of the Missouri and
Kansas state exhibitors' associations, but
will co-operate with those organizations
at every opportunity, it is stated. Arrangements have been made with Joe Fox,
president of the Phoenix Film Corporation,
whereby three films will be accepted each
month from that concern, if approved.
These officers were elected: President,
C. H. Burkey, Summit Theatre, Kansas
City, Mo.; first vice-president, H. A. McClure, Emporia, Kan.; second vice-president, S. E. Wilhoit, Springfield, Mo.; third
vice-president, W. W. Wertenberger, St.
Joseph, Mo.; fourth vice-prerident, J. W.
Watson, Benton Theatre, Kansas City,
Mo.; treasurer, R. A. Shelton, Ashland
Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
The purchasing committee: J. P. Everett, Paola, Kan., chairman; S. A. Davidson, Neodesha, Kan.; H. A. McClure, Emporia, Kan.; R. G. Liggett, Kansas City,
Kan., and A. K. Doussad, Kansas City.
The Girl from Porcupine, Hills of Hate,
and A Motion to Adjourn were the first
three pictures accepted from Phoenix.
Kansas

Exhibitors

Raise

Fund

to

Fight Music Tax
State exhibitors' conventions in Missouri and Kansas, about the middle of
March, will greet President Sydney Cohen
and Senator Walker, providing their Western trip materializes by that date. Grave
problems confront exhibitors of both
States.
A "fighting fund," with which to defeat
the music tax interests in Kansas, has been
organized and contributions are coming in
fast, according to M. Van Praag, president
of the State organization. Hundreds of
offers of assistance from fellow exhibitors
have been received by Mr. Van Praag.
Attorney General Richard Hopkins of
Kansas,
counselhasof anounced
the Kansas
organization,
his exhibitors'
candidacy
for governor of Kansas. If elected, Mr
Hopkins is expected to prove the greatest
factor of benefit to exhibitors in the Central West, as he always has frowned on
unjust censorship and blue laws. An injunction in the Supreme Court of Kansas
to restrain the music tax society from
doing
days business in that State probably will
be asked by Mr. Hopkins in the next few
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"Barnstormer"
Rush

for

"DoUar-a-Week''

Jobs

Exhibitors Throughout Country Enter First National
Showmanship Competition, Which Closes on March 20
The manifesto sent out by Associated
Pirst National Pictures last week, calling
for the nine exhibitors in the country who
would demonstrate the first-water quality
of their showmanship during First National Week by their advertising and exploitation campaigns, to be the guests of
the company for a week in Los Angeles,
has met with an enthusiastic response
from the live-wire exhibitors of the United
States.
These nine "One-Dollar-a-Week" men
will be carefully selected from all the entrants by a committee, which is composed
of the exploitation editors of the motion
picture trade journals. It is not necessary
for an exhibitor to be a First National
franchise holder to be eligible for one of
these itor"Dollar-a-Week"
Anytheexhibhas a chance to bejobs.
one of
nine
lucky ones. If any of the winners live
so far west that a trip to the Los Angeles
studios of independent producers would be
an old story to him, he has the alternative
■of a trip to the New York office, with the
opportunity of living for a week with the
executives and watching the machinery of
•distribution in operation at headquarters.
For the purposes of the occasion, the
theatres of the country have been divided
into three groups, so that these nine jobs
are open for three managers of theatres
seating 2,500 or over. For three managers
of theatres seating 1,000 to 2,499. For
three managers of theatres seating less
than 1,000.
A few of the "count-me-in" letters that
have been received from prominent showmen all over the country are given here
to indicate the spirit in which the First
National invitation has hit the exhibitors.
Edward L. Hyman, of the Brooklyn
Strand, writes: "I would like to have you
enter my classification in the theatres seating twenty-five hundred or over. We are
playing Hope Hampton in 'Stardust' and I
am working on a very extensive advertising campaign."
Colonal
Willard C. Patterson, of the
Metronolitan, Atlanta, Ga., throws his hat
into the ring and announces that he's
''goin' ' to win a trip. "Have booked Hail
the Woman in the Metropolitan," writes
Pat. "and have already started an original
angle on it from an advertising standpoint. Now you watch some of the stuff I
putCharles
around F.
it." McManus, of the Colonial
Theatre, Tacoma, Wash., comes through
with cheers for the idea.
"I think your idea is splendid," says McManus. "I am in Class 3, as the Colonial
seats 954. We are going to show The
Lotus Eater during First National Week,
and I am planning some big stunts for this
picture. We are also going the limit on
our front. Started last week with the advance slides. Wednesday morning my
float will be around town. By Saturday
Tiight will be ready to hang out the S. R. 0.
sign."
A. G. Stolte, directing manager of the
Des Moines Tiieatre, Des Moines, la., has
announced his intention of participating.
"It will be worth the trouble, if one can be
successful enough to win the prize, a trip
to Hollywood, Cal.," says Arthur.
"This job is a cinch," is the way Gus

Metzger, of the Rivoli, Portland, Ore.,
sizes up the situation from his viewpoint.
"I intend making the grade on high. I
feel that one week's rest in Los Angeles
will do me a lot of good."
"Count me in on the Anniversary Week
campaign," is Maurice F. Barr's greeting
from New Orleans, where he is supervising manager of the Saenger Amusement
Company's New Orleans theatre.
"I am happy to say that I would make
the same efi'ort in my exploitation campaign for First National Anniversary
Week whether there was a prize or not, because it means money for me to do so," is
Stanley
Chambers'
declaration
from the
L. N. Miller
Theatrical
Enterprises
in
Wichita, Kan.
All exhibitors who are after one of these
nine unique jobs will have until March
20 to get the evidence before the committee of judges in New York. All details
should be sent in care of Associated First
National Pictures.
Elaborate
Books
for

Campaign
Provided
Baird

Feature

An elaborate campaign book for exhibitors isavailable on the Associated Exhibitors is
Marchthe
release.
Doubt
Yourof
Wife. This
first Don't
of a new
series
feature productions which Leah Baird is
making for that company.
A section of the campaign book is devoted to detailed plans for exploitation
from
the
angles of athepage
production's
appeal. various
It also contains
of catch
phrases, punch lines, and questions for
lobby poster cards and teaser campaigns,
in addition to a series of newspaper advertisements, the cuts for which are available.
These run from one to three columns.
Another section is given over to suggested
circular letters and copy for advance program announcements, and an extensive
array of press stories are included, as well
as several special stories.
The advertising material available on
Don't Doubt Your Wife, in addition to
the above items, includes various styles
of one, three, six and twenty-four sheets,
11x14 and 22 x28, colored lobby photographs, black and white press photos,
slides, music cue sheet, scene cuts, title
slugs and cuts and mats of one, two, three
and four column line advertisements.

N
SSIO
PA
ADAPTED
FROM .
cJEAN RICHEPINS
FAMOUS
GYPSY STORY
M
HAIR
IK A
The Child oF hhe Bean
ALBERT E. SMITH presidemt
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Entirely
Chas.

Made

Within
Ray

Sudio

Every foot of film in The Barnstormer,
Charles Ray's new First National picture, was shot in the star's studio. Very
rarely does Mr. Ray leave his own lot in
making scenes for any production, and
then only when long stretches of country
or outdoor spaces of a particular character are required, but it is difficult to
realize that everything in this picture was
made right at the studio. Two separate
theatres are shown, the interior of a very
complete small town drug store, the interior of two private houses, and several
street scenes.
"When he began independent production two years ago, Mr. Ray adopted as a
policy the making of all scenes, whenever
possible in the studio, not only as a measure of economy but because he is convinced
that thus are better artistic results obtained. The results have indeed vindicated
his
judgment,
notably
in ThethanBarnstormer, where and,
glimpses
of more
one
town visited by the filmed theatrical troupe
are afforded, impressive evidence is given
not only of the wide extent but also of
the remarkable equipment of the Ray
plant," says the announcement.
"In the equipment of the drug store
which is shown in the picture the ingenuity
of the Ray staff was put to a severe test,
for, as everybody knows, the style and
general appearance of drug stores have
altered greatly in a very few years. The
primitive soda-fountain, the bottles and
other paraphernalia were collected from
several sources, San Francisco and Virginia City, Nev., among other places, making contributions.
"Even New York City did its share in
furnishing props for the picture. When
the company turned to San Francisco for
some real old-time posters to adorn the
front
of Spliven's
Opera
House, which
word came
that the
last of such
souvenirs
that
city had known were destroyed in the
great fire. Then an S. 0. S. call was sent
to Arthur S. Kane, who presents Mr. Ray
in his pictures, and within two hours the
much-needed posters were found, packed
and started on their 3000-mile journey
from New York to Los Angeles.
Radio Service to Link A. M.
P. A's. at March 25 Dinner
For the first time the advertising men
of the east and west coasts will be linked
together when the dinner of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers is held at the
Biltmore Hotel, March 25. At a meeting
of the A. M. P. A.'s board of directors
last week plans were completed for the
installtion of radio service which would
connect the ballroom of the eastern hostlery directly with the West Coast Advertisers' Association, who will hold a meeting the same evening.
The novel experiment will convey vocally all the acts and sketches of the
eastern dinner over 3000 miles and form a
tangible tions.
bondCharlesbetween
Barrell theof two
the organizaWestern
Electricof Co.,
a member
of the A. M.arrangeP. A.'s
board
directors,
is completing
ments for the raido service.
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"Back
Vitagraph
Working
at Top
Speed
President Smith Returns from Coast for Brief Stay in
New York — Two Pictures Booked Into New York Strand
Albert E. Smith, president of Vita- studio is the screen adaptation of The
graph, who recently came East from Vita- Shaughraun,
Dionbeing
Boucicault's
melodrama. It is
directed Irish
by David
graph's busy studios at Hollywood to at- Smith. The title role originally played by
tend the opening performance of The
Mr. Boucicault is assumed by Pat O'MalProdigal Judge at the Cameo Theatre, ley,
andheart, is in
Moya,
the Shaughraun's
sweetNew York City, and to give his personal
the hands
of Pauline Starke.
attention to the launching of two foreign
Alice Calhoun, who went to the West
productions recently acquired by Vita- Coast studios to star as Lady Babbie in
graph, is soon to return to the Coast. Al- The Little Minister, has just completed
though the Hollywood studios are now
another production known tentatively as
working at top speed, with the greatest Angelface, and has begun another producLocked Out, under the direction of
activity in Vitagraph's history, Mr. Smith, Edwardtion, Jose.
upon his arrival, will put into production
Earle Williams has completed The Man
another special, work on which has been
held up awaiting his return. This is The from Downing Street, an East Indian
Magnificent Amhersoiis, adapted to the story by Clyde Westover, Lottie Hornerand Florine Williams. Since completing
screen offromthe Booth
American
novel
same Tarkington's
name.
The Man from Downing Street, Mr. Williams has begun production of a new picDuring Mr. Smith's stay in New York
The Prodigal Judge had a highly successture based on "Playing Dead" by Richard
Harding Davis. This is a comedy-drama.
ful three weeks' engagement at the Cameo
William Duncan, with Edith Johnson as
Theatre, receiving the praise of the daily
press and the trade publications. Reports his co-star, has completed a story of the
Northwest adapted from a successful
from various Vitagraph exchanges
novel and which is now awaiting a title
throughout the United States and Canada
show an unusual interest in this splendid as well as final editing. In. this play Mr.
Duncan assumes two separate roles —
picturization of Vaughan Kester's novel father
and son. The cast is now being
and indicate that the new year starts Vitaselected for another production for Mr.
graph with a big winner.
Mr. Smith also arranged for the launch- Duncan and Miss Johnson.
Corinne Griffith, who has confined her
ing of The in
Sheik's
Wife, which
have activities
to the East Coast studio, is now
its premier
this country
early will
in March
at the Strand Theatre on Broadway, New
on the upper reaches of Lake Champlain
York, and Gypsy Passion, also to be fea- making a new story which also has to do
tured at the Strand.
with the mountains and plains of Canada.
One of the biggest Vitagraph produc- The picture is being directed by Webster
tions now under way at the Hollywood Campbell.

'^A

DolFs
House''
Pleases
the Critics
Metropolitan Newspaper Reviewers Find
Many Good Points in Nazimova Production
Praise for the star and her acting, for
"Nazimova in A Doll's House is one of
the high class work of the entire cast, for the very good reasons for going to the
the direction, photography and settings, Strand Theatre," said the New York
and for the adherence to the original story, Globe's review. "Nazimova acts the part
is given by newspaper critics to the Nazi- of the childish but self-sacrificing and
mova film version of Henrik Ibsen's A finally rebellious wife with an undeniable
Doll's House,
firstforindependent
pro- authority and conviction."
duction of this the
actress
United Artists,
"Woman's duty to herself as a factor
which had its initial Broadway showing in the general scheme of life is the theme
at the Stand Theatre, New York.
of Nazimova's film version of Ibsen's A
House, and Nazimova has seen to
"There are many points of interest in Doll's
the screen version of A Doll's House," said it that the character role of Nora, the
Heywood Broun in the New York World. doll-wife, loses not one whit of its original
in the photo dramatization," says
"In the closing scenes of the picture Nazi- vitality
mova did as fine acting as we have ever Robert Gilbert Welsh in the New York
watched. It is an interesting performance Evening Telegram.
throughout."
"One cannot tire watching the untiring
Nazimova," wrote Joseph Mulvaney in the
New York American. "She is an artist Legion of Honor Conferred on
in pantomime, scoring a deep impression
with every lightning - like change of
Loughborough
mood."
"The Naz/imova picture is good food for
The Legion of Honor has just
the eyes," said the critic for the Daily
been conferred upon James
News. "Nazimova's performance is, as
Loughborough, manager of
always, highly entertaining and as richly
colored as a batik screen."
Pathe's branch in Albany, N. Y.,
"Nazimova pleases in the screen version
by the French Government.
When Marshal Foch toured this
of A Doll's Hou^e," said the reviewer for
the New York Herald, "and shows to adcountry to few months ago, the
vantage in the screen adaptation of Ibsen's
Pathe organization loaned Mr.
"Nazimova is quite sincere and appealLoughborough to handle the
play."
ing, and her face has taken on real
publicity. The recognition
charm," wrote the reviewer for the New
which reached him last week
York Sun. "She set forth the story of the
testified to how well he did his
butterfly wife who won her emancipation
with a simplicity and directness that makes
work.
A Doll's House one of the unusual pictures
of the year."
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Pay"

Wins
Commendation
from

Newspaper Critics
Impressed by its showing at the Rivoli
Theatre, New York, Managing Director
Edward L. Hyman of the Brooklyn Mark
Strand Theatre has booked Back Pay for
his house the week of March 5.
Quinn L. Martin, in the New York
World, says of this cosmopolitan production :"Back Pay is made to order for pictures, and we think Seena Owen gives
about as good a performance as Hester
Bevins, the girl with the crepe de chine
soul, as Fannie Hurst, the play's author,
could wish . . . Back Pay is admirably mounted, combines skilfully supplied
setting,
Harrietbackground
Underbill and
has atmosphere."
this comment in
the Tribune: "The picture possesses a
sweet, romantic something which the story
in the original lacked. Probably Miss
Hurst never intended that it should have
this, but there is something about Seena
Owen that makes any part she plays a
sympathetic one. Matt Moore
makes Jerry a very real person ; as a matter of fact a picture could hardly fail to
be interesting with Matt Moore and
Seena Owen in it. They are two of the
nicest people on the screen
Frances Marion has made an excellent
scenario and Frank Borzage has directed
the picture with fine imagination."
Alan played
Dale, Hester
in the with
American:
"Seena
Owen
digniyt.
She
never whined; she refused to whimper, as
such heroines will. She showed by certain
facial expressions the agony of her soul.
The small cast was good all the way
through,, the blind hero as interpreted by
Matt Moore being especially well thought
The Evening Mail: "It is well done,
this picture, ably directed by Frank Borzage, and well acted. The Sun reviewer
-writes: "Miss Seena Owen gives a remarkable performance . . . and the
picture is exceptionally well directed."
out."
E. J. Smith
Survey

to Make
of Europe

for

Laemmle

E. J. Smith, formerly district manager
of the Central Atlantic Division and exmanager will
of Universal's
Philadelphiachange
Exchange,
sail for Europe
on
Tuesday, Feb. 28, on the Aquitania on a
personal mission for Oarl Laemmle. Just
before he left for Universal City, Mr.
Laemmle summoned Mr. Smith and appointed him his personal representative
to make a comprehensive survey of Great
Britain, France, Norway, Sweden, Spain,
the Netherlands, Italy, Germany, Austria and the new Central European republics.
On April 30 the contract between the
Universal and the Film Booking Offices
of London expires. Several propositions have been made to Mr. Laemmle
looking toward the release of Universal
pictures in Great Britain. Some of
these offers include the Continent, and
some only cover the British Isles. It
will be Mr. Smith's first duty to make a
report to Mr. Laemmle on the advisability of accepting any of these productions, and if none of them are to be
accepted, then to advise as to the proper
manner in which Universal pictures
should be released in Great Britain and
on the Continent.
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Made by Stromberg
Hunt Stromberg, who has withdrawn
from the active production of the Doris
May pictures, to become the head and sole
owner of his own independent producing
organization, announces A Ladies' Man
as his first comedy to launch Bull Montana as a star in his own right. Negotiations and a long-term contract with
Montana were closed last week, with
Douglas Fairbanks representing Montana's business interests.
Stromberg's entrance into the ranks of
strictly independent producers is in line
with plans and policies which provide to
the acquisition of other feature units to
be announced in the near future. He retains his full financial interests in the
Doris May productions which he founded
and organized last June, and which are to
be continued for production and distribution by Robertson-Cole.
A Ladies' Man, written by Stromberg
especially for Bull Montana's humorous
talents, is said to bring into play a basic
"big idea" upon which is founded a rapidfire succession of original laugh-situations, "gags" and thrills. Production on
A Ladies' Man is now under way at the
United Studios on the West Coast, where
the Hunt Stromberg Productions have
established headquarters.
According to the announcement issued,
the public at large is directly responsible
for Bull Montana's elevation to stellar
honors.
New

TRADE

Vehicle
Earle

for

Williams

Now
Completed
The latest motion picture of Earle
Williams, entitled The Man From Downing Street,
hasfrom
reached
Vitagraph's
Brooklyn
plant
the West
Coast
studios where it was completed recently.
While The Man From Downing Street
was at first regarded only as a working
title for this picture, queries sent to Vitagraph branch managers and exhibitors resulted in the retention of this title.
Many exchange managers and big exhibitors pointed out that perhaps several
years ago the majority of the American
public would not recognize the true meaning of "Downing Street" and that it would
have no more significance for them than
any other ordinarily titled street. The fact,
however, that for the past three or four
years Lloyd George has advertised Downing Street before the public of the civilized
world has resulted in few people not recognizing this title. "Downing Street" has
glared from the front pages of newspapers and from the covers of periodicals.
It has been mentioned in stories of Lloyd
George, stories of Irish disturbances and
dispatches concerning tempestuous rumblings in other British possessions. The
final result, it is second in meaning only
to such famous streets as Broadway, Fifth
Avenue, Piccadilly, the Champs-Elysees
and a few other famous gathering places.
There is a distinct element of mystery
in The Man From Downing Street. Not
only does the mystery phase feature thepicture throughout, but the surprise ending is said to be startling.
Index to Reviews,
Page 1001

The Hodkinson booth at the 1922 Convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New York State, held at Albany last week. The decoration scheme
was blue and yellow

Pathe

Beauty

Contest

a

Success

Tie-Up with Hippodrome and Newspapers Attracts
Large Amount of Interest Throughout the Country
A Pathe publicity achievement v/hich
was staged during the first fourteen days
of February impressed itself on a large
part of the newspaper reading population
of the United States. This feat was accomplished through a double tie-up with
the New York Hippodrome and the New
York Daily News in the screen beauty_ contest which finally rewarded Winnifred

EXHIBITORS
February 18, 1922
THE LITTLE MINISTER,
with Alice Calhoun. — In all my
years in this business I never received so many favorable comments, so much free spoken praise
on
any
picture.
It's there.
a punch like dynamite.
One Itof has
the
greatest pictures of all times, and
I've played
biggest of isthebound
big.
This
wonderfulthe production
to make Alice Calhoun a big drawing card wherever played, and
Dickypicture,
Daniels,
this
is a the
riot."Freckles"
Watch thisof
kid I Business excellent. Sir James
Barrie's name a big factor, and
story well known. Brother
Exhibitors, there are two versions of this
picture, but this is the big one, the
one that will get the money and
please
fail ofto
book it,100andperputcent.
it overDon'tas one
the
biggest
things
in
the
history
motion pictures. — C. E. Waughop,of
Scenic theatre, Detroit, Mich.
P. S. This is a long report, I
know, but having made such a big
success with this picture, right in
the midst of the toughest winter
on record, I want to pass the good
word along to every exhibitor that
reads the HERALD.— C. E. W.
The Silver Car. with Earlo W

Verina with an engagement to act in Pathe
serials.
By concentrating the contest upon some
two hundred of the attractive and welltrained girls employed by Charles B. Dillingham in the current Hippodrome show
and in his musical comedy success, "Good
Morning, Dearie," the field of contestants
was available from the beginning for personal display of their qualifications and for
screen tests. In this way the elimination
process was much more efficiently, expeditiously and fairly accomplished _ than
through the customary practice of initial
representation by nhotographs.
Commenting on the success of the contest including the final public ceremony on
the Hinnodrome stage. Monday morning,
Feb. 13. before an audience that filled the
big auditorium, Paul Brunet said:
"The whole afi'air was a Pathe serial
proposition. Pathe serials owe their iminense and constantly increasing popularity to their realism and the cumulative
force of the big dramatic moments and socalled thrills proceeding through fifteen
episodes. This contest, held for the purpose of discovering a possible future star
in Pathe serials, was necessarily an 'episode' affair of daily personal and screen
elimination tests. So why not apply serial
picture methods to the contest publicity?
"Big newspapers are always looking for
news events of nonular interest which develop fresh angles from day to day, but it
is unusual for all of them to 'spread' on
these serial news stories. It's a sort of
specialty taken up by one in particular,
the rest contenting themselves with eivipg
their readers general results. In this instance the Daily News, with its liberal display of pictures and its large circulation,
was the logical choice for a newspaper
tie-up. It responded most efficiently with
a serial news storv of the contest in fourteen dailv episodes filled with genuine
Pathe serial interest for its multitude of
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News
in Selznick
Changes
Important
Darmour and Browne, Editors, and Durling,
Sales Manager — New Material Added to Reel
Secretary David 0. Selznick, in his ca- has been enlarged upon, and in its new
form marks a still further advance in
pacity of Managing Director of Selznick
News, has appointed Lawrence J. Darnews
make-up.
■
The reel
second
announcement
of the develmour and Lewis Allen Browne as heads
opment
of
the
reel
concerns
of the' editing staff of the reel. Mr. Darfashions. These will continuethe towomen's
be armour will be editor and Mr. Browne news
ranged by the noted authority, Sally Mileditor.
grim, and Alfred Cheney Johnston will diMr. Selznick also announces the aprect and pose this feature. Also, beautipointment of E. V. Durling, formerly
ful women, renowned for their style, will
editor, as sales manager for the news
be used in place of manikens.
reel. Thomas A, Ruddy, as special repre"Selznick News will further cater to
sentative, and Dan Hart, as laboratory
women's
by the inauguration of
representative, complete the staff of the Women's patronage
Supplement. This is again
News.
something entirely new in a news reel.
Secretary David O. Selznick has been
Part of the reel will be devoted to subgradually assuming direct personal conjects of particular interest to women. It
trol of the News, and now takes hold as may be stated, however, that care will be
taken to choose material that will not
active publisher and managing director.
He will devote much of his time to it in bore the men. This is shown by the fact
that the women chosen for the fashions
future, and promises several pronounced
changes.
and the artistic manner in which they are
One of these changes, recently made,
posed, will be such that they will be of
was the adoption of the new sub-titles,
interest," says the announcewhich have created much talk. The idea universal
ment.

of Hentzau''
"Rupert
Film
To
Selznick
Acquires Screen Rights of Famous Novel
and Will Present It as Special with Big Cast
When Myron Selznick, vice-president in the purchase by the Selznick company of
charge of production for the Selznick Cor- the photoplay rights of an internationally
poration, returned from Europe a few known novel. Because all of the details of
weeks ago, he brought back the report of the purchase had not been closed, Mr.
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Selznick's first announcement did not include the name of the novel, the name of
the author, or any of the definite plans
which the Selznick company had made to
produce the story on the screen.
It is now possible to make public that
the novel purchased is "Rupert of Hentzau," by Sir Anthony Hope, the English
author, who was knighted for the talent
he has displayed in the literary world.
Negotiations for the purchase of the
novel were conducted with Sir Anthony
Hope himself by Vice-President Selznick
while he was abroad. The price paid
for the picture rights has not been definitely announced, but it is of easy belief that
it comes pretty close to being a record one,
in view of the fact that "Rupert of Hentzau" was easily the "best seller" of itstime.
To "Rupert of Hentzau" belongs the distinction of having been responsible for
the origin of the modern romantic novel
in the United States. Anthony Hope's
"The Prisoner of Zenda," first published
in London, was so well received that
Henry Holt & Co., American publishers,
secured the American book rights and published it in this country. They did the
same thing with the same author's "Rupert
of Hentzau," sequel to the earlier novel,
which proved even more popular than the
earlier publication. It was the success of
"Rupert" which brought on the veritable
avalanche of romantic fiction in this country, which was marked by such books as
"Graustark," "When Knighthood Was in
Flower," and others, all of which are
pleasantly remembered.
The Selznick company's announcement
of the
purchaseinterest
of "Rupert
Hentzau"
of
particular
at thisof time
for theis
reason that The Prisoner of Zenda is soon
to be released in photoplay form by another producing company, which hopes to
make it stand out as a worthy second to
one of the biggest pictures which has yet
been offered the public. Rex Ingram has
had charge of the direction.
Pyramid
Over

Takes
Studios
Astoria,

© Underwood & Underwood
Arthur S. Friend, of New York City, at Palm Beach. Mr. Friend is a lawyer
and motion picture magnate, and recently he increased the capitalization of his
Distinctive Productions, Inc., from $150,000 to $7,500,000, and will add a number
of famous stars and players to his organization. The George Arliss photoplays,
"Disraeli" and "The Ruling Passion," are Distinctive productions

In
L. I.

So as to have adequate space for the
building of its second attraction, The
Queen turesofthis the
Pyramid with
PicweekMoulin
enteredRouge,
into contract
the J. P. & M. B. Construction Company
of New York City, whereby the Astoria
studios at 75 Mill Street. Astoria, L. I.,
would be taken over by Pyramid for the
time needed in the building of The Queen
of the Moulin Rouge.
While Ray C. Smallwood, who has just
finished My Old Kentucky Home, is busy
casting for Pyramid's second attraction,
everything is hustle and bustle at the
Whitman Bennett Studios in Yonkers
where Kenneth Webb is making every effort possible to hasten Pyramid's third
production, The Mayor's Wife, in which
Betty Blythe will be starred.
Walter E. Greene, president of Pyramid Pictures, Inc., declares that as soon
as these two pictures are under way, plans
will be completed for the production of
tw oother super features of sure fire boxoffice value.
Monte Blue, the Griffith star, who added
fame and fortune to his miction picture
Griffith's latest
work in
career by hisOrphans
masterpiece,
of the Storm, and
who
headed Pyramid's
cast toinplay
My
Old Kentucky
Home, hasall-star
been cast
an importan role in The Queen of the
Moulin Rouoe. Players in keening with
the calibre of Pvramid's nroduction will be
engaged to assist Mr. Blue in living the
characters
ter's success.as portrayed in Paul M. Pot-
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"Ruling
Wins

EXHIBITORS

Passion"
Praise of

Phila. Newspapers
George Arliss in The Ruling Passion
scored a sweeping success in the new
Aldine Theatre, Philadelphia, opening on
Monday, Feb. 20, to laughing throngs at
each performance scheduled for the day.
The newspaper critics commented almost without exception on the marked difference between this comedy and the previous work done by Mr. Arliss on the stage
and in photoplays.
Messrs. Fred D. and Maurice E. Felt,
owners and directors of the Aldine,
through Manager Ray C. Browne, furnished an excellent program to accompany
the feature, Charles P. Garde, director of
publicity for Felt Brothers Enterprises,
did not exceed his usual total in advertising, the management relying in no small
degree upon the popularity of the star in
the Quaker City.
The Philadelphia North American said:
"The Ruling Passion, starring George
Arliss, which is the feature at the Aldine
this week, may safely be called a perfect
picture. For refined and refreshing entertainment itwould be exceedingly difficult to find a picture as flawless and at
the same time as interesting as this
one . . ."
, The Evening Public Ledger said : "From
beginning to end of this likable comedy
by Earl Derr Biggers, Arliss' art flashed
by and sparkled, and when the action
lagged for an instant it was Arliss who
put life and warmth into the story . . .
With Arliss, it is a comedy to go far to
see."
The Public Ledger said: "Those who remember the many dignified and distinguished roles played in his day by George
Arliss will be somewhat surprised to find
him in his new picture at the Aldine, The
Ruling Passion, as an over-ailed keeper
of a California garage. He is quite as
successful in this portrayal as he has been
in his many other varied characterizations
on both the stage and screen."
The Philadelphia Record says: "George
Arliss charms the onlooker with his polished art in The Ruling Passion, a pleasing
and wholesome picture."
HoUandia

P.

A.
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to

to Arrange
American
Distribution
Miss Elsie Cohen, foreign sales manager
of the Hollandia Film Studios, of Haarlem,
Holland, has arrived in New York and
expects to remain here several weeks to
negotiate for the American release of Hollandia product. She is stopping at the
Claridge Hotel.
Miss Cohen brought over prints of a
number of productions, all of which, with
a single exception, were made in Holland.
The list follows: The Skin Game, a film
version of the John Galsworthy play now
touring America; Laughter and Tears,
featuring Evelyn Brent and Adelqui
Millar; The Black Tulip, which is based
on the Dumas story; In the Night, a picturization of the play which Cyril Harcourt starred in under the title of The
Intruder, and Joy.
Besides seeking an American outlet for
Hollandia pictures, Miss Cohen is also
interested in obtaining American films
which may be suitable for the Dutch market. Before her association with the
Dutch concern. Miss Cohen was a member
of the editorial staff of The Kinematograph Weekly, of London. She is well
known in the industry both in England
and on the Continent.

to

Los

Angeles

R-C Official Expresses Satisfaction with ISetv Affiliation and
Pays His Respects to '^'Sucker
P. A. Powers, the new managing director
of R-C Pictures, has made train reservations for Los Angeles for Friday, Feb. 24,
and hopes to get away at that time. Mr.
Powers will be accompanied by Rufus Cole
andWhen
EmilMr.Ofl'eman.
Powers was asked on Thurs-

P. A. Powers
day, following a four-day experience in his
new offices, how he liked his surroundings
and how things looked generally he re"I plam
ied : satisfied that the future of this
proposition is great. It has wonderful
possibilities. There is room for an organization ofthis character in the moving
picture business.
"What do my friends in the trade think

Official

Here

Go
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THE LITTLE MINISTER,
with Alice Calhoun. — In all my
years in this business I never reso manyfreefavorable
commeceived
nts, so much
spoken praise
on
any picture.
It's there.
a punch
like dynamite.
One Itof has
the
greatest pictures of all times, and
I've played
biggest of isthebound
big.
This
wonderfulthe production
to make Alice Calhoun a big drawing card wherever played, and
Dickypicture,
Daniels, a the
this
riot."Freckles"
Watch
thisof
kid) Businessis excellent.
Sir James
^1 Barrie's name a big factor, and
well knovm.
t(f story
tors, there
are two Brother
versions Exhibiof this
i . picture, but this is the big one, the
r one that will get the money and
A ple^e 100 per cent. Don't fail to..
jl;'< t>ook it, and put it over as one of
the biggest
things— C.in the
history of
/y motion
pictures.
E. Waughop,
f Scenic theatre, Detroit, Mich.
\
P. S. This is a long report, 1
f know, but having made such a big
/ success with this picture, right in
S the midst of the toughest winter
i on record, I want to pass the good
I word along to every exhibitor that
\ reads the HERALD.— C. E. W.
/ The Silver Car. with Ear'p

Money^^ and '^^Minute Men^^
of my new alliance? Why, the number of
congratulatory telegrams I have received
and the assurances of co-operation from
the personnel of this organization and also
from exhibitors and producers have been
most gratifying and show that there is a
lot of good-will in the R-C company."
"How do you find the money market as
it
affectswas
the asked.
making of pictures?" Mr.
Powers
"In answering that question naturally
I can speak only of the situation as it has
been presented to my attention during the
present week. I have received almost a
dozen communications from men who desire to invest substantial sums in the making of pictures. But really these offers do
not greatly interest me only as they may
reveal the fact that things are not as
bad as some of our friends would have us
believe.
"When a man has money to invest in a
picture and asks me to be responsible for
his getting his money back I want to know
what is going to be done with his money.
I want to know just what are the tangible
elements of his proposition — what he has
got for a story, who he intends shall direct
it, who his star will be, and above everything else how much it is going to cost
him to make his picture; will it be produced on an economical basis — ^don't misdon't mean
cheaply
— but will itunderstandheme, I made
at a cost
thatmade
will
give him a chance to get his money back
and a profit as well. Also if an investor
wants me to be responsible for him getting his money back he must concede me
authority to see that no changes are made
in the plans that will jeopardize the successful outcome of the project.
"You know it is just according to the
proportion of wise economy that is exercised in the making of a picture that
gives you the jump — or loses it — on your
competitor.
and 'minute The
men' days
shouldof be'sucker
over.money'
They
have been the curse of the business. The
combination represents money only, minus
brains, money that has gone into pictures
and never came out. It is a combination
that has worked to the injury of the man
who was anxious to make good pictures
and realize a profit on them — who was up
against the men who got back but ten
cents on their dollar, or less.
"It is my conviction pictures may now
be made at a reasonable cost. The information that comes to me is that there
is more talent on the sidewalks in Los
Angeles than in the studios. Here in
New York we have just made a picture
with a cast that looks like the roster of
the Actors Equity. If you have seen the
announcement of the production you will
agree with me it is an unusual lot of players to be in one picture. Yet the cost of
theMr.
picture
was intends
within reason."
Powers
to remain on the
coast three or four weeks, during which
time he will get thoroughly in touch with
aff'airs at the studio and also wall exchange
confidences with the leading executives of
other companies.

The Screen's Tallest Woman
Blanche Payson, six feet four, who plays
in support of Baby Peggy, the three-yearold Century star who is the smallest on
the screen,
with being
tallest woman isoncredited
the screen.
Baby thePeggy,
who is at the head of her own company
of grown-ups, will get a lot of laughs when
contrasted with the robust Blanche, who
was chief of policewomen at the San
Francisco fair.
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March

Vehicles for Florence Vidor and Leah Baird and
Tennyson Spectacle Are Announced for Release
The releases of Associated Exhibitors
covery of a new solution for the divorce
for March include three features. The evil.
March 19th is announced as the release
first is Woman, Wake Up, on March 5th,
in which Florence Vidor makes her debut date of Lady Godiva, taken from the faas a star in her own right. She is supmous poem by Tennyson. This is a Wisported by George Meredith and Louis Caltaria production, and is said to be one of
hern. Woman,. Wake Up is in six reels the most amazing spectacle films ever proand is announced as a high-class drama
duced.- The action is built around Lady
of splendid appeal to all first run theatres Godiva's ride through the town of Covenand in keeping with the quality and poputry, which has been done with the delicacy
larity which has characterized Florence of Tennyson's genius, and the sub-titles,
Vidor's features.
which are hand-colored, have been taken
On March 12th, comes Don't Doubt Your direct from his poem.
Wife, with Leah Baird and a cast which
Associated Exhibitors say that their
includes Edward Peil, Emory Johnson, March schedule is in line with their policy
Mathilda Brundage and Katherine Lewis. of providing first run theatres with attractions Which are based on box office
This is announced as a heart interesting
story of marriage and divorce, in which value and which have such a diversity of
the jealousy of a husband wrecks a home, interest to make them suitable for every
and drives an innocent wife to the dis- theatre.

Announces
March
Offerings
List of Features Is Headed by Wil-

liam Farnum in "/i
Fox's March releases include productions
featuring William Farnum, Dustin Farnum, Charles Jones, Shirley Mason,
Johnnie Walker, Edna Murphy, and Al
St. John. There are also Sunshine Comedies and Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons.
Heading the list of features is A Stage
Romance, with William Farnum. It is
this star's first appearance, on the screen
since his vacation abroad. A Stage Romance is the story of a spirited chapter
in the life of Edmund Kean, the great
English tragedian. The picture was directed by Herbert Brenon and the screen
version adapted by Paul H. Sloane from
Dumas' porting
famous
play.Holmes
AmongHerbert,
those Paul
supFarnum are
McAllister, Etienne Geradot, Peggy Shaw
and Myrta Bonillas.
Dustin Farnum's production will be Iron
to Gold, from the story by George Owen
Baxter. It concerns the life of a gold
prospector who had been dealt with unjustly by his partner and who, in his
search for revenge, is diverted into the
righteous path by his love for the woman
married to the false friend. The cast includes Margaret Marsh, William Conklin,
William Elmer, Lionel Bellamore, Glen
Cavender and Robert Perry.
Pardon My Nerve, written by William
Patterson White, will be the March vehicle
for Charles Jones. It deals with a wandering boy whose romantic nerve enables him
to save the fortune of a beautiful girl and
win her love. Jones is supported by
Eileen Percy, Mae Busch, G. Raymond Nye
and Joe Harris.
In The Ragged Heiress, Shirley Mason
has the role of a motherless girl whose

Hotel

Stage Romance^''
father has been sent to prison. The story
is by Jules Furthman. Harry Beaumont
directed.
Extra! Extra! the Murphy-Walker picture, presents a story of newspaper life.
The Clyde Cook release will be The Studio
Rube. The Sunshine Comedies are The
Barnstormer and The Shriek.

Selznick

Plans

Big Season for
Miss Hammerstein
With two of the six pictures promised
by Selznick for Elaine Hammerstein's
share in this season's arrangements now
in circulation, Myron Selznick, before his
departure for Europe, practically completed the outlines for the full series. Miss
Hammerstein's steadily increasing popularity with showmen and their public adds
interest to the announcement of her offerings that are to come through Select
branches during the remainder of the
season.
In Remorseless Love, released just before the new season opened, Niles Welch
made his first appearance as Miss Hammerstein's leading man and his work secured him a long-term contract in that
position. Robert Ellis played opposite
Miss Hammerstein in Handcuffs or
Kisses, but Welch re-apneared as her
leadino- man in T!ie Way of a Maid, and
he will fill a like position in the Elaine

In the ent
Heart ofal
the City "^-Mrta^"*"
Contin

A Modern, Vp-to-Date, High-Class Hotel
Five minutes from the Pennsylvania and Grand Central Terminals, within easy access of
the retail shopping district and surrounded by forty theatres.
300 OUTSIDE ROOMS — ^Each With Private Bath
RATES — Single, $2.50 per Day Upward; Double, $5.00 Upward
Comfort of our guests our first consideration
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Hammerstein issues that are still to
come.
Just now the Selznick laboratories are
finishing Why Announce Your Marriage?, a feature directed by Alan Crosland and this attraction will probably be
the next Elaine Hammerstein release.
Fanny nished
Hurst's
idea of for
married
life that
furthe inspiration
the plot
Lewis Allen Browne embodied in his
original story and scenario. The advantages or disadvantages of being married
without making the relationship known are
said to furnish a series of involved situations that are beguiling to a degree.
Borroived Wings will be a Ralph Ince
production, according to the Selznick
plans, with Miss Hammerstein heroii\g of
a story written by Leonard Praskins and
Thomas Evening
Marstens.
Weston's
Saturday
PostGeorge
story, Bachelors
Blush, is another subject for screening in
the Elaine Hammerstein series, along
with Yesterday's Wife, an Evelyn Camplaritybellinnarrative
print.that has gained wide pojjuScreen

Fox

Volume IL

of

Version

"Good
Praised

Provider"
by

Author

Before sailing for Europe on the steamship Olympic on Saturday, February 18,
Fannie Hurst authorized Cosmopolitan
Productions to make public the following
letter to the producing company, which
reads in part:
"Not only because of its fidelity to
theme do I regard the screen version of
The Good Provider as a beautiful piece of
work, but in those instances where it was
necessary to develop or subtract from the
theme it has been done with the artist's
understanding.
"J want personally to congratulate
Frank Borzage (the director) , Vera Gordon, Dore Davidson, William Collier, Jr.,
and every other member of that cast, not
to overlook John Lynch (the scenario
writer) and the man behind the camera.
"It is a fine, honest piece of work which
enhances and does honor to my story.
"Brava!"
Miss Hurst also said that she would
remain in Europe six or seven months,
spending most of the time in Italy where
she intends completing a novel on which
she has been working for some time.
Egypt, too, is in her itinerary.
riage? a feature directed by Alan Crosoriginal story and scenario.
"Over the Hill"
Still Going Big
Over

Country

"Hard times" are evidently "good times"
for the Fox photopl3.y Over the Hill, and
it is estimated that the picture will be
seen by 80,000,000 persons in America. It
was shown in New York for twelve months
to 2,500,000 persons, and the receipts were
approximately $769,000. It played in Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Pittsburgh and
Milwaukee altogether for 27 weeks, and
the receipts totaled nearly $350,000.
The attendance in Chicago during a
nine weeks' engagement was approxiand nearly a million
persons mately
saw it300,000,
in Philadelphia.
In eighteen
other cities in the country nearly 3,000,000
paid to see the picture and it is still running in many of the principal cities. Thus
far the total receipts have been over $2,500,000.
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Pyramid
Product
Through
American
Sixteen Attractions to Be Released This Year

Jewish War Sufferers
The theatre colony and moving picture
field, as well as concert artists, vaudeville
units and all others interested in the theatre have been pressed into the service of
the Theatrical Committee of the New
York Campaign to raise $5,000,000 for the
relief of the Jewish war sufferers.
On March 12th there will be monster
benefits at the Times Square and Liberty
theatres and a number of the most important headliners of both the Keith and
Shubert circuits are expected to be in attendance. Tickets will sell for $10 and
boxes for $1,000. Some time during the
week, day yet to be arranged, a monster
Movie Ball is scheduled to be held at the
Astor which is expected to be attended by
several important stars, male and female,
who are now in the East. Efforts are being made to secure the presence of Doug
and Mary.
A number of members of the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce are arranging for special performances to be held in
their houses during the drive, and the first
special matinee of this kind will be held at
the Gabel Theatre, 116th Street and Fifth
Avenue, on March 7th.
The committee includes many names
notable in picture circles.
New

TRADE

at

Premiere

A party of prominent film folk left New
York February 24 for Cleveland to attend
the premiere of False Fronts at the Allen
Theatre in that city.
The picture was directed by Sam Bradley and S. Barret McCormick, managing
director of the Allen, from a story written
by Mr. McCormick. Special presentation,
including a music score prepared by A.
Spitalny, was planned by Mr. McCormick
for the premiere, which was scheduled for
Saturday night, February 25. Preceding
the showing a dinner was scheduled, with
a dance later. A large number of important Ohio exhibitors were expected to be
in attendance.
The New York party went to Cleveland
in a private car, and included : W. A. Shallenberger, of Arrow; Charles R. Rogers,
of R-C Pictures; Joseph I. Sehnitzer, of
Equity; F. B. Warren, of American Releasing Corporation ; Eddie Bonns, of Warner Brothers; Howard Dietz, of GoldvsTrn,
and William A. Johnston, of Motion Picture News; Arthur James, of Moving Picture World; Joseph Dannenberg, of The
Film Daily; and Messrs. Boynton, McLellan and McCoy, of Exhibitors Trade REiVIEW.

— "My Old Kentucky Home"" Is First Offering
Pyramid Pictures, Inc., announce that It is a picture that no exhibitor can afford
an agreement has been reached whereby
tO' overlook." Releasing Corporation is in
the American Releasing Corporation will the"American
field to give to the exhibitor only sure
release the sixteen attractionj^ which are fire product," said Fred. B. Warren, viceto be made by Pyramid during the current
president and general manager of American Releasing. We have inspected the
product
by Pyramid and are proud to
My Old Kentucky Home, from the pen announcemade
that we have contracted for
year.
of Anthony Paul Kelly and directed by Pyramid's entire output.
Ray C. Smallwood is a director who
Ray C. Smallwood, will be given its private showing at the Lexington Theatre on builds only those pictures that have a universal appeal and with a certainty of box
March 2 and 3' with a matinee on the afternoon of March 3. American Releasing office patronage. The American Releasing
Corporation has scheduled this drama for Corporation wants only the best and in
an early release and heralds its forth- taking over Pyramid's product classes it
coming as one of the big pictures of the vdth the finest of the year.
Plans of an elaborate nature have been
arranged whereby the exhibitor can secure
"We were positive of our product/'
year.
further co-operation in the booking of this
said Mr. Greene, "and for this reason we
picture. A special press book from a box
were in no hurry to sign with a distributing organization. After the executives of office angle is among the specialties gothe American Releasing Corporation saw
ing with the picture. Paper of individual
taste and special lobby displays will aid
My Old Kentucky Home we were indeed
very eager to secure the product, for it in showing the latest of the Ray C. Smallwood successes.
tingles of artistic and commercial success.

Foolish
Wives''
for Capitol Theatre
Priscilla Dean's ISext Picture Will Take Its Place
at Central Theatre, N. Y., for Indefinite Run
sal will put this latest Dean picture into
After negotiations which had been carthe Central for a pre-release run on Monried on by telegraph between S. L. Rothafel and Carl Laemmle, Universal anFeb. 27. to the booking at the CapiIn day,
addition
nounces that its super-Jewel, Foolish
tol, Universal announces the early showWives, will play at the Capitol Theatre
for the week of March 5.
ing of Foolish Wives at the Imperial Theatre, San Francisco, for five weeks; the
"Negotiations were not conducted over
the matter of price, but the matter of date Lyric Theatre, Minneapolis, for three
weeks; the Garrick Theatre, St. Paul, for
only,"
announcement.
Rothafel says
was the
extremely
anxious to "Mr.
have two weeks ; the Lyric of Duluth, the Eckel
the picture for two weeks and was able to Theatre of Syracuse, the De Luxe Theatre
of Utica and the Olympic of Watertown,
play the picture the last week of March
N. Y. ; also the Broadway Theatre of
and the first of April. Mr. Laemmle, howTulsa, Okla.
ever, was very anxious to release Foolish
Wives- for the New York territory as early
in the spring as possible. Furthermore,
he was mindful of his promise to exhibiVignola Begins Work on
tors that he would not road-show or unduly exploit Foolish Wives before giving
Scenes for "Knighthood"
it to exhibitors. For that reason he was
Robert G. Vignola has begun the actual
willing to interrupt the picture in the shooting of scenes for When Knighthood
very midst of its popularity at the Central
Was in Flower, starring Marion Davies,
and let Mr. Rothafel have it for one week,
which will be released by Paramount as
after which it would go to the hundreds
a Cosmopolitan prodijction. The interior
of exhibitors who are clamoring for the scenes are being made at the International
picture in New York City. In order not studios in New York and no attempt will
to interfere with the Capitol booking, it be made to take the exteriors until spring,
was thought wise to terminate the run of when the weather permits.
the picture at the Central on Sunday, Feb.
According to Mr. Vignola's plans. When
Knighthood Was in Flower will be the bigAlthough the Priscilla Dean- Jewel, Wild
gest motion picture he has ever made. In
Honey, will not be ready for release in the all probability
it will be released in ten
exchanges for some time yet, the Univer- reels.
26."
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You can do the same if
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"Pay

Day" Is
Title of Next

Chaplin Comedy
Pay Day is the title of Charlie Chaplin's
latest comedy, which has just been completed. Chaplin is now assembling and
cutting at his Hollywood studios and within a few weeks the new picture will be
shipped to the New York office of First
National.
The star has not attempted to compile
a story with a plot in making Pay Day.
But it is said to be a production replete
with the cleverest kind of fun yet uncovered by Chaplin. It is described as fast
from start to finish and full of business
entirely new to the screen.
Throughout the entire action of Pay
Day, Chaplin sticks to his original character. Just what he does will remain a
secret until the film is exhibited for public
entertainment.
During the preparation of Pay Day
great secrecy was maintained by Chaplin.
The majority of the scenes were filmed at
night. This was another new departure
for the star, this being the first time during his long screen career that he had ever
used artificial lighting in his work.
Edna Purviance, who has been leading
woman in the Chaplin organization for
more than six years, has the leading feminine role in Pay Day. Mack Swain, who
joined the Chaplin forces during the making of The Idle Class, is in Pay Day, and
shares much of the limelight of the production.
Many

First

Bookings

Run
Reported

for "French Heels"
First-run bookings on French Heels, the
Irene Castle production released by HodTcinsom, which had its premiere at the
Cameo Theatre in New York during the
past week, continue to pile up, according
to an announcement from the W. W. HodIcinson offices.
Three of the biggest houses to sign up
for first runs on French Heels were Bar"bee's Loop in Chicago, the Butterfly Theatre in Milwaukee
and Asher's
Cincinnati.
The Southern
in Capital
Columbusin
and the Colonial in Indianapolis are two
others of importance.

Changes in theatre
plans are costly
When you build, be sure that you
have minimized the chance that
there
be no"something
wrong,"
and youwillhave
greater assurance
than that the plans and structural
details are both in the same competent hands.
We specialize
In picture theatre architecture and engineering.
Hoffman-Henon Co., Inc.
Arcliltects and Ein^neers
Finance Building
Philadelphia, Pa.
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According to reports from the Hodkinson office in Cleveland the production went
over big with crowded houses at every performance. On the opening night a line
three blocks long, it is said, stood from
7.30
show. until 9 o'clock waiting for the second
Other full week runs on French Heels
are the Orpheum in Flint, Proctor's in Albany, Wizard in Baltimore, Strand in Lexington, Capital in Elizabeth, Lyric in
Lima, Savoy in Syracuse, Alhambra in
Ogden, Princess in Denver, Victory in
Providence, Capital in Detroit, and others,
including a long list of two, three and
four-day engagements.
Harry Hart, manager of the Butterfly
Theatre in Milwaukee, where French
Heels was given its premiere in the Milwaukee territory, was enthusiastic in his
report of the production.

Engagements
"Peacock
Are

for
Alley"
Extended

One-week runs proving insufficient to
accommodate the picturegoers in the major cities of the country desiring to
see Mae Murray in Peacock Alley, engagements for the exhibition of this release,
presented by Robert Z. Leonard, have in
practically every case been extended, according to announcement from Metro.
Representative instances this week of
holding over Peacock Alley for prolonged
periods of exhibition are those of the
Stillman Theatre, Cleveland; the Columbia Theatre, Washington, D. C, and the
State Theatre, Los Angeles. In all three
playhouses more than a capacity business
was done, it is stated.
Additional interest was attracted by the
personal appearances of Monte Blue, leading man for Miss Murray in Peacock Alley. Blue's
Cleveland
is account
indicativeof ofhisthereception
manner in
in
which he was greeted everywhere. His
letter to Mr. Leonard, director of the picture, and to Miss Murray, said in part:
"To-night we wind up a wonderful week
in Cleveland (the letter is dated Feb. 4)
with Peacock Alley. It would be a tame
expression if I said we were treated royally. The truth of the matter is we have
been carried away with the enthusiasm of
the people who have been so kind to us."
The list of first-run houses in key cities
to book Pewock Alley is growing. The
feature was chosen by B. S. Moss for
the cpening attraction at his new Cameo
Theatre in New York.
"If Winter Comes" Will
Be Picturized by Fox
William Fox announces he has won out
in the bidding for the screen rights to //
Winter Comes, the biggest seller of the
year, and the book will Ibe made into a motion picture before next autumn. Several
companies were in the market for the
A. S. M. Hutchinson novel, but the contract was signed by Fox and the author
last week.
If Winter Comes will be made into a
special production, but the Fox company
has not decided who will head the cast
or who will direct it.
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Fairbanks Completes
Production Plans
for

New

Pictures

Since completing his new story, temporarily titled The Further Adventures of
Zorro, Johnston McCulley, who wrote The
Mark of Zorro, for Douglas Fairbanks,
has been co-operating vdth the Fairbanks
scenario department in the preparation of
the star's new screen vehicle, which has
been given the working title of The Spirit
of The
Chivalry.
McCulley story, which features the
further adventures of the dashing character portrayed by Fairbanks in The Mark
of Zorro, will be published serially by one
of the popular magazines, after which Mr.
Fairbanks plans to put it into celluloid
as a sequel to the first Zorro film. By
waiting till the story appears in print,
Fairbanks will be enabled to take full advantage of the advertising thus obtained
and can also count on support from the
reading public for the film version.
It will be necessary to produce the second Zorro feature at a time when the
services of those players who took part
in the first picture can be obtained. At
present practically all of these are under
contract with other companies. While no
definite time can be announced for the
start of production on the McCulley story,
it is believed now that it will follow The
Virginian, which Fairbanks plans to do
this summer when weather conditions are
favorable for picture taking in the country which Owen Wister used as the locale
for his book.
Massive Set Built on
Stage for "Lorna Doone"
One of the largest sets ever constructed
at the Ince Studios was completed this
week and will be used for numerous important scenes for Lorna Doone, Maurice
Tourneur's Associated First National attraction, which is rapidly nearing completion.
Representing the interior of Whitehall
Chapel, London, the set occupies the entire floor space of one of the large stages
and is unusually ornate in design and
decoration. Several hundred extra people,
as well as Madge Bellamy, John Bowers
and other principals of the all-star cast,
will take part in the scenes.
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BY RENEE
Marion Fairfax has completed the script
of Edison Marshall's Snoiv Shoe Trail,
which is to be Jane Novak's next starring
vehicle under the auspices of Chester Bennett Productions at the United Studios.
Camera work will commence about Feb.
27 and the company will proceed at once
to a snow location, possibly in Canada.
Constance Talmadge is touring Southern California while Francis Marion is
preparing the script for her next nroduction, the title of which has not been announced. She will resume work shortly.
Wallace Reid has started on his new
Paramount Picture, The Dictator, which
Walter Woods adapted from Richard
Harding recting
Davis'
play.Lee
James
diand Lila
willCruze
playis the
feminine lead. The story is one of the
most exciting tales of the South American revolutionary episode with a fine lot
of red blooded action and a charming love
story.
William deMille had a running of
Bought and Paid For at the studio the
other day and everybody was enthusiastic
over the results of his efforts to make a
faithful translation to the screen of this
George Broadhurst play. The latter was
present at the showing and declared that
lie was more than delighted with the deMille version of the famous drama. Agnes
Ayers plays the role of the woman who
"kept ficeher
self-respect
whatever
sacriand Jack
Holt theatman
who learned
that there were some things that even
money could not buy.
Sam Woods has completed Beyond the
Rocks for Paramount, the Elinor Glynn
story starring Gloria Swanson and Ro<iolph Valentino. It contains art with
thrills, love with sacrifice and, it is said,
every other element of a successful photoplay.
Proxy Daddy has also had the finishing
touches applied and is pronounced "a sure
winner." Alfred Green directed this story
with Thomas Meighan and Leatrlce Joy
in the leading roles.
Julian Johnson, former editor of Photoplay Magazine and once dramatic crtic on
a Los Angeles newspaper and successful
film production editor, has been created
manager of the editorial department of
the Lasky Corporation.
Fred E. Pelton, vice president of the
United Studios, Inc., has arrived in Los
Angeles from Boston and will at once
hegin his activities as one of the administrative officers at the studios. He is vicepresident of the Boston brokerage house
of Garrison, Harris and Company, in
which he will retain a considerable interest.
Charles Chaplin has completed his latest
comedy, Pay Day. The picture is to be
released within a few weeks. After a
short vacation, Chaplin will begin work on
liis last picture under his present contract.
Richard Walton Tully is making the
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final scenes in his roduetion of "The Masquerader," starring Guy Bates Post.
C. H. Wellington, celebrated cartoonist of Pa's Son-in-Laiv has been added to
the Hal E. Reach Studio forces as "gag"
man for Harry "Snub" Pollard comedies.
Since George Harriman who does "Krazy
Kat" discovered this studio lot as an asset to his work, Hal Roach has been interviewing cartoonists as equally valuable
and is rapidly gathering them in.
Jim, in which Milton Sills, Marguerite
de la Motte and John Bowers featured,
is being edited by Ralph Dixon under the
personal direction of Thomas H. Ince.
The picture will be released by Associated First National.
Having made stage appearances in
New York, Cleveland, Toledo and other
cities, Frank Mayo will leave New York
for Havana and return to his home in Los
Angeles from the Cuban point, after having made a theatrical appearance there.
Mayo went East after the completion
of his picture. The Way Back. This is his
first visit away from the West in three
years.
Three new stories are ready for filming
at Universal City.
The Top 0' the Morning, a successful
play, has been prepared for Gladys Walton's next vehicle. It is full of pathos
and wit.
The Black Bag, Louis J. Vance's popular novel,Itwill
be Herbert
Rawlinson's
next
story.
concerns
a small
town young
man who craves romance. Complicated and
mysterious situations make it one of the
of the most fascinating tales conceivable.
Out of the Silent North, by Drago, has

Edna Purviance Will Be Starred
in Own Right
It is officially announced by the
Chaplin Studios, Inc., that Edna
Purviance will immediately be
starred in her ovm right in feature
productions, thereby being graduated from the position of leading
woman with Chaplin.
Purviance's
productions
be Miss
filmed
at the Chaplin
plantwill
in
Hollywood and will in no way clash
with Chaplin's activities. At the
same time Chaplin will continue as
the star of his own organization as
in the past and after the completion
of one more two reel comedy for
Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., when he will have finished his
contract
that ' association,
he
will
turn with
his attentions
and activities to productions of the feature
length, of the comedy-drama type in
keeping with the standard of "The
Other production units will go
into operation at the Chaplin studios soon after the starting of the
Edna Purviance Company and beKid."fore the close of the year four actively engaged companies will be
working at the LaBrea Avenue
plant.
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been selected for Frank Mayo. The locale
is the desolate James Bay country in Canada.
Goldwyn has recently finished 12 feature pictures and will soon be ready for
release. In each production an effort has
been made to lift the photoplay out of the
ordinary so that it will fill the public's
The twelve
are as follows:
demand
for "specials."
Hungry Hearts, a story of the Russian
immigrant, all - star cast, comprising
Bryant Washburn, Helen Ferguson, E. A.
Warren, Rose Rosonova.
Reynenibrance, directed bv Rupert
Hughes, same caliber as The Old Nest.
Claude Gillingwater, who distinguished
himself as the Earl in Little Lord Fauntleroy, has the principle role.
The Sin Flood, pronounced one of the
strongest dramas ever produced and a
credit to the motion picture art. It is
based on Henning Berger's famous play.
Helen Chadwick and Richard Dix are featured.
The Dust Flower, Basil King has departed from his previous spiritualistic
opus, Earthbound and gives to the screen
a romantic drama in which Helen Chadwick and James Rennie have the leading
roles.
Yellow Men and Gold, a vigorous tale
of adventure and lost treasure. Richard
Dix and Helen Chadwick are featured.
A Blind Bargain, in which Lon Chaney
plays
The two
Walldistinct
Flowerroles.
and Come On Over
are two comedies featuring Colleen Moore,
the former directed by Rupert Hughes
and the later by Al. Green.
Watch Your Stev. with CuUen Landis,
formerly called The City Feller.
His Back Against the Wall, Raymond
Hatton gets deserved recognition.
The Man With Two Mothers, will
present Mary Alden in a mother role,
similar to The Old Nest. Cullen Landis
has the title role and Sylvia Breamer
plays
opposite
Whims
of thehim.
Gods, formerly What Ho
the Cook, is a decided novelty, a Chinese
fantasy, with Jack Abbe and Winter Blossom, two attractive Orientals, in the leads.
Bob Horner, general manager of the
Western Classics Sales and Producing
Co., has just completed the cutting
of his seven reel Western special, entitled, Neath Western Skies, which has
been in the making for the past nine
weeks. The Man Who Waited, an Edward I. Luddy production, which is starring Frank Braidwood and Inez MacDonald, has been acquired by Mr. Horner for
distribution in the independent market.
Tom McNamara, who does the comic
strips Us Boys, has arrived from New
York at the Hal E. Roach studios and is
lining
his work for
withwhich
the new
children's
comedy upcompany
he will
write
the scrips. Mr. McNamara knows the picture game from many angles, as he has
been title writer, scenarist, continuity
writer, director and has cut pictures.
The children's comedy company will
commence production next week, of its
second picture under the direction of
B. B. McGowan. The first release. Our
Gang, was completed this week.
Hal E. Roach has signed A] Santell
and Gilbert Pratt, who will alternate as
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directors for "Paul" Parrott in his onereel comedies, production of which begins
this week. Mr. Roach has not made an
announcement naming Mr. Parrott's leading lady but has two under consideration.
Other support will be selected from the
stock actors on the lot, all of whom are
among the cleverest charactermen in the
business. Frank Young will be the camerman in the newly organized company.
The working title of the current Harold
Lloyd five reeler is He Who Hesitates. The
comedy is nearing completion.
It is interesting to note the salaries received by the canine actors and actresses
since the producers have found the wealth
of heart-interest that they possess.
To be who
specific,
the trained
mongrel
works "Queenie,"
for Louis Burston,
gets
$150 a week;i "Teddy" at the Sennett Studios pulls down $250 and he is under a
long-term contract. "Brownie," the Century dog, heads a producing company of his
own and gets a star's salary, they admit,
and "Rintintin" with Irving Cummings
drew $300 for one week's work. While
"Snooky," the chimp, under contract
with C. L._ Chester, is drawing down $14,000 a year with added royalties.
Negotiations between "Bull" Montana
and Tunt Stromberg were launched last
week. The director-producer announced
that he had been clear across the country andwith
the practically
exhibitors advertise
equally
every star"Bull"
with
whom he appeared. Stromberg discovered that he gets more complimentary
publicity than half a dozen of the regulars.
"Bull" hauled Stromberg over to his
old friend Douglas Fairbanks and the
contract was signed. It is said that
"Bull" Montana has one of the best and
lucrative contracts ever written m the
two-reel comedy field. Production will begin about March 1st, at the United Studios.
In May, "Bull" is planning to visit his
parents in the old country, his plan is
to buy them a home and have them share
in his good fortune.
The cast of The Soul Seeker, which
Allen Holubar is producing at the United
Studios for presentation by First National, consists of Dorothy Philliops in the
leading feminine role and Robert Ellis
playing opposite Miss Phillips. Others
in the cast are Wallace Beery, Jack Donovan, James 0. Barrows, Frances Raymond
and William "Pat" Fong, the San Francisco Chinese peanut vendor who is the
discovery of Mr. Holubar. One role remains as yet uncast, that of principal female support to Miss Phillips. The picture
is in the second week of production.
The first Edna Schley special production for 1922 will be a faithful nortrayal
of incidents in the life of the immortal
Pocahontas, if certain copyright restrictions can be settled.
Billie Rhodes, the well-known comedy
star, will return to the films under the
banner of the Ralph Klumb Productions.
Mr. Klumb announced he has signed Miss
Rhodes for a series of comedies and she
will support Mr. and Mrs. Harry Todd
as ingenue. Billie Rhodes has not appeared in pictures since the death of her
lausband. Smiling Bill Parsons two years
ago and her many friends will be more
than pleased to see her return to the silver
sheet.
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George Stewart, brother of Anita
Stewart will come West to fulfill a contract just signed with Al Christie in New
York. The young star is getting an early
start in the films, as he is only 19 years
old. He began by playing small parts with
his sister in her film plays about two
years ago and did so well that producers
were soon after him to play real parts.
Mack Sennett is to immortalize on film
the romantic days of early California immediately following the Mexican war.
The production now well under way on
the Sennett lot has been titled Suzanne,
and Mabel Normand has been selected to
play
the title role, F. Richard Jones,
directing.
"Never have I encountered such infinite
possibilities for screen adaptation," says
Mr. Sennett, "the romance and adventure
— in fact the history of these early California days. So readily does that period
and the romance of the people lend themselves to filming, that I am prepared to
say now that no Sennett picture yet produced will equal Suzanne when it is finally
completed.
"I feel," the producer continued, "that
California history deserves a niche in the
archives of filmdom the same as it has in
the history of the world."
Sid Grauman is celebrating this week
the fourth anniversary of the opening of
his Million Dollar Theatre and in appreciation his two hundred employees
tendered
the following
"In no
spirit of dutiful
service message:
do we venture
to
address our Chief on the occasion of the
Fourth Anniversary of the opening of his
Million Dollar Theatre. These lines are
written from far deeper significance than
those that might appear on the surface,
and come from a sincere desire to utter
a message of our admiration and respect
for one whose responsibilities never remove him from a sympathetic regard for
those in his employment.
"Please, compliments
then, accept onourthis,
individual
and
collective
the Fourth
Anniversary of the opening of your big
theatre and to express our continued zeal
to serve intelligently and honestly in
whatever position we may occupy. And,
should the exigencies of our lives remove
any of us from the sphere of your interest,
we pledge you our respect and affection
and the unbroken loyalty of our best
wishes for your prosperity in the profession to which you bring a conspicuous
talent and a nature rich in the capacity
to
win and hold the friendship and
fidelity.
"Sincerely yours,
"The Two Hundred Employees of the
Enterprises."
It Grauman
was remarked
the other day that it
was the exception to enter either one of
Mr. Grauman's two theatres and not to
find it well patronized, the answer was
given with much feeling, "Well look at
the show he gives?" It certainly is true
that the public is shopping for their
pictures.
Faust is to become a motion picture at
the hands of Ferdinand Earle. It will not
be
a picturization
of the that
operagoes
but back
Earle'sto
conception
of a story
the Babylonian days and that appears in
the folk lore of every age since then.
Faust and Romeo and Juliet in Earle's
opinion are the two greatest love stories
of the ages.
Pictorially, Mr. Earle will carry out his
ovm artistic effects as he did in his production of The Rubiayat of Omar
"The screen has been described as the
Khayyam."
last word in realism," he explains, "but
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why confine it there? It can also be the
last word in imaginative expression."
Believing that Goethe's Faust was too
befogged by the conflicting philosophies
of the day, as well as the classical allegory,
Ferdinand Earle will show a real man,
eager for life, wistful to know the something beyond the confines of the student's
cell.The story will be produced primarily
from the human angle, and will not make
Faust a mere seeker after fleshly joys
but a man whose sins arise largely from
his virtues, whose love for Marguerite i3
a natural outcome of exuberant youth.
Immediately following his completion
of the stupendous screen edition of the
Rubaiyat, and
that sixrequired
months'
research
months eighteen
production,
Mr.
Earle began preparations to film Faust.
In six or eight months devoted to preliminaries he will prepare approximately
350 paintings for scenic settings and
subtitles.
It isn't always, perhaps, that a motion
picture star would welcome a public showing of films revealing him as he was when
he was only a little way from the beginning of his career, and was yet to attain
fame. This fact gives added interest to
the attitude of Charies Ray toward the
currenttionsrevival
twenty before
two-reel
which wereof made
he producbecame
a star and long before he started producing for himself.
"What do I think of the showing of these
pictures?" Mr. Ray repeated, when quesat hisI shall
studiostaketheadvantage
other day.
"I
welcome tionedit.
of the
very first opportunity to see these films
again and I feel certain that they will find
no more interested observer anywhere.
"Pictures that are being produced today are more elaborate, of course, than a
majority of those that were made only a
few yeajrs ago. Formerly there was a
greater resort to hokum; many details of
production could have been and have been
perfected only with experience. But the
earlier films had their points of excellence.
They were pictures of a high order — make
no mistake about that! — and this reissue
should serve as a beneficent reminder to
all of us that not all of the excellent features of filmdom have been evolved in the
immediate present.
"You see I am not one of those who
look with disdain upon every creation of
yesterday, in motion pictures or anythin?
else. If we were to see now a revival 01
the first pictures ever made we should not
be going far into the dim and distant past,
for the art of picture making is yet young.
Moreover, these particular two - reelers
were made only a few years ago, when
we were fairly started along the road
which has brought pictures to the plane
they now occupy. They belong to the
present era, rather than the pioneer stage.
I am not an old man and the art had
emerged from the cradle before I played
my first part before a camera.
"Hence, while I consider that the reissue will be of value in calling attention
to
the
thatwould
has be
beenpoormade
— we
who areprogress
in pictures
players,
producers, directors, indeed, if we had not
made some improvement with each passing year — I believe they will be valuable
also in impressing upon the picture makers of the present year that they do not
merit commendation for everything that
is good. I am not ashamed of the work
I did six, eight, even nine years ago, nor
do I believe other stars who have been in
the films that long have any reason to be.
And I am certain that the producers, the
directors and the cameramen of those
earlier days were men of genius and ability.issued
The pictures
are nowof being
afford amplethatevidence
that. re-I
thought they were good pictures then and
I regard them as good pictures now."
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Responding to Suggestion by Will Hays Company Executives
Begin Work on Another Subject in Its Educational Series
first run and big circuit showings in
During one of the preliminary conferGreater New York and Newark. Among
ences between Will H. Hays and the leaders of the motion picture industry, at these were subjects shown at the New
which conference Carl Laemmle and R. H.
York Strand, the Brooklyn Strand, the
Cochrane were present, Mr. Hays asked
Criterion, the Rialto, Loew's Greater New
Yorktre inCircuit,
new State Theathese men why they didn't produce a numNewark, and
N. Loew's
J.
ber of pictures along certain educative
and institutional lines. He asked particularly why they did not make a comprehensive Boy Scout picture which would
bring into proper relief the work being
"Sailor-Made Man"
done by this organization among the boys
Establishes Record
of this country. Mr. Laemmle and Mr.
Cochrane immediately resolved to adopt
this advice of Mr. Hays. As a result they
of Forty-nine Days
have already started at Universal City
preliminary work on the serial.
Harold Lloyd, in A Sailor-Made Man,
"Universal is not insensible of the diffi- is claimed to have achieved a world's recculties in the way of making a Boy Scout
ord at the Symphony Theatre of Los Angeles by establishing a continuous run of
serial," said Mr. Laemmle, en route to
Universal City, where he will spend the forty-nine days. During this showing the
comedy was the feature of the program,
greater part of this spring. "In the past
the remainder being made up of short
these difficulties have been almost insursubjects.
mountable, and I imagine the Boy Scout
organization itself has almost despaired
The Symphony management openly anof ever having a motion picture film made
nounced it was out to beat the long distance mark established by the previous
which represented in any adequate, helpful way its ideals and its practice. But it Associated-Lloyd comedy, Never Weaken,
seems to me the present time is extremely
which ran for forty-four days. Previous
opportune for just this type of picture,
to that time the honor was held by Chapand Universal has resolved to take advanlin's Shoulder Arms, for six weeks at
tage of the popularity of educational and
Tally's Theatre.
historical serials, which it has discovered
Dr. H. B. Brockwedel of the Symphony
and fostered, to bring out a Boy Scout
declares that after the wonderful run of
Serial.
Never Weaken, he hardly saw how it was
possible for A Sailor-Made Man to beat
"It will be our greatest and most heartfelt endeavor to make this serial as typiit, although it became evident after the
cal of 'scouting' as it possibly can be first week of the run that the new release
was in for an extended showing. He says
made. We are earnestly seeking the assistance of the Boy Scout authorities and
that in all of his experience he has never
leaders, not only to prevent our producing
seen such enthusiasm as the public of Los
on the screen something whicli will be Angeles displayed, and says that capacity
colorless, neutral, neither helpful nor
houses greeted practically every performharmful, but to assist us in producing
ance of A Sailor-Made Man.
something which will be of actual assist- '■ The success of Lloyd in Los Angeles is
ance to this vitally active American oi'- declared by Associated Exhibitors to be
but an indication of the manner in which
ganization.
the comedian is being received in practi"A year ago it would have been imposcally all first run theatres. Likewise, it
sible to contemplate even such a thing as
is stated, Never W-eaken is cleaning up and
the kind of serial we mean to produce.
The times would not permit it. No one
that the first series of Associated-Lloyd
comedies is doing a tremendous volume
had blazed the way, no one had discovered
of business. These productions are Now
that the people who see serials would
patronize such a serial. A few years ago
or Never, Among Those Present, and / Do.
Lloyd'scomedians
present position
of theis
they wouldn't and exhibitors can't be leading
of the as
filmoneworld
blamed for hesitating under such condidue to his skill, his industry and his abilture. tions from encouraging that type of picity to produce an exceedingly high average
of
quality.
Also it is worthy of note that
"But now exhibitors know that people
his work is marked by an absence of the
will go to see pictures of the type of Winsuggestive, which in other days was by
ners of the West and With Stanley in many
Africa. We have blazed the trail and we
comedy.considered a near essential in farce
have proved to our own satisfaction and,
I might almost say, amazement, that they
make more of a hit with exhibitors and
Kineto to Issue 52
patrons than even the old type serials did.
I am certain that they will respond as
readily to a properly produced Boy Scout
Single Reel Pictures
serial as to any idea we have had for
serials."
of Animal Kingdom
Big Week for Educational
The week of Feb. 11 was a great week
for Educational Pictures in the New York
Metropolitan area. Nearly every series of
pictures released by Educational Film Exchanges was represented in the important

Comments from Hodkinson exchange
managers who are handling the distribution to theatres of The Four Seasons, the
four-reel nature classic produced by the
Kineto Company of America, and also
from the theatres which are playing it,
indicate that its largest element of pop-
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ularity is due to the animals which form
a great portion of the subject matter.
When this was brought to the attention
of Mr. Urban, president of the Kineto
Company, it pleased him particularly, because Kineto has a tremendous series of
single reels on animals which are being
edited for early release.
The entire series will be styled as The
Animal Kingdom and includes at the
present time more than forty reels and
is not yet completed. Each of the reels
is edited to be complete in itself, though
every reel is a distinct part of the entire
series. What Mr. Urban will probably do
will be to edit the entire series to comprise fifty-two reels and then release it
on a yearly basis, making one animal reel
for each week in the year.
Children seem to love animals so much,
especially in the motion pictures, that the
series will work out as a fine patronagegetter, having at the same time all the
elements of instructional value that Mr,
Urban insists go into every picture published by Kineto.
In the majority of instances, exhibitors
who are playing The Four Seasons are
making up their program with high-class
short subjects around it and are not including any other feature. Thus the showing last week at the Stanley Theatre in
Philadelphia had besides The Four Seasons the Geraldine Farrar version of
Carmen as reduced recently by Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld and a high-class two-reel
comedy, making eight reels in all for the
motion picture part of the program.
Universal

Advances

Release of Witwer's
"Leather Pushers"
When Universal first saw the remarkable moving pictures which had been made
by
fromstories
H. C.in Witwer's
The Harry
LeatherPollard
Pushers
Colliers,
only two of them had been completed.
Under these circumstances it was felt that
it would be best to release them one a
month. In a great many localities, however, the releasing of the series has been
dependent upon a remarkable newspaper
serialization tie-up which has now been
effected in every territory. Owing to this
and the remarkable progress on production
made by Messmore Kendall and Mr. Pollard, Universal feels that it can accede to
the desires of a great many exhibitors in
speeding up the releasing of the series.
The announcement has just been made
that after the third round or episode has
been released on March 13, the succeeding
ones will be released one every two weeks,
instead of once a month, as previously announced. Many exhibitors have felt that
interest would be immensely quickened in
these stories if they came nearer together,
and inasmuch as the stories now running
in^the newspapers cover a period of only
twenty weeks, the new releasing schedule
will very nearly approximate the newspaper schedule.
Kineto Review Bookings
Among the leading New York theatres
which have just booked the Kineto Review
series distributed by National Exchanges,
Inc., are Pox's Nemo, Fox's Japanese Garden, B. S. Moss's Dyckman, Bim's
Schuyler, Bim's Standard.
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Buster
Keaton's
'"^Cops'' Really Fast
First ISationaVs Comedian Seemingly Has Employed All the
Policemen in Southern California and Keeps Them Jumping
In Cops it would seem that Buster
Keaton has employed all the policemen in
southern California. The two-reel subject
that will be released by First National is
full stage
of 'ema— parade
sufficientwhich
in numbers,
±0
Buster ininfact,
his
inimitable way "busts" up, smashes to
smithereens. The guardians of the peace
chase him not only all over the lot but all
■over several lots.
The beginning of the .picture is quiet
■enough. Buster restores a dropped wallet
to a deputy sheriff, who apparently does
not appreciate the service. The latter
jumps on the Samaritan and gets into a
taxi. Discovering that after all he is
minus his money he orders the driver to
turn around and seek Buster. As the
machine passes the young man standing by
the roadside the sheriff leans out and
grabs the wallet out of Buster's hand.
As the machine drives on the sheriff discovers the pocketbook is empty. Again
turning the machine around the minion
of the law stops opposite Buster, gets out
and squares off. But the object of his
.search has entered the machine on the opposite side and is on his way.
Buster has been chided by his sweetheart and told to stay away until he is
a business man. Determined to make
good, the cast-off buys a load of furniture
from a swindler and then purchases a
decrepit horse and express wagon. He
gets tangled up in a police parade, lights
a cigarette from the burning fuse of a
Tjomb that an anarchist has dropped on
ihe seat beside him, and throws the bomb
into the street. The ball opens just about
that time.
What had been a parade is transformed
into a posse, hunting the disturber. One
<of the more mirth-provoking incidents is
staged on a long ladder over a fence which
Buster converts into a seesaw, with himself swinging now up, now down, with
j>olicemen hanging on each end. But
Buster escapes.
The picture is one of action, practically
all the way. Some of the more amusing
■episodes surround the horse and wagon.
One of these is where Buster unharnesses
the old nag and escorts the beast into the
Tiallway leading to a goat gland specialist.
Later Buster emerges on his ear, the horse
following — on the gallop, rejuvenated 100
per cent, displaying all the temperament
of a show animal.
Cops is a good comedy.
Lloyd Re-issues Seen Weekly
By a Million New Yorkers
Exhibitor testimony from the Greater
New York district received at Pathe Exchange shows that the Harold Lloyd one

reel reissues are meeting with the most
emphatic success. It is estimated, from
attendance averages, that one million persons in the metropolitan district are weekly entertained by these comedies. ManTheof the Strand
ager established
Joseph Plunke:tt
atre
a precedent
and at the
same time manifested his approval when
two weeks ago he showed Look Out Below,
one of the most original and liveliest of
the comedies which intermingles thrills
and laughter. Last week the Strand embodied in its weekly program She Loves
Me Not.
Christie Takes Big Company
to Truckee for "Cold Feet"
Al Christie is back from the deep snows
of Truckee, Ca'l., where he was making a
Northwest Mounted Police story entitled
Cold Feet. He carried with him many
varieties of fur coats, high boots and
arctics, and had a company of twenty
actors and staff members, dog teams, and
a chorus of trained human wolves there
forViora
ten days'
Danielwork.
plays the featured role,
that of a young woman from the East
who, after deep perusal of modern fiction,
believes that all Northwest Mounted Police are six feet in height and handsome,
that Canada is overrun with Malamute
dog teams tracking down and dragging
wronged ladies out of snowdrifts and that
a large percentage of the dirty villains of
the West are halfbreed Indian guides.
With this as a basis some strange things
are due to happen to the fiction-fed young
woman. Christie is suspected of poking
a little good-natured fun at some of our
time-honored melodramas of the "rugged
North where men are men," etc.
In "Call of Courage"
Universal Has Short
Worth

While

Drama

George
Morgan
the Universal's
ern scenario
staffof scores
another westpoint
in his series of two-reel western dramatics
under the brand name of Ned of the
News. The Call of Courage, which is
the third of the series so far seen by this
reviewer — ^and all of which, by the way,
have been worth while — is a newspaper
story. The locale is a small western town,
with its country printing office, equipped
with cases of type and old hand press.
The leading players are Perc Pembroke
and Laura La Plante, the former a young
man of good presence whose role is that

Al Christie, holding megaphone on first Northwest Mounted Police Comedy, starring Viora Daniel
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of Ned Hargraves, a reporter on a newspaper in another eommiunity who has come
to the little town in search of a feature
story. Miss La Plante is Hazel Couzens,
daughter of the local publisher and the
possessor of both youth and charm.
Ned is stopped by a bandit and compelled to change his fresh horse for the
spent animal of the outlaw and also to
swap his coat and hat. Overtaken by
the sheriff, Ned's story is not believed.
He is placed in jail.
It is the day before election, and the
local newspaper is fighting the re-election
of the present administration. In order
to prevent the printing of a story that
will cost the officeholders the election the
publisher is kidnapped and taken to an
outlying shack.
Ned escapes from jail and is pursued
and wounded in the getaway. He comes
across the bandit and a fight ensues. At
the same time the publisher starts a roughhouse with the two who are guarding him,
with the result that we see alternating
views of the two fights in progress. The
pursuing sheriff comes upon Ned and the
outlaw, the scrappers are separated and
Ned is released. The publisher wins his
battle and hurries back to the office. There
he finds Ned, whose wound previously had
been bound up by the daughter, who in
spite of his injury turns in and grinds
the hand press. "The paper is issued on
time and the crooks lose. The Call of
Courage is a fast moving story.
Hammons
Coast

Starts

After

Views

for

Getting

of Exhibitors

E. W. Hammons, president of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., left New
York on Saturday, Feb. 18, for a trip to
the Coast and a tour of many of Educational's branch exchanges, that vdll require
at least six weeks. While in Los Angeles,
Mr. Hammons expects to close most of
his contracts for next year's product for
Educational, as well as to discuss the possibility of Educational taking over later
the distribution of several popular series
of pictures.
Mr. Hammons' plans called for stops in
Chicago and Kansas City on his way West
to conduct regional sales conventions, such
as the one held in New York for the Eastern branch managers on Monday, Jan. 30.
"Our product next year probably vdll be
much the same as this year," said Mr.
Hammons before leaving New York. "Of
course, our negotiations with producers depend largely on the sentiment of the
branch managers expressed at the conventions. These meetings were called for the
purpose of getting an accurate consensus
of the exhibitors. I expect to be guided
by their needs in any changes made in
our product."
Century Comedy

Company

Working Full Speed Ahead
An unusual number of Century comedies
are scheduled for release in March and
the Century lot is working full time. The
company states there is a steady demand
for the Century two-reeler in its improved
form and adjusted price.
Lee Moran's release is Upper and
Lower, the struggles of a Pullman car
porter. Harry Sweet has two releases,
A One Horse Town and Two of a Kind.
Peggy, Behave
theBaby
thirdPeggy
of herin comedies
in whichmakes
she
appears at the head of her own company
of grovra-ups. The best release of the
year of Brownie, the Century dog, is
Mutts, in which the cast of nine is entirely
canine.
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A BOTTLE BABY— Single reel released
by Universal. — The title of this amusing
comedy is somewhat misleading. Of
course, the story is of a bottle and a baby,
the former presumably being 100 proof
pre-Volstead stuff. The chief point of
the comedy comes when a bride slips into
her steamer stateroom and from her bag
extracts a quart battle of red stuff which
she places in the upper berth. Back on
deck she informs the bridegroom that she
has left a surprise for him in the stateroom. In the meantime a desperate
mother in the adjoining room has taken
her lusty
infant
the newly
room
and left
it in into
the lower
bunk. weds'
When the eager husband enters he sees
nothing but the lusty infant. Of course,
it really is a "surprise." The broken husband returns to the bride. "How long
have you had it?" is his first question.
"About a year," is the mischievous if unsuspicious and confirmatory reply. The
bride, getting miffed, remarks she will
throw it overboard. She goes to the stateroom, not knowing anything of the baby
incident nor if she did that the mother in
the meantime had experienced a change of
heart and had taken back her child, picks
up the bottle and throws it over the side.
It lands in the bucket of a deck cleaner,
which starts a new train of incidents. The
comedy should get over to the satisfaction
of the exhibitor.
PATHE REVIEW NO. 145.— "The Gem
of the Desert" is the opening section of
this interesting number. It shows in detail the features of an oasis in the Tunisian
desert. The vegetation within the town
of a single well is remarkable for its
luxuriance.
A bit of drama is extracted from the
everyday life of New York when we are
shown pictures of the little ones left for
the day in a nursery by their working
mothers. We see the way the little ones
are entertained and the day for them made
short.
"Many a Year Ago" gives still pictures
of prominent New York landmarks of
forty years ago and motion pictures of the
same
"ThetheFamily
Yawn"
shows spots
how to-day.
distressing
premonitory
symptom of the approach of the Sand Man
may be made when perpetrated under the
slowing-up process.
"The Pueblo People" shows Indian
homes that are supposed to have remained
unchanged for centuries. There are fine
close-ups of the odd-shaped and craftsmanlike baskets made by the natives.
NIPPON — Prizma. — ^This new color picture of Japan by Harold H. Horton not
only shows a journey to the interior with
a thrilling trip on a raft through the
Hadzu rapids and unusual views of primitive lumbering operations, but also it
shows "The Boys' Festival," the annual
fete day for Japanese boys in Tokio. Prizma color brings picturesque Japan to the
screen in a new and entertaining way.
ON THE JUMP.— Reissue by Pathe
March 5. — -In this single reel of frank
slapstick
Harold share
Lloyd,the "Snub"
and Bebe Daniels
honors. Pollard
Lloyd
is a crap-shooting bellboy, "Snub" is the
detective engaged by Bebe's giant sweetheart to keep watch over her while she is
away from home. Of course "Snub" finds
it necessary to wire friend sweetheart to
get busy and on the job. By a quick shift
the bellboy is transformed into a near
chambermaid, who watches his opportunity and confines the big fellow to the
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Subjects

shades of a folding bed — out of sight and
out of the way. A good number.
RUINS OF ANGKOR. — A color record of the exploration of the greatest masterpieces ofBrahmin architecture in IndoChina made by Harold H. Horton, traveler
and explorer. Included also is Angkor
Vat, "the most colossal and most perfect
monument
ever built
by old
man."
monies of Buddhist
priests,
rituals,Cereand
other relics of ancient beliefs and traditions are included. This is the only motion picture in color ever made of Angkor.
THE CAVE OF PERIL.— Tenth episode
of the Pathe serial White Eagle.— The
opening of the chapter is the rescue of
Ruth from the water by Phil Stanton. The
episode turns on the attempts of Loomis
and Julia to get the secret of the belt from
Stone Ear and the attempt to kidnap Ruth
as she herself enters the hut where the old
squaw is in conference. There is a thrilling getaway when the White Rider picks
up Ruth and carries her to his cave. Here
we see Ruth caught in a cave-in at the
close of the episode.
ADVENTURES OF BILL AND BOB.—
Single reel released by Pathe. — The title
of this particular episode is "Mysterious
Tracks," and the picture has to do with
the tracking and capture of a koala bear,
a native of Australia, by the juvenile hunters aided by their Indian friend and guide,
not to mention the canine friend Rags.
The koala is the animal said to have
served as the model of the famous teddy
bear — and if he didn't, surely he might
have performed that service. An interesting chapter in natural history.
BUSINESS IS BUSINESS — Chester
Conklin in Sunshine Comedy — ^Chester
concludes the only easy money of which
he can at the moment think is in the real
estate business, and he decides to go into
that line. But if the common understanding that real estate is stationary be correct then surely Chester did not engage in
that line. The house he sold to any and
every client was on wheels. It was collapsible, so to speak, in the highest degree.
WTiat to the eager and immediately interested buyer looked like a cellar was not.
Even what looked like a case of real stuff
was dry — ^and shallow. To convert the
bungalow into a trailer for his little automobile was but the work of a moment. It
was but the work of another moment to
deposit his house on another lot, to plant
his garden with spearheaded roots, to set
out his front stoop and to unroll his canvas
walk. The comedy brought out a goodly
number of laughs at the Cameo, where it
was shown the week of Feb. 19. Incidentally the titles were in keeping with
the spirit of the action and materially contributed to the fun.
SEEING THE UNSEEN— Prizma.— A
remarkable color picture of scientific models of minute organisms that ordinarily
can be seen only by aid of the microscope,
produced with the co-operation of the
American Museum of Natural History. It
shows how models are constructed of glass
and wax, giving enlargements as high as
six;ty-four million times. It includes enlargements of two
of theandocean's
bottom, showing
the inches
radiolarians
many
forms of minute water life.
PARDON ME.— Pathe release week of
March 5. — "Snub" Pollard in this single

reel goes to jail to accommodate a couple
of friends and in order that he may be of
service to them through gaining the confidence of onetrouble
of the in
inmates.
has
considerable
breaking"Snub"
into jail,
but finally makes it. Marie Mosquini is
one of the number that helps Pollard to
keep things moving in a fast comedy and
one that will afford a goodly measure of
amusement.
MAGIC GEMS— Prizma.— A new study
of the symbolism of gems, showing how
ancient beliefs in the magic charms of
precious stones led to their use for adornment and how these customs depend to a
large extent on their color. A novel and
unique subject artistically created in
Prizma color by Earl W. Rossman.
NEIGHBOR NELLY — Prizma. — An
adaptation of the popular old classic by
Robert Brough, starring Madge Evans, directed by Frederick A. Thomson, photographed by George Haynes. An unusually
effective interpretation of the poem, in
which colors are artistically used to create
color harmony that is in keeping with the
poet's thought.
THE TIGER AND THE DONKEY.—
Animated cartoon of the Aesop's Film
Fables released by Pathe. — The latest
work of Cartoonist Paul Terry is given
a modem twist. The Tiger, conniving
with the lead Donkey on a mail wagon,
successfully conspires to rob a mail wagon.
The driver gets to a telephone, with the
result that two wagonloads of marines are
turned loose on the bandits.
AWAY DULL CARE— Prizma. — For
the man who knows how to play and the
man who doesn't. It shows hunting, fishing, canoeing, motoring, riding, skating,
toboganning, aquaplaning and other sports
woven into a theme that entertains and
thrills and makes one long to "cast away
dull care" and participate more freely in
outdoor sports.
Eric

Von

Has

Stroheim

Role

in Cast

of Pathe

Playlet

Eric Von Stroheim appears in his
familiar role of the "heavy" in Sylvia of
the Secret Service, one of the best of the
Pathe Playlets so far issued or reissued.
The three-reel subject demonstrates how
much in the way of incident can be packed
into a thousand feet of film. The original
subject was produced by George Fitzmaurice from a story by Joseph H. Trant.
Irene Castle is the leading player, and she
is supported
by Elliott
Macyas Harlan and J. H.
GilmoreDexter,
as well
Von
Stroheim. Miss Castle has the role of a
member of the United States Secret Service hunting diamond thieves and matches
her wit — or should we say intuition? —
against a shining light of Scotland Yard,
and according to the author she wins out
in decisive fashion after the expenditure
of considerable effort.
Most of the action takes place on shipboard and in a hotel. The story is clearly
told, is well acted, contains an abundance
of action, and should be well received in
any house.
"Wilderness Tales" at Capitol
The Robert C. Bruce Wilderness Tales,
the remarkable new series of single-reel
nictures in which this famous scenic artist
has combined scenic beauty with novel
and entertaining stories, sometimes whimsically comical, sometimes intensely tragic,
had its premiere at the Capitol Theatre in
New York during the week of Feb. 19.
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inent in the indeTWO men prom
pendent field, both producers,
in conversing for publication
during the week, touched upon the
same subject and both displayed
considerable earnestness. Each of
the men seemed to feel there was
a disinclination on the part of buyers and exhibitors to extend to the
independent producer the same material reward for work of high quality as would without question be
extended to the older and larger organizations.
What gave particular point to the
remarks of the men was the fact
that they have decided to cut production in half in one case ai^d to
suspend in the other until they observe on the part of the trade a
change in attitude toward productions requiring the expenditure of
substantial sums.
The views of both men are printed on other pages of this issue.
Those of Ben Wilson are of the pro-

ducer, who by reason of the demands
on his time of studio problems- is
compelled to leave to the company
supervising the distribution of his
product the details of that work.
Whatever may have to do with exchange questions and sales and exploitation with him necessarily is
secondary even if of vital importance. His knowledge of these matters is such as may be acquired
through reports rather than through
actual contact with the trade.
In the case of Mr. Brandt it is
different, by reason of the fact that
his interests primarily are those of
the distributor. For years he has
been in closest contact with the men
who sell and exhibit pictures. Periodically he travels about the country and maintains the contact. His
knowledge of conditions is first
hand.
What will strike the observer is
that these two men express views
that are so nearly parallel. We be-

lieve these views are deserving of
the serious consideration of the menwho may be directly affected by the
actions of independent producers,
and we are confident they will re^
ceive that consideration.

Warners

from

Celebrated

to

Retire

Distribution

In Order to Concentrate on Production They Sell Exchanges
in Three New York Cities to Bobby North and Lawrence Weber
Wamer Brothers announced this week
duction. It is our belief in view of the remarkable success of several of our producthat the company would retire from the
tions and which it is quite unnecessary to
exchange business and that its distributname at this time that this step is indiing quarters in New York, BuiFalo and Alcated as the really wise thing to do. While
of course we regret the severance of the
bany would be taken over by Bobby North
and Lawrence Weber. The new owners
many pleasant relations to which I have
will take possession Feb. 27.
referred at the same time we have given
careful consideration to all the angles
"Our exchange business has been a re- very
of the situation and our minds are clear
markable success," declared Abe Warner
to
a Tradehave
Review
Tuesday.
are right."
relations
been m'an
mostoncordial
with"Our
all thatMr.weWarner
said the names of the exchanges would be changed by the new
the men with whom we have done business, but we have decided to retire from
owners, but so far as he knew up to the
present time the precise name of the new
the exchange department in order that we
may concentrate all our energies on pro- company had not been determined.

Buyers
C.B.C.

Congratulate
on

Obtaining

Mayer Travelaughs
The decision of Hy Mayer to release on
the State rights market his Travelaughs,
which for more than a year have been an
exclusive feature of the program of the
Capitol Theatre, New York, and on which
various program releasing companies have
approached Mr. Mayer time and again has
aroused much comment. Both Mr. Mayer
and the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation,
which will handle distribution for him,
have been the recipients of many letters
of congratulation from some of the largest
buyers in the country, who also have
asked for first option in their territory.

Several of the more important territories are practically disposed of already,
it is said. Final announcement awaits
only word as to which of the fifteen reels
will be the first release.
S. L. Rothafel, of the Capitol, is quoted
as
of the
Mr. finest
Mayer's
work:
think
thatsaying
they are
single
reel "I
subjects
on the market and every last one of them
has been an instantaneous hit. They will
be enjoyed by any audience and are extremely clever and refreshing."
A special newspaper exploitation campaign to accompany the release of the
Travelaughs is now being prepared which
will, it is promised, be the most original
ever offered with a "short feature" release. Some specially prepared artistic and
highly novel and entertaining Hy Mayer
original sketches are to form the basis for
much of the exploitation accessories.

"From my personal observations," saysthere
Mr. Brandt,
found that
seems to"I behave
an
unwritten law among the exhibitors
of the country to look with suspicion upon a production that is handled through the State rights exchanges. While they are perfectly
willing to book a picture from a
program organization without
screening, they insist upon 'being
shown' when it comes to booking an
independent
Mr. Brandtpicture."
makes the point that
if exhibitors will encourage the independent producers by offering fair
prices for rentals, for proved boxoffice successes, there will be no
dearth of exceptional productions
made by independent organizations.

Takes

for

Players
Territory

Four Equity Pictures
The Equity offices announce this week
a considerable transaction on the C. K. Y.
productions with the Celebrated Rayers
Film Corporation of Chicago, of which
Joseph L. Friedman is president.
The pictures in the deal consist of
Charge It, What No Man Knows, and the
latest C. K. Young picture. The Worldly
Madonna, which has not yet been released
and which is said to be the best C. K. Y,
picture since Eyes of Youth.
Mr. Friedman also closed for territory
on the big Equity special Where Is My
Wandering Boy To-night? and reports
from the offices of Celebrated reveal a
booking of a minimum of not less than
two weeks at the Randolph Theatre of
Chicago.
the
Jones, Linick & Schaefer combination,
Louis Baum handled the deal for Equity
and istates that preparations are now
under way by Celebrated to put over the
Young pictures and Where Is My Wan^
dering Boy To-night? with a sales smash
and a calibre of exploitation unusual in
the field of independent distribution.
The Chicago opening in the Randolph
is slated for the week of April 2 and exhibitors in and around the Chicago territory
will watch with interest the box office
power of this picture.
The photographic quality of The Worlds
is said to be smart and elably Madonna Equity
is issuing a special press
orate.
arm topexploitaof strong get
boom tionwith
ideas ato variety
money
heln exhibitors
with this latest Young release.
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^^Give Me
My
Son"
Is a Good
Picture
George H. Hamilton Will Offer to Independents This Well
Told, Finely Acted Story Contcdning Real Heart Interest
Give Me My Son, which will be released 10. Blaze Away is a story by Bruce
on the State Rights market by George H. Boteler, a long-time member of the
Hamilton, is a picture that will hold its scenario department of Thomas H. Ince.
own in good company. It is six reels in
The career of Guinn Williams in pictures has been short but notable. From
length and was made by the Swedish Biohis
introduction to pictures by Will Rogers
^aph. There is nothing in the picture
S.S this reviewer now recalls it, although his personality and his gifts as actor and
it is more than forty-eight hours since he athlete have brought him quickly into
saw it, that would give the impression the prominence which culminated in a contract with the Frederick Herbst Producpicture was made in any particular countions, which is the unit the productions of
try; nothing that would indicate it was
which are being distributed by Di Lorenzo,
not made in the United States.
The production is well acted and Inc.
W. Hughes Curran, the director of the
staged. The photography is of the same
quality as that for which its producer is series, after being graduated from Fordjioted. The titles were written by Lesley ham University, New York, was connected with Ordynski, the Russian proMason, and are a credit to their author
ducer of stage successes. In pictures Mr.
and the picture. The underlying theme
Curran
was first associated viath the Ediof the picture is mother love. The story
son Company. In Los Angeles he was enis one that at times pulls rather strongly
on the heartstrings, but in the titles there
gaged by Thomas H. Ince for the old Triangle Company. Later he was associated
is no trace of bathos. They tell a straight,
with
Charles
Ray and William S. Hart.
dignified story and keep away from mush.
Pauline Brunius has the role of the
mother of the young man of twenty-one
years she mistakes for her own son. Her
Henry WalthaU Is
performance carries conviction. In the
first place her apparent age indicates she
Star of Pacific's
might be the mother of a son of the years
referred to, and she possesses the dramat"Abie-Minded
Ladv"
ic power to arouse the interest and the
sympathy and to create the illusion in the
Kenry Walthall is featured in The Abiemind of the beholder. She is an actress
Minded Lady, produced by the Pacific
Film Company and being distributed in
of experience and of charm.
The story is of a young woman of the State Rights market by Julius Singer,
position who marries a scalawag who
manager of the company's office in this
shortly after marriage goes abroad and is city, at 729 Seventh Avenue. The picture
killed. In the Continental version we have is one that contains few interiors, the locale being that of a small ranch. The
a suspicion the lady may have been bestory is by William R. Leighton, originally
trayed,
but
it's
all
right
now;
we
have
the
assurance of the titles she is married and printed in the Saturday Evening Post.
The role that falls to Mr. Walthall is
the censors may rest their finical souls in
peace. A son comes to the widow, which, a bit out of the usual for him, that of
by her unforgiving father is kidnapped so a sheep herder shanghaied, so to speak,
thoroughly that twenty years' search on by a three-time widow and compelled to
the part of the mother fails to find the go to work on her ranch. Throughout the
story we see him as the ranch hand. It
boy.
Across the path of the mother, happily is a characterization that is part comedy
and part dramatic, that of Breezy Bright,
married, comes a young man that from
a whimsical, shiftless sort of person who
papers in his pocket she is led to believe
is her son. The young man falls in love makes good when the pinch comies and inwith the daughter of the house. The
cidental y isdrafted by the widow as husband No. 4. It is unnecessary to say much
mother, not daring to tell her daughter
much less her husband of the relationship of Mr. Walthall's work — ^he gets out of
of which she is so sure, that consequently the character all there is in it, just as he
she is unable to prevent the increasing is in the habit of doing.
Helen Raymond as the Widow McGee,
love of the two young folks. The pent-up
love for the son crops out, and by the thrice relict, husky, healthy and happy, an
young man is misunderstood. The crisis optimist, a business woman, and in love
comes when the two youngsters plan to with the memories of each of the three
elope. In a series of dramatic scenes the dear departed, gives a convincing performance, one that is worth while.
truth is brought out. The young man is
not the son, but the friend of the son, who
Three well-kept graves seemingly have
for her no further significance than that
was killed in a fall from a yard arm.
The husband is forgiving; through the
daughter's marriage the mother gets a son
Anyway.
Give Me My Son is a picture that should
rate rather high in the box office reports.
G. B.
Di

Lorenzo
Six

Films

the world is before her and that events
will be shaped to her liking when she sees
fit so to order them.
Elinor Fair has a minor role of a girl
who is sent to her aunt — Mrs. McGee — in
an effort to cure her of a serious love
affair. Of course, the sweetheart finds
her and gefs a job on the ranch. And
the story winds up with a double doubling
up.
The titles are worthy of mention.
These at times are humorous, and of those
who read them very likely the jokes
will be new to the great majority. And
perhaps they are new at that.
While The Able-Minded Lady cannot be
classed as a pretentious production it will
afford good entertainment and will repay
examination on the part of an exhibitor.
G. B.
Amalgamated Designs Plan
for Exploiting Its Co-Stars
Franklyn E. Backer promises an innovation in exploitation methods for his
all-star, or, as he terms it, co-star series,
being handled by independent exchange
franchise-holders as Amalgamated Productions. An elaborate two-color press
book for The Greater Duty has been completed which outlines the fact that the
producers claim exceptional merit for the
new production.
Advantage is taken of the casting of
four well known players in the same picture to give each one of them one day of
the time used to advertise the production.
On this day he is featured as the big star
of the drama. How best to do this is
carefully outlined in the press book.
Paul Hurst Joins Neal Hart
Paul Hurst, the well-known director, has
joined the staff of the William Steiher
Productions at San Antonio to direct Neal
Hart in his new series of five-reel Western
feature pictures. Mr. Steiner is with the
company, and when the last shot of Lure
of Gold is taken he will pack up the
negative and start for New York. There
he will remain for about ten days, and
then with a bundle of new stories will
return to San Antonio. Additional players have been added to the Neal Hart company, including expert Rodeo champions
in roping, bulldogging and broncho busting,
and hair-raising stunts are promised for
every release.
Closing Out "Parish Priest"
Herman J. Garfield, who is distributing
The Parish Priest in the United States
and Canada, announces that he has still
open Texas, the Atlanta territory, Indiana,
and Iowa and Nebraska. The picture was "
produced
by Jesse
G. Hampton and features William
Desmond.

to Issue
Starring

"Big Boy" Williams
Following the recent announcement of
the incorporation of Di Lorenzo, Inc.,
comes word that its first production. Blaze
Away, the first of a series of six five-reel
productions starring "Big Boy" Guinn
Williams and directed by W. Hughes Curran, vsdll be ready for release monthly to
independent exchanges, beginning March
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Scenes from "Give Me My Son," distributed by George H. Hamilton
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Davis-Brandt

Unit

Awaits

Assurances

•Says Plans Are Perfected for Several Big Pictures but
Will Defer Production Until Exhibitor Attitude Is Known
In a statement issued by Joe Brandt of
the Davis-Brandt producing unit, after
outlining the unusual press notices given
Life's Greatest Question following its
showing at the Strand Theatre in San
P'rancisco, announcement is made that the
unit has perfected plans for several big
pictures to be made this year, but it will
not go ahead with them -until they have
the assurance of exhibitors that pictures
placed through the Independent exchanges
will be given fair treatment. When Mr.
Brandt was asked just what he meant by
fair treatment he said:
"From my personal observations, on my
many trips, I have found that there seems
to be an unwritten law among the exhibitors of the country to look with suspicion
upon a production that is handled through
the State Rights exchanges. While they
are perfectly willing to book a picture
from a program organization without
screening, they insist upon 'being shown'
when it comes to booking an Independent
picture.
"In addition to this, when a picture is
offered by one of the Independent exchanges, there is a general tendency to
try to get the price down to a basis that
does not make it an incentive for either
the producer or the exchangemen to invest the large sums necessary to bring to
the exhibitor, through the independent
field, attractions that have always proved
to be money makers.
"If the exhibitors will encourage the Independent producers by offering fair prices
for rentals, for proved box-office successes, there will be no dearth of exceptional productions made by Independent
organizations, but if the tendency continues to makeis the
Independent 'the goat,'
the result
inevitable.
"I have always advocated the policy of
an exhibitor booking as many program
pictures as he needs to assure himself of
an average program for the major part
of the year, but it is to the best interests

of the exhibitor to leave enough open time
on his books to accommodate the worthwhile productions that are being made by
the Independents and to be willing to pay
the price necessary to encourage them to
continue to produce bigger and the kind
of pictures that are needed to satisfy the
public and keep the balance on the right
side of the ledger."
"Fewer

and

Still the

Better"
Policy

of

Pacific, Says Singer
The Pacific Film Company of Culver
City recently announced the appointment
of Julius Singer as eastern representative,
with offices at 729 Seventh Avenue.
"We will continue to make fewer and
better pictures, which we have always
done, that being nothing new to us," says
Mr. Singer. "The public is not flocking
to the theatres as they did before. It is
now carefully buying its pictures like
any other merchandise. Cleanliness has
been the big policy with all the Pacific
Company's output. I would cite the in-
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tions in the screen version of Eugene
Manlove Rhodes' magazine story Stepsons of Light. Active work on the first
of six pictures, which wiil be released
through the Anchor Film Distributors,
Inc., the new Los Angeles releasing firm,
will be started in the middle of the current
month at the Horsley Studios.
March

15 Will

Finish

See

of Work

on

Goddess"
Latest "Jungle
reports from the
Selig studios,
where the force is working day and night
shifts on the production of the new chapter picture. The Jungle Goddess, which
the Export and Import Film Co., Inc., will
distribute on the independent market, indicate that the entire fifteen episodes of
the serial will be completed by March 15.
Work on the thirteenth episode has
started. Chapters 11 and 12 are almost
completed. The titles of the first twelve
episodes have been definitely decided upon.
Following the first three already announced there are Episode 4, The Terror
Ship, in which Elinor Field and Truman
Van Dyke, the co-stars leave the African
jungles and board an animal trader bound
for India; Episode 5, Wild Beasts in Command, wherein the cargo of jungle animals
is liberated and overrun the ship ; Episode
6, Sky High with a Leopard, in which
the ship is wrecked on the shores of India,
and in which a thrilling battle in an airplane caps the climax; Episode 7, The
Rajah's Revenge; Episode 8, The Alligator's Victim; Episode 9, At Grips with
Death; Episode 10, The Leopard Woman;
Episode 11, The Soul of Buddha, and Episode 12, The Jaws of Death.
The names of the remaining three chapters have not as yet been decided upon.
It will be noticed that in Chapter 8, Mr.
Selig again will use the alligators which
he made famous by his spectacular scene
in The Lost City, his previous serial. Mr.
Selig has .his own alligator farm and
states that he has used these crawling
creatures in The Jungle Goddess in a
perilous scene which for daring and dramatic punch he believes has rarely been
equaled.

National Exchanges
Announce
Release of
"Why Not Marry?"
Why Not Marry, a feature comedy romance of tangled hearts, starring Margery
Wilson, is announced as the next release
of National Exchanges, Inc., to be presented by Walter L. Johnson, president.
The picture is described as a fast moving
comedy drama of situations which gives
a new angle on the eternal question.
Margery Wilson is a former Griffith
player, who first attained success in Intolerance. Miss Wilson has played opposite William S. Hart and Charles Ray,
and has been starred in several features.
A supporting cast of uniform excellence
appears in this production including such
well known players as Albert Edward,
Albert Roccardi and Harold Foschay.
John Lopez directed the production.
The production scale of Why Not Marry? is exceptionally pretentious. Interior
scenes showing New York's largest hotel
are faithfully presented on the screen.
The other interiors are lavish.
The picture will be released on the National Exchanges program about March 15.
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Julius Singer
stance of The Call from the Wild, which
has elicited high praise by exhibitors as
an idealistic and clean production.
"We are now offering on the
market the following pictures, State
whichright
are
selling rapidly: Henry B. Walthall, in
The Abie-Minded Lady, supported by Elinor Fair and Helen Raymond, adapted
from the Saturday Evening Post story by
William R. Leighton; The Girl from
Rocky Point, with Ora Carew, Gloria Joy,
Walt Whitman, and directed by Frederick
Becker; The Fatal 30, an action-drama,
and The Forest King, a picture of the
Northwest, with Reed Chapman and Lillian Jail."
Robert Gordon to Star
Robert Gordon, who played one of the
stellar roles in the forthcoming SeligRork production of The Rosary, will be
starred by the Ivor McFadden Produc-

Buys "The Parish Priest"
For Many Western States
Joseph J. Goodstein of Arrow Photoplays, with offices in Denver, Seattle and
Salt Lake City, has secured The Parish
Priest from Herman J. Garfield for New
Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Washington, Oregon and
Alaska. In order to give every advantage
to his clients in the territories named, Mr.
Goodstein has placed one of the largest
orders for exploitation material ever
known in these jurisdictions. The- Arrow
Photoplays executive is determined to put
out The Parish Priest as a special production vnth a backing commensurate with
the record established by the picture in
the States where it has been shown.
Issues Herald in Colors
The W. P. Gaskell Enterprises, owners
of Shadows of Conscience rights in Wisconsin, have arranged a novel herald for
its exploitation as a road show. The
herald is larger than those usually put
out, even for unusual attractions, being a
four page affair ten by twelve inches in
size, printed in brilliant red and black.
There is a minimum of reading matter in
the herald, the feature being more forcibly
exploited
stills from bythemeans
play. of almost a score of
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for

Independents

Pay for State Rights Quality What
Willingly Pay for Program
Open

Market

If buyers and exhibitors are willing to
pay the same sums for quality pictures 6f
independent origin that they are for equivalent subjects produced in program studios
the future of the State Rights producer is
secure and the exhibitor need not worry
about a plentiful supply of material for
his theatre, declares Ben Wilson, president of the Berwilla Film Corporation.
Mr. Wilson, after a stay in New York
for a week, started on his return to the
coast on Washington's Birthday. The producer of serials and westerns planned his
homeward journey by way of New Orleans,
where it was his intention to lay over a
couple of days in order that he might get
a peek at the Mardi Gras festivities and
also perhaps see a real horse race.
Mr. Wilson had come to New York for
a periodical conference with Dr. W. E.
Shallenberger, president of the Arrow Film
Corporation, the distributor of Ben Wilson Productions, and also to get the latest
slants on the independent market.
In the course of a conversation on the
Sunday prior to his departure, Mr. Wilson
referred to the sorrow that had been felt
by all the members of the motion picture
colony on the coast over the tragic death
of William Taylor, who for three years
had been ciation.
president
He referredof tothethedirectors'
fact that assoMr.
Taylor had been among the first to declare that directors must exercise the
greatest caution in keeping out of their
companies all persons who in any way had
brought discredit upon the industry.
The producer said that "Billy" Taylor,
whom he had known intimately for years,
was one of the most charitable men it ever
had been his good fortune to know; that
during the long Los Angeles career of the
late director his character had been above
reproach; that money to him had meant
beyond everything else the ability to help
a friend in trouble, and that if he knew
of a pal who was having rough sledding he
did not wait to be asked, but went to him
with his check book in his hand.
"Billy Taylor was a man of great personal charm, a man you could tie to, and
in the best sense of a sometimes abused exascholar and a gentleman," declaredprMr.es ion Wilson.
"What do I think of the State Right
situation?" responded the producer to a
question. "Let me ask you — how does it
strike you?" he countered.
The writer replied that the feeling in
New York seemed to be that distinctly it
was looking up — that through the issue
recently of several good box-office attractions the independent branch of the picture business was in the ascendant.
"Yes, I hear some of that talk, too," replied Mr. Wilson. "But there is one thing
State Rights buyers and exhibitors should
keep constantly in mind, and that is that
independent producers have keen competition, and that to meet that means a lot
of hard work. Personally, I am putting in
sometimes eighteen hours a day trying to
keep down overhead so that we may the
better go into the open market and compete for business with those who have
the advantages of wide distribution and
solidly intrenched organizations.
"I do think those who depend more or
market should as
less on the independent
a whole give every support and encourage-

You

Quality and

Is Secure, Says Ben
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Wilson

BLAISDELL

ment to which the independent producer
justly may be entitled — that buyers and
exhibitors should be willing to pay the
same amount for quality production on our
side that they are Avilling to pay for quality production to program exchangemen.
If we get only just that — simply a square
deal — the State Rights producer will be secure and the exhibitor will be assured of a
wide
atre. variety of good material for his the"Out in Los Angeles there are a couple
of exchangemen to whom I will take off
my hat— E. H. ('Gene') Emmick and Will
Edmunds of Progress Features. Naturally
I see more of these men than I do of other
distributors, as they are the ones who
handle our stuff in that territory. Every
week they send out to exhibitors a folder,
very fineily gotten up, and with plenty of
snappy stuff in it, descriptive of the material they have for circulation. Certainly
they
a pairwas
of live
Mr.areWilson
askedexchangemen."
as to the number of companies he now had at work.
"I have had four," he replied, "but I have

Ben Wilson
decided for the present to reduce that number by half. I have just finished one Peter
B. Kyne story — the one you saw Friday
afternoon — Back to Yelloiv Jacket, and
there are two more of these to be made —
One-Eighth Apache and Little Casino. In
these as in the one already made, Roy
Stewart will be featured. And, by the
way, there is a regular fellow — just white
man all the way through, and success has
not spoiled him. His services are in condemand saw
between
The stant
writer
Back ourto pictures."
Yellow Jacket,
soon to be released by Arrow, and he can
assure exhibitors they are going to see in
this picture, featuring Roy Stewart and
Kathleen Kirkham, something they can
talk about. It is a tale of the desert, of
a man and a woman and of the man and
his pal. It is a real story with a real plot,
and is played by an excellent cast. Incia "heavy"
in it —of
surely notdentally,
in there
theisn't
ordinary
acceptance
that term.

The Innocent Cheat, with the featured
players just mentioned, and of which Mr.
Wilson has rather high hopes, has its
premiere in the California Theatre in Los
Angeles, March 12.
The conversation turned on the difficulties of meeting the varying demands of the
many censorship boards that must be taken
into account by a producer. "It does keep
one guessing, for a fact," declared Mr.
Wilson. "Of course, we are anxious to
meet the wishes of the boards, if for no
other reason than that we prefer to do
our own cutting so that the spirit of the
story may be preserved.
"As an example, some of the censors say
no guns must be shown, although there
seems to be no inhibition against putting
up the hands. But, of course, when a man
puts up his hands there has got to be a
compelling reason. These rules work particular hardships on the producers of
serials and westerns. The display of guns
does not necessarily precede indiscriminate
slaughter. Please get me right — I am
holding no brief for gun play, but there
are times in portraying the early days of
the West that it is indicated. It would be
interesting to know what proportion, if
any, ofatresthe
in attendancefrom
at theis duefalling
to theoffelimination
the
screen of stories or parts of stories to
which the producers fear some censor may
object. I am now referring to the more
radical censors, the kind mentioned by
William A. Brady when he told of the
functionary who insisted that Armand
must
first reel." in
The marry
writer Camille
praised inthethebackgrounds
Nan of the North, the last serial to come
from the Berwilla studios. Particular
reference was made to the scenes in Yellowstone Park. Mr. Wilson smiled.
"Yes, that serial is a bit of a travelogue," he said. "The northwest corner of
Wyoming is a long ways from Los Angeles.
Then, besides the seven weeks the comr
pany bers
spent
the memmakingthere,
trips with
back some
and of
forth,
there
were four journeys to Big Bear, four to
Palm Springs and also a visit to Catalina.
One of the pleasantest things in connection
with this production is the letter I have
from the superintendent of Yellowstone
in which he praises the demeanor of the
company during its visit, and saying it
would be welcome at any time. It was
the first occasion in the history of the
park that a camera had been turned on any
setting other than one purely of a scenic
nature. I am told that at times the hillsides were covered with tourists watching
Mr. Wilson was asked as to his future
the players."
attitude toward serials. "It is a problem,"
he declared. "I am taking it up right now
with Dr. Shallenberger, and possibly the
question of another serial will be settled
before I go back to Los Angeles. The
popularity of this branch of picture making is undiminished abroad, and there are
many sections in the United States where
picturegoers are demanding them. Of
course,
of the but
twoserials
markets arethe
morerequirements
or less far apart,
produced for American showing must be
made with the idea continually in mind
that the younger portion of the patrons of
these theatres constitute a considerable
part of their followers."
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^'Her Story," Next
of Second National,
Has Strong Scenes
Her Story, the second . release of the
Second National Pictures Corporation,
features Madge Titheradge. As suggested
by the title, the tale is unfolded in narrative form, with frequent reversions to the
figure of the wife seated at a table in the
office of her husband telling the latter
the story that lay behind the exciting and
■seemingly incriminating events with which
the drama opens.
The production is one that will have
varying appeal, depending largely on the
rejudices of the photoplaygoer as to
roken or interrupted action. There are
strong situations, especially the one depicting the happenings in the bedroom of
Mrs. Ashlyn following the entrance of the
escaped convict.
The latter, who fifteen years before had
tricked Mrs. Ashlyn into a supposed marriage and who later had deserted her and
been sent to prison for burglary, has been
traced by bloodhounds to the country house
where Mrs. Ashlyn is visiting. He has
mingled among the guests at the fancy
dress ball, where his prison garb has
-made a hit among such of the dancers as
observed him. Guards from the prison
institute a search of the house. Mrs. Ashlyn conceals the convict in a closet. After
the searchers have departed the convict
embraces the woman he has victimized.
The noise of the struggle is heard in the
hall, the guards break in and the convict
is captured.
In 'order to explain to her husband the
sinister story printed in one of the newspapers the wife hurries to the city. There
she relates the whole tale, beginning with
her life on a ship of which her father is
captain; of his death, of her falling in
love in Riga with an employee of the
steamship company and her departure to
New York with him following a ceremony
which _ she believed had made them man
&nd wife but actually had been a contract
under which she agreed to serve as the
•man's secretary.
Exhibitors are advised to ask for a
screening of the picture in order that they
may for themselves appraise its availability.
Warner
Bring

Brothers
Norris
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and publicity forces of the Pacific Film
Co. of Culver City. He also will act
as personal representative to Julius
Singer, Eastern head of the Pacific.
Mr. Nurnberg is one of the youngest
advertising men in the film business. Previously he had been employed on the New
York Globe and Dramatic Mirror. He is
a member of the A. M. P. A.

Exchanges

Carewe-Af

Buy

filiated

Production

Unseen

The First National Exchange of Pittsburgh has contracted to buy / Am the
Law, the first Carewe-Affiliated release
for its territory, despite the important
fact that production on this feature has
not yet been completed. Coming as it
does at this time, such an announcement
is extremely heartening to those independents who know the needs of their market
and are bending all their efforts to meet
those needs. Commenting upon the purchase by First National of Pittsburgh,
C. C. Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors, said:
"This sale is only the first of a batch
of pending negotiations on the Carewe
productions that we intend selling to the
State right market. Any number of offers
have been made for this new series, and
I am of the opinion that at least 50 per
cent of all territories will be sold before
the
first picture has even had a single
screening.
"The fact that exchanges like First Na-

Hallroom

Director
Country

to

Get Public's Views
Noel Smith, director-in-chief of the popular Percy and Ferdie Hallroom Comedies,
has made a trip across the continent for the
purpose of seeing how the more recent of
the two-reel gloom-chasers on this series
are going over.
"One of my reasons for making this
trip," said Mr. Smith, "was to get away
from all sight and signs of production.
That doesn't sound very serious or businesslike for a director to say, but it's really
about the most serious problem there is
for a director — especially a director of
'series-comedies' like ours, which are made
and released at definite intervals. Comedy ideas grow stale quicker than any
other kind, and to be funny, comedy must
be or seem to be fresh and spontaneous.
Business men get away from their business
every so often and come back and do better work. Producing and directing is a
business — and business mixed vvdth temrament isthe idealComedies
combination."
Of the peHallroom
Mr. Smith
said : "All our scenarios are carefully prepared before we start 'shooting.' The day
of the haphazard, made-up-as-you-go-along
comedy is past. The public wants its
comedy to bear some semblance of logic,
too, and the most successful comedies are
those that have continuity and a certain
amount of fine satire."
"Felix" Bought
by
Joe Friedman
and
the Elk Photoplays

Novel

Victor Nurnberg to Head
Pacific Advertising Stafif
Victor ("Vic") Nurnberg, formerly
head of the advertising and publicity staff
of Reelcraft and other companies, has
been appointed head of the advertising
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productions and finely photographed.
What is more, they are clean as well as
humorous and Arrow's publicity department suggests they may safely be offered
to Dr. Straton and Canon Chase as gloomchasers just now.

Crosses

Two

to

of "Brass" to Screen
The screen rights to Brass, Charles G.
Norris' chasedpopular
novel, Brothers,
have beenaccordpurby the Warner
ing to an announcement this week. Production of the novel will be begun early
in the fall. This purchase is said to be
•the forerunner of several other big screen
stories from popular sources to be
acquired by the Warner organization.
The acquisition of Brass is declared to
he a milestone in the production activities
-of State right distributors. Thousands of
copies of the novel have been sold, and
the publishers report a steady and increasing demand throughout the country.
It is expected that tiarry Rapf and Will
Nigh will bring forth Brass.
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Edwin Carewe
tional of Pittsburgh and mountain States
of Denver and Seattle have contracted
to buy our product unseen is proof that
we are on the right track. Their confidence in us will not be misplaced."
Eddie Lyons Supplies Two
More Comedies for Arrow
Two new Eddie Lyons Comedies are being added to the list of Arrow releases of
this famous comedian. These are Why
Not Now? and Rented Trouble. It is needless to say that in both of these comedies he is at his best and finished — he is at
the top of his comedy form.
In these two offerings Eddie plays the
part - of the young gallant who gets into
trouble on account of his ardent admiration of Vera. The comedies are lavish

Following close upon the heels of the announcement of the formation of the indedependent producing and distributing unit
headed by Miss M. J. Winkler and the
acquisition by the company of the series
of twelve Felix cartoon comics, animated
by the Pat Sullivan Studios, comes her
first announcement with respect to the
sale of her product in two large independent territories.
The Felix cartoons have been disposed
of for Greater New York and Northern
New Jersey to the Elk Photoplays, Inc.
Joseph Friedman, general manager of
the celebrated Players Film Corporation
of Chicago, also closed this week for the
series for distribution throughout Illinois,
Indiana and Wisconsin.
Sacred Films Issues Booklet
for Exhibitor Distribution
For a readier understanding of the Biblical narratives, Sacred Films, Inc., have
published a handsome and understandable
booklet illustrated in rotogravure which
accompanies each individual episode.
These booklets are being written by the
theological authority back of the productions and are interspersed with the knowledgesearch
proffered
J. Banks, redirectorbyof Dr.
the Edgar
organization.
These booklets are sold at cost to the
exhibitor, who in turn sells them to his
patrons. Sacred Films has gone to tremendous expense in compiling the booklets, but are convinced that the presentation of these brochures is but another
step forward in the exploitation of the
productions adapted from the pages of the
greatest human document of all times.
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Sales on *^^Teii Nights''
Reports
Arrow
Contracts Closed in North, East, South and West for
Production — Announce Openings in Four Large Centres
Maschke, editor and titler; Edward Luck,
Ten Nights in a Barroom is continuing
technical director, and Merle Johnson and
its record of successes. W. E. ShallenDoty Hobart, scenario writers.
berger, president of the Arrow Film Corporation, this week not only announces a
number of successful openings but several
Warner to Entertain Children
important sales.
The picture played at the Mark Strand
Through the courtesy of Harry M.
Theatre, Albany, last week to record 'busi- Warner of Warner Brothers more than
ness and according to wires received at 2000 kiddies -both rich and poor will be
the Arrow's home office opened to a wongiven a showing of Gus Edwards' School
derful business in Fox's Washington The- Days, featuring Wesley Barry, at the
Astor Theatre, New York, on February
atre, Detroit; Fox's American Theatre,
26. Dick Barthlemess is scheduled to give
Denver,
and
J.
W.
&
W.
J.
Dusenberry's
Grand Theatre, Golumbus, Ohio.
a skit on how motion piclnires are taken.
Among the sale sclosed on this attraction are listed the territory comprising
Northern New York State, where the picture was purchased by S. H. Bunce for Author of "Sherlock"
the Courtney Theatre Co. William Conn,
Stories to Lecture
president of Premier Pictures Corporation, Charlotte, N. C, secured the picture
in the United States
for North and South Carolina, while J. J.
Goodstein secured the rights to Colorado,
George S. Dougherty, former Deputy
New Mexico, Wyoming, Utah, Montana,
Police Commissioner of New York, just
Idaho, Oregon, Washington and Alaska for
the Arrow Photoplay, Inc., of 1753 Welton
returned
months'
series
conferencesfrom
witha three
the heads
of the
secretof
Street, Denver, Col.
Palmore & Homand of Baltimore, se- police service of leading continental cities,
reports the purpose of Sir Arthur Conan
cured the picture for Maryland, District
Doyle, author of the Sherlock Holmes
of Columbia, and Virginia, while the territory comprising western Pennsylvania and crime stories, to visit America for the purWest Virginia was contracted for by Al- . pose of lecturing on crime and spiritism.
bert A. Weiland for the Standard Film
The former police official says the
Exchange of Pittsburgh.
-author's design in planning his lecture
Dr. Shallenberger points out that in tour is not to make money but to impart
his convictions about lawbreakers and
spite of the cry of bad business not only
among exhibitors but exchangemen a pic- lawbreaking as well as about spiritism.
Sir Arthur is due to arrive in this counture of the calibre of Ten Nights in a
Barroom will be eagerly sought after by
try immediately after Lent. William Alexindependent exchanges. In Canada, where
ander of the Alexander Film Corporathe subject is being distributed by the
tion, which is releasing tha film version
Canadian Features & Production Co.,
twenty-two houses booked it following the
showing at the Toronto Strand. The picture has been booked over the Ottawa
Valley Circuit and in Montreal, Peterboro. Kitchener, Guelph and Gait.
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Broadway Theatre, Los Angeles, for a
twoAnnouncement
weeks' run. is made that Producers
has also sold to the Richard Kipling Enterprises the Southern California rights
for The Right Way and Diane of Star
Hollow.
Begins
Make

Campaign to
Los Angeles

Distributing Centre
With an administrative and sales personnel composed of persons with long experience in the independent field, the
Anchor Film Distributors, Inc., Morris
Schlank, president, has begun its campaign to make Los Angeles a distributing
centre as well as the producing capital of
miotion pictures. In a statement issued
to the trade press Mr. Schlank says:
"After a long and careful survey of the
selling end of pictures my associates and
myself arrived at the conclusion that, by
distributing productions direct from the
West Coast— from the factory, as it were
— we would accomplish more for the producer in a financial way and could give
exhibitors better pictures at a cheaper
rate than concerns operating from the
East with their tremendous overhead ex"Being actively interested in production,pense.
first
of all, the Anchor board of directors
has insisted that our efforts be concentrated on the actual making of pictures, as
well as the selling end. No haphazard
pictures after.
will
be approved,
or hereWith this
in mind now
we expect
to
attract the best type of producing comThe firms now producing under the
Anchor banner are the New Era Productions, Ivor McFadden Productions, Paragon Productions and Farra Features.
panies."
Fred

J. Balshofer

Forms

Unit

William
Glavey

Productions

Making New Set of
Nick Carter Stories
A series of featurettes is in course of
production by the Glavey Productions, 135
West Forty-fourth Street, under the personal supervision of Mr. Glavey. Mr.
Glavey, who ovms the motion picture rights
to the famous Nick Carter stories, has
undertaken to make the second series of
these well-knovra sleuth pictures for the
State right market.
To portray the role of Nick Carter, Mr.
Glavey has contracted for the services of
the Broadway star, Edmond Lowe. Mr.
Lowe is now co-starring in Desert Sands,
a New York success. Diana Allen wiU
support Mr. Lowe in the role of Patsy,
Nick's first assistant. In the cast -will be
Anders Randolph, J. Thornton Baston,
Charles Eldredge, Bernard Siegel, Charles
Slattery, John Carney, David Wall and
Jack Nev^^ton.
The Este Studios have been leased and
this week saw the completion of the first
featurette. Alexander Hall will be director-in-chief.
The cameraman is Al Liguori, whose
latest work was on Boomerang Bill.
Others who have been retained include
Kenneth O'Hara, publicity man and production manager, for a long time associated with the Thomas H. Ince forces in
Culver City; Sol Harrison, director; Paul

William Alexander, president Alexander Film Corporation, and Eillie Norwood, star in "Sherlock Holmes" serial
of the Doyle stories in this country, had a
chat with the crime romancer during his
recent trip abroad. At that time the
author said he was considering the American lecture tour now arranged for. To
New York's former Deputy Police Commissioner, Sir Arthur expressed intense
interest in Europe's varied methods of
crime prevention and crime detection.
The Alexander Film Corporation is now
preparing special literature to be issued
parallel with the appearance in each of
the
cities of the tour of the distinguished
author.
Tally Shows "Soul of Man"
, The Producers Security Cororation announces The Soul of Man, the Lee Francis Lybarger production, booked in Tally's

a

Starring
Fairbanks

Another working unit has been put into
the producing field by Fred. J. Balshofer.
Mr. Balshofer has signed William Fairbanks for a period of three years He
will make eight pictures a year, featuring
Fairbanks in stories of the outdoors.
Mr. Balshofer is not a stranger to outdoor stories, although he has confined his
eff'orts in recent years to special productions of the society type. He proposes
to put upon the screen artistic stories with
the human element, doing natural human
thingssionand
injecting high drama* as occademands.
Many of these stories are being photographed inthe heart of the lumber camps,
the Kentucky Blue Ridge, and the Big
Pines, and are packing into places where
a motion picture camera never has been
previously.
The first of the series. Hearts of M-en,
will be ready for distribution in May, and
there will be one release every six weeks
thereafter.
National Reports Wide Bookings
The series of twenty Charles Ray productions distributed by National Exchanges, Inc., is setting an enviable booking record, according to the reports of that
organization. Leading theatres in New
York City, including Fox and Moss
houses, have signed contracts for the
try.
series. Similar reports have been received from exchanges all over the coun-
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Prologues

with Slides and Music

of Lives of Great Composers
Attracts Attention in Los Angeles

THE Kinema Theatre, one of the
Gore Bros., Sol Lesser and
Adolph Ramish West Coast
Theatres, Inc., chain, is giving its
patrons an entirely novel form of
stage presentation. Heretofore it
has been the custom to create atmospheric prologues to mesh with
the feature films. The new stage
offerings at the Kinema are linked
'with music.
The management of the organization feels music to be an asset of
successful business, and a series of
■ twelve musical interpretations based
on the lives and works of great composers has been arranged.
Famous paintings of musical history have been selected as the backgrounds. Aseries of art slides first
are shown, giving a brief history of
the painting for that week. The
composer after whom the painting
was created is then shown via the
slide route and the Kinema Symphonic Orchestra then gives a brief
selection
works. A from
slide isthat
then composer's
shown of
the famous painting. Immediately
afterward the curtains part, showing the exact replica of the canvass
in the flesh.
The first of the series was patterned after the famous Kreutzer
Sonata of Beethoven.
The second

An exact replica of the famous painting titled "The Beethoven Sonata," which was created on
the Kinema theatre stage, Los Angeles. While the artists held their poses throughout the few
moments, the curtains were parted, an accomplished musician, Jan Rubini, gave a Beethoven number on his violin. The entire act ran 10 minutes, including the orchestra numbers pertaining to
Beethoven.
was taken from the canvass "The
Discovery of Handel." In both instances the stage settings were ex-

actly as in the canvass and the artists made up to impersonate the
figures of the painting.

Valentine Night in
Austin Theatre
Realizingof that
St. Valentine's
a number
houseon parties
were the Night
usual
rule and people were inclined to remain
at home rather than to come down town.
Manager George D. Watters of the Majestic Theatre, Austin, Tex., arranged a
special "St. Valentine's Night" for his
theatre and with the co-operation of the
Austin American put on a big party in
which the best talent of the city was
represented.
For over a week in advance of the party
Watters sent out cards and distributed
heralds which called attention to the St.
Valentine party at the Majestic. The
newspaper ran daily stories about the
event. Merchants gave various prizes and
placed dowsthem
on display
theirattention
show win-to
with cards
which in
called

The exact picture in the flesh of the famous painting titled "The Discovery of Handel" was the
second of the series of 12 musical interpretations based on lives and works of famous composers
which the Kinema, Los Angeles, is staging to great success.

the picture being shown and the added attraction.
Watters let it be known that the performers would have the assistance of the
best theatre orchestra in town and assured that there would be no amateur
staging of the events.
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An Alabama

Tliis Beau Brummel was used by
the Washington,
Detroit, prior and
during the showing of Warner
Brothers' "Why
Girls Leave
Home." He attracted considerable attention
walking about
town carrying the
satchel, with his
umbrella opened
on a sunny day in
winter.

Lobby

It is not necessary to spend a lot of
money to achieve a striking lobby display
for a photoplay. The Princess Theatre in
Troy, Ala., got a fine display for Goldwyn's The Old Nest, at a total cost of
In the center of the lobby J. G. Crouch,
manager
of the theatre, placed a small
$7.10.
house, which he borrowed A fence was
built clear across the theatre entrance. At
one side was a little bird house.
Southern smilax was used freely as
lobby decorations, and here and there was
placed a small plum tree. In the branches
of one of them was a real bird's nest.
Pine straw was used as grass on the lawn.
The one-sheet poster and the roto onesheet for The Old Nest were framed and
hung on the fence. Manager Crouch received much praise from his patrons for
the display.
Striking Herald
One of the neatest heralds ever to come
to our desk is the regular Good News Bulletin of the Waldorf Theatre, Lynn, Mass.
In a week's program they had Boomerang
Bill and Three Live Ghosts, with Saturday Night, Exit
Vamp and Don't Tell
Everything
in thetheoffing.
Little pen and ink sketches made up the
art work and the text was inserted with
typewriter. All that was required was
two cuts and the printing bill. There was
no cost of composition. It made a striking ad, far superior to any printed herald
at a like cost.
Building Patronage
Peter and Adam Adams of the Newark
Theatre, Newark, have a regular complimentary list. They send their patrons two
tickets on their birthdays. They send the
father two tickets when his baby is born.
Now they are giving the high school graduates each two tickets for a commencement

The Elmpire, Syracuse, N. Y., makes one board do the work of two by advertising its current
attraction on one side and its next attraction on the other. In this case two First Nationals, "R. S.
V. P." with Charles Ray and "The Beautiful Liar" with Katherine MacDonald, were featured.

Harmon Yaffa,
manager of the
Majestic, New
York City, dressed
a man and woman
in costumes to
impersonate Wallace Reid and Elsie Ferguson, then
put them to distributing heralds
for Paramount's
"Forever." The
people fell for it
and reached for
the heralds instead
of wzuting for
them to be forced
on them.

They get the names and the addresses
from
card: the schools and send the following
gift.
THE NEWARK THEATRE'
wishes to congratulate you on your
graduation and with your vacation,
which you truly deserve, about to begin, we hope that you will consider our
theatre as the one where you will, as a
patron of the best and latest in photo
dramas, spend many pleasant hours.
To commemorate your graduation,
this card, when presented at our boxoffice, will serve as two admissions to
any of our performances.
Again congratulating you and wishing you a most pleasant and enjoyable vacation, with the full success attending whatever future you may
have mapped out, we are
Very truly yours,
The Newark Theatre.
When It Starts
The Century Theatre, Baltimore, got out
a herald for Saturday Night that was so
simple
makes feel
those like
- whodubs.
haven'tIt
thought that
of itit before
reads:
Saturday Night starts Monday at the Century.
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Street Artist
Albert S. Nathan, Metro exploitation
representative, is following the unusual in
campaigns to put over Camille, The Conquering Power and Peacock Alley in the
South.
"It's a Bird," is the catchword Nathan
uses throughout his exploitation. The line
is used as a teaser in all advertising and
is continued throughout the run of the pictures.
A street stunt that has gone over big is
worked by a man who goes about the town
sketching. He does not have to be a real
artist as anyone who draws with ordinary
skill can handle the job. He carries with
him a drawing board a little larger than a
22 X 28 still. He sets his drawing board
down in a fairly crowded center and starts
drawing in light lines. At the top of his
pictureblack
he writes
Bird,"areusing^
heavy
capitals."It's
The a letters
not
drawn all at once. He may start with the
"d," skip to the "s," and so on, in order to
arouse interest among the crowd. When
a sufficient crowd has gathered the drawing is lifted, disclosing a 22 x 28 still, with
the name of the star, picture, theatre and
date of showing. He has obtained the best
results by having the artist dressed in
stage-artist fashion, with smock, baggy
breeches, velvet tam-o-shanter and flowing^
tie. Greater mystery was added by having the artist wear a mask.
Poster cut-outs used in front of the theatres are mounted on beaver board andshellacked. Clean edges for the cut-outs
were obtained by having them made in acarpenter's shop with a band saw, instead
of having a hand-sawed job. The white
edges were stained with dark paint and the
shellac coating made the posters stand out
brightly, especially under lights.

Roy Tillson,
manager of the
Strand and Regent
Theatres, Lansing,
Mich., is a great
believer , in wax
figures as a means
of exploiting his
features, and generally reproduces,
as near as possible, one of their
scenes in his displays. This one
was used for First
National's "The
Forbidden Thing."

Boxing Tournament

A display representing a stage and its performers was used by Manager Constant of the Strand,
Steubenville, Ohio, in various store windows for Fox's "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court."
They
werethemade
from cut-outs of posters with framework of beaver board and placed against the
class of
window.

In putting over Scrap Iron at the Theatre Royal, Perth, Western Australia, the
manager
an amateur
boxing"
tournamentorganized
a week previous,
and entered
the best boxer in tovim under the name of
Charles Ray. He carried off honors easilyr
Trick Dog

mm
Abe Levy of the
Strand, Waco,
Texas, made this
lobby display for
First National's
"Hail the Woman," from a 24sheet and then
painted it with
shellac to give it
strength under
strong light. Levy
is one of the most
persistent explaiteers in Texas, and
has put over some
good ones lately.
THOSJI.INC

Manager Pearce of The Tudor Theatre,
New Orleans,
a recent
run ofbyFox's
Over
the Hill gave
valuable
publicity
the
use of inexpensive street work.
Engaging an old man, at $3 a day, to
lead a small trick dog, borrowed from an
idle vaudeville act, about the streets of
New Orleans constituted the entire idea.
The dog carried a small blanket-banner
announcing that it was on its way "to
see
the Hill
at thetricks
Tudorwherever
Theatre,"^it
and Over
performed
various
was led by the old man. The animal was
called upon to go through a series of turns
and twists on its tour through the city
and
tators.drew large crowds of interested spec-The fact that the man was neither attired in comic costume nor adorned with
signs lent dignity to the little bally-hoo.
A beaver-board lobby display decoratedthe Tudor front. The board was painted
to resemble an old-fashioned home in imitation of stills from the production.
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THE joys of a radiophone are
no longer confined to the home
or workshop in Peoria, 111.
That city is among the first in
the country to offer wireless telephone entertainment in a motion
picture theatre.
The first entertainment of the
kind here was given before 900
amazed theatregoers when AscKer's
Palace Theatre tested a large radio
receiver, installed behind the stage
during the last six weeks, as an additional number on its entertainxnent bill.
The idea for installation of a radiophone in the theatre, that the
public might keep up with the rapid
advance of radio science sweeping
the country, was devised in January.
The idea was caught up and formulated by Richard Robertson, special
representative of Ascher brothers,
Chicago, and brought to the Palace
Theatre, Peoria. For weeks Mr.
Robertson and Professor Shalkhau3er, an authority on the radiophone,
worked to develop it.
Radio Holds Audience
Tense interest held the audience
when the first words caught from
the air by the high aerial, the best
to be obtained, were issued out from
a loiid speaker device with which
the apparatus is equipped. A portion of the program was distorted
from lack of accuracy on the part
of the operator in judging the proper
tone for so large an audience and
by the newness of the venture.
J^ater, however. Professor Shalkhauser operated the receiver and
tests were made to assure the "listeners" an audible number in every
part.
The program comprised the
Journal-Transcript radio news bulletins of all the latest news, both
local and national, concluded with
an excerpt from "The Heart Pirate,"
a startling serial running daily in
the local newspaper.
When the curtain was raised at
:9 o'clock the "fans" were amazed
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to see a mammoth radiophone on
the stage, and were dazed when the
music of a saxophone closing with
"How Dry I Am" came through the
air was caught on the aerial on the
building's roof and was heard with
amazing clearness from a large horn

with which the new Palace radiophone receiver is equipped.
Following the music played via
radio by John Becker, who was seated near the radio transmitting set
in Bradley Institute operated by
Prof. E. G. Shalkhauser.
Talk of the Town

Radio

Ag'ain
You will be in touch with
Tonig'htl
the whole world in your seat at
.Ascher's Palace Theatre tonight.
You will be thrilled at hearing music,
nicasages, news from all points oi the world—
Sometimes;
we nreCatalina
able toIsland
"listen
on conversationseven,between
and in"
the
mainland, -or ^hips communicating in the far-away
Pactfic.
The you
experience
stai-tling, weird, uncanny— it is
one
will r^^veris forget.
Radio service was inaugurated at this
theati-e last night— nouwithout
one word ofwae,^
previousstartanncem nt—and thedemonstration
ling that it was received
with thxmderous
aK>lause.
The
at Ascher'sof
Palace powerful
wa? installedreceiving
by ProfT E.setG. Shalkhauser
Bradley Polytechnic
one ofonthethe foremost
authorities
in this partInstitute,
of the country
snbject
Itwxirk
required
nearly
a
month
of
painstab'ng
to procure
and assemble
yet powerful
mechanism
required to the
gatherdelicate
in the
tiny magnetic waves and translate them into sound
in such mentvolume
as
to
fill
this
bife
house.
All
announcewas withheld pending a test, so that last
night's
audienceto witness
was the the
firstusettieatre
in the
United States
of radipaudience
aa a theatre
attraction.
The test was sUGCessfuK
The audience got a new thrill.
And
is nowavailablef
all
pei:BQn8Palace
in PeoriaRadio
and surrounding
towns, for toit wi|I
be a part of our bill each evexilng.
We predict
that other
through-,
out
the United
Statestheatres'
will follow
the
example in enterprise and progressiveness set by
Ascher's
Palace
Theatre.
In
fact,
when
our
big
80fpot aerial went Into place on the Palace roof last
Sa^rday,
two
of
our
local
competitors
paid
us
the
sincere compliment of rushing into print with radio
aimQUncemetits.
We publicly thank the Orpheum (whose
announcement appeared Tuesday) and
the Madisonfcr Ihie(whose
appeared'
.Wedwsciv)
iin.fincealedahnouncement
flattery, nod we believe
that it
ibiUltvwmPetovcQfdriUotheriii.<lullDieuti-es
follow theunder
.lead theof
Amliecv
tltc rights^ekiDK
kind ofU> eqoipGaent
EU[wrvlsion
'n-iirci uxu- juij-uole
qs Porfessor
(Shalkhauser, the
rvwilt^
will beot son siaali-fu.
us lu dplight
the pgblic.
But radio is a utility— not a toy.
A^e practical
set
yield
sort iimlalled
of servicereceiving;
infrontio
a biffthat
theatrewill
^Ujoperly
a reyu
frnPalii..ln;tiredi!;n nfRadio
It cannot
hu nearly
taken aa
mfaith
of work lo iainelall
— andhaste.
il reqoired
'QfivHi o( xeaekrah ehd planning prior to the beginoiog af actu&l
Watth for Palace annouocements. We
expect
shortlyon toiiimdoy
throwninrniiigH
om- house
to the andpubliclecVilhoutbropdinsled
churge
to Pittflbnrgh,
htaropenthe aermons
lOTpB
from time
Neffark,Id tiitiaN. J.,cotBiUHnicate
otherpoinla. Wo Mhall from
withPa. mud
celebrities
«t *frlant point*, and we bh'atl olWpys k«ep our andiencoa posted
ot^big
Biwrting
BveilF,
tlitctionsan^
news happenings
ofwiT!,gIvei
the world.
mise
this Itbig
youDo BnototnewvBudariUo
mumI^od.
n antreat!
added Palace
Bttn«?tipoRadio
to a Bplendid
prognuii
and picture.^.
TonigKt!
ASCHER'S
PALACE
THEATRE

Each night between 8:50 and 9
o'clock the Palace audience hears
radio material transmitted in Peoria from Pittsburgh, Pa., or Newark, N. J., or any other large station
which
may be transmitted at the
time.
It will not be long now before the
Palace Theatre will offer its audiences speeches from other cities, lectures, a message from some ship at
sea, prize fight results, or anything
else that might be picked up from
the air by the radiophone and made
audible to theatregoers.
The Peoria Radio Club attended
the Palace show and heard the radio
demonstration in a body as guests of
the management last night. All expressed their joy in seeing radio
make such a successful impression.
Dallas

Man

Used

Miniature

House

When Wallace Reid in Rent Free recently played at the Million Dollar Palace
Theatre oi Dallas, Manager Raymond
Willie had a miniature house (3 feet by
2 feet by 3 feet) built by his art department and put it in the lobby for display.
The little house was illuminated from
within by small lights, the front door
stood ajar and three people (representing
the three principal characters of the play)
were to be seen within. On top of the
roof was a small sketch of Wally Read
painting a sign on an easel. The sign
read, "Next week Wallace Reid, with Lila
LeeWillie
in Rent
alsoFree
had " a number of miniature
bill boards made (size 8 inches by 15
inches) advertising Rent Free and coming
attractions, the Palace art department
painting special miniature twenty-four
sheets, dates and borders for each of the
little stands. The miniature twenty-fours
were placed in the theatre lobby and in
various furniture and hardware store
windows where they caused considerable
comment. Mr. Willie also advertised his
attraction in the want ad columns and
used some attractive newspaper advertising, prepared by J. L. Johnston, to call
attention to his attraction.
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The Liberty,
Pittsburgh, besides
using posters, ainnounced Educational's comedy,
"Saving Sister
Sue," in big lights
in front of the
theatre.

Showing how the
Criterion, New
York, used elec- i
trie lights to exploit First National's "Red Hot
Romance" on the
most brightly
lighted street in
the
way. world, Broad-

This window, arranged by the T. & D. Theatre, San Jose, for First National's "Woman's Place,"
starring Constemce Talmadge, made a direct appeal to the women folks of San Jose with its display
of toilet articles. The men folks, though, fell for that big cut-out of Connie, mounted in the center
and pointing her finger at you.

This unique
lobby display
installed by the
Columbia, Phoenix,
Ariz., for Goldwyn's "The Cabinet
of
Dr. theCaligari"
carries
futuristic theme of the
picture in an effective manner.
As an advance
prologue for Warner Brothers'
School Days,"
Manager Weisfeldt
of the Strand,
Milwaukee, had a
fake slate made
of paper on the
stage through
which a girl broke
singing "School
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Rents Theatre
Twelve merchants of Okanogan, Wash.,
rent the Paramount Theatre every Wednesday afternoon, and give a matinee which
is free to everyone living outside the town
limits. The merchants are supplied with
an unlimited number of tickets, and these
are passed around to the ranchers who
trade with them.
The town folks have agreed not to try
to crash the gate, for they recognize that
it is a community effort to bring money
into town. A typical announcement is the
one that reached here last week. It reads :
FREE MOVIES
We Invite you to be our Guest at the Paramount Theatre
to see you
"Don'tthattell there
Everything."
We wish
to Inform
are no
strings to this offer. Bring your whole family,
the
buy more
a centtheof merrier,
goods. and you don't have to,
The benefits of this stunt are many.
The merchants pay W. C. Skates, proprietor of the Paramount Theatre, $4 for the
house, which just about pays the expenses
of the afternoon.
The program is the same shown the natives that night, so the theatre has the
benefit of a sure audience. Furthermore,
the merchants are Skates' friends, and
when he wants little co-operative ads he
knows where to go.
Prologue Idea
An old-fashioned rope garden swing,
illuminated with colored lights, hung in a
rose-arbor, in which was seated a Colonial maiden in crinoline, while a dandy
in powdered wig and velvet coat swung her
high, was the exploitation idea used in a
prologue at the Brooklyn Mark Strand
Theatre preceding the showing of Nazimova in A Doll's House.
The number opened revealing a French
colonial garden with trellises and ivy-covered walls. On one side of the stage a
singer impersonating the lover in the
film sang Friml's "I Love You, Dear," to
his sweetheart, who at the end of the song,
in her crinoline skirt, featured a modest
dance. Then another young couple in cos-tume of the period, a soprano and tenor,
joined in a duet rendition of Grieg's "Sunshine Song."
Local Interest
Taking advantage of the interest centered about the "One Man" trolley cars in
Canton, Ohio, especially among the employees of the traction company, F. Reed
Hass, manager of the McKinley Theatre,
a neighborhood house located near the car
barns, entertained all operators of the one
man ears at his theatre a few nights ago.
The management selected a night when
he
was and
showing
"Mama's comedy,
Affair" as
feature
a Toonerville
botha
First National releases. He sent notice
to all the operators of the tiny cars that
they would be admitted free on a certain
night.
Knowing there is little love existing between employees of these cars and the conductors and motormen of the larger cars,
he did not fail to have the word passed
the barns that the "one man"
around at were
operators
going to be guests at the
theatre. The result was that every other
or just about every one — ^made
employee
it
a point— to be in the theatre to guy the
fellow who operates the little cars.
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Big Spread
What happens when Douglas Fairbanks
and his The Three Musketeers goes into
a small city, and how the local paper
spreads this star and his picture all over
the front page, was demonstrated when
this United Artists release was shown at
the Palace Theatre, El Centro, Calif.
The day before the first showing the
Imperial Valley Press, an afternoon paper,
gave the feature as big a front page display head as any other piece of news,
the story running over for a half column
turn on page two. The next afternoon
there was another front page display, the
story again breaking over onto the second
page, despite the fact that the first performance was booked for the evening.
The next afternoon saw still another first
page "smash," and half column "jump"
on page two. The fourth day's first page
display wasn't quite so big, and it didn't
turn, but it was good space, at that.
The management of the Palace put on
a strong advertising campaign prior to
the showing, and showed wise showmanship in not dropping their advertising during the run of the picture. In fact, the
biggest display carried was used while the
picture was showing.
Cheap Lobby
From a three-sheet on the picture,
Gloria Swanson in You Can't Believe
Everything, some old posters of bathing
girls, a little muslin dyed blue-green,
some ordinary potted plants, a large pane
of glass painted with a transluscent
amber mixture, and a few electric lamps,
Manager George E. Schmidt of the Strand
Theatre, Atlanta, constructed a marvellously effective lobby that caught the
fancy of every passer-by and beguiled
hosts of patrons into his house during
one of the worst weeks of rain and sleet
Atlanta has experienced this year, by his
ingenious efforts.
Schmidt built a framework of narrow
strips of wood and covered them with
muslin which he had dyed blue-green to
represent the briny deep. This formed
a background against which the cut-outs
stood. From a three sheet poster on the
picture he cut the figure of the star and
Jack Richardson as they appeared at the
Neptune Banquet. This he mounted on
beaverboard and placed over a small platform, the floor of which was plain glass
painted with translucent amber mixture,
lending the same effect as the foot-lights
of a theatre. Behind the cut-outs he
placed palms. Then from some old posters
he cut and mounted a group of bathing
beauties.
Forming the Habit
More than 1400 children in Evansville
recently were guests of Manager Byron
Brentlinger of the Victory Theatre here
to see Peck's Bad Boy, in the first of a
series of such affairs Manager Brentlinger
plans.
Manager Brentlinger is pursuing a
definite policy in this respect, building for
the future. He believes that children of
the city will get the "Victory" habit and
will carry it home to their parents and
grown up brothers and sisters at the present time, and in the future these boys and
girls will become patrons of the Victory
Theatre themselves.
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As a prologue for First National's ' One Arabian Night" Director Ashby of tlie Circle, Indianapolis, arreuiged a stage setting showing an Oriental villa with a protruding balcony, below which
appeared a hunchback singing the "Bedouin Love Song," followed by a girl, on the balcony singing
"Less Than Dust." It made a hit with the audience.

The Sun, Omaha,

m DOLLlR

THltRE

new
Neb., foldputof their
the scaftheatre that is being erected to
work in advertising Fox's "Queen
of Sheba" by putting a billboard on
it that could be
seen for blocks.
The box office felt
the effects of this
unique billboard.

Sun (ws*" !1u,1t1«mUi.«.
A life-size figure of Maciste chained to the mill with real chains attracted a great deal of
attention in Portland, Ore., when used by Manager Bradt of the Peoples Theatre for First National's
"Cabiria." In addition to this lobby display, he also advertised in the Italian newspaper, featuring
the producer, Gabrielle d'Annunzio, who has a tremendous following among the Italians.
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The psychology
of photos attractiivir the is
public's
attention
well
carried out in this
window tie-up, arranged by the
Auditor! um in
Dayton, Ohio, for
Metro's "Peacock
Alley."
Hope Hampton
created a near riot
in Brooklyn when
she appeared in
person
Gordon's
Olympiaat with
her
latest relaase,
"Star Dust." The
banner was all the
advertising done.

ft.
^1

One of the floats used in a parade in Atlanta staged by the Forsythe Theatre for Goldwyn's
"Theodora." The canopy and pedestals were made of beaver board painted to imitate marble.
Draping the horses with some light material so as to hide the distinctly modern harness would have
added a great deal to the appearance of this attractive float.

When you play'
United
"The RulingArtists'
Pas-t
sion" be sure to '
order this onesheet from yourl
I exchange and put
I it in the lobby, as [
lit will attract at-i
I tention.
This one-sheet
for R-C's "Beyond
the Rainbow,"
made by Otis, reproduces one of
the scenes in coloring that is unusually effective.
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Taking Liberties
Can Australian divines object to pictures when exhibitors follow the lead of
the Lyceum Theatre, Sydney, and tie up
with the 'gospel?
The aforesaid theatre got out this
herald:
Are You Ready? "The' End of the World" Is
coming! Saturday, January 21, 1922. "Be Not
Afraid — But
Be Prepared."
Join the band of
faithful
watchers
now!
Not only does the herald use an idea
that is a current superstition among
some, a joke among others, and a religious conviction among the rest, but it
takes liberties with the title — that no
American theatre would do. At the End
of the World is the official christening of
the film. The End of the World, leaving
off the "at" suited the context better, and
the Lyceum took the chance.
It cannot be said that this practice is
always advisable, although it is plainly
shown that the substance of the title was
put over in this case. The authentic title
can bethingused
like this,with
say: the same idea. SomeWill Sydney be prepared "At the End of the
World" next Saturday. Only unbelievers doubt
it, etc.
Newspaper Tie-up
Newspaper tie-ups on two First National
features having a great, appeal to the
younger generation, "The Old Swimmin'
Hole" and "Peck's Bad Boy," helped John
Schwalm, manager of the Rialto Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio, to put over these
pictures in fine style.
When he booked the Ray picture,
Schwalm interested the editor of the
Hamilton Journal, in a plan by which the
paper would give a special matinee for
children. The whole campaign was outlined so that it would appear that
Schwalm had nothing to do with the party
except that he loaned his theatre and the
picture. For several days preceding the
showing the newspaper carried notices in
prominent positions, telling about the
"CHILthe headline:
It TOcarried
party. DREN
SEE THE
OLD SWIMMIN
HOLE AS GUESTS OF EVENING
JOURNAL" and at the bottom was a
coupon which was to be clipped and presented by any child at the Rialto box office
with ten cents for admission. In addition
to the splendid publicity this tie-up afforded, Schwalm plastered his town with
vincing.
posters and window cards which were conTeaser Paper

All the paper made for and issued with
The Ruling Passion, second of the George
Arliss film productions for United Artists
Corporation, is of a teaser nature.
merely anThe twenty-four sheet and
the title
nounces the name of the star
of the feature, and then shows a large
picture of Arliss, one hand buried in a
handheap of gold, the other clutching a before
ful of struggling humanity, while
thus
woman,
young
beautiful
a
him stands
symbolizing Love, Wealth and power as
the most general types of "ruling pasIn the one, three and six sheets are
scenes from stills of the production, all
adsignifyingventure.youth,
of all theandpaper
schemeromance
The color love,
sions."
dark
of
nd
backgrou
a
from
out
worked
is
blue, and is highly decorative in effect.
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Baby^s Nursery
Manager Frank Miller's exploitation
campaign on The Child Thou Gavest Me at
the Modjeska in Augusta, Ga., began ten
days ahead of the play date with a modei-n up-to-date nursery set up in the inner
lobby, between the box-office and the entrance to the theatre proper.
The center of this inner lobby was roped
off with dark-colored velvet portiere cords,
leaving room for an entrance on one side,
and an exit on the other. In the center
was the modern equivalent to the beruffled
laassinet — a white ivory "kiddie-koop," in
which, on the daintiest of linen, lay sleeping a large doll.
A set of furniture suitable for a child's
nursery, in white ivory and painted in designs of bunnies, chickens, and the like,
was fitted into the space, which was carpeted in dull blue. A tiny rack, of ivory,
held baby clothes — things so fine and
dainty that they delighted the heart of
every mother, young and old, who entered
the theatre.
A wax "dummy," such as is used by department stores to display gowns in their
windows, was dressed in nurse's crisp blue
and white, sat in a low rocker beside the
taby-bed, reading a book on "Care of the
Child."
The lobby didn't cost Manager Miller a
penny, because it was borrowed from a
local department store which makes a specialty of "clothes for the very young."
A card at one side of the lobby gave the
name of the store and this advertising was
considered by the store as ample payment
for the use of the furnishings.
For ten days prior to the opening of
the picture this lobby remained intast,
and on opening day was moved to the outside lobby, where it remained until Saturday, the closing day.

Inexpensive Signs
Signs used by the Empire Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y., for the two First National
stars — Charles Ray in R. S. V. P. and
Katherine MacDonald in The Beautiful
Liar — ^were novel enough to cause comment.
Over the entrance hung three boards 15
feet long and 3 feet high. On one side
a dull background with black emphasized
the Ray picture, on the inner sides they
were done in bright blue with touches of
a deeper blue-gold and vermilion, announcing the MacDonald feature. The
signs were plainly visible for a block up
the street and in the street cars which
passed the doors. The next week the board
was turned and a new inside lining made.

Impersonation Contest
Fox's Audubon Theatre of New York
City staged a three-day Harold Lloyd Impersonation Contest during the showing of
Associated Exhibitors-Lloyd attraction, A
Sailor-Made Man.
The conditions specify that the entrants
must appear in a sailor suit, to determine
who was the best impersonator of Harold
Lloyd in his funny character of a sailorin that production. Elimination contests
were held every afternoon and evening,
and a grand final contest on the last evening of the run.

Canadian showmen are- beginning to appreciate the value of lobby decoration in exploiting their
features, and among those brought to our notice, this one from the Madison in Toronto for Kox's
"Over the Hill," ranks among the best from an advertising stajidpoint, when the size of the lobby,
which is less than ten by fifteen feet, is considered.

Two (First
Nationals recently
played
theatres inadjoining
Akron,
Mine"
at the
Ohio, "Mother
O'
Dreamland and
"R. S. V. P." at
Barbian's
dorf. Aside Walfrom
the marquis
vertising,adboth
houses used considerable newspaper space, and
the friendly comin resultedpetition
in indulged
big
business for both.

The owner of this window turned it over entirely to Manager 0*Hare of the Amory, Clarinda,
Iowa, for exploiting First National's "One Arabian Night." Thei big figure of Pola Negri and the
desert effect were cut out from a 24-sheet, which gives an idea of the size of the window display.
This is, one hundred per cent window co-operation between the merchant and exhibitor, for the
exhibitor.
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Exchanges
Ben Amsterdam, of the Masterpiece Exchange, was the guest of honor at a dinner given recently by the Exchangemen's
Association of Philadelphia, at the Arcadia Cafe. The gathering included only
the active members of the association and
was designed to serve as an expression of
appreciation
of Mr.
Amsterdam's
as treasurer and
to discuss
affairs service
of moment.

The Academy Theatre in Buffalo, recently a burlesque house, has been reopened with pictures, under management
of Sam Carver. Lodowick Jones, a former Buffalo reformer, created a sensation
recently when he came to town and
claimed ownership of the theatre. He
declared that he purchased the property
15 years ago and was tricked out of it.
The matter will be threshed out in Federal court. The Amalgamated Burlesque
Co. of New York is the recognized owner
of thebeen
property.
have
decided Jones'
againstclaim
him isinsaid
Stateto
courts.

The new Park Theatre in Hammondsport will open April 1 in the Wood Block.
W. J. McFarlane, mayor of Canandaigua and head of the Canandaigua Theaters Corporation, announces Friday,
March 3 as the opening date for the new
"Playhouse," which cost $100,000 and has
a seating capacity of 1200.
The Bradford Theatre, Bradford, Pa.,
has been leased by Craniedas and Co. of
Brooklyn. The new company will take
control May 1.
Hoch Brothers, owners of the Rialto
Theatre, a neighborhood house at West
Ferry and Grant streets in Buffalo, have
installed a Wurlitzer orchestral organ in
the theatre.
S. V. Phelps, representing the Exhibitors' Fund of Los Angeles, was in Buffalo recently. He arranged with the
Grand & Warner exchange to handle the
Screen Weekly which the company is producing.
The Southern Theatre Equipment Co.
at Dallas, Tex., has remodeled their offices,
thus adding much needed space.
The R. D. Thrash Theatre Equipment
Co. of Dallas, Tex., has established a
branch at San Antonio, Tex., with A. L.
Raymond as manager.
Seattle feels a personal interest in the
marriage of Pauline Frederick to Dr.

The first performance given for the
benefit of the Stanley Co. of America
Employees' Beneficial Association in the
Stanley Theatre recently proved to ibe
one of the most largely attended and
highly successful affairs of its kind that
has ever been given in Philadelphia.
When it was first decided to stage an affair of this sort and tickets were issued,
the entire theatre, seating more than
3000 people, was sold out in less than
thirty-six hours. There was a constant
demand for tickets for a full week prior
to the performance that the committees
in charge were unable to fill.
Sydney Smith, managing director of the
new Indiana Theatre, Terre Haute, Ind.
He was recently with the Wizard Theatre,
Baltimore, and opened the Missouri in St.
Louis, and later the Majestic in Detroit.
Maurice A. Fox is his publicity man.
Charles Alton Rutherford. Dr. Rutherford
is a Seattle physician with a large practice, and stole a march on his many friends
here when he slipped away from here two
weeks ago to put the finishing touches on
a romance that began over twenty years
ago.
Rutherford is Miss Frederick's
second Dr.
cousin.
Conditions continue to improve throughout eastern Washington and Montana, according to reports of local representatives
who have returned to Seattle this week.
G. G. Maxey of First National, who has
just returned from Butte, Mont., where he
has been establishing a new branch office,
reports things are looking particularly
bright in Butte, where the mines have recently reopened. Northwest exhibitors
throughout the territory are o;~.timistic.
W. W. Hodkinson, president of the Hodkinson Corporation, paid his first visit to
the Seattle office recently. John P. Meehan, Western district manager, is with
him. The local office was established three
months ago. Ralph Pielow is manager.
Mr. Pielow suffered a recent bereavement
in the loss of his mother.
The Francis Coe School has joined the
ranks of Seattle schools, having put in motion equipment.
The Palace Hip Theatre will change
from the bi-weekly to weekly change of
film. The new program goes into effect
March 12.

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

/

^
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Sydney Samson, manager of the Grand
& Warner exchange in Buffalo has
signed "School Days" for week runs in
most all the key cities of the territory,
including: Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo;
Strand, Syracuse; Regent, Elmira; Regent, Dunkirk; Liberty, Corning; Lumberg, Niagara Falls, and Shattuck Opera
House, Hornell.

Orchard Park, N. Y. is to have a new
community picture theatre. Coal W. Lyon
of Orchard Park and Douglas Morris of
Buffalo have organized the Orchard Park
Amusement Co. which will erect a $25,000 building, with an auditorium seating
500.
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Fire Chief Edward P. Murphy of Buffalo has issued an order prohibiting all
standing in the rear of theatres. As in
other cities, following the Washington
disaster, there was a flood of anonymous
letters to the mayor's office complaining
of alleged overcrowding in theatres.
Manager John M. Kimberly of the Buffalo Vitagraph office has engaged Ernest
Leue to cover the Rochester territory.
Rayager atPowers,
formerly
the Buffalo
Realart assistant
exchange, manhas
been
mount. appointed office manager at ParaMell R. Edwards has resigned from the
Merit sales staff. Sarah Rappaport has
been engaged as stenographer. Grace
Davison will appear in person in Buffalo
at the Plaza Theatre, in the near future.
Fred M. Shafer, manager of the new
Lafayette Square Theatre, announces the
opening date will be Monday evening,
Feb. 27. Negotiations are under way for
the appearance of a popular screen star.
C. Sharp Minor will play the $50,000
Wurlitzer orchestral organ.
George A. Faulkner has resigned as
manager of the Buffalo Wid Gunning exchange and has returned to New York.
H. C. Bissell of the sales staff has accepted a position with Grand & Warner.
"Hub" Taylor is seeking a new connection.
Shipments are continuing. A young lady
is in charge of the office.
A. J. Sharick, formerly with Select in
Buffalo as exploitation manager and later
as salesman, has accepted the secretarythe Y.Chamber of Commerce in Gowanda,ship of N.

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

■
' ^
^^^5^ ^q^^y ,
quickest delivery

'

^
correctness guaranteed.
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Corporation in the same city. Mr. Kimberly will also become financially interested in the company. His successor at
Vitagraph is C. W. Anthony, who has been
assistant manager at the Pittsburgh Vitagraph Exchange.

Walter Price, formerly manager of the
Buffalo A. P. office is now general manager of Niagara Pictures corporation in
the same city. George Williams and T.
J. Leonard are members of the sales
staff. David Ruslander and his brother
Levi, are owners of the exchange in the
Warner building.

R. C. Fox, manager of the Select Exchange in Buffalo, has engaged John M.
Sitterly, formerly with Universal, Nu-Art
and other exchanges, as a salesman, succeeding A. J. Sharick, resigned.

H. W. West, sales manager for Famous
Players, has left to attend a convention in
Chicago for the exploitation of Mis-tress
of the World. Mr. West will have full
charge of the sale of this picture upon his
return.

Orphans
the StormTheatre,
will open
falo at the ofCriterion
and inD.BufW.
Griffith is expected to be in town for the
premiere. Foolish Wives is closing a
three-week run at this house. Sol Myers
is house manager, representing Max Spiegel and I. H. Herk.

W. C. Banford, manager of the Seattle
is back from a recent conGoldwyn ventionoffice,
in Chicago.

Harry Lustig, Western district manager for Metro, has left Seattle for Los
Angeles, via Denver and Salt Lake.

Harold Hughes has resigned from the
Nu-Art sales staff in Buffalo and is seeking a new connection.

Joe Silverman, Kansas City representative for Wid Gunning, has been named as
successor to Joe Bloom, former branch
manager. Mr. Bloom, who was forced to
resign because of ill health, left last week
for Modesta, Cal., where he and Mrs.
Bloom will rest for several months.
Handicapped in the past by insufficient
floor space, the Kansas City Universal
branch will move from the second floor of
the Film Building, March 1, to its new
quarters at 1710 Wyandotte Street,
former Realart offices.
More film than at any time during the
history of the Kansas City R-C exchange
was served during R-C week, Feb. 5-12,
according to Roy E. Churchill, branch
manager. Kansas City, St. Joseph, Mo.,
Topeka, Kan., Wichita, Kan., Sedalia, Mo.,
and many other larger tovms in the Missouri and Kansas territory played R-C
pictures.
Plans for opening offices of the Liberty
Theatres Corporation Film Exchanges of
Denver in Kansas City were completed
recently. The new concern will be housed
on the sixth floor of the Film Building.
M. E. Williams, a veteran film man in the
Kansas City territory, will be in charge of
the sales department of the new corporation's Kansas City branch.
Harry Graham, Kansas City Pathe
branch manager, after an illness of four
weeks, has again assumed active charge
of his office. Mr. Graham was a victim
of a diphtheria epidemic which spread
throughout Missouri and Kansas.
Phil H. Bates, formerly with Kunskey's
Enterprises, is now manager of the Harmony Theatre, Detroit, Mich. The policy
of the house under its new management
will be pictures and vaudeville.
Buffalo's newest theatre, the Lafayette
Square, built at a cost of $2,500,000, will
open in the near future. Fred M. Shafer
is managing director. C. Sharp Minor is
the organist. The house has a seating
capacity of 4000 and was built by the
Monument Theatre Corporation, of which
M. Slotkin is general manager. The policy
will be pictures and vaudeville.
"NO

PUBLIC

LIABILITY

Richard Glasser has taken over the
Variety Theatre, a neighborhood house in
Buffalo. He is a newcomer in the motion
picture business.

Charles N. Goulding
The Eastman National Academy of Motion Pictures, at Rochester, N. Y., the
palatial structure George Eastman has
given citizens of that city as a home for
motion pictures and good music, will be
managed by Charles N. Goulding, a former Syracuse boy. Mr. Goulding, who is a
native of Auburn, moved to Syracuse with
his parents when a child and spent his
boyhood days there, taking a prominent
part in amateur theatricals. Among his
associates in amateur theatrical work who
later achieved success on the professional
stage are Edna May, Will Danforth and
Roy Atwill. Mr. Goulding left Syracuse
in 1900 to take up a theatrical career,
which he has followed continuously and
variously as producer and manager. Early
in 1921 he resigned as manager of the
Proctor Theatre, Schenectady, to accept
the management of the Rochester enterThe new Eastman Theatre vdll be
prise.
opened next fall, according to present expectations. Itis a mammoth structure of
steel and Indiana limestone, Italian renaissance in style, and will seat between 3300
and 3400 persons. In luxury of appointment and excellence of equipment it will
be the finest motion picture theatre in the
country, it is said. Not only will the finest
motion pictures obtainable be shown, but
in order to create an appreciation for
music, they will be accompanied by the
finest music. To this end a magnificent
organ is being constructed for the theatre
by the Austin Organ Co., Hartford, Conn.,
and a symphony orchestra of fifty pieces
will be assembled. As all profits will be
put back into the enterprise itself, experiments looking to the advancement of motion pictures as an art will be possible,
it is believed, which will set a new standard for the industry from the standpoint
of both the producer and the exhibitor.

I. E. Chadwick, president of Merit Film
Corporation of New York, accompanied
Grace Davison on a tour of personal appearances in Buffalo Friday and Saturday
this week.

John E. Kimberly, manager of the Buffalo Vitograph Exchange for the past two
years, has resigned to accept the position
of executive manager of Nu-Art Pictures

James in
A. Buffalo,
Bailey, has
manager
Keith's
Theatre
bookedof the
two
new
Pathe
serials,
Go
Get
'Em
Hutch
The Timber Queen. Jim finds serials and
one
of his strongest box office magnets.

INSURANCE

Such is the WAS
commentCARRIED"
in the New York Times
in its report of the recent New Haven fire.
FIRE AND PANIC MAY STRIKE WHEN
YOU LEAST EXPECT IT

We Are Asking

W. C. Fickeisen and Mell R. Edwards
have formed the Ad-Art Photoplays Corporation, 386-390 Pearl Street. Mr.
Fickeisen was formerly manager of the
Buffalo Merit office and Mr. Edwards has
been connected with several local distributingturescompanies.
They local
plan stars,
to produce
in towns vAth
tying picup
with local merchants in an advertising
proposition.
The Armory Theatre in Binghamton, it
is reported, will soon be closed and turned
into a warehouse.
Arthur
K. Weiss,
a syndicate of which
N. representing
L. Nathanson
and
Thomas W. Lamb are members, has been
in Buffalo seeking a site for a new theatre
to seat 4000. Mr. Nathanson controls over
eighty theaters in Canada and holds the
Pantages franchise for the East, including Buffalo.
W. A. V. Mack, Pathe manager in Buffalo, broke all office records on serial
bookings last week. This type of picture
is becoming popular in western New York.
The Pastime and Majestic theatres in
Buffalo have both reduced prices from 17
to 10 cents. Both report business picking
up since the cut. J. P. Farr is the new
manager of the Majestic.

You to SAVE

Money-Not

SPEND

It

INC.
CO.,
HANCOCK
New York, N. Y,
.
5 Beekman St
Uptown OfiSce, Room 707, Times Bldg.
Bxclnslve Insurance llepre.enta,«ve« M. P. T. O. of New TmIk
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Installation
Something
in These
Cost

of

to Think
Days

tested,
must be connected
to' themust
proper
side of and
th^ the
line motor
and connections
to the panel
be
made correctly to bring the polarity of the instruments and lamp carbons correct.
Fuse the AC motor side of the machine only. The
DC generator circuit does not require fuses or switches
other than those shown on wiring print. The fuses
at the AC motor switch must be of large enough capacity to carry the maximum load of the machine —
that is, they should be about 20 per cent above the
rated capacity.
In wiring from the machine to the panel board and
from the panel board to the lamps use No. 6 wire, or
a larger size if you are pulling over 50 amperes, running the wires from connections L and A on the machine to connections L and A on the panel board. For
connection F, which is to the field regulator on the
panel board, use No. 12 or 14 wire. In connecting the
lamps to the panel board, run the positive wire from
the point on the panel board shown by an arrow and
marked "to top carbon" and connecting it to the right
side of the switch on the projector and from that
point, using a regular lamp lead, connect it to the top
carbon. Make the negative connection as shown in
the drawing, connecting it to the left side of the switch
on the projector, then using a lamp lead, connect it to
the bottom carbon. As resistance is in series with the
field of the generator, no rheostats are necessary or
used.
Operating Instructions
Have the lamp carbons separated and lamp switches
open. Close motor starting switch. Close the switch
that controls the lamp that you do not wish to use.
Permit the generator voltage to build up before attempting to strike the arc, then strike the carbons
together quickly and lightly, separating them immediately about 1/16 of an inch, gradually increasing the
separation as the carbons heat up, until a proper
length of arc is reached.
Fifty-five volts will then

and
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Electric

THE Transverter is a complete motor generator
unit that is coming into wide use among motion
picture theatres to furnish direct current for
projection where the line current is alternating. It
is a machine that is simple in construction, therefore
not likely to get out of order or give any trouble if
the following operating instructions are carefully followed :
The Transverter should be installed in a room where
the floor is free from all vibration. Set the machine
on the four cork pads that come with it, and do not
bolt it to the floor, as it is not necessary. Next make
the connection from the line service to the starting
switch and from the starting switch to the motor
terminals 1, 2 and 3. Next close the switch and make
sure that the armature rotates in the direction indicated by the arrow on the top bearing housing.
If the armature should rotate in the wrong direction,
simply reverse it by interchanging two of the alternating current motor terminals of the same phase.
Do not under any conditions change the connection
inside of the Transverter unit to correct this wrong
direction of rotation or polarity, as the machines are
all checked up complete with their equipment when
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show on the voltmeter, if the proper size carbons* are
used and they are set at the proper angle.
Adjust for the amperes desired by means of the field
regulator in the panel board. The regulator provides
means of obtaining more amperage from the machine
than its rated capacity, but this greater amperage
should not be used continuously. It is intended only
in order to provide for very dense films or colored pictures, which require a greater amount of light than is
ordinarily used. The regulator also provides means
of obtaining less amperage than the rated capacity
of the machine, thus providing for films that do not
require so much light to project.
On the single arc machines, when ready to use the
second lamp, strike and adjust the carbons as instructed above. This will automatically cause the arc
in the other lamp to go out. It is termed "stealing the
light" and with a little practice can be accomplished
very smoothly with the single arc machine.
Two arcs may be obtained simultaneously on the
double arc Transverter by having one arc already in
operation and adjusted to about a fifty-five volt length,
then bring the carbons of the second lamp together
and while in that position open the switch controlling
that lamp, then slowly separate the carbons to about
l/16th of an inch, gradually increasing the separation
as the carbons heat up until the second lamp also has
a fifty-five volt arc length. The voltmeter on the panel
board will then be indicating the combined voltage of
the two lamps. To discontinue the use of either arc
merely close the switch controlling that lamp. By following these instructions the projectionist can heat
up the carbons in the second lamp or burn in a new
trim without disturbing the arc of the other lamp.
The two arcs can also be used simultaneously for dissolving pictures or slides.
General Care
The most important part about caring for the machine is to keep itl clean, especially the commutator.
(Continued on page 985)
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JOHN M STAHL S - THE SONG OF
UFE
CHRISTIE COMEDY "SAVING SISTER
NEXT WEEK KATHERIHE MAC DONALDSUSIE

A night photograph of the Liberty, a theatre prominent in
the Rowland and Clark chain, Pittsburgh. This playhouse
has one of the most imposing and striking fronts of any of
the theatres in Pittsburgh, and the night illumination is
extremely effective, as you can see

Interesting

Law

Point

Supreme Gjurt in New York State Settles Question of
Theatre Names
In the New York Supreme Court an interesting decision in
an injunction suit brought by the Mitchell H. Mark Realty Corporation and Wedgeway Strand Theatre Company against the
Schenectady Strand Theatre, Inc., and William Shirley, president of the corporation.
The injunction was asked to restrain the defendants from
changing the name of their theatre, situated in the City of
Schenectady, from "Palace" to "Strand," claiming that by reason
of their long-established and recognized use of the latter name,
originated by them and exploited by advertising at considerable
expense, and their earlier announced intention to use the same
in connection with a theatre in that city, the defendants' threatened change of name, if accomplished, would be an infringement
upon and cause an injury to their rights. "It appears," says
the decision, "that the vice-president of plaintiff corporation
had formerly operated defendants' theatre as the "Palace" and
had in his employ the present principal owner (Shirley) as his
manager and that Shirley subsequently, in November, 1919, purchased it after its prior owner had incorporated the same as
"Schenectady Strand Theatre, Inc.," to which corporation the
Palace Theatre was immediately transferred and certificate of
stock therein issued to the former owner. At the time of sale
to the defendant of the theatre lease and shares of stock the
former owner resigned as an officer, and Shirley was elected in
his stead, who a few days later claims to have inserted an advertisement inthe local press of his plans for alteration and
enlargement of the building, and the change of name to the
"Strand" Theatre. The former owner in the year following,
after obtaining a piece of property in that city for theatre purposes, similarly announced its purpose of naming its new theatre
"Strand" in violation of a restrictive agreement, as defendant
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alleges and which plaintiff denies, leading to the present application seeking defendant's restraint from use of same name.
"Without considering the merits of the conflicting claims of
the parties, as disclosed by the affidavits, as to which first
announced its intention to use the word 'Strand' in designating
the theatre, I am of the opinion that the complete transfer and
sale of the corporation organized and owned by the plaintiff
and change in ownership of the theatre, for the purposes of
this motion, carried with it the right to defendants of the use of
the word 'Strand' contained in the corporate name, in the absence of a prohibitive provision in the contract, thus preventing
the issuance of an injunction until the full proofs have been
adduced and rights of parties finally heard and determined.

Uses Remote Control
"Billy" Mueller's new theatre in Jefferson City, Mo., the Miller,
is rapidly nearing completion and will soon be opened to the
public. When completed, the Miller will represent an investment of approxmiately $125,000, and will be a theatre that any
city many times the size of Jefferson City can point to with
pride, as it has comforts and conveniences not often found in
a motion picture theatre in towns of that size.
With an uninterrupted vision of the screen from any part of
the house, the Miller will seat 1400 on the main floor, the entire
balcony being used for the projection room, a nursery and rest
rooms. The stage is 40 by 60 feet and will be completely
equipped for handling practically any size road show, as well as
prologues for pictures. Lighting effects will be worked from
a Major Remote Control Switchboard, which has been installed
at a cost of $16,000.
It is claimed the Miller will have the longest throw of any
house in the State, the projection room being located 174 feet
from the screen. It is equipped with two Hertner Transverters,
to supply direct current for projection purposes.
Transverter

Installation and Care

(Continued from page 984)
In cleaning it, if it should become dirty, do not use
sand or emery paper on it. Hold a pad of coarse canvass or cheese cloth against its surface while running
and when free of dirt wipe the surface with a clean
cloth pad that has been slightly greased with pure vaseline. Never use any other kind of grease or oil on
the commutator, and use mighty little vaseline, as it
is a part of the machine that needs precious little lubrication.
As the machine is equipped with ball bearings, it does
not require much lubrication. In filling the grease
cups, which should be done about once a month, use
Transverter grease only, as it is prepared for this
machine, and other kinds will be likely to injure the
steel balls or the surfaces of the bearings. The three
grease cups should each be given one turn twice a
week and no oftener, as that is aplenty.
One thing about the machine that needs to be watched
pretty closely are the brushes. If they should become
too short sparking will result that will damage the
commutator considerably, and a new set should be
put in before the old ones are completely worn out.
When putting in new brushes it is best to first put in
two, one in each holder at opposite ends of the commutator, then as soon as they are worn into a perfect
fit to the surface of the commutator, replace the remaining old brushes with new ones. This plan will
give better results than by putting in four new brushes
at one time, as it is not as hard on the commutator.
By following out these simple instructions a Transverter will last indefinitely and give good service. If
the projectionist will take advantage of the provisions
that have been made on the panel board for obtaining
high and low amperage, he will improve his projection
considerably by using high amperage for dense films
and lower amperage for thin films and at the same
time effect a considerable saving in the projection current and carbon bills.
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Modern
New

Indiana

Theatre
at Terre Haute,

Architecture
Is a Classical Spanish

Type Not Mission, and Holds Rigidly to Period Design

is Spanish architecture
WHAT
doing in Terre Haute, Ind.?
Nothing in particular. Terre Haute
is not an old Spanish settlement,
yet there is something in the architecture that appeals to the builders
of the new Indiana Theatre. However, the Indiana type of architecture is not the severe kind one
finds in California, where the Spanish influence is much closer and
therefore much more severe.
Attention is attracted to the main
ceiling in the photographs produced.
This is a blanket design, borrowed
from Moorish art. In looking at
the photographs one must bear in
mind that the effect striven for was
an imitation of the antique.
The designer of this new house is
John Eberson of Chicago. One of
the most important effects in the
theatre is the lighting, a three-color
system installed by the Frank Adam
Electric Co. of St. Louis. It is a
Major pre-selective system. The
opening program featured Paramount's Cappy Ricks.

The unusual foyer, low ceiling, large marble urns and floor lamps of unusual design.
The ushers are all dressed in Spanish costumes to carry out the idea.
ri^HE Spanish idea is even carried
I- out in the costuming of the
ushers.
Here is the head usher in

toreador costume. In the foyer of
the Indiana the low ceiling lends to
the homelike appearance of the
place. The two great urns at each
side of the stairway are unusual in
motion picture theatres, but strictly
in accord with Spanish decorations
of the early period. The floor lights
are faithful to the period also, as is
the statue to be seen on the left of
the
usher.photograph which shows the
iVEN the projection booth is a
E novelty and fits in with the
Moorish design.
In the photograph on the left the
white object in the lower right-hand
corner is the rather ornate top of
the projection booth which is located on the orchestra floor and
throws its picture onto a screen on
the same level with the booth.
This projection booth arrangement is what the leading projection

Nothing about the new Indiana Theatre, Terre Haute, Ind., is more ornate tlian the ceilopening night when Paramount's Cappy Ricks
the presented.
ing. This photograph was taken on was

engineers are fighting for. It improves the picture about 100 per
cent.
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SIGN

-You

^ We ma\e these signs as
shown above with changeable letters with exposed
bulbs or with charigeable
Silveray raised glass letters,
interiorly lighted, as shown
below, which are sold on the
12 Months To Pay plan.

CONWAY TEARLE
MAROONED
HEARTS

THE big electric display brightening up the
beautiful front of the new Tivoli Theatre,

can

change

if

located in Chicago, 111., announcing its magnificent productions to theatre-goers for blocks in
each direction, is a "Federal. "
No greater recommendation could be made for a
product than the fact that it was selected to produce
business for the finest moving picture theatre in the
world.
There is a Federal Changeable Letter Theatre Sign
for every theatre, large or small — it is the effective
business producer that pays for itself many times over.
Send coupon today for full information, prices and
free sketch showing how your sign will look — no obligation.
SEND COUPON NOW!

FEDERAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

Representing Federal Sign System (Electrtc)
8700 South State Street, Chicago, 111.
Please send me full information, free sketch and price of a Changeable Letter Silveray Sign for my theatre. Explain your 12
months to pay plan.
Sign to project over sidewalk?
Width of sidewalk?
Letters on one side or b6th sides of sign ?
Sign to be erected flat against building?
Sign to be attached to Marquise or Canopy?
Name
City
Street and No
State
Name of My Theatre

ETR-3
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PROJECTION

TALKS

ON

PROJECTION

Is Bliven Right?
By Charles Simpson
"Each machine, while in operation, shall be in charge of an
experienced operator holding a certificate of fitness from a
designated city official, which certificate may be issued only after
an examination of the applicant as to his proficiency."
Within the next year, the above paragraph is going to become
a law in many cities and small towns in the United States
that haven't got it in their code today. It means the death
knell of the boy operator in the projection room, it will also
mean the death knell of a lot of crank turners that call themselves projectionists, too, but it will react to the benefit of the
real projectionist in many ways.
It is going to be the policy of this department to co-operate
in every way with projectionists who wish to prepare themselves for these coming examinations. The start was made
recently, by giving a general outline of what an examination
was together with fifteen questions that had been taken from
examinations in different cities, with a request that the answers
to them be sent in to us and we would publish the best ones
we received, giving the man who sent them in credit.
The best answers received so far, were those from Joseph
E. Bliven, projectionist of the Empire Theatre, New London,
Conn., and in publishing them, we do not say whether they are
right or wrong, but leave that to you and invite friendly
criticism of them. If you think he is mistaken in any of them,
write out what appears to you to be the correct answer and
shoot it in, giving the reason why you think he is wrong and
you are right. In this manner, more can be learned in a shorter
while than in any other way, so get busy.
(Q) (1) — What is the difference between a D. C. converter
and a rotary converter?
(A) A Rotary converter is a dynamo for generating both
direct and alternating current. If alternating current is supplied, it will run as a synchronous alternating current motor
and deliver direct current at the commutator, while a D. C.
converter is a machine for converting D. C. of one voltage to
D. C. of another voltage.
(Q) (2) — Describe fully an electric arc, explaining the difference between a D. C. arc and an A. C. arc.
(A) An electric arc is a stream of incandescent vapor connecting the terminals of a lamp when they have been drawn
apart and having sufficient voltage maintained between them.
The difference between D. C. and A. C. arcs is a D. C. arc
has only one crater, while an A. C. arc has two craters.
(Q) (3) — How would you use a bell set to find a ground in
a lamp house?
(A) To test with a bell set, put one terminal on the lamp
frame with the carbons separated and machine switch out,
then touch other terminal to carbon arms. If the bell rings on
either of them, then the one tested is grounded. If it does not
ring, the lamp is 0. K. I believe the best way to test is with
the current on and vdth the carbons separated, using a test

the terminals are touched to.
lamp, if the lamp lights when
the upper arm and lamp frame, then there is a ground on
the lower arm and vice versa.
(4) — Draw a diagram of the wiring for an operating room to
be equipped with ttvo projectors, a stereopticon and a spot light,
giving the size of wire and fuses to use. Picture to be 9 by 12
feet with 80-foot throw.
D. C. If rheostat
connected
on spot is die

All wiring supposed to be back connected. D. P. D. T. switches
on all circuits. Switch box covers omitted for convenience

intermittent movement of a Powers
— Explain
(Q) (5) Of
a Simplex.the
machine.
(A) The intermittent movement of a Powers machiiie is a
cam and pin cross which consists of a pin cross, a diamond
During the rotasprocket.
a locking ring
shapedtion ofcam,
held securely by the
pinsa being
the and
the mechanism,
and as
stationary,
picture
the
locking action of the ring, leaves
the movement comes to the diamond shaped cam, the_ little
incline on the outer edge of the cam throws one pin into a
sprocket at a cerslot and by so doing, turns astheit intermittent
goes through this slot until it
tain acceleration of speed
disengages again and is locked by the ring, this part of the
movement only advances one frame on each engagement of the
pin cross with the cam.
The Simplex intermittent movement is of the geneva type
which consists of a star and cam operating as follows: The
mechanism rotating turns the cam, which has a pin that engages
with the star and as the pin enters the slot in the star, it
starts rotation of the sprocket and as it goes past the center
the sprocket comes to a stop and the moveand disengages,
ment is locked until the pin again engages with the star. The
film is moved one frame with each engagement of pin and star.
in (Q)
condenser
lots
l aberration.^i
•, spherica
, ^ i
the effect of
ai, if any, is?
(6)_W/i
aberration produces a lack of sharpness and
(A) Spherica
n of anl image.
definitio

case the film caught fire „and
ou
not puti it
could
you(Q)
you do in t?
would
(7)_-pFfea
(A) First a good careful man ought never to have a tire,
and, if on the iob, wouldn't, but if a fire did get started and
as possible,
as soon
get out
thing isallto port
'the
beyond
and the
closed
shutters
it started
when best
thatturned
ngcontrol,
nrovid lights
house
on.

SAFETY FIREPROOF REWINDER
IMPROVED
.ipproved by the National Board of Fire Underwriters, Patented
insurance rates. Install the WB&E Safety Rewinder.
Why not reducein your
insurance will more than pay for the cost of the Rewinder.
The reduction
60.00
$32.50 14" Magazine, motor drive
14" Magazine, hand drive
o<!.ou
37.50 16" Magazine, motor dnve
16" Mag.izine, hand drive
Pa. ^
,
Philadelphia
Street,
Chestnut
918
Condensing
Lenses
INC.
& EARLE.
WILLIAMS, BROWN
WB&E

Ten

Thousand

Dollars

Reward

Simplex
will be paid to any person who can prove that B. F. Porter did not sell and install
City.
York
New
Broadway,
and
Street
51st
at
Machines in the Capitol Theatre
729 7th Ave., New York
B. F. PORTER,
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MINUSA screens are sold exclusively by practically
all of the largest and most reliable theatre supply
houses in the world. These supply dealers are usually
projection experts and their confidence in the Minusa
product is born of knowledge.

ft

(ra

The Minusa service department is always at the
beck and call of the exhibitor. Proper materials and
printed instructions for use and repair of screen damage are to be had for the asking, without charge.

A Serial, treating
on Minusa Gold Fibre
Screen Construction

Screens that have become dulled because' of age,
should be recoated to restore their efficiency. This work
is done at actual cost of labor and material and is the
best assurance that a Minusa screen will always conform
to the highest possible standard.

Minusa
Service

Finis

Episode No. 8

Better

Prints

Right Price
Let American Film Laboratories do your film printing.
Our staff of experienced men pay close attention to getting
the very best possible results from your negatives.
Our extensive organization and large capacity ijiake it possible
for us to give you the very best at no greater cost.
The central location of our plant enables us to make quick
delivery. Express-train service direct to you cuts all time
waste.
Let us prove our statements on your next order.
Oeveloplng
Printing
Tinting
Toning:
E^dlting
American 10 Points
Titling
1.
Q.UALITY. Prints known for
Let
brilliancy and clearness. Kxpert
needs usandknow
we your
will
staff, trained
by highest
years quality
of exquote
prices and
perience, assures
servioe you
details.
prints obtainable.
Ordinary film reduced
2. REPUTATION. Gained In 10
to American Standard
years of experience.
Safety size.
3. RESPONSIBILITY. A concern of strong financial standing.
(Absolutelp fire-proof
film underwriters
passed by all) fire
4. LOCATION. In the proper
geographical location, assuring
quick delivery anywhere.
Laboratory
Capacity
One Million
5. EQUIPMENT.
All of the
Week. Feet Per
most modern obtainable.
6.
CLEANLINESS.
Within two
American
blocks of Lake Michigan. Away
from
dirt
and
dust.
Film Co., Inc.,
7. SAFETY. Plant approved by
Laboratories
both city of Chicago and Board
of Plre Underwriters.
G233 BROADWAY
8.
PROMPTNESS.
Accustomed
CHICAGO, ILL.
to serve exacting requirements.
and
9. PRICES. Reasonable and comLondon, Kngland
petitive.
Samuel President.
S. Hutchinson,
10. GUARANTEES. Write for
our unique guarantee of quality
work.

The

CAILLE
Security
Chopper

Ticket

Recognized as the standard for years
Choppers

That

Chop

The CAILLE Security Ticket
Chopper actually tears the tickets
into shreds, removing all possibility of again smoothing or irontime. ing them out to be used a second
Theism arecutting
knives andthat
mechanso constructed
coins
or metal checks will pass right
through without injury to machine.
Chopper is also equipped with
agitator to force strips of tickets
down onto the cutting knives.
In lower compartment, under
lock,
is large metal box to retain
the cuttings.
The choppers are supplied in
birch, mahogany or on special request in any other finish desired.
Top and feet are of white porcelain enamel. We also manufacture electric ticket choppers and
boxes. Be sure that it is
inches ticket
45x12x12
SizeWeight
100 lbs.
a CAILLE
If your supplier does not handle our chopper, write us.
To dealers — Some very good territory open; do not delay writing us.
THE CAILLE
6210 Second Boulevard

BROTHERS CO.
Detroit, Michigan
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Is Bliven Right?

(Q) (8) — Explain why a transformer cannot be used on D. C.
(A) A transformer cannot be used on D. G. because it is
made of two separate coils which are insulated from each
other, one being called the primary and the other the secondary,
and when the switch is closed it sets up what is called a
magnetic field for a certain distance and in the coils an induced current is set up which reverses as fast as the reversals
of the current in the line, which makes an ever changing polarity which creates a magnetic inductance in the windings and
as long as there is any current used, just so long will there be
a magnetic field in the transformer.
(Q) (9) — What is meant by the torque of a motor?
(A) The pull or turning movement which produces the
rotation of a motor.
(Q) (10)— What is a joule?
(A) A practical unit of electrical energy, the amount of
work done when one coulomb of electricity moves under a
pressure of one volt.
(Q) (11) — What is the National Board of Fire Underwriters
rule regarding fusing a circuit?
(A) Depends on what particular kind of circuit. Generally
speaking it is an automatic safety valve. However, the National
Board's ruling is that rated capacity of a fuse shall not exceed
the allowable carryiiig capacity of the wire. This allows between ten and twenty-five per cent allowable over-load to take
care of the ordinary fluctuations of the current in the circuit.
(Q) (12) — What would be the effect on the picture if you
reversed the glasses in the objective lens, putting the back cell in
front and the front cell in the back?
(A) It lengthens the E. F. of the lens and gives a smaller
picture that cannot be accurately focused on account of the
correct lens curvature being reversed.
(Q) (13) — What combination of glass is used in the front cell
of high-grade objective lens and why?
(A) A convex lens of. crown glass and a concave lens of
flint glass cemented together, which, when properly ground and
of the correct composition (that is the proportion of flint glass
to that of crown glass) corrects the lens both for spherical and
chromatic aberration.
(Q) (14) — What steps would you take to remove a blue spot
in a picture 9 by 12 feet, throw 120 feet, u^ing two 7% planoconvex condensers and pulling 45 amperes?
(A) By not giving the diameter of the objective lens opening
and the kind of current used makes figuring more of a guess.
Generally, setting the arc from 3% to 3% inches from the
collector lens and the condenser lens space 1/16 inch apart, the
pulling back of the lamp house will clear up the field, providing
it is not already too far back. A distance of 18 to 19 inches
between the condenser and aperture and a 6% and 7% condenser
lens would be better, because with two 7% lens, the arc is really
too far from the collector lens to utilize all the light.
(Q) (15) — What causes the core of some carbons to bum
back of the crater, while in others out of the same package the
core burns flush with the crater.
(A) Usually the binder in the core is not right, also too hard
an outer shell, which does not consume in proportion to the
core.

Doings
at Newark
I. A. T. S. E., Local 244, Newark, N. J., held their eighth annual ball in the First Regiment Armory, Newark, Saturday
evening, Feb. 4th, and it was one huge success from start to
finish that was attended by many notables of the film and
theatrical world.
The dancing started off with a fox trot, "At the Moving Picture Ball," and it did not break up until the wee small hours
of Sunday morning, when the exhausted orchestra played a
waltz,
be
soon."When Shall We Meet Again?" The writer hopes it vdll
The floor was in excellent condition for dancing and big
enough to take care of the large crowd of dancers without any
crowding. Harry L. Spencer and Vera Gordon led the Grand
March, followed by Frank Mayo and Mrs. William Francke.
Mr. Spencer is assistant president of the International and the
others are too well knovra to need any comment.
After the dance quite a crowd who had journeyed to Newark
from other points to attend the ball gathered at Childs Restaurant for something to eat before starting home, and in discussing
the ball it was the opinion of all present that it was one of the
best of its kind they had ever attended, and the Ball Committee,
consisting of Harry Openheimer, William Uessler and Frank
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Kaverick, are to be congratulated on the splendid entertainment
they staged.
Mis-Frames at the Ball
Quite a little crowd gathered in James R. Cameron's office on
Forty-fifth Street in New York to journey over to the ball together. The crowd was to leave at eight-thirty, but Sam Kaplan, president of Local 306, as usual hadn't shown up. The
crowd waited until nine-thirty, and when starting out saw Kaplan coming across the street. His excuse for being late was
the same old thing, "A flat tire." Be a good idea for Local 306
to donate a set of puncture proof tires to Sam, so he will have
to change his time-honored excuse for being late.- He is never
on time, and that excuse is getting stale.
Dan Lee, manager of the Bergen Theatre, had a good reason,
for being so quiet. The Missus was with him.
Elisha Evins, who used to project in Memphis, fcut is now
business agent for the Jersey City Local, was there in evidence.
His one remark was "You just watch what Local 384 is going
to do." Better teiU us, Evins, so we can tell the other fellow.
Dick Martin, business agent of Local 238, journeyed down
from Buffalo to attend the ball. While at the ball, we wonder
what made him keep saying, "Say, boys, you oughter see what
Jim Cameron has got in his room."- Evidently it was something
good, for Dick sure did hart;e to leave it.
The crowd which went over together from New York decided
to get something to eat before getting on the train. Jim Cameron was getting ready to settle the check when Harry Sherman
walked over and said, "Give me the check, Jim," in fun, and
you ought
to have
on Harry's face when
Jim
gave him
that seen
check. theIt expression
was a study.
Simon Terr, business agent for Local 306 over in New York's
bedroom, Brooklyn, did not have very much to say at the halL
His face told the story, though, that he was having a big time.
Harry Spencer held court in a small room adjoining the dance
floor. That room was one of the most popular places in Newark— for the time being.
Anthony Bocarella, president of Local 344, was among the
crowd that went over together from New York. Who was the
pretty girl he was paying so much attention to ?
Say, ask Dick Martin what Jim Cameron has in his room that
made such a tremendously deep impression on him. Dick is
not familiar with the streets of New York, but he says he could
find where Jim Cameron lives any time, even on a dark night
and not get in the wrong place either. What was it, Dick ?
Harrisburg Ball
Elaborate details were worked out for the first annual ball
of Local No. 318 of the Motion Picture Operators' Union of
Harrisburg and vicinity, held in Willa Garden, Fourth and
Chestnut Streets, that city, on the evening of Feb. 20. Harry
W. Smith, operator at the Colonial Theatre, and president of
the union, announced that the sale of tickets was large and
that C. Floyd Hopkins, manager of all the Wilmer & Vincent
theatres in Harrisburg, volunteered to permit tickets for the
ball to be sold at the box offices of all his theatres.

BRIGHT

IDEAS

This Department offers $2 for each practical idea
submitted.
It may concern any part of the theatre.
Announcing Prize Winners
It's been some time since we've said anything about our Bright
Idea winners, but we are serving notice here and now that the
following gentlemen are the fortunate ones:
Clarence W. Locke, New Princess, Brighton, Iowa.
William A. Burnett, Newton, Iowa.
Ed Severson, Faribault, Minn.
Alfred Fowler, Alliance, Ohio.
This covers Bright Ideas published up to and including the
issue of January 7. Later awards will be announced shortly.
Beginning with this issue we will award $2.00 to each member of our projection family whose idea is printed in the Bright
Idea department. This makes it better all 'round, we think.
Then, boys, remember our question department is open to
every projectionist in the land whether a subscriber or not.
We make NO CHARGE for answering any question. We do not
believe in soaking a fellow when he seeks our advice.
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For

Better

Projection
Secret

—

Better

Definition —

Field— Greater
Contrasts
Brilliant Illumination.

BAUSCH

&

New

LOMB

Projection

Good

Pictures

—

CINEPHOR
The

of

Flatter

Lens

Write for interesting literature.
BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
New York
Washington
Chicago
San Francisco London
Leading American Makers of PAotoffrapMc Lenses, Microscopes,
Projection Apvaratus (Balopticons) . Ophthalmic Lenses and Instruments, Photo-Micrographic Apparatus, Range Fimiers and Oun
Sights for Army and Navy, Searchlight Reflectors, Stereo-Prism
Binoculars, Magnifiers and other High-Grade Optical Products.

One of the greatest factors of good projection is
not what you pay for the lens ; but what kind you get.
HYGRADE Projection Lenses cost no more than
many others; but you get lenses that give more illumination, have better critical definition and a very
flat field.
Every HYGRADE Projection Lens is absolutely
guaranteed to be uniform in quality.
Ask your supply dealer to demonstrate to you the
advantages of using HYGRADE Projection Lenses.
No. 100 for the professional machines
No. 50 for the portable machines

$17.00
7.50

GEO. S. JOHNSTON COMPANY
Manufacturers of HYGRADE Optical Products
4101 Ravenswood Avenue
Chicago, lUinoi*

NEWMAN
1VIA.RQUISE:
One of 28 exclusive designs in
our line.
Made right and
reasonably priced.
Write for
THE

Catalog "R"
NEWMAN
MANUFACTURING
CO.
416-418 Elm St., Cincinnati, Ohio
Chicago Branch — 68 W. Washington St.

UNIFORMS
CAPS AND EQUIPMENTS
Largest makers and designers for United States Army, Navy,
Marine Corps and National Guard Officers. Home Guards,
Hotels, Apartment Houses, Office Buildings, Yachts, Clubs,
Schools, Bands,
Chauffeurs
Firemen,
Police,'
Theatrical
Costumes,
Etc. Call Liveries,
and inspect
workshops
on
premises. Deliveries when wanted. Qualities and styles
correct.
Largest Exporters of Uniforms and Equipments
for European and Soath American Governments

Russell Uniform
Company
1600 Broadway, Corner 48th Street
Broadway and 7th Avenue, New York
Pliones BRYant 14GS-1466

Simplex Sun-light Arc High Intensity Projection Lamp is a perfected
product, tested by severe practical
usage. It's sufficient to say that it's
"A Sun-Light Arc Product"
Sun-Light Arc Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York

"It puts life into lantern slides and stage eff ects*^
Is WHAT
Lsers of Brenlcert Brenopticon
Model V
Suy About This Wonderful Device.
No Limit to Distance or Size of Picture— Moderately Priced —
New Operating Features.
BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO., Inc., Detroit, MicH.

X

RO-JE

QUALITY
LENSES
PI
Write for full information
Projection Optics Co., Inc.

Rochester, N. Y.
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MARKET-PLACE

Sale-— Construction
Wanted— New

Volume n.

News — Business

Records —

Firms — Equipment

Exchange

The rate for classified advertising in this section is 4 cents per word,
payable in advance. Special rates for long time contracts upon application.
New

Theatres

PATCHOGUE, N. Y.— Audible Moving
Picture Corporation will erect building to
cost $250,000.
FLUSHING, N. Y.— Flushing Motion
Picture Corporation will build addition to
their theatre on Main Street, at an expenditure of $90,000.
DALLAS, TEX. — The Hope on Elm
Street is expected to open the latter part
of March.
LOS ANGELES, CAL. — Richard D.
King is architect for theatre to be constructed by W. H. Chotiner on Wilshire
Boulevard Heights to cost $60,000.
HAVANA, CUBA.— Joseph L. Rhinock
and associates plan to build a house costing $1,000,000.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. — Consolidated
Realty Theatre Company are having plans
drawn by Architect J. E. Pridmore, 38
South Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111., for
combination hotel and theatre ■. to cost
$1,250,000.
LOS ANGELAS, CAL. — Joe Howard
and associates will build on Hill Street between Seventh and Eighth streets, costing
$275,000.
LOS ANGELES, CAL. — Rumored that
Oliver Morsoeo will build on corner of
Seventh and Hope streets.
NASHVILLE, TENN.— A. B. Cupp has
contract for theatre being erected by E. E.
Hughes and associates.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.-^Rueben Nearda,
architect, is preparing plans for house to

THEATRE
C.

SPECIALISTS

HOWARD

DETROIT

Changes
FREDERICK, WIS.— The Rex has been
taken
Post. over by the local American Legion
AUDUBON, IOWA.— Dan Nelson is now
operating the Crsecent.
WAHPETON, N. D. — The Braun has
been sold to Anton Gilles.
NEW YORK, N. Y.— The S. K. S. Motion Picture Company has purchased the
newly comipleted theatre on Washington
Avenue and 172d Street.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Grand Opera
House at Twenty-third Street and Eighth
Avenue has been sold to Frederick Brown.
DALLAS, TEX.— Robb & Rowley have
purchased the American and Pope.
RALLS, TEX.— The Crystal has been
sold to Seale & Parker.
GREENVILLE, TEX. — The Opera
House
Lilly. has been purchased by Newman &
CHENEY, WASH. — The Liberty has
been taken over by William Card.

Architect

GEORGE KIEHLER, Associate
CYRIL E. SCHLEY
CLEVELAND
CHICAGO
WINDSOR. ONTARIO

THE DALLES, ORE. — W. T. Styles,
owner of the Grand, recently purchased
the Casino.
Fires
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.— The Garden
totally destroyed; the Regent damaged
$10,000, and the Post $1,000.
SLIDES
LET LEON
Fair
prices,
work
testing slide free.
Slidemaker, 207 W.

THE

MAKE YOUR SLIDES
right, right
n*everything.
Write
now. Sam Focus
Leon,
48th St., New York.

SALESMAN

WANTED

Salesman acquainted with buyers and who can
obtain orders for sales check books can make
favorable commission eirrangements with leading
Chicago concern in this line. Chicago Sales
Book Co., 337 W. Madison St., Chicago.
Scenarios and

Continuities

If you have a story or synopsis I will write the
scenario; continuity guaranteed. M. W. Korach.
1730 Bryn Mawr Road, Cleveland, Ohio.
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Theatre chairs, new and used, any quantity, for
immediate delivery, and all other motion picture
equipment. Picture Theatre Supply Co., 79
West 45th Street, New York City.

For

ov1:'r'2oo^i:S^atres

CRANE,

ELMER

be erected by Maxwell Amusement Company on Fifty-second and Poplar streets.
LEOMINSTER, MASS.— Thomas McElvoy announces that contract for erecting
Rialto will be awarded in the spring.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — Pierce Henon
& Company have been awarded contract
for theatre and apartment building to be
erected on Sixty-third and Woodland.
WICHITA, KAN.— The Miller will be
opened in April.
CANANDAIGUA, N. Y.— The Playhouse
will be opened March 3.

Better

Music

,

FQTOPLAYER

THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
.(■ l&Oa Broadway
64 E. Jackson Blyd,. . 109 Golden Gate Ave.

A

U. Pats.
S. andPending
Foreign

1044 CAMP ST., NEW

PSIEW
IISJVEIMXIOIM!!
This new electrical Vacant Seat Indicator is carried by the usher and enables her from her position in the aisle
to signal to waiting patrons just how many vacant seats there are and whether singles, doubles, three together, etc.
Enables seating largest crowds in only fraction of time now required; eliminates ushers constant walking up and
down aisles and disturbing patrons; super-service yet unknown; retains old patrons and makes new ones; increases
box
receipts.
finely yet
finished:
them office
beat ■ you
to it! Inexpensive;
Costs very little,
worth efficient.
thousands Ifto your
you. competitors
Write us now.are not yet using it, don't let
(Some fine territory still open for distributors)
GUERIN THEATRE
SEATING SYSTEM, INC., 903 New Hiboi-nin Blrtff., New Orleans, La.

ORLEANS, LA.

255 N0.13^-"ST.,PHILApELPHTA PA.

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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Photoplay
STUCKEY
-I
W

nn HE design of this department is to diffuse among musicians and exhibitors correct information on all important
J- subjects pertaining to music for the film; to improve the quality of musical interpretation and to raise the standard of music in motion picture theatres. Questions concerning music, suitable instrumentation, queries relating to
organs and mechanical players, etc., should be addressed to Music Editor, Exhibitors Trade Review.
Editor,
Music

Every Musician

Should

Know

March from, Tannhauser — Wagner
This march from the popular opera "Tannhauser" by Wagner,
consists of an introduction in which salutations of trumpets suggest a scene of pompous character. For brilliancy and real
musical quality and spirit, this march deserves its astonishing
popularity. There is a melodious strain in vigorous 4-4 time,
strictly martial in its scope and the contrasting harmonies of
the choral strain is harmoniously rich.
Minuet in G — Beethoven
This dainty little minuet has become popular in theatre work.
In its original form it is one of the set of minuets for piano,
but it is arranged for orchestra and is particularly effective as a
violin in ancient scenes of quaint character.
Original Effects in Organ

Playing

It is amusing to see how many organists will accept the
registration marked in a piece without ever dreaming that it
might be improved upon. This applies praticularly to beginners. The differences in tone color and the powerful effects are
two of the advantages of the organ which the piano does not
possess. The piano, it is true, gives the performer a control
over the touch that the organ cannot give.
Mixing tones on the organ is like mixing paints on a palette.
The artist is guided by his eye. The musician by his ear. What
would you think of a color-blind artist? Would he not be an
anomaly? Yet thousands of organists never open their ears
the modto the tone colors filling the great pipes which make colors
are
ern organ. Have you never perceived that some
dark and sombre and that others are brilliant? You may form
your taste by studying the registration printed in pieces, but
you will never become a great interpreter of the instrument
until you mix your own musical pigments.
The Musician's

Bookshelf

MuA handy volume of 140 pages entitled "Twelve Good
Sir Frederick
sicians from John Bull to Henry Purcell,"of by
in
given
lectures
Bridge, contains the substance of a series
1919-1920, at the University of London by the author.
It is historically interesting, giving a ^concise but entertammg
narrative of the careers of the outstanding musicians in the
seventeenth century, a period prolific of great achievements m
the realm of music. The Madrigal School was flourishing, the
Milton'sto
t in
developmen
its highest
reached
Masque
impetus
a great
violin gave
of theartistic
the advent
Corners and
.
, .
_
instrumental music
The achievements of these ancient worthies and their services
music are not properly apprein the development of the art of perhaps
tend to a more general
ciated and the little volume will
study of their works.
Brevities
is being installed in the new
organ
Moller
al
A four-manu
theatre in course of construction on the Boardwalk at Moorlyn
Terrace, Ocean City, N. J.
Victor Herbert recently played a return engagement at the
Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia, where he repeated his former
fit photoplays so adtriumphs
mirably. with his own compositions that
A Robert-Morton organ costing $10,000 was installed in the
new Imperial Theatre, Asheville, N. C. Jack hewis is the organist.

Cue Sheet Trouble

Exhibitors Trade Review.
Have been keenly interested in various articles relating to
"music for the photoplay" in your department of Exhibitors
Trade Review, to which I have been a subscriber for some time,
and would like to submit herewith my trouble regarding one
point invariably overlooked by the average compiler of cue
sheets. It is relating to scenes wherein vocal selections are being rendered by the performers in photoplays. I have always
advocated the use of the victrola in such scenes when possible
and now my manager has installed a modern electric device
known
"magnovox."
is of course
hugesound
horn box
concealed
behind as
the thescreen
from whichIt wires
lead toa the
which
is adjusted to the victrola itself, latter being placed within reach
to my right at the console.
Further, the manager himself has adjusted various little rods
or levers which control the starting of the turntable, stop same
at will or raise the sound box from record and replace it at
exactly same groove, thus enabling me to have a certain record
in readiness for use at desired part of photoplay whether it be
A'erde or refrain. Then, too, a big feature of our instrument
is the amplifier, a part of the apparatus which regulates the
volume of tone at all.
Now, while I think it is doubtful whether there are many
theatres anywhere using a victrola as part of a musical setting
for photoplays, there are, no doubt, some theatres where the
human singers themselves are employed to supply the desired
effect. But, in either case, it is of great importance to the
orchestra leader or organist to know just whether the voice to
be represented is man, woman or child — what they are singing
and just how much. Therefore, since most cue sheets do mention
etc.,full
why details
couldn't
they go exactly
a little what
further on "Voice
this and
pointPiano,"
and state
regarding
is being sung and by what character, male or female?
I am sure this would be a step toward better music for the
photoplay, enabling the director or organist to prepare for such
.scenes musically in advance of first showing of the picture, pertaining to the "Voice for the Picture."
Very sincerely yours,
Signed Walter Klotz,
Organist, Liberty Theatre,
(Member Local Atlantic
661, A. F.City,
of M.)
N. J.
ANOTHER WURLITZER UNIT
This shows the special Hope Jones Unit Organ installed by the
Rudolph Wurlitzer Chicago branch in the new Indiana Theatre,

Terre Haute, Ind. Remington Welch, formerly at the Bi-oadway
Strand, Detroit, will preside over this instrument. R. B. Townsley, former bandmaster of the 42nd U. S. Infantry, famous in
the World War is musical director.
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you
Can
Watciv
-'Jic
mres
your
LAtteThdance
ures
increase

Citu

The box office never fails to reflect the appeal of highclass, appropriate music. The Cremona Orchestra-Organ has
proved this as almost no other theatre organ.
A representative attendance "curve" before and after the
installation of a Cremona Orchestra-Organ is shown. Note
how attendance increased right in July, after the organ was
installed.
.

^ Qkeatrc

Orckestra-Orcjan

The Cremona is unsurpassed as a hand-played organ. In
addition it provides appropriate, perfectly-toned orchestra
numbers. A double roll system permits playing with any
standard player roll or solo roll. A varied appropriate program isassured with or without an operator, and your musical
overhead is minimum.
Ask for literature

niiec^lar(jlueUe

^iano

Company,

Chicago, U.XA.
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Cameraman's
Camera
New

Men

Have

Photographers' Association Show
Work

Frolic
Rapid Movie

Those who trap the spectacular happenings of the
day and then shoot at them with a camera, all members
of the Philadelphia News Photographers' Association,
had possession of the Japanese room of the Hotel Walton last night, but shared it with numerous guests
whom they impressed with the speed at which a moving picture noay be taken and developed.
Louis T. Dansee, of the Kinograms, and Charles M.
Clark, of the Fox News, did the "cranking up" of more
than a 1000 feet of film of the guests as they promenaded, and the picture was developed within an hour
afterward by Moses Greenwald, of the Stanley Company. Prominent movie stars attended the function,
which included dancing, singing, moving pictures and
refreshments.

CAMERAMEN!
NEGATIVES

WANTED!!

We want AT ONCE negatives of different industries all over the United States ; especially cotton,
borax, cocoanut, carbonated soda, lumber, rosin
industries. Also scenes of round-ups and cornfields.
Get in touch with us at once, Tell us what you
have or CAN MAKE.
W. J. GANZ
507 Fifth Ave.

COMPANY
New York City

Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented,
sold and exchanged. Portable lights for
sale and for rent. Keep ua advised of
your wants. Ruby Camera Exchange,
727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

I CAMERAMEN ATTENTION I I I
1
DEVELOPING, PRINTING,
I ART and HAND LETTERED TITLES.
I
QUALITY and PRICES RIGHT.
I
ARTFILM PRODUCTIONS.
I Fine Arts Building, Rochester, N. Y.

REVIEW

Number 14

Department
Besides the staff motion picture men there were
photographers from every newspaper in the city, and
the work of the latter lined the walls, making an
interesting exhibit. A number of war pictures were
shown, taken by Walter Crail, who belonged to the
aeroplane arm of the service ; William Yocum, formerly of the Signal Corps, and Charles M. Clark, who was
instructor in the Signal Corps during the war. Included in this exhibit was the only picture in existence
of the only American ship to strike a German mine
in American waters, the Herbert L. Pratt, of the
Atlantic Refining Company's fleet, which met with
disaster off Cape Hatteras, June 16, 1917. The picture
was taken by Cy La Tour.
Practically every news happening of the first page
prominence within the past fifteen years that was covered by local cameramen had its place in this exhibit.
The occasion was also marked by the first public appearance of Miss Rose Bassone, who sings classical
selections accompanied by a Victrola.
Jack R. Roden was master of ceremonies. Others
who took a prominent part were Eugene Field, Record;
Samuel Myers, Inquirer; Cy La Tour, North American;
William Yocum, Bulletin; S. D. Lovegrove, Public
Ledger; and Walter Crail, Evening Ledger. William
B. Smith headed the Committee on Refreshments.

A STANDARD
UNIVERSAL
400 ft. capacity, F:3.5 lens, regular and trick crank, forward
and reverse direct ratchet take-op, three all alnminum magailnes, latest model, like new, olive drab finish, guaranteed.
here; is a rare bargain
$255.00
Wire Your Order Now with twenty-flve per cent deposit
and balance on examination.
Bass Camera Co., 109 No. Dearborn St. Depl. 7 Chicago, 111.
p.
Bass youryoumotion
Most complete stock In the country
aBd S.anyWrite
Information
mleht picture
want atneedsyournow.
disposal.

C I M e M AT O <3 R A P t-ieR.
3aO

Volume 11.

WRIGLEY

BL-DG.

CAMERAMEN!

CAMERAS
We buy, rent and sell motion picture and stiU
cameras, lighting equipment, home projectors,
etc. Write us your wants. Seiden, 835 Eighth
Avenue, Circle S103-04, New York City.

This is your page every week
in the year.
$2.00 per year.

and
LISTEN!— Many of the improvements that mark modern film DEVELOPMENT
plant.
PRINTING result from constant experiment within the EVANS
. Let us serve you with this progressive service that distinguishes the big films from the mediocre.
Telephone:
416-24 West 216th St., New York City
EVANS FILM MFG. CO.,
Wadsworth 3443-3444
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Announcing

the

Fastest

Film

ever

manufactured

EASTMAN

NEGATIVE

Super

Super

Speed

sloware

motion

Speed

Film

under-exposure.

It

FILM

practically
is

ideal

photography;

poorly

illuminated;

for

for

for

eliminates
ultra-speed,

interiors

dull

days

location.

When

unfavorable

spell

failure,

spells

Super

conditions
Speed

Film

Success.

Price

EASTMAN

cents per foot ^ perforated

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

NEW

COMPANY
YORK

that
on
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How
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of

the

Box

the Latest Releases Are Being Received Throughout

GA.

METROPOLITAN

BUFFALO
SHEA'S

HIPPODROME

"MY BOY," Jackie Coogan (First National).— Excellent. Very fine business
despite several days of bad weather. Patrons made exceedingly favorable remarks
on story, star and handling.
Short Subjects. — "Torchy Takes a
Chance," Johnny Hines, Kinograms.
HOWARD

"FOREVER," Wallace Reid and Elsie
Ferguson (Paramount). — Excellent. Both
stars popular here. Good business done
on this picture.
Exploitation., — Attractive ads which
were run a week in advance and during
the showing.

"NANCY FROM NOWHERE," Bebe
Daniels (Realart). — Good. Drew average
business for this star and pleased her
fans.
Short Subjects.— "Creation," Sacred
Films, Inc., presented with chorus of female voices in "The Heavens are Telling,"
Mascagni's Intermezzo from "Cavalleria,"
and Boito's "Mefistofele."
Other Short Subjects. — Tony Sarg's
"Vamp Number One," Selznick News.
Special Number. — Charles Cesser in a
violin solo. Raff's "Cavatine."
FORSYTH

"FOOLISH WIVES," Eric Von Stroheim
(Universal). — Fair. The second week of
"Foolish Wives" in this city was not a
huge success, in fact, the size of audiences
both afternoon and evening fell off noticeably. The orchestra was cut in half to
meet business conditions. Opening week a
25-piece orchestra was used. Miss Dupont also appeared in person the first
week. Perhaps she should have been saved
for the third. The cutting of the film to
meet the state censorship requirements
has undoubtedly forced the producers to
eliminate the box office features of the
film. It is now as tame as a Sunday
school lesson.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
billboards, window cards, electric display.
LOEWS STATE

"THEODORA," Special Foreign-made
production (Goldwyn). — Poor. Picture
fell flat; indications are that Atlanta people tume
are stuff.
tired of heavy foreign-made, cosShort Subjects. — Grantland Rice Sport
Pictorial, Goldwyn Pictorial.
GRAND
(First half).
"RIDIN' WITH DEATH," Buck Jones
(Fox). — Good. Pleased Grand patrons and
added to strength of program.
Short Subjects. — "Pure and Simple,"
Bobby Vernon Comedy; also Universal
Star Comedy.
(Last half).
"BEYOND THE CROSS ROADS,"
Ora Carew (State Rights).— Fair. Nothing startling but drew consistently fair
business.
edy.Short Subjects. — Universal Star ComRIALTO
"WHITE OAK," William S. Hart (Paramount).—Good. Drew good business from
the very opening.
Short Subjects. — Burton Holmes Travelogue and an industrial film showing development ofthe orange growing industry
in Alabama.
STRAND
"SHAME," Special Production (Fox). —
Good. Well advertised and exploited, this
picture drew good business throughout
week.
TUDOR
"A CHILD FOR SALE," Abramson Production (Distributed by Capital). — Poor.
Although
a week's
run flatly
and
billed
like abooked
circus for
picture,
fell down
and management withdrew it Wednesday,
supplanting it with Lina Cavaleri in "Mad
Love," put on without advance advertising
and business picked up for the last three
days.
Short Subjects. — Universal comedy "The
News Maker," International News.

SHEA'S

CRITERION

"WHAT DO MEN WANT?" Special
Cast (Wid Gunning, Inc.). — Good. Loew
audiences like this type of picture and
Manager Al Beckerich reports it a fine box
ofiice attraction. Business continues capacity at this house.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
lobby display, window cards and billboards.
Short Subjects. — Hallroom Boys in
"After
Dough," Pathe News and Mutt
and JefftheCartoon.

Volume 11.

Number 14

Office

the Country

Exploitation. — Front of house represented acircus; used large display in the
Short Subjects.
— "Falling
for Fanny," a
Christie
comedy and
Pathe News.
papers.
SHEA'S NORTH PARK
"FOREVER," Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid (Paramount). — Good. Patrons
flocked in traction.
goodly
to see this atBusinessnumbers
was good.
CHICAGO
RANDOLPH
"PEACOCK ALLEY," Mae Murray
(Metro). — Excellent. An extravagant production, preposterous in theme, but apparently something to see. Business was
very good for the entire week.
ROOSEVELT
"fHREE LIVE GHOSTS," Norman
Kerry- Anna Q. Nilsson (Paramount). —
Good. An unusually good picture that delighted large audiences at every performance during the week.
"FOOLISH WIVES," Eric Von Stroheim
(Universal). — Good. An artistic production that pleased. Business not up to expectations.
CHICAGO
"LOVE'S REDEMPTION," Norma Talmadge (First National). — Excellent. While
there is nothing pretentious about this
production it has a charm that carries it
along in a very pleasing way. Business
was very good.
"MORAN OF THE LADY BETTY,"
Rodolph Valentino-Dorothy Dalton (Paramount).— Good. Satisfactory from a business standpoint.

MARK-STRAND
ZIEGFELD
"TOL'ABLE DAVID," Richard Barthel- ,
mess (First National). — Excellent. De"JUDGMENT," Ellen Richter (World).
scribed as one of the best pictures ever
shown in Buffalo, this attraction opened — Good. An historical production of European origin that held the interest and
poorly, but after the enthusiastic newsapparently pleased; patronage held up
paper reviews and word of mouth publicity throughout
the week.
disseminated by those who saw it, it picked
up daily and closed the week in fine shape.
BARBEE
Exploitation. — Special advertising in
newspapers, window cards, lobby display
"THE MYSTERIOUS RIDER," Robert
and private screening for newspaper men
McKim-Claire Adams (Hodkinson). —
and city officials.
Good. Although an out-door picture it
Short Subjects.
Sister Susie," has not the action or excitement of previa Christie
comedy —and"Saving
Kinograms.
ous Zane Grey adaptations. Business,
however, was very satisfactory.
PALACE
"THE GIRL FROM PORCUPINE,"
Faire Binney (Arrow). — Good. Did a fair
"A CERTAIN RICH MAN," Robert business.
McKim and Claire Adams (Hodkinson). —
Good. Business was up to the average on
GREAT NORTHERN
this subject.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Lillian
lobby display and window cards.
and Dorothy
Gish success
(United Artists).
Good.
Another
Griffith
from a —picture
Short Subjects. — "Circus Clowns," Century comedy and International News.
viewpoint but not up to expectations of
the box-office.
ACADEMY
TIVOLI
"SHOULD A WIFE WORK?" Edith
"MISS LULU BETT," Lois Wilson
Stockton (J. W. Film).-^Fair. The Academy has opened as a picture house under
(Paramount). — Excellent. A great picthe management of Sam Carver. Fair
ture that drew big audiences and sent them
business the first half of the week.
away boosters.
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CASTLE
"THE RIGHT THAT FAILED," Bert
Lytell (Metro). — Good. An amusing production that will please the average audience. Business was good.
CLEVELAND
STILLMAN
"PETER IBBETSON," Wallace Reid and
Elsie Ferguson (Paramount). — Good.
Exploitation. — Advance publicity was
given this picture under its original title,
by way
of newspaper
did business
all week. advertising. Splen"A CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN KING
ARTHUR'S COURT," Harry Meyers
(Fox).— Good.
A private showing for the school teachers was arranged a few days in advance
of the scheduled showing and the resultant
word of mouth advertising drew capacity
audiences on the first week's engagement.
It is being held for another week at least.
ALLEI^
"ALF'S BUTTON," Lelsie Hanson (First
National). — Good. This feature was exhibited in conjunction with the February
Edition of "Jazz-A-Week," which, like its
predecessors, proved a big hit.
Exploitation. — Advance publicity in
newspapers and street cars.
Short Subjects. — A Toonerville Trolley
comedy and a Lyman How, distorted
scenic completed the film entertainment.
"A GLORIOUS FOOL," Richard Dix and
Helene Chadwick (Goldwyn). — Good.
LOEWS STATE
"SATURDAY NIGHT," (Paramount).—
Good.
Exploitation. — The State Theatre, due
to its success with the Fashion Revue of
last week, introduced with the DeMille attraction the "State Follies."
LOEWS PARK AND MALL
"JUST AROUND THE CORNER,"
(Paramount) . — Fair.
Exploitation. — The name of Fanny
Hurst was coupled with advance newspaper and street car advertising.
STANDARD
"SHATTERED DREAMS," (Universal).
—Fair.
Exploitation. — An attractive lobby and
advance newspaper stories.
"HEADIN' WEST," Hoot Gibson (Universal).— Good.
This player seems to be a popular one
with the patrons. An attractive front
drew satisfactory business.
Short Subjects. — A Century Comedy,
Baby
Peggy inNews.
"Little Miss Mischief," and
International
LOEWS

MALL AND
POLITAN

METRO-

"THREE WORD BRAND," Wm. S.
Hart (Paramount). — Fair.
Very little publicly was given this new
Hart vehicle, which was conceded by many
patrons of the two theatres as one of
Hart's best pictures.
LOEWS STATE
"THE SIGN OF THE ROSE," George
Beban (Beban-Somborn) . — Excellent.
This offering was enthusiastically received and played to exceptional business,
wiien local conditions are considered.
LOEWS PARK
"MY LADY FRIENDS," Carter De
Haven (First National). — Fair.

KANSAS
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LIBERTY
"THE NIGHT ROSE," Lon Chaney
(Goldwyn). — Good. This picture was a
money maker for a week's run, but did not
quite comeproductions
up to some
Lon Chaney's
previous
as a ofdrawing
card.
Short
Subjects.
—
"Love
and
Doughnuts,"
comedy, Pathe News, Current Events, and
"Aesop's Fables," comedy.
Exploitation. — Lon Chaney played up as
an underworld character in all newspaper
space.
"PEACOCK ALLEY," Mae Murray
(Metro). — Excellent. A sure-fire money
maker which drew good crowds for a
week's run.
Short Subjects. — "Aesop's Fables," comedy, and Pathe News, current events.
Exploitation. — Pictures of Mae Murray,
bedecked in brilliant raiment, were featured in billboard and newspaper space.
Also lobby display.
DORIC
"THE SWAMP," Sessue Hayakawa
(Robertson-Cole). — Excellent. The star is
a strong favorite here. The nicture did a
lively week's business.
Short Subjects. — "A Sailor Made Man,"
Harold Lloyd comedy, and International
News, Current Events.
Exploitation. — The contrast between
"yellow and white," Hayakawa and Bessie
Love, was featured in newspaper, billboard and lobby display space.
"DOUBLING FOR ROMEO," Will Rogers (Goldwyn). — Excellent. Despite strong
opposition,
one didpatrons.
a splendid week's
business andthispleased
Short Subjects.— "The Bashful Suitor,"
comedy, and International News, Current
Events.
Exploitation. — A sketch of Will Rogers,
garbed in cowboy attire, under the porch
balconytured inwooing
"fair one,"
Sunday the
newspaper
space.was (feaNEWMAN
"SATURDAY NIGHT," (Paramount).—
Excellent. Aided by a special exploitation
campaign,
business. the picture did a capacity week's
Current Events. — Newman News and
Views.
Exploitation. — The policy of the theatre
was changed permanently from Sunday
openings to Saturday openings, which resulted in valuable press notives and wide
publicity of the picture.
"TOL'ABLE DAVID," Richard Barthelmess (First National). — Excellent. Played
to exceptionally good crowds all week.
Short
Subjects.—
Face," News
Buster Keaton
comedy,"The
and Pale
Newman
and Views, Current Events.
Exploitation. — Mr. Barthlemess's ability
and past pictures of his were featured in
newspaper space. Liberal portion of Sunday advertisement also devoted to the comedy, which went over great. Also billboard and lobby display space.
ROYAL
"THE BEAUTIFUL LIAR," Katherine
MacDonald (First National). — Good. The
picture held its own against strong competition and did a good business for a
week's run.
Short Subjects.— "The Big Idea," Torchy
comedy, and Pathe News, Current Events.
Exploitation. — Katherine MacDonald's
name was played up above all else in newspaper advertising.
"NANCY FROM NOWHERE," Bebe
Daniels (Paramount). — Good. Bebe Daniels has a large following here, consequently the picture did a good business for
a week's run.

Current Events. — Royal Screen Magazine.
Exploitation. — The name and photographs of the star were played up in billboard and newspaper space, as well as
lobby display.
TWELFTH STREET
"THE HOUSE THAT JAZZ BUILT,"
Wanda Hawley (Paramount). — Good.
ShortBennett
Subjects.comedy,
— "It Pays
Advertise,"
Mack
and toPathe
News,
current events.
Exploitation. — A jazz band of seven
pieces was engaged for the week.
"SOWING THE WIND," Anita Stewart
(First National). — Good. A Harold Lloyd
comedy aided greatly in attracting good
crowds for the week, although the feature
pleased patrons.
Short Subjects. — "The Big Idea,"
Harold Lloyd comedy, and Pathe News,
Current Events.
LOS

ANGELES

GRAUMAWS
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS," All Star
(Paramount).
— Very
week's
run
was carried
with Good.
average The
advertising
space and good press notices. An Urban
Classic, "The Four Seasons," was a very
popular attraction and received almost
more comment than the feature.
Short Subjects.— Pathe Weekly, "The
Four Seasons," Urban Classics, Pathe Review, Grauman's World Visions.
"BOOMERANG BILL," Lionel Barrymore (Paramount). — Excellent. No special exploitation but pulled big. Very
good prologue.
"THE LAW AND THE WOMAN." All
Star (Paramount). — Excellent. Average
advertisement. One of the best pictures
shovra in the Million Dollar Theatre in
some time.
Short Subjects. — Pathe Weekly, News
Reel, Grauman's World Visions, Atmospheric prologue.
MISSION
"HAIL THE WOMAN," Florence Vidor
(First National). — Fair. In the third
week. Average advertising used. Plenty
of news space.
Short Subjects. — Fox News Weekly.
Funny and Mose in "Holy Smoke."
GARRICK
"WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME," All
Star (Warner Bros.). — Good. Ran three
weeks and showed very satisfactory box
office returns.
"THE BIG GAME," May Allison
(Metro). — Very Poor. Average advertising was used in both instances.
comedy.
Short Subjects. — News and Universal
KINEMA
"TOL'ABLE DAVID," Richard Barthelmess (First National) .—Excellent. With
average advertisement, the Kinema
showed excellent receipts for the week.
Short Subjects. — Topics of the Day,
Aesop's Fables, Kinema Pictorial Review.
"STARDUST," Hope Hampton (First
National). — Fair. In spite of news articles and loads of publicity, the picture
went over only fair.
Short Subjects. — Topics of the Day,
Aesop's Fables, Kinema Pictorial Review,
Free and Easy, Christie comedy, "Sav"Aing Sister
WOMAN'S
Susie." PLACE," Constance
Talmadge (First National). — Fair. Average advertising.
Short Subjects.— "A Dream of '62,"
Larry Semon, "The Sawmill."
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"POSSESSION," Special Cast (Robertson-Cole).— Very Good. Usual advertising.
STATE
"PEACOCK ALLEY," Mae Murray
(Metro). — Excellent. One of the few
houses in town doing real business. The
picture will hold over for a second week.
PANTAGES BROADWAY
"THE MIRACLES OF MANHATTAN,"
Elaine Hammerstein (Selznick). — Poor.
The title meant nothing and the star is of
no value as a box oflBce attraction in Los
Angeles.
"THE HIGHEST LAW."— Very good.
"THE MATRIMONIAL
WEB," Alice
Calhoun (Vitagraph). — Very good.
SUPERBA
"ACROSS THE DEAD LINE," Frank
Mayo (Universal). — Poor. The star has
no pulling power at the box office. The
Century Comedy with Baby Peggy was a
bigger attraction than the feature.
Short Subjects.^ — International News,
An Added Attraction, "Phantom Terror."
T. D. Powers Cartoon. Baby Peggy in
"Circus Clowns."
"THE GUTTERSNIPE," Gladys Walton
(Universal). — Very good.
"THE TOUCHDOWN," Lee Moran
(Universal). — Very good.
CALIFORNIA
"I ACCUSE," (United Artists).— Fair.
On account of the feature being a war
picture it did not pull. Average advertising Was used.
Short Subjects. — The Daily Concert included, "II Trovatore," "Traumerei,"
"Madame Butterfly," California Topical
Review and Magazine, Topics of the Day.
"THE GLORIOUS FOOL." All Star.
(GoldvsT^n.) — Excellent. Average advertising used, but with good press notice
and "word of mouth" indorsement, the
picture went over big.
Short Subjects. — California Topical Review and Magazine. Topics of the Day.
"WHEN ROMANCE RIDES." All Star.
(Goldwyn.) — Good.
' Short Subjects. — Joe Rock in "The Fast
Male,"
Djokjakarta,
Topical Cupid
Review inand
Magazine, California
Topics of
the D'ay.
MILLER'S
Short Subjects. — Fox News Weekly.
Comedy.
"SHAME." All Star (Fox).— Fair.
Played two weeks, but below average.
"THE SILENT CALL." Special Cast
(First National). — Excellent. It has
rained
mosthouses
of theallweek
dravsm full
week.and- Miller's has
Short Subjects. — Newsettes, "School
Days." GRAVMAN'S RIALTO
"SATURDAY
NIGHT."
All Star.
(Paramount.) — Excellent.
Third week.
and still ^oing strong. The picture has
gone on with only nominal advertising.
Short Subjects. — Pathe Weekly, a Reel
of Interest and a Scenic Reel.
SYMPHONY
"A SAILOR-MADE MAN," Harold
Lloyd (Pathe). — Excellent. In the sixth
week and still the most popular show in
town. It is estimated that over 110,000
people in Los Angeles have seen this feature.
Short Subjects. — News Events, "Tom,
Tom the Piper's Son," "Weaver of
Dreams," "The Bashful Suitor."
"THE
second
used.
Short

TALLY'S
SOUL OF MAN." All Star (Producers' Security Corp.). — Fair.
In the
week.
No special exploitation
Subjects. — Fox Weekly.
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CLVNE'S BROADWAY
"TILLIE," Mary Miles Minter (Realart). — Good. No special exploitation.
Short Subjects. — Kinograms.
"NANCY FROM NOWHERE," Bebe
Daniels
(Realart). — Fair. Better matinees
than evenings.
Short Subjects. — Sport Pictorial, Kinograms.
mVPODROME
"THE BROKEN SPUR," Jack Hoxie
(Peerless). — Very good.
"SMILES ARE TRUMPS," Maurice
Flynn (Fox). — Very good.
"STEELHEART," William Duncan
(Vitagraph). — Very good.
"SECRET OF THE HILLS," Antonio
Moreno (Vitagraph). — Very good.
MILWAUKEE
ALHAMBRA
"SATURDAY
NIGHT,"
(Paramount).—
Excellent. The title
drew like
hotcakes.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
street car posters.
Short Subjects. — Two-reel comedy,
Pathe News reels and Literary Digest.
"THE LANE THAT HAD NO TURNING," Agnes Ayres and Theodore Kosloff (Paramount ). — Excellent.
Short Subjects. — A Torchy comedy,
Pathe News reels and Literary Digest.
BUTTERFLY
"FRENCH HEELS," Irene' Castle (Hodkinson). — Fine. Newspaper criticisms favorable, and special mention was given to
the dance scenes in the picture.
Short Subjects. — Fox news reels and
screen snapshots of Douglas Fairbanks,
Mary Pickford and Charles Chaplin; selections by Excel Trio.
"THE CALL OF HOME," Irene Rich
and Ramsey Wallace (Robertson-Cole). —
Good.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
street car and billboard advertising.
Short Subjects. — Pathe Colored Review, and comedy, Joe Rock in "Pot
MERRILL
Roast."
"THE POVERTY OF RICHES," (Goldwyn).— Good.
Subjects.
— "Janet release
of the shown
Chorus,"
an Short
old Norma
Talmadge
as
a comedy. Seven years ago this picture
was shown as a serious play.
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS," Norman
Kerry and Anna Q. Nilsson (Goldwyn).—
Excellent. Newspaper critics praised it,
and the audiences like it immensely.
Exploitation. — ^Unusual newspaper advertising; street car posters.
Short Subjects. — Federated Screen
views and International news reels.
SAXE'S RIALTO
"SKY HIGH," (Fox) and Sunshine Comedy, "False Alarm,"— Good. Tom has
many admirers.
Short Subject. — Selznick news reels.
"WHITE OAK," William S. Hart (Famous).— Good.
Bill's
Wild admirers.
West antics
are followed
closely
by many
Short Subjects. — Selznick news reels
and Fashion Hints.
SAXE'S STRAND
"SCHOOL DAYS," with Wesley Barry
(Warner Bros, production). — Excellent.
This picture, which was engaged for only
aeleven
week,days.
played to capacity audiences for
Exploitation. — A novel program put on
by Manager Weisfeldt, stopped the show
at almost every appearance. The setting
was that of a schoolroom, and the kids
taking part in the act sang, danced and
"cut up" generally.
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Short Subjects. — First National Kinograms, Literary Digest.
"TURN TO THE RIGHT," Alice Terry
(Rex Ingram-Metro)
. — Excellent. The
audiences
enjoyed it thoroughly.
Exploitation. — A lobby display in which
the
"turn to the right" signs were
muchusein ofevidence.
Short Subjects. — First National Kinograms and Literary Digest.

PHILADELPHIA
STANLEY
"A SAILOR-MADE MAN," Harold
Lloyd (Pathe).— Excellent. For the first
time in the history of the house a comedy
was made the feature of the 'bill, and given
its place on the program. It was an innovation, and proved a good business getter. The picture kept the house in roars
of laughter.
Short
"Carmen,"
Wallace
Reid
and Subjects.
Geraldine— Farrar
(Paramount).
—andGood.
Also Pathe
KinetoNews
"The reels.
Four Seasons,"
Fox and
"PEACOCK ALLEY," Mae Murray
(Metro).- — Excellent. Miss Murray appeared in person three evenings, and the
picture
did a smashing business throughout the week.
ShortNews,
Subjects.
— "Smiles,"
Fox and
Pathe
and Topics
of the Day.
KARLTON
"SATURDAY NIGHT," (Paramount).—
Excellent. The picture was exploited as a
Cecil DeMille production, and "packed
'em in" at practically every performance.
Short Subjects. — "Smiles," "Winter
Pep," (Goldwyn) and Pathe News.
ARCADIA
"JANE EYRE," Mabel Ballin (Hodkinson). — Good. The popularity of the book
was well brought out in the advertising,
and the picture enjoyed good patronage
throughout its run. As a production it
met with popular approval.
Short Subjects.— "One Stormy Night,"
(Educational), and Pathe News.
"HER OWN MONEY," Ethel Clayton
(Paramount). — Good. The picture drew
fair houses all week.
Short Subjects. — "A Rambling Romeo,"
Burton Holmes Travelogue, "The First
Families of America," and Pathe News.
VICTORIA
"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM,"
(DeLuxe-State Rights). — Good. The novel
lobby display, with the front of the house
given the appearance of a bar room, with
empty whisky and beer barrels about, together with the well-known qualities of
the story resulted in a record breaking
business, and the show was held over for
a second week.
Short Subjects. — Urban Movie Chats,
"Hints to Housewives," Mutt and Jeff cartoon, "The Photographers" (Fox) and
Pathe and Fox News reels.
REGENT
"TILLIE," Mary Miles Minter (Realart). — Good,
Short Subjects. — Hallroom Boy comedy,
"Nobody's Baby."
PALACE
"JUST AROUND THE CORNER" (Paramount).— Good. Good patronage was enjoyed throughout the week.
ShortmaidSubject.—
"Free
Easy,"
Comedy, Pathe
Newsandand
TopicsMerof
the Day.
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Here is a list of pictures which have been reviewed in Exhibitors Trade Review during the past three months.
The pictures are listed alphabetically with the date of issue and the page number of the review. File your copies of
Exhibitors Trade Review and get a line on the pictures you have booked by looking them up in the review pages.
Title
Star
Distributor
y
■"Ace of Hearts, The" (Special Cast), Goldwyn.
"Across the Dead-Line" (Frank Mayo), Universal
"All for a Woman" (Special Cast), First National
"All's Fair in Love" (May Collins), Goldwyn
"At and
the Sign
the JackHodkinson
O'Lantern" (Betty Ross Clark
Earl of
Schenck),
"At the Stage Door" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures

Issue Page
Dec. 3 59
Jan. 14 499
Dec. 17 209
Dec. 24 287
Feb. 11 793
Dec. 24 285

■"Back Pay" (Seena O^w-en), Paramount
Feb. 25
"Barricade, The" (Special Cast), Robertson-Cole Nov. 12
"Bigamist, The" (Ivy Duke), George Clark, Ltd
Dec. 17
"Billy Jim" (Fred Stone), R-C Pictures
Feb. 18
"Blind Hearts" (Hobart Bosworth), Asso. Producers. .. .Nov. 5
■'Bonnie
Brier
Bush,
The"
(Donald
Crisp-Mary
Glynne),
Paramount
Dec. 10
■"Boomerang Bill" (Lionel Barrymore), Paramount Feb. 18
"Bride's Play, The" (Marion Davies), Paramount Jan. 21
"Bring Him In" (Earle Williams), Vitagraph
Nov. 12
"Broad^way Peacock, The" (Pearl Wlilte), Fox
Feb. 25
"Bucking the Line" (Maurice Flynn). Fox
Nov. 19

937
1703
207
865
1633
133
863
575
1701
939
1761

"Call of Home, The" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Feb. 18
"Call of the North, The" (Special Cast), Paramount Dec. 10
■"Chasing the Moon" (Tom Mix), Fox
Feb. 18
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" (Gaston Glass), Hod- kinson Jan. 21
"Cheated
Hearts" (Herbert Ra^wlinson-Marjorie Da^w), Dec. 10
Universal
"Cinderella of the Hills" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Nov. 5
"Clay Dollars" (Eugene O'Brien), Selznick
Jan. 14
"Code of the West" (Texas Guinan), Texas Guinan Prod. Nov. 5
"Conceit" (Special Cast), Selznick
Dec. 17
"Conflict" (Priscilla Dean). Universal
Nov. 5

867
137
865
573
137
1635
499
159 3
211
1631

"Devil Within, The" (Dustin Farnum), Fox
Dec. 3
"Doll's House, A" (Nazimova), United Artists
Feb. 25
"Don't Get Married" (Marie Prevogt), Universal Jan. 21
"Don't Tell Everything" (All-Star), Paramount Dec. 24
"Doubling for Romeo" (Will Rogers), Gold^wyn Nov. 5
"Dr. Jim" (Frank Mayo), Universal
Nov. 26
'T)uke of Chimney Butte, The" (Fred Stone), R-C Pic- tures Dec. 10

63
937
567
283
1635
1841
135

Title
Star
Distributor
Issue
"Love's Redemption" (Norma Talmadge), Fii-st National. Jan. 21
"Lucky Carson" (Earle Williams), Vitagraph
Feb. 11
"LureCole
of the Jade, The" (Pauline Frederick), Robertson- Nov. 19

Page
571
795
1763

"Man from Lost River, The" (House Peters and Fritzi
Brunette), Gold-wyn
Jan.
"Man of Stone, The" (Conway Tearle), Selznick Dec.
"Man to Man" (Harry Carey), Universal
Feb.
"Matrimonial Web, The" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Nov.
"Millionaire, The" (Herbert Rawlinson), Universal Nov.
"Miss Lulu Bett" (Lois Wilson), Famous Players-Lasky . Dec.
"Molly O" (Mabel Nomiand), First National
Dec.
"Moral Fibre" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph
Nov.
"Morals" (May McAvoy), Realart
Feb.
"Moran of the Lady Letty" (Dorothy Dalton), Paramount. Feb.
"My Boy" (Jackie Coogan), First National
Jan.

643
131
795
1839
1699
369
59
1699
719
863
441

28
10
11
26
12
31
3
12
4
18
,7

"Nancy from Nowhere" (Bebe Daniels), Paramount Feb. 11 791
"No Vitagraph
Defense" (William Duncan and Edith Johnson), Jan. 28 647
"Oh, Mabel, Behave!" (State Rights) Photocraft Prod... Dec.
"Oh, Mary, Be Careful" (Madge Kennedy), Pioneer Nov.
"One mount
Glorious Day" (Will Rogers and Lila Lee), Para- Feb.
"Orphans
the Storm"
(Lillian and Dorothy Gish), Jan.
D. W. ofGriffith
Prod
"Our Mutual Friend" (Special Cast), Wid Gunning Prod.. Dec.

3
5
11
14
17

32
1629
791
497
205

"Pardon My French" (Vivian Martin), Goldwyn Jan.
"Parisian Scandal, A" (Marie Prevost), Universal Dec.
"Peacock Alley" (Mae Murray-Monte Blue), Tiffany Prod. Dec.
"Peggy Puts It Over" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Jan.
"Peter Ibbetson" (All-Star), Paramount
Nov.
"Playing with Fire" (Gladys Walton), Universal Dec.
"Playthings of Destiny" (Anita Stewart), First National . Nov.
"Poor Relation, A" (Will Rogers), Goldwyn
Jan.
"Possession" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures
Nov.
"Poverty of Riches, The" (Special Cast). Gold-wyn Dec.
"Power Within, The",(W. H. Tooker), Pathe
Feb.
"Prince There Was, A" (Thomas Meighan), Paramount. .Nov.
"Prodigal Judge, The" (Jean Paige), Vitagraph Feb.

7
3
10
28
5
24
26
14
19
3
25
26
11

437
67
104
645
1629
285
1835
501
1767
65
933
1843
787

"R.S.V.P." (Charles Ray), First National
Dec.
"Received Payment" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Jan.
"Red Hot Romance" (Special Cast), First National Feb.
"Rent Free" (Wallace Reid and Lila Lee), Paramount. .Jan.
"Riding with Death" (Special Cast), Pox
Nov.
"Right
ThatMetro
Failed, The" (Bert Lytell and Virginia Dec.
Valli),
"Right Way. The" (State Rights) , Producers Security Co. .Nov.
"Rip Van Winkle" (Thomas Jefferson), Hodkinson Nov.
"Roof Tree, The" (William Russell), Fox
Jan.
"Rough Diamond, The" (Tom Mix), Fox
Nov.
"Ruling Passion, The" (George Arliss), United Artists . .Feb.

24
21
4
7
26
17
12
19
7
26
4

283
569
721
439
1837
209
1668
1765
439
1835
723

"Sailor-Made Man, A" (Harold Lloyd), Pathe
Dec. 3
"Saturday Night" (Special Cast), Paramount
Feb. 4
"School Days" (Wesley Barry), Warner Brothers Dec. 10
"Scrapper, The" (Herbert Rawlinson), Universal Jan. 28
"Sea Lion, The" (Hobart Bosworth), First National Feb. 25
"Shadows of the Sea" (Conway Tearle), Selznick Feb. 11"Shattered Dreams" (Miss du Pont), Universal Dec. 17
"Sheik, The" (Agnes Ayres), Paramount
Nov. 19
"Sherlock Holmes Series" (Stoll Film), Alexander Film
Co. (State Rights)
Jan. 21
"Silent Call, The" (Special Cast), First National Nov. 26
"Silent Tears" (Special Cast). Robertson-Cole Dec. 3
"Sin Flood, The" (Richard Dix and Helene Chadwick),
Goldwyn
Jan. 21
"Single Track. The" (Corinne Griffith). Vitagraph Feb. 4
"Sir AiTie's Treasure" (Special Cast), Swedish Biograph..Dec. 10
"Sky High" (Tom Mix), Fox
Dec. 31
"Smiles Are Trump" (Maurice Flynn), Fox
Feb. 11
"Soul and Body" (Ann Luther), Peacock Pictures Nov. 5
"Speed Girl, The" (Bebe Daniels). Realart
Dec. 17
"Stage Romance, A" (William Farnum), Fox
Feb. 25
"Stardust" (Hope Hampton). First National
Dec. 31
"Stranger
Than Fiction" (Katherine MacDonald), First Dec. 31
National
"Swamp, The" (Sessue Hayakawa), R-C Pictures Nov. 5

61
715
104
643
939
787
203
1763
540
1837
61
573
721
133
371
789
1593
205
935
371
367
1627

"Knight of the West" (Olin Francis), W. B. M. Photo- plays Nov. 5 1593

"Tangled Trails" (Neal Hart), Wm. Steiner Prod
Dec.
"Ten Nights in a Bar Room" (John Lowell), Arrow Dec.
"Three Live Ghosts" (Anna Q. Nilsson), Paramount. .. .Jan.
"Tol'able David" (Richard Barthelmess) , First National .Dec.
"Trailin' " (Tom Mix and Eva Novak), Pox
Dec.
"Turn to the Right" (All-Star Cast), Metro
.Tan.
"Too Much Wife" (Wanda Hawley). Realart
Feb.
"Two Kinds of Women" (Pauline Frederick), R-C Prod. .Feb.
"Two Minutes to Go" (Charles Ray), First National .... Nov.

24
24
14
24
17
21
25
11
5

246
246
503
281
207
571
935
789
1631

■"Ladies Must Live" (Special Cast), Paramount
Dec. 3
"Lane That Had No Turning, The" (Agnes Ayres), Para- mount Jan. 28
"Last Payment, The" (Pola Negri), Paramount Jan. 28
"Law and the Woman, The" (Betty Compson), Para- mount Jan. 28
■"Leather Pushers, The" (Reginald Denny), Universal. . .Jan. 28
"Light in the Clearing, The" (Special Cast), Hodkinson. .Dec. 10
"Little Eva Ascends" (Gareth Hughes), Metro
Dec. 3
"Little Minister. The" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Dec. 31
"Little Minister. The" fBettv Compson). Paramount. .. ..Tan. 7
"Little Miss Smiles" (Shirley Mason), Pox '
Feb. 18
"Lotus Eater. The" (John Barrymore), First National ... Dec. 10

"Way of a Maid. The" (Elaine Hammerstein) . Selznick. .Dec. 17
"What Do Men Want?" (Lois Weber Prod.), Wid Gun- ning Nov. 26
"Whatever She Wants" (Eileen Percy), Fox
Dec. 24
"What No Man Knows" (Clara Kimball Young), Equity. .Nov. 5
"Where Men Are Men" (William Duncan), Vitagraph ... Nov. 5
"White Eagle" (Ruth Roland), Pathe
Dec. 10
"White Hands" (Hobart Bosworth), Wid Gunning Feb. 11
"White Oak" (William S. Hart), Paramount
Nov. 12
"WhvSelznick
Announce Tour Marriage?" (Elaine Hammerstein), Feb. 25
"Why Men Forget" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Feb. 4
"Winning with Wits" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Jan. 21
"Wonderful Thing, The" (Norma Talmadge), First Nat. .Nov. 19

203
1839
279
1593
1627
139
793
1697
933
717
567
1765

"Eden and Return" (Doris May), R-C Pictures
"Enchantment" (Marion Davies), Paramount
"Everything for Sale" (May McAvoy). Realart

Dec. 31 373
Nov. 12 1697
Nov. 12 1703

"False Kisses" (Miss Du Pont), Universal
Nov. 19
"Fifty Candles" (Marjorie Da'w), Hodkinson
Feb. 4
"Fighting Mad" (William Desmond), Metro
Nov. 26
"Fire Eater, The" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Dec. 31
■"Five Days to Live" (Sessue Hayaka-wa), R-C Produc- tion Jan. 21
"Flo^wer
of the North, The" (Henry B. Walthal), Vita- Feb. 4
graph
"Foolish Wives" (Erich von Stroheim), Universal Jan. 28
"Fool's
Paradise" (Dorothy Dalton), Famous Players- Dec. 24
• Lasky
"Forever"
Paramount
Nov.
5
"Fourteenth (Peter
Lover,Ibbetson).
The" (Viola
Dana). Metro
Dec. 3
"Fox, The" (Harrv Carey), Universal-Je^wel Nov. 26
"French Heels" (Irene Castle), Hodkinson
Feb. 4

1767
719
1843
367
575
723
639
281
16^9
65
1841
717

"Get Rich Quick Wallingford" (Special Cast) , Paramount. .Dec.
"Girl Collier,
from Jr.),
Porcupine,
The" Corp
(Faire Binney-William Dec.
Arrow Film
"Gleam o' Dawn" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Jan.
"Golden Gallows, The" (Miss DuPont). Universal Feb.
"Golden Gift, The" (Alice Lake), Metro
Dec.
"GrimGoldwvn
Comedian, The" (Phoebe Hunt and Jack Holt), Jan.
"Guttersniise, The" (Gladys Walton), Universal Jan.

17
10
14
18
24
21
7

211
104
501
861
287
569
437

"HailNational
the Woman" (Florence Vidor), Associated First Jan.
"Handcuffs or Kisses" (Elaine Hammerstein), Selznick. .Nov.
"Headin' West" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Feb.
"Heliotrope" (All-Star). Cosmopolitan-Famous Players. .Nov.
"Hole in the Wall, The" (Alice Lake), Metro
Dec.

14
5
4
27
10

497
1633
715
2703
13o

"Idle Rich. The" (Bert Lytell). Metro
-Iron Trail, The" (All-Star), United Artists

Nov. 19 1761
Nov. 12 1701

"Jackie" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Dec.
"Jolt, The" ,(Edna Murphy and Johnny Walker), Fox. . .Dec.
"Julius Caesar" (Anthony Novelli), George Kleine Prod.. Feb.
"Just Around the Corner," Paramount
Jan.

24
31
18
14

279
369
861
503

63
647
641
645
641
131
67
373
441
867
139
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ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
SPENCER PRODUCTIONS
Footage
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)
4,921
CLIFF SMITH PRODUCTIONS
Western Hearts (Art Station and Josie
Sedgwick) ,
4 711
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison) . '. 4,539
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
(Distributed through Pathe)
The Riddle Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 6,000*
The Devil (George Arliss)
6 000*
What Rider
Womenof the
Will King
Do (Anna
Q. Nilsson)) . . e'oOO*
The
Log
(Special
Ihe Road to London (Bryant Washburn).. 5,000*
5,000*
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
Sin of Martha Queed, The (Allan Dwan
Prod.)
5 000*
^larry
the Poor ven)
Girl (Mr. and Mrs. Carter '
DeHa
g 000*
Unfbldment,
Star Darraon
Cast)d)
6*000*
Handle
With TheCare (All
(Grace
sioOO*
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
Among Those Present
3 qoO*
Now or Never
3,000*
Weaken
3 OOO*
A Sailor-Made Man
4 000*
PLAY GOERS PICTURES, INC.
The Family Closet
5 557
Discontented Wives
4 590
Across theLoveDivide
McGowan)rd)
'•• • 1!! 1 ! 5,000*
5*200*
Tropical
(Ruth(J. P.
Cliffo
Father ofTom
Wise)
s'oOO*
Anne
Little(Tom
Smoky
(All Star Cast) 5!o00*
Ruse of the Rattler, The (J. P. McGowan) 5,000*
Reckless Chances (J. P. McGowan)
5,000*
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Martin Johnson's "Jungle Adventures" 5,245
Charles leased
(Chic)
Sale in "His Nibs" (Rein January).
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PAR.\MOUNT PICTURES
The Bonnie Brier Bush (Donald Crisp Prod.) 4.662
The Sheik (Medford
Prod.)
6 579
The Call of the North (Jack Holt)
4,823
Enchantment (Marion Davies)
6 982
Exit—
the ick
Vamp! Wallingfo
(Ethel Clayton)
Get-Rich-Qu
rd (Cosmopolitan '. 4*554
r^^^P^t
Don
t Tell,•• V
Everything (Reid-Swanson-Dex- 7,381
^Justter)
Around the Corner (Cosmopolitan Prod.) 4 939
mite Oak (Wm. S. Hart Prod.)
6 208
Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
5,675
The Little Minister (Betty
Compson)
Rent Free (Wallace Reid
)
4 66i
Miss Lulu Bett (Wm. de Mille Prod.) 5^904
Too Much Wife (Realart Prod.) (Wanda
Hawley)
4 227
Back
Pay (Cosmopolitan
The Lane
That Had No Prod.)
Turning (Agnes .' 6,460
4,892
A. -'^■'.es)
Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan) . . . 5,533
The(Marion
Bride'sDavi
Play (Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
es)
6,476
Nancy From Nowhere (Realart
Daniels)Prod.) (Bebe ????
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.) 5,784
Tilhe (Realart Prod.) (Mary Miles Minter) ????
REALART PICTURES
(Through Famous Players-Lasky)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Something Different (Constance Binney) . . . . 4,840
The Magic Cup (Constance Binney)
4,857
Such a Little Queen (Constance Binney).. 4,942
Out of the Chorus (.Alice Brady)
4,888
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady)
4,964
Little Italy (Alice Brady)
4,875
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4,979
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine Johnstone) 5,360
Sheltered Daughters (Justine Johnstone) . . . 4,895
A Heart to Let (Justine Johnstone)
5,294
A Private Scandal (May McAvoy)
4,363
Room and Board (Constance Binney)
5,107
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter)... 4,715
Everything for Sale (May McAvoy)
5,091
FIRST NATIONAL
Woman's
Place
Talmadge) 4,998
5,540
The Invisible Fear(Constance
(Anita Stewart)
Two Minutes to Go (Charles Ray)
4,954
Her Social Value (Katherine MacDonald) . . ????
All for a Woman (Special)
5,873
My Lady Friends (Mr. and Mrs. Charles De
Haven)
????
The Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge).. ????
Alf's
Button(Hope
(Special)
5,651
Star Dust
Hampton)
6,117
*ApproximateIy
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RELEASES
Footage

Tol'able
Barthelmess)
The
LotusDavid
Eater (Richard
(John Barrymore)
R. S. V. P. (Charles Ray)
The Idle Class (Charles Chaplin)
Molly O (Mack Sennett-Mabel Normand)..
The Silent Call (Trirable-Murphin Prod.)..
Hail the Woman (Ince Prod)
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Prod.)
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge)
Her Mad Bargain (Anita Stewart)
Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald)
Love's
Redemption
The Beautiful
Liar (Norma
(KatherineTalmadge)....
MaclSonald)
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
(Through First National)
Cup of Life (Maurice Tourneur)
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth)....
Love
Glaum)
I Am (Louise
Guilty (Louise
Glaum)
Greater Than Love
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood — All
A Star)
Perfect Crime (Monte Blue)
A Broken Doll
The Last of the Mohicans (Maurice TourThe Foolish Matrons (Maurice Tourneur)..
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
Home Talent
The Ten Dollar Raise
Mother Lips
o' Mine
HI Ince)
Lying
(Thos.(Thos
H. Ince)
Homespun Folks (Thos. H. Ince)
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7,345
6,960
5,630
????
7,588
6,784
7,222
4,367
????
5,491
????
5,889
5,030
4,392
7,000*
6,055*
6,000*
6,312
6,000*
6,000*
4,739
4,594
neur) 6,000*
6,000*
5,000*
5,000*
6,000"
6,500
7,000
6,000

FOX FILM CORPORATION
SPECIAL
Over the Hill
10.500
A Virgin Paradise
7,781
A Court
Connecticut Yankee in King -Arthur's 8,000*
Thunderclap
6,724
Shame
8,231
Perjury
8,373
Footfalls
8.068
The Last Trail
????
Queen of Sheba
9,559
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
His Great Sacrifice
6.282
Stage Romance, A
????
PEARL WHITE SERIES
Beyond Price
6,237
Any Wife
4,597
Broadway Peacock, The
????
TOM MIX SERIES
A Ridin' Romeo
4,747
The Big Town Round-up
4,250
After Your Own Heart
4,244
The Night Horsemen
4,993
The Rough Diamond
4,458
Trailin'
4,355
Sky-High
4,546
Chasing the Moon
????
CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish
4,000*
Bar Nothin'
;
4,311 •
Ridin' With Death
4,175
DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
4,320
The Devil Within
5,997
Iron to Gold
????
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Desert Blossoms
4,175
The Roof Tree
4,409
Strength of the Pines
4,382
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Ever Since Eve
4,531
Queenie
5,147
Jackie
4,943
Little Miss Smiles
4,884
JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam O' Dawn
4,178
TWENTIETH CENTURY PICTURES
Little Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy) 4,112
Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford).. ????
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn)
^???
The
Jolt With
(Murphy????
Winning
Wits Walker)
(Barbara Bedford) 4,435
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
4.616
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn)
4,049
Extra! Extra! (Walker-Murphy)
????
WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? (Claire Windsor).... 6,141
Our Mutual Friend (All Star)
7,698
White Hands (Hobart Bosworth)
5,654
The Blot (Claire Windsor)
7,121
Quo Vadis (All Star)
5,884
Girl
From God's
(Nell Shipman).. 6,957
Old Oaken
BucketCountry
(All Star)
5,098
Good to Evil (Lucy Doraine)
4,951

GOLDWYN

PICTURES

Footage

All's
Love
4,979
BeatingFairthein Game
5,058
The Ace of Hearts
5,883
For Those We Love
5,752
The Invisible Power
6,613
Dangerous Curve Ahead
5,503
The Old Nest (Mary Alden)
7,250
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin) 5,620
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
4,609
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore)
4,495
Be My Wife (Max Linder)
4,470
The Grim Comedian (Special Cast)
5,509
The Night Rose (Special Cast)
5,630
Povertj'"of
(Special
Man From. Riches
Lost River,
The Cast)
(Special Cast) . . 5,641
5,693
Glorious Fool, The
5,392
Man With Two Mothers
4,423
His Back Against the Wall
4,680
Watch Your Step
4,713
Doubling for Romeo
4,304
Wallflower, The
5,228
Grand Larceny
5,228
Theodora (Special)
8.895
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
BENJ. B. HAMPTON
The Westerner (All Star)
The
The Sagebrusher
Dwelling Place(Allof Star)
Light (All Star)
The Spenders (All Star)
A Certain Rich Man (All Star)
ZANE GREY PICTURES
The U. P. Trail (All Star)
The Riders of the Dawn (All Star)
Desert
(AllForest
Star)
The ManGoldof the
(AW Star)
The Mysterious Rider (All Star)
J. PARKER READ
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth)
Love Madness (Louise Glaum)....
Sex (Louise Glaum)
DIETRICH BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Gynthia-of-the-Minute (Leah Baird)
ROBERT BRUNTON
The Cost of Opportunity (J. Warren KerriThe House of Whispers (J. Warren KerriThe (jreen Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan) ....
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph J. Dowling)

6,000*
6,000*
6.568
5,693
6,000*
6,030
6,180
7,000*
5,880
5,500
4,643
6,290
6,208
5,480
5,634
gan) 4,624
gan) 4,624
4,925
5,965

JOSEPH'
LEVERING
His Temporary
Wife (Rubye De Remer) . . . 5,329
DIAL FILM
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle Stedman)
4,430
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
6,000*
Light in the Clearing (All Star)
7,000*
LEWIS TRACY
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
5,760
IR\ IN V. WILLAT PROD.
Down Home (All Star)
6,335
Partners of the Tide (All Star)
6,150
Face of the World (Barbara Bedford) 5,800
Fifty Candles (All Star)
6,000*
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PROD.
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale) 6,300
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale) 5,700
The Other Woman (.Ml Star Cast)
5,800
HUGO B.ALLIN BROD.
Pagan Love (Rockliffe Fellows and Mabel
Ballin)
East
Lynne (Mabel Ballin and Edward Earle) 6,000*
6,634
The Journey's End (Mabel Ballin and Windham
8,000*
Jane Eyre
(MabelStanding)
Ballin and Norman Trevor) 6,550
ROCKET FILM CORP.
The Truant Husband (.Ml Star)
5,000*
Keeping Up With Lizzie (Enid Bennett)... 6,000*
RENCO FILM CORP.
Lavender and Old Lace (Marguerite Snow) 5,770
W.\RD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS
Rip Van Winkle (All Star)
6,700
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
God's Crucible (All Star)
6,000*
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Exit
The

Song

of Life

Louis B. Mayer Production. Released Through
First National. Directed by John M. Stahl.
Scenario by Bess Meredyth. Photographed
by Ernest Palmer.
Length, 6920 Feet.
THE CAST
(David Tilden
Gaston Glass
Aline Tilden
Grace Darmond
Mary Tilden
••
Georgia Woodthorpe
Neighbor's
Boy
Richard Stuart
HeadrickHull
District Attorney
Arthur
Richard
Henderson
Wedgwood
Amos Tilden
...Edward PeilNowell
Police
Inspector
■■
Fred
Central Office Man
ClaudeKelsey
Payton
SYNOPSIS
Mary Tilden found life in the desert as the wife of a railroad track foreman
unbearable. She despised the dirty dishes and housework. She ran away from
her husband and little baby. The same train that carried her oCf ran over and
killed her husband. Twenty-five years later Mary, worn and tired of the fruitless struggles
for the
"pretty
things,"brought
was still
washingwriter
dishesto inher thein big
She tried
to take
poison,
but chance
a young
the city.
nick
of time, and she went to live in his home, doing the housework. This relieved
Aline, his wife, from the drudgery she, like Mary so many years l>efore, had hated,
and enabled her to go back to her old position of plugging songs in a music store.
Here she met Henderson, an attractive young publisher and clubman. When David
went
to discuss
sellingbuthis returns
stoiT hewith
saw Intentions
his wife's picture
on Henderson's Meandesk.
Infuriated
killing
while Maryhehasleaves,
discovered that David
is her own ofson.
She Hender.son.
dared not confess
to him, as she knew the hatred he had expressed for the mother who had deserted him.home.
She goesDavid
to Henderson's
ahead of DavidMaryand tries
begs tohimcon-to
send Aline
arrives and apartment
fires at Henderson.
vince the The
courtboythattries
she tois confess
the murderess.
In herbutstory
beinghe David's
mother.
to the crime,
it is she
thenadmits
believed
is only
trying totoshield
'his mother.
It then
develops
the publisher
is only
wounded
and
refuses
prosecute.
A
happy
reunion
is
then
established
between
husband,
niother and wife.
In The Song of Life, an interesting theme is well handled.
The ever-appealing story of a
mother's love is sympathetically
and beautifully told. Two women
seek to get more out of life than
their poor surroundings afford
and pay heavily for the experiment. The story is occasionally
relieved by bits of comedy that
are well placed.
Points of Appeal. — The mother
who deserted her baby finds him
twenty-five years later but dares
not claim him. When he is in
danger of being accused of murder she bravely takes the blame
and convinces all that she is the
guilty party. The story abounds
in pathos and tricks of fate that
are appealing.
Cast. — ^Gaston Glass as David
does splendid work, but one cannot see the picture without feeling Georgia Woodthorpe's contribution inthe part of Mary Tilden is largely responsible for its
appeal. Her role, a difficult one,
is done without fault. Grace Darmond plays well and the children
add liveliness in a pleasing manner. The rest of the cast is also
good.
Photography, Lighting, Direction.— The majority of the scenes
are interiors adequately lighted
and effective. The exteriors are
well chosen, giving a realistic atmosphere to the picture. Continuity and direction excellent.
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the

Vamp

Paramount Photoplay in Five Parts. Author,
Clara Beranger. Director, Frank Urson.
Running Time, Fifty-five Minutes.
THE CAST
Marion Shipley
Ethel Clayton
John Shipley
T. Roy Barnes
Mrs. Willy Strong
Fontaine La Rue
Robert Pitts
Wm. Boyd
Old Man Shipley • •
Theodore Roberts
His Grandchild
Micky Moore
SYNOPSIS
Marion Shipley, young and beautiful, is devoted to her husband, with whom
she lives happily until Mrs. Willy Strong appears on the scene. Tlie latter
is a thorough coquette and by her wiles succeeds in ensnaring the affections
of
John aShipley,
He vouches
obtaining
diamond Marion's
necklace.spouse.
The salesman
happensforto Mrs.
be a Strong's
friend of credit
Marion'sin
and
through
him
she
discovers
John's
intrigue.
She
visits
the
place
where
husband and Mrs. Strong are dining and observes his companion give John her
the
ke,y of her apartment. Marion goes quietly away and evolves a sclieme to
defeat Mrs. Strong's aims. Obtaining entrance to her rival's rooms, she proceeds
to
attiredevices.
herselfWhen
like John
the siren,
the appointment,
latter's pet heperfume
other
beauty
arrives utilizing
to keep his
fails toand
recognize
his wife in the uncertain light. Marion makes love to him so effectually that
iwhen
Mrs. Strong
arrivesareandreunited.
the truth is revealed, John denounces Mrs. Strong,
and husband
and wife
Exit the Vamp registers as a
bright and amusing comedy
drama which holds its interest
from first to last. Possessing a
strong humorous appeal, there is
also in evidence a certain element
of pathos and emotional urge, for
one cannot help feeling sorry for
the young wife, whose domestic
happiness is threatened by the
entrance of the vamping Mrs.
Strong into her life. The fact
that the wife in the case is such
a purely unselfish person, devoted to husband and child,
heightens the contrast between
her and the siren and enlists the
sympathies of the audience in
the heroine's favor. The picture
is handsomely photographed, well
direct-ed and cleverly acted by
principals and supporting cast.
It affords capital entertainment
and exhibitors should find it an
excellent box-^office asset.
Pointsis of
Appeal. —one,
The largely
film's
theme
a popular
because it outlines a state of affairs which might be duplicated in
any home, rich or poor, under
given conditions, and probably
many a feminine patron watching
the struggles of Marion Shipley
to retain her husband's love, will
exclaim — "Why, that might happen to me!" Marion's ruse to deceive her erring spouse for his
own good — and hers — may seem
a bit far-fetched to captious
critics, but is so cleverly "put
over" that the average patron
will accept it as thoroughly convincing. The comedy touches are
neatly woven into the plot.
Cast. — Pretty Ethel Clayton is seen at her best in the role of
Marion. Her portrayal of the youthful wife is remarkable for
its natural ease and artistic polish. T. Roy Barnes gives a firstclass performance as the flirtatious hubby, Micky Moore captivates all hearts in the child part, and adequate support is rendered the principals by others of the company.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many handsome interiors shown, the exteriors are well filmed, and good
lighting governs the entire feature. There is no break in the
flow of the continuity and the action moves rapidly.
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FEATURE

TO

METRO PICTURES CORP.
NAZIMOVA
The Heart of a Child
Madame Peacock
Billions
<-amille
SCREEN CLASSICS, Inc. (Specials)
The Man WTio (Bert Lytell)
Over the Wire (Alice Lake)..
Life's Darn Funny (Viola Dana)
Big Game
(May Allison)
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytell)
The Match Breaker (Viola Dana)
Hole in the Wall, The (Alice Lake)
Idle Rich, The (Bert Lytell)
Fourteenth Lover, The (Viola Dana)
Infamous Miss Revel, The (Alice Lake)
Alias Lady Fingers (Bert Lytell)
There Are No Villains (Viola Dana)
Golden Gift, The (Alice Lake)
Right That Failed, The (Bert Lytell)
Glass Houses (Viola Dana)
MAURICE TOURNEUR PROD.
The Great Redeemer (All Star Cast)
TAYLOR HOLMES PROD.
Nothing But the Truth
The Very Idea
Nothing But Lies
C. E. SHURTLEFF PROD.
Burning Daylight (All Star)
The Mutiny of the Elsinore (All Star)
The Little
Star Rover (Special Cast)
The
Fool (Special Cast)
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Love, Honor and Obey (Jewel Carmen)
Without Limit (George D. Baer)
Garments of Truth (Gareth
Hughes)
The Hunch (Gareth Hughes)
Little
Eva Ascends
Hughes)
Stay Home
(Gareth (Gareth
Hughes)
I Can Explain (Gareth Hughes)
ROLAND WEST PROD.
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)
HOPE HAMPTON PROD.
A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton)
WILLIAM DESMOND PkOD.
Fightin' Mad (Special Cast)
REX INGRAM PROD.
■Conquering
The (Special
Cast)
Turn to the Power,
Right (Special
Cast)
Prisoner of Zenda (Special Cast)
TIFFANY PROD.
-Peacock Alley (Mae Murray)

TRADE

Footage
6,239
5,428
5^036
5,600
5,399
5,457
5,741
5,333
5,510
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
5,005

5,639
5,212
4|882
5,766
5,778
4,446*
4,670
5 477
7,128
4,968
6,000*
?'???
????
6,000*

5 846
5,280
6,000*

6,000*
????
????
????

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children (Elsie Albert)
5 reels
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
5 reels
The Lotus Blossom (Tully Marshall) 6 reels
PATHE EXCHANGES, INC.
Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis)
Her Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet)..
The Devil to Pay (Robert Burton Prod.) . .
Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
The
Diamonds
RoguesEmpire
and of
Romance
(George B. Seitz and
June Caprice)
The Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet)
When We Were Twenty-One (H. B. Warner)
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis) ■.
The Killer (Claire Adams)
Truant Husbands (Mahlon Hamilton)
Bars of Iron (Madge White)
The Lure of Egypt (Federal Prod.)
The Heart Line (Leah Baird and Jerome
Patrick)
Without Benefit of Clergy
The Money Maniac
The Orderly
The Power Within (Achievement Pictures)..
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Indiscretion (Florence Reed, Lionel Atwill,
Gareth Hughes)
Oh Mary Be Careful (Madge Kennedy)
The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks) ....
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Starke)...
A Millionaire for a Day (-Arthur Guy Empey)
Beyond the Crossroad (Ora Carew)
In Society (Edith Roberts)
*Approximately

6,000*
5,000*
6,000*
6,00ii*
^,000*
6,000*
5,000*
5,000*
6,000*
6,000*
5,019*
5,000*
6,000*
6,000*
5,635
5,000*
5,373
6,000*

6,000*
6,000*
5,000*
6,000*
5,000*
6,000*
5,000*
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Wise Husbands (Gail Kane, J. Herbert
Frank)
The Leech (Clair Whitney)
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield,
Rogers Lytton, Gladden James)
The Barbarian (Monroe Salisbury)
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom)
Idle Hands (Gail Kane)
O'ut of the Depths (Violet Mersereau)
Finders' Keepers (Violet Mersereau)

6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*

R-C PICTURES
Where Lights Are Low (Sessue Hayakawa)
Live and Let Live (Wm. Christy Cabanne) . .
Salvage (Pauline Frederick)
The Foolish Age (Doris May)
The Barricade (Cabanne Prod.)
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa)
Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick)
Possession (Mercanton Prod.)
The Duke of Chipiney Butte (Fred Stone)..
Silent Years (T. L. Gasnier)
At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
Eden and Return (Doris May)
Five Days to Live (Sessue Hayakawa)
Two Kinds of Women (Pauline Frederick)..
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
Why Men Forget (Special Cast)
The Call of Home (L. J. Gasnier)
Beyond the Rainbow (Cabanne Prod.)
Boy Crazy (Doris May)
The Bigamist (Special Cast)
The Vermillion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa)..
The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick)
Gay and Devilish (Doris May)

5,810
5,900
6,450
4,500
6,170
5,600
5,935
6,550
4,600
6,056
6,300
4,831
5,356
????
5,032
5,299
5,220
????
????
????
????
????
????

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENT.
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Miracle of Manhattan
4,174
The
Girl fromLove
Nowhere
5,000*
Remorseless
4,180
Handcuffs or Kisses
4,180
The Way of a Maid
4,800
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Gilded Lies
4,496
The
LastWorth
Door
5,000*
Is Life
Living?
5,019
Clay Dollars
????
Chivalrous Charley
4,543
CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs
4,224
Bucking the Tiger
5,333
The
Fighter
6,000*
,^fter Midnight
????
The Man of Stone
4,676
OWEN MOO'RE STAR SERIES
The Chicken in the Case
5,261
.\ Divorce of Convenience
5,000*
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The
of Ambition
Tearle) . . . 5,600
5,000*
The Road
Sin That
Was His (Conway
(Wm. Faversham)
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5,500
Who .^m I? (All Star)
4,938
Conceit (.-\11 Star)
4,580
A Man's Home (All Star)
6,094
SELECT PICTURES
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Durning).... 5,000*
The Servant Question (William Collier).... 5,000*
Just Outside the Door (Edith Hallor) 5,000*
REPUBLIC FEATURES
Mountain Madness (Ed. Coxen and Ora
Carew)
??'?
Mother
of Men (Claire Whitney)
????
The Gift Supreme (Bernard Durning)
????
Children of Destiny (Edith Haior)
????
Ghosts of_ Yesterday (Norma Talmadge) . . . . 5,810
Poppy (Norma Talmadge)
????
L'p the Road With Sallie (Constance Tal- madge) 4,692
Scandal (Constance Talmadge)
????
REVIVALS
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert
Lytell)
5,158
UNITED ARTISTS CORP.
The Love Ffower (D. W. Griffith Prod.)..
The Marki of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Love Light (Mary Pickford)
The Nut (Douglas Fairbanks)
Dream Street
Through the Back Door (Mary Pickford) . .
Carnival (Matheson Lang)

6,800
7,800
7,800
5,800
9,400
7,000*
7,000*
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Way Down East (D. W. Griffith Prod.) 11,000
Arliss)
7,000*
IDisraeli
Accuse (George
(Abel Gance
Prod.)
8,250
Iron Trail,
The (Rex Beach
Little
Lord Fauntleroy
(Mary Prod.)
Pickf ord) . . . 1. 7,000*
9,984
Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks) 11,750
Doll's
(Nazimova)
????
Ruling House,
Passion,A The
(George Arliss)
7,000
UNIVERSAL

FILM MFG. CO.

JEWEL FEATURES
The Devil's Pass Key (All Star Cast) 7,000
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips).. 6,000*
Outside
Law (Priscilla
Dean)
6,000*
Reputationthe (Priscilla
Dean)
6,500
Foolish Wives (Eric Von Stroheim) 12,000
No Woman
Knows
7,000*
The
Fox (Harry
Carey)
6,941
Conflict (Priscilla Dean)
6,205
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Man
(All Roberts)
Star)
5,000*
LuringTrackers
Lips (Edith
4,263
Danger Ahead (All Star)
5,000*
AOpenDaughter
the Law
(Carmel Myers) . . 4,263
5,000*
Shuttersof (Edith
Roberts)
The
Shark
Master
(Frank
Mayo)
5,000*
Action (Hoot Gibson)
4,509
The Rowdy (Gladys Walton)
4,974
Moonlight Follies (Marie Prevost)
4,468
Red Courage (Hoot Gibson)
4,620
The Rage of Paris (Miss Dupont)
4,968
Go Straight (Frank Mayo)
4,220
High Heels (Gladys Walton)
4,541
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,730
Nobody's Fool (Marie Prevost)
4,640
Sure Fire
5,000*
False
Kisses(Hoot
(MissGibson)
Dupont)
4,335
Dr. Parisian
Jim (Frank
4,474
.\
ScandalMayo)
(Marie Prevost)
4,739
The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
4,880
Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,415
Shattered Dreams (Miss Dupont)
4,878
CupidGuttersnipe
Incog (Marie
Prevost)
5,000*
The
(Gladys
Walton)
4,225
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)
4,886
The Scrapper (Herbert Rawlinson)
????
Headin' West (Hoot Gibson)
■. ????
The Golden Gallows (Miss Dupont)
5,000*
Tracked to Earth (Frank Mayo)
5,000*
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
Wild Honey (Priscilla Dean)
7,000*
VITAGRAPH, INC.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
The Courage
of Marge O'Doone
Trumpet
Island
Dead Men Tell No Tales
Black Beauty
The Heart of Maryland
The Son of Wallingford
The Little Minister
Flower of the North
The Prodical Judge
ALICZ JOYCE PROD.
Her Lord and Master
The Scarab Ring
The Inner Chamber
CORINNE GRIFFITH PROD.
The Whisper Market
The
Broadway
Bubble
It Isn't
Being Done
This Season
What's Your Reputation Worth?..
Moral Fibre
The Single Track
Received Payment
EARLE WILLIAMS PROD.
The Romance Promoters
Diamonds Adrift
It Can Be Done
The Silver Car
Bring Him In
Lucky Carson
ANTONIO MORENO PROD.
Three Secret
Sevens
The
of the Hills
A Guilty Conscience
ALICE CALH'OUN PROD.
Princess
Jones
The
Charming
Deceiver ■■
Closed Doors
PeggyMatrimonial
Puts It Over
The
Web
Rainbow
WILLIAM DUNCAN PROD.
Where Men Are Men
Steelheart
No Defense

6,300
6,200
6,200
6,900
6,700
7,851
6,129
7,236
7,200
5,755
5,598
5,951
4,800
5,000*
4,300
5,400
6,000*
5,000*
• 5,000*
5,200
4,724
4,425
5,803
4,987
????
5,000*
4,900
5,000*
4.800
4,600
4,400
4,900
4,970
5,000
5,000*
6,000*
6,000*
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The

Strength

of the

Universal Special Attraction. Starring Frank
Mayo. Directed by William Worthington.
Scenario by Wallace Clifton from the story
by Wm. J. Neidig. Photography by Leland
Lancaster.
Length, 4477 Feet.

Fox Photoplay

THE CAST
Cliarles Cranner
Anna Jones
Dick Jones
Stub Lou Tate
Slior'ty Puller
"Big Bill" Angus
Meenie Wade
Zed White

THE CAST
. Bruce Duncan
Linda
■■
Elmira Ross
Bill Turner
Simon Turner

Frank Mayo
.Virginia Valli
Harold Goodwin
Doike E. Lee
Buck Conners
Arthur Millett
I.on Potf
Percy Challenger

SYNOPSIS
Cranner is a, railroad man who goes into the sand hills to catch robbers. He
finds the robbers and, to hold them, steals their horses. The thieves get up a
posse and hunt for a tree to hang Cranner as a horse thief, but there isn't a tree
in
and andhe eorering
escapes while
in thea sand
up the'
to hishillsears,
his facethey're
with looking.
a weed, heBurying
is safe himself
until Anna,
cowman's daughter, comes along with her dog. She arrests him with her, gun in hand,
but his name isn't "Slipper Tongue Cranner" for nothing. Between her house
and the sand grave he alternates in playing hide-and-seek with the posse until
government men come and put the kibosh on the hasty noose plan.

in Five Parts.

Pines

Author, Edison

Marshall. Scenario by Louise Lewis. Director, Edgar Lewis. Running Time, FiftyFive Minutes.

Wni. Russell
Irene Rich
Lule Warrenton
■ ■ . . ..\rthur Morrison
Lester Bates

SYNOPSIS
Bruce Duncan, a young collegian, shortly after graduating receives a messageinforming him that danger threatens his supposed sister, Linda. In response to
this warning he goes West. There he discovers that an estate owned by the
girl's father has been obtained possession of by the Turners. The latter succe ded in their schemes by forging a deed, this being done several years prior toLinda's return from the orphanage where she and Bruce were brought up. It
transpires that Linda and Bruce are no* related. On the death of their parents
Ixith
the orphanage
in order
themis living,
from Turner's
usage.wereOf consigned
those who toi^witnessed
the forgery
only toone free
person
and Bruceill
bends all his energies to obtaining the testimony of this person. After many adventures and complications, with the assistance of the girl, Bruce triumphs over
his enemies, the property is returned to its lawful owner and he wins Linda.

For pure entertainment value
this production is there forty
ways. There is never a let up
in the interest and the suspense
is sustained to the very end. The
love element is clean and there
are no sex situations that are in
any way objectionable. The old
adage of "Pity is akin to Love"
has been strained a bit in making
the heroine fall in love with a
man she thinks a horse thief, and
who is being hunted down by a
posse of which her brother and
father are members. This is only
a minor fault and in no way
lessens the interest. The fact
that he is in reality the treasurer
of the railroad on a hunt after
some robbers is not brought out
until the very end. As a result a
number of complex situations,
that leave the audience in suspense, are cropping up every few
moments. The picture as it
stands is suitable for young and
old alike.

There is a good deal of heart
interest in this picture , which
supplies abundant thrills, with
snappy action and a well connected plot. It is handsomely
photographed, well directed and
presented by a thoroughly capable
cast. Even if the melodramatic situations are occasionally
stretched to a point slightly exceeding the license granted productions of this type, that fact
does not detract fi'om the feature's entertaining value to any
appreciable extent. Patrons who
delight in the adventurous and romantic lure of films with "a great
outdoor" background are not likely to indulge
unfavorableTo criticism on thatin account.
the
majority of movie fans the attraction offers a and
pleasing
hour's
entertainment
exhibitors
should find it a good box office
asset.

Points of Appeal. — A "Saturday
Evening Post" story by William
J. Neidig that lost nothing in its
transfer to the screen. A story
of the Western iplains that will
please the young and old alike.
Beautiful photographic shots over
the desolate sands abound in the
picture. Romance and adventure
lovers will be pleased with this
number.
The Cast. — There are only two
members of the cast that really
have anything to do. Frank
Mayo, of course, carries off the
honors, but Virginia Valli runs
him a close second. Both are excellent in their respective roles. In the supporting cast Buck
Conners, in the role of Shorty Fuller, has only too little to do.
One of these days someone is going to give this fellow a real
part. He is good. The balance of the cast is adequate and
stands up well.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — All scenes are clear and
sharp. One of the interior shots in the shack is a little dark, but
that may be the fault of the print. The continuity is excellent,
making a smooth running story. The direction is up to standard.

Points of Appeal. — Bruce Duncan's gallant fight to right the
wrongs of the girl he at first supposes to be his sister, but who
later is destined to assume a
more intimate relationship to
him, wins him the audience's
favor from the start and one's
sympathy naturally goes forth to
the pretty and lovable heroine.
An excellent climax is achieved.
Cast. — William Russell gives a
virile and convincing performance
in the character of Bruce Duncan, Irene Rich is an attractive
figure as Linda and fully equal to
the demands made upon her emotional ability by the role. The
support is all that could be desired.
Photography,
Lighting,
Direction. — The
camera work
throughout is of first-class quality, the exteriors are beautifully filmed, with artistic long shots and fine effects of light
and shadow in evidence, and the lighting as a whole is skil
fully handled. Even continuity prevails and the action move
at a speedy clip.
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ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
(Through First National)
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Made in the Kitchen
She Sighed by the Seaside
Call a Cop
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES
Love's Outcast

INC.
2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
OF AMERICA
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
Stolen Glory
2 reels
Assorted Heroes
2 reels
Schoolday Love
2 reels
CHESTER COMEDIES
Snooky's Fresh Heir
2 reels
Snooky's Blue Monday
2 reels
Snooky's Wild Oats
2 reels
CHESTER OUTINGS
No More Gasoline
1 reel
Save Your Carfare
1 reel
The Last Hop
1 reel
Music in the Air
1 reel
Jogging Across Sawtooth
1 reel
CHESTER SCENICS
Old Moose Trails
1 reel
New Wine in Old Bottles
1 reel
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Falling for Fanny
2 reels
In for Life
2 reels
Oh, Buddy!
2 reels
Nothing Like It
2 reels
Fresh from the Farm
2 reels
Kiss and Make Up
2 reels
No Parking
2 reels
A Barnyard Cavalier
2 reels
One Stormy Knight
2 reels
CINAL FILMS— SLOW SPEED
The Manly Art of Self-Defense
1 reel
Annette Kellerman in High Diving
1 reel
Golf
1 reel
GAYETY COMEDIES
Say Uncle
1 reel
Afraid of His Wife
1 reel
Oh, Brother
1 reel
Wild and Willie
1 reel
Assault and Flattery
1 reel
Standing Pat
1 reel
KINOGRAMS
News Reel — Sunday and Thursdays
I reel
MERMAID COMEDIES
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd
2 reels
Sunless Sunday
2 reels
The Advisor
2 reels
Free and Easy
2 reels
Rolling Stones
2 reels
MISCELLANEOUS
Could Columbus Discover an America?.... 1 reel
The Crater of Mt. Katmai
1 reel
'Dixie
1 reel
PUNCH COMEDIES
A Rural Cinderella
2 reels
Country Chickens
2 reels
The Love Egg
2 reels
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS BEAUTIFUL
By the Side of the Road
1 reel
In the Bonnie Brier Country
1 reel
As Old as the Hills
1 reel
Unknown Switzerland
1 reel
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse
2 reels
The
to Return
Road
reels
The Ne'er
Policeman
and the
Baby
22 reels
The Northern Trail
2 reels
SKETCHOGRAFS
Just for Fun
1 reel
Play Ball!
1 reel
What'sFamily
the Limit?
11 reel
The
Album
reel
TOONERVILLE COMEDIES
The Skipper's Last Resort
2 reels
TORCHY COMEDIES
Torchy's Promotion
2 reels
Torchy's Takes
Frameup
reels
Torchy
a Chance
22 reels
Battling Torchy
2 reels
VANITY COMEDIES
Paying Patients
1 reel
Eat
and Hearted
Be Happy
11 reel
reel
Chicken
Spiking the Spooks
1 reel
It's Your Move
1 reel
Ninety Days or Life
1 reel
WORLD WANDERINGS
Let's
the South Seas
11 reel
BonnetsGo —ofToAuvergne
reel
Dawn to Dusk in Egypt
1 reel

TRADE
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SHORT
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES TRAVEL
PICTURES
Boro-Bodor and the Bromo
1 reel
Torrid Tampico
1 reel
Kwang-Chow-Fu
reel
Nice and Cannes
11 reel
Mexican Oil Fields
1 reel
In Batik Land
1 reel
Across the Grand Canyon
1 reel
Seville in Fair Time
1 reel
At the Wailing Wall
1 reel
Rural Java
1 reel
Santa
— The
City Different
11 reel
Seeing FeSan
Marino
reel
Watching the Waylands
1 reel
In Old Granada
1 reel
AStamboul
Fairy Foreland
11 reel
reel
Along the Rio Grande
1 reel
At the Damascus Gate
1 reel
Lake Maggiore
1 reel
First Families of America
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGAME ADVENTURE
SCENICS
Down the Strand in London
1 reel
Winter Sports in St. Moritz
1 reel
Kilawea Volcano in Eruption
1 reel
The Jungfrau Railroad
1 reel
Wildest Wales
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Kids Is Kids
2 reels
Spirits
2 reels
PARAMOUNTjMACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Movie Fans
2 reels
Fickle Fancy
2 reels
A Fireside Brewer
2 reels
Dabbling in Art
2 reels
Bungalow Troubles
2 reels
On
a
Summer's
Day
22 reels
The Unhappy Finish
reels
Officer Cupid
2 reels
Astray from the Steerage
2 reels
Are Waitresses Safe?
2 reels
An International Sneak
2 reels
Watch Your Neighbor
2 reels
It Pays to Exercise
2 reels
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Pictionary and Cartoons (Weekly)
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
From a Piscatorial Angle
1 reel
The Cloud
1 reel
A Setting of Ages
1 reel
Indiana Summer
1 reel
Victory Mountain
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-VANDENBERGH SERIES
Wild Men of Africa
2 reels
Jungle
Dancers
22 reels
The Lion
Killers
reels
Slaying the Hippopotamus
2 reels
The Land of the Pygmies
2 reels
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
CHARLES CHAPLIN
A Dog's Life
3 reels
AShoulder
Day's Pleasure
22 reels
Arms
reels
Sunnyside
2 reels
The Idle Class
2 reels
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
The Skipper's Narrow Escape
2 reels
The
Skipper's
Treasure Garden
22 reels
Meeting
All Trains
reels
Toonerville Fire Brigade
2 reels
Skipper's Scheme
22 reels
Toonerville
Follies
reels
Skipper's Flirtation
2 reels
Skipper's
Boozem
reels
Skipper
His Friend
Fling
222 reels
ToonervilleHas Tactics
reels
Skipper Strikes It Rich
2 reels
Toonerville Tangle
2 reels
HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES
The Punch of the Irish
2 reels
Twilight Baby
3 reels
The Kick in High Life
2 reels
Wet and Warmer
2 reels
The Game Lady
2 retls
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Blacksmith
2 reels
The Playhouse
2 reels
The Boat
2 reels
SENNETT
Hard Knocks and Love Taps
2 reels
Be Reasonable
2 reels
By Heck
2 reels
TURPIN
Love and Doughnuts
2 reels
Bright Eyes
2 reels

Volume 11.

Number

14

SUBJECTS
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Chase Me
2 reeli
Farmyard Follies
2 reels
Say It with Flowers
2 reels
The Book Agent
2 reels
SingerMoment,
Midgets'Please
Side Show
One
22 reels
reels
A Perfect Villain
2 reels
Love and War
2 reels
Pardon Me
;
2 reels
Try and Get It
2 reels
False Alarm
2 reels
Hold the Line
2 reels
Please Be Careful
2 reels
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
All Wrong
2 reels
Don't Guide
Tickle
The
22 reels
reels
The Sailor
2 reels
The Toreador
2 reels
The Chauffeur
2 reels
Hot Dog
2 reels
AL. ST. JOHN SERIES
The Happy Pest
2 reels
Fool Days
2 reels
Straight from the Farm
2 reels
The Studio Rube
2 reels
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
The
Tong Sandwich
Shadowed
11 reel
red
Turkish Bath
1 reel
The Big Mystery
1 reel
Long Live the King
1 reel
The
Village
Cut-ups
I1 reel
reel
A Messy Christmas
Fast Freight
1 reel
The Stolen Snooze
1 reel
Getting Ahead
1 reel
Bony Parts
1 reel
A Ghostly Wallop
1 reel
Besider Her Cider
1 reel
The Last Laugh
1 reel
The Hole Cheese
1 reel
The Phoney Focus
1 reel
The
11 reel
reel
StuckCrystal
in the Gazer
Mud
Too Much Sap
1 reel
LUPINO LANE SERIES
The Broker
2 reels
FOX NEWS— (Twice a Week)
SERIALS
Bride 13
15 Episode*
Fantomas
20 Episodes
GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Fingers and Pockets
Love and Rollers
Hearts and Hammers
At It Again
Professional Ethics
When Martin Gits Here
Ged Ap, Napoleon
You'd Better Get It
Indigo Sunday
Why Worry ?
Nothing to Think About
Take it Easy
EDGAR COMEDIES
Edgar Camps Out
Edgar the Explorer
Edgar's Country Cousin
Edgar's
Feast Day
Get-Rich-Quick
Edgar
Edgar's Little Saw
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Lampoons — ^Happy Hooligan in "(Apollo"
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Cupid's
Advice"
Lampoons
—
Happy Hooligan in "Happy
Hoolidini"
Lampoons
—
Judge
Rummy in "The Prize
Dance"
Lampoons — Judge Rummy in "The Snappy
Judgment"
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "The BlackLampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "A Romance
of '76"
Lampoons
— Judge Rummy in "Why Change
Your Husband?"
Lamooons — Happy Hooligan in "Doctor
Jekyl! and Mr. Zipp"
Lampoons
Lampoons
—— Judge
Happy Rummy
Hooligan inin"Bear
"Roll Facts"
Your
Own"
Lampoons — Judge Rummy in "Yes Dear"..
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "Oil"
Lampoons
— Judge Rummy in "Too Much
Pep"

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

2
2
2
22
2

reeli
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
smith" 1reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
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Husband's

Trademark

Paramount Photoplay in Five Parts. Author,
Clara Beranger. Scenario by Lorna Moon.
Director, Sam Wood. Cameraman, Al Gilks.
Running Time, Sixty Minutes.
THE CAST
Lois Miller
Gloria Swanson
Allan Franlslin
• • Richard Wayne
James Berkeley
Stuart Holmes
Slithy
Winters
'
■•.Lucien
Father Berkeley
Charles Littlefleld
Ogle
Mother Berkeley
•.
Edythe Chapman
Mexican Bandit
••
Clarence Burton
Henry Strom
James Neil

TRADE
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Extra ! Extra !

Fox Photoplay in Five Parts. From

the Story by

Julian Josephson. Scenario by A. J. Zellner. Director, William K. Howard. Cameraman, George Webber. Footage, 4160.
THE CAST
Myra Eogers
Barry
■•
Edward Price
Fletcher
Jim Rogers
Haskell
Mrs. Rogers
Fordney
Stowe
■■
Alvin .Stowe

Edna Murphy
Johnnie Walker
Herschell
Mayall
Wilson Hummel
John Steppling
Gloria Woodthorpe
Theo.
EdwardVoneltz
Jobson

SYNOPSIS
SYNOPSIS
Chums in college, James Berkeley and Allan Franklin are rivals for the hand
of Lois Miller. Berkeley weds her. Fifteen years later Berkeley has not realized
his wish of becoming wealthy, but keeps his wife luxuriously attired as a trademark of a supposedly prosperous husband. Allan has become a successful engineer and obtains a large tract of oil land from the Mexican Government. He
visits the Berkeleys. James Berkeley goes to Mexico with him, accompanied by
Lois, James acting as Allan's agent. Lois warns her husband that she may fall
in love with Allan, but the former utilizes her beauty to hold the engineer.
Allan and Lois realize their love for each other. Allan tells Berkeley, but the
latter refuses to be indignant. Lois, in disgust, denounces her husband. A
band of Mexican bandits attack them. Berkeley is slain. Allan rescues Lois, and
they escape across the border together.
Her Husband's Trademark
starts off at a rather leisurely
pace, the early episodes being
■mostly devoted to exhibitions of
the handsome costumes adorning
the heroine's graceful form, but
melodramatic action is served up
liberally after the avaricious husband, his wife and the gallant
lover cross the Mexican border
and enter upon a series of adventures calculated to please the
most ardent devotee of unlimited
thrills. The story, on the whole,
is neither particularly original
nor convincing, affording only
fair entertainment, but feminine
patrons wall no doubt be fascinated by the display of gorgeous
costumes which constitute the
wardrobe of the star and the
fashion hints to be obtained
therefrom.
Points of Appeal. — One of the
most exciting situations is the attack by the Mexican bandits and
escape of the hero and heroine,
while the slaying of the unscrupulous husband will inevitably
bring forth a gallery god verdict
of "served him right." The climax is of the conventionally
"happy ending" brand.
Cast. — Gloria Swanson is an
attractive figure in the role of
Lois Miller, to which she does
full justice. Stuart Holmes, as
the scheming hubby, adds another
sinister impersonation to the long
list of villainous parts with which
he has long been identified on the
screen. Richard Wayne plays the loyal lover with considerable
dash and magnetic appeal and the Mexican types are true to life.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many fine exteriors shown, with impressive shots of the rugged Mexican
scenery, rolling desert plains and mountain backgrounds. Good
lighting prevails. The continuity is smooth and the action in the
last four reels moves rapidly.

Barry Price, a cub reporter, is sent to assist "Jim" Rogers, veteran newspaper man, to get a story from Fletcher regarding the consolidation of Fletcher
and Stowe's firms. Rogers is refused permission to board the yacht where
Fletcher Is and returns to find Barry waiting for him on the dock. Barry determines to get aboard, and swims out to the yacht and pretends to be drowning.
Help comes from Fletcher's yacht and Barry is carried aboard. He then tells
Fletcher he is from the Sun, and has come for an interview. Fletcher at first
interview, but refuses to mention
angered by the intrusion, later gives him an and
reports that no one is allowed
the consolidation. Rogers returns to the office
on the boat. Shortly after Barry comes back with his story. Rogers is discharged for incompetency. fee goes home ill and disheartened. Mj-ra, his
daughter who is secretary for Stowe, has all the information regarding the deal,
but canrlot divulge the secret to her father. Barry is then sent to interview
Stowe'sHe butler
he learnsa that
town,admitting
small and
in the
at the
Stowe
buys
reporter.
a bribe
accepting
for station
discharged
been Arriving
has
the livery from the former butler and goes up to get the job. He is engaged by
circumany or the
under
no reporters intomustthe behouse
to admit ofiice
Myra being cautioned
midnight
Word comes from
pdyei vvxii stances
"'^^y.
■ J the
v,^,,.. T» the" story
T^inno trt c+^^ai inthpby
Written
statement
car waithave
to
arrange
They
it.
get
to
else
someone
send d houn Barry plans to steal the writtena statement
will have
pa^rthere
at theto appointe
ing
can only
condition
that her father's
learns
Mvra
safe.
his
into
put
has
Stowe
ereatlv in debt, is advised that his obligations
De improyea oy
'b^Tmpro"ed''bV'^inrreins\l^ted ta\ old job. She plans also to get the state^^Sinfhe
'cre^fed
wilf be
safe ande'getsfacts on the consolidation to his debtors.
to the^i/es'th
he goes
night
That
the papers out. Just as he is about gto
get awav he hears someone approachin
and hides behind the portieres. Myra goes
to the safe and finds it open. Barry comes
her there. Fordin at this time andfromfindsbehind
the curtain
ney Stowe steps
them roband pretends
bing the safe. that he has caught
story
Barryedhears
young Stoweandhasis
that Myra's
convinc
him
papers. They follow
stolen the that
is waiting, and after
in the car
He
from him. er
get them the
a short flght Myra
newspap
to
rushes with
that
office. Here he tellsbutthetheeditor
Sun can
he has the article,
"Jim
give
to
agreeing
by
it
get
only
The
back his job forsitslife.
Rogers
down to
editor agrees and Barry
write his story with Myra by his side.
Extra! Extra! is a newspaper
amusing situseveral
story with
ations which
provide fairly good
entertainment and swift action.
The ending, however, is not up to
the standard of American ideals.
When a man is forced to gain his
through fraudulent methpurpose
ods he cannot very well be expected to register with the public
as a "hero." The story should not
be taken critically and no doubt
will prove to be a laugh getter.
Points of Appeal. — The picture
is of tionlight
farcical
and hasand
enough
goodconstruccomedy
to carry it along. The romance of
the girl and boy is interesting
and several thrills have been put
into it.
Cast. — Johnnie Walker does
satisfactory work with the part
he has been given. Edna Murphy
is a pleasing heroine. The rest of
the support is generally good.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — All scenes are realistic and
sufficiently lighted. Continuity good and well directed.
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GOLDW^'N-BRAY PICTOGR-\PHS
Tree-Top
The IslandConcert
of the Singers
Mist
Through the Earth
What Is Your Body Worth?
A Paradise for Birds
Venice of the Orient
Action of the Human Heart
The Riveter
The Human Voice
Seein'
on the Orinoco
Gypsy Things
Scientists
Unshod Soldiers of the King
No Reg'larInspiration
Bird
Chemical
Safe Combination
The City That Never Sleeps
WID GUNNING, INC.
Moongold
Bear, Bov and Dog
Puppy Days
Robinson Crusoe Hours

11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
\11
1
11
1
1

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

3,175
2,053
959
966

INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
MAX ROBERTS COMEDIES
Why
Your Mother-in-Law? ????
ShimmyChange
Isle
????
Absence Without Leave
????
METRO PICTURES CORP. .
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Convict 13
2 reels
One Week
2 reels
The Scare Crow
2 reels
Neighbors
2 reels
The Haunted House
2 reels
Hard Luck
2 reels
The
Sign
22 reels
reels
The High
Goat
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
CHARLES RAY SERIES (20 Dramas) . . 2 reels
Kineto Review Series (52 Releases)
KiNETO Reviews — The Lining Book of Nature
(See Issue of May 28, 1921, for First Series)
(See Issue of Oct. 29, 1921, for Second Series)
THIRD SERIES
Garden of the Gods — Colorado
1 reel
The Science of a Soap Bubble
1 reel
Rio de Janeiro
1 reel
Kentucky Thoroughbreds
1 reel
Hiking the Alps With the Boy Scouts.... 1 reel
Manhattan Life
1 reel
Eccentricities of the Wasp and Bee
1 reel
Fur and Feathers
1 reel
My
The Adirondacks
Chemistry ofO'uting
Combustion
11 reel
reel
The Victory Pageants
1 reel
The Delta of the Nile
1 reel
A Glimpse Into the Animal Kingdom
1 reel
KING COLE COMEDIES
Moonshiners
2 reels
Strikes to Spare
2 reels
Bars and Stripes
2 reels
Jazz Babies
2 reels
A Fresh Start
2 reels
Shimmy Gym
2 reels
General Nuisance
2 reels
NATIONAL COMEDIES
Wanted — A Gril
2 reels
A Million — More or Less
2 reels
SERIAL
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and
Ella Hall)
15 Episodes
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
PATHE NEWS— Wednesdays and Saturdays
TOPICS OF THE DAY— Weekly
Week of February 19
The Island of Terror (White Eagle No. 8) . . 2
Rich Man — Poor Man (Parrott Comedy) .... 1
The Dog and the Thief (Aesop Fable) Yi
Hunting the Hawk (Rfeissue)
3
The Big Idea (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1
Week of February 26
The Flaming Arrow (White Eagle No. 9) . . 2
Down and Out (Snub Pollard)
1
The Cat and the Swordfish (Aesop Fable) .. 5^
Here Comes the Girls (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1
At Bay (Reissue)
3
Week of March 5
The Cave of Peril (White Eagle No. 10)
2
Pardon Me (Snub Pollard)
1

reels
reel
reel
reels
reel
reels
reel
reel
reel
reels
reels
reel
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The Tiger and The Donkey (Aesop Fable) . . Yi reel
On the Jump (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Sylvia of the Secret Service (reissue) 3 reels
Mysterious Tracks (Bill and Bob)
1 reel
Week of March 12
Danger Rails (White Eagle No. 11)
2 reels
Little Bow
Mary WowsSunshine
31 reel
reels
The
(Snub (Reissue)
Pollard)
The Spendthrift (Aesop Fable)
Yi reel
On the Fire (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Week of March 19
Win or Lose (White Eagle No. 12)
2 reels
High
Tide
reel
The Farmer
and The Ostrich (Aesop Fable) ^1 reel
Hey There (Harold Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
Loaded Dice (reissue)
3 reels^
Week of March 26
The Clash of the Clans (White Eagle No. 13) 2 reels
Hot Off the Press (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
Hit Him Again (Harold Lloyd reissue).... 1 reel
The Isle of Zora ( Louis Nalpas Prod.)
9 reels
The Angel Factory (reissue)
3 reels
PIONEER FILM CORP.
THE FACTS AND FO'LLIES SERIES
Babies in Bearskin
1 reel
Call Me Daddy
1 reel
Down Beside the Seaside
1 reel
Knockout Maggie
1 reel
Professor Was Right
1 reel
Running Romeos
1 reel
Two's Company
1 reel
Young Ideas
1 reel
Luke
McLuke's
Film-osophv,
each
^
PEEP INTO THE FUTURE (series of 6) 2 reel
reels
THE SONNY SERIES, each
2 reels
SERIALS
The Hope Diamond Mystery
15 Episodes
The Mystery Mind
IS Episodes
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
PRIZMA COLOR PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES (Detective
Series)
2 reels
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNIC NEWS
SERIALS
The Whirlwind
15 Episodes
The Branded Four
15 Episodes
TRIART PICTURES, INC.
(Released through Hodkinson)
The Beggar Maid
2 reels
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES
AGet-Rich-Quick
Family AffairPeggy
(Chas. (Baby
Dorety Peggy)
and Louise 2 reels
Lorraine)
2 reels
The Dumbbell (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Chums der
(Baby Peggy Dog)
and Brownie, the Won- 2 reels
Shipwrecked Among the Animals (Harry
Sweet)
;
2 reels
The Straphanger (Lee Moran)
2 reels
An Idle Roomer (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Circus Clowns (Baby Peggy and Brownie,
Wonder Dog)'
2 reels
Thethe Touchdown
(Lee Moran)
Horse Sense (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Little Miss Mischief (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Table Stakes (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Upper and Lower (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A One Horse Town (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Peggy, Behave (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Mutts (Brownie, the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
JEWEL COMEDIES
"P. D. O." (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Roman Romeos (Lyons-Moran)
2 reels
A Monkey Movie Star
2 reels
Robinson's Trousseau (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A Monkey Bell-Hop
2 reels
JEWEL (COLLIER SERIES)
Let's RIDER
Go (The SERIES
Leather (Leonard
Pushers No.
1).... 2 reels
TED
Chapman)
The Girl and the Law (No. 2)
2 reels
Big Stakes (No. 3)
2 reels
When the Devil Laughed (No. 4)
2 reels
The Forest Runners (No. 5.)
2 reels
The Timber Wolf (No. 6)
2 reels
SERIALS
The Flaming Disc
18 Episodes
The Vanishing Dagger
18 Episodes
The Dragon's Net
15 Episodes
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King of the Circus (Eddie Polo) 18 EpisodesThe
Queen (Eileen Sedgwick) 18
The Diamond
White Horseman
18 EpisodesEpisodes
Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
18 EpisodesTerror
Winners Trail
of the West (Art Acord) 18
18 EpisodesEpisodes
The Secret Four (Eddie Polo)
18 EpisodesWith Stanley in Africa (George Walsh and
Louise Lorraine)
2 reelsSTAR COMEDIES
Hot But Healthy
1 reel
No Place to Live
1 reel
Fares, Please
1 reel
Back Stage
1 reel
Noiseless Valley
1 reel
Should Stepmothers Trifle?
1 reel
Line's
11 reel
Ice-Box Busy
Pirates
reel
Heart Breakers
1 reel
Show
Me
Your
Samples
1
Fur Coats and Pants
1 reel
reel
Oh! Nursie
1 reel
Westward Whoa
1 reel
Almost a Rancher
1 reel
Penny Ante
1 reel
The
Fake
Quake
1
The News Maker
1 reel
reel
Both Booths
1 reel
Friday, the Thirteenth
1 reel
The Bottle Baby
1 reel
His Inheritance Taxi
1 reel
ABeware:
Movie Mix-up
11 reel
reel
UNIVERSAL SERIES
A Battle Against Odds (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Cyclone
Smith'sCyclone
Vow (Eddie
(Eddie Polo)
Polo)
Square Deal
22 reels
reels
The Yellow Streak (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Heritage of Hate (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
A Ride for a Rancho (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Fair Fighting (Art Acord)
2 reels
A Woman's Wit (Eileen Sedgwick)
2 reels
Old Dynamite
2 reels
The Brand of Courage
2 reels
The Dream Girl
2 reels
Ned of The News (Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
A Battle of Wits (Eileen Sedgwick)
2 reels
ThePlante
Deputy's
Double
Cross
(Laura
Laand Leo Shumway)
2 reels
Night Attack, The (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 reels
Captain
Finish (Mack Wright and 2 reels
Lillian Kid's
Byron)
The Phantom
Terror
(Jack Perrin and Ger- 2 reels
trude Olmstead)
The
Ranger's
Reward
Acord)
22 reels
reels
The Open Wire (Eileen(ArtSedgwick)
Fighting Back (Laura LaPlante and Elmo
Lincoln)
2 reels
A Gertrude
Blue Jacket's
Honor (Jack Perrin and 2 reels
Olmstead)
Matching
The Trail Wits
of the(ArtWolfAcord)
(Laura LaPlante 2 reels.
and Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
Trickery (Dorothy Woods and Harold Good- win) 2reels
. The Girl of the West (Laura LaPlante &
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reels
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
(Issued Every Monday and Thursday)
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
A Parcel Post Husband
2 reels
Fists and Fodder
2 reels
Footprints
2 reels
He Laughs Last
,
2 reels
Springtime
2 reels
The Laundry
2 reels,
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
School Days
2 reels
Solid Concrete
2 reels
The Fly Cop
2 reels
The Grocery Clerk
2 reels
The
Stage Hand
22 reels
The Suitor
reels
The
Sportsman
reels
The Hick
22 reels
The Rent Collector
2 reels
The Bakery
2 reels
The Fall Guy
2 reels
The Bell Hop
2 reels
The Sawmill
2 reels
The Show
2 reels
JIM AUBREY COMEDIES
The Riot
2 reels
The Applicant
2 reels
The Messenger
2 reels
The Charmed Life
2 reels
SERIALS
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Page) 15 Episodes
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio Moreno) 15 Episodes
The
Duncan)
The Silent
Purple Avenger
Raiders (William
(Joe Ryan
and 15' Episodes
Elinor Field)
15 Episodes
Fighting Fate (William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
15 Episodes
Breaking Through
15 Episodes
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Her

Own

Money

Running

Time,

THE CAST
Mildred CanI-ew Alden
■■
Thomas Hazelton
Harvey Beecher
Flora Conroy
Euth Alden
••
Jerry Woodward

Fifty- five

Ethel Clayton
Warner Baxter
Charles French
Clarence Burton
Mae Buseh
Jean Acker
Roscoe Karns

SYNOPSIS
Mildred Carr marries Lewis Alden. She is economical and saves several thousand dollars, intending to purchase a home. Alden wants money to get an option
on someranges real
Knowing-Beecher,
him to tobetake
financially
irresponsible,
arfor her estate.
friend, Harvey
her money
and loan itMildred
to Alden,
pretending it is his. The loan is made, but the option deal falls through.
wife leaves
reveals home
the secret
negotiations
Mildred
toBeecher's
Alden. Jealous
The latter
in a rage,
declaringbetween
MildredHarvey
did notandtrust
him
to pay the money back to her. Later he sends her an apology and a check for
the
to the
housewhich
she isfancied.
She isamoimt.
told by M'ildred
the agentagain
that itturns
is sold,
but purchase
he shows of
her the
another
much
nicer. To her amazement the owner is Alden, who has paid his debts, built up
areunited.
good business and bought the house for his wife and himself. They are happily
Her Own Money offers a story
of domestic troubles in which an
economical little wife saves up
two thousand dollars, conceals
the fact from her too-speculative
husband, thereby bringing about
a temporary separation, but incidentally converting him from his
wasteful ways and achieving a
happy reconciliation. While Miss
Clayton has appeared in pictures
with a stronger theme, there is
no denying the human interest atmosphere which is developed in
the outlining of the heroine's fortunes, and even if the average
man or woman will find it hard
to understand how she managed
to amass such a roll of greenbacks on a scanty allowance in
these days of high living costs,
the feature can be listed as providing pretty good entertainment.
In locations where the star is a
favorite it should prove a likely
box office asset.
Points of Appeal. — Interest
centers chiefly in the innocent
plotting of the young wife to
avoid unnecessary expense and
the manner in which she deceives
her too impulsive spouse for the
latter's own good. Lois Miller
wins and holds the audience's
sympathy from first to last, and
even the mistaken husband does
not fail to gain favor, because one
feels that he is a decent sort of
chap, after all. The climax is
eminently satisfactory.
Cast. — Ethel Clayton gives an
excellent portrayal of the heroine
role. Her Lois Miller is a wistful, appealing person, the very beau ideal of a home-loving little
wife, and her many admirers will thoroughly appreciate the work
of their favorite. Warner Baxter plays the part of Lew Alden
with
quate.praiseworthy force and artistic polish. 'The support is adePhotography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many well
filmed interiors in evidence and some charming exteriors, including pretty country scenes toward the close. The lighting is
effective. Even continuity prevails and the action moves rapidly throughout.
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Beyond

Paraiftount Photoplay in Five Parts. Author,
Mark Swan. Scenario by Elmer Rice.
Director, Joseph Henabery. Cameraman,
Faxon Dean.
Minutes.

TRADE

the

Rainbow

Robertson-Cole Photoplay in Six Parts. Director,
Wm. C. Cabanne. Scenario by Eustace H.
Ball and Loila Brooks. Cameraman, Wm.
Tuers and Philip Armand. Running Time,
Seventy Minutes.
THE CAST
Edward Mallory
Harry Morey
Marion Taylor
•■
Lillian Dove
Henrietta Greeley
Virginia Lee
Frances Gardner
Diana Allen
Louis Wade
• -.James Harrison
Count de Brisac
Macey Harlam
Mrs. Burns
•• Eos« Coghlan
Dr. Ramsey
Wm. Tooker
Mrs. Gardner .'
Helen Ware
Mr. Gardner
.George Faweett
Esther
■•
Marguerite Courtot
Inspector Richardson
Edmund Breese
Robert Judson
Walter Miller
Colonel Cartwright
• • . . . .Chas. Craig
Virginia Gardner
Clara Bow
Bruce Forbes
Huntly Gordon
SYNOPSIS
Marion Taylor, secretary of Edward Mallory, Wall Street magnate, lives on a
small salary and supports her little invalid brother. She is obliged to repulse her
employer's advances. The doctor says Tommy must go to the mountains for his
health.
She resolves
to seek
Mallory's
aid, withGardner
all the sacrifice
implies.
The
Gardners,
people,
a ball.Virginia
Frances
two rival
admirers,
Louis
Wadesociety
and Count
degive
Brisac.
Gardner, herhasyounger
sister,
is not
allowed to attend the ball. Wada conceives the idea of making Frances jealous.
He meets Marion and persuades her to come to the ball in the role of Miss
Chandler, a famous belle, agreeing to pay her $2.50. She sends Tommy to the
mountains, thankful that she has not been obliged to yield to Mallory. At the
ball she proves a great sensation. Virginia, upstairs, passes the time writing
mysterious notes to the guests, telling each his secret has been discovered. Sudde'nly the
lights near
are turned
in theTheballroom,
MalloryForbes,
is shotbut and
Bruce
Forbes
discovered
by with out
a pistol.
police suspect
the guilty
man turns out to be one Judson. Mallory recovers and is a changed man. Marion
finds Tommy cured and agrees to marry Forbes.
A brilliant cast and a story
abounding in love, humor and a
touch of mystery should prove to
be ample reason for anyone going
to see Beyond the Rainbow. The
picture is well handled, considering that the story has to deal
directly with such a large cast.
Ordinarily the introduction of so
many characters into a picture
tends to confuse, but in this case
the continuity and direction is
sufficiently good to keep the spectator well informed at all times.
There are several tense situations
in the picture and enougli action
to keep things going at a lively
Points of Appeal. — There is
much amusement afforded from
pace.
the schoolgirl prank of Virginia,
the sub-deb daughter of the Gardners. Also the struggles of Marion to care for her baby brother
and her romance with Bruce
Forbes add a sympathetic note.
Cast. — The entire cast is well
chosen. It would be difficult to
mention the merits individually.
However, Miss Lillian Dove as
Marion Taylor gives a portrayal
that is highly acceptable and delightful in every respect. Huntly
Gordon is a gallant hero.
Photography, Lio-hting, Direction.— The scenes are mostly interiors, very well done. The exterior snow scenes are particularly
beautiful in the last part of the picture. Direction good.
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AMERICAN

FILM CORP., INC.
Footage
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell) 5,000*
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes)
5,000*
A Rough-Shod Fighter (William Russell)... S.OOO*
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain (Helen
Holmes)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
APEX FILM CO.
Out of the Dust (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000*
ARROW FILM CORP.
Stranger in Canyon Valley (Edythe Sterling) 5,000*
Daughter of the Don (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Before
the White
Came Stars
(Indian(Dustin
Cast) 6,000*
The Light
of the Man
Western
Farnum)
6,000*
Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
PlayingHappy
Square
(Gladys Hulette)
The
Masquerader
(Gladys Leslie) 5,000*
5,000*
A Shadow of the Past (Charlotte Walker) 5,000*
A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
5,000*
A Question of Honor (Kathryn Adams) .... 5,000*
Adele (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Just His Wife (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
AGirlMan's
Fight
(Dustin
Farnum)
5,000*
From Porcupine, The
6,251
Splendid Lie, The
5,966
Double-O (Jack Hoxie)
4,729
Sparks of Flint (Jack Hoxie)
4,805
Two-Fisted
Jefferson A
(Jack Hoxie)
4,639
Motion to Adjourn,
5,785
Innocent Cheat, The
;
5,744
Ten Nights in a Barroom
7,815
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
Under
Western
Skies
6,000*
False Women
5,000
AYWON FILM CORP.
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Across the Border (Big Boy Williams) .... 5,000*
Rounding Up of the Law (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Lure of the Orient (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Fidelity (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
Hair Trigger Casey (Frank Borzage) 5,000*
Master
of
Beasts
(All
Star
Cast)
5,000*
Oh! Mabel, Behave (Mabel Normand, Mack
Sennett, Owen Moore, Ford Sterling) 5,000*
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Dangerous Love (Pete Morrison)
5 reels
The Victim (Robert T. H!aines)
6 reels
Captivating
Mary
Carstairs
(Norma
Talmadge reissue)
5 reels
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart) .... 5,600
Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewart) .... 6,000*
COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
CORP.
The Hidden Light
5,000*
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Midchannel (Clara Kimball Young)
6,000*
Hush
Young)
Where (Clara
Is My Kimball
Wondering
Boy Tonight? 6,000*
????
ZEIGFELD CINEMA CORP.
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed).. 5,800
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Kazan
6,464
The Mask
6,400
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
The Servant in the House (All Star)
5,000*
Penny of Top Hill Trail (Bessie Love)... 5,000*
Dangerous
Toys
(All
Star)
7,000*
Heidi of the Alps (Prizma)
????
FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
6,000*
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan) 5,000*
The Fighting Kentuckians
5,000*
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
The Ne'er- Do- Well
7,000*
The House Without Children
7,000*
The Spoilers
9,000*
GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
Mother Eternal
6,700
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men (Super Feature)
6,200
JOAN FILM SALES CORP.
She Played and Paid (Fanny Ward)
5,000*
Annabel Lee (All Star Cast)
5,000*
*Ai)proximately
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PICTURES

J. W. FILM CORPORATIONFootage
The Road to Arcady
6,000*
Should a Wife Work.
6,000*
For Your Daughter's Sake
5,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The
30 (Fritzi
Ridgeway)
The Fatal
Call from
the Wild
(Frankie Lee and 5,000*
Highland Laddie)
5,000*
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Soul of Man, The (William Nigh and Maurine Powers)
7,000*
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle) . . . 5,000*
Mr. Bingle (Maclyn Arbuckle)
5,000*
Mr. Potter of Texas (Maclyn Arbuckle) 6,000*
Trail of the Law (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
Man Who Paid, The (Wilfred Lytell) 5,000*
Wolf's Fang,
The (Wilfred
Lytell)
5,000*
CISSY
FITZGERALD
SERIES
Bootleggers, The (Paul Panzer, Walter Miller
and Norma Shearer)
5,000*
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawlinson) . . 6,000*
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton)
6,000*
Soul
and Body
Dangerous
Love (Anne
(Pete Luther)
Morrison and Carol 6,000*
Holloway)
5,000*
JOSEPH
MOORE AND EILEEN SEDGEWICK SERIES
Problem Eternal
5,000*
False Brands
5,000*
The
Wolf
Pack
5,000*
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG SERIES
Hearts in Exile
5,000*
The Rise of -Susan
5,000*
Marriage a la Carte
5,000*
Yellow Passport
5,000*
Feast of Life
5,000*
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
The Toreador (Bull Fight)
3,600
Rigoletto
6,000*
W. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS, INC.
FARNUM, HAMILTON, HART, FORD SERIES
So This Is Arizona
5,982
White Masks, The
4,922
Angel Citizens, The
4,826
STOREY PICTURES, INC.
SHADOWLAND
SCREEN REVIEW— Every Two
Weeks.
BURLESQUE PHOTOPLAYS (With Elsie Davenport)— Every
Month.
No Darn
Yeats
2 reels
Hamomlet
2 reels
Salami
2 reels
Let Her Rip Van Winkle
2 reels
TRUART FILM CORPORATION
Burlingham Adventure Series
(each) 1 reel
WARNER BROS.
Why Girls Leave Home
????
Parted Curtains
????
Ashamed of Parents
????
School Days (Wesley Barry)
????
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch (Alene Ray)
5,000*
West
the Rio Grande (Alene Ray)
5,000*
NEW ofSERIES
Partners of the Sunset (Alene Ray)
5,000*
Lady Luck (Alene Ray)
5,000*
SHORT
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ADVENTURES OF T. S. S. CORP.
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln) 15 Episodes
ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Alt & Howell Comedies
12-2 reels
Pure and Simple
2 reels
Liquorish Lips
2 reels
ARROW FILM CORP
SERIALS
Thunderbolt Jack
IS Episodes
The Blue Fox
15 Episodes
Nan of the North
IS Episodes
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
(18)
1 reel
BROADWAY COMEDIES
(14)
2 reels
CRUBLWE'D
CO'MEDIES
(12)
22 reels
SPEED COMEDIES
(12)
reels
MIRTHQUAKE COMEDIES (14)
2 reels
SPORT PICTORIAL (26)
1 reel

AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
SPUR SERIES (10 Western)
2 reels
CHARLEY CARTOONS (6 Comedies)
1 reel
AYWON FILM CORP.
HARRY CAREY— 15 Westerns
(each) 2 reels
FRANKLIN FARNUM— 12 Westerns 2 reels
JOY
COMEDIES—
6
(each) 22 reels
reels
HELEN HOLMES— 22 Railroad Dramas..
MARY PIOKFORD REVIVALS
2 reels
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS (Bi-Monthly) 2 reels
SCREEN
(Bi-Monthly) 12 reel
CARNIVAL SNAPSHOTS
COMEDIES
reels
DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS (Two Reels)
EXPORT AND IMPORT
SERIAL
The Jungle Goddess (Elinor Field and
Truman Van Dyke)
15 Episodes
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
CHESTER COMEDIES (2 reels each)
JOE ROCK COMEDIES (1 reel each)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (1 reel each)
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
SERIALS
Miracles of the Jungle
15 Episodes
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
Jimmy Callahan
12-2 Reels
HERALD PRODUCTIONS, INC.
MACK SWAIN COMEDIES
HORIZON PICTURES, INC.
Norma Talmadge Reissues (14) (each) 2 reels
PINNACLE COMEDIES
Razzin' the Jazz
2 reels
Why Change Your Mother-in- Law?
2 reels
Nation's Dream
2 reels
Shimmy Isle
2 reels
KINETO CO. OF AMERICA
{Released through State Rights Exchange)
Wonders of the World
(2 series)
First Series from No. 1 to No. 26 (each) . . 1 reel
Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52 (each) 1 reel
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
WHITE CAP COMEDIES
Featuring
GeorgeSTORIES
Ovey (Once-a-Week) 1 reel
NEWSPAPER
Featuring
(Two-a-Month) 2 reels
VERNON Irene
DENTHunt
COMEDIES
One-a-Week
1 reel
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
IRVING CUMMINGS SERIES
Patsy's Jim
2 reels
Corporal Jim's Ward
2 reels
Rope's
End,
The
2
False Trail, The
2 reels
reels
REELCRAFT PICTURES
BILLY FRANEY COMEDIES (One Reel Each)
MATTY ROUBERT (Romance of Youth)
ROYAL COMEDIES (Two Reels Each)
BUD AND HIS BUDDIES (One Reel Each)
PARAGON COMEDIES (One Reel Each)
ALT & HOWELL COMEDIES
Marked Women
(each) 2 reels
REELCRAFT SCENICS (One Reel Each)
ALADDIN COMEDIES (One Reel Each)
MIRTH COMEDIES (Two Reels Each)
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
JANE AND KATHERINE LEE
The Circuis Imps
2 reels
The Dixie Madcaps
2 reels
The
Hicksville
Terrors
2
reels
MINTA DURFEE SERIES
When You Are Dry
2 reels
Wives' Union
2 reels
He, She and It
2 reels
AWhose
QuietWife?
Night
22 reels
reels
TONY SARG'S ALMANAC (Series of 12) 1 reel
WESTERN FEATURES
The Mormon Trail
2 reels
The Man Hater
2 reels
A Desperate Tenderfoot
2 reels
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Penrod

American Photoplay in Six Parts. Presented by
Messmore Kendall from the Novel by
Robert W. Chambers. Diiected by John W.
Noble.
THE CAST
Michael Cardigan
Silver Heels
Sir William Johnson
Captain Butler
Lord Dunmore
Marie Hamilton
Ijidy Shelton
Sir John Johnson
The Weazel
Jack Moimt
Chief
Logan
Dulcina
Quider
Colonel Cresap
Molly Brandt
Patrick Henry
John Hancock
Paul Revere
SYNOPSIS

;

William Collier, Jr.
Betty Carpenter
Thomas Cummings
William Pilse
Charles E. Graham
Madeleine Lubetty
Hatty Delaro
Louis Dean
Colin Campbell
jere Austin
Prank
Montgomery
Eleanor R.Griffith
Dick Lee
Jack Johnston
Florence Short
George Loeffler
William Willis
Austin Hume

"Cardigan,"
a love ward
story ofof the
Revolutionary
days between
Michael
Felicity,
the adopted
English Governor.
Michael
who Cardigan
has been and
befriended by Sir William Johnson, the Governor, is appointed on his staff. At the
outbreak of trouble between the Colonists and the Indians Michael is sent by Sir
William to scrupulous
carry Britishers,
a message
of peace
to the theCayugas.
is intercepted
by un-in
who seek
to outrage
Indians Heagainst
the Colonists
order to obtain their aid in the ajiproaching rebellion, and saved from burning
at the stake by the Indian runner who just arrives in time. Cardigan goes to
Lexington and is admitted to tlie secret councils of the Minute Men, where he
meets Patrick Henry, John Hancock and Paul Revere, and joins in the cause
for liberty. Then follows the ride of Paul Revere and the Battles of Lexington
and Concord, figuring the retreat of the Redcoats. Cardigan later rescues Felicity
from the advances of Butler, and the war not being -won leaves her to flght for
freedom when she promises to be waiting for him ■when he returns.
Unquestionably pictures such
as Cardigan are a most valuable
asset to the industry. Aside from
its great value as an educational
and instructive portrayal of historical events of the Revolutionary War it is made up of such
clean and refreshing material
that it is in a class by itself.
Taken from the story of Robert
W. Chambers, it deals authentically with many men who distinguished themselves during the
war for freedom with England.
Points of Appeal. — To every
American the stories of Revolutionary days will always reach
the heart. This particular one
about the romance between
Michael Cardigan and Felicity,
the adopted daughter of the British Governor, will prove full of
sentiment and thrills aplenty, and
should appeals to juveniles as
well as grown ups. The famous
oft-told story of the "midnight
ride of Paul Revere" and the picturization of "the shot heard
'round the world" keep the audience on the edge of their seats.
Cast. — William Collier, Jr., as
Michael Cardigan is a convincing
and thoroughly agreeable ?iero.
Felicity, the adopted daughter of
Sir William, whom he calls "Silver Heels," is effectively done by
Betty Carpenter. The remainder of the cast is entirely adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The colonial scenes and
costumes make this a very attractive picture. Particular mention should be made of the stirring scenes of Paul Revere's ride.
Direction and continuity, all that could be desired.

Marshall Neilan Photoplay in Eight Parts. Released by Associated First National. From
the Novel by Booth Tarkington. Co-directed
by Marshall Neilan and Frank O'Connor.
Cameraman, David Kesson.
THE! CAST
Penrod
Wesley Barry
Mr. Schofleld
luUy Marshall
Mrs. Schofleld
Claire McDowell
Robert Williams
John Harron
Sam Williams
.•
Gordon Griffith
George Bassett
Newton Hall
Foster
Harry Griffith
John Barrett
Cecil Holland
Herman
....Sunshine Morrison
Verman
Florence Morrison
Margaret
. . .••
Marjorie
Daw
Marjorie Jones
Clara Horton
Baby Rennsdale
Peggy Jane
SYNOPSIS
Penrod, only son of Mr. and Mrs. Schofleld has the reputation of being the
"orfullest" boy in town. With the help of his lieutenant, Sam Williams, Penrod
has organized
American
Boys' Protective
Association,
to protect
the independence of twyhood,the repeal
the curfew
laws, and insist
upon equality
of ages.
Penrod
breaks up an amateur show staged by the socially prominent Mrs. Laura Rewbush,
Penrod'sthe costume
of his father's
off red
To comhide
these
youngsterconsists
steals ofsomepartgarments
from thecast
janitor
and danneLs.
when these
mence
to
unravel
the
stage
director
hurriedly
calls
"Curtain"
and
rushes
behind
staje to stop the flght that has started. Penrod is always getting into trouble.
His imagination, after seeing a play that exposes the evils of drink, leads him
to start a rumor about a worthy husband that horrifies the town. He scandalizes
the dancing classi by his antics during a cotillion and a I>ad case of hives. He
falls off a roof to escape going to a dance where his suit with pretty Marjorie
is eclipsed by Maurice Levy who is a model of propriety. Penrod makes himself
so obnoxious around his sister and her suitor that the latter gives the bo.v two.
dollars to clear out. A trip to the circus follows and the visiting physician that
evening
"Castor
Oil."gang
RupeuntilCollins,
of town,andvisits
the
A. B. P. prescribes
A. and bullies
the whole
he runstough
afoul boy
of Herman
Verman,
the
two
colored
boys
of
Booth
Tarkinjton's
inimitable
story
that
Marshall
Neilan
has realistically portrayed. The two little darkies get rid of him with the use of
scythes and lawn mowers in hair raising manner. The existence of the A. B. P. A.
is jeopardized. The irrepressible cutting up of its members has aroused the ire
of all the leading citizens, but the boys effect the capture of two notorious bandits
who have
turned
into been
paeansterrorizing
of praise.the neighborhood ; and the threats of excoriation are
Penrod is a delightful picture
of boy life which captures the
spirit and substance of Booth
Tarkington's famous story and
presents it in thoroughly entertaining fashion. It is a film of
sound merit, and needs only capable exploitation to make it a
complete success with the public.
Already celebrated far and
wide for his portrayal of boy
roles, Wesley Barry succeeds in
identifying himself with the
character of Penrod without difficulty. If at times he seems selfconscious, one must remember
that the boy of the species at
Penrod's age, is probably the
most self-conscious being in the
world, particularly in the presence of girls. The character is
delineated in a very human way,
with "touches'* which one has
come
in all twists
of Neilan's
films toandexpect
surprise
that
cannot fail to please an audience.
On the screen, Penrod is a
characterization presented in a
series of episodes, which occasionally lose their effect by
"jumpy" action. But in the main
the continuity is adequate to
theme and plot.
Audiences will be delighted
with the child types surrounding
the main character — and the older
types, too, for that matter. The
two little darkies, Herman and
Verman, are sure to score with
any spectator and the other players fit into the picture admirably.
The industry needs more pictures of the type of Penrod. It
has the stamp of real life upon it and, especially at this time,
its exhibition in the greatest possible number of theatres will
serve more than one very useful purpose.
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CAPITOL
Unit No. 1- -American Cycle
(a) "Stars(Sousa).
and Stripes" "Georg
(b) "To (MacDowell).
a Wild Rose"
(c) "Cake Walk" and
Camp Meeting."
Unit No. 2- -Capitol News.
Unit No. 3- -VocAi^ Solo. "Lo Hear the Gentle
Lark" (Bistiop).
Unit No. 4- -Scenic,
Women Miost Weep (Educational).
-Overture
and Series of
Unit No. 5— Tableaux.
Unit No. 6- -Feature, Cardigan (American).
Unit No. 7- -Organ Recital.
Next Week- —Grand Larceny (Goldwyn).
Press Comments
Times — It is not smooth in continuity,
it is excessively wordy and it has little
pictorial expressiveness. The acting, when
not inadequate, is only moderately good.
World — The battles of Lexington and Concord are vividly reproduced. Sun — Space
forbids a detailed mention of the wellwrought complications in this historical
romance, but the woodsman hero is kept
hustling through enough hairbreadth escapes to entitle him to his pick of any
one of the beauties in the cast. Telegram
— There is much to interest the student in
Cardigan as the big struggle of the American Revolution is felt througout. Post —
It is an interesting and well-acted story
of the American Revolution. Heralds
The picture lays hold of you so stirringly
that you instinctively look around for
some tea to dump in the harbor. The history in the piece has not been flung in with
the art of a text book. It has been most
decorously introduced.
CAMEO
Overture—
temps ) . "Andante Violin Concerto" (VieuxCameo News Events.
Organ(Remick).
Solo — "When Shall We Meet Again?"
Comedy — Business Is Business (Fox).
Vocal Solo — "Russian Folk Song."
Feature
— Irene Castle in French Heels (Hod- '
kinsonj.
Press Comments
Mail — It is a rather placid but always
interesting story which is told in French
Heels. Miss Castle should be given credit
for doing the best work she has displayed
in this film. Tribune — It is a melodrama
with the punch left out. It leads you to
believe you are going to get the thrill
of your life and then it changes its mind.
Evening World — For those who like Irene
Castle and anything she does, there is good
entertainment at the Cameo. For those
who do not care for her — there are other
movie houses in Greater New York. Sun
— It is a strenuous picture of its sort and
the ending is of the sort that is sometimes
described as "happy." Journal — The pic-
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Press

York

Comments

Dailies

ture is beautifully produced and well
worth seeing. A feature of the film is its
picturing
Mrs. kind
Castle's
among
the
best ofof their
everdances,
seen on
the
screen. Post — The film dragged rather
listlessly and the moment with the punch
was rather a disillusion. Globe — Mrs.
Castle is more than a saving grace for
the absurd story. She is a delight to
watch for the natural grace and charm of
her movements and the unaffectedness of
her manner.
RIVOLI
Overture
— "Second
Hungarian Rhapsody"
(Liszt).
RivoLi Pictorial.
organ )Novelty
.
Musical
— "Clavilux
Solo" (color
Feature
— Gloria (Paramount).
Swanson in Her Husband's
Trademark
Vocal Solo — "One Fleeting Hour" (Lee).
Comedy.
NextChampion
Week — Wallace
Reid in The World's
(Paramount).
Press Comments
Globe — The plot is not remarkable in
anything but its whirlwind finish. Herald
■— The picture should be spoken of in yards
of dresses rather than reels of film It is
a fair variant of an adage, with "clothes
(on isthea much
woman)better
makefilm
the than
man."its MailIt
name,
bringing to mind the oft-repeated wonder
whether the motion picture industry hasn't
just about passed the point when it needs
these ridiculous catch titles for pictures.
Telegram — Gloria Swanson has one of
those showy roles in which she is so much
admired by the feminine fans. The story
has something to say to the masculine
fans also. Sun — A well - produced and
acted picture, this, but one that becomes
at times almost a burlesque of the sort
that it is. Miss Swanson, in our opinion
the best of drawing-room ingenues, is as
usual excellent, but deserving of far better
scenarios. Evening World — Miss Swanson is convincing as an obliging wife, but
Holmes seems too much of a gentleman to
.iustify such a title as "Slimy Rat."
Trihyine — There are a lot of exciting
scenes at the end and shootings and hairbreadth escapes, but for all of that the
nary.
picture contains nothing out of the ordi-

STRAND
Overture — "The Force of Destiny (Verdi).
Historical Series — Henry Wadsworth Longfellow (Kineto).
Violin Solo — "The Zephyr" (Hubav).
"Caprice Viennois" (Kreisler).
Mark Strand Topical Review.
Prologue.
Feature — Wesley Barry in Penrod (First
OrganNational).Recital.
Coming — Constance Talmadge in Polly of the
Follies (First National).
Press Comments

Evening World^lt doesn't make much
diiference how old you are or how
crabbed
one might feel, Penrod will be good for

what ails you and you'll come away feeling much better. Times — It is overly
theatrical. That it sometimes has the fun
of slap stick comedy is not denied; that
it very occasionally comes close enough
to the true Tarkington conception to bring
a smile of appreciation is admitted, but
in the main, it is done over hokum of the
theatre. World — Wesley Barry, who may
become a splendid motion picture actor
some day, swaggers beyond all endurance
and never forgets the camera. He has
reached the age where he reads the newspapers, so that for the time being he is
desperately lost in the maze of his own importance. Telegram — Neilan has preserved for the screen one treasure that
should not be permitted to disappear — an
epic of American boyhood. It is a revel
in humor — one which everyone will enjoy.
Mail — It is extremely well done in spots
and there are episodes which are interesting, but there is a great deal that is entirely superfluous, much that is unworthy
of Penrod, and some of it is ridiculous.
Globe — Wes Barry does not seem to us to
have the quality of the common place;
he is a strange, wistful little creature, half
elf and half gamin, therefore, he is not
very
happily
cast in this masterpiece of
suburban
boyhood.
RIALTO

Overture — "Lenore No. Ill" (Beethoven).
The Young Painter (Triart).
'Cello Soix> — "Elegie" (Faure).
Feature
— Ethel Clayton in Her Own Money
(Paramount).
Vocal
Comedy.Solo — "Bonnie Sweet Bessie" (Gilbert).
Next Week — Love's Boomerang (Paramount).
Press Comments
Am^erican — Here at last is a motion
picture that every wife, present or prospective, should see — ^not so much for the
entertainment as for the solemn moral
lesson the film carries. Post — It is simply
told and sends one away with a contented
smile. Although there is a lesson to young
hu-sbands, and perhaps old ones, in it, but
this is not played up too pointedly and can
be forgiven. Sun — ^It is interesting on the
whole but drags badly in spots. A more
or less conventional picture. World — "This
been even better — and
picture would have
it is first rate entertainment as it is — if
that part having to do with persons other
than the principals had been eliminated.
The affairs of the struggling and misunderstanding couple alone were rich in the
reflection of life in homes all around us.
ileraZc?— This might be called a "Guessing
Contest" picture. Every pair of spectators
IS likely to guess very far ahead
at the
turns in this domestic problem, and the
patron who has seen the most movies will
probably call the turn most often. You
can remember most things about it, except under what name you saw it
Globe— The story has the virtue of last.
bemg quite within the realm of possibility
well as being genuinely interesting, so asit
does not seem amiss that the parts are
well acted. There is nO' waste of able and
sincere eflFort here.
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By L. W. BOYNTON
PON exploitation of the right sort the success or failure of any picture depends.
And by exploitation we do not mean exploitation aimed at the exhibitor for the
sole purpose of obtaining bookings. We refer to showmanship employed by the
exhibitor with the public.
The whole picture campaign — from studio to screen — should be devised with the public
— the ultimate consumer — in mind. Theoretically, it is. But actually does it work out
that way?
As we have pointed out before, there is a distinct tendency

on the part of the distrib-

utor to "flash" an announcement of a picture, build his advertising in the trade papers
with first runs as the mark to shoot at — and correctly — and then to let the picture gradually dissolve out as it goes through second, third and fourth runs.
The result is that the exhibitor, who is not first run or second, at most, does not have
ready at hand a satisfactory exploitation history of the picture to work with when it reaches
him. Nor does the distributor gain the greatest possible number of bookings on a given
picture.
The disposition is to ignore the little exhibitors.

A

mistake, because

after all small

theatres are in the great majority. Their exploitation problems, comparatively speaking, are just as important as those of the first-run house. And the life of the picture is
largely conditioned upon what the little fellow learns about what the big fellow did with
the picture.
THERE
is a meeting-ground here between exhibitor and distributor which has never
been properly covered, and the thing upon which it rests is Service Advertising —
service that cuts two ways. Because if the distributor would follow through in his trade
paper advertising on any picture worth while, he must necessarily make his copy not a
mere bid for bookings but exploitation facts. Facts which the second, third, fourth rua
exhibitor can employ in his own campaign to the public.
In other words, the effort should not be directed merely at getting the exhibitor to book
the picture, but showing him, through the experience of other exhibitors with the same
picture, how he can make money with it.
We say such material should properly be made the subject of advertising copy, not
only because it would be good business on the distributor's part, but also because it
would be of real service to the exhibitor at a time when he needs it most. And the trade
papers, which

already devote a large amount

in mind, would then be able to work
exhibitor and distributor.

WE

believe the exhibitor would

more

of space to exploitation with this very object

effectively for practical co-operation

welcome

such a service because

it would

between

show

him

that the distributor is working at the main proposition — selling the picture to the
(Copyright, 1922, by Exhibitors Trade Review, Inc.)
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In Next Week's

Issue

A practical service aid
to exhibitors in the reduction of insurance costs —
Never before printed in
any trade paper —
Watch for it.
It means
We

money

to you.

shall also give you

additional specific information on the filing plan
used by Manager

Harry

Watts, of the Strand Theatre, Omaha.
These

are but two

of

the practical service features which we shall publish in the near future.
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public ; and working at it in the most useful way when he helps the exhibitor
do that very thing, all along the line.
The saying is that pictures are "made" or "unmade" on first run showings.
Probably they are — in a measure. But we are convinced that a systematic,
service advertising campaign, in the trade papers, at right seasons to coincide with second, third and fourth run bookings would show that some picto have been "unmade" on first runs could be "made" on subturessequent
supposed
bookings. Not in all territories perhaps, but in a great many.
And pictures which were "made" by first runs could realize far greater
returns to both exhibitor and distributor if the latter would follow through
— in co-operation with the trade papers — on specific exploitation aids to the
exhibitor — in the form of service advertising.
To

News

Weeklies:

Show

Hollywood as It Is
THE generosity of the exhibitor in granting the use of his screen to others
and for purposes totally unrelated to any personal interest is known to
every one who knows anything about a motion picture house. None knows
better than does the exhibitor the great power that lies in his screen, in its
ability to carry home to his patrons any deserving message he sees fit to
present to them. But as generous as may be the exhibitor in granting the
use of his screen to those in whose occasions he has no direct interest he
seemingly is loath to employ in rebuttal that same great engine when his
own vital interests are under savage assault by newspapers.
In last week's issue of Exhibitors Trade Review were printed two articles
bearing on the attitude of the newspapers to which reference is made — not
to all journals, be it said to the credit of the craft as a whole. The first of
these articles was the editorial leader, entitled "Go to Your Editor,", in which
exhibitors were advised personally to get in touch with the heads of their
local journals and request that fair play be extended to the deserving men
and women of a great industry.
The second article was "Giving the Public the Facts," and filled two pages.
It told of the splendid work accomplished by the Michigan branch of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners in disseminating throughout its jurisdiction
copies of unbiased articles printed in the Detroit News regarding the situation in Holl5rwood. The articles quoted an Episcopalian minister with a parish in that Los Angeles suburb who gave testimony as to the clean and decent
lives led by the great majority of the motion picture colony.
There is no doubt other state organizations of exhibitors will follow the
example so ably set by Michigan. If all of the branches take up the fight
we may be sure that in the course of time a measurable proportion of the
citizens of the United States will be reached. But beneficial as these steps
are — and by all means they should be kept up — they should be reinforced by
a screen campaign. And the newspaper never sleeps ; it prints every day.
Many readers of the class of journals to which we have referred have been
taught to look upon Hollywood, the home of the motion picture players, as
a "sink of iniquity," to quote one critic who had swallowed whole the wild
tales of some sensation-monger. Their idea of this beautiful suburb is that
it must be something like San Francisco's Chinatown in the old days. They
have no conception that it is a place of beautiful homes, large and small; of
stately churches, of law-abiding citizens ; a community of a hundred thousand
souls policed — and for this statement we have the authority of the chief peace
officer of the suburb — by the smallest number of men to be found in any civil
division of its size.
T T NDOUBTEDLY the exhibitors of the country will do their full share
^ in the work of enlightenment. But the producers have it in their power
to bring to the aid of the theatre owners and to the aid of the industry the
ideal instrument, the influence of which will be felt immediately and most
effectively. We say producers ; we mean of course the producers of the news
weeklies. If the executives of these organizations will cause to be inserted in
each of their issues fifty or a hundred feet each week of scenes in Hollywood
— of its homes and churches and civic institutions — the situation can be righted within a month.
Let us give the people the facts— especially the patrons of the motion picture. Give our friends ammunition with which to combat the impressions
insidiously created in the minds of those gullible persons who furnish the
pennies enabling the distorters of truth and inventors of falsehood to prosper
in their campaign of villification.
Let us give the newspapers the facts — through the medium of the weeklies.
The showing of Hollywood as it is will provide vindication for those many
journals which rejected the obviously untrue as also it will cut the ground
from under the feet of the others.
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Censorship

A. F. of L. Adopts Declaration for Freedom of Screen —
Griffith Speaks Before Kentucky Legislature — How
Reform Agitation Was Squelched in an Iowa Town
yd RE you confronted with cen>^ sorship agitation in your
town or your State ? If you
are, or are likely to he, the material
on this page and the next will he of
service to you in fightiyig the censorship advocates.
The Executive Council of the
American Federation of Lahor has
adopted a declaration against legalized censorship. Tell your newspapers ahout it.
Before the Kentucky Legislature
the other day D. W. Griffith delivered a striking speech upholding
the freedom of the screen and opposing the censorship measure now^ heing considered by the Blue Grass
solons. It ought to he of use for
newspaper articles and in other
ways.
Then there is the experience of
the exhibitors in Marshalltown,
Iowa. They succeeded in defeating
a move for a censorship hoard, and
worked out, in conjunction with the
City Council and prominent citizens,
a plan for an unofficial hoard of review, whose judgment as to the suitability ofpictures will be based on
trade paper criticisms.
The object of printing these related items on censorship is to aid
you. And if Exhibitors Trade Review can he of further service to you
in fighting censorship call upon mS' —
at any time.
AT a meeting in Washington,
D. C, on Feb. 24, the Executive
Council of the American Federation
of Labor went on record in opposition to governmental censorship.
This action followed an appeal by
Peter J. Brady, chairman of the Education Committee of the New York
State Federation of Labor, who appeared before the council as the representative ofunions in the amusement trades and urged that a strong
opposition be registered on behalf
of organized labor against any form
of legalized censorship.
Mr. Brady told of efforts that are
being made to secure censorship
legislation and pictured the dangers
which censorship involves. He said
that censorship of motion pictures
is just as much a repression of free
expression as would be censorship of
the printed or spoken word, and
that it would to the same extent
be a violation of the American Constitution.
The declaration approved by the

Trade

Review

Aids Iowa

Exhibitors in Defeating
Censorship
Recently Exhibitors Trade
Review received an appeal from
the Strand Theatre, Marshalltown, Iowa, for aid in combatting an attempt to create a censorship board there. Booklets,
speeches and other anti-censorship material were immediately
sent, with what result the following letter from Manager Joseph J.Jacobson, of the Strand,
an A. H. Blank house, tells :
"I -wish to take this opportunity
to express my appreciation and sincere gratitude to Exhibitors Trade
Review for the splendid co-operation
it has rendered us in our recent fight
in opposing a local censorship.
"The manner in which you dispatched the booklets and other information pertaining to censorship
is to be highly commended and it
has been a big factor in suppressing
any attempt to establish a censorship board.
"Upon first learning that a petition was being circulated for censorship in this city, I immediately
interviewed the Mayor and finding
that he was somewhat in favor of
such a move I immediately had petitions circulated throughout the entire city denouncing any such
attempt.
"I soon found that the general
public was strongly opposed to any
such legislation and the labor organizations, the American Legion and
many of the prominent busines men
contemplated action to oppose it."
There will be no censorship
board in Marshalltown. At
a meeting of the city council,
which was attended by exhibitors and citizens, it was agreed
that the town would have a
committee, appointed by the
council, which will be provided
by exhibitors with lists of pictures a month or two in advance of showing in the Marshalltown theatres. The committee will also be supplied
with the motion picture trade
papers and upon the trade
paper reviews the committee
will base their judgment as to
whether the pictures should be
shown in the town.

council,dress,following
Mr. Brady's adfollows :
"In the recent past efforts have
been made to secure both State and
Federal legislation providing for
Government censorship of moving
pictures. These proposals have had
the support of a number of wellmeaning persons who really desire
to protect the children of the country and to promote a sense of high
morality. However, there is involved
in the proposal something more than
is generally appreciated. The number, the variety and uses of motion
pictures have been so greatly increased that they now constitute an
important means of expression.
"Motion pictures are something
more than an instrumentality for
recreation. They are an agency for
education, for dissemination of current information, comparable in
many respects to the daily press and
the public forum. They have a determining influence in directing and
educating public thought and opinion. Motion pictures supplement
the spoken and written word by a
powerful appeal to the mind through
the eye. The event of a thought to
be conveyed is visualized.
Guarantees of Freedom
"Since motion pictures are a
means of expression and have become established as an agency supplementing our older methods, they
must be protected by the same guarantees of freedom that have been
bestowed upon oral utterance and
upon the press. It is fundamental
for the protection of free institutions that freedom of speech and
discussion should be assured. Only
when there exists most complete
freedom to express through or to
criticize is there established a guarantee that political and other representative agents shall not violate
the rights of others and shall not
arrogate tO themselves power and
authority that they do not rightfully
possess.
"Freedom of speech is inseparable
from free institutions and the genius of a free people. This freedom must be protected against
abuse by holding the individual responsible for his utterances. Legal
restriction in advance of presentation limits research, investigation
and inquiry for broader and deeper
truths.
"It has ever been the theory of
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the few that people can be 'made
to be good by law.' This same theory underlies the efforts of those
who propose Government censorship. By establishing either State
or Federal boards to review motion
pictures, it is proposed to present
to the public only such things as
they may be permitted legally to
see. This is putting very dangerous
authority In the hands of a few, for
it enables the board of review to
restrict and determine the very
fountainheads of information."
GriflSth's Speech
IN his address before the Kentucky
Legislature,
Feb.
23, D. W.
Griffith said in part:

"I would like to say something
concerning the censorship bill you
have before you. I believe that censorship isa dangerous business. The
very basic principles of our American Government are against censorship. The right to express freely
any thought upon any subject is the
very bulwark, bone and sinew of
the rights guaranteed us by our Constitution. The right to speak freely,
to be answerable for our utterances
to the law for whatever we may say,
is a part of the idea of our American Government.
"Censorship is an institution of
autocracy. Censorship has been,
since the beginning of time, the chief
instrument used by autocrats, kings
and rulers. If an autocrat in any
form of government has the power
of censoring forms of expression,
he can rest assured that no one can
dispute his autocratic governing
power.
"This same censorious group that
are working for censorship of motion pictures are brothers to censors of the past. It was these censors
of the past who threatened Gutenberg, the inventor of the first printing press. It was these censors who
believed that the printing press was
an instrument of the devil. These
.censors came very near burning him
at the stake.
Shakespeare and the Bible
"Had censors been waiting behind
the back of Shakespeare when he
was writing his plays, it is absurd
to believe that he could have written those immortal works of art.
Censors would have made impossible the printing of the Bible.
"I ask this learned body of free
adults — who is there in the Commonwealth of Kentucky to whom
you are willing to give the power
to say what you yourselves shall
or shall not see upon the stage;
shall or shall not read in the printed
page; shall or shall not see in the
motion picture? The motion picture is a form of speech, just as
potent as writing or a spoken word.
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Why should it be censored any
more than the stage or a printed
work? Can any man in this assemblage think of any other human being to whom he is willing to trust
this mighty office?
"Even if we admit that there are
bad pictures, there are also words
spoken that should not be spoken,
plays which should not be shown,
books that should not be written,
but not on account of these shall
we lose the priceless heritage of
free speech. Prosecute the offenders against indecencies, but do not
lose our right of freedom, our right
of expression.
Many Men, Many Minds
"No picture can please everyone.
Each human being thinks differently on different subjects, from
every other human being. Thus it
is that a picture which may seem
all right in Ohio or Pennsylvania
may displease Kentucky, and vice
versa. Three individuals in each
State of the Union will view a picture. By the time they get through
with it, there would be nothing left
of the original picture, while, if
seen by an average audience of normally-minded Americans in its beginning, there might not have been
a single thing in it to offend them.
"Censors are to be appointed by
the party that happens to be in
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power, as I understand it. Follow
this out to its logical conclusion and
let the political party that happens
to be in power appoint censors, show
only what they want to be shown,
and eliminate what they do not want
to be seen or heard, and they could
become seated on a throne of autocracy forever.
"The bigger and better class of
films are not made for children. Do
you want to censor all of these —
ideas that are put into pictures and
shown to grown-up people, according to the idea of a child six or seven
years of age?
"Again, I hear that there is not
even an appeal to the courts in this
bill. This is an unheard-of thing in
a free government. This gives to
three people an undreamed of power
in America. Where is our Government going when it brings things
to this pass?
"If the laws upon the statute books
are not strong enough to adequately
punish the guilty, then make them
stronger, but let us leave censorship
where it belongs — to the government of such as the late Kaiser of
Germany, and the late Czar of Russia, and the old intolerant governments that broke men's bodies upon
racks and wheels of torture. But, in
Heaven's name, let America stick to
her Constitution and her Constitutional freedom."

Spreading

Truth

About

Industry

Vice-President Lehr, of Goldwyn, Makes Constructive Suggestions for Counteracting False Stories About Los Angeles

tive suggestions for
TWO construc
counteracting the many false
stories which are being sent broadcast about conditions in the Los Angeles film colony have been made by
Abraham Lehr, Goldwyn vice-president in charge of the studios at Culver City.
Mr. Lehr proposes that picture
people and other residents of Hollywood and Los Angeles write letters
to the newspapers in the cities in
which they formerly resided setting
forth actual conditions. It was
pointed out that the motion-picture
industry has drawn workers from
all parts of the United States, and
that such a campaign would be nation-wide in scope and would carry
a personal appeal.
The second suggestion is that all
players and stars who send out photographs to the "fans" should include apersonal statement about the
life in Hollywood.
"Those of us living in Los Angeles
know that the life and morals here
are no worse and no better than they
are in Chicago, Philadelphia or New

York," said Mr. Lehr, "but newspaper clippings selected at random
from all parts of the country show
that the escapades of a very few
have been made to appear as the
moral life of the whole community.
"To combat this saturnalia of misrepresentation we must take every
means of putting the true facts before the public.
"Not only is the motion picture
industry threatened, but the whole
business life of Los Angeles is at
stake. Tourists will stop coming
here if they continue to believe the
stories that are being circulated.
"Before I entered motion picture
work I was engaged in commercial
manufacturing, and I want to state
emphatically that there is just as
large a percentage of honest, virtuous, law-abiding citizens in pictures
as there is in business.
"I want to appeal to the public to
be fair and not to damn us all for
the sins of the few. I noticed in the
paper the other day that a priest is
being held for murder, but the reformers are not shouting for the destruction ofthe church."
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Law

Is

Declared

Exhibitors

Supreme

hold the entire act void because

Will

Court

it requires the deposit of funds with a

bank or trust company within the state of Nebraska," was the decision of
three Federal Judges in Omaha on Monday, February 27, declaring unconstitutional theanti-deposit law passed by the last Nebraska Legislature.

The Goldwyn Distributing Corporation had filed suit against the Attorney General of Nebraska and the County Attorney of Douglas County asking for an interlocutory injunction preventing them from enforcing the law. United States District
Judge J. W. Woodrough granted a temporary injunction and then called in District
Judge Thomas C. Munger of Lincoln and Judge Robert E. Lewis of the Eighth
Circuit Court of Appeals.
Attorneys William M. Seabury of New York City and Arthur F. Mullen of
Omaha, representing Goldwyn, contended that the law was unconstitutional because
it interfered with interstate commerce, because it exceeded the police power of the
state, and because

it violated existing contractual

obligations.

Charles S. Reed, George W. Pratt and James E. Rait of Omaha, attorneys for
the defendants, pointed to the financial failure of some distributing companies as a
reason for protecting the exhibitors' deposits, denied that interstate commerce was
interfered with, and denied in specific manner that the act was unconstitutional, quoting the Kansas and Missouri laws, which are similar, to prove their contention.
The judges declared: "All three of us agree that the act is not a permissible exercise ofpolice power. It puts a hazard on both bailor and bailee of having funds
lost through the failure of a bank, without any provision for restitution to the party
entitled to the funds. In other words, it takes the property of the party who might
ultimately be entitled to the deposit without

The judges agreed that the money
erty of the exhibitor.

any consideration."

up on deposit should continue

to be the prop-

case will be appealed to the Supreme Court of the United States, according
to President A. R. Pramer of Omaha, President of the Motion Picture Theatre OwnHe was present throughout the hearing.
ers of Nebraska.
The

thought the plaintiffs were beaten until the judges surprised us with
point on which they declared the
their unexpected verdict," said Mr. Pramer. "The side
during the hearing, but was
law unconstitutional was not brought up by either
picked out by the judges themselves. The case is certainly going to be appealed to
"Everybody

the Supreme Court of the United
The decision in the Nebraska

States."
case is of national importance,

involving as it does

the whole question of the constitutionality of anti-deposit laws. What bearing the
decision will have on the Missouri and Kansas statutes is not yet clear. Anti-deposit
measures are also before the legislatures of Massachusetts and New Jersey.

Wild

Honey

Scenes from the Universal- Jewel starring Priscilla Dean.
Based on the novel by Cynthia Stockley, and directed
by Wesley Ruggles.
The supporting cast includes Noah and Wallace Beery and Robert Ellis
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Carl Edouarde,
Music,
Pains

Tells
With

One
How

A

of the Pioneers
Strand,

Preparation
By HOWARD

New York picture theatre goers it is pretty well
established that the Strand
Theatre, whose destinies are presided over by Joseph L. Plunkett,
is the home of wonderful music as
well as good pictures. For nine
years it has lived up to that reputation, which is, indeed, a handy reputation when the occasional flivver
picture comes along to sour regular
patrons. In that case good music
liolds the steady patron to the house.
AMONG

So after nine years' experience
Avith the musical tastes of the New
York public it is not strange to find
that music in the Strand is an institution almost ranking in importance
with the picture. Motion picture
music is discovered, made and arranged in the Strand and probably
on a more comprehensive and serious scale than in any other house
on the continent.
Carl Edouarde, whose name has
Ibeen associated with motion picture
music since the dear old days,
brought all the music then thought
necessary into the Strand nine years
ago in a suitcase, and for days
things went along fairly well on
that initial supply.
The Strand will be nine years old
in April. Edouarde has been there
since the first day. To-day 40,000
pieces of music are kept in steel
■closets in the Strand Music Library,
representing an outlay of more than
$100,000. There are 49 pieces in
the orchestra, two conductors and
two organists. Edouarde bears the
title conductor, but in reality he is
impresario and conductor. He is
■credited with knowing the musical
Tnoods of the Strand devotees like
a virtuoso knows the strings of his
violin.
How the Music Is Prepared

THE task of preparing music for
Strand presentation is a big
one, for the whole range must be

Paying

and

N.

in Motion

Y.,

Takes

Presentation
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Feature
Picture
Special

of Music
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provided — grand opera to jazz, and
it must be especially prepared to
suit the picture programs. Here
is Edouarde's own description of
how he goes about the task:
"As soon as a print of the picture
we have booked is available we take
it into our screening room. My
stenographer sits at one side of me.

The

the music librarian at the other. I
hold an ordinary stop-watch in my
hand. The picture unfolds and I
describe, aloud, the action and repeat the titles which my stenographer takes down. At the change of
action I give the time.
"For instance, in cuing A Doll's
House last week my dictation ap-

Cuing

Secret

Below is the music classification sheet used by Carl Edouarde,
conductor of the Strand, New York, in cuing his orchestra selections.
It will be noted that the range is wide. The numbers on the margin
correspond to the numbers of music folios kept in steel cabinets in
the Strand Music Library:
1 — Agitation, Anxiety, Fear, Slightly
Dramatic, Resentment, Subdued,
Tense, Worry, Suspense.
2 — ^Allegros, Aeroplanes, Chases,
Cowboys, Galops, Ice Boating,
Skiing,
Sleighing, Races, Railroad Trains.
3 — Alaska, Allies, American, Light,
Popular, Patriotic.
4 — American National, American
Southern tunes and College
Songs.
5 — American, Western and Indian.
6 — Battle Scenes, Military Hurries
and Galops.
7 — Brittany
and France (Characteristc).
8 — China, Hawaii, Japan and Samoa.
9— 10 — Concert, Cheap, Light, Neutral, Fast.
II-I2 — Concert,
Beautiful, Classy,
Dainty, Highbrow, Luxurious,
Society.
13 — Conversational numbers, Buzzy,
Mill Scenes, etc.
14 — Dances, Classical and Old Time.
15— 16 — Descriptive of Scenes and Actions as Home Sweet Home,
Day at a Circus.
17 — Dramatic, Tense, Ugly, Cruel,
Very Deep Emotion, Torture,
Murder, etc.
18 — England, Australia, Canada, Ireland, Scotland, Wales.
19 — Germany, Austria, Gypsy, Hun20— garian.
Greek and Hebrew, Holland, Belgium, Switzerland.
21 — Happy, Excited, Fetes, etc.
22 — Humoreskes, Comic, Slide Trombone, Sneezes.
23 — Hurries, Fights, Furiosos, Incidental, Collections.

24 — man.
Italy, Neapolitan, Venetian, Ro25 — ^Love themes. Lullabies, Berceuses.
26 — Maestosos, Grandiosos, Grand
Marches, Fanfares, Foreign
Sounding.
27 — Marches.
28 — Marches, Sousa Marches last.
29 — Melodies, Bright, Beautiful,
Broad, Quiet, Neutral.
30— 31 — Melodies, Disturbed, Minory,
Unpleasant, Sad.
32 — Mysteriosos.
33 — Old Favorites and Songs Not Orchestrated, Opera Vocal Scores.
34 — Openings and Preludes.
35— 36-37 — Light Opera Selections.
38-39-40 — Grand Opera Selections.
41-42 — Oriental, Africa, Afghanistan,
Algiers,
Arabia, Philippino,
Egypt,
Hindoo,
India,
Morocco, Persia, Turkey,
Tripoli.
43-44-45-46 — Overtures.
47 — Pastoral.
48 — Religious, Sacred, and Christmas.
49 — Slavonic, Russia, Siberia, CaucaBohemia, Poland, Ukraine,
Balkansia, States.
50 — Scandinavian, Denmark, Finland,
Norway, Sweden, South American, Argentine, Bolivia, Brazil,
Chili, Peru.
51 — Spanish,
Cuban, Mexican and
Creole.
52 — Storm Scenes.
53
Suites.
54——55-56
— Lento.
Waltzes, Concert, Classical,
57-58 — Vocal and Instrumental Accompaniments and Monologues.
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peared this way on the transcript
furnished by the stenographer:
"Title. Cast. A Doll's House is
a story that might happen. Torvald
Helmer and Norma had been married one year. 1/15.
"The notation 1/15 means that up
to the stopping of the v/atch that
particular action took one minute
and fifteen seconds to unfold. When
we come to a long continuity, where
the action does not change, I usually
suggest a symphonic poem or some
other musical novelty.
"After the screening the librarian
and myself study changes in atmosphere and action. I have the classification (published elsewhere) before me, which furnishes us with
the number of the folio which contains the conductor's part. I make
the selection from the conductor's
number and the librarian gets out
the other parts.

"'ITT'E then return to the screen
VV room, review the picture
again and hum over the music to
gage its appropriateness and make
such changes as are necessary. The
librarian then rearranges all the
parts, 'G's' the numbers and puts
each set of parts together in their
order, conductor, concertmaster, etc.
"The orchestra then rehearses
with me. Each member is furnished
with a mimeographed cue sheet, but
the real cues are made with pencil
on the parts by the orchestra members themselves and are thus more
easily understood. This about completes the physical operation by
which the music is prepared."
To carry on this extensive music
system all the parts are kept in steel
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T. O. C. C. Names Slate
to Be Voted on March 28
The Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce of New York City at its
meeting held last Tuesday, nominated its officers for the ensuing
year. This was one of the most
largely
meetings
the Cham-of
ber hasattended
ever held.
The interest
the membership was centered in the
new nominees.
Following is a slate which the
members will vote upon on March
28th:
For President — Wm. Brandt, Wm.
Landau. For ist Vice-President —
Jos. Jame, Charles Steiner. For 2nd
Vice-President — J. Alton Bradbury.
For Treasurer — Samuel Schwartz,
Hyman Rachmil. For Secretary —
Samuel A. Moross. For Sergeantat-Arms — ^Al. Harsten.
Board of Directors: Borough
Manhattan — Leo Brecker, Sol.
Raives, David Weinstock. Borough
Brooklyn — S. Sonin, Samuel Rinzler,
R. Sanders, O. MuUer, John Manheimer, Mike Glynne. Borough
Bronx — B. Edelhertz, E. Falter.
Borough Queens — Hy Gainsboro.
Borough Richmond, S. I. — Charles
Moses. State of New Jersey — L. F.
Blumenthal, D. Keizerstein, P. Adams, L. Rosenblatt.
Finance Committee: Messrs. Samuel Sonin, Samuel Peyser, Jack
Schwartz, Max Barr, E. R. Behrend,
and Sol. J. Saphier.
Many requests had been received
from the larger producers to have
the Chamber of Commerce waive its
policy which binds its members, not
to play pictures on percentage in
any form.
This question was made a special
order of business and after several
hours of discussion, unanimous verdict was arrived at to re-affirm the
original decision of the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce, that
the members were not to play any
picture under a percentage contract.
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cabinets in a music room over the
stage of the Strand. In addition
to all the regular repertoire, there
are special scores, comedy scores,
operas, suites, etc., which are maintained in a special cabinet. No
opera is too big for the Strand; no
jazz number too insignificant to play
if it has some quality to it and thatquality is enjoyed by the public.
Almost every week Edouarde rents
special scores, such as the Peer
Gynt Suite, operas and symphonies,
from the Metropolitan Opera House
library. Thus the Strand is able to
boast that the same music played at
the Metropolitan is played at the
Strand. And this is true, for many
of the scores used by Edouarde bear
the pencil marks of famous Metropolitan conductors.
"We spend about $4,000 a week
for music in this theatre," Edouarde
continued, "and our music must
show it. We give our patrons the
same thing they get at the best music centers, the opera, the symphony
concerts. In order to maintain our
reputation and satisfy our clientele,
the musical director sticks only to
music here and has nothing to do
with editing the film or running the
house. It's a big job — if done properly— for one man, and he cannot
give his time to any other task.
<<T1[ 7 E do our best to keep in touch
VV Iwith
the public's
taste.
am always
going to music
hear
new symphonies, new operas and
concerts to hear new numbers and
see how the public receives them.
In this way I keep in touch with
what is popular and, incidentally,
learn how the big directors handle
this new music.
"The answer is that ever since
we opened up the Strand we have
had a faithful musical clientele. We
have hundreds of students of music
in our audience who come to see how
this or that number is suited to pictures; we have hundreds of real
music-lovers, and you know one cannot fool the music-lovers. They will
not stand for hokum. It costs money
to suit their tastes. Some of our
orchestrations cost us $20 a piece
to make. We make special scores
and extract scores, and usually
these operations cost us around $18
a piece.
"We index our big numbers so
that no overture or suite is played
too often. We sometimes have as
many as fifty requests from patrons
for one special number. Usually
these requests come to us following
a successful concert which those requesting the special number had
heard. This recently happened with
Peer Gynt. It had just been successfully played in New York, and
the week following we were
swamped with requests, and did it."
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Booth

1021

Hazards

Little Appliances That Can Be Installed That Prevent Fire and Soon
Pay
In the last three articles in the
Insurance Series we explained in
detail the requirements of the Board
of Underwriters and City Authorities in the matter of booth construction, installation and operation. Our
object was to point out where the
usual deficiencies were to be found.
This week's article still dwells
upon the booth. It is an important
subject and before passing on we
mean to cover it fully. The following article, therefore, deals with
some of the booth machinery not
everywhere required by law or by
insurance companies, but which, if
installed, brings down the cost of
your insurance. — Ed.

are two phases in
THERE
projector operation where
film must be handled outside
of the projector in rewinding and
storing between shows. The manufacturer of professional projectors
has eliminated as far as is humanly
possible the fire hazards in his machine (although fire underwriters
have been slow to give the manufacturers full credit) . It is a matter
of common knowledge in theatre
and insurance circles that most
booth fires nowadays originate when
the film is being rewound or while
in its cabinet.
Therefore the reader's attention
is directed to the vital necessity of
using only approved, reliable rewinders and cabinets. There are
several on the market that have been
approved ; also a number which have
not received the sanction of the
Board of Underwriters.
A popular type of approved rewinder is known as the safety fireproof rewinder. It was patented in
1908 and still stands the test of hard
and long usage. In several States
the law requires its installation.
However your insurance broker will
advise you that the installation of
this device will reduce your fire risk
whether the law requires it or not.

for Their

Cost and

Upkeep

This rewinder is so arranged that
it is absolutely necessary for the
magazine doors to be closed before
rewinding can be done and the protection against fire is automatic,
which entitles it to special consideration before fire rating bureaus. It
is all metal with magazines holding
2000 feet of film on a 14-in. reel.
In the motor drive type the designer has overcome one of the most
serious criticisms of the day — that
operators suddenly called away from
the rewinder leave the film exposed
and thus cause most of the booth
fires recorded up-to-date. In the
motor drive type if the operator
walks away from the machine the
motor will swing out of position
automatically.
The cost of this machine ranges
from $30 to $62.50 and while the
rate reduction it brings about isn't
tremendous, it pays for itself within
a reasonably short time and, furthermore, protects the life of your
patrons and your operator.
The criminally careless operator
cannot drop his cigarette near this
rewinder and get a blaze; hot carbons cannot accidentally come in
contact with the film. These are two
of the commonest causes of booth
fires as facts and figures previously
published indicate.
Film Cabinet Important
Film as already pointed out will

begin to decompose and ignite at a
temperature as low as 200 degrees.
It will also decompose in boiling
water. Sufficient oxygen is within
the structure of the film itself
to permit decomposition without
the aid of outside air. It will burn
in an airtight compartment, hence
the necessity for absolute fire protection when the film is outside the
projector.
The maximum intensity of a burning reel of film is generally reached
in less than one minute. Film which
has been burning until decomposition has started throughout the entire mass will not be extinguished
even if plunged into a well of water.
It continues its decomposition under
water.
The mixture of gases from decomposing film built up under pressure in a closed room, with the
proper quantities of air will often
cause a violent explosion. Therefore the necessity for careful study
by the Board of Underwriters of
film cabinets placed upon the market. The Board approves of only one
cabinet and, like the rewinder, its
installation is a factor in reducing
the insurance rate.
Aside from the risk to life and
loss of property caused by fire it is
important to realize that in many
States insurance companies refuse
to insure the film itself and when it
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is burned the exhibitor usually
stands the loss without any chance
for reimbursement.
Many tests of the cabinet have
been made which are partially described later. It is important to know
that these cabinets are not insulated
with asbestos but with kieselguhr
which has the reputation of being
the greatest heat retardant known
to science.
The most practical test of this
cabinet was made in a motion picture booth in the Underwriter's Laboratories and is reported as follows :
The booth which had been submitted to the Laboratories for test,
was 6 feet wide, 8 feet long and 7
feet high, and was provided with
lens and observation ports at the
front, a vent at the top and a door in
one side near the rear wall.
The cabinet was placed in the
booth near the rear wall and a
thermo-couple was introduced into
each compartment through holes in
the wall. Film was also placed in
each compartment.
A 500-foot reel of film was placed
on a shelf on a side wall of the booth,
a 500-foot reel near the lens port,
500 feet of loose film was strewn on
the floor and two 1000-feet reels
were placed on the floor beneath the
cabinet. None of the films were in
metal cans or other containers. The
film strewn on the floor was arranged so that fire would be conveyed by
it from the reel near the port lens,
which was ignited first.
The observation port of the booth
was closed with a mica glazed iron
frame. The lens port shutter was
held open by means of a string with
a fusible link in it. The door of the
booth was held closed with a spring.
Several thermo-couples were introduced into the booth, one being above
and one below the cabinet. The test
was started by igniting an end of
the reel near the lamp port.
The ignited film communicated
fire to the unwound film on the floor
in about 8 seconds. At 10 seconds,
smoke in considerable volume was
issuing at the vent and at the lens
port, and flames could be seen
through the observation port. The
door at the side of the booth was
forced open by the gases at 13 seconds, flames 3-feet long issuing.
The door closed again immediately
and at about the same time the lens
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Inspection?
In next week's issue EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW will present an approved form of self-inspection report which any theatre
owner or manager can use in reducing fire hazards in his theatre.
It will be worth your study, for
it tells you where Insurance Inspectors look for the little defects
that cost you money. Find these defects yourself and remedy them and
cut down on your insurance costs.

port dropped. All signs of flames
inside the booth immediately disappeared, though smoke in considerable volume still issued from the
vent hole at the top. This smoke
was dark brown in color and clouded
the mica in the observation port so
that observation of the inside of the
booth was impossible. In 4 minutes
the panels of the booth were warm
to the touch. Eighty minutes after
the test was started, the booth door
was opened and all the films, except

Big

Number

IS

those in the cabinet, were found to
have been consumed. The cabinet
was discolored but no change to it
ivas apparent.
Other tests were made by grounding one side of a 110-volt direct current electric circuit on the metal
frame of the cabinet and touching
the frame close to the edge of a piece
of film with a lead from the other
side of the same circuit. Tests were
made with and without incandescent

Do You Koiow How to Make
Your Own Fire Insurance

Organizes

Volume 11.

lamps in series with the contact terminal. Lamps of various wattages
were used, the contact was made
momentary in duration in some tests
and an arc was maintained in others.
Similar tests were made in connection with a 220-volt direct current
circuit.
Observations were made relative
to the effect of sparks and arcs on
the film in the compartments and on
the cabinet.
The result of these tests indicated
that there is little danger of ignition
of film in the cabinet due to grounding of electric circuits upon it.

Theatre

Company

Samuel Harding, of Kansas City, Heads $1,000,000
Concern
to
Operate
Houses
in
Middle West
Headed by Samuel Harding, owner
of the Doric and Liberty theatres,
Kansas City, a new $1,000,000 film
corporation has been organized in
Kansas City. The new company,
to be known as the Capitol Enterprises, will buy, lease, build and
operate picture theatres in the Middle West.
Options have been procured on
theatres in several cities in Oklahoma, Missouri and Kansas. Other
houses, on which construction will
begin this spring, will be announced
later. The new company, capitalized at $1,000,000, will operate in
cities of 75,000 population and over.
"There are a number of these
cities which have no first class mo-

one of the pioneers in the film industry and is considered one of the
most conservative and successful
exhibitors in the Middle West. In
Omaha, Neb., eighteen years ago, he
built the first motion picture house
west of New York. He later came
to Kansas City and built the Liberty
theatre, one of the five first run
houses of Kansas City. A little
more than a year ago he took over
the Doric theatre. Mr. Harding recently resigned as president of Associated Exhibitors in order to carry
out other work.
Other officers of the new company
are:
Phil Ryan, former general manager of Associated Exhibitors, vicepresident; Dave Harding of the

tion picture houses," Mr. Harding
said. "It is the purpose of the new
organization to give these cities not
only first class theatres, but first
run films with the same type of
presentation accorded them in the

Liberty theatre, secretary and managerHarry
;
Taylor, former manager
of the Kansas City Pathe Exchange,
directing manager.

cities." who has been elected
larger
Mr. Harding,
president of the new company, is

An advisory board of eleven members will be elected in the near future according to Mr. Harding.
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Speaking

relation has the artistic
WHAT
side of the motion picture
to the theatre box office?
Is it worth while, in a trade paper,
to pay any attention to art as such?
Or shall discussion be confined
merely to business problems?
Certainly it is not the function
of a trade paper to approach the
problem of pictures in the tone of
voice of an essayist for a "highbrow" magazine ; or even to use the
methods that some newspaper reviewers employ, out of forgetfulness
that they ought to be reporters of
what they see on the screen and
not critics writing to please themselves only.
Yet it is decidedly within the
province of the trade paper to record artistic development, of whatever nature, on the screen, and
around it; to treat with sympathy
any effort that goes toward improving the form and substance of pictures. For we must not forget that
the motion picture is, in itself, art,
capable of almost infinite possibilities of growth as a medium of expression.
and the box office are often
at loggerheads. But great art
and the box office need not be and
often are not. When Griffith created
the close-up, he gave the screen a
new instrument of expression; and
the cut-back falls within the same
category. The long shot, the dissolve, the fade-out, soft focus, vision
stuff — all these are capable of yielding artistic results, have yielded
them, times without number. Still,
they must fairly be considered as
belonging to the technical side of
film making. Important they are ;
important they will remain, and to
them will be added other departures in technique that will enhance
and glorify ideas, glimpses of personality, records of life — whatever
it is that the creator of pictures
strives to express.

ART

it is in the field of thought
that the great chance for artistic growth on the screen lies.
Take the story of a painting, for
example, such a story as was used
in The Young Painter, one of the
group of Triart films which make
drama out of great canvases. The
Young Painter is Rembrandt, of
course; Rembrandt, via a modem
story, on the screen ! The thing is
well done. It strikes the imagination. Over the heads of the average
audience? Not at all. The story
is simple ; the artistic effects direct.
They are part of the whole, of
BUT
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Picture

By OSCAR

COOPER

course, and belong in a peculiar, satisfying way to the general impression on the spectator.
Who could go out of a theatre, no
matter what his plane of intelligence, without having had his better
sensibilities made a little keener for
having seen this reflection of the
personality of one of the masters of
painting ?

only begun. Let no
WE onehave
tell you that the screen
is a thing of small values, or that
its art cannot be made to arouse the
mind and heart in ways that are
increasingly newer and finer. Did
you ever stop to analyze what it
was in The Birth of a Nation — to
take an established example — that
made it a great success at the boxoffice ? Wasn't it the sweep of a big
idea, faithfully and artistically presented? There is no confiict between art and the box-office when
art speaks the language of the people. Screen art can speak thus —
has spoken thus in innumerable instances— ^and has pleased the boxoffice in the bargain.
FOR the first time — within our
knowledge, at least — slow motion photography has been used in
a photoplay. Hitherto it has done
striking service in the scientific
analysis of movement, and the results in that respect are known to
exhibitors everywhere. Perhaps no
departure in camera work has won
a greater share of attention.
But it remained for the producers
of Wild Honey, the newest Priscilla
Dean vehicle, to give slow motion a
dramatic value. The scene is that
of a torrent of water moving
through a narrow gorge. Instead
of picturing a flood rushing wildly
along, the effect is reversed, and
the torrent is shown gradually,
slowly climbing its way between the
rocks, carrying everything before it.
from seeming mechanical
FAR
and artificial, this scene hits
the spectator squarely between the
eyes and produces an impression he
is not likely soon to forget. It accelerates dramatic action, because
there is the contrast between the
crowd of settlers, the hero and the
heroine rushing to get out of the
way, on the one hand, and, on the
other, the calculated, seemingly
deadly flow of the torrent. As one
newspaper
critic remarked, the
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Values
thing enables the spectator to have
his hair raised at his leisure, instead of all at once.
If we were exploiting this picture
we would take advantage of this
scene to the fullest. It is a dramatic
novelty and should add greatly to
the picture's drawing power, particularly as in other respects, too,
the production is excellent.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN has written
a book, "My Trip Abroad,"
published by Harper & Brothers. It
is just what you might expect —
breezy, unaffected, dealing with people and places met and seen, told in
the first person and with the picture
mind.
Those who have failed to recognize the fact that Chaplin, besides
being one of the best-known men on
the planet, is also a world institution, may gain this knowledge easily
by reading of his experiences in
England and on the Continent.
There is page after page, recording
his reception by celebrities in almost every walk of life.
NOT on
the screen His
alone
Chaplin ahumorist.
bookis shows
that. He receives the admiration
of the mob and the celebrity with
the same grace and a certain shy
humor, as if he were looking sideways at himself to see what he would
do with all this praise and attention.
He has an astonishing interest in
everything that goes on, and an
ability to dramatize it with relation to himself. The book will give
the public a new slant at Chaplin;
will add to his standing and his
•fame. Besides, it offers the exhibitor
a splendid opportunity for bookstore
tie-ups by way of exploitation, which
is perhaps the chief reason for reviewing it on this page of Picture
Values.
ti'X'HIS is one of those DisX Attorney pictures. I seen
three of 'em last week."
Such was a fragment of conversation actually overheard at a wellknown New York neighborhood theatre recently, before the feature had
gone a reel. The speaker was a
shop-girl, and she was addressing
another
young lady of the same station in life.
The moral is : Always keep them
guessing.
If they can tell from the first
500 feet what it's all about, the picture is through before it gets fairly
started.

The

Isle

of

Zorda

This production was made by Louis Nalpas and has had
A picturization of Jules Verne's "Matthias Sandorf."
Released by Pathe
great success abroad.
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Exhibitors

Are

Urged to Attend
National Convention
Chairman W. A. True of the committee
of arrangements for the national convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, which will be held in the New
Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C, the
week of Monday, May 8, 1922, has issued
the following:
"To All Motion Picture Theatre Owners:
"Fellow Exhibitors: The annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America will be held in the New
Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C, the
week of Monday, May 8, 1922. Definite
arrangements for this convention were
made at a recent meeting of the national
board of directors and executive committee in Washington and all indications
point to this being the largest gathering
of theatre owners ever held in the United
States.
"It is very essential that every motion
picture theatre owner in the country attend
this convention. One week spent in the
work of advancing the interests of our
business in this way will be the most
profitable line of effort we could possibly
put forth. The theatre owner, coming in
contact with millions of people daily, can
alone restore to our business complete
public confidence. The Washing-ton convention in this relation promises results
of the most gratifying kind.
"This convention will afford all motion
picture theatre owners in the United States
an opportunity to meet with the Senators
and Congressmen from their States and
districts. It will enable them to view national legislation in the making and
impress upon all connected with this wonderful work the importance and utility of
the motion picture theatre in aiding every
division of Government in advancing constructive and helpful programs of every
kind. It will bring to the attention of the
highest public officials in our country the
wonderful publicity powers of the motion
picture theatre and at once establish in a
nation-wide sense the fact that this screen
press of America, of which we are the custodians, isone of the greatest public assets
in the United States.
"Theatre owners are now making a determined fight to eliminate the unjust music tax and to set aside injurious legislation
of different kinds and by showing the
highest officials in the country the true
status of our business place the motion
picture theatre in the same position before
the public as the newspaper.
"Come to Washington for this convention, theatre owners. Let us have complete representation from every State and
Congressional district.
"The convention headquarters will be at
the New Willard Hotel. One of the big
features will be an accessory exposition,
affording a review of all elements associated with the projection and presentation
of motion pictures.
"Theatre owners should act at once in
making hotel reservations. This can be
done through the convention committee at
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Organizations

Calendar of M. P. T. O. A.
Conventions and Events
MARCH 15
Convention, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of West Virginia, Parkersburg.
MARCH 27-28
Semi - Annual Convention,
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Kansas, Hotel Lassen,
Wichita.
APRIL 11-12
Annual Convention, Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners of
Minnesota, Minneapolis.
MAY 8-12
National Convention, Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of
America, Washington, D. C.
the offices of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, 1482 Broadway, New
York, N. Y., or through your State presidents or State secretaries. This feature is
very important. Special railroad rates will
be obtained. Announcements along this
line will be made later.
"W. A. True, Chairman Convention
Committee, Motion Picture Theatre Ovmers of America. Committee: W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis, Minn.; W. D. Burford,
Aurora, 111.; John Manheimer, Brooklyn,
N. Y.; E. M. Fay, Providence, R. I.; A. R.
Pramer, Omaha, Neb.; E. T. Peter, New
York, N. Y. ; A. Julian Brylawsky, Washington, D. C; Glenn Harper, Los Angeles, Cal.; D. A. Harper, Pittsburgh,
Pa.; J. C. Ritter, Detroit, Mich.; H. B.
Varner, Lexington, N. C; Ralph Talbot,
Tulsa, Okla."
Minnesota

State

Convention

Will
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Be

Held
April
Election of
delegates
to the 11-12
national
convention at Washington, D. C, will be
one of the important items of business
to be taken up at the annual convention
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Minnesota, to be held at Minneapolis,
April
11-12.for the Minnesota State conA call
vention was issued last week by President W. A. Steffes. Under the by-laws
of the Minnesota organization, as amended
last year, the State units must convene
at least thirty days before the national
convention.
In issuing the call, President Steffes
said: "The need for organization is
greater now than ever before. The numerous difficulties under which the theatre
owner is struggling, the adverse propaganda which must be met and defeated,
and the adjustments which must be made,
make it imperative that every theatre
owner in Minnesota attend the Minneapolis convention."

Kansas
Will

Exhibitors
Convene

at

Wichita, March 27-28
After several changes in plans, definite arrangements for the semi-annual
convention of the M. P. T. 0. of Kansas
have been announced. The convention,
which is expected to be the largest and
most important in the history of the organization, will be held March 27 and 28
in the Hotel Lassen, Wichita, Kan. .Attorney General Richard Hopkins of Kansas, counsel for the M. P. T. O. A. of Kansas, who is a candidate for Governor of
Kansas, will be the guest of honor at the
convention, and a campaign to support
him in the election will be launched.
Aside from the music tax problem, the
labor law fight, pertaining to Sunday opening, will be a much discussed question.
H. H. Motter, collector of internal revenue, will address the exhibitors on technical matters regarding admission taxes.
Many other high State officials, as well as
other important men of the Middle West,
will be in attendance.
Kansas, like Missouri, is being threatened by the encroachment of blue law
propaganda,
and thewould
election
kins as Governor
be ofoneMr.ofHopthe
greatest assets possible to the exhibitors.
Just what method will be employed by
the exhibitors in boosting Mr. Hopkins
for Governor probably will be decided at
the convention. Several exhibitor organizations in various cities in Kansas have
adopted agreements to refrain from using
political propaganda on the screen. The
sentiment at the convention will determine whether or not this custom will be
suspended in the case of Mr. Hopkins.
The music tax suit against M. Van
Praag, president of the Kansas exhibitors, which now seems headed for the
United States Supreme Court, will be another question of vital importance which
vdll come up at the convention.
Missouri Exhibitors Are
Strong for Organization
That Missouri exhibitors are awakening
to the fact that strength lies only in unity
was plainly
evidenced
recently
in "test"
letters
sent out
by Lawrence
E. Goldman,
secretary and counsel of the State organization. The "test" letters, as Mr. Goldman
termed them, were blanks for a renewal of
membership in the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Missouri.
Four days after the letters had been
sent broadcast over the State, more than
90 per cent of the exhibitors had responded
with a renewed membership, and all indications are that there will be a 100 per
cent response among the 600 former members of the State organization. The M.
P. T. 0. M. is represented in every town
in the • State which has a population exceeding 2,000.
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at N. Y. Rivoli
Featured
Organ
Color
Innovation in Picture Theatre Presentation Attracts
Great
Interest — Operated
by
Its Inventor
Another indication of the alertness of
spired by watching a Clavilux creation
exhibitors to provide for their patrons
just as they now so often are stirred by
the best and the latest in entertainment
listening to the performance of music
is seen in the action of Hugo Riesenfeld
composed by one of our great masters of
sound.
H. C. J.
-when he presented for the first time on
Broadway the Color Organ, or Clavilux.
It is true that the instrument was in
operation in a downtown theatre, but not E. K. Lincoln's Prize- Winning
Chows Take New Laurels
until it was featured at the Rivoli Theatre for the two weeks of February 19 to
Edward K. Lincoln, who began work
March 4 was there an opportunity given this week in The Price of Her Ambition,
the general public to become acquainted,
which Edward Dillon is directing for the
at popular prices, with this new invention.
Genius Film Productions, Inc., -with an
all-star east, when he isn't busy before
The spectators were treated to an ex- the
camera, devotes his attention to the
planatory introduction, giving the hisraising
of prize'-winning
chows.
tory and purpose of the Color Organ; of
Mr. Lincoln
is the owner
of the famous
this, more later. Then all lights were
Greenacre Kennels near Fairfield, Conn.,
■extinguished, and in complete silence which have carried off the principal honThomas Wilfred, the inventor, began the
ors in all the canine competitions, where
performance.
chows
have been shown, for the past t-wo
Projected upon the regular
years, and his kennels are repeating this
which was suffused with a mellow screen,
shade record for the third time during the present season.
of lavender, two white columns of light
arose. They were window-shaped at the
Just enough time elapsed between Mr.
top, and had a green tapering base. As Lincoln's present engagement by Director
Dillon and the comnletion of his work in
these forms neared the top of the screen
-they gradually
faded,
and delicate
as the shade
back- Hope Hampton's latest First National
ground changed to
a lovely,
production, The Light in the Dark, to enof green, there arose right in the centre
able him to see his kennels -win the chief
of the screen a cluster of crimson buds. laurels at the big shows just held in New
These were replaced by a revolving sheaf York and Boston.
of half a dozen white columns which held
the centre of the screen while multihued
and variformed beams of light played on
the sides.
But it is quite impossible to put into
Check Received From Hays
words an adequate description of the
for A. M. P. A. Dinner
"synchromy,"
as all
attempts
always failed just
to give
a reader
an have
idea
of how a symphony selection sounded.
Every indication points to the
The Color Organ itself is merely a long
presence
of Will H. Havs,
rectangular boxlike instrument about four
feet high by five broad by ten or twelve
newly appointed spokesman for
deep. At one end are the manuals and
the
industry, at the second anpedals (we use these terms for lack of
nual dinner of the Motion Picbetter). The organ is placed with its
length parallel to the screen; in the side
ture Advertisers' Association at
facing the screen there are six rectangular
the Hotel Biltmore, March 25th.
apertures from which the beams of light
are projected.
Mr. Hays sent a check for his
Mr. Wilfred, like most inventors, is
ticket,
dated in Washington, to
modest and reticent; you have probably
past him many times on the street or in
President C. L. Yearsley of the
the subway. But when he can be perA. M. P. A. last -week.
suaded to talk about his achievements, his
In addition to Mr. Hays it is
thoughtful eyes light up and a little pensive smile plays around his lips as he tells
expected
that several other
of the early attempts and many failures
that preceded his ultimate success.
prominent officials outside of
Summed up briefly, the Color Organ is
motion picture circles will be inan instrument which allows the operator
cluded in the list of guests at
to control at will the color, form, and mothe dinner.
tion of projected light. The possibilities
of variety in "synchromic" and "kinetic"
As was the case last year the
composition are as great as they are in
music; the imagination of the composer
talent, both in authorship and
is the only limit.
acting, will be supplied by A. M.
People get most of their impressions of
human living through the sense of sight,
P. A. members with the excepand people are all enormously sensitive to
tion of one act which is being
color. Some day a writer with the gift
of expression and of prophecy will put
given out of courtesy by members of the Green Room Club.
into words a description that -will do justice to this exponent of a new art, and one
that will dare to point to the day when
human sentiments will be molded and in-
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Week

Hard

Times

for Big Pictures"
Say Two Producers
"There will never be hard times for big
This is the keynote of recent utterances
by two famous producers, commenting on
pictures!"
the
"gloom talk" prevalent in certain
circles. Both are backing up their optimism by cold cash and hard work, and there
has been no slackening in their production
of pictures for First National release.
"Just as long as big pictures with a big
punch and a wealth of entertainment, in
them are made, people will go to see
them," declares Thomas H. Ince. "However, these are no times for mediocre or
poor pictures. We might as well not make
them at all as to make that sort."
J. L. Frothingham, producer of Shattered Idols and numerous other pictures,
also predicts a bright future for those
in the motion picture industry who keep
abreast of the times and give the public
what it wants in the way of screen entertainment.
"Despite the announcements of some
producers to the effect that 1922 -will be
a hard year for those in the picture business," says Mr. Frothingham, "I look forward to an era of prosperity and am backing up my convictions by putting more
money time and energy into my productions than I ever expended before.
"But I do not feel so optimistic about
the producers who turn out cheap, shoddy
and undesirable films in the hope of making quick profits."
Fox

to Make
New

Brand of
Farce Comedy

From Fox comes announcement of the
organization of a new comedy unit at the
West Coast studios, the purpose of which
will be to produce a type of comedy burlesquing the old-time western melodrama.
"It is with a -view to creating original
situations for farce pictures and with the
hope of successfully breaking away from
the bathing girl comedy by substituting
a new feature, that William Fox has unment.
dertaken this plan," says the announceThe director, actors and girls who are
to make the western fun-films will compose a unit entirely separate from the
other Fox comedy organizations — which
includes the Sunshine, the Al St. John,
Clyde Cook and recently added Lupino
Lane special comedies.
"The new brand will contain all the old
cowboy bag of tricks and stunts which
have become classics of the screen, but will
contain also comedy of an uproarious kind.
But instead of frolicking through a couple
of thousand feet of frisky film, chased by
or chasing a low-browed comedian with
baggy pants, the girls will appear as ladycow-punchers and cow-lassies, attired in
becoming cowgirl costumes. The girls are
being trained in wildwest accomplishMr. Fox is confident that his new departure in two-reel comedies will meet
with instant favor among all comedy lovments."
ers.
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"Hail the Woman''
Wins
in Atlanta
Chairman of Better Films Committee Praises Picture —
Manager Patterson Insures Showing for $1,000 a Day
the audience. Each individual character
The showing of the Hail the Woman,
the drama produced by Thomas H. Ince
is perfectly drawn. The technique is
for First National release, at the Metroflaw." the first time in the hispolitan Theatre in Atlantic, Ga., was a without
It is probably
memorable affair. In the first place, it was
tory of motion pictures that the prethe picture chosen by the Manager, W. C.
caution has been taken of insuring a picPatterson, to celebrate First National
ture to guarantee the box office receipts.
Week.
"We simply couldn't afford to take a
Secondly, it impelled Mrs. B. M. Boykin,
chance
on the weather," said Mr. Patterchairman of the Better Films Committee,
son. "It rained six Mondays out of the
last seven and rain is the worst enemy
to send a telegram to the First National
New York office, praising the picture in of the showman. So we insured ourselves
extravagant terms.
against damage by rain.
Thirdly, considerable public interest was
"Few pictures made during the last
stirred up by the fact that Mr. Patterson
year can take rank with this Thomas H.
insured the showing for $1,000 a day, to Ince production and we have been very
prevent any loss through the whims of the keen to present it in Atlanta. First, beelements.
cause of the significance of the theme and
story, and because we heartily champion
Mrs.
Boykin's
telegram,
concurred
in
by
other members of the committee, read:
the advancement of American womanhood,
"The Better Films Committee of At- to which Hail the Woman is a tribute."
lanta, after viewing Hail the Woman at
The insurance covered Monday and
the Metropolitan Theatre, unanimously
Saturday of the showing and guaranteed
indorses the picture and recommends that the Metropolitan a gross receipt of $1,000
between 3.30 p. m. and 8.30 p. m. or at
it be shown in every community throughout this broad land. Hail the Woman not the rate of $200 an hour, should one-tenth
only emphasizes the injustice of the double
of an inch of rain fall during those hours
standard, but gloriously exemplifies in on either day.
Judith the highest type of womanhood
A week before the showing Manager
who have through the ages tended the Patterson sent letters to all the members
flame of life, and who dying have passed
the Atlanta Woman's Club, artistically
the torch to the next in line. The story of
printed on vellum paper, calling their attention to the excellence of the production
and theme are not limited by locale, time
or creed. Its deep heart interest grips and its special appeal to women.

3

Selznick

Pictures

in

March

Two in Star Series and Constance Talmadge Revival Are Scheduled for Release
There will be three Selznick pictures
the Augustus Thomas stage play of the
same title at a time when Lewis J. Selzcirculated through Select exchanges durnick was advancing the Talmadge girls
ing March — ^two in the star series and one
to stardom on the screen. Harrison Ford
revival of a Constance Talmadge early
success. March 10 has been set for the is leading man in a play that was originally classed as one of the best pictures
release of Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots; March
Constance Talmadge appeared in her
20
brings
Conway
Tearle,
i
n
"Love's
Masquerade, and March 30 is the date for early career. New prints, newly titled
and edited, will be circulated by Select
Elaine Hammerstein's Reckless Youth.
for Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots.
Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots was made from
Conway Tearle's newest issue, Love's
Masquerade,
WilliamwereP.
S. Earle whenvv^asthedirected
Selznickbystudios
in Fort Lee, N. J. At that time the assoUniversal
Takes
Part in
ciate players were not aware of the fact
Educational Conference
that Winifred Westover, Tearle's leading
lady, would soon become the wife of WilFor the first time in its history
liam S. Hart. Nevertheless, romance was
Universal is taking part in a conswiftly drawing to a happy climax, as
vention of educators. This situation
Miss Westover, in a mimic way, enacted
arose through the success which
her
final "love scenes" previous to her
Universal has achieved with educamarriage.
tional and historical serials. The
Arthur Houseman, who has won high
widespread interest taken by educapraise for his comedy vi^ork in Why Antional bodies and by those prominent
nounce Your Marriage? is one of the leadin educational affairs throughout the
ing
players
Tearle's Florence
support Billings,
and the
country prompted a request to Unicompany alsoin includes
versal to take space at the convenRobert
Ellis,
who
was
at
one
time
a Selztion of the Department of Superinnick director; Daniel Hayes and Robert
tendents ofthe National Educational
Association. This convention is
Chebble. Edward J. Montagne furnished
now in session in Chicago and
the
rade.story and scenario of Love's Masquenearly 8,ooo officials and others interested in educational matters are
in attendance.
Fred J. McConnell, manager of
Universal's serial department, is in
Chicago in attendance and is presiding
Universal's
booth.
versalat also
is showing
thereUniits
latest serial, "With Stanley in Africa," and a number of scenes from
"In the Days of Buffalo Bill."
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"Lady Godiva"
Set for Release
on

March

19th

The screen version of Lord Alfred
Tennyson's classic, Lady Godiva, has been
scheduled by Associated Exhibitors for
release on March 19. They declare that
already an extensive publicity campaign
has brought this event before the attention of the millions of newspaper readers.
Several big dailies have carried rotogravure pictures taken from the production stills, and motion picture editors
throughout the country, it is said, have
devoted space to the advent of Lady
Godiva's arrival on the screen via Wistaria Productions and Associated Exhibitors.
Associated Exhibitors declare that while
the other spectacle films were based upon
famous historical incidents. Lady Godiva
is founded upon a tradition which has
come dovsm from the eleventh century and
has been crystallized into a famous poem
by Tennyson. That organization further
states transferred
that Tennyson's
"Lady
Godiva"
been
to the
screen
with has
all
the pomp and pageantry of the time, all
the historical detail of architecture and
color, all the sumptuous costumes of the
court, all the vast mobs of retainers and
is, in short, an amazing reproduction of
feudal England.
The town of Coventry was reproduced
is
for the photoplay and the production
said to bear evidence throughout of time
been
has
film
and careful attention. The
painstakingly toned and tinted and the
subtitles, which are direct quotations
from Tennyson's poem, are said to be exquisitely hand-colored. It is also pointed
out that while the incident of Lady
Godiva's famous ride through the town
for her lusof Coventry, unclad, except
trous golden hair, is shovm in the
photoplay, it has been done with rare
delicacy, and is as artistic in its creation
Parpoem.
Tennyson's
as been
providing
of sympathy
taken in
ticular care has
posters and advertising accessories in
keeping with the feature.
Albany Pathe Exchange

Plays Host to Exhibitors
features of the annual conOne of ventionthe
of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New York State, held in Albany, was the general popularity among
exhibitors of Pathe and Associated Exhibitors' pictures. J. M. Loughborough,
manager of the Albany Exchange, and
manager of the Pathe ExW. E. Raynor,
change in New York City, were in charge
of the Pathe display at the convention,
and made every effort to makeboththe atvisitthe
ing exhibitors feel at home
of. the convention and at
general
Exchange
the Pathesessions
The Pathe display at the convention
forth many favorable comments.
brought
The booth was handsomely decorated in
navy blue bunting and on the walls hung
pictures of Ruth Roland, Harold Lloyd,
Mildred Davis, Charles Hutchison, Lucy
Fox and other stars.
The Albany
_ was especially
decorated
for theExchange
convention.
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Wives''

a Hit in Los Angeles
Million Dollar Picture Opens at Mission Theatre with Filmdoni's
Leading Figures Jamming
Theatre
Lobby
for Admittance.

Foolish Wives, von Stroheim's milliondollar Universal-Jewel production, had its
long awaited Western premiere in the
Mission Theatre, Los Angeles, on the evening of Feb. 15 last, before a brilliant
crowd. The kings, queens and princes of
filmdom were there in such force that they
overflowed into the street and completely
blocked traffic.
Harry David, manager of the Mission,
was most enthusiastic in his praise of the
picture and in his satisfaction of its reception on the West Coast. Telegraphing
to the Universal home office in New York
he made the following report:
"The tremendous lines of Los Angeles
theatregoers who have greeted the presentation of Foolish Wives at the Mission
Theatre gives proof of its unanimous acceptance by the public and proves it a
100 per cent box office attraction. At close
of first week's engagement our receipts
were far in excess of any production heretofore shown at this theatre. I believe
this picture will be the big bright spot
of the season for all exhibitors who have
the good fortune to play it. Capacity
house greeted our premiere performance
last Wednesday night. Seats sold at $5,
$3 and $2. Most all prominent personages
and stars of filmdom in attendance. Fully
anticipate a run of from eight to ten
weeks. Congratulations and regards."
Carl Laemmle was present in person to
view the moving picture world's acceptance
of his greatest production. He smiled
broadly when rounds of applause, which
rocked the theatre building, greeted the
completion of the film.
Los Angeles reviewers gave great praise
to the picture. Edwin Schallert of the
Los Angeles Times, had many striking
statements to make regarding the unusual
qualities of the photoplay. His review,
in part, was as follows :
"Foolish Wives is utterly different from
anything that has ever come to the silver
sheet. ... In respect to its atmosphere.

its vivid background, its sketching of life,
manners and customs, it is a remarkable
feature. It radiates in every bit of its
footage the knowledge, the discernment
and the skill of its director. . . . The
photography of the night scenes allures
the eye to the utmost. The Monte Carlo
sets are effulgently beautiful. The villa
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tive in his commendation of the picture's
good
points.
"Eric
von Stroheim, lady-killer par
excellence, last night at the Mission Theatre put every rival in that line so far in
his wake that it will take another milliondollar
said. outlay to catch up with him," he
"The Austrian hydra-genius, actor, author and director, established his preeminence at the Western premiere of the
long awaited Foolish Wives before one of
those brilliant first night audiences that
Manager Harry David knows so well how
to assemble for inauguration ceremonies.
"There is no question about the expen-

View of the crowd at the Los Angeles premiere of "Foolish Wives." Behind the
camera on the right are Carl Laemmle with his son Julius and daughter Rosabel
by the seaside is the kind most people
dream about. The cast is efficient to the
least member. Even the work of the unprofessional extras is astonishingly professional. There is not a shade of reality
that is missing in the action, the grouping
andMonroe
the costuming."
Lathrop of the Los Angeles
Evening Express was equally as apprecia-

•A
Celebrities at the showing of "Foolish
Wives" in the Film Capital: (Left) — Rex
Ingram and Alice Terry. (Center) — Baby
Peggy and George Hackthorne. (Right) —
Max Linder and Charles Chaplin

sive quality of the production. It sets a
new mark for elaboration of sets and
lavish attention to details. Over it all,
unchallenged in paramountcy, is the shiny
and slimy character impersonated by von
Stroheim. His direction, even to the
cinema sophistication of Los Angeles, is
brilliant. As for his acting, it can only
be compared to his direction."
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Screen
Snapshots
to Show
Hollywood
Its Producers Propose to Let Public See for Itself That
Big Los Angeles Suburb Really Is a Most Desirable Place
In line with a belief they have always will do it for us — we've got to do it purto do it—1 ifil
a waySnapshots
must be
There
held,
., and, one ,which leading
J • film
J editorial
•
Iselves.
can help
through
Screen
writers have been endorsing during the ^.^^ ^^^^^ ^.^ J ^^^^^^ -^^^^ cheerfully.
past few weeks, Jack Cohn and Louis
Let's all get that spirit— and keep after it."
Lewyn, producers of Screen Snapshots,
the single-reel novelty offering which gives
the public glimpses of film stars at close
"French Heels"
range, will offer an innovation in the next
issue of this series.
Scores Hit at
They have prepared for this issue a
special subject, of which the introductory
Cameo, N. Y.
title reads: "What the unthinking public
French
Heels, Irene
Castle'sforfirst
Edbelieves Hollywood is like," and which
win L. Holljrvvood
production
release
shows scenes showing, in a fantastic way, by W. W. Hodkinson, is being held over
just how ridiculously unbalanced is the for the second week at the B. S. Moss
Cameo Theatre in New York, where it is
public opinon of Hollywood. Then comes
playing to record - breaking
a title, "And this is what it really looks reported
crowds.
like"- — ^after which come scenes made at
On Wednesday
Washington's
various times on various streets and in birthday,
the pictureevening,
broke all
attendance
records,
it
is
stated.
The
previous athomes in Hollywood — not specially posed;
tendance records of New Year's Day and
just any scenes, showing the quiet houses,
said to have been comexterior and interior, of many of the lead- Christmaspletelywere
shattered and new high marks
ing producers, directors, and film players.
On several other days durThis is in line with Mr. Cohn's fre- established.
ing the first week the picture played to
quently expressed opinion that the screen
was an excellent medium with which to four capacity houses and large numbers
turned away.
influence public opinion for or against the were
French Heels is the first of a series of
players, and to set the public right in its four productions in which Mrs. Castle
estimate of the film stars. For this pur- will be directed by Edwin L. Hollywood
pose, because Screen Snapshots is really
for release by Hodkinson. The second
a "fan magazine" on the screen, and beproduction, The Rise of Roscoe Paine,
cause, owing to its wide distribution, it from
a story by Joseph C. Lincoln, will
reaches almost the entire film-gazing pub- be ready
for release in April. French
lic, Mr. Cohn and Mr. Lewyn have offered
Heels is by Clarence Budington Kelland.
their Screen Snapshots and its entire footIt originally appeared in Everybody's
age to exhibitors, producers and players,
magazine under the name of "Knots and
especially those on the West Coast, asking
for expressions of their opinion as to how Windshakes."
they can best serve the entire film industry
through this reel.
"I don't mean that this will interfere at
all with the interest of the reel," said Mr. An Example of Insurance Thrift
Cohn, "or that the public will even know
it
beingofgiven
An exhibitor built a theatre costareis lots
ways any
of 'propaganda.'
selling an idea,There
and
ing him nearly a quarter of a milone
excellentidea.
way We
is tocan,'kid'I think,
a person
out
lion dollars. He took out insurof another
handle
ance. The general rate was exthis in such a way as to be of service to
ceedingly low because the house
producers, players, and exhibitors. This
was
the
latest type in fireproof
is a real medium, I think — I want to use
construction.
it to the best possible advantage for all
Business fell off somewhat durus." is by no means a new idea of Mr.
ing the season and he wondered
of This
what items o£ overhead he could
Cohn's or Mr. Lewyn's, though it is
reduce. He could find none. One
strengthened by the present public agitaday he went into the projection
tion against the film world. Some months
booth and discovered that the autoago they produced and released a special
matic shutters were not made o£
issue of their Screen Snapshots, called the
the same material as the booth
"Home Life" issue, composed entirely of
itself.
home life and family scenes among the
He studied the proposition and
screen players, which was not heralded as
found that because of this defect
"propaganda"
to
the
public,
but
which,
as
he had been paying 25 cents more
such, received the indorsement of many
per thousand dollars than he would
producers and players, and which, _ achave had to pay if the defect had
cording to letters from many exhibitors
been discovered and remedied. The
and exehangemen, did much to influence
saving resulting from his belated
public opinion favorably during the days
of another recent movie scandal.
discovery ran up into several hundred dollars in a single year.
"It is up to the film industry to prove
that it is not guilty of the charges brought
against it," said Mr. Cohn. "Nobody else
THERE! A DAliN GOOD nEASON
YfHY YOU f MOULD INfllT ON
PERCY
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"Sheik's
Will

Number

15

Wife"
Be

Shown

at Strand,

N. Y.

The Sheik's Wife, the French production recently acquired for the United
States and Canada by Vitagraph, has
been booked for the Strand Theatre,
Broadway, New York, for the week beginning March 5.
The engagement at the Strand will
mark the first public performance of the
photoplay in the United States or Canada
although the Vitagraph general office and
various exchanges throughout the country
report they have been fairly swamped
with inquiries since the announcement two
weeks ago by Albert E. Smith, president
of Vitagraph, that that organization had
secured the picture.
The Sheik's Wife is the first production acquired by Vitagraph since its announcement some weeks ago that it would
market a few productions not of its own
making
standard provided
in story,they
cast met
and Vitagraph's
production.
Manager Joseph Plunkett of the Strand,
is planning a unique lobby display and
musical prologue at the Strand.
The Sheik's Wife was filmed entirely on
the great deserts of South Africa under
the direction of Henry-Roussell author of
the story. The leading roles including
Marcel Vibert as the Sheik Had j id Ben
Khedim and Emmy Lynn as the English
girl who has married the Sheik, are played
by professional actors, but thousands of
native Arabs were employed in the production. There are no studio sets, all the
scenes, down to the interior of the tent
harems, were made on actual location.
Nine First Run Productions for
Hodkinson in Lake Division
Nine first runs in three different cities
with simultaneous playdates, thereby
definitely establishing the Hodkinson
Product in these territories, were arranged
during the past week, according to advices received in the Hodkinson Home Office from W. F. Seymour, Supervisor"Newof
the Lake Division.
Four of the first runs are scheduled
for Indianapolis during the week of
March 5. They are French Heels at the
Colonial, A Certain Rich Man at the Alhambra, Cameron of the Royal Mounted,
City
at Smith's and The Beggar Maid at
Loew's State.
In Cincinnati A Certain Rich Man vdll
play at Libson's Palace and The Mysterious Rider at Libson's Family Theatre.
398 NATIONAL.
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"Wild Honey"
Is Praised by
N. Y. Critics
A large audience greeted Priscilla
Dean's current release, Wild Honey,
at its Broadway premiere at the Central
Theatre, New York City. Considered by
many to be the most satisfactory vehicle
Miss Dean has been given in her versatile
career. Wild Honey, a screen version of
Cynthia Stockley's novel of the African
veldt was filmed by Universal under the
direction of Wesley Ruggles.
The film terminates with a "big scene"
the blasting of a huge dam, the resultant
torrent of turbulent waters seething
through a narrow gorge sweeping all (including Miss Dean and her leading man,
Robert Ellis, before it. Some of the comments from the New York Dailies follow:
Helen Rockwell, motion picture critic
of the Morning Telegraph writes : "There
are great moments of drama in this picture. . . . The film is truly exciting
and well made, the African veldt scenes
are remarkably interesting the atmosphere has been carefully preserved and
the photography is excellent. The story
is as thrilling as one could wish.
There is a flood scene as exciting as the
one which took place in Conflict, and
everybody knows what a success that was.
In fact we found this film to be quite the
best thing Priscilla Dean has done since
The Virgin of Stamboul, and it should
meet with unqualified success."
Some of the phrases used by James B.
Spearing, film editor of the New York
Times, are: "Six reels of almost continuous action. . . . The photography is excellent. . . . The staging
is good. . . . Miss Dean has several
scenes which she lifts out of the commonplace by the sheer power of her acting. . . . The scene in which she is
lost in the South African veldt is terrifically realistic. . . . The acting is
vigorous and telling."
Speaking of the slow motion photography in the last reel, the Evening Sun
has this to say: "This new method of
slowing up a torrent that man could not
harness in any other way heightens an
already powerful scene and enables the
spectator to study the thrill at his leisure.
Ordinarily the moments of peril in a
photoplay are rushed so fast before the
onlooker that about all he knows is that
something happened, and he's glad it
didn't happen to him. Here one can have
his hair raised at his leisure."
All Star
Chosen

Cast
for

JNext

MacDonald
Picture
The announcement is made by B. P.
Schulberg, president of Preferred Pictures, the producers of Katherine MacDonald's features for Associated First
National that he has engaged an all-star
cast for the next MacDonald production,
that is, in all truth, an all-star
collection of screen notables — a cast
that includes Bryant Washburn, Mitchell
Lewis, June Elvidge, Francis McDonald,
the
and former
Clarissa TriangleSelwyn. star; Boris Karloff '
This cast will be seen in The Woman
Conquers, an original story by Violet
Clark, who also fashioned the continuitv.
Tom Forman, the director, has been
engaged for the production and will have
Clyde Balsley for his assistant, with
Joseph Brotherton at the camera.
The Woman Conquers is a story of New
York City and the great northwest territory.
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REVIEW

Vidor

Reaches

Featured Player of ^^Hail
Stellar Role in Associated
Florence Vidor has achieved the rank
of star, and never was the honor more
rightly accorded, says an announcement
from Associated Exhibitors, which continues:
"The ascendency to stardom is an honor
rightfully bestowed by the public, rather
than by the arbitrary announcement of an
organization, and the public has already
acclaimed Florence Vidor a motion picture luminary, and demanded that her
name be emblazoned among the most brilliant satellites. This popular decision is
now receiving official confirmation, and it

Florence Vidor
is Associated Exhibitors who is fortunate
enough to land the prize and bestow the
honor.
"Literally, Miss Vidor has been drafted
as a star, for only a very few years ago
nothing was further from her thoughts
than the idea of playing before the camera. A beautiful woman, of innate refinement, of culture and, what is more to
the point, a home-body, her sole ambition
has been to devote her life to her family.
It has long been known that Florence
Vidor is first a devoted wife and, secondly,
an exceptionally talented actress.
"It was in this spirit that she accompanied King Vidor to California, when he
went there to direct big productions. She
wanted to be close to her husband to know
and understand his problems, to be a true
companion to him, and the happiness of
their home life has always been reflected
by the wholesome personality of Florence
Vidor, the screen favorite. Shortly after
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Stardom

the Womari" Has First
Exhibitors Production
their arrival in California, she consented,
as an accommodation, to play the part of
the seamstress in A Tale of Two Cities,
the place being vacant, and the casting director regarding her as peculiarly fitted
to the role. It takes real personality to
stand out in a small part in a large piece,
but such was the power of her charm
that once given a chance, she focused attention upon herself without trying.
"Then things began to happen to Florence Vidor. She was a picture player in
spite of herself and her ambition to shine
only in the home circle. She appeared
opposite Sessue Hayakawa in a series of
productions directed by William DeMille
and was later featured by Cecil B. DeMille
in Oldto Wives
New,Mr.andVidor
'Tillproduced
I Come
Back
You. for
When
The Family Honor, Poor Relations, The
Jack Knife Man, and several other pictures, she was induced to play parts, always to the advancement of her popularity. Subsequently, Thomas H. Ince
borrowed her for Beau Revel, Lying Lips,
and other productions, in which she added
to her growing popularity.
"When Hail the Woman was produced,
with Miss Vidor featured in the cast, the
public became more than ever insistent
that she be accorded the recognition which
is due a star who has 'arrived.' Thereupon, Associated Exhibitors captured her
and arranged to star her in a series of
dramatic features particularly suited to
her charm and personality.
"The first on the list, Woman, Wake Up,
written especially for Miss Vidor by Ben
Moore Clay, is a satirical comedy drama,
providing for her a role that requires a
combination of subtlety and a sense of
humor, with refinement and infinite taste.
It presents her successively as a vigorous,
outdoor, athletic girl; a domestic, homeloving wife; a saucy but innocently daring flirt and, finally, the devoted vnte
Miss Vidor is now at work upon her second starring vehicle, Henry Kitchell Webster's The Real Adventure.
Points
again."

of Interest

in "Barnstormer"
Are Enumerated
Here are just a few of the things
Charles Ray is and does in The Barnstormer, his latest First National release, in which Arthur S. Kane presents
him:
He appears as a boy on the farm, who
just knows he was born to be an actor,
and who, with the aid of crude materials,
practices make-ups for famous parts.
He is so pleased with his facial impersonation of Shylock that he attempts
to photograph himself in the part, with
disastrous results.
He achieves his ambition to be associated with "play actors" but in the beginning he plays the piano, tambourine and
other trap instruments more regularly
than histrionic roles, passing his spare
time in rustling trunks and peddling hand
bills.
He interferes with the hold-up operations of a culprit
in Spliven's
Houseof
and restores
to the
men andOpera
women
the audience the valuables that had been
taken from them.
And while these things are going on
he is one of the two central figures in a
romance, the other being a pretty little
girl whose father is proprietor of the
little, old-fashioned drug store.
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Mae Murray's
Next Picture

Number

15

Has

Spanish Locale
In Mae Murray's next picture. Fascination, which is now being screened at Tiffany Studios, New York, for release by
Metro, all of the scenes are laid in Spain.
The interior settings are being constructed by Charles Caldwallader, who
built the Paris cafe scenes for Miss Murray's last picture, Peacock Alley. The designs for these scenes were obtained
through models at the Metropolitan
Museum and from Spanish books of household design.
But, in order to avoid the possibility
of having any detail criticised by the
Spaniards themselves, when the picture is
shown in Spain, a Spanish artist, Francis
Cugat,
working
every tooth"set."
His
job has
is tobeen
go with
a fineon mental
comb over every detail to see that it is

One of the many heart interest scenes from "My Boy," Marshal Neilan production, starring Jackie Coogan. A First National release

Meyer Cohen Finds
Exhibitor in South
Is Very Optimistic
Meyer J. Cohen, one of the best known
publicity men of Los Angeles, arrived in
New York about two weeks ago after a
trip through the South investigating conditions. Mr. Cohen, who was director of
publicity for war films on the Pacific
coast during the war, made stops at Dallas, Kansas City, St. Louis, New Orleans,
Atlanta, Washington and Baltimore.
"It was my observation that conditions
are just fair," declared Mr. Cohen in
conversation here last week, "but perhaps
one of the more encouraging signs is that
the exhibitor is very optimistic as to the
future. I noticed that the personal appearance stunt is going very big. Lew
Cody has just made a successful tour
through the South.
Viola Dana made a hit in New Orleans
at the Loew house. On her first appearance every seat was filled thirty-six minutes after the doors were opened, and an
equally large attendance greeted her for
the three remaining days of her engagement. Miss Dana was accomnanied by
her mother, Mrs. Flugrath, and her personal representative, Howard Strickland,
from the Metro studio. Bushman and
Bayne, too, are going big over the southern Orpheum time.
"I visited some beautiful theatres in the
South, notably the Howard in Atlanta.
The First National is building a beautiful
theatre in Dallas, which will be opened in
about a month. New Orleans seemed to

LET

US

be enjoying a fair measure of prosperity.
I attended the opening of Orphans of the
Storm at the St. Charles, a Shubert house.
TheMr.picture
a fine at
impression."
Cohen created
is stopping
the Claridge
and expects to be in New Yoik another
week at least.
Raymond L. Schrock to Stay
Indefinitely on West Coast
Raymond L. Schrock, the scenarist who
adapted the Torchy stories and wrote
Burn 'Em Up Barnes for Johnny Hines, is
planning to stay on the coast indefinitely.
Schrock, whose latest story Hell's Highway is now being filmed by the Edwin
Carewe Picture Corporation, accompanied
Director Carewe to the West Coast to
write the continuity, but decided to remain with the production until its completion and to fill several orders he had
received for scripts before returning East.
When completed it will be released by
Affiliated Distributors, Inc.
Two other Schrock stories or adaptations are now in process of production.
Mooser to Handle United
Artists Releases in Far East
George Mooser, well knoAvn in the motion picture industry and the theatrical
world, has left New York City for the Far
East where he will establish a United
Artists Corporation headquarters at
Shanghai, and handle United Artists releases in the Orient.
His "territory" will embrace China,
Japan, the Philippines, India, Burmah,
Siam, Java, Sumatra and the Federated
Malay States.

thoroughly
"Spanish." critic of the Spanish
Another volunteer
backgrounds has been Senor Ferrara, the
Spanish consul in New York, who has
visited the studio with his wife and
daughter many times, and who has been
prolific in suggestions as to atmospheric
details.
And thecolony
hundreds
"extras"
from
the Spanish
in New ofYork
have
been just as eager to see that their native
country is truthfully represented.
In Fascination, Miss Murray appears
as the daughter of a Spanish-American
marriage. The story is by Edmund Goulding, who vsrrote Peacock Alley from a story
by Ouida Bergere. The production is being made by Tiffany Productions and directed by Mr. Leonard. The cast includes
Helen Ware, Courtenay Foote, Creighton
Hale, Vincent Coleman, Robert W. Frazer,
Charles Lane, Emily Fitzroy and Francis
Puglia.
Tom

Terriss

Work

on

at
Picture

Starring Cassinelli
Tom Terriss has begun work at the Peerless studios in Fort Lee, N. J., on a modern
society drama for the Star Pictures Productions Company, of which Harry Cahane
is general manager. Major Fiorella H.
LaGuardia, formerly president of the
Board of Aldermen of New York City, is
general counsel of the company.
The pictures made by this company are
to be known as Tom Terriss Productions.
The first, written by Solita Solano, was
adapted by Mr. Terriss. The working
title is The Challenge. The featured
player is Dolores Cassinelli. Rod LaRoque, well known screen actor, is leading
man. Others in the cast are Warner
nings.
Richmond, Frank Norcross and Jane JenThe assistant director is Rodney Hickcock who was Griffith's assistant for two
years. Hal Sensenich, who photographed
Over the Hill, is the cameraman.
The Challenge is the fifty-third picture directed by Mr. Terriss whose^ last
previous
work Company.
was done for International
Film Service

REDUCE
YOUR
INSURANCE
COSTS
25 TO
Theatre owners may now be protected in our Million Dollar Companies.

FIRE— AUTOMOBILE— LIABILITY— PLATE
GLASS
JAMES S. KEMPER & COMPANY
114 North Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Branch Offices in Principal Cities.

40% !

INSURANCE
4624 Sheridan Road, Chicagro, 111.
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Showing

Pathe

of "False Fronts"
Given in Cleveland

appears in this issue in "Illustrated
Screen Reports."
Those who made the trip from New
York were, Louis Baum, Equity Pictures;
Howard Dietz, Goldwyn; Joe Schnitzer
and Charles Rogers, Robertson-Cole; Jack
Rielley, American Releasing Corporation;
Eddie Bonns, Warner Bros.; Tom Connors,
Metro; Arthur James, World: Fred Beecroft, News; Tom Hamlin, Journal; L.
W. Boynton, J. T. McCoy and Howard
McLellan, Exhibitors Trade Review.
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Picturization of Jules Verne's ^^Mathias Sandorf,^' Made
by Louis ISalpas, Ready for Exhibitors on March 26
Pathe announces that The Isle of Zorda
was followed a year later by Tristan and
will be released on March 26, and reports Isolde, for which he drew upon the origexhibitor interest throughout this country
inal story source, the English Round Table
in the Louis Nalpas picturization of Jules legends of King Arthur and his knights.
The Isle of Zorda, over and above the
Verne's so-called Monte Crista novel. The
main attractions of this big special fea- picturized fascinations of the Verne story,
is
declared to exhibit the highest point
ture which is said to have held the patrons
of fifty-four Paris theatres spellbound all reached by Nalpas in his working out of
last summer, and is still playing there, lighting and other effects for which his
have been widely heralded.
productions are celebrated, and without
the aid of which a story or so many inBeside
the
picture's
impressiveness
due
to its dramatic action, its artistry
tensely dramatic lights and shadows would
throughout and the appeal of its central
miss,tialinatmosphere.
picturization, much of its essenfigure, it is declared to strike an intensely
popular note in the luxurious realism of
The story shows the progress of the
its Oriental scenes.
hero from the heights of wealth and patriSince the published announcement that
otic leadership through incredible persecuthe American rights of distribution of the
tions and physical perils to absolute ruin,
Jules Verne picture had been acquired by and then his mysterious return in a still
Pathe, it is reported that the volume and more impressive phase of character and
character of exhibitor inquiries sent di- power to bring spectacular retribution
rect to the Pathe Home Office and through
upon his guilty enemies one by one.
practically all branch exchanges promise
exceptionally
early and widely distributed
bookings.
"Four Horsemen"
Nalpas has specialized in this class of
production since his entrance into the
Reported Breaking
cinema field in 1912. Among the outRecords
in Southwest
standing productions supervised by himself is his Monte Crista serial in seven epiThe general business depression in the
sodes of five reels each. This was preSouthwest that has affected almost every
ceded
by
Dumas'
Three
Musketeers.
In
1918 he drew upon the Arabian Nights
picture shown throughout the territory
Entertainments for his big European fea- has failed to make the slightest impression
ture entitled The Sultana of Love, which
on The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,
according to a Metro announcement.
In Miami, Arizona, where a number of
picture houses are about to close because
of scanty attendance. The Four Horsemen
"Let the Babies Cry!"
played
at P. G.
Theatre.
In
a telegram
to Souris'
B. F. Lsnric
Rosenberg,
Metro
and hisTheatre,
associatesLosin
theGlenn
new"Ravptv
Vermont
branch manager in Los Angeles, Mr.
Souris says:
Angeles, can well say that and worry
no more. The nursery which they
"Four Horsemen finished most successhave installed in this new picture
ful two-day run in Miami in Lyric Theatre. Never in history of Miami has such
temple is glass inclosed and the kidenthusiasm been shown by people here
dies can cry all they please — and also
see the picture — and the audience is
over any motion picture. Played to soldnot disturbed.
out houses both nights and smashed all
Photos and full description of this
house records for the amount of money
novel new house — it has an auto
taken
in at
the Lyric
Theatre."
park too — will be found in Better
At its
recent
extended
engagement in
Theatres Department,
the Capitol Theatre, New York, the picture broke the Capitol attendance records,
it is stated.

New York and Cleveland film circles
are still talking about the innovation in
premiere presentation which took place
last Sunday night when False Fronts was
given its initial showing at the Allen
Theatre, Cleveland.
More than twenty New York film men
made the trip in a special car as the
guests of the Herold Brothers, Cleveland
business men who produced the picture,
Samuel R. Bradley, who directed it and
S. Barret McCormick, managing director
of the Allen, who wrote the story. The
picture was produced in Cleveland and the
Allen was filled with Clevelanders, whose
pride in their local producing establishment was indicated by the enthusiastic
manner in which they received the picture.
The presentation was made by McCormick in his typical manner. The picture
was put on after the second show with a
special score written by Philip Spitalny,
the famous leader of the Allen orchestra.
Immediately preceding the show the
Herold Brothers, McCormick and Bradley
entertained the visiting picture men and
trade paper reviewers at a dinner in the
Winton Hotel. Leon Herold told of the
eflTorts which Bradley had put forward
on the picture and referred to the fact
that McCormick, an expert in gauging
likes and dislikes of audiences, had built
up the story from an audience standpoint.
After the first course had been served
the diners were surprised to hear in what
seemed to be the far distance the sound of
a band. The notes grew closer and
clearer until finally Spitalny and his jazz
champions, attired in rube costumes,
walked in upon the diners and entertained
them numbers.
for an hour
with ofSpitalny's
own
jazz
A review
False Fronts
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Success

"Doll's
Praise

Record-Breaking Volume of Business Reported by Company
— Total
Number
of Day's
Bookings
Over 25^000
First National Week, which opened on
Feb. 18, came to a close on Feb. 25 with
a record-breaking volume of business on
"Shows What Exhibitor Cothe books of the company, according to a
statement issued this week. It was the
most successful event of its kind ever
operation
— CanH,Accomplish"
O. Schwalbe.
staged by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., the total bookings being double
"The results of First National
those obtained during the various terriWeek show what exhibitor co-operatorial First National Weeks of 1921.
tion can accomplish,"
said Harry
O.
Schwalbe,
in commenting
upon the
"Reports
from solid
manywithof First
the National
theatres
which
had booked
big event.
"On behalf
Execuattractions stated that business was better
tive Committee,
I want oftothethank
the
during the period than in any week within
independent exhibitors of the counrecent history. The motion picture going
try for their whole-hearted support
without which the success that has
public, in sympathy with the plan of independent production as a means of getting
been achieved would have been unattainable,
bigger and better pictures on the screen,
by its presence in the theatres gave evi"Five years ago, such harmony
dence of its preference in film entertainand enthusiasm among so many exhibitors would have been considered
ment," says the statement.
impossible. The fact that it is pos"The
theatres
which
participated
in
the
celebration of First National Week numsible to-day proves what real progbered 5932, of which 2785 booked First
ress the industry has made along
National attractions solidly throughout
constructive lines since 1917. Every
Associated First National franchise
the period. The total number of days
bookings reached 25,057.
holder, as he reflects upon these
things and their significance must
"Never before has an anniversary week
of this nature been put over in such an
feel a thrill of pride at the realizaimmense way. The following telegrams
tion that the organization of which
from First National exchange manageis
he is a part has accomplished this.
evince the enthusiasm which First Na"To every independent producer
tional Week aroused:
and star whose attractions played
such an important part in the suc"LouisehibitorsBache,
Washington:
'AH that
exwho were booked
solid claim
cess of First National Week at the
it has been their best week since they have
thousands of participating theatres,
been in business. This shows wonderful
we extend our thanks and congratulations. The stimulus that has been
under the depressed conditions.' E. J.
given the public appetite for enterHayes, Buffalo: 'Out of maximum 390
theatres, this whole territory, 621 day?
tainment by this co-operative movement will, I am sure, be reflected in
booked.'
increased business at the theatres
"J. F. Cubberley, Minneapolis: 'Biggest
throughout the balance of the year."
week's business in history of Minneapolis
office, and we believe biggest week's business ever enjoyed by any exchange.' L. L.
Hall, Salt
Lake City:
of the
twelve
downtown
theatres 'Only
were two
not booked
solid. In two theatres gross rentals ex- reason did not have more booking days
did not have available features for many
ceeded expectance 150 per cent.'
of the theatres.' J. S. Skirboll, Pitts"L. 0. Lukan, Seattle: 'Total number
days entire territory more than doubled
burgh: 'Business throughout territory
'ExAlbany:
J. Herman,
A.
very big.'
last year.' R. H. Haines, Cincinnati:
National
with First
hibitors
well pleased
'Barthelmess had honor of playing two Week and told
us we should have had a
first run houses Cincinnati. Seventh Day
at Walnut, Tol'able David at Family.
Family Theatre changed fixed policy of week right along.' "
Shoninger Joins Universal
several years' standing to play Tol'able
David as second run attraction.'
James V. Bryson, manager of Univer"W. E. Knotts, Los Angeles: 'The only sal's foreign department, has appointed
of
Frederick E. Shoninger personal representative of Carl Laemmle on a special mission to several European countries. Mr.
Shoninger was formerly sales manager of
308 NATIONAL
Inter-Ocean and is thoroughly familiar
EXCHANGES 1^
with the film situation in the countries in
I c c? n. POrv/=
which he will make a tour in the interests
CAnnounces GunentRdease,.,.
of the Universal Foreign Department.

Number

House"
from
in Los
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Critics
Angeles

"Nazimova reaches the apex of a long
career in drama in her screening of the
famous play, A Doll's House, and has
proven herself in this picture a master
of versatility in her conception of Nora
Helmer, Ibsen's famous character," says
the critic for the Los Angeles Record, in
writing of the showing of this United
Artists' release at the California Theatre.
"Nazimova has come back in her first
United Artists' production of Ibsen's A
Doll's House," says the review in the Los
Angeles Examiner. "The great Russian
actress gives herself to the screen with
a sincerity and generosity that has never
been equalled in any of her film produc"Ibsen's pathetic play of the woman who
literally changed herself into a doll to
dance, play, answer every whim of her ambitious and egotistic husband, has never
tions."to excite human interest," says the
failed
reviewer for the Los Angeles Herald,
"and in this screen adaptation, with Nazimova as the star, there is added a newness to the drama."
"Nazimova's
art is of a high order,"
says the critic for the Los Angeles Evening Express, "and in A Doll's House she
does
excellent work."
"Nazimova's
A Doll's House is frantically gay at times, extravagantly joyous, you might say," declares the critic for
the Los Angeles Times. "Yet even with
its light, it is remorselessly dark in its
secret tragedy of the woman who found
herself. The picture is a picture. It is
not just a stage play screened."
Musical Comedy Stars Appear
in New Frederick Production
Two noted musical comedy stars will
appear in important roles in the forthcoming R-C Pauline Frederick production.
The Glory of Clementina, now in the final
process of making at the Hollywood
studios of R-C Pictures. They are Louise
Dresser and Truly Shattuck.
Miss Dresser is making her debut in
motion pictures, never having appeared on
the screen before. Miss Shattuck, however, has appeared frequently on the
screen.
C. R. Rogers Makes Tvro
Weeks Tour of Inspection
Charles R. Rogers, general ma;aager of
distribution for R-C Pictures, is on a two
weeks' tour of inspection of that organization's exchanges in the Middle West,
visiting Chicago, Cleveland, Buffalo and
other cities. While out of town Mr.
Rogers will confer with exchangemen and
exhibitors and make a survey of the field.

In the Heart of the City ""^^Aat^"*^
Continental
A Modern, Vp-to-Date, High-Class Hotel
Five minutes from the Pennsylvania and Grand Central Termdnals, within easy access of
the retail shopping district and surrounded by forty theatres.
300 OUTSIDE ROOMS— Each With Private Bath

Hotel

RATES — Single, $2.50 per Day Upward ; Double, $5.00 Upward
Comfort of our guests our first consideration
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Photodramatist
Celebrates

Club

Marion

Its First

Anniversary Dinner
Three score members and guests of the
New York Photodramatist Club sat down
to dinner at the Cecil, Ninety-fourth Street
and Broadway, Tuesday evening, Feb. 28.
The occasion was the celebration of the
first anniversary of the organization. The
president, Mrs. Carl J. Schilling, reported
the new body to be in excellent shape.
Following the dinner there were talks
by Bide Dudley, the popular writer of the
New York Evening World, who made the
hit of the evening; Mrs. C. C. MacRae,
who read an original poem which in clever
and craftsmanlike manner described some,
of the trials of the members; Edward Montayne of the Selznick scenario department;
J. Edward Cook, Paul Saret, Harold Harvey of Film Play, Oliver Lippincott, David
Bader and George Blaisdell, Exhibitors
Trade Review. Letters of regret were
read from Rita Weiman and Eugene Mullin. Dr. A. L. Hood of the International
Museum Festival League sang two songs.
Carl J. Schilling was toastmaster.
Farnum

to Star

in Film

Version

of Bernstein Play
From Fox comes the announcement that
William Farnum's next picture will be
Shackles of Gold, an adaptation of Henri
Bernstein's drama, "Samson." The film
version is described as an up-to-the-minute drama of life today, with a theme of
unusual power and vigor; dealing with the
force for good or evil that comes from the
possession of great riches.
The direction of the picture is in the
hands of Herbert Brenon, whose most recent Fox production, was A Stage Romance, also starring Farnum.
Shackles of Gold will be William Farnum's second screen vehicle since his return from Europe early last fall. He will
be supported by Myrta Bonillas as leading
woman. Marie Shotwell also is in the cast.
The camera work on Reckless Youth,
fifth of the Elaine Hammerstein star series
pictures to be made by the Selznick comThe probeen completed.
pany, has just being
edited and titled for
duction isnow
release the latter part of March.
Reckless Youth is from a story by Cosmo
Hamilton, the scenario having been prepared by Edward J. Montagne. Ralph Ince
directed the production.
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NAME

BURTON
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Quaker

Maid

Star Has New Role in ''Beauty's Worth,'' Her Next
Cosmopolitan Production from Saturday Post Story
Beauty's Worth, a story by Sophie Kerr, Harlequin, Miss Davies demonstrating
is the next Cosmopolitan Production in that she can dance prettily as well as act.
The second act disloses the interior of
which Marion Davies will be seen in the
star part. This production vsdll be re- a toy-shop. Against a background of a
leased by Paramount on March 26. It is huge Christmas tree the players appear
the second picture in which Miss Davies
as toys. Miss Davies plays a dainty
has been directed by Robert G. Vignola, French doll for whose favor the men toys
the first having been Enchantment.
vie. It is here that the Dooley Brothers
Miss Davies has in this photoplay a role disport themselves.
The third scene is the interior of an
quite new to her: she plays the part of a
demure and shy little Quaker maid dressed Indian temple in which the star is a gorin the plain gray gown and bonnet of the
geous idol coming to life at the entrance
sect.
of the real devotee.
Mr. Urban found his inspiration for
Sophie Kerr's story, which appeared in
the Saturday Evening Post, was adapted this temple scene in a treasured exhibit
to the screen by Luther Reed.
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. This
Beauty's Worth is not confined to exhibit is the entire woodwork interior of
Quaker gowns. The dramatic significance
a temple at Pattan, India. The delicate
of the picture turns upon the wearing of and elaborate wood carving of this temple
the garb by the star. It is the test by was reproduced under the supervision of
which she is enabled to weigh the supposed
Mr. Urban.
affection of the man who has been her
childhood sweetheart.
New Owen
Moore
ForrestmanStanley,
who was Miss
leading
in Enchantment,
againDavies'
heads
the supporting cast, which includes, Hallam Cooley, Antrim Short, June Elvidge,
Comedy
Groomed
for
Truly Shattuck, Lydia Yeamans Titus and
Broadway Showing
Thomas
Much Jeff'erson.
of the first part of the picture
After having spent months in producwas photographed outdoors. California
locations were used to advantage by the
ing Owen Moore's new comedy, Myron
cameraman, Ira H. Morgan. There is in Selznick, vice-president in charge of production, announces his determination to
Beauty's
Worth,
of three acts,
and ait ischarade
in that performance
that Joseph
off the complete work with scrupuUrban finds full scope fon his artistic finish lous
attention to detail and at the exgenius. The first act discloses a gemlike
pense of commensurated additional time.
garden, a setting that is worthy of a The camera work was finished weeks ago
Beethoven pastoral. In this setting is and the interim has been devoted to laboenacted the love story of Columbine and
ratory details, editing and titling — and
still the process of revising and furnishing
the presentation goes on at the Selznick
studios
York. in East Forty-eighth Street, New
Henry Lehrman, who wrote and directed the new Moore comedy, is contributing his ideas to the completion of the
presentation, but Myron Selznick is giving
his personal attention to every detail. It
PASSION
ADAPTED
FROM ,
is the intention to make Moore's latest
clEAN RICHEPINS
work surpass anything that the Selznick
organization has accomplished in picture
FAMOUS
GYPSY STORY
M
HAIR
IK A
production.
That the new comedy will first be shown
The Child Op l-he Bear
at a Broadway theatre is an intimation
that comes from the Selznick organization.
COMING TO the;
While definite statements are, for the
present, tiations
withheld,
it isareknown
negofor a theatre
in anthat
advanced
stage and more positive information is
BROADWAY &
STREET
very likely to be soon forthcoming.
THE
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FOOLISH WIVES opened to the Los
Angeles public last Wednesday, amid
a flare of spotlights. Broadway was
banked out to the car lines with the densest crowd the city had seen in a long time.
As the dffierent stars and notables passed
into the theatre, the camera registered
them on a few feet of film, to be shown in
news weeklies over the United States.
• The prominent members of the cast
present were: Miss Du Pont, Mae Busch
and Dale Fuller. Herbert Rawlinson was
the master of ceremonies, making a very
creditable presentation speech. Carl
Laemmle was present.
The feature is drawing very well in Los
Angeles and it is expected will have a
seven weeks' run at the Mission Theatre.
The Western Motion Picture Advertisers
are to give a grand frolic and ball at the
Ambassador Hotel, March 15, and the entire battery of typewriters are to be
turned loose to tell the world about it.
No fox-trots, waltzes or one steps appear on the program, instead the bill is
filled with publicity prance; rotogravure
revel; carbon paper caprice; blue pencil
fox-trot; waste paper basket gavotte;
front page waltz and syndicate slide. Ray
Leek, last year's president of the organization, isthe director general of the affair.
Abraham Lehr, vice-president of Goldwyn, has suggested constructive means
for counteracting the many false stories
which are being sent broadcast about the
conditions in Los Angeles film colony.
He proposes that all players and stars
who send out photographs to the fans
should include a personal statement about
the life in Hollywood.
"It is, of course, knowTi by thinking
people that the life and morals in Los
Angeles are no worse and no better than
they are in Chicago, Philadelphia or New
York," said Mr. Lehr, "but newspaper
clippings selected at random from all
parts of the country show that the escapades of the very few have been made to
appear as the moral life of the whole
community.
"Before I entered motion pictures, I
was engaged in commercial manufacturing and I want to state emphatically that
there is just as large a percentage of
honest, virtuous, law-abiding citizens in
pictures as there is in business," Mr. Lehr
continues to state. "I noticed in the paper
the other day that a priest is being held
for murder, but the reformers are not
shouting for the destruction of the church.
Iand-want
to the
be fair
not totoappeal
condemn
the public
whole toindustry
for the sins of the few."
The Hollywood American Legion Stadium is holding weekly shows to demonstrate to the public "How Movies Are
Made" and in this way the motion picture studios 'are not continually molested
with the tourist sight-seers. Large signs
are placed in the entrance of each studio
stating that the public will be given a
thorough demonstration of make-up and
be able to witness the actual taking of motion picture scenes at the American Legion
Post Stadium, in Hollywood, for the admission of 50 cents, each Tuesday afternoon. The stars that have appeared up
to date are Ben Turpin and Phyllis
Haver; Wanda Hawley; Christie Comedies, Neal Burns and Josephine Hill;
Anita Stewart; Jackie Coogan and Mae
Busch.
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Norma Talmadge is leaving for New
York to purchase new gowns. She has
completed her current vehicle. The
Duchess de Langeais.
The Silent Call is in the third week at
the Miller Theatre. On each Saturday
during the run, Fred Miller, manager, has
given special morning free matinees for
the kiddies. The first Saturday was devoted to the newsies of the Evening Herald, which brought a wealth of publicity
from almost every department of that
newspaper. The second Saturday morning was given over to 700 youngsters from
the downtovm school districts. The feature is having a record showing in Los
Angeles.
The Mission Film Corporation engaged
in making its initial production, Carry on
the Race, has moved its activities to the
old Fairbanks Studio, Douglas Fairbanks
having purchased a new studio.
Work has commenced on the continuity of the first Kathran Cuddy fairy
story to be produced in San Francisco by
the new corporation. The story was suggested by the Hans Christian Andersen's
"Shepherdess" and the "Chimney Sweep,"
and Ernest Traxler, general manager, is
assisting Mrs. Cuddy in the preparation
of her continuity.
The United Studios of Los Angeles, recently purchased by Joseph M. Schenck,
has discovered further means in reducing
the operating costs of producer-tenants
by consolidating under one roof the various shops and mechanical units that are
scattered about the thirty-three acres of
studio grounds. This centralization will
include the electrical, plumbing, blacksmith and paint shops, the sculptural,
architectural and designing units, and the
storeroom, toolroom, etc. The producers
and their aids will save the time that is
ordinarily consumed in journeying about
the grounds to the various departments,
and the consolidation will insure more

efficient control of labor, which will substantially reduce the overhead costs of
the producer.
The Morante Company of Long Beach,
Cal., is producing the fifth of a series of
eight Northwest Mounted Police stories.
The current production is titled The Menacing Past, and is from a story by J.
Inman Kane.
Vivian Rich, recently connected with
Fox productions, has been signed to play
the feminine lead opposite George Chesebro.
Mrs. L. Trimble Bradley, who directed
a number of new successes, and who is coauthoring vdth George Broadhurst on a
new play, is at Lasky's studio studying the
art of picture production. Later she expects to become a director of photoplays.
Harold Lloyd is finishing his current
comedy, Grandma's Boy. The finishing
touches were shot on the comedian's home
street in Los Angeles. The comedy contains the same number of thrills as
Lloyd's former releases, but it is said, the
current comedy-drama is charmingly
staged.
Edna Purviance is scheduled to start
her own productions, at the Chaplin
studio, immediately and Syd Chaplin is
to quit devoting his time to the manufacture of Sassy Jane costumes for a while
and return to film making. He is to appear in a new five-reeler of semi-satirical
or burlesque character. He will probably
begin work in the course of a month.
Syd Chaplin has been giving his time
to other interests besides pictures ever
since he completed King, Queen, Joker.
This Was made about two years ago.
While Miss Purviance and Syd Chaplin
are busy making features, Charlie Chaplin
is to begin a new two-reeler. Pay Day,
the last comedy he completed, has been
previewed and will be released shortly.
Mme. Nazimova is finishing her current
production, Salome. The feature vdll be
edited, cut and titled by Charles Bryant.
The production is said to have been made
decorously and wdthin the limits of good
taste and good art, yet with abandon and
a certain Orientalism essential to the presentation ofthe role of the wayward daughter of Herod.
Owing to the unusual character of the
picture and its claims on the attention
of all classes of picture, drama and opera
patrons, special and unusual plans are
being contemplated for its release. It is
not announced, however, whether the picture will reach the public as a "road-show"
organization.

Priscilla Dean, now appearing in a new
Universal-Jewel, pictuje titled "Wild
Honey," which opened at the Central
Theatre, New York City, Monday evening, February 27

One of the first snow scenes Al Christie
took in Truckee, Cal., was that of Viora
Daniel being met at the station by Henry
M'Urdock, playing the role of an Indian
guide. The scene had to be grabbed in a
hurry as the train pulled in. The first
person to get off the train was Ruth
Roland, who was arriving there for snow
scenes in her own picture. Miss Roland
was surprised and startled to make her
exit from the train into a movie scene,
and quickly sensing the situation, made a
hurried departure, so as not to "queer"
Mr. Christie's picture.
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With aeroplane wind machines going
full tilt and fire hoses playing over the
decks of the prop steamship built at the
Christie studios, Scott Sidney is working
his company nights to film comedy scenes
of a steamer on fire at sea.
Neal Burns is featured in the comedy,
with Josephine Hill and Alice Maison
playing prominent supporting roles. The
night scenes are being shot on the Christie
lot, while the exterior day scenes will be
filmed on the Catalina {Avalon) steamer.
Robert Gordon, who played one of the
stellar roles in the forthcoming SeligRork production of The Rosary, will be
starred by the Ivor McFadden Production
in the screen version of Eugene Manlove
Rhodes' Saturday Evening Post story,
"The Stepsons of Light." Active work on
the feature will
be started in the near
future. Gordon will be supported by a
well-known leading woman.
Robert Gordon is the protege of the late
William Desmond Taylor, under whose
direction he appeared in the Mary Pickford releases for Paramount and in
Huckleberry Finn, under the direction of
Taylor.
The third race track feature starring
Peggy O'Day,
which
the Newto Era
Productions, Inc., are
making,
be released
through the Anchor Film Distributors,
Inc., is now being written by Francis
Ford, who is also directing Miss O'Day.
The two previous race track comedydramas in which Miss O'Day is starred,
They're Off and Thundering Hoofs, have
just been released. Miss O'Day is a
former leading woman in the GoldwynCapitol Comedies and Franklyn Farnum
Western features.
Fred Niblo who directed The Three
Musketeers, has been engaged by Paramount to direct Rudolph Valentino in
Blood and Sand, a picturization of the
novel by Blasco-Ibanez, author of The
Four Horsemen.
Edith Roberts has been signed with
Robertson-Cole to interpret the leading
feminine
role instory,
^The starting
Son of the
Wolf, a
Jack London
production
under the direction of Norman Dawn.
Elsie Ferguson has- arrived in Los
Angeles and will start work at the Lasky
Studios in a few weeks.
One of the scenes in the story of The
Masquerader, the Richard Walton Tully
production starring Guy Bates Post, will
be a battle between Chilote and Loder,
both of these roles played by Post.
While Victor Herbert was being
escorted through United Studios by Sol
Lesser, he found some of his favorite personal compositions in the impromptu music libraries of the musicians who were
playing on the sets. He was keenly interested in the application of the music as a
director's aide in controlling the emotions
of the players. Mr. Herbert autographed
his compositions for the musicians who
were using them.
Mr. Herbert is playing at the Kinema
Theatre for two weeks and Los Angeles
is enjoying the treat afforded.
Because inexperienced investors are
said to have lost $50,000,000 during the
year of 1921 in film swindles, Director Alfred E. Green at the Lasky Studio, has
started a movement in Hollywood to prevent the sale of fake stock to the American public.
Mr. Green's idea is to ally the various
film organizations of New York and Los
Angeles, including the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, the
Motion Picture Directors' Association,
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Alice Calhoun in her current production
for Vitagraph. (Working title) "Locked
M. P. Advertisers and like bodies.
The plan is not to exclude new capital
and legitimate companies with the intention of actually producing, but rather
"to discover and warnOut"
out-and-out fake
companies." His plan is to give them pitiless publicity, thus warning the public so
no money will be subscribed. "The main
object is merely to prevent the defrauding of the public, whose confidence we are
striving to keep," says Mr. Green.
On the Thomas Meighan's set at the
Lasky Studio the other day they were discussing the recent slump. Director Al
Green said that it had caused a number
of people to leave pictures and go into
other lines of endeavor. He backed his
statement with examples: Frank Newburg, former leading man, is now running
a cafe in Hollywood; Magda Lane, who
used to play leads at Universal, is now
private secretary to a big broker in Los
Angeles; Paul Eagler, once head cameraman at the Ince Studios, is running a
tailoring establishment; Al W. Filson,
character actor, is operating an oil company that pays dividends. Jack Halloway, ex-director, is selling automobiles
for a regular salary, while Charles Ogle
has built and is managing a bungalow
court instead of wearing grease paint
and crepe hair.

Schenck Favors Los Angeles
as Producing Location
Joseph M. Schenck, producer of
the Norma and Constance Talmadge
productions, recently transferred all
his activities to the Pacific Coast,
announcing
all those
pictures will bethatmade
there stars'
hereafter.
He is now on a business trip to New
York, and declared that results have
justified his action.
"Motion pictures can be made
more cheaply and better in Los Angeles than anywhere else in the
world," he said. "There are a great
many reasons why it became the
motion
picture
and itthere
are a great
many 'capital'
reasons why
will
remain so.
"In no other place could I have
filmedNorma
'The Talmadge.
Duchess de ItLangeais,'
with
required
the largest indoor set ever constructed for the films — the ballroom scene
in which more than a thousand actors appear. In spite of the enormity of the scene a great deal of
money was saved because of its erection in Los Angeles. The ballroom
could never have been reproduced
with such adherence to exactness in
any other city in the world."
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China Next Big Development Center
James B. Leong, the only Chinese producer of motion pictures in the world, says
that China is the biggest picture market
on earth and that the next big development in the picture industry will be expansion in that country. He declares
that China can annually use five times
the present output of the United States,
and that she can absorb such an output
as rapidly as exhibition facilities can be
extended.
ror two hundred years people have
been saying that China has a population
of 400,000,000 people, but Mr. Leong declares that the population is easily twice
that, for the census machinery in the
Flowery Kingdom is in the hands of interests who are directly concerned in
keeping the population down.
Also, this enterprising young producer
tells the world the interesting news that,
notwithstanding the famine, the Chinese
people have money to spend and nowhere
to spend it. The people are the thriftiest
m the world and love entertainment as
passionately as children.
But the problem in China is to give
the people the kind of pictures they can
understand and this can be done, says
Mr. Leong, only by native producers who
understand both the Chinese and the production of motion pictures. The problem
is much simpler for the motion picture
as America knows it will not be necessary in China, except in the large centers
and then only in isolated cases. The
Chinese "fan" will be content
the
movies and will not expect operawith
chairs,
ornate lobbies, vaudeville, symphony orchestras, usherettes and other American
frills and non-essentials.
Mr. Leong has already started his campaign to movieize and uplift his native
country by producing The Lotus Blossom.
It is a Chinese story from his own pen
filmed in Los Angeles by an all-star
company of Chinese and American players, featuring Lady Tsen Mei, the Chinese
opera singer; Tully Marshall and Noah
Beery. This picture was produced by the
Wah Ming Motion Picture Co., but another company incorporated under the
laws of California has succeeded it with
the title of Chung Wah Motion Picture
Co., headed by Mr. Leong, who has inaugurated aproduction schedule of four
special features a year, all to be Chinese
stories from his own pen and to be interpreted by casts of American and
Chinese players at the ratio of 70 to 30
per cent. Mr. Leong says that he finds
many types among American actors and
he will give the principal parts to the
Americans until he can develop some
Fairbanks, Harts, Meighans, Dexters,
Pickfords, McAvoys and Talmadges
among has own people.
Chung Wah productions will be made
partly in America and partly in China
until studios can he built in the Orient
when it is planned to maintain units in
both places. All pictures will be made to
exhibit both in America and China, but
the big idea behind the plan is to Americanize China so far as moving pictures
are concerned and show forth to the world
the_
noble
and beautiful side of the
Chinese
character.
Mr. Leong is an Americanized younsr
Oiinese gentleman; he believes that if
China can be sriven motion pictures that
her people will understand the natives
will quicklv he purged of all of the evils
of the opium traffic and gambling, of
superstition, intolerance and prejudice
against foreieners and with these drags
upon the nation srone. the Plowerv Kinsi'dom should auiekly take her rig-htful place
as the dominant power of the Orient.
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Two New Players Join the
Christie Comedy Company
With the return of Charles H. Christie,
general manager of the Christie Film
Company, to his studio from the East, the
announcement was made that he had
signed up George Stewart, younger brother of Anita -Stewart, to star in Christie
Comedies, to be made for Educational release. At the same time the arrival of
Charlotte Stevens, Chicago beauty contest
winner, to begin work in these fun films,
was made known.

Stewart has been appearing in prominent parts in dramatic features, and his
acquisition by Christie for leading comedy
roles is in line with the latter's policy of
using players with dramatic training for
starring in his two-reel comedy films.
Miss Stevens, who is 17 years old, won
the beauty contest conducted by the Chicago Journal almost a year ago, being
judged the winner over thousands of girls
who tried for the honor of receiving a contract with Christie. She is to begin at
once acting the leading feminine part in
a comedy featuring Bobby Vernon.

Baby Peggy Makes
Broadway
Hit in
Universal Comedy
Babyin Peggy's
second
release
in the
series
which she
appears
at the
headnewof
her own company of grown-ups was shown
on the Central Theatre bill with Priscilla
Dean's Wild Honey and received quite as
much applause as the big feature. The
critics who were present at the premiere
at Universal's New York first run house
Monday night were very flattering in their
comments about the little girl. The New

"Sailor

Made

Man"

Plays 367 Times
at the Symphony
Further details have been received from
Los Angeles regarding the achievement
of what is believed to be a new world's
record by Harold Lloyd in A Sailor-Made
Man at the Symphony Theatre. The comedy opened at the Symphony at midnight
on Dec. 31, and played until Feb. 18, which
was in reality a fifty-day continuous run,
during which 367 performances were
given. This is considered a world's record
for a feature comedy. It will be remembered that previously the Symphony shatits attendance
record
withthe Lloyd's
Never teredWeaken.
In both
cases
Lloyd
comedy was exploited as the only attraction and was the longest feature on the
bill. The combined run of the two comedies took up ninety-four days of the Symphony's time.
Duringin this
300 and
24sheets were
posted
Los period
Angeles,
the Symphony Theatre took more newspaper space than any two other theatres
in Los Angeles. It is declared that the
comedy beat every other theatre in Los
Angeles showing big feature productions,
with the single exception of The Three
Musketeers at the Mission Theatre.
No announcement has been made as yet
regardingduction issaid
Lloyd's
vehicle, but proto benext
completed.
Sennett
"On

Comedy

Patrol"

Are

players

15

York Times characterized her as "weirdly
expressive
and who
winning."
Baby Peggy,
is small even for her
three short summers, has a distinct screen
personality which she shows even in the
small bit she did in Penrod, where she was
listed under the name of Peggy Jane on
the bill, and this shows to even greater
advantage when she is contrasted with
grown-ups who in many instances cannot
act nearly as well as she does.
In Peggy Behave she plays her usual
role of a mischievous tot who works riot
among the farm animals, but ends by rescuing a train from bandits and running a
huge locomotive to save the passengers.

In

Baby Peggy, the Universal-Century
comedy
star, in "Peggy
One
of
the cleverest
of the Behave."
little screen

Number

Serials

and

Semon
Cuts Up in ^^The Saw
Agile Vitagraph Comedian Goes to the Big Woods for His
Locale — Still Batting in the .400 Class and Climbing
There's an amazing lot of lumber in
The Saw Mill, the Vitagraph two-reeler
showing at the Strand in Manhattan for
the week of Feb. 27. From the drop of
the hat Larry Semon does nothing much
but carve nice little slapsticks and great
big slapsticks out of all the wood that is
brought within the range of his camera.
And when it comes to doing that same little
thing Larry still is batting in the .400
class — and climbing steadily. He may
have done better things in his own field of
comedy than he did when he made The
Saw Mill, but if he did this writer regrets
he missed the performance.
The setting for the latest effort of the
agile comedian is not in a city nor yet in a
small village. It is in the "great outdo rs/' inthe tall timber. We see this tall
timber brought to earth- — -we recall at
least four of these giants of the forest
that come crashing to the ground — on
three of these occasions nestling alongside
of Larry, missing him, but that is about
all.
The fourth tree that is cut down represents the efforts of the "villains" to bring
to earth Larry and the millowners' daughter who are perched in the big pine several score feet up. The girl has been imprisoned in a hut. Larry throws a rope
into a tree and goes up a la the monk,
or as a monkey would if he used a rope to
aid him. Larry drops the rope into thehut through the open roof, the girl gets
aboard and is pulled up into the branches.
One of the bad men, when Larry throws
his rope over to a projecting beam on a
high scaffolding on the shore of the lake,
climbs up to cut the rope. Larry is too
quick. The two svidng from the tree, out
over the water, and, pendulum like, back
again. As they again start out over the
water the rope is cut and the two make a
big splash — and swim ashore.
Aside from the comedy angle the picture is notable for the accurate manner
in which the lumberjacks plant on the
ground the big trees that are made to fit
into the story. In one case it was necessary that a small hut be demolished by a
falling tree. The man with the axe felled
his timber with as true an eye as if he
had been shooting a rifle at the same
target.
Don't miss getting a look at this comedy. We could tell you a lot more about
the happenings in the two reels, but
there's no use in spoiling a good thing by
uncovering too much of it.
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Laughs

On Patrol,
which
is beingMack's
releasedSennett's
through latest,
First
National,
features
Billy
Bevan
and
dred June and was directed by Roy MilDel
Ruth. Sennett cops, little ones and big
ones, flit in and out of the two reels. There
are amusing incidents and lines in this
story of the janitor who was fired and
immediately afterward obtained an appointment as a patrolman. The simplicity of Billy is such that when a handcuff
salesman enters headquarters where Billy,
in accordance with instructions is standing guard, the talksmith has no difficulty
in inducing Billy to try on the wristlets,
after which the salesman admits he is a
burglar and proceeds vnthout interrupto extract
the payroll
fromstolen
the "safe."
It istionin
the search
for the
money
that the riot starts. On Patrol is not the
best comedy produced under the Sennett
brand, but it's a pretty good one.
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Universal

Popular Portrayer of Rugged Characters to Be Starred
in Two-Reel Western and Northwest Mounted Police Tales
Tom Santschi, one of the oldest and
ber the direction of Robert N. Bradbury.
most popular leading men and character
This connection will bring together two
actors on the screen, has been placed un- of the oldest men in point of experience
der contract by Universal. Mr. Santschi
in the film business. Mr. Bradbury goes
will be starred in a series of two-reel
way back to the Kalem days and the start
Western and Northwest Mounted Police of the Universal in California. Mr.
stories. These are now being prepared
Santschi has played in only one Universal
for him by the staff of writers at Unipicture, and that quite recently. He first
versal City. The first one selected is attained prominence in the old Selig comThe Guilty Oath, by George Morgan. Mr.
panies and his first nationally acclaimed
Santschi will begin work immediately un- performance was in The Spoilers.

ilyinto the home of the young man and
quickly becomes a favorite with the famOne of the amusing incidents in the
picture is where Baby Marie gives a garden hose to a trained bear and Bruin, apparently thirsty, tries to manipulate the
rubber so that he may get a drink. Then
there is a bit of real drama when the
father of the young man who has adopted
Marie tries successfully to bring about a
reconciliation between the two lovers. The
part of the young man is finely played by
Henry King. Andrew Arbuckle has the
role of the father. The picture truly may
be classed as a comedy drama and it is
well worth while.
Jake

Mermaid
Winding

Comedies
Up

Work

on

the Year's Schedule
Lloyd Hamilton, popular comedy star,
and Jack White, director and his partner
in Hamilton-White Comedies, Inc., are
putting in their final work on the first
year's production schedule of their new
producing organization, with a fine showing to their credit for Mermaid Comedies.
Hamilton is finishing his work on the
sixth and final picture of the year in
which he is featured, while White is about
to start the seventh of the Jack White
productions, which will be the last of the
year's group of Mermaid Comedies. With
distribution through Educational Film Exchanges, these fine examples of film fun
have taken a place as one of the most popular of comedy series.
Hamilton has been known to film fans
for several years. Beginning with the
old "Ham and Bud" Comedies, he has
won many friends among exhibitors and
theatregoers.
with his name in lights in front of the
theatre and with his comedies advertised
on twenty-four and thirty-two sheet
stands, Hamilton's pictures have frequently attracted exceptional comment
from newspaper critics at big first run
houses, even when playing with big features. Unusual newspaper comment also
has been made about the Jack White productions, in the later releases of which
Lige Conley has been given the leading
parts.
Lige Conley, who appeared in the allstar cast in For Land's Sake, did such
good work in that and succeeding releases
that in the final pictures of the group he
is featured by White.
No expense or effort has been spared by
Hamilton and White to keep the Mermaid
Comedies up to the highest standard. They
have surrounded themselves with a big,
strong staff of actors, writers, editors, directors, and cameramen. In each comedy
the best settings have been provided to
carry out the humorous story, no matter
how difficult to erect or how costly.
The Mermaid Comedies featuring Hamilton that have already been listed on Educational's national release schedules include Robinson Crusoe, Ltd., The Vagrant,
The Adviser, and Rolling Stones. The
Rainmaker will be the next release, to be
followed by the sixth picture, now being
completed.
Strand Books Sport Reviews
Managing Director Plunkett of the New
York Strand has booked two new Sport
the successful presenReviewstation offollowing
the Artclass single reel, A Rex
Beach Week-End, the week of Feb. 5.
Plunkett has arranged to present at an
early date a new Sport Review entitled
Taking the Air, and also By-way Cham-

pions. Taking the Air will be presented
during the week of Feb. 26, and is a most
interesting short release showing the various stunts and thrills of the most famous
air-riders.
Sally to Portray Fire Horse
Century Film Corporation has the reputation for discovering and making clever
animal actors. The latest Century find
is Sally, a clever mare, who bids fair
to rival Brownie the Century dog with
the college education judging by reports
from her director and those who have
seen her first releases. It is planned to
feature her in a series of equine stories,
the first of which was called A Dark
Horse, and the second, now in course of
production, The Fire Horse.
Baby Marie Osborne
Comes Back to Us in
Good Pathe Playlet
Little Mary Sunshine, issued as a Pathe
Playlet in three reels, brings back to us
as she was a few years ago Baby Marie
Osborne, a charming little one. Baby
Marie had a wide "vogue" in those days,
and looking at her in this re-edited subject
it is easy to understand why. Here she
has the role of a child whose mother is
killed by a drunken husband, who goes out
into the street, crawls into an automobile
and is discovered and taken home by a
young man who has just had his ring returned by his fiancee because he had
broken a promise and had appeared at
her home drunk. The child is adopted

Dorothy Devore, star in Educational
Christie Comedies
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Lourie

Books

"Great Americans"
for Three Theatres
One of the biggest bookings on] short
features ever recorded, according to an
announcement from the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, is a day and date booking on Great American Authors Series in
three Boston theatres for a run of twelve
consecutive weeks. The theatres are the
Park, Modern and Beacon, three of Boston's leading picture houses. All three
houses
Lourie. are under the management of Jake
The Great American Authors Series
produced by Charles Urban for the Kineto
Company of America, and distributed by
Hodkinson, consists of a series of twelve
one-reel stories woven around the lives
of Whittier, Irving, Poe, Holmes, Bryant,
Longfellow, Hawthorne, Twain, Cooper,
Lowell, Emerson and Whitman.
Direct tie-ups with educational and literary bodies in Boston and other plans
are calculated to put the series over with
record-breaking results.
Owing to the large demand on the part
of theatres for dates on this series, it has
been decided to release the productions at
the rate of one a week instead of one a
month, as previously announced. Trailers
are being made and will be provided all
theatres where the series is being shown,
in addition to special campaign books and
stock slides.
Prizma Engages Paleologue
Prizma announces that it has engaged
Prince Jean Paleologue, formerly of Pal
Art Service, as director of its art department in charge of paintings, posters,
cheaters, color settings and embellishments for reproduction in Prizma color.
For many years, Mr. Paleologue, who is
a well-known Rumanian artist, has been
famous for his poster work. He was a
Medalist at the Paris Salon and received
the Highest Award for Posters at the International Exposition in Paris, in 1900.
He first came to America in 1900 as correspondent for the Journal de Paris, and his
work in all forms of illustration in Amer"Pal."ica is well known under the signature
Qiildren See "Four Seasons"
During the engagement of The Four
Seasons last week at the Southern Theatre in Columbus, Ohio, the theatre management held four special Saturday morning showings at nine, ten, eleven and
twelve o'clock, before the regular theatrical performances, so that the school
children could be taken care of. A special
admission price of 10 cents prevailed at
these early matinees.
The Four Seasons is the four-reel
nature classic produced for Kineto by Raymond L. Ditmars and released through
the Hodkinson Exchange.
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Upper and Lower. — Lee Moran, as a
Pullman porter, again is seen in blackface
in this Universal two-reel comedy. Exhibitors whose houses are below the Mason
and Dixon's line would do well to examine
this picture before booking it, as in one
or two instances the star's blackface
seems so genuine to a young wench that
she is eager to make love to the porter,
and in one case so far succeeds as to lay
her head on his shoulder. It is hardly
necessary to explain that the regard is unreciprocated, asthe make-believe porter is
very much interested in one of the young
women passengers on his car. Among the
sleepers are a number of comedy characters— a drunk who has great difficulty in
making his upper; a toothless maid of uncertain age, the uncertainty applying only
as to the number of her summers in excess of three score; a pup who eagerly
licks the chocolate from the ear of the
sleeping guardian of the Pullman; a
buxom matron who in homespun night apparel ruthlessly ploughs her way through
the narrow aisle — and others. Quiet is
not one of the factors in the experiences
of
the passengers
Lee'scrave
car. itThey
get
excitement
whetheronthey
or not.
Matching Wits (Universal two-reel
western). — This entertaining drama of
the Northwest Mounted was written for
the screen by George Morgan from the
story of iMalcolm Stuart Boylan. Art
Acord is the featured player, having the
role of Art Somers, one of the "Mounted."
During one of the high spots of the story
Art shows us a daring piece of horsemanship. Mary Nevrton, interestingly portrayed by Laura La Plante. has been
watching the round-up of the rum-runners. One of the bootleggers vaults to
the back of her horse and compels her to
ride away. Art starts in pursuit. Arriving opposite the fleeing animal he jumps
from his saddle and tackles football
fashion the escaping Lemaire. The two
roll to the ground and fight it out.
There is a clearly told story running
through the two reels, several set-tos with
the fists and some goods examples of pony
riding. Albert Russell directed.
The Rainmaker, Mermaid Comedy, released by Educational. — Lloyd Hamilton
comes to us in the role of a bumpkin who
shatters
town's
recordwithin
of sixty
He is thehisfirst
resident
that years.
space
of time to leave it except by way of the
cemetery. There is a lot of small town
atmosphere surrounding the departure of
the hero — speeches, band playing, tears,
etc. The Hero catches the Limited in a
way that is new, but well worth remembering. When the mantle of the Rainmaker descends upon him in the shape of
the silk hat and longtailed coat of the
original moisture creator and the Hero
tries to make good he commits the nearly
fatal error of establishing the vrrong contact. The result is that he brings down a
blizzard of unusual proportions. Then
again there are scenes in a sleeping car
where waysliterally
the sparks fly. "Ham" alis good entertainment.
Pathe Review No. 146. — The process
of making imitation pearls is shown
in detail. In The Robber Crow, an outdoor subject, we are shown how a man
and a boy decoy a flock of crows bent on
the destruction of a bluebird's nest. The
crows are destroyed and the future bluebirds are saved. A Pathecolor of spots
in ancient Gascony, of great castles and
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little rivers, is notable for its beauty.
Then there are present day scenes in and
around Lexington and Concord, including
many
nals. spots famous in Revolutionary anOn the Fire (Current one-reel re-issue
by Pathe). — Harold Lloyd has a lot
do in and
this Bebe
picture,Daniels
"Snub"notPollard
ato little
much has
of
anything. Lloyd has the role of a chef,
and shows us an automatic kitchen — something surely that will have deep interest
for all of the women whose husbands have
to get their own breakfasts, and that
ought to provide a good-sized clientele for
any picture. When Lloyd starts to catch
a fish from the pool in the restaurant he
gets into difficulties. Before they are
straightened out he has set the place on
fire and extinguished the blaze and about
everything else around the place.
The Spendthrift (Current animated
cartoon of the Aesop's Fables, released
by Pathe) . — The basis of the cartoon
is the declaration that "The spendthrift
blames
spendthrifteverybody
dog gives but
such himself."
a large fee toA
his taxi driver he has insufficient funds
with which to cover his dinner check, and
after
being with
throwna fox,
out a tries
at gambling
bear his
and "hand"
a wolf.
He loses out, starts a fight, and then is
thrown out.
Danger Rails (Eleventh episode of
White Eagle, Pathe serial). — There are
two thrilling smashes in this episode, one
the overturning of a stage coach when
planks are loosened in a bridge and the
other when Ruth, driving an automobile
in which two men are struggling, loses
control and the machine plunges down an
embankment and turns over. These are
the outstanding incidents, but they very
likely will suffice.
The Cashier, Mutt and Jeff released by
Fox. — As proprietor of a grocery store
Mutt engages Jeff as cashier. These new
duties require the little fellow to sit at
the other end of the overhead air pressure
money conductor. Numerous complications follow when he gets too near the
suction. A volley of apples and cabbages
duly returned, plus ink and the store cat
and finally Jeff, himself, make this a sure
laugh getter.
Friday the Thirteenth, Star Comedy released by Universal. — Eddie Boland is featured in this subject, from the story and
scenario of Hal Conklin and directed by
Craig Hutchinson. The tale contained in
the single reel is slight — or so it certainly
seemed to this reviewer when the picture
was seen in a projection room. So many
things happen to the leading player on the
day before the 13th that Eddie decides to
sleep through to the 14th.
Fluff to Stuff (Kineto).— This single
reel interestingly shows the raising and
m.arketing of cotton, beginning with the
boll with its hidden seeds and concluding with the completed material ready
for use in factory or home. We see in
operation the essential machinery of the
cotton gin, of the compress plant and of
the mill.
The Bow Wows (Regular "Snub" Polcomedy,
Pathe). as
— "Snub"
comeslardto
us released
in this bypicture
a dog

Number 15

catcher who is enamored of Marie
Mosquini, a lover of expensive dogs and
an exhibitor at the shows. While the picture is not particularly strong, nevertheless there are some amusing situations.
The Studio Rube, an Al St. John comedy
amusingly done by Fox. The story is of
a rube who comes to town and accidentally
meets a movie star and later of his various attempts to get inside the studio to
see her again. Some clever new stuff has
been well handled and worked into the
story without appearing to be forced.
The Maverick (Kineto). — A
of a Wyoming landscape,
action supplied by a colt and
who join a band of wild horses
the hills and valleys.
Dan

Mason

fine scenic
with the
its mother
and roam

Is Ideal

as the Skipper
"Toonerville"

in
Tale

The celebrated Toonerville Trolley, with
its antiquated skipper, returns to the
screen under the title of The Skipper's
Policy. It's a good number, although some
of the interiors are poorly photographed.
In the role of the Skipper is one of the
best character players on stage or screen,
the veteran Dan Mason. Then, too, there
is the familiar Katrinka made famous by
Fontaine Fox. If Katrinka is not quite
as beamy as the female dreadnought we
are accustomed to see in the cartoons,
surely the discrepancy is made up for in
the height — apparently a number of
inches over six feet, "and built in proporThe Toonerville Trolley itself we find
created in the image so often and so strikingly drawn by the inimitable Fox. The
decrepit old vehicle is, in fact, built along
the cartoonist's own lines. The picture
wastion."
directed by Ira M. Lowrry. The titles
were from the hand of Ralph Spence and
match
the spiritin ofthethepicture,
subject.and"There
one drawback
that was
was
the manner in which the janitor, Vernon
McNutt, was garbed. His trousers were
unnecessarily low in the waist, creating
the feeling that at any moment he would
be losing 'em. This particular sort of
suspense, or lack of it, is old stuff and by
common consent has been accorded its
proper
placethrough
in the index
— out.
Running
the two
reels is a bit
of a small town story, not so interesting
perhaps to those unacquainted, with the
newspaper work of the cartoonist as it
certainly is to those who have. But after
all if there be anything that arouses more
general interest than a big city it is a
small town. Which means the picture
ought to have a wide clientele.
Prizma to Continue in 1922
Its Short Subject Service
Prizma announces three new subjects
for release at once on its regular short
subjects service in Prisma color: Away
Dull Care, a picture of outdoor sports in
various parts of the world ; Seeing the Unseen, a study of minute organisms, including two inches of living matter from the
bottom of the ocean, and Nippon, a new
color study of Japan.
Prizma
production ofplans
for 1922
include the'scontinuance
its short
subject
service that proved so popular during 1921,
through the same group of States rights
distributors that handled Prizma last year.
Production Manager H. R. Le Roy is
now completing the first eight of the new
series of 26 subjects.
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change of Detroit has acquired Michigan;
Independent Film Company, Philadelphia,
secures Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and District
Columbia;
Warner's
Exchange
of Los ofAngeles
controls
the
rights for Arizona, California and Nevada, and Warner's Exchange of New
York has purchased Greater New York
and Northern New Jersey.
These sales are said to have been made
following the announcement of the release of the Gordon picture. The story of
Your Best Friend is said to be of universal appeal in that it reveals the soul
of a mother who gives and loves and
sympathizes vdth her two sons, only to
find that she has been willfully neglected.
How the sons finally realize the true worth
of their mother is said to round out one of
the most stirring, human interest stories.
The picture was produced by Harry
Rapf and was written and directed by
Will Nigh. Prominent members of the
cast supporting Miss Gordon are Belle
Bennett, Harry Benham, Beth Mason,
Stanley Price and Dore Davidson.

Arrow Photoplays Executive Takes "Wandering Boy^* and
Five Clara Kimball Young Pictures for Western States
Joe Goodstein of the Arrow Photo
make money as well as the independent exchanges and exhibitors. What we want is
Plays Company, Denver, Seattle and Salt
good entertaining pictures at reasonable
Lake City, came to New York last week
costs and the problem for every angle of
with his new live wire general manager,
theA trade
is solved."
J. A. Conant, and bought Equity's Where
booking
contest vnU be begun by the
Is My Wandering Boy To-night for WashDenver,
Salt
Lake City and Seattle offices
ington, Idaho, Utah, Oregon, Montana,
Photoplays for the best busiColorado, Wyoming, New Mexico and of Arrow
ness on the entire series of Young producAlaska.
tions. Special plans for novel exploitation of the entire series are also being
"I came to New York to see with my
own eyes just how big this Wandering Boy
worked out by the publicity staff of the
Arrow outfit.
picture was, for from the reports I heard
it was touted to be something unsual
from the box-office standpoint," said Mr.
Lewis Buys Davis-Brandt Film
Goodstein. "I want to go on record here
and now, after having seen the picture
Following the success of the premiere
and the exploitation prepared for it for of Life's Greatest Question at the Strand
exhibitors, that it is all that has been Theatre, San Francisco, and the notices
said of it and then some, and I have laid it received in the newspapers and from
down my cold spot cash to back up my the owner of the theatre, George H. Davis
and Joe Brandt, who produced and are
Backer Shows Trio
judgment."
Both Mr. Conant and Mr. Goodstein de- distributing this feature, received during
clared the production is precisely the type the past week letters and wires from buyof Two-Reelers for
ers, asking whether territories are still
of melodrama and mother love picture
that people want at this period in the his- open on it.
Franchise Holders
tory of the show business.
While much of the territory had already been disposed of, an additional sale
Mr. Conant expressed himself in accord
Franklyn
E. Backer is on his way East,
with the views of local showmen that the was made this week on the feature to the making enough
stopovers at key cities to
R.
D.
Lewis
Company
of
Dallas
for
Texas,
show business runs in cycles and that now
enable him to visit most of the AmalgaArkansas and Oklahoma.
is
the cycle with
of theheart
old-time
"mellers,"
that
mated franchise-holders handling the G.
melodrama
punch
and a good
M. Anderson product.
story are the money-getters of the present
Amalgamated Pictures is now well
period.
Seven Exchanges Buy
along in its work on the series of twelve
"The plans for exploitation of Where Is
co-star productions being released this
My Wandering Boy To-night are the most
season, and also is starring on No. 4 of a
"Your Best Friend,"
elaborate Arrow Photoplays has ever laid
series of twelve two-reel subjects. As Mr.
Backer is bringing back sample prints of
a Warner Production
out," said Mr. Conant. "We are going to
put this production across unlike anything
three two-reel subjects he has decided to
ever handled by us," he continued.
Seven state right exchanges have pur- visit a number of the franchise-holders
Bookings for Wandering Boy can be archased the exclusive territorial rights for and screen these pictures. In doing this he
ranged immediately through the three of- the latest Warner Brothers production,
is following out the policy laid down by
fices of Arrow Photoplays.
his organization at its inception which
Your Best Friend, starring Vera Gordon.
Mr. Goodstein also has purchased for
Specialty Film Company, Dallas, has calls for the showing of at least the first
his territory the last five pictures of Clara taken
over the rights for Texas, Oklahoma
three pictures of every new set of producKimball Young. These productions are
tions offered to the independent exchanges
Hush, Straight from Paris, Charge It, and Arkansas; Skirboll Brothers, Cleve- holding franchises.
land, have purchased Ohio; Warner's ExWhat No Man Knows and The Worldly
Madonna.
"Clara Kimball Young is very popular
in our territory," said Mr. Goodstein, "and
her last productions will go over big backed
Film Nears
Completion
by the special exploitation and show- Old Testament
manship we give our trade. Give us good
pictures and such a thing as depression
"After Six Days" Will Be Ten Reels in Length — Weiss Brothers
is a lot of bosh. People want entertaining
Promise Novel Art Title Backgrounds for Biblical Production
pictures now just the same as they wanted them during the war and before the
ble for the illustrative backgrounds which
Weiss Brothers Artclass Pictures Corwar. People don't change: it's the methhave been made for a great many of the
poration
announced
that
its
film
version
ods that change, the methods of film men
subtitles. These art backgrounds introof the Old Testament is almost ready for
who handle the goods. Show the exhibitduce a tapestry effect new to the screen
or how to sell the goods you sell him and presentation on Broadway. The picture
and many of them are in gorgeous colors.
your battle is won for yourself and for has been definitely titled After Six Days.
Due to the tremendous amount of maThe entire production will present in the
your exhibitors."
terial in which the Old Testament story
space
of
approximately
ten
reels
the
"The independent market must grow,"
abounds,
After Six Days moves with unwealth
of
incident
and
action
of
the
Old
said Manager Conant. "Independent prousual rapidity and the historical panoducers and distributors must be encourTestament, beginning with Creation and
rama which it presents contains an abundaged. There must be an open market, or ending with the Songs of Solomon.
ance of drama, romance and suspense.
else the trade will be throttled by the big
The
film
has
been
given
special
attenThe
picture will be shown to a large
boys.
tion in the matter of tints and tones. A
gathering of notables in various walks of
"There is no monopoly on brains. There
life within the next two weeks, following
is no monopoly on the production of good most impressive decorative foreword has
been prepared under the direction of which it will be offered as a legitimate
pictures. A shrewd independent producer
entertainment
in the leading theatres of
Adolph Weiss, assisted by Katherine
watching the trend of the times can make
the
country.
good pictures at costs that enable him to Stuart and Mark Toby. Toby is responsi-
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"The
Innocent
Cheat''^ Is Real
Story
Roy Stewart and Kathleen Kirkham Share Abundant Honors
in a Powerful and Finely Staged Ben Wilson Production
mination isunaltered even when he is told
The Innocent Cheat, a Ben Wilson prothat it is his.
duction, soon to be realesed by Arrow,
will interest showmen regardless of the
The child enters the story at this point,
size or importance of their houses. As and a remarkable child it is. Overnight
announced in the Trade Review last week, Murdock determines to restore the little
the picture will have its world premiere in one to its mother, especially following his
the California Theatre in Los Angeles on conversation with the child, but the
March 12. The writer sat in at a showing
mother locatesi him before he gets started.
of the subject without an intimation as to There follow several — well, let's call them
its quality other than that suggested by "handkerchief" moments.
The Innocent Cheat has a steady pull
its booking for the California. After sitting alone in a small projection room and on the attention throughout the six reels.
in a temperature that made a heavy overThe picture is finely staged. Ben Wilson
directed it.
G. B.
coat comfortable and with no other accompaniment than the hum of the projector,
the writer remarked on emerging, in response to an inquiry as to his opinion of
what
he
seen:does"It's
big." and he Peggy O'Day ans
Shows
hip
And sohadthejust
writer
believe,
Real Horsem
believes further, after learning the manner in which the distributors plan to exploit the picture, that progressive exhibiin "They're Off"
tors will have an opportunity to give their
They're
Off,
directed
patrons a photoplay treat.
being distributed
on by
theFrank
StateFord,
rightsis
The basic theme is motherhood, and market by the Anchor Films. The picture
owing to the twist that has been given to is five reels in length. The leading roles
this story by J. Grubb Alexander it is one are taken by Francis Ford and Peggy
that will appeal powerfully to men, unless
O'Day. The former is .Prank Blake, a
we are very much mistaken. Because in horseman
banker. Miss O'Day has a
spite of the ordeal that falls to the lot dual role,and
that of Mrs. Blake, and of
of the heroine it is the masculine side of
"Slats," a mountain girl. We are shown
the house that suffers the greater — and where the two are twins in infancy and
with the greater compensation, if that be are separated, but at the conclusion there
possible, in the end.
is nothing to indicate the relationship is
Roy Stewart is the star, but really it is ever discovered by either of the sisters.
a co-starred picture, with Kathleen KirkThe picture is being distributed on an
ham sharing fully in the abundant honors,
allotment basis commensurate with the
and the two are given excellent support.
absence of expensive settings in its stagMr. Stewart has the role of Murdock, a
ing. There is a stirring horserace. The
construction engineer in Canada. Before
winnertered is
ridden home
by "Slats,"
who hasof enhis work is finished he meets a woman,
Blake
at the request
its
from where he does not know and until mistress the so
that the latter may enjoy a
she quickly passes out of his life he does bit of recreation by joining a musical
not care. He fails in his work; under the show during the absence from home of her
stress he makes a miscalculation, a bridge husband. The husband, returning before
partly finished collapses and a train is
is expected, assumes that "Slats" is
throvim into the river. No lives are lost, he
Peggy, to the embarrassment of the
but Murdock is discharged. Strong drink former.
is the only friend he recognizes, and he
The mountain girl falls in love with the
hits the gutter.
head of the house, and later when she
And the woman? In her adult years learns of the death of Mrs. Blake in a
she has been chained to a roue, one whose
theatre fire confesses the truth. There is
chief ambition in life is to amuse himself in the story a villainous half-brother who
and his friends. He expects his wife to is cognizant of the deception being pracentertain his sportive and sporting friends
ticed by the mistress of the house and
and to disregard his movements. Chil- who tries on the day of the race to predren are out of the question. The invent the family's representative in the
evitable break comes.
going to the post. "Slats"
There are strong scenes. Among these line-up
outwits from
him, however.
are the controversy between the husband
The story is not one containing novelty
and the wife on board the yacht, culminator particular strength, but may interest
ing when the husband enters the state- exhibitors of small houses and who may,
room of Mary Murdock just after one of upon examination, find it has appeal for
their clientele.
G. B.
his male guests had entered the compartment in order to compromise her. Mary
rejects the husband's offer to pay less Twelve Second Nationals
heed to his goings and comings and departs for the shore.
Are Sold for Carolinas
There are the scenes before the referee
Second
National
Pictures Corporation
following the trial for divorce, instituted
by the husband, and in which the custody has completed a deal with D. E. Oglesof the child is awarded to the man. Then
by and W. V. De Farley for the distribution of the twelve special productions and
the wife fights, in her desperation declarfeature
releases, now controlled by the
it is not her husband's
and ingfurthermore
that the child
namedanyway
core- concern, in North and South Carolina,
withdrawing this territory from the
snondent is not the right man. She breaks
down, tells her story to the court, and as change.
region to be covered by the Atlanta exa result the verdict is reversed, and the
wife is granted the decree and the custody
General Manager De Farley, in a communication to Second National head
of the child.
Then there are the tense scenes in the offices, at 140 West Forty-second Street,
New York, declares that keen interest
North woods several years later, where
has been aroused among exhibitors in
the wife has gone. Murdock discovers her
and enters her home. At first he is going those two states over the first three releases, David and Jonathan, Her Story
to kill her, but relents when he learns
there is a child. He tells her he will let and The Night Riders. Franchises already obtained for the distribution of
her live and take the child. His deter-
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Second National pictures cover more than
two-thirds of the territory in the United
States.
The three pictures named will be followed The
shortly Famous
by the release
of Brenda's
Heritage,
Mrs. Thompson
and
Mr. Pirn Passes By, a picturization of the
successful speaking stage play.
C. B. C. Completing
Plans

for

Issue

of

Mayer Travelaughs
Such special mention as is seldom given
to the short releases on the program of
one of the big first-run Broadway film
houses was given this week by the New
York Times to the latest of the Hy Mayer
"Travelaughs," which is on the program
of the Capitol Theatre this week.
Commenting on the program at the
Capitol, the Times on Monday, Feb. 27,
said: "Don't leave the Capitol before
you've seen Hy Mayer's latest Travelaugh
Siich Is Life 'Mong Alpine Sports. Its
title indicates its subject and, like its
predecessors, it is an interesting combination of well-taken motion pictures and
Mr.Jack
Mayer's
Cohn spirited
and Joe sketches."
Brandt of the C. B.
C. Film Sales Corporation, through which
Mr. Mayer is to distribute to the State
rights market his Travelaughs, which
have been an exclusive feature of the Capitol Theatre program, announce that they
have also arranged to include in the
series.
Liferelease
'Mong Alpine
PlansSuch
forIsthe
of the Sports.
series
are rapidly nearing completion, and as
soon as it determined which pictujre
on the series is to be used as the initial
release and a special campaign to accompany the release of the series has been
completed, they will be launched on the
market.
Urges Co-operation with
Local Newspaper Editors
Following his announcement that, although he and George H. Davis had lined
up some excellent production plans, they
would not go any further into production
until they had the assurance of exhibitors
that Independent productions would be
given a fair chance in the better houses,
Joe Brandt will leave on a short tour of
the nearby states to get the exhibitor
angle as well as that of territorial buyers.
In analyzing* the trouble vidth the exhibition side of the Independent field Mr.
Brandt declares Independent distributors
have been seriously handicapped by the
lack of co-operation from the local newspapers. It has been his observation that
while the papers are always ready to publish news items furnished by the program
organizations, they either do not receive
the right kind of stories from the Independents or do not run them when thev do.
The matter of tying up to the local newspapers and establishing the fullest possible co-operation with them cannot be
over emphasized, Mr. Brandt believes.
Napoleon Now Ties His Shoes
A striking example of what "Little
Napoleon," the chimpanzee vnth the
"human" brain, can be taught came to
the
notice
Harry Anderson
Burns, Napoleon's
director,
whenof Trainer
requested
the chimpanzee to lace the boy-sized shoes,
which the ape wears on the set, a "trick"
the chimp performed with lightning dispatch. Mr. Anderson spent thirty minutes Sunday playing with his charge and
alternated the ape's period of recreation with five-minute periods of study.
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It Features Frank Glendon as Young American Business Man
Below Equator; Is Well Made and Contains Good Comedy Vein
Yankee Doodle, Jr., has just come to
room played to capacity audiences at the
Grand Theatre; Cleveland, where Dr.
town in the shape of a five-reel comedy
Shallenberger saw the premier at the
drama. It was brought in by M. J. BurnAllen Theatre of False Fronts, a locally
side, who stated at the Astor this week
that the subject would be sold on a State produced feature, and then to Chicago and
rights basis.
Toronto. It is expected Dr. Shallenberger will be gone about ten days. During
Yankee Doodle, Jr., is a good and a
wholesome picture, and on that basis will his absence W. Ray Johnston, vice-president and general manager of Arrow, restand analysis. The story is one that
mains in charge of the office.
contains the elements of worth-while
entertainment. It is well directed and
well acted. The settings are of the locale
—South American — stately structures
Whitman
Scores in
with a distinctive semi-tropical atmosphere. Then again the photography is of
Pacific Five-Reeler
the best. At the conclusion of the picture
scenes of a night fireworks display have
been treated by the Hambschlegel color
"Voice in the Dark"
process, giving the spectacular ending of
the picture a colorful and notable setting.
The five-reel subject. The Voice in the
J. Frank Glendon has the leading role, Dark, issued to the independent market
that of Jack Arnold, an athletic son of an by the Pacific Film Company, is a story
American business man. The father has from the pen of Sherwood MacDonald.
As we see it on the screen it cannot be
tired of his son's disinclination to engage
said to be notable for strength or for
in 'business and has given him the option
of getting busy or getting out. With no originality. In theme it has a trace of a
seconds to spare on the allotted time the suggestion of The Miracle Man. The suggestion is due to the character of The
son decides to go to work — as a salesman
Devil, so named by the natives of the
of fireworks — and chooses South America
as his field of activity. Activity is right. small seacoast town and for reasons not
particularly apparent, finely played by
The only son of the Arnold house FairWalt Whitman. In fact, what strength
banks— that ought to be a good verb by the
subject possesses may be said to be
this time — through his role at a fast clip,
due to Mr. Whitman, who gives a strikalways smiling, or nearly always. There
ing portrayal of the quaint old saint who
are a few serious moments.
refuses to dignify even with a denial the
Young Arnold loses no time in gaining accusations
of robbery laid against him.
the interest. Sympathy he does not need, Of course, at
the
not on the part of anyone. His first truth comes outtheandendthe ofoldthemanstory
is then
step in the republic of Santa Maria is to known as The Saint.
look up the new dictator who looks as fierce
Ora Carew and Gloria Joy have the
a pirate as ever scuttled a ship and made
roles of Betty and Corrine, two sisters,
up in the form and image of the one-time
daughters of a straight-laced father — the
well-known Villa. He quickly gets an interpreter
of which role, by the way, is
order for fireworks to celebrate the accespermitted or induced to overact his part.
sion or succession or possession, whatThe "heavy" of the story is a particularly
ever it is.
disagreeable character — one who always
Then romance enters in the form —
is quoting the Bible, making trouble for
divinely fair — of Senorita Zorra Gamorra,
his neighbors, and among other things
daughter of the deposed President, who
robbing the clothes of a man washed
ashore and then laying the charge against
implores the aid of the Yankee in recovering the late job of her father. Jack The Devil of having committed the crime.
jumps at the chance and puts it over in Later it appears the man is an escaped
twenty-four hours in spectacular fashion lunatic, which revelation explains his actions even if it does not remove the bad
and with few men. Later with several
trunks of fireworks hii stands off the as- taste.
Theodore Von Eltz and Verna Brooks
saulting mobs and compels them to retreat. Pyrotechnics do not enter into the have the parts of brother and sister,
Robert and Mignon, and acquit themselves
calculation of the revolutionary drillmasters. Then, of course, there has to be with credit. The big scene is a fight on
another order cabled to the United States the edge of a cliff between Robert and the
for fireworks with which to celebrate an- lunatic. The culmination comes when the
lunatic makes a plunge for his opponent,
other victory.
Jack Pratt has ably handled his players and the latter, standing on the edge of the
drops to the ground, the crazy
and his mobs. E. M. Kimball is a force- precipice,
man going over him and over the edge
ful American business man. Hector
to destruction on the rocks below. The
Samo carries with dignity the part of the situation is well handled and contains a
President
of Santa
Maria.
Sidney D'Albrook
is the
man with
a thousand
eyes, thrill.
the fight the lunatic somehow
head of the Santa Maria Secret Service, hasDuring
Robert as to cause the
and the son of the President — discreetly latter soto injured
lose his sight. Previously when
played. Zelma Morgan is the charming
has been pestered by the Scripturedaughter of the President and gives a fine he
quoting maniac he has, in a fit of temper,
performance. There is another member
declared there is no God. Stricken with
of the cast — a dog of uncertain breed who
blindness he wanders into the fields. When
makes friends with Jack and sticks to him the searchers, among whom is The Devil,
through all his adventures — a real actor. find him he is in prayer, declaring that if
his sight is restored he never again will
G.B.
say there is no God. The old man suggests that he look and see. Robert does
W. E. Shallenberger on Tour
look and does see. The recovery is as unconvincing as the loss of sight.
W. E. Shallenberger, president of the
In the end, the father of Betty, who
Arrow Film Corporation, left New York
had ordered his daughter not to meet
on Tuesday for a brief trip, taking in Co- first
Robert and then when she has persisted
lumbus, Ohio, where Ten Nights in a Bar-

in attending a dance has ordered her out
of her home, discovers that he has been
hasty
"judgments" and relents
and all inendshishappily.
G. B. —
Enterprise Takes
Alexander Serial

of

"Sherlock Holmes"
The Enterprise Distributing Corporation, with headquarters at Atlanta, has
just closed for the Alexander Film Corporation's after
Sherlock Holmes
productions.
The deal came
the Alexander
firm
had given the pictures first screenings in
several cities below Washington. The
deal is regarded
as one ofyear
the by
realthe
transactions of the present
big
circulating company, taking in as it does
the fifteen Sherlock Holmes pictures now
in this country, and by a special provision others to follow, now being made
under the supervision of the author, Sir
A. Conan Doyle.
Among the buyers grouped in the purchase under
deal are
J. the
W. Enterprise
Marigham Corporation's
of Atlanta;
M. S. White, Dallas; Truly Wildman,
Kansas City, Mo.; R. A. Kelly, New Orleans; D. V. McLucas, Omaha, and Wallace Walthall, Oklahoma City. The sum
represented by the transaction is said to
be bigger ductions
in thanitsthegross
the has
fifteen
sameforfirm
paid profor
any short reel features since the close of
the war.
The deal was consummated by Manager
W. K. Jenkins, general manager of the
Enterprise Distributing Corporation.
Warner
Serial

Wild

Animal

Nearly

at the

Coast

Ready
Studio

Warner Brothers' fifteen-episode animal serial, A Dangerous Adventure, starGrace Darmond,
nearingaccording
completionringat the
west coast isstudios,
to S. L. Warner, under whose direction
the serial is being made.
Of the many massive sets that have
been erected for the serial, the building
of a jungle idol is said to have taken
clay modelers and carpenters fully a
month to build. Hundreds of people were
used in this scene, in addition to practically all of the hundreds of animals
leased from the Al G. Barnes circus.
Mr. Warner is said to have taken exceptional care in choosing the prominent
members of the serial cast. Grace Darmond, who has appeared in other serial
pictures, is cast as an heiress in search
of an inheritance in the wilds of Africa;
Derelys Perdue, dancer and actress who
shares the adventures of Miss Darmond ;
Jack Richardson, whose fourteen years of
experience in heavy roles has made him
one of the screen's popular actors; Philo
McCullough and Robert Agnew, both of
whom have appeared in many screen
plays, and Omar Whitehead, who appears
as the mysterious native.
Earnhardt to Make Two-Reelers
C. S. Earnhardt, president of the Commercial Film Studios in St. Louis, has
just contracted with Mr. Sameth of Forward Film Distributors, Inc., for the release of a series of twelve two-reel situation comedies featuring D. W. McReynolds. Mr. Earnhardt says he will make
every effort to give the independent market the best possible in the way of quality.
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"1 Am
the Law'' Remains
Independent
Any Statement to the Contrary False, Declares C. C. Burr
of Affiliated, Who Says Carewe Film Will Be State Righted
In order to offset any rumors that / Am
ular novel
one beof purchased.
America's foremost
writers
willbyalso
the Law, the first of the Edwin S. Carewe
"In
relinquishing
our
interest in the
all-star productions, featuring Kenneth
New York Exchange," said Mr. Warner,
Harlan, Alice Lake, Rosemary Theby, "we
have turned over the Federated franchise to Mr. North. While the name of
Noah Beery, Wallace Beery and Gaston
Glass, has already been completed and Warner Brothers will have no connection
exchange, the release of our prodoffered to one of the large national dis- with uctthe
now handled by the exchange will continue as heretofore.
tributing corporations for nation-wide release, C. C. Burr, president of Afiiliated
"Our future plans are centered on
forth box office vdnners. For the
Distributors, Inc., made public the follow- bringing
coming season we have planned to produce
ing statement:
four productions, the stories of which have
"It has come to my attention that been secured from popular sources."
rumors have been afloat stating that 7 Am
the Law has been offered in completed
form to one of the large interests for
distribution and release. This statement
is absolutely untrue, first because the pic- "His Nibs" Goes Big
ture has not yet been completed, and, secm
ondly, because this big production is being
"Town Hall Week"
made exclusively for the Independent marat Cleveland Allen
ket and will be released exclusively
through Affiliated Distributors, Inc.
Charles (Chic) Sale in His Nibs, the
"As an instance I might state that State
rights territory has already been sold to unique feature offering of Exceptional
First National Exchange of Pittsburgh Pictures Corporation, which is being handled in the Ohio territory by Phil Selzand others whose names I shall announce
to the trade shortly. It is extremely dis- nick Productions, scored a tremendous
triumph at its showing at the Allen Theaconcerting to hear these ungrounded
tre, Cleveland, where it was presented unrumors at this time because Bernie Fineder the personal direction of S. Barret Mcman, Benny Zeidman, Edwin Carewe and
I pooled our resources to obtain the above Cormick. Mr. McCormick put on a "Town
Hall Week" in connection with the picture,
mentioned stars primarily to do our share and
in leading up to this ran a series of
in the general rejuvenation of the inde- advertisements in all the Cleveland newspendent market. The 'kickers' in the inpapers prior to the opening date.
dependent field were bewailing the fact
The first advertisements were in the
that there were no real productions in form of teasers, and they created an unthe State right market, and it was in
usual amount of interest. The picture
order to help offset this unwarrantable
played
to capacity business during the encomplaint that the Edwin S. Carewe Pictire week, and in addition to newspaper
tures Corporation was formed with the exploitation the theatre lobby was made
sole purpose of filming pictures for inde- up in appropriate style, and a very unpendent release that were good enough
usual prologue was used. Every number
to play the very best first-run houses in of the program was of rural type, and this
the country.
tended to make up the "Town Hall" pro"We have never tried to peddle I Am
On the opening day every Cleveland
the Law to the big interests, and ex- gram.
changemen can be positively assured that newspaper sent special representatives to
it will be theirs if they want it. Our the showing, and their comments were
future rests with the independents, for it highly laudatory.
is they we are catering to.
"While we have been made offers for
outright purchase, we intend living up to
"Abraham" Print in New York
our promise to release this feature at figures that will allow the independent exErnest E. Van Pelt, general field manchangeman and exhibitor to stay indeager of Sacred Films, Inc., of Burbank,
Cal., arrived in New York yesterday with
pendent."
Abraham, the fifth episode of the Bible
Series.
Federated Franchise
Mr. Van Pelt is making a tour of the
key cities in the interests of Sacred Films,
and reports there is a great demand for
Goes to Bobby North
the product. He will remain in and about
New York for ten days before returning
in Deal with Warner
to the studios. While here he is making
Harry M. Warner, of Warner Brothers, the Elks Club his headquarters.
announces that, as outlined in Exhibitors
Trade Review last week, he has disposed
of his interest in the New York Exchange
Lee & Bradford Sell
to Bobby North, who also held an interest
in the enterprise. The transaction, ac"Determination" in
cording to Mr. Warner, also included the
taking over by Mr. North of the Federated
franchise.
Five Jurisdictions
The future plans of the Warner organiLee & Bradford of 701 Seventh Avenue,
zation will center chiefly on production
New York, announce sales of territory on
activities. Wesley Barry, by arrangement
Determination as follows:
with Marshall Neilan, has been secured
for two more productions. Rags to
Hershey & Tucker have taken West VirRiches, and Little Heroes of the Street.
ginia and are now road showing the production in that territory.
Charles G. Norris' popular novel, Brass,
Jones
& Adams of Johnstown, Pa., have
has been purchased for production early
taken Western Pennsylvania and opened
this fall, and it is said that another pop-
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at the Nemo Theatre in Johnstown Feb.
20. They report solid booking to May 1.
Elk Photoplays of New York have
bought
Greater New York and Northern
New Jersey.
Dave Segal of the Royal Pictures, Philadelphia, has taken Eastern Pennsylvania
and Southern New Jersey.
Mr. Thomas of the Strand Film Company has taken the Washington (D. C.)
territory.
The Lee-Bradford Corporation announces no additional sales will be made
until the production has been shown in
the key city of each individual territory
concerned.
Dot Farley Is to Play in
Arrow Cruelywed Comedies
Word was received by the Arrow Film
Corporation this week from S. M. Herzig,
producer of the Arrow Cruelywed Comedies, that Dot Farley has been secured
to play the part of Mrs. Cruelywed opposite Paul Weigel, and that the first comzig. edy in which she will appear would be
Husband and Strife, directed by Mr. HerMiss Farley is one of the best known
screen comedians in the business, having
been identified with such companies as
Universal, Fox SunEssanay,
shineKeystone,
Comedies, Century Comedies and
having had wide experience on the stage
in drama and musical comedy.
Husband and Strif is scheduled for
the Arrow Comedy franearly release
chise program.on
Second "Felix*' Cartoon
Ready for Distribution
Pat Sullivan, producer of the series of
Felix Cartoon Comics which Miss M. J.
Winkler is distributing on the State rights
market, announces the completion of his
second release. Felix at the Fair is the
title of this subject, and as the title indicates is a story of the circus, with, the
"big top" for its background.
Bob Homer

Takes More

Space

The expanding activities of the Western
Classic Sales Co. of Los Angeles, of which
Bob Horner is general manager, has necessitated additional offices. The company has moved its headquarters from the
Balshofer Studios to 5641 Sunset Boulevard.
The new offices will be used by the sales
"and exploitation departments in pushing
Horner's five-reel western specials.
All Star Reports Stolen Print
The office of the All-Star Feature Distributors, Inc., of San Francisco, was burglarized on the night of Jan. 18 and a
print of The Heart of the North stolen.
Joe Brandt and George H. Davis of 1600
Broadway, New York City, have requested
every one to be on the lookout for this
print and to notify them by wire in the
event that it should be offered.
Dunas Getting the Bookings
" Phil Dunas, Celebrated Players Film
Corporation of Chicago, is meeting with
marked success in the Kansas City territory with Why Girls Leave Home. Among
his bookings last week were the Isis, Kansas City; Palace, Wichita, Kan.; Isis,
Topeka, Kan., and the Grubel circuit, including six towns in Missouri and Kansas.
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Boy

ARROW

PHOTO
JOE

GOODSTEIN,

PLAYS
President

Get in touch immediately with your nearest Arrow Photo Plays Co. exchange
and get all the facts and figures on "Where Is My Wandering Boy To-night?" Take our tip
and arrange your playing dates NOW. Don't let your competitor grab this box
office sensation away from you. It's the big outstsinding winner of the Independent field for
1922. In five other territories throughout the United States and Canada, bookings
are pouring in to exchanges handling this winner. Joe Goodstein and J. A. Conant know
box office successes when they see them. It took these men ten minutes to buy
this picture sifter viewing it in a cold projection room in New York. Rest your judgment
in the judgment of these men. Thousands of exhibitors will clean up with this picture. Here is sure-fire money for you.
Get busy with your nearest Arrow Exchange now
TO-DAY.

Equity

Pictures
Corporation
Aeolian Hall, New York

CO.
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story for five years, continually revising
and changing the plot, until several
months ago when he quietly hired a troupe
of capable screen players and took them
to the redwood forests in northern California. In six weeks Jefferson was back
in Hollywood, with what is said to be one
of the "big" pictures of the current season.The Forest King is a wilderness tale
placed against a background formed of
the oldest living things in the world — the
forest of giant redwood trees of the
Golden State. It is an intensely dramatic
story of the great outdoors. The picture,
which is in five reels, is being released on
the independent market through the Pacific Film Company of Culver City.
Besides being an original screen author
of repute Jefferson has adapted many
great literary successes for the screen. He
recently adapted such well known books
as "Desert of Wheat," "The Kentucky
Colonel," "Down Home," "The Face of the
World" and "Fifty Candles," all successful screen dramas.

Goddess''
Jungle
for
Offers
Refuse
Export and Import Say Serial Will Be State-Righted as
Planned — Will Be Dearth of Good Pictures, Says Auerhach
Despite the fact that several national
as it is now being operated at the
distributors have offered to take over The Pacific atre,"Film
studios, consists of a projection machine in the open and a boxJungle
Goddess,
Selig's Elinor
spectacular
wild animal
serialCol.
in vj^hich
Field iike screen
with multi-colored flanges. The
light from the machine is projected
and Truman Van Dyke are co-starred, and
rumors regarding the outright sale of this against the screen, which is gray in color,
and lo! the effect is the same as in a
serial notwithstanding, Louis Auerhach
darkened room. The flanges are set at
of the Export and Import Film Company,
owners of the world rights, states that his certain angles, states Mr. Hayes, to absorb light rays, the absorption process
company will stick to its original intenbeing aided by the many colors used.
tion of State righting the widely praised
fifteen-episode chapter picture, which is
now close to completion at the coast studios of Selig.
"Never before," states Mr. Auerhach in "The Forest King"
an announcement denying the rumors,
to be Released by
"have such splendid prospects for booming business faced the independents. The
the Pacific Films
curtailment in production which started
two years ago is now beginning to have
L. V. Jefferson, one of the well known
its effect on the market. By spring there
Douglas Again Distributing
screen authors of the west coast, has
will be a dearth of good pictures available
turned
producer.
His
first
production.
to exhibitors.
L. B. Douglas, formerly assistant manThe Forest King, was made into a rough
ager of the Kansas City Universal branch,
"The independent exchangemen will draft five years ago. Since the first bare
as
well as ovsmer of the Empire Theatre,
reap the biggest benefit from this state plot began to form in his mind, Jefferson
has again returned to the distributing end
of affairs if they are prepared to meet the
of the industry, acting in the capacity of
stated that he "sensed" a big story. Consituation with a program of worth-while
trary to his usual method of offering the
city salesman
for Crescent-Federated in
that
city.
pictures. The boom is amply forecasted
story to a producer, Jefferson kept the
in the unusual success independent productions have recently been attaining. Exhibitors everywhere have demonstrated
their willingness to favor the independents whenever possible.
"In sticking to our original plans in
George
H, Hamilton
Outlines
Policy
regard to The Jungle Goddess, we are giving the State right exchangeman the 'big
stick' serial of the year. This serial has
Buyers of Ten Pictures Will Get Advertising Accessories
been praised by critics as the peer of all
at Cost, Color Plates for Heralds and Press Sheets Free
serials. Selig calls it his masterpiece.
And this serial will go to the independent.
George H. Hamilton, president of that the keen observer of present condi"Export and Import Film Company has
George H. Hamilton, Inc., 729 Seventh
faith in the independent business and
tions finds existing in the State right marAvenue, who was successful last year in
looks for an early boom this spring. That
ket to-day — and that is that the territorial
obtaining 100 per cent distribution on buyers are looking for good pictures — picis why The Jungle Goddess, despite ruThe Son of Tarzan, Kazan and The Mask,
mors to the contrary, will be marketed
tures good enough to go into first run
has in the formation of his new company
through independents.
houses — pictures with action, drama and
adopted a policy that is radically differstory, vivid and exciting enough to enent from anything ever before attempted
thrall audiences, and, most important, picin
the
State
right
field.
tures at a price that both the State right
Anchor Issues Two
buyer and the exhibitor can afford to pay.
"For too long a time," said Mr. Hamil"The policy which I have adopted is
ton, "the State right market was looked
founded on these principles. During 1922
upon as a dumping ground for pictures
Comedy Series and
not good enough to be sold to big dis- I will put out a series of ten pictures —
Thirteen Features
tributing companies. When a picture was
every one a first run box-office attraction.
These pictures are all made and finished.
offered on the State right market the unWith thirteen features and two series
derlying idea of its owners was to squeeze
I know just how good they are and I beof comedies for independent exhibitors to
lieve they are the kind of pictures that
last cent possible from the terrichoose from, Morris R. Schlank, presi- every torial
buyers. This included not only the the State right buyer and exhibitor want.
dent of the Anchor Film Distributors, Inc.,
price of the picture but all accessories as
"The first one of the series is an absorbhas begun his selling campaign of Anchoring melodrama of heart Interest and
well.
Distributed productions from his Los An"Another prevalent practice was to mother love with a brand new tvnst, called
geles headquarters.
boost the price of the picture anywhere
Give Me My Son. This has been shown to
J. A. Kent is selling the territory east
from 40 to 50 per cent for the simple rea- the trade press and the reviewers were
of Chicago, while P. B. Dana is handling
enthusiastic. It has been passed by the
son that 60 per cent of the territory can
the west of Chicago districts.
usually be sold without a great deal of New York State Censorship Board withThe titles of the Anchor productions
effort. Therefore the State right disnow offered are The Heart of Lincoln,
out an elimination and praised by the censors as the kind of picture they like to see.
tributor figured he must get his profits
portrayed by Francis Ford; Another
out of that 60 per cent. The result was
"All advertising accessories for the picMan's Boots, an Ivor McFadden Production. Tell Tale Eye, Broken Hearts, The
that the active buying territory was forced
tures of this series will be given to the
Stranger of the Hills, Threads of Destiny,
to buy pictures on a $100,000 basis that
State
right buyer at actual manufacturand the first two of a series of four race
in reality were only worth from fifty to
ing cost. All accessories on the first pictrack screen dramas starring petite Peggy
ture are now ready. The press sheets are
sixty thousand. The result of this pracprinted and will be given to the territorial
tice has been to leave the State right marO'Day,
Offfive
andother
Thundering
Hoofs. AThey're
series of
features
ket weak and staggering and in a poor
buyers free. An expensive herald has
will be announced as soon as prints are
condition to weather the storm of defla- been devised and the color plates for these
made.
tion which the industry is now passing
will be presented to the buyers who in
through.
turn can get them printed in their own
"However, there is one outstanding fact cities, thus saving an expensive investJohn J. Hayes of Pacific
ment and high express charges.
Tries Out Daylight Screen
"I realize the present condition of the
business, and it shall be my endeavor to
Los Angeles can always be looked to
STATE RIGHTS
formulate a policy taking these conditions
for cinema novelties. Now it's the "dayinto consideration and to constructively
light movie," which John J. Hayes of the
build up the business of those exchanges
Pacific Film Company of Culver City, Attention ! Valuable territory on "New Wizard
of Oz," 5 Reels. Don't write, telegraph. Price
claims will do away vdth stuffy projection
handling my pictures to a prosperous and
Classic New
"^eat-'re
Eastr'le^t.
42nd Street,
York. Film Company, 51
rooms in the studios. The "daylight thehealthy condition."
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Neighborhood
By WARREN
SO

much has been said about the
problems that confront the
neighborhood exhibitor that a few
more words on the subject can't do
any appreciable harm. And there is
always the possibility that the next
man may say something helpful.
Whether anything that I say may
prove helpful or not, depends largely upon the nature of the difficulties
that confront the average neighborhood exhibitor.
Before this subject can be intelligently discussed, however, it is necessary to first determine what constitutes neighborhood patronage.
Neighborhood patronage is not necessarily small town patronage, nor
can a small town exhibitor, by any
stretch of the imagination, be
classed as a neighborhood exhibitor.
The real small town exhibitor is
the man who owns the only house in
a town of from 2000 to 3000 inhabitants. The problems that he has, if
he has any, can be described on the
back of a postage stamp. He may
have shipping problems or booking
problems, but he hasn't or should
not have, any problems in showmanship.
Problems in showmanship arise
from competition, and the neighborhood exhibitor is in competition
with down-town houses and other
neighborhood houses in his territory.
I have never had any small town
experience, but it is my contention
that anything that goes over in New
York, Boston, Chicago or St. Louis
will go over in any other city that is
large enough to support neighborhood theatres. These observations
are based on my experience last summer while manager of the Belmont
Theatre in the Bronx, New York
City, one of a chain of up-town
neighborhood houses operated by
Charles F. Haring.
Previous to my incumbency as
manager of the Belmont, and since
that time my activities in this industry have been confined to publicity
and exploitation work. When I went
to the Belmont I decided to carry
out in practice some of the exploitation suggestions that I had advocated for first-run houses.
My first exploitation campaign for
the Belmont was more or less in the
nature of an experiment, because I
had never before applied first run
principles in neighborhood showmanship, but the stunt went over big
and proved conclusively that exploitation as originally planned for Boston or Chicago will always go over
for neighborhood theatres.
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Showmanship
W. LEWIS

As a matter of fact, the average
because it kept people away from
neighborhood offers a more fertile the beaches. We had a widely touted
field for stunt exploitation than
down-town districts. You can get thriller, with a well-known so-called
"star," but business couldn't have
more personality in your neighborbeen worse if we were running an
hood campaign than you can for a
airdome. There wasn't $150 in the
downtown theatre. To prove it, house
that night and the Belmont
we played to capacity for three
seats 1700. The picture was booked
nights on John Barrymore in Dr.
for three days and we couldn't pull
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and this was
it off. Business remained bad Monin August with the thermometer
day and Tuesday, but on Wednesflirting around the 90 mark. And
day night, a typical hot night in
I might also state that this was the New York, we played Enid Bennett
second time Jekyll and Hyde had
in Keeping Up With Lizzie to a
played the Belmont. How did we
do it? With lobby exploitation that house and a half. Thursday's net
bigger theatre
than Wednesday's.
had originally been planned for the wasTheevenaverage
patron is
Broadway run.
just as intelligent as the overA condition that became apparent
age producer, and in qualifying the
to me is the fact that slowly but producer I am giving some of them
surely the public is tiring of trash.
the benefit of the doubt. I had been
Occasionally we ran a thriller. They
taught that the public will swallow
brought the kids in the afternoon
anything if it is shoved down its
and a few shop girls at night, but inthroat.
I don't believe this any
variably we lost money on them. I more. The
reason so many pictures
distinctly remember one rainy Sunare failures is because the average
{Continued on page 1048)
day afternoon — great show weather

Rothafel

Score

for

Four

Horsemen

Interpretative and Complicated Arrangement Used on Big Spectacular Picture
especially written by William Axt, to fit
WHiAT is perhaps the most interpretative and complicated music score
the requirements. Perhaps the outstandever made for a motion picture is that
ing themes are those given to The Four
which S. L. Rothafel arranged for The Horsemen — ^Conquest, War, Pestilence and
Death. The interesting feature of these
Four Horsemen, which attracted record
crowds to the Capitol Theatre.
themes lies in the fact that while they are
In creating the score, Mr. Rothafel has unique and distinctively individual, they
adhered to his belief that a score should
are so constructed that they can be played
do more than merely accompany the pic- together. An effective interlude is furture. It is his theory that it should truly
by the singing of the "Marsellaise"
interpret the character and action of the by Missnished Virginia
Richards during a corpicture in so effective and realistic a
responding scene.
manner that it becomes an integral part
The prelude which precedes the picture
of the picture itself. The score for The
is an example of the showmanship and
Four Horsemen has been created accord- ingenuity of Mr. Rothafel. It is a combination of orchestral and pictorial effect,
ing to these principles.
This score probably contains more in- and introduces something new in the way
dividual numbers than any other ever of prologues. The overture, which was
made. This is due to the shifting pano- written by William Axt, is comparable in
rama of the picture, the myriad details construction to an operatic overture in
and the quick and eloquent flashes. The that it introduces the principal themes of
picture opens on the broad sweeping plains the score and offers a highly condensed
and musical version of the story. It opens
of the Argentine with their enormous
herds of cattle, in contrast to which we are in a little French village drowsy under the
setting sun. Pastoral music describes the
taken to the Buenos Aires dance hall with
its swirl of smoke and glamourous vice. peaceful scene with the ringing of the
Angelus as the people stop their work to
The scene then shifts to the Old World —
worship. While the Angelus is ringing,
the whirling gaiety of the Paris tango
palace, the fevered rush of mobilization,
clouds come up rapidly and distant hoofthe pitiful retreat of the refugees and the beats are heard. Louder and louder they
horror and realism of actual warfare.
come up, the storm clouds gathering
Each of these widely contrasting and thickly, and the battle hymns are heard.
equally colorful scenes has been scored Then the curtain parts and the four dread
to music that is eloquently descriptive and horsemen are seen and ominous calls.
The scene fades away and one sees the
at the same time capable of being mosaiced
into a symphonic and correctly con- little village devastated and ruined by the
structed composition. The principal ravages of war, as the motif of Death is
themes are all original manuscript music
played.
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(Continued from page 1047)
theatre patron has more intelligence
than the man who made the picture.
The failure of a picture is not alvays due to poor showmanship on
the part of the exhibitor. It's poor
showmanship on the part of the producer.
Give
50 per
and if
no one

the exhibitor a picture that's
cent entertaining, however,
he doesn't put it over he has
to blame but himself, A progressive exhibitor shouldn't countenance showmanship problems. If
he follows directions he can't go
wrong. The directions will be
found in the exhibitor press sheets
that are provided by the producers
and distributors. This may encourage a smile, but let me assure you
that the exploitation stuff suggested
in press books isn't all bunk. Some
of it is, it is true, but for the most
part you will find some mighty constructive suggestions contained in
the average campaign book. I remember one enterprising young exploiteer who suggested that the exhibitor provide himself with a large
cake of ice for his lobby, and there
have been a few other suggestions
equally ridiculous, but taken by and
large the average press sheet contains some mighty good dope.
I hasten to add that the foregoing
was not prompted by the fact that I
have written a few exploitation suggestions myself, but is based on the
results that I got from carrying out
the ideas of some of the other fellows
during the time that I was manager
of the Belmont.
Good window displays, for instance, have been proven to be
big business-getters for first run
theatres, and they're just as good,
if not better, for neighborhood exploitation. Iknow this from experience. Mail campaigns have been
labeled the bunk more times than
there are scandals in Hollywood, but
I know this to be just the reverse.
The Belmont had a mailing list of
3500. The first week I was there I
got out a two-week program on a
four-page broadside, using copy and
cuts suggested in the press sheets
that came with the productions. I
laid it out like a newspaper, called
it the Belmont News, and mailed it
first class to every address on the
list. The entire job, including electrotypes, printing and postage cost
less than $150.
During the first week covered by
the broadside business more than
doubled, and there was only a slight
falling off near the end of the second week. In this instance the mail
campaign most certainly paid for itself. One thing I want to give Mr.
Haring credit for is the fact that he
never hesitated to spend money for

TRADE

REVIEW

to be
havelistened
He didn't
a good inidea.
If a plan
advance.
shown
good he was for it. If the stunt
didn't go over he charged it up to
experience and was ready to try another. Mr. Haring is a shrewd
showman and in nearly every instance he gives his managers the
support they require.
This, I think, is the first principle of successful showmanship. If
the owner isn't personally in charge
he ought to give his manager unlimited authority. If he can't trust a
manager to this extent he ought to
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get rid of him and engage one that
he can trust.
It has been shown on many occasions that exploitation men make the
best theatre managers. This is because an exploitation man knows
how to put the picture over after he
books it. Where the theatre owner
is also the manager, he ought to
make a study of exploitation methods if he doesn't already understand
them. The successful theatre manager of the future is the man who
understands every phase of exploitation.

Club

Goes

Big

Experiment in Atlanta with Saturday Morning Matinees Proves Value of Playing to Juvenile Elements

Movie club children, in Colonial costumes, arranged by their dancing teacher
■\T170RKING in co-operation with the
• Better Films Committee of Atlanta,
and the Atlanta Georgian, Manager De
Sales Harrison of the Howard Theatre,
Atlanta, Ga., has instituted a series of
Saturday morning matinees for children,
and has organized a Movie Club.
In the development of the Movie Club,
Harrison has the support of the local
papers, which publish daily a coupon entitling the holder to membership when
properly filled out. Each edition of the
paper publishes a coupon. These are presented Saturday and must be brought in
person by the child applying. They are
handed to an usher at the door who collects all the tickets and later, from a position on the stage, a child, blindfolded,
draws ten coupons from a box — ^the first
ten so drawn are given a chance to appear
in a short reel which is made later during
the same day.
Then on the following Saturday at the
regular Saturday morning matinee for
boys and girls, that picture is shown. The
movement has stimulated an immense
amount of interest and has the backing
of the best people.

Only about five minutes of actual
"shooting" is done. Corinne Chisholm,
editor of the Boys' and Girls' Department
of the Atlanta Georgian, assists in the
making of the little reel.
The Howard has a special contract for
the making of the pictures and keeps the
cost dovsTi to the minimum. Since the
Movie Club was organized the attendance
at the Saturday morning matinees has
more than doubled, and since every child
bringing an application must purchase a
ticket and go into the theatre in order to
present that application, it is not difficult
to understand why the attendance continues to increase as interest in the Movie
Club grows.
These Saturday morning programs are
put on with all the style that the Howard
gives its regular show — with orchestra,
prologues, comedies, news reel and feature,
not to mention the special short reel showing the children in a playlet.
The accompanying photo shows a prologue which Miss Nellie Sullivan, one of
Atlanta's dancing teachers, arranged. Six
of her pupils in Colonial costumes partici-
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Putting the Picture Over
South

But Today

Showmen

Are

Leading

was a time when picture folks said that the managers south of the Mason Dixie
line would never take to picture exploitation. We wonder if any of
those pessimistic old croakers are
still alive to see this batch of stunts
which Anna Eugene Aiken of Atlanta, Ga., has sent to us?
They cover a variety of pictures
in a variety of Southern cities and
some of the pictures are not first
runs. All the better. Exhibitors
Trade Review means what it says
editorially about "following through"
on pictures and we think it a service
to readers when we tell about some
new and profitable stunt used on a
picture that is old and STILL GETTING THE MONEY!
"The Old Oaken Bucket"
Jacksonville, Florida, Imperial Theatre,
Guy A. Kenimer, Mgr.
Manager Kenimer built the front
walls of a vine-covered cottage in
the lobby of the Imperial, by covering a light wooden framework with
canvas painted to represent house
and vines. Opposite the box office
and next to the curbing, he used
similar materials in the representation of a well-house. At the top of
the latter structure, he placed an
old-fashioned well pulley and a rope
was run from the top to the floor,
where was placed an old oaken
bucket. So many people stopped to
look down the well, that he placed
a card there reading "Return Engagement of Way Down East here
next week."
"FaU of Babylon"
Lakeland, Florida, Casino Theatre,
B. B. Gamer, Mgr.
Garner used the circus idea of
advertising The Fall of Babylon at
the Casino. He used tack cards in
all the surrounding communities and
posted paper on every available spot.
About 70 inches additional newspaper space was used.
He constructed a "stone wall"
lobby of composition board reaching
to the ceiling. Large columns gave
it a massive effect and it resembled
a stone wall as nearly as paint and
brush could make it.

Southern
the

Way

The co-operation of a local merchant was secured, the theatre giving 100 passes to the 100 customers
in the store in exchange for which
the merchant carried the announcement in his own advertising. Only
one pass was allowed to a family
with the result that each pass was
accompanied by a paid admission.

"Never Weaken"
Gadsden, Alabama, Imperial Theatre,
A. L. Snell, Mgr.
Manager Snell tied up with many
of the stores by having a boy paint
in colors on the store vdndows whatever specials the merchant wanted
to push. At the end of each notice,
he added "Never Weaken." He made
a cut-out from a 24-sheet and suspended itacross the street where it
could be seen for blocks each way.
He put this up in the night but found
that he was violating a city ordinance so he hung it from the theatre
building.
The Imperial had strong opposition in The Four Horsemen which
was playing in a rival theatre, so
Mr. Snell engaged an orchestra
which was in town (all college boys
in Tuxedos). The orchestra was
for nights only and in addition, Mr.
Snell got back into harness and sang
a few songs with the orchestra.
He sent out 1000 stuffers over a
mailing list and included publicity
on Way Down East, thus killing two
birds with one stone. The cost of
the exploitation was $32.50 and in-

Historical

Land

Used to Be a

Joke Down

THERE

Dixie
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creased receipts at least twenty-five
per cent.
"A Virginia Courtship"
Sumter, S. C, Rex Theatre,
Oscar White, Mgr.
A white fence was built across
the lobby with two gates left open.
A pump, a bucket and a dipper were
borrowed from a local merchant.
Over the box office and over each
door were placed appropriate signs
advertising the picture. The entire
stunt cost only $2.50 and was very
effective, bringing in good patronage to the Rex, where Oscar White,
manager has used many such inexpensive and effective displays.
"The Law and the Woman"
Jacksonville, Fla., Arcade Theatre,
A. B. Hill, Mgr.
courseof every
theatre flyer
hasn't
theOfservices
a commercial
at
his disposal, but Jacksonville boasts
such an individual and Manager Hill
enlisted his services to advertise
The Law and the Woman at the Arcade Theatre. For a week in advance of playdate, a huge banner
printed with enormous letters "Betty
Compson — Arcade Theater — Next
Week" was suspended from the
wings of the aeroplane and everytime the pilot made a trip over the
city, the sign was easily read and
everyone for miles around was made
aware of the picture, the theatre
and the time.
(Continued on page 1050)

Dance

Chronology

Classic Compositions Tied Up With
Dancers Made Novel Presentation
A DANCE

- MUSIC chronology or history was the chief novelty number
given its initial try-out at the Brooklyn Mark Strand recently. The origination utilized the waltz music of the celebrated classic composers — -Schubert,
Dvorak, Brahms and Strauss — and Sonia
Serova, premiere danseuse, with her
Mark Strand ballet corps.
The suite of waltzes by these famous
creators was given dance re-creation
really, the dancers using pantomime particularly to express the poetry of the
waltz melody. They put the spirit of
music into the movement of dance.

The set was a blue cyke with slit openings through which blue sateen curtains
were visible. The cyke was tinted with
dark blue and the backings with lighter
blue to make a contrast. The dancers were
in Greek costumes of chiffon.
The dancers, upon completion of interpretation ofeach unit of the suite, left the
stage. For the first dance the principals
were picked up vrith magenta spots. For
the second amber and pink were used,
while a color wheel was used for another.
Unique use of a green and silver tone was
made. The footlights were a blending of
green and blue.
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Exploitation Wave
in Dixie Land

"Conflict"
Sumter, S, C., Rex Theatre,
Oscar White, Mgr.

(Continued from page 1049)

Manager White capitalized the
most dramatic scene of Conflict
when he advertised the run of that
picture in the Rex. He put several
large logs on the floor of the lobby
and spread pine needles around. He
also put a row of little pines on the
sides to enhance the woodland impression. Then he made a cutout of
Priscilla Dean in the attitude of riding the logs in the log- jam and set
it upon the real logs. A cant-hook
was borrowed from a hardware
store and attached to the cutout to
help support it and also make it
appear that the whole thing was
real. A large pine tree was placed
on each side of the box office. A
large banner over the entrance announced the name of the picture and
the star.

"Rip Van Winkle"
Memphis, Tenn., Majestic Theatre,
J. S. Hursey, Mgr.
Manager Hursey hired an old man
who had a pleasing manner with
children, to go about the streets
dressed like Rip Van Winkle to advertise the picture by that name. He
made it a point to talk to the children
he met on the street and by co-operation with the Woman's Club and
Parent-Teachers Association, all records for the attendance of children
in the Majestic were broken. Hursey
also used advance lobby cards and
feature slides two weeks in advance.
"One-a-Minute"
Gaffney, S. C, Strand Theatre,
E. C. Kingman, Mgr.
Monday is the day the girls of
Limestone College come downtown
at Gaffney, S. C.j unchaperoned, so
E. C. Kingman, manager of the
Strand, Gaffney, wrote a nice little
note to each of the teachers of the
college, telling them that he had a
pleasing comedy. One a Minute, with
a popular star, which he felt sure
they would enjoy. He enclosed a
ticket with each note and in every
case but one, the teacher brought
from one to six girls with her.

"Why Girls Leave Home"
Jacksonville, Fla., Imperial Theatre,
Guy A. Kenimer, Mgr.
About two weeks in advance of
the engagement of Why Girls Leave
Home, at the Imperial, Kenimer
started a teaser campaign with
slides featuring the title. After
running these a week, the regular
slides were used. In the newspapers,
too, teaser ads were used simply giving the title and this gave way a
week before the run to the regular
display advertising.
Five hundred stickers and two
thousand doorknobs hangers were
distributed, these making a tremendous hit with the boys of the high
school who stuck the former on show
windows, car windows and every
available place and hung the latter
on knobs of doors, fences, automobiles and on their own coat-buttons.
They had a wide circulation and
created much comment.
He had a trailer in his own theatre and the vaudeville house and displayed the hand paintings in the
lobbies of the two hotels and his
theatre.

"The Fox"
Gadsden, Alabama, Imperial Theatre,
A. L. Snell, Mgr.
Snell had the merchants of Gadsden eating out of his hands. They
let him have anything he wants out
of their stores (except the cash
drawer) to exploit his pictures. To
advertise The Fox, Snell had one of
the hardware merchants use a window display of hunting equipment,
in the center of which stood three
stuffed foxes. Fastened about the
neck of one fox was a placard announcing The Fox, the theatre and
play date, adding "Be sure and see
this picture. If you have any sporting blood, you'll
do it."
During
the run
of the picture,
Snell devised a woodland scene in
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the lobby, using the stuffed foxes on
one side and four fox hounds (borrowed for the occasion) on the other.
The hounds had the time of their
lives trying to get at the foxes and
the scene attracted much attention
and comment. The whole affair only
cost six passes and business was increased at least twenty per cent.
"The Idle Qass"
Augusta,
RialtoMgr.
Theatre,
I. L.Ga.,
Shields,
In the lobby of the Rialto, Manager Shields used a display that was
unique. Striking upon the dual role
of Charlie Chaplin in The Idle Class
as the big point for exploitation.
Manager Shields made cut-outs of
the star in evening dress and in his
tramp outfit. The latter he mounted
on beaver board and stood before a
large mirror and the latter he pasted
on the face of the mirror to resemble
a reflection. These were placed in
a conspicuous place in the lobby and
attracted a lot of attention.
"One Arabian Night"
Maryville, Tenn., Palace Theatre,
J. H. Everett, Mgr.
Everett concentrated on the lobby
display to advertise One Arabian
Night. A sky was made of black
netting with stars and a half moon
cut out and pasted on and gilded.
Arabian cloth-painted buildings
lined each side of the lobby and behind the walls were lights which
illuminated the doors and windows.
A cutout of Pola Negri was made
from a three sheet and placed in the
center of the lobby. Lights in the
lobby were blue.

Translations

a

Novelty

Hyman Produces Effects With
Lighting and Music Harmonizing
COLOR tone translation of orchestral
motion picture music is the latest
invention adopted by the Brooklyn
Mark Strand, emphasizing the march of
progress within the theatre in the art of
interpreting instrumental melody without
the aid of scenic effects.
The innovation introduced by Managing
Director Edward L. Hyman is in line with
the recent revolutionary announcement
that a New York city church had installed
a complete color lighting equipment to motivate the religious services. Hjmian, long
an exponent of color toning in music and
dances,' gave a practical demonstration of
the application of "the language of light"
when he used a tonal interpretive scheme
in connection with the playing of selections
from Wagner's "Lohengrin" by the Mark
Strand Symphony Orchestra, Alois Reiser
conducting.

The selection, given as an overture, was
played straight with an entire absence of
scenery. The orchestra was flooded with
magenta from the booth with four 500watt lamps in blue spotting from overhead. The major tints were intensified
when the strain called for warmth and
feeling; the minor delicate tones were
played up when the motif became light and
eerie. In the solemn passages the lights
dimmed, coming up bright as the mood
changed. Two bridge spots in orange were
cast on the plush curtains of the production stage. The transparent windows on
either side of the stage were also the fields
of delicate and effective light shadings.
One obtained impressions of tvdlight, early
morning, midday, action, mobility, etc., all
through the use of proper light hues synchronized tothe Lohengrin music.
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Educational Tie-up
"Why is The Conquering Power a great
picture?"
This question was asked in an essay
contest conducted by the Rialto Theatre,
Louisville, Ky., during the showing of the
Metro production by that name. The contest was run in a tie-up with the Louisville Courier- Journal, and the motion picture editor, Mrs. Musgrove, became interested because of its literary foundation,
it being an adaptation of Balzac's novel,
"Eugenie Grandet."
In writing up the essay contest, Mrs.
Musgrove said: "It is purely to encourage expression of thought regarding the
best films and the offer of cash prizes is
not made with a view toward advertising
advantage. The encouragement of book
reading and essay writing is a matter
which
been leftthat
for so
that ithas
is evident
he long
does tonot'George'
mean
to do anything to encourage the expression of admiration that is felt when Love
is seen to be 'The Conquering Power' over
Greed, and so it is left for Metro Pictures Corporation, the concern which is
presenting The Conquering Power at the
Rialto, to oifer these prizes — purely as
an encouragement along educational lines."

In a recent issue, we told you how Manager Goldman of the Missouri Theatre made St. Louis "sit
up and take notice" at a complete telephone switchboard, including operators, he rigged up in his
lobby for Paramount's "Saturday Night." It sounded fishy, but "seein' is believin'."

Miniature House
When Wallace Reid in Rent Free recently played at the Palace Theatre of
Dallas, Manager Raymond Willie had a
miniature house (3 feet by 2 feet by 3
feet) built by his art department and put
it in the lobby for display. The little house
was illuminated by small lights, the front
door stood ajar and three people, representing the three principal characters of
the play, were to be seen within. On top
of the roof was a small sketch of Wally
Reid painting a sign on an easel. The
sign read "Next week, Wallace Reid, with
Lila
Lee also
in Rent
Willie
madeFree."
a number of miniature
billboards, 8 inches by 15 inches, advertising Rent Free and coming attractions,
the Palace art department painting special miniature twenty-four sheets, dates
and borders for each of the little stands.
The miniature twenty-fours were placed
in the theatre lobby and in various furniture and hardware store windows, where
they caused considerable comment.
Interesting the Kids
After seeing The Silent Call screened,
A. G. Stolte, Managing Director of the
Des Moines Theatre, Des Moines, la.,
knew that here was a picture that would
appeal strongly to the children, as
"Strongheart," the wonder dog, could be
made a hero with the youngsters. So
with this thought in mind he set about to
exploit the picture in such a manner as
to attract the attention of the youngsters
of Des Moines. A tie-up with the Des
Moines Tribune was easily effected to hold
a drawing contest of the head of "Strongheart."
This contest was started several days
before the opening of the picture and each
day the Tribune not only carried a picture of the dog but an article telling of
the doings of the dog hero. Letters with
drawings came in by hundreds and when
the contest was over it was found that
over 2000 children had taken part in the
contest.

Art sidepanels
outof the
Criterion,
New York,
used
to
put
over
the atmosphere of
"Red Hot
RoFirst
National's
mance." Painted
in striking colors
on a dark backthey were
not onlyground,artistic
in appearcince, but
they carried the
theme ture of
feato a the
marked
degree.

Making a window attract even more attention at night than during the day was a feature of th&
cleverly pleinned exploitation campaign that was carried out by the Ogden, Ogden, Utah, for Fox's
"Over
Hill." In addition to windows, they also put banners on the front of street cars, as shown
in the the
insert.
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*''^ ««••"«°". they either needed the services of an oculistwasor
elseexcuse
they should
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no
for nothave
knowing
it. night school for- one night more and learned how to read
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Miller^ s Ideas
Fred Miller, of the California and Miller's Theatres in Los Angeles, booked The
Silent Call for the latter house. He decided to exploit this unusual First National
attraction in a big way.
In addition to an unusually large cooperation from the Los Angeles newspapers,
in the form of stories, interviews and pictorial matter, Miller invited a number of
prominent screen stars to bring their dogs
to a Star Pet Matinee showing, the resulting publicity consisting of news stories in
the Los Angeles papers, a pictorial syndication of photographs, and some moving
picture shots of the stars and their dogs
were shown in the weekly reel at the California and Miller's Theatres that evening
and will be seen all over the country in one
of the leading news-weeklies' services.
Another stunt of Miller's was to hire a
coach and drive it past every big schoolhouse in Los Angeles and Hollywood, with
Strongheart on the box beside the driver,
at just the noon hour, so that the kids
could see him on his preambulating personal appearances. Miller is following out
a campaign to get every boy in Los Angeles
to see The Silent Call.
A Unique Machine

This is the
stamping
that was machine
used in
Paris for Paramount's
the
name"Lilaine,"
under
which your old
friend "The Gilded
Lily" is known to
Parisians. It imprints letters into
the ground finish
with a
calcimine
and made quite a
hit in Paris.

A big hand pointing an accusing finger was the dominant note of the lobby display used by
Manager
Seattle, Wash.,
for United
Artists-Gance's
"I Accuse."
pointing
finger
wasCutts
used ofin the
all Columbia,
of his advertising
and attracted
attention
where otherwise
it wouldThehave
been
overlooked.

Duringin aParis,
recentknown
run of
Paramount's
Lilaine
in this
country
as The Gilded Lily, a contrivance made
its appearance that imprints letters into
the ground with a calcimine finish that
attracted a great deal of attention.
While no details accompanied the photograph of this machine, which is shown on
this page, it seems to us that if it is not
too costly, it is an appliance that should
be in the hands of the American exhibitors,
as it will attract a great deal of attention
whenever it is used.

Unique Cards
A unique idea in window cards was
executed by the management of the Washington Theatre, Dallas, in connection with
the exploitation campaign for Fox's Queen
of The
Sheba.cards were displayed in vdndows
throughout the entire city and attracted
unusual attention because of their semiteaser form. On the cards no mention
was made of the title of the picture, the
center bearing merely this legend: "The
Most Divinely Beautiful Woman in the
Six stills showing the Queen of Sheba
in various poses surrounded the message.
Underneath was the name of the theatre.
World."
Getting the Kids
George R. Moore, owner and manager
of the Lion Theatre, Bellevue, Ohio, got
the kids interested in Bob Hampton of
Placer by assuring their teachers that
there was more to be learned about Custer's last fight in a single "seeing" than
of
history.
possibly could be in a week's reading
there
As is always the case when one gets the
"kids," he also got the "elders." The
youngsters upon leaving the theatre, were
so enthusiastic that the Lion almost immediately commenced doing a business
that made Moore think of old times.
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Ambulance Stunt
Manager J. C. Hartman of the Rialto
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla., discovered
-a means of attracting a crowd to his house
which exhibitors have apparently overlooked. It was during the showing of
Fox's A Connecticut Yankee in King Ar|thur's Court, that Hartman evolved this
new and successful plan.
He rented a private ambulance. It was
a large, white automobile and carried a
loud siren that attracted the attention of
-everyone within several blocks of its path.
Frequently during the afternoon and evening performances of the engagement, the
.ambulance was driven at high speed
through the main streets of the city, and
•each time finally wound up its noisy trip
at the Rialto Theatre. An ambulance always draws a crowd, and as soon as a large,
curious throng had assembled a man attired like the "Sir Boss" of the picture
stepped from the rear of the conveyance
and hung a square-shaped sign on the side
■of the car bearing this legend:
"PROMPT SERVICE FOR THOSE WHO
LAUGH THEMSELVES SICK. 'A CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN KING ARTHUR'S
COURT.' NOW SHOWING."
In the intervals between the ambulance's
wild journeys, "Sir Boss," with his silk
hat, rolled trousers, and lace-fringed cloak,
paraded about the business portion of the
city with a sign on his back advertising
the production.
Miniature Train
An effective window display was obtained in the People's Outfitting Co., by
Manager G. A. Cross, of the Post Theatre,
Battle Creek, Mich., for his showing of
Croldwyn's Dangerous Curve Ahead.
It consisted of a stretch of country
landscape with a miniature railroad track
in the foreground. A toy railway engine
just starting to cross a bridge was being
flagged by a toy man. At one side stood
a toy wagon hitched up to a toy horse.
One of the tracks of the railroad was bent
where the road curved, showing that the
train would be wrecked if it continued.
One of the Dangerous Curve Ahead
traffic stanchions devised by Goldwyn was
placed where the track curved. A poster
of the picture was shown at the left. In
the background, partly concealed by
shrubbery, was a house.
This window display received more
favorable comment than almost any other
picture exploitation stunt that Battle
Creek has seen.
Rather Unusual
For the first time since the Regent theatre in Springfield, Ohio, was built several
years ago, the management used an exploitation stunt. The first picture was the
First National's The Sign on the Door.
The entire front of the lobby, including
the ticket office, was encased in a false
front, made to represent cobble stones, with
doors of light green. There were two sets
of double doors and on them were the signs,
painted in black: "See behind the door,"
"Sign on the Door Mystery Revealed Today," and "Fling Open this door and look."
On either side of the overhanging portico
effect of the theatre were large white signs
with bright red letterings, announcing the
show and the star.
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This is the ambulance used by Manager Hartman of the Rialto, Oklahoma City, Okla., for Fox's
"A Connecticut
in Kingof Arthur's
Court."
way
out of the Yankee
beaten paths
exploitation
stunts.How he used it is told on this page. It is certainly

The Auditorium,
Pocatello,
Idaho,
got out a ballyfa o o for P a r a that consisted
mount's
"Forever"of
a Ford truck encased in covered
beaverboard and
with six and threesheet sideposters.
Inwas a player
organ
with
its
motor connected
to the rear wheels
of the car so that
tinuously.
it played con-

The Liberty, Newark, N. J., put out a horseman dressed in complete Indian regalia for Pathe's
serial,noon"White
through
the schoolthatdistricts
just as ofthethechildren
coming getting
out for
the
hour.Eagle,"
It got who
the rode
kiddies
so interested
the principal
school were
had trouble
them back to their classes.
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Successful Campaign

Warner Brothers' "Why Girls Leave Home" was given a big impetus in Flint, Mich., by Manager
Orpheum through the medium of attractive window tie-ups. This shows a neatly
Garfield of the
to women's apparel, in which an announcement card that forms
window of isa store
bound devoted
aarramged
to be seen.
small background

Two more of
Garfield's windows
for Warner
ers' "WhyBrothGirls
Leave Home." On
the left, the window is devoted entirely totraction
theand the
atsong, while on the
right is standing
a small
window
in the center of
the entrance of a
department store,
that every one
must pass in both
entering and leaving the store.

windowsstillforinWarner
Brothers' and
"Whythe Girls
Amongstand
the
rugs Another
displayedonein ofit,Garfield's
the big framed
the background
smallLeave
card Home."
in the corner
out veryI strikingly, and are probably the first things that catch the passer's eye.

By tying up with the leading merchants.
and the newspaper and arranging a private screening in advance to which leading citizens were invited, Fred N. Tynes^
manager of the Columbia Theatre, Portsmouth, 0., conducted a most successful
campaign for the showing of Hail the
Woman in that city.
Invitations to the private screening,,
which was held several days in advance
of the showing, were sent out to a list
of several hundred persons, including ministers, school teachers and club women.
They had the appearance of personal letters to the individual, each being typewritten on the theatre's letter head and
signed by Mr. Tynes personally.
The advertising manager of the Portsmouth Sunday Sun-Times became interested in co-operative advertising campaign
and through his efforts a full page of
advertisements appeared around a special
ad for Hail the Woman in the issue of
Sunday preceding the showing. The merchants proclaimed the week of the showing Hail the Woman Week for Portsmouth
and offered special bargains to women
during the week.
In addition to these advertisements, a
Hail the Woman advertising contest was
conducted by the newspaper and the
Columbia theatre, the prizes being free
tickets of admission to the theatre during
the showing. These prizes were awarded
persons finding the phrase Hail the
Woman the largest number of times by
using the letters in the advertisements
appearing on Hail the Woman page.
The screening with the comments of
those who viewed the picture in advance
and the advertising contest, provided
plenty of publicity ammunition ahead of
the showing. The cost of this exploitation
was relatively small.

Good Spread
A full page spread in the Akron, Ohio,
PeacockMetro's publicity
the effective
Times
Sunday was
of the
one for
Alley
presenthe
stunts used in connection with
tation of this picture at the Strand Theatre, Akron, Ohio.
The merchants who co-operated with the
theatre in this excellent newspaper stunt
announced at the top of the ad page:
The magnificent gowns, jewels, footwear and lingerie worn by Mae MurAlley,"ray in her
now lavish
being photoplay,
presented "Peacock
at the
Strand Theatre, are the ultra modes of
the year, and will prove a source of
delight tochants
therepresented
femininein eye.
this The
page merare
proud to announce they can duplicate
the modish fashions shown In "Peacock
The strand ad with a large cut of Miss
Alley." in the peacock gown, occupied
Murray
the center of the page and the ads of the
were built around it. The shoe
merchants
store announced
"Shoe styles you'll see worn by Mae
Murray areA styles
you'll
Petot's."
jewelrylikestore
ad find
had ata
large cut of Mae Murray holding a
of pearlsof and
large string showing
"Attractive
fine announced:
jewelry as
featured by Mae Murray in 'Peacock
Other advertisers were a millinery shop
and ladies fashion shop. Each carried an
attractive
Alley.' " cut of various poses of Miss
Murray as she appears in Peacock Alley.
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Shadow Box
The Majestic Theatre, Columbus, Ohio,
used an elaborate lobby display in its exploitation and publicity campaign for Mae
Murray's Metro release, Peacock Alley.
The most striking and unusual effect
seen in a long time was a fairly good
sized shadow box arranged with one side
as a window with opened shutters. The
opening was prettily draped with a curtain
material while artificial flowers were
twined around the edges of the opening.
In the window was a cut-out of Mae Murray and her leading man, Monte Blue. Concealed lights illuminated the figures and
the effect was that of looking through the
window of a house and seeing two lovers
embracing each other. The display was
placed on two pedestals and occupied a position in the front of the theatre just back
of the sidewalk line. It created more comment than any advertising stunt used in
Columbus in years and not one person
passing the theatre failed to stop and look
at it.

Effective Publicity
One of the most effective publicity stunts
ever used in Washington, D. C, was staged
in the National Capital a few days ago
when Miss Hope Hampton, star of First
National's "Star Dust" appeared in person
at the Metropolitan Theatre and also entertained all the city's red haired girls and
women at a party.
First National's exploitation representative hooked up with a Washington newspaper which extended a blanket invitation
to all the "strawberry" blondes in the city
to come to the newspaper office on a certain day to meet Miss Hampton and receive
from her an autographed photograph and
a free ticket to "Star Dust." The result
was that hundreds of red-haired women
and girls had to be turned away for lack
of accommodation in the newspaper editorial room.
Of the crowd who got in, all were greeted
by Miss Hampton who distributed the
favors. Later the visitors put their names
in a red-covered box and Miss Hampton
drew out fifty of them. She entertained
these fifty at a swell dinner at the Willard
Hotel.
Atmospheric Setting
Herbert J. Thacher, manager of the
Strand Theatre at Salina, Kan., believes
that an atmospheric stage setting helps
put a photoplay across with his patrons
and devotes much time and attention to
making such settings attractive.
When he booked Goldwyn's The Man
from Lost River, he got six or eight spruce
trees about fifteen feet high and arranged
them on the stage. At the right was a
little log cabin, with a four-pane window
looking out toward the audience. On the
door was tacked the skin of a silver fox.
A white back drop indicated snowy
wastes and the trees were touched with
artificial snow. The whole effect was
charming and in entire keeping with the
North Woods atmosphere of the photoplay. The audience applauded the beauty
of the setting.
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Manager Haas of the T. D. & L. Strand, Pasadenei, California, staged a parade for Associated
Exhibitors'
Sailor Made
with a thirty-piece
marched through
the principal"Abusiness
streets Man"
of thethat,
city. headed
The illustration
shows somemilitary
of the band,
participants.

These are some
of the red-haired
maidens and matrons that actionceptedextended
by
the invitaHope
Hampton,
the star in First
National's
"Star
"red-haired"
partya
Dust," to attend
that was held in
one of the newsWashington,
D. C,in
paper offices
duringance ather
appearthe Metropolitanwhich
Theatre.
The
stunt,
resulted
in wide
publicity,scribed is
deon this
page.

Manager Mausert of the Rialto, Glen Falls, N. Y., landed a coffee shop window for a display for
the window to depict a scene from the
Paramount's ' The Woman God Changed." He "changed"
picture with cut-outs and a few toy structures. A retouched poster completed the display.
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This Kind Pays
When Manager Frank Miller, of the

A Bridge of Sighs setting, two singers, a lyric soprano and dramatic contralto, in picturesque
Venetian costume, a gondola and a gondolier provided the beginning of the prologue which Enrico
Leide of the Howard, Atl£uita, used for Paramount's "Peter Ibbetson." The girls sang the Barcarolle
from "The Tales of Hoffman."

The manager of the Modjeska, Milwaukee, wandered away from the usual in exploiting First
National's
"Molly
and rigged
old fire
engine,
basedspeeding
on onefireof engine.
the comedy
scenes toin this
the
picture, where
MabelO,"Normand
racesup a anbicycle
in front
of the
In addition
ballyhoo, they also used a girl imitator of "Molly O" on the streets.

Modjeska,
Augusta,
bookedandWoman's
Place,
in which
the Ga.,
sprightly
always
interesting "Connie" Talmadge runs for
Mayor, he played up the political campaign angle splendidly. The local papers
had just carried a feature story about the
girl mayor of Fairport, Ohio, and Miller
worked a tie-up with this story, inasmuch
as Connie in Woman's Place runs for
mayor of Fairfax, Ohio.
A fence, made of green-painted strips
of lattice work, was put up in the lobby
and across it, leaving only a short space at
either end, and along the top and bottom
a "billboard" of white pebbled cardboard,
such as artists use, was fastened. The
center of this billboard held a one sheet,
in color, of the star, pointing at the passerby, and with the line beneath it "I want
YOU to vote for me as Mayor — on a comOn eithermon-sense
sideplatform."
of this one-sheet were
stills from the picture, with humorous
titles from the film. For instance, a still
of Constance making an election speech
carried the line:
"If I'm elected Mayor, I'm going to see that
every boot-legger in town sells good: whiskey,
at Another
a fair price."
still showed the campaign group
of women with the star in the midst, all
surrounded by the factory workers, and
beneath this was the line :
"Where IS Woman's Place, anyway?"
This idea was carried out throughout,
some of the lines being lifted from the
subtitles, some original, and some from
the press-book. For a week before the
opening of the picture placards similar
to the one-sheet in the lobby had been
posted all over town.

Donkey Exploitation
Fox's A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur's Court, was exploited from the
back of a donkey by the management of
the Royal Theatre, Chillicothe, Ohio.
A grey donkey, which was more or less
a town "character" because of its obdurate attitude concerning locomotion, was
bedecked with a double banner which
read:
"Don't Be a Donkey — You Will Be If Yon
IVIiss 'A Connecticut Yankee' — Royal Theatre."
The sight of the animal itself was sufficient cause for the congregating of many
who were near, but with the added attraction of the signs, interest was greatly
increased. A large cow-bell was hung
from the donkey's neck and served its
purpose with such effect that many chilwent. dren tagged after the animal wherever it
Poster Lobby

Without marring the beauty of its lobby, the Sun, Omahai, Neb., achieved a notable display for
Fox's "Queen of Sheba" at a nominal cost. In every vantage point in the spacious lobby, they placed
either framed posters or stills that blended with its decorations.

An effective small theatre lobby display
for Goldwyn's Dangerous Curve Ahead
can be made from the 24-sheet poster and
little else, as E. L. Newell of the New
Rialto Theatre, Rice Lake, Wis., proved.
He mounted the poster and stood it in
the lobby of his theatre on the sidewalk
line. It completely filled the entrance and
gave a very attractive appearance to the
front of the house. Smaller posters and
stills were used at the sides.
The display attracted much attention.
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The Lyric Theatre at Brownsville,
Texas, has installed a new $6,000 Foto
player.
Herbert C. Murray, special salesman for
the Seattle Selznick office, has been transferred to the Cincinnati branch.
James B. Davis, who died at Lansford,
Pa., was the manager of the Davis Grand
Opera House for a number of years.
The Phil H. Pierce Co., of Dallas, Texas,
will move to their new headquarters, 1805
Commerce Street, in the near f uture.
The Ray San Film Co., at Dallas, Texas,
has moved its offices to 1919% Main Street,
sharing quarters with the Educational
Exchange.
Port Townsend, Wash., theatres have
reopened this week after a brief closing necessitated bythe epidemic of grippe and
influenza.
James Moran, former manager of the
Salt Lake Arrow Film Corporation, has
joined the Salt Lake Universal force as
featurt sales manager.
W. S. Quimby, identified with the
theatrical business for twelve years in
Bellingham, Wash., has sold out to Jensen
& Von Herljerg interests.
An orchestra as well as a pipe organ
will be features in the musical line in the
programs of the Grand Theatre just
opened at Hazleton, Pa.
A crowd of school children was dumped
into the cellar when the lobby floor of the
Strand Theatre at New Kensington, Pa.,
collapsed. No one was badly hurt.
Two beautiful motion picture hooises
soon will be completed in Wichita, Kan.
They are being erected by Miller &
Chambers and Karl Hobitzelle of the Interstate circuit.
Fred Aehenbach and Earl Reed have
entered the motion picture business at
Cressona, Pa., below Pottsville. They will
run their shows in Good Will Hall, which
they have leased.
The new Strand Theatre at Berwick,
Pa., was endangered by fire breaking out
next door, but the progress of the flames
was stayed with no more serious results
than a bad scare.
A film exchange building is to be erected
at Dallas, Texas, in the near future, which
will be modern and strictly fire proof and
large enough to accommodate all of the
exchanges in Dallas.

Roy E. Churchill, Kansas City R.-C.
manager, is firmly convinced that business
is on the up-grade; at least, it is showing
a decided improvement in Kansas City,
according to Mr. Churchill.
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Supported by a seeming wave of
radical reform, censor authorities have
been upheld in their alteration and elimination of several films exhibited in Houston playhouses recently.
Shenandoah, Pa., has put the bars up
against Sunday shows, even for wounded
soldier benefits, and to raise funds for
hospitals. The burgess has the backing of
the borough council in his stand.
John Hamrick, owner of the Seattle and
other Blue Mouse theatres, has bought The
Apollo Theatre, Tacoma, Wash., from L.
A. Drinkwine. He opened the new house
recently with The Queen of Sheba.
The D. L. Whittle Music Co., of Dallas,
Texas, _ will soon commence the publication
of Whittle Music Review, a monthly magazine, to be distributed among the motion
picture exhibitors and others interested.
George Kline, of the Kline Poster Comtaking
a few weeks'
vacationpany,inPhiladelphia,
Florida is
after
an illness,
which
kept him from Vine Street for some little
time. His address is 204 N. E. 31st Street,
Miami.
Tommy Taylor is the latest addition to
the selling force of the Kansas City office
of the Sterling Pictures Corporation.
Tommy is obtaining no small number of
bookings on Burn 'Em Up Barnes and The
Call of the North.
H. L. Campbell, owner of the Campbell
Theatre at Hazleton, Pa., entertained 2000
Eagles and their friends with a special
series of Sunday night shows. Pictures
were run and an entertainment given. No
admission was charged.
H. L. Craig, who recently joined the
Robertson-Cole "knights of the road" out
of Kansas City, is sending in an abundance of contracts, according to Roy E.
Churchill, branch manager. Mr. Craig is
traveling in northern Kansas.
The managers of the Feeley, Campbell
and Grand Theatres at Hazfleton, Pa.,
struck a popular note with the public by
running benefits for the campaign to raise
money
of St. Joseph's
Convent forof the
the renovation
Sisters of Mercy.
$1,920 was taken from the safe of a
theatre in Tulsa, Okla., recently after
yeggmen had pried off the combination to
the vault in the theatre office. $500 in
silver in the same drawer was not taken.
No clew as to the identity of the thieves.

CARRIED"
comment in the New York Times
Such is the WAS
in its report of the recent New Haven fire.
FIRE AND PANIC MAY STRIKE WHEN
YOU LEAST EXPECT IT
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The Houston, Texas, Board of Censors
have recently censored the following films :
The Child Thou Gavest Me, The Killer,
One Arabian Night, The Wolf Woman
and Dangerous Toys.
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We Are Asking

Manager Schreck of the Temple Theatre at Ashland, Pa., is trying out road
shows to break up the monotony of motion
picturedies programs.
He runs musical
come-a
and other attractions
one night
week whenever such bookings are open in
the district.
Brieg Brothers, of Scranton, Pa., who
built the new State Theatre at Scranton,
starting June 6, 1921, and throwing open
the $150,000 playhouse for the first show
November 5, 1921, have been awarded the
contract to erect a $200,000 playhouse at
Batavia, N. Y.
The old Star Theatre at Sheppton, Pa.,
run for years by Michael Dromboski,
manager of the Herseker Theatre at West
Hazleton, Pa., has been re-christened the
Palace by the new owner, Angelo Bott,
who also holds the Liberty Theatre at
Nuremberg, Pa.
Miss Mary Sidari, daughter of Peter
Sidari, of Hazleton, Pa., owner of the
Palace Theatre at McAdoo, Pa., and the
Pleasure Parlor at Hazleton, Pa., has been
discharged, cured, from the State Hospital
at the latter place, where she underwent
a serious operation.
The Columbia Theatre, Clarion, Penn.,
has been purchased from the Brown Theatre Corporation by Lewis Hepinger and
the name changed to the Orpheum Theatre. Hepinger managed this house for a
number of years previous to selling it to
the Brown interests.
Ralph Kramer, who has for several
years been Philadelphia representative for
the Rudolph Wurlitzer Organ Company, is
now assistant to L. Luberoff, district manager for the Moller Organ Company, and
will have New York and Eastern Pennsylvania as his territory.
The Gauthier Theatre in Gouvemeur,
N. Y., was the scene of a blaze one night
last week, which did about $800 damage
to the operating machine and films, but
which fortunately was confined to the
operating room. George Cross, the operator, escaped without injury.
The datedDallas,
Film and Texas,
Supply office
Co. heldof a Consoliprivate
screening for newspaper men, showing
The Leather Pushers, and serial film. The
Adventures of Robinson Cruso; both pictures received deserved praise from the
critics and press people present.
The new State Theatre at Nanticoke,
built by ConoUy & Quigley, who will manage same, has been completed and turned
over to them by Brieg Brothers, of Scranton, general contractors. The structure
cost $150,000. Shows have been started.
Pictures will be the main program.

You to SAVE

HANCOCK
5 Beekman

Money-Not
CO.,

SPEND

It

INC.
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New York, N. Y.
Uptown 0£Sce, Room 707, Times Bldg.
BxclnalT-e Inanrttnce Represantatlvea H. P. T. <K of Horr Torlc
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The Seattle Board of Education was
given a preview of the new Universal
serial, With Stanley in Africa, recently,
at the local office. This big educational
feature is meeting with high favor among
exhibitors, on account of the splendid endorsement given it by the school men.
"Sold out" was the report of W. Benjamin, Universal salesman out of Kansas
City, who returned from a trip to the key
cities in the Kansas City territory last
week.
All "Benny"
do release
now is of
to
sit around
and wait has
untilto the
Foolish Wives — then for more contracts.
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White to send in their accessory orders
early in order to avoid possible confusion.
Two Oklahoma exhibitors of Miami,
Okla., L. G. Humphreys of the Glory B
Theatre and G. H. Merriman of the
Grand, clared
haveintentions
notified
exchanges
their deif certain
film ofexchanges
continue to rent to non-theatrical people,
objecting on the ground that the renting
to non-theatrical people is harmful to the
theatrical business.

C. A. Maddox, manager of the Vitagraph office at Oklahoma City, Okla., has
resigned and is in Kansas City. Mr. Maddox, who formerly was assistant Vitagraph manager in Kansas City, announced
that he expects to become affiliated with
some Kansas City exchange in the near
future.

The new theatre to be built on Mauch
Chunk Street at Tamaqua, Pa., by a combination of Pottsville and Tamaqua men
running army and navy goods stores, will
go up as soon as the weather opens. The
building will be three stories high and
will have a store room on the first floor
with the auditorium on the second story
and gallery on the third.

The offices of the Nixon-Nirdlinger
theatrical enterprises, which have been located at 16th and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, for many years, have been moved
into the same building with Sablosky and
McGuirk. Mr. Nirdlinger will make his
headquarters in the South Broad Street
theatre building.

An agreement, whereby theatres in six
towns will be handled as one unit, has been
reached by Grubel Brothers of Kansas
City, Kan., and Jack Truitt of Sedalia,
Mo. The theatres have in the past been
linked by a vaudeville agreement, the
houses being located in Joplin, Mo.. St. Joseph, Mo., Sedalia, Mo., Moberly, Mo.,
Springfield, Mo., and Kansas City, Kan.

H. E. Schiller, Kansas City branch manager of Educational, has just returned
from what he asserts has been the most
successful trip ever made by him. Mr.
Schiller called on exhibitors in the southern part of Missouri and Kansas, his main
feature being to sell the picture, The
Battle of Jutland.
Seattle welcomed Pauline Frederick,
bride of Dr. Alton B. Rutherford, the local
physician, who has joined her husband and
is occupying a suite at the New Washington Hotel. The celebrated couple are being
extensively entertained before their departure for Beverly Hills, where they will
make their future home.
Adolph Zukor, president of Paramount;
S. R. Kent, general manager, and Claude
Saunders, in charge of the exploitation
department, stopped in Kansas City on
their way to Hollywood. Mr. Saunders
stopped off for a few days' visit with H. P.
Kingsmore, Kansas City publicity representative for Paramount.
The stories,
Leatherhave
Pushers,
H. C. Witwer's
Collier
been contracted
for by
the Columbia Theatre, Seattle, The Colonial, Tacoma, The American, Bellingham,
Pantages, Portland, and The Rialto, Butte.
Reginald Denny is the star of the series of
twelve pictures, which is released through
the Seattle Universal office.
The Kansas City Fox office is preparing
to move into its new quarters at Nineteenth and Wyandotte streets. The new
office will afford much more space and
better working conditions. Exhibitors
have been urged by Manager James M.

The King Scenic Co., of Dallas, Texas,
has just sent through ahe mails a new and
comprehensive catalog to all clients, prospective customers and buyers of scenery
and anything else in their line of art. It
is neatly gotten up and shows to decided
advantage by cuts and illustrations the
quality of the work done, which is available for use in theatres, schools, churches
and public buildings.
An automatic rewind switch has been
invented by two Kansas City men, E. R.
Francis and S. R. Victor. The invention,
known as the Ideal Automatic Rewind, will
rewind film in either direction without reversing the motor, allowing inspection on
the rewind and enabling the operator to
give his entire attention to other work.
The rewind can be attached to Powers,
Simplex or Motiograph machines.
Oscar Althoff, manager of the Grand
Theatre at Berwick, Pa., has succeeded
Clyde Klinger as head of the Refowich
Theatre at Freeland. Pa. Althoff was
formerly manager of the Family Theatre
at Mahanoy City, Pa. Klinger goes with
the Silverman Brothers' chain of theatres
in the western part of the Keystone State,
with headquarters at Altoona, where he
will officiate as general manager.
Sam Stall, representative manager of
Associated Producers, has been cutting a
wide swath in the Kansas City territory
lately with a block of seven productions, including MoUy-0 and Hail, the Wojnan.
Mr. Stall now holds the record in selling
key centers, having closed all towns over
10,000 population in the Kansas City territroy, with the exception of four, and is
hitting the trail this week to close those.

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT
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Songalogues, old as the motion picture
industry itself, have been given a new
"twist" and are being used by Frank L.
Newman at his Newman Theatre, Kansas
City, to good advantage. Each week a
popular song is selected, the words of
which are flashed on the screen, and, accompanied by the are
Newman's
orchestra, patrons
invited forty-piece
to join in
on the chorus — and, they do, with enthusiasm.
Donald Malkames has been named operator at the new Grand Theatre at Hazleton, Pa. He was manager of the Campbell Theatre at Weatherly, Pa. The
Grand, which is the re-vamped Grand
Operamonth
Housewith
of "legit"
days, It
opened
late
this
The Sheik.
is owned
by the Hazelton Theatre Co., headed by
Christ Weber and Claude M. Stauffer. The
latter was director of the famous Carlisle
Indian Band in pre-war days.
A special appeal has been sent out to
exhibitors in the Kansas City territory
by Harry
Graham,
manager
the Kansas City Pathe
branch
office,of requesting
exhibitors to use unusual care in selecting subjects just at present, due to the
"mud slinging" which has followed the
recent coast tragedy. Topics of the Day
and similar subjects, are good antidotes
for blue law encroachments, Mr. Graham
believes.
Gladys Walton became an important
factor in the Pacific Northwest Products
Exposition which is being held at the Bon
Marche, Seattle, through her appearance
on Valentine Day as an auctioneer for the
Woman's Auxiliary of the American Legion, Rainier Noble Post. On the two following days Miss Walton took part in the
fashion shows, children's, women's and
misses', yearing with grace the Seattle
made frocks,
and Marche.
delighting a large audience at the Bon
Patrons of the Gillham Theatre, Kansas City, were treated to a radio concert
recently. A complete apparatus was inby the management
the press
"specialstallednumber"
was given and
liberal
notice. The concert heard by patrons of
the theatre was held in Convention Hall.
An amplifier was installed near the screen,
while the station itself was located at the
entrance of the theatre. The cost of installation was comparatively small and
resulted in a packed house.
A special police guard was necessary
at the showing of Powder River, official
war pictui-e taken by U. S. Signal Corps
operators, at the Art Theatre, Kansas
City, Kan., to handle the crowds of
former service men. M. Van Praag, president of the M. P. T. O. Kansas, owner of
the theatre, made a special appeal to war
veterans in a Sunday newspaper advertisement, using a miniature battle scene
sketch and inserting just enough copy
to adequately
the price.
picture, which
was
shown at 50exploit
cents top
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Receipts

Will the atmosphere of your theater be
cool and pure during the summer
months?

Will your patrons tell their friends that
"it's the coolest spot in town"— or will
they advise them to "remain away from
that hot, stuffy, place?"
If you would make your theater an allyear-round house — make it popular 52
weeks in the year because of its refreshing, cool, pure, outdoor atmosphere,
write today for complete information
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Summer?

regarding
"Sirocco" air washing equipment for theaters.
Air washed with "Sirocco" equipment is
not only cool and refreshing— but your
interior walls, hangings and furnishings
will remain cleaner and your renovation
costs will be greatly reduced.

Peoples Theater, Chicago

we not send you our bulletin describing "Sirocco" ventilating and air
washing equipment for theaters?
(52)
AMERICAN BLOWER COMPANY, DETROIT
BRANCH OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
CANADIAN SIROCCO COMPANY, LTD., WINDSOR, ONTMay

_
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ENGINES
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• ENGIN
FANS
S • VENTILATING
D IKYING
, VENXILATIISTG
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CONI3IXIONING
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Architecture

Angeles, Home
Is Egyptian
Architecture,
Has Glass Enclosed Nursery
in

Los

T AST week on this page we discussed
^ the reign of the classic Spanish
architecture in 'Indiana. This week
it is a case of classic Egyptian in Los
Angeles, Ckl., the birthplace of Mission,
or modern Spanish architecture.
The Vermont, in Los Angeles was opened
by Glenii Harper, Los Angeles representative of the M. P. T. 0. A. We described
the Vermont several weeks ago, but not in
detail nor vsdth photos since furnished.
The entire decorative scheme is Egyptian, with yellow, red, blue and gold predominating in the wall decorations. The
foyer has two rest rooms with two fireplaces facing the foyer, giving the appearance of great distance and space.
THE main auditorium is one of the most
beautifully decorated in Los Angeles.
Between the huge pilasters, with heavy
copings of brightly colored designs, are
bronze hieroglyphics, lighted by bowls of
colored lights. The fixtures are opaque
glass, with Egyptian figures seated on the
edges. At the rear of the house, below
the operating room booth, two huge lions
rear on their haunches in the front of a
background of palms and ferns, almost
completely hiding the operating room
openings. The loges occupy the center
back of the house, they are enclosed, the
seats are covered with black and white
material. The curtains on the stage are
unique. A heavy black velvet curtain embellished with gold bulrushes is the main
curtain. A shadow curtain of black with
gold design comes next, then a very heavy
red velvet curtain with a crescent moon
of silver across it, and gold Egyptian
figures thereon, forms the inside curtain.
The theatre is equipped with gas radiators, whose value has been fully demonstrated. The house is easily warmed, and
is ventilated by a Typhoon system.

This is the nursery. Note what a c!ear view the kiddies have of the screen and stagethrough the glass. They saythewhen
houseFirstthisNational's
nursery "My
was aBoy"
riot. with Jackie Coogan opened
THE Robert Morton organ is a $30,000
model. The house is fully wired with
intercommunicating phones to all parts.
Two Powers 6B machines are used.
The length of the throw is 120 feet. Special lenses make a picture of great distinction.
The most unusual feature about the
theatre is the nursery. It is on the second
floor, fully equipped with swings, rocking
horses and kiddie's chairs. The walls are

decorated with elephants, buffaloes, dogs,
pigs and rabbits. Great moons that laugh
and weep, with yellow and green birds are
to be found on the ceiling. The front of
the nursery is made entirely of glass, giving a clear view to the screen and at the
same time making a noise-proof compartment, so if the baby does cry the audience
will not be disturbed or the mother embarrassed. Large comfortable chairs are
provided for mothers.

One should take particular notice of the canopies hanging over the organ gratings above the two door openings at either side of the
stage ; also the two extra large hose racks near the openings ; and the Egyptian torches as side lights. The idea in building this house
was to make it a temple and so the owners did. First National attractions are played.
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Beware

Of Preposterous
Advertising
A screen advertiser recently intimated in these pages that
a certain screen was used in the Capitol Theatre, N. Y. C. ;
and in the Chicago and Tivoli Theatres, Chicago. Nevertheless Jacobsson Screens are in use in all these theatres. Perhaps this screen is in the flys of each house but pictures are
projected on Jacobsson Screens.

liani^rteK

Jacobsson Screens
are sold on merit
and toill never be
given away nor
shipped without a
genuine order.

Millions of CoJstol
White Beads, a perfect projection
surgives contrast
withoutface, Fade-awajJ.

There's a Jacobsson Screen
for Every Projection Condition
Preference for Jacobsson Screens may be found in
Angle Comthe Eastman Kodak Co.'s tests. The reflecting Vision
of
Milk- tive
petiwhite
power
between
this
competitive
screen
and,
we'll
Reflecting Power %
pit
It
against
our
Milk-white
screen,
are
tabulated
88.
to the right.
0 85.5 78.6
10
5
78.6
Notice how little the Reflecting Power
20 83. 74.9
of this Jacobsson Screen decreases as percentage
compared
to others. O angle is in center of house. 40 to 70
30 80.
71.1
degree angle takes in seats to extreme sides
40 79. 68.6
where an even and unfogged distribution of light
79. 65.3
IS very important to you.
50 77.
63.9
Investigate these screens which give you the
62.3
60
biggest
76.
dealer.of value obtainable —
your localworth
through dollar's
59.5
70 74.
The Jacobsson Mfg. Co.
3718 Woodland Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio
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FAILED

An exhibitor was confronted with the serious
problem of spending more money to increase his
business.
He wanted to redecorate his house, do more advertising and increase his orchestra.
He was afraid to go ahead and make the improvements because he did not know how much
additional expense he could stand.
He kept books on his cuffs.
He let things drift along as they had been drifting-.
Finally he had to shut up shop. If he had invested $10 in a loose leaf System of Accounting he
would have known at a glance how much added
expense he could afford.
Send NOW for a complete loose leaf Simplified
System of Accounting for Motion Picture Exhibitors.
Sent postage prepaid to any part of the U. S. upon
receipt of $io,oo.
EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW
Knickerbocker Bldg-., Broadway and 42d Street
N. Y. City

TRANSVERTER permits the most
artistic projection of pictures.
Double Arc TransVerteR provides two arcs in series, simultaneously, thus making possible a
perfect dissolve.
No ballast is used as automatic
voltage is provided.
The projectionist, by a slight
turn o£ a convenient control handle,
can instantly increase or decrease
the amperage generated and furnished to the arc, thus obtaining
the light best adapted for the film
being shown.
Improve your projection and
your attendance and profits will
grow accordingly.
TransVerteR will do it.
The

Hertner Electric Co.
1908 W. 112th St.
Cleveland, Ohio
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When new light sources began to supersede the candle, it was
necessary that the luminosity of these lights be expressed in terms
that everyone understood, and as candles had been the means
of illumination for generations and it was pretty well known
approximately how much light was emitted by one, it was but
natural that the luminous intensity of these new lights should
be compared with intensity of the candle, so the candle-power
has become the unit by which the luminosity of a lamp of any
description is measured.
While this unit answered the purpose for a while it was soon
found that candles varied so in size, material and light giving
qualities that it was not accurate, so it lead to the adoption of a
standard size candle made of a specified material that is now
known as the "International Candle" as the unit with which to
measure or compare light. It is the amount of light that is
given off by a spermaceti candle burning at the rate of two
grains a minute, and any light, no matter what kind, is rated
in candle-power according to its brilliancy in comparison with
this source of light. By that is meant a forty candle-power
electric bulb will give off the same amount of light that a
spermaceti candle burning at the rate of eighty grains per
minute would.
The candle-power of a light is now measured by an instrument known as the photometer. There are several different
types of photometers in use, each one working on different
principles, and practically all of them are more or less complicated and require a great deal of skill to operate. The most
simple one, called the bar photometer, consists of two lamp
sockets placed a certain distance apart on a bar. Between these
two sockets, a vertical paper screen with a translucent spot in
the center of it, is mounted on this bar so that it can be moved
back and forth. In one socket is placed an electric bulb which
has been tested and its exact candle-power is known, and in the
other socket, the bulb that is to be tested or measured. The
lights are then turned on and this screen is moved back and
forth between the two lights until a position is reached where
the spot will disappear. In order that both sides of the screen
may be seen simultaneously, mirrors are mounted obliquely behind it, for when the spot can no longer be seen on the screen,
the illumination on both sides is the same. A reading is then
taken from a scale that is marked off on the bar, and from this
X'eading the candle-power of the bulb being measured is computed.
The above is simply a rough description of how the candlepower of incandescent bulbs is measured. Screen illumination,
however, in which projectionists are more interested, is not
measured in this way, but by a foot candle meter, as the unit
of measurement of the intensity of light on a screen is a foot
candle and not candle-power, although the latter is a factor.
The foot candle is more closely associated with our everyday
use of light than the candle-power is as a unit of measurement,
for that is really the unit by which we judge whether a screen
has sufficient light on it or not, as candle-power alone gives no
indication of the quantity of light. A foot candle is the illumi-

Thousand

at the other, and at the point where the spots are neitherbrighter nor darker than the white paper scale, the illuminations from within and without the box are the same, and a
reading of the scale is taken. The readings from all squares
are then added up and divided by the area of the screen in
squaredles at feet,
result
is the average intensity in foot canwhich and
the the
screen
is illuminated.

Troubles in England
Operators in England seem to have plenty to contend with asthe following, taken from "Bioscope," indicates.
At a special Operators' Meeting the Chair was taken by Councillor Hugh Roberts, supported by Mrs. Rouse, Messrs. Callaghan,
Collins, Garner, Hartfield, Kelly, H. Kemp, McCarthy and Wright..
After introductory remarks by the Chairman, Mr. Muir opened
his speech by regretting that there was such a difference of
opinion within the ranks of operators, and that instead of being
a united body they had split themselves into five different camps.
There were not only the E. T. U. and the N. A. T. E., but alsc
the A. E. U., the G. W. U. and the Dockers' Union, each oneprofessing to be catering for operators. Until the operators,
defined their own policy and became united no progress would be
made. They must secure an industrial organization. He dealt
briefly with the commencement of the organizing of the operators.
The first attempt was made in 1907 by the N. A. C. 0., a branch
of the N. A. T. E. The E. T. U. made no attempt in pre-War

Dollars

Reward

will be paid to any person who can prove that B. F. Porter did not sell and install Simplex
Machines in the Capitol Theatre at 51st Street and Broadway, New York City.
B. F. PORTER,

15

nation produced by a source of one candle-power on a perpendicular plane one foot away. As an illustration, hold a
piece of paper of any size one foot from a lighted candle, and
the amount of light that is thrown on the paper is one foot
candle. The use of this term also brings in another one which
is little understood, the lumen. This expresses the amount of
light flux that is required to illuminate a surface of one squarp
foot to an average intensity of one foot candle. In other words,,
the lumen is the unit by which the total amount of light emitted
from any source is measured. These two are the terms by
which screen illumination is measured.
Until the foot candle meter was perfected, it was more or
less difficult to measure screen illumination, as photometers
were expensive and considerable practice was necessary in order
to read them accurately. This instrument, however, measures
intensities of from 0.5 to 25 foot candles quickly and with a
fair degree of accuracy. It is simple, consisting only of a lamp
in a box that illuminates the under side of a photometric screen
to a much higher intensity at one end of it than at the other.
It has a scale on the outside of this screen above which areclosely spaced translucent dots, these dots serving the same
purpose as the translucent spot in the screen of the bar photometer. This scale is accurately graduated with a lamp in thebox that burns at a voltage regulated by a voltmeter and
rheostat so that it does not vary any to that at which the instrument was originally graduated.
The method most commonly used in measuring screen illumination with a foot candle meter is to divide the screen into
sixteen or more equal squares and then place the instrument in.
the
center
of these
squares.
The atlight
across
the of
scaleeachwillonemake
the spots
brighter
one inendfallingthan

Blue Seal
Film Mending
Shears $3.50
BliHE SR/VL,
PR01>rCT.S CO.. Inc.
Mfr», ofA cce.isories
Motio^i Pictvrc
2.") Brooklyn,
Liifaj-etteN. Ave.,
Y.
CircuUirs on Request

Why the Brenkert Brenopticon "Model F" is the
most useful equipment ihat has been offered to
theatres in Itite years.
It dissolves projection of lantern slides and stage effects
or simultaneously projects both
Skillful Design— Rigid Conslruclion—Powerful in Projection
BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO., Inc., Detroit, Mich.
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UNIFORMS
CAPS AND EQUIPMENTS
Largest makers and designers for United States Army, Navy,
Marine Corps and National Guard Officers. Home Guards,
Hotels, Apartment Houses, Office Buildings, Yachts, Clubs,
Schools, Bands, Chauffeurs Liveries, Firemen, Police,
Theatrical Costumes, Etc. Call and inspect worlishops on
premises.
Deliveries when wanted. Qualities and styles
correct.
Largest Exporters of Uniforms and Eanipments
for Euroiiean and Soatli American Governments
Russell Uniform
Company
1600 Broadway, Corner 48lh Street
Broadway and 7th Avenue, New York
Phones BRYant 1405-14G6

Simplex Sun-light Arc High Intensity Projection Lamp is a perfected
product, tested by severe practical

usage. It is sufficient to say that it's
"A Sun-Light Arc Product"
Sun-Light Arc Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York
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period with the exception of 1913, when their attempt was a
proved failure. The failure of the N. A. C. 0. in pre-war days
was due to the lack of interest displayed by the operators, who
in those days were claimed as being somebody in the building,
and were in receipt of very fair wages. This resulted in the
neglect of the other employees in the cinema industry. The
operators found themselves in a different position now, in consequence of the dilution that had taken place during the period the
operators were operating on the battlefields. Some of them on
returning found that the winding boy had been installed as chief
operator. The lady operators had also been introduced. Then
came the training scheme for ex-Service men. As an ex-Service
man he realized something had to be done for the boys who had
done their bit, but all these facts had the tendency to bring about
the insecurity of the operator. He regretted to say there were
over 300 operators unemployed today in London. This should
not have been allowed to take place. The skilled operator was
liable to be put aside by the unskilled operator, and to prevent
this the N. A. T. E. had seriously considered the examination,
and, if necessary, were willing to proceed with a licensing scheme.
Mr. Finley stated that he had had a long experience as a film
worker, and in the entertainment industry generally, and he was
anxious to see every individual employed in the industry brought
together in one organization. This was the first meeting of a
series of meetings that were going to be held with a view to
roping all in. They were out to organize all the film workers
from the studios to the screen. The operators could have their
own branch and their own secretary, and deal with their own
problems.
A resolution was then moved and seconded by Mr. Reech, of the
E. T. U., and G. Bailey, of the N. A. T. E., but was eventually
withdrawn in favor of another which was moved by Mr. Ficklin,
of the E. T. U., and seconded by Mr. Spear, of the N. A. T. E.:—
"That efforts should be made to convene a conference of
operators from the N. A. T. E. and E. T. U. for the purpose
of discussing ways and means of arriving at an amicable
settlement, and a solution of the problem now confronting
The resolution was carried unanimously.
us."
The Apprentice Bill
With a fair array of supporters and with the only speaker in
opposition tempering his objections by declaring that he was for
anything that would tend to make the motion picture theatres of
New York state, more safe, the McKee bill pertaining to the
licensing of operators in first-class cities, will in all probability
be reported out of committee and stand a fair chance of passage
in the legislature during the next few days. Much interest
centered around the hearing held on the bill in the State Capitol
Tuesday afternoon. Owing to a lengthy session in the Assembly,
the hearing did not get under way until 4 o'clock, although it
had been scheduled for 2 o'clock.
Former Senator J. Henry Walters, now associated with the
Keith interests in New York city, spoke in opposition to the measure, stating that his principal objection was that it would interfere with the operation of projection machines in private homes.
Senator Walters added, however, that he was a firm advocate of
any bill which sought to increase precaution against fire in
theatres.
The first speaker in favor of the bill was Edward J. Flynn,
sheriff of Bronx county, who declared that the objection of exhibitors was from a monetary standpoint, and that they lost sight
of the fact that the bill would eventually work for the good of
the industry in preventing fire catastrophes.
In speaking in favor of the bill, Charles E. Sinnegen of New
York, spoke of an instance where a school teacher was permitted
to operate a machine at school entertainments, the teacher having
had no experience with motion picture apparatus, and not being
in position to avert a fire should an accident occur with the
machine.
Declaring that too many operators are taught by theory rather
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than experience in operating booths, Alfred J. McCosker, of
New York, also spoke in favor of the passage of the bill.
The bill, if passed, would provide that booths in the first class
theatres in the State would be open to those who sought to become operators, without making it necessary upon theatre owners to employ them along with the regular operators. In this
way the bill seeks to compel those seeking to become operators
to serve an apprenticeship with licensed operators.
Samuel Kaplan, president Local 306, also of New York, spoke
in favor of the measure declaring that its passage would result
in the theatres being made 100 per cent safe, and the danger of
fires would be averted. The hearing lasted nearly two hours.
Worth Doing Yourself
In a neat pamphlet which Glenn Harper, the prominent exhibitor of Los Angeles got up for distribution on the night of the
opening of the Vermont in that city he said, among other things:
"The screen and projection equipment will be the latest and
finest made. A clear steady picture will be shown that will be a
delight
to the projectionists
eye."
How many
stand well enough with their bosses
to go down into their offices and sell them the idea of doing that
which Harper has done ? It seems to be a duty the projectionist
owes the owner to sell him a little stronger on the idea that the
matter of projection is something worth considering and the pro-,
jectionist somebody worth remembering although he is hidden'
away in a box.
Sell your boss the idea of saying something about your projection in his program.
Paramount

Condensers

Since publishing the article about Paramount Condensers several months ago (and we gave it big space because the condensers
merit special attention) we are advised by M. H. Tromba, the
American distributor, that repeat orders have been received from
the following theatres:
Loew Theatres, N. Y. State, Crandall Theatres, Washington,
D. C, Capitol Theatre, N. Y. City, Rivoli Theatre, N. Y. City,
Rialto Theatre, N. Y. City, Stanley Theatres, Philadelphia, Pa.,
Criterion Theatre, N. Y. City, Allied Theatres, Dermott, Ark.,
Taylor Opera House, Danbury, Conn., Poll's Theatre, Bridgeport,
Conn., Cabrillo Theatre, San Diego, Cal., Jones' Theatre, Canon
City, Col., American Theatre, Denver, Col., Miller's Theatre, Los
Angeles, Cal., Grand Theatre, Camilla, Ga., Princess Theatre,
Alton, 111., Dream Theatre, Cour D'Alene, Idaho, Barbee's Loop
Theatre, Chicago, 111., Phoenix Amus. Co., Paris, Ky., Phoenix,
Lexington, Ky., Midland Theatre, Hutchinson, Kansas, Strand
Theatre, Owosso, Michigan, Electric Theatre, Springfield, Mo.,
State Theatre, Trenton, N. J., Grand Theatre, Paterson, N. J.,
Liberty Theatre, Canton, Ohio, Princess Paramount Theatre,
Toledo, Ohio, Princess Amusement Co., Lincoln, Neb., Park Theatre, Youngstown, Ohio, Dome Theatre, Youngstown, Ohio, Wells
Amusement Co., Norfolk, Va., Rex Theatre, Weirton, W. Va.,
Nelson Theatre, Fairmount, W. Va., Strand Theatre, Madison,
Wisconsin.
We have no hesitancy in saying that Paramount Condensers
deserve the attention of every exhibitor and protectionist who
wants to save money on condenser breakage and at the same time
get better screen results, and we are pleased to say we are not
alone in that opinion.
Will Improve Conditions
Sam Kaplan, president, and Harry I. Sherman, financial secretary of Local 306 I. A. T. S. E., have just returned from a
week's visit to Chicago, Cleveland and Buffalo. This visit was
timed so as to be present at the executive board committee
meetings held in those cities, and they believe they have brought
back information, which, combined with what they have in mind,
will better union procedure and at the same time provide better
service for the exhibitor.
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nn HE design of this department is to diffuse among musicians and exhibitors correct information on all important
J- subjects pertaining to music for the film; to improve the quality of musical interpretation and to raise the standard of music in motion picture theatres. Questions concerning music, suitable instrumentation, queries relating to
organs and mechanical players, etc., should be addressed to Music Editor, Exhibitors Trade Review.
Experience
The average theatre manager will not engage an organist who
has not had experience and the lack of experience prevents
many organists from securing work. Just how, this experience
is to be acquired is a question, but in other professions and
trades, one must serve some kind of an apprenticeship. As a
rule, a beginner or learner does not receive a high salary, and
until the prospective organist can qualify as "experienced" he
cannot expect a regular salary for his work.
In many theatres it is possible to substitute and in this way
much valuable experience may be secured. Another way of
gaining experience, aside from actually taking part in a musical
program, is by observation. Many difficulties can be solved
this way, before the organist starts his career, especially if he
is a good observer.
It is easy for an audience to tell whether an organist has had
experience. The first five or ten minutes of playing usually
tells just what the organist's capabilities are and during a
"try-out" it is the first impression that counts.
In trying out for a new position, it is advisable, if possible,
for the organist to know his instrument beforehand, because
managers, as a rule, do not make allowances for the applicant's
unfamiliarity with a new instrument. If it is possible to try the
organ before your "try-out" do so; it will obviate many difficulties and make your "try-out" much easier.
As a rule, many of the prominent organists have had different
kinds of experience. Some have played in churches — they are
not affected with stage-fright; others have played in orchestras,
some have been professional pianists. The beginner must not be
discouraged for if he knew the inside stories of many organists
he envies, he would be surprised to learn that the road to glory
was not a smooth road, but like other professions where ability
and hard work counts — it had its "ups and downs."
Luck plays a great part in securing and holding a position,
much the same as any other line of work, but if the prospective
organist is not easily discouraged, he will resolve to keep trying
until he succeeds. Persistency is a great factor of course; with
ability and a thorough musical training in all branches of the
work he endeavors to do.
"Experience is a dear teacher," as everyone knows, but if met
and dealt with in the right way, many pitfalls can be obviated
by mastering the obstacles that trip the organist who believes
that blundering is experience. Conscientious endeavor and a
sincere purpose are the greatest aids to the new organist and
only by these can the experience be gained that will enable the
organist to truthfully say "I am experienced."
Honor

Luz

A rather exceptional mark of esteem was paid to Ernst Luz
by the musical directors of the theatres which Marcus Loew
controls in Greater New York on Tuesday night, Feb. 14. Luz
has been for the past ten years general supervisor of the musical organization which Mr. Loew maintains as one of his special features in connection with his theatres.
Twice a month these musical dirctors have been called to
what is termed "a leaders' meeting" by Luz, and the tables were
turned on him when he was called to attend a meeting by his
musical directors.
The affair, up until the presentation, was kept secret. Luz
was persuaded to go to supper at Lorber's, where he found the
musical directors of the Greater New York theatres, controlled
by Marcus Loew, assembled. An informal after-theatre sup-

per was given, during which Luz was presented with an elaborate chest of silver.
This is the first time that anything of this kind has been
done in connection vdth the Loew Circuit, and as the spokesman
said in the presentation speech, it was just a recognition of
Luz's efforts to make these leaders feel that they were an important feature of the Loew Circuit.
Special Music Drive
Richmond-Robbins, Inc., music publishers, have recently completed plans for a special sales drive to be put on during the early
months of the year. The numbers for this exploitation have been
selected with great care and have been given tests in both professional and orchestra circles.
The success which they achieved with their song "Yoo Hoo,"
not only in sheet music, but in record and roll form, inspired
them to request the writer of the original number give them a
melody that would excel the famous "Yoo Hoo." "This encouraged Al Jolson, the vvrriter, to contribute "Old Fashioned Girl,"
the most sensational fox-trot of today, and incidentally one of
the numbers to be used in this campaign.
"Marie," novelty song fox-trot, by the writers of "Bright
Eyes," will also be used for this exploitation and it is predicted
to be a sure-fire hit.
Paderewski on Playing the Piano
People with thick fingers have a natural tone, and consequently little difficulty in developing a beautiful touch. Others
will have to work a great deal before they acquire it. In the
latter case the practicing of slow passages with a deep touch,
and without lifting the fingers very high, is most important.
At the same time, each separate tone should be listened to and
its quality noted. The strong hand with the thick fingers may
be held even, with the knuckles down, while the weak hand with
long fingers
should up.
be held with the back ball-shaped or arched,
with
the knuckles
In the training of the hand a great fault is the bending out of
the first joints of the fingers where the cushions touch the key.
Such a position of the finger, its point bent out, makes a good
tone impossible. Students should pay great attention to the
"breaking
of thein last
of the fingers; it is a difficulty
that must down"
be settled
the joints
very beginning.
The ability of producing a legato may be acquired by careful
fingering, and by the use of the pedal. In the first case the
quick, careful passing of the thumb under the fingers is the
practical factor, always studying slowly, with the deep touch,
and listening closely to the binding together of the notes. In
the second case the judicious use of the pedal is the aim.
It is a mistake to be afraid to use the pedal in playing scales.
In quick scales the pedal may be effectively used to give brilliance and color, but only under a certain rule. Use it on the
central portion of the scale, but never on the important or
closing notes. This gives brilliance and color to the quick,
passing notes leading up to the climax; then, by shutting the
pedal off, the final and important notes ring out with an added
value, clear, firm, and effective.
Change the pedal with every change of harmony. In playing
the lower notes on the keyboard its change should be still more
frequent, because of the slow vibrations and the thickness of
the tone in that part of the instrument.
For
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The Constant Appeal of
Appropriate

Music

The musical demands of lovers of the silen
drama have become positive. The house wher
superior, varied music is found is the house of popu
For various reasons your features may not alway
be a success, but add the unfailing musical "atmos
phere" of the Cremona Orchestra-Organ and th
line at the box office becomes dependable.
No theatre organ orchestra has been develope<
to better meet the requirements. It is unsurpasse(
as a hand-played organ. It renders, besides, or
chestrations selected or set to the film offering.
A double roll system permits playing by eithe
solo roll or any standard player roll. It may b
played with or without an operator. But best o
all, the Cremona is not prohibitive in price to th
smaller house.
Write for the whole Cremona

story.

Chicago, ti.SA.
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MARKET-PLACE
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Wanted — Help

Volume IL

News — Business

Firms — Equipment

Records —
Exchange

The rate (or classified advertising in this section is 4 cents per word,
payable in advance. Special rates for long time contracts upon application.
New

ROBTSTOWN, TEX.— W. B. Baker will
open his theatre in the near future.
KANAPOLIS,
model the Electric.KAN.— Gale May will re-

Theatres

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.— T. W. Sharp has
opened the New Theatre.
HOPE, ARK.— New Theatre on Main
and East Third has been opened by C. S.
Houck.
WACO, TEX.— F. Adelman is remodeling the Majestic on North Fourth Street,
between Washington and Austin.
FOLLETT, TEX.— The Follett has been
opened under the management of Brown &
Spaulding.
NASHVILLE, ARK.— E. E. Hughes has
started construction on theatre at Main
and West Hempstead, seating 600.
HELENA, ARK. — Lyford & Bumpass
held a formal opening of their new theatre
recently.
SHIDLER, OKLA.— Tullock & Lichter
have started work on their theatre.
WATUMKA, OKLA.— The Majestic has
been formally opened.
BROWNWOOD, TEX.— Kelly & Hutson
will open their house in the near future.
HOUSTON, TEX.— A. Schulman & Sons
will remodel building at 508 Travis Street
into theatre. Will cost $35,000.
BENTONVILLE, ARK. — The Royal,
seating 400, was recently opened.
PICHER, OKLA.— The old Royal has
been reopened under the name of Gayety
by J. W. Cotter.
WATERVILLE, KAN. — R. E. Berner
will build.
KANSAS CITY, MO.— The Mozart, at
Twelfth and Indiana, has been reopened.
CEDAR VALE, KAN,— The Princess
has reopened.
AUGUSTA, KAN.— The Isis, after being redecorated, has been opened by Jack
Johnson.
BUTTE, MONT.— The New Liberty will
open in the near future.
WYNONA, OKLA.— The Dixie, recently
damaged by fire, is again open for business.
ATHENS, TEX.— The Princess is now
open for business.

BEGIN

RIGHT

NEW

PADUCAH, KY. — The Orpheum is
again open for business under management of W. B. Taylor.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Carmen Amusement Company will build at a cost of
$300,000.
BELLINGHAM, WASH.— W. W. Quimby is building.
EAU CLAIRE, WIS.— The O'Klare will
reopen some time this month.
SIOUX RAPIDS, IOWA.— The Star has
been reopened.
BABBITT, MINN.— William Dominic of
Biwabik will open a new theatre in the
near future.
MONSINEE, WIS. — John Keefe will
build $25,000 house.
MILFORD, IOWA.— George Tjaden will
erect theatre to seat 400.
LANCASTER, WIS.— Plans have been
prepared for the erection of $100,000 theatre and municipal building.
ATLANTA, GA. — Ben J. Massell will
build on location now occupied by the Governor's mansion.
Changes
CLEVELAND, OHIO. — The Windamere has been taken over by Goldstein
Brothers of Altoona, Pa.
CLEVELAND, OHIO. — The Doan was
recently purchased by M. W. Horwitz.
MARCELINE, MO.— An interest in the
Snappy has been sold to L. W. Hunt.
KANAPOLIS, KAN. — Gale May has
bought the Electric.
LYONS, KAN. — Parker Edwards recently purchased the Coze.
VAN BUREN, ARK.— The Royal is now
under management of W. T. Stockton.
KINGSVILLE, TEX. — Kings Inn has
been sold to M. A. Long of Galveston.
WICHITA FALLS, TEX.— The Strand
was bid in by a group of stockholders when
auctioned by the sheriff.

WITH

THE

THEATRE

theTROUP,
Park. TEX.— Louis Marwil has leased
WACO, TEX.— F. C. Rahlman recently
purchased the Auditorium.
BISHOP, TEX.— The Hub has been sold
to N. D. Arnold & Son of Corpus Christi.
GILMER,
TEX.— Roy Cook recently purchased the Rex.
MISSION, TEX.— Thomas A. Humason
is now manager of the Mission.
MILAN, MO. — George Wooldridge has
purchased the Harmon.
WACO, TEX.— The Auditorium has been
purchased by F. C. Rahlmann.
Fires
KELSO, WASH. — The Vogue slightly
damaged. Projectionist painfully burned.
ST. LOUIS, MO.— Scenery painting studio of W. A. Anderson, 513 Elm Street,
totally destroyed.
CAMBRIA, ILL.— The Electric totally
destroyed.
PAWSHUSKA, OKLA.— The Whizbang
almost a total loss.
MENA, ARK. — Theatre destroyed in
$75,000
fire. OKLA.— The American was
WISTER,
destroyed recently.
TOPEKA, KAN.— The Novelty damaged
to extent of $10,000.
CORRECTIONVILLE, IOWA .— The
Scenic slightly damaged.
EAGLE GROVE, IOWA. — The Eagle
badly damaged.
Loss not given.
New

Firms

New York — Chester E. Sawyer, Inc.,
$10,000, C. E. Sawyer, A. L. Pratchett, S.
M. Kohn, New York City; Patchogue
Theatrical Corporation, $125,000, Patchogue, D. W. Fairservis, Leonard Cohn, H.
J. Schoenfeld, Patchogue, Coration Corporation, $10,000, James L. Watson, Thomas
E. Halle, F. H. Butehorn, New York; 0. &
I. Amusement Corporation, $20,000, Oscar
Schwartz, Nathan Schwartz, and Hyman
Tell, Brooklyn; Murray Phillips, Inc.,
$5,000, Murray Phillips, Myron Rosenthal,
Charles M. Rosenthal, New York; New
Chester Theatre Corporation, $20,000,
Frank Koren, A. S. Goldberg, Maurice
Plager, New York; George H. Wiley, Inc.,
$10,000, George H. Wiley, Pearl M. Clark,
Jacob Tannenbaum, New York City.
SLIDES,
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Theatre chairs, new and used, any quantity, for
immediate delivery, and all other motion picture
equipment. Picture Theatre Supply Co., 79
West 45th Street, New York City.
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"Double Exposure King" Working on Guy Bates Post
Feature
One of the concrete indications that Richard Walton
Tully, America's foremost playwright-producer, who is
now making his first picture, starring Guy Bates Post
in The Masquerader, is surrounding himself with the
best production talent available, lies in his acquisition
of Georges Benoit as cinematographer. Few men in
this profession have enjoyed the long and varied training and experience that he possesses.
Originally a

laboratory helper at Gaumont's Paris studio, he worked
his way into the cinematographer group there; later
he came to this country and turned the crank for this
company, Eclair, and other then powerful producing
organizations. His subsequent work was done with
D. W. Griffith, R. A. Walsh, George Fitzmaurice,
Christy Cabanne and other prominent directors. Most
recently he turned the crank for Ferdinand Pinney
Earle.

His work has earned Georges the title of "the doubleexposure king" ; on a recent production he made fortynine exposures on the same strip of film, which, we
understand, constitutes a record for this work. In
CAMERAMEN ATTENTION ! I I
DEVELOPING, PRINTING,
ART and HAND LETTERED TITLES.
QUALITY
PRICES RIGHT.
ARTFILMandPRODUCTIONS.
Fine Arts Building, Rochester, N. Y.
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Department
The Masquerader, too, Benoit will have much opportunity to display his prowess in this line, for the star,
Guy Bates Post, plays two characters, as will be recalled by the countless thousands who have seen him
in the play or have read the original novel of the
same name.
Throughout his entire career, Benoit's work has been
notable for the consummate artistry in lighting, composition and general merit revealed in the film. The
Masquerader will be a First National attraction.
Gas Barth Appointed Head of Selling Branch
E. G. White, general manager of the Associated
Screen News, Inc., has made the announcement of the
appointment of Gus Barth as head of the selling
branch of the Associated. Mr. Barth has been sales
manager for the Claremont laboratory for the past two
years and is well known throughout the trade. The
Associated Screen News since its reorganization in
October last has gradually assumed a very prominent
place in the laboratory field. We understand that extensions are being made to their laboratory at Flushing, L. I., formerly the Gaumont plant, which will have
a capacity of 1,250,000 feet weekly.

Up Ml. Rainier
Charles R. Ferryman, cameraman for the Seattle
Selznick branch, was the first man to reach the summit
of Mount Rainier in the first successful mid-winter
attempt to climb the Washington Peak. This is a remarkable feat, as Ferryman is an inexperienced climber
and was burdened with 50 pounds of motion picture
equipment, yet he reached the summit of Columbia
Crest ahead of the trio of Swiss and French mountain
climbers, whom he was "accompanying." Leaving the
exhausted mountaineers to rest up. Ferryman, his assignment completed, started back, headed toward the
"dark room." He reached Paradise Inn by noon, and
after a brief rest started for Longmire Springs. It
was all in a day's work for Ferryman, who gets what
he goes after. To-day he is the pride and envy of
many admiring friends.

Motion Picture and "Stin" Cameras rented,
sold and exchanged. Portable lights for
sale and for rent. Keep us advised of
Exchange,
Ruby Camera City.
your wants. Ave.,
New York
727 Seventh
,un„,l,ii,i.iiiii„t.i».«i...ii>»»i>ii II iii,iiiu......mim.i.»iJ.. nim™m»mi«»i.M»i»-<i«-«-'

CAMERAS
We buy, rent and sell motion picture and still
cameras, lighting equipment, home projectors,
etc. Write us your wants. Seiden, 835 Eighth
Avenue, Circle 5103-04, New York City.

and PRINTING has aided many a
in DEVELOPING
film reputation.
work?
Why not protect your name and work by employing this incomparable service for this important
Telephone:
416-24 West 216th St., New York
FILM MFG. CO.,
Wadsworth 3443-3444
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the Country

(State Rights). — Fair. Drew average
business.
Short Subjects. — Gumps Cartoon.

CHICAGO
BARBEE

METROPOLITAN
"HAIL THE WOMAN," Thos. H. Ince
(First National). — Excellent. Preceded
by clever and forceful exploitation and
presented fittingly this offering went over
tremendously big.
Short Subjects:. Educational comedy,
"Torchy's Promotion," Kinograms.
HOWARD
"THE LAW AND THE WOMAN,"
Betty Compton (Paramount). — Good. Suffered from stiff competition first three
days,
but
picked up Thursday and Friday.
Short Subjects.— Tony Sarg's "Why
Adam Walked the Floor," Selznick News.
CRITERION
FIRST HALF
"MY LADY FRIENDS," Mr. and Mrs.
Carter De Haven (First National). —
Poor. Stars have no following here.
Short Subjects. — Mermaid comedy,
"Free and Easy"; Kinograms.
LAST HALF
"THE SEA LION," Hobart Bosworth
(Firstular National).
— Fair. Star is not pophere.
Short Subjects. — Educational comedy,
"Torchy Takes a Chance"; Kinograms.
FORSYTH
"HEARTS OF THE WORLD," D. W.
Griffith (State Rights).— Good. Played at
a $1.00 a top and did better than management expected.
GRAND
FIRST HALF
"A WESTERN DEMON," William Fairbanks (State Rights). — Good. Lively
thing that all audiences liked.
Short Subjects. — Universal Star comedy; Chester Outing; Sunlite Comedy and
Fox News.
LAST HALF
"HEARTS ARE TRUMPS," Maurice
"Lefty" Flynn (Fox).— Good.
Short Subjects. — Grantland Rice Sport
Pictorial; Century Comedy; Mutt and Jeff
Cartoon.
RIALTO
"CHIVALROUS CHARLEY," Eugene
O'Brien (Select).— Poor.
Short Subjects. — Burton Holmes Travelogue; Comedy, "Scramble Two."
STRAND
FIRST HALF
"FIGHTING HEARTS," William Fairbanks (State Rights). — Fair.
Short Subjects. — Gumps Cartoon.
LAST HALF
"HEADIN'
NORTH,"
Pete Morrison

Number 15

BUFFALO

"THE LIGHT IN THE CLEARING,"
Eugenie
Besserer
(Hodkinson). — Good.
Business was fair.

SHEA'S HIPPODROME
"A PRINCE THERE WAS," Thomas
Meighan (Paramount). — Good. Business
was unusually good at the Hippodrome.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
lobby display, billboards, window cards.
Short Subjects. — Buster Keaton in "The
Paleface," "A Trip Through Movieland,"
showing the work at the Eastman plant in
Rochester, and the Hippodrome Review.

ROSE

LOEWS

STATE

"THE CONQUERING POWER," Rodolph Valentino (Metro). — Excellent. The
S. R. O. sign was out at every performance
at the State.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
window cards, lobby display.
Subjects.—
"The Stork's
an Short
Educational
Comedy,
Mutt Mistake,"
and Jeff
Cartoon and Loew News.
CRITERION
"FOOLISH WIVES," Eric von Stroheim (Universal- Jewel). — Fair. This production flopped during the third week of
its run here. The local engagement was
not much of a success.
MARKSTRAND
"THE LOTUS EATER," John Barrymore (First National). — Good. Fine business with this production.
Exploitation. — Atti-active ads in newspapers, lobby display with eye-catching
cut-outs and window cards.
Short Subjects. — "Cain and Abel," one
of the Bible subjects; Harold Lloyd in
"Look Out Below," and the Kinograms.
PALACE
"DOUBLING FOR ROMEO," Will Rogers (Goldwyn). — Good. Did better than
average.
ACADEMY
"FOR YOUR DAUGHTER'S SAKE,"
Grace Darling (J. W. Film). — Fair. The
Academy
ness fair. is now showing pictures. BusiExploitation. — Newspaper space, heralds, dodgers and window cards.
Short Subjects.—
Land'sNews.
Sake,"
Mermaid
Comedy and"For
Selznick
SHEA'S NORTH PARK
"A PRINCE THERE WAS," Thomas
Meighan (Paramount ). — Good.
OLYMPIC
"THE GRIM COMEDIAN," Marie Laness.
monte (Goldwyn). — Fair. Average busi-

"TRAVELING ON," William S. Hart
(Paramount ).^— Good. Good patronage all
week.
CHICAGO
"POLLY OF THE FOLLIES," Constance
National). — Excellent. Full Talmadge
houses (First
all week.
SENATE
"JUST AROUND THE CORNER," Sigrid
Holmquist
— Excellent.
Business
was very(Paramount).
good.
ZIEGFELD
"DANGEROUS TOYS," William Des(Federated). — Good. Business
showed mond
a slump.

KANSAS

QTY

LIBERTY
"HAIL THE WOMAN," Special cast
(First National). — Excellent. One of the
best drawing cards in several weeks.
Played to large attendance for a week's
run.
Short
Subjects.
— "Aesop's
edy and Pathe
News,
current Fables,"
events. comExploitation. — Billboard and lobby display space.

DORIC
"THE GLORIOUS FOOL," Helene
Chadwick (Goldwyn). — Good. Average attendance for a week's run.
Short Subjects.— "Down and Out," Pathe
comedy
events. and International News, current
Exploitation. — The name of Mary Roberts Rinehart, as author of the story, was
featured
billboard and newspaper space.
Also lobbyin display.
NEWMAN
"PENROD," Wesley (Freckles) Barry
(First attraction
National). which
— Excellent.
A real
box
office
played to
capacity
houses for the first week.
Short Subjects. — "Ride on a Runaway
Train," scenic feature and Newman News
and Views, current events.
Exploitation.
Newspaper space, billboards and lobby— display.
ROYAL
"THE SONG OF LIFE," Special cast
(First National). — ^Good. This one drew
well.
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Current Events. — Royal Screen Magazine.
Exploitation. — Newspapers, billboard
and lobby display space.
TWELFTH

STREET

"HABIT," Mildred Harris (First National).— Good. Aided by a good comedy
the picture played to good crowds for a
week.
Short Subjects.— "The Pale Face," Buster Keaton comedy and Screen Magazine,
current events.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper, billboard arid lobby display space.

LOS

TRADE

REVIEW

SYMPHONY
"THE SAILOR MADE MAN," Harold
Lloyd (Pathe). Closing in the seventh
week.
It hasthebeen
all through
run. a "velvet" proposition
LOEW'S STATE
"AT THE STAGE DOOR," Special Cast
(Robertson-Cole). — Very good. Customary
advertising and no exploitation.
Short Subjects. — Urban Movie Chats.
GRAVMAN'S RIALTO
"MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY,"
Rudolph Valentino and Dorothy Dalton
(Paramount). — Excellent. Put the picture
on cold and it is pulling great.

ANGELES

CALIFORISIA
"A DOLL'S HOUSE," Nazimova
(United Artists). — Excellent. Only customary advertising was used.
Short Subjects. — Sketchographs, "The
Family
view andAlbum,"
Magazine,California
Topics of Topical
the Day. ReGRAVMAN'S MILLIOTS DOLLAR
"ONE GLORIOUS DAY," Will Rogers
(Paramount). — Good. Customary advertising used.
Short Subjects. — Pathe Weekly, Pathe
Review.
CLVm'S BROADWAY
"HER FACE VALUE," Wanda Hawley
(Realart). — Good. Average advertising
used. No exploitation.
Short Subjects. — Kinograms, Sport Pictorial, "The Northern Trail."
SVPERBA
"THE SCRAPPER," Herb Rawlinson
(Universal). — Good. Accustomed advertising used. The lobby was hung with pennants and boxing gloves. Framed "stills"
of the feature attracted the passers-by.
Short Subjects. — International News,
Century Comedy, "Horse Sense," "The
Leather Pushers."
PANTAGES BROADWAY
"THE DUKE OF CHIMNEY BUTTE,"
Fred Stone (Robertson-Cole). — Good.
Short Subjects. — Hallroom Boys Comson. edy with Fred Smith appearing in perKINEMA
"THE SONG OF LIFE," All-Star Cast
(First National). — Very good. Above the
average advertising.
MISSION
"FOOLISH WIVES," Von Stroheim
(Universal).— Excellent. Extensive advertising was used. The feature is scheduled for a long run.
TALLYS
"VENDETTA," Pola Negri (Howells).
Very good. The house carried the average
amount of advertising with no exploitation.
Short Subjects. — Scenic, "Old and New
England," Fox Weekly.
MILLER'S
"THE SILENT CALL," Special Cast
(First National). Going into the third
week. The picture has been a great drawing card.

MILWAUKEE
ALHAMBRA
"MORAN
OF THE LADY LETTY,"
Rudolph Valentino and Dorothy Dalton
(Paramount). — Excellent. Both stars
popular box office attractions.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
posters and street car advertising.
Short Subjects. — One reel comedy. Literary Digest, Pathe news reels.
BUTTERFLY
"FOOLISH WIVES," Eric von StroheimUniversal(
Jewel ). — Excellent. Capacity crowds. The picture will remain
for a second week's showing.
Exploitation. — Intensive newspaper advertising; lobby display.
Short Subject. — Fox News Weekly.
MERRILL
"THE BRIDE'S PLAY," Marion Davies
(Cosmopolitan). — Good.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
street car posters.
Short Subjects. — Mack Sennett's comedy
"Be Reasonable," International News reels.
SAXE'S RIALTO
"COURAGE." Naomi Childers (First
National) and Mack Sennett's comedy
"Home Talent," Ben Turpin (First National).— Good. The combination proved
a good box office attraction.
Exploitation. — Lobby display, street car
and newspaper advertising.
Short Subjects. — Selznick News reels.
SAXE'S STRAND
"THE BARNSTORMER," Charles Ray
(First National). — Good.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
street car posters.
Short Subjects. — Hallroom boy comedy.
First National Kinograms and Literary
Digest.
SAXE'S PRINCESS
"SERENADE," George Walsh and Miriam Cooper (First National). — Good.
Short Subjects. — First National Kinograms, one reel comedy.
TOY
"TOL'ABLE DAVID," Richard Barthelmess (First National). — Excellent. This
was the second showing of this picture in
the dovratown section and it played to
crowded houses.
Short Subjects. — Century Comedy, International News reels.

1071
OKLAHOMA

CITY

"THE QUEEN OF SHEBA" (Fox).—
Excellent. The picture is on its second
week and still proving a strong drawing
card and pleasing large patronage.
Short Subject. — Kinograms. Mutt and
Jeff Cartoons.
Exploitation. — Street car advertising,
newspaper, billboard and fine lobby display of posters and pictures.
EMPRESS
"THE SILENT CALL," (First National).— Excellent. Acting of the dog,
Flash, is wonderful.
Exploitation. — Extensive newspaper advertising, billboards. Fine lobby display
of pictures and posters. A large dog, resembling Flash, was placed in a crate in
front of the lobby.
"POLLY OF THE FOLLIES," Constance Talmadge (First National). — Excellent. The title alone, although the picture pleased patrons, succeeded in drawing splendid business for the first half
of the week.
Short Subjects. — Current Events, Pathe
News.
"FIVE DAYS TO LIVE," Sessue Hayakawa (Robertson-Cole). — Excellent. The
picture pleased and went over big.
Exploitation. — Nothing special was done
to exploit the pictures aside from the
usual run of advertising.
CRITERION
"WHY

ANNOUNCE YOUR MARRIAGE." Elaine Hammerstein (Selznick).
— Excellent. This picture was well advertised and was well received by large, enthusiastic audiences.

PHILADELPHIA
*
STANLEY
"STARDUST," Hope Hampton (First
National). — Good. Miss Hampton's personal appearance all week in conjunction
with the picture drew big houses. It was
exploited as being suggested by Fannie
Hurst's novel and took well.
Short Subjects. — "Rolling Stones," vnth
Lloyd Hamilton (Educational), scenic, "An
OrderPathe
of Fish"
and
News. (De Luxe-State Rights)
STANTON
"THEODORA" (Goldwyn). — Excellent.
The mammoth spectacle was given a cordial reception by the press, but did not
draw especially big houses, and is being
held for only the second week.
KARLTON
"MY BOY," Jackie Coogan (First National).— Excellent. The picture drew big
houses the first week, and is being held for
an indefinite engagement.
Short Subjects.— "The Ne'er to Return
Road" (Educational), Pathe News,
"Smiles" (Federated-State Rights), scenic,
"Barefeet and Furfeet" (Wid Gunning),
ARCADIA
"CHIVALROUS CHARLEY," Eugene
O'Brien (Select). — Fair. The picture drew
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"TWO MINUTES TO GO," Charles Ray
(First National). — Good. While the picture was well received all 'round, it received only fair patronage.
Short Subjects. — Mutt and Jeff cartoon,
"Stuck in the Mud" (Fox), and Topics of
the Day.
PALACE
"TRAVELIN' ON," Wm. S. Hart (ParaHart promount).— Good. It was a typicalthroughout
duction, and drew fair houses
its engagement.
Short Subjects. — Larry Semon in "The
Sawmill" (Vitagraph), Topics of the Day,
Sketchograph (Educational) and Pathe
News.
VICTORIA
"THE INVISIBLE FEAR," Anita
As a
Stewart (First National). — Good.
box office attraction the star has not been
especially strong in Philadelphia lately,
but the picture pulled well in spite of other
good attractions in the neighborhood.
Short Subjects. — Larry Semon in "The
Sawmill" (Vitagraph), Pathe News, Screen
Snapshots and Educational Scenic.

REVIEW

"THE CALL OF THE NORTH," Jack
Holt (Paramount). — Good. Scenery superb.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
window cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — A Punch comedy, Kinograms.
BLUE MOUSE

"THE LIGHT IN THE CLEARING,"
All-Star Cast. — Fair. Business not as
large as expected.
Shortcomedy.
Subjects. — News and Views and
short
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper copy,
private screening for press and church
members before release of picture.

"SHAME," John Gilbert (William Fox).
— Excellent. New star attracting much
attention in striking dual role. Played to
crowded houses.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
billboards, window cards, front of theatre
decorated with Chinese lanterns.
LIBERTY
"MY BOY," Jackie Coogan (First National).— Good. Well attended by children
at matinees.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
window cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — "Torchy a la Cart,"
"The Ranger," a scenic of mountains and
lakes and Liberty News.
STRAND
"THEODORA,"
(Goldwyn) .—Splendid.
Big press notices throughout engagement.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
billboards, window cards, lobby displays.
Short
Subjects. — Kinograms and Cartoon comedy.

"WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME," Anna
Nilsson (Warner Brothers).— Good. Made
week's run to filled houses without any
trouble in winning business.
MILES

COLONIAL

"THE INFAMOUS MISS REVEL,"
Alice Lake (Metro). — Fair. Average business reported with patrons speaking well
of film.
"DAWN OF THE EAST," Alice
Brady (Realart). — Fair. Star did well and
picture was classed as good.

"THE HUNCH," Gareth Hughes (Metro).— Fair.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
lobby display.
Short Subjects.— "Call the Witness."
(comedy) Pathe News, Mutt and Jeff,
Topics of the Day.

NEW

PA.

STATE

STRAND
"THE LANE THAT HAD NO TURNAgnes Ayres
(Paramount).
— Good.
Gilbert ING,"
Parker
as author
and star
were
boosted in exploitation for good results.
"SATURDAY NIGHT" (Paramount).—
Good. Not necessary to go in for any
brainstorms on stunts. Name of director
was enough to make people come to such
a point that picture was one of big hits
of this winter's season.
POLI
"WIFE'S AWAKENING," (R-C).—
Fair. Audiences up to average.
"THE MATRIMONIAL WEB," Alice
Calhoun (Vitagraph). — Fair. Same fate
as was given Alice Brady. Big stuff
played in other theatres too much for this
film.
STATE
"THE SKY PILOT" (First National).—
Good. Played to big house and brought
out the church people, something noteworthy in these days of sensational attacks. Classed as a good picture in every
sense.

Number 15

COLISEUM

SEATTLE

COLUMBIA
FIRST HALF
"I ACCUSE," (United Artists).— Fair.
LAST HALF
"THE HOLE IN THE WALL," Alice
Lake. — Good.
Short Subjects.—
ternational News. "The TouchdovsTi," In-

SCRANTON,

Volume 11.

(Arrow). — Good. Drew very good business during its run here.
Short Subjects. — Mutt and Jeff, Fox
News and short comedy.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper space.
DELMARCRITERION

only medium-sized houses, and patrons
seemed to be indifferent toward the production and story.
Short Subjects. — Christie (Comedy, "Hokus Pokus" (Educational), Pathe News,
Screen Snapshots and Post Scenic.
REGENT

TRADE

ST. LOUIS,

MO.

MISSOURI

"SATURDAY NIGHT," Leatrice Joy
(Paramount — Excellent. The picture
big.
went over ).
Short Subjects. — News and Views,
Topics and short comedy.
Exploitation. — Catchy headline on opening copy read, "Dancing Lights and
Laughter; Youth and the Call to Love."
NEW GRAND CENTRAL-WEST
END LYRIC
"LOVE'S REDEMPTION," Norma Talmadge (First National). — Excellent.
Short Subjects. — Jimmie Adams in
"Free and Easy." News and Views.
Exploitation. — Usual space carried
throughout week, during run of picture.
FOX LIBERTY
"TEN

NIGHTS

IN

A

BARROOM"

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

LOEW'S PALACE
FIRST HALF
"ONE GLORIOUS DAY," Will Rogers
(Paramount). — Splendid business. Went
over big. Good comedy reel followed.
LAST HALF
"TOO MUCH WIFE," Wanda Hawley
(Realart).— Good.
MOORE'S RIALTO
"SHAME" (Fox).— Excellent. Most satisfactory business.
Short Subjects. — Mermaid Comedy,
"Step This Way," Fox News.
LOEWS COLUMBIA
"PETER IBBETSON," Elsie Ferguson
and Wallace Reid (Paramount). — Excellent. Packed houses throughout week.
CRANDALVS METROPOLITAN
"STAR DUST," Hope Hampton (First
National). — Excellent. Capacity business
all week. Hundreds turned away.
Exploitation. — "Sorrel Top Party" in
newspaper office and prominent hotel to
capitalize on Miss Hampton's auburn
tresses.

WILKES-BARRE
SAVOY
"THE WONDERFUL THING," Norma
Talmadge (First National). — Good. Usual
success of this star in all pictures shown
in coal region town was repeated vsdth
newest feature. Just advertising the
name, the place and the time was enough.
ORPHEUM
"CLAY DOLLS," Eugene O'Brien (Selznick). — Good. Star popular and picture
drew houses past average without any extra effort in advertising. Was enjoyed as
a sterling feature.
POLI
"AT THE STAGE DOOR," Vida Ogden.
— Good. Pulled well and made excellent
impression. Audiences were pleased with
value of picture and some took it in second
time.
CAPITOL
"PASSION FRUIT," Doraldina.— Fair,
Dancer won some attention but business
remained at average and there was no
rush.
STRAND
"THE SCRAPPER," Herbert Rawlinson.
— Good. Irish end of story played up in
exploitation for good results.
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Here is a list of pictures which have been reviewed in Exhibitors Trade Review during the past three months.
The pictures are listed alphabetically with the date of issue and the page number of the review. File your copies of
Exhibitors Trade Review and get a line on the pictures you have booked by looking them up in the review pages.
star Distributor
Issue Page
Title
Star
Distributor
Issue Page
59
"Love's
Redemption"
(Norma
Talmadge),
First
National.
Jan. 21 571
14 287
"Lucky Carson" (Earle Williams), Vitagraph
Feb. 11 795
499
"LureCole
of the Jade, The" (Pauline Frederick), Robertson- Nov. 19 1763
..All.
■ • T , ^especial cast), First National Dec. 17 209
..■M'
Love"
Collins), Goldwyn
At the Sign of
the (May
Jack O'Lantem"
(Betty Ross Clark Dec 24 793
^.A..
i?^""'
Schenck),
Hodkinson
Feb 11 285
"ManBrunette),
from LostGoldwyn
River, The" (House Peters and Fritzi Jan. 28 643
At the Stage Door" (Special Cast). R-C Pictures Dec.
24
"Man of Stone, The" (Conway Tearle), Selznick Dec. 10 131
"Man to Man" (Harry Carey), Universal
Feb. 11 795
937
"Back Pay" (Seena Owen), Paramount
"Matrimonial Web, The" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Nov. 26 1839
Feb 25 1703
Barricade The" (Special Cast), Robertson-Cole Nov.
"Millionaire,
The"
(Herbert
Rawlinson),
Universal
Nov.
12 1699
12
Beyond the Rainbow" (Harry Morey and Lillian Dove),
1009
"Miss Lulu Bett" (Lois Wilson), Famous Players-Lasky.Dec. 31 369
„„. R-C Pict
ures
Mar 4 207
"Molly O" (Mabel Normand), First National
Dec. 3 59
"Moral Fibre" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph
Nov. 12 1699
Duke), George
Clark, Ltd. '.Dec.' 17
"BUly Jim" (Fred^^'^
Stone),
Pictur
"Morals" (May McAvoy), Realart
Feb. 4 719
es.... Feb 18 865
Bonnie
Brier Bush.
The" R-C
(Donald
Crisp-Mar
y Glynne), Dec 10 133
"Moran of the Lady Letty" (Dorothy Dalton) , Paramount. Feb. 18 863
Par
amo
unt
"My
Boy"
(Jackie
Coogan),
First
National
Jan. 7 441
863
moreV,' Paramou
Paramount nt Feb. 18 575
Brides Play^'^E'
The"(Lionel
(MarionBarry
Davies),
Jan.
21
939
"Nancy from Nowhere" (Bebe Daniels), Paramount Feb. 11 791
...1""?.
i" (Earle Williams). Vitagraph Nov. 12 1701
"No Vitagraph
Defense" (William Duncan and Edith Johnson), Jan. 28 647
„S'"°??^ay
The" (Pearl White), Fox
Feb.
25
1761
Bucking theI^eacock,
Line" (Maurice
Flynn). Fox
Nov. 19
137
867
"Oh, Mabel, Behave!" (State Rights) Photocraft Prod... Dec. 3 32
"SHI^^^°l
(Special
Cast),
R-C Paramount
Pictures Dec.
Feb. 1018
"One Glorious Day" (Will Rogers and Lila Lee), Para- mount Feb. 11 791
^9?(Special
Cast),
Cardigan *^.f ^-ST^^.(William Collier, Jr., and Betty Carpenter),
1011
American Photoplay
"Orphans
the Storm"
(Lillian and Dorothy Gish), Jan. 14 497
Mar 4 865
D. W. ofGriffith
Prod
"Chasing
Moon"
(Tom
Mix),
Fox
'.
Feb"
18
Cameron the
of the
Royal Mounted" (Gaston Glass), Hod"Our Mutual Friend" (Special Cast), Wid Gunning Prod. .Dec. 17 205
kinson ' jajj 21 573
137
"Cheated
Hearts"
(Herbert
Rawlinson-M
aVjoiiV
"baw)! Dec 10
Universal
"Pardon My French" (Vivian Martin), Goldwyn
Jan. 7 437
211
"Parisian Scandal, A" (Marie Prevost), Universal Dec. 3 67
"Clay
Dollars"
(Eugene
, Selznick. .
'. ' '." '.Jan! 14 499
(3onceit"
(Special
Cast), O'Brien)
"Peacock
Alley"
(Mae
Murray-Monte
Blue),
Tiffany
Prod.
Dec.
10 104
Selznick
Dec. 17
"Peggy Puts It Over" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Jan. 28 645
"Penrod" (Wesley Barry), First National
Mar. 4 1011
567
63
"Playing with Fire" (Gladys Walton), Universal Dec. 24 285
«S®y" Within, The" (Dustin Famum), Fox
Dec 3 937
"Playthings
of
Destiny"
(Anita
Stewart),
First
National
.
Nov. 26 1835
.-5
House,
A"
(Nazimova),
United
Artists
Feb
25
Get Married" (Marie Prevost), Universal Jan. 21 283
"Poor Relation, A" (Will Rogers), Goldwyn
Jan. 14 501
"Possession"
(Special
Cast).
R-C
Pictures
Nov.
19 1767
.IS*"^
1
Everything"
(All-Star),
Paramount
Dec.
24
1841
Dr. Jim' (Frank Mayo), Universal
"Poverty
of
Riches,
The"
(Special
Cast).
Goldwyn
Dec.
3 65
Nov
26
135
•Duke of Chimney Butte, The" (Fred Stone), R-C Pic"Power
Within,
The"
(W.
H
Tooker),
Pathe
Feb.
25 933
tures Dec. 10
"Prince There Was, A" (Thomas Meighan), Paramount. . Nov. 26 1843
"Prodigal Judge, The" (Jean Paige), Vitagraph Feb. 11 787
373
Return" (Doris May), R-C Picture
Dec. 31 1697
Enchantment" (Marion Davies), Paramounts Nov
12
"R.S.V.P." (Charles Ray), First National
Dec. 24 283
■Everything
for Sale"
McAvoy). Realart
Nov' 12 1003
"Received Payment" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Jan. 21 569
Exit the Vamp"
(Ethel(May
Clayton),
Paramount
Mar
4
"Red
Feb. 4
'Extra!
Extra!" (Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker), Mar. 4 1007
"Rent Hot
Free"Romance"
(Wallace (Special
Reid andCast),
Lila First
Lee), National
Paramount. .Jan.
7 721
439
Fox
"Riding with Death" (Special Cast), Fox
Nov. 26 1837
"Right That Failed, The" (Bert Lytell and Virginia
Valli), Metro
Dec. 17 209
"False Kisses" (Miss Du Pont), Universal
Nov. 19 1767
719
Fifty Candles" (Marjorie Daw), Hodkinson
"Right Way. The" (State Rights), Producers Security Co.. Nov. 12 1668
Feb.
4
367
"Rip Van Winkle" (Thomas Jefferson), Hodkinson Nov. 19 1766
"Fighting Mad" (William Desmond), Metro
Nov. 26 1843
"Roof Tree, The" (William Russell), Fox
Jan. 7 439
"Fire Eater, The" (Hoot Gibson),
Universal
Dec. 31
"Rough Diamond, The" (Tom Mix), Fox
Nov. 26 1835
'Five Days to Live" (Sessue Hayakawa), R-C Produc- Jan. 21 575
"Ruling Passion, The" (George Arliss), United Artists. .Feb. 4 723
Flower of the North, The" (Henry B. Walthal), Vita„^ ^^ph
Feb. 4 723
"Sailor-Made Man, A" (Harold Lloyd), Pathe
Dec. 3 61
Foolish Wives" (Erich von Stroheim), Universal Jan. 28 639
65
"Saturday Night" (Special Cast), Paramount
Feb. 4 715
"Fool's
Paradise" (Dorothy Dalton), Famous Players- Dec. 24 281
Lasky
"School Days" (Wesley Barry), Warner Brothers Dec. 10 104
"Scrapper, The" (Herbert Rawlinson), Universal Jan. 28 643
■Fourteenth Lover, The" (Viola Dana), Metro
Dec. 263 1841
"Sea Lion, The" (Hobart BosworOi), First National Feb. 25 939
"Fox, The" (Harry Carey), Universal-Jewel Nov.
717
"Shadows
of the Sea" (Conway Tearle), Selznick Feb. 11 787
"French Heels" (Irene Castle), Hodkinson
Feb. 4
"Shattered Dreams" (Miss du Pont), Universal Dec. 17 203
"Sheik, The" (Agnes Ayres), Paramount
Nov. 19 1763
"Sherlock Holmes Series" (StoU Film), Alexander Film
"Get Rich Quick Wallingford" (Special Cast) , Paramount. . Dec. 17 211
Co.
(State
Rights)
Jan.
21 540
"Girl Collier,
from Jr.),
Porcupine,
The" Corp
(Faire Binney- William Dec. 10 104
Arrow Film
"Silent Call, The" (Special Cast), First National Nov. 26 1837
501
"Silent
Tears"
(Special
Cast).
Robertson-Cole
Dec.
3 61
"Gleam o' Dawn" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Jan. 14 861
"Sin Flood, The" (Richard Dix and Helene Chadwick),
"Golden Gallows, The" (Miss DuPont), Universal Feb. 18 287
Goldwyn
Jan.
21
573
"Golden Gift, The" (Alice Lake), Metro
Dec. 24
"Single Track, The" (Corinne Griffith). Vitagraph Feb. 4 721
"GrimGoldwyn
Comedian, The" (Phoebe Hunt and Jack Holt), Jan. 21 569
437
"Sir Ame's Treasure" (Special Cast), Swedish Biograph. .Dec. 10 133
"Sky High" (Tom Mix), Fox
Dec. 31 371
"Guttersnipe, The" (Gladys Walton), Universal Jan. 7
"Smiles Are Trump" (Maurice Flynn), Fox
Feb. 11 789
"Song
of
Life.
The"
(Gaston
Glass
and
Grace
Darmond),
497
First
National
Mar.
4 1003
"HailNational
the Woman" (Florence Vidor), Associated First Jan. 14
"Speed Girl, The" (Bebe Daniels), Realart
Dec. 17 205
"Stage Romance, A" (William Farnum), Fox
Feb. 25 935
"Headin" West" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Feb. 4 2703
"Stardust" (Hope Hampton). First National
Dec. 31 371
"Heliotrope" (All-Star), Cosmopolitan-Famous Players. .Nov. 27 715
"Stranger
Than
Fiction"
(Katherine
MacDonald),
First
"Her Husband's Trademark" (Gloria Swanson), Para- mount Mar. 4 1007
National
Dec. 31 367
135
"Strength of the Pines, The" (William Russell and Irene
"Her Own Money" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount Mar. 4 1009
Rich),
Fox
Mar.
4 1005
"Hole in the Wall, The" (Alice Lake), Metro
Dec. 10
"Tangled Trails" (Neal Hart), Wm. Steiner Prod
Dec. 24 246
"Ten Nights in a Bar Room" (John Lowell), Arrow Dec. 24 246
"Idle Rich, The" (Bert Lytell). Metro
Nov. 19 1761
"Three Live Ghosts" (Anna Q. Nilsson), Paramount .... Jan. 14 503
'Iron Trail, The" (All-Star), United Artists
Nov. 12 1701
"Tol'able David" (Richard Barthelmess) , First National. Dec. 24 281
"Tracked to Earth" (Frank Mayo). Universal
Mar. 4 1005
"Jackie" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Dec. 24 279
"Trailin' " (Tom Mix and Eva Novak), Fox
Dec. 17 207
"Jolt, The" (Edna Murphy and Johnny Walker), Fox. . .Dec. 31 369
"Turn to the Right" (All-Star Cast), Metro
Jan. 21 571
"Julius Caesar" (Anthony Novelli), George Klelne Prod. .Feb. 18 861
"Too
Much
Wife"
(Wanda
Hawley),
Realart
Feb.
25 935
"Just Around the Corner," Paramount
Jan. 14 503
"Two Kinds of Women" (Pauline Frederick), R-C Prod. .Feb. 11 789
"Two
Minutes
to
Go"
(Charles
Ray),
First
National.
..
.Nov.
5 1631
63
"Ladies Must Live" (Special Cast), Paramount Dec. 3
"Way
of
a
Maid.
The"
(Elaine Hammerstein), Selznick. .Dec. 17 203
"Lane That Had No Turning, The" (Agnes Ayres), Para- mount Jan. 28 647
"What Do ning
Men Want?" (Lois
Weber Prod.), Wid Gun- Nov. 26 1839
......
"Last Payment, The" (Pola Negri), Paramount Jan. 28 641
"Whatever She Wants" (Eileen Percy), Fox
"Law and the Woman, The" (Betty Compson), Para- mount Jan. 28 645
Dec 24 279
"White Eagle" (Ruth Roland), Pathe
Dec. 10 139
"White
Hands"
(Hobart
Bosworth),
Wid
"Leather Pushers, The" (Reginald Denny), Universal. . .Jan. 28 641
Gunning
Feb.
11 793
"White Oak" (William S. Hart), Paramount
"Light in the Clearing, The" (Special Cast). Hodkinson. .Dec. 10 13167
Nov. 12 1697
"Little Eva Ascends" (Gareth Hughes), Metro
Dec. 3
"WhySelznick
Announce Your Marriage?" (Elaine Hammerstein), Feb. 25 933
"Little Minister, The" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Dec. 31 373
441
"Uttle Minister, The" (Betty Compson), Paramount. .. .Jan. 7 867
"Why Men Forget" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Feb. 4 717
"Winning with Wits" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Jan. 21 567
"Little Miss Smiles" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Feb. 18 139
"Lotus Eater, The" (John Barrymore), Ftrst National. ., Dec. 10
"Wonderful Thing, The" (Norma Talmadge), First Nat. .Nov. 19 1765
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ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
SPENCER PRODUCTIONS
Footage
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)
4,921
CLIFF SMITH PRODUCTIONS
Western Hearts (Art Station and Josie
Sedgwick)
4,711
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
4,539
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
(Distributed through Pathe)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
The Riddle Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 6,000*
The Devil (George Arliss)
6,000*
What Women Will Do (Anna O. Nilsson) . . 6,000*
The Rider of the King Log (Special) 5,000*
The
to London
Washburn)
Sin ofRoadMartha
Queed, (Bryant
The (Allan
Dwan. . 5,000*
Prod.)
Marry the Poor Girl (Mr. and Mrs. Carter 6,000*
DeHaven)
6,000*
Unfoldment, The (All Star Cast) ■
6,000*
Handle With Care (Grace Darmond)
5,000*
Woman, Wake Up (Florence Vidor)
6,000*
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird)
5,000*
Lady
Godiva
(Alfred
Tennyson's
Poem)
....
6,000*
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
Among Those Present
3,000*
Now or Never
3,000*
I Do
3,000*
Never Weaken
3,000*
A Sailor-Made Man
4,000*
PLAY GOERS PICTURES. INC.
The Family Closet
5,557
Discontented Wives
4,590
Across the Divide {J. P. McGowan)
5,200*
Tropical Love (Ruth Clifford)
5,000*
Father Tom (Tom Wise)
5,000*
Anne of Little Smoky (All Star Cast) 5,000*
Ruse of the Rattler, The (J. P. McGowan) 5,000*
Reckless Chances (J. P. McGowan)
5,000*
Hills of Missing Men (J. P. McGowan) 6,000*
Sunshine Harbor (Margaret Beecher) 6,000*
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Martin Johnson's "Jungle Adventures". 5,245
Charles leased
(Chic)
Sale in "His Nibs" (Rein January).
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
The Bonnie Brier Bush (Donald Crisp Prod.) 4,662
The Sheik (Medford Prod.)
6,579
The Call of the North (Jack Holt)
4,823
Enchantment (Marion Davies)
6,982
Exit — the Vamp! (Ethel Clayton)
4,554
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford (Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
7,381
Don't
Tell Everything (Reid-Swanson-Dex- 4,939
ter)
Just Around the Corner (Cosmopolitan Prod.) ????
White Oak (Wm. S. Hart Prod.)
6,208
Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
5,675
The Little Minister (Betty Compson)
????
Rent Free (Wallace Reid)
4,661
Miss Lulu Bett (Wm. de Mille Prod.) 5,904
Too Much W^ife (Realart Prod.) (Wanda
Hawley)
4,227
Back Pay (Cosmopolitan Prod.)
6,460
The Lane That Had No Turning (Agnes
Ayres)
4,892
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan) . . . 5,533
The(Marion
Bride'sDavies)
Play (Cosmopolitan Prod.) 6,476
Nancy From Nowhere (Realart Prod.) (Bebe
Daniels)
????
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.) 5,784
Tillie (Realart Prod.) (Mary Miles Minter) ????
One Glorious Day (Cruze Spec.) (RogersLee)
5,100
Saturday Night (Cecil B. DeMille Prod.)... 8,433
The Law and the Woman (Stanlaws-Compson Prod.)
6,461
Moran of the Lady Lettv (Melf ord-Dalton
Prod.)
;
6,360
Boomerang Bill (Lionel Barrymore-Cosmopolitan Prod.)
5,489
A Prod.)
Homespun Vamp (May McAvoy-Rcalart 4,777
Love's
Boomerang
Robertson Prod.) 5,618
Her Own
Money (John
(Ethel S.Clayton)..
4,981
Midnight (Constance Binney- Realart Prod.) 4,653
The Red Peacock (Pola Negri)
6,735
A Game Chicken (Bebe Daniels-Realart
Prod.)
4,748
Travelin'
On (William
S. Hart)
6,267
Forever (George
Fitzmaurice
Prod.)
7,236
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 1.)
(Spec. Prod.)
5,647
The
(Wallace (Chapter
Reid) 2) 5,030
The World's
Mistress Champion
of the World
(Spec. Prod.)
5,275
Her
Trademark
(Gloria(Realart)...
Swanson) 5,101
BobbedHusband's
Hair (Wanda
Hawley)
????
Fool's Mistress
Paradise of(Cecil
DeMille
Prod.)..3) 8,681
The
the B.
World
(Chapter
(Spec. Prod.)
5,061
•Approximately
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TheRealart)
Heart Specialist (Mary Miles Minter- ????
Beauty's
Worth (Marion Davies-Cosmopol- ????
itan)
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 4)
(Spec. Prod.)
3,825
REALART PICTURES
{Through Famous Playcrs-Lasky)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Something Different (Constance Binney).... 4,840
The Magic Cup (Constance Binney)
4,857
Such a Little Queen (Constance Binney).. 4,942
Out of the Chorus (Alice Brady)
4,888
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady)
4,964
Little Italy (Alice Brady)
4,875
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4,979
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine John- stone) 5,360
Sheltered Daughters (Justine Johnstone) . . . 4,895
A Heart to Let (Justine Johnstone)
5,294
A Private Scandal (May McAvoy)
4,363
Room and Board (Constance Binney)
5,107
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter)... 4,715
Everything for Sale (May McAvoy)
5,091
FIRST NATIONAL
Woman's
Place Fear
(Constance
Talmadge) 4,998
5,540
The
Invisible
(Anita Stewart)
Two Minutes to Go (Charles Ray)
4,954
Her Social Value (Katherine MacDonald) . . ????
All for a Woman (Special)
5,873
My Lady Friends (Mr. and Mrs. Charles De
Haven)
????
The Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge).. ????
Alf's
Button(Hope
(Special)
5,651
Star Dust
Hampton)
6,117
Tol'able
David
(Richard
Barthelmess)
7,345
The Lotus Eater (John Barrymore)
6,960
R. S. V. P. (Charles Ray)
5,630
The Idle Class (Charles Chaplin)
????
Molly O (Mack Sennett-Mabel Normand).. 7,588
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Prod.).. 6,784
Hail the Woman (Ince Prod)
7,222
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Prod.)
4,367
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge) ????
Her Mad Bargain (Anita Stewart)
5,491
Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald) ????
Love's Beautiful
Redemption
The
Liar (Norma
(KatherineTalmadge)....
MacDonald) 5,889
5,030
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
(Through First National)
Cup of Life (Thos. H. Ince)
4,392
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
7,000*
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth).... 6,055*
Love
(Louise
Glaum)
6,000*
I Am Guilty (Louise Glaum)
6,312
Greater Than Love
6,000*
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood — All
Star)
6,000*
A Perfect Crime (Monte Blue)
4,739
A Broken Doll
4,594
The Last of the Mohicans (Maurice 'Tourneur)
6,000*
The Foolish Matrons (Maurice Tourneur) . . 6,000*
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5,000*
Home Talent
5,000*
The Ten Dollar Raise
6,000*
Mother
o'
Mine
(Thos
H.
Ince)
6,500
Lying Lips (Thos. H. Ince)
7,000
Homespun Folks (Thos. H. Ince)
6,000
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SPECIAL
Over the Hill
10,500
A Virgin Paradise
7,781
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court
8,000*
Thunderclap
6,724
Shame
8,231
Perjury
8,373
Footfalls
8,068
The Last Trail
????
Queen of Sheba
9,559
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
His Great Sacrifice
6,282
Stage Romance, A
????
PEARL WHITE SERIES
Beyond Price
6,237
Any Wife
4.597
Broadway Peacock, The
????
TOM MIX SERIES
A Ridin' Romeo
4,747
The Big Town Round-up
4,250
After Your Own Heart
4,244
The Night Horsemen
4,993
The Rough Diamond
4,458
Trailin'
4,355
Sky-High
4,546
Chasing the Moon
????
CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish
4,000*
Bar Nothin'
4,311
Ridin' With Death
4,175
DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
4,320
The Devil Within
5,997
Iron to Gold
????

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Desert Blossoms
The Roof Tree
Strength of the Pines
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Ever Since Eve
Oueenie
Jackie
Little Miss Smiles
JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam O' Dawn
TWENTIETH CENTURY PICTURES
Little Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy)
Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford)..
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn)
The Tolt (Murphy-Walker)
Winning With Wits (Barbara Bedford)
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
Smiles Are
(Maurice Flynn)
Extra!
Extra!Trump
(Walker-Murphy)
WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? (Claire Windsor)
Our Mutual Friend (All Star)
White Hands (Hobart Bosworth)
The Blot (Claire Windsor)
Quo Vadis (.A.11 Star)
Girl
From God's
(Nell Shipman)..
Old Oaken
BucketCountry
(All Star)
Good to Evil (Lucy Doraine)
ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
The Fire Bride
The Madness of Love
Alias Phil Kennedy
The Blonde X'ampire
Foolish Monte Carlo
The Bootleggers
The
Ijon'tLove
BlameNest
Your Children
Mrs. Dane's Confession
The Blue Mountain Mystery
GOLDWYN PICTURES
All's
Fair
Love
Beating thein Game
The Ace of Hearts
For Those We Love
The Invisible Power
Dangerous Curve Ahead
The
(Mary (Vivian
Alden)
PardonOld MyNestFrench
Martin)
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
FromMy theWife
Ground
(Tom Moore)
Be
(Max UpLinder)
The Grim Comedian (Special Cast)
The
Night
Rose (Special
Poverty
of Riches
(Special Cast)
Cast)
Man From Lost River, The (Special Cast)..
Glorious Fool, The
Man With Two Mothers
His Back Against the Wall
Watch Your
Doubling
for Step
Romeo
Wallflower, The
Grand Larceny
Theodora (Special)
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
BENJ. B. HAMPTON
The Westerner (All Star)
The
The Sagebrusher
Dwelling Place(Allof Star)
Light (All Star)
The Spenders (All Star)
.'\ Certain Rich Man (.-Ml Star)
Heart's Haven (Claire Adams, Carl GantThevoort,
GrevRobert
Dawn McKim)
(Claire Adams, Carl Gantvoort,
Robert
McKim)
ZANE GREY PICTURES
The U. P. Trail (All Star)
The Riders of the Dawn (All Star)
Desert
(AllForest
Star)
The ManGoldof the
(All Star)
The Mysterious Rider (All Star)
J. PARKER READ
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth)
Love Madness (Louise Glaum)
Se.x (Louise Glaum)
DIETRICH BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Cynthia-of-the-Minute (Leah Baird)
ROBERT BRUNTON
The Cost of Opportunity (J. Warren KerriThe House of Whispers (J. Warren KerriThe Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan) ....
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph J. Dowling)
JOSEPH
LEVERING
His Temporary
Wife (Rubye De Remer)...
DIAL FILM
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle Stedman)

4,175
4,409
4,382
4,531
5,147
4,943
4,884
4,178
4,112
????
????
4,435
4,616'
4,04'9'
???.'
6,141
7,698
5,654
7,121
5,884
6,957
5,098
4,951
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*'
5,000*
5,000*"
5, 000*"
4,979
5,058
5,883
5,752
6,613
5,503
7,2505,620
4,609
4,4954,470
5,509'
5,6305,641
5,693
5,392
4,425
4,680
4,7134,304
5,22S
5,228
8,895

6,000*
6,000*
6.568
5,693
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,030
6,180
7,000*
5,880
5,500
4,643
6,290
6,208
5,480
5,634gan) 4,624gan) 4,624
4,925
5,965
5,329
4,430
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Crazy

Robertson-Cole Production. Story by Beatrice
Van. Cameraman, Bert Camp. Directed by
Wm. A. Seiter.
Length 4,800 Feet.
THE CAST
Jackie Cameron
Doris May
Mr. Canieroii
(her
father)
t'red Hathawa.v
(janibold
Mrs.
Cameron
(her
mother)
■•
Jean
Tom Winton
Frank Kingsle.v
J. Smythe
Harry Myers
Mr. .Skinner
••
Otto Hoffman
Evelina Skinner
(Jertrnde Sliort
Mrs. Winton
Engenia Tiittle
The Kidnappers
Ed I'.rady
and
James
I-'arley
SYNOPSIS
J Smythe comes to the little town of Santa Ho bara to open a fashionaljle
establishment
old has
endangering
thus Jackie
ivoinen's
the
with all just
a wajv of ofherMr.ownCumeion's
Cameron,the who
street.
across theshop,
for
haberdashery
up-to-date
an
into
store
convert her father's
boys decides to attired
l(,n;;s fur the
in boyish clothes during- business linnrs. sli,- falb-n
men' AlthouRh
love
in
liavin;
Smythe
roirefs."
"M.
at
shown
hats and
pretty
her the preference over all of liis , iistoiiiers and persuades
givesgowns
with Jackie
the
her to buy a partv dress that has already been selected by Evelina .^kinner.Jackie
daughter of the richest and meanest man in town. At the W mtou s ilance
it to
waitm:-- s fer
home Skinnei
is stillto atcapture
Evelina
dress while
in the coveted
appears Meanwhile
daughter
schemins
have been
kidnapi)ers
arrive
h-r sharb.wed and
dollars. They thehavesli .pliadwindow
ransom of ten thousand
and get a she
t.> the \\ niis to wear the dress displayed in
learn that
they alpdnct her and
ton's party That night, mistaking Jackie for Evelina,
they plan tu nil. Skinner s
notify Skinner. Later, discovering their mistake,
and
s ,li-ni.i.:-ara.M;e
Jackie and
learnsHeof waits
money theanyway.
?et the
and men
honse two
lolluws them to
residence.
Skinner Smythe
entering
sees
rhey
is rescncl.
aiid Ja.-kie
ensues office,
held. Athefightsherift
is beingthem
where Jackie
the cabin
and arrive just as old
s
to
the bandits to go with
force
man Skinner offers a reward of two thousand dollars tor tlie capture. With the
new sum Jackie and Smythe enter into a life partnership.
The picture Boy Crazy, featuring Doris May, is fairly good
amusement for an audience who
seek light comedy. The story
deals with a young girl who attracts all the boys of her own
town, but, not satisfied with this,
she longs for romance. A novel
idea is presented wherein an
eligible young man comes to town
and opens a ladies' ready-to-wear
shop. Jackie decides to convert
her father's business, just across
a men's haberthe street, into then
on the story
dashery. From
seems to take on a more lively
aspect with additional material
brought to bear on the action.
Points of Appeal.— This picture
may prove to be a refreshing bit
of comedy for any audien-ce, but
its particular appeal will possibly
be among the school-girl patronage. The jealousy that the homely daughter of the richest man in
town bears toward Jackie affords
good entertainment.
Cast. — Doris May as Jackie
Cameron, the coquette, does the
part well. Harry Myers, who
was starred in the Connecticut
Yankee, does not have the opportunity of showing himself to any
great advantage as J. Smythe in
this production. The supporting
cast is about averager
Photography, Lighting, Direction.— The photogi-aphy is good.
All scenes are clear and well
lighted. Satisfactorily directed.
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T. PARDY

Pardon

My

Nerve

Released by Fox.
Story by Wm. Patterson White.
Scenario by Jack Strumwasser.
Directed by
Reeves Eason, Assisted by Micbael Eason.
Cameraman,
Geo.
Schneiderman. Length
4.093 Feet.
THE CAST
Hacey Dawson
Charles Jones
Molly Dale
••
Eileen Percy
H. nry Dale
Holiert Daly
Kill McFiuke
I Raymond .Vye:
Jack Harpe
:
I"e Tarris
Nebraska Jones
William Steele
T.iike Tweezv
"tto Hoffman
jj.,rie
•■
Mae Bu,sch
SYNOPSIS
T{atey Dawson, having wandered into a certain Western viUage, rapidly sucare Marie,
ce ds il making enemies \iy his nerve. Among liis friends, how.-ver,
daughter of a rancher. O'.d.
the daiu-e hall girl, her dog and Molly Dale, the
by obranch
the crooks who scheme to get his
Dale continues to gamble with
taining his signature to a bill of sale while he is under the influence of liquor,.
heavily he signs the paper, but dist overs the riii .-leailer cheating..
Aftei<"losing
follows and Dale is murdered. K;uey comes in and put-, a bullet througii.
A ipiarrel
signature therebv canceling the validity of the paper. He goes after tlie man
tile
Kaceyof
him a bygoodone beating.
in an
and the
who has
of the gang
is accused
of Dale,momand gives
bodyupstairs
1" get
downr>ale.'
lomevsh.it
tlieii
it at theand laysroom
in a knife into
upstairs. Thethatdogthisbrings
hivii"' kille<l McFluke It
after
the
man has gone
develops
feet of the accusser
Kacev left and stabbed McFIuke to death. Itace.y is vindicated and returns to the
ranch with Molly, who accepts bis offer of marria-e.
Although of the stereotyped
Western melodramatic form this
story offers fair entertainment
for those who seek plenty of action and excitement. The usual
characters used to make up a picture of this sort are all involved,
creating plenty of opportunity for
the hero to display his nerve.
To certain audiences Western
stories will always hold a particular appeal, and in these localities
Pardon My Nerve will no doubt
be accepted as a pretty fair average.
Points of Appeal. — The love
story between Racey and Molly
is interesting enough to fit the
picture. The straightforward
and clean young hero will win
praise from the audience. Then,
also, there is a clever dog and
horse who play an important part
in the story.
Cast. — The whole cast seem to
get a great deal out of the picture considering the material with
which they have to work. Charles
(Buck) Jones is a good rough and
ready type of hero. Eileen Percy,
who plays opposite him, handles
her rols in a pleasing manner.
Photography, Lighting, Direction.— There are none of the customary long shots of the Western
country. Most of the scenes are
studio sets. They are all good
and serve the purpose. As a
whole the picture is fairly well
directed.
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King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
Light
the Clearing (All Star)
LEWISin TRACY
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
IRVIN V. WILLAT PROD.
Down Home (All Star)
Partners of the Tide (All Star)
Face of the World (Barbara Bedford)
Fifty Candles (All Star)
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PROD.
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale)
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale)
The Other Woman (All Star Cast)
HUGO BALLIN PROD.
Pagan Love (Rockliffe Fellows and Mabel
Ballin)
East
Lynne (Mabel Ballin and Edward Earle)
The Journey's End (Mabel Ballin and Windham
Jane Eyre
(MabelStanding)
Ballin and Norman Trevor)
The Luxury Tax (Mabel Ballin, Raymond
Bloomer, Crauford Kent)
ROCKET FILM CORP.
The Truant Husband (All Star)
Keeping Up With Lizzie (Enid Bennett) . . .
RENCO FILM CORP.
Lavender and Old Lace (Marguerite Snow)
At Star)
the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern (All
WARD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS
Rip Van Winkle (All Star)
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
God's
Star)
CameronCrucible
of the(AllRoyal
Mounted (Gaston
Glass)
HOLTRE PRODUCTIONS
French Heels (Irene Castle)

FEATURE
6,000*
7,000*
5,760
6,335
6,150
5,800
6,000*
6,300
5,700
5,800
6,000*
6,634
8,000*
6,550
7,000*
5,000*
6,000*
5,770
5,193
6,700
6,000"
6,000*
5,500

METRO PICTURES CORP.
NAZIMOVA
Footage
The Heart of a Child
6,239
Madame Peacock
5,428
Billions
5,036
Camille
5,600
METRO CLASSICS, Inc. (Specials)
The Man Who (Bert Lytell)
5,399
Over the Wire (Alice Lake)
5,457
Life's
Darn
Funny
(Viola
Dana)
5,741
Big Game (May Allison)
5,333
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytell)
5,510
The Match Breaker (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Hole in the Wall, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Idle Rich, The (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
Fourteenth Lover, The (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Infamous Miss Revel, The (Alice Lake) 6,000*
Alias Lady Fingers (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
There Are No Villains (Viola Dana)
6,0i)0*
Golden Gift, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Right That Failed, The (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
Glass Houses (Viola Dana)
6,000*
MAURICE TOURNEUR PROD.
The Great Redeemer (All Star Cast)
5,005
TAYLOR HOLMES PROD.
Nothing But the Truth
5,639
The Very Idea
5,212
Nothing But Lies
4,882
C. E. SHURTLEFF PROD.
Burning Daylight (All Star)
5,766
The Mutiny of the Elsinore (All Star) 5,778
The
Star Rover
(Special Cast)
Cast)
4,446*
The Little
Fool (Special
4,670
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Love, Honor and Obey (Jewel Carmen).... 5,477
Without Limit (George D. Baer)
7,128
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes)
4,968
The
(Gareth (Gareth
Hughes)
6,000*
Little Hunch
Eva Ascends
Hughes)
????
Stay Home (Gareth Hughes)
????
IROLAND
Can Explain
(Gareth
Hughes)
6,000*
WEST PROD.
The
Lining (Jewel
5,846
HOPESilver
HAMPTON
PROD. Carmen)
A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton)
5,280
WILLIAM DESMOND PROD.
Fightin'INGRAM
Mad (Special
6,000*
REX
PROD. Cast)
Conquering
The (Special
Cast) 6,000*
Turn
to the Power,
Right (Special
Cast)
????
Prisoner of Zenda (Special C^ast)
????
TIFFANY PROD.
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray)
????
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children (Elsie Albert)
5 reels
Shadows
the West (TuUy
(H'edda
Nova). 56 reels
The
Lotusof Blossom
Marshall)
reels
PATHE EXCHANGES, INC.
Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis)
Her Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet) . .
The Devil to Pay (Robert Burton Prod.)..
Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
•Approximately
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The Empire
of Diamonds
Rogues
and Romance
(George B. Seitz and 6,000*
June
Caprice;
6,000*
The Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet)
5,000*
When We Were Twenty-One (H. B. Warner) 5,000*
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis)
6,000*
The Killer (Claire Adams)
6,000*
Truant Husbands (Mahlon Hamilton) 5,019*
Bars of Iron (Madge White)
5,000*
The
(Federal
The Lure
Heart ofLineEgypt(Leah
Baird Prod.)
and Jerome 6,000*
Patrick)
6,000*
Without
Benefit of Clergy
5,635
The
Money
Maniac
5,000*
The Orderly
5,373
The Power Within (Achievement Pictures) . . 6,000*
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Indiscretion (Florence Reed, Lionel Atwill,
Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Oh Mary Be Careful (Madge Kennedy) 6,000*
The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks) 5,000*
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Starke)... 6,000*
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey) 5,000*
Beyond the Crossroad (Ora Carew)
6,000*
In
(Edith (Gail
Roberts)
Wise Society
Husbands
Kane, J. Herbert 5,000*
Frank)
6,000*
The Leech (Clair Whitney)
6,000*
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield,
Rogers Lytton, Gladden James)
6,000*
The Barbarian (Monroe Salisbury) 6,000*
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom) 6,000*
Idle Hands (Gail Kane)
6,000*
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau) 6,000*
Finders' Keepers (Violet Mersereau) 6,000*
R-C PICTURES
Where Lights Are Low (Sessue Hayakawa) 5,810
Live and Let Live (Wm. Christy Cabanne) . . 5,900
Salvage (Pauline Frederick)
6,450
The Foolish Age (Doris May)
4,500
The Barricade (Cabanne Prod.)
6,170
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa)
5,600
Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick)
5,935
Possession (Mercanton Prod.)
6,550
The Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone).. 4,600
Silent Years (J. L. Gasnier)
6,056
At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
6,300
Eden and Return (Doris May)
4,831
Five Days to Live (Sessue Hayakawa) 5,356
Two Kinds of Women (Pauline Frederick).. ????
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
5,032
Why Men Forget (Special Cast)
5,299
The Call of Home (L. J. Gasnier)
5,220
Beyond the Rainbow (Cabanne Prod.)
6,500
Boy Crazy (Doris May)
4,800
The Bigamist (Special Cast)
????
The Vermillion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa).. ????
The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick) ????
Gay and Devilish (Doris May)
????
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENT.
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Miracle of Manhattan
4,174
The
Girl fromLove
Nowhere
5,000*
Remorseless
4,180
Handcuffs or Kisses
4,180
The Way of a Maid
4,800
Why Announce Your Marriage?
5,200
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Gilded Lies
4,496
The
LastWorth
Door
5,000*
Is Life
Living?
5,019
Clay Dollars
????
Chivalrous Charley
4,543
The
Prophet's
Paradise
4,000*
CONWAY TEARLE ST.A.R SERIES
Society Snobs
4,224
Bucking the Tiger
5,333
The
6,000*
AfterFighter
Midnight
????
The Man of Stone
4,676
A Wide Open Town
4,650
OWEN MOO'RE STAR SERIES
The Chicken in the Case
5,261
ASPECIAL
Divorce PRODUCTIONS
of Convenience
5,000*
The
Road
of
Ambition
(Conway
Tearle)
.
.
.
5,000*
The Sin That Was His (Wm. Faversham) 5,600
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5,500
Who Am I? (All Star)
4,938
Conceit (All Star)
4,580
ASELECT
Man's Home
(All Star)
6,094
PICTURES
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Durning) . . . . 5,000*
The Servant Question (William Clollier) . . . . 5,000*
Just
Q-utside FEATURES
the Door (Edith Hallor) 5,000*
REPUBLIC
Mountain Madness (Ed. Coxen and Ora
Carew)
????
Mother
of
Men
(Claire
Whitney)
.'.
????
The Gift Supreme (Bernard Durning)
?'?'
Children of Destiny (Edith Halor)
????
Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma Talmadge) . . . . 5,810
Poppy (Norma Talmadge)
????
Up the Road With Sallie (Constance Talmadge) 4,692
Scandal (Constance Talmadge)
????
REVIVALS
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert
Lytell)
5,158

Number
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Con't

UNITED ARTISTS CORP.
The Love Flower (D. W. Griffith Prod.).. 6,800
The Mark) of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks) 7,800
The Love Light (Mary Pickford)
7,800
The Nut (Douglas Fairbanks)
5,800
Dream Street
9,400
Through the Back Door (Mary Pickford) . . 7,000*
Carnival
7,000*
Way Down(Matheson
East (D. Lang)
W. Griffith Prod.) 11,000
Disraeli
(George
Arliss)
7,000*
I Accuse (Abel Gance Prod.)
8,250
Iron
The (Rex Beach
7,000*
Little Trail,
Lord Fauntleroy
(Mary Prod.)
Pickford) 9,984
Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks) 11,750
Doll's 'House,
(Nazimova)
????
Ruling
Passion,A The
(George Arliss)
7,000
UNIVERSAL

FILM MFG. CO.

JEWEL FEATURES
The Devil's Pass Key (All Star Cast) 7,000
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips).. 6,000*
Outside
Law (Priscilla
Dean)
6,000*
Reputationthe (Priscilla
Dean)
6,500
Foolish Wives (Eric Von Stroheim) 12,000
No Woman
Knows
7,000*
The
Fox (Harry
Carey)
6,941
Conflict (Priscilla Dean)
6,205
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Man
(All Star)
5,000*
LuringTrackers
Lips (Edith
Roberts)
4,263
Danger Ahead (All Star)
5,000*
AOpenDaughter
the Law
(Carmel Myers) . . 4,263
5,000*
Shuttersof (Edith
Roberts)
The
Shark
Master
(Frank
Mayo)
5,000*
Action (Hoot Gibson)
4,509
The Rowdy (Gladys Walton)
4,974
Moonlight Follies (Marie Prevost)
4,468
Red Courage (Hoot Gibson)
4,620
The Rage of Paris (Miss Dupont)
4,968
Go Straight (Frank Mayo)
4,220
High Heels (Gladys Walton)
4,541
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,730
Nobody's Fool (Marie Prevost)
4,640
Sure Fire
S,OO0*
False
Kisses(Hoot
(MissGibson)
Dupont)
4,335
Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo)
4,474
A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost)
4,739
The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
4,880
Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,415
Shattered Dreams (Miss Dtipont)
4,878
CupidGuttersnipe
Incog (Marie
Prevost)
5,000*
The
(Gladys
Walton)
4,225
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)
4,886
The Scrapper (Herbert Rawlinson)
????
Headin' West (Hoot Gibson)
????
The Golden Gallows (Miss Dupont)
5,000*
Tracked to Earth (Frank Mayo)
5,000*
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
Wild Honey (Priscilla Dean)
7,000*
The Dangerous Little Demon (MariePrevost) 5,000*
VITAGRAPH, INC.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
The Courage
of Marge O'Doone
Trumpet
Island
Dead Men Tell No Tales
Black Beauty
The Heart of Maryland
The Son of Wallingford
The Little Minister
Flower of the North
The Prodical Judge
ALICE JOYCE PROD.
Her Lord and Master
The Scarab Ring
The Inner Chamber
CORINNE GRIFFITH PROD.
The Whisper Market
The
Broadway
Bubble
It Isn't
Being Done
This Season
What's Your Reputation Worth?
Moral Fibre
The Single Track
Received WILLIAMS
Payment
EARLE
PROD.
The Romance Promoters
Diamonds Adrift
It Can Be Done
The Silver Car
Bring Him In
Lucky Carson
ANTONIO MORENO PROD.
Three
Sevens
The Secret
of the Hills
AALICE
GuiltyCALHOUN
Conscience
PROD.
Princess Jones
The Charming Deceiver
Closed Doors
Peggy Puts It Over
The Matrimonial Web
Rainbow
WILLIAM DUNCAN PROD.
Where Men Are Men
Steelheart
No Defense

6,300
6,200
6,200
6,900
6,700
7,851
6,129
7,236
7,200
5,755
5,598
5,951
4,800
5,000*
4,300
5,400
6,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,200
4,724
4,425
5,803
4,987
????
5,000*
4,900
5,000*
4,800
4,600
4,400
4,900
4,970
5,000
5,000*
6,000*
6,000*
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False

The Herolds' Photoplay. Directed by Samuel R.
Bradley. Story by S. Barret McCormick.
Cameraman, Don Canady. Length, 5,700
Feet.

EkJward Earl
Barbara Castleton
Frank Losee
.-..Madeline Clare
Jackie Parker

SYNOPSIS
Keith Drummond, college idol and football star, on the eve of the varsity
game receives news that his father is dead. He is compelled to give up his college career, and returns to his home and sorrowing mother and sister. When the
father's yiiW is read it is disclosed that the Drummond wealth has disappeared.
Keith, with a letter to Lathrop, millionaire New Yorker and old time friend of
the Drummond family, starts on a career in New York and falls in love with
Helen Baxter, wealthy society deb. They marry and Keith begins a career of
dissipation on his wife's money. Lathrop makes it appear whenever in the
presence of Keith and his wife that he (Lathrop) is fond of' Mrs. Drummond.
In this way he brings Keith back to his senses. Keith, in order to prove his
manhood, goes West and takes up hard labor in an oil field. He meets his old
college sweetheart, Margaret Kemble, and when a strike of workers is threatened Keith proves his mettle by averting it. His wife arrives upon the scene
and discloses that she is the owner of the oil fields. However her lease is worthless, and with her fortune gone and Keith rehabilitated they start anew with
"false fronts" in the discard.
This story was written with audience values in mind, for the
writer, as the announcement discloses, is S. Barret McCormick,
managing director of the Allen
Theatre, Cleveland, and writer of
the well-known pictures. Truthful Tolliver and The Disciple. Its
situations are new; its action fast
and the direction by Samuel
Bradley shows a decided improvement in his work as a producer.
The story is distinctly modern;
lively college scenes and a football
hero; society life with all its color
and "false fronts"; big business;
life in a thriving, buzzing oil
fields district.
Points of Appeal. — The determination of a young man to "come
back" and the clever ruse by which
his best friend at the risk of that
friendship brings him back to his
senses furnish the appeal and suspense.
Cast. — Barbara Castleton does
very well and proves her fitness
for the part. Edward Earl is a
youthful collegian and not "overcollegiate" as are a great many
screen performers. Frank Losee
pleases and some very interesting
moments are furnished by the
acting of Madeline Clare.
Photography. — Some fine examples of lighting are furnished.
The camera work by Canady deserves special praise.
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Hush

Fronts

THE CAST
Keith Dmmmond
Helen Baxter
John Lathrop
Margaret Kemble
Bottles O'Reilly

TRADE

Money

Realart Photoplay in Five Parts Released by Paramount. Author, Samuel Merwin. Director, Charles Maigne.
Cameraman, Gilbert
Warrenton.
Running
Time, Fifty-five
Minutes.
THE CAST
Evelyn Murray
Alice Brady
Alexander Murray
••
George Pawcett
Terry McGuire
Jerry Devine
Bishop Deems
Harry Benham
Bert Van Vliet
■•
Larry Wheat
SYNOPSIS
Alexander Murray, millionaire, is firm in the belief that the possession of great
wealth entitles him to privileges unknown to the ordinary citizen. His daughter,
Evelyn, is riding in an auto at high speed with her fiance. Tlie machine strikes
and badly injures a newsboy. Murray at once endeavors to keep the story of theaecident out of the papers. In this he fails, and a man who overheard Evelyn
and her lover talking in the garage about the affair identifies them from the story
as it appears in print. Acting on his knowledge he obtains money from Murray
for keeping it a secret. Evelyn does not hold with her father's view that money
should be allowed to outweigh justice. She goes to the hospital to see the injured lad, and leaves home because of her father's opposition and that of her
fiance. But in the long run both of them are brought to see that Evelyn's
stand is right and a general reconciliation takes place.
The theme of this picture —
that there should not be one law
for the rich and another for the
poor — is set forth in convincing
fashion by Director Charles
Maigne and a talented cast of
players. This is a popular slogan, sure to find an echo in the
bosoms of the masses, and as it is
the latter which provides the big
share of movie patronage, Hush
Money is more than likely to win
vdde-spread approbation. The
author of the story has obtained
a fine effect in contrasting temperaments, as exemplified in the
characters of the heroine and her
purse-proud father, an effect
which is "put across" in snappy
style on the screen. The plot is
neatly woven, holds its interest
firmly to the finish and is refreshingly easy to follow. There are
moments of suspense, well developed and maintained, yet free
from melodramatic excess, and
taken on the whole the feature
should prove of considerable value
to the exhibitor.
Points of Appeal. — The righteous rebellion of the heroine
against her father's sordid views
concerning the power of his
wealth to over-ride the rights of
humanity naturally wins the admiration of the audience, the more
so as she possesses the courage of
her convictions to the extent of resigning her social position,
father, home and lover, in order to demonstrate against the attitude of both men. The ending is cheerful and satisfactory.
Cast. — Alice Brady plays the part of the energetic Evelyn
with her usual good taste and forceful appeal. George Fawcett
gives a natural and polished impersonation of the father and
the work of the supporting cast deserves praise.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Exteriors and interiors
are skilfully filmed, there are some excellent long shots shown
and the lighting is admirable. The continuity is smooth and the
action fast.
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Volume 11.

Number 15

SUBJECTS

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES TRAVEL
PICTURES
Boro-Bodor and the Bromo
1 reel
Torrid Tampico
1 reel
Kwang-Chow-Fu
1 reel
Nice and Cannes
1 reel
Mexican Oil Fields
1 reel
In Batik Land
1 reel
Across
GrandTime
Canyon
11 reel
Seville the
in Fair
reel
At the Wailing Wall
1 reel
Rural Java
1 reel
Santa Fe — The City Different
1 reel
Seeing San Marino
1 reel
Watching the Waylands
1 reel
In Old Granada
1 reel
A Fairy Foreland
1 reel
Stamboul
1 reel
Along the Rio Grande
1 reel
At the Damascus Gate
1 reel
Lake Maggiore
1 reel
First Families of America
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGAME ADVENTURE
SCENICS
Down the Strand in London
1 reel
Winter Sports in St. Moritz
1 reel
Kilawea Volcano in Eruption
1 reel
The Jungfrau Railroad
1 reel
Wildest Wales
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Kids Is Kids
2 reels
Spirits
2 reels
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Movie Fans
2 reels
Fickle Fancy
2 reels
A Fireside Brewer
2 reels
Dabbling in Art
2 reels
Bungalow Troubles
2 reels
On
a
Summer's
Day
2
The Unhappy Finish
2 reels
reels
Officer Cupid
2 reels
Astray from the Steerage
2 reels
Are Waitresses Safe?
2 reels
An International Sneak
2 reels
Watch Your Neighbor
2 reels
It Pays to Exercise
2 reels
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Pictionary and Cartoons (Weekly)
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
From a Piscatorial Angle
1 reel
The Cloud
1 reel
A Setting of Ages
1 reel
Indiana Summer
1 reel
Victory Mountain
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-VANDENBURGH SERIES
Wild Men of Africa
2 reels
Jungle Dancers
2 reels
The Lion Killers
2 reels
Slaying the Hippopotamus
2 reels
The Land of the Pygmies
2 reels
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
CHARLES CHAPLIN
A Dog's Life
3 reels
AShoulder
Day's Arms
Pleasure
22 reels
reels
Sunnyside
2 reels
The Idle Class
2 reels
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
The Skipper's Narrow Escape
2 reels
The
Skipper's
Treasure Garden
Meeting
All Trains
22 reels
reels
Toonerville Fire Brigade
2 reels
Skipper's Scheme
22 reels
Toonerville
Follies
reels
Sk'pper's Flirtation
2 reels
Skipper's
22 reels
Skipper HasBoozem
His Friend
Fling
reels
Toonerville Tactics
2 reels
Skipper Strikes It Rich
2 reels
Toonerville Tangle
2 reels
HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES
The Punch of the Irish
2 reels
Twilight Baby
3 reels
The Kick in High Life
2 reels
Wet and Warmer
2 reels
The Game Lady
2 reels
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Blacksmith
2 reels
The Playhouse
2 reels
The Boat
2 reels
SENNETT
Hard Knocks and Love Taps
2 reels
Be Reasonable
2 reels
By Heck
2 reels
TURPIN
Love and Doughnuts
2 reels
Bright Eyes
2 reels

FOX FILM CORPORATION
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Chase Me
2 reels
Farmyard Follies
2 reels
Say It With Flowers
2 reels
The Book Agent
2 reels
Singer Moment,
Midgets' Please
Side Show
reels
One
22 reels
A Perfect Villain
2 reels
Love and War
2 reels
Pardon Me
2 reels
Try
Get It
False and
Alarm
22 reels
reels
Hold the Line
2 reels
Please Be Careful
2 reels
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
All Wrong
2 reels
Don't
Tickle
22 reesl
reels
The Guide
The Sailor
2 reels
The Toreador
2 reels
The Chauffeur
2 reels
Hot Dog
2 reels
AL. ST. JOHN SERIES
The
Pest '
Fool Happy
Days
22 reels
reels
Straight
from
the
Farm
reels
The Studio Rube
22 reels
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
The Tong Sandwich
1 reel
Shadowed
1 reel
Turkish Bath
1 reel
The Big Mystery
1 reel
Long Live the King
i
1 reel
The Village Cut-Ups
1 reel
A Messy Christmas
1 reel
Fast
Freight
reel
The Stolen Snooze
11 reel
Getting Ahead
1 reel
Bony Parts
1 reel
A Ghostly Wallop
1 reel
Besider Her Cider
1 reel
The Last Laugh
1 reel
The Hole Cheese
1 reel
The Phoney Focus
1 reel
The Crystal Gazer
1 reel
Stuck in the Mud
1 reel
Too Much Sap
1 reel
LUPINO LANE SERIES
The Broker
2 reels
FOX NEWS— (Twice a Week)
SERI.ALS
Bride 13
15 Episodes
Fantomas
20 Episodes
GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Fingers
Pockets
Love andandRollers
Hearts and Hammers
At It Again
Professional Ethics
When Martin Gits Here
Ged Ap. Napoleon
You'd Better Get It
Indigo Sunday
Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About
Take It Easy
;
EDGAR COMEDIES

ps ast ytileck
Cam he Fse ntLs-irOtu
ar art ar' oaurc'h
Edg Edg EdggareE'tdCs-gRi
Ed G

GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Lampoons — ^Happy Hoolligan in "Apollo"
Lamnoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Cupid's
Advice"
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Happy
Hoolidini"
;••
Lampoons
— Judge Rummy in "The Prize
Dance"
Lamapoons — Judge Rummy in "The Snappy
Judgment"
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "The BlackLampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "A Romance
of '76"
Lampoons — Judee Rummy in "Why Change
Your Husband?"
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "Doctor
Jekyll and Mr. Zipp"
Lampoons
Lampoons
—— Judge
iHappy Rummy
Hooligan inin"Bear
"Roll Facts"
Your
Own"
Lampoons — ^Judge Rummy in "Yes Dear"..
l ampoons — ^Happy Hooligan in "Oil"
Lampoons
— Judge Rummy in "Too Much
Pep"
s
eel els ls s
2 r 2 re 2 reeeel2srerelesl
2r 2

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
(Through First National)
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Made in the Kitchen
2 reels
She Sighed by the Seaside
2 reels
Call a Cop
2 reels
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES
Love's Outcast
2 reels
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
OF AMERICA
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
Stolen Glory
2 reels
Assorted Heroes
2 reels
Schoolday Love
2 reels
CHESTER COMEDIES
-Snooky's Fresh Heir
2 reels
Snooky's Blue Monday
2 reels
Snooky's Wild Oats
2 reels
CHESTER OUTINGS
No More Gasoline
1 reel
Save Your Carfare
1 reel
The Last Hop
1 reel
Music in the Air
1 reel
Jogging Across Sawtooth
1 reel
CHESTER SCENICS
Old Moose Trails
1 reel
New Wine in Old Bottles
1 reel
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Falling for Fanny
2 reels
In for Life
2 reels
Oh. Buddy!
2 reels
Nothing Like It
2 reels
Fresh From the Farm
2 reels
Kiss and Make Up
2 reels
No Parking
2 reels
A Barnyard Cavalier
2 reels
One Stormy Knight
2 reels
CINAL FILMS— SLOW SPEED
The Manly Art of Self -Defense
1 reel
Annette Kellerman in High Diving
1 reel
Golf
1 reel
GAYETY COMEDIES
Say Uncle
1 reel
Afraid of His Wife
1 reel
Oh. Brother
1 reel
Wild and Willie
1 reel
Assault and Flattery
1 reel
Standing Pat
1 reel
KIXOGRAMS
News Reel — Sunday and Thursdays
1 reel
MERMAID COMEDIES
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd
2 reels
Sunless .Sunday
2 reels
The Advisor
2 reels
Free and Easy
2 reels
Rolling Stones
2 reels
MISCELLANEOUS
Could Columbus Discover an America?.... 1 reel
The Crater of Mt. Katmai
1 reel
Dixie
1 reel
APUNCH'
Rural COMEDIES
Cinderella
2 reels
Country Chickens
2 reels
The Love Egg
2 reels
KOBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS BEAUTIFUL
By the Side of the Road
1 reel
In the Bonnie Brier Country
1 reel
As Old as the Hills
1 reel
Unknown Switzerland
1 reel
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse
2 reels
The Ne'er
to Return
Road
reels
The
Policeman
and the
Baby
22 reels
The Northern Trail
2 reels
SKETCH OCRAFS
Tust for Fun
1 reel
Play Ball!
1 reel
What's
the Limit?
11 reel
The Family
Album
reel
TOONERVILLE COMEDIES
The Skipper's Last Resort
2 reels
TORCHY COMEDIES
Torchy's Promotion
2 reels
Torchy's
Frameup
22 reels
Torchy Takes
a Chance
reels
Battling Torchy
2 reels
VANITY COMEDIES
Paying Patients
1 reel
Eat and Be Happy
1 reel
Chicken Hearted
1 reel
Spiking the Spooks
1 reel
It's
11 reel
TsinetyYour
DaysMove
or Life
reel
WORLD WANDERINGS
Eet's
the South Seas
11 reel
reel
BonnetsGo—ofToAuvergne
Dawn to Dusk in Egypt
1 reel

TRADE

22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reds
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
smith" 1reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
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Boomerang

Paramount

Photoplay iii Six Parts. Adapted from
Dion Calthrop's Novel, "Pei-petua." Scenario by Josephine Lovett. Director, John
S. Robertson. Cameraman, Roy Overbaugh.
Running Time, Sixty-five Minutes.
THE CAST
I»eipetua
Ann
Perpetua (as a child)..
BuntyForrest
Fosse
JJrian McCree
David Powell
JRussell Felton
John Miltern
-Monsieur Lamballe
Eoy Byford
Jiladame Lamballe
Florence Wood
Saville Mender
GeoCfrey Kerr
Stella Damtry
Lillian Walker
Christian
Lionel Daragon
Madame Tourterelle
OUie Emery
Jane E%g
Amy Williard
Auguste
••
Tom Volbecque
•Corn
Chandler
Frank
Mrs. Bugle
Ida FaneStanmore
I'eriiutua's Mother
Sara Sample
SYNOPSIS
McOree,and artist,
adoptsyears
Perpetua,
orphan,lifeandas memtakes
herBrian
to France,
for several
he and athetwelve-year-old
girl lead a carefree
bers of a circus. When Perpetua grows to womanhood he sends her to be educated at a convent. Eussell Felton, a British swindler, sees Perpetua and rec•ognizes her as the daughter of the woman he abandoned, but keeps the secret from
Brian. Felton introduces his friend Mender ti> Brian in London, and commissions the artistin his
to paint
is addicted
to drink
and
is encouraged
vice byMender's
Felton, portrait.
to whom Mender
he has willed
$60,000.
Peri)etua
■comes to Brian. Felton reveals her parentage and brings about a marriage between the girl and Mender. She tries to reform him, but he is poisoned and dies.
Perpetua is suspected of the murder, it having transpired that Mender has left
all his money to his wife. She is found guilty, but later Felton makes a confession exonerating her and avowing the crime. Felton is shot and killed by
Christian,
an ex-convict and former accomplice. Perpetua admits her love
Brian.
. for
Love's Boomerang is not devoid of heart interest, outlining a
love story with a good deal of
tender sentiment, with a melodramatic setting and a murder
mystery for good measure, which
is solved to everyone's satisfaction
at the close, virtue being duly rewarded and the guilty villain
meeting his just deserts. The
film was made abroad, and is consequently rich in local color, the
French and British atmosphere
being, of course, true to life and
thoroughly in keeping with the
unwinding of the tale. The cast
is a mixed aggregation of American and English players, every
raember of which is fully equal
to the demands made upon his or
Tier ability. The feature was well
received at the Rialto Theatre,
New York, where it made its
initial metropolitan debut, and
promises to achieve a certain degree of ponularitv throughout the
•country.
Points of Appeal. — Sentimental
interest is aroused in the adventures of the little heroine from
the time when, as artist Brian's
wai-d, she leads a delightfully
vagabond sort of life with the
circus, up to the point when,
forced by a mistaken sense of
duty into a loveless marriage, she
finds herself falsely accused of
murdering her husband. The element of suspense is neatly developed and maintained and a cheerful climax attained.
Cast. — Ann Forrest displays
considerable dramatic ability in
the emotional situations which fall
to her part as Perpetua, and is at all times physically attractive.
Bunty Fosse, who plays Perpetua in childhood, is a charmingBritish juvenile whose natural, appealing performance deserves
favorable mention. David Powell is excellent as the artist,
Brian, and the support is all that could be desired.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many beautiful
■exteriors in evidence, not the least of the picture's artistic lure
being the charming views of the quiet British countryside, and
good lighting prevails. The continuity is unbroken and the action
moves smoothly.

TRADE
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Polly

of

the

Follies

First National Photoplay in Six Parts. Authors,
John Emerson and Anita Loos. Running
Time, Sixty-five Minutes.
THE CAST
Polly Meachara
Constance Talmadge
Silas Meacham
Horace Knight
Jimmy Meacham
Thomas Carr
Mr. Jones
.• .George Fawcett
Mrs. Jones
Ina Rorke
Hattie Jones
Mildred Arden
Bob Jones
■• Kenneth Harlan
Mrs. Potter
Theresa Maxwell-Conoyer
Alysia Potter
Billie Dove
Flo Ziegfeld
Bernard Randall
SYNOPSIS
Polly Meacham lives with her tight-fisted uncle, Silas, in Bowling Green, Conn.,
and is obliged to work hard around his drugstore. Wealthy Mrs. Jones, of Long
Island, is struggling for social recognition. She is anxious to have her son Bob
marry Alysia Potter, daughter of a woman who is a society leader, but poor.
At a party Bob and Alysia, under the influence of several highballs, suddenly
decide to elope. Iliey go to Bowling Green, where Silas Meacham has begun a
campaign against motion pictures. Bob and Alysia resolve to wait in the drugstore until the justice of the peace returns from Silas* meeting. There they find
Polly staging
"The Way
to ashow.
Man's Mr.
Heart"
audience
children. Hattie
Silas
returns
and breaks
up the
and with
Mrs. anJones,
theirof daughter
and Mr. Potter arrive on the trail of the elopers, approve the match but persuade
the New
pair York
to wait
beingi wed.
to
and forgetssixa months
job in before
the Ziegfeld
Follies,OnbutBob's
she advice
suffers Polly
from comes
stage
fright and her debut is spoiled. Alysia takes her place and scores a big hit.
releases Bobi from his
Bob is trying to console Polly, when Alysia enters and
engagement, stating that she has signed a contract with Ziegfeld, knows that
Polly and Bob are in love and wishes to leave them free to wed.
action,anda bunch
farcialQuick
situations,
a strongof tinge
of satire directed at those wellmeaninglators but
unimaginative
who would
fain murderlegisthe
movies by the introduction of
hampering blue laws are served
up in this latest vehicle designed
by John Emerson and Anita Loos
for the starring of the ever popular Constance Talmadge. There
isn't much of a plot to the film,
which simply deals with the ambitions of a country girl to achieve
theatrical fame and ends with her
failure in that direction, but a
triumphal capture of a wealthy
husband and the acquirement of
twins. Her debut as a member of "Ziegfeld's Follies" and
rapid exit as a result of stage
fright is briefly humorous and
brings about a cheerful and satisfying climax. The burlesque element prevails all through the feature and judging by the loud and
continuous laughter with which
audiences at the Strand Theatre,
New York, hailed its comic complications, it seems destined to
prove a real box office winner.
Points of Appeal.^ — Polly's staging of a motion picture show in
her uncle's drug store is one of
the most laughable incidents in
the picture and a clever travesty
on Cleopatra and Caesar gets over
with tremendous success. The
subtitles carry along the jesting
Ihe cuticle
spirit of the film with great zest,
and there is enough love romance
injected to please the seekers
after sentimental joys.
Cast. — Constance Talmadge
plays the part of Polly with her
usual dash and vim, giving a performance which is guaranteed
to increase her already large circle of admirers. Horace Knight
impersonates the grouchy old uncle Silas with artistic skill and
the support is excellent.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many fine interiors shown, the "flashback" is utilized with commendable effect
and the lighting is of first-class quality. Despite the episodical
nature of the plot the continuity is well preserved and fast
action distinguishes the production from first to last.
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SHORT

TO

GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGR.\PHS
Tree-Top
The IslandConcert
of the Singers
Mist
Through the Earth
What Is Your Body Worth?
A Paradise for Birds
Venice of the Orient
Action of the Human Heart
The Riveter
The Human Voice
Seein'
on the Orinoco
Gypsy Things
Scientists
Unshod Soldiers of the King
No
Reg'Iar Inspiration
Bird
Chemical
Safe Combination
The City That Never Sleeps

11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
11
1
1

WID GUNNING, INC.
Moongold
Bear, Boy and Dog
Puppy Days
Robinson Crusoe Hours

3,175
2,053
959
966

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
. TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor)
2,117
The Bashful Suitor (Mary Brandon and
Pierre Gendron)
2,064
The Young Painter (Mary Astor and Pierre
Gendron)
2,500
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
MAX ROBERTS COMEDIES
WTiy Change Your Mother-in-Law? ????
Shimmy Isle
????
Absence Without Leave
????
METRO PICTURES CORP.
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Convict 13
2 reels
One Week
2 reels
The Scare Crow
2 reels
Neighbors
2 reels
The Haunted House
2 reels
Hard Luck
2 reels
The High Sign
2 reels
The Goat
2 reels

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
CHARLES RAY SERIES (20 Dramas).. 2 reels
Kineto Review Series (52 Releases)
KiNETO Reviews — The Living Book of Nature
(See Issue of May 28, 1921, for First Series)
(See IssueSERIES
of Oct. 29, 1921, for Second Series)
THIRD
Garden of the Gods — Colorado
1 reel
The Sci ence of a Soap Bubble
1 reel
Rio de Janeiro
1
reel
Kentucky Thoroughbreds
reel
Hiking the Alps With the Boy Scouts...] 11 reel
Manhattan Life
1 reel
Eccentricities
of the Wasp
and Bee!!!'.!.!'. 11 reel
reel
Fur
and Feat
hers
My Adirondacks Outing
1 reel
The Chemistry of Combustion !!.!!!
! !!! 1 reel
The Victory Pageants
1 reel
The Delta of the Nile
.\ reel
AKING
Glimpse
Into
the
Animal
Kingdom..'...'.
1 reel
COLE COMEDIES
Moonshiners
2 reels
Strikes to Spare
2 reels
Bars and Stripes
!!!!!!
2
reels
Jazz Babies
2
reels
A Fresh Start
!!!!!!!!!!!! 2 reels
Shimmy Gym
2 reels
O-eneral Nuisance
2 reels
NATIONAL COMEDIES
Wanted — A Girl
2 reels
ASERIAL
Million — More or Less
' 2 reels
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and
Ella Hall)
15 Episodes
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
PATHE NEWS— Wednesdays and Saturdays
TOPICS OF THE DAY— Weekly
Week of February 19
The Island of Terror (White Eagle No. 8) . . 2 reels
Rich Man — Poor Man (Parrott Comedy) .... 1 reel
The Dog and the Thief (Aesop Fable) Yi reel
Hunting the Hawk (Reissue)
3 reels
The Big Idea (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Week of February 26
The Flaming: Arrow (White Eagle No. 9) . . 2 reels
Down and Out (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Cat and the Swordfish (Aesop Fable).. 5^ reel
Here Comes the Girls (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
At Bay (Reissue)
3 reels
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SUBJECTS—

Week of March 5
The Cave of Peril (White Eagle No. 10) 2 reels
Pardon Me (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Tiger and The Donkey (Aesop Fable) . . Yi reel
On the Jump (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Sylvia of the Secret Service (reissue) 3 reels
Mysterious Tracks (Bill and Bob)
1 reel
Week of March 12
Danger Rails (White Eagle No. 11)
2 reels
Little Mary Sunshine (Reissue)
3 reels
The Bow Wows (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Spendthrift (Aesop Fable)
Yi reel
On the Fire (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Week of March 19
Win or Lose (White Eagle No. 12)
2 reels
High Tide
1 reel
The Farmer and The Ostrich (Aesop Fable) Yi reel
Hey There (Harold Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
Loaded Dice (reissue)
3 reels
Week of March 26
The Clash of the Clans (White Eagle No. 13) 2 reels
Hot Off the Press (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
Hit Him Again (Harold Lloyd reissue) .... 1 reel
The Isle of Zorda (Louis Nalpas Prod.).... 9 reels
The Angel Factory (reissue)
3 reels
PIONEER FILM CORP.
THE PACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babies in Bearskin
1 reel
Call Me Daddy
1 reel
Down Beside the Seaside
1 reel
Knockout Maggie
1 reel
Professor Was Right
1 reel
Running Romeos
1 reel
Two's Ideas
Company
reel
Young
11 reel
Luke
McLuke's
Film-osophv,
each
reel
PEEP INTO THE FUTURE (series of 6) 2 reels
THE SONNY SERIES, each
2 reels
SERIALS
The Hope Diamond Mystery
15 Episodes
The Mystery Mind
15 Episodes
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
PRIZMA COLOR PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES (Detective
Series)
2 reels
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNIC NEWS
SERIALS
The Whirlwind
15 Episodes
The Branded Four
15 Episodes
TRIART PICTURES, INC.
(Released through Hodkinson)
The Beggar Maid
2 reels
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CET^TURY COMEDIES
AGet-Rich-Quick
Family AffairPeggy
(Chas. (Baby
Dorety Peggy)
and Louise 2 reels
Lorraine)
2 reels
The Dumbbell (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Chums (Baby Peggy and Brownie, the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
Shipwrecked Among the Animals (Harry
Sweet)
2 reels
The Straphanger (Lee Moran)
2 reels
An Idle Roomer (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Circus Clowns (Baby Peggy and Brownie,
the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
The Touchdown fLee Moran)
2 reels
Horse Sense (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Little Miss Mischief (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Table Stakes (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Upper and Lower (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A One Horse Town (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Peggy, Behave (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Mutts (Brownie, the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
Two of a Kind (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
JEWEL COMEDIES
"P.
(Lee (Lyons-Moran)
Moran)
22 reels
RomanD. Q."
Romeos
reels
A Monkey Movie Star
2 reels
Robinson's Trousseau (Lee Moran)
reels
A Monkey Bell-Hop
22 reels
JEWEL (COLLIER SERIES)
Let's Go (The Leather Pushers No. 1) . . . . 2 reels
TED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman)
The Girl and the Law (No. 2)
2 reels
Big Stakes (No. 3)
2 reels
When the Devil Laughed (No. 4)
2 reels
The Forest Runners (No. 5.)
2 reels
The Timber Wolf (No. 6)
2 reels
SERIALS
The Flaming Disc
18 Episodes
The Vanishing Dagger
18 Episodes
The
Net
15 Episodes
Episodes
King Dragon's
of the Circus
(Eddie Polo) 18
The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick) 18 Episodes
The White Horseman
18 Episodes
Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes

Number IS

Cont'd

Terror Trail
18 Episodes
Winners of the West (Art Acord) . . . . 18 Episodes
The Secret Four (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
With Stanley in Africa ((jeorge Walsh and
Louise Lorraine)
2 reels
The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (Harry
Myers)
2 reels
STAR COMEDIES
Hot But Healthy
1 reel
No Place to Live
1 reel
Fares, Please
1 reel
Back Stage
1 reel
Noiseless Valley
1 reel
Should Stepmothers Trifle?
1 reel
Line's
Busy
1
Ice-Box Pirates
1 reel
reel
Heart Breakers
1 reel
Show
Me Your
Samples
11 reel
Fur Coats
and Pants
reel
Oh! Nursie
1 reel
Westward Whoa
1 reel
Almost a Rancher
1 reel
Penny Ante
1 reel
The
Fake Quake
11 reel
The News
Maker
reel
Both Booths
1 reel
Friday, the Thirteenth
1 reel
The Bottle Baby
1 reel
His Inheritance Taxi
1 reel
ABeware!
Movie Mix-up
11 reel
reel
A Golf Insect
1 reel
UNIVERSAL SERIES
A Battle Against Odds (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Cyclone Deal
Smith's
Vow (Eddie
(Eddie Polo)
Polo)
reels
Square
Cyclone
22 reels
The Yellow Streak (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Heritage of Hate (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
A Ride for a Rancho (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Fair Fighting (Art Acord)
2 reels
AOld Woman's
Wit (Eileen Sedgwick)
22 reels
Dynamite
reels
The
Courage
The Brand
Dream ofGirl
22 reels
reels
Ned of The News (Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
A Battle of Wits (Eileen Sedgwick)
2 reels
ThePlante
Deputy's
Double
Cross (Laura La- 2 reels
and Leo
Shumway)
Night Attack, The (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 reels
Captain
Finish (Mack Wright and 2 reels
Lillian Kid's
Byron)
The Phantom
Terror
(Jack Perrin and Ger- 2 reels
trude Olmstead)
The
Ranger's
Reward
Acord)
reels
The Open Wire (Eileen(ArtSedgwick)
22 reels
Fighting Back (Laura LaPlante and Elm»
Lincoln)
2 reels
A Gertrude
Blue Jacket's
Honor (Jack Perrin and 2 reels
Olmstead)
Matching Wits (Art Acord)
2 reels
The Trail of the Wolf (Laura LaPlante
and Perc Pembroke)
3 reels
Trickery (Dorothy Woods and Harold Good- win) 2reels
The Girl of the West (Laura LaPlante &
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reels
The Call of Courage (Laura LaPlante and
Perc Pembroke)
2 reels
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
(Issued Every Monday and Thursday)
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
A Parcel Post Husband
2 reels
Fists and Fodder
2 reels
Footprints
2 reels
He Laughs Last
2 reels
Springtime
2 reels
The Laundry
2 reels
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
School Days
2 reels
Solid Concrete
2 reels
The Fly Cop
2 reels
The Grocery Clerk
2 reels
The Stage Hand
2 reels
The Suitor
2 reels
The Sportsman
2 reels
The Hick
2 reels
The Rent Collector
2 reels
The Bakerv
2 reels
The
22 reels
The Fall
Bell Guy
Hop ■
reels
The Sawmill
2 reels
The Show
2 reels
TIM AUBREY COMEDIES
The Riot
2 reels
The Applicant
2 reels
The Messenger
2 reels
The Charmed Life
2 reels
SERIALS
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Page) 15 Episodes
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio Moreno) 15 Episodes
The
Duncan)
The Silent
Purple .-Avenger
Raiders (William
(Joe Ryan
and IS Episodes
Elinor Field)
15 Episodes
Fighting Fate (William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
IS Episodes
Breaking Through
IS Episodes
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First National Photoplay in Five Parts. Author,
Jerome Storm. Director, Jerome Storm.
Running Time, Sixty Minutes.
THE OAST
Marion Lodge
Hoyte
'
Katherine
James
Roy StewartMacDonald
Bertlia Harmon
Betty Clarke
Shipley • ■
Winter Hall
Joe
Harmon
•
Josepli
Clifford
Trent . . . ;
Bertram Girard
Grassby
Euth Lodge
Helen Raymond
Belle
Violet Phillips
■Gwendolyn
Shipley
Lillian
Leroy Howard
Vincent Rich
Hamilton
SYNOPSIS
Marion Hoyte, salesgirl, is intensely ambitious and, unlike the other members
of her family, altogether disinclined to go through life content %vith the humble
lot to which fate has assigned her. She accidentally becomes acquainted with
James
Lodge.in He
well-to-do,
in society.
Lodge falls
love iswith
her andandsheoccupies
returns ahisprominent
affection.position
He asks
her to
become his wife and Marlon accepts him. Tliey are married. At first the course
of love runs smoothly enough, but later differences arise and they are divorced,
although still caring for each other. Through an odd twist of fortune husband
and wife meet again out West in a mining camp. There the love which failed
amid the luxurious atmosphere of their former home in the East, is reawakened,
they are reunited and face a happy future together.
Director Jerome Storm has
taken an old theme, that of the
girl of humble origin who marries above her station in life and
finds herself embarrassed by her
unusual surroundings, and handled
it with such skill that the ancient
material is developed into very
satisfactory film entertainment.
The human interest chord rings
dominant all through the production, which points a decided moral without becoming "preachy,"
probably nine out of every ten
unmarried feminine patrons will
dfind pleasure in comparing notes
and wondering how fortune would
treat them if they were called
upon to fill the heroine's shoes, a
fact which should add immensely
to the picture's popularity; for
not the least of a picture's lure
lies in the fun the average spectator gets out of querying just
what he or she would do under
circumstances governing the action of the screen characters.
Her Social Value should prove a
good drawing attraction.
Points of Appeal. — The heroine
wins a goodly measure of sympathy when luck goes dead
against her in the early stages of
her matrimonial adventure, nor
'does the hero fail to gain favor,
although some may think he consented rather easily to the separation which comes so close to
wrecking his life and that of the
girl he loves. However, all winds up well in the rough but
wholesome atmosphere of the Western mining camp where they
are brought together again.
Cast. — Katherine MacDonald is always physically attractive and
her beauty is exploited to the best possible advantage in the role
of Marion Hoyte, which she fills in acceptable fashion. Roy
Stewart is a stalwart and likable figure in the part of hero
James Lodge and adequate support is given the principals by
the remainder of the company, Vincent Hamilton supplying
some neat comedy touches by his clever impersonation of Leroy
Howard.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many handsome
interiors shown in the opening reels, the Western views are
beautiful examples of expert camera work, offering a variety of
fine lighting effects. The continuity holds together well and
rapid action prevails.
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Goldwyn Photoplay in Six Parts. Author, Albert
Payson Terhune. Scenario by Charles Kenyon
and Bess Meredith. Director, Wallace
Worsley.
THE CAST
Kathleen Vaughn
Claire Windsor
John Anixter
Elliot Dexter
Franklin
•■
Richard Tucker
Thad
Tom Gallery
Harkness Boyd
Roy Atwell
Emerson
John Cossar
Barry Olive
Lowell Sherman
SYNOPSIS
John Anixter, lawyer, weds Kathleen Vaughn, a Southern girl, and they make
their home in New York. Absorbed in his business, he does not enter much into
the social life pursued by Kathleen, who is greatly admired by her male acquaintances. She meets Barry Olive, architect, and her husband's friend. He becomes Clive
infatuatedsuddenly
with her embraces
and mistakes
Kathleen's
ways for and
genuine
passion.
Kathleen,
takingcoquettish
her by surprise,
his
action is witnessed by Anixter, who returns liome unexpectedly. Anixter refuses
to listen to any explanation from his wife and gives her a divorce. She marries
Clive and is unhappy because of his unreasoning Jealousy. At a concert Kathleen is overcome when she hears a song she and Anixter used to sing together.
She goes out and encounters her first husband. Clive appears and a furious
scene results between the two men. Kathleen intervenes and tells them both
she refuses to be the subject of any further bargaining between them, but wiU go
out into the 'world and learn to be worthy of her greatest love.
Traveling along strictly conventional lines, the plot of this
picture sets forth the moral so
frequently repeated on stage and
screen — that a woman who trusts
to the ardent protestations of an
infatuated lover, instead of relying solely on the limited affections of a prosaic husband, is not
likely to find happiness in a second marriage with the former
when set free by divorce. Were it
not for the trick finish, where the
disillusioned heroine turns down
both men cold and announces her
intention of starting off afresh in
life, without any of the old marital or passionate entanglements
to hamper her, the film would be
utterly devoid of originality. But
this unexpected move on the fair
Kathleen's part, followed by a
subtitle which asks — "What would
you do in such a case?" — or
words to that effect, starts the
audience thinking and is apt to
provide the sort of publicity for
the feature, which figures as a
likely box office asset.
Points of Appeal. — It is a difficult matter to drum up any sympathy for any of the principal
characters in the play. The heroine is of the butterfly type, playing with fire and badly burned
before she begins to have some
glimmerings of common sense. The husband is an obtuse, dogmatic creature and the lover a thoroughly objectionable person.
The weakest spot m the film is the scene where hubby refuses
to
listen to any explanation when his rival is caught embracing his
wife, where a few words could have cleared up everything. This
is pure screen hokum and unconvincing.
Cast.— Claire Windsor as Kathleen
handsome gowns
gracefully, Elliot Dexter carries off thewears
chief dramatic honors
m the husband role, Lowell Sherman ogles painfully and overacts in the part of Clive Barry. Well balanced support is furnished by others of the cast.
Photography, Lighting, Direction.— Rich interior scenes predominate and the lighting is effective. The continuity holds together well; the action drags at the start, but strikes a swifter
gait as the story progresses.
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FILM CORP., INC.
Footage
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell) 5,i)0U*
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes)
5,000*
A Rough-Shod Fighter (William Russell)... 5,000*
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
Loggers of Hell-Rroarin' Mountain (Helen
Holmes)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
APEX FILM CO.
Out of the Dust (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000*
ARROW FILM CORP.
Stranger in Canyon Valley (Edythe Sterling) 5,000*
Daughter of the Don (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Before
the White
Came Stars
(Indian(Dustin
Cast) 6,000*
The Light
of the Man
Western
Farnum)
6,000*
Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Playing Square (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
The Happy Masquerader (Gladys Leslie) . . . 5,000*
A Shadow of the Past (Charlotte Walker) 5,000*
A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
5,000*
A Question of Honor (Kathryn Adams) .... 5,000*
Adele (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Just His Wife (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
AGirlMan's
Fight
(Dustin
Farnum)
5,000*
From Porcupine, The
6,251
Splendid Life, The
5,996
Double-0 (Jack Hoxie)
4,739
Sparks of Flint (Jack Hoxie)
4,805
Two-Fisted Jefferson (Jack Hoxie)
4,639
Motion to Adjourn, A
5,785
Innocent Cheat, The
5,744
Ten Nights in a Barroom
7,815
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
Under
Western Skies
6,000*
False Women
5,000
AYWON FILM CORP.
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Across the Border (Big Boy Williams).... 5,000*
Rounding Up the Law (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Lure of the Orient (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Fidelity (All Star Cast)
5.000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
Hair Trigger Casey (Frank Borzage) 5,000*
Master
of Beasts
Star Normand,
Cast)Mack 5,000*
Oh! Mabel,
Behave(All(Mabel
Sennett, Owen Moore, Ford Sterling).... 5,000*
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Dangerous Love (Pete Morrison)
5 reels
The Victim (Robert T. Haines)
6 reels
Captivating
Mary Carstairs (Norma Tal- 5 reels
madge reissue)
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart) 5,600
Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewart) 6,000*
COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
CORP.
The Hidden Light
5,000*
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Midchannel (Clara Kimball Young)
6,000*
Hush (Clara
Young)
Where
Is My Kimball
Wandering
Boy Tonight?.... 6,000*
????
ZIEGFELD CINEMA CORP.
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed).. 5,800
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Kazan
6,464
The Mask
6,400
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
The Servant in the Bouse (All Star)
5,000*
Penny of Top Hill Trail (Bessie Love).... 5,000*
Dangerous
Toys
(All
Star)
7,000*
Heidi of the Alps (Prizma)
????
FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
6,000*
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
5,000*
The Fighting Kentuckians
5,000*
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
The Supreme Passion
6,000*
The Ne'er-Do-Well
7,000*
The House Without Children
7,000*
The Spoilers
9,000*
GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
Mother Eternal
6,700
J ANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men (Super Feature) 6,200
JOAN FILM SALES CORP.
She Played and Paid (Fanny Ward)
5,000*
Annabel Lee (All Star Cast)
5,000*
•Approximately

J. W. FILM
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PICTURES

CORPORATIONFootage
The Road to Arcady
,
6,000*
Should a Wife Work
6,000*
For Your Daughter's Sake
5,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The
Fatal
30 (Fritzi
The Call from
the WildRidgeway)
(.Frankie Lee and 5,000*
Highland Laddie)
5,000*
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Soul of Man, The (William Nigh and Maurine Powers)
7,000*
Welcome to our city (Maclyn .\rbuckle) . . . . 5,000*
Mr. Bingle (Maclyn Arbuckle)
5,000*
Mr. Potter of Texas (Maclyn Arbuckle) 6,000*
Trail of the Law (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
Man Who Paid, The (Wilfred Lytell) 5,000*
Wolf's Fang, The (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawlinson) . . 6,000*
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton)
6,000*
Soul and Body
Luther)
Dangerous
Love (Anne
(Pete Morrison
and Carol 6,000*
Holloway)
5,000*
JOSEPH
WICK MOORE
SERIES AND EILEEN SEDGEProblem Eternal
5,000*
False Brands
5,000*
The
Wolf
Pack
5,000*
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG SERIES

AYWON FILM CORP.
II.VRREV CAREY— 15 Westerns (each)
FRANKLIN
FARNUM— 12 Westerns
JOY COMEDIES- 6
(each)
HELEN HOLMES— 22 Railroad Dramas..
MARY PICKFORD REVIVALS
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS (Bi-Monthlv)
SCREEN- SNAPSHOTS
(Bi-Monthly)
CARNIVAL
COMEDIES

2
2
2
2
2

reelsreelsreels.
reels
reels-

2 reels21 reel
reels.
DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS
(Two Reels),
EXPORT AND IMPORT
SERIAL
The Jungle Goddess (Elinore Field and
Truman \'an Dyke)
15 Episodes
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES (2 reels each).
CHESTER COMEDIES (2 reels each)
J(JE ROCK COMEDIES (1 reel each)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (1 reel each)
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
SERIALS
Miracles of the Jungle
15 EpisodesTHE FILM MARKET, INC.
Jimmy Callahan
12-2 reelsHERALD PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Hearts in Exile
5,000* M-VCK SWAIN COMEDIES
The Rise of Susan
5,000*
HORIZON PICTURES, INC.
Marriage a la Carte
5,000*
Yellow Passport
5,000*
Feast of Life
5,000* Norma Talmadge Reissues (14) (each) 2 reelsPINNACLE COMEDIES
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
The Toreador (Bull Fight)
3.600
Razzin' the Jazz
2 reelsWhy Change Your Mother-in-Law?
2 reels
Rigoletto
6,000* Nation's
Dream
2 reels.Shimmy Isle
2 reelsW. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS, INC.
FARNUM, HAMILTON, HART, FORD SERIES
KINETO CO. OF AMERICA
So This Is Arizona
5,982
(Released through State Rights Exchange)
White Masks, The
4,922
Wonders of the World
(2 series)i
Angel Citizens, The
4,826
First Series from No. 1 to No. 26 (each).. 1 reel
Second Series from No. 27 to 52 (each) 1 reel.
STOREY PICTURES, INC.
SHADOWLAND SCREEN REVIEW— Every Two
McGOVERN & EGLER
Weeks
BURLESQUE PHOTOPLAYS (With Elsie Daven- SHORTY HAMILTON SERIES
port)— Every Month.
2,000*"
No Darn Yeats
2 reels The Runt
2,000*
Hamomlet
2 reels Pep
Le-'er-Go Gallagher
2,000*
Salami
2 reels Pony
Boy
2,000*
Let Her Rip Van Winkle
2 reels Grit
2,000*
Ride 'Em Cowboy
2,000*TRUART FILM CORPORATION
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
Burlingham Adventure Series (each) 1 reel
WHITE CAP COMEDIES
WARNER BROS.
Featuring GeorgeSTORIES
Ovey (Once-a-Week) .... 1 reel'
NEWSPAPER
Why Girls Leave Home
????
Parted Curtains
????
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-Month) . . . . 2 reelsAshamed of Parents
????
VERNON DENT COMEDIES
School Days (Wesley Barry)
????
One-a-Week
1 reel.
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch (Alene Ray)
5,000*
West
the Rio Grande (Alene Ray)
5,000* IRVING CUMMINGS SERIES
NEW ofSERIES
2 reelsPartners of the Sunset (Alene Ray)
5,000* Patsy's Jim
Tim's Ward
2 reels
Lady Luck (Alene Ray)
5,000* Corporal
Rope's EAd, The
2 reelsFalse
Trail, REELCRAFT PICTURES
SHORT
SUBJECTS
BILLY FRANEY COMEDIES (One Reel Each)
MATTY ROUBERT (Romance of Youth)
ROYAL COMEDIES (Two Reels Each)
BUD AND HIS BUDDIES (One Reel Each)
ADVENTURES OF T. S. S. CORP.
PARAGON COMEDIES (One Reel Each)
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln) 15 Episodes ALT
& HOWELL COMEDIES
ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Marked Women
(each) 2 reelsREELCRAFT
SCENICS (One Reel Each)
Alt & Howell Comedies
12-2 reels ALADDIN COMEDIES
(One
Reel
Each)
Pure and Simple
2 reels MIRTH COMEDIES
2reels- (Two Reels Each)
Licquorish Lips
2 reels
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
ARROW FILM CORP.
TANE AND KATHERINE LEE
SERIALS
Circus Imps
2 reelsThunderbolt Jack
IS Episodes The
The Dixie
Madcaps
reelsThe Blue Fox
15 Episodes The
Hicksville
Terrors
22 reels
Nan of the North
15 Episodes MINTA DURFEB SERIES
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
(18)
1 reel
2 reels
BROADWAY COMEDIES
(14)
2 reels When You Are Dry
2 feels
CRUELWED
COMEDIES
(12)
2 reels Wives' Union
SPEED COMEDIES
(12)
2 reels He, She and It
2 reelsQuietWife?
Night
reels
MIRTHOUAKE COMEDIES (14)
2 reels AWhose
22 reels
SPORT PICTORIAL (26)
1 reel
TONY
SARG'S
ALMANAC
(Series
of
12)
1
reel
WESTERN FEATURES
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
Mormon Trail
2 reels
SPUR SERIES (10 Western)
2 reels The
The Man Hater
2 reels
CHARLEY CARTOONS (6 Comedies) 1 reel
A Desperate Tenderfoot
2 reels-
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Wild

Honey

Universal- Jewel in Six Parts. From the Novel by
Cynthia Stockley. Scenario by Luoien Hubbard. Director, Wesley Rviggles. Cameraman, Harry Thorpe.
THE CAST
Lady Tivienne
Priscilhi Dean
Henry Porthen, a new-rich social-climber
Noah Beery
"Freddy" Sutherland
Lloyd ^A^litlock
Sir Hugh, Lady Vivienne's father
Raymond Blathwayt
Kbenezer Leamish
••
Percy Challenger
Joan Budd,
Porthen's secretary
Helen
Wolf
Montague
LandersRaymond
.Stevens
Kerry Burgeas
Robert Ellis
"Buck" Roper, a renegade
Wallace Beery
Liverpool Blondie
Carl Stockdale
Repington
C. J. Frank
Koo"s
Harry DeRoy
SYNOPSIS
Lady Tivienne, English noblewoman, balks lier father's plan to marry her to
Henry Porthen, wealthy society "lowbrow." Porthen, in anger at being cheated
after assisting her father financially, entices her to his country home with i'reddy
Sutherland, a weak-willed young man of her acquaintance. Alone in the desolate
place, Porthen locks Freddy in a room and tells ■ the girl at his mercy that she
belongs to him from then on, married or not. Lady Vivienne faints, and when
she recovers Porthen is lying dead on the floor, having been shot by a jealous
woman, his secretary. Freddy escapes and disappears, fearing he, too, might be
accused of the mysterious murder. Three years later, investigating some worthless
laud of hers in the Transvaal, Vivienne is saved from bandits by Keri-y Burgess,
homesteader. When she finds Freddy Sutherland in a drunken, degraded state.
Torn between love for Kerry and what seemed to be her duty to Freddy, whom
she thinks saved her from Porthen, she is finally rescued by her sweetheart from
a destructive torrent, when unscrupulous schemers blow up the dam and flood
the valley to stop the onward march of the settlers and home-seekers.
Priscilla Dean's acknowledged
abilities are given full play in
this vehicle, and the result is a
high-class melodrama which ought
to please all types of audiences.
The picture also contains two terrible pieces of realism — the wandering of the heroine in a desert,
lost, dazed by mirages; and the
breaking of a dam which sends
a torrent of water through a narrow gorge.
We have seen many lost-in-thedesert sequences in pictures — in
this case the locale is a South
African veldt — but the management of the sequence in Wild
Honey and Miss Dean's acting
are in a class by themselves.
Nor can the spectator fail to
be impressed by the "punch" at
the end of the film, when Miss
Dean is given opportunity to play
a heroic part in warning away
the group of colonists — and the
hero — from the rush of the flood
and then to be rescued herself.
The desert and the flood are
the highlights of melodramatic
action, but they do not comprise
the sole merits of the picture.
The staging and direction and
photography and lighting are
very effective. The supporting
cast is well chosen and in two instances far above the average.
We refer to Wallace and Noah
Beery, excellent actors in their respective parts, Both play the
and both meet
villain — at widely separated points in the action-and, to
violent deaths.
Wild Honey is a picture of thrills — with love interest
our notion, comes under the classification: good.
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The

World's

Champion

Paramount Photo Play in Five Parts. Adapted
from Stage Play by Thomas Louden and A.
E. Thomas. Scenario by J. E. Nash. Director, Philip Rosen. Running Time, Fifty-five
Minutes.
THE CAST
Wni. Burroughs
Wallace Reid
Lady Elizabeth
Lois Wilson
John Burroughs
Lionel Belmore
Ueorge
Burroughs
• - . . .Henry
Miller. Jr.,
Mrs. ijurroughs
Helen Dunbar
Rev.
David
Burroughs
■■
Leslie
Casey
Cord Broekington
.S. J. Sandford
Mooney
••
- ■ - Guy Oliver
SYNOPSIS
William Burroughs, son of John Burroughs, a prosiwrous Briton, meets and
falls in love \vith Lady Elizabeth Gallon, is thrashed by her cousin. Lord Broekington quarrels with his father and goes to America. He returns seven yearslater, having in the interval entered the prize ring and become middleweight
champion. He finds Lady Elizabeth in poor circumstances and working as a
secretary.
Old when
man tlie
Burroughs
is atexploit
first horrified
he discovers
son's
profession, but
newspapers
his fame when
and members
of thehisnobilit.v
call
upon
him,
changes
his
mind
and
gives
a
banquet
in
William's)
honor,
but
Lady Elizabeth spurns him on account of his fighting reputation. She refuses
to
marry
Lord
Broekington.
The
latter
encounters
William
and
they
go
into
thegarden to fight. Broekington is badly beaten and much surprised to learn
that he nounced
hasthe ring
been and
facing
a
champion.
Elizabeth
learns
that
William
has
become an attorney. He is about tol return to Americarewhen she announces her willingness to accompany him as his wife.
The stage play from which this
picture is adapted dwelt with satii'ical yet good humored emphasis on the snobbish ambitions of a
certain British family to acquire
social prestige. While this idea
is also set forth in the screen version, more attention is paid to the
development
the hero's
tures and the ofshaping
of hisadvenlove
affair into a satisfactory conclusion, although the main incidents
of the original plot remain unchanged. The picture, while not
belonging in the category of Wallace Reid's best contributions to
the silent drama, offers fair average entertainment, and with the
prestige of the star's name will
probably draw well. It starts off
in somewhat leisurely fashion, the
chief interest and most effective
comedy beginning to develop
when the athletic William returns
to his native land the proud owner
of a championship title.
Points ofofAppeal.
— The hero'sto
narration
his struggles
make a livelihood in the United
States and the flashbacks showing him employed as truck driver,
hod-carrier, sewer digger, street
cleaner, etc., are very amusing,
and the long shots of his bout
with Kid McCoy, when he wins
the middleweight title, get across
satisfactorily. The director scored
a palpable hit in the scene where
William and the unsuspecting
Lord Broekington go into the garden to settle their dispute by a
fistic argument. Instead of showing the actual combat, the unfortunate nobleman returns borne upon a stretcher, while the victor
comes back unmarked and whistling gaily. This bit of suggestion isfar more efl'ective than a closeup of the
roughand-tumble would have been and stirs the audience actual
into gales of
laughter.
Cast. — Wallace Reid does not quite measure up to the ideal
of a professional pugilist, but his breezy comedy and engagingsmile invest the role of William with undeniable charm; while
Lois Wilson wins favor as the pretty heroine. The supportingcast is adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The exteriors include some
pretty wood and water views; the interiors are handsome, but
the lighting eflFects somewhat uneven, producing occasionally a
strained "white glare" rather trying to the eyes. The continuity
is smooth, and the action, after the opening reel, moves rapidly^
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FIRST

RUNS

Their

of

Feb.

26

CRITERION
OvERTURT
"Reverie"
Feature —— The
Loves (Luigini).
of Pharaoh (Hamilton
Pictures Corporation).
Comedy.
Press Comments
Herald. — This is one of the majestic pictures of the decade, as mysteriously fascinating as the Sphinx. Journal — This picture has been announced as the master
work of Lubitsch, the young director. It
is. Globe — In general, the picture is interesting, although except for the battle
scene where the armies clash on the hills,
there is little to give one a genuine thrill.
Evening World — The production stands
out in mass formation and concerted attack. Seldom has there .been better ensemble work — and it is some ensemble.
Telegram — Despite the fact that it required more than 100,000 persons to unfold
the great love drama, it is told in a simple
yet impressive fashion. Mail — There is
clear cut romance and unrestrained passion, but it is never portrayed in a
mawkish or maudlin manner. Times — It
is one of the truly exceptional works of the
screen. World— On the whole, it is a first
rate entertainment.

CAPITOL
Unit ner).
No. 1 — Overture, "Tannhauser" ("WagUnit No. 2 — -Ballet.
Unit No. 3 — Capitol News.
Unit No. 4 — Piano Solo, "Hungarian Fantasy" (Liszt).
Unit wyn).
No. 5 — Feature, Grand Larceny (GoldUnit No. 6 — Tuba Solo, "The Sousaphone
Pollia" (Negro).
Unit No. pine
7 — Sports
Comedy,
Such Is Life 'Mong Al(Mayer).
Unit No. 8 — Organ Recital.
Press Comments
Globe — This story is interesting despite
its didactic mission, and it seemed to us
wa,s worked out with particular skill.
Sun — It handles the familiar triangular
theme of trusting husband, lonesome wife
and readily consoling friend from the
psychological rather than the more common physical emotional angle. Times —
It is one of those photographed stage plays
in which pictures of people appear, disappear and reappear without any meaning in themselves. World — The picture is
generally well acted and the interior decorations are elaborate. i?era?(i— Leaving
a story up in the air is rather novel on
the screen, though not new to literature,
and is bound to create discussion, which
never draws a protest from the box office.
Mail — Three subtitles, culled from the
myriad used, aptly describe the picture.
These are "tremendous trifles," "it was
also tragically unnecesary," and "one
word could have dispelled the whole nightmare." Better comment on a film could not
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York

Comments

Dailies

be furnished, for if ever a film was trifling
and tragically unnecessary it ■ is "Grand
Larceny."
RIVOLI
OverturePictorial.
— "Pique Dame" (Von Suppe).
RivoLi
Cartoon
—
"TlieSolo.
Dancing Doll" (Fleischer).
Color Organ
Feature — pion
Wallace
'Reid in The World's Cham(Paramount).
Ballet — "Russian Dance" (Kael).
Comedy
Semon in The Sawmill (Vitagraph— Larry
).
Next Week — The Mistress of the World
(Paramount).
Press Comments
Mail — It is a rollicking sort of a story,
with plenty of opportunity for genuine
amusing situations, and the players have
made the most of them. Globe — There is
much deft and not too subtle satire that
will make the film popular. Sun — Reid
shows his increasing ability as a light
comedian, and in the boxing match with
Kid McCoy acquits himself in a highly
realistic
Telegram
Reid's role
one of hismanner.
best light
comedy— parts.
Timesis
— There are a number of amusing incidents in the story which derive their vitality from the way in which they are presented. HeraZd— Wallie puts up a surprisingly good scrap, but one suspects
that once in his career. Kid McCoy can
be accused of laying down to his opponent.
Evening World— ReiA in the role of a
pugilist demonstrates that he is quite
handy with his fists and knows a lot about
boxing, and in the ring contest his opponent is the real Kid McCoy, former
middleweight champion, and they mix it
in a manner that should appeal to all devotees of the ring.
STRAND
Overture
— Selections from "Tannhauser"
(Wagner).
Sport
Review
— Taking the Air (Goldwyn).
Ballet.
Mark Strand Topical Review.
Vocal Prologue.
Feature
— Constance
Talmadge in Polly of the
Follies
(First National).
Comedy
—
Larry
Semon
in The Sawmill (VitaOrgangraph).
Recital.
Nekt Week — The Sheik's Wife (Vitagraph).
Press Comments
Evening World — It is our idea of honest-to-goodness cinema entertainment, as
it contains laughs, situations and scenes
built around the theme of "letting people
do what they can do best." Tribune — It
isn't in the least the sort of picture you
would expect. _ It is much better, and if
you go to see it, we can promise you an
hour of unalloyed joy. Herald — Evidence
that it is about the most hilarious photoplay of the season was furnished yesterday
by the audiences that laughed until they
seemed on the verge of toothache. World
— About nine out of ten, we think, will be
the ratio of those who will like it and we
can recommend it as good entertainment
It is one of the best things Miss Talmadge
has done. Post — It is a good comedy with
some delightful foolery. Sun — ^It's just

about the most pithily joyous bit of comedy ever unveiled, and if this be screen
art then let's have loads more of it. Mail
— There is a good deal of the picture that
is amusing, but there is a rather too determined effort to create laughs.
RIALTO
OvertureMagazine.
— "Sicilian Vespers" (Verdi).
RiALTO
Dance
— "Pierrot
Dance." (Paramount).
Feature Solo
— Love's
Boomerang
Baritone men"
Solo(Bizet).
— Toreador song from "CarComedy— Chaplin revival. Carmen.
Next(Paramount)
Week — The
. Mistress of the World
Press Comments
Globe — This film has Ann Forrest and
an elephant and a most entrancing background of France and England, but this
combination cannot altogether compensate for the moth-eaten story. Sun — It
is our prediction that it won't cause much
splash. It simply abounds in plot and
counterplot. Just when you think you
have another sob story 'le show switches
into banal melodrama. Post — There are
circus folks to please and villains to alarm
throughout the picture, but Ann Forrest
failed to convince her audience when she
sacrificed her happiness to marry Saville
Mender. Heraldr— Scenes in a circus with
which the artist and young girl wander,
and on a Thames houseboat are very
charming, and as the story winds up with
a touch of murder mystery, it ought to be
easy for many to find their way to the
box office. American — There is strength
and charm in it. The character delineation is good, too, and the story itself unusually well thought out, yet the film as
a complete production does not make an
impression
of sufficient depth to stir eager
interest.
CENTRAL
Overture —Events.
"II Guarany" (Gomez).
Current
Comedy Solo.
— Peggy Behave (Century).
Vocal
Violin Solo.
Frature— Priscilla Dean in Wild Honey (Universal).
Orgaj^ Recital.
Press Comments
Mail — It is purely and simply adventurous melodrama, but it has been done
notably well. Miss Dean is at her best
and she demonstrates just how much better melodrama can be when it is played
by a really excellent screen actress. Telegram— The few spots in which the picture
drags, especially the veldt scenes, are more
than compensated for in the thrills that
follow. The scenario, however, does not
measure up to Miss Dean's capabilities.
Times — The picture is highly and oftenly
screechily melodramatic, but different
parts of it are interesting in themselves.
Globe — It certainly was an ingenious venture to try this picture out on Broadway.
It might go big in some places. Some
good photography can be credited to
Harry Thorpe.
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Why?
It is the question of the ages, originally asked, it is
said, when primitive man first wondered at the dark
shadow which glided before him as he walked westward
toward the hunting grounds in the light of the rising
sun.
If he could have answered

his own perplexing ques-

tion he would have explained the mysteries of light —
even now only partially solved after the passage of
countless centuries — and he could have predicted that
photographs and later motion pictures some day would
play an enormously important part in the affairs of
mankind.
Why

does the swift progress of
SECOND
PICTURES

NATIONAL
CORPORATION

to a position of prominence mean much to the advancement of human thought and achievement in the utilization of light and shadows for the entertainment and
instruction of the human race ?
The excellence of the pictures distributed by this
concern, the systematic methods employed and the
attractive terms offered, tell —

Why.

^^The

Night

Riders''

"David

and

Story''

Jonathan"

Second
National
Pictures
140 West 42nd Street

Corp.
New York
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thing is bigotry of the worst sort — in practice, as well as in theory, and
if any further proof is needed, call Mrs. Snow as the star witness!
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bookings. She has no hesitation whatever in passing- a film, then
recalHng it and giving it the axe.
But what is the use of multiplying instances? The condition
demands

immediate

action. Merely railing against petticoat tyr-

anny will get us nowhere. We believe the Ohio censorship situation offers an opportunity not only to overthrow the damnable
thing in that State, but to make an example of it, so that the whole
country may know censorship as it can be.
Measures are already being taken to put the Ohio censorship
regime to the severest test. These steps should be, and no doubt
will be, prosecuted with the fullest vigor.
There is only one thing to do with tyranny — and that is stamp
it out as you would the plague ! The whole industry is concerned
in this battle, and the whole industry should get together and put
an end to the reign of terror in Ohio.

Again — Giving the Public the Facts
VERY exhibitor should take a stand against the Hollywood
scandal propaganda

as printed in several of the yellow jour-

nals," says a letter received from the Aurora Theatres Company,,
of Aurora, 111., of which Frank Thielen is president; Jules J. Rubens, treasurer; and W. D. Burford, secretary. The letter continues :
"Theatre business in this territory has been greatly affected by
the newspapers' Hollywood slander, and would suggest that every
theatre owner print some sort of bulletin to offset these stories
and pass them out to their patrons."
The Aurora company lost no time in acquainting its pubHc with
the facls. To more than 9100 homes within a radius of fifty miles
went a bulletin in answer to attacks on the industry. The wholesale misrepresentation in which some newspapers have been indulging was scotched in this manner:
"As far as the Motion Picture Theatre operator is concerned,
the entire thing reverts to a question of fair play. The newspapers
can use the same methods with any group of men interested in
any particular business or profession; pick out personal things in
the life of one of the members, and start in muck-racking the entire
membership of that industry or profession. Every patron of the
Motion Picture Theatre knows that the manager of the theatre
caters to their wishes alone, and when an actor or actress through
any misdeed becomes distasteful to them — pictures in which they
are starred are no longer shown on the screen.

"The newspapers who continually
the yellow-journal method
of obtaining readers do not seem to use
reckon with the fact that the
actual patrons of the Motion Picture Theatre are composed of
millions of clean-minded men and women who would not entertain for a moment the exploitation of any actor or actress whose
chief claims for their patronage would be the fact that there was
crime and scandal connected with them. If it was necessary to
obtain patronage to the Motion Picture Theatres by the same
methods that some of the Chicago daily papers are using to obtain
readers, the theatre owner would close up of his own accord in
We take pleasure in acquainting exhibitors throughout the coundisgust."
try with this eminently sane and effective method of answering
these unjustified assaults on the industry.
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Leader

"To Protect Integrity of Motion Picture^'' Is Keynote of His
Program to Obtain and Maintain Highest Possible Standards
and

Develop

Industry's

IN an office at the corner of Fifth Avenue

Moral
and

Forty-fourth Street, New York, there is a
man who has just "burned all his bridges"
and undertaken a colossal job. His name is
Will H. Hays. He has left the Cabinet of President Harding to enter the motion picture industry as the head of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., for
that is the name of the new organization.
Not a person in this great business of pictures
but is looking toward that office on Fifth Avenue. It is important to know what it is Mr.
Hays plans to do; it is equally important to
know the personality of the man himself. How
does he approach the big problem that has been
given into his keeping?
Now, this is pre-eminently an industry of personality. Pictures themselves are but personality put on celluloid; and that simple fact
finds its reflection everywhere in their making,
distribution and exhibition.
Looked at from a little distance, the industry
is a big family, with its quarrels; its conciliations; its financial problems, and its attitude
toward the outside world — like any other
family.
After all, it is "just folks."
And this new member of the family — what
manner of man is he?
To

the trade

paper

representatives

who

visited that office one afternoon this week, "just
folks" fitted Mr. Hays as a description hard to
surpass. There was the utmost cordiality and
frankness all around, with the result that
everybody
felt he had known
his
life.

"the General"

all

There was a brief statement by Mr. Hays of
his attitude toward the motion picture and the
industry, and it was made directly and modestly.
Has "Quit Politics Forever"
"My job," he said, "is to obtain and then to
maintain the highest possible standards of motion picture production, and to develop to the
highest possible degree the moral and educational character of the industry.
"Motion pictures are the principal amusement of a great majority of the people ; they are
the sole amusement of millions and may become
the national stabilizer. The potentialities of
the motion picture for moral influence and education are limitless, therefore its integrity
should be protected as we protect the integrity

and

Educational

Character

of our churches and its qualities should be developed as we develop the quality of the schools.
"If I didn't believe in the motion picture with
all my heart and soul I wouldn't have taken up
this work. I do believe in it and I have quit
politics and public life forever.
"I have burned all my bridges," he added.
"But I am happy to be engaged in this new
work. I approach this tremendous task with
much concern, but with that confidence which
springs from an earnest purpose and from the
conviction that we will have the generous help
of every one in accomplishing what must be
recognized as an effort for the good of all."
Mr. Hays made it very clear that he would
issue no extravagant assertions about what he
was going to do. He would proceed quietly and
gradually to acquaint himself with the things
that needed to be done, so far as details go, and
then do them.
"Integrity of the Motion

Picture"

But when he said "the integrity of the motion picture must be protected" he announced
the theme of his program of accomplishment.
The motion picture must be brought into high
esteem — as an art and an industry. Public
opinion must be mobilized in its behalf. Standards must be raised. The screen must take its
place, definitely, with the school and the church
in usefulness to, and in the regard of, the whole
nation.
As for the exhibitor, it was made evident that
his vital importance was understood. Co-operation with the theatre owner would be sought,
frankly, as a matter of course, .and in man-toman fashion.
The interviewer, during most of this time,
was Mr. Hays himself. It was the trade paper
men who were being interviewed. And it was
characteristic of the new film leader to seek the
opinions of the publishers and editors who were
present rather than to state his own views.
It was easy enough to see why it was and
how it was that Mr. Hays had won fame as an
organizer, as one who knows how to handle men,
as the humanizer of the Post Office Department
and as a great conciliator. It was very clear —
to one trade paper representative at least— that
his work in the motion picture industry would
be conducted upon a firm but always very human
basis and that it would be performed by one of
the most engaging personalities of this day and
age.

A

Wide

Open

Town

Personally staged
Story by Earle Mitchell.
Selznick release featuring Conway Tearle.
Series.
Star
Tearle
Released as one of the Conway
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Conditions Becoming So Uncertain That Business Is Suffering — Woman Censor, Head of
Inquisition Board,

Arbitrary

By HOWARD
Cleveland, Ohio, March 6.
CENSORSHIP is running amuck
in this State, home of many
of our presidents and leader
in all movements that make for the
American brand of tolerance.
All the evils predicted for censorship of the screen since censorship
was first mentioned are to be found
here in the administration of the
censorship law by Mrs. Evalyn
Frances Snow, chief of the Division of Film Censorship.
Inconsistencies in the administration of law, incongruities, absurdities, usurpation and confiscation of
property are among the most glaring examples of what censorship can
do when its exponents are given a
free rein.
It would do Ohio a world of good
if the motion picture industry were
to keep films out of Ohio for thirty
days. That would at least bring
home to Governor Davis and Mrs.
Snow and the reformers who sponsored her, and who hover about her
now, the importance of the screen
and its closeness to the hearts of the
people. In Ohio film circles the existing conditions are likened to a
reign of terror. The people love motion pictures, that is apparent from
the large number of theatres in the
State and the liberality with which
they are patronized. But Mrs. Snow
stands between the people and their
amusement and rules with an iron
hand.
Looking to Hays for Help
It is not known with any degree
of certainty just what Will Hays
will do about censorship, but the
film men in Ohio are hoping that if
he does include censorship among
the wrongs to be righted, he will
turn his attention to conditions in
that State immediately and afford
the exchanges some relief.
For instance, Mrs. Snow recently
barred a picture which deals with
comedy boxing. It is pure comedy ;
the boxing is staged in a studio. It
is one of the biggest laughs on the
screen. Yet Mrs. Snow has barred
it on the ground that it showed boxing— not prize fighting — and boxing
is legal in Ohio!
Now, the newspapers print column after column of prize fight
news, giving the fight round by

in Her Rulings

McLELLAN

round. Mrs. Snow's authority does
not yet extend to the newspapers,
but — who can tell when their turn
is coming?

and the like.' They get a pass to
every theatre in their locality. They
have a very nice time inspecting
the theatres; the exhibitor coughs

And things wouldn't be so much
like a reign of terror if Mrs. Snow
would content herself with censorship of films. But she maintains
her own press department, sends out
stories explaining why she barred
certain pictures, and does about all
any human being could do to kill
off those pictures, even if, at a later
day, she was replaced by a more reasonable censor who passed the picture.
believes
dead when She she
shoots.in killing 'em

up with the
he's
compelled
by passes
her to because
do so, and,
what seems more unjust than all
else, these unpaid spies are responsible to no authorized, legal agency
of the State government.
Her right to rule in this fashion
has been questioned by the industry,
but what good has it done? Her
pleasant smile is there for all callers— even from the motion picture
industry — but she has gone on getting more arbitrary and unreasonable as time passes on. She has
only been in office since the spring.
Most certainly her axe has left its
dustry.
marks on Ohio's motion picture in-

New Crop of Spies
And Mrs. Snow has hundreds of
spies working in the State. They
are recruited from the Lord's Day
Alliance, the ministerial associations

Record

of Recent Film

Slaughter in Ohio
Among the many pictures
recently barred from Ohio or
cut to pieces by the Censorship
Board of that state are the following, according
to information furnished
Exhibitors
Trade
Review by the Majestic Theatre,
Columbus :
"Midsummer Madness"
(Paramount), recalled and
barred.
"Queen of Sheba" (Fox),
recalled and cut to pieces.
"One Arabian Night" (First
National), barred.
"Traveling O n" (P a r amount), barred.
"No Defense" (Vitagraph),
barred "for political reasons."
"The Sin Flood" (Goldwyn)
barred.
"The Leather Pushers (Universal), barred for the absurd
reason that the hero indulges
in prize fights — in fiction.
"Foolish Wives" (Universal), rejected in its entirety.
Audiences in the Majestic
were told of these arbitrary
acts of the censors in speeches
delivered from the stage by Milton D. Crandall.

The whole business hurts the film
men of Ohio, because when Governor Davis ran for office he had their
undivided support. The screens
helped him in every way, because
it was generally understood that his
administration would deliver a blow
to censorship from which it would
never recover. Instead, however,
the reform elements backed Mrs.
Snow, and Governor Davis installed
her.
Her theory of censorship has been
to cut everything that showed a
crime in course of commission ; that
suggested crime in any way or
poked fun at any of the old established customs.
Yet only last week she cut out
from a comedy picture a ten-second
scene showing a telephone girl
chewing gum ! Well, it might have
poked fun at the telephone service,
but just where it suggested the commission of crime nobody in Ohio has
been able to determine.
Her latest move, which retards
the distribution of film in this territory, was the following order, issued from her office at Columbus,
which will wreck many a perfectly
healthy play date and delay interminably the showing of big pictures :
State of Ohio,
Department of Education
"Feb. 23, 1922. '
"Notice to All Film Submitters :
"All film exchanges, companies or
individuals having films that are to
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be exhibited in Ohio must forward
them to this division for censorship
two or three weeks in advance of the
first booking, as we must have ample time to censor the films and forward notice of censorship to our inspectors throughout the State before the films are exhibited. In
view of this you will understand that
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films cannot be rushed through this
division because of any statement
that they are booked within a few
days of the date they are shipped
to us.
"(Mrs.) Evalyn Frances Snow,
"Chief, Division of Film
Censorship."

Newspapers

Aroused

Against

Censors

Czarina Snow^s High-Handed Methods Bring Resentment
from Press and Public — Court Action May Be Taken

trial, inOhio,
AFTER
one of nine
the years'
first states
the
Union to adopt censorship, is face
to face with a censorship reign of
terror.
The question may be submitted
to the people in the November election, and the overthrow of State
censorship follow as a result.
A prominent Columbus attorney
contends that, as the law requires
a board of three members, and inasmuch as the Ohio board for some
time has denied two of the members
the right to censor films, Mrs. Evalyn Snow, chief censor, who claims
that, as chairman of the board, she
is the only one legally empowered
to pass or reject films submitted, is
acting without authority in refusing
to permit the other members of the
board a right to pass upon pictures.
Pathe, Paramount and Universal
may take court action to settle the
issue.
"Woman and the Law" Case
In the case of The Woman and the
Law, the film had been passed by
Mrs. Barnes, member of the board,
with the approval of Mrs. Snow, and
had been shown in Dayton, Cleveland and Cincinnati, Mrs. Snow
has been for some time endeavoring
to oust Mrs. Barnes from the board,
and the press of Columbus has stood
by Mrs. Barnes. Civil service was
another stumbling block in the path
of the removal of Mrs. Barnes, and
the action of Mrs. Snow in demanding that the picture be withdrawn
in the middle of a week's showing
at the Majestic Theatre, Columbus,
looked like an attempt to prove to
the Civil Service Commission that
Mrs. Barnes was not competent to
pass judgment upon pictures and
that it was necessary for the chief
censor to take quick and drastic action to "save the morals of Ohio."
The Ohio State Journal broke a
front-page story concerning the barring of the film, and the Columbus
Citizen, the following afternoon,
took up the battle against the chief
censor, editorially condemning her
action. Mrs. Snow retaliated by
stating that "The public was not fit
to judge for themselves," and that
"only 10 per cent of the public were

capable of even thinking for themThe public and press were quick
toselves."
resent this latest insult, and many
prominent officials and citizens
voiced their disapproval of her
czarina tactics. Papers throughout
the State launched attacks upon the
board. The Cleveland News, PlainDealer- and Cincinnati Post, and all
of the Columbus papers joined in
the fight. The Columbus Citizen
carried a cartoon on the front page,
showing
the eyes
public
with
"ivory"
heads in the
of the
censors.
Exhibitors Wage

Fight

In the midst of the fight Milton
D. Crandall talked from the stage
of the Majestic and Manager Howard Frankel, with an array of legal
talent, headed by R. Henny and Joy
H. Hunt, was busy running down
the statutes.
Mr. Frankel was in touch with
many leading exhibitors of the State,
and the following theatre owners
assured
him
of their support:
I. Libson of Cincinnati, George Fenberg of Newark, Frederick Desberg of Cleveland, Samuel Lind of
Zanesville, Harry Kress of Piqua
and Judge Foster of Marion.
John E. Sullivan, president of the
State Federation of Labor, joined
with Milton Crandall in fighting
censorship.
Frederick Desberg had the film

Hess Points Out Absurdity
of Ohio Board's Action
Gabriel L. Hess, of Goldwyn,
issued the following statement with
regard to the banning of The Sin
Flood
Board: by the Ohio Censorship
"It isstandquite
me to underwhy thebeyond
Ohio censors
have
barred The Sin Flood, when the
picture has been passed without
elimination by the censorship
boards of New York, Pennsylvania,
Kansas, Chicago and Kansas City.
The Maryland censors approved it,
with a slight change in a single title.
The picture was also passed in its
entirety by the National Board of
Review.
"All the legalized censor boards
except Ohio have passed the film.
Mrs. Snow's action is beyond me."
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booked for showing in two of his
Cleveland theatres and stated he,
too, would refuse to take the film
from his screens during its run.
The Scripps-McRae League of
Ohio newspapers, which control the
leading evening papers in Toledo,
Columbus, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Akron and Youngstown, with a combined circulation of over a million
copies, are up in arms over the
latest edict of Mrs. Snow, in ordering eliminated from topical films any
comment of any kind adverse to
censorship of pictures.
Mrs. Snow Condemns the People
The cut made by Mrs. Snow which
has caused all the trouble was from
a paragraph from a Pathe "Topics
of the Day" film which read :
"Movies are the democratic
amusement of a democratic people.
These people are the best judges of
what is good for them. They exercise natural censorship by patronage
for good pictures and boycott for
bad ones. Any additional censorship
Snow is very indignant at the
is Mrs.
superfluous."
attack
being made against her by
the newspapers throughout the State
and declares that she intends to
stand pat on her new edict despite
all pressure that is brought to bear.
"I am carrying out my duties
faithfully, according to law, and I
don't propose to have them attack
me for it," said Mrs. Snow.
"We intend to cut out anything
that reflects on the censors. If they
wish to criticize, let them criticize
the makers of the law, not those
who are enforcing the law on the
statute books.
"The people are not the best
judges of what is good for them.
If they had been, censorship never
would have been necessary. The
people are not fit to judge for themselves.
"Statistics prove that only 10 per
cent of the people are thinking persons, 15 per cent think part of the
time, and 75 per cent never think
at all.
"The fact that certain very objectionable and disgusting pictures
barred from Ohio are permitted to
show in cities in states which do not
have censorship proves the people
are not the best judges."
The clares
attorney
general's
officetake
dethat it expects
it will
court action to settle the question
involved. They point out that seven
years ago the old board of censors
caused the arrest of the representative of a film concern because he refused to cut from a film the following sentence: "Censorship was conceived in iniquity, born in sin and is
He was
brought to trial, but the
dying
in disgrace."
jury disagreed and a retrial was
never had, so the question is still to
be settled.
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Pathe,

Censoring

the

Declares

Press

LEWIS INNERARITY, secretary of Pathe Exchange, Inc., when asked if he cared
J to comment on the censorship situation in Ohio, admitted that he had been much
"het up" over some of the recent doings of the censors or censor of that state.
"Here's the situation as regards the decision on Topics of the Day," said Mr. INNERARITY, "a paragraph in which referring to censorship was ordered out: If
an exhibitor had had printed that identical language, posted it in his theatre and
thrown on it the rays of a lamp it would have been legal. But if it had been printed
on celluloid and thrown on his screen it wo uld have been illegal — in Ohio. The fact
that the paragraph so objectionable to Mrs. Snow was printed on celluloid instead of
on paper brought it within the range of her authority. If that is not censorship of
the press I do not know what is.
"Now, then, we have the unique situation of a censor ordering off the screen what
has been printed in reputable journals, circulated through the mails and without question and without offense read in thousands of homes.
"The possibilities reach into two directions: If what has been printed in newspapers and circulated without question can be eliminated from the screen, after the distribution ofthe film* has been held up to await the convenience of the censors, it is but
a step to the censorship of the newspaper and the delay of its publication until such
time as it suits the censors to give the matter their attention.
"On the other hand, if the courts declare the censors are wrong in eliminating
from the screen what has been published and circulated through the mails it is but
a step to a decision that printed sub-titles are to be classified in the same category —
and the hand of the censor forever lifted from them.
"Take the case of the weeklies, which under the recent Ohio ruling may be delayed in circulation any part of three weeks. You have read in this morning's newspapers of the strenuous efforts made by all the weekly organizations to get ashore from
the transatlantic steamers the films descriptive of the royal wedding in London last
week. You can picture for yourself what delay in the transmission of these films
would mean to the distributors, to the exhibitors and to the public. These pictures
are news, and there is no excuse for any one putting any obstacle in the way of their
reaching the public.
"We have a situation right here in New York state which will not bear the light of
cold reason. I am referring to the rule requiring the submission of all advertising
matter to the censorship board. A film may be passed as 100 per cent all right and
put in circulation. Yet if any advertising referring to that film fails to meet the
approval of the board the film to which the advertising refers is withdrawn from the
market until the advertising is also removed. Mind you, the film is our property, so
admitted and declared by the state, yet if a piece of paper having reference to that
property is banned the property itself is confiscated.
"The position in Ohio, where it is said to have been declared that only ten per cent
of the people are capable of thinking, is that rule of the majority is wrong. It is a
reversion to the plan of government of the Middle Ages — the rule of autocracy, the
'benevolent' rule of autocracy, justified because 'the people cannot think for themselves.'
"To me censorship at its best is intolerable — I mean even when administered by
men and women of open minds, without prejudice or without thought of political expediency, inperfect sanity and with the largest measure of good judgment. But when
we see it executed by men and women who pass a comedy if it strikes their f unnybone
and condemn it if at the hour their perspective happens to be dimmed by a sour stomach,
then I say it is worse than intolerable."

Your

Best

Friend

"
Starring Vera Gordon.
Written and directed
William Nigh.
.,..r^^..-,^^..,_
Warner byBrothers

Produced by Harry Rapf for
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Incoming

and

Outgoing

Traffic Clogs Aisles and Holds Up Show — Methods Used by Ushers in
Handling
Crowds
Based
on
Long
Experience
and
Careful Study
By EDWARD DOUGLASS
House Manager, Capitol, New York City

THERE is a science in handling
the "break" in a performance.
By break I mean the disposition of your audience at the end of
a performance when there are many
to be seated, many to get safely out
of the house and others who, already
seated, struggle for what they think
are better seats.

STP\ G E.

You can handle a "break" hit or
miss or systematically. And when
your house is large unless you have
system, "the break" becomes a riot
almost always likely to result in injury to the weak, discomfort to the
old and peeves for the young.
At the Capitol a system as regular
as army routine was installed by
Managing Director S. L. Rothafel
when he first took over the house.
It has worked efficiently in some
nerve-testing, record-breaking experiences.
THE "break" occurs at the end of
our first show — about 9 :30
P. M. — and this is about the time it
occurs in other houses where three
shows — a matinee and two evening
performances — are given.
The most difficult "breaks" occur
on Sundays and holidays, when the
house is more crowded than ever
and the public is on edge and more
insistent upon service.

IN the accompanying diagram of
the Capitol orchestra I have attempted to show just how we handle the "break." Just before the
''break" occurs three ushers are located at each of the points marked
"A." At a signal that the "break"
is on, one usher leaves his position
at "A" and goes to a pivot position
designated on the diagram as "1,"
At "1" he stands in the center of

Diagram showing operation of Capitol system for handling the break. The dotted
arrows show optional course of outgoing crowds when, in the judgment of the chief
usher, it is advisable to let the crowd move that way. For other details read accompanying article
the aisle, while the two men at "A"
stand on each side of the aisle.
The captain takes his position in
front of the men at "A" to see that
the rules of the road are observed,
while the chief usher takes a position a step back of the man at "1"
in the center aisle. Here he serves
as a sort of director general to see
that the general movement of traffic
is going on smoothly. Ushers in
each aisle center their attention upon the chief, and when things go

wrong

his

signal

corrects them.

The men at "1" are pivotal directors in the system. It is up to them
to see that the movement from the
main aisles is directed out the crossaisles. They must use discretion in
handling the outgoing crowd, for
occasionally a jam will occur and
the cross movement must be instantaneously adjusted to meet the emergency. A good usher may see an
opportunity to pass a certain number of patrons up the center aisles
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to the back of the house and thus
relieve the cross-aisle of congestion.
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in the "break." Our record. in handling acrowd that size is four minutes— that is to say, the 2400 shifting patrons are out of the theatre
in four minutes.

THE men at "A" must handle the
tapes, and their work is arduous. The public gets restless when
it has to wait and tugs at leashes.
The tapes are put up when the house
is three-quarters full, and, as soon
as they are up, one man must take

watching
crowd observations,
at "breaks"
I Inhave
made thesome
briefly, as follows:
If an usher tries to make crowds
rush and does so obviously there is
trouble.

his position at "A." The tapes are
not opened till the chief usher gives

When patrons insist upon getting
out a certain way, let them do it

his signal to the captain at "B."
Before the tapes are lowered every
aisle must be clear.
Our ushers avoid a great deal of
trouble by suggesting to patrons "To
the right, please"; "You will get
out much easier and quicker,

that way. Don't make a poor example by arguing with them.
Mobs will listen. They always do.
They could push ushers aside if they
wanted to, but they always listen.

please." The "please" is essential
and gets recognition where a peremptory order goes unheeded.
,j About 2400 people change about

Patrons don't like to leave a house
through the stage exits because they
don't like side streets and evil smells
that go with side streets.

Business

Ten

Edward Douglass

Years

Ago

and

Today

Frank J. Rembusch Makes Comparative Study of Operation
Costs and Receipts for Corresponding Weeks in 1912 and 1922

FRANK J. REMBUSCH of Shelbyville, Ind., who is the directing manager of twelve theatres, has
made a comparative analysis of one

Film Service Expense
1912— General Film Co. per week . . $50.00
1922— Several companies
225.00
Increase in Film Cost in ten years 350

week's theatre business in February,
1912 and 1922. This is based on the
operation of a single theatre. According to the comparative statement, profits in this house have decreased 1300 per cent, while the
number of paid admissions has
dropped 200 per cent. The cost of
film is shown as 350 per cent higher
in 1922 than in 1912. Mr. Rem-

General Expense
1912
Water
$0.25
Light and heat
10.00

busch's figures follow:
A TEN-YEAR COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF A WEEK'S MOTION
PICTURE BUSINESS

License
Express and Inc
Increase Expense 80%.

4.00
$44.25

Labor Expense
1912
Ticket Taker
Usher
Janitor
12.00
Singer (Illustrated
Songs)
25.00

1922
4.00
4.00
18.00

Totals
$85.00 $136.00
Increase in labor expense, ten years,
60%.
Advertising

1922
$1.00
35.00
3.00
8.00

1912— $12.00.
1922— $52.00.
Increase in cost of advertising, 300%.
1912 — 2 and 3 reel program.
1922 — 6 and 7 reel program.
Increase in length of show, 150% to
200%.

$77.00

Competition
1912—1 Picture Theatre.
1 Opera House.
1922—1 Picture Theatre.
Basketball.

Attendance
Ten Years Ago
And To-day
Weekly
Paid Admissions
February, 1912
February,3 1922
0.
(Representing the average weekly business
1912— At 5c., 7,280.
00
for 1912-1922.)
3 1922— At 20e., 2,530.
For the same theatre, same number of 0.00 Decrease in number of paid admissions
seats, same population and management.
in ten years per week 200% (or almost
Population, 10,000. Investment, $15,000. 5000 paid admissions less per week.)
1912 — Showing 6 days (no Sunday).
Labor Expense
1922— Showing 7 days.
1912
1922
Gross Box OflSce Receipts
Musician
6.00
12.00
1912— $364.00.
$12.00
8.00
1922— $506.00.
$35.00
25.00
Increase in gross box office receipts in Operator (Projectionist) 12.00
18.00
ten years 45%.
30.00

Weekly Profits
1912— Gross profits, $170.00.
1922— Gross profits, $12.00.
Decrease in profits, 1300%.
of (One
1922.)dollar in 1912 perhaps equal to two
Depreciation, insurance, taxes not included.
Summary of Percentages
Increases
Box office increase
45%
Film cost increase
350%
Labor increase
60%
General expense increase
80%
Advertising
300%
Length of program
200%
1922 — Open one day more.
1912 — Owner works one hour daily.
1922 — Owner works unceasingly.
Decreases
Number paid admissions
Profits decreased

200%
1300%
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Indications Out in Territory Show
That

in Approaching

Picture

Is Coming

Normalcy

Into Its Own

By a Staff Correspondent
Chicago, March 8.
does not have to travel
ONE
through many states to learn
that the present-day tendency
in picture exhibition is to give the
people more film on the program and
less expensive music and exploitation.
In Ohio, Illinois, Missouri and adjoining states the demand for short
subjects is increasing, orchestras
are being reduced in size and in
some instances entirely eliminated,
and the motion picture theatre organ— original companion of motion
pictures — is coming back.
It is even reported that one of
the biggest theatres in New York
City, which was among the first to
install a big symphony orchestra, is
putting in a big organ preliminary
to eliminating the orchestra entirely.

Some
Things
You
May Not
Know About Sunday Morning Organ Concerts
The Sunday morning organ
concert of sacred music is becoming an established feature in
some of the largest theatres in
the West and Middle West.
Here's why, and the reason
seems logical enough:
It lends tone and dignity to
the theatre and establishes cordial relations with the churches.
Furnishes an opportunity for
a live theatre publicity man to
get his stuff across on the church
or music page.
Enables the theatre owner to
obtain the services of the best
organists. By charging an admission fee to this concert, which
theatre owners are splitting on
a 50-50 and 70-30 basis with the
organist, motion picture theatre
playing becomes more attractive to the best organists.

Six months ago houses which
were featuring orchestras and big
conductors are not now featuring
orchestra nor leader, but are exploiting their organists in grand
style.
The answer to this change seems
to be that, with summer close at
hand, all overheads are being cut
as fast as possible in an effort to
prevent a repetition of the disastrous season many theatres experienced last summer. And one of the
big items in theatre overhead is the
orchestra. This overhead reached
its peak when competing theatre
owners vied with each other to see
who could hire the biggest orchestra
and the most expensive conductor.
Even neighborhood houses got into
this competitive game.
In Chicago several of the biggest
houses are featuring their organists
on about a 30-70 basis with the picture. His name figures on all billing and newspaper advertising. The
same situation exists in the big
northwest cities, along the Pacific
Coast, in Kansas City, St. Louis and
surrounding sections.
Organ manufacturers report an
increased demand for one-man organs and pianos, and an unusual demand for organists trained for motion pictures.
Film exchanges in Ohio and Illinois declare that theatres throughout the State which had pared down
their shows to a scant amount of
film, and who seldom ran two-reel
comedies, have rushed in orders for
comedies and scenics. The largest
chain of theatres in Cleveland and
suburbs which were already using
one two-reel comedy in each show
added another two-reeler last week,
and it was reported that this was
done after the orchestras had been
reduced.
The Sunday morning sacred concert, which originated in Los Angeles, is being adopted in some of
the houses out this way. Under the
Los Angeles plan, which has worked
successfully and is still in vogue, an

admission of fifty cents is charged.
As the organist is called up to play
an extra performance, some of the
houses are splitting the Sunday
morning receipts with him, thus enabling the theatres to obtain the best
organists available without adding
anything to their overhead. The
orchestra is out of the question at
Sunday morning concerts, due to the
expense involved and the adaptability of the organ to sacred numbers.
It is plain that this back to pictures and the organ movement is
making progress and not alone in
the West and Middle West. The
other day the Lafayette Theatre
opened in Buffalo and the management used half pages in the local
newspapers to announce that C.
Sharpe Minor, "master organist
(one of the highest paid in the
world), would furnish the opening
music on a massive organ capable
of producing the effects of a 100piece symphony orchestra."

Manager Watts' Filing Plan
in Actual Operation
Elsewhere in this issue will be
found a detailed description of
how Manager Harry Watts, of
the Strand Theatre, Omaha,
used his filing system in a specific instance.
Recently Exhibitors Trade
Review told how this enterprising exhibitor maintained a regular file of clippings and ideas
from the motion picture trade
papers and other magazines for
use in exploitation and all other
phases of theatre operation.
Wide interest has been aroused
in the plan and there have been
requests for more specific information. You'll find a first-class
example of the Watts System
on page 1918.

The
Sheik's
Wife
A French production featuring Emmy Lynn, a noted English actress, who plays the leading role.
by Louis Mercanton.
Released through Vitagraph.

Directed
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Values

sorrowful, but the theme is of the
By OSCAR COOPER
run Doug's Three
IF you haven't
Musketeers in your theatre yet
sort that elevates — and the whole
— or if you are going to give it a creasing measure. Time was when
is an appeal to the finer sensibilithe outside writing world thought
ties without being over the heads
repeat booking — here's an excellent
of
the
so-called average audience.
of
motion
pictures
as
a
mere
passcomment on the picture from The '
Nation (New York), a serious, we
ing novelty. But public interest al- Such pictures — and the number, we
ways brings the editor into line, no say, is growing — are a real aid in
might say "highbrow," publication,
matter what his reading clientele
which rarely pays any attention to
maintaining the life and well-being
of this industry.
You may find it useful
the screen.
may be.
We believe it will not be so very
in appealing to those who seldom
long before the screen will have the
come to the picture theatre. Says
are two kinds of German
THERE es
on Broadway this
pictur
The Nation :
same standing as the legitimate
Loves of Pharaoh
The
is
One
week.
stage, so far as recognition as an
"We are willing to believe that the
Mistress of the
The
other
the
and
elder Dumas whistles and exults
art foi-m is concerned. Such an atthe old-time
has
latter
The
World.
titude can not be brought about in
now, in his particular field of
to detail,
as
done
well
twist,
serial
asphodel, at what has happened to
a day, but it is sure to come bently
ed by
relish
not
appare
but
cause, despite everything that has
The Three Musketeers in the DougBroadway audiences. It — or perbeen said to the contrary, the prolas Fairbanks's version. Stevenson
haps we should say they, as there
duction standard of pictures is
himself could not have cut away the
parts, each released as a
four
are
steadily improving on the whole.
novel's exuberant episodes to a
have greater appeal
may
—
feature
And every time a publication of
neater, sparer stream of narrative.
ors
in communities where
recognized worth speaks well of the to spectat
The action hums. Taste, by some
cular
rama and the
melod
specta
motion picture a milestone has been
agreeable miracle, has crept in here.
go.
stuff
thrill
ancient
passed on the road to the mobilizaThe king looks like a king and the
How
different
is
The Loves of
tion of public opinion in favor of
cardinal like a cardinal — though
Pharaoh!
Here
Lubitsch
has
the industry — which is the greatest
somewhat, too, like a malicious old
task that confronts all of us.
brought to bear all the skill, plus
woman; Constance is sweet withimprovement in technical details,
out being silly and Milady is serpenwhich
he has before demonstrated.
SPEAKING of improved standards
tine without being-snaky. Of course
and
better
pictures,
we
saw
a
The
thing
is massive in conception,
the center of the action is the Three :
film last week which deserves high
though it does not surpass our own
Porthos the Mighty, Athos the Disillusioned, Aramis the Squire of praise because of the nature of its American spectacles, or even equal
story, its sincerity and its beauty.
some of them, in the size of its sets
Dames. What manner, what competence, what gusto, what gallantry ! We refer to Smilin' Through, the or the range of its action. NeverAnd of course even that constellatest Norma Talmadge vehicle. The
theless, the essential background is
lation glitters a hundred times
there, against which is shown some
star's work is a sheer delight. Never
more brightly when D'Artagnan
has she shown to better emotional
of the finest acting the screen has
(Mr. Fairbanks) arrives from his
advantage. All the box-office re- seen.
Gascon home and proceeds to
whittle his fortune out of Paris with
quirements seem to us to be present
a sword the like of which has never
in this picture for those who apSOMEBODY has observed that
been seen there. It is indeed all mad
preciate the finer things; and for ^„ the German producers are beromance: steel blades go clean
coming Americanized in methods of
those who do not there is plenty of
through men and barely inconvenpicture-making.
One can well be"heart appeal," a melodramatic incithem; D'Artagnan
performs
lieve this is true, after looking at
dent or two, and characterization
feats ofienceathletics
which could
never
The Loves of Pharaoh. A master
have come off had not the stage which goes straight to the mark.
been artificially set; accident and
in the handling of mobs, Lubitsch
coincidence and joyful whim are the BUT it is of the character of the has contrived to give his crowd
Three Fates of this universe. But
picture itself that we wish to stuff greater life and impressivecritical strictures like these are vain
speak in particular. Did it ever
ness than ever before. But he is
when the desire of youth to be brave
occur to you that the screen, day also learning the use of those quick
and successful has its fling for once
turns of action and incident which
and the best story of romantic ad- in and day out, is spreading its own
venture ever written takes a new
propaganda by the very photoplays
have long characterized the best
lease of life in a new and vivid which appear upon it? And that
product of studios in this country.
medium."
this propaganda may be good or bad
As a whole, the picture must be
for us as an industry according as accounted one of the best of the EuINCIDENTALLY, The Nation's
the picture has the right tone or
review of The Three Musketeers
ropean group. And it shows a big
does not have it?
gain in lighting and photography
brings to mind the fact that publiover some of the other Continental
cations of the better class are deNow, Smilin' Through is a picture films.
It is essentially
voting space to screen topics in in- of real character.

Prac
A
Theatres:
for
Inspection
Through the courtesy of Charles C. Perrin of the Theatre Inter-Insurance Exchange we present this week
forms for self inspection of theatres,
^,
„
n
■ t j ^
u
members
to
furnished
are
forms
The
results.
of
productive
yet
simple,
is
form
this
using
for
The method
of the Theatre Inter-Insurance Exchange who require their managers to make mspections of the theatre at
fixed intervals. The forms, filled out, are returned to the exchange, exammed by its engineers and then
returned to the insured with the engineers' comments.
SeM

Inspected by

Water — Sand Pails — Extinguishers
(a) Missing.
(&) Not full.
(c) Defective.
(i) Access obstructed.
Inside Hose
(o) Valve leaking.
(&) Hose defective.
(c) Not properly racked.
Hose House and Hydrants
(a) Hose defective.
(6) Equipment missing.
(c) Hydrant not operating freely.
(d) Access obstructed.
Wiring and Fuses
(o) Not properly supported.
\fj J jLciuyuidiy wiiiii^.
(c) Current overloaded.
(rf) Fuses over-sized or bridged.
(?) Exposed to meclianical injury.
Pendent Light Cords — Guards
(a) Tied aside or improperly supported.
(6) Defective.
(c) Guards defective, missing or needed.
Rheostats — Motors — Resistances
(a) Rheostats not enclosed.
(&) Defective in operation,
(c) Resistances near combustible material.
Seats, Chairs, etc.
(a) Broken.
(6) Improperly placed.
(c) Aisle free from obstruction.
(d) Carpet torn or not fastened.

Approved

THEATRES
by

Roo
ms

tn
V

by
Lob

Heat Hazards
(a) Stoves, boilers, etc., near combustible material
(6) Steam pipes near combustible material.
Rubbish and Sweepings
(o) Not in cans.
(b) Not removed daily.
(c) Cans defective.
Lockers
(a) Not clean.
(6) Clothes not hung up.
(c) Interiors not visible.
(d) Wooden lockers.
Smoking and Matches
(a) Evidences of smoking.
(6) Matches carried or used.
Fire Doors
(a) Not opening freely or obstructed.
(6) Not automatic.
(c) Hardware incomplete or defective.

FOR

sing

DEFECTS

>

BLANK

Dres

THEATRE

INSPECTION

ler

i
mBo
Roo

SELF

ieal

Aid

in

Reducing

This system results in maintenance of a
in insurance ratings. An honest report made
doing all in your power to minimize fire and
The Insurance Editor will be pleased to
spection form.

Insurance

Costs

careful watch over every feature of the theatre v^hich is a factor
on this form indicates to the insurance company that you are
liability hazards.
advise any reader more fully on the method of using the self in-

DEFECTS

REMARKS

Proscenium Wall
(o) Openings not properly protected.
(&) Opening doors not operating freely.
(c)
Curtains and Scenery
(a) Asbestos curtain not working properly.
(6) Not properly fire-proofed,
(c) Not properly supported.
Exits and Fire Escapes
(o) Access obstructed.
(6) Not operating freely,
(c) Not properly lighted.
VALVES

CONTROLLING AUTOMATIC
No.
Sealed
Accessible
Open
Open
9
10
11

SPRINKLERS

Accessible
No.
Sealed
1
2
3
4
5
13
12
6
14
7
15
16
8
If any valve is not open, sealed or in good order, give number and reason.

No.
1
2
3
4

DRY VALVES
Temp, of
Air Pressure Pressure
Water forTested
Water
above Valve bel. Valve Column
Location
Valve

Note any matters needing attention.

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Cock
Open
Sealed

Tested

No.
ALARM VALVES
Electric
Alarm
tion
Cock
11 Sealed
9 Open
Condi10

Tested
tion
Condi-

13
12
15
16
14
Note any alarm valve needing attention.

Heating
GRAVITY TANK
Full
Conditior
No.
Flooded since previous
lale in Cover
Painted
of
Closed
report or reason
Ladders
Order
Apparatus
1
Tell2
3
4
Note any matters needing attention.
AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS

Covering
on Riser
Tank

Temp, of
Water
Tankin

Distribution obstructed
Any corroded badly, loaded, etc.
Any whitewashed or painted
COLD WEATHER VALVES
Are all drain valves sealed and in good condition?
Note valves needing attention, give number and condition

CITY CONNECTIONS
Open
Shut
Wrench missing
Accessible
STEAM
Pump started until water was discharged through relief valve
All valves in steam connection wide open except at pump
REMARKS:

Theatre Inter-Insurance Exchange
.137 South Fifth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Electric
Alarm

PUMP
Steam pressure
Pump clean and oiled
Water supply for pump and suction gate valve satisfactory

Beauty's Worth
G. Vignola. Scenario
A Paramount picture starring Marion Davies. Story by Sophie Kerr. Directed by Robt.
Famous Players.
through
released
n
productio
tan
Cosmopoli
A
Scenes by Joseph Urban.
by Luther Reed.
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Meeting

Held by
Convention

National
Committee

An important session of the special
Convention Committee of the Motion Pic-ture Theatre Owners of America was held
in the New Willard Hotel, Washington,
D. C, during the week. The meeting
covered the better part of three days
during which time all of the matters entering into the work of the national convention of the organization were given
■consideration. The following statement
was issued:
"The third annual convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America will be held in the New Willard
Hotel, Washington, from May 8 to 12,
inclusive. It is proposed to make this
meeting the most important and constructive yet held by any division of the motion picture industry. Events which have
transpired since the 1921 convention in
Minneapolis, and many elements now
shaping tend to render this national meeting of theatre owners of special consequence to the industry and the people of
the country.
"It has been definitely determined that
business of the most advanced order will
feature every session of the convention.
The industry is to some extent on trial,
because of events wholly outside the province of the theatre owner to create or
control, and it is proposed to firmly establish the exhibitor in the highest possible
position with the leaders in American
official life and all divisions of thought
and action and the people generally.
"Hence the importance of the Washington convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America in this relation
and in many other ways appeals directly to
all who have the welfare and the future
of the industry at heart. The work will
be conducted in sight of, and, as far as
possible, in the presence of America's
greatest men and women. The wonderful powers of the motion picture screen
in shaping public thought and action is
now apparent to all and the theatre owners, the custodians of this Screen Press
■of America, stand conspicuously forward
as leaders in a division of public service
which is of the most vital consequence to
the people of the nation.
"Chairman W. A. True, of Hartford,
Conn., presided over the sessions of the
Special Convention Committee. National
President Sydney S. Cohen, A. J. Moeller,
A. Julian Brylawsky and others attended
the meeting. A joint session with the
local Washington committee resulted in
a proper apportionment of the work to be
handled by each body. It was arranged
to invite leadrng Government officials and
others to address different sessions of the
convention and also attend the big convention dinner at the New Willard.
"Special arrangements have been made
by the Washington committee for the entertainment ofthe ladies and other guests
attending the convention. The specific
•character of this program will be announced later. Details concerning hotel
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Organizations

Calendar of M. P. T. O. A.
Conventions and Events
MARCH 15-16
Second Annical Convention^
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Kentucky, Lexington,
Ky.
APRIL 10-11-12
Annual Convention, Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners of
Western Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, Pa.
APRIL 11-12
Annuul Convention, Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners of
Minnesota, Minneapolis.
MAY 8-12
Annual Convention, Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of
America, New Willard Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
and other accommodations are in course of
preparation and will be submitted within
a few days.
"Washington is at its zenith in point
of attractiveness in May and Congress
will be in session. This gives added importance to the convention and assures a
very large attendance of theatre owners.
"It vdll afford every theatre owner an
opportunity to come in personal contact
with the Senators and Congressmen and
other Federal officials from their states
and districts. This neighborly meeting
will be of wonderful advantage in explaining to them the position of the theatre
owner in the industry and establishing a
better understanding and more cordial relationship, which will favorably affect the
entire industry.
"Convention headquarters have been
established at the New Willard Hotel
and special arrangements made for a big
accessory exhibit."
Second Annual Convention of
Kentucky M. P. T. O. on
March 15
The second annual convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Kentucky will be held Wednesday and Thursday, March 15th and 16th, at the La Fayette Hotel, Lexington, Ky. The organization, formed a year ago, is declared to
have a membership of about 95 per cent
of the theatre ovraers of the State. The
directors of the organization have been
holding regular meetings during the past
year at which every director has been
present.
The State officers at this time are:
President, L. J. Dittmar of Louisville, Ky.;
vice-president, J. H. Stamper, Jr., of Lexington; secretary and treasurer, C. W.
Krebs of Louisville; directors, F. J. Dolle
of Louisvile, C. O. Brown of Middeboro,
H. B. Straube of Louisville A. N. Miles of
Eminence.

Public

Service

Work

of M.P.T.O.

Launched

in Ohio

The inauguration in Ohio of the Public
Service Department of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America took
place at nine o'clock Saturday morning,
Feb. 25, in Loew's Valentine Theatre,
Toledo, Ohio.
This premiere was staged under the
personal supervision of Martin G. Smith,
president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Ohio. Mr. Smith had the active co-operation of Mrs. Frank C. Titua,
chairman of the Motion Picture Committee of the Federated Women's Clubs.
Seated in one box were Mrs. Frank Clark,
president
of S.
theMeek,
Federated
Women'sof
Clubs, Charles
superintendent
the Toledo Public Schools, and his assistant. Miss Wilson. All displayed keen interest upon the effect the entertaining and
instructive program was having upon the
children.
Mayor Bernard F. Brough of Toledo,
opened the affair and introduced James
A. Pollack, principal of the Waite High
School, who assured the president the
movement had the hearty approval and
support of the Board of Education. The
Mayor next introduced Dr. Francis Holley, director-general of the Bureau of
Commercial Economics, Washington, D.
C, and director-general of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America. Dr.
Holley briefly outlined the plan and cited
the benefits upon the minds of children
in showing them the manner in which
people prospered in the more civilized
countries.
Dr. Holley was followed by L. 0. Armstrong, explorer and lecturer for the
Bureau of Commercial Economics, who delivered his film lecture The Lure of the
North.
Arrangements are under way with Miss
Wilson, assistant to the superintendent
of Public Schools, and with Father Sawkins, head of the Catholic Parochial
Schools, to have similar exhibitions of
pictures in the neighborhood theatres at
regular intervals.
M.P.T.O.

of Western

Pennsylvania

Will

Meet
10-12of
The Motion
Picture April
Theatre Owners
Western Pennsylvania will hold their annual convention at Pittsburgh, April 10,
11 and 12. Many subjects of vital importance are to be discussed. A report from
President
Casper of the year's activities
will
be read.
The term of the president, vice-president, secretary and treasurer and three
directors expires on June 1. Election to
fill these offices vrill be held; a banquet
on the evening of April 12 vsdll terminate
the convention.
Sydney Cohen, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, will
attend the convention.
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Week

Exhibitors

of Concern

He Reorganized Year Ago — He Will Continue
His Personal Association with Charles Ray

S. KANE, who, since the
ARTHUR
reorganization by him one year ago
of Associated Exhibitors, has been
Chairman of the Board of Directors and
Chairman of the Executive Committee, has
been elected President of that organization. He took active charge March 6 of
its affairs, making his headquarters at
the offices of Associated Exhibitors, 35
West Forty-fifth Street.
Mr. Kane will continue his present arrangement with Charles Ray and present
Mr. Ray's productions through First National and United Artists. John C. Ragland, Vice President and General Manager
of Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corporation,
will be in charge of the details of Mr.
Ray's nessbusiness,
will handle outside
all busiof the Kaneandorganization
of
Mr. Ray's. John E. Storey was granted
a year's leave of absence last March 1 by
Pathe Exchange to act as sales manager
of Associated Exhibitors, and as that time
is up, Mr. Storey has been recalled by
Pathe. Mr. Storey was Assistant Director
of Exchanges when Elmer R. Pearson,
now General Manager of Pathe Exchange,
was Director of Exchanges, and returns,
after his year's leave of absence, to take
up his sales work with Pathe.
During the past year. Associated Exhibitors has become well established and
has succeeded in laying a solid foundation
of exhibitor confidence. It has shown a
healthy
growth,in and
Mr. Kane's
intensive
participation
its affairs
at this
time
reflects a business expansion in keeping
with the company's progress.
Roy Crawford, Treasurer of Associated
Exhibitors, has kept its financial affairs
on an efficient basis, and under his management of the home ofliice a wholesome
spirit of co-operation exists there as well
as in Mr. Storey's forces in the field.
Associated Exhibitors will continue to
operate by means of its own sales organization, in every Pathe branch office and,
as in the past, the two organizations will
work in close conjunction, with the Associated representatives in charge of the
actual selling, and Pathe handling the
physical distribution of the Associated
product. There is no change in the arrangement existing between Associated
Exhibitors and Pathe Exchange, or in the
constitution of Associated Exhibitors,
which will continue its policy of marketing independent productions through intensive distribution and efficient physical
handing.
In realty, the election of Mr. Kane to
the presidency of Associated Exhibitors
marks the accomplishment of the reorganization effected by him last March, at
which time Associated Exhibitors took
over the feature sales force of Pathe
Exchange, and was made a new organization under the presidency of Samuel Harding of Kansas City. Mr. Harding resigned
some weeks ago. In addition to his Liberty and Doric theatres in Kansas City,
his houses in Council Bluffs and other

it is Brunet Anniversary Month, and,
presiof Pathe's
popularity all
the industry,
owing denttoin the
our salesmen
have been flooding the home office with
contracts and March playdates. Exhibitors all over the country are uniting in this
tribute. Mr. Storey has been keenly alive
to this opportunity and, with the support
of exhibitors and his salesmen, has
achieved great results.
"Large as Brunet Anniversary Month
will be, April looms already as a dangerous competitor. So much April business
has been taken already, it would not surprise us to see the month of showers go
March one better.
"I am indeed happy to have taken charge
of Associated Exhibitors on March 6, because it is the fourth anniversary of the
leadership of Paul Brunet of Pathe Exchange, with whom we are so closely associated," continues Mr. Kane. "It is a
good omen, a happy augury, and it will be
our endeavor
try has
to emulate
the wonderful record to
Pathe
made under
Mr.
Arthur S. Kane
cities, Mr. Harding has just announced
the formation of a separate new theatre
corporation to which he wishes to devote
all the time not taken by his own houses.
His resignation from Associated Exhibitors was only acted upon recently.
No changes are contemplated in the
organization under Mr. Kane's presidency.
He believes that Mr. Storey, during his
year's leave of absence from Pathe, has
brought the sales organization to a high
point of efficiency and has been exceptionally successful in carrying out his mission, and that both the home office and
the field sales force is functioning properly. Mr. Kane states that the present
expansion comes as a direct result of the
plans laid a year ago, and the successful
working out of the policies, which will
be continued under the new expansion.
He promises continued interest in the
affairs of the exhibitors as a body, and
the release by Associated Exhibitors of a
product which will represent the best in
independent motion picture productions.
"Unquestionably, Associated Exhibitors
has a more solid business than any distributing organization has had when I
took active chrage," said Mr. Kane. "I
believe it also to have more potential
possibilities. Under the sales direction
of Mr. Storey the company has in its first
year made a most creditable showing. He
and his men have established the company
in the good graces of exhibitors by fair
treatment and clean dealing. Thus a firm
foundation has been laid on which we
hone to build still further.
"Associated's business has shown a consistent growth month by month. Each
succeeding month for the whole year has
seen a healthy increase. March is sure
to cap the climax by a wide margin, for

Brunet's guidance. To be in daily contact with him and Elmer Pearson as directing heads of our physical distributor
makes this position doubly enjoyable.
"We shall be in the market at all times
for good productions — I may add, especially for clean productions.
"As to present conditions in the film
industry, I can only say that there is but
one major tenet in my business religion,
and that is — optimism. No time is like
the present time and no industry holds so
many potential rewards — financial, as well
as sentimental — as our own."
Sidney Garrett, President of the InterGlobe Export Corporation, will continue as
foreign representative for Associated Exhibitors. Mr. Garrett is now in England
in the interests of Associated Exhibitors.
Rialto, KY.
to Run

Daily

Change for Week
The innovation planned by Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld for the week of April 9, when
he will run at his Rialto Theatre, New
York, seven of the Paramount feature
successes of the more or less recent past
on as many successive days, will be
watched with interest by other exhibitors, especially those first-run exhibitors
who now follow a policy of weekly or
semi-weekly change.
Dr. Riesenfeld has chosen as his week's
program the following pictures: April 9,
George Loane Tucker's The Miracle Man;
April 10, John Barrymore in Dr. Jekyl
and Mr. Hyde; April 11, Cecil B. DeMille's Old Wives for New; George Fitzmaurice's On With the Dance; April 12,
Cecil B. DeMille's Why Change Your
Wife; April 13, George Melford's BeMy Wife;
April 14, Cecil B. DeMille's
Male holdand
Female.

1100
American

EXHIBITORS
to

Release
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Film

Greene-Warren Coalition Offers "Sisters,"^ an International Film
Service Production with Nation-wide Advertising in Hearst Papers
American Releasing Corporation, the
new Walter E. Gre.ene-F. B. Warren
coalition in the distributing field, this week
announced its distribution of an Internationed Film Service Co. production,
Sisters, from the novel by Kathleen
Norris, directed by Albert Capellani with
a star cast, including Seena Owen, Matt
Moore and Gladys Leslie.

a month in which to take the fullest advantage of the exploitation opportunities
that the story possesses and to be introduced to the public through serial publication in the Hearst newspapers in Atlanta,
Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles,
New York, San Francisco, Seattle, Milwaukee and Washington.
Extended run engagements are being

Stellar figures in "Sisters," to be offered by American Releasing Corporation in April:
(Left to right) Seena Owen, Matt Moore and Gladys Leslie
booked in these cities as well as others.
First release date throughout America
is set for April 2 and this production will
World-wide distributing rights to Sisters
open on that date in most of the larger
are controlled by American Releasing.
cities supported by a nation-wide publicity
An advertising and exploitation camand advertising campaign in the seventeen
paign of tremendous scope has been deWilliam Randolph Hearst newspapers and
vised both to introduce and support this
serial publications in all the Hearst cities. production with the exhibitors of the
Sisters has been completed and is ready
country, and it will be kept vigorously in
the daily newspapers, magazines and
for the laboratory, enabling American Retrade journals for months longer than any
leasing to place prints in all of its nationwide exchange system early in March and
picture has ever been advertised and supgiving all the first run accounts practically
ported before, it is stated.
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"French Heels"
Proves a Hit
in Detroit

Theatre

French Heels, an Edwin L. HoUywoodW. W. Hodkinson production starring
Irene Castle, last Saturday closed one of
the most phenomenal week's runs in the
history of Asher's big Capital Theatre in
Detroit, according to reports. From Sunday afternoon until the last show Saturday night record-breaking crowds, it is
stated, stood in line waiting for seats, and
according to advices from Detroit it is
estimated that more than a thousand persons were turned away on the last day of
the engagement.
Irene Castle appeared in person in connection with the showing, making three
personal appearances a day with her
dancing partner. Everywhere that Mrs.
Castle went she was followed by admiring
crowds. This was Mrs. Castle's first appearance in Detroit.
Photographs which were taken before
the opening performance on Sunday
showed a line more than two blocks long
waiting for the box-office to open, and at
no time during the entire day and evening
had the line grown less than a block in
length.
Reviews in the Detroit papers proved
that the appearance of Mrs. Castle was
not alone responsible for the record-breaking business that the Capital did throughout the week. Reviewers were enthusiastic
in their praise of the picture.
Every effort was made by the management to hold Mrs. Castle and the picture
over for a second week, but owing to previous contracts this was impossible as
previous
engagements
had could
been
made for Mrs.
Castle in which
other cities
not be broken. There is a possibility,
therefore, that French Heels will play a
return engagement at the Capital at a
later date.
Extended

Runs

Arranged

for

Metro Specials
T. J. Connors, assistant general sales
manager of Metro, has returned to the
home offices of the company, in New York,
with reports of having arranged with some
of the most prominent exhibitors of the
Middle West and the South for extended
runs of special Metro releases.
His itinerary took Mr. Connors, accompanied by C. E. Kessnich, district manager
for Metro in Atlanta, as far west as Indianapolis, and thence back through the
South as far as Atlanta. In New Orleans
the Metro sales representatives found their
route coincided with that of Viola Dana
and her mother, Mrs. Emil Flugrath. Mr.
Connors and Mr. Kessnich had the opportunity of witnessing in the Louisiana metropolis and in Atlanta the ovation given
Miss Dana
ances in thoseduring
cities. her personal appear-

Scene from "Sisters," International Film Service production, from the novel by
Kathleen Norris. Distributed by American Releasing Corporation

In Indianapolis arrangements were completed with Frank Coulter to show Rex
Ingram's The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse for an extended run, and later
to follow with Turn to the Right at the
Ohio Theatre, one of the most luxurious
motion picture houses in the Middle West.
Similar agreements were made with Southern Enterprises for the exhibition of
Nazimova's Camille, Mae Murray in Pemcock Alley, Rex Ingram's The Conquering
Power and Fightin' Mad in this company's
principal theatres.
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Pictures

Next

Season

Having made plans to release Priscilla
Dean in Wild Honey and Harry Carey in
Man to Man this spring with the possibility of putting out one more Jewel picture
during the summer, Carl Laemmle now at
Universal City has turned his attention
to the production of Jewel pictures for
the fall.
Mr. Laemmle is undecided whether to
put out eight or twelve Jewels for the
season of 1922-1923, but whether it will
be eight or twelve Universal is in a particularly advantageous position as far as
the first six are concerned. Three of them
already entirely completed and three are
either in work or in preparation at Universal City.
Those completed are: House Peters in
The Storm, a picturized version of Langdon McCormick's and George Broadhurst's New York theatre success. The
Stormtion forisUniversal.
Reginald Barker's
producProminent first
in the
cast
are Matt Moore, Virginia Valli, Josef
Swickard, James Alamo, Leonard Clapan,
Frank Lanning, Gordon McKee, Jean Perkins.
Priscilla Dean in Lass O'Lowrie's is a
picturized version of Frances Hodgson
Burnett's famous story of the Lancashire
coast mines. The production was directed
by Hobart Henley and prominent in the
cast are Robert Ellis, Wallace Beery,
Beatrice Bernham, Katherine McGuire,
Fred Kohler, Frank Lee and Emmet King.
Human Hearts has proven so unusual
in every way, it is stated, that Mr.
Laemmle, who originally intended to put
it out this spring, feels that it would be
an injustice to the picture and to exhibitors to release it without a proper
and sustained advertising campaign on its
behalf. House Peters plays the famous
role of Tom Logan, and others in the cast
are Russell Simpson, George Hackthorne,
Edith Hallor, Ramsey Wallace, Mary
Philbin, Gertrude Claire and George West.
The production was made by King Baggot.
The three production on which work is
starting at the present time are as follows : The Suburban Handicap, based on
Charles T. Dazey's old-time melodrama,
for which a scenario is being prepared by
George C. Hull. King Baggot is assisting
him and selecting a cast for the picture.
second This
is Booth
novel.
TheTheFlirt.
will Tarkington's
be adapted by
A.
P. Younger, and given in charge of either
Barker or Henley.
The third production is a Prscilla Dean,
Under Two Flags, which has just been
started at Universal City under the direction of Tod Brovraing. In addition to this,
Erich von Stroheim, producer of Foolish
Wives, is making his selection of a story
from possibilities which have been_ suggested by authors and by the scenario departments of the Universal for the last
two months.

David"
le
^^oFab
Hail Critics
apers
Newsp
Magazine
and Photoplay
Throughout
Country
Praise
Barthelmess — First
N ational Picture
The furore created by Tol'able David,
Richard Barthelmess' initial production as
a First National star, upon its first showing in New York, where it won the praise
of magazine and newspaper critics, is being duplicated in other cities and towns.
The success of Tol'able David is graphically portrayed in the following opinions
of newspaper critics in various parts of
the country:
Philadelphia
Northof American
— "Astory
superlative production
an excellent
with a superlative cast Richard Barthelmess adds many new laurels to the many
he already has. Throughout the entire
film there are innumerable little touches of
sweetness, naturalness and wickedness
that are so often left out and which add
so much to the artistic value of a producPhiladelphia Inquirer— "The photoplay
is a masterpiece of direction, whose main
virtue
is the effect of absolute simplicity
tion."
and
trueness to life which it makes on the
spectator. The entire cast is one that
ranks unusually high in producing an effect of satisfactory realism."
Philadelphia Evening Ledger — "Tol'able
David is another of the American producers' answers to the threat of foreign
superiority. By it Henry King, the director, reaches a niche occupied by the
screen's best directors. It is doubtful if
ever a story of its kind has held such sway
over an audience's feelings."
Philadelphia Record — "Richard Barthelmess did a remarkable thing — he made his
first stellar picture one of the notable creations of the screen."
Philadelphia Evening Bulletin —
"Smooth, slender, soft-eyed Richard Barthelmess, who never heaved a hairy chest
or glared a cave-man glare, is the hero of
about the most gripping, exciting, sit-onthe-edge-of-your-seat, feel-dry-in-the-backof-your-throat cinema melodrama the
screen has yet seen in Tol'able David.
Atlanta Journal — Tol'able David may be
labeled one of the best pictures that has
come to the Criterion Theatre this year,"
Baltimore Sun — "Perfection is a ticklish
word to handle, and one chews his pencil
long and reflectively before applying it to
any handiwork of man. But we think we
have discovered a rare instance where it
may be employed with fullest justification.
We refer to the photodrama, Tol'able
David, which comes dangerously near being the finest film by, of and for Americans ever produced in this country."
Baltimore American — "Tol'able David is
a fine film with a smashing climax." Detroit Journal — "If you care for good actRichardsatisfy
Barthelmess
in Tol'able
David ing,
should
you completely.
His
screen adaptation of Joseph Hergesheim-

GYPSY
A Correction
The story now being filmed by the
Edwin S. Carewe Pictures Corporation
is / Am the Law and not Hell's Highway,
as stated in last week's issue. I Am the
Law, according to a statement from
Affiliated Distributors, Inc., is adapted
from a book by a prominent author whose
name will be divulged later. Raymond
L. Schrock wrote the continuity of I Am
the Law, but it is stated that his story,
Hell's Highway, is not the production now
being filmed on the Coast by the Carewe
company.

SSIO
PA
ADAPTED
FROM N
,
cJEAN RICHEPINS
GYPSY STORY
FAMOUS
The
Child TO
oF hhe
COMING^
the; Bear

BROADWAY

& 47*-' STREET

er's story is one of the really fine pictures
of Detroit
the year."
Free Press — "Tol'able David is
intensely interesting, gripping in spots and
one that will touch the heart as few plays
of recent showing have done. Barthelmess does some of the best acting in his
career and gives ample proof that he is
ready isforonestardom."
Detroit
News
— "The
story
thatIt touches
almost
every
human emotion.
is difficult
to find
a flaw
in Barthelmess' personal characterization."
Cincinnati Times-Star — "Tol'able David" is more than 'tol'able.' It is certainly
the best thing that came out of the movie
factories in 1921, and, in the opinion of this
reviewer, has not been excelled by any
photodrama
any — other
year."has there
Cincinnatiin Post
"Seldom
come to Cincinnati screens a more smashing, powerful film story than Tol'able
David. In all, it is an exceptional story."
Cleveland
Plain to
Dealer
— "Here isheights.
a picture that builds
immeasurable
It never wavers. It is Barthelmess at his
best,
the — second
bestDavid
film ranks
in 1921."
BuffaloandTimes
"Tol'able
far
ahead of the season's offerings."
"It the
is unusual
filmKansas
these City
days Star
to be— of
sort that forwilla
draw well at the box-office and also draw
favorable comments from critics. Such is
the case with Tol'able David. It is a treat
to vdtness a picture so well directed, for
one thing." Omaha World-Herald. — "An
almost which
perfectis motion
picture,
David,'
shown this
week Tol'able
at the
Rialto. The entire picture is most exLos Angeles Times — "One of the greatest pictures of the year." Los Angeles
citing."
Examiner — "The picture abounds with exceedingly human flashes, and it stays always within the realms of the entirely
possible. It is these things which lift it far
above the ordinary films of similar character, and give promise of making it rank
among the best pictures of the year."
Losprovide
Angelesthe Herald
— "Tol'able
will
Kinema
audiences David
with
some fine bits of acting, human interest
pathos and true-to-life characters, each of
whom has been cast by an unerring direcLos Angeles
Express — "A
picture
and a remarkable
storyremarkable
from the
standpoint of fidelity to type, environment
and acting ability is Tol'able David." Los
Angeles Record— -"Too much praise — and
it's well earned, too — cannot be accorded
Dick Barthelmess for his charactization of
tor."
Indianapolis Star^-Times — "Personally I
never have enjoyed a picture any more
than
I did whiile witnessing Barthelmess in
David."
Tol'able
David. Don't dare to miss it at
the Circle this week if you enjoy real,
honest and human entertainment." Columbus Dispatch — "Barthelmess in Tol'able
David is a real success."
OhiothisState
JournalIt is
(Columbus)
"Don'tof
miss
picture.
one of the— best
the season." San Francisco Examiner —
"Such a climax as in this Richard Barthelmess film is rarely seen in a photoplay."
San Francisco Call — "Without a reservation of any sort, I desire to go on record
as commending Tol'able David as one of
the best picture, plays ever screened."
San Francisco Chronicle — "Tol'able David is a thing to give one faith again in
the screen and its possibilities. There
isn't in its eight reels where the spectator,
critical or lay would suggest a change.
Scenically and photographically the picture is magnificent."
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Pearson

Finds

"Sheik's

prices.
"It was everywhere evident that exhibitors were operating without so many
expensive frills as formerly; thus, witla
improving business, there is a bigger margin of profit.
"Exhibitors everywhere expressed much
satisfaction with Pathe's excellent serial
offerings, and were particularly looking
forward to the forthcoming Pearl White
chaptei'play.
"Several exhibitors told me that during
the past months, when general conditions
were so bad, that the only profit their theatres made was on serial days.
"One rather illuminating sidelight on
conditions was the fact that very few
theatres seemed to be changing hands, and
the few such transfers that came to my
attention were at rather handsome prices.
"I take it that all of us in the motion
picture industry, as well as business men
in general, are finding present conditions
reasonably satisfactory, together with a
well-founded belief that substaiitial and
steady improvement in the immediate future is inevitable."

Being
for

Unique Celebration for Universal Anniversary
Carl Laemmle has consented
to a very unusual manner of
celebrating the Tenth Anniversary of the existence of the
Universal. This anniversary
falls on the tenth of the month
of May, the company having
been incorporated and established on that day in the year
1912. Heretofore the anniversary has been commemorated by
a month set apart in which the
exhibitors were asked to book
Universal Productions exclusively.
The Universal felt that it was
time to depart from the established form of celebrating such
anniversaries.
The Universal exchange men
have devised a form of celebration in which the exhibitor will
share equally in profit with the
Universal exchangemen. The details of the plan were communicated to Mr. Laemmle at the
Coast and he has just given his
consent by wire and told the exchanges that he wants the news
to be conveyed to the exhibitors
as soon as possible.

Youth"
Completed
Early

Release

When Elaine Hammerstein's production
of Reckless Youth is finally completed it is
declared that more time and attention
will have been bestowed upon the work
than is usually required to complete the
average Selznick production. Most of the
work was done on schedule time, but there
were sections of the story that demanded
unusual care and attention to detail.
"Special construction and mechanical
preparations involved time and labor to
an unusual degree and when the completed product is turned over to the laboratory and editing forces there will ensue
still further demonstration of Myron Selznick's determination to make Reckless
Youth the best photoplay Elaine Hammerstein has appeared in of late. Ralph Ince,
who directed the new subject from a
Cosmo Hamilton story, is 'seeing it
through'
a state of screen completion,"
statement.
says the to
"Showmen who have sensed the public's appreciation of the team work of
Miss Hammerst
ein and Niles Welch in the
pictures Miss Hammerstein has recently
presented will be glad to know that the
same leading man will be seen in Reckless

Praise

Vitagraph's French special production,
The Shiek's Wife, made its American
premiere on March 5 at the New York
Strand. An elaborate advertising campaign had been carried on in the pages of
all the metropolitan newspapers, playing
up the facts that the picture had been actually made in Arabia, that it was the
first big French production to reach this
country since the war, and that it contained a thrilling story of Oriental love.
These appeals brought out the crowds.
The general verdict of the newspaper
critics agreed entirely with the judgment
of the house the night before. Almost
all the reviewers were enthusiastic in
their praise.
"The Shiek's Wife is the real thing in.
Oriental setting," wrote Gertrude Chase
in the Morning Telegraph. "Filmed entirely in Arabia, it shows the most beautiful Moorish houses, troops of Arabs on
marvelous horses and the luxurious tents
in the desert. The photography is fine and
the mobs skillfully handled."
"This is something different in the way
of a story about the desert," was the verdict of the Times. "The photography is
uniformly splendid, even in the half
lights," said the Herald, "and the atmosphere, while lengthy, is more veracious
than that of The Sheik, the tents smacking
less of a comer in a charity bazaar."
"A foreign picture that takes rank with
the best that have been imported into this
country, from the standpoint of excellence
of production, photography, faithfulness
to detail and action, while the continuity
is rather an improvement on many that
have been shown here, is presented at the
Strand Theatre, a French picture entitled
The Sheik's Wife, said the Evening Mail.
"This is a French picture filmed in
Arabia and now we know why the Arabian romances made in Hollywood left us
quite
cold," is
virrote
Globe's
"For
the Mojave
the the
Mojave
and critic.
the Sahara
is the Sahara and never the twain shall
meet even in the most elaborate of our
native 'superpictures.' "
Camera Work Completed on
New Mae Murray Picture
Mae Murray has completed camera
work on her new Tiffany production,
Fascination, which will be released by
Metro on March 27, presented by Robert
Z. Leonard. The picture is now being cut
by Mr. Leonard, who directed it, at Tiffany Studios, West Forty-fourth Street,
New York. The cutting and titling will
take about two weeks. Complete prints
will be ready about the middle of March.
The cast includes Helen Ware, Creighton
Hale. Robert W. Frazer, Courtney Foote,
Charles Lane, Vincent Coleman, Emily
Fitzroy and Francis Puglia.

Youth."

40%
ON

FIRE
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of N. Y. Papers

in such sections one cannot expect big attendance every day at prevalent admission

"Reckless

Number

Wife"

Wins

Pathe Executive, Back from Southern Trip, Declares
Improvement in Immediate Future Is Inevitable
Elmer Pearson, General Manager of
Pathe Exchange, after three weeks of
travel and personal investigation finds
present business conditions in the South
reasonably satisfactory, with substantial
improvement inevitable in the immediate
future. Mr. Pearson's tour, from which he
has just returned, included Charlotte, Atlanta, New Orleans and towns lying between those important centres.
"From a general business standpoint,"
he said, "it is quite apparent that the
South is justifiably very hopeful for the
future. But it must be admitted that until
another crop is raised and marketed, the
strictly cotton districts will have very little spare money.
"In all the mill sections, especialy in
the Charlotte territory, the conditions
seem to be very good. The mills are running at full capacity with consequent big
weekly payrolls. The banks report that
they have neither frozen credits nor any
paper that is not being met on due date in
a normal manner.
"This good general condition is reflected
in good box office receipts — scarcely any
complaint was heard in that secexhibitor
tion.
"Further south, however, exhibitors
claimed that the box office failed to respond to hardly any kind of stimulus. It
was my impression, however, that exhibitors, even so, were making some profit.
But until money becomes more plentiful
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This has been our subscribers' experience.
You can do the same if
your theatre is an acceptable risk.
THEATRE INTER-INSURANCE
137 SO. 5TH STREET
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Reports

Steady Demand
for 1921 Features
the and
present
agitation
for"In
better
cleanerwidespread
pictures, the
small
cornmunity is making itself felt more
saliently than ever before; showing
breadth of judgment and a wholesome discrimination of which the largest centers
might well be proud. This is manifested
in the increasing demand for pictures of
established matter, some of which have
been
for nearly a year," says a
Pathe released
statement.
"Pathe isand
in from
receiptnewspapers
of testimonyin from
exhibitors
various sections where these pictures have
been shown. Kipling's Without Benefit
of Clergy has shown a remarkable vitality
and though it was released in June, 1921,
the demand for it is still ready.
"An tures
organized
campaign
picis especially
strong for
in better
the West
and the Southwest, and concerned in the
movement are trade associations and civic
and educational centers. The press reception of the Kipling masterpiece indicates that it is fitted admirably to the
general plan. The review printed by the
Amarillo, Tex., Daily News, is typical of
the mental attitude toward pictures and
the appreciation of what fills the need,
both from amusement and literary values
as well as the artistic side. Joe L. Pope,
the writer has been an earnest and consistent advocate of better and cleaner pictures and his influence extends over a
wide territory. Mr. Pope said in part:
"Delicately fragrant as pond lilies, tenderly musical as song of woodbirds, fresh
and clean as a spring morning following
April showers, is Without Benefit of
Clergy, a Rudyard Kipling story, shown
this week at the Fair Theatre.
"Salacious insinuations and intimations
are as foreign to the heart of this picture
as is guile to the new-bom babe. There
is a delicious appeal, a clinging fidelity, a
thrilling devotion running down through
the entire story that lends a near-enchantment to it. No, it may not be said
that it is a great, or towering story, but
it has exalted the most desirable characteristics found in human nature, and
placed them where they belong — at the
top, where all can see and admire."
Strong demand is also reported for The
Heart Line, featuring Leah Baird; Leonce
Perret's The Money Maniac, The Orderly
and The Lure of Egypt.
Constance Talmadge in Film
Version of "East is West"
A transfer to the films of one of the
great theatrical successes of recent years
was arranged this week when William
Harris, Jr., signed contracts with Joseph
M. Schenck for the picturization of East
Is West. Mr. Harris, who produced that
play at the Astor Theatre, with Fay
Bainter in the leading role, and Mr.
Schenck will jointly make a spectacular
production of East Is West, with Constance Talmadge in the leading role.
The picture will be made in California
chiefly, with some scenes taken in China.
Seadler Joins Goldwyn
Silas F. Seadler, well known in the motion picture field, first as a member of the
Realart publicity department, and more
recently as director of advertising and
publicity for Arthur S. Kane, has joined
the Goldwyn staff under the direction of
Howard Dietz, director of advertising
and
Mr. preparation
Seadler's particular
work publicity.
will be the
of press
books.

Record
More
York
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"Foolish

Wives''

Than 22,000 See Super-Jewel Picture at New
Capitol
Between
Noon
and Midnight

After a Broadway run of seven weeks
at the Central Theatre, Foolish Wives,
the Universal-Jewel picture made by Erich
von Stroheim, opened a week's run at the
Capitol Theatre last Sunday by breaking
all box-office records established for that
theatre, according to a Universal statement this week. "Between one o'clock in
the afternoon when the theatre opened,
and midnight, when it closed, 22,466 persons crowded their way into the auditorium to see Foolish Wives," says the
statement.
"The nearest approach to this great
crowd was the showing made by Passion,
Pola Negri's premiere offering in America, which drew 17,000 into the Capitol
on its opening Sunday. The difference
between the two showings, or 5466 persons crowded their way into the auditorium
to see Foolish Wives.
"Similar scenes were being enacted a
few blocks down Broadway where Wild
Honey, Priscilla Dean's latest feature,
was in the seventh day of its run at the
Central Theatre. So great was the crowds
that pushed their way into the Central
lobby, the box-office had to be closed definitely shortly after nine o'clock. An extra running of the feature picture was
necessitated to accommodate the crowds."
Even with this increase in the daily
capacity of the house, it was necessary
to turn many hundreds of persons away
from the box-office, reports Andrew J.
Cobe, manager. More than two hundred
persons received their money back when
it was found they could not be admitted
to the theatre.
Speaking
the manager
success ofof Miss
Dean's
picture,
Mr. of
Cobe,
the Central,

All box-office records of the Central Theatre were shattered for the three days, FriSaturday will
and continue
Sunday." at the Central
Wildday,Honey
Theatre for several weeks.
After leaving the Capitol Theatre, Foolish Wives will be booked immediately to
exhibitors in the metropolitan district. Its
first showing probably vdll be at the
Strand Theatre, Brooklyn, where it will be
presented the week of March 19.
Similar reports of business on Foolish
Wives have reached the Universal home
office from other cities where the picture is
being shown.
Gene Felt of the Aldene Theatre, Philadelphia, wired in enthusiastic terms to
R. H. Cochrane, vice-president of Universal, telling of the great crowds being
handled at the Aldene Theatre.
A similar experience was enjoyed by
Harry Hart, manager of the Butterfly
Theatre, Milwaukee, where Foolish Wives
established "new photo-play records."
Thrilling Drama
to Be Presented
at A.M. P. A. Dinner

For the first time in the history of the
industry a producing company has been
formed by the publicity and advertising
men of the industry. Announcement of
the new company has been made by C. L.
Yearsley, who is acting as temporary
president pending the first meeting of the
board of directors.
The company has started producing activities under the name of Belles Arts
Film Manufacturing Co., Inc., with an assured capitalization of not more than
$100,000. The stock is to be sold in small
lots to prevent the big financial interests
from getting control of the company.
For its first offering, which will have
says: "It appears that Wild Honey is
even more popular than her previous sucan exclusive showing at the annual Naked
Truth dinner of the Associated Motion
cesses from the showman's point of view.
Picture Advertisers at the Hotel Biltmore
on March 25, the company is producing
Returned Checks, a thrilling drama of
every day life by Bob Dexter, well-known
writer of short stories. The adaptation
has been made by Lesley 'Mason. The
titles will be by John Krafft.
Speaking
the company's
venture in said:
theof producing
field,initial
President
Yearsley
"I am sure that Returned Checks will
find a response not only from any man
■ who has ever been in the motion picture
business, but from countless hotel managers, bankers, soft drink bartenders and
other men who have had vast experience
on the subject. It deals with human life
as we have found it in the picture business
and is full of tender emotion and soul

Winnifred Verina, winner of the
Pathe-Hippodrome beauty contest.
She is now working in the forthcoming Pathe serial with Charles Hutchison and Lucy Fox

M. Blumenstock has the leading feminine
role, with Tom Wiley playing lead as the
throbs." hero of Returned Checks. Other
devoted
members of the small but competent cast
include: Arthur Briliant, Lin Bonner,
Paul Gulick and Charles Einfeld. A feature of the picture is the inclusion of Bob
Dexter, the author, in the cast.
Applications for ticket reservations give
indications of a record crowd. In
addition to Will Hays, who has signified
mtention of attending, the prospectivhis
e
guests include ex-Gov. Al Smith and
Major F. H. La Guardia, former president
of the Board of Aldermen.
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Charles
Fox

Gets

Film

Rights

to

3

Novels

Will Screen ''Splendid Outcast,'' ''Trooper O'Neil,''
and "Alcatraz" in Addition to Hutchinson Work
William Fox announces the purchase of before next autumn. Several companies
were in the market for the A. S. M. Hutchthree more novels for screen adaptation
inson novel, but the contract was signed
during 1922.
by
Fox
and the author about the middle
of February.
"The Splendid Outcast," by George
Gibbs, the novelist, will be used as a
Dealing with a big subject, "If Winter
vehicle for John Gilbert. "Trooper
Comes" was first published in England.
O'Neil," from the pen of George GoodFollowed than its publication in this
child, has been purchased with the intencountry, where it attracted equal attention of making it a Charles Jones picture.
tion. It has sold at the rate of two thouIt is a northwest story. Tom Mix will be
sand copies a day since its publication
four months ago. This constitutes a
starred in the third, "Alcatraz," written
greater total than any other book of the
by Max Brand. "Alcatraz" is a story of year
for a corresponding period, with the
romance and adventure said to be excelpossibility of its reaching the million
lently suited for the robust work characteristic ofMix.
mark, according to its publishers.
"If Winter Comes" will be made into a
Mr. Goodchild's story is his second used
big special production, but the Fox comby Fox, the first having been "Tiger's
pany has not decided who will be the star,
Cub,"
monthsfor ago.
or who will direct it. William Fox at
Fox produced
also won some
out ineighteen
the bidding
the
present is running almost entirely to big
screen rights to "If Winter Comes," one of novel
successes for screen material for his
the biggest fiction sellers of the year, and
the book will be made into a motion picture
stars.
New

Owen

Comedy

Moore

Being

Given

Its Final Shape
The forthcoming special production
starring Owen Moore continues to absorb
a great deal of the attention of Myron
Selznick, vice-president in charge of production, and his associates in the Selznick
organization. The time and effort that
is being spent in whipping this photoplay
into final shape is indicative of and its
importance in the Selznick plan.
"The picture has been cut and cut —
and then cut again. Titles and titles —
and then more titles have been written
and gone over with the greatest care. Each
little change has had the attention, not
only of the executive members of the
Selznick organization but also of experts
in their line from outside the organization whose opinions are being asked," says
the statement.
"Intureits
incompleted
form,of the
picwas shown
a number
the big
Selznick
people the other evening. The claim that
has been frequently made for it, namely,
that it is the biggest and most important
production yet made by the Selznick organization, was easily substantiated. It
has enough thrills in it to make half a
dozen serials, enough laughs to make a
score of comedies, and enough drama to
score emphatically on this point alone if
all the other features were entirely lacking."
"Too Much Business" Is
Acquired by Vitagraph
Too Much Business, a straight comedy
in six reels, adapted from Earl Derr Biggers' original story in the Saturday Evening Post, "John Henry and the Restless
Sex,"
been acquired
by Vitagraph.
This has
production
was made
on the Pacific
Coast under the personal direction of

LET

US

Jess Robbins. It is said to be unique in
motion picture entertainment, as it is not
comedy in the sense usually ascribed to
motion pictures. There is not the slightest touch of slapstick about it, although
the comedy action occasionally borders on
the farcical.
The cast is headed by Tully Marshall,
who has a character comedy role, that of
a cantankerous employer. Ethel Grey
Terry appears as "the girl" and Edward
Horton as "John Kenry Jackson." John
Steppling, Carl Gerard, Mark Senton, Tom
Murray, Elsa Lorimer, Helen Gilmore and
other players round out the cast.
Dolores Gassinelli to Have Her
Own Production Company
Major Fiorella H. LaGuardia, general
counsel of Star Productions Company, announces that the name of the organization
will be changed to Cassinelli Pictures, Inc.
Major LaGuardia, formerly President of
the Board of Aldermen of New York City,
saw motion pictures made for the first
time in his life last week when he visited
the Harry Levey Studio in West Thirtyeighth Street, where Tom Terriss was dilenge. recting Dolores Cassinelli in The Chal-
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Ray
Make

Two

Pictures

a Year

Announcement is made by Arthur S.
Kane, of the Charles Ray producing organization, that Joseph de Grasse has
been engaged to direct Mr. Ray in his
first production for United Artists Corporation. This Ray-de Grasse working
combination is not a new one, since Mr.
de Grasse directed this screen star in The
Old Swimmin' Hole, adapted from the
James Whitcomb Riley poem; the picturization of George M. Cohan's Forty-Five
Minutes from Broadway and Nineteen and
Phyllis.
The engagement by Mr. Ray of Mr. de
Grasse as a director is in line with the
star's plans for his forthcoming productions for United Artists. "Fewer, bigger
and finer" pictures is the promise of Mr.
Ray to his ever increasing large host of
admirers, and to keep this promise to the
fullest extent he feels that it is necessary
to rid himself of much of the technical and
detailed work of the director. This will
give Mr. Ray opportunity to devote all his
time and personal effort to the larger aspects of picture making and to his own
work before the camera.
"I want to give to the public, and to
my friends, the very best that is in me,"
Mr. Ray
"and toforgive
a long
have
beensays,
wanting
more time
time,I
thought and labor to my feature productions. The public demand for big pictures
is becoming more and more insistent, and
in all probability I will cut my future
productions to two really good pictures a
year. And by 'really good' I mean the
very best that I can give from the standpoint of additional personal time, additional personal cost and additional personal labor; as well as from the standpoint of the story, plot, direction, settings,
photography — everything, in short, that
goes to make a better and finer picture."
Chapin and Diamond
to Assist Ballin
James Chapin, assistant director of the
Warner Brothers' productions. Why Girls
Leave Home, School Days and Your Best
Friend, and James Diamond, who photographed the latter attraction, will shortly
leave for the West Coast to assist Hugo
Ballin in the production of Other
Women's Clothes, featuring Mabel Ballin.

In the Heart of the City
Continental

fetk

a.f"*'

A Modern, Vp-to-Date, High-Class Hotel
Five minutes from the Pennsylvania and Grand Central Terminals, within easy access of
the retail shopping district and surrounded by forty theatres.
300 OUTSIDE ROOMS— Each With Private Bath

RATES — Single, $2.50 per Day Upward; Double, $5.00 Upward
Comfort of our guests our first consideration

REDUCE
YOUR
INSURANCE
COSTS
25 TO
40% !
Theatre owners may now be protected in our Million Dollar Companies.
FIRE— AUTOMOBILE^LIABILITY-PLATE
GLASS INSURANCE
JAMES S. KEMPER & COMPANY
Branch Offices in Principal Cities.
4624 Sheridan Road, Chica^, IlL
114 North Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Eastman's
Color

New
Process

Attracts

Interest

As the result of a series of private
exhibitions recently held in New York,
keen interest has been aroused among
motion picture producers over the tvf&color process which marks the entrance
of the Eastman Kodak Company into the
color motion picture field.
This process, called the Kodak Process
for Color Motion Pictures, shows the successful results of countless experiments
conducted by the Kodak Company over a
long period of years. In the opinion of
those who witnessed the exhibitions, the
color rendering is remarkable in its softness and beauty — qualities that particularly fit it for use in close-ups. In fact,
it is for close-ups that this new process
at the presis particularly recommended every
reason
ent time, although there is
to believe that with added experience a
much wider field of use will present itself.
The process is really a refinement oyer
previous processes, brought to the point
of artistic success and commercial practicability. Briefly, the Kodak Process for
Color Motion Pictures depends upon the
taking of two successive negatives, one
through a red filter, the other through a
these two negagreen, and the printingon ofopposite
sides of
tives simultaneously
double-coated positive film.
Negatives must be made upon special
a sysfilm with a special camera and by worked
tem of lighting which has been
out, and it is announced that after
March 1, the Kodak Company will have
a small supply of the two-color cameras
which it will rent for short periods, and
that operators will be instructed in their
use and in the lighting arrangements required, without charge.
In the near future the Kodak Company
will establish a laboratory in Los Angeles to hypersensitize and develop negative film. All color printing will be done
at Rochester.
"My

Wild

Irish

Rose" Ready for
Release in May

My Wild Irish Rose, the Vitagraph special, is going steadily forward at Vitathe sugraph's West Coast studio,Theunder
picture was
pervision ofDavid Smith.
started under the working title of The
it is on this Dion BouciShaughraun,thatas the
picture is based. _
cault plav
When President A. B. Smith of Vitagraph, decided to make My Wild Insh
it was then
Rose, or The Shaughraun asEngland
and
known, he realized that if
Ireland came to terms, the Isle of Erin
would be in the world's limelight. result
When, finally, the unlooked for
of England and Ireland at peace happened,
every newspaper in the world carried
columns about it. Instead, however, of
starting an Irish picture then. My Wud
Irish Rose was immediately announced for
as the production was more than
release,
completed.
half
In making the new Irish picture, David
Smith took great care in the selectionwhoof
a cast. He secured Pauline Starks
will take the part of "Noya," sweetheart
aun (Irish for "ne erof Con thetheshaughr
latter part being played by
do-well")
.
Pat O'Malley A special peading part m
Mv Wild Iri^h Rose is being played by
little "Mickey" Daniels. Maude Emeryof
and Helen Howard are also members
the cast.

Big
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in

First

National

Week

Report to Company Cited to Show That
Occasion Was Real Box Office Stimulant
the Seattle Post-Intelligencer. 'For
Reports that have come in from exhib- mented
itors all over the country prove that First the movie devotee there was a tempting
array of photoplays, varying in theme
National Week was a tremendous box-office
from
tense National
drama toWeek'
brilliant
comedy.'Censtimulant, according to a First National
" 'First
in North
statement this week. It continues:
tral Ohio 'went over big.' Every manjudging from the general activity,
"Many theatres have reported the big- went ager,
far as good business judgment
gest business for months. At least one would aspermit
in doing his part in the
new box-office record has been set up in a general put-her-over scheme. William A.
great many instances. Capacity business
Partello, manager of the Majestic, Mansfield, Ohio, went the limit. He started in
has been recorded in town after town.
the all
beginning
and never let up unEven where the worst possible weather, before
til it was
over.
such as blizzards in the Northwest, has
"O. J. Bannon, of the Colonial, Elyria,
proved a more formidable opposition than made
a splurge. The result was general
any array of competitive productions
in 'First National Week' not only
could have been, the results of the week interest
in Elyria, but for miles around.
have been such as to make the exhibitors
"George J. Schade, owner and manager
enthusiastic over the idea, and have called
the Schade, Sandusky, not only offered
forth recommendations that First Na- of
tional weeks be held even more frequently First Nationals at the Schade, but opened
up the Plaza, of which he is the lessee, to
than once a year.
First Nationals as well. And that's the
"With
many
outlying
points
still
to
be
way it was all dovm the line. George R.
heard from in detail, enough testimony
of the Lion, Bellevue, ran in more
from exhibitors has rolled in to make plain Moore,
First Nationals in a week than he had
the general revival of theatrical attendance
that has come about under the influence shown in a couple of months.
"August Illg, of Lorain, maintained
of First National Week — an increased atTol'able David at his Wonderland Thetendance which the exhibitors are preparatre all week and played — one a day —
ing to retain now that they have regained
it.
successes that had 'made good' at Wonderland, at Dreamland, another house that
"In Seattle, for instance, the success of
caters Wonderland
to those of prices.
his locality who can't
First National Week was made even big- afford
ger by the coincidence of a 'Go to Theatre
"Carl F. Miller, manager of the Strand
Week' movement during the same period.
Fremont, was unable to offer all
An official proclamation of Acting Mayor Theatre,
the
First Nationals he wanted to show at
Robert B. Hesketh launched the movement,
and, so opened up the Freand the two drives working together cul- the Strand,
mont Theatre, the road attraction house of
minated in a volume of theatre attendance
that Seattle had not seen for months past. which he is also manager, for the latter
"The activities centered in the down- part of the week, offering a First National.
"Fred P. Reichert, of Port Clinton,
town district, where five of the eight moand manager of the Colonial;
tion picture houses showed First National owner
Charles
L. Decker, owner and manager of
attractions throughout the seven days, in
celebration of First National Week. At Liberty, Vermillion; R. W. Lavsrrence,
of the Grand, Tiffin — ^well all the
the Coliseum Penrod, Marshall Neilan's manager
of houses numbering First Napicturization of the famous Booth Tark- managers
tional sub-franchises among their assets,
ington stories, proved a drawing card.
'did their darndest.'
Hail ture,
thewas Woman,
Thomasat H.
" 'First National Week' in Louisville
the attraction
the Ince's
Strand.picwas the greatest week of pictures the
"Polly of the Follies, Constance Tal- Kentucky metropolis has ever known, it is
madge's latest comedy, was the feature said.
at the Liberty. The offering at the Rex
"Four out of seven downtown theatres
was Wife Against Wife, a Whitman Ben- showed
First National pictures through
nett special production, featuring Pauline
the week. Here is the list: Walnut, The
Starke.
Call, all week; National, Charles
"The fifth First National attraction on Silent
Ray in Two Minutes to Go, Pola Negri in
the bill of fare was Peck's Bad Boy, the One Arabian Night; Kentucky, Jackie
perennial record-breaker, with Jackie Coo- Coogan in My Boy; Alamo, Hail the
gan in the leading role, at the Winter Garden. L. 0. Lukan, manager of the Seattle
exchange of Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., was chairman of the comWhitman
Bennett's Laboratory
mittee on arrangements for the week.
Woman."
" 'It was a week of big things,' comEstablishes Speed Record
That the Whitman Bennett studio in
Yonkers, N. Y., is equipped with a laboratory capable of showing speed as well as
perfect prints for the convenience of the
producers was proved last week when in
the interest of charity a film was made,
developed,
PASSION
one minutes.printed and screened in sixtyADAPTED
FROI^ ,
The occasion was a society dance under
cJEAN RICHEPINS
the auspices of Radcliffe College EndowFAMOUS
GYPSY STORY
ment Fund, of which Mrs. Whitman Bennett, vnfe of the United Artists producer,
is an officer, and one of the features of the
The Child op hhe Bear
affair was the making of a motion picture
of the guests under the direction of KenCOMING
TO the;
neth Webb.
The picture was shot while the first
dance was in progress, at eight-thirty, and
at exactly nine-thirty-one it was thrown
on the screen in the studio projection room.
BROADWAy & 41*-' STREET
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Tilford

Cinema

Corp.

Acquires

Big N. Y. Studio
Imbued with a plan by which he believed production methods in the industry
would be revolutionized, Walter Ford Tilford gathered about him a little group of
experts in the various phases of picture
making and organized a company. The
concern became knovm as the Tilford
Cinema Corporation and now the company
announces its purchase of the Amsterdam
Studio, 332-334 West Forty-fourth Street,
said to be the largest studio in New York.
In making the announcement concerning the taking over of the studio Mr. Tilford, president of the corporation, said:
"We have had a hard fight but have
finally succeeded in making it known to
producers that we can make pictures at
an enormous saving over the old methods
that pertained before our entrance into
the field. Not only have we convinced
producers that we can make their pictures at a great saving but we have also
shown them that the quality is kept up
to the highest mark. What we lacked was
a worth-while studio and this we have
finally acquired. The contracts which we
have underway and those that are pending will keep our force working practically
day and night for many months."
Associated vdth Mr. Tilford as officers and department heads are the following: Thomas Wilson Switzler, treasurer; Wiard B. Ihnen, R. A., secretary;
Major Ross D. Whytock, scenario editor;
W. E. Keller, architecture; Thomas B.
Sherman, construction; Thurston H.
Kolmdale, art and scenic effects; Stephen
Seymour, decorations; Edward J. Tasker,
purchasing agent, and John T. Lascha,
transportation.
Second

Office

Is Operated
National

by

Exchanges

Announcement of the opening of the
second affiliated exchange, owned and controlled by National Exchanges, Inc., is
made by Walter L. Johnson, president of
National Exchanges, Inc.
The new exchange is Cosmopolitan National Exchanges, Inc., located at 738
South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, with Carl
Harthill as manager.
The first of its own exchanges opened
by National Exchanges, Inc., was Metropolitan National Exchanges, Inc., with
offices at 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
City, which has been doing business for
several weeks under the direction of R. C.
Cropper.
With the opening of the new Chicago
exchange. National Exchanges, Inc., now
has its own distributing offices in the two
largest cities in the country. This is in
Experience counts in
theatre design
Picture theatre construction has
made rapid strides. And to keep
pace, it is necessary to know every
step in the development of design
ana construction.
We designed one of the first moving picture houses in Philadelphia. Since then
we have been architects of a hundred
and more houses.
Hofifman-Henon Co., Inc.
Architects and Bngrineera
Finance Building
Philadelphia, Pa.

L_i
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line with the policy of National Exchanges,
Inc., to own and operate its own distributing offices. Further expansion in the concrete form of more exchanges directly controlled by National Exchanges, Inc., is
definitely
promised for the very near future.
Why Not Marry? a feature comedy romance with Margery Nilson, will be the
next release of National Exchanges, Inc.
Cosmopolitan National Exchanges, Inc.,
in Chicago, and Metropolitan National Exchanges, Inc., in New York, will distribute
this production as the first of a schedule
calling for one feature a month, a Charles
Ray picture every other week and a singlereel comedy or magazine subject every
week.
"Ruling Passion"
Makes Hit at
Phila.

Theatre

That George Arliss's latest production,
The Ruling Passion, was acclaimed as one
of the finest pictures ever produced, when
this United Artists release was shown at
Felt Bros.' new Aldine Theatre, Philadelphia, is the gist of a message sent by M.
E. Felt to United Artists' home office. At
the same time Mr. Felt asked that arrangements be made so that he could play
a return date with the picture.
"George Arliss in The Ruling Passion
was acclaimed as one of the finest pictures
ever produced," said Mr. Felt's message,
"and did a bigger business at the Aldine
Theatre than that of any week except our
Mr. Arliss was present at the Aldine at
opening."
the
first showing of The Ruling PassioTi
and was called on hy the crowd of spectators for a speech. In responding Mr.
Arliss said:
"I sincerely hope that you may like this
latest picture of mine, The Ruling Passion. Ihad a great deal of pleasure in
making it, because it is an entirely different character to any which I have played
for many years. But I realize that I am a
comparative newcomer in the picture
world and I am very anxious not to disappoint the experienced picture audience.
"Those who have seen me on the speaking stage and have liked me, will possibly
be prejudiced in my favor, and with them
I feel a certain degree of safety. But I
am aware that there will be a large number of people who see my pictures who
have never seen me on the stage, and it is
those people I am as anxious to reach as
though I were playing the smallest part
in the picture."

Broadway
Planned

Volume 11.

REVIEW

Showing
for New

Rex Ingram Film
As the time draws near when the first
print of Rex Ingram's production for
Metro of The Prisoner of Zenda is expected to arrive in New York preparations
are being made for the presentation on
Broadway of this photoplay.
For the Isat several weeks Mr. Ingram,
at the Metro studios in Hollywood, has
been completing the cutting and the titling
of his screen version of Anthony Hope's
romance, dramatized by Edward Rose.
In the meanwhile arrangements are under way for a theatrical presentation of
The Prisoner of Zenda in a manner as impressive as that which marked the usherings of the previous Ingram production,
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,
before the New York public.
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"Prodigal Judge"
Wins Praise of
Chicago Press
Chicago has followed the example of
New York in putting the stamp of approval on The Prodigal Judge, the Vitagraph special based on the novel by
Vaughan Kester, which ran for three
weeks at the new Cameo Theatre, Fortysecond Street and Broadway.
The Vitagraph special had its Chicago
premiere on Sunday, Feb. 25, and was
held over for an additional week. Other
big Chicago theatres have booked the picture for later runs, the first being the
Castle Theatre, where The Prodigal Judge
12.
will open a week's engagement on March
The critics of the Chicago daily newspapers, without exception, gave their
hearty support to this special, and were
outspoken in their praise. Mae Tinee,
critic of the Chicago Tribune, praised the
story and production highly, and laid particular stress on the all-star cast, calling
attention to the finished work of Jean
Paige, Maclyn Arbuckle and Ernest Torrence. Of the two actors she wrote:
"Maclyn Arbuckle makes a lovable old
reprobate. He is accompanied on his
whiskey-sped ramblings by a faithful
friend, a role artistically played by Ernest
"Observer," in the Chicago Herald and
Torrence." after praising the cast, obExaminer,
served that "There is much romance and
not a little melodrama in The Prodigal
Judge. The photography is beautiful —
Colonial mansions, Mississippi River
boats, fields of cotton — the South in the
late fifties. It is all well done and off
theVitagraph
beaten track."
announces it is putting a
campaign behind the special which will
make it known in every comer of the
United States. In addition to its regular
advertising campaign, it is advertising
the picture in The Saturday Evening
Post.
One of the earliest bookings outside
New
York Capitol
City and Theatre,
Chicago at
was Hartford,
at Poll's
beautiful
Conn., where the picture began a successful engagement on Sunday. March 5. This
particular theatre has had unusual success with Vitagraph special productions,
two previous ones — Dead Men Tell No
Tales and Black Beauty shattering their
box-office records.
"Despite this," wired Manager Clancy
of that- 1theatre, "as soon as I saw this
latest special, I resolved to try for a new
Early reports from Hartford indicate
that the record will be made, and accordingly the picture will play the other imrecord."
portant Poli theatres.
Radio
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BY RENEE

r-pHOMAS
H. INCE,
by
I Mack Sennett
and J.accompanied
Parker Read,
Jr., are in New York for a series
of conferences with prominent individuals
in the picture industry.
Meanwhile at the Ince studios casting
has been started for Someone to Love, a
new C. Gardner Sullivan story, which Mr.
Ince will produce, with John Griffith Wray
directing.
Bryant Washburn will shortly produce
a revival of his first success, Skinner's
Dress Suit, made six years ago. Certain
financial interests are backing Washburn
and it is expected that the new comedy
will be even more of a knockout than the
first.
Until the new company is ready to
start production, Mr. Washburn will not
be idle. He has just signed to play the
male supporting role with Katherine MacDonald in her new picture, The Wojnan
Conquers, with Tom Forman directing.
Washburn was formally with Essanay,
then Lasky signed him and he made a
number of very successful pictures. He
went to Europe on the completion of that
contract and made The Road to London.
The picture was such a good drawingcard that Washburn will venture forth
as an independent star again under his
own banner.
The completion of The Brotherhood of
Hate, directed by Lambert Hillyer for
Thomas H. Ince, has been delayed on account of the bad weather. More than
three-quarters of the scenes remaining to
be taken are exteriors.
Cecil de Mille is steadily improving
under the California sun and will leave
Saturday for his mountain ranch, "Para-

the
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West

Coast

BEEMAN

disc," where he will spend a week or ten
days
before
to Lasky's
studio
and the
task returning
of preparing
for production
of Manslaughter..
Leatrice Joy is still the sole member of
the all-star cast to be selected.
Roy Stewart is taking long horseback
rides through the Hollywood hills by way
of getting in training for the leading role
which he will play in Peter B. Kyne's
story, One-Third Apache.
While other stars are collecting dancingcups, cameos and such, Stewart is supervising the care of a half dozen beautiful
horses which he owns.
Pretty Charlotte Stevens, who has the
word of all Chicago that she is an absolutely critic-proof beauty, has been
grabbed off by Al. Christie to play leads
in his two-reel comedies opposite Bobby
Vernon.
The following are a few future "First
National Attractions" recently completed
or now being made by the Independent
Producers :
Previewed, Los Angeles. — • Charles
Chaplin in Pay Day; Constance Talmadge
in The Divorcee; Norma Talmadge in
Smilin' Through; Thomas H. Ince Skin
Deep; Charles Ray in The Deuce of
Spades and Smudge; Katherine MacDonald in The Infidel and Domestic Relations; Anita Stewart in The Woman He
Married; Mack Sennett's On Patrol; J.
Parker Read's Pawned.
Cutting and Editing. — Norma Talmadge
in The Duchess de Langeais ; Anita
Stewart in The Rose o' the Sea; J. L.
Frothingham, The Man Who Smiled; John
M. Stahl's One Clear Call; Marshall

Neilan's Fools First; Thomas H. Ince's
■Jim and Bellboy 13 and The Hottentot;
Maurice Tourneur's Loma Doone; Richard Walton Tully's The Masquerader ;
Ben Turpin, Step Forward; Katherine
MacDonald in One Man's Love.
Shooting. — Thomas H. Ince's The
Brotherhood of Hate; Mabel Normand in
Suzanna; Charles Ray in Alias Julius
Caesar; Katherine MacDonald in The
Woman Conquers; Ben Turpin in his
latest comedy; Mack Sennett's latest
Bevan-June comedy; Allen Holubar's The
Soul-Seeker
; Thomas H. Ince's A Man of
Action.
In Preparation. — Thomas H. Ince's
Someone to Love; Marshall Neilan's Her
Man.
Christie Comedies to
month are Hokiis Pokus,
Vernon,Daniel.
and T'was
Ever
Viora
The latter

be released this
featuring Bobby
isThus,
said featuring
to be one

of Al. Chritie's best farces and was directed by Christie himself.
E. W. Hanimons, head of the Educational Film Exchanges, is in Los Angeles
visiting Educational's exchanges all the
way out from New York, attending a convention of managers in Chicago.
The Hunt Stromberg productions will
start work on the United lot in about a
week, starring Bull Montana. The first
story,
Ladies'forMan,
be directed
by
Mai St.A Clair,
manywillyears
associated
with the Sennett studios as director of
comedies and more recently director for
Buster Keaton and the Carter De Havens.
Stromberg will personally supervise
and co-direct with St. Clair. The second
of the Bull Montana series, under the
title of Fresh From College, also written
by Stromberg, is to enter production immediately upon completion of A Ladies'
Man.
The second of a series of twelve tworeelers featuring Little Napoleon, the
Chimpanzee, has been completed by Director Harry Burns for the Norris R.
Schlank Productions and will be released
through Anchor Film Distributors, Inc.
It is entitled Any Old Rags and the chimpanzee's support is said to be uniformally
good throughout.
The filming of Fools First has been
finished at the Hollywood Studios. It is
Marshall Neilan's latest production for
First National release. Claire Windsor,
Richard Dix and Claude Gillingwater
play the principal roles.
The picture was adapted by Marion
Fairfax from the story by Hugh McNail
Kahler and tells the regeneration of a
crook through the wiles of the daughter
of a master crook.

Charles Ka> and his new director, Joseph de Grasse, working out a knotty problem
in connection with his first production for United Artists

According to Sam Harris of Ackerman
& Harris, Western managers for Marcus
Loew, Los Angeles and Southern California, are the white spots on the theatrical as well as the industrial map.
"While Eastern managers are finding
it hard to keep their theatres going," said
Harris, "there has been little slump in the
Western amusement field. Of the twentyseven new theatres which Marcus Loew
has opened this winter, those on the coast
have been far and away the most successful financially. It is not hard to account
for this, as theatrical prosperity depends
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featuring Roy Stewart, with Marjorie
Daw, Johnnie Walker and Wallace Beery
in the cast.
Dick Hatton, who has
Western cowboy pictures,
which is Four Hearts, now
room, will start in .about
the lumber camp story.

been making
the latest of
in the cutting
two weeks on

A Man of Action, an original story by
Bradley King, is the temporary title of
Thomas H. Ince's next comedy special in
which Douglas MacLean and an all-star
cast will be featured.
Tyrone Power has arrived in Los
Angeles at the Ince Studios to begin work
in Finding Home, a Thomas H. Ince production. John Griffith Wray will direct
and Marguerite de la Motte and Llioyd
Hughes are included in the all-star cast.
The Penrhyn Stanlaws Company are
still delayed in the heavy snows at
Truckee, Cal., where Over the Border is
being made with Betty Compson and Tom
Moore heading the cast. However, some
of the finest snow and blizzard scenes that
have ever been made have been secured.
A. S. LeVino wrote this picture for
Paramount from the story by Gilbert
Parker.
From left to right: Fred Niblo, Anita Stewart and Rudolph Cameron, husband of
the star. Miss Stewart will be seen next in "The Woman He Married" and "Rose o'
the Sea," both directed by Mr. Niblo for release through First National
on industrial prosperity and the West
Coast, and especially Los Angeles, is the
most prosperous section of the country to-

which is grey in color, and the effect is
the same as a darkened room. The
flanges are at certain angles, being aided
by the many colors used.

day."
Paragon Productions are making a
series of two-reel Crescent Comedies, featuring Jack Richardson, for release
through Anchor Film Distributors, Inc.
The first of the series has been completed
and is titled A Color-ado Knight, with
Bruce Mitchell directing.

Irving M. Lesser and Mike Rosenberg
of the Western Pictures Exploitation
Company are promising a hit for the coming spring and summer in The Man From
Hell's River, a James Oliver Curwood
story that was photographed in the Yosemite Park with Irving Cummings and an
all-star
cast including Eva Novak an(?
Wallace Beery.
The Man From Hell's River, in addition
to its drama, is said to have some thrilling scenes, including a dog team and
sledge race over the snow covered hills
of the park; a hair-raising hand-to-hand
fight on the edge of one of the highest
points in the Yosemite; an old time battle
between the Indians and pioneers; and a
dog's twenty foot leap to the throat of his
adversary. This last incident is performed by "Rintintin," a Belgian police
dog, which was brought back from the
trenches following the World War.

Harry
"Snub"
is engaged
this
week
on his
110thPollard
one reeler,
a costume
comedy, covering a period of over fifteen
years. Mr. Pollard's Do Me a Favor and
aan theatrical
featuringShould
"Snub"Hus-as
author ofpicture
the scenario
bands Marry? are titled and ready for release.
SuTishine Sammy and four other boys
ranging in ages from five to ten years will
be the chief actors in the second production of the children's comedy company at
the Hal. E. Roach Studios. A few girls
may be used as atmosphere, but the scrip
by Tom McNamara calls mostly for "de
gang." Featured animals will be "Cork,"
trick
pony, dog,
"Dinah,"
mule,beasties
and "Bill,"
the bull
with the
other
and
fowls in minor roles. Bob McGowan is
directing.
Of all the animals on the Mack Sennett
lot, the two bears which were sent Mabel
Normand and which will be used in her
forthcoming production, Suzanna, have
been taught almost as many tricks by
their trainer. Bill Simekins, as his father
has taught Teddy, the Sennett canine star.
A daylight theatre is being operated
at the Pacific Studios, Culver City, Cal.
John J. Hayes, general manager of the
Pacific, has installed a projection machine
in the open with a box-like screen with
multicolored flanges. The light from the
machine is projected against the screen.

Maurice Tourneur's feature, Lorna
Doone, has been completed and will probably take about two months in the editing
of the production.
Ben Turpin has started on the fourth
picture with Phyllis Haver in the series
of two-reel comedies. Mack Sennett with
a corps of writers is giving most of his
time to preparing a number of scrips in
advance in order that he will not be interrupted while preparing the story and continuity for the next feature production,
which it is intended will follow closely
after the completion of Suzanna.
Hugh B. Evans is hastening plans for
his next all-star production, as he has
selected a big snow story and wishes to
make it before the snow on the mountains
has disappeared. He has just finished
cutting his latest feature, Ridin' Wild,

Sam Woods has started filming The
Gilded Cage, in which Gloria Swanson
will star. The story was written by
Elmer Harris and suggested by the play
of the same name by Ann Nichols. In
this Sam Wood production Gloria Swanson is said to have an exceptionally
strong role, and among other novelties
will appear in a blond wig. The scenes
include picturesque views in the south
of France, episodes in New York and
elsewhere.
Tom Mix's picture, Sky High, is running at the Symphony Theatre. One of
the big drawing-cards that is crowding
the house is the wealth of publicity given
to the inventions created by Ted Henkel,
the organist. He has imitated the airplane, an eagle's
scream,
the trumpet
of
an elephant
crashing
through
the jungle,
but the best bet of all is the airplane
effect beginning as a distant hum and
gradually growing louder and finally into
a crashing roar. The Mix picture will
carry a full house for two weeks, according to present indications.
Alice Calhoun, the Vitagraph star, has
been confined to her home in Hollywood
for a couple of weeks with a light case
She is the second week of her curof therent "flu."
release, Locked Out. It is a comedy
drama with crook, love and pathos elements. Edward Jose is directing.
It is estimated that 40 per cent of the
picture people in Los Angeles are in bed
with the "flu" or are convalescing from
the epidemic. Harold Lloyd is recovering
from a bad attack and Earl Williams, also
Truman Van Dyde, are laid up, and most
of Larry Semon's company.
Roy Atwell,
knownroles,
for his
pretation of well
comedy
is interbeing
starred by Universal in a short reel
comedy. Craig Hutchinson is directing.
Atwell played with Marie Prevost in
Don't Get Personal.
Two completed pictures are now in the
cutting room at Universal City soon to be
released.
Kissed,
Provost's
revehicle,
and Marie
The Way
Back, most
starring
Frankcent Mayo.
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Jutland

Film

Educational^ s Three-Reel Feature Opens at
the Granada in the Bay City with a Parade
of Bluejackets
The Battle of Jutland, Educational's
three-reel feature, went over in San
Francisco with a bang — and that's no figure of speech. It had the navy behind it
— from Jack Tar to the Admiral of the
Fleet.
When the print descriptive of the
famous sea battle reached the Pacific
Coast, G. C. Blumenthal, San Francisco
exchange manager for Educational, found
the exhibitors in his district a bit skeptical as to the drawing power of the subject. But like all exhibitors they were
willing to be shown.
Accordingly, Manager Blumenthal invited a number of army and navy officers— the battleship fleet was at the time
lying in the harbor — -to attend a showing
in the projection room of the Western
Theatre Supply Company. Also he invited the newspaper men. The officers
were pleased — and said so. The reporters
wrote stories around the film and mentioned the names of the officers present —
among these Rear Admirals Halstead and
Hughes.
The newspaper articles created interest among the first run houses, with the
result that the picture was booked for the
Granada,
the The
Bay Granada
City's largeblazoned
and beautiful house.
the
film in electric lights, advertising "All on
One Great Program: Mary Roberts Rinehart's The Glorious Fool and History's
Greatest Sea Fight, The Battle of Jutland."
Manager J. A. Partington of the
Granada declared a special Navy Day.
The theatre was decorated with a large
number
of naval signal flags, loaned

Headed

by Band

of the Texas

through
manders. the courtesy of one of the comOn the afternoon of the showing a
thousand officers and men marched to the
Granada from the Ferry, a distance of a
half mile, led by the band from the Texas.
The officers, among whom were Admiral
Eberle, Vice Admiral Shoemaker and
Rear Admiral Jackson, rode in automobiles, and in the theatre were assigned
de luxe boxes.
There was generous praise for the
film from all of the fleet officers. They
pronounced the production of concise medium for showing the formations and
manouvers of modern day naval warfare.
Among the outstanding factors, it was
declared, was the interesting manner in
which the material was presented.
"It is a remarkably interesting film,"
said Captain Ziegenmeier of the California. "Every move of the two fleets is
clearly shown and it makes analysis of the
action easy to follow through."
"Pretty hard to picture anything as
great as that battle," declared Captain
Standley, chief of staff to Admiral Eberle,
"but the film certainly gives an unusually
vivid idea of what happened that night."
The San Francisco newspapers gave a
great deal of space to the parade and the
showing. This fact is attested by the
large number of clippings sent to the
home office of Educational by Manager
Blumenthal.
The production now has been shown in
seven cities outside of New York. On
March 5 it began an indefinite run at
the Los Angeles Symphony at the head
of a program of short subjects. The Sym-

material.phony, by the way, specializes in short
In St. Louis The Battle of Jutland will
enter a Skouras house on March 12, probably the New Grand Central. Here the
management will spend for exploitation a
sum in excess of that paid for booking.
The picture will be put on in a spectacular
manner being given the same treatment
as a full-sized feature. Four "effect men"
will be employed and much attention will
be paid to the staging.
On March 5 Finkelstein & Rubin put
on the subject in first run houses in Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth. The picture also has had a strong showing in
Syracuse, N. Y. Other cities will follow
in rapid succession, the initial delay in delivery of prints having been overcome.
Miss Burkett Supports Moran
Bartine Burkett, leading woman in
many recent Century Comedies, is again
seen est,
in which
support
of Lee
in Lee's
latDirector
FredMoran
Hibbard
has just
finished. Miss Burkett, one of the prettiest girls of the screen, has found time
to play in the supporting casts of Mary
Pickford, Katherine MacDonald, Buster
Keaton and William Desmond besides doing her work on the Century lot.
Her latest work in support of Lee
Moran was in Ten Seconds, in which she
took the part of a society bud who elopes
with her chauffeur and is quietly married
to him in the Little Church Around the
Corner. Fred Hibbard directed this story
of the prize ring and did not spare Moran
in the ring scene.

Scenes in front of San Francisco's Granada Theatre on "Naval Day," when a thousand bluejackets with their officers paraded behind a ship's band prior to witnessing Educational's "The Battle of Jutland"
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With Seven Years' Achievements Behind Him Comedy Producer
Plans Steady Expansion of His Large Staff at Culver City
As a forerunner to important announcements which will mean the introduction
of several new comedy units to the Pathe
releasing schedule, Hal Roach has added
four of the best known comedy directors
on the West Coast to his staff at Culver
City.
The Roach organization has been
further augmented by two nationally
known cartoonists, who will assist in the
preparation of stories for future Roach
comedies.
So busy has the Roach organization been
keeping pace with the demands of the
American public for more and more comedy productions that there are now four
companies operating on the Culver City
lot, in addition to the Ruth Roland serial
company producing The Timber Queen,
which every one is confident will outrival
any serial in which Miss Roland has
starred.
The new directors at the Roach plant
are Bob McGowan, William Beaudine, Al
Santell and Gil Pratt, all of whom have
won success in the comedy field.
Tom McNamara, creator of Us Boys
comics, with their nationally known characters, Skinny Eaglebeak Spruder and
others, has been engaged to write the
stories for a new series of children and
animal comedies, which Bob McGowan is
directing for release on the Pathe program.
C. H. "Duke" Wellington, cartoonist
of Pa's Son-in-Law
fame,Roach
is another
portant addition to the
staff. imHe
will sit in on the production conferences
as Another
"gag" man.
newcomer to the Roach studio
is George E. Reehm, who brings his talent
to the scenario department. Mr. Reehm
has originated many comedy features which
enjoy popularity; has played leads, and
in addition has won a reputation as one of
the most daring men before the camera.
Charles Parrott continues as supervising director of all the comedy production
units with the exception of the Harold
Lloyd company. Fred Newmeyer, who has
directed some of Lloyd's best works, continues in that capacity, while the Lloyd
scenario department remains as it has
been for many months. Hal Roach, Sam
Taylor and Jean Havez comprise the story
writing staff in the Lloyd organization.
Harley Walker continues to provide all
the titles for the Roach comedies which
make them so distinctive and appealing.
William Beaudine, who has been engaged as "Snub"
Pollard's
director,
his career
back to
the days
of thedates
old
Biograph studios with David Wark Griffith. One hundred and eighty-six pictures
have
been
credited
to Beaudine's
Al Santell
and Gil
Pratt will direction.
alternate
in the direction of the "Paul" Parrott
comedies, single reelers, which will be released one each week. Each of these directors is ably qualified for his new berth,
having had years of experience in comedy
making. Santell has been directing for
seven years.
Mr. Pratt, while new to the Roach
plant in Culver City, is a former associate of Mr. Roach's. He first became affiliated with the producer when he was
personally
directing Harold Lloyd's comedies at Edendale.
The demands made on the Roach plant
have compelled the producer to make plans
for further enlarging his facilities. New
buildings seem to shoot up overnight at
the Culver City studio and still the equipment appears always to be overtaxed.
In the seven years during which Pathe

has released all of Roach's product, pioneered by Harold Lloyd, the steadily increasing demand has doubled his comedy
output. When Mr. Roach first started
operations at Culver City he had only
two companies working — Harold Lloyd's
and the "Snub" Pollard producing unit.
To-day the Roach plant, with constant expansion going on, is the most conspicuous
evidence of the prosperity resulting from
this association of producer and distributor.
Consistency has been the keynote of the
Roach activities; it is the steady flow and
high type of comedy leaving his studio
that has brought increasing success. The
comedies featuring Pollard are placed by
Pathe in nearly eight thousand theatres
every week, which sets a record in the
distribution
of any motion picture product.

Christie's

Comedy

"Oh Promise Me" Is
Real Entertainment
The Christie Film Company is releasing
through Educational Exchanges Oh Promise Me, the two-reel comedy featuring the
American Legion and including in its
roster of players many members of one
of the Los Angeles posts of that organization. Scott Sidney has ably directed the
subject, the story of which was from the
pen of Frank Roland Conklin. The production isone that will have great interest
for former service men and their families
— and the latter will be sure to be interested even if they are not entirely entertained by it. For there are two flashbacks to one of the Paris sidewalk cafes
in which a charming Parisienne is the
object of ardent attention upon the part
of a doughboy — or rather of first one
doughboy and then of another.
Neal IBurns is the former service man
who in a spirit of bravado informs his
fellow club members he is to be married
on the 12th of the following month. His
friends have a hunch as to the identity
of th^ girl and call her on the phone to
inquire. There is an indignant denial.
When
Dickto shows
homegood
he
is invited
leave. up
As athe Betty's
must make
to his fellows, he recalls Babette and sends
a cable dispatch. Babette starts for the
U. S. A.
During the Armistice parade, the day
before the 12th, Betty sees Jack and
changes her mind. She calls him out of
ranks and asks as to the license. Jack
forgets Babette and the two clinch. But
Babette has not forgotten Jack. You may
make your own guesses as to the denouement. Dick had several before the tangle
was straightened out.
We are shown the Armistice Day parade
in Los Angeles — actually it may have been
the turnout for Marshal Foch, but what's
the difference? We see the Marshal, too,
in a close-up of his carriage. There is an
amusing moment when Jack, in his search
for the bride who in his supposed interest
has through a confusion of photographs
been kidnapped instead of Babette, gets
into the wrong church where a "society"
negro
is in full
blast.herThere's
anotherwedding
when Babette
throws
arms
about the neck of Dick's father-in-law
prospective with the greeting, "Oo la la
The picture contains real veteran atPapa !"
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mosphere, but with that angle entirely
aside it will rank high on its merit as a
comedy. The art direction is credited toTom Brierley — and it is a credit to him,
especially the treatment of the Parisian
cafe setting. Josephine Hill very capably
carries the role of the American bride.
The picture is deserving of a wide lation.circuG.B.

There's
About

Nothing
Buster

Dry

Reaton

"The Boat'^
InorThe Abo
Boat,ut
a First National
release,
played at the Rialto for the week of March
5, Buster Keaton shows us a few new
ways of getting wet. He launches a homemade boat — that is, he does after he gets
it out of the cellar, following the removal
of many bricks, the dislodging of these
, being in turn followed by the collapse of
the house. But getting back to that
launching thing. Buster ties the boat down
to the ways. He loses an automobile overboard in the effort to tow the alleged craft
into the water. Finally he gets the boat
on its way or ways, standing proudly on
its deck.
The boat, securely fastened, slides down
the ways and out of sight. Buster refusing
to give up the ship until he floats free,
having neglected to tie himself as he did
the boat. However, what in this instance
could be pulled under could be pulled over,
and the craft is salvaged.
Buster installs his family, the missus
and two sons, and in order to hang a picture or something he drives a nail in the
ship's side below the water line. The
dampness comes through — quite fast —
and in order to overcome the rapidly gathering moisture Buster takes a leaf out of
an archaic book, one of Muldoon's, or
maybe it was Barry and Fay's, of a couple
of score years ago, and bores a hole in
the bottom of the boat. Only instead of
fectively.
an axe he uses an auger, but quite as efIn a raging gale Buster and the family
set sail in the small boat, in this case a
bathtub retrieved from the collapsed house.
When all seems lost Buster puts his feet
down and decides the family may walk
ashore. To the petulant query of the
missus as to their bearings Buster's lips
frame a reply. The title does not tell us
what he says, but it looks very similar to
the name of the craft which has just gone
to Davy Jones — Damfino.
Buster is always as clever as he is
serious, and in The Boat he gets many
laughs, especially during the scenes when
the water is flooding the cabin. The
dinky bathtub which he makes also serve
the purpose of a dinghy is the cause of a
lot of fun, too. Then there are collapsible
masts and a funnel, which are all right
when operated properly, but on the one
occasion when Buster fails to note an approaching "low bridge" they go by the
board. And Buster goes right over with
them.
G. B.
Baby Peggy Heads Owii Company
It being a well established fact that the
average dog "acts" better when he is
given a child companion — and Brownie in
spite of his unusual accomplishments beno exception
this ruleMorgan
— Julius inStei-n
has ingplaced
littleto Jackie
the
position formerly occupied by Baby Peggy.
Now that Peggy is at the head of her
own
company
of grown-ups,
the supported
comedies
in which
Brownie
stars will be
by little Jackie Morgan. A new Century
beauty will also appear in the same picture. She is Alberta Vaughn, who has appeared with success in several pictures
with Harry Sweet.
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Will Present to 13,000 Exhibitors Sixteen-Page

Rotogravure Booklet Descriptive of '^^ Wilderness Tales^^
A beautiful sixteen-page brochure to be study of the Eiffel Tower of Paris with a
printed in rotogravure is being prepared
few side shots at nature subjects. That's
by Educational to give exhibitors an idea good
stuff.
of the beauty of the new series of pictures
"Kineto, the Urban produtrers, also have
by Robert C. Bruce called Wilderness
series which we're itching to see — The
Tales. The first of the series, And aFour
Seasons. In this series Urban picWomen Must Weep, had its premiere at
tures the various animal and plant activithe Capitol Theatre in New York recently,
ties of the various seasons. If properly
and the rest of the series will follow one
done — and Urban is a master- — it should
a month.
be a worth-while addition to any proThe idea of the brochure now being prepared is not to present advertising arguments for the pictures, but to provide a
pamphlet so beautiful that most exhibitors and others who receive it will want
gram."
REVIEWS
OF CURRENT
to preserve it for the sheer beauty of the
SHORT SUBJECTS
work and of the pictures reproduced.
There will be very little reading matter
in the brochure. What little there is will
"A ONE HORSE TOWN" — Two-reel
be superimposed on beautful scenic pic- Century
Comedy released by Universal. —
tures, and will be incidental to the photoBud Jamison and Jim Finlayson are cast
graphic art.
as
crooks
posing as actors in this farce of
The front cover will be a large lake
the
village
travelinglanding
"show."in
scene from My Country, one of the forthThe two are two-man
penniless players
coming releases of the series, which is "an the town without the price of a meal, but
appreciation of the Pacific Northwest." A
equipped with an abundance of experience
splendid sunset scene taken on the coast
as to just what course to pursue under
of Oregon for And Women Must Weep,
such
circumstances. Harry Sweet is the
will provide the back cover.
Boob
who
proves to be the Nemesis of the
Photographs of Robert C. Bruce, the
bad men who also in the view of the few
"artist who uses a camera," and the man
natives who attend their show are bad
who made the Wilderness Tales; E. W.
actors.
Hammons, president of Educational Film
In the early part of the picture Harry
Exchanges, and of the editors of the varihas
difficulty in billing the act of the playous national trade publications will be
ers. His fence will blow down. He puts
shown. The photographs of the editors
the
show
'^on the bum" and later saves the
will accompany reproductions of the edi- town's money
from the crooks, thereby
torial comment they have made in their
winning the girl that he wanted. The
respective
papers
on
the
new
Bruce
piccomedy will amuse. The three principals
tures.
handle their parts acceptably. Tom BuckAn announcement of the series by Mr.
ingham invented the tale and directed the
Hammons and an invitation to exhibitors
to have the pictures screened for them
picture.
will make up the remainder of the reading matter included in the booklet except
"WORLD WANDERINGS" — Singlefor the captions which will tell from which
reel travelog issued by Educational. — The
releases the various illustrations are
entire picture is devoted to a series of
interestivig scenes taken in and around
taken and brief excerpts from the comments in the latest issue of the National
Bruges. One of the noticeable things is
the dog team in place of the horse. Of
Board tional
of Photoplays.
Reviews' publication. Excepcourse there are bicycles and donkeys,
and just to prove the species is not exThirteen thousand copies of this sixteentinct we are shovra a picture of a single
page brochure will be printed on the first
horse. There are many views of ancient
edition, and will be sent free to motion
picture exhibitors throughout the United
and picturesque buildings, of "noisy cobStates and Canada.
blesterestandto the
quietfeminine
canals."
Of particular
inportion
of any house
will be the several views of the lacemakers, young and old — one particularly striking picture being of a young and comely
Here's a Newspaper
matron
manipulating the flying spindles
Wants Short Stuff
with an interesting and interested and
handsome infant propped in her lap.
and Cites Examples
PATHE REVIEW No. 147— The leadThe Grand Rapids Herald has one of
ing feature of this review is "The Jiuthe most interesting theatrical columns in
and in slow motion are anthe country. Its writer discusses all Jitsu Girl,"
alyzed the different holds of the Japanese
phases of motion pictures and recently he wrestler. Max Bohm, N. A., demonstrates
took the "short subjects" for his theme.
his method of painting. The artist is
Arguing from his own case, he said that
shown at work outdoors with his brush
there are many cases where theatre paattached
to a six-foot pole, what is detrons do not get the opportunity to see
painting. Other
the pictures they want and spoke partic- subjects scribedareas "long-distance"
"Little Things in Holland," deularly of educational pictures. Among
voted to the Dutch children; "The Freeother things, he said:
Lunch Trees," two of Florida's "best bets,"
"Why shouldn't the big picture theatres
"The study
Sapphire
Cities of towns
Italy,"anda
of Grand Rapids include in every pro- and
Pathecolor
of picturesque
gram— or nearly every one — at least one
villages in Northern Italy.
reel of honest-to-goodness educational film?
"Charles Urban has produced some
"HIS INHERITANCE TAXI" — Star
wonderful stuff along these lines. , Last
Comedy, single reel, released by Universal.
week, for example, the Majestic Gardens
ran Movie Chats. Into the 1000 feet of — Rather slender in plot is this story of
a couple very short in money. Neely Edthat reel Urban crammed a whole encyclowards has the role of the husband and
pedia of knowledge, everything from a
recipe for successfully baking bread to a Laura La Plante that of the wife. They
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both work hard to put over the picture.
The husband, handicapped with a forgetful
leaning, fails to bring to the station the
tickets which are to serve as the medium
for unloading on his parents for support
the two young persons. Returning to his
home for the tickets, he is afterward held
up and compelled to change clothes, and
the tickets again are missing. He lands
in the police instead of the railroad station, but the highwayman, too, is captured, so difficulties are ironed out.
"LOADED DICE" — Three-Reel Paithe
Playlet. — Frank Keenan is featured in this
frank crook drama, supported by Florence
Coombs, Alice Hollister and
Billings,
Madeline Guy
Marshall. The scenario is from
the pen of Gilson Willets. Mr. Keenan
has the role of Richard Gordon, an amJbitious politician who without hesitation
commits a couple of murders to further
his plans, but is himself killed when he
plans to make it three.
URBAN MOVIE CHATS— (M.P.T.O.A.
single reel released by Hodkinson). — The
picture shows the methods of gathering
enormous harvests in the Northwest; playing the game of basketball on roller
skates; household hints; raising Chinese
pheasants and views of pheasant shoots;
the Venus "fly trap," a plant growing in
North Carolina, showing how the imprisoned fly is absorbed by the plant; and
Indians spearing salmon in the North"THE FARMER AND THE OSTRICH "
— Cartoon of Aesop's Fables released
through
Pathe.in —this
^Paulinterpretation
Terry "hands"
us
some laughs
of the
moral that "Hospitality is a virtue which
should be exercised wisely." Mixed up in
the tale are a tramp ostrich and the farmer
of hospitable disposition as well as a very
lively Thomas
Cat and
Leary Louis
Ostrich. The ostrich
is blessed
or cursed
with a real appetite and eats a plenty.
No exhibitor need regret giving this single
reel a whirl.
OVER THE ANDES— (Kineto Review).
— In this single reel the camera is employed to record impressions of a honeymoon trip in Peru. There are many feet
of film devoted to the shifting scenes uncovered as the train climbs into the mountains. We see distant peaks towering
19,000 feet. After viewing Lima, the
capital, the train stops at Chesica, and
then proceeds along the Rimae River, to
an altitude of 14,000 feet.
"HEY THERE"— Reissue of single-reel
Harold Lloyd Comedy. — There are lively
doings in a motion picture studio in this
subject, in which the star is supported by
Bebe Daniels and "Snub" Pollard. Harold
in pursuit of Bebe puts on overalls and
makes
of trouble
for "Snub," who
is tryinga tolotdirect
a picture.
OFFICIAL LONDON — (Kineto Review).— This one reel is devoted to scenes
in the English capital — Trafalgar Square
and its vicinity, with views of the wartime crowds; the Cenotaph, erected to the
memory
of the
nation's
of the kingleaving the
palace
to opendead;
Parliament;
10
Downing Street, the home of the Prime
Minister; St. Saviour's Cathedral; the
Houses of Parliament, the chimes in the
Big Ben Tower, and Westminster Abbey.
"HIGH TIDE"— Hal Roach Comedy released by Pathe. — This is a rather amusing single reel in which appear George
Rowe, "Sunshine Sammy," Mark Jones
and Ethel Broadhurst. A new-fangled
submarine is introduced — a one-man affair. There is a lone island, a bear and
cannibals.
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Subjects a Year — Metro
Sam Zierler of the Commonwealth
Film Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue,
has entered the production field. He is
president of the Samuel Zierler Photoplay Corporation, which will produce
five pictures (starring Clara Kimball
Young and three all-star subjects each
year. The eight productions vdll be supervised by Harry I. Garson. Mr. Zierler
will continue to distribute the Young pictures in New York State and Northern
New Jersey through Commonwealth and
Nu-Art of Buffalo as heretofore under his
contract with Equity. The remainder of
the territory on the Young pictures will
be supplied through the Metro organization.
The first picture in which Miss Young
will be starred is now in production and
it is expected will be completed about
May 1. Washburn
It is "The Child,
Hands Ambassador
of Nara," by
Richard
to
Italy. The story was printed as a serial
for seventeen weeks in Collier's and will be
published this spring in book form and
:given wide distribution.
"Several really competent authorities
have assured us they believe this story
will make a great picture," said Mr. Zierler in his office last week, "and we are
looking forward to having just that. It
is not yet settled whether the picture will
be distributed early this summer or in the
fall.
"I don't mind telling you it has been
decided to change the production policy
for Miss
Young's
pictures.
Where
tofore it has
been the
rule to give
this herestar
a background of elaborate sets and many
expensive gowns we will in the future
specialize on stories. We are now seeking
the very best material that can be obtained. We want big human stories, those
with strong heart interest and large public appeal. We are not restricting ourselves to any particular type or style of
stories. Don't misunderstand me — elaborate sets will be employed where they are
indicated as essential, but these will be
subordinated and made a part of the theme
rather than being given a dominating importance.
"The exhibitor is a pretty good judge
as to what his patrons want in the way of
entertainment. I am meeting exhibitors
every day and I think I know what they
want. They tell me 80 per cent of their
clientele does not look for gowns. Their
patrons look for the human appeal. The
real picture is one of which you will say
to the first friend you meet: 'Oh, boy, go
see that picture.' "
The conversation drifted to general conditions in the independent field. Mr. Zierler said his entrance into production was
dictated largely through his fear there
might be a shortage in quality product in
the State rights market.
"We make an effort to buy for our territory everything that is good," said Mr.
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Territory

and Nu-Art

Zierler.
onlymaterial
regret isfrom
that the
there
not
more "My
of this
sameis
source. In order to exist one must have
good product. And that is the reason we
really were driven into production — ^because we want good product."
There was put up to Mr. Zierler the recent statement by two men prominent in
the independent field that there seemed to
be a disinclination on the part of exhibitors to pay for State right productions the
same sums they willingly accorded the output of the large organizations.
"Well, as a matter of fact," replied Mr.
Zierler,
believe it isthat
in the
interestis of
exhibitors"I themselves
if there
to
be any difference in the ratio between the
two branches the larger sum should be on
the side of the independent. Surely it is
the availability of independent product
that keeps the price of film within reach of

Samuel Zierler
the average exhibitor. If the independent
producer goes out of business the cost of
film automatically will be boosted. That
is common ordinary horse sense.
"The fact is that just now, strange as
it may sound, some of the older organizations are selling films entirely too cheap.
One of these concerns is the worst offender. It is selling the exhibitor at a
rate a small producer could not afford.
When as a result of these tactics, if we
may so describe them, the little fellow
goes out of business, the exhibitor will be
up "It
against
it. behooves the exhibitor, as
therefore
the situation appeals to me, if he wants
to remain an exhibitor, to patronize the
independent exchangeman even if he actually has to pay more for his film. You
remember how Marcus Loew in Cleveland

two
or threehow
yearshe ago
an exhibitors'
convention
hadtold
loaned
an independent producer a hundred thousand dollars because he wanted the man to stay in
business — ^that he realized conditions were
making it harder and harder for the independent to exist.
"The exhibitor should not forget the independent producer leans very heavily on
the man who buys the film, that on the
support given him depends his business
life; that the prosperity of the independent producer means for the exhibitor an
adequate supply of pictures at a reasonable figure; and also that the program
man will be with him always.
"Then again the independent distributor has to contend with the impetus accorded program pictures by the first runs
given them in tvro or three hundred of the
large houses in the key cities and which
are controlled if they are not owned by
the large companies. But it is the revenue
coming from these houses which constitutes one of the heaviest handicaps against
the independent picture and which explains why the State rights distributor
must get from his narrower market all
that he possibly can if the making of
tinue.
quality independent pictures is to con"While there are many new producers
entering the State rights field at the same
time many are being frightened out of it.
They realize the stiff competition they are
forced to meet. Take, for instance, the
matter of foreign sales. The freelance
producer with one picture who wants to
sell foreign rights immediately is face to
face vnth those organizations which have
exchanges all over the world. At home
he is forced to compete with a situation
where an exhibitor will book a picture
from a program exchange for three days
and from an independent exchange one
day — and yet the product of the latter
may be the superior of the two. It is
strange, but it only too frequently hapMr. Zierler began work in the motion
picture field in 1909 in the Paramount
Exchange (unrelated to the present organization). Later he was associated
with William Steiner, and then he followed the fortunes of the Kessel & Baumann exchanges as they were merged
viith the Mutual. With the Universal he
pens." over seven years — "and I left
remained
them only because I wanted to branch out
for myself," said Mr. Zierler. At the time
of his resignation from Universal he was
general
sales manager of the eastern district.
The Commonwealth in its two years and
a half of existence has made rapid progress. Mr. Zierler said in his dealings with
an exhibitor he endeavors to keep in mind
the fact that it vdll be but a short time
before he will be trying to sell the same
man another picture and that he wants to
deal with a satisfied customer.
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'^Back to Yellow
Jacket"
Is Strong
Ben Wilson's Production of Peter B. Kyne's Story of the
Desert, F eaturing Roy Stewart, Has Situations That Grip
A stirring tale of the desert and of a
desert mine is Peter B. Kyne's Back to
Yellow Jacket, a six-reel Ben Wilson production released by Arrow. The star of
the picture is Roy Stewart, with Kathleen
Kirkham playing opposite. The two other
principals are Earl Metcalfe and Jack
Pratt. The entire interest is squarely
centered on these four, on three of them
a goodly part of the time. It is a story
drawing on the emotions, at times strongly. The period is 1917. The locale is picturesque and absolutely primitive — ^where
"mountain and desert meet" — and with a
wide sweep of both.
The story is of Carmen, a wife accustomed to comforts and attention, who goes
to the desert to join her miner husband,
and who in the face of hardships and following abitter colloquy decides to return
to Carson, a former admirer in San Francisco. Arriving at his home she tells him
she has changed her mind, that she is
going
back to But
"Smiling
Jim" has
Ballantyne,
her husband.
the latter
gone in
search of her and the "man." Both miss
their objective. The wife in Yellow Jacket
turns to the dance hall in order to support
her young son. Jim saves the life of Carson, without water in the desert, and the
latter takes him into partnership in his
mine, situated near Yellow Jacket. On a
visit to town Jim finds his wife, ill, and
in her home sees the picture of Carson.
The returns
boy he toconcludes
He
camp to iskillhishispartner's.
partner.
Carmen recovers and reaches the mine
just in time to save Carson's life.
The foregoing is the rough outline of a
tale that in its development contains many
high spots. Mr. Kyne has given us a.
story that was not written for a star.
In proof of this is the role of Carson,
who actually is the one member of the trio
whose career is marked by no mistakes of
the head or of the heart. Neither husband nor wife is blameless in matters of
judgment. The former concentrates his
thoughts on his mining, that his wife in
time to come may enjoy luxury. The wife
sees only the moment and rebels at the
lonesomeness, the lack of attention.
Among the scenes that stand out are
those of the acrimonious controversy be-

tween husband and wife, true to the life ;
of the former's retreat to the aance hall,
where later he sees his wife and the gambler■— portrayed by Metcalfe — dancing ;
the hammer and tongs fist fight between
the two
men; theat arrival
in San
Francisco of Carmen
the home
of Carson
and of her intimation to the now disappointed admirer that between the sending
of her telegram and her arrival the situation has changed and that it is imperative
she returns to her husband — that she is beresponsibilities, itginning
is to understand
not all play;life's
of the
perfect
friendship between Jim and his partner
and of the deep regard of one for the
other.
Then, too, the scene in the dance hall
where Jim for the first time in years
drops into town and sees his wife collapse
on the floor; his picking her up in his
arms and taking her to her home ; the discovery of the photograph of Carson and
his misunderstanding of its significance;
his return to camp, and following his partner's advice as to the proper thing to do
in a given situation to proceed to destroy
him by dynamite; the arrival of the wife,
the explanation, and the hurried and successful attempt to save Carson and the
injury of the husband; and the reconciliation.
These are situations that grip and hold
closest attention. The picture is well
played and well directed. A fine example
of the latter factor is the delicate treatment of the situation in the home of Carson, where the wife by indirection, intimates that the house of Ballantyne is to
have an heir; and of Carson, again rejected by the woman he loves, dejectedly
leaning against a table as the wife departs
undeterred.
G. B.
"Determination" Producers
to Take Larger Quarters
The officers of the United States Moving Pictures Corporation, producers of
the ten-reel feature, Determination, are so
gratified over the way the theatres and
the public are accepting their premiere
production that James W. Martin, presi-

Alice Lake, Kenneth Harlan and Gaston Glass
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dent of this corporation, has arranged to
take larger quarters in New York at the
Fisk
Building, 250 West Fifty-second
May.
Street, and is figuring on another series of
pictures starting production the first of
Mr. Martin and a number of directors
were tionpresent
at the and
opening
Determinaat the Cameo
wereof well
pleased
with the way B. S. Moss presented it.

"Sherlock Holmes"
Goes to Vaudeville
on

Keith's

Circuit

Big time booking in vaudeville covering all the Keith weeks in Greater New
York is the newest propulsion given the
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle "Sherlock
Holmes" two reelers by the Alexander
Film Corporation which is releasing the
productions in this country.
with the ofDevil's
Foot, subjects
one of
theStarting
most spectacular
the fifteen
the Alexander firm is circulating, it is proposed to play in vaudeville successively
also each of the others of the series. The
drive into vaudeville of the Doyle pictures will be confined for the present to
the territory of Greater New York, but
the booking is expected to stimulate added
interest in the productions in all territory
outside.
The vaudeville incursion of the Doyle
dramas was brought about by making the
material of the initial essay distinctly
vaudeville in that half the playlet, or one
reel of the Devil's Foot is acted by the
same players who appeared in the episode
in the films. Harry Braban and Hugh
Buckler, the two players in the acted
episode, are well known mummers here
and'
abroad.
The Devil's
Foot gives
each
of them
opportunity
for exciting
moments,
the solution of this mystery story of
Doyle's
many
evolving
from a visit
Sherlock pays
a man
he suspects
of having
murdered a man through the agency of a
secret gaseous herb indigenous to Africa.
Reports from New York's outer frontier
where the Devil's Foot is being played
preliminary to Broadway say the result
will boom the Sherlock series immeasurably because of the vitality the living actors give to the tense conflict of the scenes
in which they appear. The dramatization
was made by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

Gaston Glass and Noah Beery

Scenes from "I Am the Law," an Edwin S. Carewe production, to be released in April to the Independent Market by C. C. Burr of
Affiliated Distributors, Inc.
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Plans

Classics

Sales

With 'Neath Western Skies launched as
one of the season's human western subjects, Bob Horner, general manager of the
Classics Sales Company, and his associates have concluded arrangements for
what promises to be a season of activity.
Speaking of his plans, Mr. Homer says:
"It is our aim to contribute to the independent market a high class grade of
western material that will attract to our
State rights buyers those exhibitors who
have stayed clear of the independent exchanges. We will place our pictures on
the market at a figure that will enable the
State rights buyer to stabilize his market
so that his exhibitors will make money
and keep their theatres open. We are
handling nothing but high-powered western material that every exchangeman and
exhibitor can cover. We do not expect the
buyer to invest his capital on any one subject. But we can convince the buyers
that we have a year's supply of excellent
material at a figure that vdll enable him
to make a profit on his small investment.
"The day of the advance
the producer
is not dead. We have just tomade
such an
advance to Edward I. Luddy for his fivereel western production, The Man Who
Waited, featuring Frank Braidwood and
Inez MacDonald and a picked cast. This
Jsubject, together with 'Neath Western
Skies, are not features that have been rejected by the national distributors."
The release date of The Man Who
Waited has been set for March 15. The
second subject of a series of eight is
''Neath
Western Skies and already has
been completed.
Pacific

Film

$30,000
for

Sets

Minimum

Feature

Films

A new distribution policy in regard to
initial cost of production of featurelength photoplays will be placed in operation April 1 by the Pacific Film Company,
according to John J. Hayes, president of
that organization. Comedies about to be
released by Pacific will also be affected,
it is stated, and it is added that no subject over five reels in length will be considered by Pacific for distribution where
the certified cost of production is less
than $30,000. Mr. Hayes says:
"Money must be spent to secure a favorable output; not lavishly, but with an
•eye for the effect it will have on the audience. Ithink a good photoplay cannot be
produced under $30,000 now, and Pacific
has set that figure as the minimum sum to
be expended on any picture we will offer
after April 1.
"Neither will a cheap grade of comedies, no matter who the star is, be released through Pacific channels. The
minimum for comedy cost will be $10,000
for a two-reel subject and $7,500 for onereelers."
Eastern

Film

It Controls

Says
Release

of "The Rubaiyat"
Frank A. Tichenor. president of the
Eastern Film Corporation, 220 West Forty-second Street. New York City, authorizes the publication of the following statement in reference to The Rubaiyat, the

TRADE

motion picture production directed by
Ferdinand Earle:
"Rubaiyat,
adjusted
certain differencesInc.,
withhaving
Ferdinand
P. Earle,
the director of the motion picture production, The Rubaiyat, I solicit the courtesy
of your columns for the announcement
that Mr. Earle is now assisting the company in preparing the picture for release.
All the steps in the removal of the picture
from Los Angeles to New York were taken
under instructions of the president of
Rubaiyat, Inc., and with his full approval.
The picture is now in my possession and
under my complete control, and not in the
hands of any group of interests or any
faction or party of Rubaiyat, Inc.
"I wish also to make it clear to the
motion picture industry and the public
that Mr. Earle has no ground for stating,
as he is reported to have done in the Los
Angeles newspapers, that he has the picture The Rubaiyat in his possession.
"Eastern Film Corporation is legally invested with the entire releasing rights of
TheMr.Rubaiyat."
Tichenor says there will be no public showing of The Rubaiyat until the cutting, editing and titling now in progress
are completed. An invitation presentation
will then ,be made of the picture in one
of the larger New York hotels, of which
due notice will be given.

"Jungle Goddess"
Will be Released

to

Public March 15
At the offices of the Export and Import
Film Company, Inc., it was announced
that Selig has now started work on the
fifteenth and concluding chapter of The
Jungle Goddess, of which this company
controls the world distribution.
The final touches have already been
put on the earlier episodes to make them
ready for early spring release. The
serial, it is said, has been carefully reedited from the color standpoint so that
the maximum in tone-appeal has been effected. The titles have gone through unembellished because the story and action
move so fast it was thought best not to
detract from it by illustrated cards.
A complete line of accessories is already available on the serial. The posters were drawn by a well-known animal
artist especially engaged for this work.
Care has been taken, it is claimed, to
combine the stunt scenes in the chapter
picture with the spectacular animal shots
and as a result the paper is of the circusthrill variety of a type very unusual for
serial productions. There will be stock
twenty-four sheets, banners and window
cards in addition to the regular run of
accessories on each episode.
Anchor
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Paul

Gerson

Number 16

Heads

Company
Producing
Two-Reel Comedies
The Paul Gerson Pictures Corporation,
a film producing organization, formed of
local
business men of San Francisco, has
city.
started making pictures at the studio of
the company, at 353 Tenth Street in that
Robert Eddy, former director of the
Toonerville Trolley Comedies, has been
signed to make a series of two-reel comedies to be knovra as Plum Center Pictures. Dan Mason, who worked under
Mr. Eddy's direction in the Toonerville
Trolley films as the Skipper of the trolley
car, and Miss Wilna Hervey, who was the
powerful Katrinka in the same series, will
play
the leading parts in the Plum Center
comedies.
Belmont, a small towm, has been
selected as a location for the exteriors of
the stories, which will depict the life and
adventures of the people living in a small
rural community. Dan Mason will be
Pop Tuttle, leading citizen and bus driver,
and Miss Hervey will be the station agent
at The
the village
Gerson "depo."
Company is an all San
Francisco organization so far as its executive management is concerned. Paul
Gerson, the president of the company, has
been identified with the picture industry
for a number of years, and K. C. Weaver,
the general manager, has had many years'
experience
in the
production
and distribution of films
in San
Francisco
and Los
Angeles.
Manager Weaver states that a dramatic
unit will be added to the studio organization in a short time.
Two

New

England Exchanges

Opened by Second National
Two new exchanges have been added
to its list by Second National Pictures
Corporation. The Second National Pictures
Corporation
of New atEngland
was Street,
established with offices
57 Church
Boston, with Herman Rifkin manager.
The Eastern Film Features Company,
Inc.. 134 Meadow Street, New Haven,
which also is under the direction of Mr.
Rifkin, was made a branch exchange for
Second National. These exchanges vdll
distribute the series of twelve photoplays
to be released by Second National in the
current season to exhibitors throughout
New England.
Herman Rifkin for the past eight years
has maintained spacious offices in Boston,
and is recognized as a prominent figure
in the distributing field of motion pictures
in New England.

Films to Release

"Movie Stars' Stampede"
Morris R. Schlank, president of the Anchor Film Distributors, Inc., announces
that his concern has secured the releasthe Movie
whiching rights
was torecently
held Stars'
in LosStamped",
Angeles
under the direction of Pauline Fdererick.
The picture is a two-reel novelty, picturing Will Rogers, Miss Frederick,
Pete Morrison, "Big Boy" Williams,
"Tex" Parker and other western photoplay stars in a series of regular and
comedy riding, roping and bull-dogging
stunts. According to Mr. Schlank, the
"stampede" excited considerable interest
in Los Angeles and thousands attended.
It was widely heralded in the press as
being one of the reason's novelties.
The All-Star Features exchange has
purchased the Pacific coast territory.

To Direct "Little Napoleon"
Harry Burns, who established an enviable reputation as a screen comedy director while directing "Joe Martin" at
Universal City, has transferred his allegiance to the Morris R. Schlank studios,
where he is directing "Little Napoleon,"
the chimpanzee wdth the "human" brain,
in a series of two-reel comedies for release
tors,
Inc. through the Anchor Film Distribu"The Girl From Rocky Point"
The title of the Pacific Film Co. production reviewed last week on page 1043
should have been The Girl from Rocky
Point, and not The Voice in the Dark.
While the latter title was on the print
seen, tV'e company already had decided to
make the change indicated.
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While Ten-Reel Melodrama Gives Evidence of Large Outlay
and Contains Strong Contrasts, the Story Is Unimpressive
Determination, a ten-reel picture, had the picturized version of the Old Testament. Mr. Ennis will visit Miami and
its initial New York showing at the
Cameo Theatre during the week of Key West, and then go to Havana. Upon
March 5. The production was made by
the Weiss Brothers' exploitathe United States Moving Picture Cor- his return
tion man will make public several interestporation and is being State righted by
ing plans relative to the presentation of
Lee & Bradford, 701 Seventh Avenue,
After Six Days which will be shown to
New York.
the New York public shortly after the
The producers of Determination have
completion of the Lenten season.
-endeavored to give the subject an elaborate staging and in the London slum settings especially surely have succeeded.
" Determination "
Joseph Levering is credited with the direction.
Breaks Records at
The two leading roles are taken by Al
Lincoln, those of John Morton, Jr., and
James Melvale, twin brothers. The former is a settlement worker, while Melvale
Syracuse's Empire
is a sport whose chief failing seems to
Determination, the ten-reel feature probe a readiness to spend his money.. Neither
duced by the U. S. Moving Pictures Corporation, isbeing distributed through the
apparently is aware of the existence of
any brother, although the escapades of independent market by the Lee-Bradford
Melvale cause a lot of trouble for Morton.
Corporation.
This production began an indefinite run
Morton makes his home in London, Melvale lives in Paris. Enemies of Morton
at B. S. Moss' Cameo Theatre, at Broadpick on Melvale in the belief they are
way and Forty-second Street, last Sunday to capacity houses, the same as it has
getting the man they are after. And
surely they are not to be blamed, for the been doing at other showings throughout
pair cannot be told apart. The only pos- the country.
sible contrast between the two is the gay
Mr. Moss is most critical of the productions he books in the Cameo and he
demeanor of the one and the serious bearing of the other. For a considerable time chose Determination from many other
one spectator was kept in doubt as to pictures which were offered to him at this
whether Morton was leading a double life. time.
Last week the production played an enOf course, there may have been a subtitle that was overlooked.
gagement at the Empire Theatre, Syracuse, and on the opening day broke the
The story is too long. There are few
situations that really grip, practically
house record. The management was compelled to close the box office between 8
none that stir the heart. The production
is listed as a Drury Lane melodrama. In and 9.30 p. m. In fact, the crowds became so great that it was necessary to
spite of the apparent lavish expenditure
the picture seems to have missed fire in call up the police station for extra ofits great possibilities. The story is not ficers.
The Elk Photoplay Company, which is
sharply defined. The interest in the
earlier part of the subject is fairly distributing Determination in Greater
centered on Morton. Then for a long New York and northern New Jersey, has
period the philanthropist is in eclipse, he been successful in signing up the entire
is out of the picture, his place being B. P. Keith circuit of houses for the protaken by his double, whose general be- duction.
Additional first-run presentations are
havior is not calculated to inspire any
particular amount of sympathy or to now being arranged in the key cities
arouse interest.
throughout the various territories.
There are many strongly drawn characters of the Whitechapel district. Louis
Wolheim, for example, has a short but Dickerson, of Detroit, Foi*ms
well brought out bit as a brute. The
Progress Features Company
picture contains many contrasting scenes
D. D. Dickerson of Detroit, Mich., anof ballroom and dive, of immaculate evenounces the incorporation of Progress
ning garb and just old clothes, very old.
Company, with offices located at
That the screen public of to-day is not Pictures
304 Film Exchange Place, Detroit, for the
composed of newcomers was apparent
distribution of Arrow's James Oliver
toward the close of the picture when
Productions, a series of fourMaurice Costello came on the screen in Curwood
teen Arrow Jack Hoxie western features
the role of a police inspector. Instantly
and The Stranger in Canyon Valley, starthere was a buzz of interested comment
ring Edythe Sterling.
all over the house. Mr. Costello has lost
Mr. Dickerson formerly released
none of his assurance, of his screen presthrough Photoplays, but has now branched
ence.
Determination is a picture as to the out for himself and announces that he
intends to concentrate on Arrow producquality of which there will be differences
tions exclusively. Mr. Dickerson is most
of opinion. It is showinsr this present week
optimistic and states that he looks for
at the Cameo — which indicates belief on
a rapid return to normal of business conthe part of the management of that house
ditions in the film industry in Michigan.
in its drawing nower and in its possibilities for exploitation. It will be mass
opinion that tells the story — and nothing
Five Weeks' Michigan Tour
else counts.
G. B.
Arranged for Elmo Lincoln
Probably what is the longest personal
Bert Ennis Goes to Havana
appearanf>e tour on record for one territory has been entered upon bv Elmo LinBert Ennis, director of exploitation for
coln in Michigan, beginnins: March 6. The
Artclass Pictures Corporation and Adstar of Adventures of Tarzan was enventures of Tarzan Serial Sales Corporagaged by Strand Features, Inc., of Detion, leaves this week for a brief vacatroit, distributors of the serial for Michition, prior to beginning an extensivp exgan, to appear at leading picture theatres
ploitation campaign for After Six Days,

for five weeks. Following his tour in
Michigan, the player will appear in
Washington for two weeks, following
which he will return to New York to talk
over production plans.
At the completion of his tour Lincoln
will have played for fifteen consecutive
weeks, during which time he will have
covered 8000 miles and appeared in more
than 600 theatres.
Noel

Smith

Home
on

Returns

After

Hallroom

Talks
Policy

Noel Smith, director of the Percy and
Ferdie Hallroom Comedies, who came
East for the purpose of seeing how the
comedies are going over and for conferring with the Federated Committee on
various ideas, has returned to the West
Coast production center.
Before leaving, Mr. Smith got finally
"set" on ideas for the remainder of the
Hallroom Comedies on the present Federated series and immediately upon arriving at the coast vdll put them into work.
While on the way West Mr. Smith intended stopping off at various Federated
exchanges in different cities to go over
local exhibitor reports on the comedies
and to talk with exchange managers on
any ideas they may have for making the
comedies better in any way.
One very important stop was that which
he made in Columbus, Ohio, for the purpose of familiarizing himself with certain
rulings of the Ohio State Board of Censors as they have bearings on comedies
shown in the territory under their jurisdiction.
Arrow

Reports Sales to
Qimax and DeLiixe Film
Arrow Film Corporation announces the
sale of Watching Eyes, a photoplay starsey. ring Kiki, a "wonder dog," to Climax
Film Exchange, 728 Seventh Avenue, for
Greater New York and northern New JerThe De Luxe Film Company of Philadelphia, Pa., have purchased The Stranger
in Canyon Valley, starring Edjrthe Sterling;andHeadin'
Petestarring
Morrison
TheNorth,
Star starring
Reporter,
Billie Rhodes, for its territory. Tony
Luchese states that he finds business excellent and is most optimistic. He has
been and still is enjoying success with
room.
Arrow's version of Ten Nights in a BarAmsterdam Buys Amalgamated
for Mastei'piece Territory
Ben Amsterdam, of Masterpiece Film
Attractions in Philadelphia, has bought
the Amalgamated franchise for eastern
Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey.
Mr. Amsterdam; is launching the first
two subjects of the series immediately.
Showing sample prints of the first three
of the new Amalgamated series of tworeelers to Amalgamated franchise holders
durinsT his return trip from the coast,
Franklyn E. Backer has made visits in
San Francisco, Omaha, St. Louis, Kansas
City and Chicago and will cover as many
territories as possible before reaching
New York.
La Plante Buys Five Books
William La Plante, who produced
Metro's Fightin' Mad, has secured the
film rights to six American books. The
series will be released through Anchor
Film Distributors, Inc.
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Chelsea

Pictures

Plans

to

Send

a

Car Over Country
Chelsea Pictures Corporation, a newly
formed organization, plans a demonstration motion picture theatre on wheels to
introduce their pictures.
Bernard LfCvey, president and general
manager, was the former vice-president
of the Second National Pictures Corporation, a post he relinquished to start the
Chelsea. Arthur Levey is vice-president
and A. L. Lane its secretary and treasurer.
"You'll find the word and spirit of
Optimism in our trademark," says the
Chelsea's president, in announcing the
new organization's plans. "Big pictures
will attract big audiences in good times
or bad. We're starting off with six pictures we deem big. The theatre car medium as a sales herald to State buyers is
a practical, economic innovation. Mileage per haul is comparatively nil. Our
audiences from place to place will be the
centre's pective
leading
buyers. citizens as well as pros"Besides the six pictures with which
we
off," states
Mr. on
Levey,
"we shall
havestart
franchises
to sell
six new
Holman Day pictures that the Davenport and
Woods concern has started to make
us."Chelsea touring theatre car will be
forThe
equipped with radio phones.
Famous

Plays

Are

Bought by Warners
for Fall Production
Three famous melodramatic plays and
one of the most popular novels of the
day have been purchased by Harry M.
Warner, of Warner Brothers, as stated
last week. The three plays were purchased from Al H. Woods, and they include Broadway After Dark, Nellie, the
Beautiful Cloak Model, and Bertha, the
Sewing Machine Girl.
In addition to the three plays Mr.
Warner secured the screen rights to Sinclair Lewis'
novel,
Street,"
to be one
of the
most"Main
realistic
studiessaid
of
smal-1-toviTi life ever written. The three
plays and the novel will be produced early
this fall.
With the acquisition of the latest
Woods melodramas and the Lewis novel,
Warner Brothers have secured within a
fortnight the total number of five plays
and two novels. The two other plays, also
STATE

RIGHTS

Attention! Valuable territory on "New Wizard
of
write,Filmteleerraph.
is Oz,"
right.5 Reels.
Classic Don't
Feature
Company,Price51
East 42nd Street, New York.

Mr.

State
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Woods' "mellers," are From Rags to
Riches and Little Heroes of the Street,
both of which will feature Wesley Barry.
The plays and novels will be produced by
Harry Rapf.
Oklahoma
Close

Producers

Out

on

Nine

Franklyn Farnums
Harry W. Smith, sales manager of the
W. M. Smith Productions of Tulsa, Okla.,
is in New York, and announces that in
the last few weeks he has sold all state
rights territory on the nine Franklyn
Farnum western productions made by his
company. Mr. Smith found no marked
evidence of dullness. Whether the apparent absence is due to the fact that he
usually works eighteen hours a day Mr.
Smith did not say.
The Oklahoma company is now making
arrangements to produce at its finely
equipped studio in Tulsa a series of melodramatic productions at the rate of about
six a year. The leading players have not
as New
yet been
Mr.dueSmith's
visit
to
York selected.
is primarily
to pending
negotiations
of the
world's
rights outsideforof the
the sale
United
States
and
Canada on the Franklyn Farnum productions, of which four already have been
released in this country. At the Astor on
Wednesday Mr. Smith reported he was
making good progress and expected to
close the deal at any time.
The Farnum pictures so far issued, Mr.
Smith said, had given satisfaction in all
territories where they had been shown.
The visitor reported atmospheric conditions in Oklahoma as practically ideal for
picture-making, with a wealth of virgin
country to draw upon for locations.
Lyons Comedies Are Booked
for Forty-one First Runs
Thomas A. Branon, manager of the
Eltabran Film Company, has written to
the Arrow Film Corporation, advising it
that it has closed a contract with the
Southern Enterprises for first runs in
forty-one of its houses, including the big
new Howard in Atlanta, for the Eddie
Lyons Comedies, which Eltabran is distributing for the territory.
Mr. Branon states he considers the
Eddie Lyons Comedies among the best he
has seen and further states that exhibitors in his territory are much pleased
with them.
"Felix" Sold in Two Territories
Miss M. J. Winkler reports two sales
of the "Felix" cartoon series. E. H. Emmick of the Peerless Film Service of Los
Angeles and San Francisco, has taken the
twelve cartoons for California, Nevada,
Arizona and the Hawaiian Islands. M.
J. Fish of Greater Productions has
bought Iowa and Nebraska.

Rights

Buyer — Listen !
Pat Sullivan, my boss, has just made a contract
with Miss Winkler to star me in a series of twelve
cartoon comics. I am the only trained cat in the
movies — and, oh boy, can I act! For information
about my new distributing arrangement, drop a
line to
M. J. WINKLER
220 W. 42nd St.
New York

George
Sells
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H. Hamilton
Territory on

"Give Me My Son"
George H. Hamilton, Inc., announce
that it has sold all of New York and
northern New Jersey on its current release. Give Me My Son, to Certified Pictures Corporation of 729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
The next picture. In Self Defense, will
be ready for release in about two weeks,
a momentous melodrama of seething emotions.
Work has been started on getting the
next in the series ready for the market. It
is a comedy drama called When Knights
Were Bold, and deals with the days when
gay knights went to do battle for their
lady loves. Like all pictures made by the
Swedish Biograph Company, it is photographically notable.
George H. Hamilton, Inc., expect to
put out a series of ten of these pictures
this year — ^all on the State rights market
and all at a price the territorial buyers
can afford to pay. All of these pictures
are finished and will be released at the
rate of one a month.
Jane and Katherine Lee
Visit Neal Hart's Studio
The famous Lee children, Jane and
Katherine, playing at the Majestic Theatre,liamSan Steiner
Antonio,
learned
Wilwas Tex.,
in town
with that
his Neal
Hart company. The children were elated,
as Mr. Steiner was the first producer to
manage the Lee children, and put them in
their first picture, under the direction of
i-^rce Kingsley. Mrs. Irene Lee, the
children's mother, called on Mr. Steiner,
and he took them to Hot Wells, where
Neal Hart was working in the studio.
When the kiddies caught sight of Mr.
Hart and his company at work their joy
knew no bounds, and they both declared
that they wanted to be back in pictures
again.
Dr. Shallenberger Reports
Conditions Are Improving
W. E. Shallenberger, president of the
Arrow Film Corporation, returned on
Monday from a trip taking in some of the
principal cities of Ohio, Illinois and Michigan. He reports conditions among the
exchange men and exhibitors are steadily
improving and that it is anticipated the
next two months will show marked improvement in the State right field.
Dr. busShallenberger
off atthe
Columand Detroit tostopped
look over
Ten
Nights showing in these cities and was
delighted with the successful run of this
picture in both places, where it was then
in its second week.
New Monty Banks Comedies
to Be Sold on State Rights
Following
of the contract betweenthethetermination
Warner Brothers
and
the Federated Film Exchanges of America, Harry M. Warner announces that the
new series of Monty Banks comedies will
in future be sold on a State rights basis.
The Banks' two-reelers are being prostudios.duced by Jack Warner at the West Coast
The edies.
prints
of three
Be Careful,
A recent
Hero atBanks'
Zero comand
F. O.nerB.oflSces
Africa,
in thehave
East.arrived at the War-
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Snapshot

Editors

Commended

Chamber of Commerce Indorses Issue, President Brandt
Declaring Exhibitors Should Lend Every Encouragement
Following the offering of Screen Snapshots as a medium of aid in the campaign
to counteract with the public the effect of
newspaper accounts derogatory to the film
industry, and those connected with it,
Jack Cohn and Louis Lewyn, the producers, have received many letters and communications ©f indorsement, commending
their stand and urging exhibitors and
other producers to follow their lead.
Messrs. Cohn and Lewyn have offered the
entire footage of their "fan" news reel
for this cause and have written producers,
players, and all those connected with the
industry, asking for suggestions as to
how they might best serve.
The first indorsement ever given to a
single reel release by the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce has been formally
accorded to Screen Snapshots in a letter
signed by William Brandt, president of
the New York organization. After stating
that he had time and again heard Screen
Snapshots complimented for its contents,
Mr. Brandt said:
"Every exhibitor should encourage you
in your good work by running every issue
of Screen Snapshots, especially at this
time." He went on to say that it is not

Hold "School Days"
for a Second Week
at Newark

Theatre

The Warner Brothers' production, Gus
Edwards' School Days, featuring Wesley
Barry, broke every record in the history
of picture houses in Newark, N. J., during its two weeks' engagement at the
Newark Theatre, according to a letter
received at the Warner offices from the
Adams Brothers, proprietors of the theatre. '
"I
as
reads
part
in
letter happy to informfollows:
you that
amThecertainly
your Wesley Barry feature. School Days,
opened here and played to the biggest
business I have ever had. The original

only excellent entertainment but is doing
much to offset the unpleasant and untrue
publicity regarding life in Hollywood as
it is being played up in daily papers.
The Home Life issue of Screen Snapshots, released a few months ago, is being
used to excellent advantage now in the
theatres throughout the country, and all
the exchanges are being urged to exploit
it. J. D. Williams, of First National, has
written to thank the editors of Screen
Snapshots for their offer of co-operation,
and commenting especially upon this issue,
said: "I will do all I can toward getting
all First National theatres to play this
P'rank E. Wood, president of the Screen
subject." Guild, which has banded together
Writers'
to combat the gossip about the screen
world, wrote to the producers of Screen
Snapshots, saying: "I want to thank you
for your offer of co-operation. Other pictures like your Home Reel issue will ibe
very
desirable
at this
Mr. Cohn and
Mr. time."
Lewyn are doing
their utmost to induce other producers to
follow their lead and bend their energies
toward using such facilities as are at
their disposal for the good of the industry at this time.
one-week run is now over, and the picture has broken every record in the history
of picture houses for the city of Newark.
"Its phenomenal success forces me to
break the house policy for the first time
since this theatre opened — I am going to
hold
Theit over."
success of the Barry feature
throughout the country is declared to be
due not only to the popularity of the
freckled-faced star, but also to the unusual amount of publicity and exploitation material devised for the production.
The Gus Edwards' song of the same name
has been re-issued by the Victor Phonograph Company, the song sheets have
also been placed in all music stores, and
the Wes
Barrywithcut-outs
and other
novel-to
ties available
the feature
are said
be unusually helpful in putting the picture in the record-breaking class.

Films Will Reissue
Five Billie Rhodes Films
A second edition of five Billie Rhodes
features will be published for State rights
distribution by the Anchor Film Distributors, Inc. These features were produced
by the National Film Corporation of
America and are described as being lavishly staged and skillfully directed from
adaptations
novels. Miss
ports in theseof pictures,
whichRhodes'
are in supfive
parts, consist of Jack Hoxie, Kathleen
Kirkham, Tom Santschi, Melbourne MacDowell, William Clifford and other well
known players. All prints and accessories for exploitation will be new, states
Mr. Schlank.
"Oh, Mabel, Behave" Is Sold
for New England and Ohio
The territorial rights to New England
on Oh, Mabel Behave, have been sold by
Nathan Hirsh, president of Photocraft
Productions to the Independent Film Corporation of Boston. Phil Selznick has
bought the
for had
Ohio.
distributorsrights
already have
many Both
requests
for early bookings.
Aywon also announces the sale of the
New England territory on "Big Boy"
Williams and "Snowry" Baker pictures to
the Independent of Boston.
Author Rhodes Supervising
Eugene Manlove Rhodes, whose Saturday Evening Post story "Stepsons of
Light" is now in production with Robert
Gordon in the principal role, is supervising the entire production. Ivor McFadden is producing the picture, which is
the first of six Rhodes stories he will film
for distribution through Anchor Film
Distributors, Inc. The story first apas a serial
lishedpearedin book
form. and was latter pubHirsh Offers Animated Novelty
Nathan Hirsh, president of the Aywon
Film Corporation, announces the early
release of a novelty short subject. Under
the general titles of American Picture
Book, he will offer a series of animated
drawings that are said to be unusually
entertaining. The first of this series is
entitled Girls We All Know.

J. Frank Glendon and Zelma Morgan
Mr. Glendon, Miss Morgan and Jack Pratt
Scenes from "Yankee Doodle, Jr.," Being Distributed on the State Right Market by M. J. Bumside
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In the space above th e entrance of the Merrill, Milwaukee, Manager Wettstein used a black gauze
background on which he mounted cardboard figures with strings so that they danced in a ghostly
way whenever the strings were pulled. It made a very effective tie-up with the title of the feature,
Paramount's **Three Live
Ghosts."

The canopy of
Moss' Cameo, New
York, was elaborately decorated
with flags and
bunting on Washington's Birthday,
and acted as a
magnet, drawing
quite a number of
passers on Fortysecond S treet in to
see Vitagraph's
"The Prodigal
Judge'' and a
Larry
edy. S^mon com-

This window arranged by the Vendome, Nashville for Metro's "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse," played to S. R. O. The horses were attached to the edge of a yard wide record made
of beaver board and placed on a Victrola, it revolved slowly enough for the names to be read, but
moved fast enough to attract attention.

Number

16

Examples

Some very good examples of showmanship were put forth by C. A. Barbian,,
manager of the Waldorf Theatre, Akron,
for the first Ohio showing of First National The Rosary. One week previous
to the opening date, Barbian started his
campaign by inserting two-column by
two inch ads in three papers, run on
several different pages. On the Saturday
previous to the opening date he used a
three-column by 10 inch in one paper,
using the press sheet accessory with the
words "The Eosary," two characters and
the sailing vessels. The lettering was
artistic, with a checker-board background.
In another paper he used six single
column character cuts, with the letters
spelling R-O-S-A-R-Y reading down the
column instead of across as is usually
the case. This was another clever bit of
art work. Then in the Sunday edition
he ran a much larger ad.
For the "flash" in front of the theatre
Barbian cut out large heads of the principal characters, pasted them on a white
banner, and had his artist letter in the
names of the players and the title. On
each side of the entrance was a large
brass frame with a cretonne background,
and these character studies in the large
posters made such an appeal to me that
we used them again in one of the frames^
then across the top of the door was a
banner
"First Ohio Showing 'The Rosary.' "
Wrong on Dates
The Victoria Theatre, Shamokin, Pa.,.
tried to tell the public in a newspaper ad
that it was all wrong on dates:
Your calendar is ail wrong. Saturday
Night in Shamokin is not February 18
but Feb. 21 at the Victoria Theatre.
It's a Paramount Picture.
The ad also included a reprint of a calendar, and when the reader glanced up
and saw that Feb. 21 was not Saturday,
but Tuesday, puzzlement followed and the
stunt got over.
Inexpensive Billboard
The Temple Theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.>
is a neighborhood house and accordingly
elaborate exploitation is not always profitable. Nevertheless, the management created a simple bit of advertising in conDiamond.nection with the run of Fox's The Rough
To gain inexpensive billboard space
throughout that part of town from which
the Temple draws its patronage several
sidewalk stands large enough for the display of three-sheets were built by a local
carpenter, and with the permission of merchants throughout the section (gained by
liberal distribution of passes) these stands
were stationed at many vantage points.
Thus at almost a negligible expense
billboard advertising was effectively accomplished.
Getting a Slogan
When Ed Harvey opened his new theatre at Woodlawn, Pa., he made it worth
while for the entire town to ruminate on a
suitable slogan for the new house. Some
of the names offered were: "A Home of
Paramount Pictures," "Harvey's for Happiness," "The Place Where Gloom Can't
Stay," and the like.
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on

Prologues

Ranging from an Inexpensive Song in
the Smaller House to the Elaborate
and Expensive

One

Elaborate staging of a song was
part of the program of the Strand
Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa, during
the engagement of Queen of Sheba,
the Fox special.
The singer was attired in a costume resembling in a way the one
worn by the Queen of Sheba of the
picture. A large heart-shaped
head-piece fringed with protruding
peacock feathers, several long
strings of beads, and a scant gown
of satin and georgette comprised
the outfit — which was made at a
cost to the exhibitor of $10.
The singer appeared twice during
each performance, singing Egyptian melodies. The setting for
each song was different, both, however, resembling the desert scenes
of the production with long
stretches of sand, palm trees and
trekking palanquins.
The pseudo "Queen" appeared in
the lobby of the theatre prior to the first performance each
evening and afternoon, and attracted large crowds.
First National's "Penrod"
Having satisfied himself that Wesley Barry would be at the
Strand Theatre in Marshall Neilan's production of Penrod,- Managing Director Joseph Plunkett set about the origination of a
unique prologue for the photoplay that fairly breathed appropriateness because several youngsters were to be active in it,
only to be disillusioned by certain laws, which prevented the
appearance on the stage of youngsters under sixteen. But
Plunkett was not to be balked by any such obstacle. He conceived the brilliant idea of using puppets, and to put greater
life into the characters, he called the Strand Male Quartet into
play.
From the photographs you vsdll see that the puppets were in
a sitting position and dressed only up to the neck. Slits in the
curtain where the puppet heads should be, enabled the members
of the quartet to put their heads through, their faces made up
for
parts,
and rest them
on the
The puppets'
arms thewere
manipulated
from the
backshoulders.
by the insertion
of the
quartet's
Thus thearms.
audience saw, from left to right, the characters of
Penrod, Verman, Herman and Sam, seated with utmost jollity
and
singing
"Under
the itCopper
and agreeably
"Jungle Joe."
Had
it seen
the back
view,
would Moon"
have been
surprised
at the transition, invention and sheer ingenuity.

Used in the Biggest
Hodkinson's "The Bashful Suitor"
Giving a two-reeler preference over the feature and staging
an elaborate prologue for it is something out of the ordinary
that was done by Manager Eugene Quigley of Ascher's Capitol
Theatre, Cincinnati, for Hodkinson's The Bashful Suitor.
The prologue itself was somewhat out of the ordinary, too.
The curtain being drawn slowly back disclosed two Dutch boys
1 iDfinL f'ya

Prologue used by Manager Quigley of the Capitol, Cincinnati, for Hodkinson's "The Bashful Suitor"
and two Dutch girls with their arms about one another and their
backs to the audience looking at a moon in the upper right hand
corner of a white silk drop. A cloud machine produced the
effects of clouds intermittently hiding the face of the moon from
view.
After looking at the moon, the quartet then slowly turned to
the audience singing "Jeanette and Her Wooden Shoes." On
completion of one verse and two choruses, they then gave a
wooden shoe dance, which was followed by a second verse and
another chorus. On completing the song, they danced off the
stage, the lights dimming as they moved to the wings and The
Bashful Suitor was flashed on the screen as the dancers disappeared from view.

Joe Plunkett's prologue that he arranged after many difficulties for First National's "Penrod" at the Strand, New York
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Freak Lobby.
Manager T. Noble of the Gem Theatre,
Palestine, Tex., scored a hit with a freak
loibby
on Paramount's
Live
Ghostsdisplay
the second
week of Three
February

The largest bath accessories house in Elmira, N. Y., tied up with the Regent Theatre for a
and the inescapable relation between the title of Paramount's "Saturday Night,"
window,
co-operative
act of ablution was emphasized. The display was made up of a six-sheet, stills
the actual
and
and
window
cards.

Fcrt Smith,
Ark., had a smallpox scare, and
Manager Gallagher
of the Palace
meiiled this prescription from Dr.
Charles Chaplin to
his patrons. It
effectively tied up
local interest with
First National's
"The Idle Class,"
and created a
great deal of the
right kind of talk,
which never hurts
the box office.

Dr.

CHARLES
CHAPLIN
PRESCRIBES FOR

SMALL

POX

ONOTONY
ISERY
OROSENESS
ORBIDNESS
ELANCMOLY
HI
ONE

DOSE

OF HIS LATEST

COMEDY

"The Idle Class"
TO BB SHOWN WITH CLARA K. YODNG IN "STRAIGHT FROM PARIS"
IT 18
WKDNESDA-y
Palace Theatre ^S1^1,1rV^^Y6^

Considering the haste with which the Majestic, Rice Lake, Wis., arranged this display for
Fox's "Thunderclap," they deserve a great deal of credit as it was produced on a few hours notice.
While not exactly artistic, it served its purpose by attracting attention from passers.

when he rigged up three ghostlike dummies above the entrance doors, attached
them to the doors with pulleys, put a bicycle pump on each dummy, a flashlight
behind each ghost, cut out eyes and a connecting copper plate directly below.
Every time any one went in or came out
of the theatre, the three ghosts lowered
about five inches and their eyes lighted
up, and as the doors closed they hopped
back to normal position and blew an odd
whistle on little pipes placed in their
mouths and given air pressure by the inverted bicycle pumps. The dummies were
placed in front of a black background and
proved so attractive that the lineup before
the box office kept them hopping merrily as
it wended its way into the theatre.
Noble made the display out of bits of
wire, copper, old pumps, old cutouts, flashlights and by his ability to do his own mechanical and electrical work managed to
complete the stunt for an actual cost of

Blue TagSf and —
Manager E. E. Collins of the Palace
Theatre, McAlester, Okla., recently put
over a new one in his community when he
printed a thousand blue tags with the following wording:
"Here's the TIME, The Palace Theatre
is the PLACE, So get Your Girl or
Some one Else's Girl and Come to see
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS in "The Three
ToM usketeers."
this tag he attached a small wrist
watch, a thousand of which he bought
from the left-over Christmas stock at the
Woolworth store for $10. The printing,
tying and distributing of these novelties
cost Mr. Collins less than $20, and the
hunch brought in the business.
McAlister is now wondering what Collins will pull next and he hasn't put out a
herald or a hand bill that hasn't been
eagerly picked up since.
Utilizing Traffic
An exploitation stunt, original in every
respect and executed with great success,
is recorded by the management of the
Schade Theatre, Sandusky, Ohio. The
stunt was put over in connection with the
run of Fox's Over the Hill.
Within a radius of 25 miles of Sandusky
are ten towns, all on the lines of a local
electric railroad. During the winter
months travel between these communities
is at its lowest ebb, and the income of the
lines is greatly reduced.
When Over the Hill was to be exploited,
the showmen determined to utilize this
traffic condition. The traffic officials consented to co-operate, and as a result both
theatres and road benefited.
At the expense of the lines, round-trip
excursions from the ten towns were advertised. With each car ticket was offered a
free pass to the Schade Theatre to see
Over the Hill. To the management of the
theatre was paid the full admission price
by the railroad — the plan thus costing the
showmen nothing but the use of the name
of the theatre.
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Guy P, Leavittf Our Omaha Correspondent, Explains in Detail Htno
Watts Makes an Advertising Layout

Manager Harry Watts of the Strand Theatre, Omaha, Neb.,
whose plan for filing material found in trade magazines and
elsewhere was recently published in Exhibitors Trade Review,
has sent up a loud appeal for assistance. You'll remember that
the idea employed by Mr. Watts is to have large envelopes available in the drawers of his roll-top desk, and in them he puts
clippings of advertisements, stories, ideas — anything and everything that might some day be of use. These clippings and ideas
are filed in envelopes pertadning to subjects, such as advertising
layouts, music, censorship, etc., and there is another set of envelopes wherein he puts clippings and other ideas pertaining to
pictures which he has booked or is considering for future
booking.
This article seem^ to have struck a warm note among the
exhibitors, as Mr. Watts began receiving letters from them at
once, asking all sorts of questions. One, from a commercial
artist who does layout and other drawing work for exhibitors,
wanted to know which magazines Mr. Watts found the most
valuable for his purpose. Another exhibitor wanted to know
whether he could get the cast-off ideas, while still another asked
if he had ever tried any other plan. Some wrote merely to
thank him for letting them in on his scheme, but most of them
wanted a concrete example of how he used the material that he
collected and filed, and these requests are answered in the following article. — Ed.
One of the most valued pouches in the file kept by the plump
but precise manager of the Omaha Strand is that pertaining
to ART — little suggestions gathered from anyvsrhere and everywhere for use in making advertisements. Let's see for a moment
just how he went about using it:
"Polly of the Follies" was coming to the Strand for Associated First National Week. Harry wanted to get out a
classy ad.
Just as usual, he yanked out his file on layouts and looked it
over. He then resorted to his file on art. First, of course, he
had considered the contents of the envelope which had for weeks
been collecting material from anywhere and everywhere dealing
with this particular picture.
He got his copy ideas well in mind — just what lines to use;
just what features to play up, and a general idea of the makeup,
from a typographical standpoint. Then he considered his art,
preparing to devise the makeup. He came across a clever little
trumpet blower which had been used in a motion picture trade
paper. "Aha!" he said, to himself, of course, "let's put Connie's
initials on the flag hanging from the trumpet, put a couple o'
blowers atop the ad, and announce she's here!"
Out of another trade paper advertisement of "Polly of the
Follies" he took a picture of Constance. "Only instead of her
finger pointing oif that a' way, it should be pointing straight up
and she should be looking straight into the ad," he mused.
There ought to be some chorus girls in the ad, but where is
an exhibitor to find a pictured bunch of chorus girls? Constance
appears with a bunch of the original beauties of the Ziegfeld
Follies, and as a matter of fact Mr. Watts had decided upon
THE ZIEGFELD FOLLIES for a heavy line in the typographicalItmakeup.
"ART" ofenvelope
he found
what
he wanted.
wasIn athegroup
girls drawn
to just
illustrate
the announcement in a recent issue of the Exhibitors Trade
Review that Hal Roach would have one two-reel Harold Lloyd
comedy to release every four weeks beginning with November 2.
The ad was so good that Harry had filed it for future use. He
decided that hats should be placed on the girls and of course
all of them could not be used, but — the rest was up to the artist.
The lower right-hand corner of the 4 x 14% advertisement
was weak. It needed something to hold it up. Again under
"ART" he found a fancy little figure that had been used in
a Clara Kimball Young advertisement in the trade papers.
He took the little figure, placed a bouquet in his hands, and lo!
the comer was well supported.
Armed with this material he went to Gordon Bennett, the
staff artist of the Strand and Rialto theatres in Omaha, and
Bennett, whose ability was well known, did the rest. He put a
ben-dey effect back of Constance that made her stand out like
a hitching post in a garage entrance. He put a drapery over
the top of the ad and drew in some borders, and bingo! the
theatre fans of Omaha one and all spotted the ad when they
opened up their Sunday morning newspapers.
Mr. Bennett keeps in one corner of his studio a filing cabinet
with a drawer for each letter of the alphabet. He clips from
trade papers, newspapers, magazines of all kinds, press sheets

HERES HER BIOOEST PICTURE
A Thousand Lau^ks spiced, wtth- Icve and lears
TOD/%V
SHOWS
ALL WEEK,
U-1-3-5-7-9

Ok Bo/! Suck Jcy!
CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
POLLY
THE

OF

,

FOLLIES

■w^tlt a- cas-b iit-cliid/m<g'
KEMETH HARLAN. GECFAWCETT
a/ud original beaalies of
THE
9ee ZIEGFELD FOLLIES
Follies
BroadwayBeauties
Belles
Vamps andVillians
Stage
Sti-uclc
Oirls
Home mad-e Flllums
Connie
TalmacWe
Sure toThings
ThriU'em
Makes
Vh.\r\

And llvcre'3 plenty cf laughs in
STEP THIS WCV
A t^s/o reel Mermaid Comedy
of babyandbu^^ies
,circus
tents
side ,elephaitts
skow falrirs.

,pkyiii^'ZiejfeU
Tollies
of 1921']
Ipiraid
FATHE Supreme
NE'^S Qrclcsii-a
| direction, Hd.rv^
H.Silvei jn.an | HAUPT
AT ORGAN
Watts' finished ad

and other sources, any stills or art drawnigs of stars. For
instance, you'll find in the "T" drawer a whole
of Talmadge pictures ; such as would befit almost any kindstack
of a layout.
There's Constance in the country, in the city, in her home, on
the street, as a hoyden,
as a lady, as — any part that she has
ever played. Norma is shown, too, in all of her m3n:iad of poses.
In one file he has miscellaneous pictures. A big letter file is
given over to "Animals and Birds." They are still further alphabetically arranged. Elephants, for instance, come imder
"E," and you'll find many pictures of elephants. Another file
is filled with "Pen Drawings, Panels and Masks," while a third
is given over to "Portraits in Color," for you know Mr. Bennett
paints a great many posters, big sheets and arches to decorate
the fronts of the big theatres for which he works.
"I have not a file of layouts, of art ideas and the other numerous classifications mentioned in the story of Harry Watts'
plan, however," he said. "I am at once taking steps to rearrange my filing scheme. See, I have bought a new filing
cabinet," he said, pointing with pride to a massive mahogany
case which had just been placed in his room. "I am confident
that every artist, a» well as every exhibitor, who read that article got much profit from it."
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Had Real Wedding

Cut-outs and beaver board, coupled with a little elbow grease and paint, transformed the small
ordinary looking rectangular lobby of the Globe, McKeesport, Pa., into a very strikingr display for
Fox's "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur s Court" that attracted universal and admiring attention.

When Morris Sussmen, general manager for the Empire Theatre, New York^
booked Paramount's The Bride's Play, he
decided the best possible stunt would be
a real marriage, and accordingly he advertised that any couple who would be married in his theatre during the run of the
picture would receive as a wedding present
from the Empire a check to cover theirfirst month's rent.
Sussman prides himself on the dignity
of all his exploitation, and as he felt that
a marriage on the stage was not quite inkeeping with the seriousness of such a.
step, he desided to strike a new angle by
having the couple married in his private
office, then taken to the stage, when the
two would be introduced to the audience to
receive not only the check, but the goodwishes of all.
Plenty of newspaper publicity was given,
to the idea, and Sussman planted it with,
the clerk at the Marriage License Bureau^
the latter agreeing to work with him in an.
effort to secure a couple. Success attended,
their efforts, and the result was that on the
Monday following the opening of the picture. Miss Thelma Lynch and William S..
Hodden, both living in the neighborhood,,
and patrons of the Empire Theatre, were
married there by Magistrate Jesse Silberman, who Mr. Sussman had prevailedl
upon to perform the cereimony.
With the stage properly decorated and
the orchestra playing the wedding march^
the bride and groom, attended by friends;
and relatives, moved to the center of the
stage, where Magistrate Silberman gave
a brief talk.
Bus Signs

Will oil and water mix? That question, backed up by two large jars, one half full of water and
the other half full of oil, formed the basis of the lobby display arranged by Manager Choalte of the
Redmon, St. Louis. The answer is to see Paramount's "Saturday Night" and find out for yourself.

The jingling bells of a one-horse sleigh emnounced to the inhabitants of Lewisto, Pa., that)
Fox's "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court" was coming to the Pastime Theatre for a fourday engagement. No doubt the man attired as "Sir Boss" found it rather chilly with his rolledl
trousers and exposed garters.

Every automobile bus that traveled over
the roads around Canandaigua, N. Y., for
a week before the run of Fox's Over the
Hill, at the Liberty Theatre, •carried large
banners, on both front and rear, advertising the engagement.
More than twenty of these conveyances
were dispatched with the signs, and in
this way the management of the theatre;
notified many patrons in neighboring communities of his coming attraction.
A banner about forty feet in length was
suspended from posts erected on both sides
of the street in front of the Liberty. This
was easily visible for blocks, and compelled all who passed to take notice. Being on the main thoroughfare of Canandaigua, every automobilist on his way from
one town to another was informed, via the
sign, of the advent of Over the Hill.
A number of store windows were decostills. rated with placards and water-colored
Had Them Guessing
E. Metzger of the Strand, Creston, la.,,
had them all guessing when he showed the
First National Mack Sennett production.
"Home Talent." Two weeks in advance of
the coming of the feature, he offered free
tickets to the show for the best play written by any one in Creston or adjoining territory, to be put on at his house on the'
dates of the showing of his feature. Henext offered prizes to those who could guess
the name of the man or woman who wouldl
be the star in his "Home Talent."
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Elaborate Paper
As befits such a picture as Foolish
Wives, the poster department of Universal
has issued a greater and more artistic assortment of paper than it has ever devised before in all its history. In this collection of paper every possible angle of
the picture is covered.
For instance, in the three twentynfour
sheets there is the action angle covered in
the scene in the swamp during the storm;
the woman angle is covered in a very effective way through five dress mannequins
thrown against the Monte Carlo setting;
and there is the von Stroheim angle with
the spider-web motif. The same thing occurs in the six-sheets, of which there are
two varieties. There are five three-sheets
.with the love interest, the von Stroheim
angle, action, Monte Carlo, and two of
very bizarre effects, achieved' not only in
the drawing, but in color. There are also
seven styles of one-sheet, of which one in
particular is a very clever imitation of oil
painting. This imitation is achieved
through embossing and its grotesque coloring of the von Stroheim countenance makes
it particularly effective for any kind of
lobby adornment or for display in theatre
fronts where inanagers strive to achieve
individuality such as cannot often be obtained through lithographs. It can also be
used in place of an actual painting.
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Floyd Morrow, Manager of the Nelson, Fairmont, W. Va., says to always build a lobby for one
picture so, with but a few changes, it can be used for another picture at a later date. He carried
this idea out in the above lobby for Paramount's "Saturday Night," which was re-vamped from his
lobby illustrated in the issue of February 18th.

Adverse Viewpoints
While in Manhattan, Kan., laying out
a campaign on Molly-0 and Hail the
Woman, H. G. Gill, director of publicity
for the Kansas City First National office,
took advantage of an excellent opportunity to hand the fans in that section some
real publicity, in connection with the
showing of Hail the Woman. The picture wasTheatre.
showing at Glenn Dickinson's
Marshall
In addition to a 16-foot case island window in the largest and the most popular
store in the city, in which a reproduction
of the woman with outstretched arms and
in flying robe, there was a special screening arranged for twenty of the prominent
club women of the city. With the women
viewing the picture from a critical viewpoint, there came favorable criticisms from
all but two of the women. With the two
adverse viewpoints, Mr. Gill "floated" a
strong newspaper article that made it
plain to theatre followers that an excellent opportunity was at hand for them to
place their judgment against these picked
few, and for them to see the picture and
get the facts first handed.

Curiosity led many people to open these false doors to see what they concealed. They were
greeted by a lobby decorated with posters and stills from First National's "The Sign on the Door."
A unique touch is the box office masked to resemble a safe. It was rigged up by the Regent,
Springfield, Ohio.

New Process
Exhibitors, exploiteers, and advertising
men the world over will be interested in a
new half-tone screen which enabled Humboldt Standard, Eureka, Cal., to turn out
cuts that have the smoothness of rotagravure.
Wayland Taylor, Paramount exploiteer,
got the Standard to flash Betty Compson
as the first exhibit of the new process.
Unfortunately the details of the manufacture were kept secret, but the Standard's
pioneer work has revealed one fact: that
there is a way to make a half-tone coime
out with the smoothness and brillianicy of
a finished print.

The Cover Theatre, Fort Morgan, Colo., no doubt, brought back many recollections of days
of old to some of the residents with this display for Fox's "Trailin." The general effect of tho«
"wild and woolly west" was created by an abundzmt use of lariats, cowboy regalia and saddles.
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No Bathing Allowed
You can't take a bath in Shamokin, Pa.
— ^that is, not out in the open on Independence Street. When the Victoria Theatre
played Saturday Night, they stuck a bath
tub in front of the house as a laugh getter.
Eli Orowitz, Paramount exploiter, got the
brilliant idea of offering $25 to any Shamokinite who would sit in the tub for ten
minutes — ^in a bathing suit.
The theatre took a whole panel in the
newspaper, to announce the stunt, and got
top head readers on it from the city
editors.
Then Eli saw to it that the
Mayor objected. Hizzoner said the stunt
couldn't be done, in the interest of public
safety. The newspapers
reprinted the
Mayor's letter which also contained these
statements :
Whileive inyoup
effectyour methods
endeavor areto indeed
bring to
the
attention of our people Cecil B. DeMine's Paramount Picture, "Saturday
Night,"
which Theatre,
I understand
vrlll
play at
the Victoria
beginning
next Tuesday, I believe It is unnecessary.
Manager Watters of the Majestic, Austin, Texas, obtained permission from the street car company to run this old hand car pumped by two Mexicans, over the company's tracks for the threel
days he played United Artists' "The Iron Trial." Practically the entire population got a view of this
ballyhoo on one of its many trips about the town.

The comedy atmosphere is admirably reflected
in this Otis threesheet for R-C's
"Boy Crazy,"
starring Doris May,
that will be completed for release
during March.

AtlUNT SlU'

Menches
ofManager
the Liberty,
Akron, Ohio, called
attention in lights
to \the fact that
First
National's
"The Ten
Dollar
Raise" was based
on a story that
appeared in the
Saturday Evening
Post.

The Granada, San Francisco, put out an artistic window card frsone for Paramount's "The Little
Minister" which resembles a theatre proscenium with two pillars supporting the top border. It
greatly enhances the effect of window cards by surrounding them with attractive frames.

It was very thoughtful of the Mayor to
inclose the details of the run of the picture in the letter, which leads one to suspect a slight connection between theatre
and the authorship.
Fashion Revue
Two stars and a hook-up with a local
department store put over Stranger Than
Fiction, a First National attraction, for
the Allen Theatre of Vancouver, B. C.
The tie-up was with the Hudson's Bay
Company, whose furs are famous the
world over, in the form of a fashion show.
Stills in the window decorations of the
store and co-operation by the store and
theatre in their advertising told everyone
in the city by one way or another of the
combination "big picture" and style show.
With a blast of trumpets from the orchestra, two pages . appeared in stage
boxes at either side of the proscenium
arch and moved placards describing the
gowns into place, as the models came on
the stage. Some twenty girls were used,
each wearing perhaps five gowns.
The program consisted of the overture
from "Raymond" by the orchestra; the
"Allen Weekly News Reel"; Ivan Edwardes, lyric tenor; "Allen Scenic, A
Tale of soprano,
the Far rendered
North"; Isabelle
McEwan,
two songs;
Christie Comedy, Red Hot Love; The
Fashion Revue and the feature film.
Posters Tell Story
Lobby posters were the pivot of the entire advertising campaign used by the
management of the Garrick Theatre, Minneapolis, on Fox's Queen of Sheba.
With the assistance of a local poster
artist was effected a series of ten large
posters. In their tabloid way, the paintings told the entire story of the Queen of
Sheba, and were arranged in sequential
position about the lobby. Seeing number
one, the onlooker, through curiosity, was
impelled to view each of the remaining
nine in turn. In this way a constant
stream of people were kept walking past
the
semi-circular
array of easels in the
Garrick
lobby.
Reproductions of the posters were used
in the newspaper advertising.
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Mute Appeal
A mute advertising appeal which accomplishes what it strives for is being
employed during the engagement of
Paramount's production, Moran of the
Lady Letty, at Grauman's Rialto, Los
Angeles,
An electrical automobile cab, wellconstructed but of such early vintage that
it presents an undeniable contrast to
vehicles of recent model, was driven
through the streets of Los Angeles by a
purple liveried chauffeur beside whom, on
a high seat, sat a footman wearing a
similar uniform.
In the back seat of the cab, in plain
view of the passerby, as there was no top
covering the seat, sits a young woman
with bobbed hair and wearing a tam, a
middle, and boys' trousers — the attire of
Dorothy Dalton as the object of Rudolph
Valentino's affections in Moran of the
Lady Letty. Inscribed in gilt on the glass
door of cab are the words
"Moran of the Lady Letty."
That is all. The name of the theatre
is not mentioned. But the course of the
ancient automobile through the streets
departs from the beaten paths of similar
advertising methods. The cab is not
driven continuously and aimlessly. Where
parking is permitted, the machine is
halted beside the curb while "Moran" sits
nonchalantly in the rear seat. Invariably a crowd collects. At other
times she, assisted by the footman, steps
to the sidewalk where she will stand for
a few moments. At other times she will
make a brief excursion into a shop or
drug store while the cab awaits outside.

Intensive Campaign
The rains descended and the winds
blew, but the Metropolitan Theatre, Atlanta, continued to play to capacity houses
all week because Manager W. C. Patterson had made Jackie Coogan and My Boy
the medium of an intensive advertising
campaign.
Pat put it up to the Atlanta Journal
to use pictures of the boy in the rotogravure section of the paper. Several
poses of Jackie were used in the Sunday
preceding the run. Specially written
stories in all three Atlanta papers on
Sunday and during the run gave new
impetus and a specially drawn ad used
in all papers of Sunday, three columns
by ten inches, was more than usually
effective. The newspaper advertising
totaled for the week about 165 inches;
the usual amount of billboard advertising, which is conservative for this house,
and the attractive lobby completed the
exploitation.
An exceptionally fine stroke was the
distribution of 80,000 heralds, a distribution that reached a large proportion of
Atlanta's amusement loving public. A
special drive was made for school children. Boys distributed the heralds simultaneously on a given day from every
school in the city as the children were
dismissed for the day. The results were
manifest in the box office. More than
1000 children a day saw My Boy, a record
surpassing any previously established for
juvenile attendance in Atlanta theatres.

This is an idea (or lobby and interior decorations that has been devised by Louis Rosenbluh^
one of the executives of William Fox, for use in connection with exploiting their "A Virgin Paradise,"
and we are passing it on to the exhibitors, as it appears to be inexpensive and easily arranged.

Two of the window displays arranged by the
Circle, Indianapolis, for First NaThe onetional's
on"Penrod."
the
left has ature
a ofminithe
Circle's stage
with scenes from
the picture arrangedvolving
on a drum
rewhich permitted
the use of more
than one scene.
The other window
was given over
entirely to a tieup with the book.

This is a close-up of the framed-in set used in Rosenbluh's lobby display for Fox's "A Virgin
Paradise." It is made from a poster and the woman and lion are cut-outs. The palm leaves
around the frame give the appearance of depth. Shellac the poster and cut-outs, put a strong
light on it and this display will stand out at night and attract a great deal of attention.
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The Buffalo Theatre Managers' Association recently conducted a campaign for
1,000,000 cans of condensed milk to relieve the starving children in the Near
East. J. H. Michael, manager of the Regent Theatre, vs^as chairman of the mancommittee.
weretheatres.
depositedThein
barrels agers'
in the
lobbiesCans
of the
newspapers devoted much space to the
campaign.
William J. and James MacFarlane have
opened the new Playhouse in Canandaigua,
N. Y. It's a $300,000 theatre with a capacity of 1500. Its policy is pictures and
vaudeville. Charles A. Persons, formerly
at the Liberty in the same town, is the
house manager. The Liberty and Temple
will both be closed, the former to be
opened only when a road show is playing
at The Playhouse.
Another downtown house has come out
with an announcement that the admission
prices will be ten cents, although they
have been receiving as high as thirty
cents. This time it is the Strand Theatre,
a popular little house located in the heart
of the downtown district. The runs are
from 9 a. m. until 11 p. m. and a feature
picture, comedy and the usual short subjects with an organ solo vnll make up the
program.

DECORATE

The fight for patronage in Watertown,
N. Y., between Charles Sesonske and
"Nate" Bobbins, and which is attracting
statewide interest, took another twist the
past week, when Mr. Sesonske acquired
the Strand Theatre. He now has the Avon
and Strand with which to compete against
the Olympic, Palace and Antique, recently
acquired by Mr. Robbins. The Strand
will be closed for the time being, during
which it will be redecorated and an organ
installed.
The Film Board of Trade in Buffalo has
appointed a new Joint Arbitration Board
with the following personnel: W. A. V.
Mack, Pathe, chairman; J. E. Kimberly,
Nu-Art; Richard C. Fox, Select, and Bob
Murphy, Pioneer. Meetings are now held
each
Mondayrooms
afternoon
at 1Fox
o'clock
in the
screening
of the
exchange.
Exhibitor members of the board are Howard J. Smith, Palace; E. O. Weinberg,
Strand, and J. H. Michael, Regent. The
board is doing much good work.
George Beban and members of the cast
of The Sign of the Rose appeared in person at the Loew State, Buffalo, recently.
The cast enacted the action of the fourth
reel of the film on the stage and the picture took up the play with the fifth reel.
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Al. Beckerich, manager of the State, will
bring Charlie Murray, Sennett comedian,
to Buffalo in the near future and is negoAlley. tiating for the appearance of Mae Murray
in connection with the showing of Peacock
The construction of the new Kingsland
Theatre (moving picture), St. Louis, will
cost about $150,000 and work will commence soon on the new house, it is said.
The Audrey Amusement Company, which
now owns and operates the Woodland and
Cinderella theatres, will control this house.
The house will seat 1,400 persons on one
floor and will be equipped for stage presentations. It is said that the lighting effects, interior decorations and other features will be entirely different from any
other St. Louis motion picture house.
The lobby and interior of the Strand
Theatre at Scranton, Pa., owned by the
M. E. Comerford Amusement Enterprises,
Inc., have been redecorated. Workmen
have exemplified the creative styles of the
Louis XV period most effectively. The
walls of the lobby have been covered with
a gold silk moire tapestry effect, panelled
in the same tints. Rich ivory colors
break the monotony. Cameo paintings of
the Louis XV period are also used. New
lighting fixtures have been installed and
tapestry
carpeting placed in the rest
rooms.
Federal Judge John R. Hazel has denied
the motion of Lodowick Jones for the appointment of a receiver for the Academy
Theatre, which Jones claims he owns and
was tricked out of. Judge Hazel has also
denied the motion of the Amalgamated
Burlesque Houses, Inc., attorneys for dismissal of the case on the grounds that the
local federal court has no jurisdiction.
The suit over the ownership will be tried
at the March term of court. In the interim the Academy is showing pictures.
Sam Carver is manager, representing I. H.
Herk.
Although Oscar Althoff, manager of the
Grand Opera House at Berwick. Pa., was
to have become head of the Refowich Theatre at Freeland, Pa., this week, he could
post. The Grand managethe that
not take
ment insists
he abide by his contract
until June 1. Althoff
him
which holds
formerly managed the Family Theatre at
Klinger, manMahanoy City, Pa. Clyde
ager of the Refowich for a number of
years, has left for Altoona. Pa., to become
general manager of the Silverman chain
in cities in the western part
of playhouses
of
the State.
"Go to Theatre Week" was celebrated
exin Seattle, Feb. 18-25, and was welldetail
ploited and carried out to the last
between
with co-operation and enthusiasm
all the theatrical men of the city. Acting
Mayor Robert Hesketh issued a public
everybody to attend
proclamation urging that
week, and first
at least three shows
all downshown
class bookings
21, a
On Tuesday,at Feb.
town theatres.were
pargiven,
was
parade
huge theatrical
motion picall exchanges,
ticipated in by vaudeville,
and
theatrical
ture houses,
Elaborthe city.
troupes in and
grandateopera
stunts were
floats, costumes
features, and cash prizes were awarded
both amateur and professional costuming.
It is estimated 25,000 peonle turned out to
see the parade, which was led by Hoot
Gibson and Pauline Frederick in person,
fans an excellent opportungiving
ity for movie
close-ups of the famous stars. L.
O. Lukan, of the Seattle First National
Exchange, was in charge of the affair.
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M. J. Dunne has resigned from the Fox
Pilm Corporation in Salt Lalce to manage
the Greater Features office in that city.
H. E. Hughes, formerly with Nu-Art in
Buffalo, is now a member of the Goldwyn
staff in the same city, covering the south■ern tier.

M. H. Markowitz has engaged Lee
C^ainsboro as a member of the Buffalo
United Artists' sales staff. He will split
the territory
with P. H. Smith.

The Strand, Palace, Pastime, Majestic,
Olympic and other theatres in Buffalo have
reduced admission prices. The Bellevne in
J^iagara Falls has also cut the scale.
The Grand, Hazleton's newest theatre,
seating
1400 and costing $150,000 was
•opened vdth The Sheik, shown for the first
time in the Pennsylvania coal metropolis.
Mrs. Ella A. Boole, state president of
the W. C. T. U., announces that the film.
Safeguarding the Nation, will be shown
in every community of the State to offset
■"wet" propaganda.
E. D. Yarno, special salesman for the
Seattle Film Exchange, has returned
from a month in the Oregon territory,
-whereing forheexhibitors.
reports conditions are brightenJ. T. Sheffield, of the Seattle Greater
IFeatures, Inc., has just returned from a
month's visit in New York, where he was
"elected president of the
Northwest Film
IBoard of Trade for the ensuing year.
Spyros Skouras, president of the SkouTas Brothers Enterprises, is again back on
the job after an absence of a week because
•of illness. Mr. Skouras' absence from his
desk and various theatres was sure noted.
The Victor Theatre at Allentown, Pa.,
wrill be managed by Walter Reinbold, who
resigned as manager of the Rialto and
Hippodrome theatres of the Wilmer & Vincent chain of playhouses at Allentown,
Pa.
_C. C. Dill, owner of the Educational
Eilm Exchange in Spokane, has announced
liis candidacy for the nomination for U. S.
Senator, opposing Senator Miles Poin■dexter. Mr. Dill was in Seattle for sev■eral days this week.
Paul Shaver, formerly a member of the
Vitagraph sales staff, has- been engaged
by J. E. Kimberly as a member of the
Nu-Art staff. Mr. Shaver has been with
Mr. Kimberly at the World, Pathe and
Vitagraph exchanges.
Clayton P. Sheehan, district manager
for Fox with headquarters in Buffalo, held
a dinner recently in honor of Mary Carr,
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who was in town for the opening of the
new Lafayette Square. Newspaper men
and city officials were guests.

Guy A. Graves has just resigned in order
to assume the management of the new
Strand Theatre in Yonkers.

N. L Filkins, manager of the Merit exchange in Buffalo, was "chaperone" for
Grace Davison on her tour of personal appearances in western New York recently.
Miss Davison appeared in connection with
her picture. Love, Hate and the Woman.

Recently the Gem Theatre re-opened
under new management after being closed
for a number of years and announced an
admission price of ten cents. A lot of
showmen
saidbeing
"It can't
be done,"
but
the Gem here
despite
located
in a poor
neighborhood in the downtown district is
doing a remarkable business.

Claude P. Saunders, director of exploitation for Paramount, was in Buffalo recently for a conference with the local exchange pluggers on exploitation. R. H.
Clark also came to town for a conference
with E. J. Hayes and First National staff.
W. K. Beckwith, who has been booker,
salesman and assistant manager of the
Seattle Goldwyn office, has resigned to
enter the sales organization of Greater
Features, Inc. He will be headquartered
tory.
in Portland, working the Oregon terriWhen fire from a cigarette butt did
$5,000 damage to the Temple Theatre at
Ashland, Pa., Manager J. V. Schreck
hustled up the cleaning away the debris
from the damaged roof and ceilings in
ten hours and gave his shows as usual the
same night.
The newly constructed Lyric Theatre
at Williamstown, Pa., in the heart of the
Lykens Valley hard coal district, opened
with The Sheik to big crowds. A quartet of miners will sing at all night performances as a magnet to keep up interest
in the enterprise.
The Elmwood Theatre in Buffalo will
not close this summer, according to Bruce
Fowler, manager. Last summer all the
neighborhood theatres closed on account of
poor business. Things must be picking
up, eh, Bruce? Good luck! Mrs. Fowler
and son have gone to Florida for a rest.
Mike Vogel, the new exploitation representative for Paramount here, is sure a
hard worker. Mike seems to be in and
out of town ten times a week. He says:
"Hello, I got to go to such-and-such a
town and put over such-and-such a picture," and he does. Mike is a peppery
chap without question.
Charles R. Perryman, the cameraman
who made the first successful mid-winter
ascent of Mount Rainier, in company with
the French and Swiss mountain climbers,
brought back some mighty fine pictures,
which have been a feature of the Seattle
Liberty News. Perryman is with the
Seattle Selznick force.
After being with the Proctor interests
for twenty-two years, during which time
he rose from the position of ticket seller at
Proctor's Leland House at Albany, N. Y.,
to the management of the Yonkers house,

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

Sydney Samson, manager of the Buffalo
Grand
has sales
engaged
"Hub"
Taylor &as Warner
a memberoffice,
of his
staff.
Mr.
Samson reports School Days meeting with
unusual success throughout the territory.
Big campaigns were put on in Niagara
Falls at the Lumberg, in Syracuse at the
Strand and in Buffalo at Shea's Hippodrome.
Charles Sears, president of the M. P.
T. 0., Missouri, and H. Jones of Marshall,
Mo., have purchased all the motion picture houses in Nevada, Mo., a town of 10,000 population, and are planning to book
the best first-run pictures for the theatres,
which are six in number. Mr. Sears,
whose home is in Brookfield, Mo., will
move to Nevada.
The Seattle Coliseum Theatre is conducting a $500.00 prize Musical Program
Contest which is open to musical, fraternal, civic and social clubs, suggesting the
best Sunday concert programs. The program attracting the largest audience wins
the prize.
ond of the This
series,week's
was program,
suggested the
by secthe
Seattle Civic Orchestra.
Salamanca, N. Y., citizens have appealed to the mayor to stop the exhibition
of motion pictures on the Sabbath. The
petition set forth that Sunday movies are
detrimental to the best moral interests of
the community and that they hinder and
handicap the work which the churches are
trying to do. Meanwhile the crowds flock
to the theatres. 'Twas ever thus!
The American Feature Film Company,
which distributes the Universal product in
New England with the exception of a little
corner of Connecticut, opened its new
quarters at 37 Piedmont Street, Boston,
Mass. These quarters are vastly superior
to the old ones on Church Street and are
necessitated by the growing business of
the American Feature Film Company.
Buffalo theatres are conducting a campaign for condensed milk to save starving
children in the Near East. Patrons are
asked to deposit cans in the lobby. A
million cans are sought. The newspapers
have been giving the drive much publicity. J. H. Michael of the Regent is chairman of the committee, representing the
Buffalo Theatre Managers' Association.
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Arizona,

Says Thctt Is What

ards and Nace^s Rudto
It's a great story — ^the story of Joe Rickards and Harry Nace,
from the time they came to Phoenix, ten years ago, and began
to dispense musical comedy and motion pictures for Arizonians
with success from the take-off. Both were veteran showmen
in experience. Joe knew the business as well as the publicity
end of the amusement game. Harry had been a picture purveyor
from the start. Joe began with musical comedy and then "turned
to the right," a turn that led to the formation of the firm,
Rickards & Nace, by the merger of their theatre holdings.
From that time the young showmen moved steadily ahead.
They built the Strand Theatre, which still holds the reputation
of being one of the most lucrative houses in the southwest. In
1920 they bought the Rialto, in Tucson. A little while later they
erected the Ramona on East Washington Street, Phoenix, at a
cost of $30,000. At present, their plans contemplate theatres
in several other Arizona towns. The Rialto holds an Associated First National franchise and it is with the Rialto particularly that this article is intended to deal, as it is so unusual
to find a house of this elaborate construction, decoration and
equipment in a 50,000 town, it is worth a detailed description.
The front of the theatre covers the width of the lot, 59 feet,
and rises to a height of 46 feet. On it is a giant steel reproduction of an Arizona sunrise, lifting its rays from just above the
decorative marquise to a height of more than 40 feet. Interwoven in the sunburst are the letters "RIALTO." The sign
contains many incandescent electric lights and is connected with
an automatic flasher which produces the effect of a big golden
sun coming up in the morning.
On entering the building one passes to the right and left of
the grand stairs into small sub-foyers at each side. These foyers
are decorated with gold silk extending from the ceiling to the
floor and a border valance drape of blue velour. The walls of
the main auditorium are done in perfect imitation of English
tapestry. The pilasters which line the sides of the auditorium
proper are frescoed in orange, yellow and black.
The lower floor is seated with gray finished, especially designed
chairs, bearing on their standards the monogram R. & N., and
upholstered in blue Russian calfskin. The sloping floor of the
lower auditorium leads to the orchestra pit, in which is the
four-manual console of a Wurlitzer-Hope Jones pipe organ. The
pipes and effects of the organ are located on either side in the
front of the auditorium, the music coming out through ornamented staff work lined at the back with yellow silk. It is further enhanced by hidden lights that give patrons the effect of
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Theatre

in Phoenix,
Looks

RickLike

a giant French window through which the yellow evening light
is shining. Surmounting these organ chambers are two pieces
of Italian art.
Returning to the foyer of the theatre, a grand staircase leads
to a landing with the entrances to the balcony. This balcony is
divided into three distinct classes. The lower section is equipped
with especially designed semi-morris chairs, and on each side,
reaching toward the stage, are mezzanine boxes, which contrary
to the usual run of box seats afford a most excellent view of
the entire stage and picture screen. Rising in graduated steps
back of the loge section is the balcony proper. The last ten

Balcony and orchestra of the Rialto, the home of First
National pictures in Phoenix, Ariz.
rows of the balcony at the top are separated from the main
portion by a rail and contain the seats of the gallery, which has
a separate entrance from the balcony leading over the court exit.
Perhaps nothing in the construction of the Rialto is more
impressive than the mezzanine ladies' parlor, parallel with the
top of the grand staircase. This ladies' room extends the entire width of the building on Washington Street. The inside
{Continued on page 1130)

Views of the Rialto, showing the staircase leading to the balcony, the big electric sign advertising First National's
"The Idle Class," and the mezzanine waiting room.
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as follows:

STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO., 217 Sloan Bldg., Cleveland, 0.
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO., Film Bldg , Elizabeth and John R. Sts., Detroit.
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO., Film Exchange, Pioneer and Bdwy., Cincinnati, 0.
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
CO., 1018 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

TEN
REASONS
WHY—
There are ten outstanding reasons why AMERICAN
FILM printing is best.
Men long trained in doing best what others do well
guarantee the very best possible results from your
negatives.
Our immense capacity enables us to render prompt
service all over the world.
Quantity production makes it possible for us to do
better work at no greater cost.
Prove our claims! Let us handle your next order.
IXeveloplngr
Printing
Tlntlngr
Tonlne
Bdltlns
American 10 Points
TitllBK
1. QUALITY. Prints known for
Let
brilliancy and clearness. Kxpert
needs usandknow
we your
will
staff, trained
by highest
years quality
of exquote
yon
price*
and
perience, assures
service details.
prints obtainable.
Ordinary film reduced
2. RSPVTATION. Gained In 10
to American Standard
years of experience.
Safety sixe.
3. RESPONSIBILITY. A concern of strong flnandal standing.
(Absolutelv flre-proof
film undertoritera)
passed by all fire
4. LOCATION. In the proper
geographical location, assuring
quick delivery anywhere.
Laboratory Capacity
One Million
Feet
Per
B.
EftUIPME2NT.
All of the
Week.
most modern obtainable.
6. CLEANLINESS. Within two
American
blocks of Lake Michigan. Away
from dirt and dust.
Film Co., Inc.,
7.
SAFETY.
Plant approved by
Laboratories
both city of Chicago and Board
of BMre Underwriters.
6233 BROADWAY
8. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed
CHICAGO, Hit,,
to serve exacting reqairements.
and
London, ESngrland
9. PRICES. Beasonable and eomSamuel S. Hutchinson,
petltire.
President.
10. GUARANTEES.
Write for
work.
our unique guarantee of quality

Critical Definition —
with remarkable flatness of field, brilliant illumination, and maximum contrast between black and
white are the results of projection through the
BAUSCH

&

LOME

CINEPHOR
The New Projection Lens
Made by the great optical house of Bausch &
Lomb, this projection lens is scientifically right,
and the quality absolutely uniform.
Write for interesting literature.
BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
New York Washington Chicago San Francisco London
Leading American Mahers of PhotograpMc Lenses, MicrMcopes, Projection Apparatus (Ilalopticons) , Ophthalmic Lenses and Instruments,
Photo-Uicrngrapkic Apparatus, Range Finders and Oun Sights for
Army and Navy, Searchlight Reflectors, Stereo-Prism Binoculars,
Magnifiers and other High-Orade Optical Products.
.r
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They Call It the Million Dollar Theatre
(Continued from page 1128)
wall of the ladies' rest room is cut into several arches which
afford an excellent view of the audience passing in and out of
the building. This arched section is upholstered in blue velour.
The ladies' room proper contains a set of wicker furniture, done
in the prevailing gray tints of the house. This mezzanine floor
is at the disposal of the lady patrons of the theatre afternoon
and evening. Bridge tables are available for parties who wish
to take advantage of the cool theatre room in the afternoon.
On the center table of this room bearing the inscription,
"From the Rialto Theatre, Phoenix, Ariz.," vnth miniature reproductions of the principal parts of the theatre, stationery is
provided for all patrons who wish to send correspondence from
the theatre. A private telephone devoted exclusively to this
rest room it at the patrons' service day and night.
The box office of the theatre has been placed at the side, close
to the sidewalk line. Usherettes in costume are stationed at
the right and left of the doors in the lower foyer. An attractive
feature is baby spot lanterns artistically hung just above the
heads of the usherettes and supplied with colored plates throwing rays of tinted light down on the girls standing below.
The stage of the Rialto differs from all other stages in that
not a piece of painted scenery is found within its walls. An
advertising drop is used as a working curtain against the
proscenium, and directly back of it hangs a velour drop which,
in harmony with the color scheme of the house, parts in the
center, revealing the screen at the back of the stage. Instead
of imitation painted scenery, the stage has from the proscenium
opening to the picture screen, plush furnishings. This plush
scenery is in the color scheme of the house and is high-lighted
with burnished gold. Above the proscenium opening and extending entirely across, is a blue velour valance drape, containing in its center a monogram R. & N., and a giant R. & N. also
BRASS
RAILS
Separate Fittings
VELOUR
ROPES
Portable Posts
DOOR
HARDWARE
In All Metals
Write for
The Newman
Catalog "R"
Mfg. Co.
416-418 Elm St.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Branch :
Chicago, 111.
1
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occupies prominent place on the big velour front curtain, which
parts in the center.
Cleverly concealed aisle lights supply the patron with guidesto the seat rows. The upper part of the theatre follows closely
the lower section in lighting except that the balcony walls aresupplied with trough lighting, which is indirect. Being a threecolor circuit, it also lends itself to the working of effect lights,
to match the picture. The big dome which surmounts the
auditorium is supplied with 360 40-watt lights, all hidden in a
concealed cove the rays shooting up into the dome and beingreflected to the auditoriu below. A unique feature of thelighting is a sweeping radius of colored lights, encircling the
decorative elipse, just forward of the proscenium arch. These
lights, 300 in number, supply a unique effect, as their different
colors are flashed on the burnished gold surface of the big sweep
in front of the stage.
One of the most important things in the entire construction of
the Rialto is the cooling plant manufactured by the B. F. Sturtevant company of San Francisco. It is housed in an especially
prepared concrete basement to the left of the theatre and represents an expenditure of approximately $16,000. In operation,
a huge fan sucks fresh air from outside the building down into
the cooling chamber, where it is rushed vdth tremendous velocity through a fine spray of mist. The mist is created by ani
engine which forces water through tiny spraying jets. When
cooled to within five degrees of the wet bulb temperature of
the chamber the air is forced into the theatre, coming out
through mushroom vents. When it has served its purpose it
is drawn by another big fan through the ventilating openings,
in the roof. Drafts are eliminated by the fact that the fan
which draws air into the building drives 34,000 cubic feet of air
a minute through the washer, whereas the fan which drawsthe air out of the theatre has a capacity of only 24,000 cubicfeet a minute. Thus no suction is produced.

UNIFORMS
CAPS AND EQUIPMENTS
Largest makers and designers for United States Army, Navy,
Marine Corps and National Guard Officers. Home Guards,
Hotels, Apartment Houses, Office Buildings, Yachts, Clubs,
Schools, Bands, Chauffeurs Liveries, Firemen, Police,
Theatrical Costumes, Etc. Call and inspect -workshops on
premises.
Deliveries -when wanted. Qualities and styles
correct.
Largest Exporters o( Uniforms and Equipments
for European and Sonth American Governments
Russell Uniform
Company
1600 Broadway, Corner 48th Street
Broadway and 7th Avenue, New York
Phones BRYant 1405-1400

WB&E

IMPROVED
SAFETY FIREPROOF REWINDER
Approved by the TSational Board of Fire Underwriters, Patented
Why not reduce your insurance rates. Install the WB&E Safety Rewinder.
The reduction in insurance will more than pay for the cost of the Rewinder.
14"
hand drive
$32.50
14" Magazine,
drive
60.00
lb Magazine,
Magazine, hand
drive
37.50 16"
Masazine, motor
motor drive
62.50
WILLIAMS, BROWN & EARLE, INC., 918 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Condensing Lenses
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Such is the WAS
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in the New York Times
in its report of the recent New Haven fire.
FIRE AND PANIC MAY STRIKE WHEN
YOU LEAST EXPECT IT
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HANCOCK
CO.,
INC.
St.
New York, N. Y.
Uptown Office, Room 707, Times Bldg.
Bxclnalve Inaarance Repreaentatt-Fe. m. P. T. O. of New Torlc
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PROJECTION
The Brenopticon Model F

In reply to a number of questions as to what the Brenopticon
accomplishes we are publishing a description of this important
device. In an earlier issue we discussed the new uses to which
this device can be put. Some of these uses are here enumerated:
The Brenkert Brenopticon Model F is the advanced type double
dissolver for theatre service. Its design and construction embrace entirely new developments and features— a distinct and
marked departure from the old type double dissolvers.
Large Working Aperture Lenses
The projection lenses are 4 inch diameter of full working aperture— ^they register clearly defined images with a perfect flatness of field. These large working aperture lenses (the largest
ever offered) increase the illumination with less attention of
operator in maintaining exact centering of light source.
The Iris Shutters furnished are positive in operation and
close lig-ht tight. The adjustment permits setting shutters for
alternate opening and closing, or, for simultaneous opening and
closing.
The condensers are 5-inch diameter, which increase the illumination in lantern slide projection and cover the full opening of
any standard make stage effect. They are mounted in a selfcentering cell with quick access for cleaning or changing.
Framing Shutters
The framing shutters are built in and produce a curtain closing shutter effect. They operate as a dowser shutter on lantern
slide projection and are used for framing the stage opening
when stage effect projection is desired.
Arc Lamps
The arc lamps are built for rugged service with vertical-longitudinal and lateral adjustments of new design.
Mazda Lamp Equipment
The mazda lamp equipment consists of a quickly removable
socket^ — the base holding socket being provided with all adjustments for exact centering of light source.
NOVEL PROJECTION BOOTH
The projection booth in the new Indiana Theatre, Terre Haute,
which has just been opened by Famous Players with Sydney Smith
as managing director, has a floor level booth as shown in this

which the spot light openings are made to appear less ugly than
usual. A remarkable booth. Bert Steinhauser is chief projectionist.

Lamp-Houses
The lamp-houses are double lined with right and left doors. —
Perfectly ventilated and light tight with vision glasses.
Stand
The base is a one-piece pedestal with rotating top. The uprights and bed are heavy steel tubes. The stand is provided Avith
adjustments for setting at any angle of projection required and
locks tight. It is rigid and free of vibration.
Combination 40-60-80 Ampere Arc Lamp Equipment with Dual
Focus Lenses
Model F is furnished in an equipment having 40-60-80 ampere
rheostats and dual focus lenses. These dual focus lenses provide for two different sizes of projection, namely, the projection
of lanterns slides to fit a given size screen and for projection of
stage effects to cover an area larger than the curtain or entire
size of stage opening.
The combination 40-60-80 ampere rheostat is instantly controlled, which permits the operator to increase the illumination
as may be required for projection of the stage effects over a
large area— and the decrease in illumination on the projection of
lantern slides where the greater illumination is not required.
The dual focus lenses are quickly thrown in and out.
For All Fields of Projection
"Model F" projector renders a high-class projection service
in schools, colleges, studios, for professional and advertising
purposes and wherever the best in projection is required.
The Mazda lamp equipment renders perfect projection of
lantern slides at any distance up to 120 feet and at distances of
100 feet or less with stage effects. It is the ideal equipment for
schools, colleges, advertising and professional requirements.
The arc lamp equipment has practically no limit in its distance
of projection as it can be equipped with the 40-60-80 ampere
rheostats and long focus lenses.
"Model F" renders a new service in theatre projection through
its design for combination projection of lantern slides and stage
effects. Lantern slides and stage effects can be shown in perfect dissolving projection, or, one lantern slide and one stage
effect can be simultaneously projected.
The outstanding feature is its perfect projection of stage
effects. The large working aperture lenses take in the full
opening of any standard make of stage effect — and the projected
images are clearly defined and brilliantly illuminated. (Such
perfect projection cannot be accomplished with spot-flood lamps
on
stage wdth their greater expense in equipment and extra
attendants).
Direct from the operating booth the stage effects can be projected singly or to operate in pairs. The Iris Dissolving Shutters
are quickly controlled at the will of the operator and the Framing Shutters instantly set to frame the screen or stage opening.
One effect operating in -upper unit can show moving clouds on
upper half of screen or stage setting and a moonlight water
ripple effect operating in lower unit to show on the lower half
of screen or stage setting. There are many of the stage effects
that operate in pairs for producing a most novel and beautiful
eflFect for overtures, holiday features, program introductions,
etc. The Framing Shutters permit the operator to control the
area covered by the stage effects, therefore, projection onto the
screen or drop curtain can be accomplished with wonderful effect, or, where some special stage setting is used the projection
of stage effects in single or pairs can be worked in and the results add greatly to the value of the program.
Combination Projection
Beautiful projection features are had by combining the projection of one lantern slide with one stage effect— namely— a
lantern slide portraying a winter scene can be shown with the
stage effect, falling snow — a mountain scene by lantern slide
with stage effect of a volcano, etc. Many of these combinatio
ns
can be had and worked out to give the audience something new.
beautiful and attractive.
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Projectionists' Wages in England
No doubt a great many of you have often wondered what
salaries are paid for running a motion picture machine in other
parts of the world. The following, which was taken from one
of England's trade journals, the Bioscope, tells what a projectionist receives in the northern part of that country. You vdll
notice, too, that the second operator — assistant in this country —
has to have five years' experience before he is entitled to the
privilege of earning what is equivalent to less than $12.00 a
week in our money.
The new agreement between the Northern Branch of the
C. E. A. and the operators who are members of the local branch
of the E. T. U. has been ratified, the agreement having been
arrived at through the efforts of the Conciliation Board.
Under the new arrangement the hours of work and routine
are unaltered. Overtime is to be paid for at weekly rate and a
quarter, those working after midnight to receive double pay between that hour and 8 a. m. Wages for chief operator at continuous show, afternoon and evening, £4 15s. per week; second
operator, £3 6s. 6d. Operators at twice nightly halls, with one
matinee per week, will receive £4 6s. 2d., the same rate being
applicable to continuous evening shows with one matinee weekly.
At one nightly houses, with a single matinee, the rates of pay
are: Chief operator, £3 6s. 6d. A sliding scale has also been
arranged for apprentice operators, with an annual rise of five
shillings.
Second operators are to be not less than 21 years of age and
must have had five years' experience.
All extra performances are to be paid for at the rate of onetwelfth of weekly wage, the remuneration for Trade shows being: Chief, 10s.; second, 5s. All disputes are to be settled by
a conciliation board, composed of six employers of the Trade
affected, and six representatives of the Cinema Operators'
Branch, E. T. U., and their respective secretaries.
The new scale of wages represents a reduction of 5 per cent
for operators.
Will Be a Hummer
With all of the extensive arrangements completed, everything
is in readiness for the big annual ball of the Moving Picture
Operators' Local 306, which will be held Saturday evening, March
11, at the Seventy-first Regiment Armory, Thirty-fourth Street
and Park Avenue, New York City. Tickets for the event, admitting lady and gentleman, are sold at $1.00, and reports from
hundreds of members of the organization indicate that the ball
will be largely attended. Proceeds will be devoted to the Sick
and Distress Fund.
Various committees made up of members of Local 306 have
been working industriously during the past month under the
direction of Henry Weinberger, chairman, and the affair promises to be one of the most successful ever held by the NeW York
operators. An attractive program of vaudeville acts has been
arranged, moving pictures will be made and shown during the
evening, and to assure plenty of "pep" among the dancers,
both the Seventy-first Regimental and Ed. Canavan's bands will
THERE
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about projection than the question whether an
operator should be called this or that.
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Sun-Light Arc Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York

PROBLEMS

Owners and managers of Motion Pictttre Theatres
are invited to send in their problems to this department. They ucill he answered without charge
and as fully as possible.
=A SERVICE

FEATURE=

Exhibitors Trade Review,
Service Dept.
New York, N. Y.
Dear Sirs:
We would like your opinion on the following:
We have a picture 11-3 by 15 ft, throw 66 ft. pulling 40
amperes D. C. We would like to know what size condensers
and which combination would give us the best results.
Also when No. 1 machine is running we have a blue streak
in the center of the picture. Please advise us as to the cause
of this.
Thanking you in advance for same, we are
Yours very respt.,
A. M. JONES.
A. M. Jones of the Wild Opera House, Noblesville, Ind.,
wants to know what size condensers to use for his picture, 11
feet 3 inches by 15 feet, throw 66 feet, pulling forty amperes
D. C. He also wants to know how to remove a blue streak in
the center of the picture on one machine.
Answering the first question, a combination of two 6% planoconvex condensers or a 6% rear and 8% front meniscus bi-convex condenser will probably give the best results.
As to the blue streak or "ghost," if you are using the same
focal length condensers on both machines and are bothered with
this trouble on the one machine, it is due to the optical system
being out of line. Line up your optical system, instructions
having been given several times how to do this, and the trouble
will possibly disappear.
We also suggest that you try out a combination of Paramount
condensers.
All the Titling, Printing and Editing of Pictures
Made in Ohio for Educational and Industrial Uses Is
Done in the Specially Equipped Laboratories of the
ALPHA MOTION
James L. Carlton, Pres.
823 Prospect Avenue

PICTURE CO.
Fred H. Wade, Vice-Pres.
Cleveland, Ohio

SPECIALISTS

HOWARD

C.

usage. It is sufficient to say that it's
"A Sun-Light Arc Product"

Number 16

supply "zippy" music into which a large consignment of "Jazz"
will be interpolated. It is said that many of the veteran operators of 306, who have been missing from recent midnight meetings, have been stealing quietly away after the last show to take
up instruction at several of the dancing parlors, where lights are
low, and these "slickers" will hand brother operators a big surprise when the lapels begin to shake.
Delegates from many of the Operator Locals in adjacent
States will attend the ball as will executives of the International
Alliance.

THEIATRE

Simplex Sun-light Arc High Intensity Projection Lamp is a perfected
product, tested by severe practical
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"It is another of the BRENKERT MAKE Products"
Is the Chorus from Satisfied Users of
BRENKERT BRENOPTICON Model "F."
The Most Useful Equipment
Theatres inThat
Years.Has Been Offered to
BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO., Inc., Detroit, Mirh.
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News — Business

Firms — Equipment

Records —
Exchange

The rate for classified advertising in this section is 4 cents per word,
payable in advance. Special rates (or long time contracts upon application.
New

Theatres

JERSEY CITY, N. J.— K. & T. Amusement Company will build on Gregory
Street and Newark Avenue.
NEW YORK, N. Y.— Louis Gold & Co.
will build on northeast comer of Southern
Boulevard and Longwood Avenue.
NEW YORK, N. Y.— Hyman and Sidney
Sohn with Louis F. Blumenthal and
Charles F. Haring will build 2500-seat
house on Willis Avenue and 138th Street.
GREAT NECK, N. Y.— Norab Realty
Company have plans to build at Maple
Street and Little Neek Road. Will cost
$200,000.
ASTORIA, N, Y.— Lillian Lowy will improve block on Broadway between Fifth
and Sixth Streets with a theatre and
st or©s
NEW YORK, N, Y.— Albert J. Schwarzler will build at 1229 Morris Avenue.
WESTBROOK, MINN.— Harry Nelson
and E. T. Hopkins have opened their Princess.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— The Lafayette,
under management of Fred M. Shafer, had
an auspicious opening recently.
NIAGARA
FALLS, N. Y.— The Or-

pheum
Donald. has been reopened by J. F. McWELLAND, ONT.— The Lambert, seating 1,500, was recently opened.
RICHLAND, TEX.— R. C. Bromley of
Dallas will build.
CHILDRESS, TEX.— Phipps & Layton
plan enlarging the Monogram.
HOPE, ARK.— The Joy has opened to
good business.
LITTLE ROCK, ARK.— The / New
opened recently.
HOUSTON, TEX.— The Strand will
open in the very near future.
WORTHAM, TEX.— The Palace will
ooen soon.
HOUSTON, TEX.— Work has been
started on the Rialto.
Changes
NEW YORK, N. Y.— Peoples Theatre,
203 Bowery, sold to Shea Theatre Corporation.
MELROSE, MINN,— The owners of the
Olympic have purchased the Lyric.
GRAND RIVER, IOWA.— Ira Brown
has purchased the motion picture theatre.

FAIRMONT, MINN.— Hay & Nicholas
recently purchased the Opera House.
MARINETTE, WIS.— The Cozy has
been leased by the Saxe Amusement Enterprises of Milwaukee.
PLYMOUTH, WIS.— William Brown
will operate the Crystal when its present
lease expires.
LAKE CRYSTAL, MINN.— R. R. Bartlett has rented the Cozy.
BELDEN, NEB.— The Strand has been
purchased by A. H. Abts.
CHURCHES FERRY, N. D,— W, A.
Hausman has purchased an interest in the
Picture Theatre.
LITTLE ROCK, ARK,— Saul S. Harris
has sold his interest in the Arkansas Enterprises, Inc., to Ike Kempner.
TEHUACANA, TEX.— Mrs. Fifer has
sold her show to Mr. Horn.
YOAKUM, TEX.— A. V. Wade has purchased the Best.
MARIANNA, ARK.— S. B. Johnson is
now operating the Regent.
OLA, ARK. — Pepper Brothers have
bought
Thompson's
show.
LEONARD,
TEX.—
The National has
been sold to the owners of the Liberty.
Fires
SUPERIOR, WIS.— Rialto.
of film destroyed.
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Cartoon-illustrating-stereopticon, $15.00. Drawing or writing is shown on screen enlarged.
Moving Picture camera, $20.00. Spotlight, $10.00.
Supplies,
HETZ 302 East 23rd
Strfiet, New Circulars.
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THEATRE

Invest $10.00 in a Simplified System of Accounting for
Motion Picture Exhibitors
Will save you many

a dollar and many

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Theatre chairs, new and used, any quantity, for
immediate delivery, and all other motion picture
equipment. Picture Theatre Supply Co., 79
West 4Sth Street, New York City.
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SLIDES
LET LEON MAKE YOUR SLIDES
Fair
work Write
right, right
n'everything.
testingprices,
slide free.
now. Sam Focus
Leon,
Slidemaker, 207 W. 48th St., New York.

Knickerbocker Building, 152 W. 42d St., New York City

Ten

Thousand

Two reels

Dollars

Reward

will be paid to any person who can prove that B. F. Port^ did not sell and install Simplex
Machines in the Capitol Theatre at 51st Street and Broadway, New York City.
B. F. PORTER,

1044 CAMP ST., NEW

ORLEANS. LA.

729

7th Ave.,

255 NO. I3^-"ST., PHILApELPHIA

New

PA.

York

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.
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n^HE design of this department is to diffuse among musicians and exhibitors correct information on all important
to raise the stand1 subjects pertaining to music for the film; to improve the quality of musical interpretation and queries
relating to
ard of music in motion picture theatres. Questions concerning music, suitable instrumeiUation,
organs and mechanical players, etc., should be addressed to Music Editor, Exhibitors Trade Review.
The Woman as Organist
There is a half -expressed, half-confessed prejudice against
the so-called "lady organist." Here and there, it is true, we
find women filling important theatre positions; performing their
duties with credit and ability. But the exceptions seem to prove
the rule that "no ladies are eligible." Wherever, in fact, there
is an excellent organ, or a fairly good salary, the woman applicant for a position is generally out of order.
It is often alleged of the lady organist that she is unreliable,
and also that the instrument is too hard, or too "heavy" for
her to play. Let us allow, of course, that a woman who intends to fulfill an organist's position must enjoy fairly good
health. She need not be actually robust, but she should be
"wiry." She requires also to be active and supple in her movements, quick at stop registration, etc. Headaches or slight
colds should never be pleaded for excuses for indifferent work.
One learns in time to rise superior to such minor ills. Punctuality should distinguish the conscientious organist, no matter
what the sex may be.
It is true that the long hours in certain theatres make unusual demands upon the lady organist's strength, but these facts
— the long hours and the arduous work — should be considered
before the lady embarks upon her career of picture interpretation.
In many instances, lady organists have achieved an enviable
reputation as screen interpreters, but in many cases they are
found to be unreliable, the exacting work really being more
suitable for men than for women.
However, the demand for organists is so great and the salary
that would appear small to a man is considered sufficient by
many women, and in the theatres we see many women competently holding down positions and thus supplying a long-felt
want — organists who can correctly interpret pictures.
The Musician^s Bookshelf
Carl Engels, a Boston musician, recently appointed head of
the Department of Music of the Library of Congress, is the
author of a series of short biographical essays which discuss
the outstanding figures in musical composition from Bach to
Debussy.
Speaking of Wagner's dramatic bent, Mr. Engels says: "He
was dependent upon a story and a scene for inspiration. And
thus a tin swan, a cardboard dragon and a stuffed dove became
living symbols to him; hissing steam pipes, gauge rails and
burning pitch he saw as mighty elements. They were responsible for some of his most kindling and imposing music.
Wagner was a true poet, but Wagner, the poet and essayist,
cannot compare with the musicians. Much of Wagner's music
is as thrilling in the concert room as it is in a theatre."
Of Debussy, Mr. Engels says : "While we stand yet bewildered
with the burden of beauty bequeathed to us by Debussy, his
achievement already enters the sanctuary of classicism, that

temple which has withstood the onset of so many modems
throughout all ages and which perpetually finds itself assailed
Twenty essays make up the volume, which is published by G.
Schirmer.
anew."

A New Piano
Emanuel Moor of London has invented a double keyboard
piano, which should become popular in this country, where
exhibitors are in search of novelty for their theatres.
The piano, save for the double keyboard, is outwardly the
same in appearance as a grand piano. Close above the usual
keyboard is another keyboard, known as the upper manual.
The two manuals are not separated by a space like those of an
organ but lie close together. Also the white keys of the lower
manual have a step at the back, close under the corresponding
white keys of the upper, which brings them up to the level of
the black keys. It is thus possible to play glissando chromatic
scales at the back of the, lower keyboard. By a very simple
system of bent levers the upper keyboard plays an octave higher
than the lower.
If this piano becomes popular, it will be necessary to revise
the entire system of technical studies for piano, and musicians
who have spent years studying Bach and other great masters
will find that they have to begin a new course of studies if they
wish to play the double keyboard piano with any degree of
technical skill.
Creatore in Canada
Creatore is being featured as guest conductor in all the Capitol theatres operated by the Famous-Players Canadian Corporation, which includes Winnipeg, Calgary, Saskatoon, Victoria and Vancouver.
Upon his return he will assume his usual summer duties of
conducting his famous band in several of the larger parks.
Then again owing to the many return engagements already
booked, he will resume his tour as guest conductor in the larger
picture theatres, an innovation which he inaugurated".
Brevities
Arthur Clinton, formerly organist of the Laughlin Theatre,
Long Beach, Cal., is now connected with the Symphony Theatre,
Los Angeles.
Three motion picture theatres in Los Angeles now have orchestras of more than fifty pieces. They are the Kinema, Grauman's and the California.
A. Stanley Douglas is presenting a series of organ recitals at
the Merrick Theatre, Jamaica, N. Y.
MUSIC
Geo. Rosey's
Leafcovers.
Folio No.
Screen Classics,
assembled
loose
sheets inLoose
separate
Write1. for12 contents
and special
prices forin
Leaders. Geo. Rosey Publishing Co., 26-28 East 21st St., New York.

X
"Creatore"
as
Guest Conductor
Mgt. Arthur Spizzi, 1482 Broadway, N. Y.
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Instructions

for Any

Sufficient

Intelligent

Operator

of a
in theNoselection
no "joker"Organ.
THERE
trained pipe
Cremonais Orchestraorganist at a fancy salary is necessary. Any girl or
man, after simple instructions, can operate the Cremona
,
with most enchanting results.
But even more interesting, perhaps, to the average exhibitor
is the fact that organ and orchestra music is available without
the services of any operator. This is an assurance easily appreciated where the house personnel overhead is limited.
Features not obtainable in any other instrument are built
into the Cremona. It cannot be excelled for manual operation.
The double roll system permits using cue sheets player roll
with operator or hy solo organ roll without operator. The
double roll system permits using cue sheets and instant change
from one to the other.
Recent features, even more firmly establishing superiority,
have been developed. Every exhibitor not wholly satisfied with
the appeal his music has, should investigate the Cremona
Orchestra-Organ.
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Cameraman's
Up Mt. Rainier with Ferryman
Last week we told you about the feat Selznick's cameraman,
Charles R. Ferryman, performed when he was the first WM,n
to reach the top of Mt. Rainier in the dead of winter. We did
not have the complete story of what he went through in order to
achieve this distinction, when the first story was published, so
the following gives that information. No two ways about it,
it was a grueling trip. — Ed.

For years Mt. Rainier has provided about the onlyreal mountain-climbing sport on the North American
continent. Easily accessible from Seattle, Tacoma and
Portland, it has attracted scores and hundreds of scientific men and tourists who have learned the glories of
mountain climbing in the Swiss Alps. Not so long ago
the first ascent to the top of the mountain made at any
season of the year was accomplished after great difficulties.
Just a short time ago the project to climb the mountain under the most difficult conditions possible, in the
dead of winter, was put under way. Three Swiss
mountain climbers came to this country to make the
attempt and seeing the value of the story Ferryman's
intention was to merely trail along.
Four men — Ferryman and the three Alpine climbers
— reached the top after an experience which called for
physical endurance of almiost incalculable measure.
The final dash required fifteen and one-half hours in
a temperature many degrees below zero. One portion
of the ascent was up a sheer wall of ice in which it was
necessary to cut out each step of the way. Crevasses
in the ice were encountered, some of them open and
making long detours necessary and others even more
dangerous because of the fact that they were covered
with thin sheetings of ice and snow, the breaking of
which would have precipitated the climbers hundreds
of feet downward to certain death.
When the summit of the mountain had been reached
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a search was made for a bottle containing evidence
left by previous climbers, in the summertime, that they
had been to the top. This bottle was not discovered.
Ferryman and his party left their evidence in a similar
way to be picked up by climbers who may reach the
summit at some future time.
When the quartet returned to their last camping
place, all of them were in a state of collapse. One of
the men had suffered severe frost bite. Ferryman,
with the job of bringing back motion pictures only half
finished, showed the stuff of which he is made by hurrying back to civilization many hours before the other
climbers found it possible to continue their journey.
Ferryman has been a cameraman since he was "knee
high to a grasshopper" and worked in developing laboratories before that. He was a student at Columbia
University at the time war was declared, but enhsted
in the army and served three years, rising to the rank
of captain of the serial photographic section of the
army. After his discharge from the army he came
directly to Seattle and has been the news cameraman
of the Selznick company in this section for more than
a year. Last summer he flew over Mt. Rainier, taking
the first pictures of the mountain from above it.
Some time later in the fall he was shooting pictures
of the Columbia River Highway from an airplane when
the plane fell into the Columbia River, near Multnomah
Falls. Another stunt was going with the light boats
to the Sound lights in a storm. But Ferryman will
not talk. The only information concerning his dangerous exploits come from his associates, who have
happened to witness them, or in cases such as the fall
into the Columbia River. The manager of the local
office says Ferryman has been sent on 235 assignments
since he came to the office and has not yet fallen down
on one. And just incidentally the premium on the
accident insurance he carries is double that of a traveling salesman. His occupation is classed as "extra
hazardous."
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STRAND

"PENROD," Wesley (Freckles) Barry
(First National). Running the entire
week, this picture did a fine business, packing the house both afternoons and evenings.
Short Subjects. — Howe scenic, "A Runaway Train," and Strand topical review.
CLINTON SQUARE
"SUSPICIOUS WIVES." Manager Fred
Elliot booked this picture for a week and
made naoney on it.
Short Subjects.- — Snub Pollard comedy
and Pathe News.
LELAND
"VENDETTA," Pola Negri, and "A
MAN'S HOME." This house played to
standing room only the entire week.
Short Subjects. — Lloyd comedy, Tony
Sarg's Almanac and a news reel.
BUFFALO
SHEA'S HIPPODROME
"RENT FREE," Wallace Reid (Paramount). Patrons of the Hippodrome did
not enthuse over this production, but business was good because of the appearance
on the bill of "A Sailor Made Man," over
which patrons "went wild."
Exploitation. — Special newspaper advertising, playing up the all-star program,
billboards, window cards and lobby display.
Short Subjects. — Harold Lloyd in "A
Sailor Made Man," Pathe and International
News, Pathe scenic subject, Topics of the
Day.
CRITERION
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Lillian
and Dorothy Gish (D. W. Griffith). Put on
at one dollar top, this production did well
during the first week. All newspapers
were laudatory in their comments, as were
patrons.
Exploitation. — D. W. Griffith appeared
in person Thursday, speaking on "Reformers."
Griffith's visitalso
wasflashed
widelysome
advertised.
The company
page ads on Buffalo which created a sensation. Billboards and window cards were
lavishly used.
LOEWS STATE
"THE Mr.
SIGNBeban
OF THE
ROSE,"
Georgein
Beban.
and the
company
the picture appeared in person and business was capacity.
Exploitation. — Manager Beckerich put
over an excellent tieup with a florist,
through which a striking display was put
on in the State lobby and special window
displays used in stores. In return Mr.
Beckerich used the florist's name in all
the theatre advertising. The florists also
placed special ads in the newspapers.
Short Subjects. — Monty Banks in "His
First
Honeymoon,"
Mutt and Jeff cartoon
and Loew
News.

LAFAYETTE SQUARE
"THUNDERCLAP," Mary Carr (Fox).
This opening feature at the new Lafayette
Square was well received by the overflow
audiences. There was much enthusiasm
during the race and water scenes.
Exploitation. — The new theatre monopolized the newspapers during opening week,
but the film feature was played up big in
all the advertising. Mrs. Carr appeared in
person.
Short Subjects. — A Mermaid comedy
and the Selznick News.
MARK-STRAND
"OVER THE HILL," Mary Carr (Fox
Special). The Strand put this feature on
second run. The flivver was undoubtedly
caused by the long run of the same picture at the Criterion several weeks ago.
E. 0. Weinberg had planned a two-week
run, ingbut
day. decided otherwise after the openExploitation. — Strand doubled advertising appropriation, used attractive lobby
display and window cards. The personal
appearance of Mrs. Carr undoubtedly
helped the picture somewhat.
OLYMPIC
"THE WAY OF A MAID," Elaine Hammerstein (Selznick). Business was off on
account of the opening of the new Lafayette Square a few doors away. The
other feature shown was Franklyn Farnum
in "The Last Chance."
PALACE
"POPPY," Norma Talmadge and Eugene O'Brien revival (Select). Manager
Howard J. Smith has been fairly successful lately in reviving some of these Talmadge subjects and business was fair on
the present subject. Mr. Smith has reduced matinee prices to ten cents.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
lobby display and window cards.
Short Subjects. — Baby Peggy, Century
comedy and International News.
CHICAGO
CASTLE
"A WIDE OPEN TOWN," Conway
Tearle (Selznick). Not much of a story,
but a well acted production. Business was
fair.
BARBEE
"A SAILOR-MADE MAN," Harold
Lloyd (Pathe).
Lloyd's
feature Holding
length
comedy
went over
with first
a bang.
it over for another week.
CHICAGO

"STAR DUST," Hope Hampton (First
National). Melodramatic in theme but
hinged together so well that the interest
is sustained. Personal appearance of the
star, as an added feature, influenced the
attendance. Business was very good.
RANDOLPH
"TURN TO THE RIGHT," Alice TerryJack Mulhall (Metro). A worth while picture that will undoubtedly prove successful. The week started slowly, but business
picked up very satisfactorily. Holding it
over for a second week.
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ZIEGFELD
"THE PRODIGAL JUDGE," Jean
Paige-Maclyn Arbuckle (Vitagraph). An
exceptionally fine picture that will delight
any audience. Business justifies holding
it over for another week.
ROSE
"CHASING THE MOON," Tom Mix
(Fox). Somewhat speedier than its predecessors, this new Mix picture is good entertainment. Business was excellent.
BIJOU DREAM
"THE LAST PAYMENT," Pola
(Paramount). Although the star is
what magnetic, the production is not
the standard of her earlier releases.
ness was fair.

Negri
someup to
Busi-

CLEVELAND
ALLEN
"HIS NIBS" Charles (Chic) Sales (Exceptional Pictures). — There are many
"angles" which contributed toward making this picture an excellent attraction.
Capacity audiences were enjoyed all
week at both the afternoon and evening
performances.
LOEWS STATE
"THE SILENT CALL," featuring
Strongheart (First National). — A Northwest picture, with an attractive and likable hero. A Belgian police dog proved an
entertaining attraction.
Exploitation. — Advance newspaper advertising and an attractive lobby display.
Short Subjects. — News Events, Topics of
the Day, and Prizma "The Land of the
LOEWS MALL AND PARK
Beginning."
"THE SEVENTH DAY," Richard Barthelmess (First National). — This vehicle
fell away
below theseemed
star's to
previous
and business
suffer offerfrom
this ing
angle.
Short Subjects. — Johnny Hines in "Torchy Takes and
a Chance,"
Travelogue
Topics of Burton
the Day. Holmes
STANDARD
"THE GUTTERSNIPE," Gladys Walton
(Universal). — Despite a mighty attractive
"front" and several compelling "cutouts" showing the star in characteristic
poses, the picture played to just fair business.
Short Subjects. — Century Comedy, "His
Table Stake," and International News.
METROPOLITAN
"THE GOLDEN SNARE," Lewis S.
Stone (First National). — Business' was
just fair on this picture.
KANSAS

aXY

LIBERTY
"HUSH MONEY," Alice Brady (Realart). — Fell slightly below the attendance
mark usually established by Alice Brady.
Average business.
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Short Subjects. — "The Leather Pushers" (serial),
"Aesop's
and Pathe
News,
currentFables,"
events. comedy,
Exploitation. — A large cut of Alice
Brady, below which were sketches of two
money bags, possessing legs and arms to
resemble men and presumably saying the
word, "Hush!" was featured in Sunday
newspaper space. Also lobby display and
billboard space.
DORIC
"JANE EYRE," Mabel Ballin and Norman Trevor (Hodkinson). — This one
played
to good
crowds for a week's run
and satisfied
patrons.
Short Subjects.— "Pardon Me," Snub
Pollard comedy, and International News,
current events.
Exploitation. — The name of the author,
Charlotte Bronte, given prominent space
in newspaper advertising. Comedy also
played up big. Also billboard and lobby
display space.
ISEWMAIS
"FOREVER," Wallace Reid, Elliott
Dexter and Elsie Ferguson (Famous Players).— The popularity and reputation of
the three stars in this picture were sufficient to attract good crowds for a week's
run.
Exploitation. — Three large half-tone
cuts of the stars, their names in one-inch
type, were featured in Sunday newspaper
space, while billboard exploitation was devoted chiefly to the names of the trio. The
■catch-line, "The most beautiful love story
ever imagined," was used in press notices.
Also pretentious lobby display.
Short Subjects. — Newman News and
Views.
LOS

ANGELES
ROYAL

"THREE LIVE GHOSTS." Special cast
■(Paramount). — A good drawing card,
•which
week. played to crowded houses for a
Exploitation. — A bulletin in large lettering, reading: "Warning. Don't come if
-your lips are cracked and you have a sense
•of humor," was featured in Sunday newspaper space, along with a cartoon of the
three "ghosts" being led by a lamb. Also
:billboard and lobby display space.
Short Subjects.— "The Bell-Hop," Larry
Semon, comedy, and Royal Screen Magarzine, current events.
TWELFTH STREET
"MY LADY FRIENDS," Mr. and Mrs.
Carter DeHaven (First National). — Good
jattendance for the week vdth this one,
•despite unusually strong competition.
Exploitation. — Newspaper space, billboard and lobby display space.
Short Subjects.— "The White Mouse"
.and Screen Magazine, current events.
PANT AGES (NEW)
"THE MILKY WAY," David Butler
'(Western Pictures Exploitation). — It
pleased the audiences very much. One of
the best pictures Pantages has run in a
long time. The kind of a picture the audiapplauds onwas
the the
lastUrban
fade-out.
added ence
attraction
scenic_ Anof
the Colorado Canyon. The picture played
all week.
TALLY'S BROADWAY
"VENDETTA," Pola Negri. In the second week the picture pulled only a fair
house. Management reported that business is just carrying and that is all. The
picture was put on with very little ad^vertising.
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CALIFORNIA
"A BLIND BARGAIN," Lon Chaney
(Goldwyn). — The audiences were pleased
with the picture, proved interesting and
well directed. Average advertising was
used.
Short Subjects. — ^Christie comedy, "Hokus Pokus," Cal. Topical Review and Magazine, vdth Topics of the Day.
PANTAGES BROADWAY
"DANGEROUS PATHS," Neva Gerber
and Ben Wilson. Only a fair picture. The
audiences were rather luke warm as to the
merits of the picture.
SYMPHONY
"SKY HIGH," Fox (Tom Mix).— The
house has been filled all week at every
show in spite of the rain; will hold over a
second week.
Exploitation. — 100-24 sheets and 450
inches in the daily papers.
Short Subjects. — Chester "Snookey ComLOEW STATE
"STRANGER THAN FICTION," Katherine
(First National). — The
edy." MacDonald
picture
pleased very much. The star has
rather a good following in Los Angeles
and this picture was one of her best.
Short Subjects. — Burton Holmes Travelogue.
SVPERBA
"GOLDEN GALLOWS," Miss DuPont
(Universal). — The star has never put over
anything since her first success.
Exploitation. — The lobby was very attractive; represented the back stage setting of the feature.
Short Subjects. — Second episode
"Leather Pushers," Century comedy with
Harry Sweet and International News completed a program that was not very satisfactpry.
CLVNE'SPOWER," Anita
"THE INVISIBLE
Stewart (First National). — The star has
not a very good following here.
MILLER'S
"THE SILENT
CALL," Special cast
(First National), — The picture is pulling
great. In the second week and it looks
like a four weeks' run. It is the kind of
a picture that a producer can work out
exploitation in a dozen directions.
MISSION
"FOOLISH WIVES," Von Stroheim
(Universal). — ^In the second week and a
line-up for every show during the day.
Manager Harry David is planning on a run
of eight weeks.
MILWAUKEE
ALHAMBRA

MERRILL
"THE
MAN
FROM
LOST RIVER,"
House Peters (Goldwyn) and H. C. Witwer's Round Two of "The Leather Pushers." The fight picture is proving very
popular among the men fans.
Short Subjects.— Comedy "Funny Faces"
and Goldwyn's sport review "Drawing
SAXE'S RIALTO
"OUT OF THE DUST," Russell SimpCards."
son.Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising
and lobby display.
Short
Subjects.
— ^Comedy "The Chauffeur" with
Clyde Cook.
SAXE'S STRAND
"PENROD," Wesley (Freckels) Barry
(First National). The kids and grownups went wild over the picture.
Exploitation. — The personal appearance
of Wesley Barry in a prologue- — enacting
the "show" episode of the film — was the
delight of the kids' hearts.
Short Subjects. — First National Kinograms.

TOY
"DE LUXE ANNE," Norma Talmadge
(Selznick).
Short Subjects. — Harold Lloyd in
"Never Weaken."

SHVBERT
"POLLY OF THE FOLLIES," Constance
(Firstof National).
sideringTalmadge
the location
the house,' Conjust
recently made a movie theatre, the crowds
were
and interfere.
Connie's admirers refused
to let good,
distance
Exploitation. — A prologue featuring a
dance similar to that in which Connie took
part in the film.
Short Subjects. — Wallace Beery in the
"Ne'er to Return Road," Pathe News
Reels.
NORFOLK,

VA.

GRANBY
"THE LOTUS EATER," John Barrymore
(Firstlent National).
an excelFirst National This
Week made
attraction
and
played to good business entire week. The
entire cast was played up in advertising.
Added Attraction. — Charlie Chaplin in
"The
Idle Class" helped bring the crowds
all week.
WELLS
"THE BRIDE'S PLAY," Marion Davies
(Paramount). Pretty weak and reacted
at .the box-oflfice. Ran a whole week.
Harold Lloyd
"Now
or Never"
responsible
for in
more
business
than was
the
feature offering.
STRAND

"BACK PAY," Seena Owen and Matt
Moore (Cosmopolitan-Paramount). The
name of the author of the story was given
better play than the name of the film.
Short Subjects.— Comedy "The Bell
Hop" with Larry Semon; Pathe News
weekly and Literary Digest Topics,
BUTTERFLY

"WHY

ANNOUNCE YOUR MARRIAGE?" Elaine Hammerstein (Sleznick).
Three days to very good business. Nothing
exceptional. Small advertising.

"FOOLISH WIVES," Erich von Stroheim and Miss Du Pont (Universal). The
second week's showing of this film did not
play to the crowds predicted.
Exploitation.— The first week Miss Du
Pont appeared at the Butterfly in person,
and outside of this fact and the amount
of newspaper advertising given the picture, no further "stunts" were pulled.
Short Subjects. — /Fox News Reels and
Newsettes.

CRITERION

OKLAHOMA

CITY

"FOOLISH WIVES," Erich von Stroheim (Universal). A stupendous picture
and one of the best ever seen in Oklahoma
City. Pleased capacity business prevailed
from noonopening
performance
Sunday afterto Saturday
night.
Exploitation. — Manager McLaughlin
spent both time and money in exploiting.
A steam caliope paraded the streets.
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"PBNROD," Wesley (Freckles) Barry
(Krst National). A first class picture full
of thrills and everything, which pleased
S.R.O. for entire week.
Short Subject. — Educational Comedy,
"Torchy Takes a Chance," Pathe News.
CAPITOL
"MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY,"
Rudolph Valentino and Dorothy Dalton
(Paramount). The excellence of this production and the drawing power of the
stars'
names
brought big business to this
theatre this week.
RIALTO
"BLIND WIVES," Special Cast (Fox).
The picture tells a story that reached great
emotional heights, sorrowful, joyful, tragic
and which, when seen, will open the patrons' eyes.
emaShort
News.Subjects. — ^Chester Comedy, KinExploitation. — Heralds, newspaper and
billboard advertising. Special lobby display of pictures and posters.
LYRIC
GOOD REFERENCE," Constance Talmadge (First National). The picture
went over big and pleased big business.
PHILADELPHIA
STANLEY
"TOL'BLE DAVID," Richard Barthelmess (First National). The production
was exploited as Barthelmess' first starring vehicle and was well patronized
throughout the week. It was declared to
be one of the best pictures of the season,
and drew bigger houses each succeeding
day.
Short Subjects. — Tony Sarg's Almanac,
"The First Movie" (B & B— State Rights),
Fox and Pathe news reels, and "Face to
Face ways
With
Japan." Sarg's novelties altake well.
ARCADIA
"A VIRGINIA COURTSHIP," May McAvoy (Realart). Star has no following
in Philadelphia, and house did only fair
business.
Short Subjects. — "'Twas Ever Thus"
(Educational), Pathe News, Federated
Screen Snapshots, "The Story of Arrowhead Lake," scenic.
VICTORIA

"FIGHTIN' MAD," William Desmond
(Fox). A novel lobby display and good exploitation of the title resulted in good
business throughout the week, but stronger
the last three days. Picture just seemed
to be what patrons wanted.
Short Subjects.— "Fool Days," Al St.
John (Fox), "Law and Order," sport pictorial (Goldwyn), Pathe News, and Federated Screen Snapshots, No. 20.
CAPITAL
"LADY FINGERS," Bert Lytell
(Metro). The star has a good following
that patronized the show satisfactorily all
week. Star rather than picture was exploited.
Short Subjects. — Sunshine Comedy,
"False Alarm" (Fox), Kinograms, Post
Nature Scenic, "The City" (Educational).
REGENT
"FACE
VALUE,"
Wanda Hawley
(Realart). The star has no following in
the
ized. city, but the picture was well patronShort Subjects. — Mutt and Jeff Cartoon,
"The
(Fox),No.Urban
Movie
Chats, Last
No. 3, Shot"
and Smiles,
1.
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KARLTON
"HER
HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK,"
Gloria Swanson (Paramount). Splendid
business onularity.the
strength
the star's
popThe story
was ofthought
nothing
out of the ordinary.
Short Subjects. — Christie Comedy, "Oh,
Promise Me" (Educational), Scenic,
"Women Must Weep," and Smiles, No. 3.
RICHMOND,

VA.

COLONIAL
(First Half)
"THUNDERCLAP," Mary Carr (Fox).
Star was played up to take advantage of
popularity
attained
in "Over the Hill,"
with big business
resulting.
(Last Half)
"GLASS HOUSES," Viola Dana
(Metro). Personal appearance of the
Metro star was responsible for capacity
business, leaving nothing by which to
judge the merits of the picture. Absolute
capacity for three days.
BROADWAY
"STAR DUST," Hope Hampton (First
National). Only a mediocre attraction for
First National Week.
BIJOU
"PEACOCK ALLEY," Mae Murray
(Metro). A whole week. Biggest business of any theatre. A very big box office
bet for any theatre.
ISIS
"TILLIE," Mary Miles Minter (Paramount). Very good business on two day

sj:attle
COLISEUM
"PENROD," Freckles (Wesley) Barry
(First National). Popular young star attracting capacity audiences.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
billboards, window cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — ^Cartoon comedy, "The
Hoots," Pathe News, First National Kinograms.
STRAND
"HAIL THE WOMAN" Florence Vidor
(First National).
Exploitation. — Billboards, newspaper advertising, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — "Hootch and Mootch,"
Paramount Cartoon, Scenic, First National
Kinograms.
LIBERTY
"POLLY OF THE FOLLIES" (Constance Talmadge (First National). Star
always tremendously popular.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
billboards, lobby display, window cards.
Short Subjects.— "Down and Out," Snub
Pollard Comedy, Sunset-Burrud Scenic,
Liberty News.
BLUE MOUSE
"WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME," Anna
Q. Nilsson (Warner Bros). Broke all records first two days.
Exploitation. — Special campaign newspaper advertising, billboards, window
cards, lobby display.
COLUMBIA
"HEADIN' WEST," Hoot Gibson (Universal).
Exploitation. — Hoot Gibson in person
leading theatrical parade with special
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stunts, newspaper advertising, lobby display.
COLONIAL
"WHISPERING DEVILS," Conway
Tearle (Seknick).
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
lobby display.
Short Subjects. — Fox Sunshine Comedy,
"The Book Agent,"REX
"Mutt and Jeff."
"WIFE AGAINST WIFE,"
Starke (First National).
PANTAGES

Pauline

"THE BOAT," Buster Keaton (First
National).
PALACE HIP
"THE LURE OF JADE," Pauline Frederick (R.-C.)

NEW

GRAND CENTRAL-WEST
END LYRIC
"PENROD," Wesley (Freckles) Barry
(First
National).
night fail
duringthe
entire
week did Only
this one
attraction
to
fill house. The West End Lyric also held
large crowds most every night. The audience not only laughed loud at various
scenes in the picture but screamed.
Short .Subjects. — Lloyd Hamilton in
"Rolling Stones," News and Views.
MISSOURI
"THE LAW AND THE WOMAN," Betty
Compson (Paramount). Night attendance
very good and the matinee was above the
average during the entire week. The
opening night (Saturday) and Sunday
night found this four thousand seating
capacity house filled.
Short Subjects. — Joe Rock in "The Pot
Roast," News and Views, and scenic.
FOX LIBERTY
"THE MYSTERIOUS RIDER," Robert
McKim and Claire Adams (Hodkinson).
Night performances brought good houses
and matinees registered a bit better than
usual. "The Mark of Zorro" was also on
the bill, and as Doug, is a big hit, a good
deal of credit may be given him for drawing attendance.
Short Subjects.- — Fox News, Mutt and
Jeff and Sunshine Comedy.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper space.

SAVOY
"THE GIRL IN THE TAXL" Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven (First National).
Comedy was boosted as winner, and public took
management's
personal indorsement of it
as a good attraction.
Plenty
of applause and picture left fine taste.
CAPITOL
"WHAT NO MAN KNOWS," Clara
Kimball Young (Equity). Star popular
and picture was well attended without any
special effort to boom business. Picture
hit.
well spoken of everywhere and made big
POLI
"THE LIGHT IN THE CLEARING,"
Irving Bachellor. Good attraction, one
that was appreciated by large audiences.
ORPHEUm
"WHITE OAK," William S. Hart (Paramount). Picture was success without any
more effort than usual publicity and somelobby stills. Made fine impression.
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Here is a list of pictures which have been reviewed in Exhibitors Trade Review during the past three months.
The pictures are listed alphabetically with the date of issue and the page number of the review. File your copies of
Exhibitors Trade Review and get a line on the pictures you have booked by looking them up in the review pages.
Title
Star
Distributor
Issue Page
Title
Star Distributor
Issue Page
59
"Love's Redemption" (Norma Talmadge), First National. Jan. 21 5'rl
^'Ace of Hearts, The" (Special Cast), Goldwyn
Dec. 3
"Lucky Carson" (Earle Williams), Vitagraph
Feb. 11 795
"Across the Dead-L<ine" (Frank Mayo), Universal Jan. 14 209
"LureCole
of the Jade, The" (Pauline Frederick), Robertson- Nov. 19 1763
•"All for a Woman" (Special Cast). First National Dec. 17 499
287
■"All's Fair in Love" (May Collins), Goldwyn
Dec. 24
"At and
the Sign
the JackHodkinson
O'Lantern" (Betty Ross Clark Feb. 11
"ManBrunette),
from LostGoldwyn
River, The" (House Peters and Fritzi Jan. 28 643
Elarl of
Schenck),
793
■"At the Stage Door" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Dec. 24 285
"Man of Stone, The" (Conway Tearle), Selznick Dec. 10 131
"Man to Man" (Harry Carey), Universal
Feb. 11 795
"Matrimonial Web, The" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Nov. 26 1839
"Back Pay" (Seena Owen), Paramount
Feb. 25 937
"Miss
Lulu
Bett"
(Lois
Wilson),
Famous
Players-Lasky
.Dec.
31 369
"Beyond
Rainbow"
(Harry Morey and Lillian Dove), Mar. 4
"Molly O" (Mabel Normand), First National
Dec. 3 59
R-C the
Pictures
.
1009
207
"Morals"
(May
McAvoy),
Realart
Feb.
4 719
"Bigamist, The" (I^vy Duke), George Clark. Ltd
Dec. 17
"Moran of the Lady Letty" (Dorothy Dalton), Paramount. Feb. 18 863
"Billy Jim" (Fred Stone), R-C Pictures
Feb. 18 865
"My Boy" (Jackie Coogan), First National
Jan. 7 441
"'Bonnie
Brier Bush, The" (Donald Crisp-Mary Glynne), Dec. 10
Paramount
"Nancy from Nowhere" (Bebe Daniels). Paramount Feb. 11 791
■"Boomerang Bill" (Lionel Barrymore), Paramount Feb. 18 133
"No Vitagraph
IDefense" (William Duncan and Edith Johnson), Jan. 28 647
863
■"Boy Crazy" (Doris May and Harry Myers), R-C Pictures.Mar.il 1075
■"Bride's Play, The" (Marion Davies), Paramount Jan. 21 939
575
"Oh, Mabel, Behave!" (State Rights) Photocraft Prod. . .Dec. 3 32
^'Broadway Peacock,. The" (Pearl White), Fox
Feb. 25
"One Glorious Day" (Will Rogers and Lila Lee), Para- mount Feb. 11 791
■"Bucking the Line" (Maurice Flynn), Fox
Nov. 19 1761
867
"Orphans
the Storm"
(Lillian and Dorothy Gish), Jan. 14 497
"Call of Home, The" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Feb. 18 137
D. W. ofGriffith
Prod
"Call of the North, The" (Special Cast). Paramount Dec. 10
"Our
Mutual
Friend"
(Special
Cast), Wid Gimning Prod. .Dec. 17 205
"Cardigan"
Collier, Jr., and Betty Carpenter), Mar. 4 1011
American(William
Photoplay
"Pardon
My
French"
(Vivian
Martin),
Goldwyn. ..
Jan. 7 437
865
"Chasing the Moon" (Tom Mix), Fox
Feb. 18
"Pardon
My Nerve" (Charles Jones and Eileen Percy), Mar. 11 1075
Fox
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" (Gaston Glass), Hod- kinson Jan. 21
"Parisian Scandal, A" (Marie Prevost), Universal Dec. 3 67
573
■"Cheated
Hearts" (Herbert Rawlinson-Marjorie Daw), Dec. 10 137
"Peacock Alley" (Mae Murray-Monte Blue), Tiffany Prod. Dec. 10 104
Universal
211
499
"Peggy
Puts It Over" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Jan. 28 645
■"Clay Dollars" (Eugene O'Brien), Selznick
Jan. 14
"Penrod" (Wesley Barry), First National
Mar. 4 1011
■"Conceit" (Special Cast), Selznick
Dec. 17 937
"Playing ■with Fire" (Gladys Walton), Universal Dec. 24 285
"Playthings
of
Destiny"
(Anita
Stewart),
First
National
.
Nov. 26 1835
63
"Devil Within, The" (Dustin Farnum), Fox
Dec. 3
"PollyNational
of the Follies" (Constance Talmadge), First Mar. 11 1079
"Doll's House, A" (Nazimova), United Artists
Feb. 25 567
"Don't Get Married" (Marie Prevost), Universal Jan. 21 283
"Poor Relation, A" (Will Rogers), Goldwyn
Jan. 14 501
"Don't Tell Everything" (All-Star), Paramount
Dec. 24
"Possession" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures
Nov. 19 1767
"Dr. Jim" (Frank Mayo), Universal
Nov. 26 1841
"Poverty of Riches, The" (Special Cast), Gold-wyn Dec. 3 65
"Duke of Chimney Butte, The" (Fred Stone), R-C Pic- tures Dec. 10 135
"Power Within, The" (W. H. Tooker), Pathe
Feb. 25 933
"Prince There Was, A" (Thomas Meighan), Paramount. .Nov. 26 1843
"Prodigal
Judge,
The"
(Jean
Paige),
Vitagraph
Feb. 11 787
373
"Eden and Return" (Doris May), R-C Pictures Dec. 31 1003
"R.S.V.P." (Charles Ray), First National
Dec. 24 283
"Exit
the
"Vamp"
(Ethel
Clayton),
Paramount
Mar.
4
"Received Payment" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Jan. 21 569
"Extra!
Extra!" (Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker) Mar. 4 1007
"Red Hot Romance" (Special Cast), First National Feb. 4 -721
Fox
"Rent Free" (Wallace Reid and Lila Lee), Paramount. .Jan. 7 439
"Riding with Death" (Special Cast), Fox
Nov. 26 1837
"False Fronts" (All Star Cast), The Herolds
Mar. 11 1077
1767
"Right
ThatMetro
Failed, The" (Bert Lytell and Virginia Dec. 17 209
"False Kisses" (Miss Du Pont), Universal
Nov. 19 719
Valli),
"F^fty Candles" (Marjorie Daw), Hodkinson
Feb. 4
"Rip Van Winkle" (Thomas Jefferson), Hodkinson Nov. 19 1765
"Fighting Mad" (William Desmond), Metro
Nov. 26 1843
"Roof Tree, The" (William Russell), Fox
Jan. 7 439
"Fire Eater, The" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Dec. 31 367
"Rough Diamond, The" (Tom Mix), Fox
Nov. 26 1835
"Five Days to Live" (Sessue Hayakawa), R-C Produc- tion Jan. 21 575
"Ruling Passion, The" (George Arliss), United Artists .. Feb. 4 723
■"Flower
of the North, The" (Henry B. Walthal), Vita- Feb. 4 723
"Sailor-Made Man, A" (Harold Lloyd), Pathe
Dec. 3 61
graph
"Saturday Night" (Special (iast), Paramount
Feb. 4 715
■"Foolish Wives" (Erich von Stroheim), Universal Jan. 28 639
"School
Days"
(Wesley
Barry),
Warner
Brothers
Dec. 10 104
■"Fool's
Paradise" (Dorothy Dalton), Famous Players- Dec. 24 281
"Scrapper, The" (Herbert Rawlinson), Universal Jan. 28 643
Lasky
"Sea
Lion,
The"
(Hobart
Bosworth),
First
National
Feb. 25 939
65
■"Fourteenth Lover, The" (Viola Dana), Metro
Dec. 3
"Shadows of the Sea" (Conway Tearle), Selznick Feb. 11 787
■"Fox, The" (Harry Carey), Universal-Jewel Nov. 26 1841
"Shattered
Dreams"
(Miss
du
Pont),
Universal
Dec.
17 203
^'French Heels" (Irene Castle), IJodkinson
Feb. 4 717
"Sheik, The" (Agnes Ayres), Paramount
Nov. 19 1763
"Sherlock
Holmes
Series"
(Stoll
Film),
Alexander
Film
Co. (State Rights)
Jan. 21 540
■"Get Rich Quick Wallingford" (Special Cast), Paramount. Dec. 17 211
"Girl Collier,
from Jr.),
Porcupine,
The" Corp
(Faire Binney- William Dec. 10 104
"Silent Call, The" (Special Cast), First National Nov. 26 1837
Arrow Film
"Silent
Years"
(Special
Cast),
Robertson-Cole
Dec.
3 61
501
■"Gleam o' Dawn" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Jan. 14 287
"Sin Goldwyn
Flood, The" (Richard Dix and Helene Chadwick), Jan. 21 573
^'Golden Gallows, The" (Miss DuPont), Universal Feb. 18 861
^•Golden Gift, The" (Alice Lake), Metro
Dec. 24
"Single Track, The" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Feb. 4 721
■"Grand
Larceny" (Claire Windsor and Elliot Dexter), Mar. 11 1081
"Sir Arne's Treasure" (Special Cast), Swedish Biograph. .Dec. 10 133
Goldwyn
"Sky
High" (Tom Mix). Fox
Dec. 31 371
■"GrimGoldwyn
Comedian, The" (Phoebe Hunt and Jack Holt), Jan. 21 569
"Smiles Are Trump" (Maurice Flynn), Fox
Feb. 11 789
"SongFirst
of Life,
The"
(Gaston
Glass
and
Grace
Darmond),
437
National
Mar. 4 1003
""Guttersnipe, The" (Gladys Walton), Universal Jan. 7
"Speed Girl, The" (Bebe Daniels), Realart
Dec. 17 205
■"HailNational
the Woman" (Florence Vidor), Associated First Jan. 14 497
"Stage Romance, A" (William Famum), Fox
Feb. 25 935
"Stardust"
(Hope
Hampton),
First
National
Dec.
31 371
715
"Headin" West" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Feb. 4 2703
"Stranger
Than
Fiction"
(Katherine
MacDonald),
First
National
Dec. 31 367
■"Heliotrope" (All-Star), Cosmopolitan-Famous Players. .Nov. 27
1007
■"Her Husband's Trademark" (Gloria Swanson), Para- mount Mar. 4 1009
"Strength
the Pines, The" (William Russell and Irene Mar. 4 1005
Rich), ofFox
■"Her Own Money" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount Mar. 4
"Tangled Trails" (Neal Hart), Wm. Steiner Prod
Dec 24 246
"Her National
Social Value"
(Katherine MlacDonald), First Mar. 11 1081
"Ten Nights in a Bar Room" (John Lowell), Arrow Dec. 24 246
135
"They're Off" (Peggy O'Day), Anchor-State Rights Mar. 11 1042
-"Hole in the Wall, The" (Alice Lake), Metro
Dec. 10 1077
"Three Live Ghosts" (Anna Q. Nilsson), Paramount Jan. 14 503
■"Hush Money" (Alice Brady and George Fawcett) Mar. 11
"Tol'able David" (Richard Barthelmess), First National. . Dec. 24 281
"Tracked
Earth"
Universal Mar. 4 1005
"Idle Rich, The" (Bert Lytell), Metro
Nov. 19 1761
"Trailin' " to(Tom
Mix (Frank
and EvaMayo),
Novak), Fox
Dec. 17 207
-"Innocent Cheat, The" (Roy Stewart and Kathleen Kirkham), Arrow-State Rights
Mar. 11 1042
"Turn to the Right" (All-Star Cast), Metro
Jan. 21 571
"Too Much Wife" (Wanda Hawley), Realart
Feb. 25 935
279
■"Jackie" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Dec. 24 369
"Two Kinds of Women" (Pauline Frederick), R-C Prod. .Feb. 11 789
■"Jolt, The" (Edna Murphy and Johnny Walker), Fox. ..Dec. 31 503
"VoiceState
in the
Dark" (Walt Whitman), Pacific Film Co. Mar. 11 1043
■"Julius Caesar" (Anthony Novelli), George Kleine Prod. .Feb. 18 861
Rights
-"Just Around the Corner," Paramount
Jan. 14
63
"Way of a Maid, The" (Elaine Hammerstein), Selznick. .Dec 17 203
■"Ladies Must Live" (Special Cast), Paramount Dec. 3
67
"What Do Men Want?" (Lois Weber Prod.) Wid Gun- ning Nov. 26 1839
"Lane That Had No Turning, The" (Agnes Ayres), Para- mount Jan. 28
"Whatever She Wants" (Eileen Percy), Fox
Dec. 24 279
■"Last Payment, The" (Pola Negri), Paramount
Jan. 28 647
"White Eagle" (Ruth Roland), Pathe
Dec. 10 139
-"Law and the Woman, The" (Betty Compson), Para- mount Jan. 28 641
'WTiite Hands" (Hobart Bosworth), Wid Gunning Feb. 11 793
645
"WhySelznick
Announce Tour Marriage?" (Elaine Hammerstein) Feb. 25 933
'Leather Pushers. The" (Reginald Denny), Universal. . .Jan. 28 131
-"Light in the Clearing, The" (Special Cast), Hodkinson .. Dec. 10 641
"Why Men Forget" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Feb. 4 717
-"Little Eva Ascends" (Gareth Hughes), Metro
Dec. 3 373
"Wild Honey" (Priscilla Dean), Universal
Mar. 11 1083
'Little Minister, The" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Dec. 31 441
"Winning with Wits" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Jan. 21 567
"Little Minister, The" (Betty Compson), Paramount Jan. 7 867
"World's
Champion,
The"
(Wallace
Reid
and
Lois
Wil"Little Miss Smiles" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Feb. 18 139
son), Paramount
Mar. 11 1083
■"Lotus Eater, The" (John Barrymore), First National. . .Dec 10
"Wonderful Thing, The" (Norma Talmadge), First Nat. .Nov. 19 1765
""Love's
Boomerang" (Ann Forrest and David Powell), Mar. 11 1079
Paramount
"Yankee Doodle, Jr." (J. Frank Glendon), State Rights. .Mar. 11 1043
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AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
Cardigan (Messmore Kendall)
7,000*
Jungle Adventures (Johnson-Exceptional').. 5,000*
Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
5,000*
Daring Danger (Cliff Smith)
5,000*
Jan of the Big Snows (J. Oliver Curwood) . . 5,000*
The Cradle Buster (Tuttle Waller)
6,000*
Bluebeard, Jr. (Jas. Livingston)
5,000*
The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax)
6,000*
Sisters (International Film)
7,000*
The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.) 5,000*
My Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictures) 7,000*
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
6,000*
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer) 5,000*
The Pillagers (Louis Wm. Chaudet)
7,000*
Destiny's Isle (Wra. P. S. Earle)
6,000*
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
SPENCER PRODUCTIONS
Footage
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)
4,921
CLIFF SMITH PRODUCTIONS
Western Hearts (Art Station and Josie
Sedgwick)
4,711
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
4,539
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
(Distributed through Pathe)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
The Rider of the King Log (Special) 5,000*
The
to London
Washburn)
Sin Road
of Martha
Queed,(Bryant
The (Allan
Dwan. . 5,000*
Prod.)
Marry the Poor Girl (Mr. and Mrs. Carter 6,000*
DeHaven)
6,000*
Unfoldment, The (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Handle With Care (Grace Darmond)
5,000*
Woman, Wake Up (Florence Vidor)
6,000*
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird)
5,000*
Lady Godiva (Alfred Tennyson's Poem) .... 6,000*
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
Among Those Present
3,000*
Now or Never
3,000*
I Do
3,000*
Never Weaken
3,000*
A Sailor-Made Man
4,000*
PLAY GOERS PICTURES, INC.
Across the Divide (J. P. McGowan) .... 5,200*
Tropical Love (Ruth Clifford)
5,000*
Father Tom (Tom Wise)
5,000*
Anne of Little Smoky (All Star Cast) 5,000*
Ruse of the Rattler, The (J. P. McGowan) 5,000*
Reckless Chances (J. P. McGowan)
5,000*
Hills of Missing Men (J. P. McGowan) 6,000*
Sunshine Harbor (Margaret Beecher) 6,000*
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES CORP.
Martin Johnson's "Jungle Adventures".... 5,245
Charles leased
(Chic)
Sale in "His Nibs" (Rein January).
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford (Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
7,381
Don't
Tell Everything (Reid-Swanson-Dex- 4,939
ter)
Just Around the Corner (Cosmopolitan Prod.) ????
White Oak (Wm. S. Hart Prod.)
6,208
Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
5,675
The Little Minister (Betty Compson) . . . . ????
Rent Free (Wallace Reid)
4,661
Miss Lulu Bett (Wm. de Mille Prod.) 5,904
Too Much Wife (Realart Prod.) (Wanda
Hawley)
4,227
Back Pay (Cosmopolitan Prod.)
6,460
The Lane That Had No Turning (Agnes
Ayres)
4,892
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan) . . . 5,533
The(Marion
Bride'sDavies)
Play (Cosmopolitan Prod.) 6,476
Nancy From Nowhere (Realart Prod.) (Bebe
Daniels)
????
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.) 5,784
Tillie (Realart Prod.) (Mary Miles Minter) ????
One Glorious Day (Cruze Spec.) (RogersLee)
5,100
Saturday Night (Cecil B. DeMille Prod.)... 8,433
The Law and the Woman (Stanlaws-Compson Prod.)
6,461
Moran of the Lady Letty (Melf ord-Dalton
Prod.)
6,360
Boomerang Bill (Lionel Barrymore-Cosmopolitan Prod.)
5,489
A Prod.)
Homespun Vamp (May McAvoy-Realart 4,777
Love's
Boomerang
Robertson Prod.) 4,981
5,618
Her Own
Money (John
(Ethel S.Clayton)..
Midnight (Constance Binney-Realart Prod.) 4,653
The Red Peacock (Pola Negri)
6,735
A Game Chicken (Bebe Daniels-Realart
Prod.)
4,748
Travelin' (George
On (William
S. Hart)
6,267
Forever
Fitzmaurice
Prod.)
7,236
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 1.)
(Spec. Prod.)
5,647
The World's Champion (Wallace Reid) 5,030
* Approximately
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FEATURE
Footage
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 2)
(Spec. Prod.)
5,275
Her
Husband's
Trademark
(Gloria(Realart)...
Swanson) 5,101
liobbed
Hair (Wanda
Hawley)
Fool's
Paradise of (Cecil
DeMille
Prod.) 3). . 8,681
The Mistress
the B.World
(Chapter
(Spec. Prod.)
5,061
TheRealart)
Heart Specialist (Mary Miles
, Minter- ????
Beauty's Worth (Marion Davies-Cosmopol- ????
Theitan)
Mistress of the World (Chapter 4)
(Spec. Prod.)
3,825
REALART PICTURES
(Through Famous Players-Lasky)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Something Different (Constance Binney) .... 4,840
The Magic Cup (Constance Binney)
4,857
Such a Little Queen (Constance Binney).. 4,942
Out of the Chorus (Alice Brady)
4,888
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady)
4,964
Little Italy (Alice Brady)
4,875
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4,979
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine Johnstone) 5,360
Sheltered Daughters (Justine Johnstone) . . . 4,895
A Heart to Let (Justine Johnstone)
5,294
A Private Scandal (May McAvoy)
4,363
Room and Board (Constance Binney)
5,107
HerWinning
Way
(Mary
Miles
Minter)
.
.
.
4,715
Everything for Sale (May McAvoy)
5,091
FIRST NATIONAL
Two Minutes to Go (Charles Ray)
4,954
Her Social Value (Katherine MacDonald) . . ????
All for a Woman (Special)
5,873
My Lady Friends (Mr. and Mrs. Charles De
Haven)
????
The Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge).. ????
Alf's
Button(Hope
(Special)
5,651
Star Dust
Hampton)
6,117
Tol'able
David
(Richard
Barthelmess)
7,345
The Lotus Eater (John Barrymore)
6,960
R. S. V. P. (Charles Ray)
5,630
The Idle Class (Charles Chaplin)
????
Molly O (Mack Sennett-Mabel Normand) . . 7,588
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Prod.).. 6,784
Hail the Woman (Ince Prod)
7,222
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Prod.)
4,367
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge) ????
Her Mad Bargain (Anita Stewart)
5,491
Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald) ????
Love's Beautiful
Redemption
The
Liar (Norma
(KatherineTalmadge)....
MacDonald) 5,889
5,030
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
(Through First National)
Cup of Life (Thos. H. Ince)
4,392
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
7,000*
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth) 6,055*
Glaum)
6,000*
ILoveAm (Louise
Guilty (Louise
Glaum)
6,312
Greater Than Love
6,000*
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood — All
6,000*
A Star)
Perfect Crime (Monte Blue)
4,739
A Broken Doll
4,594
The Last of the Mohicans (Maurice Tourneur)
6,000*
The Foolish Matrons (Maurice Tourneur) . . 6,000*
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5,000*
Home Talent
5,000*
The Ten Dollar Raise
6,000*
Mother
o'
Mine
(Thos
H:
Ince)
6,500
Lying Lips (Thos. H. Ince)
7,000
Homespun Folks (Thos. H. Ince)
6,000
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SPECIAL
Over the Hill
10,500
A Virgin Paradise
7,781
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court
8,000*
Thunderclap
6,724
Shame
8,231
Perjury
8,373
Footfalls
8,068
The Last Trail
????
Queen of Sheba
9,559
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
His Great Sacrifice
6,282
Stage Romance, A
????
PEARL WHITE SERIES
Beyond Price
6,237
Any Wife
4,597
Broadway Peacock, The
????
TOM MIX SERIES
A Ridin' Romeo
4,747
The Big Town Round-up
4,250
After Your Own Heart
4,244
The Night Horsemen
4,993
The Rough Diamond
4,458
Trailin'
4,355
Sky-High
4,546
Chasing the Moon
????
CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish
4,000*
Bar Nothin'
4,311
Ridin' With Death
4,175
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RELEASES
Foot:ige
DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
The Devil Within
Iron to Gold
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Desert Blossoms
The
Roof ofTree
Strength
the Pines
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Ever Since Eve
Queenie
Jackie
Little Miss Smiles
JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam O' Dawn
TWENTIETH CENTURY PICTTURES
Little
Missof Hawkshaw
(Eileen Percy)
Cinderella
the Hills (Barbara
Bedford)..
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn)
The
Tolt
(Murphy-Walker)
Winning With Wits (Barbara Bedford)
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn)
Extra! Extra! (Walker-Murphy)
WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? (Claire Windsor)
Our Mutual Friend (All Star)
White Hands (Hobart Bosworth)
The Blot (Claire Windsor)
Quo Vadis (AU Star)
Girl
From God's
(Nell Shipman) . .
Old Oaken
BucketCountry
(All Star)
Good to Evil (Lucy Doraine)
ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
The Fire Bride
The Madness of Love
Alias Phil Kennedy
The Blonde Vampire
Foolish Monte Carlo
The Bootleggers
The Love Nest
Don't Blame Your Children
Mrs. Dane's Confession
The Blue Mountain Mystery
GOLDWYN PICTURES
For Those We Love
The Invisible Power
Dangerous Curve Ahead
The Old Nest (Mary Alden)
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin)
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore)
Be My Wife (Max Linder)
The Grim Comedian (Special Cast)
The Night Rose (Special Cast)
Poverty of Riches (Special Cast)
Man From Lost River, The (Special Cast) . .
Glorious Fool, The
Man With Two Mothers
His Back Against the Wall
Watch
.•
DoublingYour
for Step
Romeo
Wallflower, The
Grand Larceny
Theodora (Special)
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
BENJ. B. HAMPTON
The
The Sagebrusher
Dwelling Place(Allof Star)
Light (All Star)
The Spenders (All Star)
A CertainHaven
Rich (Claire
Man (All
Star)
Heart's
Adams,
Carl Gantvoort,
Robert
McKim)
The Grey Dawn (Claire Adams, Carl Gantvoort, GREY
Robert PICTURES
McKim)
ZANE
The Riders of the Dawn (All Star)
DesertManGoldof the
(AllForest
Star)
The
(All Star)
The Mysterious Rider (All Star)
J.
READ (Hobart Bosworth)
ThePARKER
Brute Master
Love Madness (Louise Glaum)
Sex (Louise Glaum)
DIETRICH BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Cynthia-of-the-Minute (Leah Baird)
ROBERT BRUNTON
The iCost of Opportunity (J. Warren KerriThe House of Whispers (J. Warren KerriThe
Green Flame
(J. Warren Kerrigan)
NATIONAL
PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph J. Dowling)
JOSEPH
LEVERING
His Temporary
Wife (Rubye De Remer) . . .
DIAL FILM
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle Stedman)

4,320
5,997
????
4,175
4,4'DS>
4,3j2
4,5 ;ll
5,1 |J7
4,943
4,834
4,i;'8
4,1'Xi
????
4,435
4,616
4,049
????
6,141
7,698
5,654
7,121
5,884
6,957
5,098
4,951
S.OOO'
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,O0iO»
5,0{K)*
5,000*
5,752
6,613
5,503
7,250
5,620
4,609
4,495
4,470
5,509
5,630
5,641
5,693
5,392
4,423
4,680
4,713
4,304
5,228
5,228
8,895

6,000*
6.568
5,693
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,180
7.000*
5,880
5,500
4,643
6,290
6,208
5,480
5,634
gan) 4,624
gan) 4,624
4,925'
5,965
5,329
4,430
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Cave

BY GEORGE

Girl

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., Released by First
National from the Drama by Guy Bolten and
George Middleton. Directed by Joseph J.
Franz.
Length 4,405 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
JIargot, the "Cave Girl," Teddie Gerard; Divvy Bates, Charles Meredith; J. T.
Bates, Wilton Taylor ; Mrs. Georgia Case, Eleanor Hancock ; Elsie Case, Lillian
Tucker; Kufiis Patterson, Frank Coleman; Baptiste, Boris KarloCf; Prof. Orlando
Sperry, Jake Abrahams ; Rogers, John Beck.
Margot noSperry
finds her
to Live
contains
information
as tofather's
how to book
keep "How
two people
aliveLike
in thePrimitive
winter inMan"
the
wilderness, so she resorts to cave girl methods. Her "hunting" carries her to the
lodge of a wealthy family whose son, Divvy, is engaged to a girl he does not love.
He discovers Margot making raids on his father's storehouse and falls in love with
her. Baptiste, the half-breed employed by the Bateses, is caught stealing wine
and is discharged. Avenging himself he sets fire to the place. Tlie family is
driven out and forced to take refuge in the cave girl's home. JIargot hides the
boat in order to keep Divvy with her. Elsie realizes she is losing him and
fights to gain his love. Attired in boyish clothes, in imitation of Margot, she is
mistaken for the cave girl and attacked by Baptiste. Learning his mistake he
apologizes and Elsie enters into a scheme with him and they get Margot to come
to his cave. Baptiste binds her and throws her into a canoe and starts down
and hurthe stream. Elsie is terrified at the realization of what she has doneBaptiste
on
ries to tell Divvy. He follows and, overtaking them, battles with
the shore. In the scuffle the boat with Margot in it is shoved away from the bank
off to rescue
and floats towards the falls. Divvy bests the half-breed and rushes Elsie
Margot. He reaches her just before the boat goes over the falls. suitor. realizes
waiting
she has lost Divvy and transfers her afCections to another
This picture, featuring Teddie
Gerard, is interesting enough as
the story goes, but its greatest
appeal will be through the magnificent outdoor scenes. The
usual thrills and some humorous
situations are satisfactorily
worked in. Miss Gerard's work
will no doubt be well received. It
is of the most pleasing sort. In
brief, The Cave Girl, with the aid
of good exploitation, should make
a box-office attraction worthy of
generous patronage.
Points of Appeal. — The difference in natures of the city-bred
girl and the cave girl, each striving to win the affection of Divvy,
affords good entertainment. And
a villainous half-breed contributes
his bit by providing the necessary
thrills and rescue work for the
hero.
Cast.— Teddie Gerard as Margot, "the
girl," realism
carries and
off
the role
withcave
sufficient
aptitude to make her a likeable
heroine. Charles Meredith as
Diwy does some good acting, and
the other members of the cast
render able support.
Photography, Lighting, Direction.— The photography throughout the picture is splendid. The
winter scenic effects are among
the best that have been offered
to the public. Well lighted and
capably directed.
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Reports
BOX-OFFICE

T. PARDY

The

Wise

Kid

Universal Special Attraction in Five Parts. Story
by Wm. Slavens McNutt. Scenario by Wallace Clifton. Director, Tod Browning.
Cameraman, Wm. Fildew.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Rosie Cooper, Gladys Walton ; Jimmy Smith, David Butler ; Harry Thorne, Hallam
Cooley ; Tony Rossi, Hector Sarno; Jefferson Southwick, Henry A. Barrows; Mr.
Haverty, C. Norman Hammond.
Rosie Cooper, a cash register soloist in a hash house, listens to a society
dame spill a speech about "Kind deeds will bring you good luck" and adds it
to her fund of flapper v.-isdom. Rosie is a "wise kid" all right, but it takes
her some time to see through a shiny young thin model gent by the name of
Harry, while her honest baker's boy sweetheart, Jimmy Smith, drowns his
troubles in hot rolls. But fate has a way of exposing the back side of silkfront shirts, and 24-karat guys like Jimmle Smith, cannot be given the air with
impunity — all of which Rosie flndai out in less time than It takes to pay off the
instalments on a paste diamond ring.
An amusing comedy made more
amusingtitles inby
the repartee.
clever use of
subquick
Taking
as a working basis the most widely known superstitions and putting them into action right away,
the picture starts off in a lively
manner. The story, although of
no unusual brilliancy, is full of
good, clean material and provokes
many laughs. It should satisfy
any audience who enjoy light and
slangy phraseology. There is
also a plot into which new complications are introduced toward
the end which serves a double purpose in stirring up a little excitement, thereby holding the interest
sufficiently to get the picture over,
and in
bringing about an agreeable climax.
Points of Appeal. — Jimmy, the
superstitious
baker's
Rosie but is cast
asideboy,
for adores
a new
"gentleman friend" who succeeds
in "borrowing" a hundred dollars
from her to purchase an engagement ring. When the kind-hearted little girl tries to put into
practice the words she has heard,
"Kind deeds will bring you good
luck," she comes very near losing
the hundred dollars and also her
beau. However, the near calamity is averted and the faithful
Jimmy wins back his girl. There
is an exciting automobile chase
and a little sleuthing which result, of course, in the capture of
the crook.
Cast. — Gladys Walton is a delightful little actress. As Rosie
she gives a refreshing portrayal
of the "flapper" cashier who, in
seeking to do good deeds finds
that they should be fostered by a
little common sense. Jimmy Smith (David Butler) is good in
his role as the baker's boy. The support is adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — All of the scenes are clear
and good, especially the close-ups. Lighting is well taken care
of and the continuity runs evenly through the entire picture.
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RELEASES—

Footage
The Empire
of Diamonds
Rogues
and Romance
(George B. Seitz and 6,000*
June
Caprice)
6,000*
The Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet)
5,000*
When We Were Twenty-One (H. B. Warner) 5,000*
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis)
6,000*
The Killer (Claire Adams)
6,000*
Truant Husbands (Mahlon Hamilton) 5,019*
Bars of Iron (Madge White)
5,000*
The
(Federal
The Lure
Heart ofLineEgypt(Leah
BairdProd.)
and Jerome 6,000*
Patrick)
6,000*
Without
Benefit of Clergy
5,635
The Money
Maniac
5,000*
The
Orderly
5,373
"The Power Within (Achievement Pictures) . . 6,000*
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Indiscretion (Florence Reed, Lionel Atwill,
Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Oh Mary Be Careful (Madge Kennedy) 6,000*
The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks) 5,000*
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Starke) . . . 6,000*
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey) 5,000*
Beyond the Crossroad (Ora Carew)
6,000*
In
(Edith (Gail
Roberts)
Wise Society
Husbands
Kane, J. Herbert 5,000*
Frank)
6,000*
The Leech (Clair Whitney)
6,000*
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield,
Rogers Lytton, Gladden James)
6,000*
The Barbarian (Monroe Salisbury)
6,000*
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom) 6,000*
Idle Hands (Gail Kane)
6,000*
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau) 6,000*
Finders' Keepers (Violet Mersereau) 6,000*
R-C PICTURES •
Where Lights Are Low (Sessue Hayakawa) 5,810
Live and Let Live (Wm. Christy Cabanne) . . 5,900
Salvage (Pauline Frederick)
6,450
The Foolish Age (Doris May)
4,500
The Barricade (Cabanne Prod.)
6,170
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa).
5,600
Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick)
5,935
Possession (Mercaton Prod.)
6,550
The Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone) . . 4,600
Silent Years (J. L. Gasnier)
6,056
At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
6,300
Eden and Return (Doris May)
4,831
Five Days to Live (Sessue Hayakawa)
5,356
Two Kinds of Women (Pauline Frederick).. ????
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
5,032
Why Men Forget (Special Cast)
5,299
The Call of Home (L. J. Gasnier)
5,220
Beyond the Rainbow (Cabanne Prod.)
6,500
Boy Crazy (Doris May)
4,800
The Bigamist (Special Cast)
????
The Vermillion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa).. ????
The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick) ????
Gay and Devilish (Doris May)
????
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENT.
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Miracle of Manhattan
4,174
The
Girl from
Nowhere
5,000*
Remorseless
Love
4,180
Handcuffs or Kisses
4,180
The Way of a Maid
4,800
Why Announce Your Marriage?
5,200
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Gilded Lies
4,496
The
Last Worth
Door
5,000*
Is Life
Living?
5,019
Clay Dollars
????
Chivalrous Charley
4,543
The
Prophe,t's
Paradise
4,000*
CONWAY
TEARLE
STAR SERIES
Society Snobs
4,224
Bucking the Tiger
5,333
The
Fighter
6,000*
After Midnight
????
The Man of Stone
4,676
A Wide Open Town
4,650
OWEN MOORE STAR .SERIES
The Chicken in the Case
5,261
ASPECIAL
Divorce PRODUCTIONS
of Convenience
5,000*
The
Road
of
Ambition
(Conway
Tearle)
.
.
.
The Sin That Was His (Wm. Faversham) 5,000*
5,600
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5,500
Who Am I? (All Star)
4,938
Conceit (All Star)
4,580
ASELECT
Man's PICTURES
Home (All Star)
4,580
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Durning) .... 5,000*
The Servant Ouestion (William Collier) 5,000*
Just
Outside FEATURES
the Door (Edith Hallor) 5,000*
REPUBLIC
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Mountain Madness (Ed. Coxen and Ora
Carew)
????
Welcome Children (Elsie Albert)
5 reels
Mother of Men (Claire Whitney)
????
Shadows
of
the
West
(H'edda
Nova)
5
reels
The
Gift
Supreme
(Bernard
Durning)
????
The Lotus Blossom (Tully Marshall) 6 reels Children of Destiny (Edith Halor)
????
Ghosts
of
Yesterday
(Norma
Talmadge)
.
.
.
.
5,810
PATHE EXCHANGES, INC.
Poppy (Norma Talmadge)
????
Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis)
6,000* Up the Road With Sallie (Constance Tal- madge) 4,692
Her Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet).. 5,000* Scandal (Constance Talmadge)
????
The Devil to Pay (Robert Burton Prod.) . . 6,000* REVIVALS
Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
6,O00» The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert
Lytell)
5,158

Footage
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
6.000*
Light
the Clearing (All Star)
7,000*
LEWIS in TRACY
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
5,760
IRVIN V. WILLAT PROD.
Down Home (All Star)
6,335
Partners of the Tide (All Star)
6,150
Face of the World (Barbara Bedford) 5,800
Fifty Candles (All Star)
6,000*
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PROD.
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale) 6,300
The Breaking Pont (Bessie Barriscale) 5,700
The Other Woman (All Star Cast)
5,800
HUGO BALLIN PROD.
Pagan Love (Rockliffe Fellows and Mabel
EastBallin)
Lynne (Mabel Ballin and Edward 6,000*
Earle)
6,634
The Journey's End (Mabel Ballin and Windham
Jane Eyre
(MabelStanding)
Ballin and Norman Trevor) 8,000*
6,550
The Luxury Tax (Maljel Ballin, Raymond
Bloomer, FILM
Crauford
Kent)
7,000*
ROCKET
CORP.
The Truant Husband (All Star)
5,000*
Keeeping FILM
Up With
Lizzie (Enid Bennett)... 6,000*
RENCO
CORP.
Lavender and Old Lace (Marguerite Snow) 5,770
At Star)
the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern (All 5,193
WARD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS
Rip Van Winkle (All Star)
6,700
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
God's Crucible
Star)..
Cameron
of the(AllRoyal
Mounted (Gaston 6,000*
Glass)
6,000*
HOLTRE PRODUCTIONS
French Heels (Irene Castle)
5,500
METRO PICTURES CORP.
NAZIMOVA
The Heart of a Child
6,239
Madame Peacock
5,428
Billions
5,036
Camille
5,600
METRO CLASSICS, Inc. (Specials)
The Man Who (Bert Lytell)
5,399
Over the Wire (Alice Lake)
5,457
Life'sGame
Darn(May
FunnyAllison)
(Viola Dana)
5,741
Big
5,333
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytell)
5,510
The Match Breaker (Viola Dana)
6,000"
Hole in the Wall, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Idle Rich, The (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
Fourteenth Lover, The (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Infamous Miss Revel, The (Alice Lake) . . . 6,000*
Alias Lady fingers (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
There Are No Villains (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Golden Gift, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Right That Failed, The (Bert Lytell) 6,000*
Class Houses (Viola Dana)
6,000*
MAURICE TOURNEUR PROD.
The Great Redeemer (All Star Cast)
5,005
TAYLOR HOLMES PROD.
Nothing But the Truth
5,639
The Very Idea
5,212
Nothing But Lies
4,882
C. E. SHURTLEFF PROD.
Burning Daylight (All Star)
5,766
The Mutiny of the Elsinore (All Star)
5,778
The
Star
Rover
(Special
Cast)
4,446*
The Little Fool (Special Cast)
4,670
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Love, Honor and Obey (Jewel Carmen) . . . 5,477
Without Limit (George D. Baer)
7,128
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes)
4,968
The
Hunch
(Gareth
Hughes)
Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes) 6,000*
????
Stay Home (Gareth Hughes)
????
I Can Explain (Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
ROLAND WEST PROD.
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)
5,846
HOPE HAMPTON PROD.
A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton)
5,280
WILLIAM DESMOND PROD.
Fightin'
Mad (Special
6,000*
REX INGRAM
PROD. Cast)
Conquering
The (Special
Cast) 6,000*
Turn to the Power,
Right (Special
Cast)
????
Prisoner of Zenda (Special Cast)
????
TIFFANY PROD.
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray)
????
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The Love Flower (D. W. Griffith Prod.) . . 6,800
The Mark of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks) 7,800
The Love Light (Mary Pickford)
7,800
The Nut (Douglas Fairbanks)
5,800
Dream Street
9,400
Through the Back Door (Mary Pickford).. 7,000*
CarnivalDown(Matheson
7,000*
Way
East (D. Lang)
W. Griffith Prod.) 11,000
Disraeli
(George
Arliss)
7,000*
I Accuse (Abel Gance Prod.)
8,250
Iron
(Rex Beach
Little Trail,
Lord The
Fauntleory
(MaryProd.)
Pickford) 7,000*
9,984
Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks) 11,750
Doll's House, A (Nazimova)
????
Ruling Passion, The (George Arliss)
7,000
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
JEWEL FEATURES
The Devil's Pass Key (All Star Cast) 7,000
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips).. 6,000*
Outside
Law (Priscilla
Dean)
6,000*
Reputationthe (Priscilla
Dean)
6,500
Foolish Wives (Eric Von Stroheim) 12,000
No
Knows
7,000*
The Woman
Fox (Harry
Carey)
6,941
Conflict (Priscilla Dean)
6,205
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Man
(All Star)
5,000*
LuringTrackers
Lips (Edith
Roberts)
4,263
Danger Ahead (All Star)
5,000*
AOpenDaughter
the LawRoberts)
(Carmel Myers) . . 4,263
5,000*
Shuttersof (Edith
The
Shark
Master
(Frank
Mayo)
5,000*
Action (Hoot Gibson)
4,509
The Rowdy (Gladys Walton)
4,974
Moonlight Follies (Marie Prevost)
4,468
Red Courage (Hoot Gibson)
4,620
The Rage of Paris (Miss Dupont)
4,968
Go Straight (Frank Mayo)
4,220
High Heels (Gladys Walton)
4,541
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,730
Noljody's Fool (Marie Prevost)
4,640
Sure Fire
5,000*
False
Kisses(Hoot
(Miss Gibson)
Dupont)
4,335
Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo)
4,474
A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost)
4,739
The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
4,880
C^heated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,415
Shattered Dreams (Miss Dupont)
4,878
Cupid
Incog
(Marie
Prevost)
5,000*
The Guttersnipe (Gladys Walton)
4,225
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)
4,886
The Scrapper (Herbert Rawlinson)
????
Headin' West (Hoot Gibson)
????
The Golden Gallows (Miss Dupont)
5,000*
Tracked to Earth (Frank Mayo)
5,000*
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
Wild
Honey (Priscilla
Dean)
7,000*
The Dangerous
Little Demon
(Marie Prevost) 5,000*
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
5,000*
VITAGRAPH, INC.
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
The Courage
of Marge O'Doone
6,300
Trumpet
Island
6,200
Dead Men Tell No Tales
6,200
Black Beauty
6,900
The Heart of Maryland
6,700
The Son of Wallingford
7,851
The Little Minister
6,129
Flower of the North
7,236
The Prodigal Judge
7,200
ALICE JOYCE PROD.
Her Lord and Master
S,7S5
The Scarab Ring
5,598
The Inner Chamber
5,951
CORINNE GIFFITH PROD.
The Whisper Market
4,800
The Broadway Bubble
5,000*
It Isn't Being Done This Season
4,300
What's Your Reputation Worth?
5,400
Moral Fibre
6,000*
The Single Track
5,000*
Received
Payment
5,000*
EARLE WILLIAMS
PROD.
The Romance Promoters
5,200
Diamonds Adrift
4,724
It Can Be Done
4,425
The Silver Car
5,803
Bring Him In
4,987
Lucky Carson
????
ANTONIO MORENO PROD.
Three Sevens
5,000
The Secret of the Hills
4,900
AALICE
GuiltyCALHOUN
Conscience
5,000*
PROD.
Princess Jones
4,800
The Charming Deceiver
; . . . . 4,600
Closed Doors
4,400
Peggy Puts It Over
4,900
The Matrimonial Web
4,970
Rainbow
5,000
WILLIAM DUNCAN PROD.
Where Men Are Men
5,000*
Steelheart
6,000*
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Sheik's

Wife

Vitagraph Photoplay in Six Parts. Director,
Henry Roussell. Running Time, Sixty-five
Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Estelle Graydon, Emmy Iiynn ; Hadjid Ben Khedim, Marcel Vibert; Oassim Ben
Khedim, Albert Bras ; Sir Thomas Powell, Gustav Bogaert ; Charles Courtney,
Prank
MedorCarl; Ben
el Kebil, Thomas Thornton; Kahlia, Alice Fille; Mohammed
Ben Karl,
E^scher.
Hadjid Ben Khedim, an Arab Sheik, educated in Oxford, woos and weds a
British girl, Estelle Graydon, who accompanies him back to his native land.
Hadjid has promised her that he will depart from his peoples' customs and retake another
objects
to the
and infuse tomany
ways shewife.
is madeHerto husband's
feel that father,
she is anCassin,
intruder,
despite
the marriage,
fact that
Hadjid's love does not falter. Sir Thomas Powell, commanding the British native
forces
nearby,
of Bstelle's
but theEstelle
latter meets
does
not alloiw
him ato friend
see Estelle,
as no parents,
man canvisits
enter Hadjid,
the harem.
Powell secretly. Hadjid interrupts them, but permits ]?owell to leave unharmed.
Popular opinion is strong against Estelle. She has not borne a son, although she
is the mother of a little girl. Fear lest hisi race should die out induces Hadjid
to
to his father's
that heasmust
marry aEstelle
secondpleads
time, with
and Hadjid,
Khaila,
whoconsent
hates Estelle
bitterly, plea
is selected
his mate.
but he Estelle.
is resolved
Khalila.
her father's
in British
Ix>ndon
reaches
She tois wed
prevented
from News
going of
to him.
Courtneyillness
a young
naval officer, comes hy stealth to Estelle with the Intention of aiding her. He
is discovered and slain In a sword duel by Hadjid. The latter leads his tribesmen to attack Powell's camp. Warning is sent to the British by Estelle, the
tribesmenHadjid
are repulsed
defeated.
and his but
men hissurround
Sheik'sby
tents.
is about and
to shoot
himselfPowell
and Estelle,
hand isthestayed
his little child. Powell pardons him for the attack. Estelle and Hadjid avow
their
love
for
each
other
anew
and
look
happily
to
their
future
in
the
desert
lands.
Chief among the outstanding qualities of The
Sheik's Wife is the fact
that it doesn't followalong the familiar, beaten
path of screen melodrama.
Its atmosphere is unique,
for the entire picture was
filmed in Arabia, with the
result that the desert
scenes are outlined with
wonderful fidelity to nature and artistic appeal.
Also, the story offers a
hero altogether unlike the
usual filmland lover. He
is a very human character,
and if his treatment of
his spouse isn't exactly
ethical, when judged by
European or American
standards, the spectators
feel no resentment when
they realize that he is
simply acting according to
his lights and the effects
of his early native training. The picture is beautifully photographed, well
directed and gives every
indication of winning
widespread popularity.
Points of Appeal. —
While the heroine gains a
large measure of sympathy, it is made plainly
manifest that her sufferings are due to her inability to reconcile herself to
the laws and customs of
the people among whom
she has deliberately cast
her lot. Therefore, the
sheik, who frequently condones her shortcomings in
this respect, shows up as rather a decent sort of chap in the
main and the climax, which restores him his freedom, wife and
child, gives universal satisfaction.
Cast. — Emmy Lynn displays considerable emotional ability in
the role of Estelle; Marcel Vibert gives a gravely dignified and
convincing performance as the sheik, and the support is adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — One of the most striking
scenes is the duel by moonlight, in which Hadjid slays the young
British naval officer; the attack on the English camp is well
filmed and the desert views as a whole are picturesquely beautiful. The Oriental atmosphere is admirably developed, the continuity holds together, and the action moves at a rapid g'ait.

TRADE
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The

Paramount

Mistress

of the

World

Serial in Five Part Episodes.

First

Installment — "The Dragon's Qaw." Author^
Carl Figdor. Director, Joe May. Running
Time, Sixty Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Helen Nielsen, Mia May ; Hai Pung, King of the Beggars ; Dr. Kien Lung..
Son ofDanish
Ni ; Tsai
Tsaih, Attache;
A Slave Ni,
Girl Father
; Ling ofPo,Kien
Her Lung;
Sweetheart
Frederick
Bensou,
Consulate
The ;Hermit
of Kuan
Fu,Helen
HolderNielsen
of Treasure
Chart.
is left an
orphan when her father dies. Helen discovers in her
father's
a trace toThethe first
greatlinki
wealth
the Queen
Sheba isandheldresolves
to obtain diary
the treasure.
in theof chain
of the ofmystery
by a
hermit in the interior of China. She goes to China to take a position as governess
in an Oriental family. Traveling from Shanghai on the river boat she meets Dr.
Kien
returning
Oxford.
He hands
"warns ofherHaiof Fung,
dangertheandBeggar
tells King
her ofto.
rely onLung,
him for
help. from
She falls
into the
Canton.
Aided
by
a
slave
girl
and
the
latter'
s
lover
she
is
rescued
by
Kien
Lung. After many adventures Helen, Kien Lung and Frederick Benson, Danish
attache, cause the capture of Hai Fung and he is executed. With Benson and
Dr. Kien Lung Helen travels into the mountains. They find the Hermit of Kuan.
Fu and learn the story of the Queen of Sheba. While Benson is absent Helen
is attacked by natives. As she tolls the bell for help the Hermit gives Benson the
jewel
divulgedownthe upon
treasure's
temple which
comes will
crashing
them. hiding place. As he does so the ruined
This film made its
metropolitan debut at the
Rialto and Rivoli theatres.
New York, simultaneously, marking
first asap-a
pearance of atheserial
main attraction on Broadway. It is a German production, vibrant with
whirlwind action, thrills
galore, hair-breadth escapes, sudden death and
mystery. The opening
installment (there are
three more
sched-in
uled for episodes
exhibition
weekly successon along
the Great White Way) is
entitled "The Dragon's
Claw," and presented in
five reels. The ■ action
takes place in China and
offers a bewildering series
of scenes rich in Oriental
beauty — in fact, the picture may be said to possess many of the entertaining qualities peculiar
to a travelogue in addition
to its melodramatic punch
and outpouring
of wild
adventure. Whether
it will
prove a financial success
in the Broadway houses
only time can tell. But
few of those who viewed
the initial episode seemed
inclined to take it seriously, yet there is no
doubt that they found it
sufficiently tainment,
amusing
judging byenterthe
mirthful applause accorded it. Outside of
New York, in sections
where the popular taste
rather inclines to lurid melodrama, the chances are that TheMistress of the World will make money for the exhibitor.
Points of Appeal. — The best way to enjoy this bizarre mingling of red-hot romance, deeds of daring and colorful atmosphere is simply to ignore its improbabilities and abandon:
oneself to the sweeping current of adventurous action, peril and
guileful plotting. The pace never slackens and the close of the
fifth reel leaves the lovers in a situation of extreme danger,^
thereby
the
next whetting
episode. the spectators' appetites for the devouring of
Cast. — Mia May, big, blonde and beautiful, plays the heroine
role with praiseworthy dash and vim; the supporting cast is
capable, and the native types impressive.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The camera work throughout is of the finest quality, including a variety of picturesque
exteriors, skillful long shots and handsome interiors. The
lighting effects are excellent. The mob scenes are handled with
the neat dexterity for which most German productions are noted,,
and rapid action prevails.
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ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
{Through First National)
MACK SENNETT COJVIEDIES
Made in the Kitchen
2 reel3
She Sighed by the Seaside
2 reels
Call a Cop
2 reels
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES
Love's Otatcast
2 reels
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
OF AMERICA
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
Stolen Glory
2 reels
Assorted Heroes
2 reels
ocnoolday Love
2 reels
CHESTER COMEDIES
Snooky's Fresh Heir
2 reels
Snooky's Wild
Blue Oat
Monda
.* 22 reels
Snooky's
sy
reels
CHESTER OUTINGS
No More Gasoline
1
j-eel
Save Your Carfare
1 reel
The
Hop
'*' j1 j-eel
MusicLast
in the
Air
reel
Jogging
Sawtooth
.'.' 1 reel
CHESTERAcross
SCENICS
Old Moose Trails
1 rggl •
New Wine in Old Bottles
1 reel
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Falling for Fanny
2 reels
j^'^P
22 reels
Oh Buddy
.
reels
Nothing Like It
2 reels
Fresh From the Farm
2
reels
Kiss and Make Up
2 reels
B "
WCava
■ -v
2 reels
reels
AA ° Barnyard
lier
2
One Stormy Knight
2 reels
CINAL FILMS— SLOW SPEED
The Manly Art of Self-Defense
1 reel
Annette Kellerman in High Diving
1 1 reel
reel
GAYETY COMEDIES
Say Uncle
1 „p1
Afraid of His Wife
1 ItJ
Oh, Brother
{ rie
Wild and Willie
1 Jed
Assault and Flattery
\\\\\ 1 ^eel
Standing Pat
1 ^eel
KINOGRAMS
News Reel— Sunday and Thursdays
1 reel
MERMAID COMEDIES
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd
. 2 reels
Sunless Sunday
2 reels
The Advisor
2 reeK
Free and Easy
[ /y,
2 reels
Rolling Stones
''\ 2 reels
MISCELLANEOUS
Could Columbus Discover an America? 1 reel
ihe Crater of Mt. Kat
1 reel
^"^'^ mai
1 reel
PUNCH' COMEDIES
Country
Pn Chi
r^^;?'^''<="='
reels
cke
22 reels
The Love Egg ns
2 reels
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS BEAUTIFUL
By the Side of the Road
1 reel
In the Bonnie Brier
1 reel
As Old as the Hills Country
1 reel
Unknown Switzerland
\\\ 1 reel
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse
2 reels
The
to Return
Road
22 reels
The Ne'er
Policeman
and the
Baby
reels
The Northern Trail '
2
reels
SKETCHO'GRAFS
Just for Fun
1 --pi
Play Ball!
1 riel
What's
the Lim
it?
11 reel
The Family
Alb
um
reel
TOONERVILLE COMEDIES
The Skipper's Last Resort
2 reels
TORCHY COMEDIES
Torchy's Promotion
2 reels
Torchy's Frameup
22 reels
Torchy Takes
a Chance
reels
Battling Torchy
2 reels
VANITY COMEDIES
Paying Patients
1 reel
Eat and Be Happy
1 reel
Chicken Hearted
1 reel
Spiking the Spooks
1 reel
It's
Your
Move
1
Ninety Days or Life
1 reel
reel
WORLD WANDERINGS
Let's Go —ofToAuvergne
the South Seas
11 reel
reel
Bonnets
Dawn to Dusk in Egypt
1 reel
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SHORT
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES TRAVEL
PICTURES
Boro-Bodor and the Bromo
1 reel
Torrid Tampico
1 reel
Kwang-Chow-Fu
1 reel
Nice and Cannes
1 reel
Mexican Oil Fields
1 reel
In Batik Land
1 reel
Across the Grand Canyon
1 reel
Seville in Fair Time
1 reel
At the Wailing Wall
1 reel
Rural Java
1 reel
Santa Fe — The City Different
1 reel
Seeing San Marino
1 reel
Watching the Waylands
1 reel
In Old Granada
1 reel
A Fairy Foreland
1 reel
Stamboul
1 reel
Along the Rio Grande
1 reel
At the Damascus Gate
1 reel
Lake Maggiore
1 reel
First Families of America
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGAME
ADVENTURE
SCENICS
Down the Strand in London
1 reel
Winter Sports in St Moritz
1 reel
Kilawea Volcano in Eruption
1 reel
The Jungfrau Railroad
1 reel
Wildest Wales
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Kids Is Kids
2 reels
Spirits
2 reels
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Movie Fans
2 reels
Fickle Fancy
2 reels
A Fireside Brewer
2 reels
Dabbling in Art
2 reels
Bungalow Troubles
2 reels
On
a
Summer's
Day
22 reels
The Unhappy Finish
reels
Officer
Cupid
'.
2
reels
Astray from the Steerage
2 reels
Are Waitresses Safe?
2 reels
An International Sneak
2 reels
Watch Your Neighbor
2 reels
It Pays to Exercise
2 reels
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Pictionary and Cartoons (Weekly)
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
From a Piscatorial Angle
1 reel
The Cloud
1 reel
A Setting of Ages
1 reel
Indiana Summer
1 reel
Victory Mountain
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-VANDENBURGH SERIES
Wild Men of Africa
2 reels
Jungle Dancers
2 reels
The Lion Killers
2 reels
Slaying the Hippopotamus
2 reels
The Land of the Pygmies
2 reels
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
CHARLES CHAPLIN
A Dog's Life
3 reels
AShoulder
Day's Arms
Pleasure
reels
22 reels
Sunnyside
2 reels
The Idle Class
2 reels
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
The Skipper's Narrow Escape
2 reels
The
Skipper's
Treasure Garden
reels
Meeting
All Trains
22 reels
Toonerville Fire Brigade
2 reels
Skipper's Scheme
22 reels
Toonerville
Follies
reels
Skipper's Flirtation
2 reels
Skipper's
Boozem
22 reels
reels
Skipper Has
His Friend
Fling
Toonerville Tactics
2 reels
Skipper Strikes It Rich
2 reels
Toonerville Tangle
2 reels
HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES
The Punch of the Irish
2 reels
Twilight Baby
3 reels
The Kick in High Life
2 reels
Wet and Warmer
2 reels
The Game Lady
2 reels
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Blacksmith
2 reels
The Playhouse
2 reels
The Boat
2 reels
SENNETT
Hard Knocks and Love Taps
2 reels
Be Reasonable
2 reels
By Heck
2 reels
TURPIN
Love and Doughnuts
2 reels
Bright Eyes
2 reels
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SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Chase Me
Farmyard Follies
Say It With Flowers
The Book Agent
Singer Moment,
Midgets' Please
Side Show
One
A Perfect Villain
Love and War
Pardon Me
Try
Get It
False and
Alarm
Hold the Line
Please Be Careful
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
All Wrong
Don't
Tickle
The Guide
The Sailor
The
.•
The Toreador
Chauffeur
Hot Dog
AL. ST. JOHN SERIES
The Happy Pest
Fool Days
Straight
the Farm
The
StudiofromRube

2
2
2
2
22
2
2
2
22
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

2
22
2
22
2

reels
reels
reesl
reels
reels
reels
reels

2 reels
2 reels
22 reels
reels
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
The Tong Sandwich
1 reel
Shadowed
1 reel
Turkish Bath
1 reel
The Big Mystery
1 reel
Long Live the King
1 reel
The Village Cut-Ups
1 reel
A Messy Christmas
1 reel
Fast
Freight
1
The Stolen Snooze
1 reel
reel
Getting Ahead
1 reel
Bony Parts
1 reel
A Ghostly Wallop
1 reel
Besider Her Cider
1 reel
The Last Laugh
1 reel
The Hole Cheese
1 reel
The Phoney Focus
1 reel
The Crystal Gazer
1 reel
Stuck in the Mud
1 reel
Too Much Sap
1 reel
LUPINO LANE SERIES
The Broker
2 reels
FOX NEWS— (Twice a Week)
SERIALS
Bride 13
IS Episodes
Fantomas
20 Episodes
GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Fingers and Pockets
2 reels
Love and Rollers
2 reels
Hearts and Hammers
2 reels
At
It Again
Professional
Ethics
22 reels
reels
When Martin Gits Here
2 reels
Ged Ap, Napoleon....
2 reels
You'd Better Get It
2 reels
Indigo Sunday
2 reels
Why Worry?
2 reels
Nothing to Think About
2 reels
Take It Easy
2 reels
EDGAR COMEDIES
Edgar Camps Out
2 reels
Edgar the Explorer
2 reels
Edgar's Country Cousin
2 reels
Edgar's Feast Dav
2 reels
Get-Rich-Quick Edgar
2 reels
Edgar's Little Saw
2 reels
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Lampoons — ^Happy Hoolligan in "Apollo" 1 reel
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Cupid's 1 reel
Advice"
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Happy 1 reel
Hoolidini"
Lampoons
— Judge Rummy in "The Prize 1 reel
Dance"
Lamapoons — Judge Rummy in "The Snappy
Judgment"
1 reel
Lampoons — Happy Hlooligan in "The Black- smith" 1reel
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "A Romance 1 reel
of '76"
Lampoons — Judge Rummy in "Why Change
Your Husband?"
1 reel
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "Doctor
Jekyll and Mr. Zipp"
1 reel
Lampoons — Judge Rummy in "Bear Facts" 1 reel
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Roll Your
Own"
, . . 1 reel
Lampoons — Judge Rummy in "Yes Dear' . . 1 reel
Lampoons — ^Happy Hooligan in "Oil"
1 reel
Lampoons
— Judge Rummy in "Too MU'ch 1 reel
Pep"
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Smilin'

TRADE

Through

Norma

Talmadge Photoplay in Eight Parts. Released by First National. From the Play by
Allen Langdon Martin. Scenario by James
A. Greelman and S. A. Franklin. Directed
by Mr. Franklin. Cameramen, Roy Hunt
and Charles Rosher.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Kathleen, Moonyeen, Norma Talmadge; John Carteret, Wyndham Standing; Kenneth Wayne, Jeremiah Wayne, Harrison Ford ; Doctor Owen, Alec B. Francis ;
Willie ,Ainsley,
Glenn Hunter;
Griswold
; lattle Mary {Moonyeen's
sister)
Miriam Battista
; VillageMien,
Rector,Grace
Eugene
Lockhart.
John Carteret and Moonyeen were to be married. As the wedding procession
entered the garden from the house, a man's voice shouted "STOP!" Everyone
turned volver
andleveled
sawat Jeremiah
Wayne, arushed
rejected
suitorto ofprotect
Moonyeen's,
a reJohn. Moonyeen
forward
John andwithreceived
the bullet meant for him. Wayne escaped. John saw that she was dying but
ordered the minister to perform the ceremony without delay. She became his
bride as she breathed her last, leaving a husband whose life was one of hatred
for Moonyeen
a Wayne.andIn the
the love
yearsof that
followedKathleen.
John's only
pleasures
wereshock
the tomemory
of
her niece
It was
a double
John
when she introduced him to young Kenneth Wayne, son of Jeremiah, as her lover.
John ordered him to leave the premises and forbade Kathleen ever to see him.
In
of John's
Kathleen
to say
to her byloverJohnas and
he left
for spite
the war.
As hewishes
returned
home went
she was
met sood-bye
in thei garden
his
friend Dr. Owen. John told Kathleen the old story and the reason for his hatred
for a Wayne. Owen told John that he was cruel to keep this young couple apart
because of bore
his own
causedyears
a break
in the
men's friendship.
Kathleen
her misfortune.
misery for This
the four
of the
war.two Kenneth
returned
wounded and told Kathleen he was not fit for her. Kathleen, thinking he loved
someone else, blamed John and told him she was going to leave his house forever.
John went to Owen for help. Kenneth confessed to Owen that he still loved
Kathleen,
but felt
for her tobecause
of his injuries.
Owenyoun;;
refused to help
John that
untilhe hewasgavenot hisfit eonspnt
the marriage
of the two
people, and finally convinced he was in the wrong, John gave in. John and Owen
started toforward.
play theirHe olddiedgame
of dominoes, but after a short time John's head
dropped
and quietly
left the garden. so i)eacefull,v that Owen thought him merely asleep,
Compared with the ordinary picture Smilin'
Through shines brilliantly. It has one of the
sweetest stories ever told
on the screen, splendid
settings and photography
— and Norma Talmadge,
who surpasses herself in
the dual role of Moonyeen
and Kathleen.
Few there will be who
will deny that Miss Talmadge's finest emotional
work is registered in this
picture. She has never
appeared to better advantage and the quiet power
of her acting is given the
fullest opportunity to take
hold of the spectator. It
does — in unmistakable
fashion.
And then there is
Wyndham
_ Standing,
whose delineation
of John
Carteret is not only Mr.
Standing's
high point but
of
screen
achievement,
ought to have the effect of
making him a star in
character roles. Alec B.
Francis, always a dependable actor, is excellent as
Dr. Owen. The friendship
of the two old men, portrayed by these players, is
one of the things that give
the picture its tone and
dramatic value.
The audience values of
this production are clearly
defined, and consist chiefly of a sustained "heart
appeal" built around the
star; a story that is
^ i,- -u
wholesome in every respect; one melodramatic incident whichs
and first-clas
relieves the rather slow tempo of the picture;
make the whole a pictorial delight to
that
methods
on
producti
the eye.
,
. ,
.
,
, .,
its
We have no doubt that before the picture is released ry
makers will shorten it in some details and make the introducto
confusing.. These are matters that can be easily
footage less
attended
to.
, .
t
• -j.
picture. In our view its the
Smilin' Through is an exceptional
best Norma Talmadge ever made.
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A

Virginia

Courtship

Realart Photoplay. In Five Parts. Released by
Paramount. Running Time, Fifty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Fairfax, Casson Ferguson ; Colonel FairPrudence Fairfax, May McAvoy ; Tom
fax Alec B. Francis; Betty Fairfax, Jane Keckley ; Constance Llewellyn, Kathlyn
Richard Tucker; Squire F'enwick, L. M. Wells; Buck
Williams; Dwight Neville,
La^vton, Guy Oliver; Zeb, Vern Winters.
Colonel Fairfax lives in the South with his adopted daughter. He has never
married remaining faithful to the memory of his former fiancfie, Constance Llewellyn,
with whom he had quarred twenty years before. Constance, now a widow, reof the Colonel's estate. The
turns to her old home on a plantation adjoining that
habitaresolves to seek anothertogether.
embarrassing conditions,
Colonel under these up
her mind to bring the widow and her guardian
tion but Prue makes
a love affair springs up beMeanwhile, the Colonel's nephew, Tom, arrives isandinvolved
with a counterfeiting
tween him and Constance. Neville, a neighbor,
Prue sees
sheriff's sale.abducts
property at a him.
Colonel's
the sets
buy and
tries todesign
gang andNeville's
Prue
Neville
about checkmating
through
and
Colonel
The
exposed.
and
and holds her in his home, but is finally arrested
widow meet again and renew their love. His nephew wins Prue.
A Virginia Courtship is
skilfully directed, handsomely photographed and
by a capable
presented
cast. Although the plot
is of light texture it holds
its interest throughout
and is especially designed
to please those patrons
who enjoy the unwinding
of a sentimental love tale,
with a seasonable amount
of comedy relief, and there
is not wanting a thrill or.
two in the situations
which arise as a result of
the operations of a band
of bold, bad counterfeiters.
The picture provides May
McAvoy with a role well
suited to the talents of
that charming and vivacious actress, and in localities where the star possesses a strong following
it should make money for
the exhibitor.
Points of Appeal. —
There is a romantic atmosphere developed which
accords well with the delightful Southern settings
and the ancient glamour
of the love affair between
the veteran Colonel and
his former sweetheart. As
a matter of fact the progress of events takes in two
love yarns, for the heroine bestows here affections upon her guardian's
nephew, and a happy climax results for both old and young, leaving everybody satisfied except the designing villain in the case, who meets with his
just deserts.
Cast. — May McAvoy is wistfully pretty in the role of Prudence; her performance is remarkable for its sparkle and natural charm. At times she is almost boyishly alive with energy
and again demurely fascinating. Alec B. Francis scores a decided hit by his fine, dignified performance of the old Colonel,
Casson Ferguson is satisfactory in the part of Tom Fairfax,
Richard Tucker plays the villain convincingly, and adequate support is rendered by the remainder of the company.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many beautiful
exteriors in evidence, with artistic long shots; the interiors are
well filmed and excellent lighting distinguishes the entire production. The continuity is smooth and the action moves rapidly.
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GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Tree-Top
The IslandConcert
of the Singers
Mist
Through the Earth
What Is Your Body Worth?
A Paradise for Birds
Venice of the Orient
Action of the Human Heart
The Riveter
The Human Voice
Seein'
on the Orinoco
Gypsy Things
Scientists
Unshod Soldiers of the King
No Reg'larInspiration
Bird
Chemical
Safe Combination
The City That Never Sleeps
.
WID GUNNING, INC.
Moongold
Bear,
and Dog
Puppy Boy
Days
Robinson Crusoe Hours

SHORT
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
11
1
1

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

3,175
2,'o53
959
966

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor)
2,117
The Bashful Suitor (Mary Brandon and
Pierre Gendron)
2,064
The Young Painter (Mary Astor and Pierre
Gendron)
2,500
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
MAX ROBERTS COMEDIES
Why Change Your Mother-in-Law ?
????
Shimmy Isle
????
Absence Without Leave
????
METRO PICTURES CORP.
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Convict 13
2 reels
One Week
2 reels
Ihe Scare Crow
2 reels
Neighbors
2 reels
The Haunted House
2 reels
Hard Luck
2 reels
The High Sign
2 reels
The Goat
2 reels
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
CHARLES RAY SERIES (20 Dramas).. 2 reels
Kineto Review Series (52 Releases)
KiNETO Reviews — The Living Book of Nature
(See Issue of May 28, 1921, for First Series)
(See Issue of Oct. 29, 1921, for Second Series)
THIRD SERIES
Garden of the Gods — Colorado
1 reel
The Science of a Soap Bubble
1 reel
Rio de Janeir
o
1
^eel
Kentucky Thoroughbreds
. .
1 reel
Hiking the Lif
Alps With thee
Boy Scouts'. . . . 11 reel
reel
Manhattan
Eccentricities of the
and Bee!]!.!.!! 1 reel
Fur and FeatWasp
hers
My Adirondacks Outing . ...!!!!!! 11 reel
reel
The Chemistry of Combustion
!! 11 reel
The Victory Pageants
reel
Delta ofInto
the the
Nile
ATheGlimpse
Animal Kingdom!.'..'.l1 reel
reel
KING COLE COMEDIES
Moonshiners
2
reels
btnkes to Spare
2 reels
Bars and Stripes
!!!!!
2
reels
Jazz Babies
2 reels
A Fresh Start
2 reels
Shimmy Gym
2
reels
(-reneral Nuisance
2 reels
NATIONAL COMEDIES
Wanted — A Girl
2 reels
ASERIAL
Million — More or Less
.*'." ' 2 reels
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and
Ella Hall)
IS Episodes
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE NEWS— Wednesdays and Saturdays
TOPICS OF THE DAY— Weekly
Week of March 19
Win or Lose (White Eagle No. 12)
2 reels
High Tide
1 reel
The Farmer and The Ostrich (Aesop Fable) 5^ reel
Hey There (Harold Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
Loaded Dice (reissue)
3 reels
Week of March 26
The Clash of the Clans (White Eagle No. 13) 2 reels
Hot Off the Press (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
Hit Him Again (Harold Lloyd reissue) .... 1 reel
The Isle of Zorda (Louis Nalpas Prod.).... 9 reels
The Angel Factory (reissue)
3 reels
Week of April 2
The Pivoted Rock (White Eagle No. 14) . . . 2 reels
The Anvil Chorus (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Lion and the Mouse (Aesop Fable) ... 5^ reel
The Mark of Cain (Reissue)
3 reels
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Beat It (Harold Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
The Opossum
Ballad of (Bill
Fisher's
House.... 11 reel
reel
The
and Boarding
Bob)
Week of April 9
The Golden Pool (White Eagle No. IS) 2 reels
Chained
to the Anchor (Go Get 'Em Hutch 3 reels
No. 1)
Jump Your Job (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Rich Cat — ^and the Poor Cat (Aesop
Fable)
V3 reel
Next Aisle Over (Harold Lloyd Reissue) . . 1 reel
Shadows and Sunshine (Baby Marie Osborne reissue)
3 reels
Week of April 16
The
Wall (GoComedy)
Get 'Em Hutch No. 2) 21 reels
StandFalling
Pat (Parrott
reel
The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing (Aesop Fa- ble) % reel
An (Dzark Romance (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
More Trouble (Frank Keenan reissue) 3 reels
Week of April 23
TheNo. Runaway
Car (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
3)
Full
O' Pep Cat
(Snub(Aesop
Pollard)
The Wicked
Fable)
Vi1 reel
reel
Bride and Gloom (Harold Lloyd reissue) . . 1 reel
The Mysterious Client (Irene Castle reissue) 3 reels
PIONEER FILM CORP.
THE PACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babies in Bearskin
1 reel
Call Me Daddy
1 reel
Down Beside the Seaside
1 reel
Knockout Maggie
1 reel
Professor Was Right
1 reel
Running Romeos
1 reel
Two's Ideas
Company
11 reel
Young
reel
Luke
McLuke's
Film-osophy,
each
'/i
PEEP INTO THE FUTURE (series of 6) 2 reel
reels
THE SONNY SERIES, each
2 reels
SERIALS
The Hope Diamond Mystery
15 Episodes
The Mystery Mind
IS Episodes
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
PRIZMA COLOR PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES (Detective
Series)
2 reels
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNIC NEWS
SERIALS
The Whirlwind
IS Episodes
The Branded Four
IS Episodes
TRIART PICTURES, INC.
(Released through Hodkinson)
The Beggar Maid
2 reels
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES
Get-Rich-Quick Peggy (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
A Family Affair (Chas. Dorety and Louise
Lorraine)
2 reels
The Dumbbell (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Chums (Baby Peggy and Brownie, the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
Shipwrecked Among the Animals (Harry
Sweet)
2 reels
The Straphanger (Lee Moran)
2 reels
An Idle Roomer (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Circus Clowns (Baby Peggy and Brownie,
the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
The Touchdown (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Horse Sense (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Little Miss Mischief (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Table Stakes (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Upper and Lower (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A One Horse Town (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Peggy, Behave (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Mutts (Brownie, the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
Two of a Kind (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
The Rubberneck (Lee Moran)
2 reels
JEWEL COMEDIES
"P.
D. Q."
(Lee (Lyons-Moran)
Moran)
22 reels
Roman
Romeos
reels
A Monkey Movie Star
2 reels
Robinson's
Trousseau
(Lee
Moran)
2
reels
A Monkey Bell-Hop
2 reels
JEWEL (COLLIER SERIES)
Let's Go (The Leather Pushers No. 1) 2 reels
TED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman)
The Girl and the Law (No. 2)
2 reels
Big Stakes (No. 3)
2 reels
When the Devil Laughed (No. 4)
2 reels
The Forest Runners (No. S.)
2 reels
The Timber Wolf (No. 6)
2 reels
SERIALS
The Flaming Disc
18 Episodes
The Vanishing Dagger
18 Episodes
The
Net
IS Episodes
King Dragon's
of the Circus
(Eddie Polo) 18
Episodes
The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick) 18 Episodes
The White Horseman
18 Episodes
Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
IS Episodes
Terror Trail
18 Episodes

Number IS

Cont'd

Winners of the West (Art Acord) .... 18 EpisodesThe Secret Four (Eddie Polo)
18 EpisodesWith Stanley in Africa (George Walsh and
Louise Lorraine)
2 reel»
The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (Harry
Myers)
2 reel*
STAR COMEDIES
Hot But Healthy
1 reel
No Place to Live
1 reeli
Fares, Please
1 reel
Back Stage
1 reel
Noiseless Valley
1 reel
Should Stepmothers Trifle?
1 reet
Line's Busy
11 reel
Ice-Box
Pirates
reel
Heart Breakers
1 reel
Show
Me
Your
Samples
1
Fur Coats and Pants
1 reel
reel
Oh! Nursie
1 reel
Westward Whoa
1 reel
Almost a Rancher
1 reel
Penny Ante
1 reel
The Fake Quake
1 reel
The News Maker
1 reel
Both Booths
1 reel
Friday, the Thirteenth
1 reel
The Bottle Baby
1 reel
His Inheritance Taxi
1 reel
ABeware!
Movie Mix-up
11 reef
reel
A Golf Insect
1 reel
The Minute Man
1 reel
UNIVERSAL SERIES
A Battle Against Odds (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Cyclone Deal
Smith's
Vow (Eddie
(Eddie Polo)
Polo)
reels
Square
Cyclone
22 reel*
The Yellow Streak (Eddie Polo)
2 reelsThe Heritage of Hate (Eddie Polo)
2 reelsA Ride for a Rancho (Eddie Polo)
2 reelsWESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Fair Fighting (Art Acord)
2 reelsAOldWoman's
Wit (Eileen Sedgwick)
22 reelsDynamite
reel*
The Brand of Courage
2 reel&
The Dream Girl
2 reelsNed of The News (Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
A Battle of Wits (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 reels
ThePlante
Deputy's
Double
Cross (Laura La- 2 reels
and Leo
Shumway)
Night Attack, The (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 reels
Captain
Finish (Mack Wright and 2 reel*
Lillian Kid's
Byron)
The Phantom Terror (Jack Perrin and Gertrude Olmstead)
2 reel*
The
Acord)
reel*
The Ranger's
Open WireReward
(Eileen(ArtSedgwick)
22 reel*
Fighting Back (Laura LaPlante and Elmo
Lincoln)
2 reel*
A Gertrude
Blue Jacket's
Honor (Jack Perrin and 2 reel*
Olmstead)
Matching Wits (Art Acord)
2 reel*
The Trail of the Wolf (Laura LaPlante
and Perc Pembroke)
2 reel*
Trickery (Dorothy Woods and Harold Goodwin) 2reels
The Girl of the West (Laura LaPlante &
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reel*
The Call of Courage (Laura LaPlante and
Perc Pembroke)
2 reels
The White Messenger (Eddie Polo) .
2 reelsINTERNATIONAL NEWS
(Issued Every Monday and Thursday)
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
AFistsParcel
Husband
22 reels
reel* '
and Post
Fodder
Footprints
2 reel*
He Laughs Last
2 reels
Springtime
2 reel*
The Laundry
2 reel*
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
School Days
2 reel*
Solid Concrete
2 reel*
The Fly Cop
2 reel*
The Grocery Clerk
2 reel*
The Stage Hand
2 reel*
The Suitor
2 reel*
The
Sportsman
reelsThe Hick
22 reel*
The Rent Collector
2 reel*
The Bakery
2 reel*
The Fall Guy
2 reel*
The Bell Hop
2 reel*
The Sawmill
2 reel*
The Show
2 reel*
TIM AUBREY COMEDIES
The Riot
2 reels
The Applicant
2 reel*
The Messenger
2 reel*
The Charmed Life
2 reel*
SERIALS
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Page) 15 Episode*
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio Moreno) 15 Episode*
The
Duncan)
The Silent
Purple Avenger
Raiders (William
(Joe Ryan
and 15 Episode*
Elinor Field)
15 Episode*
Fighting Fate (William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
IS EpisodesBreaking Through
15 Episodes
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The

Last

Trail

Pox Photoplay in Six Parts. Author, Zane Grey.
Scenario by Paul Schofield. Director,
Emmet Flynn.
Minutes.

Running

Time, Seventy-five

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
The Stranger, Maurice Flynn; Winifred Samson, EJ\a Novak; Kenworth Samson,
■Sarry Dunkinson ; Campbell, Harry Springier ; Sheriff Nelson, Charles K. French ;
•Chiquita, Rosemary Theby ; 'William Kirk, Wallace Beery.
A lone bandit known to fame as "The Night Hawk" terrorizes a frontier town
ihy his successful depredations, executing holdups and escaping with incredible
swiftness. A stranger who arrives in town riding a fine horse, arouses suspicion
AS to hisi Identity and is taken for the mysterious criminal. He Is pursued and
Winifred Samson, a girl engaged to Kirk, engineer of the big dam construction,
ihideB him, after making him promise that he will reform. He Is arrested but
sets away. Kirk, with Winifred accompanying him, shoots at the bandit, but
<ai9covers that the latter Is not the stranger. Kirk plans to destroy the dam and
steal the money sent to pay off the employees. The dam is carried away. Kirk
runs off with the money but is captured. The stranger turns out to be a company
Agent detailed to watch Kirk, who is suspected of using inferior materials in
Ibuilding the dam. He wins Winifred's love.
Rapid action, spectacular thrills, a strong vein
of human interest and sitxiations, surcharged wifth
melodramatic power, are
the distinguishing charac■teristics of this picture,
"the entertaining values of
"which are undeniable,
drammed as it is with
stirring events, the atmosphere is so colorful and
the plot so cunningly
-svrought that the feature
carries conviction; indeed,
there is good reason to
assert that few screen
melodramas equal The
Last Trail in the latter
Tespect. One accepts the
story as it runs without
<ioubting its probabilities,
ilet the hairbreadth escapes
and daring deeds come as
swiftly as they may. The
tfeature's success is due to
-excellent direction and
intelligent, well-balanced
acting by a cast of unusual talent, and exhibitors who book it are sure
to be rewarded by cheer:ful box-office results.
Points of Appeal. — The
"blowing
up sweep
of theof dam
and swirling
the
released waters furnish a
wonderfully impressive efrfect, the hand-to-hand
scrap between the villain
and hero, the clever riding
stunts, the escape of the
mysterious stranger from
liis pursuers — are all situations staged with consummate art;
suspense holds sway throughout and a splendidly rounded-up
•4:limax is attained.
Cast. — Maurice Flynn plays the hero role with djmamic dash
and a fine sense of its dramatic value, Eva Novak is a fascinating heroine, Rosemary Theby wins all hearts by her performance
of Chiquita, "Wallace Beery scores heavily in the unpleasant
part of the plotting engineer, and faultless support is provided
hy the remainder of the company.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — ^Better camera work could
mot be desired. Interiors and exteriors are skilfully filmed, there
are many fine long shots and superb lighting prevails. The
continuity is smooth and the action whirls along at express
:£peed.

TRADE

REVIEW

Iron

to Gold

Released by Fox. Story by Geo. Owen Baxter.
Adapted by Jack Strumwasser. Directed by
Bernard J. DmTiing. Cameraman, Don
Short.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Tom Curtis, Dustin Farnum ; Anne Kirby, Margaret Marsh ; George Kirby,
William Conklin ; Bat Piper, William Elmer ; Sheriff, Lionel Bellemore ; Sloan,
Glen Cavender ; Creel, Robert Perry ; Lem Baldwin, hotel keeper, Dan Mason.
After rescuing Anne Kirby from the attacks of two highwaymen, Tom Curtis,
himself an outlaw, prepares to escort her to the main road in safety. He learns
that she is the wife of the man who robbed him of his claim and who is responsible for his being wanted by the law. Curtis decides to wreak vengeance
on him through his wife. She pleads and convinces him that it isi unjust to
make her suffer for the wrongdoings of her husband. They start back and Curtis
is stabbed by one of the highwaymen. Anne sees that he Is badly wounded and
takes him back to his house, where she remains to nurse him back to strength.
News reaches the town that Curtis is holding Kirby's wife at his cabin. A posse is
formed, andformationjust
beforehas they
housereach
Annetownmeets
and husband
gives thewhat
inthat Curtis
gone.reachWhenthe they
she them
tells her
has happened. He becomes enraged and insults her. She leaves him and prepares
to come back East. Curtis gives himself up to the sheriff who allows him to go
free until the trial. Meanwhile Kirby has hired Bat Piper to kill Curtis. Failing in his attempt, the crook demands the sum of mone.v promised anyway for
the risk. He further tries to blackmail Kirby, who, thinking to put an end to
it,
him without,
killingplace.
him. Bat
KirbyPiper
then comes
goes toin Curtis'
room
and shoots
finds Anne
there. however,
A flght takes
and exposes
Kirby, furnishes evidence sufficient to clear Curtis of the crime he has been
wanted for, and then puts a bullet through Kirby. A few days later Anne boards
the train for the East. She leaves Curtis to take care of her" interests there
with fair prospects of allowing him soon to take care of her also.
A story of the West
containing an abundance
of thrills, hold-ups and
shooting in which Dustin
Farnum countgives
a good The
acof himself.
original story by Owen
Baxter is well adapted to
the screen and has enough
action to keep things
moving along swiftly. The
scenes are laid in and
around a little mining
town and centers about a
man who has been unjustly
forced to become an outlaw. His rescue of Anne
Kirby develops a satisfactory love element in the
story. Strange as it may
seem, the picture is absodevoid ofhallanyscenes.
barroomlutely
or dance
The popularity of the star
and the qualities of the
picture itself should make
this production totally able
to satisfy the demands of
those who crave melodrama done in a true
Western fashion.
Points of Appeal. —
Anne Kirby, the wife of
an unworthy husband, will
immediately carry the audience, and Tom Curtis,
the accused outlaw, by
his courageousness and
straightforward manner
cannot help but win favor.
His vindication toward the
end of the picture will be well received along with a climax
which is sufficient to insure a happy ending.
Cast. — Dustin Farnum, always powerful, does the part of
Curtis in an appealing way. Opposite him, Margaret Marsh is
cast as the wife of George Kirby. A character part, done by
Dan Mason as the hotel keeper, furnishes a good bit of comedy.
The supporting cast is adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — In some interior and exterior scenes the lighting appears to be a little weak and occasionally the picture seems blurred. Continuity moves smoothly
and the direction is good.
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STATE

RIGHTS

AMERICAN

FILM CORP., INC.
Footage
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell) 5,000*
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter) 5,0Oa*
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes)
5,000*
A Rough-Shod Fighter (William Russell)... 5,000*
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
Loggers of Hell-Rroarin' Mountain (Helen
Holmes)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
APEX FILM CO.
Out of the Dust (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000*
ARROW FILM CORP.
Stranger in Canyon Valley (Edythe Sterling) 5,000*
Daughter of the Don (All Star Cast)
6,000*
BeforeLight
the White
Came Stars
(Indian(Dustin
Cast) 6,000*
The
of the Man
Western
Farnum)
6,000*
Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Playing Square (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
The Happy Masquerader (Gladys Leslie)... 5,000*
A Shadow of the Past (Charlotte Walker) 5,000*
A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
5,000*
A Question of Honor (Kathryn Adams).... 5,000*
Adele (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Just His Wife (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
A Man's
(DustinThe
Farnum)
5,000*
Girl
From Fight
Porcupine,
6,251
Splendid Life, The
5,996
Double-0 (Jack Boxie)
4,739
Sparks of Flint (Jack Hoxie)
4,805
Two-Fisted Jefferson (Jack Hoxie)
4,639
Motion to Adjourn, A
5,785
Innocent Cheat, The
5,744
Ten Nights in a Barroom
7,815
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
Under
Western Skies
6,000*
False Women
5,000
AYWON FILM CORP.
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Across the Border (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Rounding Up the Law (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Lure of the Orient (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Fidelity (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
Hair Trigger Casey (Frank Borzage) 5,000*
MasterMabel,
of Beasts
Star Cast)
Oh!
Behave(All(Mabel
Normand, Mack 5,000*
Sennett, Owen Moore, Ford Sterling) 5,000*
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Dangerous Love (Pete Morrison)
5 reels
The Victim (Robert T. Haines)
6 reels
Captivating
Mary
Carstairs
(Norma
Talmadge reissue)
5 reels
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart).... 5,600
Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewart).... 6,000*
COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
CORP.
The Hidden Light
5,000*
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Midchannel (Clara Kimball Young)
6,000*
Hush (Clara
Young)
Where
Is My Kimball
Wandering
Boy Tonight?.... 6,000*
????
ZIEGFELD CINEMA CORP.
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed).. 5,800
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Kazan
6,464
The Mask
6,400
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
The Servant in the House (All Star)
5,000*
Penny of Top Hill Trail (Bessie Love).... 5,000*
Dangerous
Toys
(All
Star)
7,000*
Heidi of the Alps (Prizma)
????
FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman) . . . . . . 6,000*
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
5,000*
The Fighting Kentuckians
5,000*
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
The Supreme Passion
6,000*
The Ne'er-Do-Well
7,000*
The House Without Children
7,000*
The Spoilers
9,000*
GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
Mother Eternal
6,700
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men (Super Feature) 6,200
JOAN FILM SALES CORP.
She Played and Paid (Fanny Ward)
5,000*
Annabel Lee (All Star Cast)
5,000*
'Approximately

J. W. FILM

TRADE
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Number

1&

PICTURES

CORPORATIONFootage

The Road to Arcady
6,000*
Should a Wife Work
6,000*
For Your Daughter's Sake
5,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The
Fatal from
30 (Fritzi
Ridgeway)
The Call
the Wild
(Frankie Lee and 5,000*
Highland Laddie)
5,000*
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Soul of Man, The (William Nigh and Maurine Powers)
7,000*
Welcome to our city (Maclyn Arbuckle) . . . . 5,000*
Mr. Bingle (Maclyn Arbuckle)
5,000*
Mr. Potter of Texas (Maclyn Arbuckle) 6,000*
Trail of the Law (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
Man Who Paid, The (Wilfred Lytell) 5,000*
Wolf's Fang, The (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawlinson) . . 6,000*
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton)
6,000*
Soul and Body
Luther)
Dangerous
Love (Anne
(Pete Morrison
and Carol 6,000*
Holioway)
5,000*
JOSEPH
WICK MOORE
SERIES AND EILEEN SEDGEProblem Eternal
5,000*
False Brands
5,000*
The
WolfKIMBALL
Pack
5,000*
CLARA
YOUNG SERIES
Hearts in Exile
5,000*
The Rise of Susan
5,000*
Marriage a la Carte
5,000*
Yellow Passport
5,000*
Feast of Life
5,000*
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
The Toreador (Bull Fight)
3.600
Rigoletto
6,000*
SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES
CORP.
David and Jonathan
4,800
Her Story
5,000*
The Night Riders
5,000*
Brenda's Heritage
5,000*
W. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS, INC.
FARNUM, HAMILTON, HART, FORD SERIES
So This Is Arizona
5,982
White Masks, The
4,922
Angel Citizens, The
4,826
STOREY PICTURES, INC.
SHADOWLAND SCREEN REVIEW— Every Two
Weeks
BURLESQUE PHOTOPLAYS (With Elsie Davenport)— Every Month.
No Darn Yeats
2 reels
Hamomlet
2 reels
Salami
2 reels
Let Her Rip Van Winkle
2 reels
TRUART FILM CORPORATION
Burlingham Adventure Series (each) 1 reel
WARNER BROS.
Why Girls Leave Home
????
Parted Curtains
????
Ashamed of Parents
????
School Days (Wesley Barry)
????
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch (Alene Ray)
5,000*
West ofSERIES
the Rio Grande (Alene Ray).. 5,000*
NEW
Partners of the Sunset (Alene Ray)
5,000*
Lady Luck (Alene Ray)
5,000*
SHORT

Volume 11.

SUBJECTS

ADVENTURES OF T. S. S. CORP.
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln) 15 Episodes
ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Alt & Howell Comedies
12-2 reels
Pure and Simple
2 reels
Licquorish Lips
2 reels
ARROW FILM CORP.
SERIALS
Thunderbolt Jack
15 Episodes
The Blue Fox
15 Episodes
Nan of the North
15 Episodes
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
(18)
1 reel
BROADWAY COMEDIES
(14)
2 reels
CRUELWED COMEDIES
(12)
2 reels

SPEED COMEDIES
(12)
2 reelsMIRTHQUAKE COMEDIES (14)
2 reelsSPORT PICTORIAL (26)
1 reel
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
SPUR SERIES (10 Western)
2 reelsCHARLEY CARTOONS (6 Comedies) 1 reel
AYWON FILM CORP.
HARREY CAREY— 15 Westerns (each) 2 reels
FRANKLIN FARNUM— 12 Westerns 2 reel»
JOY COMEDIES— 6
(each) 2 reelsHELEN HOLMES— 22 Railroad Dramas.. 2 reels
MARY PICKFORD REVIVALS
2 reels
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS (Bi-Monthly) 2 reels
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
(Bi-Monthly).... 12 reel
CARNIVAL
COMEDIES
reels
DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS (Two Reels)
EXPORT AND IMPORT
SERIAL
The Jungle Goddess (Elinore Field and
Truman Van Dyke)
15 Episodes
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
HALL ROOJtf BOYS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
CHESTER COMEDIES (2 reels each)
JOE ROCK COMEDIES (1 reel each)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (1 reel each)
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
SERIALS
Miracles of the Jungle
15 Episodes
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
Jimmy Callahan
12-2 reels
HERALD PRODUCTIONS, INC.
MACK SWAIN COMEDIES
HORIZON PICTURES, INC.
Norma Talmadge Reissues (14) (each) 2 reels
PINNACLE COMEDIES
Razzin' the Jazz
2 reels
Why Change Your Mother-in-Law?
2 reels
Nation's Dream
2 reels
Shimmy Isle
2 reels
KINETO CO. OF AMERICA
(.Released through State Rights Exchange)
Wonders of the World
(2 series)
First Series from No. 1 to No. 26 (each).. 1 reel
Second Series from No. 27 to 52 (each) 1 reel
McGOVERN & EGLER
SHORTY HAMILTON SERIES
The Runt
2,000»
Pep
2,000*
Le-'er-Go Gallagher
2,000*
Pony
Boy
2,000*
Grit
2,000*
Ride 'Em Cowboy
2,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
WHITE CAP COMEDIES
Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-Week) .... 1 reel
NEWSPAPER STORIES
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-Month) . . . . 2 reels
VERNON DENT COMEDIES
One-a-Week
1 reel
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
IRVING CUMMINGS SERIES
Patsy's Jim
2 reels
Corporal Jim's Ward
2 reels
Rope's
End,
The
2
False Trail, The
2 reels
reels
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
JANE AND KATHERINE LEE
The Circus Imps
2 reels
The Dixie Madcaps
2 reels
The Hicksville Terrors
2 reels
MTNTA DURFEB SERIES
When You Are Dry
2 reels
Wives' Union
2 reels
He, She and It
2 reels
AWhose
QuietWife?
Night
reels
22 reels
TONY SARG'S ALMANAC (Series of 12) 1 reel
WESTERN FEATURES
The Mormon Trail
2 reels
The Man Hater
2 reels
A Desperate Tenderfoot
2 reels
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Vermillion

Lea.

Guyol and Alace Catlin. Directed by NorJoseph

Dubray.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Tse Chan (later called "The Unknown"). Sessue Hayakawa ; His Wife, Ann
May; Pai Wang, Misac Seki ; The Unknown, Sessue Hayakawa; Li Chan, Sessue
Hayakawa; Hyacinth, Bessie Love; Fu Wong, Sidney Franklin; Ho Ling, Thomas
Jefferson; The Jackal, Tote Du Crow; Ma Shue, Omar Whitehead.
Tse Chan, Viceroy of China, sentences his wife to death believing her to be
unfaithful. Upon learning o£ her innocence, too late, he sends his young son,
Li Chan, to America and goes into seclusion. Years after the son returns to China
a successful engineer. While out on construction work he meets and falls in
lOTe with Hyacinth, the daughter of a poor basket weaver. The girl is kidnapped
and taken to the palace of the viceroy. Li Chan, thinking she has forsaken him,
goes into the city and starts teaching his people. His fame soon spreads, and
he is engaged to come to the palace to give private lessons to the "niece" of Ho
Ling. He soon learns that the girl is Hyacinth, and after telling him of her
capture they plan an escape. Followed by the viceroy's men they seek refuge in
the caverns of the "Sleeping Dragon," an active volcano where no one dares to
enter. Being overcome by the fumes they are forced to', give themselves up, and
are sentenced to suffer the tortures of Ling Chee by the lifting of the "Vermillion Pencil." While in prison an eruption takes place, and, with every one
fleeing from the city, they are able to make a successful getaway.
The story of The Vermillion Pencil, although
gruesome in detail, fuxnishes material for a very
spectacular production.
Hayakawa gives much of
the necessary Oriental realism to the picture, which
deals with the power of
the viceroy, who, by lifting
the Vermillion pencil, can
put to death any subject.
Tse Ghan, then viceroy of
China, believes his wife
faithless, and uses this
means of killing her. He
sends his son to America
and he himself disappears.
Using this as a sort of
prologue, the next scenes
are when the son returns
to China. His romance
with Hyacinth forms the
basis of the new theme.
Hayakawa plays the role
of both father and son
later in the picture as the
story develops.
Points of Appeal. — The
story of the two lovers
who are separated brings
about warm sympathy.
When they are finally
brought together by
chance and try to make
an escape they are sentenced to die by horrible
torture. The eruption of
the volcano just at this
time, which pours streams
of lava over the city, causes the prison to crumble, and these
two find themselves free to escape with the masses.
Cast. — Sessue Hayakawa gives an excellent performance.
Bessie Love as Hyacinth makes an attractive heroine. The rest
of the cast act their parts well.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The lighting at times is
insufficient, but the majority of scenes are good. Some very
fine long shots have been obtained. Direction is good, but
the story drags slightly until the latter half of the picture.
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Shattered

Pencil

Scenario by Edwin Warren

man Dawn. Cameraman,
R-C Pictures Production.

TRADE

Released by First National.

Idols

Story by I. A. R.

Wylie. 'Cameraman, Tony Gaudio. Directed
by Edward Sloman.
Length, 5,850 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Sarasvati, Marguerite De La Motte ; Eama Pal, William V. Mong ; Lieut.
Walter Hurst, David Hurst, James Morrison; David Hurst (the child), Frankie
Lee; Jean Hurst, Ethel Grey Terry; The Judge, Alfred Allen; Diana Chichester,
Louise Lovely; Colonel Chichester, Harvey Clark; Mrs. Chichester, Josephine
Crowell ; Dick Hathaway, Robert Littlefield ; Ethel Hathaway, Mary Wynn ; The
High Priest, George Periolat ; The Rev. Doctor Romney, Thomas Ricketts.
Lieut. Walter Hurst is called out with his rejiraent to quell an uprising against
the British. That night he is killed, while at home his wife has just given birth
to a son. David, the child, is deformed and hated by his mother, who had dreamed
of his being brave and strong like his father. He is sent to England to be educated. Upon his return to India, now grown to young manhood, he is received
with little love from his mother and her friends. Lonely . and desolate he wanders off into a temple, where he meets Sarasvati, whom the natives have betrothed to a god. She falls in love with David, and he carries her out of the
temple, and, much to the humiliation of his mother, marries her. He leaves
with his bride for England, and here is elected to Parliament. Sarasvati is persuaded by one of her own countrymen to return to India and take her place in
her temple. David follows and arrives just as another outbreak is about to take
place. He goes among the Hindus to find his wife. A fanatic rushes up to stab
him, but Sarasvati steps between them and receives the fatal blow.
Shattered Idols, adapted
for the screen from the
novel of Ida A. R. Wylie's
"Daughter of Brahma,"
holds fair interest. The
picturesqueness of India
is used here to good advantage, but the various
attempts to build up a
story appear to be lost in
the unreality of the plot.
A mother's hate for her
deformed son is so exaggerated that it scarcely
kindles a responsive note.
However, the picture is
well gotten together, and
able assistance is given by
each member of the cast.
For presentation before
an audience which is not
too analytical, it may
prove abletoboxbeoffice
a highly
agreeattraction.
Points of Appeal. — David, the crippled child, effects strong sympathy at
first, but the idea is overworked as the story progresses. There is a love
element between the son
and a Hindu girl, and the
necessary thrills are supplied by the scenes of the
uprisings among the natives. The weakling son
pjays an important part
in saving the British in
the town and wins over his mother's afl^ection.
Cast. — James Morrison, as David the Man, gives a good performance. Frankie Lee, who takes the part of David at the age
of eight years, is a promising little actor, and renders a good
account of himself. Marguerite De la Motte is a striking Oriental type. The remainder of the cast is well chosen.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The photography
throughout the picture is good. Some fine spectacular scenes
are presented and are generally well lighted.

FIRST

RUNS
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Week

of March
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Presentation
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CAPITOL
Feature — Foolish Wives (Universal).
Next Week — Come on Over (Goldwyn).
Owing toinglength
of the
feature, Comments
there was nothelse on the
program.
were
published during its run at the Central
Theatre.

RIVOLI
Feature
— Pauline Frederick in Sapho (Paramount).
Ballet
Number — "Danse Chinoise" (Tschaikowslty).
Feature — TTie Mistress of the World (Hamilton Theatrical Corporation).
Comedy
— Buster Keaton in The Boat (First
National).
Next Week — William S. Hart in Travelin' On
(Paramount).
Press Comments
Times — The American editors of this
widely advertised German serial, The Mistress of the World, seemed to have missed
an opportunity. The first installment, entitled The Dragon's Claw, was shown yesterday, and if its reception by the spectators is any indication of the public mind,
it could have been put over with a bang as
a burlesque melodrama. It must be confessed that, despite the absence of such
intent, it was hard to believe sometimes
that the thing was meant to be taken seriously. American — The absurdities and
the incongruities of The Dragon's Claw
are too numerous to mention. They are
flagrantly ridiculous and dull. On the
other hand the atmosphere is reliably
maintained. The picture is carefully and
spectacularly made. The groupings are
excellent. Globe — It caught us just right
yesterday. It seemed to us a film that is
the very expression of thrilling action,
swift and mystifying. Adventure is the
big idea in the story with no sentimental
slobbering of "sob stuff" to slow it up, and
with just enough romance to humanize it.
There is no pretense here of more than
melodrama, but what melodrama! Mail —
•The locale of the film is exceedingly good,
the Chinese atmosphere being splendidly
conveyed with much attention to detail,
while there has probably never been produced a picture in which so many real
Chinese
appeared.
The and
picture's
appealandis
based wholly
on thrill
adventure
certainly is not lacking in those qualifications. World— The imported film is magnificent. The picture has some stirring
handling of crowds and a great wealth of
picturesque background. It is a good picture. Sun — Although the film possesses
none of the divine powers which its advertisements proclaimed, its many episodes can be followed with much pleasure.
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BROADWAY
Press

York

Comments

Dailies

Nothing more than melodrama on a huge
and colossal stage, its thrills, though thoroughly conventional, are much enhanced
by its international aspect.

STRAND
Overture — "The Queen of Sheba" (Goldmark).
Scenic — Odds and Ends:
(o)
Oyster'sof Rival"
(6) "The
"The Land
Long Ago"
(c) "The Robber Crew"
Violin Solo — "Zapateado" (Sarasate).
Mark Strand Topical Review.
Prologue.
Feature — The Sheik's Wife (Vitagraph) .
Comedy — Torchy Takes a Chance (C. C. Burr).
Organ Recital.
Next Week — Richard Barthelmess in The
Seventh Day (First National).
Press Comments
Sun — The great novelty of the picture
lies in the fact that it was photographed
in Arabia, and with the exception of a few
principals, only Arabians were used in
the cast. Mail — A foreign picture that
takes rank with the best that have been
imported into this country, from the
standpoint of excellence of production,
photography, faithfulness to detail and
action, while the continuity is rather an
improvement on many that have been
shown here. It is really an excellent piece
of work, certainly the best French film
that has been shown here. The true atmosphere of the Levant, which so many
film makers have sought to transfer to
the screen, is presented in a manner that
has the unmistakable mark of fidelity to
fact. Globe — The atmosphere is real with
its ancient city gate and its caravans and
its vistas of palm trees. Even the camels
humped themselves over their native sands
as they never did over the studio lots. The
French director understands his material
and gets the full dramatic value from its
lights and shadows. World — One gains
the distinct impression on seeing it that
Arabians have no great need for feet or
legs. Their affairs almost without exception are carried out on horseback or while
sitting on the sand. If it was not made in
Arabia, as its owners claim, we shall never
know the difference. Its settings and atmosphere probably would satisfy the
Sheik himself. Tribune — The picture
seems to lack all dramatic quality and resembles aseries of rather interesting news
reels hung together with some pretty bad
titles. There are desert scenes and fight
scenes and worship scenes, but nothing
that is real or gripping in the lives of the
principal characters ever occurs. Herald —
The photography is uniformly splendid
even in the half lights and the atmosphere,
while lengthy, is more veracious than that
of The Sheik, the tents smacking less of
a corner in the charity bazaar. Times —
This is something diflferent in the way of

a story about the desert. Even with its
unconventional ending, The Sheilas Wife
has much to recommend it.

RIALTO
mount).
Feature — Pauline Frederick in Sapho (ParaVocalmount).
Solo — "Chinese Lullaby" (Bowers).
FEATtTRE — The Mistress of the World (ParaNational).
Comedy
— Buster Keaton in The Boat (First
Press Comments
This program is practically the same as
that at the Rivoli.

CAMEO
Orchestral Selections.
Cameo News Events.
Violin Solo — "A Little Love" (Waldman).
Scenic — A Bit of God's Country.
Vocal Solo — "Twickenham Ferry."
Feature — Determination (Lee-Bradford) ,
Organ Recital.
Press Comments
Herald — The photography, which was
finished after its original sponsors had
achieved much notoriety in the papers, is
like that all through — ^full ol life's hectic
moments. Their sound and f ury may signify nothing, but at least they keep one's
eyes occupied during idle hours. There
are underworld scenes galore, with dope
fiends, crooks and dancing girls, varied by
excursions into glittering British high life
with sei^ants in livery constantly announcing that dinner is served. A horse
race thrills when the diet of fights threatens to become monotonous. World — It is
interesting to see before the camera again
the old favorite Maurice Costello, who here
is only given a trivial part as a detective
chief. His ability as a screen actor has
not deserted him. Although his hair is
white and his figure far from that of the
handsome leading man of ten years ago,
his facial expressions have not failed him.
Globe — It is only spasmodically effective as
melodrama. The story itself is one of
confusion of identities that leads of cotirse
to the maligning of a pure and noble soul.
The confusion is worse confounded by the
muddled direction of the picture, but it all
ends beautifully, with the atmosphere
cleared and the loving couples united.
Telegram — ^There is plenty of action in the
picture and it is a faithful portrayal of
life in the slums. The scenario is well
worked out. Sun — It has an elaborate
plot worthy of a Drury Lane melodrama.
The Whitechapel slum scenes are especially well done. Al Lincoln, who looks
something like Frank Crane, plays the
double role of the two brothers. It is an
elaborate screen production of an English
thriller, with the action oscillating between
London and Paris.
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Take

a

Tip!

'T^HIS is going to be one o£
the most talked-about
pictures of the season. A
great comedy story and a
marvelous cast make it a
sure-fire hit anywhere.
I'luin Leo Ditrichstcin' s aduplalion
of Ihc play by Oscar Blitincntlial and
Giistav Kadclbnrg. Directed by
James Cruzc. Scenario by Walter
Woods,
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SHADOWS
have caused more

dread and terror than anything else

except the visible menace
primitive man

of death, from

to the present day. On

the ages of

the other hand,

shadows now are providing mankind with nine-tenths
of all its theatre entertainment, for the motion picture
is nothing more

nor less than the play of shadows

on a

lighted screen.

SHADOWS

in general are confused and vague, and much

of confu-

sion and vagueness have existed in the great entertainment industry of producing and distributing motion
pictures.

SECOND
PICTURES
is eliminating

NATIONAL
CORPORATION

this confusion

systematic methods

and

by the application of

providing

the best possible

photodramas on terms which give distributors and exhibitors fair shares of the gains.
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By L. W. BOYNTON

censorship

Ohio

THE

last week,

length
have

modifications

been

as it was

still stands

which

upon

situation,

of the

of some

commented

we

in its main

outlines.

tyrannical

rulings

at

There

of Chief

as the annulling of the three weeks' order — but the
Censor Snow—such
evil has not been stamped out and will not be until these things happen :
1. The
public

dismissal

of Chief

Censor

Snow,

who

is utterly

unfit

to hold

office and certainly should not be permitted to pass upon pictures for the six million people of Ohio. The industry has too much

propert}^ at stake — in theatres, exchanges, and pictures themselves—
to be at the mercy of so arbitrary a person as Mrs. Snow has proved
herself to be.
2. There

should

tionality ofthe law
to us, is readily

be

a carefully

in the courts.

offered

by more

planned

The

effort

ground

than

one

to test the

for such

action

of the

constitu-

a test, it seems
Ohio

Board,

but

chiefly by the decision in the "Topics of the Day" case. The issue invoh ed is clearly the freedom of the press. Chief Censor Snow has made
it unlawful

to print

ship. Printing the

upon
same

ever, eminently lawful.

a piece

cf celluloid

criticism
That

on

is to

a piece

say,

the

any

criticism

of white

of censor-

paper

newspaper

can

is howprint

it,

but the screen can't. If the "reformers" have their way, the newspaper
will be next in line for the guillotine. The Supreme Court of the United
States ought to be given the opportunity
thrust at the freedom of both press and
the Ohio law.
3. Finally,

the

self. Toward this
pushed
Such

with

ultimate
end,

objective

efforts

to

to decide whether Mrs. Snow's
screen is not the death-knell of

should

mobilize

be the
public

repeal

of the

opinion

law

it-

should

be

all vigor.

a triple-sided

attack on the censorship
(Copyright, 1922, by Exhibitors Trade Eeview, Inc.)

evil

in Ohio

cannot
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succeed, of course, unless the public wants it to succeed.
And that means it is imperatively necessary to gather
the full force of public opinion by means of theatre
appeals, nev^^spaper
conceivable method

campaigns, ballots, petitions — every
of registering the popular mind.

We urge exhibitors throughout the State of Ohio toally themselves immediately with those who are working
to end the censorship terror in their State. It is protecting your own business to do so. You will be serving the
picture industry of your own State by doing so. You will
be rendering a great service to fellow-exhibitors
out the nation by doing so.

through-

Censorship has revealed itself in its ugliest, most repellant form in Ohio. The whole country should know the
thing for what it is — a deadly form of t3'^ranny. Never
has the industry had a better chance to destroy the censorship idea and show it up in its true light. Ohio should
be the rallying ground!
One word sums it all up: Fight I

Aid

the

Screen

Writers'

Guild

'"JpHE
Writers'campaign
Guild, of to
Hollywood,
engaged
in a Screen
praiseworthy
end loose is
newspaper
talk about the industry and let the public know the real
facts about
and we

the picture colony. The Guild needs the cooperation of exhibitors and exchangemen in this work,,
are glad to give space to the following appeal:

"The

Arbitration
Time

was

when

it

was

freely said by almost everybody in the
industry that quarrels
between exhibitors and

exchangemen could
never be ironed out.
Well, they are being
ironed out by Joint
Boards of Arbitration.
We
have already
told you in detail of
the remarkable exhibitor -exchange court
which meets in New
York each week.
Turn to page 1161 of
this issue and read of
the progress the Arbitration idea is making
in the Middle West.

entire picture industry has been put on the defensive bythe vicious attacks in the press on the character
of the people who are producing pictures in the California
Studios. The vicious slanders on Hollywood reflect upon
every branch of the industry and unless checked are a
serious menace to ever^^one who derives a livelihood from
the making and distributing of pictures.
"A bureau
these attacks,
wood and the
reau is being

has been established on the coast to fight
and spread broadcast the facts about Hollycharacter of the picture workers. This buoperated under the auspices of the Screen

Writers'

Guild of The Authors' League of America, representing every branch of the business. Everybody can
do his bit.

"In order to fight these attacks successfully, it is necess;ary that the Bureau know just what is being printed and
who is printing it. All exhibitors and exchangemen are
urged to scan the newspapers in their localities and clip
all comments on the film industry, whether favorable or
unfavorable,

and mail them, with the name

of the publica-

tion, and the date, to~the Screen Writers' Guild, 6716 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California. This is the greatest service that can be rendered at the present time, and
everybody
ability."

is urged

to co-operate

to the greatest of their

March 25,1922
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Censorship
Dismissal
Are

of Chief Censor

Objectives

Freedom

for

Battle

Champions

Are Working — Mrs. Snow^s

battle against censorship
THE
tyranny in Ohio, which was
brought to a focus last week
by arbitrary actions on the part of
Mrs. Evalyn Frances Snow, chief
censor, has begun to crystallize.
As a result of protests on the
part of newspapers, exhibitors and
other motion picture men, and under direction from the Governor,
new rules were promulgated for the
censoring of pictures. Director of
Education Vernon Riegel, Mrs.
Snow's superior, directed her to
cease making tours about the State
and delivering speeches in justification of her attitude on censorship.
Order Is Annulled
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Continues

and Possible Repeal

Which

•

of

of Law
Screen

Activities Curbed

Reuben, whose activities had been
reported in the press as having been
made as a representative of the industry, was without authority to act
for the exhibitors. It was also
learned that Mr. Reuben's assertion
that he was acting for producing and
distributing interests was without
foundation.
Mr. Reuben's statement to the
press that "motion picture men are
by no means opposed to censorship"
and that all the picture interests
were seeking was a square deal under the censorship law was denounced as being a misstatement of
the facts.
Issue Clearly Drawn

The order issued by the chief censor requiring pictures to be submitted for censoring two or three
weeks in advance of first runs was
annulled.

The issue was clearly drawn. All
branches of the industry were em-

Meanwhile the movement continued for the dismissal of the censor
chief, whose statement that 90 per
cent of the people were illiterate and
Incapable of thinking for themselves,
provoked a storm of criticism gathered momentum. Close observers of
the Ohio situation also pointed out
that the time was ripe for a strenuous effort to repeal the censorship
law and, at the same time, to attack
its constitutionality in the courts.
Ohio exhibitors, it was reported at
national headquarters of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
in New York, were embarking upon
a state wide campaign to cure censorship evils in the State. It was
said that concerted action would
.soon be launched under the direction
of Martin G. Smith, head of the
Ohio State organization, and that
this would take the form of a slide,
trailer and newspaper campaign
against the censorship tyranny.
Sam Bullock of Cleveland, national secretary of the M. P. T. 0.
A., in a letter to the Cleveland Plain
Dealer, pointed out that Ben W.

Censorship Situation in Five
Other States

phatic in demanding the removal of
Mrs. Snow and in the possible repeal
of the law. Interest was centered
in the action the Governor might
take in throwing the chief censor
overboard. While there was no indication of positive attitude on the
part of the Governor, significance
was seen in the curbing of Mrs.
Snow's political activities. She was
plainly told that she must confine
herself to her official duties in Columbus and that "she was skating
on The
very crisis
thin ice."
was intensified by the
case of The Law and the Woman,
a Paramount picture, which had
been officially O.K.'d by Mrs.
Barnes, one of the assistant censors. It played a week in Cincinnati, Dayton and Cleveland, and a
half week in Columbus, when Mrs.
Snow voiced her disapproval. She
called in the overseer of her department, Mr. Riegel, and he approved
her attitude. It was therefore

Following is the censorship situation in the various states, except
Ohio, according to reports to Exhibitors Trade Review:
Virginia — Bill has passed both
houses and will probably be signed
by the Governor.
Mississippi — Measure is in Judiciary
Committee of House and chances of
passage are believed to be about
fifty-fifty.

withdrawn, but exhibitors in several cities who had booked it went
ahead with its showing, defying the
censor board and thus probably creating atest case.
The recall of the picture was a
complete surprise as neither press
nor public had manifested any dis-

South Carolina — Bill pending in
Education Committee of the House.

of censorship matters in Ohio centered about the appointment of the
advisory board, which was created
under the reorganization act passed
in July, 1921. The act provided:

Massachusetts — Referendum on
censorship wiU be submitted to
voters of the State at the November
election.
New York — Bill giving censorship
commission additional powers and
the authority to compel producers to
show their books to the censors
passed and now before Governor for
signature. Bill designed to prevent
political propaganda on screen pending. Walker-Cuvillier Bill to repeal
present censorship law pending, but
believed to have no chance of passage at this session.

approval of it.
Much of the attack on the conduct

Advisory Board an Issue
"An advisory board of three members is hereby created in the Department of Education, to be known
as the Advisory Board of Film Censorship. The members of this board
shall be appointed by the Governor,
to serve during his pleasure, and
shall receive no compensation, but
shall be entitled to their actual and
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necessary expenses incurred in the
performance of their official duties.
Such board shall assist and advise
the Department of Education in the
examination and censorship of motion picture films."
The advisory board has not been
appointed by the Governor. It was
reported that exchange interests in
Cleveland would demand that the
Governor appoint the board and
would further ask that all pictures
barred from Ohio since July 1 be
brought back into the State and reviewed with the advisory board sitting with the censors. In addition,
it was said the exchangemen would
ask that a two to one vote be sufficient to reject the picture as it was
in the days when the censors elected
their own chairman and when the
voting power was equally divided.
I. W. McMahan, member of the
executive committee of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, announced in Toledo that he intended to report to the national
headquarters in New York City tEe
late actions of Mrs. Snow in declaring that the public is not fit to censor its own pictures.
Mrs. Snow and Director Riegel
will decide this week what action if

Screen Guild Censors Own
Productions
'X' O take motion picture censorship
out of the hands of the censors
and to vest the power in those most
competent to judge a production, is
the objective of a plan recently formulated and put into effect by the
Independent Screen Artists' Guild,
which has its headquarters in Los
Angeles.
About fifty productions have been
subjected thus far to this rigid judging, it is stated. They formed the
backbone of the national exhibition
of the work of members of the Independent Screen Artists' Guild from
February igth to 25th, occurring
simultaneously with the celebration
of First National Week.
In a challenge issued prior to the
week, the Guild defied the censors to
find one objectionable scene in any
of the pictures.
All the pictures made by the members of the Guild are subjected to
this "voluntary censorship." In no
case is the star of the picture being
judged, its producer, its director, or
anyone connected with its making,
allowed to participate in the deliberations. The decisions of the
"board" are final and binding.
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any will be taken against the picture
theatres which showed The Law and
the Woman after the film had been
ordered discontinued in Ohio.
May Drop Prosecution
The law provides a fine for showing films not approved by the censors. Mrs. Snow, it is expected, will
insist upon prosecution, but Governor Davis's administration has
discovered that the theatre owners
of the State intend to fight and will
welcome a show-down, hence it is
likely he will pass the word along
to let the matter drop where it is.
Eddie Zorn, owner of the Temple
Theatre, one of Toledo's largest
movie houses, was showing The Law
and the Woman when it was ordered stopped.
"Toledoans are censoring pictures
for themselves now," Zorn says. "I
can't determine just what Mrs. Snow
is trying to do with censorship, putting her views ahead of all the people of following
the State."letter was sent by
The
Sam Bullock, National Secretary of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America, to the Columbus Bureau
of the Cleveland Plain Dealer:
"In your dispatch to the Plain
Dealer, under date of March 10th,
you quote Mr. Ben W. Reuben as
representing motion picture men.
You have been misinformed. Whatever Mr. Reuben may have to say
as an individual may be interesting,
but he has no authority to speak for
exhibitors whatever, and I am almost sure that the organization
represented by former Postmaster
(!^neral Will Hays have not deputized Mr. Reuben to speak for them
upon the very important question ,of
censorship.
Bullock's Letter
"This statement from me is necessary inasmuch as Mr. Reuben, if
correctly quoted in Saturday's Plain
Dealer, does not voice the opinion
of either Mr. Hays' organization of
Producers and Distributors or the
opinion of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio, affiliated with
the only national organization of
exhibitors now in existence, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, Sydney S. Cohen, president.
"Mr. Reuben is quoted as saying
that 'motion picture men are by no
means opposed to censorship.' In
this he is absolutely wrong, both
from a State and national standpoint, inasmuch as every convention record plainly indicates where
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organized exhibitors stand upon thi&
question.
"As to what action any individual
exhibitor may take whose program
may be held up by our legalized
moral guardians is a matter to be
decided by the said exhibitor, who
is made the 'goat' instead.
"As to what action our State and
national exhibitor organizations intend to take regarding censorship,
at the proper time and place you
may ascertain from Mr. Martin G.
Smith, president. Motion PictureTheatre Owners of Ohio, State
Headquarters, 519 Main Street, Toledo, or Mr. Sydney S. Cohen, National President, Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, 1482
Broadway, New York City.
"This explanation to you is necessary in order to prevent the censorship question from becoming a
football for politicians in Ohio or
elsewhere. You may make whatever use of this communication you

see fit."
New Hays Organization
Incorporated

Is

Incorporating under the membership corporation law of New York
state, the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc.,
filed the necessary papers in the secretary of state's office at Albany on
March 11. The board of directors,
numbering
following : eighteen, includes the
Will H. Hays, Sullivan, Ind.; David
W. Griffith, Mamaroneck, N. Y.;
Carl Laemmle, William Fox, Marcus Loew, J. Robert Rubin, Lewis
J. Selznick, Adolph Zukor, Harry
Kosch, Siegfried F. Hartman, Frank
J. Godsol, Rufus S. Cole, Philip G.
Bartlett, Saul E. Rogers, George A.
Skinner, New York City; Albert H.
T. Banzhaf, Brooklyn; Karl Kirchwey. Port Washington, L. I.; and
Benjamin P. DeWitt, of East Orange, N. J.
The objects of the corporation as
stated in the papers filed are: to
foster the common interests of those
engaged in the motion picture industry in the United States, by establishing and maintaining the highest possible moral and artistic standards in motion picture production,
by developing the educational as
well as the entertainment value and
the general usefulness of the motion
picture, by diffusing accurate and
reliable information with reference
to the industry, by reforming abuses
relative to the industry, by securing,
freedom from unjust or unlawful exactions, and by other lawful and
proper means.

March 25, 1922
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Taxable

Publishers of Non-Tax Compositions
Said to Be Considering Step Because of

"Mills,

Lack of Support from Theatre Owners
By HOWARD
Chicago, March 8.
PUBLISHERS of standardrs muof
sic who are not membe
the Society of Authors and
Composers are seriously considering a move to tax their music which
picture theatres have been playing
without paying a tax. The Society
of Authors and Composers originated the tax which is costing the
theatre thousands of dollars and
causing many legal entanglements
all over the country.
The non tax publishers believe
that it is useless to go on furnishing
tax free music — which is now the
only recourse offered to the exhibitor who refuses to be forced into
paying the tax — when some of the
best known theatre owners in the
country are boosting taxable music
and excluding non taxable music
from their theatres.
"What's the use of furnishing
tax free music to motion picture
theatres," argued one of the biggest
music publishers and dealers from
the Far West, "when the big theatres— the ones who could give us our
best support — ^open the way for taxable music only? We might as well
tax our music too if that is the sort
of cooperation we can expect. And
if we do tax our music it will
amount to a considerable item because we are standard publishers
and a motion picture theatre can
hardly find one theme now in use
;with pictures that could not be
made subject to the tax."
Charges of many kinds and degrees of gravity are being bandied
about music circles. The most oft
repeated charge is that somewhere
along the line, probably on the
theatre's- staff "plug money" is being paid to boost tax music to the
exclusion of tax free compositions.
The seriousness of this charge
and its wide circulation has caused
the music Publishers Protective Association of New York (which has
no connection with the Authors
and Composers) to send out the following confidential letter to its members warning them against so called
bribery and submitting an oath
which employees placing music are
required to take. The letter:
"Jan. 19, 1922.
"All Active Members:
"At a meeting of the professional managers of various publishers, held yesterday, a pledge in form as per the enclosure, was signed by every manager attending.

McLELLAN

"I desire to put our industry, so far as
this Association is concerned, upon its
honor with respect to our regulations,
particularly that which relates to the
bribery of singers.
"If we have no honor, then the Association is no good anyway; if we have honorable natures and intents, let us now
record them.
"As soon as I have obtained signatures
of all desired, I shall print this pledge
in the trade papers, and shall further
furnish, for hanging in each and every
main and professional office, a framed
copy of the pledge, showing signatures of
all who have signed it.
"No employer would ask or expect his
employee to violate such a pledge; no employee would suggest that his employer
should violate it; no decent artist or
leader would ask violation by a friend of
such a pledge.
"Please, therefore, with the greatest
possible dispatch, have the enclosed pledge
signed; first by everyone in your professional department with whom the artist
has contact; second, by everyone in the
orchestra partment
departmeu'tmechanical
decoming into and
contact
with leaders; third, by your branch- office men, and
fourth, by yourself prietors.; or yourselves, the pro"All signatures need not appear on one
form; forms are herewith enclosed sufficient to send to e^ch branch; each department ofyour business.
"I agairt urge IMMEDIATE attention,
and . a complete inclusion of your staff as

^•benchain

"^cture Condemned byM. P. T. O. A.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America issued the following
statement this week:
"Our attention has been brought
to the fact that an attempt is being
made to exhibit the Ralph Obenchain picture in certain sections of
the country. As this picture has
been developed largely through the
murder notoriety which attaches to
Mrs. Obenchain, our national officers
feel it is against good public policy
to have it exhibited on the screens
of the theatres of the United States.
We strenuously object to its presentation on that account, as we do
not believe such a picture has an
edifying or elevating influence.
"It should be accorded
as was
the same adverse treatmentprecisely
given the Clara Hamon Smith picture, which had a similar origin.
Theatre owners are respectfully requested to refrain from exhibiting
this picture for the reasons mentioned. This line of action is in
exact conformity with the attitude
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America on all such pictures
and is in line with the resolutions of
protest adopted at various state conventions.
"Let us keep our screens clean
and use pictures of a wholesome
character."

signatories to this pledge.
"Chairman, Executive Board."
Following
is the form of oath submit ed :
New York City, N. Y.,
Jan. 18, 1922.
I PLEDGE my sacred word of honor
that so long as I may be employed by or
associated with any member of the
MUSIC
PUBLISHERS' PROTECTIVE
ASSOCIATION
I will not, directly, or indirectly, be a
party to any violation of the regulations
of the said Association; particularly such
regulations as refer to the bribery of
actors, singers and orchestra leaders.
I FURTHER PLEDGE myself to
promptly report to the Executive of the
said Association any and every instance
coming to my attention wherein I have
good reason to believe that any other or
others who have signed this pledge have
violated the same.
SO HELP ME GOD.
Another charge is that one or two
important theatre managers — not
owners — have agreed to pay tax
free music and boost it only on condition that the publisher stand all
or half of the salary of special
singers or half the cost of arranging special representation such as
quartettes, prologues and settings.
The publishers say that when such
obstacles as that are placed in their
way the temptation to adopt a tax
for their music is very strong.
Still knother charge is that one
or' two well known taxable music
publishers have attempted to coddle
big exhibitors — especially those
artistically and musically inclined —
by publishing
hibitors have music
written.which these exIt is currently reported that
within the past few weeks the taxable music organization has grown
by leaps and bounds having added no
less than 2200 theatre members
within tJiat time There is little
likelihood that the tax free publishers will join the Society of Authors
and Composers if they decide to tax
their music. Their organization
probably would be independent but
the tax rate would be higher and the
cost would be greater to the user of
the music since the largest volume
of music used in picture theatres —
in themes, improvisations, incidental music, etc, is all published or
controlled
by the tax free publishers.
In the meantime the music tax repeal bill sponsored by the M. P. T.
0. A. is before Congress and Kansas exhibitors, are attacking the
statute in the Federal courts of their
State.

The

Vermillion

Pencil

Sessue Hayakawa is featured in this production which is released by R-C Pictures. Taken from the story by
Homer Lea. Scenario by Edwin Warren Guyol and Alace Catlin. Directed by Norman Dawn.
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Speaking

turn aside, for a moment,
from the discussion of Picture Values as such to call
attention to one of the finest bits
of newspaper co-operation within
our knowledge ; co-operation of the
sort that reinforces not merely the
value of any film that may be running in the picture theatre, but also
is of real aid in building business for
the exhibitor.
The St. Paul (Minn.) , Daihj News
has recently been printing a series
of page advertisements devoted to
stimulating activity in all lines ; and
one of the chief industries selected
was the motion picture and the other
component parts of the amusement
business. The News ran these ads.
without charge. The donation was
made in the interest of much-needed
prosperity. The application of the
idea ought to be nation-wide.
A REPRODUCTION of the ad. devoted to the theatrical industiy
is printed on this page in reduced
size. We urge exhibitors everywhere to study it. You will note
that the major portion of the ad.
is given to the photoplay theatres,
and you cannot fail to observe also
the excellent way in which the argument is set forth. The whole thing
is a work of art, and a very effective
piece of copy.
You will know best whether the
plan is applicable to your town. But
it seems to us that it can hardly fail
to appeal to almost any newspaper.
It is a practical bit of business optimism. It aids the whole community. And if you present the idea in
the right light to the newspaper,
the result ought to be increased
business for you and the paper as
well.
WE

NOT the least pleasing phase of
this action of the St. Paul Daily
News is the attitude it reveals toward the motion picture industry as
a whole. We have had plenty of
first-page stories recently. You know
the sort we mean. And the damage done to the industry through
scurrilous and unjustified yellow
journalism would be hard to calculate. It is, therefore,, a pleasure to
call attention to a constructive newspaper which recognizes the great
value of the motion picture as a
wholesome institution and a contributing force to the happiness of
a community.

WHILE we are on the subject of
the attitude of the press toward the industry, the following,

of

Picture

By OSCAR

COOPER
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"Voicing a very general sentiment
which seems as likely to lead away
from the truth as to point to an
existing condition, Mrs. Mae Muirhead, policewoman of Newcastle,
Pa., recently told delegates to the
United States Public Health Service
Institute, in session at Pittsburgh,
that 'modern social problems will
be easy to solve when we clean up
the dance hall and censor moving

"As long as we have books, we
must have all kinds, unless we are
to surrender, along with other sacrificed rights and privileges, the
right to choose the sources of our
education. And as long as we have
motion pictures, we must have all
kinds. Censorship will never accomplish what Mrs. Muirhead expects it to accomplish. The evil
which she imagines is not present
to the extent in which she imagines
it to exist, and what evil there is
cannot be wisely removed at the
expense of the normal, individual
right and privilege to find education

pictures rigidly.'

where we will."

from the Toledo Times, has a direct
relation to picture values and the
community :

Saint Paul is one of the most discriminating cities in
the country: Its people deiighi in the best that the field
of histrionics has to offer and they insist upon gctt-ng it
This attitude on the part of the people is reflected in the efforts of
local theatrical managers to obtain at all times the best works of the
world's greatest artists of the stage and screen.
Likewise the showmen of
Saint Paul, ever alert to Saint Paul
The Ikeators of Sainl Paul fulSQine things theatrical
tastes, have erected playhouses of
fil adouble purpose in serving
make Saint Paul stand
the first magnitude in \\'hich to
the
people.
In addition ofto proout like a diamond of
present
vidin^
diverlissemeni
the
sult this their
city canofferings.
boast of Assomea re-of
ntoiil
varied
sort, the theaters
purest ray:
have an educational value of
the finest theaters in the United
great u-orth. They
States. Millions of dollars are inAn annugl season of grand opera,
vested in the structures devoted
Teach the cLisloms of strange peothe
only
one
of
its
kind
in
the
Northwest.
to the mentpresentation
in Saint fant. of entertainShow pletheof the-uorkts
earth ihost interesting
Presentation of the best dramas
scenic spots, conducting theater
and stage spectacles.
patrons
on
veritablebe encompassed
optical tours
that could h.irdly
in the life time of a -Methusatah.
Palatial photoplay theaters surpas ed bynone in the country in
.\fford our people the opportunity
With these advantages at
point of artistic atmosphere.
ofmostre\*eling
the aiitics of the
hand Saint Paul is assured of even
noted inbuffoons.
Yearly
of'the world's leadin.ii
greater good fortune theatrically
Present the achievements of the
concertvisits
soloists.
in the future. The white hght
leading
who run the
humor oftodramatists
tragedy. emotions
of better production is casting its
gamut
human
from
Exhiblticjn
ferings. of. the finest screen ofrays
onto
the
morrow.
Through-,
Pl.ice
us
in
touch
with
the
newest
ouf
the
show
business
there
is
a
Revelation of the talents of ihc
discoveries of science presented
tendency toward fewer and bigbiggest
able with the;inanner
printed notpage.obtainin a graphic
firmamentstars in the vaudeville
ger products.
KlillHlBlllll
Photoplay
producei's
in
particular
are turning
their attention more and more to the turning
out of less quantity in the effort to make the quality better.
The past year has been marked by the
exhibition in Saint Paul of inore big productions
than ever before. The coming year will reveal even
more of these special productions.

One of the most noteworthy facts in
connection with the presentation of these supprphotoplays in Saint Paul is that they are sho%vn here
at prices much lower than prevail in the larger cities.

As
nation
is measured
its happiness
is a city's.
Sainta Paul
with sitswelfare
many beautiful
theaters by
presenting
the varied sodiversions
which
are inherent in the theater has ample opportunity to forget its troubles and smile.
And So We May Evolve a Sdtnt Paul Slogan: Wear

a Smile '

This Appeared as a Full Page Advertisement in the St. Paul Daily News, March 5. It Was
Donated by the News in the Interest of Business Building for the St. Paul Theatres.

Smilin'
Through
A Firsl National release starring Norma Talmadge.
From the play by Allen Langdon Martin.
James A. Greelman and S. A. Franklin.
Directed by Mr. Franklin.

Scenario by
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CHICAGO, March 14.
SOME weeks ago were printed in
this publication three pages devoted to the workings of the
Joint Arbitration Committee of the
New York City Film Club and the
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce. A second article cited a
number of hotly contested questions
which had come before the board, all
■of which concerned business relations between exhibitor and exchange and indicated that no matter how difficult the complaints
seemed, satisfactory adjustments
were arrived at.
A few weeks after the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of New
York State at their annual convention in Albany appointed an adjustment committee whose functions in many ways parallel those
of the New York City joint arbitration board.
' This publication pointed out that
the idea of adjusting difficulties between buyer and seller of pictures
"Was receiving support in many
quarters and was one of the predominating notes wherever exhibitors got together.
Notwithstanding oft-repeated assertions one hears that the hardest
task ahead of constructive builders
in this industry was to get exhibitor and exchange together in a
spirit of real conciliation, the work
of organizing joint boards is going
ahead fast and in a spirit which
bids fair to make the doubting
Thomases seek shelter.
At Work in Chicago
Take Chicago for instance. I. L.
Leserman, secretary of the Chicago
Film Board of Trade and manager
for Universal told the writer that
within a very short time the Grievance Committee of the Board of
Trade and exhibitors would be operating along the same lines that
the T. 0. C. C. and N. Y. Film Club
are operating. The Hoy system
which supplies the machinery by
which the New York board operates
has the approval of the Chicago organization and will undoubtedly be
in effect before summer.
The Chicago grievance committee has been in operation since Sep-
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tember and covers fifty per cent of
Illinois outside of Southern Illinois
— and eighteen counties in Indiana.
There are five members from the exchanges and five from the exhibitors
but only three of each function at
a time. Complaints are entered and
the film board passes upon them.
The exhibitors are represented by
W. D. Buford, J. S. Dibelka, Morris
Rubens of Joliet, Ills, and George
Hopkinson of Chicago. Service, C.
Eckhard of Fox Film, C. Hartill of
Reelcraft pictures and 0. W. Bolle
of Famous Players-Lasky.
In explaining the plan of the committee Mr. Leserman declared that
in his opinion the Hoy feature
(which is used by the New York
body) supplies the necessary vital
parts of the system and that it
would be installed although exhibitors and exchanges in and
around Chicago were enjoying cordial relations and had very little
difficulty in adjusting differences.
Stabilizing the Industry
"There is real serious interest in
the arbitration plan," said Mr. Leserman, "and we think it but a short
time before the system will be in
vogue everywhere. It is bound to
come with the stabilization of inThe Chicago Film Board of Trade
dustry."
is composed of the following officers: 0. W. Bolle, president; S. J.
Goldman of American Releasing
Corp., vice-president; I. L. Leserman, Universal Film Exchanges,
Inc., secretary; E. Silverman of Select Pictures Corp., treasurer.
Board of Directors: F. Aiken of
Superior Screen Service, chairman;
C. Eckhardt of Fox Film Corp. ; Jos.
Friedman of Celebrated Players; C.
Harthill of Reelcraft Pictures ; I. L.
Leserman of Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.
Members: F. C. Aiken of Superior Screen Service, Inc.; O. W.
Bolle of Famous Players-Lasky
Corp.; W. C. Brimmer of Vitagraph, Inc.; C. Eckhardt of Fox
Film Corp.; C. Elliott of Pioneer
Film Corp.; J. Friedman of Celebrated Players Corp. ; A. J. Gallas of
Robertson-Cole Distr. Corp.; S.
Goldman of American Releasing
Corp. ; C. Harthill of Reelcraft Pictures; I.L. Leserman of Universal

Film Exchange, Inc. ; C. E. Maberry
of Goldwyn Distr. Corp. ; H. 0. Martin of Pathe Exchange, Inc.; L. A.
Rozelle of Metro Picture Service; 1.
Maynard Schwartz of Educational
Film Corp.; R. C. Seery of Associated First National; E. Silverman
of Select Pictures Corp. ; H. W. Willard of Realart Pictures .Corp. ; F.
Zambreno of Unity Photoplays Co.
In Cleveland a Film Club has permanently organized and for the last
two weeks important meetings have
been in progress when consideration
was given to the Joint Arbitration
Board Plan. The New York system
was thoroughly explained and in all
probability will be adopted. The
club meets every ^'riday evening
and has given serious consideration
to every phase of the new system.
The Cleveland Film Club is composed of the following officers: W.
J. Kimes, president; C. E. Holah,
vice-president; T. G. Colby, secretary P.
; A, Bloch, treasurer.
Executive Board: C. Almy, Mr.
Max Goldman, Mr, Perry.
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc.,
Masterpiece Film Co.; Gersen Film
Co., Lande Film Dist. Co., Vitagraph Co., Hodkinson Film Co.,
Educational Film Corp., Gold Seal
Film Corp., Select Picture Corp.,
Fox Film Corp., Pathe Exchanges,
Inc., United Artists Corp., Robertson-Cole Dist. Co., Goldwyn Corp.,
Metro Pictures Corp., Standard
Film Co., Paramount Film Co., Phil
Selznick Prod.
Situation in Other Cities
In Washington, D. C. and Albany,
N. Y., the uniform system of arbitration isunder consideration. In
the latter city the exchangemen in
that territory net and organized a
100 per cent exchange organization
and are engaging the cooperation
of the exhibitors in those sections.
To one who has closely followed
the movement toward adjustment it
is encouraging to note that the
articles which appeared in Exhibitors Trade Review detailing
the workings of the New York
Board have been carefully read by
those who are fathering the movement and are being used as a basis
of discussion when the merits of the
New
York system were under discussion.

Ihe

Frisoner

ot

Zenda

Rex Ingram's picturization of the famous Anthony Hope Novel. It will be released through Metro and is
expected to take rank with, if not to surpass Ingram's Former Achievements. Prominent in the cast are: Alice
Terry, Lewis Stone, Robert Edeson, Stuart Holmes, Ramon Samaniegos, Barbara La Marr and Edward Connelly.
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Calendar
of M. and
P'. T.
O. A.
Conventions
Events

Expected at Wichita
MARCH 27-28
Annual Convention, Motion
Besides being the largest convention
Picture
Theatre
Oivners of
ever held by the M. P. T. 0. of Kansas,
Kansas,
Hotel
Lassen,
Wichita.
the gathering, March 27 and 28, at the
APRIL
10-11-12
Hotel Lassen, Wichita, Kan., will differ
Ayifiual Convention, Motion
vastly from any other meeting in that
Picture
Theatre
Owners of
surprises are in store for the exhibitors,
Western
Pennsylvania,
Pittsaccording to M. Van Praag, president of
burgh,
Pa.
the State organization. One surprise will
APRIL 11-12
deal with film rentals. A large company
Annual Convention, Motion
has made a proposal to the M. P. T. 0.
Picture
Theatre
Oivners of
of Kansas that never before has been
Minnesota,
Hotel
Radisson,
equaled, Mr. Van Praag said. The proMinneapolis.
posal will be put squarely t othe exhibitors
for the first time at the convention.
MAY 8-12
Many successful conventions have been
Annual Convention, Motion
held in Kansas, but never before have
Picture
Theatre
Otvners of
such elaborate plans been arranged for a
America,
New
Willard
Hotel,
meeting as the one which is to be this
Washington, D. C.
month. From Governor Henry Allen of
Kansas, down to minor and less authoritative officials of the State, they'll all be
there, ready to "go to bat" and lend all
possible aid to the exhibitors. AttorneyBig Plans Under
General Richard Hopkins, Assistant Attorney-General Griffiths, H. H. Motter, of
Way for M.P.T.O.A.
the Internal Revenue Department, and
National Convention
others, will be among the principal speakers.
The National Convention Committee of
The convention proper will be divided
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
into several features, with the aboveAmerica issued the following this week:
mentioned "surprise" on film rentals head"The eyes of the motion picture intering the list. Second, will be a course of
ests in all parts of the United States are
addresses on instruction regarding the
centered on Washington where the big
annual convention of the Motion Picture
much-discussed music tax problem, with
S. A. Handy, attorney for the exhibitors,
Theatre Owners of America will be held
as the principal speaker. Exhibitors will for five days. May 8 to 12 inclusive. Every
be instructed not to pay the tax and plans
theatre owner in the United States should
for protecting theatre owners who follow
make an effort to be present at this great
instructions will be arranged.
gathering which will make more real history for the motion picture business than
Third on the program will be a detailed discussion of the political situation
all of the meetings which have preceded
in Kansas. Plans for the next legislature
it. There are a number of highly important matters to be considered and these
this year, as well as for the coming election, will be made. Attorney General
will be presented to the convention in a
Hopkins, who also is counsel for the manner which will bring the theatre
owner to the front rank in the business
Kansas exhibitors, is fast gaining popularity as a candidate for governor, and
and permanently establish his status as
arrangements no doubt will be made by the leader in this, the third largest inthe exhibitors at the convention for the
dustry in the United States.
"The sessions will be held in the great
use of screens in boosting Mr. Hopkin's
ball room of the New Willard Hotel and
candidacy.
• The election of officers and an executive
the headquarters of the national officers
committee, as well as delegates to the. and convention committee will also be at
the New Willard.
Washington convention, will also be held.
"An exceptionally large accessory exThen, last, but among the most anticipated features of the program will be the
"Movie" banquet and ball. Stars of no
"Leech" Pictures
meager renown, some of the most wellCondemned by
knovm men of the industry, as well as inPenn. Exhibitors
fluential men in business aff'airs, have been
invited to the banquet.
At
a
meeting
of the Theatre
"There will be no 'stereotyped' stuff conOwners of Eastern Pennsylvania,
nected with this convention," Mr. Van
Southern New Jersey and Delaware,
Praag said. "It will include only the real
held recently at the Vendig Hotel,
'meat.' The exhibitor who does not atPhiladelphia, strong condemnation of
tend will be the loser — and a real loser,
"leech" pictures was voiced. A detoo. He will gain facts and information
cision was reached to refer all comthat will keep him in business and the
plaints against the release of such
music tax instructions will be worth many
questionable pictures to the board of
managers for action.
times the expense of the exhibitor in attending the convention."

hibit will be co:iducted at the Coliseum
on Pennsylvania . Avenue, Washington,
during the sessions of the convention
where the theatre owners wall be able to
get a close-up view of all the latest elements associated with the equipment of
the highest class motion picture theatre.
"Arrangements have been made by the
Washington Committee for the entertainment of the ladies and other visitors who
come to the convention, and theatre owners
are urged to make this convention a
memorable occasion for their wives and
lady members of their families. It is
essential that the woinen should be made
a part of this fast growing business, and
be able to fully appreciate its importance
as one of the Nation's greatest service
mediums, and the best way to bring them
in closer contact with its inner phases is
to have them at the convention in Washington.
"Many of the leading men of the National Government will be the guests of
the motion picture theatre owners at the
convention. Prominent state officials and
leaders in many walks of life will be there
also and places have been arranged on the
program for them. It is expected to make
this convention very pronounced in a business way. There is so much to be done
that all theatre owners are urged to come
prepared to assist in this business and
thus aid in making their theatres of
greater value to them and to the community. While there will be diversion in
plenty and entertainment of all kinds for
delegates and visitors, it is expected that
nothing will intervene to take the attention of the theatre owners from the main
proposition of making this gathering a
real history maker for the industry.
"National President Sydney S. Cohen
will have a very comprehensive and complete report to make to the convention
of the activities of the organization during the past year, and suggestions for the
future. Other officers will also make reports of a very important character. Committees will handle the detail along many
lines and the earnest co-operation of all
attending theatre owners is sought.
"Hotel accommodations will be ample
and special reservations can be made
througih the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America — national oflSce, 1482
Broadway, New York.
"Railroad rates will be fare and onehalf from starting point to Washington
and return. This special rate on all railroads will be good from May 4 to 11, with
earlier date for extreme Western points.
Certificates entitling theatre owners to
these rates will be mailed to all in a few
days from the national headquarters, together with all other necessary information. This includes hotel lists and rates."
The committee in charge of the convention affairs is: W. A. True, Hai'tford, Conn.,
chairman; W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis,
Minn.; W. D. Burford, Aurora, 111.; John
Manheimer, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; E. M. Fay,
Providence, R. I. ; A. R. Pramer, Omaha,
Neb.; E. T. Peter, New York, N. Y.; A.
Julian Brylawsky, Washington, D. C;
Glenn Harper, Los Angeles, Cal.; D. A,
Harris, Pittsburgh, Pa.; J. C. Ritter, Detroit, Mich.; H. B. Varner, Lexington,
N. C; Ralph Talbot, Tulsa, Okla.
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Tom North Delegated by Exhibitors of Island Continent
to Negotiate an Affiliation with American Confreres
Bearing credentials as the representative in the United States of the Federated
Picture Showmen's Association of Australia (Registered), Tom North returned
on March 4 from the Island Continent.
Mr. North was away from New York
nearly six months. His journey was
made in the interest of Associated First
National Pictures — to make a general survey of conditions — and to take over the
pictures of the Dempsey-Carpentier fight.
Mr. North found the business situation
to be similar to that in the United States
and in the rest of the world — affected by
the process of readjustment. The fight
pictures were a disappointment; there was
manifest on the part of the Australians a
disinclination to wax enthusiastic over the
American champion. "The antipathy of
the antipodes, eh?" suggested Tom.
The returned traveler was hearty in his
praise of the hospitality of the Australians. "They will go the limit for an
American," he declared. "Of course, if a
man comes to that country from New
York, for instance, and indulges in too
much loud talk about the magnitude of „
^
x^. . -^t . ,
G. Musgrove, First National Franthings in his home town to the disparage- ^arry holder
m Australia and head of the
ment, even implied, of things and institu- '^"'^^
Tivoli Theatre Circuit
ti-ons Australian it is thumbs down for
him, quick. He's through.
"I suppose I met and shook hands with
papers, even. When Australia enacts a
Sunday
lawtheatres
it enforces
it."
The 847
are divided
as follows
New South Wales, 329; Victoria, 191
Queensland, 135; South Australia, 63
West Australia, 49; Tasmania, a two-day
trip from Melbourne, 18; New Zealand,
North Island, 44; South Island, 18.
Mr. North's
the repre-is
sentative of the delegation
Australian asexhibitors
authorized in the following letter:
Federated Picture Showmen's Association
of Australia (Registered)
Sydney, Jan. 17, 1922.
To Whom It May Concern:
The bearer, Mr. Tom North, is representing the Federated
Picture
Shovraien's
Association
of Australia
in the
United
States of America.
He is authorized to make arrangements
In harbor of Pago Pago, Samoan Islands,
for our affiliation with a representative
on return: Mr. North, daughter of chief, exhibitors' association of America.
Any favor that may be extended to Mr.
the ship's captain and the slave of the
North will be appreciated by the exhibprincess
itors of Australia.
WILLIAM J. HOWE, President.
nearly 75 per cent of the exhibitors of
CHARLES F. JONES, Secretary.
Australia," Mr. North continued. "I found
In conversing with Mr. North the name
them keenly interested in the film situation in the United States, and in the problems of the exhibitors here. They are
very anxious to learn the methods the
American picture showman finds the most
advantageous in putting over a picture
and vidthin their naturally limited means
to profit by them as far as possible.
"Seven reels of vivid,
"You must bear in mind that there are
only five million souls in Australia, and
just one-half of that number are in four
forceful acting." —
cities. And this population, raind you, is
Exhibitors Herald on "The
spread over a country that in area apSheik's Wife" Vitagraph Special
proximates five-sixths of that of the
United States and its possessions."
There are 847 theatres devoted to pictures from one to six days a week in
Australasia. There are no Sunday shows.
"There's no Sunday anything, for that
matter," explained the speaker, "no news-
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of Musgrove continually cropped up, and
with every evidence of regard on the part
of the returned traveler. Harry G. Musgrove is the First National franchise
holder and distributor for Australia and
also the head of the Tivoli vaudeville circuit, with five offices in Australasia. In
vaudeville matters he is the Keith and
the Orpheum rolled into one in that country. The friendship ^between the two men
was so marked that by their friends they
were referred to as Dinty North and Jiggs
Musgrove.
Miller

Selects

Cast

for

First

Independent Film
Charles Miller, the director and head
of the Charles Miller Productions Co., has
selected the cast for his first independent
picture, The Long, Long Trail, and work
on it will be commenced this week at the
Miller Studio in Port Henry, N. Y.
The list of players includes Earle Fox,
Frank Losee, Fred Benton, Charles
Mackey, Harr^ Lee and "Peggy," a talented young lady in whom Mr. Miller believes he has
"find."
For
some time
past uncovered
Miller hasa been
dividing
his time between Port Henry and New
York City working out the plans for his
future operations, which include four independent offerings during the coming
The first. The Long, Long Trail, is a
Northwestern by Jasper Ewing Brady. •
year.
Mr. Miller will personally direct it and
supervise the cutting and assembling. It
is expected to be ready for release
some time in May. Distribution plans
will be announced later.
"Reported Missing" Is
Title of Moore

Special

Reported Missing has been definitely selected as the title for the Selznick special
starring Owen Moore which has been in
the making for a long time and is to be
released within the next few weeks. This
a:nnouncement has juist been made by
Myron Selznick, vice-president in charge
of production.
The picture was personally staged by
Henry Lehrman and the final touches in
the way of cutting and titling are receiving
the personal attention of Vice-President
Myron Selznick.
The cast includes Pauline Garon, Nita
Naldi, Tom Wilson, Togo Yammamoto and
others
the
star.of equal prominence in addition to
Anchor Film to State Right
"The Stranger of the HiUs"
Morris R. Schlank, president of Anchor
Film Distributors, Inc., announced that
his concern has secured The Stranger of
the Hills, a five-part photoplay with an
Arizona locale, for release to the State
rights market. The picture is described
as being a virile screen adaptation of
Alias the Killer, a successful vaudeville
sketch written by Eddie Alexander.
Charles Farra, Ethel Ritchie and Edward Coxen are the featured players.
The first of the trio is the undefeated
"bad" horse rider of the Southwest.
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Activity

Production Completed, Two Stories Acquired While Work Is Begun on Two Others

One completed production and two
stories for early production were announced during the past week for early
distribution by Hodkinson, while work on
two other pictures is scheduled to begin
during the current week. Other announcements, which will complete the springprogram planned by the Hodkinson Corporation, will be made upon the return to
New York of W. W. Hodkinson, who has
been in Los Angeles for the last seven
weeks arranging for future releases.
Distribution arrangements are completed for the Outlook production, Free
Air, adapted from the story by Sinclair
Lewis which ran in the Saturday Evening Post. Marjorie Seaman has the leading role. The picture was made under
the direction of E. H. Griffith. The subtitles are by Katherine Hilliker. It will
be released in April.
Don't Weaken, a story by Charles K.
Harris, author of song hits, was also accepted during the past week for adaptation under a different title as Irene
Castle's third Hodkinson released production. Production on the picture will probable start within the next two weeks.
The cast will be announced shortly.
Another attraction which will soon go
into production is Pattering Feet, a Hugo
Ballin production based on an original
story purchased by Mr. Ballin from, a
writer in Chicago, winner of a prize-story
contest inaugurated by Mr. Ballin during
his recent visit to Chicago during the run
of
Eyre at asBarbee's
Looplove
Theatre.
It Jane
is described
a mother
story
with a strong note of hum.an appeal
throughout.
Production on Hope, fourth in the series of Triart Great Masterpiece pictures,
will start next week with Mary Astor in
the princiT)al role. The story is based

on the painting of the same name by
Watts.
Still another production for Hodkinson
release, work . upon which is expected to
start this week, is A Spinner in the Sun,
a Renco Film production adapted from
the story of the same name by Myrtle
Reed. Lavender and Old Lace and At
the Sign
of theReed
Jack stories
0' Lantern
two
other
Myrtle
whichare were
produced by Renco by Hodkinson release.
A Spinner in the Sun is a mystery drama
in which Marguerite Snow will play the
leadingrect.role.
Lloyd
willbeen
diNo release
dateIngraham
has as yet
set.
Six Pictures Announced
For March Release by Fox
William Fox will i-elease six picture:;
during March, headed by William Farnum
in A Stage Ronvance. Others are Charles
Jones in Pardon My Nerve!, Dustin Farnum in Iron to Gold- — which is said to be
the best picture he ever made — Shirley
Mason in A Ragged Heiress, John Gilbert
in a drama of the north woods, and
Johnnie Walker and Edna Murphy in
Extra! Extra! a newspaper story.
Prizma Purchases Building
Prizma, Inc., producers of Prizma Master Pictures in color, has purchased the
biulding at 3191 Hudson Boulevard, Jersey
Citv, adjoining the laboratory at No. 31933195 Hudson Boulevard, to provide additional office accommodations for its Jersey City force.
Offii^-es are being provided in thi.s building: for Wm. V. D. Kelley, Technical Advisor, H. R. Leroy, Plant Manager aiid
b. S. Hall, xreasurer, and their assistants.
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Many First Run
Bookings Announced
for Vidor Picture
Arthur S. Kane, newly elected president
of Associated Exhibitors, expressed gratification this week over the activity of
first run exhibitors in booking Woman,
Wake Up, the first production offering
Florence Vidor as an Associated Exhibitors star. He states the way in which
first run exhibitors are lining up immediate showings is clear evidence of the
enthusiasm with which they welcome this
newcomer to stardom and assures evidence
of the box office value which her name
carries.
"As a specific instance of this," continued Mr. Kane, "our records show that
in one single day, March 7, first run conti'acts were closed for showings of
Womun^ Wake Up in Pittsburgh, Pa.;
Dayton, Ohio; Washington, D. C; Newark
and Boston. John Harris' Grand, the
famous Pittsburgh house, is where the
initial smash for western Pennsylvania
will be put over. In Boston Woniayi, Wake
Up will be the feature for the second
week
of Marcus Loew's newly opened
State Theatre.
"The first run in Newark began Friday, March 10. In Washington and
Dayton the feature is scheduled for very
early showings. On these cities, as well
as in Boston, Mr. Loew's local managers
thought so
well that
of Miss
starring
release
theyVidor's
urged initial
quick
action between the manager of the Loew
bookings and Associated Exhibitors.
"The arrangements were immediately
completed, making a total for that single
day of four exchange city first runs, with
a total of five key points."
Century
Quartet

Outlines
of

Comedy

Releases for April
April releases announced by Century
Film Corporation include four unusually
clever comedies featuring Lee Moran,
Harry Sweet, Bi-ownie, the wonder dog,
and Sally, the trained horse.
The first of these, released on the 5th,
is Tlie Rubber Neck. This is the story of
a country boy who does a sightseeing act
of the city in record-breaking time. Lee
Moran plays with success a country boy
who is not too unsophisticated.
On the 12th Sally, the equine member
of Century stars, comes to us with A Dark
Horse, in which she plays poker to save
her master's roll from crooked gamblers.
She is directed by Jess Robbins.
On the 19th Harry Sweet's comedy,
Nobody Home, will be released. It is the
story of a boob who to escape from the
sheriff takes refuge in a packing case and
sends an elevator flying right through the
roof in his mad terror to escape from the
arm of the law.
The 26th will see the release of
Brownie's latest, Cheerful Credit. In this
picture Brownie watches over the destinies
of an extravagant young couple and bites
the sheriff' when he attempts to take away
the installment plan furniture.

An example of the remarkable double exposure work which characterizes "The Masquerader," illustrating, as well, the acting and make-up which enable Guy Bates Post
to portray the two roles of Chilcote and Loder in Richard Walton Tully's production
of the stage success. First National will distribute the production

Hope Hampton in Milwaukee
Hope Hampton, the star of Star Dust,
a First National attraction, who is making
personal appearances in the larger cities
in connection with the presentation of
the picture, proved a drawing card at the
Saxe's Strand in Milwaukee, March 6, 7
and 8.
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"Clean
Pictures''' Is Kane
Policy
Newly-Elected President of Associated Exhibitors Declares
Company Wants Best of Independently-Produced Features
"Of ths same wholesome type is Harold
"To obtain and release the pick of all
Lloyd, the Associated Exhibitors star,
independently-produced features is the
who is high on the pedestal of popular
policy of Associated Exhibitors," declared
favor as a comedian. Mr. Lloyd will have
Arthur S. Kane, the recently-elected
nothing to do with anything that cari-ies
president, at the close of his first week
even the faintest intimation of the sugin the active management of that organ"And now comes Associated Exhibitors
gestive.
ization. "Insistence will be placed always
newest
star, Florence Vidor, who emon the selection of absolutely clean pic- Ijodies all
that is admirable and lovable
in
womanhood.
She literally exemplifies
tures, not alone because of the unyieldingall that is best in pictured entertainment.
preference of the Associated Exhibitors
officials for the clean and the decent, but
"Good pictures — and by 'good' I mean
all that the word implies — pay. That is
also because of the proven superior boxthe kind Associated Exhibitors seeks.
office value of films of this character. This
The Rider of the King Log and Bryant
Washburn in The Road to London are exis our advice to the independent producers :make clean pictures.
amples of the kind I mean — no bad taste
"Associated Exhibitors is determined to after seeing them."
give the public the very cream of independently-produced features," said Mr.
Kane. "Our first concern, of course, regards the entertainment value of the pro'' n
nation
sciter
"FaBet
Eve
Tha
s n
Call
ductions we select. The primary mission
of the motion picture is, of course, to
entertain, and we have gladly assumed
"Peacock AUev"
the responsibility of placing before the
people the offerings which make the
As Robert Z. Leonard proceeds with
strongest appeal to them.
the cutting and titling of Mae Murray's,
"I cannot emphasize too strongly our
forthcoming picture. Fascination, at Tifpreference for films which are of good
fany studios. West Forty-fourth Street,
moral value. It is one of the most
New York, officials of Metro, which is to
release the picture on March 27, have been
gratifying signs of the times that the
public is turning more strongly all the getting eagerly awaited views of the
time to character. The productions of scenes in the projection rooms. There
greatest entertainment value are those
was some speculation as to whether Miss
whose moral effect is unquestioned, hence
Murray had succeeded in creating a worthy
in confining ourselves scrupulously to successor to her first Tiffany production,
Peacock Alley, which, it is declared, has
this type we are influenced by our business sense as well as our natural inclinabeen setting new box-office records in
tions.
houses all over the country.
"That the demand of the public is for
After seeing the scenes from Fascinathe clean and wholesome has been demontion in the projection room, the general
strated over and over again, and in my
opinion was voiced by W. E. Atkinson,
own experience the fact has been im- vice-president and general manager of
Metro, who said:
pressed upon me indelibly. Already continuing for two years it is my good for"It is even a better picture than Peatune to be in close personal as well as
cock Alley — and when I say that I am
business association with Charles Ray,
fully conscious that Peacock Alley has
whose essential humanness and detestation
-T-oved itself beyond all comparison as
of whatever is questionable has won for
Murray's greatest
so far.
him not alone the admiration, but the Miss
But Fascination
marks asuccess
new point
in
affection of hundreds of thousands.

Re-Issues
Hodkinson

Arrangements have been completed by
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation and the
Kempson Pictures Corporation, for the
physical distribution by the Hodkinson
Corporation of a series of feature reissues starring Norma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge, Clara Kimball Young,
Alice Brady and other famous stars.
The first four productions in the series
will be released through the twenty-four
Hodkinson exchanges beginning about
April 15, and each month thereafter four
additional productions will be released
A definite schedule of releases and dates
of each will be announced as soon as the
schedule is completed.
The productions will in each instance
be sold by the Kempson Pictures Corporation through its own sales force.
Salesmen representing the Kempson Corporation will work in the territory of each
Hodkinson exchange. The arrangement
is practically the same as the Hodkinson
Corporation had with Pathe previous to
the establishment of Hodkinson's own
distributing organization. The Kempson
series of All-star re-issues is a Kempson
product and will be sold by the Kempson
organization.
Associated Exhibitors Features
At Loew's New Boston Theatre
Places of honor have been awarded two
Associated Exhibitors' features at Marcus Loew's new State Theatre, Boston,
which opened with elaborate ceremonies
on Monday, March 13. As is usually the
case with a Loew opening, the initial
week was largely given over to the personal appearance of famous stage and
screen stars and fitting ceremonies.
The offering for the second week is
Florence Vidor's new Associated Exhibitors feature. Woman, Wake Up. It is
being shown as the feature attraction and
is supported by a striking newspaper
campaign and no less than one thousand
one sheets, as well as other accessories.
Associated Exhibitors will score again
during the third week, for the feature to
be shown is Harold Lloyd in A SailorMade Man.

her career."
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Innovation in Turning Exchanges Over to Universal
Employees Takes Place of Usual Form and Old Time Plan
Carl Laemmle in a statement just Johnny-on-the-spot — the exhibitors alissued explains why he was impelled to
ways knew where it stood — and the good
turn over the Universal Exchanges to his things that it stood for.
employees to run for two months as a
"And it's good to know that over this
long and steady period of ten years, there
new
way of celebrating
anniversary.
Here is the Universal's
statement: tenth
has not been a single black mark against
"The Universal company is the only
Universal's policy or principles.
American concern in the moving picture the
We've never skyrocketed. We've never
worked
up alluring schemes to bind the
business which has produced and distributed its own pictures for ten solid exhibitor hand and foot. We've never
been accused of illegitimate practices.
years !
"We're not going to celebrate this as We've simply produced the best pictures
an anniversary in the customary sense
we knew how, and then distributed them
as used in the fillum business. We started
on a live-and-let-live basis.
the anniversary habit in screen circles
"So when I turn the whole show to the
Universal employees for the months of
and we apologize for it. It has been
imitated by practically every company,
Aprildepart
and May,
a bit afraid
they
even when some of them had no anni- will
from I'm
the not
traditions
and square
versaries.
dealing which have made the Universal
"It has become such a habit that it has the Gibraltar of the industry. They will
fairly run many an exhibitor ragged.
figure out something good for you — and it
will be on the level!
"This time I've turned all Universal
Exchanges, body, soul and breeches over
glad toyouknow
to the employees. Not for just a week,
at "If
leastyouonefeel
company
can that
alwaysthere's
rely
on, one company that always stays put,
but for the months of April and May.
get in touch with the employees during
During those two months the employees
will run the works to suit themselves.
April
and May and see what they've got
They have already worked out a plan to
include the exhibitors in the benefits to
for you!"
be derived during that period.
"The lion's share of the profits for James Kirkwood Chosen
April and May will go to the employees.
Each exchange intends to share some of
to Support Priscilla Dean
the profits with you and no two Universal
The
first
selection in the cast which will
exchanges are compelled to adopt the same
support Priscilla Dean in Under Two
plan. Frankly, I don't care a rap what
James Kirkwood. This interthey do so long as they and their cus- Flags is national
romance by Ouida contains in
tomers are satisfied.
addition
to
star role of Cigarette, a
"For me there is a tremendous lot of superb lead the
and that seemed to call for
sentiment in it. It is good to know that
the strongest and most rugged player who
through all the crazy changes that have
taken place in this great industry, the would fit it.
After some discussion between Tod
Universal has been the solid mainstay of
thousands upon thousands of theatres.
Browning, Miss Dean and the casting department, all agreed that Kirkwood was
Companies have gone and companies have
fliwered; companies have shot up like just the man for the part. A wire was
sent to New York. Kirkwood signed up
rockets and down like sticks; companies
in the New York office and left Friday
have merged, unmerged and submerged
for Universal City.
— but the Universal has always been

Ragland
Charles
Plans

Number 17

Discusses
Rav's
and Policies

With Arthur S. Kane's election to thepresidency of Associated Exhibitors, theduties of John C. Ragland as vice-president and general manager of Arthur
Kane Pictures Corporation, have been considerably expanded. Included among his
other duties is the handling of the detailsof Charles Ray's business, though Mr.
Kane continues to look after all major
deals affecting Mr. Ray's interests and
will present his productions through First.
National and United Artists. Discussing
Mr. Ray's affairs, Mr. Ragland said thisweek:
"Notable as has been this picture
player's
past triumphs
career, Iare
am yet
confident
that
his greatest
before him.
Mr. Ray's plans call for productions which,
are certain to increase his already remarkable prestige and virtually universal
popularity. In producing only two pictures a year, as provided in his contract
with United Artists, he will have time
and opportunity for that close attention
and study which he considers requisite
in the preparation of films of the veryhighest order.
"Mr. Ray, in his many productions, has
given evidence of his great versatility and!
he will continue to show himself a star
capable of playing a variety of roles, yet
never deserting the high standard of
clean, wholesome comedy which he has
set for himself. This standard is maintained in the pictures yet to be released
by First National and which have been
placed on the open market through that
organization and he will continue to adhere to it in the productions to be made
forMr.United
Artists."
Ragland
is just completing his second year as an executive of Kane Pictures,
having joined the organization at the start
of its career. To take his present position he resigned the general sales management of Realart Pictures Corporation.
Bert Adler Back from Coast TripBert Adler, special representative for
Distinctive Productions, Inc., starring
George Arliss, has returned from a four
weeks' trip in which he visited Chicago,
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Seattle, Portland,
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Salt Lake
City, Denver and Omaha. Mr. Adler
called at United Artists exchanges distributing the Arliss pictures, and also exhibitors who are showing this product.
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Stage Elaborate
Show
at Dinner
Five hundred dinner guests at the Cafe
Boulevard, N. Y. thrown into a small
sized riot last Friday night by a series of
unharmonious sounds that emanated from
the basement of the hostlery and continued growing in volume until the cyclonic
resonance resembled the Woolworth building rocking on its foundations.
Timorous guests left their seats to run
for a bomb-proof dugout while, the more
hardy ones followed the waiters in investigating the cause of the outburst.
In the basement of the building they discovered a miniature chorus swaying to
the rhythm of jazz and syncopating waltz
time on dish pans, drums, electric light
globes and any other object that met the
specifications.
Before a rapidly augmenting crowd of
spectators the choristers continued their
gyrations, many of them obviously of male
gender, being attired in feminine garb.
"Aw, fishbones, it's only a Ziegfeld
chorus being trained" one of the guests
explained.
The supposition was borne out by the
fact that the leader of the demonstration
was Barney Randall who interpreted the
part of Mr. Ziegfeld in a recent motion
picture.
A search for the hotel manager revealed
the fact that the outburst marked the
first rehearsal of the A. M. P. A. theatricals for the Naked Truth dinner to be
held at the Hotel Biltmore on March 25.
With only one week remaining before
the event members in the various skits
started in last week to put in every evening on their parts. About eight acts
will be presented at the A. M. P. A. dinner,
varying from a home made motion picture
to a monologue by Nat Rothstein.
Present indications point to at least
400 guests and changes have been made to
hold the dinner in the big baProom of the
hotel instead of the smaller banquet room
used last year, to accommodate all those
who have asked for reservations.

"Missing Husbands"
Registers Hit
at Covent Garden
Missing Husbands, a French production
purchased and soon to be released in the
United States and Canada by Metro, has
proved no less a sensation in London than
in Paris, according to a report received
this week regarding its presentation in
the Covent Garden Opera House, which
"Walter Wanger
recently took over for the
exhibition
of pictures.
In France the photoplay bore the title
of Pierre Benoit's novel, L'Atlantide,
from which it was adapted by Jacques
Feyder; in London the screen name is
Atlantide. For the American market
Metro will put out this mystery romance
as Missing Husbands.
The Film Renter and Moving Picture
News, of London, in describing how Missing Husbands was received at Covent
Garden by the audience of 2000, said in
part:
"Atlantide is so fine a picture . . .
it succeeds in holding the attention and
transporting the onlooker to an entirely
new world. Mystery there is in abundance in the telling of this story, and
Jacques Feyder, the young French producer who made the picture, has invested it with a wealth of spectacular
effect which carries it to a triumphant
finale. . . ."
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Selznick

Will Become President of Select Pictures, Ltd., and Direct
Selznick Business in Great Britain and on Continent
Changes of importance dealing with the
affairs of the Selznick Corporation have
just been announced by President Lewis
J. Selznick.
Sam E. Morris, who has been identified
with the company for many years in
various executive capacities, and most recently as Vice President in charge of
distribution, is being transferred from
New York to London.
The announcement that Mr. Morris has
been transferred to London will come as

Sam E. Morris
a great surprise to the trade. Neither
Mr. Selznick nor Mr. Morris have had the
least word to say of the contemplated
move despite the fact that it has been
under discussion for a good many months.
The importance of the general plan in the
affairs of the company which has brought
about the transfer is indicated by the
fact that to fill a newly created post Mr.
Selznick has selected the chief among his
executive associates.
Mr. Morris is going to London to become President of Select Pictures, Ltd.,
an English corporation which is to be
formed for the purpose of conducting
Selznick business in Great Britain and on
the European continent. His headquarters will be in the English capital
but his general supervision will extend
over numerous other offices which are to
be established in the near future.
The matter of foreign distribution has
always been one to which the Selznick
company has given considerable attention.
A control much more direct than that
exercised by other producing companies
has always been exercised by the Selznick
company over its product in foreign
lands. As a consequence, the Selznick
company has always been keenly alive to
the requirements and possibilities of the
motion picture business abroad. During
the past six months Selznick representatives, including Vice President Myron
Selznick, whose principal duties have to
do with production, have made personal
surveys of the European situation and
it is as the result of these surveys that
the new plan of operating abroad has
been adopted and Mr. Morris designated
to put it into effect. The new plan, it
has been made clear by President Selznick,
will not interfere in any way with existing contracts for foreign distribution in

Europe. This statement is important in
view of the fact that it has not been
many months since a big deal was closed
by the Selznick company with the English
branch of Pathe Freres for certain distribution in Great Britain.
According to the present arrangement,
Mr. Morris will sail for his new post about
the middle of April. He will be accompanied by his wife
andgiving
his fifteen-year-old
son, Edwin.
He is
up his home
here in New York and is making other
arrangements which indicate that he will
be absent from Broadway for an in"London
and the
English
idea are definite
not period.
entirely
strangers
to me,
you
know," said Mr. Morris. "A good many
years ago, before I became identified with
Mr. Selznick in the motion picture business, Ispent some time in England representing a big American tobacco firm
which was then breaking in the British
market. My experiences on the other side
of the Atlantic in those days were quite
pleasant and I am looking forward with
considerable enthusiasm to renewing
many old business acquaintanceships
which, I think, will be of value to the
Selznick organization. In the light of
what I know of the Selznick plans concerning the European situation, I feel
highly honored that Mr. Selznick has extended me the opportunity of undertaking
such an important task and has given me
the latitude he has in order that I may
work out what every motion picture man
knows is a tremendous problem, namely,
that of getting something like one hundred per cent return for American
oictures
in the European
The relations
which existfield."
between President Lewis J. Selznick and Mr. Morris,
by reason of their long association together, are such that any change in Mr.
Morris' status with the company would
very naturally call forth a personal expression from the head of the Selznick
organization. "We've laid out a big job
in Europe," said Mr. Selznick, "and we've
picked on the biggest man in the organization to put it over. We're anxious
to have the job properly done — it means a
lot to the Selznick organization — and
Morris is the chap to do it. First as
branch manager and then as Vice President of the company, in charge of distribution, Morris has given plenty of evidence of the fact that he knows how to
handle a situation- when it bobs up — and
there are likely to be a lot of things bob
up over there, so many miles from home.
You'll hear a lot from Mr. Morris in
connection with the Selznick company for
many years to come. His work abroad,
I am sure, will add materially to the
prestige of my organization."

PASSION
ADAPTED
FROM ,
cJEAN RICHEPINS
FAMOUS
GYPSY STORY
The Child oF hhe Bear
COMING
TO the;

BROADW^ & 4.7*-' STREET
SUNDAY, MARCH 26th
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Vitagraph's French Production Will Have Broadway
Premiere on March 26 — Elaborate Exploitation Planned
The 26th of March has been finally se- Etats Unis, the French daily. Special
announcement cards were sent to every
lected as the date for the "first night" on
member of the French colony in New
Broadway of Gypsy Passion, the spectacYork. These were written in French,
ular French picture released by Vitatelling
bigtheFrench
production wasbriefly
to be that
showna at
Strand.
The
graph. Manager Joseph Plunkett of the
Strand Theatre was so impressed by the results of this unusual appeal were
shown tangibly at the Strand box-office.
box-office success made by The Sheik's
Wife, opened
Vitagraph's
film, Mr. Plunkett plans to use the same
which
at the other
StrandFrench
on Sunday,
method in his exploitation of Gypsy PasMarch 5, that he determined to follow it sion.
up as soon as possible with Gypsy Pas"Gypsy Passion was taken from the fasion, it is stated.
mous gypsy story, 'Miarka, the Child of
"Several reasons prompted Mr. Plun- the Bear,' by Jean Richepin, of the Acadkett to make this decision to have Gypsy
emic Fran^aise. Mr. Richepin adapted it
Passion follow close in the footsteps of for the screen and acted one of the principal roles, that of the Count de la Roque.
The Sheik's Wife," says the Vitagraph
announcement. "Most important of these Madame Rejane plays the part of the old
was the fact that French pictures now
gypsy woman, Romany Kate. This is said
have a big popular appeal in this counto bescreen.
Mme. Rejane's
appearance
on
the
The rolesonly
of the
two young
try. The different technique and foreign atmosphere bring out many people lovers are assumed by Desdemona Mazza,
who like to see 'something different.' In a young Italian actress, and by Ivor Noaddition, a French production has a di- vello, a youthful Englishman, author of
rect appeal to Frenchmen and to all lovers
'Keep
Firesin Burning.'
of the thebestHome
actors
the whole And
castoneis
of France. An elaborate advertising
campaign was directed at this class of Pouzzli, a trained Balkan bear. Gypsy
people through the medium of the New
Passion was directed by Louis MercanYork papers, including the Courier des

Vitagraph

President

Bacli: on Coast
ton."
Work Will Be Begun At Once on Several
Productions
Under
His Supervision
morning,
having been delayed more than
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitaa day by heavy storms along the Pacific
graph, who has been in the East for the
Coast. Word reaching the Vitagraph
past two months perfecting plans for new
Vitagraph productions, and witnessing the executive offices in New York on Monday
launching of The Prodigal Judge and The
night announcing Mr. Smith's arrival said
that he had gone into immediate conferShick's
Wife, athasHollywood.
returned to the West
ence with W. S. Smith, general manager
Coast studios
Mr. Smith varied his usual journey
of
Vitagraph's
Hollywood
studio,which
and
work on several large
productions,
from coast to coast by making the trip
had
been
held
in
abeyance
awaiting
his
this time via the Panama Canal, reachreturn, will begin at once. Of these is
ing the Los Angeles port on Monday
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The Magnificent Amhersons, adapted
from the novel of the same name by Booth
Tarkington, and in which Jean Paige will
star. Mr. Smith will supervise the full
casting of this special.
During
Smith's
fromRose,
the
West
CoastMr.studio
My absence
Wild Irish
adapted
from DionTheBoucicault's
famous
Irish melodrama,
Shaughraun,
and
featuring Pauline Starke and Pat
O'Malley,
As
soon aspractically
Mr. Smith has
has been
seen completed.
the rough
print at the Hollywood studios the film
will be shipped to the Brooklyn studios
for final cutting and editing and the release of the picture set for an early date
owing to the timeliness of the subject. My
Wild Irish Rose was directed by David
Smith.
Pictures completed at the Hollywood
studios cludeduring
Smith's
absence
inThe SilentMr.Voiv,
a story
of the
Canadian Northwest, in which William
Duncan makes his first appearance as a
member of the Royal Canadian Northwest
Mounted Police and in which Edith Johnson again appears as his co-star; The
Man from Douniing Street, in which Earle
Williams stars, and which was directed
by Edv/ard Jose; The Angel of Crooked
Street, starring Alice Calhoun and directed by David Smith, this being Miss
Calhoun's
appearance
success in Thefirst
Little
Minister;since
and her
another
Earle Williams production based on
"Playing Dead," a story by Richard Hardtitle.ing Davis, but as vet without a permanent
Mr. Smith's return to the Holly^vood
studios finds all these stars already at
work on new productions, the titles of
which have not yet been announced. His
return also finds the two Vitagroph
comedians, Larry Semon and Jimmy Aubrey, busy on new comedies to follow
Semons' latest comedy. The Show, which
was shown in New York at the Cameo
Theatre, and
Jimmy Aubrey's
latest also
production, A Charmed
Life, which
played at the Cameo Theatre during the
run of the Vitagi'aph special. Flower of
the North.
Three

More

for Marie

Stories
Prevost,

Universal Star
With her current release, The Dangerous Little Demon, Marie Prevost is within
sight of the completion of her first eight
Special Attraction pictures for Universal.
. This story by Mildred Considine, directed
by Clarence Badger, is the sixth feature
for the star, and the second to be directed
by Clarence Badger.
Three pictures, in addition, are either
completed or purchased for her use,
one of which will, undoubtedly, be transferred to next year's program. Kissed,
by Arthur Somers Roche, and which appeared in the Saturday Evening Post, has
been completed and cut at Universal City
under the direction of King Baggot. In
this attraction, which will be released in
May, Miss Prevost is supported by Frank
Glendon, Lillian Langdon, Arthur Hoyt,
Harold Miller, Marie Crisp, Harold Goodwin and Percy Challenger. The two which
are awaiting her are Her Night of Nights,
a clever little Snappy Stories novelette
from the pen of C. S. Montayne; and
Never Mind Tomorroiv, an original story
by Bernard Hyman.
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Features

from
for

Business

Universal
April

Release

Universal announces a sti-ong schedule
of releases for April. Three five-reel features, made by Hoot Gibson, Herbert
Rawlinson and Miss du Pont respectively now are ready for the exhibitor and
will be placed in the hands of the Universal exchanges within the .next few
days. These are the first new pictures
that come within the scope of Universal's
tenth anniversary celebration.
Hoot Gibson's picture is The Bearcat,
from
F. E. Buckley's
Western
story,
which appeared
in the Western
Magazine
as "Sou' West." This picture was made
at Universal City under the working title
of The Singing Kid.
The Bearcat was directed by Edward
Sedgwick, a brother of Eileen Sedgwick,
the popular serial star, formerly featured
in Universal
pictures.
It isHeSedgwick's
first
picture for
Universal.
acted in
Universal pictures several years ago,
however, and since then he has directed
for Fox.
Hoot Gibson's supporting cast in The
Bearcat includes Lillian Rich, Harold
Goodwin, Fontaine LaRue, Charles
French, Joe Harris, Alfred Hollingsworth, William Buckley, Jim Alamo, W. J.
Allen, Stanley Fitz, Joe LaCruz and Sam
Polo. The Bearcat will be released
April 3.
What is said to be one of the most
unique pictures ever made will be released by Universal on April 20. It is
called The Man Under Cover and stars
Herbert Rawlinson.
It was written under the title "Peterman"
by Louis prisoners
Victor Eytinge,
one of the
most famous
in America.
He
is a "lifer" in the Arizona State Penitentiary. After seventeen years in confinement, he began to turn his attention
to writing. Since then he has written
some of the most astonishing stories of
the underworld ever published.
For the direction of this story Universal picked Tod Browning, who directed
Outside the Law. Rawlinson is supported by Barbara Bedford, George
Hernandez, William Courtwright, Willis
Marks, George Webb, Ed. Tilton, Gerald
Pring, Helen Stone and Betty Eliason.
Universal's third April release will be
A Wonderful Wife, starring Miss du
Pont, now appearing in Foolish Wives.
This latest du Pont picture is adapted
from The Rat Trap, a novel by Wolfe
Wyllards.
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Paths Branches Have Ceased to Report "Depression
'Bad
BusinessJ^
It Is Declared
or
Business is good for those who go after
Dallas, Tex.: "I wish to assure you
it with confidence and energy. To this that we will not lose one second or one
ounce of pep, as we will go after this
effect nearly all of the thirty-three Pathe
branch exchanges report at the close of prize just the same as if it meant a million
the first week of "Brunet Anniversary
Month" sales contest. Results of the six
Milwaukee,
"Wehasarequalified
gratified for
to
know
that thisWis.:
branch
weeks qualifying period which grouped
the branches into classes for purposes of the Second Division in the great contest.
the contest caused this result to be anticito us."
will strive to the utmost to win."
pated at the Pathe Home Office. As a We
New Haven: "New Haven will respond
matter of fact, it is declared that the to your call generously. So much so, in
qualifying period actually developed into fact, that the contest is all over but the
a business revival such as was predicted
by General Manager Elmer Pearson in
Branch Manager Raynor, New York:
establishing the conditions of the contest.
shouting."
"All I can say is that if this office does
Accordingly, the Pathe branches have
not win in the First Division, there will
be one disappointed guy in Queens
ceased to think or to report "depression"
and "bad business." The situation is County. That's where I live. My first
emphatically to the contrary, as is indi- week indicates that the office that beats
cated in the following sample letters from
New York will be one of your favorites."
branch managers:
Charlotte, N.
C: jubilant
"Entire Charlotte
organization
is most
over the
glorious news received in your wire to- National Exchanges
day stating that our branch has qualified
in the First Division. Winning top money
is our next step, for which the biggest
Opens Own
Office
campaign in the history of the Carolinas
in Ohio Territory
has been laid."
The third of its own distributing ofMemphis, Tenn.: "First Division news
fices, owned and controlled by National
immense. Watch our smoke."
Boston: "Positively count on Boston to Exchanges, Inc., has been opened and is
now doing business in Cleveland, accordwin third prize."
ing to Walter L. Johnson, president of
Seattle,
Wash.:
"Seattle
is grateful
have
qualified
for Third
Division,
and willto National Exchanges, Inc.
Buckeye
National Exchanges, Inc., is
carry on to the finish. Your command to
go out and win will be obeyed. Here is to the new distributing office located at 514
a wonderful national achievement in Exchange Building, Cleveland. George
W. Wilson is the manager of the new exhonor of President Brunet."
change. Associated with him is Frank
Atlanta: "Just received your telegram
conveying the good news that Atlanta is Greenwald.
entered in the First Division. I am not
"This new office is the third of its own
going to make any rash statements at this distributing offices opened by National
time. We have our work planned for the
Exchanges, Inc., during the past two
next four weeks, and we are going to weeks," says Walter L. Johnson, president
work our plan. The exchange that beats
of that changes,
organization.
"National
Exus for the money will have to show better
Inc., is forging ahead
and now
than 50 per cent increase. Just count on
controls its own distributing offices in
three key cities — New York, Chicago and
us to make a respectable finish."
Cleveland.
Indianapolis: "Was very glad indeed
to receive your telegram that our branch
"In New York we have the Metropolitan National Exchanges, Inc., supervised
has qualified in the Second Division.
There is no doubt in my mind that we will
by R. C. Cropper, with Mr. Wilson, Mr.
come under the wire March 25 with the
Speer and Mr. Marcus as salesmen.
"In Chicago we have the Cosmopolitan
greatest month's business this office ever
put out. You can arrange to have check
National Exchanges, Inc., at 738 S. Wabash Avenue, with Carl Harthill as manmade payable to the Indianapolis branch."
Detroit: "We'll be there when the bell
ager and George West and Charles Lindau as salesmen. Buckeye National Exchanges, Inc., covering the Ohio territory, is the third of our own exchanges
rings."
to be opened in a very short space of
"Orphans of the Storm"
Sets Broadway Record
Only one picture out of every
5,000 that comes to New York ever
survives a ten week's run on Broadway, and now D. W. Griffith has
added another to the charmed few
with Orphans of the Storm, an adaptation of Kate Claxton's stage classic,
"The Two Orphans," now in its
eleventh week at the Apollo Theatre.
This ratio of one to 5,000 is a matter of certificate in the report of the
National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry. Of the few that
have made the record, Mr. Griffith
has produced The Birth of a
Nation, Intolerance, Hearts of the
World, Way Down East, arid now his
fifth. No other director has ever
had two.

time."
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In the cast are Alice Terry, who contributed so much to the success of those
previous Rex Ingram successes, The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse, The Conquering Power and Turn to the Right;
Lewis Stone, in the dual roles of Rudolf
Rassendyl and King Rudolf of Ruritania;
Robert Edeson, star of the speaking stage
and of the photoplay ; Stuart Holmes, who
has wrecked more lives on the screen than
anyone living; Ramon Samaniegos, the
young actor whom Mr. Ingram considers
the motion picture find of the year; Barbara La Marr, who, as in The Three
Musketeers, plays the adventuress; Edward Connelly, the veteran actor whom
the young director considers necessary to
the success of all his photoplays; Malcolm
McGregor and Lois Lee."
Educational
Drive

© International
Marion
Davies
in Princess
gown.
This Simon
gown was
made
by Reville,
dressmaker
to Queen
Mary, Mary's
and iswedding
owned by
Franklin
& Co.
of New
York.
Miss Davies, who is playing in "When Knighthood Was in Flower," was the first
person to wear it

Making

to Increase

Kinograms' Sphere
Following fourteen months of untiring
effort on the part of the Kinograms Publishing Company, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., is making a special drive
to put this news service in every possible
theatre in the country.
Leo Burnstine, who was connected with
Fox for five years, first as assistant manager of the Philadelphia branch, and later
as Pittsburgh manager, has been appointed special sales representative for
Kinograms, and is now in the field, having
started with visits to the New York and
nearby exchanges.
A determined effort has been made by
the publishers of Kinograms during the
little more than a year that this reel has
been distributed by Educational not only
to make it second to none in the matter
of up-to-the-minute news but to place it in
a class by itself as to features.
Peter Milne Joins Pyramid
As Head of Scenario Staff
Peter Milne has joined the production
staff of Pyramid Pictures, Inc., as head
of the scenario department.
Mr. Milne is a familiar figure in Eastern production circles and in the trade
throughout the country. Until recently
he was with Famous Players-Lasky corporation in the
as one ofediting
a committee at work
on East,
the revision,
and
titling of the German series of productions released by that company. Previously Mr. Milne had served as continuity
writer and titler when the Famous Players-Lasky Long Island studio was open
for production.
Mr. Milne has a wide knowledge of picture and story values, having served a
to production posilong apprenticeship
tions, as motion picture reviewer for
Motion Picture News, Wid's Daily and
Picture Play Magazine.

for *^^Zenda'*'
Showing
Broadway
New Rex Ingram Production Said to Surpass '^''Four
Horsemen''^ — First Print Is Being Brought East
Telegraphic advices from the Metro
erful than The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse.
studios to the home offices of the organization report that the first print of Rex
"With that in view, arrangements are
Ingram's production of The Prisoner of maturing for the presentation of the new
Zenda is now being brought East by speIngram production at a Broadway theacial messenger.
tre, after the manner of the exhibition of
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
This photoplay, the latest to be directed
by the maker of The Four Horsemen of and Turn to the Right. Whether or not
the Apocalypse, The Conquering Power
special showings of The Prizoner of
and Turn to the Right, has, for the last Zenda outside New York will be held has
several weeks, been undergoing the proc- not as yet been made public; even so, the
ess of final cutting and titling in the New York engagement will be the first.
hands of Mr. Ingram. It is a screen version of Edward Rose's dramatization of
the romantic novel by Anthony Hope.
"Every indication points to it being the
New York City
biggest ative
achievement
Ingram's
crecareer, says of
a Mr.
Metro
statement.
In the Heart of the
City
« <"»''"'"^^»' «?• s'^inental
"The director himself has given out no
nt
Co
l
te
Ho
intimation of his own judgment of its
A Modern, Vp-to-Date, High-Class Hotel
merit, preferring to let his work speak for
itself; but all who observed the producFive minutes from the Pennsylvania and Grand Central Terminals, within easy access of
tion of The Prisoner of Zenda at the
the retail shopping district and surrounded by forty theatres.
Metro studios relate that the director
found it of the most absorbing interest
300 OUTSIDE ROOMS— Each With Private Bath
to stage. The officials of the Metro organization at the home offices in New
RATES — Single, $2.50 per Daf Upward; Double, $5.00 Upward
York are looking forward eagerly to
their initial inspection of the picture. The
Comfort of our guests our first consideration
feeling is one of certainty that it will
be a box-office attraction even more pow-
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R-C; Will
Direct Features

R. T, Thornby, who directed Harry
Carey in The Fox, has been engaged by
Robertson-Cole to make six pictures to
be known as the Robert T. Thornby productions and to be released by R-C.
His last contract was with Universal,
where he directed Harry Carey in some
of his most successful pictures. Among
his latest Universal productions are The
Magnificent Brute, with Frank Mayo,
and Half a Chance, with Lon Chaney,
the latter picture having been completed
just before his change to Robertson-Cole.
After extensive dramatic experience
Mr. Thornby began his screen career with
the old Vitagraph company as an actor.
He remained with Vitagraph four years,
turning from acting to directing.
After leaving Vitagraph he turned to
comedies, directing first for SennettKeystone, and later wielding the megaphone for the Sterling Kid comedies.
Then turning to more serious production
again, he connected with World Film,
where he directed feature productions,
among these being Broken Chains and
Code of the Mountains. He then directed
Lasky productions for one year. The
• Barbarian and The Hostage are two of
the many pictures directed by him.
From Lasky he went to Pathe, directing
th\, J. D. Hampton productions. The
Prince and Betty, Cressy, The Deadlier
Sex, and many others.
Third Pyramid
Production Now

Under

Way

The third production of Pyramid Pictures, Inc., The Mayor's Wife, with Betty
Blythe, has been started under the direction of Kenneth Webb. This adaptation
of Anna Katherine Green's popular story
will follow on the heels of My Old Kentucky Home and The Queen of the Moulin
Rouge.
Betty Blythe is playing the title role in
the production. Her two most recent pictures, The Queen of Sheba and Fair Lady,
have brought her to actual stardom and
it is thought that her varied talents will
receive full play in this, her latest role.
Supporting her, appears Huntley Gordon in the opposite part, that of the hero,
while the heavy role of the production has
been awarded to Arthur Carew, who appeared in the first Pyramid picture, My
Old Kentucky Home.

Week
Next
Nine"
"Lucky
Choose
Hollywood Getting Ready to Welcome Winners of First
Week" Offer
a
''Dollar
Exploitation
National
in every possible way to prove to the visitTwo weeks from to-day, nine lucky exing exhibitors that California is the land
hibitors will be packing suit cases, giving
of hospitality as well as sunshine.
their assistants final instructions and
The complete list of entries to date is
as follows:
getting ready to say good-bye to the famEd.
L. Hyman, Strand, Brooklyn, N. Y. ;
ily before starting for Los Angeles and
R. W. Lieber, Circle, Indianapolis, Ind. ; Frank
Hollywood. In the meantime, the studios
Steffy, erick
Coliseum,
Seattle,Ind.Wash.
G. FredLuna, Lafayette,
; A. ;G.H.Stolte,
Des
of the Independent Screen Artists' Guild, Moines, Des Moines, Iowa ; Gus Metzger, Rivoli,
Portland,
Oi-e.
;
Harry
Thornton,
Princess,
are preparing special programs of welGaiety, Vaudette Theatres, Springfield, 111. ;
come and entertainment for the nine exBen Davis, Colonia,!, Norwich. N. Y. ; National
Theatre,
Louisville, Ky. ; Maurice P. Ban,
hibitors who will land in Southrn CaliStrand, Liberty Theatres, New Orleans, La. ;
fornia as the winners of the Associated
Regent, Springfield, Ohio ; M. B. Hustler,
T & D, Sacramento, Cal. ; Col. W. Patterson,
First National "Dollar a Week" offer for Metropolitan, Atlanta, Ga. ; W. J. Sullivan,
the best and most effective exploitation
Rialto,
Butte, Iowa
Mont.; Stanley
; Wm. C.Chambers,
O'Hare, Princess,
Sioux Falls.
Palace,
Wichita, Kan. ; O. K. Mason, Regent. Wichita,
campaigns presented during First NaKan.
;
Guy
L.
Wonders,
Rivoli,
Baltimore,
Md. ;
tional Week.
Paul E. Noble, Liberty, Portland, Ore. ; W.
Griffith Mitchell, Majestic, Kalamazoo, Mich. ;
The week of March 13 is the final one
Arch Bamberger, Empress. Owensboro, Ky. ;
for the receiving of entries. One week
Frank D. Bligh, Liberty, Salem, Ore. ; Charles
from that date, or as soon afterward as
F. McManus, Mgr., Colonial, Tacoma. Wash. ;
Thomas Ainetti. Victoria, Hiawatha, Kan. ; Mr.
convenient, the five exploitation editors
Kessler,
Alhambra, Canton, Ohio ; Joe Burton,
of the motion picture trade journals vsall
Star, Toccoa. Ga. ; John Paxton, Musselman
assemble at the offices of Associated First
Theatre Interests, Paris, Tex. ; Maurice P. Ban,
National Pictures for consideration of Trianon, New Orleans, La. ; Jack Holman,
Lyric, Burkburnett, Tex. ; H. Simons, Empress,
the campaigns submitted by the contestIowa ; Ralph Blank, Garden, Davenants. The judges are going to have a Shenandoah,
port,
Fottesman,
Strand,Joliet,
Shenandoah, Iowa
Pa. ; ;M.Alfred
M. Rubens,
Princess,
111. ;
busy time of it, according to present indiH. Brady,
Princess,
Crandon,
Wis.
:
J.
Colcations, for there are already fifty-five exlins, Rex, Perry, Iowa ; Chas. T. Sears. C.Grand,
hibitors hot on the trail of a round-trip
Brookfleld, Mo. ; Geo. Rea, Forum Theatre,
Hillsboro, Ohio ; 11. J. Geiselman. City Opera
ticket to Filmland, and other competitors
House, Loudonville, Ohio ; R. J. Morrison, Isis,
are arriving with every mail. C. L. Aspen,
Col. ; Nick McMahon, Jr., Marlow,
Yearsley, director of advertising and pubIronton, Ohio ; John Gillooley, Kentucky. Louislicity at First National, is confident that
ville, Ky. ; B. A. Keen. Oxford and Criterion,
Oxford. Ohio ; C. T. Johnson. Family, Milford.
the total number of exhibitors entered will
Ohio ; A. THurley, Princess, Tuccumari, N. M. ;
exceed one hundred before the lists close.
Ole M. Ne'son. Maiestic, Grand Junction, Col. ;
Wiring from the coast early this week,
W. E. Schaefer, Vaudette, West Point, Ga. ;
Frank A. Lacey, Majestic, Portland. Ore. ; Joe
John McCormick, secretary of the IndeBradlt, People's, Portland, Ore. ; E. George
pendent Screen Artists' Guild, extended
Woods, Columbia, Portland, Ore. ; Milton Grostein. Star,
Portland,La Ore.
; Wm.Wis.Freise,
hearty
greetings
to
the
"Lucky
Nine,"
jestic and Rivoli,
Crosse.
: Jos.Ma-J.
whoever they prove to be, and assuring
Jacobson, Strand, Marshalltown, Iowa : P. W.
them that the West Coast will exert itself
Boll, son,
Majestic.
Stillwater, Minn.
Minn. ; G. S. CarlUnique, Minneapolis,
To

Hiram
"Seven

reels

forceful acting." —
Exhibitors Herald on "The
Sheik's Wife" Vitagraph Special
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STOOD

Abrams

Convalescing

After Operation
Hiram Abrams is convalescing
rapidly at his home following
an operation that was performed last Sunday morning.
Mr. Abrams' condition is so satisfactory that he is expected to
return to his office next week.
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Mrs. Maud Ballington Booth, Head of Volunteers
of America, Also Praises Work of Harold Lloyd
are put on the screen, and I always see
That the attacks recently against memand recommend them far and wide. The
bers of the motion picture industry and
profession are absurd, is the opinion of world needs real true fun and needs
Mrs. Maud Ballington Booth, head of the optimists who are optimists all the time
and what can be better than the comedies
Volunteers of America and the "Little
with the high standards Mr. Roach is
Mother" of thousands overseas. Mrs.
Booth, who is a great admirer of Harold
to accomplish a happier era."
Lloyd, visited the Hal Roach studios re- making
Mr. Roach's invitation to his plant was
cently, and gave her ideas on the subject eagerly accepted by Mrs. Booth, as it was
which seems to be the hackneyed topic in her first visit to a motion picture studio.
not only the amusement world, but also Accompanying her were Mrs. Colonel
Hughes, Mrs. Major Smith, of the local
the outside world to-day.
"You motion picture people have a Volunteers, and Mrs. Edith Campbell,
her traveling companion.
great mission in life," declared Mrs. Booth
at the Hal Roach studios, "for to me there
Covers were laid for thirty at one longtable at Ye Inside Inn, the studio cafe,
is nothing like pictures to bring restfulness, joy and remove weariness from the those present including Hal Roach and all
his department heads, directors, scenario
brain while they are also highly educational. Ibelieve I felt the mission of writers, comedy stars, with the exception
good, wholesome comedies the first time I of Harold Lloyd, who was ill with the
witnessed a Harold Lloyd picture. To "flu," and members of the Los Angeles
my mind, his comedies are the best that
press.
New

Sales

Plan

for

First

National

Country Has Been Divided Into Five Districts, Each Under
Supervision of Manager — Details of Plan Announced
lotte, N. C; Atlanta, Louisville, Dallas,
A revolutionary change in the sales maOklahoma City and New Orleans. The
chinery of Associated First National
district manager will be stationed in the
Pictures, Inc., has been effected by the
latter city.
division of the country into five sales districts, each under the supervision of a
The Central district will lake in Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Indianapolis, Cincinnati
district manager, the company announces.
and Detroit.
Two district managers have been apThe Mid-Western district is comprised
pointed thus far, and other details of the
of Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Des
plan will be carried out immediately.
The five divisions will be known as the
Moines, Omaha, Kansas City and St.
Louis.
Eastern, Southern, Central, Mid-Western
In the Western district are Los Angeles,
and Western. Roy C. Seery, manager of
San Francisco, Denver, Salt Lake City,
the Chicago exchange, has been appointed
Seattle. Portland and Butte.
manager of the Mid- Western district, and
Floyd M. Brockell, supervisor of exL. O. Lukan, in charge of the Seattle exchanges, retuined from Chicago this week
change, has been named as the district
where he made the arrangements for the
manager for the Western territory.
creation of the Mid- Western district. He
The Eastern district has not been partitioned completely, but as it now stands it appointed E. J. Eichenlaub manager of
the Chicago branch to succeed Mr. Seery
will take in Boston, New Haven, Philadeland Guy G. Maxey sales manager of the
phia and Washington.
Seattle office to succeed Mr. Lukan.
The Southern district will include Char-

as R-C Star
Carey Signed
Harry
Will Be Presented in Series of Specials — Negotiations Under Way for Director and Stories
retained his hold on the public and is
R-C Pictures announce that Harry
Carey has been signed to star in a series today the one Western star who can play
to S.R.O. no matter what rival picture is
of specials. The future plans of this popular star have been under discussion ever
being- shown in the neighborhood," says
since he severed his relations with Uni- the announcement.
The Fox, which was directed by Robert
versal and rumors have been floating
T. Thornby, was written by Harry Carey
around about the several offers being conhimself, and proved such a knockout that
sidered by him.
"Ever since the success he scored in it has been discussed ever since. It was
The Fox, rival producers have been the first Super-Western to be filmed and
outbidding each other for the services of cost more money to produce than any
other Western picture. Incidentally, it is
this star. He was the first to specialize
in all Western roles and despite the strong said to have played to larger audiences
rivalry that has sprung up since then has than any Western picture.
LET

US
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"Harry Carey brings to his characters
a bigness and realness which make them
different from the type of Westerner
played by other actors — and it is this
human quality that he gives to all his pictures that have made him the popular
idol he is today. While he was with Universal he made over 30 five-reel productions and with each his popularity increased to such an extent that Universal
made him a Jewel star — the highest
stellar rank for a Universal player.
"Since the very beginning of the motion
picture Carey has been one of its brightest lights. He was with the old Biograph
Company under D. W. Griffith. Before
that he was an actor and a playwright —
with Montana and Heart of Alaska to
his credit as a dramatist.
"Robertson-Cole is negotiating with
some of the most famous directors in the
business to find one fitted in every way
to direct Harry Carey. The scenario department issearching the market for the
best available material and is considering
the works of the leading- writers of the
Barry Makes Personal
country."
Appearance in Milwaukee
"Freckles" Barry came, and saw, and
conquered Milwaukee.
Duplicating his success in Chicago, the
little star landed in the erstwhile beer
city at noon on Saturday, Feb. 25, and
soon had the city at his feet.

Wesley "Freckles" Barry and Mary
Anderson at the railroad station in Milwaukee
"Freckles" was there to make personal
appearances at the Strand Theatre, of
which E. J. Weisfeldt is manager, in connection with the presentation of his latest
vehicle, Penrod, directed by Marshall
Neilan from Booth Tarkington's stories,
and released as a First National attraction. It was one of the stops in a transcontinental tour which the frecklechampion is making. Barry appeared for
eight days in an original prologue and
drew capacity houses.

REDUCE
YOUR
INSURANCE
COSTS
25 TO
Theatre owners may now be protected in our Million Dollar Companies.

FIRE— AUTOMOBILE— LIABILITY— PLATE
GLASS
JAMES S. KEMPER & COMPANY
Branch Offices in Principal Cities.
114 North Broad SU Philadelphia. Pa.

40% !

INSURANCE
4624 Sheridan Road, Chicago, III.
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of
BY RENEE

ms ated the Grauprogra
WITHman the
s dedicat
theatre
to Paramount week and the Paramount
anniversary, Sid Grauman laid stress on
the parts Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.
Lasky have played in advancing the
cinema, within the brief time of a decade,
to the present development.
"Both of these men," continued Mr.
Grauman, "possess the combined abilities
of business man and artist. The pictures
that they produce reflect their artistry,
and the basis on which all their productions are handled testifies to their ability
as
Mr. business
Grauman men."
will celebrate Paramount
week with gala presentations at both
Grauman's
Rialto and Grauman's Million
Dollar
Theatre.
Theest negative
Mme. picture
Nazimova's
newand most of
unique
creation,
Salome, has been shipped to New York
from the United Studios in Hollywood,
where for many months the mysterious
and fantastic story, from the play of
Oscar Wilde, has been under production.
It is expected Charles Bryant, under
whose direction Salome was produced,
will follow the negative to arrange for
release and distribution of a production
the value of which may be inferred from
the fact that when shipped the negative
went under the protection of $300,000 insurance.
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Charles Eyton, general manager of
Famous-Players-Lasky, and Mrs. Eyton,
who is known in the picture world as
Kathleen Williams, have applied for
passports, and it is their intention to tour
China and Japan. They will sail from
San Francisco about the last week in
March.

and has been recently completed by Mrs.
Norris. The story is of novel length and
will appear serially in a national magazine. Sis deals with the lives of two sisters, one of whom is constantly making
sacrifices for the other until she finds her
self-denial is benefiting neither.

Arrangements have been made for a
motion picture camera projector to be
calledbe the
Outfit."
will
for "Jackie
personal Coogan
and home
use andIt
will be the ideal toy for young boys and
girls as well as being educational.

Harold Lloyd is taking final scenes this
week for a subject which probably will
be
called comedy
Grandma's
five-reel
drama.Boy. It will be a

Larry
Semon Several
is suff'ering
from of
an the
attack of grip.
members
Vitagraph company are indisposed.
The Louis Burston production, temporarily titled The Soul of a Child, costarring Gareth Hughes and Bessie Love,
is of the orphanage type and calls for
numerous atmosphere people in both exterior and interior scenes. Arthur Todd,
the cameraman, made some remarkable
photographic studies at Laguna Beach of
storm-blov^^l clouds and wind-whipped
surf. These will play an important background in one of the dramatic scenes of
the Burston picture.
Another Kathleen Norris story is to be
screened by Goldwyn.
It is called Sis

"^"^Oliver Twist'*^
Will Do
Coogan
Jackie
Sol Lesser Production Plans for the Star — Dickens'
Story to Be Koad-Showed
at $2.00
Top Scale
runs at the eastern premiere centers
Speculation as to the nature of Jackie
which will include New York, Boston,
Coogan's next production following the
Washington, Philadelphia, Chicago and
recently completed Trouble feature was
others.
put at rest with the announcement from
No changes of consequence will be made
Sol Lesser, vice-president of the West
Coast Theatres, Incorporated, who with
in the production of Oliver Twist. Settings true to those so vividly painted by
associates are producing the Coogan
the author will be erected at once. Huge
series,
that
Jackie
will
do
Charles
Dickens'
street
scenes are now under construction
famous story of Oliver Twist.
and all in all, the production will be a
Work on this enterprise starts at once
most lavish one indeed, it is stated.
with extra stage and general studio space
Jackie will be given every opoortunity
leased at United Studios, Hollywood, the
to portray the role of Oliver Twist just
home of Jackie's production work.
as the author Dickens wrote it.
Mr. Lesser and Jack Coogan Sr., father
of the famous "Kid" are quoted as stating
that no expense in the production of this
noted story will be spared, and that there
is no doubt but that the production cost
will total an actual cash investment of
over one-half million dollars.
Frank Lloyd will be in charge of the
direction of the production. Mr. Lloyd
is now in possession of the script and
production is "officially" under way.
Mr. Lesser further announced his intention of putting the Oliver Twist film
out in road show form, playing the large
legitimate theatres at a $2.00 top scale.
Negotiations are now under way with
two big theatre chains and it is quite
likely that this new Coogan vehicle will
sail through one of the larger theatre
circuits prior to its being released to exhibitors. Itis the intention of Mr. Lesser
and- his associates to have as many as
thirty companies of Oliver Twist out at
one time, each carrying its own musicians,
effect men, managers and operators.
Jack Coogan, Sr., also states that he
has made arrangements with Mr. Lesser
whereby Jackie will go East with the
Jackie Coogan
completed film and will formally open its

Hal E. Roach has added Jackie Condon
to his stock of actors. The new arrival
is 3 years old and is the most youthful
actor on the lot. Jackie will appear in
the children's comedy company as a stock
actor.
Jack Holt has returned to the Lasky
lot with his co-star, Bebe Daniels, in Val
of Paradise. Rollin Sturgeon is directing this western picture by Will M.
Ritchey from the story by Virgie E. Roe.
Some remarkable scenes have been obtained in the wildest part of Arizona.
William De Mille on his return from
New York will begin work on Nice People, which Clara Beranger has adapted
from the play, and will have a cast including Wallace Reid, Conrad Nagel,
Bebe Daniels and Wanda Hawley.
A Spinner in the Sun, the third of a
series of five Myrtle Reed's novels being
produced by the Renco Film company, has
been completed under the direction of
Lloyd Ingraham. The film has passed the
titling and cutting stage and will shortly
be ready for distribution through the
Hodkinson Corporation. Heading the cast
will be Marguerite Snow, who is supported by Edward Coxen, Landers Stevens and Charlotte Pierce.
Jean Havez has written words and
music
a song which
based on
currentofcomedy,
willHarold
go out Lloyd's
under
the title of Grandma's Boy.
The first production to get under way
at the Goldwyn studio following the resumption of activity will be Brothers
Under the Skin, by Peter B. Kyne,
adapted by Grant Carpenter. The cast
will contain Richard Dix, Helene Chadwick, Claire Windsor and Norman Kerry.
E. Mason Hopper will direct.
Rupert Hughes is soon to start directing the Bitterness of Sweets. Mr. Hughes
also wrote the story and continuity.
Goldwyn is preparing to send in April
a company to England to film The ChrisCaine's novel.
will staff
be gone
about tian,
twoHall months.
Most ofIt the
and
the cast will be engaged in America.
J. .J. Cohn, studio production manager,
will go along as business manager.
The scenes for the Richard Talmadge
production, The Unknown, are laid in one
of the large Western cities and are typical
of high-living conditions all over the country. Dick assumes the role of a champion
of the people by exposing hoarded foodstuffs and throwing them on the market.
These are State Rights five-reel feature
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Maurice Tourneur and his "Lorna
Doone" company have returned from a
week's location trip on the upper San
Gabriel River. The "Lorna Doone" company spent a week in Santa Anita
Canyon. Mr. Torneur has been takingadvantage of the heavy snow in the mountains and the high water in the river to
film some thrilling scenes.
Beginning last September a score of
producers making photoplays for First
National release commended their productions about the same time. And in the
last three weeks most of these photoplays
have been brought to completion as far
as camera work is concerned. Now some
of them are in laboratory and some in the
editing rooms.
Here are a few future First National
attractions now being edited:
Norma Talmadge's The Duchess o/
Langeais, Anita Stewart's Rose o' the
Sea, J. L. Frothingham's The Man Who^
Smiled, John M. Stahl's One Clear Call,.
Marshall Neilan's Fools First, Thomas.
H. Ince's Jim, Bellboy 13 and The Hottentot, Richard Walton Tully's The Masquerader and Ben Turpin's Step Forward.
In the
Eastiyiediting
of HopeandHampton's.
The
Light
the Dark
Richard
Barthelmess' Sonny is going on.
Actual filming begins this week of four
attractions. Thomas H. Ince begins"shooting" on A Man of Action and Someone to Love; Marshall Neilan starts Her
Man and Hope Hampton, in New York,
will appear in the first scenes ot The Isle
of Dead Ships.
Allen Holubar has been bothered by bad
weather off the southern California coast
but is now progressing rapidly with the
production of The Soul Seekers in which
Dorothy Phillips is starred. Producer
Holubar is using a three-masted schooner,
hydroplanes and a destroyer with jackies.
Other companies report satisfactoryprogress on their present productions.
productions, directed by Grover Jones and
photographed by Harry Fowler.
With Robert Gordon in the stellar role,
the Ivor McFadden Productions shortly
will begin active production on Stepsons
of Light. The continuity has been approved by Eugene Manlove Rhodes, the
author, who will act in a supervising capacity throughout the filming. Simultaneously with the writing of the script, Mr.
Rhodes penned the musical accompaniments. Musical settings are distributed
with the release prints as part of the exploitation pamphlet.
The Western Pictures Exploitation Company has moved into new headquarters,
occupying the entire building, 5528 Santa
Monica Boulevard, the new Paramount
Theatre building. Mike Rosenbery is in
charge of the Western quarters, while his
partner, Irving M. Lesser, is in charge of
the New York headquarters, just opened.
A deal that will mean much to Los Angeles and to the local branch of the motion
picture industry was recently concluded
between the Anchor Film Distributors,
Inc., and the Horsley Laboratories, whereby the latter firm will manufacture all release prints distributed by Anchor. According to Morris R. Schlank, Anchor's
president, all prints will be labeled "Made
in Los Angeles, Cal.," in order that exhibitors throughout the world will know that
Los
Angeles'
releasing point."hat is in the ring" as the

Independent stars and producers releasing through Associated First National Pictures, Inc., encouraged by the
receptions their productions are meeting
everywhere,'
are busier
at thehistory
presentof time
than ever before
in the
the
organization. In none of the studios is
there any slackening of work, and a large
number of exceptional pictures are now
in the process of production.
Katherine MacDonald has completed
work on Heroes and Husbands, and is now
engaged in making The Woman Conquers. The story of Heroes and Husbands
is by Charles A. Logue, and was directed
by Chet Withey. The cast includes Nigel
Barrio, Charles Gerrand, Charles Clary,
Mona Kingsley, Ethel Kay.
The Woman Conquers will have an exceptional cast, with such well known
players as Bryant Washburn, June
Elvidge and Mitchel Lewis supporting
the star. Tom Forman is directing.
Mabel Normand resumed work at the
Sennett studios on Suzanna under the direction of F. Richard Jones.
Constance Talmadge has returned to
United Studios to start another production. Sidney Franklin, who recently completed The Primitive Lover with MiSs
Talmadge, is wielding the megaphone

Chivalry
on

the
Lot

Reigns
Fairbanks
at Hollywood

The Spirit of Chivalry has descended on
the Douglas Fairbanks lot at Hollywood
with a vengeance. Everybody makes a
sweeping bow to everybody else and says
"My Lord" and "Sirs," at the slightest
provocation. All because Douglas is getting into practice for his next, which will
go through production under the working
title of The Spirit of Chivalry and will
deal with that period of English history
and legend bearing on the Crusades.
It has been a week of costume tryouts,
camera tests, archery practice, tilts and
tournaments.
All that has been definitely decided so
far regarding the new production is that
Enid Bennett is to portray the leading
feminine role, and that Wallace Beery is
to portray
while
Sam deRichard
Grasse the
will Lion-hearted,
play Prince
John.
Designs for the sets are being made
by Edward M. Langley and Irvin J. Martin, under the supervision of Wilfred
Buckland. Robert Fairbanks, production
manager, is now giving the proper impetus to the building program at the new
studio, both
regardfe
sets Johnson
and administrationasbuildings.
James
has
been engaged as studio manager.
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Set March
27 for *^^Crusoe'' Release
Third of UniversaVs New Policy Chapter Plays Already
Half Completed — Strong Supporting Cast for Harry Myers
The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe, an
world knows the story of Robinson Crusoe.
eighteen-episode chapter-picture being
Inquiries at Universal exchanges conmade by Universal with Harry Myers in
cerning the forthcoming serial indicate
the role of Crusoe, will soon be ready for
great interest on the part of persons of
release, it is announced at the Universal
all ages in seeing their boyhood hero in
home office. Three chapters of two reels screen life.
Universal believes that in selecting
each already have been received in the
East, and the production company at
Larry Myers, famed as The Connecticut
Universal City is well into the middle of Yankee, to play Crusoe, there has been asthe serial.
sured aportrayal that will have the maximum appeal to the youngsters of the land.
The Crusoe picture is the third of UniMyers, in the earlier episodes, shows that
versal's new policy serials — serials based
he is just the kind of a swashbuckling
on "thrills from history or from standard
seventeenth century youth that Crusoe
and classical literature." The first was
must have been in his early life.
Winners of the West, starring Art Acord
Robert F. Hill, the director, has taken
and based upon the cross-continent expedition of Capt. John C. Fremont in the great pains to reproduce properly the atmosphere of the seventeenth century
gold rush days of 1849. The second was
With Stanley in Africa, starring George
throughout the serial. Included in the unusual
material
needed were several ancient
Walsh and Louise Lorraine, which was
vessels
or
galleons
of the odd type in
based
on Henry
M. Africa
Stanley'sforfamous
quest
into the
heart of
Dr. David
vogue during the period of the story, and
which had to be constructed at great cost.
Livingstone.
Noble Johnson plays the role of Friday.
In the new style serials, instead of
being under fire from parents, pupils and He is said to be the ideal type for the big
Carribean. Gertrude Olmstead plays opschool authorities. Universal has found
posite Myers in certain sequences of the
that Boards of Education, civic clubs and
story. Others in the cast are Percy Pemparents' associations co-operate heartily
broke, Josef Swickard, remembered for
with exhibitors showing the historicalhis work in The Four Horsemen; Gertrude
educational serials. The thrills introinto Universal's
Claire, "theEmmett
ideal screen
Aaron
are notducedcensorable
and "historical
are found toserials"
make
Edwards,
liing mother";
and Margaret
Livingston.
a child's
impression
of history
It is expected the serial will be released
The Crusoe
production
is themore
firstvivid.
new
style serial to be based upon standard
March 27. An elaborate press and campaign book has been prepared, calculated
literature. Daniel Defoe's famous character was chosen as a screen figure because
to aid the exhibitor in obtaining the maximum co-operation of parents, school teachof the universal popularity of the celeers and other educators in putting over
brated castaway. Almost every literate
his showing.
man, woman and child in the civilized

Pathe

to Feature

New

Review
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REVIEW

Series

Compilers Will Have Advice of Exhibitors, Editors, High
Educational Authorities and a Committee of Noted Artists
New York and the Sacred Heart
Pathe Exchange has covered the wide of
Academy.
world in quest of new and unusual featFrederick Dollinger, manager of the
ures for the new series of the Pathe Re- Claremont, a veteran newspaper man and
view, to be inaugurated April next, and showman, has enjoyed the benefit of both
in the selection of material has had the cultured and popular advice in selecting
advice and suggestion of more than a his programs, so that they are considered
from all angles. Alden Sedgwick of
hundred newspaper editors, high educa- ideal
tional authorities, wide-awake exhibitors, Boston, author and observer, has called
the Claremont not only a show house but
heads of civic centers and organizations
an institution with a proportional value to
interested in the betterment of the motion
picture. Based on these facts, therefore, those by which it is surrounded. There
it is promised the coming numbers of the the International Purity League recently
held one of its biggest showings, espeReview will show that degree of progrescially indorsed by the chairman of the
sion abreast with the declaration of Will
Hays for the heightening of the intrinsic consulting committee. Royal S. Copeland,
health commissioner of the City of New
merit of production.
More than 2000 children were in
The anticipation with which the uni- York.
versity center of New York awaits the attendance and the most popular feature
of a carefully selected program proved to
new issues of the Review is typical of the be
the Pathe Review.
rest of the country. The Claremont Theatre, at 135th Street and Broadway,
"While I have had helpful advice in the
where it has long been a program feature,
selection of my shows," said Manager
Dollinger, "and while there has been
is right in the heart of the educational dis- some
difference of opinion, the Pathe Retrict and its patrons are largely made up
view has always come in for the warmof students and instructors from the
est indorsement. While it comprises
various institutions. Not far away are
Columbia University, Barnard College, travel, revelations of beauty, something
Manhattan College, University of the City of informative educational quality and

Serials

something of comedy, it lends dignity and
character to any program. And it has
always been one of my strongest points
of entertainment. I have had more communications and personal talks regarding
it than any feature ever shown at this
house. It has established a permanent
place for itself and my clientele is delighted to hear that so many new things
are promised. And let me say a word
as to the appreciation given to the art
side of the Review — the Pathecolor and
the selection of locations for beautiful
lighting effects. Each art feature is an
entire
itself."
In thetreat
new byseries,
special attention will
be given to the artistic side, and some
strikingly beautiful photographic outdoor
studies are promised — studies that have
all the quality of fine art, quickened by
the touch of nature. A distinguished advisory committee, the members of which
will give advice and direction from time
to time, is composed of:
William De Leftwich Dodge, the distinguished American artist, whose war
posters gained
the especial
commendation from him
the heads
of the Allied
Governments.
Vincent Svoboda, who at the age of
eighteen won the first prize for painting
at the New York Academy.
Emmet Owen Smith, one of the most
conspicuous
of America's whose
young magazine
colorists.
Gustav Michaelson,
cover beauties have charmed not only
America but have evoked the enthusiastic appreciation of such a discriminating
French critic as Gaston Picot.
Harold Gregson, portrait painter, and
one of the oldest members of the academy.
John Casey, who has had the honor of
notable exhibitions in Paris.
Frederick Brown MaDan, international
poster
artist.
Edmund
Patrick Kinsella of London and
Paris, famed for his work with brush and
camera.
R. Alston Brown, whose magazine covers are conspicuous for their charm and
color.
Manuel Rivera Regalado. whose
chromatic studies of New York City furnish a rainbow record of the great
metropolis.
Harry Lewis, art director of Pathe,
colorist and black and white expert.
Bert Green, whose work is known to
millions of Americans through the Pathe
News.

"The Four Seasons" Praised
by Many Newspaper Criticsi
The Four Seasons, the nature-classic
produced by Kineto and now being distributed by Hodkinson, is winning praise
wherever it plays. Its first runs are now
in progress in nearly all the major cities
of the country. In Pittsburgh, the Leader
said on March 5:
"The Four Seasons, which has been secured as an extraordinary feature all this
week at the new State Theatre, is the
most magnificent spectacle of nature ever
produced. It is one of the oddest as well
as one of the most beautiful feature productions ever made."
Newspaper
critics in many cities are
writing in a similar vein. Many theatres
are putting the subjects on a program
with another feature, usually a short
drama or light comedy-drama, and thus
making of their program an exceptional
entertainment.
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Better
Not Miss "Peggy
Behave"
Century Comedy Mite Comes to Us in a Story in Which Fun
Abounds, With a Few Thrills Thrown In for Good Measure
It begins to look as if there is a new
luminary in the film heavens— just a little
one, only about three years old, but it's
there, she's there. If you haven't seen
Baby Peggy, the Century Comedy miss, it
will be worth your while to look her up.
If in doubt as to what subject to look at
try Peggy
Behave.
the subject
under discussion
at theThat's
moment,
but there
have been others, some of them as mirthful as the present but hardly containing
as much suspense, as we recall them.
Peggy Behave is now showing at the Central on Broadway, where Peggy is on the
bill with Priscilla Dean's Wild Honey.
The mite is busy throughout the two
reels. And with it all there is no trace of
consciousness of the camera or of a feeling that she is "smart" or funny. Peggy
is unaffected, whether grave or gay, whimsical or just plain mischievous. She has
a squint to her nose, an all-around "way
with her," that will make many an older
sister incline to study her method. Arvid
Gillstrom is directing the series of pictures in which Baby Peggy appears, and
he is entitled to pin a bouquet on himself.
He also is the author of Peggy Behave.
Peggy does a lot of things worth recording in this story of a child who by her
mother in straightened circumstances is
sent to live with her aunt in the country.
Her presence may cause her esteemed
relative to suffer more or less, but certainly ennui is not one of the chief complaints. And the same may be said for a
certain duck on the farm for the capture
of which Peggy is compelled to toddle
many steps and brave what looks very
much like danger. Of course, the danger
"How to Grow Thin"
Will Have Interest
for "Heavyweights"
Carl Anderson is distributing through
Educational Films a single reel story of
How to Grow Thin. The picture begins
at the beginning, with a baby in the
cradle, accompanied by a statement that
the fat accumulating process continues
until the age of ten. Then, it is pointed
out, for another decade by reason of the
growth of the body being slower than during the previous ten years, fat has a
chance to catch up. Prom twenty to
thirty years of age the fat is burned up
by the speed at which the normal young
person travels.
The story proper really begins with a
woman of thirty-seven years and her husband of five added years. They have been
married some time and "settled down"
and the woman with a height of 5 feet
3 inches is carrying 172 pounds. Her less
stout friend, Mrs. Eaton Growthin, advises Mrs. Ima Gobbler to consult a specialist acquaintance of hers and reduce.
Mrs. Gobbler accepts the suggestion
and is told by the doctor that she can lose
eight pounds a month if she will follow
the treatment he prescribes. In the first
place, she must cut out the "enemies to
Ijeauty,"
white
potatoes. pork,
Then candy,
she must
use bread
alcohol and
on
her rteck, rubbing without pinching. Also
she must with stated regularity indulge
in what is described as "the tummy
whirl," or a swaying movement- of the
body designed to reduce adiposity.
At the end of five months we see Mrs.
Gobbler as she weighs in at 132. Just to

is nil, but when we see the mite running
back and forth across a plank extended
over a cliff several hundred feet above
the beach we think it real. The duck on
the end of the plank finally is captured
and lugged home in triumph.
In the previous pursuit of the duck
Peggy, just underneath a bunch of hay
being hoisted into the barn, tackles the
fowl. The farmers, disconcerted, let go
the rope. Peggy and the duck are underneath the hay. The loose bale quickly is
lifted, with Peggy discovered in possession of a half dozen eggs. These she
gravely stows into her waist, like boys
stealing apples. She falls, again in pursuit of the duck. A startled look creeps
into her eyes. A tiny hand slowly passes
over her tummy and then it is inserted
into the garment. Out comes a chick, and
then another, and then another. And of
course we are fooled again.
Go see for yourself how Peggy so upsets her aunt that she insists her particular friend the letter carrier shall send
the little miss back to her mother by parcel post; how in the mail car she turns
loose a bunch of rockets on a band of robbers; how when her wish to ride on the
engine has been gratified and one of the
enraged bandits has started the locomotive before its crew are aboard Peggy
saves the day by shutting off the power —
just as the open draw is reached — go see
for yourself, say we. Then perhaps you
will understand why one of the writers on
the New York World printed the statement that "One of the best motion picture performances in New York this week
is given by Baby Peggy at the Central."
G. B.
make the contrast more striking there is
a fade out and fade in of the two weights,
so that we may see the arms and neck
have been reduced.
The picture will have marked interest
for those who come within the general
range of "fair, fat and forty," or thereabouts, and in a descending scale for
others to whom the probable increase in
weight is a matter for future consideration. G. B.
Torchv

Two-Reeler

Is Well
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Received

by Strand Audience
Torchy Takes a Chance, distributed by
C. C. Burr through Educational Films,
was the comedy feature at the New York
Strand for the week of March 5. Johnny
Hines as Torchy finds difficulties multiplying when he accepts a present of a ticket
in an automobile lottery. The original
owner says the No. 13 cost ten dollars
and is not worth ten cents. But it is
only a moment later Torchy reads in a
newspaper that the supposed unlucky
number has won the machine, the newspaper apparently flying in the face of the
post office department rules regarding
lotteries.
The whole stoty leans on the efforts
of Torchy to recover the ticket following
its departure from the office in the waste
paper basket. He needs the machine, because he hopes to get married. With his
fiancee in her automobile he sets out to
recover the cardboard.
One of the incidents that causes the
most
in the
Torehy's
effort laughter
to extract
the Strand
ticket isfrom
the
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saddle of an equestrienne, where it has
been blown by a "vagrant" wind. As the
body of the rider is thrown from the
saddle by the motion of the animal Torchy
leans over the side of the machine and
makes a quick stab for the ticket. His
companion finally orders him to desist.
The bit of cardboard will not stay put
long enough to enable Torchy to nail it
until toward the end of the two reels,
when he gets the ticket, the automobile
and — the girl. The picture was welj received by a large afternoon house.
G. B.
"Pathe Review 148"
Shows What Artist
Can

Do

with

Camera

Pathe Review No. 148 sustains the high
average of this contribution to the short
subject division of the industry. The
opening
and
showincidents
us someareof "Getting
the highThem
spotsIn,"
in
West Indian fishing. The bit was "produced" by Eltinge F. Warner, of Field
and Stream. We see him hauling in the
barracuda, with the aid of a hook. The
fisherman registers disappointment when
inadvertently he gets on his line a young
shark.
"The Business of Art," which is a
camera interview with Richard E. Miller,
N. A., is the medium which brings to us
some remarkable photographs of light and'
shade. It is the painter for the moment
turned director, and he stages his model
according to his idea and according to
what very likely will be the idea of everyone who is so fortunate as to see the
number. Paul Bartlett, famous sculptor,
is another member of the Cape Cod art
colony who is introduced.
"The Mysteries of Silk" gives an insight
into the work of a big silk mill. The material is shown as it comes from Japan
and China, ready for the spiiining machines, and we are permitted to follow it
"through the works," right up to the completed goods.
"The Vanished Frontier" gives views
of abandoned fortifications on tfte United
States-Canadian border.
Stork Towns
Alsace"^
a fine
bit"The
of Pathecolor,
with ofmany
viewsis of
the
quaint towns and structures of the restored province. G. B.
"Torchy" Plays Two Strands
Torchy Takes a Chance, an EducationalTorchy Comedy featuring Johnny Hines,
and one of the cleverest pictures made by
the
of theTheatre.
screen, played
last popular
week at"Torchy"
the Strand
Dawn to Dusk in Egypt, one of Educational's World Wanderings, continues at
the Criterion. It is having an indefinite
run with The Loves of Pharaoh.
Torchy Takes a Chance has been booked
for the Brooklyn Strand, where For
Land's Sake, a Mermaid Comedy directed
by Jack White, is also booked.
Urban Classic at Strand
Kineto's The Emerald Isle, one of the
most beautiful travel pictures among the
Urban Popular Classics, is at the Strand
this week to give the atmosphere called
for by rector
St. Patrick's
Day.hasManaging
Joseph Plunkett
given itDi-a
beautiful musical surrounding.
The Emerald Isle is one of almost a
hundred reels in the travel group Charles
Urban is preparing as a special series
among the many other groups in the
Kineto library of film.
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"How
to Grow
Should Have

Thin"
Much

Interest for Women
Educational announced from its home
office this week that a new type of onereel special titled Hoiv to Gr02v Thin was
being- rushed
printsat ofthethis
new
release
would so
be that
available
various
branches for Eudcational Pictures Week.
The
but a few
days last
ago, "shots"
but the wgre
work taken
of finishing
the
special is progressing so well that there is
no doubt the picture will be ready for
bookings through the United States and
Canada by April 16, the start of Educational's Annual Week.
The picture is in one reel. Its purpose
is to give a simple lesson in hygiene, showing how easily one may avoid the unpleasantness and actual danger of superfluous flesh. But it gives its simple lesson
in story form and interestingly.
Dr. Copeland, the Health Officer of New
York City, has received tons of publicity
throughout the country recently for his
work with his "fat squad," and he managed to combine a world of fun with his
excellent work in demonstrating to the
thousands of over-stout women of the
Metropolis that it was a simple matter
to "get back to normalcy." So in every
town in the country this picture should
attract the women especially, as they have
a particular horror of getting stout. An
exhibitor stunt might be to have a selfweighing scales in the lobby and advertise
that you will give free admission to every
person weighing over 225 pounds. There
are any number of varying stouts to
which this exploitation will lend itself.
Pathe
Goes

Serial

Force

to Florida

for

Tropical Locations
Charles Hutchison and twenty members of his supporting company, with
Producer George B. Seitz and his camera
staff, sailed for Florida last week for
semi-tropical locations figuring in the
forthcoming, Pathe "stunt" serial at present called "Speed." On route the steamer
was pressed into service to facilitate the
shooting of several open ocean thrills.
Both Jacksonville and Miami will be
headquarters for the company while drawing on sub-tropical conditions.
The company will return by way of
Chattanooga, whose mountain environs
will furnish the location for what is expected to be the most spectacular sequence
in the picture, culminating in the plunge
of a freight car over a cliff into the river
carrying the hero with it.
Board Indorses Three Comedies
Three two-reel comedies released by
Educational were picked by the Board of
Photoplay Indorsers of Indiana in a
group of pictures selected from all the
subjects reviewed by it in January as particularly recommended. These pictures
are No Parking and A Barnyard Cavaand Torchy's
Comedies,
lier, Christie
Frame-Up,
a Torchy
Comedy featuring
Johnny Hines.
Gillstrom to Direct Peggy
Arvid Gillstrom, director in Century
Comedies, has been signed by Julius Stern
to give his whole time to Baby Peggy, both
in directing her and originating ideas for
this capable little actress, who at the age
of three, according to the leading critics
in the country, could give points in acting
to folks twice her age.
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REVIEWS
OF CURRENT
SHORT SUBJECTS
THE ANGEL FACTORY — Three-reel
Pathe
playlet. — and
This Antonio
reissue features
Hel-a
ene Chadwick
Moreno in
story of romance and philanthropy. Miss
Chadwick has the role of Florence Lamont,
a girl of the tenements, who quits her
home and is befriended at the settlement
house sponsored by David Darrow, the
role played by Mr. Moreno. There is a
crook angle to the story, where an old admirer of Florence, disturbed iby her increasing admiration for Darrow, attempts
to shoot him and is himself killed by one
of the inmates of the settlement house —
a former sailor who has been benefited by
his new associations, but who has not forgotten how to shoot. The story is a fastmoving rich man-poor girl crook melodrama.
HOT OFF THE PRESS— Single-reel
Pathe release. — Well photographed scenes
in a big pressroom form a part of the
locale in this Hal Roach comedy featuring
"Snub" Pollard, vdth Marie Mosquini playing opposite.
Of course,
"Snub"
is only
the janitor
of the
newspaper
building,
in
spite of the fact that on the street his garb
would indicate the possible ownership of
the structure. The janitor sets out to
earn a reward of $5,000 for the recovery
of a string of pearls. He could not be supposed to know that it is the editor of the
sheet who was the actual thief. "Snub"
gets a few laughs in the course of the
thousand feet.
KINETO REVIEW— Vistas of the Holy
Land. — Here we have many fine views of
famous Biblical spots. Among these are
the Plains of Jericho and the River Jordan; Bethlehem, with the Field of the
Shepherds in the Foreground; almond orchards in blossom; the Dead Sea, 47 miles
long, 9 miles wide and 1300 feet below sea
level; the mountains of Moab, with shepherds and their flocks; Jerusalem, practically unchanged; close-ups of the massive Tower of David; the gate of San Sebastian, with its constant traffic of humans
and caravans; the wailing wall and the
pulpit in the temple area; site of the Temple of Solomon and the Mosque of Omar,
and the beautiful Garden of Gethsemane.
LAUGHING GAS— Sunshine Com.edy
released by Fox — A fairly entertaining
mixture of old and new stuff in two reels
featuring Chester Conklin. Hubby about
to join the parade of the "Purity League"
first
goesextracted.
into the dentist's
office to have
a tooth
He accidentally
gets
an overdose of gas that sends him reeling
on his way and soon acquires a parade
of his own, resulting in a cop and automobile chase, finally landing him before
the judge, to whom he satisfactorily explains the circumstances.
THE DISSATISFIED COBBLER— Cartoon in series of "Aesop's Fables," released by Pathe.^ — Paul Terry has based
his drawings on the old injunction, "Shoemaker, stick to your last." The cobbler
dog that disregarded this sometimes sound
advice got into a peck of trouble before he
was landed back at his own door, considerably battered but much wiser. He came
in contact with the hind heels of a mule
and the stick of a policeman, surely
enough to point the immediate moral and
also to adorn the tale.
CAPE OF GOOD HOPE— Prizma— Exclusive color picture of Good Hope, described by Sir Francis Drake as "the fairest
cape we saw in the whole circumference of
the earth." Included are Table Mountain,
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the Marine Drive, the "Forgo Ten SentiMuisenberg, and
"Groot
Schuur" dealing
and a
record nels,"
of events
landmarks
with the life of Cecil Rhodes, founder of
the Rhodes Scholarships.
KINETO REVIEW— Quaint Denizens of
the Bronx Zoo. — Included in this number
are "Modern Truths from Old Fables," the
specific tale being "The Grasshopper and
the
recorded
Raymond
Ditmars,Ant,"
curator
of theby Bronx
Zoo. L.There
are interesting close-ups of a baby red
howler, of the macaque from India, a monkey chewing gum (rare comedy that will
put any house in stitches), an Australian
opossum
as wellGuinea.
as one from
ica and New
One South
of the Amermore
interesting incidents of the working out
of the fable of the grasshopper and the
ant is the demonstration of the way the
beaver works to build his winter quarters,
with many
close-ups of the industrious
animal
at work.
TORCHY AND ORANGE BLOSSOMS
— Presented by C. C. Burr through Educational Films. — Raymond L. Schrock has
written the scenario for this two-reel adaptation from a story by Sewell Ford. There
will be genuine fun when Torchy, working
as an operator in a beauty parlor, starts to
lather the face of an elderly customer
with the whipped cream from the top of a
charlotte russe which he by mistake has
picked up instead of the shaving mug.
The situation is quickly changed when the
mug is lifted in place of the confection.
The picture as a whole is moderately
amusing and will undoubtedly please the
large number of Torchy followers.
THE TRAIL OF THE WOLF— Two-reel
westernbrokereleased
— Perc
and Laura by
La Universal.
Plante have
the Pemleads
in this story of the Northwest Mounted,
with Mack V. Wright in the role of the
Wolf, or Jacques Lacour. Robert Hill
holds the megaphone, directing from the
script and story of George Morgan. The
action in great part takes place in the
open, and is marked by plenty of hard
riding and some fast hand-to-hand encounters. The picture easily will rank as a
good average western.
BE REASONABLE — Mack Sennett
comedy released through First National. —
Billy Bevan has the leading role in this
two-part subject. The story is not up to
the Sennett standard. There is an absence
of the element of surprise, of the distinctive factors that we expect in comedies of
this brand. In one instance a large number of regulation cops are brought into the
action. Those in the supporting cast are
Mildred June, Eddie Gribbon, Ethel Teare
and Bobby Dunn — and that's a good cast.
THE SNO-BIRDS— Prizma— A new picture of the internationally known "SnoBirds Club" in their vdnter sports at Lake
Placid, the "St. Moritz of America." It
contains hares and hounds, cross-country
skiing, champion
skating,
"balloon"
racing,
exhibitions speed
by Mile.
Kosloff,
international champion skater, and unusual
winter sports scenes. Prepared for use
in summer or winter.
THE GLORIOUS DEAD— Prizma— A
beautiful and impressive color picture. It
shows the complete ceremony of the burial
of America's Unknown Soldier at Arlington Cemetery, Armistice Day, 1921, and
includes the exercises, processions, floral
offerings and "taps" at Arlington.
THE LAST SHOT— Mutt and Jeff Comedy released by Fox — The usual antics o£.
the two fellows not quite up to the standard of their former productions, but nevertheless capable of provoking a great many
laughs and much fun through the one reel.

Determination
Produced in ten reels by the United States Moving Picture Corporation.
Al Lincoln is featured.
being released on tbe State Rights market by Lee & Bradford.

Tlie picture is
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Predicts
Direct
Exhibitor
Booking
C. C. Burr Declares Belief That Independent Producer in
Not Distant Future Will Deal with Individual Theatre
C. C. Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors, plans to distribute four or possibly five pictures a year on the same
general lines he is following with / Am
the Law, the Edwin Carewe production
now nearing completion on the coast.
That is, unless Mr. Burr decides to inaugurate something a bit out of the ordinary and release direct to the exhibitor.
"I believe in the not distant future you
will see a move on the part of independent
producers to book straight to the exhibitor," declared Mr. Burr on Monday.
"You undoubtedly have noticed that the
distribution of pictures is a matter of
cycles. We have had the program system, the star series and the open booking.
I'll be surprised if the direct booking on
the part of the independent is not the
next thing on the list. I mean where the
producer creates his own distribution machinery and goes out into the territory.
"As
the
is as
to-day
you haveto
got to yield situation
40 per cent
a minimum
a distributing agency to handle your
stuff. And in some contingencies the rate
or the ratio runs as high as 65-35."
Mr. Burr is a stickler for getting in
each territory the price he has put upon
a production. When he believes a subject is worth the sum he has placed upon
a jurisdiction he is a stayer until he
meets the combination of the right man
and the figure.
"I am just as anxious to get the right
man as I am the price," he said. "What
I am trying to build up is a clientele of
state rights men who will buy on my sayso that a coming subject is right just so
far as it is humanly possible to forecast
when a picture is right. I mean when
you have all the elements that go to make
a good production — story, continuity
writer, director, stars and players. Of
course, if in spite of those precautions if
the product is not excellent then the producer is due to take a loss and look pleasant.
"I have
had aswhat
would
consider
rathermany
slow producers
work in
closing
on Burn
'Emprocess
Up Barnes,
which
as you out
know
was in
of making
last summer. I have just sold two territories, those of the Washington City and
the Michigan. The respective buyers
were Louis Bache and W. B. Hurlburt.
There is but one territory now remaining
in the entire world, and that, too, is being
held
the price putturned
upon it."
Thefor conversation
to general
conditions as those effect the supply of
independent productions. The writer
mentioned the shift in the releasing arrangements of the Clara Kimball Young
subjects, under which only followers of
the independent market in New York
State and Northern New Jersey would
have
accessof tothethis
player's
remainder
country
beingproduct,
allotted the
to
the Metro exchanges.
"That change creates a serious vacancy
in the independent supply," declared Mr.
Burr. "There should be a minimum of
twelve good independent pictures a year.
We have got to find a substitute for these
productions which have gone over to the
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program exchanges. I am convinced the
exhibitor himself has a vital concern in
an adequate and steady supply of independent pictures in order that the stability of the industry may the better be
assured. The wide-open market means
business independence for the man who
owns a theatre. A narrow or a restricted
market, limited to a few producers, means
for the owner something else again — just
what he may figure out for himself. This
year, by the way, the indications are we
will have considerably in excess of the
twelve special independent productions
with exploitation possibilities better than
ing. big national distributors are releasthe
"Every picture that an exhibitor buys
from an independent exchange is an in-

THE

TERRITORIES

campaign, use will be made of the established fan magazines and regional journals. Rotogravure sections will be employed and special stories will be syndicated, as well as advertising carried in the
Saturday Evening Post. There will be
exploitation novelties. Then, again, Mr.
Burr declares he will carry half-page
newspaper advertisements in key cities
on first runs.
The many old-time admirers of Flora
Finch, who gained a world-wide reputation as the opposite to John Bunny of
merry memory in many laughmakers, is
being brought back to the screen by Mr.
Burr in the next Torchy comedy. The
success of the last two subjects in which
Johnny
is starred,
Up and Hines
Torchy
Takes aTorchy's
Chance, Framewhich
have been played at the Strand and the
Criterion during the past fortnight, has
spurred the producer to increased efforts.
Mr. Burr announced the addition of
Hector Sarno, a well-known player and a
member of the old Biograph company, to
the cast of / Am the Law„
Screen
No.

C. C. Burr
surance on his property — and I don't know
of anybody who doesn't believe in insurAsked as to whether he had formulated
any definite program for the future, Mr.
Burr
ance."said that was just what he wished
to keep away from.
"The success of my proposition depends
on my being free to take advantage of
the situation of the moment," the Affiliated fettered
executive
"I am
unand notexplained.
circumscribed
by any
whims or prejudices or precedents. We
have been trained to sell, and we don't
want to produce anything that we ourselves can't go
and the
sell."
In putting
overoutI Am
Law Mr. Burr
plans to spend an unusual sum of money,
"perhaps more than has previously been
devoted to the exploitation of an indesaid. The will
period
to
be coveredpendent
bypicture,"
this heexpenditure
not be
limited to the days or weeks that the
production is in the first run stage, but
will be designed to follow it through to
the average sized theatre. In addition to
an extensive trade paper and billboard

Snapshots
22 Unusual

in

Variety of Contents
Twenty-nine stars of the screen is the
record-breaking number appearing in the
newest issue. No. 22, of Screen Snapshots,
the "fan" news reel produced by Jack
Cohn and Louis Lewyn and released
through Federated Film Exchanges of
America, Inc.
One of the most interesting scenes ever
displayed in any Screen Snapshots is that
shown in this issue for which Mae Murray, under the auspices of Screen Snapshots, director and cameraman, by special arrangement with the officials of the
New York Times, is shown going through
the Times Bui'ding, and watching the
process of newspaper making. Besides
being highly entertaining these scenes are
instructive, showing the making of a
paper through the story first in the hands
of the reporter, through the setting of the
type, making of matrixes, to the finished
newspaper. This tie-up was especially
arranged by Screen Snapshots.
In addition scenes of other stars doing
interesting "stunts" also appear in this
issue, among them Tom Mix, Sessue
Hayakawa, Douglas MacLean, Ralph De
Palma, Antonio Moreno, Harold Lloyd,
Earle Williams, Larry Semon, Wallace
Beery, Fred Niblo, Tom Moore, May Allison, Enid Bennett, Ethel Clayton, Wallace Reid, Lloyd ("Ham") Hamilton,
Eddie Polo, George Beban and Charlie
Chaplin, attending automobile races;
Doug and Mary helping the Jewish War
Relief drive; Rex Ingram examining
gowns worn by his wife, Alice Terry, in
productions; Frank Mayo and his wife,
Dagmar Godowsky and Betty Compson.
Di Lorenzo Has a Winner
Among the pictures seen too late for
review this week is Blaze Away, starring
Guinn ("Big Boy") Williams, and being
distributed by Di Lorenzo, Inc. No State
rights buyer should fail to see this stirring production. It is a winner.
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Carolinas
Bidding
for ^^Ten Nights"
Bill Conn, of Premier Pictures, Who Has Just Bought the
Territory, Already Has Booked Four First Runs for Week
The calamity howlers of the motion
run stands in this territory, and Mr. Conn
picture who have been pointing to the is justly jubilant over the interest and
Southern territory as being a fine example
attention Ten Nights in a Barroom is
of the usual conditions existing in the creating in North and South Carolina.
motion picture business are respectfully
He always
says thata ifmarket
you've got
goods
there
referred to the information contained in is
for the
your
product.
There are no hard times for the man who
a communication received by the Arrow
Film Corporation from Bill Conn of the has a big picture that can be exploited.
Premier Pictures Corporation.
Arrow points out that Ten Nights in a
Mr. Conn, who is president of the Barroom has created records in many
Premier Pictures Corporation, came up towns where, to use the words of the
to New York a short time ago and when
calamity
howler,
"Theopened
panicin isProvidence,
on."
he boarded a train for the sunny South
When the
picture
he had a contract for Ten Nights in a R. I., for its world premiere presentation,
Barroom for North and South Carolina
thousands of factory workers were out of
reposing snuggly in his pocket. Now he work, some of them for months. Arrow
was told a mistake had been made in
writes in to say that he has taken bookings for one week runs in the Rivoli
selecting that town for a try-out. It was
Theatre, Columbia, S. C, starting March
pointed out that with all of these persons
out of work for this length of time the
15; the Academy Theatre, Charleston,
S. C, starting March 22; the Alamo
have any money and the picTheatre, Raleigh, N. C, starting April 3 ; publicturedidn't
couldn't expect to do a big business,
and the Amuzu Theatre, Winston-Salem,
but it is a matter of record that the picture broke every record, not only for the
N. C, starting April 10.
This is thought to be a record for first house, but for the town.
"In Self -Defense"
Is Second Release

of

George H. Hamilton
George H. Hamilton, Inc., is busy getting ready its next picture in the series
of ten which it plans releasing this year
on the state rights market.
This picture. In Self Defense, was produced by the Swedish Biograph Company
and stars Jenny Hasselquist, an emotional
actress, it was directed by John Brunius,
who did such a fine piece of work in Give
Me My Son.
The story is of a girl who honestly confesses to a murder which she never committed. She is tried by jury and acquitted, the verdict being justifiable selfdefense. One of the features of the production is a Russian dance, done by the
star, who long before she went into pic-

YOUR

BEST

tures was famous as a dancer in every
capital of Europe.
The picture to follow is When Knights
Were Bold. It is now being retitled and
will be ready for release about April.
All of the George H. Hamilton, Inc., pictures will be released on the State right
market.
Sherlock
Praise

Producers
Americans'

Exploitation Plans
Although the Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Sherlock Holmes pictures have been a rage
in London and Great Britain generally
since their original release there about a
year since, it remained for the American
agents of the productions, the Alexander
Film Corporation, to strike what the Stoll

Volume 11.

Number 17

producers of the films say is the right
note in the pictures' advertising. Excerpts from a communication just received by the Alexander firm from the
London
the story:Stoll headquarters tell part of
"Astonishing how many devices your ,
publicity department has brought to the
Sherlock productions in so brief a period,
and more astonishing how avidly our
public over here has assimilated them.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle himself is among
the warmest enthusiasts of your department's fertility and audacity. Your
latest stimulant to picturegoing interest
of grouping on an amazingly long postcard all the villainous people of the Sherlock secret police tales and labeling the
collection 'A Famous Knight's Rough's
Gallery' amused and pleased the author
immensely.
"Your latest adventure of playing one
of
The Devil's
Foot, with
the the
aidproductions.
of living players
who enact
part
of the picture with flesh and blood acting,
visible and audible, bring a new and exciting interpretation to the subjects."
"Love
Story

and

the

of Big

Law,"
Snows,

Nearing Completion
Carl E. Milliken, treasurer of the Pine
Tree Pictures, Inc., Portland, Me., is in
town supervising the production of the
latest James Oliver Curwood picture, now
being produced under the direction of Dell
Henderson at the Paragon Studio, Fort
Lee, N. J.
The working title of this production is
Love and the Luiv and both the Arrow
and Pine Tree officials are enthusiastic
over the story, for they consider it one
of
the strongest ever written by Mr. Curwood.
Mr. Henderson has selected an exceptionally strong cast, among whom are
such favorites as Zena Keefe, Gypsey
O'Brien and J. Barney Sherry, besides
many other popular players.
This story is of the big snows, and all
of the exteriors were filmed in the
vicinity of Portland, Me., only the interiors being made at the Paragon Studio.
A special town was built for this picture,
which is said to be the most elaborate
and expensive production yet made by the
The Curwood productions are reported
producers.
exceptionally strong favorites among
State Rights men by Arrow, which points
to the enviable booking records being
made by the exchanges which already
have handled God's Country and the Law
and The Girl from Porcupine, the first one
of this series to be made by Pine Tree
Pictures and released by Arrow.
The present production is scheduled
for an early release date, as Mr. Henderson expects to finish shooting this week
and will immediately begin cutting and
titling. An elaborate advertising and
publicity campaign is being prepared by
Arrow, which predict that Love and the
Law
will surpass
of Curwood's
former
productions
in boxall office
popularity.
Buys Foreign Rights
Di Lorenzo, Inc., announces it has
secured the foreign rights to The Lotus
Blossom, the James B. Leong production
featuring Lady Tsen Mei, Tully Marshall
and Noah Beery. The production is being distributed in the United States and
Canada by National Exchanges, Inc. Mr.
Di Lorenzo reports that China, Japan, the
Philippines and the Hawaiian Islands
territories have been sold.
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"Too Much
Married"
Is a Bedroom
Farce
Discreetly Handled
Too Much Married, from the studio of
Associated Photoplays, has been adapted
by John Grey from a story of Florence
Bolles. The picture runs true to the usual
form of the bedroom farce type of play,
the main idea being the placing of the
heroine in embarrassing situations derived from tangled marital relations, the
wrong man figuring in the bridegroom's
shoes, with more or less humorous complications resulting. The picture is mildly
amusing in spots, despite its lack of originality, but the trend of the plot is too
obvious to develop suspense, and its interest suffers accordingly. One thing in
the picture's favor is that there are no
risque episodes exploited, Scott Dunlap,
the director, having handled the comedy
mix-up of Betty and the wrong man with
discretion and good judgment. Exhibitors need not fear it will offend the strictest of patrons.
The complications which arise at the
inn when the heroine finds herself taken
for the wife of another man are quite
fnnny and excite sympathetic mirth, although there never is any anxiety aroused
as to whether the girl in the case will
emerge triumphant, for somehow the
impression is given that everything Will
come out all right in the end, and the
climax consequently fails to register a
surprise.
Mary Anderson figures as a sufficiently
pretty and attractive Betty, the bride.
Roscoe Karns fills the role of Bob Holliday, the bridegroom, satisfactorily, and
Jack Connolly gives a capable performance as Billy Trevor. The support is
adequate.
There are some pretty exteriors shown,
the interiors are handsome, and good
lighting governs the entire five reels.
The continuity holds together well and
the action moves at a fair pace.
G. T. P.
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that handicap she makes a fairly successful interpretation.
The production is one that well may
bear examination on the part of exhibitors. The title is striking, being based
upon the big tree that is felled during the
taking of the camp scenes. G. B.
"Your
Gets

Best

Friend"

First

Showing

in Stanley Theatre
Your Best Friend, the Warner Brothers
production produced by Harry Rapf,
starring Vera Gordon, will be given its
first trade showing at the Stanley Company's Carlton Theatre, Philadelphia,
March 19, by Lou Berman, of the Independent Film Corporation of that city.
Mr. Rapf will put on a prologue with a
number of well known stage players.
Mr. Berman has purchasea the exclusive territorial rights for the Gordon picture for Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and District of Columbia.
The trade showing at the Carlton is
the first of a number of trade showings
to be given throughout the country by
other purchasers of the picture. In New
York the Federated Film Exchange, controlling the rights for Greater New York
and Northern New Jersey, is negotiating
for the presentation of the picture at one
of the Broadway theatres.
State right buyers from practically
every part of the country have visited the
Warner offices for the purchase of the
Gordon film, the territories of which are
rapidly being sold. It is declared that
within the next fortnight practically the
entire country will have been disposed of.
Your Best Friend is said to tell a story
with an appeal as broad as humanity itself, in that it extols the nobility of
motherhood. In the supporting cast are
Belle Bennett, Harry Benham, Beth
Mason, Stanley Price and Dore Davidson.
The story was directed by Will Nigh.
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Plum

Center

to Show

Series

Rural

Without

Burlesque

Pop Tuttle's Clever Catch, the first of
the two-reel comedy pictures featuring
Dan Mason and Wilma Hervey being by
the Gerson Pictures Corporation in San
Francisco, has been finished.
The Plum Center Pictures are being
directed by Robert Eddy, who made the
original Toonerville Trolley comedies,
with Mr. Mason and Miss Hervey.
The Plum Center Pictures according to
H. C. Weaver, General Manager, of the
Gerson Corporation, are being made along
nev/ lines. "We feel," states Mr. Weaver,
"that the best points of the rural comedies
have never been brought out because of the
fact that the country town types are
usually caricatured or burlesqued as to
costumes and action. There will be no
linen duster, straw chewing rubes in our
pictures. Each character will play his
part
straight
and the
'B'gosh'
and
'By heck'
and 'Gol'
Darn'words
will find
no place
in our titles." Mr. Mason will have the
part of Pop Tuttle, a kindly, humorous
old chap who drives the bus between the
railroad station and the village hotel.
Miss Hervey will be Tillie, the baggage
smasher at the station.
"We are trying to give the public a
new type of comedy, and when our picture3 are released we believe the public
will admit we have succeeded."
Peerless Buys Two Comedies
Peerless Film Service of San Francisco, Cal.,purchased
of which the
'Gene
chief, has
coastEmmick
territoryis
for both series of comedies released to
State rights exchanges by the Anchor
Film Distributors, Inc. These comedies
are being released on a monthly basis.
One series features
the
chimpanzee,
and the "Little
other Napoleon,"
series features
the comedian, Jack Richardson.

"The Forest King"
Lacks in Drama
but
Has Good Qualities
The Forest King, a five-reel subject to
be released by the Pacific Film Company,
is a tale of the lumber camp mainly and
of the city incidentally. It was directed
by F. G. Hartman from the story of L. V.
Jefferson. The plot is thin, lacking novelty
either in conception or treatment. There
is a charm to the picture which goes a
long distance to make it acceptable and
in the view of many perhaps well worth
while — and that is the setting.
The lumber camp is far enough to the
north to give us views of heavily wooded
slopes, of great trees and notable bits of
light and shade. And the rocks are of
granite. It is away from the too familiar
crumbling desert hills and the stubble and
the volcanic formation boulders. We see
one of the real giants of the forest
brought to the ground.
Reed Chapman has the leading juvenile
role and has a good personality, one that
grows with acquaintance. Dahlia Pears
is Evelyn Webb, the daughter of the
wealthy owner of the camp. Her role is
that of a snob, and in spite of the difficulties of her part gives the impression
of acting ability. Lillian Hall is Leslie
Houston, the leading feminine role, that
of a girl in humble surroundings with a
sick father to support. Her appearance is
marred by over makeup, but even with

Life

Ann Little in "Chain Lightning," an Arrow-Ben Wilson production
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Cleveland Independent Secures "Wandering Boy^^ for Ohio
— McCormick Books Picture for the Allen, April 16
After the reception of Where Is My
"We might have placarded the entire
Wandering Boy To-night by independent
country with twenty-four sheets," stated
exchangemen throughout the country
J. I. Schnitzer, president of Equity Picupon its premiere at the Criterion Theatre
tures, in speaking of the sale to Mr.
in New York, Equity Pictures announces
Charnas, "and it would not present as
another sale of the B. F. Zeidman special forceful
an argument to the exhibitor as
to one of the largest exchanges in the the fact that Mr. Charnas has selected
country. Harry Charnas, president of this picture as a box office winner in these
the Standard Film Exchange of Clevedays when only the unusual picture can
land, will distribute the feature in the make good. We consider his indorsement
Ohio territory.
— and when a man invests his own hard
cash in something he is giving it the
Mr. Charnas in his years in the industry has won a reputation of being one of highest indorsement possible — as fine a
the most discriminating buyers of the in- compliment as could be paid this sincere,
simple, yet gripping drama of American
dependent field. A keen student of the
public's ments,
tastes
and
the
exhibitor's
requireOne big booking is already announced
he has in the past controlled the
in the Ohio territory. S. Barrett Mcrights to many successes for his territory.
Cormick, managing director of the Allen
Theatre
life." in Cleveland, will show Where Is
In the purchase of Where Is My
My Wandering Boy during the week of
Wandering Boy Mr. Charnas has indorsed
April 16. "Cleveland is a city of the
the judgment of such other well known
keenest competition," continued Mr.
independent exchangemen as Sam Grand
Schnitzer, "and Mr. McCormick is selectof Boston; Sam Zierler of New York;
ing his pictures with infinite care from
all that the market has to offer. He is
Ben Amsterdam of Philadelphia, and
Charles Stephenson, of Stephenson Atlooked upon as one of the most entertractions of Toronto.
prising exhibitors and keenest showmen
WAKE
UP!
YOUliE PAfJtNCUPAB/CB^T/r
YounENOT rr/A/c uf» to
pepcy£;ferdie
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in the country, and we understand that
he already has plans under way to give
this picture an elaborate presentation and
unusual exploitation."
"School Days" Is
Booked
Over the
Stanley Circuit
The first Philadelphia showing of the
Warner Brothers production, Gus Edwards' School Days, featuring Wesley
Barry, will be given by the Stanley Company of America, Philadelphia, at the
Stanley Theatre on March 20, and it is
said that for the first time in the history
of the latter organization they have accepted the entire array of advertising
material devised by the Warner publicity
department. The picture will be shown
throughout the entire Stanley circuit.
A novel idea in putting over the School
Days feature which can be emulated by
other showmen is being used by Mr.
Haussmann, Hippodrome Theatre, Pottsville, Pa. Mr. Haussmann will show the
picture during Holy Week, April 10,
Weiss

Brothers

Get

Many Inquiries on
"After Six Days"
Following the announcement of the
title for the feature presentation of the
old testament, After Six Days, Weiss
Brothers Artclass Pictures Corporation
has received many letters from leading
exhibitors in all parts of the United
States, requesting information as to the
release date of this production and the
possibility of securing the picture for a
prolonged showing. Due to the size of
the film and its importance from an exploitation standpoint it is stated it will
be available to first run theatre with large
seating capacities only for several months
to come and to legitimate houses which
have established successful runs with
special film productions.

"Jungle Goddess"
Brings High Prices
in Two Territories

The Biggest Attraction the
Independent Market Has Ever Had

*

EDWIN CAREWE
Pictures Corporation
B. P. Fineman, President
B. F. Zeidman, Vice-President
Distributed by
AFFILIATED
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
C. C. BURR, Pres.
133-135-137 West 44t'i St.
New York City, N. Y.

Louis Auerbach of the Export and Import Film
Company,
Inc., world
distributors of The
Jungle Goddess,
the wild
animal serial, announces the closing of
two big sales in the independent market.
Bobby North, who recently acquired the
Warner Brothers Exchange and is the
new Federated member for the New York
territory, purchased the serial for Greater
New York and northern New Jersey.
The Jungle Goddess is said to have
brought the highest price ever paid for
a serial in this territory.
Robert Lynch of the Metro Film Exchange of Philadelphia also has signed
for the serial. He bought the eastern
Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey
rights thereon after his complete sales
force had viewed the first ten episodes
and voted for the acquisition. Mr. Lynch
says the amount is the highest he ever has
paid for a serial in his territory.
STATE

RIGHTS

Attention ! Valuable territory on "New Wizard
of
write,
is Oz,"
right.5 Reels.
Classic Don't
Feature
Filmtelefrraph.
Company,Price51
East 42nd Street, New York.
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Khayyam, played by Frederick Warde;
Hassen Ben Sabah, Edwin Stevens; Sheik
Rustan, Paul Weigel; Sherin, Rustan's
daughter,
Key; Hadija,
Hassan's
chief
wife, Kathleen
Hedwig Reicher,
and others.

Warners

Former Inter-Ocean Sales Chief Will Be General Manager of
Foreign Distribution — Ready to Examine Worth While Film
Gus S. Schlesinger, one of the best
known and best informed men on foreign
distribution, has entered into an arrangement with Warner Brothers to handle the
foreign rights of all the Warner productions. Mr. Schlesinger will be general
manager of foreign distribution.
The newly organized foreign department is in keeping with the rapid expansion of Warner Brothers, whose plans for
the next season include the popular novels
Brass and Main Street and the two plays
From Rags to Riches and Little Heroes

many inquiries are being received regarding the third release. The Night Riders.
Franchises have been sold by Second
National, it is stated, for three-fourths of
the territory in the United States, and
offers have been received for practically
all the remaining territory.
In

"The Rubaiyat"
Producer Portrays
Wonders

of the
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Perhaps for the first time in motion
picture production a successful attempt
has been made to depict in The Rubaiyat
some of the phenomena of the sky on the
screen. The producer has taken advantage of all the resources which photography places at his disposal, and the result is that in the picture we see beautiful
cloud forms, the stars, falling meteors, or
shooting stars, the moon and many astral
bodies. The heavens, as the human eye
and the telescope perceive them, are
brought to the film. One is seemingly
conscious of gazing upon the vault of the
heavens, an effect only to be paralleled
by presence in an observatory at nighttime at the eye piece end of a powerful
telescope.
These views are interjected in the
progress of the action which deals with
the
dramatic
adventures
of Omar

Columbia

Film of Pittsburgh

Buys Amalgamated Productions
Following last
week's news
that Eastern
Pennsylvania
territory
for Amalgamated
productions was secured by Ben Amsterdam of Masterpiece Film Attractions,
Philadelphia, comes the announcement that
Franklyn E. Backer has closed with James
H. Alexander of Columbia Film Service,
119 Ninth Street, Pittsburgh, for the
Western Pennsylvania territory.
In addition to Ben Amsterdam and
James H. Alexander, Amalgamated pictures are now being handled by Sam Werner of St. Louis, Al Kahn of Kansas City
and Omaha, Peter Oletsky of Baltimore,
Bill Underwood of Dallas, Sam Grend, of
Grend & Warner, Buffalo; Robert Savini
of Atlanta, Harry Segal of Boston, the
Skirboll Brothers of Cleveland, Samuel
Spitzer's Reelcraft Film Corporation of
Chicago, Federated Exchange of New
York, C. O. Brokaw, of All Star Features,
Detroit, and Louis Auerbauch, of Export
and Import, New York City, while Sol
Leaser's All Star Feature Distributing
Company is booking the Amalgamated
product to the theatres of the coast.
Issues Second Press Book
Still retaining
the name
of "Exhibitor's
Guide,"
under which
the first
press book
issued by Second National Pictures Corporation for David and Jonathan was put
out, the second press book, for Her Story,
has made its appearance.

THERESA DAliN GOOD liEASON
W//Y YOU SHOULD INflfT ON
PERCY

& FERDIE

Gus Schlesinger
of the Street, the two latter featuring
Wesley Barry.
"The foreign department of the Warner
Brothers," said Mr. Schlesinger, "is ready
to negotiate for the foreign rights of only
big productions. Our service to foreign
buyers always will be of the highest
standard, and only those productions containing good heart interest, lavish investiture, with a requisite amount of adventure, will be considered. These can
be either star or all-star features. An
idea of our requirements can be gleaned
from School Days and the serial feature,
A Dangerous Adventure."
Mr. Schlesinger has successfully carried
on negotiations with buyers from Trinidad
to Russia. He spent six years with the
Inter-Ocean Corporation as sales manager of foreign distribution, and following his resignation last June opened his
own offices as a broker and foreign distributor. He has had a wide and varied
experience in both the theatrical and
cinema world, having spent more than
twenty years in both fields.
Second National Reports
Good Booking Demands
Bookings of David and Jonathan, first
release by Second National Pictures Corporation, a visualization of E. Temple
Thurston's novel, are increasing in volume, according to officials of the concern.
Bookings of the second release. Her Story,
written and directed by Dion Titheradge,
also are being made at a rapid rate, and
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Twenty-six Ttvo-Reelers Along New

Lines—Acquisition Is Part of ''Short Stuff'' Expansion
Distribution rights to a new series of to Scieen Art Pictures Company of 42
comedies featuring Biliy West has been
Melrose Street, Boston, for New ji,ngland.
Mr. Abramson is now on the coast, where
secured by the C. B. C. Fihii Sales Corporation, it is announced this weelc. By
he completed a successful tour of the counthe terms of the agreement made between
try on these two productions.
C. B. C. and Billy West a new series of
twenty-six two-reel comedies which that
comedian is to make and on which production work has already been begun will be
Brothers'
Warner
offered.
Wild Animal Serial
The series will, it is said, be somethingnew and original in the comedy production
Is Now
Completed
line, Mr. West having come East for the
special purpose of making a canvass of
The Warner Brothers' fifteen-chapter
exhibitors to learn their wants and needs
hazard, .4. Dangerous Adveitture, starring
in the comedy production line. •
Grace Darmond, has been completed at
In this new series, on which several of the
Warner West Coast studios. Sam
(the scenarios have already been comWarner, under whose supervision the
pleted, Mr. West will create a new type of serial
was made, is en route East with
comedy characterization, more in the
the final episodes. In the making of the
high-class satirical vein, and this will run
serial Mr. Warner took over the entire
through the entire series. One of the best
menagerie of the Al. G. Barnes circus.
known comedy scenario writers available
Two complete companies were working
has been engaged to prepare the scenarios,
under the supervision of Mr. Warner, and
and Mr. West himself is working in colthe players were selected with unusual
laboration. Awell known comedy direccare. The cast, headed by Miss Darmond,
tor is now directing the first release, and
includes Philo McCullough, Jack Richardseveral others are now under considerason, Robert Agnew, Derelys Perdue and
tion.
Omar
Whitehead.
The securing of distribution rights to
"Without fear of contradiction," said
these comedies is part of an extensive
Mr. Warner, "I believe the public, after
program
witnessing the serial, will accord it an
the
C. B. ofC. "short
forces. stuff" being lined up bv
enthusiastic
welcome. The statements I
The announcement of the securing of
the Billy West Comedies by C. B. C. have made regarding the perils and dangers that have befallen some of the playcomes upon the return this week to his
ers are true, and these were due to our
New York offices of Joe Brandt of that
company, from a special trip to some of efforts to secure unusual high-lights which
the principal key cities with a view to were successfully filmed, and which we
feel will be a revelation to those exhibisounding out the situation on short retors who realize the drawing power of
leases.
a good serial production."
Graphic Reports Two Sales
Report Sales of Apfel Series
Graphic Film Corporation releases are
The Producers Security Corporation reannounced as follows: The Fountain of
ports several important sales, among
Youth to Brink Brothers of 11 Winchester
which is that of Greater New York and
northern
New Jersey of the Oscar Apfel
Street, Boston, for New England, and
Series, to the Model Film Exchange, 1600
Thou Shalt Not Love, a six-reel feature,
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Broadway. Trail of the Law, The Man
Who of
Paidthe and
The Wolf's Fangs are the
first
series.
The same company also secured the
rights for
duction. TheLee
Soul Francis
of Man. Lybarger's proThe entire Apfel Series was sold to
Chester E. Sawyer of the Caribbean Film
Company for all of South America.
Second

National

Reports Activities
on Initial Issues
Gratifying
reports
regarding
the Story,
booking of David and
Jonathan
and Her
the first two releases announced by Second National Pictures Corporation, are
being received daily at the home offices,
140 West Forty-Second Street, New York,
according to officials of the concern.
Herman Rifkin; in charge of the New
England district, who came down from
Boston for a showing of the third picture
to be released. The Night Riders, by
Ridgewell Cullum, displayed cards prepared for exploiting the pictures in that
region.
Other branch exchange managers reporting activity in the booking of Her
Story and David and Jonathan are A. J.
Sherman, Second National Pictures Corporation of Pennsylvania, 1220 Vine Street,
Philadelphia; E. M. Forsythe, Second National Pictures Corporation, 414 Ferry
Street, Pittsburgh; George A. Price,
Niagara Pictures Company, 257 Franklin
Street, Buffalo; D. Munstuck, Strand Features, Inc., 201 Film Exchange Building,
Detroit; S. Greiver, Greiver Productions,
831 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago;
Walter A. Baier, Kay-Bee, Toy Building,
Milwaukee; W. H. Youngblood, Continental Film Company, Farmville, N. C.
The Night Riders, third release, offers
marked contrasts to the two preceding releases. It is a stoi-y of the Northwest,
from the novel by Ridgewell Cullum, and
was filmed on authentic locations in the
mountainous regions of Alberta.
Second National plans for the season
contemplate the release of twelve specials
and feature films.
"Felix" Cartoons Are Booked
in Many First Run Houses
That the independent market is wellrepresented in the leading motion picture
theatres of this country is convincingly
demonstrated in a report issued by Miss
M. J. Winkler and disclosed for the first
time this week.
The new series of Felix Cartoons, being
distributed by Miss M. J. Winkler, has
been contracted for and shown in such
houses as Grauman's million dollar theatre in Los Angeles, the imposing Des
Moines Theatre, the discriminating Rivoli
Theatre in New York, the chain of Finkelstein & Rubien theatres in Minneapolis
and St. Paul, the Marcus Loew theatres
in New York, the Abe Blank circuit of
theatres in Nebraska and other representative
tions ofmotion
the picture
country. playhouses in all secThe product has been on the independent
market for but a month and a half, and
only two of the series of twelve have been
released to date.
Silcocks Finds Optimism
E. H. Silcocks, general sales manager
of the Pacific Film Company of Culver
City, has arrived in New York after an
extensive
changes. tour of the State rights exMr. Silcocks states that optimism is
still the spirit of the independent exchanges.
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Pick Out the Great Moral
of Your
Regular
H ERE is a little prologue using six people, none of whom needs be a professional actor, gotten up by Russell Productions for its latest release, Shadows of
Conscience. It is inexpensive and for a
few dollars a day five people gifted with
ordinary intelligence and good voices can
put it over.
These are days when the theatres are
going back to pictures and lavish prologues are ibeing thrown into the discard.
This prologue lives the theme of the picture and we favor it for that reason, believing the "picture's the thing."
{Enter "Conscience," a tall figure in a
gray robe with flowing sleeves. "Conscience" stands at left of stage. At right
of stage, in shadow, are four or five figures representing Gambler, Woman of
Fashion, Man of the World, Woman of the
Street, Murderer.
"Conscience" addresses audience.)
Out of the mists of the past I come, unIjidden. I am the accusing shape that
trails the wrongdoer to the ends of the
earth. I am the guest, seen by but one, at
many a marriage feast.
I am Conscience.
I am the monitor that never forgets — as
just as the Great Judge, as relentless as
the sword, unheeding of the plea of the
strong man or the tears of weeping woman.
I am Conscience.
I summon from the dead years the record of unclean deeds.
To change one day, one hour, one moment
■of the past, men would sometimes give all
of their worldly treasures. But one jot
or one tittle cannot be altered. What has
"been done has been done. Neither floods
nor tears, nor subtle art, can wash away
the records. The past, majestic and cold,
is more stable than the granite hills. That
is the burden of the message of the Persian poet from his desert solitude :
"The moving finger writes, and having
writ, moves on.
Will not suffice to cancel half a line,
Now all your tears wash out a word

Conscience, am the guardian of
And ofI, it."
the scroll whereon the moving finger has
written in black and white, all the deeds
of your life. Yea, of your life. Your individual life. For I, Conscience, am personal, specific, direct, to each of you. I
deal in no generalities, which you may
pass on to your neighbor. To you and to
you alone is the accusation that I make.
You tremble ! You know that my word
is true. For I deal in things known only
to your innermost heart and hidden from
the rest of the world.
I am Conscience. Nothing is hidden
from me.
full arm move{Conscience points ivith
ment at Gambler, who is dressed in suit
with loud check.)
Gambler, double-crosser, despoiler —
while winning money with marked cards
and loaded dice, thought to retire to the
ranks of respectability after he had piled
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high the dollars, thought he would then be
able to hold up his head among the honorable of the land. But he reckoned without me. In the days of dishonest accumulating he pushed me into the background.
Now he cannot deny me. In the midst of
his assumed gaiety he trembles lest his
black and forbidding past should be unfolded to his children and his new associates. Go where
he' will,
he cannot
me. I will
be forever
at his
side. escape
{Conscience shifts accusing finger to
Woman of Fdshion.)
Woman of Fashion knows me well. I
am Conscience. Her backbiting, her petty
tricks to gain social favor, her brazen lies
and secret whisperings of half truths are
known to me. Before the eyes of this
scandal monger I will hold always the
faces of the innocent girls whose lives she
has blighted.
{Conscience points to Man of the
World.)
Man of the World, who scorned the
opinions of his fellow men, must tremble
before me. The women whose fall he has
encompassed, the young men he has led
astray by example and false precept —
these are his accusers. I am Conscience.
I bring his victims before him in the dead
of the night. Their distorted faces drive
slumber from his couch. He would not
heed my admonitions in the heyday of life.
Now he must watch with me constantly in
the days of pain and of failing powers.
{Conscience points to Woman of the
Street.)
Woman of the Street. Magdeline. With
her I would be merciful, for she has suffered. The traces of sorrow are in her
face. Before her charm had faded, pleasGood Advice
Every once in a while a press book
comes along that tells a man what
to do and what not to do. It's as
important in putting across exploitation stunts not to do things as it is
to do things. These are tips gleaned
from a press book on Shadows of
Conscience.
DON'T!
DON'T play up subject as a Western— rather exploit it as an "American Classic" — a story of the West
but without Indians or pow-wow
stuff.
DON'T exploit the moral in a toodeliberate manner. Make it more
subtle.
Peopleto don't
admissions
to a theatre
see a pay
sermon
or to
have their morals cleansed.
DON'T play up star beyond title
of picture.
DON'T lose sight of comedy relief in subject. Display photographs
of comedy situations.
DON'T represent it as a man's picture. It is an All-American story
with feminine touches as well as
those that appeal only to men.

It
ure and passion ruled. To the despoilers
she gave herself joyfully. Duty was cast
aside and in the hectic whirl under the
bright lights her face was turned from
me. But I was with her always. Oft
have I stood at her couch in the gray dawn
of the morning. , Now her gay companions
are gone. I only remain. I am Conscience.
I know no mercy. I know only truth.
{Conscience points to Murderer.)
Murderer! Most despised of men. He
thought to escape me by charging his terrible crime to another. For years he
walked the earth in fancied security but
I was always with him. He laughed, he
loved, he fought, he feasted, he entered,
feverishly, into the activities of life. But
laughing or loving, fighting or feasting, I
was always before him, waiting at each
turn of the road. I am Conscience. Before me he broke at last, as must break
down all wrongdoers. I, Conscience, am
the agency through which murder will out.
{Conscience turns to audience.)
Oh, man! Oh, woman! Strong in the
strength of youth, filled with pride and
with confidence, born of the springtide of
life that is surging through your veins —
you may deny me, but you cannot escape
me. I will be the companion of your later
life, but not its solace, if you have made
your record one of evil deeds. You may
keep clear of the law but I will strip you
naked and you will stand before yourself
the whited sepulchre that you are.
But walk in the ways of right living and
you may march proudly through your declining years, fearlessly before men, upright before yourself. Then peace, which
is worth more than riches, will cast its
benediction over the failing years of your
life.

Effective Model
Lee D. Balsey, manager of the Wichita
Theatre, Wichita, Kan., put over an exceptionally effective exploitation campaign
in his exhibition of Mae Murray in Peacock Alley, released by Metro.
The most sensational tie-up was one
with a woman's gown store that supplied
a model for the theatre. The curtain was
pulled, disclosing a beautiful girl in a
striking costume designed in the fashion of
a frock worn by Miss Murray in the picture. A spotlight played on the model and
on the advertising notice. There was
much discussion among the audience as to
whether the model was alive or a dummy.
The costume she wore was extra filmy and
the story got into the newspapers in a discussion about showing a semi-nude model.
Another model, dressed in a gown designed from that worn by Miss Murray
in the scene where she walks down Peacock
Alley in the picture, dominated a store
window. The brilliant peacock colors and
the unusual decorations of the window,
which was filled with peacock feathers,
caused crowds to gather.
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Ingenious Screen
Frank Miller, of the Modjeska Theatre,
Augusta, Ga., played Norma Talmadge in
First National's The Wonderful Thing
for three days. Instead of doubling up
his paper order and buying more space in
the advertising columns, he got by with
less.

This window, in Schenectady, N. Y., was given over entirely to exploiting Fox's "Over th<f
Hill" playing at the Albany Theatre, without alluding to any store article. Everything used in the
display was made from accessories furnished by the exchange, with exception of the letters in "Over
the Hill," which were cut from wooden blocks.

Manager Holman
of the Lyric,
Burkbumett,
Texas,
went out in the
middle of the main
street and made a
tie-up with the
guide post for
■'Man,
Woman,
First National's
Marriage."
little town,Forthisa
kind of a tie-up is
good, as strangers
coming in town,
will look at a guide
post every time
and always read
the advertisements
on them.

Last week, we told you about the ancient horseless vehicle used by Grauman for Paramount's
"Moran of the Lady Letty." This is it. It is not to be wonder that people started at this relic of the
Dark Ages which contained an up-to-date maid, as it moved through the streets of Los Angeles.
You would too.

He used two one-sheets, a twenty-four
sheet and a set of 8 x 10 black and white
stills. The two one-sheets were used on
either side of the lobby in frames; the
twenty-four
of the lobby. sheet was used across the top
A rather ingenious folding screen, or
board held the stills. This was made of
white pebbled cardboard such as artists
use, and was in two pieces, with hinges,
so that, half-opened, it resembled an open
book. Across the top and bottom of this
"book" was a trimming of very narrow
green strips, in a lattice work pattern.
At the top and sides, under green shades,
were electric lights, which concentrated
on these stills.
The newspaper advertising consisted of
an eighth of a page on Sunday preceding
the
opening
date, with
a "reader"
telling
of the
traveling
necessary
to film
the
scenes of the "hog ranch" and a cut of
Miss Talmadge. On Tuesday the local
newspaper
ran another cut of Miss Talmadge.
Coney Island
All the famed brilliance of Coney Island
was achieved for $15 by Manager William
H.. Ostenberg, Jr., of the Orpheum Theatre, Scottsbluff, Neb. The sky-line outline of the Coney Island buildings, suggested by the Paramount 24-sheet, was
made by punching holes into strips of
wall-board painted black. A steel leather
perforator was used.
Each building thus indicated was backed
with a different colored tissue paper. The
display was mounted as the top of an inverted rectangular box. Two electric light
globes in the inside furnished the illumitiation. The box was used on top of the
marquee and inside the lobby.
Neighborhood

Party

Here's an exploitation campaign which
put over Mother 0' Mdne for Capt. B. B.
Osborn, manager of the New Liberty Theatre, Cincinnati, in great style and at a
total cost of less than |10, including printing and distributing of two styles of
heralds.
Announcing his feature a week ahead
of the play date, the exhibitor had printed
1,000 card heralds in which he called upon
his patrons to make the event an "Honor
Your Mother" neighborhood party at his
theatre. The heralds also were distributed to school children of three schools
in the neighborhood.
Takingof advantage
' of school
the elocutionary
ability
one of the
principals,
Capt. Osborn prevailed upon that gentleman to appear at his theatre on the night
of the showing and recite Kipling's "Mother
0' Mine." He also gave other recitations from the poems of James Whitcomb
Riley. This fact was announced on the
card heralds and also in circulars distributed to patrons at the theatre.
Announcement was made also that all
mothers over 70 years old would be ad-
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mitted free to any performance. The
exhibitor arranged to give these specially
selected seats.

Boys' Patrol
A unique tie-up with the Boys' Patrol
of the public schools of Newark, N. J., was
accomplished with much resulting publicity by the Terminal Theatre during the
recent celebration of Fox Anniversary
Week.
Having obtained permission from the
school authorities for the patrol to march
en masse to the theatre, carrying Terminal banners, a special matinee, celebrating the opening of Anniversary Week, was
announced. The patrol, consisting of
several hundred boys, paraded through the
streets of the city to the Terminal Theatre on the afternoon of the special showing, and attracted large crowds in their
wake. At the theatre they were greeted
by the mayor of Newark, who read to them
a letter from Tom Mix, the Fox star, who
is honorary president of the national organization of the Boys' Patrol.
The newspapers gave considerable free
space to the event.

Unique Window
Striking window decoration constituted
a big feature in the exploitation campaign for Fox's Over the Hill, at the Albany Theatre, Schenectady, N. Y.
Nearly every display effected a tie-up
with the particular line of merchandise
dealt in. In the window of an electrical
appliance distributor was placed a large
electric washing machine, a chair and a
clothes tub. The rear of the window was
covered with a scene painted by a local
poster artist, and represented an old lady
walking over the hill to the poorhouse.
Cards placed attractively about the exhibit read: "Go 'Over the Hill' of Washday Drudgery," etc., and "Are You a Slave
to Housework, like Ma Benton in Over the
mi"?
Visiting Cards
Every resident in Dowagiac, Mich., was
visited by Gloria Swanson, who was sorry
to find everybody out. However, she left
her calling card with a little personal
notation that read:
Dropped in to see you, but you were
out. See me in "Don't Tell Everything" at the Century Theatre, Monday.
Gloria
The card was printed with fancy
letters so that it simulated an engraved
calling card. The pen and ink notation
was made at the theatre. Butchers and
grocers helped the stunt along, distributing the cards free. A few youngsters
were bribed with passes to supplement
this distribution.
Right Idea
The Grand Theatre, Greensburg, Pa.,
had the right idea for popularizing Rudolph Valentino when it played The Sheik.
They distributed 1500 still photographs of
the new Paramount artist as souvenirs.

A very effective lobby display was arranged by the Palace, El Paso, Texas for Paramount's
"Morals" by using beaver board and cutouts. Illuminated from above by a baby spot, the white
figures stood out in bold relief against the dark drapery that was used for a background.

First National
supplied the card
on the left; the hat
and capturer themanufacone on
the right. Done in
red and black, they
are bound together like a book, and
will be distributed
to dealers througho u t the United
States and Canada,
to be used in cooperative window
displays for First
National's ''My

Boy."
Electric lights over the marquise and on its side were not enough when the Bandbox, Chicago,
ran the Russell Production "Lone Hand Wilson" with Lester Cuneo. The management put out a
24-sheet to boost this popular independent picture.
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Willitfs Dinplay

Steve Willitt's display in the lobby of the Liberty, Astoria, Ore., for First National's ' The Sea
**Lion," certainly had an atmosphere of the sea about it. It made people stop and look. The display is fully described in the adjoining^ column and it is one of the most unique we have seen for
a long^ time.
Manager Taylor
of the Rivoli, Philadelphia, carried
out the log idea in
his display for Associated Exhibitor's "Rider of the
Kingeffective
Log." tie-up
It is
an
with the title. ■

Manager Adams
of the Palace, Corsicana, Texas, says
this little stunt
for United Artists'
"The Iron Trail"
drew many extra
admissions to the
box office. It is
* described in the
adjoining column.
Phil de Angelis, of the Paramount forces, accomplished a rare bit of sniping when he put these
cards for the "Mistress of the World" on an old river boat tied to a wharf near New York. Thousands
of automobilists pass over the wharf daily, and the boat has an enchanting pstst which makes it a
curiosity to all passers, who cannot fail to see the feature is playing at the Rialto and Rivoli
Theatres, New York.

Steve Willitt, manager of the Liberty
Theatre at Astoria, Ove., scored a tenstrike with First National's The Sea Lion
when he applied the principle of the flashing electric sign into one of the most effective lobby displays he has ever presented.
He flung a huge cut-out picture with
the name of the picture across the front
of his theatre. The cut-out was in two
sections, giving the desired perspective.
In one corner of the scene a lighthouse
stood. Below this he had a huge eightfoot model of an old square-rigger vessel
which, by happy chance, corresponded almost exactly with the ship in The Sea
Lion. Between the tips of the vessel's
masts he hung tiny wireless antennae.
In addition he installed in the lighthouse
in the red
background
lights that'
flashed
and white electric
alternately.
He next tapped the sense of hearing in
making it appeal to the attention of rigging up the wireless antennae on the
masts of his vessel so that they flashed
sparks through the day and night with
the sharp staccato chatter of the real
radio.
The display itself would have caused
people to stop and look. The flashingof the lighthouse forced them, where the
display itself would have failed, and the
rattle of the radio compelled their at- ,
tention.
Adams'' Locomotive
When H. J. Adams, manager of the
Palace Theatre, Corsicana, Tex., was
showing United Artists' The Iron Trail,
he made out of compo board a tunnel
opening for his lobby, just inside of which
stood a locomotive, also made of compo
board. The tunnel opending was six feet
high, five feet wide, but only two feet
deep, being lined with heavy black cloth
to keep out the light. The pilot, or cowcatcher, was tlie only part of the locomotive that could be seen from a side
view.
Adams used a lamp shade for a headlight, inside of which was a 75-watt electric light. The side lamps on the locomotive were small lamps from a wellknown small-sized automobile, and with
the lights burning all the time no person
in the lobby could see inside the clothlined tunnel. There was also a concealed
imitation locomotive bell with a cord running to the box-ofiice, which was operated
by the cashier as the tickets were sold.
Party for Dad
Three and four column displays on the
front page of the Tacoma Times every day
for an entire week resulted from a tie-up
effected by the Colonial Theatre of that
city with the newspaper on the Associated
Exhibitor's A Sailor-Made Man. It
seemed to the manager of the Colonial
that on several occasions theatre parties
have been given for the kiddies of Tacoma,
also for the mothers, but never had a
free showing been arranged for the
"Dads." The Tacoma Times took kindly
to the idea. Several merchants got beit by to
offering
oldest hindDad
attend. special prizes to the-
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Newsboys' Mothers
J. E. Madsen of the Idaho Theatre, Twin
Falls, Idaho, staged a "Mothers' Day"
stunt that interested everybody in town
and helped put over Fool's Paradise with
a big bang.
The idea was to admit free every newsboy escorting his mother to the show. The
newsboys were interested through the circulation departments of the Twin Falls
papers, and they came out 100 per cent.
Each newspaper made up a set of admission cards, free of all cost to the theatre.
The public was appraised of the stunt
through newspaper publicity, but the hottest reaction came as a surprise. At the
weekly Rotary Club luncheon, where nearly all the prominent business men gathered,
one member got up and said:
heart escort
good
to "Itseewould
those have
kids done
comeyour
in and
their mothers to their seats, and it
would have touched a tender spot to
see them come out wiping the tears
from their cheeks."
The stunt cost the Idaho Theatre seventy-one passes and it was well repaid
in the business advertising and good will.
Old But Good
Manager Willard Patterson started
his advance campaign for First National's
The Silent Call in the Metropolitan Theatre, Atlanta, with a "$50 Reward" ad
for the "return" of Strongheart, the canine star. It was a "blind"' ad, only a
post office box number being given by
"Pat."
An hour after the morning paper was
delivered replies began to come in. For
three days the ad ran in all three Atlanta
newspapers, and for three days and nights
came letters and telephone calls. Among
the letters came one from the manager of
two theatres, the Metropolitan's nearest
competitors.
On Friday the ad "broke." Again the
cut of Strongheart's head and under it:
"FOUND: The Most Wonderful
Belgian Police Dog in the World,
STRONGHEART. He will be at the
METROPOLITAN Next Week in 'The
Silent Call,' from Hal G. Evarts' Saturday Evening Post Story, 'The Cross
Pull.' WHATEVER YOU DO DON'T
MISS 'THE SILENT CALL.' "
Good Windows
C. A. Black of the Sun Theatre, York,
Neb., carried some good window tieups
for Too Wise Wives. In a hardware store
window all they displayed was a mop and
bucket, with the large window card reading:
This mop will be used to wipe up the tears
that will flood the Sun Theati e Wednesday
and Thursday when the big Paramount feature
"Too Wise Wives" will be shown. You
can't beyou"TooneedWise,
things
here.Wives" by purchasing the
Another was a tailor shop where a wellgroomed pair of trousers was displayed
alongside of a ragged pair. There were
two cards. One said the torn pair caused
all the trouble in Too Wise Wives. The
other said the pressed pair smoothed all
the trouble in Too Wise Wives.
Black also tied up with the local hotel
for a neat frame near the cashier's desk
where he displays stills and cards with
the playing dates.

This d splay, arranged by Knapp of the Temple, San Bernardino, Cal., for Associated ExhibitorsHarold Lloyd comedy "A Sailor-Made Man," only cost eight dollars. The other exploitation used
for this popular picture was a street parade consisting of five sailors in a highly decorated automobile.
The canopy of
the Capitol, Detroit, Mich., showhow Hodkinson's ing''French
Heels" was linked
up in lights with
a personal
ance of theappearstar,
Irene Castle.

Getting a bank
window for exploiting a picture
is not done every
day, but Publicity
Director Coffin of
the Bank Enterprise, Omaha, got
this one for First
National's "Polly
of the Follies."
This display, used by Hoyt's De Luxe Theatre, Sydney, Australia for Universal's "Short Skirts"
was animated. The girl in the center would slowly raise her skirt several inches above her knee
and then drop it, much to the enterta.nment of the crowds that gathered and afterwards found their
way into the theatre.
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Phony Phones
Jack Goldman of the Missouri Theatre,
St. Louis, rigged up a telephone exchange
of six girls and as many switchboards in
his lobby and made a good impression on
the crowds as this line of chatter was kept
up continually:
"Yes'm; Saturday Night will run continuously from 1 to 11."
"No'm. No advance in prices."
"No, sir. No reserved seats."
"It's Cecil B. De Mille's greatest pic-

Gus Metzger, manager of the Rivoli, Portland, Ore., installed this display for First National's
"Star Dust," one week before the picture arrived. Each banner was sixteen feet long and three feet
wide. They were painted a light blue to look like draperies with lettering done in gold.

8ET YOU ARE ALL
VlONDERtNC WHEN

'oh! f^m-M f<w mw"

The
W(»ti.()$O«w»0N'
WMHANO
ILl.

-no 3
T\0 3.
MEtU FOLKS 1
( THEVJoSl-XlSCKAMPioN

Tla Hthe; secret is out
^THEmDSCHTMNj
Vtai. 6E ATT»S

It arrested everybody's attention and
got all over St. Louis. People stopped and
asked what it was, and the official story
was "So many inquiries concerning the
ture." had been sent in that the managepicture
ment installed the special service."
It's phony, but good. Even if you don't
want six boards, borrow one from your
telephone company and you can bet your
life you'll get away with it.
Extensive Publicity

The Merrill,
Milwaukee, put an
extra kick in their
teaser campaign
for Paramount's
"The
World's
Champion" by
using cartoons
drawn by Paramount Exploiteer
R. C. Gary. No.
1 was a simple announcement, "The
World's Champion
is coming" and the
other cartoons followed consecutiveat a two
time
andly onewere
inches deep and a
column wide.

Fox's Shame was given especially wide
publicity during its run at the Blue Mouse
Theatre, Seattle, Wash.
The lobby of the Blue Mouse was elaborately decorated with Chinese trimmings
and specially designed Chinese lanterns.
Several of the lanterns were held in place
by bamboo sticks, and pieces of multicolored silks were strewn about the lobby
over Oriental articles, including chairs,
cushions, etc.
Billboards were used extensively in publicizing the production, and an extensive
newspaper campaign both preceded the
engagement and continued during the run.
Nearly every downtown window in Seattle
carried a large placard announcing the
picture and the theatre at which it was
shown.
A Good Laugh

This is how Metzger's lobby for First National's "Star Dust" looked when the picture arrived.
The extensiveness and variety of the display was made possible by the unusual depth of the lobby.
The color scheme of the cards was blue and gold, being in keeping with that of the draperies.

The Washington-Strand Theatre, Bay
City, Mich., got a laugh out of their patrons with the following pen-and-ink note
on a penny post card:
Dear Folks:
Am expressing you 15 Crocodiles;
only 12 are man-eaters. Remove the
crates upon arrival and feed them
fresh
potatoes.
If you don't
know veal
how and
to handle
a crocodile,
go
down to the Washington Strand theatre and seethe"Fool's
the picture
whole Paradise."
country is That's
raving
over. It has Revel scenes, boudoir
scenes, feud scenes, theatre scenes,
fire scenes, and — thrills? Say, If they
charged per thrill,
Old John D. himself
would
have to Sincerely,
sit in the gallery. I'm
still quivering.
"Crocodile Joe" kerr.
Australia Again
"This does not concern you,"
is the line you read on the cover of folder
up in Melbourne, Australia.
picked
youYou,
defiant at such a declaration, open
the first fold. You see that
"It is Anatol's Affair."
Then follow pictures of all the stars in
the picture.
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Quaint Prologue
Manager Herb Johnson of the Luna
Theatre, Lafayette, Ind., arranged on appealing and quaint little prologue to exploit
Friends. the First National's My Lady
The opening scene revealed a quaint
picture of domestic happiness — the wife
sitting in an easy chair knitting and the
husband reclining nearby, reading a newspaper. Then to the strains of the celebrated "Vamp" melody a group of six
young women enter, each one employing
a different temptation to lure the husband from the side of his wife. The first
resorts to dance, the second to whimpering flirtations, the third flashes cards and
flask before his eyes, the fourth represents
the "innocent" type, the fifth makes love
openly to him and the sixth feigns sorrow
and implores his protection. He is about
to succumb to these wiles and artificial
charms when his wife, continuing with
her knitting, sings a melody, the burden of
which is:

Another animated display from Hoyt s Da Luxe Theatre, that was used for Universal's ' Conflict.'
The log's, with the stars of the picture on them, move down the river and crash over the falls. This
sort of a lobby display is described in Australia as a "cat-walk."

"I want to be a good little wife
In the good old-fashioned way."
Then the husband sweeps the sirens
away with a deprecating gesture and takes
his wife to his arms. The chief points
in favor of this prologue were its brevity
colcr and pointed suggestions of the story
that was to follow.
Down

in Texas

Way down in the little town of Abilene,
Texas, Hugo Plath, a high powered showman at the helm of the Queen Theatre,
keeps pounding out new ideas and lobby
stunts in miniature with such regularity
that the people of the city have got into
the habit of walking by the theatre every
day to see what's new out in front of the
box office. Recently it was a number of
things on The Sheik, Way Down East and
then a miniature oil drill on Get Rich
Quick Wallingford and a railway locomotive on The Iron Trail that had sandpaper wheels which revolved and gave a
"chug chug" effect that attracted attention. The latest of Plath's tricks is the
duplication of a whiskey still in miniature
to call attention to the Educational

This huge cutout of Strongheart, mounted above the marquise of the Metropolitan, Atlanta,
had a background of canvas painted to represent a full moon with snow covered fir trees. It
stood
out brilliantly under strong illumination, and was used for First National's ' The Silent Call."

comedy Moonshine
played Mr.
^in
addition
to The Callwhich
of theheNorth.
Plath is planning a big spring style show
in conjunction with his showing of Cecil
B. DeMille's Saturday Night and expects
to show the town the last word in
local
pomp and display when the big event
comes off.
Teaser Stunt
What does Saturday night mean to
you? A bath? A night out? Pay day?
A dance? A poker game? Or what?
The answer Is Inside.
This was the printed teaser dope on the
outside of the envelope that contained
a herald for the run of Saturday Night at
the Orpheum Theatre, Scottsbluff, Neb.
Manager William H. Ostenberg used
these lines to insure that the recipient
would read the herald.

In his prologue for Paramounfs "Back Pay," Edward L. Hyman of the Brooklyn Mark Strand,
faithfully reproduced one of the scenes and some of
action from the feature. It was a fitting
introduction to the picture and gave the patrons an the
insight of what was to follow on the screen.
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Ray Graumbacker has taken over the
Hippodrome, Spokane, and will remodel it
for a motion picture house. He also owns
the Liberty Theatre, Spokane.

J. G. Beckman has joined the First National forces in Seattle, where he will be
salesman in the local territory.

Supreme Photoplays Co. has closed its
Seattle office. Its product will be handled
by Interstate Film Exchange of Portland and Spokane, L. G. Todd, manager.

The Phil H. Pierce Company of Dallas,
Tex., are in their new quarters at 1805
Commerce Street.
Manager Bob Murphy, of Pioneer,
Buffalo, has engaged J. L. Cook as a
member of his sales staff. Cook was formerly with Fox.
The Odeon Theatre at Robstown, Tex.,
has moved into new quarters. Many new
improvements have been made and a new
screen has been installed.
Otto Schroeppel, formerly assistant manager at Realart, is now booker at Niagara
Pictures Corporation Exchange in the
Warner Building, Buffalo.
J. W. Houck, formerly exploitation man
in Seattle for the Fox Film Corporation,
has
manage John
Apolloresigned
Theatre,to Tacoma,
Wash. Hamrick's
The Universal Film Exchange held open
house at Oklahoma City recently. Manager Sam Benjamin said that it paid big
in dividends, both to the visitors and the
hosts.
The Lande Feature Film Company office on the second floor of the Pioneer
Building, 145 Franklin Street, Buffalo, has
been closed. It was run by the Adler
Brothers.
Manager J. V. White, of the Grand
Opera House, of Schuylkill Haven, Pa., who
has been running motion pictures for
years, has added two vaudeville acts to his
programs.
John F. Osier, aged 75 years, who died
at Shamokin, Pa., was for many years the
owner and manager of the G. A. R. Opera
House, now part of the L. J. Chamberlain
Amusement Co. circuit.
Manager J, H. Kear, of the Grand Opera
House, Minersville, Pa., has arranged to
try out vaudeville in connection with the
showing of motion pictures. The latter
have been run for some time.
A. K. Anderson has been transferred
from the Chicago Rcthacker laboratory to
the Los Angeles Rothacker-Aller plant,
where he will be in the accounting department. At Chicago he had been assistant
to Treasurer H. J. Aldous.

Ten

Lillian"at and
Dorothy Gish
appeared
person
the Criterion,
Buffalo,
recently,in
attracting overflow audiences. Their newest picture, Orphans of the Storm, is at
the house.

What

About This Summer?

Of course you're going to keep
open this Summer.
Or you are going to try to.
Last Summer provided its lessons.
Many exhibitors were not prepared
for the tough times that set in and
were forced to shut up shop.
Are you going to be caught napping this Summer? Or have you got
an idea of how you are going to get
by even though the season proves
tough?
If you've got an idea write to us
about it and we'll pass it along to
the fellows, like you, who need it.
If you haven't got an idea on the
subject just
in touch with Exhibitors keep
Trade Review.
Again. If you've got a good idea
write to us about it. If you are looking for one keep your eyes fastened
on these pages.

Manager Sam Carver, of the Academy,
Buffalo, is offering two tickets for the
price
of one recently
during "Acquaintance
Week."
Mr. Carver
added tabloid musical
comedy to his film program and is doing
an excellent business.
The new Lafayette Square in Buffalo
has a big attraction in its $50,000 Wurlitzer-Hope-Jones orchestral organ and its
organist, C. Sharp Minor. The organ
number was undoubtedly the best thing on
the bill opening week.
The Northampton Street Theatre at
Bath, Pa., is to be enlarged by J. T. Jones,
owner, who has started to remodel a storeroom in his building and add it to the
theatre proper. In addition, new projection machines will be installed.
James A. Bailey, manager of the Keith
Theatre in Buffalo, is showing a number
of features, first runs in the down-town
section for 10 cents. He is using a lot of
space in the newspapers and is finding
ness.
serials are helping him in attracting busiR. Melcher, former salesman for the
Kansas City Select office, has taken over
the management of the Highland Theatre,
Kansas City. The theatre has been closed
for several weeks, but Melcher, after a
career as a salesman, has confidence of
unearthing business wherever there is
"life."

The Elite Theatre in Niagara Falls is
now being run by George R. Miller, who
has redecorated and re-equipped the
house, which was formerly operated by
Bordonaro Brothers.

Wallace Keller, of Allentown, Pa., artist, draper and interior decorator, who has
played several minor parts in motion pictures, has been engaged by Myron Selznick and L. J. Selznick for the Los Angeles, CaL, studios. He will work with the
Eugene O'Brien and Elaine Hammerstein
companies.

The Grand Opera House at Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., through
nounced thatManager
stock willHartman,
be taken has
off anthe
boards until Labor Day and in its place
road shows and motion pictures will be
booked
Irene Castle and her company will appearfalo,in person
at Shea's
in connection
withHippodrome,
the showingBuf-of
French Heels. Managing Director Harold
B. Franklin is making elaborate preparations for the event.
John S. Evans, president of the M. P. T.
O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, South New
Jersey and Delaware, has taken over the
Manheim Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa. This
makes the fourth in Evans' chain of theatres in Philadelphia, and his many friends
wish him success in this new venture.
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Paul Schultz, formerly with Supreme
Photoplays Co., has joined the Seattle
Selznick sales force.

H. F. Nicholson, Spokane block representative for Vitagraph, has been transferred to the Salt Lake division.
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The Kurtz Theatre, of the Schubert circuit, at Bethlehem, Pa., owmed by Kurtz
Brothers, which abandoned vaudeville last
November soon after the $250,000 playhouse was opened, running motion pictures
exclusively, will try out vaudeville again,
showing
as usual in connection withfilm
the features
entertainers.
Paramount Week has sure been a howling success in the Buffalo territory. Manager Allan S. Moritz and his staff have
been working day and night and have succeeded in booking the territory practically
100 per cent. The exchange expects to
land in Subdivision I of Division I.
Arthur Van Hecke has been succeeded by
Miss Ruth Bosch as booker for the Kansas City Pathe office. Mr. Van Hecke has
decided to forsake the film game, temporarily at least, to enter other fields of
business. The Pathe sales force is agog
with ambition, following the visit, last
week, of Col. W. T. Yoder, division manager who left Wednesday for St. Louis.

Dollars

Reward

will be paid to any person who can prove that B. F. Porter did not sell and install Simplex
Machines in the Capitol Theatre at 51st Street and Broadway, New York City.
B. F. PORTER,

729

7th Ave.,

New

York
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Manager Stettmund, of Chandler, Okla.,
has donated his theatre to the various
church organizations for a program every
Sunday afternoon, free. The program v^^ill
consist of illustrated songs, musical numbers and short talks.
Watterson R. Rothacker recently left
Chicago on a business trip to the Coast.
He will spend several weeks there. Edward 0. Blackburn, of the Rothacker organization, ismaking a short sojourn in
aeration.
Chicago hospital following a minor opD. W. Griffith was in Buffalo recently.
He spoke to audiences in the Criterion Theatre, where Orphans of the Storm is being
shown. He was the dinner guest of Mayor
Frank X. Schwab. In interviews with
newspaper men he took a rap at reformers
and censorship.
Harold Werner, theatrical man of Reading, Pa., has taken the management of
the Refowich Theatre at Freeland, Pa.
He succeeds Clyde Klinger, who has gone
to Altoona, Pa. Originally Oscar Althoff,
of Berwick, was to have succeeded Klinger,
but the Berwick theatre combine held him
to a contract which terminates next June.
Mrs. Mary Carr, who was in Buffalo
for the opening of the new Lafayette
Square Theatre, also addressed students
in several of the high schools, many professional clubs and the Western New York
unit of the M. P. T. 0. A. In all her
speeches she made a defense of the motion
picture industry and the theatrical profession as a business.
The new Lambert Theatre in Welland,
Ont., is being managed by Eddie La Barrie. The house has a seating capacity of
1,600. S. L. Lambert is the proprietor.
The Niagara Falls Equipment Company
installed the Powers, Type E, high intensity projection machines. G. McD.
Allen is chief operator. The orchestra
is under the direction of Clarke R. Harper.
Joseph H. Berdel, covering percentage
engagements for the Fox Company along
the Southern tier, reports that Manager
Harold Albert, of the Goodwill Theatre in
Johnson City, broke all attendance records
with Over the Hill, and that Manager Gustave Matthies showed the same picture to
1,152 persons at his theatre in Deposit,
N. Y., which has a population of 1,750.
Manager H. B. Wright, of the Strand
Theatre, Seattle, put over a clever exploitation stunt recently in connection with
the Seattle Laundrymen's Association
parade. He was showing Cecil DeMille's
Paramount production, Saturday Night, as
his feature at the Strand, and arranged
for floats in the parade, which were viewed
by hundreds of people.
The Universal Kansas City branch office will have a modern projection room
upon moving into its new quarters at 1710
Wyandotte Street. Herman Stern, Universal district manager, is now in Kansas
City aiding in preparation for moving. The
Universal office will be able to offer much
improvement in service to exhibitors, according to H. H. Holmes, assistant branch
manager.
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Exit the Bijou Theatre at 327 Lackawanna Avenue, Scranton, Pa., after almost twenty years of operation as one
of the pioneer motion picture houses of
the Electric City. The Comerford Amusement Co., ovmers of sixlty-five theatres in
the northeastern part of Pennsylvania, has
decided that the place shall be altered into
a storeroom, which will be occupiea by a
confectionery store after April 1.
City Building Inspectors Michael J.
Malloy and Bernard F. O'Rourke have ordered all of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., theatres
to install either auxiliary electric lighting
plants or gas lamps. This is done because
of the failure of the lighting system of the
city during theatrical performance hours
this winter. Many complaints were made
concerning conditions and the decree follows.
The Olympic Theatre in Buffalo has
been closed for renovations and redecoration. It will reopen soon with an exclusive picture policy, under the management of Fred M. Shafer, who is also manager of the new Lafayette Square. Both
houses are owned by the same interests.
William Van Dyne, formerly at the Capitol, is now assistant manager at the
Lafayette Square.
The City Council at Wichita Falls, Tex.,
passed as an emergency measure an ordinance creating a city board of censors to
regulate picture shows. The board consists of Mrs. J. S. Sharp, president of the
Civic League; Mrs. W. M. Robertson,
president of the first division of the Texas
Federation of Woman Clubs, and T. B.
Noble, president of the Chamber of Commerce.
W. A. V. Mack, manager of the Pathe
office in Buffalo, having landed with his
staff in the second division of contestants
in the Brunet drive, is now eligible to compete with six other Pathe exchanges for a
prize of $1,500. The time limit expires
March 25, at which time Bill announces he
will distribute the coin among his salesmen. Fenton Lawlor has resigned from
Pathe
tures. to accept a position with R-C PicLeon L. Kahn, one of the pioneers in the
motion picture exhibition field in the West,
and a member of the firm of Kahn &
Greenfield, who control the New Mission,
New Fillmore, New Santa Cruz and
several other theatres in and about San
Francisco, passed away at his home in San
Francisco on Tuesday morning, Feb. 21.
Mr. Kahn was one of the men whose foresight and knowledge helped to bring the
motion picture industry to its present high
level.
Made-in-Seattle music will be the entire
program for one of the Coliseum Theatre's Sunday concert in connection with
the $500 prize contest being held by the
Coliseum management. The program has
been submitted by the Kiwanis Club in
competition with the best the musical
world has produced. "Let's boost home
product," say the Kiwanians, who believe
the home-produced music is as fine as the
imported article. A large attendance is
predicted.

WORLD'S lARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT
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When Al Beckerich presented George
Beban in person at the Loew State in Buffalo, he put over an excellent tie-up with
Palmer florist shops, through which the
lobby was buried in flowers by the Palmer
company.
Window
were Delaware
also featured in the
Main displays
Street and
Avenue stores. In return Mr. Beckerich
used the Palmer name in all the theatre
advertising. Beban received a great welcome at the State. Charlie Murray is appearing in person at the State this week.
"Go to Theatre Week" in Seattle, Feb.
18 to 25, held in the interests of the
newly organized Allied Amusement Interests of Washington, was the "greatest
thing that ever happened for local amusement interests," to quote one of the big
theatre managers of Seattle. The mammoth parade and other exploitation features brought out record crowds, many of
whom are certain to drop back into the old
habit of regular attendance at the motion picture houses and theatres.
W. J. Vanston, director of public safety
of the city of Scranton, Pa., has ordered
the twenty or more playhouses of various
sizes in the community equippel with auxiliary electric lighting plants. This mandate was issued following investigation of
theatre conditions in the aftermath of the
Knickerbocker case at Washington, D. C,
and enforces compliance with the state law
which requires all buildings used for public
assemblages to be furnished with an auxiliary lighting plant to be used when the
regular current supply fails.
Branch managers of Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., from five Middle West
cities attended a conference in Kansas
City recently. The meeting, called by E.
W. Hammons, president of Educational,
was one of a series of sales conferences
being held over the country for the purpose of determining the needs and desires
of exhibitors. Henry Ginsberg domestic
sales manager of Educational; H. E.
Schiller, Kansas City branch manager;
Harry Hynes, St. Louis branch manager;
C. L. Peavey, Omaha branch manager; A.
W. Kahn, Des Moines, la., branch manager and E. J. Drucker, Denver branch
manager were among those present at the
meeting. Mr. Hammons, with his wife,
left for Los Angeles following the meeting.
Following several conferences between
local motion picture film distributors and
city officials at Dallas, Tex., City Attorney
James J. Collins announced Thursday that
an equitable settlement had been reached
as to the storage of picture films in the
City of Dallas. Film distributing houses
whose leases expire now on their present
buildings will construct new quarters to
conform with the requirements of the city
ordinances, the City Fire Marshal said.
Of approximately thirty film distributing
houses in Dallas, fifteen hold leases on
buildings that will expire within a year.
These interests will conform to the ordinances required in negotiating their new
leases. The principal feature of the ordinance about which the consultations have
been held is a requirement of the construction of fireproof vaults for film storage.

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE
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Installation in New

Chicago

Controls Four Color
Said to Be the Most
The eyes of theatre electricians
and architects have been fixed upon
the Major switchboard installed in
the massive Chicago Theatre, latest
of Bolaban & Katz houses to be
erected. In spite of the size of this
installation it takes up a minimum
space and is controlled by one man.
By breaking the heavy current in
a fireproof compartment in the basement the fire hazard is materially
reduced. By extended remote control all or any portion of the theatre lights can be thrown on from
any one of a number of push
switches located at desired points
throughout the house thus greatly
reducing the panic hazard.
While the Chicago installation is
the largest in use each major unit
is complete in itself, any number
from one up can be used making it
available for the small house.
The Chicago Theatre because of
its size and novel lighting arrangement presented difficulties which
had not been met in other houses.
Special effects were necessarv in the

Volume 11.

EQUIPMENT

Switchboard

Theatre

Systems
Modern

Number 17

It

and Is
in Use

Courtesy Frank Adam Electric Co., St. Louis
Thi
in the Chicago Theatre, Chicago, is the largest theatre switchboard in the
world installation
The dimmers located on top of the board and enclosed in wire are accessible and
represent the minimum fire hazard.
large dome and on the side wall
arches which have been built on
each floor of the house.
In addi-

tion the scheme of stage lighting is
elaborate but the combinations desired bv the builders were furnished.

ft'? - ! iHi

. ; i-i -j'j'i's'i' {-'}• <-.-t- i-.np

Courtesu Frdnk Adam Electric Co., St. Louis
On the left is the remote control of the Major installation in the Chicago Theatre, Chicago, the switchboard of which is shown in
the photograph above. On the right is the Major switchboard in the Tivoli Theatre, Chicago, installed six months ago. To get an
idea of the progress made by the Frank Adam Electric Co. in theatre switchboard development the Tivoli installation should be
compared with the Chicago installation shown above, which is the last word in Major equipment
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MAJOR

Majestic Theatre,
Dallas, Texas,
John Eberson, architect

All

Are

MAJOR

Systems

Sh'ridan Theatre, New York.
Reilly & Hall, architects.

The Major System of Pre-Selective Remote Control is very flexible in construction, as
well as in operation. It fills every lighting control requirement of motion pictures, vaudeville or legitimate theatres better than any other type or kind of switchboard, old or new.
Theatres equipped with a Major System can change from
Mainstreet Theatre, Kansas City.
Orpheum Circuit.
photoplays to vaudeville or legitimate without change of
C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp, architect
apparatus. In case an expansion is desired, it is much easier
to add to a Major Switchboard than to any other type.
All of the above advantages are in addition to the primary
advantage of Major Control, such as Pre-Selection, Cumulative Control and Extended Remote Control. Major Systems
do away largely with fire and panic hazards. They cannot be
injured, or do injury by careless meddling, and they can be
locked against unauthorized handling.
If you do not know fully the advantages of the Major
System it will pay you to get complete details before making
a decision. The Major System can be used in modernizing
an old theatre as well as equipping a new one. Write for the
"Theatre Lighting Questionnaire."

S^anAipic/am
S/ee/ric
General Offices, St. Louis, Mo.

DISTRICT OFFICES:
Detroit, Minneapolis, New York, Dallas,
Kansas City, Cincinnati, Chicago, New
Orleans, San Francisco, Los Angeles and
Seattle.

Co,

MANUFACTURERS ALSO OF:
Triumph Panel Boards, panel boards and
cabinets, knife switches, safety switches,
fan hanger outlets, reversible cover floor
boxes, and A. C. and D. C. Distribution
Switchboards.
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Keeps Chicago Houses Filled in Hot
Season His Answer Will Surprise You
By HOWARD
CHICAGO, ILL., March 14, 1922.
A FAIRLY large majority of exhibitors are wondering about now what's going to happen to their
houses this Summer. Every time Summer is mentioned to the average theatre owner in or around
Chicago, Cleveland, Cincinnati or points farther west
they shudder horrified at the disastrous period through
which they passed last Summer. It's gotten so that
when signs of Spring appear everybody in the wide
world seems happy except exhibitors.
The writer has covered the big cities out this way;
has talked to many exhibitors and exchange-men with
one idea in mind, to learn what the big and little showmen were planning to do this Summer to keep business
in shape. If one idea that would just hold business
somewhere near normal during the Summer could be
found it would content two thirds of the showmen who
are on the anxious seat.
You don't have to sell them an idea that will build
more business in the Summer. All they want is some
one germ of an idea that will help maintain business
and show them a way to keep their houses open all
week instead of two or three days.
The house closed part time or all Summer is a serious blow to the industry. Obviously it means that less
film will be used; less equipment sold and fans will
get away from the habit of theatre going. It means
loss to every branch of the business and permanent
loss in many cases. Patronage lost in the Summer
means smaller houses following the Summer. Last
Fall efforts to rebuild business that had been lost
during the Summer kept many a theatre owner busy
and the usual pick-up of business during the Fall was
slower than in previous years.
It seems to the observer who has traversed this territory that producer, distributor, exchangeman and
supply dealer could find no problem more pressing or
immediate than that of keeping the theatres going this
Summer.
There is plenty of agitation that has as its object
the holding up of business during the hot season.
There is a clamor for lower rentals; there is a belief
that older pictures should be followed through during
the Summer months at adjusted prices; "go to the
theatre" and "go to the movies" weeks have been proposed and some of them have been tried out with success in the past few months but they have not been
Summer months.
Exploitation stunts without number have been suggested; even pooled bookings have been talked of. In
Chicago it has been proposed that exhibitors who are
suffering from a drop in business be given red cards
which, when presented at the exchanges, indicates that
their houses are sick and they are entitled to rental
reductions.
Whatever has been proposed has never been tested
as to its merit in the Summer because, up to this writing, there has not been a meeting of the minds of buyer
and seller of films. Time may solve the problem but
the need for some practical plan is immediate for indications are that the Summer will be early and hot.
Chicago is very hot in the Summer.
One needs only

McLELLAN
to keep in touch with the headlines of daily papers
throughout the country to know that excessive heat is
a serious thing in Chicago.
Realizing that heat is the most serious competitor
Chicago showmen encounter in the Summer the v^rriter
went quite naturally to one of the most important
showmen in the country whose houses have not yet
suffered during the hot season. That gentleman is
Max Balaban, of Balaban & Katz, operators of the
new Chicago, the Riviera, Tivoli and Central Park.
The total investment represented is way up in the
millions. The size of the investment naturally requires
that the operators protect it in every way both Summer and Winter. No guesswork goes.
"How has business been in summer with your
houses?" the writer asked Max Balaban?
"Our business has been as good in the summer as it
has been at any other season of the year, even through
the hottest part of the summer season," he replied.
"We have no complaint to make for we approach the
matter from a fundamental business standpoint.
"And what is that standpoint?" we asked,
"Nothing more than to make the theatre more attractive than the stuffy streets, the crowded beaches,
costly automobile rides and other refuges from the
heat which the public seeks in the hot months," he explained.
"We make it more attractive by making it cooler
than any of the usual places to which the public
swarms. We ventilate our theatres and cool them.
"It's the simplest prescription in the world but not
every theatre owner realizes it. We get the best pictures obtainable but unless you have the cool place to
show them when avoidence of the heat and not pictures
is what the public is seeking you will get no results
from proper summer ventilation and cooling. But by
properly cooling our theatres and giving them the
right pictures with well arranged programmes we
strike them twice — we cool them off while we entertain
them. They can't afford to miss the opportunity and
we have educated our public to expect it."
"It seems funny to talk that way about such a simple
thing. The average exhibitor thinks when a man says
that he's trying to sell a ventilating or refrigerating
system. But after all, as I've said before, it's a very
simple fundamental principle in the show business or
any other business. I speak from the experience of
running four big theatres in one of the country's
largest cities, but application of the fundamentals in
the show business can be profitably done by the smaller
theatre
man."
It is necessary
only to add that the new Chicago theatre which cost four millions has a specially built refrigerating system under the lobby in the basement, in
addition to three separate ventilating and cooling systems which operate in the auditorium. The Chicago
has not yet gone through a summer test but some thousands of dollars have been spent to see that it goes
through this summer unblemished, so far as ledger figures are concerned.
And this is one big showman's idea. Other shovmien
must have their ideas. We'd like to have them.
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Screen at the Right Price
Two things are essential in offering screens to discriminating theatre owners:
Price, which must be within reach.
Performance, which must be perfect.
Da-Lite Screens meet these requirements in every theatre
regardless of conditions.
Examine Our Prices
Da-Lite Gold Fibre
$1.25 per sq. foot with frame
Da-Lite Silver Fibre
$1.00 per sq. foot
Da-Lite Gold Fibre Roll Screen
$.75 per sq. foot

jiaial
atteen

^

o

A,'*^ 922 West Monroe Street ^
q
CHICAGO, ILL.
V
Handled by the Live Dealers

Irani^rieK
Produces a Perfect
qAyc and a Steady y

RAVEN

SCREEN
was installed in the
CAPITOL

Brilliant

HAFTONE

THEATRE

Broadway and 51st Street, New York City
August, 1921, and is still there
in regular daily use.
In the March 11th, 1922, issue of the
Exhibitors Trade Review, the
Jacobsson Manufacturing Company,
Cleveland, Ohio,
Advertised that one of their screens
Was then in use in this theatre.
No Jacobsson Screen was then in use
In this theatre, nor has any screen
Of their make been used in this theatre
Since the installation of the
Raven Haftone Screen.

TRANSVERTER

Light
(Double Arc Type) is a

series arc motor generator, having automatic voltage regulation.
No more amperes used than actually
required for the light or dark pictures.
Only such voltage is generated as is
used).
used in the arc itself (no ballast being
TRANSVERTER produces better results
and uses less current than any other
device.
TRANSVERTER gives better light and
better pictures. It is easy to operate,
thoroughly reliable, and is an important
factor in dravs^ing full houses, by reason
of superior projection.
Ask your dealer.
The

Hertner
1908 W.

Electric
112th St.

CLEVELAND,
RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
One Sixty Five Broadway,
New York

White

O.

Co.
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Local 306 Stages Big Ball
Thousands Attend Their Annual Entertainment
Which Proved the Most Successful
They Ever Held
The Moving Picture Machine Operators, Local 306, entertainment and ball was held last Saturday evening at the Seventyfirst Regiment Armory, Park Avenue, New York City, and was
the most successful function ever held under the auspices of that
organization. Over six thousand attended, arriving in time to
enjoy a vaudeville performance which was supplied by acts
donated for the occasion by the leading circuits. The entire
proceeds are to be devoted to the Sick and Distress Fund of
Local 306, which is from point of membership and prestige the
most important operator organization in the country.
The main event of the evening was staged when the ball was
about half over. President Kaplan and his wife were called
to the stage erected in the lower part of the hall, and when the
music had been hushed, Chairman of the Entertainment Committee Polin mounted the stage and presented Mr. Kaplan with a
solid ivory gavel ti'immed in gold, as a token from the members
of the local, in appreciation of the splendid management he has
given their affairs for the past five years. When Mr. Kaplan
finished thanking the members for this present, Mr. Polin then
stepped forward and calling for Mrs. Kaplan, presented her with
a very handsome silver dinner service. This came as such an
unexpected surprise to her, she was almost incapable of tendering her thanks. It is needless to say that thunderous applause
greeted those presentations.
The grand march then followed. It was led by Mr. Charles
C. Shay, President Emeritus of the I. A., and Mrs. Harry I.
Sherman, wife of the financial secretary of Local 306. Under
the direction of Earl Rossman, moving pictures were taken of
the grand march and other interesting events of the evening.
Flickers Between Dances
Local 307, Philadelphia, was well represented. President
Louis Krauss, Vice-President H. H. Abbott and Business Agent
Clem Rizzo all came over and voted they had the time of their
lives.
body. Young Schwaab wajs with them saying "Hello" to every-

Will C. Francke, of Simplex fame, with Mrs. Francke was
standing close to the stage listening to Sam Kaplan's speech.
Sam mentioned the fact that he was organizing a Ladies Auxilliary to Local 306 and Francke spoke up, "Say, Sam, make me
business agent, will you?" Mrs. Francke gave him a long tender (?) look, but said nothing. Francke looked at her, then he
quietly remarked, "Sam, I withdraw my application." I'll say
she's got 'im well trained.
Joseph Kissin, a member of Local 306, trailed Harry Sherman
incessantly. What'd you want with him, Joe? Harry didn't
have anything on his hip. We beat you to it.
A man running around with a wild look in his eyes. It was
A. J. McCosker, press representative of the local. "What's the
matter, Mac?" someone asked. "Nothing," he answered; "just
hunting my wife." Then came Sam Kaplan hunting his. Next
came Harry Sherman looking for "one wife, lost, strayed or
stolen." Will Francke let out a wail, "Where's my wife?" Earl
Rossman, "Anybody seen my vdfe?" Who's next? Pretty slick
trick they pulled, making their hubbies hunt for them while
they stood grouped to one side and laughed at the frantic efforts
of the above mentioned men trying to locate their real "bosses."
Bennie Turner, chief projectionist for D. W. Griffith, was very
much interested in a new projector that was being demonstrated.
After carefully examining the sprockets, gears, etc., he turned to<
the demonstrator and asked, "Now show me the mechanism,
mister." The demonstrator looked at him in blank amazement.
Oh, well, they tell it on you anyhow, Bennie.
Louis Mannes got "sat" on so hard it jarred his conscience (if
he has any). What was it, Louis? What'd you do to earn the
"call-down" you got?
, •
Dave Engel, one of the two-legged watch dogs of the local's
treasury, was there with fire in his eyes. He was looking for
E. T. Stewart, who recently went to Albany in the interests of
the local. What made you turn in such a big expense account,
Stewart ? Trying to get it all at one time ?
Local 244, Newark, gave a mighty heave and H. Oppenheim,
secretary, and Louie Kaufman, business agent, landed in the
middle of the ball with a big grunt. The grunts soon changed
to grins that did not wear off during the entire evening.

"Herb" Griffin, sales manager of Nicholas Power, came in
chaperoned by Pat McGuire, who is guilty of writing their advertisements. "Mac" made good as a diaperon by sitting on
"Herb" once or twice and squelching him.

Say, one of the big jokes of the evening was Herb Griffin
trying to get away from his chaperon. McGuire took good
care of his charge, and there wasn't a chance. Good for you,
Mac; you are always on the job.

B. F. Porter of Cinemaquip was there with bells on. He kept
them ringing all the evening, much to everybody's amusement.

Cy Braunstein of the Hi-Mark people was seen but not heard.
Guess it took so much of his breath to dance that he had noneleft to talk with.

J. E. Robin, Projection Engineer, who is guilty of projecting
a speed regulator on protesting projectionists, protected himself
by projecting his personality on the protecting crowd.
Harry I. Sherman got somewhat peeved. James R. Cameron,
the handbook virriter did it. Harry was busy cranking a camera
(his own) when it refused to function. The reason — Jim was
facing the lens. That camera was a sensible animal and positively refused to photograph the map Jim wears for a countenance. When Jim moved, the camera worked to perfection.
They say James R. has never found a camera yet that can stand
the shock of taking his mug. Is that true, Jim?
Say, what's happened to Sam Kaplan? Has somebody given
him a new set of tires? He got to the ball on time. No two
ways about it, there's something wrong with Sam. He must
be sick, or he never would have been there on time.

Sam Goldfarb, Business Agent of Local 306, attended to certain duties during the latter part of the evening with the same
careful attention that he looks after the local's affairs. Never
mind, Sam; we'll get even with you yet.
Mr. and Mrs. Francke surprised a bunch of us by bringing a
charming young lady with them. Miss Frances Scharlach. Say,
that's not treating us fair, Billy. You should tell us beforehand.
Simon Terr put one foot in his pocket and took the other one
in his hand and strolled oyer from Brooklyn, where he hangs
out as Business Agent, to watch the festival. Say, how many
balls did you see going on at one time, Simon? To the best
of
my recollection, I saw five, but they say you saw more than
I did.
Here's to the next one, boys. If projection column is s-hort
next week, just send flowers to the Bellevue. Funeral services
will follow in Potter's Field. That's all.
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It Works!

The following directions for the assembling and operating of the Simplex, Powers
and Motiograph Projectors should be carefully followed. The equipment when unpacked should consist of the parts shown in Fig. i : A — Universal Lamphouse Mounted
on B — Lamphouse Carriage. C — Universal Base. D — Alternating-Current Regulator,
Type HDS, Form E. E — Chimney. F — Motion Picture Condenser Mount Complete
with Prismatic Condenser. G — Ammeter and Three Screws for Attaching It to Lamphouse. H — Silvered Glass Spherical Mirror. J— General Electric Framing Handle for
Simplex Projector. K — Two Attaching Straps for Powers Projector. M — Lamp Setter.
N — Two Universal Lamp Sockets. O — ^Center Contact Key. P — Stereopticon Condenser Holder (without condensing lenses).

ASSEMBLING
(I) Simplex Projector (Fig. 2)
Remove the carbon-arc lamphouse by unscrewing the two
lamphouse base wing screws (T-2) under the Simplex lamphouse carriage (T-1).
Place the universal base (C) on the Simplex lamphouse carriage (T-1) so that the lamphouse carriage track (C-1) extends
over the left of the projector when facing toward the screen
and then fasten in place with the two lamphouse base wing
screws (T-2) that were removed when taking off the carbon-arc
lamphouse.
Remove the Simplex framing handle and put in place of it
the General Electric framing handle (J) for the Simplex projector.
(II) Powers Projector (Fig. 3)
Remove the carbon-arc lamphouse from the sliding carriage
(U-1) and replace the cross sliding rods (U-2, U-3), screwing
them down in their original position.
Place the universal base (C) on the cross sliding rods (U-2,
U-3) so that the lamphouse carriage track (C-1) extends over
the left of the projector when facing toward the screen. Place
the two Powers attaching straps (K-K) underneath the cross
sliding rods (U-2, U-3) one on each side, so that the small lugs
(K-1) are in front of the front cross sliding rods (U-2) and the
front screw holes (K-2) just behind. To correspond with the
holes (K-2) and (K-3) in each of the attaching straps, four other

holes (C-2) and (C-3) will be found in the front or lower portion of the universal base (C). The rear attaching screws (K-5)
should be slipped down through the holes (C-3) in the universal
base (C) and then each one through one of the small spacers
(K-4) and finally screwed into the rear holes (K-3) of the
attaching straps. The universal base should then be lined up
with the projector head (U-4) so that the sides of the universal
base (C-4) are parallel with the sliding rods ((U-5) for the
Powers sliding carriage and so that the side nearer the projectionist be about % inch from the end of the cross sliding
rods. Then tighten the four attaching screws (K-5).
(Ill) Motiograph Projector (Fig. 4)
Remove the carbon-arc lamphouse and replace the round front
cross sliding rod (V-1) (which had to be removed in taking off
the carbon-arc lamphouse) passing it through the round cross
sliding-rod holes (L-1) in the front of the Motiograph attaching supports (L-L) so that the screw holes (L-2, L-5) are on
top. The slot (L-3) in the rear end of the attaching supports
should fit into the rectangular cross sliding rod (V-2).
Place the universal base (C) on the attaching supports (L-L)
so that the four attaching screw holes (C-2, C-3) in the front or
lower portion of the universal base correspond with the four
screw holes (L-2, L-5) in the attaching supports, and the lamphouse carriage track (C-1) extends over the left of the projector when facing toward the screen.
Then tighten the four attaching screws (L-6), thereby fastening the universal base (C) to the attaching supports (L-L).
{Contimied on page 1203)
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The rate for classified advertising in this section is 4 cents per word,
payable in advance. Special rates for long time contracts upon application.
New

Changes

Theatres

NOWATA, OKLA.— Roy Heffner is remodeling the Liberty.
ST. LOUIS, MO.— The Audrey Amusement Company has started work on their
theatre at Gravois and Alma avenues.
ST. LOUIS, MO.— The Eureka, Twentieth and O'Bear avenues, has reopened under new management.
OMAHA, NEB.— The Boulevard was recently reopened by H. A. Reinho'ltz.
WATERLOO, IOWA. — The Plaza had
an auspicious opening recently.
LEIGHTON, PA. — Bayer Brothers will
build theatre on South and Second streets,
seating 2000.
GRINNELL, IOWA.— C. F. Senyard has
opened his new theatre, the Colonial.
PIERCE, NEB.— Joseph Braum is iplanning to remodel the Pierce.
EAGLE GROVE, IOWA.— Hirt & Pool
have reopened their theatre.
MAQUOKETA, IOWA.— The Olympic,
recently leased by Walter Brown and J. H.
Vaughan, has been reopened.
KENNAN, WIS.— G. A. Stevens intends
to open a theatre.
WILSON, OKLA.— It is rumored Cleland
Lysle will build.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Louis Hush will
build at 3901 N. Sixth.
MILWAUKEE, WIS. — Maurice Zelechower will build an $18,000 theatre at
310 South Genesee Street.
CHICAGO, ILL. — Woodlawn Theatre
Company will erect $500,000 house at Cottage Road Avenue and Sixty-second Street.
C.
W.
tects. and George L. Rapp are the archiBegin Right with the
New Theatre
Invest $10.00 in a Simplified
System of Accounting for
Motion Picture Exhibitors
Will save you many a dollar
and many a tough worry
Published by
Exhibitors Trade Review
Knickerbocker B!dg., 152 W. 42d St.
New York City

PHILADELPHIA, PA.— John S. Evans
has taken over the Manheim, 5123 Germantown Avenue.
YUKON, OKLA.— Management of the
Star is now in the hands of C. J. Hodges.
CUERO, TEX.— A. V. Wade, proprietor
of
land.the Queen, has purchased the DreamGOOSE CREEK, TEX.— E. N. Collins is
now owner and manager of the Cozy.
FORT MADISON, IOWA. — The Grand
has been sold to John E. Whiteford.
CHAPELL, NEB.— Dr. A. E. Copeland
has purchased the Lyric.
CHARITON, IOWA. — E. P. Smith recently boughit the Lincoln.
DESMET, S. D. — The Klinkel Auditorium was recently sold to Carl Hinz.
LAKOTA, N. D.— T. C. Cranna is now
owner of the Lyric.
LONG PINE, NEB. — The Palace has
been sold to G. M. Ferguson.
OMAHA, NEB.— H. H. Cone has purchased the Hippodrome.
CARROLL, IOWA.— C. C. Parker is now
owner of the Irving.
ELK CITY, KAN. — Charles G. Woodworth has taken over the Joy.
Firei
MANGUM,
OKLA.— Harriman's picture
show
totally destroyed.

plays Corporation, $10,000, Irving and
Lena Renner, Michael Aronson, Brooklyn;
Motion Picture Poster Co. $10,000, David
Silverman, New York; Joseph A. Myruski
and H. A. Kleuber, Brooklyn; The Film
Guild, Inc., $50,000, D. D. Wiman, Fred
Waller, Jr., F. W. Tuttle, New York; Alma
Productions, $1,500, Meyer Weiss, William
L. Roubert, Edward Cahn, New York.

FOTOPLAYER
FOR

SALE

Cost $4,650.00
Six months old — Excellent condition.
Owner retiring from business. Cash
discount — terms to reliable parties.
Address Exhibitors Trade Review,
Box A -27.

FOR SALE
COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT. We have
just bought out a 300-seat theatre, everything
good as new. Two Simplex Projectors, Ft.
Wayne Compensarcs, Opera Chairs, Screen,
Lobby wind,Frames,
Ventilating
Fan, Enclosed
ReFilm Cabinets,
etc. Exceptional
Bargain.
Write for prices. Movie Supply Co., 844 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Adv. Motion Picture Clocks

New

Firms

NEW YORK.— Newton Amusement Co.,
Inc., $15,000, Max Gottlieb, Theodore. Gutman, Matilda Singer, Brooklyn; Arthur
J. Horwitz Vaudeville Acts, Inc., $5,000,
Arthur J and Joseph Horwitz. H. S. Hechheimer, New York; Concord Film Co., Inc.,
$1,000, Rosie, Edward and Isidore Behrman, Brooklyn; Park Enterprises, Inc.,
$25,000, Gabriel Rubino, Joseph Rossi,
Louis Mandia, New York; Kempson Pictures Corporation, $500, J. L. Kempner,
Louis Jacobson, M. A. Kiraly, New York
City; Exhibitors Poster and Supply Co.,
Inc., $10,000, Harry Schlitt, Samuel Bram,
Brooklyn ; Abraham Schneider, New York ;
Gilmar Amusement Corporation, $50,000,
Henriette and Nelson Rosenthal, Julius
Jacobs, Brooklyn; Uplift-Film Corporation, Syracuse, $30,000, L. M. Mitchell,
James C. Setright, T. W. Southwick,
Syracuse; National Titleart Studios, Inc.,
$10,000, Israel, Albert and Etta Shapiro,
ISIew York City.
Williamsburg Photo-

MOTION PICTURE OWNERS: A present-day
necessity.
Place ana added
publicity
clock inSatisfy
your your
theatre and receive
revenue.
patrons
and
accommodate
local
merchants
without interfering with your program. Write for
particulars. Publicity Clock Co., Inc., 105 W.
40th St., New York City.
SLIDES
LET LEON MAKE YOUR SLIDES
Fair
work Write
right, right
n'everything.
testingprices,
slide free.
now. Sam Focus
Leon,
Slidemaker, 207 W. 48th St., New York.
STEREOPTICONS
Cartoon-illustrating-stereopticon, $1S.OO. Drawing or writing is shown on screen enlarged.
Moving Picture camera, $20.00. Spotlight, $10.00.
Supplies, Circulars. HETZ 302 East 23rd
Strpet, New York.
THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Theatre chairs, new and used, any quantity, for
immediate delivery, and all other motion picture
equipment. Picture Theatre Supply Co., 79
West 45th Street. New York City.
2*

TYPHOONS
1 TYPHOON

FAN COMPANY

104^ CAMP ST., NEW

ORLEANS, LA.

rOOUVENTILATE
^

345

WEST

39- ST I

255 N0.j3^-"ST.,PHILApELPHIA PA.

NEW

YORK

64 W. RANDOLPH

CITY
ST.. CHICAGO. ILL
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Mazda — What It Is — How It Works
(Continued from page 1201)
The universal base (C) should then be lined up with the projector
head (V-3) so that the sides of the universal base (C-4) are
parallel with the Jarge sliding rods (V-4) for the Motiograph
carriage. The attaching support (L) nearer to the projectionist
must be as close to the projectionist as possible. Then tighten
the small set screws (L-4) in the attaching supports against the
rectangular cross sliding rods (V-2), thereby fastening the universal base (C) to the Motiograph sliding carriage (V-5). (Attaching straps for the Motiograph De Luxe Projector are special
and must be ordered separately, if needed, but the instructions
for assembling are the same as those given above.)
ATTACHING LAMPHOUSE CARRIAGE AND LAMPHOUSE
TO UNIVERSAL BASE
Remove the carriage motion-picture stop (C-5) on the universal base (C) by unscrewing it. Place the lamphouse carriage
(B) with the lamphouse (A) attached, on the carriage track
(C-1) as shown in Fig. 24, making sure that the three carriage

TRAl

E

rollers (B-1) (Fig. 1) fit in the grooves of the track. It may
require considerable force to fit these rollers in the grooves,
but when once in place the carriage should slide easily. If the
rollers stick, a little vaseline or oil v^rill help greatly.
After the lamphouse carriage (B) and its lamphouse (A) have
been placed on the carriage track (C-1), replace the carriage
motion-picture stop tC-5) and screw it in tight.
Next place the chimney (E) on top of the lamphouse and force
the chimney down tight.
ATTACHING AMMETER ON LAMPHOUSE
Connect the two ammeter lead wires protruding from the
ammeter support (attached to the upper part of the lamphouse
to the two large contact screws projecting from the back of the
ammeter making sure that the contact nuts are screwed down
tight. Fasten the ammeter to the ammeter support with the
three long ammeter attaching screws by screwing them from
the back of the ammeter support into the back plate of the
ammeter.
Insert the silvered glass spherical mirror (H) in its holder
(Q) (Fig. 1).

(To be continued)

THEATRE
Open- Air Exhibitors!
Start Your Show an Hour
Earlier Than on Any
Other Screen
Run 2 shows a night in mid-summer
The

Magic

Crystal

1203

R E V T E

C.

SPECIALISTS

HOWARD

over^o^heatres

CRANE,

Architect

ELMER
DETROIT

GEORGE KIEHLER, Associate
CYRIL E. SCHLEY
CLEVELAND
CHICAGO
WINDSOR. ONTARIO

by using

Screen

No Eyestrain — No Fading — No Distortion from
first or last row, middle or side seats, straight or
angle throw.

"It puts life into lantern slides and stage effects"
Is WHAT
I .ser.s of BrenUert Brenoptlcon
Model F
Suy About This Woinlt'rful Device.
No Limit to Distance or Size of Picture— Moderately PricedNew Operating Features.
BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO., Inc., Detroit, MicK.

Stands any weather.
Dust it or wash it— Brilliancy remains.
Durability guaranteed.
Mr. S. says:
Levoy, Manager of B. F. Keith's Harlem Opera
House,
"We have had the Magic Crystal Screen for the past 2
years and have found it satisfactory in every way. It
not only stands up as to usage, but shows a wonderfully
clear picture."
40% — 60% Current saving guaranteed.

Simplex Sun-light Arc High Intensity Projection Lamp is a perfected
product, tested by severe practical
usage. It is sufficient to say that it's
"A Sun-Light Arc Product"

Order your screen now!
The Magic Crystal Screen Co., Inc.
500 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Phone: Lonsacre 8328 and 8329

Sun-Light Arc Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York
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^T^ HE design of this department is to diffuse among musicians and exhibitors correct information on all important
J- subjects pertaining to music for the film; to improve the quality of musical interpretation and to raise the standard of music in motion picture theatres. Questions concerning music, suitable instrumentation, queries relating to
organs and mechanical players, etc., should be addressed to Music Editor, Exhibitors Trade Review.

Music's Millions
The National Federation of Music Clubs has about two hundred thousand members in the United States. There are fully
1100 clubs in the national organization.
The bare statement of these facts is enough to give a vivid
impression of the immense grov*rth of music in this country.
When men and women who are still in the full vigor of body
and mind were young, no such multitude of music-lovers could
have been discovered and brought together, if the population had
been twice as great as it is to-day. There had to be change
as well as growth, on a vast scale, to make possible the position
which music holds in American life.
To say that the transformation which has taken place is a
gain of immense value, is to put the truth mildly. It has added
more than any human inquiry could ever disclose or measure to
the intellectual breadth, spiritual beauty and happiness of life,
for tens of millions of men and women, yes, and children, hardly
in less degree. It has given civilization a new scale of values
for multitudes that would have found the world comparatively
dark and dull if music had not so enlarged its share in American
culture.
This change is still going on. The movement toward fuller
understnading and keener enjoyment of music gathers momentum every year. The love of music grows with the opportunities
for hearing the works of great composers adequately given.
From symphony orchestras down to phonographs, the teaching
of music, not by authority as a task, but by its own appeal and
charm, gains ground constantly. That it will play an increasmgly important part in the education of the future is not doubtful.
American life is destined to broaden and ripen in many ways.
The future is sure to be superior in that respect to the past or
the present. Literature and art, science and travel, will increase
their contributions to that form of national growth and progress.
But few sources of the finest enjoyment which human nature is
capable of will rival music in making the coming years and
centuries richer than any which have passed into the long story
of man's
striving
betterment of his own
lot
in the upward
life of this
planetand
and gradual
of the universe.

Back to the Organ
Throughout the country there is talk that the motion picture
theatre is going back to its old friend the organ and more film
on its programs. This is a reproduction of a half-page ad that

Brevities
A new Wurlitzer organ has been installed in the Rialto Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
John Weigel, organist, is featured at the new Lorain-Fulton
Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
The Kimball Company of Chicago is installing the new organ
in the Forum Theatre, Los Angeles.
H. W. Burland has been engaged as organist of the Rialto
Theatre, Los Angeles, succeeding Oliver Wallace.
Harry Wallace and Julian Caster have been engaged to conduct the orches.tra at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
The Kinema Theatre, Los Angeles, features a fifty-piece
orchestra.
Recently Victor Herbert
two weeks.
_____ conducted the orchestra for
Ralph Waldo Emerson, organist, formerly of the Liberty Theatre,LosLongAngeles.
Beach, Cal., is now connected with the Palace Theatre,
At Wanamaker's Auditorium, New York, Dr. Alexander Russell recently gave a series of lecture demonstrations of picture
playing, using the large new organ.
For the showing of "Cardigan" at the Capitol Theatre, New
York City, the music score which accompanied the feature represented many weeks of research and investigation to obtain
the original notations of folk songs and Colonial music which
were originally brought over from England. These original
themes were harmonized and transcribed by Mortimer Wilson
and arranged into an effective and highly interpretative score
by Mr. Rothafel.
The National Bureau for the Advancement of Music has ad<ied
a new booklet to its list of instructive and inspirational literature
on music weeks. It is a collection of fifty editorials on local
music weeks and the music week movement, selected from a
large number and from representative newspapers in all parts
of the country, and it gives a comprehensive and illuminating
picture flected
of in the
the public
attitude toward these observances as redaily press.
MUSIC
Geo. Rosey's
Leafcovers.
Folio No.
12 contents
Screen Classics,
assembled
loose
sheets inLoose
separate
Write1. for
and special
prices forin
Leaders. Geo. Rosey Publishing Co.. 26-28 East 21st St., New York.

CUE

IN

THESE
POPULAR
HITS!
Send {or
MARIE
featured by
Complete Catalog OLD FASHIONED
GIRL
*yAl.Jolson
of PopularMusic
lid
Classical
Ted Lewis
Greenwich
Wlage
RiChmOnd-RobbinS ti' Ootstanding success of his
„ Follies
in the
1658 BroiA^ray.N.Y production-BomlH)'
; - '

THE
appeared in the Bufifalo papers on the day of the opening of the
new Lafayette Theatre. Both organ and organist divided the
space about 50-50

For

Better

Music

FOTOPLAYER

THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
1600 Broadway
64 E. Jackson Blvd.
109 Golden Gate Ave.
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No longer can even the smallest home of silent drama
succeed without good music.
The most prosperous house in any community has recognized the pulling power of superior, appropriate musical
accompaniments.
The wonderful Cremona Orchestra-Organ contributes
the musical background so necessary to put your film
across big". South Sea Islands or Labrador settings, travel,
comedy, or what-not, there is instantly available just the
right music pipe-organ, orchestra or combination, played
either by hand, by standard player roll or solo roll to best
create that sense of reality that satisfies the lover of pictures.
Bvtt best of all — the Cremona is not prohibitive for the
smaller house. Write for literature.

niiecMar(JueU&

^iano

Conv^any,

Chicago, U.SA.

©remoua

Quieairc

Orchestra"

Oroan
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Cameraman's
Akeley

Back

from

African

Trip

Carl E. Akeley, inventor of the well-known motion
picture camera bearing his name, returned to New
York, March 13, on the White Star liner Baltic, from
his hunting trip into the wilds of Central Africa. This
trip was made by Mr. Akeley in the interests of the
American Museum of Natural History for the purpose
of studying the habits of the gorilla in its native haunts
and, if possible, to secure motion pictures of them.
The party accompanying him on this trip consisted
of Miss Martha Miller, secretary of the museum; Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Bradley and their six-year-old daugh•ter, Alice, of Chicago, and Miss Priscilla Hall. The
party started from Cape Tovm, South Africa, and traveled by rail to Elizabethville, the end of the railroad.
From that point the balance of the trip, which covered
nearly a thousand miles altogether, was made on foot
and riding bicycles. Little Alice Bradley traveled in
a grass hammock slung on poles and carried by two
young natives. The camping outfit and baggage was
carried by native porters, two hundred of them making
up what is known as the "train."
The head hunter, in charge of the porters, told Mr.
Akeley that the women of the party were the first
women of the white race to go into that part of Africa,
which was described as being just west of Lake Victoria Nyanza and at the farthest eastern part of the
Belgian Congo, known as the Lake Kivo district. The
party also visited an active volcano called Nijamligara,
and spent a day on the crater, which proved to be a
very interesting feature of the trip.
His trip was successful from every standpoint, Mr.
Akeley said. Not only did he get some good pictures
of gorillas at play and in their nests, but he also shot
five, the largest of which stood 5 feet 5 inches in height,
was 46 inches across the shoulders, 60 inches around
the chest and had hair at least a foot long. Other
animals were shot by different members of the party,
Miss Miller killing an elephant and a lion.
In speaking of gorillas being ferocious, Mr. Akeley
said there was no truth in those reports, that it was
really so easy to kill them you could not even call it
sport. He made moving pictures of four big gorillas
playing, and stated that they did not stop playing —
only looked at him — until they became frightened at
the click of the camera and then ran off into the jungle. CAMERAMEN ATTENTION I I I
DEVELOPING, PRINTING,
ART and HAND LETTERED TFTLES.
QUALrry and PRICES RIGHT.
ARTFILM PRODUCnONS.
Fine Arts Bttildin«, Rochester, N. Y.
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Of this group, Mr. Akeley shot three and Mr. Bradley
killed the fourth one.
The skins of all the animals killed by the party are
being brought to this country on a freighter. On
arrival they will be taken charge of by the museum,
which will have them stuffed and mounted in the
museum in surroundings that will resemble their native
haunts as near as it is possible to make them.
Too Much

Tariff

There is now pending before the Finance Committee
of the Senate in Washington a portion of the new
Tariff Act of 1921, that vitally affects free-lance cameramen. Itcalls for a duty of 30 per centum ad valorem
on all motion picture films imported in any form for
use in any way connected with motion picture exhibits
if they have been either exposed or developed.
In writing about this bill, Herford Tynes Cowling,
cameraman for Burton Holmes Travel Pictures, "says
that no special provisions are made for the importation of educational, travel, geographical, ethnological,
anthropological, photograph news or other educational
subjects, but places them in the same class with photoplays. This means that a cameraman would have to
pay a duty ranging from 7 cents to 17 cents a foot,
instead of the present tariff of 2 and 3 cents a foot.
This measure, if passed, will become a prohibitive
tax in favor of the foreign producer on this particular
class of material. The market for the above-mentioned
films is strictly limited in this country, comprising less
than a dozen buyers, and the price ranges from 40 to
60 cents a foot. After a travel or educational film is
developed it is a well-known fact that approximately
40 per cent of the original footage is wasted in editing
and cutting, but duty would have to be paid on this
wastage just the same as if it was used.
As the cost of a 50,000-foot negative, including traveling expenses, is estimated at 20 cents per foot, it
can readily be seen that Mr. Cowling is correct in his
assumption that the free-lance man will be forced out
of business if the measure passes. After a negative
is edited only about 50 per cent of it will be salable,
and from this amount that is sold at, say, 50 cents a
foot, the cost of the entire negative, together with a
duty of 17 cents a foot, will have to be deducted. It
won't take much figuring to show which side of the
ledger the profit would be on.

CAMERAS
We buy, rent and sell motion picture and stiU
cameras, lighting equipment, home projectors,
etc. Write us your wants. Seiden, 83S Eighth
Avenue, Circle 5103-04, New York City.

Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented,
sold and exchanged. Portable lights for
sale and for rent. Keep us advised of
your wants. Ruby Camera Exchange,
727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

Evans' developing and printing service will help you to better results.
Experience plus an unquestioned reputation
for quality, responsibility
and
service, assure it.
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO.,

Telephone:
Wadsworth 3443-3444

Number 17

416-24

West

216th St., New

prompt
York

City
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Super

Speed

sloware

motion

Speed

Film

under-exposure.

It
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ultra-speed,
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Voice

How

STRAND

"BITS OF LIFE," Marshall Neilan.—
Good
business.
picturethedidn't
pull any
unusual While
businessthisduring
first
three days of last week, it nevertheless
pleased and practically filled the house
each evening.
Short Subjects. — Topical Review, a comedy, "The Hallroom Boys," and an excelTaken lentin scenic,
the "My
vicinityAdirondack
of Ausable Outing."
Chasm,
well known to motorists in this section.
It probably proved almost equal to the
feature itself from a drawing standpoint.
"THE BEAUTIFUL LIAR," Katherine
MacDonald (First National). — This actress
is not drawing exceptionally well in this
city. Business good.
Short Subjects. — Review, Buster Keaton
comedy and "Bill and Bob" scenic.
LELAND
"A SAILOR - MADE MAN, ' Harold
Lloyd (Pathe). — Running for the entu-e
week, this picture played to capacity business and made money.
ATLANTA,

of

the

REVIEW

Box

the Latest Releases Are Being Received Throughout

ALBANY
MARK

TRADE

GA.

METROPOLITAN
"PENROD," Wesley Barry (First National).— (Defied atrocious weather and
registered resounding success. Newspapers highly favorable; box-office receipts fine.
Short Subjects. — Christie Comedy, "Oh,
Buddy"; Kinograms.
Exploitation. — 'Special invitations mailed
to all teachers in city, about 700; tie-up
with book-store in same block with Metropolitan resulting
in big for
saleinmates
of "Penrod"
books. Special
matinees
of all
orphan homes in city.
HOWARD
"HER MATE," Dorothy Dalton and Rudolph Valentino (Paramount).- — Good business. This is the title under which Moran
of the Lady Letty was presented in Atlanta. Rudolph Valentino was featured in
all advertising, but he was his own toughest opposition for a return engagement of
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
drew the best business in town.
Short Subjects. — Selznick News.
Presentation. — Overture, Hawaiian melodies. Prologue. Stage set representing
bridge of ship. Singer dressed in the blue
and white of a captain sang "I Hear You
Calling Me." CRITERION
"THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE,"
Rex Return
Ingram engagement
(Metro).—
Excellent business.
played at 50 cents net and receipts exceeded $6,000 in a house of 996 seats and
a six-day town. .
FORSYTH
FIRST HALF:
"ONE GLORIOUS DAY," Will Rogers
and Lila Lee (Paramount). — Combination

of talent pleased audiences. Box-office
receipts fair.
Short Subjects. — Kineto Review, "WillLASTing Captives."
HALF:
"TILLIE," Mary Miles Minter (Realart). — Picture pleased well and drew satisfactorily.
Short Subjects. — Kineto Review, "America's Gateway."
GRAND
FIRST HALF:
"THE SILVER CAR," Earl Williams
(Vitagraph). — Fair business.
Short Subjects. — Century comedy;
Chester-Outing;
Loew's News and Views.
LAST
HALF:
"WINNING WITH WITS,' Barbara
Bedford (Fox). — Fair. Pleased.
Short Subjects. — Goldwyn Sport Review
"The Bashful Lover"; Loew's News.
RIALTO
"THE CALL OF THE NORTH," Jack
Holt
(Paramount). — Despite good reviews
draw.favorable
and
comment this picture did not
Short Subjects. — International News;
Joe Rock comedy.
STRAND
"PERJURY," William Farnum (Fox).—
Rain hurt business, but picture drew fairly
well despite the handicap. William Farnum has a loyal following and they were
in evidence.
Exploitation. — Huge cut-out in lobby
represented twelve men in a jury box, with
defendant and prosecuting attorney in
action. Created considerable interest.
Short Subjects. — Tony Sarg Almanic,
"Ye Ancient Golfer."
TVDOR
Monday and Tuesday— "THE MILLIONAIRE," Herbert Rawlinson (Universal). —
Good business.
Short Subjects. — (Universal Star Comedy;
International News.
Wednesdav and Thursdav — " THE
GOLDEN GALLOWS," Miss DuPont
^Universal). — Fair business.
Short Subjects.
Chester
Outing. — Luke McLuke Comedy;
Friday and Saturday— "HABIT," Mildred Harris (First National). — Fair business. (Second run.)
Short
Subjects.
— Gaylord Lloyd Comedy;
International
News.
LAFAYETTE

SQUARE

"CHIVALROUS CHARLEY," Eugene
O'B rien
(Select).
of the
newness of this
theatre— Because
the business
continues
good. BufFalonians want to see what it
looks like. The big attraction so far is
C. Sharp Minor, the organist. Chivalrous
Charley did not create much enthusiasm.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
window
of house.cards, big electric display on front
Short Subjects. — Snub Pollard in "Bow
Wows," and Selznick News.
MARK-STRAND
"JIM. THE PENMAN," Lionel Barrymore (First National). — Audiences did not
like the unhappy ending of this picture.
Business was fair.
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the Country

Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
lobby display, window cards.
Short Subjects. — The Hallioom Boys in
"Beach Nuts," and Kinograms.
PALACE
"Blind Wives," Eric Von Stroheim
(Universal.) — 'Good. Manager Smith put
this picture on and advertised it big, taking advantage of the avalanche of publicity used on Foolish Wives in Buffalo for
several weeks. As a result he did good
business.
SHEA'S NORTH PARK
"FOOL'S PARADISE" (Paramount).—
Fair. Packed them in on this attraction.
The house shared in all the Hippodrome
advertising. Manager Art Amm reported
an unusually good auto trade.
Short Subjects. — Al St. John in "Straight
from
Pathe the
News.Farm," and International and
BUFFALO
SHEA'S HIPPODROME
"FOOL'S PARADISE" (Paramount).—
Fair. This Cecil B. DeMille production, declared by local critics to be an improbable
story with some bizarre scenes, attracted
good business. The feature was surrounded by a good program of short subjects and music.
Exploitation. — "A two-dollar show" was
the way Manager Franklin advertised the
program
billboards, window cardsinandnewspapers,
lobby display.
Short Subjects. — Al St. John in "Straight
from the Farm," "Magic Gems," a Prizma
hand-colored subject and Hippodrome Review, made up of Pathe and International
News and Topics of the Day.
LOEW'S STATE
"THE DEVIL WITHIN," Dustin Farnum (Fox). — The big attraction at this
theatre was the personal appearance of
Charlie Murray, the Mack Sennett star.
Buffalonians literally fought to get into
the house most of the week. The Farnum
picture is a fair bit of film entertainment.
Exploitation. — Manager Beckerich
doubled his advertising in the local papers
on the Murray appearance and his big
show.
Short Subjects.
"AssortedMuttHeroes,"
an
Educational
kid —comedy;
and Jeff
cartoon, and Loew Minute News.
CRITERION
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Lillian
and Dorothy Gish (D. W. Griffith).— Capacity business marked the second week
of this film offering. Monday and Tuesday the Gish Sisters appeared in person
and attracted a vast throng at afternoon
and evening presentations. The coming
of the famous stars was widely heralded
in the press. Much space was also given
to interviews and special stories.
STATE
"MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY,"
ness.
Dorothy Dalton (Paramount). — Good busi-
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Pathe News and a Funny Face comedy,
supplied the "relief" for the big picture.
STAISDARD
"THEHatton
HELL (Western
HOUND Pictures
OF THE
Dick
tion).— Fair business.
Short Subjects. — Joe Martin
■"A Monkey
tional News. Schoolmaster," and
METROPOLITAN

AND

WEST,"
ExploitaComedy,
Interna-

LIBERTY

"A MAN OF STONE," Conway Tearle
(Selznick). — No advance publicity. The
picture played for three days to fair business.

TRAUJb.

good business that warranted holding the
picture over for a second week.
LOEWS

PARK

AND

MALL

"THE LAW AND THE WOMAN,"
Betty Compson (Paramount). — 'Good business.
Exploitation. — Unsought publicity by
way of a "boomerang" from the State
censors who had ordered the picture taken
off the screen after it had shown for two
days public
brought
page" notices before
the
on "front
this picture.

N. C.

BROADWAY
"A STAGE ROMANCE," William FarTium (Fox). — Only mediocre business resulted from this engagement. Picture
very good.

"THE BARNSTORMER,"
Ray
Only ordi(Associated First National). Charles
nary business on this one. Broadway is
doing very little way in the way of exploitation and business is evidently sulfering therefrom.

"FROM THE GROUND UP," Tom
Moore (Goldwyn). — Good business.
Exploitation. — This picture was featured
with the March edition of McCormick's
"Jazz-A-Week"
and proved a good bit of
screen
entertainment.
The "Jazz-A-Week" features proved the
big hit of the bill with which were featured "A Trip to Hitland" featuring ten
popular song composers, who rendered
some of their old and new compositions
and which were augmented by five pianos.
"The School for Jazz" was another
number featured on this bill.

IMPERIAL
"FOREVER," Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid (Paramount). — Three days to
capacity business. A wonderful moneyg'etter.
"MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY,"
Dorothy Dalton (Paramount). Why Paramount does not play up Rudolph Valentino's name in this one is hard to understand. The Imperial played up his name
above that of the star and big business
resulted on a three-day run.
CHICAGO
ROOSEVELT
"A DOLL'S HOUSE," Nazimova (United
Artists). — Played to very good business all
week.
CHICAGO
"HER HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK,"
Gloria Swanson (Paramount). — Patronage
was very good.
ROSE
to "SHAME,"
fair business.John Gilbert (Fox).— Played
RIALTO
"THE VERMILLION PENCIL, " Sessue
Hayakawa (Robertson-Cole).— The new
policy of presenting a feature picture in
conjunction with the regular vaudeville
i)rogram at this theatre is proving highly
successful.
STILLMAN
"FOOL'S PARADISE" (Paramount).—
Though a wide departure from De Mille's
accepted themes, this picture was enthusiastically received.
Exploitation. — Bill board and newspaper
campaign well in advance of the initial
showing. And an attractive lobby built for

larity of this star and the meritorious
vehicle
business was just fair on this picture.
Short Subjects.— Al St. John in "The
Weekly.
Happy
Pest." Topics of the Day and News
LIBERTY

STATE

"GRAND LARCENY," Elliott Dexter,
Claire Windsor and Lowell Sherman
(Goldwyn) . — Good.
Exploitation. — The management advertised the personal appearance of Lew
Cody in conjunction with the picture, and
his appearance established the fact that
Cody is a real man.
Short Subjects. — Larry Semon in "The

S. C.

LESTER'S RIVOU
(First half.)
"POLLY OF THE FOLLIES," Constance Talmadge (First National). — Very
good business.
(Last half.)
"RED HOT ROMANCE" (First National).— ^One of the swiftest comedies of
the year and went over big.
IDEAL
"DISRAELI," George Arliss (United
Artists). — A masterful attraction, but
business could have been better.
KANSAS

"POLLY OF THE FOLLIES," Constance Talmadge (First National). — Good
business. The picture came in for a large
amount of praise from the patrons of this
theatre, for it is one of the best things
that Miss Talmadge has done.
Short Subjects. — Pathe News, Topics of
the Day and comedy "Holy Smoke."
ALLEN

Sawmill."

METROPOLITAN

COLUMBIA,

CLEVELAND
LOEWS

AND

"THE RIGHT THAT FAILED," Bert
Lytell (Metro). — ^Fair business. Advance
newspaper advertising was given this attraction which played at these two theatres
for the first half of the week only.

A Christie
"One ofStormy
News
Weekly comedy
and Topics
the DayNight,"
were
the
short
reels
featured
with
the Compson
vehicle,
ALLEN

CHARLOTTE,
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CITY

LIBERTY
week.
"GRAND LARCENY," Elliott Dexter
(Goldwyn). — ^Played to good crowds for a
Short Subjects. — "Peggy Behave,"
Pathe
current events, and "Aesop's
Fables,"News,
comedy.
"What
about
theExploitation.
woman? —HasTheshe line,
become
a piece
of
property under man-made laws? See this
picture for the answer to one of life's
greatest
was played space.
up to great
extent inproblems,"
Sunday newspaper
Also
billboard and lobby display.
DORIC
"BOOMERANG
BILL," Lionel Barry- .
more (Famous Players). — Lionel Barrymore's name aided a great deal in attracting a good week's attendance.
Short Subjects.— "The Bow- Wow," Rolin
comedy,
events. and International News, current

STILLMAN

NEWMAN

"TURN TO THE RIGHT," Jack Mulhall and Alice Terry (Metro). — ^Business
just warranted a one week engagement on
this attraction.
Exploitation. — Small cards placed on the
radiators of many autos bearing the words
"Turn to the Right," printed in red, street
car cards and bill board publicity.

"HER
HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK,"
Gloria Swanson (Paramount). — ^Good boxoffice returns for a week's run. Gloria
Swanson is increasing greatly in popularity here.
Short Subjects. — "The Skipper Strikes
It Rich,"current
comedy,events.
and Newman News and
Views,
Exploitation. — Large cut of Gloria Swanson under lines, "Glorious Gloria! More
Glorious Than Ever," featured in newspapers and lobby display. Also billboard

STANDARD
"TRACKED TO EARTH," Frank Mayo
(Universal). — ^An attractive front and a
good display of lobby photos assisted in
maintaining a nice business all week.
Short Subjects. — Lee Moran in a Century Comedyternational
"Upper
and Lower," and InNews.
LOEWS

MALL

AND

PARK

"THE OLD SWIMMIN' HOLE," Charles
Ray (First National). — ^Despite the popu-

space.

ROYAL

"THE LOTUS EATER," All star cast
(First National). — fThe cast in this picture
proved a good drawing card. A good
week's business despite unfavorable
weather.
Short Subjects. — "Pure and Simple,"
Christie comedy, and Royal Screen Magazine, current events.
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Exploitation. — Names of the five outstanding stars played up big in billboard,
lobby display and newspaper space.
TWELFTH

STREET

"TRAVEUN" ON," William S. Hart
(Paramount). — This one drew good crowds
for a week.
Short Subjects.- — Jimmy Aubrey comedy
and Pathe News, current events.
Exploitation. — Two separate cuts of
Hart featured in newspaper space, one a
bust view, the other portraying Western
atmosphere with the star astride a horse
and firing at enemies in rear.
LOS

ANGELES

MISSION

THEATRE

"FOOLISH WIVES," Von Stroheim,
Universal.
Manager Harry David pronounced this
as one of the most successful features the
Mission Theatre has played. He is receiving requests from exhibitors far and wide
asking for advice on booking the Universal picture and his one unanimous answer
has been "Go and Get It." In the third
week, he has a street line at every performance, and it looks like at least five
weeks has yet to go.
CALIFORNIA

THEATRE

"FLOWER OF THE NORTH," Pauline
Stark (Vitagraph). — Put on with average
advertising, picture enjoyed good business.
MILLER'S

THEATRE

"THE SILENT CALL," Special Cast
(First National). — In the fifth week and
scheduled for the sixth. A tie-up with the
Stevens automobile carrying the dog
Strongheart through Los Angeles streets
was a recent stunt. After the first week
the regular weekly advertising space was
used.

CLVNE'S

BROADWAY

THEATRE

"A VIRGINIA COURTSHIP," May McAvoy (Realart). — The "Flu" decreased the
attendance some, but the feature did very
well considering. The star is very popular in Los Angeles. Irving Cummings,
"Campbell Mounted," was an added attraction with the feature. Business good.
PANTAGES

NEW

THEATRE

TRADE

REVIEW

GRAVMAN'S

MILLION DOLLAR
THEATRE
"THE WORLD'S CHAMPION," Wallace Reid (Paramount). — Excellent business. The star continues to be a prime
favorite with hundreds in Los Angeles.
LOEW'S STATE
"THE 14th LOVER," Viola Dana
(Metro). — The feature got the headline in
the vaudeville daily advertisement. The
title was especially attractive. Business
good.

GRAVMAN'S

RIALTO

"MORAN
OF THE LADY LETTY,"
Dorothy Dalton (Paramount). — Excellent
business. Ran three weeks to crowded
houses.
SYMPHONY

THEATRE

"PENROD," Wesley Barry (First National).— The cast was remarkable for a
kid picture. Very well advertised and
plenty of news space. Would have done
well in the second week.
MILWAUKEE
ALHAMBRA
"FOOL'S PARADISE" (Paramount).—
Capacity audiences throughout the week;
newspaper criticisms favorable.
Exploitation. — Unusual amount of newspaper advertising given to ads, playing up
both the names of the members of the
cast and the title of the film; a prologue
enacting a scene from the picture — that
of the fairyland scene — received praiseworthy mention.
Short Subjects. — Pathe News reels,
Literary Digest and comedy.
BUTTERFLY
"JANE EYRE," Mabel Ballin (Hodkinson). — From a box-office standpoint this
film was almost worthless, although newspaper criticisms were in its favor; picture
taken off after three days of poor crowds
and Cameron of the Mounted Police substituted.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
street car posters.
Short Subjects. — ^Comedy, Fox News
reels and Fox newsettes.

"CONCEIT
," Special Cast (Selznick).—
Excellent
business.

MERRILL

"THE SWAMP," Sessue Hayakawa
(R-C). — Business very good.
TALLY'S THEATRE
"CARNIVAL," Matheson Lang.— The
advertising was doubled for this feature.
Picture enjoyed good business.
SVPERBA THEATRE
"HEADIN' IN," Edward Gibson (Universal).— Good business. The average advertising was used on this feature. Lee
Moran
in
"Upper and Lower" was the
comedy offered.

SAXE'S STRAND
"STAR DUST," Hope Hampton (First
National). — The personal appearance of
Miss Hampton the first three days of the
picture's run packed the House daily, and
the audiences were well pleased with her
in person.
Exploitation. — Two tie-ups were effected
with two of the largest local papers, the
result of one being the formation of a
Hope Hampton Club (red-headed members
of membership).
the feminine sex only being admitted
to
TOY
"SCHOOL DAYS," Wesley Barry (Warner Bros). — Good business. Second showing of this film in the downtown district.
Short Subjects. — Two reel comedy, International News reels.
OKLAHOMA

QTY

CRITERION
"THE GOLDEN GIFT," Alice Lake
(Metro).— Big houses at all shows and
splendid business done.
Short
Subjects. — Harold Lloyd in "I
Do,"
Kinograms.
CAPITOL

"TWO KINDS OF A WOMAN," Pauline Fredericks (R-C). — It was reported as
the best picture Miss Fredericks has ever
made.

PANTAGES BROADWAY
THEATRE

Number 17

THEATRE

"SKY HIGH," Tom Mix (Fox).— Only
fair in the second week. The star has
fallen off considerably in popularity in
Los Angeles.
KINEMA

Volume 11.

"THE WORLD'S CHAMPION," Wallace Reid (Paramount). ^— The type of picture and the fact that Wallace Reid was
the star drew large crowds, although
newspaper criticisms were not extremely
favorable.
Short Subjects.
International
News— ^Tony
reels. Sarg's Almanac,

"THREE LIVE GHOSTS," Anna Q.
Nilsson (Paramount). — Picture charmed
all that saw it and drew good business.
Exploitation. — Extensive newspaper advertising with fine lobby display of pictures, posters and cards. Three men
dressed like ghosts paraded the streets,
attracting much attention and, incidentally, also much business.
"ONE GLORIOUS DAY," Will Rogers
(Paramount). — The picture enjoyed big
business.
EMPRESS
"HAIL THE WOMAN," Florence Vidor
(First National). — The picture went over
big and enjoyed capacity business.
ShortNews.
Subjects. — Educational comedy.
Scenic
RIALTO
ing."PEICJURY" William Farnum (Fox).
— ^Fine picture with good business prevailBROADWAY
"THE LOVE SPECIAL," Wallace Reid
(Paramount) — The picture pleased and
for a return date did excellently.
"EXPERIENCE." All star cast. (Paramount).— The picture pleased and enjoyed good business.
LYRIC
"POLLY ANN A," Mary Pickford (First
National). — The picture pleased. Big
business for a return date.
"MORAL FIBRE," Corinne Griffith
(Vitagraph). — The picture enjoyed big
business.

SAXE'S RIALTO
"BEYOND," Ethel Clayton (Paramount), with "THE POLICEMAN AND
THE BABY," William Desmond (Fox).—
Fair business. Ethel Clayton's fans like
her best in light comedy rather than in
emotional vehicles.
Short Subjects. — Two reel Sunshine
comedy and Selznick News reels.

PHILADELPHIA
STANLEY
"MORAN
OF THE LADY LETTY,"
Dorothy Dalton and Rudolph Valentino
(Paramount). — Stars rather than the pic-

March 25, 1922
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ture were exploited, and good business resulted. Story and production met with
general approval.
Short Subjects. — "Smiles" (Masterpiece -State rights) and Pathe and Fox
news reels. "Smiles" gaining in popularity in Philadelphia every day.
ALDim
"FOOLISH WIVES," Eric von Stroheim (Universal). — Picture played to
smashing business, and shattered all
house records. Longest waiting lines ever
seen at a Philadelphia motion picture
theatre. Is being held for longer engagement. Picture classed as excellent, but
seemed to fall down in some respects.
STANTON

above the average of the motion picture
play of to-day.
MILES

Exploitation. — After first week, carried
regular newspaper advertising space.

"HER OWN MONEY," Ethel Clayton
(Paramount). — .Nice feature, good story,
novel plot, dandy story well acted — ^these
were comments heard. People like Ethel
Clayton and her name has drawing power
on the electric sign in Scranton. Manager
claims her work always pulls well.
POLI

COLONIAL
FIRST HALF:
"THE PRIMAL LAW," Dustin Farnum
(Fox). — Average attendance. No unusual
exploitation.
ShortandSubjects.
— "Mutt and Jeff," News
topics
a comedy.
LAST HALF:
"WINNING WITH WITS," Barbara
Bedford (Fox). F^ir business.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
lobby display.
Short Subjects. — "The Goat," Harold
Lloyd, Hallroom Boys Comedy, "We'll Get

"PARDON MY FRENCH," Vivian Martin (Fox). — Nothing to attract attention
in title and business was about average.
Vaudeville bill bolstered up attendance.
SEATTLE

TO THE
RIGHT,"
(Metro).—
The"TURN
production
was given
a very
cordial
reception by both press and patron, and
although it did good business, it was not
what it was felt the picture warranted.
Short Subjects. — "The Young Painter"
(Hodkinson). — Rounded out a fine program.
REGENT
"THE GOLDEN GIFT," Alice Lake
(Metro). — The star has no following, and
picture attracted only average business,
with little enthusiasm shown about the
production itself.
Short Subjects. — Mutt and Jeff cartoon
"Too Much Sap," Burlingham Scenic "The
Wedding
Feast," Topics of the Day and
Pathe News.
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LIBERTY
FIRST HALF:
"WHITE OAK," William S. Hart (Paramount).— ^Good business.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
window cards, lobby display and billboards.
Short Subjects. — "Torchy Takes a
Chance,"HALF:
comedy. Liberty news.
LAST
"MISS LULU RETT," Lois Wilson (Paramount).— Excellent business. Just the
sort of picture Liberty audiences like.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
lobby display, window cards.
Short comedy.
Subjects.—
"Pardon
Pollard
Liberty
News.Me," a Snub

PANTAGES
You Yet."
"STEELHEART," Wm. Duncan (Vitagraph). — 'Proved popular with audiences.
REX
"SO THIS IS ARIZONA," Franklyn
Farnum (W. M. Smith). — Good business.
Popular
westerns. with large percentage likingExploitation. — .Newspaper advertising,
window cards. Outside publicity helped
by attractive dressing of lobby and box
office to represent Arizona scenery, and
stills of leads.
Short Subjects. — Chester Outing scenic,
Kinograms, "CroMming Torchy," comedy.
WILKES-BARRE,

PA,

COLUMBIA
RICHMOND,

VA.

BIJOU
"TEN NIGHTS
IN A BARROOM."
— ^This old version of "Ten Nights" was
billed for an entire week. Business opened
big but slumped. There is no comparison
between this and the new Arrow picture.
This one is terrible. Robert Downing appeared in person each day.
BROADWAY
_ "NOmDY," Jewel Carmen (First National).— Satisfactory business, but far
from a record-breaker. '
ODEON
"HER OWN MONEY," Ethel Clayton
(Paramount). — A very satisfactory attraction.
SCRANTON,

PA.

STRAND
"FOREVER," Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid (Paramount). — Many followers
of the high type motion pictures were
dubious if the morbid end of Du Maurier's
romance could be eliminated. The comment was that the work of George Fitzmaurice was marvelous, he had put a story
on the screen that was elevating and entertaining, yet not soul racking. Played
to good sized houses and was one of the
best showings ever run here.
STATE
"SCRAMBLED WIVES," Marguerite
Clark turn
(First
— IScreen
rewelcomedNational).
by audienc.es
whichstar's
passed
the normal mark repeatedly. Was declared awinning drama, one that was far

FIRST HALF:
"THE BLACK PvVNTHER'S CUB,"
Florence Reed (Ziegfeld). — Fair business.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
window display, lobby display.
LAST HALF:
"THE GOLDEN GALLOWS," Miss Du
Pont (Universal).- — Good business. Attracted average audiences.
Exploitation. — - Newspaper advertising,
lobby display.
Short Subjects. — "Mutts" Century
comedy, "Capt. Kidd's Finish," Western
comedy-drama. International News.
STRAND
"SATURDAY NIGHT," Leatrice Joy
(Paramount). — Excellent business. Standing 'em up all week.
Exploitation. — Billboards, Newspaper
advertising, window cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — A Tony Sarg comedy,
"Why
Walked the Floor." First
NationalAdam
Kinograms.

ORPHEUM
"RENT FREE," Wallace Reid (Paramount).— ^Wallie caught the shoppers
afternoons and did well at night shows.
Picture was classed as good, but many
Reid fans regretted his leaving the auto
game series in which he was starred.
SAVOY
"FOREVER," Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid (Paramount). — New Ferguson
play was waited for, thanks to interest m
both her work and in the Peter Ibbetson
tale on the screen. Picture was rated as
charmingly attractive and brought in cultured classes in large numbers. Made big
hit and is a money- maker.
CAPITOL
"THE SKY PILOT" (First National).—
Another instance of the wisdom of keeping
the name of novel when story goes on silver screen. Drew big houses and won
attention of church men who are readers
of the Ralph Conner stories. Was classed
as
strong and
feature,
worth pushing
all aclasses
with special
appeal toamongthose
who take a hesitant attitude toward the
motion picture.

COLISEUM
FIRST HALF:
"THE BEAUTIFUL LIAR," Katherine
MacDonald
(First
— Star's popularity assured
goodNational).
attendance.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
billboards, Mdndow cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects.— "Exit Quietly" Bobby
Vernon Comedy.
Pathe News, Scenic,
Kinograms.
LAST HALF:
"HER OWN MONEY," Ethel Clayton
(Paramount ). — Good business.
Exploitation. — Lobby displays, newspaper advertising, window cards.
Short Subjects. — "Stolen Glory" comedy,
"Stamboul" — scenic, Pathe News, First
National Kinograms.
BLUE MOUSE

GRAND
(First National Week)
"LOVE'S REDEMPTION," Norma Talmadgeness on(First
National). Very good busithis one.
"THE BEAUTIFUL LIAR," Kathrine
MacDonald (First National). Nothing to
rave about, either the picture or box office
returns.

"WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME," Anna
Q. Nilsson (Warner Bros.) — Second big
week of toyear.
capacity audiences. One of big
hits

"THE LOTUS EATER," John Barrymore (First National). Very good business and a picture that will create word of
mouth advertising.

WILMINGTON,

N.

C.
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Guide

Here is a list of pictures which have been reviewed in Exhibitors Trade Review during the past three months.
The pictures are listed alphabetically with the date of issue and the page number of the review. File your copies of
Exhibitors Trade Review and get a line on the pictures you have booked by looking them up in the review pages.
Title
Star
Distributor
Issue Page
Title
Star Distributor
Issue Page
"Lucky Carson" (Earle Williams), Vitagraph
Feb. 11 795
"Ace of Hearts, The" (Special Cast), Goldwyn
Dec. 3 49959
"ManBrunette),
from LostGoldwyn
River, The" (House Peters and Fritzi Jan. 28 643
"Across the Dead-Line" (Prank Mayo), Universal Jan. 14 209
"All for a Woman" (Special Cast), First National Dec. 17 287
"Man of Stone, The" (Conway Tearle), Selznick Dec. 10 131
"All's Fair in Love" (May Collins), Goldwyn
Dec. 24
"Man to Man" (Harry Carey), Universal
Feb. 11 795
"At and
the Sign
the JackHodkinson
O'Lantern" (Betty Ross Clark Feb. 11 285
E^arl of
Schenck),
"Matrimonial Web, The" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Nov. 26 1839
"Miss Lulu Bett" (Lois Wilson), Famous Players-Lasky .Dec. 31 369
"At the Stage Door" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Dec 24 793
"Mistress
of the World, The" Episode No. 1 (Mia May), Mar. 18 1145
Paramount
"Back Pay" (Seena Owen), Paramount
Feb. 25 937
"Molly
O"
(Mabel Normand), First National
Dec. 3 59
"Beyond
the
Rainbow"
(Harry
Morey
and
Lillian
Dove),
207
R-C Pictures
Mar. 4 1009
"Morals" (May McAvoy), Realart
Feb. 4 719
"Bigamist, The" (Ivy Duke), George Clark, Ltd
Dec. 17 865
"Moran of the Lady Letty" (Dorothy Dalton), Paramount. Feb. 18 863
"Billy Jim" (Fred Stone), R-C Pictures
Feb. 18
"My Boy" (Jackie Coogan), First National
Jan. 7 441
"Bonnie
Brier Bush, The" (Donald Crisp-Mary Glynne), Dec. 10
"Nancy from Nowhere" (Bebe Daniels), Paramount Feb. 11 791
Paramount
"No Vitagraph
Defense" (William Duncan and Edith Jo*inson), Jan. 28 647
133
"Boomerang Bill" (Lionel Barrymore), Paramount Feb. 18 1075
S63
"Boy Crazy" (Doris May and Harry Myers), R-C Pictures.Mar. 11 575
"Oh, Mabel, Behave!" (State Rights) Photocraft Prod. . .Dec. 3 32
"Bride's Play, The" (Marion Davies), Paramount Jan. 21 939
"One Glorious Day" (Will Rogers and Lila Lee), Para- mount Feb. 11 791
"Broadway Peacock, The" (Pearl White), Fox
Feb. 25
"Orphans
the Storm"
(Lillian and Dorothy Gish), Jan. 14 497
"Call of Home, The" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Feb. 18 867
D. W. ofGriffith
Prod
"Call of the North. The" (Special Cast). Paramount. .. .Dec. 10 137
"Our Mutual Friend" (Special Cast), Wid Gunning Prod. .Dec. 17 205
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" (Gaston Glass), Hod- kinson Jan. 21 573
"Pardon My French" (Vivian Martin), Goldwyn
Jan. 7 437
"Cardigan"
(William
Collier,
Jr.,
and
Betty
Carpenter),
"Pardon My Nerve" (Charles Jones and Eileen Percy),
American Photoplay
Mar. 4 1011
Fox
'
Mar.
11 1075
"Cave Girl, The" (Teddie Gerard), First National Mar. 18 1143
"Parisian Scandal, A" (Marie Prevost), Universal Dec. 3 67
"Chasing the Moon" (Tom Mix), Fox
Feb. 18 865
"Peacock
Alley"
(Mae
Murray-Monte
Blue).
Tiffany
Prod.
Dec.
10
104
137
"Cheated
Hearts" (Herbert Rawlinson-Marjorle Daw), Dec. 10
"Peggy Puts It Over" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Jan. 28 645
Universal
"Penrod"
(Wesley
Barry),
First
National
Mar.
4
1011
499
"Clay Dollars" (Eugene O'Brien), Selznick
Jan. 14 211
"Playing with Fire" (Gladys Walton), Universal Dec. 24 285
"Conceit" (Special Cast), Selznick
Dec. 17 93
"Playthings of Destiny" (Anita Stewart), First National . Nov. 26 1835
7
"PollyNational
of the Follies" (Constance Talmadge), First Mar. 11 1079
"Determination,"
Lee
&
Bradford
—
State
Rights
(Al
Lincoln and James Melvale)
Mar. IS
63
"Poor
Relation,
A" (Will Rogers), Goldwyn
Jan. 14 501
"Devil Within, The" (Dustin Farnum), Fox
Dec. 3
"Poverty of Riches, The" (Special Cast), Goldwyn Dec. 3 65
"Doll's House, A" (Nazimova), United Artists
Feb. 25 56
2873
"Power
Within,
Tlie"
(W.
H.
Tooker),
Pathe
Feb.
25 933
"Don't Get Married" (Marie Prevost), Universal Jan. 21
"Prince There Was, A" (Thomas Meighan), Paramount. .Nov. 26 1843
"Don't Tell Everything" (AU-Star), Paramount
Dec. 24 1841
"Prodigal
Judge,
The"
(Jean
Paige),
Vitagraph
Feb.
11 787
"Dr. Jim" (Frank Mayo), Universal
Nov. 26
(Charles Ray), First National
Dec. 24 283
"Duke of Chimney Butte, Tlie" (Fred Stone), R-C Pic- tures Dec. 10 135
111.". "R.S.V.P."
"Received Payment" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Jan. 21 569
"Red Hot Romance" (Special Cast), First National Feb. 4 721
373
"Eden and Return" (Doris May), R-C Pictures Dec. 31 1003
"Rent Free" (Wallace Reid and Lila Lee), Paramount. .Jan. 7 439
"Exit the Vamp" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount
Mar. 4 1007
"Riding with Death" (Special Cast), Fox
Nov. 26 1837
"Extra!
Extra!" (Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker) Mar. 4
"Right
ThatMetro
Failed, The" (Bert Lytell and Virginia Dec. 17 209
Fox
Valli),
"Roof Tree, The" (William Russell), Fox
Jan. 7 439
"False Fronts" (All Star Cast), The Herolds
Mar. 11 1077
719
"Rough Diamond, The" (Tom Mix), Fox
Nov. 26 1835
"F^fty Candles" (Marjorie Daw), Hodkinson
Feb. 4 1843
367
"Ruling
Passion,
The"
(George
Arliss),
United
Artists.
.Feb.
4 723
"Fighting Mad" (William Desmond), Metro
Nov. 26
"Fire Eater, The" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Dec. 31
"Sailor-Made Man, A" (Harold Lloyd), Pathe
Dec. 3 61
"Five Days to Live" (Sessue Hayakawa), R-C Produc- tion Jan. 21 575
"Saturday Night" (Special Cast), Paramount
Feb. 4 715
"School Days" (Wesley Barry), Warner Brothers Dec. 10 104
"Flower
of
the
North,
The"
(Henry
B.
Walthal),
Vita"Scrapper,
The"
(Herbert
Rawlinson),
Universal
Jan. 28 643
723
graph
Feb. 4
"Sea Lion, The" (Hobart Bosworth), First National Feb. 25 939
"Foolish Wives" (Erich von Stroheim), Universal Jan. 28 63965
"Shadows of the Sea" (Conway Tearle), Selznick Feb. 11 787
"Fool's
Paradise" (Dorothy Dalton), Famous Players- Dec. 24 281
"Shattered Dreams" (Miss du Pont), Universal Dec. 17 203
Lasky
"Shattered Idols" (James Morrison and Marguerite de la
Motte), First National
Mar. 18 1151
"Fourteenth Lover, The" (Viola Dana), Metro
Dec. 3 1841
"Fox, The" (Harry Carey), Universal-Jewel Nov. 26 717
"Sherlock
Holmes
Series" (StoU Film), Alexander Film Jan. 21 540
Co.
(State
Rights)
"French Heels" (Irene Castle), Hodkinson
Feb. 4
"Shiek's Wife. The" (Emmy Lynn and Marcel Vibert) . . .Mar. 18 1145
"Get Rich Quick Wallingford" (Special Cast), Paramount. Dec. 17 211
"Silent Call, The" (Special Cast), First National Nov. 26 1837
"Girl Collier,
from Jr.),
Porcupine,
The" Corp
(Faire Binney-Willlam Dec. 10 104
"Silent Years" (Special Cast), Robertson-Cole Dec. 3 61
Arrow Film
"Sin Goldwyn
Flood, The" (Richard Dix and Helene Chadwick), Jan. 21 573
"Gleam o' Dawn" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Jan. 14 501
287
861
"Golden Gallows, The" (Miss DuPont), Universal Feb. 18
"Single
Track, The" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Feb. 4 721
"Golden Gift, The" (Alice Lake), Metro
Dec. 24
"Sir Arne's Treasure" (Special Cast), Swedish Biograph. .Dec. 10 133
"Grand
Larceny" (Claire Windsor and Elliot Dexter). Mar. 11 1081
"Skv High" rrom Mix), Fox
Dec. 31 371
Goldwyn
"Smiles Are Trump" (Maurice Flynn), Fox
Feb. 11 789
"GrimGoldwyn
Comedian, The" (Phoebe Hunt and Jack Holt), Jan. 21 569
"Smilin' Through" (Norma Talmadge). First National ... Mar. 18 1147
"SongFirst
of Life.
The" (Gaston Glass and Grace Darmond), Mar. 4 1003
"Guttersnipe, The" (Gladys Walton), Universal Jan. 7 437
National
"Speed Girl, The" (Bebe Daniels), Realart
Dec. 17 205
"HailNational
the Woman" (Florence Vidor), Associated First Jan. 14 497
"Stage Romance, A" (William Farnum), Fox
Feb. 25 935
715
"Headin' West" (Hoot Gibson). Universal
"Stardust" (Hope Hampton), First National
Dec. 31 371
Feb. 4 2703
"Stranger
Than
Fiction"
(Katherine
MacDonald),
First
"Heliotrope" (AU-Star), Cosmopolitan-Famous Players .. Nov. 27 1007
National
Dec. 31 367
"Her Husband's Trademark" (Gloria Swanson), Para- mount Mar. 4 1009
"Strength of the Pines, The" (William Russell and Irene
Rich). Fox
Mar. 4 1005
"Her Own Money" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount Mar. 4
"Her National
Social Value"
(Katherine MacDonald), First Mar. 11 1081
135
"Tangled Trails" (Neal Hart), Wm. Steiner Prod
Dec. 24 246
"Ten Nights in a Bar Room" (John Lowell), Arrow Dec. 24 246
"Hole in the Wall, The" (Alice Lake), Metro
Dec. 10 1077
"They're
Off"
(Peggy
O'Day).
Anchor-State
Rights
Mar.
11 1042
"Hush Money" (Alice Brady and George Fawcett) Mar. 11
"Three Live Ghosts" (Anna Q. Nilsson), Paramount. .. .Jan. 14 503
"Tol'able
David"
(Richard
Barthelmess),
First
National.
.
Dec.
24
281
"Innocent
The" (Roy
Stewart and Kathleen Kirk- Mar. 11
"Tracked to Earth" (Frank Mayo), Universal Mar. 4 lOOR
ham). Cheat,
Arrow-State
Rights
1042
"Trailin'
"
(Tom
Mix
and
Eva
Novak).
Fox
Dec.
17
207
1149
"IronFox
to Gold" (Dustin Farnum. and Margaret Marsli), Mar. 18
"Turn to the Right" (All-Star Cast), Metro
Jan. 21 571
"Too
(Wanda(Pauline
Hawley),
Realart
Feb. 11
25 789
93.''>
279
"Jackie" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Dec. 24 369
"Two Much
Kinds Wife"
of Women"
Frederick).
R-C Prod. .Feb.
"Jolt, The" (Edna Murphy and Johnny Walker), Fox... Dec. 31 861
503
"Vermillion
Pencil.
The"
(Sessue
Hayakawa),
R-C
Pictures
Mar. 18 1151
"Julius Caesar" (Anthony Novelli), George Kleine Prod. .Feb. 18
"Just Around the Corner," Paramount
Jan. 14
"Virginia Courtship. A" (Mav McAvoy). Realart Mar. 18 1147
63
"Voice
in
the
Dark"
(Walt
Whitman),
Pacific
Film
Co.
"Ladies Must Live" (Special Cast), Paramount Dec. 3
State Rights
Mar. 11 1043
67
"Lane That Had No Turning, The" (Agnes Ayres), Para- mount Jan. 28 647
"Way of a Maid, The" (Elaine Hammerstein), Selznick. .Dec. 17 203
641
"What Do Men Want?" (Lois Weber Prod.) Wid Gun- ning Nov. 26 1839
"Last Payment, The" (Pola Negri), Paramount Jan. 28 1149
"Last Trail, The" (All-Star Cast), Fox
Mar. 18
"Whatever She Wants" (Eileen Percy), Fox
Dec. 24 279
"Law and the Woman, The" (Betty Compson), Para- mount Jan. 28 645
"White Eagle" (Ruth Roland), Pathe
Dec. 10 139
641
"White Hands" (Hobart Bosworth). Wid Gunning Feb. 11 793
'Leather Pushers, The" (Reginald Denny), Universal. . .Jan. 28 131
"WhvSelznick
Announce Your Marriage?" (Elaine Hammerstein) Feb. 25 933
"Light in the Clearing, The" (Special Cast), Hodkinson. .Dec. 10
'^Little Eva Ascends" (Gareth Hughes), Metro
Dec. 3 441
"Why Men Forget" (Special Cast). R-C Pictures Feb. 4 717
'Little Minister, The" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Dec. 31 373
"Little Minister, The" (Betty Compson), Paramount Jan. 7 867
"T^- lid Honey" (PrisciUa Dean), Universal
Mar. 11 1083
"Winning with Wits" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Jan. 21 567
"Little Miss Smiles" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Feb. 18 139
"Wise Kid The" (Gladys Walton), Universal
Mar. 18 1143
"Lotus F'nter, The" (John Barrymore), First National. . .Dec. 10 1079
"World's
Champion,
The"
(Wallace
Reid
and
Lois
Wil"Love's
Boomerang"
(Ann
Forrest
and
David
Powell),
Paramount
Mar. 11
son), Paramount
Mar. 11 1083
"Love's Redemption" (Norma Talmadge), First National. Jan. 21 571
"Yankee Doodle. Jr." (J. Frank Glendon), State Rights. .Mar. 11 1043
t
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TRADE

of the

Serial, Second

BY GEORGE

World

Instalment —

Race for Life." Author, Carl Figdor.
Director, Joe May. Running Time, Sixty
Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Helen Neilsen, Ilia May ; Frederick Benson ; I>v. Kien Lung ; King Makonibe ;
Malkalla,
the WitchfromDoctor;
Toniba,
the temple
King's and
Son. joins Helen and Dr. Lung
Benson escapes
the ruins
of the
and they depart for Africa in further search of the treasure. Tliey soon reach
the territories of King Makombe and b.v bestowing a numl)er of gifts on the
kin^r they are soon put in his good graces. Malkalla, the witch doctor, steals
the diagram that is hidden in the jewel that Helen wears and thinking that he
now possesses
the whiteby man's
His white
plan
however,
is thwarted
Princemagic,
Tomba,incites
who thehas natives
fallen against
in love them.
with the
woman and warns them of their danger. During the attack, Benson succeeds in
getting back the treasure map, and he and his two companions take to a canoe
followed by Malkalla and his men. They seek refuge in a cove but Dr. Liuig
has been killed by an arrow in the pursuit. The natives follow them in through
the narrow cavern, but Malkalla falls overboard and is devoured by the crocodiles
there.
Thinking
be the the
wrath
man's upon
god the
they gates
flee. leading
Helen
and
Benson
wanderthison tothrough
cave ofandtheatwhite
last come
to the magic city of Ophir.
A Race for Life, the
second episode of the serialyMistress of the World,
now being shown at the
Rialto and Rivoli theatres
in New York, is much like
its forerunner, The Dragon's Claw. It is replete
with thrills, intrigue and
swift action. In fact, the
action is so swift that the
heroine and her priceless
talisman are hardly rescued before more complications set in and a new
race for life faces the trio.
The story furnishes entertainment in two ways.
For those who still enjoy
the deep dyed in the wool
type of melodrama it is a
sensation, whereas on the
other hand the same situations will bring forth
peals of laughter from
those who have long since
been fed up on this sort of
thing. The second episode
carries the heroine, Benson and Dr. Lung into the
land of King Mokombe
and provides much material for excitement. Facing death from thirst in
the desert, combat with
the savages and ravenous
crocodiles are the outstanding thrillers. The
types used here to portray
the powerful black king
and his tribesmen are well
chosen and lend a convincing bit of realism to the
picture. Although no particularly stupendous scenic effects are required in
this installment the shots that have been obtained are usually
clearly photographed and well lighted. The handling of the
groups of natives is deserving of praise. The final long shot
that shows the magic city of Ophir in the distance holds promise
of some interesting photography and a background for bigger
excitement to follow.

BOX-OFFICE

T. PARDY

The

"The

Reports

Dangerous

Little

Demon

Universal Special Attraction. Story by Mildred
Considine. Scenario by Doris Schroeder*
Cameraman, Bennie Bail. Directed by
Clarence Badger. Length, 4,751 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Betty
Marniou,
ilarieJack
I'revost
McVeigh,
KobertSmith;
Ellis; Harmen,
.Jay Howard,
HerIjert
Prior;
Graham,
Perrin; Gary
; Denny,
Anderson
Kd. Martindel ; Aunt Sophy, Lydia Knott.
"It is a relief to see your level-headed attitude in contrast with these one-half
of
one with
per cent
brains," said
the fathera ofscore
the ofDangerous
Littleweights
Demon, gambol
as he
stood
his secretary
and watched
society light
about with his pleasure-mad daughter. And when the young secretary intimated
his regard
the young girl,
"the Inold came
man" theputDangerous
his hand I>ittle
out andDemon,
gave his
wishes
to aforserious-minded
youth.
and best
her
father's secretary proposed to her. Thus did her first taste of the serious business
ofto life
begin,
while
Gary
McVeigh,
a
wealthy
neighbor
who
pla.ved
"big
brother"
her. looked on and felt more pain than he wanted others to know. From one
mad paity to another the Dangerous Little Demon went in search of pleasure,
balancing
it against
man. In the
end she the
choseattractiveness
a combinationof ofa thehappy
two married
extremes. life with a fireside
The Dangerous Little
Demon, latest vehicle used
for Marie Prevost, proves
to be a farce of fairly
good amusement value.
The story manages to
take on a few new twists
to keep up the interest of
the audience and at the
same time untwist itself
satisfactorily. With much
good comedy and also a
like amount of forced situations, itmoves along in
a light vein for most of
the time. Whether the
action of the picture takes
place at night or not, the
entire cast always seem
to be in formal evening
dress. Of course, this affords splendid opportunities for the star to put
into use some very stunning gowns. With a plot
that has to deal vdth the
"smart set" and a father
who dabbles in Wall
Street, there cannot be
very much of an alternative and this picture travels along the same road
that so many others have
done before. However, as
an hour's entertainment it
has some worth-while
value.
Points of Appeal — ^The
chief points of appeal lie
in its absurdity. The serious minded young fellow
who aspires to the hand
and fortune of Betty gets
little or no response from
the audience, whereas the
crestfallen "big brother,"
true to form, rescues the girl and afterwards the father from
the clutches of a scheming widow.
Cast. — Marie Prevost as Betty, the capricious young daughter
of Marmon, makes an attractive social butterfly, but at times
overacts her part. The same fault can be found with Jack Perrin. Robert Ellis qualifies in the role of Gary McVeigh.
Photography, Lighting, Direction.— The picture contains some
beautiful interiors and a few long shots that show up well. The
lighting IS 0. K. and direction generally good. Continuity could
be made better by readjustment in certain places.
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CORP.
Footage
Cai'digan (Messmore Kendall)
7,000*
Jungle Adventures (Johnson-Ex<;eptionan • • 5,000*
Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
5,000*
Daring Danger (Cliff Smith)
5,000*
Jan of the Big Snows (J. Oliver Curwood)^ . 5,000*
The Cradle Buster (Tuttle Waller)
6,000*
Bluebeard, Jr. (Jas. Livingston)
5,000*
The Ljing Truth (Marion Fairfax)
6,000*
Sisters (International Film)
7,000*
The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.) 5,000*
My Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictures) 7,000*
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
6,000*
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer) 5,000*
The Pillagers (Louis Wm. Chaudet)
7,000*
Destiny's Isle (Win. P. S. Earle)
6.000*
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
SPENCER PRODUCTIONS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)
4,921
CLIFF SMITH PRODUCTIONS
Western Hearts (Art Station and Josie
Sedgwick)
4,711
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
4,539
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
(Distributed through Pathe)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
The Rider of the King Log (Special) 5,000*
The Road to London (Bryant Washburn) . . 5,000*
Sin of Martha Queed, "The (Allan Dwan
Prod.)
Marry
the Poor Girl (Mr. and Mrs. Carter 6,000*
DeHaven)
6,000*
Unfoldment, The (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Handle With Care (Grace Darmond)
5,000*
Woman, Wake Up (Florence Vidor)
6,000*
Eton't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird)
5,000*
Lady
Godiva
(Alfred
Tennyson's
Poem)
....
6,000*
HAROLD LLOYD CX>MEDIES
Among Those Present
3,000*
Now or Never
3,000*
I Do
3,000*
Never Weaken
3,000*
A Sailor-Made Man
4,000*
PliAY GOERS PICTURES, INC.
Across the Divide (J. P. McGowan)
5,200*
Tropical Love (Ruth Clifford)
5,000*
Father Tom (Tom Wise)
5,000*
Anne of Little Smoky (All Star Cast) 5,000*
Ruse of the Rattler, The (J. P. McGowan) 5,000*
Reckless Chances (J. P. McGowan)
5,000*
Hills ol Missing Men (J. P. McGowan) 6,000*
Sunshine Harbor (Margaret Beecher) 6,000*
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
(jet-Rich-Quick Wallingford (Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
7,381
Don't
Tell Everything (Reid-Swanson-Dex- 4,939
ter)
Just Around the Corner (Cosmopolitan Prod.) ????
WJiite Oak (Wm. S. Hart Prod.)
6,208
Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
5,675
The Little Minister (Betty Compson)
????
Rent Free (Wallace Reid)
4,661
Miss Lulu Bett (Wm. de Mille Prod.) 5,904
Too Much Wife (Realart Prod.) (Wanda
Hawley)
4,227
Back Pay (Cosmopolitan Prod.)
6,460
The Lane That Had No Turning (Agnes
Ayres)
4,892
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan) . . . 5,533
The(Marion
Bride'sDavies)
Play (Cosmopolitan Prod.) 6,476
Nancy From Nowhere (Realart Prod.) (Bebe
Daniels)
????
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.) 5,784
Tillie (Realart Prod.) (Mary Miles Minter) ????
One Glorious Day (Cruze Spec.) (RogersLee)
5,100
Saturday Night (Cecil B. DeMille Prod.)... 8,433
The Law and the Woman (Stanlaws-Compson Prod.)
6,461
Moran of the Lady Letty (Melford-Dalton
Prod.)
6,360
Boomerang Bill (Lionel Barrymor«-Cosmopolitan Prod.)
5,489
A Prod.)
Homespun Vamp (May McAvoy-Realart 4,777
Love's
Robertson Prod.) 5,618
Her OwnBoomerang
Money (John
(Ethel S.Clayton)
4,981
Midnight (Constance Binney-Realart Prod.) 4,653
The Red Peacock (Pola Negri)
6,735
A Game Chicken (Bebe Daniels-Realart
Prod.)
4,748
Travelin' On (William S. Hart)
6,267
Forever
('Georgeof Fitzmaurice
The Mistress
the World Prod.)
(Chapter 1.) 7,236
(Spec. Prod.)
5,647
The
(Wallace (Chapter
Reid) 2) 5,030
The World's
Mistress Champion
of the World
(Spec. Prod.)
5,275
Her Husband's Trademark (Gloria Swanson) 5,101
•Appi-oximately

TRADE

REVIEW

FEATURE

Volume 11.

Number 17

RELEASES
Footage

Footage
Bobbed Hair (Wanda Hawley) (Realart)... ????
Fool's Mistress
Paradise of(Cecil
DeMille
Prod.)..3) 8,681
The
the B.
World
(Chapter
(Spec. Prod.)
5,061
TheRealart)
Heart Specialist (Mary Miles Minter- ????
Beauty's Worth (Marion Davies-Cosmopol- ????
Theitan)
Mistress of the World (Chapter 4)
(Spec. Prod.)
3,825
REALART PICTURES
{Through Famous Players-Lasky)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Something Different (Constance Binney) . . . . 4,840
The Magic Cup (Constance Binney)
4,857
Such a Little Queen (Constance Binney).. 4,942
Out of the Chorus (Alice Brady)
4,888
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady)
4,964
Little Italy (Alice Brady)
4,875
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4,979
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine John- stone) 5,360
Sheltered Daughters (Justine Johnstone) . . . 4,895
A Heart to Let (Justine Johnstone)
5,294
A Private Scandal (May McAvoy)
4,363
Room and Board (Constance Binney)
5,107
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter) . . . 4,715
Everything for Sale (May McAvoy)
5,091
FIRST NATIONAL
Two Minutes to Go (Charles Ray)
4,954
Her Social Value (Katherine MacDonald) . . ????
All for a Woman (Special)
5,873
My Lady Friends (Mr. and Mrs. Charles De
Haven)
????
The Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge) . . ? ? ? ?
Alf's
Button(Hope
(Special)
5,651
Star Dust
Hampton)
6,117
Tol'able
David
(Richard
Barthelmess)
7,345
The Lotus Eater (John Barrymore)
6,960
R. S. V. P. (Charles Ray)
5,630
The Idle Class (Charles Chaplin)
????
Molly O (Mack Sennett-Mabel Normand) . . 7,588
The Silent
Call (Trimble-Murphin
Hail
the Woman
(Ince Prod)Prod.) . . 6,784
7,222
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Prod.)
4,367
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge) ????
Her Mad Bargain (Anita Stewart)
5,491
Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald) ????
Love's
Redemption
(Norma
Talmadge)....
5,889
The Beautiful Liar (Katherine MacDonald) 5,030
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
(Through First National)
Cup of Life (Thos. H. Ince)
4,392
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
7,000*
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth) 6,055*
Love
(Louise
Glaum)
6,000*
I Am Guilty (Louise Glaum)
6,312
Greater Than Love
6,000*
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood — All
6,000*
A Star)
Perfect Crime (Monte Blue)
4,739
A Broken Doll
4,594
The Last of the Mohicans (Maurice Tourneur)
6,000*
The Foolish Matrons (Maurice Tourneur) . . 6,000*
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5,000*
Home Talent
5,000*
The Ten Dollar Raise
6,000*
Mother Lips
o' Mine
H. Ince)
6,500
Lying
(Thos.(Thos
H. Ince)
7,000
Homespun Folks (Thos. H. Ince)
6,000
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SPECIAL
Over the Hill
10,500
A Virgin Paradise
7,781
A Court
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's 8,000*
Thunderclap
6,724
Shame
8,231
Perjury
8,373
Footfalls
8,068
The Last Trail
????
Queen of Sheba
9,559
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
His Great Sacrifice
6,282
Stage Romance, A
????
PEARL WHITE SERIES
Beyond Price
6,237
Any Wife
4,597
Broadway Peacock, The
????
TOM MIX SERIES
A Ridin' Romeo
. 4,747
The Big Town Round-up
4,250
After Your Own Heart
4,244
The Night Horsemen
4,993
The Rough Diamond
4,458
Trailin'
4,355
Sky-High
4,546
Chasing the Moon
????
CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish
4,000*
Bar Nothin'
4,311
Ridin' With Death
4,175

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
The Devil Within
Iron to Gold
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Desert Blossoms
The Roof Tree
Strength of the Pines
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Ever Since Eve
Queenie
Jackie
Little Miss Smiles
JOHIN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam O' Dawn
TWENTIETH CENTURY PICTURES
Little Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy)
Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford)..
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn)
The
Jolt With
(Murphy-Walker)
Winning
Wits (Barbara Bedford)
W^iatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn)
Extral Extra! (Walker-Murphy)
WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? (Claire Windsor)
Our Mutual Friend (All Star)
White Hands (Hobart Bosworth)
The Blot (Claire Windsor)
Quo Vadis (.All Star)
Girl
From God's
(Nell Shipman)..
Old Oaken
BucketCountry
(All Star)
Good to Evil (Lucy Doraine)
ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
The Fire Bride
The Madness of Love
Alias Phil Kennedy
The Blonde Vampire
Foolish Monte Carlo
The Bootleggers
The Love Nest
Don't Blame Your Children
Mrs. Dane's Confession
The Blue Mountain Mystery
GOLDWYN PICTURES
For Those We Love
The Invisible Power
Dangerous Curve Ahead
The Old Nest (Mary Alden)
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin)
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore)
Be My Wife (Max Linder)
The Grim Comedian (Special Cast)
The Night Rose (Special Cast)
Poverty of Riches (Special Cast)
Man From Lost River, The (Special Cast)..
Glorious Fool, The
Man With Two Mothers
His Back Against the Wall
Watch Your Step
Doubling for Romeo
WaUflower, The
Grand Larceny
Theodora (Special)
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
BENJ. B. HAMPTON
The
The Sagebrusher
Dwelling Place(Allof Star)
Light (All Star)
The Spenders (All Star)
A Certain Rich Man (All Star)
Heart's Haven (Claire Adams, Carl GantThevoort,
GreyRobert
Dawn McKim)
(Claire Adams, Carl Gantvoort,
Robert
McKim)
ZANE GREY PICTURES
The Riders of the Dawn (All Star)
Desert
(AllForest
Star)
The ManGold
of the
(All Star)
The Mysterious Rider (AU Star)
J.
READ (Hobart Bosworth)
ThePARKER
Brute Master
Love Madness (Louise Glaum)
Sex (Louise Glaum)
DIETRICH BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Cynthia-of-the-Minute (Leah Baird)
ROBERT BRUNTON
The Cost of Opportunity (J. Warren KerriThe House of Whispers (J. Warren KerriThe Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan) ....
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph J. Dowling)
JOSEPH
LEVERING
His Temporary
Wife (Rubye De Remer) . . .
DIAL FILM
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle Stedman)

4,320
5,997
????
4,175
4,409
4,382
4,531
5,147
4,943
4,8344,178
4,112
????
????
????
4,435
4.616
4,049
????
fi,141
7,698
5,654
7,121
5,884
6,957
5,098
4,951
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,752
6,613
5,503
7,250
5,620
4,609
4,495
4,470
5,509
5,630
5,641
5,693
5.392
4,423
4,680
4,713
4,304
5,228
5,228
8,895

6,000*
6.568
5,693
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,180
7,000*
5,880
5,500
4,643
6,290
6,208
5,480
5,634
gan) 4,624
gan) 4,624
4,925
5,965
5,329
4,430
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Heiress

Released by Fox. Story by Jules Furthman.
Cameraman, Lucien Androit. Directed by
Harry Beaumont.
Length, 4,888 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lncia Moreton, Shirley Mason; Glen Wharton John Harrsn ; Sam Moreton,
Edwin Stevens ; James Moreton, Cecil Van Auker ; Sylvia Moreton, Claire MacI>owell;
Burke,
Aggiea prison
Herring;termLueia
age of three,
Eileen
O'Malley.
James Nora
Moreton
facing
makesat provision,
for his
brother
and wife
to care for his three-year-old motherless daughter. The child is cruelly treated
by them and runs away with her old nurse, Nora Burke. Lueia, grown to young
womanhood, takes the name of Lucy Burke. At Nora's death Lucy gets a position
as maid of all work in her uncle's home, each unaware of the other's identity.
A letter from
girl'sthefather
tliat he is coming
a visit.is perHis
brother,
havingthekept
truth brings
about word
the disappearance
of histo pay
daughter,
plexed to find a solution of the problem, inasmuch as they have been accepting
and living off of the money James Moreton had provided for this purpose. They
persuade Lucy to pose as the young girl, which she does, and during the time
meets and falls in love with Glen Wharton, a young society fellow. Tlie father
seeing that his daughter is in love tries to bring about the wedding before he
leaves. Lucy confesses that she has been forced by these people to act the part
of his she
daughter.
Sam toMoreton
and them,
his wifeandtellthey
how had
the been
c-hild unable
disappeared
after
was sent
live with
to findshortly
her.
They accuse Nora Burke of having kidnapped her, and Lucy admits in great
astonishment that Nora Burke was her mother. James Moreton realizes this girl
is his own dausliter who has been cheated out of her money by her uncle. He
and Lucia are reunited and Wharton is also taken into the happy family.
A pleasing sort of picture, regardless of the
fact that most of the situations are quite obvious.
The girl, a victim of her
scheming uncle and aunt,
is reared in poverty,
•while they revel in the
luxuries which have been
bought with the money
provided for her. Circumstances follow that
regain for her the rightful inheritance and also
an eligible young man
for a husband. What
there is to the story is
interestingly done, and,
much to the credit of the
star, it is made enjoyable
Irrespective of the hackneyed plot. It successfully carries through it a
sympathetic appeal without forcing too much or
too many of the accompanying trying details
before the spectator. It
is livened up in parts
with some good humor,
and develops a neat little
romance. Any one of
Miss Mason's admirers
will enjoy seeing The
Ragged Heiress, although
the story is not as good
as she is entitled to have.
Points of Appeal. — A child actor is always appealing on the
screen, and thus Lucia at the age of three begins to make friends
who remain friends when the star takes over the role. The love
between the old nurse and the little child is sympathetic and
plays around the heartstrings of the audience.
Cast. — Shirley Mason is a vivacious actress. She does the
role of Lucia with much charm and daintiness. John Harron,
who plays opposite her, is a youthful and likeable actor. All
other members of the cast are suitable and give a very agreeable performance.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The sets are good and
sufficient lighting is given most of the time. Very well directed.

First National Photoplay in Six Parts. Author,
Will N. Harben. Director, King Vidor.
Cameraman, Max Dupont. Running Time^
Seventy Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
John Trott, Lloyd Hughes ; Tilly Wlialey, Madge Bellamy ; Joel E>person, Joe
Bennett; Mrs. Cavanaugh, Lillian Leighton ; Sam Cavanaugh, Fred Gambol; Dora
Boyles, Julia Browne; Ezekiel Whaley, Frank Brownlow; Jane Holder, Winifred
Greenwood ; Liz Trott, Claire McDowell.
John Ti-ott, construction engineer of Ridgville, N. C, weds Tilly Whaley. Their
married
life isof happy,
Tilly's
his son-in-law's
was
a woman
ill fame,buttakes
Tillyfather,
away learning
while herthat
husband
is absent. mother
Thinking that his wife has abandoned him of her own will, John leaves for New York,
accompanied by his little orphan niece. Their train is wrecked and they are reported killed. John does not deny the report. Years later Tilly yields to her
father's request and marries Joel Epersou. Incidentally she cares for John's old
mother. reveals
John grows
Ridgville.
devotion He
to John's
mother
to himwealthy.
the fact Hethatrevisits
she still
cherishesTilly's
his memory.
keeps
silent,
but
Joel
discovers
that
Tilly's
heart
belongs
to
her
former
husband.
Joel,
intending suicide, embarks In a canoe and is hurled over the rapids. John brings
him ashore, but Joel dies. John and Tilly are reunited.
While the element of
human interest is not altogether lacking in this
picture, its melodramatic
phases are stressed to the
extent of absurdity in
many instances and
turned into sheer burlesque. The result is that
frequently where the
well-meaning director intended to create pathos,
a humorous angle is developed instead, which
raises havoc with the serious trend of the plot.
Allowing for the generous license extended in
the line of outranging
the probabilities where
straight melodrama is
concerned, it must be admitted that Love Never
Dies shoots far beyond
the target. The story
fails to convince, despite
its rapid action and liberal assortment of thrills,
leaving the impression
that its episodes are manufactured without any
regard to logic. It is not
a feature calculated to
pass ical
muster
audience. with a critPoints of Appeal. — The
action
of the
hero's
father-in-law
in forcibly
abducting the heroine
from beneath her husband's roof seems a
rather unlikely proceeding, nor does it appear
convincing when the bereaved husband takes it
for granted that his wife
has disappeared of her own accord, and consequently disappears
Himself. Whatever sympathy is felt
him is considerably
weakened by the reflection that he is for
more or less of a fool,
ioward the end it develops that the supposed mother whose
evil reputation started all the trouble isn't the hero's maternal
parent at all and the tragedy of husband Number Two's suiIS lightened
with cideNumber
One. by the reconeihation of the bewildered wife

^^i^*'J~¥°y^
Hughes does earnest, sincere work in the rather
unsatisfactor
y role
of John Trott, giving a thoroughly
perlormance. Madge Bellamy is appealing in the part ofartistic
and adequate support is rendered by the remainder of the Tilly
company.
P^'ot^Sraphy, Lighting, Direction.— The interiors are well
mmed, with excellent deep sets, the exteriors include some admirable long shots and the lighting is effective. The continuity
holds smoothly together and the action moves swiftly.
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RELEASES—
Footage
UNITED ARTISTS CORP. Footage
The
Empire
of
Diamonds
Rogues and Romance (George B. Seitz and 6,000* The Love Flower (D. W. Griffith Prod.) . . 6,800
The Mark of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks) 7,800
6,000*
TheJuneGirlCaprice)
Montana (Blanche Sweet)
5,000* The Love Light (Mary Pickford)
7,800
When We Were Twenty-One (H. B. Warner) 5,000* The
(Douglas Fairbanks)
5,800
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis)
6,000* DreamNutStreet
9,400
The Killer (Claire Adams)
6,000*
the Back Door (Mary Pickford).. 7,000*
Truant Husbands (Mahlon Hamilton) 5,019* Through
CarnivalDown(Matheson
7,000*
Bars of Iron (Madge White)
5,000* Way
East (D. Lang)
W. Griffith Prod.) 11,000
The
Lure
of
Egypt
(Federal
Prod.)
6,000*
The Heart Line (Leah Baird and Jerome
Disraeli
(George
Arliss)
7,000*
(Abel Gance Prod.)
8,250
Patrick)
6,000* IIronAccuse
Without
Benefit of Clergy
5,635
(Re:; Beach
7,000*
Little Trail,
Lord The
Fauntleory
(MaryProd.)
Pickford) 9,984
The
Maniac
5,000* Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks) 11,750
The Money
Orderly
5,373
????
The Power Within (Achievement Pictures).. 6,000* Doll's
Ruling House,
Passion, A The(Nazimova)
(George Arliss)
7,000
PIONEER FILM CORP.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
Indiscretion (Florence Reed, Lionel Atwill,
Gareth Hughes)
6,000* JEWEL FEATURES
Oh Mary Be Careful (Madge Kennedy) 6,000* The Devil's Pass Key (AH Star Cast) 7,000
The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks) 5,000* Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) . . 6,000*
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Starke) . . . 6,000* Reputation
the (Priscilla
Law (Priscilla
Dean)
6,000*
Dean)
6,500
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey) 5,000* Outside
Beyond the Crossroad (Ora Carew)
6,000* Foolish Wives (Eric Von Stroheim) 12,000
In Society
(Edith (Gail
Roberts)
Knows
7,000*
Wise
Husbands
Kane, J. Herbert 5,000* No
The Woman
Fox (Harry
Carey)
6,941
Conflict (Priscilla Dean)
6,205
Frank)
6,000*
The Leech (Clair Whitney)
6,000* UNIVERSAL FEATURES
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield,
(All Star)
5,000*
Rogers Lytton, Gladden James)
6,000* Man Trackers
Lips ('Edith
Roberts)
4,263
The Barbarian (Monroe Salisbury)
6,000* Luring
Danger
Ahead
(All
Star)
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom) 6,000* A Daughter of the Law (Carmel Myers) . . 5,000*
5,000*
Idle Hands (Gail Kane)
6,000* Open Shutters (Edith Roberts)
4,263
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau) 6,000* The Shark Master (Frank Mayo)
5,000*
4,509
Finders' Keepers (Violet Mersereau) 6,000* Action (Hoot Gibson)
The Rowdy (Gladys Walton)
4,974
R-C PICTURES
) Moonlight Follies (Marie Prevost)
4,468
Where Lights Are Low (Sessue Hayakawa) 5,810
Red Courage (Hoot Gibson)
4,620
The Rage of Paris (Miss Dupont)
4,968
Live and Let Live (Wm. Christy Cabanne) . . 5,900
Go Straight (Frank Mayo)
4,220
Salvage (Pauline Frederick)
6,450
High Heels (Gladys Walton)
4,541
The Foolish Age (Doris May)
4.500
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,730
The Barricade (Cabanne Prod.)
6,170
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa)
5,600
Nobody's Fool (Marie Prevost)
4,640
Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick)
5,935
Sure Fire
5,000*
False
Kisses(Hoot
(Miss Gibson)
Dupont)
4,335
Possession (Mercaton Prod.)
6,550
The Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone) . . 4,600
Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo)
4,474
A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost)
4,739
Silent Years (J. L. Gasnier) .
6.056
The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
4,880
At the Stape Door (Cabanne)
6,300
Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,415
Eden and Return (Doris May)
4,831
Shattered Dreams (Miss Dupont)
4,878
Five Days to Live (Sessue Hayakawa)
5,356
Two Kinds of Women (Pauline Frederick).. ????
CupidGuttersnipe
Incog (Marie
Prevost)
5,000*
The
(Gladys
Walton)
4,225
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
5,032
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)
4,886
Why Men Forget (Special Cast)
5,299
The Call of Home (L. J. Gasnier)
5,220
The Scrapper (Herbert Rawlinson)
????
Beyond the Rainbow (Cabanne Prod.)
6,500
Headin' West ('Hoot Gibson)
????
Boy Crazy (Doris May)
4,800
The Golden Gallows (Miss Dupont)
5,000*
The Bigamist (Special Cast)
????
Tracked
to
Earth
(Frank
Mayo)
5,000*
The Vermillion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa).. ????
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick) ????
Wild Honey (Priscilla Dean)
7,000*
Gay and Devilish (Doris May)
????
The Dangerous Little Demon (Marie Prevost) 5,000*
The
'.
5,000*
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENT.
The Bear
Man Cat
Under(Hoot
CoverGibson)
(Herbert Rawlinson)
5,000*
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
VITAGRAPH, INC.
The Miracle of Manhattan
4,174
The
Girl from
Nowhere
5,000* VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Remorseless
Love
4,180
Handcuffs or Kisses
4,180
The Courage
of Marge O'Doone
6,300
Trumpet
Island
6,200
The Way of a Maid
4,800
Dead Men Tell No Tales
6,200
Why Announce Your Marriage?
5,200
Black
Beauty
6,900
EUGENE
O'BRIEN
STAR
SERIES
The
Heart
of
Maryland
6,700
Gilded Lies
4,496
The Son of Wallingford
7,851
The
Last Worth
Door
5,000*
The Little Minister
6,129
Is Life
Living?
5,019
Flower
of
the
North
7,236
Clay Dollars
????
The Prodigal Judge
7,200
Chivalrous Charley
4,543
JOYCE PROD.
The
Prophet's
Paradise
4,000* ALICE
CONWIAY
TEARLE
STAR SERIES
Her Lord and Master
5,755
Society Snobs
4,224
The Scarab Ring
5,598
Bucking the Tiger
5,333
The Inner Chamber
5,951
CORINNE GIFFITH PROD.
The
6,000*
After Fighter
Midnight
????
The
Whisper
Market
4,800
The Man of Stone
4,676
A Wide ODen Town
4,650
The Broadway Bubble
5,000*
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
It Isn't Being Done This Season
4,300
What's Your Reputation Worth?
5,400
The Chicken in the Case
5,261
Moral
Fibre
6,000*
ASPECIAL
Divorce PRODUCTIONS
of Convenience
5,000*
The Single Track
5,000*
Payment
5,000*
The Sin
Road That
of Ambition
Tearle) . . . 5,600
5,000* Received
EARLE WILLIAMS
PROD.
The
Was His (Conway
(Wm. Faversham)
The Romance Promoters
5,200
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5,500
Diamonds Adrift
4,724
Who Am I? (All Star)
4,938
It
Can
Be
Done
4,425
Conceit (All Star)
4,580
The
Silver
Car
5,803
ASELECT
Man's Home
(All Star)
4,580
PICTURES
Bring Him In
4,987
Lucky
Carson
????
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Durning) . . . . 5,000*
The Servant Question (William Collier) 5,000* ANTONIO MORENO PROD.
Sevens
5,000
Just
Outside FEATURES
the Door (Edith Hallor) 5,000* Three
REPUBLIC
The Secret of the Hills
4,900
Mountain Madness (Ed. Coxen and Ora
AALICE
GuiltyCALHOUN
Conscience
5,000*
Carew)
????
PROD.
Mother of Men (Claire Whitney)
????
Princess Jones
4,800
The Gift Supreme (Bernard Durning) ????
The Charming Deceiver
4,600
Children of Destiny (Edith Halor)
????
Closed Doors
4,400
Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma Talmadge) 5,810
Peggy Puts It Over
4,900
Poppy (Norma Talmadge)
????
The Matrimonial Web
4,970
Up the Road With Sallie (Constance Tal- madge) 4,692
Rainbow
5,000
WILLIAM DUNCAN PROD.
Scandal (Constance Talmadge)
????
REVIVALS
Where Men Are Men
5,000*
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert
Steelheart
6,000*
Lytell)
5,158
No Defense
6.00n*

FEATURE

Footage
6,000*
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
Light
the Clearing (All Star)
7,000*
LEWISin TRACY
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
5,760
IRVIN V. WILLAT PROD.
Down Home (All Star)
6,335
Partners of the Tide (All Star)
6,150
Face of the World (Barbara Bedford) 5,800
Fifty Candles (All Star)
6,000*
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PROD.
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale) 6,300
The Breaking Pont (Bessie Barriscale) 5,700
The Other Woman (All Star Cast)
5,800
HUGO BALLIN PROD.
Pagan Love (Rockliffe Fellows and Mabel
EastBallin)
Lynne (Mabel Ballin and Edward 6.000*
Earle)
6,634
The Journey's End (Mabel Ballin and Windham
8,000*
Jane Eyre
(MabelStanding)
Ballin and Norman Trevor) 6,550
The Luxury Tax (Mabel Ballin, Raymond
Bloomer, FILM
Crauford
Kent)
7,000*
ROCKET
CORP.
The Truant Husband (All Star)
5,000*
Keeeping FILM
Up With
Lizzie (Enid Bennett)... 6,000*
RENCO
CORP.
Lavender and Old Lace (Marguerite Snow) 5,770
At Star)
the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern (All 5,193
WARD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS .
Rip Van Winkle (All Star)
6,700
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
God's
Crucible
(All
Star)
6,000*
Cameron of the Royal Mounted (Gaston
Glass)
6,000*
HOLTRE
PRODUCTIONS
French Heels (Irene Castle)
5,500
METRO PICTURES CORP.
NAZIMOVA
The Heart of a Child
6,239
Madame Peacock
5,428
Billions
5,036
Camille
5,600
METRO CLASSICS, Inc. (Specials)
The Man Who (Bert Lytell)
5,399
Over the Wire (Alice Lake)
5,457
Life's
Darn(May
FunnyAllison)
(Viola Dana)
5,741
Big Game
5,333
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytell)
5,510
The Match Breaker (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Hole in the Wall, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Idle Rich, The (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
Fourteenth Lover, The (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Infamous Miss Revel, The (Alice Lake) . . . 6,000*
Alias Ladyfingers (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
There Are No Villains (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Golden Gift, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Right That Failed, The (Bert Lytell) 6,000*
Glass
Houses
(Viola
Dana)
6,000*
MAURICE TOURNEUR PROD.
The Oeat Redeemer (All Star Cast)
5,005
TAYLOR HOLMES PROD.
Nothing But the Truth
5,639
The Very Idea
5,212
Nothing But Lies
4,882
C. E. SHURTLEFF PROD.
Burning Daylight (All Star)
5,766
The Mutiny of the Elsinore (All Star)
5,778
The
(Special Cast)
Ost)
4,446'
The Star
Little Rover
Fool (Special
4,670
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Love, Honor and Obey (Jewel Carmen)... 5,477
Without Limit (George D. Baer)
7,128
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes)
4,968
The
(Gareth (Gareth
Hughes)
LittleHunch
Eva Ascends
Hughes) 6,000*
????
Stay Home (Gareth Hughes)
????
IROLAND
Can Explain
6,000*
WtEST(Gareth
PROD.Hughes)
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)
5,846
HOPE HAMPTON PROD.
A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton)
5,280
WILLIAM DESMOND PROD.
Fightin'
Mad (Special
6,000*
REX INGRAM
PROD. Cast)
Conquering
The (Special
Cast) 6,000*
Turn to the Power,
Right (Special
Cast)
????
Prisoner of Zenda (Special Cast)
????
TIFFANY PROD.
Peacock 'Alley (Mae Murray)
????
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children (Elsie Albert)
5 reels
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
5 reels
The Lotus Blossom (Tully Marshall) 6 reels
PATHE EXCHANGES, INC.
Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis)
6,000*
Her Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet) . . 5,000*
The Devil to Pay (Robert Burton Prod.) . . 6,000*
Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
6,000*
•Approximately
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and

Bought

Photoplay in Six Parts. Author, Rupert Hughes. Director, Alfred Greene,

Cameraman, L. W. O'Connell.
Time, Sixty Minutes.
CAST AXD SYNOPSIS
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Running

Moyna
Colleen; Delia
Moore;Morahan,
Shane O'Mealia,
Graves; James
MichaelMarcus
Mora- ;
lian,
J. F.Killiea,
MacDonald
Kate PriceRalph
; Carmody,
Judy han,
Dugan,
Kathleen
O'Connor;
Bridget
Morahan.
Florence
Drew;
Myle
MoraHarold Holland ; Kate Morahan, Mary Warren ; Mrs. Van Dusen, Elinor
Hancock ; Dugan, Monti Collins ; Barney, C. E. Mason ; Priest, C. B. Leasure.
O'Mealia emigrates
from Ireland
America,
promisedHe tois send
forShane
hia sweetheart,
Moyna Killiea,
when heto has
Rave<1 having
some money.
unlucky, loses several jobs, and three years pass. He lives with the Morahans in
New York. He is seen much with Judy Dugan. who is in love with hini. But
Shane ie simply helping Judy to get her father a job and induce him to take
the temperance pledge. Morahan goes to Ireland and brings Moyna and his
mother with him. Shane does not knoiw Moyna is coming, and she is disai>pointed
because he does not meet the boat. However, Moyna visits the Morahan home to
see Shane. He is not there, and when Jud.v comes and leaves a message to the
effect that her father has given his full consent. Moyna thinks the reference is
to a marriage
betweento Judy
and Shane.
Moynajobvanishes.
"When sheTheis
located
she refuses
see Shane.
Shane Angered,
gets a good
from Carmody.
latter'9
sister,
Mrs.
Van
Dusen,
is
kind
to
Moyna
and
her
daughter
pretty frock to wear at a party they are ^ving. Shane comes and atgives
first herdoesa
not recognize Moyna in her finery. She is now aware that he is not engaged to
Judy. When the old-fashioned Irish dances begin, Shane and Moyna dance into
each othei 's arms and all ends well.
A pleasing mixture of humor, sentiment, Irish jigs
and lovemaking is offered
by this picture, which is
skilfully directed, prettily
photographed and presented by a capable cast
of players. It is a very
simple story, dealing with
the romance of a young
Celt and "the girl he left
behind him" when he emigrated to this country, his
struggles to obtain a paying job in the land of the
free and final triumph
over difficulties. There is
plenty of heart interest,
lots of fun, situations
which convince because
they are so natural, and
taken on the whole the
feature seems destined to
win widespread popularity, where other more pretentious productions would
fail owing to sheer lack of
the human touch which
prevails all through the
six reels of Come On Over.
Points of Appeal. — The
picture's chief charm lies
in its optimistic view of
life, there isn't a villain in
sight at any time, even
the usual film depiction of
the metropolitan police as
a set of strong-armed,
iron - jawed clubbers is
missing, for the New
Y«rk cops in Come On
Over are a kindly hearted
bunch of pavementpounders. Both hero and
heroine, as well as their mutual acquaintances, win heaps of sympathy, and the climax comes in a whirl of Irish dancing guaranteed to stir to wild enthusiasm all patrons interested in the celebration of St. Patrick's Day.
Cast. — Colleen Moore lives up to her screen name by giving
a genuinely artistic performance in the role of heroine,
Moyna, just arrived from the old sod, Ralph Graves is a most
satisfactory lover and the character types as presented by the
remainder of the company deserve unqualified praise.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The Irish scenes include
some beautifully filmed shots of valley and mountain, the interiors are well handled and excellent lighting effects are attained. Unbroken continuity and smooth action distinguish the
entire production.

Wm.

Paid

For

de Mille Production, Released by Paramount. From the Play by George Broadhurst. Scenario by Qara Beranger. Camerman, Guy Wilke. Directed by Wm. de Mille.
Length, 5601

Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Virginia Blaine, Agnes Ayres ; Robert Stafford, Jack Holt ; James Gilley, Walter
Hiers; Fanny Blaine, Leah Wyant; Oku, George Kuwa ; Maid, Bernice Frank;
Telegraph Girl, Ethel Wales.
Virginia Blaine, a telephone operator in a hotel, meets and marries Robert
Stafford, a young millionaire. Although she confesses to liim when they are first
married that she does not love him, he is satisfied to wait, and in a short timehe succeeds in winning her affections. Meanwhile, adoring her, he has lavished
her with jewels and every luxury. After two years of ideal happiness he frequently comes home under the influence of liquor. At these times he is insulting
to his" wife,at and
on her
that she
is his him,
property,
paid and
for.
Infuriated
his impresses
remarks she
prepares
to leave
givingbought
up herandjewels
life of ease, and tells him that she will live apart from him unless he will promise
ta stop drinking, and stipulates that when he is ready to make that promise he
must come to her. Three months elapse, during which time she has returned to
her life of limited means, and Stafford, too proud to bend, although having given
up drink, fails to come for her. A reconciliation is brought about by Gilley, her
sister's husband, who tells Stafford that Virginia has sent for him. He comes
for her, and she, thinking that he is there of his own accord, confesses to him how
much she really loves him. She learns that Gilley has sent for him, but Stafford.,
unable to go on living without her now, is willing to make the promise, and they
return home together.
Bought and Paid For,
adapted for the screen
from the original play by
George Broadhurst, fills
every requirement as a
first class production. The
story is filled with choice
comedy and one of the
best love themes ever put
on stage or screen. The
value of the picture has
been pretty well determined by the enthusiasm
it received at the Rivoli
Theatre in New York during the week of March 12.
Judging from the outbursts of laughter, none of
its clever comedy failed to
get over and interest in
the story was always
keenly observed. The popularity of the play and
the merits of this new
screen version augur well
for the success of the picture.
Points of Appeal. — The
suddenness with which the
wife is made to realize
she is no more than a purchase of this rich man is
forcefully brought out.
The jovial, but egotistical,
James Gilley furnishes all
the laughs that any one
picture is entitled to receive. A splendid climax and a happy
ending insure a satisfied audience.
Cast. — Agnes Ayres, who is cast as the wife of the millionaire,
gives a very natural performance. She is ably assisted by Jack
Holt, who takes the part of Robert Stafford. Walter Hiers is a
corpulent and most enjoyable laugh getter in the role of James
Gilley. The other members of the cast are also good.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The photography throughout the picture is excellent, with many attractive interior sets
well lighted. The story runs faultlessly from beginning to end.
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CHARLES CHAPLIN
A Dog's Life
3 reels
AShoulder
Day's Arms
Pleasure
22 reels
reels
Sunnyside
2 reels
The Idle Class
2 reels
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
The Skipper's Narrow Escape
2 reels
The Skipper's Treasure Garden
2 reels

Top

ls els
2 ree2 re reelesels ls
r
2
2
2 ree 2 reels
ls
2 ree

els

2 re

ls

2 ree

els

2 re

HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES
The Punch of the Irish
Twilight Baby
The Kick in High Life
Wet and Warmer
The Game Lady
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Blacksmith
The Playhouse
The Boat
SENNETT
Hard Knocks and Love Taps
Be Reasonable
By Heck
TURPIN
Love and Doughnuts
^
Bright Eyes

2
3
2
2
2
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SUBJECTS

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL
PICTURES
Boro-Bodor and the Bromo
1 reel
Torrid Tampico
1 reel
Kwang-Chow-Fu
1 reel
Nice and Cannes
1 reel
Mexican Oil Fields
1 reel
In Batik Land
1 reel
Across the Grand Canyon
1 reel
Seville in Fair Time
1 reel
At the Wailing Wall
1 reel
Rural Java1 reel
Santa Fe— The City Diiferent
1 reel
Seeing San Marino
1 reel
Watching the Waylands
1 reel
In Old Granada
1 reel
A Fairy Foreland
1 reel
Stamboul
1 reel
Along the Rio Grande
1 reel
At the Damascus Gate
1 reel
Lake Maggiore
1 reel
First Families of America
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGAME
ADVENTURE
SCENICS
Down the Strand in London
1 reel
Winter Sports in St. Moritz
1 reel
Kilawea Volcano in Eruption
1 reel
The Jungfrau Railroad
1 reel
Wildest Wales
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Kids Is Kids
2 reels
Spirits
2 reels
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Movie Fans
2 reels
Fickle Fancy
2 reels
A Fireside Brewer
2 reels
Dabbling in Art
2 reels
Bungalow Troubles
2 reels
On aUnhappy
Summer'sFinish
Day
22 reels
The
reels
Officer Cupid
2 reels
Astray from the Steerage
2 reels
Are Waitresses Safe?
2 reels
An International Sneak
2 reels
Watch Your Neighbor
2 reels
It Pays to Exercise
2 reels
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Pictionary and Cartoons (Weekly)
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
From a Piscatorial Angle
1 reel
The Cloud
1 reel
A Setting of Ages
1 reel
Indiana Summer
l reel
Victory Mountain
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-VANDENBURGH SERIES
Wild Men of Africa
2 reels
Jungle Dancers
2 reels
The Lion Killers
2 reels
Slaying the Hippopotamus
2 reels
The Land of the Pygmies
2 reels
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ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
(Through First National)
MA€K SENNETT COMEDIES
Made in the Kitchen
2 reels
She Sighed by the Seaside
2 reels
Call a Cop
2 reels
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES
Love's Outcast
2 reels
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
OF AMERICA
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
Stolen Glory
2 reels
Assorted Heroes
2 reels
Schoolday Love
2 reels
CHESTER COMEDIES
Snooky's Fresh Heir
2 reels
Snooky's Blue Monday
2 reels
Snooky's Wild Oats
2 reels
CHESTER OUTINGS
No More Gasoline
1 reel
Save Your Carfare
1 reel
The Last Hop
1 reel
Music in the Air
1 reel
Jogging Across Sawtooth
1 reel
CHESTER SCENICS
Old Moose Trails
1 reel
New Wine in Old Bottles
1 reel
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
Falling for Fanny
2 reels
In for Life
2 reels
Oh, Buddy!
2 reels
Nothing Like It
2 reels
Fresh From the Farm
2 reels
Kiss and Make Up
2 reels
No Parking
2 reels
A Barnyard Cavalier
2 reels
One Stormy Knight
2 reels
CINAL FILMS— SLOW SPEED
The Manly Art of Self -Defense
1 reel
Annette Kellerman in High Diving
1 reel
Golf
1 reel
GAYETY COMEDIES
Say Uncle
1 reel
Afraid of His Wife
1 reel
Oh, Brother
1 reel
Wild and Willie
1 reel
Assault and Flattery
1 reel
Standing Pat
1 reel
KINOGRAMS
News Reel— Sunday and Thursdays
1 reel
MERMAID COMEDIES
Robinson Crusoe, Ltd
2 reels
Sunless Sunday
2 reels
The Advisor
2 reels
Free and Easy
2 reels
Rolling Stones
2 reels
MISCELLANEOUS
Could Columbus Discover an America?.... 1 reel
The Crater of Mt. Katmai
1 reelDixie
1 reel
APUNCH'
Rural COMEDIES
Cinderella
2 reels
Country Chickens
2 reels
The Love Egg
2 reels
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS BEAUTIFUL
By the Side of the Road
1 reel
In the Bonnie Brier Country
1 reel
As Old as the Hills
1 reel
Unknown Switzerland
1 reel
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse
2 reels
The
to Return'
Road
reels
The Ne'er
Policeman
and the
Baby
22 reels
The Northern Trail
2 reels
SKETCHOGRAFS
Just for Fun
1 reel
Play Ball!
1 reel
What's
the Limit?
1I reel
The Family
Album
reel
TOONERVILLE COMEDIES
The Skipper's Last Resort
2 reels
TORCHY COMEDIES
Torchy's Promotion
2 reels
Torchy's
Frameup
22 reels
Torchy Takes
a Chance
reels
Battling Torchy
2 reels
VANITY COMEDIES
Paying Patients
1 reel
Eat and Be Happy
1 reel
Chicken Hearted
1 reel
Spiking the Spooks
1 reel
It's
Your
Move
1
reel
Ninety Days or Life
1 reel
WORLD WANDERINGS
Let's
the South Seas
11 reel
reel
BonnetsGo —ofToAuvergne
Dawn to Dusk in Egypt
1 reel

TRADE

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

FOX FILM CORPORATION
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Chase Me
2 reels
Farmyard Follies
2 reels
Say It With Flowers
2 reels
The Book Agent
2 reels
Singer Moment,
Midgets' Please
Side Show
One
22 reels
reels
A Perfect Villain
2 reds
Love and War
2 reels
Pardon Me
2 reels
Try and Get It
2 reels
False Alarm
2 reels
Hold the Line
2 reels
Please Be Careful
2 reels
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
All Wrong
2 reels
Don't Guide
Tickle
22 reesl
reels
The
The Sailor
2 reels
The Toreador
2 reels
The Chauffeur
2 reels
Hot Dog
2 reels
AL. ST. JOHN SERIES
The Happy Pest
2 reels
Fool Days
2 reels
Straight from the Farm
2 reels
The Studio Rube
2 reds
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
The Tong Sandwich
1 red
Shadowed
1 red
Turkish Bath
1 reel
The Big Mystery
1 reel
Long Live the King
1 reel
The Village Cut-Ups
1 reel
A Messy Christmas
1 reel
Fast Freight
1 reel
The Stolen Snooze
1 reel
Getting Ahead
1 red
Bony Parts
1 red
A Ghostly Wallop
I red
Besider Her Cider
1 reel
The Last Laugh
1 reel
The Hole Cheese
1 reel
The Phoney Focus
I reel
The Crystal Gazer
I reel
Stuck = in the Mud
1 reel
Too Much Sap
1 red
LUPINO LANE SERIES
The Broker
2 reels
FOX NEWS— (Twice a Week)
SERIALS
Bride 13
15 Episodes
Fantomas
20 Episodes
GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Fingers and Pockets
2 reels
Love and Rollers
2 reels
Hearts and Hammers
2 reels
At
It
Again
2
Professional Ethics
2 reels
reels
When Martin Gits Here
2 reels
Ged Ap, Napoleon
2 reds
You'd Better Get It
2 reels
Indigo Sunday
2 reds
Why Worry?
2 reels
Nothing to Think About
2 reels
Take It Easy
2 reels
EDGAR COMEDIES
Edgar Camps Out
2 reds
Edgar the Explorer
2 reels
Edgar's Country Cousin
2 reels
Edgar's Feast Day
2 reels
Get-Rich-Quick Edgar
2 reels
Edgar's Little Saw
2 reds
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Lampoons — Happy HooUigan in "Apollo" 1 reel
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "CupicHs 1 reel
Advice"
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Happy 1 reel
Hoolidini"
Lampoons
—
Judge Rummy in "The Prfee 1 reel
Dance"
Lamapoons — Judge Rummy in "The Snapra^
Judgment"
1 red
Lampoons — Happy Hlooligan in "The Black- smith" 1reel
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "A Romance 1 red
of '76"
Lampoons — Judge Rummy in "Why Change
Your Husband?"
1 reel
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "Doctor
Jekyll and Mr. Zipp"
1 reel
Lampoons — Judge Rummy in "Bear Facts" 1 reel
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Roll YouT 1 reel
Own"
Lampoons — ^Judge Rummy in "Yes Dear . . 1 reel
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "Oil"....«. 1 reel
Lampoons
— Judge Rummy in "Too Mutli 1 reel
Pep"
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Houses

Metro Photoplay in Five Parts. Author, Clara
Kennedy. Scenario by Edith Kennedy.
Director, Harry Beaumont. Running Time,
Sixty Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Joy Duval, Viola Dana; Billy Norton, Gaston Glass; The Lawyer, John Steppliug; Orville King, Bllswortli Gage; Aunt Harriet, Mayme Kelso; Cecilly Duval,
Helen Lynch ; Mrs. Vicky, Claire Du Brey.
Joy and Cecilly Duval are orphan heiresses. Learning from their lawyer that
by living in extravagant fashion their inheritance lias suffered considerably, Joy
makes up her mind to get a jol>. She attires herself in plain garments, and is
hired by Billy Norton's Aunt Harriet to act as a check on the spendthrift habits
of theancespsrt-loving
led to believe
that his
and governess nephew.
is a crookBill.vandis endeavors
to reform
her.staid,
On new
her acquaintpart Joy
thinks Billy is demented, but marries him Just the same. Many amusing advenbut Joyher isappears.
cleared inJoyBilly's
whenoutthein genuine
crook and
for
whom tures
he follow,
mistakes
decks eyes
herself
beautifullady
apparel,
Billy realiees that he has won a wife of the exact type he longed for.
There are numerous
breezy, amusing farcial
situations in this picture,
which travels at top speed
throughout and registers
as a lively, well-directed
comedy. The plot is of
exceedingly light construction, but so cleverly
handled by producer and
players that it never fails
to hold the
tention and spectators'
keeps them atin
a responsively merry
mood from start to finish.
As a vehicle for Viola
Dana it thoroughly fulfills
its requirements. That
volatile star has never
appeared to better advantage than in Glass Houses,
which affords her manifold opportunities of displaying her versatility in
a role of striking contrasts, where she appears
merged between mock seriousness and impish delights. The action never
falters for an instant, an
atmosphere of joyous suspense governs the entire
progress of events, one
cannot guess what is coming next and the most
hard-boiled cynic could
not refrain from smiling
while the resourceful Joy
Duval and irresponsible
Billy Norton are frantically tangling up the
threads of their respective
destinies. The film offers
capital entertainment and
should prove a valuable
box-office asset.
Points of Appeal. — One of the most laughable episodes is
the double hunt for each other, indulged in by Billy and Joy,
the former under the impression that his wife is a crook in
disguise, the latter that her husband is bereft of his senses.
There are many other wild and irresistibly funny complications and a satisfactory climax comes with a hurry-up bang
quite
in
duction. keeping with the rapid fire mirth of the entire proCast. — Viola Dana gives a sparkling, dashing performance,
alive with ginger and polished comedy. Her impersonation of
Joy Duval ranks as one of the best contributions made to the
screen during her meritorious career, and is certain to add
largely to her already numerous list of admirers. Gaston Glass
fills the role of Billy in capable style, Mayme Kelso is an admirable Aunt Harriet and the work of the remainder of the
company calls for unqualified praise.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The camera hits are many,
the exteriors being beautifully filmed, the interiors are handsome, and the lighting is at all times effective. Smooth, unbroken continuity prevails and the action buzzes along at a
fast clip.
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The

Secret

of

the

Hills

Vitagraph Photoplay in Five Parts. Author, Wm.
Garrett. Scenario by G. M. Ingleton. Director, Chester Bennett. Cameraman, Jess
Mackenzie.
Running Time, Sixty Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Guy Fenton, Antonio Moreno; Miss Overton, Lillian Hall; Mrs. Miltmore.
Olepa Otis; Richard, J. G. Davis ; De Vrillesort, Frank Tliorne ; Sidney Coleridge,
Arthur Sharpe ; Benjamin Miltmore, Walter Rogers; Francis Preeland, George
Claire ; Clayton Drew, Kingsley Benedict.
Guy Fenton, a young American newspaper reporter, is given an assignment to
proceed to London and follow up the trail of a band of daring counterfeiters.
He is at a party in the British capital, and on leaving finds himself lost in a
typical London fog. Groping about he blunders into the wrong house and enters
a room, where he discovers the corpse of a murdered man. Hearing groans in
the room above, he traces the source of the noise and finds a girl, Miss Overton,
bound and gagged. He releases her and convinces her that he has had nothing
to do with the slaying of her uncle, as the murdered man turns out to be. She
informs him that her uncle possessed the secret of some concealed treasure, and
that the assassins were aware of the fact. Fenton determines to run down the
criminals. He locates a man who possesses a book containing the key to the
hiding place of the treasure, acquires it by a daring ruse, and after many wild
adventures
finds thethe girl.
box containing the loot in a cave in Scotland and secures
it, also winning
A murder mystery and
hunt for hidden treasure,
with a bit of love romance
sandwiched in between the
thrills, liable
arestock generally
rematerial for
screen melodrama and
The Secret of the Hills
"gets across" very satisfactorily from an entertainment standpoint with
the aid of these alluring
plot quantities. If some
of the situations may seem
a trifie improbable, the
story'sto interest
suffer
any great doesn't
extent
thereby, allowance must
always be made for a bit
of exaggeration in straight
melodramatic productions.
Folks who like that sort of
thing are never disposed
to be hypercritical, and
they form a very large
and important part of the
audiences to which exhibitors must cater. There
is plenty of lively action,
considerable suspense, and
taken on the whole the
film may be listed as possessing box-office value
no ordinary
drawingof
Points of Appeal. — The
power.
story in its early stages,
when the hero prowls
about confusedly through
a genuine London fog,
stumbles into the wrong
house and across the body
of a murdered man, keys
the mystery angle up to
high concert pitch right
away and provides a
weird atmosphere which helps the thrill element along amazingly. The ensuing complications are cleverly wrought out and
a rattling climax is achieved.
Cast. — Antonio Moreno is always at his best in such roles as
that of hero. Guy Fenton and his impersonation of that resourceful and audacious young gent registers as a remarkbly
forceful and convincing performance. Lillian Hall fills the heroine role acceptably and excellent support is furnished by the
remainder of the company.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The fog scene in the first
reel is extremely effective, some striking results are obtained
in the interior views by the skillful use of the dark sets for
which the Vitagraph studios have long been famous, and the
lighting throughout is of splendid quality. The continuity is
unbroken
and fast, smooth action prevails from beginning to
end.
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COLDWYX-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Tree-Top
11 reel
The
IslandConcert
of the Singers
Mist
reel
Through the Earth
1 reel
What Is Your Body Worth?
1 reel
A Paradise for Birds
1 reel
\'enice of
of the
the Human
Orient
reel
Action
Heart
11 reel
The Riveter
1 reel
The Human Voice
1 reel
Seein'
Things
on
the
Orinoco
11 reel
Gypsy Scientists
reel
Unshod Soldiers of the King
1 reel
No
Regular
Bird
1
reel
Chemical Inspiration
1 reel
Safe Combination
1 reel
The City That Never Sleeps
1 reel
WID GUNNING, INC.
Moongold
3,175
Bear, Boy and Dog
2,053
Puppy Days
959
Robinson Crusoe Hours
966
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor)
2,117
The Bashful Suitor (Mary Brandon and
Pierre Gendron)
2,064
The Young Painter (Mary Astor and Pierre
Gendron)
2,500
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
MAX ROBERTS COMEDIES
Why Change Your Mother-in-Law?
????
Shimmy Isle
????
Absence Without Leave
????
METRO PICTURES CORP.
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Convict 13
2 reels
One Week
2 reels
The Scare Crow
2 reels
Neighbors
2 reels
The Haunted House
2 reels
Hard Luck
2 reels
The High Sign
2 reels
The Goat
2 reels
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
CHARLES RAY SERIES (20 Dramas).. 2 reels
Kineto Review Series (52 Releases)
KiNETo Reviews — The Living Book oj Nature
(See Issue of May 28, 1921, for First Series)
(See Issue of Oct. 29, 1921, for Second Series)
THIRD SERIES
Garden of the Gods — 'Colorado
1 reel
The Science of a Soap Bubble
1 reel
Rio de Janeiro
1 reel
Kentucky Thoroughbreds
1 reel
Hiking
the Alps
With the Boy Scouts
11 reel
Manhattan
Life
reel
Eccentricities of the Wasp and Bee
1 reel
Fur and Feathers
1 reel
My Adirondacks Outing
1 reel
The Chemistry of Combustion
1 reel
The Victory Pageants
1 reel
The Delta of the Nile
1 reel
A Glimpse Into the Animal Kingdom
1 reel
KING COLE COMEDIES
Moonshiners
2 reels
Strikes to Spare
2 reels
Bars and Stripes
2 reels
Jazz Babies
2 reels
A Fresh Start
2 reels
Shimmy Gym
2 reels
General Nuisance
2 reels
NATIONAL COMEDIES
Wanted — A Girl
2 reels
ASERIAL
Million — More or Less
2 reels
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and
Ella Hall)
IS Episodes
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE NEWS— Wednesdays and Saturdays
TOPICS OF THE DAY— Weekly
Week of March 19
Win or Lose (White Eagle No. 12)
2 reels
High Tide
1 reel
The Farmer and the Ostrich (Aesop Fable) reel
Hey There (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Loaded Dice (reissue)
3 reels
Week of March 26
The Clash of the Clans (White Eagle No. 13) 2 reels
Hot Off the Press (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
Hit Him Again (Harold Lloyd reissue) .... 1 reel
The Isle of Zorda (Louis Nalpas Prod.) .... 9 reels
The .^ngel Factory (reissue)
3 reels
Week of April 2
The Pivoted Rock (Wliite Eagle No. 14) . . . 2 reels
The -Anvil Chorus (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Lion and the Mouse (Aesop Fable) . . .Vs reel
The Mark of Cain (reissue)....
3 reels

SHORT

TRADE

REVIEW

Volume 11.

SUBJECTS—

Beat It (Harold Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
The
Fisher'sand Boarding
House. ... 11 reel
The Ballad
Opossumof (Bill
Bob)
reel
Week of April 9
The CJolden Pool (Wiite Eagle No. 15)
2 reels
Chained
to the .\nchor (Go Get 'Em Hutch 3 reels
No. 1)
Jump Your Job (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Rich Cat and the Poor Cat (Aesop
Fable)
J4 reel
Next Aisle Over (Harold Lloyd Reissue) . . 1 reel
Shadows and Sunshine (Baby Marie Osborne reissue)
3 reels
Week of April 16
The
Wall (GoComedy)
Get 'Em Hutch No. 2) 21 reel
reels
StandFalling
Pat (Parrott
The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing (Aesop Fa- ble) V} reel
An Ozark Romance (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
More Trouble (Frank Keenan reissue) 3 reels
Week of April 23
TheNo. Runaway
Car (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
3)
Full Wicked
O' Pep Cat
(Snub(Aesop
Pollard)
1 reel
reel
The
Fable)
Bride and Gloorh (Harold Lloyd reissue^ ... 1 reel
The Mysterious Client (Irene Castle reissue) 3 reels
PIONEER FILM CORP.
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babies in Bearskin
1 reel
Call
Daddy
reel
Down MeBeside
the Seaside
11 reel
Knockout Maggie
1 reel
Professor Was Right
1 reel
Running Romeos
1 reel
Two's
11 reel
Young Company
Ideas
reel
Luke
Film-osophy,
PEEP McLuke's
INTO T?IE
FL^TURE each
(series of 6) 2 reel
reels
THE SONNY SERIES, each
2 reels
SERIALS
The Hope Diamond Mystery
15 Episodes
The Mystery Mind
15 Episodes
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
PRIZMA COLOR PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES (Detective
Series)
2 reels
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNICK NEWS
SERIALS
The WTiirlwind
15 Episodes
The Branded Four
15 Episodes
TRIART PICTURES, INC.
(.Released through Hodkinson)
The Beggar Maid
2 reels
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES
Get-Rich-Quick Peggy (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
A Family Affair (Chas. Dorety and Louise
Lorraine)
2 reels
The Dumbbell (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Chums der
(Baby PeggyDog)
and Brownie, the Won- 2 reels
Shipwrecked Among the Animals (Harry
Sweet)
2 reels
The Straphanger (Lee Moran)
2 reels
An Idle Roomer (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Circus Clowns (Baby Peggy and Brownie,
the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
The Touchdown (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Horse Sense (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Little Miss Mischief (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Table Stakes (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Upper and Lower (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A One Horse Town (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Peggy, Behave (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Mutts (Brovraie, the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
Two of a Kind (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
The Rubberneck (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A andDarkCharles
H'orse Dorety)
(Sally, the Human Horse, 2 reels
JEWEL COMEDIES
"P.
Moran)
22 reels
RomanD. Q."
Romeos(Lee (Lyons-Moran)
reels
A Monkey Movie Star
2 reels
Robinson's Trousseau (Lee Moran)
2 reels
.A Monkey Bell-Hop
2 reels
JEWEL (COLLIER SERIES)
Let's
(The SERIES
Leather Pushers
1).... 2 reels
TED Go
RIDER
(Leonard No.
Chapman)
The Girl and the Law (No. 2)
2 reels
Big Stakes (No. 3)
2 reels
When the Devil Laughed (No. 4)
2 reels
The Forest Runners (No. 5)
2 reels
The Timber Wolf (No. 6)
2 reels
SERIALS
The Flaming Disc
18 Episodes
The Vanishing Dagger
18 Episodes
The
'Net
Episodes
King Dragon's
of the Circus
(Eddie Polo) 1815 Episodes
The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick) 18 Episodes
The White Horseman
18 Episodes
Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
Terror Trail
18 Episodes

Number 17

Cont'd

Winner of the West (Art Acord) .... 18 Episodes
The Secret Four (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
With Stanley in .\frica (George Walsh and
Louise Lorraine)
2 reels
The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (Harry
Myers)
2 reels
STAR COMEDIES
Hot But Healthy
1 reel
No Place to Live
1 reel
Fares, Please
1 reel
Back Stage
1 reel
Noiseless Valley
1 reel
Should Stepmothers Trifle?
1 reel
Line's
11 reel
Ice Bo.xBusy
Pirates
reel
Heart Breakers
1 reel
Show Me Your Samples
1 reel
Fur Coats and Pants
1 reel
Oh! Nursie
1 reel
Westward Whoa
1 reel
Almost a Rancher
1 reel
Penny Ante
1 reel
The Fake Quake
1 reel
The News Maker
1 reel
Both Booths
1 reel
Friday, the Thirteenth
1 reel
The Bottle Baby
1 reel
Hlis Inheritance Taxi
1 reel
ABeware!
Movie Mix-up
11 reel
reel
A GoM Insect
1 reel
The Minute Man
1 reel
UNIVERSAL SERIES
A Battle Against Odds (Eddie Polo) 2 reels
Cyclone
Smith's
Vow (Eddie
(P.ddie Polo)
Polo)
22 reels
reels
Square Deal
Cyclone
The Yellow Streak (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Heritage of Hate (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
-A Ride for a Rancho (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Fair Fighting (.Art .'\cord)
2 reels
AOld Woman's
Wit (Eileen Sedgwick) 22 reels
reels
Dynamite
The Brand of Courage
2 reels
The Dream Girl
2 reels
Ned of the News (Percy Pembroke) 2 reels
A Battle of Wits (Eileen Sedgwick)
2 reels
ThePlante
Deputy's
Cross (Laura La- 2 reels
and LeoDouble
.Shumway)
Night Attack, The (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 reels
Captain
Finish (Mack Wright and 2 reels
Lillian Kid's
Byron)
The Phantom Terror (Tack Perrin and Gertrude Olmstead)
2 reels
The
Ranger's
Reward
(.\rt
.■\cord)
2
The Open Wire (Eileen Sedgwick)
2 reels
reels
Fighting Back (Laura LaPlante and Elmo
Lincoln)
2 reels
A Gertrude
Blue Jacket's
Honor (Jack Perrin and 2 reels
Olmstead)
Matching Wits (Art Acord)
2 reels
The Trail of the Wolf (Laura LaPlante
and Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
Trickery (Dorothy Woods and Harold GoodThe Girl of the West (Laura LaPlante and win) 2 reels
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reels
The Call of Courage (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The White Messenger (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
A Treacherous Rival (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
INTERNATIONAL NE^VS
(Issued Every Monday and Thursday)
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
A Parcel Post Husband
2 reels
Fists and Fodder
2 reels
Footprints
2 reels
He Laughs Last
2 reels
Springtime
2 reels
The Laundry
2 reels
LARRY SEMOX COMEDIES
.School Days
2 reels
Solid Concrete
2 reels
The Fly Cop
2 reels
The Grocery Clerk
2 reels
The Stage Hand
2 reels
The Suitor
'.
2 reels
reels
The
Sportsman
2
The Hick
2 reels
The Rent Collector
2 reels
The Bakery
2 reels
The Fall Guv
2 reels
The
Bell
Hop
2
The Sawmill
. . 2 reels
reels
The Show
2 reels
TIM AUBREY COMEDIES
The Riot
2 reels
The -Applicant
2 reels
The Messenger
2 reels
The Charmed Life
2 reels
SERIALS
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Page) 15 Episodes
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio Moreno) 15 Episodes.
The Silent Avenger (William Duncan) 15 Episodes
The Purple Raiders (Joe Ryan and
Elinor Field)
15 Episodes
Fighting _ Fate (William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
15 Episodes
Breaking Through
15 Episodes
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Pharaoh

Hamilton Theatrical Corporation Photoplay in
Eight Reels. Released by Famous Players.
Story by Norbert Falk and Hanns Kraely.
Produced by Ernest Lubitsch. Length,
7565 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Pharaoh Amenes, Emil Jannings ; Ramphis, Hany Liedtke ; Theonis, Dagny
Xei vaes ; Samlak, King of the Ethiopians. Panl Wegener ; Makeda, his Daughter,
Ijyda Salmonova ; Sotis, Architect. Allx'rt Basserniann ; High Priest, Friedrich
Kiiehne; Alenon, intimate to tlie King. Paul Biensfeldt.
Desiring to maintain friendly relations with Egypt, the King of the Ethiopians
Kives his daughter to Pharaoh. The latter does not care for lier, and is fascinated by a slave girl, Theonis, who has been abducted from Ethiopia by Ramphis,
an Egyptian. Pharaoh sends Ramphis away, so that he may have Theonis for
himself, and the Ethiopian King threatens war on Pharaoh unless the latter
gives up the girl. Pharaoh refuses and war is declared. Before going into
battle, at the head of his troops, Pharaoh walls up Theonis in a dungeon. Tlie
Ethiopians triumph, Pharaoh is ^vounded and Ramphis organizes the beaten
Egyptians and drives the Ethiopians out of the city. Theonis is rescued, Pharaoh
fomes back to the scene of his former splendor and dies on his throne. Ramphis
is jiroclaimed King, and Theonis becomes his Queen.
This picture, in finish and detail the best of the German spectacles so far, has clearly marked
audience values where costume
and massive set and Oriental
intrigue find favor. In its acting,
it is distinguished. Emil Jannings,
as Pharaoh, gives a magnificent
performance filled with real power. Hardly less noteworthy is the
work of Liedkte as the lover,
Wegener as the Ethiopian King
and Dagny Servaes as the slave
girl.
The Germans have before proved
that they knew how to handle historical stuff, and handle it well.
But in production detail, as in
Deception, for example, they have
not shown the same quality. The
Loves of Pharaoh proves that
they are learning American excellence in lighting and photography plus a tightening up and
speeding up of action which
makes for added interest on the
part of the spectator.
Against a colorful background,
which is revealed in wide desert
spaces as well as massive sets,
there is thrown an intense,
gloomy and compelling love story,
with the usual number of violent
deaths and the customary display of cruelty. The action goes
forward rapidly, whether it has
to do with a battle scene or the
ravings of half-mad Pharaoh.
The chief quality of the film, all
things considered, is the acting,
which holds the spectator, even
though he may not relish such a gloomy story. The ending is
happy enough to remove some of the depression the plot causes
while it is being unfolded.
If your audiences like the spectacular, superbly done, and the
sort of story-handling which Lubitsch uses, you will make no
mistake in booking The Loves of Pharaoh. It is impressive,
thrilling at times, filled with glimpses of a strange country
and a stranger age, peopled with real characters. Altogether,
the picture must be accounted one of the very best of the costume plays.

Rex Beach Production in Seven Reels. Presented
by Bennett Pictures Corp. Released by United Artists. Scenario by Dorothy Farnum
from Mr. Beach's Novel, "The Net."
tor, Kenneth Webb. Cameramen,
Stradling and Edward

DirecHarry

Paul.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Countess Margherita, Betty Blythe ; Osesar Maruffi, Thurston Hall ; Norvin
Blake, Robert Elliott; Myra Nell Drew, Gladys Hulette; Lucrezia, Florence Auer ;
Gian Narcone, Walter James; Ccunt Modena, Macey Harlam; Riccardo. Henry
Leone ; Count Martinello, Effingham Pinto ; Uncle Bernie Drew, Arnold Lucy.
In Sicily, Cardi, leader of a powerful secret society and of unknown identity,
sends warnings to Countess Margherita that she must not wed Count Martinello.
The warnings are disregarded, and Martinello, en route to the wedding, is murdered. His American friend, Norvin Blake, desperately wounded, makes his way
to the Countess and breaks the news. The Countess is deaf to Blake's pleas that
he is not a coward. Several years later, in New Orleans, Blake meets Margherita
at a social function, and his love is rekindled. The city is terrorized by lawless
bands, and Blake takes a hand in their suppression. Blake recognizes Narcone.
a giant laborer, as ringleader in the band that murdered Martinello, and Narcone
is arrested after he and Blake have a hand-to-hand fight. Maruffi. a suitor of
Margherita's, is discovered by her to be Cardi. The Italian and Sicilian colony
of New Orleans is aroused against the arch criminal, and, after a murderous fight
betweenfinally
Blakewinsand Margherita.
Cardi, the latter is stabbed to death by Margherita's maid.
Blake
Rex Beach's novel, "The Net,"
has been turned into a thrillingscreen story with a villain whose
identity is a mystery until near
the end; a fair lady, and the
hero, all moving through the plot
in the accepted fashion. The
suspense is nicely maintained;
there is an abundance of heart
interest; good comedy relief is
provided, and the picture as a
whole should please any audience.
Although the bare plot itself is
pointed for the uncovering of the
villain's identity and his inevitable punishment, the action and
the characterization are convincingly managed and expertly directed. The original locale is in
Sicily, but the story swings to
New Orleans early in the action
and some splendid glimpses of the
old Southern city are presented.
Street scenes were taken in the
old French and Spanish quarters
and these lend an air of reality
sometimes not afforded by studio
sets.
The cast does excellent work.
Betty Blythe is an attractive
heroine; Gladys Hulette a pleasing ingenue, and Robert Elliott a
sturdy hero. Thurston Hall plays
a conventional villain. Arnold
Lucy contributes a splendid bit of
work in a character-comedy role,
and the other members of the cast
are faithful as to type and competent in their interpretations.
There is plenty of action, notably two hand-to-hand fights,
which are realistic and genuine. The climax is double-edged;
for while the hero and the villain are engaged in what seems
to' be a death struggle for the possession of a revolver, the mob
is running through the streets in search of the villain.
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STATE

EXHIBITORS

RIGHTS

AMERICAN FILM CORP., INC.
Footage
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell)
5,000*
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes)
5,000*
A Rough-Shod Fighter (William Russell) 5,000*
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
Loggers of Hcll-Roarin' Mountain (Helen
Holmes)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
APEX FILM CO.
Out of the Dust (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000*
ANCHOR FILM DISTRIBUTORS,
INC.
The Heart of Lincoln (Francis Ford)
5,000*
Another Man's Boots
5,000*
The Stranger of the Hills
5,000*
They're Off! (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Thundering Hoofs, (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Threads
of
Destiny
(Bessie
May)
..
'5,000*
In Search of Arcady
5,000*
Hoop-La
5,000*
The Love Call
5,000*
The Girl of My Dreams
5,000*
ARROW FILM CORP.
Stranger in Canyon Valley (Edythe Sterling) 5,000*
Daughter of the Don (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Before
the White
Came Stars
(Indian(Dustin
Cast) 6,000*
The Light
of the Man
Western
Farnum)
6,000*
Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Playing Square (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
The Happy Masquerader (Gladys Leslie)... 5,000*
A Shadow of the Past (Charlotte Walker) 5,000*
A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
5,000*
A Question of Honor (Kathryn Adams).... 5,000*
Adele (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Just Hlis Wife (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
AGirlMan's
(Dustin The
Farnum)
5,000*
FromFight
Porcupine,
6,251
Splendid Life, The
5,996
Double-O (Jack Hoxie)
4,739
Sparks of Flint (Jack Hoxie)
4,805
Two-Fisted Jefferson. (Jack Hoxie)
4,639
Motion to Adjourn, A
5,785
Innocent Cheat, The
5,744
Ten Nights in a Barroom
7,815
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
Under
Western Skies
6,000*
False Women
5,000
AYWON FILM CORP.
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams) .... 5,000*
Across the Border (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Rounding Up the Law (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Lure of the Orient (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Fidelity (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Silent Sheliby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
Hair Trigger Casey (Frank Borzage) 5,000*
Master
of
Beasts
(All
Star
Cast)
5,000*
Oh! Mabel, Behave (Mabel Normand, Mack
Sennett, Owen Moore, Ford Sterling) .... 5,000*
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Dangerous Love (Pete Morrison)
5 reels
The Victim (Robert T. Haines)
6 reels
Captivating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge reissue)
5 reels
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart)... 5,600
Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewart).... 5,000*
COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
CORP.
The Hidden Light
5,000*
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Midchannel (Clara Kimball Young)
6,000*
Hush
Young)
Where (Clara
Is My Kimball
Wandering
Boy Tonight? 6,000*
????
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed) . . 5,800
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Kazan
6,464
The Mask
6,400
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
The Servant in the House (All Star)
5,000*
Penny of Top Hill Trail (Bessie Love) 5,000*
Dangerous
Toys
(All
Star)
7,000*
Heidi of the Alps (Prizma)
????
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
Supreme Passion
Ne'er-De-Well
House Without Children
Spoilers
GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
Mother Eternal
*Approxiinately

The
The
The
The

TRADE

6,000*
7,000*
7,000*
9,000*
6,700
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PICTURES

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Footage
Madonnas and Men (Super Feature) 6,200
JOAN FILM SALES CORP.
She
Played
Ward)
5,000*
Annabel Lee and
(AllPaid
Star (Fanny
Cast)
5,000
J. W. FILM CORPORATION
The Road' to Arcady
6,000*
Should a Wife Work
6,000*
For Your Daughter's Sake
5,000*
GEORGE H. HAMILTON, INC.
Give Me My Son
5,000*
In Self Defense
5,000*
When Knights Were Bold
5,000*
LEE AND BRADFORD
Determination (Al Lincoln and James Melvale)
10,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The
30 (Fritzi
Ridg.eway)
The Fatal
Call from
the Wild
(Frankie Lee and 5,000*
Highland Laddie)
5,000*
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Soul of Man, The (William Nigh and Maurine Powers)
7,000*
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuekle) . . . . 5,000*
Mr. Single (Maclyn Arbuekle)
5,000*
Mr. Potter of Texas (Maclyn Arbuekle) 6,000*
Trail of the Law (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
Man Who Paid, The (Wilfred Lytell) 5,000*
Wolf's Fang, The (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawlinson) . . 6,000*
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton)
6,000*
Soul and Body (.Xnne Luther) .•
6,000*
D'angerous Love (Pete Morrison and Carol
Holloway)
5,000*
JOSEPH
MOORE AND EILEEN SEDGEWICK SERIES
Problem Eternal
5,000*
False Brands
5,000*
The
Wolf
Pack
5,000*
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG SERIES
Hearts in Exile
5.O00*
The Rise of Susan
5,000*
Marriage a la Carte
:
5,000*
Yellow Passport
5,000*
Feast of Life
5,000*
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
The Toreador (Bull Fight)
3,600
Rigoletto
6,000*
SECOND NAT'L PICTURES CORP.
David and Jonathan
4,800
HIer Story
5,000*
The Night Riders
5,000*
Brenda's Heritage
5,000*
W. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS, INC.
FARNUM, HAMILTON, HART, FORD SERIES
So this Is Arizona
5,982
White Masks, The
4,922
Angel. Citizens, The
4,826
STOREY PICTURES, INC.
SHADOWLAND
SCREEN REVIEW— Every Two
Weeks
BURLESQUE PHOTOPLAYS (With Elsie DavenMonth.
No Darnport)— Every
Yeates
2 reels
Hamomlet
2 reels
Salami
2 reels
Let Her Rip Van Winkle
2 reels
TRUART FILM CORPORATION
Burlingham Adventure Series
(each) 1 reel
WARNER BROS.
Why Girls Leave Home
????
Parted Curtains
????
Ashamed of Parents
????
School Days (Wesley Barry)
????
Your Best Friend (Vera Gordon)
????
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch (Alene Ray)
5,000*
West
the Rio Grande (Alene Ray)
5,000*
NEW ofSERIES
Partners of the Sunset (Alene Ray)
5,000*
Lady Luck (Alene Ray)
5,000*
SHORT

Volume 11.

SUBJECTS

ADVENTURES OF T. S. S. CORP.
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln) 15 Episodes

ANCHOR

FILM DISTRIBUTORS,
INC.
Iris Comedies (Little Napoleon)
2 reels
Crescent Comedies (Jack Richardson) 2 reels
The Movie Stars' Stampede (Novelty) 2 reels
ARROW FILM CORP.
SERL\LS
Thunderbolt Jack
15 Episodes
The Blue Fox
15 Episodes
Nan of the North
15 Episodes
SPOTLIGHT COMEDCES
(18)
1 reel
BROADWAY COMEDIES
(14)
2 reels
CRUELWED
COMEDIES
(12)
2 reels
SPEED COMEDIES
(12)
2 reels
MIRTHQUAKE COMEDIES (14)
2 reels
SPORT PICTORIAL (26)
1 reel
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
SPUR SERIES (10 Western)
2 reels
CHARLEY CARTOONS (6 Comedies).... 1 reel
AYWON FILM CORP.
HARREY CAREY— IS Westerns (each) 2 reels
FRANKLIN
FARNUM— 12 Westerns 2 reels
TOY COMEDIES— 6
(each) 2 reels
HELEN HOLMES— 22 Railroad Dramas.. 2 reels
MARY PICKFORD REVIVALS
2 reels
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS (Bi-Monthly) 2 reels
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
(Bi-Monthly) 12 reel
CARNIVAL
COMEDIES
reels
DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS (Two Reels)
EXPORT AND IMPORT
SERIAL
The Tungle Goddess (Elinore Field and
Truman Van Dyke)
15 Episodes
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
CHESTER COMEDIES (2 reels each)
JOE
ROCKSNAPSHOTS
COMEDIES (1(1 reel
reel each)
each)
SCREEN
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
(2 reels each)
SERIALS
Miracles of the Jungle
15 Episodes
HORIZON PICTURES, INC.
Norma Talmadge Reissues (14) (each) 2 reels
KINETO CO. OF AMERICA
(Released through State Rights Exchange)
Wonders of the World
(2 series)
First Series from No. 1 to No. 26 (each) . . 1 reel
Second Series from No. 27 to 52 (each) 1 reel
McGOVERN & EGLER
SHORTY HAMILTON SERIES
The Runt
2,000*
Pep
2,000*
Let-'er-Go
Gallagher
2,000*
Pony
Boy
2,000*
Grit
2,000*
Ride 'Em Cowboy
2,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
WHITE CAP COMEDIES
Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-Week) . . . . 1 reel
NEWSPAPER STORIES
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-Month) .... 2 reels
VERNON DENT COMEDIES
Once-a-Week
1 reel
PRODUCERS SECURITY
IRVING CUMMINGS SERIES
Patsy's Jim
Corporal Jim's Ward
Rope's
End, The
The
False Trail,

CORP.
2
2
22
INC.

reels
reels
reels
reels

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS,
JANE AND KATHERINE LEE
The Circus Imps
2 reels
The Dixie Madcaps
2 reels
The Hicksville Terrors
2 reels
MINTA DURFEE SERIES
When You Are Dry
2 reels
Wives' Union
2 reels
He, She and It
2 reels
AWhose
Quiet Wife?
Night
22 reels
reels
TONY S ARC'S ALMANAC (Series of 12) 1 reel
WESTERN FEATURES
The Mormon Trail
2 reels
The Man Hater
2 reels
A Desperate Tenderfoot
2 reels
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Travelin'

On

Paramount Photoplay in Five Parts. Author,
William S. Hart. Scenario and Direction
by Lambert Hillyer. Cameraman, Joe August. Running Time, Fifty-five Minutes.
CAST AXD SYNOPSIS
J. B., William Hart; Dandy McGee, James Farley; gusau Morton; Ethel Terry;
Hi Morton, Brinsley Sliaw ; Mary Jane Morton, Mary Irving; Gila, Robert Kortman; HiKnow-It-All
morton, -a Haskins,
preacher, Willie
and hisMarks.
wife, Susan, are endeavoring to raise funds
to build a church in, an Arizona frontier town. McGee, dance hall owner, plans
to steal Susan from her husband. J. B., a wandering horseman and renowned
gtin-fighter,
town.mountains.
He is also Inallured
by Sunan's
determines
to
carry hercomes
off toto the
pursuance
of tliischarms,
idea heand goes
to the
preacher's
home.
There
he
finds
McGee,
whom
Susan
repulses.
J.
McGee, warning him not to cross his trail again. When he tells Susan B.,
she ejects
must
come with him, she asks him it he has ever read the Bible and appeals to his
better mentnature.
He
leaves,
thinking
tlie
matter
over.
McGee
sends
a
money
away by the( stage. Hi Morton, desperate because he cannot get moneyship-to
finish
building
the church,
masksthe himself
and holds
up the
stage,Morton
which andhe the
relieyes of one thousand
dollars,
sum needed.
McGee
accuses
crowd are about to lynch him. At Susan's s'jvphi J. B. goes to the rescue. He
cuts crime
the rope himself
placed and
around Morton's
neck with
a bullet,
burden
the
the lynchers.
Morton
is freedtakes
and the
J. B.,
a con-of
Tertcd man,on rides
away on defies
his pinto.
The church
is completed.
That vast army of
movie fans who delight in
films of adventure exploiting the Wild West of the
Eighties, with gun-fighting Bill Hart as an imposing central figure, should
find Travelin' On a satisfactory source of entertainment. There is a good
deal of the usual hokum
crowded into the feature,
but an unusual twist is
given the plot by the fact
that the power of religion
is successfully invoked to
tui-n the erstwhile "bad
man" hero into a repentant cuss, who renounces
his amorous designs on
the
preacher's
pretty from
wife,
rescues
her husband
a would-be lynching mob
and takes on himself the
burden of the hold-up
crime for which the reverend gent is about to be
strung up at the end of a
rope. The gospel advocate,
while guilty of robbing
the stage coach, does so in
order to obtain funds necessary to build a church,
another rather unique
idea, which may or may
not commend itself to
moralists at large. The
picture is well directed
and ought to make money
for the exhibitors in localities where Hart reigns as
a strong favorite.
Points of Appeal. — On
many occasions during his
varied screen career Hart
has forsaken vice for the
straight and narrow path through the benign influence of a good
and beautiful young female. But this is the first time that he
has yielded to the combined pressure of a pure love and a recom endation toread the Bible. There are quite a few thrills in
evidence, the quality of suspense is well maintained, and if the
spectator may be inclined to think that the hero got mighty
little for all his trouble in the windup, he or she will doubtless
find comfort in the reflection that virtue is rewarded and the
villain duly defeated.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The western atmosphere
is good, there are many fine long shots of wide, rolling country
with mountain backgrounds, excellent local color and adequate
lighting. The continuity is smooth and the action moves rapidly.
Cast. — Bill Hart plays the role of the death-dealing J. B.
with his usual grimness and dramatic eifect. Ethel Terry is
prettily appealing
as the
preacher's
whose
attractions exercise such
charm
upon thespouse,
principal
malephysical
characters
and the support is all that could be desired.
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A

Question

of Honor

Story by Ruth Cross. Scenario by Josephine
Quirk. Cameraman, Robert B. Kurrle*
Directed by Edwin Carewe. Length, 6,06S
Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Anne Wilmot, Anita Stewart ; Bill Shannon, Edward Hearn ; Leon Morse,
Arthur Stuart Hull; Sheb, Walt Whitman; Charles Burkthaler, Bert Sprotte ;
Stephen Douglas, Frank Beal ; Mrs. Katherine Wilmot (Anne's aunt), Adele
Farrington; Mrs. Elton, Morse's sister, Mary Land; John Bretton, Ed. Brady;
Parsons, Doc Bytell.
bribe to.
Bill Shannon constructing a huge dam in the Sierras is offered a hills
with
sell out to Alorse, who needs the site for his new railroad. Into the Anne
who
York.
New
from
aunt
her
and
fiancee
Morse came Anne Wilmot his
day by Shannon. She tries tois inclined to be rather frivilous, is rescued onelittle
or no success. Undaunted,
wield her charms over Shannon but meets with
both lose their hearts. Meanshe seeks him out at evei-y opportunity and finally strategy
and his followers plan
while, Morse failing to buy Shannon oft resorts to
the
to blow up the dam. Their attempt is foiled by Anne who has inoverheard
conversation and goes to warn Shannon. A second attempt is made which Anne
severs the big wire leading to the dam but in the process she is buried beneath
men and carried to his hut, where heShe isforrescuetl
the wreck.
him. by Shannon's
her waiting
finds
Anita Stewart's latest
production supplies splendid opportunities for outdoor filming which has
been successfully accomplished in A Question of
Honor. Although the picture is rather slow in getting a start, due perhaps
to the introductory shots
explaining the operations
of the construction camp,
it soon picks up and provides a fair amount of
excitement and thrills.
Points of Appeal. — The
chief points of appeal
probably will lie in its outdoor scenery. The picture
having been made on the
actual site of a construction company, has everything at hand to guarantee
an authentic production as
far as location is concerned. The pleasant long
shots through the mountains and woods are filled
with the natural beauties
of the Sierras.
Cast. — Anita Stewart
makes a real outdoor girl.
Her performance is good
and she does well as the
frivolous city girl turned
free to roam in the woods.
Edward Hearn is satisfactory in his role as Bill Shannon, who is
fighting to realize a dream. Walt Whitman contributes a very
enjoyable bit in the character portrayal of Sheb the woman hater.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Fine views have been obtained on all of the outdoor shots. The lighting is sufficient
and the direction is good.
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FIRST

RUNS

Their

of

March

12

CAPITOL
Unit No. 1 — Capitol News.
Unit No. 2 — Dance, "Glow- Worm" (L<incke).
Unit No. 3 — Bible Film, Noah's Ark (Sacred
Films, Inc.).
Unit No. 4 — "Irish Rhapsody" (Herbert).
Unit No. 5 — Prologxte.
Unit No. 6 — Feature, Come on Over (Goldwyn).
Unit No. 7 — Organ Recital.
Next Week — The Glorious Fool (Goldwyn).
Press Comments
Herald — There are various
shrew(i, homey touches that Hughes
knows so well how to smuggle into
a story, and New York's finest
should be proud of this picture, in
which cops are for once shown as
human beings and not stern uphold-,
ers of the law. Wo7-ld — It is at least
150 per cent Irish. It even had
brogue captions. Shamrocks, the

REVIEW

ON

Presentation
by

Week

TRADE

Various

and

New

Press
York

Comments

Dailies

Press Comments

the Movies in the Saturday Evening

Sun — The second installment of
The Mistress of the World is a big
improvement on the first. The
photography is better, the scenes are
prettier and much more picturesque.
Bought and Paid For seems, on the
screen, as trashy as the other picture, which is rank melodrama.
Globe — Bought and Paid For is a
valiant and painstaking effort to
make interesting and vital the picturization of a drama that really depends for its punch on its dialogue.
The action in this installment of

Post, you will recognize Travelin'
On. It is the one Merton was training for when his good old pall Dobbin tossed him into the dust. Herald

The Mistress of the World is less direct and rapid than in the first.
Also there is less charm of atmosphere of a strange country. Mail —
Even the genius of William de Mille
and the performing ability of Agnes
Ayres and Jack Holt could not lift
Bought and Paid For to the rank of
real worth as a screen production.
Tribune — The second installment of
The Mistress of the World is much
more interesting than the first, and
the people in it seemed to have discovered the secret of perpetual motion.

Come on Over, Rupert Hughes's
latest comedy, in which he shows
how difficult it is for a Celtic lad to
come to America and earn his fortune. Amencan^lt is surprisingly

Overture
— "Irish Rhapsody" (Herbert).
RiALTO Magazine.
Feature — William S. Hart in Travelin' On
(Paramount).
Serial — The Mistress of the Wo^-ld (Paramount). No. 2 — "The Race for Life."
Press Comments

RIVOLI
Overture — "If I Were King" (Adam).
Comedy — The Yellow Girl (Vitagraph),
Baritone Solo — "Drinking- Song" from "Hamlet" (Thomas).
Feature- — Bought and Paid For (Paramount).
Piano Solo — "Bimini Bay" (Kahn).
"Chanson Dansante" (Friml).
Serial — The Mistress of the World (Paramount). No. 2 — "The Race for Life."

Number 17

BROADWAY

backs of people's hands and old
women with clay pipes are plentiful.
Telegram — It is admirably produced by the Goldwyns and the story
is simple and appealing. Su7i — The
most prevalent form on the American screen is coming to be the
*'begob" drama. An engaging specimen of this Irish tjrpe of film is

- farcical considering that Hughes's
name is appended, but with all of its
frequent inconsistency, it abounds
in fun, is gorgeously photographed
and its players act as if they were
in a rare good humor.

Volume 11.

RIALTO

Evening World — Broadway is
having its last chance to see popular William S. Hart on the silver
screen. Announcement is made
that Travelin' On
screen appearance
and there is not
from beginning to

is the farewell
of this actor,
a dull moment
the end of it.

Sun — William S. Hart hasn't put
any brand new notions in his
scenario, Travelin' On, but he does
play his part in it with fine effect.
The picture, in fact, is all Hart.
Globe — If you happen to be reading
that masterpiece called Merton of

— It is but proper that Hart's valedictory drama should be laid amid
the scenes of his best triumphs, and
that it should contain so many of
the stunts that brought him fame
and income taxes. Fittingly also in
the end, he goes traveling out into
the silences, alone, instead of remaining behind to reform the town
with a free use of lead. With him
passes a great deal of the West —
on films.
STRAND
Overture — "Second Hungarian Rhapsody"
(Liszt).
Scenic — The Emerald Isle (Kineto).
Tenor Solo — "Tliat Little Town In the Old
County Down" (Sanders).
Vocal Prologue — "Bells of the Sea" (Solman).
Feature — Richard Barthelmess in The Seventh
Day (First National).
Comedy — Rolling Stones (Educational).
Organ Recital.
Next Week — Fair Lady (United Artists).
Press Comments
Tribune — The

chief trouble is

that there isn't enough story, and
sometimes it is stretched so that it
threatens to break in two right before your eyes. As it is, it is half
titles, but without these and without some "comic relief" it would
hardly make two reels. Mail — It is
not a particularly strong story and
it has been poorly developed- for
screening. There are plenty of possibilities init and it could have been
made much more interesting and
given a vitality which is almost
wholly lacking. Globe — Barthelmess, as usual, is charming, direct
and natural and the direction and
scenic effects have been beautifully
handled. The sub-titles were the
chief irritation. If there was one
bromide the title-writer omitted it
was because he forgot it in the rush
of platitudes. American — One of
the sub-titles said it was an old, old
story. It was — then some. It was
almost superannuated.
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Why?
Why

did the world's greatest poets harp upon
SHADOWS

Shakespeare

?

wrote:

'%ifes but a ivalking shadow^
Omar

Khayyam:

'*^Fe are no other than a moving
Of magic shadow

row

shapes that come

and go."

SHADOWS
have dominated the thoughts of manlcind since the dawn
of reason, and now, flickering upon the silver screen,
they provide the dominant form of entertainment for
the human race.
In general there is something obscure, insubstantial,
about shadows, and this holds true to a great extent in
the employment of light and shadows in producing
pictures on the screen.
SECOND
PICTURES

However —
NATIONAL
CORPORATION

by earnest and intelligent effort and systematic methods,
has cleared away some of the confusing shadows from
the motion

picture industry, and that is—

WHY
it is able to offer some of the best pictures ever filmed,
on attractive terms.

"The

Night

Riders"

"David

and

"Her

Story''

Jonathan"

Second
National
Pictures
140 West 42nd Street

Corp,
Ne^ York
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The

Challenge
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Go!"

YOU
have read the statement on the preceding page.
It is a proclamation of leadership. Within brief compass, itis an announcement of the articles of faith of
the Hays organization. And it carries some very real truths
and a vital message not only to the public, but to every single
person in this industry.
Read, or rather spoken, by Mr. Hays at the Testimonial
Dinner given in his honor in New York last week, it formed
the crowning event of a remarkable occasion. We have
seen many gatherings of people, but we have yet to witness

Subscription rates, postage paid, per year .
United States, $2.00; Canada, $3.00; Foreign,
$6.00 ; single copies, 25 cents. Remit by check,
money order, currency or U. S. postage stamps.

a more spontaneous mass response to personality and principle than occurred on the night in question. In spirit it
was a ratification meeting, and what was ratified was Mr.

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW, Inc., also
publishes
quarterly,
INTERNATIONAL
EMA TRADE
REVIEW,
in six languages,CIN-in
the Interest of assisting th« motion picture industry of the United States in successfully
exploiting and merchandising Its products
throughout
foreign countries where a potential market all
exists.

Hays

Exhibitors Trade Review is the
only motion picture trade paper
which has been indorsed by the
officials and national organization of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America and most of the state
units of the national body.

himself.

He

It Again

in his speech. Confidence

was its theme — that and the responsibility of the industry
toward the public. There was nothing extravagant about
his remarks — no fulsome promises of what would be done,
but an earnest statement of purpose, made with dramatic
and appealing enthusiasm and irresistible sincerity.
Mr. Hays is a fighting leader. His own personality is
peculiarly adapted to this very industry. His vision is clear.
As he himself said, all the problems cannot be solved in a
day. But they can be solved if all the elements
try will co-operate vigorously.
We

At

shot straight at the mark

cannot

see how

any member

in the indus-

of the picture family

can withhold such co-operation from so inspiring a leadership. That does not mean the loss of identity, nor does it
mean the merging of all the branches of the industry into
one big body. Aside from the fact that it couldn't be done
legally anyway, it is our notion that no such plan has ever

The New York State Censor Board is at it again.
Not to be outdone by the
destructive tactics of the
Czarina of films in Ohio, the
Empire State inquisitors
have swung the axe on a
scene in the M. P. T. O. official screen publication
which was a lesson in fire

been contemplated. The exhibitor organization, for example, retaining its own individuality and building itself into
the strongest possible unit, can in that way and because of
that very thing co-operate best to translate into facts the
principles proclaimed by Mr. Hays at the Astor dinner. And

prevention.

the new

This piece of tyrannical
nonsense is only another example of government by
personal opinion. The New
York Board is following the
usual censorship styles and
making a spectacle of itself
into the bargain.

it is a happy augury that the president of the organized exhibitors extended the hand of friendship to the leader of
producer-distributor

body.

What the industry needs above all else is the mobilization of public opinion in its behalf. The road to that lies
along fulfilling our responsibility to the public, and it involves another very important factor: establishing confidence among ourselves. It is a two-sided task. It can be
done — if everybody helps.

And
another

so we say, in Mr. Hays' own words enunciated
occasion: "Come On — Let's Go!"
L. W. BOYNTON.

on

April 1, 1922
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Industry

Gives

ISew Leader
Men

of Picture

Hays

Gets Ovation

and Women

sixteenth of March, Nineteen Hundred and TwentyTwo, was a red letter day in
the history of the motion picture. It
saw the public proclamation of a new
era of leadership and aspiration in
the industry and the formal initiation into that leadership of the man
chosen to lead.
The occasion was a dinner-dance
given by the Motion Picture Directors' Association in honor of Will H.
Hays. In attendance were men and
women thoroughly representative of
the business of making, distributing
and exhibiting pictures. The stage
was set handsomely. The background was there. After a long
period of speechmaking by men
prominent in many walks of life, the
great event finally came around.
Mr. Hays, introduced, stood for
several moments while the crowd
rose and cheered. There was something electric in the air. The industry was to size up this man about
whom it had heard so much. For
two hours and more Mr. Hays and
everybody else had been listening to
advice by preceding speakers on
what to do to bring the industry to
its rightful heritage.
There were a few preliminary
words by Mr. Hays. They were delivered with a sincerity that captured the crowd immediately. It
liked the new leader. It caught the
magnetism of his remarkable personality. Suddenly he stepped back
and exclaimed:
"I accept the challenge!"
His Articles of Faith
The applause started, but he
waved his hand for silence. Taking
up a sheet of paper from the table
in front of him, Mr. Hays read the
statement which is printed on page
1225. The crowd listened in rapt
attention. This was the moment for
which it had waited. The new
leader was proclaiming the articles
of faith upon which his leadership
was built.
When he had finished the reading

and

Thoroughly

Business — M.

THE
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Warm

Wins

Enthusiasm

Representative

P. D.

A. Dinner

of the statement, there was a storm
of applause. So far as those present could do it— and there were
represented prominent men in all
branches of the industry — the Hays
leadership was ratified.
The setting for this historic occasion was the grand ballroom of the
Hotel Astor, New York City. It was
as colorful as a spectacle on the
screen. More than twelve hundred
members of the industry and their
friends were crowded into the big
room.
Behind a dais banked with flowers and surmounted by a huge
American flag sat the speakers and
invited guests. Besides the guest of
honor they included Mayor Hylan,
of New York; William Randolph
Hearst ; Albert D. Lasker, chairman
of the United States Shipping
Board ; James J. Davis, Secretary of
Labor; Peter J. Brady, chairman of
the Educational Committee of the
New York State Federation of Labor; John Emerson, president of
the Actors' Equity Association and
the toastmaster; Sydney S. Cohen,
president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America ; Albert
Firman, an official of the New York
Post Office; Arthur Brisbane, chief
editorial writer for the Hearst publications; Hugh Frayne, general organizer of the American Federation
of Labor; Channing Pollock, playwright; Courtland Smith, Mr.
Hays' first lieutenant ; Seward Prosser, head of the Bankers' Trust
Company; Marcus Loew; Miss Mae
Murray; Miss Betty Blythe; Miss
Anita Loos, the scenarist, and
Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Cohen Extends Friendship
Those who had been following
closely developments within the industry since Mr. Hays came into it
were particularly interested in observing the attitude that would be
taken by the exhibitor representatives. When it was noted that
President Cohen was to be one of
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of 1,200

of All Branches
Record

Affair

the speakers, this interest was
heightened. Mr. Cohen was accompanied by five state presidents,
Charles L' O'Reilly, of New York;
John S. Evans, of Pennsylvania ; W.
A. True, of Connecticut; R. F.
Woodhull, of New Jersey, and E. M.
Fay, of Rhode Island. In addition a
large number of other exhibitors
were present, including a big delegation from the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce of New
York, headed by President William
Brandt and such other representative theatre men as Sam I. Berman,
national organizer; E. T. Peter, of
the M. P. T. 0. A. Board of Directors, and A. J. Moeller, general
nanager of the national organization.
It was Mr. Cohen, in his official
capacity, who spoke for the organized exhibitor, and what he said was
by way of extending the hand of
friendship to Mr. Hays. Reading
from a prepared statement, which
dealt mostly with the achievements
of the M. P. T. 0. A., Mr. Cohen
said :
"It is always a pleasure for me to
meet with men and women afl&liated
in any way with any division of the
motion picture industry. There is
a community of interest here which
all should recognize, and if the leading elements in all parts of the business bring themselves to a realization of that fact and permit to influence their conduct to the point of
helpful co-operation, our business
will advance rapidly to the very
front rank. Not only will it become
one of the leading lines of endeavor,
but because of its very potent publicity, educational and entertainment powers, the Motion Picture
will become the foremost factor in
the nation in shaping public thought
and action.
"We welcome all men and women
of brains, capacity and broad Americanism into the Motion Picture Industry. In this relation I extend
the hand of friendship to Mr. Hays
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and all others who in any way contribute to the Motion Picture business, merit, character and integrity."
Emerson Sounds Keynote
The speechmaking opened with a
graceful talk by Sid Olcott, president of the M. P. D. A., who introduced the toastmaster of the evening, John Emerson. Mayor Hylan
made a brief speech of welcome to
the honor guest on behalf of the city.
Mr. Emerson greeted Mr. Hays and
then swung into a pointed discussion of the aims and motives of the
organization which Mr. Hays heads.
After declaring that "it is perfectly right and proper to hold one's
mind in a state of inquiry on this or
any other subject whatsoever," Mr.
Emerson said:
"So in order to rid ourselves of
any possible misunderstanding, let
us consider for one moment what
ground, if any, exists for the fears
held by some, as to what may happen if these gentlemen should by
any chance be so ill-advised as to
misuse whatever added power might
come to them through a perfected
organization.
"In the first place, will they attempt to control production, or distribution, orboth, and so be able to
hold up the helpless exhibitor for
any price they wish to charge him
for his pictures?
"And secondly, are these producers and exhibitors going to weld
themselves into such an intimate and
brotherly cooperation that they will
agree together that all competition
for the services of directors, of writers and of actors shall cease, and
that no writer, director or actor
shall receive more than a fixed
amount for his services, no matter
what those services may actually be
worth?
"I should, without hesitation, answer 'No' to both these questions.
Because, in any organization of this
kind the majority must rule, and
while there might occasionally arise
some misguided member who had become so swollen with his own importance that he had come to believe
that he and his ought to breathe all
the air and acquire all the power in
the world, I don't believe he would
succeed in carrying any considerable
number of these gentlemen with him.
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thoroughly convinced they have no
intention of doing.
Hays Sends Greeting to
Western A. M. P. A.
"Come on, Let's Go" typified the
spirit of a telegraphic greeting sent
by Will H. Hays to Arch Reeve,
president of the Western Motion
Picture Advertisers and a member
of Paramount's West Coast publicity department. The telegram was
dispatched
express toMr.
Hays's
regret
at histoinability
attend
the
"Wampas Frolic and Ball" given by
the motion picture publicity and advertising men's organization in Los
Angeles
to congratulate themrecently
on their and
successful
efforts
to co-operate in the greater development of the industry.
The telegram read as follows:
"Deeply regret could not be present at 'Wampas Frolic and Ball'
and meet you all face to face. Thoroughly
appreciate
fine You
co-operation. Team
workycur
wins.
are
to be big factors in the greater development ofthis great industry. If
I did not believe the future of the
industry held great potentialities I
would not have entered it. Day is
coming when motion pictures will be
as
common Best
in schools
as McGuffey's
reader.
publicity
and best
propaganda are found in better pictures. Come on, let's go!"
(Signed) WILL H. HAYS.
nor do I believe that he would cause
a quiver in the solid, sane, honest,
kindly, far-seeing attitude of Mr.
Will Hays.
"Ah, but you may say, 'That's an
idealistic attitude, and this is a practical world.' Very well, let's be
practical and just remember that
trusts and monopolies and conspiracies in restraint of trade are all out
of fashion. Mr. Sherman and his
little law put a terrible crimp in that
sort of thing, and we must give these
gentlemen credit for realizing as
well as we do, that we are living in
the twentieth and not the nineteenth
century.
"And to be more 'practical' still,
let's remember this, that the first
oppressive act of this corporation
toward the exhibitors would be the
cue for those same exhibitors to get
together in their own association,
form a connection with the directors,
the authors and the actors, organize
their own producing units and make
their own pictures. The battle
would then be on more fiercely than
ever, the whole purpose of the new
organization would be defeated, and
these gentlemen — ^the producers and
distributors — would have spent their
time, their effort and their money
for nothing, a thing which I am

"What they are trying to do is a
great big, fine, constructive thing
for the motion picture industry and
it's up to us to get behind them and
give them a boost.
"With Will Hays at the head and
with all of us behind him, there isn't
anything we can't accomplish.
"So let's try to iron out all our
misunderstandings and dissensions
within the industry, and get together
for a concerted attack upon the common enemy without. For unless we
are able in some way to ward off
from our industry the blighting effects of the frightful wave of puritanical fanaticism which has engulfed asmall but exceedingly active
and powerful minority of the citizens of this country, the motion picture will soon be reduced to a state
of pap fit only for babes in arms,
mental defectives and the Reverend
John Roach Straton."
Mr. Emerson's plea for harmony
in the industry, and a united effort
to back up the constructive work of
Mr. Hays, was enthusiastically received as the keynote of the evening.
Adolph Zukor told of the high purposes of the new organization and
the "infinite potentialities" of the
motion picture. "I hope Mr. Hays
will never turn red in the face on
our account," he declared. He appealed to the members of the Directors' Association to refrain from
directing any picture which is not
fit for the public.
Hearst Makes Speech •
William Randolph Hearst was introduced as a producer of pictures,
and declared at once that he was
glad Mr. Hays had been taken out
of the Republican party, where he
had been "painfully efficient," and
made the manager of the motion
picture industry.
"I saw Mr. Hays operate at Chicago," said Mr. Hearst. "I saw him
take a party that was all shot to
pieces, give it a new set of principles,
and lead it to overwhelming success.
All Mr. Hays has to do for us is to
give us cohesion, put us on a sounder
basis, unite us, inspire us, and lead
success."
like turned
to athen
us He
to a discussion of
the criticism to which the industry
has been recently subjected, declar-
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ing that most of the criticism was
unjust. "I never knew criticism to
harm anybody," he said. "It is
natural that a great many people
outside the industry should envy
the people in it. I don't know why
the producer should be envied, however. He never makes any money.
All the money I make in my newspapers, I spend on my pictures.
They tell me some producers make
artistic successes, but we don't hear
anything about financial successes."
The crowd roared with laughter
and a moment later greeted Mr.
Hearst's plea for co-operation with
great applause.
Albert D. Lasker, chairman of the
Shipping Board, paid a fine personal
tribute to the guest of honor and
sprung a sensation when he declared
that he had offered Mr. Hays a
larger salary than he was receiving
in the picture business if Mr. Hays
would go into business with him.
Mr. Lasker vehemently denounced
the insinuations made in some quarters that there was a political motive behind the engagement of Mr.
Hays. "Give the lie to the suspicion that Will Hays is to do other
then he has contracted to do," he
said.
Labor Leader Stirs Crowd
A stirring speech was made by
Peter J. Brady of the New York
State Federation of Labor, who

urged that the Motion Picture Directors' Association form a set of
standards for picture making. "You
directors ought to do something to
prevent these aspersions being cast
on your industry," he declared.
"Your industry is on the defensive,
but you can 'come through' if you
will stop your petty quarrels and
Brady then pointed out that
together."
getMr.
the American Federation of Labor
had gone on record officially against
censorship and that it meant what
it said. He was ready to pledge the
heartiest co-operation to Mr. Hays
in every good work that the latter
undertook.
A fighting attitude against censorship and the reformers was the
text of a striking speech by Arthur
Brisbane. He told how certain politicians had attempted to pass a law
in New York State providing for
censorship of political cartoons.
The newspaper editors sent word to
the politicians that they would print
the cartoons anyway, censorship or
not. The law was not passed. Mr.
Brisbane also narrated the famous
incident in the life of John Milton,
when the latter defied censorship of
the press in England.
"Make some inexpensive pictures
and test out the censorship law,"
he suggested. "I don't mean the
kind of pictures Mr. Hearst makes.
They never cost less than half a
million, and since he has been in the
picture business nobody on his
papers can get a raise."
'The regret of Mr. Hays' associates

when the new leader of the film industry retired from the Cabinet was
the highlight of the remarks of
Secretary of Labor Davis.
Channing Pollock, the dramatist,
sounded the one discordant note of
the evening by urging a general
"clean up" and declaring that the
author had been neglected by the
producers. "How are you going to
make good pictures unless you have
good authors?" he asked, adding that
the experience of many authors with
producing companies had resulted
in the authors' being unwilling to
write for the screen.
Hugh Frayne, of the American
Federation of Labor, spoke a word
of greeting to Mr. Hays, emphasized labor's friendly attitude toward the industry and then pointed
to the "menace" of foreign competition. He declared that Mr. Hays
would have the hearty support of the
Federation of Labor in solving the
problem of protecting the workers
in the industry from "unfair foreign
As Mr. Fi-ayne took his seat, there
competition."
were shouts of "Hays" from all parts
of the room, and after a brief introduction by the toastmaster, the new
leader delivered his historic speech.
The enthusiasm manifested by those
present found its culmination in a
scene after the dinner was over, and
preparations were being made for
dancing. Scores of men and women
pressedlated about
Mr. Hays.the dais and congratuAmong those who sent regrets
was Miss Hope Hampton, who was
numbered among the invited guests.
She sent Mr. Hays a Telegram assuring him of co-operation.
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New York State Censor Board this week swung
the axe on a fire prevention
scene in Official Movie Chat No.
8 of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and thus
added the crowning folly to its
record of inquisition.
The scene in Movie Chat No.
8, which the censors couldn't
see their way clear to pass, was
one in which a glass carafe of
water was placed in a window
so that the sun focused through
it upon a pair of lace curtains.
The object of the scene was to
illustrate the danger of fire. The
rays of the sun turned the bottle of water into a "burning
glass" and served to intensify
the heat to such a degree that it
caused the curtains to catch
fire. Probably few persons are
aware of such a danger, and
this particular scene would
have served as a valuable object lesson to thousands of theatre patrons.
The censors immediately ordered this scene cut from the
film on the ground that it would
tend to promote similar experiments on the part of children.
The censor board probably
didn't know that it took several
hours of patient camera work
to make the scene.
But the board jumped to the
usual hasty conclusion and the result is that theatre patrons in New
York State are deprived of a valuable lesson in fire prevention.
In the scene ordered out also appeared ademonstration of starting
fire by the mixing of certain chemicals. Apparently the censors are opposed to chemistry also. Or they
may imagine that, if this scene were
shown in New York State, everybody who saw it would immediately
go out and buy a handful of chemical stuff and begin starting fires all
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this exhibition of themselves, news was received that the

situation in Ohio was "quiet," but
that steps would probably be taken
in the near future to put the censorship regime to new tests.
Censorship in Virginia
The

censorship situation elsewhere was featured by announcement from Virginia that official inquisition upon pictures was now the
law of the State. The bill recently
passed by the Legislature has been
signed by the (Governor and the censor board already appointed. The
members are: Evans Chesterman,
Mrs. Emma Speed Sampson and
A. L. T. Monture.
Censorship becomes effective in
Virginia on August 1. A tax of $1
a reel will be levied on original films
and 50 cents a reel on copies. Each
censor will get a salary of $2,400 a
year.

O.

from

over the place. Scientific experiment means nothing in the life of a
censor.
While the New York censors were
making

T.
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No Action in Carolina

The General Assembly of South
Carolina adjourned sine die March
13 without enacting into law any of
the proposed legislation adverse to
the industry.
Four bills aimed at the industry
had been introduced. A censorship
bill, providing for a state board, a
seating capacity tax and a film tax
which would have amounted to $75,000 per annum, died on the Senate
calendar. Film tax, providing a levy
of $83,200 per annum, passed the
House and was killed in the Senate.
Additional Powers for Censors
Out of six bills introduced in the
New York State Legislature this
year of interest to the motion picture industry, only one passed during the concluding hours of the session last Friday night. This single

exception was the Lusk-Clayton bill,
which passed both houses with but
little opposition on the part of Minority Leader Walker. The bill is
now in the hands of the Governor,
who can sign it any time during the
next thirty days. Under the provisions of the bill additional powers
are given to the State Motion Picture Commission enabling that body
to subpoena witnesses, as well as to
call for the production of books and
records in the courts. The bill also
more clearly defines educational films
and will result in such film being licensed by the commission, without
calling for the payment of fees
charged for the licensing of other
films.
The Walker-Cuvillier bill, calling
for the repeal of the present motion
picture censorship law in New York
State, died in committee, despite the
efforts of Assemblyman Louis Cuvillier of New York, during the concluding hours of the session. Mr.
Cuvillier made a somewhat strenuous attempt to bring this bill out of
committee in order that it might go
to a vote on the floor. He was unsuccessful, however, and a party vote
was taken to decide whether or not
the bill should remain in committee.
The McKee operators' bill died in
one of the Assembly committees. It
was generaly conceded up to a short
time ago that this bill stood more
than a fair chance of passage. The
only opposition publicly voiced to the
bill came at a hearing when former
Senator J. Henry Walters of New
York opposed certain provisions in
the measure. Following the hearing
it was generally understood that the
bill would be amended in order to
take care of the opposition. This
was done by the operators, but it is
said Senator Walters failed to withdraw his opposition.
The bill introduced by Assemblyman C. T. Male of Schenectady, also
died in the Assembly during the con-
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eluding hours of the session. This
bill found but little favor in either
house. It provided, among other
things that no motion picture theatre owner in New York State could
show a picture of a political candidate on his screen without preceding
it with the words that the picture
was in the nature of a political advertisement.
The Hausner Blue Sunday bill,
which sought to prohibit Sunday motion picture shows throughout the
State, never secured much support
in either house. The leaders regarded the bill as entirely too drastic. During the concluding hours
of the session the bill was buried in
the Assembly.
The New York State Motion Picture Commission will become more
active after July 1, when funds will
become available for the employment of additional inspectors. The
commission has had many requests
from all sections of the State for
these places, paying as they do, a
salary of $2,500 a year, together
■with expenses. A number of women
are among the applicants for inspectors.
Attacks Federal Censorship Idea
"If any one is still under the delusion that Federal censorship of
motion picture films will ever prove
satisfactory in this country he shows
an amazing ignorance of the psychological motives which keep the censorship agitation alive," says W. D.
McGuire, Jr., executive secretary of
the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures, in a recent interview
in regard to the proposal for Federal Censorship.
"The demand for motion picture
censorship has nowhere originated
with the people who attend the theatres and know whereof they speak.
It comes from that ever-enlarging
group, many of whom, entered social and reform work during the
war as volunteers and are now making reform a profession. They have
found that self-righteousness frequently pays handsome salaries, as
witness Dr. Wilbur Crafts of the
International Reform Bureau hurrying about the country. These reform groups attack the motion picture because it is always easier and
safer
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Title of Film Shows Qearly
Lesson in Fire Prevention
The deletion of fifty-nine feet of
film ordered by the New York State
Censors from Urban Movie Chat
No. 8 covered subjects compiled in
the interest of fire prevention, one
of the most important civic topics
of the day. The matter was eliminated in the first instance by a
woman deputy or maybe it was a
sub-deputy, and the excision was
confirmed by Secretary Levenson.
The title alone shows the absence
of matter likely to appeal to the incendiarily inclined juvenile. Let the
title speak for itself:
"An efficient sun-burner is a
water bottle, hence a source of
Following this are eighteen feet
danger."
of film, which at "normal" speed in
projection would be on the screen
eighteen seconds. The scene shows
the bottle, after subjection to the
sun's rays for a period of several
hours, igniting a lace curtain.
In the same sequence is a title
reading "Cloth can be set afire with
a lens of ice." Of course, it must
be understood it "can be" providing
the ice is not melted first. Then
there is another: "A twelve-inch reflector will ignite cloth immediThe entire 59 feet are a lesson in
fire
prevention and scientific experiately."
ment. It is fairly well known that
people who wish to start fires generally use matches. A careful survey of a large number of homes
throughout the country fails to disclose any widespread use of water
bottles or twelve-inch reflectors for
this purpose.

amusement than the rich man's pastime. They take the money away
from the rich and the joy away from
the poor. It makes a good combination. We have read of closing the
motion picture theatre on Sunday,
but who ever heard oi closing a golf
club on the Sabbath? So the old
question, "Am I my brother's keeper' is being answered emphatically
in the affirmative by these good peo-
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ple who can read more dirt into a
picture than all the censors in the
world can cut out in a week. As
Will Rogers once said, 'The pictures
leave the studios clean, but before
the censorites get through with them
they are pretty well covered with
dirt.' Freud explains the satisfaction experienced by the human race
in coming in contact with the suffering and death of its fellow members.
So I repeat, the psychological motive
back of censorship finds its basis in
the satisfaction which one element of
the people derive from killing the
joy in the life of his fellow and
watching him suffer in his drab and
colorless life.
Arbitrary and Bureaucratic
"Federal censorship will never
work in America where the whole
theory of democracy is based upon
the right of the smallest community
to work out its own salvation as far
as this can be done without interfering with the rights of a larger group,
either in state or nation.
"Throw the work of a censorship
committee into politics or center its
authority in the hands of a central
commission, and the work of review
will become as arbitrary and bureaucratic under Federal control as it
has proved under State control. The
whole question of motion picture
censorship boils down to the fact that
the people who hate the pictures and
do not go to the picture shows do
not trust the good intentions and
good spirit and wholesome-mindedness of those who love the pictures
and enjoy the picture shows.
"You will notice that the minute
a State censorship is established
with a small appropriation, the
board of censorship appears at the
next sessio^ of the Legislature with
a bill to give them more power and
more money, just as the New York
State Commission is now asking for
an increased appropriation and just
as the Pennsylvania censorship
board started with a small appropriation and now spends over $80,000 a year. The censorship bug has
a bad bite — persons who get bitten
by it never recover. They are hopeless cases and should be sent out of
this democratic country to languish
in some clime more favorable to the
development of the autocratic germ."
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Radio

Address

Pathe Branch Manager in Boston Speaks Into Receiving
Instrument and Hundreds Along Atlantic Seaboard Hear Truth
About the Industry and Constructive Work of Motion Picture

instance of the use of the
wireless telephone in sending
broadcast a message m defense of the industry was made public in detail this week by President
Paul Brunet of Pathe.
George W. Smiley, Pathe Branch
Manager in Boston, was the man
> honored with the opportunity of
sending the message of the screen
across hundreds of miles of space to
•be "picked up" by the army of radiophone fans in all parts of the Eastern
Seabord. The address made by
Manager Smiley was clearly heard
in New York, at Columbia University, and at the Claremont Theatre,
as well as in other sections of the
metropolis.
Acting on the invitation of the
American Radio Research Society,
Mr. Smiley, on March 9, delivered a
thirty minute address on "The Motion Picture— Its Vital Influence on
Mankind," into the big amplifier of
the broadcasting station at Tuft's
College, Medford Hillside, Mass. Under favorable atmospheric conditions, this station has a possible radius of 1-000 miles, within which
there are hundreds of radio receiving instruments owned by amateurs
who "listen in" at the nightly concerts, lectures, etc., provided by radio society officials in their efforts to
popularize this newest wonder of
science.
AN

In order that Boston Branch
ployees might "listen in," too,
society officials installed a huge
ceiver in the office, strung the
tennae wires across the ceiling

emthe
reanand

picked up Mr. Smiley's address. It
was a gala night at the Boston
Branch and the entire force was on
hand. Pathe News Cameraman
Jake Coolidge was on hand to record
the event on film.
Mr. Smiley's address was a
thoughtful statement regarding the
industry in general. It set forth the
scope of the production and distribution angles, and showed the tremendously constructive effect oi the
screen on the men, women and children of today.
follows
in part: Mr. Smiley's address
"It seems unfortunate that in my
first talk for Amrad — The American
Radio and Research Corporation —
on the subject of the motion picture
I am forced to offer a few words in
defense of the fourth largest industry in the world to-day.
"Since the days of Adam there
has always been that element striving to tear dov.n the handiworks of
the leaders in science and industry.
The adverse criticism in front page
items of the newspapers has been so
scathing that someone must come
out in the open in an effort to counteract the effect of this propaganda,
or the public at large will get the im-

pression that we, in the motion picare enweroute
to Hades'.
"Istureitbusiness,
fair that
all should
be
censored because a few, who seek
their hvelihood through the same
medium of endeavor, have strayed
from the straight and narrow path ?
Must we condemn the whole banking business because a few cashiers
have taken French leave with the
banks' funds ? Must we condemn the
ship building business because we
read that a few men are accused of
defrauding the Government? Must
we condemn the Legal Profession
because of the actions of two District
Attorneys ?
"Let me read what the Ottawa
"Journal," one of the foremost newspacers of Canada, has to say:
"Members of the motion pictur^
craft living in Los Angeles have appealed to the public for fair play in
connection with the general indictment that is being brought against
them in consequence of the unsavory disclosures of two sensational
cases. They are entitled to it. They
are entitled to the sympathy of the
public against the blanket charge of
immorality and debauchery laid
against them. It is a base, a weak
thing, to denounce a whole community, a whole profession as immoral
because individual members have
been discovered
{Continued inon sin,"
page 1235)

(Left) Manager Smiley, of the Boston Pathe Exchange, delivering his radio address, and (right) Boston Pathe employees listen~
' ing in

Fair

Lady

Rex Beach Production in Seven Reels. Presented by Bennett Pictures Corp. Released by United Artists.
Directed by Kenneth Webb.
Scenario by Dorothy Famum from Mr. Beach's Novel, "The Net."
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Attacks

Publishes Effective Broadside Denouncing Unscrupulous and Unwarranted
Stories Printed

it comes to pratecting
WHEN
the name of the indu'g^try of
which he is a part, A. D.. Middleton, proprietor of the Grand Theatre, De Queen, Ark., is a man
of action. The unscrupulous and
unwarranted attacks by yellow
newspapers on the motion picture
business which grew out of the
William D. Taylor murder in Hollywood aggravated him so much that
he took his pen in hand and wielded
it in vitriolic fashion.
The result was a broadside that is
a classic of logic and common sense.
Although his house is a small one
— being situated in a town of 2,000
— Middleton was big enough as a
showman to get to considerable expense to distribute his message,
which was printed on newspaper
stock, 22 X 16 inches.
A copy of the broadside was sent
to Associated First National, which
points to it as an example of excellent judgment, and what the exhibitor can do to counteract the work
of the slanderers of the motion picture industry.
A two column editorial, written by
Mr. Middleton, leads off the sheet.
It is headed:
"THE

TAYLOR MURDER
"Suppose it turns out that a
banker murdered William D. Taylor,
the famous motion picture director
— would that fact cast a reflection
on the entire banking industry ?
"Suppose it turns out that a
lawyer murdered him. Shall we
ever hold all lawyers in our minds
as an immoral set, seeking whom
they may destroy, looking for feminine prey, etc., etc."
Then what if a motion picture
star did it ?
The next two columns are devoted
to a resume of newspaper attacks
on the business, and also instances
of newspapers resenting the slurs
by their colleagues. Columns five
and six are occupied by an editorial,
reprinted from the Chicago Herald
and Examiner, denouncing the vilifiers of the screen, and by a reprint
of a poem cleverly satirizing the
scandal-mongers. Mr. Middleton's
peppy editorial follows :
"OH!
THE RIDICULOUSNESS!
of that newspaper stuff written for
a scandal-loving public, who are
ready to accept as a fact the wildest
imaginations of a paid writer for

by Yellow

Newspapers

t}vo special purposes. To sell papers
a:nd to force the motion picture industry to buy advertising space in
which to deny allegations.
"The motion pictures have lived,
improved and gained in popularity
all the days of their young lives
against all kinds of propaganda
against them without ever buying
newspaper space to fight back, but
the big news syndicates are determined to make the industry buy
space with which to protect its good
name and that of the people engaged in it.
"The Los Angeles Police, detectives and District Attorney's office
have repeatedly announced that the
Taylor murder is apparently an impentrable mystery, yet the newspapers would have us believve it is
easy. Why not appoint this guy
out there, who writes so well, a special detective to bring the guilty
party into court? Why not have him
also bring all the actresses and
actors about whom he writes so
knowingly into court to answer for
the wild, demoralizing parties, etc.,
he accuses them of.
The Injustice of It

"Dear reader, did you ever stop
to think that there are probably as
many actresses, actors, directors
and producers and others connected
directly with motion picture production in the State of California
as there are lawyers or preachers or
doctors in the United States, or, as
there are people in the cities of
Little Rock, Fort Smith and Texarkana combined? When this fact
is considered the wonder is that only
two big sensational scandals have
come to light in the motion picture
business in ten years, while we read
almost daily of such things happening in Little Rock, Fort Smith or
Texarkana, or of some preacher,
doctor or lawyer in the United States
being murdered or getting mixed
up in some big scandal, and the
newspapers usually print the news
items and carry the facts as they
are unraveled for a few days and
we hear no more about it.
"They do not try to lead the public to believe all the people in Little
Rock are immoral, wild characters
simply because some particular person was murdered, and although a
preacher, doctor, lawyer or banker
is accused of a scandalous act the
public does not hold the entire pro-

fession to account, neither do the
news syndicates ask the public to
believe rot.
"But when something happens to
one of the hundreds of thousands
of motion picture people what do
they say and why? You know well
enough what they say. You have
been reading it daily in the papers.
But why?
Here is why:
"If you go to a court room when a
person without any title or reputation— good or bad — is being tried
for some minor offense you can always get a seat. But if some big,
scandalous, sensational affair is before the court you are lucky if you
get standing room in hearing of the
witnesses.
"If you go to hear a minister
preach who has announced a Bible
subject and has a reputation for
preaching the simple, Bible truths,
you see empty pews, but if some big,
sensational subject is announced you
will probably not be able to get a
seat unless you go early.
"The newspaper that publishes in
ghastly detail on its front page all
the wild, scandalous imaginations a
high salaried writer can dope out
about the murder of a man or woman that everybody knows, and
paints a glowing picture of everybody in the same profession and
tries by hook or crook to connect
this widely known and popular person and that widely known person
— that paper will sell by the thousand on the streets of every city
and hamlet in the United States,
while the little newsboy with a bundle of clean, wholesome newspapers
under his arm with no big murder
mystery or motion picture scandal
to cry out about, will go home tired
and hungry with papers unsold. The
next day he will probably go around
to the office of the scandal sheet
and apply for a job selling papers
the people want to buy.
"If the Grand Theatre should announce motion pictures on to-day's
program of some big sensational
scandal, showing all the parties,
thereto and everything a fiction
writer could sandwich in for good
measure, the house would not hold
the people and hundreds of people
who talk against pictures and picture people would take chances of
getting a leg broke in the wild rush
for seats. But pictures do not deal
in this class of subjects.
{Continued on page 1235)

The

Masquerader

Richard Walton TuUy Production of the Stage Success, with Guy Bates Post in a Remarkable Dual Role.
The picture will be distributed by First National.
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Have Done Because Country^ s
Sets
Insurance Standards
By HOWARD

{The material for this article was
obtained from Herbert R. Ebenstein,
formerly affiliated with the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce of
New York City and now that organization's insurance representative.
He handles the insurance for 75 per
cent of the motion picture theatres
of Greater New York. — The Editor.)

THE experience of New York
City's motion picture theatres
in insurance matters is of the
utmost importance to theatres in
other parts of the country, because
in all insurance matters other insurance authorities are guided first
by what happens in New York City
and then in other cities in the order
named, Chicago, San Francisco and
Philadelphia.
If changes are wrought in New
York it is safe to assume that the
same changes may be brought about
elsewhere. Members of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
are pleased with what has been
done. Their saving on insurance
overhead has amounted to several
hundred thousand dollars annually,
both in fire and liability insurance.
Proceeding upon the theory that
the handling of insurance on an organisation basis would secure
quicker recognition from the insurance companies, the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce engaged a
broker. Two hundred or more theatres— and that is the number Ebenstein represents— is quite an array
of insured to present to a conference of insurance companies. Insurance companies are likely to
listen closer and act quicker when
the volume of insurance business
represented is large and bunched.
The experience of the New York
State Theatre Owners was similar
after it had engaged the services
of Hancock & Company to reduce
the insurance costs of its members.
Reducing fire hazards can also be
accomplished quicker where a body
of exhibitors acts in unison. It is
then possible to show a general reduction in hazards, because every
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Forms of Theatre Insurance You
May Never Have Thought
About
You may not know that you can
specifically insure your organ, your
projection machine, your screen,
your film. Here is a list of the various forms of insurance which the
Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce of Greater New York is
adopting:
Liability. — Indemnity against loss
arising from injury to the public
while on or about your premises.
Workmen's Compensation. — Required
legalemployee.
sta,tute for the protection ofbythe
Steam Boiler. — Indemnity against
liability from explosion, and cost of
replacement of broken parts.
Safe Burglary. — Insurance against
loss from destruction to safe and
robbery of the contents.
Hold-Up. — Insurance against loss
of box-office receipts by hold-up inside, or while being conveyed outside
of theatre.
Plate Glass. — Insurance providing
replacement of broken glass.
Organ. — Specific fire insurance to
cover organ and attachments.
Water Damage. — Insurance
against damage to organ by water.
Contents. — Fire insurance to cover
projection machinery, films, musical
instruments, music, screen, attendtions,ants'
etc. clothing, hangings, decoraBuilding. — Fire insurance on
building.
Use and Occupancy.— (For nonfireproof theatres.) Insurance
against loss of income from fire, and
covering
period during which theatre is closed.
Leasehold. — Insurance to cover
value of your leasehold interest
against loss which would result from
cancellation of lease, should a thetre
fire. become destroyed as a result of
Business Life. — Life insurance to
indemnify business from loss sustained by the death of an important
active member; especially valuable
in partnerships.

member of an organization is put
to the test and must do his share
to reduce hazards and bring down
the general rate. The members who
do not work with the majority of
members are slackers and only retard the work.
The modern insurance broker
specializing in theatre insurance
maintains a service engineering de-

partment. This is a great aid. Perhaps no other city in the country
is so strict in its public building
requirements as New York City.
When theatre plans are drawn, they
are first submitted to the Building
Department, then sent back to the
architect, who makes the required
changes and then sends the plans
down through the Fire Department, the Bureau of Electricity and
Water Supply, and frequently the
Bureau of Explosives. The engineering service pilots the plans on
down through these various departments and takes them before the
Insurance Exchange and National
Board of Fire Underwriters. Familiarity with the requirements of
these departments enables the
brokers' engineers to reduce the hazards to a minimum and at the same
time lower the rate.
Through Ebenstein's efforts the
fire insurance policies held by members of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce contain a clause
which covers motion picture film
and projection machines destroyed
as a result of fire. For years it had
been the practice for companies to
specifically exclude their liability
for destruction of films, and in most
instances of film destruction, by
fire, the exhibitor was obliged to
pay for the film destroyed and had
no means of recovery by insurance.
The form especially adopted by
the Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce for its members contains
the following clauses relating to
contents of their theatres. This
form is worthy of the closest study
by other exhibitor organizations
which are battling for lower rates:
"On furniture, fixtures and furnishings
of every kind and description, useful and
ornamental, and all other similar property
appertaining to the equipment, conduct and
management of the above mentioned Theatre, except that specifically or otherwise
insured, scenery of all kinds, stage furniture and appliances, costumes, curtains,
draperies, carpets, rugs, organs, pianos,
music and professional instruments, musical library, written and printed music,
cash registers, typewriters, computing
machines, projecting machinery and attachments and motion picture film, safes,
chairs, stationery, and office supplies,
printed books, books of records and accounts, photographs, pictures, paintings,
engravings and their frames, plate and
other glass of all kinds and descriptions,
bric-a-brac, statuary, objects of virtu
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and works of art, programs, plans, wearing apparel of officers and employees,
property of the assured, held in trust or
on consignment or belonging to others for
which the assured is liable; all contained in, on or attached to the
above mentioned Theatre and on or
under the sidewalks, yards and streets
and immediately adjoining premises
situate No.
"Loss, if any, payable in New York City
funds to
Mortgagee.
"Privilege for existing communications,
for present and other occupancies not
more hazardous and to do such work a,nd
to keep and use such materials as are
usual in such occupancies to work overtime, to cease operations; to use kerosene
oil stoves for cooking and heating purposes, and to be or become vacant or unocIt is understood
thatif this
ance shallcupied.not
be invalidated
thereinsuris a
chattel mortgage on the property.
"Other insurance permitted.
"New York Standard
% Average
Clause. — This Company shall not be liable
for a greater proportion of any loss or
damage to the property described herein
than the sum hereby insured bears to ... .
per centum of the actual cash value of
said property at the time such loss shall
happen.
"In case of claim for loss on the property described herein not exceeding
five per cent (5%) of the maximum
amount named in the policies written
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thereon and in force at the time such loss
shall happen, no special inventory or appraisement of the undamaged property
shall be required.
"If the insurance under this policy be
divided into two or more items, these
rately.
clauses sha,ll apply to each item sepa"New York Standard Clause Forbidding
the Use of Electricity. — This entire policy
shall be void if electricity is used for light,
heat or power in the above described premises, unless written permission is given by
this Company hereon.
"Electric Light and Power Clause. —
Privileged to use electricity in the above
mentioned premises for light and/or heat
and/or power, it being hereby made a condition of this policy that where the equipment is owned or controlled in whole or in
part by the assured, a certificate shall be
obtained from the New York Board of Fire
Underwriters, and that no alterations shall
be made in that portion of the equipment
owned or controlled by the assured after
Certificate is issued without notice thereof
being given to the said Board.
"Dynamo Clause. — If dynamos, exciters,
lamps, motors, switches or other electrical
appliances or devices are covered under
this policy, this Company shall not be liable for any electrical injury or disturbance, whether from artificial or natural
causes, unless fire ensues, and then only
for such loss or damage to them as may
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tion Board — Appeals

cases of dispute between the exthe 432
OF change
men and exhibitors that have been
settled by the Joint Board of Arbitration of
the F. I. L. M. Club and the New York Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce only was appealed,
and decision on that one case was handed down
this week by the Board of Appeals sustaining the
decision rendered by the lower board. Announcement of the appeal decision was made this week by
William Brandt, President of the T. O. C. C.
This case was a claim of one of the exchanges
against an exhibitor for $157.50, the exchange
claiming that the exhibitor had switched a picture,
they had contracted to play in one theatre, to another theatre, which he (the exhibitor) did not
control. The exhibitor, in his defense claimed he
had switched the picture, because he had given
the exchange a concession by canceling a conrtact
on another picture the exchange wanted canceled.
The Joint Board of Arbitration allowed the full
claim of the exchangeman against the exhibitor,
deciding that he must pay the exchange $157.50.
The Joint Board of Arbitration consists of six
members, three from the F. I. L. M. Club (exchangemen's organization) three from the Theatre
Owners Chamber
of Commerce
ization), and a chairman,
who, (exhibitors'
a member ^organof the
F. I. L. M. Club, represented the . exchangemen.
When a case comes up over which the Joint
Board is divided in its opinion, the chairman casts
the deciding vote. In the one in question, the
chairman voted in favor of the exchange, and he
being an exchangeman, this, of course, gave the
exhibitor grounds for an appeal, which was immediately taken.

Cases
Body
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be caused by such ensuing fire. This limitation to be operative notwithstanding any
provisions to the contrary in the Lightning Clause (if any) attached.
"New York Standard Lightning Clause.
— This policy shall cover any direct loss
or damage caused by Lightning (meaning
thereby the commonly accepted use of the
term Lightning, and in no case to include
loss or damage by cyclone, tornado or
wind storm), not exceeding the sum insured, nor the interest of the insured in
the property, and subject in all other respects to the terms and conditions of this
policy. Provided, however, if there shall
be any other insurance on said property
this Company shall be liable only pro rata
with such other insurance for any direct
loss by Lightning whether such other insurance be against direct loss by Lightning or not.
"Permit for Ordinary Alterations and
Repairs. — In addition to the privilege contained in the printed conditions of this
policy, permission is hereby given to make
ordinary alterations and repairs in the
within described premises, but this shall
not be held to include the reconstruction
or the enlargement of the same; and this
policy (so far as it applies on building)
shall also cover, in accordaince with the
conditions of this policy, all materials and
supplies therefor, therein or adjacent, and
such alterations.
"Attached to and forming part of Policy
No
of the
Insurance Co."

Decided
Confirms

by N. Y.

Arbitra-

Ruling

The Board of Appeals also consists of six members, three — Harry Buxbaum, I. A. Chadwick and
Henry Siegle — representing the exchangemen and
three — Bernard Edelhertz, Louis F. Blumenthal
and Charles Steiner — representing the exhibitors.
It has no chairman, so in case of a disagreement,
an arbitrator is called in to decide the claim. This
arbitrator, who makes the final decision, is not connected with the motion picture industry in any of
its branches. The decision handed down by this
board is binding on both parties, no matter whether
an arbitrator is called in or not.
In the above mentioned case, the Board of Appeals amended the verdict of the lower board to
read: The exhibitor is to pay the exchange the
sum of $157.50 as asked for in the complaint for
having switched the picture, but he is to be given
credit to the extent of $157.50 on pictures purchased from this exchange in the future. This
decision was accepted by both parties.
The Joint Board of Arbitration handles from
seventy to ninety cases a week, and it has made a
remarkable record of having only one case appealed
over its decision out of the 432 it has tried. This
one case was tried, appealed and settled all in a
space of thirty days. If it had been taken into the
courts, it would have taken at least three, more
likely five years to settle it, all of which was done
by this board in thirty days, and done without any
huge bill of costs to be paid by either party involved. That is the reason why this method of
settling disputes betweea exhibitors and exchanges
is being so rapidly adopted in exchange centers
throughout the United States.
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That Was Carried from Boston by

Wireless Waves to '^^Listeners-In^^ Throughout
{Continued from page 1233)
"The sweeping condemnation of
the motion picture craft is as ridiculous as was the old idea of the ignorant public regarding the speaking stage. It is only within comparatively recent years that any woman could give her talent to the stage
without losing her reputation. Happily, for the cultural advancement
of the race, that ignorant superstition has mostly been dissipated.
"People
are scandalous
always too side
willingof toa
listen
to the
person's reputation. I have been in
the motion picture business for the
past fourteen years, in practically
every State in the Union, including
California, and I have not seen any
of the terrible things that the newspapers have been telling me about
recently.
"The motion picture has become
almost as important in the pursuit
of happiness to the American people
as food. When I tell you that there
are eighteen thousand theatres in
the U. S., and when you know that
over eleven million people attend
these theatres daily, you can hardly
contest the foregoing statement.
The receipts of the theatres in one
day runs over $3,000,000. According
to the Government Report for 1921
the Moving Picture theatres took in
$847,000,000.
"Motion pictures are justly credited with the dissemination of general knowledgee in greater degree
among the masses, particularly
among that large portion of the
masses known as non-readers, than
iany other factor in the world.
"There is hardly an industrial
process on earth, an engineering
feat, a scientific device, a great public movement that is not photographed for the cinema and shown weekly
in news reels or magazine reels.
Through the combination of the motion picture camera and the microscope we have been able to study
germ life and various other microscopic forms of life and to present such studies on the screen in
form adapted to popular consumption. The newspaper prints the
story of what happened and, at best,
shows still pictures illustrating the
text. The news reel has done more
than the newspapers to familiarize
the public with current history. The
news reel actually shows the thing
happening, with intimate studies,
known as "close-ups" of the individuals involved.
"As for the screen drama, the
strictly entertainment feature of the
motion picture industry, almost as
much may be said. The pictured
versions of stories by great authors

the East

have notably increased demands for
their written works in bookshops
and libraries. The screen has actually made readers of those who 25
years ago thought little or nothing
of reading. In filming historical
dramas for example, producers have
been lavish in expenditures of
money, a tremendous portion of
which has gone into research work.
Scholars, trained investigators, are
put to work prior to the filming of
such a production, delving into libraries for information regarding the
architecture, customs and dress of
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"The field of activities of the motion picture is still primeval and we
are just beginning to appreciate
slightly what the future influence of
the cinema is to be on the mental,
moral, physical, educational and
spiritual development of mankind.
"Its scope is so far reaching, its
universal force for good so tremendous that it hardly behooves us as
matured individuals to be too critical of the errors of an isolated few.
"The first verse of the Second
Chapter of Romans explains why
people are critical — they want to
cover up the shortcomings in themselves :
"Therefore thou art inexcusable,
0 Man, whosoever thou art that
judgest; for wherein thou judgest
another thou condemnest thyself;
for thou that judgest doest the same

the period to be shown."
Exhibitor

Answers

things."
Newspaper

Attacks

What Middleton, of a Little Arkansas Town, Did to Set
the Public Right About the Motion Picture Industry
{Continued from page 1234a)
have a clause in their contracts with
"For proof, consider the Clara
Smith-Hamon scandal of a few
stars and players to the effect that
should they by their acts or conduct
months ago. After the trial, with
bring disgrace, scandal or shame on
its widespread publicity, a gentlethemselves and the industry, the
man announced the formation of a
contract shall end at once and said
company to make a picture featurstar shall be responsible to reing Clara Smith-Hamon and purimbruse the producers, etc. Yet
porting to show her life's history
you hear
"know"
on the screen. The National Organieveiy
thingsome
aboutpeople
any who
subject
you
zation of Motion Picture Theatre
mention say, "that girl can't get a
Owners of America, through their
job with a motion picture producer
president, Mr. Sydney Cohen of New
unless she signs away her virtue,
York City, advised this company
her
honor
everything."
bethat there would be no market for
lieve moreand
people
are going We
to hell
this picture, as we would not show it for unjust accusation and criticism
of their fellowmen and women and
on our screens. But they thought we
girls than will ever go to heaven
were joking — that we would not
turn down the opportunity to play
for reforming them through the medium of the sensational press and
up this ghastly affair and cash in
on it at our theatres. They made
street gossip and slander. Anyhow,
the news syndicate have two very
the picture entitled "Fate," a big
sensational afi'air in eight reels. good reasons for playing up the senWhen it was released and advertised
sational side of such things as the
Taylor murder. First, it sells papers
to be shown on certain dates by exhibitors (picture show managers
and helps the newsboys to make a
who did not belong to the organizaliving. Second, they force the intion of theatre owners), the organdustry to present their side of reaized exhibitors went directly to
soning in paid advertising space, and
town councils, county officials, chamthis keeps the force at work and
bers of commerce, ladies' clubs, etc., drawing pay to support families.
So here we leave you, kind reader,
and caused the showing to be prohibited or stirred up so much sentiwith your condemnation or your
ment against the manager who was
praise, but beg of you to be just
trying to make his money by playing
in your judgment, be reasonable, be
on the curiosity of a sensation-loving
considerate. The motion picture inpublic, that the picture failed to
dustry has offered the guy (we undraw.
derstand) who wrote so knowingly
about a certain moonlight party in
"There are thousands of people
in the motion picture industry who
the newspapers February 9, a hunare as clean and pure as any person
dred thousand dollars to prove it.
in any other profession. There are
Watch the papers. See if he can
some who are not, but when one is
found out he or she is lopped off. prove
"Thisit. message has been rolling
over and over in the mind of ye
"Practically all important producers of motion pictures to-day scribe until we just had to write it."

The

Man

Starring Earle Williams.

from

Downing

Directed by Edward Jose.

Street

Released through Vitagraph.
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Plans Going Forward Rapidly for Banner National
Convention— Special Railroad and Hotel Arrangements
The national offices of the Motion Pic- work. There is scarcely a section of the
ture Theatre Owners of America, in New
country which has not one or more thus
York, are literally flooded with mail from
employed, from the President down to the
interested theatre owners in all parts of department clerk. Every theatre owner
or other person attending this convention
the United States seeking specific inforin May next can thus get into neighborly
mation on this or that phase of the coming
national convention of the organization,
company at Washington and meet a friend
and suggesting different matters to be from the old home town.
discussed there. The following statement
"Theatre owners are urged to come to
was issued this week:
Washington for this convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Amer"The national convention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America will
ica. Some of the highest Government officials will be present at different sessions
be held in "Washington, D. C, during the and many
men and women prominent in
week of Monday, May 8. Present arthe various states will attend. This conrangements indicate that it will continue
vention will be featured by constructive
five days, but it is likely to take up the
entire week. The interest of the theatre
work throughout."
owners in all parts of the United States
in the convention is most gratifying, as it Connecticut Will
shows unusual activity in the ranks, rarely
attained by any organization. It presages
Hold Its Convention
a wealth of work there advantageous to
the motion picture industry as a whole.
at New Haven in June
"Definite arrangements have been made
Plans for the state convention of the
by the National Convention Committee, of
which W. A. True of Hartford, Conn., is M. P. T. 0. of Connecticut, which will be
chairman, for fare and one-half on all held in New Haven June 6, are being formulated. Itwill be a one-day convention
railroads to and from Washington during
the period of the convention and such ad- and will probably wind up with a banquet.
It is expected that there will be an official
ditional time as will permit theatre owners
and others to make the trip. This will meeting within the week to complete further details.
save every theatre owner and member of
Members
of the state organization who
his or her party coming to the convention
are getting convention plans under way
25 per cent of the regular fare to Washare: Joseph Walsh, Hartford, chairman;
ington and return. It will afford all an
W. A. True, Hartford; James T. Rourk,
unrivalled opportunity to see the National
Bridgeport; L. B. Murphy, Thomaston;
Capital in May, the most favored month
Louis Sagal, New Haven; Joseph Sapin the year for that climate.
perstein, Bridgeport; John Casey, New
"All theatre owners will receive a cerHaven.
tificate which will entitle them to secure
this railroad rate reduction and the necessary ticket arrangements can be made
Calendar of M. P. T. O. A.
with the local ticket agents. This reduction applies to all railroads.
Conventions and Events
"Agreeable arrangements have been efMARCH 27-28
fected with the proprietors of the WashAnnual Convention, Motion
ington hotels for the accommodations of
the theatre owners and others who will
Picture
Theatre
Owners of
attend the convention. The rates, copies
Kansas, Hotel Lassen, Wichita.
of which will be forwarded from the naAPRIL 10-11-12
tional office to all theatre owners, will be
Annual Convention, Motion
found to be entirely reasonable, meeting
Picture
Theatre
Owners of
in every way the requirements of those
Western
Pennsylvania,
Pitts■who
event. may come to Washington for this
burgh, Pa.
"Congress will be in session during the
APRIL 11-12
period of the convention, and this will
Annuxd Convention, Motion
afford all an excellent opportunity to obPicture
Theatre
Owners of
serve the processes of every division of
Minnesota,
Hotel Radisson,
the National Government in complete operMinneapolis.
ation, as well as give to the theatre owners
and others a chance to meet their Senators
MAY 8-12
Annual Convention, Motion
and Congressmen on the scene of their
official activities, converse with them on
Picture
Theatre
Owners of
home matters or other topics, and thus
America, New Willard Hotel,
establish lines of relationship and contact
Washington, D. C.
which will be very advantageous to the
JUNE 6
entire motion picture industry.
Annual Convention, Motion
"Washington is the busiest official place
Picture
Theatre
Owners of
in the world. Men and women from all
Connecticut, New Haven.
parts of the United States are there engaged in different lines of governmental

"On

to Pittsburgh"
Is Slogan

W. Penna.

of

Exhibitors

The following appeal has been issued by
Fred J. Herrington, Secretary of the M.
P. T. 0. of Western Pennsylvania:
"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Western Pennsylvania convention will he
held at Pittsburgh, Pa., Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, April 10, 11 and 12. It
is the duty of every exhibitor to be in attendance as you understand the so-called
'reformers' are always on the job making
your burdens always greater, and we must
act to at all times be in a position to defend our business against all unjust
attacks, and the ever increasing burden of
taxation.
"Let us not be in the same position as
we were during the last session of our
State Legislature, at which time there
were more than a dozen bills introduced,
every one of which affected the motion
picture theatres of the state. The voluntary action of a number of exhibitors
giving their time and money, and going to
Harrisburg, defeated the above bills, and
we all benefited at their expense. It is
not right that the few should bear the burden, and to avoid this in the future, we
appeal to you to attend the convention, so
that by the time the Legislature convenes
next January, we will be in a position to
act and all exhibitors will know that their
interests are being protected.
"Remember this is a period of taxation
following after the great war, and the men
or the business not organized will be forced
to bear the greater burden. This is our
reason for appealing to all exhibitors to
attend the convention."
"Not in Politics"
Is Declaration

of

Missouri M.P.T.O.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Missouri began the publication recently
of the Exhibitors' Forum, a bulletin in
magazine form, which will be the official
organ of the association and circulated
free among the 600 exhibitor members of
the State. In no way will the publication compete with trade journals, it is
announced, being only an organ through
which exhibitors will be kept in closer
contact with each other.
With the turmoil of an election drawing near, the following warning regarding politics has been issued to exhibitors
of Missouri:
"The M. P. T. 0. M. is not in politics.
It has no desire to participate. It asks
fair play from all parties. Should the
screen be forced into politics, it will be
because an emergency of the utmost importance has arisen, forcing us to defend
our integrity and independence. Then
our weapon will be the greatest medium
of publicity ever known to mankind. Even
then we will be guided by the deliberation
of men who are independent of political
thought and place the welfare of our
screen above party lines."

EXHIBITORS
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Record Attendance and Important Events Forecast for
Gathering
of Exhibitors
at Wichita,
March 27-28
Meyn,
A.
R.
Zimnier
and C. Smith. A
That a record attendance, as well as a
large orchestra, vaudeville numbers, a
record number of important accomplishsong leader, a big banquet and a string
ments, will be noted at the semi-annual
of prominent speakers promise to make
convention of the M. P. T. 0. Kansas,
the convention one that long will be reMarch 27 and 28, at the Hotel Lassen,
membered in Kansas.
Wichita, Kan., is borne out by all advance
indications. A special car has been chartered by exhibitors from Kansas City,
Kan., who will attend the convention,
Van Praag Unanimous
while virtually all the exchange offices in
Kansas City territory will be repreFavorite for Re-election
sented.
Six years ago a young man
"It is not that Kansas exhibitors will
stood in front of the old Cenmeet at the convention with a chip on
tral Garden Theatre in Kansas
their shoulder, but rather to get at the
City,
Kan. Not one person was
bottom of alleged unfair tactics, hear
in sight. All his earthly posboth sides of the question, and form our
sessions, $125, had been invested
conclusions," Mr. Van Praag said. "It
in the theatre that day. It was
is going to be made plain that exhibitors
a long distance back to New
of Kansas will not tolerate brow-beating
York, his home. With a friend
tactics from any producer. We have no
he had purchased the equipment
special grudge against the exchanges and
of the theatre for. $250 and
intend to be fair and impartial in formrented the building for $40.
ing our conclusions. We expect the same
He had resigned as shipping
from the exchanges.
clerk for Metro to become an
"I cannot emphasize too strongly the
vital importance of every exhibitor in the
"exhibitor."
state attending this convention. A big
proposition, something never before
equaled, will be offered the exhibitors by
a large producer on the floors of the convention. This offer promises to create a
new era in the exhibitors' end of the industry in this section, if not all over the
country."
A new system of operating and maintaining the M. P. T. O. K. probably will
be adopted at the convention. Heretofore
the bulk of the routine work has fallen
upon the shoulders of one or two executives, mostly the president, who are
theatre owners and have a large amount
of personal work to dispose of. Under
the new plan each exhibitor's annual
membership dues will be fixed at $52 a
year, a business secretary hired, an office
rented in the Film Building and operated
under the supervision of the chief executive officials of the organization. An
arrangement probably will be made
whereby an exhibitor will be allowed half
of his annual dues by showing advertisThat man was M. Van Praag,
ing slides of a concern which pays the
to-day president of the M. P. T.
exhibitors' organization a certain sum
O. of Kansas. The "lemon"
each year for the use of screens.
paid $10,000 clear profit the
The music tax society apparently is due
for an overwhelming defeat following the
first year. "Van" now owns the
Art Theatre, one of the best
convention. A clause has been discovered
houses in Kansas City, Kan.
in the contracts of the music organization
This is the type of man who
which, in the opinion of expert legal advisers, means certain defeat at the bar in
has led the Kansas exhibitors
any city in the United States. Exhibitors
over many stormy seas, who has
who already have paid money to this
sacrificed his own interests for
organization will welcome news which is
the
benefit of his fellow exhibto be announced at the convention. Frank
itors, and the man who is the
Walsh, well known New York attorney,
unanimous
favorite for re-elecnow is co-operating with S. H. Handy,
tion
as
president
of the Kansas
exhibitors' attorney, who is taking depositions of the music publishers in New
organization at its convention
York.
in Wichita, Kan., March 27 and
28.
No stone has been left unturned by the
convention committee, composed of A. F.
Baker, chairman; Charles H. Barron, F.

Volu me 11.

Important
Is Held
Carolina

Number 18-

Meeting
by New
Association

The recently organized South Carolina
Theatre Association held a meeting at the
Jefferson Hotel, Columbia, S. C, Sunday^
March 12, at which time their organization was completed, by-laws adopted and
an executive committee elected.
The executive committee, under the bylaws, is charged with all governing and
administrative authority. The officers are
as follows: L. T. Lester, president; Max
Bryant, first vice-president; T. L. Little,
second vice-president; E. C. Haselden,
treasurer; H. Wells, A. C. Cowles, J. M.
O'Dowd and C. W. Irvin.
A grievance committee, to handle differences between South Carolina exhibitors and exchanges was appointed.
Charles Miot, formerly manager of the
Columbia Theatre, was retained on a salary basis as secretary and traveling representative.
F. W. Caplemann, president Columbia
Chamber of Commerce, welcomed the exhibitors to the city. Ashley C. Tobias,
who represented the exhibitors during the
recent session of the legislature, spoke on
the importance of an association from the
standpoint of politics and public relations.
R. S. Patterson, president of the State
Bottlers Association, pointed out the
advantages of an organization in dealing
with manufacturers and distributors.
A budget and a method of assessment
was adopted providing an annual income
of from 15,000 to $7,000.
Membership cards are being issued to
about seventy-five of the one hundred and
twenty-five theatres in the State.

Exposition Will
Be Feature of
Minnesota

Meeting

Plans are going forward rapidly for the
annual convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Minnesota, which will
be held at the Hotel Radisson, Minneapolis, April 10, 11, 12.
President William A. Steffes announced
this week that a big exposition would be
held in connection with the convention
and that reservations for exhibits were
coming in steadily.
Two days will be devoted to business
sessions. One of the matters to be given
consideration is the question of film
rentals. Mr. Steffes declined to state
what measures for the reduction of
rentals would be proposed, but he made
it clearbe that
"a conservative
would
launched
which, it was program"
expected,
would solve the problem.
Delegates to the national convention at
Washington in May will be chosen. Invitations to attend the Minnesota meeting
have been extended to National President
Sydney S. Cohen, Senator James J.
Walker, the Governor of the State, and
other prominent citizens.
A banquet will be held the second day
of the convention, and a grand ball will
close the sessions.
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Mural Decorations, Work of Ezra Winter and Barry Faulkner, Shown to Invited Guests at Grand Central Studios
George Eastman this week invited representatives ofthe trade press to view the
mural paintings that have been made for
the Eastman Theatre at Rochester, N. Y.
They were on exhibition in the studios
atop the Grand Central Station, New York
City where they were made. The artists,
Ezra Winter and Barry Faulkner, with a
goodly corps of assistants and models,
have been at work for months, and the result must indeed be satisfactory to the
most exacting of critics.
The Eastman Theatre is but one of the
buildings that form the Eastman School
of Music. Mr. Eastman has stated that
the hall is to be dedicated to music and
motion pictures. It is fitting, therefore,
that mention be made thereof in these
columns.
It is unfortunate that, when the Nine
Muses were invented, some prophetic soul
did not foresee the distant birth of the
Tenth Sister; then one might have more
reasonably, perhaps, expected to find some
allusion to Miss Cine-foto-grafia in the
mural decorations. Be that as it may,
there is nothing but praise for the paintings as they are.
When they are finally placed in position,
as they will be during June, there will be
four huge panels on each of the side walls.
Stage Set for
Annual
Dinner
of

the

A.M.P.A.

Freed from two weeks of strenuous rehearsals that have been held every evening, members of the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers will frolic in burlesque and satire on the commemoration
of their second installment of the annual
Naked Truth dinner at the Hotel Biltmore,
March 25. For the past fortnight the cast,
which includes practically every member
of the association, has been toiling ceaselessly perfecting stunts, gags and skits
that will comprise the piece de resistance
of the program annually offered by the advertising men as their original contribution to the progress and fun of the industry.
With the excellent entertainment value
offered by the event last year the advertising men have set their talents working
upon sketch writing, supervising, acting
and the creation of novelty dodges to make
the 1922 installment a worthy successor
to its predecessor.
In what measure these dinners of the
A. M. P. A. have gained fame and prestige can best be gauged by the list of
guests who are to be present at the gambols. In addition to the executive heads
of all the prominent producing and distributing companies who are in the cast,
the list of diners will include Will H. Hays.
px-Governor Al. Smith of New York, and
Major F. H. LaGuardia, former Congressman and president of the Board of Aldermen of New York City.
Guests will assemble in the ante-room of
+he ballroom of the hotel at 6.30 and the
first courFe will be served promptly at

To the spectators' left are the paintings
designed by Ezra Winter. In order, approaching the stage, they represent Sylvan,
Romantic, Martial, and Festival Music.
On the right and in order approaching the
stage, they represent Dramatic, Shepherds', Hunters', and Sacred Music ; ; these
four are the work of Barry Faulkner.
It was the writer's good fortune to view
the pictures after the throngs of guests
had departed, and to have his many questions courteously and charmingly answered
by Miss Margaret Ruse, an assistant to
Mr. Winter. First of all, a small model of
the theatre was made with the finished
colorings and lightings all reproduced.
Then the artists blocked in their preliminary sketches and were able to judge accurately the correct perspectives and proportions. Then carefully measured enlargements were made by a special photographic process, from which the tracings
of the finished paintings were made on the
canvas.
Mr. Eastman is to be congratulated, not
only for his original plan of creating a
much-needed school of music, but for caring so thoroughly for the details that he
has provided for what competent critics will
no doubt herald as a major contribution
to the development of mural, decoration in
the world of art.
H. C. J.
seven o'clock. To avoid confusion a complete seating list has been made out in
advance and place cards will indicate seats
for everyone in the large hall.
Owing tc the necessitated departure of
Jerome Beatty for California last Saturday, the duties of master of ceremonies
will be distributed among the members
who have been responsible for planning
different parts of the entertainment.
Approximately 400 will be present. A

Dorothy Phillips is busy in her daily
culinary duties. She will be seen next
in "The Soul Seeker," produced by her
husband, Allen Holubar, and released
by First National

eek

full orchesira will be m attendance. Radio
wireless equipment will be installed. Although a strict secrecy is being observed
in regard to the nature of the stunts to
be promulgated, sufficient rumors have
reached the industry to insure novel entertainment with satirical take-offs on
dustry.
most of the prominent people in the inA partial list of the guests includes;
Adolph Zukor, J. D. Williams, Harry
Schwalbe, William A. Brady, Gabriel
Hess, Hiram Abrams, Arthur S. Kane,
Paul Brunet, R. H. Cochrane, E. W. Hammons, S. L. Rothafel, William Brandt,
president of the T. 0. C. C, who will head
a delegationi of fifty exhibitors; Peter
Brady of the American Federation of
Labor; Leo Brecher, managing director of
the Plaza and a chain of theatres.

Morris
KohnTreasurer
'
Becomes
of

Selznick

'\

Corp.

Announcement has been made by President Lewis J. Selznick, of the Selznick
corporation, that he has engaged Morris
Kohn for the position of treasurer of the
Selznick company. Mr. Kohn succeeds
Henry Clay Siegel, who recently resigned.
His tenure of office begins at once.
Mr. Kohn's career in the motion picture
industry is familiar to practically everyone in the business. Directly or indirectly,
at one time or another, he has been associated with practically every big producing and distributing organization. His
most recent connection was with Realart
as president. Some years ago Mr. Kohn
was identified with Mr. Selznick in the
original Select organization.
In discussing Mr. Kohn's re-employment
by the Selznick company, President Lewis
J. Selznick had this to say: "Those familiar with Mr. Kohn's previous connection with me will recall that he was treasurer of Select when Mr. Zukor was associated in my business and was placed with
Select by Mr. Zukor to look after Mr.
Zukor's interests. It strikes me that I
could scarcely pay Mr. Kohn a higher
tribute than by inviting him to return to
the Select organization to represent me
100 per cent. Incidentally, it is significant
that Mr. Kohn is returning with a world
of interest and enthusiasm."
First National Appoints
Third District Manager
Announcement that H. A. Bandy had
been appointed district manager of the
Central district, in accordance with the
new sales policy inaugurated by Associated
First National, was made thi-s week by
F. M. Brockell, supervisor of exchanges.
Mr. Bandy is the third of the managers
to be selected thus far. Roy C. Seery,
manager of the Chicago exchange, has been
elevated to manager of the Mid- Western
district, and L. O. Lukan, manager of the
Seattle branch, will have supervision over
the Western district. Managers of the
Eastern and Southern districts vdll be appointed within a short time, it is expected.
Mr. Bandy was Associated Producers
representative at the Cleveland Associated
First National exchange at the time of
his promotion. Previously he had been
district manager for Associated Producers
and for Goldv/yn.
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Scenes from "The Glorious Adventure," produced by J.Manners
Stuart is
Blackton,
starred the first Prizma Natural Color Feature.

Blackton

Color

Feature

at Capitol,

N. Y.

'^'Glorious Adventure,^^ Starring Lady Diana Manners,
in April
Premiere
American
Given
Be
Will
The first natural color feature drama
some discussion of the probability of a
The Glorious Adventure with Lady Diana
"road show" presentation through the
Manners in the leading role, has been major cities.
The picture which arrived from London
booked to the Capitol theatre in New York
for its American premiere, some time in in seven reels is undergoing editorial revision and titling at the hands of KatharApril.
ine Hilliker and Captain Harry Caldwell.
This picture, a six part production, was
A
considerable
star value is claimed for
made in England by J. Stuart Blackton,
of early Vitagraph fame, by the newly im- The Glorious Adventure through Lady Diana Manners, who takes the role of Lady
proved natural color process of Prizma,
Inc., of New York.
Beatrice Fair, heroine. Lady Manners enThe presentation at the Capitol under
joys the fame of being England's greatest
beauty, besides carrying important social
Rothafel auspices follows the first showing of the picture in London where it position and a leadersihip in the British
played a successful run at the Royal Op- ultra smart set.
The story of The Glorious Adventure is
era House, Co vent Garden.
by Felix Ormond, a member of the BlackAn especial technical interest attaches
to this first American showing as a test of ton staff from the United States. The tale
is a rather well chosen vehicle for natural
the strength of natural color as a factor
in the production of the screen drama of color presentation. It is set in the middle
strenuous seventeenth century's exthe future,
says ofthetheannouncement.
"Until of the citing
days of adventure and discovery. It
the
completion
new Prizma camera
in the laboratories of William Van Doren
moves swiftly through a maze of British
Kelley last July, the making of a feature court life and intrigue, high and low, to a
climax in the great fire of London.
picture, involving the necessity of much
close-up action, Was a photographic impossibility for color processes. This beA. C. Wyckoff , Comptroller
cause of the commonly knovsm and widely
cursed fault of "fringing" — the blurring
of Fox Corporation, Dead
edge of color on fast moving objects, reAlbert
C. Wyckoff, comptroller of Fox
sulting from the imperfect registration of
the component red and green images of Film Corporation, died of pneumonia on
Monday afternoon, March 20, at the Elizathe double printing process. This has now
beth, N. J., General Hospital, to which inbeen eliminated by the use of camera destitution he had been removed on Sunday
vices which make the two-color impressions
simultaneously, instead of successively as from his home at 1213 Fairmount Avenue.
He leaves a widow, two sons and two
before, hence insuring the perfect blending
of the color element in the print and on the daughters. The funeral was held from the
residence at 2.30 on Thursday.
screen."
Mr. Wyckoff was a well-known figure in
Within the motion picture industry the
showing of the picture at the Capitol wtill motion picture financial circles in New
York.
Born in Brooklyn 54 years ago,
be followed with a close interest by those
whose future producing activities may be his business life was passed wholly in the
affected by any significant public interest accountancy field, in which he long had
in the color process and its results, in been recognized as an expert. He entered
the industry in 1915 as general auditor for
dramatic subjects.
the selling organization of the V. L. S. E.
The plan of distribution for the United
States and Canada of The Glorious Ad- In October, 1918, he resigned this position
venture isyet to be determined. Negotia- to become comptroller of Fox.
tions in this connection are pending in
Mr. WyckofF's death removes an official
who was held in the highest esteem by the
the hands of M. L. Malevinsky of O'Brien,
Fox company, and a man who commanded
Malevinsky & Driscoll, who represent
Commodore Blackton, with Prizma, a con- the affectionate regard of all who were
siderably interested party. There has been closely associated with him.

Big

Number 18

Lady Diana

Success

Reported For
"Silent Call"
The Silent Call is winning the reputation of being one of the marked box office
successes of the season, according to a
statement by Associated First National
this week. The production was directed
by Laurence Trimble from the Saturday
Evening Post story by Hal G. Evarts.
The Silent Call is now in its sixth week
at the Miller Theatre, Los Angeles, with
the end of the showing not in sight as yet.
When first booked such a run was not
anticipated. Each week Roy Miller, the
manager,
delayed isthestillother
and "
as the photoplay
doingbookings,
a smashing
business, other postponements are being
put into effect.
"The answer to the cry for something
different" is the slogan Mr. Miller is using
in his advertising of the picture. Mr.
Miller's conjecture that it would appeal
principally to children was proved wrong,
for it is drawing large adult business.
Another tribute to the drawing power
of the picture is contained in the following letter from Law & Blair, managers of
the Lebanon Opera House, Lebanon, Ohio:
"We had more voluntary compliments
on this picture than any we have run in
a long time, and as near as we can find
out it is 100 per cent show and that doesn't
mean 99 per cent. We came within fortyseven paid admissions of breaking our record for the year."
Betty Blythe Returns from
Personal Appearance Tour
Hardly had Miss Betty Blythe returned
from a tour of the country during which
she made a personal appearance in many
cities in connection with the showing of
The Queen of Sheba, than she was
signed to a contract to star in a Pyramid
production.
It so happened that Miss Blythe reached
New York just at the time when her latest
feature. Fair Lady, a United Artists
release, was given its initial Broadway
presentation.
Miss
BlytheThis
is now
at anthisEastern studio.
is theworking
first time
has
been done in some time, as most of her
productions have been made on the Coast.
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Actual Filming
Started on New
Pyramid Picture
Actual filming of The Queen of the
Moulin Rouge, the second production of
Pyramid Pictures, Inc., has been started
at the Pyramid Astoria studio on Long
Island, under the direction of Ray C.
Smallwood.
Martha Mansfield has the principal
role. The cast selected to surround Miss
Mansfield is Henry Harmon, one of the

Ray C. Smallwood
most capable character actors in pictures,
who attained fame by his work in 'Ception
Shoals, with Nazimova. Others who are
already at work in the picture are Fred
Jones, who plays a light heavy role; Tom
Blake, who appears as an apache leader,
and Mario Carillo, cast as a French
dancing master.
The Queen of the Moulin Rouge contains a story suggested by Paul M. Potter'sjoyedplaya long
of therunsame
which and
enin name,
New York
throughout the country several years
ago. A realistic French atmosphere is
assured the production when it is considered that the art director is Ben Carre, a
Frenchman of long experience.
Growing

Demand

Reported

for

"Isle of Zorda"
Pa the reports that its judgment in securing American rights of distribution of
the Louis Nalpas production of Jules
Verne's heroic romance Mathias Sandorf,
renamed The Isle of Zorda, was more than
vindicated by the interest shown by leading exhibitors throughout the country
prior to the announcement of release on
March 26. t is stated that the picture
will have the benefit of exceptional exploitation by some of the best first run
houses in the United States, and that the
general demand for it is remarkably
active.
"Interest in The Isle of Zorda is found
to be stimulated beyond the fascinations
of its 'Monte Cristo' type of story by
the splendor and verity of its scenic display— most of the exteriors faithfully
presenting old world locations famous for
their grandeur and beauty," says the statement.

Twelve
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Finished

Variety of Subjects From Studios of Stars and
Producers
Announced
for Early Release
Twelve productions were completed this
clude areplica of Westminster Abbey and
Doone village in England a century ago.
week in the studios of the stars and producers releasing through t irst JNational,
The featured players are Madge Bellamy,
It IS announced. They will oe released in Frank Keenan, John Bowers and Donald
MacDonald.
the near future.
The twelve are: Norma Talmadge in
Thomas H. Ince's The Hottentot. As
The Duchess of Langeais. This is said to Sam Harrington, who is scared of horses,
be Norma's greatest picture. It is the
MacLean has, it is said, the greatdrama of a woman wno finally comes to Douglas
comedy role of his career. Adapted
adore the man whose own love for her she fromestthe
original stage by Willie Collier
had turned into hatred. Directed by Frank
and Victor Mapes. Cast includes Douglas
Lloyd. Appearing in the support of IVliss MacLean, Madge Bellamy. Truly ShatTalmadge are Conway Tearle, Adolphe
tuck, Lila Leslie, Dwight Crittenden, and
Jean Man joy, Rosemary Theby, Kate
Raymond Hatton.
JLiester, Irving Cummings, Otis Harlan and
J. Parker Read, Jr.'s, Paunied. That
Thomas
Ricketts.
Scenario
by
Frances.
everything we hold nearest and dearest
Marion.
must sometimes be placed in pawn is the
Katherine MacDonald in Heroes and
theme of this photoplay by Frank L.
Husbands."
In this
photoplay
MacDonald has
the role
of an Katherine
authoress
Packard, byauthor
"The Featured
Miracle Man."
Directed
Irvin ofWillat.
playwho has no difficulty making her characers are Tom Moore, Edith Roberts, Joseph
ters "behave" in printer's ink, but has more
Swickard, Charles Gerrard and James
than her share of trouble with her fiance,
Barrows.
who is pursued by the wife of her pubThomas H. Ince's Skin Deep. Produced
lisher. Supporting Miss MacDonald are
by Thomas H. Ince. A story of the reclaNigel Barrie, Charles Gerard, Charles
mation of an enemy of society as the reClary, Mona Kingsley and Ethel Kay. Disult of a facial transformation by plastic
rected by Chet Withey.
surgery and the love of a good woman.
Directed and adapted by Lambert Hillyer
Dorothy
Phillips
Soul
Seeker.
Much in ofAllen
the Holubar's
action of The
The
from an original story by Marc Edmond
Soul Seeker takes place at sea. The big- Jones. Cast includes Milton Sills, Florscenes of this ambitious Holubar producence Vidor, Marcia Manon, Frank Camtion were filmed from hydroplanes. DoroCharles Clary, Joe Singleton and
thy Phillips is supported by Robert Ellis, peau,
Winter Hall.
Gertrude Astor, Wallace Beery, Jack
J. L. Frothingham's
TheRussia,
Man New
Who
Donovan, James O. Barrows, Frances RaySmiled.
In this story of
York's Ghetto and the West there is told
mond and William "Fat" Fong.
John M. Stahl's One Clear Call. The plot a dramatic story of a family's separation
of this Stahl production is laid in a small
through
a mother's
error mother
and of the
Alabama tovra where two men of strangely
tual reunion
of father,
and evenson.
contrasting natures are in love with the Directed
by Edward Sloman. Cast includes
same woman, who in turn is in love with
Marcia Manon, Mary Wynn, William V.
one of the men but married to the other.
Mong, Edward Sutherland, Lucille Ward,
The cast consists of Henry B. Walthall,
Harvey Clark, Fred Malatesta, Charles
Claire Windsor, Milton Sills, Irene Rich, French,
little Bruce Guerin.
Joseph Dowling, Shannon Day, Fred Kelsey, Annette De Foe. Doris Pawn, Donald
Universal Selects
MacDonald and Albert MacQuarrie. Directed by John M. Stahl. Adapted by Bess
Five Pictures
story.
Meredyth from Francis Nimmo Green's
Constance Talmadge in Her Primitive
for Gladys Walton
Lover. This is a sprightly comedy with
a dramatic twist. In the cast with ConThe wise critics have almost unanistance Talmadge are Harrison Ford, Kenmously declared The Wise Kid the best of
neth Harlan. Directed by Sidney Frankall of the Gladys Walton pictures to date.
lin, from an original story by Edgar Sel- Miss Walton has just finished a personal
wyn. Continuity by Frances Marion.
appearance tour which took her as far
Marshall Neilan's Fools First. Fools
east as Salt Lake City. She has just reFirst tells of the regeneration of a crimturned to Universal City to start producinal through the wiles of the daughter of a
tion on The Trouper, which has been premaster crook. The cast includes Claire
pared for her use during her absence.
Windsor, Richard Dix, Claude GillingThe Trouper was written by A. P.
water, Ray Griffith, George W. Seigman,
Younger
staff', who
George Dromgold, Helen Lynch, Hazel
arized it.of the
The Universal
role provided
for scenMiss
Keener, Shannon Day and Leo White. The
Walton is a typical one. She plays a
story, by Hugh McNail Kahler, originally
wardrobe girl in a road show.
appeared in the Saturday Evening Post.
The Trouper will follow in release a
production made from the popular song^
"Baby" Peggy Montgomery, who made
such
hit in First.
"Penrod," has an important
"Second
role ina Fools
hit
of theHand
1921 Rose,"
Follies. which was the song
Thomas H. Ince's Jim. A tale of the
A tie-up has been arranged with music
conflict in a woman's soul between a career
stores
throughout the United States to exand a big love in the open country. The
ploit the production when it is released
locale of the story carries it through the early in May. Lloyd Ingraham, one of
California plains, San Francisco and New
the earliest Universal directors, produced
York. Jim is an original screen story by the picture which was put into scenario
form by A. P. Younger.
Bradley King. Marguerite De La Motte,
Milton Sills and John Bowers are featured
Universal has also purchased the Henry
in the cast.
W. Savage stage version of Anne CaldMaurice Tourneur's Loma Doone. R.
well's stage play. Top o' the Morning. The
D. Blackmore's immortal novel tells the play brings Miss Walton back to the Irish
story of a gentlewoman who falls into the roles in which she has been popular.
hands of outlaws and is rescued after
Following that Universal will make an
years of desperate endeavor by her boy- elaborate version of Bret Harte's M'Liss,
scenario for which is being prepared by
hood lover. Directed by Baurice Tourneur,
the settings are most elaborate and in- George Hull.
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Selznick

as General Manager in Charge of Distribution— Was with Original Select Organization
motion picture man to another. It is the
John S. (Jack) Woody, widely known
apparent desire of the Selznick Company,
throughout the motion picture industry,
and until recently General Manager of Mr. Morris and Mr. Woody, that the conduct of the business of selling Selznick
Realart Pictures Corporation, has been engaged by President Lewis J. Selznick to product be continued along the lines which
become General Manager in charge of dis- have long Ibeen established as so highly
successful, the improvement hoped for to
tribution ofthe Selznick Corporation. This
announcement follows the statement by result from an intensifying of effort and
changes which will be made higher up
the Selznick Company last week that Sam
than the selling end of the business and
E. Morris, Vice-President and General
Manager in charge of distribution has because
of constantly improving trade conbeen transferred from the American Selz- ditions.
nick organization to London to become
"It's just like coming back home to hang
President of Select Pictures, Ltd., an Eng- my hat up again on the fourteenth floor
lish Corporation about to be organized for of seven twenty-nine," says Mr. Woody.
the purpose of handling the Selznick busi- "My association with Mr, Selznick and his
boys in the field whom he so properly calls
ness in Europe.
"co-workers," in the earliest days of the
Mr. Woody has moved into the Selznick
Select organization established an interest
offices at 729 Seventh Ave., and is working
with Mr. Morris, taking over the reins of in the affairs of the company which could
the management of the thirty-odd Selz- not possibly be killed off by a period of
nick, or Select branches throughout the activity in other quarters.
"Quite naturally changes in any big orcountry while Mr. Morris is busy with
ganization mean new plans and new ideas
preparations for his new work on the other
all across the board. Mr. Morris is going
side of the Atlantic.
abroad because changes in the plans of the
Selznick Company have made a big job
over there for him to do. And at the same
time there are other plans which lead Mr.
Selznick to believe that bigger things are
to be accomplished in the domestic market
than have been accomplished up to the
present time.
"I've followed the fortunes of the Selznick company even while away from it and
my other connections have made it possible
for me to observe ju^t what was being
done in the field. I am putting it mildly
when I say that I find no cause for complaint. Naturally we hope to do better ^—
because conditions are going to be different
and better — but we're going to build on
and with that same 'best selling organization in the motion picture business.' We're
going
to get under
results!"
In getting
way in his new undertaking Mr. Woody is being given every
possible help by Mr. Morris whom he is to
succeed in the supervision of Selznick sales.
The previous association of Mr. Morris
and Mr. Woody in the earlier days of
Select makes their joint work just now
particularly easy. Both know the Selznick
John S. (Jack) Woody
policy, the Selznick plans, and the Selznick
organization. "Before leaving for the
other side," said Mr. Morris, "I wish it
Woody'sCompany
present employment
theMr.Selznick
ie his secondwithin were possible for me to shake hands with
association with Lewis J. Selznick, the every Man-Jack of the Selznick organization in the field, first to bid them adieu —
first having been with the original Select
not good-bye — ^second to thank them for
organization. Mr. Woody's energies will their
loyal service to the Selznick organibe expended directly upon the task of sellzation and to me, and more importantly
ing the Selznick product and in this he will
to exact from them personally the pledge
have direct charge of the various Selznick
selling units throughout the country. Be- which I know they will gladly give to work
cause of his previous association with the with and for my good friend "Jack"
Woody with the same enthusiasm and sinSelect organization he is very familiar vdth
Selznick policies and, indeed, he already
cerity that they have shown under me."
knows by their first name a large number
of the branch managers and salesmen at
Diamant-Berger,
present in the employ of the company.
It is expected that Mr. Woody will spend
French Producer,
a great deal of his time in the field working personally vdth the selling crew and
the work he is. doing in New York just
Visits This Country
now, prior to Mr. Morris' departure for
Europe, is in quick preparation for his
It was just three years ago that Henri
first swing around the Selznick circuit.
Diamant-Berger first visited America as a
John J. Rotchford, long identified with
motion picture man. He was the founder
the Selznick organization and most re- and director of our esteemed French concently as Assistant to Mr. Morris, will
temporary, Le Film, and came here to
continue with his duties as in the past.
study conditions in order to write them up
From neither Mr. Morris nor Mr. Woody
in his paper. He was so irnpressed with
American methods of production that he
is it possible to obtain any kind of a statement which even remotely suggests the not only wrote a book on this subject when
possibility of the revolutionary changes
he returned to Paris, but he also gave up
which sometimes come about when high his work as a journalist and entered the
executive authority is passed from one
producing field.
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M. Berger does not hesitate to admit
that he got his start and most of his ideas
on production from what he saw here.
And this visit is made for the purpose of
learning more, especially of tne market
here. M. Berger brought with him his
latest film, Les Trois Mousquetaires, which
he was making at the same time that Fairbanks was making The Three Musketeers
in this country.
His purpose in coming is not primarily
to sell the American rights of this film;
it was originally made in 47 reels and runs
in Europe as a 12-week serial. It was
released simultaneously in 92 theatres in
Paris and has been shown already in more
than twelve hundred French cinemas. It
was cut very considerably when it was
shown,
London. for two weeks, at Covent Garden,
M. Berger spoke of censorship in France
— a committee composed of professors, artists, lawyers, etc., but not politicians, is
appointed to inspect the films and to confer with the producers about any disputed
point. Such scenes as would tend to promote anarchy, murder, or lawlessness are
debarred. There is but one censor, this
committee, for all of France and French
dependencies. A cordial brotherliness exists among French producers, distributors
and exhibitors; their unified and concerted

Henri Diamant-Berger
action has resulted in a satisfactory modification of the tax laws and in the regulation of censorship to the degree that it
is equitable and fair! Vive la France!
There is no desire, said M. Berger, on
the part of French producers to fiood the
American market. They are glad whenever one of them succeeds in making a
picture that will take here, but they realize
that it is the quality and not the quantiy
of pictures sold here that spells best the
successful future of French films.
The French producer is very deliberate
about his work, that is, about the preparations, and the cutting, editing, etc. He
works rapidly on the actual shooting, thuii
reducing his expenses to a minimum. Since
his purpose
is toup satisfy
his "artistic
urge"
and
not to live
to a schedule
of release
dates, he refuses to hurry, and he considers the production of one large and one
or two small pictures a year to be quite
enough. Not so bad, at that!
At present M. Berger is at work on the
continuity of Ving-t ans Apres Tiventy
Years After, another Dumas story. In a
few weeks he will return to France to
make the film and then he expects to come
back to America and visit the producing
plants in California. H. C. J.
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Norman Dawn and his company re.turned to the R-C Studio after a two
weeks' location trip to the Yosemite Valley,
where they
filmed the snow scenes for Mr.
Dawn's latest R-C production, The Son
of the Wolf, adapted from the novel of the
same name by Jack London. The company went to the top of Glacier Point, no
easy ascent in the winter time, to get the
particular backgrounds wanted, and as a
^result got a number of exceptional snow
scenes.
Like all Jack London's stories, The Son
of the Wolf is a stirring tale of adventure dominated by a number of the biggest
scenes to be introduced into a screen story.
An exceptional cast, which included such
widely known players as Wheeler Oakman,
Edith Roberts, Thomas Jefferson, William
Eagle-Eye, and Ashley Cooper, are portraying the story and all of them accompanied Mr. Dawn on the recent trip.
-Adler Is Appointed
Branch Sales Manager
President Arthur S. Kane, of Associated
lExhibitors, announced this week the appointment of Lester W. Adler as branch
sales manager of Associated Exhibitors
New York Exchange.
Lester Adler started in 1911 as a salesman of motion picture supplies to theatres and a year later became an exhibitor.

Lester W. Adler
In 1913 he conducted an exploitation campaign for a series of popular attractions,
covering the Eastern States and the Central West as far as Texas. He then became a salesman for World Film out of
the Pittsburgh office. In a short time he
was transferred to the New York office,
advancing soon to the post of assistant
manager of that office and later to the
management of the World office in Newark.
Mr. Adler left Newark to become assistant manager of the New York office of
Select Pictures Corporation, remaining
with that company more than a year, or
until Arthur S. Kane organized Realart,
when Mr. Kane selected him as manager
of Realart's New York office. '

Advertises
Picture
at Showing's
End
Plaza Theatre, San Diego, Takes Unusual Step to
Establish Good-Will — High Praise for ^^DisraelV^
"Further, the previewer for the Plaza,
Motion picture showmen are always dowho sees as many pictures every week as
ing the unusual but to W. W. Whitson,
manager of the Plaza Theatre, San Diego,
most people see in many months, believes
it to be the best picture he ever saw, conCal., must go the cake for novelty adversidering everything, and from all angles.
tising. Manager Whitson took three columns in the advertising section of the
"With no selfish interest in view, we
are spending a considerable sum to tell
San Diego Union to express his good
opinion of Disraeli the day after the pic- you about this picture, largely as a comture closed at his Plaza Theatre. As he
pliment to its makers, whom we do not
even know, and to its distributors, the
told the public in this ad: "Had we writUnited Artists.
you might
not have
believed."
And tenasearlier,
Arthur
S. Friend,
of Distinctive
"Here are some of the reasons we believe give this picture its high rank:
Productions said in commenting on the
"First, its entertainment value. People
Whitson
advertisement:
"They
will
always believe him hereafter. He has listed
go to theatres to be entertained, rather
the important item of Good Will right than instructed, or 'preached at.' It has
wit rather than comedy : scintillating brilup has
at the
of the
he
madeveryhis top
house
firstPlaza's
in the assets
esteem ;
liancy; itportrays most vividly a worthy
of the solid classes of his community, and
love
of
youth's springtime, but far more
I believe, as I have always believed, that forcefully that most wondrous love of all,
the successful theatre is the one that in perhaps, that pure time-tried love of a
sweet,mankindly,
brilliant,
manheight,
— the
the long run appeals to those who think."
first
of a great
nationwitty
at its
Amplifying this vievsrpoint to Exhibifor his wife — and such a wife!
tors Trade Review, Mr. Friend states
that his motion picture experience, and
"And the story — its theme so great —
the attainment of practically a continent
his theatrical experience before that, has
convinced him that the reputation of a by a nation — the battle of wits of the very
nations themselves — if nations have wits
theatre is no better than the reputation
of the pictures it plays.
— its historical accuracy and value; its
lack of the cheap and tawdry, its omis"The Editor can put me on record," says
sion of the flapper type, of the gunman,
Mr. Friend, "as having witnessed time and
again the truth of these facts: that cer- the roughneck — and its general artistic
tain productions establish an exhibitor in excellence. Never have we seen better
his community; that desirable patronage
photography. The projectionist at the
theatre remarked, at its last showing,
is helpful to a theatre no less than undesirable patronage is hurtful, and that 'The only flawless picture I have ever
it takes just a few productions to clinch
seen' — and he has been with the industry
desirable business even as it takes but a from its start.
few to clinch the undesirable kind. When
"And last of all, Arliss. Upon him
you realize that the house that shows a the mantle of the great actors of the past
seems to have fallen. We say the critics
profit on the year almost always attracts
the solid spending classes, you know in bear us out — that he is the foremost actor
a jiffy what the man who runs the Plaza
in the world to-day, bar none.
is driving at.
"Disraeli was only moderately successful. Did you see it? Had we virritten
"That Mr. Whitson's tribute to Disraeli
you might not have believed.
has made us very proud goes without say- this"Weearlier,
thank you.ing. And his splendid tribute to our
effort has stimulated our determination
"Plaza Theatre."
to produce only the kind of picture that
is The
worthynewspaper
of our corporate
name." under
advertisement
discussion reads as follows:
Doris May to Make
Disraeli Engagement Closed
"Twin Brides"
"It is unusual for a theatre to spend
money to tell people of a picture that has
for R-C Pictures
closed its engagement.
"And the Plaza has no intention to reDoris May will soon begin work on Twin
turn Disraeli.
Brides, her next starring vehicle which
"Disraeli with George Arliss in the title will shortly be put into production out at
the R-C Studio. The story, which is an
role, which closed a week's engagement
last night, was, in the opinion of the original by Ethel M. Hadden, will be dimanagement, one of the very best, if not
rected by William A. Seiter.
absolutely the best picture that ever
The cast which will support her in Twin
Brides is now being selected.
played the house.

^Photoplay

Magazine

April,

1922*

THE PRODIGAL JUDGE— Vitagraph
IT'S a curious fact that the most satisfying photoplays
* are seldom the ones involving vast expenditures and grave
warnings about leaving the children at home. "The Prodigal Judge" demonstrates again that the public wants—
and really enjoys — a clean story with a good plot and even
(whisper it!) a moral.
_ Maclyn Arbuckle has given many fine performances in^
his long stage and screen career. But he has never done
anything more splendidly convincing than the character,
of Judgf Slocum Price.
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Rothacker

^'Sunshine

Harbor'^
Playgoers
Release
Scheduled for Showing April 2nd — a Springtime
Story with a Selected Cast Headed by Margaret Beecher
Sunshine Harbor, scheduled to be shown
cher, however, does not rely on the fact
..LcLi her grandfather was a famous
April 2, is the first Playgoers Picture atpreacher and her grandaunt an author of
traction to be released in the coming
worldwide renown, for she is an actress
month. It is a springtime story. "The
name is in keeping with the spirit of the whose ability has commanded admiration.
"The cast for this production includes
season," says the announcement.
Howard Hall, Ralph Hardde, Coit Al"The settings in the opening reels re- bertson, Dan Jarrett and Myra Brooks.
veal the quiet beauty of an estate in the
The story was written by Jerome N. WilSouth, in which S'Urroundings the central
son and the picture was produced and difigure, a pretty little girl of sunny disporected by Edward Hemmer.
sition, is introduced. The locale is trans"Sunshine
Harbor, it should be exferred to New York, with its bustle and
plained, is a charming little apartment
energy, and intensely dramatic situations
occupied by the Southern girl after her
are portrayed.
removal to New York, and the name was
chosen because of the radiant cheerful"Prominent in the cast is Margaret
Beecher, whose relationship to national
ness whichbeen
nevertemporarily
deserted her,'
even when
celebrities already has won for her a vast
she had
blinded
while
amount of effective publicity. Miss Bee"covering" a fire for a newspaper."

U.

O.

Books

R-C's

Vermilion

Book

Number 18

Issues
of

Real

Service to Industry
Watterson R. Rothacker, president of
the Rothacker Enterprises, has just published a book, "Motion Pictures the Universal ever
Language,"
whichout.excels
of the kind
gotten
In a anything
big way^
with beautiful typography and art work,
it tells the story of the development of the
motion picture as an amusement and
factor in building great industries.

Pencil

Entire Keith Circuit in New York to Show Hayakawa Production, Which Is Hailed as His Greatest
Starting its career in the New York
stressed the point that the volcano erupterritory with bookings on the entire B. F.
tion sequence will have a strong audience
Keith circuit. The Vermilion Pencil, the
appeal.
latest screen drama starring Sessue HayaMoving Picture World cited The Vermilion Pencil as a model of technical exkawa and distributed by R-C Pictures,
seems to be on the first lap of a successful
cellence. "The photography and lighting
race with all existing booking and attendare
beautiful,"are stated
the reviewer,
the interiors
a revelation
of art. "and
The
ance records throughout the entire country.
The Vermilion Pencil received its New
exteriors show scenes of the mountains
and woods that are sure to win admiraYork
premiere
at B.19,
S. its
Moss'
Broadway
Theatre
on March
release
date,
"The Vermilion Pencil," stated the Mowhere it enjoyed a week's run. Following
this it played at the Eighty-first Street
tion Picture Neivs, "has the action, atmosTheatre, and from there it will travel to
phere and photographic beauty." Hayation."
practically every first run house in the
kawa's performance and the truthful OriNew York territory.
ental atmosphere of the picture were especially lauded.
Hayakawa's latest effort is a picture of
thrills and stupendous effects, and was
hailed by trade paper critics as among the
most intensely absorbing screen dramas
Snow Scenes Filmed by
that this popular star has ever made. It
marks the star's return to wholly Oriental
Terriss for "The Challenge"
pictures. The entire action is laid in
Exteriors of The Challenge (working
Japan, with the star cast in a dual role title), which Dolores Cassinelli is making
— playing an elderly Japanese chieftain, under the direction of Tom Terriss, have
and his son, an Americanized Japanese
completed and the company is now
who returns to his native country to help been
engaged on the last few settings in the
in its upbuilding. It is, announces R-C
Harry Levey Studio in West Thirty-eighth
Pictures, a feature that not only affords
New York.
the talented star, acknowledged one of the Street,
The bulk of the outdoor scenes were
most powerful actors of the screen, an
opportunity to display his dramatic abili- photographed in and around Elizabethties, but also combines some thrilling town,
Y., utilized
where theby last
the winter's
snows N.were
Mr. ofTerriss.
The
scenes of physical action.
company,
including
Mr.
Terriss,
Miss
The climacteric scenes show a volcano in Cassinelli, Rod LaRocque, leading man;
eruption. An entire city lies at the base
Warner Richmond, DeSacia Mooers, Jane
of the mountain. With the mass of seeth- Jennings
and Frank Norcross, suffered
ing lava running through the streets, the much discomfort
in a snowstorm that
heroine of the picture, played by Bessie
struck them on the peak of one of the
Love, is left tied to a post where she was
Adirondacks.
about to suffer execution. Her rescue by
the star provides, states R-C Pictures, a
breath-taking thrill that will satisfy any
audience who want virile screen action.
A hundred successful
In the leading feminine role is Bessie
Love, once a screen star in her own right.
picture theatres
This dainty young actress is considered
This organization has desigTied a
to add considerably to the box office value
hundred — and more — picture
of the production. She has won thousands
houses that in every feature have
of admirers by her piquant personality
proved workable. Among: them
the successful Stanley Theatres.
and exceptional amount of charm. In The
Vermilion Pencil she is cast as a little
Thatcal work.
Is the surest proof of practiJapanese girl who is coveted by a Japanese prince. The role allovfs her to display her charms to full advantage.
Hofifman-Henon Co., Inc.
Architects and Engineers
Exhibitors Trade Review, in reviewing
the production, stated that the star gave
Finance Building
Philadelphia, Pa.
an excellent performance and that Bessie
Love makes an attractive heroine. It also

Watterson R. Rothacker
The publication is appropriate at thisf
time because the Rothacker Laboratory in
Chicago is about to celebrate its twelfth
anniversary. In typical Rothacker sentences the story of motion pictures is told
and the well known laboratory man opens
his story with this graphic paragraph:
"The best advertisement in the worldi
will never be written because The Motion
Picture is the superlative advertising:
medium and exceeds limitations of any
Rothacker then tells the story of his.
modest beginning with the Industrial
Moving Picture Company in 1910 and of
his present enterprises, chief among which
are the Rothacker plant in Chicago and'
the Rothacker-Aller laboratory in Hollywood. He advises the world to "say it.
with
Motion
Concerning Pictures."
the circulation of industrial
motion pictures Rothacker says "we candidly tell you all about the limitations as:
well aspen."
the possibilities of Motion Picture
circulation," which covers a situation
which has caused much misapprehension
among manufacturers using screen advertising as to what circulation can be guaranteed among the theatres of the country.
Those interested in this phase of motion
pictures will thank Rothacker for playingsquare with big advertisers.
Both Chicago and Hollywood plants are
fully described and pictured and a valuable talk on dramatic photoplay printingfurnishes interesting reading. He gives
a talk on the last page on "The Extravagance of Cheapness," and makes this
typically Rothackerian remark, "the'
higher
the brow
The book
shouldthe beless
in it
thesweats."
handsi of half
a million persons who think the motion
picture is but a fleeting creation of this
generation, destined to die shortly. It will
do much to stimulate interest in the industry and stabilize it. — H. McL.
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FILM

'Gypsy

NEWS

AND

Passion'

REVIEWS

or 'The

Child

Great
bear, is
shudders,
because she loves the
BY of
ROB the
REEL. Bear'
son of Count de la Roque, a French
There are moments when a motion gentleman, and the grypsies' friend.
picture reviewer is the last person
ThereMiarka
is one— Louis.
rascal!desires
"^e
on earth fit to criticize a picture. loves
or, at Aleast,
He sees so many of them in the her. He
schemes to have Romany
course of a weelc that many times Kate placed in prison, and when the
girl is left alone — except for the
they bore him before "Finis" is writ- great
— henotseeks
to abduct
her.
ten, and- he's likely to blame it on But bear
he has
counted
the beast!
"However, there is one production There is a battle — man and bear —
that
the most blase critic — or review- and the man goes down before the
er— could
film!' never criticize.
the
bear'sbroken
huge body
and
bones. with lacerated facp
"Gypsy
Here is Passion!"
a play that proves Shake- Oh, you will like "Gypsy Passion!"
speare's words, "The plays the It is unlike anything else ever
screened. It is vivid, beautiful, delithing."
is a cast
that proves
the
powerHere
of proper
selection.
Here
cate as poetry and decent as sL\l life.
Madame Rejane as Romany Kate
are scenes that are truly beautiful —
handles her part with conscientious
genuinely picturesque. "Gypsy Pas- care
— a truly excellent actress! Jean
It is taken from the storj* of Jean Richepin himself appears as the dignified old count. Desdemona Mazza
Richepin, "Miarka, the Child of the as Miarka
is charming and very
sion!"
A baby is cared for by a threat lovely. Ivor Novello, already famous
black bear — a wee brown gypsy Ijaby In another field (for he wrote "Keep
whose
died and whose grand- the Home lead.
FiresOthers
Burning"),
the
Bear." mother
in the plavs
cast are
mother, Romany Kate, is her only juvenile
well chosen, as I have already said,
living relative. "It is written," in- and
further than this I can only
sists Romany.
"thattribes
you atshall
meet the
chief Kate,
of all our
the SEE IT when
it comes, for you
shr'ne of the saint. Lady Mary of will be doubly pleased.
the Sea." And Miarka, child of the
Reprinted from the Chicago Evening American of Friday, March 10, 1922.
add —
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A. E. Pictures

1

A scene from "Pay Day," Charlie Chaplin's
releaselatest two-reel comedy for First National

"Zenda"
Called
Ingram^s
Metro Officials View Latest Production

Biggest
Made hy

Director of "Four Horsemen'^ and Other Successes
their fields. And the combined effect is in
The Prisoner of Zenda is Rex Ingram's
greatest production since he made for accordance with these elements.
Metro The Four Horsemen of the Apoca"Nothing has been done to approach the
power of The Prisoner of Zenda since The
lypse.
This is the unanimous opinion of offi- Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. They
cials of the home office of Metro in New
are two of the greatest pictures ever made.
They are essentially different. The later
York, after inspection in the company's
projection rooms of the first print to ar- one is sheer romance. The earlier story,
rive from the Hollywood studios.
that of Ibanez's novel, is the bearer of a
theme of tremendous import to humanity.
This print was sent last week by Mr.
Ingram by special messenger from the
"And unlimited as the box-office strength
West Coast.
of T}ie Four Horsemen appears to be, I
Immediately upon its reception, which
believe that The Prisoner of Zenda will
surpass it. The production is as big, and
had been impatiently awaited, The Prisoner of Zenda was thrown on the screen
even tionmore
colorful.
Ingram's
direcwas never
better, Mr.
the cast
is about
as
for a special pre-view. Much had been
promised of it by such members of the nearly perfect as one could find — and the
Metro organization as had had opportunity
story alone is enough to appeal to everyone who has read a book in the last twenty
to see fragments of the picture at the
Hollywood studios. These reports were all years. Anthony Hope's novel is as famous
to the effect that The Prisoner of Zenda
as The Four Horsemen and it has the adwas the biggest thing Rex Ingram had yet
vantage of several years' start on Ibanez's
done.
Commenting upon his impression of the
No announcement was made by Mr. Atkinson of the date of the first ipublic presnew
photoplay by
of Edward
Anthony Rose,
Hope'sWilliam
novel,
entation of The Prisoner of Zenda.
as dramatized
book."
The picture was scenarioized by Mary
E. Atkinson vice-president and general
manager of Metro, said:
O'Hara of the Metro scenario staff, and
photographed by John F. Seitz.
"It is the biggest box-office bet we have
ever handled. In saying that I realize
it is a superlative statement, but The Prisoner of Zenda is a picture of superlatives :
Index to Reviews
its story, its handling by Ingram, the action of the cast, the tremendous settings
on Page 1289
— ^they're superlative, the last word in
LET

US
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New York Circuits
The Associated Exhibitors Woman,
Wake Up, starring Florence Vidor, has
been booked for early showings in each
of the twelve theatres of the Loew circuit
in Greater New York.
Miss Vidor made her bow to the patrons
of the big ci^ circuit in this starring
vehicle March 20, when the picture was
shown simultaneously in LoeVs Seventh
Avenue Theatre, Manhattan; the Broadway Theatre, Brooklyn, and the Spooner
Theatre in the Bronx, remaining in the
last-named house two days. It is to appear at Loew's New York Theatre March
25, and in other houses on the metropolitan circuit on the following dates: Brevoort and Ilpine Theatres, March 27 and
28; Circle, March 29; Burland, Aprl 4
and 5; 116th Street Theatre, April 10;
Victory, April 10 and 11; F-orty-second
Street, April 13, and Eighty-sixth Street,
April 30.
The Keith vaudeville circuit has booked'
the Associated
Exhibitors
attraction.
Don't
Doubt
Your Wife,
starring
Leah Baird,
for its twelve theatres in New York City.
On two days, March 20 and 21, this film
appeared simultaneously in the following
eight houses: Jefferson Theatre, Proctor's Twenty-fifth Street, Proctor's Fiftyeighth Street, Proctor's 125th Street, Reand'
Fordham.
From
to 15 it had
House,13 Coliseum,
OperaMarch
gent, Harlem
been shown at the Franklin Theatre, in.
Brooklyn, and from March 16 to 19 at the
Greenpoint Theatre. It is to appear at the
Riviera Theatre March 27 to 29, and at
the Yonkers Theatre April 13 to 15.
Harold Lloyd Fully Recovered
From His Attack of Influenza
Harold Lloyd has completely recovered
from his attack of influenza, according to
the latest reports from Los Angeles. His
illness, which developed a short time after
his return from New York, where he had
been kept on the go continuouslv for many
days, was never alarming, but his reappearance at the Hal
ten days' absence
has Roach
brought studios,
relief toafterhis
friends.

The interruption in studio activities
caused a delay in completing the production of Mr. Lloyd's next Associated Exhibitors feature, Grajidma's Boy, but the
final scene has now been "shot."
Rawlinson Starts Work
on Louis Vance Story

Upon his return to Universal City from
a combination vacation and personal appearance tour, Herbert Rawlinson found a
production, a cast, and a director awaiting
his appearance. The production is The
Black Bag, by Louis Joseph Vance, a novel
of mystery, romance and adventure.
The cast selected to support Rawlinson
in the
is headed by Virginia Valli. Others
cast are Bert Roche, Charles L. King and
Stuart Baton, who will diClara rectByers.
the Black Bag, has just completed
Mayo's current production.

REDUCE
YOUR
INSURANCE
COSTS
25 TO
Theatre owners may now be protected in .our Million Dollar Companies.

FIRE— AUTOMOBILE— LIABILITY— PLATE
GLASS
JAMES S. KEMPER & COMPANY
Branch Offices in Principal Cities.
114 North Bromd St, PhlladelpUa, Pa.

40% !

INSURANCE

4624 Sheridan Road, Chicago, III.
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Office

Is Opened
National

Exchanges
National Exchanges, Inc., has just
opened the fourth distributing office directly controlled by the parent organization within a space of three weeks from
the time of opening the first of its own
branches, according to the statement just
issued by Walter L. Johnson, president
of National Exchanges, Inc.
The new exchange is St. Louis National
Exchanges, Inc., located at 3435 Olive
Street, St. Louis, Mo. Floyd Lewis is
manager of the exchange, Roy Dickson is
associated with Mr. Lewis. Mr. Lewis is
president of the F. I. L. M. Club, and he
and Mr. Dickson are both very well known
film men in the St. Louis district.
"National Exchanges, Inc., has now
opened up the fourth of its own offices,"
said Walter L. Johnson, president. "The
other three, recently opened, are Metropolitan National Exchanges, Inc., at 729
Seventh Avenue, New York City; Cosmopolitan National Exchanges, Inc., at 738
So. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, and Buckeye National Exchanges, Inc., at 514 Film
Exchange Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
These exchanges will give us our own distributing offices in four important territories. Now that we have consumed control of these distributing offices, we feel
that considerable signifigance may be attached to the statement that National Exchanges, Inc., is making rapid and substantial growth."
St. Louis National Exchanges, Inc., will
distribute Why Not Marry? a five-reel
comedy romance, featuring Margery Wilson ;a Charles Ray production every other
week; a single reel comedy or magazine
subject every week; a two-reel comedy
every other week; The Great Reward
serial and a feature a month.
A. N. Smallwood

Elected

Secretai'y-Treasui'er of
American Releasing Corp.
Walter E. Greene, president, and Fred
B. Warren, vice-president of the American
Releasing Corporation, announce the election of Arthur N. Smallwood as secretary
and treasurer of that organization .
Mr. Smallwood has been absent from
active picture circles since 1915. Prior to
that year he was prominent in the production of short length pictures and educational features. During his seven-year
absence from the motion picture field Mr.
Smallwood has been active in the investment banking business.
He assumes his dual post with American
Releasing Corporation with an exhaustive
knowledge of the production, distribution
and business angles of the film business.

J^K
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Wives"
for "Foolish
Bookings
Big Demand Reported by Universal Officials for Von S tr o h eim Production
Universal officials report they are Park, Boston, capacity 950, played to
4225; the Roosevelt, Chicago, capacity
amazed at the success of Foolish Wives,
the Erich von Stroheim Super-Jewel. It 1680, played to 6375; the Criterion, Bufis declared to be by far the most sought
falo, capacity 1400, played to 3009; the
for film ever made by Universal.
Butterfly, Milwaukee, capacity 1170,
"The Big U Exchange, which is the
to 4016 and the Imperial, San FranUniversal branch in the New York dis- played cisco,
capacity 1450, played to 5306.
trict, already has booked more than
"Among the theatres which have booked
seventy-five theatres for week runs or Foolish Wives for two weeks or longer are
the Goodwin Theatre, Newark, N. J.; the
longer," says this statement. "Other exchanges, many of them representing dis- Mission Theatre, Los Angeles; the Cotricts where the picture has not even had
lumbia Theatre, Seattle; the Rialto Theatre, Providence, R. I.; the Plaza Theatre,
its key run, are doing unprecedented advance business with the million dollar pic- San Diego, Cal.; the Peoples Theatre,
ture.
Portland, Ore.; the Academy of Music,
"The total volume of business being
Baltimore, Md. ; and others."
done with Foolish Wives, is an indication
It that
is understood
to beonMr.
Laemmle's
it will prove the ace of screen entertainwish
major bookings
Foolish
Wives
ment for many months and that it will be completed by summer time so that
the smaller exhibitor will find it available
obtain representation in practically every
community in the United States. Carl
to him during the slack water period of
mid-summer.
Laemmle, president of Universal, seems
to be borne out in his prediction that Foolish Wives would be one of the biggest boxoffice attractions ever made.
New Hope Theatre
"The success obtained during the initial
run of Foolish Wives at the Central TheaTo Be
Opened
tre, New York, and its run later at the
Capitol, where it smashed the world's
Soon in Dallas
record on its opening day, is being echoed
in every house where it has played to date.
Preparations for the formal opening of
"Following its Capitol Theatre run, the
picture was shown with equal success in the Hope Theatre, which is to be the premier of motion picture houses in Dallas,
the Strand Theatre, Brooklyn, and the
Tex., are reaching the final stages, and
Broadway Theatre, New York. The Goodwin Theatre, Newark, started oflf an in- elaborate ceremonies will attend the event.
The house will open about April 1 as the
definite run with crowds which could hardhome of First National attractions in the
ly be handled.
Texas city. Lawrence F. Stuart will be
"The Imperial Theatre, San Francisco,
managing director of the theatre.
played to almost four times the capacity
of the house on the opening day. At the
A number of innovations and novel features characterize the new house, includAldine Theatre, Philadelphia, it was admitted that Foolish Wives turned away
ing
anandunusual
arrangement of the orchestra
organ pit.
more money that it was possible to take
In departing from the customary sharp
in during the opening week, and that the
lines drawn between the audience and
run was proving the most remarkable one
ever experienced in that city. The police musicians, the Hope has injected an atmosphere of coziness. Whereas the average
and the fire marshal officially closed the
motion picture theatre is built with a view
box
office
shortly
after
eight
o'clock
on
the
opening night.
of separating its audience from the orchestra the Hope has been so designed as
"Records also were smashed by Foolish
Wives in Chicago. Nathan Asher, report- to bring the organist and musicians into
ing the success of the picture at the Roosealmost personal contact with the spectators.
velt Theatre, said State Street had never
seen anything like it before.
The obsolete "brass rail" that so often
"An indication of the success being had divides the orchestra from the first row
of the main floor has been entirely done
with Foolish Wives by those theatres which
away with, and an ardent admirer of
have played it, may be seen from the boxoffice reports of the various opening days.
organ music might almost lean forward
The Capitol Theatre, New York, with a in his seat to such a degree that his hand
would touch the organist while he works.
capacity of 5300, played to 22,466 admisThis feature, as outlined by Mr. Stuart,
sions the first day; the Aldien, Philais expected to prove popular in view of
delphia; capacity 1450, played to 5137;
The Mission, Los Angeles, capacity 872, the fact that it creates a feeling of perplayed to 3227 ; the Criterion, Oklahoma
sonal touch between the musical performers and the patrons of the house.
City, capacity 1900, played to 3920; the
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Hodkinson

Man'
on '^Tailor Made
Begins Work
Starts First Production for United Artists, with
Joseph DeGrasse Directing — -Cast Is Announced
he will have more time to devote to the
There are certain days in every year
that stand out in the minds of certain
finer touches that go to make the really
big feature, and better pictures in that he
persons in bold relief, and it is quite certain that Wednesday, March 15, 1922 is will have the opportunity of putting into
going to be a calendar highlight in the each production the very best that he has
life of Charles Ray, film star and inde- from the standpoint of time, labor, artistry
— everything, in short, that goes to make a
pendent producer.
bigger
and better
picture."around him for
It was Ray's birthday; also the anniMr. Ray
has gathered
versary of the organization of the Charles
support
in
The
Tailor
Made Man a cast
Ray Productions, his film producing comincluding Stanton Heck, Douglas Gerrard,
pany, and the day on which was shot the Victor Potel, Frank Butler, Kate Lester,
first scene in Mr. Ray's first production for Jacqueline Logan, Nellie Saunders and
United Artists Corporation, The Tailor
Eddie Gribbon. 'The part of Tanya has
Made Man.
not yet been decided upon.
Charles Ray is said to have done a
"The beginning of actual work on the
first Ray picture under his new contract
strong piece of work in the scenario and
with United Artists marks his first step in continuity, which was mapped out under
a recently outlined determination to pro- the personal supervision of Mr. Ray and
duce fewer, bigger and better pictures,"
his new director, Mr. DeGrasse. The Tailor Made Man will be remembered as the
says a United Artists statement. "Fewer
pictures, for he feels that he requires more ■ stage comedy drama that had such a successful run in New York City with Grant
time in which to obtain the proper picture
Mitchell as the star.
vehicles; bigger pictures in the sense that
Ray

"Gypsy
Passion'' Premiere
March
26
Picture Already Reviewed by Chicago and New
York Critics, Who Accord it Enthusiastic Praise
While the showing of the Vitagraph
year, and in his resume of the best pictures
special, Gypsy Passion at the Strand The- of the year published in the New York
Times early in January, 1922, he described
atre, New York, on March 25, will mark
the first pubic screening of this picture, this production as being "among the
it has had a couple of private screenings,
Joseph Plunkett, managing director of
and the reviews wliich these private pres- leaders."
entations elicited have caused many big- the Strand Theatre on Broadway, New
York, is confident, it is stated, that Gypsy
time exhibitors to be on tip-toe concerning
Passion will set a box office record for his
this particular production. Consequently
a great number of exhibitors, it is re- theatre.
ported, will be in New York next week to
Vitagraph's executive offices report
see how this foreign special production more interest among exhibitors in Gypsy
Passion than any other film which they
plays in a big theatre. Much is expected
of this production which seems to have have handled for three years, with one
everything in cast, story and production
exception.
detail.
Rob Reel, motion picture critic of the
Edwin L. Hollywood
Chicago Evening American, learned that
a print of Gypsy Passion was in Chicago
to Form Own Company
on Thursday, March 9th, and having heard
Edwin L. Hollywood, director of the
of the possibilities of this film made a
special point to review it. The praise of Holtre Production, French Heels, starring
Irene Castle, released by Hodkinson, has
this critic was extravagant. Admitting
in his review that many picture critics are resigned as director of Irene Castle productions, according to an announcement
not fit to criticize a picture as they are
bored with so many of them from week to this week. Mr. Hollywood's resignation
week, he launched into passionate praise will become effective upon the completion
of Gypsy Passion, describing it as vivid, of the latest Castle production, The Rise
of Rosco.e Paine, which is now being cut
beautiful and delicate as poetry, and con- and
titled.
cluding by advising all lovers of good motion pictures to see this particular producMr. Hollywood's future plans have not
tion at the first opportunity. His display been entirely perfected as yet, but it is
known that he will soon launch a new comhead
is Great."
The said
critic"Gypsy
of the Passion
New York
Times was
pany to be known as Edwin L. Hollywood
equally as enthusiastic about this producProductions,
tion when it was shown at Town Hall last rector-in-chief.Inc., of which he will be di-

Number 18

Reports

Prosperity Wave
In All Territories
The most encouraging report received
in many months on conditions in the field
is announced by the Hodkinson office this
week in connection with the annual Hodkinson spring drive, which started on
March 19.
Every indication points to the fact that
a wave of prosperity has hit the country,
according to the reports. Conditions in
some sections of the country are reported
to be 60 and 70 per cent better than at
this time a year ago. In every territory,
it is claimed, exhibitors report a steady
increase in business, and the general
opinion is that by early fall normal conditions will prevail.
Exhibitors are reported to be looking
forward to a better summer season than in
several years past and in almost every
instance preparations are being made to
handle record-breaking audiences.
One of the most hopeful indications, it
is said, is the tendency on the part of the
smaller exhibitors to contract for future
dates far in advance of their usual policy.
The Hodkinson spring drive, which
comes to a close on April 16, is now in
full swing and has aroused a spirit of
keen rivalry between the various Hodkinson exchange men.
Seek Pre-Release
Dates for Newest
Mae

Murray

Picture

March 27, the release date of Fascination, presents
Metro's release
which isRobert
Leonard
Mae in
Murray,
regardedZ.
by exhibitors throughout the country as
the day upon which they will be able to
offer an attraction tending to do much
toward counteracting the Lenten depressionmentin attendance,
according to a statefrom Metro.
"This fact was revealed to the home office
of Metro Pictures Corporation through
numerous letters and telegrams from motion picture showmen written either direct
to New York or to the exchanges nearest
them, says the statement.
"By way of making general reply to
theatre ownef-s and managers who have
sought pre-release dates for Fascination,
Metro announced this week that such
would be impossible in view of the fact
that M. H. Hoffman, vice-president and
general manager of Tiffany Productions,
had previously asserted that to rush completion of the new photoplay would be to
risk
impairingis its
quality." Goulding, who
Fascination
by Edmund
wrote Peacofk Alley from a story by Ouida
Bergere. Robert Z. Leonard, who presents Mae Murray on the screen, directed
both productions.
Radio ^it^^rM/vr
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BY RENEE

MME. NAZIMOVA is packing up her
eftects for her six weeks' visit to
Port Chester, N. Y., where she
maintains her home. With Camille still
in the period of its largest earning cawith A world,
way
on its
housewith
Doll's and
Salome
through pacity,the
merely awaiting release date, Mme. Nazimova believes herself entitled to a rest.
Both the star and her director, Charles
Bryant, count themselves fortunate that,
in the untried and unprecedented qualities
of the Salome production they enjoyed the
artistic co-operation of Natasha Rambova,
who under the supervision of Mme. Nazimova designed all the properties, the costumes, the architectural piles and the sets.
Mr. Bryant is making ready for his trip
to New York, where he will conclude arrangement for the release and distribution
of Salome.
Maryon Aye, who is being co-starred
with Bob Reeves in the Cactus features,
has just refused an offer to return to the
vaudeville stage. Miss Aye was formerly
on the Orpheum and the B. F. Keith circuits.
Boxing, swimming, wrestling, handball,
motoring and almost everything else a
devotee of sports would fall for are included in the forthcoming Sennett comedy
being directed by Roy Del Ruth. The new
Bevan picture is titled Gymnasium Gym.
Antonio Moreno, former Vitagraph star,
began work at the Goldwyn Studios in a
Rupert Hughes production in which he
will have a featured Italian role with
Colleen Moore.
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West

Coast

BEEMAN

Priscilla Dean has finished That Lass
o'Lowrie and will begin work on the Universal Jewel special within two weeks.
Under Two Flags will be her next vehicle
and wi'll be directed by Tod Browning.
Stuart Paton hides himself away in his
directorial office at Universal City, reading detective stories to get into the spirit
of mystery and adventure required for his
next effort, guiding Herbert Rawlinson
in The Black
romantic
novel. Bag, Louis Joseph Vance's
Mitchell Lewis has been engaged by B.
P. Schulberg for the leading role in Katherine MacDonald's forthcoming First National attraction The Woman Conquers."
J. S. Robertson, producer of Sentimental Tommy, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, and
Footlights, Paraount pictures, accompanied by his wife, professionally known
as Josephine Lovett, a scenario writer, are
soon to become members of the big Paramount-Lasky family at the Lasky studios.
Fred Miller of the Miller's California
Theatre, Los Angeles, Cal., has engaged
Vincent de Rubertis as a permanent member of Carli Elinor's Greater California
Theatre Concert Orchestra. He is knovra
as perhaps one of the most talented
French horn players on the Pacific Coast,
and the mention of his appearince is attracting hundreds of music lovers to the
California.
Harold Lloyd has taken to himself a
business manager in the person of his

uncle, W. F. Eraser, who has recently arrived from Denver Col. Mr. Eraser has
been supervisor in the Government reserves in Colorado and l^s made an enviable record. He has been in the Government service for over twenty years.
Haro'ld Lloyd has finished his latest
five-reel comedy. Grandma's Boy and the
prints have been shipped to New York.
Screen credit, in addition to Mr. Lloyd
and Mildred Davis playing opposite, goes
to Charles Stevenson as "heavy," Anna
Townsend, his grandma, and Dick Sutherland, the rolling-stone. Mr. Lloyd will
take no vacation, but will commence immediately on his next production, the
script for which was written by Hai
Roach, Sam Taylor and Jean Havez.
John Griffith Wray will direct the new
Thomas H. Ince feature. Someone to Love,
written by C. Gardner Sullivan. The story
will go into production the first of next
week and will be photographed by Henry
Sharp. The assistant production manager
of the Ince Studios, Reeve Houck, is in
San Francisco negotiating for an entire
circus to be used in the forthcoming
feature.
In The Brotherhood of Hate, the Thomas
H. Ince production directed by Lambert
Hilyer, the names heading an all-star cast
are Lloyd Hughes, Marguerite de la Motte,
Frank Keenan and Edward Bums.
Dorothycomedy
Devore's
in a
Christie
afternextOneappearance
Stormy Night
will be Fair Enough, which has been completed. Viora Daniel's next will be Cold
Feet, the Frozen North comedy which Al
Christie is finishing this week.
Throngs of extra people for Wallace
Reid's picture, The Dictator, directed by
James Cruze for Paramount, have kept
one of the principal streets of HollyTvood
looking like Broadway, New York, on New
Year's Eve during the last few days. This
picture, adapted by Walter Woods, promises to be one of Mr. Reid's most thrilling
photoplays. Lila Lee is the leading woman
and Theodore Kosloff has one of the most
important roles of his career as Dr. Rivas.
. Blood and Sand, which is Rodolph Valentino's initial star vehicle for Paramount,
was started this week at the Lasky Studios under the direction of Fred Niblo.
June Mathis adapted the Ibanez story.
Anna Q. Nillson is the leading woman and
Lila Lee appears in one of the most attractive roles in the picture.
Gloria Swanson has begun work on The
Gilded Cage, her next Paramount picture,
a Sam Woods production. Elmer Harris
wrote the screen version from the stage
play by Anna Nichols. David Powell is
the leading man and among others in the
cast are Anne Cornwall, Charles A. Stevenson and Walters Hiers.

Katherine MaeDonald and company on location in northern California making snow
scenes for Preferred Pictures Production, "The Woman Conquers," a First National
release. Left to right: Boris Karloff, Bryant Washburn, Tom Forman, director;
Katherine MapDonald, Francis McDonald, June Elridge and Mitchell Lewis

Under the direction of Alfred Green,
Thomas Meighan is progressing toward
the climax of Our Leading Citizen, George
Ade's original contribution to Paramount
Pictures, which the author and Waldemar
Young adapted. Homely human interest
abounds in this whimsical tale of a lawyer
who did not want to get into politics and
who, when he did would not enter into a
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Claire Windsor, Claude Gillingwater, Raymond Griffith and George Siegman. Others
appearing in important characters are Leo
White, Helen Lynch, Shannon Day, Harold
Goodwin, Robert Brower, Jack Duffy,
Bobby Fuere, E. Villa, Clyde McCoy,
George Dromgold, William Irving, Theodore Van Eltz, Fred Kelsey, William
Machin, George Hernandez, Charles
French, Hazel Keener, Monte Collins and
Carie Clarke Warde.
The story of the film is suggested by
Hugh
McNair inKahler's
FoolsEvening
First,
which appeared
the Saturday
Post. By special arrangement with Marion
Fairfax, who has been responsible for
many Neilan scenarios, this author-producer based the script upon the Post plot,
which Mr. Neilan considers one of the
most unusual stories of the year.
Fools First was directed in its entirety
by Mr. Neilan in Hollywood and San Francisco. This production is now being cut
and assembled under the director's personal supervision. In the meantime, advance preparations for the production of
Mr. Neilan's next picture, Her Man, are
now being completed and actual shooting
will be started within the very near future.
Daniel Defoe entertains Robinson Crusoe in his study. Robert Hill, who is directing
the Universal chapter play, "The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe^" stands between.
Harry Myers is starred
crooked deal. Lois Wilson is the leading
woman.

ment the staff of Frank E. Woods at the
Lasky Studio in a chief editorial capacity.

Penrhyn Stanlaws is finishing the Paramount production, Over the Border, with
Betty Compson and Tom Moore in the cast.
It is a story dealing with the transportation of liquor illegally across the Canadian
border into this country.

By special arrangement, Maurice Tourneur, independent producer and director,
has been obtained by the Goldwyn company to direct the photoplay version of
Hall Caine's novel. The Christian, which
will be filmed in England. The contract
was signed by Abraham Lehr, Goldwyn
vice-president. Mr. Tourneur, who has
just finished an elaborate picturization of
Lorna Doone, will discontinue his own productions until he completes his Goldwyn
contract.

The Ordeal, under the direction of Paul
Powell, is also nearing completion. This
vehicle is said to afford Agnes Ayers one
of her most successful stellar roles. Conrad Nagel is the leading man vnth Clarence Burton, Edna Murphy and Edward
Sutherland in the cast.
Marie Prevost, comedy-star of Universal, has returned from New York with
trunks full of wonderful new creations
that will appear in the forthcoming comedies.
David Butler is anxious to do a picture,
all the scenes of which are laid on a golf
course. He guarantees that he will be
ahead of time every day of its making.
Among the interesting arrivals at the
Lasky Studios this week were Mr. and
Mrs. George Fitzmaurice, the latter known
professionally as Ouida Bergere, who is
responsible for the scenarios of many of
her husband's most successful pictures.
Jesse L. Lasky, vice-president of Famous
Players-Lasky, announced that Mr. Fitzmaurice, who is the producer of Experience, On With the Dance, Forever, Thre.?,
Live Ghosts, and other successful Paramount pictures, would soon begin work on
a screen version of Happiness. J. Hartley
manners'
stagemade
success,
with May
McAvoy
in the role
famous
by Laurette
Taylor. Miss Bergere will adapt Happiness to the screen.
Tom. Geraghty, formerly supervising
pditor of the London studios of Famous
Players-Lasky, arrived in companv with
Mr. and Mrs. Fitzmaurice and will aug-

"This is a story I have always wanted
to do," said Mr. Tourneur, who has already
begun work studying the scenario and its
requirements. The director will leave for
England in April, two weeks in advance
of his company, and will spend a fortnight
in conference wdth Sir Hall Caine and
imersing himself in the atmosphere of
London.
The company for The Christian will
leave for England in April and will be
gone two months. The cast has not as yet
been chosen. The screen version was made
by J. G.. Hawks, veteran photodramatist.
A motion picture into which the interesting spots of Hollywood will be incorporated is soon to be made under the
axispices of the Los Angeles and Hollywood
Chambers of Commerce. The enterprise
is planned to offset some of the sensational
printed stories representing Hollywood as
a sink of iniquity. Hollywood is in reality
one of Los
Angeles' most beautiful residential suburbs.
Upon completion of his newest production, Fools First, Marshall Neilan announces anotable cast for this picture, includingr the names of players who have
been starred in their own productions in
the past.
In the leading parts are Richard Dix,

With

the Independents

The Louis Burston company, directed
by W. S. VanDyke, Arthur L. Todd, cinematographer, together with Gareth
Hughes and Bessie Love, spent six days
at Laguna Beach taking scenes for For
the Heart of a Child. They had a trying
week waiting for the sun and tide to get
together.
Dick Hatton, Western actor, almost lost
his life during the taking of scenes for
Four Hearts for the Western Pictures
Company.
alongaExploitation
ridge he got
mixed While
up in riding
a dynamite
charge and both Hatton and his horse
rolled down the mountain. Neither was
seriously injured. The accident was
caught by the camera and the story was
altered to fit the incident.
"Billy" Armstrong will be starred in a
series of eighteen two-reel comedies by a
company recently formed, Reageur Productions, Inc. Armstrong will be directed
bv Ray Hunt and the productions will be
distributed by the Pacific Film Company
of Culver City for State rights release.
Armstrong's latest contract was with Mack
Sennett, with whom he made his first comedy years ago for Keystone. Armstrong
also appeared under the banners of Fox
and Century. Charles Diltz is general
manager of the Raegeur firm.
It has remained for the Western Picture
Exnloitation Company to establish in
Hollywood the first world distributing
offices. This firm has just taken as quarters an entire floor of the new Paramount
Theatre Building at 5528 Sants Monica
Boulevard. Und'^r the direction of Irving
M. Lesser and Mike Rosenberg- world sales
are being made from these offices on the
nroductions of Jackie Coogan, Irving
Lesser, David Butler, Lester Cuneo Dick
Hatton Maryon Aye and Bob Reeves.
Lester Cuneo is at work on a five-reel
outdoor picture which has the working
title of Double Fisted. The exterior scenes
are being taken in the canvon back of
Hollywood and at Chatsworth Park.
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Offers Prizes Aggregating $7,000 for Best

Examples of Advertising on ^'Robinson Crusoe" Production
Universal Film Manufacturing Co., and
The latest step to be taken by Carl
when he has put his exploitation over he
Laemmle, president of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Co., in his campaign to must send in a description of it, with a
photograph of himself and also of the exmake the chapter-picture a feature proploitation, ifpossible.
duction, isa widespread plan to stimulate
The various exploitation results submitted will be judged by a committee of
the exploitation of serials. He has just
experts at the Universal home
announced that he personally will give $50 expoitation
office, and the results announced in the
to each of the four exhibitors each week Moving
Picture Weekly. Four exhibitors
during the next four months who put will be selected each week to receive $50
over the most effective and original ex- each, because of the effectiveness, originality and adaptability of their exploitation
ploitation for the new Universal chapterideas. When sixteen have been selected
picture, The Adventures of Robinson
for the month of April, the best three will
Crusoe.
receive additional cash gifts of $450, $300
Mr. Laemmle's offer also contemplates
and $200, respectively. Similar gifts will
gifts of $450, $300 and $200 each month
be distributed in May, June and in July.
to the best three out of the 16 exhibitors
who have merited the $50 gifts for that
month. The offer for the entire four
month period embraces an amount totaling
Pathe's Adaptation
$7,000 and will affect sixty-four exhibitors.
"I have made a thorough study of the
of Kipling Poem Is
serial field during the last twelve months
and I am convinced that I am right when
a One Reel Feature
I say the serial soon will be as big a feature as any special production and that it
An unusual single reel subject is an
vdll be exploited with equal care," says
adaptation of Rudyard Kipling's Ballad of
Mr.
Laemmle,
explaining
his
offers
to
exFisher's Boarding House, to be released by
hibitors.
Pathe, April 2. The story is of men of the
"I know that in the making of this serial sea, of every sea and clime, and the loas much care is being taken in the costumcale is a sailors' boarding house. There's
ing, in the settings, and in the customs of
a woman in the story, too — "Anne of Authe period as ever has been taken in any
stria," as she is known to the habitues,
feature. Also, Universal's experience vdth who "held a dozen men to heel."
The action is made to fit the words of
its two previous high-class serials, Wi)vners of the West and With Stanley in
Kipling's poem, in all of their force and
Africa, has absolutely proved there is a vitality
and brutality — and life. The result
great demand for feature serials. The
is
a
succession
of powerful scenes, as bevery people who formerly leveled the most
fit the temporary abiding place of Jack
criticism at the serial form of motion
ashore in other days in this country and
picture have stood, solidly behind Uni- this day in other countries.
versal in the exploitation of our "thrillsThere is a dramatic conclusion, followfrom-history" chapter-pictures. I am reing the discovery by Anne of the crucifix
ferring to school superintendents, teach"that keeps a man from harm" on the
ers,
preachers,
other
educators
and
parchest of the murdered Dane. Anne, transents.
formed, tears from her neck the baubles
"By offering bonuses to exhibitors who that encumber if they do not decorate it,
go out of their way to put over the present rejects the advances of her old associates
chapter-play, I hope to stimulate interest
and runs out of the place.
in proper serial exploitation. I believe
It is announced that Pathe will exploit
that it may help many exhibitors to learn
the single reel in the coming weeks, and
how successfully a serial may be presented
it may. It's another single
to the picture public. I mean that by well
feature.
G. B.reel
properly exploiting a feature serial business can be increased just as surely and
as completely as by the exploitation of any
Dog and Monkey
picture.
"I would like to convince many exhibithe Funmakers
in
tors that serial exploitation is worth every
cent they put into it. When one considers that the bulk of serial exploitation
should come before the first episode, and
"Rag Doll Romance"
A Rag Doll Romance, produced by
that its effect runs over the entire showCampbell
Comedies, and directed by James
ing, or eighteen weeks, the cost per epi- Clemens and
A. Linkof, for distribution of
sode of such exoloitation really is not
Educational Films, features two animals
large. Because of this fact, serial exploiand two humans. The animals are a
tation really is more effective and gives
better returns than exploitation given to monkey and a dog — ^both real actors —
and a boy and a smaller girl. There is
regular features."
Mr. Laemmle's offer is unlimited, it is no complaint as to the ability displayed
by the two youngsters, but in interest
explained by Universal. Any exhibitor
they very likely will be subordinated to
booking The Adventures of Robinton
Crusoe may receive one of the cash gifts. the mirth that will be created by the
All he has to do is to send his name to simian especially and by the canine as a
close second. The monkey is as serious in
the contest manager, serial department.
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his near-human capers as a perfectly human comedian.
Running along with the story are a
shabby genteel box car tourist and a large
number of less fastidious confreres. The
shabby genteel person is by the others
forced to attempt a robery of a widow.
When following the lifting of the money
he sees the elderly woman in prayer, surrounded by the two children and the two
animals, he repents and falls on the neck
of the woman in a lacrimose profusion
that very likely, in the view of many, will
carry the farce too far. It is a false
note, and there is an approach to another
one at the mission meeting in the box car.
There's no getting away, however, from
the fun created by the monk and the dog.
They make a corking team.
G. B.
Brown

of Pottsville

Is Now

Booster

Films

That

for

Instruct

E. D. Brown of the Garden Theatre in
Pottsville, Pa., is one of the newest converts to the pictures that instruct as well
as entertain. Recently he signed up to
play both the Movie Chats and Kineto
Reviews and published an extensive advertisement in the Pottsville newspapers that
he was featuring the Urban educational
motion pictures. The response he secured
pleased him immensely, both in patronage
and in comments.
Mr. Brown is the sort of exhibitor who
knows his patrons. They all know him
and he knows nearly all of them by name.
At a matinee he noticed two elderly and
well-to-do ladies come in. They came out
nearly four hours later, having stayed
through nearly two complete shows.
"You must have liked her immensely,"
said the owner, referring to the star who
was in the day's feature.
"No, it wasn't that," one of his patrons
replied. "We had to sit through the
feature again so that we could see Liquid
Gold for the second time."
Pathe

All

Three
with

Set

More
Ruth

for
Serials
Roland

The exhibitors who have played White
Eagle, the latest Pathe serial starring
Ruth Roland, will be interested to know
that plans are completed for the making
of two Roland serials at the United
Studios. Miss Roland and her company
will start work on the first of these very
shortly, her Timber Queen being practically finished. Contracts for production
facilities were signed rocently at the Pathe
offices by Paul Brunet and President M.
C. Levee, of United Studios, and Gilson
Willets, Pathe production manager, has
established his headquarters there for the
period to be covered by the production
of the two new serials.
The Roland serial to follow is The Riddle of the Range. It has a story written
for Miss Roland by John Grey.
Including the forthcoming Timber
Queen, thesurancesnear
future therefore
asof the successive
release holds
of three
more Pathe serials with Ruth Roland as
heroine.
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Week

Home Offices Report Many Large Circuits and Spacious
Houses Indicate Intention to Use Product April 16-23
The rapidity with which special bookstatement
made on his return to California :
ings of tiducational Pictures for Educational Pictures Week are being reported
of thinking there is only
to the home office of Educational is in- one"Tokindmy of way
comedy suitable for American
audiences — the sort which can be enjoyed
creasing steadily as the date of the beginning of this special period, April 16, draws
by the whole family — the comedy which is
nearer. The theatres already definitely not only bright and snappy but clean as
booked for Educational product for the well, and whose laughs are created by
week of April 16-23, or which have defi- wholesome humor."
nitely promised to select subjects for showmany of the country's biggest
first ing,
runinclude
houses.
Urban Preparing
The spirit of the reports from EducaKineto Catalogue
tional's
manyfrom
branch
exchanges
in a letter
the Los
Angelesis typified
branch,
which, after listing five Los Angeles first
to List 350 Reels
run houses that are going to observe Educational pictures week and a larger numCharles Urban is now preparing a new
ber of important houses in other large Kineto Catalogue which will list about 35
cities in the territory, said: "And many
the material which will be emother theatres of prominence will also use per centbracedofby The
Living Book of Knowledge,
our product. From the outlook at the the world's motion picture encyclopedia,
present time we will have 100 per cent which will include a minimum of 1000
reels, all of which will be of permanent
representation."
Among the theatres in the Los Angeles
value. These are all exclusive of the
district which will observe Educational
"Official Urban Movie Chats of the Motion
pictures week are: Los Angeles — Kinema,
Picture Theatre Owners of America."
The new catalogue will list upward of
California, Clune's Broadway, Orpheum,
50 reels, which are completed and in their
Jr. (Hill Street theatre), and Tally's
final form.
Broadway. San Diego — Pickwick. Pasadena— Jensen's.
Among these are series under the folTheatres in districts served by other
lowing classifications:
Educational branches in which Educational
Historical,
including the Great Ameripictures will have a prominent part from
can Authors and the Great Statesmen
series; Naval and Military, Maritime and
April 16 to 23 include Loew's Ohio thePublic Service series; the Great Outdoors,
atres; Pittsburgh, State, Savoy and Blackstone; Washington, Rialto; Baltimore,
Nature and Picture Poem series, all of
Rivoli, Century, New, Garden, Parkway;
which have to do with outdoor life; the
Denver, Moore-Greaves Circuit and MounNatural History series, the brilliant Anitain States Theatres Corporation; Salt
mal Kingdom series and the Modern
Truths from Old Fables, being motion
Lake City, Paramount-Empress, Pantages; Kansas City, Nevraian, Royal,
picture versions of the Fables of La Fontaine; the Urban Science series, including
Twelfth Street; Dubuque, Grand; Davenport, Capitol, Garden, Family; Oklahoma
sections in Biology, Popular Science, SoCity, Empress, Folly, Majestic, Broadway;
ciology, Psychology and a special series
devoted to Health and Sanitation; IndusTulsa,
Majestic,
Grand;
Troy,
Proctor's;
St. Louis, New Grand Central, West End
trial and Agricultural series; special
Lyric, Capitol, and Lyric.
groups devoted to Exceptional Happenings, Sports and Pastimes, a series on
Earlier
Educational's
office
listed reports
among to
houses
that are tohome
run
cooking called
Art,travel
and an
tensive series Culinary
devoted to
in exall
Educational pictures a large number of
theatres in Boston, the bigger houses in countries.
the Balaban and Katz circuit in Chicago,
It is Mr. Urban's intention to have a
and all the many Ascher houses, and such
complete library of The Living Book of
houses as the Walnut, Strand, Family and
Knowledge available in all parts of the
country, so that any motion picture on any
Capitol in Cincinnati.
subject will be immediately subject to call
for any special occasion.
National Committee
for

Better

Praises

Films
Centuries

The National Committee for Better
Films has selected three out of the four
Century Comedies made in January as
especially good pictures and equally suitable for children. The two-reelers in question were Horse Sense, with Harry Sweet
and Sally, the trained mare; Little Miss
Mischief, starring Baby Peggy, and
Mutts, starring Brownie, the Wonder
Dog, supported by an all-dog cast.
For the month of February the National
Committee put on its index all four Century Comedies submitted to it, and marked
three of them as particularly good for
juveniles. The pictures were Two of a
Kind, with Mary Sweet; Peggy Behave,
starring Baby Peggy; Cheerful Credit,
starring Brownie, and The Dark Horse,
vnth Sally the trained horse. _
The approval of the committee is only
one of the many signs of the continual
growth of the Century Comedies and that
Julius Stern is making good his recent

Educational
Booklet

Will
on

Issue

Two

Comedy
Series
The nineteen Vanity Comedies and nineteen Gayety Comedies that have been released by Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., are to be described in an illustrated
booklet now in process of preparation for
Educational. The booklet will be of a
convenient size for carrying in the pocket,
about 4 by 5 inches, and will contain
forty-eight pages, well illustrated with
photographs of the artists appearing in
the picture listed.
A suitable foreword will be incorporated,
telling briefly of these two series of onereel comedies produced by the Christie
Film Company. Each page following will
be devoted to a single release, which will
be described and of which a brief synopsis
will be given. The director, author and
cast will be given for each comedy.
The booklet is designed to enable an
exhibitor to pick a comedy to fit into any
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type of program which he may be planning. The first edition of this booklet
will be about five thousand copies and
will be in all the branches before Educational Pictures Week, April 16 to 23.
Andree
Plane
Ruth

Peyre with
to Perform
Roland

in

Serial

Andree Peyre, the twenty-two-year-old
"stunt" aviatrix and screen beauty, has
been engaged by Pathe for the company
supporting Ruth Roland in serials. Miss
Peyre left New York for the Pacific Coast
last week, where she vdll begin training
for some thrilling serial features contained
in the script of the serial, which will go
into production following the completion
of the Roland pictures at present called
The Timber Queen.
Miss Peyre
has hadfirstthree
perience in pictures,
with years'
Pathe exin
France and in the last eighten months
with other organizations in this country.
She entered pictures abroad as a consequence of her love for and her expertness
in aviation. She is fair and slender. She
holds pilot's licenses here and abroad.
New York Hippodrome Running
Educational-Christie Comedy
A Barnyard Cavalier, one of the most
spectacular and funniest comedies Christie
has made for Educational release, began
on Monday, March 20, an indefinite run at
the New York Hippodrome, the world's
largest playhouse. It was chosen from all
the many short subjects available by the
management of the Hippodrome as the
best film to be used as the opening number
on their present program.
Fifty of the regular one sheets prepared by Educational for use in connection with this subject were bought by the
Hippodrome management and have been
placed in various parts of the city. Exceptional exploitation along other lines
also has been given to this two-reel fun
film, and the picture is given a fino presentaion."
In "Sic 'Em Brownie"
the
Century Wonder Dog Cuts Up
In Sic 'Em Brownie! the Century Wonder Dog shows how inefficient humans are
unless they have a bright dog to help them
out of their difficulties. Certainly the lost
heiress and her little brother who supported her by selling papers would have
been lost without Brownie to chase and
bite in the leg careless folk who walk
off without leaving any change. Then
when the millionaire uncle of the girl turns
up and takes them all into his Riverside
Drive mansion, again Brownie had to come
to the rescue and scare off some burglars
by lighting
dragging
revolver froma acandle
bureauanddrawer
witha his
teeth.
Jackie Morgan is the little three-yearold boy who has taken Baby Peggy's place
in support of Brownie since she is starring
at the head of her own company of
grown-ups.
Lee Moran in "Fire" Plays
Small Town Fire Chief
The trials of a small town fire chief are
illustrated by Lee Moran in his latest
comedy release of which he wrote the
scenario. The chief cannot bear to be inter upted in his checker tournament with
the village constable by a mere fire alarm,
and so Sally, the trained horse, who is
Century's latest acquisition, has to harness
her own self and go to the fire unaided.
She takes the fire hose in her teeth and
plays it on the flames.
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Christie's Comedy
"'Tis the Bull"
Good

Is
Entertainment

Bobby Vernon and his supporters in
Christie's 'Tis the Bull provide good entertainment intwo reels of comedy. The
subject is directed by Harold Beaudine,
and is the story of a young man who, in
order to win the regard of a senorita, declares he is a bullfighter. When a rival
admirer, who happens to be a genuine
artist of the bullring, insists that Bobby
make good, the young man tries to dodge
the issue and to get back across the border
into the United States.
The complications that follow upon the
efforts to avoid meeting a fierce homed
animal in the arena are many. Bobby, in
the
guise ofto America's
bullfighter,
is willing
bask in thegreatest
smiles of
Senorita
Tabasco so long as he is able to keep out
of making good. The expedient of a
dummy bull is nicely planned, but the
foxy rival will have none of it. He wants
the real thing and insists that Bobby
figuratively shake hands with his fourfooted foe. Bobby does the next best
thing. He runs away from the bull until,
like the animal, he loses his temper. Then
he takes the bull by the tail, and by that
appendage is dragged about the ring,
through the gate, and out into the desert
aiid across the border, his resplendent apparel somewhat damaged, but seemingly
there are no regrets for the girl he left
behind him.
The picture very easily will rank as a
good two-reel comedy.
G. B.
REVIEWS
OF CURRENT
SHORT SUBJECTS
MOVIE CHATS NO. 8.— Official release
of M. P. T. 0. A. distributed by Hodkinson. — There are interesting views of Roman ruins, including the Coliseum, the
Triumphant Arch of Constantine, the
Forum Romano and the Senate House. In
natural history we are shown close-ups
of the ant-eater and the hippopotamus.
There is a flash of the "World's busiest
corner" at Forty-second Street and Fifth
Avenue, New York, with views of the signal system under which traffic is regulated.
Under the heading of industry we see
powder pulfs turned out by the million.
Under "Doings in Other Lands" there is
an unusual picture taken by Carl Von
Hoffman of a Moroccan thief undergoing
the punishment of the bastinado. American Indians indulge in their favorite
pastime of the "stick game." Thomas A.
Edison celebrates his birthday. A young
man in California has a hobby for collecting skunks — live ones, which he and his
young women friends pet like kittens.
Under Biology the house fly indulges in
gymnastics, which, as much as anything,
resemble a Japanese juggler. An interesting number.
PATHE REVIEW 149.— A novelty is introduced at the beginning of this interesting number. The opening subject is
"Feeding Time at the New York State Fish
Hatchery," where we are told there are
sixty million boarders. Trout are fed raw
meat from the hand as it is held down to
the water. Under slow motion photography the speckled beauties are very plainly visible as they rise above the surface
and actually "eat out of the hand." Several
fine examples of cloud effects are given.
Under the heading of "Camera Caricatures" we are shown what is described as
"the newest achievement" of the motion
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picture camera. It is an achievement,
without doubt, for there is displayed on
the screen the face of a campaign orator
put through its worst paces. The result
is like a combination of many "queer" mirrors, revealing the features in unimaginable contortions. The Indian elephant is
shown at work, performing the labor of
many men. The final chapter is a fantasy
of roses in Pathecolor.
DESPERATION. — Two-reel Western
released by Universal. — Robert Hill directs
this dramatic story by George Morgan and
Robert Hill. Elmo Lincoln and Laura La
Plante are the featured players. The
theme is the Western man in the East,
who to the Eastern girl speaks deprecatingly of the opportunities on the Atlantic side of the country for real excitement. The girl "frames up" the cowboy
by
engaging
somevisitor
"hard a guys"
kidnapis
her and give the
chase. toThere
a fight when the abductors are overtaken,
during which the house where the girl has
been concealed is set on fire and the girl
is with difficulty rescued. It is then the
two discover they have met before when
the cowboy had been the means of preventing the hold-up of a stage in which
the girl, visiting in the West, was riding.
Mr. Lincoln is rather a husky juvenile, but
as always a powerful antagonist. Miss
La Plante plays her role with credit. The
picture should prove of average interest.
MUTTS.— Two-reel Century Comedy released by Universal. — No human being is
seen in this skit, but there are something
like threescore dogs of every conceivable
breed which cavort through and perform in
it, under the direction of Fred Hibbard.
It is a question if the interest will be
maintained through the two reels in an
evening house, but there will be no question as to its reception at a matinee.
Brownie, the Century Wonder Dog, does
much to earn his title, not the least of his
achievements being the throwing out of
the dance hall and depositing in the ash
can of the lady dog, which persists in doing
a two-footed "whirl" on the floor.
THE PIVOTED ROCK. — Fourteenth
episode of the White Eagle serial. — Plainly thea story
of Ruthof the
Roland's
struggles
to get
translation
inscriptions
on
the wampum belt is drawing to a close.
The White Eagle at last is able to sit down
with Stone Ear. As the recital is in
progress there is an interruption. The
rival bands meet outside the house and
in the ensuing battle White Eagle and
Phil escape, both making their way in
safety to the Golden Canyon. Here another fight takes place, and we see Ruth
again in peril at the conclusion of the
chapter.
THE MARK OF CAIN.— Three-reel
Pathe Playlet. — There's a notable list of
well-known players in this re-edited subject directed originally by George Fitzmaurice and adapted by Philip Bartholomae from the book by Carolyn Wells.
Irene Castle is starred, and she is supported by Antonio Moreno, John Sainpolis, J. H. Gilmore and Olive Stokes. It
is a tale of love and of cupidity, of murder and of a forged will. The action, like
that in its predecessors, is fast, almost too
fast. The picture is well played and well
staged.
THE LION AND THE MOUSE— Pathe.
— One of the best known fables of Aesop is
the next animated cartoon of the series of
"Aesop's Film Fables," produced by Fables
Pictures, Inc., and created by Cartoonist
Paul Terry. "In time of need the weak
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may help the
as is
illustrated
by strong,"
the mouseis the
whenmoral,
he comes
to the lion's rescue and repays an old debt.
The most amusing part of the offering is
the baseball game played by two teams of
mice, with Mouse "Babe Ruth" showing
his prowess as a batsman.
TRICKERY.— Two-reel Western reby Universal.
— Albert
RussellMorgan,
is the
directorleasedof
this story
by George
in which the author is less successful than
in recent efforts — but he has been doing
a lot of 'em,planation.
andAccessperhaps
that's
exis had to
the the
frayed
"eye of an idol" of an Indian god, although
in this instance the value of the bauble
is sentimental and not intrinsic. There is
a mortgage on the home, which mother is
not able fully to meet. The son, returning
to the bank the sum which has Ijeen found
insufficient to stave off the holder of the
mortgage, is victimized by sharpers. The
latter are by the fiance of the daughter
of the family decoyed to the family home,
whereupon the pair are overpowered and
bound. Then enter the East Indian entertainer and his assistant with the information that the stone in controversy really
has value and pays a reward for it. The
sharpers are deprived of their ill-gotten
roll and thrown out, and they are the only
unhappy ones left.
THE OPOSSUM.— From the series of
"Adventures of Bill and Bob," released by
Pathe. The outstanding incident in this
single reel of the forest experiences of
these two boys is a close-up of Mr. Opossum "playing dead." The picture will
transform what for many has been looked
upon rather as a figure of speech into a
concrete fact. Following the capture of
the opossum — and also its release — there
is an amusing bit where the boys try their
hand at duck hunting. They shoot into a
bunch of decoys, but Rags, their canine
compandon, is not to be deprived of his
prey. He dashes into the stream and retrieves one of the blocks of wood, to the
great perturbation of the near-by watching
and waiting hunter.
KINETO REVIEW.— Professor F. P.
Smith of London catalogues some of the
"Inhabitants of a Hedgerow" in a scientific number that should be highly interesting to those who are concerned with the
habits of such as the musk beetle, dayflying Burnet moth, satin moth, thickhomed plant bug, volucella, a harmless
fly; crab spider xysticus, thistle bug,
ghelifer, a "false scorpion"; young froghopper, harvest mites, Trombidium, and
the short-legged Trombidium.
THE ANVIL CHORUS.— Single reel
Hal Roach comedy released by Pathe. —
"Snub" Pollard is assisted by Marie Mosquini, Noah Young and a comedy horse.
"Snub" on his return from his wedding
trip gets into trouble with his three blacksmith brothers-in-law, and between the
trio and the animal they keep him in that
condition for some time. There is a goodly
amount of fun in the subject.
GEE WHISKERS.— One-reel Star Comedy released by Universal. — Neely Edwards is the featured player in a story of
the man who consults a fortune-teller and
is warned to beware of a man with a black
beard. In endeavoring to escape from the
presence of the numerous humans so decorated, he runs afoul of considerable excitement. The story is slight.
BEAT IT.— Single reel re-issue of Pathe.
This is one of the best of the three-star
combinations,
Daniels.Lloyd,
It will"Snub"
make aPollot
of fun.lard and Bebe Harold

After

Six

Days

Story of the Old Testament, from Adam and Eve to the Songs of Solomon.
Pictures Corporation.
Ten Reels.

Distributed by Artclass
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In Course of Tour Producer Forms Twenty-seven Exchanges
— Will Produce Six Features and Twelve Comedies Annually
Ivan Abramson, president of the Graphic Film Corporation, returned to New
York March 18 from a swing around the
country. The producer left the city Jan.
22. In the eight weeks he was away he
organized twenty Graj^hic Film Exchanges
and expects to have the final seven in the
group within a few days. The exchange
organizations that have been brought into business affiliation with him are not new
ones but already going concerns. Under
the arrangement, vv^hich is to continue five
years, the branches immediately will take
over the five subjects Mr. Abramson has
now in hand. The new product will be
supplied at the rate of six feature productions a year, delivery beginning in the
fall, and twelve two-reel comedies a year.
When Mr. Abramson was asked by a
Trade Review man if he personally would
direct the six features to be made yearly
he replied the probabilities were he would
make two, the four others being directed
by men of his selection. He said the five
productions now ready to go forward to
the affiliated exchanges were as follows:
Mother Eternal, with Vivian Martin,
seven reels; A Bride's Confession, with
Rita Jolivet and Leah Baird, 5 reels; The
Fountain of Youth, an allegorical adaptation from the drama Faust, 6 reels;
Thou Shalt Not Love, elaborated from the
Hindu, six reels ; The Wrong Woman, with
Olive Tell and Montagu Love, six reels.
The producer declined to indicate the
character of the coming feature subjects,
but said they would be on an elaborate
scale. This would be made possible, he
declared, by the fact that imder the new
arrangement he would be guaranteed a
100 per cent distribution, a condition that
under other circumstances is not always
to be obtained.
Among the exchangemen and exchanges
already signed, with corporations formed,
officers elected and meetings held, Mr.
Abramson said, were E. H. Emmick and
W. 0. Edmunds of Progress Features, of
San Francisco and Los Angeles ; Al Rosenberg of Seattle, his territory comprising
four states; H. A. Lande of the Lande
Feature Film Co., with exchanges in Pittsburgh. Cleveland and Cincinnati; Frank
Zambrino, Progress Feature Co., Chicago
and Indianapolis; A. J. Sherman, Square
Deal Exchanges, with branches in ;Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington A. L.
Kahn, Federated Film Exchange, with
branches in Omaha and Kansas City;
Frank Fay, Southwestern Film Exchange,
with branches in Dallas and Oklahoma
City; Sam Werner, St. Louis; Samuel
C.
Ludwig, Milwaukee and Minneapolis;
A. Meade and W. S. Witman of Detroit,
York,
and the Graphic Exchange of New
New York State and Northern
supplying
New Jersey.
Mr. Abramson pointed out that the expansion of his production activities would
require the opening of other and larger
offices, but that for the present he was
not concerned about his cramped space,
his whole attention being centered on organization and production matters.
When the producer was asked for details
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of the arrangement with the associated exchanges he replied they would have practically a50 per cent interest in Graphic
product. He pointed out that under the
new arrangement he would be relieved of
the burden and the responsibility of sellbelieve
our in
action
meansing histheproduct.
birth of "I
a new
interest
the
field that is going to be strong enough and
independent enough to go on with its business regardless of past or present conditions," he declared.
"The situation throughout the country
is such that the independent exchangemen
are crying for product," Mr. Abramson
went on. "They tell me they have no
chance to compete with the product of the
bigger companies because of the lack of
suitable material. One of their chief
sources of supply is the stuff that has been
discarded by the larger corporations and
which has no value at the box office.
"When I laid my plan before them they
applauded it and said it would give the
exchangeman good features and enable the
producer, by reason of his being guaranteed 100 per cent distribution, to spend
money for production with assurance of
a profit. The situation has been such that
independents have not felt able to tie up
the capital, to take the chance on large
expenditures, by reason of the possibility
that they might sell not more than 30 or
40 per cent of the territory. There have
been some exchangemen who could afford to
pay regular money for big pictures, but
they could not get them. Of course, there
have been some good box office pictures
made by independents, but they have been
insufficient in number to affect the general
situation.
"My present move means that we vdll
encourage other independent producers to
come along vsdth us. If any independent
wants to come in with us on the same basis
as that on which I am working we will
accept him gladly. The only restriction
is that he makes pictures that can be put
in competition with the product of the big
fellows. Mediocre stuff we don't want.
"The theatres throughout the country
are hungry. Wherever there is displayed
a big picture the houses are doing an
enormous business, and the houses that
cannot afford to book them, that are restricted to the ordinary run, are dying.
My observation is that the star system is
on The
the Weshner-Davidson
wane."
agency is preparing advertising material that will
further acquaint the exhibitor with the
aims of the expanded Graphic organization.
Surety Film Corporation
Opens Office in Baltimore
This week marks the entrance of a new
state rights firm in the Baltimore territory, where the Surety Film Corporation
opens offices at 11-13 South Gay Street,
Baltimore, handling features and comedies.
The firm is composed of Dr. Nathan R.

THE

TERRITORIES

Smith, president; Honore Palmer, vicepresident; John S. Merrill, vice-president;
J. Baker Boyd, secretary; William A,
I'homas, treasurer.
The first contract made by Surety was
negotiated by W. Ray Johnston of the
Arrow Film Corporation for a number of
Hank Mann two-reel comedies.
Lewis

Company

Dallas

Buys

of

Rights

on "Wandering
Boy"
The Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas
rights on Where Is My Wandering Boy
To-night?" have been bought by the R. D.
Lewis Film. Company of Dallas, which is
planning extensive business with this
Equity
production.
Arrangements
ing made
for an effective
campaign areto bebe
held in the interest of the picture, which
will be released about April 1. Managers
of the main office in Dallas and of branch
offices in Oklahoma City and Little Rock
are enthusiastic about the purchase and
are predicting big things for the picture.
Pre-reviews for the benefit of exhibitors
will be held in the principal cities of the
territory before the release date. These
reviews', which are now being planned,
vdll be given in lavish style and will include such additional features as violin
and vocal solos by celebrates artists.
L. T. Pellerin, president of the Lewis
Company, negotiated the deal with Equity.
Martin Buys the Carolinas
North and South Carolina territory
rights to Where Is My Wandering Boy
To-night? have been bought by Fred Martin, manager of Continental Pictures Corporation, situated at 10 Graham Street,
Charlotte. This is the first big picture
Mr. Martin has bought for distribution in
his own org-anization and he is going to
put the picture over in an unusual way.
Plans are now being rushed through for
a show that is going to be built around
the production, and this in connection with
the picture will form a road show that will
travel through that territory.
The deal was consummated between Mr.
Baum, general manager of Equity, and
Mr. Martin, who made the trip to New
York after the exchange of a few telegrams.
"Your Best Friend"
to Be Seen Soon in
a Broadway House
The premiere presentation of Your
Best Friend, starring Vera Gordon, a
Harry Rapf production distributed by
Warner Brothers, will be given in the
near future at one of the Broadway theatres by the Federated Film Exchange.
The Federated Exchange, formerly,
known as Warner's Exchange, has secured
the exclusive territorial risi-hts for
Greater New York and northern New Jersey for the Rapf production. The Warner
organization will co-onerate in putting
over a sweening publicity and exploitation campaign prior to and during the
showing of the picture.
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Warner Brothers' Production Starring Vera Gordon
Is Given Premiere in Stanton Theatre, Philadelphia
the story by Bruce Boteler, who has here
The Warner Brothers' seven-reel pro- given
us a Western subject that is packed
duction, Your Best Friend, was given its
premiere on Sunday evening, March 19, lull of suspense, of a tenseness that persists right through the picture, from the
at the Stanton Theatre, Philadelphia, before a crowded house.
start to the finish. It is not a story that
cost a lot of money to translate to the
The program of the evening consisted
screen. And this statement is made in no
of an overture by the orchestra; a Prizma
sort of derogation, it is intended to be
film based on Whittier's "School Days,"
praise of the frankest kind. For it takes
an unusually funny comedy featuring
ability and the expenditure of a goodly
Monty Banks, also, like the feature, reamount of gray matter and elbow grease
leased by Warner Brothers; a prologue
to excavate a tale that will worry without
song presenting the specially prepared
a presumably hard-boiled reviewer
"I Am Your Best Friend" solo, and the let-up
for the space of an hour when the backfeature. The house, which was completely
country. ground is a small ranch in a primitive
■ filled, sive,
wasshowing
mostits appreciative
and approval
responenjoyment and
W. Hughes Curran is the director of
in unrestrained laughter at times and by
hearty and prolonged applause at the close Blaze Away. He has done a craftsmanlike job and he has been aided by a comof the evening's entertainment.
petent title writer — one who talks straight
Yojir Best Friend is another great Vera
Gordon mother picture! And it has all and without attempt at frills. Then again,
in the cast are some real troupers — and
the pulls and heart-tugs and real human
those of whose antecedents we are in
interest that have made her earlier pic- ignorance certainly give evidence of havtures such favorites.
ing been through that uneasy grind —
Esther Myers has raised a family and
among whom is Hal Wilson as the ranch
saved a goodly fortune. Her oldest son, owner. Edward Burman and Ed Burns
and William Curran are three others who
Robert, a lawyer, marries a girl whose
help to make the story realistic. Molly
motherance toneeds
Mrs.
Myers'
financial
assistclimb the social ladder. So they Malone as the daughter of the ranch owner
transplant Mrs. Myers and her faithful
and practically the only woman in the
old bookkeeper, Morris, from East Twenstory, plays her role right dowm to the
ty-third Street to a fashionable apartment
ground — an every-day sort of a girl that
on an isolated ranch will look like a
up on West End Avenue. There are parties and parties, and Mother Esther pays
million
dollars to any male human that
the bills.
comes in contact with her kind.
Finally a second son, Harry, embezzles
The story is of a feud between the ov^tiers and their employees of two adjoining
money from the bank where he works, and
ranches. The action is punctuated with a
"his best friend" finds him about to run
away; of course, she will raise the money
number of fist fights in which the particito meet his debt! Then, true to their
pants are inclined to be somewhat ungentle. The "Big Boy," as the employee
type, Robert's wife and her mother sneeringly reject the suggestion that they curof
Pop ofMelody
and the' open
suitor
for the
hand
his daughter,
is the
particular
tail any expenses in order to help Harry!
target
for
the
men
of
the
opposing
Since you've decided by now to see the and consequently gives and takes ranch
many
picture, there's no use my spoiling it for blows.
you by telling how it ends.
One of the sterner moments is the wreckThe comedy elements, centering largely
of an automobile by plunging it over
about Morris, the human string to Mrs. the ing
side of a mountain. Another is the
Myers' money bags, come in just at the
pursuit of the "Big Boy" by three men
right time to relieve the tension. He complains about the awful extravagance of during the kidnapping of the daughter, in
drinking that which costs at least $10 a which the big fellow, by a novel expedient, puts the trio out of business a,nd
quart. Mrs. Myers finds him sampling the
rescues the girl. If an exhibitor caters to
liquid rather thoroughly and laughingly
that is sensitive regarding picreminds him of its cost. "But I don't a clientele
tures in which there is a large amount of
waste it!" is his rejoinder.
In the cast supporting Mrs. Gordon are physical conflict, he had better take a look
Away. As an offset to this facHarry Benham, Stanley Price, Belle Ben- at Blaze
tor, if any offset be needed, there is the
nett, Beth Mason and Dore Davidson.
continued notable suspense.
H. C. J.
John Stumar is responsible for the excellent photography of the production.
G. B.
"Blaze Away"
Frederick Herbst Production Distributed
Smith Productions
by Di Lorenzo, Inc. — Author, Bruce
Boteler — Director, W. Hughes Curran —
of Oklahoma
Shows
Five Reels.
Last week for the second time we had
an opportunity — let's put that in a different way — we had the pleasure of looking
on the iams.
work
of Guinn occasion
("Big Boy")
WillThe particular
was a trade
showing of Blaze Away, the first of the
series of Frederick Herbst Productions
featuring the player named to be distributed by Di Lorenzo, Inc.
Of course, the large entertainment value
residing in this particular picture is not
to be ascribed solely to the work of the
Oliver and husky and likable youngster
who carries the leading role. In the first
place and above everything else, there is

Two

Western

Films

Harrv W. Smith, sales manager of the
W. M. Smith Productions of Tulsa, Oklahoma, last week showed two of his company's subjects. These were Angel's Citizens and Trail's End, in both of which
Franklyn Farnum is featured. Mr. Farnum is supported by Genevieve Birdie,
Shorty Hamilton and Al Hart in the firstnamed, and in the second in addition to
the players mentioned by George Reehm.
The pictures were directed by Francis
Ford. The former subject was photographed in Oklahoma and the latter in

Volume 11.

Number 18

Oklahoma and Colorado, many of th&
notable shots in Trail's End having been,
photograph
the
Gods. ed in the famous Garden of
Angel's Citizens is adapted from the
tale of William Patterson White, wellknown writer of Western stories. Arthur
Somers Roche is the author of Trail's^
End. Both pictures contain backgrounds
new to screen followers and constitute
an interesting factor. They are well
played and contain a goodly amount of
action.
In Angel's Citizens Mr. Farnum, in the
role of a man of means, steps from a
transcontinental train at a small town
and by accident is left behind. Shorty
Hamilton, as a hobo, has, under the persuasion of a trainman, left the train at the
same station. The two are thrown together. The well-to-do young man is attracted to a girl of the village, and when
her father is assailed by men who seek
to rob him of a mine, the two visitors
pitch in and help him out. Al Hart, as a
dance hall manager, gives a strong performance. Hart and Farnum also put on
a stiff fight with their fists.
A feature of Trail's End is a pursuit
of bandits into the Garden of the Gods,
one of the beauty spots of Colorado. The
story is of a girl from the East, who
comes West seeking a former sweetheart
in order to clear up a tangle in an estate.
She falls in love with a ranch owner,
played by Mr. Farnum, who aids her in
clearing up the mystery surrounding the
disappearance of the man she is seeking.
It is discovered the former sweetheart has
been killed by his partner acting in selfdefense. The ranch owner wins a bride
and the partner wins the girl who has
clung to him and aided him in eluding the
pursuers.
Buckeye Company Holds
Premiere in Youngstown
The Buckeye Photo Plays Company, Inc.,
of YoungstowTi, Ohio producers of the
iSunset Comedies, which are now being released by the Forward Film Distributors,
gave a banquet in the grand ballroom of
the Hotel Ohio, in Youngstown, March 18,
to over 100 of that city's citizens, at which
time Mr. Fitzgerald, director of the pictures, screened for his guests the first five
of the completed pictures.
Plans are under way • for the enlargement of the Buckeye Photoplays Company.
Rifkin Reports Good Bookings
Second National pictures are making a
strong bid in New England, according to
reports from Herman Rifkin in Boston,
who has charge of distribution in that
territory.
Mr. Rifkin, in a communication to the
central offices in New York, states that he
has more than $6,000 of bookings in New
England on the Second National series for
the season.
Reports from other Second National exchanges, according to officials of the corporation inNew York, show that the series
of releases has excellent prospects.
McFadden Names Staff
Ivor McFadden, head of the producing
unit bearing his name, which is producing
the initial Eugene Manlove Rhodes story
Stepsons of Light, with Robert Gordon as
star, announces the following production
staff and cast: Seymour Zeliff, director;
^.ay Reiss, director.
cinematograph'er
; Ed Stafford,
assistant
The cast
includes
Elinor Fair, Wharton James, Jack Connelly. Manine Wright, Harry A. Smith,
Roy Bassett and W. S. Weatherwax.
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Organized
Will Take Over in

Its Entirety the Eddie Polo Corporation with ^'Cap^n Kidd"
without bias that for genuine thrills and
Joe Brandt, well known in the independent distributing field and active in the extraordinary stunts this chapter-play
management of the affairs of the C. B. C. ranks easily among his best efforts.
Film Sales Corporation, was elected this
"It is my belief that the series of Polo
serials to be distributed on the State rights
week to the presidency of the Star Serial
market
represents one of the biggest and
Corporation, a motion picture company
bits of trade news to be published
organized under the laws of the State of best
this year. And it is likewise my belief
New York to produce and market serials.
that
independent exchangemen and State
Simultaneously it was announced that
rights
buyers will not be slow to realize
the first official act of the new company
the truth of this statement. The result
was the acquisition in its entirety of the of Polo's initial announcement in the trade
Eddie Polo Serial Corporation, producers
press has already resulted in a deluge of
inquiries with respect to territorial rights
of Polo's Cap'n Kidd.
Commenting upon the acquisition of the to the Polo product.
Eddie Polo serials Mr. Brandt authorized
"I personally believe Mr. Polo is the
the following statement:
foremost serial star in the business to-day.
"Mr. Polo and myself have reached a Together with good stories, effective exharmonious working arrangement whereploitation and systematic distribution, it
by the Star Serial Corporation, of which
is
my
hope
to widen
Polo's largeenhance
circle
of admirers and
to consequently
I am president, ' has undertaken the physical distribution of Mr. Polo's independvalue of Polo's forthcoming chapterent serials. I have already viewed a the
plays so that the State rights buyer who
goodly number of the scenes which have
purchases them and the exhibitor who contracts for the series will make a subbeen "shot" for Cap'n Kidd, Polo's first
independent chapter-play, and I can say
stantial profit."

"Billy" Armstrong
Is to Be Starred
Two-Reel

in

Comedies

John J. Hayes, president of the Pacific
Film Co. of Culver City, announces a new
series of two-reel comedies starring Billy
Armstrong.
Financed largely by a group of former
associates, "Billy" Armstrong, well known
for his comedy work under the banners
of Fox, Keystone and Century, is now
being starred by Reageur Productions,
Inc., a new producing concern that will
make a series of eighteen two-reel fun
films for State rights release through the
Pacific Film Co. of Culver City.
Work on Armstrong's first comedy.
Slow and Easy, is now under way at the
former Bronx Studios in Edendale, Cal.,
which have undergone extensive improvements. New dressing room units and a
dark stage have been constructed for
Armstrong. The interior of the offices
and laboratory also have been changed.
Rea Hunt is directing Armstrong from
a script prepared by Charles Diltz. The
latter is also is also general manager of
the Reageur firm. Armstrong's support is
headed by Patricia McGill and Hap H.
Ward. Robert Smith is cameramen.
Mr. Singer reports great progress in
the sales of the feature pictures that the
Pacific are State righting. These are
Henry B. Walthall in The Abie-Minded
Lady, Ora Carew in The Girl from Rocky
Point and The Forest King, written by
L. V. Jefferson. Elaborate press books
and other accessories are to be made for
the benefit of the Independent Exchanges
distributing these productions.
Polo Returns from Florida
and Starts In at Fort Lee
Eddie Polo, serial star, has returned
from a four-weeks' sojourn in the Florida
Everglades, where, together with his company of players, he filmed the necessary
exteriors for Cap'n Kidd, his first independently produced serial production in
which he will be featured and which will
be distributed on the State rights market
by the Star Serial Corporation.
For four weeks. Polo said, his company

had experienced perfect weather, and as
many as twenty-five to thirty exterior
scenes had been taken every working day.
The two cameramen attached to the
Eddie Polo Company "shot" more than
thirty-five thousand feet of negative for
the picture during their stay in Florida.
Polo and his company of players have
moved into the Peerless Studio in Fort
Lee, and found a force of carpenters
busily at work erecting "sets," many of
which were in their final stages of completion.
The Story of an Ape's Life
To assist independent exchanges in acquainting theatre owners with Iris comedies featuring "Little Napoleon," the
chimpanzee
with the "human" brain.

Will
Warner

Plaster
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Morris R. Schlank, president of Anchor
Film Distributors, Inc., is having printed
25,000 elaborate mailing folders, consisting of six pages of cuts and type matter
and printed in three colors. The folder,
which can be used also -by the theatres in
their advertising matter, gives a life history of the interesting and "educated" ape
and his "professional" accomplishments.
"Smiles"

Comedies

Announce
Two

Sales

of

Territories

The first two subjects of Smiles, the
series of one-reel comedies which are being offered on the State rights market by
the Primex Pictures Corporation, were
screened for Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, managing director of the Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion Theatres, with the result that he
gave at
them
a pre-release showing of a
week
the Rivoli.
Both the public and the New York newspapers received them enthusiastically.
Ben Amsterdam of Masterpiece Film
Attractions of Philadelphia secured
Smiles for his territory.
The Alexander Film Corporation closed
for the Greater New York and Northern
New Jersey rights.
Primex also is State righting Cosmo
Hamilton's
novel, The Door
That Has Nopicturized
Key.
Artclass Issues Booklet
Weiss Brothers Artclass Pictures Corporation will receive from its printers
shortly a booklet which it has prepared
setting forth the important points in connection with After Six Days, a film version
of the various episodes of the Old Testament. The booklet, done in three-color
covers and artistically illustrated by Victor
Beals and Michael Lippman, will be distributed to the managers of the various
leading legitimate and motion picture theatres throughout the country and those
showmen who have been identified with
big road show attractions.

Country

with

Teasers

Brothers Plan to Bill All States with Twenty-four

Sheets Pointedly Inquiring ''Who Is Your Best Friend?^^
What is declared to be one of the biggest a dozen novelties are available with the
exploitation and publicity campaigns that production. The latter are distinctly orighas ever been inaugurated for a motion
inal in conception and are said to lend
picture was launched last week by the themselves admirably for exploitation
Warner Brothers publicity department for
the Vera Gordon attraction. Your Best purposes.
The exploitation possibilities in the title
Friend.
Your Best Friend will be apparent to all
The first broadside of the campaign now
live-wire showmen, and it was chosen by
under way is the billing of the entire the Warner organization primarily from
that
standpoint.
country with twenty-four sheet teasers
"When we presented Why Girls Leave
reading: "Who Is Your Best Friend?"
These will be followed by the regular bill- Home," said Harry M. Warner, "we gave
exhibitors one of the best box-office titles
ing matter.
Another attention arrester is said to be of the year. We followed this with Gus
a series of teaser newspaper and trade pa- Edwards' School Days, featuring Wesley
per ads, to be followed by an unusual
Barry, also blazing a trail of approval
amount of advertising and publicity. The wherever it is being shown. Now we offer
exhibitors the Vera Gordon picture, and
press sheet for the Gordon picture embraces every known publicity and exploitabelieve this production will dution aid. in addition to a number of novel we firmly
plicate the success of our two previous reideas which are calculated to be productive
of good results for exhibitors.
In the cast supporting Miss Gordon
Six pages of material that can be ad- are Belle Bennett, Harry Benham, Beth
vantageously used by exhibitors make up leases."
Mason, Stanley Price and Dore Davidson.
the composite whole of the press sheet.
The picture was produced by Harry Rapf
The exploitation ideas suggested are said and written and directed by Will Nigh,
to be out of the beaten track, and about who was assisted by James Chapin.
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Harry Smith, of W. M. Smith Productions, Describes Work
That Is Being Done in Oklahoma by a Pioneer Exhibitor
Harry W. Smith, sales manager of W.
M. Smith Productions, of Tulsa, Okla.,
as announced recently in the Exhibitors
Trade Review, is at present in New York.
Mr. Smith came East particularly to
negotiate
of States
the world's
rights
outside of the
the sale
United
and Canada
on the nine Franklyn Farnum subjects
made by his company. He announced on
Monday the transaction had been completed and that the pictures had been obtainel by David P. Howells of 729 Seventh
Avenue.
The pictures named in the deal are So
This Is Arizona, The White Mask, Cross
Roads, Gold Grabbers, Trail's End, It Happened Out West, Angel Citizens, The
Lariat Thrower and one subject remaining to be titled.
William M. Smith, the head of the producing company, intends to continue production, plans being well under way for
the making of six pictures a year, melodramas and westerns. Mr. Smith has
been in and around the picture business
since as a youth he exhibited in rather
unpretentious surroundings The Great
Train Robbery — and by common consent
a man or boy who started at that time
and has kept it up and on the up grade
ever since is entitled to be classed as an
exhibitor. Mr. Smith was born in Kansas,
where everything moves fast, thirty-two
years ago.
In Tulsa Mr. Smith now owns the Orpheum, seating 3,000 persons; the Rialto,
seating 1,400, and several other houses.
It was his experience in exhibiting that
led Mr. Smith to take up production. At
the present time his studio, which is situated within the limits of Tulsa, occupies
the centre of a two-acre lot and covers a
plot of ground 100 by 150 feet. The
pictures already completed comprise the
Farnum series and the Al Hart series.
Included in the studio equipment is a
complete, up-to-date laboratory and an
adequate battery of Cooper Hewitt
lamps. The stage is capable of expansion
to accommodate a set that is 100 by 100
feet in dimensions. Also there is a complete western street, which may be
changed to suit the purposes of a director.
On ctll are 150 cowboys, declared by
Harry Smith to be among the best riders
in the world. The stables attached to the
studio also shelter a large number of
speedy horses. The property room is supplied by a complete outfit of costumes
and Western paraphernalia.
As Oklahoma is situated about half way
between the East and West coasts, the
company may call for its leading players
either on New York or Los Angeles. Also
there is available in Tulsa a goodly
amount of local dramatic talent.
"Conditions for making pictures are
excellent," said Harry Smith. "Photographically the opportunities are wide.
The country is rolling, with plenty of
hills and canyons ; in fact, fine backgrounds abound. Then, too, the roads are
in good condition, permitting us to move
equipment quickly by means of motor
buses. Art Phillips is in charge of the
technical direction. With our horses and
stage coaches and other necessaries for
making Western pictures, I think our outfit will rank second to none in that department.
"My brother is very much wrapped up
in his work and is trying to give the
state rights market real Western stuff.
It was his desire to bring something new
to the screen for photoplay patrons that
caused him to take the whole company to
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the Garden of the Gods in Colorado, a distance of six hundred or more miles, for
the exteriors of five of his pictures."
"Of course, you have no difficulty in
getting all the Indians you need for work
before the camera," the Trade Review
man suggested. "Have you made any
straight Indian stuff as yet — I mean subjects that show the red man as he is, at
his best, as he was in primitive days and
as he is today?"
"To tell the truth," responded Mr. Smith,
"you are touching on a subject that has
been given considerable thought by my
brother. He knows the Indian probably
as well as does any man who has to do
with the making of motion pictures. He
was raised among them, and is a very close
friend of Big Chief Morgan. We have
wondered sometimes what sort of a reception areal Indian story — a drama, not
a melodrama hardly, but a serious, earnest
effort to show the red man and portrayed
by full-blooded Indians — would be accorded by the picture-goers of the United
States. We may try the experiment at

that."
"The
Rubaiyat" Is
Now in Final Stage

of Cutting and Titling
After many months of preparation. The
Rubaiyat, directed by Ferdinand Earle,
has reached the stage of final cutting and
titling and will shortly be presented to the
public. The production is said to be primarily alove story.
The possibility of Omar being shown on
the screen would have been scanted a few
years ago. The subject, vaguely known as
"Oriental," is a costume one, and the
period the eleventh century; the scene,
Persia, the great Asian Empire, then as
now a bulwark of Mohammedanism.
The atmosphere of The Rubaiyat is Moham edan— obviously so. A vast amount
of research work was undertaken before
work was started on the picture, and the
result has justified the preliminary expenditure of time, money and labor.
Charles Wakefield Cadman wrote the

music, and the photography was in the
hands of George Benoit.
There are several editions of The
Rubaiyat in book form on the American
market.
So great isbythetheinterest
in Omar's
famous quatrains
imminent
public
presentation of the work that a special
photoplay edition of the book will be
printed and placed on sale.

"Blaze

Away"

Brings

Many Congratulations
to Di Lorenzo, Inc.
The offices of Di Lorenzo, Inc., distributors of the new "Big Boy" (Guinn)
Williams series produced by the Frederick
Herbst Productions, and directed by W.
Hughes Curran, have been in receipt of
many congratulatory messages on the
trade showing of Blaze Away, "Big Boy"
Williams' latest westerner, which also received praiseworthy comment in the columns of the various trade papers. Di
Lorenzo, Inc., reports that the foreign
rights to Blaze Away have been sold along
with the close of important territory to
prominent State rights exchangemen in
the South and Middle West.
Commenting on this, the first of the
"Big Boy" Williams pictures for his orMr. Di formed
Lorenzo primarily
said: "Our
organizationganization,
was
for
the distribution of worth-while features
for the independent market, and after a
great deal of negotiation for a star whose
personality and ability could be built up
we were gratified to obtain the services
of Mr. Williams, whose every action
breathes of the great outdoors. In the
first of the six features he is to make
for us this year he more than justified
our confidence in his ability.
"The second of the Williams features,
titled The Trail of Hate, will be produced
on a larger scale than the first, for the
story demands a much larger supporting
cast and the plot itself affords the star
greater opportunities
display
versatility. Production ontoThe
Trail his
of Hate
already has been started, and if Blaze
Away is any criterion of the value of the
new series State righters and exhibitors
will be assured of a series that will be
box-office winners."
Warner
Buy

William M. Smith, President W. M. Smith
Productions

Number 18

Brothers
Foreign

Rights

on "I am the Law"
C. C. Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors, Inc., received word from the
Coast this week that Eddie Carewe has
recovered from his recent attack of the
flu, and that production on the all-star
Carewe feature / Am the Law is rapidly
nearing completion at the Fine Arts
Studio.
All haste will be made to ship the completed negative to C. C. Burr of Affiliated
Distributors in New York City, who is
anxious to show the production to the
trade and to distribute the prints to the
territories that already have bought it.
Contracts on I Am the Law were closed
last week with Harry Warner of Warner
Brothers for the entire foreign rights and
with Fred Cubberly of Indianapolis for
the Mid- Western territory.
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To
Elxhibitors
Communicate with the exchange in your territory
for bookings on "WHERE
IS MY WANDERING
BOY TONIGHT?"
as
follows
New York State and No. New Jersey:
COMMONWEALTH FILM CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City
Vp-State Offices:
NU-ART FILM CORP.,
No. 4 Clinton Street, Albany
NU-ART FILM CORP.,
221 Franklin Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
New England States:
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
48 Piedmont Street, Boston, Mass.
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
134 Meadow Street, New Haven, Conn.
Wisconsin, Indiana, North. Illinois:
CELEBRATED PLAYERS
FILM CORP.
810 S. Waiash Avenue. Chicago, and
Toy Building, Milwaukee, Wis.
Mr. L. T. Pellerin of the R. D. Lewis Film Co. of Dallas,
Texas, is the latest buyer
of our box office winner —
"WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY TONIGHT?"
Pellerin knows pictures. Pellerin knows box office values.
EXHIBITORS — Communicate with either of the three
R. D. Lewis exchanges — 1913^ Commerce Street, Dallas,
Texas; 112 South Hudson Street, Oklahoma City, or
1 1 14 W. Markham Street, Little Rock, Arkansas — for your
bookings and DO IT NOW. Be first to show this
sensational winner, more than 85% of the territory of which
has been sold in less than five weeks. WATCH THE
TRADE

PAPERS

FOR

NEXT

WEEK'S

EQUITY
PICTURES
CORPORATION
723 SEVENTH

AVENUE,

NEW

YORK

BUYER.

Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico,
Oregon, Washington, Montana, Idaho:
ARROW PHOTO PLAYS CO.
1735 Welton Street, Denver, Colo., also
1924 Third Avenue, Seattle, Wash;, amd
52 Exchange Place, Salt Lake City
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas:
R. D. LEWIS FILM CO.
1913% Commerce Street. Dallas, Tex.
112 S. Hudson Street. Oklahoma City
1114 W. Markham St., Little Rock, Ark.
Ohio, Michigan,
Kentucky,
West Virginia and West.
Pennsylvania:
STANDARD FILM CO.
Sloan Building, Cleveland, Ohio
Film Building. Detroit, Mich.
Film Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pioneer Film Building. Cincinnati, Ohio
Eastern Pennsylvania
New Jersey:and Southern
MASTERPIECE FILM ATTRACTIONS
1329 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Dominion of Canada:
STEPHENSON ATTRACTIONS, LTD.
28V2 Adelaide Street, East — Toronto
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York for release through the State Rights
market. It has been titled You'd Be Surprised, and so titled advisedly, West says,
as it is indicative of the nature of the entire series of the comedies — people will be
surprised at the high calibre that is
achieved in these two-reelers.
West came East for the purpose of
sounding out exhibitors and exchanges on
the comedy situation, and before he returned to the West to start production his
project had been so well indorsed that
some of the most important territory was
sold outright.
The first sale was that of the New York
territory to Myriad Pictures Corporation,
which purchased the New York and northern New Jersey territory. The eastern
Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey
territory has been sold to Masterpiece
Film Attractions of Philadelphia. Celebrated Players Corporation of Chicago has
bought the series for northern Illinois,
Indiana and Wisconsin. Another sale definitely completed is that of Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia and Virginia
to Federated Film Exchange of Baltimore.

As Guests of Arrow, Ferdinand Luporini and Count di Revel
Watch Taking of Scenes by Director Henderson for Pine Tree
Friday was a busy day at the Paragon
the story, which is Sant' Ilario, by F.
Studio, where Director Dell Henderson
Marion Crawford, was written by Kenneth O'Hara.
was shooting the final scenes of the latest
Luporini Brothers are representing sevPine Tree production of the James Oliver
eral of the important motion picture conCurwood feature, as yet untitled.
cerns buying American and foreign pictures. They maintain offices in Rome at
Ferdinand Luporini of Luporini Broth22
Via
Quirinale, and in New York City.
ers, and Count di Revel of the U. I. C, They have
contracted for many of the
Italy's large and important film organiza- Arrow productions for the Cinematografica
tion, together with trade press representaSud Americana for Argentina.
tives, were guests of the publicity department of the Arrow Film Corporation, jourFour Territories Are
neying from Arrow's home office to the
studio, where they were met by F. W.
Hinckley and Carl E. Milliken, president
Already Sold on 26
and treasurer respectively of the Pine
Tree Pictures, Inc.
Billy West Comedies
The visitors watched the making of sevSome
of the biggest territories an the
Dr. Shallenberger Off Again
eral scenes under the direction of Mr. Hencountry sold and several others pending,
derson and met Miss Zena Keefe, who is before a bit of production work has been
W. E. Shallenberger. president of the
begun, is the record with which the series Arrow Film Corporation, left March 16
being starred in the production; Miss
of twenty-six two-reel Billy West Comefor Chicago. From Chicago Dr. Shallen•Gypsey O'Brien, who plays an important
dies was started. This is the series which
berger will go to Kansas City, where he
part, and J. Barney Sherry, who also has
is now being made for distribution through
expects to spend a few days. Thomas A.
a prominent part in the production.
the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation.
Curran, Arrow special representative, acThe first release has been practically
Mr. Luporini and Count di Revel were
companied Dr. Shallenberger as far as
Chicago.
completed and will soon be shipped to New
given an insight into the ways of American producers and directors, which proved
particularly interesting to them in view of
the fact that Mr. Luporini is at the present time having a very big production
made for him in Italy, about to come to Clifton
to Film
a Deep-Sea
Romance
America. This picture was produced
Former Griffith Assistant Making Picture Which Will Show
under the personal direction of Henry
Whaling Industry as It Was in Its Primitive and Best Days
Kolker, a well known American director.
Mr. Kolker's work in Disraeli will be faSomewhere
in the Caribbean Sea is the associated with David Wark Griffith.
vorably recalled by all motion picture fans.
252-ton schooner Gaspe, commanded by America probably never had a more picThis production marks a distinct innovaturesque or colorful industry than that of
the veteran whaler, Capt. James A. Tilton,
tion in the motion picture production
and manned by forty expert whalers. To whaling, but, curiously, this has thus far
abroad, for it was the idea of Luporini
escaped the screen. When Mr. Clifton
Brothers that a picture produced in Italy the casual reader this sounds like a maricame upon the original film story, written
with an Amercan director, cameraman and
time item with an old-time flavor, but it is by
John L. E. Pell, descendant of some of
actually a note of motion picture news.
technical staff, employing Italian artists,
For the schooner Gaspe is scouring the the oldest New England mariners, he imwould be a winning combination.
mediately saw the oossibilities of the
seas for a school of whales in order that
In furtherance of this idea Mr. Luporini
the thrills and excitement of a whale fight drama. For months he has been in New
engaged Charles Rosher, whose remarkable
Bedford, Mass., the historic old town which
may be enmeshed in celluloid.
photography
Mary and
Pickford's
The filming of the sea spectacle is being was once the headquarters of the whalins:
tion The LoveinLight,
in manyproducother
industry, gathering data and studying the
pictures is well known. The continuity of made by Elmer Clifton, for nine years
records of the fearless men "who went
down
the sea soin much
ships."
Mr. Clifton's
plans to
attracted
attention
that a
number of prominent New Englanders or«
ganized a company to produce the photoplay with
historic
correctness
as a definite
national
record.
The famous
Old
Dartmouth Historical Society linked itself
with the plan.
For the actual filming of the sea scenes,
Mr. Clifton secured twu famous vessels.
Many and
of the
scenes
"shot"
on the
decks
below
the will
waterbe line
of the
famous old Charles W. Morgan, the oldest
whaler still afloat. The Gaspe, too, has
had an interesting career as well.
Mr. Clifton sailed from New Bedford
Feb. 22 with his technical staff and whaling crew. With him are Leigh Smith,
as technical chief, and A. G. Penrod, M. E.
Kains and Paul Allen as cameramen. These
three cameramen have all ground machines
behind D. W. Griffith. With Mr. Clifton
is also Raymond McKee, who will carry
the leading male role.
Upon the return of the expedition, the
remainder of the superfeature will be
filmed in and about the old town of New
Bedford, where the old wharves, long abanPine Tree Players and Guests
doned, dance halls, dusty sea lofts and
standing,
left toTreerightPictures
— Ferdinand
Luporini,
Drumier,treasurer
Gypsy O'Brien,
"W. Hinckley,
towers still exist just as they did
president Pine
; Miss P.
Russell,
Carl Jack
E. Milliken,
Pine TreeF.Pictures
; Zena look-out
when
the
water front teemed with the
Keefe and Joseph De Pew, J. Charles Davis, 2d, Roger Ferri, Count di Revel, Miss Miller. George
Blaisdell, Dell Henderson, director. On the floor, struggling — J. Barney Sherry and Roy Gordon
roistering life of the 'Forties.
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and the District of Columbia. This deal
follows closely the sale of the entire Canadian rights to the "Felix" Cartoons to the
Regal Film Service, Ltd., of Canada.
J. Louis Rome, general manager of the
Rome Theatrical Enterprises, was decidedly impressed
with the
series of "Felix"
Cartoons.
Mr. Rome,
in commenting
upon
the acquisition of the cartoons, said that
in addition they would be shown in the
chain of theatres which he personally
owned and operated in Baltimore.

Studio

First Work at Big Long Island Plant Will Be Johnny Hines"
"Go Get ^Em Gallagher*^ — Will Inaugurate ISew Comedy Brand
In view of the increasing exhibitor de- comedies, but rather will be in line with
mand for further features starring Johnny
Mr. Burr's policy to increase output.
Production on Go Get 'Em Gallagher,
Hines, whose first six-reel starring vehicle
Johnny
mark
theHines'
first newest
work atstarring
the newvehicle,
studiowill
in
Burn 'Em Up Barnes was a marked success, and in line with his general policy of Glendale, as soon as Torchy' s Hold-Up,
expansion, C. C. Burr announces that he now being filmed at the Mastadon studios,
has taken over the Glendale Studios in is completed.
Long Island, where all of the Burr attractions will hereafter be made. The old
Warners Announce Two Sales
Mastadon studio on Firty-fourth Street,
The exclusive territorial rights for two
where Johnny Hines has been making the Warner
Brothers productions. Ashamed of
"Torchy" comedies for the past year and
Parents and Parted Curtains, featuring
a half, proved inadequate for increased
Henry B. Walthall and May Alden, were
production, and Mr. Burr, realizing the purchased
last week by Skirboll Brothers,
possibilities of the Long Island studio, imCleveland, who secured the State of
mediately contracted to take it over for all of
Ohio for both attractions. Associated
his productions.
First National Pictures, of Pittsburgh,
This property covers sixty acres of land
bought the exclusive rights for West Virand affords excellent opportunities for both
ginia and western Pennsylvania.
interior and exterior work. Two stages,
one 135 by 200 and the other 100 by 165,
make the studio ideal for the preparation
and shooting of large interior sets, so Rome
Enterprises
necessary to feature production work. In
addition to the large number of dressing
rooms and offices in the main building, the
Buys "Felix" Series
small hotel standing next to the main
for Three States
studio will be utilized for dressing room
Miss M. J. Winkler, who controls the
purposes.
Important to exhibitors and exchangeworld's rights to the Felix Cartoon Comics, the series for which are animated by
men is the fact that in view of the greater
the Pat Sullivan Studios, announces the
studio facilities Mr. Burr intends to pursale of the twelve cartoons to the Rome
chase a new brand of comedies shortly
that will be known as the Burr comedies.
Theatrical Enterprises for distribution
throughout Maryland, Virginia, Delaware
This will in no way affect the "Torchy"

15

Chapters

Furious
Sea —

Wire for Territory
Serial Corporation
JOE BRANDT, President
.*.

Into

Larger Quarters in
the R-C Building
Owing to the increased business and the
conservative management of Equity Pictures Corporation, it was found necessary
for the efficiency of the new organization
and to the interests of each and every
franchise holder that Equity seek a new
home — one that would take care of the
present expansion and the future growth
of the concern, which were felt to be sure
to come with such product as Where Is
My Wandering Boy To-night.
Consequently, Equity Pictures wishes
to formally
announce
thattwelfth
it will floor
hence-of
forth be situated
on the
the Robertson-Cole Building, 723 Seventh
Avenue, right in the heart of the film
industry. One of the main features of
the new office will be a projection room,
well equipped with every convenience and
requisite for the use of franchise holders
and foreign buyers.
Equity takes pleasure in inviting all
Independent film men to visit the new office and see the improvement and spacious
quarters.

New

York

of

Thrilling

Fighting
and
Ready

1600 Broadway

Moves

My
First Independent
Serial — is the
cl'
d
i
K
Greatest
Serial
I
ever
appeared
in!
n
p
^
d
C
Directed by J. P. MacGOWAN

mm

Star

Equity

on

Superb
for

Stunts

Land

and

Settings.
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Boys''
^^Hallroom
Season's
Next
Boys
Coast Film Sales Takes Over the Twenty-six Two-Reel Comedies for United States and Canada for 1922-23
The next series of Percy and Ferdie
two-reelers possible to make. All distribution will be handled from the Los AnHallroom Comedies, that for 1922-23, has
geles office of the Coast Film Sales Co.
been sold outright for the United States
at
1670
Sunset Boulevard.
and Canada to the Coast Film Sales Co.,
headed by D. J. Chatkin.
"The Percy and Ferdie Hallroom Comedies are now in the third year of their
Mr. Chatkin, who is now in New York,
production. Based upon the newspaper
said this week he considers the acquisition
cartoons by H. A. MacGill, and having as
of these comedies most important. The
their central figures the four-flushers,
sale applies to the series of twenty-six
Percy and Ferdie, they have struck a poptwo-reelers which are to be produced upon
ular chord because they are so typical of
the completion of the present series now
and satirize so cleverly people we all
being distributed through Federated Film
Exchanges of America, Inc. The present
D. J. Chatkin was one of the organizers of the Federated Film Exchanges of
series is still some releases from completion and the sale is an unusual one in that,
know."
America,
Inc., and is a member of the
with the series for Chatkin not even beboard of directors as well as secretary
gun, it offers an evidence of the popularity
and treasurer of Federated Film Distribthese comedies have achieved.
utors, Inc., of California, operating two
The deal was consummated in Calishort
subject
exchanges on the Coast. He
fornia.
has resigned from all these exchange interests to devote himself exclusively to
"The new series will be distributed on
the distribution and sale of Hallroom Boys
the State Rights market," Mr. Chatkin
announces, and plans are already under
Comedies and some additional product to
be announced later.
way to insure the highest class, funniest

^'Yankee
Doodle,
Jr.,'' for Road
Show
R. M. Burnside Says He Will Put Out Ten Companies and
Will Back Up Each with Extensive Advertising Campaign
The critics who have reviewed Yankee
Astor has been in receipt of inquiries from
state in the union as to the method
Doodle, Jr., M. J. Burnside's state right every
of release he will employ in distributing
offering, without an exception have accorded it most favorable notices. As a the production.
"I shall insist that Yankee Doodle, Jr.,
consequence Mr. Burnside's office in the

I
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be handled as a special road show attracsaid Mr. Burnside.
"I intend
to
send a tion,"seasoned
advance man
ahead of
every one of the ten companies that will
play all of the larger cities, and I shall
not make the mistake of allowing a poor
advertising campaign to precede its showing. I feel confident this film will make
good and draw money on its own merits,
but billing and advertising is the factor
that brings patrons to the Ringling show
every year. The day has come when showmanship and exploitation will demonstrate
the real ability of the individual theatre
managers of the country and they are going to be given a chance to demonstrate
this ability on a picture that will back up
everything that has been said about it
Gray will direct the publicity and
by Paul
the reviewers."
advertising in the novel campaign to be
used heralding Yankee Doodle, Jr. . Mr.
Gray was associated with Harry D. Wilson and Irving Lesser in the exploitation
of George Beban and Jackie Coogan, vnth
Warner Brothers in School Days and during the last four months in Ohio for Wid
Gunning.

Toronto

Opera

Holds

"School

House
Days"

Six Straight Weeks
For six weeks the Grand Opera House,
the Warner Brothers' proplayed
Toronto, duction,
Gus Edwards' School Days, feaWesley in
Barry,
to the most
phenom-to
enalturing
business
its history,
according
report. This run is said to be the longest
that has thus far been accorded the
The Stephenson Attractions, Ltd., Topicture.
ronto, controlling the Canadian rights to
the feature, co-operated with the management of the Grand Opera House in putting
over street ballyhoos, newspaper advertisements and publicity, and an elaborate
presentation of a School Days Revue with
a number of local talented youngsters.
An exploitation stunt that served to
arouse the curiosity of the Toronto public
was the placing of a four-line ad in the
lost and found columns of a Toronto newspaper. The ad read
as follows:
— A
dog, answering
to the
name of"Lost
Hippy;
owner heartbroken ; he's me pal, can't offer
big reward, have nothing to offer. Return
to 'Spec' Brown, Grand Opera House."
Arrow Increases Sales Force
W. Ray Johnston, vice-president and
sales manager of the Arrow Film Corporation, announces the addition of
Charles Schwerin as special representative, attached to the sales department.
Mr. Schwerin is well known in the industry, having long been identified with the
motion picture business. He immediately,
left on a trip, his first stopping point being
Washington, whence he will go to Atlanta.

The Bigaest Attraction the Independent Market Has Ever Had
EDWIN
CAREWE
PICTURES CORPORATION
B. P. Fineman, Pres. B. F. Zeidman, V. Pres.
Distributed
by
AFFILIATED
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
C. C. Burr, Pres.
133-135-137 West 44th Street
New York City, N.Y.

WALLACE

BEERY

Paintings for Lobby Display
The series of original paintings made
for the subtitle effects in After Six Days
will be displayed in the lobby of the theatres during the New York run of this
production as a special treat to art lovers.
The paintings, executed in colors by Mark
Tobey, depict several of the most striking
episodes of the Old Testament.
STATE

RIGHTS

Attent'on ! Valuable territory on "New Wizard
of Oz," 5 Reels. Don't write, telegraph. Price
is right. Classic Feature Film Company, 51
East 42nd Street, New York.
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SpringFashionShowInsteadofProiogue

h Appeals to the Ladies — It Is Comparatively
Inexpensive, and It Brings in the Crowds, Says
Manager Raymond Willie of Dallas, Texas
When the Palace Theatre, Dallas' Million Dollar Playhouse,
presented Mae Murray's first independent production — Peacock
Alley, the management arranged with a leading department
store to present a spring fashion promenade in connection with
the feature showing.
The merchants took to the proposition with enthusiasm and
provided ten models in the latest word in my ladies' toggery
and together an exceptional prologue and display was worked
up to the mutual advantage of both parties. A runway was
constructed through the center of the theatre extending from
the stage about forty feet toward the rear of the house and the
entire stage was decorated appropriately to give a fitting background to the garments to be shown.
Manager Raymond Willie had constructed a special back drop
showing two conventional peacocks in bright colors on a circular design of bright rainbow colors. Models came on to the
stage from both sides, mounted the runway from the left,
waltzed their way to the end of the turn and retraced their
steps, exiting to the right, as a new model came upon the stage
to hold the interest. Spotlights placed in various parts of the
theatre played upon the models from the moment they came
upon the stage until they made their exit, and musical director
Don Albert wrote a special musical score for the event, using
various popular selections as his main theme. The fashion show
took forty minutes at each de luxe performance from Monday
until Wednesday and proved such a big success that it was
extended until Friday night.
The store sent out about 20,000 announcements of the show
with invoices and also mentioned the event in its regular advertising. The theatre used modest space in advertising the
event in the newspapers, but the promenade was its own best
advertisement, and after the first day was the talk of the town.
Miss Murray herself became interested in the promenade at
the Palace and sent the original costume worn by her in the
Parisienne dance scenes to add to the local display. The management advertised for special models to wear the garment, and
after some difficulty, obtained the services of a girl who not
only was Miss Murray's exact counterpart, but who had considerable experience as a dancer, and made a decided hit by her
manner of displaying the star's costume.

One of the most attractive and artistic lobbies ever seen in
Dallas was prepared for this presentation and a special eight
sheet cut-out, prepared by John P. Bounds of the Palace art
department, placed before the box office on the sidewalk edge,
proved one of the most productive pieces of lobby work the
theatre has used. Due to the thoroughness with which Peacock
Alley was presented to the public, the feature proved to be one
of the biggest drawing cards in four months.

The live peacock prologue used by the Baffin, Tallahassee,
Fla., to introduce Metro's "Peacock Alley"
A Peacock

Prologue

Manager Daffin of Daffin's Theatre, Tallahassee, Fla., sent
us a picture of the prologue he used for Metro's Peacock Alley
that we must say is one of the most unique in every respect we
have ever seen.
On a stage set in purple velvet draperies flanked by panels
painted in oil, strutted two live peacocks of especially brilliant
plumage. The peacocks were followed with spotlights, equipped
with color wheels, as they walked about the stage, and made
a very fitting introduction for the feature that followed.

Showing the fashion display and lobby used by Manager Willie of the Palace, Dallas, Tex., for Metro's "Peacock Alley''
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Gets the Kids

Manager Patterson of the Metropolitan, Atlanta, achieved the atmosphere of a vine-covered
cottage in his lohby display for Metro's "Turn to the Right." Real branches of peach trees were
used in the decoration and on the lattice of the inner lobby. The little weather-boarded hutch is
the box of6ce camouflaged with beaver board.

Decorations used
in the lobby of the
Cambria, Johnstown, Pa., for First
National's ''The
Silent Call." This
display was staged
a week in advance
of the opening.
The tree (a fir)
seen in the foreground is not a
property tree, but
the genuine article, and it acted
as a guardian to
the entrance.

A close-up of Manager Patterson's lobby for Metro's "Turn to the Right," showing the detail
In all of his advertising he was very careful to preserve the rural atmosphere, even to the crude
"Turn to the Right" sign, which he used not only in the lobby display, but in all of his newspaper
advertising as well.

Just as the country's great army of
small boys is seized with its annual craze
for kite-flying, Pathe hooks up that spirit
with a countrywide exhibitors' exploitation aid for its current "stunt" serial, GoGet-'Em Hutch. The kites supplied to exhibitors are of a kind calculated to charm
the boy. They are made up on waterproof paper in striking colors on a frame
of strong sticks, and are sure-fire scientific fliers. Displayed on the face of each
kite is the exploitaton legend:
"We'd fly a mile to see Charles
Hutchison, the thrill-a-minute king,
in 'Go-Get-'Em Hutch,' the mile-aminute Pathe serial."
Below
this is space
the exhibitor's
sticker containing
dates for
on which
he plays
the serial.
This novelty is supplemented by two
other exploitation aids. The first is a
sheet of fifteen "stunt" photos and a sixteenth which is a portrait of the star.
These are designed for use in several
ways. With the name of the theatre and
the date on which each episode is played
printed on the back of each photo, they
may be cut apart and distributed wherever children congregate. Also the photos
may be numbered serially, and to the
child who shows at the theatre a complete
set of them, free admission to the first
performance is given. No photographs
are taken up at the door, but all remain
in circulation as a means of carrying out
other free admission devices.

Goggles
El Paso, Texas, pedestrians had reason
to believe the newspaper carriers of the
city had weak eyes one day last week
when, to advertise Paramount's Enchantment, Manager J. M. E. Hart, of the Palace Theatre, provided a pair of pink goggles for each newsboy in the city.
The goggles were tinted pink around
the glass edge and left enough white
space for the wearers to see clearly
and without difficulty. On the rubber
which kept the glasses closely fitted to the
wearer, in the back, was a small pink
printed sign which called attention to Enchantment and the Palace Theatre.
Over a hundred pairs of goggles were
provided, and the youngsters who wore
them were given passes to the show, which
made them enthusiastic boosters for the
play.
Face to Face
Manager I. L. Shields of the Rialto Theatre, working in conjunction with F. J.
Miller, director of the Augusta Enterprises, used a decidedly clever stunt to
advertise First National's The Idle Class
in Augusta.
Shields made a cutout of Charlie Chaplin as a tramp, which he mounted on an
easel-back beaverboard. Then he cut from
a poster Charlie Chaplin dressed as a
dude. The latter he pasted on a large
mirror to resemble a reflection of the cutout which stood before it. The display
held a prominent place in the Rialto lobby
and for its novelty and cleverness drew
much pleased comment which took a material form in the box office cash drawer.
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South

They Increased Box-Office Receipts for
Exhibitors Down in Dixie at a Minimum
Cost and Will Do the Same

Thing for You

"A Sailor-Made Man"
A colossal cut-out of Harold Lloyd as he appeared in A
Sailor-Made Man was the striking feature of Manager George
E. Schmidt's lobby display when that picture played a successful return engagement in Atlanta at the Strand Theatre.
The hugh figure, cut from a twenty-four sheet, mounted on
beaver-board and firmly fitted into the lobby, left ample room
for entrance and exit and attracted unusual interest. The
right arm, which was lifted, pointed directly to a big banner
reading :
"I'll guarantee this comedy to be the funniest I ever made."
The expense of the exploitation was nominal and the results
good.

"A Homespun Vamp"
It would be hard to resist such an invitation as Manager
T. W. Young used to advertise Paramount's The Homespun
Vamp at the Frances Theatre, Dyersburg, Tenn. It said:
"Warning: It's only fair to warn all male citizens of this
town between six and thirty-eight that I'm headed straight for
town. I've had enough of new mown hay, the frost on the
pumpkin,
of haml-and-eggs-country
style; I'mandfed sewing
up on shocking corn and
playing hymns on the melodian
carpet
rags. I'm looking for some bright lights and a good time and
your town looks good to me. Watch out for 'A Homespun
Vamp' at the Frances Theater (Date)."
Five hundred of these were distributed five days in advance
of the play date.
The day before the picture ran an old wash-tub and washBtand were placed in the lobby and a card advertised that A
Homespun Vamp would wash there the following day. The
morning of the run, a curtain was placed across the front of the
lobby and a card asked people not to look inside before afternoon. Just before the show opened, the curtain was drawn back,
revealing a girl behind the tubs, supposedly washing clothes.
Two forked sticks supported a clothes line full of "washing,"
■with
ment. one letter of the picture and the star's name on each garNo money, a little effort and the Frances chalked up a good
day's business.

The colossal figure of Harold Lloyd used by the Strand,
Atlanta, for Associated-Exihibitors' "A Sailor-Made Man"
the run of the picture, brought considerable extra business to
the Lucas Theatre and was the mainstay of the advertising
campaign conducted by Manager A. L. Selig.
The music attracted widespread attention which was held by
the sight of the girls and the signs. The report on the picture
was:
"We dopacked
'em in
botha matinee
If you
not know
what
uniphone andis, night."
ask your pastor or
an elderly friend.

"Why Girls Leave Home"
With a uniphone, two pretty girls with dominoes concealing
their eyes and several flamboyant signs mounted on a motor
truck which was driven through the streets of Savannah during

"Wedding Bells"
For Wedding Bells Manager C. F. Creslein was anxious that
everybody in Augusta, Ga., come to the Modjeska Theatre to
see this sprightly comedy, so the lobby display was aimed at
the public eye and public curiosity, and this is what happened:
Two inner walls for the lobby were constructed and were
separated into four panels each. Near the top of each panel
was an opening in which was placed a shelf and from the top
of
each opening
hung onetheof panel
the "seven
bells ofa married
life."
Beneath
each opening,
contained
clever verse,
painted in attractive colors and adding much to the display.
The seven bells were doorbell, 'phone bell, cowbell, dumbbell,
dinner bell, alarm-clock bell, wedding bell and in the last hole
on the left-hand side was hung a rolling pin and a pair of
baby shoes with a huge question mark in lieu of a poem beneath.
The stunt brought much pleased comment and some newspaper
publicity of a friendly nature.

Uniphone and girls used by Lucas Theatre, Savannah, Ga., for
Warner Brothers' "Why Girls Leave Home"

Lobby of the Modjeska Theatre, Augusta, Ga., dressed up for
First National's "Wedding Bells"
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Doll Stunt
Manager J. M. Edgar Hart, of the Palace Theatre, El Paso, recently started the
people of his town talking when he made
the initial announcement of his presentation of Paramount's Nancy frmn Nowhere
in the columns of the lost and found
want ads.

One of the window displays arranged by the National, Greensboro, N. C, for Goldwyn"s "Theodora." The vasein in
left tohand
the reconstructed
is real and ha^
natural flowers
it. the
It isupper
fastened
the corner
stiffenedof poster
by means of three-sheet
wires.

This front built
out of beaver
board to cleverly
imitate a los cabin
served to draw
many an interested
observer past the
box office of tbe
Criterion, Atlanta,
Ga., to see Hodkinson-Zane Grey's
"The Mysterious
Rider." Such a front
as this is not expensive, and it
lends an air of
the woods to a theatre that makes it
irresistible to the
average passerby.

The National, Greensboro, N. C, put out an Oriental sedan with a pretty girl in it as a ballyhoo
for Goldwyn's "Theodora," which proved to be an inexpensive stunt that carried a real punch. It
traversed all the business streets, except during show hours, when it was placed in front of tliel
theatre.

Hart purchased a bisque doll of considerable size and had it left in the first row
of the theatre an evening a week in advance of the showing. Had someone call
the attention of the doorman to it, had the
doorman carefully take it from the seat
to the office, and then return to the theatre
to announce that a baby had been left in
the theatre.
Curiosity was immediately aroused, and
Mr. Hart published a want ad in both
daily papers next day asking who wanted
to adopt a baby found in the theatre the
night previously and bearing no other
identification other than a slip of paper
which read "Nancy," and which seemed to
give the impression that the baby had
come from nowhere. For four days offers
of adoption and inquiries poured into the
theatre and newspaper office.
Two days in advance of his opening Mr.
Hart let the cat out of the bag by publishing a story to the effect that the baby
would not be offered for adoption but
would be awarded to some child. He also
published a picture of the doll and called
the attention to the fact that it was
merely a toy and not human. The people
who had previously offered to adopt the
child fell in with the idea and it became
considerably discussed among the townsThe doll was displayed in the lobby during the showing of the film, and proved
people.
a very effective lobby display. It was
awarded to a six-year-old child at the
Wednesday matinee of Nancy from Nowhere, and the generosity of the management brought forth a volume of praise
from the mothers' clubs of the city. The
adoption idea, which was made to prevail
in advance, brought local orphanages a
number of requests for adoptions of real
children, which also brought forth publicity. Miss Daniels, who is well known in
El Paso, heard of the stunt and helped it
along by sending a wire to the local newspaper and to Manager Hart, stating that
if no one else would provide a home for
the child that she would, getting the stunt
on the first page and winning many admirers by her action.
Profitable Stunt
The Crescent Theatre, at Austin, Tex.,
is inaugurating a profitable stunt by inserting in its daily papers advertising
an auto license number selected at random from among the cars parked along
Congress street, the main thoroughfare of
the city. Owners recognizing their auto
numbers in the ad are presented with two
complimentary tickets to the Crescent
Theatre by calling at the newspaper office. The stunt has made hundreds of
readers for the papers and patrons for
the theatre through this unique kind of
publicity.
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First National Week
Exploitation put the Colonia Theatre on
the map in Norwich, N. Y., a town of
8000, through a simple but effective campaign that introduced showmanship and
offered a new conception of the functions
of a motion picture theatre to its community.
The town had been accustomed to choosing its amusements in haphazard fashion.
Ben Davis, newly appointed' manager of
the Colonia, started interest by getting
the co-operation of the local paper in organizing a local movie. "Go to the Colonia Week" was promptly organized
through a popularity contest in which
patrons had the right to vote for the elect
feminine leading lady from the community.
Then First National Week came along.
For perhaps the first time in the city's
history billboard advertising was used.
Davis found ten he wanted and obtained
them. For the rest of his billboard advertising he pasted 24 sheets on the theatre's one truck and made that do service.
The programs for two weeks in advance of First National Week were
printed on First National anniversary
heralds, a unique method of announcing
the coming event.
A "puddle jumper" was introduced for
street ballyhos; in other wordh, a well
known automobile, dressed up with music,
posters and men who were adept at landing throwaways in people's arms. On the
principal streets walked the town's Beau
Brummel, dressed up in Prince Albert,
cane, silk hat and rubbers — a regular
sandwich man. He changed his garb
daily to conform with the change of program.
Store tie-ups constituted an important
part of the exploitation. On Jim the Penman a tie-up was arranged with a fountain pen store; on Tol'able David, with a
hardware store; on The Golden Snare,
with a sporting goods store selling skiis,
snowshoes, etc. The tie-up extended beyond window displays. Davis arranged
on the first two days for Kandyland, the
leading confectioner in the city, to give
away candy to patrons as an advertising
stunt for his business; on Wednesday,
pens, pencils and rulers were given away;
on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday numerous articles of merchandise that had
been contributed by retailers as an advertising stunt were given away.
The important fact about the whole
campaign was that, for its size, Norwich
had never been giving its motion picture
theatres the support they were entitled to.
Davis' campaign not only put over First
National week, but also brought the lure
of screen entertainment before the fans
in a manner that is not likely to be forgotten for a long while to come.
Coney Island Lobby
To exploit Paramount's Saturday Night
at the Phillips Theatre, Orlando, Fla.,
Manager Frank H. Burns simply dressed
his lobby up like Coney Island. He used
balloons, various colored lights and many
other little touches to give the festive air
of Coney Island with an effect that was
really amazing.
Billboards and heralds were also used
and business showed a gratifying increase.
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One of the windows arranged by the Colonia, Norwich, N. Y., celebrating First National Week.
This one. for "Jim the Penman," was in a furniture store, and to carry out the theme of the picture
a demonstrator of a well-known fountain pen sat in the window during the run of the picture
demonstrating his pen to the delight of passersby.

The ''puddle
jumper" used by
the Colonia Theatre, Norwich, N.
Y., that helped
put overtionalFirst
NaWeek with
a bang in that
little burg. All
dressed up, this
well-known automobile chased
over the streets
of Norwich as
ballyhoo. It was
also used to distribute handbills^

Another one of the Colonia's windows for First National Week that put "Tol'able David" over to
big business. The entire window, dressed up with two three-sheets, two one-sheets and a dummy with
a rake against a big First National Week sign that formed a background, was given over to the
picture. Located on the main street practically every inhabitant saw this window.

Snappy
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Manager J. H. Everett started off his
campaign
advertising
Paramount's
Don't
Tell Everything,
at the
Palace Thaetre,
Marysville, Tenn., by inserting an ad in
the local papers
"Wanted— A Woman Who 'Don't Tell
Many applications
were" made for the
Everything.'
position, each being referred to the Palace
Theatre. Teaser ads, typewritten teaser
slides were used, with
"Tell What You Must But 'Don't Tell

Manager Weisfeldt of Saxe's Strand, Milwaukee, arranged a dignified lobby for Metro's "Turn
to the Right" that was noti only in keeping with the theme of the picture, but also carried a good
healthy "punch." The eight panels seen on the right were hand painted, and each one carried an
individual message that ended with the words, "Turn to the Right."

A big city will
fall every time tor
a lobby like this.
It brings that indefinable feeling
of the big woods.
Arranged by the
Prospect Theatre
of Brooklyn for
First National's
"The Silent Call,"
it gave everyone
-who saw it a longins for the woods
that could only
be pacified by seeing the picture.

written in French,
Spanish
and PortuEverything.'
" were
guese. Soda fountain
clerks
posted
to say to customers
"Don't Tell Everything."
Special cards were printed to fit over
telephone transmitters and the standard
reverse blotters which are part of the
stock accessories on the picture were
placed
on the
students' before
desks school
in all the
the
educational
institutions
day of presentation.
Effective Lobby
A simple but effective lobby front can
attract attention even in a sophisticated
big city. As a further demonstration of this
argument there comes out of the mail bag
the photograph of the front of the Prospect Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., during the
presentation of First National's The Silent Call. Rough pine logs formed the
mainstay for the wilderness front that
was put on the house, while under the
window a photograph of the picture's
star, the dog Strongheart, was prominently featured.
While such a display might have had a
negligible effect in the pines of Oregon, it
was a different matter in the city of hard
pavements and worn shoe leather. The
Silent Call did an excellent business at
the Prospect, and this unique but inexpensive method of attracting attention has
been regerded as a winning stroke of exploitation for a big city theatre.
Diplomacy

Lobby of the Plaza, St. Petersburg, Fla., all dressed up by Manager! Dorman for Metro's "Peacock Alley." Moss hanging from the ceiling, large vases full of natural flowers and two peacocks
hung on a rope that was entwined with flowers made a lobby display that quickly caugrht the eye
with its beauty. The card between the peacocks told the name of the picture.

When Buster Keaton's The Boat played
at the Schade Theatre, Sandusky, Ohio,
with
Wonderful
the standing
lines The
formed
early inThing,
the afternoon
and '
kept growing up to the moment that the
last performance began. To cope with
this situation and protect his patrons.
Manager George Schade had to adopt a
plan of exploitation that has probably
never before been introduced into the motion picture exhibiting business.
Owing to the fact that many of his
prospective patrons had traveled some distance and would go away disappointed if
they did not enter the theatre, Schade issued a time coupon to every patron who
entered, the time of entrance being
stamped on the coupon. At the end of
each performance ushers with flashlights
asked for these coupons. A hint was
enough. Patrons who had intended to see
the show through twice recognized the
rights of the waiting line and departed.
Schade exploited this feature in advertising that accommodations would be
made for all patrons just as quickly as
possible.
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Some Good Advice
"Don't make a tie up on a picture
unless it has merit."
This is the maxim laid down for exploitation by Harry Browne, manager of the
T. & D. Theatre, San Jose, Cal., and which
he has persistently followed in his management of this theatre in dealing with
the retailers of San Jose. He justifies his
principles in the following words:
"Honesty in advertising is of the most
appeal to both the public and the merchants, and they know that when we do
ask them to tie-up with us now, that we
are not going to give them something with
which they would hate to be associated.
"By planting this faith in their minds
it is easy to keep them relying upon your
judgment. It is an easy matter to get
them to tie-up when you have something
to offer, and the retailers of San Jose
have been good enough to say that when
the T. & D. Theatre asks them to tie-up
with a window display or a full page ad
they know it is something of which they
will be equally proud with us."
Mr. Browne's most recent spread was
on First National's The Sign on the Door,
in which he took a quarter of a page of a
double truck and sold the balance of the
space to retail merchants of San Jose on
a tie-up plan in less than half an hour.
A majority of those co-operating placed
their orders over the telephone as soon
as they were advised of the scheme.
Dog Show Tie-Up
An effective tie-up of Fox's Thunderclap, with the annual dog show, was executed by the management of the Lyric
Theatre, Cincinnati, at very small expense.
A cut-out of an Irish setter measuring
about six inches from nose to tail-tip was
the feature upon which the bit of publicity was based. The dog was printed in
brown on one side and a bright red on the
other. The brown side bore this: "Wm.
Fox presents Thunderclap at the Lyric
Theatre March 5. It's a doggone good
show." The reverse side announced "Dog
Show. Music Hall."
Ten thousand of these attractive cutouts were distributed about the city and
at the exhibition rooms of the show. The
expense of the entire stunt was borne by
the officials of the bench show, in return
for which the management of the Lyric
ran a series of slides at each performance.
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One of the special hand-painted 24-sheet posters used by Cambria, Johnstown, Pa., in their
exploitation campaign for First National's "The Silent Call." Fifteen of these, posters were put out
in the immediate neighborhood of the theatre, and leaving the theatre name and date off caused
exactly what they wanted — talk.

In place of putting decorations in
the lobbv, the Aster, Minneapolis,
put their
display
"Cameron
of the
for Hndkinson's
on the canopy,
Royal Mounted"
where it could be
seen for blocks in
either direction.
This shows what
good use
made
of a can
canopybe
in
advertising
an
attraction.

This is a striking illustration of what can be done in the way of an artistic window tie-up.
The snow scenes were reproduced with cotton and by the insertion of tiny trees, a log cabin, a dog
team and a drop showing snow-covered plains and distant mountains, a realistic northern scene was
portrayed. It was arranged by the Ellen, Bozeman, Mont., for First National's "The Golden Snare."

GOLDEN
Cut-outs and Signs
The Schade Theatre, of Sandusky,
Ohio, playing A Sailor-Made Man, turned
loose a big space newspaper campaign,
and by banners and illuminated signs directed the attention of the crowds to a
huge cut-out of Harold Lloyd mounted
upon the marquee.
This consisted of a large smiling head
of the star, cut from the twenty-four
sheet and mounted on beaver board. It
was so placed that the glare of the electrics fell directly upon the display and
was visible for many blocks. The interior
lobby was given over to a special display
of stills from the productions. Schade's
carefully planned exploitation brought the
crowds.
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The Regent, Wichita, Kan., had a platform built in the lobby and on it constructed a miniature
and
of papier
was made
The arena
"Queenby oftoySheba."
one in Fox's
the chariots
arena resembling
of white
mountainmache'
A large
by dolls.
horses driven
were drawn
blocks. The
wooden
surrounded the arena.
"Don't kid the
six-legged kid, but
kid the kids in
Captaintogether
Kid's
Kids,"
with the six-legged
sheep shown in
the illustration,
put Associated
Exhibitors' "CaptainatKid's
over
Broadway,
New
York.
Kids"
Two green lights
Moss'
I shining through
dog's eyes
athedarkened
foyerin
made this a very
striking poster for
First
National's
"The Silent
Call."
It was arranged
by Manager Rouda
of the Auditorium,
Dayton, Ohio.
When the cop, standing at the left, pinched this car for exceeding the speed limits, it had no
sign on it. He supplied the sign seen on the back of the car, from his pocket, then took the carf
over a route that embraced all of the principal streets to the police station. This stunt was used
by the Paramount-Empress, Salt L.ake City, for Paramount's "The Speed Girl."
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"Go to Theatre'' Week
One of the biggest movements in theatrical circles in the Northwest was put
over in Seattle, Wash., when the leading
motion picture theatres of the city put
over a "Go to Theatre" week. This was
worked in conjunction with First National Week, and the combined effect elicited a hearty response, not only from the
general theatre-going public, but more especially from residents who hardly ever
visited the cinema temples. It is especially effective, in the way it was put
over, for any community event or for any
location where business is not up to the
mark.
Sunday issues of the Seattle papers featured the event with big drawings, covering an entire page on their theatrical sections. The manager of the Liberty Theatre took half a page on the front of that
section in the Times to advertise the first
run of Polly of the Follies. The Seattle
Post-Inteligencer gave a full page drawing to the event. The theatre managers
combined their buying appropriation to
use large space; and as it happened that a
majority of them were running First National attractions, the event bore all the
semblance of a First National Week celebration.
Early in the week a parade was staged
in which local vaudeville artists and a few
screen stars who were there in person,,
participated.
to Theatre"
movement took holdThe
of "Go
the city
and developed
community interests that has not been
equaled in Seattle since the armistice was
signed.
As a direct result all theatres were able
to report good business for the week.
From Florida
One of the most effective exploitation
campaigns and one of the most inexpensive compared with the results, is that
which Albert E. Hill, manager of the Arcade Theatre at Jacksonville, Fla., used
on
Associated
Exhibitors' The Sailor-Made
Man.
For a week in advance of the run, the
ushers were dressed in white sailor uniforms with white caps and big goggles like
Harold Lloyd's. The doorman wore a blue
uniform with the goggles and the ticket
seller a sailor cap and goggles. Saturday
morning before the opening day at the
largestsino has
boys'
matineetime
the they
Caever and
had,girls'
at which
played to 600 children, 1000 of the white
Harold Lloyd cut-out caps were distributed and in an hour these were in evidence
in every section of the city. This is an
especially effective part of a campaign on
this picture.
A special lobby showed the main deck
of a boat, looking aft, with a cut-out of
Lloyd and Mildred Davis at the helm.
Life preservers, ring buoys and other
shipboard equipment were set off to
greater advantage by the side drops representing the ocean.
For the cost of an advertising slide, a
white cut-down automobile was secured
and two large sails, one reading
"A Sailor Made Man"
and the other
"Arcade Now"
were attached, the ballyhoo covering every
foot of Jacksonville, practically. A duck
was placed aboard, adding much novelty
at a nominal cost.
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H. S. Vineberg, of Albany, has just been
added to the group of salesmen employed
in the Merit offices there.
H. E. Leonard has left the Goldwyn
branch in Albany and is now with Merit,
covering the Adirondacks.
The New Theatre at Grandfield, Okla.,
has reduced admissions to 10 cents per
head, whether old or young.
Will Bebee, manager of the Candor theatre in Candor, N. Y., has lost his wife.
She died following a short illness.
A negro musician was shot and instantly killed recently in a negro theatre
at Oklahoma City. A near panic resulted.
No successor has yet been appointed to
James M. Loughborough, who recently resigned as manager of the Pathe branch in
Albany.
The Gayety, a burlesque house in Buffalo, is soon to add pictures to its bill, a
decided novelty, according to reports along
Film Row.
Both the Strand in Schenectady, under
course of construction, and the one to be
built in Troy are scheduled to open in
the early fall.
All of the church organizations at Lawton, Okla., have passed resolutions asking
the authorities to close all shows on Sunday at that place.
Leonard J. Owen, Pathe News cameraman, was in Lawton, Okla., to take pictures of the big rabbit drive, staged to
take place near Lawton.
The new Hope Theatre, ovmed and operated by the First National, will open at
Dallas, Tex., under the management of
Lawrence F. Stuart in the near future.
William F. Haitz is now showing
straight pictures at the Bellinger Opera
House, Buffalo. He formerly offered road
shows. He has booked the Metro specials.
The Olympia Theatre, Philadelphia, has
been closed for motion pictures because
the balcony does not comply with the
structural requirements of the building
laws.
Samuel Suckno, owner of four theatres
in Albany, has recovered his automobile,
which was stolen from in front of the
state armory on the night of the motion
picture ball.
Practically the entire membership of
the Motion Picture Salesmen's Association of Philadelphia attended the first of
the 1922 get-together luncheons held at
the Hotel Vendig.

Ten

Live
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Henry W. Kahn announces that I. Barietz is handling publicity on The Four
Horsemen out of the Buffalo exchange.
He is now in Elmira at the Mozart Theatre.
Manager Shirley, of the Strand Theatre
in Schenectady, N. Y., is now running his
weeks from Saturday to Saturday, something new in New York State, but panning
out well.
Clayton P. Sheehan, district manager
for Fox, announces the appointment of
Bill Elliott as Fox representative in the
Syracuse
territory. Elliott was formerly
with
Vitagraph.
E. J. Hayes, First National manager
in Buffalo, and his sales force were in
New York for a conference with R. H.
Clark. J. Lazarus is now exploitation
man at the Buffalo office.
Spyros Skouras, president of the Skouras Brothers Enterprises, St. Louis, who
control a number of theatres here, has
recovered from an attack of illness and
is again back on the job.
Lawrence D. Beggs, treasurer of the
Stanley Company of America, was married to Miss Martha E. Kann, of Philadelphia. They are now away on a honeymoon of indefinite duration.
Y. E. Hildreth, principal owner of the
Rialto Theatre at Forth Worth, Tex., has
re-entered the oil game with the organizing of a new syndicate. He was one of
the lucky ones in the Burkburnett field.
Grand & Warner, Buffalo, lost two salesmen. H. L. Taylor has resigned to join
Pathe covering the southern tier and H.
C. Bissell has accepted a position with
Pathe in the Albany, Troy and Schenectady territory.
Joe Estes, former manager of the
Dreamland Theatre at Cuere, Tex., has
accepted a position with the Ray-San Film
Co. at Dallas, Tex., and will help to exploit the Tarzan serial throughout the
State of Texas.
The Bluebird Theatre at Mangum,
Okla., in co-operation with the local newspaper, is placing a coupon in its advertisements which admits a lady free to
certain matinee performances. The idea
is working out O. K.
Fox branch managers from four cities
attended a sales conference, called by
R. A. White, general sales manager for
Fox, in Kansas City recently. Policies of
the company, reports on business conditions and other matters of importance
were discussed. Those in attendance
were: P. K. Johnson, Dallas; Ward Scott,
Denver; Bert Edwards, Oklahoma City,
and Sydney Meyer, Omaha.

Thousand
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A Martini is putting the finishing
touches on a new theatre, Which vdll replace the old Strand in the heart of the
Galveston, Tex., theatre district. The new
theatre will be strictly modem and up-todate in every particular.
L. W. Dunn, Pathe representative in
northern Missouri, has resigned and will
enter business for himself. He will be
succeeded by Jack Springer, who now is
covering northern Kansas, according to
Harry Graham, branch manager.
Many managers here are reporting that
business is picking up nicely. The Royal,
a downtown house was scheduled to "lock
up" because
of poor
business, but
when up,a
noticed
increase
in attendance
loomed
the Royal remained open.
The idea of First National Week made
such an impression on the manager and
patrons of the Cozy Theatre, Lyons, Kan.,
that H. Edwards, who purchased the theatre a few weeks ago, has booked a solid
month with First National.
Hope Hampton, film star, appeared in
person
Frank
Newman's
Royal,in
Twelfth atStreet
and L.Newman
theatres
Kansas City, in connection with the showing of her latest picture. Star Dust, a
screen version of the story by Fanny
Hurst.
John D. Howard, who has been doing
the
exploitation
work November,
out of Paramount's
Albany
office since
leaves on
Thursday for Detroit, where he will handle
similar work for the same company. Before coming here, he worked in San Francisco, Seattle and Portland.
A. J. Herman, who recently came to Albany as manager of the branch First National established there, has one of the
most attractive exchanges in the city.
Taking an old building that housed a
Chinese laundry, Mr. Herman has conit into offices that are second to
none in vertedAlbany.
Wesley Barry is coming to St. Louis,
and few stars of the screen have gained
the advance publicity in the local sheets
that "Freckles" has. Papers here always
give a star "some" space, but Wesley has
thus far gained more advance publicity
than
here. any other star, before their arrival
John C. Shannon is opening up offices
for the American Releasing Company at
1919% Main Street, Dallas, Texas. Mr.
Shannon has charge of the American
throughout the South. He has placed a
man at Atlanta, and after shaping
up things in Dallas will look after the
other Southern branches.

Dollars

Reward

wiH be paid to any person who can prove that B. F. Porter did not sell and install Simplex
Madunes in the Capitol Theatre at 51st Street and Broadway, New York City.
B. F. PORTER,
729 7th Ave., New York
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Harry M. White has succeeded Edgar
J. Moss as Philadelphia manager for Wid
Gunning, Inc. Mr. White 'has many
friends in the territory, having been
branch manager for Goldwyn before going to Boston to fill a similar position for
United Artists.

Edgar J. Moss has been appointed Philadeljphia manager for the American Releasing Corporation. Mr. Moss has been
Philadelphia representative for Associated
Producers and F. B. Warren. He expects
to open his new offices within the next
fortnight.

J. A. Bertram, manager of the Salt
Lake City Orpheum Theatre, has been appointed manager of the Main Street Theatre, Kansas City, a combination first run
and vaudeville house. Mr. Bertram formerly was manager of the Orpheum Theatre at Memphis, Tenn.

E. J. Smith, former district manager in
Philadelphia for the Universal Film Company, was tendered a farewell testimonial
dinner on the eve of his departure for
England, there to assume his new duties
as general manager for Universal of the
entire United Kingdom. Jules Levy, who
succeeded Mr. Smith as district manager,
acted as toastmaster.

A. Jules Benedic took his maiden trip
for the Southwestern Film Co. out of the
Dallas, Tex., office recently, and will take
care of north and west Texas. Jack
Pickens will look after South Texas, while
H. E. Fulgham and Frank Fay will look
after the office routine work.
C. W. Rodebough, formerly with Metro
and United Artists Kansas City offices,
has joined the sales force of the Kansas
City Educational office. Although he did
not return from his first trip with the
usual armload of contracts, he did have
a pocket full. He will cover western
Missouri and eastern Kansas.
G«orge Williams has succeeded 0. T.
Schroeppel as booker at Niagara Pictures
exchange, Warner Building, Buffalo. Mr.
Williams has been a salesman for Niagara. The company has taken over the distribution in western New York of Second
National pictures. There will be 12 features available this year.
Sam Grand, Robert North and C. W.
Bimick stopped off in Buffalo on their way
from Chicago to Boston, to visit Sydney
Samson, manager of the local Grand &
Warner office, which will move May 1 into
its new building at 265 Franklin Street.
United Artists will occupy the second
floor.
The Buffalo exchange of the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation is now occupying
the entire second floor of the Pioneer
Building, 145 Franklin Street. French
Heels, a Hodkinson release, was shown at
Shea's Hippodrome the week of March 12
in connection with the personal appearance of Irene Castle.
S. S. Wallace, former manager of the
Ideal' and Imperial theatres at Columbia,
Ga., has been transferred to the management of the Capitol Theatre at Oklahoma
City, Okla., succeeding W. D. Harwell,
transferred to the Majestic Theatre at
Austin, Tex. Alll of the theatres are operated by Southern Enterprises, Inc.
J. J. Millstein, having resigned recently
as manager of the Kansas City office of
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, will
leave for Denver, where he will become
affiliated with Louis Levand in an organization controlling a large number of theatres. Mr. Millstein, although having
been in Kansas City only a few months,
was one of the most popular, as well as
the youngest, exchange managers in the
city. Phil Ryan, district manager for
Hodkinson, has not yet decided upon Mr.
JMillstein's successor.

The Brooklyn Theatre, Kansas City, has
been purchased by G. E. Martin. Although it is his initial venture into the
film game, Mr. Martin has outlined a policy whereby he believes he can "throw a
broadside" into rumors of depressed business conditions. "Take care of your
patrons
first, thencomment.
look out for yourself,"
was his opening
Lost, strayed or stolen: One brand new
Ford coupe belonging to E. C. Rhoden,
manager of the Kansas City Associated
First National office. Mr. "Rhoden left
the car "outside," as usual, while eating
lunch last week and when he emerged
from the food emporium "Henry" was absent. "It beats all what these 'birds' are
stealing
days," was the only comment on these
the loss.
In the addition of Miss Rosecan to the
sales force in Albany, Associated First
National Pictures has the distinction of
having in its employ one of the three
women who are now selling film in the
United States. Miss Rosecan has just
Come to Albany, but she is not green to the
business, having been associated with the
Paramount offices in Detroit. She started
out last week, covering territory adjacent
to Albany, and established an excellent
record for the six days. H. C. Bissell,
Eddie Lewin and Jack Sachs have also
just been added to the force. Mr. Sachs
has been employed in the Albany Pathe
office for the last six years, but from now
on will be in charge of short subjects in
the territory.
One of the finest and most pretentious
theatres in Texas opened its doors to the
populace of Ennis, Tex., recently, which
J. F. Houdek, manager and owner has had
under consideration and construction for
the past two years. The building and
equipment represents an investment of approximately $25,000. The equipment consists of two latest model Power's 6-B "E"
Type machines equipped with the new
roller pin intermittent movements, mechanical governor speed control, snap-lite
lenses, etc., a double arc 35-35 ampere
General Electric motor generator set.
The theatre seats about 400 and with indirect lighting system the auditorium is
universally attractive. The house being
built of brick and terra cotta is practically fireproof and strictly modern and up
to date in every particular.

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT
ROLL
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One would never think that show business was "not so good" when they see the
attendance daily at the New Gem Theatre,
St. Louis, which recently opened in the
downtown district and presents a twohour show for ten cents. Inclement
weather conditions even fail to halt the
attendance at this house. The Strand
Theatre, also located downtown, reduced
the prices to a ten cent top also and they
have increased business greatly. Both
houses change programs daily.
Herbert J. Thatcher, manager of the
Strand Theatre, Salina, Kan., gave his
patrons an ideal atmospheric setting with
the presentation of The Man From Lost
River last week. Eight spruce trees,
about six feet in height, were arranged
on the stage, at the right of which was
a log cabin facing the audience, the skin
of a silver fox being tacked on the door.
The trees were touched in artificial snow,
while a back drop portrayed snowy wastes,
lending an atmosphere of the North
woods.
Harmony and content now predominate
among the Kansas City Universal ofB.ce
force for no other reason than the fact
that Universal now is located in its new
quarters at 1710 Wyandotte Street. A
well equipped projection room, making it
possible for exhibitors to see any picture
desired, and much more floor space has
added about 30 per cent more efficiency to
the office. C. Calvert, branch manager,
has adopted the "open door" policy and
has done
with that
the "private"
with
one away
exception,
being hisoffices,
own,
which seldom is used.
The Broadway Theatre at Tyler, Tex.,
is now using a full orchestra both afternoon and night. Bigger box office receipts is the reason for this added feature of daily entertainment for Broadway patrons. The orchestra will accommodate any individual who wishes to hear
special numbers during intermissions.
The Broadway announces to its patrons
that all ordinary feature programs have
been cancelled and that hereafter only
super-specials will be shown on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday of each week.
The house also guarantees its shows by
an offer to refund the purchase price if
the patron is not entirely satisfied.
St. Louis will soon be able to brag of
having the most unique motion picture
theatre in the country. Persons waiting
for trains at the Union station here will
not have to "parade" up and down the
station awaiting the arrival of a train
two or three hours late. They will be
able toleaving
drop in the
and station,
see a "movie"
withoutto
even
according
plans being formulated by O. J. Grace, a
real estate operator, who has obtained
the necessary concession from the Terminal Railroad Association, to exhibit pictures in. The pictures will be shown in a
room with a seating capacity of 200 or
more in the southeast corner- on the first
floor of the building. The programs will
run from 10 a. m. to 10 p. m. Views of
St. Louis will always be found on the program, while the regular feature attractions and a comedy will round out the rest
of the offering. It has not been decided
what admission will be charged.
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Electric

Sign

Town

Greatest Retail Center in the Country Splurges
on

Illuminated

Advertising

Value of That Form

of Theatre

By HOWARD
CHICAGO, ILL., March 20.
BANKERS, merchants and theatre men in this city
will tell you that this is the greatest retail sales
center in the country — in the world. They can't
all tell you why, but anyone who takes the trouble
to walk down State Street, or along any suburban
thoroughfare will find the reason thrusting itself at
him in the form of electric signs.
They brag in New York about the bright lights of
Broadway, but there are more electric signs to the
square mile in Chicago and suburbs than any other
section of the country. Most of the electric sign manufacturers are located here and their sales efforts have
no doubt been most intensive, although at first it was
hard sledding to get the merchants and theatres to
buy.
The motion picture theatres of Chicago are the greatest users of electric signs and get the most out of them.
Their business is good all the time in spite of competition that has increased every year with the building
of more beautiful theatres.
As each great theatre goes up the electric signs
grow larger.
The new Chicago theatre has the largest electric
theatre sign in the world with letters measuring six
feet in height. But down State Street further are
signs almost as large. The larger the sign the better
the business of that theatre and as you go down the
line in the Loop the electric sign seems to tell the story
of this or that theatre's size, its volume of business
and its popularity. In the suburbs big signs and brilliantly lighted fronts tell the same story.
It may seem difficult for a conservative theatre
owner to believe that the electric sign cuts such a
figure in business. But as a matter of logical proof
the electric sign is important or why would the theatres of Chicago try to outdo each other in sign
advertising ?
As a simple problem in theatre exploitation the sign
fits in to a very important niche. The problem of a
theatre is to draw crowds into its lobby. Nine out
of ten of those who saunter into the lobby buy tickets.
So the work of bringing the crowd to the theatre starts
with newspaper advertising, ballyhoos and mailing
systems. That reaches everybody near to and remote from the theatre. In other words the wise theatre man gets his patron down town through the
agencies just mentioned, or, if he is running a neighborhood house, he gets them into his neighborhood near
his theatre.
Having gotten his potential audience into the vicinity

and

Proves

Exploitation

McLELLAN
of his theatre he uses billboards to get them still closer
to his particular house. But billboards can't be everywhere along the line where this potential audience will
see them so it is necessary to get the army of theatregoers to concentrate on his house.
The electric sign accomplishes that. The bigger
and brighter it is, the better the chance that it will pull
the large majority of those who have been brought
down town by newspaper ads and billboards into the
lobby. It's simple logic and Chicago proves it. You
can't miss a good bright electric sign.
THERE is much of what is known in sign circles
as spectacular display signs on Chicago theatre
fronts. These have been furnished chiefly by the Federal Electric Sign Company, whose factory and home
offices are in Chicago. This company's experience in
theatre sign planning is interesting and indicates to
what proportion the business has grown and how
scientific has been the development of this phase of
theatre building.
The first operation in providing a spectacular electric sign display for a theatre is to send an engineer out
of one of the many branches of this company to the
theatre. Sketches are made of the sign best suited
to the particular theatre. When these are furnished
they are taken back to the theatre for the owner's
approval. It is not a matter of slapping together any
old sign or experimenting with two or three different
displays.
It is a matter of scientific selection.
Every drawback must be taken into consideration
such as other competing signs, adjoining buildings,
building front abutments, municipal regulations, safety
and fire hazards. The sign must be constructed to
meet all these. The size of the building is taken into
consideration, the size of the marquise the angle of
effect, the greatest reading distance at which the sign
will be effective, the location of the theatre, its prominence and its seating capacity, the height of the building and its frontage. All these details require the
services of an engineer specializing in sign construction.
The theatre owner, under these condition does not
have to rely upon his own meagre knowledge of signs
and sign values. The sign engineer recommends the
proper sign and in every case a special sign must be
made for each special condition. However many theatres are situated under ideal conditions and the engineering labor is somewhat simple.
Thus the planning and erection of electric display
signs on theatres has been standardized.
The theatre man who has tough competition knows
how important signs are to his success. Perhaps the
man who has competition and is suffering does give
the electric sign the study it merits and is consequentlv
losing. This article may help that fellow.
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Keports from all over the country indicate that the campaign
for better screens being waged by Minusa Screen Company,
reinforced by the selling force of Exhibitors Supply Company,
is bringing results.
With the general tendency toward standardization in every
branch of the industry screen engineering has advanced also.
It is no longer necessary to trust to luck or guesswork when a
screen is needed. Both from the home office of the Minusa Cine
Screen Co., in St. Louis, and the branches of Exhibitors
Supply Co., and Argus Enterprises, the following specification
card is being sent out to theatres everywhere.
Picture surface
Current (A. C. or D. C.)
Length of theatre inside
Arc or Mazda light
Width of theatre inside
Is screen to fly?
Throw-length
Angle
With or without frame
In addition to picture surface, eight inches are always allowed
for stretching.
Name of theatre
Address
Outside measurements required only where frame must fit a
specified opening.
With the information contained in this questionnaire in
possession of the screen manufacturer or supply house it is a
simple matter to provide a screen that will satisfy. One of the
most annoying features in theatre operation — changing of
screens — will be obviated if theatre owners will work in conjunction with the screen manufacturer.
It would be a great boon to the industry if the screen requirements and current services of the motion picture theatres of the
country were classified as this card aims to classify them.
Then projection could be standardized to some extent. The
duplication of work necessary to-day to ascertain vital facts
regarding theatre dimensions represents a serious loss in money
and time. Work such as Minusa is doing will eventually remove that duplication and tell us something about our theatres
which manufacturers in all lines would like to know to enable
them to better serve theatre owners.
Blue Seal
Film Mending
Shears $3.50
BIAfE SEAIi
PRODUCTS CO.. Inc.
Mfrs. 0/Accessorifs
Motion I'ictuic
25 Lafayette Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Circulars on Sequent

Why the Brenkert Brenopticon "Model F" is the
most useful equipment that has been offered to
theatres in Idte years.
It dissolves projection of lantern slides and stage effects
or simultaneously projects both
Skillful Design—Rigid Conslruction— -Powerful in Projection
BRENKERT LIGHT.PROJECTION CO., Inc., Detroit, Mich.

Is

Used

New

Curtain

Control

Operates from Aiiy Lighting System and Works
Silently and Evenly
While in Chicago recently the Technical Editor of Exhibitors
Trade Review was invited to inspect the operation of the new
Cesco Electric Curtain Control, which has just been perfected
and placed upon the market by manufacturers who had already
successfully ■ installed hundreds" of door opening devices in
garages throughout the country.

The control may be operated from one or more push buttons
located in any part of the house, but is naturally best adapted to
control from the projection booth, which is the logical point in
theatres requiring one man control of the curtain.
The machine in operation in Chicago was hooked up to the
regular lighting system without any additional service being
required. For convenience's sake, however, a separate circuit is
advised but is not essential. No solenoids, relays or magnetic
It can be installed by any competent
switches
mechanic. are necessary.

The device itself consists of a specially wound electric motor, a
self-contained reduction gear and traction sheave mounted on a
metal subbase. It is furnished for either alternating current,
110 volt, 60 cycle or direct current 110 volt motor.
The most striking feature of the control in operation is the
ease and noiselessness with which it is manipulated, which is
an item to be carefully considered if theatre owners consider
the importance of equipping the screen or picture opening with
those devices only which do not distract the attention of the
audience. An evenly, noiseless curtain cannot be said to have
any feature th^t will distract that attention.

SAFETY FIREPROOF REWINDER
IMPROVED
Approved by the National Board of Fire Underwriters, Patented
Rewinder.
WB&E
the the
rates.thanInstall
insurance
reduce
not
"Why
of the Rewinder.
cost Safety
pay for
will more
insurance
The reduction in your
60.00
drive
$32.50 14" Magazine, motor
14" Magazine, hand drive
o^.OO
37.50 16" Magazine, motor drive
16" Magazine, liand drive
INC., 918 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
WILLIAMS, BROWN & EARLE,Condensing
Lenses
WB&E
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Ticket

Chopper
Recognized as the standard for years
Choppers

That

Chop

The CAILLE Security Ticket
Chopper actually tears the tickets
into shreds, removing all possibility of again smoothing or ironing them out to be used a second
time.
The cutting knives and mechanism are so constructed that coins
or metal checks will pass right
through without injury to machine.
Chopper is also equipped with
agitator to force strips of tickets
down onto the cutting knives.
In lower compartment, under
lock, is large metal box to retain
the cuttings.
The choppers are supplied in
birch, mahogany or on special request in any other finish desired.
Top and feet are of white porcelain enamel. We also manufacture electric ticket choppers and
ticket
boxes. Be sure that it is
Size 45x12x12 inches
a
CAILLE
Weight 100 lbs.
If your supplier does not handle our chopper, write us.
To dealers — Some very good territory open; do not delay writing us.
THE CAILLE BROTHERS CO.
6210 Second Boulevard
Detroit, Michigan

OTT
Express
Train Service
speed! Film Printing When You Want It. That is our
promise. And we keep our promises.
American Film Company Laboratories have a capacity of
one million feet per week. Our immense plant is centrally
located. We give express-train service all over the world.
And we get more out of your negatives. Our organization
is composed of experts; men long trained ir doing best
what others do well.
Let us show you why American Film printing is best; on
your very next order.
Send us your requirements and let us make you a special
price estimate.
Developing
Printinff
Tinting
Toning'
E^diting
American 10 Points
Titling
1.
QUALITY. Prints known for
Let us know your
brilliancy and clearness. Expert
needs and we will
staff, trained
years quality
of exquote
you
prices
and
perience, assuresbv highest
service details.
prints obtainable.
Ordinary
film Standard
reduced
2. REPUTATION. Gained in 10
to
American
years of experience.
Safety size.
3. RESPONSIBILITY.
A concern of strong financial standing.
(Absolut'elv
flre-proof
film
passed
by
all
fire
4. LOCATION. In the proper
underwriters)
geographical location, assuring
quick delivery anywhere.
Laboratory
Capacity
One Million Feet Per
5. EQUIPMENT.
All of the
Week.
most modern obtainable.
6.
CLEANLINESS.
Within two
American
blocks of Lake Michigan. Away
from
dirt
and
dust.
Film Co., Inc.,
7. SAFETY. Plant approved by
Laboratories
both city of Chicago and Board
62.3.S BROADWAT
of Fire Underwriters.
CHICAGO,
ILli.
8. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed
and
to serve exacting requirements.
London, Bngland
9. PRICES. Reasonable and comSamuel President.
S. Hutchinson,
petitive.
lO. GUARANTEES.
Write for
onr unique guarantee of quality
_,worl5. ....

Self-Cutting
Combination

Film

Patching
AND

Moistener

Machine

and Scraper

Patent applied for
100% TIME SAVED.
100% BETTER WORK.
SIMPLE TO OPERATE.
PAYS FOR ITSELF.
REQUIRES NO SCISSORS.
NO RAZOR BLADES.
NO PRESSES.
ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE
MACHINE, COMPLETE WITH SCRAPER, $15.00
COMBINATION MOISTENER AND SCRAPER, $1.00
( Separate)
FOR SALE AT YOUR DEALER OR USE THIS SPECIAL
OFFER COUPON
OTT SALES CO., Inc., 522 FiftU Avenue, N. Y., N. Y.
Q SJiip me above machine complete. I enclose ?5.00 deposit and agree to
remit
the days'
balancetrialof I $10.
thirtymachine
days from
date. If 1 amof deposit.
not satisfied
afterShipfive
willOO'return
and receive
Qdollars
moistener and
scraper. refund
I enclose
inme
payment ofcombination
same.
Name
,
Address
Date
Reference
"
,...:.;...■...■.■..■.'........■.*
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By HOWARD

lesson recently learned by an exhibitor in Chicago illustrates more forcibly than any other instance we have heard of the practical value of
the supply house to the motion picture theatre.
The theatre in question, a large neighborhood house,
had only one motor-generator to serve it. Salesmen for
the supply house which had been doing business with
the theatre had tried in vain to sell a second motor-generator, pointing out to the owner that if anything happened to the lone motor-generator the show would be
put out of business.
The theatre man would not buy.
Then the fatal night arrived. Half way through
the show the lone motor-generator failed to function.
The audience was dismissed with a refund on their
tickets. That night it looked as though the next day
would be a dark one for the house. The manager got
THE

on the 'phone, called up his supply house and asked if
they had a spare motor-generator on hand.
"We don't want you to lend it to us," said the theatre man over the telephone. "We wan't to buy it,
but that isn't all. The important thing is can you install it so we can give our shows to-morrow. We had
to refund admissions to a big house to-night and we
can't afford to go without a show to-morrow, especially
since we have a high-priced picture rented."
At that point the supply house could have offered
to sell a second motor-generator, but the selling was of
least importance. The delivery and installation was
more important. The show had to go on. And it did
go on. The supply house was ready to serve.
In order to relieve the mind of the reader of any
doubt as to whether this is a supposititious case cited
just to boost the sale of motor-generators we can give
names and facts. The theatre was the Michigan in
Chicago. The supply house was Exhibitors Supply
Company in that city. The story was related to the
writer by H. A. R. Button, head of the supply company,
and the facts were verified by the writer.
And we print it to show that the supply house which
is properly equipped, centrally located and progressive
enough to give service is not a general store in any
sense of the term. The supply houses probably would
be more appreciated if they were to cease business for
a month or so. It would become apparent over night
that they had a real service to perform.
True, they have a stock to sell and they make their
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profits by selling that stock as fast as they can. But
the time has arrived when the supply house can only
exist if it has made itself an integral part of the success of the theatre and offers service to its customers.
In the case of the Michigan Theatre the second motor-generator cost around $800. The night the show
went bad $625 in admissions refunded and had not
the supply house functioned on the second day the
loss would have been twice that amount. As things
stood on the second day performances went on as usual.
Figure out for yourself whether the supply house
service was worth anything!
The well-managed supply house system with ten or
twelve branches represents a heavier investment than
most people realize. Complete stocks of all equipment
must be kept on hand; relief mechanisms for projectors, transverters, screens must be ready for immediate use and the engineering staff must be ready to
perform its duties at command, night or day. It is
safely estimated that one supply company with ten
branches has each branch loaded with supplies and
that the total investment in stock is close to half a
million dollars. And all this for the benefit of the
theatre.
The supply house will come into its own very soon.
The tendency is toward more favorable reco^ition of
its importance to the theatre. As suspicion and distrust is being removed from other branches of the industry where buying and selling is spirited, it is being
removed as between exhibitor and supply dealer.
If the theatre man in Denver, Col., suffered an accident in his theatre which put it out of business and he
had no local dealer to go to in his hour of need, but
had to depend upon a single supply dealer three days
away, possibly the theatre man would be driven to giving the supply dealer more recognition than he is at
present getting.
There may be a few "gyps" in the supply business,
but they are fast disappearing for the exhibitor is a
close and careful buyer and demands service from the
supply house he supports. And the "gyp" supply man
usually carries no stock because the manufacturer
won't trust him and he has no idea, and never did have,
of offering service to his theatre customers.
More power to the real supply house! And more
power to those that are giving real service and putting
the supply business on a higher level.
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at any of the following offices:
Standard Film Service Co.,
217 Sloan Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Standard Film Service Co.,
Film Bldg., Elizabeth and John R. Sts.,
Detroit

Flatness

Film Exchauige, Pioneer and B'way,
Cincinnati, O.

Bausch

Federated Film Exchange Co.,
1018 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
INDIANA

AND

Inspect a System Is to Buy
EASY OF OPERATION
SAFEGUARDS YOUR BUSINESS
PREVENTS LEAKS
SAVES WORRY

The New

It

OPENrAIR
EXfflBITORS!
Start Your Show an Hour Earlier Than on Any
Other Screen
Run 2 shows a night in mid-summer by using
THE MAGIC CRYSTAL SCREEN
No Elyestrain — No Fading — No Distortion from first or last
row, middle or side seats, straight or angle throw.
Stands any guaranteed.
weather. Dust it or wash it — Brilliancy remains.
Durability
Mr. S. Jjevoy, Manager of B. P. Keith's Harlem Opera House,
says: and
"We have
havefound
had itthesatisfactory
Magic Crystal
Screentoay.
for Itthenotpastonly2
years
in every
stands up as to usage, tut shows a wonderfully clear picture."
40% — 60% Current saving guaranteed
Order yottr screen now!
THE MAGIC CRYSTAL SCREEN CO., Inc.
500 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Phone : Longacre 8328 and 8329

THEIATRE
C.

SPECIALISTS

HOWARD

over'mo^Seatres
CRANE,
Architect

ELMER
DETROIT

GEORGE KIEHLER, Associate
CYRIL E. SCHLEY
CLEVELAND
CHICAGO
WINDSOR. ONTARIO

Pioneers and Elxperts
Own and Operate the Laboratories of the
ALPHA MOTION PICTURE CO.
James L. Carlton, Pres.
Fred H. Wade, Vice-Pres.
823 Prospect Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio
Specializing on local news reels, trailers, exploitation stunts, industrials and educationals. Cameraman and full equipment. 2

&

Lomb

CINEPHOR

WISCONSIN

Celebrated Players Film Corporation,
810 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Celebrated Players Film Corporation,
408 Toy Building, Milwaukee, Wis.
To

Field

brilliant illumination, greatest contrast between black
and white, with sharp definition right to the edges —
perfect projection by the

Standard Film Service Co.,

ILUNOIS,

of

Projection Lens

The quality is the highest and absolutely uniform — no
need of testing to select your lens.
Write for interesting literature.
BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL CO.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
New York
Washington
Chicago
San Francisco London
Leading American Makers of Photographic Lenses, Microscopes,
Projection Apparatus (Balopticons) . Ophthalmic Lenses and Instruments, Photo-Mierographic Apparatus, Range Finders and Oim
Sights for Army and Navy, Searchlight Reflectors, Stereo-Prism
Binoculars, Magnifiers and other High-Grade Optical Products.

You
A

Can
Real

Convert
Organ

Your
With

Piano

Into

the New

Cobum
Gem Picture Player
Can be attached to your piano. Will
produce perfect organ effects. Easy
to play. Inexpensive. Ideal for Small
Houses.
IDEAL FOR THE THEATRE WHICH WANTS BETTER
MUSIC WITHOUT HEAVY EXPENSE
COBURN ORGAN COMPANY
220 No. Washtenaw St., Chicago, III.
Photoplay Music Specialists

Best for 39 Years Past
NEWMAN
BRASS LOBBY FRAMES
FOR POSTERS AND PHOTOS
Classy display frames in finishes which
require little or no polishing. Used to
splendid advantage in over 10,000 theatres in the U. S.
Write for Catalog "R"
THE NEWMAN MANUFACTURING GO.
416-418 Elm St., Cincinnati, Ohio
Chicago Branch — 68 W. Washington St.
1
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PROJECTION

Mazda

PUTTING

—

What

STEREOPTICON CONDENSING
CONDENSER MOUNT

It Is —
How
(Continued from Last Week )
LENSES IN

Remove the stereopticon condenser holder (P-1) from the
stereopticon condenser mount (P) by loosening the clampingscrew (P-4). Then remove the spring retaining ring (P-2)
and the spacing ring (P-3) from the condenser holder (P-1).
Take out the two plano-convex condenser lenses (used with the
former carbon-arc equipment), which are usually of 6% inches
and 7% inches focus. Place the thin one of the T^i inches
focus lens in the holder (P-1) with the flat side of the lens toward
the stereopticon condenser dowser (P-5); then insei-t the spacing ring (P-3) and place the thick of the 6V2 inches focus lens
on top of this with its flat side uppermost. Hold the condensing
lenses in place with the spring retaining (P-2). The condensing
lenses should now have their curved sides facing each other,
their flat surfaces on the outside.
The stereopticon condenser holder (P-1) may now be inserted
in the stereopticon condenser mount (P). The dowser hinge
(P-7) should be on the opposite side from the clamping screw
(P-4) and the screw should be tightened to prevent the condenser holder (P-1) from falling out of the mount. The slide
carrier (P-8) (which should be taken from the former equipment) can now be inserted in place.

ng.G
Ports
of Sttnoptican
Condenser
Mount

Hov\i

KI H-Z

Fiq.a
Lamp, Lamp Setter and Universol Socket

Flg.9
Ports of Lamp Socket

PUTTING

It

Works!

STEREOPTICON CONDENSER
LAMPHOUSE

MOUNT

ON

The stereopticon condenser mount (P) should be placed in
the condenser guides (A-3) (Fig. 1), inserting it from the far
side of the lamphouse (Fig. 5).
PUTTING

MOTION-PICTURE CONDENSER
LAMPHOUSE

MOUNT

ON

Attach the two projecting hinges (F-1) of the motion-picture
condenser mount (F) to the inside of the stereopticon condenser
mount (P) by means of the hinge pin (F-2), keeping the motionpicture condenser dowser (F-3) toward the projector head. Then
push the motion-picture condenser mount (F) over until the
motion-picture position stop (F-4) hits the condenser stop screw
(A-4) on the lamphouse (A) (Fig. 1).
PUTTING

THE CURRENT

REGULATOR
BASE

ON UNIVERSAL

Fasten the constant alternating regulator (D) on the universal
base (C) by means of the four screws (C-6) (found on the upper
or rear part of the universal base) so that the
control lever (D-1) is on the side of the projector
facing the projectionist. The four slots (D-2) in
the base of the regulator will line up with the
holes (C-7) in the universal base. Remove the
terminal box cover (D-3) and push the lamp leads
(A-3) through
hole and
(D-4)
marked
"Lamp"
minal box (D-5)
fasten
firmly
to thein tertwo
forward terminal screws (D-6). The main line
leads are attached in similar manner through hole
(D-7) marked "Line" to the two rear terminal
screws (D-8). Control lever (D-1) should be in
its "off" position before attaching main line leadsThen screw the terminal box cover (D-3) in place.
ADJUSTING LAMP IN SOCKET AND LAMP
SETTER

to Put Motion
on LampPictun
house Condenser Mour/i

Unscrew the large nickel head adjusting screw
(N-1) on the universal socket (N) until it is
backed out approximately % inch to 7/16 inch.
Loosen the small clamp screw (N-2) until the
upperdirections.
half of the
socket counter
(N-3) moves
all
Unscrew
socketfreely
contactin
(N-4) until it is flush with the bottom of the
socket.
Insert lamp (R) in universal lamp socket (N)
being sure to push the lamp all the way down sothat it can move freely in all directions and not
bind. Unscrew the two large knurled adjustingscrews (M-1) and (M-2) on the lamp setter (M^
and open the gate (M-3).
Insert the universal lamp socket (M) with its
lamp loosely in place in the lamp setter (M) and
10.) lamp setter gate (M-3). Turn by means of
close
the focusing screw (M-2) the lamp in its socket
until the edge of the filament is paralleled and
is in line with the notch in the gate (M-4) and
the notch in the frame (M-5) opposite. (See Fig.
Sight through the two sighting holes (M-6>
and raise the lamp by screwing up the center"
contact (N-4) from the bottom -with the lamp
key (0) until the bottom of the filament coils
(R-2) is flush with the lower edges of the sighting holes (M-6).
Then as conditions demand tighten or loosen
the knurled lateral adjusting screw (M-1) until
the two line-up pins (M-7) in the sighting holes
(M-6) come exactly between the two center coils
of the fllament. (See Fig. 11.)
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If the lamp filaments are not now vertical they
may be made so by screwing or unscrewing the
large nickel adjusting screw (N-1) on the socket.
Then the location of the filament with respect to
the lining-up pins (M-7) should be checked.
Then tighten or loosen the knurled focusing
adjusting screw (M-2) on the lamp setter until
the filament is in line with two notches (M-4 and
M-5) (Fig. 10).
Check the vertical adjustment (the position of
the lamp filament) Fig 11 and the focusing adjustment (the location of the filament in the
t
notches) (Fig. 10).
Tighten socket clamp ring (N-5) by screwing
up the clamping screws (N-2) thereby locking the
lamp in position in the socket.
Gently screw up bottom center socket contact
(N-4) against the lamp so as to insure contact.
Open lamp setter gate (M-3) and unscrew
knurled adjusting screws (M-1 and M-2) until
they do not touch the lamp. Check the lateral
adjustment through the sighting holes (M-6) and.
if found to be slightly wrong, correct by screwing
or unscrewing the large nickel adjusting screw
(N-1) on the socket (N). This precaution is very
How to Adjust Lamp in lamp Setter
How to Adjust nq.Lamp
important.
10 in Lamp Setter
Fiq- It
The socket with its lamp may now be taken
out of the lamp setter with the assurance that the
lamp will always be in correct position for projection provided the lamphouse and motion-picture condenser and socket-base adjustments have
been made.
Insert socket and lamp as far as it will go in
the socket base (S) in the lamphouse (A).
OPTICAL ALIGNMENT
In order to secure the maximum screen illumination possible, the projection lens, the aperture,
the condensing lens and the lamp filament must
be exactly on the optical axis of the optical train
of the projector, because if any one of these elements has its center as little as 1 1/16 inch off"
Socket Fiq
Lontact
IZ Base
this optical axis, the screen illumination will be
greatly reduced.
Raise the automatic fire-shutter or open the gate of the projector. Pull the lamphouse (A) over until the carriage adjusting
screw (B-2) hits the carriage stop (C-5) on the universal base
TALKS
ON
PROJECTION
(C) and push the motion-picture condenser mount (F) over until
The Arc Control Established
its stop (F-4) is against the stop screw (A-4) on the lamphouse. (See Fig. 13.) Move the universal base (C) forward or
By Howard McLellan
backward
surfacefrom
of the
of the
prismatic until
condenserthe
is front
6% inches
the bull's-eye
edge of the
aperture
It
is
perfectly
evident
to anyone visiting Chicago projection
(except where state laws compel a greater distance) and fasten
booths that the arc control has come to stay and is a recognized
the universal base against further movement. Turn the flynecessity where discriminating projectionists and theatre
wheel until the revolving shutter of the projector has opened
owners aim to steady their picture. While in Chicago recently
the projection lens.
we
learned a great deal from that active exponent, manufac(To be continued)
turer and inventor of the Peerless arc control, J. E. McAuley.
We were not aware until we met J. E. that in two years he
has put the Peerless into 2000 theatres and that in Chicago
alone 225 are watching the arcs in the best theatres. It appears,
furthermore, that the exhibitor of to-day is not shortsighted
about the arc control. There was a time — and a few are still
living in that age — when asking an exhibitor to equip his booth
with a arc control was like waving a red flag before his eyes.
The writer can recall that there were exhibitors who, when
arc controls were suggested, always remarked: "Ugh, why
should I buy something else for the booth so that that bird I
pay good money
to upstairs
willreleases
have less
do?" Now from
it is
recognized
that the
arc control
the toprojectionist
the steady watch of the arc so that he is better able to look
after the film itself, watch his picture on the screen, supervise
the rewinding and take better general care of his booth.
The arc control is paying for itself in better booth service.
We found H. A. R. Button of Exhibitors Supply a very firm
booster of McAuley's watchdog of the arc and wherever we met
the boys in the booths we found them heartily in accord with
McAuley's statement that his device was doing its work mighty
well.

' Flq.B
Interior of Lamp house' with Loimp in Position

The thought has often occurred to us that projectionists ought
to get their employers to sit down some night and look at the
picture first without arc control and then with it. That is
McAuley's first suggestion to an exhibitor. "Sit down," he
says, "and watch the picture for a few minutes, right along
with your audience. Can you think of anything more annoying
or distracting than unsightly colored lights, shadows and discolorations that inevitably creep onto the screen to spoil a picture which is otherwise perfectly projected. If you will do this
you will at once feel the need of an arc control."
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Photoplay
STUCKEY
-I
W

rHE design of this department is to diffuse among musicians and exhibitors correct information on all important
subjects pertaining to music for the film; to improve the quality of musical interpretation and to raise the standard of music in motion picture theatres. Questions concerning music, suitable instrumentation, queries relating to
organs and mechanical players, etc., should be addressed to Music Editor, Exhibitors Trade Review.
What

Is Good

Music?

"A musical work may be marvelously constructed, yet be of
little or no account musically, while a work of the most rudimentary form and technique — such as a folk-tune — may be immortal," says Mr. Ernest Newman, the famous Eng-lish music
critic. "Nothing could be simpler in their makeup than a mazurka by Chopin or the little pieces that constitute Schumann's
"Carnival"; but these give, and will always give, delight to the
musical souls everywhere, while many a symphony or an opera
into which the composer has put ten thousand times the amount
of thought and technique is as dead as a herring.
It may be supposed that sincerity in the composer is the test.
But there is no reason for believing the writer of a good song,
let us say, to have been more sincere than the writer of a bad
one. The authors of the curious little poems that sometimes
adorn the "In Memoriam" columns of the newspapers feel the
deaths of their loved ones as deeply as Shelley felt the death of
Keats; but they do not, for that reason, succeed in producing an
"Adonais." Ethelbert Nevin, when he wrote the maudlin "Rosary," was no doubt as sincerely moved as Schubert when he
wrote the "Ave Maria."
Millions of people have felt that human life is a tragically,
mournfully evanescent thing. Shakespeare knew no more about
it than you or I do. But the thought of it seems to have struck
chords in Shakespeare that are not in our coarser instruments;
and the result is the immortal
"We are such stuff
As dreams are made on, and our little life
Is rounded with a sleep."
That great music, like greaty poetry, simply gives divine expression to the commonest thoughts and emotions of mankind
seems to be shown by the fact that the commonest music is the
commonest viusic, in the sense that it is common to us all purely
in virtue of our common humanity. It is significant that the
very great works in each genere become the most universally
popular, once they are really known. Perhaps, then, a rough
working test of great music is this — that it bears endless repetition, that it becomes more significant the of tener it is heard,
and that it appeals to every sort of mind, and to the musically
untutored as well as to the expert. The gi-eat test, indeed, is
repetition, as — to recur to our previous illustration — it is
with people. We learn to assess people at their true value by
living viath them, or by seeing them or hearing them every day.
The music that everybody without distinction of age, of sex, of
country,
can bear to listen to any day and every day is good
music.

D. W. GRIFFITH,
Incorporated
announces that it has made a settlement with the music
publishing houses of C. Schirmer, Inc., Carl Fischer, Sam
Fox Publishing Company and Ross Jungnicke! for the unauthorized use of copyrighted musical compositions of
these houses in music scores compiled for performance with
Griffith photoplay productions.
Such use of copyrighted music was due to a misapprehension of the rights of copyright owners on the part of certain
persons connected with the Griffith organization and is regretted by the responsible officers of that corporation.
In addition to the settlement D. W. GRIFFITH, INCORPORATED, has made arrangements on a mutually satisfactory
basis with these publishing houses for the use of their copyrighted compositions in music scores compiled by it in the
future.

What Is Popular Music?
Once '^on a time the "high-brows" and the masses felt that
there ■wsa^^a yawning gap, not to be bridged, between classic and
popular music. That these two sets are gradually meeting,
welding, and discovering the medium ground is a goodly sign.
It might be interesting to inspect the qualities which have made
classic music for the few and the poorer stuff for the many.
The appeal of any music is three-fold — rhythm, melody and harmony. In the savage dances and songs you discover the first
element — rhythm. The swing, the regular strike of the beat —
these are what make the basis for all music.
Our so-called "popular music" has always a rhythm — it makes
you beat time with your foot; it makes you want to dance. That's
"ragging it" or "jazzing it" as they say — the syncopation that
brings right back to us the Negro steps of wildest Africa.
The most untamed mind understands and is moved by rhythm.
The "high-brow" who sneers at it is deceiving himself.
Following rhythm comes melody — a pleasing phrasing of
notes. Melody is to great music what knowledge of anatomy
is to painting. The average mind is pleased by a pretty picture
of a girl — ^behold the magazine cover! It is pleased by melody.
Now comes the gulf between so-called popular and classic
music. The great musician commands rhythm and melody to
build a structure of harmonic beauty. The lay mind does not
understand the structure. It is not willing to overcome the
craving for the primitive elements. So it satisfies itself with
the rhythm and melody of the first thing thrown at it, and
throws the thing right back into the discard. For the test that
never can be forgotten is that the music you tire of is of the
poorer stuff.derstandiIt's
composition
love,is with
a clearer unng of its the
repeated
hearing,youthat
classic.
Our modern composers of high rank are learning more about
the composers of low rank, and are appropriating the rhythm
and melodies. The reverse is also true, in many quarters, where
composers
of "popular music" are striving a little something in
their
best efforts.
Brevities
Having been without union music since last December, the
photoplay houses of the Consolidated Enterprises, Memphis,
Tenn., are now operating with union orchestras in all their theatres.
The Wurlitzer Company have installed an ^80,000 organ in
the new Granada Theatre, San Francisco. This is said to be
the largest orchestral organ that has ever been built in a photoplay theatre.
Arthur Dunham, one of the best known musicians in Chicago,
has been engaged by Balaban and Katz as musical director of
their new Tivoli Theatre.
MUSIC
Geo. Rosey's
Leafcovers.
Folio No.
12 contents
Screen Classics,
assembled
loose
sheets inLoose
separate
Write1. for
and special
prices (orin
Leaders. Geo. Rosey Publishing Co., 26-28 East 21st St., New York.
For
THE

Better

Music

FOTOPLAYER

THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
1600 Broadway
64 E. Jackson Blvd.
109 Golden Gate Ave.
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Old

far

Jliusic

<MoLsters

The compelling, ennobling effect of classical music is
widening its circle. The inspired music masters of old
no longer
cert stage. must be confined to the grand opera and conDevelopment of the Cremona Orchestra-Organ for the
homes of silent drama has brought pipe-organ and orchestra reproductions hitherto unknown. It has enabled
exhibitors to furnish the "atmosphere" so essential to
putting the picture across big. It has brought refinement and dividend-producing attraction to houses all
over the country. There is assurance to every patron of
ing.
pipe-organ and orchestra offerings, appropriate, gratifyThe Cremona brings economy as well as versatility.
For it plays with operator or without, plays any standard player roll or solo roll. Instant changes are possible.
Cue sheets can be precisely followed without effort.
Best of all, there is a Cremona of type and size to best
meet the requirements of every house. Write or wire
for details.

Chicago, U.SJI,

Cxcmtina

^-Hieatrc

Orckestra''OrQan
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Jim Carlton, Who Pioneered in the Picture Business, Has Nice Plant in Cleveland
Surrounded by a bunch of well known old timers
James L. Carlton, who started the Carlton Motion Picture Laboratories and N. Y. Motion Picture Co., has
established a first class laboratory in Cleveland, Ohio.
It operates under the name Alpha Motion Picture Co.
Of the vast amount of industrial and educational
picture taking, developing and printing done in Ohio
Carlton has the largest share. He is now planning to
take on a news reel. He recently completed False
Fronts, the picture made by Sam Bradley in Cleveland.
The interesting part of Carlton's business is his
knowledge of the early days of the industry. Can you
recall Film Fancies, a vest pocket edition trade paper
which he published in 1910? A copy of the September
issue of Film Fancies is fascinating. Throughout its
pages one finds mention of Bison films, Ambrosio and
Itala, Reliance Films, and such intimate paragraphs
as the following, which are especially interesting to the
old timers :

Do You Remember?
When
When
When
When

H. H. Buckwalter was with a circus?
George M. Hoke was practicing law?
J. E. Hennessy was a circus press agent?
Al J. Gillingham was with the Buffalo Bill show ?

When C. R. Plough was with "Bill" Swanson?
When Eugene Cline was in the hauling and teaming
business?
BASS EVER IN THE LEAD!
ATessar
200 ft.
"Universal
with Antoniatic
Shutter.
F:3.5capacity
lens, ne«complete
with Universal
TanoramDissolving
and Tilting
top
tripod. Price .$489.00. Without tripod, price .$406.00.
Telegraphic
orders
shipped
same
day
received.
Wire
deiwsit,
balance
C. O. D.
A few left of the 400 ft. Liberty War Model Universals complete
Avith lens, four maftazines, carrying cases. Price per outfit, i(!255.00.
Universal
of
$89.00 panoram
each. and tilting top tripod at the record breaking price
Write or wire the Motion Picture Headquarters of America.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY
109 No. Deai-born St..
Dept. 7.
Chioaao. Illinois
Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented,
sold and exchanged. Portable lights for
sale and for rent. Keep us advised of
your wants. Ruby Camera Exchange,
727 Seventh Ave., New York City.
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Department
When Eugene Cline reached the quarter million dollars
he was striving for?
Robert Bachman was in the real estate business ?
When
When Joseph Hopp was in the newspaper and printing
business ?
J. Jones was a clerk in a State Street store,
When Aaron
Chicago?
When
When
When
When
When
When

When

H. K. Somborn was with the Pittsburgh Calcium
Light & Film Co.?
Harry Raver had a carnival company?
James S. McQuade was advertising manager of
the Lake Shore railroad?
Tom Cochrane was in the newspaper business ?
I. W. McMahon, of McMahon & Jackson, was a
carnival man.
Leon J. Rubenstein, the editor of Film Reports
(formerly editor of the Film Index) refused to
take a dare at Niagara Falls?
Arthur G. Whyte was interested in natural history and secured a collection of insects in Chicago?

When the watchsmith stood on L C. Oes' shoulders and
repaired the clock on the Singer building?
When Alfred H. Saunders was the editor of the Moving Picture World?
When Bill Swanson declined to make a speech at a banquet? (You don't? Neither do we.)
When the "Bison" films were first released, and the favorable comment they caused.
When Edwin Thanhouser managed the Bush Temple,
Chicago ?
When Arthur Lucas was with Miles Brothers?
When Herman Fichtenberg would admit he was making money?
Camera

Business Picks Up

Charles Bass, well known Chicago camera dealer,
reports that business has picked up to a wonderful extent and that according to present results 1922 will be
a much better year than 1921. There has been adjustment of prices on cameras. Bass is offering a 200 ft.
model Universal with automatic dissolving shutter,
complete with panoram and tilting top tripod for $489
complete.

CAMERAS
We buy, rent and sell motion picture and stiU
cameras, lighting equipment, home projectors,
etc. Write us your wants. Seiden, 835 Eighth
Avenue, Circle 5103-04, New York City.

The sum total of your efforts is realized only when the DEVELOPER
he undertakes.
EVANS'

Volume 11.

CAMERAMEN. ATTENTION I ! I
DEVELOPING, PRINTING,
ART and HAND LETTERED TITLES.
QUALITY and PRICES RIGHT.
ARTFILM PRODUCTIONS.
Fine Arts Building, Rochester, N. Y.

and PRINTER

is equal to the task

reputation for absolute perfection and reliability w^ill prove the profitable service for you to
connect w^ith.
Telephone:
416-24 West 216th St., New York City
FILM MFG. CO.,
Wadsworth 3443-3444
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MARKET-PLACE

Sale — Construction
Wanted — New

Volume 11.

News — Business

Records —

Firms — Equipment

Exchange

The rate for classified advertising in this section is 4 cents per word,
payable in advance. Special rates for long time contracts upon applicatioik
New

Theatres

BALTIMORE, MD.— Circle Theatre Co.,
210 North Calvert Street, will build onestory theatre on Reistertown Road costing
from plans drawn by Architect E.$350,000
J. Blanks.
NEW YORK, N. Y. — Jupiter Realty
Company and Morris Weinick have filed
plans
for and
$150,000
to b'e erected at
Bumside
Waltonhouse
Avenues.
DETROIT, MICH. — Architect A. M.
Hull has prepared plans for two-story theatre to be erected by Chesterfield Theatre
Company. Bids sometime in July.
NEW YORK CITY.— C. Weinberger, architect, has filed plans for $75,000 theatre
to be erected on Second Avenue and Seventy-ninth Street, by the Seventy-ninth
Street Amusement Corporation.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Arthur K. Weiss,
Eastern representative for Pantages, is
seeking site for 4000-seat house, to be
built by Paramount Theatre Corporation.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Stanley Company of America will build at southeast
comer of Eleventh and Market Streets
at a cost of $1,000,000.
WINCHESTER, VA.— J. Henkel Henry
will build $20,000 theatre.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— St. Marks Holding
Corporation will build at Eastern Parkway and Nostrand Avenue, costing
$165,000.
SHREVEPORT, LA. — C. C. Stewart
will build $100,000 theatre.
HOUSTON, TEXAS.— M. Schulman has
opened his new theatre, the Strand.
SCOTT CITY, KAN.— S. W. Filson expects to open his 600-seat house in the
near future.
Begin Right with the
ISew Theatre
Invest $10.00 in a Simplified
System of Accounting for
Motion Picture Exhibitors
Will save you many a dollar
and many a tough worry
Published by
Exhibitors Trade Review
Knickerbocker Bldg., 152 W. 42d St.
New York City

Changes
GREENVILLE, TEXAS.— The Lyric
has been sold to the Greenville Amusement Association.
CARTHAGE, TEXAS.— R. H. Stephens
of Sheridan, Ark., has taken charge of the
Texas, as manager.
THOMAS, OKLA.— C. C. Galloway has
acquired the Palace.
SPRINGFIELD, MO.— A. L. Moody has
taken over the Empress.
KANSAS CITY, MO.— G. E. Martin has
purchased the Brooklyn.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— Telman Amusement 'Company recently purchased the
Capitol Theatre, consideration $300,000.
Fires
TULSA, OKLA.— W. M. Smith Motion
Picture Studio. Total loss. Damage,
$24,000.
New

Firms

NEW YORK. — Florence Photo - Plays
Corporation, $10,000, Mallie Mass, Benjamin Goldstein, Brooklyn; David Lisnow,
New York; Sam Raymond's Theatres Corporation, $500, Sam and Lillian Raymond,
Benjamin Halpern,, New York; Strike Out
King Company, $20,000, Joseph Quittner,
Arnold Furst, New York; A. R. Callahan,
Brooklyn; The Photoplast Leasing Corporation, $200,000, Charles E. R. Schneider,
Charles A. Satterlee, Alexander W.
Krumm, New York; Royal Family Players, $150,000, William 0. Balanzategui, A.
A. Wray, F. L. Randall, New York; Goodman Pictures, $500, D. C. Goodman, Joseph
Schnitzler, Donald Woodrum, New York
City; The Photoplast Corporation of
America, $100,000, Charles E. Schneider,
Charles A. Satterlee, Alexander W.
Krumm, New York; K. D. B. Photoplays,
$1,000, Charles Kranz, New York; Donald
I. Buchanan, Hackensack, N. J. ; George M.
Davidson, Harrison; Lang Manufacturing
Works, Olean, $100,000, C. J. Lang, W. H.
Williamson, W. M. Troy, Olean; Telmar
Amusement Corporation, $50,000, Hyman
Rachmil, Samuel Rinzler, Brooklyn; Irene
Levine, New York; Buck Mix Productions,
$1,000, L. P. Scott, Jr., James E. McNally,
New York; M. M. Epstein, Jersey City;
Richmond Film Productions, $500, H. G.
Kosch, Mildred Gerst, G. B. Garrison, New
York; Phonofilm Corporation, $1,000, Ed-

mund Wolcott, F. N. Rodman, F. G. Leubuscher. New York; Hoosier Motion Picture Company, $20,000, David Price, Dora
Yager, New York; Leo Krawetz, Brooklyn; Medbury Screen Comedies, $5,000, J.
P. Medbury, Phyllis Eltis, A. George Kelly, New York; Hollywood Theatre, $20,000, M. Donald,
C. Schill,
Brooklyn. J. M. Schill, D. R. McEQUIPMENT FOR SALE '
Seven hundred seats — Two Powers late mode!
machines — Transverter — Wall and Suction Fans
— Kimball Pipe Organ — Must be sold at once —
Priced very low for cash. Address L. C. Barnes,
Elite Theatre, Kaleunazoo, Michigan.
Position Wanted
A-I Orchestra Leader of many years' experience.
Competent, reliable, expert picture scoring, stagprologues, original
own largeAddress:
library.
Onlying exclusive
theatreideas,
considered.
A. C. F., care of Trade Review.
SALESMAN

WANTED

Salesman acquainted with buyers and who can
obtain orders for sales check books can make
favorable commission arrangements with leading
Chicago concern in this line. Chicago Sales
Book Co., 337 W. Madison St., Chicago.
STEREOPTICONS
Cartoon-illustrating-stereopticon, $IS.OO. Drawing or writing is shown on screen enlarged.
Moving Picture camera, $20.00. Spotlight, $10.00.
Supplies,
HETZ 302 East 23rd
Street, New Circulars.
York.
SLIDES
LET LEON MAKE YOUR SUDES
Fair
prices,
work Write
right, right
n'everything.
testing slide free.
now. Sam Focus
I^on,
Slidemaker, 207 W. 4«th St., New York.
FOR

SALE

COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT. We have
just bought out a 300-seat theatre, everything .
good as new. Two Simplex Projectors, Ft.
Wayne Compensarcs, Opera Chairs, Screen,
Lobby wind,Frames,
Ventilating
Fan, Enclosed
ReFilm Cabinets,
etc. Exceptional
Bargain.
Write for prices. Movie Supply Co., 84-4 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
Adv. Motion Picture Clocks
MOTION PICTURE OWNERS: A present-day
necessity.
Place ana added
publicity
clock inSatisfy
your your
theatre and receive
revenue.
patrons
and
accommodate
local
merchants
without interfering with your program. Write for
particulars. PubUcity Clock Co., Inc., 105 W.
40th St., New York City.
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Box

the Latest Releases Are Being Received Throughout
ard a few weeks ago. Did not draw as
well as expected, due, in part, no doubt,
to rain and cold. Fair business.

ALBANY
MARK STRAND
"THE LANE THAT HAD NO TURN(Famous).
— This pictureING,"
playedAgnesto Ayres
good houses
throughout
the
three days. Taking advantage of the
week, the remainder of the bill was made
up largely of musical numbers and pictures featuring the Emerald Isle. Wallace
Reid
in TheThisWorld's
last
three days.
picture Champion
did better than
the one the first of the week. Reid is a
drawing card in this city. The remainder
of program was made up of scenic, Valley of One Thousand Smokes, and a Clyde
Cook comedy, The Chauffeur. Business
good.
LELAND
"FRENCH HEELS," Irene Castle (Hodkinson). — This picture, running first three
days, packed the house. This house is
running double features, changing twice
a week. Tom Moore in Beating the
Game sharing the first three days. In
addition, a news reel, a comedy and a
timely topic are given. Moran of the
Lady Letty, Dorothy Dalton and Rudolph
Valentino (Famous), drew well last three
days, Dorothy Dalton always being strong
in this city. Program also included diminutive Ernest Truex in Stick Around.
ATLANTA,

TRADE

GA.

HOWARD
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS," Norman
Kerry and Anna Q. Nilsson (Paramount).
Picture drew well considering the weather,
and audiences were delighted. Business
good.
Short Subjects. — Larry Semon in "The
Saw Mill"; Selznick News.
Presentation. — Prologue "London
Bridge." Three young men who pleasantly suggested the three comrades in "Three
Live Ghosts" sang "Tipperary." Beautiful
setting, showing glimpse of London Brideg
in the foreground with tall cathedrals and
spires in the background.
METROPOLITAN
"TURN TO THE RIGHT," Rex Ingram
Production (Metro). — Good business.
Though the picture pleased immensely, it
did not draw as well as management expected, owing to very bad weather.
Short Subjects. — Johnny Hines in "Doggone Torchy"; Kinograms.
CRITERION
Mixafire.
(Fox). Probably
— Fair.
Did"TRAILIN',"
not set theTom
world
drew all the regular Mix fans in spite of
the rain, but should have brought better
business. Those who saw it were well
pleased.
Short Subjects. — Christie comedy "No
Parking"; Kinograms.
FORSYTH
"QUEEN OF SHEBA," William Fox
Special (Fox). This was a return engagement for Atlanta, the first run having
played to tremendous business at the How-

GRAND
(First Half.)
"BROADWAY PEACOCK," Pearl White
(Fox). Said
be star's
bestfair.
for Fox.
Audiences
likedto it.
Business
Short
Subjects. — Sunlite Comedy
"Marked Woman";
Fox News, Chester
Outing. Universal Star Comedy "A Bottle
(Last Half.)
"THE FACE OF THE WORLD," BarBaby."
bara Bedford (Hodkinson). Drew satisfactory business and pleased the audiences.
Short Subjects.— Universal Star Comedy "Upper and Lower"; Fox News; Goldwyn Graphic; Mutt and Jeff Cartoon.
RIALTO
"THE LANE THAT HAD NO TURNING," Agnes Ayres (Paramount).
Brought good business and was received
with enthusiasm.
Short Subjects. — Joe Rock Comedy; International News.
Presentation. — Rialto Orchestra in special score for feature picture.
STRAND
(Double Bill.)
"A SAILOR-MADE MAN," Harold
Lloyd (Pathe), return engagement.
"BARE KNUCKLES," William Russell
(Enterprise) — Good business. Proved
good combination of talent and provided
strong program.
Exploitation. — Colossal cut-out of
Harold Lloyd in a sailor suit stood full
height mense
of amount
the lobby
and attracted
imof interest.
Made from
a twenty-four sheet — and really a capital
bit of exploitation.
TUDOR
Monday and Tuesday: "THE MARK OF
ZORRO," Douglas Fairbanks (United
Artists), return engagement and went
over well.
Short Subjects. — Universal Star comedy.
Wednesday and Thursday: "THE OLD
SWIMMIN' HOLE," Charles Ray (First
National, second run and well received.
Business good.
Short Subjects. — A Luke McLuke comedy and a Chester Outing subject.
Friday and Saturday: "TRACKED TO
EARTH," Frank Mayo (Universal) —
Good business. Star grows in favor.
Short Subjects. — Gaylord Lloyd comedy; International News.
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necessary to do much to push Rex Beach
stories. Audiences averaged above normal, and picture was enjoyed by thousands,
who said it was best northern drama they
had seen in a long time.
RIALTO
"THE QUEEN OF SHEBA," Betty
Blythe (William Fox). Business held up
during whole week with interest at fever
heat in Biblical spectacle. Classed as
unique, history-making and other commendatory adjectives in newspaper notices.
As good a money-maker as has been run
this season.
HIPPODROME
"THE HUNCH," Gareth Hughes
(Metro). Did average business with
nothing extraordinary in crowds. Due
possibly to stellar attractions elsewhere.
Those who saw feature said they liked it.
Nothing to pull in title; seemed rather
flat.
BETHLEHEM,

PA.

"THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE," Rudolph Valentino and
Alice Terry (Metro). First time at popular prices and went over big. Daring
cut in prices brought in crowds galore
and picture repeated success of last fall.
LORENZ
"WHAT NO MAN KNOWS," Clara
Kimball Young. Was boomed as a domestic drama, a picture that every single
and married woman ought to see, and this
tickled the fancy of the men folks also.
Was hailed as a great Young feature and
was moneymaker. Played up with pictures of star and briefs from plot.
LEHIGH ORPHEVM
"THE QUEEN OF SHEBA," Betty
Blythe (William Fox). Usual success with
this picture, which comes crashing
through in almost all the larger Pennsylvania cities. Brought out the church
people as well as the regulars, and was
declared good.
KURTZ
"THE CALL OF HOME," Irene Rich.
Picture played with vaudeville, to which
the Kurtz has returned. Was reported as
good feature, entertaining, and one that is
worth while seeing. Vaudeville end of bill
featured in exploitation of house.
BUFFALO

ALLENTOWN,

PA.

COLONIAL
"THE LANE THAT HAD NO TURNING," Agnes Ayres (Paramount). Parker's romance went well and showed popularity of both star and the author. Good
attendance at almost every show. Added
attraction in form of harp ensemble of
home talent was good drawing card.
STRAND
"THE IRON TRAIL," Wyndham Standing and Alma Tell (United Artists). Not

SHEA'S HIPPODROME
"FRENCH HEELS," Irene Castle (W.
W. Hodkinson). Not the feature but the
star, who appeared in person, was the
cause of the record-breaking business.
Mrs. Castle, with her dancing partner, put
on an attractive act. The business for the
week was probably the largest in the history of the theatre.
Exploitation. — Big advertising campaign, tie-ups with smart clothing stores
on Castle gowns, interviews with Mrs.
Castle, billboards, window cards, lobby
display.
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Short Subjects. — "The Duck Hunters,"
Mack Sennett comedy, Hippodrome Review, Pathe scenic and Topics of the Day.
CRITERION
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Lillian
and Dorothy Gish (D. W. Griffith). Business was way off the third week of this
showing. The Criterion closed Saturday
night, March 18, for redecoration and
alteration. It will probably open in a few
months with a vaudeville policy.
LOEW STATE
"PEACOCK ALLEY," Mae Mui-ray
(Metro). Business continues excellent at
this house. This picture is of the type
liked by patrons and many favorable
comments were heard.
Exploitation. — Advertising appropriation doubled. Billboards, window cards,
lobby display.
Short Subjects. — The Hallroom Boys in
^'Two Faces West," Mutt and Jeff Cartoon
.and Pathe News.
LAFAYETTE SQUARE
"A STAGE ROMANCE," William Farnum (Fox). Inasmuch as Bill Farnum is
a big favorite locally, this latest screen
vehicle of his attracted close to capacity
during the week.
Exploitation. — Newspapers, window
cards, lobby display.
Subjects. — "Snub" Pollard comShort
edy and Selznick News.
mARKSTRAlSD
"QUEEN OF SHEBA," Betty Blythe
(Fox). The Strand put this picture on for
second run, following a three weeks' showing at the Criterion. Result — a terrible
flop. Looked like everybody that wanted
to see it, must have gone to Criterion.
Exploitation. — Large amount of space
used in newspapers, window cards, lobby
■displays.
PALACE
"WILD HONEY," Priscilla Dean (Universal). Manager Howard J. Smith reported fair business on this entertaining
production, which, however, was not strong
enough to draw them in for the entire
~week.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
striking lobby display and window cards.
Short Subjects. — ^Century comedy, International News and pictures of winners
in recent Palace-Times beauty contest.
SHEA'S NORTH PARK
"FRENCH HEELS," Irene Castle (Hodkinson). Business was fair on this attraction. Many of those who wanted to see it
went to the Hippodrome, where the star
w^as appearing in person.
Exploitation. — The North Park shared in
all the Hippodrome advertising on the picture.
Short Subjects. — Mack Sennett's "The
Duck Hunters" and Pathe News.
CHICAGO
RANDOLPH
"THE BARNSTORMER," Charles Ray
(First National). A series of situations
with no plot to sustain interest; although
business was good, the management withdrew the picture after the third day.
ROOSEVELT
"COME ON OVER," Colleen Moore
(Goldwyn). A charming Irish story beautifully produced that delighted capacity
audiences during the entire week. In conjunction with the usual lobby display and
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newspaper advertisements, Hill Bernstein,
Ascher Bros, publicity director, capitalized the telephone for exploitation purposes. All day Sunday and for two hours
on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday evening, four young women were busily
phoning families with Irish names and
explaining to them the delightful presentation current at the Roosevelt.
CHICAGO
"THE CHAMPION," Wallace Reid
(Paramount). An entertaining comedy
drama well done; business was very good.
ZIEGFELD
"THE RULING PASSION," George Arliss (United Artists). An excellent comedy drama that will undoubtedly be popular. Patronage held up all week.
BARBEE
"FRENCH HEELS," Irene Castle (Hodkinson). A pleasing production in which
the star is given more opportunity to demonstrate her dancing talent than her
earlierness allpictures
afforded. Excellent busiweek.
CLEVELAND
ALLEN
"CONFLICT," Priscilla Dean (Universal)— Good business.
Exploitation. — A vigorous newspaper
campaign, a week in advance of the showing of this picture with emphasis laid
upon the thrilling incidents in the picture,
and a striking lobby display did much to
create comment and courage the "shopping" fan to spend a few hours with this
picture.
andShort
NewsSubjects.
events. — "A Rural Cinderella"
LOEWS

STATE

"HER
HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK,"
Gloria Swanson (Paramount). While this
picture was given a goodly amount of publicity, it is questioned whether the picture or the personal appearance of "Bee"
Palmer, noted "shimmyist," featured at
the afternoon and evening performances,
was directly responsible for business during the week, which was really gratifying.
Short Subjects. — Mutt and Jeff Cartoon
Comedy, Prizma, Topics of the Day and
Pathe News.
EUCLID
"THE MISTRESS OF THE WORLD,"
Mia May (Paramount). Good business on
the first chapter of this picture.
Exploitation. — Large space in the newspapers in advance of the first engagement,
street car and billboard campaign. Attractive lobby
and "Ballyhoo" artist
dressed
as adisplay
Mongolian.
STANDARD
"THE WISE KID," Gladys Walton
(Universal). — Fair business.
Exploitation., — An attractive front,
composed of several cut-outs of posters on
the production, helped business on this
picture for the week.
Short Subjects. — Century Comedy and
International News.
LOEWS

ALHAMBRA

"CHIVALROUS CHARLIE," Eugene
O'Brien (Selznick). No advance publicity,
picture played to fair business.
METROPOLITAN AND LIBERTY
"TILLIE,
A MENNONITE MAID,"
Mary Miles Minter (Realart). Just one
day advance publicity on a vehicle that
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proved good entertainment. It is supposed that had the management "gone
after"been
this the
picture,
have
result.better business would
LOEWS

PARK

AND MALL

"THE IRON TRAIL," Alma Tell and
Wyndham Standing (United Artists).
Feature was exploited with the aid of Rex
Beach, who appeared in person during the
run of the picture. Theatre was well
filled at every performance of "The Iron
Trail"
and patrons found Mr. Beach quite
an
entertainer.
KANSAS

CITY

LIBERTY
"WOMAN, WAKE UP," Florence Vidor (Associated Exhibitors). The title
alone brought them out to see this- one,
as the star is not very well known here.
Good crowds all week.
Short Subjects.— "The Leather Pushers," serial, "Aesop's Fables," comedy, and
Pathe News, current events.
Exploitation. — The title "Woman, Wake
Up," followed by a huge exclamation
point, was used in large black lettering in
newspaper moral
space.code
Alsois the
line, "A
husband's
nevercatch
so strict
as
when his wife steals some of his own
stuff." Also billboard and lobby display.
DORIC
"BACK PAY," special ca:St (Paramount).
— The picture did a good week's business,
due partly to extensive newspaper articles
which aided in the exploitation of the production.
Short Subjects.— "High Tide," Rolin
comedy,
events. and International News, current
Exploitation. — The much-debated question as to the amount of money a girl can
dress on was picked up by the local press
during the week of the picture. Hence
the catch lines, "Can a girl dress on $87.55
a year? Can she afford to wear 25 cent
hose? Has every girl a 'crepe de Chine
soul ? ' " proved a great drawing card in
newspaper space. Also lobby display and
billboard space.
NEWMAN
"MORAN
OF THE LADY LETTY,"
Rudolph Valentino and Dorothy Dalton
(Paramount). A good drawing card
which played to large crowds for a week.
Dorothy Dalton is popular here.
Short Subjects. — "For
Land's
Educational-Mermaid
comedy,
and Sake,"
Newman News and Views, current events.
Exploitation. — Rudolph Valentino, as
star of "The Sheik" and "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," played up in
lobby display and press notices; also
George Melford,
as producer
of "The
Sheik."
Also billboard
space.
ROYAL
"THE LANE THAT HAD NO TURNAyres
The
title in ING,"
thisAgnesone
aided(Paramount).
in bringing them
out. Good business for a week's run.
Short Subjects. — "Kiss and Make Up,"
Christie Special comedy, and Royal Screen
Magazine, current events.
Exploitation. — Large half-tone cut of
Agnes Ayres featured in newspaper
space; also prominent mention of other
members of the cast in billboard and lobby
display space.
TWELFTH STREET
"THE BARNSTORMER," Charles Ray
(First National). — A money maker.
Charles Ray's popular picture drew a
splendid attendance for a week.
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Short Subjects. — "Dangerous Dollars,"
Western, and Screen Magazine, current
events.
Exploitation. — Pictures of Charles Ray
withthecatch
up,bealong
played
wanted to
an actor
worst lines,
way, "He
and
lie succeeded," and "The story of a 'ham'
who meets a lot of eggs." Also billboard
and lobby display space.
LOS

ANGELES

SYMPHONY
"LATEST JUNGLE ADVENTURES,"
Martin Johnson. The picture is not going
over as well as expected, but the people
that do see it are full of praise as to its
educational and entertainment value.
Good business.
Short Subjects. — Mack Sennett's special, "Bright Eyes," and "The Battle of
Jutland."
MISSION
"FOOLISH WIVES," Von Stroheim
(Universal). In the fourth week and still
going strong. Only average advertising
being used after the second week.
SVPERBA
"TRACKED TO EARTH," Frank Mayo
(Universal). — ^Good business. The attraction on the bill was the third round of
"The Leather Pushers." This has proven
one of the biggest pictures shown at the
Superba for a long time. The third week
the third installment was scheduled, but
through some hitch was not shown; it
brought scores of people to the box office
inquiring
the has
very been
popular
"fight"
picture. after
It sure
a drawing
card. The manager states if he had more
such pictures he could fill the house at
every performance, rain or shine.
TALLY'S
"CARNIVAL," Matheson Lang (United
Artists). Going very good. Advertising
doubled and plenty of news space carried.
CALIFORNIA
"WATCH YOUR STEP," all star (Goldwyn). Average advertising. The musical
program at the California is superb. A
50-piece orchestra conducted by Carli D.
Elinor is always a treat, and the music
is advertised as well as the feature pictures. Fred Miller believes in the principle of giving his audiences more than they
have paid for and in consequence the
house is always well patronized.
Short Subjects. — Musical "Orpheus in
Hades," "At Dawning," "Impressions of
Havana." Al St. John in "Straight From
the Farm," "Noah's Ark," Sacred Films.
California Topical Review and Magazine.
Topics of the Day.
KINEMA
"LOVE'S REDEMPTION," Norma Talmadge (First National). — Very good. The
feature was put over with usual weekly
advertising, but Norma is well liked in
Los Angeles.
Short Subjects. — Kinema Topical Review and Magazine; Concert by Victor
Herbert (a big drawing card); Screen
Snapshots.
MILWAUKEE
ALHAMBRA
"A PRINCE THERE WAS," Thomas
Meighan (Paramount). The large crowds
were due, however, to the spring style
show showing children's wear. Good
lousiness.
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Exploitation. — The style show was advertised extensively in all the newspapers
and on billboards, posters, street car signs,
etc.
Short Subjects. — Literary Digest, Pathe
News reels.
BUTTERFLY
"THE BROADWAY PEACOCK," Pearl
White (Fox). Fair business. The management played the name of the picture instead of the star; newspaper criticisms not
favorable, there being criticism of Miss
White.
Exploitation. — Unusual daily and Sunday newspaper advertising; lobby display.
Short Subjects. — Larry Semon in "The
Show" (Vitagraph); Fox news reels and
Pathe pictures of Princess Mary's wedding.
MERRILL
"COME ON OVER," Colleen Moore
(Goldwyn). An ideal picture for the week
in which St. Patrick's day fell; newspapers
praised it unanimously and the audiences
were more than pleased with it.
Short Subjects. — Round three of "The
Leather Pushers;" one reel film, "And
Women
Must Weep;" International News
Reel.
PALACE
"THE SHADOW OF THE SEA," Conway Tearle (Selznick). — Audiences enthusiastic about film; lots of action; newspaper criticisms favorable. Conway well
liked.
Short Subjects. — Aesop's Fables; Pathe
news reel, Topics of the Day and comedy.

took wellcellentand
business.pleased a big business. ExShort Subjects. — Sunshine comedy,
"Hold the Line," Mutt and Jeff cartoons.
"WILD HONEY," Priscilla Dean (Universal). Criterion audiences like this type
of picture and Manager McLaughlin reports it a fine box office attraction. Business continues capacity at this house.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
lobby
boards. dsiplay, window cards and billShort Subjects. — Al St. John comedy,
"Straight From the Farm," organ solo,
orchestra music.
"THE IDLE RICH," Bert Lytell
(Metro). Drew good business from the
very opening'. CAPITOL
"FOOL'S PARADISE," Dorothy Dalton
(Paramount). A real box office attraction
whichout theplayed
week. to capacity houses throughExploitation. — Exceedingly attractive
lobby display of pictures and posters,
newspaper advertising and window cards.
"THE WORLD'S CHAMPION," Wallace
Reid (Paramount). There is nothing pretentious about this production. It has a
charm that carries it along in a pleasing
way. Business was very good.
Short Subjects. — Comedy, News, LaFell's Chicago Jazz Orchestra in addition
to the regular orchestra.
"THE BRIDE'S PLAY," Marion Davies
(Paramount). One of the best pictures
shown at the Capitol. Very pleasing a^d
entertaining. Business very good.
RIALTO

reels

"RIDING WITH DEATH," Buck Jones
(Fox). This one drew well.
"HUCKLEBERRY FINN," Lewis Sargent (Famous). The picture went over
big and enjoyed big business.
EMPRESS

"The Song of Life," all star (First National), and Buster Keaton in "THE
PALE FACE" (First National). Combination brought good crowds. Buster Keaton has many fans, Dickie Headrick
becoming almost an idol.
Short Subjects. — Literary Digest, First
National Kinograms.

"BEYOND THE RAINBOW," Lillian
"Billie" Dove (Robertson-Cole). — Good
business. The house carried the average
of advertising with no exploitation.
"THE SEVENTH DAY," Richard Barthelmess (First National). Business good
and pleased patrons.
Short Subjects. — Educational comedy,
"Kiss and Make Up"; Pathe News.
"BOY CRAZY," Dorris May (RobertsonCole). The picture enjoyed big business.

SAXE'S RIALTO
"THE DEVIL WITHIN," Dustin
num (Fox), and Al St. John in
Happy
num has Pest."
many Combination
admirers here. good.
Short Subjects. — Selznick news
and fashion hints.

Far"The
Far-

SAXE'S STRAND

TOY
"A PAIR OF SILK STOCKINGS," Constance Talmadge (Selznick), and Harold
Lloyd
in
"NEVER WEAKEN"
sociated Producers).
Although (Pathe-Asboth were
second run films, the crowds were large.
Good business.
Short Subjects. — Universal news reels.

OKLAHOMA

CITY

CRITERION
"SILK HUSBANDS AND CALICO
WIVES," House Peters (Equity). Fine
business with this production.
Exploitation. — Attractive ads in newsdisplaycards.
with eye-catching
cut-outs papers,
and lobbywindow
Short Subjects. — Century comedy,
"Peggy Behave," International News.
"SHADOWS OF THE SEA," Conway
Tearle (Selznick). A fine sea picture that

SCRANTON,

PA.

STATE
"SHAME," Emmett J. Flynn production (William Fox). Featured as equal
of recent Fox specials and playup brought
results. Attendance heavy at most shows
and excellent results reported. Picture
was hit and money maker.
STRAND
"DISRAELI," George Arliss (United
Artists). — Excellent. Made its appeal on
two grounds — to lovers of history and to
those who saw actor in previous successes. Public responded to advertising
of this picture.
MILES
"THE RED PEACOCK," Pola Negri
(Paramount). Star's name enough to
bring in crowds. Picture pleased and
business excellent. Average attendance
past normal.
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"FROM THE GROUND UP," Tom
Moore (Goldwyn). — Fair business. Picture classed as above the \isual run of features, but competition was a little too
keen.

SEATTLE,

WASH.

COLISEUM
"UNDER THE LASH," Gloria Swanson
(Pa^ramount). — Good business. Star popular with Seattle audiences.
Exploitation. — Newspaper, advertising,
billboards, window cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — "Step This Way" mermaid comedy, "And Women Must Weep"
(Bruce Scenic), Pathe News, First National Kinograms.
COLUMBIA
FIRST HALF
"TRACKED TO EARTH," Frank Mayo
(Universal). — (Jood business. Better than
average audiences.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper space,
attractive framed lobby display.
Short Subjects. — "Little Miss Mischief,"
starring Baby Peggy Montgomery; "The
Open Wire," International News, Edith
Rogers, Seattle violinist, in special numbers.
LAST HALF
"WOMEN MEN LOVE," Wm. Desmond
(Greater Features). — ^Good business.
Short Subjects. — Century comedy, with
Harry Sweet; "A One-Horse Town," Gump
Cartoons, International News. Edith Rogers, violinist.
STRAND
"SATURDAY NIGHT," Beatrice Joy
(Paramount). — -Excellent business. Held
over by popular demand. Average newspaper space used after first week.
Short Subjects.— "Why Adam Walked
the Floor,"
Tony Sarg comedy, First National Kinograms.
LIBERTY
FIRST HALF
"THE
LAW
AND
THE WOMAN,"
Betty Compson (Paramount). — (Jood business.
Exploitation — ^Billboards, newspaper advertising, window cards, lobby display and
stills.
Short Subjects.— "No Parking," Educational-Christie comedy. Liberty News.
LAST HALF
"ONE GLORIOUS DAY," Lila Lee
(Paramount). — Good business. Attractive
to comedy fans.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper and
billboard space, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — "Patsy Jim," an Irving
Cummings' drama. "Years to Come," a
Snub Pollard comedy; Liberty News.
BLUE

MOUSE

"FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE,"
(Rex
Ingram).
First Rudolph
returnValentino
at popular
prices,
drawing capacity audiences.
Exploitation. — Newspaper, billboards,
window cards, lobby display, special lighting elfects and specially written musical
score.
PALACE HIP
"THE GOLDEN GIFT," Alice Lake
(Loew- Metro).- — Good business. Usual
newspaper space.
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WEEK FEB. 27
NEW GRAND CENTRAL
"POLLY OF THE FOLLIES," Constance Talmadge (First National). Connie
goes over big in all her attractions, and
the matinees registered a bit larger than
usual during the run. Night attendance
about usual. Local papers praised attraction. Excellent business.
Short Subjects. — News and Views,
Topics and comedy.
Stage Presentation. — The cottage scene
from the light opera, "Martha," with a
quartet of singers. The bit was beautifully
staged and the story of the opera was introduced by a foreword on the screen, that
familiarized the audience with the action
of the scene. This offering proved to be
a big hit, scoring thunderous applause.
Exploitation. — ^Usual newspaper ads.
MISSOURI
"MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY,"
Dorothy Dalton (Paramount). It is doubtful if this attraction drew up to expectations for business registered good, but
nothing unusual during the run. The night
attendance seemed somewhat smaller than
that of other weeks past. The matinees
held up nicely.
Short Subjects. — News and Views,
Topics,
Larry
Semon seemed
in "Theto Fall
The latter
offering
pleaseGuy."
the
audience immensely.
Stage Presentations. — Miss Sherry
Louis Marshall, a colorature soprano, and
the Missouri Orchestra rendering selections from the operas of Richard Wagner.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper copy.
FOX LIBERTY
"A STAGE ROMANCE," William Farnum( Fox). Farnum and Mix are two
Fox stars who seem to attract attendance
to the Liberty and "A Stage Romance"
was viewed by a nice attendance throughout the week.
Short Subjects. — Fox News, Mutt and
Jeff, and short comedy.
WEST END LYRIC
"THE IRON TRAIL," All-Star (United
Artists). No doubt the large attendance
at this house was due to the personal appearance throughout the week of Rex
Beach, the famous author and writer of
"The Iron Trail." Capacity houses greeted
the writer most every night during his
stay here.
Short Subjects. — News and Views,
Topics and comedy.
Exploitation. — Most of space in paper
devoted to Rex Beach.
KINGS
"THE GRIM COMEDIAN," Phoebe
Hunt and Jack Holt (Goldwyn). The attendance good during week and local papers liked attraction.
Short Subject. — News Weekly.
EMPRESS
"FRIVOLOUS WIVES," Rudolph Valentino. Valentino's name, no doubt, drew
them into the Empress despite the Pantages vaudeville. Matinees and nights
registered above the average.
WEEK OF MARCH 6
NEW GRAND CENTRAL— WEST
END LYRIC — CAPITOL
"WAY DOWN EAST," Lillian Gish and
Richard Barthelmess (Grifl&th's). All attendance records were smashed during the

Number

18

run of this picture at these three houses.
The picture played at the Schubert-Jefferson Theatre at $2.00 some time ago and
when it opened at these houses at the
regular scale of admission the attendance
even surprised the various managers. Not
alone did the nights find the houses filled
to capacity at every performance, but
many of the matinees found filled houses.
No short subjects were on the program,
the feature was continuous. The opening night, each of the houses turned away
hundreds. It is thought that the large attendance was due to the regular admission
prices, people not being able to pay $2
when it showed here before, for only once
or twice a year does a picture draw a $2
admission in this city.
Exploitation. — Two weeks before opening of picture Reeves Espy, advertising representative for the Skouras Brothers, who
control these three houses, ran large attractive advance ads in the papers on the
picture coming here again. He devoted a
good deal of space to the fact that it would
be presented at the regular scale of admission prices. Each day found each paper
carrying an ad, telling of the picture comtive. ing and Espy made the copy very attracMISSOURI
"FOOL'S PARADISE," All-Star (Paramount). The matinees found an unusual
large attendance of women and the nights
found the house well filled at all times.
The opening night, this 4000-seating capacity house was filled to the roof and
over two hundred people were standing
in the lobby awaiting the second show.
Short Subjects. — News and Views,
Topics and comedy.
on Exploitation.
opening day.— Slight increase in copy
FOX LIBERTY
"THE SEA LION," Hobart Bosworth
(First National). Although the matinees
did not draw big attendance the night
crowds well made up for the afternoon
loss. Picture well liked by local press.
Business good.
Short Subjects. — Fox News, and Mutt
and Jeff, and a re-run of Charles Chaplin
in "A Dog's Life."
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper ads.
WILKES-BARRE,

PA.

SAVOY
"PERJURY," William Farnum (Fox).
Feature played to houses above normal
and satisfied all. Unusual plot aroused
discussion and the work of Farnum was
pleasing.
ORPHEUM
"MADONNAS AND MEN" (Jans Pictures). Advertising on midnight revels
and dancing sirens brought in the crowds.
Picture declared unusual and was one
that most patrons liked. Made new records on house attendance.
STRAND
"TRACKED TO EARTH," Frank Mayo
(Universal). Pulled average sized houses
and was of type that was bound to win
commendation. Pleased those who like
Western dramas and the men and boys
were there strong.
CAPITOL
"PLAYTHINGS OF DESTINY," Anita
Stewart
drawing
power at(First
box National).
office again Star's
demonstrated.
Played to big houses and made nice cleanup possible.
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Guide

Here is a list of pictures which have been reviewed in Exhibitors Trade Review during the past three months.
The pictures are listed alphabetically with the date of issue and the page number of the review. File your copies of
Exhibitors Trade Review and get a line on the pictures you have booked by looking them up in the review pages.
Title
Star
Distributor
Issv^ Page
Title
Star Distributor
Issue Page
"Loves
of
Pharaoh,
The"
(All-Star),
Famous
Players
...
Mar.
25 1221
"Across the Dead-Line" (Frank Mayo), Universal Jan. 14 499
287
"Love's
Boomerang" (Ann Forrest and David Powell), Mar. 11 1079
"All for a Woman" (Special Cast). First National Dec. 17 209
Paramount
"All's Fair in Love" (May Collins), Goldwyn
Dec. 24
"Love's Redemption" (Norma Talmadge), First National . Jan. 21 571
"At and
the Sign
the JackHodkinson
O'Lantern" (Betty Ross Clark Feb. 11 793
285
Earl of
Schenck),
"Lucky Carson" (Earle Williams). Vitagraph
Feb. 11 795
"At the Stage Door" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Dec. 24
"Man from Lost River, The" (House Peters and Fritzi
Brunette),
Goldwyn
Jan. 28 643
"Back Pay" (Seena Owen), Paramount
Feb. 25 937
"Man of Stone, The" (Conway Tearle), Selznick ...Dec. 10 131
"Beyond
the
Rainbow"
(Harry
Morey
and
Lillian
Dove),
"Man
to
Man"
(Harry
Carey),
Universal
Feb.
11 795
207
R-C Pictures
Mar. 4 1009
"Miss Lulu Bett" (Lois Wilson), Famous Players-Lasky .Dec. 31 369
"Bigamist, The" (Ivy Duke), George Clark. Ltd
Dec. 17
"Mistress
of the World, The" Episode No. 1 (Mia May), Mar. 18 1145
Paramount
"Billy Jim" (Fred Stone), R-C Pictures
Feb. 18
"Bonnie
Brier Bush, The" (Donald Crisp-Mary Glynne), Dec. 10 865
"Mistress
of the World, The" Episode No. 2 (Mia May), Mar. 25 1213
133
Paramount
Paramount
"Boomerang Bill" (Lionel Barrymore), Paramount Feb. 18 863
"Morals" (May McAvoy), Realart
Feb. 4 719
"Bought
and Paid For" (Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt), Mar. 25 1217
"Moran of the Lady Letty" (Dorothy Dalton), Paramount. Feb. 18 863
Paramount
"My Boy" (Jackie Coogan), First National
Jan. 7 441
"Boy Crazy" (Doris May and Harry Myers), R-C Pictures.Mar.il 1075
"Nancy from Nowhere" (Bebe Daniels). Paramount Feb. 11 791
"Bride's Play, The" (Marion Davies), Paramount Jan. 21 575
"No Defense" (William Duncan and Edith Johnson), .
"Broadway Peacock, The" (Pearl White), Fox
Feb. 25 939
Vitagraph
Jan. 28 647
137
"One Glorious Day" (Will Rogers and Lila Lee), Para- mount Feb. 11 791
"Call of Home, The" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Feb. 18 867
"Call of the North, The" (Special Cast), Paramount Dec. 10
"Orphans
the Storm"
(Lillian and Dorothy Gish), Jan. 14 497
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" (Gaston Glass), Hod- kinson Jan. 21 573
D. W. ofGriffith
Prod
"Our
Mutual
Friend"
(Special
Cast), Wid Gimning Prod. _Dec. 17 205
"Cardigan"
(William
Collier,
Jr.,
and
Betty
Carpenter),
American Photoplay
Mar. 4 1011
"Pardon My French" (Vivian Martin), Goldwyn
Jan. 7 437
"Cave Girl, The" (Teddie (3«rard), First National Mar. 18 1143
"Pardon
My Nerve" (Charles Jones and Eileen Percy), Mar. 11 1075
Fox
"Chasing the Moon" (Tom Mix), Fox
Feb. 18 865
"Cheated
Hearts" (Herbert Rawlinson-Marjorie Daw), Dec. 10 137
"Parisian Scandal, A" (Marie Prevost), Universal Dec. 3 67
Universal
"Peacock Alley" (Mae Murray-Monte Blue), Tiffany Prod. Dec. 10 104
499
"Clay Dollars" (Eugene O'Brien), Selznick
Jan. 14 1217
"Peggy Puts It Over" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Jan. 28 645
"Come
On Over" (Colleen Moore and Ralph Graves), Mar. 25
"Penrod" (Wesley Barry), First National
Mar. 4 1011
Goldwyn
"Playing with Fire" (Gladys Walton), Universal Dec. 24 285
211
"Conceit" (Special Cast), Selznick
Dec. 17
"PollyNational
of the Follies" (Constance Talmadge), First Mar. 11 1079
"Dangerous
Little Demon.
The"
(Marie Prevost), Mar. 25 1213
937
Universal
"Poor Relation, A" (Will Rogers), Goldwyn
Jan. 14 501
"Power Within, The" (W. H. Tooker), Pathe
Feb. 25 933
"Determination,"
Lee
&
Bradford
—
State
Rights
(Al
Lincoln and James Melvale)
Mar. 18 1115
"Prodigal
Judge,
The"
(Jean
Paige),
Vitagraph
Feb.
11 787
"Question of Honor, A" (Anita Stewart), First National. .Mar. 25 1223
"Doll's House, A" (Nazimova), United Artists
Feb. 25 567
"Don't Get Married" (Marie Prevost), Universal Jan. 21 283
"R.S.V.P." (Charles Ray), First National
Dec. 24 283
"Don't Tell Everything" (AU-Star), Paramount
Dec. 24
"Ragged Heiress, The" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Mar. 25 1215
"Duke of Chimney Butte, The" (Fred Stone), R-C Pic- tures Dec. 10 135
"Received Payment" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Jan. 21 569
"Red Hot Romance" (Special Cast), First National Feb. 4 721
"Rent Free" (Wallace Reid and Lila Lee), Paramount. .Jan. 7 439
"Eden and Return" (Doris May), R-C Pictures Dec. 31 1003
373
"Right
ThatMetro
Failed, The" (Bert Lytell and Virginia Dec. 17 209
"Exit the Vamp" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount
Mar. 4
Valli),
"Extra!
Extra!" (Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker) Mar. 4 1007
Fox
"Roof Tree, The" (William Russell), Fox
Jan. 7 439
"Ruling Passion, The" (George Arliss), United Artists .. Feb. 4 723
"FairArtists
Lady" (Betty Blythe and Robert Elliott), United ]Vl£ir 25
"Saturday
Night"
(Special
Cast),
Paramount
Feb.
4 715
1221
"School Days" (Wesley Barry), Warner Brothers Dec. 10 104
"False Fronts'' (AlY Star Cast)! "The Herolds
Mar. 11 1077
"Scrapper,
The"
(Herbert
Rawlinson),
Universal
Jan.
28
643
719
"Fifty Candles" (Marjorie Daw), Hodkinson
Feb. 4 367
"Sea Lion. The" (Hobart Bosworth), First National Feb. 25 939
"Fire Eater, The" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Dec. 31
"Secret
of
the
Hills,
The"
(Antonio
Moreno
and
Lillian
"Five Days to Live" (Sessue Hayakawa), R-C Produc- tion Jan. 21 575
Hall), Vitagraph
Mar. 25 1219
"Shadows of the Sea" (Conway Tearle), Selznick Feb. 11 787
"Flower
North, The" (Henry B. Walthal), Vita- Feb. 4 723
"Shattered Dreams" (Miss du Pont), Universal... Dec. 17 203
graphof . the
:
"Shattered
Morrison and Marguerite de la Mar. 18 1151
"Foolish Wives" (Erich von Stroheim), Universal Jan. 28 639
Motte), Idols"
First (James
National
"Fool's
Paradise"
(Dorothy
Dalton),
Famous
Players"Sheik's Wife, The" (Emmy Lynn and Marcel Vibert) . . .Mar. 18 1145
Lasky
Dec. 24 281
"Sherlock Holmes Series" (Stoll Film), Alexander Film
"Forest
King,
(LillianRights)
Hall and Reed Chapman), Mar. 25 1183
Co. (State Rights)
Jan. 21 540
Pacific
FilmThe"
Co. (State
"Sin
Flood. The" (Richard Dix and Helene Chadwick), Jan. 21 573
717
"French Heels" (Irene Castle), Hodkinson
Feb. 4 211
Goldwyn
"Get Rich Quick Wallingford" (Special Cast), Paramount. Dec. 17
"Single Track, The" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Feb. 4 721
"Sir Ame's Treasure" (Special Cast), Swedish Biograph. .Dec. 10 133
"Girl Collier,
from Jr.),
Porcupine,
The" Corp
(Faire Binney-William Dec. 10 104
Arrow Film
"Sky
High" (Tom Mix), Fox
Dec. 31 371
"Glass Houses" (Viola Dana), Metro
Mar. 25 1219
"Smiles Are Trump" (Maurice Flynn), Fox
Feb. 11 789
"Gleam o' Dawn" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Jan. 14 501
"Smilin'
Through"
(Norma
Talmadge),
First
National.
.
.Mar.
IS 1147
287
"SongFirst
of Life,
The" (Gaston Glass and Grace Darmond), Mar. 4 1003
"Golden Gallows, The" (Miss DuPont), Universal Feb. 18 861
National
"Golden Gift, The" (Alice Lake), Metro
Dec. 24
"Grand
Larceny" (Claire Windsor and Elliot Dexter), Mar. 11 1081
"Speed Girl, The" (Bebe Daniels), Realart
Dec. 17 205
Goldwyn
"Stage Romance, A" (William Famum), Fox
Feb. 25 935
"GrimGoldwyn
Comedian, The" (Phoebe Hunt and Jack Holt), Jan. 21 569
"Stardust" (Hope Hampton), First National
Dec. 31 371
"Stranger
Than Fiction" (Katherine MacDonald), First Dec. 31 367
National
"Guttersnipe, The" (Gladys Walton), Universal Jan. 7 437
497
"Strength
of
the Pines, The" (William Russell and Irene Mar. 4 1005
"HailNational
the Woman" (Florence Vidor), Associated First Jan. 14
Rich), Fox
715
"Headin* West" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Feb. 4
"Tangled Trails" (Neal Hart), Wm. Steiner Prod
Dec. 24 246
"Her Husband's Trademark" (Gloria Swanson), Para- mount Mar. 4 1009
"Ten Nights in a Bar Room" (John Lowell), Arrow Dec. 24 246
1007
"They're Off" (Peggy O'Day), Anchor-State Rights Mar. 11 1042
"Her Own Money" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount Mar. 4
"Three Live Ghosts" (Anna Q. Nilsson). Paramount. .. .Jan. 14 503
"Tol'able David" (Richard Barthelmess), First National. .Dec. 24 281
"Her National
Social Value"
(Katherine MacDonald), First Mar. 11
1081
"Too Much Wife" (Wanda Hawley), Realart
Feb. 25 935
135
"Too Karns),
Much Associated
Married" Photoplays
(Mary Anderson
and Roscoe Mar. 25 1183
"Hole in the Wall, The" (Alice Lake), Metro
Dec. 10 1077
(State Rights)
"Hushart
Money" (Alice Brady and George Fawcett), Real- Mar. 11
"Tracked to Earth" (Frank Mayo), Universal Mar. 4 1005
"Trailin"' (Tom Mix and Eva Novak), Fox
Dec. 17 207
"Innocent
Cheat,
The"
(Roy
Stewart
and
Kathleen
Kirk"Travelin* On" (Wm. S. Hart), Paramount
Mar. 25 1223
ham), Arrow-State Rights
Mar. 11 1042
"Turn
to
the
Right"
(All-Star
Cast),
Metro
Jan. 21 571
"IronFox
to Gold" (Dustin Farnum and Margaret Marsh), Mar. 18 1149
"Two Kinds of Women" (Pauline Frederick), R-C Prod. .Feb. 11 789
"Vermillion
Pencil, The" (Sessue Hayakawa), R-C Mar. 18 1151
Pictures
"Jackie" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Dec. 24 279
"Jolt, The" (Edna Murphy and Johnny Walker), Fox... Dec. 31 369
861
"Virginia
Courtship,
A" (Mav McAvoy), Realart Mar. 18 1147
"Julius CJaesar" (Anthony Novelli), George Kleine Prod. .Feb. 18 503
"Voice
in the
Dark" (Walt Whitman), Pacific Film Co. Mar. 11 1043
"Just Around the Corner," Paramount
Jan. 14
State
Rights
"Lane That Had No Turning, The" (Agnes Ayres), Para- mount Jan. 28 647
"Way of a Maid, The" (Elaine Hammerstein) , Selznick. .Dec. 17 203
1145
"Whatever She Wants" (Eileen Percy), Fox
Dec. 24 279
"Last Payment, The" (Pola Negri), Paramount
Jan. 28 641
"White
Eagle" (Ruth Roland), Pathe
Dec. 10 139
"Last Trail, The" (All-Star Cast), Fox
Mar. 18
"White
Hands"
(Hobart
Bosworth).
Wid
Gunning
Feb.
11 793
"Law and the Woman, The" (Betty Compson), Para- mount Jan. 28 645
"WhySelznick
Announce Your Marriage?" (Elaine Hammerstein) Feb. 25 933
641
"Leather Pushers, The" (Reginald Denny), Universal .. .Jan. 28 131
"Why Men Forget" (Special Cast). R-C Pictures Feb. 4 717
"Light in the Clearing, The" (Special Cast), Hodkinson. .Dec. 10
"Wild Honey" (Priscllla Dean), Universal
Mar. 11 1083
"Little Minister, The" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Dec. 31 441
"Winning
with Wits" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Jan. 21 567
"Little Minister. The" (Betty Compson), Paramount Jan. 7 867
"Wise
Kid
The"
(Gladys
Walton),
Universal
Mar.
18 1143
373
"Little Miss Smiles" (Shirley Mason). Fox
Feb. 18 139
"World's
Champion,
The"
(Wallace
Reid
and
Lois
Wil"Lotus Eater, The" (John Barrymore). First National. ..Dec. 10
son), Paramount
Mar. 11 1083
"LoveFirst
Never
Dies" (Lloyd Hughes and Madge Bellamy). Mar. 25 1215
National
"Yankee Doodle, Jr." (J. Frank Glendon), State Rights. .Mar. 11 1043
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Footage
Cardigan (Messmore Kendall)
7,000*
Jungle Advenvjres (Johnson-Exceptional)... 5,000*
Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
5,000*
Daring Danger (Cliff Smith)
5,000*
Jan of the Big Snows (T. Oliver Curvvood) . . 5,000*
The Cradle Buster (Tuttle Waller)
6,000*
Bluebeard, Jr., (Jas. Livingston)
5,000*
The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax)
6,000*
Sisters (International Film)
7,000*
The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.).. 5,000*
My Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictures) 7,000*
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
6,000*
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer) 5,000*
The Pillagers (Louis Wm. Chaudet)
7,000*
Destiny's Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle)
6,000*
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
SPENCER PRODUCTIOiNS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)
4,921
CLIFF SMITH PRODUCTIONS
Western Hearts (Art Station and Josie
Sedgwick)
Crossing
Trails (Pete Morrison) '. . . 4,711
4,539
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
(Distributed through Pathe)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
The Rider of the King Log (Special)
The
to London
Washburn)
Sin Road
of Martha
Queed, (Brj^ant
The (Allan
Dwan. .
Prod.)
Marry the Poor Girl (Mr. and Mrs. Carter
DeHaven)
Unfoldment, The (All Star Cast)
Handle With Care (Grace Darmond)
Woman, Wake Up (Florence Vidor)
Don't iDoubt Your Wife (Leah Baird)
Lady
GodivaLLOYD
(AlfredCOMEDIES
Tennyson's Poem) ....
HAROLD
Among Those Present
Now or Never
I Do
Never Weaken
A Sailor-Made Man
PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.
Across the Divide (J. P. McGowan)
Tropical Love (Ruth Clifford)
Father Tom (Tom Wise)
Anne of Little Smoky (All Star Cast)
Ruse of the Rattler, The (J. P. McGowan)
Reckless Chances (J. P. McGowan)
Hills of Missing Men (J. P. McGowan)
Sunshine Harbor (Margaret Beecher)

5,000*
5,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
5,000*
6,000*
5,000*
6,000*
3,000*
3,000*
3,000*
3,000*
4,000*
5,200*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
5,000*
6,000*
6,000*

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Get-Rich-Ouick
Wallingford (Cosmopolitan 7,381
Prod.)
Don't
Tell Everything (Reid-Swanson-Dex- 4,939
ter)
Just Aronud the Corner (Cosmopolitan Prod.) ????
White Oak (Wm. S. Hart Prod.)
6,208
Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
5,675
The Little Minister (Betty Compson)
????
Rent Free (Wallace Reid)
4,661
Miss Lulu Bett (Wm. de Mille Prod.) 5,904
Too Much Wife (Realart Prod.) Wanda
Hawley)
4,227
Back Pay (Cosmopolitan Prod.)
6,460
The Lane That Had No Turning (Agnes
Ayres)
4,892
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan).. 5.533
The(Marion
Bride'sDavies)
Play (Cosmopolitan Prod.) 6,476
Nancy From Nowhere (Realart Prod.) (Bebe
Daniels)
????
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.) 5,784
Tillie (Realart Prod.) (Mary Miles Minter) ????
OneLee)
Glorious Day (Cruze Sipec.) (Rogers- 5,100
Saturday Night (Cecil B. DeMille Prod) . . . 8,433
The Law and the Woman (Stanlaws-Compson Prod.)
6,461
Moran
of the Lady Letty (Melford-Dalton 6,360
Prod.)
Boomerang
Bill (Lionel Barrymore-'Cosmo- 5,489
Politan Prod.)
A Prod.)
Homespun Vamp (May McAvoy-Realart 4,777
Love's
Boomerang
Robertson Prod.) 5,618
Her Own
Money (John
(Ethel S.Clayton)
4,981
Midnight
(Constance
Binnv-Realart
Prod.) . . 6,735
4,653
The Red Peacock (Pola Negri)
A Game Chicken (Bebe Daniels-Realart
Prod.)
4,748
Travelin'
On (William
S. Hart)
6,267
Forever (George
Fitzmaurice
Prod.)
7,236
The Mistress of the World (Chapter I.)
(Spec. Prod.)
5,647
The
Reid) 2) 5,030
The Worid's
Mistress Champion
of the (Wallace
World (Chapter
(Spec. Prod.)
5,275
Her Husband's Trademark (Gloria Swanson) 5,101
•Approximately
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FEATURE
Footage
Bobbed
Hair (Wanda
Hawley)
(Realart)...
:'?.'?
Fool's Mistress
Paradise
Prod.)..3) 8,681
The
of(Cecil
the B.
WorldDeMille
(Chapter
(Spec. Prod.)
5,061
The Heart Specialist (Mary Miles MmterRealart)
???'
Beauty's Worth (Marion Davies-CosmopolTheita
Mistress ofn)
the World (Chapter 4) ?■•■??
(Spec. Prod.)
3,825
REALART PICTURES
(Through Famous Players-Lasky)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Something Different (Constance Binney) . . . . 4,840
The Magic Cup (Constance Binney)
4,857
Such a Little Oueen (Constance Binney).. 4,942
Out of the Chorus (Alice Brady)
4,888
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady)
4,964
Little Italy (Alice Brady)
4,875
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4,979
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine Johnstone) 5,360
Sheltered Daughters (Justine Johnstone)... 4,895
A Heart to Let (Justine Johnstone)
5,294
A Private Scandal (May McAvoy)
4,363
Room and Board (Constance Binney)
5.107
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter)... 4.715
Everything for Sale (May McAvoy)
5.091
FIRST NATIONAL
Two Minutes to Go (Charles Ray)
4,954
1-lor
Social
Value (Katherine
MacDonald).. 5,873
??"?
AH for
a Woman
(Special)
My Ladv Friends (Mr. and Mrs. Charles De
Haven)
????
The Wbnderful Thing (Norma Talmadge) . . ????
Alf's Button (Special)
5,651
Star Dust (Hope Hampton)
6,117
Tol'able David (Richard Barthelmess) 7.345
The Lotus Eater (John Barrymore)
6.960
R. S. V. P. (Charles Ray)
5.630
The Idle Class (Charles Chaplin)
???'
M,olly O (Mack Sennett-Mable Normand) . . 7,558
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Prod.).. 6,784
Hail the Woman (Ince Prod.)
7,222
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Prod.)
4.367
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge) ????
Her Mad Bargain (Anita Stewart)
5,491
\Voman's Side (Katherine MacDonald)
Love's Redemption (Norma Talmadge) .... 5,889
The Beautiful Liar (Katherine MacDonald) 5.fi30
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
(Through First National)
Cup of Life (Thos. H. Ince.)
4,392
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
7,000*
.\ Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth).... 6,055*
Love
(Louise
Glaum)
6,000*
I Am Guilty (Louise Glaum)
6,312
Greater Than Love
6,000*
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood — All
Star)
6,000*
A Perfect Crime (Monte Blue)
4,739
A Broken Doll
4,594
The Last of the Mohicans (Maurice TourTheneur)
Foolish Matrons (Maurice Tourneur).. 6,000*
6,000
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5,000*
Home Talent
5,000*
The
Ten
Dollar
Raise
6.000*
Mother o' Mine (Thos H. Ince.)
6,500
r.ving Lips (Thos. H. Ince)
7.000
Hbmespun Folks (Thos. H. Ince)
6,000
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SPECIAL
Over the Hill
A Virgin Paradise
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court
Thunderclap
Shame
Perjurv
Footfalls
The Last Trail
Oueen of Sheba
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
[Ws Great Sacrifice
Stage Romance, A
PEARL WI^ITE SERIES
Price
Beyond
Any Wife
Broadway Peacock, The
TOM MIX SERIES
A Ridin' Romeo
The
■Vfter BigYourTownOwn Round-up
Heart
The Night Horsemen
The
Rough Diamond
Trailin'
Sky-High
Chasing the Moon
CHARLES JONES SERIES
Finish
ToBar a Nothin'
Ridin' With Death
•

in.500
7,781
8.000*
6,724
8,231
88-06S
^7 5
9,559
6,282
????

fi-'"
4,597
????
4,747
4.250
4,244
4,993
^''^It
4 546
4,000*
4,311
4,175

DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
4,320
The Devil Within
5,997
Footage^
Iron to Gold
????
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Desert Blossoms
4,175
The
Roof ofTree
4,409Strength
the Pines
4,382
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Ever Since Eve
4,531
Oueenie
5,147"
Jackie
4,943
Little Miss Smiles
4,834
JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam O' Dawn
4,178TWENTIETH CENTURY PICTURES
Little MissofHawkshaw
(Eileen Percy)
Cinderella
the Hills (Barbara
Bedford).. 4,112????
Bucking
the
Line
(Maurice
Flynn)
????■
The
Jolt With
(Murphy????
Winning
WitsWalker)
(Barbara Bedford) 4,435
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
4,616
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn)
4,049
E.xtra! Extra! (Walker-Murphy)
????
WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? (Claire Windsor) 6,141
Our Mutual Friend (All Star)
7,698
Wliite Hands (Hobart Bosworth)
5,654
The Blot (Claire Windsor)
7,121
Quo Vadis (All Star)
5,884
Girl From God's Country (Nell Shipman) . . 6,957
Old Oken Bucket (All Star)
5,098Good to Evil (Lucy Doraine)
4,951
ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
The Fire Bride
5,000*
The Madness of Love
5.000*
Alias Phil Kennedy
5,000*
The Blonde Vampire .•.
5,000*
Foolish
Monte (Tarlo
5,000*"
The Bootleggers
5,000*
The Love Nest
5,000*
Don't Blame Your Children
5,000*
Mrs. Dane's Confession
5,000*
The Blue Mountain Mystery
5,000*
GOLDWYN PICTURES
For Those We Love
5,752
The Invisible Power
6,613
Dangerous Curve Ahead
5,503
The Old Nest (Mary Alden)
7,250
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin) 5,620
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
4,609
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore)
4,495
Be My Wiife (Max Linder)
4,470
The Grim Comedian (Special Cast)
5,509
The Night Rose (Special Cast)
5,630
Poverty of Riches (Special Cast)
5,641
Man From Lost River, The (Special Cast).. 5,693
Glorious Fool, The
5,392
Man With Two Mothers
4,423
riis Back Against the Wall
4,680
Watch Your Step
4,713
Doubling for The
Romeo
'
4,304
Wallflower,
5,228
Grand Larceny
5,228
Theodora (Special)
8,895
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
BENJ. B. HAMPTON
The Dwelling
SagebrusherPlace(Allof Light
Star)
6,000*
The
(All Star) 6.568
The Spenders (All Star)
5,693
A Certain Rich Man (All Star)
6,000*
Heart's Haven (Claire Adams, Carl Gantvoort,
Robert
McKim)
6,000*
The Grey Dawn (Claire Adams, Carl Gantvoort, GREY
Robert PICTURES
McKim)
6,000*
ZANE
The Riders of the Dawn (All Star)
6,180.
Desert
(AllForest
Star)
7,000*
The ManGoldof the
(All Star)
5,880
The Mysterious Rider (All Star)
5,500
J.
PARKER
READ
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth) 4,643
Love Madness (Louise Glaum)
6,290
Sex (Louise Glaum)
6,208
DIETRICH BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
5,480
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Cynthia-of-the-Minute (Leah Baird)
5,634
ROBERT BRUNTON
The Cost of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerri■ gan)
4,624
The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan)
4,624
Tlie Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan) .... 4,925
V \TIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph J. Dowling) 5,965
JOSEPH LEVERING
His Temporary Wife (Rubye De Remer) . . 5,329
DIAL FILM
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle Stedman)
4,430
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BY GEORGE

Temptation

Paramount Photoplay in Five Parts. Author,
Constance Skinner. Scenario by Monte
Katterjohn and Julia Ivers. Cameraman,
James Van Trees. Director, William D.
Taylor.
Running Time, Fifty-Five Minutes.
OAST AND SlNurSIS
Genelle, Coralyn and Joan Parker, Betty Compson ; John Allenliy, Malilon
Hamilton; Gaspard, Tlieodore Kosloff; Pitou, Neely Edwards; Hugh Duyker.
EWward Burns ; Duchesse de Chazarin, Lynore Lynnard ; Dolly Dunton, Mary
Thurman ; M. Joumet, M. Von Hardenberg ; Mrs. Weedon Duyker, Betty Brice ;
Mr. Weedon Duyker, Arthur Hull.
In the days before the great world war Genelle and Gaspard, ;ii))k1ios, are running a pantomime show in Paris, while Pitou, the clown, robs the audience of
valuables. Later, as Coralyn, a dancer, Genelle meets the Duchesse de Chazarin
and
Allenby,
an Englishman.
At a and
fete Coralyn
she stealsto the
Duchesne's
famous emerald
necklace. Allenby
knows Genelle
be the
same person.
Warned
by Allenby she escapes to an apache den. The war breaks out and she Ijecomes
aJoan
Red Parker
Cross nm'se.
She
nurses
back
to
life
a
young
American.
Hugh
Duyker.
she goes to America. Gaspard, posing as Count Oiidry, also comes Asto
the Unitetl States. He meets Joan, who refuses to aid him further in his crookea
schemes. The emerald is now owned b.v Mrs. Duyker. At a costujue fete the
emerald Is again stolen. Joan is accused of the theft. She assures Allenby she
took
the the
jewel
prevent
from stealing
it. Count
and
snatches
gem tofrom
Joan.Gaspard
He is followed
by detectives
and Oudi-y
killed inenters
the light
which follows. Tile detective, returning the jewel to its owner credits Allenby
with Joan
its recover^',
and
are united.declaring him to be Captain Allenby of Scotland Yard. Allenby
Admirers of underworld drama
will find much to please them
in this picture which provides
pretty Betty Compson with numerous opportunities of demonstrating her ability to play a
triple role, in which she appears
as a member of an Apache gang,
a dancer par excellence and finally a Red Cross nurse. There
are thrills galore, plenty of rapid-fire action, an interestinglove story and a finale in which
hero and heroine conquer all obstacles to their union and presumably live happy ever afterward. No expense has been
spared in the filming of this production, which is remarkable for
its luxurious settings and beautifully photographed. Despite
its numerous complications, the
plot is easy to follow, the continuity being well preserved and
the feature, which was given a
hearty reception when shovra at
the Rivoli Theatre, New York,
gives every indication of winning
popula;rity.
Points of Appeal. — The Apache
den scenes are very realistic and
the regeneration of the heroine
is brought about in a manner
which is bound to secure plenty
of sympathy for that resourceful young lady. She wears a
variety of beautiful costumes
which are bound to awaken the
envy of all feminine patrons.
Cast. — Betty Compson has
never appeared to better advantage than in the role of the erstwhile Genelle. The work of
Mahlon Hamilton, as John Allenby, the Scotland Yard man,
calls for special mention, Theodore KoslofF plays the Apache chief, Gaspard, with immense vim
and ginger.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many handsomely filmed interiors, the long shots are skilfully executed and
superb lighting effects distinguish the entire picture.
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Robinson

Crusoe

Universal Eighteen-Chapter Two-Reel Serial.
Scenario by Emma Bell Qifton from the
Story by Daniel Defoe. Directed by Robert
Hill.
Photographed by Charles Kaufman.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
llobinsoii
Crusoe,
Harry
Myers; Friday,
Noble Johnson.
Supporting
cast:(iertrude Olmstead, Percy Pembroke,
Aaron Edwards,
Josef Swickard,
Gertrude
Claire, Emmett King, Jack Woods, T. C. Jacks, John Wallace, Charles McHugh,
Gloria Davenport and Margaret Livingston.
In the first two chapters we see Robinson Crusoe at home, ambitious t<> follow
the sea. Finally he overcomes the opposition of his parents, intrusts his promised
bride to the protection of a friend, and sails. He is captured by the Moora,
and after
a longto imprisonment
He returns
to England
sweet-in
heart married
the man he escapes.
had trusted.
Again he
goes to tosea,findthishis time
command of what he believes to be a privateer, commissioned to prey upon the
enemies of England. He learns later that his crew are pirates. Wlien he prO'
tests lie is put in irons. The ship is wrecked, his chains being loosened in time
to save his life. The crew, however, have taken to the boats and are lost.
Cnisoe lands upon an island. At the end of three years he discovers a footprint
on the sand. At the same time, unknown to him, cannibals land upon his islands
The first two episodes of
Rohinson Crusoe make a most
auspicious beginning for the
serial of which considerable has
been said in advance. They give
solid evidence of real entertainment in prospect for picture goers. There is real drama in this
famous old story of the young
man who is seized with a great
desire to sail the seas and leave
his comfortable home, his solicitous parents and his attractive
sweetheart. The tale has rea\
charm and marked entertainment value. To these factors
must be added brilliant photography, straight black and white
— or so at least were the prints
seen by this reviewer.
Harry Myers finely fits into
his role of seventeenth century
adventurer. In the first two episodes it is a serious characterization in the main, there beinglittle attempt to afford comedy
relief from the tragedy that pursues the career of the hero — the
capture by the Moors, the return
to England and the discovery
that not only has he lost his
sweetheart but that his parents
have died.
The filmwise person very
likely will find himself sitting
up and taking notice right at
the opening of Chapter I as he
looks upon the exterior of the
Crusoe home in England. It is
a picturesque spot, and seemingly created for the special purpose to which we see it devoted.
And the interior matches the
outdoor surroundings.
Then again great care has
been bestowed upon the costumes of the characters. One of the more notable instances is
in the wedding of Crusoe's sweetheart. Widely divergent is the
garb of the sailors as seen in tavern and on board ship. The
staging throughout the four reels is craftsmanlike.
Director Robert Hill has done his part with painstaking care.
He has imbued in his sailors the spirit of the man afloat— the
seamanturerofwho lives
that for
period
the fighting, bruising, carousing adventhe— moment.
If we may judge the remainder of the production from the two
chapters under discussion here Robinson Crusoe will find a welcome in any house, palatial or primitive.
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FEATURE

Footage
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
6,000*
Ligkt
the Clearing (All Star)
7,000*
LEWISin TRACY
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
5,760
[RVIN V. WILLAT PROD.
Down Home (All Star)
6,335
Parteners of the Tide (All Star)
6,150
Face of the World (Barbara Bedford) 5,800
Fifty Candles (All Star)
6,000*
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PROD.
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale) 6,300
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale) 5,700
The Other Woman (All Star Cast)
5,800
HUGO BALLIN PROD.
Pagan LoTe (Rockliffe Fellows and Mabel
Ballin)
6,000*
East Lynn (Mabel Ballin and Edward Earle) 6,634
ThehamJourney's
End
(Mabel
Ballin
and
WyndStanding)
8,000*
Jane Eyre (Mabel Ballin and Norman Trevor) 6.550
The Luxury Tax (Mabel Ballin, Raymond
Bloomer, Crauford Kent)
7,000*
ROCKET FILM CORP.
The Truant Husband (All Star)
5 000*
Keeping Up With Lizzie (Enid Bennett) 6^000*
RENCO FILM CORP.
Lavender and Old Lace (Marguerite Snow) 5,770
the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern (All
At Sta
r)
5J93
WARD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS
Rip Van Winkle (All Star)
6,700
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
God's
Star
) (Gaston 6 000*
CameronCrucible
of the(All Royal
Mounted
^'ass)
6,000*
HOLTRE PRODUCTIONS
French Heels (Irene Castle)
5,500
METRO PICTURES CORP.
NAZI MO VA
The Heart of a Child
6 239
Madame Peacock
' ' ' ' s'428
^'"'9,75
5;o36
Lamille
5
METRO CLASSICS, Inc. (Specials)
The Man Who (Bert Lytell) . .
5399
Over the Wire (Alice Lake)
5457
Lifes Dam Funny (Viola Dana)... s'741
Big Game (Mav Allison)
" s'333
to Paradise
1i^^.heTripMatch
Breaker (Bert
(ViolaLytell)
Dana)
6s'sio
000*
t'^^.Wall, The (Alice Lake)
6 OOO*
Idle Rich The (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
Fourteenth Lover, The (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Infamous Miss Revel, The (Alice
Lake)... 6,000*
Alias Ladyfingers (Bert Lytell)
6 000*
" fi^Gift,^°TheVillains
Dana)
61000*
uolden
(Alice (Viola
Lake)
6
000*
Right That Failed, The (Bert Lytell) 6,000*
Uiass Houses (Viola Dana)
6 000*
MAURICE TOURNEUR PROD.
The Great Redeemer (All Star Cast)
5
005
TAYLOR HOLMES PROD.
Notliing But the Truth
5 639
The VeryButIdea
5*212
Nothing
Lies
.. . ..
4
882
C. E. SHURTLEFF PROD.
Burning Daylight (All Star)
Ihe Mutiny of the Elsinore (All Star) ... s,766
5 778
The
(Special Cast)
4*446
Ihe Star
Uttle Rover
Fool (Special
Cast
)
4,670
5. L. PRODUCTIONS
Love, (Honor and Obey (Jewel Carmen) . . . 5,477
Without Limit (George D. Baer)
7 128
Garments of Truth (Gareth
Hughes)
4!968
1 he Hunch (Gareth Hughes
)
6 000*
Uttle Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes)
IMayCan Hbme
Explain(Gareth
(GarethHuehes)
Hughes)
6??'??
000*
ROLAND WEST PROD.
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)
5,846
HOPE HAMPTON PROD.
A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton)
5,280
WILLIAM DESMOND PROD.
Fightin* Mad (Special Cast)
6 000*
REX INGRAM PROD.
Conquering Power, The (Special Cast)
6,000*
Turn to the Right (Special Cast)
????
Prisoner of Zenda (Special Cast)
????
TIFFANY PROD.
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray)
????
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children (Elsie Albert)
5 reels
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
5 reels
The Lotus Blossom (Tully Marshall)
. . 6 reels
PATHE EXCHANGES, INC.
Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis)
6,000*
Her Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet) . . 5,00n*
The Devil to Pay (Robert Burton Prod.).. 6. OOO*
Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
6,000'
•Approximately
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UNITED ARTISTS CORP. Footage
The
of Diamonds
RoguesEmpire
and Romance
(George B. Seitz and 6,000*
The Love Flower (D. W. Griffith Prod.).. 6,800
6,000*
Mark of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks) 7300
TheJuneGirlCaprice)
M'ontana (Blanche Sweet)
5,000* The
The
Light (Mary Pickford)
7,800
When We Were Twenty-One (H. B. Warner) 5,000* The Love
(Douglas Fairbanks)
5,800
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis)
6,000* Dream NutStreet
9,400
The Killer (Claire Adams)
6,000*
Truant Husbands (Mahlon Hamilton) 5,019* Through the Back Door (Mary Pickford).. 7,000*
7,000*
Bars of Iron (Madge White)
5,000* Carnival (Matheson Lang)
Down East (D. W. Griffith Prod.) 11,000*
The
Egypt(Leah
(Federal
The Lure
Heart ofLine
BairdProd.)
and Jerome 6,000* Way
Disraeli
(George
Arliss)
7,000*
I Accuse (Abel Gance Prod.)
8,250
Patrick)
6,000*
Without
Benefit of Clergy
5.635
Iron
Trail,
The
(Rex
Beach
Prod.)
7,000*
Lord Fauntleroy (Mary Pickford) 9,984
The Orderiy
Money Maniac
5,000* Little
Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks). 11,750
The
5,373
????
The Power Within (Achievement Pictures) . . 6,000* Doll's House, A (Nazimova)
Ruling Passion, The (George Arliss)
7,000*
PIONEER FILM CORP.
LTNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
Indiscretion (Florence Reed, Lionel Atwill,
Gareth Hughes)
6,000* JEWEL FEATURES
Oh Mary Be Careful (Madge Kennedy).... 6,000*
Devil's Pass Key (All Star Cast)
7,000
The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks) .... 5,000* The
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Starke) 6,000* Otice to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) . . 6,000*
the
Law
(Priscilla
Dean)
6,000*
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey) 5,000* Outside
(Priscilla Dean)
6,500
Beyond the Crossroad (Ora Carew)
6,000* Reputation
Foolish Wives (Eric Von Stroheim) 12,000
In
Society
(Edith
Roberts)
5,000*
Wise Husbands
(Gail Kane, J. Herbert
No Woman
Knows
7,000*
Fox (Harry
Carey)
6,941
Frank)
6,000* The
Conflict (Priscilla Dean)
6,205
The Leech (Clair Whitney)
6,000* UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield,
Man Trackers
(All Star)
S.OOO*
Rogers Lytton, Gladden James)
6,000* Luring
Lips (Edith
Roberts)
4,263
The Barbarian (Monroe Salisbury)
6,000*
Ahead (All Star)
5,000*
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom) 6,000* ADanger
the LawRoberts)
(Carmel Myers) . . 5,000*
Idle Hands (Gail Kane)
6,000* OpenDaughter
Shutters of (Edith
4,263
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau) 6,000* The
(Frank Mayo)
5,000*
Finders' Keepers (Violet Mersereau)
6,000* .ActionShark
(HootMaster
Gibson)
4,509
The Rowdy (Gladys Walton)
4,974
R-C PICTURES
Moonlight Follies (Marie Prevost)
4,468
Where Light Are Low (Sessue Hayakawa) 5,810
Red Courage (Hoot Gibson)
4,620
Live and Let Live (Wm. Christy Cabanne) . . 5,900
The
Rage
of
Paris
(Miss
Ihipont)
4,968
Salvage (Pauline Frederick)
6,450
Go Straight (Frank Mayo)
4,220
The Foolish Age (Doris May)
4,500
High Keels (Gladys Walton)
4,541
The Barricade (Cabanne Prod.)
6,170
The
Millionaire
(Herbert
Rawlinson)
4,730
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa)
5,600
Nobody's
Fool
(Marie
Prevost)
4,640
Lure of the Jade (Pauline Frederick) 5,935
Sure Fire
(Hoot
Gibson)
5,000*
Possession (Mercaton Prod.)
6,550
False
Kisses
(Miss
Dupont)
4,335
The Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone) . . 4,600
Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo)
4,474
Silent Years (J. L. Gasnier)
6,056
A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost)
4,739
At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
6,300
The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
4,880
Eden and Return (Doris May)
4,831
Cheated
Hearts
(Herbert
Rawlinson)
4,415
Five Days to Live (Sessue HIayakawa) 5,356
Shattered
Dreams
(Miss
Dupont)
4,878
Two Kinds of Women (Pauline Frederick).. ????
Cupid
Incog
(Marie
Prevost)
5,000*
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
5,032
The Guttersnipe (Gladys Walton)
4,225
Why Men Forget (Special Cast)
5.299
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)
4,886
The Call of Home (L. J. Gasnier)
5,220
The Scrapper (Herbert Rawlinsen)
????
Beyond the Rainbow (Cabanne Prod.) 6.500
Headin' West (Hoot Gibson)
????
Boy Crazy (Doris May)
4,800
The Golden Gallows (Miss Dupont)
5,000*
The Bigamist (Special Cast)
????
Tracked to Earth (Frank Mayo)
5,000*
The Vermillion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa).. ????
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick) ????
Wild
Honey
(Priscilla
Dean)
7,000*
Gay and Devilish (Doris May)
????
The Dangerous Little Demon (Marie Prevost) 5,000*
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
5,000*
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENT.
The Man Under Cover (Herbert Rawlinson) 5,000'
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Miracle of Manhattan
4,174
VITAGRAPH, INC.
The
Giri fromLove
Nowhere
5,000*
Remorseless
4,180
VITAGRAPH
SUPER-FEATURES
Handcuffs or Kisses
4,180
The Courage
of Marge O'Doone
6,300
The Way of a Maid
4,800
Trumpet
Island
6,200
Why Announce Your Marriage?
5,200
Dead Men Tell No Tales
6,200
Black Beauty
6,900
EUGENE
O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Guilded Lies
4,496
The Heart of Maryland
6,700
The Son of Walliingford
7,851
The
Last
Door
5,000*
The Little Minister
6,129
Is Life Worth Living?
5,019
Clay Dollars
????
Flower of the North
7,236
Chivalrous Charley
4,543
The Prodigal Judge
7,200
The
Prophet's
Paradise
4,000* ALICE JOYCE PROD.
CONWAY
TEARLE
STAR SERIES
Her Lord and Master
5,755
Society Snobs
4.224
The Scarab Ring
5,598
Bucking the Tiger
5,333
The Inner Chamber
5,951
The
Fiehter
6.000*
CORINNE
GRIFFITH
PROD.
After Midnight
????
The Man of Stone
4,676
The Whisper Market
4,800
A Wide Open Town
4,650
The Broadway Bubble
5,000*
OWEN MOORE .ST.AR SERIES
It Isn't Being Done This Season
4,300
Wlhat's Your Reputation Worth?
5,400
The Chicken in the Case
5,261
Moral Fibre
6,000*
A Divorce of (xmvenience
5,000* The
Single Track
5,000*
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Received
Payment
5,000*
The
Road
of
Ambition
(Conway
Tearle)
.
.
5,000*
EARLE
WILLIAMS
PROD.
The Sin That Wfes His (Wm. Faversham) 5,600
The Romance Promoters
5,200
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5.500
Diamonds Adrift
4,724
Who Am I? (All Star)
4,938
It Can Be Done
4,425
Conceit (All Star)
4,580
The Silver Car
5,803
.\
Man's Home
(All Star)
4,580
Bring Him In
4,987
SELECT
PICTURES
Lucky Carson
????
SeedsServant
of Vengeance
.... 5,000*
5,000* ANTONIO MORENO PROD.
The
Ouestion (Bernard
(William D'urn'iig')
Collier)
Three
Sevens
5,000
Tust Outside FEATURES
the Door (Edith Hallor) 5.000* The Secret of the Hills
REPUBLIC
4,900
Mountain Madness (Ed. Coxen and Ora
A Guilty Conscience
5,000*
Carew)
????
ALICE CALHOUN PROD.
Mother of Men (Claire Whitney)
????
Princess
Jones
4,800
The Gift Supreme (Bernard Durning) . . . . ????
The Charming Deceiver
4,600
Children of Destiny (Edith Halor)
????
Closed Doors
4,400
Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma Talmadge) . . . 5,810
Peggy
Puts
It
Over
4,900
Poppv (Norma Talmadge)
????
The Matrimonial Web
4,970
Up the Road With Sallie (Constance Tal- madge) 4.692
Rainbow
5,000
WILLIAM DUNCAN PROD.
Scandal (Constance Talmadge)
????
REVIVALS
Where Men Are Men
S.OOO*
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert
Steelheart
6,000*
Lytell)
. 5,158
No Defense
6,000*
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Day

First National Photoplay in Six Parts. Author,
Porter Emerson Browne. Director, Henry
King.
Rimning Time, Seventy Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jobs Alden, Jr., Richard Barthelmess ; Uncle Jim Aldeii, Frank Losee ; Uncle
Ned, Leslie Stowe ; Donald Peabody, Tammany Young ; Reggie Van Zandt, George
Stewart; Monty Pell, Alfred Schmid ; Aunt Abigail, Grace Barton; Betty Alden,
Anne CSornwall ; Katinka, Patterson Dial; Billie Blair, Teddie Gerard; Patricia
Vane, Ionise Huff.
Engine trouble compels a yacht with a crowd of young New Yorkers, belonging
to the smart set, atward to make port at a New E2ngland Ashing village, where
John Alden and his sister live. Among! the party are Reggie Van Zandt and his
fiancee, Patricia Vane. The two go ashore to pass the time away. They make the
acquaintance of the Aldens. Reggie makes love to Betty and Patricia flirts with
John. On a Sunday morning Patricia goes to church with John. The effect of
the serrice is to make her remorseful, and she confesses that she is engaged to
Reggie and has only been fooling with him. Heartbroken, John prepares to go to
sea, when he discovers that Betty has been taken aboard the yacht by Reggie.
He follows on board, knocks Reggie down and denounces the entire party. Both
Reggie and Patricia awaken to a sense of their wrongdoing, the former realizes
that he is actually in love with Betty, Patricia that her genuine affections are
centered on John Alden, and all ends well.
That the morals of the
gay, pleasure-loving city
folk are away belovsr par
when compared with those
of the dwellers on the
stem New England coast
is the theory set forth in
The Seventh Day, a not
unusual theme for the
stage or screen, but one
which has been developed
into very satisfactory entertainment bythe skillful
efforts of Director Henry
King and a talented cast
of players. There is plenty of strong human appeal, the contrasting types
of the Aldens, brother and
sister, and those of Patricia Vane a;nd Reggie Van
Zandt, offer an interesting
study in personalities, and
the character sketches as
a whole are vividly outlined. That the flirtations
of the two volatile young
New Yorkers with John
ajid Betty are transformed
into genuine affection at
the end may awaken a
doubt in the minds of
coldly practical folks as to
whether the marriages
thus indicated would be
likely to prove satisfactory to all parties concerned in the long run.
But it is exactly the sort
of ending calculated to
please the average picture
patron and establish the
film
tion. as a popular attracPoints of Appeal. — The
scenes of revelry aboard
the ya;Cht,
whereandtheallyouthful
"smart-setters"
indulge
in unlimited drinking
kinds of
high jinks, are
all the
more
effective because of the sudden change to the quiet beauty and
uneventful life of the fishing hamlet. The hero, in his manly
simplicity, wins a good deal of sympathy, and if the climax be
conventional, one would hardly desire it to be otherwise, for
the heroine is such a bewitching little person that happiness
seems her due, no matter what her errors may have been in the
past.
Cast. — ^Richard Barthelmess plays the role of John Alden
with his usual fine sense of its dramatic values. In fact, his
performance is so sincere and natural that it goes far toward
establishing conviction in ma;ny instances where the situations
might appear a bit far-fetched if intrusted to a less competent
actor. Louise Huff is an alluring coquette in the part of Patricia
Vane, Anne Comwa,ll vdns favor as Betty, and George Stewart
scores a hit as the aristocratic trifler, Reggie Van Zandt. The
support is excellent.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The marine views are exquisite, the impressive beauty of the rockbound New England
coast is shown in a series of fine long-shots and close-ups and
adequate lighting prevails. The continuity is delightfully
smooth and the action moves rapidly.
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Gas,

Oil and

Water

Qiarles Ray Production. Presented by Arthur S.
Kane. Released by Associated First National.
Story by Richard Andres. Cameraman,
George Rizard. Directed by Charles Ray.
Length 4500 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
George Oliver Watson, Charles Itay ; Henry Jones, Otto Hoffman ; Susie, his
daughter, Charlotte Pierce ; Hobart Rush, Robert Grey ; Philip Ashton, William
Carrol;
Strang, Dick Southerland ; ^5anchez, Bert Offord ; Wliiskers,
Whiskers "Beauty"
Ray.
Henry
Jones
kept
near attracted
tlie Mexican
border Oliver
that was
frequented
tourists. His daughtera hotel
Susie was
to George
Watson,
the youngby
man
who
had
just
opened
a
gasoline
station
across
the
way.
She
did
not know
that he was a secret service man sent there to catch a band of smugglers
who
had
been
operating
in
that
section.
George
had
been
watching
two
guests
of the
hotel who seemed to be acting suspiciously. He kept watch and found several
others around the place to be in league with them. Working slowly, he finally
gained sufficient data to impart to the agents assigned to assist him. They
traced the smugglers to their hiding place and rounded up the band. Rush, their
ring leader, makes an attempt to escajte, and carries off Susie with him in a car
that
is standing
near.word
George
and pursues
instructions
to send
aheadjumpsto into
have anoUier
the roadcar Hocked.
As them,
the twoleaving
cars
lome side by side, the girl jumps into the one with George just as the explosion
throws boulders across the roadway and sends Rush's car rolling down the embankment.
Charles Ray as a Secret
Service man on the Mexican border does an amusing bit of sleuthing in this
picture. The mysteriousness of the whole situation is never made absolutely clear and probably
the story would have a
more decided appeal if
this was shown in some
way. There is an archconspirator and his gang
of smugglers (or possibly bootleggers), against
whom a battle of wits is
carried on by George Watson and his assistants.
The climax is satisfactory
and the picture has good
entertainment value all
the way through. Gas,
Oil and Water should
go well where the star is
a favorite.
Points of Appeal. —
Charles Ray has injected
his usual pleasantries into
the story a;nd the result is
good, wholesome comedy.
The mystery that surrounds the picture provides material for thrillers
in the shape of aeroplanes,
speeding cyclists and an
exciting automobile chase.
The scenes are interesting
and the groups of sightseers who stop of "forty minutes for
lunch" at the hotel are typical tourists, some who eat in dignified hurriedness and others who strut around with a sandwich in one hand and a lunch box in the other. And then there
is George Oliver Watson, the garageman. Hard pressed 'twixt
love and duty, he comes out valiant and victorious.
Cast. — The ease with which Charles Ray always does a thing
is again displayed in his role as George Watson. Charlotte
Pierce as Susie, the hotel keeper's daughter, gives adequate support. The other members of the cast are all good types and
capable actors.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The photography throughout the picture is splendid. There a^e some interesting and
realistic shots and some good views of the border country. The
lighting is good and pleasing effects have been frequently obtained. Continuity and direction satisfactory.
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ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
(Through First National)
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Made in the Kitchen
2 reels
She Sighed by the Seaside
2 reels
Call a Cop
2 reels
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES
Love's Outcast ....^
2 reels
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
OF AMERICA
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
Monkey Shines
2 reels
A Rag Doll Romance
2 reels
How to Grow Thin (Special;
1 reel
CHESTER COMEDIES
Snooky's Fresh Heir
2 reels
Snooky's Blue Monday
2 reels
Snooky's Wild Oats
2 reels
CHESTER OUTINGS
No More Gasoline
1 reel
Save Your Carfare
1 reel
The Last Hop
1 reel
Music in the Air
1 reel
Jogging Across Sawtooth
1 reel
CHESTER SCENICS
Old Moose Trails
1 reel
New Wine in Old Bottles
1 reel
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
No Parking
2 reels
A Barnyard Cavalier
2 reels
One Stormy Knight
2 reels
A Rambling Romeo
2 reels
Hokus Pokus
2 reels
'Twas
Ever
Thus
2
Oh, Promise Me!
2 reels
reels
'Tis
Bull
Fair the
Enough
22 reels
reels
CINAL FILMS— SLOW SPEED
The Manly Art of Self-Defense
1 reel
Annette Kellerman in High Diving
1 reel
Coif
1 reel
GAYETY COMEDIES
Say Uncle
1 reel
Afraid of His Wife
1 reel
Oh, Brother
1 reel
Wild and Willie
1 reel
Assault and Flattery
1 reel
Standing Pat
1 reel
KINOGRAMS
News Reel — Sunday and Thursdays
1 reel
MERMAID COMEDIES
Free and Easy
2 reels
Rolling Stones
2 reels
Step This Way
2 reels
The Rainmaker
2 reels
Spooks
2 reels
MISCELLANEOUS
Could Columbus Discover an America?.... 1 reel
The Crater of Mt. Katmai
1 reel
Dixie
1 reel
APUNCH'
Rural COMEDIES
Cinderella
,
2 reels
Country Chickens
2 reels
The Love Egg
2 reels
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS BEAUTIFUL
By the Side of the Road
1 reel
In the Bonnie Brier Country
1 reel
As Old as the Hills
1 reel
Unknown Switzerland
1 reel
ROBERT C. BRUCE "WILDERNESS TALES"
■"And
Must Weep"
11 reel
Missing Women
Men
reel
Nights of Many Shadows
1 reel
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse
2 reels
The
to Return
Road
reels
The Ne'er
Policeman
and the
Baby
22 reels
The Northern Trail
2 reels
SKETCHOGRAFS
Just for Fun
1 reel
Play Ball!
1 reel
What'sFamily
the Limit?
11 reel
The
Album
reel
TOONERVILLE COMEDIES
The Skipper's Last Resort
2 reels
The
Skipper's
Policy
2 reels
TORCHY
COMEDIES
Torchy Takes a Chance
2 reels
Battling Torchy
2 reels
Torchy and Orange Blossoms
2 reels
Torchy's
2 reels
VANITY Ghost
COMEDIES
Paying Patients
1 reel
Eat and Be Happy
1 reel
Chicken Hearted
1 reel
Spiking the Spooks
1 reel
It's
11 reel
NinetyYour
DaysMove
or Life
reel
WORLD WANDERINGS
Dawn
^r,
Dusk
in
Egypt
I
reel
The Silver Harvest
1 reel
The People of Old Bruges
1 reel
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FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES TRAVEL
PICTURES
Boro-Bodor and the Bromo
1 reel
Torrid Tampico
1 reel
Kwang-Chow-Fu
1 reel
Nice and Cannes
1 reel
Mexican Oil Fields
1 reel
In Batik Land
1 reel
Across the Grand Canyon
1 reel
Seville in Fair Time
1 reel
At the Wailing Wall
1 reel
Rural Java
1 reel
Santa Fe— The City Different
1 reel
Seeing San Marino
1 reel
Watching the Waylands
1 reel
In Old Granada
1 reel
A Fairy Foreland
1 reel
Stamboul
1 reel
Aljong the Rio Grande
1 reel
At the Damascus Gate
1 reel
Lake Maggiore
1 reel
First Families of America
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGAME
ADVENTURE
SCENICS
Down the Strand in London
1 reel
Winter Sports in St. Moritz
1 reel
Kilawea Volcano in Eruption
1 reel
The Jungfrau Railroad
1 reel
Wildest Wales
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Kids Is Kids
2 reels
Spirits
2 reels
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Movie Fans
2 reels
Fickle Fancy
2 reels
A Fireside Brewer
2 reels
Dabbling in Art
2 reels
Bungalow Troubles
2 reels
On
a
Summer's
Day
22 reels
The Unhappy Finish
reels
Officer Cupid
2 reels
Astray from the Steerage
2 reels
Are Waitresses Safe?
2 reels
An International Sneak
2 reels
Watch Your Neighbor
2 reels
It Pays to Exercise
2 reels
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Pictionary and Cartoons (Weekly)
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
From a Piscatorial Angle
1 reel
The Cloud
1 reel
A Setting of Ages
1 reel
Indiana Summer
1 reel
Victory Mountain
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-VANDENBURGH SERIES
Wild Men of Africa
2 reels
Jungle Dancers
2 reels
The Lion Killers
2 reels
Slaying the Hippopotamus
2 reels
The Land of the Pygmies
2 reels
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
CHARLES CHAPLIN
A Dog's Life
3 reels
AShoulder
Day's Arms
Pleasure
22 reels
reels
Sunnyside
2 reels
The Idle Class
2 reels
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
The Skipper's Narrow Escape
2 reels
The
Skipper's
Treasure Garden
Meeting
AH Trains
22 reels
reels
Toonerville Fire Brigade
2 reels
Skipper's
Scheme
2
reels
Toonerville Follies
2 reels
Skipper's Flirtation
2 reels
Skipper's
Boozem
22 reels
Skipper Has
His Friend
Fling
reels
Toonerville Tactics
2 reels
Skipper Strikes It Rich
2 reels
Toonerville Tangle
2 reels
HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES
The Punch of the Irish
2 reels
T\vilight Baby
3 reels
The Kick in High Life
2 reels
Wet and Warmer
2 reels
The Game Lady
2 reels
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Blacksmith
2 reels
The Playhouse
2 reels
The Boat
2 reels
SENNETT
Hard Knocks and Love Taps....
2 reels
Be Reasonable
2 reels
By Heck
2 reels
TURPIN
Love and Doughnuts
2 reels
Bright Eyes
2 reels
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FOX FILM CORPORATION
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Chase Me
2 reels
Farmyard Follies
2 rcela
Say It With Flowers
2 reels
The Book Agent
2 reels
Singer Moment,
Midgets' Please
Side Show
reels
One
22 reels
A Perfect Villain
2 reels
Love and War
2 reels
Pardon Me
2 reels
Try and Get It
2 reels
False Alarm
, 2 reels
Hold the Line
2 reels
Please Be Careful
2 reels
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
AH Wrong
2 reels
Don't Guide
Tickle
22 reesl
reels
The
The Sailor
2 reels
The Toreador
2 reels
The Chauffeur
, 2 reels
Hot Dog
2 reels
AL. ST. JOHN SERIES
The Happy Pest
2 reels
Fool Days
2 reels
Straight from the Farm
2 reels
The Studio Rube
2 reels
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
The Tong Sandwich
1 reel
Shadowed
1 reel
Turkish Bath
1 reel
The Big Mystery
1 reel
Long Live the King
1 reel
The
Village
Cut-Ups
reel
A Messy Christmas
11 reel
Fast Freight
1 reel
The Stolen Snooze
I reel
Getting Ahead
1 reel
Bony Parts
I reel
ABesider
GhostlyHerWallop
1
reel
Cider
1 reel
The Last Laugh
1 reel
The Hole Cheese
I reel
The Phoney Focus
1 reel
The Crystal Gazer
1 reel
Stuck in the Mud
1 reel
Too Much Sap
1 reel
IjUPINO lane SERIES
The Broker
2 reds
FOX NEWS— (Twice a Week)
SERIALS
Bride 13
15 Bpisodes
Fantomas
20 Episodes
GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Fingers and Pockets
Love and Rollers
Hearts and Hammers
At It Again
Professional Ethics
When Martin Gits Here
Ged Ap, Napoleon
You'd Better Get It
Indigo Sunday
Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About
Take It Easy
EDGAR COMEDIES
Edgar Camps Out
Edgar the Explorer
Edgar's Country Cousin
Edgar's Feast Day
Get-Rich-Quick Edgar
Edgar's Little Saw
GOLDWYN-BRAY
COMICS in' "Apollo"
Lampoons — ^Happy Hoolligan
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Cupid's^.
Advice"
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Happy
Hoolidini"
Lampoons
— Judge Rummy in "The Prize
Dance"
Lamapoons — Judge Rummy in "The Snappy
Judgment"
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "The Black'
smith"
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "A Romance
of '76"
Lampoons — Judge Rummy in "Why Change
Your Husband?"
>
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "Doctor
Jekyll and Mr. Zipp"
Lampoons — Judge Rummy in "Bear Facts^
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Roll Yottr
Own"
Lampoons — 'Judge Rummy in "Yes Dear' ..
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "Oi\"...,r.
Lampoons
— ^Judge Rummy in "Too Mtl^
Pep"

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

2
2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
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Elope

Released by Fox.
by Joseph
Brautigam.
Length 4,995

If You

TRADE

Must

Story by E. J. Rath. Scenario
Poland. Cameraman, Otto
Directed by C. R. Wallace.
Feet.
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Other

Women's

Clothes

Released by Hodkinson. Story by Ethel Doncher.
Camerman, J. R. Diamond. Adapted for
the Screen and Directed by Hugo Ballin.
Length, 5,400 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Nancy Moore, Eileen Percy ; Jazz Hennessy, Edward Sutherland : Willie Weems,
Joseph Bennett; Elizabeth Magruder, Mildred Davenport; Mrs. Magruder, Mary
Huntress ; Mr. Magruder, Harvey Clarke ; Warren Holt, Larry Steers.
Nancy Moore and Jazz Hennessy, two members o£ a theatrical troupe stranded
in a little town, board the train for the city. En route Nancy meets a Mr. Magruder, who oflfers her ten thousand dollars if she will prevent his daughter
Elizabeth from marrying Willie Weems, her mother's choice. Instead, she is to
bring about the marriage of the girl and Warren Holt, who has won favor in
the eyes of Elizabeth's father. Nanc.y is engaged as a maid in the Magruder
household, and soon starts out to get the ten thousand. She overhears a conversation that Elizabeth is going to elope with Willie, and she and Jazz get busy.
When Willie comes out of the cafe to go to meet Elizabeth. Jazz gets him into a
•cap and drives him far out into the country and leaves him there. But, like
the proverbial cat, Willie always comes back, and not until he is finally locked
in the Magruder attic are the two barnstormers really able to get Elizabeth and
Holt together long enough for a marriage ceremony to be performed.

Jacqueline Lee, Mabel Ballin; Barker Garrison, Raymond Bloomer; Rupert
Lewis, Orauford Kent ; Mrs. Roger Montayne, May Kitson ; Joe Peinberg, William
H. Straus; Bessie Horowitz, Aggie LaField; Ellen Downe, Rose Burdick.
Jacqueline Lee, a model, meets Barker Garrison, a wealthy bachelor, who devises a plan whereby she will be able to have all of the finer things of life. He
"invents" an old lady who leaves her money to Jacqueline. He confides in his
friend Rupert Lewis, and tells him the real benefactor must never be known.
Transposed into a life of luxury she does not forget her former friends. At one
of her big parties Lewis, under the influence of liquor, takes advantage of the
opportunity to tell Jacqueline of his love for her, but being rejected proposes a
toast to "the old lady in Rio de .Janeiro . . . Barker Garrison." Jacqueline
demands an explanation, and upon learning the truth disappears. Meanwhile
Garrison has fallen in love with her and travels over Europe to find her. Unsuche retuiTisof toanother
New Y'ork,
motoring
fall beneathcethes ful,wheels
car. and
He one
picksdayher while
up and
finds itseesto abe girl
Jacqueline.
When she recovers he learns that she hasi become famous on the stage under an
assumed name. He makes her promise never to run away again.

A comedy that can be
judged as fairly good entertainment. The story
has in it enough good material to make a clever
two reeler but scarcely
warrants or holds sufficient interest for long
footage. Primarily it
shows great possibilities
but gradually loses itself
in resorting to slap-stick
methods to keep the thing
going. The situations are
too often repeated and depend chiefly on some sort
of chase for excitement.
The picture could possibly
be shown to best advantage in an all comedy program, and, as such, might
bring satisfactory results.

The original story of
"The Luxury Tax" by
Ethel Doncher is adapted
to the screen in the proOther title
Women'sis
Clothes.duction ofThe

Points of Appeal. — As
far as action is concerned,
there is plenty of it in
Elope if You Must.
Nancy's determination to
prevent the elopement of
Elizabeth and Willie keeps
things moving. How she
■finally brings about the
marriage of the girl to the
father's choice, thereby
winning a reward of ten
thousand dollars for her services, is fairly interestingly told.
Cast. — Eileen Percy is severely handicapped in the role of
Nancy Moore for lack of better material. She and Edward
Sutherland, as Jazz Hennessy, make the most out of their parts
and get a good many laughs.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The photography is satisfactory and lighting seems to be generally good. There are no
sets of outstanding qualities but they suffice to carry out the
picture. Direction is rather well handled but at times the story
becomes muddled.

rather misleading, inasmuch as very little effort
has been made to show
any display of gowns as
one might expect. There
are numerous twists to the
plot and most of them are
unconvincing. The story
manages to hold a fair
amount of interest and occasionally some good combeen introduced to
livenedyithas up.
Points of Appeal. — Several very fine views of
New York, a single shot
of St. Paul's in London,
and one of Notre Dame,
have been successfully
worked into the picture,
and these possibly will be
well received. Little or no
sympathy can be felt for
the heroine who fails to
return the wallet and its
contents regardless of the
good purpose in which she
uses the money, or at any
rate if some attempt had
been made to correct this
it would leave a better impression.
Cast. — Mabel Ballin as Jacqueline Lee and Raymond Bloomer
give pleasing performances. Aggie LaField as Bessie Horowitz
is clever in her characterization of the shop girl. The remainder
of the cast is adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The photography is probably the outstanding feature in the picture. An especially good
shot is the splendid view of Times Square by night, which shows
the electrical display in this section. Some good effects and
changing lights have been secured in the interior shots. The
film would bear cutting to speed up the action in parts.
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GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Tree-Top
The
IslandConcert
of the Singers
Mist
Through the Earth
What Is Your Body Worth?
A Paradise for Birds
Venice of the Orient
Action of the Human Heart
The Riveter
The Humati Voice
Seein' Things
on the Orinoco
Gypsy
Scientists
Unshod Soldiers of the King
No
Reg'larInspiration
Bird ■
Chemical
Safe Combination
The City That Never Sleeps

11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
11
1
1

WID GUNNING, INC.
Moongold
Bear, Boy and Dog
Puppy Days
Robinson Crusoe Hours

3,1 7S
2,053
959
966

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor)
2,117
The Bashful Suitor (Mary Brandon and
Pierre Gendron)
2,064
The Young Painter (Mary Astor and Pierre
Gendron)
2,500
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
MAX ROBERTS COMEDIES
Why Change Your Mother-in-Law?
????
Shimmy Isle
????
Absence Without Leave
????
METRO PICTURES CORP.
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Convict 13
2 reels
One Week
2 reels
The Scare Crow
2 reels
Neighbors
2 reels
The Haunted House
2 reels
Hard Luck
2 reels
The High Sign
2 reels
The Goat
2 reels
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
CHARLES RAY' SERIES (20 Dramas).. 2 reels
Kineto Review Series (52 Releases)
KiNETo Reviews — The Living Book oj Nature
(See Issue of May 28, 1921, for First Series)
(See Issue of Oct. 29, 1921, for Second Series)
THIRD SERIES
Garden of the Gods — ^Cx)lorado
1 reel
The Science of a Soap Bubble
1 reel
Rio de Janeiro
1 reel
Kentucky Thoroughbreds
1 reel
Hiking the Alps,
With the Boy Scouts
11 reel
reel
Manhattan
Life
Eccentricities of the Wasp and Bee
1 reel
Fur and Feathers
1 reel
My Adirondacks Outing
1 reel
The Chemistry of Combustion
1 reel
The Victory Pageants
1 reel
The Delta of the Nile
1 reel
A Glimpse Into the Animal Kingdom
1 reel
KING COLE COMEDIES
Moonshiners
'.. . . . 22 reels
reels
Strikes to Spare
Bars and Stripes
2 reels
Jazz Babies
2 reels
A Fresh Start
2 reels
Shimmy Gym
2 reels
General Nuisance
2 reels
NATIONAL COMEDIES
Wanted — A Girl
2 reels
ASERIAL
Million — More or Less
2 reels
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and
Ella Hall)
15 Episodes
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE NEWS— Wednesdays and Saturdays
TOPICS OF THE DAY— Weekly
Week of March 19
Win or Lose (White Eagle No. 12)
2 reels
High Tide
1 reel
The Farmer and the Ostrich (Aesop Fable) ?^ reel
Hey There (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Loaded Dice (reissue)
3 reels
Week of March 26
The Clash of the Clans (White Eagle No. 13) 2 reels
Hot Off the Press (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
Hit Him Again (Harold Lloyd reissue) .... 1 reel
The Isle of Zorda (Louis Nalpas Prod.) .... 9 reels
The Angel Factory (reissue)
3 reels
Week of April 2
The Pivoted Rock (White Eagle No. 14) . . . 2 reels
The Anvil Chorus (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Lion
(Aesop Fable) . . .^A3 reels
reel
The
Mark and
of the
Cain Mouse
(reissue)
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Beat It (Harold Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
The
Fisher'sand Boarding
House.... 11 reel
The Ballad
Opossumof (Bill
Bob)
reel
Week of April 9
The Golden Pool (Wliite Eagle No. 15)
2 reels
Chained
to the .Anchor (Go Get 'Em Hutch 3 reels
No. 1)
Jump Your Job (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Rich Cat and the Poor Cat (Aesop
Fable)
y, reel
Next Aisle Over (Harold Lloyd Reissue) . . 1 reel
Shadows and Sunshine (Baby Marie Osborne reissue)
3 reels
Week of April 16
The
Falling
Wall
(Go
Get
'Em
Hutch
No.
2)
2
reels
Stand Pat (Parrott Comedy)
1 reel
The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing (Aesop Fa- ble) reel
An Ozark Romance (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
More Trouble (Frank Keenan reissue) 3 reels
Week of April 23
TheNo. Runaway
Car (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
3)
Full Wicked
O' Fep Cat
(Snub(Aesop
Pollard)
The
Fable)
%1 reel
reel
Bride and Gloom (Harold Lloyd reissue) ... 1 reel
The Mysterious Client (Irene Castle reissue) 3 reels
PIONEER FILM CORP.
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babies in Bearskin
1 reel
Call Me Daddy
1 reel
Down Beside the Seaside
1 reel
Knockout Maggie
1 reel
Professor Was Right
1 reel
Running Romeos
1 reel
Two's
Company
1
Young Ideas
1 reel
reel
Luke
McLuke's
Film-osophy,
each
14
PEEP INTO THE FUTURE (series of 6) 2 reel
reels
THE SONNY SERIES, each
2 reels
SERIALS
The Hope Diamond Mystery
15 Episodes
The Mystery Mind
15 Episodes
LEWIS T. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
HERBERT KAUFM.AN MASTERPIECES
PRIZMA COLOR PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES fDetective
Series)
2 reels
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNICK NEAVS
SERIALS
The Whirlwind
15 Eoisodes
The Branded Four
15 Episodes
TRIART PICTURES. INC.
(Released through Hodkinson)
The Beggar Maid
2 reels
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES
Get-Rich-Quick Peggy (Baby Peggy)
3 reels
A Family Affair (Chas. Dorety and Louise
Lorraine)
2 reels
The Dumbbell (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Chums (Baby Peggy and Brownie, the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
Shipwrecked Among the Animals (Harry
Sweet)
2 reels
The Straphanger (Lee Moran)
2 reels
An Idle Roomer (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Circus Clowns (Baby Peggy and Brownie, .
the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
The Toiichdown (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Horse Sense (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Little Miss Mischief (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Table Stakes (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Upper and Lower (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A One Horse Town (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Peggy, Behave (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Mutts of (Brownie,
the Wonder
'Dog)
reels
Two
a Kind (Harry
Sweet)
22 reels
The Rubberneck (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A Dark Horse (Sally, the Human Horse,
and Charles Dorety)
2 reels
The
Sleepvhead
(Harry Sweet)
2 reels
JEWEL
COMEDIES
"P. D. Q." (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Roman Romeos (Lyons-Moran)
2 reels
A Monkey Movie Star
2 reels
Robinson's
Trousseau (Lee Moran)
22 reels
reels
A Monkey Bell-Hop
TEWEL (COLLIER SERIES)
Let's
Go (The SERIES
Leather Pushers
1) 2 reels
TED RIDER
(Leonard No.
Chapman)
The Girl and the Law (No. 2)
2 reels
Big Stakes (No. 3)
2 reels
When the Devil Laughed (No. 4)
2 reels
The Forest Runners (No. 5)
2 reels
The
Timber Wolf (No. 6)
2 reels
SERIALS
The Flaming Disc
18 Episodes
The Vanishing Dagger
18 Episodes
The
Net
Episodes
King Dragon's
of the Circus
(Eddie Polo) 1815 Episodes
The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick) 18 Episodes
The White Horseman
18 Episodes
Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
Terror Trail
18 Episodes

Winner of the West (Art Acord)
18 Episodes
The Secret Four (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
With Stanley in Africa (George Walsh and
Louise Lorraine)
2 reels
The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (Harry
Myers)
2 reels
STAR
COMEDIES
Hot But Healthy
1 reel
No Place to Live
1 reel
Fares, Please
1 reel
Back Stage
1 reel
Noiseless Valley
1 reel
Should Stepmothers Trifle?
1 reel
Line's
Busy
1
Ice Box Pirates
1 reel
reel
Heart Breakers
1 reel
Show Me Your Samples
1 reel
Fur Coats and Pants
1 reel
Oh ! Nursie
1 reel
Westward Whoa
1 reel
.\lmost a Rancher
1 reel
Penny Ante
1 reel
The Fake Quake
1 reel
The News Maker
1 reel
Both Booths
1 reel
Friday, the Thirteenth
1 reel
The Bottle Baby
1 reel
Hlis Inheritance Taxi
1 reel
A Panicky Pullman
1 reel
Beware!
1 reel
A Ck)lf Insect
1 reel
The Minute Man
1 reel
UNIVERSAL SERIES
A Battle Against Odds (Eddie Polo) 2 reels
Cyclone Deal
Smith'sCyclone
Vow CEddie
(Eddie Polo)
Polo)
reels
Square
22 reels
The Yellow Streak (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Heritage of Hate (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
A Ride for a Rancho (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Fair Fighting (Art Acord)
2 reels
AOldWoman's
Wit (Eileen Sedgwick) 22 reels
Dynamite
reels
The Brand of Courage
2 reels
The Dream Girl
2 reels
Ned of the News (Percy Pembroke) 2 reels
A Battle of Wits (Eileen Sedgwick)
2 reels
ThePlante
Deputy's
Cross (Laura La- 2 reels
and LeoDouble
Shumway)
Night Attack, The (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 reels
Captain
Finish (Mack Wright and 2 reels
Lillian Kid's
Byron)
The Phantom Terror (Jack Perrin and Gertrude Olmstead)
2 reels
The
Ranger's
Reward
(Art
Acord)
2
The Open Wire (Eileen Sedgwick)
2 reels
reels
Fighting Back (Laura LaPlante and Hmo
Lincoln)
2 reels
A Gertrude
Blue Jacket's
Honor (Jack Perrin and 2 reels
Olmstead)
Matching Wits (Art Acord)
2 reels
The Trail of the Wolf (Laura LaPlante
and Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
Trickery (Dorothy Woods and Harold GoodThe Girl of the West (Laura LaPlante andwin) ,2 reels
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reels
The Call of Courage (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The White Messenger (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
A Treacherous Rival (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The
Verdict (Eddie NEWS
Polo)
2 reels
INTERNATIONAL
(Issued Every Monday and Thursday)
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
A Parcel Post Husband
2 reels
Fists and Fodder
2 reels
Footprints
2 reels
He Laughs Last
2 reels
Sprinetime
2 reels
The
X/aundry
2 reels
LARRY
SEMON COMEDIES
School Days
2 reels
Solid Concrete
2 reels
The Fly Cop
2 reels
The
Clerk
." .. 22 reels
reels
The Grocery
Stage Hand
The Suitor
2 reels
The Sportsman
2 reels
The Hick
2 reels
The Rent Collector
2 reels
The Bakery
2 reels
The Fall Guy
2 reels
The Bell Hop
2 reels
The Sawmill
2 reels
The Show
2 reels
TIM AUBREY COMEDIES
The Riot
2 reels
The Applicant
2 reels
The Messenger . . . /
2 reels
The Charmed Life
2 reels
SERIALS
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Page) IS Episodes
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio Moreno) IS Episodes
The Silent Avenger (William Duncan^ IS Episodes
The Purple Raiders (Joe Ryan and
Elinor Field)
15 Episodes
Fighting Fate (William Duncan and
'Edith Johnson)
15 Episodes
Breaking Through
IS Episodes
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April 1, 1922

The

Rosary

First National Photoplay in Seven Parts. Author,
BeiTiard McConville. Director, Jerome
Storm.
utes.

Rvinning Time, Seventy-five MinCAST AXD SYNOPSIS

FathL-r Brian Kelly, Le'.vis S. Stone; Vera Mather, Jane Novak; Kenwootl
Wright,
Wallace ;Beery
Bruce AVilton,L>ore
Robert
Gordon; Donald
; WidowMacTavish,
Kathleen Pomeroy
W^ilton,
Kugenie Besserer
Isaac ; Abrahamson,
Davidson
Cannon ; Captain Caleb Mather, Bert Woodruff ; Alice Wilton, Mildred June ; Skeeters Martin, Harold Goodwin.
On the death of Ichabod Wright, founder of the tishing village of Sandy Bay.
the bulk of his fortune goes to Bruce Wilton, his nephew, Kenward Wright, a
wayward youth, being cut off with only a legacy of some marsh land. Kenward
is further embittered b.v the fact that Vera ilather. whom he loves, is engaged
to Bruce. Wright joins forces with Donald MacTavish, a pirate fishing captain.
He attempt
also winsto the
of Bruce's
Alice,in who
becomeswhich
his couples
victim. herIn
an
saveaffections
Alice, Vera
becomessister,
involved
a scandal
name with Wright, and' Bruce takes back the rosary he gave her as a pledge of
love. Acts of lawlessness contrived by MacTavish and Wright astound the villagers. Wright has built a cannery on his marsh land. Bruce goes to the cannery.
Father Kelly arrives and tells him that Wright has conspired to blow up the
building. They escape just as the explosion takes place. Wright is pursued by the
villagers and seeks refuge in the church. Widow Wilton is killed by a bullet
intended for Father Kelly. Wright, pursued by the mob, drives over a rickety
bridge and plunges to death in tlie stream beneath. Father Kelly's faith comI'lirts Bruce. In time comes hiippiness. and love is restored with the rosary.
That a catchy title is a
powerful aid to the boosting of a feature film into
public popularity cannot be
denied. And so it follows
that the present production, with its prestige derived from the name of
the old song, whose melody and words are familiar wherever the English
language is spoken, possesses immense advertising value. But apart altogether from the drawing
power of its title, The
Rosary must 'be listed as
an extremely fine picture.
"Under
any other
would have
held name
its ownit
among competitors, with
something over to spare.
There isn't any plot to the
song itself, but the. film
offers a thoroughly satisfactory one, i-eplete with
rapid action, numerous
thrills, pathos and love
romance. It is remarkably well photographed,
ably directed and cleverly
acted by an excellent cast,
registers as Al quality
brand of entertainment
and should make money
for exhibitors.
Points of Appeal. —
Vera Mather's generous
self-sacrifice in behalf of
Tier lover's erring sister,
Alice Wilton, is a very
touching episode, and, indeed, the sympathetic note
dominates the picture to
a great extent, while
there is not wanting a
spice of adventure and thrilling atmosphere to hold the spectators in suspense. The story works up to a highly melodramatic
yet convincing finish, with a last touch of cheerfulness to offset
the sensational plunge to death of the misguided Kenwood
Wright.
Cast.ance—in the
Le-wis
intenselyJane
powerful
role S.ofStone
Fathergives
Brianan Kelly.
Novak performwins all
hearts by her sympathetic, natural impersonation of heroine
Vera Mather, and adequate support is rendered by the remainder of the company.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The storm effects and the
explosion scene are very impressive, exteriors and interiors are
skillfully filmed and the lighting is superb. The continuity
holds without a break and the action is fast from beginning to
end.
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The

Glorious

Fool

Goldwyn Photoplay in Six Parts. Author, Mary
Roberts Rinehart. Scenario by J. G. Hawks.
Director, E. M. Hopper. Cameraman, John
Mescall.
Running Time, Seventy Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jane Brown, Helene Ohadwick ; Billy Graut. Richard Di.x ; Mi.-s Hal t, Vera
Lewis; Head Nurse, Kate I^ester ; Dummy, (Jtto Hoffman; Jenks. John Line*;
Senior Interne, Theodore Von Eltz : Mrs. Lindley Grant, Ullian Langdon ; Al,
George
Cooper. young and wealthy, is Jilted by his society sweetheart lieiausp she
Billy Grant,
fears he cauuot stay sober. Billy determines to „'0 to the dogs hy ;i rapid lonte.
He gets
drivestells
his him
auto heinto
and wakes Billy
up inis aanxious
hosiiitaKto
The
doctordrunk,
attending
has u nomotor
chancetruck
of recovery.
prevent his relatives from falling heir to his property. He persuades his probationnurse, Jane
to we^d
and inherit
his money.
but ary
Anally
yieldsBro'wn,
and they
are him
married.
Billy wakes
up andSheis refuses
on the atroadfirst,to
recovery. He is really in love with Jane, but determines to release her. The
head nurse sends Jane to work in the maternity ward. Billy starts out to find
her,
in hisconvalescent,
wheel chair.Billy
His decides
love-making
effective
but hecruising
is sentfrombackwardto tobed.wardWhen
to go ishome
and
free Jane. Meanwhile, she is threatened with expulsion for being out of bounds
after hours. Billy learns that she had gone to save the happiness of a young
girl in the maternity ward. He arises to his status as a husband, defends Janet
and at last obtains her promise to live with' him as his wife.
Romance and humor
run a neck-and-neck race
up to a breezy climax in
this entertaining story of
hospital life, with a pretty
nurse for heroine and a
sick-bed hero cursed by a
taste for intoxicating beverages which leads him
into a series of complications, ending in a marriage that braces him into
the semblance of a good
citizen. The plot possesses
a strong vein of originality, holds its interest from
first to last, there is no
lack of action and, taken
on the whole, the feature
may be set down as an excellent drawing card. It is
skillfully directed handsomely photographed and
presented by a talented
cast, every member of
whom contributes heavily
to the film's success.
Points of Appeal. — Locating acomedy drama in
the wards of a hospital
may seem a somewhat
dangerous experiment, but
Mrs. Rinehart, who is responsible for the story,
was a trained nurse before
she attained prominence
in the authorship field,
and has managed to extract a good deal of fun out of the adventures of Billy Grant, man about town and hater of the Volstead
law. Also, the element of pathos is not lacking, the love interest is well developed and a thoroughly satisfactoi-y climax is
echieved.
Cast. — Helene Chadwick scores a decided hit as the fascinating little heroine, Richard Dix fills the lover role in capable
fashion and the work of the all-star cast in support deserves high
praise.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Deep sets are employed
with capital effect, there are many well filmed interiors in evidence and the lighting throughout is of the best quality. The
continuity holds together without a single break and the action
moves rapidly from beginning to end.
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STATE

RIGHTS

AMERICAN FILM CORP., INC. Footage
High-Gear Jefifrey (William Russell)
5,000*
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes)
5,000*
A Rough-Shod Fighter (William Russell) 5,000*
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain (Helen
Holmes)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
APEX FILM CO.
Out of the Dust (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000*
ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
The Heart of Lincoln (Francis Ford)
5,000*
Another Man's Boots (Western)
5,000*
The Stranger of the Hills (Western)
5,000*
They're Off! (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Thundering Hoofs, (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Threads of Destiny (Bessie May)
5,000*
In Search of Arcady
5,000*
The Lamb and the Lion
5.000*
Hoop-La
5,000*
The Love Call
5,000*
The Girl of My Dreams
5,000*
ARROW FILM CORP.
Stranger in Canyon Valley (Edythe Sterling) 5,000*
Daughter of the Don (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Before
the White
Came Stars
(Indian(Dustin
Cast) 6,000*
The Light
of the Man
Western
Farnum)
6,000*
Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Playing Square (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
The Happy Masquerader (Gladys Leslie)... 5,000*
A Shadow of the Past (Charlotte Walker) 5,000*
A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
5,000*
A Question of Honor (Kathryn Adams) .... 5,000*
Adele (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Just H!is Wife (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
AGirlMan's
Fight
(Dustin
Farnum)
5,000*
From Porcupine, The
6,251
Splendid Life, The
5,996
Double-O (Jack Hoxie)
4,739
Sparks of Flint (Jack Hoxie)
4,805
Two-Fisted Jefferson (Jack Hoxie)
4,639
Motion to Adjourn, A
5,785
Innocent Cheat, The
5,744
Ten Nights in a Barroom
7,815
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
{Distributed by Weiss Brothers)
After Six Days (Old Testament Story) 10,000*
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
Under
Western Skies
6,000*
False Women
5,000
AYWON FILM CORP.
W-estern Firebrands (Big Boy Williams).... 5,000*
Across the Border (Big Boy Williams) .... 5.000*
Rounding Up the Law (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Lure of the Orient (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Fidelity (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
Hair Trigger Casey (Frank Borzage) 5,000*
Master
of
Beasts
(All
Star
Cast)
5,000*
Oh! Mabel, Behave (Mabel Normand, Mack
Sennett, Owen Moore, Ford Sterling) .... 5,000*
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Dangerous Love (Pete Morrison)
5 reel;
The Victim (Robert T. Haines)
6 reels
Captivating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge reissue)
5 reels
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart) . . . 5,600
Life's (Greatest Question (Roy Stewart).... 5,000*
COMMONWEALTH PICT. CORP.
The Hidden Light
5,000*
EAST COAST PRODUCTION, INC.
AMALGAMATED SERIES
Ashes
5.000*
Any Night
5,000*
The Greater Duty
5,000*
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Midchannel (Clara Kimball Young)
6,000*
Hush
Young)
Where (Clara
Is My Kimball
Wandering
Boy Tonight?.... 6,000*
????
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed) . . 5,800
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Kazan
6,464
The Mask
6,400
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
The Servant in the House (All Star)
5,000*
Penny of Top Hill Trail (Bessie Love) 5,000*
Dangerous
Star)
7,000*
Heidi
of theToys
Alps (All
(Prizma)
????
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
The Supreme Passion
The Ne'er-Da-Well
The House Without Children
The Spoilers
'Approximately

6,000*
7,000*
7,000*
9,000*
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Volume 11.

Number 18

PICTURES

ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
Footage
Iris
Comedies
(Little Napoleon)
2 reels
Mother Eternal
6,700
Crescent Comedies (Jack Richardson) 2 reels
The
Movie
Stars'
Stampede
(Novelty)
2 reels
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men (Super Feature) 6,200
ARROW
FILM
CORP.
SERIALS
JOAN FILM SALES CORP.
Thunderbolt Jack
15 Episodes
The Blue Fox
15 Episodes
She
Played
and
Paid
(Fanny
Ward)
5,000*
Nan
of
the
North
15 Episodes
Annabel Lee (All Star Cast)
5,000
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
(18)
1 reel
BROADWAY
COMEDIES
(14)
2 reels
J. W. FILM CORPORATION
CRUELWED
COMEDIES
(12)
2 reels
The Road to .-\rcady
6,000* SPEED COMEDIES
(12)
2 reels
Should a Wife Work
6,000* inRTHQUAKE COMEDIES
(14)
2 reels
For Your Daughter's Sake
5,000* SPORT PICTORIAL (26)
1 reel
GEORGE H. HAMILTON, INC.
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
(Distributed by Goldwyn)
Give Me My Son
5,000*
In Self Defense
5,000* .Sport Review Releases
1 reel
When Knights Were Bold
5,000*
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
LEE AND BRADFORD
SPUR SERIES (10 Western)
2 reels
Determination (Al Lincoln and James MelCHARLEY CARTOONS (6 Comedies).... 1 reel
vale)
10,000*
AYWON FILM CORP.
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
HARREY CAREY— 15 Westerns (each) 2 reels
The
Fatal
30
(Fritzi
Ridgeway)
5,000*
FRANKLIN
FARNUM— 12 Westerns
2 reels
The Call from the Wild (Frankie Lee and
TOY COMEDIES— 6
(each) 2 reels
Highland Laddie)
5,000* HELEN HOLMES— 22 Railroad Dramas.. 3 reels
MARY PICKFORD REVIVALS
2 reels
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Soul of Man, The (William Nigh and Maurine Powers)
7,000*
RANCH WESTERNS (Bi-Monthly) 2 reels
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle) . . . . 5,000* STAR
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
(Bi-Monthly)
13 reel
COMEDIES
reels
Mr. Bingle (Maclyn Arbuckle)
5,000* CARNIVAL
Mr. Potter of Texas (Maclyn Arbuckle) 6,000*
Trail of the Law (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
Man Who Paid, The (Wilfred Lytell) 5,000* \\ ESTERN
STAR DRAMAS (Two Reels)
Wolf's Fang, The (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
EXPORT AND IMPORT
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawlinson).. 6,000* SERIAL
WTiispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton)
6,000* The Jungle Goddess (Elinore Field and
Soul and Body
Luther)
Truman Van Dyke)
15 Episodes
Dangerous
Love (Anne
(Pete Morrison
and Carol 6,000*
Holloway)
5,000*
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
JOSEPH
MOORE AND EILEEN SEDGEWICK SERIES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
Problem Eternal
5,000* CHESTER COMEDIES (2 reels each)
False Brands
5,000* JOE ROCK COMEDIES (1 reel each)
The
Pack
5,000* SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (1 reel each)
CLARAWolfKIMBALL
YOUNG SERIES
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
(2 reels each)
SERIALS
Hearts in Exile
5,000* Miracles
of the Jungle
15 Eipisodes
The Rise of Susan
5,000*
Marriage a la Carte
5,000*
HORIZON PICTURES, INC.
Yellow Passport
5,000*
Feast of Life
5,000* Norma Talmadge Reissues (14) (each) 2 reels
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
KINETO CO. OF AMERICA
The Toreador (Bull Fight)
3,600
{Released through State Rights Excliange)
Rigoletto
6,000* Wonders
of the World
(2 series)
SECOND NAT'L PICTURES CORP.
First Series from No. 1 to No. 26 (each) . . 1 reel
David and Jonathan
4,800
Second Series from No. 27 to 52 (each) 1 reel
Hfer Story
5,000*
McGOVERN & EGLER
The Night Riders
5,000*
SHORTY HAMILTON SERIES
Brenda's Heritage
5,000*
W. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS, INC.
The Runt
2,000*
FARNUM, HAMILTON, HART, FORD SERIES
Pep
2,000*
So this Is Arizona
5,982
Let-'er-Go
Gallagher
2,000*
White Masks, The
4,922
Pony
Boy
2,000*
Angel Citizens, The
4.826
Grit
3,000*
Ride 'Em Cowboy
2,000*
STOREY PICTURES, INC.
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
SHADQWLAND
SCREEN REVIEW— Every Two
Weeks
WITITE CAP COMEDIES
BURLESQUE PHOTOPLAYS (With Elsie Daven- Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-Week) . . . . 1 reel
STORIES
Month.
No Darnport)— Every
Yeates
2 reels NEWSPAPER
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-Month) .... 2 reelsHamomlet
2 reels VERNON
DENT
COMEDIES
Salami
2 reels Once-a-Week
1 reel
Let Her Rip Van Winkle
2 reels
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
TRUART FILM CORPORATION
Burlingham Adventure Series
(each) 1 reel
IR\aNG CUilMINGS SERIES
WARNER BROS.
Patsy's Jim
2 reelsCorporal Jim's Ward
2 reelsWhy Girls Leave Home
????
Rope's
End,
The
2 reelsParted Curtains
????
False
Ashamed of Parents
????
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
School Days (Wesley Barry)
????
Your Best Friend (Vera Gordon)
???? Trail,
JANE AND KATHERINE LEE
The Circus Imps
2 reelsWESTERN PICTURES CORP.
The Dixie Madcaps
2 reels
Honeymoon Ranch (Alene Ray)
5,000* The Hicksville Terrors
2 reels
West
-the Rio Grande (Alene Ray)
5,000* MINTA DURFEE SERIES
NEW ofSERIES
When You Are Dry
2 reelsPartners of the Sunset (Alene Ray)
5,000* Wives'
2 reels
Lady Luck (Alene Ray)
5,000* He, She Union
and It
2 reels
AWhose
Quiet Wife?
Night
22 reels
2reels
reels.
TONY SARG'S ALMANAC (Series of 12) 1 reel
SHORT SUBJECTS
WESTERN FEATURES
The Mormon Trail
2 reels ADVENTURES OF T. S. S. CORP.
The Man Hater
2 reelsAdventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln) 15 Episodes A Desperate Tenderfoot
2 reels-
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I Can

Explain

Metro Photoplay in Five Parts. Author, Edgar
Franklin. Director, George D. Baker.
Running

Time, Fifty-Five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Jimmy Berry, Gareth Hughes; Betty Caison. Baitine Biukett : Dorothy Dawsou,
Grace Darmond ; Howard Dawsou, Herbert Hayes: Will Potter. Victor Potel ;
Uncle Henry, Nelson McDowell; Juan Pedro fiardez. Edward Wallock ; Xlisiiel.
Albert Breig ; General Huera, Harry Loraine ; Carniencita Gardez. Tina llodotti ;
Lopez, Sydney Dalbrook ; El Payor, Stanton Heck ; Rev. chirk, William Brown.
Jimmy Berry is junior partner of the firm of Dawson and Berry, with a factory
in Wallington and offices in New York, both irartners living in the factory town.
Berry is in love with Betty Carson. Dorothy wishes to secretly put some money
into the firm, intending later to surprise her husband. She conHdes in Berry and
their seeming intimacy leads to scandal. Dawson, .iealous. insists ui»n Berry
going to South America, under threat of telling Betty's uncle of the scandal.
Dawson goes along with Berry and to his amazement Dorothy also turns up on
board the ship. Arriving in South America the two partners become mixed up
in a net of intrigue and finally fight a duel, in which Dawson is wounded. There
are many complications, Beri-j' at last escapinji from South America and reaching
Wallington just in time to prevent Betty's marriage to another man. Dorothy
and Dawson arrive home. Berry wins Bettj' and the united firm takes up business
again.
Considered strictly
from the photographic
standpoint, / Can Explain
is an artistic delight. The
tropical views are exceedingly beautiful and the
settings throughout of exceptionally fine quality.
The picture is well directed; in fact, George D.
Baker has done far better
with the material than
one might expect when its
lack of originality is taken
into account. The comic
opera atmosphere of the
South American country,
where the two partners become involved in a mist of
errors, is well developed,
although many of the political situations which result are rather familiar
stuff, recalling various old
laughing gags of stage and
screen. Of course, nobody
will be likely to take the
story in the least degree
seriously. It offers fair
average entertainment
and in localities where the
star has achieved popularity may prove a good
drawing card.
Points of Appeal. — The
comedy is a bit forced at
times, the complications
in which the hero finds
himself struggling do not
materialize in natural
fashion, there is always
the impression left that
the situations are "made
to order," so that Jimmy
Berry may plunge into a
difficulty and find his way
out again. The best scenes transpire when Jimmy and his
wrathful partner get mixed up in South American intrigues and
a cheerful climax is attained.
Cast. — Gareth Hughes' talents are in a certain measure
wasted upon the part of Jimmy Berry. The role is not one
likely to win sympathy for the star, yet Mr. Hughes gives a
consistent perfoi'mance. He works with considerable energy
and is responsible for whatever humorous appeal the picture
makes. Bartine Burkett is a pretty and pleasing Betty Carson,
Herbert Hayes plays the partner, Howard Dawson, effectively
and adequate support is rendered by others of the cast.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The camera work throughout is faultless, the beauty of the South American views cannot
be denied, there are many fine light and shadow effects shown
and good lighting prevails. The continuity is unbroken and the
action fast.
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The

Cradle

Jesse L. Lasky Presentation Released by Famous
Players-Lasky.

Story by Eugene

Scenario by Olga Printzlau.
Paul Powell.

Brieux.

Directed by

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Margaret Harvey. Ethel Clayton ; Dr. Robert Harvey. Cliarlea Meredith ; Doris
Harvey, Mary Jane Irving; Lola Forbes, Anna Lehr ; Courtney Webster, Walter
McGrail; Mrs. Mason, Adele Farrington.
Dr. Robert Harvey and his frugal wife .seem to lie unable to achieve very
much in the way of the pleasures of life, whereas Lola Forbes, who lives nearby, is
suffering
caused from
much excitement.
She ealls'in
Hai-vey tofrom
take athebreakdown
case. Fascinated
by histoo winning
personality, she
takes advantage of every opportunity to bring him to her. Meanwhile, Harvey has neglected
his
-n-ife
and
little
daughter,
and
nimors
have
linked
his
name
with the
other woman. Tlie wife gives him a divorce and he marries Lola. Margaret
sents to marry Webster, one of her former admirers. The child is to spend consix
months of the year with each parent. Webster feels that little Doris is in the
way in his home, and when she goes to live with her father, Lola plainly shows
that she prefers her Pekinese. On one occasion she beats the
and causes
her a serious illness, during which little Doris continually calls child
for her mother.
Harvey takes her back to her mother, and through the ordeal thev
realize their
njistakes.
Shortly aftenvard Lola and Harvey are divorced, and Webster
seeing
that Margaret
still loves Harvey, finds a way to reunite them.
Another story of mother
love told in a way that is
different and appealing.
The plot continues to build
until a very fine climax is
reached. The result is entirely satisfactory and
deep interest is maintained
all the way through. There
is just enough pathos to
reach the heart without
being overdone. None of
the tense situations fail to
register visibly with the
audience. The picture
stands a good chance of
being one of the most satisfying attractions you
can offer.
Points of Appeal. — The
strong bond of parentage
is well portrayed here and
with good effect. A keen
note of sympathy is carried through the story
chiefly because of the excellent performance of the
little girl Doris. Her attempt to run off to the
ing.
"orphant's" home is amusCast. — Ethel Clayton as
Margaret, the wrife of
young Doctor Robert Harvey (Charles Meredith)
does a splendid piece of
acting. She has in this
role many rapidly changing emotions which she does well in
every instance. Meredith seems to be a little young for the
part in which he has been cast but nevertheless he gives a good
account of himself. Sharing honors with the star, little Mary
Jane Irving's name should be mentioned. She has a rather long
and difficult role which she does with a great deal of credit.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The interior settings are
artistic and elaborate. Very fine lighting effects and splendid
continuity prevails throughout the picture.
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CAPITOL
Overture,
" Capriccio
Italien "
(Tchaikovsky).
Capitol News.
Musical Divertissements.
Feature,
Glol■io^^s Fool
(Goldwyn) The.
Piano Solo :
(a) "Riiapsody
in C. Major"
(Dohnanyi)
(b)
"Campanelia"
(Liszt).
Unit No. 6 — CoMBiDY, Buster Keaton
in Tlte
High Sign (First National).
Unit No. 7 — Organ Recital.
Next Whkk — Turn to the Right (Metro).
Press Comments

Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

Ne.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1—
2—
3—
4—
5—

Sun — This picture proves that
the proper study of mankinci on the
screen is man, and it is handled with
light and deft fingers. Mail — The
gloom is all disposed of in the first
five minutes ; after that it became a
pleasing comedy-drama, distinctly
human and always interesting.
Times — It sufl:'ers chiefly by its
length. It ought to be a two or
three-reel comedy and as such it
would be merry from beginning to
end. It has been well staged and its
photography is notably good. Tribune— The characters appear as
though they had stepped from the
pages of Mrs. Rinehart's book. It
has been directed by a man with
imagination and played by actors
and actresses with imagination.
Hei-ald — The comedy treatment of a
hospital almost lifts the picture off
the screen.
RIVOLI
Comedy — Clear Case.
Vocal(Clay).
Solo — "I'll Sing Thee Songs of Araby"
Feature — Betty
Compson in The Green Temptation (Paramount).
Ballet
Number
( Brahms
) . — "Hungarian Gypsy Dance"
Serial — Final eoisode of Mistress of the World
(Paramount), "The City of Gold."
Press Comments
Tribune — The scenes are beautifully done and it is all very thrilling
until suddenly the war comes along
and settles everybody's diflftculties
instead of letting them settle their
own. Times — It is full of inconsistencies; itis too freely melodramatic at times, it becomes overly
sentimental here and there, and as a
whole it is loosely put together, but
it holds you nevertheless. Mail —
This picture is an exceedingly interesting film, directed with great skill
— in fact, one of the best photoplays
William Desmond Taylor ever produced. Telegram — The climax is
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BROADWAY
Press

York

Comments

Dailies

highly dramatic. Sun — Beautiful
scenery, fine acting and good photography continue throughout the film.
STRAND
Overture — "Les Preludes" (Liszt).
Odds and Ends —
(a) "Sixty Million Boarders"
(b) "The Campaign Speech"
(c) "The Four-Footed Derrick"
(d)Solo
"Photographic
Gems"
Vocal,
— "Come
the
Dance" (Oliver).
Mark Strand
Topicalto Review.
Vocal(Di Prologtte
—
"
Torna Surriento "
Capua).
Feiature — Fair Lady (United Artists).
Comedy
— Harold
Llovd revival, Beat It
(Pathe).
Organ Recital.
Next Week — Gypsy Passion ( Vitagraph ) .
Press Comments
Sun — There is a climax, with
an excitable Italian mob pouring
through the streets while hero and
villain struggle for a revolver, that
revives one's waning faith in movie
fights. Journal — There is more violence of love and hate in this picture
than any other that has been seen
for months. Mail — Those who like
stirring melodrama well played of
the sort that will make the pulses
quicken will find it at the Strand
this week. This story of a Sicilian
secret society lends itself particularly well to screening, and the result is an exceptionally interesting
as well as thrilling film. World — It
is a finished play, distinguished by
effective acting by Betty Blythe,
Thurston Hall and Robert Elliott,
and it will be a popular picture
wherever it is shown. Herald —
Without any false syncopation, Director Webb has developed the climax in this romance to the point
where one realizes the movies can
still set the old pulses going.
RIALtO
Overture
—
"Sakuntala"
( Goldmark ) .
Rialto Magazine.
Flute Solo — "Fantaisie Pastorale Hongroise"
(Doppler).
Feature
— Ethel Clayton in The Cradle (Paramount).
Vocal
Solo
— "The
Songof ofTheSongs"
(DeMoya).
SEEiAi — Final
episode
Mistress
of the
World
(Paramount).
"The
City
of Gold."
Next Week — Revival of seven famous
films :
The Miracle Man. Dr. Jelcyll and Mr.
Hyde, OM Wives for New, On with the
Dance.hold MyDon't
Wife, Change
a.nd MaleYour
and Husband.
Female. BePress Comments
Herald — Regardless of movie banalities, this is one of the best pictures Miss Clayton has had in some
time, proving ironically that something substantial can be made out
of the regular film fudge. It may
even incline you to spontaneous

tears at times, if you can be spontaneous in that way. World — This
Eugene Brieux play, dealing with
the love of child for parent and vice
versa, is acted as a screen drama
and succeeds only fairly well in retaining the original interest. Sun
— The last installment of The Mistress of the World is really melodrama with a vengeance. The serial
has taken a week or two to get its
wind, but now it has developed a
punch, so to speak. The Cradle is
not only a good picture with an idea
behind it, but it is very well acted
and very well directed besides.
Telegram — The Cradle is one of
Brieux's most touching themes, appealing alike to the heart and mind.
CAMEO
Overture — Orchestral selections.
Cameo News Events.
Violin Solo — "Zigeunerweisen" (Sarasa,te).
Scenic — Art Pictorial, "The Man Who Always
Vocal (Br,ahe).
Solo — "I Passed Your Window"
Sat —Down,"
Comedy
Larry ) . Semon in The Head Waiter
( Vitagraph
Feature — The Rosary (First National).
Organ Recital.
Coming — V.ira Gordon in Her Greatest Friend
Press Comments
Herald — After Schooldays, it was
natural that other song successes
should be set to celluloid. The Rosary is what one might expect of
such an adaptation — some good
situations, a trifle of the obvious and
a touch of m.elodrama to bring
everything to a satisfactory boil.
Lewis S. Stone engraves his adaptable personality on the role of a
gentle priest. Wallace Beery lends
his powerful acting to the role of
villain, which he naturally just
"eats up." Telegram — The screen
version of The Rosary was put on
the silver mirror at the Cameo Theatre last night and was acted exceptionally well. The story abounds
in witty situations, but withal there
are some tears. Journal — It has
several interesting episodes, a splendid cast and some thrilling moments. A thrilling explosion and
storm scenes are the high lights in
the film. Sun — It demonstrates that
what dynamite and a scheming
blackguard put asunder the famous
song can bring together. Future
patrons should be cautioned that as
this picture deals with fishing pirates, the local cannery is naturally
blown up, so that sensitive spectators can put their hands over their
ears and be prepared for the shock.
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tude of hers brings her into the ludicrous position of ordering her own photograph out of a News Weekly.
It is to these phases of censorship that the attention of
a large number of citizens has been invited, for the reason,
first of all, that the Ohio situation is nationwide in importance; and also because it offers an unusual opportunity for
the recording of public opinion on the whole subject of
political tyranny over the screen.
Opinions

were

sought

from

representatives

groups:

Los Angeles Representative: Frank J. Baum,
607 Union League Building. Telephone: 62042
London Representative: George F. Salas. 172
Wardour Street, London, W. I., England.

mayors and other municipal officials, lawyers, judges, bankers, ministers, school superintendents and principals, college
professors, newspaper editors, club women and writers.

Memier Audit Bureau of Circulations.

The response is clear : the substantial citizens of a* large
number of communities will have none of the autocracy
typified by the Ohio censor chief. More than that, they are
against legalized censorship in any form.

Subscription rates, postage paid, per year :
United States, $2.00 ; Canada, $3.00 ; Foreign,
$6.00 ; single copies, 25 cents. Remit by check,
money order, currency or U. S. postage stamps.
EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW, Inc., also
publishes quarterly, INTERNATIONAL CINEMA TRADE REVIEW, in six langiiages, in
the interest
of assisting
the motion
picture industry of the
United States
in successfully
exploiting and merchandising Its products
throughout
foreign countries where a potential market all
exists.

Exhibitors Trade Review is the
only motion picture trade paper
which has been indorsed by the
officials and national organization of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America and most of the state
units of the national body.

The very people upon whom the "reformers" claim
they rely ; the very people the reformers assert they are representing intheir campaign to regulate and hamstring everything and everybody, give the lie to these same "reformers."
Publication of these opinions — and the installment in
this week's issue is only the beginning — ought to hearten the
industry in its fight against the censorship menace. The
material which we are presenting and shall continue to present for a period of several weeks ought also to be of very
practical value to exhibitors and exchanges confronted by
local censorship fights.
Of definite methods to be employed in the use of this
material we shall have a great deal to say as the campaign
goes along.
own

A

Slogan

Meanwhile,

we take occasion

to reaffirm our

unalterable opposition to censorship and our determination tofight until the censorship tyranny is forever ended.
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Go!''

are glad to give prominence this week to a statement
issued by Thomas H. Ince, the producer, pointing out
in effective fashion the menace of the leech picture.
Mr. Ince hits the nail squarely on the head when he declares that the leech picture is an evil to all the industry because itseriously undermines the very pillars upon which
the film business is built — namely, public confidence.
So long as the leech is allowed to operate, no reputable
producer can be assured of proper market for his product,
and an unhampered distribution for pictures upon which he
spends time, money and brains.
Exhibitors Trade Review has taken a very definite stand
against the leech picture, as is well known. Several exhibitor
organizations have already passed resolutions against the
menace. The time is ripe, we believe, for still further effort
along the line of creating proper business standards. The
problem is one that concerns the industry as a whole.
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"Of course, no reasonable person
can agree with such a statement as
that made by Mrs. Snow, the Ohio
movie censor. The police can prevent indecent scenes being shown
on the screen under the present
laws. About all that censorship does
is to create more jobs for office seekers."— Mayor John V. French, Port
Huron, Mich.
"The statement of Mrs. Evalyn F.
Snow, Ohio's chief movie censor,
that fifteen per cent of the people
think part of the time and that
seventy-five per cent never think at
all is a ridiculous statement and
plainly classifies her with her assumed seventy-five per cent. Forbidding criticism of her censorship
of pictures classifies her as too intolerant for this age." — Judge Eugene F. Law of St. Clair county,
Michigan.
"With all due respect to the motives of Mrs. Snow, I want to say,
and say emphatically, that the people do think. There never has been
a time when they are thinking as
much and as seriously as they are

Opinion

Citizens

Censorship

^JIHE double declaration of Mrs. Evalyn F. Snow, Ohio's censor chief,
J_ that censorship ivas necessary because "the 'people are not fit to judge
for themselves," and that she would permit no criticism of censorship
on the screens of Ohio, has been transformed from a purely state issue to a
question of nation-wide moment.
The first open attempt, during more than one hundred years, to deny
the American citizen's inherent right to criticize any existing law and any
public official appointed to administer it, has brought from all parts of the
country criticism and denunciation of Mrs. Snow's intolerance — and from
the very percentage of the population which Mrs. Snow has herself described as the only group that has the capacity to think for itself.
For the past two iveeks the local and national offices of Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., have been receiving scores of letters from prominent American citizens, representing communities of all sizes, from the
metropolis to the village, protesting against the Ohio censor's attitude.
Mayors and other municipal officials, lawyers, judges, bankers, clergymen, school superintendents and principals, teachers, college professors,
neivspaper publishers and editors, club women and writers of both sexes
have joined in a chorus of repudiation of a policy that would stifle candid
and sincere criticism and substitute the tvhims, prejudices and idiosyncrasies of any one individual, hotvever gifted, for the free thought and
judgment of a free people.
Exhibitors Trade Revietv herewith presents the first installment of
opinions on censorship gathered from the groups mentioned above. In
succeeding issues, covering a period of several weeks, additional opinions
will be printed. The whole series will comprise a mass of evidence against
legalized censorship and the arbitrary methods of censors such as has
never been collected in the history of this industry.
Public Officials:
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now, and have been thinking for
some time past. Of course they all
don't think alike, but nevertheless
they think, and you will find if you
take the pains to investigate, that
the average person is thinking along
progressive lines with construction
rather than destruction and civic
and moral betterment in mind. I
certainly cannot agree with Mrs.
Snow or any other person contending that we are not a thinking people. In my opinion — and I have
been meeting and mingling with all
kinds of people for more than a
quarter of a century, the percentage
of the people that do not think is
exceedingly minute; probably less
than the percentage which Mrs.
Snow declares do think." — Capt.
George F. Freitas, mayor of Sandusky, Ohio, member of the fiveman City Commission governing
under a charter and president for
fourteen years of the International
Licensed Tugmen's Protective Association.
"To say that the people of to-day
do not think is folly. They do think
and think seriously. Those who do
not think are so in the minority that
they don't count. You'll find the

most of them in the institutions for
the insane and the feebleminded.
According to the observations I have
made as head of the police department, as sheriff of Erie County for
four years and as a patrolman traveling acity beat, the people not only
think but in ninety-nine cases out of
a hundred think along worthy
lines." — C. Jay Perry, Chief of the
Sandusky Police Department.
"I believe Mrs. Snow knows better. If she doesn't she is not fit to
sit in judgment on the pictures that
are offered for the entertainment of
the people of the State of Ohio. To
say that only 10 per cent of the people think is to insult at least 85 per
cent of the other 90 per cent. That
fully 95 per cent of the whole people think is apparent to every man,
woman and child of understanding
who has eyes and ears. The people
think, and act accordingly. They
know what they want, what they can
afford and what they can't afford,
and this applies to every-day life.
They don't have to have someone
else
think
for them.for And
say
that as
an exhibitor
many I'll
years,
a student of political conditions for
sometime past and as an official of
the city of Sandusky since Jan, 1 of
this year, the public seldom goes
wrong. You can't accept the decision of the majority and be sure
that you're not going adrift. Mrs.
Snow's assertion is unwarranted by
fact and, in my opinion, Mrs. Snow
owes the public an apology." —
George J. Schade, member of the
dusky.
five-man commission governing San"She's wrong when she says people can't think," says Cowboy Mayor
Jim Dahlman of Omaha. "They
can. They're the best thinkers that
there are. I never have been in
favor of censorship. I am not now
and I never will be. The people are
the best judges that we know. . . .
"Mrs. Snow is carrying things too
far. It's become too much of a good
thing these days. The short-haired
women and long-haired men are
trying to regulate everything in
sight. There's too much regulatin'.
They're robbing people of their
initiative and making a bunch of
hog-tied cattle out of us. They're re-
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forming and supervising this and
that until they don't leave anything,
especially for the younger generation, that will call upon our own common sense and initiative.
"Such tantrums as that of Mrs.
Snow can have only one result — defiance of law. That is one reason
there is so much lawlessness to-day.
They're taking away the initiative
to personal liberty that this nation
was built on, and pretty soon Mrs.
Snow and her like will stir up a revolution.
"Every revolution in the world's
history has been caused by some
such unnatural restrictions as are
being drawn tighter about us every
day. We've got to call a halt on such
frowsy-haired antics as hers.
"The people know what they want
— and you can leave it to them. Mrs.
Snow is giving her own thinker a
rest when she says people don't
think. They DO think, and they
know what they want, and when it's
Americans— YOU'D BETTER LET
THEM HAVE IT! If they make a
mistake it's their fault, not Mrs.
Snow's.
"Mrs. Snow is all backwards. The
way to regulate people is to let them
alone. The less you try to regulate
good, solid, free-breathing American
citizens the less trouble you'll have,
and the more you try to regulate
them the more trouble you'll have.
Take it from me ; I know." (Mayor
Jim should know. He stepped off
a cowboy pony on a western Nebraska ranch into Omaha's mayorship sixteen years ago, and his victory at the last city election was
about the most rousing that has
ever greeted him.)
Say, the little town of Tipton,
Iowa, wants to say a word to Mrs.
Evalyn Snow of Ohio. Mayor Dallas of Tipton speaking:
"We must recognize the rights
and privileges of others as well as
ourselves to choose their own entertainment so long as that chosen does
not interfere with the rights of
others.
"It is wrong to attempt to censor
and hamper the motion pictures,
when other kinds of entertainment
are permitted to go unmolested.
"I do not believe that such
thoughtless enforcement of censorship is for the best interests of the
people of any community, nor do I
believe that entertainments such as
Mrs. Snow is trying to prohibit are
in any way detrimental or opposed
to good morals."
Mayor Dallas made himself noticed when he stepped forth not
many months ago and did what not
many mayors of small middle western villages have found it necessary
to do — he vetoed a censorship ordi-
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As It Is

Here's the criticism of censorship ordered eliminated from
a Pathe "Topics of the Day," by
Mrs. Evalyn F. Snow, Ohio
censor czarina:
"The people are the best
judges of what is good for them.
They exercise natural censorship by patronage for good pictures and boycott for bad ones.
Any additional censorship is
And here's Mrs. Snow's fasuperfluous."
mous statement about the peo"The people are not fit to
judge for themselves. Statistics
proveple : that lo per cent of the
people are thinking persons, 15
per cent think part of the time,
and 75 per cent never think at

nance proposed by the rest of the
council.
all."
"Do the people think? No matter what he — or she — ^may be, he —
or she — is thinking all the time. To
my mind Mrs. Snow is a 'onelunger,' or person of one thought,
herself. Stand at the entrance to
our little theatre here in Vermilion,
when the people are coming out.
You will hear a continuous stream
of criticism which shows thought.
In using the word 'one-lunger' I do
not mean to be disrespectful to Mrs.
Snow, our boss movie censor. 'Onelunger'
— or usedhadto but
mean one
—
that themeans
automobile
cylinder working — which was pretty
true of the old ones. Get me? 'Old
ones.' " — Harry R. Williams, mayor,
Vermilion, Ohio.
Educators :
"Censorship in itself is undemocratic. If you grant that 75 per
cent of the people do not think at
all and cannot choose what is best
for themselves, you would also have
to grant that democracy is a failure ;
that we should go back to an aristocratic or oligarchic government.
While it may appear at times that
the great mass of people are not to
be trusted, my study of history convinces me that Thomas Jefferson,
who believed that the people could
be counted upon to choose what is
best for them in the long run, was
right.
"I am an inveterate movie goer
myself. I go whenever I can find
the time and the money, and I have
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seen few really objectionable things
on the screen. A censorship that
will not tolerate criticism will bring
about a reaction in the community
which will soon lead to its overthrow."— L, F. Meade, principal of
the Port Huron, Mich., Senior High
School.
"From what I know of Port Huron
I think the public can be trusted to
go to the better class of movies If
the exhibitors here put on a raw
picture I don't think they would
have many in their theatres. Any
public official, such as a movie censor, should not only expect criticism
but should invite it if it is of a constructive type." — Harlan A. Davis,
superintendent of schools. Port
Mich.
Miss Belle Ryan, assistant superintendent of city schools in Omaha,
Neb., for years, is the type of womanone instinctively goes to when
there's something of particular interest, especially when women are
involved,
to beand
discussed.
citizens know
love her, Omaha's
and are
happy that their children are even
indirectly under an influence a&
wholesome as hers. And Miss Ryan
does not agree with Mrs, Evalyn F.
Snow, censoress of Ohio.
"This is a democracy, and the
majority must rule," said Miss
Ryan. "One person may attempt
autocracy for a time, but that time
will end when the voice of the majority is heard.
"It is a sad commentary upon the
intelligence of Ohioans, and one
which I believe unjust, when she
says that such a small percentage
of them are thinking people. It is
no less a sad commentary upon the
United States, for it is a matter of
history that we have frequently resorted to Ohio for our presidents.
"We are all, from the president of
the United States down, obligated
to coincide with the will of the majority. Itmay test our patience and
our perseverance, but under no consideration should we permit our personal opinions to so far sway us
from the will of the majority."
Miss Ryan does not believe the
people of Ohio are in favor of intolerance, therefore the attitude of
Mrs. Snow is not just, in that it does
not represent the majority opinion.
"In regard to Mrs. Snow — can
any one person think so much of
herself that she would want to pose
as an arbiter and director of morals,
as well as the aesthetic taste of the
this
whole state?
people of acontrary
condition
to our Isn't
accepted
opinion of justice and fair play? It
is an attack on the good sane inborn
common-sense of the masses and
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FRANCES SNOW,
EVALYN
MRS.
Ohio censor chief, again walks into

Exhibitors Trade Review is satisfied, Mrs.
Snow at her office in Columbus was asked

the week's news, this time by way
of Pathe News Weekly No. 25. The Ohio
censorship authority orders off the screen

over the telephone from Cincinnati for permission to take a motion picture of her.
Mrs. Snow is reported not only to have
agreed to do so but to have waited in her
office for the arrival of the cameraman who

the statement referring to herself that "She
says the people are not fit to judge for themselves. What do you think?" Plainly, she
does not propose to submit to the people of
the Buckeye State any such questionnaire.
The phrase quoted is only one of several
to which Mrs. Snow takes objection. These
subtitles accompany pictures of the censor
chief in which she is shown sitting at her
desk in her office in Columbus examining
papers and also, in another room, standing
up and closely scanning a strip of film. The
censor chief orders out the entire "incident."
Mrs. Snow on March 28 sent this telegram to S. C. Jacques, branch manager for
Pathe in Cincinnati :
"Eliminate from every Pathe News No. 25
the falsehood regarding my alleged statements.
Also take out my photograph being used without my authorization."
The chief censor of Ohio did not let the
matter rest with the Cincinnati branch. She
forwarded a letter to the Pathe home office
containing this order:
Cut out subtitles "In the Limelight — Cincinnati, Ohio. Mrs. Evalyn F. Snow."
"Can Americans think?
Chief of Ohio Censorship Board, who is quoted as saying 75 per
,^^cent of the people never think at all."
Cut out all scenes showing Mrs. Snow.
Cut out subtitle, "She says the people are
not fit to judge for themselves. What do you
think?"
Cut out all scenes showing Mrs. Snow and
operator.
The letter is signed "Mrs. Evalyn Frances
Snow, Chief of Division."
According to information received from
Cincinnati, as to the authenticity of which

had sent the request.
This version of the situation certainly is
given more than measurable verification by
the pictures shown on the screen. They are
deliberately posed.
As to the matter of "authorization" which
Mrs. Snow denies giving it may be interesting to refer to the case brought by Mrs.
Grace Humiston in New York against a
news weekly, charging unauthorized publication of her photograph. The courts at
that time decided that while under the Bill
of Rights a private person was entitled to
deny publication in a newspaper of his photograph ifhe saw fit the same right did not
extend to a person in official station. It also
was decided that the law as applied to newspapers in this instance held true in the
case of a motion picture news weekly.
It is unlikely Mrs. Snow will deny that
she is a person in official station.
The Pathe company ordered the elimination in Ohio of the film banned by Mrs.
Snow

pending the determination of an appeal from her order, which has been instituted by Maxwell and Ramsey, Cincinnati
attorneys.
Lewis Innerarity, secretary and counsel
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., when asked by
Exhibitors Trade Review for a statement on
the latest developments

in the Ohio censor-

ship situation, admitted he was deeply interested in the happenings in the Buckeye
State but declined to say anything at this
time.
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seems to me a mistake has been
made when so much rests on the
whim or mistaken judgment of the
chief censor of the State of Ohio,
even though she may be working
with perfect sincerity.
"It is only just that both sides
be allowed to present their side of
the censorship case, without any
tyrannical ruling, such as has been
made in Ohio. The simple fact that
the record breakers of the past few
years have been straight clean pictures is enough to show popular decision in such matters. The salacious picture does not pull." — Joseph
S. Calland, Professor of French,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, N.Y.
Neivspapers:
"We have fought editorially and
in our news columns any censorship
of the moving pictures at all, by an
appointed board. It is ridiculous to
suppose that any one or several persons' opinion of a picture could be
representative. It is merely an
opinion, and should only be taken as
such. Mrs. Snow's statement is absurd. Audiences do judge a picture
and have been trained so that they
are capable of making or breaking a
picture. Few seek the lurid or salacious and these pictures are not
made now as perhaps they were in
the first stages of the industry.
"As far as any criticism of the
censorship being forbidden in a theatre, that is on its face a direct attack against free speech. No board
in my opinion has a right to forbid
the exhibitor to portray his side of
the question." — E. A. O'Hara, business manager and son of owner of
the Syracuse Herald, Syracuse, N.Y.
"I do not believe in censorship
of motion pictures. I wouldn't want
someone to come in and censor my
paper, so I am not in favor of having
someone
another
business. censor
I do believe
the person's
movies
should be regulated to force those
producers who do not observe the
rules of common decency out of the
business." — Louis Weil, editor of
the Port Huron Times-Herald, Port
Huron, Mich.
"I don't believe Mrs. Snow can
substantiate her statement; in fact,
I'm sure she can't. The people do
think. They are thinking more and
more every day. Mrs. Snow has
another think coming." — Earl F.
Walrath, managing editor, Sandusky Register, Sandusky, Ohio.
Ministers:
"Such a statement as Mrs. Evalyn
F. Snow's, made without qualifica-
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"Illegal," Says Qeveland
Official
"I don't think the action of
the censors in cutting the criticism of censorship from a news
weekly was legal," says Carl
Shuler, assistant law director of
Cleveland.
"The state law provides," he
says, "that only such films as
are, in the judgment and discretion of the board of censors,
of a moral, educational, or amusing and harmless character, shall
be passed or approved by such a

board."
tion, is an absurdity and shows a
lack of wisdom. The intelligence of
the people in the social and political
life of the nation has been demonstrated by the influence of our country in international affairs. It is
also shown in the religious life
where people were never more
thoughtful and were never more
persevering in their efforts to arrive
at religious truth.
"That they think is further shown
by their ability to visualize and see
the needs of the age. They are responsive to interest aroused in child
welfare and realize from an intelligent basis other world needs.
"Her prohibition of all criticism
of her censorship shows an unwillingness to recognize the intelligence
of the people which underlies the
democratic theory of. government.
It is a suppression of free speech
and history shows that in the past
religious and political tyranny has
always
ledTredinnick,
to great pastor
evils." —of The
Rev.
J. S.
the
First Methodist Church of the Port
Huron, Mich., district.

"I have your quotation from Mrs.
Evalyn F. Snow to the effect that
people are not fit to judge motion
pictures for themselves. Recently
the editor of the Woman's Home
Companion made the same assertion
in regard to vivisection. Its readers are not, in the mind of the editor, intelligent enough to pass upon
a moral issue. If one may believe
the appointed and self-appointed
guardians of the poor public, the
time is at hand when people will not
be intelligent enough to choose their
wives, name their babies or buy
muzzles for their dogs. Some pictures are rotten. So are some modern styles of dress. So is much of
our popular fiction. So are some
sermons. Why not have a censor
for everything?" — Rev. R. E. Griffith, pastor of the Unitarian Church,
Florence, Mass.
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Women:
"1 feel that I am perfectly capable
of thinking for myself — and of
choosing for myself. I feel that the
vast majority of my fellow-countrymen share that ability; it would be
an unhappy sort of place if that
were not true. In my daily work as
librarian in a city of sixty thousand
people, I am brought into daily,
hourly contact with many mentalities, and I feel that I know whereof
I speak. Freedom of thought is a
wonderful thing, but Mrs. Snow is
choosing a peculiar way to express it. very fond of motion pic"I am
tures— and to me censors are meddlesome old women, who hate to
give up to youth, who have lost interest in the wholesome, joyous
things of life, and who use the cloak
of their brief authority to make life
miserable for those about them;
who have no interest in life except
that of seeking that little breath of
the light of notoriety before being
extinguished forever. They are not
seeking the common good — they are
seeking a final bit of 'prominence'
and self -gain. And so I object most
emphatically to their choosing my
pictures for me, being entirely capable of choosing for myself and of
the ardent opinion that my fellow
man is equally entitled to such action."— Mrs. L. W. Johnson, City
Librarian, Young
Library
Association,
Augusta,Men's
Ga.
Bankers:
"The fact that the off-color picture has no real come-back is sufficient proof to me that the people
who want to see that sort of a pic' ture see it at its first showing. The
good picture is played and replayed.
I believe the ten per cent should be
reversed and include those who
would not be able to judge intelligently. The average person is a capable judge of a picture.
"Tol'able David seemed to me
and to many of my friends the best
picture
the ayear.
possibly ofmake
cleanerYouor
interesting toone.
hard
exhibitors
have It's
a woman

couldn't
a more
on the
such
as

Mrs. Snow at the head of a censorship board. Who knows when some
whim might seize her, she might
even rule out a picture such as I
have just mentioned.
"The opinion of a few people cannot be interpreted as any more than
an opinion when it comes to a picture. What they consider moral
another person might consider immoral and vice versa. If there
is any controversy, the exhibitor
should certainly be allowed to give
his side of the question on the
screen." — Wm. Freeman, Syracuse
Trust Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
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Increasing Attendance— How
of
South
Bend,
Indiana,
By HOWARD
South Bend, Ind., March 26.
THE return of business to normal is being felt here at local
theatres. The great plants located in South Bend and surrounding country have been taking back
men out of employment for months
by the thousands. This week more
than 9000 workmen have gone bade
and attendance has increased in proportion to the numbers who are resuming work .
South Bend has always been an
important barometer for industrial
conditions because it thrives only on
the factories whose workers make
up its population. But the return
to normal is occuring in many other
factory cities in Indiana, Michigan,
Wisconsin and Illinois.
And, as most of the factories in
this territory turn out a finished
product from steel and iron, any indication of industrial comeback is
important. In the financial world
the return to normalcy of any line of
manufacturing which has steel has
its basis taken as a sign that all industries will follow suit.
Kenyon W. Mix, director of the
Dodge Manufacturing Company,
which employs 11,000 men in its
nine plants in Mishawaka and South
Bend, told the writer that he had
spent several months looking into
the picture business in various parts
of the country with a view to manufacturing anew product for the use
of the theatre.
"Business is resuming and will be
normal very soon," he said. "It is
up to the showman, as it is up to
men in every other line of industry,
to get out and sell their product. I
have felt right along that there was
an improvement in business and that
a man who has anything to sell
could sell it if he tried to. Recent
reports I have received prove this/'
Mr. Mix has backed up his belief by investing a million or so in
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Exhibitor Ezra Rhodes,
Met
the Depression
McLELLAN

a new phonograph and radio device
for the motion picture theatre. His
father owns and operates all the
Dodge plants.
How the depression of the past
months has effected the film interests out here is an interesting study,
the more interesting because the
doctrines "follow a picture through
to the very last" and "get its full
exhibition life out of it" has been
tried out successfully. Exchanges
in Chicago are booking films to the
limit of their exhibition life. They
are playing them down to the last
"shooting gallery" and yet getting
full value out of first runs.
It is important also to note that
the pictures that have the longest
life are the ones with titles and
themes susceptible to exploitation.

You Can Do the Same Thing
with the Farmers of Iowa
and Nebraska
Theatre business in Iowa and Nebraska is reported as not what it
should be. What can be done to
bring the people of those states to
the movies?
Possibly a solution can be found
in the idea which Ezra Rhodes, a
veteran showman of Indiana, used
in his theatres, and which is fully
covered in this article. It worked
in Indiana when industrial conditions were not the best.
Iowa and Nebraska are great
rural centers. Why couldn't the
showmen of the two states establish Farmers' Days — or call it by
any other name you please — and
give out tickets for specified days?
Divide up your territory by rural
free delivery routes — or some other
system your own inventive genius
will evolve — and give out tickets for
each rural route on the specified day.
It may bring the farmer into
town to see your show and of course
if the head of the farm goes to the
show the family and others usually
go along tod.
It worked with Ezra Rhodes.
Why can't it work with you?

Clyde Eckhard, local manager for
Fox Film, informed the writer that
within the city of Chicago he booked
two of his big pictures which had
their first runs more than a year
ago in forty-nine theatres, day and
date for week and four day runs.
Simihar reports come from other
exchanges.
Another indication that longer
life is being gotten out of pictures
is the success attending the exploitation of pictures released a year ago
by playing up the stars who, since
the pictures were originally released
have been piling up fame for themselves on the screen in later pictures. At least six pictures which
ordinarily would be ready for the
shelves were revived by this method
and generously booked.
One would naturally expect to
find, as a result of this condition
.that the new pictures were suffering, but the film world here says
that
no picture
suflfers
if it's
got
the stuff
in it. The
playing
of the
earlier pictures has made it possible
for smaller houses in industrial districts to live and take in enough
change to make their margin of
profit greater and be in a position,
financially, to take on the costlier
and newer pictures.
All of which goes to prove what
Mr. Mix, the manufacturer, says —
that anyone who has something to
sell can sell it if he'll only make the
effort. In the cases cited in Chicago
the "following through" idea was
used as a basis of selling. It proves
also that the optimist who says
"times are never bad unless you
think so" is right.
What a Veteran Did
Reverting to South Bend, the
showman who has been sitting pat
twiddling his thumbs during the
sad months past may learn something fi'om the experience of Ezra
Rhodes, the veteran showman' of
South Bend, who practically controls
the motion picture theatres of South
Bend, Elkhart and Mishawaka, Ind.,
the three big industrial centers.
Every day in those three towns
there were parades of unemployed
workers along the sidewalks. They
were not the shiftless, transient
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No

Ticket Good for FREE
Admission
EITHER AFTERNOON OR EVENING

Admission
MATINEE

Price

GOOD FOR ONE
OR NIGHT, ON EITHER
MONDAY
March

20

No

War

ADMISSION
OF THE FOLLOWING

Tax

DAYS

FRIDAY
March

24

Form of ticket used by Ezra Rhodes in carrying out his Plant Day idea in the Blackstone Theatre, South Bend, Ind.
workers. All had families in the
cities named and many relatives.
In fact hardly a family, even including the rich, escaped being
touched by the depression.
Rhodes did a thing which many
showmen would scorn because it involved giving away tickets. He
tried the stunt some years ago,
when conditions were similar and,
as it worked then, he tried it again.
Other concerns were giving away
foodstuffs and garments to tide over
the workers and Rhodes felt that
he could do as well as they if he had
faith in the towns where he had
built his enterprises.
So he established Plant Days in
each of his houses. He picked out
the great Studebaker plant one
week, the Dodge plants the next
week and other big plants down the
line and sent free tickets to each of
the plants to be distributed to the
workers. The system of distribution was simple, very much like the
Army method. The tickets were accepted by the factory managements
and passed down the line to the foremen ,and by the foremen to the
workers, and by those workers to
their comrades out of work. Each
ticket was good for an admission,
tax free, because the affair was
charitable. Each ticket was good
for one admission on the day specified, to the Blackstone Theatre, in
South Bend.
Rhodes' psychology worked perfectly. The Blackstone was crowded
on the days set aside for the workers
and they not only brought themselves, but their families and their
relatives. The theory upon which
he worked was that in time of
anxiety the human race must have
its amusement to keep up morale
as was so thoroughly demonstrated
during the war.
Furthermore, it built up the pres-

Number 19

concern.' There's nothing supercilious about us. We're South
Benders,
and Just
we because
think it's
great old too,
town.
thea

THE

BLACKSTONE
We want every Singer man and woman to be our guest this
week. We want you to get acquainted with The Blackstone. Better
Pictures, Better Projection, New Management.
This
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tige of the house and incidentally
tied the theatre over the dull period.
The holder of the ticket was of
course admitted free, but those accompanying him paid. It made it
possible for a worker to entertain
his family at a greatly reduced cost.
Of course, Rhodes did not have
to do it, but he noticed, he told
the writer, that since he started
this system his receipts every day
have picked up, and, as fast as the
plants get on to a full time basis
the Blackstone feels the effect of the
friendly and enterprising move its
owner made during the hard days.
Rhodes did not exploit the move
as a charitable affair. To have done
so would have proved fatal. The
American workingman, no matter
how badly off, is not a seeker of
charity. The Blackstone house organ in the following item on its
editorial page shows how Rhodes
exploited his idea.
Asking Friendship
"The Studebaker employes are
being received as guests of the
house at the Blackstone as we write.
During the coming weeks workers
at other industries, stores, students
at schools, office employes — in fact,
about everyone in South Bend and
Mishawaka — will have a chance to
see one or more of the finest photoplays made screened in the beautiful Blackstone absolutely free of
charge.
"That's the 'getting acquainted'
campaign of the Rhodes management. Studebaker Week is the
opening gun of the campaign. Soon
there will be a barrage. A most
delightful warfare.
"The ambition of the Rhodes company is to be known as a 'friendly

Blackstone's a big place, don't think
we're trying to high tone anybody.
"We're doing the decent thing.
Showing the new, big features at
the Blackstone, where you can sec
them from comfy chairs while listening to good music. And some of
them each one of you is going to
see free. If there is anything else
we can do to show hospitality, write
in and tell us. Or stop at the boxoffice and get it off your mind.
"All we want is that when you
fork over a quarter to see a show
you will realize that it is appreciated
and that we're glad you came and not
afraid to show it."
Another interesting sidelight on
how things were done at the Blackstone during the dull days concerns
the installation of a new Seabrooke
concert grand phonograph, built
especially for the theatre. This instrument isa novelty, in fact it was
put on the market first at the Blackstone in South Bend and has since
been installed in other large theatres.
Like the motion picture theatre
in dull times the phonograph record
dealers are hard hit because the two
greatest armies of fans are movie
and phonograph admirers. But
when hit by loss of work the same
purchasing power of these two
armies is greatly diminished. So
the Blackstone management installed this big instrument which
amplifies and improves phonograph
music so that it is heard perfectly
in any part of the largest house.
It was a great novelty for the
Blackstone's patrons. It was used
during intermissions as a musical
feature in addition to the organ.
When Caruso Day came along, a
picture of the tenor was shown and
his voice was actually reproduced
on this great concert grand phonograph. It tickled the audiences and
gave them something new to talk
about to their friends. It added
patrons.
But quite as important is the feat
it performed for the local record
dealer, who, as pointed out earlier,
was as hard hit as the theatre in
dull times. As a result of his tie-up
with the Blackstone he increased his
record sales by about $50 a day.
The mutual benefit thus created
for two merchants — the man selling
motion picture amusement and the
other musical entertainment — suggest possibilities which you will be
certain to hear more of wherever
the theatre owner has enterprise
enough to sell his brother merchant
the big idea.
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By Carefully Selecting Doormen Enormous Crowds Are Handled Rapidly and Without Confusion at ]\ew YorWs Biggest
Theatre— House

Manager

Landwehr

Tells Hoiv

It Is Done

By H. H. LANDWEHR
House Manager, Capitol Theatre, New York

most difficult posiONE oftionsthe
we have to fill around the
theatre is that of doorman.
While many managers do not seem
to consider that position of much
importance, it must be remembered
that the doorman is the first attache
the patron of a theatre comes in
contact with after purchasing a
ticket, and it is from his actions that
a general impression of the manner
in which a house is managed is
formed.
The men that we place on the
doors here at the Capitol, six altogether, are very carefully selected
as to their fitness for the positions,
with two traits of character uppermost in mind — natural inborn courtesy and absolute honesty. The
reason these two are stressed so
strongly is very easily understood
by exhibitors, as they all know a
courteous and honest doorman is
one of the biggest assets any theatre
can have.
The system under which the doormen now work at the Capitol has
been found to be the most satisfactory we have ever used. Installed
by Managing Director S. L. Rothafel, it has cut down the hours of
the men so that none of them work
over eight hours a day, and yet it
puts all of them on duty during the
rush periods.
As stated, there are six door men
employed, one of whom is chief doorman and one assistant chief doorman. The men are directly under
the supervision of the chief doorman, and he is held responsible for
the proper performance of their
duties. When he is off duty, his
assistant then takes charge. Two
doormen and the chief go on duty
at twelve o'clock and are relieved at
three o'clock, for dinner, then report
back at five and finish their shift at
nine thirty. The other shift, two
doormen and the assistant chief go
on duty at two o'clock and work
until five, then go to supper and return to work at seven and finish at
ten thirty. One man remains each
night to close the house. These
shifts change each week.
During the rush periods, all six
men are on duty stationed as shown
in the accompanying diagram. As
seen from this drawing, the Capitol
has two lobbies, an outer and an

one of the regular doormen. After
the "break" occurs, and the rush of
the incoming crowd starts, all four
doors are thrown open and the three
men at the outside box office are
called in to take tickets. That places
a man at each door. The chief
doorman then takes his position
right behind the doorman on the extreme right and the assistant chief
behind the doorman on the center
door. These men constantly repeat
to the crowd, "Please have your
tickets
and at thedoormen
same time
watch ready"
the individual
so
that if the crowd seems to be getting beyond the control of any one
of them he can go to his assistance
A, House manager; B, Chief
and help to hold it in line.
The chief doorman, of course, is
doorman; C, Doorman; D,
Assistant chief doorman; E
the pivot. As stated, the house manand F, Doormen; G and H,
agers are stationed in different
Carriagemen
parts of the house. A page boy is
in constant attendance with each
house manager, and when any part
of the house becomes crowded, the
inner one and two box offices at house manager in charge of that
which tickets are sold. Stationed at part sends his page with this information to the house manager
the outer box oflfice where tickets
are sold from both sides are two of nearest him, the page immediately
returning to the manager who sent
the doormen. These men form the
him. The manager receiving this
people who wish to purchase tickets
information then sends his page to
in three lines, one stretching down
the next manager, or if he happens
Broadway towards Fiftieth Street,
to be on duty in the promenade,
one up Broadway towards Ffty-first
sends word to the chief doorman
Street, and an inner line that leads
to the box office located in the rear
that a certain part of the house is
crowded, and the chief doorman
of the lobby towards Fifty-first
Street also. Stationed out on the
notifies the ticket sellers to discontinue selling tickets for that part of
sidewalk is the carriage man, while
the house until seats are to be had.
behind the box office is stationed
still another doorman whose duty is This eliminates overcrowding certain parts of the theatre, while
to keep the crowds on the right hand
side of the tape, which divides the other parts may have empty seats.
That this system working in unilobby, so that the entire left half can
son with the usher system is as
be given over to the outpouring
nearly
perfect as any devised was
crowd. This prevents "milling" and
demonstrated during Marshall
keeps the exits open at all times.
These men while holding the crowd
Foch's visit to New York. The
seating capacity of the Capitol is
in line, also announce just where
5,380, and on the night it was taken
seats can be had, whether balcony,
in charge by the American Legion,
orchestra or divans. This information is sent them by pages, from the for a special entertainment in honor
of Marshal Foch, the regular show
three house managers, Edward
broke at ten thirty with the house
Douglass, stationed in the balcony,
John Matthews on the promenade,
practically full. At ten fifty-five,
the house had been entirely emptied,
or myself in the orchestra.
Just inside of the inner lobby is and five thousand three hundred and
stationed the chief doorman where
eighty persons, each one holding a
reserved seat had been seated. That
he can oversee everything in both
of.
lobbies. On the door taking tickets,
is a record any theatre can be proud
is the assistant chief doorman and
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William Fox Production with John Gilbert as the Star.
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Declares Industry Should
Out Activities of a Few
Public — Menace
to

danger of a serious loss of public confidence in motion pictures
and the motion picture theatre,
and resultant damage to patronage, is
pointed out by Thomas H. Ince in a statement issued in New York in which he
warns against '"leech pictures" and declares that the remedy rests with the industry itself.
"The motion picture industry, smarting
under criticisms from without, is confronted with a serious peril from within,"
asserts Mr. Ince.
"It is not a new evil, but it has assumed
such proportions, its perpetrators have become so brazen and it has grown so
offensive that it is a real menace to the
whole industry.
"It is the 'leech-picture,' the shabby
antique, the inferior importation and the
cheaply produced imitation, put out in
competition with and exploited on the success of a legitimate production.
"The remedy rests with the industry itself, primarily with the exhibitor. It
seems to me that the time has come for
the honest exhibitor, the honest distributor
and the honest producer to stop, for all
time, this obnoxious practice and save the
motion picture from another black eye.
"The subject was called forcefully to
my attention again by news fi'om London
that an old picture which I produced
under the title D'Artagnan had been revived there as it was here, and was beingpresented in a big theatre with Douglas
Fairbanks in an old release called The
Americano, and the presentation advertised as 'Douglas Fairbanks' in The
Americano and The Three Musketeers.
Of course, the words 'in The Americano
are so small in the lights and the advertising that a gullible public is led to believe that the show is the Douglas Fairbanks masterpiece. The Three Musketeers.
"When the success of the Fairbanks picture was established by its New York
premier, and a picture made some years
ago by me for a distributing company and
exploited in competition to the new release, Iissued an immediate statement to
the trade repudiating the old picture and
setting forth the fact that it was antiquated and inferior to Mr. Fairbanks' newproduction.
"Despite that repudiation the old version of the story was exhibited and exploited to an unwary public and a serious
to Mr. Fairbanks'
was done
damage
splendid picture
and to his reputation.
THE

"The producer who permits the issuance
of old features for competition with new
pictures, the distributor who encourages
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Pictures"

to Wipe

in '^'^ Gold-Bricking^^ the
Reputable Producers

the practice and the exhibitor who plays
such pictures all contribute to a most
serious undermining of the very pillars
of the industry, public confidence.
"How can we expect the motion picture
public, and especially that great and new
group of picture patrons who have been
attracted to picture theatres by the presentation of old classics of literature, to
continue their patronage when they are
'gold-bricked' in this fashion?
"How can the exhibitor, whether he
runs a million dollar theatre or a 200 seat
house, expect to succeed when he 'double
crosses' his audience in this manner?
"Fundamentally the proposition has all
the earmarks of the dime museum, the oldtime side show and the crooked carnival.
It was such methods that brought these

Southeastern

amusement enterprises into disrepute and
put them almost entirely out of business.
"The motion picture has grown into an
institution. Millions of dollars have been
invested in theatres and in productions
and we can ill afford to permit the industry to besmirch its reputation with an obnoxious form of piracy.
"As a matter of fact it is actually up
to the picture industry itself to put an
end to this obnoxious form of 'gold bricking.' The conscientious producer is discouraged in his efforts to bring to the
screen
the
very cream
the world's
literature because
of theofperils
of the
'leech picture,' and if the exhibitors of
America want truly representative productions based upon the classics they must
act as a unit to wipe out this menace."

Conference

Is

Called

Atlanta Better Films Committee Sponsors Important
Meeting to Be Held in Georgia Metropolis on April 28
\ SOUTHEASTERN Conference
Uonference on pictures and sympathetic with our problems. With censorship in Virginia and
Motion Pictures has been called by
imminent in Mississippi we have the
the Better Films Committee of Atlanta
greatest opportunity of years in this confor April 28, "to consider constructive
ference to achieve lasting results along
means of bettering motion pictures
constructive lines rather than destructhrough promotion of better films and coThe program provides that Governor
operation with exhibitors." As delegates
Hardwick of Georgia shall open the sesthere will be more than two hundred repsion on Friday morning. Mrs. B. M. Boyresentative men and women from Kenkin,
of the
Woman's
Club
and chairman
of Atlanta
the Better
Films
tucky, Tennessee, North and South Carotive."president
Committee,
will
state
the
purpose
of
the
lina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Louisiconference.
ana and Mississippi.
Orrin G. Cocks will cover the subject
On the conference program are several
of Better Films Committees from the nanationally known figures: Burdette G.
tional standpoint. Miss Ruth Rich, secLewis, Commissioner Institutions and
retary of the National Federation of
Business
and Professional Women's Clubs
Agencies of New Jersey and former assistant to John Purroy Mitchel; Orrin G. and appointee to the national board by
Governor Hardee of Florida, will deal
Cocks, secretary of the National Commitwith
the "Florida Plan."
tee for Better Films; Mrs. Fred Lucas,
Mr. Lewis will cover the subject of picchairman of the Motion Picture Comtures as means of combatting juvenile demittee of the National Congress of
Richai'dson,
national officerlinquency.
of Mrs.
theAlonzo
Federated
Clubs, will
Mothers and Parent Teachers Associathe "Atlanta
tions; Mrs. W. S. Jennings, first vice- present
Mrs. James
E. Hays,Plan."
president of the
president of the National Federation of Georgia Federation, will speak at the midWomen's Clubs; Mrs. David Ross, presiTheday luncheon.
afternoon session will be thrown
dent National Photoplay Indorsers, and
open
to the public at large. Mrs. Fred
others.
Lucas will speak on the co-operation of
the Parent Teacher Associations.
The co-operation of approximately four
hundred theatres in the Southern states
Mrs. David Ross of Indianapolis will
present the work of the Indiana Photoplay
has been pledged, it is stated.
Indorsers. The conference will be adA member of the executive staff of the
journed after the presentation of "ConSouthern Enterprises, Inc., Atlanta, deditions in Film Colonies" by a Southern
clares: "Never before in motion picture
newspaper
woman who recently carried
history has such an influential group been
on a thorough investigation and found
brought together, sincerely interested in conditions most favorable.

Form sheets used by Harold Franklin, managing director of Shears Hippodrome, Buffalo,
to insure efficiency among employees and system in theatre operation.
For full description
see opposite page
HIPP^^OME
WEEK OFLOCATION
AFT EVE.

AFT.

EVE. II AFT

EVE. |] AFT

HEAD USHER
ASSISTANT
15T BOX OFFICE
2MB BOX OFFICE
r DOORMAN
2no DOORMAN

EVE || AFT

EVE, | AFT EVE.
DAILY INSPECTION

SHEET
HIPPODROME
REPORT BY_

SHEA'S

12:00 NOON
Electric Signs
Lights Out
Flashers Working
ofAppearance
Fn
General
I Sdow od Appearance
Mkrque )
Lights out
Appearance
Inspection
Doorman
Programs
STAIRWAYS

Eiut

e«st

West

w«>t

But

Wett

LighU Out
Appearance
AUDITORIUM
LighU Out
Appearanca
E»it UghU
Inspection
of Ushers
MEZZANINE
Chairs in
>Uce
Maids.
Inspection

CENTER STAIRS
ESCALATOR

Down Stftira Up St*in

AppearanceROOMS
RETIRING

Down Stkirs Up SUin

Appearance
Towels
Plumbing
Lights Out
Report of
Accidents
Other
Usual
Occurences
ME SCHEDULE
FEATURE
COMEDY
WEEKLY
SCENIC
EXTRA
SINGER
OVERTURE
Coasdy
10.10
18«X0

-A jooifs p«ri-ii8snlPl^^iWTiC
7»a tho Para"
in "StralgM
St. John- Psthe
Al
OnlvoTsol
Hewo
Pathe EoTlew
PrliaB Stanford
"Uaelc Oohb"
EegoOns Slatew Tlollnuitf
SoloLet
IsldoTS
"T>^ Plrofly Selections Friial
Sl&ora

e.20

e.37
4.00

2«40
4.69

9.U
ORCHESTRA APPEARS
EVENING REST

10.27
12.E7
2.50
6.00
7.1B
9.50

10.S1
18.81
S.64
0.06
7.19
9.84

10.46
7.67
9.44
7.60

9.60

9.64
7.40

U.46
8.60
6,04
10.00
7.60

Down Stairs Up Stairs
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Theatre

Harold B. Franklin, in Operating Shears Hippodrome, Buffalo, Uses Form Sheets for Reports That Keep

the House

IN the operation of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, Managing Director Harold B. Franklin has tried
to simplify the many links that go
into the running of a plant employing about 150 persons and which is
patronized each day by a small army
of picture fans.
To keep the wheels running
smoothly without jar or friction is
the aim of the well known Buffalo
exhibitor. When the Hippodrome
opens for the day, Mr. Franklin has
evolved plans which have been so
highly perfected that the big house
practically runs automatically until
the close at night.
In solving many problems attendant with this idea, Mr. Franklin has
thought out various methods and
forms which will be of interest to
other exhibitors who may be facing
similar conditions.
Daily Inspection Sheet
For example, the accompanying
form marked DAILY INSPECTION
SHEET is taken care of by one of
the floor managers at stated intervals during the day This guarantees that some one in authority is
at every point of the theatre four
times a day making a report on the
condition of the house. This report sheet is turned in to the house
manager who summarizes the reports. The "inspector" starts at the
front of porte cochere, where he
checks up on the electric signs, the
number of bulbs missing, how the
flashers are working, if the frames
are in their place and their appearance. He also reports (in the winter time) if snow is covering the
marquee and the signs so deeply as
to obstruct them. This time, of
course, will not worry exhibitors in
most cities, but Buffalo is so close
to the north pole that snow is an important item.
From the marquee the inspector
proceeds into the lobby where he
checks up on the number of lights
out, sees that the doormen are in
their place, that the flowers and

Running

Smoothly

in All Its Departments

ferns are full of pep and not drooping for the want of water, that the
entire entrance is neat, etc.
Next he sees that the program
baskets are filled and that all is well
with the stairways. In the auditorium proper, the ushers are inspected, exit lights looked over,
lights out noted and the general appearance reported.
Close Check Is Kept
The chairs and elaborate furnishings of the mezzanine are next
looked over and the rest rooms inspected. The condition of the retiring rooms is very important and
a close check is kept on them to see
that towels and soap are always
available for patrons, to note the

What

is Your System?

Harold Franklin in the accompanying article describes
System as "merely the practice
of a number of good jobs under the leadership of one who
And he adds that every deknows."
partment head in his theatre
"is a captain of his own special
The ultimate object of all
system in the picture theatre
is service to the public. Franklin makes his system do that.
job."
Exhibitors Trade Review, in
developing to the liighest degree possible its business service features to the exhibitor,
is anxious to find out and print
details of theatre systems that
have proved successful in all
parts of the country.
What is your plan of serving
the public best?
Of systematizing the running
of your theatre so that it functions smoothly in all departments ?
Tell us about it.

condition of the plumbing, to report
accidents and lights out. Mr. Franklin insists that the retiring rooms
be
kept
100 per cent sanitary and
neat.
These inspections are made at
noon, 3, 5 :30 and 9 P. M. each day.
The sheets are kept on file in Mr.
Franklin's office for reference.
Form 0 also shown here is an essential sheet which details employes
to the various points of the theatre.
These forms are posted in the ushers' rooms and also in the ballroom
leading to the Hippodrome office.
When employes register on the timeclock for the day's work, they also
note the position to which they have
been assigned. Their numbers are
found opposite the spot where they
have been sent by the house manager. These sheets do away with all
argument.
How Time Schedule Is Used
The TIME SCHEDULE giving the
exact time when each subject on
the program is offered is another
important unit in the operation of
the Hippodrome. These schedules
are kept at different points of the
house for the information of employes who come in contact with
patrons.
In commenting on these schedules, Mr. Franklin said:
"The big executive is one who
acts as a supervisor and does not
wear himself out with petty details.
This gives him more time to develop new ideas. At the same time
nothing must be overlooked in the
many little conveniences that the
public expect.
"System is merely the practice
of a number of good jobs under the
leadership of one who knows. Every
head of a department at Shea's Hippodrome is a captain of his own
special job. Through this method
the spirit of the entire staff is developed to a point where each individual strives for responsibility.
This is a good system to encourage
among every class of employes."
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Meeting

Newspaper Editors Invited — Committee Announces
List of Hotel Accommodations
and Rates
The following was issued this week by must have your co-operation. If you dethe national convention committee of the
sire additional information, write NaM. P. T. 0. A.:
tional Headquarters, New York City.
"A number of features calculated to We will meet you at Washington, May 8
effect great changes in some elements of
Following is the list of Washington
the motion picture industry will characand rates:
terize the big national convention of the hotels
to 12."
Occidental—
withand batli,
?2 and $3;
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Amerdouble withRooms
bath, $6
$7.
ica, which will be held at the New WilSterling — Single without bath, $2; with bath,
lard Hotel, at Washington, D. C, the week
$3; double
without bath, $4; double with
bath
$5.
of Monday, May 8 to 12 inclusive.
Single without bath, $2 and $2.50r
"One of these will be the presence of a Continental—
with bath, $2 and $3; double without bath,
$3 and ?4; double with bath, $5 and $6.
number of distinguished newspaper editors from different parts of the country,
Metropolitan — Single without bath, $2 and
$2.50;out with
and $4;with
double
who will appear as fraternal delegates in
bath. $4bath,
and $3.50
$5; double
bath,with$6,
bringing to the Motion Picture Theatre
$7,
$S.
Single without bath, $2 and $2.50;
Owners the message of a union of the National—
with bath, $3 and $3.50; double without bath,
newspaper and the screen as the combined
$3 and $3.50; double with bath, $5 to $6.
American press. Theatre owners now
Capitol Park — Single without bath, $2.50; with
bath,
$5; $5
double
without bath, $4;
recognize in the element of public service
double $3withandbath,
and $6.
rendered by their theatres this publicity
Congress Hall — Single without bath, $2.50;
utility, resident in the screens, and the
with bath, $3 and $3.50; double without bath.
$4; double with bath, $5 and $6.
fact is becoming more apparent daily to
Ebbitt—
Single without bath, $2.30 and $3; with
the people generally. Hence the formal
bath. $3.50 and $4; double without bath, $2
and $2.50; double with bath. $4 to $6.
union of the newspaper and the screen
Franklin Square — Single without bath, $2.30
press of America at the Washington conand
$3;bath,
with$3 bath,
$3.5'0double
to $5;with
doublebath,
with-$5
vention is considered most appropriate.
and $4;
to $7.out
"Another feature will be the presentaRichmond — Single without bath, $2.50 up; with
tion of a complete public service program
bath.
double $5without
bath, $4 up;
double $3.50;
with bath,
up.
by the -National Public Service CommitGordon— Single without bath. $3; with bath, $5.
tee. They will be coupled with the presSt. James— Single without batii, $2 to $3.50;
ence of distinguished public men.
with bath, $4; double without bath. $4 to
$5; double with bath, $7.
"The» accessory exhibit in the Coliseum,
Potomac — Single without bath, $2.50 to $4;
on Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington,
with
bath, $3 to $6; double without bath,
will be large, and entirely representative
$3.50 to $9; double with bath, $5 to $10.
of most divisions of construction and
Harrington — Single without bath. $4; with
bath,
$5; double
operation associated with the motion picwith bath,
$6 to $8.without bath, $5; double
ture theatre.
Crafton
Double
A. P.; double
with —bath,
$10 without
A. P. bath,
"The railroad companies have provided
Driscoll
—
Double
without
bath,
:
to $7; double
fare and one-half from all points to Washwith bath;, $6 to $12.
— With bath, $4, $5,
ington and return, and certificates en- Lafayette
up;
bath, $6. $7, $8.
$6; double r with
titling theatre owners and their friends
New
Willard—
With
bath.
$5
up;
out
bath,
$5
to this courtesy have been forwarded from
double 5 with■ up; double with bath,
the national office of the M. P. T. 0. A.
rooms with 2 single beds and bath. from
$8 up. — Single without bath. $3 and $3.50;
"The committee has forwarded to exhibPowhatan
itors throughout the country a complete
with
bath, with
$4. $5.
$6; $6.
double
list of hotel accommodations available for
$5; double
bath,
$7. without bath.
with bath.
Raleigh — Single without bath,
the convention, together with the follow$4; double without bath, $4 up; double with
ing appeal from Chairman W. A. True.
bath, $5 up; rooms with twin beds and bath,
$7, $8, $9, $10.
"Everything for your convenience! We
Shoreham
— Single without bath $4; with bath.
are enclosing identification coupon, list of
$5 to $8; double without bath, $6; double
with bath, $7 and $9; double room with bath.
hotels and rates, reservation card, selftwin beds. $10 to $12.
addressed envelope.
Wardman Park — Double with bath. $8.
"The identification coupon is good for Washington — With bath, $5; double without
as many tickets as you desire, at the rate
bath, $5 and $7; double with bath, $S,
of fare and a half from your city to
$10 to $12.
Washington, D. C, and return. The list SUITES ARE OBTAINABLE AS FOLLOWS:
of hotels and rates is for your conveniNew Willard — Two connecting rooms with
bath. $10 and up; larger and better rooms
ence. Make your hotel reservations early!
facing the street, $12 and up; suites, con"Thousands will be in attendance. The
sisting of parlor, bedroom and bath, $17.
reservation card and self-addressed envel$19 and up.
Powhatan
—
Suite of 2 rooms, private bath. $10.
ope are to be used for making reserva$12; suite of 2 rooms, private bath, 3
tions. (Note — -Please be sure the card is
persons. $15.
Raleigh — ^Suite of two rooms and bath. ?8, $10.
correctly and completely filled out.) These
$12; $]5.
suite, parlor, bedroom and bath. $12
and
reservations must be made through naShoreham
tional headquarters to insure accommoto $30. — Parlor, two rooms and bath. $25
dations. We cannot be responsible otherWardman
Park — Parlor, bedroom and bath,
double, $18.
wise. We will be responsible for only
Arlington
—
Double
bedroom, foyer sitting
such reservations as are made ten days
room and bath. $8 and $10: suite of 2 bedro ms. 4 beds, connecting bath, S"ite.
preceding the convention. We want to be
bedroom,
twin beds, parlor and bath, two
of the utmost service.
This means we
persons, $15.

Four

Important

State

Conventions

Scheduled in April
Much interest centers in the coming
annual conventions of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania
and West Virginia, which will be held
next month. The Western Pennsylvania
meeting will be held at Fort Pitt Hotel,
Pittsburgh, on Monday, April 10, and will
be attended by a large number of exhibitors. This territory embraces Pittsburg
proper and other sections of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania, as well as about
twenty of the surrounding counties, taking in territory as far north as Erie.
The President of the Western Pennsylvania Motion Picture Theatre Owners is
Jerome Casper, of Pittsburgh, and one of
the most active workers in that organization is D. A. Harris, a member of the
National Executive Committee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
A number of very interesting subjects will
be brought before the theatre ovraers at
the Pittsburgh Convention, many of which
will have an important bearing on the
coming National Convention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America, in
Washington in May. It is also expected
that a legislative program will be laid
out at the Pittsburgh session dealing with
the Pennsylvania situation, all of which
will later be merged with the activities of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners in the
eastern part of that state.
The West Virginia Convention will be
held on Tuesday, April 11, at the Chancellor Hotel, in Parkersburg. This convention will also deal with subjects of
special importance to theatre owners,
having local reference to the affairs of the
organization in West Virginia. It is expected that a number of leading state officials will be present at this meeting.
President Sydney S. Cohen of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America will be one of the principal speakers
at both conventions. Mr. Cohen will bring
to the theatre owners of Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia the message
of the National Organization along many
lines of activity.
M. J. Service
O'Toole,Committee,
chairman of
National
Public
willthealso
speak
on Public Service at both conventions,
dealing definitely with the method and
processes through which this line of action
can be best brought into successful
operation.
The Convention of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Missouri has been
called for April 5th and 6th at the Statler
Hotel, St. Louis. From reports received
from that association, exhibitors are displaying great interest and it is expected
that the coming convention will be the
greatest in the history of the association.
The annual convention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Minnesota will
be held at the Radison Hotel, Minneapolis,
April 10th to 12th. The committee in
charee of the convention have been workin very hard to make it a success, and the
exposition being held in conjunction with
the convention is attracting statewide
attention.
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School-Church Controversy Big
Topics of Meeting — Van Prang Unanimously Re-elected President
The semi-annual convention of the M.
the tax. Harvey Motter, chairman of the
(Special to Exhibitors Trade Review)
P. T. O. of Missouri will be held April 5
Republican State Committee and Collector
Wichita,
Kan.,
March
28.
and 6 at the Statler Hotel, St. Louis. This
of Internal Revenue for Kansas, spoke on
announcement was made by President
revenue questions.
ndance
attethe
re
on ed
ions of
Pictuthe
Motimark
sessORD
Charles T. Sears of the M. P. T. 0.. M., A REC
The showing of pictures in schools and
as
rs
tre
which
of Kans
Owne
Thea
following a conference in Kansas City held its
annual convention at the Hotel
churches
next demanded the convention's
Avith Lawrence E. Goldman, secretary
attention. Roy Burford, of Arkansas
Lassen, in this city, March 27-28. Never
and counsel.
City, took the floor and severely arraigned
before had there been such a big gatherAmong the many questions which alitors
e.
certain
exchanges serving churches' in his
of
enGreat
Stat
the
in
exhib
ing
ways come up for discussion at convencity. After a lengthy discussion a comthusiasm for organization characterized
tions, lower film rental will be the chief the meetings.
mittee was appointed to meet with the
exchange managers and report back. The
issue at the St. Louis gathering. A specommittee was instructed to demand a
The convention opened at 11 o'clock on
cial car will be chartered by exhibitors
Monday, following an executive board
and exchange men of northern Missouri,
signed
legal agreement.
while a special appeal will be made to the meeting an hour before. Mayor Wallace
Election of officers was then ordered
C.
Kemp,
of
Wichita,
welcomed
the
delesmall town exhibitor for his attendance.
and amid great applause and a tremendgates and a splendid response was made
Speakers, such as Attorney General Jesse
ous demonstration Morton Van Praag, of
by
Samuel
Handy,
attorney
for
the
Barrett of Missouri, Charles E. Morris,
Kansas City, Kan., was re-elected presiorganization. Telegrams were then read
editor-in-chief of the St. Joseph Gazette,
dent by acclamation. No other nominafrom National President Sydney S. Cohen
and Rabbi Harrison of St. Louis, already
tions were made for the office. Viceand Attorney General Hopkins, state
have pledged their presence at the conPresidents Liggett, Holmes and Gees were
counsel for the exhibitors. Mr. Hopkins
vention.
re-elected, as was Treasurer William
was to have been one of the principal
Meyn. Clarence Smith of Kansas City,
In addition to the midnight banquet, a speakers and was expected to announce
novel feature will be added this year — a his candidacy for Governor or Justice of Kan., was elected secretary, succeeding
circus performance, including tent and
H. H. Woody of Lincoln. Frank Davidthe Supreme Court. He was prevented
everything, right in the lobby of the from attending because of illness in his at-arms.
son of Great Bend was chosen sergeantfamily.
liotel. Details for this attraction have
When the sessions were resumed on
not yet been worked out.
President Van Praag read his annual
report and was given a big ovation at its Tuesday morning, the committee appointed
Following the opening address of welconclusion. In sounding the keynote of to meet the exchange managers demandcome by Mayor Kiel of St. Louis, the coning a signed agreement by each exchange
the convention, he demanded lower film
vention will be divided into nine phases,
that film would not be furnished to
rentals and told of the offer of a certain
namely: 1. Blue laws. 2. Non-theatrical
schools and churches reported that every
institutions. 3. Lower film rental. 4. large distributor to reduce rentals. He
exchange gave the committee a letter
also touched on the music tax situation,
Public service and co-operation of civic
bodies. 5. Instructions on the music tax.
emphasizing that it was not necessary for agreeing to the demand with a single exception. This was regarded as settling
6. Practical service of the M. P. T. 0. M.
anyone to pay it.
to exhibitors. 7. Unfair practice of cerWhen the session was resumed at 2 definitely the school and church controversy in this territory and was hailed
tain exchanges. 8. Banquet. 9. Affiliao'clock Mr. Handy, attorney in charge of as a big victory for the exhibitors.
tion of the M. P. T. 0. M. with the press.
the music tax case for the organization,
Members of the executive committee
addressed the convention and pledged his
■Several civic organizations of the state
were
elected as follows: A. F. Baker,
will be represented at the convention and
every effort toward a finish fight against
Kansas City, Kan.; H. McClure, Emthe tax. Amid great applause a resoluofficials of the M. P. T. O: M. are planporia; Stanley Chambers, Wichita; R. G.
ning a program whereby both forces can
tion was passed approving the employment of Mr. Handy and declaring that no Liggett, Kansas City, Kan.; J. I. Saunders,
unite their strength for the betterment
Cheney. President Van Praag was inmember of the organization would pay
of public welfare.
structed to appoint the delegates to the
national convention at Washington.
The Universal Film Manufacturing
Company, through a personal wire from
Landau
Elected President of T. O. C. C;
Carl Laemmle, its president, submitted a
proposition for reduced film rentals to
Defeating Brandt by Six Votes
members of the organization. All the
other exchanges fell in line and President
BY a margin of six votes in the most closely contested election ever
Van Praag appointed an adjustment committee, consisting of Roy Burford, J. P.
recorded in the annals of New York City exhibitors, William
Everett,
R. G. Liggett and H. L. Gees, to
Landau was elected President of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Compass on the case of members needing remerce at a meeting held at the Hotel Astor March 28. He defeated
ductions. The exchange managers will
sit with this committee and follow its
William Brandt, candidate for re-election, seventy votes to sixty-four.
recommendations.
When the final vote was announced, Mr. Brandt moved to make the
Resolutions were adopted as follows:
election of Mr. Landau unanimous.
Endorsing Movie Chats; against foreign
films; condemning the Obenchain picture;
Following is the complete list of officers elected:
favoring reduced film rentals.
All the delegates present paid their
William Landau, president; Charles Steiner, first vice-president; J.
dues and a large sum was thus raised to
Alton Bradbury, second vice-president; S. A. Moross, secretary, and
carry on the work of the organization.
Hyman Rachmil, treasurer. Executive committee: Loe Brecker and
The convention approved the president's
plan for employing a business manager,
David Weinstock, for Manhattan; Rudolph Sanders and Samuel Sonin
and Mr. Van Praag announced he would
for Brooklyn; Bernard Edelhertz for the Bronx; Hy Gainsboro for
make the appointment next week.
Queens; Charles Moses for Richmond and Louis F. Blumenthal and
The banquet, held on Monday night,
David Keizerstein for New Jersey. The finance committee is as follows :
was a big success. The principal speakers
were Attorney Handy, Collector of InMax Barr, Samuel Peyser and Samuel Sonin.
ternal Revenue Motter, and Representative
C. B. Griffith.

'trouble

Jackie Coogan Plays the Role of a Plumber in His New Picture Now
Announce Distribution Medium Shortly.

Completed.
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Florence Vidor's
Premiere''
-^World's
Follows
First Star Picture
Junking
r/wrt's What Befell ''An III Wind,'' Shown to Naked Truth
Booked
by Lynch
Dinner Guests — It Was a Regular Party, Just the Same
For the first time in the history of the of a magnified and amplified telephone reThe Associated Exhibitors feature,
film industry a motion picture has been
ceiving station of the strains of a violin
Woman, Wake Up! in which Florence
from the broadcasting stations at Fort
shown once and then scrapped, irretrievmakes her bow as a star, has been
Vidor
ably broken up — ^negative and positive, Woody and Newark. The apparatus also
neck and crop. This is what has happened
served as a medium for conveying to the booked for first run houses throughout the
guests a number of alleged intercepted
to An III Wind, the two-part Bill Yearsley
Lynch circuit.
telephone conversations between men not
The contracts just signed call for first
production which satirized several promiunknown
in
the
industry.
i-un showings of Woman, Wake Up! in
nent persons in the industry, and which
At
the
conclusion
of
the
dinner
President
cities and
was given its world premiere at the Biltof thirty-six
leading intheatres
six Southern
States. Many of
more Hotel on the evening of March 25, C. L. Yearsley introduced Paul Gulick as towns
master
of
ceremonies.
these
are
key
cities.
the occasion being the second annual
Among the members of the A. M. P. A.
Naked Truth dinner of the Associated MopaThe tronsLynch
will soon circuit
welcometheatres
Florencewhose
Vidor as
tion Picture Advertisers.
who participated in the entertainment
were:
a star are among the best known houses in
It was a great evening, say those who
Morton Blumenstock, Charles Einfeld, Vic the following cities and towns:
came early and remained to the finish.
Shapiro,
Herb
Crocker,
Howard
Dietz,
Silas
Georgia — Brunswick, Columbus, Macon,
And about every one of the 425 persons
Spitzer,
Allan Rock,
GlendonVictor
Allvine,
Irving- ville.
Green, Walter
Eberhart,
Nurnberg,
who bought tickets did just that thing.
Augusta, Newman, Griffin, GainesRome,
Thomas G. Wiley, Walter Eberhart, Arthur
Will Hays didn't come early — it was 9.45, Brilant, C. Lin Bonner, Paul Gulick, Horace
Florida
— Fort Myers, Jacksonville,
to be exact, when he dropped in — tout he Judge, Nat Rothstein. Junius Barnard, Bill
Lakeland, Miami, Orlando, St. Augustine,
Yearsley, A. M. Botsford, Paul Kohner, Fred
did stay until the last shot was fired. He
Jack Puld, Walter Elberhart, Victor
St. Petersburg, Tampa, Kissimmee, Degot what truly may be described as a Schaefer,
land.
Beals, Hopp Hadley, Vincent Trotta.
ousing reception, the cheers of the whole
It was well after midnight when the last
Alabama — Huntsville, Selma, Anniston,
gang, standing up. There was no speechlaugh had been recorded — and there were
Gadsden, Montgomery, Tuscaloosa.
making
on
his
part,
or
any
one
else's,
for
many
of
them.
The
attendance
was
practhat matter. The new-comer to the film
Tennessee — Maryville, Columbia.
tically double that of the year before. The
industry blithely shook his clasped hands
occasion was a success from all sides.
North Carolina — Pinehurst, Nashville,
at everybody and went to his seat, where
President Bill Yearsley says the credit be- Salisbury, Charlotte, Greensboro.
he heard about everybody who is anySouth Carolina — Columbia, Greensville,
longs to "the
gang."
trade at large
is all set
for the
third The
annual.
body pilloried, and that included himself.
Anderson, Greenwood, Sumter.
It was one of the most representative
gatherings in a trade way of which history hath record. Among the prominent
men were publicity engineers without
Pictorial
Interpretation
of Kipling
number. Quite naturally it was their
night of nights. There were producers and
distributors, exchangemen and exhibitors
Fathers One-Reel Special of "Ballad of Fisher's Boarding
— and representatives of what the N. A.
House"
Is Described as Faithful to Author's Conception
M. P. I. was wont to catalogue, perhaps
The London newspapers have been
for lack of a 'better term, as the General
genius! Have you read the poem 'The
Division.
giving considerable attention from time
Mary Gloster?' It is a marvelous piece
of
work. I know of nothing like it in
to time to the subject of filming the masThe anterooms of the grand ballroom
contemporary
verse. Posterity will take
t
e
r
p
i
e
c
e
s
o
f
great
living
English
writers.
were dotted with topical and timely postcare of Kipling. It will, I think, wield the
Sir
James
Barrie,
H.
G.
Wells,
H.
Rider
ers, gay nearly all of them, the work of the
blue pencil very sparingly when it deals
artistic and literary members of the A. Haggard, A. Conan Doyle, Sir Gilbert
with his writings. It is wonderful how
M. P. A. The dinner was served at 8 Parker, Leonard Merrick, E. Phillips Op- much
that man has done in prose and verse
penheim
and
others
had
been
committed
o'clock. One of the first features of the to the screen and Kipling was the last to that bids fair to hold a permanent place
entertainment was the receipt by means
give his personal attention to the cinema.
in literature. I. S. Taber's illustrations
Some of the reviewers, arguing from a of his 'Captains Courageous' are strikpurely art standpoint, contended that film
ingly effective. In fact Taber's work is of
picturization was almost exactly similar
a very high order. His pencil is particto the illustration or to the interpretation
ularly fitted to deal with Kipling's conOhio Governor Appoints
of a story by a capable artist illustrator.
ceptions.
And
at
the
same
time
it
was
considered
"But,
do you know, Kipling does not
Advisory Board
that few artists, visualizing the scenes
willingly accept an alliance with an illustrator? He is very sensitive on this point.
Authority of Mrs. Evelyn Snow,
from great works, have entirely caught the
Naturally he has absolute confidence in
chief of the Ohio Division of Fihn
spirit and purpose of the author himself.
It was noted, therefore, as exceptional,
his own pen and cherishes a dread of anCensorship, was still further curbed
on March 29 when Governor Davis
other man's pencil. And it is not diffithat Mr. Kipling was enthusiastic concerning the screen picturization of the
Censorship
appointed an Advisory
cult
to appreciate Kipling's attitude in
this matter.
first story personally prepared by him.
Board which will act as a court of
review in disputes.
Without Benefit of Clergy, the special
"I tell you an illustrator should be
placed under heavy bonds to do justice to
Pathe production which has evoked warm
Members of the new board are:
an author. He should read the book he is
artistic appreciation all over America.
Mrs. W. H. Sharp, former president
with the greatest care until
And now comes Kipling's Ballad of illustrating
of the Ohio Federation of Women's
he has placed himself in perfect sympathy
Fisher's
Boarding
House,
just
as
great
a
philanal,
Schoenth
Joseph
Clubs;
with fhe author's conceptions.
short theme
Mary
thropist and Robert Schryver, presiAll of which, says a Pathe statement,
pictorial
valueas of"The
which
was Gloster,"
stressed the
by
dent of the Citizens Trust and Savearly
commentators
and
which
may
yet
was most painstakingly done in the preings Bank. All are from Columbus.
paration in Without Benefit of Clergy, for
be given to the screen. The former subAppointment of the board was in
ject, which has been issued by Pathe, is which Mr. Kipling himself furnished more
accordance with provisions of the
announced as a model of dramatic illus- than forty drawings of scenes, costumes
Organization Bill passed last year
and minute details of architecture, etc.
tration.
memthree
old
the
d
which abolishe
It is interesting, in this connection to He actually supervised the modeling of
ber censorship board and substituted
read the comment of Charles Dana Gibthe pictures, and, in giving his unstinted
for it a division chief, two assistants
doubted whether anything more
son, regarding one instance of the pic- annroval,
and an advisory board.
faithful to the written creation of the
turing of one of Mr. Kipling's stories.
author bad ever been produced.
"Kipling," says Mr. Gibson, "is a great
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Publicity

Advertising

Dept. Reorganized
Reorganization of the publicity and advertising department of the Famous players-Lasky Corporation was announced this
week by S. R. Kent.
Jerome Beatty, who has been director of
publicity and advertising, hereafter will
do special work for the sales department
in connection with production in the Lasky
studio. Mr. Beatty is now in Hollywood
on a special mission for the sales department.
The publicity and advertising departments, which heretofore have been under
one head, have been separated. A. M.
Botsford, who has been advertising man.ager, will continue in this position, handling his department as a seperate unit in
the organization. Charles E. McCarthy
will continue as publicity manager and
will be in sole charge of all publicity, including the staff at the Lasky studio.
The department of lithographs and theatre and lobby accessories will be taken
over by Claud Saunders, exploitation manager. This work has been formerly done
by Albert Thorn under the supervision of
Mr. Beatty.
"Double Runs on 'Peacock
Alley' " Exhibitor Advises
"Double your runs of Mae Murray in
Peacock Alley" is the advice of Forrest
C. Templin, directing manager of the Lincoln Theatre, Belleville, 111., in a letter
which he sent to Charles Warner, branch
manager for Metro Pictures at St. Louis,
Mo.
"Peacock Alley created more favorable
comment after its first showing in our
city than any photoplay which I have had
to do in recent years. I shall return it
for a run of equal length," wrote
Templin.
New Manager for Denver Office
Announcement is made by Hiram
Abrams, president of United Artists Corporation, of the appointment of J. A.
Krum as sales manager of United Artists
branch office in Denver. Mr. Krum is well
known among the exhibitors in the Denver
territory.

Arthur N. Smallwood, secretary-treasurer
of the American Releasing Corporation

From left to right: Charles E. McCarthy, publicity manager; Jerome Beatty, special
sales department representative at Lasky studio; A. M. Botsford, advertising manager
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

Three

Playgoers

Pictures

in

April

^^Sunshine Harhor,^^ "^4 Pasteboard Crown'^ and
^^Lonesome Corners'^ Will Be Offered for Release
luring world back of the footlights. The
Three productions are on Playgoers
romance is portrayed by a special cast,
Pictures schedule for release in April.
First on the list, set for April 2, is the including, among- others, such screen favorites as Evelyn Greeley, Gladys Valerie,
attraction, "Sunshine Harbor," in which
Elliott, Eleanor Woodruff, J. H.
Margaret Beecher is featured. This of- Robert
Gilmore, Albert Roccardi, Jane Jennings,
fering, produced and directed by Edward
Hemmer, is from the story by Jerome N. and Dora Mills Adams.
A third attraction of the month is set
Wilson.
tells and
of a her
girl's
estrangement
from
her It
father,
experiences
as a for April 23 — "Lonesome Corners," an
Edgar Jones production. This is a picnewspaper reporter in New York City.
ture in five reels, with Edgar Jones, Edna
In the supporting cast are Howard Hall,
May
Sperl and Henry Van Bousen promiRalph Harolde, Coit Albertson, Dan Jarnent in the cast. "Lonesome Corners" is
rett and Myra Brooks, among other wella lightwoods.
comedy, telling a story of the
known players.
North
On April 16 comes the release of anPlaygoers Pictures sells through its
other Playgoers offering, "A Pasteboard
own salesmen in the exchanges of Pathe.
Crown," which was directed by Travers
It announces that in making these selecVale. This is from the story of stage
tions of pictures for April release it has
life by Clara Morris, and is said to be of accumulated
a collection of films which it
much more than ordinary interest in affeels
confident
will prove of entertainfording glimpses of the mysteriously alment and box-office value.
Thirty Laughs Added

to

"Orphans of the Storm"
With the public as his jury
to render a "Yes" or "No" verdict, D. W. Griffith has made
eighty-seven changes in his film
story of "Orphans of the
Storm," now entering its thirteenth week at the Apollo Theatre, New York. Many of these
changes introduced a bit of comedy into the serious incidents.
Here Mr. Griffith made his public his sole jury, for no one can
tell whether a laugh that must
be given within two or three
seconds, is relished.
These changes have added
thirty laughs to the film, increasing the entertainment value
so that the picture is pounding
along steadily. Last Monday
marked the 150th showing of
the picture.

Exploitation Value
Claimed for
Moore

Picture

"Every production manager," says
Lewis J. Selznick, "should spend at least
a year actually in or in close contact with
the home office or distributing branch of
his organization. Only in this way can he
actually gage that most elusive necessity
known as 'What the Public Wants.' "
It was for this reason the Select president has insisted for some time past that
the production forces of his organization
remain in the East. He feels now that
after two years of close contact. President
Myron Selznick, of Selznick Pictures, is
better equipped to produce box office attractions than those production managers
who have spent all the time in Los Angeles.
Reported Missing, the Owen Moore special, is the best example he has had yet of
the value of the aforementioned experience. It was built from the first to last
as a box office production. It has, according to Myron Selznick, every proven essential of motion picture entertainment.
In preparing the advertising accessories
and exhibitor aids the soundness of Lewis
J. Selznick's theory of close distribution
contact for a period of production was
startling apparent to the exploitation department.
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Star

Pictures

for Playgoers
A contract has just been closed with
Playgoers Pictures, Inc., for the release
by that organization of six more pictures
starring J. P. McGowan. The papers were
signed by S. F. Champion, Jr., of the
Champion Film Corporation, of Grand
Rapids, Mich., which will produce the features.I
Four McGowan Westerns have been already released by Playgoers. The release
of the first of these films, Discoritented
Wives, in September last, was followed by
The Ruse of "The Rattler," Reckless
Chances and Hills of Missing Men. The
last of these was out Feo. 25.
Mr. McGowan accompanied Mr. Champion to New York City and the two called
on John C. Ragland and other officials of
Playgoers Pictures. Champion Film Corporation, they announced, will establish at
once production studios both at Grand
Rapids, Mich., and in California.
Selections have not been made for the
forthcoming vehicles, but Mr. McGowan
promised that they will be action pictures,
following the same general lines as those
with which he has achieved his present
wide popularitv. "Replete with thrills,
moving at high speed, with much rough
riding and hard fighting, the portrayal
given by these four of the rugged life of
the early-day West has made a strong and
insistent audience appeal, according to the
reports of exhibitors throughout the country," says the announcement. The sales
force of Playgoers is in the Pathe
branches.

"A

Fool There
Was,"
1922
Edition
Estelle Taylor Will Have Vamp Role in Feature
to Be Made by Fox — Complete Cast Announced
What is described as one of the haughty indifference, and at the same
time lure them with her physical beauty.
most distinguished casts ever assembled
The remainder of the cast includes:
for the production of a motion picture
feature, with Estelle Taylor in the
Schuyler, The Fool — Played by Lewis
role
of
a
1922
"vamp,"
has
been
chosen
by
Stone.
Mrs. Schuyler, The Fool's WifeWilliam Fox for A Fool There Was, a
Played
by Irene
Rich. Frances
The Schuyler's
photodrama based on the stage play by Child
— Played
by Murial
Dana.
Porter Emerson Brown — which in turn
Nell Winthrop, the Fool's Sister — Played
by Marjorie Daw, who has been featured
was inspired by Rudyard Kipling's famous
poem, "The Vampire."
Work on the pro- in many Marshall Neilan productions.
Morgan — Played by Mahlon Hamilton.
Parmalee — Played by Wallace McDonald.
Boggs — Played by William V. Mong,
who played Merlin in A Connecticut
Yankee
King Arthur's
Court. Lonsdale,
Pai'ks —in Played
hy Harry
character actor with Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks.
Roach
So

Estelle Taylor
Lupino Lane
at Work
Fox

1317

on
Comedies

Lupino Lane, the English comedian and
pantomimist, who was recently signed to
a contract by William Fox, is nearing completion of his first two-reel special comedy
at the West Coast Studios, under the direction of Jack Blystone, according to announcement from the offices of the Fox organization this week. The title of the picture is The Broker.
Lane, the idol of the London Hippodrome and of Drury Lane, made his American debut when the English production
Afgar was presented in New York City in
December, 1920. His performance even
eclipsed that of the much-heralded female
star with Afgar, according to the reviewers.

duction has already begun, according to
announcements from the New York offices
of Fox Film Corporation.
Emmett J. Flynn, who directed A Connecticut Yankee
King Fox
Arthur's
Monte Crista,
andinother
specials,Court,
will
direct this picture. Bernard McConville
prepared play.
the new screen adaptation of the
famous
The director and the scenarist, with the
technical staff of the Fox Hollywood
studio, have been busy since December laying out and arranging the sets, which are
now complete. Work on the production
is to begin at once.
Miss Taylor is remembered especially
for her work with William Farnum and
in the Fox specials, While New York
Sleeps, and Blind Wives.
There will be no display of passion in
the new production that will meet with
objections by the censors, it is announced.
The 1922 vamp will treat her victims with

Three picturesque sets from "Why Not Marry," with Margery Wilson.

Bans

Serials

as to Concentrate

on Comedy Product
Due to contracts with Pathe for additional comedy output, such as the forthcoming "Snub" Pollard two-reel comedies
and a series of two-reel animal and kid
comedies now in preparation, the Hal
Roach Studios will make no more serials
and will concentrate all activities on
comedy production.
Production of the next two Ruth Roland
serials has been contracted for with the
United Studios, formerly the Brunton
Studios. The Timber Queen, starring Miss
Roland, having been completed, work on
the first of the two new serials began at
the United Studios on April 1.
It will be recalled that the justly famous
Pathe serial starring Jack Dempsey was
made on the Brunton lot. The Avenging
Arroiv, the Roland serial next preceding
the current release, White Eagle, also was
producedcilitiesthere.
All of theto production
which contributed
the success faof
these two highly popular chapter-plays are
commanded by the United Studios, where
Miss Roland and her supporting company
are now starring on what is at present
called The Riddle of the Range, the story
and continuity by John Grey.
Relieved of their serial responsibilities
the Hal Roach Studios — lately much enlarged and provided with new and valuable equipment — are in an excellent position to meet the constantly growing demand for the class of screen comedy distributed by Pathe.

Distributed by National Exchanges, Inc.
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New Production
"Wave"
at Vitagraph
West

Frank Borzage (center), Seena Owen, O. O. Dull, assistant director, and Cameraman
Chester Lyons resting up after strenuous work in the production of "Back Pay," aj
Cosmopolitan production

"Age of Color Here,'' Says Blaekton
Producer of "Glorious Adventure'^ Believes It Will
Mtirk An Epoch in the History of the Industry
tion picture took on a new burst of life
"Creative stagnation" is the only thing
that can seriously injure the motion pic- and the vast developments that reach
ture industry or its future, according to down to to-day. The screen is now in the
Commodore J. Stuart Blaekton.
later days of that remarkable film epoch.
The new things and the new policy sur"And there are too many active minds
vived and the motion picture prospered
at work for this to be a real menace. Big
things are about to break, despite the with the new idea.
"It is now nearly ten years since the
pessimists."
"Never mind the radio craze; nor the present period began. That is long
censor scares; nor the scandalmongers;
enough for any dynasty in the film business. Something new has to come and
nor the Wall Street bears; nor the calamit is coming.
ity
howlers,"
says
the
Commodore.
He
has a weather eye on the conditions in the
"There may be a general impression
that the motion picture as it appears on
United States, from his desk in Bush
House on the Strand in London, because
the screen to-day is completely satisfache has a picture about to break into the
tory, complete and perfect. That is not
market here, The Glonous Adventure,
true. The many hopeful inventors bending over their work-benches in obscure
which will open at the Capitol Theatre,
laboratories in a dozen places around the
New York, April 23.
globe are likely any day to bring forth
"I have seen," observed the Commodore,
something that may revolutionize the
"enough
in
the
journals
to
indicate
that
screen.
within the industry there is a considerable
degree of pessimism in many quarters
"Meanwhile I hope that I am justified
in the belief that there is a step toward
and that it is being whispered about
a
newer and 'better idea in screen enterTimes Square that maybe the golden days
tainment, the beginning of a new period,
of the motion pictures are over and that
through the use of the excellet Prizma
perchance the industry is on its way down
hill to a sad conclusion. So there is no natural color process for the first time
reason why I should not openly discuss in the production of The Glorious Adventure.
what everybody is thinking about.
"The age of color has come. It may
"In connection with the present talk of perhaps
be a considerable time in reaching
depression it may perhaps be interesting
its full development, but its destiny now is
and reassuring to look hack to some other
periods when the pessimists felt a great just as certain as the future of the fivedeal more dubious about the future of reel dramatic feature was in 1912."
the picture than they do now." Mr.
Blaekton then reviews the history of the
industry, pointing out that the new idea
"The Challenge" Chosen as
always survives.
Title for Cassinelli Film
"Then came the great era of program
Star
Productions,
Inc., announces that
service to the theatres, the days when picthe permanent title of the picture which
ture makers sold footage and exhibitors
measured the merits of their shows by Dolores Cassinelli is making under the
direction of Tom Terriss will be "The
the loudness of the posters," he says.
a name heretofore usd for
"This business rapidly approached a aChallenge,"
working title.
maximum and another picture depression
was waiting around the corner a couple
Mr. Terriss expects to conclude the photographing of this production at the
of years away, when, before it could overHarry
Levey Studio in West 38th Street
take us, the dramatic feature was brought
the
latter
part
of this week.
forth, the modern screen drama. The mo-

Coast

Studios

The recent arrival of Albert E. Smith,
president of Vitagraph, at the company's
west coast studios in Hollywood was followed by a new production wave. W. S.
Smith, manager of the studios, after several days conference with the Vitagraph
head issued the statement that the heavy
production period which Vitagraph has
Deen experiencing would be further augmented within the next few days by the
opening of three new productions.
Although Earle Williams, William Duncan and Alice Calhoun have just completed pictures, this trio will start on the
same day with new productions. It is
announced that Mr. Williams will be
starred in an 0. Henry story, from Cabbages and Kings. The direction will be
by Robert
who has
been associated withEnsminger
Earle Williams
as director.
Alice Calhoun will begin upon her
fourth
picture
since reaching
California
studios.
Her newVitagraph's
story is
called Blueblood. The scenario was gone
over last week by President Smith. Miss
Calhoun will be directed in her forthcomSmith who directed
by David
her ing
in picture
The Little
Minister. Mr. Smith is
just now putting the final touches on My
Wild Irish Rose which will be finished this
week so far as actual filming is concerned.
William Duncan, Vitagraph's western
star, has recently finished The Silent Vow
and is already in production on another.
This latest story is strongly western in
tone. Edith Johnson vdll appear opposite Duncan.
Larry Semon is in the midst of a comedy in which he plays two parts, that of
an immigrant and that of a king. Semon
with his own sepwas recently
for his specific production
arate studio provided
unit. It is announced that Jimmv Aubrey
will commence the production of another
two-reel comedy next month.
Corinne Griffith is now at Charleston,
S. C. where she will make exterior scenes
for a new picture.
"Four Horsemen"
Runs 21 Days at
Grand

Theatre,

Duluth

in a
run mark
e consecutive
Twenty-onhouse
was the
in Duluth days'
downtown
set by The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, Rex Ingram's production for Metro
of Blasco Ibanez's novel. The original engagement at the Garrick Theatre, Duluth,
was to last one week. The attendance
proved this period quite insufficient, and so
photoplay was held over a fortnight
the
longer.
story;
The following telegram tells its own
"Duluth, Minn., March 7, 1922.
"To A. H. Fischer, Manager,
"Metro Pictures Corporation,
"Minneapolis, Minn.
"Congratulations to Metro. Again the
drawing power of the Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse was evidenced by the necessity of extending
a one At
week's
return
engagement to two weeks.
our new
Grand
business surpassed all expectations and in
face of adverse weather and local conditions. First engagement at our new
Garrick, standing room only for seven days
at road show prices. This is a total of
twenty-one days in a downtown theatre.
"R. F. ScHWiE, Resident Manager,
"Duluth Theatre Company."
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Kempson
to Offer
64 Revivals of
Star

Productions

A plan of revivals involving sixty-four
motion picture productions of such well
known stars as Norma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge, Clara Kimball Young,
Alice Brady and Elaine Hammerstein,
which is said to call for an outlay of a
million dollars for re-editing, re-cutting,
re-titling, and brand new prints, has
been undertaken by J. L. Kempneer and
Louis Jacobson, under the corporate name
of Kempson Pictures Corporation, with
home offices at 1457 Broadway.
The plan has already progressed to the
point where work on the first sixteen pictures is about half way to completion, a
sales force of seventy-five men has been
organized, and arrangements for physical
distribution have been made with the
Hodkinson exchanges. A publicity and
exploitation campaign, national in scope,
has been outlined with a view to backing
up the sales force to the limit. In outlining the whole scheme, Mr. Kempner said :
"Before selecting the Talmadge, Young,
Brady and Hammerstein productions for
revival I canvassed the entire country for
several months past. I realized as every
keen observer must realize that quality
production has not kept pace with the
demand for high class pictures. Many
reasons may be assigned for this, including lack of good material which was
so abundant before and during the war,
the
of capital's
strings.
Theretightening
are, of course,
otherpurse
reasons
into
which I need not go, but the fact remains
that there is an urgent demand for pictures of the same splendid quality as those
which made the present-day motion picture stars. To satisfy myself that there
was such a demand I had several men
touring the country for some months past.
They not only reported that exhibitors
were willing and even anxious to present
revivals of the better pictures of the past,
but they also found that business conditions in some sections of the country made
such a procedure a practical necessity."
"Reckless Youth"
Newest Vehicle for
E. Hammerstein
March 30 mai-ked the release of Elaine
Hammerstein's latest screen presentation
— Reckless Youth. In this subject Niles
'Welch again works opposite Miss Hammerstein with Huntley Gordon playing a
^'heavy" that figures almost as importantly in the proceedings as does the leading inale role. The basis of Reckless
Youth is a Cosmo Hamilton story, scenarioized by Edward Montagne.
Ralph Ince personally staged the new
Selznick offering, last of the productions
to be made in the East preceding the
move to Hollywood, decided upon some
time ago and lately announced by Myron
Selzniclc, vice-president in charge of production. This is the second Elaine Hammerstein presentation that Ralph Ince has
directed, his initial work with that star
being Remorseless Love, the photoplay in
which Niles Welch first played Miss Hammerstein's leads.
Constance Bennett, a daughter of Richard Bennett, has her first screen role in
support of Miss Hammerstein, playing the
part of a chorus girl. Louise Trussing is
also supplied with a role of benefit to
the presentation.

John
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Storey

Back

with

Pathe

Returns as General Representative After Yearns Leave of
Absence with Associated Exhibitors as Sales Manager
Pathe has recalled John E. Storey to
change— being then director of exits service, with the duties and title of
changes. His new post of general representative is created as a means of best
general representative. The call came
utilizing his wide and intimate knowledge
promptly on the expiration of a year's
of all the functions of selling and disleave of absence which was granted to enable Associated Exhibitors to profit by
tribution, and is a definite promotion. In
referring
to Mr.
Storey's
new appointment. General
Manager
Pearson
referred
to his efficiency and genial good nature
as particularly adapting him to the
highly responsible and useful service as
a personal link between the executives of
the home office and the branch exchanges.

"Ruling Passion"
Wins High Praise

John E. Storey
Mr.
experience
and as
abilities,
which Storey's
he successfully
applied
sales
manager. During that period Associated
Exhibitors carried out its plans for laying a solid foundation of exhibitor confidence.
On taking active charge as the newly
elected president of Associated Exhibitors, Arthur S. Kane paid a warm tribute
to Mr. Storey. "Under the sales directionpanyof Mr.
comhas in Storey,"
its first he
yearsaid,
made"thea most
creditable showing. I believe it to have
more potential possibilities than any other
distributing organization. Mr. Storey
and his men have established the company
in the good graces of exhibitors by fair
treatment
and clean
dealing."left Pathe to
At the time
Mr. Storey
begin hishibitorsyear's
work for
withsome
Associated
Exhe had been
time assistant director of exchanges, Elmer Pearson— now general manager of Pathe Ex-
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from 'Frisco Papers
The new George Arliss film production.
The Ruling Passion, with Mr. Arliss in
the star role, came in for hearty praise
from newspaper critics and the public
when this United Artists' release was
shown recently at the Granada Theatre,
San Francisco. The picture was shown
to better than the average audiences all
during its run.
"An unusually clever play, well told,
and
rich in splendid
entertainment,"
the comment
of the reviewer
for the was
San
Francisco Bulletin.
is "One
what hundred
the criticsperforcenttheentertainment,"
Call and Post
had to say. "The Ruling Passion is that
sort of a picture.
"Delightful,
is TheGeorge
RulingArliss,
Passion with that indeed,
fine artist,
as its star. It is a soul-satisfying picture, pleasant in the telling, beautifully
done as to scenery and production, splenparticularly
Arliss,"
wrote didly
theacted,critic
for the bySanMr.Francisco
Chronicle.
"After twenty years of successful presentation on the stage of role portraying
the cynic, the satirist, the crafty, designing schemer and similar roles, George
Arliss steps into the field of comedydrama inforThetheRuling
Passion,"Examiner.
says the
reviewer
San Francisco
"Mr. Arliss possesses a unique personality, and by a series of inimitable expressions and gestures in pantomime, he
"The volumes."
Ruling Passion is one of the most
speaks
endearing
and delightful comedies we
have
yet
seen
on the
saysDaily
the
reviewer for the
San screen,"
Francisco
Neivs.
Notes from Century Studios
Alf Goulding, who has been directing
the destinies of the dog Brownie for Century Comedies, has switched stars and has
started a picture with Harry Sweet, Alberta Vaughn and John E. K. Fox, of the
many freckles.
* * *
Francis Carpenter, the nine-year-old
boy who was co-starred with Virginia Lee
Corbin in Jack and the Beanstalk and several other pictures, and little Newton Ball,
who is one of the featured players in Marshall Neilan's Penrod, have been specially
engaged to appear in a picture Henry
Lehrman is directing for Century.
A. V. Cole, who is responsible for the
scenic effects in many Broadway successes,
has been made scenic director of the Century Studios.
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Broadway

"The Good Provider'' and ''Find the Woman'' Will Be
Presented at Kialto and Rivoli Theatres Simultaneously
Good Provider seems destined to accomTwo pictures created by Cosmopolitan
plish for that hard-working, unhonored
will have a Broadway presentation simuland unsung hero — father.
taneously on April 9. The Good Provider,
Besides Miss Gordon, Mr. Davidson and
a Fannie Hurst story featuring Vera GorMiss Battista, those in the cast are: Vividon and Dore Davidson, will be seen at enne
Osborne, William (Buster) Collier,
the Rivoli, and Find the Woman, with Jr., John
Roche, James Devine, Blanche
Alma Rubens, an Arthur Somers Roche
Craig, Ora Jones, Edward Phillips, Muriel
mystery drama, will open at the Rialto.
Martin and Margaret Severn, the speThe following week The Good Provider
cialty dancer.
moves to the Rialto. Both are Paramount
Find the Woman, with Alma Rubens, is
releases.
the second Cosmopolitan Production diThe Good Provider, which is said to bear
rected by Tom
the firstpicture.
beingBoomerang
Bill. Terriss,
It is a mystery
many points of similarity to Humoresque,
was written by the same author, directed
There are many threads to Mr. Roche's
by the same director — Frank Borzage — - story, all of which, it is said, were skilland has three of the players of the earlier
fully woven together in an engrossing
photoplay by Mr. Terriss, who used a
picture — Miss Gordon, Mr. Davidson and
Miriam Battista.
scenario prepared by Doty Hobart.
Miss Hurst herself, before she sailed for
The cast includes Eileen Huban, seen on
Europe recently, wrote to Cosmopolitan
the speaking stage as the star in Paddy
the Next Best Thing and The Dark RosaProductions, enthusiastically congratulating the company and all concerned upon
leen; George Macquarrie, Norman Kerry,
the excellence of the photoplay.
Arthur Donaldson, Harrison Ford, Henry
What Humoresque did for mother, The
Sedley, Ethel Duray and Sydney Deane.
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Prepare to Film
"East Is West"

Talmadge Vehicle
Motion picture rights to East is West,
one of the recent sensational successes
of the legitimate stage, having been acquired by Joseph M. Schenck, as the next
vehicle for Constance Talmadge, production plans are going forward.
The purchase is in keeping writh the
avowed program of Mr. Schenck to purchase only the best plays for his stars.
Constance Talmadge's current feature
Polly of the Follies is being heralded as
the best picture ever made by this popular
comedienne. Its successor, The Primitive
Lover, an original story by Edgar Selwyn,
is now being edited.
Sidney Franklin, who directed The
Primitive Lover, will direct East is West
also. Mr. Schenck has signed a contract
with William Harris, Jr., whereby they
will jointly make a spectacular photoplay
production of this play by Samuel Shipman and John B. Hymes.
Frances Marion, having recently returned from California, where she had
been engaged on the continuity of The
Duchess de Lang£ais, starring Norma
Talmadge, had just gotten settled at the
Ritz-Carlton, when she also received a
.telegram from Mr. Schenck, engaging her
to co-operate with Mr. Franklin on the
continuity for East is West. Miss Marion
'^Orphans
of Storm'' Wins
High Praise
and Mr. Franklin will begin work at once,
Judge Gary, Prominent Ministers and Newspapers Swell
while in New York, and then complete
this adaptation on the Coast.
Chorus of Commendation for Newest Griffith Photoplay
Constance Talmadge will remain in New
I was not reading Carlyle or Dickens. I York until the middle of April, and then
Orphans of the Storm, D. W. Griffith's was there. It was France — Paris, the begin work on East is W^st at the United
newest photoplay, which is being released
Reign of Terror — and the end of the arisStudios, Hollywood. According to present
by United Artists, has won some unusual
tocrats— and the fall of the Bastille — and
comments from newspapers, ministers
plans,
many
of the street
scenes
and inDanton — and Robespierre — and the livteriors will actually
be taken
in China.
and prominent persons during the past
ing, fighting, frenzied mob. I was one of
week.
them. I was not being told about it. I
Judge Elbert H. Gai-y, head of the was there, a part of it. I fought for Miss Du Pont
United States Steel Corporation, has
liberty. I struggled there amidst the
written to Mr. Griffith heartily indorsing
wreckage of society — the cross currents of
Bears Official
and fanaticism — amid the temthe photoplay. Judge Gary's letter fol- freedom
lows:
pest of the tyranny of fallen aristocracy
a-.id the tyranny of rising liberty, the
"With others, I had the pleasure of seeMessage to Coast
ing your play. Orphans of the Storm, at storm of bigotry, suspicion, injustice and
An unusual honor has been conferred
cruelty — wealth and poverty — gluttony
the Apollo Theatre. We decided it was
on Miss du Pont incident to her personal
and hunger — humanity in the storm —
in all respects the finest picture-play that
reeling in the drunkenness of liberty — the appearance visit in Boston. Foolish
has ever been produced. The effects of storm
— the storm — and after the storm,
Wives, playing at the Park Theatre, now
the lesson that it teaches will be trementhe dark — the thunder stops — the lights
in its fourth week, broke all box office recdous. Icongratulate you."
are on — I am fixed in my seat gradually
ords, according tO' Karry Ascher, presi"D. W. Griffith has taken 'The Two
dent of the American Feature Film Comcoming
to 1922."
That back
Orphans
of the Storm is certain
pany which is booking the picture through
Orphans'
and
under
the
title
of
Orphans
of the Storm has made a picture that runs
to bring vast benefits tO' the hundreds of New England. As an added attraction
the gamut from the splendid to the sorthousands of persons who will see it, is Mr. Ascher secured Miss du Pont to make
the emphatic assertion of Dr. Christian
personal appearances at the Park Theatre.
did, from the terrific to the exquisite,"
said Douglas Gordon, critic for the NorOf course, she was an object of a great
F. Reisner, pastor of the Chelsea M. E.
folk Ledger-Dispatch, when this new GrifChurch, New York City, perhaps one of deal of interest in Boston. Under the esfith picture was shown recently at the the most prominent of the more advanced
cort of Leon J. Rubinstein, Miss du Pont
Colonial Theatre, Norfolk. Added to this leaders of church thought. Dr. Reisner, attracted almost as much attention as a
comment was that of Joseph Leslie, of the in a letter to Mr. Griffith of recent date, presidential candidate. Being a native of
Norfolk Virginian-Pilot, who wrote that said in part:
California, she was selected by the Boston Commercial and Industrial Bureau as
"D. W. Griffith's Orphans of the Storm
"Orphans
of
the
Storm
is
certain
to
do
is so thrilling at times that it fairly lifts vast good. It is clean, entrancingly inter- the bearer of an official message from the
City of Boston and Commonwealth of
one to one's feet."
esting, full of fine sentiment, true to his"D. W. Griffith breathes into his chartory, and it teaches many valuable les- Massachusetts to the Mayor of the City
sons. Revolutions are not accidents; they of Los Angeles. The letter had to do with
acters and they live," said Dr. Lincoln H.
the endeavor to create more direct trade
Caswell, pastor of the Crawford Memorial
are always the outcome of injustice.
between the two coasts.
Church, M. E., and one of the leading- America needs that reminder. Great
clergymen of New York City, in a recent
prosperity in the United States is subletter to the photoplay producer after he
jecting us to unusual temptations. Orhad seen Orphans of the Storm.
Marcus Manager; Wilson
phans of the Storm awakens sympathy,
enforces
righteousness and forewarns
"It is not drama," wrote Dr. Caswell.
Promoted by Metropolitan
against imminent nerils. All kinds of
"There is no stage, there are no players.
Promotions are the order of the day
It is life. It is the natural living again
people are interested, instructed and beneof the great epochs of humanity.
fited by it. Rich and poor, good and evil, at the offices of Metropolitan National Exconservative and fanatic, need its lessons.
changes, Inc., at 729 Seventh Avenue, New
"This is the way I lost myself in Orphans of the Storm. I was carried along
York. Nathan Marcus is now manager and
The helplessness of youth, the danger suron the resistless tide of romance and tragrounding the innocent, the power of the
Jerome Wilson is special representa^tive.
Both men are well and favorably known
edy until I actually lost myself. I be- brainy crook, the mercurial temper of the
to all exhibitors in the Greater New York
came one of the people — a citizen of mob, are all enforced. The picture
Paris; no longer of the twentieth century
territory. Norman L. Sper is the third
preaches strongly and should be widely
of the triumvirate.
but of the last decade of the eighteenth.
seen."
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Pathe Releases for
'^Bonanza
Days
of Production
Gone''
April 9 Show First
„ ^ ^ ,,
. ^ „ .
.
, ^,
*
.
1
p r.-ff
R-C Official Tells Los Angeles nietvspaper
JbipiSOde Ot "Hutch''
His Plans for ISetv Regime
at Studios
Pathe Exchange, Inc., announces that
wielded a broom vigorously and effecThe "Bonanza" days of picture production are over. But with the cessation
tively. And spring is here!
the strong collection of short subject features and the serial episodes scheduled for
of the Klondike rush, only the gold fever
"We are starting with a clean slate,"
release the week of April 9 will be augdied — the gold itself remained, to be Mr. Powers told an Examiner representamented by Chained to the Anchor, the first mined by saner methods and with law and
tive in his first interview on plans and
episode of the new Pathe serial, Go-Getorder superseding recklessness and "wild policy
newberegime.
"A newat
idea ofregarding
operationthewill
inaugurated
'Em Hutch, starring Charles Hutchison.
The new chapter play deals with the shipAnd
so
it
is
with
the
motion
picture
the
Robertson-Cole
studios.
Actual
cocatting."
operation is to be our modus operandi
industry, take the word of P. A. Powers,
ping business and gives the famous "stunt
henceforth. This applies to both financial
star" plenty
ardous feats. of opportunities for his hazand technical phases of picture making.
Shadows and Sunshine is the latest
Our cash in actual dollars will be pooled
with the cash value, to us as producers,
Pathe Playlet re-edited to three reels from
its original feature length form. Baby
of an artist, a writer, a director. Our
Marie Osborne is the star. The picture
cash being actual hard coin of the realm,
was made under the direction of Henry
naturally we will not permit any inflated
King.
valuations to be placed on the brains or
"The Golden Pool" is the fifteenth and
beauty to be pitted against that cash. In
last episode of White Eagle, the Pathe
ais word,
counterfeitnoror will
'wild counterfeit
cat money'
serial starring Ruth Roland. The chapbeingno invested,
ter, although presenting the climax of the
talent or exaggerated egos find a place
serial, is replete with thrills and there is
on the roster of our institution.
no let-up n the acton untl the final few
"No established star of really stellar
feet of film.
repute will suffer under this revised order
Next Aisle Over is the title of the curof things, the first application of the corent reissued one-reel comedy starring
operative theory in picture production,
Harold Lloyd. The spectacled comedian
nor will a director retrogress. The time
is supplied with laughable situations parfor the solidification and perpetuation of
ticularly fitted to his original brand of
the motion picture industry is here, as I
humor, and Bebe Daniels and "Snub" Polpredicted it would come when the hysteria
lard help keep the fun-action going at a
of much movie money first flamboyantly
lively rate of speed.
forced top admission fees to two dollars,
Jump Your Job is the latest Hal Roach
paid out princely tribute in the barter and
the building of stars and directors, and
comedy featuring "Snub" Pollard. Pollard
is assisted in the oflFering by Marie Mosgenerally settled on the picture industry
quini and the staff of the Hal Roach
a burden of over-capitalization, with all
comedians.
its attendant wastefulness and warping
The Rich Cat and the Poor Cat is the
of real values, the consequences of which
current animated cartoon of the series of
areIn now
acutely
apparent." of an early
P. A. Powers
line sowith
this prognosis
"Aesop's Film Fables," produced by Fables
Pictures, Inc., and created by Cartoonist
day,
Mr.
Powers
said
that a reduction
Paul Terry.
admission scales at the cinema temples
Pathe Review No. 150 is the third of the who has just arrived in Los Angeles to in
is bound to ensue as a manifestation of
aid in the good work of reconstruction in reconstruction, and that naturally, as a
anniversary series and presents a number
the
picture
industry
now
going
on,
which
of carefully chosen subjects, which are
sequel, such a reduction would have the
reviewed in another column.
of course, in its production aspect, centers
effect of cutting in on the business of the
directly in Hollywood. Having acquired
Pathe News Nos. 30 and 31 presents the
cheaper houses, with the result of multicurrent events of importance from all cora controling interest in the RobertsonCole plant on Gower and Melrose, Mr.
failures.be down to bedrock in thirty
ners of the globe.
"Wepliedwill
Powers has applied that primary and
"Topics
No. culled
5 suoplies
the
days,"
Mr.
Powers concluded. "Effective
screen
with ofwittheandDay"
humor
from the
most salutary rule of all good housewives
economic production will then beembarking on a spring cleaning; he has though
presses of the world.
gin at this plant, and the personnel ot
our staff and our various producing units
will reflect the prudence and foresight
of those present factors in the field who
have at heart the future welfare of the
Fox News Eliminates Scenes of Amusements That Compete
with Theatre
industry."
Famous Players-Lasky
Fox News announces that in future it will eliminate all subjects
Directors Re-elected
that might tend in any way to injure the business of motion picture
theatre owners. This means that from the twice-a-week issues of Fox
By Stockholders
News will be barred pictures of competitive sports, games and other
The annual meeting of the stockholders
amusements and divertisements which might tend to keep the public
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporaout of the theatre.
tion was held at the corporation's office,
Don Hancock, Director-in-Chief of Fox News, has incorporated
Tuesday, March 28, and the following directors were re-elected: Jules E. Brulathe following paragraph in the Fox News weekly bulletin to their 250
tour, Cecil B. DeMille, Daniel Frohman,
cameramen in all parts of the world:
Albert A. Kaufman, Sidney R. Kent.
"Read the following instructions carefully so that you will not
The following
were Frederic
elected to G.
the Lee,
Finance Committee:
waste the time, film or money of yourself, of motion picture theatre
Gayer G. Dominick, Maurice Wertheim,
owners and of Fox News. We do not want any pictures of, or any
Theodore F. Whitmarsh, Adolph Zukor.
connection with, the home radio phones, nor do we want any pictures
of baseball players in practice, nor any actual contests, nor any prominent personages who are directly connected with the baseball sport, for
Butterfield to Visit New York
Fox News. Here is our explanation of these orders: Both the radio
W. S. Butterfield, president and genphone and the sport of baseball are competitive amusements to the
eral manager of the Bijou Theatrical Enmotion picture theatres. Our aim is to make the people patronize the
terprise Company, First National franmotion picture theatres — not to show them pictures of amusements to
chise holder in Battle Creek, Mich., will
which they possibly will go in preference to attending the motion picspend the week of April 3 in New York
City, ings
looking
productions
ture jtheatres of the country."
and in over
general
preparingandforbookthe
next season.

GARL
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is celebrating his seventeenth year in the motion picture business and the tenth anniversary
Universal by turning the Exchanges over to the employees to run for two months.
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See "4^ Horsemen''
Notables
French
Presentation of Metro Picture in Paris Is Brilliant
Poincare Present
and
Foch
Affair — Millerand,
President Millerand, Marshal Foch,
month the first showing in Madrid, Spain.
Premier Poincare, the American AmbasFor the Spanish premiere elaborate preparations are being made, according to Roy
sador, Robert T. Herrick, and other distinChandler,
the representative of Chipman,
guished members of the highest social and
Limited, which controls the rights to the
diplomatic circles of France were present
Metro production in Spain, Portugal,
at the Vaudeville Theatre in Paris on
Italy, Jugo-Slavia, Greece, Rumania, TurMarch 19, when Metro Pictures Corporakey and Bulg-aria. A large symphony ortion presented the first European showing
chestra has already been engaged to play
of Rex Ingram's production of The Four
the accompaniment to the picture. Special
Horsemen of the Apocalypse, the screen
settings have been desig^ied, and everyadaptation of Vicente Blasco Ibanez's fathing is being done to make the presentamous novel. The presentation was under
tion the most lavish in the history of mothe direction of Harry Cohen, foreign mantion pictures in the Spanish capital. Presager of Metro.
entations inthe principal opera houses in
Rome and Milan are soon to follow.
The Paris presentation preceded by one
Eight

First

Nationals

Are

Under
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Company Gives Details of Several Pictures, Modern
in Their Making, of Which Much Is Expected
Among the pictures now in process of of Lambert Hillyer. The photoplay has
both mountain and city settings.
production for First National release
there are eight which that company beThomas H. Ince's A Man of Action.
lieves will be among the box office suc- Filming of this Ince comedy by Bradley
cesses of the near future. They are:
King commenced late in February with
James W. Horne as director and Max DuMack Sennett's Suzanne, with Mabel
Normand. Suzanne portrays the ro- pont as photographer. The settings are
mantic lives of the dons and peons of the both metropolitan and western.
Katherine MacDonald in The Woman
California of 1853. The story deals with
Conquers. In The Wo^yian Conquer.;
an ingenious plot to rob a child of artistocratic parentage of her birthright by the Katherine MacDonald has a role which
substitution of a peon's little girl. Di- is totally different from any she has ever
rected by F. Richard Jones. Supporting
played before. Her part takes her from
Mabel Normand are Winnifred Bryson, a Fifth Avenue setting into the snows of
Carl Stockdale, Eric Mayne, George
a French-Canadian trading post. An allNichols, Evelyn Sherman, Walter Mc- star cast, consisting of Bryant Washburn,
Grail, George Cooper, Leon Barry and June Elvidge, Mitchell Lewis, as well as
Francis McDonald, Boris Karloff and
Minnie Ha-Ha.
Thomas H. Ince's Bellboy 13, featuring Clarissa Selwyn, supports Miss MacDonald. Directed by Tom Forman.
Douglas MacLean. Douglas MacLean
has some wild adventures in Bellboy 13,
Charles Ray in Alias Julius Caesar,
before he marries the actress against In this Charles Ray has a role of a young
man about town who likes his golf and
whom
"dead sot."
The funhisisuncle-guardian
said to be fast,is furious
and who plays it morning, noon and nigh't.
clean. Besides Douglas MacLean the In the cast are Barbara Bedford, William
clever cast includes Margaret Loomis,
Scott, Harvey Clark, Robert Fernandez,
Carl Miller, Eddie Gribbon, Gus Thomas,
John Steppling, Jean Walsh and Eugene
Burr. Directed by William Seiter. Story Bert Offord, Milton Ross, Tom Wilson,
by Austin Gill. Continuity by Violet Philip Dunham and S. J. Bingham.
Clark.
Thomas H. Ince's Someone to Love.
Thomas H. Ince's The Brotherhood of Casting has just begun on this Ince drama
Hate. This is a drama of the Kentucky
of a circus, a Canadian trading post, a
hills, a story of feuds, of primitive loves girl, an elephant and a musician. It was
and elemental hates. Frank Keenan,
written by C. Gardner Sullivan. John
Lloyd Hughes and Marguerite De La Griffith Wray will direct the all-star cast
Motte play the principal roles. Direction
now being chosen. Madge Bellamy will
have the principal feminine role.
Marshall Neilan's Her Man. This drama
is now being adapteed from George Pattulo's Saturday Eveniyig Post story. The
story is that of a woman who revolts at
never having had a sweetheart like other
girls and who starts a strange series of
adventures for hereself by identifying the
body of an unknown stranger as that of
her "husband."
Striker to Play in Pyramid's
"Queen of Moulin Rouge"
Joseph Striker has been signed to play
the leading role opposite Martha Mansfield in the Pyramid production, "The
Queen of the Moulin Rouge," now in work
at
the Pyramid studio in Astoria, LongIsland.
Mr. Striker's most recent appearances
have been with Pearl White in "The
Broadway Peacock," with Alice Calhoun
in "The Matrimonial Web" and with
Mary Carr in a Fox special production
as yet unnamed.

Hope Hampton
Returns to N. Y,
After

Her

Tour

Hope Hampton, First National star, is
back in New York following a successful
four weeks' tour of personal appearances
in big picture theatres.
Miss Hampton appeared at the Stanley,
Philadelphia, for a week; the Circle, Indianapolis, one week; Strand, Milwaukee,
three cago
days,
and
Theatre, oneBalaban
week. & Katz's new ChiDuring the seven-day run at the Chicago
Theatre capacity audiences greeted her at
every performance, it is stated. Incidentally, the appearance of Miss Hampton
on the stage of the Windy City playhouse
marked the first personal appearance of
any female picture star, the policy of the
Balaban & Katz organization being against
"personal appearances." However, the
successful experience which accompanied
Miss Hampton's engagement will quite
likely result in a more favorable feelingexisting in the Balaban & Katz offices toward "movie" actors and actresses appearing in person.
New Post for Rogers; Gets
Metropolitan R-C Franchise
Charles R. Rogers this week announced
his resignation as general manager of distribution of Robertson-Cole Distributing
Corporation. He will have charge of the
metropolitan exchange district for R-C.

Charles R. Rogers
"I have made a special arrangement
with the R-C Pictures Corporation in reference to the Metropolitan District franchise comprising the following territories:
Greater New York, Northern New Jersey
and New York State as far west as
Utica," said Mr. Rogers. "Naturally, in
order to have some function successfully
this will require my personal attention,
and therefore. I have resigned as general
manager of distribution of the RobertsonCole Distributing- Corporation and will
concentrate on the development of business in the above area, in the success of
which I shall be financially interested.
"At the same time I shall serve in an
advisory capacity regarding the general
sales policy of the Distributing Corporation. Ihave some big things in mind on
this proposition, and contemplate making
the R-C Exchanges in this district positively the largest in the world for volume
of business."
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Big Exploitation
Campaign Planned

Six braves of the Cauhuawaga tribe of Iroquois Indians conferring the title of Manikwa-to — the Great Leader^ — on William Desmond, the Metro star, when he appeared
at Loew's Vaudeville Theatre in Montreal recently

Coogan's
Latest "Trouble''
Is Ready
Sol Lesser Will Determine Distribution of JSew
Feature at First National Meeting to Be Held in April
Coogan production will please everybody
Jackie Coogan's third starring vehicle
titled "Trouble" has been completed at — old and young alike. Much more time
and money was expended on its producthe United Studios, Hollywood. The protion than at first anticipated. Sets that
duction was adapted to the screen from
took weeks to complete were photographed
an original story and is said to contain
only to be cast aside for new and better
an abundance of laugh material in addiideas. The finished product as it now
tion to ample situations for dramatic action at the hands of the little star.
stands will easily take its place alongSol Lesser, vice president of the West
side the "Peck's Bad Boy" and "My Boy"
Coast Theatres, Inc., and big gun of features and I am sure every exhibitor
the Coogan productions announces that
distribution channels will be set when he will find this picture one of his season's
record
confers with officials of the Associated
Whilebreakers."
Mr. Lesser is east attenting the
First National meeting, work will be
First National at their meeting scheduled for April at West Baden, Indiana.
rushed along at top speed on "Oliver
While the Coogan productions are beTwist," Jackie's next production. Frank
ing released picture by picture, indicaLloyd, director general of the "Oliver
tions are that the First National organiTwist" feature, will be ready to start
zation will take care of the releasing of actual filming this week.
"Trouble" as it has done with "Peck's
Bad Boy" and "My Boy."
"Trouble" borders somewhat on the George Randolph Chester
lines of the famous Peck story. Jackie
Is Signed by Universal
is in the role of an adopted son of a big
burley plumber and his wife. The many
G«orge Randolph Chester, creator of
incidents that take place while Jackie acts
Get-Rich-Quick Walling ford, and who is
widely known as a writer for magazines,
as
the plumber's
up
a five-reel
feature helper
that is lend
said to
to make
excel the
stage and screen, has been engaged by
Universal to fill an important position in
"My Boy" and "Peck's Bad Boy." products.
the scenario department at Universal City.
Chester will rank as a supervising ediThe "Trouble" feature was directed by
Albert Austin, Wallace Beery and Gloria
tor and will have immediate jurisdiction
Hope are seen in the two important roles
over the preparation of material for two
supporting Jackie.
of Universal's important producing units
— those handling the pictures of Frank
In speaking of "Trouble," Sol Lesser
Mayo and Gladys Walton.
says: "I thoroughly feel that this latest

LET

US

for "Smilin' Through"
"It is all the screen can give." That
line, originated by one of the foremost
exhibitors in the State of Iowa, epitomizes
the verdict of all who have been privileged
thus far to see Smilin' Through, a Norma
Talmadge master picture which is being
released by First National, says a statement from the company this week. The
demands for first runs of the production
are said to be far in excess of the supply
of First
prints.National is putting into operation
a national exploitation campaign in the
key cities. Its corps of exploitation agents
in practically all of the exchange centers,
are devoting their entire time for the
present to Smilin' Through, and their advance publicity stunts are arousing public interest to a high pitch. Details of
the exploitation campaign will be made
public
A. G.later.
Stolte, booking manager of the
A. H. Blank Enterprises in Iowa, made
this comment on the feature: "I have
screened Smilin' Through twice, and I
want to say that I don't believe I have
!r had a picture impress me more than
this one of i\orma's. It certainly is all
theKere
screenis can
the give."
opinion of Thomas Saxe,
Wisconsin motion picture magnate: "Public and press
at Kenosha
praised
Through
highly.
I personally
thinkSmilin'
it is
a wonderful picture, the 'best Norma Tal"We madgerecently
ever made." received one print of
Smilin' Through, wrote Paul E. Krieger,
manager of the First National exchange
at Lousiville, "and I am of the opinion
that Smilin' Through will be one of the
biggest and best pictures released between
now and the first of September. Norma
Talmadge has made a great many pictures, but she has certainly outdone herself in this particular subject."
Metro

Giving

Prison

Showings

of "Turn to Right"
Coincidentally
Will H.in Hays'
emphasis, in a speechwith
delivered
New York
within the last few days, upon the potentialities of the motion picture as a
moral influence, comes announcement from
Metro that its photoplay of the Winchell
try.
Smith success. Turn to the Right, will be
shown in the penitentiaries of the counThe first such exhibition already has
taken place, at the Michigan State Prison,
Jackson. From the Rev. William F. Hopp,
chaplain of the institution, and from hundreds of inmates, Metro has received communications of earnest appreciation of
this production.
Chaplain Hopp, o-f the Michigan prison,
wrote, teen
in hundred
part:inmates
"In behalf
of the
sevenof the
Michigan
State Prison, I wish to thank you from
the bottom of my heart for your wonderful production, Twn to the Right.

REDUCE
YOUR
INSURANCE
COSTS
25 TO
Theatre owners may now be protected in our Million Dollar Companies.

FIRE— AUTOMOBILE— LIABILITY— PLATE
GLASS
JAMES S. KEMPER & COMPANY
114 North Broad St, Philadelphia, Pa.
Brsmch Offices in Principal Cities.

40% !
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Sennett

Gets

Ovation
Phila.

at

Theatre

Such honors as have been paid to but
few visitors to Philadelphia were accorded
Mack Sennett last Monday when he went
to the Quaker City to witness the opening
of "Molly O" at the Aldine Theatre.
Prominent city officials and well-known
business men, headed by Maurice E. Felt,
owner of the Aldine Theatre, comprised
the reception committee which met Mr.
Sennett and his party at the Broad Street
Station and escorted them to the RitzCarlton Hotel, where they occupied a large
suite.
Among the prominent Philadelphians
who met Mr. Sennett upon his arrival was
the secretary to the mayor, who represented theout
city's
chief
as the
latter was
of the
city;executive,
the Director
of
Public Works, the Director of Education,
the president of the City Council and several members; the Director of Safety;
judges of city and state courts, etc.
After dinner at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel
the party motored to the Aldine Theatre
to witness the opening of Molly 0. David
Bartin, one of the most eloquent of Philadelphia's Sennett.
attorneys, made The
a brilliant
about Mack
theatrespeech
was
jammed to capacity and they were standing up in the rear. Mr. Sennett stood up
and bowed in acknowledgment of the
cheers and applause of the audience.
After the show Maurice E. Felt gave
a midnight supper to Mr. Sennett at
the L'Aiglon. Covers were set for thirty.
The following morning Mr. Sennett and
his party returned to New York. Accompanying Mr. Sennett to Philadelphia were
E. M. Asher, Arthur M. Brilant and
Charles S. Goetz.

Vi^nola

Puts

Exploitation
Into His

Angles
Pictures

One of the features about Robert G. Vignola's latest Cosmopolitan production.
Beauty's Worth, which, it is stated, will
appeal particularly to exhibitors in the
exploitation angle which the director has
injected into his production.
"The idea of putting exploitation into a
picture before it is made and not after
originated with Mr. Vignola, who is an
expert exploitationist and knows how to
attract public interest," says a statement
issued this week. "In all of his productions
during the past two years Mr. Vignola has
paid considerable attention to the exploitation values, and in developing the exWorth he has
of Beauty's
ploitation anglesout
simply followed
his usual plan.
"The basic method behind Mr. Vignola's
idea is that where the story itself has no
natural exploitation possibilities he devises
them and makes them a part of the picture
so that they are not obvious. No matter
how little opportunity the story may
afford, Mr. Vignola conceives the exploitation ideas and works them into his scenes
and situations.
In Beauty's Worth he has put several
novel ideas which will appeal to exhibitors
who take pride in their exploitation and
who are looking for something new in the
way of stunts and presentation possibilities."

Select

to

Handle

Independent

Films

Will Be Conducted as Entirely Separate Organization
from Selznick Co. — Important Announcement Made
An announcement of more than ordinary
In the recent reorganization of Select
interest to the trade was made a day or the following officers have taken charge:
two ago when the immediate return of President, Lewis J. Selznick; treasurer,
Morris
Kohn; and general manager, John
Select Pictures Corporation to active parS.
Woody.
ticipation in the business of distributing
independently made motion pictures was
Select's decision to take on outside product is said to be the direct result of many
promised. A complete reorganization of
the Select company, with newly elected
importunities which have been made the
officers, has been effected and a new policy, organization to extend to independent promore aggressive than any which has yet
ducers the benefits of the organization it
been followed by the organization, has has been able to build up.
been decided upon.
It is made clear in the announcement
It will be recalled that Select Pictures
of the new Select plans that Select PicCorporation was organized some years ago
tures Corporation and Selznick Pictures
Corporation have been completely divorced
to distribute whatever product it found
the one from the other, and that Selznick
worthy of the high class of service which
Pictures handled through Select will be
it had been equipped to give. Select early
secured the original Selznick pictures along handled in identically the same manner
that the product of other producers is
with the product of many other prominent
manufacturers. Norma and Constance
handled.
The "divorce proceedings" have
Talmadge, Clara Kimball Young, Alice brought about
a reorganization in Selznick
Pictures Corporation as well. The new
Brady, Nazimova, Marion Davies, Florence Reed and Bert Lytell starred in early list of officers is as follows: Myron Selzpictures distributed by Select.
nick, president; David 0. Selznick, vicepresident, and E. J. Doolittle, treasurer.
Later in Select's career pictures made
by Selznick Pictures Corporation became
It is the conviction of all of those conso numerous that the big distributing comcerned that both Select Pictures Corporation and Selznick Pictures Coi'poration are
pany's energies were diverted to the almost exclusive handling of Selznick prodapproaching an era during which each
uct, and for two years or more the names
company can achieve greater results than
Select and Selznick have stood for almost
either has achieved in the past and a rivalry between them to outdo each other in
identically the same thing through the picture trade.
efficiency has already become apparent.
Council

to

Direct

Hodkinson

Sales

More Comprehensive Plan of Directing Sales
Organization Is Put Into Effect by Corporation
kinson Corporation, is expected to return
In order to establish a more compreto New York from his visit to the Coast
hensive plan of directing the sales organiwithin the next week. As soon thereafter
zation of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporaas possible Mr. Munroe will leave the home
tion, F. C. Munro€, Vice President and
office on an extended tour which will take
General Manager of the Hodkinson Corhim to each of the Hodkinson branch
poration announces this week that a sales
offices. General conferences in the intercouncil has been established to superinest of sales promotion will be held in each
tend the general sales policies of the comterritory.
pany.
In order to carry out this new arrangement, A. W. Smith, Jr., formerly Sales
Public Urged to See
Manager, has been appointed Assistant
to the General Manager. Mr. Smith will
also serve on the new sales council, the
Film Showing Work
members of which are Raymond Pawley,
of Postal Employes
Vice President and Treasurer; A. W.
Smith, Jr., Assistant to the General ManThat
the United States Government is
ager; Foster Gilroy, Advertising Manager; L. W. Kniskern, Manager of the quick to realize the value of the motion
picture screens as a medium of education
Contract Bureau, and F. C. Munroe, VicePresident and General Manager.
is seen in the recent exploitation service
Under this plan the future sales policy of the Post Office Department in which the
of the Hodkinson organization will be Pathe News was the principal factor. It
under the personal supervision of the so happened that the Pathe News secured
motion pictures of the interior of the ChiGeneral Manager and all general instruccago Post Office during the holiday rush
tions to the field force will be broadwhen several million pieces of mail were
casted under his signature. Division and
being handled daily.
Sales Managers will report directly to him.
This is of the high quality, it is pointed
The Sales Council will hold regular meetings to decide all sales policies and from
out, that Will Hays looks to for the general betterment of the film industry. The
time to time Division and Branch Managers will be called into the home office to Post Office Department, therefore, considered the film so valuable from an educaconfer personally with the council.
tional point of view that suggestions were
The relations of Mr. Smith with Genmade to all postmasters to arrange for
eral Manager Munroe under the new arrangement will be even closer than in the reshowing whenever possible.
Accordingly, in Pueblo, Col., at the reAnother announcement of importance in
quest of Post Office Inspector Pfaffenconnection
with
the
change
in
sales
policy
berger
the film was shown at the Rialto in
past.
of the Hodkinson organization concerns
Pueblo for four days. In addition, the
the proposed tour of (General Manager
local post office sent out 4000 cards inviting
Munroe to the various Hodkinson ex- the recipients to see the picture. The postmaster also arranged for announcements
changes.
in the schools during the run.
W. W. Hodkinson, president of the Hod-
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Los Angeles
and Hollywood
Chambers of Commerce are to jointly
produce a film to show the latter city
as it really is — a tame and high-class residence municipality.

Harry Carey, who has joined forces with
R-C, has deserted the simple life on his
ranch and will appear in The Battle, his
first picture under the new contract. The
film will be adapted from the original
story.
Chester Bennett, Jane Novak and the
company that is supporting Miss Novak
in her starring production of The SnowShoe Trail has returned to the United
Studioscountry.
after many weeks' work in the
snow
Marie Prevost has promised an important part in her next picture to Marie
Taylor, the five-months-old daughter of
Vera Stedman, one of the Christie comedy
stars, who is Mrs. Jackie Taylor in private life. Baby Marie is named after
Miss Prevost.
When Oliver Twist is flashed on the
screen with Jackie Coogan as the kid hero,
the production will have as its Fagin, the
master pickpocket, no less clever a villain
than Lon Chaney. It is possible that Noah
Beery may play Bill Sykes.
The new Larchmont Theatre of Los Angeles opened to the public last Wednesday,
showing James Oliver Curwood's Flower
of the North and featuring personal appeaiances of Henry B. Walthall and
Pauline Starke, Vitagraph star.
Lester Cuneo will begin work in a short
time on a new production from a story by
Henry McCarty and Leo Meehan, and the
fact that he has purchased an aeroplane
to be wrecked gives promise of some new
thrills by this smiling daredevil of the

the
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Ariz., the Elks Theatre also did a record
business.
Eddie Fitzgerald of Fitzgerald and
Quigley Orpheuni fame, has been playing
a part in Neely Edwards' newest comedy.
Taking Things Easy, for Universal. Edwards and t'itzgerald were old troupers
together and have been lost in reminiscences since the latter's appearance in
California.
Richard Walton Tully, the playwright
and producer, who is now in New York,
will return to California the last of April.
Work has been completed on The Masquerader, and Guy Bates Post, the star, is
in San Francisco, visiting his mother. On
his return to Los Angeles, Mr. Tully will
prepare to produce other features.
Ruth Roland has rolled up her sleeves
and has gone back to work in the black
and blue drama. The Riddle of the Range.
She has a new director, Ernest Warde,
who formerly directed J. Wajren Kerrigan
and Dustin Farnum. Miss Roland has
left the Hal E. Roach Studios and will
make her two next pictures at the United
Studios in Hollywood.
For the first time in theatrical annals
Sid Grauman will present two prologues
as atmosphere to features on the program
at the Grauman Theatre.
The Cafe de Dog Land will be staged in
connection with "Mutts" comedy in which
Brownie, the wonder dog, is the star.
Nothing but dogs will appear in this
sketch.
The second is In the Den of the Apache,
which will be oflfered in connection with
Betty Compson's The Green Temptation.
After and
six weeks'
day latest
and night
work
cutting
titling his
production
for release through First National, The
Man Who Smiled, J. L. Frothingham has
hied himself to the mountains in southern
California. This is the first vacation the
producer has taken since his entrance into
the field some three years ago.

"Paul" Parrott is busy making his second picture of his series, which is a golf
comedy. A big golf tournament is lined
up for the coming week. Al Santell is at
the megaphone, while Jobyna Ralston
the comedian,
plays
Baker opposite
has the role
of heavy. and "Eddie"
Marie Prevost has started Her Night of
Nights. Hobart Henley is directing the
filming of C. S. Montanye's magazine yarn,
a plot with speedy action of both comedy
and drama type. Edward Hearn, Hallam
Cooley,' are
James
Carr and
little
Richard
Daniels
the players
so far
chosen.

A special all-star cast headed by William
V. Mong and Marcia Manon tells a human
story of comedy and pathos. The story
and continuity were written by Mr. Mong.
Frank Mayo arrived from the East all
happy in the thought that he was once
more to enjoy California's sunshine and
lazy warm breezes, when Irving G. Thalberg, director-general at Universal City,
put the crimp into his glee by sending him
post-haste
off picture,
to Truckee's
for his next
Out icy
of mountains
the Silent
North, by Drago.
William Worthington was assigned to
direct. The cast includes Lionel Belmore,
Barbara
Bedford, Harris Gordon and other
stars.
The last big contribution John Fleming
Wilson made to the screen before death
put an untimely end to his brilliant career
was The Way Back. It was bought by
Universal for Frank Mayo's starring
vehicle.
The story was picturized under the direction of Stuart Paton, who guided Conflict and other Universal successes. Supporting Mayo are Marie Crisp, Joseph
Giard, Howard Crampton and Francis
MacDonald. The story is essentially a
mystery drama.
Come On Over is positively one of the
best pictures that has been shown this
year at the California Theatre, according
to Manager Fred Miller, and one of the
best comedies that has ever reached the
screen.
It is one of the few pictures that has
been found good enough to hold over a
second week, but after checking up the
comments of the audiences and the way
they applauded the climax, determined Mr.
Miller. It is a human, simple story in
Rupert Hughes' delightful style.
Our Gang is the new two-reel comedy
released by Hal E. Roach's latest comedy
unit,
combining
Rascals,"
and
animals.
It was "His
previewed
thiskiddies
past week
at Ocean Park, Cal., where it won a lot
of
laughs.role"Sunshine
Sammy"
is in
the bigfeature
with other
prominent
screen children; "Cork," the trick pony;
"Dinah," the mule, and "Bill," the bulldog, are the chief mirth quakers. This
comedy is the first comedy of the new
company and is directed by Bob McGowan.
Tom McNamara is the author of the story.
Priscilla Dean is right on her toes! All
the fire and punch in the popular little
star's personality
to therole,
frontthat
at the
mere
mention of comes
her new
of
"Cigarette" in the well-known story Under
Two Flags, by Ouida.
Miss Dean remarked that to portray the
character "Cigarette" on the screen is one
of her dreams come true.
The characters selected for the cast up
to date are James Kirkwood, leading man ;
Stewart Holmes, John Davidson, and W.
recting.
H. Bainbridge. Tod Browning is di-

King Vidor will commence a second feature picture with his wife, Florence Vidor,
in the leading role. This will be taken
from the novel "Shuttle Soul," by Katherine Hill. The subiect is dramatic, but
has a vein of satire that will be developed.
Filming will be commenced in about a
week.
Foolish Wii'es is breaking all records in
the territory around Los Angeles. In the
Rialto Theatre, Phoenix Ariz., the picture
broke the house record, going over the top
by many hundreds of dollars, even better
than The Three Musketeers. At Prescott,

Volume 11.

Frank Urson, new Marshall Neilan director

Al Christie is making a picture which
includes scenes in a musical comedy theatre, for which a reulica of the Music Box
Theatre in New York has been built.
Twenty-one dancers from the Ernest Belcher school have been engaged for the
ensemble scenes. In addition. Miss Isabel
Bryant has imported her dancing girls for
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another special number which will add pictorial background to the two-reeler. In
this new comedy Vera Stedman is making her first screen appearance in ten
months. She plays the role of the star
in the musical comedy The Balky Princess.
Punch the Clock, the latest Harry
("Snub")
Pollard
comedy,
has an office
locale. The
comedian
is supported
by
Marie Mosquini and Eddie Baker. This
comedy was previewed this week at the
Hal E. Roach studios, Culver City, Cal.
This Pathe comedy will be ready for release in the near future.
Mr. Pollai-d has started on his new tworeeler. The working title being used is
Grandpa's Will. The comedian is using
200 "extras" in certain scenes being taken
this week. The action, so far recorded,
promises that the forthcoming comedy will
be a box office attraction.
The Western Advertisers Motion Picture
Association held its first annual ball at the
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, last week.
The affair went over with a bang! Everybody who is concerned in the motion picture business and happened to be in town
was there.
And mammoth
when we say
"there" was
we
mean
it. The
ballroom
crowded to such an extent that one had
"to other
get outwords,
of thetoforest
see thewhotrees,"
in
reallyto know
was
there. The only point of vantage was to
be found in the main promenade of the
hotel. All the people west of Chicago
seemed to be there and the receipts were
all that the "boys" expected.
Dorothy Phillips and practically all of
the
supporting
in Hurricane''
Gal,
whichcastAllan
Holubar heris producing
for sFirst
National release, will be ready for the
hospital by the time the picture is finished.
Robert Ellis and Wallace Beery started
fighting when the camera first started recording the opening scenes. William Fong,
the Chinese member of the cast, came in
for his share of the beating. They fought
all over the deck of the ship at sea and
are now returned to the studio and are at
it again on the stage. Miss Phillips, Beary
and Gertrude Astor have taken up the
general melee and are all mussed up. Miss
Phillips and Miss Astor are suffering from
general bruises and Beery is decorated
with scratches.
Marshall Neilan has just signed a contract with Frank Urson, director of many
Lasky productions, who has resigned from
that organization to hold a similar position
with the Neilan troupe.
Mr. Urson's initial efforts for Neilan
Avill be evidenced in the new production
just started. Her Man, suggested by the
Saturday Evening Post, by George Patullo.
A special producing schedule for Her
Man has been outlined by Mr. Neilan
whereby both he and Mr. Urson will handle
the direction of this film. Leatrice Joy,
whose work in Saturday Night attracted
wide attention, and Matt Moore, who returns to the Neilan fold, play the leading
roles in Her Man, to be released by First
National.
The Fox Studios are a humming beehive
these days. William Russell has started
work on The Man of Zanzibar, in which he
will have a typical role. Ruth Renick will
have the leading feminine role. She is a
beautiful young blonde actress, who has
appeared in a number of films, notably in
The Golden Snare, and lately with the Far
East Productions in Alder's The Lagoon of
Desire. She was formerly on the stage.
Renee Adoree is to support Jack Gilbert
in the next Fox production, and Doris
Pawn will play opposite Dustin Famum
in a new story on which work will commence shortly.
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A Fool There Was, which is being directed by Emmett Flynn, will be completed in about two weeks. Estelle Taylor
has the vampire role. The picture promises to be one of the most notable which
Fox has ever turned out. William V.
Mong is also in the cast.
A special preview for the members of
the American Legion will be arranged by
Dick Hatton of his latest feature, Four
Hearts. This picture has as its theme the
loyalty and courage of war buddies since
peace was declared. The story deals with
an ex-soldier who has bought a ranch in
the West. He discovers a dye deposit and
it is while in New York to get a chemical
test of this that he encounters a former
buddy, who has been gassed and is suffering from lung trouble. He takes the buddy
back with him to the fresh air and wholesome food of ranch life. The buddy finds
occasion to repay this kindness in the
thrilling drama that develops.
The appeal to former soldiers was shown
a few evenings ago at a try-out in a Hollywood theatre. Following the performance
several ex-service men voluntarily came up
to Mr. Hatton and thanked him for the
manner in which he had pictured the soldiers.
This season will mark the revival of
many well-known pictures. Mary Pickford
will remake Tess of the Storm Country;
Theda Bara's first success, A Fool There
Was, is just being completed at the Fox
Studio by Emmett Flynn with Estelle
Taylor in the leading role, and Theda has
sent her blessings to her apostolic successor.
The Rosary has just been remade at the
Louis B. Mayer Studio for First National,
and Goldwyn is preparing to refilm The
Christian elaborately, with Hall Caine
present. Rex Ingram purposes to reproduce Black Orchids, his first success, made
when
was Universal's
director."to
Norma he Talmadge
is going"boy
to Egypt
make The Garden of Allah, and Bryant
Washburn is giving a new dress suit to
Skinner, who made him a star, and Nazimova has
completed
A Doll's
House,in
which
wasjust
made
by Elsie
Ferguson
1920.
Actual shooting for the production
of The Spirit of Chivalry, which Douglas Fairbanks is to make his next feature,
will start in about a week. The
cast is practically completed, with Enid
Bennett in the role of Maid Marian, Wallace Beery as Richard the Lion-Hearted ;
Sam DeGrasse as King John, the usurper;
Paul Dickey as Guy of Gisborne, the arch
villain. Fairbanks himself will play the
hero role as Robin Hood, the man who
became a bandit for the defense of his
country.
Doug has been at the studio every day
supervising many of the details. Allan
Dwan is also a very busy man as director.
The sets for the feature represent the
largest that have been built in Hollywood
since Intolerance. They are said to cover
even more ground than the famous Griffith
settings. A portion of the studio lot is to
be turned into a tournament field. Members of the cast are also familiarizing
themselves with the technique of archery.
The Spirit of Chivalry will 'be, it is expected, far and awav a greater spectacular
feature than the Three Musketeers. It
will be Doug's most pretentious undertaking during his career. He has been working on the feature for over five months
with the assistance of his scenario department, his technical man, and Mr. Dwan,
his director.
A cast of stellar film favorites has been
assembled by Hunt Stromberg for support
of "handsome" Bull Montana in his first
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starring
A Ladies'
Man,lastproduction uponcomedy,
which was
launched
week
at the Hollywood Studios, on the West
Coast.
Chief among the ensemble are Claire
McDowell, Charles Mailes, Myrtle Lind,
Frank Kingsley, Stanhope Wheatcroft,
Charlotte Woods and "Snitz" Edwards,
with "Spike" Robinson and Billy Elmer —
the "faithful two" of Bull's own "personal
staff" — on the job in the roles of "Kid"
tively.
Tracey and "Professor" Hoboken, respecA Ladies'
Man, written
Hunt isStromberg and adapted
by Rex by
Taylor,
to be
three reels in length. Charles ("Chuck")
Riesner, formerly of the Chaplin production staff, is directing, under the personal
supervision of Stromberg.
Pliny Goodfriend and Steve Evans are
at the cameras, with Fred Fralick as casting and studio production aide, and Frank
Kryger as assistant director. Work on the
second Montana vehicle, tentatively titled
Lourie from the Bowie, will begin immediately following the completion of A
Ladies Man, with a noteworthy cast to include Otis Harlan.
Toiirneur

to Resume

Independent Plans
After Trip Abroad
Maurice Tourneur will resume his independent production schedule immediately
upon his return from England, where he
is to film Hall Caine's The Christian for
Goldwyn, it was announced at his Culver
City offices.
Several stories are being considered as
his next feature, one of which will be
definitely selected by Mr. Tourneur before
his departure and prepared for production
by his staff during his absence.
At present Mr. Tourneur is dividing his
time between completing Loma Doone,
upon which he has been working for the
past several months, and collaborating on
the script for The Christian. The latter
will be ready in time for him to sail late
in April.
Hall Caine and Mr. Tourneur will go
over the continuity of the story upon the
latter's arrival in England and the author
will act in an advisory capacity during the.
filming of scenes in London and the Isle of
Man, as well as those to be taken at the
famous Epsom Downs racecourse during
the running of the English Derby.
Mr. Tourneur expects to return to California in July and commence his next independent feature in August.
Directors Organize to Work
With Screen Artists Guild
The directors of photoplays released by
First National have formed an association which in the articles of incorporation
is called "The First National Directors
Union." The association will work hand
in hand with the Independent Screen
Artists' Guild, which is composed of forty
of the most prominent producers and stars
in motion pictures. The following are
the members of the union:
Marshall Neilan, R. A. Walsh, Allen
Holubar, Maurice Tourneur, John M.
Stahl, Frank Lloyd, Sidney Franklin, Chet
Withey, Edwin Carewe, Del Andrews,
James Young, F. Richard Jones, J. A.
Barry, Clarence F. Brown, Fred Niblo,
Jobn Griffith Wray, Bill Watson, Edward
Sloman, Wallace Worseley, James W.
Horne, Roy del Ruth, Henry King. Tom
Forman, Lambert Hillyer, Jerome Storm,
Victor Fleming, Irving Willat, William:
Seiter.
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Changes

Its

Serial

and

Policy

"'Robinson Crusoe,'^ Now in Twenty-four Parts, May
Be Shown
Initially with Several Episodes and Then Two Reels Weekl
y
Universal announces an innovation in on through seventeen more weeks it will
only about eight weeks, in subsequent
the presentation of serial pictures. Presi- run
weekly installments of two reels
each.
dent Carl Laemmle, who has instituted a
Universal has achieved the great goal
serial policy combining education and enof serial producers — the first-run house.
tertainment, now plans another forward
The first new-style serial, Winners of the
step.
West, based on the Fremont Expedition
m 1849 and the gold rush to California
Arrangements are being perfected so and
featuring actual historical figures,
that, instead of showing The Adventures
broke into houses that never before
had
touched
a serial. That it made good is
of Robinson Crusoe, Universal's latest
attested
by exhibitor reports.
historical-educational serial in two-reel
The second historical-educational serial.
episodes, week by week, many theatres
With Stanley
will be able to start the serial off by M. Stanley's in Africa, based on Henry
expedition into the heart of
Africa in 1871,
showing the first three or four chapters
also was successful in
pioneering the way to the screens of adat once.
ditional "non-seriaJ" houses. The AdThis move by Universal is in response
ventures of Robinson Co-usoe, if advance
to a desire on the part of many highbookings can be used as a guide,
will far
class theatres which want to run the outdistance the first-me
ntioned chapterplays in winning its way to new screens.
Crusoe serial, but which are hesitant
It IS expected to go far to back up Carl
about introducing serials into their proLaemmle's statement
"there is a
grams.
place in the program ofthat
best motion
The subject also will be limited to picture theatres for a goodthecontinue
picture, just as there is a place in thed best
twelve episodes, or a total of twenty-four
magazine
s
for
a
continued story."
reels instead of the usual thirty-six. The
Among the latest first-ru
n theatres to
decision is due to two conditions.
book Crusoe are the Doric in Kansas City
The first hinges upon the story itself.
the Strand in Madison, Wis., and the
Whitehouse in Milwaukee. The first
In the preparation of the Defoe classic
two
have never before shown serials. The
the production experts announced that
Whitehouse has not used serial product
for a long time.
the story would not admit of thirty-sixreel treatment. Even with certain addiThe few additions by Universal to the
story, as written by Defoe, are said to be
tions to the plot, enlarged from actual
based on situations mentioned in the book
incidents in the book, and approved by but
which Defoe never took the trouble to
the school authorities in New York City,
develop. Universal has done this. Prinit was found that it would not run more
than twenty-four reels without padding.
Twelve chapters, therefore, were set as
the limit.
This shortening of the serial length
also was brought about by the attitude
of certain first-run theatre owners, who
do not think their patrons want an 18
weeks' continuous film story, but who
nevertheless are eager to present Crusoe.
Mr. Laemmle conferred with many
prominent exhibitors on these matters
before actually giving the word to mold
the Universal serial policy again. In
six months he already had turned Unipolicy
—
changing versal's
the serial
serial
outputupside
from down
the old
style of serial to a new "thrills-fromhistory" brand of screen entertainment
that has won the warmest praise of censors, educators and parents.
It is pointed out that the shortening
of the serial and its initial presentation
by a group of three or more episodes
brings about a long-sought reaction toward chaptered pictures on the part of
first-class theatres. The first several episodes of the serial, when presented together, with certain repeated episode
endings and subtitles eliminated, will
about equal a five-reel feature in length.
This will enable the theatre manager to
feature the showing in a big way and entirely get away from the objection which
attaches to a run-on picture.
Then instead of the picture dragging
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cipal among these incidents is an elaboration of the activities of the seventeen
Spaniards Crusoe learned were marooned
nearby his island. The Universal scenario
department announces that it has worked
these castaways into the story with fidelity and excellent effect.
Four chapters of Robinson Crusoe already have been received in the East.
The serial was scheduled for release
46
March
27.

Peggy
Behave"
Is
Rolling
Up Praise
For Its Cleverness

Peggij Behave, the comedy which appeared on the same bill as Wild Honexj
at
Central Theatre, Universal's first
run the
house on Broadway
, keeps rolling up
praise. Not only the New York critics
who gave Baby Peggy special space praise
it, but the out-of-town exhibitors are booking it rapidly, including such houses as
the Liberty Theatre of Kansas City.
Peggy Behave is now playing
the
Cameo Theatre, Forty-second Street,at New
York City, booked for the Moss Circuit.
Out West Sid Grauman has booked it for
his Million Dollar house, another triumph
for Peggy on the Grauman circuit,
she has been making personal appearanwhere
ces.
Directors who have seen this wonderfu
l
little three-year-old and experienced theatrical men predict a brilliant future for
her, as her talent is far more pronounced
than that of the ordinary precocious
youngster and she acts as if she loved it
without the slightest suggestion of pose or
self-consciousness.

"THE RICH CAT AND THE POOR
CAT" (Pathe).— The animated cartoon
illustrative of Aesop's Film Fables is an
unusually amusing number.

Short
Subject
Programs
Majestic and Palace of Tulsa in Two Months Have Used Them
Four Times with Success — Symphony Makes Policy Permanent
Letters coming to the home offices of marked success a short-subject program,
Educational Films tell of several theatres
headed by Chaplin in The Idle Class. On
that occasionally are making use of the
March 16, 17 and 18 the Empress showed
all-short program. Of course, the SymThe Battle of Juta program
land, Whitecomprisi
Mouse, ng
School Day Love, The
phony of Los Angeles has adopted perManly Art of Self-Defense and Pathe
manently the policy of a short-subject
News Reel. An advertisement in the
program. On a recent date the Symphony
was showing on one bill The Battle of Oklahoma City Times set forth under the
Jutland, Torchy and Orange Blossoms
name of the house: "Something Interesting and Worth While. Of course you enand Martin Johnson's wild animal picture.
The National Theatre of Breckenridge,
joy a magazine of short stories; why not
a series of fascinating short dramas?
Tex., recently put on a tryout three-day
run of all short subjects, which included
lou are sure to like this exceptional dithe following: The Battle of Jutland,
versifiedjournal
program." in its review of the
Policeman and the Baby, and Stolen
The same
Glory. In this instance, where it was an
Empress' program declared: "The Emall-educational program as well, the theapress program of 'shorts' for the last of
atre featured the distributing company in the week was a pleasing
variation of the
common
feature program. Notwithstandits exploitation, relying on the national
advertising done by Educational to help
ing the avowed absence of any special feature, the Educational film The B&ttle of
put over their program. If the three-day
Jutland in reality filled that place.
run proves successful it is the intention
The
film is not of the type that will amuse the
of the management of the theatre to put
flapper or induce dreams in embryo poets,
on such a program every month.
In Oklahoma the Majestic and Palace
but for genuine intellectual pleasure it is
Theatres of Tulsa have shown four short
subject programs in the past sixty days
In electric lights out front were "Batand they have proved successful. The
tle of Jutland" and "Now Showing DiversiEmpress of Oklahoma City exhibited with
superb."
fied Program."
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Pathe Gets Enthusiastic Messages from Heads of Exchanges
Over Return of Player to Her Favorite Style of Pictures
starts the man loses his hat and the girl
Pearl White's activity in Paris theatricals as cabled to American newspapers,
picks it up, and in trailing the train is
again arrested. Later in town the young
says Pathe, has created in some quarters
the false impression that Miss White has man also is arrested and placed in a cell
no intention of returning to this country
adjoining his would-be benefactor.
Each of the youngsters is anxious not to
in her professional capacity. The conbe released from imprisonment, and as fast
trary is true, for not only is she under
contract to begin work on a new serial in as one is let out an attempt is made to get
July of this year, but Pathe is in receipt
back again in order to resume the associaof advices from Paris in which Miss
tion. The various releases are made on
White refers casually to her engagements
the say-so of the captain, without regard
there approaching completion. After her to judicial order. The alternating arrests
appearance in the Joan of Arc Pageant,
and orderings out are a trifle attenuated
she will return to the United States in before the two fathers get together and
ample time to prepare for her work in the
put a stop to the proceedings, by which
first new Pearl White Pathe serial.
time the two are quite well acquainted.
The widely published Pathe promise of
But as was said in the beginning, it is
a new Pearl White serial in the near
pretty fair comedy.
G. B.
future has been received with enthusiasm
in all sections of the country. The response of exhibitors is reflected in letters
received from Pathe branch managers.
The following expressions are typical of Judge Elbert Gary
Is Interviewed for
the naturei of the welcome given to the
good news in all centers of distribution:
Branch Manager Stomlbaugh, MinneUrban Movie Chats
apolis, writes: "The news that Pearl
White is again joining the Pathe ranks
Several members of the Kineto Comis the best we have had in ages. It is
pany's producing staff engaged on the
just what we need to make the serial busi"Official Urban Movie Chats of the Motion
ness bigger than ever."
Theatre
America"
paid
Southern District Manager Yoder — "I Picture
call this
week Owners
to the ofoffices
of Judge
am just in receipt of your circular letter aElbert
H.
Gary
at
71
Broadway,
New
wherein you advise that Pearl White is
York, where the United States Steel Coragain with us. Hearty congratulations —
poration has its executive quarters, and
as I feel that Miss White will add much
they secured some extremely interesting
prestige to our serials, and you may count
for a forthcoming issue.
on the Southern Division reaching its scenes
On behalf of the M. P. T. 0. A. they
quota on her new serial prior to release
interviewed the man who is probably the
ranking authority on trade and business
date."
Kansas City — "The most welcome news
conditions in all of the United States. His
we have received."
statement will first be given out to the
Indianapolis — "The announcement that general public through the medium of the
Pearl White once again is under our
Movie Chats.
banner is all that was needed absolutely
The interview is interestingly dramato assure serial success in this territory."
tized, with Judge Gary talking to the reCincinnati — "We are of course highly
porter. At the end of the interview there
enthusiastic over Pearl White's addition
is
an
especially nice bit where the Judge
to our present list of serial stars, and we
turns to a motto on the wall. It reads :
feel that we shall without doubt be suc"It can be done,
cessful in again making her the most popCan't must be overcome."
ular star appearing in serials."
Atlanta — "Just received the good news
and, believe us, it is good news to hear
that Pearl White will again appear in
Pathe serials. This undoubtedly will
Sennett's "By Heck"
wipe out
doubtbrand
in any
mind
as toallwhat
of exhibitor'ia
serials he
with Billy Bevan
should play in his theatre to make money
Is Good Rural Stuff
and satisfy patrons."
V Dallas, Tex. — "Upon opening this
By Heck is a pretty good rural slapstick
morning's
the carried
first piecetheof wonderful
literature
that came mail
forth
comedy. It is a product of the Sennett
studio, is released by First National, and
news
of PearlI White's
returnis toone
the ofHouse
of Pathe.
think this
the features Billy Bevan and Mildred June.
biggest things accomplished, as far as The roles, we almost said of course, are
serials are concerned, in several years.
of the ter.
farm
hand and
the farmer,
farmer's Kewpie
daughFord West
is the
What more can we ask?"
Morgan the strong arm hired man No. 2,
and Dot Farley the boarding house vamp.
The inclination to hilarity is aroused in the
In "Fair Enough"
beginning of the comedy when Billy,
Christie Gives Us
aroused from his bed at 3.30 a. m., seizes
the "ga:lluses" of his side partner and converts them into exercisers, letting go of
Pretty Fair Farce
them at the point of greatest extension to
the annoyance of Kewpie. The latter, a
Fair Enough, a two-reel Christie comlittle later, takes his morning limbering up
edy directed by Tom Brierley and released
by Educational, is a pretty fair farce
by employing regular exercisers attached
to the side of the cottage. He not only
comedy of the polite type. Dorothy Derocks the structure to its foundations but
vore and Earl Rodney are the featured
from them, to the dismay of the interned
players. The subject gets away to a good
farmer, who seemingly is in doubt whether
start. The story is of a young woman
automobile driver with a mania for fast an earthquake has hit him or an exceeddriving and a record of five arrests, who
inglv rough sea. The idea of a farmhand
from her machine flirts with a young man
requiring anything in the form of "exeron an observation platform. As the train
cise" isnovel, and undoubtedly will so ap-

houses.peal particularly to patrons of rural
For good and sufficient cause Billy is
fired, but after a series of adventures in
town is re-engaged. He makes fast time
to get back
to his place
former employment. He outruns
all theof speeding
things
on the highway, including the flivver express and a rabbit fleeing from a swiftfooted dog. Events crowd one another
with measurable swiftness through the two
reels. One of the more humorous of these
is' Billy's unsuccessful efforts to fill the
water bucket from the farm pump, due to
his inability to guess the varying pressure
of the water.
G. B.
Better

Take

Pathe's

Look

Baby

at

Marie

Playlet for April 9
What impressed this reviewer as the
best of the Pathe playlets so far seen bjhim is Shadows and Sunshine, the threepart re-edited subject released April 9 and
featuring
The picture wasBaby
made Marie
underOsborne.
the direction
of
Henry King when Baby Marie was four
years old. In the cast are Daniel
("Daddy") Gilfeather in the role of the
stern grandfather, Lucy Peyton, MoUie
McConnell, and R. Henry Grey.
While there are many bits of delightful
comedy there also are moments that are
marked by real drama. The story is of a
young man who selects a wife without consulting his father and is invited to get
from under the parental roof. When a
child comes to the couple the son rents a
cottage adjoining the home of his parents
and sends the mother and little one there
to live while he makes his way in a distant
city, depending on the baby to soften its
grandfather's heart. The job is done so
thoroughly that the mother is invited to
come over as companion to her unsuspecting mother-in-law. The rest is easy.
One of the more amusing incidents is
the unsuccessful attempt of Babv Marie to
remove the black from the skin of a young
Sambo with whom she has scraped an acquaintance. There are scenes of pathos
where the little one has got herself locked
in a trunk in the attic while the household
augmented by the returned father of the
child hunts everywhere but in the right
places for her, it finally devolving on the
collie to locate her hiding place. If you
are seeking a short feature, better look
over Shadows and Sunshine G. B.
"A Sailor-Made Man" Wins Out
Against Triple Competition
Managing Director Eugene Roth of the
California Theatre, San Francisco, put
over a spectacular feat of showmanship
during the week of March 12. It appears
that three rival downtown houses had announced notable productions, whereupon
Mr. Roth advanced the date of his showing of Lloyd's four reeler "A Sailor-Made
Man" from April 16 to March 12, and
went out to meet the opposition with a
smashing newspaper campaign.
Despite an extended rainstorm the
Lloyd attraction brought a splendid
week's business to the California and was
responsible for an enthusiastic letter
from San Francisco which states that
Grandma's
Harold of
Lloyd's
ture city.
comedy,Boy,
is assured
a big next
first fearun
in that
The single reel feature of the Rivoli
(New York) program the week of April 2
will be a Post Nature Picture built from
Robert Louis Stevenson's poem, "The
Lamplighter." the name which it bears.
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Fool and His Money,^^ Round 4, Has Comedy and Drama,
Atmosphere of Cabaret and Prize Ring, and a Stiff Scrap
the direction of the Kineto Company of
You are going to be asked to pardon
the enthusiasm with which this reviewer
America. Four motion picture shows are
in continuous operation, one being devoted
proposes to discuss A Fool and His Money,
to America, another to Europe, a third to
Round 4 of The Leather Pushers, a UniAfrica
and a fourth to Asia.
versal release which he saw this present
afternoon on the screen of the Universal
Thus one can take a trip around the
world in an hour.
home offices' projection room. Of course,
A daily program of more than eighty
if you have seen — which we have not —
reels is being shown in the four theatres.
any
of
No.
4's
predecessors,
perhaps
you
will grant the pardon thing in advance.
Furthermore, the two-reel number is goREVIEWS
OF CURRENT
ing to be talked about from the male viewpoint; but we will hazard a guess, judging
SHORT SUBJECTS
from the way women crowded toward the
edges of their chairs during the fight
scene in Scrap Iron, that the viewpoint
PATHE REVIEW 150 — The opening
of the female of the species is, after all,
contains several examples of the photognot so far removed from that of the male
when the matter under consideration is
rapher's artThere
as are
practiced
winter oflandscapes.
stirringon scenes
an
the determination by means of a couple
elephant hunt in Central Africa. One of
of pairs of fists of a difference of opinion.
these is of a big fellow brought down by
When it comes to putting on the screen
the ivory hunters. We see him doggedly
a scrap with the boxing gloves, Reginald
Denny brings a new equipment, for he is trying to hold his footing, supporting himself on his hind legs and his great tusks,
more than a fighter; he is, as well, a
his forelegs hanging limp. Whatever may
boxer.
Certainly
the
"go"
put
up
between
Kane Halliday, as the hero of the series
be said of the particular scene it was unpleasant to the reviewer. Its interest is
is named, and his opponent is a stiff one
conceded. The end of the day shows a
— a give-and-take battle that spells renumber of pairs of tusks being cleaned by
alism, the kind that makes you for the
moment forget you are watching a the natives for transportation 1200 miles
screened play; you think it is the real to the coast. The particular form in which
thing.
the
"Camera
comesnew-fangled
to us this week
is of Caricatures"
two female
The conclusion of the mill is highly dramatic. Halliday has been fouled by his gossips with their rapidly changing and
opponent — so plainly that everyone can
exaggerated expressions.
see it, although it is but a flash. The
Under the heading of "The First Flash
referee awards the scrap to Halliday on
of Life" there are many scenes photothe foul. In rage, the fighter declares
graphed in and about a fish hatchery. The
he wants to go on — he does not want any
example of Pathecolor is "The City of the
such decision.
Trees," a metropolis of the Sahara desert,
Before the matter is decided, the bell
and surely it is good to look upon.
is surreptitiously rung and his opponent
swings in to catch Halliday off his guard.
THE ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
Hammer and tongs the two sail in again.
CRUSOE— Episode 3 of Universal serial—
The issue is in a bit of doubt, with HalliThe good work of the first two episodes is
day a little stronger when the two go
continued in this number. It marks the apdown. Halliday just manages to stagger
pearance of Noble Johnson as Friday, the
to his feet on the call of ten, but his companion and slave of Crusoe. And Mr.
opponent is prone. There is a touch of Johnson from all indications is going to
the real when the scorned girl rushes into
make a most worthy running mate for
the ring and, with a slap on the face,
Harry Myers. Also in this number there
nearly puts the victorious but played-out
is introduced Marguerite Livingston in the
fighter off his pins. And then the dis- role of water witch — a slight divergence
carded girl and the favorite get together.
from the book, perhaps, but one for which
Did you say rough stuff? Maybe it is, the scenarist will be pardoned. We may
but it is human, perfectly natural if not be sure if the shade of Crusoe could be
ladylike.
consulted an O. K. would be forthcoming.
There's a story behind A Fool and His
There are stirring fights with the canniMoney — a logical one, and it is backed up
bals. The destruction of the hut of Crusoe
by the director with real ring atmosphere
by
the savages furnishes an opportunity
and by the film editor with titles that
for striking night photography. The conare true to the life. In the translation
clusion of the episode shows Crusoe and
to the screen the story provides material
his man Friday hemmed in the burning
for many laughs, not the least in number
hut with the savages waiting outside.
following the efforts of the susceptible
Halliday to master the art of ice skating
THE KID COMES THROUGH— Single
under the tutelage of the skilled cabaret
reel produced by Carlyle Ellis for the New
queen.
Tuberculosis Association, Inc.- — It
Hayden Stevenson is convincing in the isYork
the intention of the association to show
role of Halliday's manager, and Sam
this picture throughout New York City beRyan as the manager of the professional
fore making any plans for other distribupug might have stepped out of the shoes
tion. The subject was made in the interest
of the real thing. Doreen Banks, as the
of the health of the younger generation,
scorned sweetheart of Halliday, and Elsa
especially that part of it which is from
Peterson, who by her ^ace and skating
ability causes Halliday to forget his whatever cause deprived of the advantage
among other things of soap and water and
pledge to stick to his training, both acquit
themselves with credit.
fresh air and the right kind of food. The
The Leather Pushers easily ranks as a picture is planned with good judgment,
there being a minimum of preachment,
distinct screen novelty.
and should possess a goodly amount of interest for any house. Mildred Ryan carries with credit the role of the little mother
Kineto Shows Eighty Reels
who does her best to advise and care for
Daily at Travel Exposition
her younger brother, subiected to the temptations of other boys whose education in
The entire motion picture program at
the Travel Show Exposition this week at cleanliness let alone of Godliness has been
Grand Central Palace is being held under
somewhat overlooked. The subject con-
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tains an exemplification of the work of the
Boy Scouts, demonstrating how a young
victim of bad environments is taken in
hand and straightened out and strengthened, made self-reliant and capable of defending himself when opposed to anything
of his own size. Mrs. Charles Barrell is
responsible for the story.
URBAN MOVIE CHATS— Ofiftcial of the
M. P. T. O. A., distributed by Hodkinson.—
The opening is a message from the Rev.
Thomas Dixon: "Censorship is the vilest
word in history. It reeks with the memories of tyranny and of blood. God has
not yet made the man wise enough to be
clothed with the autocratic power to
strangle
humanOutdoors
thought."
The Great
— Pack mules carry
to an elevation of 11,000 feet on Mount
Hood, Ore., supplies for the government
observation station.
Industry — Showing the manner in which
goat ranches in California are conducted
and the care bestowed on the bottling of
the milk.
Sports and Pastimes — Fine pictures of
sailing yachts in the fjords of Norway.
Nature Studies — Motherless kittens
take to nursing bottles with enthusiasm;
the giant tortoise consumes a banana, peel
and all.
Science and Invention — Demonstrations
of what may be achieved with liquid air,
the freezing like ice of an egg, etc.
Public Welfare — Showing the work of
the Salvation Army in caring for babies
of mothers who are at work.
SPOOKS — Mermaid Comedy released by
Educational — This two-reel subject is one
that while containing an abundance of
action at no time reaches a particular
height as comedy. Lige Conley is the featured player, and his hold on the picture
follower is not made stronger by reason
of the suggestion of imitation of a famous
comedian rather than by carving out a
path along original lines. The characters
of Smith Brothers, insurance brokers, "who
have made the world cough up," undoubtedly will be recognized as counterparts of
the two widely advertised bearded dispensers of a throat palliative. The oictuve
is one that as a whole unquestionably will
make a real hit with a kid audience, but
the verdict of adults very likely will be
another matter.
A PANICKY PULLMAN— Star Comedy
released
Universal
— There's
so much
amusementby residing
within
this single
reel
that at the conclusion there is a feeling
of regret it had not been extended beyond
the thousand feet. Roy Atwell is the featured player, and the honors are shared by
Herbert Sherwood, who plays a grouch.
Most of the fun flows from incidents of
a night run in a Pullman. Craig Hutchinson directs the script of Hal Conklin. Ben
Bail is responsible for the good photography.
KINETO REVIEW— The entire number
is devoted to scenes descriptive of the
United States Navy— of target practice, of
launchings of submarines and torpedo
boat destroyers, battleships in winter
Quarters, a speed trial of one of the
"Wasps of the Sea," and some unusal
nhotogrraphs of a departing fleet as seen
from Brooklyn Bridge and from an aeroplane.
"THE GOLDEN POOL"— Fifteenth and
last episode of the "White Eagle" serial.
The ending comes in the underground passages in the neighborhood of the Golden
Pool. Ruth decides to destroy the pool by
onening an escape valve underneath it.
The identity
is established as thatof ofthea White
faithfulRider
Indian
chief,
the lover of Moonlight. These two ride
away on the white horse as Ruth and
Phil embrace.
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South America Buys Among Others Thirty-six Features and
Fifty-two Two-Reel Comedies — Transatlantic Sales Recorded
ing siace r.giitfcd hy the Anchor Fum DisD. J. department,
Mountain, manager
Arrow's
trxouc^is, iiic.
foreign
this week ofannounces
one of the largest sales reported in the
Mr. AiounLam states that the foreign deforeign field for some time. He states he
partment of Arrow will be very glad to
hear from any independent distributors
has just closed a contract with the Argenrelative to handling the foreign rights on
tine Foreign Film Company of Buenos
all productions of merit. Arrow, he points
Aires, Argentina, for thirty-six five- and
six-reel features, among which will be out, has been tremendously successful in
tne loreign field and he oelieves that it
Arrow's big new special The Innocent
Clieat, starring Roy Stewart and Kathleen
IS in a position to offer better distribution in the foreign field than ever before.
Kirkham; Chain Lightning, Arrow-Ben
Wilson special, starring Ann Little ; two
Peter B. Kyne productions, A Motion to
Hallroom
Players
Adjourn, with Marjorie Daw and Roy
Stewart, and Back to Yelloiv Jacket, with
and Director Are
Roy Stewart and Kathleen Kirkham ; The
Unconqxiered Woman, starring Rubye de
Remer, and many other features. Also included in this deal are fifty-two two-reel
Signed for 1922-3
comedies, comprising the entire series of
Sid Smith, who is featured as Percy, and
Eddie Lyons Comedies, Arrow Speed
Jimmie Adams, who is Ferdie, in the popuComedies, Mirthquake Comedies and
lar two-reel Percy and Ferdie Hallroom
Cruelywed Comedies, a series of eleven
Boys'
Comedies,
have just
been characplaced
Sport Pictorials, a big Arrow serial, Nan
under contract
to continue
in these
of the North, starring Ann Little, and L.
terizations inthe series to follow the present one. The new series, for 1922-2-3, is the
Case Russell's screen version of Ten
Nights in a Barroom. All of these productwenty-sixth which have been purchased
tions were sold for Argentina, Uruguay,
by the Coast Film Sales Corporation,
Paraguay, Chile, Bolivia and Peru.
headed by D. J. Chatkin, for state rights
distribution.
Another important sale reported by Mr.
These two comedians have done much to
Mountain is that of eighteen Spotlight
Comedies and eleven Sport Pictorials for
lielp place the Hallroom Comedies among
Scandinavia to the Himalaya Film Comthe most popular two-reelers on the marpany. A series of eleven Sport Pictorials
ket, and, in the present Federated series
were sold to the Inter-Ocean Film Corhave won wide attention by their excellent
poration for the United Kingdom of Great
comedy portrayals.
Britain and Ireland.
It was Sid Smith who originated
Mr. Mountain further states that many
the tvpe of release which characterizes the
other large deals are pending and he Hallroom Boys' Comedies and which won
points to the fact that his statement a instant popularity — the "comedy-thriller."
short time ago regarding the optimistic
Smith and Adams work perfectly together,
outlook in the foreign market has been
more than justified by the business done by
Arrow's
foreign
He
states that
the department
outlook forrecently.
Continental
Europe is getting brighter every day and
that he expects to announce many big
deals closed for that territory in the very
near future.
Another important statement from
Arrow's
foreign
department
is the
closing
of the deal
whereby
Arrow will
handle
the
foreign rights to all of the Anchor productions. These will comprise about twentysix high-class features, a series of twelve
two-reel monkey comedies and a series of
twenty-six one-reel comedies. The domestic rights on these productions are now beBacker Reports Improvement
Reports of initial bookings for the third
picture of the co-star series. The Greater
Duty, starring G. M. Anderson, Carol
Halloway, Frank Campeau and Melbourne MacDowell in equal prominence,
and released through Amalgamated franchise-holders byEast Coast Productions,
Inc., are given out by Franklyn E. Backer
as an interesting example of the increase
in business obtained by the independent
exchanges handling the series over the
amount of business reported by them before the release of the first two pictures.
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the work of each augmenting that of the
other.
Noel Smith, whose comedies on the Federated series were so popular, also has
been placed under contract to continue the
direction of the series
D. J. Chatkin announces he is rapidly
completing plans for big first runs in
nearly all the cities. He is making his
headquarters while in New York at the
New York offices of Hallroom Boys Photoplays, Inc.
Conditions in Middle West
Getting Better, Says Dana
Business in the rural and industrial
centers of the Middle West is rapidly getting back to normal, according to a report
sent from Chicago to the Anchor Film
Di: ributors. Inc., by P. B. Dana, Western sales manager of that concern. Mr.
Dana, who has "covered" every key city
from San Francisco to Cleveland, also reports that the independent distributor is
being tures
looked
for ago.
a better grade of picthan a toyear
Contrary to reports current among producers that that
"westerns"
are "dead"
Mr.
Dana states
if his sales
on Another
Man's Boots and A Stranger of the Hills
— both westerns — is any criterion of market conditions then westerns are still in
popular favor.
Jack Mulhall Signs Contract
Jack Mulhall, who played opposite
Mabel Normand in "Molly 0," has signed
a contract to play in an all-star picture
to be directed by Irving Cummings for
world distribution by the Western Pictures Exploitation Company. Mr. Cummings who has chosen an original story
by Hope Loring announces as members of
his acting organization Lon Chaney, Noah
Beery and Edith Roberts. The working
title of the picture will be The Fires of
Vengeance.

Left to right — Frank Buehler, Harry Rapf, Harry M. Warner and Jules Mastbaum
attending world's premiere of Warner Brothers' "Your Best Friend" at Stanton Theatre,
Philadelphia, March 19
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In Putting Over New Independent Product Use Will Be Made
of Trade and Regional Press and Many Exploitation Factors
An extensive and far-reaching advertising, publicity and exploitation campaign, designed to serve the State rights
buyer in the marketing of his product and
the exhibitor in playing the product in
question to capacity and S. E. O. houses,
has
conjunction
with which
Cap'n
Kidd,been
the begun
first ofin six
special serials
are to be made featuring Eddie Polo,
well-known serial star, and which are to
be distributed on the State rights market.
A large appropriation has been set
aside by the Star Serial Corporation for
publicity and advertising purposes, which,
according to present plans, will embrace
adequate representation in all of the
trade and regional journals in this country and abroad. That it will be productive of results for both producer, distributor and exhibitor is a belief brought
about by indorsements which have been
received from exhibitors and State rights
buyers.
It is planned to blanket every principal
city in the country with advance twentyfour sheets which will herald the arrival
of Eddie Polo's latest serial offering. If
territories are sold prior to the compleCap'nbeKidd
the over
twenty-four-sheet
standstion of will
turned
to the local
exchange, and a local exploitation campaign will be conducted under the personal supervision of the Star Serial Corporation'sYork.
advertising and press department in New
An elaborate and unusual press book,
to number thirty-two pages, is being prepared. A barrage of exploitation suggestions, advertising matter, press stories,
feature articles and sundry printed
"copy" will be embodied in this press
book, which it is felt will assist the exhibitor materially in exploiting the serial
during its run at his theatre.
An unusual list of accessories, calculated to attract theatre patronge in large
numbers, will be prepared for the serial.
In addition to the advance twenty-four
sheet, which has already been made, two
styles of one sheets, two styles of three-

sheets and one six-sheet will be provided
for each of the fifteen episodes in the
serial. There also will be two styles of
half sheets and window cards.
Gelatine lobby photographs, 11x14 in.,
numbering eight photos to each set, together with a title card will accompany
the release of each episode. A series of
eight 22x28-in. photographs also will be
provided for each episode. Four styles of
slides, music, one sheets, throwaways, oil
paintings, stickers and novelty exploitation helps will also be furnished for the
serial.
Burr

Takes

to Meet
Better

Studio

Demand

for

Productions

The announcement in the trade press
last week concerning the purchase of the
Glendale studios by C. C. Burr, president
of Affiliated Distributors, Inc., brought
forth inquiries as to the probable enlarged
policy of production for Affiliated. In
reply, Mr. Burr stated:
"There has been so much lamentation in
the trade concerning deplorable conditions
in the independent field that I determined
to investigate actual conditions for myself
and to determine accordingly the production plans for my own organization. After
a complete survey of the field I found that
conditions were acute — and only so because the majority of independent productions offered could not compete with the
product of the larger interests.
"I did ascertain, however, that there
was room for independent pictures of high
caliber, and to prove my contention I entered into negotiations with Eddie Carewe
to produce / Am the Law with an all-star
cast.
"Production on this feature is just about
to be completed, and by the time it is
actually released it will be more than 50
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per cent sold. With such encouragement,
and primarily because I wished to star
Johnny Hines in features, and to further
mcrease the output of Affiliated Distributors, I decided to 'take the bull by the
horns' and insure my organization of increased production by taking over the
Glendale
studios."
The first
production in the new Burr
studio will be a feature by Johnnv Hines,
titled Go Get 'Em Gallagher, said to contain an even better story than Hines' first
feature,
Bum 'Em Up Barnes, which was
so well received.
"Determination"
Playing
New

Is

B. F. Keith
York Houses

Having just completed a very successful
two weeks' run at B. S. Moss's Cameo
Theatre, Broadway and Forty-second
Street, New York City, Determination, the
ten-reel feature distributed by the LeeBradford Corporation through the independent market, now starts its engagement in the B. F. Keith theatres throughout New York, Brooklyn and the Bronx.
The Pittsburgh premiere took place at
the Blackstone Theatre on March 20 for a
six weeks' run. Then follow week showings at the Arcadia Theatre, Reading, Pa.;
Atlantic City, N. J., and other cities in the
Eastern territory.
The sales and exploitation departments
are out in the field arranging presentations in the larger cities. F. G. Bradford
is on the Pacific Coast, Frank Whittle is
taking care of the bookings in New York
State,tor including
the showings
at theAlbany
Prochouses in Troy,
Schenectady,
and Amsterdam. Clinton M. White is in
the Middle West covering Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, Indianapolis and Cleveland. Sam Lee is doing exploitation work
in the various cities playing the picture,
while Arthur Lee divides his time between
the headquarters in New York and nearby
Eastern cities.
Pine Tree Pictures Ends
"Shooting" on Curwood Film
Arrow is in receipt of advice from Pine
Tree Pictures, Inc., that the actual shooting of the latest James Oliver Curwood
production has been completed and that
Dell Henderson and his technical staff
are engaged in cutting and titling the
Arrow's officials are enthusiastic over
picture.
this production, the title of which has
not yet been announced, and states that
it is by far its strongest Curwood picture. The story is of the big snows and
typical of Curwood in atmosphere and
situation. An unusually strong cast interprets the various roles, and such players as Zena Keefe, J. Barney Sherry,
Robert Elliott, Roy Gordon, Gypsy
O'Brien, Joseph Depew, Jack Hopkins and
Jack Drumier ought to forecast a splendid box-office attraction.

Scene from "Blaze Away," the first of a series of "Big Boy" Guinn Williams (seen at
left) Productions, distributed by Di Lorenzo, Inc.

Cartoonist to Draw Posters
Pat Sullivan, cartoonist and creator of
the "Felix" cartoon comics, the series of
which are controlled for world-wide distribution by Miss M. J. Winkler, will
henceforth be responsible for the poster
illustrations as well as the subject matter
of the "Felix" comics.
Sullivan emphasizes the fact that one
who is familiar with the animation of a
particular character makes a far better
job of a poster illustration of the character in question, and proves the truth
of his statement in the posters he has
designed for the second and third releases of the series.
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man,
admirer of the girl, who does
mean an
things.
Ann Little is Peggy Pomeroy, the daughter referred to; Jack Daugherty is Bob,
the nephew of Colonel Bradley, played by
Joseph Girard; Norval MacGregor is
Major Pomeroy, and William Carroll is
Red Rollins, unscrupulous jockey, who usually rides Chain Lightning. The two older
men are long-time enemies — the cause of
the
feud being
Peggy's
motherof or
rather
her decision
to take
the name
Pomeroy.
Major Pomeroy, in financial difficulties,
is compelled to sell his swift horse, not
knowing at the time that Colonel Bradley
is the buyer. Rollins, the jockey, hearing
that Bradley has backed for his last dollar
the horse he has just sold, threatens Peggy
that unless she greets his advances with
favor he will pull the horse. In despera"kids him along"
gets
him tion
at Peggy
a disadvantage,
bindsuntil
him,sheleaves
him in an out of the way cabin, and rides
the race herself. The two enemies forgive
and forget and the match between the twc
young folks is sanctioned.
The five-reel picture is one that will lend
itself to exploitation. The photography
is excellent, and the cameraman has had
the advantage of many picturesque spots
on which to demonstrate his skill. Summing up, the picture is one that holds the
interest, it possesses a measurable degree
of dramatic power and a decided charm,
and is well played. Ben Wilson directed.
G. B.

Ivan Abramson, Head of ISew Nationwide Exchange Body,
Seeks Comedies and Short Features from Independents
A call for independent two-reelers of initial picture will have roles in The
diversified nature iias been issued from
Sliadow Eater, the tentative name of the
the offices of Ivan Abramson, president of second of the series. This includes Richthe Graphic Film Corporation. In a stateard Travers, Muriel Kingston, Charles
Grahame, Leeta Morgan Char and Jack
ment made in conjunction w^ith the recent
Basnin.
announcement of consolidation with
tvirenty-seven independent exchanges
The wild country adjacent to Gloversthroughout the country Mr. Abramson anville lends itself admirably to these "henounced plans of the new Graphic Film
man" stories of the Northwest. In The
Exchanges, Inc. These include the dis- Shadow
Eater Director Seibel has a story
tribution of all good available product in which he believes will rank high as a
the Independent market. Two-reel spe- screen drama of the North.
cialties and two-reel comedies, preferably
The Charles E. Bartlett Productions,
a series of twelve, issued one a month, is Inc., has adopted the policy of "quality
what Graphic seeks to add to its newly
productions at a fair price."
organized program of distribution.
"The newly organized facilities of a
national distributing organization are
offered to the independent producer of
Ben Wilson -Arrow's
high-class two-reel comedies and short features who can supply us with such material at the rate of one release a month,"
"Chain Lightning"
says Mr. Abramson in his statement. "I
believe our offer embodies a legitimate and
Is Story of Charm
guaranteed distribution through the new
Graphic Film Exchanges such as has never
In Chain Lightning, a Ben Wilson production to be released by Arrow, Ann
been offered to the state rights field before. We want to offer such producers of Little has a made-to-order opportunity to
display her skill as a horsewoman. It is
short stuff a more feasible arrangement
than independent releases heretofore have
not on a cow pony, as we have been accustomed to see her, either, but on a thorenjoyed, and in return we are looking to
AI Feinman Will Direct
oughbred and on a race course and with
be in a position to offer our exchanges a
four lively fellow-contenders. She plays
Eddie Polo Advertising
year's program that will spell revival and
her own part, too, requiring the services
better times."
of
no
one
to
double
for
her.
Eddie
Polo
announces the appointment
Up to the time of last week's announceIt is altogether a stirring horse race we
ment the Graphic interests had associated
of A. L. Feinman as publicity and exthemselves with twenty-one exchanges for see in this pretty story of the Blue Grass
ploitation director of the Star Serial Corporation. Mr. Feinman comes to his new
country. It is a good story without the
national distribution of their product.
race,
but
it
is
all
the
better
for
it.
The
Within ten days, it was stated at the
work after having had a thorough trainproduction carries the atmosphere of the
offices of the corporation, partnership
ing in the advertising, publicity and exploitation branches of the industry. Until
South, in its settings and in its characters.
agreements will be completed with the reIt
is
a
small
cast
and
a
competent
one.
maining seven exchanges. Under the
recently he was in charge of the adverThere are two men no longer young, the
tising and publicity departments of the
agreement as announced by Mr. Abramson
Inter-Ocean Corporation. Prior to this
daughter of one, the nephew of the other,
last week all exchanges are to retain an
he was connected with Select Pictures.
and then there is a disagreeable young
interest in Graphic productions to cover
a five-year period, m exchange for which
they have agreed to distribute the entire
Graphic output.
To educate and acquaint the new independent exchanges with which he has associated himself with the aims and distribution plans of the Graphic Film Corporation, Mr. Abramson is planning in conjunction with the Weshner-Davidson
Agency a series of mail campaigns and
special publicity material to be sent out
'Brighten the Box Office"
at regular intervals. The first purpose
of the campaign will be to acquaint principals and employees of exchanges with each
other. Elaborate photographic paintings,
26 Roaring Two-Reelers
including portraits of the exchange officers,
featuring
will be placed in each exchange office. In
addition a Graphic house organ issued at
regular intervals is contemplated as well.

Bartlett

Company

Working on Second
Picture of Series
Production on The Shadow Eater, the
second of a series of eight pictures of the
Northwest to be offered state rights buyers by the Charles E. Bartlett Productions,
Inc., has been started under the direction
of Bert Seibel, at the Gloversville (N. Y.)
studio.
Jerry Abrams, sales manager of the
Bartlett oreanization, who is touring the
country selling White H-ell, the first of the
series which was completed recently, reports increasing interest in the first announcement of this story of the North
country.
The same cast which worked in the

BILLY

WEST

in a Series of High-Class Comedies
FIRST RELEASE —

"You'd

Be Surprised!"
Notv Ready.

Territory is going very fast.
Wire
C. B. C. FILM SALES
1600 Broadway

CORP.
New York
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That Is the Plan ISotv Being Elaborated for ^'^ Yankee Doodle,
Jr.," the Burnside Picture to Be Played as a Road Show
vertising and publicity for exhibitors will
The outstanding feature of the exploitabe enforced more strongly than ever, as
tion campaign that is now being planned
its value was proved in the case of Schoolto herald the approach of M. J. Burnside's
days and the previous Warner successes.
Yankee Doodle, Jr., in the key cities is an
With the change in name came an exilluminating night display of fireworks, inpansion of proauct. The biggest boxcluding roman candies, red fire, sky rockets
office attractions available have been produced to maintain the even excellence of
and smoke pots. The red fire and smoke
pots will be used in front of the larger
its offerings. His Nibs, the Chic Sale startheati-es and will attract more attention
ring vehicle, that has been advertised
than any other special ballyhoo that could
nationally and in the trade press, has
be conceived for this picture.
been bought from the Hiller Syndicate.
The story of Yankee Doodle, Jr., has to
Your Best Friend, the latest Vera Gordo with the son of a fireworks manufacdon feature, is the second big production
turer who goes to South America in search
acquired at the same time.
To round out its variety of product, the
of new business for his father's factory.
The leading male role is played by J. latest Selig serial. The Jungle Goddess,
Frank Glendon, well known in the films as
starring Elinor Field and Truman Van
leading man for Clara Kimball Young in Dyke, was bought from Export and Immany of her recent pictures. Glendon's
port, Inc.
role is an athletic, acrobatic part and he
goes blithely bounding through the six
reels.
The most pretentious scene in the picture is one where several thousand revolutionists attack the palace of the president
of a South American republic. Although
the few soldiers who remain to defend the
palace have no ammunition they are supplied with hundreds of roman candles and
sky rockets and thus rout the enemy.
The pyrotechnic display that follows is
executed in an original hand color process
and contains some beautiful scenes.
Yankee Doodle, Jr., hats for children,
Yankee Doodle, Jr., toy pistols, Yankee
Doodle, Jr., flags, firecrackers, fans and a
dozen or more other novelties will be part
of the advertising aids issued for use on
this picture. They are now being manufactured and . will be available to all exhibitors.
For the benefit of exhibitors who favor
a special lobby display, Paul Gray, exploitation director for M. J. Burnside, is
now drawing plans that will permit of a
special display that can be moved from one
Wallace Reid and Lillian Gish, starring
city to another. This will be furnished
without extra cost.
in "The Fatal Marriage," and produced
under the supervision of D. W. Griffith,
M. J. Burnside, producer of Yankee
Doodle, Jr., has been swamped under an
which Art Brand Production, Inc.,
avalanche of mail, telegrams and persona]
through
Joe Brandt and Bert Adler,
visits from state right buyers from all
over the Uni<"ed States. He is insistine
are "reviving"
that the production be played as a road
show attraction.
New York Federated Buys
More Independent Output
The exchange that has earned an enviable reputation in the short space of one
year, as the "home of hits." this week
changed its name from Warner's Exchange to The New York Federated Exchange. The change extends to the name
only. The personnel remains the same.
The policy of active co-operation in ad-

■
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PRODUCTIONS, INC.,
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Get
Says

Following

Trip

Nathan Hirsh, president of the Aywon
Film Corporation, returned from a trip
through the West last week. Mr. Hirsh
reports he finds business is good with those
exchanges which have the goods. In other
words, the exchanges that have good pictures to sell are doing good business. It
is only those who have poor pictures that
are still crying hard times, says Mr. Hirsh.
The Aywon company has made territorial
six "BigBaker
Boy" features,
Williams features,salesthreeon Snowy
and
Blind Love to Mr. Goodstein of the Arrow
Photoplay Company of Denver and Seattle.
Also they have sold territory on six "Big
Boy" Williams films and three Snowy
Baker pictures to the Twentieth Century
Film Company of Philadelphia, and to the
Security Film Company of Baltimore The
Master of Beasts, a series of four wild
animal features.
Mr. Hirsh, who also is president of the

Number 19

Photocraft Productions, reports that in
addition to the sale of territory on Oh,
Mabel Behave to Phil Selznick of Cleveland, and Independent Films of Boston, he
has recently signed territorial contracts
with Superior Films of Salt Lake and
Greiver Productions of Chicago.
The rights on Oh, Mabel Behave for
Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile,
Peru and Bolivia also have been sold, as
well as the Cuban rights on this picture,
which is still being heavily booked throughout the United States and doing a big
business.

Equity

Announces

"Worldly Madonna,"
C. K. Y. Production
Clara
tion. TheKimball
Worldly Young's
Madonna, latest
is nowproducbeing
booked by Equity franchise holders, announces Equity Pictures Corporation,
which has distributed this series on the independent market. This picture is announced as a worthy successor of Straight
from Paris and What No Man Knows.
As in her previous pictures. Miss Young is
directed by Harry Garson.
The star plays the part of a nun, serving her noviate in a convent, and her twin
.lister, a cabaret dancer and singer. While
almost identical in appearance, the two
sisters are entirely different in character,
and the sacrifice of the first to save her
worldly sister brings about a climax of
unusual dramatic strength. The story develops rapidly and a well-made continuity
keeps the suspense until the final fade out.
William P. Carleton plays opposite Miss
Young, taking the part of the politician
who falls in love with the wrong sister,
but realizes his mistake in time to find
happiness with the jjirl who has always
loved him. Richard Tucker plays the
"heavy." Others in the cast include George
Hackathorne, Milla Davenport and William Marion. It is expected many first
run bookings on the picture will be announced in the near future.
Sales Announced by the
Lee-Bradford Corporation
The Lee-Bradford Corporation announces the following recent sales:
Myriad Pictures Corporation, New York —
"Fle.sh and Spirit" and "Cloudburst."
.Superior Film Exchange, Philadelphia — "The
Unconquered
Woman." Film Corporation, PhilaTwentieth Century
delphia— "TheFihn
Way Corporation,
of a Man."
Pioneer
Washington,
D. Premier
C. — "ThePictures.
Unconquered
Woman."
Inc., Charlotte, N. C. — ■
"The
Unconquered
Woman."
Southern
States
Film
Atlanta
"Branded " "Serving Two Company.
Masters," "The
Way—
of Stephens
a Man" and
Film"Cloudburst."
Distributing Company, New
Orleans
—
"Branded."
Webster Pictures. Inc.. Syracuse — "The Way
of a Man" and "Cloudburst."
Parker Film Company, Dallas — "The Unconquered Service,
Woman."
United Two
Film
St. Louis
"Branded."
"Serving
Masters, "The
Way — of
a Man,"
andCrescent
"Cloudburst."
Film Company, Kansas City —
"Branded," "Serving Two Masters." "The Way
of a Man," "Cloudburst" and "The UnconFederated
FilmTwoExchange,
Omahn^
quered Woman."
"Branded,"
"Serving
Masters," "The
Way—
of a Man." "Cloudburst," and "The UnconSuperior
Screen Service.
Salt Lake
quered "Serving
Woman."
"Branded,"
Two Masters,"
"The Citv
Way—
of a Man" and "Cloudburst."
Wisconsin
FilmWayCorporation
"B'-!i
Tided " "The
of a Man" Milwaukee
and "Flesh— •
In addition to the above, a number of
and Spirit."
foreign
territories have been closed on
"The Unconquered Woman" and "Flesh
and Spirit."
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Removal to R-C Building and Interest of Officers in R-C
Pictures Will Not Affect Identity of Independent Concern
Equity Pictures Corporation will concount for something like eighty days' run
tinue the distribution of independent pro- here in New York. The Randolph will
open up in the loop in Chicago for two
ductions. This statement was made for
weeks or indefinitely on April 2. Other
the company on Tuesday by John M. openings to follow Chicago will be at the
Weber, assistant manager, at the new
Stanley in Philadelphia and in Boston.
offices of the concern, 723 Seventh Avenue.
"Equity will continue doing business just
Joe Brandt Enthusiastic
as heretofore," said Mr. Weber. "Right
Over Polo Serial Episodes
now there will be no changes. We will
continue to release only first-class producIn announcing the completion this
tions. In no way will this company be week of the filming of the first three
chapters of Eddie Polo's initial indepenconnected with R-C Pictures."
dently produced
Cap'nas Kidd,
This statement will set at rest the im- which Polo
makes serial,
his debut
an inde-in
pres ion inthe minds of many persons in
pendent star, Joe Brandt, president of
the Star Serial Corporation, distributors
the trade that there would be a merger
the Polo serial productions, made this
or absorption of one company by the other, of
statement :
due to the influence of Equity executives
"Eddie Polo and his director, J. P. Macin the R-C company.
Gowan, completed last week the editing
P. A. Powers, Equity executive and managing director of R-C, who has been at
the Coast for several weeks, is expected to
return to New York about the end of next
Newspaper Critics
week. Mr. Powers has been in Los Angeles
in connection with production matters.
Guided by Trend of
When Mr. Weber was asked as to the
Trade Press Reviews
status of the territorial sales on Where Is
My Waiidering Boy To-night? he declared
That newspaper photoplay critics
they were moving along finely. "We have
take their cues from reviews published
sold in a period of three and a half weeks
in the motion picture trade journals
practically 90 per cent of the territory
is the opinion of John J. Hayes, head
in the United States and all of Canada,"
of the Pacific Film Company, produche added. "We also have several large
ers and distributors, of Culver City,
foreign deals pending, as well as two for
important territories in this country, and
Cal. Mr. Hayes states he noted that
these may be closed any day."
clippings of newspaper reviews of
Mr. Weber supplied the following list of
The Girl from Rocky Paint, featuring
exchanges which already have closed on
Ora Carew, also recently reviewed in
Wandering Boy:
the principal trade papers, were the
Commonwealth Film Corporation, New
same in effect, if not in text, though
York, for New York State and northern
sometimes the text was identically the
New Jersey; Masterpiece Film Attractions, 1329 Vine Street, Philadelphia, eastsame, leading him to believe that latern Pennsylvania and southern New Jerter reviews are carefully read and
sey; Federated Film Exchange, 48 Piedfiled away by newspaper critics for
mont Street, Boston, the New England
future use.
States; Standard Film Service Company
"Trade journal criticisms in the
of Cleveland, western Pennsylvania, West
trade papers are largely responsible
Virginia, Ohio and Michigan; Celebrated
for the Pacific Film Company's change
Players Film Corporation of Chicago, Inin a vital releasing policy — cost of
diana, Wisconsin and northern Illinois;
R. D. Lewis Film Company of Dallas,
production," states Mr. Hayes. "We
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas; Arrow
found that the independent exchangePhotoplays Company of Denver, Colorado,
man needs a more costly picture to
Wyoming. Utah, New Mexico, Washington,
'buck' the combines — a picture he can
Oregon, Montana and Idaho; Continental
exploit to the fullest advantage."
Pictures Corporation of Charlotte, N. C,
North and South Carolina ; First National
Exhibitors of Minneanolis, Minnesota and
and titling of the first three chapters of
North and South Dakota; All Star FeaCap'n Kidd. The private showing, which
tures Distributors, Inc., California, Ariwas attended by Polo, MacGowan and
zona, Nevada and Hawaiian Islands; Stemyself, together with a half dozen other
phenson Attractions, Ltd., Toronto, Dointerested parties revealed three chapters
minion of Canada.
of throbbing romance and gripping draThe U. B. 0. Circuit started on Saturday last booking the picture, and will acmatic action." to Mr. Brandt's sentiments
Subscribing
is Mr. Polo himself, who is considered
his own bitterest critic.
Dr. Shalleiiberger Reports
Business Conditions Mending
"Down to the Sea in Ships"
W. E. Shallenberger, president of the
to Be Name of Whaling Story
Arrow Film Corporation, returned this
Down to the Sea in Ships has been
week from a hurried trip though the
definitely decided upon as the title of the
Middle West and reports business condiproduction of the sea now being filmed by
tions generally on the mend. He states
Elmer Clifton in the Caribbean, the dethat he sees a ready market for really big
tails of which were printed last week.
productions and cites the remarkable busiThe expedition is aboard the schooner
ness being done by the Arrow release of
Gaspe, which put out of New Bedford,
L. Case Russell's screen version of Ten
Ma ss., once the headquarters of the faNights in a Barroom. Dr. Shallenberger
closed contracts for several territories on
mous industry, several weeks ago. The
vessel is especially fitted for the trip.
this production while away, detailed announcement ofwhich will be made later.
Among its features is the oddest "crow's

nest" ever observed by seafaring eyes. It
is especially built for cameramen utilizing
telescopic lens. Aside from this are many
cabins fitted for the purpose of developing and printing film, so that Mr. Clifton
can be absolutely sure that he has caught
all the thrills of an old time whale hunt
before
ward. the prow of the Gaspe turns homePacific Film Will Exploit
Billy Armstrong Comedies
Filmsales
Company
is allof"set"
forThean Pacific
intensive
campaign
the
"Billy" Armstrong two-reel comedies,
which are now being produced for Pacific
distribution by the Reaguer Productions,
Inc., a new concern. The first release
prints
Slow and
Easy,series,
Armstrong's
maiden ofcomedy
of this
will be
ready for publication June 1, but Pacific
Film Company's sales force and the New
York representative of Pacific, Julius
Singer, will have copies for showing at
least three weeks earlier.
A large number of inquiries on this
series, which will be released every three
weeks, have already been received, states
John J. Hayes, president of Pacific.
"Billy" Armstrong will have excellent
support, chief among the players who will
assist him in his fun making antics being Hap H. Ward and Patricia McGill.
Rea Hunt is directing.
"I Am

the Law," Reported

Out of Cameraman's Hands
Latest reports from Bennie Zeldman
on the coast to C. C. Burr, president of
Affiliated Distributors, indicate that Eddie
Carewe's / Am the Law should be finished
this week. The director himself, after
looking at most of the completed laboratory products, immediately wired that
the subject would prove to be his best
effort.
Mr. Burr has been flooded with inquiries
concerning the release of this picture,
and on the strength of the coast reports
he has arranged for first-run showings
on / A»i the Laiv in many of the principal
cities. Pending negotiations point to an
early Broadway showing, following which
it will be released exclusively to the independent market, probably about April
15.
Myriad Exchange Takes Over
Second National for New York
Second National Pictures Corporation
has entered into an agreement with Myriad
Exchange, Inc., of 729 Seventh Avenue,
New York, for the distribution in Greater
New York and New Jersey of the twelve
specials and feature photodramas to be
released in the course of the current
season.
The agreement was entered into promptly following a showing of Her Story, attended by the board of critics of Myriad
Exchange, composed of Murray F. Beier,
manager; M. Schiller and P. Schiller. This
picture and the succeeding release. The
Night Riders, by Ridgeway CuUum, will be
shown to the circuit runs in the near
future.
Reports Improvement in South
Raymond
S. Harris,
managerfrom
of Burr's
Novelty Review,
just returned
a trip
to Atlanta and the South, where he placed
the distribution of the Review with Federated Films of Atlanta at 146 Marietta
Street. Mr. Harris found that conditions
in the South were gradually becoming
better,
especially
so inhaveNorth
Cai'olina,
where the
cotton mills
resumed
their
work in full force.
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"School Days"
Exploited in

Is
Many

Varieties of Ways
An altogether different method of publicizing and exploiting the Warner
Brothers production, Gus Edwards' School
Days, featuring Wesley Barry, was used
by the Strand Theatre, Ithaca, prior to
and during the engagement. The management of the Strand co-operated with William Dillon, composer of the Dillon memory system of phonograph records, in putting over his campaign.
In this instance the Strand advertised
the film with Tiny Tot Educator song records and published the music sheet in the
local dailies. The records were placed
on sale in all the five- and ten-cent stores
and music shops, and these, coupled with
newspaper spreads and street ballyhoos,
laid the foundation for record-breaking
business, it is said.
Throughout Canada the many theatres
playing the feature are said to have gone
the limit in buying newspaper space to put
over the feature. Full-page spreads and
a word contest based on the "School Days
Puzzle Cartoon," in addition to using the
many exploitation aids devised for the picture, were used by the Regent Theatre,
Calgary.
The Richmond Theatre, North Adams,
Mass., also utilized local newspapers to
good advantage. In Gait, Canada, the
Scott Theatre secured a co-operative newspaper broadside with the aid of local merchants.
Arrow

Announces

Exploitation
on Two Ben

Stuff
Wilsons

Announcement is made by the Arrow
publicity and advertising department of
the completion of press books and of advertising and exploitation aids on two big
special productions, The Innocent Cheat,
starring Roy Stewart and Kathleen Kirkham, and Chain Lightning, starring Ann
Little. The former is considered by Arrow to ibe the legitimate successor of their
big special. Ten Nights in a Barroom. It
is from an original story by J. Grubb
Alexander and was personally directed
by Ben Wilson, one of the best known
independent producers in the industry.
Chain Lightning, also an Arrow special,
is a racetrack story and was written by
Agnes Parsons and J. Grubb Alexander.
It is a story of the South, and it is said
to afford an especially fine opportunity for
exploitation. This is also a Ben Wilson
production.
"The

Trail

TRADE

to a large city in the Middle West, where
he literally "bumps into" his future wife,
the young woman in question colliding
with him m an automobile.
Territorial rights are being disposed of
on the first of the series at a rate that
argues well for the productions. General
trade comment, says Mr. Di Lorenzo, has
credited Williams with the best work of
his career in Blaze Away, first of the
series, "but we are confident the rest of
them will be even better still," continues
the distributor. "So far as real outdoor
atmosphere is concerned, I don't know of
any individual Western star who can exceed him in dash and action and (confidential y) in good looks."
"Forget
Title

Me

Not"

Is

of Burston's

Hughes-Love
Film
The first of what will be a series of
special productions with stories of literary
merit and box office value is nearing completion at the Hollywood studios of Louis
Burston.
The working title of the initial Louis
Burston production was The Heart of a
Child, but this has given way to the more
appropriate and final title of Forget Me
Not. Gareth Hughes and Bessie Love are
co-starred. Hughes will be remembered
for his remarkable work in Sentimental
Tommy. Recently he starred in a series
of Metro pictures. Miss Love is one of
the best known of the younger actresses
of the screen.
The cast includes Irene Hunt, Otto
Lederer, Gertrude Clair, William Machin,
Myrtle Lind and "Queenie, the Miracle
DogHenry
of theR. Movies."
Symonds wrote the story and
it was picturized by John B. Clymer. W. S.
Van Dyke directed under the supervision
of Mr. Burston. Harry L. Todd has furnished some unusual photographic effects.
Forget Me Not is a story of laughter
and tears. It has an orphanage setting,
society scenes and other elements which
make for popular appeal.
Mr. Burston expects to come to New
York for a special preview as the result
of inquiries from several of the larger
releasing companies, which have asked to
be allowed to see the picture before any
distribution contract is signed. Mr. Burston maintains New York headquarters at
1476 Broadway, New York.

of Hate,"

Next "Big Boy Film"
Is Now Under Way
Production on The Trail of Hate, second
of the Guinn ("Big Boy") Williams features being distributed bv Di Lorenzo, Inc.,
and produced by Frederick Herbst Productions, has been started according to announcement made by "Joe" Di Lorenzo
this week. The Western star will be featured in the second of the series of twelve
six-reelers with the support of Molly
Malone, who was shown to such good advantage in the first picture. The story and
picturization are by John Anthony Miles.
W. Hughes Curran again directs, and the
photography is in the hands of Charles S.
Stumar, who shot Lying Lips. The story
treats with a rugged Westerner who comes
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"Jungle Goddess"
Bought for Coast
By All Star Feature
Louis Auerbach of Export & Import
Film Company, Inc., now offering Colonel
Selig's new serial The Jungle Goddess on
the independent market, announces that
Sol Lesser's All-Star Feature Distributors
has purchased the rights for California,
Arizona and Nevada. This organization
plans an immediate release of the serial
and will give it a widespread publicity
campaign on the Coast
Mr. Auerbach states that at the present
time he holds on his desk bona fide offers
on the serial from all but two small territories.
"Although Bobby North's New York
Federated
and Lesser's
organization willExchange
release The
Jungle Goddess
immediately," he said, "the majority of
the companies who have bought or are
buying it will release it about Sept. 1.
Bob Lynch of Philadelphia plans an Aug.
15 release.
"We have sold The Jungle Goddess on
its merits alone. We have insisted on
showing prospective buyers at least ten
episodes. That is the only way we can
prove our contention that the serial grows
stronger in each episode. Joe Weil, who
is now on the road with a print of our picture, reports 100 per cent favorable comments on it wherever he has screened it."
Pacific

Film

WiU

Open Two Offices as
Aids to Exchanges
President John J. Hayes of the Pacific
Film Company, has instructed his New
York manager, Julius Singer, to visit
Chicago and St. Louis with a view to
establishing photoplay selling agencies in
those cities. The selling branches will in
no sense be exchanges to operate in competition with State rights offices, but will
be headquarters for the Pacific field force,
which is being enlarged. A permanent
staff will be assigned to each branch office to assist in selling and exploiting Pacific-released photoplays.
The personnel attached to each office
will work in conjunction and harmony
with the exchanges within a specific
radius of the branch. The Chicago office
will embrace territory along the Great
Lakes and the Northwest, while the St.
Louis office will have jurisdiction of the
Middle West territory and the South. The
Pacific coast will be taken care of from
the main offices. The eastern seaboard
will be handled through Mr. Singer, eastern representative.
Wide Variety of Lithographs

Louis Burston

Will Exploit "After Six Days"
Keeping in mind the exploitation possibilities of After Six Days, Weiss Brothers
have prepared an extensive line of lithographs. Two twenty-four-sheet stands
have been made, one depicting the magnificence of the court of Pharaoh, while the
other shows the destruction of the cities
of Sodom and Gomorrah with brimstone
and fire. A third stand in the nature of
a twenty-sheet, consisting of block type,
is also available. Two styles of six-sheets,
three styles of three-sheets, four one-sheets
and two styles of window cards complete
the lithographs.
All of the paper will be in eight colors,
which is unusual for this type of advertising and the window cards will be done
in five colors.
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Friends

Premiere

to
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Will Show "Yowr Best FrientT^ to New Yorkers on April 3,
With a Dance to Follow — Trade Press Praises Production
Your Best Friend, the Warner Brothers'given
production
Gordon,at
will be
its starring
New YorkVera
premiere
the Astor Hotel on April 3, according to
an announcement. Harry Rapf, the producer, is arranging an elaborate prologue
for the presentation. A dance will follow the showing, admission to which will
be by invitation only.
Following the premiere presentation of
the film at Stanley's Stanton Theatre,
Philadelphia, March 19, under the joint
auspices of Warner Brothers and Lou
Berman, of the Independent Film Company, the trade press has hailed the feature as another Warner box-office winner.
Moving
picture winner
World said:
another box-office
for the"Score
Warner
Brothers-Harry Rapf combination, for in
Your Best Friend the independent market
is offering State rights exchanges and independent exhibitors in general a production that compares favorably with Why
Girls Leave Home and School Days. Your
Best Friend is a human document and another achievement for Warner Brothers."
Exhibitors Trade Review said: "Your
Best Friend is another great Vera Gordon mother .picture! And it has all the
pulls and heart-tugs and real human interest that have made her earlier pictures
such favorites."
Motion Picture Neivs said: "Your Best
Friend, produced by Harry Rapf, is a
delightfully human story with a rich vein
of laughter and pathos. It serves to reveal anew the ability of Miss Gordon as
an emotional actress. The response of
the audience as the last reel was unfolded
was a hearty tribute to the picture."
The cast in support of Miss Gordon includes Belle Bennett, as the misguided
daughter-in-law; Beth Mason, as the society crazed mother; Harry Benham, in
the role of the faithful son; Stanley
Price, as the black sheep of the family,
and Dore Davidson, pox'traying the role of
a kindly old bookkeeper. The story was
written and directed by Will Nigh, who
was assisted by James Chapin.
Author
Says

of

"Brass"

Story

Should

Reflect Single Mind
Charles G. Norris, the author of
"Brass,"
novelthedealing
with the the
muchvradely-read
married and
much
divorced, which will be produced by Harry
Rapf for Warner Brothers, contends that
the trouble with screen adaptations of
novel and fiction stories lies in the fact
that too many minds influence its final
completion.
"What I have found to be the matter
with motion pictures, that adaptation of
an author's brain child for the screen,"
said Mr. Norris, "is that a picture undergoes the influence of too many minds before it finally emerges from the grind. In
other words, a production is not a definite
article stamped with the individuality of
any one creator by the time it reaches us
on the screen. My wife and I have experienced reiterant disapnointment at seeing
stories of hers released as her own when,
in reality, they did not include an iota of
Kathleen Norris.
"I do not object to one of my characters
being given a little less prominence than
the others. Brass tells a story, not a sermon, and the solution to the problem that
the novel arouses — sanity, co-operation and

unselfishness — cannot be truthfully exploited as propaganda."
Mr. Rapf
nas secured many valuable
suggestions from Mr. Norris relative to the
production of the novel, and it is his intenthe author's
story.tion toToadhere
bring strictly
about a toproduction
that
will satisfy the author Mr. Rapf will collaborate with the adaptor of the novel and
the director, both of whom have not as yet
been chosen.
Production of Brass will be started on
or about July 1 at the Warner West Coast
Studios. Mr. Rapf will leave for the
Coast on April 10. The first two productions to be made, From Rags to Riches
and Little Heroes of the Street, both featuring Wesley Barry, will be started on
May 1. Mr. Rapf expects to return East
the early part of September. The three
stories
rluctions.will be known as Harry Rapf pro-

Edward
Make

DOlon
Four

Will
Specials

Yearly for Himself
Edward- Dillon will produce pictures for
himself. With that in view he has become the general manager of the Genius
Film Productions, Inc., which will release
all of his pictures as Edward Dillon Specials.
Mr. Dillon plans to make at least four
"specials" a year and is now completing
his initial subject in New York. The plan
of national release for the Dillon pictures
will be announced later, the initial film being scheduled for its premiere some time
this summer. The company has been
working at the Tiffany Pictures studios.
For almost ten years Mr. Dillon has
been directing films, and prior to that time
was an actor with Biograph. For eight
and one-half years he was with D. W.
Griffith.
Mr. Dillon recently finished the direction of The Beauty Shop for Cosmopolitan
Productions with Raymond Hitchcock as
star.
The first of the Dillon pictures is an
American story, with an American girl
going through a series of adventures in
which she finally meets a sterling young
American and falls in love with him. The

scenes switch from New York to London
and back again. The story is an original
romance written by Adelaide Heilborn
and is full of "surprise" action.
Roy Overbaugh,
America's
known
cameramen, one
who ofwent
overseasbest
as
the "shooting expert" for John Robertson
in the making of some big productions
in Spain and England for the Famous
Players-Lasky
Company, is associated
with
Dillon.
Dillon was with Triangle and then Fine
Arts, spending some years on the western
coast. With the Famous Players he directed Ann Pennington, Irene Castle,
Billie Burke and Justine Johnston.

Harry Cohn Will
Produce New Series
of

West

Comedies

Harry Cohn is producing the new series
of twenty-six two-reel comedies featuring
Billy West, which has been announced by
the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation for
state rights distribution. There is special
interest in the announcement of Mr. Cohn's
connection with the heading of the production staff on the series in that he also is
the producer of the popular Percy and
Ferdie Hallroom Comedies, and recognized
as being thoroughly familiar with the boxoffice angles of comedy production.
Accordingly, with the combination of
Billy West as featured comedian and
Harry Cohn as producer, things are expected of this new series for which four of
the most important territories, including
eleven states, were sold before any production work was begun.
An additional sale on the Sunbeam
Comedies, as the series has been christened, was made this week, when contracts
were closed whereby the R. D. Lewis Film
Company of Dallas secured rights to
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.
The first of the comedies on this series
is
complete
under the
titleWest
You'din
Be almost
Surprised.
It presents
Billy
the role of a newlywed.
Cohn says that several completed scenarios are ready, each providing for direct
continuity of action and with a definite
central idea. It is planned to pay special
attention
to "continuity"
that comprise
this series. in the stories

"Torchy's Hold-Up,"
with Flora Finch,
Is Almost

Ready

Announcement comes from C. C. Burr,
producer ofthat
Johnny
in theputting
"Torchy"
comedies,
HinesHines
is now
the

Edward Dillon

finishing touches to Torchy' s Hold-Up.
Appearing opposite Hines is Dorothy McCail, the Ziegfeld Follies beauty, who has
been Hines' leading woman for the past
year. To further insure the high-class
caliber of this latest, Mr. Burr arranged
to have in the cast Flora Finch, probably the most widely known comedy actress on the screen, who will be remembered for her work opposite John Bunny.
Miss Finch has lost none of the art that
made her so famous, and the manner of
her
in Torchy's
will characterization
bring many a laugh
from the Hold-Up
younger
and older generations of picture-goers. To
round out this cast Gregory Lacava, who
directed the Katzen jammer Kids comedies,
which enjoyed special runs at the Rivoli
and Rialto theatres some time ago, has
been permanently retained bv Mr. Burr to
supplv the "gags" for all of the "Torchy"
comedies.

First

National's

Exploitation

Prize

Winners

,
1— Lobby of Brooklyn Mark-Strand; 2— Parade arranged by Circle, Indianapolis; 3— Front «f Metropoli^
»—
lobby;
9
Stolte
7—
float;
Steflfy's
6—
car;
inlerurban
Gottesman's
5—
lobby;
Paxton's
John
Atlanta; 4—
Mason's window; 9 — Joe Burton.
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Winners

EXPLOIT

of

First

A

TION

National's

Nine Men

Get Trip to California with All

Expenses

Paid and

One

of the fact that he was part of the "Go
to
Theatre
staged the
in
Seattle
duringWeek"
First carnival
National Week,
carnival itself was considered a Class A
stunt, the best man participating in it adjudged winner in this division. Mr. Steffy
was that man.)
Class 2. (Theatres seating 1000 to
2499) —
A. G. Stolte, Des Moines Theatre, Des
Moines, Iowa.
Willard C. Patterson, Metropolitan Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
O. K. Mason, Regent, Wichita, Kan.
Class 3. (Theatres seating 1000 and
less) —
John Paxton, Musselman Theatre Interests, Paris, Tex.
Alfred I. Gottesman, Strand Theatre,
Shenandoah, Pa.
Joe Burton, Star Theatre, Toccoa, Ga.
Out of a mass of material submitted by
more than one hundred exhibitors these
nine were selected by a board of judges
consisting of Epes W. Sargent, Moving
Picture World; John S. Spargo, Exhibitors
Herald; J. S. Dickerson, Motion Picture
News; Charles Simpson, Exhibitors
Trade Review; R. W. Baremore, New
York Morning Telegraph. Mr. Spargo
acted for W. R. Weaver and Mr. Simpson
for Howard McLellan, judges who were
unable to be in New York when the decisions were made.
This contest was most successful in
every way. Conceived originally to encourage exhibitors in exploiting First National week and the pictures played during
the -period, it developed into a remarkable
demonstration of showmanship on the part
of theatre men all over the country.
John Paxton, in the third class of theatres, would have been declared the grand
sweepstakes winner if there had been such
a prize offered. The Musselman Theatre
Interests control the Grand, Parisian and
Cozy theatres in Paris, the Grand in Corsicana, and the Travis in Sherman, Tex.
Briefly, here are some of the things he did
in Paris alone:
Secured the entire front of the Paris
(Tex.) daily paper for the opening of his
campaisrn, managing to have one-half of it
donated by the newspaper because he sold
First National Week to the editor. He
used 2S"6 inches of display advertising during the campaign, secured 75 inches of display, 568 lines of reader free, and induced
the editor to carry free stories of First
National Pictures during entire year of
1922. He used five 24-sheets, forty 1sheets and forty newspaper cuts, ten banners; ran five different announcement
slides and three trailers advertising the
coming of First National Week. Built

Contest

Dollar a Week

to Boot as Result of Exploitation

"Dollar a Week"
the nine
are will
HERE
go to California as a
men who
result of the exploitation competition
conducted by Associated First National
during First National Week, Feb. 18 to 25.
Class 1. (Theatres seating 2500 and
over) —
Edward L. Hyman, manager of the
Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ralph Lieber, manager of the Circle
Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Frank Steffy, Coliseum Theatre, Seattle,
Wash.
(Note:
— Mr.
theatre
falls
in the
classSteffy's
2 theatres,
but inrightly
view

i339

Contest

eight different lobby displays; used an
Lukan saw an opportunity of stimulating
aeroplane decorated with J^irsc National
busmess not only for his own clients but
banners, which flew to all parts of the
for theatres in general. He got the mancounty. Gave free aeroplane rides and
agers of vaudeville, grand opera, stock and
uooivs of tickets. Used street cars and
• picture houses to join a "Go to Theatre
interurban cars.
Week" which was in reality First National
His whole campagn in tne three cities
Week. A fund of $2,500 was raised to adincluded 743 inches of display advertising,
vertise it and a huge theatre parade or257 inches of free display advertising, 1707
ganized in which fourteen floats representlines of reading notices free of charge, and
ing as many theatres appeared. This was
led by a band of ninety pieces.
he used the following eighteen First NaThe Penrod float, built by Mr. Steffy of
tional pictures: Bits of Life, R. S. V. P.,
The Great Adventure, Her Mad Bargain,
the Coliseum, was the first in the line.
Other t'irst National floats were Hail the
MAly O, Dinty, A Midnight Bell, The WonWoman (Strand Theatre), Polly of the
derful Thing, In the Heart of a Fool,
What Women Love, The River's End, and
Follies (Liberty Theatre), Peck's Bad Boy
various comedies including several Tooner(Winter Garden), and the First National
Exchange float. . It is estimated that 7500
villes and Mack Sennett's By Heck, Be
Reasonable, She Sighed by the Seaside.
people viewed the parade and credit for it
In the first class of theatres, Ed. Hyman
must gohibitor
to instead
Lukan.
Had he of
beentheanFirst
exof a member
put forth probably the most extensive
campaign Brooklyn ever has known. He
National organization, Lukan unquestionably would have been awarded this prize
used large display advertising before and
in the first class of theatres in the contest,
during First National Week; had Hope
Hampton appear in person in connection
but the judges, considering the "Go to
with her picture Stardust; used cards on
Theatre Week" as a unit, selected the man
the front of some 900 street cars in Brookwho in their judgment put over the best
First National campaign.
lyn; had huge illuminated signs at the
This happened to be Mr. Steffy of the
busiest points of the city; had art paintings on the entrance of the theatre ; AmerColiseum and his campaign included adican flags and First National Week flags
vance teasers on Penrod and a puzzle conflown from the marquee; had lobby decotest posting
;
of forty 24-sheets, twenty-five
rated with First National pennants;
6-sheets, forty 3-sheets and eighty 1American fiags, one-sheets, portraits of sheets, 300 window cards; advance trailers
on First National Week showing scenes
Hope Hampton; distributed Hope Hampton heralds to thousands of Brooklyn
from Penrod and close-ups of First Nahomes ; awarded prize passes ; used huge
tional stars; special window displays on
First National Week banner carried by Penrod books, skates, knives and other
six men; mailed thousands of postcards in articles dear to the heart of a boy. He
also tied-up with confectioners and soda
advance of week; ran a special First Nafountains to feature Penrod sundaes and
tional Week trailer in advance ; introduced
First National trade mark in the special
Penrod ice cream. A large ice cream manuiacturer donated 3500 special confections
George Washington prologue.
The Circle Theatre played Penrod durbearing the Penrod imprint on the wraping First National Week and concentrated
on the picture more intensely than on the
In Class 2 Arthur Stolte, managing director of the Des Moines Theatre was held
week itself. Their program of exploitation
to
have devised the best campaign. It had
pers.
included a tie-up with the Indianapolis
Star that resulted in stories and pictures
twelve distinct units, as follows: Reproduction of First National Week banner in
every day for ten days in advance of opening. Interviewed Booth Tarkington, auform of a- sticker, eight inches long, which
thor of the story. Used advanced stories
was placecJ on 40,000 newspapers, announcing First National Week. Special
and advance advertising and reviews.
Window displays in book stores and de- newspaper stories on First National Week
and Penrod, which was the attraction.
partment stores which were made a feaFive different puzzle contests involving
ture of advertising by three stores. One
First National stars. Freckle contest.
display in a book store had a miniature
First National parade. Book displays on
of the Circle stage, displaying scenes from
Penrod on a drum opearted by motor.
Penrod. Twenty First National Week 24The outdoor campaiR-n consisted of a sheets and 20 Penrod 24-sheets. Special
illuminated 24-sheet with painted side
parade of 2500 freckle-faced kids and
panels announcing First National Week
newspaper carriers. Posting of twenty
and Penrod. Specially built lobby display
four-sheets advertising First National
on Penrod. Extra newspaper advertising.
Week and Penrod, 300 one-sheets, 200 regular window cards, 50 special hand-drawn
First National one-sheets displayed in
window cards in downtown stores, 200
store windows as part of window discards on front of city street cars. The
Willard C. Patterson of the Metropolitan
interior campaign consisted of previews of
Penrod. Slides used for one month in ad- plavs.
Theatre and Criterion Theatre, one of the
vance advertising Penrod and the week.
most active exploiters in the South or anywhere else, used Hail the Woman as the
Special posters in lobby advertising Penrod
month in advance. Special show for the
center of his campaign in Atlanta.
His work was notable for the skillful
paraders mentioned above.
The most sensational event pulled off manner in which he obtained newspaper
co-operation. He e-ot columns of advance
was the "Go to Theatre Week" in Seattle.
Credit for this enterprise, which became a publicity on First National week and added
to this when he took out a rain insurance
civic carnival, must go to L. 0. Luk^n,
manager of the Seattle office of First Napolicy guaranteeing the Metropolitan
tional. Twenty-three theatres in the cit^^ against loss during the picture's engagewere booked for First National Week, and
ment. He also gave a special show to 700
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Put-In-Bay's
Unique
Theatre
Has ISo Name; Mayor Is Manager; Profits
Go
to Charity;
Open
Only
in Winter
UT-IN-BAY, Ohio, boasts of the ings as Rupert of Hentzau, stages "home
most extraordinary motion pic- talent" shows several times each winter,
but in the opinion of the island welfarers,
ture theatre in the world.
This theatre is an unusual one for many
this "wasn't enough."
What's the matter with an additional
reasons; the Mayor of the town is its
picture show?" asked Alexander. "A fine
manager; the profits are devoted to chariidea," put in S. M. Johannsen, president
table purposes; it includes in its clientele
every inhabitant of the community, and it of the Put-in-Bay Board of Trade.
Alexander was given authority to "go
has no name.
ahead,"
after it had been agreed that a
The theatre began business this winter,
collection would be taken up for the purand the initial feature production was The
chase of a projector and that the "picture
Great Adventure.
show" would be staged in the town hall.
Put-in-Bay is on the northeastern shore
Mayor Alexander, before the boats
of Lake Erie, off the shores of which Comstopped running, made a trip to Cleveland
modore Perry and a little force of Ameriand arranged to have film shipped once a
cans whipped Commodore Barclay and a week — a feature and a comedy. The title
superior force of Britishers in the War of of the first picture. The Great Adventure,
fit the occasion, for the presentation was a
1812, and sent his immortal message: "We
venture. The presentation was liberally
have met the enemy and they are ours."
About the middle of December of each
patronized. The Put-in-Bay Tovra Hall,
year the boats that touch at Put-in-Bay
seating about 400 persons and accommoare laid up. At about the same time King
dating something like 100 more with chairs
Winter begins his reign and the islanders
and standing room, was filled to capacity.
are, comparatively speaking, isolated unThe film used in presenting picture plays
til spring comes again and the boats are
at Put-in-Bay is transported back and
re-commissioned.
forth by the island mail carriers who, in
winter, are about the only ones arriving
Not long ago a number of Put-in-Bay's
foremost men and women got together and
at and leaving the island shore.
decided that the islanders ought to have
The prices charged for the weekly exhibitions are 10 cents for children and 25
some sort of entertainment during the
winter season. To be sure. Mayor Thomas
cents for adults. If there is any money
B. Alexander, who, in his youthful days
left over and above expenses at the end of
was a professional actor and had a comthe prevailing period of isolation, it is to
be used in charitable work.
pany of his own that played such offer-

Small

Keeps

the

Boisterous

Kids

Quiet

Busy with Lolly-Pops That He Give Them, They
Can Only Gurgle When Thrilling Moments Come
A simple and inexpensive method of
He purchased several gross of lolly-pops
and presented each boy with one. It was
quieting the small boy element in his thea treat for the kids and Small soon found
atre during the showing of dramatic and
thrilling scenes has been discovered by that the candy distribution was bringing
him new business. When the stirring
A. M. Small, manager of the New Frankclimax was flashed upon the screen, the
lin Theatre, Franklin, Ohio, as the result
of an experiment he made during the usual noises of approbation were conspicuous by their absence. Instead of the loud
showing
hand-clapping and stamping of feet there
Thing. of First National's The Forbidden
emanated from the seats down front a
Boisterous applause, hoots, cat-calls, chorus of suppressed and delighted
whistling and stamping of feet on the
part of the numerous boys who are regular
gurgles.
The taffy-on-the-stick distribution now
attendants of his theatre had annoyed
continues at Small's theatre each day. He
figures that he has killed two birds with
adult
patrons.
Here's
how heat stopped
nois€ and
increased
business
one strokethe: one stone.
school teachers, one to the Better Film
Committee,
and one for Atlanta's Women's
Club.
Introduced a two-for-one ticket scheme,
whereby a free admission was given for
performances during First National Week
with each paid adult admission; 60,000 of
these were distributed by boys in all parts
of the city, and he also had them inserted
in packages sent out by the city's largest
department store during the week preceding First National Week.
He used a special First National Week
banner 50 feet long and 15 feet deep,
stretched across the front of the Metropolitan above the marquee. Had 1200 special car cards announcing First National
Week and the picture in 600 street cars.
Also hired a special steet car for ballyhoo

having First National banners along sides
and ends. Used specially drawn newspaper ads. Chambers, managing director of
Stanley
the Palace, Regent and Princess theatres
in Wichita, Kan., let O. K. Mason, manager of the Regent, have free rein during
First National Week and the result is Mr.
Mason was easily adjudged one of the
winners in Class 2.
My Boy was the attraction at the Regent during the week and Mason not only
put out smashing newspaper ads on the
picture itself, but got a splendid two-page
co-operative ad out with local merchants,
in addition to huge reading space in the
newspaper. One angle of this latter was
the Jackie Coogan puzzle contest conducted by the Wichita Beacon, in which
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approximately 500 persons participated.
In addition to his newspaper tie-ups he
put over some bully window displays showing cut-outs of Jackie, First National banners, and scenes from the picture in a big
clothing store where Jackie Coogan clothes,
hats and caps were sold; in a shoe store
where Jackie Coogan shoes were shown,
and in a drug store, hardware store and
other places. The outdoor display included
fifteen
sheets. special sheets and 200 special 1Close on the heels of John Paxton, whose
campaign was detailed above, came Alfred
Gottesman, of the Strand Theatre, Shenandoah, Pa., in the third class. There was
very little in the way of exploitation that
could have been done that Gottesman did
not do.
Three weeks before First National Week
he started a teaser campaign in the newspapers which covered a radius of 50 miles.
Two weeks prior to February 18 he ran a
trailer campaign and one week prior a
series of small ads backed up by news copy
announcing the coming of First National
Week. His lobby was decorated with
streamers, pennants, flags and pictures of
First National stars, cut from a 24-sheet
poster. Smaller decorations were placed
in front of the theatre with special lighting to bring out prominent features. On
the opening day he chartered a trolley car,
decorated it, placed a band inside and ran
it as a special for -30 miles on tracks of
the trolley company, stops being made at
every town in the territory.
At 2 o'clock that day 1000 toy balloons
filled with gas were released in front of
the theatre among an army of kids. Each
one carried a First National pennant
which acted as a pass to the theatre, while
ten of them contained promissory notes for
one dollar. Sixty-two were returned, some
having traveled 28 miles, and newspapers
of the region played it up big.
Serenade was the attraction the first
three days and Sowing the Wind was used
the last three days. Gottesman had used
up so much space in advertising that the
newspaper limited him to one full page,
denying him a double page spread. In all
his exploitation he made liberal use of the
free accessories given by First National.
Joe Burton, of tlie Star Theatre, Toccoa,
Ga., winner of the third place in the third
class, paign
opened
up mailing
his Fii-st3500National
camon Feb. 15,
postal cards
announcing the coming of First National
Week. Following this he had Mrs. Burton
call every number in the telephone directory (number not given, but Toccoa has a
population of 3500) announcing the opening of First National Week, but keeping
her identity a secret.
Obtained permission from the city government to put First National banners
across main prominent streets. Had a
boy, mounted on a Shetland pony, ride
through town announcing the picture playing. On Sunday morning, Feb. 19, Joe had
his friend the Baptist minister, announce
from his pulpit of the Baptist church that
it was First National's birthday, and that
he would show First National pictures exclusively for the week. The clergyman, in
addition, recommended each of them to be
clean pictures and gave the titles of each
day's program.
Painted First National Week slogans on
sidewalks and center of town. Posted five
24-sheets on the best spots in town. Erected his lobby display one week in advance.
Had a man with megaphone announcing
from the top of the theatre opening day
and pictures
be shown
FirstWeek
National week.to Ran
First during
National
slides and trailer for two weeks in advance.. Used liberal posters of all pictures
booked. Made snecial banners announcing
First National Week and drove all over
the country with a bass drum ballyhoo.
Tied up with local order of Woodmen,
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using the drill team on the street in front
of the theatre.
The inducement offered these and all
other exhibitors who participated in the
First National Week contest are trips to
California with expenses paid and a salary
of one dollar a week. During the trips the
nine job winners will visit Los Angeles
and note the products that are in the making for First National release of such
stars as Chaplin, Keaton, the Talmadges,
Jackie Coogan, Katherine MacDonald and
producers like Neilan, Ince, Sennett, Stahl,
Tourneur, Read and Frothingham. Details of the trip have not been arranged,
but it is expected the exhibitors will go
some time during the summer. Arrangements are already being made to entertain
them on their arrival.
Measuring Patrons
If the good Lord made you as high as
Conrad Nagel or Dorothy Dalton you were
among the blessed of the earth. Manager
G. E. Maussert of the Rialto Theatre, Jamaica, L. I., admitted any one the heights
of these two stars free to see Fool's Paradise during its run.
On one wall of his lobby he installed two
height registering machines. These were
made of wood and consisted of an upright
rising as high as the one of the stars and
a horizontal bar to top the head. There
was a 5 by 4 machine for Dorothy Dalton
and a 5 by 9 machine for Conrad Nagel.
All the patrons had to do was step under
the horizontal bar. Either he or she did
or did not register the same size as one of
the two players.
The lobby was cleverly arranged following the world-famous scheme of the busy
stations of the New York subway. Just
above the box office were two signs reading:
"Gentlemen, follow the red line,"
and
"Ladles, follow tlie ssreen line."
These two lines were indicated by colored
ribbons stretched across the lobby, each of
which led to the proper height registering
machine. Just above each machine were
stills from the picture, an autographed photograph and a telegram from one of the
players to Mr. Maussert, complimenting
him on showing Fool's Paradise.
This is a brand new stunt and not only
attracted attention but built the receipts
through word-of-mouth advertising.
Oil Wells
The high point of the exploitation used
by Manager Richmond Dorman to put over
Fool's Paradise at the Plaza Theatre, St.
Petersburg, Florida, was the lobby display. He hit upon the hero's venture into
the oil wells of New Mexico as the point
of contact and erected two derricks in the
lobby with a pumping station at the base.
A motor loaned by the local power plant,
some salvaged lumber was used to build
the display and a piece of metal was run
up and down to give the effect of a real
piston. Lights which were used in the
shaft illuminated a twenty-four sheet which
was placed directly behind the derricks.
The display was insured against fire or
storm and the insurance company by signs
and a circulated report gave it a little
additional publicity.
A man, supposedly a stock salesman,
stood in the lobby and sold shares in The
Fool's Paradise Oil Company. Each share
was a ticket to the Plaza.

Beirngham, Wash., is not a big: town in population, but the American Theatre put on a big
town prologue for Fox's "Queen of Sheba" with a ballet of eleven persons. In addition to this,
they put out a three horse chariot ballyhoo with a driver in costume. They also had their lobby
elaborately decorated using beaver board painted to resemble tapestry and a number of locally
made posters.
A close-up of the
Dalton measuring
apparatus and the
display
back
of it byused
Manager
Mausert of the
Rialto, Jamaica,
N. Y., for Paramount's "Fool's
Paradise."

DormanManager
of the Plaza,
St. Petersburg,
Fla., passed up
rain insurance, but
he had this diswhich play
was insured,
rather
unusual, and got
ity.
him quite a bit of
additional publicFrank Moyer, manager of the Auditorium, Georgetown, Ohio, a First National franchise holder,
organized a jazz band of five boys who could play anything from ragtime to grand opera, who not
only play at the Auditorium, but also at dances, parties and picnics. That big bass drum tells the
reason why Moyer supported the band until it got on its feet.
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Manager Cobe of the Central of New York tied up with two stores on Broadway, one at 42nd and
the other at 46th Street, in which he arranged window displays for Universal's "Wild Honey" that
consisted of live bees at work in a box of honeycomb. They attracted so much attention at times
it took the cops to keep the crowds moving.
Sunbaked Louisville was treated
to a real novelty
in seeing two Arctic huskies being
led around the
streets by a man
dressed in a heavy
fur coat and cap.
There were no
signs on either
th e man or the
dog to indicate
they were a ballyhoo, so it started
the citizens to
asking questions
on every side, and
they were much
surprised to find
that this ballyhoo
was advertising
First National's
"The Silent Call,"
playing at the
Walnut Theatre.
This display cost four dollars, including the salary of the young lady behind the wash-tub. It
wais arranged by Frank Miller of the Rialto, Augusta, for Paramount's "A Homespun Vamp." The
farm scenery was borrowed from a legitimate theatre, and the girl pretended to use a certain brand
of soap that a local store was pushing, so the expense of the display was split fifty-fifty.
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Exploiting Serial
David Schaefer, manager of the Parthenon Theatre, at Wyckoff and Myrtle Avenues, Brooklyn, is a 100 per cent exploiteer. When he gets behind a picture,
whether it is a feature or a serial, it goes
over with a bang. His recent exploitation
campaign for Universal's With Stanley in
Africa should be an eye-opener to those
exhibitors who think they are going the
limit with a serial when they hang out a
banner and insert an extra line in their
newspaper ads.
After "selling" Herman Weingarten, the
theatre owner, on the idea of a real campaign, Schaefer tackled the Stanley serial
from all angles — lobby displays, educational— school tie-ups, novelty give-aways
and street stunts. His lobby display consisted of a jungle scene, made up of stuffed
animals and birds he obtained from a
near-by taxidermist, and which included
a leopard, a tiger and an ostrich. Moss
like streamers hanging from the ceiling,
added to the jungle effect. A local exservice man donned his 0. D. trooisers, shirt
and leggings, together with a cork helmet
obtained from a costumer, and made a very
creditable representation of the explorer,
Henry M. Stanley.
Schaefer then made a tie-up with the
newspaper by which he formed a Ridgewood Times-Parthenon Theatre Serial
Club. A membership coupon of this club
was printed in the newspaper a few days
before the first showing of the serial. It
also was announced that the first 100 children to bring coupons to the Times office
on the morning of the first showing would
be admitted free. All of the children who
appeared at the newspaper office received
a "Stanley" map game, an exploitation
stunt made available to exhibitors through
the press sheet.
The children were organized into a parade which wound its way through Ridgewood and finally to the Parthenon Theatre, and the serial was first formally presented to the Ridgewood public. As word
had gone out that those boys in line with
drums, bugles and other noise making devices would be admitted free, the parade
attracted plenty of attention to itself.
Reviews and Criticisms
Northampton, Mass., is a comparatively
small town out of the beaten path of
travel, as towns go. It might be said that
it is little affected by national opinions or
current events, but the Acamedy of Music
disproved that theory when it staged its
exploitation
campaignof its
on advertising
Tol'able David.
For the backbone
and
exploitation on the picture, the house used
the reviews and criticisms of the trade
papers, Life and some of the New York
dailies. It was illuminating to see how
Northampton patrons of the cinema
flocked to the lobby frames handling these
reviews and accepted them as an authority. They knew of the motion picture
trade papers and were ready to accept
them as an authority.
With a seating capacity of 1043, the
theatre played to capacity one night and
had them standing in line at 8 o'clock the
second night. The total cost of the exploitation was $27.50, of which about
two-thirds went into newspaper advertising and the balance in posters.
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Squaring a Circle
Squaring the most prominent business
circle in Saginaw, Mich., was the exploitation angle featured for the showing of
First National's Molly O at the Mecca
Theatre, Saginaw, Mich. The exploitation man covered the most prominent corner with squared boards over a building
in which alterations were being made, and
the large posters were able to attract
readers from a block distant.
The title of the picture and Mack Bennett's name were prominently featured on
a level with the second story, while the remainder of the space was grabbed off by
three-sheets and one sheets.
The exploitation showed the value of
keeping track of every angle. The manager of the theatre learned through a permit issued at the building department
that alterations were to be made and secured the billboard and poster rights to
the locations before any competitors could
horn in on it.
Best Yet
You talk about men using their brains
and their hands and pulling a wire here
and there to put a picture over, but over
in 'Spartanburg, S. C, there's a man, one
A. C. Gowles, who manages the Rex Theatre, who does all this and something more.
He puts his HEART into the exploitation,
whether it is ballyhoos, tie-ups or lobby
and nothing is too difficult or too intricate
for
work showman.
out successfully. He's our
ideahimof to
a real
For Saturday Night he took several
dozen Kewpie dolls of various sizes, built
little booths, ferris wheel, merry-go-round
and flying-jinny and, with infinite patience,
staged a miniature Coney Island.
The "weenie" stand, palmist, one-downone-seegar, knife-throwers — ^they were all
represented and the whole display consumed only the area of three wooden tables
placed in the lobby. The display was one
of the cleverest that has ever been made
in Spartanburg and the papers made so
much over it that the whole town visited
it. Many of them, incidentally, went in to
see a show that warranted all the eff'ort.
A Reminder
A piece of string, symbol of reminder,
was used in an unusual and highly successful exploitation stunt by Toohey Brothers,
managers of the Jewel Theatre, Sioux City,
S. D., in selling Metro's The Conquering
Power to their patrons. The string was
enclosed in a letter, which the enterprising
managers sent to their patrons, informing
them of their ibooking the attraction. The
letter began:
"When I was a child, I used to
forgetmother
to do used
things toI ong-ht
do.
My
tie a tolittle
string like this aronnd my thnmb
as a cnre, and between her and
tlie string I was cured of the 'I
Forgot
she wanted
me
to Habit.'
rememberWhen
something
important she tied that string rather
tightly — belieye me. Pretty soon I
didn't need the string reminder."
Then followed a paragraph explaining
that the bit of string was to remind the
recipient of the letter of The Conquering
Power. To build Ufp their afternoon patronage, aphotograph of Rudolph Valentino was given to each lady attending a
matinee performance.
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As soon as the mana£;er of the Mecca, Saginaw, Mich., found that alterations were to be made
on this building, which is close to his theatre, he secured permission from the contractor with a few
passes to put up these bills for First National's "Molly O." Such billing on the busiest comer of a
town will always boost business.
Manager Cowles
of the Rex,tanburg,SparS. C,
featured
real
action in his lobby
mount's
display "Saturday
for ParaNight" in such a
unique
manner
that it attracted
the attention of
thousands, one of
whom wasanda
"news-hound"
he gave the display pected
some publicity.
unexIt was made entirely from paraphernalia borrowed
from a store. The
Eifel tower and
Ferris wheel were
operated by a toy
motor.
You don't always have to hire a band to make people look at your ballyhoo. Put a punch in it
and they will look every time. That's what Manager Tooker of the Regent, Elmira, N. Y., did with
this one for Paramount's "Fool's Paradise." A two-horse buggy plastered with posters would not
have attracted any attention — Tooker made this one attract attention, even in Elmira, by hitching
one horse before the other.
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Live Alligators

A huge cut-out money bag advertising Paramount's "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford," surmounted
by a figure of Wallingford taken from a stock poster, made up the display used by Manager Lewis
ot the Lyric Theatre, Connersville, Ind., for that picture. It was the first exploitation stunt of its
kind Connersville had seen.
A flash can frequently be made
without killing a
bank roll, and the
Liberty, Corning,
N. Y., has it down
to a pretty fine
point. This time
they took a more
or less easily
recognized sedan
and covered it
with stock paper,
supplemented by
a cloth over the
hood, then started
it to journeying
around the streets
of Corning as a
ballyhoo for Paramount's "Forever,"
nor did you have
to look twice to
see what it was
advertising.

"An afternoon at the Modiste's" was the title of the prologue arranged by Manager Hall of the
Illinois, Centralia, 111., for Paramount's "Experience." A local department store contributed the gowns,
society girls wore them, an experienced demonstrator directed the happenings, a newspaper wrote it
up and the ladies of Centralia did the rest.

Pedestrians who passed Gregory's Drug
Store, Shenandoah, Pa., were amazed to
find six snapping, biting alligators staring
hungrily at them through the glass panes.
The crocodiles were shipped to Shenandoah to Manager Porter Seiwell of the
Arcade Theatre to attract attention to his
advertising for Fool's Paradise. In the
window were two cards reading:
Folks, if you will go to the Arcadedise,"Theatre
and see "Fool's
the Paramount
Pietnre,Paramy
eat.
father
will set paid and we'll all
(Signed)
Al. E. Gator.
and:
You should see my father nearly
chew
up Conrad
A'agel in
"Fool's
Paradise"
at the Arcade
Theatre.
(Signed)
Al. E. Gator.
Later in the week when the weather got
warmer, Mr. Seiwell hired six six-foot
darkies to lead the reptiles around town.
The stunt was the talk of Shenandoah.
The newspapers thought so much of it they
played the stories on the front page.
Exploiting Names
Exploiting big names with big names
was a simple but successful expedient for
the Sigma Theatre, Lima, Ohio, when •the
house showed Jackie Coogan in My Boy.
From Columbus, Ohio, the feature was exploited by the small son of Governor
Davis of the State.
The offspring of the State's chief executive bears a striking resemblance to filmdom's youngest star, and the dual introduction of well-known names was a happy
thought for the exhibitor, who cashed in
at the box-office on the picture. Mr. Ritzier, of the Sigma Theatre, and his house
manager, Ray Winks, profited in exploitation by being able to realize this opportunity of public interest in two juveniles.
Newsboys^ Showing
With the co-operation of a local newspaper. Managers McMahan and Jackson
of the Lyric Theatre, Cincinnati, successfully conducted a newsboys' special showing in connection with the exploitation of
the Fox Thunderclap.
Stories were carried in the news columns
of the Times-Star for several days in advance of the Saturday morning special
shoviring and gave implicit instructions to
the news venders on how and where to receive their tickets. In the stories much
publicity was devoted to the picture and
the theatre at which it was to be presented.
morning
of theto newsies'
allOnwhothe were
entitled
see the shovidng
picture
free
assembled at Building,
the Newboys'
Club ofincharge
the Times-Star
and
marched in a body to the theatre, carrying large banners telling of their destination. The boys marched in military formation, and the procession was the centre of
much curiosity as it wended its way
thoroughfares of Cinthrough
cinnati. the principal
As the special showing was held between
8:30 and 10:30 a. m., it did not interfere
with the regular business of the Lyric. The
showing was regarded with much favor by
the public because of the traditional sympathy that attaches to the little news
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Attention to Details
Paying attention to details brought Elmer Kamsey, of the Central Opera House,
Fairbury, 111., one of his best exploitation
stunts with the least cost.
Between the covers of Associated First
National's house organ The Franchise
Raimsey found a story about Miss Hazel
Keener being launched into filmdom as the
result of winning a beauty contest. He
had booked Bob Hampton of Placer for a
run when the news was released that Miss
Keener, a former Fairbury girl, was to
appear in future Wesley Barry pictures.
Ramsey huntel up all the photographs
of Hazel Keener in town, from the baby
pictures, through the leggy flapper age to
her present self and then visited the newspaper office. Ramsey wrote a column story
about the former Fairbury girl who has
accomplished her ambition of working in
the same picture with Wesley Barry and
stated that the film in which she will
support Barry will be the First National's
Penrod. Comment was then enlivened by
the recital of young Barry's delightful acting in Bob Hampton of Placer and the
newspaper story was profusely illustrated
with pictures of Miss Keener and the star —
all free publicity.
Its value was further enhanced by the
fact that numerous pictures of Miss Keener
were on exhibition in the lobby of the Central Theatre during the run of Bob Hampton of Placer and this idea brought many
seldom-see-the-pictures-people to the theatre. After all, Ramsey merely worked on
that human interest idea that ninety-eight
per cent of the world is madly curious to
Tcnow all about the other two per cent and
cashed in on that idea with absolutely no
«xpense connected with the exploitation.
Teaser Campaign
A little teaser campaign gave a snappy
start to Three Live Ghosts when that subject was booked for a week's engagement
in the Howard Theatre, Atlanta. Manager De Sales Harrison didn't wait until
Sunday to begin his newspaper advertising.
He started on Friday — and that is what
lie carried.
3
?
On Saturday in exactly the same spot the
next appeared.
3 LIVE GHOSTS
Not until Sunday did the thing really
"break,
and then
eacha splash.
of the three Atlanta
newspapers
carried
While he was busy with the newspapers
Manager Harrison was not idle in his theatre. On the same day that he opened
his teaser campaign he had rigged up in
the Howard's lobby, on the inside, directly
over the entrance, a neat little frieze display. In front of two national U. S. flags
draped in semicircular fashion was an
enormous figure three cut out of beaverboard and painted white. On this were
miniature figures of three men, suggesting
the three buddies in the story. And underneath were just two words — in very large
cut out letters :
LIVE GHOSTS
To the right were comic cut-outs of
three men, obviously fugitives, and a
placard read:
"A tale
threethebuddies
vrlio
came
homeof from
war when
the world had gi-ven them np for
dead "
After the picture opened this display was
moved to the outer lobby where it attracted considerable interest.

The cost of this lobby display, arranged by Manager Weld, Strand Theatre, Waterloo, Iowa,
during the celebration of First National Week, was negligible. The heads of the stars were clipped
from twenty-four sheets and mounted on compo board. The streamers on the walls and the overskirts of the ushers were of paper.
A distinctly Chinese atmosphere
was achieved
by
the Euclid
Theatre, Cleveland,
Ohio, in their
lobby display for
Mistress
the
Paramount'sof "The
World." To add
to its attractivenes , a fake Chink
in costume
(not
shown in the picture) received
messages from a
telegraph
ment andinstruwrote
them with chalk
on a largeboard.blackSome of
the messages related to the picture and others
were
items.local news
Manager HoUoway of the Palace,
versal's "Playing with Fire." A local
gether with a girl that resembled the
piano, and pedestrians stopped, looked,
moved to the palace.

Macon, Ga., rigged up a music counter in his lobby for Unifive and ten-cent store loaned the counter and the music, tostar,, Gladys Walton. This girl playedi popular music on the
then rubbed their eyes and wondered when the ten-cent store
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Hymaii's Stunt
The magnitude of Foolish Wives so impressed Brooklyn merchants when the picture was playing at the Brooklyn Mark
Strand Theatre that Managing Director
Edward L. Hyman found them easy to
interest in a co-operative advertising campaign that brought crowds to the doors
of the theatre.
Seven merchants devoted collectively
one and three quarter pages of the Brooklyn Eagle, the city's largest newspaper, to
advertisements in which they tied up with
Foolish Wives. The idea upon which these
ads were based was the appearance of
Miss DuPont, co-star with von Stroheim,
in each of the stores, for a half hour in
the capacity of saleslady. Miss DuPont
visited the stores on a Wednesday and the
Sunday preceding the stunt the Eagle carried apicture and story in its news section.
The day of her tour she was accompanied
by a cameraman and reporter and several
columns of publicity, in addition to a page
and three-quarter free ad was the result.
A streamer across the top of the page
on which four of the advertisements appeared said:
"Miss DuPont, charming' star of
'Foolish
now showing
the Marls Wives,'
Strand Theatre,
will shopat
Wednesday in stores advertised
on this page."
Each advertisement carried a picture of
Miss DuPont in addition to a generous announcement. Some merchants tied up with
the title of the picture. One said "Thrifty
Wives will pick up a rare bargain tomorrow
in Wilton
Rugs."
Another
Wives
vs. Foolish
Wives.
Wise said
Wives"Wise
vdll
take advantage of this sale, etc."
Based on Psychology
D. A. Smith of the Strand Theatre,
Creston Iowa, showed the genius of showmanship in his campaign on My Lady
Friends, for he put this First National
comedy over with a simple little envelope
that didn't cost a fortune and worked
wonders. The outside of the envelope
read:
"I dare you to hand this to your wife
unopened."
The inside card contained an announcement of the coming of My Lady Friends
to the Strand. It was passed out to all
men who entered the theatre the week
before this picture showed, and Mr. Smith
declared that it was funny to watch how
ladies would insist upon seeing what the
envelope contained even before they had
entered the theatre with their escorts.
The envelope was supplemented by a
clever campaign of newspaper ads and
readers, some of which read :
"WANTED" Two thousand wives in the
city of Creston to know more about
'IVIy Lady
Friends'
to the
Strand.
Signed
by TWOcoming
THOUSAND
HUSBANDS."
"TWO
ARE
unwillingTHOUSAND
to tell theirHUSBANDS
wives all about
their lady friends but they will be able
to understand more after coming to the
Strand next week."
Notices were also delivered at homes by
boys. Some of these read:
"I AM HAVING THE time of my life
with 'My Lady Friends' but don't teli
my wife. I'm at the Strand Theatre."
For a street ballyhoo Smith used a
woman dressed in male attire with a big
rolling pin. This masquerader paraded
the streets with the sign:
"I am looking for My Husband's Lady
Friends."
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The Branford, Newark, N. J., arranged a display on top of the marquee for First National's
"Hail the Woman," that consisted of a cut-out from the twenty-four sheet of a woman with outstretched hands suspended from a small illuminated sign. Spotlights connected to a flasher were
placed at the base of the figure and made it stand out conspicuously at night.

Manager Myers
of the Washington
Theatre, Chester,
Pa., duplicated a
battleship's turret
with two sixteen
inch guns point'ng
menacingly
across
the strePt for Associated Exhibitor's "A SailorMade Man." On
the turret between the guns
he mounted a big
cut-out of Harold
Lloyd in sailor
costume and
goggles.

Manager Gaines of the Coliseum, Philadelphia, offered any
tub full of water for ten minutes. His offer was accepted, and
the reserves from the police station to handle the crowd. The
bathing suit. It made Paramount's "Saturday Night" the talk

girl a dollar a minute to sit in thi.s
when the news got broadcast it took
girl went through with the stunt in a
everywhere.
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Harold B. Dygert is building a new
theatre on the site of the Crescent in
Newark, N. Y.
Louis Benny is running the Linden
Theatre on Jefferson Street, Buffalo, again.
He formerly owned the house.
Jensen & Von Herberg have closed the
Seattle Rex Theatre, and the old space
is being- remodeled for business purposes.
Two Tacoma, Wash., closings are reported. The Victory and the American
theatres are being made over into public
markets.
The Council of West Hazleton, Pa.,
has passed an ordinance taxing motion
picture theatres $100 a year, payable in
advance.
The Empire, Buffalo, has added stock
to its picture program. Samuel Carver,
manager of the Academy, also operates
the Empire.
J. B. Robertson has been appointed assistant manager of the Old Mill Theatre
at Dallas, Tex., succeeding M. A. Sellers, resigned.
The American Releasing Corporation is
occupying temporary quarters with the
Seattle Film Exchange, 2022 Third Avenue, Seattle, Wash.
The fire officials in Newark, N. Y., have
closed the Crescent and Opera House, operated by Harold Dygert. They allege the
theatres are unsafe.
The Colonial Theatre, newly erected on
Delaware Avenue, Palmerton, Pa., has
erected a new marquee, which adds a lot
to the appearance of the playhouse.
Whiteside Bros., Corvallis, Wash., have
recommenced work on a $150,000 theatre,
which is planned to open about Sept. 1.
It will have a seating capacity of 1200.
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The theatres of Tulsa, Okla., recently
inspected by H. E. Kopp, building inspector, were found in first-class shape and,
with few minor exceptions, not in need
of repairs, as far as safety is concerned.
Mike Jankowsky, who aided in establishing achain of theatres in Oklahoma,
Missouri, Kansas and Arkansas, has sold
his interests to Ensley Barbour, and will
enter the mercantile business at Tulsa,
Okla.
The Fotoshow Theatre at McAlester,
Okla., has closed. The liabilities of the
show house are said to exceed its assets
by many thousands of dollars. Ten-cent
admissions are said to have caused the
failure.
Allene Ray, motion picture actress appeared in person at the Mission Theatre,
Mission, Tex., recently. She recently
starred in Partners of the Sunset. Her
next picture will be Heart of the Rio
Grande.
M. Lessy of the Screen Art Exchange,
Philadelphia, is having plans and specifications prepared for a new theatre,
seating
1200,
to replace
the Germantown
present Cohocksink Theatre
at 2119
Avenue.
The have
office been
of Hunt's
Inc.,
which
housed Theatres,
in the second
floor of 1220 Vine Street, Philadelphia,
now occupy the entire second floor of
1324 Vine Street, above the Hodkinson
exchange.
Lillian and Dorothy Gish drew overflow
audiences to the Criterion Theatre, Buffalo, where they appeared in connection
with
"Orphans
the their
Storm."
in
town the stars of
made
first While
visit to
Niagara Falls.

Harold B. Franklin, managing director
of Shea's
Buffalo,
reports thatHippodrome,
the big Buffalo
house denies
will soon
change its policy to vaudeville and pictures.

Erie County, New York, is expected to
get two deputy commissioners on the State
censor board. Mrs. Eli T. Hosmer, Buffalo's woman representative, was in Buffalo recently to confer with Republican
leaders on the appointments.

The western New York unit of the
M. P. T. O. A. met in the Palace Theatre
Building, Buffalo, recently, to discuss
lower rentals and the daylight saving
repeal.

Louis T. Silvain has been appointed receiver for the Western Theatre Equipment Co. of Seattle. B. F. Shearer, the
W. T. E. president, is running the business for the receiver. A reorganization
will take place immediately.

In an effort to secure more revenue, the
Council of Weatherly, Pa., has instructed
its Ordinance Committee to draw up a
measure which will impose an annual tax
upon motion picture theatres.
C. S. Trowbridge, assistant general
manager of the United Artists Corporation, is in Kansas City for a conference
with T. Y. Henry and, incidentally, to
look over the territory in that section.

Ten

Anthony H. Hildenberger,
years, who died at Bethlehem,
the first theatre in the Steel
Grand Opera House, destroyed
1874, and for years was in the
business with marked success.

aged 80
Pa., built
City, the
by fire in
theatrical

The Reliance Distributing Corporation
has opened an office at 2016 Third Avenue, Seattle, with Theodore Johnson,

Thousand
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president; N. S. Brewster, secretary.
This company will handle independent
productions for the Pacific Northwest.
S. H. Bunce, the producer, and John
Lowell, the star, were in Buffalo for the
Strand showing of Ten Nights in a Barroom. H. Hunt, who is interested with
Mr. Bunce in the picture, was also in
town to take charge of exploitation.
Tenants in the Arcade Building at
Scranton, Pa., next to the new State Theatre of the Comerford Amusement Co.,
Inc., have been notified to seek other
quarters. The Comerford interests plan
to use the room for theatrical purposes.
The Kansas City Pathe office has qualified in the $1,500 sales contest, according
to Harry Graham, branch manager. The
entire personnel of the Kansas City office
is jubilant- over the apparent prospects of
nosing under the wire ahead of the field.
About 150 citizens of the town of East
Aurora, N. Y., have petitioned the town
council to have the question of Sunday
motion picture exhibitions voted on during the election. A similar petition has
been filed with the council in Salamanca,
N. Y.
There will be no summer suspension
in many of the towns of northeastern
Pennsylvania this year, as far as the
theatrical business is concerned. The
theatre men have learned that it pays
to keep going, and there is little talk of
a layoff.
During the Kiwanis Club business show
in Harrisburg, Pa., Peter Magaro, director of the Regent Motion Picture Theatre,
offered a number of box seats in his
theatre to persons attending the Kiwanis
affair. The stunt proved a big businessgetter.
United Artists, with the appointment
of W. L. Doudlah as personal representative, have, for the first time, sent a road
man out into the northwest territory.
Charles W. Harden, manager of the Seattle office, reports he is having phenomenal success.
The Strand Theatre, Pittston, Pa., was
given additional prestige this month
when Pittston City Council bought land
close to the playhouse for the site of
a new city hall. This brings the community center of the anthracite town close
to the Strand.
Eugeneat McAtee,
of the forth
Elks'
Theatre
Mahanoy manager
City, blossomed
into the Jawn Jay McGraw class this
month, when he was elected president of
the Baseball Association, which handles

Dollars

Reward

will be paid to any person who can prove that B. F. Porter did not sell and install Simplex
Machines in the Capitol Theatre at 51st Street and Broadway, New York City.
B. F. PORTER,

729

7th Ave.,

New

York
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Jan.

Oct.

Jfpr

Jun.
Dec.

4100.000

The old Bijou Theatre on Lackawanna
Avenue, Scranton, Pa., went into the discard on April 1, when the Comerford
chain gave
lease.
Comerford
interests nowuprunthe big
theatres,
and the
storeroom stage is passed. A candy store
will take up the Bijou leases and will
open an establishment in the storeroom.

4.000.0O0
3.500.000
\^

3.000,000

Number 19

officials to nullify the child-labor law,
has been recalled and a new opinion has
been handed down by the Attorney-General prohibiting children under 14 years
of age from appearing on the stage in
any theatre in Oklahoma.

f^6. 1
S.O0O.OO0

Volume 11.

2.500.0OO

Work will be started immediately on
the erection of a new ocean pier at Cape
May,
N. J., by The
Hunt's
Inc., the
of
Philadelphia.
site Theatres,
is practically
only unrestricted property on the beach
front. The frontage of the structure will
be about as great as the Convention Hall,
which is estimated at 125 feet. It will
cost about $100,000.

2.000.000
I.SOO.OOO
1.000.000
500.000

5,000,000
Only

theatre-goers

3,000,000
You know

A pair of "cross eyes" that fitted in
with the description of none other
than Ben Turpin caused the popular comedian to seek refuge in his train in Kansas City recently. His admirers became
too congested. Mr. Turpin and his wife
were en route to Hot Springs, Ark., for
a short rest. The comedian asserted that
he intended to retire from the screen in
another year.

to-day

July

in

the answer.

That business in the Kansas City territory is picking up more than at any
time since the war was unanimously
voiced at a meeting of Metro salesmen
recently. Exhibitors responded freely to
Metro-Haldeman week, March 26, while
Sid Haldeman, manager of the Kansas
City Metro branch, returned Wednesday
from Wichita with some mighty gratifying contracts.

It's the HEAT.
In hot weather, people won't go to a
theatre that's close and stuffy. They want
comfort — cool comfort — just as much as
they want amusement.
Of course, some theatres will play to ca-

Manager Fred M. Shaf er is booking features for a single day for presentation at
the new Lafayette Square, Buffalo. None
of the concert features or films from the
past week are held over for the Sunday
show. The Olympic, owned by the same
interests that operate the Lafayette, is
now closed for redecoration. Mr. Shafer
will succeed Charlie Bowe as manager
when it re-opens.

pacity business this summer. But they'll
be cooled by Monsoon Cooling System.
Will yours be one of them ?
Install Monsoons

for this summer

Write for Booklet V-13
Monsoon

Cooling

System,

71 North 6th Street
the affairs of the high-priced professional
ball team which represents the coal town
each summer.
contest
staged by
C. A M."private"
Parkhurst
and isJoebeing
Rosenburg
of
the Hodkinson sales force at the Kansas
City office.
A new
"lid" iswith
the
stake,
and both
men spring
are working
energy that bids fair to mount the sales
records a notch or so higher.

Inc.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Two armed and unmasked men entered
the office of the Palace Theatre at Fort
Worth, Tex., one morning recently,
bound and gagged two negro porters,
broke into the safe and abstracted nearly
$1,000 in currency and checks, then made
their escape. The police were notified, but
no arrests made.
Former opinion of the Attorney-General
of Oklahoma, claimed by the State labor

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT
ROLL
352 N. ASHLAND AVENUE
CHICAGO, JLLINOIS

Harrison Harries, who owns the Park
Theatre, a neighborhood house, Hartford,
Conn., is planning to spend about $10,000
in remodelling the front of the theatre.
Most of the work will be confined to the
lobby. A brick veneer will be used for
the front. Mr. Harries took the house
over about seven years ago. He is one
of Connecticut's youngest and most progressive showmen.
George Maillaird of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
Pathe representative in that section of
the Keystone State, is selling dates for
attractions as usual, even though he walks
around with several broken ribs and his
wife is laid up with severe injuries. An
ice-cream truck struck their car on the
precipitous
Wilkes-Barre
boulevard and hurled
them withmountain
their machine
down a steep bank.

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE
CS^S?)

FOLDEP.

TICKETS
best for the least money
quickest delivery
correctness guaranteed.^

April 8, 1922
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Colorado|an
Architect's
Denver^s New Theatre Is Said
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Masterpiece
to Be

the Largest in Rocky Mountain West —
Has Many New and Novel Features
DENVER'S new Colorado Theatre at Sixteenth and Curtis
street is the larg^est motion picture house in the Rocky
Mountain West, having a seating capacity of 2526 of which
the main floor alone accommodates 1481 and the balcony, including loges, 1045.
With its $50,000 Robert-Morgan organ, its excellent concert orchestra — its beautiful mezzanine floors, its marble staircases, its complete projecting equipment, its many entrances
and exits, its colored floodlights, its fixtures and furniture, its
lovely draperies and curtains, its nfliral paintings, its ushers
in uniform, and its myriad interior splendors the Colorado
can be compared with the greatest theatres of New York, Chicago or California. It is a sister theatre to the American,
which was built five years ago, and holds a First National
franchise. Both houses are operated by the Bishop Case
Theatres Company of Denver.
The Colorado was designed by W. R. Fisher and A. A.
Fisher, architects and constructed by the G. S. Lambie Company. It is built of concrete reinforced with steel and represents all that is up-to-date for the recreation, comfort, safety
and health of a discriminating public By means of a huge
series of motor-driven fans above the proscenium arch, it
is possible to change all the air in the big theatre every two
minutes.
The Robert-Morgan organ is the only one of its kind in
Denver. All the resources of a symphony orchestra being,
at the disposal of the artist; violins, flutes, harps, oboes,
tubas, trumpets, tambourines, chimes and also all the functions of a great pipe organ, from the thinnest faint vibrations
dov?n to the powerful diapason tones.
This instrument is operated by what is known as electropneumatic action. It has the double-touch system, so that its
four-key manuals give the effect of eight. In these four-key
manuals are 244 keys, and there are also on the console thirtytwo pedal keys, fifty push buttons and 279 tablets. It is remarkable to note that all these motions and the starting and stopping
of the air vibrations are absolutely instantaneous and capable of repetition at least twenty times a second, were it possible for the organist to play it that fast.
Something new to Denver is the mezzanine promenade
through which the balcony is entered. This floor has a large
opening directly over the parquet, through which nearly all
of the 1481 seats on the main floor can be seen. In the dome
above is a wrought iron chandelier with crystal ornament
and the curving walls of the dome are adorned with cameo
effects representing dancing, music, hunting, fishing, horticulture and other classic arts and industries. On either side
of this promenade, are lounges, one for men and one for
women, with the parlors adjacent to retiring rooms. The second mezzanine is similarly equipped, and both can be reached
either from the main floor or the building proper.
The decoration of the whole theatre follows Spanish renaissance design. The ceiling is blue, the walls are Spanish
red, mottled with suitable ornament. Below the upper frieze
are a series of arches, done in gold and ivory, displaying conventional eagles and the most characteristic Western animals

— on one side the bear, bison and antelope, and on the other
the panther, elk and mountain sheep. The front of the balcony shows ornamental motives based on the coats of arms
of Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain.
The proscenium frame is of open-work pattern, with a figure
of Aurora, at the top, and the coat of arms of Colorado and
a mask worked into decorative relief at the bottom. The
proscenium frame holds an inner frame of opalescent glass
through which any desired color of light can be thrown.
Masked niches above the exits also are provided with color
equipment so that at any time the entire theatre can be flooded

Main auditorium of the Colorado
with any color of the rainbow, all lighting being controlled
fromThetheprojection
operator'sbooth
booth.is a marvel of modern cinematographic
achievement. A battery of six machines is directed at the
screen. Three of these are of the latest Powers projectors,
one is a double-dissolving stereopticon and two are spotlights.
The Colorado Theatre is equipped with two sources of electricity, the 220 volt city circuit and the 110 volt direct current
circuit, generated with its own plant. Thus interruption of
either circuit by weather conditions should never interfere
with the showing of pictures.
Above the entrances is an electric sign 72 feet high, spelling the name Colorado each letter being five feet high and
seventeen inches wide. A Colorado state flag in color waves
at the top of each of these signs.

Views of Denver's new home for First National pictures, the Colorado Theatre, showing the building, stairway leading to the balcony and the elaborate proscenium arch
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Manufacturers of Famous Globe Reel Expanding to
Serve Theatre, Laboratory and Exchange
This is the home of the Globe Machine & Stamping Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, where the new type tension hub reel is manufactured, also a large variety of film cans now being used by
many of the large producers, exchanges and laboratories. This

company has made a slose study of the motion picture field and
is specializing in metal products in wide use in the industry.
Very shortly we expect an announcement from the company
concerning the perfection of a projection device much needed
in the theatre booth. This device is at present receiving the
attention of President Michelsen of the company and his staff
of engineers.

In the Da-Lite
Factory
Enterprisuig Screen Manufacturers in Chicago Expanding to Meet Orders
An interesting tour of the factory of the Da-Lite Screen
Company in Chicago was made by representatives of our Technical Department, who found the factory working full time and
turning out a wide var'ety of screens. Screen business, it was
reported, is improving with shipments being made every day.
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Supply dealers handling this product reported installations during the month past in New York, Chicago, Michigan, and in
schools all over the country. The State-Lake in Chicago has
installed a Da-Lite, as well as the Commodore in that city.
Two have been installed in New York.
The three types of screens most in demand, the factory reported, are the Gold Fibre suited to long houses which are not
too wide, although favorable reports were received from the
screen used in the Apollo, Chicago, which is a fairly wide house;
Gold Fibre is also used for Mazda, but the Da-Lite people are
working on a new Mazda screen. The silver fibre with a fine
surface is being used in fifteen of the Ascher houses in Chicago,
and one screen has been in service in the Madeline Theatre,
Chicago, for seven years.
The Gold Fibre roll screen, which is backed up with a heavy
coating, is proving popular, the Da-Lite factory reports, especially in schools and churches. This screen is mounted on a
new Hartshorne roller and is giving service in some theatres
using high intensity arc projection.
The Da-Lite manufacturers state that all their screens are
made of strong basic fabric of rough texture which can be
cleaned like wall paper. The claim is also made by the manufacturers that pictures on their screens are free from haze or
blotches and as free from distortion as it is possible to make
them.
The contract for the big organ in the beautiful new theatre
at Niagara Falls being built by the Cataract Amusement Company has been placed with The Marr & Colton Co., Inc., Warsaw, N. Y.

TIGKETS
^

TWO ONE
COLOR
SEAT.
P^
BOOK STRI
HANDRESERVED

'WELDON^WILLIAMS
O LICK.
FORT SMITH, ARKESTABLISHED 25 YEARS • KNOWN THE WORLD OVER.

INSPECT

THE

RAVEN
Simplified System of Account
for Motion Picture Theatres

HAFTONE
SCREEN
Was installed in tHe
CAPITOL

THEATRE

Broadway and 51st Street
New YorK City
August,
there

1921,

and

in regular

at any of the following offices:
Standard Film Service Co.,
217 Sloan Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Stanc^rd Film Service Co.,
Film Bldg., Elizabeth and John R. Sts.,
Detroit
Standard Film Service Co.,
Film Exchange, Pioneer
and B'way,
Cincinnati,
O.

is still

daily

use

In the March 25th issue of the Exhibitors Trade
Review we were compelled to publish the name
of a competitor who by indirect statements attempted to question our claim that Raven Haftone Screen is in regular daily use in the Capitol
Theatre, largest motion picture house in the
world.

Federated Film Elxchange Co.,
1018 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
ILUNOIS,

AND

WISCONSIN

Celebrated Players Film Corporation,
810 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Celebrated Players Film Corporation,
408 Toy Building, Milwaukee, Wis.
To

Raven
Screen Corporation
One Sixty-Five Broadway
New YorK

INDIANA

Inspect a System Is to Buy
EASY OF OPERATION
SAFEGUARDS YOUR BUSINESS
PREVENTS LEAKS
SAVES WORRY

It
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Any "smart business man"
would be willing -yes anxious
to pay any part of ^500.00
if he could "wipe out"
$93.60 loss every year.
Wouldn't

that

you?

You, Mr. Exhibitor, if your
bills for electric current
amount

to over $130.00

per

month,

can

save $93.60

per

If less figure 6%

of?

year.

TAe Series Arc M-G
Set that Produces

your yearly light bill.

Perfect oArcs,

The above figures are an
established fact. If we did
not know that you could

TransVerteR is the original series arc
motor generator and in actual service has
established itself as the standard M-G set o£
the motion picture industry.

prove it to your entire satisfaction, wewould be wasting
our money advertising it.
Now
How

the question is —
Quick can you stop that

$93.60 loss - and
How much will it cost to do it.
Get

the

answer

from

your

leading supply house.
The

ridiculously

low

cost

TransVerteR changes Alternating Current
to Constant Current D. C, furnishing light
of increased candlepower and unvarying intensity, that can be easily directed and controlled.
TransVerteR gives a perfect arc,
light, and a perfect dissolve of the
which assures pleased and regular
through improved projection.
The TransVerteR story is too long

perfect
picture
patrons
for any

single advertisement, so write today for literature containing complete information.

will surprise you.
Ask your Moving Picture Supply
man to tell you about and show you

The

Hertner

Electric

1908 W. 112th St.
CLEVELAND,

"T

E

P

E

C

O"

O.

Co.
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Portable

Power

Nine Tons — Generator

Number 19

Plant

Driven

by Liberty Motor Furnishes 12,000 Amperes — Most
Modern Machine of Its Kind in Producing Industry
After nearly two years of building and experimenting, Marshall Neilan's giant portable power plant has
just been completed and will receive its initial operation
in connection with the picturization of scenes for "Her
Man," to be released by First National.
The completion of this big generator marks the installation ofthe most modern power plant of its kind
in the world. Unlike most of the power plants now
in use in the production of motion pictures, the new
Neilan plant is transported on its own power.
Electricity to the extent of 12,000 aperes can be
generated by this plant through the use of a giant
Liberty motor with a strength of 400 horsepower
This motor when running capacity consumes thirteen

It will be employed to generate the "juice" for all future Neilan productions and by reason of its great
capacity will be able to take care of any demands necessary for the complete lighting of an entire studio^

gallons of gasoline per hour, 'drawing from a gasoline
tank with a capacity of 80 gallons.
The heavy outfit is propelled at a maximum speed
of 35 miles an hour by an electric motor. In other
words, the Liberty motor supplies the "juice" for the
motor which runs the truck.
The entire job is enclosed in a specially designed
body with drawing side curtains and nickel trimmings.
When closed for travel it resembles a giant limousine.
A special muffler arrangement places at a minimum,
the roar of the Liberty motor.
Various innovations have been successfully worked
out in the erection of this plant by A. W. Harrison,
who designed and built the generator for Mr. Neilan,
with the assistance of Stanfield Thompson, a former
Government engineer and expert on motors whom the
producer engaged to work out his requirements in this
job.
The entire plant is compact and complete in itself.

This power plant can make a speed of 35 miles per hour
In fact, it will supply enough current to light four
stage sets simultaneously
Through its speedy transportation facilities and
compactness, the plant will prove of particular value
for location work in communities where no current is
available or where the current is of insufficient quantity to take care of the demands of motion picture
work.

Marshall Neilan and his new portable power plant. Marshall Neilan is on the extreme right watching the designer, A. W.
Harrison, examine the terminal on a cable
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Mr. Dealer— Your Name
Here?
E. C. Andrews
Los Angeles, Cal.
The Dwyer Bros. & Co
Cincinnati, O.
Mollis, Smith, Morton Co., Inc
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Lucus Theatre Supply Co. of Texas
Dallas, Texas
Rialto Theatre Supply Co
Winnipeg. Can.
Edward H. Kemp
San Francisco, Cal.

FIXTURES

LIGHTING

FOR
There's a
JacobssonScreen
for every usual
or unusual pro-

THEATRES

WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN THEATRE
LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS AND
CAN HELP YOU SOLVE YOUR
LIGHTING PROBLEMS.

jection problem.
Mill,
WKit,
feet projection
surSome Valuable Territory Is Still
face, gives contrast
vjitkout F<.de..~.il.
Open.
Investigate Right Now!
Hein Theatre Supply Co
Peoria, 111.
Salt Lake Theatre Supply Co
Salt Lake City, Utah
Select Pictures
- Paris, France
Theatre Supply Co
Cleveland. Ohio
Wisconsin Theatre Supply Co
Milwaukee, Wis.
Here are a few of the representative firms controlling valuable territory with exclusive selling rights
for Jacobsson Screens.
The superior qualities of these screens have created
a good-will the dealer can cash in on by giving his
trade screens that fit the need exactly — and stay in
service long after other screens are discarded, and
regrets forgotten.
Telegraph, phone, or write for details before your
competitor snaps up this opportunity.

OUR SUGGESTIONS WILL INSURE
THE SELECTION OF PROPER
MG EFEQUIPMENT, GOOD LIGHTU
FECTS AND CORRECT FIXTURE
DESIGNS AT A REASONABLE COST.
Catalog being prepared,
reserve your copy now.
COMPANY
VOIGT
Designers and Manufacturers
1743-49 North 12th Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Jacobsson
3718 Woodland Ave.

Mfg. Co.
Cleveleuid, Ohio

Can you afford
with the heat

to take a chance—
THIS
SUMMER?

Is your

program

so good — your

prestige

strong — that you will get the business
less of the heat?

You

so

regard-

can have no better insurance for big summer profits than that offered by Typhoons.

TYPHOONS
Knock

You'll be surprised at how easily Typhoons
can be installed in your house.

the

Right

HEAT

Out

of

THEATRES
WRITE

FOR BOOKLET

TYPHOON
rOOlINC
SYSTEM
I
TYPHOON FAN CO.
345W.39'-ST
NEWYORK
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PROJECTION

Mazda—

What

It

Is—

How

It

Works!

( Continued from Last Week)
Optical Alignment
The remaining adjustments must be made
with the lamp lighted. (See Figs. 14 and 30
A.)
Move the control lever (D-1) of the type
HDS, form E, alternating current regulator
clockwise until the pin (D-9) strikes the stop
(D-10). When the control lever (D-1) is in
this position the current passes through the
warming reactance or choke coil (D-11),
whjch prevents a sudden rush of current to
the lamp filament at the start and merely
brings the filament to a glow.
Then push in the auxiliary lever (D-12),
thereby releasing pin (D-9) and slowly move
control lever (D-1) clockwise until the ammeter needle (G-5) registers 30 amperes.
As the control lever (D-1) is moved further
in a clockwise direction, more and more current is allowed to flow through the primary
coil of the transformer and correspondingly
greater current through the lamp filament.
Momentary drops in illumination as the contact fingers (D-14) of the dial switch (D-15)
move from one contact to the next are prevented by the contact reactance (D-13). (To
shut the current off, reverse the operation by
turning the control lever (D-1) counter-clockwise until it stops, thereby opening the circuit on the primary
side of the regulator. After the lamp is lighted, place a piece
of dark-colored, low, reflecting cardboard (usually the terminal
box cover (D-3) will prove satisfactory) and move it forward
and backward in front of the projection lens, until the rings of
the condenser are sharply focused on it (Fig. 16). Loosen the
four wing nuts (A-6, Fig. 5) on the back of the lamphouse and
raise or lower the lamphouse until the same number of rings
show up and down on the cardboard (Fig. 17). After the image
of the condenser is thus centered up and down, tighten the four
wing nuts (A-6).
Next move the lamphouse to and fro on its carriage track
until the same number of rings show on either side or laterally
(Fig. 18) by screwing or unscrewing the carriage adjusting
screw (B-2). Be sure that, when the prismatic condenser- rings
are centered, the motion picture position stop (F-4) is shoved
over against the condenser stop-screw (A-4) and that the carriage adjusting screw (B-2) is against stop (C-5, Fig. 13). Setscrew (B-3) should now be tightened. The prismatic condenser
(F-6) is now on the optical axis with the aperture and projection lens (Fig. 19). Place the revolving shutter about V2
inch in front of the projection lens and turn the shutter until
one of its blades intercepts the beam of light (Fig. 20).

Tilt the mirror up by moving its focusing knob (Q-1) down
and lock with locking knob (Q-2). Place the image of the filament in the circle of light on the shutter blade (Fig. 20). If
the filament images are too far to the left, screw in the contactbase adjusting screw (S-1) and push the socket (N) farther into
the lamphouse. If the images are too far to the right, unscrew
the contact-base adjusting screw (S-1), there:by pulling the lamp
out from the socket base (S). (The filament image on the
tinct.)
shutter may or may not necessarily be sharply defined and disLoosen the socket base clamp (S-2) and move the lamp forward and backward until the distance of the filament from the
back face of the prismatic condenser is approximately 2^4, inches
and then tighten the socket base clamp (S-1). Check the images
on the shutter blade and, if correct, tighten the lock-nut (S-3).
The optical train is properly lined up if the prismatic condenser
rings, as imaged on the cardboard, are perfectly centered iboth
vertically (up and down) and laterally (sidewise) (Fig. 19) the filament image is in the center of the spot of light on the shutter
blade (Fig. 20), the spot of light on the cooling plate is small
and centered, the lamphouse carriage (B) is against its stop
(C-5, Fig. 13) and the motion-picture condenser mount (F) is
against its stop (A-4, Fig. 13). Then close the motion-picture

Fig- 20
ng.f4E, A.C.H&Qulator
Forts of Type HDS Form

How to Adjust Lamp in Soc/tei Base

fiow to MeshrigMirrorJmage
21
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last

a
for

Mazda

motion
that
FOR

Lamp

picture

does

these

projection
things:
FOR

THE

OPERATOR
1. Gives
ture..

a steady

2. Makes
up.

perfect

OWNER
picpick-

3. Requires no adjustments while operat'
ing.

1. Cuts

current consumption from 30 to

60 per cent.
2. Gives steady and constant light source.
3. Eliminates

4. Reduces

THE

heat in projection room.

5. No fumes, dust or
dirt in projection
room.

flicker and

eye strain.
4* Increases box office
receipts by filling up
front rows.

For over two years our engineers worked to perfect this MAZDA lamp
for motion picture projection; and our confidence in it is justified by
its successful use during the past year in over 700 theatres throughout
the country.
This means that at last we have a 600-watt and a 900-watt Edison
Mazda Lamp for motion picture projection in theatres with main floor
capacity up to 1000 seats, or for a 16-foot picture, or for a throw up to
120 feet.
For further particulars apply to the nearest office of the General
Electric Company.

EDISON

LAMP

WORKS

OF

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY
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dowser (F-3) and the automatic fire-shutter. An image of the
filament will be projected on the automatic fire-shutter through
the pin-hole (F-7). The fact that the image is off center with
respect to
incorrect. the aperture does not indicate that the line-up is
Loosen locking knob (Q-2, Fig. 22) and move the mirror (H)
forward or backward by means of focusing knob (Q-1) until
the mirror or image of the filament as projected on the fireshutter is exactly the same size as the filament image (Fig. 23).
Turning the focusing knob (Q-1) clockwise will make the mirror
image smaller; turning it counter-clockwise will make it larger.
After the mirror image is of the same size, move the focusing
knob (Q-1) to and fro, up and down until the mirror image of
the coils meshes into the open spaces between the filament coils,
thereby making a uniform source of light. Then clamp the
mirror in position iby tightening locking knob (Q-2, Fig. 21).
rv.>
jsi v. Pro/ioivCo Adjusi ject/on.
for bte,rcop£/corj

Comp/eCz Lin/t onrigPoirers
\25 Frojeccor.
.

until the fault is remedied but do not touch the lamp socket or
the adjusting screws (N-1 or S-1).
ADJUSTING FOR STEREOPTICON PROJECTION

Parts of M/rror Ho/dar

Fig. 2Jr Im aga
fiow to Mash Mirro

If this lamp be; now removed, and another lamp (correctly setup in the same lamp-setter) be inserted, the mirror will mesh
correctly as before; but if it does not fall exactly between the
filament coils, move the mirror slightly one way or the other

THEATRE
C.

HOWARD
ELMER

DETROIT

SPECIALISTS

8^eK?^tSLvtres

CRANE,

Architect

GEORGE KIEHLER,
CYRIL E. SCHLEY

CLEVELAND

CHICAGO

Associate

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

"It is another of the BRENKERT MAKE Products"
Is the Chorus from Satisfied Users of
BRENKERT BRENOPTIGON Model "F."
The Most Useful Equipmen
Years.Has Been Offered to
Theatrest inThat

BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO., Inc., Detroit, Mich.

Simplex Sun-light Arc High Intensity Projection Lamp is a perfected
product, tested by severe practical
usage. It is sufficient to say that it's
"A Sun-Light Arc Product"
Sun-Light Arc Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York

To adjust for stereopticon projection push the carriage (B)
over on its track (C-1) against the stop (C-8). Then pull the
motion-picture condenser mount (F) over until the stereopticon
stop (P-6) hits condenser stop-screw (A-4) on the lamphouse.
Bend back the motion-pictui-e condenser mount (F) on its hinge
(F-1) against the lamphouse until the stop (F-4) engages in
latch (A-7).
The setting of the lamp with respect to the plano-convex condensing lenses is done by moving the stereopticon condenser
holder (P-1) backward and forward until the field is clear instead of moving the lamp itself to and fro as is the case with
the carbon arc. The distance for the lamphouse carriage (B)
to be moved over may be controlled by loosening the set screw
(B-4) and by varying the distance of the stereopticon positionpin (B-3) to the stop (C-8).
(Continued next week)

Beautify Your Lobbies with Art
Stone Furniture.
Durable
Fireproof
Attractive
Comfortable

Seat No. 4.

Size 48" long, 18" wide, 17" high
Practical as Well as Ornamental
on Request
Catalogue "G"
Architectural Decorating Co.
Plain and Ornamental Plasterinng Contractors
1600' 1608' 16 10 SOUTH JEFFcRSON ST.
Chicago,

Illinois.

OPEN-AIR
EXHIBITORS!
Start Your Show an Hour Earlier Than on Any
Other Screen
Run 2 shows a night in mid-summer by using
THE MAGIC CRYSTAL SCREEN
No
No Fading
No Distortion
row, Eyestrain
middle or— side
seats, —straight
or angle from
throw. first or last
Stands
any
weather.
Dust
it
or
wash
it
—
Brilliancy
remains.
Durability guaianteed.
Mr.
S.
X«Toy,
Manager
of
B.
F.
Keith's
Harlem
Opera
House,
says: and
"We have
havefound
had itthesatisfactory
Magic Crystal
Screenway.
for Itthenotpastonly2
years
in every
stands up as to mage, but shows a wonderfully clear picture."
40% — 60% Current saving guaranteed
Order your screen now t
THE MAGIC CRYSTAL SCREEN CO., Inc.
500 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Phone: I/ongacre 8328 and 8329
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News — Business

Records —

Firms — Equipment

Exchange

The rate (or classified advertising in this section is 4 cents per .word,
payable in advance. Special rates for long time contracts upon application.
New

Theatres

CHICAGO, ILL.— C. A. Johnson Real
Estate Co. will build at Belmont, Milwaukee and Hamlin Avenues, seating 2500.
TRACY, CAL.— John Droge is building
a $100,000 house on Central Avenue. It
will seat 1000.
BABYLON, N. Y.— J. H. Phillips, architect, is drawing plans for 1100 seat theatre to be erected opposite the Town
House.
WILDWOOD, N. J.— New Jersey Seashore Co. will build |750,000 amus.ement
palace.
SPRINGFIELD, MO.— William Fox
Amusement Co. will build at 256 Main
Street, costing $800,000.
DEVILS LAKE, N. D.— Sons of Norway,
a fraternal organization, will build.
SIOUX CITY, lA.— J. C. Morrison is
planning to build on Saint and Aubin
Streets.
FOND DU LAC, WIS.— Chris Schroeder
& Sons of Milwaukee are planning $135,000 theatre at South Main Street near
Dividion.
CELESTE, TEX.— James B. Trout expects to have The Palace in operation the
first part of April.
THREE RIVERS, TEX.— The Frio was
recently opened to good business.
ST. LOUIS, MO.— The Grand is being
thoroughly overhauled and redecorated.
DAVENPORT, lA.— Ernest Stewar has
opened his new theatre.
CAPE MAY, N. J.— Hunt's Theatre, Inc.,
will build.
SMYNA, DEL. — The Palace has been
opened by Horace David.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — Neubauer and
Supowitz, architects, are preparing plans
which provide for enlargement of the
Premier.

Begin Right with the
New Theatre
Invest $10.00 in a Simplified
System of Accounting for
Motion Picture Exhibitors
Will save you many a dollar
and many a tough worry
Published by
Exhibitors Trade Review
Knickerbocker BIdg,, 152 W. 42d St,
New York City

Changes
ROCKWELL, ILL.— Joe Duncan recently purchased the Empress.
FORT MADISON, lA.— The Grand has
been sold to John E. Whiteford.
LYONS, KAN.— J. L. Colborn is new
owner of the Cozy.
HARRISONVILLE, MO.— A. T. Perkins
has purchased the Schnell.
DUMONT, lA.— J. J. Keefe has purchased the Star.
CARTHAGE, S. D.— The Opera House
is now being operated under the management of Don Armsberry and R. G. Leuzinger.
LYONS, NEB.— The Reel has been purchased by R. D. Chapin and Harry Leniger.
ANAMOSA, lA Frank Hart has purchased the Crystal.
GRAND FORKS, N. D.— A. W. McCann
and H. B. Hanson have leased the Photoplay.
ST. CLAIR, PA.— John Wahlen has purchased the Palace and will remodel.
TRENTON, N. J.— S. R. Filson will manage the Orpheum.
NEW CASTLE, DEL — The Royal has
been bought by Williams and Erickson.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.— The Capital
has been acquired by Ventnor Amusement
Co.

change, $50,000, Charles T. Reilly, Amelia
Decher, Is'ew York; Adelaide French, Paterson, N. J.; Bramson Co., $5,000, N. M.
and Paul Abramson, L. C. Schultz, New
York; Simicoeve Corporation, $500, C. D.
Coburn, S. K. Evans, J. B. Smiley, New
York; Green-Bell Amusement Corporation, $20,000, A. J. Halprin, P. J. Rassler,
Elsie Gabay, New York; The Glorious
Adventure, $1,000, M. L. Malevinsky,
A. R. Walsh, Edward C. Raferty, New
York.
POSITION

WANTED

College Graduate, American, 28, Publishing and
Selling Experience, here and in South American
continent, both East and West Coasts. Speaks
fluently Spanish, French, Portuguese and German. Can handle correspondence these languages. Seeks affiliation film organization here,
where foreign knowledge and experience will be
valuable. Tritt, 366 Fifth Avenue, New York.
Fitzroy 6590.
Lights For M. P. Projection
BLISS LIGHTS rival Electricity, economical,
convenient and safe. No Ozone nor Ether required. Write for particulars. Best grade
Pastils. S. A. Bliss Light Co., 1329 Glen Oak
Ave., Peoria, 111.
WANTED
Not less than two hundred and fifty slightly
used upholstered opera chairs. O. H. Giese,
Edwardsville, Illinois.
SLIDES
LET LEON MAKE YOUR SLIDES
Fair
work Write
right, right
n'everything.
testingprices,
slide free.
now. Sam Focus
Leon,
Slidemaker, 207 W. 48th St., New York.
Adv. Motion Picture Clocks

BROOKFIELD, MO. — Sears and Jones'
Grand damaged to the extent of $5,000.
FREMONT, NEB.— The Empress. Estimated damage $10,000.
MONROE CITY, MO.— The Gem. Totally destroyed.
VALIER, ILL.— The Rex badly damaged.
OLNEY, ILL.— The Alco destroyed.
EAGLE GROVE, lA.— The White Eagle,
badly damaged.

MOTION PICTURE OWNERS: A present-day
necessity. Place a publicity clock in your theatre and receive an added revenue. Satisfy your
patrons and accommodate local merchants without interfering with your program. Write for
particulars. Publicity Clock Co., Inc., 105 W.
40th St., New York City.
STEREOPTICONS
Cartoon-illustrating-stereopticon, $15.00. Drawwriting camera,
is shown
on Spotlight,
screen enlarged.
Movinging or Picture
$20.00.
$10.00.
Supplies, Circulars. HETZ 302 East 23rd
Street, New York.
SALESMAN

New

Firms

ALBANY. — Park Music Hall, Inc.,
$10,000, A. A. Fleischer, Juanita Lichtenberg, M. W. Minsky, New York; Film
Storage & Forwarding Corporation,
$300,000, F. S. Goodridge, J. S. Livingston, F. H. Gradt, New York City; Ott
Sales Company, $10,000, Katherine Ott,
Rudolph Miehling, New York; J. J. Bott,
Jersey City; Star Serial Corporation,
$20,000, H. G. Kosch, Mildred Gerst, Anna
■rhompson, New York; Ara-Bee Film Ex-

WANTED

Salesman acquainted with buyers and who can
obtain orders for sales check books can make
favorable commission arrangements with leading
Chicago concern in this line. Chicago Sales
Book Co., 337 W. Madison St., Chicago.
FOR

SALE

COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT. We have
iust bought out a 300-seat theatre, everything
pood as new. Two Simplex Projectors, Ft.
Wayne Compensarcs, Opera Chairs, Screen,
Lobby wind,Frames,
Ventilating
Fan, Enclosed
ReFilm Cabinets,
etc. Exceptional
Bargain.
Write for prices. Movie Supply Co., 844 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
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rHE design oj this department is to diffuse among musicians and exhibitors correct information on all important
subjects pertaining to music for the film ; to improve the quality of musical interpretation and to raise the standard of music in motion picture theatres. Questions concerning music, suitable instrumentation, queries relating to
organs and mechanical players, etc., should be addressed to Music Editor, Exhibitors Trade Review.
A New

Picture Player

An instrument
has just
been devised
by the owners
Cob'urn to
Organ
Co.,'
Chicago,
which makes
it possible
for theatre
improve
their music without going to great expense. The Technical
Editor, while in Chicago recently, witnessed a demonstration
of the new unit which W. S. Coburn, head of the company, has
styled the Coburn Gem picture player.
It is possible, Coburn says, to huild in this player to any
style of piano. Such an installation was made at the Famous

Every organ tone is obtained, piccolos, strings, flutes, vox
humana and all necessary effects for picture playing. Where
comedy effects cannot be obtained on the organ the piano is
resorted to. It is said that the violin effects produced by the
unit in the Famous Theatre so closely resembles the real violin
that audiences have frequently asked the management where
the violin player was hidden.
"This instrument was devised," said Mr. Coburn, "because of
the need of better music effects and a wider variety of them.

This is the arthe organ pipesrangement of
of the picture
player.selection
The
usual
of organ tones
is shown here
and is capable
of producing
the same effects
obtainable with
ments.
larger
instru-

This is the Coburn Gem Picture Player attached to the piano.
It can be built in on any piano and has the advantage of producing music of both without the player leaving his seat. The
device near the player is a Marimbaphone but is not a part of
the picture player. Another advantage of this unit is that it
will fit a shallow orchestra pit or will serve where there is no
orchestra pit or stage
Theatre in Chicago where a blind organist is now playing.
This installation was made in a shallow pit. There was no
room for it on the stage because the picture opening was flush
with the footlights. In the Famous it was a case of graduating
from the piano to the organ stage.
The operation by which the organ is attached to the piano is
simple. The piano keyboard is refitted with a combination organ
and piano keyboard and a set of organ pedals attached. The
player operates both from the same seat. No awkward and disturbing movement of the player from organ to piano and vice
versa is necessary.
MUSIC
Geo. Rosey's
Leafcovers.
Folio No.
12 contents
Screen Classics,
assembled
loose
sheets inLoose
separate
Write1. for
and special
prices forin
Leaders. Geo. Rosey Publishing Co., 36-28 East 21st St., New York.
CUE

IN

THESE
POPULAR
HITS!
Send for
OLD FASHIONED
MARIE
Complete Catalog
featured by
of Popular ind
GIRL
Ted in Lewis
Classical Muac
the
^yAl.Jolson
Greenwich Milage
RichmOnd-RDbbiDnS Tk Ontstanding success of his
Follies
newest producUori-Bombo1658 Bioidway.N.Y

I believe most people will agree with me that it is a bad piece of
showmanship to let audiences sit through an intermission staring at each other. This unit was built to provide appealing
music, not only for the picture, but during the few minutes that
intervene between .shows. Organists can be obtained almost any
place to play the instrument and provide little musical specialties during intermissions. There are thousands of houses doing
without adequate music and the Gem should provide it for them."
Brevities
A $35,000 pipe organ has been installed in the new Main
Street Theatre, Kansas City, by the Kimball Company of Chicago.
David Samuels of the Shubert Theatre staff has opened a musical agency at 1493 Broadway, New York, .where he will book
concert artists for moving picture theatres in the United States
and Canada.
The new Tivoli Theatre, recently opened at Portsmouth, Va.,
features a large pipe organ and an orchestra of eight pieces.
In creating the music score for motion pictures, the art of
omission is often as important as that of commission, says S. L.
Rothafel of the score for Foolish Wives. The biggest thrills in
this picture were emphasized by special effects — in the storm
scene only the rumble of thunder by the organ was heard, and
in the fire scene only the shrieking wail of the fire engines
heightened the effect.
A good example of what can be used efficiently in the way of
music for the motion picture theatre is to be had at the Strand
Theatre, Rochester, N. Y. A large three manual Marr and
Colton orchestral concert organ is used for the entire musical
program. This is ably presided over by Mr. Grierson, and many
people are drawn to this theatre by its splendid musical proThe Strand
the most
largest
of Fenyvessy's
stringycity.
in
Rochestergram.and
is one is
of the
popular
theatres in that
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LAttertdcmcc

Jiojures

Increase

The box office never fails to reflect the appeal of highclass, appropriate music. The Cremona Orchestra-Organ has
proved this as almost no other theatre organ.

Cxemotia
,

Qi^eo/te

Orck&stra^Orcjan

A representative attendance "curve" before and after the
installation of a Cremona Orchestra-Organ is shown. Note
how attendance increased right in July, after the organ was
installed.
The Cremona is unsurpassed as a hand-played organ. In
addition it provides appropriate, perfectly-toned orchestra
numbers. A double roll system permits playing with any
standard player roll or solo roll. A varied appropriate program is assured with or without an operator, and your musical
overhead is minimum.
Ask for literature

Q/tecAjo/r^oieife

^iano

Company,

Chicago, %l.SA.
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Cameraman's
Be
Square.
What is your attitude toward your employer? Is it
one of loyalty, or are you trying to make him think
you are loyal and at the same time trying to make the
star you are working with hold you in your position?
Are you putting every effort into your work that you
are able to call forth regardless of the salary you receive, or are you just getting by through following the
easiest possible route?
Is it your employer's favor you are seeking or are
you trying to bask in the esteem of some favored star
or director?
Are you putting your energy into your efforts
cause you want to be proud of the ultimate result
endeavor to achieve your own personal ideals, or
you standing still with your hands in your pockets
moaning the fate that causes you to work for an
istence ?

beand
are
beex-

Many of us to-day are finding fault with the conditions that cause us to accept a cut in salary, and because we have allowed ourselves to become thus we are
looking at conditions through a slotted vision so extremely narrow that we cannot see the danger signals
strewn along the path on all sides and at every turn ;
while here and there we see a man who is using his entire vision in a broader way and is putting into his
efforts the best there is in him.
He is getting results

Isii
MOTION

PICTURE

'^APPARATUS
Bass Cuts the Price.
Latest 200 ft. Dissolving Model Universal, complete with lens, at $399.00.
Panoram and tilting tripod, $89.00.
Close-out on famous 400 ft. Liberty
War Model Universal, complete with
carrying cases, magazines and
lenses, $255.00.
Universal Panoram and tilting top
tripod, $89.00.
Bverything in motion picture equipment.
Write or wire your order.
BASS
CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. St.,
7 Chicago, 111.
109 No. Dearborn
0
I Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented,
I sold and exchanged. Portable lights for
i sale and for rent. Keep us advised of
1 your wants. Ruby Camera Exchange,
1 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.
^inuHiiiiiiiiiiniiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiii tiiiiiiiiKiiiii 1 1 M
We

assume
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Department
and he is slowly forging ahead, and avoiding most of
the pitfalls; his imagination works to his credit, it isbright and clear, not morbid and dark.
In one of the largest cities of the country where
three large first run houses were doing a paying business only one house is now open, and it is not doing a
paying business; in fact, many of the exhibitors whosigned iron clad contracts for a program cannot make
good and offer their houses to the producer to take
over and run for what he can get.
What is the result? Naturally the producer must
cut the cost of production and he naturally must commence with the most expensive item, the salary list,,
and if you will take the trouble to go into the matter
deep enough you will find the salary list represented
most of the waste that took place in the industry.
Stars, actors, technicians have not been the only overpaid employees, but some cameramen have been much,
overpaid and are just as are responsible for the condition of affairs to-day so far as the employee is concerned as any one else that worked for a salary.
The only difference now is that those who are responsible for the continuance of the industry are getting it on a business basis where it is going to be solid
where heretofore it has been considered very much as.
a grab-bag and he who had the longest reach got the
most money. Now it is results that are going to count
and now the cameraman as well as others has got to
stand for being whipped into line if he wishes to be
saved with the rest. If you get down and work and do
your best to help improve your end of the job, forget
the clock and the eight-hour law and cast self-pity and
false pride out into the discard and try to see how
valuable you can be, you will find yourself climbing to
the top and able to stay there when you do reach it.
You can't s.ucceed by telling your people how valuable
you are, you can only prove it by results and if you are
the right man for the job to be done you will get the
opportunity. It is then up to you to take care of it.
You have got to be in harmony with yourself if you
expect to succeed. — American Cinematographer.

WANTED
CAMERAMEN
J
The greatest opportunity yet offered cameramen. Men wanted in every
state for work bringing large, permanent, increasing income.
CHAUTAUQUA
Box 235FILM CO.
Dunkirk, N. Y.

CAMERAS
We buy, rent and sell motion picture and stiU
cameras, lighting equipment, home projectors,
etc. Write us your wants. Seiden, 835 Eightli
Avenue, Circle 5103-04. New York City.

CAMERAMEN. ATTENTION I I I
DEVELOPING, PRINTING,
ART and HAND LETTERED TITLES.
QUAUTY and PRICES RIGHT.
ARTFILM PRODUCTIONS.
Fine Arts Building, Rochester, N. Y.
iiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiuiinh-

full responsibility the moment your films are delivered to us for DEVELOP
ING and PRINTING and the results are always satisfactory.

Our experience and responsibility will prove dependable allies to your production department — always.
Telephone:
FILM MFG. CO.,
416-24 West 216th St., New
Wadsworth 3443-3444

York

City6
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the Latest Releases Are Being Received Throughout

ALLENTOWN,

PA.

COLOmAL
"THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE," Rudolph Valentino and
Alice Terry, (Metro). It was thought opposition house had taken off cream with
this super-offering but Colonial was filled
at all shows and did week's business in
good shape, even though weather was not
the best. Feature of local talent singers
helped keep interest keen.
RIALTO
"BACK PAY," (Cosmopolitan - Paramount). Made snappy break through booking up ten Allentown ex-service men to
give minstrel show with the veterans calling themselves "Bonus Boys." Linking
up of bonustablished aconnection
question with
esthat"Back
was Pay"
reflected
in satisfactory business being handled.
Weather bad however. Might have done
better if conditions had been more propitious, as picture pleased all.
HIPPODROME
"ONE ARABIAN NIGHT," Pola Negri,
(First National). Showing pictures at
popular prices good stunt here it seems.
Went across for fine attendance and made
hit as good as the first time it was run
at another house also in central business
section.
STRAND
"DOUBLING FOR ROMEO," Will Rogers, (Goldwyn). Star has big following in
this part of the State and picture drew
well. Made excellent impression.
ATLANTA,

of

GA.

GRAND
';RECEIVED
PAYMENT,"
Griffith
(Vitagraph).
ManagementCorinne
satisfied; audiences pleased.
Short Subjects. — Mrs Sidney Drew
Comedy, (Fox News). Chester Outing. (Last Half). "Extra, Extra!"
Johnny Walker and Edna Murphy (Fox),
type of story Grand audience likes. Went
over big.
Short Subjects. — Century Comedy "One
Horse
Review. Town," Fox News, Goldwyn Sport
RIALTO
"A CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN
KING ARTHUR'S COURT," Harry Myers
(Fox). Folio vsring the unqualified success
of this subject as a first run in the Howard the return booking in the Rialto surpassed expectations of the management.
Short Subjects. — International News
Weekly.
STRAND
(First Half) "ANNE OF LITTLE
SMOKEY," Winifred Westover (Associated Exhibitors-Pa the). Drew only fair business but pleased thoroughly those who
saw it.
Short Subjects. — Billy West comedy,
"He's In Again."
(Last Half). "THE RUSE OF THE
RATTLER,"
(Associated Exhibitors).

Management expected better business.
Short Subjects.— "The Milk Maid."
TUDOR
Mon. and Tues. "A SCREAM IN THE
NIGHT." All star cast, (Select). Fair
business.
Short Subjects. — Universal Star Comedy and International News.
Wed and Thur. "A WISE KID," Gladys
Walton, (Universal). Little star gaining
in popularity. Good business.
Short Subjects. — Luke McLuke Comedy;
Chester Outing.
Fri. and Sat. "THE MAN WHO LOST
HIMSELF," William Faversham (Select).
Second run, but even so the production
was well received and drew good business.
Short Subjects. — International News;
Gaylord Lloyd comedy.
METROPOLITAN
"THE BARNSTORMER," Charles Ray,
(First National). Good exploitation put
this over, but audiences were not pleased
with it. Comments generally placed it far
below better Ray productions. Drew satisfactory business.
Short Subjects. — Christie comedy, "In
For Life," and Kinograms.
Presentation. — Exceedingly clever musical score capitalizing every bit of business used by Ray as the trap drummer
and piano player.
HOWARD
"GRAND LARCENY," Claire Windsor
and Elliott Dexter (Goldwyn). The abrupt ending left audiences rather unsatisfied, but story unmistakably held interest.
Fair business.
Short Subjects. — Selznick News.
CRITERION
"THE FLOWER OF THE NORTH,"
Henry B. Walthall and Pauline Stark,
(Vitagraph). Drew average business
throughout the week and met cordial response.
Short Subjects. — Educational-Campbell
comedy "Assorted Heroes," and Kinograms.
BETHLEHEM,

PA.

LORENZ
"FOOL'S PARADISE," Dorothy Dalton,
(Par amount- William De Mille Production). Run for entire week and made big
hit. Houses past average and despite improbable plot, picture was pronounced success.
LEHIGHORfHElJM
"A FOOL'S PARADISE," Dorothy Dalton, (Paramount- William De Mille Production). Lehigh River separates two
theatres and they did business with really
different people in same community.
Money maker at box office.
PALACE
"EXIT THE VAMP," Ethel Clayton,
(Paramount). Ethel Clayton always seems
to draw in Bethlehem. Steel workers and
families turned out well. Say they liked
picture very much.
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Office

the Country

GRAND OPERA HOUSE
"BILLIONS," Nazimova, (Metro). Picture would have been winner at any other
tmie but opposition too strong. Those
who saw film were quoted in its praise.
Made nice impression and could be
screened again with success.
BUFFALO
SHEA'S HIPPODROME
"SCHOOL DAYS," Wesley Barry (Warner). Following an elaborate exploitation
campaign put on by Harold B. Franklin,
this
piccure
goal,"
the box
office"knocked
the first'emhalffor ofa the
weekat
and was held over the last half at the
matinees as a special added attraction.
Exploitation. — Over 500 cut out slates
were placed in store windows of the city
advertising the store's products as well
as "School Days." Hundreds of dunce caps
and rubber tacks were distributed to
school children. Dwig's cartoons were
placed in the Times with a heading "Wesley Barry in School Days at Shea's Hip." Aweek setting,
in advance,
Mr. aFranKlin put on apodromestage
showing
large
slate, announcing the coming of the picture. Through a hole in this slate, Eldora Stanford sang the chorus of Gus Edwards' song. The slate idea was carried
out in all the newspaper advertising.
Short Subjects. — Larry Semon in "The
Show." Scenes in Holland and Hippodrome
Review.
LAFAYETTE SQUARE
"INTRIGUE," Pola Negri (Nu Art).
Pola Negri's fame will not be added to
by the exhibition of such pictures as this.
Business was fair.
Exploitation.. — Newspapers, window
cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — Snub Pollard comedy,
Selznick News and scenic subject.
LOEWS STATE
"FOOLISH MATRONS," Hobart Bosworth (A. P. — First National). Business
continues good at this house. The stars
of this picture are popular in town. The
story's mented
entertaining
qualities
on favorably by
patrons.were comExploitation. •— Big advertising campaign, lobby displays, window cards and
bill boards.
Short Subjects. — Snooky comedy, "A
Home News.
Run," Mutt and Jeff cartoon and
Pathe
MARK-STRAND
"TEN NIGHTS IN A BARROOM,"
John Lowell and Baby Ivy Ward (Arrow).
This picture recorded the best business
in a long time at the Strand. The excellent advance publicity must be given
much of the credit for the success at
the box offi,ce. Patrons, however, it seems
want this kind of picture just now. The
crowds, continued all week. John Lowell,
the
star, appeared in person during the
showing.
Short Subjects. — Screen Snapshots and
Kinograms.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising
big feature of campaign. Appropriation
tripled for the attraction.
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SHEA'S NORTH PARK
"SCHOOL DAYS," Wesley Barry (Warner). This neighborhood house being in
the center of a big and high class residential section attracted all the kids in the
community. The kids, of course, brought
their parents. Business excellent.
PALACE
"A PAIR
OF SILK STOCKINGS,"
Constance Talmadge (Select). As a revival it attracted fair business, playing up
Harrison Ford and Wanda Hawley. In
addition a Chaplin revival was shown.
This seems to be a good policy at present.
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advertised along with "A Trip to Spain,"
the second of a series of musical adventures to foreign countries. Spanish songs
and dances were featured on the stage.
Business Good.
Short Subjects. — Mermaid Comedy,
"Step
ThisCartoon.
Way," Pathe News and Mutt
and Jeff
LOEWS MALL AND PARK
"WHY ANNOUNCE YOUR MARRIAGE?" Elaine Hammerstein (Selznick). Business fair. Just a little advance publicity was given to this production, featured for the first half of the
week at these theatres.
STANDARD

CHICAGO
BARBEE
"CAMERON OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED," Gaston Glass (Hodkinson). A tale
of the Canadian Northwest fashioned according to regulation specifications. Business was very good all week.
CHICAGO
"SCHOOL DAYS," Wesley Barry (Warner). A delightful entertainment with the
little star adding to his laurels. Presented
to excellent patronage at every performance.
CASTLE
"CHARGE IT," Clara Kimball Young
(Equity). A society drama providing fair
entertainment. Business for the past
seven days justified holding the picture
over another week.
TlVOLl AND RIVIERA
"THE SEVENTH DAY," Richard Barthelmess (First National). A comedy
drama that finds the popular Barthelmess
in role that does not measure up to his
ability. Business held up very well all
week at both theatres.
ROOSEVELT
"FOOL'S PARADISE," Dorothy Dalton
(Paramount). An elaborate De Mille fantasy well worth seeing. Excellent attendance at every showing during the week.
CLEVELAND
ALLEN
"COME ON OVER," Colleen Moore
(Goldwyn).
Good business.
Exploitation. — ^Manager McCormick introduced this new Goldwyn attraction as
the featured photoplay during "Cheer Up
Week." A week in advance of the showing of the picture, the newspaper campaign was launched tieing up the old sage
of "The optimist sees the doughnut while
the pessimist only sees the hole."
In all his copy there appeared a halftone reproduction of a doughnut with
some caricatured outlines of men, women
and children.
At each performance; doughnuts were
passed out to the audience by little bakery
maids.
During the week several club luncheons
were "stormed" by the doughnut maids.
The stage prologue introduced Harry
Rose, who acted as master of ceremonies
and also as the proprietor of the Prosperity Bake Shop, which turned out about
twenty doughnut maids and with them
came baskets filled with doughnuts.
It was a novel stunt, well presented
and created a great deal of talk.
LOEWS STATE
"THE WORLD'S CHAMPION," Wallace Reid (Paramount).
The picture was

"MAN

TO MAN," Harry Carey (Universal). Good business.
Exploitation. — Advance newspaper advertising and an attractive lobby did
much turetothatbuild
goodheldbusiness
on athissecond
picwill be
over for
week.
Short Subjects. — Qentury Comedy,
"Mutts" and International News.
LOEWS STILLMAN
"THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE," Valentino and Terry
(Metro). Brought back for a return engagement that warrants at least a two
weeks' showing.
COLUMBIA,

S. C.

LESTER'S RIVOLI
"TEN
NIGHTS
IN A BARROOM "
(Arrow). Premier showing in the South
of this production. Capacity crowds. A
box office attra<ction. Wonderful audienceappeal picture.
IMPERIAL
"BOBBED HAIR," Wanda Hawley
(Paramount). A pleasing picture and did
good business.
KANSAS

CITY

LIBERTY
"CAMERON OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED," Special cast (Hodkinson). This one
proved to be a good box office attraction,
playing to large houses all week.
Short Subjects. — "Mutts," comedy; Pathe
News, current events, and "Aesop's
Fables," comedy.
Exploitation. — Author of the story,
Ralph Connor, and individual members of
the cast played up in newspaper space.
Also liberal space to the comedy, "Mutts,"
which was surrounded by half-tone cuts
of various types of dogs. Also lobby display and billboard space.
DORIC
"THE BRIDE'S PLAY," Marion Davies (Paramount). Played to fair crowds
for a week, despite strong competition.
ShortPollard
Subjects.—
"HotandOff International
the Press,"
Snub
comedy,
News, current events.
Exploitation.— Picture played up, in
conjunction with original poem, as the
"opening
springspace.
play ofMarion
spring,"
in Sunday newspaper
Davies
also
given prominent mention. Lobby display
and billboards.
NEWMAN
"FOOL'S PARADISE," Special cast,
(Paramount). A real drawing card, one
which played to crowded houses for a
week's run, Cecil B. De Mille's produc-
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here. tions being almost certain to draw well
Short Subjects. — Newman News and
Views, current events.
Exploitation. — The production was
widely advertised as "The very greatest
triump of Cecil B. De Mille's career."
Half-tones, portraying battle with alligators, used in newspapers, while the cast
was
playedspace.
up big in lobby display and
billboard
ROYAL
"THUNDERCLAP," Special cast (Fox).
Best box office attraction in several
weeks. Played to large weekly attendance.
Short Subjects. — "Battling Torchy,"
Johnny Hines comedy, and Royal Screen
Magazine, current events.
Exploitation. — The fact that the production was shown in New York at $2 top
price was played up in lobby display and
newspaper space. Mary Carr, as the
famous "mother" in "Over the Hill," was
given much space.
TWELFTH STREET
"SERENADE," Miriam Cooper (First
National). Aided by a good comedy, this
one did a good week's business. Charles
Chaplin, featured in the comedy, has not
lost one ounce of popularity here.
Short Chaplin,
Subjects. —comedy,
"A Dog's
Life,"
Charles
and Screen
Magazine, current events.
Exploitation. — The comedy was played
up much in excess of the feature, large
cuts of Chaplin being run in newspaper
and lobby display space. Also billboards.
LOS

ANGELES

CALIFORNIA
"COME ON OVER," Colleen Moore
(Goldwyn). — The management used only
average advertising, with tie-ups in about
45 stores with Colleen Moore's photographs. The feature is the biggest drawing card of the 13 first run houses in Los
Angeles. It is a sure winner and is scheduled to run the second week, much to the
contrary of the California policy, as the
theatre is strictly a one-week house.
Short Subjects. — Carli D. Elinor selected for his 50 piece orchestra, "Poet
and Peasant," Prelude and Siciliana from
"Cavalleria Rusticana" and "Memphis
Blues." Goldwyn Sport Review, "Winter
Pep"; Jose Rock Comedy, "The Whirlwind"; California Topical Review and
Magazine, Topics of the Day.
"THE SILENT CALL," Special cast
MILLER'S
(First National).
In the seventh week and
the end is not yet in sight. One of the
best exploitation pi<;tures that Manager
Miller has booked in a long time. The
latest stunt pulled was a float Avith the
dog's head on either side, announcing the
picture in the seventh week at Miller's.
It is a great kid's picture and all the military schools, other private schools and
most of the public schools have endorsed
the picture with the big "Okey."
Short Subjects. — "Schoolday Love."
SVPERBA
"WILD HONEY," Priscilla Dean. (Universal). This picture proves that the public really does shop for its pictures and
that Priscilla Dean is a drawing card
whether she is extensively advertised or
not. Picture has played to a very good
week. Only the average advertising was
used with press notices.
Short Subjects. — International News.
Baby Peggy in "Little Miss Mischief."
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GRAVMAJS'S MILLION DOLLAR
"TRAVELIN' ON," Wm. S. Hart (Paramount). Going- over big. Bill Hart has
big office value in Los Angeles. His pictures can always be relied upon as being
clean and entertaining. The picture has
pulled a good crovi'd all the week in spite
of wind and rain and the beginning of the
Lenten season.
Short Subjects. — ^Grauman's Symphony
Orchestra, Pathe Weekly, Murtagh at the
Wurlitzer playing "Berceuse" from
■"Jocelyn," Grauman's World Visions.
TALLY'S BROADWAY
"'ONE GLORIOUS DAY," Will Rogers
(Paramount). Only a small amount of advertising was used. If the feature had
been pushed at any other theatre in town,
it would undoubtedly have done better.
Fair business.
Short Subjects. — Scenic, third chapter
of "The Cradle of Civilization," and solo.
, KimMA
"THE SEVENTH DAY," Richard Bartholmess (First National). Average
amount of advertising was used. The
picture did not do as well as the management expected, but the weather and Lenten season were partly to blame.
Short Subjects. — Topics of the Day,
"From Dawn to Dusk in Egypt," Kinema
Pictorial Review; Solo, "Wyoming Lullaby," Jack White Comedy, "Step This
MISSION
Way."
"FOOLISH WIVES," Von Stroheim
(Universal). In the fifth week and the end
not yet in sight. The attendance has
builded from the first week. The advertising has been on the average amount;
since the end of the first week, the picture, has carried itself. It has proven a
big money maker. The picture has run
a record all through this territory.
GRAUMAWS RIALTO
"FOOL'S PARADISE," Dorthy Dalton
(Paramount). In the second week and
will run five, it is expected.
Short Subjects. — Grauman's Rialto Orchestra, Pathe Weekly.
LOEWS STATE
"EDEN AND RETURN," Doris May
(Robertson-Cole). The feature was given
half of the advertising space over the
vaudeville bill. The star is liked by some
in Los Angeles, but opinions are divided as
to her popularity. Vaudeville completed
the program.
CLUNE'S BROADWAY
" M ID N I G H T," Constance Binney
(Realart). The star is not well known in
Los Angeles and is not of great box
office value.
Short Subjects. — Kinograms; Comedy,
"Stolen Glory."
SYMPHONY
"BORNEO JUNGLE ADVENTURES,"
Martin Johnson's.
Only fair.
was ex-a
pected that the feature
wouldIt make
killing, but the Los Angeles public did not
attend in any overwhelming numbers.
MILWAUKEE
ALHAMBRA
"RENT FREE," Wallace Reid (Paramount).— Fine business. The combination
of stars drew good crowds, regardless of
the film itself.
Exploitation. — Newspaper and lobby advertising.
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Short subjects. — Two act Torchy comedy, Pathe news, Literary Digest.
BUTTERFLY
"WILD HONEY," Priscilla Dean (Universal-Jewel).—Priscilla Dean has won
warm admirers who never miss the chance
to see her, always confident that there will
be plenty of action. Business good. Newspaper criticisms and comments of audiences very favorable.
Short Subjects. — Comedy "Mutts," featuring Brownie; Fox news and newsettes.
MERRILL
"HER
HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK,"
Gloria Swanson (Paramount). — Business
good. Gloria, nowever, can always be depended upon to draw them in.
Exploitation. — Lobby display, street car
signs and newspaper advertising.
Short Subjects. — International news
reels and Goldwyn short reel classic,
"Tropical Tea Time," and Screen snapshots.
SAXE'S RIALTO
"THE ROUGH DIAMOND," Tom Mix
(Fox). — Newspaper criticisms and public
very enthusiastic about Tom's latest.
Short Subjects. — Jimmy Savo in "Pardon
Me"; Selznick news reels.
SAXE'S GRAND
"THE SILENT CALL," featuring the
"wonder dog," Strongheart (First National) and Mack Sennett Comedy "Duck
Hunters." Fair business.
Short Subjects. — First National Kinograms and Literary Digest.
TOY
"PEACOCK ALLEY," Mae Murray
(Metro). — Although a second run film in
the downtown district, this played to capacity houses.
Short Subjects. — Century comedy and
Universal news reels.
OKLAHOMA
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CITY

CRITERION
"PEACOCK ALLEY," Mae Murray
(Metro). A novel lobby display and excellent exploitation of the title of a splendid picture resulted in crowded houses all
week. Picture seemed to be just what
patrons wanted.
Short Subjects. — Special musical numbers by the Criterion orchestra, Snappy
News from Everywhere; Comedy, "Wild
andExploitation.
Woolly." — Live peafowls were
placed in show windows of leading stores,
street car, billboards, show cards, heralds
and posters and in a wire cage in front
of box office.
CAPITOL
"HER HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK,"
Gloria Swanson (Paramount). A splendid
picture which pleased a big business for
an entire week.
Exploitation.— Special campaign newspaper advertising, billboards, window
cards, lobby display.
EMfRESS
"FLOWER OF THE NORTH," Pauline
Starke (Vitagraph). The picture enjoyed
capacity
business for first half of the
week.
ShortWeeklyn
Subjects.News.
— "Torchy's Frame Up,"
Pathe
"THE BARNSTORMER," Charles Ray
(First National). Good attraction. One
that was appreciated by large audiences.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper advertising. Window cards, posters, pictures
and heralds.

RIALTO
"A VIRGIN PARADISE," Pearl White
(Fox). Picture was success without any
more effort than usual and some lobby
stills. Made fine impression.
BROADWAY
"GET-RICH-QUICK WALLINGFORD,"
Special cast (Paramount). Good attraction with good business prevailing.
NEW FOLLY
"THE
MYSTERIOUS
RIDER." All
star (Hodkinson). Fine picture with good
business prevailing.
TULSA, OKLA.
RIALTO
"BURN 'EM UP BARNES," Johnny
Hines (Affiliated Dist.). Big business.
Audiences well pleased with picture. Capacity houses.
Exploitation. — Newspaper campaign
one week before showing and during run.
Billboards and heavy billing.
PHILADELPHIA
STANLEY
"THE CHAMPION," Wallace Reid
(Paramount).
good crowds allWally's
week. popularity
The picture drew
was
exploited as a screen version of the play,
and Lois Wilson was advertised as costarring with Reid. It made a popular
appeal, and gained momentum every day.
Short Subjects. — Johnny Hines in
"Torchy and Orange Blossoms," "Urban
Movie Chats," Prizma, "The Enchanted
City" and Pathe News.
"SCHOOL DAYS," Wesley Barry (Warner Bros. — ^State Rights). The picture was
given more novel exploitation than any
other production that ever came to the
Stanley. Ticket sellers, ushers and all
house attaches were dressed in rube costumes. A Gus Edwards prologue was
widely advertised and the combination resulted in good business throughout the
week.
Short Subjects. — Buster Keaton in
"Cops" and Pathe News.
ARCADIA
"HER OWN MONEY," Ethel Clayton
(Paramount). The title of the picture
seemed to have wonderful box office value,
and drew better than any other of the
star's previous offerings. It was given no
little praise by patrons and press.
Short Subjects. — "Rambling Romeo,"
Burton Holmes Travelogue, "The First
Families of America."
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (Paramount). Picture did a good business.
Story was well liked and pleased patrons,
which rather than title of story helped to
increase business as week progressed.
Short Subjects.—
"The WhiteandMouse,"
Federated
Screen Snapshots
Pathe
News.
"ONE GLORIOUS DAY' (Paramount).
While the picture was highly praised from
ever corner it was felt it did not get the
patronage it deserved.
Short Subjects. — Campbell comedy,
"Monkey Shines," World Travel Picture,
"The People of Bruges."
REGENT
"JACKIE," Shirley Mason (Fox).— Enjoyed fairly good patronage throughout
the week, but gained strength toward the
latter part. Star has no special following
but the merits of the picture seemed to
draw.
Short Subjects. — Mutt and Jeff cartoon.
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"The Cashier," Harold Lloyd in "Hit Him
Again."
"FIRST LOVE," Constance Binney
(Realart). Picture took exceptionally
well and drew good houses all week. Well
received by both press and patron.
KARLTON

Comedy end of bill was looked for from
Rogers and his appearance in film assisted
in cleanup for houses past normal averages in size. Made fine impression and
the film was enjoyed. Well spoken of in
theatrical pages of Scranton dailies.
STATE

"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR," Jack
Holt and Agnes Ayres (Paramount). Took
so well that it was held over for a second
week. Was patronized by a very fine class
of people, who were unstinted in their
praises of the whole production. Splendid
business.
Short Subjects. — Buster Keaton in
"Cops," Pathe News and scenic, "Combatting the Elements."
STANTON

"THE GOLDEN SNARE," Lewis Stone
(First National). Curwood story on
screen was good magnet. People turned
out well and liked Curwood yarn of northwest police first rate.
MILES
"THE DWELLING PLACE OF
LIGHT" (Benjamin B. Hampton production). Robert M'Kim, star, appeared in
person and this was big drawing card.
Picture pleased and was considered first
rate production. Audiences past average
figures.

"FOOTFALLS," Tyrone Powers (Fox).
Did not draw at all, and one of the few
pictures to stay only a week at this house.
Production was declared to have merit,
but did not seem to bring in the crowds.
andShort
Fox Subjects.
News. — "Urban Movie Chats"
CAPITAL
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS" (Paramount).
As a comedy production picture made a
good mark, and did well from the box
office end.
Short Subjects. — Buster Keaton in "The
High Sign" and "Magic Gems."
VICTORIA
"SKY HIGH," Tom Mix (Fox). Mix is
always a big favorite with Market Street
theatre-goers, and this picture proved no
exception. Good business and production
well liked.
Short Subjects. — Bruce Scenic, "Missing Men," and Sunshine Comedy, "Hold
the Line."
RICHMOND,

VA.

COLONIAL
(First half) "THE BROKEN DOLL,"
(Alan Dwan-Associated Producers). Personal appearance of Monte Blue in connection with this showing resulted in capacity business for three days.
(Last half) "THE LAW AND THE
WOMAN," Betty Compson (Paramount).
Three days to very good business.
BIJOU
"FOOL'S PARADISE," (De Mille-Paramount). An entire week to very good business.
ACADEMY
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," (Griffith-United Artists). Griffith's greatest
picture, and played to capacity business
for an entire week at one dollar top, all
seats being reserved.
SCRANTON,

PA.

STRAND
"FOOL'S PARADISE," Dorothy Dalton
(Paramount- William De Mille). Played
for whole week to packed houses, even
with mine situation in bad shape. Made
big impression and did unusually good
business. Classed as one of best of the
Paramounts
of the year.
De Mille's
used
in exploitation
and magic
of his name
name
helped to make picture success.
POLI
"DOUBLING FOR ROMEO," Will Rogers (Goldwyn). Much interest in star.

ST. LOUIS,
NEW

MO.

GRAND CENTRALWEST END
LYRIC

"THE BEAUTIFUL LIAR," Katherine
MacDonald (First National) and "THE
BATTLE OF JUTLAND" (Educational)
— Double Feature. — Business throughout
week very good, M^ith a slight increase in
attendance at matinees. "The Battle of
Jutland" was featured above "The Beautiful Liar."Subjects.— " 'Twas Ever Thus"
Short
comedy News and Views. "The Battle of
Jutland" received a good amount of advance advertising, a week before showing
of picture.
MISSOURI
"HER
HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK,"
Gloria Swanson (Paramount). — The women admirers of Gloria Swanson made the
matinees very good while the night attendance registered above average.
Short Subjects. — News and Views, Topics and short comedy. Princess Mary's
Wedding.
FOX LIBERTY
"CHASING THE MOON," Tom Mix
(Fox). Tom Mix is without a doubt the
best drawing card for the Liberty theatre here.attendance.
Mix's name Eva
is always
good also
for
an added
Novak who
appears in the picture is a St. Louis girl
and no doubt her name helped to draw
some also. The night business was very
good throughout the week.
Short Subjects.- — Fox News, Sunshine
Comedy, Mutt and Jeff.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper space.
EMPRESS
"TOO MUCH WIFE," Wanda Hawley,
(Realart). Vaudeville also in this house.
The local press liked the picture and atwas very good at both the matinees andtendance
nights.
Exploitation. — Picture advertised over
vaudeville.
KINGS
"MAN FROM LOST RIVER," House
Peters (Goldwyn). Vaudeville also. Picture more than pleased and attendance
very good at all but a few performances.
COLUMBIA
"RECEIVED PAYMENT," Corinne
Griffith (Vitagraph). Vaudeville also. Attendance seemed to show an increase here
this week. The Columbia is also running
the "White Eagle" serial.
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WASH.

LIBERTY
"MORAN
OF THE LADY LETTY,"
Dorothy Dalton, Rodolph Valentino (Paramount.)— Stars both popular with Seattle
audiences. Good business.
Exploitation Newspaper advertising,
display. cards, billboards, attractive lobby
window
Short Subjects. — Scenic, Liberty news.
Snub Pollard comedy, "Bow Wows."
COLUMBIA
"THE WISE KID," Gladys Walton (Universal).— Recent personal appearance of
star promoted popularity. Also very wellbalanced bill. Business good.
Exploitation. — Window cards, newspaper
display and attractive lobby display with
stills of Baby Montgomery.
Short Subjects. — Round 3 of the
"Leather Pushers," International News
and Baby Peggy Montgomery in "Peggy
STRAND
Behave."
"FOREVER," Wallace Reid, Elise Ferguson (Paramount). — Good business.
Exploitation. — Billboards, extra newspaper space, window cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — "The Rainmaker," a
"Ham" Hamilton comedy. First National
Kinograms.
COLISEUM
"ENCHANTMENT," Marion Davies
(Paramount). — Playing to large audiences.
Exploitation. — Regular newspaper space,
billboards and lobby display.
Short Subjects. — Cartoon comedy. First
Mary.
National Kinograms, Pathe news featuring
exclusive wedding pictures of Princess
BLUE MOUSE
"THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE," Rodolph Valentino (Rex
Ingi-am). — Playing second big week at popular prices to capacity. Regular newspaper space after first week.
PALACE HIP
"THE NIGHT HORSEMAN," Tom Mix
(Fox). — Good business. With this week's
show theatre goes into one a week change
instead of bi-weekly, planning bigger and
better features.
Wn^KES

BARRE,

PA.

SAVOY
"FOOL'S PARADISE," Dorothy Dalton,
(Paramount). Business held up to limit
on whole week. De Mille's name used in
publicity for fine results. Special orchestra boosted attendance. Regular prices
prevailed and this was used as a lever to
win attention. Film was spoken of well
in all quarters. Photography and Eastern
tion.
scenes were features in exploiting attracSTRAND
"THE WISE KID," Gladys Walton. Did
average business. Nothing to criticize,
save ordinary
fact thatrunpatrons
want do
"knockouts"
and
of pictures
not seem
to qualify as winners.
CAPITOL
"SERENADE," Miriam Cooper and
George Walsh, (First National). Deserved
better business than it drew as many said
Walsh was better than Fairbanks in acrobatic stunts and romance of Old Spain
was declared rare piece of photography
that was credit to screen.
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Here is a list of pictures which have been reviewed in Exhibitors Trade Review during the past three months.
The pictures are listed alphabetically with the date of issue and the page number of the review. File your copies of
Exhibitors Trade Review and get a line on the pictures you have booked by looking them up in the review pages.
Title
Star
Distributor
Issue Page
"Across the Dead-Line" (Prank Mayo), Universal Jan. 14 499
"All for a Woman" (Special Cast), First National Dec. 17 209
'All's Fair in Love" (May Collins), Goldwyn
Dec. 24 287
"At and
the Sign
the JackHodkinson
O'Lantern" (Betty Ross Clark Feb. 11 793
Earl ofSchenck),
"At the Stage Door" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Dec. 24 285
"Back Pay" (Seena Owen), Paramount
Feb. 25 937
"Beyond
the Rainbow" (Harry Morey and Lillian Dove), Mar. 4 1009
R-C Pictures
"Bigamist, The" (Ivy Duke), George Clark, Ltd
Dec. 17 207
"Billy Jim" (Fred Stone), R-C Pictures
Feb. 18 865
"Boomerang Bill" (Lionel Barrymore), Paramount Feb. 18 863
"Bought
and Paid For" (Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt), Mar. 25 1217
Paramount
"Boy Crazy" (Doris May and Harry Myers), R-C Pictures.Mar. 11 1075
"Bride's Play, The" (Marion Davies), Paramount Jan. 21 575
"Broadway Peacock, The" (Pearl White), Fox
Feb. 25 939
"Call of Home, The" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Feb. 18 867
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" (Gaston Glass), Hod- kinson Jan. 21 573
"Cardigan"
Collier, Jr., and Betty Carpenter), Mar. 4 1011
American(William
Photoplay
"Cave Girl, The" (Teddie Gerard), First National Mar. 18 1143
"Chasing the Moon" (Tom Mix), Fox
Feb. 18 865
"Clay Dollars" (Eugene O'Brien), Selznick
Jan. 14 499
"Come
On
Over"
(Colleen
Moore
and
Ralph
Graves),
Goldwyn
Mar. 25 1217
"Conceit" (Special Cast), Selznick
Dec. 17 211
"Cradle, The" (Ethel Clayton and Charles Meredith) .... Apr. 1 1299
"Dangerous
Little Demon,
The"
(Marie Prevost), Mar. 25 1213
Universal
"Determination,"
Lee
&
Bradford
—
State
Rights (Al Lin- Mar. 18 1115
coln and James Melvale)
"Doll's House, A" (Nazimova), United Artists
Feb. 25 937
"Don't Get Married" (Marie Prevost), Universal Jan. 21 567
"Don't Tell Everything" (AU-Star), Paramount
Dec. 24 283
"Eden and Return" (Doris May), R-C Pictures
Dec. 31 373
"Elope If You
Must" (Eileen Percy Fox
and Edward Suther- Apr. 1 1295
land),
"Exit the Vamp" (EJthel Clayton), Paramount
Mar. 4 1003
"Extra!
Extra!" (Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker), Mar. 4 1007
Fox
"Fair Lady" (Betty Blythe and Robert Elliott), United
Artists
....
' Mar 25
"False Candles"
Fronts"" '(Ail-Star
,' The'HeVo'lds.'
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'Mar!
"Fifty
(Marjorie" Cast)
Daw),
Hodkinson
Feb. 114
"Fire Eater, The" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Dec. 31
"Five
Days to Live" (Sessue Hayakawa), R-C Produc- Jan. 21
. tion
"Flower
of the North, The" (Henry B. Walthal), Vita- Feb. 4
graph
"Foolish Wives" (Erich von Stroheim), Universal Jan. 28
"Fool's
Paradise" (Dorothy Dalton), Famous Players- Dec. 24
Lasky
"Forest
King,
Hall and Reed Chapman), Mar. 25
Pacific
FilmThe"
Co. (Lillian
(State Rights)
"French Heels" (Irene Castle), Hodkinson.... Feb. 4
"Gas, Oil and Water" (Charles Ray), First National .... Apr. 1
"Get Rich Quick Wallingford" (Special Cast), Paramount. Dec. 17
"Glass Houses" (Viola Dana), Metro
Mar. 25
"Gleam o' Dawn" (Barbara Bedford). Fox
Jan. 14
"Glorious
Fool,
The"
(Helene
Chadwick
and
Richard
Dix), Goldwyn
Apr. 1
"Golden Gallows, The" (Miss DuPont), Universal Feb. 18
"Golden Gift, The" (Alice Lake), Metro
Dec. 24
"Grand
Larceny" (Claire Windsor and Elliot Dexter), Mar. 11
Goldviryn
■"Green Temptation, The" (Betty Compson), Paramount. .Apr. 1
"GrimGoldwyn
Comedian, The" (Phoebe Hunt and Jack Holt), Jan. 21
^'Guttersnipe, The" (Gladys Walton), Universal Jan. 7
^'HailNational
the Woman"
(Florence Vidor), Associated First Jan. 14
"Headin' West" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Feb. 4
"Her Husband's Trademark" (Gloria Swanson), Para- mount Mar. 4
"Her Own Money" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount
Mar. 4
"Her National
Social Value"
(Katherine MacDonald), First Mar. 11
"Hushart
Money" (Alice Brady and George Fawcett), Real- Mar. 11
"I Can Explain" (Gareth Hughes), Metro
Apr. 1
"Innocent
The" (Roy
Stewart and Kathleen Kirk- Mar. 11
ham), Cheat,
Arrow-State
Rights
"Iron to Gold" (Dustin Farnum and Margaret Marsh),
Fox
_
Mar. 18
"Jackie" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Dec. 24
"Jolt, The" (Edna Murphy and Johnny Walker), Fox... Dec. 31
"Julius Caesar" (Anthony Novelli), George Kleine Prod.. Feb. 18
"Just Around the Corner," Paramount
Jan. 14
"Lane That Has No Turning, The" (Agnes Ayres), Para- mount Jan. 28
"Last Payment, The" (Pola Negri), Paramount .Tan. 28
"Last Trail, The" (All-Star Cast), Fox
Mar. 18
"Law and the Woman, The" (Betty Compson), Para- mount Jan. 28
"Leather Pushers, The" (Reginald Denny), Universal ... Jan. 28
"Little Minister, The" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Dec. 31
"Little Minister, The" (Betty Compson), Paramount Jan. 7
"Little Miss Smiles" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Feb. 18
"LoveFirst
Never
Dies" (Lloyd Hughes and Madge Bellamy), Mar. 25
National
"Loves of Pharaoh, The" (All-Star), Famous Players. . .Mar. 25
"Love's
Boomerang" (Ann Forrest and David Powell), Mar. 11
Paramount

1221
1077
719
367
575
723
639
281
1183
717
1293
211
1219
501
1297
861
287
1081
1291
569
437
497
715
1007
1009
1081
1077
1299
1042
1149
279
369
861
503
647
641
1149
645
641
373
441
867
1215
1221
1079

Title
Star
DistrihutmIssue Page
"Love's Redemption" (Norma Talmadge), First National. Jan. 21 571
"Lucky Carson" (Earle Williams), Vitagi-aph Feb. 11 795
"ManBrunette),
from LostGoldwyn
River, The" (House Peters and Fritzi Jan. 28 643
"Man to Ivlan" (Harry Carey), Universal
Ifeb. 11 795
"Miss Lulu Bett" (Lois Wilson), Famous Players-Lasky . Dec. 31 369
"Mistress
of
the
World,
The,"
Episode
No.
1
(Mia
May),
Paramount
Mar. 18 1145
"Mistress
of the World, The," Episode No. 2 (Mia May), Mar. 25 1213
Paramount
"Morals" (May McAvoy), Realart
Feb. 4 719
"Moran of the Lady Letty" (Dorothy Dalton), Paramount. Feb. 18 863
"My Boy" (Jackie Coogan), First National
Jan. 7 441
"Nancy from Nowhere" (Bebe Daniels), Paramount Feb. 11 791
"No Defense" (William Duncan and Edith Johnson),
Vitagraph
Jan. 28 647
"One Glorious Day" (Will Rogers and Lila Lee), Para- mount Feb. 11 791
"Orphans
the Storm"
(Lillian and Dorothy Glsh), Jan. 14 497
D. W. ofGriffith
Prod
"Other Women's Clothes" (Mabel Ballin), Hodkinson. .. .Apr. 1 1295
"Our Mutual Friend" (Special Cast), Wid Gunning Prod.. Dec. 17 205
"Pardon My French" (Vivian Martin), Goldwyn
Jan. 7 437
"Pardon
My Nerve" (Charles Jones and Eileen Percy), Mar. 11 1075
Fox
"Parisian Scandal, A" (Marie Prevost), Universal Dec. 3 67
"Peggy Puts It Over" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Jan. 28 645
"Penrod" (Wesley Barry), First National
Mar. 4 1011
"Playing with Fire" (Gladys Walton), Universal Dec. 24 285
"PollyNational
of the Follies" (Constance Talmadge), First Mar. 11 1079
"Poor Relation, A" (Will Rogers), Goldwyn
Jan. 14 501
"Power Within, The" (W. H. Tooker), Pathe
Feb. 25 933
"Prodigal Judge, The" (Jean Paige). Vitagraph Feb. 11 787
"Question of Honor, A" (Anita Stewart), First National. . Mar. 25 1223
"R.S.V.P." (Charles Ray), First National
Dec. 24 283
"Ragged Heiress, The" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Mar. 25 1215
"Received Payment" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Jan. 21 569
"Red Hot Romance" (Special Cast), First National Feb, 4 721
"Rent Free" (Wallace Reid and Lila Lee), Paramount. .Jan. 7 439
"Right
ThatMetro
Failed, The" (Bert Lytell and Virginia Dec. 17 209
Valli),
"Robinson Crusoe" (Harry Myers), Universal
Apr. 1 1291
"Roof Tree, The" (William Russell), Fox
Jan. 7 439
"Rosary,
The^'
(Lewis
S.
Stone
and
Jane
Novak),
First
National
Apr. 1 1297
"Ruling Passion, The" (George Arliss), United Artists. . .Feb. 4 723
"Saturday Night" (Special Cast), Paramount
Feb. 4 715
"Scrapper, The" (Herbert Rawlinson), Universal Jan. 28 643
"Sea Lion, The" (Hobart Bosworth), First National ... .Feb. 25 939
"Secret
of the
Hills, The" (Antonio Moreno and Lillian Mar. 25 1219
Hall),
Vitagraph
"Seventh
Day,
The" (Richard Barthelmess), First Apr. 1 1293
National
"Shadows of the Sea" (Conway Tearle), Selznick Feb. 11 787
"Shattered Dreams" (Miss du Pont), Universal Dec. 17 203
"Shattered
Morrison and Marguerite de la Mar. 18 1151
Motte), Idols"
First (James
National
"Sheik's Wife, The" (Emmy Lynn and Marcel Vibert) . . .Mar. 18 1145
"Sherlock
HolmesRights)
Series" (Stoll Film), Alexander Film Jan. 21 540
Co. (State
"Sin Goldwyn
Flood, The" (Richard Dix and Helene Chadwick), Jan. 21 573
"Single Track, The" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Feb. 4 721
"Sky High" (Tom Mix). Fox
Dec. 31 371
"Smiles Are Trump" (Maurice Flynn), Fox
Feb. 11 789
"Smilin' Through" (Norma Talmadge), First National. ..Mar. 18 1147
"SongFirst
of Life,
The" (Gaston Glass and Grace Darmond), Mar. 4 1003
National
"Speed Girl, The" (Bebe Daniels), Realart
...Dec. 17 205
"Stage Romance, A" (William Farnum), Fox
Feb. 25 935
"Stardust" (Hope Hampton), First National
Dec. 31 871
"Stranger
Than
Fiction"
(Katherine
MacDonald),
First
National
Dec. 31 367
"Strength
the Pines, The" (William Russell and Irene Mar. 4 1005
Rich), ofFox
"Tangled Trails" (Neal Hart), Wm. Steiner Prod
Dec. 24 246
"Ten Nights in a Bar Room" (John Lowell), Arrow Dec. 24 246
"They're Off" (Peggy O'Day). Anchor-State Rights Mar. 11 1042
"Three Live Ghosts" (Anna Q. Nilsson), Paramount. .. .Jan. 14 503
"Tol'able David" (Richard Barthelmess). First National. .Dec. 24 281
"Too Much Wife" (Wanda Hawley), Realart
Feb. 25 935
"Too Much Married" (Mary Anderson and Roscoe Karns),
Associated Photoplays (State Rights)
Mar. 25 1183
"Tracked to Earth" (Frank Mayo), Universal Mar. 4 1005
"Trail in' " (Tom Mix and Eva Novak), Fox
Dec. 17 207
"Travelin' On" (Wm. S. Hart), Paramount
Mar. 25 1223
"Tur.i to the Right" (All-Star Cast). Metro
Jan. 21 571
"Two Kinds of Women" (Pauline Frederick), R-C Prod. .Feb. 11 789
"Vermillion
Pencil,
The"
(Sessue
Havakawa),
R-C
Pictures
Mar. 18 1151
"Virginia Courtship, A" (May McAvov), Realart Mar. 18 1147
"Voice
in
the
Dark"
(Walt
Whitman),
Pacific
Film
Co.
State Rights
Mar. 11 1043
"Way of a Maid, The" (Elaine Hammerstein) , Selznick. .Dec.
"Whatever She Wants" (Eileen Percy), Fox
Dec.
"White Hands" (Hobart Bosworth), Wid Gunning Feb.
"WhySelznick
Announce Tour Marriage?" (Elaine Hammerstein), Feb.
"Why Men Forget" (Special Cast). R-C Pictures Feb.
"Wild Honey" (Priscilla Dean), Universal
Mar.
"Winning with Wits" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Jan.
"Wise Kid. The" (Gladys Walton), Universal
Mar.
"World's Champion,
The"
(Wallace
Reid
and
Lois
Wilson), Paramount
Mar.

17
24
11
25
4
11
21
18
11
"Yankee Doodle, Jr." (J. Frank Glendon), State Rights. .Mar. 11

203
279
793
933
717
1083
567
1143
1083
1043
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RELEASING

CORP.
Footage
Cardigan (Messmore Kendall)
7,000*
Jungle Advenlares (Johnson-Exceptional)... 5,000*
Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
5,000*
Daring Danger (Cliff Smith)
5,000*
Jan of the Big Snows (J. Oliver Curwood) . . 5,000*
The Cradle Buster (Tuttle Waller)
6,000*
Bluebeard, Jr., (Jas. Livingston)
5,000*
The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax)
6,000*
Sisters (International Film)
7,000*
The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.).. 5,000*
My Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictures) 7,000*
Man's Three
Law and
God's (Finis
The
Buckaroos
(Fred Fox)
Balshofer) .... 6,000*
5,000*
The Pillagers (Louis Wm. Chaudet)
7,000*
Destiny's Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle)
6,000*

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
SPENCER PRODUCTIOiNS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)
4,921
CLIFF SMITH PRODUCTIONS
Western Hearts (Art Station and Josie
Sedgwick)
4,711
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
4^539
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
(Distributed through Pathe)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
The Rider of the King Log (Special) 5,000*
The Road to London (Bryant Washburn) . . 5,000*
Sin of Martha Queed, The (Allan Dwan
-.P''°d.)
Marry
the Poor Girl (Mr. and Mrs. Carter 6,000*
DeHaven)
6 000*
Unfoldment,
TheCare (All(Grace
Star Darmond)
Cast)
e'oOO*
Handle
With
S^OOO*
Woman, Wake Up (Florence Vidor)
6 000*
Don t iDoubt Your Wife (Leah Baird)
5,000*
Lady Godiva (Alfred Tennyson's Poem) 6,000*
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
Among Those Present
3 OOO*
Now or Never
3;ooo*
i,
3,000*
Weaken .
3,00<).
A^"l'".
Sailor-Made
Man
4,000*
PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.
Across the Divide (J. P. McGowan)
5 200*
Tropical Love (Ruth Cliffo
rd)
5 oOO*
Father ofTomLittle(Tom
5'0O0*
Anne
SmokyWise)
(All Star Cast)
5
000*
Ruse of the Rattler, The (J. P. McGowan) 5,000*
Reckless Chances (J. P. McGowan)
5,000*
Hills of Missing Men (J. P. McGowan) 6,000*
bunshme Harbor (Margaret Beecher) 6,000*
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford (Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
7 3gj
Don't
Tell r)
Everything (Reid-'Swanson-Dex- 4 ' g^g
te
Just Aronud the Corner (Cosmopolitan Prod V
White Oak (Wm. S. Hart Prod.)
6 208
UnderLittle
the Lash
(Gloria
Swanson)
5*675
The
Minister
(Betty
Compson)
.
Rent Free (Wallace Reid)
4 661
Miss Much
Lulu Bett (Wm.
de MiUe
Prod.).." 5*904
Too
(Realart
HawWife
ley
)Prod.) Wanda 4 ' 227
Back Pay (Cosmopolitan Prod.) ...... 6 460
TheAyr
Lane Thates)
'Had No Turning (Agnes ' 392
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan).. 45!533
The(Marion
Bride'sDav
Play ies
(Cosmopol)
itan Prod.) 6 476
Nancy From Nowhere (Realart Prod.)
(Bebe
Daniels)
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.) 5?'??
784
Tilhe (Realart Prod.) (Mary Miles Minter) ????
One
Glorious Day (Cruze Spec.) (Rogersjoo,
Le
Saturday Nighte)
(Cecil B. DeMille Prod) . . . 8 433
Theson Law
and
the
Woman
(Stanlaws-Co
mpProd.)
6 461
Moran
of the d.)
Lady Letty (Melford-Dalton 6 ' 360
Pro
Boomerang Bill (Lionel Barrymore-CosmoPplitan Prod.)
A Pro
Homespun Vamp (May McAvoy-Realart 5,489
d.)
4 777
Love's
Robertson Prod.)
5.618
Her OwnBoomerang
Money (John
(Ethel S.Clayton
)
4 981
Midnight (Constance Binnv-Realart Prod.).. 4653
The Red Peacock (Pola Negri)
6 735
A Game. Chicken (Bebe Daniels-Realart
Prod.)
4 748
Travelin'
On (William
S. Hart)
6,267
Forever (George
Fitzmaurice
Prod.)
7 ^36
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 1 )
(Spec. Prod.)
5,647
The
Reid) 2) 5,030
The World's
Mistress Champion
of the (Wallace
World (Chapter
(Spec. Prod.)
5,275
Her Husband's Trademark (Gloria -Swanson) 5,101
'Approximately

TRADE

REVIEW

FEATURE
Footage
Bobbed Hair (Wanda Hawley) (Rea'art)... '?'?
Fool's Mistress
Paradise of(Cecil
Prod.) 3). . 8.681
The
the B.
WorldDeMille
(Chapter
(Spec. Prod.)
5,061
TheRealart)
Heart Specialist (Mary Miles Minter- ? ? ? ?
Beauty's
Worth (Marion Davies-Cosmopol- ????
itan)
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 4)
(Spec. Prod.)
3,825
REALART PICTURES
(Through Famous Players-Lasky)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Something Different (Constance Binney).... 4,840
The Magic -Cup (Constance Binney)
4.857
Such a Little Queen (Constance Binney).. 4,942
Out of the Chorus (Alice Brady)
4,888
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady)
4,964
Little Italy (Alice Brady)
4,875
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4,979
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine Johnstone) 5,360
Sheltered Daughters (Justine Johnstone)... 4,895
A Heart to Let (Justine Johnstone)
5,294
A Private Scandal (May McAvoy)
4,363
Room and Board (Constance Binney)
5,107
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter)... 4,715
Everything for Sale (May McAvoy)
5,091
FIRST NATIONAL
Two Minutes to Go (Charles Ray)
4,954
Her
Social
Value (Katherine
MacDonald) . , 5,873
'?'?
All for
a Woman
(Special)
Mv Ladv Friends (Mr. and Mrs. Charles De
Haven)
????
The Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge) . . ????
Alf's
Button(Hope
(Special)
5,651
Star Dust
Hampton)
6,117
Tol'able
Barthelmess) 7.'!45
The LotusDavidEater(Richard
(John Barrymore)
6.960
R. S. V. P. (Charles Ray)
5.630
The Idle Class (Charles Chaplin)
????
Molly O (Mack Sennett-Mable Normand).. 7,.S58
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murnhin Prod.).. 6.784
Hail the Woman (Ince Prod.)
7,222
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Prod.)
4.367
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge) ????
Her Mad Bargain (.'Knita Stewart).. 5.491
Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald)
?"?
Love'sBeautiful
Redemption
(Norma Talmadge)
.... 5,030
5,889
The
Liar (Katherine
MacDo-iald)
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
(Through First National)
Cup of Life (Thos. H. Ince.)
4,392
The
Leopard
Woman
("Louise
Glaumi
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth).... 7.0O0*
6.055*
Love
Glaum)
6,000*
I Am (Louise
Guilty (Louise
Glaum)
6,312
Greater Than Love
6,000*
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood — All
6.000*
A Star)
Perfect Crime (Monte Blue)
4.739
A Broken Doll
4,594
The Last of the Mohicans (Maurice Tourneur)
6,000*
The Foolish Matrons (Maurice Tourneur) . . 6.000*
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5.000*
Home Talent
5,000*
The Ten Dollar Raise
6.001*
Mother o' Mine (Thos H. Ince.)
6,500
Lving
Lips
CThos.
H.
Inc)
7.0nn
Hbmespun Folks (Thos. H. Ince)
6,000
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SPECIAL
Over the Hill
10.500
A Virgin Paradise
7,781
A Court
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's 8.000*
Thunderclap
6.724
Shame
8,231
Perjury
8.373
Footfalls
8.068
The Last Trail
????
Queen of Sheba
9,559
W1ILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Bis Great Sacrifice
6.282
Stage Romance, A
????
PEARL WHITE SERIES
Beyond Price
6.237
Any Wife
4.597
Broadway Peacock, The
????
TOM MIX SERIES
.-\ Ridin' Romeo
4.747
The
4,250
.After BigYourTownOwn Round-up
Heart
4.244
The Night Horsemen
... 4.993
The Rough Diamond
4.458
Trailin'
4.3 ■55
Sky-High
4. 546
Chasing the Moon
????
CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish
4,000*
Bar Nothin'
4,311
Ridin' With Death
4,175
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RELEASES
Footage
DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
4,320
The Devil Within
5,997
Iron
to
Gold
???!*
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Desert Blossoms
4,175
The Roof Tree
4,409
Strength of the Pines
4,382
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Ever Since Eve
4,S31
Queenie
5,147
Jackie
4,943
Little Miss Smiles
4,834
JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam O' Dawn
4,178
TWENTIETH CENTURY PICTURES
Little Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy)
4,112
Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford).. ????
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn)
The
Jolt With
(Murphy-Walker)
????
Winning
Wits (Barbara Bedford) 4,435
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
4,616
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn)
4,049
Extra! Extra! (Walker-Murphy)
???!>
WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? (Claire Windsor) 6,141
Our Mutual Friend (All Star)
7,698
White Hands (Hobart Bosworth)
5,654
The Blot (Claire Windsor)
7,121
Quo Vadis (All Star)
5,884
Girl
From Bucket
God's Country
(Nell Shipman) . . 6,957
Old Oken
(All Star)
5,098
Good to Evil (Lucy Doraine)
4,951
ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
The Fire Bride
5,000*
The Madness of Love
5,000*
Alias Phil Kennedy
5,000*
The Blonde Vampire
,
5,000*
Foolish Monte Carlo
5,000*
The Bootleggers
5,000*
The Love Nest
5,000*
Don't Blame Your Children
5,000*
Mrs. Dane's Confession
5,000*
The Blue Mountain Mystery
5,000*
GOLDWYN PICTURES
For Those We Love
5,752
The Invisible Power
6,613
Dangerous Curve Ahead
5,503
The Old Nest (Mary Alden)
7,250
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin) 5,620
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
4,609
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore)
4,495
Be My Wife (Max Linder)
4,470
The Grim Comedian (Special Cast)
5,509
The Night Rose (Special Cast)
5,630
Poverty of Riches (Special Cast)
5,641
Man From Lost River, The (Special Cast).. 5,693
Glorious Fool, The
5,392
Man With Two Mothers
4,423
His Back Against the Wall
4,680
Watch Your Step
4,713
Doubling for Romeo
4,304
Wallflower, The
5,228
Grand Larceny
5,228
Theodora (Special)
8,895
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
BENJ. B. HAMPTON
The
SagebrusherPlace(AHof Light
Star)
The Dwelling
(All Star)
The Spenders (All Star)
A Certain Rich Man (All Star)
Heart's Haven (Claire Adams, Carl GantThevoort,Grey Robert
Dawn McKim)
(Claire Adams, Carl Gantvoort,
Robert
McKim)
ZANE GREY PICTURES
The Riders of the Dawn (All Star)
Desert
(AllForest
Star)
The ManGoldof the
(All Star)
The Mysterious Rider (All Star)
J.
READ (Hobart Bosworth)
ThePARKER
Brute Master
Love Madness (Louise Glaum)
Ssx (Louise Glaum)
DIETRICH BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Cynthia-of-thc-Minute (Leah Baird)
ROBERT BRUNTON
The Cost of Opportunity (J. Warren KerriThe House of Whispers (J. Warren KerriThe Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan)
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph J. Dowling)
JOSEPH LEVERING
His Temporary Wife (Rubye De Remer) . .
DIAL FILM
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle Stedman)

6,000»
6,568
5,693
6,000*
6,000*
6,000*
6,180
7,000*
5,880
5,500
4,643
6,290
6.208
5.480
5.634
gan) 4,624
gan)
4,9254,624
5,965
5,329
4,430
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Paramount

Serial.

of

the

Third

BY GEORGE

World

and

Fourth

Reports
BOX-OFF,

ments— "The City of Gold." Author, Carl
Figdor. Director, Joe May. Running Time
About Fifty Minutes.
Length, 4,350 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Helen Nielsen, Mia May ; Frederick Benson ; David Karpen ; Bomba, King of
the Slaves; Fletcher, of the World; Jackson, star reporter.
Helen is saved from death by the jewel she wears about her neck, the sacred
emblem
is proclaimed
Queen.who Shehasis been
unableheldto learn
the fate
of Bensonof the
untilOi-phirites,
she meetsandKarpen
an inventor
a captive
for
many years. The two men are to be given over to the black shives as sacrificial
offerings. Before the altar Benson resists his black ruler and overpowers him
by his great strength. A ruling of these people is that the strongest shall be
the leader. Therefore, Benson is made king of the blackmen. Karpen discovers
his wireless apparatus hidden in the palace and manages to get through a message.
The
editorKarpen
of Fletcher's
a giant
aeroplane
to the
rescue.
Benson,
and HelenWorld
have sends
located
the hidden
Jewels
of the
Queen Meanwhile
of Sheba
and upon sighting the aeroplane prepare to make a getaway with their treasure.
The blacks are angered when they see their King deserting them and after Karpen
and Helen are safely in the shin Benson goes back to reassure them. A terrific
earthquake occurs and he is buried beneath the ruins. The ship gets off safely
and finally they return to civilization where Fletcher has planned a warm
reception for them. Helen and Karpen have, fallen in love with each other and
decide to continue their lives together.
The combination of the
third and fourth episodes
of The Mistress of the
World brought this serial
to a close at the Rialto and
Rivoli on Broadway, at
which theatres it played
for three weeks. Scarcely
anyone has taken the picture seriously.
The situations wherein
the hero and heroine are
saved from death are of
such flimsy and weak substance and so typical of
the early days of the
cinema art, that the audience appears to have entered into the spirit of the
thing just for the fun of
it more than anything
else. All the way through
the picture the splendid
groupings and combats are
worthy of praise. The
photography usually is
clear and great effort has
been spent on detail.
In the final episode, The
City of Gold, some stupendous sets have been arranged with good effect,
and at most times the
lighting is adequate. The
main trouble with the
whole story is that it is
too highly improbable and
is never capable of getting away from the "faked" atmosphere
to create sufficient enthusiasm to be convincing. As a melodrama itloses its power in the absurd effort to bring about semiclimaxes, but at the same time the picture offers a relief from
the usual type of what is shown in our theatres to-day.

ICE

T. PARDY

Up
Instal-
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REVIEW

Screen

EDITED

Mistress

TRADE

and

Doing

Released by Fox. Story by Lynn Reynold and
Tom Mix. Cameraman, Bennie Kline.
Directed by Lynn Reynolds. Length, 4,350
Feet.
CAST AND SYNOP.SIS
The Prologue — Albert Brandon (40 yrs. old), Cecil Von Auker ; Marie Brandon
(28 yrs. old), Carol Holloway ; Bonnie McDonald (6 yrs.), Helen Field; David
Brandon (7 yrs. old), Marian Feduche. Tlie Play — David Brandon, Tom Mix;
Bonnie McDonald, E\'a Novak ; Basil DuBois, William Conklin ; Louis Patie,
Sidney Jordan ; Sergeant Langley, Tom O'Brien ; Sandy McDonald, Pat Chrlstman ;
Father LeClaire, Paul Weigel.
The story, written by Mix and Lynn F. Reynolds, is that of an English lad,
born in the NortlKwest, whose father falls heir to a fortune and a title and returns
to England — where, when the 'lad has grown to man's estate, he fails to win
the hand of a girl he loves and returns to the Northwest to seek forgetfulness.
In this Northwest is his mother, who his father had told him was dead. There,
too, is his childhood sweetheart. Tlie complications that arise make an exciting
story that ends in a thrilling fight and rescue. An underwater battle is said to
be a big feature of the picture.
In Up and Doing Tom
Mix has used another one
of his stories with a prologue. This time a story
of the Canadian Northwest, bringing in lots of
outdoor action and beautif u 1 scenic effects. A
slightly new departure for
the star from his usual
cowboy roles, but nevertheless providing ample
opportunities in which he
is able to display his style.
The story, although of the
type wherein the girl
needs must be rescued
from the villainous halfbreed, has sufficient moments of suspense to warrant the enthusiasm of
any one whose likes run
to a sort of rough and
ready, adventurous play.
Points of Appeal. — Action in a Tom Mix picture
means ACTION. In supdemand the
director plying
has thisoverlooked
no
opportunity in which to
get the most out of every
situation. There is a bit
of deft canoeing, a polo
match and a thrilling
fight under water. And
of course there is the fa^
mous Mix horse. The prologue
furnishes
an interesting
foundation
from
which the rather pleasing
story is developed.
Cast. — Tom Mix usually satisfies the most critical Vv'hen it comes to putting a thing over. In this case there is
no exception. He is again assisted by Eva Novak and a good
cast.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The scenes taken up
through the Northwest are beautifully photographed and give a
fine conception of the country in which the story is supposed to
take place. The lighting and direction are both good.
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FEATURE

Footage
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
6,000*
Light
the Clearing (All Star)
7,000*
LEWISin TRACY
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
5,760
IRVIN V. WILLAT PROD.
Down Home (All Star)
6,335
Parteners of the Tide (All Star)
6,150
Face of the World (Barbara Bedford) 5,800
Fifty Candles (All Star)
6,000*
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PROD.
The
Broken
Gate
(Bessie
Barriscale)
.'
6,300
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale).... 5,700
The Other Woman (All Star Cast)
5,800
HUGO BALLIN PROD.
Pagan Love (Rockliffe Fellows and Mabel
BalHn)
6,000*
East
Lynn (Mabel Ballin and Edward Earle) 6,634
The Journey's End (Mabel Ballin and Wyndham EyreStanding)
Jane
(Mabel Ballin and Norman Trevor) 8,000*
6.5S0
The Luxury Tax (Mabel Ballin, Raymond
Bloomer, FILM
Crauford
7,000*
ROCKET
CORP.Kent)
The Truant Husband (All Star)
5,000*
Keeping Up
Lizzie (Enid Bennett).... 6,000*
RENCO
FILMWithCORP.
Lavender and Old Lace (Marguerite Snow) 5,770
At the Sign of the Tack 0"Lantern (All
Star)
"
5,193
WARD
LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS
Rip Van Winkle (All Star)
6,700
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
God's
Star)
CameronCrucible
of the(All Royal
Mounted (Gaston 6,000*
Glass)
6,000*
FTOLTRE PRODUCTIONS
French Heels (Irene Castle)
5,500
METRO PICTURES CORP.
NAZI MOV A
The Heart of a Child
6,239
Madame Peacock
5,428
Billions
5,036
CamiUe
5,600
METRO CLASSICS, Inc. (Specials)
The Man Who (Bert Lytell)
5,399
Over the Wire (Alice Lake)
5,457
Life's
Darn
Funny
(Viola
Dana)
5,741
Big Game (Mav Allison)
5,333
A.TheTripMatch
to Parad'ise
(Bert
Lytell)
5,510
Breaker (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Hole in the Wall, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
[die Rich, The (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
Fourteenth Lover, The (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Infamous Miss Revel, The (Alice Lake)... 6,000*
Alias Ladyfingers (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
There Are No Villains (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Golden Gift, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Right That Failed, The (Bert Lytell) 6,000*
Glass Houses (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Kisses (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Face Between, The (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
Seeing's
Believing
(Viola
Dana)
6,000*
Hlate (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Five Dollar Baby, The (Viola Dana)
6,000*
MAURICE TOURNEUR PROD.
The Great Redeemer (All Star Cast)
5,005
TAYLOR HOLMES PROD.
Nothing But the Truth
5,639
The Very Idea
5,212
Nothing But Lies
4,882
C. E. SHLHRTLEFF PROD.
Burning Daylight (All Star)
5,766
The Mutiny of the Elsinore (All Star)
5,778
The Star Rover (Special Cast)
4,446
The Little Fool (Special Cast),
4,670
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Love, (Honor and Obey (Jewel Carmen) . . . 5,477
Without Limit (George D. Baer)
7,128
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes)
4,968
The Hunch (Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Stay Hbme (Gareth Hughes)
??'?
I Can Explain (Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Don't WriteWEST
LettersPROD.
(Gareth Hughes) 6,000*
ROLAND
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)
5,846
HOPE HAMPTON PROD.
A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton)
5,280
WILLIAM DESMOND PROD.
Fightin'INGRAM
Mad (Special
6,000*
REX
PROD. Cast)
Conquering Power, The (Special Cast)
6,000*
Turn to of
the Zenda
Right (Special
(Special Cast)
Cast)
8,000*
Prisoner
????
TIFFANY PROD.
Peacock
Murray)
8,000*
FascinationAlley(Mae(MaeMurray)
????
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children (Elsie Albert)
5 reels
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
5 reels
The Lotus Blossom (Tully Marshall) 6 reels
PATHE EXCHANGES, INC.
Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis)
6,000*
•Approximately
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RELEASES—
Cont'd
Footage
UNITED ARTISTS CORP. Footage
The Devil to Pay (Robert Burton Prod.) . . 6,000*
Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
6,000* The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert
Her Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet) . . 5,000*
Lytell)
5,158
The
Empire
of
Diamonds
The Mark of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks) 7,800
Rogues and Romance (George B. Seitz and 6,000* The
Love Light (Mary Pickford)
7,800
June Caprice)
6,000* The Nut (Douglas Fairbanks)
5,800
The Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet)
5,000*
Street
9,400
When We Were Twenty-One (H. B. Warner) 5,000* Dream
the Back Door (Mary Pickford) . . 7,000*
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis)
6,000* Through
(Matheson Lang)
7,000*
The Killer (Claire Adams)
6,000* Carnival
Down East (D. W. Griffith Prod.) 11,000*
Truant Husbands (Mahlon Hamilton) 5,019* Way
(George
Arliss)
7,000*
Bars of Iron (Madge White)
5,000* IDisraeli
Accuse
(Abel
Gance
Prod.)
8,250
The
Egypt(Leah
(Federal
The Lure
Heart ofLine
BairdProd.)
and Jerome 6,000* Little
Iron Trail,
(Rex Beach
7,000*
Lord The
Fauntleroy
(Mary Prod.)
Pickford) 9,984
Patrick)
6,000* Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks) ... .11,750
Without
Benefit of Clergy
5,635
Doll's House, A (Nazimova)
i^???
The Orderly
Money Maniac
5,000*
The
5,373
Ruling Passion, The (George Arliss)
7,000*
The Power Within (Achievement Pictures) . . 6,000*
LTNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Indiscretion (Florence Reed, Lionel Atwill,
JEWEL FEATURES
7,000
Gareth Hughes) . .-.
6,000* The Devil's Pass Key (All Star Cast)
Oh Mary Be Careful (Madge Kennedy) 6,000* Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) . . 6,000*
the Law (Priscilla Dean)..
6,000*
The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks) .... 5,000* Outside
6,500
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Starke) .... 6,000* Reputation (Priscilla Dean)
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey) 5,000* Foolish Wives (Eric Von Stroheim) 12,000
No Woman
Knows
7,000*
Beyond the Crossroad (Ora Carew)
6,000* The
Fox (Harry
Carey)
6,941
In
(Edith (Gail
Roberts)
6,205
Wise Society
Husbands
Kane, J. Herbert 5,000* Conflict (Priscilla Dean)
UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Frank)
6,000*
Man Trackers
(All Star)
5,000*
The Leech (Claire Whitney)
6,000* Luring
Lips (Edith
Roberts)
4,263
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield,
Ahead (All Star)
5,000*
Rogers Lytton, Gladden James)
6,000* ADanger
Daughter of the Law (Carmel Myers) . . 5,000*
The Barbarian (Monroe Salisbury)
6,000*
4,263
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom) 6,000* Open Shutters (Edith Roberts)
(Frank Mayo)
S,000*
Idle Hands (Gail Kane)
6,000* The
ActionShark
(HootMaster
Gibson)
4,509
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau) 6,000* The
Rowdy (Gladys Walton)
4,974
Finders' Keepers (Violet Mersereau)
6,000* Moonlight
Follies (Marie Prevost)
4,468
R-C PICTURES
Red Courage (Hoot Gibson)
4,620
The Rage of Paris (Miss Dupont)
4,968
Where Light Are Low (Sessue Hayakawa) 5,810
Go Straight (Frank Mayo)
4,220
Live and Let Live (Wm. Christy Cabanne) . . 5,900
High Heels (Gladys Walton)
4,541
Salvage (Pauline Frederick)
6,450
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,730
The Foolish Age (Doris May)
4,500
The Barricade (Cabanne Prod.)
6,170
Nobody's Fool (Marie Prevost)
4,640
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa)
5,600
Sure
5,000*
False Fire
Kisses(Hoot
(MissGibson)
Dupont)
4,335
Lure of the Jade (Pauline Frederick) 5,935
Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo)
4,474
Possession (Mercaton Prod.)
6,550
A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost)
4,739
The Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone) . . 4,600
The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
4,880
Silent Years (J. L. Gasnier)
6,056
Cheated
Hearts
(Herbert
Rawlinson)
4,415
At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
6,300
Shattered Dreams (Miss Dupont)
4,878
Eden and Return (Doris May)
4,831
Five Days to Live (Sessue HIayakawa) 5,356
CupidGuttersnipe
Incog (Marie
Prevost)
5,000*
The
(Gladys
Walton)
4,225
Two Kinds of Women (Pauline Frederick).. ????
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)
4,886
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
5,032
The Scrapper (Herbert Rawlinson)
????
Why
Men of Fo-get
(Special
Cast)
5.299
Headin' West (Hoot Gibson)
????
The Call
Home (L.
J. Gasnier)
5,220
Beyond the Rainbow (Cabanne Prod.) 6,500
The Golden (Sallows (Miss Dupont)
5,000*
Tracked to Earth (Frank Mayo)
5.000*
Boy Crazy (Doris May)
4,800
The Bigamist (Special Cast)
????
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
The Vermillion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa).. ????
Wild
Honey (Priscilla
Dean)
7,000*
The Dangerous
Little Demon
(Marie Prevost) 5,000*
The
Glory
of
Clementina
(Pauline
Frederick)
??'?
Gay and Devilish (Doris May)
????
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
5,000*
The Man Under Cover (Herbert Rawlinson) 5,000*
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENT.
A
Wonderful
Wife
(Miss
du
Pont)
5,000*
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Miracle of Manhattan
4,174
VITAGRAPH, INC.
The
Girl fromLove
Nowhere
5,000* VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Remorseless
4,180
Handcuffs or Kisses
4,180
The Courage
of Marge O'Doone
6,300
Trumpet
Island
6,200
The Way of a Maid
4,800
Dead Men Tell No Tales
6,200
Why Announce Your Marriage?
5,200
Black
Beauty
6,900
EUGENE
O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
The Heart of Maryland
6,700
Guilded Lies
4,496
The Son of Walliingford
7,851
The
Last
Door
5,000*
The
Little
Minister
6,129
Is Life Worth Living?
5,019
Flower
of
the
North
7,236
Clay Dollars
????
The Prodigal Judge
7,200
Chivalrous Charley
4,543
ALICE JOYCE PRO©.
The
Prophet's
Paradise
4,000*
Her
Lord
and
Master
5,755
CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
The Scarab Ring
5,598
Society Snobs
4,224
The Inner Chamber
5,951
Rucking the Tiger
5,333
CORINNE GRIFFITH PROD.
The
Fighter
6,000*
After Midnight
????
The Whisper Market
4,800
The Man of Stone
4,676
The
Broadway
Bubble
5,000*
A Wide Open Town
4,650
It Isn't Being Done This Season
4,300
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
Wlhat's Your Reputation Worth?
5,400
The Chicken in the Case
5,261
Moral Fibre
6,000*
ASPECIAL
Divorce PRODUCTIONS
of Convenience
5,000* The Single Track
5,000*
Received Payment
5,000*
EARLE WILLIAMS PROD.
The
Road
of
Ambition
(Conway
Tearle)
.
.
5,000*
The Sin That Was His (Wm. Faversham) 5,600
The Romance Promoters
5,200
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5,500
Diamonds Adrift
4,724
Who Am I? (All Star)
4,938
It Can Be Done
4,425
Conceit (All Star)
4,580
The Silver Car
5,803
Bring
Him
In
4,987
A.SELECT
Man's Home
(All Star)
4,580
PICTURES
Lucky Carson
????
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Durning).... 5,000* ANTONIO MORENO' PROD.
The Servant Ouestion (William Collier) 5,000* Three Sevens
5,000
Just
Outside FEATURES
the Door (Edith Hallor) 5,000* The Secret of the Hills
4,900
REPUBLIC
A
Guilty
Conscience
5,000*
Mountain Madness (Ed. Coxen and Ora
ALICE CALHOUN PROD.
Carew)
????
Princess
Jones
4,800
Mother of Men (Claire Whitney)
????
The Charming Deceiver
4,600
The
Gift ofSupreme
Durning).... ????
??'?
Closed Doors
4,400
Children
Destiny (Bernard
(Edith Halor)
Peggy Puts It Over
4,900
Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma Talmadge) . . . 5,810
The Matrimonial Web
4,970
Poppy (Norma Talmadge)
????
Rainbow
5,000
Up the Road With Sallie (Constance TalWILUAM DLHNCAN PROD.
madge) 4,692
Scandal
(Constance
Talmadge)
????
Where Men Are Men
5,000*
REVIVALS
Steelheart
6,000*
The Love Flower (D. W. Griffith Prod.).. S,800
No Defense
6,000*
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Too
Beauty's
Paramount

Author,

Scenario by Luther

Director, Robert

Much

Business

Worth

Photoplay in Seven Parts.

Sophie Kerr.
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Reed.

G. Vignola. Cameraman,

Ira H. Morgan. Running Time, Eighty-five
Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Prudence Cole, Marion Davies ; Cheyne Eovein, Forrest Stanley ; Amy Tillson,
June Elvidge ; Mrs. Garrison, Truly Shattuck ; Jane, Lydia Yeamans Titus; Henry
Garrison, Hallam Cooley ; Tommy, Antrim Sliort ; Peter, Thomas Jefferson ; Aunt
Elizabeth Whitney, Martha Mattox ; Aunt Cynthia Whitney, Aileen Manning.
Prudence Cole, Quakeress, has been quietly brought up by her two conservative
aunts, Elizabeth and Cynthia Whitney, in, Pottstown, and leads a very sheltered
life. Harry Garrison and his mother visit the Whitneys. Prudence falls in love
with Harry, but he merely trifles with her affections. Mrs. Garrison invites Prudence to Haven, a fashionable seaside resort. Prudence, somberly dressed, i)resents a quaint contrast to the other gaily attired women guests. Harry is ashamed
of her appearance and neglects her for Amy Tillson. To amuse themselves at
Prudence's expense the boys and girl persuade her to ask Cheyne Rovein, an exclusive artist, to stage a charade performance at the hotel. Much to their surprise he not only consents but picksi Prudence for leading lady. She makes a
tremendous hit and Harry decides to propose to her after all. But Prudence by
this time has seen how thorougliiy shallow Harry really is and refuses him.
Bovein asks her to become his wife and she consents.
Judged from a purely
artistic standpoint "Beauty's Worth" registers as
a delight to the eye. No
expense has been spared in
its production, the photography is charming and
the staging of the charade
scenes is especially well
done. As a vehicle for exploiting the physical perfections ofthe star the picture accomplishes its purpose, but not much can be
said for the story, which
is woven of extremely thin
cloth and lacking in human
interest. Yet the action
moves briskly and the
transition of Marion
Davies from a demure
Quaker lassie clad in somber garb to the butterfly
belle of a select seaside
resort, where her beauty
triumphs over all competitors, affords amusing
entertainment of its kind.
Points of Appeal. — ^Feminine patrons will no doubt
be highly pleased with the
elaborately handsome costumes which are worn
with such grace by Miss
Davies, after Fortune has
smiled upon her. The discomfiture of the unworthy
lover — Henry Garrison — who discovers too late that the despised
little Quaker girl is no longer his dupe, adds poetic justice to
the story and a satisfactory climax is achieved.
Cast. — Marion Davies gives a pleasing performance in the
role of Prudence Cole, Forrest Stanley plays the artistic Cheyne
Rovein with dignified ease, June Elvidge shines as the flirtatious Amy Tillson and adequate support is rendered by the
remainder of the company.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — ^There are many pretty
outdoor views, a rich variety of handsome interiors and superb
lighting effects. The continuity is unbroken and the action fast.

Released by Vitagraph. Story by Earl Derr Diggers. Directed by Jess Robbins. Scenario
by Ford I. Beebe. Cameraman, Irving
Reese.
Length, 6,000 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
John Henry Jackson, Edward Horton ; Myra Dalton, Ethel Grey Terry; Amos
Comb,v, TuUy Marshall ; Simon Stecker, John Steppling ; Ray Gorham, Carl
Gerard ; Mrs. Comby, Elsa Lorimer ; the head nurse. Helen Gilmore ; Robert
Gray,
; Officer
Jolin Mack
HenryP'enton
Jackson
is in16,loveTomwithMurray.
Myra Dalton, the private secretary of
his
employer,
the
excitable
Myra option
is a very
business-like
John Henry induces her to Amos
sign aComby.
thirty day
agreeing
to marry girl
him andif
he doubles his salary within that time. Learning fo this agreement. Comby,
who, determined not to loose his efik-ient secretary, discharges Jackson. One
month later, we And Jackson the proprietor of "Hotellerie des Enfants," — "a
parkin;
place time
for the
of busy
mothers." with
He isComby
ready onto the
claimcondition
Myra.
At the same
a bigchildren
firm offers
to consolidate
that
John
Henry
be
made
general
manager.
Comby
offers
to
buy
John
Heni-y's
business, but the latter refuses. Comby then starts to put him out of business
by various ingenious methods. He succeeds and John Henry goes to him raging,
and finds that he is to be general manager of the consolidation. Myra Dalton
is only too glad to have the option taken up.
This satire on American
business gets the laughs
from beginning to end. It
is one of the best long
comedies we have seen for
a long time, a-nd, what is
more, the comedy situations haven't the appearance of being forced in by
the scenario writer in
hopes of getting a laugh.
They fit in as a natural
sequence to the action of
the story, which makes
them all the more laughable. It is really good
clean comedy with the
laughs kept in and the
slapstick stuff kept out.
You will enjoy every
minute of it.
Points of Appeal. — The
comedy situations, based
more or less on everyday
life, have been given a
twist her and a turn
there, which makes them
ridiculous in the extreme,
especially in the one where
Comby bows to the superior will of his secretary
in signing a letter she has
written to a competitor,
that is entirely different
from the scathing one he
has dictated. Then, too,
the scenes in John Henry's
hotel will appeal to every father. His nurses quit him cold
and he has about twenty youngsters ranging from two to five
years old on his hands. Any father who has had to take care
of one kid while the mother is out can sympathize with him
deeply, as can
he knows
how big these "little
troubles"
becomefrom
at bitter
certainexperience
times.
Cast. — It would be hard to pick any one better suited for the
part of Myra Dalton other than Ethel Grey Terry, and Edward
Hoi'ton as John Henry Jackson, and Tully Marshall as Amos
Comby fit their roles as if they had been melted and poured
into them. The rest of the cast is well balanced, playing their
respective parts with a snap and vigor that will make this film
stand out as a comedy.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The photography is excellent and the lighting has been handled so as to bring out every
detail in the film to its best advantage. The continuity is unbroken and the direction is so well handled that the action
never becomes confused, but moves forward rapidly, telling the
story in a manner that holds the interest of the spectator all the
way through.
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PRODUCERS,
{Through First National)
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Made in the Kitchen
She Sighed by the Seaside
Call a Cop
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES
Love's Outcast

EXHIBITORS

TO
INC.
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
OF AMERICA
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
Monkey Shines
2 reels
A Rag Doll Romance
2 reels
How
to Grow COMEDIES
Thin (Spec'al)
1 reel
CHESTER
Snooky's Fresh Heir
2 reels
Snooky's Blue Monday
2 reels
Snooky's
Wild
Oats
2 reels
CHESTER OUTINGS
No More Gasoline
1 reel
Save Your Carfare
1 reel
The
Hop
11 reel
Music Last
in the
Air
reel
Jogging Across Sawtooth
1 reel
CHESTER SCENICS
Old Moose Trails
1 reel
New Wine in Old Bottles
1 reel
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
No Parking
2 reels
A Barnyard Cavalier
2 reels
One Stormy Knight
2 reels
A Rambling Romeo
2 reels
Hokus Pokus
2 reels
'TwasPromise
Ever Thus
22 reels
reels
Oh,
Me!
'Tis
the
Bull
2
reels
Fair Enough
2 reels
CINAL FILMS— SLOW SPEED
The Manly Art of Self-Defense
1 reel
Annette Kellerman in Hi,sh Diving
1 re 1
Golf
1 reel
GAYETY COMEDIES
Say Uncle
1 reel
Afraid of His Wife
1 reel
O'h,
Brother
11 reel
reel
Wild and Willie
Assault and Flattery ....
1 reel
Standing Pat
1 reel
KINOGRAMS
News Reel — Sunday and Thursdays
1 reel
MERMAID COMEDIES
Free and Easy
2 reels
Rolling Stones
2 reels
Step
This
Way
2
The Rainmaker
2 reels
reels
Spooks
2 reels
MISCELLANEOUS
Could Columbus Discover an America?.... 1 reel
The Crater of Mt. Katmai
1 reel
Dixie
1 reel
PUNCH COMEDIES
A Rural Cinderella
2 reels
Count'y
22 reels
The
LoveChickens
Egg
reels
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS BEAUTIFUL
By the Side of the Road
1 reel
In the Bonnie Brier Country
1 reel
As Old as the PUlls
1 reel
Unknown Switzerland
1 reel
ROBERT C. BRUCE "WILDERNESS TALES"
"And
Must Weep'
reel
MissingW'omen
Men
11 reel
Nights of Many Shadows
1 reel
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse
2 reels
The
to Return
Read
reels
The Ne'er
Policeman
and the
Baby
22 reels
The Northern Trail
2 reels
SKETCHO'GRAFS
Just for Fun
I reel
Play Ball!
1 reel
What'sFamily
the Limit?
reel
The
Album
11 reel
TOONERVILLE COMEDIES
The Skipper's Last Resort
2 reels
The
Skipper's
Policy
2 reels
TORCHY
COMEDIES
Torchy Takes a Chance
2 reels
Battling Torchy
2 reels
Torchy and Orange Blossoms
2 reels
Torchy's
2 reels
VANITY Ghost
COMEDIES
Paying Patients
1 reel
Eat and Be Happy
1 reel
Chicken Hearted
1 reel
Spiking the Spooks
1 reel
It's
11 reel
NinetyYourDays Move
or Life
reel
WORLD WANDERINGS
Dawn Silver
to DuskHarvest
in Egypt
11 reel
The
reel
Tho People of Old Bruges
1 reel
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SHORT
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES TR.-WEL
PICTURES
Boro-Bodor and the Bromo
1 reel
Torid Tampicc^1 reel
Kwang-^Chow-Fu
11 reel
Nice and Cannes
^
reel
Mexican Oil Fields
1 reel
In Batik Land . :
1 reel
Across the Grand Canyon
1 reel
Seville in Fair Time
1 reel
At the Wailing Wall
1 reel
Rural Java
1 reel
Santa
Fe
—
The
City
Different
1
reel
Seeing San Marino
1 reel
Watching the Waylands
1 reel
In Old Granada
1 reel
A Fairy Foreland
1 reel
Stamboul
1 reel
Along the Rio Grande
1 reel
At the Damascus Gate
1 reel
Lake Maggiore
1 reel
First Families of America
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGAME .\DVEXTURE
SCENICS
Down the Strand in London
1 reel
Winter Sports in St. Moritz
1 reel
KilaweaJungfrau
\'olcanoRailroad
in Eruption
11 reel
The
reel
Wildest Wales
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Kids is Kids
2 reels
Spirits
2 reels
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Movie Fans
2 reels
Fickle Fancy
2 reels
.'\ F'reside Brewer
2 reels
Dabbling in Art
2 reels
Bungalow Troubles
2 reels
On a Summer's Day
2 ree's
The
finish
ree's
OfficerUnhappy
Cupid
22 reels
Astrav from the Steerage
2 r'els
Are
Waitresses- Safe?
:
reels
An International
.Sneak
22 reels
Watch
Ne'ghbor
22 reels
reels
It Pays Your
to Exercise
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Pictionary and Cartoons (Weekly)
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
From a Piscatorial Angle
1 reel
The Cloud
1 reel
A Setting of Ages
1 reel
Indiana Summer
1 reel
\'ietory Mountain
1 reel
PARAMOLINT-V.VNiDENBURGH SERIES
Wild Men of Africa
2 reels
Jungle Dancers
2 reels
The Lion K'H^rs
2 ree's
.Slaying
22 reels
ree's
The
LandtheofHippopotamus
the Pygmies
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
CHARLES CHAPLIN
A Dog's Life
reels
AShoulder
Day's Pleasure
re-Is
.\rms
22 reels
Sunnyside
2 reels
The Idle Class
2 ree's
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
The Skipper's Narrow Escape
2 reels
The Skipper's
Treasure Garden
Meeting
All Trains
22 reels
reels
Toonerville Fire Brigade
2 reels
Skipper's Scheme
22 reels
Toonerville
Follies
reels
Skipper's Flirtation
2 reels
Skipper's HasBoozem
Friend
Skipper
His Fling
222 reels
reels
Toonerville
Tactics
reels
.Skipper Strikes It Rich
2 reels
Toonerville Tangle
2 reels
HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES
The Punch of the Irish
2 reels
Twilight Baby
3 reels
The
Kick
in
High
Life
2
Wet and Warmer
2 ree's
reels
The Game Lady
2 reels'
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Blacksmith
2 reels
The Playhouse
2 reels
The Boat
2 reels
SENNETT
Hard Knocks and Love Taps
2 reels
Be Reasonable
2 reels
By Heck
2 reels
TURPIN
I ove and Doughnuts
2 reels
Bright Eyes
2 reels
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FOX FILM CORPORATION
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Chase Me
2 reels
Farmyard Follies
2 reels
Say It With Flowers
2 reels
The Book Agent
2 reels
SingerMoment,
Midget'sPlease
Side Show
22 reels
reels
One
A Perfect Villain
2 reels
Love and War
2 reels
Pardon Me
2 reels
Try
Get It
22 reels
reels
False andAlarm
Hold the Line
2 reels
Please Be Careful
2 reels
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
All Wrong
2 reels
Don't Guide
Tickle
reels
The
22 reels
The Sailor
2 reels
The Toreador
2 reels
The Chauffeur
2 reels
Hot Dog
2 reels
AL. ST. JOHN SERIES
The Happy Pest
2 reels
Fool Days
2 reels
Straight
from
the
Farm
'2
reels
The Studio Rube
2 reels
MUTT AND JEFF .\XIM.\TED CARTOONS
The
Tong Sandwich
'
Shadowed
1 reel
Turkish Bath
1 reel
The Big ilystery
1 reel
Long Live the King
1 reel
The
\'illageChristmas
Cut-Ups
11 reel
A Messy
reel
Fast Freight
1 reel
The Stolen Snooze
1 reel
Getting Ahead
1 reel
Bony Parts .
1 reel
ABesider
GhostlyHerWallop
1I reel
Cider
reel
The Last Laugh
I reel
The Hole Cheese
1 reel
The Phony Focus
1 reel
The Crystal Gazer
1 reel
Stuck in the Mud
1 reel
Too Much Sap
1 feel
LUPINO LANE SERIES
The Broker
2 reels
FOX NEWS (Twice a Week)
SERIALS
Bride 13
15 Episodes
Fantomas
20 Episodes
GOLDWYN PICTURES
C.\PITOL COMEDIES
FingersandandRollers
Pockets
*.
Love
Hearts and Hammers
At It Again
Professional Ethics
When Martin Gits Here
Ged Ap, Napoleon
You'd Better Get It
Indigo Sunday
Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About
Take It Easy
EDGAR COMEDIES
Edgar Camps Out
;
Exigar the Explorer
Edgar's Country Cousin
Edgar's
Feast Day
Get-Rich-Quick
Edgar
Edgar's Little Saw
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "Apollo". .
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Cupid's
Advice"
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Happy
Hoolidiini"
Lampoons
— Judge Rummy in "The Prize
Dance"
Lampoons — Judge Rummy in "The Snappy
Judgment"
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "The BlackLampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "A Romance
of '76"
Lampoons
—
Judge Rummy in "Why Change
Your Hlusband?"
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "Doctor
Jekyll and Mr. Zipp"
Lampoons — Judge Rummy in "Bear Facts"
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Roll
Own"
_ Your. .
Lampoons — Judge Rummy in "Yes Dear". .
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "Oil"...:..
Lampoons
— Judge Rummy in "Too Much
Pep"

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

2
2
2
22
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
smith" 1reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
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Bearcat

Believing

Metro Pictures Corporation. Story by Rex Taylor. Scenario by Edith Kennedy. Cameraman, John Arnold. Directed by D. H.
Thompson.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Diana Webster, Viola Dana ; Bruce Terring, Allan Forrest ; Aunt Sue, Gertrude
Astor ; Jimmy Harrison, Pliilo McCullough ; Jack Webster, Harold Goodwin;
Henry Scribbins, Edward Connelly ; Martha Scribbins, Josephine Crowell ; Mr.
Reed, Colin Kinney ; Mrs. Reed, Grace Morse ; Sheriff, J. P. Lockney.
Diana Webster starts for the city with Jimmy Harrison, her aunt's fiance, to
purchase some new clothes. A storm comes up and the auto gets out of commission, forcing them to remain over night at a small hotel in the village.
The proprietor and his wife take it for gr.nnted that Jimmy and Diana are
married and give them the onl.y remaining vacant room in the hotel. Upon
their being shown to this room Jimmy smeaks out and sleeps on a couch in an
alcove. Bruce Terring also a guest of the hotel sees them enter the room togetheri and not knowing either of them forms his own conclusions. When Diana
arrives home after her trip to the city, she finds Bruce Terring to be an overseas
pal of her brother's and his house guest. They recognize ea,ch other and she
tries to explain the situation to him but he is unconvinced. She attempts to
work out a plan whereby she can prove to him that seeing is not always believing
but the tables are turned against her by some unscrupulous crooks she has engaged. Meanwhile Bruce has overheard Jinuny telling- Diana's brother about the
aiTair at the hotel and he then realizes the girl is only a victim of circumstance.
He goes to look for her and finds her being blackmailed and beaten by the crooks.
He takes up the light and the sheriff come.'; on the scene and locks them all up.
Jimmy, who is the district attorney, is reached by phone and comes to the jail
and has his friends released, at the same tim? congratulating the sheriff on
having captured two noted crooks 'who have been long wanted by the law. Bruce
and Diana become engaged.
A bright and snappy
comedy with plenty of action and really funny
situations. Also there, is
a hidden moral that bears
thinking about. The story
is well balanced, although
it has its weak points that
could be picked out.
Nevertheless, it gives a
suflRciently convincing working basis for five
reels of pleasing amusement. There is absolutely
nothing offensive in the
entire production and on
a whole it creates the impression of having been
extremely well done.
Points of Appeal. —
There is enough variety in
this picture to appeal, in
one way or another, to
almost everyone who sees
it. Through the story
runs a very entertaining
love element and there is
lots of new comedy and
real excitement. Aside
from these, the art titles
are unusually clever and
also some very good lighting effects.
Cast. — Viola Dana is a
charming little heroine.
Her acting in this picture
is expressive and of the
most pleasing sort. She is ably assisted by Allan Forrest in
the role of Bruce Terring. All the other members of the cast
render excellent support.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many fine exteriors and some attractive interiors. The close-ups are good
and the lighting has been accomplished with most agreeable
results. The continuity runs smoothly and there is never a
dull moment.
Direction good.

Universal Photoplay. Author, F. R. Buckley.
Scenario by George Hively. Directed by
Ed Sedgwick.
Footage, 4550.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
The
Singin'
Kid,
Hoot
Gibson
Alys Harris
May, ;Lillian
; Sheriff
Bill Garfield, ;
Charles French ; Doc Henderson, ; Joe
John P.RichMay,
A. Hollingsworth
Peter May, Harold Goodwin; Archer Aitken, William Buckley; Mary Lang, Fontaine Laliue ; Henry, Jim Alamo.
alias "The
Singin' verses
Kid," calculated
comes fromto across
the Riothink
Grandehe
into"The
ThreeBearcat,"
Pines singing
bloodthirsty
make anyone
was
a
killer
or
"bad
man."
He
makes
a
friend
of
Sheriff
Bill
Gai-field
in
of it, and another of Alys May, daughter of the cattle king, John P. May,spite
by
saving her life in a runaway. As a reward he's given a fence riding job by May
iiiul falls
in
love
with
Alys,
though
warned
she's
enga.jed
to
Archer
Aitken,
college chum of her brother Peter May. Aitken and Peter come home from college,
gets alltown
mixedof upPrairie
with Dog
a kiwheel
lady, before.
name o' She
Mary,wants
whomfivehe thoumet
inandtheAitken
neighboring
the sununer
sand dollars to forget the flirtation. The Kid keeps Aitken froirn paying and
Aitken
and himself
himself afrom
tor murder
when thethemanlowheel's
is shot;
and proves
betterswinging
man than
Aitken and
for Alyspal May.
Strong characterization
marks this story of the
Southwest. The opening
particularly is notable in
its restraint, in its outlining of the sort of chap this
Bearcat fellow is as he
drops into the store conducted by the sheriff. This
functionary looks him over
with an experienced eye
and comes to the right
conclusion the young man
is
just with
playingthis
he isfact
"bad."in
And
mind it makes the work of
young Mr. Gibson stand
out all the more.
There's a bit of comedy
in some of the earlier
scenes, in this long but
very interesting colloquy
between the sheriff and
the new arrival. There's
a stern bit as the Singin'
Kid, under arrest, holds
out his arms for the snapping on of the irons. He
grabs
under the
sheriff's
hands, the
throws
body
over among the men in the
room, slips through the
door and into his saddle
in a jiffy. It is a surprise
move and gets the spectator off his guard, so to
speak. The picture as a
whole will rank as a distinctly good western.
Points of Appeal. — The outstanding note of the story is the
bashful boy in love with a girl he believes already engaged.
In the advertising and local exploiting of the picture reference
may be made to the habit of the young man to sing bloodthirsty songs where as a matter of fact there are no notches in
his gun — he is just a wholesome kid.
Cast. — Topping the cast in acting performance is Charles K.
French, west coast pioneer player, who has enacted sheriffs time
without number and who undoubtedly has devoted much study to
the ways of that product of the west as he has seen these in the
life. The interest centers practically on the husky featured
player and the sheriff. Of course Lillian Rich as the object of
the Singin' Kid's regard fiits in and out of the picture and makes
a wholesome impression. The remainder of the cast is competent.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Nearly the entire picture
is of brilliant exteriors, big spaces of plain and mountain, and
these are well photographed. The direction is praiseworthy.
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GO'LDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Tree-Top
11 reel
The IslandConcert
of the Singers
Mist
reel
Through the Earth
1 reel
What Is Your Body Worth?
1 reel
A Paradise for Birds
1 reel
Venice of the Orient
1 reel
Action of the H uman Keart
1 reel
The Riveter
1 reel
The Human Voice
1 reel
Seein' Things
on the Orinoco
I1 reel
Gypsy
Scientists
reel
Unshod Soldiers of the King
1 reel
No
RegularInspiration
Bird
11 reel
Chemical
reel
Safe Combination
1 reel
The City That Never Sleeps
1 reel
WID GUNNING, INC.
Moongold
3,175
Bear, Boy and Dog
2,053
Puppy Days
959
Robinson Crusoe Hours
966
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor)
2,117
The Bashful Suitor (Mary Brandon and
Pierre Gendron)
2,064
The Young Painter (Mary Astor and Pierre
Gendron)
2,500
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
MAX ROBERTS COMEDIES
Why Change Your Mother-in-Law ?
????
Shimmy Isle
????
Absence Without Leave
????
METRO PICTURES CORP.
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Convict 13
2 reels
One Week
2 reels
The Scare Crow
2 reels
Neighbors
2 reels
The Haunted House
2 reels
Hard Luck
2 reels
The High Sign
2 reels
The Goat
2 reels
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
CHARLES RAY SERIES (20 Dramas) . . 2 reels
Kineto Review Series (52 Releases)
KiNETo Reviews — The Living Book of Nature
(See Issue of May 28, 1921, for First Series)
(See Issue of Oct. 29, 1921, for Second Series)
THIRD SERIES
Garden of the Gods — ^Colorado
1 reel
The Science of a Soap Bubble
1 reel
Rio de Janeiro
1 reel
Kentucky Thoroughbreds
1 reel
Hiking the Alps With the Boy Scouts
1 reel
Manhattan Life
1 reel
Eccentricities
of the Wasp and Bee
'. 1 reel
Fur
and Feathers
My Adirondacks Outing
1 reel
The Chemistry of Combustion
1 reel
The Victory Pageants
1 reel
The Delta of the Nile
1 reel
A Glimpse Into the Animal Kingdom
1 reel
KING COLE COMEDIES
Moonshiners
2 reels
Strikes to Spare
2 reels
Bars and Stripes
2 reels
Jazz Babies
2 reels
A Fresh Start
2 reels
Shimmy Gym
2 reels
General Nuisance
2 reels
NATIONAL COMEDIES
Wanted — A Girl
2 reels
ASERIAL
Million — More or Less
2 reels
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and
'Ella Hall)
15 Episodes
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE NEWS— Wednesdays and Saturdays
TOPICS OF THE DAY— Weekly
Week of March 19
Win or Lose (White Eagle No. 12)
2 reels
High Tide
1 reel
The Farmer and the Ostrich (Aesop Fable) % reel
Hey There (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Loaded Dice (reissue)
3 reels
Week of March 26
The Clash of the Clans (White Eagle No. 13) 2 reels
Hot Off the Press (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
Hit Him Again (Harold Lloyd reissue) .... 1 reel
The Isle of Zorda (Louis Nalpas Prod.) .... 9 reels
The Angel Factory (reissue)
3 reels
Week of April 2
The Pivoted Rock (White Eagle No. 14) . . . 2 reels
The Anvil Chorus (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Lion and the Mouse (Aesop Fable) . . - Yi reel
The Mark of Cain (reissue)
3 reels
Beat It (Harold Llovd reissue)
1 reel
The
Fisher'sand Boarding
House.... 11 reel
The Ballad
Opossumof (Bill
Bob)
reel

SHORT
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Week of April 9
The Golden Pool (White Eagle No. 15)
2 reels
Chained
to the Anchor (Go Get 'Em Hutch 3 reels
No. 1)
Jump
Your Cat
Job and
(SnubthePollard)
The Rich
Poor Cat (Aesop 1 reel
Fable)
reel
Next Aisle Over ('Harold Lloyd Reissue) . . 1 reel
Shadows borne
and Sunshine
(Baby
Marie
Osreissue)
3 reels
Week of April 16
The
Wall (GoComedy)
Get 'Em Hutch No. 2) 12 reel
reels
StandFalling
Pat (Parrott
The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing (Aesop Fa- ble) Yi reel
An Ozark Romance (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
More Trouble (Frank Keenan reissue) 3 reels
Week of April 23
TheNo. Runaway
Car (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
3)
Full Wicked
O' Pep Cat
(Snub(Aesop
Pollard)
reel
The
Fable)
Yi1 reel
Bride and Gloom (Harold Lloyd reissue) ... 1 reel
The Mysterious Client (Irene Castle reissue) 3 reels
PIONEER FILM CORP.
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babies in Bearskin
1 reel
Call Me Daddy
1 reel
Down Beside the Seaside
1 reel
Knockout Maggie
1 reel
Professor Was Right
1 reel
Running Romeos
1 reel
Two's Company
1 reel
Young Ideas . . .•
1 reel
Luke
McLuke's
Film-osophy,
each
^
PEEP INTO THE FUTURE (series of 6) 2 reel
reels
THE SONNY SERIES, each
2 reels
SERIALS
The Hope Diamond Mystery
15 Episodes
The Mystery Mind
15 Episodes
LEWIS J'. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
PRIZMA COLOR PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES (Detective ■
Series)
2 reels
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNICK NEWS
SERIALS
The Whirlwind
15 Episodes
The Branded Four
15 Episodes
TRIART PICTURES, INC.
(Released through Hodkinson)
The Beggar Maid
2 reels
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMFDTES
The Dumbbell (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Chums der
(Baby PeggyDog)
and Brownie, the Won- 2 reels
Shipwrecked Among the Animals (Harry
Sweet)
2 reels
The Straphanger (Lee Moran)
2 reels
An Idle Roomer (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Circus Clowns (Baby Peggy and Brownie,
the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
The Touchdown (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Horse Sense (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Little Miss Mischief (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Table Stakes (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Upper and Lower (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A One Horse Town (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Peggy, Behave (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Mutts (Brownie, the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
Two of a Kind (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
The Rubberneck (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A Dark Horse (Sally, the Human Horse,
and Charles Dorety)
2 reels
No Brains
2 reels
Cheerful Credit (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
JEWEL COMEDIES
"P. D. Q." (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Roman Romebs (Lyons-Moran)
2 reels
A Monkey Movie Star
2 reels
Robinson's
Trousseau
(Lee
Moran)
reels
A Monkey Bell-Hop
22 reels
JEWEL (COTLIER SERIES)
The Leather Pushers No. 1
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 2
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 3
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 4
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 5
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 6
2 reels
TED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman)
The Girl and the Law (No. Z)
2 reels
Big Stakes (No. 3)
2 reels
When the Devil Laughed (No. 4)
2 reels
The Forest Runners (No. 5)
2 reels
The
Timber Wolf (No. 6)
2 reels
SERIALS
The Flaming Disc
18 Episodes
The Vanishing Dagger
18 Episodes
The
Net
Episodes
King Dragon's
of the Circus
(Eddie Polo) 1815 Episodes
The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick) 18 Episodes
The White Horseman
18 Episodes
Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
Terror Trail
18 Episodes
Winner of the West (Art Acord) .'. . . 18 Episodes
The Secret Four (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
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With Stanley in Africa (George Walsh and
Louise Lorraine)
The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (Harry
Myers)
STAR COMEDIES
Fares, Please
Back Stage
Noiseless Valley
Should Stepmothers Trifle?
Line's
Ice
Box Busy
Pirates
Heart Breakers
Show Me Your Samples
Fur Coats and Pants
Oh! Nursie
Westward Whoa
Almost a Rancher
Penny Ante
The Fake Quake
The News Maker
Both Booths
Friday, the Thirteenth
The Bottle Baby
His Inheritance Ta.xi ■
.\
Panicky Pullman
Beware!

2 reels
2 reels
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
11 reel
reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
11 reel
reel
A Movie
'. . . 1 reel
The
MinuteMix-Up
Man
."X Golf Insect
1 reel
Society Sailors
1 reel
UNIVERSAL .SERIES
A Battle Against Odds (Eddie Polo) 2 reels
Cyclone
Smith's
Vow (Eddie
(Eddie Polo)
Polo)
reels
Square Deal
Cyclone
22 reels
The Yellow Streak (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Heritage of Hate (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
.•\
Ride for aAND
Rancho
(Eddie Polo)
WESTERN
RAILROAD
DRAMAS 2 reels
Fair Fighting (Art Acord)
2 reels
AOld Woman's
Wit (Eileen Sedgwick)
22 reels
reels
Dynamite
The Brand of Courage
2 reels
The Dream Girl
2 reels
Ned of the News (Percy Pembroke) 2 reels
A Battle of Wits (Eileen Sedgwick)
2 reels
ThePlante
Deputy's
Cross (Laura La- 2 reels
and LeoDouble
Shumway)
Night Attack, The (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 reels
Captain
Finish (Mack Wright and 2 reels
Lillian Kid's
Byron)
The Phantom Terror (Jack Perrin and Gertrude Olmstead)
2 reels
The
Ranger's
Reward
(Art
Acord)
2
The Open Wire (Eileen Sedgwick)
2 reels
reels
Fighting Back (Laura LaPlante and Elmo
Lincoln)
2 reels
A Gertrude
Blue Jacket's
Honor (Jack Perrin and 2 reels
Olmstead)
Matching Wits (Art Acord)
2 reels
The Trail of the Wolf (Laura LaPlante
and Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
Trickery (Dorothy Woods and Harold Good- win) 2reels
The G\r\ of the West (Laura LaPlante and
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reels
The Call of Courage (Laura LaPlahte and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The White Messenger (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
A Treacherous Rival (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The Verdict (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
TheElmo Big Lincoln)
_ Ranger (Laura LaPlante and 2 reels
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
(Issued Every Monday and Thursday)
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
A Parcel Post Husband
2 reels
Fists and Fodder
2 reels
Footprints
2 reels
He Laughs Last
2 reels
Springtime
2 reels
The Laundry
2 reels
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
School Days
2 reels
Solid Concrete
2 reels
The Fly Cop
2 reels
The Grocery Clerk
2 reels
The Stage Hand
2 reels
The Suitor
,
2 reels
The
Sportsman
22 reels
The Hick
reels
The Rent Collector
2 reels
The Bakery
2 reels
The Fall Guy
:
2 reels
The Bell Hop
2 reels
The Sawmill
2 reels
The Show
2 reels
TIM AUBREY COMEDIES
the Riot
2 reels
The Applicant
2 reels
The
Messenger
2
The Charmed Life
2 reels
reels
SERIALS
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Page) IS Episodes
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio Moreno) 15 Episodes
The Silent Avenger (William Duncan) 15 Episodes
The Purple Raiders (Joe Ryan and
Elinor Field)
15 Episodes
Fighting Fate (William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
15 Episodes
Breaking "Through
IS Episodes
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Passion

Vitagraph Photoplay in Six Parts. Adapted from
Jean Richepin's Story — "Miarka, the Child
of the Bear." Director, Louis Mercanton.
Running Time, Seventy-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Romany Kate, Madame Rejane ; Miarka, Desdemona Mazza ; Count de la Koque,
Jean Richepin
Ivor, Charles
Ivor Novello
Marcel
Numa ; ;Louis,
Vanel. ; Oetavla, Mme. Moutbazon ; Monsieur Clienal,
On the estate of Coupnt de la Roque in Southern Prance lived Romany Kate,
an old gypsy, with her daughter, granddaughter, Miarka, and a pet bear. The
Count had years bfeore given Kate shelter when her son and his wife died, leaving
an
infant several
daughter.manuscripts
The Count's
hobbyhe was
study obtained
of gypsyfrom
history,
possessed
wliich
had the
secretly
Kate.and Thehe
latter believed that some day the great chief of all the tribes would come to wed
Miarka. Louis, the Count's gamekeeper, constantly persecuted Miarka with his
attentions.
nephew, of
returned
and join
fell the
in love
with Miarka.Ivor,
KatethewasCount's
ever dreaming
the dayfrom
whenEngland
she would
pilg
r
i
m
a
g
e
o
f
her
tribes
to
the
Holy-Saint-Marys-of-the-Sea.
She
objected
the
entanglement of her granddaughter with Ivor. Louis gave Kate a clue to towhere
her long-lost cipher manuscripts were. She obtained them and fled with Miarka.
Meanwhile Louis set the chateau on fire, having robbed his master during the
latter's absence.
Kate again
was arrested.
The girl
bearIx)uiB
protected
Miarkaby from
Louis's
advances.
Attempting
to abduct the
was killed
the animal.
Before dying he confessed his guilt. In the end it transpired that Ivor was of
gypsywerebloodhappily
and the
long-looked-for chief. The lovers met at the sacred shrine
and
imited.
Admirers of straight,
unadulterated melodrama
with plenty of snappy action and a generous assortment of thrills should
find much to please them
in this picture. The fact
that Gypsy Passion — originally known as Miarka,
the Child of the Bear- —
was the first and last film
in which the late Mme. Rejane appeared, lends additional interest to the attraction and it must be
confessed that the character work of the great
French actress as Old
Kate stands out in bold
relief and to a considerable extent completely
dominates the story. An
unusually well trained
bear who keeps a watchful
eye upon the heroine and
eventually disposes of the
villain by the liberal use of
rough-house methods deserves commendable mention. As a romantic narrative particularly rich in
local color, the feature
promises to win favor with
the majority of movie patrons and was well received when shown recently at the Strand Theatre,
New York. So far as
changing the original title
Is concerned, there appears
to be no good reason for
guch action excepting that
certain powers that be in
filmland are evidently convinced that spice and pepper must be utilized whenever possible as seasoning to whet the public appetite.
Points of Appeal. — The mystery surrounding the identity of
Miarka's
lover,preserved
who afterward
to beofthethegenuine
gypsy
chief, is well
up to turns
a lateoutstage
proceedings,
the love interest holds well and the climax is satisfactory.
Cast. — Mme. Rejane's performance as Old Kate will linger
long in the memories of all who see this picture as a perfect bit
of artistry. Her pantomime is never at fault, there are no
unnecessary gestures employed, but in subtle fashion she manages to convey a world of meaning by a single expression of
her mobile features. It is a great character sketch. Desdemona
Mazza plays Miarka effectively, Jean Richepin is a courtly, dignified Count de la Roque, and Ivor Novello scores as the successful lover. The support as a whole is excellent.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are some charming
exteriors shown and handsome interiors, the long shots are admirable, but the lighting at times is rather defective. The continuity is a trifle "jumpy," but speedy action goes far toward
making up for whatever gaps occur.
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Photoplay
Tolsva.

Wife

in Five Parts.

Author,

Julia

Scenario by Julia Tolsva. Director,

Herbert Brenon. Running Time, Fifty-five
Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Myrtle, Pearl White; Hill, Gilbert Etnery ; Gray, Holmes Herbert.
Married life begins to pall upon Myrtle, who finds the continual humdrum run
of her household duties disagreeable, although she still loves her husband. The
latter invites her to accompany him upon a journey to be taken in connection with
his business. But Myrtle, in a fit/ of i>etulance, refuses his request and remains
behind. During her husband's absence she becomes infatuated with Gray, his
business assistant. Returning unexpectedly, Hill, the husband, is a vritness to
a love scene between Myrtle and Gray, who Is embracing her. Justly indignant
Hill gets a divorce and Myrtle marries her lover. But the marriage turns out a
failure. In desperation Myi'tle commits suicide by drowning. At this Juncture
she awakens to the fact that it has all been a dream. The result is that Myrtle
is cured of her unhappiness, resolves to devote herself to her husband in the future and goes on the trip with him as he desired.
The ancient dream idea,
in which it turns out that
a seemingly direful tragedy hasn't happened at all,
and the character chiefly
concerned awakens to a
better sense of her moral
duties, has been exploited
to the limit in this picture, but fails to convince
the spectators. It is rather
difficult, in the first place,
to arouse sympathy for a
wife who deliberately
plays the wanton, merely
because she has grovra
tired of the monotony of
domestic existence and despite the excellent acting
of Pearl White in the star
role the film cannot be set
down as one of her screen
successes. It is an unpleasant sort of theme at
best, and its box oflSce
value must remain a
dubious quantity even in
theatres where Miss White
possesses a strong following of admirers.
Points of Appeal. — The
bit of comedy which winds
up the story helps to redeem its disagreeable
flavor to some extent, yet
it is hard to forget the
nasty impression left by the repulse given the wife by her first
husband when he refuses to allow her to see her dying child, who
calls piteously for the mother. While the feature here and there
possesses flashes of human interest and Director Herbert Brenon
has made skillful use of the material on hand to the best of his
ability, the net result cannot be said to be encouraging.
Cast. — Pearl White is always fascinating and plays the role
of Myrtle with her usual vim and emotional power, Gilbert
Emery scores as Hill and Holmes Herbert does the best that
Gray. be expected with the undesirable part of the seductive
could
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — ^Deep sets are utilized with
striking effect in filming the interior scenes, the long shots are
neatly executed and the lighting is excellent. The continuity
holds together well and the action moves rapidly.
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STATE

RIGHTS

AMERICAN

FILM CORP., INC. Footage

Kigh-Gear Jeffrev (William Russell)
5,00t)*
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes)
S,00O*
A Rough-Shod Fighter (William Russell) 5,000*
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
Loggers of Hcll-Roarin' ^fountain (Helen
Holmes)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
APEX FILM CO.
Out of the Dust (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000*
ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
The Heart of Lincoln (Francis Ford)
5,000*
Another Man's Boots (Western)
5,000*
The Stranger of the Hills (Western)
5,000*
They're Off! (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Thundering Hoofs, (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Threads of Destiny (Bessie May)
5,000*
In Search of Arcady
5,000*
The Lamb and the Lion
5,000*
Hoop-La
5,000*
The Love Call
5,000*
The Girl of My Dreams
5,000*
ARROW FILM CORP.
Stranger in Canyon Valley (Edythe Sterling) 5,000*
Daughter of the Don (All Star Cast)
6,000*
BeforeLight
the White
Came Stars
(Indian(Dustin
Cast) 6,000*
The
of the ManWestern
Farnum)
6,000*
Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Playing Square (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
The Happy Masquerader (Gladys Leslie)... 5,000*
A Shadow of the Past (Charlotte Walker) 5,O0n*
A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
5,000*
A Question of Honor (Kathryn Adams).... 5,000*
Adele (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Just His Wife (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
AGirlMan's
(Dustin The
Farnum)
5,000*
FromFight
Porcupine,
6,251
Splendid Life, The
5,996
Double-O (Jack Hoxie)
4,739
Sparks of Flint (Jack Hoxie)
4,805
Two-Fisted Jefferson (Jack Hoxie)
4,639
Motion to Adjourn, A
5,785
Innocent Cheat, The
5,744
Ten Nights in a Barroom
7,815
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
(Distributed by Weiss Brothers)
After Six Days (Old testament Story) 10,000*
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
Under
Western
Skies
6,000*
False Women
5,000
AYWON FILM CORP.
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams).... 5,000*
Across the Border (Big Boy Williams) .... 5,000*
Rounding Up the Law (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Lure of the Orient (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Fidelity (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
Hair Trigger Casey (Frank Borzage) 5,000*
Master
of
Beasts
(All
Star
Cast)
Oh! Mabel, Behave (Mabel Normand, Mack 5,000*
Sennett, Owen Moore, Ford Sterling).... 5,000*
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Dangerous Love (Pete Morrison)
5 reels
The Victim (Robert T. Haines)
6 reels
Captivating
Mary Carstairs (Norma Tal- 5 reels
madge reissue)
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart)... 5,600
Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewart) .... 5,0u0*
COMMONWEALTH PICT. CORP.
The Hidden Light
5,000*
EAST COAST PRODUCTION, INC.
AMALGAMATED SERIES
Ashes
5,000*
Any Night
5,000*
The Greater Duty
5,000*
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Midchannel (Clara Kimball Young)
6.0OO*
Hush
Young)
Where (Clara
Is My Kimball
Wandering
Boy Tonight?.... 6,000*
????
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed) . . 5,800
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Kazan
6,464
The Mask
6,400
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
The Servant in the House (All Star)
5,000*
Penny of Top Hill Trail (Bessie Love) 5,000*
Dangerous
Toys
(All
Star)
7,000*
Heidi of the Alps (Prizma)
????
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
The Supreme Passion
The Ne'er-Ds-Well
The House Without Children
The Spoilers
*.Approximately

6,000*
7,000*
7,000*
9,000*'
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Number 19

PICTURES

Footage
6,700

Mother Eternal
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men (Super Feature) 6,200
JOAN FILM SALES CORP.
She
Played
Ward)
5,000*
Annabel Lee and
(AllPaid
Star (Fanny
Cast)
5,000
J. W. FILM CORPORATION
The Road to Arcady
6,000*
Should a Wife Work
6,000*
For Your Daughter's Sake
5,000*
GEORGE H. HAMILTON, INC.
Give Me My Son
5,000*
In Self Defense
5,000*
When Knights Were Bold
5,000*
LEE AND BRADFORD
Determination (Al Lincoln and James Melvale)
10,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The
30 (Fritzi
Ridgeway)
The Fatal
Call from
the Wild
(Frankie Lee and 5,000*
Highland
Laddie)
The Able Minded Lady (Henry B. Walthall) 5,000*
????
The Girl From Rocky Point (Ora Carew) . . . ????
The Forest King (Reed Chapman and Lillian Hall)
????
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Soul of Man, The (William Nigh and Maurine Powers)
7,000*
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle) .... 5,000*
Mr. Bingle (Maclyn Arbuckle)
5,000*
Mr. Potter of Texas (Maclyn Arbuckle) 6,000*
Trail of the Law (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
Man Who Paid, The (Wilfred Lytell) 5,000*
Wolf's Fang, The (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawlinson) . . 6,000*
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton)
6,000*
Soul
and Body
Luther)
Dangerous
Love (Anne
(Pete Morrison
and Carol 6,000*
Holloway)
5,000*
JOSEPH
MOORE AND EILEEN SEDGEWICK SERIES
Problem Eternal
5,000*
False Brands
5,000*
The
Wolf
Pack
5,000*
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG SERIES
Hearts in Exile
5,000*
The Rise of Susan
5,000*
Marriage a la Carte
5,000*
Yellow Passport
5,000*
Feast of Life
5,000*
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
The Toreador (Bull Fight)
3,600
Rigoletto
6,000*
SECOND NAT'L PICTURES CORP.
David and Jonathan
4.800
Hler Story
5,000*
The Night Riders
5,000*
Brenda's Heritage
5,000*
W. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS, INC.
FARNUM, HAMILTON, HART, FORD SERIES
So this Is Arizona
5,982
White Masks, The
4,922
Angel Citizens, The
4,826
STOREY PICTURES, INC.
SHADQWLAND
SCREEN REVIEW— Every Two
Weeks
BURLESQUE PHOTOPLAYS (With Elsie DavenMonth.
No Darnport)— Every
Yeates
2 reels
Hamomlet
2 reels
Salami
2 reels
Let Her Rip Van Winkle
2 reels
TRUART FILM CORPORATION
Burlingham Adventure Series
(each) 1 reel
WARNER BROS.
Why Girls Leave Home
????
Parted Curtains
????
Ashamed of Parents
????
School Days (Wesley Barry)
????
Your Best Friend (Vera Gordon)
????
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch (Alene Ray)
5,000*
West
the Rio Grande (Alene Ray)
5,000*
NEW ofSERIES
Partners of the Sunset (Alene Ray)
5,000*
Lady Luck (Alene Ray)
5,000*
SHORT

Volume 11.

SUBJECTS

ADVENTURES OF T. S. S. CORP.
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln) 15 Episodes

.\NCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
Iris Comedies (Little Napoleon)
2 reels
Crescent Comedies (Jack Richardson) 2 reels
The Movie Stars' Stampede (Novelty) 2 reels
ARROW FILM CORP.
SERLA-LS
Thunderbolt Jack
15 Episodes
The Blue Fox
15 Episodes
Nan of the North
15 Episodes
SPOTLIGHT
COMEDIES
(18)
1 reel
BROADWAY COMEDIES
(14)
2 reels
CRUELWED
COMEDIES
(12)
2 reels
SPEED COMEDIES
(12)
2 reels
MIRTHQUAKE COMEDIES (14)
2 reels
SPORT PICTORIAL (26)
1 reel
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
(Distributed by Goldwyn)
Sport Review Releases
1 reel
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
SPUR SERIES (10 Western)
2 reels
CHARLEY CARTOONS (6 Comedies)
1 reel
AYWON FILM CORP.
HARREY CAREY— 15 Westerns (each) 2 reels
FRANKLIN
FARNUM— 12 Westerns 2 reels
JOY
(each) 22 reels
reels
HELENCOMEDIES—
HOLMES— 6
22 Railroad Dramas..
MARY PICKFORD REVIVALS
2 reels
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS
(Bi-Monthly) 2 reels
SCREEN SN.APSHOTS
(Bi-Monthly)
12 reel
CARNIVAL
COMEDIES
reels
SUNSET COMEDIES (Billy West) 26 com- edies 2reels
DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS (Two Reels)
EXPORT AND IMPORT
SERIAL
The Jungle Goddess (Elinore Field and
Truman Van Dyke)
15 Episodes
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
CHESTER COMEDIES (2 reels each)
JOE ROCK COMEDIES (1 reel each)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (1 reel each)
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES
(2 reels each)
SERIALS of the Jungle
Miracles
15 Episodes
HORIZON PICTURES, INC.
Norma Talmadge Reissues (14) (each) 2 reels
KINETO CO. OF AMERICA
(Released through State Rights Exchange)
Wonders of the World
(2 series)
First Series from No. 1 to No. 26 (each).. 1 reel
Second Series from No. 27 to 52 (each) 1 reel
McGOVERN & EGLER
SHORTY HAMILTON SERIES
The Runt
2,000*
Pep
2,000*
Let-'er-Go
Gallagher
2,000*
Pony
Boy
2,000*
Grit
2,000*
Ride 'Era Cowboy
2,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
FOLLY COMEDIES
1 reel
NEWSPAPER STORIES
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-Month) .... 2 reels
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
IRVING CUMMINGS SERIES
Patsy's Jim
2 reels
Corporal Jim's Ward
2 reels
Rope's
End, The
The
22 reels
False Trail,
reels
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
JANE AND KATHERINE LEE
The Circus Imps
2 reeU
The Dixie Madcaps
2 reels
The Hicksville Terrors
2 reels
MINTA DURFEE SERIES
When You Are Dry
2 reels
Wives' Union
2 reeb
He, She and It
2 reels
AWhose
Ouiet Wife?
Night
22 reels
reels
TONY SARG'S ALMANAC (Series of 12) 1 reel
WESTERN FEATURES
The Mormon Trail
2 reels
The Man Hater
2 reels
A Desperate Tenderfoot
2 reels
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A

Homespun

Vamp

Realart Photoplay in Five Parts. Released by
Paramount. Author, Hector TurnbuU.
Scenario by Harvey Thew. Director, Frank
O'Connor.
utes.

Running

Time, Fifty-five Min-

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Meg Mackenzie, May McAvoy ; Stephen Ware, Darrel Foss ; Joe Dobbs, Lincoln
Stedman ; Beatrice Carlisle, Kathleen Kirkham ; Mrs. Ware, Helen Dunbar ;
Duncan Craig, Guy Oliver; Donald Craig, Charles Ogle; Mrs. Dobbs, Josephine
Crowell.
Meg Mackenzie, an orphan, lives «ith her two miserly Scotch uncles. They
intend
marry onhertheto scene.
Joe Dobbs,
But place
Stephen
Ware, andan
author, toarrives
He isa blacksmith's
in search of son.
a quiet
to write
the village suits him. Meg learns to love the stranger, who is regarded with
suspicion by the villagers. A robbery is perpetrated and the author, falsely
accused, is mobbed, but rescued by Meg who takes him into her home while her
uncles
is compromised
and thatare theaway.
injuredReturning
man musttheywedinsist
her.thatHe Me^'s
objectsreputation
to this proiwsition,
but
gives in out of sheer pity for the girl, telling her he will put her under the
care of his mother until their marriage can be annulled. Away from her old,
disagreeable surroundings Meg's charms are seen at their full worth. She
exercises! such a good influence upon her husband that he falls genuinely in lovo
with her and all ends well.
There are many pretty
touches of clean sentiment
contanied in this picture,
which is well directed,
handsomely photographed
and provides May McAvoy
with an appealing role to
which she does full justice.
The plot is of extremely
light construction, with no
great claims to originality,
but thanks to the skilful
manner in which the material is handled and the
clever work of a thoroughly competent cast, the feature may be listed as offering very agreeable entertainment. In sections
where Miss McAvoy reigns
as a strong favorite it
should make money for the
exhibitors.
Points of Appeal. — The
heroine wins and holds the
audience's sympathy from
first to last. It may be that
ultra critical patrons will
find fault with the ease
with which the author hero
is influenced into wedding
a girl whom he really does
not love. But there is no
denying Meg's irresistible
charms, and a cheerful climax is arrived at when her
husband discovers that he
has made a good matrimonial bargain after all
and decides that he doesn't
want the marriage annulled.
Cast. — May McAvoy has appeared in stronger roles than that
of little Meg, but her beauty and natural ease combined with a
keen sense of dramatic values, invest the part with considerable
heart interest and the result is a clean-cut performance which is
bound to please her large circle of admirers. Darrel Foss wins
favor as Stephen Ware and the character types as a whole deserve praise.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The rural atmosphere is
colorful and well developed, there are many skilful long shots
in evidence and good lighting prevails throughout. The continuity is smooth and the action moves briskly.
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Go-Get-'Em-Hutch

Pathe Serial Featuring Charles Hutchison. In
Fifteen Episodes. Produced and Directed
by George B. Seitz. Story and Scenario by
Frank Leon Smith.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS OF THREE EPISODES
"Hutch' McClelland, Charles Hutchison; Dariel Bainbridge, Marguerite Clayton; Hilton Lennox, Richard R. Neill ; Mott, Frank Hagney ; Fay Vallon, Peart
Shepard;
Joe Cunyis ;the
Margie
Bonnel.
••Hutch"Paul.
McClelland
head Dailey,
of a tirniCecile
of ship
owners and has been working
incognito as a riveter iu the yards owned by Dariel Bainbridge and on a vessel
bein^
built
under
contract
for
his
ow-n
tirni.
I^ennox,
an attorney
employed
by
Hutch,
controlasofthey
the are
yardsbuiltandon ofland
the owned
ship
company.
To obtain
the lirsfplans
is notto sdgaindifficult,
by his flaneSe.
Miss
Vallon. On the day of the launching, Mott, at the instigation of Lennox, inserts a
wedge in the ways in order to delay the launching beyond tlie stipulated hour,
so that the lease of the property will revert to the owner of the land. Hutch
with an oxy-acetylene torch, cuts the big wedge and the ship is launclied. Prior
to this there is a thrilling rescue in the harbor of New York when a launch driven
by Dariel hits a waterlogged spar. Hutch dives into the flaming water following
the explosion of the gasoline tank and saves Dariel. After the launching the two
insiK'Ct
new ship.
Mott vessel
has turned
on theHutch
sea cocks
and setintothe the
craftwater
adrift.in
A liner thecollides
with the
just after
has dived
the hold and shut off the flood. In the smash Dariel is carried overboard by the
anchor chain, in which her foot has caught. Hutch, as soon as he can get released
from a bar, relea.ses Dariel. In the second and third episodes Hutch makes a
daring rescue of Dariel, imprisoned in a burning building. Hutch has a battle
with Mott on shipboard and is shut in the hold during the fumigation of the
vessel.
He escapes through
a hole this
bored in "the
side end
of the
is another
battle wardbetween
at the
of aship.
yard There
arm, and
aftera thrillingHutch,
pursuitandby Mott.
motor car time
and motorcycle.
There is a genuine thrill
in the beginning of the
second reel of the first episode. We have seen the
star of this Pathe serial
jump into the water from
a high platform in order
to rescue Dariel from the
flaming water. The high
spot is reached, however,
when he cuts free the ship
the launching of which has
been delayed by the big
wedge jammed in the
ways. There is a breathcatching moment when,
with a sledge hammer, he
smashes the partly sundered beam and the big
hulk begins to move.
Hutch slips between the
beams just in time.
The incident of the seacock is well handled, as
also are the situations
where Dariel is tangled in
the paying-out anchor
chain and she is carried so
far under water that at
times she is submerged.
There are more thrills
when Hutch rescues Dariel
from the burning building
and in the later fight on
the yard arm with Mott.
The thriller in Episode 3 is
the pursuit by Hutch of
the car in which Dariel is
riding. The latter is following Fay Vallon, not
knowing the brakes of her
own machine have been
tampered with. Hutch on
a motorcycle safely jumps
from the bridge of the
ferry house to the deck of
the departing boat — you
may make your own guess as to the distance, but it appears
to be sufficient.
Episode 1, which is in three parts, is "Chained to the Anchor."
Episodes 2 and 3 are "The Falling Wall" and "The Runaway
Car." There seems to be no doubt, if one may judge from the
initial fifth of the serial, that Producer Seitz has attained the
end presumably he sought — the screening of big thrills.
The scenes of the episodes here reviewed all are laid in New
York harbor. The atmosphere throughout is of ships and shipping of the builders and operators. The subject furthermore has
the merit of novelty. Then, too, the views of the fleet of ships
laid up possess the quality of timeliness.
The action is restrained. Particularly is this true in the case
of the two "heavies," Messrs. Neill and Hagney. The photography and lighting are praiseworthy.
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CAPITOL
No.
1
—
Overture,
"Orpheus" (Offenbach).
No. 2 — Capitol News.
No. 3 — Prologue,
( Strauss) ". Voice of Spring"
No. 4 — F E A T u R E , Turn to the Right,
(Metro).
No. 5 — Interlude,
medley
lar 20 years
ago. of tunes popuNo. 6 — Scenic. vius"
"Plying
(Fox). Over Mt. VesuNo. 7 — Organ Recital.
Week — Will
Rogers in A Poor Relation
(Goldwyn).

Press Comments
Comments were published when
this picture played the Lyric.
RIVOLI
Overture
— "Poet and Peasant" (Von Suppe).
RivoLi Pictorial.
Musical Number — "A Hindu Prayer."
Feature
— Marion Davies In )Beauty's
Worth
( Paramount-Cosmopolitan
.
INTERLUBEnard—.) "The Drummer's Escapade (BarComedy
— Ben Turpin in Step Forward (First
National).
Press Comments
Evening World — Those that admire Marion Davies, and legions do,
will probably rave over it, while
those who do not like Miss Davies,
and there are legions in this class
too, will probably rave also, but on
a (lifferent tangent. That's probably why cuss words were invented.
Telegram — Marion Davies never
looked prettier or won the audience
with her charm more effectively
than she does in this picture.
Globe — They have most elaborate
and beautiful settings, lovely and
glamorous photography, a skillful
director struggling to put an idea
into material warranted not to tax
the mentality of a moron. In the
midst of all this moves Marion
Davies, using both of her two expressions to interpret her role; she
sometimes smiles and she sometimes
frowns. Mail — It is a placid little
comedy, which, like all of Miss
Davies' recent pictures, has been
padded out with a series of gorgeous
pictures, not particularly relevant to
the story. Sun — In spite of the fact
that it may not be especially effective in its appeal to the cerebellum,
it is easy to wax enthusiastic over
its appeal to the eye. The photography is perfect and possesses a
smooth, velvety look.
STRAND
Overture.
Nature Film — The Skunk (Pathe).
Vocal Solo — "The Joy of Spring" (Woodman).
"Dream of My Heart" (Rogers).

Various
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and

New
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BROADWAY
Press

York

Comments

Dailies

Mark Strand Topicax. Review.
VocAx, Prologue.
Feature — Gypsy Passion (Vitagraph).
Comedy
— Ben Turpin in Step Forward (First
National).
Organ Recital.
Next Week — Charlie Chaplin in Pay Day
(First National).
Press Comments
Mail — It has a notable cast, one
which portrays the various characters well, but there are several
angles from which it does not measure up to the American standard of
films. Globe — It is remarkably interesting because of its very human
story of strange superstitions, ambitions, jealousy and conquering love,
most persuasively unfolded and
acted. Telegram — Life in a beautiful old chateau and the freer life of
the woods and fields of France are
shown on the screen, constantly delighting the eye and refreshing the
spirit. Evening World — The film
has at least one novelty — it contains
not one single studio set. An(J after
viewing the atrocities of hundreds
of such sets in other alien pictures,
one utters a little inward sentence
of thanks that the director stuck to
the
outdoors.
The
scenesgreat
of the
castle on" Herald
fire are— well
done, but, like so many foreign
films, its continuity needs to be
patted into place by loving American hands. Times — The photoplay
is stirring entertainment and on
several points may be scored far
above the average screen production.
RIALTO
Overture — "Tannhauser" (Wagner) .
Scenic — —"Raindrops."
Feature
The Miracle Man (Paramount).
Press Comments
Tribune — Hugo Riesenfeld has
planned a sort of old home week at
the Rialto. He will revive seven of
the best pictures of the past few
seasons, and it is a happy thought,
for the pictures we have seen lately
have been absolutely discouraging.
Sun — At the Rialto this week there
is a revival every day of some Paramount picture, which since its inception has become widely known
throughout the length and breadth
of the land. The Miracle Man was
the picture that brought George
Loane Tucker, its director, into renown. Herald — The Miracle Man,
first of the revivals of past masterpieces of the screen, gripped audiences yesterday with its well told
story of the crooks who sought the
confidence of a faith healer in order

to exploit him and found themselves
handicapped by falling under his
spell themselves. Telegram — It
gives New York another opportunity to see great films of past years
— films that swept the country after
their debut — and offers those patrons who missed the famous pictures a chance to see them for the
first time with full orchestral settings, and The Miracle Man proved
as thrilling as it was the day it was
first shown on Broadway.
CAMEO
Overture,
Cameo News Events.
Violin Solo — "Hejre Kati" (Hubay).
Comedy Solo.
— Baby Peggy Featurette (Universal).
Vocal
Feature — Wild Honey (Universal).
Organ Solo.
Commencing April 2 — Sisters.
Press Comments
Comments were published when
this picture played the Central.
CENTRAL
Overture.
Current Events.
Monologue — Ranch Life.
Round Two — Leather Pushers.
Prologue
"Moonlight
versal).
Feature
—— Harry
Carey inin Tahiti."
Man to Man (UniMovies 12 Years Ago — King Baggott and Mary
Pickford in Going Straight.
Organ Recital.
Press Comments
Tribune — Imagination has gone
into the making of this picture, and
imagination seems to be the thing
that producers of pictures are extremely short on, so this picture
seems to be made up of surprises,
and anything that savors of the unexpected on the screen is indeed
gratefully received. At the present
writing it seems that Man to Man
is the most interesting picture we
ever saw. The old movie. Going
Straight, makes a splendid comedy.
Times — There are some good photographic shots in Man to Man, but
fundamentally it is just the stuff
that Going Straight is made of.
Going Straight is a picture they
made twelve years ago and it is so
awful they have turned it into a
burlesque, and it makes a good one.
The most interesting number on the
program is the second episode of a
serial called Leather Pushers, and
the most interesting person in it is
not the prize-fighting hero but his
manager. Herald — More cattle act
in Man to Man than have expressed
misery on their honest faces for the
movies in some time. This is a
Western thriller that is too good to
be wasted as mere melodrama.
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fair and favorable conditions to distributors and exhibitors.
The manner in which the first three releases are being booked in all
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Snow

of Ohio. In this connection, the opinions of representative citizens, from the columns of Exhibitors Trade
Review, can be used very effectively. Perhaps there is no
censorship agitation in your town. If that is the case, you
are in a very singular and fortunate position, but you ought
to prepare by enlisting the support of one or more newspapers in your community, against the agitation that may
We receive scores of letters every year from exhibitors
come."
who are being hard-pressed in censorship or blue law fights.
They are caught unprepared. Very often no preliminary
work has been done, and so they appeal to us — and the other
trade papers — to help them in their hour of need by furnishing material to combat the reformers. This we gladly do,
but we urge upon exhibitors the imperative necessity of
fighting the "reform" agitation in season and out.
key to the situation is, we believe, the newspaper.

And

the

That is why we say: Show the newspaper that censorship of the press is but one step removed from censorship
of the screen. Tell your editor that Mrs. Snow, for instance,
has actually forbidden publication of any criticism of censorship on the screens of Ohio. She has ordered printed

Exhibitors Trade Review is the
only motion picture trade paper
which has been indorsed by the
officials and national organization of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America and most of the state
units of the national body.

words — words printed on celluloid, instead of being printed
on paper — cut out of films just because they criticised her
and condemned censorship itself. That is nothing more or
less than censorship of publication.
The motion picture and the daily newspaper are but
two forms of the same thing. The public should be made
to understand this fact: the screen is entitled to the same
guarantees

The

Fight

in

Colorado
Of

nationwide importance is the effort now

of freedom

as the newspaper.

The newspaper and the screen have a real community
of interest, but it will have to be developed, in many cases,
before it becomes a reality. The exhibitor can do that in his
own

community.
tive work second

When he does he will be doing a constructo none in this whole industry of motion

pictures.

being made in Colorado
to have the antiquated
closing law declared unconstitutional.
Details of a sensational

The

Sunday

turn in the Grand Junction cases will be found
in this issue on page 1383.
We urge all exhibitors
in Colorado to do their
bit in the splendid fight
that is being made to
keep the theatres open on
Sunday.

Brunei

House of Pathe
tions of the industry.
the industry without the
reputation as to imagine a

THE

The

Anniversary

is one of the established instituIt would be as difficult to imagine
Pathe name, tradition and solid
serial without a stunt.

Pathe family has recently been observing

the fourth

anniversary of Paul Brunet's Presidency, and with execellent
reason, for Mr. Brunet has guided the company through the
troubled post-war
lished than ever.
We

years until it is now

more

firmly estab-

take pleasure in extending best wishes and congratulations toMr. Brunet and the entire Pathe organization
on this anniversary occasion.

April 15, 1922
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XHIBITORS Trade Review herewith prints the second inhi
stallment of anti-censorship opinions gathered in a nationwide canvass of representative citizens.
As announced last week, opinions have been received by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., from the following groups:
mayors and other municipal officials, lawyers, judges, bankers,
clergymen, school superintendents and principals, teachers, college professors, newspaper publishers and editors, clubwomen and
writers.
Exclusive publication of this material for the motion
picture trade paper field has been given to Exhibitors Trade
Review.
Mrs. Snow's action in forbidding any criticism of censorship
on the screen, and her wholesale condemnation of the intelligence
of the Am,erican people, have aroused nation-wide denunciation
of censorship, both in theory and in practice. Representative
people in communities of all sizes join in repudiating the tyranny
of film censorship as typified by the situatioyi in Ohio.
Additional installments of this mass of anti- censor ship evidence
from the people themselves will be published in succeeding issues
of Exhibitors Trade Review.
Public Officials:
I am enclosing herewith a statement and report from David C.
Broderick, Theatre Inspector of the
Minneapolis Police Department, and
in addition will state that in my
opinion Mrs. Snow is sadly out of
tune with the situation in as far as
our city is concerned. My experience leads me to believe that the public in general is the best censor that
we have, and that whenever an objectionable film has been shown the
public has not been slow to register
complaints against same. For this
reason it has been the policy for this
department to allow films to run in
most every instance with the exception of here and there where certain
features of certain films have been
cut as per our instructions.
I do not know that there is anything further that can be said from
my point of view on this subject and
consequently do not consider Mrs.
Snow's statements to be seriously
taken as far as Minneapolis is concerned.— A. C. Jensen, Superintendent of Police, Minneapolis.

Board of the State of Ohio, to the
effect that 'People are not fit to
judge for themselves.' She says that
10 per cent are thinking persons, 15
per cent think part of the time and
75 per cent never think at all. This
statement is obviously absurd and I
am surprised that the Ohio people
let her get away with this insult to
their intelligence. The fact that she
takes advantage of her position as
Chief of Censorship to prevent the
exhibitors from giving their side of
the case on the screen is proof to my
mind that she is not qualified for
the position she holds. Here in Minneapolis our people do their own
thinking, and any manager who
does not produce proper pictures
will find himself playing to empty
seats. The co-operation system
which is in vogue here, whereby the
exhibitors and the community public get together on the kind of pictures desired, is, I think, the most
successful kind of censorship, because in the last analysis the exhibitor can only make money if his picture pleases his community.
In conclusion, I wish to state that

"Our attention has been called to a
statement made by Mrs. Evalyn F.
Snow,
Chief
of the Censorship

having had thirty years' personal experience in the show business, I am
convinced that public opinion is the
real answer to successful movie cen-

sorship. — David C. Broderick, Theatre Inspector of the Minneapolis
Police Department.
If Mrs. Snow would visit my office
and see the people here who have
done some thinking on their own
knotty problems she would probably
change her opinion immediately. A
man must think on any proposition
if he has any belief in it, but, of
course, perhaps he does not go into
scientific detail as strongly as an
educated person would do, and yet
he thinks as far as his capabilities
I think it is a rather egotistical
statement, and Mrs. Snow is evidently a woman who wishes to do the
thinking herself, for her entire family— husband included — if she has
one. — Henry W. Dunn, Superintendgo.
ent Omaha Department of Police.
Mrs. Snow is mistaken. Her
statement in the Cleveland press
leads me to ask : Are we degenerating into the animal state? Of
course we are not. Every person
having a sound body has a thinking
apparatus and is capable of thinking. We do not all think alike and
it is fortunate that this is so, for 90
per cent of the people differ with
Mrs. Snow. — H. B. Zimman, Superintendent ofFire Protection, Omaha.
I patronize the moving picture
theatres to some extent, AND I
HAVE NEVER YET WITNESSED
AN OBJECTIONABLE PICTURE!
Mrs. Snow to the contrary notwithstanding. presume
I
Mrs. Snow is
one of the "self-appointed" members
of the 10 per cent geniuses of this
country. As such, I am against her.
I think that Mrs. Snow's statement to the effect that 90 per cent of
the American population is illiterate— incapable of thinking for itself
— is not only a gross misstatement,
but an absurd one.
I do not feel that the morals of
the citizens of the United States will
be lowered so long as motion pictures are censored by the good taste
and judgment of careful motion picture exhibitors. — S. E. Grubbs,
Chief of Police, Augusta, Ga.
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I am utterly opposed to the censorship of our State being placed in
the hands of one person. Mrs.
Snow's statement that only 10 per
cent of the people think all the time
and 15 per cent think part of the
time and 75 per cent never think is
absurd. She is not the kind of censor the State of Ohio needs. — She
should go. — Mayor D. C. Rybolt,
Akron, Ohio.
Complaint of the motion picture
interests of Ohio against centralizing the authority of censorship into
the control of one person, and that a
rather opinionated person who was
not always on the job, is likely to be
the means of overhauling the whole
process of approving photoplay exhibits. Perhaps it needs it.
The idea of reforming the censorship is to remove it from the domain
of a limited autocracy and make it
more broadly representative of the
opinions of a collective citizenship.
It is proposed to have a commission
composed of teachers, editors,
preachers, carpenters, plumbers, policemen, social workers and other
grades of social effort, censor the
pictures by discussion and vote
rather than by the individual caprice
or ultimatum.
Since the patrons of motion picture theatres are seldom agreed
among themselves as to all the merit
in a picture, it is too much to expect that any one person is able
enough to fill the position of censor.
The result is confusion and congestion in the censorship department,
with costly films held up while waiting the order of their approval and
a resulting hardship to the producers
as well as the public.
There is another school of American citizenship that would be just as
well pleased if there were no excess
of censorship at all, except in emergency cases. This class would leave
the film production to the censorship
of the people who pay their money
into the box offices of the theatres
and have suppression of improper
plays come only when offended public sentiment raised a protest.
It is not an ill thing for Ohio that
the Columbus censor brought this
matter to public attention by leaving her job to make political
speeches. The resulting lively discussion of the whole subject of censorship will be both helpful and
wholesome. We note that a man
who advertises himself as a "Canadian war hero" is here to add his
word to the general noise. He thinks
"America needs 5,000,000 Mrs.
to clean up the movies."
Snows things
Some
were better left to the
determination of Americans who are
most concerned and whose hard-
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"Exhibitors Best Censors,"
Minneapolis Mayor
Declares
Following are the views of Mayor
George E. Leach, of Minneapolis,
on the censorship question:
"As a result of eight months experience as Mayor of Minneapolis,
I believe that the best censors of
movie films are the exhibitors.
I believe that a majority of the
exhibitors appreciate the fact that
questionable pictures are detrimental to the future of their business, and by putting the exhibitors
of Minneapolis on their honor to
help the administration without the
interference of a self-appointed
censorship committee, I believe that
Minneapolis has been served with
a much higher class of pictures
than many other cities where more
drastic methods are in use."

earned money supports the shows. —
Congressman Charles L. Knight,
Publisher Akron, Ohio, Beacon
Republican NomiJournal,nationSeeking
for Governor.
Educators :

It seems to me that the estimate
made by the chief censor of the
State of Ohio is far too low. Many
people may not be able to judge a
picture from its educational viewpoint, but people do not go to the
moving picture theatre solely to be
educated. They go for relaxation
— and I think the great percentage
want to see wholesome pictures.
They are able to judge whether the
they are seeing is clean and
picture me
wholeso — at least the greater per
cent.— H. T. Viets, head of department of commercial English, Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.
It seems to me that Mrs. Snow
has the figures turned around and
that 75 per cent are thinking persons and 15 per cent think part of
the time and 10 per cent never think
at all. If her version were true, our
government would be something like
the one in Russia now or worse. A
democracy
surely
couldn't
be that
carried on as well
as ours
is with
number of unthinking persons making it up. — Edith Adamson, county
superintendent, Valentine, Neb.
I do not know what Mrs. Snow's
opinion is based on. How does she
KNOW whether people think or
not? Does she claim to be a MIND
reader? What does she want them
ALL to think about?
The 75 per
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cent she:^^s NONTHINKERS,
many on an average do more real
hard thinking than do those who
talk more than anybody. ALL PEOPLE THINK, about things that interest them. What interests Mrs,
Snow may not at all appear interesting to the 75 per cent. In such a
case, who may be wrong? — F. J.
Vogltance, superintendent, Schuyler, Neb.
Bankers :
I do not share the opinion of Mrs.
picmotion
F. Snow,
Evalyn
ture censor
chief. Ohio's
Last year
I spent
some time in Boston and was a constant attendant at the motion picture theatres. I have seen most of
the pictures that have been presented at the Academy of Music in this
city. In all cases the audiences have
been made up of people of highgrade intelligence and quite capable
of doing their own thinking. The
progress made in developing the
film has been wonderful, and the future seems to stretch out in boundless possibilities from educational
and entei'taining standpoints. —
Chauncey H. Pierce, trustee of the
Academy of Music, vice-president of
the Northampton National Bank^
president
of the
People's Institute,.
Northampton,
Mass.
I believe the doctrine that people
are not fit to judge for themselves
and must have someone of superior
intelligence to do their thinking for
them is rather dangerous. The present tendency of endeavoring to regulate practically every movement,
every thought and every activity of
the individual is to be deplored.
It is true that some people, perhaps, are more analytically minded
than others, but I have a good deal
of confidence in the American people to decide many matters for
themselves that reformers of the
present day are trying to decide for
them.
I am not familiar with the merits
of the case of the censorship of moving pictures in Ohio, but I am somewhat surprised at the statement
made by Ohio's chief censor which
recently appeared in the Cleveland,
Ohio, press. — John W. Gamble, vicepresident. First National Bank of
Omaha, Neb.
"The people are capable of thinking for themselves and they do think
for themselves. Mrs. Snow would
have a hard time getting a standing
in a court of justice, let alone making a case." — John A. Himmelein,
ex-mayor of Sandusky, business,
man, banker and manufacturer.
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Ministers:
I believe Mrs. Snow has carried
her authority too far. I believe she
stands alone among State officials
when she prohibits criticism. Some
there may be who agree with her in
the same manner as the man who
stood up when "Gypsy" Smith, an
evangelist, said : "All who desire to
go to hell please stand up." One
man stood up. Smith asked him
why he wanted to go to hell. The
man replied that he saw the preacher standing and he didn't want to
see him go to hell alone.
Mrs. Snow should know that as
long as she lives in her present body
her mind will not be perfect, therefore she will need criticism. If 75
per cent of our people did not think
we could not resent such tyranny.
I believe pictures could be used in
connection with the church if
shown on week days and not on
Sunday, in place of the sermon that
some lazy preacher was too tired to
prepare. — Rev. Clarence Winch,
Evangelical minister, East Akron,
Sawyerwood, Ohio.
Newspapers:
Under the present spoils system
in the State of Ohio it is utterly impossible for us to receive the kind
of censorship that will in any
wise be beneficial to the general
public. The censorship board, unlike many other "boards," is merely
a political sop placed in the hands
of one individual. That individual
in many cases unfit for the responsible position in which he is placed,
makes him susceptible to many
forms of popularity.
The newspaper publicity given an
official of this kind, whether favorable or unfavorable, produces a case
of exaggerated ego, wherein the official thinks, to save the nation and
the State, they must rule with an
"iron hand." 'Twas ever thus, 'twill
always
be
until
some drastic

Ohio Censor Holds Up
News Reel
A new aspect of the censorship
muddle in the State of Ohio, and
one which hits directly at the public,
has resulted from the Ohio Censor
Board's attitude toward news reels.
The week-end print of the International News, it is understood,
reaches Ohio early Saturday afternoon. Being news and needed for
immediate release, it should be censored without delay so that theatres
throughout the State might show it
Saturday night or Sunday.
Mrs. Snow has definitely refused,
however, to censor this reel after 12
o'clock on Saturdays. Therefore, it
has to lie on the shelf until Monday.
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changes are made in the methods of
handing out such jobs.
Mrs. Snow's "statistics," proving
that 75 per cent of the people think
not, is an interesting fact (?)
somewhat like Mark Twain's notable remark when told he was
dead: "Interesting if true." — John
S. Knight, managing editor, Akron
B-sacon- Journal, Akron, Ohio.
I see no reason for discussing the
accuracy of the Ohio censor's estimate of the number of thinking
people. There is no way of telling
how many people think, and how
many do not. In my opinion the
estimate is absurd. The point is,
however, that the number of thinkers has no relationship to the matter
of censorship. Suppose ninety-nine
per cent of the people did no thinking? That is no reason for censorship. America is dedicated to the
principle that the people have a
right to make their own mistakes.
It is a republic. We sometimes seem
to forget that fact. It means that
we govern ourselves, not that we entrust our affairs to some one more
intellectual and capable than ourselves. The idea that any authority
can decide for us what we can or
cannot say, what we can or cannot
do, what we can or cannot see, IN
ADVANCE OF OUR DOING IT is
inimical to the principle of a republic
dedicated to freedom of speech and
equality of opportunity. We are
held responsible for what we do or
say AFTER the act. That is justice.
The other is tyranny. That is the
main proposition as I see it.
There are many other things that
might be considered. One of them
is the blight on creative ability that
would be caused by censorship. No
one can write to please one person,
and do it well. Another consideration is the absurdity of thinking
that one person wise enough, broad
enough, tolerant enough to act as
censor can be found. The elements
are not mixed enough in one person
to make a censor. But the fundamental thing is that censorship is
incompatible with the principles of
American government. — L. L. Poe,
Editor Akron Sunday Times, Akron,
Ohio.
Writers:
I cannot conceive of anybody,
man or woman, in a political position, supposedly serving the people,
making a remark, even in jest, such
as Mrs. Snow is quoted as having
made deliberately and with the intention of being taken seriously. It
is an insult to the people she is supposed to represent, and I rather im-
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agine these people will take steps
to show their resentment with telling force. Her action in regard to
criticism proves that she is wrong
and knows it, but is obstinate
enough to insist on going ahead,
rather than big enough to admit her
serious error and try to remedy it.
Censorship is an aggravation at
best, a senseless survival of witchcraft days, at worst. America was
founded by a little group of people
who craved, above all things, freedom of thought, of action, and of
speech. And after all these years,
some group of notoriety-seekers
with an ingrowing mania for "reform," has cropped up to rebuild a
tyranny bigger and more evil than
in those early American days,
I emphatically do not approve of
censorship in any form whatsoever.
There is no censorship of books, except of the obscene, which we are
not concerned with now. I would
not permit my dearest and most respected friends to tell me what books
I might, or might not read — and the
thought of permitting some strangers, who, perhaps, are no more capable than I of doing so, to tell me
what pictures I may see, fills me
with a zeal to down censorship and
aU connected with it.
So count me in on the anti-censor
campaign always !— Thomas J. Summers, attorney-at-law, and one of
the keenest minds among the legal
fraternity of Augusta, Ga.

New York Times Prints
Criticism of Mrs. Snow
The New York Times, one of the
leading newspapers of the world,
printed in its issue of Sunday, April
2, under the heading, "From Snowcapped Olympus," a stinging criticism of Mrs. Evalyn F. Snow, the
Ohio censor chief.
The motion picture editor of The
Times, after reproducing the censorship criticism from Pathe's Topics of the Day, which Mrs. Snow
banned, and her own famous statement that "the people are not fit to
judge for themselves," said:
"The point is that the Federal
Constitution, and surely that of
Ohio, too, contain clauses guaranteeing freedom of speech and of the
press, and this freedom is supposed
to
include and
the even
right by
to 'attack'
by
criticism,
demagogic
appeals for applause, any institution
whose abolishment by legal means is
sought.
"Have the documents which guarantee this right only a historical interest for the Olympian Mrs. Snow?"

Sisters

An International Film Service Co. production. Story by Kathleen Norris. Scenario by E. Lloyd Sheldon. Directed
by Albert Capellani.
Presented by American Releasing Corp.
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Colorado
Case

Fanatics

Is Submitted — Litigation Is of Great Importance
The blue law fanatics in Grand
Junction
have openly announced
A SENSATIONAL development ,
occurred in the trial of Ole their intention to spend a considerable sum of money to win their case
M. Nelson, manager of the
and
have engaged expensive legal
Majestic Theatre, Grand Junction,
talent,
including a former member of
and William Bell, manager of the
the
State
Supreme Court bench, to
Crystal, for alleged violation of secact
as
associate
counsel to the Distion 4000 of the Colorado statutes,
trict
Attorney.
regulating the opening of theatres
Section 4000 of the Colorado
on Sunday, when Judge Miller disstatutes
was enacted in 1861, long
charged Sheriff Ducray from furmotion pictures were a facther service, on the ground that the before
tor in the amusement life of the
court was satisfied he had showed
nation. Specifically, it prohibits the
undue bias and prejudice in the secharging of admission at. a theatre
on Sunday. There has always been
lection of jurors for the trial.
a wide difference of opinion in legal
Following the dismissal of Ducircles of Colorado as to the correct
cray, Judge Miller instructed the
interpretation of the law with regard
Coroner to draw a new panel of to motion picture theatres, and until
talesmen for immediate duty.
the present trial the law has never
had a court test.
The judge's action was taken folSo determined are the reformers
lowing the submission of evidence
to carry their point and bring about
by the exhibitors' attorney, R. H. a construction of the law that will
Walker, that Ducray was a regular
enable them to close the picture
attendant at the meetings of the
houses of Colorado on Sunday, that
blue-law crowd and that his jury- they have announced their intenmen were drawn exclusively from
tion to appeal to the Supreme Court
if the case in the County Court at
their ranks.
Grand Junction goes against them.
The case is one of extreme imporSeveral attempts have been made
tance to all exhibitors in the State
Denver, Col., April 4.

of Colorado, inasmuch as it represents the first attempt to obtain the
conviction of a motion picture theatre owner under the notorious section 4000. Exhibitors Nelson and
Bell were arrested several weeks
ago charged with a violation of the
act because they gave regular admission performances at their theatres
on Sunday. Section 4000, which is
very specific in prohibiting performances by vaudeville theatres, circuses, legitimate houses and the like,
is extremely vague and cloudy in its
reference to motion picture, and
Harry T. Nolan, one of the exhibitor
leaders of the Rocky Mountain country and Associated First National
franchise-holder for Denver, is confident that the exhibitors have an excellent chance of having the law declared unconstitutional, or of winning the case as far as motion picture theatres are concerned.

New

Ruling Made
Per Cent

to appeal and modify section 4000
and all of them have been in vain.
The last effort made was during the
legislative session of 1921, when
Senator O'Brien of Leadville introduced a measure for the repeal of
the act. It was killed in committee
without being reported for so much
as a first reading. Singularly
enough, it was discovered afterward
that the hostility of the Senate committee to reporting the repeal measure was based on the ground that it
would put a lot of money into the
hands and pockets of "New York
money-grabbers who do nothing but
take every dollar they can grab out
of the State." One Senator went so
far as to say :
"We are sorry for the small exhibitor, but we are not going to pass
any more legislation that will stuff
any more money in the pockets of
these foreign corporations."
Harry Nolan has been in the forefront of every fight against censorship, blue laws and legislative fanaticism in Colorado for the past
eight years. He has three victories
against censorship to his credit and
is admittedly one of the ablest exponents of sanity and broadmindedness in public affairs that is to be
found in the Rockies.

on Payment
Rental Tax

of

Five

ANEW
ruling with regard to the five per cent film rental tax was
made this week in Washington by Deputy Commissioner A. C.
Holden of the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
The ruling provides that the tax does not apply when a deposit of ten
per cent of the total rental was paid on a picture in 1921, and the play
date for the picture falls in 1922- The five per cent tax law has, of
course, been repealed and it ceased to be effective the first of the yearNational Headquarters of the M.P.T.O.A. is seeking to have the ruling
made still broader, so that it would take care of cases where the exhibitor paid the full rental price in advance but did not play the picture
until 1922.
The official ruling follows : "Where a deposit of approximately 10 per
cent of the rental is exacted but the film is not exhibited and the balance
of the rental paid until after January i, 1922, the tax imposed under Section 906 does not apply in the case of a transaction of this nature; if,
however, practically the full rental is paid at the time of entering into
the contract and such contract is made prior to January i, 1922, the tax
would attach.
"If a contract of this kind was not fulfilled and the rental charge refunded, the tax-payer would be entitled to a refund of the tax thereon."

Queen

of

the

Turf

Produced by Commonwealth
By special arrangement with Lou Rogers.
The thrilling race track drama.
Pictures
R-C
through
Released
Vernon.
Pictures, Ltd., featuring Brownie
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First Step in Nationalization
With

the Addition

and exhibitors are now organized and functioning in ten cities.
They are: New York, Albany,
Buffalo, New Haven, Boston, Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and Washington, D. C.
This fact became known this week
with the announcement of the extension of the Hoy Reporting Service to the five last-named exchange
centers. The arbitration boards, as
already told in Exhibitors Trade
Review — the first trade publication
to describe in detail the workings
of the arbitration bodies — are composed of equal representation of exhibitors and exchanges. The Hoy
service is being nationalized and the
addition of the five exchange centers is the first step in that direction.
Three of the recent additions to
the nationalization plan are in Zone
No. 1 — Pittsburgh, Philadelphia,
Washington. The Hoy service in
these territories is being cleared
through the New York office of the
Hoy Reporting Service at 719 Seventh Avenue.
Detroit and Cleveland are in Zone
No. 2, which embraces the exchange
centers that ultimately will be
served by the Hoy Reporting Service from its Chicago headquarters.
The latter, however, has not yet
been opened, and the Film Boards
of Trade of Detroit and Cleveland
are being temporarily served by the
Hoy service from its New York
headquarters.
In Detroit the old exchange managers' association was known as the
Board of Motion Picture Exchange
Managers, of which J. C. Fishman
of the Standard Film Service was
president. The managers have reorganized and the new association
is now known as the Film Board of
Trade of Detroit. This reorganization, however, has made no change
in the officers of the association.

The Cleveland managers' association was formerly known as the
Board of Motion Picture Exchange
Managers, of which Charles W.
Perry of Select Pictures Corporation was president. It is now
known as the Film Board of Trade
of Cleveland. Mr. Perry is president of the new organization.
In Pittsburgh the exchange managers' association was known as the

in

of Hoy

of Five Exchange

tiations Under Way
DS for the arbitration of
BOAR
difficulties between exchanges

REVIEW

in Cincinnati

Cities

Service Is Taken
Centers — Negoand

Pittsburgh Film Club, the president
of which was Nat Barach of the
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation.
Mr. Barach retains the presidency
of the new organization, known as
the Film Board of Trade of Pittsburgh.
The organization in Philadelphia
was formerly the Philadelphia Exchange Managers' Association; Felix Mendelsohn of Goldwyn Distributing Corporation its president.
Mr. Mendelsohn retains the presidency of the newly organized Film
Board of Trade of Philadelphia.
The Washington Exchange Managers' Association is now known as
the Film Board of Trade of Washington. J.H. Beaver of Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc., president of
the former organization, is presiding head of the new organization.
Among the distributing companies whose managers are members
of the newly organized film boards
of trade in the various exchange
centers where the Hoy service is
now operating are: R-C Pictures
Corporation, W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, Select Pictures Corporation, Metro Pictures Corporation,
Fox Film Corporation, Universal
Film Mfg.
Company, Vitagraph,

Standard

Ten
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Building Code
Law Signed by Miller
The bill introduced in the New
York State Legislature, following
the collapse of the Knickerbocker
Theatre in Washington, D. C, was
signed by Governor Miller this
week. The bill, introduced by Assemblyman Joseph A. McGinnies,
provides for a state standard building code in connection with motion picture theatres and other
places of public gathering.
The state industrial board is authorized to adopt minimum building
standards which shall supersede any
special law or local ordinance inconsistent with it. The enforcement of the code is left to the industrial commission, except where
there is a department or officer
charged with enforcing building
laws. Where there is no enforcing
authority the state police are to
assume that duty. The law appropriates $10,000 for its enforcement.

Indianapolis
Inc. ; Pathe Exchange, Inc. ; Wid
Gunning, Inc. ; American Releasing
Company, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., and Associated First
National Pictures, Inc.
In the case of Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., however, the
Hoy Reporting Service does not apply to any franchise-holders, but
does hold good on all open market
accounts.
The work of reorganizing the exchange managers' organizations in
Detroit, Cleveland, Philadelphia and
Washington was accomplished by
C. B. Hoy, president of the Hoy Reporting Service, during a recent trip
to those cities. Home office sanction
to the functioning of the service in
these cities was cleared through
Frederick H. Elliott, executive secretary of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry. In
handling the home office situation,
Mr. Elliott encountered no objections whatsoever to the extension
plan, although it was thoroughly
understood that the arrangement
with the Hoy Reporting Service is
of a temporary nature, subject to
ratification on a permanent basis at
a later date.
Mr. Hoy is now negotiating with
the exchange managers' associations
of Cincinnati and Indianapolis, both
of which are in Zone No. 2. He
expects to reorganize the exchange
managers' associations in both these
cities within the next week or ten
days, but they will be served temporarily through the New York
headquarters of the Hoy Reporting
Service until the Chicago headquarters of Zone 2 are established.
In addition to the national distributors who stand behind the film
board of trade organizations are
many independent State right exchanges in each of the territories
enumerated above. Mr. Hoy says
that within the near future the State
right exchanges, in all, ten exchange
centers,
will be enrolled 100 per cent
ship.
in the film boards of trade memberThe same rules and regulations
which are in operation in the New
York managers' organization have
been inaugurated in each of the
newly organized exchange centers.
These rules and regulations may be
amended later on, however, when
the entire nationalization of the
plan has been consummated.
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Washington

Forecast
Plans Going Forward for National Meeting of
M. P. T. O. — Accessory Exposition to Be Held
An unusually large response of a favorprises of an agreea'ble character in store
able nature from theatre owners in all for the exhibitors.
"Another feature will be the presence
parts of the United States features the
of a number of editors of big newspapers
call sent out from the headquarters of from different parts of the United States,
the Motion Picture Theatre OAvners of who will convey to the theatre owners, in
America for the national convention of a direct manner, the message of the union
in the American press of the newspaper
that body, which will be held in Washingand
screen press of the United States.
ton, D. C, the week of Monday, May 8.
Constructive work will feature every sesThe announcement says:
sion as the work of some of the commit"Not only will the convention be a
tees has already been laid out, and as
worth while gathering from the stand- soon as these are appointed at the first
point of constructive business, but it will
also afford theatre owners and their session, the formation of new programs
and other phases will commence at once.
friends an opportunity to visit Washing"All exhibitors should attend this conton in May, with its semi-southern climate
vention. Its location at Washington, and
at its very best from every point of view.
the great amount of work to be handled
"Congress will also be in session, and
theatre owners from all parts of the along progressive lines to place the theatre owners and the business in general
United States will have the unusual opportunity of looking in and listening in to in the very front rank of American industry, makes it highly essential that every
the activities and deliberations of the
theatre owner in the United States should
greatest law-making body in the world. be present if possible.
In this connection, it may be said that offi"The railroad rate of fare and a half
cial Washington is the freest and most
from the theatre owners home to Washdemocratic institution on earth. Any perington and return, is a very excellent
son can see the President, the Vice-Presi- transportation inducement, and the hotel
dent or any of the higher officials of the
Government, as in the greater number of rates are easily within the reach of all.
Information along these lines has already
instances they have special days set apart been
sent to the theatre owners by the
for public receptions.
National Convention Committee, of which
"Elements of entertainment have been
provided for the ladies and other visitors W. A. True of Hartford, Conn., is chairto the convention, and these include trips
to Arlington Cemetery, Mount Vernon, the
home and final resting-place of WashingCalendar of M. P. T. O. A.
man."
ton, and Rock Creek Park, the most atConventions and Events
tractive natural park in America. This
will also include trips to the public buildings, which will enable every exhibitor
APRIL 10-11-12
to visit the senators and congressmen
Annual Convention, Motion
from his state, fraternize with them in a
Picture Theatre Owners of
neighborly way, and also visit other GovWestern Pennsylvania, Pittsernmental officials who may be residents
burgh, Pa.
of his or her particular section of the
country.
APRIL 11
"A large number of accessory manufacAnnual Convention, Motion
turers and others have arranged to take
Picture Theatre Owners of
space in the Accessory Exposition which
West Virginia, Parkershurg,
will be held at the Coliseum on PennsylW. Va.
vania Avenue. The Coliseum is one of the
noted exhibition buildings in Washington
APRIL 11-12
and is located in a most convenient place,
Annual Convention, Motion
easily reached, and is large and comPicture
Theatre
Owners of
modious, which will enable those in charge
Minnesota,
Hotel Radisson,
of the exposition to accommodate a conMinneapolis.
siderable number of exhibits.
"The convention proper will be held in
MAY 8-12
the ballroom of the New Willard Hotel,
Annual Convention, Motion
which accommodates upwards of 3000
Picture
Theatre
Owners of
persons. The first session of the conAmerica,
New
Willard
Hotel,
vention will open about noon, Monday,
Washington, D. C.
May 8, and then regular morning and
afternoon sessions will be held until FriJUNE 6
day evening, when it is expected the final
Annual Convention, Motion
work of the convention will be cared for.
Picture Theatre Owners of
Prominent officials of the Government will
Connecticut, New Haven.
be present at different sessions, and there
are a number of very pronounced sur-

Van

Praag

Soon

to Name
of Kansas

Manager
M.P.T.O.

Following the adoption, at the semiannual convention of the M. P. T. 0. of
Kansas at Wichita, Kan., of a plan to
employ a business manager to assume
charge of the business of the exhibitors'
organization, M. Van Praag, president,
has 'been considering men eligible for the
position. Within a week one of two men
will be appointed by Mr. Van Praag. This
will constitute the first step to transform
the M. P. T. 0. K. into a business "inThe business manager plan, the Kansas
exhibitors
stitution." believe, will be one of the
greatest stepping stones to perfection in
organization and efficiency. Headquarters will be in the Fox Film Building,
Nineteenth and Wyandotte streets, Kansas
City, Mo. While the business manager
will have full charge of handling routine
affairs of the M. P. T. 0. K., he will be
under the supervision of the president
and executive members of the association.
He will be paid a salary equal to that of
any exchange manager, according to Mr.
Van Praag. Also, the business manager
will be ready at a minute's notice to go
to
part of the state in the aid of
an any
exhibitor.
"A strict account of dues and organization business will be kept by the new
manager," Mr. Van Praag said. "If an
exhibitor is lax with the payment of his
dues, he will be given a second notice
before being dropped. I had rather have
an organization of ten staunch members
than 300 half-hearted members. We are
going to make our organization 100 per
Since
the return of Mr. V^n Praag to
cent
loyalty."
Kansas City from the convention, every
exchange, which was not represented at
the convention, has pledged itself to refrain from renting film to non-theatrical
institutions, with the exception of United
Artists.
3 State
of M.

Conventions
P. T. O. Units

Scheduled for Week
Three state conventions of M. P. T. 0.
units are scheduled for next week. The
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western
Pennsylvania, of which Jerome Casper, of
Pittsburgh, is president, will assemWe at
Pittsburgh on Monday, April 10, for a
two-day session.
This convention will be featured by the
attendance of Sydney S. Cohen, national
president, as will also the annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of West Virginia, which will be held in
Parkersburg on Tuesday, April 11. Mr.
Cohen will leave New York on April 9,
be present at Pittsburgh on the opening
day of the convention there and then go
to Parkersburg.
At the Hotel Radisson, Minneapolis, on
Tuesday and Wednesday, April 11 and 12,

EXHIBITORS
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the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Minnesota will assemble for their annual
convention. Considerable interest has
been aroused among the Minneasota exhibitors over the election of a president
to succeed W. A. Steffes, who is a candidate for re-election. It is said the election will be bitterly contested. According
to Amuseme7its, it is reported that Joe
Friedman, who operates the Tower Theatre, St. Paul, has come out as a candidate
against Steffes, and Friedman is said to
be making a strong campaign.
An exposition will be held in connection
with the Minnesota convention, and a
large number of film exchanges have taken
space.
Michigan

Sends

Questionnaire on
Film Rental Prices
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Michigan are sending out a questionnaire
on film rental prices to all the exhibitors
in the state, in an "effort to bring rental
prices down to a point where the exhibitor can make for himself a legitimate
profit," according to a letter received this
week from H. M. Richey, manager of the
Michigan organization.
Mr. Richey's letter stresses the point
that "in making this effort for lower film
rental prices it is our idea to co-operate in
every way possible with film exchanges,
for certainly it is not advantageous to
them to have exhibitors forced to close
their doors because of the fact that their
rental prices are very high and his business is very poor."
The inquiries made in the questionnaire
are as follows:
1. Are you operating at a loss? If so,
to what do you attribute the cause and
"why?
2. Have you reduced other running expenses? Be specific. Tell where. Also
what salary, if any, you are allowing
yourself.
3. Have your film rentals increased or
■decreased during the present season?
Give percentage.
4. What exchanges are selling you films
at a rental that you feel is fair, or at a
price that you can get a legitimate profit?
5. What exchanges have made no reductions in price and are demanding prices
that are excessive or are causing you a
loss?
6. Is competition in your neighborhood
Tfeeping up the price of film rentals?
7. What in your opinion is the most effective method of reducing film rentals,
and are you willing to co-operate with the
Association to reduce rentals?
8. Would you be willing to submit your
"books
and other
facts ofandexhibitors
figures to
an
arbitration
committee
in an
effort to secure livable rentals?
9. What has been your experience with
so-called "super" specials, etc.? Be specific with name of picture, facts and figures.
10. Have you postponed giving play
dates on pictures because you could not
afford to play them at a loss? What exchanges?
11. With what exchanges have you unexpired contracts?
12. What stars have ceased to draw at
your theatre, making it impossible for you
to play them?
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Held by M. P. T. O. of Missouri
(By Telegraph)
St. Louis, April 6.
The semi-annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri
opened at the Statler Hotel here yesterday with over two hundred delegates in
attendance. Mayor Henry Kiel gave a welcome address and drew a big hand
by Himouncing that he was not in favor of the blue laws. Problems confronting
the industry and solutions to those problems were discussed.
A resolution was passed asking all exhibitors to write to the senators and congressmen from Missouri requesting them to vote for the removal of the music
tax now
levied
on the
exhibitor
by the
publishers
ety. The Lambert
Bill,
providing
for authors,
the removal
of thisandtax,composers'
will comesociup
while the national convention is being held in Washington.
A heated discussion arose over the cost of film rental. No adequate solution
to the problem was offered and the question was referred to the executive committee, which will meet to consider a method of enabling the exhibitor to get a
reduction in film cost.
The attitude of the exhibitor in regard to politics was one of the chief subjects
brought up. It was generally agreed that theatre owners must refrain from
intmducing partisan politics into their theatres, but should plunge into the field
of politics only to protect the interests of motion pictures, opposing the candidate who stands for blue laws and censorship, and running slides of the candidate who stands for the type of legislation favorable to the theatre owners.
Attorney General Jesse W. Barrett was the principal speaker and the toastmaster at a banquet at the Hotel Statler last night. He admonished the exhibitors to keep the pictures clean and wholesome and he assured them that if they
did so they would not have to be apprehensive of unfavorable legislation or blue
laws.
Barrett was introduced by Charles T. Sears, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Missouri.
Among the other speakers were Circuit Attorney Howard Sidener, Circuit
Clerk Nat Goldstein, E. J. Sullivan, manager of the Orpheum Theatre; JosepH
Mogler, president of the St. Louis Motion Picture Exhibitors' League; Charles
Wehrenberg, vice-president of the same organization, and Ed. Smith, manager
of the American Theatre.
Except for a closed meeting late in the afternoon, Thursday was virtually given
over to sightseeing.
Mogler stated that there would not be a new election of officers as expected
until six months or more. Charles T. Sears will continue to be president of the
organization.

Missouri

Convention

Press

Friendly

to

Screen

Attitude of Editor of St. Joseph Gazette Typical
— Makes
Statement
for
M. P. T. O. M.
in
"scare"
headlines, and while the news is
Missouri exhibitors, like exhibitors in
every State in the Union, have a limited still fresh in the minds of the masses, the
films in every neighborhood picture show
reform element to combat, but the "power
living scenes of the disof the press" is coming to bat for the will beasterexhibiting
itself. The modern method of teach"Show Me" theatre owners. The following commercial geography in our ading statement of C. D. Morris, editor and
vanced public schools is not only to tell in
publisher of the St. Joseph Gazette, one
of the leading metropolitan dailies of Mis- cold type the facts regarding the location
souri, is typical of the sentiment of the but to furnish pictures of the locality itself. At every performance in the theMissouri press toward the screen. Mr.
atres, pictures are shown to the public of
Morris is a delegate to the Constitutional
the development of science, of thought, of
Convention in Missouri this year, at which
a new charter will be framed for the invention. You are taken into foreign
lands and shown the landmarks of civilizaState. The statement of Mr. Morris' was
tion. Every element of nature and of humade at the request of Lawrence E. Goldman activity has become a part of your
man, counsel and secretary of the M. P.
T. 0. of Missouri.
evening's
movie
house.entertainment at your family
The statement: "The public school
stands out in the annals of civilization as
"The newspapers and the motion picthe greatest instrument of freedom and
ture perform the great service of education and information for the general pubprogress. The public press, from its inilic— to adopt the slogan of the Motion Pictial development, has been considered the
greatest educational force with which the
ture Theatre Owners of Missouri — "For
common man is blessed. The screen; in- the Good of All." And it is done so
cheaply as to make it practically criminal
deed, the two, the screen and the press,
united in an alliance for the promotion of for anyone to remain in ignorance of current events and the development of civilan intelligent and worth-while citizenship,
form a combination never dreamed of a ization.
quarter of a century ago, and the power
"As the newspaper reaches every home
of which cannot, even now, be adequately
in
every locality, so does the 'filmed
estimated. Many theatres are to-day press'
reach all classes and all ages. So,
showing the actual transaction of newsmaking.
as the greatest mediums of public expression and instruction, the press and the
screen second the work done in the public
"Let a great catastrophe occur in any
section of the world, about which the
schools and carry on the education of the
newspapers will issue "extras" and tell of

Fascination

A Robert Z. Leonard production starring Mae Murray, for release through Metro Pictures Corporation
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^^Orphans''
Praises
Washmgton
Wins Unanimous Approval of Newspaper Reviewers
and
Draws
Capacity
Crowds
to Moore^s Rialto
With personal appearances by D. W.
ness and directness, as usual, are characteristics of this Griffith photoplay and
Griffith and the Misses Lillian and Dorothy Gish as added attractions, Orphans of thrills abound."
"It is a powerful, sweeping production,"
the Storm, Mr. Griffith's adaptation of says the critic for the Washington Herald,
The Two Orphans opened to capacity busi"a thing of vivid beauty, spectacular action, hreathless suspense and stern theme
ness at Moore's Rialto Theatre, Washington, D. C, won the unanimous approval of that embraces all the various manifestations of Griffith's skill and makes Orphans
the newspaper reviewers and kept right
of the Storm one of the major works of
on drawing capacity crowds during its this great master of camera-drama. In
this production Mr. Griffith has taken
first two weeks' run.
several stories and woven them into a
"Mr. Griffith has taken the old duststory
that grips with a force that is wellcovered melodrama. The Two Orphans and
nigh irresistible. The bolder, more dyhas made of it a living, appealing story,
namic elements have been charmingly relieved by delightful touches of comedy or
not of the eighteenth century alone, not of
soft strains of wistful pathos. The great
to-day alone, hut of all times," says the
fete, the dancing of the Carmagnole, the
reviewer for the Washington Post. "His
hundreds of ever-changing scenes, the Basgreat success as a director is due to his tile
and similar scenes, are striking in their
persuasiveness in bringing to the screen
the realization of dreams; we would like power and magnitude."
"This latest picture from the Griffith
to see the world as he makes it. SmoothGriffith and Gish Sisters at
White House
President Harding wonders
why some motion picture producer doesn't dramatize the life
of Julius Caesar. He suggested
it to D. W. Griffith when the
producer of "Orphans of the
Storm" and the Misses Lillian
and Dorothy Gish were recent
guests of the President and Mrs.
Harding at a luncheon at the
White House. This is the first
time such honors have been extended to members of the film
industry.
After luncheon Mrs. Harding
took her guests for a tour of the
White House and then from the
conservatory gathered two bouquets for the Misses Gish, lilies
for Miss Lillian and roses for
Miss Dorothy.
The two screen stars were
captivated by the President and
Mrs. Harding, and were amazed
that they were able to stand up
under the constant strain of
meeting so many persons daily,
and "being so charming to
everybody."
"The White House is wonderful," was Miss Lillian's view.
"To see the room where Abraham Lincoln slept — and all the
treasures of the historic edifice,
I couldn't help thinking of the
scene in 'The Birth of a Nation'
where we met President Lincoln at the White House."

Reviewers
Newspaper
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Week

imagination is remarkable in its faithfulness in portraying revolutionary Paris
with painstaking accuracy," says the reTimes.
"Were
there view
noin the
plot Washington
or employment
of suspense
the settings themselves would be tremendously interesting for their splendor. The
mob scenes are superior in their intensity
and cohesiveness to anything so far produced. The types in the picture are selected with the usual Griffith discernment."
Alma Rubens

Begins Work

on

"The Valley of Silent Men"
Frank Borzage, director of Humoresque,
The Good Provider, and other Cosmopolitan Productions, has started work on "The
Valley of Silent Men," a James Oliver
Curwood story of the Canadian Northwest. The story appeared serially in
Good Houskeeping and was subsequently
printed in 'book form.
In the cast are: Alma Rubens, lately
seen in Find the Woman; Lew Cody, Mario
Majeroni, Joe King, J. W. Johnston and
George Nash.
The exteriors are being photographed in
the neighborhood of Banff, Canada.

Wives''
"Foolish
Praise
Critics Throughout Country Hail

von Stroheirn's Super-Jewel
Without Stint
In every city where Foolish Wives., the vivid background, its sketching of life,
manners and customs, it is a remarkable
Universal Super-Jewel made by Erich
von Stroheim, has been shown, the newspaper reviewers have welcomed it with
San sands
Francisco
said: the
"Thouwent to see Bulletin
Foolish Wives
first
unstinted
praise,
to a Universal statement
this according
week.
day shown, and all pronounced it a giganpicture."
"At the premiere of Foolish Wives in
the Central Theatre, New York City, the
tic success."
San
Francisco News said: "Foolish
picture was greeted enthusiastically by Wives is the creation of a genius. It
came
to
town yesterday. It was seen and
the
reviewers
as well
it conquered, disappointing nobody except
statement
points
out. as the public," the
Following its success in New York, those who came prepared to be shocked."
Foolish Wives was presented in Chicago
San Francisco Call said: "One wonders
and delights at its artistic beauty; one
at the Roosevelt Theatre. Chicago also
marvels at the lavishness of its backgreeted it with great enthusiasm.
Mae Tinee in the Chicago Tribune said:
ground; it is easy and just to praise the
artistic groupings, the lighting and the
"At last Universal comes across and
comes across big. Foolish Wives, so long
advertised as a wonder picture, proves to photography."
San Francisco Examiner said: "Foolish
be that thing. The picture is filled with
Wives
is a triumph."
surprises and the touches here and
San Francisco
Chronicle said: "Foolish
there change what might be artificial
Wives is a remarkable picture. This magnificent von Stroheim masterpiece drew
photography into a work of genius. Those
who; see Foolish Wives will not soon for- throngs to the Imperial Theatre yesterThe Chicago
picture,
a great Journal
picture, said:
with a "A
storynewof
get
it."
emotionalism and of great powers."
Chicago Dailystory.
News No
said:fault
"A thrilling,
melodramatic
can be
found by any one. Plenty of praise for
the acting, the photography, the continuity, the titling and everything that goes
to make up a momentous picture."
Los Angeles Herald said: "Here at
last — Foolish Wives. It is Universal's
greatest achievement. It is a production
youLosandAngeles
I shall Examiner
not soon forget."
said: Foolish
Wives is a remarkable exposition of the
ways of a woman-killer, is strong dramatically, well acted and full of life,
color, action and excellent photography.
It Los
is a Angeles
marvel." Times said: Foolish Wives
is utterly diiferent from anything that
has ever come to the silver sheet. In its

Boston Globe said: "Foolish Wives at
the Park Theatre is a film of surprising
magnificence and sensational appeal.
Thousands of people stood in line to purtickets." American said: "Foolish
The chaseBoston
day." proves to be a most amazing proWives
duction. Pictorially speaking, it is magnificent. The scenes are gorgeous."
Boston
said:picture
"Foolish
is the mostTelegram
magnificent
everWives
seen
in Boston. No one should miss it."
Boston Herald said: "It is a big picture,
tremendous in its scope and in its execuPhiladelphia North American said:
"Sensationalism runs riot in this picture.
It is a photoplay that will linger vividly
in the memory."
Philadelphia Record said: "Foolish
tion."
Wives
cannot be over-praised as a stupendous and magnificent production."
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of Zenda^'
Statistics of 'Prisoner
Radiophone Used for First Time in Direction of Mass Scenes
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Not including jewels, the capes of ermine
and other furs, the gowms of cloth of gold,
and the heavily braided uniforms of the
men, came to $105,000."

Annual Dance
— Script More Voluminous Than Wells^ ^'Outline of History"
tation of that of countries in Europe,
Judging from the statistics compiled
Is Held by the
after the production of a big modern
somewhere among which Ruritania, the
imaginary
kingdom,
must
lie.
photoplay like Rex Ingram's screen verParamount
Club
"Seventy-two buildings in all were set
sion from Metro of The Prisoner' of Zenda
the constructive demands and the accesup, many of them finished throughout.
The celebration of Paramount's tenth
sories to proper execution make it out a These make up the six blocks of city street^
and the Ruritanian village. The two, in anniversary month was brought to a fittask comparable virtually to building the
ting close the evening of Friday, March
Grand Central terminal, according to a the picture, are represented as being many
31, when some fifteen hundred people
Metro announcement this week. It conmiles apart, whereas actually they were
danced into the early hours of April at
tinues:
separated by only about four hundred
the annual ball of the Paramount Club
yards.
Mr.
Ingram
made
practical
use
of
"There is more to it than a camera, a
at the Hotel Commodore. It was one of
ibackground,
a director
guiding
a few- these dwellings in the course of the photogthe largest social affairs of its kind ever
people
in a series
of scenes
of dramatic
raphy of the coronation scenes. He himself
action and the development of the film.
never left the lot, and in order that all given within the industry and was attendby a notable galaxy of celebrities of
"Probably as heart-breaking a task as any extras be on the ground in the morning at the edmotion
picture and theatrical world.
in the making of The Prisoner of Zenda
eight o'clock, he required them to remain
Dancing started about 10 o'clock to the
was the writing of checks. Signing the post- also. Sleeping accommodations were prooffice payroll is not unlike it. There are
vided in army cots, and army methods of strains of Jay Cox's orchestra of twentynot only the salaries of the principal
serving food were used. The number of four pieces, arranged in alternating sections of twelve musicians each, and concooks at one time on the Metro payroll was
players, the director, the cameraman, the
tinued without interruption until about
scenario writer, the technical experts and
432. The settings were not sham in ma12.30, when Nils T. Granlund took charge
their several assistants, but also drains
terials, for the total tonnage of stone,
wood, iron fittings used in the building of as master of ceremonies and introduced
upon theranging
picture from
company's
resources
for
an unusual array of professional enterarticles
the buttons
on the
the village and the city backgrounds came
tainers, including Phelps and Tanning,
uniforms of the Ruritanian army to the to 124,000 tons. This is approximately
Alexander Carr, Eddie Cox, Brock Sisters,
cost of crating and shipping safely the
five times the weight of the biggest modern
battleship.
Frisco, Johnny Hines, Bernard Granville,
priceless art objects used in the settings.
Harry Rose, Fay Marbe, George Martin,
The director of The Prisorier of Zenda
"In the case of the film production of
Sissle and Blake, Frankie Farnum, Jim
used,
in
the
mass
scenes
of
the
coronation
this romance of Anthony Hope's, as draBarton,
matized toy Edward Rose, the total cost
events, the radiophone in controlling the
tista andBaby
AletaDorothy
Dore. Olive, Miriam Batcame to $1,118,453.16, according to the
huge crowds. This he experimented with
While
the
performance
was going on,
accountants of the Metro studios. What
when it first came into popular promia buffet supper was served in the spacious
the sixteen cents was for has not as yet
nence, and found it superior to the tele- dining rooms adjoining the ball room.
been made public; perhaps for a package
phone with wires. There was no danger
During the vaudeville entertainment
of cigarettes and a daily paper for the
of the ether getting out of kilter, and there
Harry Rose interrupted the proceedings
keeper of the studio gate.
was no delay in making connections. To
long enough. to introduce Adolph Zukor
each sub-director of a unit of the crowd,
"Enormous as the cost of the picture
to the audience, and in a short and apwas, it is worth noting that it was less Mr. Ingram, calling him by name, would
propriate speech, Mr. Zukor presented, on
by a wide margin than the value of the
issue orders at exactly the moment he perbehalf of the Famous Players-Lasky Corceived, from a raised platform overlooking
art objects — pictures, furniture, rugs,
poration, aplatinum and diamond wrist
the great scene, was the right instant.
hangings, and the like — which were loaned
watch to Miss Matilda Kass, the oldest emto Mr. Ingram by a score of wealthy CaliHe could talk to any number of these hidployee of the company in point of service.
fornian colonists in the interest of giving
den prompters without waiting for an
operator at a switchboard to plug in, get
his interiors of the Castle of Zenda a genuinely royal richness.
Lesser Discusses
a response and switch in on Mr. Ingram's
master-phone.
"In spite of the fact that these treasures
outweigh the making of the picture in cost,
"A small item, from the point of view of
expense, was the cost of the costumes worn
Mr. Ingram does not 'believe that The
Prisoner of Zenda has been produced
by the principals in the coronation scenes.
"Trouble"
Jackie
Coogan'sFilm
skimpily. Providing it is presented on
the screen of the world as a ten-reel photoSol Lesser announces that Jackie
play, that is one ten thousand feet long,
each foot of the finished film will have cost
No Truth
in Retirement
Coogan's latest photo-production. Trouble,
is ready for the market. Mr. Lesser will
about one hundred and eleven dollars.
be in New York City this week and will
Rumors, Says WiRiam
"Not until it is known that about 23,000
determine the channels of distribution for
persons were engaged in one capacity or
S. Hart
the new Coogan vehicle immediately. Acanother in the production of The Prisoner
cording to the western film executive.
In a statement issued this
of Zenda
are the figures of the picture's
Trouble will be released not later than
cost
credible.
the early part of May and there is every
week at Hollywood, Cal, Wil"During the several months required in
reason to surmise that Associated First
liam S. Hart sets at rest the
the production of the photoplay, 257,-521
National will release it.
feet of raw film was exposed by the photorumors concerning his retireTrouble was put into screen form from
grapher, John F. Seitz, and his assistants.
ment. He has not retired and
an original story, according to Mr. Lesser.
This is not so great a footage as was used
It is a human interest yarn dealing with
probably will not do so for
for the transferring to the screen of Vithe
adoption from an orphanage of a 7
many
years
to
come.
cente Blasco Ibanez's The Four Horsemen
year old boy — of his trials and tribula"I intend to resume work in
of the Apocalypse by Rex Ingram, but it
tions after he leaves the orphanage — of
is a strip of celluloid over forty-eight and
the summer," said Mr. Hart, "in
his love for his foster-mother and his fightone-half miles long.
order to have a picture ready
ing to protect her from the brutal attacks
"The mass of preparatory work was no
for fall release. I therefore will
of his foster-father.
less impressive. The scenario, for exnot be absent from the screen
Supporting the starlet in this new proample, by Mary contained
O'Hara, of 1622
the Metro
duction are Gloria Hope and Wallace
in Hollywood,
pagesstaff
of
at all, for 'Travelin' On,' my
Beery, playing his foster parents.
typewritten material, single-spaced. This
Lesser
will remain east several weeks.
Paramount picture recently reis more voluminous than the two volumes
leased, will take me well into
He plans to attend the First National
of H. G. Wells' "The Outline of History."
meeting at West Baden, Ind., April 20.
"Preliminary art work required the creative efforts of twenty-six artists under
Hart suspended productheMr.fall."
Sam Taylor Signed by Roach
tion work at his studio for an
the supervision of the director, for a period of four months before the first scene
Hal
E. Roach has signed Sam Taylor, a
indefinite period several months
was photographed. The costumes in The
member of Harold Lloyd's scenario staff,
ago
for
the
reason
that
he
was
Prisoner of Zenda, being of a sort not
on a long term contract to continue as
far ahead of his release
scenario writer for the comedian, Mr.
found in any actual country, must be all
schedule.
original designs. The architecture of the
Taylor to collaborate on the scripts for the
entire output of six comedies which Lloyd
city streets and of the village wherein
will make under his new Pathe contract.
most of the exteriors are laid was an adap-
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Briinet

Anniversary Volume De
Executives and Employees,
Paul Brunei's fourth aniversary as head
of Pathe Exchange finds him the possessor
of a volume de luxe testimonial of loyalty
and confidence signed by eighteen hundred executives and employees. The autographed vellum pages of the 'book amount
to a practically complete muster roll of the
Pathe industrial army, stationed at the
Home Office, the factories and laboratories
and at the thirty-five branch exchanges.
On behalf of all the donors of the testimonial. General Manager Elmer Pearson
presented the volume to President Brunet
on March 25, the date of the closing of
the "Brunet Anniversary Sales Contest."
In the course of his report to the organiza-

with

Testimonial

Luxe, Signed by 1,800
Is Given to Head of Pathe
tion regarding the presentation Mr. Pearson made use of these expressions:
"Those of us in the Home Office who
constitute ourselves spokesmen for you
found that the testimonial itself made any
words of explanation superfluous. It was
the best possible assurance of our appreciation ofthe many kindnesses and the
consideration each of us had enjoyed while
helpingtion topolicies.
carry This
out Mr.
Brunet's organizapresentation
was the
crowning feature in connection with the
sales and collection drive in honor of President Brunet's Fourth Anniversary, which,
from the figures at hand, is certain to prove
the most successful in Pathe history. It was

but natural that out of such organization^
spirit should come an idea for the preservation to Mr. Brunet of suitable evidence
of the love and esteem in which we all
hold him.
"Mr. Brunet responded with the request that we convey to you his thanks^
and deep appreciation of a token so beautiful, so obviously sincere, of so much more'
value to him than any other thing wecould
done." is bound in rich Levant.
The have
testimonial
Into the front cover is set a bronze medallion portrait of Paul Brunet by the celebrated sculptorSculpture
Jeno Juszko,
member
the National
Society,
Archi-of"
tectural League, Numismatic Society, etc.
The signatures are autographed on leaves
of Japanese vellum, following those containing the beautiful illuminated inscription and address. The volume was madeunder the supervision of Harry Lewis,.
Manager of the Pathe Art Department.
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Kaplan Opens
Service Station

Arthur Pyramid
Carewe, production,
Huntley Gordon
and through
Betty Blythe
in "Should
Husbands
Know?" a
for release
American
Releasing
Corporation

Sign

Selznick-

Select

Contract

Formal Arrangement Made for Distribution Service Folloicing the Business Divorce of Two Well Known Concerns
Selznick Pictures Corporation have just and will have direct bearing upon the new
arrangements which are being made alsigned a ten-year contract with Select
most daily on the fourteenth floor of 729
Pictures Corporation for the distribution
Seventh Avenue.
of their product through Select exchanges.
The new contract was executed last week,
President Myron Selznick appearing for
Stephen T. King Dies After
the producing company and Lewis J. SelzBrief Illness
nick, president of Select, signing for the
distributing concern.
Stephen T. King, theatrical manThe new contract was made necessary
ager, passed away in the New York
by the recent reorganization of what have
Hospital after a brief illness at
for a long time been known to the trade
the age of 57. He was born in
as the Selznick interests through which
Goldhills, Nevada, and was educated
Select Pictures Corporation and Selznick
at Cornell. After a brief period of
Pictures Corporation were entirely distock brokerage he entered the thevorced from each other in a business way.
atrical business. He managed
The designation of the Selznick producing
"Wang" in 1892, directed several of
company as merely one independent unit,
the Hoyt shows, and was associated
moreover,
is inthat
lineitwith
recent
announcement
was Select's
in the market
in the production of "The Highwayto distribute really worth while photoplay
man," "Black Sheep," "Colorado"
and "Sky Farm," the last with
attractions made by any producer who
Joseph
R. Grismer.
cared to avail himself of the kind of high
From that time on he has been
class service which the Select organizaconstantly identified vdth Ernest
tion has been giving ever since its organiShipman, first as general manager
zation some years ago.
The signing of the Selznick-Select conof Mr.
Shipman's
theatrical attractions
and numerous
of late years
his
tract has come about just on the eve of
close
confidant
and
assistant
in mothe departure for Los Angeles of the sevtion picture production and exploieral Selznick producing units. All that
tation.
President Myron Selznick has definitely
Mr. King will be mourned by
said of his plans as they pertain to the
West Coast is that the Selznick Pictures
many people not only in New York,
but throughout the country to whom
Corporation's first work in the United
he had endeared himself by his
Studios will be the completion of the Selzlovable qualities of mind and heart.
nick Star Series pictures which have alKing.leaves a widow, Helen Douglas
He
ready been sold for the current year.
Only two of these pictures, both starring
The funeral service took place on
Elaine Hammerstein, remain to be produced. It is pretty generally understood
Wednesday, April 5th, at the Campbell Funeral Church.
that an announcement of importance concerning
the
Selznick
company's
producing
plans for the future will soon be made

for Projectionists
Welcome news to projectionists of
Greater New York and in fact to members of the craft in the surrounding territory is the announcement of the opening
of a service station for all makes of projection machines by Samuel Kaplan,
president of Moving Picture Machine
Operators Local 306, and for many years
chief
inspector for the Precision Machine
Company.
The new service station is conveniently
located on the second floor of 729 Seventh
Avenue in the equipment center maintained by B. F. Porter and it is expected
will fill a long felt want by operators in
this territory.
supremacy
line
of work isKaplan's
unquestioned
and in
it this
has
been said the opening of such a service
station where exhibitors and operators
may not only be sure of expert work but
may do business in perfect confidence will
be a boon to better projection.
Aside from the business aspects of
Kaplan's new service station there is a
deeper thought of better projection in its
opening. The popular president of Local
306 has been striving constantly to instil
in the men a sense of pride in the important function they perform for exhibitors
and it is to further this plan that Kaplan
first entertained the idea of an up-to-date
service station where the men can visit
to talk over their machines and the problems encountered.
A complete stock of parts are carried
in stock as well as loan heads and a big
feature of the service is to be speed and
thoroughness in repairs.
Heavy

Demand

Is Expected
for "Fascination"
A supply of prints of Robert Z.
Leonard's presentation of Mae Murray in
Fascination, Metro announced this week,
adequate to meet the expected demand for
this latest Tiffany production will be in
the exchanges of the company in ample
time for the release date set, April 10.
M. H. Hoffman, vice-president and general manager of Tiffany Productions, Inc.,
informed the Metro home offices in New
York several days ago that the master
print had been sent to the laboratories.
"It wasn't a case of picking the good
from the bad," said Mr. Hoffman, in conversation with William E. Atkinson, vicepresident and general manager of Metro.
"It came down to trying to decide which
was better and which was best. Perhaps
my enthusiasm is due to prejudice, but
I think that Fascination is going to be
one of the really fine pictures of the year.
After Peacock Alley, _ the public is going
to expect much of Miss Murray. The excellence of that picture placed her even
higher than before in the estimation of
the picture-going public."
Work Still Progressing on
Lloyd's Next Feature
Despite rumors circulated in New York
that the production of Grandma's Boy,
Harold Lloyd's next feature, had been comadvices
Exhibitorspleted,
fromlatethe
studiosto inAssociated
Culver City
are
to the effect that work is still progressing.
It is understood in New York that the
production is well under way, but no date
has been set when the placing of the
finishing touches may be expected.
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Nationals
Runs

in Philadelphia
Three First National attractions were
accorded first run presentations in Philadelphia during the week of March 27. Two
of them vied with each other for honors at
Philadelphia's most beautiful and costly
theatres.
At the Stanley Theatre Norma Talmadge ture.inIn conjunction
Love's Redemption
was a the
feathere was
fashion
show with living models, conducted by
Gimbel Brothers. All the latest creations
in gowns were shown for the benefit of
the women who desire to be fashionable.
At the Aldine Theatre Mabel Normand
in Molly O held forth. Interest in the
showing was enhanced by the appearance
of Mack Sennett, producer of Molly O,
who visited Philadelphia as the guest of
Maurice E. Felt, owner of the Aldine.
The third First National run was at
the
where Charles Ray's
R. S.Victoria
V. P. Theatre,
was shown.
First National attractions were also
given five simultaneous showings in the
largest Los Angeles houses. The line-up
follows: Kinema, Selig-Rork's The Rosary; Loew's State, Anita Stewart in Her
Mad Bargain; Alhambra, Freckles Barry
in Marshall Neilan's Penrod; Miller's,
"Strongheart," the wolf-dog in The Silent
Call; Tally's, Norma Talmadge in Love's
Redemption.
Hugo Ballin Signs Ernest
Hilliard for New Picture
With .the engagement of Ernest Hilliard
to play the "heavy," the cast of Hugo
Ballin's latest picture for Hodkinson, starring Mabel Ballin, is now complete and

Ernest Hilliard
work on it will begin at once, according
to an announcement made early this week.
While no title for the picture has been
decided upon, it is said that the story is
an intriguing tale of life on the matrimonial seas and is especially suited to
Miss Ballin's personality.
The requirements of the story, it is said,
make the "heavy's" role next in importance to the star's, and Mr. Ballin's delay
in completing the cast for the picture was
to enable Hilliard to complete his work in
Evidence, the latest Selznick vehicle starring Elaine Kammerstein, in which he
plays a similar role.

Man'^
-Made
^^Sailor
for
h
Triump
SeeAssociated
Exhibitors
President
Discusses
Remarkable
Tribute Paid to Star and His Latest Comedy Production
A triumph has been scored in every
part of the United States by the latest
Harold Lloyd attraction, "A Sailor-Made
Man," declares Arthur S. Kane, president
of Associated Exhibitors, through which
organization Hal E. Roach presents the
Lloyd pictures. The selection of the
comedy by managers of many first run
theatres as the feature of their bills has
been the occasion for an interchange of
felicitations between Mr. Kane and Mr.
Roach.
Prom his studios in Culver City, Mr.
Roach sent the following telegram to Associated Exhibitors a few days ago:
"I am immensely gratified at the
triumph of 'A Sailor-Made Man' in leading theatres throughout the country. In
acclaiming it worthy the feature position
in the program of first run houses, exhibitors have vindicated Mr. Lloyd's longcherished confidence that good, wholesome
comedy would one day receive such recognition. The enthusiasm and co-operation
shown by these live owners and managers
is deeply appreciated by Mr. Lloyd, myself,
andMr.the Kant
entire sent
staff."an appropriate reply,
warmly congratulating Mr. Lloyd and Mr.
Roach. Also, he made a statement, in
which he said:
"To win such recognition as Harold
Lloyd and 'A Sailor-Made Man' have received isindeed an extraordinary achievement. That exhibitors in every section of
the country should give a comedy the
feature position in their bills is a splendid
tribute to the star and his production, and
it should be gratifying to every lover of
comedy of the highest type. It is an acknowledgment, to , of the exalted position
in public favor which Mr. Lloyd has attained, for theatre owners and managers
do not feature players whose popularity is
in question.
"Theatres in which 'A Sailor-Made Man'
has been given the feature place are located in cities on both coasts and the great
centers in the interior districts. I have
not at hand a complete list, but every city
which I am about to name occupies a key
position and most of them are the most
important cities in their states. In addition to the first run theatres, a very large
number of second and third run houses in
every district have made this Lloyd offering the feature of their program.
"All records of the Symphony Theatre,
Los Angeles, of which Dr. Brockwedel is
manager, were smashed when 'A SailorMade Man' ran there for fifty consecutive
days. In 369 performances the picture
played to an estimated total of 150,000 persons, and the engagement was terminated
only because of a previous booking contract at the Symphony. For two weeks,
beginning Dec. 31, this comedy was
the feature attraction in the Blue Mouse
Theatre, Portland, Ore., and Manager
John Hamrick booked it for a return engagement covering three days later in
January. During the week of Jan. 1,
S. Barrett McCormick and Paul Gusdanovic showed the picture simultaneously
to overfiowing audiences in the Allen and
Circle Theatres, respectively, of Cleveland,
and for the week just following Christy W.
Deible procured it for the Liberty Theatre,
Youngstown, Ohio, and Edward A. Zorn
for the Temple, in Toledo.
" 'A Sailor-Made Man' was a winner in
Sam Harding's Liberty Theatre, Kansas
City, Mo., during the week of Jan.
29', and in the week of Feb. 5 it
packed
Manager
John H.
Madison Theatre,
Detroit.
Mr.Kunsky's
Boyd, general
manager of the Stanley Amusement Com-

pany, booked it for the week of Feb.
13 for the Stanley, Philadelphia, and it
made a clean-up there. On Feb. 16 it
began a remarkable three weeks' run in
Barbee's Loop Theatre, Chicago, under a
contract signed by President W. S. Barbee. Lubliner and Trinz have since contracted for its showing in their Pantheon
and Senate Theatres, each a first run
house, Apr. 30 and May 6, respectively, as
well as in their fourteen other Chicago
theatres on early datesi, while Ascher
Brothers have made arrangements for the
round of their sixteen houses in Chicago.
"During the week of Mar. 27 'A SailorMade Man' was the feature attraction in
Loew's State, Boston, and at the opening
performance
broke that
matinee
attendance record.
The theatre's
contract for
this
showing was signed by N. M. Schenck,
general manager of the Marcus Loew
enterprises, who contracted also for the
picture's
run for
hundred
on the
Loew circuit
in one
Greater
New days
York.
In
the face of strong competition, Mr.
Lloyd's latest fea/ture played the California
Theatre, San Francisco, the week of Mar.
12, and, in the words of Manager Eugene
Roth,
daily" a number of
Mr. 'stood
Kane 'em
alsoout'
mentioned
other leading theatres in which "A SailorMade Man" has had highly successful
runs.
Two

Universal

Booked

Jewels

by Loew
for 104 Days

Charles Rozenzweig, general sales manof the Big
"U" Exchange,
New agerYork
branch,
announces Universal's
that Wild
Honey,
Priscilla
Dean's
latest
UniversalJewel production, has been booked by the
Loew circuit for a total of 104 days, beginning April 17. Wild Honey had a run of
several weeks in the Central Theatre,
Broadway and Forty-seventh Street, and
later was presented in the Cameo Theatre,
Forty-second Street at Broadway.
At the same time Loew's signed up for
Wild Honey a contract also was made for
Man to Man, the Harry Carey superWestern now being shown at the Central
Theatre. This Universal-Jewel will play
over the Loew circuit for a total run of
seventy days, beginning April 24.
The two pictures will play the Loew
houses on a split week basis, as is the policy of the chain, Wild Honey playing four
days
and Theatre
Man to Man
three.
In the Loew's
Newark
the two
productions
have
each been booked for a week's run.
When Wild Honey has completed its
run at Loew's State and Loew's New York
Theatre it will have played four Times
Square locations, an unusual showing.
This Priscilla Dean picture is making
a decided
versal hit
reports.throughout the country. UniJoins Paramount Exploitation Staff
John J. Friedl, for many years publicity
manager for the Hostettler theatres
throughout the Dakotas, has joined the
Paramount exploitation staff and has been
stationed at Des Moines.
Claud Saunders, director of Paramount
exploitation, also announces the transfer
of Albert Boasberg from the Detroit exchange to Albany. John D. Howard, exploiteer at Albany exchange, goes to Detroit to succeed Boasberg.
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"Lady
O.K.'d

Georg-e Arliss broadcasting his message to radio enthusiasts. Left to right: Miss
Maude Howells, George Arliss, William Worthington and (seated) Miss Lotus Robb,
leading woman in Mr. Arliss' stage play

Arliss

Coiidemns

CensorsMp

by

Radio
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Godiva"
hj

Committee

of Women's
Federation
At a special showing of "Lady Godiva,"
the Associated Exhibitors' picturization of
Tennyson's poem, which was given with
Mrs. Clinton B. Smith, Chairman of the
Motion Picture Committee of the New
York State Federation of Women's clubs
and others of the committee as guests of
honor, the production was highly praised
both as a dramatic entertainment and as
an accurate portrayal of life during the
early feudal period in England.
The showing was arranged by Thomas
DeVassey, secretary of Wistaria Productions Inc., which is releasing Lady
Godiva through Associated Exhibitors,
and followed an exchange of letters between Mr. DeVassey and Mrs. Smith. The
correspondence grew out of the fact that
Mrs. Smith has maintained in many of her
published
"real censors
should be utterances,
the womenthatandthe mothers,
who
are the guardians of the morals of the
country," and it was with the object of
procuring her opinion of Lady Godiva,
both as an entertainment and from an
educational standpoint, that Mr. DeVassey arranged the special showing.
He was therefore highly gratified, when
Mrs. Smith, in her capacity as Chairman
of the Motion Picture Committee of the
State Federation
of Women's
together with the other
guests, Clubs,
expressed
herself as entirely satisfied with the screen
version of the Tennyson classic, which had
previously passed the New York State
Censor board without a single important
change.

Delivers Address from Broadcasting Station
R-C to Issue
at Medford and Is Heard by Thousands
think
that
the
few
immodest
or
indecent
George Arliss, screen and stage star,
"Sheik of Araby"
whose latest photoplay. The Ruling Pasentertainments that 'get by' may be a salsion, a United Artists release, opened its
utary
stimulant
to
public
morals."
as a Revival
Boston engagement at the Boston Theatre
on March 27, delivered a radiophone ad- Select T>vo A. E. Features
May 15 has been set as the release date
dress from the Amrad broadcasting staof The Sheik of Araby, an R-C revival of
tion of the American Radio & Research
for New Theatre's Opening
the H. B. Warner feature, The Man Who
Corporation of Medford Hillside, MedTurned White. The picture is now being
Manager Sam Abrams has selected
ford. Mr. Arliss spoke on "Censorship of Woman, Wake Up and A Sailor-Made
re-edited preparatory for its issue.
Motion Pictures and Stage Plays."
R-C announces it is taking every adMan, each of them an Associated ExhibOwing to the lateness of the hour — midvantage of the exploitation possibilities
feature, as the first two attractions
night— Mr. Arliss had a free field, and the for theitorsopening
of his new Rialto Theater,
which this picture affords. A tie-up will
radio experts stated they believed the
a first run house in Houston, Tex. The be arranged with Waterson, Berlin and
screen
star'sdown
wordsto penetrated
to parts
of Rialto, now almost ready for the opening,
Snyder, publishers of the popular song by
Wisconsin,
the Carolinas,
to the
the same name. In addition various novelCanadian provinces and to vessels far out is one of the finest houses in its territory.
ties will be issued, and striking paper is
at sea.
Mr. Arliss motored from Boston to Mednow
being prepared by Nat Rothstein, adTaylor Joins R-C Stafif
vertising director of R-C Pictures.
ford in record time to keep an appointMatthew
A.
Taylor,
for
several
years
on
The Sheik of Araby, when it was first
ment with approximately 35,000 radio enthe
editorial
staff
of
Motion
Picture
Neivs,
issued under its previous title, proved to
thusiasts. A very brief musical program
be one of the most popular of the Warner
had been arranged to precede and follow has become associated with R-C Pictures
where
he
will
handle
the
publicity
for
that
features released under the R-C banner.
Mr. Arliss' talk.
company, under Nat Rothstein, director of It is described as a powerful drama of the
Mr. Arliss reviewed censorship back
Sahara, with the star cast in a dual role,
publicity and advertising. Mr. Taylor enthrough several hundred years, quoting
tered the motion picture field after a trainplaying the Sheik and an English traveler.
famous authorities opposed to censorship.
ing in the newspaper world and has a wide
In closing he said:
Barbara Castle-^on is the star's leading
acquaintance among the trade in New
lady, and a capable cast appears in his
"It is much better for a growing boy to York City.
grow good through the influence of his consupport.
science rather than through the application of the birch. The motion picture industry is a grovdng boy. It is growing
better and purer every day of its own
volition. If it is let alone it will grow to
40%
SAVED
healthy and useful maturity. If it has the
life beaten out of it with the thick stick
of censorship it will become dull and
ON FIRE INSURANCE COST
heavy and stupid, without originality and
without spontaneity.
"If there could be an ideal censor it
This has been our subscribers' experience.
You can do the same if
would be a great advantage to the whole
your theatre is an acceptable risk.
community. But there cannot be. If there
could be an ideal censor of plays there
THEATRE INTER-INSURANCE EXCHANGE
could be ideal choosers of plays, and then
we should all make our fortunes. The
137 SO. 5TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
3
police intervention is as good as anything, Ihave heard suggested, and I rather
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Big

Production

Plans

at Pickford-

Fairbanks

Studio

A burst of production activity seems
imminent at the new Pickford-Fairbanks
studio, for not only will Douglas Fairbanks very soon start shooting on his new
production, but Miss Pickford and her
brother Jack Pickford also are planning
to begin actual work. This comes somewhat as a surprise, because it was generally understood that Miss Pickford would
not begin work until the completion of a
picture starring her brother Jack.
Diligent search has been under way for
some time in .the play and book market
for a suitable vehicle for Jack Pickford,
and Johnston McCulley, who did The Mark
of Zorro for Mr. Fairbanks, and also Actionized his most recent celluloid offering.
Miss Pickford herself is, as previously
announced, to appear in a revival of her
photoplay Tess of the Storm Country. She
hopes to commence production on this
within the next week or so. The oast has
not yet been selected, but players are
tinder consideration and it is expected that
selections will have beeen made in another
•week.
Actual shooting on Douglas Fairbanks'
next photoplay feature, yet to be named,
will start in a very few days. The cast
is practically complete, with Enid Bennett
in the role of Maid Marion, Wallace Beery
as Richard the Lion-Hearted, Sam De
Grasse as King John, the usurper, Paul
Dickey as Guy of Gisborne, the arch villain. Mr. Fairbanks himself will play
the hero in a role showing him first as the
Earl of Huntington, and later as Robin
Hood.
Since his return from New York Mr.
Fairbanks has been at the studio every
day with Allan Dwan, director, supervising
the building of sets and the perfecting of
the new story. Sets now under construction are said to be the largest ever built
at the film capital. A portion of the
studio is to be turned into a tournament
field, and an athletic field has already been
laid out where members of the cast are
daily training for the difficult feats they
will be called upon to perform in this film.
Instructors have beeen engaged to teach
sword play and archery, which will be
featured in this forthcoming picture.
Mr. Fairbanks asserts that his new veTiicle for United Artists release will be a
much more lavish spectacle than The Three
Musketeers.

*^'Arabian

Love/'
Desert Romance,
Ready

for

Release

Arabian
Love, isJohn
Gilbert'sforlatest
vehicle for Fox,
scheduled
release
April 9. The production was made under
the working title In the Land of Beginning
Again, and was directed by Jerome Storm
at the West Coast Studios. The story
and
man. scenario were written by Jules FurthThe photoplay is a drama of the great
Sahara, in which Gilbert essays the role
of a young American who joins an outlaw
hand of a desert sheik. A series of romantic episodes follow in which he saves the
life and honor of a white woman whom
the band had kidnapped during a raid
nipon a caravan. In the cast are Barbara
Bedford, the leading woman; Barbara Le
Mar, Herschel Mayall, Robert Kortman,
and William A. Orlamond.

TRADE

Eight

Fox

Features

^'Shackles of Gold,''^ with
Star, Heads List — Vehicles
Eigiht feature productions are listed
among the April releases by Fox. Both
the New York and West Coast studios of
William Fox are now in full operation.
An Al St. John comedy, two Sunshine
Comedies and five M'utt and Jeff Animated
Cartoons round out the April releases.
Heading the list of features is Shackles
of Gold, with William Farnum. This is
a modern drama dealing with the possibilities for good or evil which may come from
the possession of great wealth. It is based
on Henri Bernstein's play. Supporting t)he
star are Myrta Bonillas and Marie Shotwell — the former as leading woman. Herbert Brenon directed.
Up and Going, the Tom Mix picture,
presents the star in the role of a young
Englishman who returns to Canada, the
land of his birth, in search of romance
and adventure, and finds them both.
Charles Jones will be seen in Western
Speed, a story of Western chivalry and
romantic adventure, adapted from William
Patterson White's story, Lynch Law, and
directed by Scott Dunlap and William
Wallace. In this production Jones is supported by Eileen Percy as leading woman.
Money to Burn is the title of the release
starring William Russell. It is based upon
the story Cherub Divine, by Sewell Ford.

Vitagraph
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April

William Farnum as the
for Several Other Stars
It deals with a young broker whose financial luck is such that he cannot lose, however daring his adventure, and whose luck
in love turns out to be built on similar
lines. Rowland V. Lee directed.
Jerome Storm directed Arabian Love,
John Gilbert's April veKicle. This is a
story of life and love on the desert. The
story, written by Jules Furthman, is of
an American who, through peculiar circumstances is being sought by the law
and has joined the outlaw forces of a
desert sheik as a refuge.
Shirley Mason appears in Very Truly
Yours, a story by Helen L. Hawkins, and
directed by Harry Beaumont. Without
Fear is a photodrama of high society and
downright democracy, written by Paul H.
Sloane and directed by Kenneth Webb.
The star is Pearl White.
Eileen Percy will be seen in Elope If
You Must, from the story by E. J. Rath.
It was directed by C. R. Wallace.
The Al St. John comedy bears the title
Special Delivery. The two Sunshine
Comedy releases are The Piper and His
Wife's Son. The Mutt and Jeff cartoons
include Hoot Mon! Golfing, Tin-Foiled,
Amid the Pyramids and Fallen Archers.
Fox News is released twice weekly, the
even number publications embodying
Face to Face With Japan.

Specials

Going

Big

Heavy Bookings Reported Throughout the Country for
''Sheik's Wife,'' "Gypsy Passion" and ''Prodigal Judge"
Vitagraiph has released four specials
Philadelphia; Minerva Theatre, Pittswithin the past few weeks, and these films,
burgh; Lafayette Theatre, Buffalo; Pantage's,theToronto;
Wizard, Baltimore
seeming to meet the demands of exhibitors
and
Colonial New
of Richmond.
and public for the bigger and better
"Ten theatres in the city of Omaha are
picture, but more than anything else, the playing The Sheik's Wife day and date,
commencing
May 18.
unusual picture, are being booked into
"Following the publication of the page
most of the biggest theatres in the country,
advertisement in the Saturday Evening
according to a vitagraph announcement.
Post last week of Vitagraph's special, The
"The demand for Vitagraph's special, Prodigal Judge, that company's headquarters have received many requests on
The Sheik's Wife, which recently feathis Edward Jose special. This productured the program at the Mark Strand
tion enjoyed
successful
three weeks'
run
Theatre, Broadway, New York, has been
at the
novel a Cameo
Theatre,
Broadway
exceptional, and the amount of prints supand 42nd Street, New York, early this
then the general release date of the
plied three
of that
company's
has year;
already
been
increased
over branches
the original
picture was set back for the rest of the
country. The Ziegfeld Theatre in Chicago
number supplied," says the announcement.
played it— holding it over for the second
"Theatres of the very highest class and
capacity have been intensely interested in week's run on account of its sensational
this film. During one forenoon, , followshowing
first weekbut
— ^as
Poll's
ing the Broadway success of this picture, big
Capitol the
in Hartford,
the did
producers
bids were received from the California
deliberately held back the general release
in order that its exhibitors might get the
Theatre of Los Angeles, the Randolph
benefit of its advertising campaign and
Theatre,
situated
in
the
heart
of
Chicago's
famous Loop district, the Tower in St. effect tie-ups with it in local newspapers
Paul, and one of the biggest theatres in if they desired. Down where the flawless
Southern atmosphere of The Prodigal
New England. Contracts were immediately closed for the first three houses. The
Judge will be under the most critical obTower is playing it all this week, and
servation, this picture has booked rapidly.
the Randolph wall offer it for an extended
Among Dixie theatres closed last week are
run beginning April 29th. The Tivoli, the Strand Theatre, Memphis; the Lafayette in New Orleans and the Alamo in
Turner and Dahnken's big San Francisco
house, is now playing this special.
Louisville. Other theatres in various
"All indications are that Gypsy Passion,
parts of the United States and Canada
which just closed a successful week's run closed recently are Eugene Roth's New
at the Strand, New York, will follow in Granada Theatre, San Francisco; Plaza,
Worcester; Strand, Lowell; Butterflv,
the footsteps of The Sheik's Wife. Since
March 15th, some representative theatres
Milwaukee; Capitol, Cincinnati; Babcock,
among the hundreds which have booked
Billings;
Ottawa; Rialto, Butte,
one or the other, in many cases both, of and the Imperial,
Parkway, Baltimore. Many of
these specials are : William Theatre, Louisthe Omaha theatres booked day and date
ville; The Tower Theatre, St. Paul; Loew's
for The Sheik's Wife also booked The
Orpheum, Boston; the Empress Theatre,
Prodigal Judge day and date, the runs
Oklahoma City; Empress, Akron; Aldine,
starting May 4."
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New

Producing

Company

Members of the new Syracuse Motion Pictures Co. leaving for Florida to camplete
the first feature for this organization. In the foreground: Hamilton Smith, director;
Dorothy Mackaill and Wyndham Standing

Radio

Installed

in

Pyramid

Studio

Messages Are to Be Dedicated to the Furthering
of Motion
Picture and
Theatrical Interests
Pyramid Pictures, Inc., announces that
it has contracted for the installation of a
powerful radio broadcasting station at its
studio in Astoria, Long Island, and it is
expected that the station will be in full
operation by the fifteenth of May.
The messages
sent will
out from
Pyramid'sto
broadcasting
station
be dedicated
the furthering of the best interests of the
motion picture and theatrical world. The
station, now being installed in the Pyramid studio, is of the latest approved type
produced by the Western Electric Co. and
a duplicate of the station being installed
in New York City by the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. It will have a
carrying radius of 1500 miles and, under
favorable conditions, may be heard at the
receiving stations on the Pacific Coast.
In announcing the installation of the
broadcasting machine, Arthur N. Smallwood, who will have charge of Pyramid's
radio department, said: "For some time
past Pyramid Pictures has recognized the
popular appeal lying behind radio.
"The manner in which newspapers are
devoting entire magazine sections to the
new form of entertainment sufficiently
measures this appeal. The company has
also realized that the universal craze for
radio entertainment might possibly have
a detrimental effect on theatre attendance
throughout the country unless some means
could be devised to utilize the radio for
the advancement of interest in the motion
picture and its allied arts.
"Some leaders of the industry are trying to ignore the great interest in the
radio that seems to have sprung up so
magically. Such a course is foolish. Ignoring competition is no way to do business. But if competition can be converted
into helpful channels, all well and good.
"And so Pyramid has made a big cash
investment in order that the motion picture and theatrical professions may be adequately represented in the "air" and dedicates its radio broadcasting station to furthering the best interests of the motion
picture and theatrical worlds.
"It is estimated chat there are now not
less than 600,000 radio receiving sets in
operation within the listening distance of
Pyramid's broadcasting station. These

600,000 sets are accessible to over three
million people. New receiving sets are
being installed in homes, theatres, hotels
and other public places at the rate of over
fifty thousand a month at the present
time. Therefore the opportunities of advancing the interests of the motion picture by radio seem to be limitless."
Mr. Smallwood, who besides having interests in Pyramid Pictures, Inc., is also
treasurer and secretary of the American
Releasing Corporation, would not speak in
his official capacity with that company
relative to the possibility of the company
contracting with theatre owners for the
installation of powerful receiving sets to
pick up the entertainment to be broadcasted through Pyramid's sending station.
Alan

Crosland

Will

Direct

Irene

New

Castle

Film

Alan Crosland, one of the youngest but
best known directors in the industry, has
been engaged to direct Irene Castle in her
forthcoining Hodkinson release, the temporary working title of which is announced
as Don't Weaken. The story is by Charles
K. Harris, the noted song writer.
Director Crosland and the members of
his technical staff left New York for Miami, Fla., last Saturday night, where the
first locations for the picture will be shot.
Mrs. Castle is already in Miami, having
gone to that city a week previous for a
personal appearance at the Fairfax Theatre in conjunction with the showing of her
first Kodkinson release, French Heels.
For the last two years Mr. Crosland has
been "first string" director for the Selznick
Enterprises, having directed during that
period such stars as Elaine Hammerstein,
Olive Thomas,
O'Brien,
Mansfield,
Zena Eugene
Keefe and
Owen Martha
Moore.
Mrs. Castle's leading man in Don't
Weaken will be Rod LaRoque. The other
members of the cast, as announced by
Director Crosland, are Anders Randolph,
Warren Cook, Mary Burke, Matthew Betz
and Mario Carillo.

Number 20

Organized

3Ienas
Syra
Syracuse,By
N. Y.,
has blossomed
cuse forth
a motion picture production center. A
producing company has been organized by
representative business men of Syracuse
and is
be Company.
known as the Syracuse MotiontoPicture
Edward H. Dann is president, Hamilton Smith is vice-president and general
manager; T. K. Smith, secretary and
counsel; Frank J. Webb, assistant secretary; W. W. Wiard, treasurer; Walter A.
Riding, assistant treasurer, and Arthur
A. Cadwell, chief cinematographer.
Several well known stories have been
purchased and the first feature picture is
well under way in production. The company left this week for Miami, Fla., to
secure exteriors. The cast consists of
many well known personages, including
Wyndham Standing, George Fawcett,
Dorothy Mackaill, William H. Darrow,
John Coleman, Marie Burke, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter A. Riding, Arthur Dewey, and
others. Chief cameraman Arthur A. Cadwell and his assistants, Harold Castain
and Al. Harrington, also accompanied the
troupe. rector
TheHamilton
company
Smith.is in charge of DiThe Producers Security Corporation of
New York will represent the Syracuse
Motion Picture Company in distribution.
"Polly of Follies"
Wins Extended
Run

in Syracuse

Booked for three days — and held three
more. That was the record established
by Polly of the Follies, a First National
attraction starring Constance Talmadge,
at the Empire Theatre in Syracuse, N. Y.
The first three days of the showing were
so highly successful and there was such
a demand for seats on the third day that
the engagement was extended for another
three-day period. The continued patronage justified
action.
More
than the
30,000
persons saw Polly of
the Follies during the six-day run, according to Fitzer Brothers, the operators of
the
house,
who made
this comment:
"It's
one of the biggest
attractions
this theatre
of the Empire is an exhasTheeverexperience
had."
ample of the popularity of the film. "A
gem thecomedy
drama"
was Syracuse
the phrase
used
by
reviewer
of the
Sunday
Post-Standard, while other critics hailed
it in this manner:
Monday Post-Standard: "Polly of the
Follies is the sunny Connie's new comedy
and it is worthy of the 'big crowds streaming into the Herald:
Empire." "Polly of the Follies
Syracuse
is one of the cleverest of farce comedies."
Polly of the Follies likewise captivated
the Cleveland reviewers. Excerpts from
some of their reviews follow:
Cleveland Neivs: "John Emerson and
Anita Loos deserve gobs of credit for giving to the screen such a novel idea as appears in PollyPlain
of the
Follies."
Cleveland
Dealer:
"Constance Talmadge's Polly of the Follies seems almost
too funny to be true. It is a combination
of rare imagination, the greatest sense of
humor, riotously funny titles and is the
best straight and burlesqued acting that
has been offered in an indefinite period, say
The years."
picture has met with similar recepthree
tions in San Francisco, New York, Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee and other cities
where it has been shovm to date.
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R-C

Studios

Soon

Work

Will
Capacity,

Says R. S. Cole
R. S. Cole, president of R-C Pictures
Corporation, left Los Angeles on March
27 for New York after a protracted visit
at the Coast city, during which he conferred daily with P. A. Powers on reorganization plans at the R-C studio. Before leaving Mr. Cole promised capacity
production at the R-C studio within a short
time. Doris May is starting a new picture
and Harry Carey will begin work shortly.
At least three other productions will be
tinder way in as many weeks, stated Mr.
Cole.
"Under the new plan of operation so
auspiciously inaugurated by Mr. Powers,"
stated isMr.
Cole, concerned
"whereby incontributing
talent
directly
the profits
accruing from a production, the quality of
future productions is bound to rise.
"We are also preparing for extensive
exportation of or product to Europe, the
southern hemispheres and the Orient. Our
across sea,s banking connections have apprised us of a distinct upward drift in
foreign film marketing conditions and we
are paying heed to this good news. We expect to dispatch special representatives to
foreign centers with full plenary powers
to make deals for foreign exploitation and
foreign showings of our future productions."
Lincoln Completing Work in
"The Price of Her Ambition"
E. K. Lincoln, who was last seen opposite Hope Hampton in The Light in the
Dark, her most recent First National attraction, heads an all-star oast in the first
feature film production of the newly-organ-
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Praise

for

Talmadge

Film

Chicago Tribune Bestows Unusual Commendation on ^' S milin^ Through
It is seldom that a motion picture is in' Through. Charms of simplicity are not
honored with such editorial mention as so often sought by a producer. Out in
Hollywood they generally think that if
was given to Smilin' Through, Norma
wealth is indicated in the characters it
Talmadge's latest screen offering through
must be rep'resented by bathing girls
Associated First National Pictures, by the jumping into marble pools in the blue
moonlight and by doubling up the butlers
Chicago Tribune, one of the foremost
as the deluxe Uncle Tommers double up
newspapers of the country, in its issue of the
Topsies.
March 30.
"The producer of Smilin' Through has
The editorial is as follows:
kept it in the garden where it belongs.
Wealth is indicated, but there is only one
"At Woods' Theatre there is a play presenting life as a stupid and dirty joke. servant, the housekeeper. Good breeding
creates the atmosphere, and there are no
At the Chicago Theatre, a block east, is a offenses
against it.
movie presenting life as a spiritual ro"In the charming garden the story is
unfolded with the miraculous power of
mance. In about a block the theatre goes
the camera to produce effects. The two
from the mud to the skies. To what we
love stories reveal the steadfastness of
have already said of the bath house prothe lovers to sustain affection above the
duction of Woods we add the suggestion
shock of tragedy and the test of time.
that people who have wasted several hours
That, if only an illusion, is one which
there go to the Chicago and clean up.
people want to cherish and one which
"Smilin' Through was here with Jane
gives them inspiration to try to cherish.
Cowl last year. Norma Talmadge does it
"The old lover who loses his bride by
for the movies with the advantages of the the shot of a jealous rival carries his submovies. On the screen that influence of
lime romance into eternity with him. The
the spiritualized love story can go into young lover who nearly loses his girl
every town in the country. Ten thousand
through the passion of hatred the old man
people can see Miss Talmadge where one
has for the family of the assassin and
could see Miss Cowl.
again through the maiming he suffers in
"This is a tremendous increase in influ- war and the consequent self -depreciation,
ence and a reason for commending the exis, you know, as durable in fealty and fine
ercise of a good influence. The drama it- in emotions as the older man.
self is one which forces the belief in the
"People in their stumblings through life
sublimination of human emotions, purtry to keep their eyes fixed on a star. We
poses and character. It insists to many
do not believe that in realistic plays they
people who have lost some of their belief should be deluded, but we believe that a
in the possibility of romantic good that tonic of romance does the spiritual man
human life can be developed into forms
good. We believe that people will go into
which are beautiful, clean and spiritual.
a
spiritualized world in Smilin' Through
It says that men and women may have
and that they will return from it with an
ideals which are not lost in contact vnth
inspiration. They may have been looking
into a mirror deceiving them with a grace
realities, that they may be well bred, tenacious in their love, simple in their lives, and beauty and worth which is not to be
and clean in their thoughts and emotions.
found in their mirror of life. Even as an
illusion it is good. Man should be noble if
"The minor sins of some movie productions are lacking in the screening of Smilonly in his dreams."
Paul

Brimet

Anniversary

Contest

Declared to Be Great Success by Hor/ie

E. K. Lincoln
ized Genius Film Corporation, which is
now heing completed at the Tiffany Studios, in West Forty-fourth Street, New
York.
The picture, which is tentatively
titled The Price of Her Ambition, is a dramatic story from the pen of Adetlaide Heilbron. Edward Dillon is directing.
Among the screen artists in the cast
besides Mr. Lincoln are Julia Swayne Gordon, Oyril Chadwick, Hedda Hopper,
Richard Carlyle, Charles Hammond and
Mrs. Margaret Seddon.

Of fice—— Returns Not All Received Yet
Paul Brunet is confronted with the much more than an ordinary sales contest
for cash prizes. It was a practical and
most conclusive of all possible evidence
spontaneous whole-hearted expression of
that the four years of his administration
regard for Paul Brunet personally, and
of the affairs of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
of loyalty to and confidence in the presihave won the cordial approval of every
dent of Pathe Exchange. The remarkable
result means unequivocal admiration for
member of that far-reaching and prosa quality of industrial leadership that is
perous organization.
all too rare, in these or any other times.
This was the "Brunet Anniversary ConIt is also an expression of gratitude for
test" of one month which opened on Feb.
the privilege of uninterrupted employment, of security through a trying eco27, after a six weeks' qualifying contest
conducted for the purpose of classifying
nomic
period,proved
gained capacity.
only under leadership
of such
the branches in the five divisions within
"Although tbe returns are far from
which, respectively, each branch made its complete
as yet," said Mr. Eschmann,
fight for its division's definite list of "and the winning teams accordingly not
prizes. It was supervised from the home
office by General Sales Manager E. A. yet determined, the gross sales and collections resulting from the 'Brunet AnEschmann from the time of General Manniversary Contest' exceed the most sanager
Elmer
Pearson's
announcement
to
guine
home office anticipations. The fact
the branches that the contest was in honor
that general business conditions were less
of President Paul Brunet's fourth annifavorable than existed at the time of previous contests does not seem to have had
as chief of Pathe,
"the
winners, versaryfiguratively,
will and
have that
to take
any
influence
on the spirits or energy of
off their coats, roll up their sleeves, and the contestants.
The certainty that the
work as they never worked before."
business was there is proved by the cir"They certainly have done all that, and
cumstance that they went out and got it.
more," said Mr. Eschmann, making a Practically every branch quota is exgeneral statement of the result. "It was
ceeded, with returns still coming in."
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Comedy

Indicate Keen

Public Desire for Pictures Like '^'^Ruling Passion^^
Swinging back to the East, Mr. Friend
That the public demand for screen comhas Boston reports that indicate the extraedy is keener to-day than ever is indicated
ordinary business done by the Boston Thein box office reports from all sections of
atre, controlled by the Keith interests. The
the country now in possession of Distincpicture was the personal selection of Mantive Productions. The reports cover the
ager Harris, who has directed the Bositon
for a quarter of a century, and he stated
second George Arliss production, The Ruling Passion, vsrhich has a marked comedy
that the box office confirmed his preview
vein, and Arthur S. Friend says: "These
opinion. According to the same Distinctive data, the record for 1922 at the new
returns show the world wants to laugh toAldine Theatre, Philadelphia, was estabas it coast
never report
did before
history."
A daywest
from inSanits Francisco
lished by the Arliss production.
states the new Arliss comedy played at the
Karry Davis of the Grand Theatre,
Grenada Theatre last week to $24,000,
Pittsburgh, Pa., notified Distinctive Prowhich it alleges to be the top business done
ductions that he found The Ruling Passion
in that city in a week that witnessed the
one of the most entertaining pictures he
simultaneous presentations of Foolish
had ever
played.
said: for
"It the
gets blues.
business because
it is Hea cure
Wives, The Four Horsemen, Penrod, and
A Sailor-Made Man. This unusual busi- Our audiences enjoyed this picture imness by The Ruling Passion is backed by
mensely and a bad weather break througha telegram to Mr. Friend from Eugene
out
the
week
did not diminish attendance."
Roth and Jack Partington, who direct the
The production has been booked for
Grenada, reading as follows:
early opening dates in Lowell, Springfield,
"The Ruling Passion, which played at Worcester, Lynn and Somervi'lle, Mass.;
our Grenada Theatre last week, was truly
Syracuse, Albany, Yonkers, Schenectady,
one of the delightful pictures of the seaTroy,
Utica, N. Y. ; Indianapolis, Philason. The splendid and refreshing acting
delphia, Allentown, Erie, Pa.; Cincinnati,
of Mr. George Arliss made for him many
Denver, Kansas City, Mo.; Wichita, Topeka, Kan.; Tulsa, Okla.; San Diego, Cal.;
'fan' friends. More pictures of The Ruling
Passion theme will advance the motion pic- St. Paul, Minn.; Hartford and New
ture industry more than anything else.
Britain, Conn.; Newark, Bayonne, Elizabeth, Hoboken, N. J.; Huntington, West
This picture should be played in every moVa.;
Portland, Ore.; Seattle, Spokane,
tion picture theatre in America. The reWash.; Ottawa, Toronto, St. John and
sult to the managers will be most satisfac"Halifax, Canada.
tory, and doubly so to the audiences."
"Knighthood"
Is
Expected to Be
Vignola's Best
Robert G. Vignola is now at work on
what is expected to be the master creation
of his career as a director. Mr. Vignola
is engaged in making When Knighthood
Was in Flower, the story of the great love
of Mary Tudor, sister of Henry VIII of
England, for Charles Brandon. Marion
Davies, star of Enchantment and Beauty's
Worth, Mr. Vignola's current productions,
plays the role of Mary Tudor. /
Acclaimed by Frederic James Smith,
critic of Motion Picture Classic, as "the
most promising director of the day, one

who has shown the greatest progress,"
Mr. Vignola hopes to surpass with When
Knighthood Was in Flower any other production that he has ever made. According
to the plans this picture will in all probability be released in ten reels. The sets
were executed by Joseph Urban.
Miss Davies plays the role of Mary Tudor. Opposite her in the role of Charles
Brandon, her lover, is Forrest Stanley.
The role of Henry VIII is handled by Lynn
Harding, while the other roles are in the
hands of such players as Ernest Glendenning, William Norris, Charles Gerard,
Ruth Shepley, Jose Rubin, Teresa Maxwell Conover, Macy Harlan, Arthur Forrest, and Johnny Dooley.
National

The development of moving picture theatres
Since moving pictures were in tlieir
infancyture we
have One
beenof building
theatres.
the firstpic-to
be built
was
designed
and supervised by us.
And we have kept pace with the
development of this great business
in all its phases.
Hofifman-Henon Co., Inc.
Architects and Engineers
Finance Building
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Broadway;
the beexact
location shortly.
of the Buffalo office will
announced
"The rapid expansion of the affiliated
distributing offices under the direct control
of National Exchanges, Inc., is continuing
each week," said Walter L. Johnson, president of National
"The
new offices
in BuffaloExchanges,
and Albany,Inc.
together
with the New York city office, cover New
York State most satisfactorily. We are
very pleased to announce that these two
new offices are under the supervision of
Sol. E. Rose, an exchange man well and
favorably known to every exhibitor in his
territory."
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Albany and Buffalo
Two more key cities have just been
added to the map of important centers
covered by National Exchanges, Inc., distributing offices with the recent opening of
Metropolitan National Exchanges, Inc., in
Buffalo and Metropolitan National Exchanges, Inc., in Albany, N. Y.
Both exchanges are under the sales direction of Sol E. Rose, veteran exchange
man, while the Buffalo office is under the
immediate supervision of E. A. Kuper.
The address of the Albany office is 680

--Use your own
screen-the best
advertising medium
at any price.
so HM>10 MAT SLIDES $2.
Accept no Substitute.
FbrSale by all Leading Dealers

REDUCE
YOUR
INSURANCE
COSTS
25 TO
Theatre owners may now be protected in our Million Dollar Compauiies.

FIRE— AUTOMOBILE— LIABILITY—PLATE
GLASS
JAMES S. KEMPER & COMPANY
Branch Offices in Principal Cities.
114 North Broad St« Philadelphia, Pa.

40% !

INSURANCE
4624 Sheridan Road, Chicago, 111.
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LOUIS B. MAYER and B. P. Schul. berg announced that they have combined their producing forces. So far
as is known this is the first time in
the history of motion pictures that two
independent producers who have been releasiing through the same distributing organization have merged their activities.
Mr. Mayer has been handling the John
M. Stahl productions as well as those of
Mildred Harris and Anita Stewart.
Mr. Schulberg is the president of Preferred Pictures, Inc., producers of First
Niational attractions in which Katherine
MacDonald starred.
The new alliance will enter upon a program that will include a series of John
M. Stahl productions, a continuation of the
pictures with Miss MacDonald for First
National, and a series directed by Fred
Ni'blo and Gasnier.
The new concern will occupy the Louis
B. Mayer Studios in Los Angeles, which
hereafter will be known as the MayerSohulberg Studios.
Preferred Pictures will transfer scenery,
machinery, lights and other studio paraphernalia from the Ambassador Studio.
For the first time in many years the lot
that first knew Griffith and later Thomas
H. Ince with Charles Ray, Enid Bennett
and Dorothy Dalton, will be deserted.
Louis B. Mayer was first an exhibitor,
than a distributor, and finally a producer.
B. P. Schulberg culminated seven years
of close association with Adolph Zukor as
general manager of Paramount and in conjunction with Hiram Abrams and William
G. McAdoo, founded and created the
United Artists Corporation after which he
sponsored Katherine McDonald on her way
to sitardom.
Mr. Mayer discoursed on the future of
the concern in his statement: "Mr. Schulberg and I are going to do everything we
can to make productions that will reflect
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the motion picture in its best and newest
form. Our facilities for producing are
increased and this means that we shall
engage more players, employ larger technical and mechanical staffs, and our combined forces will give us a decided advantage over the individual producer who
must maintain a complete organization for
a single star. It is our first aim to make
100 per cent clean pictures, pictures that
will not be censorable, and in this we are
assured of the heartiest co-operation from
Mr. Stahl, Mr. Noble and Mr. Gasnier.
Mr. Schulberg remarked i|.hat the pictures made by the new combine will be
the last word in careful and finished workmanship as far as the mechanical features
go and it will be my special province to
supply theselection
box-officeof point
of view,
includes
the titles
thatwhich
will
have the widest appeal and the incorporation of such qualities in the productions
themselves as will sell seats for the exhibitors.
The Man From Hell's River, the feature
just made by Irving Cummings in which
he is starred, supported by a remarkable
cast, including Wallace Beery and Eva Novak, is based on James Oliver Curwood's
story, "The God of His People."
Director Sidney Franklin has returned
from New York and is busily engaged at
the United Studios in preparing for Constance Talmadge's next starring production for Associated First National, East
Is West, the film rights were purchased
by Joseph M. Schenck. The production
will be under way in about three weeks.
Allen Holubar is competing the Dorothy
Phillips' starring vehicle, Hurricane Gal.
It is expected to prove a most entertaining picture.
Too Much Business, the first production
of the Jess Ro^bbins Production's will be
released through Vitagraph. The filming
of the second feature has begun and is an
adaptation from the Edgar Franklin story.

Coast

"The Ladder Jinx," which appeared recently in a national magazine.
An all-star cast was selected by Producer Robbins which is headed by Edward
Horton, who for three years has been leading man in the Wilkes Stock Co. at the
Majestic Theatre, Los Angeles, following
long stock engagements in many of the
principal
cities
the incountry.
Horton's
initial screen
workof was
Too Much
Business, which will have an early release.
Katherine MacDonald is on location at
Truckee, Cal. The picture under production was progressing splendidly until the
star developed a severe case of pneumonia.
It is believed that Miss MacDonald is
really seriously ill.
Pauline Frederick has deserted the films
and has gone to Chicago to appear in a
new Al Woods play. She will return to
her Los Angeles home in the summer.
A small party of tourists were visiting
Larry
Semon's
where he to
is making
a new fun
film.studio
One happened
ask the
meaning of the name Los Angeles and
Larry, who is somewhat of an amateur
linguist, volunteered the information that
"Los Angeles is only part of the order.
The complete name of this beautiful city
is 'El Pueblo de Nuestra Senora la Reina
de Los Ajigeles' and it means 'The City
of Our but
Lady,theyQueen
the Angels."
waited,
had noof more
questions He
to
ask.
From the far north it is discovered that
Nell Shipman is working in a studio in
Spokane, where she is starring in a picture of the north called The Grub Stake.
Hugh Tompson has at last reformed and
is playing the hero instead of the bad
man. leaseThe
will be ready for rein the picture
early spring.
Foolish Wives has reached its 175th
performance at the Mission Theatre, Los
Angeles. It is estimated that the attendance total is approximately 100,000. Manager Harry David feels that the feature
certainly filled the highest expectations.
A new wioman motion picture director
looms on the cinema horizon, for some of
these days the news may burst forth that
Mrs. Irving Cummings has adopted the
profession.
Some time ago when Mr. Cummings
could not find a suitable vehicle, Mrs. Cummings in an evening wrote a story. When
Mr.
Cummings
Man profesFrom
Hell's River hecompleted
retained The'
several
sional titlers without getting the desired
results. Again the wife came to his assistance by writing the subtitles that have
pleased all who saw the preview. In the
present feature that Mr. Cummings has
just started, Mrs. Cummings designed the
Oriental interiors being used. She is
studving the w^ork from every angle, and
it will not be surprising if she shortly is
announced at a director — perhaps of her
own husband.

No matter how you dress him, the boy is there. An interesting pose of Jackie Coogan
as he appears in the Sol Lesser production titled "In Trouble"

Eric Von Stroheim has a story at last
which he will film at Universal. The name
is being guarded like rare jewelry. The
story is assuming such pronortions that
it is said it will exceed even Foolish Wives.
Irving Thalberg, Lucien Kubbard and Von
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Stroheim have been locked up for days
with the plans for the new production.
They will disclose very little, but the
fact has leaked out that the story is a
novel, written by a world-famous psychologist. The action takes place somewhere
in Europe. The cast is to be all-star and
is gradually being assembled.
Richard Dix has always had a secret
hankering to appear in Lasky films and
now he has the opportunity. He is playing with Betty Compson in a story by the
late John Fleming Wilson. Philip Rosen
is directing.
Charlie Chaplin is preparing to start
work on his final picture under the First
National contract.
Considerable part of the comedian's time
has been taken up with the plans for Edna
Purviance's starring venture, which is now
well under way. Miss Purviance's picture
will
wood.be made at the Chaplin Studios, HollyWhether a new leading lady will be used
in the new Chaplin picture or whether it
will be made sans romance has not been
decided. Several Chaplin comedies have
been filmed with the romantic interest nil
and another of this type is considered
timely.
Chaplin contemplated making a character comedy of very large proportions
some time in the near future and this may
be his first feature on his United Artists
program.
The story of King David of the Old
Testament is to ibe made into a film. The
picture will be made in Jerusalem and environs, with twenty players of the American Art World.
The big scene of the play will be the fight
between David and Goliath, which will be
staged a few miles north of the city.
If Jackie Coogan's present vehicle,
Oliver Twist, is not a success, it will not
be the fault of Sol Lesser. That enterprising gentleman is going East the early
part of April and while in New York will
consummate matters pertaining to the release of Dicken's tale.
Jackie Ooogan will go East with the
finished product and will personally appear at the Eastern world premiere prior
to his trip acrosis the ocean to London.
"Oliver Tivist will be a $2 attraction and
put out just like the D. W. Griffith productions," said Mr. Lesser. "Each company,
and there will be twenty-five, will carry its
own orchestras, managers, operators and
advance men."
Adolph Ramish has announced his intention of accompanying Sol Lesser East.
The two will attend the Associated First
National meeting scheduled to be held at
West Baden, Ind. This will be the first
business trip Mr. Ramish has made in
some time as treasurer of the West Coast
Theatres, Inc., and various other enterprises have held him close to his desk.
While East it is the plan of Mr. Ramish
to go into the initial plans for the erection
of a pretentious First National Theatre,
which will grace one of the most important
sites in Los Angeles.
Manager Carl Walker, of The Pantages
Theatre, Los Angeles, says the scarcity of
five-reel masterpieces is so great that he
has previewed only nine prospective features in the last three days. Carl's average is four a day.
W. W. Hodkinson, head of the corporation that bears his name, is returning to
New York. He has been on the coast for
a couple of months arranging for new productions.,
AceomBanied 'by a friend, Mrs. Frank
Urson, Gloria Swanson will sail for a tour
of Eurone after the completion of her present work at the Lasky Studios.

They also make film while the sun shines. Guy Bates Post, star, in wheel chair; Ruth
Sinclair standing beside him; Director James Young kneeling, and George Benoit at
camera. On location for "The Masquerader," a Richard Walton Tully production, to be
released by First National
It is reported that Jack Pickford has
bought
Love,"
current
Broadway"Six-Cylinder
success. A very
largea sum
was
paid for the film rights of the play.
At the Jackie Coogan Studio in Hollywood, aletter to the child actor from King
George of England is proudly displayed.
Recently President Harding wrote a letter
to Jackie.
A Royal Flush is the name of the latest
two-reel comedy to star the Universal
comedian, Neely Edwards. The cast includes besides the star, Laura La Plante
and Jilia Leonard.
Harry "Snub" Pollard, Hal E. Roach
star, was married last week to Mrs. Elizabeth Bowen. As Mr. Pollard is in the
midst of production, the honeymoon trip
will be postponed until the end of the
year. Then Mr. Pollard will take his
bride to Melbourne, Australia.
Reginald Denny is to star in more instal ments of The Leather Pushers series,
several of which have already been shown
with big box office value in Los Angeles.
The stories are by H. C. Witwer. Denny
will head a producing unit at Universal
City and make the short reel features as
fast as the elaborate nature of them permits. A director has not been assigned to
him, but it is understood that a big league
comedy-drama man will be at the megophone.
Virginia Valli's current engagement opposite Herbert Rawlinson at Universal
City
is
her four
third months.
at Carl Laemmle's
capital in
The picturefilmis
The Black Bag and her two previous ones
were Tracked to Earth and The Storm.
Hallam Coolev has returned to Universal to support Marie Prevost in Her Night
of Nights. Others in the cast are Edward
Hearn, Jane Starr, William Robert Daly
and Richard Daniels. Hobart Henley is
directing.

Art titles, originated by Hal E. Roach,
are being added to Harold Lloyd's feature.
Grandma's Boy. The production is a fivereeler. The members of the cast receiving
screen credit are Mr. Lloyd, Mildred Davis,
Charles Stevenson, as heavy, Anna Townsend, grandmother and Dick Sutherland,
"the rolling stone."
Mabel Normand is to leave for the East
as soon as her current vehicle, Suzanna, is
completed, which will be the latter part of
April. In June she will sail for Paris,
Berlin, Rome, Naples, Madrid, in fact most
any place that her restless feet may care
to roam. She will return in the fall to
start work on another Mack SennettMalbel Normand feature.
Paul Bern, Goldwyn scenario editor, explains why villains must be painted ebony
black and heroes snow-white in motion pictures. "A photoplay runs for only an
hour Or so and in that time we must establish traits of character which in life
would be observed through a period of
many years. It is necessary, therefore,
that we paint with broad strokes. It is not
possible to go into detail which the novelist is permitted, for a person will spend
eight
or ten hours in reading a book," says
Mr. Bern.
Antonio Moreno, who is playing opposite Colleen Moore in The Bitterness of
Sweets, which Rupert .Hughes is directing
at the Goldwyn Studios, has a tremendous
mail. The genial Tony has two secretaries, who put in their time sending photographsabout
of the60,000
smiling
He and
receives
fan Spaniard.
letters a year
it costs him $10,000 a year.
Louis Burston, who has just finished his
current production, Forget Me Not, starring Gareth Hughes and Bessie Love, has
had a very complimentary offer from a
San Francisco banker to produce in thajt
city. Mr. Burston will leave for New
York in a couple of weeks with his new
production. Forget Me Not, which will be
ready for distribution. i
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Subjects

Release

Mayer

Travelaiighs

Beginning About April 23 Will Issue One Each Week— To
Serve as Nucleus for Strong Short Subject Organization
Hy Mayer, the noted cartoonist whose
drawings have enlivened the pages of the
world's greatest h'unorous publications for
years, has joined R-C Pictures' growing
gallery of stars.
Following a period of spirited bidding
R-C pictures has landed the one-reel Hy
Mayer Travelaughs and will release one
each week, beginning about April 23. In
line with the company's fast-moving campaign of expansion it is understood the
Mayer subjects will be used as a nucleus
about which to build what eventually will
be one of the strongest short subject distributing organizations in the industry.
This marks a departure for R-C Pictures,
as heretofore that organization has confined its distribution activities to feature
productions.
The popularity of the Hy Mayer
Travelaughs already has been solidly
established. At the Capitol Theatre, New
York, for instance, the Mayer reels have
more than once been featured in the billing overpersonal
feature productions.
great
following in Hy
NewMayer's
York
and environs and his legion of admirers in
all the other important cities of the
country won him almost immediate success vrith his screen novelty.
Newspaper comment in particular has
been strong
of Hy
Mayer'sof
artistry
and in
theitsfinepraise
comedy
elements
his short subjects. The New York Times,
in theingscolumns
of which
Hy Mayer's
drawfor ten years
convulsed
a big portion
of the reading public of the metropolis,
stated that his Travelaughs were among
the first ten best subjects produced during
the year 1921. This verdict was based on
the timeliness, novelty, artistic execution
and humorous values of the subjects.
Coincident with closing arrangements
for the distribuition of his Travelaughs
with R-C Pictujres, Hy Mayer has made
plans for a tour around the world, in the
course of which he will visit all the capitals
of Europe, Africa and Asia and many of
the remote, out-of-the-way places in which
he can procure novel material for presentation to the public through R^C.
The fiirst Travelaugh to be released under the new arrangement will be enSuch Is some
Life instriking
London'sviews
West ofEnd,
which titled
shows
the
English capital, cleverly combined with
Hy Mayer's
early the
release will be cartoons.
Volendam, Another
which takes
audience into a small Dutch town far from
the "beaten path" of tourists and illustrates the quaint and picturesque life of
the Hollanders.
Pathe Review Shows Salmon
Oimbing Turbulent Rapids
Pathe Review No. 151, the third issue of
the special anniversary series of the screen
magazine, contains a number of all-star
subjects of a widely diversified nature.
The offering has been scheduled for release the week of April 16. One of the
outstanding features is When the Salmon
Comes Home, showing an annual event of
the Alaskan Rivers. Salmon are hatched
in fresh water, then live for years in ocean
depths, and finally come home to their

home streams — to spavra and to die. Some
of the most remarkable photography ever
seen is a feature of the subject, showing
fish swimming swiftly through the rapids,
and on the falls may 'be witnessed one of
nature's mosc amazing sights — ^salmon
lumping above and "climbing" the rushing
torrents.
National

Board

Pots

"Go-Get-'Em-Hutch"
in Its Selected

List

The release of Pathe's latest "stunt"
serial, Go-Get-' Em-Hutch, starring Charles
Hutchison, finds the picture entered by
the National Boaa'd of Review in its
Selected List of Films. In one of its late
reports the Board had already expressed
its approval of this serial for its realism,
in presenting a drama dealing with big
industrial afl:airs, and citing it with two
other recent Pathe serial productions as
an example in the way of being entirely
free from objectionable matter of any
kind. The two other highly approved
serial productions were Hurricane Hutch
and the recently completed Timber Queen,
starring Ruth Roland.
It is of record that prior to work beginning on any one of these three serials
Paul Brunet had issued instructions which
guarded all future Pathe product from the
possible piroduction of any material likely
to conflict with existing public taste.
Many leading newspapers in the United
States gave space to one feature of the
Brunet instructions which they exploited
under the display headline: "Exit Gunplay
from the Movies." There was no lack of
favorable editorial comment.
Pathe reports the new Hutchison serial
to be in high and steadily increasing favor
with exhibitors in all sections of the
country.
In

Exhibitor

Thomas

Organ

Dixon
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Pays

Respects to Censor
The newest issue of the Official Urban
Movie Chats of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America begins with a dramatized message from Thomas Dixon, who
says :
"Censorship is the vilest word in history. It reeks with the memories of tyranny and of blood. God has not yet made
the man wise enough to be clothed with the
autocratic power to strangle human
Then the editor takes up The Great Outthought."
doors, showing how on Mount Hood, Ore.,
the government has established a lookout
station for oibservation of foresits and prevention of forest fires. Mule packtrains
are shown transporting supplies to an elevation of 11,000 feet.
Goat ranches in California furnish the
section on industry; a complete story from
breeding to the delivery of the goat's milk

Serials

to hospitals, where it is in great demand.
Yachting in Norway is the sport and
pastime described in this issue.
Departments in Nature Studies, Science
and Invention and Public Welfare are also
included. The Public Forum closes the
reel.
Sid Grauman
for

Good

Strong
Comedies

and Pushing Them
When an exhibitor like Sid Grauman
give's
approval
comedy
his
million his
dollar
theatre toit ameans
it isfor
a sure
fire drawing card. Recently Century Comedies have appeared very frequently on
the bill at this theatre. Beginning with
Chums, in which Baby Peggy and Brownie
appeared, and at which the little girl
made personal appearances, Grauman
booked Peggy Behave, in which Peggy
stars alone, and Mutts, starring Brownie
and an all-dog cast.
Century's latest bookings with Grauman are Henpecked, with Lee Moran, and
Some Class,- with Brownie.
Grauman has spared no expense in exploiting these two-reel features of his program, giving them the same attention as
his five-reel features. In the case of
Mutts, the all-dog picture, he had a special prologue enacted.
Kipling Ballad Has
Broadway Opening
at Strand

Theatre

The Ballad of Fisher's Boarding House,
Pathe's Kipling one-reel special released
on April 2, played its first Broadway week
at the Strand Theatre. There and at other
of the best houses in the country it amply
justified all the claims that had been made
for it. Pathe reports that exhibitors unite,
in effect, in the estimate that "the picture
is truly
to Kipling's
was
thea tribute
case when
Withoutgenius."
Benefit As
of
Clergy had its opening Broadway engagement at the Capitol Theatre, the attitude
of New York audiences was characterized
by rapt attention throughout— absolute
silence, all eyes concentrated on the screen
to the finish.
As famous authorities had written of
the poem, the picturization is found to be
one of the most truthful and vivid of
existing attempts to "visualize the life of
the sea on land." With the vital action
of the metrical story condensed into fifteen
minutes of picturesque and intense drama
of elemental passions interest never lags.
New York Strand Puts on
Full Program of Short Stuff
The New York Strand during the week
of April 2 put on a program, the longest
subject of which was Charlie Chaplin's
Pay Day, approximately 2,000 feet. The
other subjects were Kineto's Mark Twain,
in the Great American Authors' Series;
Trumps, Ace High, a Post Nature picture;
Topical Review, with selections from three
news weeklies; Kipling's Ballad of Fisher's Boarding House, a single reel Pathe;
Prizma's The Cape of Good Hope; Selections from Pathe Review No. 151, and the
Pat Sullivan animated comedy, Felix
Makes Good.
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E. W. Hammons, president of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., returned to
New York a few days ago from Los Angeles, where he spent several weeks with
producers whose product is released by
Educational, and with Educational's Pacific Coast representatives.
Plans were perfected by Mr. Hammons
and the producers for a large share of
Educational's program for next season.
Contracts providing for certain changes in
the production schedules for some of Educational's most important series of comedies that will result in much more elaborate pictures in these series are now in
process of preparation for signature,
"The program outlined for the studios
on the Pacific Coast, together with the
acquisition of certain other pictures which
will be announced soon," said Mr. Hammons, "make it certain that the season of
1922-1923 will be the biggest in the history of Educational Film Exchanges.
"Educational will have an important announcement to make shortly of its forthcoming distribution of several groups of
splendid short subjects. These vsnll . be
added to a program of the best pictures
that can possibly be made in the big studios at Los Angeles now producing for
Educational Pictures. Quantity is not the
chief consideration in the plans of these
studios for the next year, but their schedules have been arranged so as to bring out
to the best advantage the highest talent
they possess.
"In one or two cases it is probable a
slight reduction in number of pictures produced will be made, with the money and
effort thus saved being put into a smaller
number of pictures.
"I was most pleased with the work being done in the Christie Studio and by the
Hamilton-White company, making our
Mermaid Comedies. At the Christie Studio while I was there I watched the construction ofone of the most elaborate sets
I have ever seen, to be used in one of the
final releases of this year's series, on
which the Christie staff is now at work."

"Cold

Feet" Surely
Will Warm
Up Any
Kind of Old House

1922-3

from Coast, Declares Coming

Year Will Be the Greatest in His Company^s

History

woman that all of her firmly established
ideas as to the romance surrounding the
life of the R. N. W. M. P. will be knocked
into seven kinds of a cocked hat.
The plans are elaborately laid and carefully rehearsed, the young woman arrives,
and the trap is sprung. When the war is
over the aforesaid young woman is safely
in the arms of a handsome and genuine
member of the famous alphabetical contingent and the conspirators welcome the
A lot of things happen in the two reels.
peace.
And when it is said that one of the notable factors in the picture is the series of
remarkable snow shots achieved by Cameramen Anton Nagy and Alex Phillips it
is in no measure an attempt to damn with
faint praise what really is an amusing
comedy and a very unusual one. The snow
is genuine, too, knee deep and more on
the level.
There's a sure-enough dog team, there's
a quartet of husky humans garbed in raiment that formerly decorated the carcasses of grizzlies, there's an enormous
specimen of the genuine bruin who unexpectedly enters camp and "pi's" up the
whole works — but why completely uncover
Al Christie's hand? You will enjoy this
farce of Frank Roland Conklin's — it is
mirthful entertainment and enacted by a
large and competent cast. The picture
will be released through Educational.
G. B.
Second
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"Wilderness Tales"
Has Notable Scenes
There is just one shot in Nights of
Many Shadows, the second release of
Robert Educational
C. Brace's is"Wilderness
which
distributing, Tales,"
which
makes this drama-scenic worth while. It
is shown following the title "The Sheepman's Two Thousand and More Difficulties." The screen reveals a long shot of
a flock of sheep, so far away as to be
mere specks, making their way across the
slope of a huge mountain. A half of the
open areascene
is snow
covered.
Then there's
another
of a file
of horsemen
in the
twilight slow<ly crossing the snow on a
steeply slanting mountainside. Seema slip would
spell "goodmany
night."
The inglysingle
reel contains
scenes
photographed in the hills ^bove and below
the timber line. Among the latter are
some notable views of big trees, with alternating patches of sunlight and shadow.
There is a slight story running through
the picture, but essentially it is a scenic.
G. B.

We have had snow stories, tales of the
wintry north woods and Northwest
Mounted dramas times without number,
but so far as this writer recalls no one
heretofore has conceived the idea that in
the highly advertised and really romantic,
if lonely, vocation of North Woods cop
there was material for a farce.
Al Christie has brought us Cold Feet,
which in all truth is not a burlesque of
the Northwest Mounted, but rather a
fanciful skit directed against the women
"Sunnyside" Initial
young and old who, aided and abetted by
novelists and motion picture producers,
Reissue of Chaplins
carry about with them the indelible impression that all men of the Mounted
by First National
force must be at least six feet in height,
In one of the old plays a bearded miner
handsome and marriageable.
So we are introduced to a young woman
was made to remark — and far more easily
whose father is the owner of a mill in to get away with it in the days it was
Canada. The father in the Sunny South uttered than would be possible in 1922 —
hears so much about the romance of the that "There is no bad whisiky. Of course,
"lowery" North that finally he yields to some whisky is better than others." All
the insistent demands of his daughter and of which is brought to mind by the reissue
permits her to journey in winter to the of the Chaplin comedy of May, 1919.
mill. But — he sends on word ahead to „ There are many followers of the great
artist who are convinced there are no bad
his employes so to "frame" the young
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Chaplins, but who readily will admit that
some are better than others. So it seems
to be with Sunnyside, the three-part subject being reissued by First National. It
does not reveal C. C. at his best, particularly in view of the unquestioned advance
achieved by the comedian in the past three
It is hardly necessary to comment upon
the theme of a Chaplin subject the history
years.
of which is comparatively so short, for
there are few exhibitors who do not know
by heartleases.the
details
of ofall the
Chaplin
reFor the
benefit
few who
do not it may be said that Sunnyside is
the story of the hotel man of all work
who is buffeted by a burly innkeeper and
accepts and even expects the treatment
as part of his day's occasions. Edna
Purviance is the daughter of a neighboring farmer, who momentarily is captivated by the city man, the ways of whom
Charlie, with a bit of pathos, tries to
emulate in order to regain ascendancy in
the esteem of his sweetheart. G. B.
Keenan's
"More

Work

in

Trouble,"

Playlet,

a

Is Strong

For the week of April 16 there is another good Pathe Playlet listed for release. It is More Trouble, starring Frank
Keenan in a re-edited subject that contains fine bits of comedy. The veteran
actor has the role of an indulgent father
who is caused annoyance seemingly withend through
the forging
of his
nameout by
a schoolmate,
the son
of ason's
big
banker in the city. The picture is one
that will appeal particularly to fathers.
Mr. Keenan is portrayed as one of those
parents thewhoworld,
wall and,
takeas his
word
against
this son's
story runs,
makes no mistake in doing so. More
Trouble truly may be described as a character study by Frank Keenan, and that
actor has done nothing for the screen so
far as this observer has noted that will
outrank it.
Ouida Bergere adapted the script from
a magazine story by Edgar Franklin. In
the support of Mr. Keenan are Joseph
DoWling, Helen Dunbar, Jack Gilbert,
Roberta Wilson, Ida Lewis, Jack Rollins
and Aggie Herring. Ernest C. Warde
rected. G. B. di"Torchy's Ghost"
with Johnny Hines
Is a Lively Story
Hines's Torchy
latest isfarce
Torchy's
Ghost.in
a Johnny
characteristic
touching
its ramifications a skate on the ice, the
smashing of a bottle of hooch which
carried on the person of a skater would
seem
to be unwisely
placedvnth
"on a the
the 'attempt
to get away
girl hip,"
and
also papa's ten thousand which he is
willing to yield to ferocious blaokhanders,
and which attempt goes agley by reason
of the celerity of the aforesaid ferocious
ones.
It's a lively story, is Torchy's Ghost,
which is produced by C. C. Burr and distributed by Educational. It will make a
good show for a warm day, and not a bad
one on a chilly spring day, either.
Perhaps the fastest sequence in the two
reels is the series of incidents followina:
the taking of the daughter to the deserted
house and the efforts of Torchy to get the
girl out of the clutches of the Coo Ceo
Clan, and likewise to escape himself with
a whole hide. The scenario is by Gregory
La Cava and the photography by Charles
Gilson.
G. B.
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In a Single Reel Subject Extracted from Its Archives
Universal Shows Us Little Mary of a Dozen Years Ago
The Universal is showing at the Central be used in connection with the forthcoming
Theatre, its New York first run house, a showing at that theatre of My Country,
single reel picture made twelve years ago. one of the Wilderness Tales by Robert C.
Its title is Going Straight, and it features
Bruce which Educational is releasing. According to S. L. Rothafel, manager of
King Baggott, supported by Mary Pickpresentation
of the Capitol Theatre, the
ford. ducer"While
the
intention
of
the
proat the time the picture was made
music will be a symphonic treatment of
was to treat the subject seriously, as the "America."
film is now shown no trace of that resolution remains. The subtitles "kid" the picture throughout. As a result there are
REVIEWS
OF CURRENT
many laughs in the course of the picture,
but these occur with practical unanimity
SHORT SUBJECTS
simultaneous with the flashing of the
titles. It was noticeable as the story unOFFICIAL URBAN MOVIE CHATS
folded the laughs were fewer, and there
seemed to be a bit of a choke in some of No. 10 — Distributed by Hodkinson. — The
them. The crude story and its primitive usual wide variety of subjects marking
presentation got over in spite of the levity this series is to be found in the present
in the titles.
issue. There are striking views of mounThe ready made slides thrown on the
tain tops in Utah. In Texas, after years
screen prior to the presentation were of experiment, a confectioner has discovered how to make candy from huge
greeted with hilarity from those whose
knowledge of motion pictures goes back a cactus plants. The great New York Pubdozen years. For example, there was
lic Library is shown, inside and out, a
that seems all too short.
"Ladies, kindly remove your hats"; then •'sequence"
came "Please do not indulge in any loud Thousands of wild ducks are fed on the
talking." These were followed by a slide, shores of an Oakland lake. There are inapparently hastily made in the projection
teresting close-ups of the Arizona trapdoor spider at work and in his home. A
room — or perhaps it may have been created in the box office — setting forth the hit of nonsense is contained in the scenes
quality of the goods on sale in some deli- descriptive of an inventive genius, Dr.
catessen store.
Nutt by name, with some of his queer
There was prolonged laughter when hobbies photographed for the screen. In
after a couple of hundred feet had been conclusion there are pictures of the Hindus
shown there was thrown on the screen a bathing in the waters of the Ganges.
title stating: "Part Two follows immediately. Onethere
minutewaswhile
we change
reels."
"GO-GET-'EM-HUTCH"— Episode 4 of
And then
another,
the need
for
entitled "The Crushing Menwhich has not been dissipated by the pass- Patheace."— Serial,
The opening is a stirring fight being of the years: "Kindly refrain from
tween Hutch and Mott in the train yards,
reading the titles aloud."
other's
arms,train
the two
The second subtitle set forth that "Mary where,
men rolllocked
under ina each
moving
freight
and
Pickford was then — ^well, twelve years out between the wheels. Mott attempts
younger than she is to-day, but the real to escape by clutching the rear car, but
art of making up for the screen was as
hangs on, and after being dragged
yet unknown, with the result that she aHutch,
distance compels Mott to let go his hold.
looked more mature than she does toThe fight is renewed on the top of a staday." While there may be something in
freight car, during which the two
this title, the fact remains that Little fall into tionary
the water and continue the scrap.
Mary, as surely she was, purposely was
Later Hutch leaps from a moving train
made up to look more mature than a girl into
the river, swims to and climbs aboard
in her teens.
barge on which Dariel is imprisoned,
The story of Going Straight is that of the
a young man released from prison and whips the captain and effects a rescue.
trying to come back, but being hounded by Later Mott and Hutch engage in another
in a ship's engine room, with Hutch
his former companions, by the policeman fight
in peril at the close.
on the block and by a detective.
"Framed" by the first of the opposing trio,
"THE PIPER"— Sunshine co-miedy rethe plans come to grief by reason of his
Fox. — This picture, vdth Chester
having, with the aid of his bride, Salva- Conklin,leased bystarts
off at a merry clip with
tion Nell — Little Mary — saved the life of
every evidence of being original and enterthe young daughter of the policeman.
taining. For the first reel it is. The secThe picture possesses undoubted interond reel resorts to bits of slapstick, and
est from several angles — for its renewing although
some good comedy is brought in
to memory the Little Mary of years ago,
considerably by an overfor its showing to us King Baggott before it is cheapened
dose of nonsense. Taken from the old
he fell heir to the well-known and prema"The Pied Piper/' this jazz saxoture gray strip of hair, and for its revela- story of phonist
rids the land of cats. For his retion of the comparative crudity of the
ward he is given half of the kingdom. He
screen entertainment on which was built
and the king work on hourly shifts and
the great industry of to-day.
At the Central the reminiscent flavor finally the piper wins over all of the fairest ladies of the court with his jazz music.
was enhanced by the use of all the oldtime "effects" of the early motion picture
PATHE REVIEW NO. 151.— Under the
showman. Manager Cobe excavated the
necessary if archaic instruments from out heading of "Photoigraphic Gems" there are
of the dead past and extracted from them
several notable skyline studies. "When
a form of entertainment not contemplated
the Salmon Cttmes Home" is a remarkable
view of salmon climbing over and through
by their inventors.
G. B.
steep rapids to the headwaters, the big
fish being plainly discernible as they leap
above the flood — ^and what a chance for
Special Score for "My Country"
a slow-motion
are
shown both camera.
in normal"The
and Ski
slowJumpers"
motion.
Work has been in progress at the Capitol Theatre in New York for more than
"The Bonehead" is a close-up of the bones
three weeks on a special musical score to of a monster of 'steen million years or so
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ago. We see the bones being chopped out
of the rock, then being assembled and a
view of the entire skeleton, as well as a
"shot" of the reconstructed exterior of the
beast
very interesting.
The usual
Pathe-of
color —conclusion
is a series
of views
Florida.
A MOVIE MIX-UP— Single reel Star
Comedy released by Universal. — Roy Atwell is featured in this skit, written and
directed by Craig Hutchinson. He is supported by Ethel Ritchie. The story is that
of a man who happens upon his wife in
their home rehearsing a love scene in an
amateur theatrical effort and chides her
for making it too realistic. She invites
the complainant to join the cast, which he
does with disastrous results, from a histrionic viewpoint. The picture may make
fun, but this deponent is not oversanguine
as to that.
"AN OZARK ROMANCE."— This is the
Pathe one-reel reissue of Harold Lloyd,
supported
by Bebe Lloyd
Danielsamong
and "Snub"
Pollard. It reveals
the moonshiners in the days when in a majority of
sections moonshining was more generally
looked upon as a felony and not so much as
a pleasing and profitable diversion. Bebe
is the daughter of the heavily bearded
moonshiner and "Snub" as usual is the
ter. of Harold for che hand of the daughrival
"STAND PAT"— Single reel Hal Roach
comedy, released by Pathe. — Paul Parrott
and "Sunshine Sammy" are featured in
this fast-moving satire on gambling.
Others in the cast are Mark Jones, Eddie
Baker and Ethel Broadhurst. One of the
incidents of the comedy is a "pinning the
tail on the donkey" party, the stake being
the girl. The pins frequently find a mark
not anticipated by the blindfolded ones,
but the accidents made fun.
"TRUMPS, ACE HIGH"— Post Scenic.
— There is just a thread of a story running
through this excellent scenic, just enough
to provide a background for a number of
unusual photographs of mountain and
stream. It is the tale of a dog removed
from his restricted surroundings in the
city and sent to the country, among goats
and
mule and a raccoon, and a lot of
other a dogs.
"FELIX MAKES GOOD."— This single
reel Pat Sullivan cartoon runs true to its
title. Felix the cat gets into trouble
a-plenty. There are alternating shots of
regular backgrounds and cartoons, cleverly
interwoven. A cartoon subject that is well
worth while. It made a lot of fnn at the
Strand at an afternoon shovsdng.
RALPH WALDO EMERSON— Single
reel number of Great Authors Series released by Kineto. — The titles contain a
brief biographical sketch of the subject
and also many scenes taken in and around
old Concord. The issue may be summed
up as antoricalinteresting
Ibiographical and hisscenic.
"HOOT MON."— Mutt and Jeff comedy
released by Fox. — A one-reeler with plenty
of laughs and funny situations. It has to
deal with the love affairs of the rivals,
Mutt and Jeff, and a bonnie lassie in the
Highlands. The comedy is good, and for
once little Jeff triumphs over the big fellow.
"WOLF IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING"—
Animated cartoon of Aesop's Fables, released by Pathe. — One of the most familiar
of all the fables serves as the basis of a
well-executed cartoon by Paul Terry, and it
is amusing, too.

The

Marshal

A Ben Wilson Production starring Jack Hoxie.
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Footage, 4,800.
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The picture will be distributed by Arrow.
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Astor

Show Them "Your Best Friend,^^ in Which Vera Gordon,
Finely Directed and Supported, Scores Another Triumph
Twelve hundred New Yorkers, among
them many exhibitors, were guests of the
Warner Brothers on the evening of Monday, April 3. The place was the grand
ballroom of the Hotel Astor and the occasion was the local premiere of the Harry
Rapf production Your Best Friend. The
presentation was under the direction of
Mr. Rapf, and it was a success from all
angles. There was a large and excellent
orchestra directed by Erno Rappe, conductor of the Capitol Theatre. The curtain raiser was a Monty Banks comedy,
F. 0. B. Africa, and it may be said right
here that later on when this subject is sent
out to exhibitors they are going to hear
some laughter on the part of their patrons.
If the degree of that hilarity may be
gauged from the mirth in evidence on Monday night it will measure pretty high.
The Africa in the title is not meaningless
by any means, for the atmosphere of the
comedy is that of the jungle, with lions,
of 'em, and monkeys and apes — and
alots
flivver.
There was a short dramatic prologue to
Your Best Friend, played by three persons— a young man and his wife and a
venerable judge. It prepared the mind
for and explained the status of the principal characters in the story that was to
be unfolded on the screen.
Exhibitors who are interested slightly
or largely or solely in independent product
may set it down for a fact that in Your
Best Friend the state rights market has
got another strong production, and one
that in the humble opinion of this writer
is a worthy successor of Humoresque.
We name that production because it is one
the mention of which means automatically
to link it up with it the personality of
Mrs. Gordon, who in the present instance
as in the former so splendidly portrays the
role of a mother.
William Nigh, who wrote and directed
the picture shown Monday night, knows
his New York and the men and women,
young and old, Jew and Gentile, who make
it what it is. In Your Best Friend he has
given us a broad slice of metropolitan
life, with its foibles, its 'battles, its triumphs, its joys and its heartaches. He has
finely portrayed for us some splendid characters, some weak ones and some useless
ones. He has drawn to the life the workers
and the drones, the creators of wealth and
the parasites.
The production is one that should enhance the professional standing of all who
have contributed to its making. There are
two characters that in their conception and
delineation stand out. These are Esther
Myers, the mother of two grown sons, the
rearing of whom has entailed on her continuing denial and sacrifice, played by Mrs.
Gordon; and Morris, the family bookkeeper and also the sturdy family counsellor and friend, played by Dore Davidson.
Harry Benham carries with credit the
role of Roibert, the older son, successful
in his career; Beth Mason has the difficult
part of mother-in-law of Robert, a woman
selfish to the core, a snob, and the eventual

temporary
disrupteris of
hold; Belle Bennett
the Robert's
young wifehouseand
Stanley Price the younger son who goes
wrong and is saved by his mother.
The ending of the story is particularly
happy and also logical. Mr. Nigh has had
the courage to disappoint those who desire that everybody be peacefully or joyfully married off before the fall of the
curtain. We part company with the
mother and the old bookkeeper bearing to
each other the same relation as that in
which we find them — simply employer and
employed.
Messrs. Warner, Rapf and Nigh were
the recipients of many congratulations at
the end of the showing. A dance closed
the program of the evening. G. B.
Scott
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Goes

to Bring

to Coast
Back

Print

of "I am the Law"
Lester Scott, in charge of the sales force
of Affiliated Exhibitors, Inc., is speeding
across the continent to Los Angeles, for
the purpose of bringing to New York a
finished print
of /Edwin
Carew's
inde-is
pendent special
Am the
Law. bigThis
the picture which includes in its cast Alice
Lake, star of many Metro productions;
Kenneth Harlan, who has just finished
a series of First National pictures opposite Constance Talmadge; Gaston Glass,
Rosemary Theby, Noah Beery, and his
brother, Wallace Beery.
A Chinese village was constructed only
to be torn down after a few shots. The
same might be said of an Eskimo village.
Mr. Carew personally is cutting the film.
After leaving Los Angeles with the
print
is Mr.
visit ina
few ofit the
key Scott's
cities onintention
the wayto back
order to give some of the state rights
buyers a peek at the kind of box office attraction they are going to get. It is hoped
to have the print in New York by the
middle of April, shortly after which it
will be exploited in a few towns for the
purpose of arriving at its real audience
value.
"The announcement of a snow story
sometimes is construed as just some snow
exteriors, a more or less faked snowstorm,
a dogsled team, a killing or two, and then
a sunset, with the hero on his way to
civilization with the girl he has captured,"
said Mr. Carewe. "But I believe I have
succeeded in putting a great deal more
than this into I Am the Law, and I feel
safe in promising buyers of this independent special a pleasant surprise."
Neal Hart After New Locations
Neal Hart, featured by William Steiner
Productions, who has been picturing his
stories on virgin territory, has just completed his sixth production near the Mexican border around Laredo and the Rio

THE

TERRITORIES

Grande. He has packed up and with his
company and horses started for the coast,
v;'here he will complete two more productions. After a short vacation he will
again resume operations under the William Steiner management for a second seris:s of eight five-reel Western features.
"Dismemberment"
Expose Should Be
Real Moneymaker
Clarion Photoplays, in The Expose of
Sawing a Lady in Half, possesses a genuine novelty, one in which very likely the
interest will be enhanced according to the
smallness of the community in which it is
shown. In other words, it is a picture
that will create discussion, or mouth-tomouth advertising, a business factor that
surely ought to be of more value in a
neighborhood
mercial center.community than in a comThe picture, which runs approximately
1500 feet and will be distributed by Weiss
Brothers, gives a very clear exemplification of the stunt which has mystified
thousands of vaudeville followers. Several
titles in the beginning give a history of the
trick, ascribing its discovery to the period
600 B. C. and its invention to an ingenious
Egyptian who aimed to save the life of
a widow with whom he was in love, it
having been decreed that all widows should
be executed. These statements accepted
as facts, who will deny there will be strong
initial interest in the subject, for which
among all the divisions of humanity is the
object of greater attention that that composed of widows?
Walter R. Hall produced the picture,
the principal performer in which is John
E. Coutts, who, with his company, has
contributed to the mystification of audiences in many countries. On the screen
we see Mr. Coutts aided by the woman
who is apparently about to be sawed in
half or in two, and the two male assistants, and also there are in evidence the
voluntary committee of four, the members
of which are to verify with their own eyes
the allegations of Mr. Coutts.
The trick is first shown as an audience
sees it and then with a skeletonized box
simple expedients by which the saw is
eluded are uncovered. There can be no
denial of the great interest the picture
arouses. The subject is one that particularly lends itself to circus exploitation.
G. B.
Arrow Reports Foreign Sales
D. J. Department,
Mountin, manager
of Arrow's
Foreign
announces
that he
has disposed of a series of Hank Mann
two-reel comedies for Scandinavia to the
Himalaya Film Company. He reports
many
other foreign sales, including the
following:
Cycloyie Bliss, Devil-Dog Dawson and
The Broken Spur for France to the Mundus Film; the first two and The Blue Fox
serial and The Stranger in Canyon Valley
for Belgium to the Mundus Film; Cyclone
Bliss, The Blue Fox serial and A Yankee
Go-Getter for Holland to the Mundus
Film.
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patrons. The booking, aside from the fact
that the picture is to be given an indefinite
run, is looked upon as an unusual tribute
to the power and wholesome qualities of
the production.
Mr. Amsterdam was among the first
buyers of the production, having purchased his territorial rights immediately
after the successful opening of the feature
at the Criterion Theatre in New York,
where it enjoyed a two weeks run, only
departing to make way for another feature which had been booked some time
previously.
"This booking by the Stanley company
proves that Mr. Amsterdam's judgment as
to the picture's merit was correct," Equity
states. "With the recent sales which we
have just made, 87 per cent of the territory has now been sold and we expect
within a short time to report the country
100 per cent sold in a time which will
come near, if it does not actually establish, a sales record in the independent

While It May Not Stand Analysis, "The Man From Beyond"
Weird and Uncanny but Gripping, Is a Showman's Picture
At the Times Square Theatre, in New
stance, when it is declared that a nameYork, on the evening of Sunday, April 2,
sake and relative of the Felice of to-day
was lost at sea a hundred years before.
there was held the premiere of The Man
from Beyond, starring Houdini. It is a You are under the spell of the story, and
strange story, this tale of thrill and mys- the one or two times that several persons
-tery. The thrill is absolute, positive; the in the house smile out loud fail to shake
mystery is elusive, subtle. The story, Liie grip the strange and unusual tale has
absurd as it sounds in cold blood and out tstaolished.
from under the spell of the actual conMr. Houdini's screen work is praiseworthy. Jane Connolly, who essays the
tact, grips from the first. In fact, there
is so definite a bite to the beginning that role of Felice, is not impressive in her
one may be pardoned at the end of a opening scenes, but what she lacks in magnetism here is more than atoned for by
couple of reels for being a bit skeptical as
to the probability of the story holding up. the courage displayed in the final ones —
those portraying her battle in the rapids.
This reviewer felt no let-down, however.
The ending is a smash that may stand out Tiie picture will be distributed on the State
in the annals of film thrills — a battle in rights market.
The star made a short talk before the
the waters of the Niagara River.
The story is Houdini's. Coolidge curtain at the close of the performance
Streeter adapted it and Burton King di- preliminary to a half hour's appearance in 'School Day
s' Plays
rected. The underlying theme is reincar- a program of "mystery and magic" — and
nation. Impetus is given to the theory in surely it proved to be all of that. Mr.
field."
Fourteen Stanley
the first few hundred feet when two men, Houdini named Frank Zucker as the one
cameraman out of the six who in the taksurvivors of an Arctic crew and starving,
stumble into the wreck of a vessel fast in
ing of the river and rapids scenes had
Houses Holy Week
the frozen waters. They discover under a stuck faithfully to his work and got results.
He
intimated
that
the
five
others
veneer of ice the figure of a standing man.
Fourteen theatres belonging to the StanChopping it free. Dr. Sinclair, scientist, had been more concerned as to his itpmeley Company of America, Philadelphia,
diate
welfare
than
they
were
in
grinding
declares there is evidence of life -and dewill show the Warner Brothers production,
on their instruments. They had asked him
cides it to be a case of suspended animaGus Edwards' School Days, featuring
tion. Working on the stiff figure with if he would mind doing it again, as they Wesley
Barry, during the week of April
artificial respiration, breathing is restored. didn't get it, but he added, to the amuse10, known as Holy Week. This is said to
ment of the audience, that he had replied be the first time in the history of the StanThe man, Howard Hillary, had been hit on
the head a hundred years before during a he didn't think he would "care to go
ley organization that a motion picture will
storm in a fight over a girl, Felice, and through the thing twice." The attitude of be shown in fourteen theatres day and
the audience indicated a confirmation of date.
left on board.
The three men get back to civilization
Mr. Houdini's judgment.
G. B.
Nearly every representative circuit and
and reach the home of Dr. Sinclair during
theatre throughout the country has played
or is planning to show the Wesley Barry
the wedding
of the
niece, Felice.
Hillary,
who has
not doctor's
been informed
of the
feature, it is announced. Every big the"Wa
nde
rin
g Boy"
lapse of the years — and right here is a
atre in Canada has played or has booked
distinct slip, as such a situation obviously
the picture, and the Kinema Theatre, Los
is beyond the bounds of reason — declares
Opens at Stanley
Angeles;
the bride is his sweetheart and interrupts
Liberty andShea's
State,Hippodrome,
Pittsburgh; Buffalo;
Liberty,
the ceremony. Of course, he is slammed
Kansas City; the entire Lubliner and
House April 24
into an insane asylum, from which he
Trinz circuit, Chicago; Balaban & Katz
quickly escapes. But the girl has been
Philadelphia is the latest city to afford
Chicago Theatre, and scores of other repinterested and the wedding is off. The the Equity picture. Where Is My Wanderresentative theatres have shown the warintended bridegroom, Dr. Trent, is a pretty
ing Boy To-night? an indefinite run, ac- ner production with gratifying results.
low down sort of a chap. He kidnaps
cording to announcement received at the
The Messrs. Jensen and Von Herberg
Felice, and Hillary discovers also that Equity home office from Ben Amsterdam,
Circuit, Seattle, have booked School Days
Trent has imprisoned the father of Felice. of Masterpiece Film Attractions, of Philafor its entire chain of theatres. The picThe girl escapes, jumps into a canoe and
delphia, who controls the Eastern Pennsylture was produced by Harry Rapf and diswings out into Niagara River in order to
vania and southern New Jersey rights of
rected by William Nigh.
escape pursuit by a Trent emissary. Hou- Wayidering Boy.
dini plunges in and rescues the girl.
The Zeldman production will open at
Absurd, you will say. Very likely you the Stanton Theatre, a Stanley house,
Smith and Fisher Making
are right. But in the working out on the April 24. Mr. Amsterdam states that the
screen you do not so feel in regard to it; Stanley company, in control of many of
Scenes for Snow Picture
you overlook the instances where the long the leading Philadelphia theatres, selected
News has just been received from the
arm of convenience spreads over the im- this production as one which would have
Coast that Cliff Smith and Victor B.
mediate incident before you — as, for in- a certain appeal to the great majority of Fisher
are in Truckee, Cal., shooting
scenes for a big snow picture featuring
Ruth Clifford and Johnnie Walker. This
is the first of a series of four productions
that Mr. Smith and Mr. Fisher intend to
make in the coming year. Mr. Fisher will
come on to New York with the first picture when it is completed.
It will be recalled that Mr. Fisher, who
left New York for California in January,
was formerly connected with the Associated Photo-Plays, Inc.

Houdini in "The Man from Beyond"

Arrow-Curwood Release May 1
Dell Henderson has completed the third
Curwood-Arrow production, the title of
which is still in abeyance. The picture is
due for release May 1, and it is confidently expected it will prove unusually
successful. The cast contains Zena Keefe,
J. Barney Sherry, Robert Elliott, Gypsy
O'Brien and Roy Gordon.
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Burr
Talks
on Affiliated's
Expansion
Declares Aim of Company Is to Put as Much Thought Behind
Production Plans as Is Given to Presentation for Stage
The purchase of the Glendale Studio on
Long Island 'by C. C. Burr not only marked
a milestone in the expansion of Affiliated
Distributors, Inc., but also the inception
of a policy of production furthering the
making of feature pictures really creative,
with an effort to put as much thought behind their preparation as that behind the
legitimate stage play, declares Mr. Burr.
"It has long. been my desire to make real
productions,"
Mr. Burr, not
"pictures
would satisfy said
and entertain,
becausethat
of
lavish settings or the proverbial happy
ending, but hecause the pictures were creative, with as much thought behind them
as noted theatrical producers give to the
legitimate stage play. There is no reason
on earth why this cannot be done. The
public and exhibitors continually are
clamoring for pictures that are different —
pictures that show the earmarks of a
carefully planned plot, where logical sequence is followed because of legitimate
circumstances, and where the action corresponds with lifelike incidents that are
real and not the product of imagination.
"In view of my own ideas on the construction of real photodramas, I have, for
the past year, been huilding my organization from the legitimate producers' standpoint, and now that I have the increased
facilities of a thoroughly equipped studio
and men of vision and ideas with me I am
positive Affiliated product will closely approximate the legitimate stage play in its
preparation
and construction."
The new studio
was christened this week
-when Johnny Hines began production on
Torchy's Shoes. The enlarged facilities of
the new studio will give Johnny Hines
•greater opportunities to carry out what
Are considered pretentious plans to make
the interior and exterior sets of the forthcoming "Torchy" comedies even better
than they have ever 'been. Due to the
two large stages, which measure 100 by 135
feet and 165 by 200 feet respectively, and
the size of the newly acquired plant, which
is surrounded by 160 acres of land, production on the "Torchys" will be speeded
up since at least ten sets can be erected at
the same time and made ready for shooting
without delay.
Alexander
Notable

Plans

reception to be accorded the author was a
radio announcement sent from his ship,
which message was relayed to the estimated one hundred thousand radio receivers now scattered over the country.
"I am

the

Law"

Is

Still an Independent
Declares C. C. Burr
Rumors continue to fly in film circles
to the effect that the / Am the Law picture, Edwin Carew's special, will eventually be released through one of the regular releasing organizations. Color has
been added to these rumors by the fact
that three of the territories for the picture already have been sold to First National exchanges. C. C. Burr, president
of the Affiliated Exhibitors, Incorporated,
denies emphatically that there is any truth
in these rumors. He insists that the
production was originally planned for the
independent market, and that no matter
how big a production may result it will
still be available for the state rights
buyer.
"I have several times been called upon
to
deny thought
such rumors,"
said were
Mr. Burr,
"and
I had
that they
sufficiently
discredited by this time. But I continue
to receive letters and telegrams from
state rights buyers throughout the country asking just what our plans are for
the picture, which now looks as if it
might prove one of the big special independent attractions of 1922."
Elmo Lincoln Completes Tour
Elmo Lincoln, star of Adventures of
Tarzaii, will complete this week a fifteen
weeks' personal appearance tour which
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has carried him through more than half
of the United States. His tour will terminate in Detroit, where he has been apwith Adventu7-es
for
five weeks pearing
under
the auspices ofof Tarzan
the Strand
Features, Inc. Lincoln has played in 627
theatres, and, it is estimated, has appeared
before more than 200,000 Tarzan fans.
Arrow's "Ten Nights" Goes
Into Large Mid- West Houses
From the home office of the Arrow Film
Corporation comes word that two other
nationally-known theatres are to play Ten
Nights
Ban-oom.
C. ("Doc")
Horater inhasa booked
the H.
subject
into his
Alhambra Theatre in Toledo, where it will
Legin its engagement on April 16. This
is the most important date set thus far in
the Buckeye State.
On the same day and date the picture
opens at
Theatre
cago.Barbee's
Reports showLoop
seventy
dates insetChi-in
and about the Chicago territory thus far,
most of which, according to advice received from Arrow, will be played on a
percentage basis. There are no less than
ten men handling the territory.
J. Charles Davis. Arrow's director of
Publicity and exploitation, is supervising
both the Toledo and Chicago showings.
Quick Sales Reported on
"Sawing a Lady in Half"
Remarkably
action hasofbeenWeiss
accorded the quick
announcement
Brothers' Clarion Photoplays, Inc., that
the film expose of Sawing a Lady in Half
is ready for the state rights buyer. This
production was acquired on a Saturday
and on the following Monday two sales
were made, Ben Amsterdam of Masterpiece Film Attractions, Philadelphia, Pa.,
acquiring the rights for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey. Amsterdam also distributed the last Weiss
Brothers' state rights offering. Adventures
of Tarzan. The film also has been disposed
of for California, Arizona and Nevada to
Jake Cone of Los Angeles. Weiss Brothers
are fully prepared to meet the demands
of buyers for exploitation supplies.

a

Reception

for A. Conan Doyle
The arrival in America April 4 of Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle was significantly
noted by the Alexander Film Corporation.
The Alexander firm has been actively
heralding the visit of the author of the
, Sherlock Holmes pictures for several
months, in connection with its American
distribution of the Holmes film. With the
advent of the author in America preliminary to his institution of an American
lecture tour, to begin at Carnegie Hall,
New York, two days later, the Alexander
firm turned hosts for the distinguished
writer at a special reception.
Wherever Sir Arthur talks, there will
appear in the local press special stories
and articles promoted by the Alexander
firm. Film exchanges throughout the
country along the route of the Doyle lectures will combine with the Alexander
firm in increasing popular interest in the
lectures, which will in turn arouse interest in the author's fifteen detective stories
: now in films.
Another special feature of the local

Edwin Carewe, with injured leg, shown discussing scene of "I Am the Law," to be
released this month by C. C. Burr, with (left to right) Gaston Glass, Alice Lake and
Kenneth Harlan
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$300,000

Basis

Distributor of ^''Yankee Doodle, Jr.,^^ Says Unsold Territory
Will Be Handled Direct from His New York Office in Due Time
York, my representative, Paul Gray, will
M. J. Burnside, producer and distributor
call on them when the proper time comes.
of Yankee Doodle, Jr., has decided that
"So that out-of-town exchangemen will
the premiere showing of his picture shall waste
no time and energy on this picture,
not be held in New York City. As one of I also wish to state that Yankee Doodle,
his reasons Mr. Burnside cites instances
Jr., is being sold on a $300,000 basis. This
of forced Broadway runs, the rental of is not a high price, considering the fact
this picture has been declared by
picture houses at a loss and the waste of that
every critic who has witnessed it as a
money. He is at present making arrangesure box office bet. If there is any terriments with S. Barrett McCormick, of the
tory where I cannot sell on this basis, it
Allen Theatre, Cleveland, for a premiere
will be handled direct from my New York
showing.
office by Paul Gray and a corps of exploi"It has been the custom to 'put over' a
picture on Broadway, especially a film that
tation experts."
is to be sent out as a road show," said
Mr. Burnside,
then of
taketheitnatives
out to be
shoved
down the"and
throats
at Art Brand Revival
a high admission price.
Coincides with New
"Ever since the publication of reviews
on this picture I have been swamped with
Enoch Arden Bill
inquiries from every territory in the country. I have also received three separate
The passing in New York State of a
and distinct offers from prominent nameasure known as the Enoch Arden bill
tional distributing companies to take over
this picture at a big profit, but these all follows almost immediately upon the anhave been refused.
nouncement made by Joe Brandt and Bert
Adler that they were offering, through Art
"For the benefit of the many state right
Brand Production, Inc., a feature called
exchanges throughout the country, I also
wish to announce that I am not sending
The Fatal Marnage, a revival of thp D.
W. Griffith production Enoch Arden, in
any prints out of New York for screeningwhich
Lillian Gish and Wallace Reid are
purposes. One of my reasons for not dostarred. The new measure provides that,
ing this is the fact that it is not yet titled
and edited to my entire satisfaction. I should either party to a marriage disaphave received a dozen wires and telephone
pear for five years or more, and thence
calls from New York buyers as well as come back, and should the other party,
out-of-'town film men asking for a print. I having honestly considered himself free,
have informed all of these gentlemen that
have meanwhile married again, in the
if it is impossible for them to come to New
event of the first party's reappearing the

I
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first marriage shall automatically be considered void, and the second marriage
stand as legal.
The photoplay deals with this theme,
based on the poem by Tennyson — of Enoch
returning after seven years and finding
his wife, played by Lillian Gish, married
again. In the revival of this appealing
feature, this central theme has been
brought out even more clearly.

Geraghty
See

and

"I Am

Logue

the Law"

and Highly Praise It
C. C. Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors, Inc., which is releasing on an
independent
Edwin's
Carewe's
big
special, / Am basis
the Law,
this week
received
the following telegram from B. P. Fineman :
"Tom rector,Geraghty,
diand Charley Lasky
Logue, supervising
author, highly
praise / Am the Law. We are greatly
pleased ourselves. Suggest you don't sell
further
until stated
you seetheit."picture
Benny territories
Zeldman also
had far exceeded the expectations of even
those who were most enthusiastic during
the making of it.
"After Six Days" Ready to Be
Shown in Leading Theatres
After months of labor under the direction of Adolph Weiss, After Six Days is
now ready for presentation in the leading
theatres. The titles have been written by
Katherine Stuart, who also is responsible
for the editing. John K. Holbrook photographed all of the illustrated title backgrounds. The various paintings and art
effects in the film, notably in the titles, are
the work of Mark Tobey.
Following a presentation in the leading
theatres of New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Boston and Los Angeles, the production will be marketed by Weiss Brothers
to independent exchangemen as a road
show proposition. Plans are now practically completed for the showing of the
film in New York with special stage effects and an augmented orchestra.
Eastern Film Sends Camera
to South American Jungle

Directed by
EDWIN

The
picture with as much
thought and effort behind it
as any legitimate play ever had
Th
Bi

ig

6

EDWIN
CAREWE
PICTURES CORPORATION
B. P. Fincman. Pres. B. F. Zeldman.V.Pres.
Distributed
by
AFFILIATED
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
C. C. Burr, Pres.
133-135-137
West
44th Street
New
York
City,
N. Y.

CAREWE

with
ALICE LAKE
KENNETH HARLAN
GASTON GLASS
ROSEMARY THEBY
NOAH BEERY
WALLACE BEERY

George Coudert, a well-known cameraman, who has just completed The Leather
Pushers series, has left for Colombia,
South America,
expedition. He will on
landa motion
at the picture
coast city
of
Cartagena and then proceed by steamer
500 miles inland.
Coudert is to make films of the oil
fields, as well as nature views and studies
— scenic, industrial and scientific. And
his camera is to be turned for the first
time on the Montelion Indians, who never
before have been picturized.
Coudert's trip is full of remarkable
screen possibilities, and is undertaken at
the instance of the Eastern Film Corporation.
Kulick Joins Elk Photoplays
Elk Photoplays, Inc., announces that
Sidney S. Kulick has joined its staff as
New Jersey manager. Mr. Kulick for the
past three years has been connected with
the New York office of Fox Film as New
Jersey representative. Mr. Kulick will
make personal calls on all exhibitors in
regard to Determination and Heedless
Moths.
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Exhibitors
in North and South Carolina can now book
"Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight?"
through the Continental Pictures Corporation, No. 10 Graham St., Charlotte, North
Carolina.
Communicate with CONTINEXTAL today. Ask
Mr. FVed Martin wliy he bo't tliis picture. Get
abooli
copyandof tlie
big- advertising
see smasliing
the showmanship
packed campaign
into this
book to guarantee you capacity on your run.
Be
first
in
your
territorjto
play
this
fire
winner. Circus it to the skies. Sliout sure
it from
tlte housetops. It's a clean-up for you.
In Other Territories
—exhibitors can book "WHERE IS MT
WANDERING
TONIGHT?"
thru the following leading BOY
independent
exchanges.
New YorTc State and No.
Texas,
Oklahoma,
Arkansas:
Neio Jersey:
COMMONWEALTH FILM
R. D. LEWIS FILM CO.
CORP.
1913% Commerce Street,
Dallas, Tex.
729 Seventli Avenue,
New York City
112 Oklahoma
.9. Hudson City
Street,
Up-State Offices:
1114 W. Markham, St.,
NV-ART
FILM
CORP.,
Little Rock, Ark.
No. 4 Clinton
Albany Street,
NU-ART
FILM Street,
CORP.,
Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky,
221 Franklin
West Virginia ana West.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Pennsylvania:
Neto England, States:
ST.INDARD FILM CO.
FEDERATED FILM
Sloan
Bldq., Clevland. 0,
EXCHANGE
Film Bldg,. Ditrnit. MIrh.
4S Piedmont Street,
Film
Bldg,.
Pittshnrgli . Pa.
Boston, Mass.
Pioneer Film Building,
Cineinnati, Ohio.
FEDERATED FILM
EXCHANGE
134 Meadow Street,
New Haven, Conn.
Eastern Pennsylvania and
Southern New Jersey:
Wisconsin, Indiana
MASTERPIECE FILM
Northern Illinois:
.ATTRACTIONS
CELEBRATED PT.AYERS
1329 Vine Street,
FILM CORP.
Philadelphia, Pa.
810
S. Waba.'fh
Arenue,
CliiconoMilwaukee,
and ToyWis.
Bldg.,
No. and So. Carolina:
CONTINENTAL
Colorado, Wiioming, Utah,
TURES CORP.PICNr}r Mexico, Oregon,
10 Graham Street,
WaJiMngton,.
Montana,
Idaho:
Charlotte, N. C.
ARROW PHOTO
PLAYS
CO.
Dominion of Canada:
1T3.T Welton Street, Denver, Colo., also 1924 Third
STEPHENSON ATTRACAvenue, Seattle, Wash.,
■ TIONS, LTD.
and .52
28V2East
Adelaide
Salt Exehanqe
Lake City Place,
— TorontoStreet,
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
723 — 7th Ave., New York

i<'>
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Never

Greater

So Says Joe Brandt, Head of Star Serial^ Who Insists
Prejudices Have Faded Like the Blood and Thunder Films
a point where I may safely say that in
That the serial of to-day is relatively
some instances it takes precedence to the
of greater importance and commands
feature
attraction.
greater recognition and box-office returns
than at any other period in the history of
"The serial has been the 'point of conthe industry is declared in a special statetact' with patrons and the theatre over
periods of fifteen to eighteen weeks, and
ment by Joe Brandt, the motivating power
that the ex:hibitor is not unappreciative
in the affairs of the Star Serial Corporation, producers of the Eddie Polo serial,
of its merits is evidenced by his desire to
continue booking serials for as many as
Cap'n Kidd.
five and six days during the week.
The old and unfounded prejudices
against serials, the old-fashioned belief
"For a long time I have watched carethat its appeal was exclusively confined
fully the results of the booking of serials
to children, the old idea that the chapterin the country's representative theatres.
My findings are that in some instances the
play served only as a "filler" to round out
an entertainment, has disappeared, aclarge theatre which caters almost exclucording to Mr. Brandt, and he goes fursively to a transient trade is not as successful as the small town or neighborhood
ther by saying that the serial of to-day
has become as important a part of the
theatre. And the reason is obviously apparent. If these large theatres would only
average motion picture theatre as the feature, comedy or news weekly.
give more time to the selection of their
serial attractions and also give as much
"Not so very long ago I prophesied that
the time would come when the genuine,
attention to their exploitation and presenhonest-to-goodness chapter play would be
tation as they do to their feature offerings the theatres, which report that
booked
some theatres.
of the country's
motion in
picture
At the foremost
time of 'serials are not popular' would have a
the publication of that statement I was
different and far more profitable story to
given to understand, in no uncertain
terms, that my judgment was warped and
that my serial conclusions were not alone
unfounded but utterly ridiculous. Many
Second National to
film folk told me that my serial ideas were
tell."
theoretically sound but that from a practical viewpoint they would not function.
Unusually Exploit
"To-day, however, the serial is being
booked for long runs in some of the coun"Broken
Shadows"
try's largest theatres. Its importance in
Second
National
Pictures
Corporation
the country's
small
picture theatres is not to
be motion
underestimated.
Of announces that the title of its fourth recourse, I will concede to the admission
lease, avisualization of the novel, "Nance,"
that the type of 'blood and thunder' seri- by Charles Garvice, will be Broken
als has passed and gone the way of the Shadows. It was selected, according to
proverbial wooden Indian, but that, I W. J. Auchterlonie of the corporation,
maintain, does not represent the real reanot only because of its aptness as a deson for the long strides which the serial
scriptive title but also because it is in
has taken and for the recognition which
line
with
the Shadows advertising camit now commands.
paign conducted in trade publications
through the past two months. This is an
"It has always been my belief that the
serial has always filled an important part exploitation of the obvious fact that soof the exhibitor's scheme of things. In
"motion pictures" are produced
the small town its prestige has grown to called
simply by the play of shadows on a lighted
WATCH
the
ET

OTHERS

TALK!

"BIG
BOY"
WILLIAMS
SERIES

— ^we're modest
WHAT THE TRADE
61
IS SAYING ABOUT
Motion
AWA
ZE
... A sure-fire brandBLA
of entertainment.
The
BESTY!"
of Guinn
Picture
UCARRIES
lUiams' THE)
features
.
.
.
pler-ty
of
VITAL
ACTION.
... INIT
SPECTATOR
ALONG
THROUGH
ITS
HUMAN
News:
TEREST ELEMENT and its DRAMATIC PUNCH:
"Blaze ENTERTAINING
Away," starring "Big
Boy" Williams,
BEST this
and
Moving
MOST
productions
released isin among
the openthe market
season. "Big Boy" Williams doe.s HIS BEST WORK in "Blaze
Picture
Away."
. . . For
PICTUREphotography
is EXCEEDINGLY CLEVER.
. . horsemanship
. Continuity THIS
is smooth;
good;
World:
lighting
is excellent.
NO
STATE
RIGHT
BUYER
SHOULD
FAIL
TO
SEE
"BLAZE
Exhibitors
AWAY"—
IS A WINNER
. . Curran,
. packedthe full
of suspense
froma
START toIT FINISH.
W. Hughes
director,
has done
Trade
CRAFTSMANLIKE JOB. Molly Malone, playing opposite Williams,
looks
like a MILLION Dollars. It was a pleasure to view the work
Review :
of
Williams.
A CLEAN WESTERN DRAMA. FULL OF ACTION and THRILLS.
Exhibitors
Well photographed. Will SATISFY lovers of true-to-tvpe Westerns.
Williams has pleasing personality and CARRIES A WICKED PUNCH.
Herald:
Good,
clear photography, well chosen locations and a LOGICAL CONTINUITY.

Produced by
Frederick Herbst Productions

Pi LORENZO
Nc
135 WEST 44TH STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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screen, and from week to week new phases
of shadow play are being dealt with in
the advertisements of Second National.
In Broken Shadows Isobel Elson, Mary
Forbes, Ivan Sampson and James Lindsay are featured. The production was directed by Albert Ward. It is said to be
romance strong in the elements of mystery,
emotional appeal and love interest. The
scenes are laid in Ireland.
New and striking shadow effects will be
employed in the advertising of this production.
Di

Lorenzo
Three

Sells

Territories

on "Blaze Away"
Di Lorenzo, Inc., announced this week
that the following sales were closed on
Blaze Away, the first of a series of six
Big Boy Guinn Williams features that are
to be released in the independent market:
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas sold to
the R. D. Lewis Film Corporation of Dallas; North and South Carolina to the
Continental Pictures Corporation of Charlotte, and foreign rigl^ts for Argentina,
Paraguay,
PeruYork
and City.
Bolivia to Max Uruguay,
Gluckman Chile,
of New
Pending
negotiations
on other
territories indicate
the next week
will witness
more than fifty per cent of all territories
sold on the first of the new "Big Boy" Williams series, from the studios of the Frederick Herbst Productions and directed by
W. Hughes Curran.
In referring to the highly commendatory
trade press reports on Blaze Away, Mr. Di
Lorenzo
"When
engaged
Guinn
Williams said:
to star
in aweseries
of twelve
productions we had every belief that our
product would be gladly accepted in the
state rights market, since we realized Williams' potentialities as an actor. According'ly it was with no sense of small pride
that we read the highly praiseworthy comments of the trade press on his first story."
The titled
second The
of Trail
the "Big
Boy" isWilliams
series,
of Hate,
believed
by Mr. Di Lorenzo to have an even better
story and greater possibilities than the
first of the series.
Pacific Offers Exchangemen
a "Partial Payment Plan"
John J. Hayes, president of the Pacific Film Co., producers and distributors,
has placed in effect a new sales policy
known as the "partial payment plan."
Mr. Hayes
invites
buythree
Pacific territories
stillsubscribers
unsold fortothe
current Pacific releases by paying 20 per
cent of the territory cost down and 20
per cent every thirty days until the full
price has been paid. By buying pictures
under this plan, which will be in effect
but a short time only, states Mr. Hayes,
the exchangeman's
capital
not be im-is
paired at a time when
the need
independent
having "rough sledding."
E. K. Lincoln in Dillon Cast
The initial Edward Dillon picture to be
produced for the Genius Film Productions, Inc., will have in its cast Florence
Dixon, E. K. Lincoln, Cyril Chadwick,
Hedda Hopper, Margaret Seddon, Julia
Swajme Gordon, Maude Turner Gordon,
Charles Hammond, James Harrison,
Richard Carlyle and Emily Fitzroy. The
working title is Gold Plated. Mr. Dillon
is still undecided as to releasing arrangements. The Adelaide Heilbron story is an
sea.
original one and takes place on land and
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Frank
Southern

Fay

Will

Exchangeman,

Issue

Who

an4 energy to the fostering of good-will
between his exchange and the local exhibitors, with the result that his influence
for good in southern film circles has given
him prestige in the eyes of exhibitors.
It was due primarily to this policy that
Ivan Abramson, president of Graphic Film
Corporations, and himself a pioneer in
film circles, entered into and closed negotiations whereby Mr. Fay took over the
Graphic Film Exchanges in Dallas and
OMahoma City.
In commenting upon the choice of Mr.
Fay as ^jeneral manager of these two exchanges, Mr. Abramson said: "When the
Graphic Film Corporation decided to
create Graphic Exchanges throughout the
country we were all of the opinion that
Mr. Fay was the logical choice to represent our interests in the south, and we
were gratified to receive his acceptance.
We are positive that with him at the helm
of the Graphic Exchanges in Dallas and
Oklahoma City, our output will be given
100 per cent attention and distribution.
His first step in arranging for first run
showings on Mother Eternal is proof that
Mr. Fay is an excellent asset to the whole
Graphic organization."
In Fight in "I Am the Law"
Wallace Beery Gets Bad Fall
A Chinese garden was especially built toy
Edwin Carew for a short hut important
incident in / Am the Law. The principals
in the episode are Alice Lake and Wallace Beery, and the climax is reached with

New

Exchanges

to Release "Mother Eternal"
a thrilling hand-to-hand fight between
Beery and Kenneth Harlan, during which
Beery makes a remarkable fall down a
huge staircase. The scene was made three
times, after which Beery was almost fit for
the hospital.
,

Conan

Doyle
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Graphic

Represents Abramson

in Dallas and Oklahoma City,
Frank Fay, general manager of the
Graphic Film Exchanges in Dallas and
Oklahoma City, has completed negotiations
for first run showings of Mother Eternal
in Dallas, Fort Worth and Oklahoma City.
This is the first of the Abramson features
to be released on the co-operative basis
just formed between the Graphic Film
Corporation and the newly organized
Graphic Exchanges.
Besides being general manager of the
Graphic Film Exchanges in Dallas and
Oklahoma City Mr. Fay is president of
the Southwestern Pictures Corporation in
Dallas. Ever since his entrance into the
film industry Mr. Fay has devoted his time

FRANK FAY,
General Manager of Graphic Film Ex'
change of Dallas, Inc.

TRADE

to Tell

Over Radio Origin
of Sherlock Holmes
The Alexander Film Corporation has
added another publicity novelty to its
stimulating list materialized in its campaign to dispose of territory for the firm's
fifteen Sherlock Holmes subjects. The concern was the first to apply radio to sales
talk. This was done when late in February it gave a special exhibition of the
Sherlock subjects with the titles talked into
the dramas via radio phones supplied the
audience and synchronized by an operator
watching the films from the projection
booth.
The Alexander firm's newest is a radio
outfit for a bonus, designed to attract box
ofiice receipts by enabling exhibitors to put
the outfit up as a popularity prize in the
houses signed up. Radio shoots again into
the Alexander's weekly doings in that Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle, who is due to arrive
in America this week to begin a cross
country lecture tour, will give a short
broadcasted wireless talk under the
Alexander auspices on the day of his
arrival.
The Chat will be about Sherlock Holmes,
of course. The great detective romancer
will tell for the first time how he came to
conceive his fascinating hero. The chat
will offer a native audience its first opportunity to hear the distinguished
author's voice.
Percy Makes Hit at Lyric
Another of the Percy and Ferdie Hallroom Comedies was a feature on the program of the Lyric Theatre in Cincinnati
last week. The Standard Film Service
Company, which is handling these tworeelers in that territory, reports it went
over with a big bang.
The picture was Put and Take, which
is built up around the fad of the little

tops, and.
says, in
waswhich
a tremendousStandard
success. The scenes
Sid
Smith, who is featured as Percy, tries to
rescue his partner Ferdie from a live telemakers. phone cable, prove especially big laughPacific

Film

May

Open Distribution
Offices in Chicago
Julius Singer, eastern representative of
the Pacific Film Co., is studying the Chicago territory with the intention of opening an exchange for the distribution of
Pacific output. If his intentions materialize the initial pictures to toe handled by
the Chicago exchange will be Henry B.
Walthall in The Able Minded Lady,; Ora
Carew, Walt Whitman, Gloria Joy in The
Girl From Rocky Point, and Reed Chapman and Lillian Hall in The Forest King.
Negotiations for the sale of the output
for South America are pending. Both the
New York and Culver City offices of this
company have received many inquiries in
reference to the new series of two-reel
Billy Armstrong comedies, the first of
which will be released June 1 and one
every three weeks thereafter.
Manager Waintrup Praises
Smith-Franklyn Famums
J. D. Waintrup, manager of the State
Film Service of Indianapolis, writes to
Exhibitors Trade Review in reference to
the stories which have appeared in this
journal descriptive of the work of W. M.
Smith Productions of Tulsa, Okla.
"I wish to express my opinion," writes
Mr.
with theterritory
opinion
of allWaintrup,
exhibitors"together
in the Indiana
who have used these pictures, that they
are the best comedy westerns we have ever
seen. So far we have released three of
these Franklyn Farnums and have yet to
receive the first cancellation. They are
pictures that please and are the kind the
public wants for the year 1922."
Polo Moves to New York
Eddie Polo, together with the large
company of players appearing with him in
Cap'n Kidd, first of a series of chapter
plays which will be distributed on the
state rights market by the Star Serial
Corporation, has moved from Fort Lee
into one of the large studios in New York.

Johnny Hines in scene from "Torchy's Frame- Up," distributed by C. C. Burr
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Buyer

Sam Grand of Boston Gets Initial Slice of ^^Cap'n Kidd,"
State Rights Serial Now Being Filmed in New York Studio
Sam Grand, of the Federated Film Exchange of Boston, this week attached his
signature to a contract which for a sum
reported to be large assigned to the New
England Federated Exchange the rights to
Cap'n Kidd,
the independently
produced
Eddiefirst
Poloofchapter
plays which
the Star Serial Corporation is marketing
for independent distribution. The contract closed 'by Mr. Grand, representing
the Federated interests, and Mr. Brandt,
of the Star Serial Corporation, is the first
to be consummated on the Polo product in
this country.
The sale of the Polo serial was made to
Mr. Grand primarily on the strength of
Polo's wide popularity as a serial star.
The first
three chapters
of Cap'n
viewed
privately
by Mr. Grand,
were Kidd,
also
instrumental in clinching the sale.
"I am and
happyto New
to announce
the trade in
general
Englandto exhibitors
in
particular that I have acquired the rights
to
said Mr. Grand.
knowa
thatCap'n
in Kidd,''
the acquisition
I have "I
made
cinema 'ten-strike,' and it is my belief that
exhibitors of New England will concur
with after
me intheir
designating
as
such
box officesPolo's
have serial
disclosed
Polo's personality and pulling power.
"I viewed the first three chapters of
Cap'n Kidd, and
revealed to me six
the reels.
most
spectacular
and itextraordinary
Although I have known Polo to be an accomplished aerial artist and acrobat, I
discovered in him a finished actor as well."
A num'ber of other important territorial
contracts covering the distribution of
Cap'n Kidd are now in their final stage of
completion.
All

Star

Buys

Feature

Three

States

on "Wandering Boy"
All-Star Feature Distributors is the latest buyer of Equity's Where Is My Wandering Boy To-night? the B. F. Zeldman
Production which was given its premiere
in the independent market at the Criterion
Theatre in New York several weeks ago.
The sale was consummated through Miss
Rosenfield, eastern sales representative of

All-Star Features, of which Louis Hyman
is general manager and Sol Lesser president, announces Louis Baum, sales manager of Equity. The territory embraces
California, Nevada and New Mexico.
The purchase by All-Star Features adds
another well-known name to the list of
Wandering Boy distributors. Equity consistently sold this feature to exchange
men whose reputations for keen showmanship and discrimination are unexcelled.
Ever since the opening at the Criterion,
state rights buyers have rallied to the
standard of this wholesome, heart interest
drama. Within a couple of months Equity
has disposed of practically 90 per cent of
the territory. Mr. Lesser, Mr. Hyman and
Miss Rosenfield are indorsing the judgment of such independent exchangemen as
Ben Amsterdam of Philadelphia, Sam
Zierler of New York, and Harry Charnas
of Cleveland, and others of equal reputation.

Arrow

Reports

Transaction
Bromberg

Big
with

Company

A most important deal in the state
rights market was recently completed
when the Arrow Film Corporation and
Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions completed their negotiations for the handling of
many Arrow releases in territory controlled 'bythe latter.
Under the terms of the just-signed contract Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions will
handle the following Arrow productions
in Louisiana and Mississippi:
Twenty-six Sport Pictorials, 52 Arrow
Comedies, Nan of the North, the ArrowAnn Little serial; 10 productions featuring
Jack Hoxie, 4 productions featuring Neva
Gerber, 2 productions featuring Grace
Davison, The Deceiver, starring Jean
Hersholt; The Stranger in Canyon Valley,
featuring Edythe Sterling; 4 Peter B.
Kyne productions.
The twenty-six Sport Pictorials wei'e
produced 'by Town and Country Films.
The fifty-two Arrow Comedies represent
Mirthquake Comedies, Cruelywed, Broadway, and Speed. The four Peter B. Kyne
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pictures, two of which have been released
so far, are made from the best works of
this popular author.
In commenting on this deal Mr. Bromberg said: "Having studied and analyzed
the state rights market for several tnonths
I am thoroughly sold on the fact that Arrow is offering a better and more consistently high-grade program than any other
organization on the open market. I am
sold as well on the co-operation which Arrow is known to give to various distrib-

"Determination"
Gets
utors."
Quartet of Bookings
in First Run Houses
In addition to the large number of first
run houses and circuits which have been
announced, the Lee-Bradford Corporation
has arranged the following bookings for
Determination :
Eight days at Woods Theatre, Atlantic
City, opening April 1.
One week at Shubert's Academy of Music, Baltimore, opening April 3.
Directly after the showing at the Academy of Music, Mr. Whitehurst has arranged to run Determination in one of his
best houses in Baltimore.
Arrangements have been made to open
the ten-reel production in the New England States in E. F. Albee's Victoria Theatre, Providence, beginning May 29, for a
week's run.
There are several additional contracts
pending which will be announced shortly.
Jans Productions

Control

Title of "Man and Woman"
David Primsky, who instituted an action in the Supreme Court seeking to restrain Jans Productions, Inc., from using
the name "Man and Woman" in connection with the release of a special productiontinued
starring
Dianaon Allen,
has disconthe action
the merits
of the
case, so that Jans Productions has now
full right to the title Man and Woman.
Morris Schlank in Town
Morris Schlank, producer of ArrowBroadway Comedies, featuring Eddie
Barry, is in town from the West Coast for
a conference with Arrow officials. Mr.
Schlank has just completed his last contract with Arrow and plans are now under
way for new productions.
It is not known yet what Mr. Schlank's
plansfuture
are, except
that his to
productions
the
will continue
be releasedin
through Arrow.
Memorial for Tom Hancock
As a memorial to the late Tom Hancock,
who with John J. Hayes organized the
Pacific Film Company, Inc., a martble
shaft, with a suitable bronze plate at its
base, will be erected at the Pacific's CulCal.,thestudios.
Hancock's
widowver City,
retains
family Mr.
interest
in the
firm. Mr. Hancock was one of the best
informed state rights sales executives on
the coast.

Scene from "You'd Be Surprised," first of Sunbeam Comedies featuring Billy West to
be distributed by C. B. C.

Frumm an Officer of Pacific
A. Guy Frumm has been made secretary
and treasurer of the Pacific Film Co., Inc.,
a California corporation. Mr. Frumm has
'been an associate of John J. Hayes since
the latter embarked in the film business.
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Exploitation

of

What
Motion

Music

iALWAYS A GOOD COMEDY

Phonograph

BRUNSWICK
M February

Records

This is how the Blackstone, in its newspaper copy, exploited the Blackstone
Concert Grand Phonograph and the
latest Brunswick records as a "special
added feature"
will reach the music fan, particularly the phonograph record fan.
In fact the tie-up that will reach
the record fan is under way on a
bigger scale than was ever before
contemplated. It remained for Kenyon W. Mix, a young man out in
Mishawaka, Ind,, who has studied
the theatre and phonograph record

Grand

Fans

Record

Devotees?

McLELLAN

field, to see this tie-up and his investigation has led to the manufacturer
of the Seabrooke concert grand
phonograph which is already in
operation in some of the large theatres in the East and Middle West.
The writer had an opportunity to
see this new stunt in operation in
the Blackstone Theatre in South
Bend, Ind. In that picture house,
the largest in South Bend, one of the
concert grands has been furnishing
record music for several months.
Its music is even better than the
home phonograph provides, and by
means of a special horn and sound
fan the melodies are driven out into
the auditorium so perfectly that
those sitting high up in the pit —
two hundred feet from the Blackstone screen — can hear the faintest
note; can even hear the operator
changing the needle.
Through advertising tie-ups with
the local record dealers in South
Bend, the newest records are given
their first public hearing and big
splashes of publicity have resulted
in the local papers and those in
nearby towns. Business for the
theatre has improved and the sales
of records have likewise been increased materially.

How
STEOAL ADDED FEATVKE

the

Would
Happen
if the
Picture Theatres Could Reach

By HOWARD

THERE are three great armies
of fans in America — the movie
fan army, the phonograph record and music fan, and the baseball
fan. The motion picture theatre
takes care of its own fans; there
is very little chance of a tie-up
whereby the theatre will reach the
baseball fan, but there is an excellent opportunity for the theatre to
make a national and local tie-up that
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Reaching

Army
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A

Will the Music Tax Work
Out Now?

It is possible that the concert
grand phonograph idea, fully
discussed in this article, will
solve some of the music tax
troubles besetting the motion
picture theatre owner.
The manufacturers of the
new device are now investigating the music tax situation.
Likewise Exhibitors Trade Review is looking into it, believing
that if the invention does obviate the tax our readers should
know it.
We will have more to say
about
later. this feature of the project

As a result of the South Bend experience the instruments are being
installed in theatres in Indianapolis,
Pittsburgh, Toledo and Kalamazoo
and may very shortly make their
appearance on Broadway, New York.
How Idea Was Bom
Mix is an advertising man, also
an oflftcial of the great Dodge Manu-

'Ho Dog— Ho VIctroU"
Victrola

Red Seal Records
—II 7Z 1135
.9CHUMANN-HTnNK---CalA
LOW—
u Uu Nlfht"—
«T33t-41-3&
BEINALD ■Wt*aiiNHiTH-"Wli*M
Mf Dmr
•
.'IMULITA
•139. OALU-CUBCl— -Ol' (JWoHm"— A SobiIwtb At0t~WH*—
HXWtALEY STRING Ql ABTET^H^Tdn > i^t^ft" - " U«>>tw747»
Ud7 BlMf*"—
1IRC0KD8—Ihta XOKtthlne
MATTERrou "MlWHATmn>"'*«
ILMCi OF INSTRUMENT
THKY VKTOR
OWN '
Bf^M
LyERYONE BUYSTHEY
RZCORDS—
NO HATTER
VfH.\ TJ-iAKE «hyOPNoUce
IWSTBlWErtT
OWK'
ParUculArly
■nd ilK auifc DOES NOT SOl'ND -jnTFLED"— Tha 1« -h, ihf TONt IS

This is how the record dealer reciprocated with the Blackstone by using the
houseCE3T' cut and announcing that the
latest records could be heard at the
theatre
facturing Company which practically owns the city of Mishawaka
and employs 11,000 men. The possibility of the motion picture theatre using the record as a means of
attracting phonograph record fans
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occurred to him because of his advertising experience. He saw in it
the mutual exploitation value to the
theatre and the record dealer, by
which both could increase their
business.
He figured in this fashion : There
are many millions of movie fans, by
far they represent the largest army ;
baseball fans rank second in numbers, and the record fans (who are
also music fans) stand about third
in numbers.
"There
of" said
fans into
however,

was no way I could think
Mix, "to get the baseball
the theatres, I did realize,
that the sheet music publishers were jumping over each
other to have their music played in
motion picture theatres because
tests proved that the motion picture
theatre was the greatest booster of
sheet music sales on earth.
"Having had considerable experience in the manufacture of phonograph cabinets and records I knew
that while records are as popular
as ever the fans will buy only after
hearing the record played. But few
fans care to sit down in a small
soundproof booth and listen to the
record. But up to the time we put
out our first concert grand phonograph there was no public place
where the new records could be
heard without being bored to death.
"Like feature pictures the record
companies release so many musical hits a month. The record
fan is very anxious to hear them,
and the thought occurred to me that
ESTIMATE SHEET
THtATRt SPtCIFICATIONS

This estimate sheet is printed to show
how thoroughly the Dodge Manufacturing Company has gone into the theatre phonograph project. By usinsr this
sheet, the value of additional publicity
secured through a tie-up with the record dealers is recorded, the reduction
in cost of music and the time it requires
for an instrument to pay for itself is
carefully figured

This is the theatre concert grand phonograph. There are various types and
sizes. When installed, the instrument is given the name of the theatre. Thus, if
installed in a Rivoli, it becomes known as the Rivoli concert grand phonograph
the place to give the initial concerts
was in a motion picture theatre
where between pictures, or during
intermissions a special program
could be played. Of course, the
small
used
so we phonograph
evolved thecouldn't
concert begrand.
Our horn has no vibration ; it is the
reverse of the horn used on the ordinary machine and inaddition we employ a small electric fan to propel
the melodies out through the horn.
The secret of its success, however,
is that the nasal sound heard on the
average record is removed by a set
of nostrils which we have installed
in our machine. Thus the music we
produce is lifelike and mellow and
is as nearly human as possible."
How It Is Exploited
As the Seabrook phonograph is operated
at the Blackstone Theatre, it amounts almost to a civic enterprise. Dealers in Victor, Edison, Brunswick and Okeh talking
machine records supply the theatre with a
full line of their product as received. The
dealers then advertise the records in the
newspapers, stressing the point that they
will be played at the Blackstone Theatre
and urging customers to hear them there.

Several advertisements of this nature are
reproduced herewith.
The "publication dates" of the record
companies are such that this arrangement
assures the theatre of a steady supply of
new material and a record library more
extensive than could be obtained in any
other way.
The the
record
dealers'
advertisements augment
theatre
campaign
and
add materially to box office returns.
G. E. Berkson, former manager of the
Blackstone, predicts that Mutual Music, as
the service is called, will ba adopted by exhibitors everyw^here, and continues:
"Up to a few months ago our music program consisted of a large orchestra and a
Kimball organ. Upon discontinuance of
the orchestra we experienced an unpleasthe organist'sfilled
rest by
period,
whichant void
is during
now satisfactorily
the
big phonograph.
Our
audiences
have
ceived the idea of playing all makes reof
current dance records in the light of an
added service to them and one which they
cannot
obtain
elsewhere
in theLaporte,
city." Ind.,
At the
Princess
Theatre,
where the machine is also in operation,
the management has added actual financial return to the general benefits of cooperative advertising by charging record
dealers $25 per month for playing their
records and an additional $12.50 for running slides. Here, also, organ accompaniment is provided with vocal records and
patrons are reported as having indicated
great satisfaction with the arrangement.

I
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More Winners
Paul E. Noble, manager of the Liberty
Theatre, Portland, Ore., has been declared winner of the first prize ($150
cash) in the exploitation contest among
exhibitors conducted by Associated First
National on The Silent Call. Willard C.
Patterson, who, by the way, won a trip
to California in the First National Week
Contest, won second prize ($100) for the
campaign he put over with The Silent Call
at the Metropolitan in Atlanta. Third
prize ($50) was won by W. J. Bittner,
manager of the Cambria, Johnstown, Pa.
The awards were made by a jury made
up of John Spargo, Exhibitors Herald;
Epes W. Sargent, Moving Picture World;
J. S. Dickerson, Motion Picture News;
R. W. Baremore, Morning Telegraph, and
Charles Simpson, Exhibitors Trade Review.
This contest, inaugurated last fall concurrent with the release of the TrimbleMurfin production featuring the remarkable dog, Strongheart, was a straight test
of showmanship and involved no extra
outlay for the exhibitors. It was a freefor-all, to which all exhibitors were eligible, and resulted in some exceptional displays on the picture.
Noble's campaign, which was outlined
and illustrated some time ago, was a
splendid piece of work and placed him
easily at the head of the list. Patterson's
high light was an unusual teaser ad campaign that aroused the interest of people in and around Atlanta to such an
extent that Pat's "lost dog" became an
important newspaper story. Bittner's
splendid lobby display, in which he used
bear skins and other outdoor trophies,
was a work of art and placed him far
ahead of the other contestants.
Played in Luck
Fate conspired in Phil Gersdorf's favor when he began his advertising and
exploitation campaign on Saturday Night
at the Rialto Theatre, Macon, Ga. In
the first place, two members of the cast,
Edythe Chapman and James Neil, have
very influential relatives living in Macon.
This fact brought a nice story on the
society page of the Sunday paper just
preceding.
In the second place, Macon was planning a big charity carnival, so Gersdorf
"sold" his picture to the executive committee for a co-operative display. He
carried slides calling attention to the
carnival, and in return was allowed to
use spectacular advertising matter in
generous doses at the carnival.
In the next place, his teaser ads, "The
calendar must be wrong —
Saturday night comes on Monday and
Tuesday of next week"
created much talk. He changed this general idea in many different forms and
used the catch-phrases on his screen and
in the newspapers.
But his lobby was responsible to some
extent for the success of the picture.
Numerous stills from the picture were
used in the lobby and a cut-out from a
three-sheet of Jack Mower and Leatrice
Joy. Over the doors were scenes of Coney
Island, taken from the paper furnished
for the picture and mounted on beaverboard.
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This one came from Wellington, New Zealand, which shows they are firm believers in street ballyhoos in that far-away country. The big sign was made from cut-outs of posters of Universal's'
serial, "The Diamond Queen," and traversed the streets of Wellington for the Paramount and
Artcraft Theatres.

That skeleton
was rather gruesome for patrons
to pass in order
to enter the Travis, Sherman,
Texas, to see First
N a t i o n a I's "A
Midnight
1 I,"
but
evidently,B eTexans are not superstitious, as the
manager reported
many of them
passed it — at a
speedy gait, however.

In arranging this display for Metro's "Peacock Alley" Manager Schnibbeni of the Opera House,
Florence, S. C, placed two huge cut-outs of Mae Murray on each side of his lobby, then stretched a
wire from one cut-out to the other, and hung separate letters on it spelling the nEime of the star and
picture. Lights behind threw it in bold relief. It made an excellent display.
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TaUing advantage of an empty building on a prominent corner in Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Manager
George Davis of the Stratford filled the windows with large stills of Paramount s "Mistress of the
World," thereby securing a maximum amount of publicity at a minimum cost.

While these two
theatres are separated by thousands of miles and
the languages
spoken by the patrons are different, displays are
patterned after
ours. On the left
is the display of
Gaumont's Palace,
Paris, France, for
Fox's "Queen of
Sheba." On the
right,
in RioMalheiro's
Branco,
Brazil, for Universal's "The Flaming Disk."

Ever hear of Launcestor, Tasmania? Well, if you haven't, here is the Majestic's lobby display
for Universal's "The Rage of Paris," which shows that exploitation has spread all over the civilized
world, and we must say it is artistic in every sense of the word.
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In Line
Florence is a suburb of Northampton,
Mass., with one motion picture theatre,
Cosmian Hall, seating 750 when every
seat is taken, but it isn't often so. The
management of Cosmian Hall found
patronage drifting away to the better advertised first run production at Northampton and decided upon aggressive
methods to meet this competition.
In other words, Florence snapped into
line on the nation-wide spread of motion
picture exploitation for its First National
attraction. The opening salvo was fired
with the showing of One Arabian Night,
which was initiated by a large newspaper
advertisement that was institutional
rather than specific. It announced the
policy of Cosmian Hall for the coming
year and some of the attractions that had
been booked.
For One Arabian Night, this was followed up by posters exploiting Pola Negri
and by heralds and a street ballyhoo.
The ushers were dressed up in Turkish
costumes, and a wild looking Arab paraded the street with the sign:
"Look at Me. I'm the Result of 'One
Arabian Night.' Now Playing at
Cosmian Hall."
Springtime Lobby
Fearful that people would not take
Paramount's Forever seriously if he advertised Wallace Reid in the serious role.
Manager C. D. Cooley of the Victory,
Tampa, Fla., played up the name of the
picture and carried out the springtime
atmosphere for his lobby, making quiet
announcement of Elsie Ferguson and
Wallace Reid as stars.
A lattice inclosed the front of the theatre and this was covered with roses,
brilliant in color, with huge baskets hanging in the arch openings. Behind the
lattice were flood lights of soft pink. Over
each arch was a picture of one of the
stars. The effect of the lobby was that
of peach blossoms and coincided with the
spring scenes in the picture.
Slogan and Autos
Manager A. L. Snell of the Imperial,
Gadsden, Ala., used the slogan of a tailor:
"We turn out taiior made men,"
when he advertised A Sailor-Made Man at
the Imperial Theatre.
The tailor let
Snell change the signs to read
"We turn out Sailor Made Men"
during the engagement.
A co-operative
window display was also arranged.
He knew the recruiting officer in town
and secured posters, uniforms, photos and
all the other paraphernalia with which
the Government holds out a roseate future in the navy. These were used in
the lobby, and the doorman and usherettes were dressed in sailor clothes.
Gadsden isn't a metropolis, so when the
rain started down in torrents, just about
the time for the people to be coming, he
called up the folks he thought would be
apt to come if it wasn't for the rain and
offered to send autos for them, rather
than have them miss the picture.
Two stores co-operated with him in selling sailor hats, and the first fifty children
to come wearing sailor hats were admitted
free.
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Miniature Stage
A small annunciator and a miniature
stage, which Manager W. E. Drumbar
uses in the foyer of his Riveria Theatre,
Knoxville, Tenn., to announce coming attractions, were placed in the window of
a prominent jewelry store in town to
herald the coming of Metro's Peacock
Alley.
The tiny stage was made attractive by
rich peacock colors of satin and silk with
a back drop of apricot hue. These colors
were augmented by careful lighting effects. The tiny stage contained a display of diamonds, pearls and other gems
in trinkets of all kinds. Miniature peacocks were mounted in diamond bracelets
and suspended from above. The display
was in the center of town and the most
strategic place in Knoxville for a display
of this kind.
The lobby displays were two large
archways covered with feathers that encircled the entire front, together with a
four-foot cut-out of a peacock carrying
its natural feathers. This was backed
by an eight-foot fan-shaped affair of
beautifully colored feathers which covered the entire box-office. A spotlight
w^as placed to bring out the brilliance of
the peacock colors.
Drumbar secured the consent of the
city commissioners to dress up every
trash-can in the center of the town. Each
can was given a coat of solid color and
a peacock was added to each. It certainly improved the appearance of the
cans and was a good stroke of advertising.
Fighting Opposition
In order to combat opposition houses
in Jacksonville, Manager A. B. Hill staged
a Jazz Week at the Arcade for First
Nationals Man, Wovian, Marriage!"
and made a killing. A Jazz Orchestra was
in that vicinty and so iie booked them for
the week. They had made a previous visit
to Jacksonville and all that, was necessary
to get the crowds was to advertise the engagement.
Ten days in advance, slides were run
on the Arcade screen ; 2000 announcements
were sent out to music lovers and one of
these was tucked into every package of
phonograph records. The music stores coopeated fuhther by displaying cards in the
windows and in front of the stores. 2500bookmarks were sent to the city library
where they were placed in every book.
These contained an announcment of the
engagement and the remainder of the program. This, by the way, is an excellent
idea which can be adapted to any picture
and is not expensive.
A bizarre effect which carried out the
atmosphere of jazz in the lobby, was secured by using a maze of different colored
bunting and varied lighting.
Ray's Hospitality
"Mr. Charles Ray offers you the hospitality ofhis studio at the Luna Theatre,
Lafayette, Ind., Thursday, Friday and
Saturday,
" engraved
In these March
words,9, on10, a11."
neatly
card marked "R. S. V. P.," Manager Herb
Johnson of the Luna Theatre, Lafayette,
Ind., drew the patrons on his regular mailing list to see R. S. V. P. And most of
them responded with alacrity.
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Manager C o b e
has this unique
display for
Universal's
"Leather
Pushers" in the
lobby of the Central, New York.

Using the name
as an arch over a
cut-out of the
star standing
between two pillars.
Manager Cobb of
the Alamo, Griffin,
Georgia, made a
very attractive
lobby display for
Paramount's "Her
Husband's Trade-

mark."
This float for First National's "Hail, the Woman," was also in Seattle's "Go to Theatre: Week"
parade and is another reason "why men don't leave Seattle." "Go to Theatre Week" was one of the
biggest exploitation stunts that has been pulled in the history of motion pictures.
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Reaching Women
A new medium for reaching women and
building up matinee trade has been discovered by Jack Retlaw, director of advertising for the West Coast Theatres,
with headquarters in Los Angeles. Each
Saturday, the day on which the Kinema
changes its show, advertisements for this
house, which has all the First National
bookings, appear in the weekly "Come
with Me to the Markets" section of the
Examiner. This is strictly a woman's
section.
The Kinema takes space for a picture
of the star appearing that week and for
scattered through the page. The
"liners" read

This big banner over the entrance to Ascher's Merrill, Milwaukee, for Goldwyn's "Come On,
Over" had a punch in it that attracted wide attention. A baby spotlight, connected to a flasher,
was placed in the torch of the Statue of Liberty and acted as a beacon to gMide patrons to the!
entrance.

The Haymarket,
Sydney, Australia,
arranged this
lobby display for
First National's
"The Sign on the
Door." It is described in the adjoining column
and would be a
curiosity getter
even in this country where every
conceivable, and
some inconceivable, things have
been done in the
way of exploitation.

"After luncheon, the Kinema nriatinee."
"Relieve shopping afternoon by the
Kinema matinee —
etc. Not everyone reads the motion picture columns, and advertising in this medium reaches the woman who otherwise
might not have thought of taking in a
matinee.
Extremely Novel
Again the Haymarket Theatre, Sydney,
Australia, comes to the fore vdth an effective piece of theatre front exploitation
used in connection with the showing of
Norma Talmadge in The Sign on the Door.
The stunt was a curiosity getter and is
novel even for this country, where exploitation on the picture has been done in
every conceivable angle.
The calico sign on the front of the theatre measures 65 feet long and three and
a half feet deep.
In addition to this sign and electric
lights, the doors of the house, which stand
back of the street, were tagged with the
motto "Do not Disturb Me." The idea of a
mysterious scene inside was carried out
by means of silhouette figures. Then, to
play up the mystery, a spotlight was
flashed on the shadow box type of display
at the left hand side of the lobby. Every
flash revealed an attempted struggle between a man and woman. At every twentieth flash the scene changed to the big
"What : Happened in This Room Just Now?"
query
It brought out the theme of the picture
and aroused interest in the mystery.

Only one objection. The still is not working. If it had been, there is no telling how many
(thirsty) patrons this display, arranged by Manager Hill, would have drawn into the Arcade, Jacksonville, Fla., to see Paramount's "A Game Chicken."

Kisses an' Everything
Oscar White, manager, Rex Theatre,
used kisses, a pretty girl and a telephone
booth to sell Paramount's Don't Tell
Everything to the people of Sumter, S. C.
To several thousand candy kisses he
attached small cards, reading
"Take a kiss but "Don't Tell Everyand distributed them through town.
Everybody ate the candy and most of
themthing"
had their curiosity aroused about
the "Don't tell everything."
Across the front of the lobby were huge
signs giving the name of the picture and
the name of the star. A telephone booth
was lent by the telephone company and
was placed in the lobby to make the boxofficein into
was
here. a_ pay station. The cashier
He also rigged up a miniature exchange
in the lobby, and two desk 'phones were
kept busy by a young lady who called
people and asked them how they liked
the picture. Miniature poles, wires and
crossbars were erected in the lobby by"
the telephone company.
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Unique Prologue
Taking his cue from no less a person
than William Shakespeare, Manager
Johnson of the Luna Theatre, Lafayette,
Ind., put over a unique prologue when he
played First National's The Song of Life.
The stage was arranged so that two
dark curtains hid the screen from the
audience. From between the portals there
emerged a young woman garbed in spotless white robes, carrying a pair of scales.
One side of the scales bore a pair of
beautifully dressed dolls in dancing posture. The other side showed an overbalancing set of small dishes, embodying
the theme of the picture in the contrast
between luxury and drudgery.
Following the custom of Shakespearean
plays, the character, in the stage name of
"Chorus," spoke to the audience, saying:
"To some wives life is just a 'drama
of dishes.' They grow old, bent and
gray by eternal washing. Their salon
is the kitchen, their perpetual pursuit
the dishpan.
While favored and
gifted butterflies flitter through life
feasting upon ambrosia and dancing
to the accompaniment of the Pipes
of Pan, these drudging moths with
clipped wings hear only one song.
It isclash
their of'Song
and
dishes.of Life,' the rattle
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On the opening of Universal's serial, "With Stanley in Africa," Manager Schaefer of the Parthenon, Brooklyn, borrowed some stuffed animals from a teixidermist and placed them with a jungle
setting in his lobby. It made a very effective tie-up with the picture.

Numerous stills,
some cut-outs and
a few scenes of
Coney Island were
dumped in a mill
by Mcinager
Gersdorf
of the Rialto,
Macon, Georgia,
and this lobby
ground
out, extent
which
to some
was responsible
for the successful
run
Paramount'sof"Saturday

"It is with such a woman that our
present story is concerned. The
theme is the tragedy of her discontent. The climax is the redemption
and triumph of motherhood."
With the final words the organ, which
had been playing softly, burst into full
volume as the curtains parted and the
screen flashed the opening scenes of The
Song of Life.
March Hares

Manager H. R. Kistler of the Savoy,
Durham, N. C, finds that anything alive
in the lobby attracts the attention of
passersby and brings them into the theatre. To advertise The March Hare he
, put four sets of Belgian hares of from
three to five animals each in cages in
the lobby and placarded with catchy lines.
One card read
"These March hares are tame. You
will see a wild one) inside."
The picture played during the sort of
weather that would make a March hare
wild, but the children were delighted, and
what delighted the management was that
the animals and cages were borrowed, so
there was no expense.
Getting Information
The Trio Theatre, one of Milwaukee's
neighborhood houses, wanted to get a slant
on their patrons and got out a novel stunt
to get the dope. It also built attendance
for the showing of Rent Free.
They distributed blank cards at the
near-by schools, asking for the necessary
information. If the card was returned to
the box-office filled out, it was good
for a free admission. The card wanted
to know the names of the favorite
stars and "why or why not" the writer had
not been attending the Trio Theatre.
With
the free admissions as the bait, the theatre
got the information it wanted.
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Night."

Another view of Schaefer's lobby. The big elephant is not stuffed, but is a cut-out from a
twenty-four sheet. The man stand ng next to him is genuine and worked the streets in the vicinity
of the Parthenon as a ballyhoo during the run of the serial. Ballyhoo and lobby both attracted a
great deal of attention.
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Novel Tie-up

A one-sheet poster of First National's "The Sky Pilot," showing one of the scenes of that
picture, gave Manager Schoupp of the Mall, Sidney, Ohio, the idea for this ballyhoo, which went a
long way toward helping to put this picture over to big business.

Striking out for
something that
would make the
residents of Savannah, Georgia,
sit up and take
notice that he was
playing United
Artists' "Dream
Street," Manager
Strozier of the
Odeon hit upon
this effective ballyhoo with a result that was
highly
satisfactory.

A direct tie-up with the annual Dog
Show of the Cincinnati Kennel Club,
through which, for the first time in the
history of that organization, a theatrical
advertisement was permitted to be placed
on the floor of the show, helped McMahon
and Jackson, managers of the Lyric Theto put over First National's The
Silent atre,Call.
The picture was played for the full
week following the dog show, which is
a featured society event of the city. The
exhibitors, on booking the picture for
those dates, arranged with the officers of
the Kennel Club to give a private showing
of the picture at the Cuvier-Press Club
for the officials of the show, their wives
and visiting dog fanciers. The showing
was well attended and the picture made
a decided impression upon the dog-lovers.
As the result, a large poster featuring
"Strongheart" was permitted to be placed
on the show floor at Music Hall and was
seen by all visitors during the three days
of the dog show. This poster was obtained by McMahon and Jackson from
H. M. Rouda, manager of the Auditorium
Theatre, Dayton, Ohio, who created it
for the main decoration of his lobby. It
was hand-drawn and so arranged that
green lights placed behind the eyes gave
it a peculiar lifelike and attractive appearance. After the use at the dog show,
this poster was placed in the lobby of the
Lyric Theatre.
In addition to this publicity, special
novelty cut-out cards of dogs, advertising
the dog show on one side and The Silent
Call on the other, were distributed by
the exhibitors.
Arena in Lobby

Eastland, Texas, is not one of the big towns in Texas, but Manager Stalcup of the Princess is a
big town exploiteer, to judge from this lobby display for Universal's "The Conflict." It was made by
the boy who posts bills. The two trees are live oaks, which he brought from the creek a mile and a
half from the theatre. Good work.

mm

Manager B. B. Garner moved a Roman
arena into the lobby of his Casino Theatre, Lakeland, Fla. Huge cages were
placed on either side of the lobby with
cut-outs of lions made from the stock
24-sheets, and the lighting was so arranged that the beasts had a very realistic
appearance. Across the front of the lobby,
over the entrance, was a sign
"Forty lions loosed on thousands in
'Theodora.' "
Palms and tropical branches were used in
the lobby to give a jungle-like effect.
Garner also used clever imitations of
summons to court, which are the bane
of the careless autoist's existence, which
proved to be a summons to the Casino
Theatre to pass judgment on Theodora.
Boy and Wagon
Manager Adams of the Auditorium
Theatre, Concord, N. H., made good use
of a dog and a boy's toy wagon in exploiting Goldwyn's Come on Over. The
dog was hitched to the wagon and driven
about town by a boy, who was usually
surrounded by a half dozen or more other
boys.
The wagon was covered with white
cloth. On each side was painted the
words "Come on Over." When a curious
person went over to see what it was all
about, he found an advertisement in the
bottom of the wagon telling about the
picture,
the date. where it was to be screened and
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F. A. Thomas has joined the selling staff
■of Associated First National Pictures at
Dallas, Tex.
Max Levine, manager of the Masque
Theatre in Buffalo, is mourning the loss
■of his father, who died following an extended illness.
J. C. Shea of the Fox home office exploitation forces, was in Buffalo handling pubJicity for the 20 or so day and date bookings on Over the Hill.
Fred Jacks has been called in from the
Toad by the Dallas, Tex., Associated First
^National office to succeed C. E. Buchanan
as head booker and office man.
Samuel
Theatre
prices of
•cents for

Zikaw, manager of the Liberty
at Amarillo, Tex., announces
admission reduced to 10 and 15
regular performances.

Barney Frank, who has been managing
the Weiting Opera House in Syracuse, is
now representing the Buffalo Educational
■office in the Syracuse territory.
Paul N. Lazarus, assistant general sales
manager for United Artists, visited the
Buffalo office and complimented Manager
IVI. H. Markowitz on his excellent showing
during the past month.
C. E. Buchanan, head booker and office
man for the Associated First National
Pictures of Texas, has gone over to the
Specialty Film Co. at Dallas, Tex., to function in a similar capacity.
P. N. Brinch, general manager of the
Xlodkinson exchange system, was a Dallas,
Tex., visitor recently. He is making the
Tounds, which takes him to all distributing
points in the United States.
Henry W. Kahn, manager of the Buffalo Metro exchange, announces the resignation of Howard Riehl from the sales
staff. Kahn has signed Fascination for
presentation at the Loew State.
Will Rogers, film star, has spent the
past several days at Claremore, Okla.,
where he has been to dispose of his property there, preparatory to centralizing
Ws holdings in Los Angeles, Cal.
Ernest Williams has resigTied as assistant 'booker at Paramount to join Grand
■& Warner as a salesman. Ralph Mau,
who has been in the accessories department, has succeeded Mr. Williams.
The Capitol Theatre at Oklahoma City,
Okla., in honor of its first annual week of
"business,
reduced
admission
prices
to popular prices
with 40
cents top
downstairs
and 15 and 25 cents in the balcony.
The Selznick methods of making pictures
and of doing business were explained to
a representative gathering of business and
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professional men and club women at Allentown by John M. Kantnor, vice-president.
R. C. Fox, Select manager in Buffalo,
journeyed to New York recently to meet,
nis new chief, Jack Woody, and bid adieu
to
Sam records
Morris.at "Dick"
is hanging
new
sales
the Buffalo
officeup these
days.
D. H. Finke of the Bellevue, Niagara
Falls, put over a fine exploitation campaign on Peacock Alley recently, the features of which were page ads in the newspapers in the form of tie-ups with local
merchants.
Truly B. Wildman has been appointed
branch manager of the Enterprise Distributing Corporation at Kansas City, Mo.
He goes to Kansas City from New Orleans,
La., where he has been branch manager
for Realart.
Harold Werner of Freeland, Pa., manager of the Refowich Theatre and former
manager of several Reading, Pa., playhouses, and Miss Mary E. Bragg of Spartanburg, S. C, were married at Freeland,
where they will reside.
C. W. Anthony, branch manager for
Vitagraph at Buffalo, went to Syracuse
recently to meet exhibitors. He also visited old friends in Pittsburgh. The Sheik's
Wife, is being booked heavily in the territory, reports Mr. Anthony.
The Loew State in Buffalo is now showing a separate bill on Sunday. Features
and acts are being booked for the one day
only. The policy opened Sunday, March
26. The new Lafayette Square adopted
the same policy several weeks ago.
E. J. Ferney, special representative of
the Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., was in
Dallas, Tex., recently on a visit with
R. D. Thrash, distributor of the Motiograph. Mr. Ferney will spend the next few
weeks visiting in' Southern Territory.
William Steiner of the William Steiner
Productions, is in Laredo, Tex., makingpictures. Neal Hart, Jake Badarce, Hazel May, Wm. Quinn, Ben Corbett, Yakima Canut and Robinson Stevens are
some of the stars composing the gi-oup.
W. E. Clark of New York, attorney and
examiner for the Federal Trade Commission, spent several days in Austin, Tex.,
investigating a motion picture company
alleged to be operating in the restraint
of trade and in violation of the anti-trust
law.
East Aurora, N. Y., the home of the
Roycrofters, has voted in favor of Sunday
moving pictures. "Shall moving pictures
be allowed on Sunday as a commercial enterprise?" was the question voted upon at
the recent town election. Yes, said 456.
No, said 308.
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ROLL
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J. H. Roth has been engaged by George
A. Hickey as a Goldwyn salesman. He
is covering the territory out of Buffalo.
Otto Siegel is putting Goldwyn products
in every house in Buffalo. E. O. Weinberg
has booked The Man With Two Mothers
for the Mai-k-Strand.
Frank Davidson, chief operator at the
Mark-Strand, Buffalo, for the past nine
years, has resigned. He will give his full
time to the management of the Buffalo
branch of the Independent Movie Supply
company. He has been succeeded at the
Strand :by Fred Vester.
The Poll Theatre, West Hazleton, Pa.
(not connected with the S.Z. Poll interests)
has been re-opened. Mrs. Ann Carr, the
owner, sold it to Leon Pora and Joseph
Yazwiecz, who have remodeled, redecorated and enlarged the playhouse. It will
show motion pictures exclusively.
Eight new feature productions have
been added to Southwestern Film Corporation releases at Dallas, Tex., during the past week. Over twenty other
releases have recently been acquired,
which will keep Fulgham, Benedic, Pickens and Frank Fay on the jump.
Art Young, office manager and booker at
the Buffalo Nu-Art office, is so busy these
days that he was seen sneaking to work
at 7.30 a.m. one morning recently. When
asked the reason for this peculiar conduct,
Art replied that he was trying to see
just how much a human being could stand.
Joseph A. Schuchert has disposed of
his interest in the new Strand Theatre
in Niagara Falls to a group of prominent
Falls business men. The Strand is nearing completion. C. A. Hayman is at the
head of the controlling company. Mr.
Schuchert is interested in several Buffalo
theatres.
Walter Price and T. J. Leonard have
resigned from Niagara Pictures in Buffalo. Mr. Price was sales manager and
Mr. Leonard a salesman. Mr. Price has
not as yet announced his plans for the
future. Mr. Leonard has been engaged
by N. I. Filkins as a member of the Merit
sales force.
Buffalo will soon have two new exchanges. The American Releasing Corporation and the Great Lakes Film Corporation both have representatives in
town seeking quarters. E. A. Kuper will
manage the Great Lakes branch and Paul
J. Richrath'
will head the American Releasing exchange.
E. A. Eschman, general sales manager
for Pathe, was in Buffalo recently for
a conference with W. A. V. Mack, local
manager. Mr. Mack put Pathe products
in the Gayety Theatre 100 per cent when
this house added pictures to its burlesque
policy.

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE
C^SK?)

FOLDED

TICKETS
best eor the least money
quickest delivery
correctness guaranteed
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Truly B. Wildman, manager of the Enterprise Distributing Corporation, Kansas
City, has offered a reward of $100 for the
arrest and conviction of person or persons
who are spreading a rumor in the Middle West territory that the Franklyn Farnum western series being distributed by
Enterprise are re-issues.
Endicott, N. Y., is to have a new theatre, called the Central. Benjamin H..
Dittrich, S. Howard Ammerman, Eleanor
K. Dittrich and Vina F. Ammerman are
interested in the project. The Central,
which will be built on West Main Street^
will cost about $50,000 and will have
a seating capacity of 1000.

In

the

When

hour

of

need

the day comes

refreshing breezes sweep

around for which you've
booked your biggest and
highest-priced film of the

through the house —
keeping the crowds cool
and contented, all-forgetful of the sweltering
heat outdoors, keen to

year
— —
and

the

weather

turns out sizzling, steaming brutally hot —
That's the time you
really appreciate your
Monsoon Cooling System.
A snap of the switch
and immediately its cool,
Install Monsoons

The Slate Belt Republican Club, Inc., of
Bangor, Pa., has bought land on Main
Street near the Bangor Trust Co. building
and will erect a permanent home in which
will be located a theatre to seat 1000 persons. The sum of $85,000 will be spent on
the structure and the theatre will be leased
to exhibitors before the time comes to open
next fall.
W. L. Merrill is the new manager of
the Buffalo Wid Gunning exchange. Mr.
Merrill was formerly division manager
for Frank Hall on the Pacific Coast. He
has also managed the Select offices in
Dallas and Omaha. Having at one time
been connected with the Buffalo Paramount forces, he is well acquainted in
the territory.

get every ounce of enjoyment out of a good
picture.
And when

L. B. Rozelle and A. L. Ehrzott are new
members of the Vitagraph sales staff in
Buffalo. Mr. Rozelle was formerly with
Metro in Detroit and Mr. Ehrzott is
from New York City. C. W. Anthony,
new branch manager, has closed The
Sheik's Wife, first run in western New
York at the new Lafayette Square Theatre in Buffalo.

you come

to count up the day's receipts, you'll be glad —
mighty glad — ^you had
Monsoon Cooling System in your hour of
need.

Mrs. Emma Reinmiller of the Campbell
Theatre staff at Weatherly, Pa., has been
discharged from the State Hospital at Hazleton,
Pa.,of after
two and
months'
for burns
the legs
body treatment
sustained
when her clothing caught fire from a small
stove in the playhouse last winter. Her
life was saved by young men, who rolled
niously.
her into a snow bank most unceremo-

for this summer

Write for Booklet V- 1 5

Monsoon
71

North

6th

Cooling
St.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Jerry Lazarus put on an excellent exploitation campaign for My Boy in Buffalo. Among the stunts were a special
showing for orphans which he arranged
with the Buffalo Evening News, and a
My Boy week, a stunt put on in co-operation with the big Kleinhans' clothing store.
Jerry is in charge of exploitation at the
Buffalo F. N. office. My Boy was shown
at Shea's Hippodrome.

Ten

System,

726

Inc.
Charles W. Russell, who has been in
charge of the short reel department for
Universal at the Kansas City office, will
assume charge of the distribution of
Foolish Wives in Iowa and Nebraska. He
will be succeeded in Kansas City by William Benjamin, who also will continue to
handle features in key towns. Mr. Russell went to Chicago prior to his departure for the territory.

Bulletin Bldg.
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Enterprise Distributing Corporation has just closed a deal for the southwestern rights to Sherlock Holmes productions. Among the buyers in the deal
were Wallace Walthall of Oklahoma City
and M. S. White, Dallas, Tex. The
deal was consummated by Manager W. K.
Jenkins, general manager of the Enterprise Distributing Corporation.

Thousand

That the pay-as-you-leave plan adopted
by two motion picture houses at Bend,
Ore., is a revenue-getter is demonstrated
by bigger houses and more cash in the
cash box at each theatre. It is optional
with each patron how much he shall pay,
or whether he or she shall pay at all,
which, however, has resulted in everybody paying, and liberally, at that.

Dollars

Reward

will be paid to any person who can prove that B. F. Porter did not sell and install Simplex
Nfadbines in the Capitol Theatre at 51st Street and Broadway, New York City.
B. F. PORTER,

729

7th Ave.,

New

York
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Praise from the home office was heaped
upon the worthy crown of Henry Taylor,
Universal salesman out of the Kansas City
office, last week. "Hennery" accomplished
an enviable feat when he succeeded in lining up a solid Century week at the Regent,
Mainstreet, Globe and Empress theatres
in Kansas City, and, in addition, he closed
with the Liberty Theatre, Kansas City, for
a week's run on Peggy Behave and Mutts.
Miss Grace T. Hadley, representing the
Around the World with Burton Holmes
pictures, struck a new angle of publicity
at Allentown, Pa., where she interested
■clu'bs and societies whose activities lay
along agricultural lines, as well as the
school district heads, in advance of the
showing of the film at the new Lyric Theatre in the Lehigh Valley town. Publicity
broke nicely for the film.
Wilmington, Del., has undergone a big
change since war days, when it was a
boom town. Motion picture theatres show
the ravages of the industrial depression
perhaps more than any other industry in
the city. The situation has become so
acute that two houses have been closed
for several weeks. No business is the
reason given for the closing down of one
of the houses, the Rialto.
The Criterion, Buffalo, has closed for
the present season. The house is being
altered, a new stage installed and the
capacity enlarged. Sol Myers, representing Max Spiegel, is remaining in town
to supervise the alterations. The policy
for the future has not as yet been determined upon, although it is rumored that
the new Spiegel-Shubert vaudeville will
have its home here next season.
A. J. Sherman has opened the Graphic
Film Exchange, Inc., of Eastern Pennsylvania, at 1220 Vine Street, Philadelphia. The new organization will handle
the output of the Graphic Film Corporation of New York. Its first release will
be Mother Eternal, an Ivan Abramson
production. The Second National Pictures
Corporation of Eastern Pennsylvania will
also operate from the same address.
Ernest Fisher, who formerly covered
Albany with The County Fair, and J. A.
Schuchert, Jr., are the new salesmen at
the Buffalo Niagara Pictures Corporation
office. Mr. Schuchert is the son of the
well known Buffalo theatre magnate, Joseph A. Schuchert. Walter Price, who
recently resigned as sales manager for
Niagara, has been engaged as a salesman
at the R-C Pictures corporation exchange.
The Elmwood, Buffalo, has reduced
prices. Bruce Fowler, manager, in making
the announcement, says, "The trend of
things has been downward and the management is willing and anxious to do its
part to 'bring about the adjustment which
will bring this old world back to earth,
so to speak, and traveling on an even keel,
hence the reduction in prices." The Elmwood is one of the finest neighborhood theatres in the city.
Many motion picture audiences in Kansas City now are being treated to radio
concerts. A "three-step" receiving apparatus, owned by Frank Fisher and Charles
Siegfried, is being attached each night
to an aerial on one of the various theatres, an amplifier placed on the stage and
the music or singing broadcasted to the
audience. The concerts are being received
alternately at the Benton, Bancroft, Gillham, Colonial and Murray theatres.
A lively meeting of District Sales Managers E. E. Reynolds, Minneapolis; G. L.
Bradford, St. Louis; R. Elliott, St. Louis,
and C. M. Parkhurst, Kansas City,
of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
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was held in Kansas City recently. Policies
of Hodkinson were outlined at the meeting, which was presided over by Phil Ryan,
Middle West district manager. Much enthusiasm was displayed over the recent Hodkinson release, Cameron of the Royal
Mounted.
Walter S. Wessling, western district
manager for Pathe, spent several weeks
in Seattle, and predicts that the reconstruction period is about over there. The
light attendance is due largely to the flu
epidemic, and a couple of weeks of sunshine will bring back the crowds. Wessling believes that exhibitors must play
to volume, even at the cost of reduced
prices, as a full house brings a full house,
before normal conditions will be reached.
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, a
series, has been obtained by the Enterprise Distributing Corporation, according to Truly B. Wildman, Kansas City
branch manager, and now is ready for
bookings. These two-reel pictures, dealing with mystery, are taken from the
stories by Sir A. Conan Doyle, there
being fifteen of them in number. An
unlimited field for exploitation, including
imitation detective badges, is offered, Mr.
Wildman said.
The Perkasie, Pa., Fire Company has
awarded to the Fred McLeister Construction Co. of Philadelphia the general contract to put up a $35,000 motion picture
theatre at Perkasie. These figures do
not include the equipment or interior
work, which will run the cost to $50,000.
Work will be started as soon as material
can be got on the ground. The fire laddies have been running shows in their
house for several years and have built
up a fine business.
B. J. Callahan, owner of the Strand
Theatre, Seaside, Ore., has hit on a decidedly new idea for the winter months,
when the summer resort town is below
par in population. The regular admission is omitted, while a contribution box
at the door is called to the attention of
patrons
slides
read, "If youin
liked
the byshow,
put which
your contribution
the box as you go out. If you didn't,
it's on us!" Mr. Callahan has other interests outside of the moving picture
business.
Sydney Samson, manager for Grand &
Warner in the Queen City of the Lakes,
reports dromerecord
business
Hippowith School
Days. atSo Shea's
good was
the
business that Manager Harold B. Franklin
held the picture over for the matinees during' the last half of the week as a special
added attraction. This same production
has been booked for presentation at the
General Theatres corporation chain of
houses, the Columbia, the Colonial, Plaza,
Maxine, Capitol and Avondale, North
Tonawanda.
L. K. Brin, manager of Kwality Pictures, handling Warner Bros, productions, leaves this week for New York to
confer with Warner Bros, relative to
Your Best Friend, starring Vera Gordon,
and other big pictures. Carrie Olness,
formerly in charge of Supreme Photoplays in Seattle, has joined the local
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Kwality staff. Harry L. Gibson, one ofthe best-known film men in the West, is;
handling bookings for School Days and
Why Girls Leave Home for Colorado and
Wyoming. C. H. Odom has the State of
Washington.
Charles N. Johnston, former city salesman for Fox, has been promoted to manager of the Buffalo branch of the comby District
Manager
P. Sheehan. panyMr.
Johnston
started Clayton
in the business
as manager of the old Bijou Dream Theatre. Later he was treasurer at the Teck
for a long period. Then he joined the old
Mutual forces when W. A. V. Mack was
manager, later jumped to Universal. Then
followed a term as manager of the Ellen
Terry Theatre, which position he resigned
to become city salesman for Fox. Mr.
Johnston succeeds Fred M. Myers, Jr., resigned.
Mrs. Eli T. Hosmer, member of the
New York State Censorship Commission,
spoke before the Equality Club in Buffalo
recently. She believes that Federal censorship is coming. She branded as "unjust" much of the criticism directed
against censorship, declaring the censors
were basing their decisions on a desire
to safeguard the morals of the rising
generation. She declared the biggest
problem facing the board is the antiprohibition propaganda which is being injected into the films. Many educational
films of great value are being produced
for use in schools, said Mrs. Hosmer.
The new Miller Theatre, costing approximately $700,000, will open its doors
to patrons at Wichita, Kan., next month.
The new house is being built by L. M.
Miller, owner of the Palace and Regent
theatres, Wichita. Stanley N. Chambers,
manager of the two former houses, will
assume charge of the Miller, which will
have a seating capacity of 2000. The
new house, which is said to be one of
the best in the Middle West, was designed
by C. W. and George L. Rapp of Chicago,
architects who planned the Tivoli and
Riviera theatres in Chicago. A HopeJones-Wurlitzer organ and a large orchestra will furnish the musical end of the
program, tainable
while
will be only
shown.the best pictures obPostal officials at Dallas, Tex., have been
ordered from Washington to take up with
the managers of local picture film exchanges the use of tags or stickers specifying
"Special Delivery"
and Parcelpostage
Post,
without paying
the additional
charge on such shipments. The communication to Postmaster Phips stated it had
been brought to the attention of the postal
authorities at Washington that the film
exchanges were using the tags or stickers
without paying the additional postage, and
ordered the postmaster to make an investigation and advise the film exchange managers to look into the matter and in the
future prevent the use of such tags or
stickers unless the additional postage was
paid. Delay in the shipment of films will
be caused unless the postage is paid, as
the films will not ' be sent special delivery
or parcel post unless it is shown on the
shipping tags that the extra payment has
been made.

TYPHOON
COOLING
QYSTEtl
.1:, TYPHOON FAN CO,
345W.39-ST.
NEW YORK
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Theatre

Unit Organ
Player

Itself to Motion

At the age of thirteen, Frederick W. Smith, builder of the
Smith Unit Organ and inventor of
the reproducing device, began his
study of the intricate science of
organ building as an apprentice
in England under Peter Gonacher,
master organ designer and, later,
under the world renowned Lewis
of London.
Now the company with which
Mr. Smith is associated has its
own massive factory in Chicago,
where organs specially adapted to
motion pictures are being constru(;ted. Mr. Smith and his associates who are well known business men of Chicago are firmly
convinced that the successful motion picture theatre of today, and
tomorrow, needs an instrument
that will provide that fine qualFrederick W. Smith
ity of music which loyal masses
of picture patrons are demanding more and more each day.
The motion picture theatre owner of to-day is "saying it with
music" more than ever. As a part of his house exploitation he
advertises music — when he can get the kind that may be backed
up with advertising.
In 1892 Mr. Smith became associated with the late Robert
Hope-Jones in the development of the unit pipe organ, in Birkenhead, England. Their combined genius evolved ideas which,
when tested by practice, revolutionized all accepted principles
of pipe organ construction. The development of the unit type
stands today as a monument to the work of these two great
organ experts.
Mr. Smith came to America in 1903 and, while living in
Boston in 1905, conceived the idea and designed the first unit
type of console with the register keys arranged in semi-circular
form above the manual keys.
Many features about this new type of console recommended
it especially to theatre use and won many friends among the
leading organists of the country. The semi-circular form of
console has almost become a standard in organ construction.
The first American factory was established in Elmira, N. Y.,
by Mr. Smith and Mr. Hope-Jones and it was this factory which
turned out the first unit organ given to the American public.
Some of the original workmen in that factory are now with Mr.
Smith in Chicago and the personal supervision on which he first
gave to organ building on a small scale he still gives to the
construction of the newer type unit now being turned out in the
Chicago factory where 30,000 square feet of space is given over
to the manufacture, building and assembling of the Smith unit.
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Organ

with

Device
Pictures

years and as well as turning out great instruments Mr. Smith
is also developing specialists in theatre organ playing.
On the day of the writer's visit a special concert was given
on the reproducing record device, the latest and most important
development in Smith unit building. This device is a cabinet
organ player which uses a new type of roll which reproduces
the playing of the skilled organist and produces all the effects
obtainable by the organist. The rolls are specially manufactured under Mr. Smith's own patent. They are not ordinary
rolls, but reproductions of actual playing. Any great organist's
work can be reproduced upon them and Mr. Smith is now assembling acollection of special rolls which, when completed,
will afford the widest variety of selections.
The possibilities ahead of this device are unlimited. If an

New Type of Organist
In the Loop district of Chicago Mr. Smith has established a
demonstration room where the types of organs best suited to
motion picture theatres are on view and in operation. A room
has been especially built which holds all the pipes, traps,
blowers and machinery to operate the unit. When the writer
visited this showroom a dozen or more exhibitors from Chicago
and surrounding cities were being given a demonstration of
organ music and photoplay effects that astounded them.
Two organists, trained to motion picture accompaniment, were
on duty, a "trick" organist and a dramatic soloist. The volume
and quality of their music, and the wide range of picture effects
and the ease of control were outstanding features of their
playing. The two players are there for a dual purpose; to
demonstrate the unit and to train a new school of theatre
organists. While any organist can play the Smith unit the
need for motion picture specialists has grown in the past two

This is the first of a series
of articles on the develop-

\ '\/fTj^

ICAN

This photograph shows the arrangement of diaphones, strings,
traps, cymbals, tambourines, bass drum and snare drum in the
Smith Unit Organ. At the top are shown the spring arrangement for controlling the swell shutter action
orchestra or organist fails, for any reason to put in an appearance the reproducing record device will furnish music of a
quality which it is hard to distinguish from actual playing. The
writer's opinion of this instrument is that it will efface the
manifold worries that have been shouldered by many an exhibitor in time of musician's strikes and other occasions when
unforeseen contingencies have made it impossible to providesuitable music — the boon companion of the motion picture.
In describing the record device Mr. Smith said: "In placing
this invention upon the market we believe that we have filled

THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURE
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a long felt want. This device reproduces the handplaying of
an artist just as though the artist were present playing upon
the unit organ console. Every degree of technique is reproduced
in life like realism. Unlike a piano or other musical instrument
the musical expression or tone shading of a pipe organ is not
dependent upon the strength or power of touch as applied to the
keys. When an organ key is struck an electro-pneumatic valve
releases the air which causes a pipe or any family of sets of
pipes to speak, these pipes being located in expression chambers,
the expression of which is controlled by the manipulation of
the swell shades which are under the easy control of the
organist.
"My invention has created a method by which every movement and exact playing of the artist is recorded at the time
he is playing upon a specially designed Smith unit organ, thus
producing a master record from which duplicates are made in
the form of perforated player rolls, containing a row of 137
perforations.
"An especially designed cabinet containing electrically driven
mechanism which controls the paper record and the electrical
contacts is connected to the main switchboard of the organ by
a flexible multi-stranded electrical cable. The reproducing device can be attached to any Smith unit organ thus bringing to
the theatre the actual playing of the foremost organists. I
have already available a large library of records and additional
records are being made."
Description of Smith Unit Organ
A detailed description of the Smith unit organ has been
furnished by Mr. Smith. It covers every feature of the instrument. In general the organ combines the advantageous musical
features of a cathedral pipe organ with that of a symphony
orchestra, scientifically constructed, making it possible for a
musician of ordinary talents to render music of a high order.
Control and playing is simplified by the use of the unit type
control. The inclined solid ivory keys; the radiating concave
pedal keys and the register or stop finger keys, arranged in
semi-circular form above the manual keys afford the musician
every comfort and ease of manipulation when rendering difficult
musical numbers or playing for long periods.
Each mechanical feature of the organ is a perfected design.
All main wood parts of the organ chests and wind trunks are
made of selected weather seasoned and kiln dried white pine,
weather proofed inside and out by several coats of pure shellac.
The best grades of sheep skin and bark tanned leather, selected
carefully as to weight and quality, are used throughout. The
electrical contacts under the console keys, stop keys, in the
relay and upon switch boards are of pure silver.
The metals entering into the construction of the organ chests
are special alloy, or phosphor bronze, wherever a spring action
is needed. The metal pipes are made from a special composition
of pure tin or zinc insuring perfect tonal qualities and durability. The wood pipes are constructed of high grade woods.
The action used throughout is known as the F. W. Smith
patented electric pneumatic action. An individual magnetic
and primary and pneumatic secondary valve being placed directly under each pipe, thus insuring promptness of speech. The
wind at all times surrounding the valve which covers an opening
of generous size leading direct to the foot of the pipe, producing
an instantaneous full round musical tone.
Thick laminated sound proof wood swell shades with heavy
felt edges, serving as a non-conductor of sound, cover the entire
front openings of each expression chamber containing its individual sets or families of pipes. The graduated control of the

Miles of silver wire and copper are used in the electric relays
and switches which are a vital part of the new Smith Unit Organ
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Showing interior of percussion and reed room of the new Smith
Unit Organ. This room contains a marimbaphone, sleighbells,
xylophones, orchestra bells and glockenspiel and other necessary
picture and symphony effects
shades is simple and instantaneous, insuring greatest flexibility
of tonal expression. In the large sized organs double sets of
swell shades ere installed, which enables the operator to reduce
the heaviest fortissimo to the most delicate pianissimo without
changing the registration or composition of the pipe stops.
The tone features of the organ are built and voiced especially
to harmonize with the acoustic properties of the building in
which it is to be installed. The different families or groups of
pipes, producing the foundation tones, the wood wind, string
and reed tones, as well as the percussion stops such as chimes,
orchestral bells, marimbas, harps, drums, xylophones, sleigh
bells, etc., are placed in separate sound proof or expression
chambers all subject to individual expression control, thus enabling the operator to control his instrument just as a conductor
would control a large symphony orchestra. Such pleasing
tones as the diaphones, tibias, violins, horns, cellos, oboes, clar-

Showing the swell shutters of the Smith Unit Organ which are
controlled from the swell pedals and keys
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inets, saxophones, tubas, trombones, flutes, harps, marimbas,
bells and xylophones, including the delicate toned celeste and
vox humana stops, are produced in a realistic quality in all
Smith unit organs. The trap sets when desired, consist of the
best quality and generous sized drums, cymbals and effects obtainable, al being playable from the console and pedal keys, the
toe pistons, various touches being employed producing realistic
eff'ects.
By means of the Smith patented double touch and pizzicato
touch methods introduced under the console and pedal keys, and
greatest range of musical expression is obtainable; by their
•jTieans the organist can bring out a melody on any special instrument, at the same time using the tones of that particular
instrument in combination with other pipes as an accompaniment, this result being obtainable without raising the hands
from the ivory keys.
Robinson
Now
at Capitol
Rothafel
Adds
Well
Known
Scenic
Artist, Who
Designed Sets for "Way Down East," to His Staff
S. L. Rothafel, who always has one eye cocked for any available talent that my prove an asset to the artistic presentations
of the Capitol Theatre, has just captured and added another
light to his already distinguished personnel. The latest asset
is Clark Robinson, one of the most promising of the younger
scenic artists of the stage, who has already made a bid for
fame as designer of the stage settings for the Music Box
Review under the direction of Hazzard Short.
Although this is Robinson's first venture on the stage of the
motion picture theatre, he is by no means a stranger to the
screen itself. A graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, he made his first contribution to the art of the
screen as architectural director for ''Way Down East." This
opened
way toPlayers
almost aproductions.
year's work Subsequently
on the designing
sets
for the the
Famous
he of
served
in the capacity of art director for George Arliss in "The Ruling
Passion,"
and in more recent productions made by that eminent
actor.
Robinson brings to the art of stage decoration, a vivid imagination restrained by a refreshing simplicity. The setting in
his opinion, has a definite function to perform outside of its
purely decorative beauty.
"The setting should be a part of the stage picture, rather than
a background
it,"ofhethesays.
thisnotway,
setting this
becomes adefiniteforpart
story."InI do
knowthewhether
actually comes under the so-called 'impressionistic' school. I
think the word that best describes it is 'expressionistic' In
other words, instead of leaving the entire burden of the tale
to the imagination of the audience. A single towering column
can be made to express the feeling of great power or the simple
placing of a chair of a certain kind in a certain position can
silently tell the phase of a story. I do not believe in cluttering
up the stage with a lot of property and architecture. People do
not come to the theatre to get a lesson in architecture. They
want to get an impression, a message, a story. I believe the
scenic artist should say what he has to say in the simplest way
possible, and then stop. In fact, knowing when to stop is almost
as important to my mind as knowing what to say."
Robinson has given concrete expression to his theories in the
charming settings he has arranged for the ballet divertisements
so gracefully interpreted by Mile. Gambarelli and Alexander
Oumansky. During the past few weeks he has designed the
settings for several of these interpretations, among them Kreisler's "Caprice Viennois" and the "Valse Minute" by Chopin.
BULL
DOGHLM CEMENT
Contains No Ether — Causes No Headaches. Will
Not Buckle, Burn Skin or Turn White.
HERMETICALLY SEALED TO PREVENT EVAPORATION
A GOLDEN RULE PRODUCT
Best The World Over
Sold only thrmtgh Sttp- GOLDEN MANUFACTURING CO
plj) Dealer— see Mm. Established I91C 1913-15 Harrison St. Chicago, lU.
Show
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By a single tree, its drooping outline silhouetted against a full
golden moon, he has transformed the stage into a magic night,
whispering of love and romance; from a little arbor half hidden
under a shower of wistaria, illumined by a silver shaft of moonlight he has created a wondrous garden, a fitting trysting place
for the unhappy Pierrot and the elusive Columbine.
Enhanced by the ingenious lighting effects of S. L. Rothafel,
Mr. Robinson's work is given a sympathetic and artistic mounting, resulting in a combination of color, line and composition
which for sheer beauty and artistry has very few counterparts
anywhere.
Varner

to

Build

Theatre

Announces Plans for Modern Building to Be Erected
in Lexington, North Carolina, Seating 1500
H. B. Varner, editor of the Dispatch, Lexington, N. C,
announces that plans have been completed by Architect Harry
Barton of Greensboro, N. C, for a thoroughly modern theatre
that he will erect in Lexington, to cost between $125,000 and
$150,000.
The building proper will be 80 by 120 feet and will contain
three stores fronting on Main Street, with the theatre in the
rear. The entrance to the theater will be had from a lobby
fronting on Main Street at the southern side of the building,
and a court will surround the building to accommodate fire
escapes and exits. The auditorium will seat 700 while the
balconies and loggias will bring the seating capacity to 1500.
There will also be rest rooms for ladies and smoking rooms
for men.
A splendid feature of this theatre will be a stage 62 feet
wide and 33 feet deep, equipped with every modern convenience
for handling road shows, as it is planned to furnish the people of Lexington with motion pictures and road shows of
the better type throughout the year. Contract for the building will be awarded at once, so that it can be completed in time
to open in the early fall.
Mr. Varner is now operating three theatres and expects to
acquire more in the spring. In addition to his operating experience, he has been affiliated with the motion picture industry
in other capacities. In planning his new theatre, he consulted with the most prominent theatre men in the country,
and in this theatre, will be embodied features that will add
to the comfort of his patrons, that few theatres have.

Montreal's
New
Theatre
With the opening of the new Plaza Theatre in Montreal recently the Quebec capital has acquired another cinema palace.
The Plaza is the newest house of the string operated by the
Independent United Amusements, Ltd., and is situated at the
corner of Beaubien and St. Hubert streets. Ernest Cousins is
president of the corporation, Isidore Crepeau is vice-president
and George Nicholas is the managing director. Mr. Nichols is
the First National franchise holder and a member of the First
National Advisory Board, created as a result of action taken
at the Chicago Get-Together last October. The other theatres
operated by the company are the Strand, Regent, Belmont, Papineau and Moulin Rouge.

TICKETS
^

TWO

ONE HAND BOOKSTRIP^ Wl^. .
COLOR RESERVED S EAT.
;

'WELDON,WILLiAMS
& LICIC
FORT SMITH, ARK..
ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS • KNOWN THE WORLD OVER.

Filmed!

We Do the Rest, on Time and Right
Most Complete Laboratory in Ohio. Full Service Furnished from
Cameraman to Editor. Quality of Work Unsurpassed.
ALPHA MOTION PICTURE CO.
James L. Carlton, Pres.
Fred H. Wade, Vice-Pres.
Cleveland, Ohio
823 Prospect Avenue

An Equipment Service
The information on these pages is published weeks
ahead of other publications.
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"MARTIN"

GOES
INTO
CHICAGO
THEATRE,
STATE
This improved Twin Set Martin A.C. to D.C.
Rotary Converter was installed
because it produces sun lit
pictures — the
kind the public
appreciates.
Simple to
Connect
and
Start
Durable
and
Efficient
Lowtenance
MainCost
Photo shows
ideal installation in
State
Theatre,
Chicago, with
latest type
panel board.

toSuperior
Motor
Generator
Sets or
Arc
Rectifiers
In single
and Twin
Units
NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
So. Hoyne Street and Tilden, Chicago, 111.

Brilliant

Illumination

remarkable contrast between black and white, critical definition, and unusual flatness of field — this is
what optical science has done for projection, by
means of the
BAUSCH

&

LOMB

CINEPHOR
The New Projection Lens
A scientifically correct lens that can be brought quickly
to
a sharp focus — and a high quality that is absolutely
aniform.
Write for interesting literature.
BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
St. Paul Street,, Rochester, N. Y.
New York Washing-ton Chicago San Francisco London
Leading jection
American
of Photographic
ProApparatus (Makers
Balopf icons)
, Ophthalmic Lenses,
Lenses Microscopes,
and Instruments,
Photo-Micrngraphic Apparatus, Range Finders and Gun Sights for
Armti and \avy. Searchlight Reflectors, Stereo-Prism Binoculars,
Magnifiers and other Bigh-Grade Optical Products.

OTT
The Trade Will Tell You—
American film printing is best. And the trade knows.
For many years American Film Company Laboratories
have been printing films. "\Ve know our business. Our
organization of experts get more out of your negatives
— greater brilliance and clearness.
A capacity of one million feet per week enables us to
give prompt service. Our central location makes it
possible to deliver anywhere with equal speed.
Send us your reqiurements and let us make you a
special price estimate — on your very next order.
Developing
Printing
Tinting
Toning
Inditing
American 10 Points
Titling
1. QUALITY. Prints known for
Let us know your
brilliancy and clearness. Expert
needs and we will
staff, trained b.v years o£ exquote
you
prices
and
perience, assures highest quality
service details.
prints obtainable.
Ordinary film reduced
2. REPUTATION. Gained in 10
to American Standard
years of experience.
Safety size.
3. RESPONSIBILITY. A concern of strong financial standing.
(Absolutely
film
passed tyfire-proof
all) fire
4. LOCATION. In the proper
underwriters
geographical location, assuring
quick delivery anywhere.
Laboratory
Capacitv
the
One Million
EQUIPMENT.
AH of
Week. Feet Per
most modern obtainable.
G. CLEANLINESS. Within two
American
blocks
of Lake
Michigan. Away
from dirt
and dust.
Film Co., Inc.,
7. SAFETY. Plant approved by
Laboratories
both city of Chicago and Board
6233 BROADWAT
of Fire Underwriters.
CHICAGO,
ILL.
8. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed
and
to serve exacting requirements.
London, England
9.
PRICES.
Reasonable and comSamuel President.
S. Hutchinson,
petitive.
Write for
A. 10. GUARANTEES.
work.
our unique guarantee of quality

Self-Cutting
Combination

Film

Patching
AND

Moistener

Machine

and Scraper

Patent applied for
100% TIME SAVED.
100% BETTER WORK.
SIMPLE TO OPERATE.
PAYS FOR ITSELF.
REQUIRES NO SCISSORS.
NO RAZOR BLADES.
NO PRESSES.
ALL PARTS INTERCHANGEABLE
MACHINE, COMPLETE WITH SCRAPER, $15.00
COMBINATION MOISTENER AND SCRAPER, $1.00
{ Separate)
FOR SALE AT YOUR DEALER OR USE THIS SPECIAL
OFFER COUPON
OTT SALES CO., Inc., 522 Fifth Avenue, N. Y., N. Y.
Q Ship me above machine complete. I enclose S5.00 deposit and agree to
remit the balance of SI 0.0 0 thirty days from date. If 1 am not satisfied
afterShipfiveme
daj's' trial I will returnmoistener
machine and
and receive
of deposit.
l3dollars
scraper. refund
I enclose
in payment ofcombination
same.
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Address
Date
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PROJECTION

Mazda—

What

It

Is—

How

It

Works!

C Continued from. Last Week )
RECOMMENDATIONS
In addition to the above specific instructions
we recommend the following suggestions for
the improvement and better upkeep of Mazda
Projection:
1. Use that type of projection lens best dedesigned for the Mazda lamp.
2. Use the largest diameter (i. e., No. 2) projection lens possible.
3. The holes on the cooling plates in the machine should be enlarged by filing to the
dimension shown in Fig. 29.
4. Always use a two-blade revolving shutter
having opaque blades.
5. If the projection is downward at any angle
greater than 10°, it is desirable to turn the
lamps around quite frequently.
6. Mirror and condenser should be washed or
at least wiped frequently to remove dust.
7. Lamps should be removed from the lamphouse when the filament is distorted or
warped so that it is impossible to properly
mesh the mirror image. They should seldom, if ever, be discarded due to blackening
of the bulb.
OPERATING

MOTIOhl FICTUI^EK COhlDtUsiMeX

Machon/ca/

FigZ3
and Opt/ca/ L/ne up for Mazc/a Mot/or? Picture
Project/on.
Ooltzd line AhoWs old opening

HINTS

Keep ammeter at or below 30 amperes.
See that the mirror and condensers are
clean.
See that the mirror image is properly set.
See that spot fits aperture.
Keep an extra focused lamp on hand.
Remember that the lamp bulb is not made
of sheet iron but of glass and treat it accordingly.
Don't imagine you can get good results without the proper amount of "Know How." Anyone can light a lamp, but it takes a wise man
to get 100% service out of it.
Don't put up with an ordinary muslin screen.
The days of muslin screens and plaster walls
are rapidly passing.
If you need more light on the screen invest

r/g. 26
'omp/ete C/n/£ orr S/mp/e.x Projector.

LtNS-

?

How

Fig. Z7
Comp/ate Unit onMot/ogmpA
c/eli/jce Projector

Fiq.29
Coo//r?g P/ai<z5 on Po^va>r3 anc/ 3/7np/<zx Projectors 3hou/c/ ibe P'//izo'.
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in a larger diameter projection lens. A large lens
costs more than a regular size one, but if it gives you
the results, it is certainly worth the few extra
dollars.
Clean your condenser and your mirror every day.
Remember you are operating a Mazda lamp and not
an arc. A Mazda lamp requires skill and care.
LAMP WILL NOT LIGHT?
Is main switch on?
Are connections correct?
Is the lamp filament broken?
Is the lamp tight in its socket ?
Do contact slides make contact?
Is the center contact screwed up?
SCREEN
Badly Streaked?
Is mirror set properly?
Is mirror clean?
Is lamp filament badly warped?
Yellow Streaks?
Is lamp at 30 amperes ?
Is mirror clean?
Dark all over?
Is lamp in focus?
Is spot on aperture?
Is system in alignment?
Is mirror properly set and cleaned?
Is filament badly warped or twisted?
Does port hole, if masked in, cut off any light from
lens?
Dark on One Side?
Is spot on aperture? Move lamphouse sidewise till
screen illumination becomes even. (Note filament
position on circle of light on shutter.)
{Continued on page 1430)
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noting Current

OPEN-AIR
EXHIBITORS!
Start Your Show an Hour Earlier Than on Any
Other Screen
Run 2 shows a night in mid-summer by using
THE MAGIC CRYSTAL SCREEN
No Eyestrain — No Fading — No Distortion from first or last
row, middle or side seats, straight or angle throw.
Stands any guaranteed.
weather. Dust it or wash it — Brilliancy remains.
Durability
Mr. S. Levoy, Manager of B. P. Keith's Harlem Opera House,
says : and
"We have
havefound
had itthesatisfactory
Magic Crystal
Screenway.
for Itthenotpastonly2
years
in every
stands up a« to usage, but sliows a wonderfully clear picture."
40% — 60% Current saving guaranteed
Order your screen now!
THE MAGIC CRYSTAL SCREEN CO., Inc.
500 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Phone : Longacre 8328 and 8329
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HOWARD
ELMER

score
DETROIT

SPECIALISTS

g^'K^TSlAntEs
Architect

CRANE,

GEORGE KIEHLER,
CYRIL E. SCHLEY

CLEVELAND

CHICAGO

Associate

WINDSOR. ONTARIO

Write for Information
National Carbon
Cleveland, Ohio

Company, Inc.
San Francisco, Cal.

"It puts life into lantern slides and stage effects"
Is WHAT
I .sera of BrenUert Brenopticon
Model F
Suy .\I>oiit This Woinlerful Device.
No Limit to Distance or Size of Picture — Moderately PricedNew Operating Features.
BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO., Inc., Detroit, MicH.
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(Continued from page 1429)
Dark on top or bottom?
Is lamphouse of correct height? Note position of condenser ring on cardboard in front of
shutter; also check position of lamp in lamp
setter.
LAMP TROUBLES

DC
JOO'lZS

flc

Connect/ons

Lamps Blacken Rapidly?
Over amperage?
Check the ammeter.
Excessive heating? Examine the electrical connections.
CURRENT

When only direct or continuous current is available, the use
of an "inverted synchronous converter" to change the direct or
continuous current to an alternating current is recommended,
and the foregoing instructions should be used. The synchronous
converter (Fig. 30-B) should be connected to the line and to
the regulator, as shown in the diagram (Fig. 31). Since the
inverted synchronous converter delivers an alternating current
at 25 cycles and 78 volts or 156 volts (depending on whether
110 volts or 220 volts, direct or continuous, are received from the
lines) it will be necessary to state what type of alternating
current regulator is to be used. It is recommended that the
inverted synchronous converter and regulator be used instead
of a fixed and variable rheostat on account of the greater economy of operation. If, however, fixed and variable resistances
are used, directions and instructions for their use will be furnished separately.

INSPECT
Simplified
for Motion

THE

System
Picture

of

Account

Theatres

at any of the following offices:
Standard Film Service Co.,
217 Sloan Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Standard Film Service Co.,
Film Bldg., Elizabeth and John R. Sts.,
Detroit

o/^ D.C. toA.C. Coni^erdcr
r/g.30-3

h2Important Papers to Be Read at Engineers'
Society Meeting in Boston,
Next Month
Following is the tentative list of papers which
Jay C. Kroesen, of the Papers Committee, Society
of Motion Picture Engineers, has given out to the
and 4. The Society meets in Boston May i, 2, 3
press.
Trick Photography, A. B. Hutchins, Ansco Co.
Constant Potential Generators for Motion Picture Projecting Service, A. M. Candy, Westinghouse Co.
Preservation of Motion Picture Negatives,
George Blair, Eastman Kodak Company.
Graininess in Motion Picture Negatives and
Positives, A. C. Hardy and L. A. Jones, Eastman
Kodak Co.
Some Uses of Aspherical Lenses in Motion Picture Projection, Dr. Herman Kellner, Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co.
A Condenser for Mazda Lamp Projection, and
the Elliptical Nest Reflecting Condenser, /. T.
Beechland, General Electric Co. (West Lynn.)
The Film Splicing Machine, /. H. McNabb, Bell
& Howell.
Visual Education, Rowland Rogers, Picture
Service Corporation.
Spirograph & Kinekrom Machines, Charles Urban, Urban Motion Picture Industries.
The Motion Picture of the Future and the Imaginary Equipment It Will Require, S. L. Rothafel, Capitol Theater.
Color Photography, Dr. C. E. K. Mees, Eastman
Kodak Co.

Standard Film Service Co.,
Film Exchange, Pioneer and BVay,
Cincinnati, O.
Federated Film Exchange Co.,
1018 Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
ILLINOIS,

INDIANA

AND

WISCONSIN

Celebrated Players Film Corporation,
810 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Celebrated Players Film Corporation,
408 Toy Building, Milwaukee, Wis.
To

70-90

200-ZSio

Over amperage ? Check the ammeter. Check
the position of the ammeter needle at zero to
be sure that it registers correctly. If the
needle does not point exactly to zero when the
lamp is turned off, it may be reset by means
of the small screw at the bottom of the
case.

DIRECT INSTEAD OF ALTERNATING
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Inspect a System Is to Buy
EASY OF OPERATION
SAFEGUARDS YOUR BUSINESS
PREVENTS LEAKS
SAVES WORRY

It

sity Projection Lamp is a perfected
product, tested by severe practical
usage. It is sufficient to say that it's
"A Sun-Light Arc Product"
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News — Business

Firms — Equipment

Records —
Exchange

The rate for classified advertising in this section is 4 cents per word,
payable in advance. Special rates for long time contracts upon application.
New

Theatres

FLAXTON, N. D.— Milo Merrill is planning to build.
GRAND ISLAND, NEB.— The Strand,
recently destroyed, will be rebuilt.
JACKSON, MICH.— The Capitol opened
amid impressive ceremonies recently.
KANSAS CITY, KAN.— The Dinbar is
spending $25,000 remodeling.
KANSAS, KAN.— The Osage has had
an auspicious opening.
MOUNT CARMEL, PA.— Chamberlain
Amusement Company has let contract for
construction of Victoria Theatre to Wiggins & Company, Philadelphia.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — Maxwell
Amusement Company will build, costing
$350,000.
HOUSTON, TEXAS.— Work has been
started on the Majestic.
CHICAGO, ILL.— Ascher will remodel
the Commercial, spending about $100,000.
LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.— Joseph
Knear will erect two-story theatre building at a cost of $100,000.
Changes
TEMPLE, TEXAS.— W. W. Grist, Jr., is
now manager of the Crescent.
BONHAM, TEXAS.— The Best has been
leased by Robb & Rowley, who also operjit« theatres in Durant and Fort Worth.
DIERKS, OKLA.— The Spad has been
sold to Kinney Lloyd and F. R. Springer.
EL DORADO, ARK.— Billie Wehle has
purchased the Manhattan Airdome.
NEW LONDON, MINN.— P. J. Hardigan intends to give shows once a week.
FORT ATKINSON, WIS.— The Crystal
has been sold to the Norton Amusement
Company.
SIOUX FALLS, S. D.— Charles Sawyer
has taken over the Princess.
HOWELLS, NEB.— Anton Janata is the
new owner of the Strand.
MOORHEAD, MINN.— W. L. Brown is
now operating the Brovra Theatre.

FOTOPLAYER
FOR

SALE

Cost $4,650.00
Six months old — Excellent condition.
Owner retiring from business. Cash
discount — terms to reliable parties.
Address Exhibitors Trade Review,
Box A-27.

SYRACUSE, NEB.— John J. Metzger
and Walter Gunther have purchased the
Palace.
ALBERT LEA, MINN.— V. B. Valleau
has leased the Auditorium and renamed it
the Five and Ten.
STERLING, KAN.— Gresham & Gresham have purchased the Princess.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— Theatre at 579 to
585 Gates Avenue has been purchased by a
syndicate and will be converted into a
market.
Fires
MARLIN, TEXAS.— The Orpheum totally destroyed. Loss $20,000.
ST. LOUIS, MO.— The Rainbow damaged to the extent of $500 by smoke and
water.
ALLIANCE, NEB.— Imperial damaged
about $3,000.
MADISON, WIS.— Grand Theatre damaged.
SEABROOK, N. H.— Moving picture
theatre destroyed.
GLADSTONE, MICH.— Gladstone Theatre and offices of Western Union; $18,000
damage.
SARLES, N. DAK.— Sarles Opera House
and a meat market destroyed.
New

Firms

NEW

YORK.— Ries Audioscope Company, Inc., $200,000, May Spero, G. I.
Wiley, William Kessler, New York City;
Iroquois Productions, $40,000, F. R. Hazard, Elmhurst; C. S. Fleming, New York;
N. C. Choles, Rockland, Me.; ShipmanLuporini, Inc., $500, Ernest Shipman, F.
V. Luporini, Thomas F. MacMahon, New
York; Tec- Art Studios, Inc., $10,000, A.
T. Mannon, Charles Ohmann, A. S.
D'Agostino, New York; C. O'Loughlin,
Inc., manufacturing motion picture lightBegin Right with the
ISew Theatre
Invest $10.00 in a Simplified
System of Accounting for
Motion Picture Exhibitors
Will save you many a dollar
and many a tough worry
Published by
Exhibitors Trade Review
Knickerbocker Bldg., 152 W. 42d St.
New York City

ing machines, $6,000, Charles D. O'Loughlin, Charles J. Long, J. P. Hackett, New
York City; Hudson Falls Theatre Corporation, $30,000, Cohoes, L. A. Buettner, L.
J. Shearer, Cohoes; M. J. Carroll, Troy;
Oscar Price, Inc., $10,000, F. H. Butehorn,
Thomas E. Halle, James L. Watson, New
York; Starland Revue, $20,000, Joe
Brandt, Jack Cohn, H. G. Kosch, New
York; The MovO-Picto-Ad Organization,
$1,500, H. E. Coakley, Joseph E. Dozier,
New York City; L. M. Travis, Ossining;
Duffield Theatre, Inc., $10,000, C. F. Taylor, A. S. Fisher, C. B. Jaqua, New York;
Howard Beach Amusement Company,
Howard Beach, $50,000, George J. Koch,
Joseph H. Steinger, Frederick W. Gaiser,
Howard Beach, L. I.; "D" and "W" Productions, $100,000, H. D. Symonds, D. D.
Kimball, Thomas Laiter, New York; El, vin Theatre Company, Endicott, $50,000,
S. H. and V. F. Ammerman, B. H. Dittrich. Union; Sherlock Holmes Series, $50,000, H. G. Kosch, Max Cohen, Mildred
Gerst, New York; Redson Holding Corporation, $20,000; E. R. Redlich, T. E. Larsen, H. G. Kosch, New York; Park Music
Hall, $10,000, A. A. Fleischer, Juanita
Lichtenberg, M. W. Minsky, New York.
FOR SALE
Cheap. 50 Green Broadcloth Uniforms. All
Sizes. Excellent Condition. Very Suitable for
Motion Picture House Orchestra, etc. Henri
Conrad, 1277 Madison Ave., New York City.
Telephone Lenox 5492.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Old Model Chicago Stage Studio Floor Arc
Lamps,dianaany
quantity. E. Neumeyer, 3159 InAve., Chicago.
SLIDES
LET LEON MAKE YOUR SLIDES
Fair
work Write
right, right
n'everything.
testingprices,
slide free.
now. Sam Focus
Leon,
Slidemaker, 207 W. 48th St., New York.
Lights For M. P. Projection
BLISS LIGHTS rival Electricity, economical,
convenient and safe. No Ozone nor Ether required. Write for particulars. Best grade
Pastils. S. A. Bliss Light Co., 1329 Glen Oak
Ave., Peoria, III.
Adv. Motion Picture Clocks
MOTION PICTURE OWNERS: A present-day
necessity.
Place ana added
publicity
clock inSatisfy
your your
theatre and receive
revenue.
patrons
and
accommodate
local
merchants
without interfering with your program. Write for
particulars. Publicity Clock Co., Inc., 105 W.
40th St., New York City.
FOR SALE
COMPLETE THEATRE EQUIPMENT. We have
just
out Two
a 300-seat
theatre,
everything
good bought
as new.
Simplex
Projectors,
Ft.
Wayne Compensarcs, Opera Chairs, Screen,
Lobby wind,Frames,
Ventilating
Fan, Enclosed
ReFilm Cabinets,
etc. Exceptional
Bargain.
Write for prices. Movie Supply Co., 844 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
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rHE design of this department is to diffuse among musicians and exhibitors correct information on all important
subjects pertaining to music for the film; to improve the quality of musical interpretation and to raise the standard of music in motion picture theatres. Questions concerning music, suitable instrumentation, queries relating to
organs and mechanical players, etc., should be addressed to Music Editor, Exhibitors Trade Review.
Registration
The beginner in theatre-organ playing, if he has access to an
instrument of fair capacity, is generally "at sea" as to making
things sound effectively; he has at his disposal many stops, or
registers (whence the term registration is derived), but unless
under the guidance of an artist in tonal combinations, he fails
to grasp the significance of the several stops on the various
manuals, and even if he has some inkling of the difference between 8 ft. and 4 ft. stops, or the difference between a Flute
and a Gamba, nevertheless he cannot get the most from what
the organ contains.
There are, as we all know, speaking stops and mechanical
stops. The speaking stops are known under four classes, based
upon tone quality, being Diapason tone, Reed tone. Flute tone,
and String tone.
The Open Diapason is the repi-esentative stop of the first
named class. Nearly every one can recognize it by its full,
rich tone. It is peculiar to the organ, and for this reason many
have described it as the true organ tone. The Dulciana, Octave
and the Fifteenth also are stops of this class. Stops of the reed
class are named Oboe, Clarinet, Bassoon, Trumpet, Cornopean
and the much abused Vox Humana. These more or less resemble the orchestral instruments of similar names.
The so-called string toned stops, those suggesting little of
the orchestral violin, are the Salicional, Violino, Gamba and the
Aeoline. The flute toned stops bear a fairly good resemblance
to the orchestral flute. Such are the many 8 ft. and 4 ft. flute
stops, with the Melodia, Bourdon and the Stopped Diapason.
So much for the tone quality classification.
One finds that these varied stops are either foundation or
mutation. All stops of 2, 4, 8, 16 or 32 ft. tone are foundation
stops, while the Twelfth, Quint, Dolce-Cornet, "and other mixtures" are mutation stops.
In making these comparisons we are dealing with the small
organ and the fundamental stops that are more or less familiar
to the average organist, it being well known that large organs
possess these stops, or stops of a similar quality.
A Music Library
We have received requests from readers for a list of pieces
suitable for screen work. The following list will be found helpful to the musician about to begin his career as an interpreter
of motion pictures. Of course, other lists could be compiled that
would be as effective as the numbers we suggest, but the musician who makes a beginning with the following library will find
that he has music that covers nearly every variety of emotion
called for in theatre work.
To a Water Lily — MacDowell.
Air for G. String — Bach.
Ave Maria — Schubert.
Indian Lament — Dvorak.
Washington Post March — Sousa.
Minuet — Boccherini.
O Sole Mio — Neapolitan Song.
La Paloma — Yradier.
Song Without Words — Tschaikovsky.
To the Evening Star — Tannhauser-Wagner.
Funeral March of a Marionette — Gounod.
Dancing Doll — Poldini.
Song of the Volga Boatmen — Russian Folksong.
Valse Triste — Sibelius.
Shepherd's Dance from Henry the Eighth Suite — German.
Caprice Viennoise — Kriesler.
Consolation from Songs Without Words — Mendelssohn.
NO ORGW

Gavotte from Mignon — Thomas.
My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice — Saint-Saens.
Pomp and Circumstance March — Elgar.
Dagger Dance — Natoma-Herbert.
Kammenoi-Ostrow — Rubenstein.
To Spring — Grieg.
Romance — Wieniawski.
Punchinello — Herbert.
Brevities
The theatre organists of Los Angeles have organized the Los
Angeles Society of Theatre Organists for the purpose of furthering their mutual interests.
The Vermont Theatre, Los Angeles, features a $30,000 Robert
Morton organ.
Mrs. Gertrude Baily has been appointed organist of the
Wecker Park Theatre, Chicago.
The American Conservatory of Music, Chicago, conducts a
School for Theatre Organ Playing. The school is equipped with
two modern three-manual organs of theatre type and with several modern two-manual organs. An elementary course is given,
which thoroughly prepares pupils for practical theatre playing
and advanced courses are offered to better equip professional
theatretoire andorganists.
Special attention is given to theatre repersolo playing.
Raymond B. Townsley, who was bandmaster of the Fortysecond Infantry Band, has been engaged as musical director
for the new Indiana Theatre, Terre Haute, Ind. Mr. Townsley
will direct an orchestra of twenty musicians. R. Wellington
Welch, formerly of Detroit, has been engaged as organist.
A new Wurlitzer organ was recently installed in the Apollo
Theatre, Belvidere, 111.
The Marr and Colton Co. has installed in the Strand Theatre,
Rochester, N. Y., a three-manual organ.
A fourteen-piece orchestra under the direction of Berth Hallowell and a large pipe-organ are features at the new National
Theatre, Greensboro, N. C.
The American Theatre, Salt Lake City, has been reopened
with the finest organ in the West, excepting the big organ in
the Mormon Tabernacle.
A .$10,000 MoUer organ has been installed in the new Colonial
Theatre, Palmerton, Pa.
In London, England, negotiations are under way for the production of "The Sleeping Pxincess," a ballet with a score by
Tschaikovsky.
In the Imperial Theatre, Asheville, N. C, a library has been
equipped for the Imperial concert orchestra. In this library
will be found a complete selection of music required for the
photoplay.
Patrick Conway, directing the Olympia concert orchestra and
vocal
N. Y. soloists, are features at the Olympia Theatre, Watertown,

r-HA^IBER
STAGE
TO
IXSTAM. OR THE
\EAV XKCES.SARV

Coburn
Gem
Picture Player
Can be placed in Orchestra Pit near the Piano. Gives Perfect
Organ Music together with Piano. Prices to suit all conditions.
COBURN ORGAN COMPANY
320 No. Wa.slitena-»'» Ave.
Cliicaao, 111.
I'liiitophui Muxic Spccialhts

For
THE

Better

Music

FOTOPLAYER

THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
1600 Broadway
64 E. Jackson Blvd.; 109 Golden Gate Ave.
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The Constant Appeal of
Appropriate

Mustc

The musical demands of lovers of the si'«n'drama have become positive.
The house w^^""^
arity.
superior, varied music is found is the house of p<if*"-"
For various reasons your features may not alwa^^
be a success, but add the unfailing musical "atmosphere" of the Cremona Orchestra-Organ and the
line at the box office becomes dependable.
No theatre organ orchestra has been developed
to better meet the requirements. !t is unsurpassed
as a hand-played organ. It renders, besides, orchestrations selected or set to the film offering.
A double roll system permits playing by either
solo roll or any standard player roll. It may be
played with or without an operator. But best of
all, the Cremona is not prohibitive in price to the
smaller house.
Write for the tvhole Cremona story.

ntkecAiar^iieU&

^iano

Chicago,

^^Hieairt

Company,

ti.SA.,

Qrck&drarOrQaTh

w ■
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Benoit on Production
Economy
Economy in the production of motion pictures is
the watchword in filmidom to-day. Georges Benoit,
"king of multiple exposures," who photographed Richard Walton Tully's First National attraction, "The
Masquerader," in which Guy Bates Post is starred,
reveals how Hollywood is saving money without in the
least interfering with the artistic beauty of the finished
photoplay in an article in Popular Science.
•'One of the scenes of "The Masquerader" shows
I. Oder coming back to his lodgings in the London fog,
traversing a long street and finally entering the doorWi,;y of his home. The scene was too short — although
itfe importance required its presence in the film — and
w.is a long shot, in addition, so that it would have been
tf)o expensive to build the big set which it would have
I'cqir'red by the old-fashioned methods.
"We got around this difficulty by photographing a
Rainting of the scene, which was two by three feet in
Size, and then employed a series of back hangings,
^^k ing up the entire length of one of the biggest stages
at the United Studios to show Post — as Loder — walking down the street seen in the painting and entering
his house.
"This method is quite well known, but not employed

fall
MOTION

PICTURE

APPARATUS
Bass Cuts the Price.
200 ft. new Universal with autonriatic
dissolving shutter, with Universal
tripod, panoram and tilting top, at
$488.00. Price without tripod,
$399.00.
Close-out on famous 400 ft. Liberty
War Model Universal, complete with
carrying cases, magazines and
lenses, $255.00.
Universal Panoram and tilting top
tripod, $89.00.
Everything in motion picture equipment.
Write or wire your order.
BASS
CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. 7
109 No. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

^mwjiiinnuiNiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiuiiMHiriiiiiiiitmiiiiiniiiiiiiiifMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiii
I Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented,
1 sold and exchanged. Portable lights for
I sale and for rent. Keep us advised of
I your wants. Ruby Camera Exchange,
I 727 Seventh Ave, New York City.
ailllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllillllillllllltlliiiiiiiiiiiiiliilliilliliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiii

Benoit shooting stills for First National's "The Masquerader,"
starring Guy Bates Post
as often as it should be, because of the conservative
reluctance of many people to use anything new. Of
course, this scheme can be employed only for long
shots, followed by the erection of fractional sets for
the necessary close-up shots of the characters in the
scene.
"It involves, too, a thorough acquaintance with the
method that can be the result only of a long study and
much experimentation on the part of the cinematographer who attempts it. Then, too, there is a lot of work
which he must do alone both in preparation, in shooting the painting, in working out the proportions for
his black backings used on the second shot and in the
development of the double-exposed scene which he must
watch in person. But, where this method is feasible, it
is a great saving — tremendous, in fact."
FOR SALE
MOY Motion Picture Camera, with two inch, three inch and four Inch Carl
Zeiss lenses
3.5,' twodissolve
inch ultrastigmat
F. 1.9,box.
sevenMany
magazines,
leather
cases,F. Goerz
double exposure
extras. tripod,
Complete, ready to shoot. Almost new. Call John A. Marshall, Room 306,
1 Madison Ave., New York City. Gramercy 7101.

CAMERAS
We buy, rent and sell motion picture and atill
cameras, lighting equipment, home projectors,
etc. Write us your wants. Seiden, 835 Elshtli
Avenue, Circle 5103-04, New York City.

CAMERAMEN, ATTENTION ! I I
DEVELOPING, PRINTING,
ART and HAND LETTERED TITLES.
QUALITY and PRICES RIGHT.
ARTFILM PRODUCTIONS.
Fine Arts Building, Rochester, N. Y.

If you would have your printing and developing done in the most expert manner have Evans do it for you.
We have one of the most modernly equipped plants in the world for doing this particular line of work, employ the
most skilled operators in every department and all work is safeguarded in the most careful manner to assure you of the
best possible results.
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO.

Telephone:
Wadsworth 3443-3444

416-24

West

216th St, New

York

City
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Box

the Latest Releases Are Being Received Throughout

GA.

HOWARD

no enthusiasm for the picture, but it drew
fairly well.
Short Subjects. — Sunlite comedy, "Ring
Around Rosie"; Star comedy, "The Mixup." and a Chester-Outing, "It's a Great

"A FOOL'S PARADISE" (Paramount).
— Not only brought good business but attracted widespread interest and drew
highly favorable comment. Successfully
combatted low ebb of Lent.
Presentation. — Elaborate prologue,
"Love's Firmament," based on the episode
of the magic carpet from the picture.
Lyric soprano took the part of the girl;
the man was the city's best tenor. They
sang "Love Me and the World Is Mine. '
Short Subjects. — Selznick News.
Exploitation. — Special front and lobby
carrying out same idea presented in prologue. One of the Howard's best.
"THE WORLD'S CHAMPION," Wallace Reid (Paramount). — Unfortunate
choice of prize ring angle for advertising
undoubtedly hurt Howard's business, but
■ven so the picture went over well be: e it pleased everybody who saw it.
Bible picture, "Cain
t..f,,^hort
and Abel"Subjects.
(Sacred— Films, Inc.). Proved
exceptionally
good
added
attraction. Selznick News.

"PEGGY PUTS IT OVER" (Last Half),
Alice Calhoun (Vitagraph). — Good busiLife."ness responded and patrons liked the picture immensely.
Short Subjects. — Century comedy,
"Peggy, Behave"; Fox News, Goldwyn
Sport Review, "Angling in Oregon," and
Mutt and Jeff' cartoon.
"LITTLE, BUT OH MY!" Ernest Truex
(Pathe). — First Truex comedy and went
over like a house afire, proving the real
feature of the bill.

METROPOLITAN

"A PRINCE THERE WAS," Thomas
Meighan (Pai-amount). — Did not draw as
well as previous Meighan pictures. Picture pleased thoroughly those who saw it,
but not enough came to make business

"POLLY OF THE FOLLIES," Constance Talmadge (First National). — Good
business throughout the week, despite
Lenten quiet.
Presentation. — Earl Fuller's orchestra
was booked for atmosphere and put on a
jazz singer and dancer who was a riot.
It was a real "Follies" week.
Short Subjects. — Mermaid Comedy,
"The Vagrant"; Kinograms.
"GLASS HOUSES," Viola Dana
(Metro). — First booking of Viola Dana
since she appeared in person at the Metropolitan six weeks ago, and the success of
her personal appearance was reflected
strongly in the box-office. Excellent business all week.
Added Attraction. — Buster Keaton in
"The Paleface." (First National).— Went
over in great shape.
Short Subjects. — Kinograms.
CRITERION
"FRENCH HEELS," Irene Castle
(Hodkinson). — Satisfactory business and
well-pleased patrons. Remarkable "come
back" for Irene Castle.
Short Subjects. — Educational comedy,
"Torchy's Promotion"; Kinograms.
Presentation. — Criterion orchestra has
special music for dance sequences.
"A QUESTION OF HONOR," Anita
Stewart (First National). — "Very good"
is what the management said of the week's
business.
Short Subjects. — Educational comedy
"Oh, Buddy" and Kinograms.
GRAND
"DESERT BLOSSOMS" (First Half),
William Russell (Fox). — ^Patrons showed

Volume 11.

"LITTLE MISS SMILES," Shirley Mason (Fox). — Picture pleased and drew
strong in the box-office.
Short Subjects. — Universal Star Comedy, Fox News, Chester Outing.
"I CAN EXPLAIN," Gareth Hughes
(Metro). — Fair business and satisfied audiences.
Short Subjects. — Century comedy, Fox
News, Mutt and Jeff cartoon, Grantland
Rice sport review "Self-Defense."
RIALTO

Added Attraction. — First episode of
good.
"The Leather Pushers" (Universal), with
Reginald Denny featured. Was hailed with
delight by all audiences. Proved best
novelty in many months.
Short Subject. — International News.
"HER OWN MONEY," Ethel Clayton
(Paramount). — Star has made pictures
which audiences liked better, but her popularity assured success for this.
Added Attraction. — "The Leather Pushers." Second of Universal's series, and
went over equally as good as the first.
Short Subjects, — International News.
STRAND
"THE
MOTHER
AND
THE LAW"
(Enterprise). — Picture suffered by being
misplaced. The Strand is a house noted
for its Westerns. The subtle Griffith offering passed over the heads of ^any.
Short Subject. — Harold Lloyd one-reel
comedy (Re-issue).
"WHAT DO MEN WANT?" Claire
Windsor (Wid Gunning). — Picture misplaced in the Strand, which has for years
catered to taste for Western stuff.
Short Subjects. — Federated comedy
"The Pot Roast."
TUDOR
MONDAY AND TUESDAY.
"THE WOMAN GOD SENT," Special
cast
well. (Select). — Seemed to please and drew
Short Subject. — International News.

Number 20

Office

the Country

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY.
"BOB HAMPTON OF PLACER" (Second run), Marshall Neilan (First National).— Drew well and pleased better.
Short Subjects. — Bromberg comedy.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.
"TWELVE TEN," Marie Doro (Select).
— Satisfactory business.
Short Subjects. — International News.
MONDAY AND TUESDAY.
"KAZAN," James Oliver C u r w o o d
(First National). — Good business.
Short Subjects — Universal Star Comedy
"Gee Whiskers," International News.
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY.
"ACROSS THE DEADLINE," Frank
Mayo (Universal). — Good business.
Short Subjects. — Vanity comedy
"Ninety Days of Life."
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.
"TRILBY," Clara Kimball Young (reis ue).— Fair business.
BUFFALO
SHEA'S

HIPPODROME

"MY BOY," Jackie Coogan (First National).— This picture did not seem to have
a strong enough general appeal to draw
well after the opening day. Business wasfair for the run.
Exploitation. — A very fine campaign was
put on for the picture, including an
orphans party arranged with the Evening
News, whereby a special screening was
given
Saturday
morning.
A one
"My ofBoy"'
week was
also put
over with
the
largest clothiers in the city, who for the
first time devoted an entire window to a
display on the picture and Jackie clothing. Jackie's picture was also used on the
front page of a local weekly publication.
There was some excellent newspaper ads
iind an attractive lobby display.
Short Subjects.
"On Patrol," Review^
a Mack
Bennett
comedy.— Hippodrome
Pathe scenic. 'Topics of the Day.
LOEWS STATE
"A BROADWAY PEACOCK," Pearl
White (Metro.) — This production attracted
overflow business all week. It was well
advertised. Patrons liked the story and
Miss White is a popular star in this town.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertisings
doubled,
lobby display, billboards and window cards.
Short comedy,
Subjects. Mutt
— "Pure
Christie
and and
Jeff Simple,"
cartoon,
Pathe News and "A Ride on a Runaway
LAFAYETTE

SQUARE

"THE SHEIK'S WIFE" (Vitagraph).—
The box office recorded fair business on
it.
Train."
this picture. Patrons did not enthuse over
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
lobby display, window cards.
Short Subjects. — Snub Pollard comedy
and Selznick News.
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MARK-STRAND

Current Events. — Royal Screen Magazine.

"A CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN
KING ARTHUR'S COURT," Harry Myers
(Fox). — The third run in the city proved
once too often for this feature, and there
was a flop at the box office as a result.
Originally boolced for a week, it was
pulled off in the middle of the week and
a Mollie King production, "Suspicious
Wives," put on. This recorded fair business.
Exploitation. — Newspapers, lobby display and window cards.
Short Subjects. — Christie comedy. Screen
Snapshots and Kinograms.
PALACE
"THE MYSTERIOUS RIDER," Robert
McKim (Hodkinson). — In spite of the entertaining qualities of this picture the
business was not up to average. Bad
weather undoubtedly had much to do with
it.
Exploitation. — Regular advertising in
newspapers and attractive lobby display.
Short Subjects. — Century comedy and
International News.
SHEA'S NORTH PARK
"MY BOY," Jackie Coogan (First National).— This feature proved just the
thing for this first neighborhood house,
for the kids insisted that their parents
take them to see Jackie. Business was fine.
Many came from remote parts of the
city in autos to see it.
CHICAGO

LYING TRUTH," Pat O'MalleyDaw (Associated). — An entertaining production skillfully depicted.
was good.
CHICAGO

"SMILIN' THROUGH," Norma Talmadge (First National). — A fanciful production beautifully done, with Miss Talmadge delightfully charming. Capacity
business the entire week.
ORPHEVM
"FIND THE WOMAN," Alma Rubens
(Paramount). — A mystery drama that
holds the interest and sustains the thrills.
Business was very good.
ROSE
"BEYOND THE RAINBOW," Harry
Morey (Robertson-Cole). — An entertaining production that played to very good
patronage.
STATE-LAKE
"A GAME CHICKEN," Bebe Daniels
(Paramount). — A colorful story that
moves along in a peppy manner. The
week's business showed a decided increase.
CHARLOTTE,

CLEVELAND
LOEWS

STATE

"PENROD," Wesley Barry (First National-Neilan). — Good business.
Exploitation. — Wesley Barry appeared
in person at the State at both afternoon
and evening performances, and, as there
was no school this week, business was at
peak on this engagement.
ALLEN
"MY BOY," Jackie Coogan (First National).— Advance publicity in the newspapers and attractive ads on the picture
assisted materially in making this attraction a business getter.
LOEWS

PARK

AND

MALL

"A GAME CHICKEN," Bebe Daniels
(Paramount). — This production was well
received at both theatres, where it was
featured the first half of the week.
Ben Turpin and Phyllis Haver in "Step
Forward," a Sennett-First National Comedy, Fox News Weekly, Shadowland
Screen Review and Topics of the Day were
the short reels shown with the Daniels
vehicle.

KANSAS

CITY

LIBERTY

BOSTON
"THE
Marjorie
Business
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BROADWAY
"THE RIGHT WAY" (States Right).
— This picture, dealing with life in Sing
Sing Prison, is being ballyhooed big and
playing percentage. It is not the most
satisfying picture of the year, but is playing to good business. It was produced by
Thomas Mott Osborne, warden of Sing
Sing Prison.
IMPERIAL
"FOOL'S PARADISE" (ParamountDemille). — Very good business and it is
possibly Demille's most lavish production.

"ONE GLORIOUS DAY," Will Rogers
(Paramount). — One of the best drawing
cards in several weeks. Played to a large
weekly attendance. Rogers popular here.
Short Subjects. — "Aesop's Fables," comedy, and Pathe News, current events.
Exploitation. — An advance week of
newspaper advertising was used, featuring
the line, "Ek Is Coming," along with other
copy in the ad. Also billboard and lobby
display,
extent. playing up Will Rogers to great
DORIC
"THE CALL OF HOME," Special cast
(Robertson-Cole). — This picture faced
some stiff competition, but held its own
and did a fair week's business.
Short Subjects. — International News,
current events and Pathe comedy.
Exploitation. — A poem from the book,
"A Heap o' Livin'," by Edgar A. Guest,
printed by permission of the publisher,
was featured in newspaper space. The
poem deals with "home." The picture was
played up as "the kind of a picture that
does you
good" in lobby display and billboard space.
NEWMAN
"POLLY OF THE FOLLIES," Constance
Talmadge (First National). — A capacity
house every night for a week. The best
drawing card in months.
Short Subjects. — Toonerville comedy and
Newman News and Views, current events.
Exploitation. — An elaborate prologue,
consisting of special settings and thirty
pupils from local dancing schools, was
widely advertised in newspapers, billboards
and lobby display.

Exploitation. — A large half-tone cut,
portraying vast settings of palaces and
hippodromes, and large bold-face type,
announcing a cast of 25,000, was played
up in press, billboards and lobby display.
TWELFTH STREET
"PERJURY," William Farnum (Fox).—
Farnum has a good following here. The
picture played to good houses for a week.
Short Subjects. — "The Beauty Contest,"
comedy and Screen Magazine, Current
Events.
Exploitation. — The line, "Perjury — False
swearing; voluntary violation of an oath
or a vow," was featured at the top of
newspaper space, along with large cut of
William Farnum. Also billboard and lobby
display space.

LOS

CALIFORNIA
"COME ON OVER," Colleen Moore
(Goldwyn). Held over for the second
week and going big. The star's pictures
were placed in forty-five windows, downtown. Only average advertising was used.
Daily concert proved big drawing card, as
usual.

"WHITE HANDS," Hobart Bosv
,
(Wid Gunning).CLUNE'S
The star is not a drawing card in Los Angeles. The usual weekly advertising space was used, but the picture did not draw any crowds.
"THE SILENT CALL," Special C:
(First National).MILLER'S
In the eighth week a
the end is not yet in sight. Laurei oe
Trimbel, the director of the picture, v is
so delighted with the success at Milk ■'?.
showing, he brought "Strongheart" £ it;
his four little "Stronghearts" in from ocation, so they could make a personal ..npearance at the Saturday matinee. T h ,
picture has broken the house record 'r
long runs. It surely is a winner from
box-office standpoint.
PANTAGES
"BILLY JIM," Fred Stone (Roberts
Cole). The feature received passably g
comment and proved entertaining. V
deville completed the program.
MISSION
"FOOLISH WIVES," Von Stroheim
(Universal). The feature has completed
abusiness.
six weeks' showing and has done big

"LOVE'S REDEMPTION," Norma TalTALLY'S The picture went
madge (First National).
over very good. Management used average advertising space and no special attractions. Star is well liked in Los Angeles.

ROYAL
"THEODORA," Rita Jolivet (Goldwyn).
— Unusual settings and large cast proved
strong drawing power with this one, which
did a good week's business.

ANGELES

"WHY

HILLSTREET

ANNOUNCE YOUR MARRIAGE?" Elaine Hammerstein (Selznick). The theatre opened this week and
played to a full house all week. It is on
the Junior Orpheum Circuit.
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"THE DEVIL WITHIN," Dustin Farnum (Fox). The picture did not do nearly
as well as the management expected. Perhaps Lent is to blame.
HIPPODROME
"CUPID'S BRAND," Jack Hoxie (Arrow). The picture proved entertaining
and the general comment was good.
KINEMA
"THE ROSARY," Jane Novak and Louis
Stone (First National). Perhaps this title
was an especially good drawing card for
Lent; at any rate the picture did very
good business for the week without any
exploitation and only usual weekly advertising space.
SVPERBA
"WILD HONEY," Priscilla Dean (Universal). In the second week the picture
did very good business considering the
weather conditions and the Lenten season.
The star is very well liked down the rialto
by the Los Angeles motion picture public.
GRAV MAN'S
"THE GREEN TEMPTATION," Betty
Compson (Paramount). Went over big.
The house was crowded all week. Average
advertising used and no exploitation.
GRAVMAN'S RIALTO
"FOOL'S PARADISE" (Paramount).
In the third week and going over big. It
is scheduled to run at least two more
weeks. With the usual weekly advertising, word of mouth indorsement and the
director's
name asa winner.
a drawing card the picture has proven
LOEWS

STATE

"HER MAD BARGAIN," Anita Stewart
(First National). Proved entertaining
and the general comments were good.

TRADE
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"TEN
NIGHTS
IN A BARROOM,"
John Lowell (Arrow). — Capacity audiences throughout the week; newspaper
criticisms favorable.
Exploitation. — Unusual amount of newspaper advertising, street car, billboards,
window cards, posters, pictures and

Short Subjects. — Universal news reels.

Short cational
Subjects.
Comedy. — Kinograms and Eduposters.

SAXE'S RIALTO
"THE IDLE RICH" Bert Lytell (Metro)
and
SweetBert
in "Two
a Kind."
Good Harry
business.
Lytell of
made
many
friends during his recent personal tour
to Milwaukee.
Short Subjects. — Selznick news reels.

EMPRESS
"THE SHEIK'S WIFE" (Vitagraph).—
The picture was fine, and stood 'em up all
week.
Exploitation. — Large amount of newspaper space used, billboard, street car,
display.
pictures and posters. Attractive lobby

SAXE'S STRAND
"THE LOTUS EATER" John Barrymore
(Firstdid cast
National).
— Good did
business.
Splenbut audiences
not like
the
story. Too improbable. We are inclined
to think the large crowds were due to an
educational film, "How to Grow Thin."
Short Subjects. — First National Kinograms.
TOY
"TURN TO THE RIGHT," Alice Terry
(A Metro-Rex-Ingram). — Although this
was the second showing of this film in the
downtown district, the crowds were more
than good.
Short Subjects. — Two-act comedy, "The
Hall Room Boys"; Universal news reels.

NORFOLK,

VA.

GRANBY

MILWAUKEE
ALHAMBRA

COLONIAL

"THE LAST TRAIL," Rosemary Theby
(Fox). — Zane Grey, author of the story,
received most of the publicity, the players
receiving secondary mention. Newspaper
criticisms and audiences mildly enthusiastic. Fair business.

"ORPHANS OF THE STORM" (GriffithUnited Artists). — A triumph for a solid
daily. of capacity business at $1 top, twice
week

Short Subjects. — Comedy, Lloyd Hamilton in "Rolling Stones"; Literary Digest,
Pathe Latest World News; prologue, featuring "The Little Grey Home in the
West."
BUTTERFLY
"THE PRODIGAL JUDGE" Maclyn
Arbuckle and Jean Paige. — -(Vitagraph).
— Good business. Newspaper criticisms
unanimously favorable on Maclyn Arbuckle's portrayal of the Judge. Audiences
well pleased with the picture.
Exploitation. — Street car advertising,
posters, billboard display.
Short Subjects. — Snub Pollard comedy,
"The Anvil Chorus"; Fox news reels.

Number 20

MERRILL
"THE WALL FLOWER" Colleen Moore
(Goldwyn)
and "His(Goldwyn).
Back to — the
Wall"
Raymond Hatton
Excellent
business. Colleen Moore and Richard Dix
increasing in popularity in this section of
the country. Good combination bill.
Exploitation. — Lobby display, newspaper
advertising.

"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM "
(Arrow). — The Richmond Times-Dispatch
declared this picture was in a class with
"Way Down East" and "Over the Hill."
Of course, it played to capacity business
for six days, Robert Downing aopearing
in person. No increase in prices.

Exploitation. — Extensive advertising
given the name of the film and the author
of the story in newspapers, street car
posters and bill boards.

Volume 11.

WELLS
"THE LANE THAT HAD NO TURNING" Agnes Ayres (Paramount). — Terrific opposition kept this from getting the
business
satisfying. it deserved. Nothing big, but

OKLAHOMA

CITY

CRITERION
"HANDLE WITH CARE," Grace Darmond (Associated Exhibitors). — A pleasing picture that pleased a good business.
Short Subjects.— Al St. John in "The
Studio Rube," International News and
Admiral Sims Quintette.
"WOMAN, WAKE UP!" Florence Vidor
(Associated Exhibitors). — Put on with
average advertising, picture enjoyed good
business.

CAPITOL

Short Subjects. — Pathe News, Educational Comedy, "Monkey Shines."
RIALTO
"FOOTFALLS," Tyrone Power (William Fox). — The picture drew splendid;
good business.
ShorttionalSubjects.
— Kinograms, EducaComedy.
BROADWAY
"SATURDAY NIGHT" (Paramount).—
Although a return date picture, it drew
fine business.

PHILADELPHIA
STANLEY
"LOVE'S REDEMPTION," Norma Talmadge (First National). — The Talmadge
attractions
box-office
the bestoffers,
are Stanley
girls
that the
and this picture
proved no exception. Star always played
in advertising, but title in this inup big stance
was also given prominence. Splendid business.
Short Subjects.— "Out of the Inkwell,"
Post Nature Picture, "The Lamplighter";
Topics of the Day and Pathe News.
ALDINE
"MOLLY O," Mabel Normand (First
National). — Mack Sennett appeared personally the opening night. This seemed
to stimulate business wonderfully even for
the rest of the week, and from the boxoffice angle the picture proved a winner.
Will stay for two weeks. Was declared
the best comedy the star ever appeared in.
Short Subjects. — Pathe Review and
"Aesop's Fables" (Pathe).
STANTON
"THE PRODIGAL JUDGE," Maclyn
Arbuckle (Vitagraph). — Although the
word went broadcast that it was a pleasing, entertaining story, well told, it did
not seem to pull the crowds, and stayed
only one week. Was well liked.
Short Subjects. — "Face to Face with
Japan" and Fox News.
ARCADIA
"POVERTY OF RICHES," Richard Dix
(Goldwyn). — Picture made a wide appeal
through its title, which was well exploited,
and drew good houses all week. Seemed
to strike a popular chord, and gained
strength in attendance each day.
Short Subjects. — Toonerville Trolley,
"The Skipper's Policy"; Dan Mason (EduPathe News and scenic "Outdoors"cational),
(Federated).
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LIBERTY

. "LITTLE EVA ASCENDS," Garrett
Hughes (Metro). — D'id nothing but an av-erage business. Felt that the picture is
not attractively titled. Merits better patTonage than it received.
Short Subjects. — Mutt and JefF cartoon,
■"Any Fish To-day?" (Fox), and Christie
Comedy, "The
Rainmaker,"
with Lloyd
Hamilton
(E due ati
onal ).
VICTORIA

"WHERE MEN ARE MEN," William
Duncan (Vitagraph). — Boomed in publicity as a red-blooded story of the open
spaces and this feature was stressed in
all possible ways for good results. Picture enjoyed by all.

"A MAN'S HOME," Kathlyn Williams
(Selznick),
and Two
"Thefeatures
Sawmill,"
Larry
Semon comedy.
making
an
exceptional combination and bringing in
the business.
Exploitation.
- — Usual newspaper and
billboard
campaign.

_ "R. S.tional).— Charlie
V. P.," always
Charles takes
Ray well
(Firstat Nathe
"Victoria with the aid of a good lobby display, and he brought 'em in just the same
with this picture, which seemed to please
better than some of his offerings in the
past.
Short Subjects. — "Oh, Promise Me,"
Christie Comedy (Educational); "Away,
Dull Care" (Prizma), and Pathe News.
CAPITAL
"THE
MAN
FROM
LOST RIVER"
(Goldwyn). — Title well advertised, seemed
to result in very good business. Picture
-was
and came up much stronger
latterwellpartliked,
of week.
Short Subjects. — "The Rainmaker,"
Lloyd Hamilton; scenic, "Beauty Land"
(Federated-State Rights), and Kinograms.
RICHMOND,

VA.

BROADWAY
"POLLY OF THE FOLLIES" Constance
Talmadge (First National). — A knockout
-and packed in capacity crowds all week.
BIJOU

COLOISIAL
"TRAVEUN' ON" William S. Hart
(Paramount). — The best typical Hart role
in some time, and played to big business.

mw

SEATTLE,

WASH.

COLISEUM
"TURN TO THE RIGHT," Alice Terry
(Metro). — Proving exceptionally amusing
to comedy fans.
Exploitation. — Billboards, newspaper,
window cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — First National Kinograms, Pathe News, special orchestra
numbers.
"THE RED PEACOCK," Pola Negri
(Paramount) . — Average audiences.
Exploitation. — Regular newspaper, billboard and lobby display.
Short Subjects.— "Hot Off the Press,"
Snub Pollard comedy; "Seeing Greenwich
Village," Sketchograf ; Pathe News, Kinograms.
"THE LANE THAT HAD NO TURNING," Agnes Ayres (Paramount). — Star
popular here.
Exploitation. — Regular notices, window
cards, etc.
Short Subjects. — " 'Tis the Bull" comedy,
News feature and Kinograms.
COLUMBIA

"THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE
-APOCALYPSE (Metro).— In a regular
picture house at 50 cents top it exceeded
its first run business for a whole week.

SCRANTON,

Short Subjects. — Liberty news.

PA.

STATE

"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM"
(Arrow). — ^Solid week necessary to handle
business. Young and old in attendance
.and interest showed people recalled with
affection old-time "meller-drama."
MILES
"DANGEROUS TOYS" (First National).— Nell Roy Buck, child actress and
movie star, gets the credit for the assist.
Personal appearance was big feature in
week's show. First National attraction
declared first rate. Novel plot aroused
some discussion which helped in bringing
in business.
STRAISD
"THE IRON TRAIL" (United Artists).
— Rex Beach novels always seem to be hit
in picture form in Scranton theatres.
Steady business for whole booking and
general satisfaction. Nothing special in
exploitation necessary to boost picture —
announcement was enough.

"WILD HONEY," Priscilla Dean (Universal).— Picture held over second week.
Advertising kept up throughout engagement. Distribution of "Kisses" and songs
at matinees.
Exploitation. — ^Billboards, extra newspaper space, window cards and an unusually attractive lobby with built-in box
office and sides of honey comb with bees,
glassed in beehive banked in with greens,
very attractive tie-ups with leading stores.
Special fox-trot song, "Wild Honey," composed by orchestra leader and sung at all
perforni^nces.
Short Subjects. — Eddie Boland Comedy.
PALACE

HIP

"THE NIGHT HORSEMAN," Tom Mix
(Wm. Fox). — Advertised as special feature, inaugurating first of weekly change
bills. Well received.
"TWO KINDS OF WOMEN," Pauline
Frederick (R-C). — Star draws well since
recent personal visit.
STRAND
"FOOL'S PARADISE," Dorothy Dalton
(Paramount). — Held over second week to
capacity crowds. Regular advertising
space after first week. Special prologue,
"Dance of the Ice Palace."
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper space,
billboards, window cards and lobby display with stills.
Short Subjects. — Augmented orchestra.
First National Kinograms, "Eve's Leaves"
Sketchograf.

"THE WORLD'S CHAMPION," Wallace
Reid (Paramount). — Has quite a following
here.
Exploitation. — Unusual ads. depicting
"Wally" in a bx'and new role, attractive
billboards and stills of star in lobby.
Short Subjects. — "Love and Doughnuts,"
Ben Turpin; Liberty News, Pathe Review.
BLUE

MOUSE

"GRAND LARCENY," Claire Windsor
(Goldwyn). — Star, one of latest on screen,
former Seattle girl, big drawing card.
Exploitation. — Billboard and lobby display, with usual newspaper advertising
space, and special press notices with photographs of local star.
Short
Subject.—
"The Studio Rube," Al
St. John.
"BURN 'EM UP BARNES, " Johnny
Hines (Dist. by Mountain States Film
Attraction Corp.). — ^Playing to crowded
houses. One of best comedy attractions of
Exploitation. — Billboards. Extra newsdisplay.paper advertising, window cards and lobby
year.
Short
Subjects.
— "The
Four animal
Seasons,"
very
beautiful
picture
of wild
life
(Raymond L. Ditmars).
WINTER

GARDEN

"THE RULING PASSION," George
Arliss (United Artists). — Played to capacity all week.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
billboards and lobby.
Short Subjects.
— International
News',
Federated
Screen Snap
Shots.

WILKES-BARRE,

PA.

SAVOY
(First National). — Child appeal in this
film made it powerful attraction. Business
kept up to average at all shows, despite
threatening situation in mines, chief industry of region. Elaborate lobby displays
of stills and cut outs. Larry Semon, in
"The Saw Mill," was one big laugh and
brought out many.
ORPHEUM
"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM" (Arrow). — Made big hit, with personal appearance of Miss Nell Clark Keller
(Mother in the picture) awakening local
interest.
CAPITOL
"A STAGE ROMANCE." William Farnum (Fox). — ■Advertising booming feature
as screening
Dumas'
made appeal to class ofthat
often romance
is not interested
in theatres. Farnum good drawing card,
as his starring work is popular here.
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Here is a list of pictures which have been reviewed in Exhibitors Trade Review during the past three months.
The pictures are listed alphabetically with the date of issue and the page number of the review. File your copies of
Exhibitors Trade Review and get a line on the pictures you have booked by looking them up in the review pages.
Title
' Star
Distributor
Issue Page
"Across the Dead-Line" (Frank Mayo), Universal Jan. 14 499
"Any Wife" (Pearl White), Fox
Apr. 8 1373
"At and
the Sign
the JackHodkinson
O'Lantern" (Betty Ross Clark Feb. 11 793
Earl ofSchenck),
"At the Stage Door" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Dec. 24 285
"Back Pay" (Seena Owen), Paramount
Feb. 25 937
"Bearcat, The" (Hoot Gibson and Lilian Rich), Uni- versal Apr. 8 1371
"Beauty's Worth" (Marion Davies), Paramount
Apr. 8 1369
'Beyond
the Rainbow" (Harry Morey and Lillian Dove), Mai-. 4 1009
R-C Pictures
"Billy Jim" (Fred Stone), R-C Pictures
Feb. 18 865
"Boomerang Bill" (Lionel Barrymore), Paramount Feb. 18 863
"Bought
and Paid For" (Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt), Mar. 25 1217
Paramount
"Boy Crazy" (Doris May and Harry Myers), R-C Pictures.Mar. 11 1075
'Bride's Play, The" (Marion Davies), Paramount.
.Jan. 21 575
"Broadway Peacock, The" (Pearl White), Fox
Feb. 25 939
"Call of Home, The" (Special Cast), K-C Pictures Feb. 18 867
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" (Gaston Glass), Hod- kinson Jan. 21 573
"Cardigan"
Collier, Jr., and Betty Carpenter), Mar. 4 1011
American(William
Photoplay
"Cave Girl, The" (Teddie Gerard), First National Mar. 18 1143
"Chasing the Moon" (Tom Mix), Fox
Feb. 18 865
"Clay Dollars" (Eugene O'Brien), Selznick
Jan. 14 499
"Come
On
Over"
(Colleen
Moore
and
Ralph
Graves),
Goldwyn
Mar. 25 1217
"Cradle, The" (Ethel Clayton and Charles Meredith) ... .Apr. 1 1299
"Dangerous
Little Demon,
The"
(Marie Prevost), Mar. 25 1213
Universal
"Determination,"
Lee
&
Bradford
—
State
Rights CAl Lin- Mar. 18 1115
coln and James Melvale)
"Doll's House, A" (Nazimova), United Artists
Feb. 25 937
"Don't Get Married" (Marie Prevost), Universal Jan. 21 567
"Don't Tell Everything" (All-Star), Paramount
Dec. 24 283
"Eden and Return" (Doris May), R-C Pictures
Dec. 31 373
"Elope If You
Must" (Eileen Percy Fox
and Edward Suther- Apr. 1 1295
land),
"Exit the Vamp" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount
Mar. 4 1003
"Extra!
Extra!" (Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker), Mar. 4 1007
Fox
"FairArtists
Lady" (Betty Blythe and Robert Elliott), United;.Mar. 25
"False Fronts" (All-Star Cast), The Herolds
Mar. 11
"Fifty Candles" (Marj'orie Daw), Hodkinson
Feb. 4
"Fire Eater, The" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Dec. 31
"Five Days to Live" (Sessue Hayakawa), R-C Produc- tion Jan. 21
"Flower
of the North, The" (Henry B. Walthal), Vita-..Feb. 4
graph
"Foolish Wives" (Eft-ich von Stroheim), Universal Jan. 28
"Fool's
Paradise" (Dorothy Dalton), Famous Players- Dec. 24
Lasky
"Forest
King,
Hall and Reed Chapman), Mar. 25
Pacific
FilmThe"
Co. (Lillian
(State Rights)
"French Heels" (Irene Castle), Hodkinson
Feb. 4
"Gas, Oil and Water" (Charles Ray), First National .... Apr. 1
"Glass Houses" (Viola Dana), Metro
Mar. 25
"Gleam o' Dawn" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Jan. 14
'*Glorious
Fool,
The"
(Helene
Chadwick
and
Richard
Dix), Goldwyn
Apr. 1
"Go Get 'Em Hutch" (Charles Hutchison), Pathe Serial. Apr. 8
"Golden Gallows, The" (Miss DuPont), Universal Feb. 18
"Golden Gift, The" (Alice Lake), Metro
Dec. 24
"Grand
Larceny" (Claire Windsor and Elliot Dexter), Mar. 11
Goldwyn
"Green Temptation, The" (Betty Compson), Paramount .. Apr. 1
"GrimGoldwyn
Comedian, The" (Phoebe Hunt and Jack Holt), Jan. 21
"Guttersnipe, The" (Gladys Walton), Universal Jan. 7
"Gypsy Passion" (All-Star Cast), Vitagraph
Apr. 8
"HailNational
the Woman"
(Florence Vidor), Associated First Jan. 14
"Headin' West" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Feb. 4
"Her Husband's Trademark" (Gloria Swanson), Para- mount Mar. 4
"Her Own Money" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount
Mar. 4
"Her National
Social Value"
(Katherine MacDonald), First Mar. 11
"Homespun Vamp, A" (May McAvoy), Realart
Apr. 8
"Hushart
Money" (Alice Brady and George Fawcett), Real- Mar. 11
"I Can Explain" (Gareth Hughes), Metro
Apr. 1
"Innocent Cheat, The" (Roy Stewart and Kathleen Kirkham)',
Arrow-State
Rights
Mar.
11
"IronFox
to Gold" (Dustin Farnum and Margaret Marsh), Mar. 18
"Jackie" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Dec. 24
"Jolt, The" (Edna Murphy and Johnny Walker), Fox. . .Dec. 31
"Julius Caesar" (Anthony Novelli), George Kleine Prod. .Feb. 18
"Just Around the Corner," Paramount
Jan. 14
"Lane That Has No Turning,
The" (Agnes Ayres),
mount
, Para- Jan. 28
"Last Payment, The" (Pola Negri), Paramount Jan. 28
"Last Trail, The" (All-Star Cast), Fox
Mar. 18
"Law and the Woman, The" (Betty Compson), Para- mount Jan. 28
"Leather Pushers, The" (Reginald Denny), Universal .. .Jan. 28
"Little Minister, The" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Dec. 31
"Little Minister, The" (Betty Compson), Paramount Jan. 7
"Little Miss Smiles" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Feb. 18
"LoveFirst
Never
Dies" (Lloyd Hughes and Madge Bellamy), Mar. 25
National
"Loves of Pharaoh, The" (All-Star), Famous Players. . .Mar. 25

1221
1077
719
367
575
723
639
281
1183
717
1293
1219
501
1297
1375
861
287
1081
1291
569
437
1373
497
715
1007
1009
1081
1375
1077
1299
1042
1149
279
369
861
503
647
641
1149
645
641
373
441
S67
1215
1221

Title
Star
Distributor
Issue Pag&
"Love's
Boomerang"
(Ann
Forrest
and
David
Powell),
Paramount
Mar. 11 1079
"Love's Redemption" (Norma Talmadge), First National. Jan. 21 571
"Lucky Carson" (Earle Williams), Vitagraph
Feb. 11 795
"ManBrunette),
from LostGoldwyn
River, The" (House Peters ;
and Fritzi Jan. 28 64a
"Man to Man" (Harry Carey), Universal
Feb. 11 795
"Miss Lulu ofBett"
(Lois
Wilson),
Famous
Players-Lasky
.Dec. 31 369
"Mistress
the
World,"
Episode
No.
1
(Mia
May),
Paramount
Mar. 18 1145
"Mistress
of the World," Episode No. 2 (Mia May), Mar. 25 12ia
Paramount
"Mistress
of the World," No. 3 and No. 4 (Mia May), Apr. 8 1367
Paramount
"Morals" (May McAvoy), Realart
Feb. 4 719
"Moran of the Lady Letty" (Dorothy Dalton), Paramount. Feb. 18 86a
"My Boy" (Jackie Coogan), First National
Jan. 7 441
"Nancy from Nowhere" (Bebe Daniels), Paramount Feb. 11 791
"No Vitagraph
Defense" (William Duncan and Edith Johnson), Jan. 28 64T
"One Glorious Day" (Will Rogers and Lila Lee), Para- mount Feb. 11 791
"Orphans
the Storm"
(Lillian and Dorothy Gish), Jan. 14 497
D. W. ofGriffith
Prod
"Other Women's Clothes" (Mabel Ballin), Hodkinson. .. .Apr. 1 1295
"Pardon My Fi-ench" (Vivian Martin), GoldWi'n Jan. 7 43T
"Pardon
My Nerve" (Charles Jones and Eileen Percy), Mar. 11 1075
Fox
"Parisian Scandal, A" (Marie Prevost), Universal Dec. 3 67
"Peggy Puts It Over" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Jan. 28 645"Penrod" (Wesley Barry), First National
Mar. 4 1011
"Playing with Fire" (Gladys Walton), Universal Dec. 24 285
"PollyNational
of the Follies" (Constance Talmadge), First Mar. 11 107»
"Poor Relation, A" (Will Rogers). Goldwyn
Jan. 14 501
"Power Within, The" (W. H. Tooker), Pathe
Feb. 25 935
"Prodigal Judge, The" (Jean Paige), Vitagraph Feb. 11 787
"Question of Honor, A" (Anita Stewart), First National. . Mar. 25 122a
"R.S.V.P." (Charles Ray), First National
Dec. 24 2Sa
"Ragged Heiress, The" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Mar. 25 1215
"Received Payment" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Jan. 21 56*
"Red Hot Romance" (Special Cast), First National Feb. 4 721
"Rent Free" (Wallace Reid and Lila Lee), Paramount. .Jan. 7 439
"Robinson Crusoe" (Harry Myers), Universal
Apr. 1 1291
"Roof Tree, The" (William Russell), Fox
Jan. 7 43»
"Rosary,
The"
(Lewis
S.
Stone
and
Jane
Novak),
First
National
Apr. 1 1297
"Ruling Passion, The" (George Arliss), United Artists ... Feb. 4 725
"Saturday Night" (Special Cast), Paramount
Feb. 4 715
"Scrapper, The" (Herbert Rawlinson), Universal Jan. 28 645
"Sea Lion, The" (Hobart Bosworth), First National. .. .Feb. 25 93»
"Seeing's Believing" (Viola Dana), Metro
Apr. 8 1371
"Secret of the Hills. The" (Antonio Moreno and Lillian
Hall), Vitagraph
Mar. 25 1219'
"Seventh
Day, The"
(Richard Barthelmess), First Apr. 1 1295
National
"Shadows of the Sea" (Conway Tearle), Selznick Feb. 11 78T
"Shattered Idols" (James Morrison and Marguerite de la
Matte), First National
Mar. 18 115L
"Sheik's Wife, The" (Emmy Lynn and Marcel Vibert) . . .Mar. 18 1145"Sherlock Holmes Series" (Stoll Film), Alexander Film
Co. (State Rights)
Jan. 21 540>
"Sin Goldwyn
Flood, The" (Richard Dix and Helene Chadwick), Jan. 21 575
"Single Track, The" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Feb. 4 721
"Sky High" (Tom Mix), Fox
Dec. 31 371
"Smiles Are Trump" (Maurice Flynn). Fox
Feb. 11 789'
"Smilin' Through" (Norma Talmadge), First National. . .Mar. 18 114T
"SongFirst
of Life,
The" (Gaston Glass and Grace Darmond), Mar. 4 1005
National
"Stage Romance, A" (William Farnum), Fox
Feb. 25 935.
"Stardust" (Hope Hampton), First National
Dec. 31 371
"Stranger Than Fiction" (Katherine MacDonald), First
National
"Strength
of the Pines, The" (William Russell and Irene Dec. 31 367'
Rich), Fox
Mar. 4 lOOS^
"Tangled Trails" (Neal Hart), Wm. Steiner Prod
Dec. 24 24^
"Ten Nights in a Bar Room" (John Lowell), Arrow Dec. 24 246
"They're
Off"Ghosts"
(Peggy (Anna
O'Day).Q. Anchor-State
Rights .. .Jan.
Mar. 14
11 1042"
"Three Live
Nilsson), Paramount.
503:
"Tol'able David" (Richard Barthelmess), First National. .Dec. 24 281
"Too Much Business" (Ethel Grey Terry and Edward
Horton), Vitagraph
Apr. 8 1369'
"Too Much Wife" (Wanda Hawley), Realart
Feb. 25 935
"Too Much Married" (Mary Anderson and Roscoe Karns),
Associated
Photoplays
Mar. 254 IISS'"Tracked
to Earth"
(Frank (State
Mayo),Rights)
Universal Mar.
1005
"Travelin" On" (Wm. S. Hart). Paramount
Mar. 25 1223;
"Turn to the Risht" (All-Star Cast), Metro
Jan. 21 571
"Two Kinds of Women" (Pauline Frederick), R-C Prod. .Feb. 11 789'
"Up
and Going"
(Tom The"
Mix), (Sessue
Fox
"Vermillion
Pencil,
Hayakawa), R-C Apr. 8 1367"
Pictures
Mar. 18 1151
"Virginia Courtship, A" (May McAvoy). Realart Mar. 18 11-47
"Voice in the Dark" (Walt Whitman), Pacific Film Co.
State Rights
Mar. 11 1045
"Whatever She Wants" (Eileen Percy), Fox
Dec. 24 279'
"White Hands" (Hobart Bosworth), Wid Gunning Feb. 11 795
"WhySelznick
Announce Your Marriage?" (Elaine Hammerstein), Feb. 25 93a
"Why
Forget"
(Special
Cast).Universal
R-C Pictures Mar.
Feb. 114 1085
717"
"Wild Men
Honey"
(Priscilla
Dean),
"Winning with Wits" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Jan. 21 567
"Wise Kid. The" (Gladys Walton), Universal
Mar. 18 1145
"World's Champion. The" (Wallace Reid and Lois Wilson), Paramount
Mar. 11 1085
"Yankee Doodle, Jr." (J. Frank Glendon), State Rights. .Mar. 11 1045
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T. PARDY

Vow

Released by Vitagraph. Scenario by Bradley J.
Smollen. Directed by William Duncan.
Length Approximately 4600 Feet.
CAST AXD SYNDi'SIS
Richard Stratton, "Dick" Stratton, William Dumaii ; Amu-. Edith Johnson;
Ethel,
Stratton,
Maud "Bill"
Enier.v ;Gorson,
'•Doug"FredGorson,
Maurice Dorothy
Foster; Dawn;
"Jim" Elizabeth
Gorson, Henry
Hubert;
Burley J.;
"Sledge"
Morton,
Jack
Ctirtis
;
Tlie
Professor,
diaries
Dudley.
The story tells of a feud of two generations. In the prologue Jim Gorson, a
handsome coupeur-de-bois, persuades the wife of Richard Stratton to eloiie with
him. Twenty years later Dick Stratton, son of Richard, a trooper in the Northwest
Mounted
Police,hisismother.
ordered toCircumstancial
"get" Bill and
Doug points
Gorson,to thethe sons
of thaas man
who
wronged
evidence
Gorsons
the
murderers
Dick's
a long and
chaseDong
through
forest.allies
In theto
end,
by a ofqueer
turnfather.
of fate,There
Dick isStratton
Gorsonthe become
save
from There
the power
of Bill Gorson
czar oftwotheyoung
river girls
district.
is a thrilling
fight inand
which"Sledge"
Dick andMorton,
Doug the
defeat
Gorson's
gang,
aided
by
Bill
Gorson,
who
has
a
change
of
heart
at
the
critical
moment. Then explanations are made, it conies out that the elder Stratton
died
of heart failure, and the feud of twenty years is ended. Dick and Doug sail
back to civilization with the two gi'is.
The Silent Vow is a
story -with the plot laid in
the Canadian Northwest.
It deals •with a feud that
has been started by two
men and later amicably
settled by the sons. It
is crammed full of excitement and swift action,
and the director seems to
have overlooked no possible chance of getting the
most out of every situation. Thrills abound in
one way or another, and
there is enough variety
about the picture to hold
the enthusiasm and interest of the audience, regardless of the fact that
similar plots have been
seen often before on the
screen.
Points of Appeal. — A
pleasing romantic theme
is developed in the latter
half of the picture. Then
there is a bit of the
"mother" strain, which,
however, is not overworked and adds considerable pathos to the story.
And the scenery, too, is
worthy of mention. An
interesting part of the
picture is the dynamiting
of the stream for fish.
This, we consider, should
prove to be of quite some
educational value.
Cast. — William Duncan
has a dual role to play
and has accomplished exceedingly good results
with the parts. Edith
Johnson, who is co-starring with him, has very little opportunity to show her ability,
but her work seems to be entirely satisfactory. The supporting
cast is good.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The photography throughout the picture is excellent. The lighting is good and the story
moves s-wiftly along until a brilliant climax is reached.

Metro

Photoplay

in Five Parts.

Author, May

Tully. Scenario by June Mathias. Director, Maxwell Karger. Running Time, Sixty
Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Betty Ellen Estabrook, Alice Lake ; Bill Bailey, Harry Myers ; Bessie Neldon,
Connelly.
Mignoii Anderson; Norman Maynard, Dana 'I'odd : Thomas Estabrook, Edward
Betty disaster.
Estabrook'sShefather,
commits
suicide look
whendarkfacing
financial
is. left a in bank
poor president,circum.stances
and matters
for
her. On a train she makes the acquaintance of Bill Bailey, a .youth of cheerful
nature. Betty gives him some candy kisses of her own manufacture, and Bill
her' toNorman
dispenseMaynard,
some candy
at a charity
whereengagement
the stuff makes
apersuades
great hit.
her fiancee,
breaksbazaar,
off their
when
misfortune comes to Betty. With the aid of Bill and a trusty girl friend she
goes into the candy manufacturing business. The trio works with immense energy,
and atingbigNorman
success
is scored.hisThey
make rival
moneycaiidv
and manufacturers,
have the satisfaction of put-in
Maynard
father,
the shade
on the
worst and
side of the
market. The
business relations completely
of Bett.v and
Bill finally develop into matrimony.
Humor, romance and
commercial acuteness are
freely combined in this
picture, resulting in one
of the best eomedy-dramas of the season. It gets
clean out of the ordinary
rut, the situations are
fresh and entertaining,
there is just enough sentiment injected to create
love interest without becoming mawkish, the action swings along snappily and not a dull momentverting
halts the
dicurrent.story's
The title
doesn't suggest a business
angle, yet a manufacturing tire
stuntplotis pivots
what theupon,
enwhen the resourceful heroine and her two friends
turn to the job of compounding candy that
"kisses,"
with the result
she
not only humbles an unfaithful lover, but eventually transforms her business partner into a domestic pal. This feature is
warranted to give universal satisfaction.
Points
of Appeal. —
There are few complications in the story, whose
lure lies in its intensely
human atmosphere and
power of gaining sympathy for the heroine and
her loyal friends. It is
refreshingly easy to follow the fortunes of all
concerned, yet the quality of suspense is never lacking, due to
excellent direction and well-balanced work of the clever cast.
Cast. — Alice Lake never appeared to better advantage than
as cute, yet practical, Betty Estabrook. Her performance is alive
with quaint comedy touches, intermingled with emotional power
and certain to add to the already lustrous reputation of this
popular star. Harry Myers is an ideal Bill Bailey; Dana Todd
plays the caddish Norman Maynard with telling effect.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The interiors are well
filmed, the exterior shots attractive and good lighting prevails.
Even continuity and springy action distinguish the production.
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Cardigan (Messmore Kendall)
7,000*
Jungle Adventures (Johnson-Exceptional).... 5,000*
Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
5,000*
Daring Danger (Cliff Smith)
5,000*
Jan of the Big Snows (J. Oliver Curwood) . . 5,000*
The Cradle Buster (Tuttle Waller)
6,000*
Bluebeard, Jr., (Jas. Livingston)
5,000*
The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax) 6,000*
Sisters (International Film)
7,000*
The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.).. 5,000*
My Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictures) 7,000*
Man's Lawr and God's (Finis Fox)
6,000*
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer) 5,000*
The Pillagers (Louis Wm. Chaudet)
7,000*
Destiny's Isle (Wm. P, S. Earle)
6,000*
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
SPENCER PRODUCTIONS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)
4,921
CLIFF SMITH PRODUCTIONS
Western Hearts (Art Station and Josie
Sedgwick)
4.711
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
4,539
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
(Distributed through Pathe)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
The Rider of the King Log (Special) 5,000*
The
to London
Sin Road
of Martha
Queed, (Bryant
The Washburn)..
(Alan Dwan 5,000*
Prod.)
Marry the Poor Girl (Mr. and Mrs. Carter 6,000*
DeHaven)
6,000*
Unfoldment, The (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Handle With Care (Grace Darmond)
5,000*
Woman, Wake Up '(Florence \'idor) 6,000*
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird) 5,000*
Lady GodivaLLOYiD
(AlfredCOMEDIES
Tennyson's Poem).... 6,000*
HAROLD
Among Those Present
3,000*
Now or Never
3,000*
I Do
3,000*
Never Weaken
3,000*
A Sailor-Made Man
4,000*
PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC.
Across the Divide (J. P. McGowan)
5,200*
Tropical Love (Ruth Clifford)
5,000*
Father Tom (Tom Wise)
5,000*
Anne of Little Smoky (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Ruse of the Rattler, The (J. P McGowan) 5,000*
Reckless Chances (J. P. McGowan)
5,000*
Hills of Missing Men (J. P. McGowan) 6,000*
Sunshine Harbor (Margaret Beecher)
6,000*
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford (Cosmopolitan
Prod.)
7,381
Don't
Tell Everything (Reid-Swanson-Dex- 4,939
ter)
Just Around the Corner (Cosmopolitan Prod.) ????
White
(Wm. (Gloria
S. HIartSwanson)
Prod.')
6.208
Under Oak
the Lash
5.675
The Little Minister (Betty Compson)
????
Rent Free (Wallace Reid)
4,661
Miss Lulu Bett (Wm. de Mille Prod.) 5,904
Too Much Wife (Realart Prod.) (Wanda
Hawley)
4,227
Back Pay (Cosmopolitan Prod.)
6,460
The Lane That Had No Turning (Agnes
Avrcs)
4,89?
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan) . . . 5,533
The(Marion
Bride'sDavies)
Play (Cosmopolitan Prod.) 6,476
Nancy From Nowhere (Realart Prod.) (Bebe
Daniels)
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.) 5 784
Tillie CRealart Prod.) (Mary Miles Minter) ????
One Glorious Day (Cruze Spec.) (RogersLee)
5,100
Saturday Night (Cecil B. DeMille Prod.).. 8,433
The Law and the Woman (.Stanlaws-Compson Prod.)
6,461
Moran
of the Lady Letty (Melford-Dalton 6.360
Prod.)
Boomeran? Bill (Lionel Barrvmore-Cosmopolitan Prod.)
5,489
A Prod.)
Homespun Vamp (May McAvoy-Realart 4.777
Love's
(Tohn Clavton)
S. Robertson Prod.) 5,618
Her OwnBoomerang
Money (Ethel
4.981
Midnight (Constance Binny^Realart Prod.).. 4.653
The Red Peacock (Pola Negri)
6,735
A Game Chicken (Bebe Daniels-Realart
Prod.)
4.748
Travelin'
On (William
S._ Hart)
6,267
Forever (George
Fitzmaurice
Prod.)
7,236
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 1.)
(Spec. Prod.)
5,647
The
(Wallace(Chapter
Reid) 2) 5,030
The World's
Mistress Champion
of the World
(Spec. Prod)
5,275
Her
Husband's
Trademark
(Gloria
Swanson)
Bobbed Hair (Wanda Hawley) TRealart) . . . 5,101
Fool's Mistress
Paradise of(Cecil
Prod.)..
The
the B.WorldDeMillf
(Chapter
3) 8,681
(Spec. Prod.)
5,061
* Approximately
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TheRealart)
Heart Specialist (Mary Miles Minler- ????
Beauty's
Worth (Marion Davies-Cosmopol- ????
itan)
The (Mistress of the World (Chapter 4)
(Spec. Prod.)
3,825
REALART PICTURES
(Through Famcms Players-Lasky)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Something Different (Constance Binney) . . . . 4,840
The Magic Cup (Constance Binney)
4,857
Such a Little Oueen (Constance Binney) . . . 4,942
Out of the Chorus (Alice Brady)
4,888
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady)
4,964
Little Italy (Alice Brady)
4,875
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4,979
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine John- stone) 5,360
Sheltered Daughters (Justine Johnstone)... 4,895
A Heart to Let (Justine Johnstone) 5,294
A Private Scandal (May McAvoy)
4.363
Room and Board (Constance Binney)
5.107
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter)... 4,715
Everything for Sale (May McAvoy)
5,091
FIRST NATIONAL
M'olly O (Mack Sennett-Mabel Normand) . . 7,558
The
Call (Trimble-Murphin
Prod.)... 6,784
Hail Silent
the Woman
(Ince Prod.)
7 222
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Prod.)
4,367
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge) ????
Her Mad Bargain (Anita Stewart)
5,491
Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald) ????
Love's
Redemption
(NormaTalmadge)....
5.889
The Beautiful Liar (Katherine MacDonald) 5,030
My Boy (Jackie Coogan)
4,967
Shattered Idols (Frothingham Production).. 5,850
The Cave Girl (Special)
4,405
The Seventh Day (Richard Barthelmcss) .... 5.335
The Song of Life: (John Stahl)
6.920
Red Hot Romance (Emerson-Loos Prod.).. 6,055
The Barnstormer (Charles Rav)
5,300
Penrod (Wesley Barry) (Neilan Prod.) 8,037
The Rosary (Selig-Rorke Production) 7,045
The Woman's
Side (Constance
(Katherine Talmadge)..
MacDonald) 6.467
5,366
Polly
of the Follies
.-V Ouestion of Honor (.Anita Stewart) 6,065
GasT Oil, mter (Charles Ray)
4.500
Smilin'Infidel
Through
(NormaMacDonald)
Talmadge)
8,000*
The
(Katherine
5,377
Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh-Miriam
Cooper)
8,422
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
(Through First National)
Cup of Life (Thos. H. Ince)
4,392
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
7.0O0*
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth) .... 6.055*
Love
Glaum)
6,000*
I Am (Louise
(juilty (Louise
Glaum)
6.312
Greater Than Love
6.000*
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood — .All
6,000*
.V Star)
Perfect Crime (Monte Blue)
4,739
.\ Broken Doll
4,594
The Last of the Mohicans (Maurice Tourneur)
6.000*
The Foolish Matrons (Maurice Tourneur) . . 6,000*
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5,000*
Home Talent
5.O00*
The Ten Dollar Raise
6.000*
Mother o' Mine (Thos. H. Ince)
6,500
Lying Lips Folks
(Thos.(Thos.
H. Ince)
7,000
Homespun
Ince)
6.000
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SPECIAL
Over the Hill
10.500
A Virgin Paradise
7,781
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court
S.OOO*
Thunderclap
6.724
Shame
8,231
Perjury
8.373
Footfalls
8.068
The Last Trail
6 355
Queen of Sheba
9,599
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
His Great Sacrifice
6.282
Stage
A
6.416
ShacklesRomance,
of Gold
????
PEARL WHITE SERIES
Beyond Price
6.237
Any Wife
4.597
Broadway Peacock, The
4.380
Without Fear
4,406
TOM MIX SERIES
A Ridin' Romeo
4,747
The Big Town Round-up
4.250
After Your Own Heart
4.^44
The Night Horsemen
4.993
The Rough Diamond
4.458
Trailin'
4.355
Sky-High
4.546
Chasing the Moon
5.092
Up and Going
4.525
The Fighting Streak
????
CHARLES JONES SERIES
To
Finish
44.311
OOO*
Bar a Nothin'
Ridin' With Death
4,175

Footage
Pardon My Nerve
4,484
Western Speed
????
DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
4,320
The Devil Within
5,997
Iron to Gold
4,51S
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Desert Blossoms
4,175
The Roof Tree
4,409Strength
the Pines
4,382Money to ofBurn
????
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Ever Since Eve
4,531
Qiieenie
5,147
Jackie
4,943Little Miss Smiles
4,834
The Ragged Heiress
4,88&
JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam
Dawn
4,178
ArabianO'Love
????
TWE^'TIETH CENTURY PICTURES
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn)
4,544
The Jolt (Murphy- Walker)
4,835
Winning With Wits (Barbara Bedford) 4,435
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
4,616.
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn)
4,049
Extra!
(Walker-Murphy)
. . .'
4,160
Elope IfExtra!
You Must
(Eileen Percy)
4,995
WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? (Claire Windsor) 6,141
Our Mutual Friend (All Star)
7,69S
White Hands (Hobart Bosworth)
5,654
The Blot (Claire Windsor)
7,121
Quo Vadis (All Star)
5,884
Girl
From
God's
Country
(Nell
Shipman)
.
.
6,957
Old Oaken Bucket (All Star)
5,09S
GooA to Evil (Lucy Doraine)
4,951
ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
The Fire Bride
5,000*
The Madness of Love
5,000*
Alias Phil Kennedy
5,000*
The Blonde Vampire
5,000*
Foolish Monte Carlo
5,000*
The Bootleggers
5,000*
The Love Nest
5,000*
Don't Blame Your Children
5,000*
Mrs. Dane's Confession
5,000*
The Blue Mountain Mystery
5,000*
GOLDWYN PICTURES
For Those We Love
5,752
The Invisible Power
6,613
Dangerous Curve Ahead
5,503
The Old Nest (Mary Alden)
7,250
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin)
5,620
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
4,609
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore)
4,495
Be MyGrimWifeComedian
(Max Linder)
4,470
The
(Special Cast)
5,509
The Night Rose (Special Cast)
5,630
Poverty of Riches (Special Cast)
5,641
Man From Lost River, The (Special Cast).. 5,693
Glorious Fool, The
5,392
Man With Two Mothers
4,423
His Back Against the Wall
4,680
Watch Your Step
4,713
Doubling for Romeo
4,304
Wallflower, The
5,228
Grand Larceny
5,228
Theodora (Special)
8,895
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
BENJ. B. HAMPTON
The
SagebrusherPlace(Allof Star)
6,000*
The iDwelling
Light (All Star) 6,568
The Spenders (All Star)
5,693
AHeart's
CertainHaven
Rich Man
Star)
(Claire(AllAdams,
Carl Gant- 6,000*
voort, Robert McKim)
6,000*
The Grey Dawn (Claire Adams, Carl Gantvoort, Robert McKim)
6,000*
ZANE GREY PICTURES
The Riders of the Dawn (All Star)
6,180
Desert
Gold
(.All
Star)
7,000*
The -Man of the Forest (All Star)
5,880
The Mysterious Rider (All Star)
5,500
J.
READ (Hobart Bosworth) 4,643
The PARKER
Brute Master
Love Madness (Louise Glaum)
6,290
Sex (Louise Glaum)
6,208
DIETRICH BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
5,480
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Cynthia-of-the-Minute (Leah Baird)
5,634
ROBERT BURNTON
The Cost of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerri- gan) 4,624
The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan) 4,624
The Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan) 4,925
NATIONAL PRODUCrriONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph J. Dowling) 5.965
TOSEPH LEVERING
His Temporary Wife (Rubye De Remer) . . 5,329
DIAL FILM
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle Stedman) . ,
4,430
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Myron M. Steams Production Released by
Hodkinson. Story by Sinclair Lewis.
Directed by E. H. Griffith. Photography
by Harold Sintzenich and George Ereisinger.
Length 5,600 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Milt Daggett, Tom Douglas ; Claire Boltewood. Marjorie Seaman ; Henry B. Bolte« ood, George Pauncefort : Jeffrey Saxton, Henry Sell ; Minnie Rauskelile, Dorothy
Allen ; The Tramp, Ben Hendricks, Jr.
Claire Boltewood, a twenty -year-old flapiier. lives with her widowed father, a
banker, scrinibes an automobile
Brooklyn. trip
He isacross
brought
home from
office Jeffrey
ill, andSa.\ton,
the doctor
prethe country
as athecure.
a friend,
presses Claire to marrj' him, and she promises to give him an answer when they
return. On the trip they become acquainted with Milt Daggett, proprietor of a
garage in a small town, and it is a case of love at first! sight. Milt follows in
atripsmall
pulls tothemmeetoutthem
of aathole.
Claire's Park..
father HeIjecomes
tired toof Milt
the
and car
wiresandJeffrey
Yellowstone
also hints
that his company is undesirable, who drives in a cross road to let them pass,
and sees a tramp on the running board of their car. He rescues them and Boltewood then invites him to be their guest. At the Park they meet Saxton, and
Milt starts homeward, not getting to see Claire. On the way he stops at a
spring and his car is stolen b.v this same tramp. Walking down the road he
meets Saxton, who tells him this tramp has carried Claire away in his machine.
Milt chases them and finally rescues Claire just as the machine she is in goes over
the cliff. Claire then realizes that love has come in her life and Milt is the man.
Released right at the
time when the call of the
outdoors is strongest in
human nature, this picture
should have a big run during the summer months,
as it takes you in an automobile trip across the
country in so vivid a manner that one wishes he
could crank up the "Lizzie" and join the Boltewoods, even though their
troubles are numerous
and they have some
rather harrowing experiences before they reach
their destination. The
car falling over the cliff,
however, does not register,
as it is a stunt that has
been done to death over
and over again in the
movies, and comes as a
disagreeable surprise in
this otherwise thoroughly
interesting picture.
Points of Appeal. — The
call of the great outdoors
is the strongest appeal in
this picture. It simply
gets right down under the
hide, and no doubt will be
the cause of many a crosscountry trip in automobiles this summer. Some
•of the love scenes are
rather above the ordinary,
and some very tense moments come when the tramp boards the
car and threatens to wreck the machine if any outcry is made.
And then the way Milt gets him off, too, has a good kick in it.
It is rather unique.
Cast. — If this story had not appeared in the "Saturday Evening Post" several years ago we would have said it was written
especially for Marjorie Seaman, as the part of Claire Boltewood
seems to have been created for her. Tom Douglas is rather
weak as Milt Daggett, but the others measure up to the high
standard she has set.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — This picture is nearly all
exterior scenes rich in natural beauty, all of which has been
caught by the camera. The few interiors are well lighted and
splendidly photographed. The story is told in a convincing
manner that speaks very highly for the direction.
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Sisters
International Film Service Co. Production. Released by American Releasing Corp. Story
by Kathleen Norris. Scenario by E. Lloyd
Sheldon. Cameraman, Chester Lyons.
Directed by Albert Copellani. Running
Time About 70 Minutes.
Length, 6,785.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
.\lix Strickland, Seena Owen; Cherry Strickland. Gladys Leslie; Anna Little,
Mildred Arden ; Peter Joyce, Matt Moore; Martin Llo.vd, Joe King; Dr. Strickland, Tom Guise; Justin Little, Robert Schable ; Colored Mammy, Prances Grant;
Colored Servant, Fred Miller.
Dr. Strickland lives with his two daughters. .\lix and Cherry. His niece,
Anna, is housekeeper. Cherry, the younger of the daughters, marries Martin
Lloyd. Peter, a neighbor, who had been in love with her leaves crestfallen for
a trip around the world. The old doctor dies and .\nna marries, leaving Alix alone.
Peter" returns shortly afterwards from his trip and he and Alix decide to get
married. Meanwhile Cherry has become unhappy with her husband. She leaves
him and comes to live with Alix and Peter. She learns that Peter had really
cared for her, and they decide to run away together, but they are discovered b.v
AMx. An accident befalls Martin and Cherry goes to him. She realizes that
the little troubles of married life that she has gone through are not sufficient
to sever her ties with her husband, and a new love is born in her. Peter resolve*
to free Alix after his terrible mistake, but she forgives him- and they both start
anew.
"Sisters," adapted for
the screen from the novel
by Kathleen Norris, deals
strongly with the problems of married life. It
is effectively done and
brings out the contrasting
situations of two married
women by delving into the
problems that confront
them both. Through the
story there runs a broad
slap at divorce. It is not
delivered in the form of
a sermon, but shows up
the cowardice of such an
act, bringing out a logical
solution to the situation,
which might be applicable
in a great many cases.
Points of Appeal. — The
story should have a wide
appeal. The construction
is not based on anything
pertaining to sex, but gets
to the very root of why
so many marriages are a
failure. The theme is absorbing, and the comparison of the two romances
presents an interesting
phase of life with its unusual angles and complexes.
Cast. — Seena Owen is
splendid in the part of
Alix Strickland. Gladys
Leslie is a good type for Cherry and acts well. Matt Moore
lends his usual pleasing work as Peter, and Joe King is good in
the role of Martin Lloyd. An entertaining bit of comedy is furnished by the two servants in the story.

Photography, Lighting, Direction. — From an artistic standpoint the interiors are exceptionally well done. Each one gives
a complete homelike atmosphere. The exteriors and long shots
are also very pleasing. The lighting is good throughout the
picture, and the story on the whole creates the impression of
being well balanced at all times. Direction excellent.
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RELEASES—
Cont'd
Footage
UNITED ARTISTS CORP. Footage
King Sipruce (Mitchell Lewis)
6,000* The Devil to Pay (Robert Burton Prod.).. 6,000*
Light
the Clearing (All -Star)
7,000* Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
6,000* The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert
LEWISin TRACY
Her Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet).. 5,000*
Lytell)
5,158
The
Empire
of
Diamonds
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
5,760
Mark of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks) .... 7,800
Rogues and Romance (George B. Seitz and 6,000* The
IRVIN V. WILLAT PROD.
The Love Light (Mary Pickford)
7,800
5,800
June Caprice)
6,000* The Nut (Douglas Fairbanks)
Down Home (All Star)
6,335
The Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet)
5,000* Dream Street
9,400
Partners of the Tide (All Star)
6,150
When
We
Were
Twenty-One
(H.
B.
Warner)
5,000*
Face of the World (Barbara Bedford) 5,800
Through
the
Back
Door
(iMary
Pickford)
.
.
7,000*
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis)
6,000*
(Matheson Lang)
7,000*
Fifty Candles (All Star)
6,000* The
Killer (Claire Adams)
6,000* Carnival
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PROD.
Way
Down
East
(D.
W.
Griffith
Prod.)
11,000*
Truant
Husbands
(Mahlon
Hamilton)
5,019*
Arliss)
7,000*
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale) 6,300
Bars of Iron (Madge White)
5,000* IDisraeli
Accuse (George
(Abel Gance
Prod.)
8,250
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale) 5,700
The
Egypt(Leah
(Federal
Trail,
The
(Rex Beach
Prod.)
7,000*
The Lure
Heart ofLine
Baird Prod.)
and Jerome 6,000* Iron
The Other Woman (All Star Cast)
5,800
Little
Lord
Fauntleroy
(Mary
Pickford)
9,984
HUGO BALLIN PROD.
Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks) .... 11,750
Patrick)
6,000*
Without
Benelit of Clergv
5,635
Pagan Love (Rockliffe Fellows and Mabel
Doll's House, A (Nazimova)
????
Ballin)
6,000* The
The Money
Maniac
5,000*
Orderly
5,373
Ruling Passion, The (George Arliss)
7,000*
East Lynne (Mabel Ballin and Edward Earle) 6,634
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
The Power Within (Achievement Pictures) . . 6,000*
The Journey's End (Mabel Ballin and Wyndham EyreStanding)
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Jane
(Mabel Ballin and NormanTrevor) 8,000*
6,550
JEWEL FEATURES
The Luxury Tax (iMabel Ballin, Ravmond
The Devil's Pass Key (All Star Cast)
7,000
Indiscretion (Florence Reed, Lionel Atwill,
Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips).. 6,000*
Bloomer, Crauford Kent)
7,000*
Gareth Hughes)
6,000* Once to the
ROCKET FILM CORP.
Law
(Priscilla
Dean)
6,000*
O'h Mary Be Careful (Madge Kennedy) 6,000* Outside
(Priscilla Dean)
6,500
The Truant Husband (All Star)
5,000* The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks) 5.000* Reputation
Foolish Wives (Eric Von Stroheim) 12,000
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Starke) .... 6,000* NoKeeping
Up
With
Lizzie
(Enid
Bennett)....
6,000*
Knows
7,000*
RENCO FILM CORP.
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey) 5,000* The Woman
(Harry
Carey)
6,941
Beyond the Crossroad (Ora Carew)
6,000* ConflictFox (Priscilla
Lavender and Old Lace (Marguerite Snow) 5,770
Dean)
6,205
In
Society
(Edith
Roberts)
5,000*
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
AtStar)
the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern (All 5,193
Wise Husbands (Gail Kane, J. ITerbert
Trackers
(All Star)
5,000*
Frank)
6,000* Man
WARD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS
Lips (Edith
Roberts)
4,263
The Leech (Claire Whitney)
6,000* Luring
Rip Van Winkle (All Star)
6,700
Danger Ahead (AH Star)
5,000*
His
Brother's
Keeper
OMartha
Mansfield,
WIISPNIPEG PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
AOpenDaughter
of (Edith
the LawRoberts)
(Carmel Myers) . . 4,263
5,000*
Rogers
Lytton, (Monroe
Gladden Salisbury)
James)
6,000*
Shutters
The
Barbarian
6,000*
God's
Star)
Shark
Master
(Frank
Mayo)
5,000*
CameronCrucible
of the(All Royal
Mounted (Gaston 6,000* A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom)) 6,000* The
(Hoot Gibson)
4,509
6,000* ActionRowdy
Glass)
6,000* Idle Hands (Gail Kane)
(Gladys Walton)
4,974
HOLTRE PRODUCTIONS
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau) 6,00(1* The
Moonlight
Follies
(Marie
Prevost)
4,468
French Heels (Irene Castle)
5,500
Finders' Keepers (Violet Mersereau)
6,000* Red Courage (Hoot Gibson)
4,620
R-C PICTURES
The Rage of Paris (Miss Dupont)
4,968
METRO PICTURES CORP.
Go Straight (Frank Mayo)
4,220
Where Lights Are Low (Sessue Hayakawa) 5,810
NAZIMOVA
High Heels (Gladys Walton)
4,541
Live and Let Live (Wm. Christy Cabanne) . . 5,900
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,730
Salvage (Pauline Frederick)
6.450
The
Heart
of
a
Child
6,239
*
The
Foolish
Age
(Doris
May)
4,500
Madame Peacock
5,428
Nobody's Fool (Marie Prevost)
4,640
The Barricade (Cabanne Prod.)
6,170
Billions
5,036
Sure Fire
5,000*
False
Kisses(Hoot
(MissGibson)
Dupont)
4,335
Camille
5,600
The Swamp (Sessue Bayakawa)
5.600
Dr.Parisian
Jim (Frank
Mayo)
4,474
Lure of the Jade (Pauline Frederick) 5.935
METRO CLASSICS, Inc. (Specials)
A
Scandal
(Marie
Prevost)
4,739
Possession (Mercaton Prod.)
6,550
The Man Who (Bert Lytell)
5,399
The
Fire
Eater
(Hoot
Gibson)
4,880
The
Duke
of
Chimney
Butte
(Fred
Stone)
.
.
4.600
Over the Wire (Alice Lake)
5,457
Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson)
4,415
Silent Years (J. L. Gasnier)
6.056
Shattered Dreams (Miss Dupont)
4,878
Life's
Darn (May
FunnyAllison)
(Viola Dana)
5,741
At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
6,30n
Big Game
5,333
Eden and Return (Doris May)
4,831
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytell)
5,510
CupidGuttersnipe
Incog (Marie
Prevost)
5,000*
The
(Gladys
Walton)
4,225
Five
IDays
to
Live
(Sessue
Hayakawa)....
5,356
The Match Breaker (Viola .Dana)
6,000* Two Kinds of Women (Pauline Frederick).. ????
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)
4,886
Hole in the Wall, The (Alice Lake)
6,000* Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
5,032
The Scrapper (Herbert Rawlinson)
????
Idle Rich, The (Bert Lytell)
6,000* Why Men Forget (Special Cast)
Headin' West (Hoot Gibson)
????
5,299
Fourteenth Lover, The (Viola Dana)
6,000* The Call of Home (L. J. Gasnier)
5,220
The
Golden
Gallows
(Miss
Dupont)
5,000*
Infamous Miss Revel, The (Alice Lake).... 6,000* Beyond the Rainbow (Cabanne Prod.)
6.500
Tracked to Earth (Frank Mayo)
5,000*
Alias Ladyfingers (Bert Lytell
6,000*
Crazy (Doris May)
4,800
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
There Are No Villains (Viola Dana)
6,000* Boy
The
Bigamist
(Special
Cast)
????
Wild
Honey
(Priscilla
Dean)
7,000*
Golden Gift, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
The
Vermillion
Pencil
(Sessue
Hayakawa)..
????
The Dangerous Little Demon (Marie Prevost) 5,000*
Right That Failed, The (Bert Lytell) 6,000* The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick) ????
The Bear Cat (H'oot Gibson)
5,000*
Glass Houses (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Gay and Devilish (Doris May)
????
The Man Under Cover (Herbert Rawlinson) 5,000*
Kisses
(Alice
Lake)
6,000*
Face Between, The (Bert Lytell)
4,997
A
Wonderful
Wife
(Miss
du
Pont)
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENT.
The Man Who Married His Own Wife 5,000*
Seeing's Believing (Viola Dana)
6,000*
ELAINE
HAMMERSTEIN
STAR
SERIES
Hate (Alice Lake)
6,000*
(Frank Mayo)
5,000*
The Miracle of Manhattan
4.174
Five Dollar Baby, The (Viola Dana)
6,000*
VITAGRAPH, INC.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PROD.
The Girl fromLove
Nowhere
5,000*
Remorseless
4,180
The Great Redeemer (All Star Cast)
5,005
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Handcuffs or Kisses
4.180
TAYLOR HOLMES PROD.
The
Courage
of Marge O'Doone
6,300
The
Way
of
a
iMaid
4,800
Trumpet
Island
6,200
Nothing But the Truth
5,639
Why Announce Your Marriage?
5,200
Dead Men Tell No Tales
6,200
The Very Idea
5,212
Black Beauty
6,900
EUGENE
O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Nothing But Lies
4,882
Guilded Lies
4,496
The Heart of Maryland
6,700
C. E. SHURTLEFF PROD.
The
Son
of
Wallingford
7,851
The
LastWorth
.Door
5,000*
Burning Daylight (All Star)
5,766
Is Life
Living?
5,019
The Little Minister
6,129
The Mutiny of the Elsinore (All Star) 5,778
Clay
Dollars
????
Flower of the North
7,236
The Star Rover (Special Cast)
4,446
Chivalrous Charley
4,543
The
Prodigal
Judge
7,200
The Little Fool (Special Cast)
4,670
The
Prophet's
Paradise
4,000*
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
CONWAY TEARLE SERIES
Her
and Master
5,755
ALICELordJOYCE
PRO'D.
Love, Honor and Obey (Jewel Carmen).... 5,477
Society Snobs
4,224
The Scarab Ring
5,598
Without Limit (George D. Baer)
7,128
Bucking the Tiger
5,333
The
Inner
Chamber
5,951
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes)
4,968
6,000*
CORINNE GRIFFITH PROD.
After Fighter
Midnight
????
The Hunch (Gareth Hughes)
6,000* The
The
Whisper
Market
4,800
The Man of Stone
4,676
Little
Eva Ascends
(Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Stay Home
(Gareth Hughes)
????
A Wide Open Town
4,650
TheIsn't
Broadway
Bubble
5,000*
It
Being Done
This Season
4,300
OWEN
MOORE
STAR
SERIES
I Can Explain (Gareth Hughes)
6,000* The Chicken in the Case
What's Your Reputation Worth?
5,400
5,261
Don't
Write
Letters
(Gareth
Hughes)
6,000*
ROLAND WEST PROD.
Moral Fibre
6,000*
.A Divorce PRODUCTIONS
of Convenience
5,000*
SPEOIAL
The Single Track
5,000*
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)
5,846
Received
Payment
5,000*
HOPE HAMPTON PROD.
EARLE WILLIAMS
PROD.
The
Road That
of Ambition
(Conway
Tearle) , , 5,600
5,000*
The
Sin
Was
His
(Wm.
Faversham)
A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton)
5,280
The Romance Promoters
5,200
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5,500
WILLIAM DESMOND PROD.
Diamonds Adrift
4,724
WTio Am I? (All Star)
4,938
It
Can
Be
Done
4,425
Conceit (All Star)
4,580
Fightin'
Mad (Special
6,000*
The Silver Car
5,803
REX INGRAM
PROD. Cast)
ASELECT
Man's PICTURES
Home (All Star)
4,580
Bring Him In
4,987
Conquering Power, The (Special Cast) 6,000*
Lucky
(parson
????
Turn
Right (Special
(Special Cast)
Cast)
8,000*
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Durning) . . . . 5,000* Three Sevens
5,000
Prisonerto the
of Zenda
????
The
Servant
Question
(William
Collier)
5,000*
ANTONIO
MORENO
PROD.
TIFFANY PROD.
Just
Outside FEATURES
the Door (Edith H'allor) 5,000
The Secret of the Hills
4,900^
REPUBLIC
Peacock
Murray)
8,000*
Mountain Madness (Ed. Coxen and Ora
PascinationAlley(Mae(MaeMurray)
????
A
Guilty
Conscience
5,000*
ALICE
CALHOUN
PROD.
Carew)
????
Mother of Men (Claire Whitney) , ????
Princess Jones
4,800
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
The Gift Supreme (Bernard Durning) ????
The Charming Deceiver
4,600
Closed
Doors
4,400
Welcome Children (Elsie Albert)
5 reels Children of Destiny (Edith Halor)
????
Shadows of the West (Lledda Nova)
5 reels
Peggy Matrimonial
Puts It Over
4,900
of Yesterday (Noma Talmadge) . , . , 5,810
The
Web
4,970
The Lotus Blossom (Tully Marshall) . . . . 6 reels Ghosts
Poppy (Norma Talmadge)...
????
Up the Road With Sallie (Constance Tal- madge) 4,692
Rainbow
5,000'
PATHE EXCHANGES, INC.
WTELIAM
DUNCAN PROD.
(Constance Talmadge)
????
Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis)
6,000* Scandal
Where Men Are Men
5,000'
REVIVALS
Steelheart
6,000*
The Love Flower (D. W. Griffith Prod.).. 6,800 No
* Approximately
Defense
6,000*
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Kindred

of

the

Dust

Released by

First National Photoplay in Seven Parts. Author,

Paramount. Author, Sonya Levien. Scenario by Percy Heath and Aubrey Stauffer.
Director, Maurice Campbell. Running Time

Peter B. Kyne. Scenario by J. T. O'Donohue. Director, R. A. Walsh. Running Time,

Realart Photoplay

in Five Parts.

Fifty-five Minutes.
CAST

AND SYNOPSIS

Kathleen O'Donnell, Constance Binney ; Donald Holliday, Warner Baxtor ; Harry
Stanton, George Webb ; Elsie Edwards, Dorothy Gordon ; Speeder, Maxlne Elliott
Hicks ; Ice Cream Girl, Agnes Adams ; Peter Holliday, Edward Jobson ; Mrs.
Fannie Midgley ; Tad O'Donnell, George Hernandez; Yvette.De Vonne,
O'Donnell,
Betty Schade.
.
earning a living
Kathleen O'Donnell falls in love with Harry Stanton. He inis the
world and is
as a taxi-driver, but tells the girl he is ambitious to rise
to Stanton,
father
Kathleen's
a surgeon.
studying
toleratehe
will notwhom
Kathleen
him.objects
against
his daughter
and warns
trustbecome
not to
does
to receive Harry at her home, leaves
interference, and when she is not allowed
with
and takes a room for herself. Anxious to assist Harry she gives himThemoney
owner of
he spends it entertaining other girls. and warns
which to purchase books, but works
her
Kathleen,
with
love
in
also
is
the factoi-y where Kathleen
that Harry is unworthy of her. Kathleen promptly quits and gets employment
when
Harry•^5 deceptive ways, breakhei* eyes are opened to
in a restaurant. Therewith
Kathleen suffers awhonervous
one of his girls.
him dining
she catches when
loves
really
man
the
to
affections
her
transfers
recovers
she
and
down,
her.
The human interest element
holds sway throughout this pic"every-day"
There is anabout
sort of ture.
atmosphere
it which
carries conviction; the sorrows of
the enthusiastic young heroine
during the progress of her initial
heart affair, her refusal to heed
parental advice, and the troubles
which follow hard upon her infatuation for an unworthy object
are all outlined so naturally that
the story has an undefinable
charm. It is something new for
Constance Binney to be cast for
a role requiring emotional talent,
yet she rises to the occasion
splendidly and with such effect
that her performance is likely to
go on record as the most artistic
contribution she has made to the
screen. But the picture is not
without its humorous balance, for
half the time when one is pitying
little Kathleen, there is an impulse to smile over the seriousness with which she accepts her
lover's gross flattery, and somehow the impression is given that
she will get over her foolishness
in due course of time, before her
life is wrecked. Which is exactly
what happens, as all comes right
in the end. It is a bright, welldirected, capitally acted production, and should register high
box-office value.
Points of Appeal. — The mistaken heroine wins sympathy from
the start and it is a relief when,
after her discovery of Stanton's
faithlessness and subsequent illness, true love heals her wounded
heart. The sub-titles are clever
and expressive.
Cast, — Constance Binney plays Kathleen with just the necessary touch of pathos and here and there an outburst of temper
which adds wonderfully to the natural appeal of the character.
The restaurant scene, where, while waiting on table, she catches
Harry buying supper for another girl with her money, shows
a Kathleen transformed for the time being into a miniature
whirlvnnd of jealous vengeance and is comedy entwined with
tragedy. George Webb scores a big hit as the sneaking Stanton,
Warner Baxter wins favor in the role of Donald Holliday, and
the support is excellent.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The interiors and exteriors
are well filmed and the lighting is effective. There is no break
in the continuity or halt in the action.

Eighty Minutes.
CAST AND .SYNOPSIS
Nan, Miriam Cooper; Donald McKaye, Ralph Graves; The Laird, Lionel Bel
more ; Mr. Daney, W. J. Ferguson ; Donald, Master Bruce Guerin ; Elizabeth,.
Elizabeth Waters ; Jane, Maryland Morne ; Mrs. McKaye, Eugenie Besserer ; Mrs.Daney, Carolyn Eankin.
Having been trapped into an illegal marriage. Nan, with a baby, goes back to.
her birthplace and takes up the broken thread of her life. The chief industry of
her home town is a large lumber mill. She becomes the subject of unpleasant
gossip among the townsfolk, and is badly treated by the hypocritical neighbors.
by the son of the mill owner, a former childhood sweetLater sheheart.isHis made
familyloveis tohorrified and his father forbids him to marry the girl.
worse and
her lover
from Nan,devotion
Separated
Nan's affectionate
and becomes
presenceseriously
brings ill.
aboutHehisgrows
recovery.
Yet onlyher
areThey
father.
stern
lover's
her
of
the prejudices
does notandovercome
sacrificehowever,
wife,
her husband proves his manhood by standing by his
wed,
reconciliation
a
later
year
A
there.
^working
and
Toing to a rival lumber camp
lietween the old man and the young couple is brought about by the arrival of a
baby grandson and happiness results for all concerned.
With the assistance of a carefully selected, talented cast of
players. Director R. A. Walsh has
evolved a picture of unvarying
sympathetic appeal out of a plot
of
great interest.
originality,It but
sti'ong
in no
human
is another
instance of what expert direction
and intelligent acting can do in
the way of turning a familiar
story into the kind of a screen
attraction that is bound to win
popularity with a majority of
movie patrons. Also, the photography is of really splendid
quality, the lighting effects are
especially fine and the outdoor
shots admirable. There is no
hitch in the smooth, swift progress of the action, and viewed
from any angle the feature gives
promise of proving a valuable
box office asset.
Points of Appeal. — The heroine
who is compelled to struggle
against injustice and berated by
the sneers of self-righteous folks
who consider her an outcast, seldom fails to win an audience's
pity, and Nan is no exception to
the rule. Her early trials, her
spirit of self-sacrifice and courage
touch the hearts of the onlookers
and the triumph of true love at
the close winds up the tale just
as everybody would want it to
end. The picture is strong in
emotional phases, frankly sentimental, but always within reasonable bounds.
Cast. — Miriam Cooper in the
past has shown herself to be an
actress of great magnetism, pleasing presence and mistress of theart of expressing varied moods of grief, joy, pathos with unerring skill. In the present instance she fully lives up to her
reputation, her "Nan" is an adorable yet natural sort of girl,
a really delightful performance. Ralph Graves as Donald McKaye, shares dramatic honors with Miss Cooper, and excellent
support is rendered by the remainder of the company.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The camera work throughout is of superior grade, there are some attractive deep sets in
evidence, the exteriors are beautifully filmed and the lighting
is faultless. The continuity is unbroken and the action moves
rapidly from first to last.
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ASSOCIATED
PRODUCERS,
{Through First National)
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Made in the Kitchen
She Sighed by the Seaside
Call a Cop
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES
Love's Outcast

INC.
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

SHORT
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES TRAVEL
PICTURES
Boro-Bodor and the Bromo
1 reel
Torid Tampico
1 reel
Kwang-Chow-Fu
1
reel
Nice and Cannes
1 reel
Mexican Oil Fields
1 reel
In Batik Land
1 reel
Across the Grand Canyon
1 reel
Seville in Fair Time
1 reel
At the Wailing Wall
1 reel
Rural Java
1 reel
Santa
Fe
—
The
City
Different
1
reel
Seeing San Marino
1 reel
Watching the Waylands
1 reel
In Old Granada
1 reel
A Fairy Foreland
1 reel
Stamboul
1 reel
Along the Rio Grande
1 reel
At the Damascus Gate
1 reel
Lake Maggiore
1 reel
First Families of America
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGAME ADVENTURE
SCENICS
Down the Strand in London
1 reel
Winter Sports in St. Moritz
1 reel
Kilawea
\^olcano
in
Eruption
1
The Jungfrau Railroad
1 reel
reel
\^■ildest Wales
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Kids is Kids
'
2 reels
Spirits
2 reels
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Movie Fans
2 reels
Fickle Fancy
2 reels
.\ Fireside Brewer
2 reels
Dabbling in Art
2 reels
Bungalow Troubles
2 reels
The Unhappy finish
2 reels
Officer Cupid
2 reels
Astray from the Steerage
2 reels
Are Waitresses Safe?
2 reels
An International Sneak
2 reels
Watch Your Neig:hbor
2 reels
It Pays to Exercise
2 reels
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Pictionary and Cartoons (Weekly)
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
From a Piscatorial Angle
1 reel
The Cloud
l reel
A Setting of Ages
1 reel
Indiana Summer
1 reel
Victory Mountain
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-VANDENBURGH SERl ES
\Vi\d Men of Africa
2 reels
Jungle Dancers
2 reels
The Lion Killers
2 reelsSlaying
ree'fIs
The
LandtheofHippopotamus
the Pygmies
22 re.
s
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OF AMERICA
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
Monkey Shines
2 reels
A Rag Doll Romance
2 reels
How to Grow Thin (Special;
1 reel
CHESTER COMEDIES
Snooky's Fresh Heir
2 reels
Snooky's Blue Monday
2 reels
Snooky's
Wild
Oats
2 reels
CHESTER OUTINGS
No More Gasoline
1 reel
Save Your Carfare
1 reel
The Last Hop
I reel
Music in the Air
1 reel
Jogging Across Sawtooth
1 reel
CHESTER SCENICS
Old Moose Trails
1 reel
New Wine in Old Bottles
1 reel
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
No Parking
2 reels
A Barnyard Cavalier
2 reels
One Stormy Knight
2 reels
A Rambling Romeo
2 reels
Hokus Pokus
2 reels
'Twas Ever Thus
2 reels
'Oh, Promise Me!
2 reels
'Tis the
Bull
reels
Fair
Enough
22 reels
CINAL FILMS— SLOW^ SPEED
The Manly Art of Self-Defense
1 reel
Annette Kellerman in High D.ving
1 reel
Coif
1 reel
GAYETY COMEDIES
Say Uncle
1 reel
Afraid of His Wife
1 reel
■O'h,
11 reel
Wild Brother
and Willie
reel
Assault and Flattery
1 reel
Standing Pat
1 reel
KINOGRAMS
News Reel — Sunday and Thursdays
1 reel
MERMAID COMEDIES
Free and Easy
2 re^ls
Rolling Stones
2 reels
Step Rainmaker
This Way
22 reels
The
reels
Spooks
2 reels
MISCELLANEOUS
Could Columbus Discover an America?.... 1 reel
The Crater of Mt. Katmai
1 reel
Dixie
1 reel
PUNCH COMEDIES
A Rural Cinderella
2 reels
Country Chickens
2 reels
The Love Egg
2 reels
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS BEAUTIFUL
By
the
Side
of
the
Road
1
In the Bonnie Brier Country
1 reel
reel
As
Old as Switzerland
the Hills
'.
1 reel
Unknown
ROBERT C. BRUCE "WILDERNESS TALES"
"And
Must Weep'
11 reel
MissingWomen
Men
reel
Nights of Many Shadows
1 reel
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse
2 reels
The
to Return
Road
22 reels
reels
The Ne'er
Policeman
and the
Babv
The Northern Trail
2 reels
SKETCHO'GRAFS
Just for Fun
1 reel
Play Ball!
1 reel
What's
the
Limit?
reel
The Family Album
11 reel
TOONERVILLE COMEDIES
The Skipper's Last Resort
2 reels
The
Skipper's
Policy
2 reels
TORCHY
COMEDIES
Torchy Takes a Chance
2 reels
Battling Torchy
2 reels
Torchy and Orange Blossoms
2 reels
Torchy 's Ghost
2 reels
VANITY COMEDIES
Paying Patients
1 reel
Eat and Be Happy
1 reel
Chicken Hearted
1 reel
Spiking the Spooks ,
1 reel
It's Your Move
1 reel
Ninety Days or Life
1 reel
WORLD WANDERINGS
Dawn Silver
to DuskHarvest
in Egypt
11 reel
The
reel
The People of Old Bruges
1 reel
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2 reels
2 reels

FOX FILM CORPORATION
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Chase Me
2 reels
Farmyard Follies
2 reels
Say It With Flowers
2 reels
The Book Agent
2 reels
Singer
Midget's
Side
Show
2
One
Moment,Villain
Please
22 reels
reels
A Perfect
reels
Love and War
2 reels
Pardon Me
2 reels
Try
Get It
22 reels
reels
False andAlarm
Hold the Line
2 reels
Please Be Careful
2 reels
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
All Wrong
2 reels
Don't Tickle
2 reels
The Guide
2 reels
The Sailor
2 reels
The Toreador
2 reels
The Chauffeur
2 reels
Hot Dog
2 reels
AL. ST. JOHN SERIES
The Happy Pest
2 reels
Fool Days
2 reels
Straight
from
the
Farm
22 reels
reels
The Studio Rube
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
The Tong Sandwich
1 reel
Shadowed
1 reel
Turkish Bath
1 reel
The Big Mystery
1 reel
Long Live the King
1 reel
The
Village
Cut-Ups
11 reel
reel
A Messy Christmas
Fast
Freight
1
reel
The Stolen Snooze
1 reel
Getting Ahead
1 reel
Bony Parts
1 reel
ABesider
GhostlyHerWallop
11 reel
Cider
reel
The
Last
Laugh
1
reel
The Hole Cheese
1 reel
The Phony Focus
1 reel
The
Crystal
Gazer
1
reel
Stuck in the Mud
1 reel
Too Much Sap
1 reel
I UPINO LANE SERIES
The Broker
2 reels
FOX NEWS (Twice a Week)
SERIALS
Bride 13
15 Episodes
Fantomas
20 Episodes
GOLDW.YN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES
FingersandandRollers
Pockets
■
Love
Hearts and Hammers
At
It Again
Professional
Ethics
When Martin Gits Here
Ged Ap, Napoleon
You'd Better Get It
Indigo Sunday
Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About
Take It Easy
EDGAR COMEDIES
Edgar Camps Out
Edgar the Explorer
Edgar's (Country Cousin
Edgar's Feast Day
Get-Rich-Ouick
Edgar
Edgar's Little Saw
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "Apollo". .
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Cupid's
Advice"
Lampoons — ^Happy Hooligan in "Happy
Hoolidiini"
■.
Lampoons
— ludge Rummy in "The Prize
Dance"
Lampoons — Judge Rummy in "The Snappy
Judgment"
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "The BlackLampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "A Romance
of '76"
Lampoons
—
Judge Rummy in "Why Change
Your HHisband?"
Lampoons — ^Happy Hooligan in "Doctor
Jekyll and Mr. Zipp"
Lampoons — Judge Rummy in "Bear Facts"
Lampoons
— Happy Hooligan in "Roll Your
Own"
Lampoons — Judge Rummy in "Yes Dear". .
Lampoons — Happy Hooligan in "Oil"
Lampoons
— Judge Rummy in "Too Much •
Pep"

22
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

2
2
2
22
2

reels^
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
smith" 1I'eel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
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The

Woman's

Side

JReleased by First National. Written and Directed
by J. A. Barry. Cameraman, Joseph Brotherton.
Running Time Sixty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Maiy
Oray,
Kathei-iiie
MacDonalcl
; Theodore
Jr., Crittenden
Edward Burns"
Theodore Van Ness, Sr. Henry Barrows
; Judje Vau
Gray,Ness.
Dwight
; The
Ux-Mrs.
Judge
Gray,
Ora
Devereaux
;
Big
Bob
Masters,
WacU;
Boteler.
Judge Gray, running tor governor, is supported in his race by Theodore Van
Ness, Sr., publisher of a prominent newsjjaper, with the understanding that he
ias never done anything to be ashamed of. Bob Masters, his opponent, is attorney
for Mrs. Gray in securing a "framed" divorce from Judge Gray on the grounds
•of
cruelty.him Theas Judge's
daughter, MaiT,
meets Vanfalls
Ness'sin
son,desertion
Theodore,andJr.,mental
recognizes
an old schoolmate,
and promptly
love with him. He does not find out who she is, however, until he calls at the
Gray home to meet his father, who is threatenina to publish the story of Judge
Cray's
it iscallsexplained
him. demanding
Masters, fearing
to Van divorce
Ness, andunless
he also
on Judgeto Gray,
that he defeat,
withdrawtellsfromIt
the race or the story will be published. Overhearing the conversation, Mary
goes to her mother and begs her aid, which isa refused, the woman declaring she
is not ifherhemother.
then the
goesstory.
to Masters'
alone,bythreatening
there
does notMary
retract
She isoffice
followed
her father,suicide
who
secures the revolver and forces Masters to teJcphone Van Ness to kill the story.
The
ex-Mrs.
Gray,
seeing
the
girl
in
the
office
misunderstands
her
motive,
and
In a jealous fit shoots at Masters and wounds Mary. Masters is badly beater
in
the
election
and
Mary
recovers
from
her
wound,
leai'us
the
real
story
of
divorce, whose daughter she really is and becomes engaged to Van Ness, Jr. the
While this is a very interesting picture, it is
rather doubtful whether it
will carry sustained interest throughout, as parts
of it — the love scenes —
fail to register. If they
had been handled in a different manner and made
more effective, this w^ould
probably have been one of
Katherine MacDonald's
most powerful pictures,
as she does some splendid
work in it. The political
background of the story
IS well drawn and in some
respectsliticaltrue
life. It toalsorealhaspo-a
comedy touch that will
tickle several good laughs
out of the audience, as
well as some very tense
moments that come when
least expected. Taken as
a whole, it will go where
Katherine MacDonald is
popular, if the love scenes
are not played up too
strong.
Points of Appeal. — Not
to know the name of your
mother and then to learn
that the man who you
thought was your father
is not your father at all
is a terrible experience
for any girl to undergo.
While it is rather farfetched, it will have tremendous appeal to the
feminine gender, especially following the scenes
in which Mary Gray is
shown as a Good Samaritan to the poor in the
dlums, which are very touching. Then, too, there is a thrill of
a different kind when, in Masters' car in the slums, she makes
a speech in favor of Judge Gray that precipitates a riot and
she and Van Ness have a narrow escape.
Cast.— -Katherine MacDonald is prettier than ever, and, what
IS more important, she does not depend on her beauty to carry
her role, but does some real emotional acting. Henry Barrows
as Van Ness, Sr., and Dwight Crittenden as Judge Gray both
handle their parts acceptably, and the role of Masters fits
Wade Boteler like a glove. Neither Edward Burns as Van
Ness,
D'evereaux
measureJr.,upnorto Ora
the rest
of the as
cast.ex-Mrs. Judge Gray, however,
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The photography is of
the very best from start to finish. The interiors are remarkable
for their beauty and lighting, while some of the exteriors will
remain long in the minds of those who see this picture. The
story is concisely told and runs smoothly, except for the love
scenes, which could better have been left out.
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Wide

Open

Town

Selznick Photoplay in Five Parts. Author, Earle
Mitchell. Scenario by Edward Montague.
Director, Ralph Ince. Running Time,
Sixty Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Billy
Clifford,
Conway
Tearle
; Helen
BinneyJohn
; Mayor
James Seeley ; Mrs. Tatuui, Alice
May ;Morely,
GovernorB^aire
Talbot,
Wade Morely,
; Rufe
Nimbo, Daniel Hayes; Si Ryan, Ned Sparks; Fred Tatum, Claude Brooks; Tug
Wilson, Harry Tighe ; Governor as Boy, Bobby Connelly; Billy Clifford as Boy,
Jeri"y Devine.
As a newsboy Billy Clifford befriends his kid chum, Talbot, to the extent of
saving the
a reform
sentence.
LaterHelen
in life
Clifforddaughter
is a suc-of
cessfullatter
gambler. from
He meets
and school
falls in
love with
Morely,
tile mayor of the town. He decides to give up gambling for her sake. His
partner, being advised that the mayor intends to raid his resort, kidnaps Helen
and
holds hercomes
prisoner,
a liosta^'e
the raid
her fatherthehasplace.
ordered.
But Clifford
to the asrescui'
just asagainst
the police
are attacking
He
gets Helen away, but in so doing is obliged to shoot his former partner, who dies.
Helen's
reputation
is
saved,
but
Clifford
is
arrested
and
sentenced
to
life
iiiprisonment on a murder charge. CliNord has a faithful friend who visits the
mayor and reveals the circumstances of the killing to him. The mayor influences
the governor to intervene in ClilTord's behalf. The governor turns out to be
Talbot,ford is pardoned
the chum andof wins
CiitTord's
Helen.newsbuy days. They recognize each other. ClifThis picture is an excellent example of how
melodramas dealing with
underworld life should be
screened in order to rivet
the spectators' attention
and send them away satisfied with their entertainment. There are no faults
of logic in the p lot, no
straining for thrilling effects to the verge of absurdity. The thrills are
there, all right, in large
quantities, but they occur
in convincing fashion,
thanks to good direction
and, capable work by principals and supportingcast. Municipal politics
in a town run on the
"wide open" basis have
produced sensational happenings in actual life
equalling and even exceeding the wildest fancies
contained in stage or film
plots and, making due allowance for melodramatic
license, there is nothing
outlined in the present
production which verges
on the improbable. The
feature is one of the best
in which Mr. Conway
Tearle has been starred
and exhibitors cannot afford to overlook it.
Points of appeal. — One of the most pathetic scenes in the play
is that toward its close, which shows the recognition by the
governor of his boyhood pal in the man he is asked to release
from his prison sentence for manslaughter. But there are
many other situations strong in pathos, the sympathy always
extended by an audience to the hero who is making a brave
fight to run straight holds sway throughout and a thoroughly
effective climax is attained.
Cast. — Conway Tearle offers an impressive character study of
Billy Clifford. His performance is at once energetic and highly
artistic. Faire Binney is a very attractive heroine, and the
supporting cast is strong in talent.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many fine interiors shown. The exteriors are skilfully filmed and first-class
lighting effects achieved. Not a break occurs in the continuity
and the action is fast from start to finish.
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GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Tree-Top
The IslandConcert
of the Singers
Mist
Through the Earth
What Is Your Body Worth?
A Paradise for Birds
Venice of the Orient
Action of the Human Heart
The Riveter
The Human Voice
Seein' Things
on the Orinoco
Gypsy
Scientists
Unshod Soldiers of the King
No
Reg'larInspiration
Bird
Chemical
Safe Combination
The City That Never Sleeps

11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
11
1
1

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

WID GUNNING, INC.
Moongold
3,175
Bear, Boy and Dog
2,053
Puppy Days
959
Robinson Crusoe Hours
966
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor)
2,117
The Bashful Suitor (Mary Brandon and
Pierre Gendron)
2,064
The Young Painter (Mary Astor and Pierre
Gendron)
2,500
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
MAX ROBERTS COMEDIES
Why Change Your Mother-in-Law ?
????
Shimmy Isle
????
Absence Without Leave
????
METRO PICTURES CORP.
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Convict 13
2 reels
One Week
2 reels
The Scare Crow
2 reels
Neighbors
2 reels
The Haunted House
2 reels
Hard Luck
2 reels
The High Sign
2 reels
The Goat
2 reels
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
CHARLES RAY SERIES (20 Dramas).. 2 reels
Kineto Review Series (52 Releases)
KiNETo Reviews — The Living Book oj Nature
{See Issue of May 28, 1921, for First Series)
(See Issue of Oct. 29, 1921, for Second Series)
THIRD SERIES
Garden of the Gods — ^Colorado
1 reel
The Science of a Soap Bubble
1 reel
Rio de Janeiro
1 reel
Kentucky Thoroughbreds
1 reel
Hiking the Alps With the Boy Scouts
1 reel
Manhattan
11 reel
EccentricitiesLife
of the Wasp and'Bee
reel
Fur and Feathers
1 reel
My Adirondacks Outing
1 reel
The Chemistry of Combustion
1 reel
The Victory Pageants
1 reel
The Delta of the Nile
1 reel
A Glimpse Into the Animal Kingdom
1 reel
KING COLE COMEDIES
Moonshiners
2 reels
Strikes to Spare
2 reels
Bars and Stripes
2 reels
Jazz Babies
2 reels
A Fresh Start
2 reels
Shimmy Gym
2 reels
General Nuisance
2 reels
NATIONAL COMEDIES
Wanted — A Girl
2 reels
ASERIAL
Million — More or Less
2 reels
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and
Ella Hall)
15 Episodes
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE NEWS— Wednesdays and Saturdays
TOPICS OF THE DAY— Weekly
Week of April 9
The (Golden Pool (White Eagle No. 15) 2 reels
Chained
to the Anchor (Go Get 'Em Hutch 3 reels
No. 1)
Jump Your Job (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Rich Cat and the Poor Cat (Aesop
Fable)
Vi reel
Next Aisle Over (Harold Lloyd Reissue) . . 1 reel
Shadows borne
and Sunshine
(Baby Marie Os- 3 reels
reissue)
Week of April 16
The
Wall (GoComedy)
Get 'Em Hutch No. 2) 21 reel
reels
StandFalling
Pat (Parrott
The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing (Aesop Fa- ble) Vl reel
An Ozark Romance (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
More Trouble (Frank Keenan reissue) 3 reels
Week of April 23
TheNo. Runaway
Car (Go G;t 'Em Hutch 2 reels
3)
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Full Wicked
O' Pep Cat
(Snub(Aesop
Pollard)
reel
The
Fable)
%1 reel
Bride and Gloom (Harold Lloyd reissue) ... 1 reel
The Mysterious Client (Irene Castle reissue) 3 reels
Week of April 30, 1922.
The4)
Tunnel Menace (Go Get 'Em H'utch No. 2 reels
Kill the Nerve (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Boy and His Dog (Aesop Fable)
reel
Pipe the Whiskers (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
Told at Twilight (Baby Marie Osborne re- is ue) 3reels
Week of May 7, 1922.
Shot Into
Get 'E'm Hutch Xo. 5) 12 reel
reels
Days
of OldSpace
(Snub(Go Pollard)
The Eternal Triangle (Aesop Fable) ?4 reel
Follow the Crowd (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
Vengeance Is Mine (Irene Castle reissue)... 3 reels
Week of May 14, 1922.
Under
the
Avalanche
No. 6) (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
Light Showers (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Model Dairy (Aesop Fable)
-A reel
Swing
(Lloyd reissue) 31 reel
Ruler ofY'our
the Partners
Road (reissue)
reels
Week of May 21. 1922.
OnNo.Danger's
Highway (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
7)
Do Me a Favor (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
Love Pick
at First
Sight (Lloyd
(Aesop reissue)
Fable) -A1 reel
reel
Why
on Me?
The Cry of the Weak (reissue)
3 reels
PIONEER FILM CORP.
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babies in Bearskin
1 reel
Call Me Daddy
1 reel
Down Beside the Seaside
1 reel
Knockout Maggie
1 reel
Professor Was Right
1 reel
Running Romeos
.■
1 reel
Two's
reel
Young Company
Ideas
11 reel
Luke
McLuke's
Film-osophv.
each
'A
reel
PEEP INTO THE FUTURE (series of 6) 2 reels
THE SONNY SERIES, each
2 reels
SERIALS
The Hope Diamond Mystery
15 Episodes
The Mystery Mind
15 Episodes
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
PRIZMA COLOR PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES (Detective
Series)
2 reels
CHAPLIN
CLASSICS
SELZNICK NEWS
SERIALS
The Wliirlwind
15 Episodes
The Branded Four
15 Episodes
TRIART PICTURES, INC.
(Released through Hodkinson)
The Beggar Maid
2 reels
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES
An Idle Roomer (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Circus Clowns (Baby Peggy and Brownie,
the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
The Touchdown (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Horse Sense (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Little Miss Mischief (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Table Stakes (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Upper and Lower (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A One Horse Town (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Peggy, Behave (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Mutts (Brownie, the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
Two of a Kind (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
The Rubberneck (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A Dark Horse (Sally, the Human Horse.
and Charles Dorety)
2 reels
No Brains
2 reels
Cheerful Credit (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Red Hot Rivals (Lee Moran)
2 reels
JEWEL COMEDIES
"P.
Moran)
22 reels
RomanD. Q."
Romeos(Lee (Lyons-Moran)
reels
A Monkey Movie Star
2 reels
Robinson's Trousseau (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A Monkey Bell-Hop
2 reels
JEWEL (COLLIER SERIES)
The Leather Pushers No. 1
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 2
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 3
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 4
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 5
2 re^ls
The Leather Pushers No. 6
2 reels
TED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman)
The Girl and the Law (No. 2)
2 reels
Big Stakes (No. 3)
2 reels
When the Devil Laughed (No. 4)
2 reels
The Forest Runners (No. 5)
2 reels
The Timber Wolf (No. 6) . .2 reels
SERIALS
The Flaming Disc
18 Episodes
The Vanishing Dagger
18 Episodes
The
Dragon's
Net
Episodes
King of the Circus (Eddie Polo) 1815 Episodes
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The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick) 18 Episodes
The White Horseman
18 Episodes
Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
Terror Trail
18 Episodes
Winner of the West (Art Acord) .... 18 Episodes
The Secret Four (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
With Stanley in Africa (George Walsh and
Louise Lorraine)
2 reels
The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (Harry
Myers)
2 reels
STAR COMEDIES
Heart Breakers
1 reel
Show Me Your Samples
1 reel
Fur Coats and Pants
1 reel
Oh! Nursie
1 reel
Westward Whoa
1 reel
Almost a Rancher
1 reel
Penny Ante
1 reel
The Fake Quake
1 reel
The News Maker
1 reel
Both Booths
1 reel
Friday, the Thirteenth
1 reel
The Bottle Baby
1 reel
His Inheritance Taxi
1 reel
.ABeware
Panicky
Pullman
11 reel
1
reel
AThe Movie
Mix-XJp
reel
Minute Man
11 reel
A Golf Insect
1 reel
Society Sailors
1 reel
Taking
Things Easy
11 reel
Loose Xuts
reel
UNIVERSAL SERIES
.\ Battle Against Odds (Eddie Polo) 2 reels
Cyclone
Smith'sCyclone
Vow (Eddie
(Eddie Polo)
Polo)
reels
Square Deal
22 reels
The Yellow Streak (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Heritage of Hate (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
A Ride for a Rancho (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
ThePlante
Deputy's
Cross (Laura La- 2 reels
and LeoDouble
Shumway)
Night Attack, The (Eileen Sedgwick)...... 2 reels
Captain
Finish (Mack Wright and 2 reels
Lillian Kid's
Byron)
The Phantom Terror (Jack Perrin and Gertrude Olmstead)
2 reels
The
Ranger's
Acord)
22 reels
The Open
WireReward
(Eileen(Art
Sedgwick)
reels
Fighting Back (Laura LaPlante and Elmo
Lincoln)
2 reels
A Gertrude
Blue Jacket's
Honor (Jack Perrin and 2 reels
Olmstead)
Matching Wits (Art Acord)
2 reels
The Trail of the Wolf (Laura LaPlante
and Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
Trickery (Dorothy Woods and Harold Good- win) 2reels
The Girl of the West (Laura LaPlante and
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reels
The Call of Courage (Laura LaPlahte and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The White Messenger (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
\ Treacherous Rival (Laura LaPlante and
Percv Pembroke)
2 reels
The
(Eddie (Laura
Polo)
The \'erdict
Big Ranger
LaPlante and 2 reels
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reels
A Guilty Cause (Tom Santchi)
2 reels
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
(Issued Every Monday and Thursday)
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
A Parcel Post Husband
2 reels
Fists and Fodder
2 reels
Footprints
2 reels
He Laughs Last
2 reels
Sprin.etime
2 reels
The Laundry
2 reels
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
School Days
2 reels
Solid Concrete
2 reels
The Fly Cop
2 reels
The Grocery Clerk
2 reels
The
Stage
Hand
reels
The Suitor
22 reels
The Sportsman
2 reels
The Hick
2 reels
The Rent Collector
2 reels
The Bakery
2 reels
The Fall Guy
2 reels
The
Bell
Hop
2
The Sawmill
2 reels
reels
The Show
2 reels
JIM AUBREY COMEDIES
The Riot
2 reels
The Applicant
:
2 reels
The Messenger
2 reels
The Charmed Life
2 reels
SERIALS
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Page) 15 Episodes
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio Moreno) 15 Episodes
The Silent Avenger (William Duncan) 15 Episodes
TheElinor
PurpleField)
Raiders (Joe' Ryan and 15 Episodes
Fighting Fate (William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
15 Episodes
Breaking Through
IS Episodes
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Arabian

First National Photoplay in Two Parts. Story,
Scenario and Direction by Charles Chaplin.
Running

Time, Twenty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
The Toiler, Charlie Chaplin ; His Wife. Phyllis Allen ; The Foreinua. Mack
Swain; Foreman's Daughter, Ednai Purviance ; A Mere Friend. Sydne.v Chaplin.
Charlie loafs
turns onlatea digging
for his assignment
day's work and
as ais laborer,
gets toa the
call-down
from the
foreman,
transferred
brick-laying
dep
a
r
t
m
e
n
t
.
H
e
tries
unsuccessfully
to
make
love
to
the
foreman's
daughter,
and
walks away with the whistle before he realizes that it is pay day. Ue returns,
draws his money, tries to hide some of his pay from his wife, fails, but steals
her purse while she takes the money. He goes to a neighboring saloon and joins
the back alley quartette, but a rainstorm stops the harmony. He has a hard
time boarding a street car and arrives home at daylight. Tlie alarm clock
awakens his wife. He pretends he is dressing in order to start for work and
makes his way to the bathtub, Iwhere he intends to take a nap. But< as he lies
down in the tub he discovers that it is full of water, his spouse having placed
clothes therein to soak and he is submerged
The latest Chaplin film
offers twenty-five minutes
of rollicking fun and rapid
action. thingThere
to the isn't
story,any-of
course; nobody expects
much in the narrative line
wrhere the comedian of the
■world-famous walk and
expressive grimaces is
concerned, especially when
he compresses his activities within a two-reel compass. Yet this fragmentary sketch of one crowded
day in a laborer's life is
so rich in comic and unexpected stunts and permeated with the inimitable Chaplin personality
that it "gets across" with
great success, keeping an
audience rocking in a continual gale of laughter. It
is slapstick stuff; which,
one can imagine, might
prove of indifferent mirthcreating value if sponsored by any other star.
But Chaplin's wonderful
pantomime lends irresistible zest to the most absurd situations, and his
genius for exploiting the
commonplace never seems
to weaken. The picture
made a decided hit during
its initial showing at the
Strand Theatre, New
York, and should make
money for exhibitors elsewhere.
Points of Appeal. —
Chaplin's adventures on
the street-car amid a
rush-hour crowd are alive
with whimsical incidents,
and his love-making episode with the foreman's daughter, when
the hod-carrier's elevator bobs up and down on four separate
occasions just in time to prevent him from flitting downward
into fathomless space, is a truly breath-catching bit of comedy.
But space is wanting to describe in detail the numerous laughing
Wts that follow in rapid succession, it is sufficient to say that
the Chaplin fans will not be disappointed in their favorite's
work.
Cast.— Chaplin's portrayal of the poor and more or less honest
laborer is full of that rare quality of burlesque humor which
so many of his rivals have striven in vain to imitate. His
brother, Sidney, does a clever bit of character acting as the
"mere friend," Edna Purviance is pleasing as the foreman's
daughter, Mack Swain impersonates her father in energetic
fashion, and Phyllis Allen fills the role of Charlie's wife with
bouncing vivacity.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The exteriors and interiors are skilfully filmed, there are some startling examples of
effective camera trick work and the lighting is adequate. There
is no_ continuity worth speaking of, but the various complications
are jammed together so swiftly that nobody is likely to care
about this technical fault. Chaplin makes 'em grin from start
to finish, and that's the main thing.

Released by Fox.
Furthman.

Love

Story and Scenario by Jules
Cameraman,

Directed by Jerome
Feet.

Storm.

Joseph

August.

Length, 4,440

CAST' AND SYNOPSIS
Norman Stone, John Gilbert; Nadine Fortier, Barbara Bedford; Thoniar.
Barbara LeMar ; The Sheik, Herschel JIayall ; Ahmed Bey, Robert Kortman :
Doctor Lagorio, William A. Orlaniond.
Nadine Fortier is called away just after her marriage to be at tlie bedside
of her mother in a distant city. Months elapse and she leaves to join her husband.
En route her caravan is overtaken by outlaws and she is made prisoner. By the
tossing of dice, she becomes the property of Norman Stone, an American, who
is a fugitive from the law and has joined the band. He escorts her to safety.
Upon her return she learns that her husband has been killed. She offers a
reward for the capture of the murderer. While in the city Stone meets her
again. He has fallen in love with her. Themar, daughter of the Sheik, is
jealous of Nadine and tells her that Stone is the man who murdered her husband.
The next da.v when he comes to see Nadine she plans to turn him over to the
police. He then tells her ihe story of how Fortier had arranged elandestined
meetings with his sister and upon finding this out he went to him. During a
fight Portior's revolver was accidentally discharged. In order to keep his sister's
name clear he fled from the law. Nadine realizes her husband's unfaithfulness
ijnd the deep love she has for Stone. They escape from the city and come to
America.
Arabian Love is one of
those fantastic pictures
that probably will have a
successful box-office appeal where the audience
delights in Oriental
themes and settings. The
plot of the story is highly
imaginative but suffices to
hold on to enough realism
to build up interest. The
atmosphere is good and
the action generally moves
along in a fairly smooth
manner. The box-office
possibilities of this picture hang chiefly on how
seriously the public will
be susceptible to the new
epidemic of films of this
sort.
Points
of Appeal. — •
The romance that runs
through the picture is of
the "story book" type and
there are no really big
moments to thrill over.
It is entertaining enough,
but the Oriental interiors
and the attractive desert
scenes coupled -with the
name of the star will
probably be the best
drawing card.
Cast. — John Gilbert, as
Norman Stone, has scant
material to work with. He
has, however, proven himself a likable actor in former productions and does very good work in this picture. Barbara Bedford
is the female lead. Barbara LeMar as the Sheik's daughter is a
pleasing Oriental type. The remainder of the cast is adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction.^ — There are many interesting exteriors and the interiors are well worked out in detail.
The lighting is satisfactory, the continuity is even and the
direction good.
,
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AMERICAN FILM CORP., INC. Footage
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell)
5,000*
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes)
5,000*
A Rough-Shod Fighter (William Russell) 5,000*
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain (Helen
Holmes)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
APEX FILM CO.
Out of the Dust (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000*
ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
The Heart of Lincoln (Francis Ford)
5,000*
Another Man's Boots (Western)
5,000*
The Stranger of the Hills (Western)
5,000*
They're Off! (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Thundering Hoofs, (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Threads of Destiny (Bessie May)
5,000*
In Search of Arcady
5,000*
The Lamb and the Lion
5,000*
Hoop-La
5,000*
The Love Call
5,000*
The Girl of My Dreams
5,000*
ARROW FILM CORP.
Stranger in Canyon Valley (Edythe Sterling) 5,000*
Daughter of the Don (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Before
the White
Came Stars
(Indian(Dustin
Cast) 6,000*
The Light
of the ManWestern
Farnum)
6,000*
Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Playing Square (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
The Happy Masquerader (Gladys Leslie)... 5,000*
A Shadow of the Past (Charlotte Walker) 5,000*
A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
5,000*
A Question of Honor (Kathryn Adams).... 5,000*
Adele (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Just His Wife (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
AGirlMan's
(Dustin The
Farnum)
5,000*
FromFight
Porcupine,
6,251
Splendid Life, The
5,996
Double-O (Jack Hoxie)
4,739
Sparks of Flint (Jack Hoxie)
4,805
Two-Fisted Jefferson (Jack Hoxie)
4,639
Motion to Adjourn, A
5,785
Innocent Cheat, The
5,744
Ten Nights in a Barroom
7,815
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
(Distributed by Weiss Brothers)
After Six Days (Old Testament Story) 10,000*
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
Under
Western
Skies
6,000*
False Women
5,000
AYWON FILM CORP.
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams) .... 5,000*
Across the Border (Big Boy Williams) .... 5,000*
Rounding Up the Law (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Lure of the Orient (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Fidelity (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
Hair Trigger Casey (Frank Borzage) 5,000*
Master
of
Beasts
(All
Star
Cast)
5,000*
Oh! Mabel, Behave (Mabel Normand, Mack
Sennett, Owen Moore, Ford Sterling) .... 5,000*
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Dangerous Love (Pete Morrison)
5 reels
The Victim (Robert T. Haines)
6 reels
Captivating
Mary Carstairs (Norma Tal- 5 reels
madge reissue)
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart) . . . 5,600
Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewart) .... 5,000*
COMMONWEALTH PICT. CORP.
The Hidden Light
5,000*
EAST COAST PRODUCTION, INC.
AMALGAMATED SERIES
Ashes
5,000*
Any Night
5,000*
The Greater Duty
5,000*
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Midchannel (Clara Kimball Young)
6,000*
Hush
Young)
Where (Clara
Is My Kimball
Wandering
Boy Tonight? 6,000*
????
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed) . . 5,800
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Kazan
,
6,454
The Mask
6,400
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
The Servant in the House (All Star)
5,000*
Penny of Top Hill Trail (Bessie Love) 5,000*
Dangerous
Toys
(All
Star)
7,000*
Heidi of the Alps (Prizma)
????
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
The Supreme Passion
The Ne'er-Do-Well
The House Without Children
The Spoilers
'Approximately

6,000*
7,000*
7,000*
9,000*
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PICTURES

ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
Iris Comedies (Little Napoleon)
2 reels
Crescent Comedies (Jack Richardson) 2 reels
Mother Eternal
.'. 6,700
JANS PICTURES, INC.
The Movie Stars' Stampede (Novelty) 2 reels.
Madonnas and Men (Super Feature) 6,200
ARROW FILM CORP.
SERIALS
JOAN FILM SALES CORP.
Thunderbolt Jack
IS Episodes^
She Played
Ward)
5,000* The Blue Fox
15 Episodes
Annabel
Lee and
(All Paid
Star (Fanny
Cast)
5,000
Nan of the North
15 EpisodesSPOTLIGHT
COMEDIES
(18)
1 reel
J. W, FILM CORPORATION
BROADWAY COMEDIES
(14)
2 reels
The Road to Arcady
6,000* CRUELWED
COMEDIES
(12)
2 reels.
Should a Wife Work
6,000* SPEED COMEDIES
(12)
2 reels.
For Your Daughter's Sake
5,000* MIRTHQUAKE COMEDIES (14)
2 reelsSPORT PICTORIAL (26)
1 reel
GEORGE H. HAMILTON, INC.
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
Give Me My Son
5,000*
In Self Defense
5,000*
(Distributed by Goldwyn)
When Knights Were Bold
5,000* Sport Review Releases
1 reel
LEE AND BRADFORD
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
Determination (Al Lincoln and James Melvale)
10,000* SPUR SERIES (10 Western)
2 reelsCHARLEY CARTOONS (6 Comedies)
1 reel
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
AYWON FILM CORP.
The
30 (Fritzi
Ridgeway)
The Fatal
Call from
the Wild
(Frankie Lee and 5,000*
HARREY CAREY— 15 Westerns (each) 2 reels
Highland
Laddie)
5,000*
The Able Minded Lady (Henry B. Walthall) ????
FRANKLIN
FARNUM— 12 Westerns 2 reels
The Girl From Rocky Point (Ora Carew) . . . ????
JOY COMEDIES— 6
(each) 2 reels
HELEN HOLMES— 22 Railroad Dramas.. 2 reelsThe Forest King (Reed Chapman and LilMARY PICKFORD REVIVALS
2 reels
lian Hall)
????
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Soul of Man, The (William Nigh and MauRANCH WESTERNS (Bi-Monthly) 2 reels
rine Powers)
7,000* STAR
SCREEN SN.\PSHOTS
(Bi-Monthly).... 12 reel
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle) . . . . 5,000* CARNIVAL
COMEDIES
reels
Mr. Single (Maclyn Arbuckle)
5,000* SUNBEAM COMEDIES
(Billy West) 26
Mr. Potter of Texas (Maclyn Arbuckle) 6,000*
Comedies
2 reels
Trail of the Law (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
Man Who Paid, The (Wilfred Lytell) 5,000*
DOMINANT
PICTURES,
INC.
Wolf's Fang, The (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000* WESTERN STAR DRAMAS (Two Reels)
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawlinson).. 6,000*
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton)
6,000* SERIAL
Soul
and Body
Luther)
Dangerous
Love (Anne
(Pete Morrison
and Carol 6,000* The Jungle Goddess (Elinore Field and
Holloway)
5,000*
Truman Van Dyke)
15 Episodes'
JOSEPH
MOORE AND EILEEN SEDGEFEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
WICK SERIES
Problem Eternal
5,000* HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
False Brands
5,000* CHESTER COMEDIES (2 reels each)
ROCK COMEDIES (1 reel each)
The
Pack
5,000* JOE
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (1 reel each)
CLARAWolfKIMBALL
YOUNG SERIES
MONTY
(2 reels each)
Hearts in Exile
5,000* SERIALS BANKS COMEDIES
The Rise of Susan
5,000* Miracles of the Jungle
15 Episodes
Marriage a la Carte
5,000*
Yellow Passport
5,000*
HORIZON
PICTURES,
INC.
Feast of Life
5,000*
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
Norma Talmadge Reissues (14) (each) 2 reels
The Toreador (Bull Fight)
3,600
KINETO CO. OF AMERICA
Rigoletto
6,000*
(Released through State Rights Exchange)
SECOND NAT'L PICTURES CORP.
Wonders of the World
(2 series>
David and Jonathan
4,800
First Series from No. 1 to No. 26 (each) . . 1 reel
HIer Story
5,000*
Second Series from No. 27 to 52 (each) 1 reel
The Night Riders
5,000*
Brenda's Heritage
5,000*
McGOVERN & EGLER
W. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS, INC.
SHORTY
HAMILTON
SERIES
FARNUM, HAMILTON, HART, FORD SERIES
So this Is Arizona
5,982
The Runt
2,000*"
White Masks, The
4,922
Pep
2,000*Let-'er-Go
Gallagher
2,000*"
Angel Citizens, The
4,826
Pony Boy
2,000*"
STOREY PICTURES, INC.
Grit
2,000*.Ride 'Em Cowboy
2,000*"
SHADOWLAND
SCREEN
REVIEW—
Every
Two
Weeks
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
BURLESQUE PHOTOPLAYS (With Elsie DavenFOLLY COMEDIES
1 reel
Month.
No Darnport)— Every
Yeates
2 reels NEWSPAPER STORIES
Hamomlet
2 reels
Salami
2 reels Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-Month) .... 2 reels-Let Her Rip Van Winkle
2 reels
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
TRUART FILM CORPORATION
IRVING CUMMINGS SERIES
Burlingham Adventure Series ....... (each) 1 reel
Patsy's Jim
2 reelsWARNER BROS.
Corporal Jim's Ward
2 reelsWhy Girls Leave Home
???? Rope's
False Trail, The
2 reels
Parted Curtains
????
Ashamed of Parents
????
End,
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
School Days (Wesley Barry)
????
JANE AND KATHERINE LEE
Your Best Friend (Vera Gordon)
????
The
Circus
Imps
2 reel*.
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
The Dixie Madcaps
2 reels.
Honeymoon Ranch (Alene Ray)
5,000* The Hicksville Terrors
2 reelsWest of the Rio Grande (Alene Ray)
5,000* MINTA DURFEE SERIES
NEW SERIES
When You Are Dry
2 reelssPartners of the Sunset (Alene Ray)
5,000* Wives' Union
2 reel»
2 reelfi
Lady Luck (Alene Ray)
'. . . . 5,000* He, She and It
2reels.
AWhose
Quiet Wife?
Night
22 reels.
reelsv
SHORT SUBJECTS
TONY SARG'S AT.MANAC (Series of 12) 1 reel
WESTERN FEATURES
The Mormon Trail
2 reelsADVENTURES OF T. S. S. CORP.
The Man Hater
2 reelssAdventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln) IS Episodes
A Desperate "Tenderfoot
. . 2 reelsFootage
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The

Red

TRADE

Peacock

Paramount Photoplay in Seven Parts. Director,
Paul Stein.
Running Time, Eighty Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Violette, a flower girl, Poli Negri. Other cliaracters, Alfred Germont, Clara
Germont, Mr. Germont, Gaston Roy, Florette Lavalle, Count Girey, Violette's
Father.
Violette lives In Paris with her drunken stepfather. She is a flower girl.
One stormy night outside a theatre she is selling her wares, when Alfred Germont,
a .voung playwright, Gaston Roy and Florette Lavalle emerge. Violette, trying
to sell her flowers, falls from the running board of their auto. They take her
to Florette's
whereofshebrandy
is revived.
a fashionable
wrap
to wearapartment,
and a bottle
to takeFlorette
home togivesher herstepfather.
On
her return her parent becomes violent and casts her into the street. She again
meets Alfred, who takes her to his rooms. They fall in love. He is compelled
to
leave to
for give
his home
South,as owing
his sister's
but induces
Florette
Violettein atheplace
maid. toGaston
becomesillness,
enamored
of her
and Florette, jealous, discharges the girl. She accepts the protection of one of
Florette's
guests.
Count Girey,
lives with
Alfred
has hea pla.v
which
proves
a success.
On theand opening
nighthim.
at the
theatre
sees accepted
Violette
in Count Girey's company. She implores him to take her away with him and
he does so. The two are happy, but Alfred's play fails and he becomes financially
embarrassed.
Alfred's
visithisViolette
to give up Alfred,
urgingfather
that and
she issister
ruining
career. secretly
For loveandof beg
him her
she
consents and goes away with Gaston to Monte Carlo. In the finale Alfred learns
that she is dying and his sister tells him of the sacrifice made by his mistress.
Alfred seeks her out, she tells him of her love and dies in his arms.
Were it not for the
charm of Poli Negri The
Red Peacock must inevitably have been registered
as a weak and not particularly interesting imitation of Camille, but the
superb acting of that star
goes a long way toward
keeping the spectators engrossed in the misadventures of the Parisian flower-girl who becomes a
courtesan, yet remains
true in spirit to her first
lover. It isn't a pleasant
theme by any means, and
whether the picture would
be acceptable in theatres
catering mostly to family
patronage is a question
left to the individual judgment of exhibitors. Considered solely from an artistic viewpoint, it is
worth looking at on account of the star's magnetic personality and dramatic talent. Otherwise,
it cannot be listed annong
the better grade of foreign productions recently
imported to this country.
Its box-office value depends entirely upon the
strength of Miss Negri's
name as a drawing card.
Points of Appeal. — The
heroine wins sympathy
from the start, there are
many fine emotional situations, some indeed approaching the verge of
hysteria, but saved from
degenerating into melodramatic burlesque by the
sincere work of the players. The chic costumes worn by the
star will surely awaken the rapturous envy of many feminnie
patrons. An artistic, if dismal, climax is attained, cheerful endings not being as indispensable to foreign directors as they
appear to be in the case of American producers.
Cast. — Poli Negri plays the part of Violette with alluring
grace and emotional intensity. She is always convincing, excepting perhaps in the scene where she leaps wildly from bed
to embrace her returned lover — a feat of remarkable agility for
a dying person to perform, but on the whole one must pay
homage to her talent. Her support is adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The exteriors are well
filmed, the Monte Carlo ballroom scene is attractive, the lightmg at times rather uneven. The continuity is fairly good and
the action moves smoothly.

Desert
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Blossoms

Photoplay in Five Parts. Author, Kate
Corbaley. Scenario by Arthur Zellner.
Director, Arthur Rosson. Running Time^
Fifty-five Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Stephen Brent, William Russell ; Mary Ralston. Helen Ferguson ; Mr. Joyce,
Gerald Pring; Bert Thornton, Charles Spere ; Lucy Thornton, Dulcy Cooper;
Mrs.
W. J.Thornton,
Higby. Margaret Mann; Henry Ralston, Willis Robards; James Thornton,
Steve Brent Is a construction engineer who is fast achieving an enviable reputation in his profession. A bridge which is being built under his supervision
collapses. The man really responsible for the trouble is Bert Thornton, the
son of his employer. Brent is blamed for having used inferior materials in
constructing the bridge, but not wishing to expose Thornton, keeps silent and
loses his position. Assuming another name he goes out West and obtains work
on an irrigation plant in the desert. There Mary Ralston, daughter of th&
manager in charge of the irrigation works, recognizes lilm, but keeps his secret.
However, a man .who bears enmity to Brent tells Ralston that he is employing
the man who was responsible for the bridge disaster. Mary helps Brent to hold
his job. In the finale the two men meet in a cabin which is wrecked by a
furious storm. Brent forces his opponent to tell the truth and clear him. His
reputation is re-established and he wins Mary.
This is an exceedingly
good specimen of Western
out-of-door melodrama. It
is replete with driving
force, quick action and
cleverly accentuated
thrills, the sentiment is
clean and wholesome,
there is no unnecessary
padding and the love romance develops in pleasingly natural fashion. One
of the most spectacular
photographic effects is the
scene which depicts the
sand storm in the desert,
a veritable triumph of
realism; in fact, the camera work throughout is
remarkable for the vivid
impressions attained and
the local color is exceptionally striking and accurate. As a starring vehicle for William Russell
the picture fulfills every
requirement and may be
set do'vvn as one of the
most forceful and convincing productions in which
he has appeared. It is
worthy the attention of all
exhibitors.
Points of Appeal. — Male
patrons will particularly
enjoy the whirlwind scraps
which take place during
Steve Brent's endeavor to
win back success in the
desert confines. But apart
from these fistic interludes there is a strong
vein of sympathy created
by the hero's self-sacrifice
and the loyalty of the girl he loves. The climax is a crashing
one, in more than one sense, and develops naturally.
Cast.— The role of Stephen Brent is filled by William Russell
with discretion and artistic skill. He never overacts and as
portrayed by him the hero is "a regular chap" in the true sense
of the phrase, who -vvins universal favor. Helen Ferguson gives
an excellent performance in the heroine role and the support is
adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The desert views are admirable, the closeups and long shots showing the irrigation
works being extremely impressive and the wrecking of the
cabin by the storm "gets across" with immense effect. The
lighting in
is the
faultless.
"let-up"
action. Even continuity prevails and there is no
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CAPITOL
Unit No. 1. Overture
— "Southern Rhapsody"
(Hosmer).
Unit No. 2. Film Novelty —
(a) The
GooseDuck
Safcn-i.
(b)
Hunter.
Unit No. 3. Musical
Novelty — "Way Down
Upon News.
the Swanee River."
Unit No. 4. Capitol
Unit No. 5. Dance Number —
(a) "Galop de Concert"( Sauer ) .
(b) "American Indian Dance."
Unit No. 6. Feature
— Will(Goldwyn).
Rog^ers in A Poof
Relation
Unit,
No. 7 — Scenic
—
Strange
Cities Kendall).
of the
Sahara
(Messmore
XTnit No. 8. Organ
Recital.
.Next Week — When Romance Rides (Goldwyn).
Press Comments
Herald — There are laughs in the
picture, principally because Will
Rogers is there, accompanied by his
smile and fondness for children.
Globe — The film is excessively sentimental and has nothing of the laconic humor with which we have
learned to identify this most delectable of stars. However, Rogers saves
it from its maudlin possibilities by
refusing to recognize them and by
treating them with a quizzical slant
that is all his own. Sim — While
Rogers can hardly be said to act the
lovable character that made Sol
Smith Russell famous, he looks the
part to life, even when it comes to
being a "colyumnist," so that he
makes this new career seem plausible, though he makes the grade at
one jump.
RIVOLI
'Overture — "Sixth Hungarian Rhapsody"
(Liszt).
The Lamp Lighter (Post Nature Picture).
Dance Number — "The Garden Matinee"
(Friml).
RivoLi Pictorial.
riANO Trio — "Marche Militaire" (Schubert).
"Song of India"
(Rimsky-Korsako V ) .
Feature — Pola Negri in The Red Peacock
(Paramount).
Comedy — Snub Pollard in The Anvil Chorus
(Pathe).
Press Comments
Sun — The picture is an exceedingly interesting one. There are no
glaring improbabilities, no unusual
coincidences and no scenes of pathos.
Instead, the acting is generally good
throughout the film. Mail— Fola,
Negri demonstrates her really great
abilities by saving a play which has
no perceptible plot and whose material in general is such as to make it
rather unadapted for the screen. It
is a picture, however, that is well
handled throughout and has no
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BROADWAY
Press

York

Comments

Dailies

faults save lack of action and greater
dramatic intensity. Times — For
those who like to see an aspect of
life on the screen there is meaning in
this picture and this meaning is revealed brilliantly by the unerring
acting of Pola Negri. Tribune —
This is the first picture in which
Pola Negri has been suitably dressed
and she really rivals some of our
own actresses in her magnificence.
STRAND
Overture — "Capriccio Italien" ( Tschaikowsky ) .
American Author Series — Mark Twain
(Kineto).
Vocal
Solo — "Dear
Old— Southland"
(Layton).
Post
Nature
Pictures
Trumps.
Ace
High.
Mark Strand Topical Review.
Vocal Solo — "Give Me All of You" (Wald).
Film Novelty
— The Ballad of Fisher's BoardPrologue.ing Hou^e (Pathe)..
Comedy
— Charlie Chaplin in Pay Day (First
National).
Scenic — The Cape of Good Hope (Prizma).
Odds (a)
and When
Ends. —Salmon Come Home.
(b) The Sky Jumpers.
(c) The Say.
Animated Cartoon — Feli.c Makes Good.
Coming
— Norma
Talmadge in Smilin' Through
(First
National).
Press Comments
Tribune — Pay Day is filled with
new stunts that nobody ever thought
of before. Herald — It is simply a
slightly related string of gags, proving that slapstick still rules the
screen and comedians can fall down
as comically as ever. What it suffers
from is anemia of the story sense.
World — The first reel of this new
two-reel piece flashes with Chaplin
in his brightest form. The second
dwindles into middling funniness.
Its last five minutes are almost dull.
Times — This new Chaplin comedy is
one of his best. It is not to be ranked
with The Kid and it has not the significance of Shoulder Arms, but it
has enough pure fun and sufficient
satire, too, for any one. Mail — It is
Chaplin at his best. To say that it
is funny, ludicrous and uproarious
is to paint the lily.
RIALTO
Overture
—
"1812"
Rialto Magazine. (Tschaikowsky).
Violin Solo — "Rondo Capriccioso"
(Saint-Saens)
Feature
— Marion Davies in Beauty's
Worth .
(Paramount).
Vocal
— "KissVernon
Me Again"
(Herbert).
Comedy Solo
— Bobby
in Hokus
Pokus
(Educational).
Press Comments
Comments were published on this picture last
week.
CAMEO
Overture.
Cameo News Events.
Violin
Solo — —"LeThe Deluge"
( Saint-Saens) .
Art
Pictorial
Silver Harnest.

Vocal
Solo
— "Giannini
Mia" (Educational).
(Friml).
Comedy
— School
Day Love
ration).
Feature
— Sisters (American Releasing CorpoOrgan Recital.
Press Comments
Times — The photoplay is long
drawn out and tediously verbose in
many places, but it has its moments
of genuine pictorial and dramatic
strength and deserves to be especially commended for its sincerity.
Telegram — Perhaps the theme —
there is no plot — aims a little high
for the average mortal, but there is
a good deal to think about for persons contemplating proceedings of
that nature. It is a picture that is
intensely human. There is nothing
bizarre, nothing flashy; just a clean,
wholesome drama of young marrie(i
life. Globe — It is one of the most
interesting problem plays we have
seen. It is admittedly a discussion
of marriage and an exposition of one
or two ideas on the subject. Nearly
the whole thing has been done with
admirable restraint by a capable
and well selected cast and directed
with much skill. American — It is a
human little story that does not call
for abstruse analysis. Its simplicity
and the charm of its characters give
it its grasp upon those who see it.
TIMES SQUARE
Feature — Houdini in The Man from Beyond.
Personal appearance of Houdini.
Press Comments
Tribune — It is really a vastly entertaining picture, and while you
are watching u you firmly believe
that Houdini has been in a cake of
ice for one hundred years and is coming to life. It would be no more remarkable than things we have seen
him do. Herald — The scene in which
he manages to rescue a girl adrift in
the rapids in a canoe just before
she goes over the brink of Niagara
Falls, is as honestly exciting a moment as one could have short of
actually going over inside a barrel.
Certain it is that the escape expert
actually risked his life amid some
of the torrential current reefed with
rocks. World — We think the water
rescue scene in Houdini's new motion
picture is one of the two most
startling photoplay views of the
kind ever made. Mail — The idea of
chopping out of the ice, a man who
has been frozen up for one hundred
years, restoring him to life and introducing him into the twentieth
century life is certainly a novel one.
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A great start toward "Confidence and Co-operation" has been made.
The mo\ ement will grow — it must grow, not only because it is ever(Copyright, 1922, by Exhibitors Trade Review, Inc.)
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lastingly right, but because

it contains

within

Number 21
itself the

simple salvation of the industry. In the field of public
relations, as Mr. Hays so forcefully pointed out in his
speech to the Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce,
lies the immediate, pressing necessity for co-operation.
Working together there, exhibitor and producer cannot
fail to learn to work together on the inner problems of
the industry itself.
Not a person in the whole world of motion pictures but
owes a debt of gratitude to all those who today are in the
forefront of the movement for co-operation. Everybody
who had a hand in bringing about the T. O. C. C. meeting
is deserving of all praise and we congratulate President
William Brandt.
There can be but one great theme at Washington, it
seems to us. It is summed up in those three words which
stand

at the head

of this editorial — "Confidence

and

Co-

operation." Inorder that this movement, so happily begun, may reach its full fruition, the exhibitor must move
on Washington in* force. Every single theatre owner
can possibly get there should do so.
But

Exhibitors Trade Review is the
only motion picture trade paper
which has been indorsed by the
officials and national organization
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and most of the state
units of the national body.

TRADE

who

any movement, no matter how great — rather especially because it is great — must revolve about the personalities ofthose wdio are, or should be, concerned in it.

Specifically therefore, we cannot do less than give our
hearty endorsement to the words spoken by the President
of the New York state organization,
at the historic T. O. C. C. Meeting.

Charles

L. O'Reilly,

Mr. O'Reilly said to Mr. Hays that he hoped the latter
would have the opportunity to address the national convention at Washington and bring to the exhibitors of the
whole country the message
ber of Commerce.

he had brought

to the Cham-

By all means, that very thing ought to happen.
We firmly believe that Washington will then be the
scene of the national ratification of the movement for cooperation now so happily launched.

"There
Are
No

The

Coming

Season

direct attention to a special article in this issue which
appears under the heading", "No Picture Shortage in Coming Year." This is, we believe, the first effort recently at publication of the production status of the industry.

WE

Yesterd

ays

in

The meaning we read from it is that production is increasingsteadily in volume, and this is an assured sign that the period of
so-called depression is definitely at an end. There is plenty of
evidence at hand to show that the industry is on the upgrade.

This

Industr

y

"

As we have so often pointed out, the word "conditions" signifies larg'ely a state of mind. It may be accepted as an axiom that
business is always there if you go after it in the right way. Our
survey shows clearly enough that there will be plenty of product —
good product. And that is encourag"ement to the exhibitor, an
indication to the industry as a whole that it is and always has been
sound at heart, and advance notice that better times are coming
for everybody.
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and

By OSCAR

long-awaited first definite step toward
THE
co-operation between producer, distributor
and exhibitor for the solution of the pressing problems of the industry was taken this
week.
At an open meeting of the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce of New York City, held
Tuesday, April 11, at the Hotel Astor, Will H.
Hays, President of the new producer-distributor organization, offered and sought co-operation with the exhibitor in the settlement of all
questions: in the field of public relations and
within the industry itself.
Mr. Hays delivered his message with convincing sincerity; and the response was made
by Senator James J. Walker, national counsel
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, who expressed in ringing tones his great
satisfaction at the presence of Mr. Hays in the
industry.
Keynote Is Harmony
Co-operation with Mr. Hays along the lines
he had laid down was also pledged on behalf
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New
York State by Charles L. O'Reilly, president
of that organization.
The keynote of the meeting, which was one
of the largest in numbers ever held by the
T. 0. C. C, was "Confidence and Co-operation."
Mr. Hays himself coined the slogan out of the
last two letters of the initials of the local exhibitor body.
It was William Brandt, retiring president of
the T. 0. C. C, who invited Mr. Hays to address
the exhibitor body, because Mr. Brandt felt this
step would result in the beginnings of harmony
in the industry. That his belief was more than
justified was proved by the great enthusiasm
and good-feeling which resulted, a situation
which was perhaps best typified by the scene
at the speakers' table, where General Hays and
Senator Walker sat side by side.
The significance of the occasion was emphasized also when Marcus Loew, a member of
both the producers and the exhibitors organizations, urged that Senator Walker be put in the
same position by the exhibitors that Mr. Hays
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COOPER
occupied with reference to the producers and
distributors.
History-Making Event
It was

only a few

minutes

later that Mr.

O'Reilly, in the course of his speech of co-operation, expressed the hope that Mr. Hays might
have the opportunity to go to the M. P. T. 0. A.
national convention at Washington and deliver
to the whole country the message he had brought
to the New York exhibitors.
More

than one speaker declared the occasion

was "a history-making event." The enthusiasm
which prevailed throughout reached one of its
high points when Mr. Hays declared the exhibitors should always have their own separate
organization and that it should be as strong as
possible. All he sought was "confidence and
co-operation" and the chance to work with the
exhibitors for the best interests of all.
"There are no yesterdays in this industry,"
he said with great emphasis; and Senator
Walker, responding in the same spirit, agreed
with him, adding "from now on we
forum — a place to meet."
Brandt Introduces Hays

have

a

The meeting was opened by President William
Brandt, who sounded the keynote. Declaring the occasion was the happiest in his life, he said : "We need
harmony between producers and exhibitors, to the end
that we may present a united front to the common
enemy — the so-called controllers of public morals, such
as Canon Chase and Dr. Crafts and the other sponsors
of After
legislation
hostile
us." he, like all other exhibitors,
pointing
out tothat
depended on the industry for his livelihood, Mr. Brandt
declared that he did not want longer to leave his business vulnerable to attacks from the outside.
"I saw Mr. Hays in action at the Directors' Dinner,"
he continued, "and I came to the conclusion that the
much-needed point of contact in the industry could be
established between producers-distributors and exhibitors. Iconferred with him later and extended him an
invitation to come here to-day as the guest of the
Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce."
After reiterating his belief in Mr. Hays, Mr. Brandt
introduced the General, who received an ovation as he
rose to speak.
Mr. Hays began by apologizing for being late! He
had just come from a luncheon given by the Dutch
Treat Club, an organization of the important newspaper and magazine writers and publishers of New
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me in the industry, I know it now, and I will give
Laemmie

Sees Big Hope

Hays- Walker

for Future

in

Get-Together

Carl Laemmie, as his first act on reaching his
office at 1600 Broadway from a trip to the Coast,
issued the following statement:
"The biggest thing that has happened for the
good of the whole industry in a long time was
the reception given to Mr. Hays by the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce.
I heard the news the minute I stepped off the
train on my return from the Coast, and it started
my imagination along a mighty happy vision for
the future.
"Mr. Hays in less than an hour established that
friendly relationship between exhibitors and producers which should have existed long ago. He
could not have done it in a million years if the
exhibitors had not been impressed with his bigness and his sincerity and had not known that he
was dealing on the level with them. And if Mr.
Hays impressed the exhibitors, I want to say that
Senator Walker was just as big in the impression
he made upon producers and distributors. His
speech came straight from the heart.
"Both men were right when they said there
must be no yesterdays. Imagine what glee it has
brought to the would-be reformers to know that
two vital branches of this industry were working
against each other, instead of with each other.
Imagine the chagrin they will feel when they know
that the whole industry has at last risen above its
petty spites against oppression in any form.
"I can't help admiring a big thing when it is
done in a big way, and I congratulate everyone
who had any hand in this wonderfully important
get-together movement. After the exhibitors and
producers have worked shoulder to shoulder for
a short time, both sides will discover that the
other fellow hasn't any horns after all."

York. "I was explaining to them what we are trying
to do in the industry," he said, "so that they would
pass the word along, and you know they are in position
to do us a lot of good.
"I wanted very much to come here," he continued,
"to discuss mutual problems with you as representative
exhibitors."
Mr. Hays then turned to a statement of his earnest
purpose in coming into the industry. "If I am ever
valuable at all," he said, "it is when I have a Cause
with a capital C, and that is what we all have together
in the industry. It was a good deal of a proposition
io burn all my bridges, abandon all my past activities
and join the industry. I had been in public life for
some years and I had thought of one day going back
into private life, when the offer from the motion picture producers and distributors came to me out of a
^lear sky. That was on the eighth of last December.
On January 14th President Harding made a statement
about my leaving the Cabinet, the first statement issued
by Warren G. Harding in the first person after he
laecame President."
Mr. Hays read the Harding statement, in which the
President announced his willingness to release Mr.
Hays from the Cabinet in view of the great opportunity
for public service in the motion picture industry.
"A month ago," Mr. Hays went on, "I made up my
fnind that I did have possibilities of great good before

everything there is in me to help."
For Highest Standards
Far from being "a new broom" or a "reformer," Mr.
Hays declared he would learn the business from the
bottom, always driving in the direction of the high
purpose of the producers and distributors' association.
He then pointed out that the purpose of the body had
been set forth in the articles of incorporation filed at
Albany. Its legal purpose and its moral purpose were
the same : "To foster the common interest of all those
engaged in the motion picture industry by striving to
attain and then to maintain the highest possible standard of motion picture production."
At this point Senator Walker entered the room and
was given an ovation. He took a seat in the biack <»f
the hall, waving his hand for the applause to cease, so
that Mr. Hays could proceed.
The General then declared that, of course, the exhibitors owned the screens of the country and nothing
great could be accomplished without their co-operation.
He pointed out that in the wild days of the gold
rushes to California and Alaska, men forgot their obligations to each other in the scramble for money. "But
it is a far cry from those days to 1922," he said, referring to the early days of the motion picture industry
and its Klondike period.
In every other industry buyer and seller had been
able to co-operate without limiting personal initiative
and the fulfillment of contracts. "It can be done in this
industry," he affirmed with great emphasis.
"I bring all I've got, to be used for the common
cause," he declared, and then he made one of the most
significant pronouncements of his speech :
Separate Exhibitor Organization
"I am hopeful that there will always be an exhibitors' organization — as there is — that it will be well
and ably officered. The exhibitors' organization
should always be entirely separate and as strong as
possible, so that we can work together."
Great applause greeted this statement.
"There can be no zone of twilight," Mr. Hays continued. "We have no time for little things, no time for
backbiting between producers and exhibitors. We've
all got a cause. And it will take everything that all of
us can do to accomplish the things that must be accomMr. Hays then took the last two initials of the name
of the Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce for a
plished."
"text
— a slogan — for all of us."
"Take the letters T. O. C. C," he said. "What does
the C. C. stand for? I'll tell you — Confidence and
Co-operation.
"Confidence and Co-operation of the producers and
distributors, one with another, in the first place; then
confidence and co-operation between producers, distributors and exhibitors, one with another.
"Then after we have established confidence and cooperation inthe industry, we establish confidence and
co-operation between the industry and the public.
Without the public the industry falls, of course. We
must coalesce into a real industry through confidence
andStressing
co-operation."
the great need for the proper attitude of
the public toward the industry, Mr. Hays made it very
clear that in what he had said on previous occasions
about the educational possibilities of the motion picture, he in no way meant that there should be any competition between the educational side of the business
and the amusement phase of it.
With reference to censorship, the General thought
that would eventually turn out to be one of the industry's least troubles, first, because the American peo(Continued en page 1458)
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the members of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers attheir weekly luncheon on April 6, Sydney S. Cohen,
president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, declared the time has come for conference among all branches of the industry for the purpose of obtaining
a constructive solution of problems.
Mr. Cohen went further and expressed the view that all branches
should be intensively organized. He
said all the producers should join
one organization. In the past the
exhibitors had been fighting for position and he believed they had secured it. He made it plain he was
not advocating amalgamation of the
various branches of the trade, but
ratJier co-operation,
Cohen's Statement on Co-operation
"The time has come for getting
closer together in all branches,"
said Mr. Cohen. "We have had
rather chaotic times in the past
J ear and a half. Theatre owners
were being used as a football. We
had to fight for our existence. We
put up the best fight we could. We
had to fight for position. I believe
we have secured that position. There
is no need for a continuation of the
things that have been going on.
"The time has come for conference. The time has come for the
producers, and I hope all of the producers, to come into one organization. While the theatre owners do
not believe in amalgamation n either
do they believe in disinter^ration.
They do believe in co-operation,
that the way to get results is to organize intensively all branches, to
have permanent comm'ttees of all
branches meeting fr^c an interchange of ideas for cat purpose of
getting a construcdt ^solution of
our problems, foxi. "T nterests to
work concertedhation tlike our industry more pr;ing procf and useful
to our public, xclaimde this time
will come soon."
\ my
The theatre ownei"^en .gg^^^^g g^j^
too much time was w'-^^ted on politics in the industry^! that there
should be an aggress.'Jre fight designed to educate the pdtrons of the
photoplay in the achievements of the
screen, and suggested how to combat
the forces throughout the country
that were opposing the industry. He
deplored the waste of money in press
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books. He expressed the view that
advertising appropriations in ,the
trade papers should not be exhausted
on the first runs, but rather should
be made to extend over the life of
the picture, even into the fifth runs.
He declared that in his opinion
money spent in national magazines
was of no aid to the exhibitor in exploiting any particular picture, and
recommended as a substitute a tieup with the local theatre owner in
newspaper advertising.
The speaker was given the closest
attention during his address and
was the recipient of unusually
hearty applause as he closed. Following the talk, there was an informal interchange of views between several members and the
guest of honor. The invitation to
attend the luncheon had been extended to Mr. Cohen by President
C. L. Yearsley at the time of the
recent annual dinner of the A. M.
P. A. and had been promptly accepted. The speaker was introduced
by Mr.
J. W.
O'Mahoney.
Cohen
declared that the time
is not far distant, if the reformers'
activities are not checked by better
organization, when the industry
would be legislated out of existence. Another factor that militated
against the industry, the speaker
said, was the advertising done by
some concerns engaged in stock-selling schemes, advertising which told
of sums made the preceding year.
Entire Business Lopsided
"The entire business is lopsided,"
said Mr. Cohen. "I am particularly
interested in the publicity helps the
theatre owner may secure for the
pictures he purchases. The welfare
of the industry depends on the purchasing power of the public. This
power is reflected in the receipts at
the box office, and is passed back
through the various divisions of the
industry.
"I believe you men of the Associated Advertisers are not helping
the theatre owner as you ought. I
believe that considerable of the
money wasted in press books could
be used to better advantage if the
same sort of campaign were conducted through the trade papers.
"It seems to me," continued Mr.
Cohen, "that the press books are
made for the benefit of the first run
exhibitors, who have their own press

departments, anyway. Not enough
attention is given to the second and
theMr.
subsequent
runs."
Cohen ascribed
to the abnormal conditions growing out of
the war the building of many large
theatres, the resulting overseating
of many towns and the consequent
increased effort on the part of the
theatre owner to fill these. "We have
got to tinued
widen
our clientele," conthe speaker.
"There was never a time when cooperation was needed more in any
industry than at this period in the
motion picture industry. The time
is coming when the working out of
all business difficulties will be
achieved by all the elements of the
industry sitting down together.
Massachusetts Situation
"We

have a marvelous opportunity in Massachusetts, in the approaching state-wide referendum on
censorship. Adequately to meet this
situation will require teamwork, the
concerted effort of all branches of
the industry, to bring home to the
voters of Massachusetts the importance ofwinning a sweeping victory against censorship. I believe
the members of the A. M. P. A.
should be enlisted in this campaign
in a real definite way — they should
address Rotary Clubs and similar
organizations, they should lecture
in the public schools and tell of all
the real good work that is being
done by the industry in general.
"We hear complaints as to the high
prices of films. It is my impression
that these might be materially less=
ened if the theatre owners, the distributor and the producer would
launch a campaign in the local papers designed to bring more people
to the box offices.
"The manner of conducting some
of the trade papers should be
changed, so changed that in no theatre where they go c«uld it be said
the wrappers are not removed from
some of them. We have made a survey of this situation, and have figures based on real talks with the
men out in the country. Such a
condition should not continue.
"The trade papers, with the keynote they are now striking, are useful and inspiring. It is most important that they continue to be
conducted along lines that eventually will get us somewhere."
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Walker,
Hays

In
Into

Stirring

Practical Co-operation
He pointed out that what naight be called the noncommercial relations between producers and exhibitors
offered the great field for practical co-operation. On
the side of public relations, which involve such questions as censorship, exhibitors and producers must go
along together.
"There is no legal or moral reason why we should
not join hands in this respect," he said.
That producers and exhibitors are properly jealous
of contracts, and the conduct of their private business,
the General admitted as a matter of course. He declared emphatically, however, that a great many things
could be done to solve the commercial troubles of the
industry, once confidence and co-operation were established.
"Get confidence and co-operation by working together in the public field and then work out relations
in the commercial field," he urged. "Every other industry has done it, and it can be done here. For the
life of me, I cannot see why it can't be done."
He reiterated that the first thing to be done was to
get confidence and co-operation between exhibitors and
producers. If the two groups were looking only to
their selfish interests, it would still be good business
to establish confidence.
"If this is all a bluff and a stall about making the
industry better, then the thing I'm engaged in is a
crime. My God! I'm not stalling. It isn't a bluff.
I know we're going to get this kind of co-operation —
the kind that must be between producer, distributor
and exhibitor," he declared.
Mr. Hays told his famous story of the three boys in
his own family who quarreled about who should be
Bill Hart, when the trio were arraying themselves in
cowboy
suitstheoutincident
at Mr. to
Hays'
Indiana.
He cited
makehome
clearin the
tremendous
influence of the motion picture on the youth of the
land. "We can't dodge our responsibility to the public," he said. "Maybe ten million of the twenty million
who go to the movies daily are boys."
Constant improvement and real public service were
again stressed by Mr. Hays. "A man who does hot
strive every day to make his mental process better is
guilty of a sin against himself," he said.
The wonderful progress made by the industry in ten
or fifteen years was fully appreciated by him. It was
like one of the Arabian Nights, but there must be still
greater progress.
"I know I am voicing the fundamental mind and
heart of the producers and distributors' association
when I say we admit, we accept the challenge of responsibility toward the public. We accept the challenge of the youth of the land, of the American mother
for the best in motion pictures."
Again urging confidence and co-operation, Mr. Hays
said it would mean a long pull to bring the industry
into its rightful heritage, but the pull would be successful if all worked together.
"Our course is absolutely plain," he declared. "We
must have confidence and co-operation or the abyss is
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pie are against censorship, and, second, because the
reason for the demand for censorship would disappear
as the standard of pictures is raised.
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At this point Mr. Hays called Senator Walker to the
speakers' strationtable,
and shook
the crowd
as the two
hands.began a great demon"You've been very active on behalf of the exhibitors," said Mr. Hays, addressing the Senator. "You
have heard what I said, and I want you to know that 1
mean
wordstood
of it."
The every
Senator
beside the General and entered
into earnest conversation with him for a few moments,
and the crowd cheered again.
Resuming his speech, Mr. Hays took occasion to
pay the trade press a very high compliment. "I am
under deep obligations to the trade papers. They have
co-operated with me unselfishly. I have never seen
a finer set of men in the press in any field," he declared.
As his final word, Mr. Hays, lifting both his arms,
said with
great fervor: IN"Now,
this. THERE
ARE
NO YESTERDAYS
THIS get
INDUSTRY.
We
have got to start together down the road where we
As he took his seat, the exhibitors joined in promust go."
longed applause for several minutes. The General
bowed in acknowledgment.
President Brandt then introduced Senator Walker.
"Having heard from the Senator Walker of the producers, let us now hear from the Will Hays of the exhibitors," was the form of the introduction, and the
Senator arose amid tremendous applause.
Senator Walker took up the Hays theme of confidence and co-operation. "I love the things Will Hays
said because of my great affection for the theatre
owners and the industry," he declared. "I believe we
have
at last got to the place where we will come into
our own.
"The most wonderful thing that has ever happened
in this industry was when the most distinguished member of the Cabinet was willing to come to you. He is
bringing great ability as an organizer — ability which
has never been jriatched in my party, I know. His
coming means a lot, and
Walker's
The Senator declared
had made for peace" in
like Mr. Hays necessary

it has made me happy indeed."
Stirring Speech
that "the fight the exhibitors
the industry had made a man
to the producer body.

Turning
Mr. Hays,
"I
have
always to
admired
you. ISenator
itnow theWalker
kind of said:
man you
are. You can't fail — being what you are. The last
scene for co-operation is beingi played. It won't be
necessary again to chase tha^fellow 'confidence' all
over the country, as I have d^^r heU* search of him for
the exhibitor. What you sr the j^^bL d<>> I know you'll
do. And I know that yo^tive ,stry say you will do
something unless you carf all falls,
"I know the exhibito/ to mij.y tju-opperate," continued the Senator. "Josperousj ^. There are
many wonderful men ail heliev^j^g pj.,Ditors — men of
real determination, real hcc Mr. business was at
its best in 1919 and 1920 ths' e? on'itor wanted to cooperate with the producer easier distributor. Why
shouldn't we want to now — v, eyfi business is at its
worst? But there was no foru\n, no board of appeal
where he could go. Now we ha've a place to come to.
We're going to expect a lot of aFisistance from you, Mr.
Hays. But we have got to coma with clean hands,
"It doesn't make any differr^nce now who was the
first — the exhibitor who bicycted film or the distributor
who broke a contract.
That was yesterday, and, like
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Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce of New York City at its tliird annual meeting.
president, standing in center of group with gavel
you, Mr. Hays, I believe there is no yesterday in this
industry.
"All we have got to have now," the Senator went on,
"is a good case, and I know we'll get justice from Mr.
Hays."
He turned to a denunciation of the people responsible for censorship in New York State, declaring they
had shown their hypocrisy by failure to support the
Children's Bill providing for segregation of children
in picture theatres. "These reformers are hounding
the little theatres on the East Side," he shouted. "They
are keeping the children away from the theatres.
"This is a history-making day in the motion picture
industry," said the Senator, referring to Mr. Hays'
speech. "The thrill is this: a man who has always
had my admiration and commanded my respect opened
his arms to you to-day, and said 'come on in.' He has
accepted your challenge and mine. There is to be no
more squawking. As I understand it, he has said:
Bring
your troubles to me. Let's straighten out our
dilferences.
"I can only see progress and improvement now.
And it is a great personal satisfaction to me."
Another demonstration followed the conclusion of
Senator Walker's speech, which continued as the Senator left the room to catch a train for Albany.
President Brandt again expressed his happiness
over the situation. "To think that in the dying hours
of my administration the T. O. C. C. should be responsible for bringing producer, distributor and exhibitor
together," he exclaimed, "makes me happier than 1
have ever been in my life."
Mr. Hays was then invited by President-elect William Landau, of the Chamber of Commerce, to attend
the testimonial dinner to be given Retiring President
Brandt at the Ritz-Carlton, New York, April 20, and
Mr. Hays accepted enthusiastically.
After brief remarks by Bernard Edelhertz, of the
T. 0. C. C, on the need for better understanding as
the first step in co-operation, Marcus Loew was introduced and warmly applauded.
"I want you to know," Mr. Loew began, "that noth-
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William Brandt, retiring

ing Mr. Hays has told you here to-day he didn't first
tell to the producers and distributors when we were
negotiating.
Loew Makes Speech
"Nothing that has happened in the industry has
brought me such great satisfaction as to see Will Hays
and Jimmie Walker talking together as they did to-day.
The Senator said one thing I hope he didn't mean. He
said there was no further need for Walker; that you
exhibitors should take your troubles direct to Mr.
Hays. I say that is wrong.
"You should tell your troubles to Jimmie Walker and
let Jimmie go to Mr. Hays with them.
"You have been unfair to Jimmie Walker in the
matter of compensation. That should be taken up at
the able
Washington
convention.
I'm sorry
to say
I won't
be
to be there,
but you men
who are
should
see
to it that he receives compensation for his services.
I know he has not been paid by the national organization what he should have received. A way should be
devised at Washington to do this.
"You should put Walker in the same position in the
exhibiting field as Hays occupies in the producing and
distributing field," Mr. Loew urged.
"The thing to do now is go ahead and co-operate,"
he continued. "Things have got to be remedied on
both sides. But again I urge: for God's sake, don't
let Jimmie Walker leave you."
Mr. Loew's warm tribute to the Senator evoked
great enthusiasm from those present.
finalP. speaker
L. O'Reilly, president
of The
the M.
T. 0. of was
New Charles
York State.
"I know we will get a square deal with Mr. Hays,"
he said. "I feel I am speaking for the entire membership of the State organization when I say we shall be
glad
to co-operate
After
referring towith
the him."
affection the exhibitors of the
country had for Senator Walker, Mr. O'Reilly added:
"I hope we'll have the opportunity of having you, Mr.
Hays, at the Washington convention, to say to the
country what you have said here." This statement
was warmly applauded, and the meeting adjourned.
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ing output in these days of talk of
under-production. It may interest to note that nearly two out of
three reels of these releases are contained in subjects not over two parts
in length, counting the four serials
scheduled as each of fifteen two-part
episodes. In other words, the tjniversal company will issue approximately 500 reels of short subjects in
"There are 100 units either pro1922-3.
ducing or preparing to produce
R-C Pictures is expanding. It will
feature pictures in Los Angeles
finish the film year with a production 50 per cent in advance of that
this week," the statement read,
at the beginning, and negotiations
ted
men
by for other units are in progress that
"and they are supple
45 short subject companies acwill result in further output. Metro
tually at work. Independent
in the coming year will release practically the same number of producactivity is increasing everytions as in the present year, but will
where, and every day brings
endeavor to make them greater in
rumors of new companies in
magnitude. Pathe steadily is increasing its number of short subformation."
In order to learn the situation
jects. Goldwyn probably will issue
the same number as in 1921-2, but
as it was viewed in the home
will strive for large material to the
offices of some of the regular
exclusion of numbers.
distributing concerns, in those
Vitagraph is going strong and
organizations maintaining a estimates that in the coming year its
complete list of exchanges, a production will aggregate between
forty and sixty features. It is noteReview man made the rounds.
worthy that this compares with
Practically everwhere the spirit
nineteen in the year 1920-21, an increase in the two years of two or
of optimism was plainly in evidence. In the instances where
three hundred per cent. The Fox
company intends as heretofore to
there has been a decision to remaintain practically twenty compaduce output in the coming year
nies in different parts of the world,
it has been for the purpose of and during the summer the eastern
studio will be working to capacity.
concentrating on larger productions.
The American Releasing CorporaAmong those making reductions
tion is now issuing at an average
are Famous Players-Lasky, which
per month that will total seventywill in the coming year issue ap- five productions a year. Associated
Exhibitors next year will increase
proximately eighty-five pictures
its product over the preceding twelve
against ninety-five during the present year; First National, where the months by ten or fifteen subjects.
tendency is toward restriction in While the W. W. Hodkinson Corporfavor of larger suibjects; and the
ation was not quite prepared to make
a deffinite statement, nevertheless it
Selznick company, where in the year
has been determined that there will
to come the number of productions
will be reduced from forty to be- be a substantial increase in the number of features distributed.
tween twenty and thirty to enable
Educational Pictures will make an
the producers to give more attention
to the individual pictures.
increase in its product for the seaUniversal easily leads in producson of 1923, "a healthy increase,
tion, the schedule for the coming
one of natural growth," as a company executive expressed it. Among
year as at present estimated amountthe factors in its new program will
ing to 336 subjects of varying
be six feature comedies, of not over
lengths, with a total of over 900,000
feet, probably nearer a million feet. three reels, with a well-known star,
and
a two-reel
feature subject
This, it will be agreed, is an amaz-

will be no shortage
THERE
of pictures, of good pictures, in the coming year.
The Los Angeles correspondent
of Exhibitors Trade Review
this week sent in a summary of
coast production activities.

Year

Indicates

Production

Is Concentrated
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weekly. Negotiations are now under way for considerable new
material.
For the Universal Company Mr.
Cochrane quoted President Laemmle
as having declared that while it was
the rule of producing companies to
let down on production during the
summer, nevertheless it was his belief that this was just the time the
exhibitor needed help with larger
stuff.
Schedules in Detail
On April 11 Universal had 16
companies at work. The company
has been fortunate in getting ahead
of its schedule for the fall, so that
if necessary there can be summer
releases, although it is realized that
subjects released at that time involve a sacrifice as compared with
fall issue.
The production schedule of the
Universal for the season of 1922-3
is an imposing one. It comprises
48 Special Attractions, 18 Jewels, 52
two-reel Westerns, 52 single-reel
comedies, 4 serials, 6 Special Jewels,
which may be comedies or may be
in the nature of The Leather Pushers; 52 two- reel Century Comedies
and 104 International News reels.
Kenneth Hodkinson, speaking for
United Artists, in the absence of
Hiram Abrams, who is expected
home next week from a short trip
to the coast, said that all contributing units, with the exception of D.
W. Griffith, were now working at
full blast. Mr. Griffith is taking a
rest, but expected to begin production shortly. The units in operation
now included the Pickford, Fairbanks and Ray companies. Charles
Chaplin, it is anticipated, will have
a feature production ready for release by September.
Rufus S. Cole, who was in Los
Angeles during March, said that the
R-C studio was at present doing
more production than had been the
case at any time in its history. Mr.
Cole said had
thatcalled
whileforthetwocompany's
schedule
releases
a month for January, February,
March and April, actually eleven
would have been issued by May 1.
Three subjects already have been
set for May release. The increase
would be maintained right through
the summer.
It is expected that
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during May the R-C plant will be
running to capacity.
Ahead of Release Schedules
W. E. Atkinson, general manager
of Metro, said the shutdown until
June 1 of the company's studio was
due to the fact that sufficient pictures had been produced to cover
summer releases. Rex Ingram's
company was the only unit working.
Mr. Ingram's next picture, by the
way, will be made in the East. The
company now has in the East pictures listed for September and October release. Metro intends to
have four companies working steadily during the summer. The company expects to release during the
coming year from thirty to thirtysix productions and for 1922-3 approximately the same number.
"It is Metro's intention to make
some honest-to-God pictures," said
Mr. Atkinson. "We know that
nothing else counts with the exhibitor or the public." The general
manager said the company had contracted for some very fine outside
productions, which would make it
possible to restrict its own producing activities to four units. All told
during the coming year provision
had been made for fifteen large outside subjects.
Approximately a dozen units are
regularly contributing to First National and the company is releasing
at present between sixty and seventy pictures yearly. The tendency
is to restrict the output if anything,
emphasis being laid on the necessity
for quality and unusual character of
the picture. First National, of
course, does not limit its list of releases to stated contributors, but
buys whenever and wherever the
spirit moves. It is assumed that in
the event of Goldwyn productions
being released through First National, there will be a marked increase in activity on the part of the
sales force of the latter concern.
No Reduction in Activity
At the Pathe offices it was said
that not only was there no indication of a reduction in activity, but
that the company intended gradually
to increase its production to several
more short releases each week.
Naturally there would be plenty doing among the companies contributing to the Pathe program in order
to be prepared for fall business. At
the Hal Roach studio, it was stated,
the plant was being worked to its
full capacity.
Asked as to whether there would
be any subjects of feature length
distributed during the coming year,
it was said in all probability none
would be. During the present season there had been six or seven of
these released by the Pathe exchanges, but in each instance it was
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due to the fact that the distributing
force was prepared to concentrate
and to handle the extra subject by
reason of no new series coming on
the market just at that time.
There are three companies working at the Goldwyn plant at the
coast, it was said at the home offices
of the company. Goldwyn, it was
declared, was more concerned about
making good pictures than it was as
to the number of subjects turned
out. During the present year
thirty-two productions will be distributed, and if conditions warrant
it is expected that number will be
made in the year to come.
Bigger Production Soon
At the Vitagraph offices there was
a note of distinct optimism. Attention was called to the fact that the
Vitagraph was one of the few companies that in 1921-2 had increased
its product over that of the preceding year. It was stated that for
1922-3 there v/ould be a still further increase, the total running
anywhere between forty and sixty.
The minimum was certain and the
maximum was probable. Companies were at work both on the east
and west coast, one or two companies at the former and from four
to seven at the latter. At no time
had the company stopped production.
It was expected that during July
and August both studios would be
working 100 per cent. "Things are
picking up," declared an official. "It
won't be long before all the big companies will be getting stronger on
production. Wait perhaps about
sixty days and you will see things
At the offices of Famous Players
moving."
it was said that production in 1922-3
would be controlled by the tendency
to make bigger and fewer pictures.
"There is nothing vitally new in
that statement," remarked a spokesman for the company. "It has been
said many times, but so far as this
company is concerned it is going to
be done." Production the present
year will approximate about ninetyfive subjects. For the coming
twelvemonth the number would be
nearer eighty-five, and this would be
inclusive of any productions obtained from sources outside the
company's studios. It was stated
that there probably would be no activity in the Famous Players-Lasky
Eastern studio this summer.
At the Fox offices in the East it
was said both studios, those in New
York City and those in Los Angeles,
would be going full blast in the summer. In the East at present there is
a lull owing to three companies just
having finished productions. It
was said on the average there are
twenty units working for the Fox
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company. In the West at present
the studio is working to capacity.
Elaborate Plans Made
Fred Warren, vice-president of
American Releasing Corporation,
said the plans of that company were
very definitely formed for the coming eighteen months.
From February, 1922, until January, 1923, American Releasing is
issuing between sixty and seventy
features, one every week and an extra picture every second week. In
addition to these, Mr. Warren said,
eight or ten will be handled absolutely footloose, as of no release
date, when and where it may be decided.
For the Selznick Company David
Selznick said for the coming year
there would be a reduction in the
number of subjects issued by his
company. For the twelve months
preceding September, 1922, forty
features would be released. For
1922-3 the policy would be to confine producing activities to specials,
and while the number would be elastic, depending on circumstances as
they developed, it was his belief that
somewhere between twenty and
thirty would be found the correct
figure.
At the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation offices it was stated that during
the" next thirty days the company
would issue a statement outlining
its plans for the coming year, but
that at present these had not been
definitely decided. During the calendar year of 1921 about twenty
features were issued, and this figure
would be increased in 1922. The
spokesman for the company said
that at present six units were producing pictures that would be
released through Hodkinson exchanges. The fact that the company is now releasing the Official
M. P. T. 0. A. Urban Movie Chats,
one each week, might be construed
as significant of the Hodkinson organization's interest in short subArthur S. Kane, speaking for Asjects.
sociated Exhibitors, declared that
1922-3 would show a mathe year
terial increase in the amount of
business handled by the company.
He believed that for that period
there would be released between
forty-five and fifty productions,
practically all American made. This
would compare with approximately
thirty-five for the present year.
Mr. Kane remarked upon the activity in the independent division of
the industry and added that in the
contracts now being negotiated by
the company provision was being
made for productions greater in
magnitude as well as in number.
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Anti-Censorship

Opinions

Third Instalment of the Series of Views from Representative Citizens of Communities Large and Small, Repudiating
of

Legalized

(Editor's Note. — Here is the third
installment of o.nti-censo7'ship views
received by Associated First National Pictures from all sections of
the country, and published exclusively by Exhibitors Trade Review.)
Public Officials:
I am opposed to censorship of
motion pictures by any official board
or boards. It is my experience that
the motion picture exhibitor is anxious to co-operate with the public
and that there is no necessity for
a board or other supervisory organization. We have too many boards
and bureaus both in the City and
State as it is. — Lou L. Collins, Lieutenant-Governor ofMinnesota.
I am a firm believer in the Constitution of the United States and to
deny me the right to express my
opinion or exercise the right of free
speech, with full responsibility for
my action, is to take from me the
inheritance of an American citizen,
and I cannot understand the position
of Mrs. Snow of Ohio in denying to
the owners and management of the
moving picture houses the right tocriticize on their screens the method
or form of censorship so long as the
same takes the line of argument and
does not consist of personal abuse of
the censor board as individuals. —
Omer Rhodes, T. M. Laner, Postmaster and Assistant Postmaster of
Houston, Texas.
Educators :
The percentage of people able to
judge whether a moving picture is
presentable or not has been set by
the Ohio censor absolutely too low.
It should be a great deal higher.
Most theatregoers are able certainly to tell whether a picture is of a
tainted or salacious character, and
the greater percentage are able to
judge whether a picture is intelligently produced. As far as Mrs.
Snow's attitude on the question of
the exhibitor being given a chance
to tell his side of the story — her
whole attitude is unjust and not compatible with the ideals of the American people and their right to free
speech. — Dr. E. E. Sterry, History
Department, Syracuse University,
Syracuse, N. Y.

Inquisition

Over

the

Motion

I do not hesitate to say that I disagree with Mrs. Snow's statement.
I am inclined to think that it is entirely too sweeping. There certainly are a very large percentage of
people who are fit to pass on motion
pictures. I am inclined to believe
that a great majority of parents
could be trusted to think carefully on
this matter if a simple way were
provided whereby their wishes could
be made to have some efi'ect. — Prof.
William L. Machmer, Assistant
Dean of the Massachusetts Agricultural College at Amherst, Mass.
If the people do
make no difference
the screen or any
lie May Edwards,
Omaha, Neb.

not think it would
what they saw on
other place. — NelSupt. of Schools,

Netvspapers:
In the first place we believe that
the public is the best judge as to the
kind of pictures they want, and we
believe also that the masses are as
moral and want decency on the stage
and in pictures as much so as the
self-appointed regulators, or censors, who as a rule, take strictly the
narrow viewpoint, which is usually
controlled by their own vulgar
minds, which sees harm where none
exists to the clean and clear thinker.
We believe, on the other hand,
that it is up first to the producer,
and then the distributor, to work in
co-operation with the exhibitors to
see that pictures which might be
particularly objectionable to certain
towns or localities, be kept out of
those places, thus saving a lot of
foolish criticism. — L. J. Cooper,
Manager and Editor, Central City
Nonpareil, Central City, Neb.
Hardly realized that so few people did any actual thinking, and this
may be the reason our subscription
list grows so fast. We had always
thought that it was brought about
by the fact that we were printing a
paper that "thinking" people wanted
— we may be wrong.
Sister Snow has a twisted conception of many things it seems, and
we hardly take her viewpoint on the
matter. — Fred W. Hill, Editor, The
Reporter, Hamburg, la.

Picture

"Of course Mrs. Snow's statement
seems an absurdity. Assuredly
most people, at least seventy-five
per cent, are fully capable of judging a picture — as capable as a member of a censorship board. The very
fact that clean pictures are the pictures that bring in the money is
enough to show the trend of the
people's taste. There are a few
people to be sure who will see the
salacious movie — BUT in most cities
one showing finishes that type of a
picture. In the first place, it is not
a money maker and the exhibitor
does not want that sort of a picture.
"In a way, the moving picture is
a part of the press of a country —
it carries news as well as pictures
to the people. It is an infringement
on the rights of the press, and the
right of every man when attacked
to give his side of the question, for
any sort of a ruling such as has been
made in Ohio to exist." — L. D. Burrill, publisher of Syracuse Journal,
Syracuse, N. Y.
"People have certainly come to
the place now where they are fully
capable of judging whether a picture is good or bad, but to tell the
truth there are very few bad pictures— by that I mean off -color pictures— in the market at the present
time. Producers are intelligent and
know that the off -color picture does
not make money. The public is the
judge and should be the judge.
Mrs. Snow's statements seem ridiculous. They must have a small
tyranny in Ohio when it has come
to the point that the board of censors are able and willing to give
their side of the question, but will
not allow anyone on the other side
a chance to present his views on
the censorship problem to the audience. If the audience is not intelligent enough to judge pictures why
should Mrs. Snow think they would
trouble to read such statements?
"I have found that the fine, clean
picture is the one that plays to
record-breaking houses in all the
small theatres of the town. That
alone shows that the public decides.
No matter how much publicity is
used by an off -color picture, it hasn't
the drawing power." — Mr. Alden,
dramatic editor of The Post-Standard, Syracuse, N. Y.
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Ifer. 25, 1923.

Dave C. Broderlck, Theater Impector, MimeapollB Police Dept.
To:
A.
Jensen, Siperlntendent of Police,
5o^ec/; Movie Ceneorehlp.
Dear Sir:

With reference to a letter from C. J. Bradley, asking
oar opinion of the Movie Censorship, and calling our attention to
a statement nBde by Mrs. Evelyn F. Snow, Chief of the Censorship
Board of the State of Ohio, to the effect that "People are not fit
to judge for themselves," she says that IO56 are thlnkir« persona,
15% think part of the time and tSf> never think at all. This statement
Is obviously absurd and I am surprised that the Ohio people let her
get away with this =nsult to their Intelligence. The fact that
she takes advantage of her position as Chief of Censorship to prevent
the exhibitors from giving their side of the case on the screen.
Is proof to my mind that she Is not iuallfled for the position ehe
Here in Minneapolis our people do their own thinking, ani
holds.
any manager who does not produce proper pictures will find himself
plAylng to en?>ty seats. The cooperative system which is in vogutf
here, whereby the exhibitors and the coumunlty public get together
on the kind of pictures desired. Is, I think, the most successful
kind of ceneorship, because in the l^st analysis, the exhibitor
can only sake money If his picture pleases his coTnaanity.
In conclusion, I wish to state that having had thirty
years personal experience in the show business, I am convinced that
public opinion Is the real anawer to •ueeetafal movie censorship.
Toura very truly.

niaater Intpeetor of the
Wnneapolls Police Dept.

Ministers:
I am not versed in the picture
business and the manner of their
being censored. I sometimes enjoy
good, wholesome, educational pictures and believe there ought to be
some way in which they could be
passed upon by competent persons
of intelligence and character who
will represent what will be needed
and appreciated by the people. — E.
L. Reese, Ph.D., Pastor, United
Brethren Church, Omaha, Neb.
I am not in favor of censorship
on the part of State or Federal
authority in any matter that implies the unfitness of the people, to
decide for themselves, moral questions by means of a God-given conscience.— Rev. Patrick H. Gallen,
L.D., of South Deerfield, Mass.
The dictimi of Mrs. Evalyn F.
Snow, of Ohio, is one of those vague
statements impossible either to
prove or refute. I should imagine
that she herself might come under
the 75 per cent class or the 15 per
cent. I do not believe in official, political censorship of moving pictures. A voluntary movement on
the part of producers, or in co-

operation with other agencies, is far
better, in my opinion." — Rev;
Henry G. Smith, pastor of the Unitarian Church, Northampton, Mass.
Bankers I
Is any State in the Union employing a person so charged with egotism, tyranny, imperialistic tendencies who would dare to pronounce such an edict to the public?
Certainly such an act of official superiority should brand the author
as a dangerous person, not to the
film enterprise but dangerous to the
cause which she seeks to remedy.
If Emperor Wilhelm had not
abused his authority in him legally
vested and have become tyrannical, he would no doubt be wielding
the scepter of imperialism to-day,
whereas he is now buried in solitude, reaping the harvest of a deluded tyrant, and so it is with many
of our efforts of prohibition of vice.
When executed by justice and judgment, they are a success, but when
directed by unsound principles are
void of desired results and are a
hindrance to the cause which they
seek to correct.
In conclusion allow me to indulge
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in the statement of my belief that
any person who believes themselves
beyond criticism or that he or she
is infallible in judgment is not only
an unsafe person to hold public
trust, but is dangerous to public enterprise.— W. W. Fitz, Executive
Council,ation,
American
Manson, Iowa.Bankers' Associ"I think that the problem of moving picture censorship could be
largely solved by parents of the
children — by not allowing children
to see a picture that they themselves have not seen or that they are
not sure is of the highest character.
"There are books that are beneficial, entertaining, wholesome reading for grown-ups that we would
not care to give our children. The
same is true of motion pictures." —
I. S. Ferguson, Vice-President Citizens' and Southern Bank, Augusta, Ga.
Business Men:
Any woman who would make
such a statement as Mrs. Snow's
and back it up by any such idiotic
law as hers about forbidding criticism, is herself unfit to hold public
office — and most certainly unfit to
judge for others.
When my girls were young, I
made it my business to know
whether or not a picture they were
to see was one that would not be
harmful. If I could not get a satisfactorya report
on inthat
either from
friend
whosepicture,"
judgment I had faith, I saw it myself,
and unless I was sure it was all
right, I asked the girls to stay away.
In that way they have built up a
knowledge of what is good and what
is harmful — and it certainly is
within the power of any worthwhile parent to do likewise for his
children.
I am very fond of motion picI can't
and, frankly,
standtures,
all this
tremendous
howl underabout
the "debasing influence" of the
movies. If an exhibitor has brains
enough to be an exhibitor, he certainly should have brains enough to
realize the utter futility of showing
pictures that are morbid, lurid and
sensational, for he will soon find
himself as an "exhibitor without a
patron" if he follows that line.
I am not in favor of motion picture censorship, because I think it
is unnecessary. And I am not in
favor of people like Mrs. Snow, because Ido not think that they are fit
to tell an entire, enlightened, upand-coming nation like America
what it should or should not see. —
Culpepper, Chairman AgriculAllan tural
Division, Committee of Fifty,
Augusta, Ga.
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Booth"

First of a Series of Articles Dealing With the
Motion Picture Machine Operator and His Importance inthe Scheme of Things in the Industry
[Editor's Note. — This is the first
of a series of articles designed to
point out the importance of the
motion picture operator in the industry. Subsequent articles will
deal ivith the operator's relation to
ivorking conditions, netv mechanical
devices and other important subjects.']
hine
AMOTION PICTURE mac
l
or
ntia
rat
ope
is esse
to the
conduct of every motion picture theatre, hence he performs an
ant function for the entire
ort
imp
industry.
Indeed the operator or projectionist, as the craftsman is beginning to
be called, often is an important factor in the sum total of superiority
in entertainment value, which the
discriminating exhibitor offers his
patrons. The operator is the prisoner of the booth, unnoticed by the
thousands who view his work, and
to date is the one element of the
industry which has been accorded no
publicity or glamor. He is expected
to be, and usually is, a plain, hardworking citizen.
In the motion picture theatres of
this country there are close to 10,000 organized operators employed.
These represent a large percentage
of expert projectionists and include
most of the men who regularly earn
a living practicing the craft.
When an operator is on duty he
must "deliver the goods," and no opportunity exists for him to correct
an error in the execution of his
duties.
Contact with Public
In no other professional branch
of the industry is such direct contact established with the general
public. In the studio or on location
the director may be called upon to
have re-enacted one or more scenes
to produce a desired result. The
cameraman, to improve lighting or
other important conditions, may
"shoot" a scene over and over again.
The actor with new interpretation,
may request and be given more than

one opportunity to enact a scene. In
the laboratory, if mature judgment
demands, film may be handled until
satisfactory results are obtained.
Cutting and titling, except in cases
of emergency, are accomplished at
leisure.
The exhibitor may book or reject
the finished product, but in the work
of the operator in the booth there
is just one chance to perform.
Lights are low, the public is waiting, there is tension in the air, and
it is up to the operator to project
in correct focus and at proper speed
the elaborate and painstaking work
produced by the several elements
above recorded. It is a man's work,
which calls for fine appreciation and
alertness. Do operators fully appreciate all this?
At least one master mind of the
motion picture industry, David
Wark Griffith, appreciates the importance of the motion picture machine operator to the industry. It is
several years since he said : "I really
appreciate the work of the motion
picture operator, and realize that
every one of my productions is
again directed by the men in the
booths."
Operator's Responsibility
In addition to the operator's work
of inspecting film and caring for his
apparatus, to the end that a steady
picture is produced and eye-strain
on the part of an audience reduced
to a minimum, the serious-minded
operator realizes the great responsibility which rests upon him for
the safety of the public seated in
the theatre beneath him.
The 8,000 to 10,000 feet of highly
inflammable celluloid with which he
must work each performance constitutes an ever-present fire hazard,
and with the average equipment of
two machines in his booth, the operator is confronted with about the
same responsibility for lives virtually in his care that weighs upon
the engineer in charge of a modern
locomotive. An added responsibility is his, because though the locomotive engineer may remain steadily at his post, it is necessary for
the operator to leave one of the projection machines running at full
speed to devote his attention to oil-

ing and threading a second machine
in order that there be no break in
the continuity of the presentation.
The last named feature of the
operator's work presents a genuine
problem, and if in the past the fire
risk involved has been viewed
lightly by some within the ranks
and others who have given the operator's task insufficient thought, it
is safe to say that both classes are
recruited from among those who
have had no direct contact with a
big film fire.
In most States regulations and
laws governing the projection booth
are still inadequate. Too much responsibility isvested in the human
element, and it is a poor commentary on legislators and the industry
alike to acknowledge that adequate regulations for the projection
booths of the various States usually
follow a big fire or panic entailing
loss of human life.
Question of Fire Hazard
It is encouraging to record that
the fire hazard which exists in the
projection rooms of the country is
receiving the attention of both National and State Boards of Fire Underwriters. Intelligent analysis of
the risk is assisting in the compiling of sane rules and regulations.
This constructive work will undoubtedly result in improved conditions for operators. Exhibitors now
realize rather generally that money
received from insurance companies
following a fire is but little compensation for the loss of business
and prestige which follows a theatre
fire. No fire claim has ever been
paid sufficient to compensate an exhibitor for cessation of business for
a period sufficient to construct a new
theatre.
Ventilation of the booth is another important problem that is receiving merited consideration. Operators have been obliged to inhale
objectionable gases which permeate
the booth. Hundreds of expert operators have been forced to give up
the occupation on this account, and
hundreds more have been stricken
by disease as a direct result. Theatre owners in collaboration with
architects who specialize in theatre
building are taking a humane interest in the working conditions of the
operator, and while much has been
accomplished, a great deal remains
to be done to solve the problem.
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Big Attendance Indicated for
Theatre Owners of America
IN urging exhibitors to attend the National Convention of the M. P. T. 0.
A. at Washington, D. C, May 8-12, the
convention committee, in a statement this
week, pointed out the opportunity afforded
to observe the workings of Congress:
"There is so much about Congress now,
and in the future, which affects the interest of the motion picture industry that
every theatre owner should have a personal
view of the work of this body," says the
statement. "This serves to accentuate the
interest and make an impression which
will be lasting. To many Congress is such
a distant, intangible body as to fill it with
mystery and lead to misunderstandings
regarding its significance and character.
The fact is that Congress is the most democratic and impressionable of the world's
public bodies. Congress is always responsive to the opinions of the public when
properly expressed.
"The motion picture is the greatest medium of expression on earth. Its impor-

Drastic

Action Against Leech
Pictures
One of the most important subjects taken up for consideration at
a recent meeting of the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce was
a communication from Thomas H.
Ince, asking the co-operation of
that organization to eliminate the
unfair
tures. competition of "leech'" picMr. Ince in his communication was
very emphatic that "leech" pictures
were worifcing a hardship upon the
producers and that, unless a check
were made upon such unfair practice,
it would prove detrimental to the
best interests of the industry.
Mr. Ince's communication was the
cause for a considerable amount of
discussion and debate, which resulted in a resolution being unanimously passed, which provides for
a very drastic regulation, appointing
a committee of three, whose purpose
it shall be to receive complaints
against "leech" pictures that are
resurrected because of the popularity of a new production of a similar
title.
Upon receiving complaints, this
committee will immediately make
proper investigation and, having
found the complaint justified, will
issue a sweeping order to prohibit the
seven hundred theatre members of
the Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce from showing the picture
in question.
It was agreed by all the members
present that the passage of this
resolution was a constructive
achievement and would encourage
the producers to make bigger and
better pictures without fear of
dangerous and unfair competition.
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Organizations

Convention

Sessions of Motion Picture
at Washington, May 8-12
tance in that relation grows daily and, as
custodians of the screen press of America,
the motion picture theatre owners can do
wonderful work for the country by aiding
in influencing congressional action along
lines which will be of signal service to the
people.
"Matters of this kind will now come
along in different ways, and motion picture theatre owners should take this opportunity to become personally familiar
with Congress in action, so that this cooperation will be easier and more effective
in the future.
"Every theatre owner in the United
States should come to this Washington
convention in May. The advanced reports
at the office of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, and the calls made for
hotel reservations from different parts of
the United States, indicate that every
State in the Union will be largely represented and that this convention will be
the greatest gathering of theatre people
ever held. Thousands of active, energetic
and progressive theatre owners will be
there and all will help make history for
the business which will record many advances. Action will be taken on National
and State legislation. A careful canvass
of the situation has been made, and the
need for extreme vigilance in caring for
the theatre owner at capital centers will
be emphasized.
"The censorship question will occupy a
central place in this discussion. Censorship must not be extended and its curtailment must be effected until it is gradually eliminated from every State in the
Union. How to accomplish this will be
made entirely plain at this convention,
and the theatre owners from every State
should be at Washington to hear, discuss
and understand these processes.
Massachusetts Censorship
"Special attention will be given to the
censorship proposition in Massachusetts.
There a referendum vote is to be taken
this fall on the proposal to create a motion picture censorship board or commission in this State. If the majority of the
people vote for censorship in the election
in November, the State viill have censorship. If they vote against it, there will
be no censorship in Massachusetts.
"This is a highly important matter.
Massachusetts is a key State in New England. The action of the people there on
censorship will influence the moves of the
voters in other New England States and
also in other parts of the United States.
Hence, the need for such action as will
effectually prevent censorship being approved at the election in Massachusetts
next November. This will be made a special order at the Washington convention,
and plans will be laid to entirely care for
that situation.
"Public service elements will be given
special consideration at the convention.
This is one of the outstanding, definite

elements of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America and detailed attention
will be accorded this subject both by a
special committee and on the floor of the
convention. The lines of public service
will be specifically indicated, and the ways
and meaiis of putting the same into practice pointed out in a clear, concise fashion.
A report from the National Public Service
Committee will be one of the outstanding
features of the convention. This report
will be in book form and theatre men will
be able to take the same home with them
to form the basis for the public service
work in different sections of the country.
"Legislation in the different States will
also form an important subject, as the
similarity of these moves is so well known
as to make the affairs of one State practically reflect the work in the other. The
theatre owners will have plans of action
submitted relative to this work, which
will enable them to take care of their interests in every State and do it in a way
which will conserve the public welfare.
"All theatre owners have received railroad certificates which entitle them to fare
and one-half from their homes to the
Washington convention and return. Every
ticket agent in the United States has been
served with a copy of this order by the
railroad companies."
Arkansas

M.

Discusses
Radio

in

P. T.
Use

O.
of

Theatres

A large and enthusiastic convention
was held by the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Arkansas at the Hotel Marion^
Little Rock, recently. It was the fourth
semi-annual gathering. President Sydney
Nutt presided at the sessions.
Caryle Blackwell was the guest of honor
and delivered an interesting address to
the convention
on his experience in picture making.
Resolutions were adopted indorsing
Movie Chats; demanding a reduction of
33 1/3 per cent in film rentals; designating
the week of July 2 as "Exhibitors' Week"
and authorizing the secretary of the organization to negotiate with three independent distributors for donation of not
less than 10 per cent of their gross for
the week to the M. P. T. 0. of Arkansas;
condemning the renting of pictures to
schools and churches; and extending the
privilege of the screen to the educational
programs of the University of Arkansas.
A banquet, held in the evening, was
featured by a radio program from the
broadcasting station at Pine Bluff. 0. C.
Hauber, secretary-treasurer of the organization, urged exhibitors to give attention
to the possibility of using radio in connection with their theatres. He suggested
that each state organization install a
broadcasting station and that the service
be charged back to exhibitors, the cost to
be
prorated among the theatres using the
service.
C. A. Lick. 0. C. Hauber and President
Nutt were named as delegates to the
national convention at Washington.
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at Pittsburgh — Big Attendance— National President Cohen Present
— Casper
Is
Re-Elected
to
Head Unit

Pittsburgh, April 12.
WITH the re-election of Jerome Casper and practically the entire list
of officers, and the transaction of
much important business the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania closed to-day the biggest and most
enthusiastic convention in the history of
their organization.
National significance was given to the
convention by the presence of Sydney S.
Cohen, national president, who was accompanied by Martin G. Smith, president
of the Ohio State organization, and Martin J. O'Toole, chairman of the M. P. T.
0. A. Public Service Committee.
Mr. Cohen sounded the keynote of the
convention in urging that all branches of
the industry co-operate.
The convention beg-an on Monday at 2
o'clock. Mayor McGee was unable to be
present to deliver the address of welcome,
but he appeared later in the day at the
banquet. Henry W. Gouding, who presided, introduced President Smith of Ohio,
who reviewed the work his unit had done
in the past year and told of its progress.
Chairman O'Toole of the Public Service
Committee warned the exhibitors that the
reformers would be more active than ever
at the 1923 legislative sessions, and urged
the theatre men to get ready to fight.
He congratulated the Pennsylvania exhibitors on their successful battle against
the many bills hostile to their business, and
said the effort along this line resembled
the successful fight made by the M. P. T.
0. A. for the repeal of the rental tax.
He stressed the importance of the exliibitor keeping in close touch with his
representatives in Congress. Discussing
the importance of the coming national
convention at Washington, Mr. O'Toole
predicted that the national organization
would spring a surprise in its report on
the music tax problem.
The referendum election in Massachusetts next fall was of vital import to the
whole industry, Mr. O'Toole declared.
Failure to defeat censorship in the Bay
State might bring nation-wide censorship.
Carnival and "medicine" shows came in
for attack by Mr. O'Toole.
National President Cohen was then introduced and was given an ovation by the
convention. Mr. Cohen said in part:
"I want to congratulate you on the very
excellent position attained by the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania, and I bespeak for you and your
organization a prestige and an influence
within the lines of the motion picture industry second to none in the nation. You
have a wonderful State in Pennsylvania,
and what you do here in an organization
way and for the betterment of your business generally, will be reflected in a favorable manner in all other states of the
Union. I need not tell you that you have
a great deal of work to do, in a legislative
sense and in other directions; and no
doubt all of it will be cared for in that

be of inestimable value to the nation and
the people. Definite proposals have since
been presented to cabinet officers, offering co-operation in all matters affecting
the carrying out of governmental pro-

JEROME CASPER,
Re-elected President of M. P. T. O. of
Western Pennsylvania
same careful, constructive way in which
you have been doing all of the other work.
"Motion picture theatre owners in all
parts of the United States are now advancing to the front and becoming in most
instances one hundred per cent efficient.
Our national convention in Washington,
in May, will be one of the largest and
most important gatherings held in some
time at the nation's capital. I hope Pennsylvania's wonderful record for attendance at such conventions will be duplicated several times in May.
"The Washington convention will be the
greatest step forward in the history of
our industry. It will definitely identify
the motion picture theatre owner with the
people of the United States as a distinct
and positive factor in each community.
"Supplementing our present public service department at Washington, we hope to
be able to establish similar divisions in
each state, to care for the special work
which may come within these separate
domains. I know of no line of activity in
which theatre owners may engage, which
promises more of real constructive value
to themselves and the community, than
progressive public service. In this relation to the people, the motion picture theatre occupies relati^ ely the same position
as the newspaper.
"Last May, your national officers visited
President Harding at the White House in
Washington, and laid out public service
plans before him. The President was delighted with the prospect presented. He
declared that this line of service would

grams.
"Our national convention in Washington in May will take up a variety of subjects closely allied to the welfare of the
theatre owners. We will present reports
of a concise and definite .character respecting production, cost of distribution, exhibition value of pictures, value and cost of
accessories, and a large number of matters interwoven into this division of our
work, which will have a tendency to relieve the theatre owner of a great many
of the burdens which now oppress him.
We have a hundred surprises in store for
the theatre owners of the United States."
Mr. Casper and D. A. Harris, chairman
of the board of directors of the Pennsylvania organization, also made addresses.
The banquet on Monday evening was
attended by five hundred exhibitors, members of their families and guests. Mr.
Gouding acted as toastmaster.
Mayor McGee, in a speech of welcome
to the convention, declared it was up to
the industry to tell the public the truth.
"You must prove that what has been said
about your business by way of attack is
incorrect," he said.
Telegrams of regret were read from
Marcus Loew, Will H. Hays, Sam Bullock,
F. P. Slook, Martin J. Quigley and Peter
Magaro.
The work of the Public Service Department of the M. P. T. 0. A. was the subject of an address by Mr. O'Toole.
After State Senator Service had urged
the exhibitors to fight hostile legislation
by concerted effort, Joseph C. Marcus, attorney for the state organization, and
Bert Mason, chairman of the Film Club
arbitration committee, made addresses.
Other speakers were: Mrs. Enoch Rauh,
director of the Department of Charities;
Arthur James, editor Moving Picture
World, and L. W. Boynton, editor Exhibitors Trade Review.
President Cohen paid tribute to the
work of the Pennsylvania unit and urged
all exhibitors to attend the national convention at Washington. He was given a
warm reception.
Tuesday and Wednesday were occupied
with the election of officers and the adoption of resolutions. The following officers
were re-elected:
President, Jerome Casper, Pittsburgh;
vice-president, John Newman, New Castle;
treasurer, H. Goldberg, Pittsburgh; secretary, F. J. Herrington, Pittsburgh; counsel, Joseph C. Marcus.
At the concluding session resolutions
were adopted on a number of important
topics, including music tax, lower rentals,
percentage booking, commending the work
of the national organization, and praising
the state officials of the Western Pennsylvania unit.
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Address Friendly Questionnaire to Hays —
Steffes Re-Elected President of Unit
Minneapolis, April 12.
WITH

re-election of W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis, as president, and passing
of strong resolutions dealing with various
phases of motion picture industry, the
Minnesota division of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America closed one of
their most successful conventions in their
history. More than four hundred exhibitors from every section of the Northwest were in attendance.
Delegates voted to devote the month of
May to a drive to put over pictures for
Hodkinson company, a percentage of sales
to be set aside by exchanges to further
the work of the exhibitors' organization.
Negotiations are in progress, Steffes announced, with another large producing
company to make a similar arrangement
on a yearly basis, a percentage of sales
to be at the service of the organization for
work in exhibitors' interest.
Resolutions and a questionnaire were
sent to Will H. Hays, asking his position
in the industry and just what he proposes
to do. It was stated in the resolutions
that there was no intention to embarrass
Mr. Hays.
Resolutions were adopted also to bring
up question at national meeting in May
of measures looking toward reduction of
film rentals by legitimate means.
Other resolutions included: Condemnation of music tax and censure for agents
trying to enforce it.
Disapproval of drives and special weeks
or months fostered by exchanges to obtain solid bookings in territories.
Foster movement to eliminate bookings
of commercial pictures or films sold by exchanges to any person or group other
than licensed theatres. This resolution is
aimed at churches and societies of various
kinds that are entering more and more
into amusement field.
Refusal to desecrate the screens of the
Northwest by showing of salacious films.
Fostering of community spirit in their
home towns by all exhibitors was asked in
another resolution.
Movie Chats was approved by the organization as an example of much-needed
propaganda by exhibitors and all were
urged to support this movement.
The re-election of Steffes was made
unanimous without any candidate appearing against him. His work as president
of the organization was lauded by the
delegates and enthusiastic support of his
program for the coming year was voted.
All the other officials were re-elected
unanimously. They are Theodore L. Hays,
Minneapolis, vice-president; Fred Larkin,
secretary, and A. A. Kaplan, treasurer.
Executive committee consists of Harvey
Buchanan, Superior, Wis.; S. G. Latta,
Fergus Falls, Minn.; A. A. Kopald, Minneapolis; Clyde Hitchcock, Minneapolis;
George Ryan, Mora, Minn.; Joseph Friedman, St. Paul, and Louis Reisner, Winona,
Minn.
Eleven delegates, besides Steffes and
Harry Green, Minneapolis national committeemen, will represent Minnesota exhibitors at the national convention in
May. They are: John Campbell, William
Abrahamson, Oliver Rowe, T. L. Hays, •

W. A. STEFFES,
Re-elected President of Minnesota
M. P. T. O.
Clyde Hitchcock, A. A. Kaplan, Joseph
Friedman, H. M. Dryer, Fred Larkin,
Louis Reisner and Joseph Rohman. Delegates were urged to give heartiest support
possible to national officers and movements
fostered by national organization.
The following telegram was received
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from Will H. Hays: "Having siiicerely at
heart the progress and development of
motion picture industry, it is my pleasure
to extend to you my felicitations and sincerest best wishes with the hope that we
may have complete confidence and fullest
co-operation between all branches of the
industry. The advancement of our industry demands this closest co-operation and
confidence between producer and exhibitor to the end that the fullest success
may come to those interested and that the
public may be more wholesomely served."
"Motion picture exhibitors are fighting
with their backs to the wall for their
very existence," Mr. Steffes said in addressing the delegates. "Film rentals must
come down, so that exhibitors may reduce
prices and thus recoup their business.
Until this happens the industry is in a
precarious
condition."
In conjunction
with the convention a big
exhibition of appliances for movie houses
was held in the Radisson Hotel.
Exhibitors met in a banquet in the gold
room of the Radisson Tuesday night.
More than 400 were present. Among the
speakers were Governor J. A. 0. Preus,
William Hamm of Twin City Amusement ■
Trust Estate, Abe Fisher, president, and
Ben Goldman, secretary, of the Minneapolis Film Board of Trade; Congressman T.
D. Sehall of Minnesota, Mrs; Robbins Gilman, Women's Cooperative Alliance; E. J.
Fairfield, former president of Minneapolis
Civic and Commerce Association.
The address of welcome was given by
Mayor George E. Leach, who said that
during his regime he had not yet been
visited by any self-appointed film censors
and that the moral tone of Minneapolis
motion picture houses is up to the national
standard.

to Co -Operate
With
Hays
West Virginia M.P.T.O. Passes Resolution — C o h e n Urges Co-operation
Parkersburg, W. Va., April 11.
many districts, who will also constitute
HE need for co-operation among all the congressional committee, will be
later by the president-elect.
J- branches of the industry to meet at- named
Addresses were made at the business
tacks from the outside was stressed by
National President Sydney S. Cohen of session by Harry E. Odgers, superintendent of the Parkersburg public schools; F.
the M. P. T. 0. A. at the second annual
C. Smoot, who greeted the exhibitors; C.
convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
E. Tipton, Harry Wolfberg, and W. M.
Owners of West Virginia held here to-day.
Weir.
The West Virginia exhibitors adopted a
Mr. Cohen outlined the work of the naresolution expressing their desire to cotional organization, paying due credit to
operate with Will H. Hays, so that the dif- the various local organizations for the
ficulties between exhibitor and producer
achievements of the national body. He
could be ironed out.
thanked, too, the State of West Virginia
Mr. Cohen, accompanied by Martin J. and the exhibitors here for their work on
O'Toole, chairman of the M. P. T. 0. A.
the repeal of the five per cent tax. He
Public Service Committee, Sam Bullock,
warned the exhibitors of the deception
executive secretary, and Irvin Salyerds,
practiced by professional reformers.
national organizer, came to Parkersburg
Mr. O'Toole told of the necessity of the
from the Pittsburgh convention.
utility of the screen in rendering the public a much needed service.
The road showing of super-pictures was
vigorously condemned by Mr. Cohen and
In the evening the banquet was held.
the convention adopted a resolution
Charles S. Smoot of Parkersburg was
toastmaster,
against it. Resolutions endorsing the national organization, urging lower film renA feature of the evening was the prestals, and declaring war against carnivals
entation of a fifteen inch high loving cup
were passed.
S. Cohen, president of the naC. E. Tipton of Huntington was elected to Sydney
tional organization, as a token of apprepresident for the ensuing year, succeeding
ciation of the exhibitors of West Virginia
F. S. Smoot of Parkersburg, who resigned.
for his "wonderful achievements for the
F. A. McGrew of Charleston was elected
theatre
of the country."
Mr. and
Cosecretary and H. H. Robey of Spencer,
hen wasowners
taken completely
by surprise
treasurer. Five vice-presidents from as
eloquently thanked the exhibitors.
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Work

Cassinelli

on
Pictures

^^Reported Missing'''' Viewed by 1500 at Ritz Carlton— Elaborate Entertainment Features Provided
Reported Missing, the newest Selznick
production, was given a de luxe showing
at the Ritz Carlton Hotel, New York City,
on the evening of April 7. Fully 1500
people, thoroughly representative of the
industry, and many other prominent in
the New York social and literary world,
attended as guests of the Selznick organization.
The showing of the picture was held in
the Ritz grand ballroom, beginning at 9
o'clock. The audience was expecting the
picture to be good. It was not disappointed. The picture was, and is, better
than good. As pointed out in the regular
review section of Exhibitors Trade Review this week, Reported Missing is a
genuine box-ofRce attraction.
The invited guests were not slow to
recognize that something unusual was being screened for their judgment. They
greeted with applause the more effective
scenes, and screamed with laughter when
the giant negro servant, as played by Tom
Wilson, carved his way out of a difficult
situation with the ever-reliable razor.
The work of Owen Moore, Director Henry
Lehrman and all the others who made the
film success, came in for a large share of
generous approval. A second showing of
the film was given for those who came
late.
The Selznick organization had determined that the showing of the picture
should be given in the most beautiful surroundings obtainable and under the best
possible auspices. The occasion was also
designated as a farewell party to Myron
Selznick, and the Selznick stars and pro-

Henry Lehrman
and best managed ever held in the industry.
Dinner to Sam Morris
The following evening, the friends of
Sam Morris, who goes abroad as the head
of the Selznick interests in Great Britain
and the Continent, were hosts to him at a
beefsteak dinner given at 12 West Fortyfifth Street. A large number attended
and tributes to Mr. Morris were paid by
the following speakers: Lewis J. Selznick, and his three sons; John S. Woody;
Morris Kohn ; William Brandt, president
of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce; Benjamin P. Rogers, and Henry
Siegal, the Boston and New York extively. change managers for Selznick, respec-

Heavy

Bookings

Reported for
"Isle of Zorda"
The Isle of Zorda, based on Jules
Verne's "Mathias Sandorf," stands high
in exhibitor appreciation from the beginchange.ning of its bookings, reports Pathe Ex-

Owen Moore
duction personnel who were leaving on
Sunday for Los Angeles to establish the
Selznick production activities on the
Coast.
Elaborate entertainment features were
provided. After they had witnessed the
showing of the picture, the guests were
invited to go to the Ritz Crystal room and
dance. Excellent music was provided and
this phase of the evening proved to be
one of the most enjoyable. Altogether
the affair was one of the most successful

"It had the instant approval of Sam
Harding, one of the shrewdest of showmen
and most critical buyers of pictures, who
booked it for first run at his Liberty
Theatre, Kansas City," the announcement
says.
Among the first run bookings are the
Howard Theatre, Washington, D. C;
Zelder Theatre, Duluth; Broadway, Charlotte, N. C, and the Winter Garden,
Seattle.
Pathe's Exploitation Department is
furnishing free to exhibitors special slides
on "The Isle of Zorda" song, the chorus
for use after a singer sings the verse.
The melody of this song is so catchy that
it already has established itself as a prime
favorite and is being danced as an
Oriental fox-trot.

Being Completed
Major F. H. La Guardia, legal adviser
for Dolores Cassinelli, Inc., announces
that the final cutting and titling of Challenge, the first independent production
starring the Italian actress, will be finished this week. The picture will run
about six reels and has been eight weeks
in the making.
"Marvelous outdoor scenery mingles
with a story of dramatic appeal and
heart interest. The company traveled to
northern New York, and some of the
scenes were shot around Saddleneck
Mountain, where director, cameraman and
players struggled through snow drifts
thigh high to get shots on the top of the
mountain,"
saysderived
the announcement.
The title is
from the theme of
the story, which depicts the challenge
between two women, in love with the same
man, and two men, rivals for the hand
of the same woman.
The picture was directed by Tom Terriss, who previously handled the megaphone for Dead Men Tell No Tales,
Boomerang Bill and Find the Woman.
Mr. Terriss also wrote the story and did
most of the titling.
In addition to Dolores Cassinelli, the
players include Rod Lo Roque, who was
featured in George Fitzmaurice productions; Sacia DeMooers, as second lead
lady; Walter Richman, Frank Norcross
and James Jennings.
Trade showings of the picture will be
given as soon as it has been put into
finished form. Pending a decision of several offers that have been submitted no
announcement is being made regarding
the releasing company.
Pollard to Direct Hoot Gibson,
Universal's Western Star
H arry Pollard, who directed Leather
Pushers series, has been engaged by Universal to direct a five-reel feature at Universal City. Just before he left for the
East, Carl Laemmle assigned Pollard to
direct Hoot Gibson, the Western star.
_ Thetionvehicle
selected
for this
combinaof star and
director
is Hapsburg
Liebe's Collier's story, "Trimmed and
Western story whose hero is
aBurning,"
returned asoldier.
The cast includes Patsy Ruth Miller,
Alfred HoUingsworth, Fred Kohler, Dick
LaReno, R. Hugh Sutherland and Otto
Hoffman.
"Orphans"

Closes N. Y.
Run on April 15

"Orphans of the Storm," the big
Griffith film, will close its run at the
Apollo Theatre, New York, on April
15. The run closes in obedience to
contracts made last fall, says the
announcement.
The picture is being taken out of
the AdoHo while still earning nearly
$3,000 profits weekly through the
Lenten period, it is stated.
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homes, hovels, schools, office, etc. Then
there are foreign sets, including streets of
cosmopolitan centers which carry one to
Paris, Geneva, Sebastapol, Tokio, Honolulu
and Shanghai, and rustic scenes that include a Russian village such as one might
find on the Volga or dotting the steppes as
they sweep toward the Ural mountains.
Two

Airplane view of the administrative buildings and stages of the R-C Pictures Corporation. In the background are the United Studios and stages

R

C

In

Big

Deal

With

United

Studios

Jewel Films
Are Booked by

Fox Circuit
Charles Rosenzweig, sales manager of
Universal's New York Exchange, reports
a booking of the two recent Universal
Jewel productions. Wild Honey and Man
to Man, over the Fox circuit. Wild Honey
is a photodrama of South Africa starring
Priscilla Dean and directed by Wesley
Ruggles. Man to Man is Harry Carey's
latest super-western photoplay, and was
directed by Stuart Paton.
The showing of these two features over
the Fox circuit will include presentations
in the Audubon, the Academy, the Jamaica, the Albemarle, the Star, the Crotona, the Nemo and the Jap theatres, in
and around New York City, for runs of
three and four days. These runs will
follow closely upon the showing of the
same pictures in the Loew circuit, where
they have been booked for a total of 170
days' run, as announced last week.
Man to Man has just closed a successful run of several weeks in the Central
Theatre,
Broadway and Forty-seventh
Street.
Wild Honey, now being released generally throughout the country, is doing exceptional business for exhibitors, reports
from Universal exchanges indicate.

Acquires Studio Sets and Entire Production
Resources
of Adjoining
Picture Plant
acres
and
are reputed to possess the most
By a transaction concluded in Hollyextensive working equipment in the in- Charles Miller Completes
•wood Tuesday after a week of negotiation, R-C Pictures Corporation added to
Production at Port Henry
dustry. R-C'sItacreage
runsrecent
to slightly
over sixteen.
is the most
studio
its scenic equipment the entire material
Bring
Him In is the title selected for
production resources of the adjoining prop- to
the world's
film capital
and beis erected
called ainmodel
of convenience
and the Charles Miller production, which was
erty, the United Studios, Inc.
Both plants are famous for their filmed at Port Henry, N. Y., on the workThis deal gives the R-C organization ac- beauty.
floriculture as well.
cess to the grounds of the United Studio
ing title. The Long, Long Trail. DiAn idea of the magnitude of the deal is
rector Miller finished shooting the picfor the staging of its future productions
ture a few days ago, and is now engaged
and opens to it every facility of that great gained when figures representing the new
in cutting, titling and assembling it.
plant which has a direct bearing on the assets just acquired by R-C are marshalled
His own daughter, Doris Miller, played
staging of a picture play. It represents
for inspection. Stock sets and units runan amalgamation of resources which is
ning into the hundreds are placed at the the leading female role. The balance of
conservatively placed at $12,000,000.
disposal of the Powers institution. This, the cast included Earl Fox, who was featured; Harry Lee, Frank Losee, Charles
By this pooling of ground space and re- as to modern American interiors and exMackey and Frank Burton. The plan of
teriors, includes everything for a screen
sources the domain of the R-C stronghold
distribution
has not yet been determined.
visualization
of
church,
club,
court,
hotel,
is extended to a total of fifty-six acres, or
twenty-two average city blocks, and its
assets in stock sets and units, in furniture
and other so-called "props" of life on the
screen, and in costumes are multiplied at
least tenfold.
for Multiple-Reel
Comedies
P. A. Powers, the new controlling fac- Vitagraph
tor in the affairs of the Robertson-Cole
Showing of ^^Too Much Business^^ Declared to Convince
organization, now known as the R-C PicExecutives That Three Reels Is Not Comedy Limit
tures Corporation, engineered the deal
after daily conferences for the past week
Some time ago a sales conference at it until the final fade-out on the seventh
with M. C. Levee, president of the United
reel.
Studios.
Vitagraph's
administrative offices, 469
"Too Much Business by the way, has
Work will commence in the course of the Fifth Avenue, New York City, agreed that
three reels should be the limit for a been analyzed as being about as near to
week on a big portal to connect the two
a stage comedy as any presentation on
thatof company's
plants, which in combination have front- comedy.
managers Some
were ofeven
the opinionbranch
that the screen could possibly be," says the
age of 1000 feet on Gower Street and 1560 two
reels were suflScient. Illustrations
statement. "The humorous idea is deon Melrose Avenue.
veloped deftly and subtly until at the end
given of cases where comedies long"No more compact and complete motion wereer than
three reels usually worked out of a sequence it becomes uproarious. At
picture studio than ours is to be found
their climax in the first three reels with
the same time it is absolutely devoid of
anywhere," said Mr. Powers, in commentthe result that the comedy collapsed durany suggestion of slapstick.
ing on thesiderable
deal,
"yet
I
foresee
such
coning the balance of the footage.
increase in our activities in the
"The picture was adapted from the Earl
Derr Biggers story from the Saturday
Accordingly, when the comedy Too
immediate future that expansion and am- Much
Business
was
screened
for
a
plification of our plant and its resources
Evening Post entitled 'John Henry and
cannot be avoided. We will now be able gathering of Vitagraph executives somethe
In the many
visualizing
the Restless
story forSex.'
the screen
amusingof
time
ago,
it
started
off
under
disadvantage.
to accommodate twenty and more producsituations
were
added
to
the
original
yarn
Most
members
of
the
gathering
were
skeping units where in the past a half dozen
tical as to the laugh possibilities over the as well as several whimsical characters
companies would have strained our facil- three-reel
limit.
andIn humorous
of plot."
However, Too Miich Business started
ities."
the cast twists
are Tully
Marshall, EdThe United Studios, until recently known
ward Horton and Ethel Grey Terry.
the
gathering
laughing
and
kept
them
at
as Brunton's, have a ground space of forty
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Lover
bv

Discussed
Rex

High

Ingram

"The hustling, money-grubbing, prosaic
business man is no longer the type
of
lover which appeals to the present day
American woman. He is definitely obsolete."
The man who voices this pronouncement
is Rex Ingram, Metro director, who by his
production of The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse brought into popularity the
romantic, Latin type of lover which is being increasingly demanded by the picture
fans.
Mr. Ingram said: "It is because the
average American woman finds something
lacking in her husband or sweetheart —
something that has appealed to the feminine mind in all ages and under all conditions of life — that she turns eagerly to
fiction, play and picture to secure, even
vicariously, this quality of romantic appeal which is missing in her own men folk.
"The American woman does not find this
quality in the man who fights his battles,
however successfully, over a desk top,
with pen and ink and telephone and adding
machine. And so the romantic lover has
seized upon her mind and heart. She
thrills to the excitement of his, finesse and
brilliancy whether it be in swordplay or
lovemaking. The chivalry and subtlety
which surrounds his admiration is a constant allure.
"It was with all this in mind that I
undertook the production of 'The Prisoner
of Zenda,' a story which in book and
play has been proved to have all the elements of popularity. It is perhaps the
most perfect type of romantic play so far
as appeal to feminine hearts is concerned
for in Rudolph Rassendyll, the hero, are
to be found all those qualities for which
every woman looks in her dream hero and
so seldom finds in her real life."
J. Albert Thorn Heads
New Accessories Department
Claud Saunders, director of Paramount
exploitation, announces that J. Albert
Thorn has been placed in charge of the
reorganized department of lithographs and
lobby accessories.
Mr. Thorn is a well-knovra showman
and has been with Paramount five years,
during which time he has managed the art
department in charge of preparation of
Paramount posters.

Praise
for
*^^Smilin' Through''
ISorma Talmadge Picture Commended by Prominent Citizens of TSew York at Private Showing

Smilin' Through, the Norma Talmadge
picture which is attracting such attention
that newspapers, including the Chicago
Tribune, are commending it editorially,
was given a private screening on the
evening of April 5, at Wurlitzer Hall, to
an invited audience that taxed the capacity of the auditorium and represented the
cream
City. of the intelligentsia of New York
In addition to the feature, another First
National attraction, , Charles Chaplin's
latest two-reel comedy. Pay Day, was
shown. The screening began at 8.30
o'clock and there was an intermission at
the end of the fourth reel during which
four young women, dressed in the hoop
skirt costumes of the period depicted in
the early portion of the picture, passed
around water. The National Board of
Review assisted in the presentation.
of the
spectators' comments on
theSome
feature
follow:
"A super picture, perfect in details,
costuming, splendid scenario, superb acting, splendid moral value. The captions
are most exquisite." — Mrs. A. Heath
Weiner, clubwoman, 140 West Sixty-ninth
Street. "A delightful story, charmingly
portrayed. Another success for First National Pictures and Miss Talmadge
through its simplicity of appeal." — Agnes
L. Smith, educator, 353 West Fifty-first
Street.
"A picture that it is a pleasure to see,
combining all the elements so much desired by the clean thinking. Well done in
every respect and should appeal to the
great majority as it does to me. Trust
you mayeducator.
have many such." — Harry W.
Corbin,
"A class of picture that should be encouraged. Story was so well presented
that people seemed to forget they were
viewing
a picture."
son, business
man, 42— ^G«orge
Broadway.L. Thomp"It sets a standard for better plays, is
artistic in production and strong in its
moral." — Miss Florence G. Finch, member National Board of Review. "The story
is beautifully told, and the picture leaves
alabor
goodleader
impression."
— Joseph
R. Buchanan,
and member
of National
Advisory
Committee,
National
Board
of Review.
"A

better

screen

play." — Carolyn S.

Bailey, writer of children's stories. "Exquisite. An ecstatic vision of fairy loveliness. Pure and beautiful. A midsummer night's idyllic dream." — H. B. Karp,
critic. "A very strong picture, beautifully
produced. I believe it sets a better standard."— Mrs. Ripley Hitchcock, prominent
socially. "Scenic eff'ect superb. Acting
indicates
an advance
Weaver Loper,
merchant.in the art." — G.
"An absorbing story; admirably cast
and well acted; clean but not mawkish;
good but not goody-goody; all in all a
notable picture." — Dr. Francis Andrews
Fall, noted educator. Union League Club.
splendidWould
picture,
taken
and"A acted.
thatbeautifully
we had dozens
more like it with its lesson of love and
forgiveness." — Mrs. John Frances Yawger, Prince George Hotel, formerly president of the New York Federation of
Women's Clubs.
"Very artistic and has a good, strong
lesson." — Mrs. William Cumming Story,
formerly president-general of the National Daughters of the Revolution.
"Beautifully photographed and at times
moving." — George James Smith, member
Board of Examiners, New York Board of
Education.
Associated Authors Will
Produce Six Pictures for A. E.
Arthur S. Kane announces the closing
of a contract by Associated Exhibitors
with Associated Authors Productions,
Inc., for the release of six pictures to be
produced sociated
by the
organization.
AsAuthors latter
Productions
was formed
recently with John Howard Carr as
president; Alicia Collins, vice-president,
and A. Raymond Gallo, secretary and
treasurer.
The new company has business headquarters in Boston, but production work
will be carried on at Orlando, Fla., where
studios are now being built. It is expected that the first picture to be filmed.
The Man Hater, from the novel by
George Allen England, will be ready for
delivery by August 1. The selection of
the
director and the cast is yet to be announced.

At left — Rex Ingram, director, and Alice Terry, leading woman, in the Metro production, "The Prisoner of Zenda," are seated in
the center. At the left of Miss Terry is Curt Rehfeld, assistant director; at the right of Mr. Ingram is John Seitz, cameraman,
and Ramon Samanyagos, who plays the part of "Rupert of Hentzau," standing. At right — the famous coronation scene
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Universal Announces Specials, Starring Tom
Santschi and Reginald Denny for Sixteen Weeks
Announcement was made at the UniThe "Leather Pushers" series has creversal offices this week of a departure
ated a demand for Denny which Universal
from the usual two-reel Western release
will supply through another series of
which the company has been offering for eight Northwest pictures, in most of which
the last year. The two-reel Western
Dennywestwill
playPolice.
a trooper
the will
NorthMounted
This inseries
be
brand has been definitely established as a
widely used release and exhibitors are now
under the direction of Nat Ross, who has
demanding definite stars and a definite
been thoroughly prepared to handle the dinumber of pictures which they can depend
rectorial megaphone by acting as assistupon, it is stated.
ant director to King Baggot, Jack Ford
For that reason it has been decided to and other directors.
release Tom Santschi in eight two-real
The new regime will start on Saturday,
Western pictures and Reginald Denny in
another series. In neither case is any at- May 20, when Tom Santschi's first release,
A Guilty Cause, will be oflFered. This pictempt going to be made to make the stories
ture is already in the exchanges, so that
of a series character, such as the Cyclone
exhibitors will be able to size up the seSmith series or the Leather Pushers series from the first release. It is planned
ries. A wide diversity of subjects and
stories will be developed for both stars, to alternate the Denny and Santschi pictures. The first Denny picture will be
the announcement says, although all of
them will be Western in character.
released on May 27, and is nearly comTom Santschi has been placed under the
pleted at Universal City under the workdirection of Robert North Bradbury.
ing title of The Outlaiv.
Fairbanks

to

Screen
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Romance

Ttvelfth Century Chivalry Is Theme and Atmosphere of His I\etv Photoplay Noiv Under Way
From the romance of adventure as typi- Sherwood Forest, of Nottingham — all of
those pictured and storied and almost
by the Gascon toD'Artagnan
in The
Threefied Musketeers
the romance
of legendary giants of the times, and to himself he said:
English chivalry in the twelfth century
"We will do a new romance so full of
is the step being taken by Douglas Fairbanks in his new photoplay, work on
the spirit of the twelfth century that no
one watching it can remember that he
which is under full speed at his new Hollywood studio.
is prosy or dull, or that his life is a monotony of small events, or that he lives in
Fairbanks long has wanted to do early
English romance. While The Mark of the day of the flivver and the vacuum
Zorro was full of villains and villainy, cleaner. We will start from the bottom
dash and spirit, and The Three Musketo Probably
build romance."
a score or so of experts and
teers full of poetry, swash-buckling,
French intrigue and dramatic beauty, Mr.
authors and scenario writers at once beFairbanks was not content to stop there.
gan work on detail. They soon turned up
a mass of it — an almost unbelievable
He wanted robust, full-blooded, healthy
and rollicking romance. His instincts led amount of very first-class material, full
him to the period of the Crusades. There
of color,
life, movement, romance, adventure, beauty.
he caught fleeting glimpses of Richard
But in it all there was no unity; noththe Lion-Hearted, of Robin Hood and his
ing but disconnected and unrelated flashes
of wondrous material, rich in splendid opportunity. "Theaway
play is
the for
thing,"
said
Fairbanks, and
sent
the man
who had done The Mark of Zorro story.
And Johnston McCulley answered the plea
and wrote a story.
Then came rehearsals, and everybody
began
to pick on
McCulley's
story; they
reconstructed,
rebuilt
and rehandled
it,
with McCulley in charge of the work of
tearing to pieces and putting together
again. Gradually, in the hands of the
technical men, the experts and the men
of broad experience, the story took the
shape of the finished product.
Then came the task of designing the
sets to be used as a background. Instead
of an architect, Mr. Fairbanks put an
artist at this work. The result is said
to justify all expectations, and it is declared that the series of designs for these
new sets offer more and promise better
than anything yet seen on the screen.
Of these designs it is asserted that they
will bring sheer beauty into the picture;
that it will not matter whether they have
500 gorgeously costumed people in front
of them or whether there is merely a sack
of meal dumped down on the stage — they
will almost tell the story of romance — the
romance of that period of the twelfth cenGertrude Olmstead as the Seventeenth
tury without the aid of a single person,
Century sweetheart of Robinson Crusoe in or a single artificial or dramatic agency.
"So far we have had very few pictures
"The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe."
that transported the spectator out of all
Universal's latest serial featuring Harry
consciousness of present-day reality and
Myers
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every-day life into realms, that, before
this,
existed
books,"
saidforthMr.
Fairbanks
in a only
recentintalk
about his
coming new production, which is as yet
without a title. "Motion pictures have
always had their present possibilities. But
now we are beginning to see them; to see,
I mean, how big they are and how farreaching, and how little we have developed them.
"Motion pictures can be made beautiful, true and tine. We have had romance
and realism and propaganda and sensationalism and fantasy
we've
gamut. Motion
pictures— can
be run
made the
so
that they will take the spectator right
into any atmosphere the author and producer may choose. That's the biggest
new thing in the game."
Another
Family

American
Picture

to

Be Released by Fox
Among the special productions to be
issued by Fox next season is a "great
American
William
Fox believesfamily
excels picture"
his Over that
the Hill.
The new picture is titled - T/ie Toicn
Til at Forgot God. It is another human
interest tale and was directed by Harry
Millarde, the man who made Over the
Hill.
"The picture was conceived by William
Fox, Avho sought a production that would
give exhibitors another chance to do an
Over the Hillnouncement.
business,"
the anWith this ideasays
in mind
he
turned the theme over to Paul H. Sloane,
scenarist,
and Harry Millarde, director of
Ore)the Hill.
"Eight months were spent by Millarde
on the production at the New York studios
of Fox and at Fort Lee, N. J., where an
entire village was built for the flood
scenes. The flood in this picture is said
to furnish some of the biggest thrills ever
shown on the screen. An entire village
is wiped out by storm at night.
"Just as Over the Hill made Mary Carr,
who played "Ma" Benton, so, it is thought,
several new and talented players will be
uncovered. Jane Thomas has a big part
as a modest. God-fearing, lovable little
school mistress. But the great burden of
acting is borne by Bunny Grauer, a boy of
12, who has been pronounced a 'veritable

Hope Hampton
find.'to" "Christen"

the

New
Hope Theatre
Hope Hampton, First National star, in
whose honor the new Hope Theatre, now
nearing completion at Dallas, Tex., has
been named,
is shortly
start her
on a to
Southern tour which
will totake
the
"christening" of her "godchild." This
theatre, which will be one of the largest and most magnificent in the country,
has cost approximately $500,000.
The opening is scheduled for April 25,
and Miss Hampton will appear in person
in connection with her latest release, Star
Dust, turewhich
will playhouse.
be the initial photo feain the new
Miss Hampton, who has just finished
The Light in the Dark, received a radiogram from one of the foremost French
producers, asking her to accept the lead
in Koenigsviark, from the French novel
of the same name by Pierre Benoist, the
scenes of which are to be taken in HunGermany andsalary
France.
offered gary,
an enormous
Miss Although
Hampton
was unable to accept, because of her contract with the Associated First National
Pictures, Inc.
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"Behold the Man,"
Sacred Drama, Is
Heavily Booked
Exhibitors, pastors of churches, heads
of community centers and organizations
devoted to the betterment of motion pictures are all united in commendation of
Pathe's production, Behold the Man, the
screen story of the Life of Christ shown
in natural colors, says a Pathe statement
which continues:
"Following its presentation at the
Apollo Theatre, New York, the demand
for it has increased steadily froni all
parts of the country, and just now it is
being presented in an unbroken circuit
from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from
the Canadian boundary down to the
Mexican line. Its bookings for Lent and
Easter established a new record.
At San Francisco it was commended by
Archbishop Hanna and the Right Rev.
Monsignor John Rogers. The Rev. Joseph Edward Snyder, pastor of the
Broadway Methodist Episcopal Church,
Fargo, N. D., exploited the picture with
a keen sense of its ethical, spiritual and
pictorial value.
The Fargo pastor writes:
"Behold the Man was a splendid success, and we received commendations galore. We districted the city and made a
thorough canvass in the sales of tickets;
gave complimentary tickets to ministers
and teachers, circularized 3500 selected
homes through a mailing bureau, as well
as spent over $150 in newspaper advertising and posters."
The Rev.
Mr. Snyder's
experiencewillwith
Behold
the Man,
it is indicated,
be
repeated by any pastor or exhibitor who
books it and concentrates public attention upon it. W. J. Shoup, of the Community Theatre, Mound Valley, Kan., had
a like experience, for he bears this testimony: "This is a picture that every
man, woman and child should see; it is
superb. Book it and boost it to the sky."
Recent reports to the Pathe home office show that Behold the Man has illustrated its unusual drawing power also in
Springfield, Mass.; Cheyenne, Wyo. ; Tacoma, Wash. ; Petersburg, Va. ; York, Pa. ;
Santa Fe, N. M.; Grand Rapids, Mich.;
Galesburg, 111., and Quincy, Mass.

A.

E.

TRADE
Makes

Record

in

Brimet

Week

Piles Up Biggest Business in Company^ s History as
Tribute to Pathe President, Says Announcement
Associated Exhibitors announces that
and when her first starring feature
all previous records for collections were
Worrmn, Wake Up was released on March
shattered during March.
5th, it was the pistol crack for the final
four week sprint. No previous Associated
As the Associated representatives operate from the varous Pathe branches
feature ever went over with such a spontaneous flood of business.
throughout the country, it was deemed
fitting that they should join with the
"The following week came the release
Pathe sales force in honoring Paul Brunet
of Don't Doubt Your Wife, with Leah
on the occasion of his fourth anniversary
Baird and was the sign for another outas head of Pathe Exchange, Inc., by a
burst of bookings. Then came Lady
sales drive coincident with the Brunet AnGodiva, on March 19th, and the Pathe
niversary Month coijtest.
feature. The Isle of Zarda on March 26.
"With these four features as current
"The contest started with a preliminary
period of six weeks, during which the
attractions, over twenty of the branches
branches competed to qualify for the final
hadArthur
the biggest
in theirofhistory."
S. Kane,weekpresident
Associated
four week drive during March," says the
Exhibitors, expressed himself as highly
announcement. "Making use of A SailorMade Man and the other Associateddelighted over the showing of his organiHarold Lloyd attractions, as well as the
zation. "It reflects," says Mr. Kane, "the
out-standing Associated features, condeep regard and real admiration which
we feel toward Mr. Brunet. It is a mighty
sistently improving business was recorded.
As the time for the final spurt approached,
testimonial to his business integrity, as it
the atmosphere of speed and results was
shows, not only the respect of the Assoin the air, and every office seemed keyed
ciated organization, but directly repreup to the importance of the race.
sents the exhibitors' approval of his poli"The announcement of Florence Vidor
cies and principles. It was the exhibitors
as an Associated star, seemed to spur
who made such an amazing achievement
them on with a still greater enthusiasm
N. Y. Newspapers
Give

High

Praise

to "Good
Provider"
Commenting upon the initial presentation of The Good Provider, a Cosmopolitan production, from the pen of Fannie
Hurst and directed by Frank Borzage, the
New York reviewers praised it to the
skies, acclaiming it better than Humoresque. Cosmopolitan's
gold medal
winner,
created
by the same author
and director.
The Good Provider is played by much the
same cast that appeared in Humoresque,
including Vera Gordon, Dore Davidson
and Miriam Battista.
The Globe said: "At the risk of annoying those who consider Humoresque the
last word in film production we must confide that this seems quite as good if not
better. Perhaps because its theme revolves about Dore Davidson, Vera Gordon
plays the mother r61e quite as perfect as
her first. After reels of cheap exploitation called
the genuine
is here.
It 'mother-stuff'
is one of the three
films ofthrill
the
season which must, under no circumstances, be missed."
The Sun:
"The Good Provider at the
Rivoli this week is one of the best 'sob
stories' that has as yet made its way to
the screen. It even surpases her now famous Humoresque as an entertainment. As
regards the other films that have flowed
from better
Miss Hurst's
prolific pen would
it is be
so
much
that a comparison
worse than odious. The Good Provider
represents the triumph of pantomime over
The Herald: "At last the screen shows
signs of becoming original. Has tingling
human quality. Rivets the attention.
print."
The
humor fits like an old shoe. A living
picture rather than a moving picture.
Miss Gordon and Mr. Davidson do so well
they could be advertised as appearing 'in
person,' not in a movie. Davidson's pan-

Jobyna Ralston, who has been selected to
play opposite
Paul Jobyna
Parrottlikes
in Pathe's
Hal
Roach
Comedies.
the movies,
but would much rather play golf
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tomime speaks reels of sub-titles for
possible."
Harriet Underbill in The Tribune: "We
enjoyed every moment of it. Long in
heart interest. Something seems to tell
usitself."
that we would be all wrong in pronouncing The Good Provider a better picture than Humoresque, so we shall compromise by saying that we liked it better.
Miss Gordon gives a perfect performance
and so does Dore Davidson. We did not
know that William Collier, Jr., was such
a good actor nor that Vivienne Osborne
was such a beauty."
World-Wide

Pictures

Formed by American
Evidence of the activity of the
American Releasing Corporation in
extending its sales organization beyond the borders of North America
is found in the announcement of
World-Wide Pictures as the marketing medium and company brand
name or trademark for the unification of all of the productions released by American in this country
when they are introduced into all
other countries except the Dominion
of Canada — where Canadian Releasing Corporation has been organized
by Out
J. P.ofO'Loghlin
its first and
fortyassociates.
productions
ready for release in the United
States, American Releasing has not
signed or announced for distribution
any pictures
other States
than those
produced in the United
by native
American directors — but a few unusual productions from abroad are
likely
to be announced for release
next fall.
Releasing units are already being
organized under the World-Wide
Pictures name and insignia for the
United Kingdom, France, Central
Europe, Italy, the Orient, South
America, Africa and Australasia.
One of the operating executives
of American Releasing will sail for
England in May to arrange for the
opening of its distribution there.
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Inaugural Dinner Given in London with
Leaders of English Film Work Present
With the leaders of the British motion
exhibitors, and an organization through
picture world as its guests, Associated
which they produce their own pictures
First National Pictures, Ltd., gave an in- and distribute them to themselves. This
organization has grown in the space of
augural dinner in London at Prince's resfour years from 25 members to 3,500 on
taurant, Piccadilly, last month, at which
the recommendation of one exhibitor to
the aims and policies of the new organization were outlined to the assemblage by another. It has been built up by
Ralph Pugh, presiding officer of the din- degrees and not spasmodically, because
of its intrinsic merit. Whether such an
ner, and managing director of the comorganization is possible in this country is
pany.
a matter for time to prove. I personally
Such prominent film men as Sir William Jury, Colonel H. A. Browne, Colonel
am of the strong belief that ultimately
such an organization will exist in the
A. C. Bromhead of Gaumont's, Walter
United
Kingdom.
Wanger, J. Stuart Blackton, George
Pearson, George Smith of Goldwyn, Ltd.,
"There are those in this room who difBrooke Wilkinson, of the British Board of
fer from me in that view, but such a combination will come when the exhibitors
Censors, graced the board. The guests
of honor were Sir William Jury, Sir realize the advantages of it. In no other
Harry Britt Brittain, M.P., Sir Charles
way can it be established, because it is in
this way that the circuit was established
Higham, M. P., and Sir William Waterlow.
in America. In the meantime. Associated
Other guests included G. Ball, H. J. First National Pictures, Ltd., have acBoam, Frank Hill, H. Hibbert, T. France,
quired the sole rights to distribute First
E. C. Peall, Castleton Knight, R. A. National Pictures in the United Kingdom
Thompson, Maik Wolfe, J. Sheffield, C. and will do so as a renting organization.
Barton, W. S. Scott, T. A. Welsh, F. R.
"There are two characteristics which
Goodwin, C. Topham, George Smith, A. the First National circuit of America have
Tilney, J. Dart, F. Norman-Wright, R. to their credit. They do not profess to
Davis, J. R. Stephens, H. Pontefract, P. be able to take all their requirements
A. Walton, Col. H. A. Browne, C. A. Co- from their own organization, but leave
hen, P. Phillipson, L. Denham, Barron
themselves free to augment them from
Hargreaves, T. Herbert Kaye, E. W. whatever source they can. The producers
Fredman, J. Reis, D. E. Roberts, R. C. are also free to dispose of their pictures
Fielder, Charles Everett, S. F. Ditcham,
elsewhere if they cannot come to terms
R. C. Bromhead, Henry De SoUa, J. W.
with the exhibitors' circuit. In this way
Perry, W. Blake, Frank Smith, Low Warthe First National circuit provides an exren, C. A. Kelley, E. E. Blake of the Eastcellent example of what real co-operation
man Company, Capt. Davis, W. ThompcanSiraccomplish."
son, A. J. Gale, A. S. Croughton.
Harry Brittain, M. P., Sir William
Cable messages of good will were re- Jury, Colonel Bromhead of Gauniont, Ltd.,
ceived during the evening from Norma
Sir Chas. Higham, M. P., G. A. Atkinson,
and Constance Talmadge, Marshall Nei- Sydney Dark and E. W. Fredham relan, J. Schenck, Katherine MacDonald, B.
sponded to the toast.
P. Schulberg and Louis B. Mayer.
Commodore Stuart Blackton, George
The chairman, Ralph Pugh, in his openPearson, Percy Phillipson, Chance Newton and Arthur Gale were among the
ing remarks, said: "We have invited
members of every section of the industry
other speakers.
because we realize that the support of
everyone is not only desirable but necessary, and although time is pressing I ask Boston Papers
you to bear with me for two or three minutes while I explain to you the functions
Give Editorial
of the Associated First National Pictures
of America.
"It is a combination of a number of
Praise to "Orphans"
Not often does any motion picture draw
editorial comment from three of the prinCarpentier to Become
cipal newspapers in a city, where it is
Film Star in England
being shown. D. W. Griffith's Orphayis of
the Storm, which is now being released by
Georges Carpentier is to appear
United Artists, made this record at its
as a film star under the direction of
showing in Boston, however, and won ediJ. Stuart Blackton in England. The
torial approval from the Boston American,
production will be made by Mr.
the Boston Traveler and the Boston
Blackton in association with Allen
Telegram.
Thomas and Alexander Bird and
work on it will soon be started in
Under the caption "Revolutions Bring
London.
Good," the American says: "Orphans of
the
Storm, is of the gretaest educational
The Frenchman has just signed
value. We hope that more pictures like
the contract, the negotiations having
this will be presented to the public. The
been conducted by Andrew Soutar.
educational value of truthful, non-propaDistribution will be in the hands
gandist pictorial representation of great
of Messrs. Thomas and Bird, who
historical events is inestimable."
have formed the National Super
"Movie Supremacy" is the title of the
Productions for this purpose. Careditorial in the Boston Traveler, in which
pentier will appear in a romantic
the writer says: "For a time the American
drama. It is an English story
public applauded foreign etfort in motion
which will present Carpentier as a
picture production. In the eagerness to
dramatic artist and not as a boxer.
recognize merit where merit existed, the
The film presenting Carpentier
warnings that certain foreign films conwill precede the next Stuart Blacktained propaganda were overlooked. So,
ton super-production featuring Lady
also, was the fact overlooked that the
Diana Manners, which will be
artistry of the screen has attained higher
started later in the summer.
development in America than elsewhere.
"It was an American who lifted the
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motion picture out of the nickelodeon
quagmire and who first applied dramatic
continuity. In the American film more
than in that of any other nation is there
a human, heart interest appeal, a message
of love and mercy, a heart and conscience.
"Americans need have no fear that '
supremacy in motion pictures, the third
largest of our industries, will slip into
foreign
hands."
the heading
"History
and Films"
theUnder
editorial
writer for
the Boston
Telegram declares: "David Wark Griffith is a
creative genius. His success comes because he looks farther than the box-office.
The dollar sign does not obstruct his
vision. He aims to educate the people,
even to entertain them.
"To see Griffith's films, one after the
other, is to obtain a wide knowledge of
men and affairs, of the history of nations
and the rise of free peoples.
"Orphans of the Storm is being shown
in Boston. If you go to see this film you
will leave the theatre with a more intelligent viewpoint, a better and riper mentality, for you will know why the French
Revolution came, why men and women
became fanatics and fiends, and finally
howOrphans
democracy
born set
in France."
of thewasStorm
a new house
record when presented the week of March
26th at Moore's Rialto theatre, Washington, D. C, and continued to play to capacity finite
crowdsbooking.
in the second week of an inde"Taking into account the system of
reserved seat performances instead of our
customary continuous performances of
six shows daily," says Tom Moore, head
of the theatre corporation, in a letter to
Mr. Griffith, "we consider the business
very satisfactory. We are also highly
pleased because of the added prestige,
unanimous praise and fine comment from
our patrons.. Your great production has
set a new standard for Washington. The
motion picture owes you one more vote
of thanks for the constructive and commendable creation that has thrilled Wash-

Nighington !" to Produce
on Own
Account:
2 Stories

Readv

With three of the season's screen successes in the independent field to his credit,
William Nigh, the author and director of
Why Girls Leave Home, Schooldays and
Your Best Friend for Warner Bros., has
formed his own company and will begin
production at once on his own account, according to an announcement made early
this week.
Two stories from the author-director's
pen, which are titled, respectively. Notoriety and Cookies, are now ready, and these
will be put into production immediately
in order to be ready for release early this
fall. Altogether Nigh plans to make four
features for next season's release.
Nigh, who always writes his own screen
stories, is making his headquarters at the
Tilford Studios, Forty-fourth Street near
Eighth Avenue. Releasing arrangements
for the productions have not yet been announced, but it is said that no definite
decision will be made in this direction unture.til after the completion of the initial feaIndex to
Feature Reviews on
Page 1512
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"Midnight Call"
Soon to Be Released
hj R-C Pictures
Advance information from the Coast on
The Midnight Call, the Emory Johnson
production which will be released by R-C
Pictures, indicate that this companv will
soon be able to offer this photo drama to
exhibitors. This feature is now nearingcompletion.
The Midnight Call is announced by R-C
as a picture with a real human theme.
The cast is all-star including such names
as John Walker, Ella Hall, Claire McDowell and Ralph Lewis, but the company
says it is the gripping story which will
be the special feature of the production.
"We have come to the day," states Mr.
Johnson,
^ubiic isWedemandingconsistent,"when
humanthe stories.
do not
believe that the American people want to
see only pictures of the ultra-rich. Our
characters in The Midnight Call are
simple folk — belonging to the great American middle class. The drama and comedy
of their lives will reflect the emotions of
the great majority of picturegoers. It is
the human note that makes the picture
today. It is that quality of sincerity which
makes the drama ring true. Surely the
industry has had this proved to them in
the past year. The biggest successes have
not been the pictures with the biggest sets
— but they have been the pictures with
the most human stories."
Ralph Lewis plays an important part
in the picture, that of the old policeman;
John Walker and Emory Johnson, his two
sons, and Ella Hall his adopted daughter.
Claire McDowell is the wife.
The Midnight Call has not yet been
given a definite release date.
Mrs. Geoi'ge Bowles Dies
In France After Long Illness
Friends of George Bowles, the American theatrical manager now located in
Paris, will be grieved to learn of the
death of his wife at their country home
in Barbizon, France. Mrs. Bowles passed
away April 5 after a lingering illness.
At the time of her marriage Mrs. Bowles
was a member of the Alice Nielsen company, of which Mr. Bowles was the business manager.
Mrs. Bowles was forty-three years old
and had resided in France for the past
several years, where Mr. Bowles was located as the representative of the motion
picture interests that were distributed
throughout Europe in association with
J. J. McCarthy and Theodore Mitchell of
New York City.

Bull Montana as "The Ladies' Man" in his first starring comedy of the same name
and directed by Hunt Stromberg. Cast includes Claire McDowell and Charles Mailles
Bull Montana's
First Starring
Comedy
Finished
Bull Montana's first starring comedy,
"A Ladies' Man," produced by Hunt
Stromberg with a supporting cast including Claire McDowell, Charles Mailes,
"Snitz" Edwards, Myrtle Lind, Frank
Kingsley, Stanhope, Wheatcroft, Chuck
Reisner and Master Dinky Dean Reisner,
was completed this week following a fiveweek production schedule at the Hollywood Studios on the West Coast.
Cutting and editing of the attraction,
which is to be released in three reels as a
"comedy special attraction," is now in
progress under the able direction of Del
Andrews, formerly Chief Film Editor and
Productional Consultant for Thomas H.
Ince, who has joined the Hunt Stromberg
staff as head of the editing and titling
departments.
Releasing arrangements for the Bull
Montana comedies have been withheld by
Stromberg pending the completion of editing on "A Ladies' Man," when one of
several national distributing offers which

are now under consideration, will be closed.
Since the first announcement of the elevation of Montana to stardom in his own
right, scores of prominent exhibitors have
communicated directly with Stromberg
with testimonials of approval and pledges
of booking, it is stated.
Production on the second Bull Montana
comedy special, under the working title
of "Lowry from The Bowery," is to begin
on April 15. Stories for future Montana
pictures are under preparation by Strom^
berg's personal production staff. The photography for "A and
Ladies'
by
Lyman Broening
Steve Man"
Evans,iswho
also will 'be behind the cameras for the
future Bull Montana productions.
U. B. O. Books "Fair Lady"
for Twenty-two Houses
Rex Beach's latest photoplay, FanLady, a Whitman Bennett production for
United Artists release, has been booked
by the U.B.O. organization for all its
twenty-two houses.
Fair Lady made such a good showing
when tion
given
first New
York presentaat theitsStrand
Theatre
that the
U.B.O. management immediately went
after it.
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Effort

is a

characteristic

every

production

that

directed

stamps
by

VIGNOLA

That

is one

of the many

reasons

why Vignola-made
pictures have
been such unusual
box - office
successes.

Of
The

Beauty's Worth/' now
current,
New York Evening Telegram said:

"Miss Davies is always charming in light comedy roles under
the direction of Robert G. Vignola as is proved by 'Beauty's
Worth' and its recent predecessor 'Enchantment.' "

at

Now

work

on

—

''When

in Flower/' a
Knighthood Was
Cosmopolitan production starring
Miss

supported

Davies

exceptional
length,
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"Nero%
Fox
Spectacle. Finished
Picture Made in Italy Now Being Assembled at I\. Y. Studio
— Prominent Foreign
and
American
Players
in Cast
The William Fox production, Nero, re- structures and scenes, to riots in Rome,
cently completed in Italy, is now being incited bj^ disgruntled workmen who had
assembled at the Fox studio in New York.
failed to obtain employment with "the
Only a few of the Fox officials thus far rich
Americans." So serious did one of
these riots become that both police and
have had the opportunity of viewing Nero,
but these are unanimous in declaring it mounted troops were called out to supwill create a sensation.
press it, and a detachment of troops was
thrown about the American Embassy to
"From time to time cables have reached
prevent an additional demonstration.
this country which have given some idea
of the magnitude of this picture and of With the majority of Italians, however,
the difficulties which Fox had to overtheWhile
Americans
highly inpopular."
most ofwere
the scenes
Nero were
come," says the announcement. "These
photographed in Rome and its vicinity,
difficulties included everything from securing permission from the Italian Gov- some were taken near Naples, and in the
ernment to photograph certain historic Alps.
In addition to the historic build-
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ings built
and places
shown,
tion
an entire
citytheon Fox
the organizaoutskirts
of Rome, only to destroy it.
The cast of Nero, now made public for
the first time, includes American, French,
Russian and Italian motion picture actors
and actresses, as well as several members
of noble Italian and Russian families who
never had acted for the screen before.
Jacques Gretillat of the Theatre Odeon,
who plays the role of Nero, has had the
principal
rolesFrench
in somestage
of the
famousyears,
successes on the
in recent
and was recently engaged by Sarah Bernhardt to support her in La Gloire, by
Maurice Rostand.
Paulette Duval, who has one of the
leading roles in the picture, is considered
by many to be "the most beautiful woman
in France," as well as one of the most
charming actresses and dancers. The
American screen is represented in the
cast of Nero by Violet Mersereau. Edy
Darclea, who heads the long list of prominent Italian screen stars in Nero, is of
Italian-American stock, her mother having come from Baltimore and her father
from Rome. Before entering motion pictures, Miss Darclea studied for grand
opera, and had already made an auspicious beginning on the operatic stage.
Alexander Salvini, who has a prominent role in the picture, is a member of
the famous Salvini family. He is a son
of the famous Gustav Salvini and a grandson of the even more noted Tommaso Salvini, and is himself well-known both on
the stage and in pictures.
The Fox forces in Italy were in command of J. Gordon Edwards, who has
made many notable productions for Fox,
including Queen of Sheba and other spectacles, and who recently has been in the
Holy Land at work on a spectacle founded
on the Old Testament story of King
David.
According to the Fox announcement
65,000 persons actually took part in some
of the scenes in Nero. As yet no date
has been set for this picture's premier.
"Silent Call"
Runs 8 Weeks
Coast

in

Theatre

"Strongheairt," the canine movie star
of The Silent Call, a First National attraction, is threatening to eclipse a few
other stellar lights of the film firmament.
The Silent
Call section
has metof -sVith
marked
success
in every
the country,
but especially in Los Angeles, where, on
April 3, it began its eighth week at Miller's Theatre, with business holding up
to Standard. It is expected that the run
will be extended to twelve weeks.
This achievement is a tribute to the
novelty of the picture. Laurence Trimble
directed the picture and Jane Murfin prepared the scenario from the Saturday
Evening
Post story,
Cross Pull,"
Hal G. Evarts.
It is"The
presented
by H. by
0.
Davis.
"The Sile7it Call is the only picture
ever shown in Los Angeles to my knowledge which drew bigger crowds during
its second week than it did during its
first," said F. A. Miller, managing director of the theatre. "Second week business
is always the result of word-of -mouth advertising— the biggest asset a picture can
The Silent Call broke the Saturday
records of the Plaza Theatre, Madison
Avenue and Fifty-ninth Street, New York
City, last week, and the manager declared
that scores of persons, on leaving the
have."
theatre,
the production andstopped
to ask toforcommend
the address
of the
producer, in order to write to him their
appreciation of the picture.
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Harry

Carey

Continue

to

Special

Productions for R-C
Harry Carey will continue in big special productions under the R-C banner,
announces that company, which recently
signed the popular Western actor for a
series of pictures. It is the company's
intention to issue Carey pictures which
will not only maintain but increase the
stars popularity, and to do this elaborate
production will be afforded as well as big
stories which will give the star a human
characterization and permit of real thrills.
"We believe that we have a real winner
in Harry Carey," says the announcement,
"and that we will be able to give the
exhibitors a series of big special productions, able to compete with any brand on
the market. Carey has grown up with
pictures and he has outgrown the mediocre
type of Western as surely as the theatres
have outgrown their nickelodian days. He
will not be satisfied to supply exhibitors
with average program features. Every
Carey production under the R-C banner
will be a big production, worthy of special
exploitation and special presentation."
The new R-C star will be directed in his
series of pictures by Robert Thornby, who
is thoroughly familiar with Mr. Carey's
ability.
A. E. to Release
Silas

Marner"

on April SOth
Associated Exhibitors announces the
release of its newest production, Silas,
Mat-ner, April 30th.
Silas Mai-ner is declared to possess all
the qualities necessary to a picture of
box-office
"To with
begin
with, the
the
name
is onevalue.
to conjure
wherever
works of George Eliot are read, which,
of course, is everjrwhere that the English
language is known," says the announcement. "School teachers will be prompt
to recognize this subject, presented in pictured form, as admirably suited to the
needs of classes in English literature.
"This, though, is only one feature of
appeal. It was the very entertainment
qualities of the novel which did the most
to establish Silas Marner as a literary
classic, and which should insure its wide
popularity on the screen. The characters
are red-blooded, homey folks, and there is
a blending of love, tragedy, mystery, cruel
deception and deep human sympathy."
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Canadian
Releasing
Corp. Formed
Dominion Ally of American Releasing with
Five Branches:
Three in Operation Now
Announcement is made by Walter E.
Greene and F. B. Warren of the formation
and immediate operation of a five-office
distributing company in the Dominion of
Canada under the name of the Canadian
Releasing Corporation, Limited, headed
by J. P. O'Loghlin, formerly general manager of Regal Films, Ltd., and more recently vice-president and director of the
Specialty
Film Import, Ltd. (the Canadian Pathe).
Canadian Releasing Corporation is
owned and operated in the Dominion and
takes over three exchanges which have
long operated at a profit in Montreal, Toronto and St. John, with two new exchanges to be opened in Western Canada
within the next sixty days. Head offices
of the new Dominion organization will be
maintained in Montreal, where the owners
of this new distributing ally of the American company own and operate a chain of
theatres.
The entire output of productions distributed in the United States come under
the control of Canadian Releasing Corporation on the north side of the border
and the new ally makes itself known for
the first time with a trademark insignia
suggestive of the British Union Jack and
surmounted by the Candian beaver. Trade
show screenings of the first releases will
be held this week in various parts of the
eastern half of Canada under the superof Mr. O'Loghlin
and associates
and firstvision releases
will be made
the latter
part of April.
The new company organized by Mr.
O'Loghlin has from the outset received
the support and assurances of Messrs.
Greene and Warren who felt that it would
be a good thing for the industry in Canada and one calculated to win the support
of exhibitors throughout the Dominion to
sponsor and support a brand new Dominion-wide distributing company free of
alliances and entanglements and in no
sense a part of the rivalries that have existed in the Dominion in. the past. Canadian Releasing Corporation has no affiliation of any kind with any other film interests in the Dominion, occupying the
same position of independence there that
American Releasing has in the United
States.
International Film Service Co.'s producduction, Sisters, has been selected as the
first production for release in Canada, to
be followed by the Marion Fairfax production, The Lying Truth, and with Ray C.

Smallwood's Pyramid production, My Old
Kentucky Home third in order.
Canadian Releasing Corporation by virtue of the amount of product controlled by
it under its contract with American Releasibecomes
ng ,
the largest independent
sales and distributing organization ever
operated in the Dominion, it is stated.
Mr. O'Loghlin, its managing director, is
one of the best known picture executives
in the Dominion and through long association with the Nathanson interests and
with Mr. Ouimet in Canadian Pathe, is
known to all exhibitors from the maritime
provinces to the West Coast.
Neilan

Issues

Statement

on

Future Plans
Much speculation and many rumors
have been printed concerning Marshall
Neilan's future activities, now th^t he is.
working on Her Man, his last production
under ciated
his Firstpresent
Nationalcontract
Pictures.with AssoIn various reports his name has been
associated with different enterprises and
his initial announcement in this connection has just been made public. In a
statement issued to the trade papers, Mr.
Neilan said: "Upon completion of Her
Man, I plan to take a vacation. I may
make a trip to Europe, but not to produce, as has been reported. It has been
my desire to go abroad for years and if
I can find the time to do this before starting on future productions, I shall do so.
"With Fools First finished and Her
Man nearing completion, we are well
ahead of our producing schedule so that
it will be possible to take my first vacation ducing
since the
company.inauguration of my pro"Plans are already under way involving the production of future pictures
which will insure bigger attractions than
any I have heretofore attempted.
"As soon as Her Man is finished I Avill
make a trip to New York to consult my
associates concerning future distributing
plans for my product. I cannot say at
this time just what this arrangement will
be but expect to announce the details
shortly after I arrive in New York. We
have several attractive propositions under
consideration."
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Betty Blythe Is Signed
as Star
Whitman Bennett Will Present Her in Series
of at Least Four Special Productions
Whitman Bennett announced this week
and that the first four, tentatively selected, are society dramas of exceptional
that he has exercised his option on the
melodramatic qualities and strong femiservices of Betty Blythe, and has signed
nine appeal. Two of these subjects have
already been put into scenario form by
the erstwhile "Queen of Sheba" and present "Fair Lady" to play the stellar roles Dorothy Farnum, and elaborate scenic
dressings have been prepared by Elsa
in a series of at least four special productions to be made under Bennett's personal
Lopez,
Mr. Bennett's art directress, who
supervision during the next twelve
designed the stage settings for his curmonths.
rent production of Rex Beach's Fair Lady.
Under present conditions, obligations of
"With Pauline Frederick's return to the
this nature are not being assumed by speaking stage and Geraldine Farrar off
the screen, the motion picture drama was
many
producers,
is positive
proof and
that Mr.
the Bennett's
Bennett action
studio
in urgent need of some artist to fill their
at least has found a demand for a supply
places, and I have been long of the opinof dramatic subjects suited to Miss
ion that Miss Blythe is their logical sucBlythe's type and artistry.
said Mr.I Bennett.
this
theory ofcessor,"mine
cast her in"Tothe test
leading
The channel through which these productions will be released is not disclosed
role of Fair Lady and the success of this
feature at its New York showing and the
in the report, but it is officially stated
that three advantageous releasing pro- gratifying reception it has already been
posals are being considered. The contract
accorded in the principal key cities convinced me that I was right. Added to
with Miss Blythe becomes effective May 1,
and the first picture of the series will this was the evidence of Miss Blythe's
probably be started not later than May 30. popularity with the public and the exhibRegarding the subjects to be filmed and
itors in the high prices paid for her personal appearances and the pronounced
the quality of the productions, Mr. Bennett says that he has found material for box-office successes of these personal aptwenty pictures suitable for Miss Blythe,
pearances."
work and now that he has practically
Lesser Would
turned over the complete task of direction
to Frank Lloyd, he is all the more valuable for aid in mapping out our future
Give Industry
activities with Jackie. Mr. Coogan is
always called into consultation on matters pertaining to policy in the Coogan
"Big Products"
productions. Mr. Lloyd has complete
"I sincerely want to give to the screen
something really worth while in picture
charge of the production of Oliver Twist.
He is a finished scholar — a student of
productions." This statement comes from
Sol Lesser, vice-president of the West
Dickens — a man with a long string of sucCoast Theatres, Inc., and producer of
cesses to his name — a real director."
motion pictures.
"The industry is in dire need of big
products," continued Lesser, "and Oliver
Yidor Feature
Twist will be the first of a series that my
associates and myself plan to give the
Sets Record
for
public. I would like to give the exhibitor
a super-production at least once each year
A. E. Bookings
— perchance more. Big story — big cast —
big star — ^big in every sense of the word."
In speaking of the proposed manner of
Florence Vidor has established a new
producing these pictures, Mr. Lesser calls record for Associated Exhibitors. Officials
special attention to the financial strongof that organization declare that the dehold of the organization of which he is a
mand for booking contracts for Woman,
member. "Adolph Ramish," he says, "is Wake Up, since its release a month ago,
the nucleus of one of the strongest finanhas exceeded that ever made for any other
cial connections in the world. With the Associated Exhibitors' feature in a simiGore Brothers, he is one of the most active
period. The
picture is Miss Vidor's
members of our company and with him
first lar
starring
vehicle.
at the helm of the financing department,
In the first month of the run of Wovian,
Wake Up, the picture was booked by
all money matters '^ertaining to production are taken care of in the best and
first-run theatres in twenty-two Associated Exhibitors exchange cities, an
most business-like manner possible. I
achievement which has made the men in
thoroughly feel that Adolph Ramish is one
of the brilliant financiers.
the home office very proud of its representatives, but which would not have been
"It is my plan to create a most thorough
organization in carrying out my ideals for possible except with a picture of great
the big cinema-productions," added Lesser.
merit, and a star of wide popularity,"
"In reference to the Jackie Coogan prodsays
announcement.
are inthe
every
section of the "These
country,centers
from
ucts, we have the assistance of Jack
coast
to
coast,
and
from
the
northernmost
Coogan, Sr., for years in the show business
states to the most southern. And they are
and one who probably is as well versed
with showmanship as anybody in the game
only a few, of course, of the large number of important points where Woman,
today. Mr. Coogan is in constant touch
Wake Up already has been shown or is
with the activities pertaining to Jackie's
LET
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to appear in a first-run house very soon.
The feature began a week's run in John
H. Kunsky's Madison Theatre, in Detroit,
April 9; completed a week's engagement
at Pantages', Salt Lake City, Wednesday; played the Majestic Amusement
Company's Majestic, "Tulsa, Okla., Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, and in the
same week ran for two days each in the
Empire, Montgomery, Ala., and the
Grand, Columbus, Ga., both houses on
the Lynch circuit. It also continued its
round of the Loewe circuit in Greater
New York, playing Loew's 116th Street,
Monday; the Victory, Monday and Tuesday.
day, and the Forty-second Street, ThursDuring
the the
week
of April
16 theinpicture will be
feature
attraction
R.
C. Clemmer's Clemmer Theatre, Spokane,
and I. Libson's Family Theatre, Cincinnati, and it is booked also for runs in I.
J. Hoffman's Capitol, Ansonia, Conn.; the
Fulton, Mr. Mertens, manager, Jersey
City; the Tivoli, of the Lynch circuit,
Chattanooga,
and T.111.S. ItScott's
Scott
Theatre, Tenn.,
Jacksonville,
is to
be
shown
in
Loew's
Colonial,
Brooklyn,
Wednesday.
Some of the important houses where
Woman, Wake Up already has had successful runs are: The American, Ben Appel, manager, Troy, N. Y. ; Jensen & von
Herberg's Liberty, Portland, Ore.; J. P.
Harris's Grand, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Max
Spiegel's Newark, Newark, N. J.; Rowe
& Mustard's Blue Mouse, Minneapolis,
Minn.; Sam Harding's Liberty, Kansas
City, Mo.; Dr.
Pantages',
Memphis,
Tenn.;
Symphony,
Brockwedel,
Los Angeles,
and Loew's State, Boston.
Universal- Jewel
Starring Chaney
for May Release
In accordance with Mr. Laemmle's
promise to exhibitors to release a Jewel
for spring and summer business, the release date of May 15 has been definitely
agreed
uponstarring
for launching
Lon Jewel.
Chaney'sIt
individual
picture for
has
Laemmle's
contention
a boxbeen
officeMr.attracion
of his
kind wasthat
of
more assistance to exhibitors during the
summer than if released in the regular
fall program. Very few big pictures are
released as late as May and June because
it is a sacrifice on the part of a releasing
company to forego the spring and fall
demand. Last summer, however, Mr.
Laemmle gave exhibitors a brand new
Dean picture, and this year he has decided to give the Lon Chaney picture to
exhibitors as a tonic for summer business.
The new Chaney picture, which has
been
and
"The called
Mask,"variously
has been "Wolfbreed"
definitely titled
The Heart of a Wolf. The story was directed by Robert Thornby, who handled
Carey's picture. The Fox. The story was
a collaboration between Lon Chaney himself, Mr. Thornby, Lucien Hubbard and
Irving G. Thalberg, director general of
Universal City.
The support includes Irene Rich, Spottiswoode Aiken, Dagmar Godowsky, little
Stanley Goethals, Allan Hale, Herbert
Standing and Frank Campeau.
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Irving M. Lesser and Mike Rosenberg,
of the vVestern Pictures Exploitation Co.,
announce the release in the immediate
future of the following features: Ridin'
Wild, featuring Roy Stewart, supported
by Marjorie Daw; Johnnie Walker and
Noah Berry;
TheCummings,
Mayi from supported
Hell's River,
starring
Irving
by
Eva Novak and Noah Beery; According
to Hoyle, starring David Butler; Four
Hearts, starring Dick Hatton; Fires of
Vengeance, starring Lon Chaney, and the
two-reel Cactus features co-starring
"Rob" Reeves and Maryon Aye, the latest
release of which will be Phantom of the
Hills, and When West Meets East.
Bobby Vernon, the Christie comedy
star, is now a full fledged director, for
he has just completed his fourth comedy
in which he is the star performer and
wielder of the megaphone.
Viola Dana has renewed her contract
with Metro Studio, and it is expected that
Bert Lytell, whose old contract has run
out, will also sign a new agreement with
the company.
The following telegram was received
by Producer Richard Walton Tully the
other day: "Have seen The Masquerader,
and hasten to congratulate yourself, Mr.
Post and Director James Young and entire staff on one of the most perfect productions Ihave ever seen. Unquestionably, The Masquerade)- will prove a big
box-office attraction. Kind regards to all."
The telegram is signed by J. D. Williams, general manager of the Associated
First National.
With the termination of a year's contract the motion picture producing firm
of Selig-Rork has been dissolved. During the past year these producers made
such pictures as The Rosary, a sevenreel special, released through Associated
First National; four two-reel dramas with
all-star casts, and a wild animal serial,
The Jungle Goddess, which has just been
•completed.
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West

Eric Von Stroheim is writing his own
story and will start shooting within a
month at Universal City.
The cast is now being chosen and it
has been decided that Mary Philbin, who
has been playing leads in Universal films
for some time, will have the big supporting role.
Maude George, Dale Fuller and Cesare
Gravina, all of whom won fame in Foolish Wives, will have pivotal parts. Gravina is being brought back to Universal
City from Brazil, where he has been
traveling. Al Edmundson, who did admirable character work in the former picture, will again be used in a different
role.
Carl Laemmle has left for New York.
The famous producer has been at Universal City for several months, establishing personal contact with his organization and dictating policies for the season
of activity which has just opened. Mr.
Laemmle will sail for Europe in a few
weeks to confer with European associates
and visit Universal's world-girding outposts.
Two new producing units have started
at the Associated Artists' studio, Los
Angeles, the Frederick Reel, Jr., Productions and the Charles Amador Productions. The first named is composed of
Robert V. Quick, president, and Cedric C.
Fields, vice-president, and James R. Fish,
secretary and treasurer, with Frederick
Reel, Jr., and supervising director.
The Jackie Coogan offices have been
swamped with original manuscripts, and
as fast as possible they are being returned to the senders, for Jackie is supplied with stories which he will film. The
first of the series, which, by the way, will
consist of massive productions, will be
Oliver Tivist, upon which he is now at
work under the direction of Frank Lloyd.
In addition to the Tivist volume, it is
rumored that young Coogan will put
forth screen versions of such books as
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Just David, The Prince and the Pauper
and others of like reputation.
Irving Cummings has completed the
first week of his current vehicle, The
Fires of Vengeance. He has engaged a
very notable cast, including Lon Chaney,
Jack Mulhall, Ralph Lewis, Noah Beery,
Edith Roberts, DeWitt Jennings and Kate
Price. The story promises to be exceptional. It is said that Lon Chaney is portraying one of the best character parts
in his career. The picture will receive
distribution through the Western Pictures
Exploitation Co.
Doug. Fairbanks has started work on
his production. The Spirit of Chivalry.
Nathan Hill will play the part of "Little John." It is rumored the present
production will far outdistance anything
Fairbanks has attempted so far.
Word has been received by M. C. Levee
at the United Studios from New York,
that the Selznick production forces, which
will arrive in Los Angeles about the midApril,Owen
will include
Hammersteindle ofand
Moore, Elaine
Directors
Ralph
Ince, Victor Heerman and George Archainbaud; Myron Selznick, David Selznick,
Joseph W. Schlieff, James Dent and more
than forty production aides. The production forces will travel in private cars.
United Studios will become the permanent home of the Selznick productions. A
pretentious program has been arranged
by Myron Selznick, and it will entail the
expenditure of between $3,000,000 and
$4,000,000 within the next twelve months.
Mr. Selznick has purchased the picture
rights to Eugene Walter's Easiest Way,
and it will be produced with an all-star
cast.
Lester Cuneo has started on a new sensational airship story in which he portrays the part of an aviator who crashes
to earth in a thrilling nose spin and escapes death. The cast surrounding Mr.
Cuneo includes Thelma Worth, A. G. Ferguson, Edyth Stayart, Jack McCready
and L. S. McKee.
Obid Doubleday, the producer, is especiallv enthusiastic over the story written
Meehan.
and Leo Inc.,
McCarty Pictures,
HenryExploitation
by
Western
will
distribute the finished picture.
Paul Parrott has begun his new comedy
and the locale is the North Pole. Al
Sentell will direct. Jobyna Ralston and
Eddie Baker are the comedian's main support, but plenty of other atmosphere will
be used.
Hal Roach has added J. A. Howe to
the directorate force at his Culver City
plant. Mr. Howe is one of the old timers
assistin 1912 as
in theantgame,
director beginning
at the Reliance
Majestic,
with Griffiith as director-general, of fivereel comedy drams featuring Lillian Gish,
Blanche Sweet and the late Bobby Herron and others. For the past six years
he has been directing at various comedy
lots with 101 comedies to his credit.

From left to right: Howard A. Boyle, Douglas Fairbanks and Seymour Hilliard
Pierson, resting up after their daily athletic events. Mr. Boyle and Mr. Pierson
are the newly appointed general managers for India Distribution and sales headquarters which United Artists Corporation are opening in the Far East

Violet Clark, who has just finished the
adaptation of Carey Wilson's photoplay,
deThis Way Out, for Goldwyn, has on
parted for New York on a combinati
business and pleasure trip. While there
she will assist the company in photographing the initial scenes of the story.
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General Manager Elmer Pearson Announces an Expansion
to Fifteen Releases Each Week, a 50 Per Cent Addition
One of the most important announcecomedy output will be augmented by a onereel series featuring Paul Parrott. The
ments in the field of short subjects comes
from Elmer Pearson, general manager of first two of these pictures has been completed and a third is almost done.
Pathe Exchange, Inc. The statement is
"More than pleased with the results of
made that the company intends to increase
its short subject output to fifteen or six- his first two-reel comedy of His Rascals
series, in which 'Sunshine Sammy' and
teen releases a week, against the present
are featured with peraverage of ten. It is a reflection of the other childformingactors
animals, Mr. Roach is devoting
growing interest on the part of the public
much of his time following the progress
in the particular form of entertainment
of the second picture. This enterprise is a
on which the industry was founded, or pet
one of the producer, for he feels, with
rather perhaps an appreciation of the supPathe, there is a great field for high-grade
plementary orcomplementary value of the comedies
with animals and kiddies.
short subject.
Pathe's
serial and short reel survey of
"The sales of Pathe Exchange for March
the country shows that the greatest field
and the early indications for April re- at
present
is in the Eastern section, while
flect the general spirit of national business,
the agricultural section shows strong deeven allowing that our selling activities
velopment.predict
I
that soon, in proporwere spurred by the fact that March was
tion to population, an impressive percentBrunet month and, quickened by our fine
age of increase will be established all over
organization spirit, an intensified sales
the country. The demand for these subcampaign was successfully put through,"
jects — ideal, clean entertainment — is
says Mr. Pearson. "One of the outstanding facts of these four weeks is a steadily steadily developing in America. Pathe is
fully prepared
meet all with
increased
deincreasing demand for clean, well-made
mands and looksto forward
confident
short subjects, such as those with which
anticipations to the broadening of the mowe are specializing.
tion picture industry, as visioned in its
"In the present agitation regarding censorship and the powerful and organized
recent
survey."
sentiment for the betterment of screen entertainment, the importance of short subSweet's Century-Universal
jects becomes more and more emphasized.
Comedy Contains Trip to Mars
It long has been contended that they are
The trials of an aviator whose machine
the life of the program, giving a variety
which could be worked to excellent advanruns away with him to unheard of altitage, and an apparent fuller measure of
tudes and finally lands him on the planet
offering. In them are possible all the ele- Mars is the theme of High Fliers, Harry
ments of wider popular appeal.
Sweet's Century Comedy, directed by Alf
"The survey that Pathe has made of the Goulding. There is plenty of excitement
field during March brings the brightest
and pretty girls even on Mars. Little
Johnny Fox, the newest child recruit to
promise for the short subject. Pathe Exthe ranks of Century, appears as Harry
change, functioning to its normal capacity,
should have about fourteen or fifteen reSweet's mechanician. On the way to Mars
air traffic cops pursue them, shooting
leases a week, comprising short subjects
and serials. Just at present we are re- stars just miss them and they narrowly
escape disaster at the hands of small airleasing about ten, but are making arrangements to be up to the full quota at a very
planes, while shooting stars and black
banks of clouds add to the thrills. When
early period. We are negotiating for some
exceptionally good material, for which
they finally land on Mars Sweet finds the
there has already been established the widMartian vamp played by Alberta Vaughn,
est possible following — pictures made in and the Martian sub-deb played by Ena
the new spirit, little dramas and comedies
Gregory, all too delightful until he wakes
shaped with all of the painstaking atten- to find his airplane has crashed to earth
tion given to special productions.
and it is all a dream product of his unconsciousness.
"The reissues of the Patheplays, in three
reels each, embracing such stars as FlorFred Spencer, the 229-pound recruit to
the ranks of Century heavyweights, gives
ence Reed, Irene Castle, Gail Kane, Mary
Sweet ample support as the ruler of Mars.
Nash, Gladys Hulette, Bessie Love, Doraldina, Antonio Moreno, Elliott Dexter,
Bruce McRae and Prank Keenan, have met
with such pronounced appreciation that a Fifteen Subjects
second series is already under way. The
sales of the group comprising the first
in R-C's Series of
series will, it is now indicated, exceed our
first anticipations that while the price per
Mayer Travelaughs
booking is low, the number of customers
is agreeably surprising.
Fifteen subjects will comprise the series
"This month finds the Hal Roach Stu- of Hy Mayer Travelaughs which will be
released by R-C Pictures, the first being
dios working at their fullest capacity, proissued April 23. These will be issued
ducing
comedies
for
Pathe's
distribution,
and April will mark the busiest period
every second week, alternating with Starsince Mr. Roach built his studio at Culver
land Revue, a single reel novelty of stagefolk and back-stage scenes which is anCity. The increasing demand for comenounced this week as an R-C release.
dies, received by Pathe from all quarters
Mr. Mayer is one inveterate globe trotof the country, has caused Mr. Roach to
ter who does not take his travels seriously.
make numerous additions to his new plant;
but, nevertheless, with the plans for April As a result his Travelaughs are distinctly
different from the usual travelogue or
production, he finds his facilities almost
scenic. Mr. Mayer is primarily a carcramped. The already established Pathe-
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Serials

. toonist and in these subjects he is showing how the world looks through the eyes
of a caricaturist. Instead of simply showing the important places of interest in
Paris, for instance, Mr. Mayer shows, by
caricature, all the humor that the quaint
nooks and corners of that city may contain.
The first release is Such s Life in London's West End, to be followed by Such
Is Life In Volendam. All of these picwere taken
Mayer's last
trip
abroadturesfrom
whichin Mr.
he returned
in June,
1921, after traveling in all of the important countries of Europe.

Any Old Port," from
Christies'
Studio, Is
Mirthful and
Snappy
Frank Roland Conklin brings us another good screen comedy in Any Old
Port, which the Christies are releasing
through Educational in two reels. It is
a tale of an interrupted wedding, postponed because the bride-to-be takes violent exception to the manner in which a
former rival extends congratulations to
the prospective bridegroom. Scott Sidney is the director, and he puts over a
number of well handled scenes at night
on an ocean steamer, just to mention
some of the high spots.
Neal Burns is the featured player, with
Josephine
playingtheopposite.
before the Hill
wedding
two get An
windhoui*
of
an attempt to muss up their plans for a
honeymoon at sea. It is decided that
after the ceremony the two shall separate, to meet on the boat, and the tickets
accordingly are distributed, one and one.
After the blow-up the disappointed male
side of the house that has tumbled decides to take the trip anyway. The girl
also decides to' use her ticket. The rival,
played by Alice Maison, whose affectionate
good-bye has been responsible for the disappointment, also is aboard, the bride of
the purser.
From this point the three principals
are quickly involved in a new set of complications. The young man effects one
reconcilation after another only to have
each negatived by the unwelcome appearance of the foi'mer rival. As the
ticket of the young man calls for the
same stateroom as does that of the youngwoman, the comedy is heightened by the
determination of the stewards that the
male
sary. member of the disjointed party shall
occupy Room No. 122, forcibly if necesThe treatment at all times is marked
by
discretion.
Old Portfarce.
has nothingin common
withAny
a bedroom
And it
is mirthful and snappy.
G. B.
Movie Chat Gary Interview
Will Be Followed by Others
Judge Gary's exclusive interview which
appears in the Official Urban Movie Chats
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, out this week, won such hearty
commendation from the executives and
officials of the M. P. T. 0. A. when they
reviewed it before release that the idea
will be continued.
In the next issue of the Official Urban
Movie Chats the other side of the story
will be given, inasmuch as Samuel
Gompers,erationpresident
Fedof Labor, is ofthethemanAmerican
interviewed.
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which Pathe concentrated nearly two
years ago. These favorite features, with
celebrated stars and supporting casts, reduced in length to three reels wthout sacrifice of any part of their interest or dramaticvorable
appeal,
made series
a record
so fathat ahave
second
of fifteen
Pathe playlets is announced for weekly
release beginning May 14.
The second series, like the first, attracts at the start with the names of such
screen favorites as Betty Compson, Frank
Keenan, Joseph J. Bowling, Fannie Ward,
Lew Cody, Frank Sheridan, Baby Marie
Osborne, Bryant Washburn, Frank Elliott, Bessie Love, Mary Nash, Lumsden
Hare, Irene Rich and Kathryn Adams.
The stories are all among the best ever
screened and of widely diversified interest.

President of Century Comedies Declares for Policy of
Closer Contact with Exchanges, Exhibitors and Public
seemingly little things, but all the same
Julius Stern, president of Century
Comedies, announces the adoption of a tnmgs which bother all of us when compolicy of highly concentrated co-operation
pany comes.
Correct social manners are what everybetween executives of the Century Combody wishes to master and Official Urban
pany and the exchanges, exhibitors and
Movie Chats will teach them from week
general public.
to week. The best authorities on social
"The fact has occurred to me," says Mr.
etiquette will personally appear in the
Stern "that perhaps we have been at times
Movie Chats and show exactly how, for
a trifle lax in keeping in direct touch with
instance, a girl should walk across the
our exchanges, the exhibitors that patronstreet with a man, how a man should help
ize them and the public that patronizes
the exhibitors.
a girl board a street car, how one should
comfortably and correctly, why a girl
"We have been at times so wrapped up sit
should never cross her legs when sitting
in making our product that we have unknowingly neglected the personal equation down — these and many other points which
"Runaway Train" Still Running
enable
men and women to get along easily
that makes co-operation and success.
in
society.
Most of the display in front of the
"That personal equation is not felt when
These lessons in etiquette will be a Garfield Theatre, a neighborhood house
the executive of a film company spends his
on the west side of Chicago, was given to
regular feature of Movie Chats.
time on the sets watching his product
"A Ride on a Runaway Train," the singlemade and in the projection room watchreel Lyman Howe thriller released by Eduing it run off.
cational, during the showing of this popuPathe Will Issue
"I
have
made
it
a
point
of
late
to
devote
lar short classic at the theatre recently,
less time to the actual running of the
although there was a popular feature
studio and more time to keeping in touch
Second Series of
picture and a comedy on the program.
with the other component parts that together with our end of it make up the
motion picture industry.
Re-edited Playlets
"I want to know what houses are runJohnny Fox Under Long Contract
That
public taste inclines strongly
ning our product in each territory. I toward condensed
action and the shorter
John E. K. Fox, who has more initials
want to know what new accounts have
feature forms, Pathe claims, is fully to his name and freckles to his face than
been landed by our exchangemen. I want
demonstrated by the avidity with which
any other youngster of his age, has been
to see the reviews that our pictures re- exhibitors
have accepted the series of given a long term contract by Julius
ceive in the various papers throughout the
Pathe playlets issued during the last Stern for Century Comedies. Young Fox
country. I am anxious to hear any cri- three
months. It is a fortunate develop- has been supporting Lee Moran, Brownie
ticism of no matter what nature from
and Harry Sweet.
ment of the short subject policy upon
our exchanges, from the theatres that run
our product and more especially from the
public itself.
"The old days when the producer served
out his pictures to the consumer on a
Talks on Educational
Week
platter with a take-it-or-leave-it gesture Hammons
are over. The new era calls for a spirit
of give and take, of downright co-operaPresident of Distributing Company Says Coming Seven Days
tion. But more important still it calls
for a real knowledge on the part of the
Will Be Red Letter Period in the Matter of Short Subjects
producer as to how his product is being
is not of the best, to send the
"The response from the exhibitors of feature
accepted."
audience away pleased with this part of
the continent that is reported from every
one of our branch offices assures us that
the program, at least. Therefore, the
Wilkinson to Visit Theatres in
the week of April 16-23 will not only be greatest significance of the exhibitors'
ready response to our plans for Educationthe biggest event in the history of EduInterest of Century Comedies
al Pictures week is the recognition of the
cational Film Exchanges, but will be a
red
letter
week
in
the
matter
of
short
impoi-tant part that the short subject has
Julius Stern, president of Century Film
in the industry, and the proof that the
subjects,"
said E. W.
Hammons,the presiCorporation, has appointed Henry Wilkindent of Educational,
in discussing
final theatre men of the continent are realizing
son to visit about 150 key cities in the inmore
than ever before that it deserves
for the observation of Eduterest of Century Comedies shown at first arrangements
just as serious consideration as does the
cational Pictures Week.
run theatres. He will help properly exchoice of a feature picture.
ploit the four principal Century Comedy
"A year
ago, when Pictures
we held week,
our first
annual
Educational
the
helps that
Educational with
is offering
units. Baby Peggy, Browmie the Wonder
to"The
exhibitors
in connection
their
hearty co-operation given by the theatres
Dog, Lee Moran and Harry Sweet.
showing
of
short
subjects
during
the
week
of
this
country
and
Canada
was
most
Mr. Wilkinson was former Realart manof April 16-23 are merely an indication
gratifying, inasmuch as Educational was
ager of Buffalo and afterward Pittsburgh.
of what Educational is striving to do
really just closing its period of probation
Ke left the exchange position to take over
with the exhibitors, with whom a great every week in the year. Our principal
the managership of the Olympic Theatre
obligation to the exhibitor begins when he
international distributing organization
in Pittsburgh, and after he made a sucdevoted entirely to short subjects was a books one of our subjects rather than ends
cess of this he was with the sales organithere. Our second full year as a great
new thing. But the response given then
zation of the Charles Ray pictures.
was ample proof that our policy of keep- international organization, which we are
closing with the observation of Educationing faith with the exhibitors had won
their faith in us.
al Pictures week, has seen the inauguraUrban Movie Chats
tion of our national advertising campaign
"There already was no question of the
in accordance with this principle of helpproducers'
faith
in
us,
and
the
great
effort
Will Demonstrate
ing the exhibitor to make our pictures
that they have put into the product released during our second full year has
profitable to him.
helped us tremendously in still further
"Educational Pictures must come up to
Everyday Etiquette
cementing the trust of the exhitjitor in the highest standard of quality — conIn the next issue of Official Urban
our organization and the sure quality of
sistently, week after week. But that is
Movie Chats of the Motion Picture Theanot all. The exhibitor must have -every
our pictures.
tre Owners of America there will be a
"It has been our duty and our pleasure
co-operation possible in making these pictures more acceptable to his patrons. We
section devoted to etiquette. The demonto keep the exhibitors mindful of the imstrator is Miss Margarite Walz of Philaportant part played by the pictures of want him to know that Educational will
delphia, an authority on social etiquette.
shorter length in the success of their
be just as eager to co-operate with him
She demonstrates to a girl reporter for theatres and to see that there are available
every week of the coming year as it is this
the Official Urban Movie Chats how a for their programs short subjects of all week, and with the unusually fine product
woman should properly receive a guest, types of such a high character that they which we have planned for the year this
the correct way to enter and to leave a may be relied on to add to the pleasures of co-operation will make short subjects more
room, how to walk and sit and stand —
the evening's entertainment, or, when the to him than they have ever been before."
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Jack Cohn^s Single Reel Novelty Production Portraying
Stage Folk at Work and Play to Be Issued Fortnightly
Following its announcement last week
teams, skis, heavy sledges and snow
that it would release the series of Hy
shoes are brought into play, giving the
Meyer Travelaughs, R-C Pictures this real color of the north country. As a
week names another short subject release.
striking contrast, the scene shifts in the
Commencing April 30, R-C will issue latter part of the serial to picturesque
every second week a single-reel novelty,
Argentina, where fiery natures run ramproduced by Jack Cohn, to be known as
pant. In the beginning of the serial,
Starland Revue. This subject is de- most of the scenes are laid in the timber
scribed by R-C as being entirely different
country, where there is no end of opportunity for fast action and thrills.
from
any
reel
at
present
offered
to
exhibitors.
A strong cast of players has been
It will correspond to the theatrical sec- chosen to surround the serial star.
tion of the national magazines. Its object
is to bring to the picturegoers intimate
views of stage stars and scenes from
REVIEWS
OF CURRENT
plays. Not only will the biggest actors
of to-day be shown, but big scenes from
SHORT SUBJECTS
Broadway successes will be illustrated on
the screen. In addition, back-stage life,
a subject always fascinating to the showOFFICIAL URBAN MOVIE CHATS NO.
men, will be included.
11. — Distributed by Hodkinson. A New
"We are
advantage
of the
Jersey minister defends the character of
interest
of taking
the American
people
in great
stage actors.
The statement is made that every
life and stage people," stated Mr. Cohn.
day
50,000
chicks are sent through the par"The public is never tired of seeing
post and we see how it is done. Under
scenes of back-stage life. We are going the cel
heading
of physical culture, interesting
ahead with this series and filming people
who are nationally known as the leading pictures are shown of many persons overweight undergoing training. The making
exponents
of the believes
Americanthat
stage."
and operating of toy trains is illustrated.
R-C Pictures
in offering Under
nature studies there are pictures of
Starland Revue, they are affording the
the armadillo building his home. Among
exhibitor with a novelty that is far more
than a filler. It is a subject that can be other subjects treated are views of convicts at work in the South building roads,
exploited as a definite attraction. All the
army officers in training at the cavalry
heroes and heroines of the American
drama will be brought forth for an in- school in Kansas and the up-to-date Indian
troduction.
girl making hats.
In the first subject Otis Skinner is seen
PATHE REVIEW NO. 1.52.— The nummaking up for his role in Blood and Sand,
ber opens as usual with "photographic
and a dramatic scene from the play is depicted. Richard Bennett enacts a little gems," and they are rightly named.
human comedy with his wife and two chil- "Toss, Tumble and Twirl" is an acrobatic
novelty having for its subject the work of
dren in his home. Bessie McCoy Davis,
Japanese tumblers, illustrated in both
the "Yama Yama Girl," and widow of two
Richard Harding Davis, returns to the s'ow motion and in normal action. In one
instance, by means of double exposure,
stage and dances before her little daughslow motion is shown on one side of the
ter. Lillian Owen shows how marionettes
are made and explains the mystery of the screen and the normal on the other. There
are close-uu views of steam whalers at
dancing on the miniature stage. Then there
is a dance scene from The Perfect Fool. work off the South African coast — and
The reel ends with an intimate view of they are rare shots. There are interesting
views of the results of psychological tests
Doris Kenyon, starring in Up the Ladder,
trying on an array of hats that will de- conducted with children at the Educational
Clinic of the College of the City of New
light the eyes of every feminine picture
York. The Pathecolor section is devoted
patron.
Special exploitation material will be af- to views of Kairwan, Tunis.
forded these subjects.
OFFICIAL MOVIE CHATS NO. 12.—
Distributed by Hodkinson. — A novelty in
this issue of the M. P. T. 0. A. organ is
Pathe Will Release
an illustrated interview with Elbert H.
Gary, head of the United States Steel
New Ruth Roland
Corporation, who talks on the business situation and outlook. Gold mining in Idaho
is illustrated, and so also is the way gold
Serial in Mid- July
is handled at the Sub-Treasury. Women
Realizing that in the summer an ex- who are unacquainted with the making of
hibitor requires the biggest and most at- a "permanent wave" will be interested in
tractive offering as a magnet to draw
the close-ups of the machinery and the
operator that make it possible. We see
his audience past the box-office, Pathe has
Indian children at school, squaws weaving
arranged
to
release
Ruth
Roland's
new
Pathe serial, The Timber Queen, in the baskets and bucks working with the plow.
middle of July. It was not by accident
Under natural history we are introduced
to a trained raven.
the the release date of the new chapterplay was set for midsummer, but the date
was chosen because Pathe officials, and all
PATHE SCREEN STUDYf — ffonei/
those who have seen the first few episodes Makers is designed either for theatrical
of the serial, are unanimous in declaring entertainment or for instruction in schools.
it is Ruth Roland's most pretentious From the entertainment side surely it will
qualify. The number is from the series
starring vehicle.
of "fascinating nature studies on wonders
The locations are "cooling" in themselves. Many of the scenes are laid in
in the
plantillustrates
and animal
world."
the snow and ice fields of .\laska, not of
The life
picture
vividly
the making
only giving an unusual atmosphere for a of honey from the beginning to the shipping. One of the most interesting of the
chapter-play, but also furnishing new
many views are those proving the abandon
opportunities for Ruth Roland to show
her prowess as a "stunt star." Dog — apparently— of the beekeeper when han-
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dhng the tiny insects, even to filling a
large hat with them and putting on the
top piece. There are views of an apiary
in the old world contrasted with one drawn
on modern lines in this country. The
subject is most complete in explaining the
work of "honey makers."
KINETO REVIEW 107.— The entire
number is devoted to Egyptian subjects.
A striking contrast of the old and the
new is provided by showing ancient methods of irrigation compared with the work
done by the Assouan Dam. There are
shown the ruins of a temple built 3,500
years ago. The builders of the native sailboats for Nile use are photographed at
work. A native funeral is seen. One of
the more interesting numbers is the one
devoted to the making of pottery. There
is a duel between two members of the
Bisharin tribe, the antics of which resemble two quarreling roosters.
THE WHITE MESSENGER.— Two-reel
Western released by Universal. — Eddie
Polo is the starred player in this story by
Sheridan Hall. The author has provided
Mr. Polo with an opportunity to stage a
lively fight with three or four others, all
of them husky. The title comes from the
color of the splendid horse that is ridden
by Polo in the picture. It is an intelligent animal, too. Dolly Beal plays opposite the star, and in the support also are
Spottiswoode Aitken and Frank Whitson.
The picture should rate as a good average quality. It was directed by Perry N.
Vekroff.
A TREACHEROUS RIVAL.— Two-reel
Western released by Universal. — Percy
Pembroke again is seen in his role of Ned
of the News, the series of newspaper and
Western subject combined. The story is
of the effort of two rival reporters to get
the facts on smuggling operations which
have been carried on with increasing success and boldness. There are several pursuits and a couple of lively fist fights. This
prettybertgood
wasanddirected
AlRussell. subject
The story
scenarioby were
written by George Morgan.
A DARK HORSE.— Two-reel Century
released by Universal. — Under the direction of Jess Robins and supported by
Charles Dorety and Ena Gregory, the
Century's trained horse, Sally, goes
through this story pulling one stunt after
another. She gets a lot of assistance, of
course,
from subject.
her human fellow-actors. An
interesting
FULL O' PEP.— "Snub" Pollard cavorts
in his speediest fashion in the Hal RoachPathe comedy which draws on the "monkey gland" stuff for its theme. His hated
rival chooses goat glands as an alternative, with the result that there is a pretty
mix-up when the two get together.
BRIDE AND GLOOM.— One-reel reissue starring Harold Lloyd. — In this
Pathe subject much of the action takes
place in a sleeping car and makes for good
comedy.
Bebe much
Daniels
and "Snub"
lard are both
in evidence.
So, Poltoo,
is a competent cast.
THE WICKED CAT.— From the series
of Aesop's Film Fables, issued by Pathe.
— Cartoonist Paul Terry provides a bit of
lively fun in illustrating the old moral that
"the want of a good excuse never kept a
villain from crime."
A GOLF INSECT.— Single reel Star
Comedy
releasedin bythisUniversal.
— Roy
Atwell
is featured
story from
the pen
of Hal Conklin. The tale is rather slight
in framework. Craig Hutchinson directed.
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Four

IN

THE

Dramas

Studios He Will Translate to the Screen

Among Others Adaptations of '^^Brass''^ and ^'^Main Streef^
Harry Rapf, the producer of Why Girls
stories, will not raise the hue and cry that
was wailed by one of our famous writers
Leave
Home,
Gus
Edwards'
School
Days,
and the latest Vera Gordon picture, Your
whose story she declared was terribly distorted to meet the demands of the screen.
Best Friend, being distributed by Warner
Brothers is en route to the Warner West
Coast studios to produce four Rapf productions.
Warners Sell Territories
Mr. Rapf's production schedule infor "Your Best Friend"
cludes From Rags to Riches, with Wesley
Barry, which will be started on or about
Two more territorial deals were conMay 1; Little Heroes of the Street, also
summated this week by Harry M. Warner for the latest Harry Rapf production,
featuring the freckle-faced star; Brass,
Charles G. Norris' sensational novel of Your Best Friend, starring Vera Gordon.
marriage and divorce, and Main Street,
E. G. Tunstall, Tri-State Film Exchange, Minneapolis, has purchased the
Sinclair
Lewis'
vivid
photographic
novel
of small town trials and trioulations.
exclusive territorial rights for Minnesota,
"My future productions, which will be North and South Dakota, Upper Peninsula
of Michigan and Wisconsin. S. Schultz
distributed by Warner Brothers," said Mr.
& Screenart Pictures Corporation, Boston,
Rapf,
"will
embrace
every
quality
for
success. They will be produced not only have secured the New England States.
from an artistic standpoint, but primarily
from a box-office angle. In this respect
the four pictures will contain as many
New York Federated Says
if not more exploitation possibilities as are
"Snapshots" Are Going Big
being obtained with the Warner current
attractions.
According to the New York Federated
"For the entire series of four producExchange, Screen Snapshots, "the fan
tions I will engage only the best availnews reel" which Jack Cohn is producing
able screen talent, principally those play- with
Louis Lewyn for Federated distribuers best suited to portray the various roles
tion, is proving the greatest single reel
in the stories. It is my intention also to Federated
has handled.
set a new precedent in the production of
The Federated has just finished a compopular stories. By this I mean that my
plete check-up of short releases, to deterproduction schedule will embrace every
mine just which type is in greatest defeature for efficiency, in addition to conmand, and finds that the demand for the
sulting the authors of the stories. The
Screen Snapshots is tremendous.
big trouble with most adaptations is that,
Harold Rodner of the Federated is
in the words of Charles G. Norris, they authority for word that every issue of
are the result of too many minds. In Screen
Snapshots is booked well in adshort, the author of the story should, if
possible, bend every effort to bring his
brain child to the screen in accordance
with his own viewpoint.
am pursuing
with and
the
two"I Barry
features this
and method
the Norris
Lewis novels. And I firmly believe these
authors, who have been more than willing to co-operate in the adaptation of their

TERRITORIES

vance and every print of every issue is
working all the time. When one considers
that twenty-three issues on the Federated
series have already been released, and that
several prints are working of each issue,
this is a record.
Carewe
Bring

and

Fineman

Back

a Print

of "I Am
the Law"
Edwin Carewe, director of the independent special, / Am the Law, and B. J.
Fineman, president of the Edwin Carewe
Productions Co., arrived in New York
from Los Angeles this week. They brought
with them a print of / Am the Law, which
will be distributed through Affiliated Distributors, Inc., of which C. C. Burr is
president. Both expressed themselves as
being highly satisfied with the picture,
and appeared to be perfectly content to let
the final verdict as to its quality rest with
the independent buyers.
Mr Burr was enthusiastic, and said that
his very high expectations had been more
than met. The print is now in 6600 feet,
and those who already have seen it are all
of the opinion that it will be next to impossible to shorten it to any great extent.
There is not a scene that can be taken out
without detracting from its continuity.
Weiss Announces

Sales on

"Sawing a Lady in Half"
Louis Weiss announces the disposition
of State rights for the novelty two-reel
subject "The Expose" of Sawing a Lady in
Half.." Greater New York and Northern
New Jersey has been sold to William
Alexander of the Alexander Film Corporation. The rights to New England have
been purchased by Sam Grand, Federated Film Exchange.
Ben Amsterdam of Masterpiece Film
Attractions, distributing the film for
eastern Pennsylvania and southern New
Jersey, has secured a record breaking
tory.
price for a two reel subject in his terri-

Bessie Love
Gareth Hughes and Myrtle Lind
Gareth Hughes and Bessie Love
Scenes from the Louis Burston special production, "Forget Me Not"
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Zierler

Number 21

Buys

Tie Up with Mother's
Day
Stewart-Lovely Film
Exchanges to Exploit ''Mother Eternal/' Ivan Ahramson
for His Territory
Film Featuring Vivian Martin, with Elaborate Campaign
Sam Zierler, president of the CommonNegotiations for a representative run
"Never a spectacle so impressive in its
wealth Film Corporation of New York,
of Mother Eternal in the territory comrealistic
fury."
The
Morning
Telegraph
prising eastern Missouri and southern
calls
it
"The
most
thrilling
rescue
ever
has
purchased
Life's Greatest Question
Illinois are being made by Sam Werner,
from the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation,
The Herald agrees that it "Ranks
who has signed up his exchanges in St. filmed."
with the waterfall scene in Way Dmvn
New York and northern New Jersey
Louis to handle Ivan Abramson's Graphic
East," while the World refers to the water
Film Corporation product. Mr. Werner,
rescue
as
being
"One
of
the
two
most
rights.
who is general manager of the Federated
Life's Greatest Question, produced by
startling photoplay views ever made."
Film Exchange of St. Louis and president
Joe Brandt and George H. Davis, directed
Calling
the
rescue
scene
"The
most
spectacular movie stunt shown here since the
of the United Film Service of St. Louis,
by Harry Revier, and starring Roy Stewis to add the newly organized St. Louis
river scene in Way Doivn East, Zit'sart with Louise Lovely and Dorothy Valebranch of the Graphic Film Exchanges,
Weekly
continues:
"Those
who
seek
sensaInc., to his list of activities.
gra,
is, according to Mr. Zierler, one of the
tion will find it in this picture."
strongest of the features he has lined up,
Mother Eternal, Mr. Abramson's veThe
Evening
World
says:
"There
are
hicle for Vivian Martin, will be the first thrills, then a couple of thrills and then
and he is especially enthusiastic over its
more thrills. Houdini is whirled to the prospects. He announcs that he is planof the Graphic productions which Werner will handle under the new distribution
ning a special campaign to launch it im-»/
edge of Niagara and saves the girl. Will mediately.
plan. Preparations are under way for hold any audience spellbound." The congood exploitation of the picture in the St.
servative Evening Post in its review said:
"We have just received our prints of
Louis territory.
Life's Greatest Question and I want to
"One can safely wager that it is the most
tell you how enthusiastic we are over this
Mr. Werner's first exploitation shot in peculiar film now showing on Broadway.
handling of Graphic product will be a tie- It is weird, it is interesting and, at times, feature," Mr. Zierler wrote to C. B. C.
startling. One of the most thrilling epi- "It has everything that a good picture
up with Mother's Day and Mother Etershould have — an intensely interesting
nal. Together with other Graphic exsodes ever screened."
Following
the New York showing of story, beautiful settings, fine direction,
changes he will take advantage of the
and acting that is superb throughout. We
The Man froon Beyond, Houdini has agreed
special suitability of the story to the
like the picture especially in that its
to appear in person in conjunction with
spirit of the occasion. "He will capitalize
the picture in a limited number of key appeal is so great; not only will it find
the box offise value of Mother's Day,"
an audience with those who like the big
stated Mr. Abramson at the Graphic of- cities, after which the production will be outdoor
type of production of which this
State righted.
fices in referring to Werner, "with an
is so excellent an example, but also with
ability and insight into its value that has
thosethewhoexcellent
prefer manner
the 'society
been typical of his record as a showman.
to
in drama,'
which itdueis
Star Serial lssues Book
Werner is a man of ideas and a pioneer
balanced. Roy Stewart and Louise Lovely
in the industry. What makes us espeboth do great work. Congratulations to
cially gratified to have him associated
for Polo's "Cap'n Kidd"
Harry Revier for his direction, to the
with the new chain of Graphic exchanges
A twenty-eight page exhibitors' camis the fact that even through the years
and to theacquisition
producers."follows the
paign book for use in conjunction with the players,
Mr. Zierler's
that the independent market was dull he
great
success
with
which Commonmade a success of his work in a way that effective exploitation of Cap'n Kidd, Eddie
has been meeting in handling The
added to his record for honest dealing Polo's first independently-produced chap- Heart ofwealththe
the preceding Quality
ter play, has just been completed and is production of North,
with both producer and exhibitor."
the Northwest, in which Roy
available
for
distribution.
The
book
has
Lovely.
Mother's Day, which falls on May 14, will
Stewart also is featured with Louise
be the medium for special exploitation in been printed on specially coated stock in
three colors.
all of the new Graphic Film exchanges
"We have tested out this picture thorThe first few pages are devoted to statewhich are distributing the pictures in
ments by Eddie Polo. The next few pages
oughly," says Mr. Zierler, "and find that
their territories. The Weshner-Davidson
the
demand for these red-blooded pictures
Agency, publicity agents for Graphic,
are
devoted
to
the
story
proper
of
Cap'n
of
the
Northwest
is great when they are
Kidd and the cast of serial stars assisthave prepared special bulletin matter
produced, directed, and acted as this
which will advise each exchange of the
ing Polo.
The remaining pages in the campaign
tie-up
with Mother's
those territories
on that Day.
day andPatrons
for someof book are devoted exclusively to methods
Ben Amsterdam
for
time previous will be asked to wear the and stunts calculated to put over Cap'n
elaborate exploitation camone is."
proverbial
flower Eternal.
in their but- Kidd. paign An
tonhole andmother's
to see Mother
is outlined which is both practical
Masterpiece Film
The bulletin will include special tie-ups and economical.
The campaign book is now available at
99
with local flower stores, telegraph sta- exchanges
which have contracted for the
tions, etc. Exhibitors will be advised of
Buys "Cap'n Kidd
additional tie-ups such as prologues, spe- Eddie Polo serial.
The second sale of Cap'n Kidd, Eddie
cial "mother performances," etc.
Polo's first independently-produced serial,
In addition if exchantremen or exhibitors will write in describing any special
is reported this week for physical distriof
bution throughout Eastern Pennsylvania
local needs, a special campaign with de- Kay-Bee Company
tailed application to their particular disand
Southern
New Jersey. Ben AmsterMilwaukee
Buys List
trict will be worked out by the agency.
dam of the Masterpiece Film Attraction,
of Arrow Features
recognized as one of the country's most
enterprising independent exchangemen, is
"Man
from Bevond"
The Arrow Film Corporation announces
effort.buyer of Polo's maiden independent
the consummation of a contract with the the
Wins Hip;h Praise
The value of Polo as an independent
Kay-Bee Distributing Company, Inc., Milfrom Local Press
waukee, Walter A. Baier, president,
serial star in an independently-produced
chapter-play cannot be emphasized any
Houdini's first photoplay drama for his whereby the Baier organization secures
too strongly, said Mr. Amsterdam last
own company, The Man from Beyond, in for Wisconsin Back to Yellotv Jacket and
week. "Polo has established a reputation
which Houdini appears in the title role, A Motion to Aajonrn. Other subjects
for serial successes. His serials have been
are the first two Peter B. Kyne
is now showing at the Times Square The- purchased
genuine box office tonics — and it is my
atre, New York. The critics, both in the productions and two others by the same
new series of six five-reel pro- belief that they will represent the muchdaily newspapers and in the trade jour- author; aductions
starring Jack Hoxie; a series of needed tonic for exhibitors during the
nals, were practically unanimous in their
four feature productions, starring Neva
coming summer and early fall.
praise.
"The
rescue
scene
at
the
brink
of
Inquiries from every section of the
Niagara Falls, wherein Houdini, after a Gerber ; the new Arrow Special, The Innocent Cheat and the Ann Little production,
perilous swim through the rapids, saves
country, including those from foreign terChain Lightning.
ritories, have been received by Joe Brandt
the girl just as she is about to be dashed
during the past two weeks, following the
This is one of the largest independent
over the falls, is conceded by the critics to
announcement of the release of the Eddie
be one of the greatest scenes of its kind sales reported in that territory for some
ever filmed.
Polo product by the Star Serial Corporatime. Thomas A. Curran, Arrow's representative, closed these negotiations.
The Evening Journal alluded to it as
tion.
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Distributor of "^Big Boy^^ Guinn Williams Series Will Visit
Exchangemen and Show Them ^^Blaze Away,^^ the First Picture
Joe Di Lorenzo, president of Di Lorenzo
inmates of the Michigan State Prison.'
Inc., left this week on a comprehensive
That the picture went over big was evidenced from
by a the
letterRev.
received
by Mr.
Dicksales trip in behalf of the "Big Boy"
erson
William
F. Hopp,
(Guinn) Williams' series of six features
now being produced on the coast by the chaplain of the prison, who declared it
Frederick Herbst Productions, and re- made a decided hit.
leased to the independent market by Di
Lorenzo, Inc.
Due to the excellent trade reports on
Blaze Away, the first of the big six series, "Mr. Pini Passes By"
exchangemen throughout the country
Set for Early Release
have wired for contracts covering the
whole series. In many instances two or
three exchangemen in the same territory
by Second National
have been anxious to obtain the "Big
Mr. Pirn Passes By, a photoplay version
Boy" Williams output, and coupled with
their desire to see the print of Blaze of the famous stage drama, is announced
Away Mr. Di Lorenzo decided to make a as an early release by Second National
personal sajes trip, taking in all the prin- Pictures Corporation. Out of an unusually
cipal cities from New York to California.
a society
and human
interdrama for
of this
type, there
are featured
Mr. Di Lorenzo probably will be gone about largeest cast'
six weeks, and on his return will bring in the production Peggy Hyland, Maudie
back with him the second of the "Big Dunham, Campbell Gullan, Henry Kendall, George Marden, Wyndham Guise and
Boy" Williams series, titled The Trail of
Hate, which has just been completed un- Tom Reynolds.
The engaging story was launched as a
der the direction of W. Hughes Curran.
In a recent interview on the Coast with stage drama, enjoying extended and successful runs in New York and London,
Frederick Herbst, the producer of the
later making hits in other cities of the
Williams series, Mr. Herbst stated: "We United States and British dominions. At
are doing our utmost to supply the inde- present road companies are playing.
pendent market with better pictures in
The second phase in the career of Mr.
every sense of the word. Our whole or- Pirn
his passing was the production
ganization isstriving hard to give the in- of theand
A. A. Milne play as a photodrama,
dependent exhibitor pictures that are now ready
release by Second National,
clean, full of action and possessed of box but in the for
plans were formed
office qualities. We are determined to and carried meantime
out for the novelization of
give the exhibitor good pictures that will
stand up with the better output of the industry at figures that will allow him to
remain independent. The money set aside
for production will be spent, every penny
of it, in production, not on it.
"We will not plant a 50 or 100 per cent
overhead and charge it to production, for
we are intent to have an honest value
I flIYI
base to work upon and give the exhibitor
the benefit of a better production at a cost
commensurate with his costs of running
the picture at his theatre. That is our
aim in a nutshell, and exchangemen buying our product through Di Lorenzo, Inc.,
can be assured of better pictures at prices
that are absolutely reasonable "
"White Hell" Nearly Ready
for Examination by Buyers
Cutting and titling of White Hell, first
of the series of eight productions beingmade at Gloversville, N. Y., by the Charles
E. Bartlett Productions, Inc., has progressed so far that it is expected the first
completed print will be available for showings to buyers in New York within a few
days.
Jerry Abrams, sales manager for Bartlett, is making his headquai-ters in New
York at the Bristol Hotel. He is withholding from closing any contracts until
buyers have had an opportunity to see the
subject.
In the meantime production on the second of the series is under way at the
Gloversville studios, with Richard C.
(Dick) Travers as star and a well balanced cast of players in support.
And Nobody "Walked Out" on It
D. D. Dickerson, the general manager
of the Progress film Company, which is
marketing the Arrow releases in Michigan, arranged a showing of James Oliver
Curwood's Girl from Porcupine for the
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the Milne play. The bock was brought out
last month and is said to be attracting
widespread attention.
The photodrama is said to be replete
with surprises and quaintly humorous situations. Itdeals with the love affairs of
young persons and the absent-mindedness
of a middle-aged scientist, whose remarkable mind retains clear impressions of
events in his life but is prone to become
confused in regard to time and circumstance. The result is a series of complications at once tensely dramatic and
exceedingly funny.
Federated

Film

to

Release "Tarzan"
in Series of Five
t
. The latest release date for Adventiires
of Tarzan, starring Elmo Lincoln, is May
1. On this date the serial will be released
in California, Arizona and Nevada by
Federated Film Distributors, with offices
in Los Angeles and San Francisco. With
this issue the picture will have been released in every part of the United States
and Canada, with the exception of Iowa
and Nebraska. Al Kahn, distributor in
the last mentioned territories, will release
it the middle of next month. It is the intention of the distributors of the Lincoln
vehicle in California, Arizona and Nevada
to issue it in "book form," which means
that exhibitors with large theatres will be
enabled to present the serial over a period
of three weeks, instead of the customary
fifteen. The episodes will be released five
at a time. This marks the first time that
a serial of fifteen episodes has been offered
to exhibitors in this manner.

THE

EDWIN
CAREWE'S
PRODUCTION
with

Photoplay

by

JAMES

Raymond

L. Schrock,

OLIVER

adaptetl

ALICE LAKE
KENNETH HARL.4N
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NOAH BEERY
WALLACE BEERY
from a story by

CURWOOD

The ^entitled "The Poetic Justice of Uko San."
EDWIN
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PICTURES CORPORATION
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^"Innocent

Dr. Shallenberger Says He Expects the Ben
to Be Legitimate Successor of
The Arrow Film Corporation is most
enthusiastic concerning its shortly-to-bereleased Ben Wilson production The Innocent Cheat, which Dr. Shallenberger,
president of Arrow and a singularly keen
judge of picture values, has announced as
the legitimate successor to the successful
Ten Nights in a Barroom.
"There is every reason to believe," says
Dr.
"that
Innocent
CheatShallenberger,
will do all that
Ten The
Nights
in a
Barroom did — and more. In all my years
in the motion picture industry I've never
had a picture 'get' me the way this one
did. I give it as my firm belief that by
his handling of a tricky story Ben Wilson
establishes himself definitely in the fi'ont
rank of present-day directors. And Roy
Stewart and Kathleen Kirkham, the featured players, have helped by their splendid artistry and intelligence to create a
picture that will endure for a long time.
The Innocent Cheat is motivated by the
two biggest forces in the world, the love
of a strong man for a woman and the love
of a mother for her child. It's the sort of
picture that will prove a veritable delight
to every type of audience, for it makes its
appeal toto send
every them
type out
of mind.
it's
going
of the And
theatre
talking — and boosting.
"This is going to be the biggest year the
independents have ever known — and it's
big pictures that are going to make it big."
"After Six Days"
Available at First
for Big Houses Only
It is announced by Weiss Brothers that
their spectacular production of the Old
Testament,
the Six
countries'
screens
underwhich
the will
title reach
of After
Days,
will be available only to the largest theatres of the United States for some time
to come. This is made necessary because
of the size of the film, which will be released in ten reels and also because of the
price of admission which will be above
that asked for the ordinary type of screen
entertainment.
A complete line of exploitation accessories for the suitable presentation
of After Six Days will be available. Weiss
Brothers are in receipt of numerous inquiries. These requests will be given attention in the order in which they are received and a certain amount of bookings
in the key cities throughout the country
will be placed direct by the offices of Artclass Pictures Corporation in New York.

Wilson Subject

"Ten Nights in a Barroom^^
Finkelstein My Wandering Boy is a feature which they deemed they could not
afford to miss for their theatres. And to
assure it a run in all of their houses they
purchased the rights to the feature for
their territory.
"These exhibitors must of necessity
study just what the public wants," declares
Equity. "Picking the wrong picture on a
circuit such as this would be a costly mistake, Rubin & Finkelstein are judging
for
past performances.
Their's
is another
indorsement
of clean heart
interest
drama
with a wholesome theme."
Setting

the

Stage

at Glendale

for

a

Big Torchy

Comedy

Production
at speeded
C. C. Burr's
dale studio areplans
being
up onGlenthe
"Torchy Comedies" in order to get Johnny
Hines started on his second feature length
picture, titled Go Get 'Ejn Gallagher. In
line with this policy Mr. Burr has decided
to spend the first four days of each week
at his new studio, where he will be able
personally to supervise production and
attend to the more important administrative duties of his enlarged organization.
With Mr. Burr at the studio will be Mr.
Thorpe, general manager of the Torchy
Comedies; Gregory Lacava, whose experience in comedy production covers many
years of successful endeavor, and Mr.
Pierce, continuity editor and scenarist,
who has been affiliated with the creative
end of the industry for the past decade.
The assistance of this highly trained
staff, all of whom are devoting their
efforts exclusively to production on
Torchy Comedies, should be the means of
placing the Johnny Hines comedies and
features among the very best of the
comedy output.

Rubin-Finkelstein
on "Wandering
Boy"
Where Is My Wandering Boy Twiight?
the B. F. Zeidman-Equity picture, will be
in the hands of Rubin & Finkelstein, the
prominent Minneapolis exhibitors, for the
Minnesota and North and South Dakota
territories. This sale was consummated
recently by Louis Baum, sales manager of
Equity, and the R. & F. interests.
Rubin & Finkelstein are in control of a
string of theatres throughout the territory named. Equity feels that their purchase of territorial rights on its picture
is a distinct tribute to its strength. It
means that in the opinion of Rubin &

Latest "Nut" Comedy Is One
Featuring Trained Squirrels
The Lee-Bradford Corporation is offering through the independent market a
series of six one-reel comedies enacted
entirely by squirrels, and produced by Dr.
Lillian Delger Powers at her squirrel farm
in Westchester County, New York.
In the first release of the series entitled
The Romance of Curly Squirrel is shown
the eternal triangle with the hero, heroine
and the vampire. Cleverly worded titles
by H. I. Phillips add greatly to the clever
antics of these furry little animals.

States

Go

to

Number 21

Cheat''

Exploitation Aids for
"Sawing a Lady in Half"
Louis Weiss, of Clarion Photoplays,
Inc., is offering unusual assistance in the
way of exploitation to buyers of the new
two reel novelty, the film expose of Sawing a Lady in Half. This offering exposes the vaudeville performance of John
E. Coutts, who mystified millions in vaudeville by "sawing a lady in half with a
giant saw." There are available one,
three and six sheets in five colors, a
series of teaser cards, five different styles,
punched and strung with cord for lobby
hanging, 11 by 14 and 8 by 10 lobby
photos, a banner, two styles of slides and
a miniature saw. In addition, an eight
page press sheet and a four page herald
also are ready.

Three
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Many

Johnny Hines discovers a new way to
feed 'em in "Doggone Torchy," a
Torchy Comedy released by C. C. Burr

"Your

Best

Starts
Run

Friend"

Two Weeks'
at the Central

The latest Vera Gordon picture. Your
Best Friend, a Harry Rapf production
distributed by Warner Brothers, took possession of the Central Theatre, New York,
on The
Aprildecision
9, for toi
a two
run. film at
show weeks'
the Gordon
the Central Theatre was made following
the many laudatory comments of the trade
press. The Warner Brothers publicity
department has inaugurated a big newspaper and billboard campaign, and it is
expected that the film may run longer if
negotiations can be consummated.
Louis Baum,

Sales Manager

of Equity, Is Going Abroad
Louis Baum, sales manager of Equity
Pictures, will leave for an extended trip
throughout Continental Europe on May 2.
Mr. Baum will visit practically every
country on the Continent, as well as Great
Britain. The trip is being made in the
interest of Equity Pictures and Mr. Baum
expects to both buy and sell. His present
plans are such that an announcement of
unusual interest may be expected upon
his return.
Paris, London, Antwerp, Berlin, Stockholm, Warsaw, Vienna, Rome and Zurich
will be visited by the Equity sales manager. He expects to be gone approximately three months.
For "Torchy's Shoes" Hines
Skates Down Fifth Avenue
Johnny Hines took stately Fifth Avenue
by surprise last week, when he strapped
on a pair of roller skates and skated from
Forty-second street to Thirty-fourth
street anforautomobile
a scene in sign
Torchy's
Shoes.
bore
on his
back,Hines
and
to the amusement of thousands who lined
the sidewalks during lunch hour he nonchalantly skated in and out of the traffic,
ignoring rules and policemen, while
camera, perched on the back of a preceding automobile, cranked away.
The whole scene was taken without a
mishap by Cameraman Charlie Gilson,
and when it was shown in the projection
room of the new C. C. Burr studio in
Glendale, Hines was jubilant.
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and Table Top Ranch. The latter was
written and directed by Paul Hurst.
After the completion of the next two
subjects, Neal Hart will rest a month.
Then he will re-organize his company and
start on eight more for William Steiner
Productions.

Putting
Over
^'School
Days"
in Flint
Story of How Manager Moxam in Michigan Town Ran Warner
Production for Eight Days to the Profit of All Concerned
Despite the fact that the first run situ- souvenirs. A newspaper teaser campaign
was started eight days before the showing
ation in Flint, Mich., is in a chaotic state
of the picture, and considerable advance
Mr. Moxam, manager of the Globe Theapublicity was secured.
tre, put over the Warner Brothers pro"The campaign on School Days resulted
duction School Days to what is reported
in one of the most profitable eight-day
to be the biggest business in the history engagements on a photoplay in Flint that
of the theatre.
the town has known for some time," writes
Mr. Moxam. "It also brought to light the
The situation in Flint, according to Mr.
fact that you can get the public to come
Moxam, is one of the gravest in perhaps
to your theatre, as soon as they are conany city of its size. Two of the biggest
vinced that you have a big picture, as we
theatres situated in the heart of the town
had.
are said to be having a fight for su"The Board of Education at a private
premacy and are running ten cent mascreening for the school teachers and
tinees. Up to the time the Globe Theatre
principals
of the town gave the picture a
booked the Warner feature, three other
theatres were using third and fourth run big boost in Flint, and that of course,
influenced a great many of the townsclass of pictures.
people. The music stores, too, had their
In order to inaugurate a complete
windows elaborately displayed with the
change of policy, Mr. Moxam approached
Gus Edwards School Days song, which
all reverted to the interests of the Globe
Dave
Warner's
Detroit,Warner,
and theof latter
agreedExchange
to gamblein
Theatre and the Warner's Pictures Exon a percentage arrangement. School
Days was booked for an eight day run.
Ten days in advance the entire town
change."
was heavily billed with one and three
Neal Hart on the Coast
sheets, the street cars were used, 100
Neal Hart, the popular western star,
window cards were distributed, 50 cutouts of Wesley Barry were placed in with his supporting cast and horses, have
stores, and 10,000 heralds were distributed
arrived in Los Angeles and will make two
broadcast, mostly to the schools of Flint.
more pictures, completing the first eight
A special matinee was also announced for five-reel features for the William Steiner
Productions. The six completed are
the
opening on
Saturday,
at 10
o'clock
the morning,
at which
Wesley
Barry
duncein Tangled Trails, Rangeland, Lure of Gold,
The Heart of a Texan, West of the Pecos
caps and lolly-pops were given out as
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Equity's Where Is My Wandering Boy
To-Night will be afforded three big first
runs in the Ohio territory, according to
word received from Harry Charnes, who
purchased this territory on the feature.
As already announced, the production
will open at the Allen Theatre, in Cleveland, on April 16, having been booked by
S.
Barrett
a week's
run.
On the sameMcCormick
date the for
feature
will open
for a week's run at the Lyric Theatre in
Cincinnati, and on April 30 the Alhambra
Theatre at Toledo will run the picture
for one week. In each of these cities the
picture will be preceded by a big exploitation campaign and also will be
given a special presentation.
In addition to these bookings Equity is
in receipt of similar announcements. The
enthusiasm of the territorial buyers is
amply proved by the special exploitation
aids which they are issuing on the feature,
announces Equity. In almost every case
the exchanges are issuing exploitation
novelties as well as using the many aids
provided by Equity.

Your
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Mutual

Music

Adds

The first try out of the Radio equipped Lyradion Concert
Grande was given at the Pennsylvania Hotel in New York
on March 9th. Music played by Vincent Lopez' orchestra
forty miles away was reproduced by the Lyradion in the
ball room so loud and clear that 100 couples danced to it.
As a means of reproducing famous dance orchestras, the
Lyradion has proved its worth in houses seating up to 2200
although smaller sizes are available.
The Lyradion Concert Grande oSers a new attraction for
your theatre — one that cannot fail to increase attendance
and give you the advantage of being the first to ofier public
radio concerts in your city.
This instrument is built for theatre use exclusively — it
is the only instrument on the market that is capable of
reproducing a musical selection in the same volume and
LYRADION

Radio

to

Its

Plan

quality of tone that characterized its original recording.
In addition to radio, the Mutual Music plan ofiers your
patrons the advantage of hearing the current record releases
played under the most favorable circumstances — it hooks up
your theatre to the tremendous amount of advertising that
is constandy being bought by the phonograph record dealer.
Only one Lyradion Concert Grande will be placed in
cities up to 200,000. Prompt action on your part is necessary
if you want to be the first to introduce this new, popular
and innovative service in your community.
Play the "feature" with your organ; use the Concert Grande as a phonograph during
the "Comedy"
and it"News
and music
CLEARLY
whenever
is beingReel"
sent.— receive broadcasted news
The Lyradion is ready for delivery now — we will send you a complete
report of installations made thus far and copies of all the advertising used
in its introduction. Write or wire at our expense.

SALES
&
ENGINEERING
COMPANY
which is Plant No. 5 of Dodge M.anufacturing Company
MISHAWAKA, INDIANA
KENYON W. MIX, Director
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Radio's

EXPLOIT

A

TIOIS

Possibilities

in

Theatres

Demand for Outfits That Will
Suit the Picture House Is
Growing

as New

By HOWARD
"1T7"HAT are the possibilities of the radio
V ' phone in the motion picture theatre?
Wherever the writer has gone in a recent trip through the East and Middle
West, theatre men have asked this question. No newf idea has taken such a hold
on the public since the first kinetoscope
exhibition was given.
Is it a fad, destined to die out in a year
or so? one is asked. Or, they all ask, is
the radio craze to become as much a part
of our daily lives as the motion picture?
It is too early to answer the question.
There is no prophet — not even among the
manufacturers of the radio outfits — ^who
ventures a reply.
However, one of the most conservative
manufacturers in the country has invested
a million or more developing a radio outfit exclusively for motion picture theatres.
The writer has seen the instrument. It
has had a very successful test.
As an exploitation device the radio has
numerous angles which will appeal to the
theatre man. As a means of entertainment it may survive only as long as the
fad itself lives, and as no one can guess
what that life will be, we'll pass that phase
of the subject.
One prominent theatre director has already laid plans to give his audience the
best orchestra music available by means
of the radio. He is now installing a radiophone of capable dimensions which will
transmit the music of the greatest orchestras in the country, in addition to the
music of his own orchestra.
Another theatre man in Chicago is instal ing aradio for the sole purpose of
various theatres in his chain the playing
of his featured orchestra in his largest
and best known house.
Another progressive showman ' is instal ing a radio for the sole purpose of
giving his patrons the official Arlington
time. But he is going a little further than
that. He believes he can cash in on a
stunt that will not only give the official
time to his audiences but will advise the
town and the country for miles around of
the official time.
Here is the way this idea works out: As
the time signals are received via the radio
they will be transmitted to a seai'chlight
on the roof with a 200-beam power and a
10-mile visibility. On the odd hour the
beam will rock from east to west; on the
even hour it will rock from north to south.
Farmers within the radius of visibility
who have no present means of determining
correct time will use it; passengers on
trains may take advantage of it.
Another shrewd showman who has a
knack of always tying himself up to any
idea that will bring patrons into his house
has suggested that the searchlight time
signal idea can be improved upon by
swinging the rays of the searchlight in a
circle fifteen minutes before the show

Fad Develops
McLELLAN

opens. Most assuredly this ties it up to
the box office.
Whether the radio can be used to give
full theatrical performances in a motion
picture theatre is a moot question. The
majority of picture men agree that such a
step would detract from the pictures, and
there is a powerful instinct in those who
have made their money in picture theatres
or pictures to get closer to the picture instead of farther away from it. The discus ions in the trade press concerning personal appearances, lavish prologues and
big orchestras indicates that a majority

are in favor of continuing to devote their
houses to pictures and only pictures.
Also certain legal entanglements are
suggested if theatres cut in with radio
outfits and duplicate legitimate performances. Even the actors who have already
appeared in radio performances are talking about royalties; the song publishers,
too, have an idea that they should cut in
somewhere.
And surely the theatre man of to-day
has had enough taxes and royalties to be
chary about engaging himself in any new
meshes.

Getting the Laugh
Getting a laugh out of his circular postcard was an exploitation medium that
brought the fans to see My Boy at the
Garden Theatre, Davenport, Iowa, when
this First National attraction showed
there. The postcard used a stock cut of
Jackie Coogan and copy drawn up in crude
kid printing. It read: "The picture producer told me confudentschly that I'm the
star, but my maw kolects my salary every
week. 'Is a mystery to me. Jackie

Homeless Boy Drive
Because he interested Mayor George P.
Carrol of Cincinnati, Ohio, in a "Homeless
Boy" drive and gave his own time and
co-operation to it. Manager Libson of the
Strand Theatre obtained a lot of publicity
for his showing of My Boy. A special
performance of the Jackie Coogan picture was given at the Boys' Opportunity
Farm, a city institution for dependent
boys, and the newspapers played it up,
establishing the connection with the showing of My Boy at the Strand Theatre in
their stories. In addition, a tie-up on
Jackie Coogan hats and caps with the
Mabley & Carew department store provided additional exploitation for the

There followed a stereotyped announceCoogan."
ment, "Showing All This Week" at the
Strand. But the kid's message was the
best kind of exploitation for a circular
post card or letter.

Instead of playing
tre, Portland, Ore.,
tric lights. This,
Attractions on

picture.

up the name of the feature in their electric sign, the Majestic Theawent out of the ordinary and played up First National Week in elecwith other advertising, impressed the importance of First National
the Portlanders, and resulted in big business during the week.
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The Howard, Atlanta, Ga., has a massive lobby, and Manager De Sales Harrison arranged his
display for Paramount's "A Fool's Paradise" with this thought in mind. It suggested the firmament
in the magic carpet sequence in the picture, and the value of the display was enhanced by concealed
lights.

This beautiful
motion picture
house, the Teatro
General Belgrano,
Buenos Aires,
owned by Max
Glucksmann is now
the home of Paramount Pictures in
that city, according to the big sign
just above the entrance. Itis hardly
probable that
Paramount could
have picked a
more beautiful
home for their
pictures in South
America than
this.

Here's a new one in the way of prologues. Used by the Newman, Kansas City, for First
National's "Polly of the Follies," this Pullman brought the whole bunch on the stage four times a
day. The girls alighted and did their singing and dancing act, while the Pullman traveled on. Its
element of surprise and ingenuity would please any audience.

Volume 11. Number 21
Philanthropy Pays

Manager E. Metzger of the Strand
Theatre, Creston, Iowa, devised one means
of philanthropy that he thought would
pay dividends in the long run and found,
to his amazement, that he got his check
at once.
He had booked First National's Salvation Nell, and gathering his idea from the
title of the picture, that Salvation was associated with the Salvation Army, which
in turn meant helping the poor, he announced that one-half the receipts from
the picture's run would be turned over to
the city's poor, to be distributed through
some recognized agency. Of course, it was
good newspaper publicity. Metzger figured
that the goodwill attaching itself to the
house
would compensate him for this act
of charity.
The surprise came in counting up the
box-ofiice. After he had deducted the 50
per cent accruing to charity, the manager
discovered that the amount left was more
than what he would have had had he confined himself to the normal method of putting on a picture without exploitation and
philanthropy. And he still had the goodwill!
Merchants

Tie Up

C. A. Crute signalized his exploitation
of Paramount's The Law and the ^Voman
at the Lyric Theatre, Huntsville, Ala.,
by co-operation from local merchants.
One department store made a special display of ladies'
in which
Huntsville
ladiesready-to-wear,
were told they
could
look as lovely as Betty Compson. One
store carried a placard in the window:
"Two places in Huntsville to get the
best for your money. One is here and
the other Is the Lyric Theatre."
A drug store carried a special display
of cosmetics, stating:
"You can have a beautiful complexion
like Betty Compson If you use our
high grade toilet preparations."
Crute was successful in getting huge
banners displayed prominently at the
most popular gathering places in Jluntsville.
Keaton Imitator
Painting up an Indian to make the palefaces howl was a splendid exploitation
stunt for The Paleface at the Forum Theatre, Hillsboro, Ohio. The theatre used
every angle of exploitation from cutouts
on automobile fronts, and poster wagons
to a young miss who donned the feather
headgear and redskin paint and paraded
through the streets or rode on a shaggy
pony as a ballyhoo attraction.
Buster Keaton's imitator in The Paleface got a lot of laughs and the climax
came when a bunch of kids wanted to
know if she was a real squaw. Anyone
with half an eye to paint could have told
the difference!
The Forum, a theatre with an unusually
attractive lattice front, was playing The
Paleface in conjunction with The Rosary,
and while a great deal of the exploitation
centered on the longer picture, the management's enterprise in giving so much
time and money to advertise the Keaton
comedy is a striking indication of the
trend to exploit short subjects of demonstrated merit.
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Buggy Ballyhoo
The fact that horse-dr'awn vehicles, especially the old-fashioned buggy, is seldom seen upon the streets, even in rural
communities, was used to advantage by
George Rea, manager of the Forum Theatre, Hillsboro, Ohio, in exploiting My
Boy, the First National attraction starring Jackie Coogan.
In advance of the engagement Mr. Rea
obtained several old buggies on which he
placed posters and cards advertising My
Boy and had them driven through the
streets of the town. The tops of the buggies were let down and advertising matter was painted in white across these tops
and curtains.
In addition to this bid for attention,
Mr. Rea used every effort to get the
names, "Jackie Coogan," "My Boy" and
"Forum Theatre," on every available
thing that walked, crept or ran through
the town. Displays were placed in store
windows. In the window of a cafe he
placed a large cut-out of Jackie Coogan
and inside the cafe he placed a sign
on a player -piano reading:
"I Bet 1 Eat at
Ridgway's Too
When 'My Boy'
Comes to
The Forum."
— Jackie Coogan.
The sign was printed in a style following the lettering on the posters for the
feature.
Art Curtains
The Strand Theatre, Albany, N. Y., is
responsible for an innovation that has
been a big drawing card at the house and
has been a big exploitation asset for the
showings there, namely, art prologues.
Specially painted art curtains have been
dropped over the stage during the playing
of the overture and just before the start
of the feature picture. Their artistic excellence and their appropriateness to local
conditions have made them especially popular features at the Strand.
For the showing of R. S. V. P. a drop
was used of the siege of the Block House
at Lake George. The virile style of the
drawing and its fitness as a memento of
Colonial history won favorable comment
in the Albany newspapers and was a good
exploitation bet for the Strand.
For the showing of Norma Talmadge in
Love's Redemption a drop was used typifying the spirit of motion pictures. The
figure of art at the top winding out reels
of film with Intellect and Originality at
each side was explained in the programs
and the audiences applauded this tribute
to their favorite form of entertainment.
British Humor
The Orpheus Theatre, Halifax, Nova
Scotia, indulged in a British line of humor that wouldn't make a bad slogan in
the United States. There was a wallboard front with the entrance divided.
Over the top ran this text:
For pleasure you'll say It's the peek
o' the week.
On each of the four uprights was the
day of the week which comprised the fourday run of the picture.
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Joplin, Mo., is where William Parsons holds forth as manager of the Pershing, and when he
played Universal's "Winners of the West" he got an idea of a ballyhoo from the press book that he
thought would attract attention and at the same time do the job. This is what he put out, and he
was more than repaid for his trouble and expense.

As a prologue
for FirstBoy,"
National's
"My
Managing Director
Reid of the Branford, Newark, N.
J., had a girl
dressed as Jackie
sing "If You Like
Me as I Like
You," with the
stage set to typify the deck of a
ship. It was in
line with the
scenes of the first
reel and made a
big hit with the
kiddies.

Ed Stolte, manager of the Des Moines, Des Moines, Iowa, found this young lady resembled
Dorothy Dalton, so he persuaded her to dress up in maritime breeches, ride around in' an automobile and deliver data on Paramount's "Moran of the Lady Letty." Results at the box office showed
that he had worked along the right lines.
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Centralized Campaign

Mounting a twenty-four sheet in the back of the lobby, next placing imitation iron bars in front
of it to represent a cage, then flanking it with large size stills, the Casino, Lakeland, Cal., achieved a
noteworthy display for Goldwyn's "Theodora" that showed real showmanship.

Mount Vernon,
Ohio, happens to
be the boyhood
home of Vaughan
Kester, the author
of "The Prodigal
Judge," and when
Vitagraph's
duction of prothis
novel played the
Vine T he a t r e ,
Mount Vernon got
behind it with a
vengeance, advertising the author
and film in every
conceivable way.
This shows two of
the windows arranged
prominentby merchants
during the run.

R. P. Cohn, manager of the Rialto of Brooklyn, N. Y., says this w.ndow tie-up for Paramount's
"Saturday Night" was one of the best he ever had. A new bramd of tooth paste was displayed along
with stills of the feature, and a free ticket was given with each fourth purchase of tooth paste.

There has been another flood in Johnstown, Pa., but this time it has a pleasanter tinge than the tragic catastrophe of
nearly two decades ago. The 1922 flood
was a flood of shekels at the box-office of
the Cainbria Theatre when the house
played The Silent Call, due to the special
attention given the lobby front, presentation and display advertising which proved
a profitable investment.
The campaign hinged around the unusual character of Strongheart, the dog
in the leading role. Taking a cue from
the story, Manager Bittner decorated his
lobby a week in advance of the opening
in true North Woods fashion. The exteriors of a log cabin were reproduced for
the walls of the lobby and a huge fir tree
was stationed as the guardian of the entrance. Frosted window panes and a
snow background bore out the general impression. For the stage setting a similar
idea was reproduced except that the solitary figure of a timber wolf, perched upon
a rocky ledge, howling for his mate, added
a picturesque bit of realism.
The campaign around the theatre was
supported by an unusually striking billboard display. The figure of a wolf dog
running along at a lope constituted the
only bit of printing on the poster with
the exception of the title of the picture,
The Silent Call, in big letters underneath.
Boldness of display and centralization
upon one idea were the fundamentals that
put this campaign over successfully.
Improving

Lobby

What a neat display of stills and posters
will do for a lobby where the possibilities
for elaboration are exceedingly limited
was demonstrated by the management of
the Glen Theatre, Watkins, N. Y., which
recently ran Fox's A Connecticut Yankee
in Framed
Kiyig Arthur's
stills Court.
and framed one-sheets,
three-sheets and six-sheets were arranged
about the entrance in such a way as to
detract from the lobby's plainness, substituting therefor a delightfully welcome
and attractive atmosphere.
On the side of the theatre building,
which is more or less of common brick,
a twenty-four sheet was posted. The
clever display of posters and stills converted a very ordinary theatre front into
a business-attracting enterprise.
Rousing Curiosity
David Adams, manager of the Auditorium Theatre, Concord, N. H., aroused the
curiosity of all residents of that city concerning Goldwyn's Come On Over, by having the title of the picture cut into a stencil and stenciling the title on the sidewalks.
Before announcing the booking Mr.
Adams and his assistants started out
through the town in the dead of night and
when morning came, nearly every person
in town was confronted by the injunction,
Come On Over, stencilled on the pavement.
The next day Mr. Adams came out with
his newspaper advertising and got the
whole town to talking about the picture.
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Big Dividends
One of the most remarkable stories of
how an exhibitor's interest in civic affairs
has been a luscious dividend for his theatre is recorded in the annals of Norwalk,
Ohio, where William Felder, manager of
the Gilger Theatre, holds sway. Some
time ago Manager Felder took the lead
in a demonstration against the messy appearance of the streets and the never ending fluttering of scraps of paper carelessly
tossed on the most convenient flagstone.
As leader of- the movement he was expected to demonstrate his principles in a
practical way, and he did by supplying
huge garbage cans along the principal
streets. It was a considerable investment
for Felder and his theatre but it has paid
a handsome bonus.
As recognition of his goodly offices, the
city allowed him to use the sides of these
receptacles for advertising his shows, and
they are the most effective advertising
medium within 15 miles of Norwalk. The
city looks out for these cans now and their
maintenance and the collection of waste
matter thrown over them. But in recognition of his useful offices Felder is allowed to post his one sheets almost any
place he pleases. During the showing
of Peaceful Valley he had posters of the
First National attraction on every garbage can, in the entrance to the court house
and town hall and right under the window
of the mayor's office.
netHere's
returns.an angle of goodwill that will
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"Penrod" at the
When Wesley Barry visited Milwaukee during the showing of First National's and this is what
Strand the management advertised for boys to take part in a prologue with him,
Wesley and the kids turned out to the delight of the Strand's audience, who greeted t with thunderous applause.
Mainteuning
nity
in all of dig^
his j~
advertising for
Universal's "No
Woman
Knows,"of
the
manager
the Blue Mouse,
Portland, Ore., hit
the
this bullseye
lobby. with

School Days
To put over the Warner Brothers'
School Days, both the Stanley Theatre,
Philadelphia, and Shea's Hippodrome,
Buffalo, used the school days revue idea
with local talented youngsters and secured
some unusual results.
The Stanley Theatre doubled its statf
of ushers and arrayed each one in kid
clothes. A miniature school house was
erected in the lobby, and during the matinee and evening performances a school
teacher stood in front of the door ringing a bell, while a half-dozen youngsters
played ring-around-rosey nearby. In the
evening the house was illuminated, and it
proved to be a veritable magnet in attracting people to the theatre.
Practically every prominent store in
Philadelphia carried a window display,
and about thirty oil paintings were
placed in hotel lobbies. In addition to a
big newspaper campaign, the Stanley
company used more than 1000 Wesley
Barry cut-outs, placing them in stores,
restaurants, etc. Dunce caps were distributed in stores, restaurants, etc.,
throughout the run. Twelve people were
used in the School Days revue.
Shea's Hippodrome started its campaign one week prior to the showing of
the picture. The theatre placed a large
blackboard on the stage, on which was
written the announcement of the coming
of the feature. Just before the feature
picture was run a young girl in gingham
crashed through the slate and sang the
song "School Days." This was carried on
in advance of the regular school days revue, and during the presentation of the
feature thousands of people swarmed to
see the local youngsters perform.

This staid old
buggy,
of
old reminiscent
times, was
used by Manager
George Rea of the
Forum, Hillsboro,
Ohio, as a ballyhoo for First National's "My Boy."
Using talented youngsters secured from the schools of Philadelphia, the Stanley put on a prologue for Warner Brothers* "School Days" that secured unusual results and went a long way toward
making this feature a hit with the kiddies of Philadelphia. It had a local touch that appealed.
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Along Neiv Lines
Ross D. Rogers, manager of the Olympic, Amarillo, Tex., has a close friend in
the chief of police in that town, and using
this friendship, he put over a good stunt
for
Home.Warner Brothers' Why Girls Leave

G. B. Adams, manager of the Palacio, Porto Alegre, Brazil, went his fellow exhibitors one better
and put out a big ballyhoo for Universal's "The Moon Riders" that made the inhabitants of that
charming country pour in his theatre to see what caused all of this unusual excitement.

The management
of the Stanley,
P h i 1 a d e 1 phia,
achieved the kid
atmosphere a 1 1
right for Warner
Brothers' "School
Days*' when they
dressed the staff
in costumes similar to those worn
by the performers
in this popular
feature. It added
a lot to the presentation.

Vesuvius in action moving around the streets of New York on a big truck was the unique
method the Audubon Theatre used to gain publicity for Fox's News Reel. It did the job to a fareyou-well, too, as a traveling volcano in action will attract attention from old or young alike anywhere.

Rogers got an old suit case and filled it
full with some of his wife's discarded
clothes, shoes, hats, etc. Also placed
within was a letter addressed to the police
station. The suit case was placed in an
alley with arrangements, made for the
chief to "find" it. On the basis of his
friendship for Manager Rogers, the chief
not only "found" the case but read the
letter which requested him to call one of
the local newspapers. As a matter of
fact, this friendly police authority called
both newspapers. The News reporter was
so enthusiastic about the chance for a big
story about why girls leave home that he
refused to let the other paper have it.
He gave it front page representation on
the Sunday issue. The other newspaper's
representative encouraged the chief with
a few cigars and got him to let him in confidential y onthe story, to which they gave
representation on the inside page. However, the competitive
daily scented
investigated
and published
a lot ofa "rat,"
dope,
kidding the other paper and the chief. In
this instance both papers set up prominently the title — "Why Girls Leave
Home" to the satisfaction of Manager
Rogers.
Local gossip took up the story, enhancing the scandal by their imaginations as
the question "Why Girls Leave Home"
gained momentum. Local preachers
caught the spirit of the gossip and for
Sunday preached on the girl question in
Amarillo. Two ministers made direct reference to the newspaper articles and the
reason why the girl in question was leaving her home.
Striking the Chord
The prologue used at the Branford Theatre, Newark, N. J., was strikingly appropriate and ingenious for The Barnstormer,
the First National attraction which was
the
week. feature picture at the house that
The scene opened in front of a back
drop showing the outside of a small tovm
theatre. Two young ladies, obviously
stranded by the unannounced departure of
the show's manager, constitute themselves
into a committee of ways and means, the
means for the ways of getting back home
being apparently hopeless.
A messenger boy hurries down the aisle
of the house, refusing to be stopped by
the usher. He has a message for the
young ladies, he shouts. It develops that
it is an offer to do an act at the Branford. While the girls retire behind stage
the messenger boy sings a solo. At the
conclusion of the song the drop is raised
revealing a stage set in translucent colors.
The girls come out in Spanish costumes
and the brief prologue finishes with a duet
and dance.
As enacted at the Branford Theatre this
number won striking favor with the audience for its impromptu atmosphere and
the ready harmony with the theme of the
feature picture.
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Clever Questionnaire
A clever questionnaire was used by the
management of the Opera House, Mansfield, Ohio, in the exploitation of Fox's
Queen of Sheba. Printed on blue cards,
4x5 in., was a series of ten questions.
A headline, "How Much Do You Know?"
inti'oduced the throwaway, the contents of
which was:
Mr. Edison says college graduates are
terribly ignorant, and in proof thereof
shows a list of 175 questions submitted to
applicants for positions. Nearly every
college graduate was unable to answer the
majority of Mr. Edison's questions.
How much do you know? Here are ten
questions which we challange the public
of Mansfield to answer:
1 — Where was the land of Sheba?
2 — Who was the famous King of history
that the Queen of Sheba visited?
3^— What method of conveyance did she
use in going to see King Solomon?
4 — Where did she get the diamonds and
jewelry that she gave to her beloved king?
5 — What costume did she wear when
she was presented at the Court of King
Solomon?
6 — What did she say to King Solomon
when she first met him?
7 — Did King Solomon wear a beard
when he kissed the Queen of Sheba?
8 — How many wives did Solomon have
when he met the Queen of Sheba?
9 — What did the Queen of Sheba wear
when she visited the royal chariot races?
10 — Why didn't Solomon marry the
girl?
Of course, these questions are bound to
make you think, and perhaps the average
citizen cannot answer them offhand; but
any reader of this card can answer each
and every one of the foregoing questions
if he or she will go to see William Fox's
super screen spectacle, Quee7i of Sheba,
which will be presented at the Opera
House for a week's engagement.
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Manager Cobe of the Central, New York, arranged a prologue for Universal's "Man to Man" that
caused considerable comment. The setting reproduced the opening scene in the picture, while the
performers, in native costume, carried out the action. It went over big.
This ship, arranged in the
lobby of the
Greind, Corsicana,
Tex., during First
National Week, is
one of the stunts
that helped give
ManagerJohn
ton
a free tripPax-to
Los Angeles as
the guest of First
National.

fm MATmLPlCTUKS
X-.,

Manager Cohn
of the R i a 1 t o ,
Brooklyn, N. Y.,
put out a ghostly
ballyhoo for Paramount's "Three
Live Ghosts"
that
made
the staid
Brooklynites do
some tall looking.

Good Prologue
Thirty feet wide and ten deep is the size of this hand-painted board Manager Wettstein put over
For Universal's Man to Man, Manager
Cobe of the Central arranged a prologue the front of the Merrill, Milwaukee, for First National's
"The Rosary." Wettstein got his idea from
the fire scene in the picture, and this sign attracted crowds
that was one of the best parts of the done.
just the same, as a real fire would have
program.
The story told by the feature opens in
the South Sea Island, and in his prologue
Manager Cobe duplicated this scene, even
down to having a South Sea Island band
and dancer. The prologue fades into the
first scene of the picture, with the singing
getting lower and lower until it finally
ceases just as that part of the picture is
finished. It made a big hit with the
Broadway audience.
Thrill Checks
When Guy Graves, of the Strand Theatre, Yonkers, N. Y., booked The Mistress
of the World, he got up thrill checks,
which were distributed by a girl throughout Yonkers Saturday afternoon. The
girl was dressed as Miss Liberty and got
rid of 15,000. Mr. Graves placed a desk
in his lobby which carried the sign,
"Thrill Check Station," and this, together
with the checks, created much favorable
comment.
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Exhibitors
The engagement of Miss Lillian
er, who was an attache of the
versal offices at Walkes-Barre,
William Groarty of Kingston, has
nounced. The wedding will take
June.

Albert Hill, formerly manager of the
Arcade, Jacksonville, Fla., has been transferred to the Lucas, Augusta, succeeding
John Evins, resigned.

J. A. Conant, formerly with Seattle Select, now division manager for Arrow,
is in Seattle this week, and was cordially
welcomed on Film Row.

Exit the Bell Theatre from the stage at
Olyphant, Pa. The place was run for
years with success but lately has not paid.
The manager will convert the first floor inand the second story into
clubto' a restaurant
rooms.

C. S. Jensen and J. G. VonHerberg are
making a tour of inspection through Montana, visiting the various theatres controlled and owned by the firm.

Keith vaudeville has been replaced by
stock and pictures at the Bijou, Chattanooga, Tenn. Stock has also gone into
the Imperial, Augusta. The Princess at
Macon is closed. These are Southern Enterprise theatres.

John A. Rugar, formerly assistant manager of the Seattle Vitagraph office, has
been transferred to Salt Lake as branch
m'anager, where he vdll succeed Mr. Black.

Carbondale, Pa., ministers are fighting
Sunday amusements and have demanded
that the Blue Laws be invoked to halt Sabbath day performances in theatres for
chari'table and church benefits.
Jack Pierce, manager of the Family
Theatre, Mahanoy City, Pa., has turned
the corner on the road to recovery after a
long -and dangerous illness. At times it
was feared he could not recover.
"Joe" Green, who was with the old Triangle offices at Philadelphia years ago, has
reappeared as the manager of the new
Grand Opera House at Sun'bury, devoted to
the screening of motion picture films.
Bert Snyder, representative of the Cosmopolitan Film Exchange, iust back from
the Seattle Shrine tour of the Orient, pre-

Fuenchold UniPa., and
been anplace in

A deal between Al Kahn manager of
Crescent-Federated of Kansas City,, and
Warner Bros., recently, provides for the
distribution of all Warner products by
Mr. Kahn in Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and
Nebraska.

J. A. McWhorter, formerly salesman and
later special representative for Associated
Exhibitors in the Atlanta territory, has
gone with R-C Pictures.

Louise Lovely will appear in person at
Jensen and VonHerberg's Strand Theatre,
Seattle, during April, presenting a dramatic sketch that has to do with photoplay
production.
Alexander Brothers, who have conducted
the Grand Opera House at Lansford, Pa.,
for many years, have acquired the Arcade
and now control the theatre facilities of
the Pennsylvania coal borough.
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R. E. Keller, formerly with Southeastern out of Atlanta, is now with RobertsonCole, traveling the Carolinas.

The Kansas City office of United Artists
will soon start to contract the big D. W.
Griffith picure. Orphans of the Storm, according to T. Y. Henry, branch manag-er.
Karry Terry, western superintendent of
Loew's,
his first
visittwoto
Seattle, Inc.,
whereis hepaying
will spend
about
weeks,
with
headquarters
at
the
PalaceHip.
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President Arthur S. Kane of Associated
Exhibitors has just announced the appointment of A. R. Nininger to have
chargetant of
Associated
branch offices in Exhibitors'
Atlanta, Ga.imporMr.
Nininger is equipped for the duties of
his new
post by twenty-two
ful erperience
in theatricalyears'
and successmotion
picture work. The first ten years, beginning in 1900, were devoted to service
for various dramatic and opera companies. In 1910 Mr. Nininger entered the
picture industry, and for a time operated
theatres for Campbell & Winch, with
headquarters in El Paso, Tex. Later he
went to San Antonio, where he opened
the Wigwam Theatre for the same firm.
In 1912 Mr. Nininger went to Georgia
and for two years operated theatres in
that
State. end
Mr. ofNininger's
workbegan
in thein
distributing
the business
1914, when he became a salesman for the
Pathe Exchange, Inc. After two and a
half years with that company, he served
successively two years with Vitagraph
and one season with Fox, joining then
the Consolidated Film Co. in the handling
of Universal Pictures. He remained with
that firm until his appointment to the
Atlanta office of Associated Exhibitors.
diets that the film business has a very
promising outlook in China and Japan
in the near future.
The Washington Theatre, Seattle, W. B.
Ackles, manager, has closed with the expiration of the lease. It is hoped that Mr.
Ackles will reopen in a new location later,
as
he is a pioneer in the business in Seattle.

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT
ROLL

Alfred Gottesheim, owner and manager
of the new Strand Theatre at Shenandoah,
Pa., has been notified that he is one of the
winners of the First National competition
and is scheduled for a trip to the coast
studios as a prize.
Fred Martin, former manager of Southeastern's Charlotte office, which was recently taken over by Arthur C. Bromberg
Attractions, it is understood will manage
the Atlanta branch of Second National
Pictures, soon to open.
"Rube" Melchor has been placed in
charge of the Northern Kansas territory
for Pathe, while Jack Springer, who has
been covering Northern Kansas, has been
transferred to Northern Missouri, succeeding Larry Dunn, who resigned.
The Orpheum Theatre, at White Haven,
Pa., is doing so well among the thousands
of patients at the tuberculosis sanitoria
that it is building an addition and is making other improvements. The interior will
be decorated and new carpets laid.
Motion pictures and vaudeville have been
added to the program of the Gayety Theatre, Kansas City, a burlesque house. Instead of 2.15 o'clock, the theatre now will
open
its
doors at 12.30 o'clock and operate
a continuous
o'clock
at night. performance until 10.30
Work has been started to remodel and
enlarge the Poll Theatre at West Hazleton. Pa., which has been purchased by West
Hazleton men from Mrs. Ann Carr. The
playhouse is to be opened in a few weeks.

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE
CV^M

rOLDED

=
KETS—
10—
AVENUE
N. ASHLAND
352CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS
best for the leastTIC
money
quickest delivery
correctness guaranteed
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connection with the Poli interIt hasests ofno
national fame.
Robert Withers and Y. Donnell have
joined the sales force of the Enterprise
City ofdistributing Corporation's Kansas
fice. Mr. Donnell formerly was with Vitacomes from Peawhile Mr. s,Withers
graph,cock
Production Inc., having formerly
been affiliated with Enterprise.

inSchool Days has been booked for an thedefinite run at the Liberty and Doric ,
atres, Kansas City, by Samuel Harding
managing director. Mr. Harding is plancamning one of the largest advertising
paigns in years on School Days, which will
begin at the Liberty in the near future.
An exploitation department, solely for
the aid of exhibitors, has been established
at the Universal Kansas City office by C.
The new deCalvert, branch manager.
rs
partment will be thrown open to exhibitonce
attenda
ing
increas
in
and unlimited aid
through effective publicity will be offered.
The Princess Theatre; Hartford, Conn.,
recently taken over by.Kellgher & Hoffman,
ed, at an estihas been compleiely renovat
mated cost of about $50,000 and is again
s. Henry
open, playing to good busines
Needles, formerly manager of a house m
Ba-yonn.e, N. J., is manager of the
Princess

secLawrence E. Goldman, counsel and
retary of the M. P. T. 0. Missouri, has
of the Managers
been appointed counsel idated
Circuit, a
and Performers Consol
lle circuit. This
large small time vaudeviinterfe
re with the
work will in no way
doing for the
is
he
work
worthy
praise
Missouri exhibitors.
The engagement of Miss Dorothy Price,
a Theaat the Victori
for years Pa.,
organistShamok
and now musician
in,
tre at
Ludlow
and
,
theatre
for a Newark, N. J.,
Martin, New York City electrical engineer,
Miss Price's parents
has been announced.
the ceremony
reside at Shamokin, where
will be consummated in June.
The M. P. T. 0. Missouri has liberally
offered co-operation with the Missouri Suna suction in making Various
day School AssociaSchool
Week.
cess of Sunday
films, dealing with outdoor life and Sunday
be shown by exschool organization, will
hibitors, inaddition to several special films
of the Sunday school organization.

James M. White, manager of the Kansas
ordered to reCity Fox office, has been
port to the home office in New York. As
will be Mr.
to just what his "assignment"
White does not know. He will be succeedOklaed by Bert Edwards, manager of ythea saleshoma City Fox office and formerl
man out of the Kansas City office.
Shenandoah, Pa., is now a closed town.
For a time Sunday shows were allowed
but the ministers succeeded in closing
them. Then the churches not so narrow m
a dispensuch matters managed to secureThis
device
sation for special benefits.
to overcome public sentiment has failed
and the lid is clamped on closely once
more.
May 1 has been set for the opening of
at Nantithe new $125,000 State Theatre,
the owners.
coke. Connolly & Quigley are before
this
Several dates had been set
d pi-oghampere
en delays
unforese
but
time
ress so that the work could not be finished
. The theatre sets new standas planned
ards in Nanticoke for general theatrical
standards.
G. L. Stiles, formerly connected with
Paramount, now is with the Kansas City
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office of R-C Pictures Corporation, covering Northern Kansas, where he has a wide
acquaintance. Charles Rogers, general
manager of distribution for R-C Pictures
into" the Kansas
incidentallylast"dropped
week for a visit with Roy E.
City office
,
Churchill branch manager.

Frank Bayer of Bayer Brothers, owners
of the Grand Opera House at Lehighton,
the
Pa., has announced he has given wnto the
Ochs Construction Co. of Allento
new $150,000 playwork of erecting the
house that will be erected in the Carbon
seat 1500 persons
will
theatre
town. The
picand will be adapted to handle motion
tures, vaudeville, road shows and concerts.
The Richards and Flynn Film Exchange,
Kansas City, has acquired the distribution
rights in the Kansas City territory of Ten
Nights in the Bar Room, the new Arrow
production, at what is said to have been a
record price. The picture is ready for
immediate release, according to Mr. Flynn,
and an extensive exploitation campaign
will be launched within the next few days.
Greater Features, Inc., plans to open an
condioffice in Butte, Mont., soon. Film
tions are improving rapidly throughout
Montana, due to the reopening of the
mines, and the new office will have charge
over the entire state. L. M. Waldron, who
has been with the company for four years,
will be manager of the Butte office. J. T.is
Sheffield, of Seattle Greater Features,
in Salt Lake on business.

Due to his wife's ill health Harry
manager of Select's Kansas City
Cohen,
office, resigned last week and will go to
California. Mr. Cohen came to Kansas
City from California about six months ago,
having formerly managed the Selznick office in Los Angeles. Mr. Cohen's successor
has not yet been named. Mr. Cohen has
upon his .future business connot decided
nections in California

The Seattle Arrow Film Corporation,
2-reel Sherwhich is handling the fifteen
lock Holmes features for the Northwest
tie-up
territory, is planning an extensive
Arthur Conan Doyle
campaign, when Sir tour,
which will open
starts on his lecture
in New York shortly. The local Arrow
has also put out a classy little booklet concerning Ten Nights in -a Bar Room which
is making a hit with the trade.
The Linwood Th'eatre. Kansas City, has
been sold to the Capitol Enterprises and
improvements costing $50,000 will be put
in this summer. The Capitol Enterprises
is the new $1,000,000 company organized
recently by Samuel Harding of the Liberty and" Doric theatres, Kansas City. The
Linwood is the first of a string of theatres
in Missouri. Kansas and Oklahoma that
the new company expects to buy.

Not since General Pershin?. Marshal
Foch. et al, were in Kansas Citv during
t>iD American T e<Tion convention has such
enthusiasm been evident as was displayed
nnon the arrival of ¥/esley Barry in
Kfnsas Citv recently. The vouthful star
appearance in his onewill make nersonal
act monoloeue at the Newman Theatre,
meet Kansas City juvenile golf stars on
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the links and attend a banquet in his honor
to be given by Boy Scouts.
Mrs. Louis Kalbfield, of Palatka, Fla.,
live-wire
herself (with her husband), a Governor
exhibitor, has been named by Florida
the
of
member
Hardee as the third
Board of Review, which was created nearwho is the
Mrs. Kalbfield,
ago. Kalbfield,
wifely a year
of Louis
has been actively
for
business
affiliated with the amusement
Tallahassee
of
Daffin
E.
C.
years.
many Miss Rich of Jacksonville, are the
and
other members of the Board, which merely
works in collaboration with the National
Board of Review and is not expected to
impose drastic regulations.

The Chamberlain Amusement Enterprises, Inc., with headquarters at Shamokin, Pa., and operating theatres there and
at Mount Carmel, Tamaqua, Bloomsburg,
Lewistown and other cities in Pennsylvania, gave the contract this month for the
erection of a $250,000 playhouse to be located at Maple and Third streets, Mount
Carmel, Pa. As is the case with most of
the Chamberlain Theatres, it will take the
name of the Victoria. The new playhouse
will seat 1300 persons and will be finished
September 1. Offices and apartments will
be included in the scheme of construction.
The city's emergency fund of Hartford,
Conn., will be enriched by receipts of the
Poll's Capitol Theatre. Special tickets for
the Capitol Theatre were placed in circulation for the benefit of the emergency unthe speat a meeting of Through
employmentonfund, entertainment.
cial committee
the courtesy of J. F. Clancy, manager of
of seats was of$250 worth
the Capitol,
fered the committee,
the proceeds of which
are to be applied 'in emergency work at
the city hospital, St. Francis hospital, or
These tickets are "tax
home.
Old People's
free"
and good
for any regular performance before May 31. A report was made
that $127 was realized from the sale of
tickets to the Palace Theatre in spite of
notice — a
of only
the handicap
result
which was
felt a toweek's
be gratifying.
With the extension of time given at the
Capitol Theatre it is anticipated that the,
entire amount will be disposed of.

Lukan, forThe appointment of L. 0.
merly Northwest manager for Associated
First National in Seattle, as Western manager over. eleven states, including, Washington, Oregon, Montana, California, IdaColorado,
Nevada,
Utah,
ho, Wyoming
is taken as a
Mexico,
and New
Arizona
importance of the
of thein growing
sign
film business, as well as a
Northwest
personal tribute to Mr. Lukan. Heretofore
posts as important as the one to which Mr.
Lukan has just been appointed have gone
uniformly to California. His appointment
came during a conference of managers held
in Chicago, where it developed that Mr.
Lukan's district led the United States in
e of business during First Napercentag
tional week, Feb. 18 to 25 ; and Seattle was
named as his headquarters. Mr. Lukan is
tended Seattle public schools and engaged
in the newspaper business here for a time.
G. G. Maxey, booker and sales manager
with First National for four years, will
succeed Mr. Lukan as Northwest manager.
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Republic

a

Magnificent
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Number 21

Edifice

Located in the Heart of Brooklyn Embodying the Latest
in Theatre Construction It Is Equipped with
Power^s-Projectors

and Has Seating Capacity

The owners of the Republic Theatre, Grand and Keap streets,
Brooklyn, N. Y., in their opening announcement, said, "In giving
to the people of Brooklyn this magnificent vaudeville and photoplay amusement center, we anticipate appeasing a long-felt
want. This section of Greater New York is worthy of the
best and to that end we offer — ^^The Republic Theatre.
"It is our belief that this temple of amusement is not only the
most beautiful in Brooklyn, but ranks favorably with the leading theatres of the world. In architectural elegance and design it is well nigh perfect. The Republic is absolutely fireproof,
containing as much steel as a United States battleship. The
luxuriousness of the interior was designed for your comfort and
convenience. Each of the three thousand five hundred spacious
seats offers a clear vision and hearing, ensuring three hours of
wholesome enjoyment."
The owners of the Republic are the Small Theatrical Corporation, J.Henry Small president and William Small treasurer,
and if there are any who question their own statement or believe
that what now follows is overpraise, let them run over to the
City of Churches and Motion Picture Theatres and see this
splendid theatre for themselves.
The Republic is situated on the large plot which faces the
Grand Street Extension, Brooklyn's fine new Boulevard which
in a few short blocks from this theatre leads directly into the
great Williamsburg Bridge Plaza. This is a section destined to
be one of the greatest in the whole metropolitan district and the
Small Theatrical Corporation has shown unusual foresight and
enterprise in giving to this locality a motion picture theatre
which will not be surpassed for many years to come.
Facing Grand Street Extension, with two sides on Keap and
South Fifth streets, with the rear facing Grand Street, the
Republic is exceptionally situated with reference to its entrance
and exits, and as it is absolutely fireproof, may be regarded as
one of the safest theatres in this country. Valued with the
ground upon which it stands at over one million dollars, the
uttermost care was given to the design and construction by
placing both under the supervision of the noted architect, Eugene De Rosa, who also planned such well-known theatres as
the Times Square, Apollo, Klaw, Coliseum and Franklyn, located
in New York City.
The exterior of the Republic is brick and terra cotta and
measures about 122 feet on Grand Street, 74 feet on Grand
Street Extension and has a depth of over 150 feet. The main
entrance is a circular lobby which opens into the orchestra
promenade and from which stairs lead to the mezzanine floor.
The stairs are marble and match the exquisite balustrade of the
well hole on the mezzanine floor. The wainscoting is of a similar
material, and as the Adams style was adopted by the architect,
combining warm grays, ivory finish with silks of deep red, the
entire effect is particularly rich and substantial. On the mezzanine floor are located the ladies' and gentlemen's retiring rooms,
which are also thoroughly modern, well equipped and attractively
furnished. The balcony leading from this floor seats about fif-

of 3500

teen hundred and has been given the same careful attention
which the house as a whole has received.
The policy of the house is independent booking — six firstclass acts — combined with noted feature plays. Mr. Sigmund S.
Solomon, manager, combs the amusement world for the best
theatrical talent, and this with the excellent photoplays selected
has already gained for the Republic an enviable reputation.
The stage has a proscenium opening measuring 48 feet wide,
27 high and 30 deep from the curtain line. The curtain is of
heavy red velvet with the valances richly decorated with gold
ornaments appliqued. The orchestra pit is 50 feet wide and 14
deep, and the Republic has one of the best orchestras in Brooklyn, under the capable direction of Mr. Con. Denni. This theatre
is also equipped with a Moller organ.
The screen is the Raven "Haftone," which is used by the
Capitol Theatre and other famous motion picture houses. The

The Republic Theatre, Brooklyn
projection
room, sometimes
heart ofhasthebeen
house,"
too
often slighted
by ownerscalled
and "the
architects,
kept and
up
to the standard set for the Republic in other parts of the house.
It is well lighted, large, properly ventilated and equipped with
a well furnished, modern washroom. The G. E. generator set is
safely and conveniently .located in an adjoining room. The
Republic has a battery of three Power's 6B Type "E" Projectors

Interior views of the Republic Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., equip ped with latest model G-E High Intensity Power's Projectors
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OPEN-AIR
exhibitors:
Start Your Show an Hour Earlier Than on Any
Other Screen
Run 2 shows a night in mid-summer by using
THE MAGIC CRYSTAL SCREEN
No Eyestrain — No Fading — No Distortion from first or last
row, middle or side seats, straight or angle throw.
Stands any guaranteed.
weather. Dust it or wash it — Brilliancy remains.
Durability
Mr. S. Levoy, Manager of B. P. Keith's Hailem Opera House,
says: and
"We have
havefound
had itthesatisfactory
Magic Crystal
Screenway.
for Itthenotpastonly2
years
in every
stands up as to usage, but shows a wo^iderfully clear picture."
40% — 60% Current saving guaranteed
Order your screen now.'
THE MAGIC CRYSTAL SCREEN CO., Inc.
500 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Phone : Longacie 8328 and 8329

Beautify Your Lobbies with Art
Stone Furniture.
Durable
Fireproof
Attractive
Comfortable
Catalogue "G"
Size 48" long, 18" wide, 17" high
on Request
Practical as Well as Ornamental
Architectural Decorating Co.
Plain and Ornamental Plasterinng Contractors
1600' 1 608' 16 10 SOUTH JEFFcRSON ST.
Chicago,

Illinois.
SMotion
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RAVEN
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TRANSVERTER (double arc type), furnishes two perfect arcs in series simultaneously, each of the same amperage
and light value — and in striking the second arc the one showing is not disturbed
in the slightest degree. This gives a perfect dissolve.
And, throughout the whole operation
the automatic voltage control maintains
constant amperage without the use of
wasteful resistance, which, of course,
means less heat in the booth and less
maintenance and operating cost than any
other device.
These are but a few of many TransVerteR features that contribute to the
successful operation of motion picture
theaters.
TRANSVERTER automatic voltage control maintains a constant amperage and
steady arc without the use of a wasteful
resistance.
Literature sent upon request.
The

Let
RAVEN
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Tell

SCREEN

You

Why

CORPORATION

One Sixty-Five Broadway

New York

Picture Industry

Hertner

Electric

1908 W. 112th St.
Cleveland, Ohio

Co.
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William Small,
Eugene de Rosa,
Sigmund S. Solomon,
J. Henry Small,
Executive Director
Architect
Manager
Builder

equipped with the Power's G. E. High Intensity Arc Lamps.
Mitchell Pliskin is chief projectionist, and the Power's G. E.
High Intensity Arc Lamps have been in regular daily use since
the house opened last October. This lamp ha-s been recognized
as one of the greatest improvements made in motion picture
projection for many years, and as its initial cost is much higher
than the lamps generally in use, its adoption by the Small Theatrical Corporation is further evidence of the progressive and
liberal policy of this company. Lest there be any question arise
hereafter, let it be noted here and now that the Republic was
one of the first theatres in this country to adopt the High Intensity Are Lamp. The owners of the Republic have shown courage
and good judgment and have been amply rewarded. It has been
said that the world makes a beaten path to the door of the man
who does something better, and the Republic is one of the most
popular
and successful
theatres in the great metropolitan district of New
York.

ferred to. In the seven years he has been v^ath the company he
has given a full measure of loyalty and efficiency, combined with
an excellence of judgment which has been of great assistance
to us. Although Mr. Burns has been vdth the Nicholas Power
Company since 1915, he has not been as prominent as some members of our staff. His position, however, has been an important
one, and his election to the secretaryship of the company is simply a well-deserved recognition of the work he has done."
Mr. Burns, who has been cashier of the Nicholas Power Company since 1915, spends most of the business hours at 90 Gold
Street, and for that reason is not as well known as many others
connected with the film industry, who have not been in the business as long as he has. He is not by any means entirely unknown, as he has been a member of the Power's party at many
of the most important social occasions of the motion picture industry during the past seven years. Mr. Burns is of Scotch
ancestry, was born in New York City, resides in Jersey City,
was formerly a member of the New York State Militia, and
served on the Mexican border with the Seventh Regiment.

Burns
Now
Secretary
Directors of Nicholas Power Co. Promote Him in
Recognition of His Work as Cashier
S. R. Burns has been elected an officer of the Nicholas Power
Company, and Edward Earl, president of the company, in making the announcement, says: "At the annual meeting of the

of seventy-five muorchestradirected
Theatre theatres,
the Capitol
At Detroit,
sicians recruited
from various
by Edward
Werner, is making Sunday symphony concerts a regular feature.

INSPECT

THE

Simplified System of Account
for Motion Picture Theatres
at any of the following offices:
Standard Film Service Co.,
217 Sloan Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Standard Film Service Co.,
Film Bldg., Elizabeth and John R. Sts.,
Detroit
Standard Film Service Co.,
Film Exchange, Pioneer
and B'way,
Cincinnati,
O.
Federated Film Exchange Co.,
1018 Forbes St., Pitteburgh, Pa.
ILLINOIS, INDIANA AND WISCONSIN
Celebrated Players Film Corporation,
810 South Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Celebrated Players Film Corporation,
408 Toy Building, Milwaukee, Wis.
stockholders of the Nicholas Power Company, held on April 4,
1922, Mr. S. R. Burns was elected a director of the company, and
secat a subsequent meeting held the same day, he wasandelected
officer of
retary. In the many years I have been a director
corporations, no promotion has given me gi-eater pleasure
various
than the election of Mr. S. R. Burns to the position already re»

To

Inspect a System Is to Buy
EASY OF OPERATION
SAFEGUARDS YOUR BUSINESS
PREVENTS LEAKS
SAVES WORRY
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Shopping

APPARATUS

Screen

Bass Cuts the Price.
200 ft. new Universal with automatic
dissolving shutter, with Universal
tripod, panoram and tilting top, at
$488.00. Price without tripod,
$399.00.
Close-out
famous 400
ft. LibertyWar
Modelon Universal,
complete
with
carrying cases, magazines and
lenses, $255.00.
Universal Panoram and tilting top
tripod, $89.00.
Everything in motion picture equipment.
Write or wire your order.
BASS
CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. St.,
7 Chicago, III.
109 No. Dearborn

for the

at the

Right

Right

Price

Two things are essential in offering screens to discriminating theatre owners:
Price, which must be within reach.
Performance, which must be perfect.
Da-Lite Screens meet these requirements in every
theatre regardless of conditions.

* iri Screetv

Simplex Sun-light Arc High Intensity Projection Lamp is a perfected
product, tested by severe practical

jBssal

usage. It is sufficient to say that it's
"A Sun-Light Arc Product"

922 West Monroe Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

Sun-Light Arc Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York

Handled by the Live Dealers

TICKETS

An Equipment Service
The information on these pages is published weeks
ahead of other publications.

^

>W£lJDON A¥lLLiANS
a LICK,
FORT SMITH, ARK..
ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS • KNOWN THE WORLD OVER.

THEATRE

Why the Brenkert Brenopticon "Model F" is the
most useful equipment that has been offered to
theatres in Idte years.
It dissolves projection of lantern slides and stage effects
or simultaneously projects both
Skillful Design— Rigid Construction— Powerful in Projection
BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO., Inc., Detroit, Mich,

Ten

TWO ONE
COLOR
SEAT.
P^^
BOOK STRI
HANDRKERVED

C.

SPECIALISTS

HOWARD

ovIi'r'jIoo^heatres

CRANE,

Architect

ELMER
DETROIT

Thousand

GEORGE KIEHLER, Associate
CYRIL E. SCHLEY
CLEVELAND
CHICAGO
WINDSOR. ONTARIO

Dollars

Reward

will be paid to any person who can prove that B. F. Porter did not sell and install Simplex
Machines in the Capitol Theatre at 51st Street and Broadway, New York City.
B. F. PORTER,

729

7th Ave.,

New

York

Insure your picture's final merit by protecting it in the
DEVELOPING
AND
PRINTING
STAGES
In this last step EVANS'
EVANS FILM MFG. CO.,

SERVICE

and reputation are your best assurance for complete satisfaction.
Telephone:
416-24 West 216th St., New York
Wadsworth 3443-3444

City
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PROJECTION

The

Transverter

Its Uses and Operation and Importance to Good
Projection Discussed
By HOWARD

McLELLAN

Note. — The writer recently enjoyed a trip through the Hertner factory, in Cleveland, as the guest of John Hertner and
D. C. Cookingham, and this series of articles is the result of
that excursion. It is one of the finest plants in the country.
IN all motion picture houses it is necessary to use equipment of some kind that will make the electric current
supplied by the local power company usable in the projection arc.
If the power supplied is direct current, the equipment may
be only a rheostat which will absorb and dissipate in the form
of heat all the electric energy taken from the line in excess
of that required to maintain the arc. If the supply is alter, nating current, the equipment may be a rheostat for this same
purpose, or a choke coil or transformer for reducing the AC
voltage to that used in the AC arc: Or, it may be a mercury
arc rectifier or a rotary converter, either of which changes
alternating current to a direct current of no more constant
voltage than that of the power line; or the equipment may be
a motor generator to operate from either AC or DC to secure
either direct current of lower constant voltage or direct current at constant amperes which is still better, more suitable
and economical for use in the projection arc than direct current at constant voltage.
An AC arc is noisy and gives an unsatisfactory quality and
quantity of light for projection purposes. For this reason
the DC arc is in almost universal use in all modern theatres.
Houses that were using alternating current in the arc are
discontinuing it and adopting direct current, the former
being used only in event of emergency. In fact, many of our
most modern theatres will not even tolerate alternating current for emergency purposes, preferring instead to provide
themselves with duplicate generating equipment.
Being familiar with the fundamental operating characteristics of an electric arc, one can readily understand why direct current at constant amperes is more economical and suitable in every respect for a projection arc than direct current
at constant voltage, also why it is necessary to use some form
of rheostat as a ballast with the latter and not with the
former. Let us, therefore, consider the operating characteristics of an electric arc.

Rg. Z
Fig 4
Let it be understood that an arc lamp is not an electric arc.
The lamp (Fig. 1) is merely the mechanical mechanism for
holding and adjusting the carbons to proper position with reference to the lenses, the whole being enclosed in a metal
casing. However, with this mechanism and a suitable supply of electricity, we can get an electric arc between the carbons (Fig. 4), and it is the characteristics of this electric arc
that we will consider.
First, it is well to know that there are three indispensables
to the maintaining of an electric arc, namely, amperes, voltage and resistance.
The number of amperes used in the arc determines to a
large extent the amount of light we will get from it.
The voltage is the electric pressure required to force the
amperes across the space or gap (Fig. 2) between the carbons of the lamp. This same gap, with its electric arc gases,
is the resistance (see Fig. 4).
Having our lamp mechanism and a supply of electric current, we must first bring the carbons into contact with each
other (Fig. 3) in order to complete the electric circuit and
start current flowing. Then when we separate the carbons

we will get between them an electric arc which consists of
highly heated particles of carbon and incandescent gases between the ends of the carbons. The greater the distance of
separation between the carbons, the greater will be the ohmic
resistance of this gap to the flow of amperes; therefore, more
and more voltage is required to overcome this resistance and
maintain the flow of amperes across this gap. Now, with
carbons in contact (Fig. 3), as we have them when first
making the circuit, we have what is termed a short circuit,
i.e., a circuit of practically no resistance, requiring only a very
low voltage, but as we separate the carbons, more and more
volts are required for maintaining the flow of current. And
finally, with lamp carbons separated to what is termed a
normal arc length, we find approximately 55 volts being used
in a 50 ampere arc. This 55 volts times the 50 amperes
equals 2750 watts, which is the amount of electric energy
used in such an arc.
The Electric Current Supply
However, in using direct current at any constant voltage,
the voltage must be somewhat higher than the 55 volts required in the arc. This, in order that some form of rheostat
may be used as a ballast to stabilize the arc, at least to the
; Dflllait Ifoiblooce
Gtrtfr ilor J

R95
extent
of preventing
an or
excessive
flow of amperes
the
arc length
is decreased
short circuited.
In fact,w"hen
without
a ballast, a constant voltage source of current would very
promptly blow a fuse. A slight increase in the arc length
above normal will cause a gradual decrease in the amperes
before the arc breaks entirely. The higher such constant
voltage above the 55 volts required in the arc, the greater
will be the power bill, until at 110 volts we must pay for
twice as much energy as we are getting the benefit of in the
form of light from the arc. The higher this voltage, however, the more stable the operation of the arc and the easier
it will be to get two arcs simultaneously for dissolving the
pictures, if the current is taken from equipment limited in
capacity near to our needs. This, because the two arcs would
necessarily be connected in parallel, and when we have parallel
paths for current the lowest resistance path takes most or
all of the current, depending on the relationship of the resistance of one ai'c circuit to that of the other and on the ability
of the equipment used to maintain its voltage constant.
As an example, suppose we must use a 50 ampere arc for
our projection .requirements and compare results to be obtained from both a 55 ampere 75 volt outfit and from a 55
ampere 110 volt outfit.
Fig. 5 shows the 50 ampere 75 volt capacity outfit connected to a paralleled two-lamp circuit. Assuming we have
lamp No. 1 in use with 50 amperes and a normal 55 volt arc
length, the total resistance of this circuit is 75/50, vvhich
equals 1.5 ohms. The voltage of the arc is 55, leaving 75
less 55, or 20 volts to be lost in the ballast, and with 50
amperes a ballast resistance of 20/50 or 0.4 ohm is required.
Now, if we bring the carbons of lamp No. 2 together, as we
must to start the second arc, we will be placing the 0.4 ohm
resistance of its ballast in parallel with the 1.5 ohm resistance of lamp No. 1, with the result that with a 75 volt line
the 0.4 ohm circuit attempts to take 187.5 amperes which,
added to the 50 in lamp No. 1, makes 237.5 amperes, which
at 75 volts is a 17.8 K.W. load, which is a 350 per cent overload on the 3.75 K.W. machine. At such an overload, this
equipment cannot maintain its voltage constant, i.e., the voltage will decrease, with the result that the amperes and the
light from lamp No. 1 will decrease to such an extent that
it may go out entirely.
Fig. 6 again shows a paralleled two lamp circuit, and while
the current supplied in this is also from a 50 ampere capacity
generator,
is at 110
volts.
The using
machine's
is 5.5
K.W.,
and it
assuming
again
we are
lamp capacity
No. 1 with
50
amperes and carrying the normal 55 volts arc length, the
voltage to be lost in the ballast is 110 less 55, or 55, and
with 50 amperes flowing, the required ballast resistance is
55/50 or 1.1 ohm, but the total resistance is 110/50 or 2.2
ohms.
Now, when we bring together the carbons of lamp
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No. 2 we will have paralleled a 1.1 ohm of ballast with, the
2.2 ohms resistance of No. 1 lamp circuit, with the result
that we get 110/1.1 or 100 amperes in lamp No. 2 circuit.
This, with the 50 amperes used in the other lamp, makes a
total of 1.50 at 110 volts or 16.5 K.W., which, on the 5.5 K.W.
machine, is only a 200 per cent overload. As this overload is
much smaller than before, this machine will not only come
nearer to maintaining its voltage constant, but there is less
necessity for its doing so, because the 1.1 ohms of ballast
used in this case has a much greater stabilizing effect than
the 0.4 ohm ballast used with the low voltage machine.
I Bollosl Keiistaixe

« I
Oencri tor 11
1 f\T\

; QaUost Rciislflnce 1,1 otims

vS^ Total Resistai« 2.2 ohms

REVIEW

Volts
70
65
r

60
50

1

55

Amperes
through
20
30 Arc40

Fig.a.
50
60
it results in increased cost for power with no possibility
of
getting ideal results at the arcs. To overcome these difficulties and at the same time be able to get from one machine
simultaneously two such arcs of equal amperes and light
value, the arcs must be connected in series and we must use
a constant current machine. With this equipment only the
desired results can be accomplished. There is no power waste
in ballast — power bills are therefore reduced to a minimum.
Being in series, the amperes in both arcs are identical and in
dissolving there is no change in light intensity. The source,
being a constant current machine, the amperes and light do
not decrease if the arc length increases from 55 to 60 or even
70 volts, so that the arc is not lost or even noticeably changed.
The Transverter, elsewhere advertised in this issue, and a description of which follows, is such a machine. In fact, it is
the pioneer in this class of equipment. The first units were
sold and installed in theatres in 1915, and from all reports
these early machines as well as the later ones are giving
their users entire satisfaction. Therefore, a detailed description of the Transverter, with the latest improvement made in
it, should prove of interest to our readers.
The Transverter
The AC to DC Transverter is a vertical ball bearing motor
generator consisting of an interpole direct current generator
above and directly connected to a squirrel cage induction motor
below.
The vertical
lendsprojection
itself well
to where
the u'sually
narrow confines
of thedesign
average
room,
most

4

Lomp /So Z
tion. This is not a convenient, but with many MG sets of
that type is a necessary arrangement where such low voltage supply is used with parallel arcs.
The figures given above with reference to constant voltage
generators supplying current to motion picture arcs, will apply
to any constant voltage source of direct current whether that
source be a mercury arc rectifier or a rotary converter.
The cut. Fig. 8, shows how the current varies with arc
length on the various types of equipment. The voltage of the
arc is shown in the vertical column of figures on the left
marked "volts," the arc current is denoted above, marked
"amperes."
will 50
be amperes.
noted that Above
the lines
cross
at the
point 55 voltsIt and
this,alli.e.,
at higher
volts or greater arc length, curve No. 1 leads rapidly to the
left, indicating fast decreasing current. This corresponds to
the performance of the 75 volt machine. Curve No. 2 is more
nearly vertical and shows that on the 110 volt machine the
reguJation is much better, while curve No. 3 approaches
closely the vertical line which represents constant current.
Curve No. 4, that of the Transverter, shows a slight current
climb with increasing voltage, less, however, than the drop
when using the 220 constant voltage generator.
Comparative power costs under the conditions shown are
illustrated by the relative heights of the blocks, Fig. 9. No. 1
is that corresponding to the 75 volt machine, No. 2 the 110
volt machine. No. 3 the Transverter, No. 4 the 220 volt machine if a motor generator, and No. 5 the 220 volts if taken
directly from a 220 volt D.C. supply line.
While we see that increasing the voltage of such constant
voltage machines tends to improve the stability of the arcs.

Number 21

Direct Current 5upi%_for R2)£d[on

10
Carrying the illustration one point further. Suppose the
voltage of the generators were 220, calculating in the same
manner with a 50 ampere arc the capacity of the machine
will be 11 K.W., the rheostat required would have a voltage
drop of 220 less 55 or 165 and a consequent resistance of
165/50 or 3.3 ohms.
On starting the second arc it would take 220/3.3 or 67
amperes, a total for the two arcs of 67 plus 50 or 117 amperes
and an overload of 134 per cent.
However, when the parallel system of arc operation is used,
the usual practice is to have generator voltage about 80 to 85
volts. Then in order to minimize the overload and its disturbing effect when striking an arc, an adjustable high resistance ballast is provided for each lamp circuit, as shown
in Fig. 7. The entire resistance of the rheostat to be in the
circuit when striking an arc, after which the operator must either
make adjustment of the resistance or with a switch, connected
as shown on lamp No. 2, Fig. 7, short-circuit the greater portion of it, in order to get the amperes required for projec-

Volume 11.

'MoYolt

Z
I
3
& A
JsVolt

.D.C \

:m.g.
M.C.
^iioVolt
: Set
'.Line .
ConPARATIVE: Ft)WER, C05T OF PrODUCIMG
A 50 AnPEKE DIR.ECT CUR-RE/IT Ai^C
.Set
YMG. ^
Set
Fig. 9. This because the floor space
of these machines are installed.
required comprises a circle only of about 19 in. to 21 in. in
diameter, depending on the capacity of the machine. Such
construction involves no change or adaptation of design, as
the machine is built and intended for this purpose alone and
is not in any respect a modification of power apparatus.
The height and weight of the Transverter also varies with
its capacity, the limits being from 33 in. to 45 in. and in
weight 500 to 1500 lb.
{To be continued)
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New

and theatre to be erected at 146 West
Fifty-seventh Street, to cost $1,200,000.
WICHITA, KAN.— The Miller is exmonth. pected to open the latter part of this

Theatres

BROOKLYN, N. Y.— Gold Fleet Corporation have revised plans for theatre to be
erected at De Kalb Avenue and Fleet
Street.

GREAT BEND, KAN.— W. H. Weber
will remodel and redecorate the Echo.
MARSHALL, TEXAS.— The Queen has
been reopened under management of Mrs.
Fred A. Alexander.

WASHINGTON, D. C— Architect G.
Oakley Totten, Jr., is preparing plans for
nine-story office and theatre building to
cost $2,500,000.
Location and owner's
name
withheld.

PEARSALL, TEXAS.— John W. Lewis
will open an airdome on Colorado Street.
PIONEER, TEXAS.— Sam Wade has
opened his Majestic.
SIOUX CITY, IOWA.— The Soo will be
opened about the middle of next month.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.— Star Theatre
Company to build at a cost of $500,000 on
Euclid Avenue and East Eighteenth Street.
POPLAR BLUFF, ARK.— Criterion
Building will be remodeled into large theatre seating 1,800.

CHURDAN, IOWA.— Burgan & Peterson have reopened the theatre.

FAIRMONT, W. VA.— Plans for ClarkLinn Realty Company's theatre are being
prepared by Architects Jones and Nuzum.
It will cost $100,000.

DAVENPORT, IOWA. — The Blank
Amusement Company is redecorating the
Casino.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Joseph F. Willard will build on corner of Fortieth and
Filbert Streets at an estimated cost of
$150,000.
CINCINNATI, OHIO. — Aragon Number Three and Aragon Number Four will
be remodeled and seating capacity increased. Rendigs, Panzer and Martin are
the architects.
BORDENTOWN, N. J.— Wallace E.
Chase wall build at a cost of $125,000, to
be opened Labor Day.
NEW YORK, N. Y.— <Plans have been
filed by Robert E. Simon, owner, for studio
I CAMERAMEN. ATTENTION III
1
DEVELOPING, PRINTING,
i ART and HAND LETTERED TITLES.
1
QUALITY and PRICES RIGHT.
1
ARTFILM PRODUCTIONS.
I Fine Arts Building, Rochester, N. Y.

i
1
1
|
f
|
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1 Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, |
I sold and exchanged. Portable lights for |
I sale and for rent. Keep us advised of |
1 your wants. Ruby Camera
Exchange, |
1 727 Seventh Ave., New York City. |
^mnRiiiiuiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiniiiiiiiDiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiniiiiitiiiiM imniiiniiftiiiiini iiiiii"
Begin Right with the
New Theatre
Invest $10.00 in a Simplified
System of Accounting for
Motion Picture Exhibitors
Will save you many a dollar
and many a tough worry
Published by
Exhibitors Trade Review
Knickerbocker Bldg., 152 W. 42d St.
New York City

CENTERVILLE, IOWA.— Leo Moore
will build a 1,000-seat house costing
$100,000.
Changes
LYONS, NEB.— The Reel has been purchased by R. D. Chapin and Harry Lenigerm, proprietors of the Plaza, Sloan,
Iowa.
OMAHA, NEB.— Anderson & Wethersby have purchased the Gem.
ABILENE, TEXAS.— Cicero Holder and
R. L. Tuttle have leased the American.
ALVIN, TEXAS.— The Grand has been
sold to John Long.
HOLTON, KAN.— G. H. Koch has purchased the Perkins.
PHILLIPSBURG, KAN.— S. H. Blair,
Bellville, Kan., has purchased the Star.
MORTGAGEE'S SALE.
TAKE NOTICE, That on Monday the 17th day of
April, day
1922, atat Lincoln
two o'clock
in theBuilding,
afternoon 518of
that
Theatre
Hackensack Plankroad, in the Town of Union,
N. J., there will be sold at PUBLIC VENDUE
to the highest bidder, sundry goods and chattels,
by virtue of a certain chattel mortgage executed by HESPE REALTY COMPANY, INC., a
corp. of New Jersey, to KRAMER ORGAN COMPANY, INC., a corp. of New York, dated the 15th
day of November, A. D. 1920, and recorded in
the of
Hudson
Register's
427
ChattelCounty
Mortgages,
Page Office,
23, etc. inandLiber
assigned by said Kramer Organ Company, Inc., to
Louis F. Blumenthal, Charles F. Haring and
HenryfirmHaring,
co-pEu-tners
doing business
under
the
name and
style of Haring
& Blumenthal,
of thementCity
of
New
York,
New
York,
by
assigndated November 12th, 1921, and upon which
default has been made, to wit:
One (1) 3 Manual Electro-pneumatic Pipe
Organ, tions
Style
No. 3, including
and additions
thereto, allalsomodificamotor,
blower,organ,
generator and all attachments of
said
and to be sold for cash by me.
Dated, April 6th, 1922. JOHN SOLFERINO,
•
Attorney in Fact for Mortgagee
and Assignee of Mortgagee.

Fires
CHICAGO, ILL.— Interior of the Circle.
Origin unexplained.
NACOGDOCHES, TEXAS.— The Queen
slightly damaged. Origin unknown.
BUFFALO, KAN.— The Pastime reported to have been destroyed.
New

Firms

NEW YORK.— Frederick Producing Co.,
Inc., $10,000, Albert H. Woods, Martin
Herman and M. A. Kohn, New York;
Douglas Motion Picture Corporation, $60,000, M. D. Kendall, Guy D. Russell, Mabel
Strauss Jones, New York; Prairie Pictures,
Inc., $7,000, N. M. Birk, New York, L. L.
Mayer, L. K. Mayer, Brooklyn; Dependable
Pictures Corporation, $5,000, Morris and
Norman E. Kohn, Joseph Brandt, New
York; Atlantic Enterprises, $500, T. Earl
Larsen, H. G. Kosch and Max Cohen, New
York; Sunset Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.,
$5,000, C. E. Isaacs, Alfred Worshop and
William N. Hechheimer, New York;
Brooks Productions, $5,000, Walter Brooks,
A. F. Scibilia, George A. McCormick, New
York; Affiliated Theatres of Olean, Inc.,
$500, Charles X. Bordonaro, Donald M.
Dusenbury, Olean, Nikitas Dipson, Batavia.
CAMERAS
We buy, rent and sell motion picture and stiU
cameras, lighting equipment, home projectors,
etc. Write us your wants. Seiden, 835 Eighth
Avenue, Circle SI 03-04, New York City.
POSITION

WANTED

College Graduate, American, 28, Publishing and
Selling Experience, here and in South American
continent, both East and West Coasts. Speaks
fluently Spanish, French, Portuguese and German. Can handle correspondence these languages. Seeks affiliation Rim organization here,
where foreign knowledge and experience will be
valuable. Tritt, 366 Fifth Avenue, New York.
Fitzroy 6590.
Lights For M. P. Projection
BLISS LIGHTS rival Electricity, economical,
convenient and safe. No Ozone nor Ether required. Write for particulars. Best grade
Pastils. S. A. Bliss Light Co., 1329 Glen Oak
Ave., Peoria, III.
SLIDES
LET LEON MAKE YOUR SLIDES
Fair
work Write
right, right
n'everything.
testingprices,
slide free.
now. Sam Focus
Leon,
Slidemaker, 207 W. 48th St., New York.
WANTED

TO BUY

Old Model Chicago Stage Studio Floor Arc
Lamps,dianaany
quantity. E. Neumeyer, 3159 InAve., Chicago.
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rHE design of this department is to diffuse among musicians and exhibitors correct information on all important
subjects pertaining to music for the film; to improve the quality of musical interpretation and to raise the standard of music in motion picture theatres. Questions concerning music, suitable instrumentation, queries relating to
organs and mechanical players, etc., should be addressed to Music Editor, Exhibitors Trade Review.
Magnetic Personality of Kreisler
There is a remarkable article in the Mentor on Fritz Kreisler,
the world's greatest violinist. The writer says:
"Kreisler is more than a musician of note. He is a scholar,
a philosopher, a scientist, an art critic. He reads Latin and
Greek, and speaks English, French, Spanish, German and Italian.
He has studied the science of medicine, has studied art in Rome,
music in Vienna and Paris. I have known him intimately for
years, and I have never heard him speak ill of others. His love
for humanity is all-embracing."
He lives an incredibly simple life. Plain living and high
thinking are the keynotes of his existence. "I have no right to
live inway.
luxury,"
Kreisler
says;or "my
wifea luxurious
thinks exactly
sarrie
We have
not built
bought
home the
for
ourselves. So many people are homeless! We feel that to
order a costly meal is to deprive others of bread. We have no
right to spend money lavishly on ourselves." What the
Kreislers save they spend to relieve distress. They are particularly sympathetic to the needs of children. During the war
it is well knovra that they supported hundreds of artists of all
nationalities who were stranded abroad. Kreisler is often seen
on street cars and trains. He has no automobile. He dines in
modest restaurants. Mrs. Kreisler, a charming woman of
American birth, is in complete sympathy with her husband's
views and habits of life. Kreisler says about his violin playing:
"I was born with musical feeling. I knew music before I knew
my A,
B C's,
so deserve
credit, no thanks
art. singing?
Do people praise
fishes
for theirno swimming
or birdsforformy their
Moreover, if there is income from my music, it does not belong
to me. It belongs to human society. I am just a medium for
the distribution of a trust fund."
The Great Antiquity of the Organ
An historical account says that the organ is said to have been
first introduced by Pope Vitalian I, in 666. In 757 a great
organ was sent as a present to Pepin, by the Byzantine emperor,
Constantine Copronymus, and placed in the church of St. Corneille
Compiegne.
organs
became atcommon.
In theSoon
11th after
century,Charlemagne's
a monk namedtime,
Theophilus
wrote a curious treatise on organ building. But it was not until
the fifteenth century that the organ began to be anything like
the noble instrument which it now is. The family of the Antignati, in Brescia, had a great name as organ builders in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
The organ of England was also in high repute, but the Puritanism of the civil war doomed most of them to destruction;
and when they had to be replaced, after the Restoration, it was
found that there was no longer a sufficiency of builders in the
country. Foreign organ builders were, therefore, invited to
settle in England, the most remarkable of whom were Bernard
Schmidt _ (generally called Father Smith) and his nephews,
and Renatus Harris. Christopher Schreider, Snetzler and Byfield succeeded them, and, at a later period. Green and Avery,
some of whose organs have never been surpassed in tone.
Brevities
For the production of the "Loves of Pharaoh" at the Criterion
Theatre, New York, Hugo Riesenfeld had to write much original
music. It was a more difficult problem than that which faced
the managing-director-musician when he created the music
setting to "Deception" and "The Golem." The music setting
to "Deception" was largely drawn from the composers of that
For

Better

Music

THE
FOTOPLAYER
THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
iv ,1600 Broadway
64 E. Jackson Blvd.;;: ld9: Golden Gate Aye..

The Concert Grand Phonograph is playing New Victor Records
Hear the latest music and see **the pick
of the pictures*' at the Btackstone
The B1ackston« is South Bend a place to go —
days when
you in"kept
Every
know although most of them theRemembei
latest aongsthebyoldhearing
the girl
the 5upandwitfi10
fall far city
shorthasoionethe you
Blackstone
centthei'.oretimeplayyouthesavenew with
sheetthemusic
torarrangement
you? Thinkat
Did
you
ever
stop
to
realize
what
has
made
the
of
new
Blackstone popular?
the Blackstone
Ande theater
from bemg
theater thousands
h is a cora-of
The world fs dancing as it never danced before,
lortable
— it isa abeautiful
theater where
people can laugh with the latest comedy, enjoy the thanks to the phonograph, but unless you keep up
rrtost recentmusic
feature films and hear the most up-io- stuff
with current records you are soon dancmg to "old
the-mmute
For
instance,
you
can
hear
the
Victor
February
Remembei
can byalways
reserveyourtheprogram,
records
records
want
for youtyouhome
checking
same timewhich
sec awere
good placed
show on sale yeaterdoy. at the. you
signing
you
name
and
address
on
it
and
handing
was Brunswick
week, next week you to a Blackstone ushei The records will be deliveredit
willLasthearweek
the latest
Columbia records.
if you prefer it
The Blackstone is South Bend's "Place to Go"
This is the manner in which a variety of orchestra music
played on the new Blackstone concert grandphonograph in
the Blackstone Theatre, South Bend, Ind., was exploited in
that city recently. This ad occupied a quarter of a page in
the dailies. Business picked up as a result.
period,
Tudor, music,
and thebutsetting
to "The
Golem"
was
made uptheof second
much Hebrew
the music
of Egypt
of some
4000 years ago is virtually a closed book and Mr. Riesenfeld
was compelled to choose other sources and write original music.
A tablet in honor of Stephen C. Foster is to be placed by the
city of Pittsburgh in the old home of Judge Rowan, at Federal
Hill, near Bardstown, Ky. It was in this house Foster
wrote the verses and the melody of "My Old Kentucky Home"
in 1858. The tablet has a bas-relief portrait of Foster and
bears the inscription: "In memory of Stephen C. Foster, born in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, July 4, 1826, who, on a visit to Kentucky in 1858, wrote, in this house, the immortal song, "My Old
Kentucky Home." Presented by the City of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
CUE
IN THESE
POPULAR
HITS!
1922."
Ici
>^iU^tured
ARIE
U^r^fT^
Old^ Al.lASHIONEDi;
calMus
icI
by ■
„f as^
Jol
Popular
and
GIRL
g scm.
M nr arie
l.^'^^
'
j
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alofashioned
Cat
Complete
;
i
j
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Pomes

Ricimioiid-RDbbins ii. outstanding success of his

1658 Bioa*vay,N.Y.

newest production-BomDo-
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Instructions

for Any

Sufficient

Intelligent

Operator

IS no joker m the selection of a
THLRK
Cremona Orchestra-Organ. No tramed pipe
organist at a fancv salary is necessary. Any girl or
man. after simple instructions, can operate the Cremona with most enchanting results.
But even more interesting, perhaps, to the average exhibitor
is the fact that organ and orchestra music is available without
the services of any operator. This is an assurance easily appreciated where the house personnel overhead is limited.
Features not obtainable in any other instrument are built
into the Cremona. It cannot be excelled for manual operation.
The double roll system permits using cue sheets player roll
with operator or by solo organ roll without operator. The
double roll system permits using cue sheets and instant change
from one to the other.
Recent features, even more firmly establishing superiority,
have been developed. Every exhibitor not wholly satisfied
with the appeal his music has, should investigate the Cremona
Orchestra-Organ.

Qi^ecyV^ar^oi/eWe

$iano

Corrvpany,

Chicago, U.XA,

Ciremtma

Cmeaf-re

Orchestra^

Oroan
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Box

the Latest Releases Are Being Received Throughout

GRAND
ALBANY

HOUSE

"THE GOLDEN GIFT," Alice Lake
(Metro). — Just about cleared the top rung
of the gate with average attendance.
Nothing special as far as exploitation was
concerned.

MARK-STRAND
"POLLY OF THE FOLLIES," Constance Talmadge (First National). — This
picture, running for three days, did a fine
business, although by no means a record
breaker from the box office standpoint.
Remainder of the program, usual topical
review,
a scenic, comedy and string sextette.
CLINTON SQUARE
"THE WORLD TO LIVE IN," Alice
Brady (Realart), together with "TANdays. GLED TRAILS," made money for three
LELAND
Double features still prevail at this
house, serving to draw heavily. Jack
Holt in "THE GRIM COMEDIAN" and
May
Collinsdays,
in "ALL'S
IN LOVE,"
last three
packed FAIR
the house.

ALLENTOWN,

OPERA

PA.

LEHIGH

ORPHEUM

"DESERT BLOSSOMS," William Russell (Fox). — Western brought out considerable business, due to star and to name
of feature. Public seemed to enjoy attraction and many favorable remarks
heard in lobby.
KURTZ
"FRENCH HEELS," Irene Castle
(Hodkinson).- — Average sized houses, with
most people stating they saw nothing to
rave about.
LORENZ
"FIRST LOVE," Constance Binney
(Paramount-Realart) . — Average picture
and business likewise. No great enthusiasm expressed on attraction.

BUFFALO

PALACE
"A VIRGIN PARADISE," Pearl White
(William Fox). — Picture drew well and
was a dandy attraction. Unusually good
attendance at night shows and feature
was success from box office viewpoint.
STRAND
"NANCY FROM NOWHERE," Bebe
Daniels (Realart-Paramount). — Star
brought out average sized crowds. Picture was liked and was well spoken of by
those who saw it. Nothing big in exploitation.
COLONIAL

HIPPODROME

"WHAT NO MAN KNOWS," Clara
Kimball Young (Nu-Art). — Lent and fine
weather contributed to cut into the business at the Hippodrome during the showing of this production, which was well
received by those who did see it.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
attractive frames, some illuminated, in
the lobby, window cards, billboards.
Short Subjects. — Buster Keaton in
"Cops," "Sunbeams," Prizma and Hippodrome Review.
LOEWS

"PEACOCK ALLEY," Mae Murray
(Metro). — Packed 'em in to see this picture, which made real sensation in theatrical circles. Big league stuff in advertising line, special lobby displays, with
masked mystery woman on duty each
show in lobby and prizes offered to persons who guessed who she was.

BETHLEHEM,

SHEA'S

PA.

PALACE
"DON'T TELL EVERYTHING," Wallace Reid (Paramount). — Made good record in attendance and was enjoyed by
thousands.

STATE

"MORAN
OF THE LADY LETTY,"
Dorothy Dalton and Rudolph Valentino
(Paramount). — Loew patrons flocked in
goodly numbers to see this attraction,
which was well exploited.
Exploitation. — Big newspaper advertising campaign, window cards, billboards,
lobby display.
Short Subjects. — "Be Careful," starring
Monty Banks, Mutt and Jeff cartoon and
Pathe News,
LAFAYETTE SQUARE
"Shame," All Star Cast (Fox). — Lafayette Square audiences seemed to enjoy
this melodramatic subject. The fine
weather,
however, hurt business some^
what.
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Exploitation.— Increased newspaper advertising, lobby display, window cards.
Short Subjects.— Snub Pollard in "The
Anvil Chorus" and Selznick News. C.
Sharpe-Minor, the noted organist, forat Grauman's
PacificmerlyCoast,
continues toTheatre
be the on
big the
feature
at the Lafayette Square.
MARK-STRAND
"A GAME CHICKEN," Bebe Daniels
(Realart-Paramount ). — Strand audiences
like Bebe, who, it seems, is becoming more
attractive with each feature in which she
is starred. Business held up well during
the run.
Exploitation. — Attractive lobby display,
newspaper advertising, window cards.
Short Subjects. — Jimmy Aubrey in "A
Charmed Life" and Kinograms.
PALACE
"THE SCRAPPER," Herbert Rawlinson (Universal). — Well advertised, this
production attracted an average business.
It was well liked by patrons.
Exploitation. — Big ads in newspapers,
eye-catching
window
cards. lobby display, heralds and
Short Subjects. — Century animal comedy and International News.
SHEA'S NORTH

PARK

"WHAT NO MAN KNOWS," Clara
Kimball Young (Nu-Art). — Business was
up to the average. The house shares in
all the Hippodrome advertising.
ACADEMY
"THE NEW DISCIPLE."— Labor propaganda feature. Held special nights for
the various trades during the week. Business was fair.

CHARLOTTE,

N. C.

IMPERIAL
"WAY DOWN
Artists). — Played
a three-day run.
50 cents, whereas
in other towns in

EAST" (Griffith-United
to capacity business on
Prices only as high as
it is playing to $1 top
this territory.

BROADWAY
FIRST HALF
"THE
SON
OF WALLINGFORD"
(Vitagraph). — Only ordinary business on
a three-day run.
LAST HALF
"THE THUNDERCLAP," Mary Carr
(Fox). — Mrs. Carr was in Charlotte last
December and they flocked to see her in
another screen triumph.

EXHIBITORS
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CHICAGO
CHICAGO
"THE GREEN TEMPTATION," Betty
Compson (Paramount). — An elaborate
dramatic production that seemed to
please. As an added feature Chaplin's
"Pay Day" was presented. Business was
very good all week.
ZIEGFELD
"CARDIGAN," William Collier, Jr.Betty Carpenter (American Eeleasing). —
An adventure story well acted and staged.
Fair patronage.

"THE WORLD'S CHAMPION," Wallace Reid (Paramount). — The term
"knockout" can justly be used in describing the drawing power of this picture,
which was shown in conjunction with the
personal appearance of Wesley Barry.
Short and
Subjects.
— "ByNews
Heck,"
comedy,
Newman
and Sennett
Views,
current events.
Exploitation. — A sketch of Wallace
Reid delivering the "K. O." to "the spot
where the fun is" was featured in newspaper space, while Wesley Barry received
much advance publicity and was played
up big in billboard, lobby display and
newspaper space.
ROYAL

BARBEE
"THE SPLENDID LIE," Grace Davison (Arrow). — A melodramatic story that
is a frank appeal to the emotions. Business held up satisfactorily.
ALCAZAR
"IRON TO GOLD," Dustin Farnum
(Fox). — A typical Western production
with a well-liked star. The picture "went
over" nicely.
STATE-LAKE

COLUMBIA,

S. C.

RIVOLI
"THE ISLE OF ZORDA" (Associated
Exhibitors). — Played to very good business and is a wonderful attraction that
will get 'em talking after the first day.
IMPERIAL
"THE GREEN TEMPTATION," Betty
Compson (Paramount).- — -Pleased everyone, including the theatre treasurer. An
excellent attraction, any class theatre.

KANSAS

"A GAME CHICKEN," Bebe Daniels (Paramount). — Bebe Daniels is a 100
to 1 het for a drawing card here, the picture playing to good crowds last week.
Short Subjects. — "A Barnyard Cavalier," comedy, and Royal Screeen Magazine, current events.
Exploitation. — A large half-tone cut of
Bebe Daniels, a huge rooster on her shoulder, crowing, was featured in an unusually large newspaper ad.
TWELFTH

"LOVE'S MASQUERADE," Conway
Tearle (Select). — An interesting drama
well acted. Crowded houses greeted each
performance.

CITY

LIBERTY
"WILD HONEY," Priscilla Dean (Universal).— An excellent week's business
with this one. The star is popular here.
Short Subject. — ".^sop's Fables," comedy, and Pathe News, current events.
Exploitation. — The picture was personally endorsed
' byas the
management
in
newspaper
space
containing
some of
the greatest thrills ever screened. Also
billboard and lobby display.
DORIC
"THE BARRICADE," Special Cast
(R-C Pictures). — Along with a special
added attraction, the picture did a capacity week's business.
Exploitation. — Newspaper, lobby display and billboard space.

STREET

"A QUESTION OF HONOR," Anita
Stewart (First National). — Despite strong
competition, this one drew a good week's
attendance.
Short Subjects. — Pathe News, current
events and Christie comedy.
Exploitation. — The entire space in newspapers was utilized by a straight, running
announcement of the merits of the picture. Also billboard and lobby display
space.

LOS
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ANGELES

GRAV MAIL'S
"THE CRADLE," All Star (Paramount).— Business good. The picture
was given a great deal of publicity in
daily press notices, etc. No other exploitation was used. Usual weekly advertising was used.

bled daily newspaper space; used 1,000
snips, 1,000 window cards; 35-24 sheets.
ALHAMBRA
"TEN
NIGHTS
IN A BARROOM,"
John Lowell (Arrow).- — Going over big;
will run at least another week. Big
spread of advertising. Exploitation stunts
put over.
MILLER'S
"THE SILENT
CALL," Special Cast
(First National). — In its ninth week and
the end not yet in sight. This picture has
proven a marvel for box office receipts.
Manager Miller said it possessed all the
exploitation value of any picture so far
produced. It has proven a gold mine to
the Miller Theatre.
LOEWS

"A STAGE ROMANCE," William Farnum (Fox). — The comment of the picture
was very pleasing and it received all of
the daily advertising space over the
vaudeville program.
CLVNE'S BROADWAY
"THE HOMESPUN VAMP, ' May McAvoy (Realart). — The star is a favorite
in Los Angeles. The main attraction,
however, on the bill was Louis Stone in
"THE WHITE MOUSE." He has played
in stock for years in Los Angeles and is
a genuine idol.
SYMPHONY
"CHASING THE MOON," Tom Mix
(Fox). — Usual advertising and the star a
lukewarm attraction. Business good.
SVPERBA
"THE WISE KID," Gladys Walton
(Universal). — Great press notices and the
star appearing in the lobby of the theatre
soliciting
signatures
for the soldiers',
bonus
bill drew
a big crowd.
GRAUMAN'S RIALTO
"THE GREEN TEMPTATION," Betty
Compson (Paramount). — Good business.

MILWAUKEE

Short Subjects. — Grauman's Orchestra;
Pathe Weekly; organ, "On the Gin, Gin,
Ginny Stanford
Shore"; Grauman's
The
University World
Band; Visions;
Urban
Movie Chats; prologue.
CALIFORNIA
"HER SOCIAL VALUE," Katherine
MacDonald (First National). — Went over
good. Business conditions poor and the
Lenten season pulled down the attendance. Only usual advertising used.
Short Subjects. — California fifteen minute concert rendered by Carli D. Elinor;
Christie fornia
Comedy,
"Oh, Promise
CaliTopical Review
and Me";
Magazine;
Topics of the Day.

STATE

ALHAMBRA
"SHAME," Doris Pawn and John Gilbert (Fox). — Title of film received greatest amount of publicity, names of the cast
not being mentioned. Fair business.
Short Subjects. — Two-act comedy. Literary Digest, Educational Topics on
Travel, Prologue and Pathe News Weekly.
BUTTERFLY
"MAN

MISSION

TO MAN," Harry Carey (Universal-Jewel).—Good business. Harry
Carey almost as popular a Western star
as William S. Hart.

"TURN TO THE RIGHT," All Star
Cast (Metro). — Played one week, scheduled for two, but business so poor pulled
it off. Used extensive advertising, dou-

Exploitation. — Lobby display, newspaper and street car advertising.
Short Subjects. — Lee Moran comedy,
Fox news reels.
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MERRILL

CAPITOL

"THE ROSARY," Lewis Stone (First
National). — Good business. Received favorable criticisms from newspapers and
audiences.
Short Subjects. — Universal news reel
and comedy.

"TURN TO THE RIGHT," Alice Terry
(Paramount). — The picture did a good
week's business, due partially to extensive
newspaper advertising and articles which
aided
tion. in the exploitation of the produc-

SAXE'S RIALTO

"PAY DAY," Charles Chaplin (First
National). — Charles Chaplin goes over big
in all his attractions, and the offering at
the Empress was no exception of the rule.
Pleased capacity business prevailed the
entire week.

"DANGEROUS LIES," David Powell
(Paramount), and "STEP FORWARD,"
Ben Turpin (First National). — A wellbalanced bill. Audiences and critics favorable in their comments.
Short Subjects. — Selznick news reels
and Fashion Hints.
SAXE'S STRAND
"A QUESTION OF HONOR," Anita
Stewart (First National), and the personal appearance of Edna Wallace Hopper. The crowds were due largely to the
presence of Miss Hopper, who showed her
film and then spoke to the audiences.
Exploitation. — Manager Weisfeldt exploited the appearance of Miss Hopper,
tying up with the local newspapers in
various stunts.
Short Subjects. — First National Kinograms and comedy.
PALACE
"WHY

ANNOUNCE YOUR MARRIAGE," Elaine Hammerstein (Selznick).
— Picture pleased immensely by vaudeville patrons.

EXPRESS

Exploitation. — Usual newspaper articles
and advertising, window cards, pictures,
posters and fine lobby display.
Short Subjects.— "The Glorious Fool,"
Helen Chadwick and Richard Dix (Goldwyn); Pathe News.
RIALTO
"LITTLE MISS SMILES," Shirley Mason (Fox). — The picture pleased and enjoyed good business.
FoxShort
Film Subjects.
News. — Sunshine Comedy and
BROADWAY
"WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWS,"
Lois Wilson (Paramount). — Picture
pleased a large business.
NEW

FOLLY

"THE MOLLYCODDLE," Douglas Fairbanks (First National). — For a return
date picture, it did well and pleased a big
business.

TOY
"PENROD," Wesley Barry (First National).— Second showing of film played
to capacity houses.
Short Subjects. — Universal news reels
and Century comedy.
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Short Subjects. — Mutt and Jeff cartoon,
"Hoot Mon," Sunshine Comedy, "Please Be
VICTORIA

Careful."

"ANY WIFE," Pearl White (Fox).—
Anyone who thinks Pearl's popularity has
waned should
have played
seen Victoria's
lines.
Title was
up well waiting
and so
was fact that Buster Keaton was on the
program
"Cops." — Buster Keaton in
Short inSubjects.
"Cops," Out of the Inkwell Comedy,
"Fishing," Urban Movie Chats and special
one-reel, "Combatting the Elements."
CAPITAL
"DE LUXE ANNIE," Norma Talmadge
and Eugene O'Brien (Select). — Revival of
this proved popular. Same scheme tried
at Karlton with three changes weekly.
Proved popular there also. Good business.
Short Subjects. — Hallroom Comedy, "Beware of Blondes," and scenic, "The Great
White Silence."
RICHMOND,

VA.

COLONIAL
FIRST HALF
"MISS LULU BETT" (Paramount).—
Played to very good business and pleased
largely.
LAST HALF
"ONE GLORIOUS DAY," Will Rogers
(Paramount). — A distinct novelty that
did not get over exactly, it is so radical in
its departure from the ordinary comedy
production. Some mighty good laughs,
though.

STANLEY
NORFOLK,

VA.

WELLS
"THE CRADLE," Ethel Clayton (Paramount).— Nothing to rave about, either in
pleasing qualities or box office angle. Six
days to fair business.
GRANBY
"HER HUSBAND'S TRADE MARK,"
Gloria Swanson (Paramount). — A full
week to very good business and a sure
box office attraction.

OKLAHOMA

CITY,OKLA.

CRITERION
"GLASS HOUSES," Viola Dana (Metro).— Fine business with this production.
Exploitation. — Newspapers. Window
cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — Larry Semon in "The
Show," singing skit by three little girl
tots, Maxine, Claire, Virginia.
"THE SILVER LINING," Jewel Carmen (Metro). — Picture took well and
pleased big business.

"GREEN TEMPTATION" Betty Compson (Paramount). — Drew fair houses all
week, but star has not the following of
most headliners that come to Stanley.
Was well liked and made popular appeal.
Short Subjects — Bobby Vernon in " 'Tis
De Bull," Fox and Pathe news reels. Topics of the Day and special reel, "How to
Grow Thin." STANTON
"CARDIGAN" (American Releasing
Corp.). — -First American historical picture
to go into Stanton. Was well advertised
through 24 sheets, but did only a fair
business. Production well received by public and press.
Short Subjects. — Out of the Inkwell
comedy, "Invisible Ink," Famous Paintings, "Washington Irving."
ARCADIA
"LOVE'S BOOMERANG," David Powell (Paramount). — Only fair business.
Picture was preceded by a 'good reputation, which it is felt helped out on a lean
week.
Short Subjects. — Monty Banks Comedy,
"A Hero at Zero," Pathe News and Federated Screen Snapshots.
REGENT
"BOYS WILL BE BOYS, ' Will Rogers
(Goldvryn). — Did only fair business, and
production did not seem to make a very
wide
appeal, although some critics praised
it
highly.

BROADWAY
"HER MAD BARGAIN," Anita Stewart (First National). — Played to very excellent business on a six-day run.
BIJOU
"THE CONQUERING POWER," Rubusiness ondolph
its Valentino
return (Metro).—
at normal Better
prices than
first run at dollar top.

SCRANTON,
NEW

PA.

STATE

"FOOTFALLS," Special (Fox). — Because of coal mine suspensions business
was up to average, showing drawing
Feature made fine impicture.
power of pression
and won considerable praise.
STRAND
"THEdolph CONQUERING
RuValentino and Alice POWER,"
Terry (Metro).
— Mine situation affected business so feature broke no records. Balzac boosting
hit the literary classes and the stars made
appeal to those who follow career of
screen luminaries. Exploitation devoted
to author, stars and director all proved
timely and effective.
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POLI

BLUE

"GRAND LARCENY," Elliot Dexter
and Claire Windsor (Goldwyn). — Picture
cleaned up good profits, although some
persons did not like the eternal triangle
plot.

"THE HOLE IN THE WALL," Alice
Lake (Metro). — Made good impression,
but did not score marked triumph. Picture was enjoyed and pronounced novel in
presentation and well worth seeing.
Could have stood more exploitation to
make showing more effective and profitable.

MOUSE

"FLOWER OF THE NORTH," Pauline
Stark (Vitagraph). — Capacity audiences.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
window cards and lobby.

WASH.

FOX

NEWS

"ALIAS LADY FINGERS," Bert Lytell (Metro). — Average audiences.
COLISEUM
"BOOMERANG BILL," Lionel Barrymore (Paramount). Business good.
Exploitation. — Billboards, newspaper
advertising, window cards and lobby display with stills.
Short Subjects.—
Skipper's
Toonerville
Comedy,"ThePathe
News,Policy,"
Bruce
Scenic, "Missing Men," Kinograms.

STRAND
"LIFE'S
GREATEST QUESTION,"
Louise Lovely (Davis). — Playing to capacity. Personal appearance huge drawing
card. Star appears in sketch, "Their
Wedding Night," also makes moving pictures called "A Day in the Studio," using
children (matinees), young women (evenings) from the audience as her supporting
cast.
Short Subjects — Christie Comedy with
Bobbie Vernon, News.
Exploitation.
space,
favorable
-press— Extra
notices newspaper"
and pictures
of
Miss Lovely, window cards, billboards and
solid lobby decoration.

Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
window cards, attractive lobby, ushers and
cashiers in western girl costumes.
Short Subjects. — International News,
comedy.
WINTER

GARDEN

"THE ISLE OF ZORDA," Romuald
Joube (Pathe). — Stood 'em up evenings.
Exploitation. — Additional newspaper
space, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — International News,
special musical number. Golden Rod Melody Men, on 'Round the World Tour.
LIBERTY
"TRAVELIN' ON," Wm. S. Hart (Paramount).— Star has large following here.
Good business.
Exploitation.- — Newspaper, billboard and
lobby display.
ShortLiberty
Subjects.—
scenic.
News."High Tide," comedy,
Last
Half.— "The
Cradle,"_
Ethel Clayton (Paramount).
— Good
business.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper and
lobby displays.
Short Subjects. — "Trapped," Irving
Cummings, drama, news.

TROY
AMERICAN
"PEACOCK ALLEY," Mae Murray
(Metro). — Running for the entire week,
with 25 cents top, this picture "stood 'em
up" in a line a block long. During
the week before "SATURDAY NIGHT"
packed the house to suffocation, while
"SISTERS" last week did equally as well.
Ben Apple, owner of the house, is proceeding on the policy of giving the best
pictures obtainable for week runs at 25
cents top, preferring to pack his theatre
at every showing rather than to play to
smaller crowds at higher admission.

WILMINGTON,

N. C.

VICTORIA
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

FOX LIBERTY
"BEYOND THE RAINBOW," All Star
Cast (R-C Pictures). — Marked increase
attendance throughout the week. Matinees drew very good.
Exploitation. — Good amount of advance
copy and played up big the all start cast,
also the fact that it was directed by William Christy Cabanne, who happens to be
a St. Louisian.
NEW

COLUMBIA
"MAN TO MAN," Harry Carey (Universal).— Playing to more than average
audiences.
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die LyonsSubjects.
comedy. — "Peace and Quiet," Ed-

MILES

SEATTLE,

TRADE

GRAND

GRAND
"THE SEVENTH DAY," Richard Barthelmess (First National). — Not the box
office
attraction
that "Tol'ble David" was
and business
slumped.

CENTRAL

"LADIES MUST LIVE," All Star.—
Matinees found a big attendance of
women and the crowds at night registered
about usual. The local papers failed to
give the feature any too much praise.
Short Subjects.— "The Boat," Buster
Keaton. There is no use mentioning anything else on the bill, for this comedy ran
away with high honors on the program,
including the feature.
Exploitation. — Played up large, due to
the fact that this was the last picture produced by George Loane Tucker. The cast
was also given much space.
WEST

"MOLLY O," Mabel Normand (First
National). — In the face of one of the biggest publicity campaigns in the history of
the city it opened to only a half-filled
house, but patronage gradually worked
up on the three-day run.

END LYRIC AND EMPRESS

WILKES-BARRE,

PA.

SAVOY
"EXPERIENCE," Richard Barthelmess
(Paramount). — Business hit by mine suspension to some extent. Picture was success from artistic and showman's standpoint, but people were not lavish in spending money. Ran special shows to take
care of patrons from 10 a. m. to 11 a. m.,
catching the men on the streets idle from
suspension. This feature aided in winning some trade.
CAPITOL

"THE UNFOLDMENT," Florence Lawrence (Associated Exhibitors). — Both the
matinees and nights drew excellent attendance throughout the week.

"FINE FEATHERS," Claire Whitney.
— Vaudeville bill seemed to be end of program that brought in people. Picture pronounced just fairly entertaining.

Short Subjects. — Ben Turpin in "Love
and Doughnuts," News and Views and
Topics.
Exploitation. — The feature was played
up large in all advertising copy. Florence
Lawrence's name was also given some
space.
CRITERION, DELMAR AND
CONGRESS

ORPHEUM

"FRENCH HEELS," Irene Castle
(Hodkinson). — This picture did not seem
to draw up to expectations and it only
held the run for a few days.
Short Subject. — Comedy and News and
Views.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper copy.

"WIFE AGAINST WIFE," Pauline
Starke, Percy Marmont and Edward
Langf ord (First National ). — Orpheum
felt mine suspension also, but it is
thought this depression will wear off as
time progressestertainment.
andFeaturepeople
will seek
enwas enjoyed
by all.
POLI
"BE MY WIFE," Max Lindner. — Comedian rivaling Chaplin and brought in busiresponness up to average. Picture waswas
well
sible for general laughter and
spoken of, being better than "Seven
Years' Bad Luck."
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Here is a list of pictures which have been reviewed in Exhibitors Trade Review during the past three months.
The pictures are listed alphabetically with the date of issue and the page number of the review. File your copies of
Exhibitors Trade Review and get a line on the pictures you have booked by looking them up in the review pages.
Page
795
Title
Star Distributor
Issue
Title
Star
Distributor
Issue Page
643
"Liicky
Carson"
(Earle
Williams),
Vitagiaph
"Across the Dead-Line" (Frank Mayo), Universal Jan. 14 499
"ManBrunette),
from LostGold
River, The" wyn
(House Peters and Fritzi Feb 11 795
"Any Wife" (Pearl White), Fox
Apr. 8 1373
jan 28
"Arabian Love" (John Gilbert and Barbara Bedford) Fox. Apr. 15 1449
"Man Lulu
to Man"
(Harry
Carey),
Universa
l
Feb'
"At and
the Sign
the JackHodkinson
O'Lantern" (Betty Ross Clark Feb. 11 793
11 369
"Miss
Bett"
Earl ofSchenck),
(Lois
Wilson),
Famous
Players-Lasky . Dec. 31
1145
'Mistress
of
the
World,"
Episode
No.
1
(Mia
May),
Paramount
"Back Pay" (Seena Owen), Paramount
Feb. 25 937
Mar 18 1213
1367
"Bearcat, The" (Hoot Gibson and Lilian Rich), Uni- versal Apr. 8 1371
Para
moun
"Mistress
of the World,"
Episode t
No.' "2 ' (Mia May) ' M&r 25
719
"Beauty's Worth" (Marion Davies), Paramount
Apr. 8 1369
Para
"Mistress
of the World,"
No. 3 and t
No. "4" (Mia' May ) ,'^pj. g
moun
"Beyond
the Rainbow" (Harry Morey and Lillian Dove), Mar. 4 1009
R-C Pictures
441
"Billy Jim" (Fred Stone), R-C Pictures
Feb. 18 865
"Morals"
McAvoy),
.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'
Feb' 184 863
"Moran
of (May
the
Lady
Letty" Realart
(Dorothy
Dalton)
, Paramo un't.' Feb!
"Boomerang Bill" (Lionel Barrymore), Paramount Feb. 18 863
My Boy"
(Jackie
Coogan),
First National
Jan. 7
"Bought
and
Paid
For"
(Agnes
Ayres
and
Jack
Holt),
Paramount
Mar. 25 1217
"Nancy from Nowhere" (Bebe Daniels), Paramount... Feb 11 791
"No Vit
Defense" (William
Duncan
and
"Boy Crazy" (TDoris May and Harry Myers) , R-C Pictures.Mar. 11 1075
Edith
Johnson),
agraph
Jan. 28 647
"Bride's Play, The" (Marion Davies), Paramount Jan. 21 575
"Broadway Peacock, The" (Pearl White), Fox
Feb. 25 939
"One Glorious Day" (Will Rogers and Lila Lee), Para497
mount I 437
"Call of Home, The" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Feb. 18 867
"Orphans
the Storm"
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" (Gaston Glass), Hod- kinson Jan. 21 573
(Lillian d
and Dorothy Gish). Jan 14 1295
D. W. ofGriffith
Pro
"Other Women's Clothes" (Mabel Ballin), Hodkinson Apr! 1 791
"Cardigan"
Collier, Jr., and Betty Carpenter), Mar. 4 1011
American(William
Photoplay
"Pardon My French" (Vivian Martin), Goldwyn
1075
"Cave Girl, The" (Teddie Gerard), First National Mar. 18 1143
"Pardon
My Nerve"x
(Charles Jones and Eileen Percy), Jan 7 1449
"Chasing the Moon" (Tom Mix), Fox
Feb. 18 865
Fo
Mar 11
"Clay Dollars" (Eugene O'Brien), Selznick
Jan. 14 499
67
"Come
On Over" (Colleen Moore and Ralph Graves), Mar. 25 1217
"Parisian
(Marie Prevost),
Universal'.al
'.'.'.'.'.'. Apr
Dec' 153
"Pay
Day" Scandal,
(CharlesA"Chaplin),
Goldwyn
First Nation
645
1449
"Arabian
Love"
(John
Gilbert
and
Barbara
Bedford),
"Cradle, The" (Ethel Clayton and Charles Meredith) Apr. 1 1299
Fox
Apr 15 1011
"Dangerous
Little Demon,
The"
(Marie Prevost), Mar. 25 1213
Universal
Penrod
(Wesley
Barry),
First
Nation
al
Mar
';Peggy Puts It Over" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph'. '.'.■.'.'. '.Jan.' 284 1079
"Desert Blossoms" (William Russell), Fox
Apr. 15 1451
"Polly
of the Follies"
(Constance
Nat
ion
"Determination,"
Lee Melvale)
& Bradford — State Rights (Al Lin- Mar. 18 1115
alTalmadge), First Mar 11
coln and James
501
"Doll's House, A" (Nazimova), United Artists
Feb. 25 937
•Power Relation,
Within, The"
"Poor
A" (Will
Rogers),
Jan! 14
(W. H.
Tooker),Gol'd'wyn'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.
Pathe
Feb
25 933
"Don't Get Married" (Marie Prevost), Universal Jan. 21 567
"Prodigal Judge, The" (Jean Paige), Vitagraph Feb.' 11 1223
"Eden and Return" (Doris May), R-C Pictures
Dec. 31 373
"Question of Honor, A" (Anita Stewart), First National.. Mar. 25
"Elope If You
Must" (Eileen Percy Fox
and Edward Suther- Apr. 1 1295
787
land),
"Ragged Heiress, The" (Shirley Mason), Fox
25 1215
'Received Payment" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Mar
"Exit the Vamp" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount
Mar. 4 1003
569
Jan
21
439
"Red
Hot
Romance" (Special Cast), First National Feb 4 721
"Extra!
Ebctra!" (Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker), Mar. 4 1007
Fox
Red Peacock, The" (Poll Negri),
1451
unt
Apr. 15 1291
Rent Free" (Wallace Reid and LilaParamo
Lee), Paramount. .Jan. 7 1297
"FairArtists
Lady" (Betty Blythe and Robert Elliott), United:.Mar. 25 1221
■Robinson Crusoe" (Harry Myers), Univer
sal
Apr 1
"Roof
The"(Lewis
(William
Russell),
"False Fronts" (All-Star Cast), The Herolds
Mar. 11 1077
Fox
. Jan' 7 439
"Rosary,Tree,The"
S. Stone
and
Jane
Novak),
First
"Fifty Candles" (Marjorie Daw), Hodkinson
Feb. 4 719
National
^pj.
715
"Fire Eater, The" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Dec. 31 367
"Ruling Passion, The" (George
United 'Artists! ! !Feb! 4 723
"First Love" (Constance Binney), Paramount
Apr. 15 1445
"Saturday Night" (Special Cast),Arliss),
Paramo
"Five Days to Live" (Sessue Hayakawa), R-C Produc- tion Jan. 21 575
unt
Feb 4
"Scrapper, The" (Herbert Rawlinson), Universa
643
Jan 28 1371
"Sea Lion, The" (Hobart Bosworth), First National l.... Feb
"Flower
of the North, The" (Henry B. Walthal), Vita- Feb. 4 723
25 939
graph
Seeing s Believing" (Viola Dana), Metro
Apr
8
1219
"Secret
of • the
Hills, The"grap
(Antonio Moreno
"Foolish Wives" (Erich von Stroheim), Universal Jan. 28 639
Hall),
Vita
h and Lillian Mar 25 1293
"Forest
King,
Hall and Reed Chapman), Mar. 25 1183
Pacific
FilmThe"
Co. (Lillian
(State Rights)
787
Nati
"Seventh
Day, The" onal
(Richard Barthelmes's')', " First ^^pj. ^
"Free Air" (Tom Douglas and Marjorie Seaman), Hod- kinson Apr. 15 1443
"Shadows
of the Sea"
(Conway
Tearle)
'Sel'z'n'ick! !!!!!!
11 1151
■Shattered
Morrison
"French Heels" (Irene Castle), Hodkinson
Feb. 4 717
and ,Marguerite
de la !Feb'
Motte), Idols"
First (James
Nati
onal
Mar 18 1145
"Gas, Oil and Water" (Charles Ray), First National Apr. 1 1293
"Sheik's Wife, The" (Emmy Lynn and Marcel Vibert) . . .Mar! 18 540
"Glass Houses" (Viola Dana), Metro
Mar. 25 1219
Sherlock
Holmes
Series" (Stoll Film), Alexander Film
"Gleam o' Dawn" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Jan. 14 501
Co. (State
Rig
hts)
Jan. 21 573
"Glorious
Fool,
The"
(Helene
Chadwick
and
Richard
Silent
\ow.
The" (William Duncan), Vitagraph Apr 15 1441
Dix), Goldwyn
Apr. 1 1297
"Sm
Flood,
The"
(Richard
Dix
and
"Go Get 'Em Hutch" (Charles Hutchison), Pathe Serial. Apr. 8 1375
GoldwynHelene Chadwick), jan 21
"Golden Gallows, The" (Miss DuPont), Universal Feb. 18 861
"Grand
Larceny"
(Claire
Windsor
and
Elliot
Dexter),
"Single
Track,
(Corinne
Griffith),
Vitagr'a!ph
!!.'!.'! .'Feb' 4 721
"Sisters"
(S#enaThe"
Goldwyn
Mar. 11 1081
Owen,
Gladys
Leslie and
Matt Moore),
American
Releasing
Cor
p
Apr 15 1147
1443
"Green Temptation, The" (Betty Compson), Paramount. .Apr. 1 1291
371
"GrimGoldwyn
Comedian, The" (Phoebe Hunt and Jack Holt), Jan. 21 569
"Sky
High"
(Tom
Mix),
Fox
"
"Dec'
31
"Smiles Are
Trump"(Norma
(Maurice
Flvnn), First
Fox
Feb' 11
"Smilin'
Through"
Talmadge),
National.
.
.Mar.
18
"Guttersnipe, The" (Gladys Walton), Universal Jan. 7 437
1003
935
Song of Life. The" (Gaston Glass and Grace Darmond),
"Gypsy Passion" (All-Star Cast), Vitagraph
Apr. 8 1373
First National
' Ma.r 4 789
"HailNational
the Woman"
(Florence Vidor), Associated First Jan. 14 497
367
"Stage Romance,
(William First
Farnum),
Fox. '.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.
25 371
"Stardust"
(Hope A"
Hampton),
Nation
al '.Feb 31
"Headin' West" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Feb. 4 715
'Stranger
Than Fiction"
(Katherine MacDonald), First Dec
Nati
onal
"Her Husband's Trademark" (Gloria Swanson), Para- mount Mar. 4 1007
X)ec 31 1005
"Her Own Money" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount
Mar. 4 1009
Rich), ofFox
Mar. 4
"Strength
the
Pines,
The"
(Willi'a'rn'
ilu'ss'eH
'and
'irene'
"Her National
Social Value"
(Katherin© MacDonald), First Mar. 11 1081
!!3!!}®^'''®
(Peggy (Anna
O'Day), Anchor-State
Rights Mar.
11 503
Three Live Ghosts"
Nilsson), Paramount
Jan. 14
"Homespun Vamp, A" (May McAvoy), Realart
Apr. 8 1375
1042
935
Too Much Business" (EthelQ. Grey
Terry and Edward
"Hushart
Money" (Alice Brady and George Fawcett), Real- Mar. 11 1077
Horton), Vitagraph
Apr 8 1369
"Too
Much
Wife"
(Wanda
Hawley),
Realart
!!Feb!25
"I Can Explain" (Gareth Hughes), Metro
Apr. 1 1299
Too Associated
Much Married"
(Mary (State
AndersonRights
and Roscoe )
Karns), Mar 25 1183
"Innocent
The" (Roy
Stewart and Kathleen Kirk- Mar. 11 1042
Photoplays
1005
ham), Cheat,
Arrow-State
Rights
'Tracked to Earth" (Frank Mavo), Universal Mar 4 1223
"IronFox
to Gold" (Dustin Famum and Margaret Marsh), Mar. 18 1149
"Travelin' On" (Wm. S. Hart), Paramount
Mar. 25 789
;;Turn
to the ofRight"
Metro
Jan. 21
Two Kinds
Women"(All-Star
"Jolt, The," (Edna Murphy and Johnny Walker), !Pox. . .Dec. 31 369
(PaulineCast),
Frederick),
R-C Prod. .Feb. 11 1367
"Julius Caesar" (Anthony Novelli), George Kleine Prod... Feb. 18 861
"Up
and
Going"
(Tom
Mix), Fox
Apr. 8
"Just Around the Corner," Paramount
Jan. 14 503
•'Vermillion
Pencil, tur
The" (Sessue es
Hayakawa), R-C Mar. 18 5,71
Pic
"Kindred
of First
the Dust"
(Miriam Cooper and Ralph Apr. 15 1445
1151
Graves),
National
Virginia Courtship, A" (May McAvoy), Realart Mar. 18 1147
"Kisses" (Alice Lake and Harry Myers), Metro
Apr. 15 1441
Woice in the Dark" (Walt Whitman), Pacific
Film
Co.
State Rights
Mar. 11
"Lane That Has No Turning,
The" (Agnes Ayres),
mount
, Para- Jan. 28 647
"White Hands" (Hobart Bosworth), Wid Gunning Feb. 11 1043
793
"Last Payment, The" (Pola Negri), Paramount... Jan. 28 641
"WhySelz
Announce Your nick
Marriage?" (Elaine Hammerstein) , peb 25
"Last Trail, The" (All-Star Cast), Fox
Mar. 18 1149
933
"Law and the Woman, The" (Betty Compson), Para- mount Jan. 28 645
"Why Men Forget" (Special Cast). R-C Pictures Feb! 4 1447
717
Wide Openney),
Town, A" (Conway
Tearle and Faire Bin- Apr 15
"Leather Pushers, The" (Reginald Denny), Universal ... Jan. 28 641
Selznick
"Little Minister, The" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Dec. 31 373
"Little Minister, The" (Betty Compson), Paramount Jan. 7 441
"Wild Honey"
(Priscilla
Dean), Bedford),
Universal
11 1083
"Winning
with Wits"
(Barbara
567
Fox'.'.'.'.'.'.'Mar!
Jan. 21
"Little Miss Smiles" ( Shirley Mason ) , Fox
Feb. 18 867
"Wise Kid, The" (Gladys Walton),
1143
Universa
l
Mar.
18
"LoveFirst
Never
Dies"
(Lloyd
Hughes
and
Madge
Bellamy),
1447
'Woman's
Side,
National
Mar. 25 1215
The"
(Katherine
MacDonald)
,
First
National
Apr 15
"Loves of Pharaoh, The" (All-Star), Famous Players. . .Mar. 25 1221
"Love's
Boomerang"
(Ann
Forrest
and
David
Powell),
son). Champion,
Paramount
"World's
The" (Wallace Reid and' 'Lois' 'wil'-' Mar. 11 1083
Paramount
Mar. 11 1079
"Yankee Doodle, Jr." (J. Frank Glendon), State Rights. .Mar. 11 1043
"Love's Redemption" (Norma Talmadge), First National. Jan. 21 571
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Woman

He

BY GEORGE

Married

Louis B. Mayer Production Released by First
National. Scenario by Herbert Bashford.
Directed by Fred Niblo.
Footage, 6560.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
NatalieMcDonald:
Lane, AnitaAndrew
Stewart;
Roderick
Warren,Conklin
Darrel; Jlimi,
Foss-, Bryne
Donald
Warren,
William
ShannonTravers,
Day;
Muriel
Warren,
Charlotte
Pierce
;
Richard
Steel,
Charles
Belcher
; Tosi, Fi-ank
Tokunaga.
Natalie Lane, an artist's model, has married Roderick Warren the son of a
wealthy
The boy'strying
father torefuses
this her,
girl cuts
as hisoff daughter-in-law
and afterman.
unsuccessfully
get histosonaccept
to leave
his allowance.
Thus reduced in circumstances Roderick and his wife) are forced to give up their
luxurious apartment and go to live in a furnished room. He trys his hand at
pla.y writinj but meantime the rent remains unpaid. Natalie poses for Travers
again, unknown to her husband. The father discovers that she is making frequent
visits to the artists studio and tells his son that his wife is making a fool of
him. Tiiey go to Travers apartment and discover him murdered. Natalie comes
out from one of the other rooms but refuses to talk. It developes that Travers
has been shot by Mimi. a little French model, who is jealous of his attentions
to another woman. The other woman turns out to be Warren's younger sister,
who has thecomegirl.
for Young
a sittingWarren
but Natalie
learns of* Traver's scheme and goes to
protect
realizes
father takes them all
back home with
him. that his wife is blameless and the
When a plot has to do
with a rich man's mode of
living and contrastingly
there is shown how "the
other half lives," 'bringing
in a regulation boarding
house, it sort of strikes a
happy medium in filmdom.
The story
an artist's
model
who ofmarries
the
son of a rich man is by
no means new but, with
the aid of a few new
twists, it generally manages to stimulate enough
interest to get the picture
over. Such is the case in
Anita
Stewart's
latest.
The Woman
He Married.
It is entertaining regardless of the fact that the
big punch of the story depends upon the old reliable form of characters.
Points of Appeal. — The
injustices done Natalie by
her husband's father win
the audience over for her
right
away.unblighted
The couple's
romance,
by
their severe reduction in
financial circumstances
and the wife's determination to stick by her husband is also appealing.
And finally when Natalie,
s h ie 1 d i nsister,
g Roderick's
younger
in found
in Traver's apartment,
gives a good dramatic
climax.
Cast. — Anita Stewart as
Natalie Lane has great
charm and ability. She
gives a pleasing and thoroughly convincing performance. The remainder of the cast are fairly good in thenrespective parts.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The majority of the sets
are all interiors, well lighted and effective. Direction satisfactory but it seems that in this day a young girl who is just home
from finishing school would hardly be likely to courtesy upon
being introduced to a gentleman. Other slight weaknesses appear in the picture, but the continuity is generally good.
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to

Burn

Released by Fox. Story by Sewell Ford. Cameraman, Dave Abies. Dii'ected by Roland
V. Lee.
Length, 4,580 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
"Lucky"
Garrity,
William
Russell; Countess Vecebi, Sylvia Breamer ; Ted
Powell.
Matieson. Hallam Cooley ; Bppings, the butler, Harvey Clark ; Count Tecchi, Otto
"Lucky" Garrity had amassed a big fortune in Wall Street. He bought a
countr.v
and the
wentservants
out to declared
enjoy a rest.
An air
pervaded i)lace
the on
placeLongand Island
although
the house
to beof mysteryhaunted
"Luck.v" determined to see it through. He called up several of his friends to
come
out.
Among
them
was
Ted
Powell
who
told
"Lucky"
he
knew
the
owners, the Stratfords, and as they were talking a young woman came downformer
the
stairs. Ted recognized her to be Adele, the daughter of Stratford. She apologized
for being in the house but) explained that her father's illness had detained them.
"Lucky"
insisted
they stay.
remainIn inthethemeanwhile
house andthefinally
be his
guest
as long
as hethatwould
marketshe hadaccepted
taken toa serious
turn
and
"Lucky's"
friends
begged
him
to
come
back.
Adele
urged
him
and
arrivedthejustgirl.in time to save himself. He then came back to the toplacego
and heclaimed
A rather entertaining
story that moves along
in a fairly smooth way.
From first impressions it
appears that the plot
hinges on a deep mystery.
However, this is all soon
cleared up and it continues
in the routine way, dealing -with the ups and
downs of the financial and
love affairs of a young
man in Wall Street. William Russell, who does the
role of "Lucky" Garrity, »|*
is completely taken out of
his usual Western atmosphere in this picture. Although lacking in bold and
heroic stunts, it provides
him with moderately good
material and an opportusatility.nity to display his verPoints of Appeal. — The
love theme that runs
through the story is fairly interesting. It is of
the sort that seems to be
inevitable and as it goes
along carries very little
anticipation. It is an
adaptation for the screen
from Sewell Ford's story,
"Cherub Divine," and as a
whole the picture furment. nishes average entertainCast. — William Russell takes the lead and is supported by
Ted Powell, Garrity's
cast as support.
Sylvia Breamer.
friend.
Others in Hallam
the cast Cooley
render isadequate
y, Lighting, Direction. — The exteriors are all atPhotograph
tractive. Interior sets good and sufficiently lighted. Continuity
of the story even. Direction is generally satisfactory, but a
faulty detail, that cannot help but be noticed, is the fact that
the two leads, after having been drenched in a heavy rain storm,
come back into the house apparently quite dry.
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Cardigan (Messmore Kendall)
7,000*
Jungle Adventures (Johnson-Exceptional).... 5,000*
Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
5,000*
Daring Danger (Cliff Smith)
5,000*
Jan of the Big Snows (J. Oliver Curwood) . . 5,000*
The Cradle Buster (Tuttle Waller)
6,000*
Bluebeard, Jr., (Jas. Livingston)
5,000*
The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax) 6,000*
Sisters (International Film)
7,000*
The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.).. 5,000*
My Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictures) 7,000*
Man's Lavir and God's (Finis Fox)
6,000*
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer) 5,000*
The Pillagers (Louis Wm. Chaudet)
7,000*
Destiny's Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle)
6,000*
False Fronts
5,000*
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
SPENCER PRODUCTIONS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)
4,921
CLIFF SMITH PRODUCTIONS
Western Hearts (Art Station and Josie
Sedgwick)
4,711
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
4,539
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
(Distributed through Pathe)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
The Rider of the King Log (Special) 5,000*
The
to London
Sin Road
of Martha
Queed, (Bryant
The Washburn)
(Alan Dwan. . 5,000*
Prod.)
6,000*
Marry the Poor Girl (Mr. and 'Mrs. Carter
DeHaven)
6,000*
Unfoldment, The (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Handle With Care (Grace Darmond)
5,000*
Woman, Wake Up (Florence Vidor)
6,000*
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird) 5,000*
Lady
Godiva
(Alfred
Tennyson's
Poem)
....
6,000*
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
Among Those Present
3,000*
Now or Never
3,000*
I Do
; 3,000*
Never Weaken
3,000*
APLAYGOERS
Sailor-Made PICTURES,
Man
4,000*
INC.
Across the Divide (J. P. McGowan)
5,200*
Tropical Love (Ruth Clifford)
5,000*
Father Tom (Tom Wise)
5,000*
Anne of Little Smoky (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Ruse of the Rattler, The (J. P McGowan) 5.000*
Reckless Chances (J. P. McGowan)
5.00O*
Hills of 'Missing Men (J. P. McGowan) 6.000*
Sunshine Harbor (Margaret Beecher)
6,000*
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Back Pay (Cosmopolitan Prod.)
6,460
The Lane That Had No Turning (Agnes
Ayres)
4,892
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan) . . . 5,533
The(Marion
Bride'sDavies)
Play (Cosmopolitan Prod.) 6,476
Nancy From Nowhere (Realart Prod.) (Bebe
Daniels)
?'??
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.) 5.784
Tillie (Realart Prod.) (Mary Miles Minter) ????
One Glorious Day (Cruze Spec.) (RogersLee)
5,100
Saturday Night (Cecil B. DeMille Prod.).. 8,433
The Law and the Woman (Stanlaws-Compson Prod.)
6,461
Moran of the Lady Letty (Melford^Dalton
Prod.)
6,360
Boomerang Bill (Lionel Barrymore-Cosmopolitan Prod.)
5,489
A Pfl)d.)
Homespun Vamp (May McAvoy-Realart 4.777
Love'sOwnBoomerang
(John Clayton)
S. Robertson Prod.) 5,618
Her
Money (Ethel
4,981
Midnight (Constance BinnyiRealart Prod.).. 4,653
The Red Peacock (Pola Negri)
6,735
A Game Chicken (Bebe Daniels-Realart
Prod.)
4,748
Travelin'
On (William
S. Hart)
6,267
Forever (George
Fitzmaurice
Prod.)
7,236
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 1.)
(Spec. Prod.)
5,647
The World's
(Wallace(Chapter
Reid) 2) 5,030
The
Mistress Champion
of the World
■Her(Spec.
Prod)
Husband's Trademark (Gloria Swanson) 5,275
5,101
Bobbed Hair (Wanda Hawley-Realart) 4,395
Fool's
Paradise
(Cecil
B.
DeMille
Prod.)
.
.
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 3) 8,681
(Spec. Prod.)
5,061
The Heart Specialist (Mary Miles MinterRealart)
'.
4,768
Beauty's
Worth (Marion Davies-Cosmopolitan)
6,751
The (Mistress of the World (Chapter 4)
(Spec. Prod.)
3.825
The Green Temptation (Betty Comcson) . . . 6,165
Through
a
Glass
Window
(May
McAvoyRealart)
4,490
Find the Woman (Cosmopolitan)
5.144
The Cradle (E^hel Clayton)
4,698
The Sleep Walker (Constance Binney-Realart)
4,530
•Approximately
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Bought
and Paid For (Wm. de Mille-Ayres- 5,601
Holt)
The
Devil's
(Poli (Dorothy
Negri)
The Crimson Pawn
Challenge
Dalton) . . 4,712
4,942
The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley-Realart) 5,243
The Spanish Jade (John S. Robertson Prod.) ????
Is Prod.)
Matrimony a Failure? (J. Cruze- All Star 5,612
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan) ????
REALART PICTURES
(Through Famous Players-Lasky)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Something Different (Constance Binney).... 4,840
The Magic Cup (Constance Binney).
4,857
Such a Little Queen (Constance Binney) 4,942
Out of the Chorus (Alice Brady)
4.888
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady)
4,964
Little Italy (Alice Brady)
4,875
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4,979
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine John- stone) 5.360
Sheltered Daughters (Justine Johnstone)... 4,895
A Heart to Let (Justine Johnstone) 5,294
-A Private Scandal (May McAvoy)
4,363
Room and Board (Constance Binnev)
5,107
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter) . . . 4,715
Everything for Sale (May McAvoy)
5,091
FIRST NATIONAL
Molly O (Mack Sennett-Mabel Normand) . . 7,558
The Silent
Call (Trimble-Murphin
Prod.) . . . 6.784
Hail
the Woman
(Ince Prod.)
7.222
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Prod.)
4,367
Polly of the .Follies (Constance Talmadge) ????
Her Mad Bargain (Anita Stewart)
5.491
Woman's Side (Katherine MaoDonald) ????
Love's
Redemption
(Norma
Talmadge)....
5,889
The Beautiful Liar (Katherine MacDonald) 5,030
My
Boy (Jackie
Cooean")
Shattered
Idols (Frothingham
Production).. 4,967
5,850
The Cave Girl (Special)
4,405
The Seventh Day (Richard Barthelmess) . . . . 5.335
The Song of Lifd (John Stahl)
6.920
Red Hot Romance (Emerson-Loos Prod.).. 6,055
The Barnstormer (Charles Rav)
5,300
Penrod (Weslev Barrv) (Neilan Prod.) 8,037
The Rosary (Selig-Rorke Production) 7,045
The
Side (Constance
(Katherine Talmadge)
MacDonald). . 6,467
5,366
Polly Woman's
of the Follies
A Question of Honor (.\nita Stewart) 6,065
GasT O'il, Water (Charles Rav)
4,500
Smilin'
Through
(NormaMacDonald)
Talmadee)
8,000*
The
Infidel
(Katherine
5,377
Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh-Miriam
Cooper)
8,422
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
(Through First National)
Cup of Life (Thos. H. Ince)
4,392
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
7,000*
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth) 6,055*
Glaum)
."
6,000*
ILoveAm (Louise
(jiiilty (Louise
Glaum)
6,312
Greater Than Love
6,000*
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood — .^11
6,000*
A Star)
Perfect Crime (Monte Blue)
4,739
A Broken Doll
4,594
The Last of the Mohicans (Maurice Tourneur)
6,000*
The Foolish Matrons (Maurice Tourneur) . . 6,000*
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5,000*
Home Talent
5,000*
The
Ten
Dollar
Raise
6,000*
Mother o' Mine (Thos. H. Ince)
6,500
Lying Lips (Thos. H. Ince)
7,000
Homespun Folks (Thos. Ince)
6,000
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SPECIAL
Over the Hill
10.500
A Virgin Paradise
7,781
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court
8.000*
Thunderclap
6.724
Shame
8,231
Periurv
8.373
Footfalls
8.068
The Last Trail
6 355
Queen of Sheba
9,599
WILLIAM FARNUM SE.RIES
His Great Sacrifice
6.282
Stage Romance,
A
6.416
Shackles
of Gold
????
PEARL WHITE SERIES
Beyond Price
6,237
Any Wife
4,597
Broadway Peacock, The
4,380
Without Fear
4,406
TOM MIX SERIES
A Ridin' Romeo
4.747
The Big Town Round-up
4,250
After Your Own Heart
4.244
The Night Horsemen
4,993
The Rough Diamond
4,458
Trailin'
4.355
Sky-High
4.546
Chasing the Moon
5.092
TTn and Going
4.525
The Fighting Streak
????
PHARTKS JONES SERIES
4.00O*
Finish
To
Bar a Nothin'
4.311
Ridin' With Death
4.175

Footage
Pardon My Nerve
4,484
Western Speed
????
DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
4,320
The Devil Within
5,997
Iron to Gold
4,515
W1ILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Desert Blossoms
4,175
The Roof Tree
4,409
Strength of the Pines
4,382
Money to Burn
????
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Ever Since Eve
4,531
Queenie
5,147
Jackie
4,943
Little Miss Smiles
4,834
The Ragged Heiress
4,888
JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam
Dawn
4,178
ArabianO'Love
????
TWENTIETH CENTURY PICTURES
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn)
4,544
The Jolt (Murphy- Walker)
4,835
Winning With Wits (Barbara Bedford) 4,435
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
4,616
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn)
4,049
Extra! Extra! (Walker-Murphy)
4,160
Elope If You M^st (Eileen Percy)
4,995
WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? (Claire Windsor) 6,141
Our Mutual Friend (All Star)
7,698
White Hands (Hobart Bosworth)
5,654
The Blot (Claire Windsor)
7,121
Quo Vadis (All Star)
5,884
Girl Oaken
From God's
(Nell Shipman) . . 5,098
6,957
Old
Bucket Country
(M\ Star)
Good to Evil (Lucy Doraine)
4,951
ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
The Fire Bride
5,000*
The Madness of Love
5,000*
Alias Phil Kennedy
5,000*
The Blonde Vampire
5,000*
Foolish Monte Carlo
5.O00*
The Bootleggers
5,000*
The Love Nest
5,000*
Don't Blame Your Children
5,000*
Mrs. Dane's Confession
5,000*
The Blue Mountain Mystery
5,000*
GOLDWYN PICTURES
For Those We Love
5,752
The Invisible Power
6,613
Dangerous Curve Ahead
5,503
The Old Nest (M'ary Alden)
7,250
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin)
5,620
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
4,609
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore)
4,495
Be My Wife (Max Linder)
4,470
The Grim Comedian (Special Cast)
5,509
The Night Rose (Special Cast)
5,630
Poverty of Riches (Special Cast)
5,641
Man From Lost River, The (Special Cast).. 5,693
Glorious Fool. The
5,392
Man With Two Mothers
4,423
His Sack Against the Wall
4,680
Watch Your Step
4,713
Doubling for Romeo
4,304
Wallflower, The
5,228
Grand Larceny
5.228
Theodora (Special)
8.895
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
BENJ. B. HAMPTON
The IDwelling
SagebrusherPlace(AHofStar)
6,000*
Light (All Star) 6.568
The Spenders (All Star)
5,693
AHeart's
CertainHaven
Rich Man
Star)
(Claire(AllAdams,
Carl Gant- 6,000*
voort, Robert McKim)
6,000*
The Grey Dawn (Claire Adams, Carl Gantvoort,
Robert
McKim)
6,000*
ZANE GREY PICTURES
The Riders of the Dawn (All Star)
6,180
DesertManGoldof the
(AllForest
Star)
7,000*
The
(All Star)
5.880
The Mysterious Rider (All Star)
5,500
J.
READ (Hobart Bosworth) 4,643
ThePARKER
Brute Master
Love Madness (Louise Glaum)
6,290
Sex (Louise Glaum)
6,208
DIETRICH BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
5,480
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Cynthia-of-the-Minute (Leah Baird)
5,634
ROBERT BURNTON
The Cost of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerrigan) 4,624
The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan) 4,624
The Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan) 4,925
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph J. Dowhng) 5,965
JOSEPH LEVERING
His
DIALTemporary
FILM Wife (Rubye De Remer) . . 5.329
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle Stedman)
4,430
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Wake

Up!

Associated Exhibitors Photoplay in Six Parts.
Released by Pathe. Author, Ben. M. Clay.
Scenario by C. B. Manly. Director, Marcus
Harrison.
Running Time, Seventy Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Aune, Florence Vkjor ; ilonte Collins, Louis Calhern ; Henrj- Mortimer, Charles
Meredith.
ilonte Collins falls in love with Anne, ivhom he marries after a short acquaintainship. The marriage turns out to be an uneven proposition. Jlonte is addicted
to having a good time, whereas Anne is fond of her domestic duties and prefers
to lead a simple life. However, she is aware that it is impossible to convert
him altogether to her way of thinking, nor is she inclined to sacrifice all her
ideals to his views. It seems to her that there must be a chance of meeting him
half-way. Imbued with this idea Anne proceeds to learn all the mysteries of
modern dancing, she attires herself in magnificent gowns, utilizes her husband's
friend, Henry Mortimer, as an escort and visits various gay resorts in his
company. At length Monte awakens to the fact that Anne seems likely to drift
away from him altogether. His indifference changes into anxiety and jealousy
and by the time Anne has convinced him that her love is unchanged, Monte decides
that his wife's domestic charms are superior to all else and they find happiness
together.
Skillful direction and
intelligent acting combine
to make this an entertaining picture, despite the
fact that the central idea
of the plot — a domestic
wife adopting jazz methods to make a gay hubby
jealous and win him back
— is decidedly ancient, a
regular
film "oldVidor,
reliable."
But Florence
the
star, and her supporting
cast work with pleasing
smoothness; there is no
hitch in the action, the
troubles of the home-loving spouse, her determination to show her husband
that gay life is a game
that two can play at, her
evolution into a gilded
butterfly type are all outlined vividly. It is, perhaps, a little too easy to
anticipate the finish of the
whole affair, but even if
suspense be lacking at
times, the feature is nevertheless one that will
"get by" with a majority
of movie fans, and probably prove a fair boxoffice asset.
Points of Appeal. — The
contrast between the heroine as a plainly clad
votary of home and fireside and when she comes
into view arrayed in radiant garb, is striking,
and the merging of her
original personality with
that she assumes as fitting
the merry social life and
fashionable clothes, is exceedingly effective from a dramatic
standpoint. She gains the audience s sympathy and holds it to
the end, when her final triumph in the fight for love is registered.
Cast. — Florence Vidor is extremely effective in the role of
Anne — pretty, vivacious and fully equal to the comedy deuiands
of the character, her performance is entitled to hearty praise
and is responsible for much of the feature's success. Louis
Calhern is excellent as the husband, who nearly loses his wife's
affections through lack of appreciation of her sterling qualities,
and the support is adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Luxurious interiors
abound, the cabaret scenes are beautifully filmed, there are many
fine exteriors, including an impressive shot of an airplane accident. Good lighting prevails. The continuity is perfect and
the action speedy.
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Missing

Selznick Photoplay in Eight Parts. Written and
Directed by Henry Lehrman under the Personal Supervision of Myron Selznick.
Scenario by Louis Allen Browne. Photographed byLouis Cronjager. Titles by H. I.
Phillips, John Medbury, W. B. Johnson,
E. V. Durling and Tom Bret.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Richard Boyd, Owen Moore; Pauline Blake, Pauline Garon ; Sam. Tom Wilson;
J. Xoung, Togo Yamamoto. Other characters by Xita Xaldi, Frank Wonderly and
Robert Cain.
•
Boyd, Pauline,
a ne'er-do-well,
head that
of theRichard
Boyd shall
Shipping
Company,
by Richard
inheritance.
a flapper,becomes
determines
do something
big, so she urges him to exercise tlie company's option on a huje tleet of ships
which J.Dunn,
I'oung,general
a Chinese
merchant
his eyewhom
on. heYoung
is aided Toby
Andrew
manager
of theking,
Boyd hasconcern,
has bribed.
get
Richard
ont
of
the
way,
Young'has
him
and
Pauline
shanghaied.
ship
is wrecked. There is a rescue. Then a race l>ct:ween a hydroplane and a The
sea-sled,
acolored
fight in
Young's
stronghold,
Richard, gets
who thehas ships
been and
aidedthebygirl.his faithful
servant
throughout
the and
proceedings,
The introductory title
says this picture is designed as entertainment
and nothing else. And
that's just what it is — entertainment tothe nth degree, a mixture of comedy, slapstick, burlescfue,
melodrama, so cleverly put
together that it is absolutely sure-fire. A certain
cure for box-offiice blues —
that's Reported Missing.
According to our way of
thinking all the exhibitor
has to do with this picture
is to add the proper
amount of exploitation and
serve — his patrons will
do the rest.
A combination of thrills
and
—
we useeccentric
the word comedyeccentric
because it has a very apt
meaning here — and some
of the cleverest titles ever
put
the screen
— that's
the on
essence
of Reported
Missing. It gives the
audience a chance to laugh
and laugh hard, which,
as we understand it, is
what most people like to
do nowadays
ence to weeping. in preferThere is just enough
plot in Reported Missing
upon rieswhich
to hangranging
a seof incidents,
from a realistic storm at
sea to a remarkably wellstagedhold offight
in the strongan Oriental.
This
latter incident will no
doubt come a classic on
the screen. It is screamingly funny and yet it thrills. And it
is built
aroundservant,
the adroit
of the razoris by
massive colored
who, useincidentally,
onetheof hero's
the finest
eccentric comedy-characters ever given to pictures.
The cast is excellent. Owen Moore, in the role of the hero,
plays one of those helpless young men, at the mercy of everything and everybody that come along — for a while, Then, inspired by the girl, he proves himself a man. It is a neat and
sympathetic bit of work. Tom Wilson, as the huge servant,
scores heavily, and is ideal for the part. He is the life of the
picture. The heroine, as presented by Pauline Garon, is pretty
and effective, and the rest of the players contribute their share
in excellent fashion. A little boy who appears in one sequence
must be described as a 'find." Who is he, we wonder? Though
he was on the screen for only a few minutes he registered emphatical y as a wonderful type and a remarkably natural actor.
The direction, staging and technical details are admirably
handled. The continuity runs smoothly and the total effect is
well managed.
Missing is a "pep" picture. And that means "pep"
at Reported
the box-offite.
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Footage
UNITED ARTISTS CORP. Footage
The Devil to Pay (Robert Burton Prod.).. 6,000*
Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
6,000* The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert
Her Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet).. 5,000*
Lytell)
5,158
Mark of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks) 7,800
The
Empire
of
Diamonds
Rogues and Romance (George B. Seitz and 6,000* The
The Love Light (Mary Pickford)
7,800
5,800
June Caprice)
6,000* The Nut (Douglas Fairbanks)
9,400
The Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet)
5,000* Dream Street
VSOien
We Hen
Were (Edgar
Twenty-One
(H'. B. Warner) 6,000*
5,000* Through the Back Door (iMary Pickford) . . 7,000*
The Sage
Lewis)
Carnival (Matheson Lang)
7,000*
The Killer (Claire Adams)
6,000* Way
East (D. W. Griffith Prod.) 11,000*
Truant Husbands (Mahlon Hamilton)
5,019* DisraeliDown(George
Arliss)
7,000*
8,250
Bars of Iron (Madge White)
5,000* I Accuse (Abel Gance Prod.)
The
Lure
of
Egypt
(Federal
Prod.)
6,000*
Iron
Trail,
The
(Rex
Beach
Prod.)
7,000*
The Heart Line (Leah Baird and Jerome
Little Lord Fauntleroy (Mary Pickford) 9,984
Three
Musketeers
(Douglas
Fairbanks)
11,750
Patrick)
6,000*
Without Benefit of Clergy
5,635
Doll's House, A (Nazimova)
????
The Money
Maniac
5,000*
Ruling Passion, The (George Arliss)
7,000*
The
Orderly
5,373
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
The Power Within (Achievement Pictures) . . 6,000*
PIONEER FILM CORP.
JEWEL
FEATURES
Indiscretion (Florence Reed, Lionel Atwill,
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips).. 6,000*
Gareth Hughes)
6,000* Reputation
Outside the (Priscilla
Law (Priscilla
Dean)
6,000*
Dean)
6,500
O'h Mary Be Careful (Madge Kennedy) 6,000*
Foolish Wives (Eric Von Stroheim) 12,000
The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks) 5,000*
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Starke).... 6,000* No Woman
Knows
7,000*
Fox (Harry
Carey)
6,941
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey) 5,000* The
(Priscilla Dean)
6,205
Beyond the Crossroad (Ora Carew)
6,000* Conflict
Foolish
Wives
(Von
Stroheim)
????
InWise Society
Husbands(Edith (GailRoberts)
Kane, J. Herbert 5,000* UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Luring
Lips
(Edith
Roberts)
4,263
Frank)
6,000*
The Leech (Claire Whitney)
6,000* Danger Ahead (All Star)
5,000*
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield,
A Daughter of the Law (Carmel Myers).. 4,263
5,000*
Rogers Lytton, Gladden James)
6,000* Open Shutters (Edith Roberts)
(Frank Mayo)
5,000*
The Barbarian (Monroe Salisbury) 6,000* The
ActionShark
(HootMaster
Gibson)
4,509
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom)) 6,000* The
Rowdy (Gladys Walton)
4,974
Idle Hands (Gail Kane)
6,000* Moonlight
(Marie Prevost)
4,468
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau) 6,000* Red CourageFollies
(Hoot Gibson)
4,620
Finders' Keepers (Violet Mersereau)
6,000* The Rage of Paris
(Miss
Dupont)
4,968
R-C PICTURES
Go Straight (Frank Mayo)
4,220
Where Lights Are Low (Sessue Hayakawa) 5,810
High Heels (Gladys Walton)
4,541
Live and Let Live (Wm. Christy Cabanne) . . 5.900
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,730
Salvage (Pauline Frederick)
6,450
Nobody's Fool ((Marie Prevost)
4,640
The Foolish Age (Doris May)
4,500
Sure
5,000*
The Barricade (Cabanne Prod.)
6,170
False Fire
Kisses(Hoot
(MissGibson)
Dupont)
4,335
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa)
5.600
Dr.
Jim
(Frank
Mayo)
4,474
Lure of the Jade (Pauline Frederick)
5,935
A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost)
4,739
Possession (Mercaton Prod.)
6.550
The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
4,880
(Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson)
4,415
The Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone).. 4.600
Shattered Dreams (Miss Dupont)
4,878
Silent Years (J. L. Gasnier)
6,056
At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
6,300
CupidGuttersnipe
Incog (Marie
Prevost)
5.000*
Eden and Return (Doris May).
4.831
The
(Gladys
Walton)
4,225
Five Days to Live (Sessue Havakawa) . . . . 5,356
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)
4,886
Two Kinds of Women (Pauline Frederick).. ????
The Scrapper (Herbert Rawlinson)
????
Billv Tim (Fred Stone)
5,032
Headin' West (Hoot Gibson)
????
Why Men Forget (Special Cast)
5.299
The
Golden
Gallows
(Miss
Dupont)
5.000*
The Call of Home (L. J. Gasnier)
5.220
Tracked to Earth (Frank Mayo)
5,000*
Beyond the Rainbow (Cabanne Prod.)
6.500
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
5.000*
Boy Crazy (Doris May)
4.800
Wild Honey (Priscilla Dean)
7,000*
The Bigamist (Special Cast)
????
The
Dangerous
Little
Demon
(Marie
Prevost)
5,000*
The Vermillion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa).. ????
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
5,000*
The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick) ????
The Man Under Cover (Herbert Rawlinson) 5,000*
Gav and Devilish (Doris May)
????
ATheWonderful
Wife
(Miss
du
Pont)
5,000*
Man Who Married His Own Wife
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENT.
(Frank Mayo)
5,000*
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
The Miracle of Manhattan
4.174
VITAGRAPH, INC.
The Girl fromLove
Nowhere
5,000*
Remorseless
4,180
VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Handcuffs or Kisses
4,180
The Way of a Maid
4.800
The
Courage
of Marge O'Doone
6,300
Trumpet
Island
6,200
Why Announce Your Marriage?
. 5,200
Dead Men Tell No Tales
6.200
EUGENE
O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Black Beauty
6,900
Guilded Lies
4,496
The Heart of Maryland
6.700
The
Last
.Door
5,000*
The
Son
of
Wallingford
7,851
Is Life Worth Living?
5,019
The Little Minister
6,129
Clay Dollars
????
Flower of the North
7.236
(Thivalrous Charley
4,543
The Prodigal Judge
7,200
The
Prophet's
Paradise
4,000*
ALICE
PROD.
CONWAY TEARLE SERIES
Her LordJOYCE
and Master
5,755
Society Snobs
4,224
The Scarab Ring
5.598
Bucking the Tiger
5,333
The Inner Chamber
5,951
The
6,000*
CORINNE GRIFFITH PROD.
After Fighter
Midnight
????
The Whisper Market
4.800
The Man of Stone
4,676
A Wide Open Town
4,650
The
Broadway
Bubble
5,000*
It
Isn't
Being
Done
This
Season
4,300
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
What's Your Reputation Worth?
5,400
The Chicken in the Case
5,261
Moral Fibre
6,000*
A Divorce of Convenience
5,000*
The Single Track
5,000*
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Received
Payment
5,000*
The
Road
of
Ambition
(Conway
Tearle)
.
.
5,000*
EARLE
WILLIAMS
PROD.
The Sin That Was His (Wm, Faversham) 5.60O
The Romance Promoters
5,200
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5,500
Diamonds Adrift
4,724
Who Am I? (All Star)
4,938
It Can Be Done
4,425
Conceit (All Star)
4,580
The Silver Car
5.803
ASELECT
Man's PICTURES
Home (All Star)
4,580
Bring Him In
4,987
Lucky Sevens
Carson
????
Three
5,000
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Durning) . . . . 5.000*
The Servant Question (William Collier) 5,000*
ANTONIO MORENO PROD.
lust Outside FEATURES
the Door (Edith Hallor) 5,000*
The Secret of the Hills
4,900
REPUBLIC
Mountain Madness (Ed. Coxen and Ora
A
Guilty
Conscience
5,000*
ALICE CALHOUN PROD.
Carew)
????
Princess Jones
4,800
Mother of Men (Claire Whitney)
????
The Charming Deceiver
4,600
The Gift Supreme (Bernard Durning) ????
Closed Doors
4,400
Children of Destiny (Edith Halor)
????
Ghosts of Yesterday (Noma Talmadge) 5,810
Peggy Matrimonial
Puts It Over
4,900
The
Web;
4,970
Poppy (Norma Talmadge)
????
Up the Road With Sallie (Constance Tal- madge) 4,692
Rainbow
5,000*
WILLIAM DUNCAN PROD.
Scandal
????
Where Men Are Men
5.000*
REVIVALS(Constance Talmadge)
Steelheart
6.000*
The Love Flo^ver (D. W. Griffith Prod.).. 6,800
No Defense
6,000*

FEATURE

Footage
King Sipruce (Mitchell Lewis)
6,000*
Light
the Clearing (All Star)
7,000*
LEWISin TRACY
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
5,760
IRVIN V. WILLAT PROD.
Down Home (All Star)
6,335
Partners of the Tide (All Star)
6,150
Face of the World (Barbara Bedford) 5,800
Fifty Candles (All Star)
6,000*
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PROD.
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale) 6,300
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale) 5,700
The Other Woman (All Star Cast)
5,800
HUGO BALLIN PROD.
Pagan Love (Rockliffe Fellows and Mabel
6,000*
EastBallin)
Lynne (Mabel Ballin and Edward Earle) 6,634
The Journey's End (Mabel Ballin and Wyndham EyreStanding)
Jane
(Mabel Ballin and Norman Trevor) 8,000*
6,550
The Luxury Tax (iMabel Ballin, Raymond
Bloomer, FILM
Crauford
Kent)
7,000*
ROCKET
CORP.
The Truant Husband (All Star)
5,000*
Keeping
WithCORP.
Lizzie (Enid Bennett).... 6,000*
RENCO UpFILM
Lavender and Old Lace (Marguerite Snow) 5,770
AtStar)
the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern (All 5,193
WARD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS
Rip Van Winkle (All Star)
6,700
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
God's
Star)
CameronCrucible
of the(All Royal
Mounted (Gaston 6,000*
Glass)
6,000*
HOLTRE PRODUCTIONS
French Heels (Irene Castle)
5,500
METRO PICTURES CORP.
NAZIMOVA
The Heart of a Child
6,239
Madame Peacock
5,428
Billions
5,036
Camille
5,600
METRO CLASSICS, Inc. (Specials)
The Man Who (Bert Lytell)
5,399
Over the Wire (Alice Lake)
5,457
Life'sGame
Darn (May
FunnyAllison)
(Viola Dana)
5,741
Big
5,333
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytell)
5,510
The Match Breaker (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Hole in the Wall. The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Idle Rich. The (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
Fourteenth Lover, The (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Infamous Miss Revel, The (Alice Lake) 6,000*
Alias Ladyfingers (Bert Lytell)
: 6,000*
There Are No Villains (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Golden Gift. The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Right That Failed, The (Bert Lytell) 6,000*
Glass Houses (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Kisses (Alice Lake)
6.000*
Face Between, The (Bert Lytell)
4,997
Seeing's(Alice
Believing
(Viola Dana)
6.000*
Hate
Lake)
6.000*
Five Dollar Baby, The (Viola Dana)
6.000*
MAURICE TOURNEUR PROD.
The Great Redeemer (All Star Cast)
5,005
TAYLOR HOLMES PROD.
Nothing But the Truth
5,639
The Very Idea
5,212
Nothing But Lies
4,882
C. E. SHURTLEFF PROD.
Burning Daylight (All Star)
5.766
The Mutiny of the Elsinore (All Star) 5,778
The Star Rover (Special Cast)
4.446
The Little Fool (Special Cast)
4,670
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Love, Honor and Obey (Jewel Carmen) .... 5,477
Without Limit (George D. Baer)
7,128
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes)
4,968
The Hunch (Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Little
Eva Ascends
(Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Stay Home
(Gareth Hughes)
????
I Can Explain (Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Don't
WriteWEST
LettersPROD.
(Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
ROLAND
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)
5,846
HOPE HAMPTON PROD.
A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton)
5,280
WILLIAM DESMOND PROD.
Fightin'
Mad (Special
6,000*
REX INGRAM
PROD. Cast)
Conquering Power, The (Special Cast) 6,000*
Turn
Right (Special
(Special Cast)
Cast)
8,000*
Prisonerto the
of Zenda
????
TIFFANY PROD.
Peacock
Murray)
8,000*
FascinationAlley(Mae(MaeMurray)
????
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children (Elsie Albert)
5 reels
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
5 reels
The Lotus Blossom (Tully Marshall) 6 reels
PATHE EXCHANGES, INC.
Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis)
6,000*
'Approximately
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The

Crimson

Challenge

Paramount Photoplay in Five Parts. Author,
Vingie Roe. Scenario by Beulah M. Dix.
Director, Paul Powell. Cameraman, Harry
Perry.

Running Time, Sixty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Tharon Last, Dorothy Dalton ; Billy, Jack: Mower ; Buck Courtney, Frank Campeau ; ston;
Ellen
Irene Burton;
Hunt; JimWylaekie,
Last, Will
Walling;
RalBlack Courtney,
Bart, Clarence
George
Field; Clive,
Anita,Howard
Mrs. Dark
Cloud ; Conford, Fred Huntly.
Primitive border conditions prevail in the cattle country town of Lost Valley,
practically ruled by Buck Courtney, saloon owner and political boss. Courtney
is married, but desires to obtain possession of Tharon, daughter of Jim Last,
a small rancher. Courtney assassinates Last. Tharon sv.'ears to kill Courtney
with her father's own guns. Tharon becomes head of a vigilance band, organized
topuncher.
check Courtney's
The latter
Tharon
loves Billy,
cowIn a battleactivities.
Billy is wounded
and learns
taken that
prisoner
by Courtney,
who a sends
Tharon word that unless she agrees to marry him when he gets a divorce, he will
kill
man she
pretends
accept and
his conditions.
wife
tells theTharon
werelove.s.
Billy She
is held
underto guard,
she starts Courtney's
to rescue him.
Courtney secures his divorce and his wife dies of shock. He kills her younger
brother, and the townspeople are finally aroused against him. Tharon rescues
Billy and arrives in time to join the crowd attacking Courtney. She leads them
on against Courtney's gang. Courtney, defeated, tries to escape. He is pursued
by Tharon, who kills him and returns to become Billy's wife.
The best way to enjoy
The Crimson Challenge is
sit back comfortably and
absorb its spectacular happenings, its fierce "put'em-across-lively" punches
— without stopping to indulge in useless speculation as to whether the plot
is improbable or the heroine an impossible party.
For viewed from the
standpoint of a picture
likely to become popular
with the greater number
of film devotees, it offers
bully good entertainment.
Director Paul Powell has
seen to it that the story
progresses swiftly and
smoothly, leading lady
Dorothy Dalton's fiery personality and magnetic
energy set the thrill situations aflame, the supporting cast works with untiring zeal — and the net
result is a crackerjack
Western melodrama with
a high box-office rating.
Points of Appeal. —
There is abundance of fast
riding and indiscriminate
shooting in evidence in
which the dashing heroine
plays a prominent part. A
scene which really holds
the spectators breathless
is where that independent
young gunwoman crawls
in cat-ilike fashion up the
side of a precipice to rescue her wounded lover.
But there are numerous
such snappy thrills, the
whirl
of events never
slackens and matters are brought to a satisfactory conclusion,
with the lovers happy and everything jake.
Cast. — Miss Dalton plays the part of the Amazon heroine with
tremendous zest, as though she really believes in and enjoys the
role. Her performance is surprisingly natural, when one considers the somewhat artificial personage she is called upon to
portray, there is never a moment when Dorothy does not impress one as being dead in earnest and her physical charms are
in no degree lessened by the fact that her erstwhile luxuriant
tresses are bobbed and she wears male garments. Jack Mower
is a likeable lover and Frank Campeau a sufficiently sinister
villain in the character of Buck Courtney.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The camera offers a wealth
of beautiful outdoor views, including many impressive mountain
scenes, with artistic long shots and perfect lighting. The continuity is unbroken, and the action never falters in its rapid onward sweep.
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The

Beautiful

Liar

First National Photoplay in Six Parts.

Author,

George Marion. Scenario by Ruth Wightman. Director, Wallace Worsely. Running Time, Sixty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Helen Hayes and Elsie Parmelee, Katlierine MacDonald ; Bobby Bates, Charles
Meredith; Gaston
; MacGregor,
JosephWilfred
J. Dowling
Lester
Allegretti,
Lucas.; Mrs. Van Courtlandt-Van Allstyn, Kate
Gaston Allegretti, manager of the summer resort hotel, Del Norte, is threatened
"With
dismissalof by
his employers.
guests has
are promised
preparaingto to
stagethea services
charity
performance
a famous
farce and The
Allegretti
obtain
as star of Elsie Parmelle, a Broadway actress, who is then in San Francisco.
Gaston tells his employers that if he is fired, there will be no Elsie in the cast.
On condition that he brings the actress there, the owners agree to keep him.
Gaston is turned down by the actress, who is going to Hawaii. In despair he
enlists the aid of Helen Hayes, who works in a broker's office. She greatly
i-esembles Elsie Parmelee. With MacGregor, a Scotch bookeeper, she goes to
the resort, for what she supposes to be a vacation. There she finds that Bobby
Bates, a youthful millionaire and client of her broker employer, with whom she
is in love, is engaged to play the hero role of the comedy in whicll she is asked
to appearthoughunder
and she accepts.
Alawkward Miss
in theParmelee's
part the name.
audienceThis
fancydecides
she isherpretending
and hail her
as a great hit. Bobby proposes to Helen, but she asks MacGregor to tell him the
truth about her. He does not do so, but Helen imagines he has fulfilled his
promise, and she accepts Bobby. Later the arrival of the real Elsie Parmelee
at Hawaii is published in the papers and Bobby is amazed. But MacGregor
admits his duplicity, Bobby sees Helen is innocent and all ends well.
There are many amusing situations in this comedy drama, the action of
which flits breezily from
one complication
to another without slackening
speed, the plot is of the
lightest variety, but taken
on the whole, is sufficiently interesting to list The
Beautiful Liar as well up
to the usual standard of
Katherinevehicles.
MacDonald's
starring
That
lady plays a dual role
with considerable success,
she is always ornamental
and on the present occasion displays pleasing
versatility in her work,
entering into the humorous spirit of the story
with zest and striking a
nice dramatic balance
when a hint of seriousness, not to say pathos, is
demanded. The feature
oughtcialtoreturns,
yieldespecially
fair finan-in
regions where the star
has a strong following.
Points of Appeal. — The
mixups intosourceful
which
the rehotel manager
gets himself by dint of
his scheming provide good
laughing hits, the heroine's appearance as a
substitute for the famous
Broadway star and her
love affair with Bobby
Bates result in some capital situations and there
is justment atathe
dash
of which
sentifinish
leavens the comedy nicely.
Cast. — Katherine MacDonald is an attractive figure in the
dual role of Helen and Elsie Parmelee; her beauty is undeniable and she gives a performance remarkable for its vivacity
and charm. Charles Meredith scores as the millionaire lover,
Bobby Bates; Wilfred Lucas gets a lot of fun out of the part
of hotel manager Aellegretti; Kate Lester shines as the aristocratic Mrs. Van — and Joseph Dowling provides a really comic
character sketch of MacGregor, the cunning Scotchman.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are several fine long
shots in evidence, handsome interiors, some excellent deep sets
and good
lightingandgoverns
everybrisk
footthroughout.
of the film. The continuity is smooth
the action
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GUIDE
ASSOCIATED
PRODUCERS,
(Through First National)
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Made in the Kitchen
She Sighed by the Seaside
Call a Cop
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES
Love's Outcast

EXHIBITORS

TO
INC.
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
OF AMERICA
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
Monkey Shines
2 reels
A Rag Doll Romance
2 reels
How to Grow Thin (Special)
1 reel
CHESTER COMEDIES
Snooky's Fresh Heir
2 reels
Snooky's Blue Monday
2 reels
Snooky's
Wild
Oats
2 reels
CHESTER OUTINGS
No More Gasoline
1 reel
Save Your Carfare
1 reel
The Last Hop
1 reel
Music in the Air
1 reel
Jogging Across Sawtooth
1 reel
CHESTER SCENICS
Old Moose Trails
1 reel
New Wine in Old Bottles
1 reel
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
No Parking
2 reels
A Barnyard Cavalier
2 reels
One Stormy Knight
2 reels
A Rambling Romeo
2 reels
Hokus Pokus
2 reels
'Twas
Ever Thus
Oh, Promise
Me!
22 reels
reels
'Tis
Bull
reels
Fair the
Enough
22 reels
CINAL FILMS— SLOW SPEED
The Manly Art of Self-Defense
1 reel
Annette
Kellerman in High Diving
11 reel
Golf
reel
GAYETY COMEDIES
Say Uncle
1 reel
Afraid of His Wife
1 reel
O'h,
Brother
11 reel
reel
Wild and Willie
Assault and Flattery
1 reel
Standing Pat
1 reel
KINOGRAMS
News Reel — Sunday and Thursdays
1 reel
MERMAID COMEDIES
Free and Easy
2 reels
Rolling Stones
2 reels
Step This Way
2 reels
The
Rainmaker
'
reels
Spooks
22 reels
MISCELLANEOUS
Could Columbus Discover an America?.... 1 reel
The Crater of Mt. Katmai
1 reel
Dixie
1 reel
PUNCH COMEDIES
A Rural Cinderella
2 reels
Country
.' 22 reels
The
LoveChickens
Egg
reels
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS BEAUTIFUL
By the Side of the Road
1 reel
In the Bonnie Brier Country
1 reel
As Old as the Hills
1 reel
Unknown Switzerland
1 reel
ROBERT C. BRUCE "WILDERNESS TALES"
"And
Must Weep'
reel
MissingWomen
Men
11 reel
Nights of Many Shadows
1 reel
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse
2 reels
The
to Return
Road
The Ne'er
Policeman
and the
Baby
22 reels
reels
The Northern Trail
2 reels
SKETCHOGRAFS
Just for Fun
1 reel
Play Balll
1 reel
What's
the Limit?
reel
The Family
Album
11 reel
TOONERVILLE COMEDIES
The Skipper's Last Resort
2 reels
The
Skipper's
Policy
2 reels
TORCHY
COMEDIES
Torchy Takes a Chance
2 reels
Battling Torchy
2 reels
Torchy and Orange Blossoms
2 reels
Torchy's
2 reels
VANITY Ghost
COMEDIES
Paying Patients
1 reel
Eat and Be Happy
1 reel
Chicken 'Hearted
1 reel
Spiking the Spooks
1 reel
It's Your Move
-.
1 reel
Ninety Days or Life
1 reel
WORLD WANDERINGS
Dawn Silver
to DuskHarvest
in Egvpt
11 reel
The
reel
The People of Old Bruges
1 reel
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SUBJECTS

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
SingerMoment,
Midget's
Side Show
22 reels
One
Please
A Perfect
Villain
2 reels
reels
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES TRAVEL
PICTURES
Love and War
2 reels
Pardon Me
2 reels
Mexican Oil Fields
1 reel
Try
Get It
reels
In Batik Land
1 reel
False andAlarm
22 reels
Across the Grand Canyon
1 reel
Hold the Line
2 reels
Seville in Fair Time
1 reel
Please Be Careful
2 reels
At the Java
Wailing Wall
11 reel
Rural
reel
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
Santa Fe — The City Different
1 reel
All Wrong
2 reels
Seeing San Marino
1 reel
Don't
Tickle
22 reels
Watching the Wajdands
1 reel
The Guide
reels
In Old Granada
1 reel
The
Sailor
2 reels
A Fairy Foreland
1 reel
The Toreador
2 reels
Stamboul
1 reel
The Chauffeur
2 reels
Along the Rio Grande
1 reel
Hot Dog
2 reels
At the Damascus Gate
1 reel
Lake Maggiore
1 reel
AL. ST. JOiHN SERIES
First Families of America
1 reel
The Happy Pest
2 reels
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGAME ADVENTURE
Fool Days
2 reels
SCENICS
Straight from the Farm
2 reels
The Studio Rube
2 reels
^yinter
Sports
in
St.
Moritz
1
reel
Kilawea Volcano in Eruption
1 reel
MUTT AND JEFF .\NIMATED CARTOONS
The Jimgfrau Railroad
1 reel
Wildest Wales
1 reel
The Tong Sandwich
1 reel
Shadowed
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Turkish Bath
1 reel
Big Mystery
1 reel
Kids_
is Kids
reels The
Long Live the King
1 reel
Spirits
22 reels
The
Village
Cut-Ups
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Christmas
11 reel
reel
A Fireside Brewer
2 reels AFastMessy
Freight
reel
Dabbling in Art
2 reels The Stolen Snooze
11 reel
Bimgalow Troubles
2 reels Getting Ahead
1 reel
Bony Parts
1 reel
On a LTnhappy
Summer's finish
Day
The
22 reels
reels
GhostlyHerWallop
11 reel
Officer Cupid
2 reels ABesider
Cider
reel
Astray from the Steerage
2 reels The Last Laugh
1 reel
reel
Are Waitresses Safe ?
2 reels The Hole Cheese
1
An International Sneak
2 reels
Phony Focus
1 reel
Watch Your Neighbor
2 reels The
Crystal Gazer
1 reel
It Pays to Exercise
2 reels The
Stuck in the Mud
1 reel
Too Much Sap
1 reel
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
LUPINO LANE SERIES
Pictionary and Cartoons (Weekly)
1 reel
The Broker
2 reels
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
From a Piscatorial Angle
1 reel
FOX
iNEWS
(Twice
a
Week)
The Cloud
1 reel
AIndiana
Setting Summer
of Ages
reel
SERIALS
11 reel
Bride 13
IS Episodes
Victory Mountain
1 reel
Fantomas
20 Episodes
PARAMOUNT-V.\NiDENBURGH SERIES
Wild Men of Africa
2 reels
GOLDWYN
PICTURES
Jungle
reels
The LionDancers
Killers
22 reels
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Slaying the Hippopotamus
2 reels Fingers
Pockets
2 reels
The Land of the Pygmies
2 reels Love andandRollers
2 reels
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
Hearts
and Hammers
'■
22 reels
At
It Again
reels
Professional
Ethics
2 reels
CHARLES CHAPLIN
When
Martin
Gits
Here
2
reels
A Dog's Life
3 reels Ged Ap, Napoleon
2 reels
AShoulder
Day's Pleasure
22 reels
reels You'd Better Get It
2 reels
Arms
2 reels
Sunnyside
2 reels Indigo Sunday
2 reels
The Idle Class
2 reels Why Worry?
to Think About
2 reels
Pay Day
2 reels Nothing
Take
It
Easy
2
reels
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
EDGAR
COMEDIES
The Skipper's Narrow Escape
2 reels
The
Skipper's
Treasure Garden
22 reels
Out
2 reels
Meeting
AH Trains
reels Edgar Camps
the Explorer
2 reels
Toonerville Fire Brigade
2 reels Edgar
Edgar's
Country
Cousin
2
reels
Skipper's Scheme
Edgar's Feast Day
22 reels
Toonerville
Follies
22 reels
reels Get-Rich-Quick
Edgar
reels
Skipper's Flirtation
2 reels Edgar's Little Saw
2
reels
Skipper's HasBqozem
Friend
reels
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS— LAMPOONS
Skipper
His Fling
222 reels
Toonerville
Tactics
reels
Skipper Strikes It Rich
,
2 reels H&ppy Hooligan in "Apollo"
1 reel
Toonerville Tangle
2 reels
Happy Hooligan in "Cupid's Advice"...... 1 reel
HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES
Happy Hooligan in "Happy Hoolidini". . . . 1 reel
Judge Rummy in "The Prize Dance"
1 reel
The Punch of the Irish
2 reels Judge
Rummy in "The Snappy Judgment" 1 reel
Twilight Babv
3 reels
Happy
Hooligan
in
"The
Blacksmith"
1 reel
The Kick in High Life
2 reels
Wet and Warmer
2 reels Happy Hooligan in "A Romance of '76"... 1 reel
The Game Lady
2 reels Judge Rummy in "Why Change Your Hus- band?" 1reel
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Happy
Hooligan in "Doctor Jekyll and Mr. 1 reel
Zipp"
The Blacksmith
2 reels
The Playhouse
2 reels Judge Rummy in "Bear Facts"
1 reel
The Boat
2 reels Happy Hooligan in "Roll Your Own"
1 reel
1 reel
Cops
2 reels Judge Rummy in "Yes, Dear"
Happy Hooligan in "Oil"
1 reel
SENNETT
Rummy in "Too Much Pep"
1 reel
Hard Knocks and Love Taps
2 reels Judge
Be Reasonable
2 reels GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Bv Heck
2 reels Tree-Top Concert Singers
1 reel
The Dlick Hunter
2 reels
The Island of the Mist
1 reel
On Patrol
2 reels Through the Earth
1 reel
What Is Your Body Worth?
1 reel
TURPIN
A Paradise for Birds
1 reel
Love and Doughnuts
2 reels Venice of the Orient
1 reel
Bright Eyes
2 reels Action of the Human Heart
1 reel
1 reel
Step Forward
2 reels The Riveter
The Human Voice
1 reel
FOX FILM CORPORATION
Seein' Things on the Orinoco
1 reel
Gypsy
Scientists
11 reel
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Unshod
Soldiers
of
the
King
reel
Chase Me
2 reels
Reg'lar Bird
1 reel
Farmyard Follies
2 reels No
Chemical
Inspiration
1
reel
Say It With Flowers
2 reels Safe Combination
1 reel
The Book Agent
2 reels The
City That Never Sleeps
1 reel
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The

Game

Chicken

Scenario by Fred Myton.

Director, Chester

M. Franklin.
Minutes.

Time,

CAST

REVIEW

The

Realart Photoplay in Five Parts. Released by
Paramount. Author, Nina W. Putnam.
Running

TRADE

Fifty-five

AND SYNOPSIS

Inez Hastings,
Bebe Daniels
; EushEdwin
Tliompson,
O'Malley Snodgrass,
; Josliua Hastings,
James
Gordon Hiram
Proudfoot,
StevensPat; Captain
Cliarles
Force;
Marietta,
Mattie
Peters;
Jo-Jo,
Max
Weatlierwax
;
Jose
Maria Lavendera,
Hugh
Thompson,
Senora
Junita
Martinez,
Gertnide
Norman
;
Camilla
Hastings,
Martha Mattox.
unwelcome
suitor,
■ attentions
whoAn resides
in Cuba
witliJoseher Lavendera.
grandmotherforces
and his
parents.
Inez on
doesIneznot Hastings,
care for
Lavendera, who none the less persists in annoying her. He is engaged with her
father in the illicit export of liquor to America. Although forbidden by her
father to attend a cockfight, Inez does so, and when returning from the battle
of the birds makes the acquaintance of Thompson, a U. S. revenue officer, who
has come to Cuba on a secret mission connected, with the breaking up of the
bootlegging trade with America. Lavendera plans to trap Thompson, but the latter
evades the snare. Tliompson goes back to the States, where he awaits the arrival of a ship loaded with whiskey which Lavendera is taking to the Massachusetts coast. Meanwhile Inez accompanies her grandmother to the United States.
There she meets Thompson again, is accidentally the cause of e.vposing him to
danger,
but in the long run the smugglers are captured and Thompson wins the
girl.
Love romance and adventure are freely mingled
in this production, v\rhich
snaps along at a speedy
gait, gives pretty Bebe
Daniels a role in which
her physical charms are
artistically exploited, puts
over a decisive "thrill
punch"
herea and
there,
and offers
wealth
of
really exquisite photography. The introduction
of the bootlegging industry into the plot invests
the feature with a certain
up-'to-date value, rumrunning from the Cuban
ports being no unimportant item of news in the
daily prints these times;
the marine atmosphere is
colorful terest
andholdsthewell
story's
into the
close. The film is likely
to win popularity and
worthy the attention of
exhibitors in general.
Points of Appeal. —
The hand-to-hand fighting
aboard the ship, the breaking out of the flames and
the narrow escape of hero
and heroine as they drift
away on a boat turned
bottom-side up, are a
series of vivid incidents
which can hardly fail to
impress the most blase
spectator, all the more so
because they are led up to
by a succession of natural
situations which overlap
each other smoothly and
are not forced. There is
sufficient comedy to balance the melodramatic swing of the narrative and a satisfactory
climax is reached.
Cast. — Bebe Paniels is exceedingly alluring as the coquettish
Spanish maiden, Inez, whether attired in the garments of her
sex, or when, disguised as a boy she is discovered trying to
see a cocking main. Her performance is full of ginger and sure
to please her many admirers. Pat O'Malley is a very dashing
lover in the roile of Revenue Officer Thompson and the Spanish
types are true to life.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many charming
seascapes, beautiful long shots, with effective shadow and light
effects on the waters, the fire scene is well handled and the
lighting throughout of superb quality. The continuity is unbroken and the action rapid.

Good

Provider

Paramount Photoplay in Five Parts. Author,
Fanny Hurst. Scenario by John Lynch.
Director, Frank Borzage. Running Time,
Sixty Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Becky Binswaiigcr, Vera Gordon; Julius Binsvvanger, Dore Davidson; Pearl
Binswanger, Miriam Battista and Vivienne Osborne ; Izzy Binswanger, William
Collier,
Jr. ;Edward
Max Teitlebauni,
John Roche
; Mrs.
Ora James
Jones ;Devine
Broad- ;
way Sport,
Phillips ; Flapper,
Muriel
MartinTeitlebaum,
; Mr. Boggs,
Mrs.
Boggs,
Blanche
Craig;
Specialty
Dancer,
Margaret
Severn.
Julius Binswanger, iieddler, buys a home in the town of Newton and moves his
family there from a New York tenement. The Binswangers prosper and are happy
in Kewton. Fifteen years later Newton has changed, an electric line brings the
town nearer New^ York, and many of the inhabitants do their shopping in the
big city. Izzy Binswanger has many commercial ideas, but his father does not
agree with tiieni. Pearl, his daughter, is in love with Max Teitlebaum, a
wealthy young New Yorker. She wants her father to move to the city. The rest
of
the"Wellington
family favor
the notion
and Julius finally
consents, apd Fast
they go to
the
Hotel
in New
Y'ork, where
the
Wellington,
with its
exorbitant
prices, Max
appalsTeitlebauni
Julius, theresides.
long trip tolife
and atfrom
Newton tires him, and his business is going badly, yet his family continue to
spend nessmoney
wastefully.
for $10,000
over a hisdowery.
busiwith Max,
assuring Izzy
him asks
that his
Max father
will not
wed Pearlto) take
without
Juiius exclaims passionately that he is nearly bankrupt and goes to bed. Max
comes.
Pearlwithtellsher.himandherisfather
responds that
any
dOweiT
anxiousis toruined.
go intoHepartnership
with heherdoesn't
father want
and
put the business on a paying basis. Julius is told the good news just as he is
aliout to iK)ison himself. Max and Pearl are united and all ends happily.
The sympathetic urge
of this production prevails
from first to last, its sentiment is clean-cut and
never marred by overstress, the atmosphere is
that of alternate tears
and sunshine, for timely
comedy relief balances the
pathetic trend of the story
and in the long run all
ends happily, just as is
right and
in a narrative offitting
this sort.
The
family troubles of the
Jewish-American characters might as well be
those of any other nationality, but Author Fanny
Hurst having gained fame
by her apt delineation of
Ghetto tinues
types
wisely yarns
conto develop
along similar lines, which
so far have proved highly
successful as screen attractions, witness the record established by Hiimoresque. In the latter
picture the mother was
the outstanding figure, in
The Good Provider the
father
bears carries
misfortune's
brunt and
away
the larger share of compassion. The present
feature is likely to gain
widespread popularity and
make money for the exhibitor. It was given a
hearty reception when
shown at the Rivoli Theatre, New York.
Points of Appeal. — The
human interest lure of
the picture is undeniably
powerful, old man Julius gets a strangle hold on the audience's
sympathy which never relaxes, one feels that here is an unvarnished bit of stuff taken from actual life; in fact, its everyday
atmosphere is decidedly compelling. The subtitles read as
though they were adapted straight from the original story and
must be credited with helping the action along gTeatly. Here
and there a touch of genuine humor lightens the proceedings
and a better climax could not be desired.
Cast. — Dore Davidson furnishes an appealing, powerful character sketch of Julius Binswanger; Vera Gordon, needless to say,
is excellent in the mother role, and Vivienne Osborne's beauty
invests the part of daughter Pearl, when grown up, with irresistible charm. The support is strong in talent.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Well-filmed interiors predominate, there are some pretty exteriors, the small town color
is excellent and the lighting faultless. Unbroken continuity
prevails and the action is fast.
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GUIDE

TO

WID GUNNING, INC.
Moongold
Bear, Boy and Dog
Puppy
RobinsonDays
Crusoe Hours

3,175
2,053
959
966
CORPORATION

W. W. HODKINSON
TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor)
2,117
The Bashful Suitor (Mary Brandon and
Pierre Gendron)
2,064
The Young Painter (Mary Astor and Pierre
Gendron)
2,500
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
MAX ROBERTS COMEDIES
Why
Your Mother-in-Law ?
????
Shimmy Change
Isle
????
Absence Without Leave
????
KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA
Distributed
W. W. Classic)
H'odkinson Corp.4 reels
The Four
Seasonsby(Nature
THE GREAT AUTHORS (Series of 12)
John Greenleaf Whittier
1 reel
Washington Irving
1 reel
Edgar Allan Poe
1 reel
James Russell Lowell
1 reel
Nathaniel Hawthorne
1 reel
Oliver Wendell Holmes
1 reel
William CuUen Bryant
1 reel
James Fenimore Cooper
1 reel
Mark Twain
1 reel
Walt Whitman
1 reel
Ralph Waldo Emerson
1 reel
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
1 reel
Official Urban Movie Chats of M. P. T. O. A.
(Weekly)
1 reel
METRO PICTURES CORP.
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
ConvictWeek
13
■. 22 reels
reels
One
The Scare Crow
2 reels
Neighbors
2 reels
The Haunted House
2 reels
Hard Luck
2 reels
The
Sign
22 reels
reels
The High
Goat
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
CHARLES
RAY' SERIES (20 Dramas).. 2 reels
Kineto Review Series (52 Releases)
KiNETo Reviews — The tiring Book of Nature
(See Issue of May 28, 1921, for First Series)
(See Issue of Oct. 29, 1921, for Second Scries)
THIRD SERIES
Garden of the Gods — Colorado
1 reel
The Science of the Soap Bubble
1 reel
Rio de Janeiro
1 reel
Kentucky Thoroughbreds
1 reel
Hiking
the
Alps
with
the
Boy
Scouts
1
reel
Manhattan Life
1 reel
Eccentricities of the Wasp and the Bee .... 1 reel
Fur and Feathers
1 reel
My Adirondacks Outing
1 reel
The Chemistry of Combustion
1 reel
The Victory Pagents
1 reel
The Delta of the Nile
1 reel
A Glimpse Into the .Animal Kingdom .... 1 reel
KING COLE COMEDIES
Moonshiners
2 reels
Strikes to Spare
2 reels
Bars and Stripes
2 reels
Jazz Babies
2 reels
A Fresh Start
2 reels
Shimmy Gym
2 reels
General Nuisance
2 reels
NATIONAL COMEDIES
Wanted — A Girl
2 reels
A Million — More or Less
2 reels
SERIAL
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and
Ella Hall)
15 Episodes
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE NEWS— Wednesdays and Saturdays
TOPICS OF THE DAY— Weekly
Week of April 16
The
FallingPatWall
(Go Get
'Em Hutch No. 2) 12 reel
reels
Standing
(Parrott
Comedy)
The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing (.Aesop Fa- ble) ?^ reel
An (Dzark Romance (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
More Trouble (Frank Keenan reissue).... 3 reels
Week of April 23
TheNo. Runaway
Car (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
3)
Full Wicked
O' Pep Cat
(Snub
Pollard)
The
(Aesop
Fable)
%1 reel
reel
Bride and Gloom (Harold Lloyd reissue) . . ; 1 reel
The Mysterious Client (Irene Castle reissue) 3 reels
Week of April 30, 1922.
The4)
Tunnel Menace (Go Get 'Em Hutch No. 2 reels
Kill the Nerve (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Boy and His Dog (Aesop Fable)
reel

SHORT

TRADE

REVIEW

Volume !!•

SUBJECTS—

Pipe the Whiskers (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
Told at Twilight (Baby Marie Osborne re- is ue) 3reels
Week of May 7, 1922.
Shot Into
Space(Snub
(Go Pollard)
Get; 'Em Hutch No. 5) 21 reel
reels
Days
of Old
The Eternal Triangle (Aesop Fable) j/j reel
Follow the Crowd (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
Vengeance Is Mine (Irene Castle reissue) ... 3 reels
Week of May 14, 1922.
Under
the
Avalanche
No. 6) - (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
Light Showers (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Model Dairy (Aesop Fable)
j/j reel
Swing Your Partners (Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Ruler of the Road (reissue)
3 reels
Week of May 21, 1922.
On No.Danger's
Highway (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
7)
Do Me a Favor (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
Love at First Sight (Aesop Fable) 5^ reel
Why Pick on Me? (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
The Cry of the Weak (reissue)
3 reels
PIONEER FILM CORP.
THIE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babies in Bearskin
1 reel
Call Me Daddy
1 reel
Down Beside the Seaside
1 reel
Knockout Maggie
1 reel
Professor Was Right
1 reel
Running Romeos
1 reel
Two's
11 reel
Young Company
Ideas
reel
Luke McLuke's Film-osophy, each
'A reel
PEEP INTO THE FUTURE (series of 6) 2 reels
THE SO'NNY SERIES, each
2 reels
SERIALS
The Hope Diamond Mystery
15 Episodes
The Mystery Mind
15 Episodes
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
PRIZMA
PICTURES
WILLIAM COLOR
J. FLYNN
SERIES (Detective ' '
Series)
2 reel
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNICK NEWS
SERIALS
The Whirlwind
15 Episodes
The Branded Four
15 Episodes
TRIART PICTURES, INC.
(Released through Hodkinson)
The Beggar Maid
2 reels
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES
Circus Clowns (Baby Peggy and Brownie,
the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
The Touchdown (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Horse Sense (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Little Miss Mischief (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Table Stakes (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Upper and Lower (Lee Moran)
2 reels
-A One Horse Town (Harrv Sweet)
2 reels
Peggy Behave (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Mutts (Brownie, the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
Two of a Kind (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
The Rubberneck (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A Dark Horse (Sally, the Human Htorse,
and Charles Dorety)
2 reels
No Brains
;
2 reels
Cheerful Credit (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Red Hot Rivals (Lee Moran)
2 reels
.SicDog)
'Em, Brownie (Brownie, the Wonder 2 reels
JEWEL COMEDIES
"P. D. O." (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Roman Romeos (Lyons-Moran)
2 reels
A Monkey Movie Star
2 reels
Robinson's Trousseau (Lee Moran)
2 reels
-A Monkey Bell-Hop
2 reels
JEWEL (COLLIER SERIES)
The Leather Pushers No. 1
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 2
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 3
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 4
2 reels
The Leather Pushers 'No. 5
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 6
2 reels
TED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman)
The Girl and the Law (No. 2)
2 reels
Big Stakes (No. 3)
2 reels
When the Devil Laughted (No. 4)
. . 2 reels
The Forest Runners (No. 5)
2 reels
The Timber Wolf (No. 6)
2 reels
SERIALS
The Flaming Disc
18 Episodes
The Vanishing Dagger
18 Episodes
The
Dragon's
Net
15 Episodes
Epi.sodes
King of the Circus (Eddie Polo)
18

Number 21

Cont'd

The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick) 18 Episodes
The White Horseman
18 Episodes
Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
Terror Trail
18 Episodes
Winner of the West (Art Acord).... 18 Episodes
The Secret Four (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
With Stanley in Africa (George Walsh and
Louise Lorraine)
2 reels
The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (Harry
Myers)
2 reels
STAR COMEDIES
Show Coats
Me Your
Samples
11 reel
Fur
and Pants
reel
Oh! Nursie
1 reel
Westward Whoa
1 reel
Almost a Rancher
1 reel
Penny Ante
1 reel
The
11 reel
The Fake
News Quake
Maker
reel
Both Booths
1 reel
Friday, the Thirteenth
1 reel
The
Bottle Baby
11 reel
His Inheritance
Taxi
reel
ABeware!
Panicky Pullman
11 reel
reel
A Movie Mix Up
1 reel
The Minute Man
1 reel
A Golf Insect
1 reel
Society Sailors
1 reel
Taking
Things
Easy
reel
Loose Nuts
11 reel
The Gay Deceiver
1 reel
UNI\'ERSAL SERIES
A Battle .Against Odds (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Cyclone
Smith's
Vow
(Eddie
Polo)
reels
Square Deal Cyclone (Eddie Polo)
22 reels
The Yellow Streak (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Heritage of Hate (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
A Ride for a Rancho (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
WESTERN AND' RAILROAD DRAMAS
ThePlante
Deputy's
Cross (Laura La- 2 reels
and LeoDouble
Shumway)
Night Attack, The (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 reels
Captain Kid's Finish (Mack Wright and
Lillian Byron)
2 reels
The Phantom
Terror Olmstead)
(Jack Perrin and Ger- 2 reels
trude
The Open
Ranger's
Acord)
22 reels
The
WireReward
(Eileen(ArtSedgwick)
reels
Fighting Back (Laura LaPlante and Elmo
Lincoln)
2 reels
A Gertrude
Blue Jacket's
Honor (Jack Perrin and 2 reels
Olmstead)
Marching Wits (Art .Acord)
2 reels
The Trail of the Wolf (Laura LaPlante
and Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
Trickery (Dorothy Woods and Harold Good- win) 2reels
The Girl of the West (Laura LaPlante and
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reels
The Call of Courage (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The White Messenger (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Treacherous Rival (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The Verdict (Eddie Polo) ■
2 reels
The Big Ranger (Laura LaPlante and
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reels
Squarin'
(NealHart)
Hart)
reels
The
Raid It(Neal
22 reels
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
(Issued Every Monday and Thursday)
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
.A Parcel Post Husband
2 reels
Fists and Fodder
2 reels
Footprints
2 reels
He Laughs Last
2 reels
Springtime
2 reels
The Laundi-y
2 reels
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
School Days
2 reels
Solid Concrete
2 reels
The Fly Cop
2 reels
The Grocery Clerk
2 reels
The Stage
Hand
reels
The
Suitor
22 reels
The Sportsman
2 reels
The Hick
2 reels
The Rent Collector
2 reels
The Bakerv
2 reels
The Fall Guy
2 reels
The Bell Hop
2 reels
The Sawmill
2 reels
The Show
2 reels
JIM AUBREY COMEDIES
The Riot
■ • 2 reels
The Applicant
2 reels
The
Messenger
reels
The Charmed Life
22 reels
SERIALS
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Page) 15 Episodes
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio Moreno) 15 Episodes
The Silent Avenger (William Duncan) 15 Episodes
The Purple Raiders (Joe Ryan and
Elinor Field)
15 Episodes
Fighting Fate (William Duncan and
Edith Tolinsnn)
IS Episodes
Breaking Through
15 Episodes
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Romance

Rides

Photoplay in Six Parts.

Grey.

TRADE

The

Author, Zane

Director, Eliot Howe.

REVIEW

Running

Time, Seventy Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lucy Eostil, Claire Adams; Lin Slone, Carl Gantvoort ; Joel Creech, Jean
Hersholt ; Bill Cordts, Harry Van Meter ; Bostll, Charles Arling ; HoUey, Tod
Sloan; Dr. Binks, Frank Hayes; Bootie Bostil, Mary Irving; Dick Sears, Stanley
Bingham ; Thomas Brackton, Walter Perkins ; Sally Brackton, Babe London ; Van,
John Beck.
William Bostil, Colorado ranch owner, has entered "Sage King" for the big
annual free-for-all horse race. His daughter, Lucy, is a racing enthusiast and has
pinned all her hopes on their entry winning. When riding alone, a dog attracts
her attention and guides her to where his master lies, stunned, having been exhausted in capturing a great wild horse. - She revives him, finds that he is Lin
Slone, a .voung rancher, and they christen the horse "Wildfire." Lucy assists in
training
taming him. Joel Creech, a half-witted stable hand employed on
the Bostilandranch,
is discharged. He becomes a tool of Cordts, a neighbor of
bad repute, who has a horse entered for the big race. Joel helps to dope the
Bostil entry, and "Sage
is declared out of the runnin- Lin and Lucy
enter "Wildfire" under, theKing"
colors and she rides him to victory. The horse
entered by Cordts turns out Bostil
to
be
"Buckles," stolen from the Bostil ranch when
a colt. Cordts is expelled from thet
track in disgrace. He persuades Joel to
seize Lucy and take her to the hills. Joel
does so, but kills Cordts. He then ties
the senseless girl on a horse's back and starts him off on a mad flight. Lin,
warned by his dog of Lucy's danger, goes in pursuit and rescues the girl he loves.
There can he no complaint of lack of variety
in the materials which go
to the making of this picture, daring deeds of valor,
wonderful riding stunts,
hair-breadth escapes from
death, a bit of farce comedy, some sugary sentimentality and a horse race
scene which is capitally
handled and splendidly
filmed. It is, of course,
frank melodrama, the
"free, wide West" stulf,
and, considered as such,
should find favor with a
goodly number of movie
fans. The action ° swings
along at a lively clip,
there
always
something-of
doing, isnever
a moment
repose for any of the
characters concerned in
this tale of horse thieves,
and strenuous life on a
Western ranch; the photography ischarming, and
taken on the whole the
production can be listed as
likely to give satisfaction
via the box-office route to
any exhibitor booking it.
Points of Appeal. —
The four-footed members
of the cast must be given
credit for working up a
whole lot of dramatic interest. In addition to the
equine performers, who
possess an unusual amount
of sagacity, there is present a fine specimen of Belgian police dog, who figures in a couple of rescue
scenes and wins the hearts
of all who watch him perform. The love story is skilfully developed, there are thrills galore, not the least being that exploited by the climax, when the heroine, strapped to a horse,
is sent dashing toward the edge of a precipice, the hero appearing just in time to save her.
Cast. — Claire Adams plays the heroine, Lucy Bostil, with
dashing energy, Lin Slone, her lover, is capably portrayed by
Carl Gantvoort, and good support is rendered by the remainder
of the large cast.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Many fine views of rolling country, stretches of forest and mountain scenery are shown,
the long shots are skilfully executed and the lighting is effective.
The continuity is fairly smooth and the action is speedy.

Man
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Downing

Street

Vitagraph Photoplay in Five Parts. Scenario by
Bradley J. SmoUen. Director, Edward Jose.
Running

Time, Sixty Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Captain Robert Kent, Earle Williams; Colonel Wentworth, Charles Mailes;
Doris Burnham, Betty Clarke ; Major Burnham, Henry Burrows ; Norma Graves,
Kathreen Adams; Captain Graves, Herbert Prior; Sarissa, Eugenia Gilbert;
Maharajah
ward Craig, Jehan,
George Boris
Stanley.Karloff; Lieutenant Wyndham, James Butler; Sir EdCaptain Robert Kent is assigned by the British Secret Service in India to find
out the source from which certain government plans have been communicated to
the enemy. It is evident that some traitor has had access to the British Army
code messages, but the authorities are at a loss how to locate him. Kent disguises himself as a Bajah andi penetrates to the inner circles of the most exclusive Indian society, -where the native princes hold sway. While pursuing his
investigations Kent meets a beautiful dancing girl, with whom he falls in love.
Many complications ensue, but after a succession of startling adventures and
e.scapes, he discovers the traitor to be an English army officer. The assistance
given him by the dancing girl is largely responsible for his success. It transpires
that she is also employe<l as a detective by the Government and Kent marries her.
Dark intrigues, thrills,
hair-breadth escapes, with
the mysterious East for ^
background and Oriental
color laid on generously,
are the qualities which go
to make The Man From
Downing Street a very
satisfactory melodrama.
The plot fairly bristles
with bizarre incidents,
which ablemight
improb-of
were theseem
location
the story anywhere but in
India, but most anything
can happen in that strange
land of romance, and consequently nobody is likely
to criticize the doings of
the resourceful hero as unworthy of belief. No expense has been spared in
filming this production,
the settings are gorgeous
and Director Borzage has
succeeded in getting exactly the right touch of atmosit, spirit
with the
resultphere
thatintothe
of the
Far East seems in some
intangible fashion to hover
over the progress of
events from beginning to
end. It is the sort of feature which will please a
majority of movie patrons
and should prove a popular
attraction.
Points of AppeaL —
Suspense is fairly well
maintained, the adventures of Captain Kent, disguised and in the midst of
his enemies,
are numerous and the introduction
of the dancing girl, who
gives him timely aid and afterward becomes his wife, helps to
increase the interest of the story and keep it keyed up to the
climax, which comes as a pleasant surprise.
Cast. — Earle Williams, handsome and debonair, wins favor as
the British secret service hero, giving a performance alive with
dash and ginger; Betty Clarke is a pretty and alluring Doris
Burnham, Eugenia Gilbert a charming "Sarissa," and adequate
support is rendered by the remainder of the company, the native types being true to life.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many
interiors, with beautiful decorations, the "deep sets"
the Vitagraph studios are famous, being utilized with
and exquisite lighting governs the entire picture. The
is smooth and the action fast.

handsome
for which
fine effect,
continuity
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EXHIBITORS

STATE

RIGHTS

AMERICAN

FILM CORP., INC. Footage
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell) 5,000*
Y^iuth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes)
5,000*
A Rough-Shod Fighter (William Russell) 5,000*
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain (Helen
Holmes)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
APEX FILM CO.
Out of the Dust (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000*
ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
They're Off! (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Thundering Hoofs (Peggy O'iDay)
5,000*
Threads of Destiny (Bessie May)
5,000*
In Search of Arcady
5,000*
The Lamb and the Lion
5,000*
Hoop-La
5,000*
The Love Call
5,000*
The Girl of My Dreams
5,000*
ARROW FILM CORP.
Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Playing Square (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
The Happy Masquerader (Gladys Leslie) . . . 5,000*
A Shadow of the Past (Charlotte Walker) 5,000*
A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
5,000*
A Question of Honor (Kathryn Adams) .... 5,000*
Adele (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Just His Wife (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
AGirlMan's
Fight
(Dustin
Farnum)
5,000*
From Porcupine, The
6,251
Splendid Life, The
5,996
Double-O
(Jack (Jack
H'oxie)
4,739
Sparks of Flint
Hoxie)
4,805
Two-Fisted Jefferson (Jack Hoxie)
4,639
Motion to Adjourn, A
5,785
Innocent Cheat, The
5,744
Ten iNights in a Barroom
7,815
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
(Distributed by JVeiss Brothers)
After Six Days (Old Testament Story) 10,000*
AYCIE PICTURES CORPORATION
Under
Western Skies
6,000*
False Women
5,000
AYWON FILM CORP.
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams).... 5,000*
Across the Border (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Rounding Up the Law (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Lure of the Orient (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Fidelity (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
Hair Trigger Casey (Frank Borzage) 5,000*
Master
of
Beasts
(All
Star
Cast)
5,000*
Oh! Mabel, Behave (Mabel Normand, Mack
Sennett, Owen Moore, Ford Sterling) 5,000*
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Dangerous Love (Pete Morrison)
5 reels
The Victim (Robert T. Haines)
6 reels
Captivating
Mary Carstairs (Norma Tal- 5 reels
madge reissue)
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart) . . . 5,600
Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewart).... 5,000*
COMMONWEALTH PICT. CORP.
The Hidden Light
5,000*
EAST COAST PRODUCTION, INC.
AMALGAMATED SERIES
Ashes
5,000*
Any Night
5,000*
The Greater Duty
5,000*
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Midch^nnel (Clara Kimball Young)
6,000*
Hush
Young)
Where (Clara
Is My Kimball
Wandering
Boy Tonight?.... 6,000*
????
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed).. 5,800
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Kazan
6,464
The Mask
6,400
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
The Servant in the House (All Star") 5,000*
Penny of Top Hill Trail (Bessie Love) 5,000*
Dangerous
Star)
7,000*
Heidi
of theToys
Alps (All
(Prizma)
????
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
The Supreme Passion
6,000*
The Ne'er-Do-Well
7,000*
The House Without Children
7,000*
The Spoilers
9,000*
GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
Footage
Mother Eternal
6,700
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men (Super Feature) 6,200
* Approximately
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JOAN FILM SALES CORP.
She Played
Ward)
5,000*
Annabel
Lee and
(AllPaid
Star (Fanny
Cast)
5,000
J. W. FILM CORPORATION
The Road to Arcady
6,000*
Should a Wife Work
6,000*
For Your Daughter's Sake
5,000*
GEORGE H. HAMILTON, INC.
Give Me My Son
5,000*
In Self Defense
5,000*
When Knights Were Bold
5,000*
LEE AND BRADFORD
Branded (Josephine Earle)
????
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle).... ????
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle) ????
Cloudburst (Bombardier Billy Wells)
????
The Unconquered Wbman (Rubye de Remer) ????
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
????
Determination (All Star Cast)
10,000
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The Call
Fatal from
30 (Fritzi
The
the WildRidgeway)
(Frankie Lee and 5,000*
Highland
Laddie)
The Able Minded Lady (Henry B. Walthall) 5,000*
????
The Girl From Rocky Point (Ora Carew) . . . ????
The Forest
King
(Reed
Chapman
and
Lillian Hall)
????
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Soul of Man, The (William Nigh and Manurine Powers)
7,000*
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle) . . 5,000*
Mr. Bingle (Maclyn Arbuckle)
5,000*
Mr. Potter of Texas (Maclyn Arbuckle) 6,000*
Trail of the Law (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
Man Who Paid, The (Wilfred Lytell) 5,000*
Wolf's Fang, The (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
The Wfeikefield Case (Herbert Rawlinson) . . 6,000*
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton)
6,000*
Soul
and Body
Dangerous
Love (Anne
(Pete Luther)
Morrison and Carol 6,000*
Holloway)
5,000*
JOSEPH
MOORE ANiD EILEEN SEDGEWICK SERIES
Problem Eternal
False Brands
The Wolf Pack
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG SERIES
Hearts in Exile
. 5,000*
The Rise of Susan
. 5,000*
Marriage a la Carte
Yellow Passport
Feast of Life
5,000*
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO. .. 5,000*
5,000*
The Toreador (Bull Fight)
. .3,600
5,000*
. 6,000*
5,000*
Rigoletto
SECOND NAT'L PICTURES CORP.
David and Jonathan
4,800
HIer Story
5,000*
The Night Riders
5,000*
Brenda's Heritage
5,000*
W. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS. INC.
FARNUM, HAMILTON, HART, FORD SERIES
So This Is Arizona
5,982
White Masks, The
4,922
Angel Citizens, The
4,826
WM. STEINER PRODUCTIONS
(Neal Hart Series)
Tangled Trails
5,000*
Rangeland
5,000*
Lure of Gold
5,000*
The Heart of a Texan
5,000*
West of the Pecos
5.000*
Table Top Ranch
5,000*
STOREY PICTURES. INC.
SHADOWLAND
SCREEN REVIEW— Every Two
Weeks
BURLESQUE PHOTOPLAYS (With Elsie DavenNo Darnport)— Every
Yeates
2 reels
Month. *
Hamomlet
2 reels
Salami
2 reels
Let Her Rip Van Winkle
2 reels
TRUART FILM CORPORATION
Burlingham Adventure Series (each) 1 reel
WARNER BROS.
Why Girls Leave Home
????
Parted Curtains
????
Ashamed of Parents
????
School Days (Wesley Barry)
????
Your Best Friend (Vera Gordon)
????
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch (Alene Ray)
5,000*
West of the Rio Grande (Alene Ray)
5,000*

NEW SERIES
Partners of the Sunset (Alene Ray)
Lady Luck (Alene Ray)
SHORT

5,000'*
5,000*

SUBJECTS

ADVENTURES OF T. S. S. CORP.
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln) 15 Episodes
ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
Iris Comedies (Little Napoleon)
2 reels
Crescent Comedies (Jack Richardson) 2 reels
The Movie Stars' Stampede (Novelty) 2 reels
ARROW FILM CORP.
SERIALS
Thunderbolt Jack
15 Episodes
The Blue Fox
15 Episodes
Nan of the North
15 Episodes
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
(18)
1 reel
BROADWAY COMEDIES
(14)
2 reels
CRUELWED COMEDIES (12)
2 reels
SPEED COMEDIES (12)
2 reels
MIRTHQUAKE COMEDIES (14)
2 reels
SPORT PICTORIAL (26)
1 reel
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
(Distributed by Goldwyn)
Sport Review Releases
1 reel
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
SPUR SERIES (10 Western)
2 reels
CHARLEY CARTOONS (6 Comedies)
1 reel
AYWON FILM CORP.
H.^RREY CAREY— 15 Westerns (each) 2 reels
FRANKLIN
FARNUM— 12 Westerns 2 reels
JOY COMEDIES— 6
(each) 2 reels
HELEN HOLMES— 22 Railroad Dramas.. 2 reels
MARY PICKFORD
REVIVALS
2 reels
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS (Bi-Monthly) 2 reels
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
(Bi-Monthly)
1 reel
CARNIVAL
COMEDIES
2 reels
SUNBEAM COMEDIES
(Billy West) 26
comedies
2 reelsDOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS (Two Reels)
SERIAL EXPORT AND IMPORT
The Jungle Goddess (Elinore Field and
Truman Van Dyke)
15 Episodes
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
CHESTER COMEDIES (2 reels each)
JOE ROCK COMEDIES (1 reel each)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (1 reel each)
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
SERIALS
Miracles of the Jungle
15 Episodes
HORIZON PICTURES, INC.
Norma Talmadge Reissues (14) (each) 2 reels
KINETO CO. OF AMERICA
(Released through State Rights Exchange)
Wonders of the World
(2 series)
First Series from No. 1 to No. 26 (each) . . 1 reel
Second Series from No. 27 to 52 (each) 1 reel
Kineto Reviews
1 reel
LEE AND BRADFORD
Squirrel Comedies (Series of Six)
????
McGOVERN & EGLER
SHORTY HAMILTON SERIES
The
Runt
Pep
22,000*
reels
Let-'er-Go Gallagher
2,000*
Pony Boy
2,000*
Grit
2,000*
Ride 'Em Cowboy
2,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
FOLLY COMEDIES
1 reel
NEWSPAPER STORIES
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-Month) .... 2 reels
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
IRVING CUMMINGS SERIES
Patsy's Jim
2 reels
Corporal Jim's Ward
2 reels
Rope's
End,
The
2
False Trail, The
2 reels
reels
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
TONY SARG'S ALMANAC (Series of 12) 1 reel
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Selziiick Photoplay in Five Parts. Author, C. P.
Montayne. Scenario by Lewis A. Browne.
Director, Alan Crossland. Running Time,

Universal Photoplay in Five Parts. Author,
Louis Victor Eytinge. Scenario by Harvey

Fifty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
HowardCooper
Anderson,
l\ilbot, John
SisridHopkins
Holniquist
; Hassard,
Bigelow
; Kadir,Eugene
ArthurO'Brien;
HousmanMary
; Kranda.
; John
Talbot,
Joseph Burke ; Nelda, Nora Booth.
Howard
Anderson,
a
young
American,
is
traveling
through
T'urkey.
He
the acqaaintanee oJ one Hassard, a native who by dint of clever graftingmakes
has
succeeded in making a great deal of money out of tourists that chance to fall
into his clutches. He persuades Howard to change his plans for going forward
and tosentslinger
is unwilling,
but conwhen toldforthatyet heanother
will be night
allowedin Stamboul.
to witness a Howard
sight which
few foreigner
can
boast of having seen. In fulfilment of this promise Howard is taken to a slave
market, where a large number of handsome girls are tieing put up for auction.
He pays
the His
victims,
beauty
helplessness allureparticular
him and attention
begins to tobidonefor ofher.
bid iswhose
accepted
and and
he wins
the
girl, but at this juncture he is struck from behind and knocked down. Regaining his feet Howard lights his wa.v through his assailants and escapes. The girl
also escapes, but they are separated. It transpires that she is an American, Mary
Talbot, who had been abducted by the Turks. She meets her rescuer again in
the United States and they are uuited.
The impression left by
this picture is that of a
serial compressed into five
reels. Its plot reeks with
the wildest sort of melodrama, the central figxire
being the rather familiar
one of an American girl
grabbed by Turks and
destined for harem service, only to be rescued by
a gallant male of her own
nationality who snakes her
away from the cowardly
abductors and eventually
wins her for his bride.
That sort of thing has
been done before with
more or less success on
the screen, but in the
present instance the stuff
doesn't carry conviction.
There are thrills enough,
but they are too plainly
of the manufactured variety; in fact, there is an
air of unreality about the
whole production which
effectually spoils it as an
entertainment medium for
the edification of the more
critical class of movie
patrons. Yet exhibitors
who cater to admirers of
the serial brand of story
may find The Prophet's
Paradise worthy their
notice. For one thing, it
is rich in colorful atmosphere, the Constantinople
sets are excellent and the
photography throughout
of the best grade.
Points of Appeal. —
One of the most exciting
scenes is that in which the
hero when attacked in the slave market fights his way clear, incidentally providing for the escape of th heroine. The Oriental
types are good, but somehow when the scoundredly sons of the
prophet are scheming together to scupper the brave Howard
Anderson they seem to give the whole show away, one guesses
in advance just what is going to happen and the suspense element slumps heavily.
Cast. — Eugene O'Brien is as handsome a chap as ever, but
whether or not he was disagreeably affected by the unlikely
trend of the pilot, his acting in the role of Howard Anderson is
far below par. His work is distinctly mechanical and lacking
in the nervous energy which usually characterizes him. Sigrid
Holmquist is a pretty heroine, who goes through her performance in a docile, doll-like manner, and the support is adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The interiors are very
fine, luxurious settings abound, the exteriors are skilfully filmed,
and the lighting effects faultless. The continuity is 0. K. The
action moves rapidly throughout.

man, Virgil Miller.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Hernandez; Mayor
; Daddy Mofl'iit. (ieorge"Coal
Paul Porter Herbert Kawlinsou
Ed
Oil" Chase,
George Webb;
Wiley,Margaret
; Jones
Courtwright
Hari>er,i William
Bedford;
Langdon, Barbara
Pring;
Gerald
Holt Langdon.
Tilton;
Colonel Culpepper, Willis Marks ; The Children, Helen Stone, Betty Eliason.
visit theof former's
crooks, cashier
Moffat,Langdon,
Daddy Holt
pal. friend,
and anhis old
Porter finds
Paul Paul
bank,homein
the locallittle
town.
trouble through investing in fake oil stocks. He is short $25,000 in his accounts.
Paul
the latter's
for Holt
of his
Because to
the premises
entersMargaret,
Daddy hesister,
out.forWith
him love
help and
the bank and
rob) friendship
resolves
repuHolt's
save
To
himself.
killed
and
shot it appear that the cashier lost his life
tliat Holt
to find
at night,tationonlv
whichhasmakes
evidence
they leave
aids
and issue.
straight."
to "go
Paulherdetermines
a holdup.
bank from
defending
as a side
running
brother was
newspaper
the little
Margaret bvthe buying
thouinvest
to
inhabitants
the
induced
have
and
town
in
are
men
Two confide'nce
sands of dollas in a fake oil -well scheme. Paul and Daddy, with the aid of
Dawver Colonel Culpepper, start another fake oil well and reproduce a typical
"gusher" blow-off. The confidence men believing there is really oil in the Porter
the townspeople
ret\irns
Paul then
price.fhem.
a high from
out atobtained
buy
well,
and
storymoney
the whole the
Margaret
He tells
the ittocrooks
whichagrees
wed him.
she

Gates.

Director, Tod Browning.

Camera-

The good-looking crook,
who reforms and uses his
wits to defeat the mercenary schemes of certain
craftsmen belonging to the
crook brotherhood from
which he has resigned, is
a familiar screen type
which never seems to lack
drawing power in filmland.
In the present instance the
reformed hero is assisted
in gaining popularity by a
stout pal, who is an extremely plausible character, and one that helps the
story along amazingly.
The Man Under Cover is
a very good picture of its
kind, possessing plenty of
pathos, a touch of humor
which is suggested rather
than exploited, not a little suspense and several
well accentuated thrills.
It affords satisfactory entertainment, isclean and
wholesome and should
prove
asset. a likely box-office
Points
of Appeal. —
If the hero at the start is
a bit of a rascal he more
than redeems himself before the play has made
much progress, and both
he and his fat chum •win
the sympathy and good
wishes of the spectators.
The scene where they discover that Cashier Holt
Langdon has committed
suicide is remarkably well
handled, marked
and thatitthe
maydirector
be rehas the good taste not to
inflict any unpleasant details connected with the death upon his
patrons. The plan by which Paul Porter turns the tables on
the crooks and the hurry-scurry pursuit after the pair of
swindlers, Avith a lively scrap between hero and arch villain at
the end, are all admirably developed and a thoroughly satisfactory climax attained.
Cast. — Herbert Rawlinson is an excellent Paul Porter, George
Hernandez a likeable, cheerful chap as the rotund Daddy Moffat; Barbara Bedford is called upon to do little save look sweet
in the role of Margaret Langdon, a feat which she successfully
accomplishes, and eflScient support is rendered by the rest of the
company.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The small town atmosphere
is skilfully developed, there are many effective country views,
with neat long shots, the interiors are adequate and the lighting is of superior quality. There is no break in the continuity
and the action travels at a fast clip.
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CAPITOL
Unit vallo).
No. 1 — Overture^ "Pagliacci" (LeoncaUnit No. 2 — Violin Solo (a) "Meditation from
Thais" (Massenet) ; (b) "Tambourine
Chinois" (Kreisler).
Unit No. 3 — Film Novelty (a) Getting CanGoat; (b) Thrills and Spills
(Lyman ada's
Howe).
Unit No. 4 — Dance Number (a) "The Swan"
(Saint-Saens) ; (b) Aria from "L'Elisir
d'Amore"
(Arndt). (Donizetti) ; (c) "Marionette"
Unit No. 5 — Capitol N^:ws.
Unit (■Paure)
No. 6 — Vocal
Solo, "The Palms"
.
Unit No. 7 — Feature^ When Romance Rides
(Goldwyn).
Unit (No.
8 — Interlude "Marche Joyeuse"
Varbrier).
Unit No. 9 — Comedy, Such is Life (Hy Mayer).
Unit No. 10 — Organ Recital.
Next Week — Mae Murray in Fascination
(Metro.)
Press Comments
Mail — One doesn't have to be a motion
picture enthusiast to enjoy the program
this week at the Capitol. The feature
deals chiefly with a horse, an extremely
handsome animal, and one of which all
too little is shown. Sun — It might have
been more "than just another Western
Movie" if so much attention hadn't been
devoted to crowding as many horses as
possible into the picture. The story needs
more body than that possessed by a thoroughbred to carry
through.
—
More effective
than itthe
humans Globe
in the
picture is a Belgian police dog, who shovvs
great intelligence and naturalness in his
acting. Times — It is obviously concocted
of what is usually considered sure fire
stuff, and so lacks the unity and directness
which melodrama must have to carry its
spectators with it. For the most part it
consists of a number of well-done horse
scenes imbedded in a lot of dull horse
play. Tribune — As a melodrama, this
story would have done well enough, but
the thrills are constantly interrupted at
most inopportune moments by the slapstick artists.
RIVOLI
Overture — "Fra Diavolo" (Auber).
RivoLi Pictorial.
Vocalniavsky).
Number — "Around the Table" (CherFeature — Vera Gordon in The Good Provider
(Paramount).
Piano Trio — "Song From India" (Korsakov).
Comedy — Lloyd Hamilton in The Rainmaker
(Educational).
Press Comments
Tribune — It has nothing new in the
way of a story; it has no thrills, no mystery, no big dramatic moments. In fact,
it has nothing that one has come_ to expect in what is knovsm as a special feature. These stories of family life are
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Press

York

Comments

Dailies

boresome, especially when they set out to
prove a thing which needs no proving.
American — It is all most convincing and
all remarkably human. Never is the line
of burlesque approached. Herald — For all
of its kosher character, the picture might
be labeled "Any Home — Any Family Argument." The constant dispute between
father and children over their divergent
interests is, at the bottom, little more than
repetition. Globe — After reels of cheap
exploitation of what the shrewd producer
calls "mother
genuine
here.
It is onestuff,"
of thethethree
filmsthrill
of theis
season which must under no circumstances
be missed. Sun — It is a constant delight
in its depiction of the comic and tragic incidents that go to make up the life in
America of an immigrant Jewish family.
The one fault is that some of the subtitles are a little off. Mail — The film appears to be not less than forty per cent
subtitles. Certainly, we do not recall having ever seen so much perfectly good film
devoted to reading matter.
STRAND
Overture
— Selection
"Faust"
Maek
Strand
TopicalfromReview.
Prologue.
Comedy — Charlie Chaplin in Pay
National).
Feature — Anita Stewart in The
Married (First National).
Organ Recital.
Next Week — Norma Talmadge
Through (First National).

(Gounod).
Day (First
Woman He
in Smilin'

Press Comments
Sun — It has an original touch that
ought to set it apart from all pictures for
all time. It has a portrait of the star,
supposedly done by the artist-villain,
whose model she is, and for once the portrait is enchanting, in striking contrast
to most paintings of characters in movies,
which look as if they had been copied
from condensed milk labels. Herald —
Missaccordance
Stewart portrays
artist'sof model,
in
with the the
ambition
every
independent screen star to play either a
model or a grand opera diva. The girl is
exceptionally good, enough lovely — censors
would pat her on the head. You realize
that from the way she turns down an
offer to go to Paris that the story will proceed like many others the spectator has
lived through. Globe — It is one of those
things where the wife, the ingenue and
the adventuress are found in the villain's
apartment, and, as they appear in turn,
the male members of the cast chorus together, "What, Natalie, you here?"
CENTRAL
Overture — "Pierrette."
Current Events.
Comedy — Please Remit (Warner Bros.).
Vocal Solo
— "Mother's
Feature
— Vera
Gordon Lullaby."
in Your Best Friend
(Warner Brothers).
Organ Recital.

Press Comments
Telegram — There is a comparison of
mother-in-laws, the one regarded by the
younger generation as a bit old-fashioned
and the other who might be regarded as
a grown-up flapper and who dances from
night until morn, smokes and drinks, and
in her selfishness, loses sight of everyone
else. Herald — Here is illustrated the saving power of a quarantine. The picture is
also a lesson in bad manners, for the director-author has made his soceity folks
ill-bred — and has pursued even the more
daring road of making his poor but honest
persons
boorish.
The picture's
humor
pathos are
sometimes
naive, but
on and
the
whole, it is likely to appeal to those who
carefully carry their hearts in to the
movies. World- — It is not a specially gripping or important story. It deals in extremes. It doesn't show us a normal
mother confronted with her usual mixture of joy and sadness. It bears her
down from beginning to end with grief
and worry over her sons. We felt like
searching out the writer of this piece and
asking him to open his eyes, meet people
and study the goings on in a few homes.
RIALTO
sky). — "Romeo and Juliet" (TsohalkowOverture
Educational Film — Hoic to Grow Thin.
Dance Number.
RiALTO Magazine.
Vocal Solo — "The Palms" (Faure).
Feature — Dorothy Dalton in The Crimson
Challenge (Paramount).
Musical
Timers' Waltz"
(Lake). Number — "Old
Co.MEDY — The Anvil Chorus (Pathe). ,
Press Comments
World — The photography is bully, but
not even the prospect of obtaining further glimpses of young women who in the
film seem more comely than Dorothy Dalton, playing the heroine, could detain me.
I saw that if I tarried, I should be in for
a series of wild gallopings, drives of cattle and so on. Times — The picture's as
melodramatic as anything they've done
on the screen, and, of course, has its weak
moments when it lacks the courage of its
melodramatic convictions, but it is honestly done for the most part, its action is
clear-cut and connected, its movement is
speedy and direct and it is effectively
staged and photographed. So it may be
accepted as what it is, a genuine thriller,
and enjoyed almost continuously. Herald
■— The photoplay is about as sensible as
the average ranch thriller. It is one of
the hardest riding, hardest shooting melodramas of its kind, for persons are constantly scampering out of the way of bullets and horses. Probably more_ bullets
and horse shoes were consumed in its making than in any others. Sun — It is another one of those Western pictures exhibiting impossible cowboys and cowgirls in
great numbers. It is little different from
the majority of this type, except for the
fact that there are an unusual number
of villains. It comes perilously close to
burlesque.
i
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— of the most popular and
The Starone
the scteen today.

The Author —
the world's greatest writer of
The Leading Man —
Paramount's newest star, one of
popular men on the screen.
The Director —
the man who made "The Great Moment"
and "Her Husband's Trademark."
What more could a picture have?
A Sam Wood Production
Scenario by Jack Cnntiingham
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to say that
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the countr}^ Senator Walker appealed to them as pre-eminently
(jualified for the job. Fearless; one who sympathizes with the
little fellow without intent to destroy the bigger man merely
because he is big; with a mind that is essentially constructive, and
a positive affection for the industry, Jimmie Walker engaged their
enthusiasm and won their ardor.
Many of these exhibitors pointed out, too, that strong as the
M. P. T. O. A. had been made under the leadership of Mr. Cohen
and a gTOup of very able lieutenants, it must be made stronger —
must go on and solve the problems that are still waiting for solution. Independent, self-contained, it must always be. But in the
new day of co-operation it must have the very ablest direction by
the man best fitted to direct. His name constantly recurred. It
was that of Senator Walker.
The exhibitor must do the thing the producer and distributor had
done. He must go outside his own ranks and pick a big man — one
whose name commanded respect with the public. And then this
man must be placed at the council table of the industry with Mr.
Hays. The movement for "Confidence and Co-operation" must
see the solution of exhibitor problems in the general solution of
all the problems of the industry. It was Senator Walker, they
said, who ought to sit at that table as the exhibitor leader — as the
protector of exhibitor interests.
Now, it is not an easy thing to ask a man like Jimmie Walker to
surrender his political ambitions. Those who know are aware that
the future might easily hold for him the Governorship of New
York State. But it is also true that his enthusiasm for the exhibitor cause is grounded deep in his nature. It is our belief, and the
belief of exhibitors with whom we have talked, that he will take
the job if the theatre owners of the country want him to take it.
We cannot imagine that the members of the M. P. T. O. A. will
for a moment permit Senator Walker to leave them. On the contrary, many of them want to see him placed at the head of the organization.
But the call must be clear and distinct. It must come from the
little exhibitor and the big exhibitor — and it must come at once.
It seems hardly necessary to add that Exhibitors Trade Review
has no wish to dictate — even if it could — a choice of leadership.
But because we believe in organization; because we have firm faith
in the great future that lies ahead of the M. P. T. O. A. — properly
guided — we submit to the exhibitors of the country that they
ought to place in the highest position within their gift the strongest
possible man.
We have fought for the cause of the organized exhibitor. On
many occasions before, we have frankly spoken our mind. We speak it now,
remembering'
as always that it is the exhibitor who will decide his own problems
in
his own way.
And we believe his decision, in this great instance, will hing'e upon the knowledge
of the necessities of his own business and the equally vital question of public
relations.

Yesterdays
in

Such a decision would seem to us to point to this : The new day of co-operation
calls for new leadership. There is a man who seems born to the role. He ought
to be drafted for the job. And his name is James J. Walker.
The

This
WE
Industry"

Washington

Post

Supplement

take pleasure in inviting attention to a praiseworthy plan for developing
a right attitude on the part of a very influential section of the public toward
the motion picture.
The Washington Post is issuing a special section, .'^uch as it issued during the
Disarmament Conference, at the time of the M. P. T. O. A. national convention.
The motion picture trade papers are co-operating in the handling of the editorial
and text matter for the section — a fact which we think the industry ought to
know and appreciate.
Such an undertaking ought to have the fullest support. It is in line with the
movement for "Confidence and Co-operation" on the side of public relations.
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"Confidence

and
Co-operation"
Movement
WITH a view to ascertaining the attitude of state
sible to obtain views of Iowa exhibitors body it would
units of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
indorse without reserve policy of confidence and coox America toward Will H. Hays and the policy
operation.
— J. C. Duncan, President, M. P. T. O. of Iowa.
of "Confidence and Co-operation" announced by him
at the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce meeting
WISCONSIN
in New York last week, Exhibitors Trade Review on
April 18 sent this telegram to officers of M. P. T. 0.
The Wisconsin Motion Picture Theatre Owners have
state organizations:
been, are now and will continue to be friendly to and
will heartily co-operate with any man, including Will
"Does your organization take friendly attitude
Hays or any organization, in any effort tending to cretoward Hays on his announced policy of 'Confidence
ate more equitable, more efficient and more economical
and Co-operation' with exhibitors as set forth at meeting of Walker and Hays at Chamber of Commerce.
business methods in all branches of the industry.
This meeting fully reported last week*s issue Trade
— Joseph G. Rhode, President, M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin.
Review. Kindly wire collect."
OHIO
Responses have been received from a large number of
I
am
confident
I
voice
the sentiment of our entire
these organizations. The trend of the replies is dismembership
when
I
say
that
we are more than pleased
tinctly for co-operation and the general tone is that of
welcome toward Mr. Hays.
with the policy of Confidence and Co-operation enunciated by Mr. Hays ; that we stand ready at all times
As is well known Exhibitors Trade Review, when
to
co-operate
with him and that we trust his words
the first announcement of Mr. Hays's entry into the
industry was made, hailed it as a great constructive
will be productive of deeds on the part of his organization which will effect a speedy and successful solution
step. We pointed out last week the significant advance
that was made when Mr. Hays and Senator Walker
of the pressing problems now confronting us within
the industry and in our public relations.
stood shoulder to shoulder at the T. 0. C. C. meeting
— Martin G. Smith, President M. P. T. 0. of Ohio.
for progress through "Confidence and Co-operation."
Our attitude is borne out by the majority of the teleUTAH
grams received from M. P. T. 0. state presidents.
Will Hays will inaugurate sound business policies
The replies are printed here just as they were received. In the few cases where exhibitor officials have
that will prove beneficial to every branch of our industry. Every state organization should make this
thrown in adverse comment no resort to the blue pencil was made. The telegraphic responses by states
possible by extending to him their confidence and supfollow :
port. His integrity and keen business ability will remove the obstacles which have retarded our efforts.
KANSAS
— H. E. Skinner, President of Utah M. P. T. O.
We think Will Hays fills a long-needed requirement
ILLINOIS
in our business. It is time we laid aside all personal,
petty bickerings and realized that the hour for co-operIllinois Motion Picture Theatre Owners are not anation is here. As Hays says, there are no yesterdays
tagonistic to Hays. They are looking forward to his
correcting evils in industry. They expect Hays to give
and instead of hampering him with foolish questionthem uniform contract and establish credit system in
naires, etc., let's lend him our co-operation. Our industry needs more men like Hays, Walker and Cohen, and
lieu of deposits. This resolution was adopted in last
convention in Chicago.
with them sitting around the table I look for the dawning of a new day for both exhibitor and producer.
— /. B. Dihelka, Secretary, Illinois M. P. T. O.
M. Van Praag President, M. P. T. 0. of Kansas.
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA
This organization has always stood for the policy
Western Pennsylvania exhibitors will back to absolute limit Hays or any man fighting for uplift of screen
and cementing relations between exhibitor and producer. Business at box-office only certain barometer
of healthy or unhealthy condition of industry. Live
and let live attitude must be accepted by both. Coming convention must more than ever present association as vital functioning organization.
— Jerome Casper, President, M. P. T. 0. of Western
Pennsylvania.
IOWA
No means ascertaining sentiment of Iowa exhibitors
toward Hays on announced policy. Personally, anythingproval.
indorsed
Cohenmeet
andproducer
W^alker half
meetswaymy if apBelievebyshould
he
is willing to co-operate. He has wonderful opportunity to do something substantial. Believe were it pos-

of co-operation. Co-operation between producer, distributor and exhibitor is the solution of the problems
confronting the motion picture industry to-day, but
such co-operation must be substantial and sincere.
— George P. Aarons, Secretary, M. P. T. 0. of Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and Delaivare.
INDIANA
We have noticed with the greatest appreciation the
enthusiastic reception by exhibitors of the country
of Will H. Hays's plea for confidence and co-operation
within our industry. We in Indiana have recognized
for years this is the solution of all our difficulties, and
only because Will Hays is an Indiana man have we delayed in forwarding our congratulations on his broad
aims for the good of us all, preferring to let our fellow
exhibitors catch his splendid spirit first and give their
opinion of our big-brained champion of right. We
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Invited

THETheatre
following
letterof has
Owners
New been
Yorkreceived
State: from Charles L. O'Reilly, President of the Motion Picture
April 19, 1922.
"Mr. L, W. Boynton,
"Exhibitors Trade Review,
"Knickerbocker Building.
New York City.
"My Dear Mr. Boynton:
"I have your query in reference to Mr. Will Hays' declaration of confidence and co-operation at
the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce. It was my pleasure to be present at that meeting which
was attended by almost every theatre owner in the metropolitan district. I assure you that it was the
unanimous opinion of the men present that the offer was made in good faith and that was why I, therefore, in speaking of the occasion officially for the State of New York, requested that Mr. Hays be given
the opportunity to say the same thing to the exhibitors of the country at our coming National Convention.
"It is my hope that the officers Executive Committee and Board of Directors when they meet in
Washington on the 5th will extend to Mr. Hays a cordial invitation to address our Convention, and I
have every reason to believe that with the proper leadership and the proper kind of co-operation, that
the proper leadership will bring, that many of the troubles that are now besetting the industry and particularly the exhibiting branch of the industry, will be ironed out both rapidly and to the advantage
of every one who has a dollar invested. I feel sure that your interest in the problems which have beset
our branch of the industry during the past few years will continue to shape your policy and add your
voice to the ever-growing demand for immediate adjustment.
"This can only be done by confidence and co-operation. Very sincerely yours
"(Signed)
CHARLES L. O'REILLY,
"President, Motion Picture Theatre Owners,
"State of New York."

have absolute faith in Will Hays and his certain ability
to establish thorough business principles heretofore
so sadly lacking, that every honest exhibitor, producer
and distributor can subscribe to and we will give him
our wholehearted support in his efforts. Indiana exhibitors are absolutely for the movement.
— E. H. Bingham, Secretary, M. P. T. 0. of Indiana.
MINNESOTA
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Minnesota
are friendly to and do welcome Will Hays or any other
man or woman in the industry who will do the industry
as a whole some good. We are not antagonistic to Mr.
Hays or any one else who has the exhibitor's welfare
at heart. Don't know whether meeting of Walker and
Hays was authorized by national organization of Motion Picture Theatre Owners or not, therefore will,
not comment on same. We are interested in uniform
contracts, better pictures, reduction in film rental, increased attendance at theatres, the elimination of adverse newspaper criticism, the discontinuance of producers serving schools or churches and other nontheatricals. If Will H. Hays or any other man or
woman can accomplish these things we do not only
welcome him but we will be for him first, last and all
the time.
— W. A. Steffes, President, M. P. T. 0. of Minnesota.
MISSOURI
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri
welcome the co-operation and friendship of any and all
persons or organizations for a constructive industrial
program. As officers, we are pleased to read Mr. Will
H. Hays's expressions before the T. 0. C. C. and trust
that he will have the authority of his organization to
follow his commendable convictions. President Sydney
S. Cohen has always welcomed the co-operation of all
branches of the industry, and if Mr, Hays's sincerity
is met by the willingness of his members to abide by

his decisions there will be an ideal state of harmony
existing between both branches of the industry. Much
will depend upon the individual producers and distributors' obedience to the advice of their chief, whom
we believe to be sincere. A repetition of the GriffithFox controversy would be very unfortunate. The next
few months will decide the course of future relations
between producer, distributor and exhibitor.
— Charles T. Sears, President; Lawrence S. Goldman,
Secretary, M. P. T. O. of Missouri.
NORTH CAROLINA
The North Carolina exhibitors as an organieation
will gladly co-operate with Mr. Hays or anyone else
who is sincerely working for the advancement and elevation of the motion picture industry. I know that
whatever is best for the exhibitor is best for the distributor and producer, and vice versa. Therefore, we
should all lay aside little selfish petty things and stand
by and work for the industry at large.
— H. B. Varner, Secretary, M. P. T. 0. of North Carolina.
Not in position to make any statement which would
commit state organization, but personally believe Hays
sincere in his determination to carry out policies outlined. However, believe exhibitor organizations
should be slow to take any action which would hazard
independence of M. P. T. 0., which is strongest organization industry has ever known. I can see no possibility of actual amalgamation of interests since exhibitor and producer interests naturally combat each other,
but we need such men as Hays in the industry.
—Percy W. Wells, President, M. P. T. 0. of North
Carolina.
CONNECTICUT
Connecticut exhibitors are friendly toward any man
who does things constructive for the good of Connec(Continued on page 1534a)
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all branches of the industry vigorously aiding, Will H. Hays, president of
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors ofAmerica, Inc., has brought about

WITH

real co-operation in a big drive for improving
the condition of the poor of New York City.
The

significance of this movement will be
recognized at once when it is stated that the
members of the Association for Improving the
Condition of the Poor, with which organization
the industry is working, are the philanthropic,
social and business leaders of the metropolis.
Among

these are Mrs. Courtland

D. Barnes,
who is chairman of the May Carnival Committee, under whose auspices the charity drive is
being conducted; Mrs. William K. Vanderbilt,
2d; Mrs. E. H. Harriman, Judge Elbert H. Gary,
Cornelius N. Bliss, Jr.; Dwight W. Morrow,
Thomas Cochran and R. Fulton Cutting.

The support of this drive will take the form
of a popularity contest to decide the King and
Queen among motion picture stars. It will culminate in a May Carnival at the Hotel Astor,
New York City, May 9, when the King and
Queen, as a result of the voting, will be crowned.
At this ball will be present the social leaders
and the most prominent citizens of the city.
Exhibitor Organizations Enlisted

Not only are the production and distribution divisions of the industry fully represented on the drive
committee, but exhibitor organizations are giving their
hearty support. The officers and board of directors
of the Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce are
named on the exhibitor committee, and the New York
State unit of the M. P. T. 0. A., whose president,
Charles L. O'Reilly, is a member of the drive committee, is in full co-operation with the movement.
Exhibitor ratification of the drive took place last
week at the historic meeting of the Chamber of Commerce, at which Mr. Hays and Senator James J.
Walker, national counsel of the M. P. T. 0. A., were
the leading figures.
The Chamber of Commerce voted unanimously to

throw its full strength into the drive, and Mr. O'Reilly
at that time pledged the support of the New York
State organization. For the time being the motion
picture working committee is operating from the office
of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of

N.
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America, Inc., at 522 Fifth Avenue, and the A. I. C. P.
is located at 1 East Fifty-seventh Street.
The campaign was started on April 18 by the issuance to New York newspapers of the following statement from the office of Mrs. Courtlandt D. Barnes,
chairman of the May Carnival Committee:
Selection By Vote of People
"Under the auspices of the most representative men
and women of New York, Their Majesties the King
and Queen of the Movies will be crowned in New York
on the night of May 9. Who are these rulers? Nobody knows now. The King and the Queen are to be
selected by votes of the people in a popularity contest
which will open on Saturday, April 29, and continue
until midnight of May 9, when the final count will be
held at a May Carnival in the Hotel Astor, arranged
for the benefit of the sick, the poor and the unemployed. Every vote cast will cost ten cents, and it will
serve not only to designate some prince or princess of
the screen for throne honors, but it will buy a bit of
food, a few drops of medicine or some rays of sunshine for stricken tenement mothers, ailing children
and unemployed sick men who are under the care of
the New York Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor (A. I. C. P.).
"The
simple:
contest
and the

rules of the May Carnival voting contest are
All motion picture players are eligible. The
will be divided into two classes — one for men
other for women. The votes are to be sold for

ten cents each, but only those ballots which have actually been paid for will be counted. There will be! no
restriction on the number of votes which one person
may buy and cast for a single star. Because of this
and because of the fact that every vote will be equivalent to a ten-cent cash certificate to aid the sick and
the needy of the city, it is hoped that the volume of
balloting will exceed that of any similar competition
ever held.
"Stars and their managers may do as much campaigning as they desire, through personal appearance
of the actors and actresses, through film announcements and by regular advertising. Producing companies have promised to have their stars participate
actively. Once the voting has begun, electioneering
will be in order.
"On behalf of many artists, campaigns are being
planned and will be prosecuted vigorously, as every
vote will mean ten cents more for the health and relief
activities of the A. 1. C. P. in the tenement districts.
Throughout the period of the voting daily bulletins
will inform the public of the standing of the leaders
in the two classes.
Debutantes to Sell Votes
"The balloting will continue up to midnight of the
night of the carnival, May 9. The leading stars will
appear in person at the carnival and managers and
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this action, Mr.

Hays

In a formal

said:

"After consultation at length with Nicholas Schenck, representing Joseph
Schenck, the producers, and Adolph Zukor and Jesse Lasky of the Famous
Players-Lasky

Corporation,

the distributors, I will state that at my

have canceled

all showings

and all bookings

this that the whole

matter

may

of the Arbuckle

have the consideration

rants, and the action is taken notwithstanding
thousand

contracts in force for the Arbuckle

request they

films.

They

that its importance

do

war-

the fact that they have nearly ten

pictures."

Newspaper comment on Mr. Hays' action appeared quickly after this important step was taken. It won editorial praise from such representative publications asthe A'' ew York

Times

summed

up by saying: "This

rendered

while Postmaster

The

Tribune,

under

and the

ew

York

Tribune.
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Times
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General."
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"The

right kind of Censorship,"

said in

part :
"The

motion

picture producers

will do well to move

to make

permanent

Director Hays' temporary order to hold up the exhibition of an Arbuckle film.
The money they lose on any contract they may have with the actor will be
more

than made
"There

up by their gain in the esteem of the clean minded.

is no doubt

sequent films which

that audiences

could be secured for this film or for sub-

feature this particular

comedian.

Had

instead of acquitted persons of the morbid

sort would

still flock to see his pic-

tures. Those who
write maudlin

fight for admission

to murder

letters to the worst of criminals

trials and

he been

send

are not persons

convicted

flowers

and

of wholesome
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"Motion
remain

pictures have
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an American

clean they will be influential.
gards the character

they are doomed."

institution.

If they do not remain

of the plays and the characters

So long as they

clean, both as re-

of those who

act in them,
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slection committees of debutantes will sell votes for
tn^ir favorites. A most elaborate entertainment for
the evening is being planned and the standing of the
stars and the progress made will be communicated to
the audience in some novel way. Votes will be auctioned off by one of the city's prominent auctioneers.
When the contest is closed, the votes will be counted
and the King and Queen will be announced and they
will be crowned with ceremonies befitting their regal
position.
"The voting and the carnival at which the winning
actor and actress will be crowned will be held under
the auspices of the May Carnival Committee, of which
Mrs. Courtlandt D. Barnes is chairman. Among other
social, business and philanthropic leaders who have
accepted places on the committee are Mrs. William K.
Vanderbilt, 2d ; Mrs. E. H. Harriman, Judge Elbert H.
Gary, Cornelius N. Bhss, Jr.; Dwight W. Morr?)w,
Thomas Cochran and R. Fulton Cutting.
"All of these people and also city officials are taking
part in the preparations for the carnival and are
giving their time and attention to make it one of the
outstanding events of the year. Offices and equipment,
donated by the New York Trust Company in its branch
at 1 East Fifty-seventh Street, have been opened and
the contest will be directed from there.

A. I. C. P. conducts a score or more activities
most impoverished, stricken sections, spending
a million dollars a year. It maintains the
Mulberry Health Centre, where intensive specialized work is carried on among ailing mothers and
children of school and pre-school age. Medical and
dental clinics are held regularly in various districts; a
staff of visiting nurses conducts work in the homes,
designed to better conditions in them and thereby preserve health without breaking up the family. For
tubercular victims the Victoria Apartments, with outdoor sleeping pavilions on the roof, have been successful. The Crawford Shops, where aged men and women
make toys and sew, have given occupation to persons
"not wanted" elsewhere. The Caroline Rest for
mothers and very young children has resulted in the
preservation of life and health to a great degree. In
the summer there are out-of-the-city establishments at
Sea Breeze for convalescing mothers and children at
Gray Mouse Farm and at Sunset Lodge on the Hudson,
as well as camps for boys. During the unemployment
situation of the last year the A. I. C. P. handled a
special department to give employment for men out
of jobs.
Personnel of Committees

"The extent
motion topicture
is co-operating
to the
fullest
make industry
the contest
a success. Under
the chairmanship of Will H. Hays, former PostmasterGeneral, a Motion Picture Committee has been formed
upon which most of the prominent producers, distributors and exhibitors have accepted places. The motion
picture companies have placed their resources unstintedly at the disposal of the committee and each one has
assigned a man to give the contest his entire time, if
necessary, in order to assure its success. With the
combined forces of the social and business leaders of
the city and the unified efforts of the motion picture
companies it is expected that the carnival will create
an interest among the people of New York such as has
not been developed since the war.

"The personnel of the May Carnival Committee is:
"Executive Committee, Mrs. Courtlandt D. Barnes,
chairman ; Courtlandt D. Barnes James G. Blaine, Jr. ;
Cornelius N. Bliss, Jr. ; E. H. Gary, Will H. Hays, Mrs.
W. K. Vanderbilt, 2d.
"Finance Committee, E. H. Gary, chairman; James
G. Blaine, Jr., treasurer; Thomas Cochran, R. Fulton
Cutting, Gates W. McGarrah, Dwight W. Morrow,
Seward W. Prosser.

Elaborate Plans Made
"In order to facilitate the counting of the many
thousands of votes that are expected and the money
that will accompany them, Leslie, Banks & Co., chartered accountants, who were the auditors for the
United States Food Administration and now audit the
accounts of the Carnegie Foundation and other large
interests, have undertaken to count the votes and the
money without charge. They will place their own
auditors at the disposal of the committee as their share
of the work. The Burroughs Adding Machine Co. will
lend all the machines necessary for the work.
"The idea of bringing the movie industry and the
representative people of the city together in a joint
charity enterprise originated with Mrs. Barnes. As a
director of the A. I. C. P., she realized that the business
depression had not only caused unemployment but also
had made it difficult to raise money to help the sick and
needy. She accordingly offered her services to Cornelius N. Bliss, Jr., president of the A. I. C. P., to
organize an independent committee to hold the contest
and the carnival and turn the proceeds over to the
A. I. C. P.
"The A. I. C. P. is primarily a relief organization
caring each year for thousands in the homes and
giving them assistance that enables them to carry out
through times of particular misfortune and until children reach a working age. It has been demonstrated
so often that poverty is the cause of poor health and
that the converse also is true. The A. I. C. P. has tied
up closely to this relief work a department for improving the physical condition of the families with which
they work.

"The
in the
almost
famous

"Publicity Committee, John Price Jones, chairman;
Cornelius N. Bliss, Jr.; Martin Egan, Guy Emerson,
Ivy L. Lee, Albert G. Milbank, George Murnane.
"Dance Committee, Courtlandt D. Barnes, chairman; Committee on the Sale of Tickets, Mrs. W. K.
Vanderbilt, 2d, chairman ; Committee on the Sale of
Ballots, Mrs. E. Roland N. Harriman, chairman.
"Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Committee, Will H. Hays, chairman; Hiram Abrams, Paul
Brunet, WilHam Fox, Frank Godsol, D. W. Griffith,
Earl W. Hammons, W. R. Hearst, Carl Laemmle,
Marcus Loew, P. A. Powers, John M. Quinn, Joseph M.
Schenck, Lewis J. Selznick, J. D. Williams, Adolph
Zukor.
"Motion Picture Exhibitors Committee, William
Landau, chairman; Max Barr, Louis F. Blumenthal,
J. Alton Bradbury, William Brandt, Leo Brecker, Bernard Edelhertz, Hyman Gainsboro, David Keiverstein,
S. A. Moross, Charles Moses, Benjamin S. Moss,
Charles L. O'Reilly, Samuel Peyser, Joseph Plunkett,
Herman Rachmil, Hugo Reisenfeld, Samuel Rothafel,
Rudolf Sanders, Samuel Sonin, Charles Steiner and
David Weinstock.
"The Board of Managers of the A. I. C. P. comprises
R. Fulton Cutting, De Witt J. Seligman, Percy R.
Pyne, John Greenough, Henry G. Barbey, Albert G.
Milbank, George Blagden, Charles C. Burlingham,
Frederic P. Moore, Franklin B. Kirkbride, Harry Pelham Robbins, Cornelius N. Bliss, Jr.; Philip Van
Ingen, M.D.;» James Sheldon, Acosta Nichols, Ernesto
G. Fabbri, John A. Kingsbury, Haven Emerson, M.D. ;
Mrs. A. A. Anderson, Dwight W. Morrow, Mrs. J. A.
Burden, Jr.; Thomas Cochran, Langdon P. Marvin,
Miss Ruth Twombly, M. Friedsam, Homer Folks, Harvey D. Gibson, J. Alexander Miller, M.D. ; William B.
Thompson, Mrs. Cornelius N. Bliss, Jr. ; George B.
Post, John Henry Hammond, Mrs. August Belmont,
Miss Ruth Morgan, Samuel S. Keyser, George Murnane, Robert B. Perkins, Mrs. Courtlandt D. Barnes.
Mrs. John H. Prentice and Mrs. E. H. Harriman."
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Representative Citizens Throughout the
[Editor's Note. — He7'e is the that she classifies herself as a part
of the 75 per cent that she mentions.
fourth instalment of anti-censorship
That was the theory of the rulers
opinions gathered by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., and and princes of old, and that was
necessary to enable them to hold
published exclusively in Exhibitors
their jobs. Some petty politicians
Trade Review.]
and persons holding jobs take the
Public Officials:
same views, not because they consider themselves rulers or potenIt may be that "the people are not
tates exactly, but on the theory that
fit to judge for themselves," but that,
was not the theory upon which this
if the most of the people thought for
Republic was founded, and to follow
themselves, then censorship would
be unnecessary, but if they can
such an opinion to its logical conclusion would mean that popular
make people believe the statement
government is a failure. Of course,
here quoted is correct, then it is
this is not true, as everyone knows,
certain that censorship is necessary,
and those who assume such an air and as a result, Mrs. Snow and
of dictatorship are entirely out of other petty peanut politicians in her
harmony with the purposes of our class may hold their jobs and pull
form of government.
down their salaries indefinitely.
That one who has been charged
This censorship is no doubt a plain,
with the responsibility of exercising
every-day fraud, and anybody who
censorship should be unwilling to is the chief beneficiary of a fraud
can work out som_e excuse for its
permit the people to hear the arguments against censorship is, in itself, existence, as is evidenced by the
a very strong argument against cenquotMion. — J, H. Berryman, County
sorship. But, more important still, Judge, Bassett, Rock County, Nebraska.
it is a direct subversion of certain
constitutional liberties, and I have
no doubt would be so construed by
Your situation is certainly unique
the Courts.
in America. The statement of Mrs.
The attitude of Ohio's Censor
Snow as to the people's inability to
Chief is hardly to be remarked upon
judge for themselves and their failure to think is an insult to the
as unusual, for it has always been
true that those who are given the American people and a disgrace to
opportunity to exercise authority
the power that appointed the inover the opinions of others are
spector. It alone should demand
rarely able to temper their own opin- her recall from the field and her
ions with equity and justice. —
relegation to oblivion. The forbidSamuel R. McKelvie, Governor of
ding of criticism of inspection shows
Nebraska.
In my fifteen months as Grovernor
of Minnesota I have never had a
complaint of any picture shown in
the State. That is a high compliment
and I have been gratified to know
that you have so conducted the business that complaints would have
been out of place. I was once called
upon to recommend a censorship bill
to the legislature, but when I asked
for proof that such legislation was
necessary there was none forthcoming. Ilike to think of people as being the most happy who can get
along with the least regulation. I
have great faith in the purpose of
motion pictures — they constitute a
new school, a new field of travel. —
Governor J. O. Preus of Minnesota.
I am inclined to take a charitable
view of Mrs. Snow's statement and
to believe that if she ever made such
a statement, it must have been outside of her lucid intervals, or else

Veto Blocks Attempt to Increase Censors' Powers
The veto by Governor Nathan L.
Miller of the proposed amendment to
the New York Motion Picture Commission law seeking to greatly extend the powers of the censor board
is regarded generally in the motion
picture industry as one of its signal
victories of the year.
The bill, which was generally
looked upon as a party measure,
inasmuch as it was introduced by
Senator Clayton R. Lusk, had caused
consternation among officials of the
film producing and distributing companies, as it seemed to indicate a
tremendous expansion of the commission's powers — to an extent, in
fact, which would have enabled the
commission to issue subpoenas and
examine witnesses under oath, and
to inspect and require the production of any books, records, papers or
documents from the film companies
for the purpose of investigating any
matter relating to the licensing or
granting of permits for films.

Governors

Preus

of Views
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Country
that the inspector has mistaken
herself for the Supreme Infallible
Being and not of the species homo.
All public
man beings. servants should be huI am surprised that Ohio has been
visited with such an unreasoning
servant, and I shall be much more
surprised if your people submit to
such tyranny. — James M. Fitzgerald, Judge District Court, Omaha,
Nebraska.
I think motion pictures have a
highly edifying effect. Far from
impairing the morals of tnose wno
go to see them, I think they really
improve it. They teach, always, so
many lessons — manners, morals and
all that.
I think statements that motion
pictures have caused boys to become criminals is absurd — ridiculous! I don't believe that even a
weak-minded person would feel inclined to go out and rob a bank or
shoot up a town just because he
saw a movie. — Nollie Robinson,
Deputy Sheriff, Aiken County, Aiken, S. C.
Editors:
These opinions of George Davis,
dramatic and film critic of the
Cleveland Press, are copied from the
columns of the Press, where Davis,
under his own signature, writes his
opinions for the 200,000 readers of
the Press to see.
Writing in the issue of March
8th, under a four-column head
which reads, "PICTURE CENSORSHIP IS DIVERTING! IT PROVIDES A LAUGH SOMETIMES
WHEN
COMICS
FAIL," Davis has
the following
to say:
"Clyde Fitch was commonly regarded as the most talented American playwright at the time of his
death in 1909.
"He was an adept in writing
clever, polite dialogue and in turning the conventional situations of a
well-rounded play. But he lived in
an artificial period of the native
drama. Even when he attempted
work of force, he achieved merely a
shallow smoothness. The tragedy
of his career was that with such
considerable talent he wrote nothing strong enough to survive. His
plays are almost forgotten in 1922.
"It is rather amusing that State
movie censors now should identify
one of his shallow plays as a work
of such force and effort that the
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Censorship, Says Attorney-General
IN an opinion rendered to State Director of Education Vernon M.
Riegel last week. Attorney General John G. Price of Ohio ruled that
Mr. Riegel is the supreme authority in the State in judgment on motion
pictures to be shown within its borders. The opinion is of particular
interest in view of the recent appointment by Governor Harry L. Davis
of an advisory board in connection with the Ohio State Board of
Censorship.
This Advisory Board, Price holds, is without executive powers save
in its capacity as advisor to the director, Mr. Riegel. In view of the
purpose of the producers to appeal from the judgment of Mrs. Evalyn
Snow, Chief Censor, in refusing permission for the showing of certain
pictures in Ohio, the opinion is of prime importance. The Attorney
General says :
"If the Director chooses he may accept the judgment of such board
as the basis of his final action in connection with the censoring of films ;
however, in the final analysis, the Department of Education must take
the necessary action, which in effect is the action of the Director."
This means that the Advisory Board has no power to reverse the
decision of the censor unless such reversal is sanctioned by the Director of Education, in his capacity of head of the censorship division
as concerns Mrs. Snow, the chief censor. The opinion avers, "Such incumbents hold office at the will of the Director and exercise no power
independent of the supervisory prerogatives of such director. The
director is charged with the full responsibility for actions taken in
the name of the department," the ruling adds.
The opinion was rendered in response to an inquiry from Director
Riegel, requesting an answer to the question: "In case of a difference
of opinion among the Chief of the Division of Film Censorship, the
Director of Education and the Advisory Board, who has the power of
final judgment as to whether or not a film should be approved for e^fhibition in the State of Ohio?"
public must be kept from seeing a
movie version of it, called The Law
and the Woman.
"Not more than half a dozen movies in a year contain anything so
diverting as movie censorship.
"No person is wise enough to dictate to his fellow citizens what they
may read in print or pictures for
their own good. The conscious effort of any person to exercise such
authority brings about laughable
results. The more earnest, active
and courageous the censor, the more
diverting the spectacle.
"The only real danger is in a
timid, cautious censorship which excites no resentment and accustoms
people to this abridgement of the
right of free speech in the United
States."
Censor board activities in this
country have become farcical. What
was intended originally as a protection to the people has in recent years
become a menace. There is no uniformity of censorship and little sanity in the many eliminations, restrictions and removals. Mrs. Snow of
Ohio reached the climax of extremity
and absurdity when she denied the
right of moving picture houses to
criticize on the screen certain forms
of censorship.
The right of free speech is guaranteed by the Constitution. To deny
that right would be to Russianize
this country.

Moving pictures rank next to the
press in educating the masses. There
are bad pictures and bad newspapers, but to make silly laws restricting the rightful activities of either
medium of expression because a few
are evil, would be treason to the people and deprive the public of its
greatest medium of good. Evil
shrinks from publicity, crime thrives
in the dark. The more good newspapers and the more good pictures
we have standing for the right, the
less danger of Bolshevism and revolution.
Freedom of expression must always be encouraged. When it is restricted orcurbed, treason and crime
thrive. — Marcellus E. Foster, Publisher Houston Chronicle, Houston,
Texas.
Ministers :
The statement that the American
people, as a whole, are not capable
of thinking for themselves, seems
to me a very unkind, as well as a
very untrue statement.
I know of no nation which can
boast of more alert minds, of
broader vision, of a finer type of
idealism than our own, taken as a
whole.
Criticism is but a step toward
better things, and as such should be
encouraged and appreciated. — Sis-
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ter Carmel of St. Anthony's, Aiken,
S. C.
I am not in favor of a national
board of censors. I do not believe
that so much power should be invested in any one individual or
board. I think it is the privilege,
as well as the duty, of every city to
look after its own affairs. Let each
community look after its own interests— and, despite the rather drastic
remarks of the lady from Ohio, I
have implicit faith in the ability of
the average citizen of our country
to think straight!
It is my stand that the South
should look after the South, the
North take care of the North, and
so on — all minding their own affairs
and settling their own problems
after their own rules and laws.
After all, we ourselves understand
our own problems better than our
best friends can — certainly better
than any stranger could do. —
Thomas E. Walker, D. D., First
Methodist Church, Langley, S. C.
The action of Ohio's censor chief
is without precedent, and the circumstances do not warrant, neither
will the public sanction the extreme
measure proposed by her. — Robert
L. Wheeler, D. D., Presbyterian
Church, South Omaha.
Women :
I don't approve of the present
method of film censorship in use in
Ohio at the present time. I don't
believe in a committee of three passcally.ing on films and I don't approve of
censors who are appointed politiThe present system is ridiculous.
That's my opinion of it.
The idea of one woman saying
what the people of Ohio shall see or
shall not see is plain nonsense. My
opinion, for example, is as good as
any other woman's, and I don't feel
that I am qualified to make such decisions for the State. There ought
to be a large board of review of
about twenty members. It ought to
be appointed by some method other
than political. The board ought to
contain literary men. It should contain college professors of English
who are qualified to pass on the
films. And, most important of all,
it ought to contain men from the
film industry itself, because I am
convinced that the high grade men
of the industry are as interested_ as
anyone in maintaining its high
character and ready to co-operate at
all times to do so. — Mrs. A. F. Westgate, President Cleveland Federation of Women's Clubs. (The federation represents the coalition of
Cleveland women's
more
clubs than
with a500membership
of more
than 20,000 women.)
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Testimonial

iterate his policy of "Confidence and Cooperation." To these two "C's" he added
Character and Courage as the qualities
which would enable the industry to reach
its great objectives. The General got a
great greeting from the three hundred
guests present.
Senator Walker received an ovation as
he rose to speak.

Telegrams

Paying

a warm

From

Sounded

Dinner

harmony keynote was sounded
THE
anew at the Testimonial Dinner given
to William Brandt, retiring President of the
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, at
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, New York City,
April 20. Bernard Edelhertz acted as toastmaster. William Landau was installed as
the new president of the T. O. C. C.
The chief speakers were Will Hays, Senator James J. Walker, Sydney S. Cohen and
Mr. Brandt. Mr. Hays took occasion to re-

tribute

to

The Nebraska exhibitors feel that through the high
standards set by our national president, Sydney S.
Cohen, with the capable advice of our counsellor, Senator James Walker, that Mr. Will Hays can never fear
that our association as a whole — state or nation — will
not heartily co-operate with him in any movement that
is good for the industry as a whole. Mr. Hays has an
opportunity to gain the confidence of ^11 exhibitors by

at

Big

Brandt

to Mr. Hays, the Senator declared that the
exhibitor organization no longer had need
of methods of attack ; the time had come for
real co-operation along the lines Mr. Hays
had laid down.
Mr. Cohen's work for the organization
was praised by the Senator.
The M. P. T. O. National President read
a statement, couched in general terms, in
which he favored co-operation among all
branches of the industry.
Presentation of gifts of appreciation to
Mr. Brandt and other officials of the T. O.
C. C. was made on behalf of the organization by Senator Walker.
The dinner, which was still in progress
when Exhibitors Trade Review went to
press, was the most successful ever held by
the T. O. C. C. A complete report will
appear in next week's issue.

M.
P.
T. O.
(Continued from page 1528)

ticut exhibitors or the industry as a whole. Hays, not
unlike Brady, has made numerous announcements and
promises, but to gain confidence of exhibitors he should
show worth while activity and accomplishments. His
meeting at Chamber of Commerce dinner was with
small group of exhibitors only and so far as I know he
has not come out into the open to meet the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America.
— W. A. True, President, M. P. T. O. of Connecticut.
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Northern California Association have taken no action
regarding Hays. My impression from conversation
with many exhibitors is that they are hopeful that
Hays will be able to correct some of the evils besetting
industry. They doubt, however, his ability to do so.
They believe that Hays will favor the producer and distributors as against exhibitors in all matters relating
to differences between them. They are marking time
but are willing to co-operate with Hays in any forward
movement.
— C. C. Griffin, President, M. P. T. O. of Northern
California.
NEBRASKA
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being known for the good constructive work he will do
in the future. The public is vitally interested in the
making of good, clean, moral pictures and admission
prices. The exhibitor stands for a square deal and
high morals which will place the industry outside the
reach of scandal makers and professional reformers.
By a standard of right and wrong he will have gained
confidence through co-operation.
— A. R. Pramer, President, M. P. T. 0. of Nebraska.
NEW JERSEY
Answering telegram, think it difficult for exhibitors
of New Jersey or any other state to say whether they
will co-operate with Will Hays until he expresses some
concrete beneficial plan of co-operation. What is he
going to do to correct high rentals, false advertising
and other abuses? Firmly believe national convention
Washington will sound the keynote to your question if
they have anything to work upon.
— R. F. Woodhull, President, M. P. T. O. of New Jersey.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Your wire to Mr. Lustig, president our organization,
referred to me for answer. Our attitude towards Mr.
Hays governed entirely by whatever action is taken at
the coming convention. However, if Mr. Hays can and
will give the exhibitor a fifty fifty break on matters of
mutual interest I can see no reason why our relations
should not be of a friendly nature. Hays's action
barring Arbuckle film to be commended.
Glenn Harper, Secretary, M. P. T. 0. of Southern California.

Other

Starring Mabel Ballin.

Women^s

Clothes

From the story by Ethel Doncher.
Adapted for the screen and directed by Hug
Ballin. Released by Hodkinson.
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In-

terest ofBetter Pictures — Mayor of Boston to Speak
HON. JAMES M. CURLEY, mayor of Georgia, will open the afternoon session
tion of Women's Clubs, covers the subject
Boston, Mass., and United States of the conference with the subject, "The
of "Womanhood and the Photoplay — A
Senator Henry F. Ashurst, from State and the Photoplay." Mrs. J. E.
H. T. Jones, of Atlanta, Ga., and public
Arizona, will be among the prominent
Hays, of Montezuma, Ga., president of the
relations representative of the Southern
speakers before the Southeastern Better
Georgia Federation of Women's Clubs, Enterprises, Inc., will bring a message of
Films conference which meets in Atlanta
will deliver a message from that organiwilling co-operation from Southern theatre
zation.
on April 28. The conference will be the
His subject will be "A Pledge from
nal
ng
ever held
gatheri
first big educatio
Miss Ruth Rich, of Jacksonville, Fla., men.
200 Theatres." Hon. James L. Key, mayor
in America in the interest of better mosecretary of the National Federation of of Atlanta, will open the conference on the
Business and Professional Women, will morning of the 28th.
tion pictures. More than 200 of the leading civic workers and educators of the talk on "Constructive Legislation — The
The Better Films Committee of Atnine Southeastern states will be present.
lanta, under whose auspices the meeting
Florida Plan." Miss Rich, under the
Florida law, is one of three appointees
has been called, determined some months
Mayor Curley will speak on "The Boston Plan for Better Films, and a Visit to by Governor Hardee to the national ad- ago that such a conference would aid
visory committee of the National Board
greatly the movement throughout the
the Film Coast." He will be accompanied
of Review.
on his Southern visit by Commissionei
Southeast for better films. They sounded
John M. Casey of Boston, who recently
Mrs. Alonzo Richardson, of Atlanta,
out the sentiment in nine states surroundmade an official visit to the West Coast
Ga., chairman of the division of citizening Georgia, and it was the unqualified
film colonies.
opinion of all of the better film organizaship of the General Federation of Women's
Senator Ashurst is one of the leading
tions in the section that such a meeting
Clubs,W.will
present "The
Atlanta Plan."
Mrs.
S. Jennings,
of Jacksonville,
Fla.,
national legislative authorities on motion
would be a powerful means toward adpictures, having been for years a leader
vancing the better films cause.
first vice-president of the General Federain Congress on matters affecting the film
industry. He will officially represent Hon.
Will H. Hays, former post-master general
of the United States, who is now president of the Motion Picture Producers and
Brandt's
Administration
Praised
Distributors of America, Inc., the highest
His Work for Arbitration Highly Commended by Hoy —
executive position in the motion picture
Retiring President Sends Letter of Thanks to F. I. L. M. Club
industry. Senator Ashurst's subject will
we desire to register our hearty thanks on
be "Are Moving Pictures Moving?"
your commendatory letter of April 6, which
Among other topics to be discussed by A GLOWING tribute to the co-operawas read at the last meeting of the club — April
that
exhibiamong
existed
has
tion
distinguished authorities at the confer12, 1922 — and evoked a unanimous expression
tors of the New York territory, the ex- of
the highest appreciation.
ence will be the influence of films upon the
ed
managers
the
in
represent
as
change
P, I. L. M. Club
is particu'arly
for
home, school and church life of America;
theTheconstructive
aid and
cooperationgrateful
extended
New York F. I. L. M. Club, and the Hoy by
the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
the educational uses of pictures; modern.,
Reporting Service, is embodied in a letter during your incumbency as president of that
organization and the club desires, as a body,
plans to promote better films programs in * from William Brandt, retiring president
to congratulate both you and the Theatre
particular cities and states; constructive
of the Theatre Owners Chamber of ComOwners Chamber of Commerce upon the high
film legislation; crime and motion picdegree of efficiency which characterized your
merce. This letter, addressed to the New
administration.
tures; and other phases of the Better
meeta
at
read
was
Club,
M.
L.
I.
F.
York
Films movement.
The cooperation
existing
between the
Owners Chamber
of Commerce
and Thethe
ing of the managers April 12, and at the New atre
York F. I. L. M. Club is, as you say, an
The conference will be held in the audirequest of the club members C. B. Hoy,
example
of
the
fact
that
exhibitors
and
extorium of the Atlanta Woman's Club, unchangemen, under proper
conditions,
conhead of the Hoy Reporting Service, has
duct their business
relations
with thatcandegree
der the auspices of the Better Films Comwritten Mr. Brandt thanking him on be- of harmony which is possible only where there
mittee of Atlanta. Mrs. B. M. Boykin,
is a proper meeting of the minds of those conhalf of the F. I. L. M. Club for his comcerned.
chairman of the committee, will preside.
mendation and congratulating him upon
Your expressed wish that this good work be
Among the speakers will be the followhis able administration of the Theatre
kept going is echoed by every member of the
ing: Mrs. David Ross, of Indianapolis,
Owners Chamber of Commerce affairs F. I. L. M. Club. The organization of these exchangeboards,
managers'
and ofrepresentathe arbipresident of the National Photoplay In- during his incumbency as president. Mr.
withassociations
equal
exhibitor
dorsers, an organization which, starting
tion,tration
is now being
extended
to Tnany other
follow:
as
was
letter
Brandt's
territories
and
will
finally
be
in
operation
in Indiana, gave that State the reputation
throughout the United States.
April 6, 1922.
of having the cleanest and best pictures
In ten exchange centers the plan is now
F. 719
I. L. Seventh
M. Club, Avenue,
operating successfully, and your exnression of
in the United States. Mrs. Ross speaks
New York City.
commendation
will serve a tremendously useGentlemen :
on "Endorsement — A Powers"
ful purpose in establishing the confidence of
At this time, just prior to my being relieved exhibitors throughout the country in the inOrrin G. Cocks, of New York, secretary
from the office of president of this organization,
effectiveness of this great coof the National Committee for Better
T wish to extend my sincerest thanks and te.grity and
operative work.
With best wishes and kindest regards, we
heartfelt gratitude for your very generous coFilms, under whose guidance the Better
are
operation duringOwners
my termChamber
of office.of Commerce
Films organization has spread to more
The Theatre
Cordially yours,
and the P. I. L. M. Club of New York City have
than 625 cities, will speak on "A Comdemonstrated to the entire film industry that
(Signed) C. B. Hor.
when there is a proper meeting of minds, that
munity Plan."
The Hoy Reporting .'Service.
is possible, and the precedent that
Burdette G. Lewis, of Trenton, N. J., cooperation
we have jointly established will serve as an
The work of the New York F. I. L. M.
commissioner of institutions and agencies
example to those who think that the exhibitor
and
the exchangemen are natural enemies.
Club
synchronizes with that of the Hoy
for New Jersey and former a-ssistant to
I most respectfully urge that this work be
the late Mayor John Purroy Mitchel, is kept up.
Reporting Service. Each is dependent
With many kind
personal
counted an authority on juvenile delinCordially
yours,good wishes, I am
upon the other for the detail, in which difquency. He will address the conference on
(Signed) William Brandt.
ferences between exchanges and exhibiTheatre
Owners
Chamber
of
Commerce.
"Crime and Motion Pictures."
tors are ironed out. The arbitration committee of the New York F. I. L. M. Club
In reply, Mr. Hoy wrote:
Mrs. Ferd Lucas, of Greencastle, Ind.,
April 17, 1922.
chairman of the motion picture committee
is composed of equal representation of
Ml
William
Brandt,
of the Parent Teacher Associations, who
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce,
exchange managers arfd- exhibitors. This
723 Seventh Ave.,
committee decides all knotty problems
speaks on "The Home, the School, the
. New York City.
TH'I r Mr. Brandt :
which cannot otherwise be amicably setPhotoplay — A Triple Opportunity."
On behalf of the New York F, T: L. M. Club,
Governor Thomas- W. Hardwick, of

A

Primitive

Lover

Starring Constance Talmadge from the original story by Edgar Selwyn. Directed
For release through Associated First National.
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Exhibitors

Explained

in Detail by Counsel for Exhibitors Organiization
Which
Has
Adopted
the Plan
By GEORGE P. AARONS,
Secretary and Counsel to M. P. T. O. of
Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
New Jersey and Delaware
SOME months ago, a committee, of
which the writer is chairman, was
appointed by the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware to investigate insurance for motion picture theatres. After a careful investigation, our
committee reached the conclusion that the
reciprocal form of insurance was the
most practical and economical and that it
afforded real protection for the exhibitor
at nearer the actual cost of the protection
than any other insurance plan.
Reciprocal insurance is a system of cooperative underwriting by which the
members, termed subscribers, secure protection for themselves at cost against fire
loss through the exchange of inter-indemnity contracts. Subscribers are composed
of individuals, partnerships and corporations, who constitute the real parties in
interest. They select an Attorney-inFact or manager, who from an office at
some designated point effects the exchange of contracts between subscribers.
The attorney with the assistance of an
"Advisory Board," appointed by the subscribers, keeps the books and records,
passes upon and classifies risks, makes
frequent inspections, adjusts and pays
losses, and, in fact, does everything incident to the exchange of indemnity provided for in subscribers' agreements. The
office so managed by the subscribers,
through the attorney, at and through
which the subscribers exchange these
contracts among themselves for their
own protection, is commonly known as the
"Exchange," and because of the assemblage of subscribers into particular
groups there is generally added some descriptive name to properly identify it.
The subscribers make an annual deposit with their attorney, the amount of
which is usually determined by the rate
of premium which would have been paid
for stock company insurance on the risks
covered. This deposit premium remains
to the credit of each subscriber, his pro
rata portion of losses toeing charged off on
his individual account as they occur. A
fixed percentage of the subscriber's depositcountistoset
aside
to theof manager's
accover
expense
management,
including compensation of the manager.
All funds of subscribers are handled
severally and not jointly, and at all times
remain the property of subscribers.
At the end of the policy period, all sums
that remain after the payment of losses
and fixed expenses, revert to the subscriber and are returned to him as savings, except that in the discretion of the
attorney and within the limits provided
in subscribers' agreements a certain percentage thereof may be retained as a surplus to provide against the contingency
of unusual losses. Upon the retirement
of a subscriber and the consequent cancel ation ofhis policy, all funds remaining
to his account, whether accumulated for
surplus or otherwise, are returned to him
less his proportion of any losses which
may have been incurred up to the date
of his retirement. In this particular, recip-

rocal insurance differs from mutual insurance in that the surplus funds of a
mutual company belong to the company
and upon the retirement of a member,
his proportionate part of such surplus is
lost to him.
The history of reciprocal insurance in
the United States began in 1881 with the
organization of an Exchange among a
number of New York and other merchants. This Exchange, while not now
the largest, forty-one years later is in
active operation and has made a saving
for its members, compared to stock company rates, of more than $600,000. There
are now a large number of Reciprocal
Exchanges operating successfully in various lines and saving their subscribers
hundreds
of thousands of dollars annually.
There are many reasons why the plan
for reciprocal insurance should appeal
to the exhibitor as a business man interdustry. ested in the upbuilding of a great inDetails of Plan
First: Reciprocal insurance appeals to
the business man because of its simplicity
of plan. The extension of reciprocal insurance to almost every character of risk
and to every department of business has
so broadened its scope that it now affects
many classes of people and property, and
because of this the various states have
enacted laws for its regulation and control. The statutory status of reciprocal
insurance has been developed wisely and
standard laws have been adopted in most
of the states. These laws have been practically uniform and reciprocal insurance
has been rather benefited than otherwise
by supervision. This has been due to the
fact that laws for its regulation have
'been largely declaratory of the commonlaw rights of subscribers without undue
restriction in the exercise of such rights.
The exchange of contracts between subscribers whereby they indemnify themselves against loss on the reciprocal plan
constitutes insurance in its simplest form.
Second: Reciprocal insurance appeals
to the business man because its plan of
underwriting is superior to any other plan
now in use. This is true, because while
it furnishes adequate protection, it is very
much less expensive to the policyholder
in that it is free from many of the overhead expense items which are loaded into
the premium and must therefore be borne
by the policyholder insuring under other
plans. Also, in all other plans of insurance except reciprocal insurance, accumulated reserves are lost to the policyholder
who assists in upbuilding them, whereas
in the case of reciprocal insurance each
subscriber's account is credited with his
pro rata of any accumulated reserve and
he is entitled to withdraw it upon his retirement as a subscriber.
Third: Reciprocal insurance appeals to
the business man because of the savings
effected in securing his insufance protection. There is no corporation — therefore
no dividends to be paid to stockholders;
and no local agency system where the
agency commission must be added to the
insurance premium cost. In the case of
reciprocal insurance, all dealings are direct with the central office through the

medium of salaried employees whose principal function is the inspection of risks.
These employees are paid out of the fixed
expense item,The
as careful
providedselection
in subscribers'
agreements.
of risks
is always a factor entering into the acceptances of a reciprocal exchange and
constitutes another very considerable savfect. ing which such exchanges are able to efFourth: Reciprocal insurance appeals
to the business man because of its effective inspection service. The representatives of reciprocal exchanges who make
their inspections naturally become very
proficient with respect to the particular
class of risks covered at the exchange.
Being salaried employees and primarily
inspectors, they are more interested in the
prevention of fire waste than in producing a large volume of business, which is
the first consideration of agents who operate on a commission basis. The prevention of fires results in a decrease of losses
and an increase in savings to subscribers.
Reciprocal exchanges have built up quite
a reputation for the efficiency of their inservice.
Fifth: spection
Reciprocal
insurance appeals to
the business man because he is associated
in an undertaking with other business
men of the same industry, and where he
is unfortunate enough to suffer loss, his
claim will be adjusted and settled by those
capable fortune
of sympathizing
his misbecause similarly with
engaged.
All
the subscribers, including himself, are
represented by the attorney-in-fact or
managers who have no incentive to compromise his claim for a less amount than
is due. In the case of stock insurance a
very different situation exists, as everything saved in the settlement of loss
claims operates to increase the profits of
the company. As a reciprocal exchange
has only the losses of its own subscribers
to adjust, an immediate and efficient claim
service has been developed, greatly superior, on the average, to claim service
under other insurance plans.
Sixth: Reciprocal insurance appeals to
the business man because it is essentially
class insurance, and he is exchanging contracts of indemnity with other business
men whose risks are of approximately the
same hazard. He is, therefore, not carrying the burden of extra hazardous risks
as
is the policyholder of a stock insurance
company.
Seventh: Reciprocal insurance appeals
to the business man because of the control of fire insurance rates with which
the stock insurance companies are at the
present time practically invested, which
enables them to arbitrarily advance the
lower rates to meet the exigencies of competition. A subscriber at a reciprocal exchange well knows that he is getting his
insurance at cost and that he is not subject to the arbit3rary exactions of stock
controlling rating bureaus.
To sum up the entire matter, the plan
of reciprocal insurance makes available
to the subscribers at an exchange an efficient inspection service, expert advice in
their particular class on prevention
methods and equipment, and real insurance protection against losses at a large
saving over the cost of this same protection under other insurance plans.
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Officers, Executive Committeemen and National Convention Committee of the Motion Pictiire Theatre Owners of America photogra
to President Harding to address the convention. Left to right: Sidney Lust of Washington, D. C; S. L Berman, New York; C. L. O'R
Dr. Francis Holley, Washington, D. C; M. E. Comerford, Scranton, Pa.; W. A. True, Hartford, Conn.; William Cadoret, Chicago, 111.;
O'Toole, Scranton, Pa.; U. S. Senator Robert L. Owen of Oklahoma; Harry Crandall, Washington, D. C; A. J. Moeller, New York; Ma
Rochester, N. Y.; Nelson Bell, Washington, D. C; Sam Boyd, Washington, D. C.

Harding

Invited

to

Convention

President Asked to Address Opening Session —
Coolidge and Prominent Senators May Also Be Heard
An event of great importance in the
industry occurred at Washington, April
14, when an invitation was extended to
President Harding by President Sydney
S. Cohen, of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, to attend the National Convention of that organization during the week of Monday, May 8.
The sessions of this convention will be
held in the New Willard Hotel, Washington, and President Harding was asked to
speak at the opening session.
President Harding is asked to attend
the Convention in his combined capacities
as the Chief Executive of the Nation and
an outstanding and representative figure
in American Journalism and the first active editor to occupy the chair of Washington. The advancement of the Motion
Picture Screen as a publicity element along
all lines of public and private effort is
indicated, and its wonderful visualizing
powers as a medium of expression declared to be of such great consequence and
importance, to Government and People as
to make it" in principle and effect the
Screen Press 'b^f America.
President Cohen, the members of the

Executive Committee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and representative exhibitors from different parts
of the United States gathered about
President Harding in the Executive Offices
of the White House and presented the
invitation.
Conspicuous in the gathering as a friend
and ally of the motion picture theatre
owner was United States Senator Owen of
Oklahoma. President Harding referred
to a previous meeting with the officials
of the Motion Picture Theatre Ovimers of
America on May 18, 1921, at which the
use of the Screens to Governmental Departments for vocational guidance work,
Americanization processes and other purposes was tendered. He said that the confidence then reposed in the theatre owners
was well rewarded in meritorious service
since rendered. He paid a high tribute
to the Screen, cordially thanked the theatre ovraers for the invitation and declared
that he would make a definite statement
to them in the matter as soon as possible.
The letter of invitation read by President Cohen was beautifully engrossed and
in book form, with red leather binding

and gold and silk ornamentation. It is.
as follows:
New York, April 14, 1922.
Hon. Warren G. Harding,
President
of
the
United
States,
Wasliington, D. C.
Dear Mr. President:
Years of practical demonstration of the
publicity value of the wonderful visualizing
powers of the Motion Picture, in its close
adaptation to every varied phase of life, makes
it fitting and appropriate that this great
medium be known as the Screen Press of
America.
As Theatre Owners, the custodians of this
most potent tertainment
agency
for for
educational
and enpurposes and
the dissemination
of usefulfluenceinformation,
with
its
pronounced
inin moulding public thought and action
along constructive lines, we are disposed to
make this
Screen
of Americaand ofPeople.
maximum service
to thePress
Government
The
printed
newspaper
page
and
the
print'^d
and pictures celluloid film are joined as the
World's
most wonderful
publicity
in the
moral obligation
and STeat
duty forces
of constant
service to mankind and preserving always the
liberty and rights of the people. In guaranteeingposes
freedom
Constitution this
imupon it,to intheitsPress
variedourdevelopments,
most necessary line of public action.
an outstanding
commanding'
in AsAmerican
Journalismandwhose
service infigure
this
relation
as
a
newspaper
editor
so wonas thpto
confidence and affection of the people,
place you, by an unprecedented vote, in the
highest office within the gift of free American
citizens, we,
the representatives,
of the Mot'-'i
Picture
Theatre
Owners of America,
the
custodians
of America's
Screen Press,
you
fis the first
Editor-President
of the hail
United
States, a tyijlcal and true representative of
the Liberty-Preserving publicity forces of our
trreat country — .the Newspaper arid the Screen
Press.
; .•;
In this corinectlon, Mr. President, we are
pleased
that Picture
the annual
conTention to'ofadvise
the you
Motion
Theatre
Owners of America, will be held in the cifv of
Washington, D. C, the week of Monday, May
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Senator Owen of Oklahoma in front of the White House Executive Offices at Washington, just after the invitation had been tendered
York; E. M. Fay, Rhode Island; John Manheimer, New York; A. Julian Brylawsky, Washington, D. C; R. F. Woodhull, Dover, N. J.;
er, Lexington, N. C; Lawrence Beatus, Washington, D. C. ; Sydney S. Cohen, New York; Senator James J. Walker, New York; M. J.
Washington, D. C; W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis, Minn.; A. R. Pramer, Omaha, Neb.; J. T. Collins, Rutherford, N. J.; I. M. Salyerds,
8th, 1922. The sessions of the convention will
be held in the New Willard Hotel.
Because of the intimate association of our
respective
of actionlife,
in our
the Board
DubUcii of"
phases of lines
our National
Directors and Executive Committee, unanimously voted to tender to you. Mr. President,
a cordial invitation to attend the opening
session of our Convention on Monday. May 8.
and bring to us such fraternal greetings and
messages
as in your judgment may seem fitting
to
the occasion.
We therefore. Mr. President, now formally
extend to you this invitation, entertaining the
hope that your presence at our convention will
so stimulate and nerve into renewed patriotic
action all elements of the American press,
printed and screened, that the maximum of
real service to Government and people from,
these powerful agencies will always be
available.
Fraternally and Faithfully yours.
MOTION PICTURIS THEATRF OWNERS
OF AMERICA.
SYDNEY S. COHEN,
President.
AaCE PRESIDENTS: C. C. Griffin. Oakland.
Cal.: Joseph Mogler. St. Tjouis. Mo.: C. A.
Lick.
S. D. Ft. Smith, Ark.; C. W. Gates, Aberdeen,
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: W. A. True.
Hartford, Conn.; .Jacob Lourie, Boston, Mass.;
A. C. Hayman, Niagara Falls, N. Y.: G A.
RoVcrts. Albany, N. Y. ; .lohn INIanheimer. New
York. N. Y. ; Charles H_Bean, Franklin. N. H :
Joseph Stern, Newark. N. J.: John S. Evans.
Philadelphia. Pa.; D. A. Harris, Pittsburgh,
Pa; C. E. Whitehurst. Baltimore. Md. ; A.
Julian Brylawski, Washington. D. C: I. W.
McMahan, Cincinnati, Ohio; W. J. Slimm.
Cleveland, Ohio: H. B. Varner. Lexington,
N. C.'; L, J. Dittmar, Louisville. Ky.: A. ^.
Bethancourt. Houma. La. : Claude Cady, Lan; E. H.Springfield.
Bing-ham, 111.;
Indianapolis,
Ind. ;
W. W.sing, Mich.
Watts.
H P. Green.
-Minneapolis. Minn.; C. H. Burkey. Kansas
City, Mo. ; Fred Seegert, Milwaukee, Wis ;
J. E. Kirk, Omaha, Neb ; C. T. Sears. Brookfield, Mo. ; R. G. Ligget. Kansas City. Kans. ;

Thomas Arthur, Mason City, Iowa; N. C.
Kellogg, Lead. S. D. ; Ralph Talbot. Tulsa,
Ok'a.; GlennSanHarper,
Los Ang-eles.
Aaron
Goldberg,
Francisco,
Cal.; J.Cal.;
C. Quinn,
El Paso, Texas.
BOARD 111.;O]'"J. DIRECTORS;
W. D. Burford,
Aurora.
T. Collins. Rutherfoid,
N. J-;
E. M. Fav, Providence. R. I.: H. H. Lustig.
Cleveland,
C. L. Dallas,
O'RelUv.Texas;
New A.
York,R.
N.
Y. ; E. Ohio;
T. Peter,
Pramer, Omaha. Neb.; G. G. Schmidt. Indianapolis, Ind.; W. A. St<^ffes, Minneapolis.

Hearing I« Arranged
on Lampei't Bill
A hearing on the Lampert Bill
for an amendment to the Copyright
Law as affecting the Music Tax has
been arranged by a Committee of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America before the House Committee on Patents, for Friday, May 5.
The Committee which arranged
the hearing consisted of President
Cohen, W. A. Stefifes of Minnesota,
M. E. Comerford and M. J. O'Toole
of Scranton, Pa.; W. A. True of
Hartford, Conn.; H. B. Varner of
Lexington, N. C; A. R. Pramer,
Omaha, Neb.; C. E. Whitehurst, Baltimore, Md.; E. M. Fay, Providence,
R. L; W. R. Cadoret, Chicago 111.;
R. F. Woodhull, Dover, N. J.; J. T.
Collins, Rutherford, N. J.; A. Julian
Brylawsky, Washington, D. C.

Minn.; M. E. Comerford, Scranton, Pa.; M. J.
O'Toole. Scranton, Pa.; R. F. Woodhull, Dover,
N. J.; I. M.
Salyerds.Ill;Rochester,
N. YScranton.
; AA'. H.
C.adoret,
Chicago.
Paul Carey,
Pa., James J. Walker, New York. N. Y.
The National Officers and members of
the Executive Committee and Board of
Directors called on a number of Government officials and senators and congressmen. Vice-President Coolidge gave the
visitors a very gracious reception. President Cohen expressed the gratitude of the
organization to the Vice-President for his
action in vetoing the censorship bill in
Massachusetts while he was governor.
The Vice-President was formally invited to attend the Convention, and he
very cordially accejited the invitation and
said he would address the delegates to the
convention
interfered. unless pressing official business
Several leaders in the Senate and House
were also invited and agreed to attend
the convention and deliver addresses. Several joint sessions of the Convention Committee, of which W. A. True, of Hartford,
Conn., is chairman, and the local Washington committee, were held and arrangements for the big event perfected.
Visitors to New York
Among the visitors to the film metropolis this week were Col. H. B. Varner of
Lexington,
N. C; Harry
("Transpire")
Lotz
of Dempsey
Pictures,
Pittsburg,
champion story-teller of the Central West,
and W. A. Lochren of Minneapolis.
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Case

Judge Instructs Jury to Bring in Verdict of
Acquittal

in Celebrated

Case — Big
Ole M. Nelson, manager of the Majestic
Theatre, Grand Junction, Col., one of
Harry T. Nolan's theatres, was acquitted
in the County Court in that city on April
5, when Judge N. C. Miller directed the
jury to bring in a verdict for the defendant on the charge of having violated the
anti-Sunday section of the State statutes,
known as Section 4000.
The decision of Judge Miller and the
order for the directed verdict took place
before a crowded courtroom. Judge Miller went thoroughly into the matter in
rendering his decision and in ordering the
directed verdict.
The case was one of the hardest fought
ever conducted in the County Court of
Mesa county. The motion of the attorneys for the defense, appealed for the verdict Judge Miller ordered later handed
down, was argued throughout the entire
day.
The case had been on trial for three
days. Attorney R. H. Walker of Denver,
and Attorney Scott W. Heckman of Grand
Junction directed the defense, while District Attorney Lee W. Burgess and Attorney Silmon L. Smith, the latter employed
by the three ministers and the other leaders of the crusade against the movies,
conducted the prosecution.
The complaint against Bell & Benton,
owners of the Lyceum, similar in charge
and nature to the complaint against Mr.
Nelson, will not be called for trial, for no
doubt the court would arrive at the same
conclusion as in the Nelson case, as the
complaints read the same.
It is reported that the anti-movie leaders propose to gather more evidence, file
new complaints and keep up the fight.
The case has been a sensational one in
many respects, but probably the height of
local tension was reached when it was
charged in open court, during the selection
of the jury to try Exhibitor Nelson, that
Sheriff Ducray had excluded citizens of
Grand Junction from the jury panel and
had gone into outlying parts of Mesa
county in order to be sure of getting jurymen who would be certain to hold out for
conviction.
Attorney Walker of counsel for the defense made the charge and demanded that
Judge Miller dismiss the entire panel.
Judge Miller stated that eight of the
panel had been excused for various reasons and while he would overrule the motion to discharge the panel he would issue
a venire for twelve additional jurors and
that this venire would run to the coroner,
thus disqualifying Sheriff Ducray from
serving in that capacity, so far as the selection of the additional jurors for the
movie cases was concerned and prohibit
him. from issuing any other writs in the
cases.
Section 4000 of the Colorado statutes,
under which the trial of Ole Nelson took
place, is a much-disputed law and by many
authorities is held to have no place in the
present statutes of the State. It was on

Victory

for

Grand

Junction

the

Industry

this point that Attorney Walker based his
chief arguments.
Mr. Walker maintained that the statute
on which the prosecution based the information was passed in 1862, and that it
was not re-enacted in 1868 when the Colorado laws were revised. It was included
to the codified statutes by E. T. Wells,
the author, but it should not have been so
included. The act itself which is the best
evidence, had been destroyed by fire as it
could not be found. On this subject he
stated that while it was not customary to

Sandusky

Mayor

refer to the opinions of attorneys at such
a time he would state that in 1914 the
legal firm of Griffith, Watson & Smith had
rendered an opinion that there was no
statute op the books warranting such a
proceeding. There have been no prosecutions in this State under this statute, although ahalf century has passed since it
was supposedly re-enacted, and this
showed that there was no desire on the
part of the people to enforce such a law.
Many decisions were read in cases in other
states bearing upon some phase of the
case at bar.

for

Open

Sunday

Declares He^d Resign Before He'd Take Away from Average Citizen the Pleasure of Attending Pictures on Sabbath
"I'll resign my position as Mayor of
Sandusky rather than take from the average citizen the little pleasure that life
holds in store for him — and the Sunday
movie is one of those little pleasures!"
This is the stand that George F. Frei-

Mayor George F. Freitas
tas, Mayor of Sandusky, Ohio, takes on
the question of the blue laws and a closed,
air-tight Sunday.
Sandusky is a remarkable city for at
least two reasons. One is that it is one
of the few communities in the United
States in which an exhibitor has become
one of the governors of the city, for George
Schade of the Schade Theatre, a First
National franchise-holder, is a member
of the City Commission.
The other reason is that it has so remarkable amayor as George F. Freitas.

"Running a movie on Sunday is against
the lawever, weallcountenance
right," saysa the
mayor.
lot of
other "Howthings
that are against the law and nothing is
ever said of it.
"I am a workingman and have been
all my life. I know what it is to work
from Monday morning until Saturday
night, and I know what a Sunday with
the family means to one who has slaved
to gain the wherewithal necessary to the
keeping of that little family together.
"To the head of the ordinary household
there is but one day of rest and recreation, and that day is Sunday. Do I believe in the church? I most certainly do.
I am a church member and go to church
every Sunday. The members of my family also are church members and go to
church.
"But there's another side to life. We
all have to have relaxation and recreation.
Entertainment now and then is as essential as a tonic after illness. Without it
we grow stale.
"We workingmen can't afford automobiles. We can't afford golf and other pastimes from which the rich get so much
pleasure seemingly. What do we do?
Well, Sunday afternoon rolls around. We
have been to church. We have had our
Sunday dinner — a dinner, which, you
know, in the workingman's home, is 'someextra,' with, maybe, a little ice cream
for thething wind-up.
"After the dishes are done the Mrs.
puts on her Sunday dress and we
take the youngsters and go for a
walk. We come to the movie show. The
kids want to go in. The wife smiles, indicating that she'd be delighted — if we
can afford it. And so we all go to the
movies. No one knows what the hour or
so in the movie theatre means to the workbut the workingman.
It's the
an hour
or so of ingman,
genuine
enjoyment with
wife
and kiddies enjoying themselves.
"Some folk may look upon the so-called
'blue laws' as essential to the welfare of
the -community, but I can't see it."
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So Declares Arthur S. Friend, of Distinctive Productions,
Inc., Who Tells How He Would Avoid Putting Them on Market
There is no excuse for the release of have got to conduct their business better
than they did.
a poor picture, declares Arthur S. Friend,
at his office in S66 Madison Avenue this
"It is my conviction that so far as the
week. The moving factor in Distinctive
picture business is concerned we are enProductions, Inc., went further, and extering aperiod of the finest kind of prosperity because good pictures are going to
plained not only how he would avoid putbe
in
better
demand than ever. We are
ting on the market a poor picture, but
cited a concrete example of how he did going to be able to obtain a wider circulation than we have ever had. All theavoid it — by remaking before public showatres will want good product because
ing those parts of Disraeli which did not
their patrons want good product, because
meet his approval.
Mr. Friend puts squarely upon the prowon't
inferior
product.
ducer the responsibility for the quality of the
Therepublic
is going
to buy
be room
for only
two
pictures. It is responsibility which in the kinds of productions — the very good and
the inferior; the kind the exhibitor will
final analysis cannot be shared. The producer of Disraeli and The Ruling Passion
buy only because he gets it cheap and
had had many years of actual theatrical
because there won't be enough good product to satisfy the demands of the smallest
contact prior to his entrance into the field
of the motion picture — as treasurer of the exhibitor, who uses up more product per
annum than the industry can afford to
Lasky Company at its inception, and
afterward for years as treasurer of the
In reply
make
right."to questions, Mr. Friend said
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. And
he hoped to make ten productions in the
his point of view is influenced by a long
coming year; there might be more and
legal encetraining,
as well
in commercial
life. as by his experithere might be less. He expected at times
to have three or four companies working.
"Personally, I don't think there is any
Outside of Mr. Arliss there would be no
excuse for a bad picture," said Mr. Friend.
players or directors under contract. As
"There ought not to be any bad pictures.
to the number to be made by Mr. Arliss,
There
don't haveProducers
to be anywhobadknow
pictures
on
the market.
their
while necessarily it would depend on the
available material, the probabilities were
business don't have to make them.
there would be three or four.
"This is what a producer can do: He
may make a mistake in the selection of
"I amsureonlyof going
to make pictures
when
I am
my material,
of my people,
his material or in any of the many f actors
entering into the making of a picture, of the demand, and, of course, according
because ail he has to go on is his own
to my own. inclination," explained Mr.
judgment, and that is not likely to be lOO Friend. "There will be no release dates.
And that gives leeway.
per cent right. But once he undertakes
to produce a picture from a subject freely
"I shall choose directors from picture
to picture and according to the particular
chosen — and his choice should be free —
subject.
And I am not going to make any
then if he does not turn out a good prodpictures that are not absolutely clean. I
uct it is his fault, and no one else's.
believe people want clean entertainment,
"I don't say the production of pictures
is scientific. The glory of the whole thing
and you can get just as good entertaindirty. ment that is clean as you can that is
is that it is an artistic undertaking. But
it is a great deal cheaper for the producer to do what the better producers do
"I do think a great many subjects that
— those who are on the level with their
customers and the public — and that is to
destroy the stuff that does not turn out
right.
"Silent Call" Enters
"A production that is to be properly
Tenth Week in Los
made must have what it is entitled _ to
have — the personal thought and attention
Angeles Theatre
of the man who is responsible to the public
— and that is the producer. The producer
Last Sunday "The Silent Call," the
who alibis himself because he has been
photodrama with a canine star, begiven bad stuff by his director is not a
tenthAngeles,
week atandMiller's
Theareal producer. He is simply one who sits
treganinitsLos
is expected
back in his office and hires & director to
to complete
a twelve
fore it is taken
ofif. weeks' run beproduce for him."
"The Silent Call" is a First Na"How about readjustment — what is
tional attraction presented by H. O.
your view of the situation? Are we reasonably well settled down, or will we be
Davis.
"Strongheart," a Belgian poby fall, or do you think it will be into
tion. lice dog, is the "star" of the produc1923?" Mr. Friend was asked.
"I don't think we are going to be
"The Silent Call" was booked at
through with readjustment in this counMiller's Theatre originally for two
weeks, but at the end of that period
try until Europe gets right," was the rethe attendance was growing so rapply. "I never have believed it. Whether
America wants to or not, it has got to
idly that it was booked for another
realize that to-day we are living in a world
week. Its success continued unabated, and at the end of the sevand not in a country. There's no place
outside of Europe that Europe can go
enth week the First National exexcept to America.
change sent a new print to the theatre. The run would be indefinite but
"It does seem to me, though, that so far
as the amusement world is concerned we
for other bookings, according to
are coming to better conditions and better
Manager Fred A. Miller.
times because the period of adversity has
taught men in the show industry that they
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have been held up as examples of clean
pictures,
pictures
thatreally
didn'twere
pay bad
because yet
they were
clean,
examples because they were not made to
be entertainment. In other words, if its
only merit is that it is clean, then it is
a poor recommendation. The difficulty
with too many fellows who go out to make
clean pictures is that in order to make
them clean they sometimes forget they
must be dramatic.
"These present productions which seem
to be so popular may be perfectly clean,
but they have the old-fashioned melodramatic appeal; and the basic draw of
the theatre from the time of its beginning
has been what we call melodrama. In the
later years, as playwriting developed, we
got away from the improbabilities and
the implausible development of melodrama, but we never got away from the
attractiveness of melodrama.
Production
Soon

on

Starts
Dozen

National

1st

Pictures

Work on almost a dozen First National
pictures
to start
Pacific is
Coastscheduled
within the
next onfewthedays.
Several features are now in the course
of production and nine are being cut and
edited at the various studios.
Allen Holubar this week finished "shooting" Hurricane's Gal, starring Dorothy
Phillips, and "Preferred Pictures" completed camera work on Tlie Wonmn Conquers, starring Katherine MacDonald.
Marshall Neilan has completed the editing of Fools First, and has left for New
York with the negative of Her Man.
First National pictures now about to
leave the cutting rooms are: Heroes and
Husbands, starring Katherine MacDonald; Maurice Tourneur's Lorna Doone,
Norma Talmadge's The Eternal Flame,
J. L. Frothingham's The Man Who Smiled,
John M. Stahl's One Clear Call, Anita
Stewart's Rose o' the Sea, Charles Ray's
Alias Julius Csesar, Buster Keaton's The
Frozen
North, and Thomas H. Ince's A
Man of Action.
Another week of "shooting" will witness
the completion of Mack Bennett's National
feature, Suzanna, starring Mabel Normand. The latest Bevan-June comedy,
now being made on the Sennett lot, will
soon be finished.
Constance Talmadge is scheduled to
commence work soon on East Is West,
which will take her company to the
Orient, and her sister. Norma, will soon
start the picturization of Edgar Selwyn's
famous
stageTully
play,has"The
Mirage."
ard Walton
returned
from RichNew
York, where he delivered his first film.
The Masquerader," featuring Guy Bates
Post, and he will soon begin work on his
second First National production, Omar,
the Tentmaker, in which Post will probably star.
Thomas H. Ince has started work on
The Sunshine Trail, starring Douglas
MacLean. Charlie Chaplin is preparing
his script for his eighth First National
two-reel comedy and Allen Holubar is
selecting his second story, which is to
star Dorothy Phillips. Buster Keaton is
starting another comedy, as yet unnamed.
The Thomas H. Ince company, filming
Someone to Love, is now on location with
a circus and will travel with it during the
ensuing three weeks.
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Tacoma showmen signing tribute to Independent Screen Artists during First National
Week at tlie Colonial, Tacoma, Wash. Left to right — C. C. Pratt, manager Rialto;
H. Y. Moore, general manager Moore Amusement Co.; C. F. McManus, manager
Colonial, and E. J. Vaughan, manager Victory

for ^^Orphans''
Helps
itor
Exhib
Press Designed Along Very Practical Lines
for Complete Newspaper Publicity Campaign
The press book, star and production
a very carefully prepared synopsis which
cuts, advertising cuts and mats, copy for gives the principal points of the story
a series of type advertisements, teaser
in a sequence that corresponds with the
ad campaigns, exploitation suggestions,
picture. It also gives the complete cast
iobby and window display cards, and a of the principals in the picture and the
proper form of presentation and credits.
wide and varied assortment of posters —
No matter what kind of a story the
all for D. W. Griffith's Orphans of the
Storvi, have been shipped to United Ar- newspaper editor may ask for, the theatre
man will find it in this Orphans of the
tists' branch offices.
Beginning with the press book there is Storm press book; he can have a highfurnished ample material for a three or
brow or a low-brow story, a personal
sketch or a story covering events of the
four weeks' newpaper publicity campaign
— one that will suit every purpose of any
French Revolution; a story for the womexhibitor in any sized city or town.
an's page or the front page. And there
The press book is not run in colors, but is some sort of a cut that will go with
any sort of a story.
does contain ninety stories — announcement stories, special features, cast and
The publicity cuts issued with Orphans
personality stories, short news items, of the Sto7'7n consist of seventeen onebiographical sketches of stars and princi- columns of Mr. Griffith, the Misses Lillian
pal players, plus a large number of and Dorothy Gish, and others of the prin"shorts." It consists of thirty-seven pages,
cipals in the cast; nine two-column proten by thirteen in size, printed on one
cuts, eight
productions duction
and two
shallowthree-column
four columns.
The
side only, and gives the equivalent of
eighteen newspaper columns of press matcuts terofcostume.
the players show them in character. It also contains forty-two star and
production cuts suitable for newspaper
There was no attempt made to produce
use. Every story in it carries a headline,
a beautiful press book, the only idea being
written in headline style and printed in to turn out in a neat and convenient form
headline type that is used in the majority
a press book that would give the exhibitor
the kind of material for a three or four
of newspapers in all sections of the country. The pages are made-up in newsweeks' publicity campaigTi that would help
paper style, the various stories carrying
him sell Orphans of the Storm to his puba cut that is suitable to the text.
lic, and present this material in such an
attractive form that it would also help
The press book is issued in this form
so that theatre man, publicity man and him sell the publicity matter to the newspaper editors of his territory.
newspaper editor can see at a glance just
In the matter of advertising cuts issued
what point each story brings, just how it
is going to look when printed, and so by United Artists for Orphans of the
that it can be handled with the greatest Storm, there are three one-columns, three
dispatch and in the simplest manner.
two-columns, two three-columns, two fourcolumns and two five-columns. The art
Stories in the press book, with but one
or two specified exceptions, have been work on these display advertisements was
prepared so that any one of them may be done in the United Artists' art departused in any newspaper at any stage of
ment. Naturally, the copy for these advertisements followed the same general
the advance campaign or during the proglines.
ress of the run, and this point is explained
to the exhibitor. The book also contains
Exhibitors, producers and salesmen who
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have seen proofs of this series of newspaper display advertisements have been
strong in their praise as representing a
high type of service to the man who is
selling a great picture to a critical public.
In addition to the advertising cuts mentioned, mats for which are furnished free
to the exhibitor, there also are four onecolumn artists'
designs
be used
attention attracters,
and tofrom
whichas the
theatre man may have his own cuts made.
These also are exceptionally attractive
and have been commented upon as being
strong in pulling power for this, production.
Next comes copy for a series of type
advertisements without any attention attracting cut. This copy is so arranged
that the exhibitor can have the ads set
two, three, four or five columns in width,
and as deep as he wants to run his display— ^in short, make them about any
size and shape he may wish.
There are also furnished specially prepared artists' designs in the shape of
title plates from which the exhibitor can
have cuts made any size he wishes and
use them as the basis for any sized advertisement he may want to work up himself, in case some exceptional local condition makes it necessary that his newspaper display matter be widely different
from anything in the matter furnished
direct to him by United Artists.
Copy is furnished also for two six-day
teaser ad campaigns, and cuts and mats
issued in one, two and three columns, on
a "trade-mark" design which exhibitors
can use as an advertisement foundation.
In the matter of lobby and window display the material for Orphans of the
Storm, there are hand-colored 22 x 28
lobby
cards, cards,
two in
a set;
hand-colored
11x14 lobby
twelve
to the
set; sepia
lobby cards, twelve to the set, and sets of
twenty-five black and white photographs
for lobby display or newspaper use.
There are four styles of window cards,
one of a teaser nature, and one without
illustration and in type form. The other
two show the Gish sisters and one of the
big love scenes from the picture.
Among other accessories and exhibitor
helps issued with Orphans of the Storm
is a three-color, four sheet, cloth streamer
banner of linen, weather proofed, and of
such a nature that it can be used over the
marquis, across the front of the hou^e,
or in almost any place the theatre man
may want to use it.
There is a four-page, undated, herald
in three colors that has been found valuable in cities where this production has
been put on as a road show. There is a
sixteen page booklet, 8 by 11, printed in
six colors, containing more than 50
illustrations, with the story of the play
and many interesting facts and statistics
about the picture and principal members
of the cast. This was gotten out for sale
to the exhibitor to retail to his public at
a price that leaves him a good margin of
profit, and at the same time create a lot
of word-of-mouth advertising for his
feature and his house.
The posters for this production run the
entire range, from the half-sheet to the
twenty-four, and are of all descriptions,
from the teaser to the block letter.
Summer Run for Travelogs
Around the World With Burton Holmes,
a cinema feature, will open for a summer
run at the Apollo Theatre, New York,
Sunday, April 23.
The presentation is being made by
Harry Levey under the auspices of the
Cinema Travel Association in conjunction
with the Visual Instruction Association of
New York, of which Ernest L. Crandall,
director of lectures and visual instruction
of the New York Board of Education, is
president. The picture is in ten reels and
is Burton Holmes at his best as traveler,
writer, photographer and humorist.
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Production

Activities

Show

Steady Increase
Production activities in the East are
beginning to show a marked increase, according to a statement issued early this
week by Walter Ford Tilford, president
of the Tilford Cinema Corporation, which
took over the studios at 332-334 West 44th
Street, formerly the Titfany Studios, on
the first of the month.
The Tilford company, who do all their
work on a definite contract basis, completed Destiny Isle for W. P. S. Earle and
J. Stuart Blackton, Jr., a few days ago,
and built the sets and handled all of the
■studio work on the Arthur Housman feature just completed at the Biograph
studio; and this week they are busy with
contracts for three new big productions.
The first of these covers the settings on
Mae Murray's next picture for Metro,
Broadway Rose, which is presented by
Robert Z. Leonard. The settings will be
planned and erected by the Tilford organization at their 44th Street studio,
under the supervision of Mr. Leonard.
They are also handling in its entirety
the production now being made by Holtre
Productions, Inc., with Irene Castle as the
star, for Hodkinson release. This unit is
now in Miami on location, and the picture,
which is tentatively titled Don't Weaken,
is being directed by Alan Ci'osland. The
Tilford company is making the whole
production at a fixed figure.
At the Biograph studios they are also
producing the next Triart picture, starring Mary Astor, based on the famous
painting
is being A.produced
under the"Hope,"
directionwhich
of Lejaren
Hiller.
This picture also is being filmed under
contract.
The Tilford company also expects to begin work on the first William Nigh independent production within the next week
or ten days, and it is Mr. Tilford's opinion
that production in the East is beginning
definitely to speed up.
New Moore

Picture to Be

Given Special Showings
The success of the Ritz Carlton
showing of Owen Moore's "Reported
Missing" was so great that Lewis
J. Selznick has determined to duplicate the event in many of the
big cities. The first of these showings outside of New York was set
for Friday afternoon, April 21, at
Aryan Grotto, Eighth Street and
Wabash Avenue, Chicago.
Tom Ruddy of the Selznick executive staff has been in Chicago since
Easter Sunday arranging the details
of the showing. Special music, as
arranged for the Ritz showing, will
be played by an orchestra especially
assembled, and in every manner the
Ritz showing will be duplicated as
nearly as practicable.
The Chicago showing is a forerunner of special exhibitions of "Reported Missing" in other large cities.
Showmen in St. Louis and surrounding territory, Philadelphia and vicinity, Cincinnati, Boston, Cleveland,
New Orleans, Kansas City, Omaha,
Denver and San Francisco and other
centers will have opportunity
through these special showings to
see Owen's Moore's newest work.
John S. Woody, general manager
of Select, will have supervision of
the showings.

May
Allison Returns
to the Screen
She and Robert Ellvi to Be Featured in Four Productions by E. A. MacManus for A. E. Release
The features will be from the script of
Charles A. Logue. A unique point in the
production plans is an arrangement for
the author and the featured leading man,
Mr. Ellis, to act as co-directors.
Three hours after Mr. Kane and Mr.
MacManus had closed their deal the Atlantic Fruit liner Tannmo sailed for
Porto Rico from New York, with Mr.
MacManus, Mr. Logue, Miss Allison, Mr.
Ellis, a complete cast and a full complement of cameramen and technicians
aboard. By order of authorities of the
United States Shipping Board the Tanamo had delayed her departure twentyfour hours in order to accommodate the
party.
Associated with Mr. MacManus in the
present enterprise are a number of
wealthy Porto Ricans. He has a fully
equipped studio located on thirty-three
acres of property at San Juan, and access
to more than 2000 acres of picturesque
tropical land owned by his associates.
Mr. MacManus was one of the pioneers
in the production and promotion of the
serial picture. While with McClure's
May Allison
he promoted What Happened to Mary
with Edison, and he is well known for
Arthur S. Kane signed a contract late his Perils of Pauline and Exploits of
last week with Edward A. MacManus
Elaine, which are among the first of the
multiple reel serials, and many other profor the production for Associated Exhibitors of four features in which May Al- ductions.
lison and Robert Ellis will be featured.
In announcing the signing of the contract Mr. Kane expressed enthusiasm over
The productions will be made in Porto
the addition of May Allison and Robert
Rico, the first to be delivered about AuEllis to players.
Associated Exhibitors' list of
gust 1, inschedule.
time for Associated Exhibitors'
autumn
featured

^'Reported
Missing'' for Criterion
Selznick Production Will Go Into Broadway Photoplay House for Indefinite Run
The first public showing of Reported
papers will be used for large-space displays; there will be a complete blanketMissing, the new Owen Moore producing of the best billboard hoardings in
tion, will start at the Criterion Theatre,
Greater
New York; window cards and
New York, Sunday, April 23, and continue for an indefinite engagement. The
"snipes"
will bewith
utilized
"close-up"
announcements,
a largeforcrew
of men
hearty accord in which showmen and
assuring
the
widest
possible
display.
newspaper critics received Reported
The trade papers will be utilized for
Missing at the Ritz Carlton showing, re- direct
communication with shoAvmen in
cently, gave certain assurance that
Bi'oadway audiences were ready for just this vicinity, as well as visitors from other
territories. John S. Woody, general mansuch a photoplay as Myron Selznick has
ager of Select, will take personal charge
produced in the new Moore picture.
Among the 2000 invited guests of of this drive to see that every exhibitor
Lewis J. Selznick who witnessed the Ritz within reach of Broadway shall witness
Reported Missing at the Criterion. Henry
presentation were showmen from Boston,
Philadelphia and other cities in this vicinSiege], manager of Select's New York
ity, and their expressed opinions of the branch, will be actively concerned in seeing that showmen in Greater New York
exhibition value of the photoplay confirmed the verdict of the audience that attend the Broadway presentation.
Charles E. Hastings, a New York
gave its applause and rocked with laughnewspaper man, who has lately applied
ter.
The confirmation of this public ver- himself to editorial work on trade papers
dict has been recorded in the critical
and to special exploitation of pictures,
reviews in New York dailies and the has been engaged to specialize in publicity and exploitation for the Criterion
trade papers.
With this enthusiasm aroused at a pri- engagement. His work will be directly
vate showing, Lewis J. Selznick gained as- associated with publicizing, while Mr.
surance that there should be no delay in Woody and Mr. Siegel will fulfill the requests of exhibitors.
bringing
Moore's
new engagement
picture to was
the
screen. The
Criterion
Reported Missing comes to the Criterion
the direct result of the Selznick de- with a record of having been the first pictermination to get behind the photoplay
ture to attract so many people to its invitation showing that it was necessary
with the entire strength of the Select Pictures Corporation from home office to its to give two screenings at the Ritz Carlton
in order that everybody in attendance
every branch.
The New York introduction for Re- might witness the presentation. It is
ported Missing will be heralded to both
significant
it is theatthird
theatregoers and the trade with one of picture
to that
be screened
the "outside"
Criterion
since the house has been under its present
the heaviest advertising drives Selznick
has ever put behind a picture. The daily management.
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Editorial

Praise

Is

Given

"Smilin' Through"
When the Chicago Tribune devoted
nearly a column of its editorial space to
an
appreciation
of Smilin'
Through,
the
Norma
Talmage picture
released
by First
National, it created a sensation in picture
circles, for it was the first time that staid
journal
had been known to praise a film
editorially.

W. J. Cassiday, an employee of the Government Printing Office, in Washington, D. C,
receiving the "Topics of Day's" prize-winning check of $100 from R. C. Robins, Pathe
branch manager in Washington

*^*The Trap'' New
Lon
Chaney
Picture
Will Have Its Premiere Showing in Central Theatre,
New
York — Elaborate
Presentation
Is Provided
The Trap, a Universal- Jewel photodrama of the northwoods, starring Lon
Chaney, will have its premiere showing
in the Central Theatre, Broadway and
Forty-seventh Street, New York, on Sunday.
The Trap formerly was called The
Heart of a Wolf. The final change in
name was ordered by Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, because of its particular fitness. The original story was called
Wolfbreed and was written especially for
Chaney by the Universal City Scenario
Department. Chaney himself aided in
whipping the story into shape. During
production, the picture was called The
Mask.
Andrew J. Cobe, manager of the Central Theatre, has arranged an unusual
presentation for The Trap, said to be well
in keeping with the theme of the picture.
The Chaney picture will be shown in the
Central for several weeks, no definite time
having been determined for its run.

The Trap is Chaney's most remarkable
picture, it is said by those who have seen
a pre-view of the film. In it he is reported
to combine all the technique of his previous outstanding roles — the "frog" in
The Miracle Man, the master-crook in The
Penalty and Black Mike in Outside the
Law.
A strong cast, exceptional settings, and
the re-appearance in Universal pictures
of Stanley Goethals, the cute youngster
of Outside the Law, are other points which
help to make The Trap a super-production, Universal asserts.
The supporting cast includes Alan Hale,
Dagmar Godowsky, Irene Rich, Spottiswoode Aitken, Herbert Standing and
Frank Campeau. Robert Thornby, who
directed successes,
The Fox, also
one directed
of HarryTheCarey's
greatest
Trap.
He took his company to the Yosemite National Park for locations. Most of the
action was filmed i*i the scenic grandeur
of that place.

A second newspaper has followed the
Tribune's lead. In its issues of April 3,
the Omaha Evening World-Herald published an editorial, which read in part:
"The the
picture,
Smilin' at
Through,
has
broken
house records
the Strand
Theatre here in Omaha. Why? Because
it touched the hearts of the spectators; it
made them cry. It told a story that was
good and beautiful and inspired by tender
sentiment — and the people ate it up and
clamored for more. The Chicago Tribune
tells, editorially, what sort of picture this
is that causes great waiting lines at the
door.
"The drama itself is one which forces the
belief in the sublimation of human emotions, purposes, and character. It insists
to many people who have lost some of
their belief in the possibility of romantic
good that human life can be develped into
forms which are beautiful, clean and
spiritual. It says that men and women
may have ideals which are not lost in contact with realities, though they may be
well bred, tenacious in their love, simple
in their lives, and clean in their thoughts
and emotions.
"Another picture shown in Omaha last
week shows love rising triumphant over
suffering and misfortune, over agony and
death. It teaches there is no tragedy that
can tear down the spiritual values of life
— and it is a lesson the humble and illiterate are quite as eager to learn as are
the thoughtful and cultured.
"These pictures mentioned, while exceptional intheir quality, are by no means
exceptional in their purpose and tendency.
They are typical, rather than otherwise,
of the pictures that theatre managers
are searching for, because they increase
the box office receipts. The fact is a tribute to human nature. It testifies that the
urge of good is greater than the urge of
evil. Even though we embrace error, in
our hearts we love truth."
Carey Starts Work Soon
On First R-C Picture

Fox

Announces

Third

Special

"^Monte Cristo''^ Will Be One of Company^s '^Big
Features'" for Release During the Coming Season
Almost every week William Fox an- tiswoode Aitkon, Renee Adore, George
nounces a new special for the 1922-1923
Seigmann, William V. Mong, Harry Lonsseason. Only a short time ago he let
dale, Albert Prisco and Ralph Cloninger.
exhibitors know that he would put out
"While
Dumas, of course, did not even
the spectacle Nero, recently completed by dream of the cinema when he wrote this
Director J. Gordon Edwards in Italy. He famous story, nevertheless no story ever
followed this with the announcement that written has provided better screen mahe had almost ready The Town That Forterial," says the announcement. "It tells,
got God, directed by Harry Millarde, who with extrordinarily thrilling force, of the
made Over the Hill.
adventures of the young sailor, Edmond
Now comes the announcement that Dantes — who, on the day of his wedding,
is thrown into prison on the false charges
Alexandre Dumas' Monte Cristo, made
by Emmett J. Flynn, will be one of the of unknown foes. Here he spends many
years, but emerges a man learned and
big features for next season's release.
with great wealth at his command. He
Mr. Flynn is the man who directed A Conthen seeks revenge on his unknown foes.
necticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court.
An all-star cast, headed by John Gil- The plot builds to a point where it seems
bert, was assembled to handle the roles in impossible for it to be more entertaining
Monte Cristo. Others in the cast are Es- and gripping. His discovery of the
telle Taylor, Gaston Glass, Robert Mc- world's greatest fortune is but the beginKim, Virginia Faire, Maude George, Spotning of a remarkable career."

Harrywill
Carey's
firstanproduction
release
be given
early startforon R-C
the
West Coast. The new R-C star, who was
recently signed to make a series of special
productions, is taking a brief rest before
he starts actual filming of his new picture.
The R-C production forces on the West
Coast are in daily conference making
plans for the new Carey specials. Robert
Thornby, who has directed Carey in the
past, will handle the megaphone for R-C.
. Ollendorff Joins Kinograms
Julian Ollendorff, whose unique work is
so well known throughout the industry, has
joined the Kinograms staff to sketch current news for Educational's news reel.
Each issue of Kinograms in the future
will close with Sketchograms by Julian
Ollendorff, in which this talented sketch
artist will put news items of the "human
interest" kind into sketches drawn under
the camera. This is a departure in the
field of news reels.
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Success

Is Reported

for

"Foolish Wives"
Reports from theatres throughout the
country where Foolish Wives, the Universal super-Jewel production made by Eric
Von Stroheim, is having its various openings, continues to attest to the success of
that feature.
The first week of Foolish Wives at the
Ohio Theatre, Indianapolis, is said to have
been phenomenal. Great interest waj
aroused in the picture in Indianapolis by
the presence of Miss Maude George, one of
the principals in the film, who made many
personal appearances. Indianapolis merchants co-operated with Marc Lachmann,
Universal representative, in stirring up
enthusiasm over the production.
The Strand Theatre in Des Moines has
just reported record crowds on the opening days of the picture in that city.
In Atlantic City, where Foolish Wives
is in its second week at the Woods Thea'tre, the picture played to even greater
crowds on its second week-end than at its
opening. The Liberty Amusement Company, managers of the Woods Theatre, reports that their patrons were outspoken
in praise of the production.
The T and D Theatre in Oakland, Cal.,
also is enjoying unprecedented business
with Foolish Wives. A report to the Universal home office received early this week
showed that on the opening day it played
to more than six thousand admissions,
thereby exceeding the hopes of the theatre
by many hundreds.
House records also were broken by the
Von Stroheim picture at the Colonial
Theatre in Sioux Falls, S. Dak., from
which A. K. Pay, the theatre manager,
wired to H. M. Berman, general sales
manager for Universal, expressing his enthusiasm over the initial showing of the
picture.
"Si" Fabian Month

to Be

New Jersey "May Party"
Invitations are now on the press, and
will be sent to all exhibitors in the State
of New Jersey, for what promises to be the
biggest May Party ever perpetrated.
The entire force at the New Jersey exchange of First National Pictures, Inc., is
hard at it, devising ways and means for
a big turn out.
Many surprises in the way of unusual
innovations are promised. "Si" Fabian
month (the month of May) is expected
to be the greatest ever.
As a consequence of the May Party record-breaking business for the month of
May is looked for.
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Sherlock
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Holmes

Will Release with Many Exhibitor Advertising Aids Twelve
Two-Part Subjects Featuring Eille Norwood in Title Role
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., will prepared for early release — The Dying
begin some time in May to release a series Detective and A Case of Identity.
All these pictures have been completed
of twelve short features from the popular
and the tional.
negatives
turnedactors
over taking
to EducaSherlock Holmes stories by Sir Arthur
With the same
the
Conan Doyle. This is the first time these principal parts in all of them, and with
stories, the foremost of all detective stories all directed by the same clever and talented
ever written, have been put on the screen.
the brilliant acting and splendid,
This series of pictures, each in two reels, director,
clear
photography
of the first release are
will be known as The Adventures of Sherto be found in every picture of the series.
lock Holmes. Each will be a complete
Educational is preparing many helps
story and a complete short feature in it- for the exhibitor in connection with these
self. They were made in England, are
short features, among the first of which
enacted in the very locations in and about will
be advertisements in The Saturday
which Conan Doyle wrote, and are played
Evening
Post, the first of which will apby English actors best suited to portray
the characters described in these famous
leased.pear about the time the first picture is retales of mystery.
Eille Norwood, famous English actor,
nortrays the role of Sherlock Holmes, the First Four Kempson Reissues
detective in all of the adventures. His
Are Shipped to Exchanges
quiet, repressed acting adds immensely to
the power of these stories of mystery.
J. L. Kempner, president of Kempson
Herbert Willis takes the part of his bosom
Pictures, Inc., announces that the first
friend. Dr. Watson, the character that is four reissues of the company are now
second only in popularity to that of the ready, and prmts have been shipped to
great detective himself. The pictures the various Hodkinson Exchanges, through
were all directed by Maurice Elvey.
which distribution will take place. The
four pictures which are ready are The
The release of The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes begins at a particularly opWay of the Woman, starring Norma Talportune time, since the author of these madge;
Marionettes, with Clara Kimball
famous stories is now in the United States
Young; Red Head, with Alice Brady, and
on a lecture tour, which will attract added
The Argyle
Case,Hammerstein.
starring Robert Warwick and Elaine
interest to his works, by far the most
popular of which have always been the
Kempson Pictures Corporation have
Sherlock Holmes stories.
their own organization of field salesmen,
Exhibitors showing these new short fea- who report a volume of business already
tures will also derive great help through
secured on these pictures. In addition to
the stories now being printed in sixty- new prints for each production, there has
also been supplied a brand new line of
three big newspapers all over the country. The McClure Newspaper Syndicate
paper, cuts and lobby displays.
is supplying these sixty-three papers with
a series of thirty-seven of the Sherlock
Oumansky Continues at Capitol
Holmes tales, which are run one a week,
thereby requiring thirty-seven weeks to
Because of the fact that Alexander
complete the series.
Oumansky, ballet master at the Capitol
The forty-five branches of the New
Theatre, New York, found time too short
York Public Library constantly have more
to devote to his many duties at the theacalls for the Sherlock Holmes stories than
tre as well as his classes at his new
can be met with the large number of books
studio at 110 West Forty-seventh street,
he invited Constantino Kobeleff to conduct
of this series which are on hand — as many
his classes at the school and work hand
as twenty volumes in some of the branches
in hand with him in developing future
— in spite of the fact that so many hundreds of detective stories have been writ- interpretors
of the expressive art of
dancing.
ten since Conan Doyle's works.
Mr. Kobeleff is a graduate of the ImThe stories on which Educational's new
short features have been built are among
perial Russian Ballet School and he was
the thirty-seven stories now being syndialso asianmember
of Pavlowa's and the RusBallet.
cated by the McClure Syndicate.
Mr. Oumansky will thus be enabled to
The first picture of the series to be recontinue his excellent work at the theatre
leased by Educational will be The Devil's
under
the direction of S. L. Rothafel.
Foot. Two other pictures are now being-
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California
Chelsea Corporation
to Start Production
Group of Well Known Players Signed to Appear
in Pictures
Made
by
New Corporation
literary world. The Indiscretion of Letty
In a statement issued this week, Bernard Levey, President of the Chelsea
Shaiv, by E. Phillips Oppenheim; The
Pictures Corporation, announced that his Countess Weschi's Jewels, by Charles
concern will start production immediately
Davis, and All's Well, by Maud
on a series of twenty pictures to be re- Belmont
Ballington Booth, will be produced by
leased next season. Mr. Levey also anGeorge Irving. The Marriage Contract,
nounced that he had engaged George Irv- by Melville D. Post; The Little Lady From
ing, E. H. Griffith, Alan Crosland, George
Servia, by E. Phillips Oppenheim, and
Terwilliger and Charles Davenport to di- Truxton King, by George Barr Mcrect these pictures. Three of the comCutcheon, will be directed by E. H.
Griffith.
pany's
six
producing
units
will
sail
in
the
near future for Europe.
Victor Hugo's immortal masterpiece,
The Hunchback of Notre Dame, will be
George Irving, as director of a company headed by Anna Q. Nilsson and
directed by Alan Crosland. Lon Chaney
Norman Kerry; E. H. Griffith, directing
will play the part of the hunchback. No
a company headed by Ann Forest and
finer actor than Mr. Chaney could have
Matt Moore, and Alan Crosland, director
been picked for this important role. Mr.
of a Lon Chaney unit, will produce on the
Chaney will also star in Frank L. Packother side. A unit headed by George Terard's Where's Haggerty; The Thug, by
Frank R. Beechdolt, and The Scar, by
williger, with Doris Kenyon and Edmund
M. F. Goron. The Girl with the Lantern,
Lowe, will produce in New York. The
by Elliott Flower; The Surrender, by
final unit, headed by Charles Davenport
as director, will star Irene Boyle and
Oscar Graeve; The Third Generation, by
Richard C. Travers in a series of Holman
Charles Belmont Davis, and His Girl, by
Day outdoor stories.
Greorge Hibbard, will be entrusted to
The stories to be produced by the aboveGeorge Terwilliger for production. Doris
mentioned units include the names of Kenyon and Edmund Lowe will co-star
some of the best known' authors in the in Terwilliger's pictures.
Vitagraph

Head

Back

from

the

Coast

Reports Company^ s Studios Working Full Blast —
Will Divide Time Between California and New York
The produ tion was put on by Director
Albert E. Smith, President of VitaDavid Smith, who has Black Beauty,
graph, arrived in New York from California early this week after two of the Floiver of the North and The Little Mirobusiest months of his life at the Vitaister to his credit. Pat O'Malley, Helen
Howard, Maude Emery and Pauline
graph studios in Hollywood. Although
Starke head the cast. President Smith
the year 1922 is still young, this is already
Mr. Smith's second transcontinental trip, was at the Hollywood studios during most
and before the year is out the number of of the actual filming of My Wild Irish
Rose. He gave his personal attention to
his ocean-to-ocean journeys will probably
be about five times that large. President
the picture. President Smith also supervised the preliminary cutting and titling,
Smith's duties are pretty evenly di voided
which was done at the West Coast studios.
between the production end of the business in California and the administrative
My Wild Irish Rose is scheduled as a
end in Brooklyn.
May release.
The Vitagraph studios were working
President Smith's two months on the
West Coast are among the most imporfull
blast during
Smith's finished
sojourn his
in
tant in the history of Vitagraph. They
California.
EarleMr.Williams
latest picture. Restless Souls, a delightful
saw the completion of Vitagraph's latest
special production. My Wild Irish Rose,
comedy-drama adapted from Richard
adapted from the famous stage success.
Harding Davis' well-known story. PlayThe Shmighraun, by Dion Boucicault.
ing Dead. Mr. Williams is now at work
on another production, the title of which
is soon to be announced. Alice Calhoun
completed one picture and immediately
The new Stanley— a
began another, the working title of which
model theatre
is Blue Blood. William Duncan finished
The Silent Voiv, a story of the Northwest
The New $2,000,000 Stanley Theatre
in Philadelphia is one of a hundred
Mounted Police, in which the star assumed
picture theatres that we have
a dual role. Larry Semon has been hard
planned In every feature. It is not
at work on his latest funmaker known
only beautiful, but also practical.
We specialize in the planning ot modern
under the working title of The Substitute.
picture theatres. All Structural details
President Smith expressed himself as
are
worked
out by ourOurStructural
EJngi-Is
neerlng
Department.
experience
entirely satisfied with the progress all
your Insurance.
the companies were making at the Vitagraph studios. Things are going ahead
Hoffman-Henon Co., Inc.
at full speed on all sides. Mr. Smith will
Architects and Engineers
spend the next few weeks in the East
Finance Building Philadelphia, Pa.7
supervising Vitagraph affairs in New
York.
LET
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Critic

New

Lloyd

Comedy
His Best
"Grandma's Boy is in my opinion the
greatest comedy Harold Lloyd has ever
produced, and it is safe to say that when
it is released this picture will be hailed
by public and critics alike as one of the
greatest
comedies
This, the
latest ever
word made."
from the coast, is
the substance of the first criticism written
on Harold Lloyd's next Associated Exhibitors' feature. It is the verdict of
Verne C. Wickham, of the Long Beach,
Cal., Press. It was expressed after an
evening at Hoyt's Theatre, Long Beach,
where Grandma's Boy was accorded probably the greatest reception ever given a
picture
In thethere.
April 1 issue of the Long Beach
Press, Wickham wrote:
"Harold Lloyd's latest comedy, Grandma's Boy, was pre-viewed last night at
Hoyt's Theatre before a crowded house.
This was its first showing before an auLloyd was
'trying
it on the dog'
last nightdience.and
it was
approved.
"For fully ten minutes at the conclusion
of the showing the house was in an uproar, and the first vaudeville act had to
make several attempts before it could
start its performance.
"Grandvui's Boy is a five-reel comedy.
The plot itself has some fine dramatic
possibilities.
We remember
Charles
Ray's
first great success,
Tlie Coward,
in which
he played a role somewhat like Lloyd's
in his new success — 'cept, oh how different.
"Ch'andTna's Boy is in my opinion the
greatest comedy Harold Lloyd has ever
Betty Blythe Makes Personal
produced."
Appearance in Baltimore
Betty Blythe returned last Monday
from Baltimore, where she made personal
appearances in conjunction with the presentation of The Queen of Sheba, at the
Wizard Theatre. Reports indicate that
the week's stay was most successful.
In addition to the hearty reception
given Miss Blythe at the theatre, she was
tendered many luncheons and dinners, one
in particular by the Baltimore Chamber
of Commerce. The Rotary Club and the
Woman's Political League also had Miss
Blythe as their guest.
P r Radio ;:^~;;-:-M/vr
-your House Organ- UJ
a1^
needs a daily EXTRA
. o •
-use RADIOSSO ttADIO MAT SLIDES $2.
Accept no Subs ti tuts.
•

For Sale by all Leading Dealers

REDUCE
YOUR
INSURANCE
COSTS
25 TO
Theatre owners may now be protected in our Million Dollar Compzmies.

FIRE— AUTOMOBILE— LIABILITY— PLATE
GLASS
JAMES S. KEMPER & COMPANY
114 North Broad St, Philadelphia. Pa.
Branch Offices in Principal Cities.

40% !

INSURANCE
4624 Sheridan Road, Chicaco, lU.
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French Village
Scene Is Built
for "Knighthood"
An entire French village of the sixteenth century, complete in every detail,
was built this week at the Famous Players' studio in Long Island for Cosmopolitan's When Knighthood Was in Flower,
which Robert G. Vignola is now making.
This set fills completely the entire floor
space of the big plant which ordinarily
accommodates with ease a score of sets of
average size. Designed by Joseph Urban,
this set is described as a marvelous example of medieval architecture with its fantastic carvings and decorations.
Director Vignola expects to use more
than 750 players in this set alone, all of
whom will be costumed in the appropriate
dress of the French village folk in the
sixteenth century. This is but one of the
many big scenes which will be a part of
this production.
Under Mr. Vignola's direction When
Knighthood Was in Floiver is rapidly
nearing completion, and it is expected that
actual shooting of scenes will be finished
within a month. It is probable that this
picture will be released in ten reels. This
is
Mr. Vignola's
for
Cosmopolitan
and seventh
his thirdproduction
with Marion
Davies.
Increased Production
Presages Return to
Normal, Says Lasky
Back from Hollywood, where he
spent the last three months completing production plans for Paramount pictures, Jesse L. Lasky,
first vice-president of the Famous
Players-Lasky, declared this week
that increased production presaged
the approach of better times. May
will be a red-letter month in the
Lasky studio, he said, with no fewer
than thirteen companies working
continuously
on a series of big pictures.
"Production at the Lasky studio
will reach high tide in May," said
Mr. Lasky, "and our present plans
call for thirteen companies to be engaged constantly throughout May,
June and July, making a series of
the biggest pictures we have ever
produced in the history of the company.
"After
survey
conditions I ama careful
confident
that ofthis
increase in production forecasts a return to conditions nearer to normal
in the next few months. Just as
more than a year ago curtailment
of production indicated that we were
trimming our sails for a period of
depression, so now our biggest studio program shows we expect a
sharp and definite revival in business in the fall. Production is the
barometer of this business, and the
barometer shows better times ahead.
Never before have we had such a
large number of companies concentrating on really big pictures.
"But although I feel sure the tide
of prosperity will turn and come in
next fall, this result cannot be completely achieved without big pictures. In other words, we feel depres ion is weakeninsr and the final
blow will be administered by a
series of unusual pictures, powerful
in their box office appeal and enacted by casts of well known stars."
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MacDonald

First National Star Chosen as ^^Most Beautiful Woman
in
World^^
by
Tribune-Daily
News Investigator
were, virtually, the reigning beauties of
the silent drama themselves.
Charged with the mission of finding the
most beautiful woman in the world. Miss
Donnelly set out from New York early in
March and reached Hollywood about the
middle of the month. For four weeks, and
a little more, Miss Donnelly quietly but
persistently conducted her investigation
through the highways and byways of Filmland's capital. Little by little Miss Donnelly assembled data on all the beauties of
the screen, not the least important of
which was the estimate of the various
beauties by their associates and colleagues,
until she was finally satisfied that the
title
belonged, by popular consent, to Miss
MacDonald.
For the benefit of the readers of the Chicago Tribune, the Illustrated Daily News
and allied newspapers. Miss Donnelly
"dramatized" her inquiry in a series of
articles. The first of these appeared in
the Illustrated Daily News for Monday,
April 3, and continued daily through that
week. On Sunday, April 9, the news was
flashed that "The Most Beautiful Woman
Katherine MacDonald
in
the World"
beenasfound,
and Miss
MacDonald
was had
hailed
the victor
with
Katherine MacDonald stands to-day pro- a full-page picture and a descriptive caption. In the Sunday issue of the Neivs
claimed "the most beautiful woman in the
world" as the result of a thirty-day inves- a full-page article by Miss Donnelly reviewed exhaustively the foundation for her
tigation carried on by an expert of the Chicago Tribune and the Illustrated Daily conclusion.
This, however, is only the first of a
News of New York in that portion of the
world where there is more beauty per series of articles which will appear for the
next six or eight Sundays in the Neivs, the
capita than in any other spot on the earth's
Tribune, and the newspapers subscribing
surface — Hollywood, California.
to
the syndicate service of the Tribune.
The Tribune-Daily Neivs expedition is
First National points out to exhibitors
unique in the annals of newspaper enter- the opportunity that is thus presented to
prise. It was not a "beauty contest" in them to capitalize on the unusual publicity
any sense of the word. It was an excurthat Miss MacDonald is receiving as a resion into Beauty-Land, made by a woman
of this 100
"quest
of beauty."
There areto
writer. Miss Antonnette Donnelly, in which
more sultthan
newspapers
subscribing
the judges of the "beauty among beauties" the Tribune Syndicate Service.
New

Vehicle

for

Priscilla

Dean

"Trimmed in Scarlet,^^ Stage Success, Bought
for Universal Star — For Release Next Season
Dean picture. Heretofore, Miss Dean has
Universal has bought a new vehicle
usually taken a stirring part in big outfor Priscilla Dean, it has just been announced. Trimmed in Scarlet, a stage
door thrills, such as the fight in Outside
the Law, the log jam in Conflict, and the
play of several years ago, has been acflood scene in Wild Honey. In Trimmed in
quired by John C. Brownell, Universal
Scarlet the action is said to be so forceful
Scenario Chief, and will be put into continuity form so that Miss Dean can use it and the dramatic climax so strong it carries its own thrill.
for a screen drama as soon as she has
It is expected that Trimmed in Scarlet
completed
her
present
picture,
Under
Two
Flags.
will be completed in time for release at
Trimmed in Scarlet is from the pen of or soon after the beginning of the
1922-1923 season.
William Hurlburt, author of Lilies of the
Field, a recent Broadway success, and of
The Strange Woman, an Elsie Ferguson
Hilliard Signs with Vitagraph
stage vehicle of several years ago.
With
the engagement of Ernest Hilliard
Trimmed in Scarlet first was produced in
England in 1919, where it played in the
as the "heavy," the cast of Linda, Webster
Cort and in the Globe Theatres for long
Campbell's latest production for Vitaruns. It was produced in America in 1920
graph, starring Corinne Griffith, is now
in the Maxine Theatre, with Miss Elliot
complete, and work on the interior scenes
will begin at once at the Brooklyn Studios.
playing the principal role. Sydney Blackmer, recently noted as "The Mountain
Man," had his first stage success in one
of the leading roles in Trimmed in Scarlet.
Gradwell Leaves Gunning
Universal is said to have paid a good
stiffs price to Joseph E. Shea, owner of
Announcement is made that Ricord
the picture rights to Trimmed in Scarlet.
Gradwell has discontinued with Wid
It is the story of a whimsical, reckless
Gunning, Inc., and is no longer
girl, of an old New York family, forced
acting as managing director of that
to marry a man she hates.
corporation.
The picture will end with a punch that
is promised to be a distinct novelty for a
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information in other cases, and to a willful misstatement of fact in still other
cases. 'The truth shall prevail,' says the
old proverb; it will undoubtedly do so in
this instance. Spreading the truth via the
screen will bring it to the attention of the
greatest possible audience. It is a real
pleasure to be associated with such a farsighted and able producer as Mr. Lesser
in such a worth-while enterprise."
At his offices in the United Studios, Lesserencesaid:
"The and
great
international
audithat heeds
receives
entertainment
from the brilliant writings of Elinor Glyn
will, I am sure, become champions of the
film colony after they see this production.
First of all, it has a remarkably interesting, dramatic story. The propaganda, if
I may term it thus, is secondary to the
dramatic interest; and because of that
fact it will be all the more powerful.
"I expect to commence active production with a high-grade director and cast
as soon as I receive this story from Madame Glyn."
Three A. E. Features
Shown

in

Detroit

Simultaneously

The cast
"One Clear
Call," John
M. right:
Stahl's John
latestM.production
for Louis
Mayer
and
First ofNational.
Standing,
left to
Stahl, director;
FredB. Kelsey,
William Marion, Donald McDonald, Nick Cogley, Albert McQuarrie, Louis B. Mayer.
Seated: Henry B. Walthall, Shannon Day, Irene Rich, Edith Yorke, Dickie Headrick,
Claire Windsor, Annette De Foe, Milton Sills

The week of April 9 might truthfully
have been called "Associated Exhibitors'
Week" in Detroit. John H. Kunsky
booked
of this
organization's
features
for his one
Capitol
Theatre,
and selected
two
Liberty. to comprise a double bill at the
others
Florence Vidor, in Woman, Wake Up,
was the outstanding attraction at the
Capitol, which is the newest and finest
picture house in the country. The double
feature program at the Liberty was
formedandof theHarold
Lloyd's
A Sailor-Made
Man,
dramatic
production,
Handle
With Care, featuring Grace Darmond. It
was a return engagement for the Lloyd
comedy feature, Mr. Kunsky having played
A Sailor-Made Man at the Madison Theatre during the week of February 5. Despite the fact that the current Lloyd,
showing was a second run the newspapers
all gave it enthusiastic reviews.
In Tulsa, Okla., two Associated Exhibitors' features have just had simultaneous runs, each in a different theatre.
Woman, Wake Up played to big houses
in Ralph Talbot's Majestic, while A
Sailor-Made Man was enjoying a second
run at Harry Castle's Palace. The Lloyd
feature's first Tulsa engagement had been
at the Majestic beginning February 25
and continuing five days.

To
Produce
Pro-Hollywood
Film
Sol. Lesser to Make Production from Original Story by
Elinor Glyn — Spreading Truth About the Film Colony
Announcement of special interest is gifted authoress. The title of the producmade this week in the arrangement just
tion will be The Eyes of Tmth. Fundacompleted between Sol Lesser and Elinor
mental y acomedy-drama of the type asGlyn, whereby this producer and exhibitor
sociated with Madame Glyn's writings,
will shortly film an original story by the this photoplay will have as its secondary
theme a defense of Hollywood, recently so
much maligned in the public press. Madame Glyn has arrived in New York from
Novel Advertising That Is
California. She will write this story —
Good Advertising
and then sail for England, to meet certain
long-standing professional engagements.
An unusual example of novel adThe Los Angeles dailies, in carrying this
vertising that also is good advertisstory, ran lengthy interviews with Maing was the "spread" employed by
Warner Brothers in the two pages
dame Glyn
Lesser.
"My acquaintance
with the
filmandpeople,
extending
over many
Pacific Will Move to Palms
exploiting "Your Best Friend,"
printed in Exhibitors Trade Remonths," said Madame Glyn, "has invariably been of the most pleasant character.
view last week. It was the kind of
Palms, California, is aspiring to become
Recent newspaper distortion and abuse
announcement that will be studied
a second Hollywood. Located but a mile
of the local motion picture colony has from Culver City, this fast growing comby an exhibitor, studied rather than
made me determined to tell the world the
scanned or glanced over. For it conmunitydustries
is bidding
motion
into locate for
there.
The picture
first film
real truth about Hollywood and the peotained fac-similes of a half dozen
ple
who
live
and
work
there.
The
sorry
concern to build at Palms will be the Paexploitation devices that may be emmess of tales that has been fed to the alcific Film Co., Inc., now located at Culver
ployed to advantage by an exhibitor
ways-gullible public has been due to misprior to and during the exhibition of
City, according to announcement made by
u
n
d
e
r
s
t
a
n
d
i
n
g
i
n
some
cases,
to
lack
of
the picture.
John J. Hayes, Pacific's president.
Among the reproductions were a
=;iiiiiiMiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiinMiniiiiiiii^
small cardboard throwaway, a doorknob hanger in two colors, a set of
M.
P. T. O.
six postal cards with diflferent catch
=
EASTERN PENNA., SO. NEW JERSEY
& DELAWARE
=
lines and illustrations, a gold seal
E
DIVISION HAS OFFICIALLY ENDORSED
=
sticker in two colors, a bank book
herald lithographed in natural colors
and a teaser twenty-four-sheet.
1
Theatre Inter - Insurance
Exchange
|
E
as
~
It may be mentioned that the advertisement inquestion was not an
= "Best fitted to serve the insurance needs of our members at a =
initial announcement of the production. It was a "follow-up." It was
=
m."
the
a supplementary, a complementary
EE large saving in cost to Write
for Information
^
setting forth of what might be expected by an exhibitor as part of
I
THEATRE INTER-INSURANCE EXCHANGE
=
the assistance he could expect from
E 137 So. Sth Street
Philadelphia, Pa. |
the main distributor of the subject.
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Continuous

Production

Policy Outlined hj
Achievement
Films
A policy of continuous feature production has been outlined by Gilbert E.
Gable, president of Achievement Films,
Inc., which made its entry into the field
with The Power Within, a Pathe release.
Already in work at the Talmadge Studios,
New York, is an adaptation of Bob Dexter's original story tentatively titled Face
Value, under the direction of J. Searle
Dawley, who, according to an announcement made by Mr. Gable, has been engaged as director-general for all Achievement productions.
Mr. Dawley, who is acting president of
the M. P. D. A., will bring to bear fifteen
years'
experience
a director
motion
pictures.
His firstas contact
was ofwith
the
Edison company and then with the Famous Players for whom he made the first
five-reel
features.
Metro's
productions were
carried out
under initial
his direction,
while the stars whom he has directed include Mary Pickford, Billie Burke, H. B.
Warner, Marguerite Clark, Elsie Ferguson and Doris Kenyon. More recently he
has been directing Pearl White for William Fox, the last special being The Virgin Paradise.
Achievement's scenario department will
be headed by William Dudley Pelley, author and story-writer, whose original
■"The Light in the Dark," has just been
completed by Hope Hampton for First
National.
Associated with Mr. Gable in the business control of the new company is
Thomas R. Powell, of Philadelphia, who is
secretary-treasurer.
R-C

Making
Extensive

Plans

for Exploitation
Nat. G. Rothstein, advertising and publicity director for R-C Pictures, announces
this week the lappointment of Albert Boasberg to the exploitation staff of R-C. Mr.
Boasberg comes to R-C after extensive
experience in exploitation, advertising and
publicity. For the past year he has served
as field exploitation man for Famous
Players-Lasky, working in New York,
Washington, Detroit and Albany. Previous to this he was connected with the
sales department of Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation. He has also acted as publicity and advertising manager for a large
Schenectady theatre.
Mr. Boasberg will form the nucleus of
the R-C exploitation department, which it
is intended to enlarge. This is in accordance with the plans of that company announced recently by the new management,
to make exploitation an integral part of
its distributing organization.
"The management of R-C Pictures,"
states Mr. Rothstein, "firmly believes in
exploitation. We know our responsibility
does not end vdth the signing of the contract. It won't be a case of promising
everything and doing nothing with R-C.
We are making a promise with all sincerity— not because of any idyllic altruistic
motives, but because we know it is good
business. No company can survive long
without exploitation. Every R-C release
will be assured of an impetus that will be
a boom to every booking. Our exploitation will be steady, not spasmodic; highpowered, not lukewarm. Showmen's backing for showmen is the slogan."
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C. K. Y. Pictures
To Handle Series of Specials Except in New
York and Northern New Jersey Territory
Metro announces this week the comple- welcome the opportunity to present Clara
tion of arrangements to release, except in Kimball Young in the sort of pictures the
New York and northern New Jersey, a Samuel Zierler company is planning for
series of special productions starring her. She is a star about whose popularClara Kimball Young.
ity there is no question, about which there
These pictures are made by the Samuel
is
no
need announcement
for argument." of the release
Zierler Photoplay Corporation in CaliforDefinite
nia, and in New York and northern New
date of The Hands of Nara has not as yet
Jersey the distributors will be the Combeen made by Metro, but indication of it
monwealth Film Corporation, which is is found in the expectation of the comunder the same management as the propany of receiving the first print in the
ducing unit.
East within six weeks.
The first of Miss Young's pictures to be
released by Metro will be The Hands of
Press Continues
Nara, by Richard Washburn Child, American novelist and now United States ambassador to Italy. The story api)eared
Its Praise of
originally
as
a
serial
in
Coih'ej-'s
Weekly,
for sixteen weeks, and it is published in
book form by E. P. Dutton & Company.
William E. Atkinson, vice-president and
The artistry
ofpsy
Re jane Pas
and the
camera
n"
sio
general manager of Metro Pictures Cor- technique
of"Gy
Louis Mercanton are winning
poration, incommenting upon the acquisi- much favorable
comment for Gypsy
tion of Clara Kimball Young pictures to
Passion, the production which recently
the list of Metro releases, said:
closed a successful engagement at Mark
"It is a natural consequence that Metro
Strand Theatre, New York City.
should distribute Miss Young's pictures.
Not only has the picture been praised
This company has always held a threethe New York newspaper reviewers,
point policy necessary to succeses in the by
but
word of this film has reached the
motion picture field: stars of marked
printed page in cities in which it has not
magnetism in genuinely dramatic stories
produced without regard to anything but already been shown publicly. Newspaper
effectiveness.
writers, also, concerned with more general
"Metro has seen clearly from the first, comment on the arts than specific
and has built its success upon this per- criticisms of motion pictures, have written eulogistically upon this subject. In
ception, that none of these three essentials can be slighted. To give to an in- his column, "It Seems to Me," Heywood
Broun, mentor of books and plays for the
dividual without the popular appeal merreaders of the New York World, writes
iting stellar prominence unusual stories
and grandiose production is unfair to of Madame Rejane's portrayal of the role
writer and director; not to support a real of "Romany Kate" in this colorful gypsy
star with the proper dramtic setting is to story: "When Rejane smiles her great
handicap the artists; and to try to shoe- crooked smile it seems important. There
is in it an emphasis beyond the range of
string production is equally fatal.
"Hence it is obvious that Metro should
Something has happened.
pretty
We
havewomen.
seen more than a smile. A mask
by an emotion."
lit and vitalized
has beenpraise
of Alan Dale, who reviewed
The
Legion of Honor
York American,
New
the
for
picture
the
the
Given to Loughborough
was reprinted in California through and
medium of the San Francisco Call
The decoration of the Legion of
anticiPost. Chicago picture devotees are
Honor was bestowed at Washington,
pating the public screening of Gypsy
April 19, upon Hanford MacNider,
since Rob Reel, reviewer of
ever
Passion
National Commander of the Amerwrote his impresthe Chicago American,
ican Legion; Alton T. Roberts, chairsions of a private screening of this filna,
man of the
Legion's
Reception
Compoetry."
as "delicate
mittee for Distinguished Guests;
described
which
on Gypsyas Passion,
comment
The helatest
Gen. James A. Drain of Washington,
picture
motion
a
by
made
not
which was
and James M. Loughborough, who is
topgeneral
on
writer
a
by
connected with Associated First Naspecialist but
ics, was in the column of the New York
tional Pictures, Inc. Afterward the
news and views, written by James Whitparty had luncheon at the French
taker, who praised Rejane's artistry m
Embassy as the guests of Ambassador Jusserand.
Mr. Whittaker's views
unusual terms.
syndicated to thes. Chicago Tnbune and
are
Motion terested
picture
people
will
be
inother big newspaper
in the honor bestowed on
Mr. Loughborough, because he was
a worker in the motion picture indusRifkin Reports Bookings for
try when he entered the United
Second National Production
States Army at the outbreak of the
war, and was engaged in motion picReporting to the head offices of Second
ture work when he was called upon
National Pictures Corporation in New
to handle the publicity in connection
York, Herman Rifkin of Boston, in charge
with the tour of the United States
ution of Second National reof distrib
by Marshal Foch of France, last Ocleases for the New England territory,
tober, November and December. Mr.
David and Jonathan,
modestly states that
Loughborough accompanied the Marthe first release, sold itself to B._ F.
shal throughout the entire trip, emKeith's Boston Theatre; B. F. Keiths
bracing more than 14,000 miles, and
Plaza
was personally commended by MarVictory Theatre, Providence; Poll's Palace
shal Foch for his work. Soon after
Poll's
er, and
Worcestield.
, Springf
Theatre
ing
advertis
his
In
,
Theatre
the Marshal had returned to France
Mr. Rifkin is earnestly urging exhibitors
the French Government bestowed the
releases
the
r
conside
in his district to
rank of Chevalier in the Legion of
already offered, besides the one named.
Honor on Mr. Loughborough.
Her Story, by Dion Titheradge, with
Madge Titherage, and The Night Riders,
by Ridgewell Cullum.
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Credit for Her Selection Goes to Marcus Loetv —
First Picture Will Probably Be Comedy-Drama
Miss Billy Dove is to be a Metro star.
Word of this came this week from William E. Atkinson, vice-president and general manager of Metro.
Miss Dove will leave for Hollywood
within a few days, thei'e to begin her
first Metro picture; probably a comedydrama. Details of the title and exact nature of the initial photoplay have not as
yet been made public, nor has the director's name.
The new Metro star has been seen recently in prominent roles in Cosmopolitan
Productions, distributed by Paramount.
According to Mr. Atkinson, decision to
enter into a contract with Miss Dove to
star in Metro pictures was motivated by
Marcus Loew.
The Metro vice-president and general
manager
said, in regard to Miss Dove's
engagement:
"Mr. Loew came to a first decision regarding Miss Dove at the opening of his
new State Theatre in Boston, where she
appeared personally. He was familiar
with her work for Cosmopilitan, of course,
and impressed by it, but I believe it was
the personal triumph of Miss Dove at the
opening of his new Boston picture house
that made the choice final. The ovation
the young actress received there was to
Mr. Loew proof of her magnetism. It was
confirmation of his own belief in her
potentialities.
"Following Miss Dove's appearance at
the State, in Boston, there were many
requests from other exhibitors in New
England for similar personal appearances.
This likewise Mr. Loew took into consideration.
has ofgiven
his"Hitherto
attention Mr.
to a Loew
selection
the most
finishedof
motion picture. In singling out Miss
Dove for a new Metro star he is choosing an individual whose later appeal will
be felt at the box-office. He is entering
into the selective process at an earlier
stage, before the pictures actually are

Billy Dove
begun. But the same keenness of judgment has, been brought into play and I
am with Mr. Loew in prophesying that
Miss Billy Dove will, with her first few
screen appearances, become one of the deservedly big stars."
Gruell Goes to Butte
Cecil E. Gruell, former advertising
manager for Greater Features in Seattle,
has been transferred to Butte in the
booking and sales departments. This is
in accordance with the firm's policy to
give first consideration to former employees who have proved worthy of the
advance. Mrs. Walton, the new manager,
also was formerly with the Seattle force.
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MARTINIQUE:
IS GLAD TO ANNOUNCE REDUCED
RATES
SOMEONE must take the initiative in making it possible for people to
travel and spend less money — now that there is less money to spend.
So, hand in hand with Hotel McAlpin which recently announced its
reductions, the Martinique — just across the street and under the same
management — becomes a leader in lowering hotel tariff.
This is setting an advance style, as it were, for there has not been an
appreciable reduction in the cost of running a large New York hotel.
If, however, the public etteems the spirit in which it is done, as much as
the management of the McAlpin and Martinique appreciates its patronage,
then indeed, is it worth doing.
At the
are: %Z.'^(\
up
for
roomsMartinique
and bath; the
$2.50newfor prices
room without
bath.
^he
MARTINIQUE
Broadway, at 32nd St., New YorK
FranK E^. Ja^o, Resident Manager
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"Ruling Passion"
Wins Praise in
Boston

and

Chicago

George Arliss and his second photoplay
for United Artists, The Riding Passion,
met with praise from Chicago critics and
public
this Ziegfeld
"smile special"
recentlywhen
at the
theatre. was shown
"George Arliss is a capital player," says
Observer in the Chicago Herald and Examiner. The Ruling Passion is rich
in the foibles of present-day civilization.
The things we think and the way we think
them are held before us so forcibly it is
impossible not to see through them. The
cast is excellent. You will find The Ruling
Passion an exceptional film, and George
Arliss
agreeable
performer."
" 'Thean Ruling
Passion'
is a very good
picture," says Genevieve Harris in the
Chicago
Post,
likeandit, its
if only
because its
star"and
is anyou'll
artist
plot
is not hackneyed. The work of George
Arliss is delightful. The supporting cast
is "If
quiteyousatisfactory."
wish to see the very best comedy you have chuckled over for a long
time and the best acting of the highest
order, do not fail to see George Arliss in
The Ruling Passion," wrote Margaret H.
Mann of the Chicago
entertainment
belongs Daily
at the News.
top of the"This
list
real joy in watching George
of "There's
'better films.""
Arliss every minute he's on the screen,"
says Mae Tinee in the Chicago Tribune.
"Absolutely fascinating are the poker
face and Mona Lisa smile of him; the shift
of his shoulders; his whimsicality, his insouciance, the perfect poise that makes
each motion and expression something to
conjure with. You will not only adore
Mr. Arliss; you will love Doris Kenyon
and Ida Darling, and be exceedingly pleased with Edward Burns. The supporting
players are all that could be desired. So
are the
tion andphotography,
every other sets,
littlescenery,
thing. direcYes,
The Ruling Passion is quite some picture
"Once more to the films comes George
Arliss of the speaking stage — this time
see."
toto dispense
humor
RulingTranscript,
Passion,"'
said
the critic
for intheTheBoston
when this United Artists release was first
shown at the Boston theatre for an extended engagement.
"In itself the tale is only one more yarn
of American business; transformed into
photo-play it becomes mosaic of cunningly
fitted parts. Humor crops forth naturally
as it seldom does in the pictures; action
moves briskly; the film is well made. Indeed, as screen-craft. The Ruling Passion
seems well nigh flawless. Men have died
and cities have fallen — in the movies —
with less interest to the spectator than
Mr. Arliss affords when he grubs about
an automobile engine."
Norma Shearer Cast for Lead
Miss Norma Shearer, who recently appeared opposite Eugene
in Selznick's Chanyiing
of the O'Brien
Northwest,
will
play the lead in the forthcoming K. D. B.
release. The Laiv of the Northlands, to 'be
produced under the direction of Caryl S.
Fleming for Iroquois Productions, Inc.
Hallrooms for Erie's Strand
Percy
Boys Comedies haveand
beenFerdie
selectedHallroom
for featuring
in the
Strand Theatre, Erie, Pa., for two consecutive weeks, comes word from the Masterpiece Film Attractions of Philadelphia,
which is handling these two-reel gloomchasers in that territory.
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fnry^^ brotherhood of hate.
M directed by Lambert Hillyer, was
JL completed this week. This Thomas
H. Ince special production contains one
of the most remarkable forest fires ever
filmed. The entire top of a mountain near
the town of Senora, Cal., was burned.Like the director's former production,
Skin Deep, Mr. Hillyer directed an allstar cast, which included Frank Keenan,
Lloyd Hughes, and Marguerite de la
Motte.
Sid Grauman is staging a gala week at
the Rialto Theatre, Los Angeles. The
Rialto is strictly a special progTam house,
playing big Paramount program features
from three to eight weeks at a stretch,
but this week is an exception; the theatre
will show a different program picture
daily. Starting out with The Miracle
Man on Sunday, Dr. Jeykll and Mr. Hyde
Monday, then Cecil B. De Mille's Why
Change Your Wife? On With the Dance,
Cecil B. De Mille's Don't Change Your
Husband, George Melford's Behold My
Wife, and Cecil B. De Mille's Male and
Fetnale.
The Chicago Grand Opera Company is
demanding its share of attention the present week, so Mr. Grauman thinks the Los
Angeles public will have to take the week
off in order to fully benefit by all the opportunities offered in the amusement world
of Los Angeles the current week.
Richard Walton Tully has returned to
Los Angeles from New York, where he
received an ovation from the First National officials upon the screening of his
first production. The Masquerader. Mr.
Tully is scheduled to begin preparations
for his next picture, Omar the Tent
Maker, which will start production next
month. Guy Bates Post, who was featured in The Masquerader, will probably
play the role of Omar.
Buster Keaton is editing and cutting his
latest two-reel comedy. The Frozen North.
Mr. Keaton declares he is going to seek
more temperate locales for his pictures
hereafter. The Frozen North was shot
in Truckee, Cal., where the snow was ever
so deep, and in Death Valley, the sand
and sun were hotter than the screen can
ever make them appear.
While visiting the Goldwyn lot in Culver City, Prince Mohammed Ali Ibrahim,
nephew of the king of Egypt, played a
part
with Pat
in Brothers
Under
the Skin.
He O'Malley
was introduced
to director
E. Mason Hopper while a scene of the picture was being filmed, and expressed such
delight in witnessing the production of
pictures that Mr. Hopper suggested the
Prince play a small part in the Peter B.
Kyne production. He said he got more
thrill out of the experience than driving
120 miles an hour in his racing-car with
his pugilist-secretary, "Blink" McCloskey.
The Motion Picture Producers are hearing from the exhibitors over the country
on the subject of personal appearances.
When the studios were shutting down
some months ago it became the vogue to
send the stars who were under contract
traveling on the road.
While some of the exhibitors encoui'aged
the practice and made overtures with
princely offers, producers soon saw that
it was a fine thing for themselves. The
second-raters took up the practice as a
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lucrative stop-gap. Like everything else
that is overdone, it palled on theatre men,
and audiences failed to respond. The disillusionment was the cause of the reaction. Few silent-drama people are trained
to appear to good advantage before audiences. Those few are the top-notchers,
and are hard to get. Hence the revolt.
Barb-Wire, the current Jack Hoxie production for Sunset Productions, is being
filmed on the Mojave Desert, near the
town of Victorville. Rather a large company has been sent on location by Anthony
J. Xydias, president and general manager
of the new Sunset Productions.
This new company has grown out of
the Western Features Productions, Inc.
Miss Billie Rhodes, who is co-starred
with Ted Edwards in the late Roy H.
Klumbknown
photoplay.
Love,favorites.
is very
well
among Daddy's
the screen
She has appeared in more than 300 pictures during her career, and was formerly starred by Mutual and with her
husband, the late "Smiling Bill" Parsons.
In Daddy's Love she portrays the character of a delightfully winsome smalltown girl, whose craving for romance and
unsophisticated nature take her through
some stirring dramatic situations.
Ted Edwards has enhanced his reputation considerably by successfully essaying
a dual role in the picture; he portrays the
character of both the hero and the villain.
He says he enjoyed being pitted against
himself in this rather stirring drama,
which will be exhibited throughout the
country during the spring and summer.
The other members of the cast are Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Todd, Ernest Shields and
Sam Allen.
Marshall Neilan leaves soon for
to Europe, where he will vacation
few weeks. He has signed Frank
to direct some pictures for him.
was formerly with Lasky.

a trip
for a
Urson
Urson

The management of the Kinema Theatre
recently announced a radical change in
policy. The step involves a sharp reduction in prices, in response to what is believed to be the wish of photoplays, and
the arrangements of the program in such
a way that the motion picture itself will
dominate emphatically in the program. It
was felt by the officials of the West Coast
Syndicate that the challenge of the amusement-seeking public has been bigger and
better pictures at reduced prices of admission. In the average first-class theatre
to-day, the picture has been the smallest
element of the program. Symphony orchestras, vaudeville, skits and stage novelties, which
"garnishments,"
have run
the may
cost beof called
the show,
making the
showing of the feature picture an incidental element in the presentation, although
officials of the West Coast feel that the
people are still primarily interested in
pictures.
With the program stripped of all its
incidental attributes, greater stress and
emphasis will be laid on the quality of the
pictures projected.
According to advices from New York,
Mack Sennett's forthcoming comedydrama, For Love or Money, is being titled
and rushed to completion for early release
through the Associated First National.
John Grey, head of the Sennett scenario
department, who left for New York re-

cently, iswriting the titles for this thrilling photoplay of modern every-day life.
For Love or Moyiey boasts of many feaplayers.handsome
George O'Hara,
one essays
of the
screen'sturedmost
young men,
the principal role, supported by Katherine
McGuire. Others of the cast are Ethel
Grey Terry, Noah Beery, Billy Bevan,
Mildred June and Charlie Murray.
The Los Angeles and Hollywood picture
awaited asanto announcepatronsment have
from Sidlong
Graumian
when he
planned to open the two new theatres in
those cities.
The Metropolitan Theatre in Los Angeles will seat 4400. It is one of the most
beautiful buildings in the city and fronts
on the central park.
Mr. Grauman stated that he could not
the superwas advisedthatby the
set the day,intendentbut
ofconstruction
theatre
in June. The new Hollyreadywill
be Theatre
would wood
also open in June ; this
theatre seats about 2700, and is the fourth
theatre erected by the enterprising exhibitor.
The Metropolitan Theatre has cost m
the neighborhood of $3,000,000. The contractors are razing a six-story office building, which was located on Broadway, some
of the most valuable business footage in
Los Angeles. The site is directly behind
the Graumian Metropolitan Theatre, and
will be used as a third entrance to the
showhouse. Other entrances are on Hill
Street, opposite Pershing Square, and on
Sixth Street, one of the busiest sections
of the shopping district. The Broadway
entrance will be used in the form of a
foyer, which will form the center of
longarcade
an
of exclusive shops. The Main
Idbby, facing Hill Street, will take care
of 1500 patrons; the second, on Hill
Street, 1000, and that on Broadway 1000.
The stage will be capable of caring for
anything from a grand opera to a spectacle or a screened Paramount masterpiece. The orchestra pit will be raised or
lowered by hydraulic power, with its capacity of 100 musicians, as easily as an
elevator ascends with a dozen passengers.
As the orchestra is lowered or raised, the
console organ, with the organist on his
bench, is raised or lowered in contrary
motion to the orchestra.
The Hollywood Theatre is Egyptian in
style.
heating
systems in The
both ventilating
theatres willand
be the
last word
in
such
equipment,
and newest
the large
litzer
organ
is the very
type. WurBoth theatres will show Paramount
pictures exclusively. Mr. Lasky and
Adolph Zukor will be present at the opening of each theatre.
William De Mille has at last broken his
regular line of procedure and has taken
his current company, Nice People, on location. True, he has not gone far, as the
set, a farm exterior, is built on the Lasky
ranch, a few miles from Hollywood; but
its effectiveness is beyond question.
Wallace Reid, Bebe Daniels, Conrad
Julius Faye and others are in the
Nagel,
cast. De Mille has just finished working
in a Japanese tea garden, which occupies
a large portion of one of the big stages
at the Lasky studio, and is exceedingly
beautiful. Some very charming Geisha
girls added to the peculiar charm of these
scenes.
Jack Holt is making The Man Unconquerable, which Joseph Henabery is di-
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recting, with Sylvia Breamer as the leading- woman. Clarence Burton and Jean
de Briac are a pair of villains, with
Edwin Stevens and other well-known
players in the cast.
Only about two more weeks will be
needed to finish the fJming of Susanne,
the Mack Sennett special feature, starring Mabel Normand. The little star will
then prepare for her European vacation.
Agnes Ayres is enacting very interesting roles in Borderland, her latest
Paramount picture, an original ttory by
Beulah Marie Dix. Miss Ayres plays two
roles — one a girl about the year 1850, and
the other a modern matron. The strange
story involved is said to be very fascinating and contains a heart appeal that,
from all appearances, will prove irresistible. Milton Sills, Casson Ferguson
and others appear in the leading roles,
with Paul Pow«ll directing.
Sam Wood is finishing Her Gilded Cage,
in which Gloria Swanson stars, with David
Powell as leading man and Walter Hiers,
Harrison Ford and others in important
parts. Miss Swanson plays the famous
role of Fleur de Amour in one theatrical
set. Elmer Harris wrote the story from
the play Anna Nichols and Perdy Heath
adapted to the screen.
Blood and Sa7id, with Rodolph Valentino
as the star, is in a very interesting stage
of its development, with Fred Niblo directing. This Paramount picture was
from the Ibanez story by June Mathis.
Lila Lee and Nita Naldi have the two
most prominent feminine roles.
Cecil B. De Mille will soon get under
way with his new Paramount production,
Manslaughter. Thomas Meighan, Leatrice
Joy and others play important parts.
Jeanie Macpherson wrote the screen play,
which is based on the Alice Duer Miller
novel.
George Melford has commenced shooting on Burning Sands, by Arthur Weigall,
adapted by Olga Printzlau. Milton Sills
and Wanda Hawley are to be the principal players in this picture, which promises to eclipse even The Sheik.
Penrhyn Stanlaws has started work on
his new production, Pink Gods, from the
book Pi7ik Gods and Bhie Demons, by
Cynthia Stockley. Anna Q. Nilsson is in
the feminine role. It is a South African
story, and the authoress is noted as being
thoroughly
and locale. acquainted with the subject
Arthur Beck has completed the cutting
of When the Devil Drives, the second of
a series that Leah Baird Productions is
■taking for Associated Exhibitors' release. Mr. Beck has surrounded Miss
Baird with an exceptional cast for this
production, which includes some of the
most pretentious sets of the year on the
Thomas H. Ince lot where the Leah Baird
pictures are being made.
Included in the cast supporting Miss
Baird are Richard Tucker, who has a role
similar to the son in The Old Nest, which
part he filled so acceptably; Arline Pretty,
well remembered Vitagraph star, who was
last seen in Life, the Wm. A. Brady production; Vernon Steele, who has played
opposite Ethel Clayton, and Katherine
Lewis, who has appeared in several of
Miss Baird's latest productions.
George Walsh, now starring in the
chapter-play. With Stanley in Africa, is
busy dodging sun-strokes and cocoanuts
in South Africa — it would seem. Clad in
thin white linen, out on the Universal lot
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he is occasionally asked to register exfatigueand
brought
by the insun's
bright treme
rays;
while about
he shivers
the
cold he mops his brow wearily with the
heat of the South African sun — which is
not at present in Hollywood.
Harry Myers, star of Tlie Adventures
of Robinson Crusoe, combats cannibals
and wild animals clad scantily in goat
skin raiment. When Friday suggests
they go a-hunting, Crusoe agrees willingly, according to the script; but in reality, the minute he leaves his home-made
fireside, he nearly freezes to death, and
the goose flesh rises upon his limbs.
Priscilla Dean is one of the lucky ones
at Universal City; she is starring in
Ouida's drama. Under Tivo Flags, and is
thankful she can dance her way through
certain scenes of her story, for she is clad
in flowing Arabian robes, and dancingkeeps her warm.
Hal. E. Roach has launched something
new in his two-reel comedies — films featuring trained domestic animals in realistic action with children. One of these
animals — a highly trained pony — made
its debut with a baby girl in a recent
comedy with Paul Parrott, with happy
results.
Mr. Roach for some time past has been
accumulating a menagerie of domestic
animal actors, such as a mule, a pony, a
bulldog, three goats, and a flock of ducks
and chickens.
These children comedies are being
handled by one of the most proficient animal trainers, with really marvelous results. Their comic action, especially in
combination with natural and ingenuous
characterizations by children, is surprisingly effective, and is resulting in new
and very diverting inventions on the part
of the scenario writers.
H. M. Walker, who writes the clever
sub-titles for the Harold Lloyd comedies,
also puts verbal snap into the new product, and the general result is great stuff
for all who love kids and animals.
Harold Lloyd's big feature for AssoExhibitors,
Boy, is finishedciated
and ready
forGrandma's
release. Managers
of
different theatres where the comedy was
previewed and dramatic critics hail the
latest Lloyd comedy as the greatest he
has ever made.
When the picture was shown at Long
Beach, Cal., the manager of the Hoyt Theatre said it received a big ovation ; in fact,
there was continuous applause for ten
minutes.
Grandma's Boy runs five reels, and has
actually been under production five
months, with the most exacting attention
to the minutest detail in the making of
the picture, its editing and titling. Screen
credit is given to Harold Lloyd, Marion
Davies, Townsend,
Charles Stevenson,
the "rival";
Anna
grandmother;
Dick
Sutherland, the "rolling-stone," and Noah
Young, sheriff. The story was written by
Hal Roach, Jean Havez and Sam Taylor.
Rupert Hughes has achieved a new success in his latest production, Remember
(formerly called Remembrance). A preview was given at the California Theatre,
Venice, Cal., and the picture was hailed
as a match for The Old Nest, which
scored a tremendous hit.
In Remember, he has done for father
what he did for mother in The Old Nest;
and he believes this is the first time anyone has starred dad.
The cast includes Patsy Ruth Miller,
Claude Gillingwater, Kate Lester, Cullen
Landis, Nell Craig, Dona Todd, Richard
Tucker, Esther Ralston, Arthur Trimble
and Lucille Ricksen.
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Colleen Moore and Antonio Moreno
will be taught the Peacock dance in Rupert
Hughes' current
picture.
ness of Siveets,
by none
other The
thanBitterRuth
St. Denis herself. An elaborate setting,
flanked by shimmering silver columns,
has been designed by the Goldwyn art department, directed by Cedric Gibbons, for
the scene.
Studio craftsmen acknowledged to be
among the foremost in pictures have been
signed by Hunt Stromberg for important
capacities on his personal production
staff, according to announcement this
week.
The latest acquisition is Del Andrews,
who has resigned from the Thomas H.
Ince Studios to become production manaqger and chief film editor. During his
nine-year association with Thomas H.
Ince, Andrews alternated in serving the
noted producer as film editor, continuity
expert, productional consultant and director. Among the popular Ince successes
edited by Andrews are Lying Lips, The
Bronze Bell, Beau Revel, The Home
Stretch, One A Minute, Bellboy 13 and
The Hottentot, the latter two Douglas
MacLean specials to be released by First
National. In the pioneer days at old Inceville, Andrews edited Civilization, and
many of the most successful Dorothy Dalton, Charles Ray and W. S. Hart pictures.
In addition to his work for Thomas H.
Ince, Andrews personally cut and edited
many of the leading Constance Talmadge
pictures, chief among which are A Pair
of Silk Stockings, Up the Road With
Sally,
Mrs. Leffingwell's
Boots,
Cares,
and others.
Andrews has
justWho
completed
the cutting and editing of the first Bull
Montana comedy special, A Ladies' Man.
The title innovations for the unique comedy were created by Renaud Hoffman, who
also has been signed for the Bull Montana
pictures. Hoffman's latest work is seen to
splendid advantage in the Norma Talmadge production of Smilin' Through.
Lyman Broening and Steve Evans, cameramen, are other permanent additions to
the Hunt Stromberg staff.
The second Bull Montana comedy special, under the working title, Lowry from
the Bowery, is now being cast, with production scheduled to begin next week. A
third story, entitled Fifth Avenue, is in
preparation. A fourth story — to be an
adaptation from a widely read novel — has
been purchased by Stromberg and will be
given elaborate production. Feature casts,
simjilar to the Claire McDowell, Charles
Mailes, Myrtle Lind, "Snitz" Edwards,
Chuck Reisner, Frank Kingsley and Stanhope Wheatcroft line-up as presented in
A Ladies'
Man, are comedies.
to be characteristic of
the
Bull Montana
As his next release, following Penrod,
vdth "Freckles" Barry, Marshall Neilan
will offer a crook story in Fools First, suggested by the Saturday Evening Post story
by that name by Hugh MacNair Kahler.
For the first time since Dinty and Go
and Get It, Mr. Neilan depends upon dramatic action and the spirit of romance in
bidding for public favor with this new
production. Unusual sitiiations created by
Mr. Neilan, such as those he put over so
effectively in the two pictures above mentioned, are expected to offer some real
thrills in a typical Neilan manner. Foremost among these is a scene in which a
dead man takes part in a poker game at
the headquarters of the gang of crooks,
right under the eyes of the police, who have
come to run down a tip on the murder.
Karl Struss, formerly cameraman for
Cecil De Mille and who recently signed
with Mr. Neilan and David Kesson, responsible for the photography in all Neilan
pictures during the past year, combined
efforts in photographing Fools First. _
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In ''His Wife's Relations" Comedian, Aided by Kate Price
and a Burly Crew, Makes Much Fun and Provides New Thrill
Buster Keaton, in His Wife's Relatio)is,
released by First National, brings a newfangled thrill to the satiated beings who
demand so much in the way of stunts from
their favorite comedians. With the
camera squarely upon the side of a fourstory building he lets himself down from
the top floor to the second by means of
the awnings. In its general effect it is
like swinging from one bar to another —
but in the execution it is different. As he
grabs hold of the southeast corner of the
upper awning the rod breaks. Buster
owings gracefully down to the awning below and to the west, grasps it by the
left hand, releases his right, the rod
breaks and he passes down to the second
and drops to the ground. He shakes himself, a patrol wagon quietly backs up, a
couple of pairs of hands reach out and as
quietly draw Buster in, the disappearing
vehicle irises out, and the show is over.
Relations
is a story
of low
lifeHisand Wife's
high life,
as the latter
is conceived
by those who know only too much about
the first. Buster and his wife and all of
her relations are pitchforked into it when
the latter gain the erroneous impression
the new bridegroom is about to be a
wealthy man, and they desire to be kind
to him. Where prior to the discovery
Buster is nearly slaughtered with brutality, the change in manner is in a fair
way to achieve the same end by softer
means — ^when the truth is revealed. Buster then really has to fight for his life —
and he does — as the quartet of elephantine brothers-in-law go after him, with
the aid of the police.
wedding,
too,mean,
is a amistake
—
youBuster's
understand
what we
new kind
of a mistake. Husky Kate Price, bumped
into by the fleeing Buster after she has
seen him by accident break the window
of a Polish justice of the peace, hails him
before the magistrate. That functionary,
impatiently awaiting the arrival of a
couple who have notified him they are on
their way to his office that they may be
married in Polish — the magistrate speaks
nothing else — immediately ties the knot.
The magistrate nearly spills the beans
when he kisses Kate, but a moment later
when she receives the certificate the truth
dawns. The shock is heavy, but she recovers and with a grim smile of triumph
drags off the cringing bridegroom.
The industrious comedian rings the bell
with His Wife's Relations. He receives,
too, most efficient aid from Kate Price and
the burly crew that surrounds him.
G. B.

Hy

Mayer

with

His

"Travelaughs" Gives
Novelty
Us Genuine
Hy Mayer in his Travelaughs gives us
a genuine novelty. Exceedingly clever
they are, but that expression does not
adequately describe them. They are
arti.stic and they are entertaining; and
they are instructive as well. They are
character drawings of representative
types of the immediate locality under the
survey of the artist. There is a blending

of the pencil and the motion picture camera ;the outlines of the drawn figures fade
out and in their exact positions appear the
forms of the humans the artist desires to
call to our attention.
Mr. Mayer shows us life in many
phases. The drawing may be that of a
charming girl, but the face that fades
into its place may be that of an applewoman seated behind her wares. The
single reels are filled with amusing surprises.
The R-C Pictures Corporation last
week showed two of Mr. Mayer's subjects.
Such Is Life in London's West End and
Such Is Life in Volendam. In the first
instance we are shown bits of old London,
interesting and entertaining. In the second he takes us over among the Dutch,
along the water front and in around the
quaint people and the still quainter
streets.
Unquestionably there will be a distinct
niche for these novel subjects.
G. B.
Speedy

Comedy

Is

"Danger," Filled to
Brim with Action
There's a Russianesque atmosphere in
this farce of "Danger — produced by Jack
White and released by Educational — certainly so far as the titles are concerned.
But speaking of titles, there's one which
has no Russian in it— not by a jugfull.
It is a post- Volstead gem, of pure Americanese. Read it: "A young man who
watches his P's and Q's — Pints and
Quarts." That ought to get a laugh, even

Will

Alternate
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Serials

at a church dinner, which perhaps is one
of the few public or semi-public functions
where Mr. Volstead still reigns supreme.
A young man — Lige Conley — walks
about a hotel lobby with an atomizer filled
with a dark colored liquid. He sprays its
contents in the neighborhood of several
tired business men and then enters a telephone booth. Behind him trail at least a
dozen of the aforesaid t. b. m.- — all at
once. Of course, this incident is not indicative of the general atmosphere of the
story, but it puts the observer in good
humor — at least it did that in one case.
Nearly all of the action takes place
in a hotel. There's a bunch of Bolsheviki
or something, the leader of which is a
black-bearded pirate who is accompanied
by his
wife. There's
aforesaid by
sprayer of perfume
who the
is attracted
the
wife in distress, with some papers she is
anxious to conceal from Black Beard. The
sprayer is enmeshed in many alarming
situations and squirms out of them.
Finally the band of outlanders is
cornered in a hut on a hillside after a
series of smashing vehicular incidents and
accidents and the hut is dynamited. The
hut is rolled down the hill, and we see
it from the inside as well as from the outside. It is a moving sight, unmarked by
the presence of tears.
Another incident is where the sprayer
in his effort to escape Black Beard is
suspended outside the hotel window, hanging on tOi a rope, his hold gradually weakening. When he lets go he lands astride
adecorator
decorator's
following
which
the
and plank,
the man
on the
outside
indulge in a little game of seesaw. But
it's a speedy comedy, to cut short a story
that easily might be longer. G.-B.
. Century's Sally Is Now Queenie
Sally, the Century Comedy educated
horse, has had her name changed to
Queenie. She was taught by Pete Morrison, for many years a veteran horse
trainer for the movies.

Travelaughs

and

Revue

R-C Pictures Issuing a Single Reel Subject Every Week —
Starland Will Bring to Screen Prominent Players of Stage
In accordance with the expansion plans
inaugurated by R-C Pictures, under the
management of P. A. Powers, who recently became managing director of that organization, the first R-C short subject release, the Hy Mayer Travelaugh, Such is
Life in London's West End, will be offered
on April 23. Heretofore R-C has distributed exclusively feature subjects from
its own Coast studios and a few outside
productions.
In branching out into the short subject
field R-C is inaugurating a program which
is expected to expand until it embraces
the best short pictures which can be obtained. "It is not our intention," states
J. I. Schnitzer, general manager of R-C
Pictures, "spasmodically to issue short
subjects. We are going to afford the exhibitor a steady supply, but we will not
pick up any cast off comedies or scenics to
do it. We are planning far ahead and the
two series which we are able to announce
at present certainly proves that we are
making the right kind of start. If we

can supply exhibitors with short subjects
of
of HyRevue
Mayer's
Travelaughs
andthethecalibre
Starland
we need
have no
worry about the future of our short department, and we will never lower the
standard which we have set.
"Fifteen subjects comprise the first
series of Travelaughs. These are all
interesting pictures, some of which have
already run at the Capitol Theatre in New
York. They are not scenics. A born
caricaturist, Mr. Mayer finds in his
travels all the fun that is hidden from the
unseeing eyes of the layman.
"Our second release is Starland Revue,
another novel single reel subject. Bringing all the Broadway stars, the heroes
and heroines of the American drama to
the screens of every city and town in the
country, is the job of Starland Revue, and
Jack Cohn, its producer, is doing it in a
most fascinating manner. The first Starland Revue will be issued every second
week beginning April 30, and will alterlaughs.nate weekly with the Hy Mayer Trave-
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Educational

Universal

Plans

Alaskan

Good

Entertainment

Pathe will release April 30 Told at
Twilight, a three-part playlet. It may be
a reissue, but in case any who may previously have seen it still remember the story
they still will find a goodly amount of
entertainment in it. Like the great majority of these Baby Marie Osborne stories
there's something about them that time
and
again wedigwill
in exclude
under afrom
person's
Of course,
those skin.
who
likely will experience this boring process
the flapper, male and female, whose extreme sophistication naturally will make

Week

Chapter

Play
Adds to Its List of Historical-Educational Serials with Film
Starring William Desmond Supported by Miss LaPlante
For its summer release Universal has old Triangle days. This is his first enplanned what should be an exceedingly
gagement at Universal City. His principal support will be furnished by Laura
agreeable subject — that of Alaska. As a
LaPlante, who has won a definite place
fitting addition to the list of historicalin the confidence of the casting experts
educational serials, the Alaskan chapterplay will undoubtedly meet with a like at Universal City and at 1600 Broadway,
warm response from educators as well as as well as of the photoplay public. Others
are Fred Stanton, Chief Harris, Mack B.
exhibitors. The title of the Alaskan chapterplay is tentatively called The Great
Wright, George Williams, Joe McDermott
and James Alamo.
Conspiracy, and
consist of fifteen
chapters, developed under the authorship
Perry Vekroff, one of the best known
serial directors in the motion picture busiof George Morgan and under the superness, has been engaged to direct.
vision of William Lord Wright, chapterplay editor at Universal City.
Chapter by chapter, the play will show
President Andrew Johnson and his cabinet
Universal has just signed William Desnegotiating the purchase from Russia,
mond to play the stellar role. He is anthe actual purchase for $7,200,000, the
other of the thoroughly established stars
first settlements, the gold strike, and the
who has been willing to turn his dramatic
talents to the serial. Desmond was born
spectacular development of the virgin territory in recent years. A romantic theme
in Ireland, and began his stage career in
tory.
has been interwoven into the colorful hisNew York with Quo Vadis, entering the
moving picture business way back in the

"Told at Twilight,"
witli Babv Marie, Is

Number 22

them immune and exempt, and also the
ultra hard-boiled.
Henry King is the director of the story
and besides carries the role of the father
of the heroine. His work before the camera is of short duration, but it is work
that necessarily must be well done, and it
may be said that it is well done. Beatrice
Van is the mother. She plays her part as
if the child really is hers, and that is
saying enough.
Daniel Gilfether, as a lonely old man
and next-door neighbor of Baby Marie,
carries the bulk of the acting burden. He
finely and feelingly enacts the role of the
old man who loses his heart to the fouryear-old next door and who comes to the
front as the benefactor of the father of
the child when the parent approaches the
edge of ruin through gambling in the market with his employer's money.
G. B.

Baby Peggy in "The Little Rascal," Century-Universal, week of April 23, at Rivoli

Opens with Record
Theatre Bookings
First reports from several of the
branches of Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., show that Educational Pictures
Week, April 16 to 23, opened with a record
number of showings for Educational
Pictures.
Without counting the many spot bookings expected during the week, several of
the branch exchanges showed practically
100 per cent bookings at the beginning of
the week.
Indications were that with a very few
exceptions every important first run
theatre in the country was running one or
more of Educational's short subjects.
In the territory served by the New York
City branch, where many spot bookings
were sure each day of the week, the week
began with Educational Pictures showing
in 450 houses. There were 206 theatres in
the Philadelphia district showing Educational Pictures.
More than 200 houses began the week
with Educational Pictures on their programs in Boston and the territory served
by the exchange in that city. Cleveland
reported the same number. Detroit was
serving almost 200 theatres when the
week
Pittsburgh and its territory
coveredbegan.
266 houses.
There were 125 theatres in St. Louis
and the district served from there.
Kansas City stated that 185 houses were
showing Educational product.
"The earliest reports are most encouraging," said E. W. Hammons, president of
Educational.
Kipling
Second

Ballad

Gets

"Broadway"

at Proctor's
Pathe'sWeek
one-reel special
feature picture
version of Kipling's Ballad of Fisher's
Boarding House makes its point with emphasis on Broadway, where it had a highly successful week at the Strand Theatre,
and
immediately
for Proctor's
Fifthwas
Avenue
house. booked
The Kipling
special,
it is announced, has been booked by the
Keith and Loew theatres in New York
and vicinity and is assured a prosperous
career throughout the country.
No better indication of the box ofHce
value of this high class novelty in the
way of feature pictures could be furnished
than is contained in the following letter
received by Pathe from Joseph Plunkett,
Managing Dii-ector of the Strand:
"One of the outstanding features of the
short reel progi-amme which was run last
week in coniunction with Charlie Chaplin in Pay Day was your single-reel picturization of Rudyard Kipling's poem,
The Ballad of Fisher's Boarding Hmise.
"This is one of the finest single-reel
dramas that has come to my attention in
some time. It is a powerful picture, full
of atmosphere and splendidly produced.
It certainly made a big impression on
our audiences."
Sport Reviews in Capitol
As an evidence of the importance of the
series of Sport Review films sponsored by
Artclass Pictures Corporation and distributed by Goldwyn, it is announced that
S. L. Rothafel has contracted for two
of these films for early release. One of
the latest Sport Reviews, entitled By-Way
Champions, was shown at the Capitol
Theatre the week of April 16, to be followed by Fore, a Sport Review dealing
with golf, the week of April 23.
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Bruce's "My Country''
Beautiful Scenic

Robert C. Bruce has done nothing for
the screen quite like My Country, a
single reel "Wilderness Tales" scenic soon
"to be released by Educational. There will
be many who will express the view that
perhaps no one else has either. The scenic
is a department of motion picture activity
in which Mr. Bruce for years has specialized— and always with success. Recently
he has essayed to introduce a bit of drama
in his screen poems — and also with success, notably with Ajid Women Must
Weep. In the present instance there is
not a trace of drama as we have grown
accustomed to conceive that enfolding
term. The series of pictures of the great
Northwest, of paintings in motion, powerfully stir one nevertheless, even under the
most prosaic, untheatrical surroundings —
in a plain walled projection room sans
music.
There are times when one tires of looking at a scenic subject, superb even
though it may be. The backgrounds may
change, but the general character may
not. They may be all of sunsets, of clouds,
or of rivers. In My Country there is a
constantly shifting scene, in setting and
in character. There is a feeling at times

Denny

in Round

"Leather
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Is a

Rarely

the transition is too sudden, the views too
short to permit full assimilation and enjoyment.
Here we have broad reaches of pounding surf; of little farms among the rolling hills; a breeze in the tops of the poplars; of shaded trout streams; of misting
falls, "ribbons of silver hanging from
great cliffs"; of timbered valleys and
sparkling lakes; long shots of the Columbia River, with fleecy clouds above; mantles of fog disclosing only the mountain
tops; a flaming forest; fifteen miles of
tumbling cumulous clouds, seen from
above, a veritable ocean ; snow-crowned
Rainier, scores of miles in the distance;
and shadows and sunset.
The artistic Bruce photography is enhanced in value by rarely skillful tinting
in the laboratory. The latter factor is especially notable in the striking cloud effects that round out the views of the
island-studded Columbia River, photographed from a mountainside and into an
afternoon sun. And this is but one of
several examples. The titles? In simple,
dignified, impressive English they match
the picture — complete it.
Altogether, My Country is a rare picture. GEORGE BLAISDELL.
the next work by Reginald Denny will
be in a series of pictures having a NorthWest Mounted atmosphere. G. B.

Pushers"

Still Packs Wallop
Reginald Denny still packs a wallop in
that right mitt of his. In Round 5 of
The Leather Piishers he again responds
to the call of time but without any time
to spare. Owing to the successful or
nearly successful machinations of his
opponents he is detained securely bound
some distance from the ringside. How
he makes his getaway, lands without seconds to lose at the scene of the fight and
quickly throws off his dinner coat and
"biled" shirt surely makes a series of fastmoving incidents that are filled with suspense. Then, stripped to the waist and
otherwise attired in his dress trousers
and shoes, he sails into Tiger Capato and
cleans him up and out in one round. It
is a battle that will delight the heart of
the fight fan and stir the blood of almost
any picture fan — provided there's, any in
him.
The same old standbys of the previous
rounds contribute to the maintenance of
the ring atmosphere. There's Hayden
Stevenson as the manager of the "glad
I'ags" prizefighter, at his wit's ends to
keep the "skirts" away from his protege
and his protege away from the "skirts."
And there's Sam Ryan, manager of
Dummy Carney, who whips Kid Roberts
in the third round of the series and "gets
his" in the fourth. Then there's Billy
Ivans as Tiger Capato, who certainly
earns any money that may have been paid
him for hisi appearance in the picture.
Norma Shearer is Rose Del Mar, the
New Orleans flower girl for whom the kid
"falls," and no one will blame him. It's
an excellent cast, selected with a keen
eye for type. Harry Pollard is the director, and he also is the builder of the
scenario. It will be a matter of regret
on the part of exhibitors and the public
alike that there is in sight but one more
of this unusual series of pictures, it having been announced by Universal that
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Abe Stern in New York
Prior to Going Abroad
Abe Stern, secretary and treasurer of
Century Comedies, has arrived in New
York from Chicago, where he held a conference with mid-western exchange men.
Mr. Stern will stay in New York two
weeks and will then sail for Europe,

where he will enjoy a rest and at the same
time arrange for European bookings of
Century Comedies. With him goes Bert
Sternbach,
Century's ofcasting
director.to see
It is the intention
the tourists
the best examples of foreign humor which
are suitable for American audiences, to
study the types which are popular over
there and even to sign up foreign actors
for Century Comedies if such appeal to
them as distinct assets.
"The

Verdict"

a Good

Is

Newspaper

and Mystery Tale
Universal's latest two-reel western also
contains a newspaper angle. The Verdict
numbers among its cast Eddie Polo, in
the role of a reporter gifted in the solution of murder mysteries. In this instance
George Morgan, the author of the story
and also the scenarist, has built up a
situation that has the appearance of sure
enough mystery.
A well-to-do man, a collector of live
bugs and insects, is found dead in bed,
with a tiny mark on the forehead. His
niece, with whom the day before the old
man had had a violent argument as to the
particular man she should marry, is accused of the murder. The reporter asks
permission to sleep in the room of death.
During athenight
that contains
incidents
newspaper
man by "creepy"
aid of a
flashlight sees a tarantula creeping over
the pillow, and the mystery is solved. He
writes his story and appears before the
coroner just in time to save the girl
from being locked up charged with her
uncle's murder.
There is, of course, a love story running
through the two reels, that of the niece
and a reporter on a local newspaper.
Then, too, there is a much older man,
the executor of the uncle, who insists
on the girl marrying him.
The story is convincingly told and well
played. Dorothy Wood, of attractive
personality, is the niece; Duke R. Lee the
executor, Jim Gibson the uncle, and Jim
Moreley, the local reporter. G. B.

Short
Subjects Justified^ Says Pathe
General Sales Manager Eschmann Says They Have Won Favor
with Exhibitors — 6,000 Houses Are Playing Lloyd Reissues
Mr. Plunkett knows that thousands of his
With the Strand Theatre's successful
introduction of Managing Director Joseph
patrons never saw it before — and others
probably would welcome it any way.
Plunkett's
"diversified
program"
— ^which
included Pathe
News, Pathe
Review
and
That's the way several thousand exhibithe one-reel Pathe special feature picturitors feel about it. Since Pathe began reissuing these Lloyds, one each week, the
zation of Rudyard Kipling's Ballad of
demand for them has -steadily increased
Fisher's Boarding House — Pathe considuntil today they are played regularly by
shorta half
subjectago'policy
inaugurated
yearers itsand
has justified
itselfa
with all classes of exhibitors.
fully
6,000 theatres."
In rounding
up the short subject program situation as viewed from the Pathe
"The short subject program," said Genangle, Mr. Eschmann said Pathe was
Sales Managerfavor
E. A.
won eral
remarkable
withEschmann,
exhibitors"has
all adding
new material as fast as it became
over the country. Although they are not available. The latest acquisition is a
guided by the methods of their metropoliseries of twenty-six two-reeler Santa Fe
tan comrades, still they like to feel that Mac Westerns.
what is good for them is good for theatres
"One of the most healthful indications
like the Strand. The Strand is more than
about the increasing vogue for short suba first class Broadway house. It is an institution. It has that reputation with seen ject
said Mr. booking
Eschmann,
"is
in programs,"
the remarkable
activity
exhibitors everywhere, and it means
of
the
three-reel
'Pathe
Playlets,'
which
something to them when the Strand plays
is in excess of all anticipations. The first
the Kipling film, and voluntarily testifies:
fifteen of these went literally 'like hot
'It is a powerful picture, full of atmoscakes,' and a second series of fifteen is
phere and splendidly produced. It certainannoimced and now being booked.
ly made a big impression on our audi"In the make-up of the short subject
program,
the value of the Pathe serial
"The Strand is not afraid of reissues
'serial
On serials
because
they
are
reissues.
It
frequently
increases.
steadily
episode
ences.' a single reel Lloyd comedy, because
day' with many houses
which show
plays
it is of course the feature."
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Western

Announce Fortnightly Release of ''Santa Fe Mac" Stories,
Featuring Leo D. Maloney and Directed by Ford I. Beebe
Elmer Pearson, general manager of tional Geographic Society at Washington.
Pathe Exchange, announces that in its Following the lecture Gilbert Grosvenor,
president of the society, in a letter, exprogram for increased and a wide variety
tended his thanks to Mr. Ditmars for his
of short subjects, Pathe will add a new
"initiative and energy in preparing this
valuable contribution to our knowledge of
series of specially prepared two-reel Western features to be released every other
the animal and insect world."
The Four Seasons is playing in all the
week — the Santa Fe Mac stories, featurimportant
centers of the country to ening Leo D. Maloney. Pathe is enthusiastic
thusiastic audiences. It is being disover this new product, the first of which
tributed by the W. W. Hodkinson Corwas recently shown at the Home Office. poration.
They are clean dramas, shaped with effective craftsmanship and pervaded by the Baby Peggy Goes to Rivoli
quickened inspiration of all outdoors.
with "The Little Rascal"
The success of the Tom Santschi twoThe littlest star, Baby Peggy, is winreelers established an increasing demand
ning fresh laurels for Century Comedies
for this style and length of photodrama.
in The Little Rascal, for which she is
Mr. Maloney is an old favorite in Westbooked at the Rivoli the week of April 23.
erns and is familiar with this environThis is a typical Peggy story in which
ment, not alone of the screen, but as part
of his natural life. He is a native of Cali- she plays the part of a mischievous little
fornia and his early career was spent girl who upsets an entire household, composed of papa, mamma and older sister,
upon a ranch until the screen called him.
He has appeared in early Pathe short with her pranks. She puts blacking in
stuff and has played in the big Western
her
father's
mug — the
^trieslife
to use
his
safety
razor shaving
and makes
of the
productions of several other companies.
white poodle a hectic nightmare. Old
Both Mr. Maloney and Ford I. Beebe,
who is associated with him in the producfogey drenpeople
who don't
like Rascal,
lively chilwill not enjoy
The Little
but
tions, and who will direct, have promised
the baby certainly enjoyed making it, as
that the two-reelers will be in the nature
of outdoor classics, combining swift action most of the incidents are only replicas of
her own experiences.
with tension and originality of plot. "The
Blanche Payson, the six-foot-four heavySanta Fe Mac series," says Mr. Pearson,
weight feminine champion, is again lead"will furnish an element of popular aping woman for tiny Peggy, impersonating
peal to any program, for they approximate an exceedingly high standard of her irate mother.
story creation and beautiful picture making."
Many

REVIEWS
OF CURRENT
SHORT SUBJECTS

Newspapers

Printing

Novel

of

"Go-Get-'Em-Hutch"
Over one hundred newspapers and
sometimes more than two hundred take
advantage of the novelizations of popular
and current serial photoplays, declares
Pathe. That these novelizations are not
only looked upon with high favor by the
different newspapers using them, but are
also taken advantage of by the exhibitor
as an exploitation aid is proved by the
fact that a great many showmen place
them innovelized
their local
Hutch,
by papers.
Herbert Go-Get-'Em
Crooker, is
the latest Pathe chapter-play to be syn->^
dicated, and already more than a hundred
newspapers, and one popular motion picture magazine, have made arrangements
for its publication.
In the case of many previous serials
arrangements were made by exhibitors
whereby they co-operated with their local
newspapers, running a chapter at the
same time, or previous to the time the
serial episode was shown in their theatre.
As to the motion picture magazines —
monthly magazines ran sometimes four
chapters in one issue, while the weekly
screen publications printed a chapter
every week. Advantage of the syndication of these popular serial stories was
also taken by many foreign publications.
Ditmars Delivers Lecture
on His "Four Seasons"
Raymond L. Ditmars, who produced
The Four Seasons for the Kineto Company of America, lectured last week on
the subject of the picture before the Na-

PATHE REVIEW 153.— The opening
number, "The Huskies of Alaska," contains some remarkable snow shots. "The
initial scene is one that will make the jaded
sit up and take notice^ — a view from the
deck of a steamer of a half mile of chilllooking old ocean and in the background
mountains blanketed with snow from peak
to base, and the latter at the water's
edge. Then there are views of dog teams,
used as overland carriers and as "truck
horses" around the farm. Interesting examples are given of "brain tests" for
child and adult. "Crystal Close-ups" reveals the marvels of crystallization as revealed by the miscroscopic camera. "The
Seven Ages of Romance" shows an elderly
couple at a fireplace, against which appear
visions of other years, in which they see
themselves as they were. The Pathecolor
subject is "Concerning Capri," an interesting bit of scenic.
THE BOY AND HIS DOG.— Aesop's
Fables Cartoon, released by Pathe. — Cartoonist Paul Terry brings us some real
laughs in this single reel. It is the story
of an inventive boy who, barred with his
mutt from a dog show, takes a leaf out
of the dachshund's book. When he sees
entrants of six and eight feet in length
experiencing no difficulty in gaining access
to a bench, he makes use of a stove pipe,
puts the fore part or parts of his white
mutt on the front end and his black cat, or
at last its hind legs and tail, at the rear
end, and not only gains admission but wins
the first prize. All of which ought to demonstrate that "Necessity is the mother of in-
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vention," as was remarked some 2600 years
ago by Mr. Aesop.
THE ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
CRUSOE.— Episode 4 of Universal Historical Serial. — Crusoe, played by Harry
Myers, burned out of his hut by cannibals,
builds a new home at the other side of his
island. When Friday and his father are
brought to the island by their captors
with the intention of burning them Crusoe
plants gunpowder under the oven where
the baking is scheduled to take place.
Later when the savages light the fire several things happen, among them the blowing up of the oven and its surrounding
near humans and the escape of Friday and
his father. Crusoe discovers a chest containing gold. The number is one of the
less exciting sort.
KINETO BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE.—
Japan. — Beautiful photography characterizes this as one of the best of the short
subjects. The Japanese gardens, temples
and mountains stand out as rare pieces of
art. An interesting and a unique feature
of this reel is the Ginza, or street of the
"movies." Here one sees the fantastic
banners lining both sides of the street
fairly screaming the message that the
Oriental exhibitor has to tell his patrons.
KINETO BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE.—
Rome. — Interesting views of the Eternal
City; the
particularly
good the
shotsColosseum
of St. Peter's
and
Vatican; also
and
the ruins of the old city. There is also
pictured some of the well-known streets
through the city and the Fontana di Trevi,
where departing travelers drink from the
fountain and toss a coin into the basin in
accordance with the old belief that by so
doing their return to the city is assured.
KILL THE NERVE.— Single reel comedy released by Pathe. — This is "Snub"
Pollard's weekly contribution to the fun
mart. It's all right, unless you are suffering from a toothache, in which case you
had better lay off. "Snub" gets a job as
a tooth puller, after he has, when in search
of a shave, crawled into a dentist's chair
instead of a barber's and lost a tooth. We
repeat,
of
fun. it's all right and will make a lot
NO BRAINS.— Two-reel Century Comedy, released by Universal. — Harry Sweet
is the star in this subject, which is written and directed by Tom Buckingham.
Sweet, as usual, plays the boob and plays
it well. Opposite him Is Alberta Vaughn.
Against him is a giant of a chap, who
also is seeking the job that Sweet is anxobtain.
in theious totwo
reels. There's quite a lot of fun
PIPE THE WHISKERS.— One-reel reissue by Pathe. — Harold Lloyd, "Snub"
Pollard and Bebe Daniels are brought together in gets
a "Muditorium
for Old
The title
its force from
the Guys."
large
number of "old guys" who inhabit
sanitarium, of which Lloyd is janitor.
comedy is filled with sheer nonsense,
that remark is intended as a boost and
a knock.

the
The
and
not

SOCIETY SAILERS — One-reel Star
Comedy,
by ofUniversal.
Conklin isreleased
the author
the story— Hal
and
the scenario, which is directed by William Watson. Neely Edwards carries
well a dual role and makes lively comedy.
Laura La Plante is the Peach and Emily
Gerdes is the Lemon and both give excellent support. There is a large cast.
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Two-Reelers
Twelve
to Make
Tweedy
Comedian at Work in Los Angeles on Series to Be Sponsored
Will Direct Distribution
by Sanford Productions, Which
more
than ten years. Starting with Pathe
A series of twelve two-reel comedies
featuring Tweedy have been started in in Europe more than fifteen years ago he
Los Angeles, which will be released one a has since worked with numerous big companies on the other side; he was featured
month on the state rights market. The
by
Ambrosio
of Italy and directed features
new series is to be sponsored by the Sanfor them as well. In America he has
ford Productions, recently organized by made four different series, all of which
Frank M. Sanford, president of Western
are on the market, the most successful of
Features Productions, Inc., who also will which were the Mirth Comedies, and
handle the direct distribution of the which were only quite recently completed.
product in the United States.
This last series is said already to have
"I have just completed a tour of the dis- been sold for every country on the globe.
Miss Dorothy Earle again will be his
tributing centers," says Mr. Sanford,
"and I have come to the conclusion that the leading woman, and while she has been
buyers in the state rights market have be- in pictures only three years she has attained an enviable position.
gun to see the light of better business;
Frank S. Mattison will be in active
furthermore, I found a stronger feeling
than ever of friendship toward the actual
charge of production and work with
producer, the independent producer, I Marcel Perez in the Direction of the
mean; and in every instance they were
series. Mr. Mattison was Director General for the Shiller Productions in Yonanxious to buy direct from us in Hollywood, and effect the usual 35 to 50 per kers, where the Mirth, Aladdin and Suncent distribution charge added by a New
Lite comedies were produced last year.
York agent or distributor.
Prior to that, he' was eastern production
manager for the Reelcraft Pictures Cor"Contracts have been closed with Tweedy
whereby his product will be sold direct, poration.
The title of the first release is Fvre!
eliminating the New York selling agent.
Fire!,
and production has been in prog"In this new series, Tweedy will have
every facility at his disposal to make the
ress for the past three weeks. The picture is expected to be ready for the marbest pictures of his career; we have enket early in April.
gaged a studio in which there is room for
The distribution will be through the
three companies; the production staff will
be devoted entirely to his comedies and
State rights market via independent exchanges. In many cases the exchanges
given a month in which to complete a
which handled the Mirths have bought
picture. I expect to offer the public some
the new series. Announcement of the
of the best pictures on the state rights
complete
distribution will be advertised
market in the comedy line."
shortly.
Tweedy has been a picture star for
Well

Directed

and

Played Is Curwood
Tale of Far North
Irving Cummings directs as well as
stars in Man from Hell's River, adapted
from James Oliver Curwood's "God of
Her People." The production vnll be sold
for distribution in the State rights market by the Western Pictures Exploitation
Company, through Irving M. Lesser and
Michael Rosenberg.
While Mr. Cummings directs the picture in which he is also the featured player he has not forgotten that others are
appearing with him. In other words, he
has not pushed himself to the front to
the exclusion of his associates. And these
latter form a worthy band, too.
Wallace Beery has the role of Gaspard
the Wolf, a hanger-on at the trading camp
in the north woods, a man with a sizable
past but for a long time unrecognized as
one sought for murder. Eva Novak is
Maballa, reared by Lopente, a fugitive
from justice, and his squaw. Robert Klein
is Lopente and William Herford is the
Padre. It is a strong quartet.
The subject is a typical Curwood north
woods-snow country melodrama and its
direction is marked by restraint. Nor
is there any gunplay. Gaspard on one
occasion does throw his knife at the head

of Corporal Pierre, Northwest Mounted,
played by Mr. Cummings, but the dirk
passes over the quickly ducked head and
lodges in a tree. By the way, there is a
pretty and rather tense fight for the possession of this projecting steel by the
men struggling on the ground beneath it.
The picture is well acted and adequately
staged. The finish is marked by a stirring
hand-to-hand struggle between Corporal
Pierre and Gaspard in which the playedout combatants finally reach the edge of
a cliff. The issue is very much in doubt
when Rin-Tin, leader of the dog team,
breaks his leash, tears across the inteirvening ground and throws his great weight
squarely upon the chest of Gaspard. The
Wolf loses his hold and his balance and
slips over the cliff.
G. B.
"Ridin'
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Wild"

Stewart

and

with
Beery

Is a Good Western
H. H. Van Loan, who is responsible
among other things for The Virgin of
Stamboul, is the author of Ridin' Wild,
produced by Hugh B. Evans and now
ready for distribution on the State rights
market by the Western Pictures Exploitation Company. Robert T. Thornby is the
director of the production, which contains
among other factors of merit a number of

TERRITORIES

notable desert shots. Some of the best
of these were taken either at the beginning or the ending of the day, probably
the former. Slanting shadows are on the
near distant mountains, giving a picturesque effect that is good to look upon.
The story is of Larry Reid, a new
sheriff, played by Roy Stewart, determined to end gunplay in his jurisdiction
and to clean it up generally. The sheriff
is in love with the young school teacher,
played by Marjorie Daw. The regard
of the sheriff gets a rough jolt when he
tracks a fugitive to the home of the school
teacher and discovers she is shielding him.
Neither at this time not later when the
sheriff starts for the desert to bring in
the fugitive does the school teacher enlighten the representative of the law that
it is her brother he is following, but there
is no doubt in the mind of the spectator
that such is the fact. It is so patent,
so obvious, that the eventual confirmation
of the belief constitutes the real shortcoming of the picture.
Wallace Beery is Figaro, the bandit,
responsible for the shooting for which
the brother, played by Johnny Walker, is
followed and finally captured by the
sheriff. The sub-titles at times are long,
and, imposed over stills portraying the
immediate action, are not always quite
100 per cent legible.
The names of the director and the players are in themselves a guarantee of the
quality of the acting.
G. B.
Big Feature Rights Takes
"Cap'n Kidd" for Two States
The Big Feature Rights Corporation of
Kentucky, through its representative,
Lee L. Goldberg, this week acquired the
rights
to Cap'n
Kentucky
and
Tennessee.
The Kidd
news for
of this
sale was
made public the early part of the week by
Joe Brandt, president of the Star Serial
Corporation,
controls the world's
rights
to the which
Polo product.
The consummation of the contract was
to a great degree facilitated by the showing of the first two episodes of the serial.
So impressed was Mr. Goldberg that in
less than twenty-four hours after the
screening contracts were signed.
Mr. Goldberg will start an intensive
and far-reaching advertising and pubin his licity
territory.
campaign in behalf of Cap'n Kidd

"Burn 'Em Up Barnes" Is
Now Sold Out 100 Per Cent
C. C. Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors, Inc., announced this week that
Burn 'Em Up Barnes, starring Johnny
Hines, has absolutely cleaned up solid
as far as territory rights are concerned.
New England was purchased by Sam Moscow Film Co., at 54 Broadway, Boston.
The Favorite Film Co. of Detroit, secured
the rights for Detroit, while Washington
territory was taken over by Lew Bache,
Associated First National Picture representative inthat territory.
It is less than six months ago that the
picture was first shown to buyers. Mr.
Burr cessis
of thenaturally
picture. jubilant over the suc-
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^^Wandering
Boy^' Is Sold for Europe
Arthur Ziehm Will Control Rights on the Continent —
Equity Also Sells Australia and ISew Zealand and Mexico
produced was The Able Minded Lady,
Where Is My Wandering Boy To-Night,
starring Henry Walthall, which is now
the B. F. Zeidman-Equity picture, has
been sold for all of Continental Europe,
being State-righted through exchanges
it is announced this week by Louis Baum,
handling Pacific products.
general manager of Equity. Arthur
In announcing his production plan for
Ziehm, one of the best known film exthe Summer Mr. Hayes states: "The
porters, will control the European rights.
State right market will be ready for more
Mr. Ziehm for a long time has been
pictures about the middle of July and we
known as a discriminating foreign buyer,
want to be ready to step in with a big
and at the present time is handling, in picture just about that time."
addition to My Wandering Boy, some big
productions. Their territory embraces
practically all of the Continent.
"We made the statement when this pic- "The Night Riders"
ture was first shown," stated Mr. Baum,
of Second National
in commenting
the sale,appeal.
"that theIt
production
had upon
a universal
Holds the Interest
isn't a big city picture, or a small town
picture. It isn't even an American picThere
is a certain rugged strength in
ture. The appeal is wider than any one
The Night Riders, now being released by
nationality, and we believe that the fact Second
National Pictures. It is natural
that such a concern as Ziehm's has purthere should be, as the story is from the
chased the European rights is ample
of Ridgewell Cullum. Alexander B.
proof of this. Mother-love is the same the pen
Butler adapted and directed it. The proworld over, and the motion picture that
duction is handicapped by indifferent
gets down to the elemental emotions of photography.
man and shows them with force and realAlbert Ray has the role of John Tresler,
ism is sure of a world-wide audience.
a well-educated young man from the city
"Furthermore,
a
good
showmen
is
the
who goes into the Northwest to learn the
same in America or in France. National
temperments differ, of course, but there business of stock raising. He is attracted
are certain qualities which appeal to all by Diana, the daughter of Julian Marthe owner of the ranch on which
peoples and which the wise showman rec- boldt,
he is employed, who also is the object ot
ognizes and capitalizes."
the attentions of the foreman, a pretty
In this country the production is nearing the 100 per cent sales mark. Equity hard character. Marboldt, blind by day
and with the vision of a bat at night, is
is in receipt of word from practically
the leader of local bandits. The story is
every buyer of the feature that unusually
big and long runs have been booked. In of difficulties between Tresler and the
Cleveland the picture was presented by foreman, of mix-ups with the bandits,
of the slaying of the foreman by one of
S. Barrett McCormick at the Allen Thehis former cronies, and the death of the
atre, and is completing a successful one
ranchman when he walks over a cliff.
week's run. Sunday, April 16, the openMaudie Dunham has the role of the
ing day of the run at the Allen, was the
biggest of the present year, according to daughter, Andre Beaulieu is Marboldt and
reports received by Equity.
Russell Gordon is Jake Harnach, the foreman. As is intimated in the opening line
In addition to the European sale, a deal
for Australia and New Zealand has been this seemingly inexpensively made producconsummated, announces Mr. Baum, and
tion, in spite of obvious handicaps, maintains its hold on the interest of the
the rights for Mexico also have been disspectator.
G. B.
posed of. Mr. Baum expects that within
the next three weeks the entire world
rights will have been sold.
Artist Frank Small Will
Blank Buys Wandering Boy
Abe Blank, head of Greater Features,
Inc., one of the best known independent
exchangemen in the country, is the latest
purchaser of My Wandering Boy. Mr.
Blank will distribute the feature in Iowa
and Nebraska.
Mr. Blank's headquarters are in Des
Moines, and one branch is maintained in
Omaha for the convenience of Nebraska
exhibitors. His exchange has become
recognized as one of the leading independent exchanges in that territory.
"I have been following the history of
the
Mr. appearance
Blank, "from
time picture,"
it made stated
its first
at the
the
Criterion Theatre. I saw the leading exchangemen throughout the country pick
up the picture, and I watched the way it
drew in the big cities where it was afforded first runs, but, despite all this, I
tookMr.plenty
time tothat
reachhe mywilldecision."
Blankof states
exploit
this feature in every possible way, and
will take advantage of the manv novelties
prepared by Equity, as well as the stunts
explained in the press book.
Pacific to Resume June 1
The Pacific Film Co., Inc., will resume
productions about June 1, after a lay off
several months. The last picture Pacific
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Design Eddie Polo Posters
Frank W. Small, recognized as one of
the foremost pirate artists in the country,
has been engaged by the Star Serial Corporation, through the Ritchey Lithograph
Company, to draw the series of one, three
fend six sheet posters for Cap'n Kidd,
Eddie Polo's chapter-play.
The securing of Mr. Small's services is
in line with the Star Serial's policy of
surrounding Eddie Polo's first independent serial
with the best advertising accessories available.
Mr. Small has completed work on the
first two chapters of the serial.

"Sunrise Comedies"
to Be Heralded by
Attractive Paper
Unusually attractive and effective
paper of style and coloring that will dress
any lobby or theatre front will be a
feature of the release of each of the new
Sunrise Comedies.
The C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation,
which is distributing this series of gloomchasers produced by Harry Cohn and
featuring Billy West, announces that
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special attention is being given to the
preparation of this exploitation material,
believing that nothing so sells a comedy
to the public before they have seen it a^ a
piece of paper showing a situation that
makes 'em laugh.
"It's pretty easy to sell 'em a sob idea
or a good thrill on paper," says John Cohn
of C. B. C, "but it takes a lot of thought
to sell 'em a laugh and make them come
into the theatre to see the rest of it."
It is this thought that is going into the
making of the Sunrise Comedies paper,
says Mr. Cohn. Paper on the first release.
You'd Be Surprised, is now ready, and the
distributors believe that both the one and
idea.
three sheets have struck the real comedy
Mai St. Clair has been secured to direct
the comedies. Mr. St. Clair is well known
as a comedy director, having been a director of Buster Keaton comedies and
other sure-fire laugh-getters.
All Star

Features

of San

Francisco

Buys Carewe Special
C. C. Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors, Inc., announces that another
territory has been sold on the Edwin
Carewe independent special / A m the Law.
Louis Hyman of the All Star Features
Company of San Francisco has purchased
the Californian rights on the feature. Mr.
Burr received the following wire from
Mr. Hyman:
"Just closed I Am the Law with your
representative, Lester Scott. Congratulate you on this picture. Assure you it
will go into best houses. If State rights
man could get one picture a month like
this it would give him product with which
ito compete with biggest releasing organization in industry."
The foreign
rights and eight territories
in the United States now have been disposed of. Warner Brothers secured the
foreign rights, while the other United
States buyers are Joe SkirboU, western
Pennsylvania and Ohio; M. H. Clausner,
northwestern territories, including Denver and Seattle; H. L. Lieber & Co. of
Indianapolis, Indiana and J. H. Cubberley
of Minneapolis, for his territory.
Kwality Pictures of Seattle
Stocks Up on Year's Program
L. K. Brin of Kwality Pictures of Seattle, has brought back from New York his
entire program for 1922 and 1923. The
following are now available: Why Girls
Leave Home, School Days, Your Best
Fi-iend, Ashamed of Parents and Parted
Curtains, while releases for the future
will be Rags to Riches, Brass, Little Heroes of the Street and Main Street. Mr.
Brin has taken over the entire office at
2006 Third Avenue, and will remodel the
enlarged space. While in New York Mr.
Brin was the guest of the Warner
Brothers at the Naked Truth dinner. He
leaves for Denver April 20 to. establish
new offices there and in Salt Lake.
Cloudesley Johns Marries
Cloudesley Johns, director of advertising and publicity for Second National
Pictures Corporation, was married April
15 to Mrs. Adele M. Alexander, art critic.
The couple will make their home in
Coytesville, N. J. Mr. Johns, before taking up newspaper work and magazine
writing, had experience as cowboy, woodsman, miner and in other fields of activity
in the West. He was bom in California,
and for years was the friend and associate
of Jack London, C. E. Van Loan and
George Sterling.
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American Feature Film Company of Boston, who are the distributors of Universal
product for that territory. Mr. Zimmerman of the Nu-Art Pictures Corporation,
Buffalo, has purchased the entire series
for New York State with the exception
of Greater New York.

Kinema
Widely
Exploits ^School Days'
Los Angeles Theatre Loses 300 Keys, Distributes 20,000
Questionnaires, Ties Up Song Shops and Uses Ballyhoo
Inc., plan six features and twelve twoTo put over the Warner Brothers procomedies within the year. Abramson
duction, Gus Edwards' School Days, fea- reel
turing Wesley Barry, and produced by will direct one and possibly two of the Milwaukee
Kay-Bee
Harry Rapf, the Kinema Theatre, Los features and supervise the remainder.
Production will be divided between New
Angeles, distributed over 20,000 questionnaires, 300 keys were lost in all parts of York and Los Angeles. The comedies will
Books "Ten Nights"
the city, song shops were tied up with the be made on the coast.
Over Saxe Circuit
"School Days" song, and a ballyhoo with
a school room built on a large hayrack
Barrett McCormick
From the home office of the Arrow
paraded through the city.
Film Corporation comes word to the efThe questionnaires were distributed in
Shows on Easter
fect that the Kay-Bee Distributing Comevery school in the city. The keys, atpany of Milwaukee has booked Ten Nights
tached to small cards containing on one
in a Barroom over the entire Saxe Circuit,
Sacred
Films
Reel
side the words: "If found kindly return
for what Kay-Bee considers a larger rental
and receive reward," and on the other the
than any picture has hitherto received.
name of Wes Barry and the theatre, were
Barrett McCormick, of the Allen TheaAnd in addition to the rental Kay-Bee is
tre, Cleveland, has signed with Harry
sent broadcast, and those who returned
Charnas, of the Standard Film Service, of to share on a gross percentage of the busithem were given passes to the theatre.
ness done which, it is a foregone concluThe benefit derived from this stunt was
Cleveland, for the entire series of the
sion, will be large.
Great Stories of the Bible produced by
that every person admitted free talked
Ten
Nights in a Barroom has written
Sacred
Films,
Incorporated.
The
initial
about the picture and brought extra busihistory in the independent field, and
ness at the boxofRce.
episode, Creatioyi, opened on Easter Sunstands out conspicuously even in a season
day at the Allen Theatre.
The song shops displayed the "School
which is marked by the presence of more
The Philadelphia Ministerial AssociaDays"
song.
In
putting
over
the
street
tion, the roster of which contains many
ballyhoo the Kinema Theatre built a school
than the usual number of "big" pictures.
As a money-maker it is said to hold the
names of advocates of rigid censorship,
room on a large hayrack, and a quartette
has gone on record by way of a letter to enviable record of never having "flopped"
of singers arrayed in kid costumes sang
wherever
shown.
Sacred Films in which they highly inthe "School Days" song as the wagon
dorse
the
Bible
filming
project.
paraded through the prominent thoroughThe ministers of Pomona, Cal., who
fares of the city. A double-page coMaddox Joins Crescent-Federated
made a bitter fight against the theatre
operative spread was also secured, and
interests
last
year,
have
been
won
over
The latest addition to the sales force of
through this considerable newspaper
to the Bible filming via Sacred Films.
publicity was accorded the picture.
the Crescent-Federated Kansas City office
Sacred Films has instituted a Departis C. A. Maddox, former assistant manment of Information, the work of which
ager of the Kansas City Vitagraph office
consists entirely in compiling and distriband manager of the Vitagraph office at
Zambrino
to Push
uting direct propaganda to Y. M. C. A. Oklahoma City. He will cover the Westorganizations, ministerial bodies, school
ern Missouri territory for Crescent-Fedboards and universities throughout the
Graphic Picture in
erated. Mr. Maddox always has been
United States.
theory. as a "student" of the square deal
known
His Two Territories
Frank Zambrino, pioneer organizer of Squirrel Comedies Report
the Unity Features and Pioneer Features
Sale of Two Territories
R. H. Conwell's Life Filmed
Exchanges in Chicago and Indianapolis
has announced plans for an advertising
The Jawitz Pictures Corporation of 729
There has been considerable enthusiand exploitation campaign on the feature
asm shown over the novel Squirrel ComeSeventh Avenue, is releasing "Johnny
Mother Eternal that will entail the exdies which are being handled by the LeeKing and the Captain's Sword," the story
penditure of $10,000. The campaign is to Bradford
Corporation. The first one is behind which is based on the life of Ruspave the way for the run of Ivan Abramsell H. Conwell of Philadelphia, civil war
entitled The Romance of Curly Squirrel.
veteran, and famous clergyman, lecturer
son's Graphic Film Corporation producThe second, which has just been comand philanthropist. It is being offered on
pleted, is A Whirl Through Squirrelville.
tion includes
Zambrino's
inIllinois and territory
Indiana. which
Zambrino
This series has been purchased by the the state rights market.
also has booked the production for a two
weeks' run at the Adams Theatre in the
Chicago Loop opening April 16. This
first run will act as the first shot in the
campaign which was announced at the
offices of Graphic this week.
Zambrino, it was stated by Abramson,
was among the first to take the franchise
of handling the complete Graphic outpui;
as the Graphic Film Exchange for that
territory. He organized the United Features exchange eight years ago and this
year founded Progress Features. The
last named exchange is the organization
which he has tied up with Graphic.
"I am more than gratified," said
Abramson,
"to have with
identified
production interests
a man Graphic's
whom I
consider the biggest independent exchangeman in Chicago, and one who is
reputed to be 100 per cent honest. His
word to producers is as good as a cash
bond. Mr. Zambrino has handled Ivan
Productions for the last eight years.
One more Graphic Film Exchange has
been added to the original twenty that
are to handle Graphic product throughout
the country on a partnership basis. The
Graphic Film Exchange of Atlanta, Ga.,
to be operated by C. D. Danford of Atlanta, has been incorporated. Arrangements to organize the remaining six are
still pending.
One of several exploitation devices employed by the Kinema Theatre of Los Angeles
Graphic Film Corporation, the producing unit for Graphic Film Exchanges,
to put over Warner Brothers' "School Days"
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Program

On Trip Through Country Preceded by Advance Man He Is
Showing Exchange Buyers the Sort of Goods He Has to Sell
Joe Brandt, president of the C.B.C. Film
thereers and
is exhibitors
a regular who
"showing"
the buywish tofor
attend,
and
Sales Corporation, has left on an extended
the particular pictures in which they are
tour of the key cities taking with him an
interested are not just thrown on the
entire sales program film show and preceded by a special advance man.
screen "cold," but as part of a regular
program so that they will see how it will
It
is
Mr.
Brandt's
policy
and
one
reason
for the success of the C.B.C. Film Sales look as part of an entire show.
Corporation to make a special trip
"The psychology of film selling is something that will bear a great deal of
throughout the country every few months
for the purpose of feeling the State rights thought," said Mr. Brandt before leaving,
in commenting on this extensive manner
pulse — sounding out the ever-changing
conditions and keeping familiar with the of making a sales trip. "In the better
theatres throughout the country, even in
varying wants and needs of exchangemen
and exhibitors.
the smaller town, they are showing real
With the amount of material which
programs — every bit of it fitted together
C.B.C. is handling at the present time and to form a harmonious whole and, as a result, motion picture shows are gaining in
the many inquiries which Mr. Brandt exartistic value. Therefore, the psychology
pects to answer personally on them from
of the intelligent buyer and exhibitor is
buyers all through the country who have
been unable to come to New York at the 'program' reaction, and showing him a
present time, Mr. Brandt has worked out picture in a proper setting, properly run
and surrounded, is going to be of more
a brand new plan — the carrying with him
of the first film sales program show taken
and more importance. It's a real sales
on the road, with an advance man going idea that we are applying to films — I
ahead to arrange for projection rooms,
think it will prove a great success."
theatres and showings.
According to C.B.C. with the growth
Artclass Pictures
of the film business, growth' of attractive
means of selling is just as necessary in
Has Fine Biblical
this business as in any other. A salesman for any other line of goods when he
arrives in a new town proceeds to secure
Subject for Release
a room in a good hotel and lay out his
Louis Weiss executive of Artclass
goods
in
the
most
attractive
manner
possible.
Pictures Corporation announces the acquisition of an unusual feature film. This
This is just exactly the principle, says
Mr. Brandt, that must be applied to the picture, which has not as yet been given a
jDermanent title, presents in beautiful and
film sales business — the salesman's "line"
is the pictures he has to sell, and his sales- artistic fashion the nativity of Christ.
room is the theatre or projection room in This subject has not been handled in the
which he sells them. 'The manner of his usual manner inasmuch as the film tells
a complete story, the incidents of the
showing is just as important as the manbirth of Christ and His first years on the
ner in which any line is shown — and even
more so.
earth being woven into a strong drama,
C.B.C, therefore, has worked out an
interpreted by a cast of well-known players. The film does not present any portion
entire program of pictures consisting of
the material on which it is concentrating
of the passion or crucifixon of Christ, but
its sales force at present — including the deals particularly with. His birth in Bethlehem and His early years.
Eddie Polo serial Cap'n Kidd, the George
The picture has been viewed by several
H. Davis-Joe
Brandt
feature,
Life's
Greatest Question, Hallroom Boys Comedies,
ecclesiastical authorities, all of whom have
given it as their opinion that the subject
Sunrise Comedies, two-reelers featuring
has been handled in a dignified manner.
Billy West, and the Carnival Comedies,
Owing to the fact that this offering is in
another series of two-reel gloom chasers.
When Mr. Brandt arrives in a town
the form of a finely produced drama it is
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the intention of Weiss Brothers to present
it in the near future as a legitimate screen
entertainment for first run theatres. Incidental y itmay be said the acquisition
of this film marks the beginning of a well
defined plan on the part of Artclass
Pictures Corporation to present a series
of subjects unusual to the screen. The
contract for the film was negotiated by
Louis Weiss and Vladmir Herz, representing the producers. The deal is said to
involve an unusual sum of money.
Exchangemen
Work

of "Big

Praise
Boy,"

Reports Di Lorenzo
The offices of Di Lorenzo, Inc., are in
receipt of advices this week from Mr. Di
Lorenzo, who is now on a sales tour of the
country
behalf series,
of the
(Guinn) in
Williams
being"Big
madeBoy"
on
the Coast by the Frederick Herbst Productions, that exchangemen in the Middle
West are enthusiastic over the "Big
Boy's" work in Blaze Away. Negotiations
are being entered into whereby Mr. Di
Lorenzo is selling the whole series of six
productions instead of individual sales on
each production.
Mr. Herbst, producer of the series, is
sparing no means to make this series of
six productions as acceptable as possible,
not
only from the
basis
actualfrom
picture'
entertainment
value,
butofalso
the
standpoint of price to exchangemen. It is
announced that complete rights on the
series
sold. for the Empire of Japan have been
Twelve "Determination"
Prints Booked in New York
Last week marked the premiere showing
of Determination over the B. F. Keith Circuit. It played for the entire week at B.
F. Keith's Eighty-first Street Theatre
and B. F. Keith's Flatbush Theatre,
Brooklyn. Both houses played to a strong
business even though it was Holy Week.
The Thomas Film Company of Washington advises that the second week in
Baltimore at Mr. Whitehurst's New Theathan treitplayed
did tothefive
firsttimes
week.greater business
The Elk Photoplay, which is handling
the production for Greater New York, has
twelve prints and all are booked solid
for the next forty-five days.
Fourth Burr Review Ready
Raymond
Harris,
manager
Novelty
Review,
announces
this ofweekBurr's
that
the fourth of this unique one-reel series
is now ready for distribution. The makeup of this
combination
one-reeler
consists
of latest
an animated
cartoon
called
Pa Piktur, working in conjunction with
a human character, in which pa takes a
trip to Mars via torpedo. The second subject shovra is a lesson in toe dancing,
demonstrated by Albertina Rasch. The
third element is a color subject called the
Colorcraft, depicting Russian costumes
and their application to American styles.
De Luxe Buys Three Films
Al. Rosenberg of De Luxe Feature Film
Co. in Seattle, announces that his company will distribute all the product of
Western Exploitation Co. It has recently
acquired James Oliver Curwood's Man
from Hell's River and Ridin' Wild. Mike
Rosenberg, general manager of Western
Exploitation Co., is expected in Seattle
soon. Frivolous Wives, starring Rudolph
Valentino, has recently been received by
De Luxe and has been booked by Jensen
& Von Herberg for their entire circuit.
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^^he Man
from
Beyond'' to Go on Road
Houdini Closing Times Square Engagement and Will Visit
a Number of Key Cities, Appearing with the Production
After three highly successful weeks, treasurer of Greater Features, Inc., have
a high standing among them, having
Houdini is closing his New York engageserved them for several years through the
ment at the Times Square Theatre, SunSeattle office.
day evening, April 23, in his initial photoplay feature for his own company. The
Greater Features has the only indeMan From Beyond. During its run on
pendent distributing exchange in MonBroadway, the picture was accorded high
tana, and has been cordially received by
exhibitors there. Mr. Sheffield spent ten
praise from press and public alike.
days in Butte personally supervising the
Houdini plans to road-show Tlie Man
From Beyond in a number of key cities, leasing and installation of the new office.
appearing in person in conjunction with
It was necessary to lease the entire buildthe picture in original feats of mystery
ing to get suitable quarters for the exthat have made him famous the world
change, but several applications already
over as an entertainer.
have been received for space not used by
The production deals with the theme of the exchange.
suspended animation in human life and
with the subject of reincarnation. A man
buried alive in ice for one hundred years
in the arctic regions, upon being discovBarclay of Nemo
ered, is brought back to civilization, and
takes up the threads of life where they
Tells of Exploiting
have been broken off a century previous.
Houdini appears in the title role, and
"Determination"
during the unfolding of the story performs some of the hazardous stunts for
Messrs. Jones & Adams, 414 Ferry
which he is noted, culminating with a Street, Pittsburgh, distributors of Deterthrilling scene at the brink of Niagara
for Western Pennsylvania, have
Falls, in which Houdini swims and is received mination
a letter from L. A. Barclay,
whirled through the seething rapids of manager of the Nemo Theatre of JohnsNiagara River to the verge of the Falls copy: town, Pa., of which the following is a
itself, and rescues a girl from a canoe.
This scene has been unanimously hailed
"Every angle of exploitation possible
by critics as one of the greatest rescues
was used in the Pennsylvania premiere of
ever staged. It is replete with thrills.
Determination in the Nemo Theatre,
The Man From Beyond will be distrib- Johnstown, and the production, one of the
uted on the state rights basis.
latest big releases on the state rights market, went over big, at 50 and 25 cents.
"A week's advance newspaper campaign
was used, with heavy advertising in all
Joe Brandt Tours
three Johnstown newspapers. The city
and surrounding district were plastered
West and South for
with paper and tack cards, and during the
week of the showing practically every
Eddie Polo Serial
small town close by was circularized.
special lobby display was used, with
Extensive plans covering the distribu- the"Aexcellent
oil paintings carried by the
tion
of
Cap'n
Kidd,
Eddie
Polo's
chapterexchange
as
its
foundation, and with the
play, in the Cleveland and Cincinnati
use of special banner and lobby posters.
territories are well under way, according
"An automobile carrying a banner adto a telegraphic dispatch received this
vertising the production was used in the
week from Joe Brandt, President of the city on Saturday
before the opening and
Star Serial Corporation. While the names
the week of the showing. Folof the two exchanges are not known at throughout
lowing this car came two race horses, ridthis writing it is definitely established
den by boys garbed as jockeys and using
that the distribution of Cap'n Kidd in both
the standard racing equipment. Small
Ohio territories will be handled through
two of the largest State rights territories
in the Middle West.
At the present time it is known an
important deal with respect to the distribution of Cap'n Kidd in the Chicago
territory is pending waiting the arrival
of Joe Brandt in the Windy City.
From Chicago, Mr. Brandt's itinerary
will then take him to Kansas City and a
tour of southern exchanges.
Greater

Features

Opens

in Butte
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Determination signs were displayed on
the saddle blankets as the boys rode, and
when they stopped, as they frequently did,
the large sweat blankets with Determination across them in large letters were
thrown over the horses.
"Oil paintings were used in some five
window displays in the central section of
the cLty, the co-operation of the merchants
being obtained."
"Torchy

Steps Out" Hailed
as Best of Series to Date
A wealth of real feature scenes aided by
a plot full of hilariously comic incidents
in which Johnny Hines reaches the peak
of his "Torchy" characterizations, is said
to mark Torchy Steps Out, the latest of
Mastodon's two-reelers, just completed at
C. C. Burr's studio in Glendale.
Since this was the initial production to
be made in Burr's new studio the whole
cast and staff were particularly anxious
to make this latest "Torchy" a noteworthy
achievement. When the picture was filmed
this week at the projection room of the
new studio the staff was unanimous in its
statement that it will be hailed as the
best of the "Torchys" to date.
Change Name of Comedy
The name of the new series of two-reel
comedies which C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation isdistributing has been changed
from
dies. Sunbeam Comedies to Sunrise ComeThis is the series featuringing Billy
West, which Harry Cohn is producing, and
on which eleven of the most important
key cities were sold before production
work was begun.
A sale on Sunrise Comedies was made
this week to Federated Film Distributors,
Inc., of California, whereby the company
will handle California, Arizona, Nevada
and the Hawaiian Islands.
Superior Opens in Los Angeles
Another film exchange has made its appearance on Los asAngeles'
"film row."
will be known
the Superior
FeatureIt
Service. Ed K. Lamson, one of the best
known State rights salesmen on the West
Coast, is sole owner of Superior.
For a beginning Mr. Lamson has purchased the far western territory for the
Pacific Film Company's entire series of
features.

with

Independent Films
The new office of Greater Features, Inc.,
opened last week in Butte, Mont., at 109
North Montana Street, has been equipped
in a modern up to date manner, and
will be operated as an independent unit
handling fresh prints. This office was
opened to better serve Montana exhibitors and to compete with national distributing companies, several of which
have exchanges in Butte. Montana exhibitors are open-minded on the independent plan, and both Mr. Lannon,
president, and Mr. Sheffield, secretary-

An oriental scene in "I Am the Law," Edwin Carewe special, distributed by
Affiliated Distributors, Inc.
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Film

''Your Best Friend," Shown for Two Weeks at the Central,
Brings Commendatory Notices from the Newspaper Critics
Your Best Friend, a Harry Rapf proGordon has another role of the type that
duction starring Vera Gordon, directed by made her famous in Humoresque. The
Will Nigh and distributed by the Warner
story is full of heart throbs."
Brothers, has been acclaimed another
New York Sun said: "Vera Gordon
great screen attraction by the New York
makes her appearance on Broadway this
week
in Your Best Friend. She convinces
newspaper critics, following its presentaher son and his snobbish wife with social
tion at the Central Tneatre. The picture
was shown for two weeks during the
ambitions that a mother is a man's best
Lenten season, and it is said the popularfriend — and, of course, the audience is on
ity of the star, the attractive title and the her side from the beginning."
exploitation campaign put over were proMorning Telegraph said : "One charductive of gratifying results.
acteristic ofthe Warner Brothers' attractions is that they always strike the keyThe New York Telegram said: "Yoitr
Best Friend proved to be on a par with
note to a vital human situation. They
Humoresque, in which the justly famous
have done it again in the newest Vera
'mother of the screen' also starred. The
packed house which witnessed the picture
Gordon
Zit's film."
said: "Vera Gordon, whose porrendered their homage to it and the actors
trayal of mother roles has placed her in
when the last scene flickered across the the front rank of popular film stars, has
in her latest vehicle a picture that should
silver sheet."
go a long way toward making her position
The New York American said: "Your
Best Friend full of action on screen at in the film firmament more solid than
Central. Let there be a mother-in-law in
a film and action aplenty is assui-ed, for
there is more humor and more tragedy in
that relationship than any unsought office
ever." Mabel, Behave" Booked
"Oh
in society."
The
Tribune
said:
"After
viewing
Vera
for Bowdoin Square, Boston
Gordon in Your Best Friend we are more
consumed with admiration than ever. Any
The Independent Films, Inc., of Boston,
one who can retain her composure and
has booked Oh, Mabel, Behave to the Bowgive a splendid and sincere performance
doin Square 'Theatre, of Boston, for the
amid such surroundings is indeed an week of May 1. A tie-up has been arranged
with the various music stores for the
artist!"
Variety said: "A sure-fire hit from the song, "Oh, Mabel, Behave." Independent
boxoffice standpoint that is bound to stand
is pleased with the numerous other bookwith the other winners that William Nigh
ings received on the picture. Good reports also come from the Phil Selznick
has written and directed in the past. Miss

Productions of Cleveland and Greiver
Productions of Illinois.
The De Luxe Film Co. of Philadelphia
has just bought the picture for Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.

''Your
Goes

Best

to Three

THE

EDWIN
CAREWE'S
PRODUCTION
with
Alice Lake
Kenneth Harlan
Gaston Glass
Rosemary Tlieby
Noah Beery
Wallace Beery
The picture with as much thought and effort
behind it as any legitimate play ever had.
Photoplay by Raymond L. Sclirock, adapted from a story by
JAMES
PRODUCED

BY

EDWIN
CAREWE
PICTURES CORPORATION
B. P. Fineman, Pr. ; B. F. Zeldman, V.P.
Fine Arts Studios
Los
Angeles, Gal.

OLIVER

CURWOOD
B Y
DISTRIBUTED
AFFILIATED
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
C. C. BURR, Pres.
133-135-137 West 44th Street
New York City, N. Y.

More

Rights Buyers
That the latest Vera Gordon picture.
Your Best Friend, a Harry Rapf production, is being eagerly sought after by
state rights byers is evidenced by the announcement ofHarry M. Warner, of Warner Brothers, that three more exclusive
territorial deals were consummated last
week. Within the past fortnight more
than six other exchanges purchased the
picture, it is reported.
The latest buyers of the Warner feature
are the Creole Enterprises, New Orleans,
covering the states of Louisiana and Mississippi; Warner's Exchange of Los
Angeles, purchasing the rights of Arizona,
California and Hawaii, and Warner's ExMichigan. change, Detroit, covering the state of
Other purchasers of the picture include
the Skirboll Brothers, Cleveland, for
Ohio; A. L. Kahn Film Enterprises,
Omaha, for Iowa and Nebraska; New
York Federated Exchange, Greater New
York and Northern New Jersey; Associated First National Pictures of Pittsburg,
for West Virginia and Western Pennsylvania; E. G. Tunstall, Minneapolis, for
Minnesota, North and South Dakota, and
upper Peninsula of Michigan and Wisconsin; S. Schultz and Screenart Pictures
Corporation, Boston, for New England.
Burnside

Goes

Sales

"Yankee

AM

Friend"

State

on

I

Number 22

West

Trip

for

Doodle,

Jr."
M. J. Burnside, producer and distributor of Yankee Doodle, Jr., the big
state rights comedy-drama, left New York
this week on an important sales trip that
included Cleveland, Cincinnati, Louisville,
Indianapolis and Chicago.
Mr. Burnside took a print of Yankee
Doodle, Jr., with him on the trip and
made his first stop in Cleveland to confer
with S. Barrett McCormick in regard to
the
premiere of his picture in the
Allenworld's
Theatre.
Paul Gray, exploitation director for
Mr. Burnside, will go to Cleveland to
handle the exploitation for this showing
•Mid will be assisted by Harry L. McCormick, an Ohio newspaper man who has
been
on
the three
Burnside
for the last
weeks.staff' in New York
Several announcements as to the closing
of territory will be made by Mr. Burnside
on his return from Chicago early next
week.
First Miller Production Is
Nearly Ready at Port Henry
Word has been received from the
Charles Miller studios at Port Henry, New
York, that the first independent Charles
Miller production, with the working title.
Bring Him In, has been finished as far
as the actual placing in of the titles. Mr.
Miller directed the picture, which is a
northwesterner, but not of the snow variety. Earl Fox is the featured player,
and the supporting cast includes Frank
Losee, Harry Lee, Charles Mackey and
Doris Miller, Mr. Miller's daughter, who
is the only woman in the picture. Plans
of distribution will be announced later.
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Houdini

Had

Ready

Alternative Ending
in Case of Disaster
It is not generally known that in producing his motion picture, The Man From
Beyond, Houdini was dubious as to his
ability to successfully combat the perils
which he was called upon to experience in
the filming of the story. Swimming the
Niagara river rapids, to the brink of the
Falls itself, seemingly is fraught with
danger of the most hazardous sort, and
likewise, battling with an adversary on
the edge of a towering cliff is a feat the
outcome of which is never certain until
actually performed. As a protection for
his picture, in the event of his death or
mutilation, Houdini caused to be photographed in advance of his performing the
several perilous stunts he does an entirely
different finish to his picture than was
called for in the original script, which
is the one used in the finished production
now being shown at the Times Square
Theatre.
Houdini, knowing that he might not be
spared, took no chances that his picture
would never be shown. In the photoplay
as now exhibited, Houdini, as the man restored to life after one hundred years'
burial in an iceberg in the Arctic regions,
interrupts a wedding ceremony, the brideto-be of which he believes to be his sweetheart of a century ago. In the emergency
ending, which, of course, will not be used,
Houdini having escaped the perils of the
rapids, as well as his other hazardous
stunts, the marriage scene is so constructed that the returning stranger is
wedded to the girl. Naturally, this change
of the story would have resulted in an
entirely different sequel — had Houdini not
survived — but The Man From. Beyond
would have been completed just the same.
Unusual Sets in Next "Torchy"
The sets in the latest Johnny Hines
comedy, titled Torchy's Shoes, now being
made at Burr's Glendale studio, will surpass those used in any of the previous
Torchy comedies, in the opinion of Mr.
Thorpe, production manager for C. C.
Burr. An efficient staff of electricians
and carpenters has been working in
double
enlargedshifts
plans.to keep up with Mr. Thorpe's
Second
Issues

National
No.

3 of Its

Exhibitor's Guide
Second National Pictures Corporation
has put out the third issue of its standardized press book under the title "Exhibitors' Guide," in releasing The Night
Riders, a special production visualizing
the popular novel of the Canadian Northwest, by Ridgewell Cullum.
A feature of the new issue is a column
of paragraphs carrying on two ideas developed in recent advertising by Second
National in trade papers — "Why" and
"Shadows." This, it is announced, will be
a standing feature in forthcoming issues
of the Exhibitor's Guide, for the exploitation of Broken Shadows, from the novel,
"Nance," by Charles Garvice; Mr. Pirn
Passes By, picturization of the A. A.
Milne drama, and other forthcoming releases.
The exploitation section carries many
suggestions for striking stunts which exhibitors can use to good effect in putting
over the picture, and the prepared press
matter is presented in newspaper style,
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which will recommend itself to editors for
its news values.
The musical setting for The Night Riders, to which a full page of this issue of
the Exhibitor's Guide is devoted, is of
marked ingenuity and effectiveness. The
press book, as a whole, is devoted almost
entirely to matter designed to aid the
exhibitor in the exploitation of the picture.
Clarion Expects to
Sell All Territories
in Next
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Thirty

Days
Louis Weiss of Clarion Photoplays, Inc.,
distributors on the state rights market of
the expose of Sawing a Lady in Half advances the claim that this picture is the
most successful two-reeler offered the
independent market in many years.
Speaking recently of this production, he
said, among other things: "Saivi^ig a
Lady in Half is the most novel two-reeler
that the independent exchangemen has
had the opportunity of securing in many
years.
"The picture has created tremendous
interest on the part of the public through
its presentation as a vaudeville act by
more than two hundred companies. In
offering an expose of this mysterious feat
we have answered a question which has
puzzled millions of people. At the same
time we have given the state rights field
a production which should do much to
offset the present poor business complained of by exchanges and exhibitors
alike.
"We expect to sell the entire United
States within the next thirty days and I
base this belief on the fact that since outinitial announcement two weeks ago, we
have disposed of five territories."
"His Nibs" Strong in Northwest
His Nibs is having a phenomenal success according to Theo Johnson of Reliance Distributing Corporation of Seattle.
Two prints are booked solid to June 1,
and Mr. Johnson expects to secure a third
print in the near future. The picture
has had initial showings in Portland and
Tacoma and is due for a Seattle run in
the near future.

Leonard
Puts

of Equity

on

Real

Stunt

for "Wandering
Boy"
Bringing the attention of some thirty
thousand baseball fans to Where Is My
Wandering Boy To-night was the accomplishment of Frank Leonard, Equity exploiteer, who aided the picture to make
a success of its run at the Allen Theatre,
Cleveland, of which S. Barrett McCormick
is managing director.
Leonard found his type, a plainlydressed "motherly" character, and armed
her with a valise on which was printed
in large letters Where Is My Wandering
Boy To-night. She made her appearance
on the field just before the start of the
opening game of the saason when every
eye in the densely crowded ball park was
focused upon her and the valise she carried.
Probably no street ballyhoo would have
afforded the publicity which was won by
bringing the woman on the ball field and
introducing her to such heroes of baseball
as Ty Cobb and Tris Speaker. She was
naturally the center of all eyes from the
moment she stepped on the turf until she
disappeared in the grandstand.
This exploitation is considered all the
more unusual because of the antipathy
of the owners of the Cleveland club to
allowing any outsider whatsoever on the
field. My Wandering Boy opened Sunday,
April 16, for a week's run.
To Appear
with in"Ten
When
Ten Nights
a BarNights"
Room is
shown in the Northwest it will have the
added attraction of two personal appearances, Baby Ivy Ward, who played the
leading child role, and Mrs. Nell Clark
Keller, who played the Mother. Ten
Nights
is distributed through Arrow in
this territory.
Gilson with Johnny Hines
Charlie Gilson, formerly chief cameraman for the George Walsh productions, is
now acting in the same capacity for
Johnny
AssistingHines
Gilsonin atthethe"Torchy"
C. C. Burrcomedies.
Studio
is Neil Sullivan.
WATCH
the

ET

OTHERS

TALK!

"BIG BOY"
WILLIAMS
SERIES

— we're modest
WHAT THE TRADE <<
IS SAYING ABOUT
BLAZE
AWAY!
Motion
. A sure-fire brand of entertainment. The BEST of Guinn
Williams' features
. . . plenty
of VITAL
ACTION.ITS...
Picture
CARRIES
THE SPECTATOR
ALONG
THROUGH
HUMANIT
INTEREST
ELEMENT
and
its
DRAMATIC
PUNCH!
News:
"Blaze
Away,"
starring "Bigproductions
Boy" Williams,
the marke.t
BEST
Moving
and
MOST
ENTERTAINING
releasedis inamong
the open
this season. "Big Boy" Williams does HIS BEST WORK in "Blaze
Away." INGLY
. CLEVER.
. . For
PICTURE
is EXCEEDPicture
. .horsemanship
. Continuity THIS
is smooth;
photography
good;
lighting is excellent.
World:
NO
STATE
BUYER .SHOULD
FAIL fullTOof SEE
"BL^\ZE
AWAY"
— IT ISRIGHT
A WaNNER
. . packed
suspense
from
Exhibitors
START to FINISH. W. Hughes Curran, the director, has done a
Trade
CRAFTSMANLIKE
JOB.
Molly
Malone,
playing
opposite
William.';,
looksWilliams.
like a MILLION Dollars. It was a pleasure to view the work
Review :
of
A CLEAN WESTERN DRAMA FULL OF ACTION and THRILLS.
of true-to-type Western^.
SATISFYand lovers
Exhibitors
Well photographed.
Williams
has pleasing Will
personality
CARRIES A WICKED PUNCH
Herald :
and a LOGICAL
locations
chosen
well
Good, clear photography,
CONTINUITY.

I" LORENZO
Produced by
Frederick Herbst Productions

INC.

Directed
by
135 WEST
44TH STREET
^.
NEW YORK
CITY
w. Hughes Curran
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"Following

EXPLOIT

Through"
He Took

Seven

Pictures, Put
and

Now

By EDWARD
Are you willing to contemplate
the proposition of achieving seven
weeks' work in one week?
If you are, then you have properly
visualized the prospect that faces a
manager, who is eager to put on in
one week an all-star revival of
America's motion picture successes,
with a complete change of bill daily
— from overture to organ solo.
Forty-seven distinct program
numbers or incidents had to be
planned and rehearsed for the
Brooklyn Mark Strand's "first annual revival week" a week dedicated
to presenting seven of the acknowledged super pictures of the past few
years, with a totally different feature offering each day, and absolutely different supplementary program
as well.
It is really not a difficult task and
is merely a matter of a great expenditure of time, hard work and
imagination, unless you do not want
to increase your overhead. Any
manager will be able to properly
present such a revival — but to do it
without running up an abnormal expense totally out of proportion to
the average weekly expenditure —
well, that is a coat of another hue.
My experience in this relation is
made available to others of the
craft in reciprocation for the many
helpful hints they have given me in
the pages of the trade journals.
Revivals do not constitute a new
idea in the business of exhibiting.
It is a custom that is old in the history of entertainment but one which
has not been used often enough in
the film industry. In fact, revivals
of great motion picture plays need
reviving. Why? Because there are
a greater number of great photo
productions produced annually than
there are great stage plays. This
condition thus opens the possibility
of a wider field of selection — of
amusement merchandise which has
been tested in the crucible of public
opinion. Of course I do not advocate an epidemic of revivals.
You will ask — what possibilities
does such a plan hold out? Is there
any money in it? Is it worth the
time and trouble and extra worry?
Is it good business to play pictures
'which
may
have
exhausted the

He
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ATIOIS

as

Hyman

Older

But Big

on One

a Day,

Tells About

L. HYMAN,

Did

It

It

Managing Director

"Following Through" Programs
Call it what you may, "following
through," "revivals" "re-issues," the fact
is patent that the theatre owners, producers and distributors are getting longer exhibition life out of their pictures. Here
are the "Following Through" programs
Edward Hyman used at the Strand during
Monday
the week of revivals,
as he calls them:
1.
2.
3.
4.

"Cradle Song"
Kreisler
Estelle Carey, soprano.
"Salut d' Amour"
Elgar
Original Piano Trio.
Feature Picture — OvC7- tlie Hill.
Organ Solo — "Mother
o' Mine,"
Tuesday
Kipling-Tours

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Overture — "Poet and Peasant" Suppe
Symphony
Mark Strand
Topical Orchestra.
Review.
"Celeste Aida"
Verdi
Frederick Jagel, tenor.
"Chanson Darisante"
Friml
Original Piano Trio.
Prologue —Mary
"Ave Fabian,
Maria"
Gounod
soprano.
Feature Picture — The Inside of the Cup.
Christie Comedy — A Barnyard Cavalier.
Organ Solo — "The Bells of St. Anne de
Beaupre"
Russell
Wednesday

1. Overture — "Bacchanale," from "Samson and
Delilah"
Mark Strand Orchestra. Saint-Saens
2. "Rigoletto"
Verdi
Charlotte Bergh, soprano.
3. "Song of India"
Rimsky-Korsakoff
Original Piano Trio.
4. Mark Strand Topical Review.
5. Prologue
to
Feature
"Kashmiri Song" from
"The Jackson
Garden
of —Kama."
Kinsey,
baritone.
6. Feature Picture — The Sheik.
7. Snub Pollard Comedy — Full of Pep.
8. Organ Solo — "Cortege
ThursdayOrientale" Dunn
1. Overture — "Humoresque"
Dvorak
Symphony Orchestra.
2 "From the Land of the Sky Blue Water,"
Cadman
Original Piano Trio.
3. Mark Strand Topical Review.
4. Prologue
Feature —mezzo-soprano.
"Eli, Eli."
Ruthto Watson,
5. Feature Picture — Humoresque.
6. Mermaid Comedy — Free and Easy.
FridayPlaintive" Yon
7. Organ Solo — "Adagio
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Overture — "Madame Butterfly" Puccini
Symphony Orchestra.
"Tambourine Chinoise"
Kreisler
Original Piano Trio.
"The Swan"
Saint-Saens
Mile. Talma, danseuse.
Mark Strand Symphony Orchestra.
Prologue — "One Fine Day," from "Madame
Butterfly"
Puccini
Estelle Carey, soprano.
6. Feature Picture — Broken Blossoms.
7. Comedy — Torchy's Frame-up.
8. Organ Solo — "Broken
SaturdayMelody".. Van BieneA
1.
2.
3.
4.

Number 22

"Marche Militaire"
Schubert
Original Piano Trio.
Prologue to Feature by Edward Knoblock.
Jackson Kinsey, raconteur.
Feature Picture — The Three Musketeers.
Organ Solo — "An Elizabethan Idyll" .. Noble

house's patronage in the past? Do
film fans want to see old stuff?
I will answer these questions
quickly, speaking from my experience in the specific case and then
will go quickly into the process of

planning
and preparing such a revival.
There is money in such a revival
— if you study and fight to keep
your overhead down to normal, or a
little above. It is worth the extra
time and energy if you select the
right subjects, your featured pictures, and exploit the idea extensively and sanely. There is no danger
of playing a super film that has
been a national hit, especially if the
picture, when at the height of its
popularity, commanded high prices,
such a high exhibiting charge being
involved that an exhibitor could
barely afford playing it more than
a day or two at the utmost. And
people like old stuff, especially if
it is the best that talent and money
can contrive. Do people like Mark
Twain and Hawthorne and Poe and
Robert Louis Stevenson ? Do people
like Lincoln and Washington? Do
people like Whistler, Corot and Millet and other famous painters of yesterday?
Especially if your house is in a
large city you will always find a
large proportion of men, women and
children who were eager to see such
pictures as Over the Hill, Broken
Blossoms and others of that calibre,
who were unable to for some reason
or other. A great picture six
months old is just as new to a person who has not seen it as is one
that has only been out of the studio
a few weeks.
THE PROCESS
How to go about it? First — take
about three weeks' leeway, begin
three weeks ahead of play date to
plan and prepare. Second — select
your feature pictures judiciously.
Third — figure to keep the cost
DOWN.
This is the selection of pictures
made for the Brooklyn Mark
Strand's revival week, which was
planned for Easter week. Such an
effort always goes better in a holiday week, for the public mind is
more receptive to innovations at
such a time, especially the better
kind.
Sunday — John Barrymore in Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
Monday — Over the Hill.
Tuesday — The Inside of the Cup.
Wednesday — The Sheik.
Thursday — Humoresque.
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Friday— D. W. Griffith's Broken
Blossoms.
Saturday — Douglas Fairbanks in
The Three Musketeers.
I selected these pictures because
of their acclaimed success; because
of the well-known stars and expert
casts they featured; because they
were written or produced by leading figures in the industry whose
name had box office value ; because
they were stories taken from books
or plays which had attained a
broad gage of popularity; because
they were about the best I could get
from attendance-getting viewpoint.
I do not mean to say that there are
others .not as good, but I only had
seven days. Remember that.
It would not have been hard, after
the selection had been made, to present them if I had not changed my
surrounding bill, including music,
every day. Why was this done?
Just a matter of psychology, and
even the old hard eggs of the industry use psychology, even if they
aren't aware they do. I changed the
entire bill from top to bottom, because Iknew that I would get the
same person to come more than one
night if he or she knew that they
wouldn't have to sit through the
same overture, comedy and musical
novelties that they did the night before. Iadvertised this phase quite
persistently.
Now the cost? The expense of the
featured films depends upon the
manager. I can't advise here how
to keep down the other cost. I can
give a few hints. For such an elaborate week rehearsals of orchestra
and soloists and the expense of
soloists, are a problem. I eliminated extra rehearsals in this way:
I so arranged it (and here the
three weeks' leeway saved money),
by rehearsing orchestra and artists
for each change of program, so that
these rehearsals could be had along
with rehearsals for the week's attractions preceding revival week.
This does not mean I slighted or cut
too short the rehearsals for the preceding weeks' bills. I merely arranged the preceding weeks so that
the programs were of such a type
that extensive rehearsals were not
necessary, and was thus able to
save the extra time provided for
my rehearsals for revival week.
I'll illustrate. Say Anita Stewart
in The Woman He Married played
two weeks before revival week. In
rehearsing for this show the time
necessary was such that I had some
left to rehearse music and specialties for Monday and Tuesday programs for revival week. Then in
rehearsing the next week's bill, I
crowded in rehearsals for Wednesday and Thursday of revival week,
and so on.
And my extensive file of soloists
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and musical organizations served
me well, too. I was able in a few
hours to select the soloists I
wanted and did not have to pay
emergency high prices for my talent, for I had the list of tested soloists to draw from and knew what
they commanded in the way of
compensation.
I kept inside-theatre advertising
costs down the same way. My announcement trailer the week before
play date read something like this:
"Revival week will be observed
here Easter Week with a complete
change of program daily." Then
I cited the attraction for each day.
During the current week I changed
the trailer but slightly the only alteration being: "Film Masterpiece
Week is being observed here this
week." Then I again cited the attractions for each day, utilizing the
advance play date week trailer. On
Monday I just clipped off the Monday attraction, leaving the rest of
the week's attractions announced.
Each day this was done, cutting out
the current attraction from the
trailer.
As a special musical novelty, I
Count
How

the
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engaged the Original Piano Trio,
which had had an overwhelming
success at the Strand. They played
a diff'erent number each night, particularly adapted in atmosphere to
the
featurewere
picture.
The with
soloists'
numbers
selected
the
same idea dominant. The overture
was selected the same way.
Now for the daily programs, in
detail. Opening day, Sunday, was
Easter day. The music was in
keeping with the day and the picture. The opening was a special
Easter incident. A fanfare of
trumpets was heard with house dark.
Curtains of production stage parted
and a soloist in a church interior set
sang "Ave Maria." As a finish an
illuminated cross glowed into being.
Then

the orchestra played "Raymond," which relieved the solemnity.
Then a vocal duet, "II Trovatore,"
was rendered. Then the news review and a solo, "Valse" from
"Romeo and Juliet." The piano trio
played "Marche
Militaire"
which and
introduced the feature.
Dr. Jekyll
Mr. Hyde. A Mermaid Comedy,
For Land's Sake, followed. Then
the finale, an organ solo.

Freckles

the Cleveland

News

Contest

Made

the Most

Idea
Out

of the Little Tan Spots on the Boy Starts Face
Along with the personal appearances
and one hundred prizes were awarded to
of Wesley Barry, who was featured at the the first hundred winners.
State Theatre when his new production,
There were four persons who tied for
first place and each of the four received
Fenrod, was being shown, the managea ten dollar bill and an autographed copy
ment, together with First National exploitation man, Joe Toland, put over a of "Penrod." Fifth prize was a five dollar
winning contest.
bill and a copy of the book. Ten other
prizes of one dollar each and a copy of
the book were also awarded, as well as
fifty passes to the theatre. Though it
took a few days to get the contest started
and though the contest ran but three days
in the newspaper, a staff of nine people
was required to open the mail and sort out
the prize winners, and they worked two
days on the mail.
Not new. No, not exactly, but a great
success and worth while going after.
Incidentally, it is permissible to run a
contest of this kind even though the newspapers do go through the mails, but in
conducting it make sure that it reads "a
contest of skill" and thereby keep it out
of the "lottery" class.

The zinc cut used in the Cleveland News
Wesley is best known for his freckles
and with this thought in mind Joe and the
press representative of the State Theatre
approached the photoplay editor of the
news
idea. and sold him the "Freckles Contest"
A line drawing with numerous dots to
represent the freckles which adorn Wesley's countenance was run in the paper

Engraved Invitation
The Fort Armstrong Theatre sent out
invitations to everybody in Rock Island,
111., to dise.
attend
the they
showing
Fool's toParaOf course
were ofinvited
buy
their tickets.
The invitations were neatly engraved
on heavy writing card stock and read:
It is a pleasure to announce the premiere
exhibition of the greatest picture. Cecil B.
DeMille ever made both in human interest
and spectacular
features.
"Fool'sTheatre,
Paradise" at the Fort
Armstrong
changed.
starting- Sunday. Admission prices unThe make-up and the script type made
it look upon first glance to be an engraved
invitation. This made certain that the
recipient would read it. However, it only
cost the price of printing.
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Talked

When
Town
Spots
Freckles Barry, accompanied by all of
liis famous freckles, arrived in Cleveland
just 24 hours before the initial appearance of himself and Penrod at Loew's
State Theatre. He was met at the Union
Station by a shining new Templar car,
bearing a huge label announcing the fact
that it was "Wesley Barry's Own Templar Car," a tie-up with the local agency.
Greeted at every corner by large crowds
of boys and girls of all ages. Freckles
proceeded to the Statler Hotel.
Friday evening, two days before the
opening of Penrod, windows filled with
Penrod books and posters went in at the
May Company, Burrows Brothers and
Korner and Wood, large stores, all located on lower Euclid Avenue.
Sunday afternoon, in the midst of a
terrific rain^ Penrod opened with the recently unaccustomed S. R. O. sign out.
And there wasn't even much of that.
It was still raining at ten o'clock Monday morning when the Junior Naval Reserves of Cleveland assembled at the State
Theatre and marched to the Statler,
where they were joined by Freckles, arrayed in poncho and other accoutrements
a sailor man wears in foul weather.
But, rain or snow. Freckles and his
"gang" were game. Clevelanders will
testify that never once during the long
tramp from the Statler Hotel to the City
Hall did the star's genial smile leave his
face. Arriving at the City Hall, Freckles
proceeded to the mayor's reception room,
escorted by sixty Junfor Naval Reserves.
Here Barry presented Mayor Kohler with
a basket of oranges sent from Los Angeles with the compliments of Mayor
Cryer of that town.
Tuesday night. Freckles talked over the
radiophone broadcasting station of the
Cleveland Press. This talk had been announced a week before and many First

On the left
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Freckles

the

Hate Tan

Became

Popular

National franchise holders in the Cleveland district had wireless receiving sets
installed for the occasion.
Wednesday morning. Freckles went to
Villa Angela, where he addressed over
five hundred boys and girls. At noon he
distributed the awards in the Cleveland
News "Freckle" contest.
Wednesday evening, Mr. and Mrs. ManHand-Painted

Volume 11.

Posters

The Strand Theatre, Portland, Me., accumulated seven art one-sheets, reams of
newspaper publicity, and the spirited cooperation of the schools, all for the cost
of $10.
The bill was Forever, and Manager
William Peenes tied up the art classes to
paint posters. Nearly one hundred students contested. Twenty-six posters were
sent in and seven were judged good
enough for display. These were put in
the J. R. Libby store window, a location
hitherto inaccessible to theatres.
The newspapers took it up, and Thursday night, the date the prizes were to be
awarded, the theatre was packed. The
audience acted as judges, giving their
decision through applause.
Unique Lobby Display
Butte, Mont., was introduced to Fox's
Queen of Sheba by means of an attractively arranged lobby display, arranged
by the management of the Ansonia Theatre, where the picture played an engagement.
The lobby proper reflected the atmosphere of the drama, with its beaver-board
covered ticket office, its luxuriant array of
palms and ferns, and framed stills and
pastels. The marquis was unique in de-

delbaum entertained Mrs. Barry and her
son at dinner at the Statler. Included
in the party were Mr. and Mrs. Lusk,
Mr. and Mrs. Bandy, Mr. Richards, First
National franchise holder at Findlay,
Ohio, and Mr. Toland, exploitation representative atthe Cleveland office. After
dinner the party went to the State
Theatre.
sign. Pillars of wood, painted to represent the architecture of the time of the
story, were planted at the corners of the
marquis as if in support. Large framed
signs covered the sides and their lettering of the words. Queen of Sheba, was
such as to carry the Babylonian suggestion.
Resting above the marquis and facing
the street was a large oval cardboard cutout of the chariot race in the big production.
Little Notices
Four neat little notices displayed with
a lot of white space to attract attention
in the closely-set newspaper columns put
over Forever in big fashion for the Strand
Theatre, Ottumwa, Iowa.
The first of the teasers read:
"Forever" is a long time yet it will last
in Ottumwa but four days.
This one ran on the next page:
Yours is the joy of youth, the memories
of the beauty of Springtime. Yours "ForFollowed on another page by this
teaser :
"Jlpmories of dreams of life, of love —
That's
Forever."
The fourth
flash read:
ever."
You and Life's Spring-time are symbols
of "Forever."

IS a bookstore window display on Penrod books and cn the right "Freckles" Barry is awarding First National's prizes
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Personal Exploitation
The idea of personal announcement exploitation comes as an effective suggestion
from the Langen Theatre, a neighborhood
house of Syracuse, N. Y., and is a direct
outcome of the tremendous acquaintance
and genial personality of L. W. Bladen,
the owner.
A dignified, stalwart attendant is placed
at the entrance of the theatre every night
and as the patrons come in tells them what
the coming attractions are. When the
First National attraction, Trust Your
Wife, was playing, he confided to them, in
a personal conversation, "Norma Talmadge will be here the first three days of
next week in Love's Redemption, and the
attraction the latter part of that week will
be Jackie Coogan in My Boy."
The force of this idea consists largely
in the man's ability to recognize patrons
after their first visit. This man happens
to have an expert memory for names and
faces, so that the amount spent for his
salary is a dividend paying investment.
Fashion Show
A fashion show is always a drawing
card, provided representative merchants
participate and provided they do not follow each other too closely. Manager John
B. Carroll took this means of advertising
Her Husband's Trademark at the Imperial
Theatre, Asheville, N. C. The cost was
nominal and the result so satisfactory that
the merchant staging the show requested
a similar show for next year.
Ten days in advance, attractive cards
were displayed on the counters of all the
leading stores, and just previous to the
showing a double-page spread carried cooperative ads of local stores carryinggoods with nationally advertised trademarks.
Ten of the most attractive young women
in Asheville, girls who were socially prominent, displayed the gowns, and this was
an especially telling stroke.
Employment Bureau
While the Empire Theatre, Syracuse,
N. Y., was playing The Rosary, Manager
Morris Fitzer devised the idea of running
an employment bureau in conjunction
with the First National exploitation representative from Buffalo. An unemployment aid clerk was on duty in the lobby
every afternoon and evening, and employers were asked to file their wants with
him. Promising candidates were directed
to positions. The stunt had been amply
advertised and received a lot of gratuitous publicity in the newspapers that
didn't
do the Empire or The Rosary a bit
of harm.
Free Songs
Copies of "The Rosary" were given
away as part of the exploitation campaign
on The Rosary when this First National
attraction played at the Strand Theatre,
Creston, Iowa. Manager Metzger arranged atie-up with a music store, which
not only gave him an artistic window
display but also enabled him to give away
the song to every tenth person who came
to the theatre.
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Black and white stills are extensively used in displays in Brazil. Manager Adams of the
Theatre Paiacio, Porto, Alegre, Brazil, put plenty of them in front of his house for Universal's
*'The Moon Riders" and **The Great Air Robbery," and the natives liked them so much that most of
the stills disappeared.

use
ofA judicious
hand-painted
cards with a poster or two made
a very attractive
display for First
Naticmal's
tered Idols""Shatthat,
blending with the
decorations, was
t h o r ou g hi y in
keeping with the
quiet dignity of
the Majestic's
lobby,
Portland,
Ore.

The song "Smillin' Through" was the main part of the prologue staged by the Des Moines,
Des Moines, Iowa, for First National's "Smiling Through." The garden scene in the picture was reproduced, the quaint English brick wall and circling doorway winning instant favor, as well as the
singer clad in the costume of Moondyeen.
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Bread and Tickets

The Forum, Hillsboro, Ohio, played two First National's, "The Rosary" and a comedy, "The
Paleface." They centered their lobby display on "The Rosary" and put out a street ballyhoo for
"The Paleface** in the way of a girl painted and dressed up to represent an Indian. She was asked
on several different occasions whether or not she was a real squaw, so good was her make-up.

Cutting the lions
out of two twentyfour sheet posters
and mounting
them on beaverboard, then placing them on top
of the marquise
of the Jackson,
York, Pa., was a
good exploitation
stunt for Goldwyn's "Theodora."
It was lighted by
red lights at night,
so it was just as
valuable then, if
not more so, as it
was in the daytime.

Three beaverboard hearts were the medn stay of Manager Johnson's display for First National's
"Love's Redemption," and the one in the center reached nearly to the ceiling. The lobby was the
culmination of a carefully plemned campaign that started two weeks in advance of the run and
aesulted in a good junnp in business.

The high spot of every party we attended in our kid days was the moment
they cut the cake and we bit it carefully
to find the dime baked in it. The Strand
Theatre, Ottumwa, Iowa, provided a like
thrill for more than a thousand citizens
when they tied up with a local bakery
to bake a free admission ticket with every
loaf of bread.
A couple of days before it was pulled,
the bakeries put cards in every kitchen
announcing the stunt. The wagon boys
made a house-to-house canvass, including
both patrons and persons they wanted to
rope in. The next day the stuffed loaves
were delivered.
None of the publicity matter was put
through the mails, and, as the purchasers
of the bread got their full money's worth,
whether they received the tickets or not,
the stunt did not come under the lottery
regulations.
New Angle
Albert Hill hit upon a new angle in
advertising Forever at the Arcade Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla. He stressed the
starting hours and impressed the people
with the fact that the offering must be
something very unusual. There was a
surprising increase in the seat sale just
before starting time. The fact that they
saw it straight through made many boosters who would not have enjoyed it if
they had seen the broken show.
The lobby display consisted of a garden
scene, with effective drops on either side
of the entrance painted to represent an
old-fashioned wall with a house painted
in the background. Across the front of
the lobby was built a lattice arbor, which
was the entrance to the garden. In the
center of the lobby was a summer house
with vines around it and apple blossoms
everywhere gave the last touch of spring.
Well Planned
D. J. Shepherd, managing director of
the Branford Theatre, Newark, N. J., laid
out an extensive advertising campaign for
the showing of My Boy that resulted in
capacity showings of this Jackie Coogan
picture throughout the week.
A kiddies' matinee was the lure that
worked up interest for the opening day
and thousands of throwaways were distributed throughout public schools. Every
paper in town covered the opening, and
the publicity, accelerated by the interest
of the children, made itself thereafter.
For a prologue, the deck of a ship was
used with a girl, dressed as Jackie, singing "If You Like Me as I Like You." The
theme of this song was also made the
theme of the picture in the orchestration
and it served as a means for successful
and artistic tie-ups with music dealers.
The sky line was represented by a blue
cyclarama, with set rows for the water
ripples. Small boats were used on the
water to give a skyline perspective and a
sunset off stage added a colorful touch.
Life preservers, coils of rope and cabins
provided a realistic atmosphere to the
scene which was suggested by the opening reel of My Boy.
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Irish Style
Loew's State Theatre, Salt Lake City,
had a splendid display for Goldwyn's
Co'me On Over. In front of the box-office,
standing in the center of the lobby on
the sidewalk line, Manager Rice placed
a large cutout figure of Colleen Moore
as Moyna, taken from the 24-sheet poster,
with the title of the film across her figure.
Standing on top of the box-office was
a three-foot Statue of Liberty enlightening the world. Two arches were constructed, one end of each resting on the
box-office and the other on the side arch
of the entrance. One arch bore the words
'Come on'
and the other one
"Over"
the title of the picture. These two arches
were plentifully decorated with shamrocks. Small Irish flags were strung on
a wire clear across the entrance. Shamrocks were painted on the glass doors
leading into the auditorium, and the lobby
contained specially built and decorated
frames.
By Proxy
C. A. Barbian, First National franchise
holder of the Waldorf Theatre, Akron,
Ohio, played Penrod at the same time
that Freckles Barry and the picture were
appearing at the State Theatre in Cleveland. Barbian couldn't arrange for a
personal appearance of the young star,
so he had him by proxy.
Through an arrangement with the AdPhoto-Scope Co., he had a continuous performance running in the window of a
dry goods company, the performance consisting of several hundred feet of Penrod
clipped from the picture that was running
morning, noon and night without intermission. At night time the colored glass
through which the scenes were run was
illuminated to make the display visible.
It had the effect of stopping people at
the street and interested them in the picture, unquestionably increasing the attendance.
Old Automobile
K. C. Manny, manager of the Meralta
Theatre, a Los Angeles suburban house,
put Goldwyn's Watch Your Step over by
means of two unique exploitation stunts
at very little cost. Obtaining an old
steam automobile with a high-speed record, he placed it in the lobby. Running
a wire from an ordinary electric socket
to a buzzer placed under the hood of the
machine, he obtained the suggestion,
which was further heightened by a
mounted six-sheet hung directly over the
automobile, and a row of stills stretched
from stem to stern of the "old boat."
Taking advantage of the possibilities
of the title, Mr. Manny had a stencil
made, reading
"Watch Your Step"
and lettered the sidewalks within a radius of half a dozen blocks of the theatre,
in addition to stencilling the title on the
automobile. Three-sheets, one-sheets and
colored enlargements, obtained from the
exchange, added color to the lobby display.
A ten-dollar bill more than met the cost
of both stunts.
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The figures in the foreground of this display, arranged by Manager Harrison of the Howard,
Atlanta, for Paramount's ''FooTs Paradise," were cut-outs from paper mounted on beaverboard, but
so cleverly were they placed and so effective the lighting they took on a very life-like appearance.

This front for
'The
was
FirstRosary"
National's
built at a cost of
less than twelve
dollars, so Arch
Bamberger, managerpress,
of theOwensboro,
EmKy., says. It was
made ofboard' beaverand light
paper stained to
represent church
windows, with
electric lights
back of them to
give the effect at
night.

Although Fox's "A Tale of Two Cities" had four years of advertising behind it. Manager Berand
of the Allen, Regina, Sask., Canada, wanted to let people know he was showing it, so he put out a
billboard carried by two armed soldiers that did the job.
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Photographs
Manager Edward Silberstein of the
Community Theatre, Catskill, N. Y., has
a stunt that's got the old photo-shop gags
licked a mile. It built patronage for Her
Husband's Trademark. His townsmen
have their pictures taken with Gloria
Swanson and Wallace Reid, instead of
getting a fake donkey or posing by a
canvas seashore.
Silberstein tied up with a studio, the
best in town, supplying life-size poster
cutouts of various Paramount stars taken
from Paramount sixes and threes. The
novelty was introduced, with tickets to
see Her Husband's Trademark thrown in
as premiums.
The studio came across with a co-operative window and newspaper ad. Catskill
fell for this one.

Artistic cards appropriately framed will add to the appearance of even the plainest lobbies,
The Star, Portland, Ore., however, has a very handsome lobby, and in arranging their display for
First National's "The Silent Call" they added a great deal to its beauty.

When Charles
Ray csune to the
Metropolitan, Atlanta, in First National's "The Barnstormer" Manager
Patterson thought
his lobby was most
too dignified, so
with a little handpainted scenery he
changed it to the
Town Hall, that
brought back
memories of onenight stands
through the tank
townspeople have
read of.

This front called' a halt to every passerby when Paramount's "Her Mate" (Moran of the Lady
Letty) played the Howard, Atlanta. In the left foreground stood a miniature lighthouse in which a
light burned constantly, the revolving effect being attained by means of electrical devices.

Barrymore Himself
Wanting to be sure his prospective
patrons would know what they were about
thusly
to see, : a Brooklyn exhibitor is advertising
"The Lotus Eaters — with John Barrymore himself. We don't substitute cheap
actors in any of our films, even if this is
Brooklyn."
Good Combination
Manager Willard Patterson claims, in his
diversified experience, the distinction of
being an old-time trouper familiar with
one night stands. When Charles Ray came
along at the Metropolitan Theatre, Atlanta, Ga., in The Barnstormer, Patterson
had the picture sized up to a T.
He made over his theatre front to resemble one of the creaky one night stands,
a ramshackle town hall such as might
have held the original road company of
East Lynne. Hand painted scenery completed the effect of boards so wide apart
that the rifts could have let a full blowing hurricane through without stretching.
The sign, "Town Hall" figured prominently over the entrance. It fitted the
picture and it was unique. The combination brought in all the fans who would be
interested in a comedy of this nature starring Charles Ray, and a lot of others who
were attracted by the theatre front.

Big Increase
The manager of the Empress Theatre,
Owensboro, Ky., decided that he wanted
his sign above the marquee of his theatre
to be an effective exploitation aid at night
time as well as during the day. Owing
to the fact that the lights at the side of
the theatre were insufficient to illuminate
this square panel after darkness, he
sought other means. By obtaining a special permit from the city council he arranged a loop wire across the street,
strung the wiring around the sign and
then swung a drop light from above it,
so that the glare shown directly on his
panel. The result is said to have increased the efficacy of his exploitation
around the theatre and lobby at least 100
per cent when he was playing All for a
Woman, and he has installed this light
as a permanent fixture.
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Community Sings
The bird who said there was nothing
new beneath the sun has the dope all
wrong, because a thing can become so old
it's new again. With the swing of the
cycle the illustrated screen song has made
itself visible upon the exhibitorial horizon
again.
Manager Bradford Brayton of the Majestic Theatre, Streator, 111., is responsible for this "innovation" in his exploitation to work up community sings, the
first one of which was run in conjunction
with the showing of Constance Talmadge's
First National attraction, Weddiyig Bells.
He gave the proper stage settings with
a series of softly colored lights. Then
screen slides were made to harmonize
with a lot of current musical hits. Peppy
songs from the "Scandals" were used to
illustrate Wedding Bells. "Out Where the
West Begins" was used with Bob Hampton of Placer. Other First National attractions were given illustrated songs
that harmonized; and the rapidly changing lights added 100 per cent to the eifectiveness of the idea.
The community sing has taken hold of
Streator, and the Majestic Theatre is being regarded as the meeting place for all
its followers. Here's an example of how
an exhibitor managed to dig up and renovate an old idea with satisfactory results
for the box-office, the picture and the
dear public.
Game

Chickens

Nothing surprises the people of Dyersburg, Tenn., any more, since T. W.
Young, Jr., has been managing the
Frances Theatre. If he advertised for
a trick elephant, the chances are someone
would lead one to the door of the Frances
and he would use it to advertise some
picture.
In answer to a little classified ad for
"game chickens," three prize-winners at
a recent chicken show in Dyersburg and
a couple of human ones made their appearance at his office. He told the latter
gently but firmly that they were not what
he had in mind, but the three prize-winners he gave a place of prominence in the
Frances lobby, with their coops bedecked
in the blue ribbons and their pedigrees
conspicuously displayed above. A large
sign read
"These are all game chickens — but the gamest
chicken of all is inside. See Bebe Daniels in
"A Game Chicken"
They did.
What Next?
Backing up his personal opinion by
making a sworn affidavit before a notary
public, Frank L. Browne evolved a new
advertising method for creating intere.st
with the showing of Tol'able David at the
Liberty Theatre, Long Beach, Gal. Because he was willing to stake his personal
reputation on the picture, the genial manager, who claims the acquaintance of at
least one-third of Long Beach's 80,000 inhabitants, Mr. Browne took a personal interest in boosting the picture. The statement to which he swore, and which was
used in all of the Liberty's display advertising, emphasized the dramatic power,
humanness
able Da/uid. and audience appeal of Tol'-
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Manager Gersdorf of the Capitol, Macon, Ga., took a round frame, covered it with beaverboard,
provided a pair of hands, put twelve numbers on the dial, attaching to each number a still from the
picture, and at very little expense had a splendid display for Paramount's "Midnight."

Abe Levy of the
Strand, Waco,
Tex., used binationa of stars
comin his display for
"Star Dust"
that
First
National's
helped materially
to put this picture
over to big business. The most
attractive star, of
is theHope
one
incourse,
the center,
Dust"
Hampton,fame.of "Star

Universal has made a tie-up with the manufacturer of a new shampoo that will be national in
its scope, and you will probably see a duplicate of this window in your town. While most of this
display is given over to the shampoo, it can be seen that the pictures of Universal's stars occupy a
very prominent place in the window.
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Valentine Day

The Central, New York, usually has a lobby display that is thoroughly in keeping with the
theme of the picture playing, but this time' Manager Cobe had to call the assistance of the police to
hold the crowds back when he put a man in cowboy regalia mounted on a pinto in his lobby for
Universal's "Man to Man."
During the
showing of First
National's "Peaceful Valley" the city
fathers of Norwalk allowed
Manager F e 1 d e r
of the Gilger to
placetrash
posteirs
the
cans. on

Using a cut-out
of the queen, the
manager of the
William P e n n ,
Chester, Pa., built
a fan - shaped
board for the back
of her head, and
studding it with
electric lights,
made a striking
display for Fox's
"Queen of Sheba."
Mike Naify, manager of the T. & D., Sacramento, Cal., put over (First National Week largely by
virtue of this well-balanced lobby. All of the decorations, except the bit of fern in the box office,
came from the exchemge. That little greenery, however, made the ladies of Sacramento fall for the
lobby.

Capitalizing the fact that the name of
a Norma Talmadge picture he was playing on February 14 coincided with the
thought of Valentine Day, Manager W. C.
Johnson of the Rialto Theatre, Columbus,
Ga., made his lobby a very attractive one
at a small outlay.
During the run of the picture three
beaverboard hearts were the mainstay of
the display. One huge one which reached
nearly to the ceiling contained a head of
the star cut from the three-sheet and
mounted against a red background. The
heart also contained the name of the star,
the name of the picture, and at the bottom :
"Our Valentine to You"
Two smaller hearts made of beaverboard,
covered with red, formed the frames, on
which stills were displayed, and in large
cutout letters across the entrance was the
name of the star.
The lobby was the culmination of a
careful campaign which started two
weeks in advance of the run when heartshaped slides announced that the Rialto
had a real surprise in store for Valentine Day. A week in advance a number
of small hearts were displayed in the
lobby with the picture of the star and
nothing else pasted on them.
The result of this alert showman's effort to keep abreast of the times was the
biggest Monday and Tuesday business
that the Rialto has had for a long time.
Clever Device
An original and clever device was recently conceived by the management of
the Tremont Temple, Boston, in conjunction with street exploitation of Fox's
ACourt.
Connecticut
in King
It was aYankee
motor-sled
which Arthur's
carried
four knights through the streets and
which was sufficiently odd in itself to be
classed as a curiosity, and accordingly an
attraction-getter.
By taking the front wheel off a motorcycle and erecting a four-runner sled
around it, the sled-body being attached
to the vehicle by means of a rear-wheel
support, the unusual affair was ready for
its publicity mission.
A "knight
of the Courtand
of King
acted
as chauffeur
fourArthur"
other
"knights" sat on the sled on a triumphant
tour through Boston's thoroughfares.
Each rider carried a canvas shield bearing the name of the picture and of the
theatre.
Unusual Stunt
An unusual stunt that was used for
First National Week, but which presents
an idea applicable to all houses at any
time, was put into operation by Manager
Carlson of Finkelstein and Ruben's
Unique Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn., when
he engaged a ballyhoo artist. This individual was dressed up in brass buttons
and toy soldier's uniform and given a
musket to resemble as closely as possible
the miniature figure typifying First National Week in the national advertising
accessories. He paraded the streets with
signs to explain his presence.
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G. W. Ballentine has been appointed
salesman in the Washington territory for
Universal Film Exchange, Inc.
Harold Hughes has resigned from the
Buffalo Goldwyn sales staff. He has not
as yet announced his plans for the future.
Not to be outdone by the metropolitan
theatres, Sid Allen of Medina, N. Y., is
giving radio concerts in his Scenic Theatre.
Franz Wister has left the concertmeister's chair in the orchestra at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo. He is planning a trip
to Germany to visit relatives.
Eddie Hayes, Buffalo First National
chief, is putting on a "Clean Up Campaign." The first week broke all new business records.

Live

TERRITORY
Exhibitors

L. K. Brin of Kwality Pictures, is in
Denver to meet his Colorado representative, and is expected in Seattle soon. It
is rumored Mr. Brin will have some interesting announcements to make on his
return.
The Educational Film Company, with a
branch at Albany, has leased new headquarters in that city and on and after
May 1 will be housed in what was at one
time Universal's home at 659 Broadway,
Albany, J. H. Morgan being manager.
Harry Green has sold the Premier Theatre, a Buffalo neighborhood theatre, to
Hen Brothers of Cleveland. The house
was formerly operated by Art Schmidt
and Joseph A. Schuchert, with Elmer C.
Winegar as manager.

C. W. Anthony. Vitagraph manager in
Buffalo, journeyed to Rochester recently
to become acquainted with exhibitors in
the Flower City. He found business good
in most of the theatres there.

Gerald M. Farley, who has been a salesrepresentative for Hodkinson in the Buffalo territory, has been promoted to office
manager in the Queen City Exchange, succeeding Joe Daly, who recently resigned
to accept a position with United. Artists.

J. A. Weisbeck, postmaster at Alden, N.
Y., is following in the footsteps of Will
Hayes and is giving all his time to the
management of the Liberal Theatre in his
home town.

Maude George appeared in person at
the showing of Foolish Wives at the
Strand Theatre in Binghamton, N. Y., recently. The appearance was arranged by
District Manager M. A. Chase of Universal.

Educational Film Exchange of Seattle
has booked the town solid for Educational
Week. J. A. Gage, the local manager, has
returned from a short swing around the
territory.
*

A. W. Plues, former manager of
New Orleans Vitagraph exchange, is
new manager of the Pathe exchange
Des Moines. Mr. Plues succeeds H.
Baumeister. He was at one time an
hibitor at Greenville, Miss.

R. D. Thompson has been made manager of the Omaha exchange for Famous
Players-Lasky, according to an announcement made this week. He succeeds H. I.
Krause.

The new exchange building in North
Pearl Street, Buffalo, will be ready May
1, at which time the following companies
will move in: Nu-Art, Pathe, First National and Goldwyn. Others may soon
make announcements that they have engaged space.
jt
Fejiton Lawlor is now covering the
Utica territory for R-C Pictures, taking
the place of Charlie Faust, who is now
with Universal as a salesman. A. W.
Moses has signed up Beyond the Rainbow
for the Empire, Syracuse, and the Regent,
Rochester.

David Gross, special representative for
First National, is working with the boys
in Buffalo territory where Branch Manager E. J. Hayes is conducting a clean uip
campaign.
one campaign after
another at theIt'sF. just
N. exchange.
Billie West, manager of the Central
Park in Buffalo, has installed a fine orchestra and furnished the rear of the
house with attractive wicker lounges and
criairs. Billie always reports business
good.
Harry Royster, formerly with the Buffalo Paramount exploitation forces and
now in Cleveland, was in Buffalo last
week, where he took unto himself a wife.
Mrs. Royster was a Middletown, N. Y.,
girl.
Jack Cohn, booker for Fox in Seattle,
is being welcomed back on the job this
week after undergoing an operation for
appendicitis recently. Frank Harris, formerly with Western Theatre Equipment
Co., is now salesman for Fox.
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D. R. Blythe has succeeded Earl Cramer
as manager of Select's branch in Albany,
Mr. Cramer having gone with the Robertson-Cole house in Buffalo. Mr. Blythe
was at one time employed by the American Releasing Corporation in Pittsburgh
and before that by Realart.
Paul Barron, formerly manager of the
Midland Theatre in Syracuse, has succeeded W. L. Merrill as Buffalo manager for
Wid Gunning, Inc. Mr. Barron is well
known in Buffalo. He was formerly a
member of the Select sales staff in that
city. Mr. Merrill has returned to New
York.

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCIUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PIANT

AVENUE

CHICAGP/lLLINOIS^^^^^^-,^v

Eddie Weinberg, manager of the Buffalo Strand, is managing the MarkStrand in Syracuse during the absence of
Manager Edgar Weill, who is confined to
his home on account of illness. Assistant Manager Eugene Pfeil is "guiding the
absence.
reins"
in Buffalo during Mr. Weinberg's
John Clark, who has been manager of
the Philadelphia office for Famous Players for several years will leave soon on a
two months tour of the country visiting
all the Famous Players exchanges. During his absence the Philadelpiha office will
be in charge of Mr. Block, who has been
managing the Cleveland office.
Allen S. Gleen, who is well known in
motion picture publicity circles, has been
engaged by Royal Pictures, Inc., of Philadelphia to exploit Determination, which
recently opened in that territory at Atlantic City. He was formerly publicity
manager for Johnny Hines and for the
Philadelphia office of Paramount.
Syd Samson, Grand & Warner manager
in Buffalo, announced that work has
started on the new Grand & Warner
Building in Franklin Street. United
Artists has engaged space in the building,
which will be ready about May 1. Mr.
Samson has signed up thirty-five subsequent runs on School Days in the city of
Buffalo.
James Q. (Jim) Clemmer has returned
to a first run policy and first run prices
at his Winter Garden Theatre, Seattle.
Nazimovain inTheA Ruling
Doll's House
and opening
George
Arliss
Passion,
numbers under the new ruling, have more
than proven the wisdom of the move and
Mr. Clemmer is receiving many congratulations.
Ben Friedman, president of the Friedman Film Corporation, announced this
week that he has purchased distribution
rights from Arrow for Ten Nights in a
Barroom for Iowa and Nebraska. The
deal was closed recently in New York
and involves one of the largest payments
ever made for film distributing rights in
two States.
A farewell dinner was tendered Archie
Parkhouse, who has acted as organist for
the past four years at the Colonial Thein Albany,
recently.
Mr. Parkhouse atresails
this N.
weekY., for
his former
home
in England which he left eight years ago.
During the evening he was presented with
a handsome ring as a token of esteem by
his associates.
Under
supervision
of "Curley"
Calvert,the
manager
of the Universal
Kansas
City office, a baseball club, composed of
persons in all departments of the film industry in Kansas City, will be organized.
Not even a restriction on sex has been
made.
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breezes

Monsoon

Breezes

that

you can turn on just by flipping a switch.

One exhibitor says :
"The Monsoon Cooling
System is simply wonderful. When we started it going, the audience thought the ocean
was moved near Passaic, as it was so cool,
with gentle breezes
blowing. The Monsoon
System will mean at
least 1 00 % increase in
LOUIS
H. GOLD, City
business."
Theatre, Passaic, N. J.
Install Monsoons for this Summer.

Reduced

prices and liberal terms m^^ it easy for you.
Write for Booklet V-I6

Monsoon

Cooling

System,

Inc.

71 North 6th St.

726 Bulletin Bldg.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Philadelphia, Pa.

T. L. Vought, who operates the Opera
House at Clear Lake, S. D., received the
nomination for county auditor as a birthday gift. He received the largest majority
over his opponent ever piled up in the
county. He will have no opposition in the
fall elections. In appreciation of his
honor he gave a special show at his theatre to his patrons.
The building at 1230 Vine Street, Philadelphia, is being entirely remodeled for
the use of the Quaker City branch of
Pathe, which will take possession about
June 1. They will occupy all three floors.
For several years they have been located
on Thirteenth Street above Race, somewhat removed from the heart of the motion picture community.
Samuel Harding, owner of the Liberty
and Doric theatres, Kansas City, has
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manager for Finkelstein & Ruben, Minneapolis, to accept the position of general
manager of the Saxe Amusement Enterprises of Milwaukee, has been announced.
Mr. Keough manager the Minneapolis
Strand Theatre under the regimes of the
Saxes and Fingelstein & Ruben. At one
time he
manager of the Pantheon Theatre ofwas
Chicago.

*em yourself — right in your theatre

— ccol, refreshing

Volu me 11.

"initiated" what seems to be a plausible
policy for maintaining theatre operation
on a profitable basis during the hot
months of summer. Mr. Harding has
Robinson Cmsoe, a Universal serial, for
his Doric Theatre, which will be the first
serial ever shovra in that house.
Resignation of James Keough, booking

Jack Woody, formerly general manager
for Realart, who has recently become general manager for Selznick in New York,
is due for many enthusiastic congratulations from his friends in the Northwest on
his return to the Selznick organization.
Mr. Woody is a former Seattle man. The
Seattle Selznick office has appointed V. S.
Brown for the Washington and George J.
Ekre for the Oregon territory, as salesmen.
The Seattle office of Associated First
National announces changes in its office
personnel as follows : Roy Hawkinson, former road representative, has been transferred to the Spokane territory with headquarters in Spokane; H. D. Wilson, who
was booker here, will temporarily replace
Hawkinson on the road ; A. McRae will be
booker, while H. E. Beckman will handle
short comedy subjects. Guy G. Maxey is
now northwest manager.
Here's
Croix de
stricken
flood last

an exhibitor that deserves the
Guerre. With Burlington, Kan.,
from the disasters of a great
week, J. J. Newcomb did not discontinue to operate his Newks Theatre,
but hastily effected a tie-up with the local
newspaper and arranged for beneficial
performances for distracted citizens. The
newspaper furnished the advertising, Mr.
Newcomb the show. It would be a difficult task to convince Burlington citizens
that ferns sprout from the "dome" of an
exhibitor.

The Nova Operating Company, controling the Avon Theatre in Watertown, N.
Y., has added two more houses to its
string of motion picture theatres. One
of these is located in Utiea. Charles Sesonske, a veteran showman, managing
director of the Avon and Frank A. Empsall, principal stockholder of the Nova
company, are involved in the purchase.
For months past a battle royal has been
going on in Watertown between the Sesonske house and the opposition houses
owned and operated by Nathan Robbins
of Utica.
There have been a number of important
changes in film circles in Albany, N. Y.,
during the past few days. Frank V.
Bruner has been named as manager of
the Pathe exchange in that city, succeeding James Loughborough. Mr. Bruner
has been with Pathe for about four years,
serving during the last four or five months
at the home office in New York as manager of the
department.
Previous
to employees'
that he hadstock
worked
out of
the New York office as a representative
of the serials featured by that company.
He had also served for some time as the
manager of the company's house organ.
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Is Right

Ventilation Engineer, Chicago Health Department.

This article was written to emphasize to the theatre
owner or manager the importance of the health factor in proper ventilation. This health factor, along
with comfort to the patrons and service to the management, is the dominant feature considered when the
Typhoon engineers design equipment for theatres or
other public gathering places. — Editor.
Ventilation embraces in its entirety many factors,
the neglect of any one of which may mean the total inability of a ventilating system to perform its proper
functions and may result in its utter condemnation.
The factors to be considered are dust bacteria, odors,
dry bulb, wet bulb, relative humidity and air motion,
and the writer is of the opinion that the last named
(air motion) is the most important of all. However,
let us briefly summarize, starting with bacteria.
Bacteria. — Bacteria are always present in the air,
most of them being of the harmless variety. In exposing culture plates in an unventilated theatre we
have recorded as high as 200 colonies on a two-minute
plate. In a well-ventilated theatre we get an average
of about five colonies on a two-minute plate. The
question of an actual infection, however, is generally
due to some sneezing, coughing pest who sprays out
droplets to a range of possibly 10 feet and who is ignorant of the fact that handkerchiefs should be interposed when such paroxysms seize him. The theatre
owner should prevent spitting and should maintain his
theatre in the highest sanitary condition at all times,
thus not allowing the air to become locally contaminated.
Dust. — Dust as found out of doors under ordinary
conditions has not been proven harmful. Generally it is
a nuisance, but if proper precautions are taken as to
the air supply intake, I do not believe it will greatly
interfere with health just because we have four walls
around and a roof over it.
Odors. — Odors are a nuisance and their cause should
be removed. In some auditoriums we get what is commonly known as the "great humanity" odor, but belief
is had that some small percentage of those present have
not made proper use of soap and water. Ventilating
them individually may help, but soap and water will
do a vastly greater amount of good.
Next we come to the dry bulb : wet bulb, relative
humidity, and air motion. These are all inter-related,
but do not think that you will have a difficult problem
to solve because with the limited range of temperature
maintained in the theatre I believe that I can show
where it is resolved into one factor of Air Motion.
The Chicago Health Department some few years ago
made a survey of 100 complaints listed under the captions of "Poor Ventilation," "Lack of Ventilation," or
some such similar title. You will understand, of
course, that the average layman, being unable to disassociate any of the above-mentioned factors, and being in a public gathering place where he experiences
discomfort, promptly bunches all of these together and
states with much conviction "the air is rotten," "the
ventilation is fierce" and removes himseslf as rapidly
as possible from his surroundings.

When these complaints were received it was the duty
of trained investigators to visit places complained of
and isolate all factors to determine which one or ones
caused complaint to be made, also to see that the proper
action was taken to correct conditions when same was
warranted.
The fact was disclosed from a study of the investigator's report that 80 per cent of complaints had for
their origin improper temperature and air motion. Explaining slightly further, it was the maintaining of
high temperature and low air motion which did not
permit the body to transmit its excessive: heat, generated above the amount necessary to maintain the body's
temperature of 98.6 deg.
Let us see what the effect on the health and efficiency
of the body is when it is unable to dissipate its excess
heat. First, consider the body. It is a heat-generating
machine and the amount of heat generated is governed
entirely by its activities. The beating of the heart,
breathing, thinking and all muscular activities generate heat according to the amount of work done. Now
this excess heat above the amount required to maintain
normal temperature, is dissipated in several ways:
namely, by the warming of the air we breathe, by
evaporation of moisture from the lungs, by heat lost
in the excrement from the body, by heat radiation from
the body and most important of all is the heat loss due
directly to evaporation from the skin surfaces and to
the actual warming by contact with the skin.
The first three means of dissipating heat cannot be
changed to an appreciable degree. Heat radiation from
the body can be governed to an extent, but air motion
and temperature can be controlled, and as. there is a
very definite relation between these two as far as comfort is concerned, it necessarily follows that by controlling air motion we can materially assist or retard
the dissipation of heat from the body.
Let us take, for example, a packed auditorium with
high temperature and low air motion. We will find
that the heat loss from the patrons is not sufficient and
as the body is constantly producing heat in excess this
excess will tend to raise the body temperature above
normal, creating at first a slightly feverish condition,
after which a general feeling of discomfort is noted.
The audience is then in an abnormal condition which,
as it is abnormal, is decidedly detrimental to its general health welfare. We can, if necessary, follow this
illustration to its logical conclusion where the person
totally restricted from heat dissipation woud die from
heat shock. This is not a hypothetical conclusion, but
happened not more than six months ago whien certain
prisoners were packed into a closed car in a hot climate,
with the result that most of them were dead when the
car was finally opened. The increase in body temperature also affords a warmer and better temperature for
the incubation of harmful bacteria and may result in
their propagating in such quantities that they will obtain a stronghold against which the natural resistance
of the body is powerless.
I am showing below a chart on experiments made
by Dr. E. V. Hill and showing the relation between
air motion and wet bulb temperatures. Wet bulb tem-
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peratures are very easy to ascertain and I would strongly advise each theatre manager to have in his auditorium awet bulb thermometer or hygrometer, so that
the wet bulb temperature of the air can be determined,
as it is only by wet bulb reading that the total heat in
the air can be found. Ordinary thermometers known
as dry bulb do not mean anything, as an audience can
be comfortable at 90 deg. dry bulb or comfortable
at 60 deg. dry bulb, as the total heat in the air may
be equal in both cases. With a known wet bulb temperature and by use of the chart the up-to-date theatre
manager can determine at a glance the air motion necessary for the comfort of his patrons. This applies to
winter months as well as summer months. Each theatre should be provided with large fans capable of
handling large volumes of air with low power input
thus providing the air motion which is so essential to
health.
When you stop and consider that each one of the
audience is giving off heat equivalent to II/2 square
feet of direct steam radiation, you will start to appreciate why the temperature in your house increases 10
to 15 deg. above what it was when you opened your
doors. Why not provide means of ridding your patrons
of excessive heat? If this is done they will be brighter,
more cheerful, your entertainment will have an added
value to them and the general crabbiness shown by the
mass in a low air motion unventilated theatre will
disappear. Why not contribute to the health of the
world by ventilating your theatre and supplying air
motion which is every bit as essential to the body as
food and drink? Why are eastern potentates always
pictured with servants wielding large fans? Why do
you go for a ride on a hot day? The answer is that
the excess heat is being dissipated and comfort maintained.
Out of doors the average air motion is over 400 feet
per minute. In an unventilated theatre it is 5 or 10
feet per minute. Furnish your audience with the best
air you can obtain, but even if it is the worst air in the
world you can fill an 80 per cent want by supplying air
motion to all, based on the wet bulb thermometer.
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trons and yourself. Ventilation is a health investment.
Could anything be more important than promotion and
maintenance of this same health with which we so often
take chances, yet for which we fight so valiantly when
we are about to lose it?
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Reward

will be paid to any person who can prove that B. F. Porter did not sell and install Simplex
Machines in the Capitol Theatre at 51st Street and Broadway, New York City.
729 7th Ave., New York
B. F. PORTER,
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I
New
I

Dawe's Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn., Has Largest Robert Morton Organ in New England,
Special Optical System and Other Unique Features
"

|
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each side leading to the mezzanine floor, on which are located
the ladies' parlor and rest rooms, also the men's smoking room
and promenade. The foyer walls are panelled, the ceiling finished in a pale blue sky effect, and lighted by three beautiful
Venetian crystal chandeliers, the ornamental plaster work being
high lighted in gold.
The main floor has 800 seats; the balcony, in which are also
located the loges and reserved seats, has a total of 700 seats.
Seats were installed by the American Seating Company. The
lighting throughout is semi-indirect and was designed by Black
&~Boyd of New York City.
The house is equipped with the largest Robert Morton orchestral organ in New England, installed by the American PhotoPlayer Company. The various speaking stops produce a tone
remarkable in color and richness, which, with the splendid
acoustics of the auditorium and under the expert manipulation
of Organist Stephen Boisclair, gives patrons a rare treat. Mr.
Boisclair was a pupil of Rogers of Boston, later becoming a
demonstrator for the Robert Morton Organ, during which time
he had the privilege of opening some of the largest installations
in the East.

This is the unusual picture opening settings installed ' in the new Dawes.
Note the fire extinguisher near the Robert Morton console, also the
radiators placed on either side of the footlights. The proximity of the
Robert Morton to the grand piano makes it possible to combine the two
instruments in organ-orchestra recitals.

A novel feature of Mr. Boisclair's program is the combination
of organ and orchestra for special musical numbers and overtures, which are featured in the Dawe's Theatre program; the
beautiful tones of the organ blending with a fine orchestra
giving a symphony effect.
The projectors are the latest improved Powers 6-B type E,
D. C. current being supplied by a twin 70 General Electric
motor generator set.

With the Conn.,
openingPeter
of the
Dawe's
Theatre,
on State
Bridgeport,
Dawe
has added
another
unit Street,
to his
theatre interests in Bridgeport.
The building is of the most modern construction; absolutely
fireproof, and easily ranks as one of the finest in Connecticut.
The handsome terra cotta front is a replica of the famous
Boodles Club of London, England, while the interior scheme
of decoration is of the classic Adam design.
The lobby is floored with a special tile, the walls of marble
and bronze panel inserts, with ticket office on each side.
The foyer is richly carpeted in green, with broad stairs on

The new Dawes boasts the largest Robert Morton orchestral organ in
New
console.England. It is shown here with Organist Stephen Boisclair at the

The front of the new Dawes is a terra cotta replica of the famous Boodles
Club in London. The theatre was opened with Firsti National's "Stranger
Than Fiction," as the neat frames on the sidewalk indicate.

The optical system developed by the projectionist, C. E. Bankston, was decided upon after extensive research at the General
Electric Experimental Laboratories at Lynn, Mass., resulting
in a semi-steroscopic effect, uniform from all points of view.
The various lighting effects, dimmer controls, etc., are also
operated from the projection room.
The stage setting was designed by L Sarge Taffae of New
York City. The Marsh Brothers Company of Bridgeport were
the general contractors and engineers. Plans and specifications
were drawn by Charles Wellington Walker, Jr., of Bridgeport,
Conn. The house is operated under the direct supervision of
Peter Dawe, assisted by Martin A. Heanue. Mr. Dawe was
one of the organizers of the M. P. T. 0. of Connecticut, and is
at present a member of the executive committee.
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Transverter

Its Uses and Operation and Importance to Good
Projection Discussed
^
By HOWARD McLELLAN
(Continued from last week)
Its Bearings
Ball bearings are used throughout and, as claimed by the
manufacturers, there is no question but that when properly
mounted they are highly efficient and durable, requiring only
a minimum of care. Automobile engineering practice, where
ball bearings have had some twenty years of successful application, can be credited for showing how to properly mount
and care for such bearings.
' We find
the mounting
of ballracebearings
is universal
practice
to in
tightly
hold the inner
of the it
bearing
on its
seat on the shaft and permit the outer race to have a free
. fit in its housing, yet without lateral shake, so that this outer
race has enough freedom to adjust itself lengthwise of the
shaft in order to avoid any binding action or end thrust
between itself and the inner race.
To accomplish this, each of the annular ball bearings used
in Transverter is mounted so that the inner race is firmly
bound to the shaft. It is pointed out, however, that as five
or six ten-thousandths of an inch variation in bore is the
commercial standard limit of accuracy set by the engineering
societies and manufacturers of such bearings, and since the
fit on the shaft must necessarily be tight, but not too tight,
the limits of five to six ten-thousandths precludes the possibility of making a fit in this manner interchangeable, the best
practice, therefore, is to clamp the inner race between a shoulder on the shaft on one side and a lock nut on the other. This
construction has been adopted throughout in the Transverter.
The cut, Fig. 10, shows the machine in cross section. The
lower part is an induction motor of the required frequency,

Fig. 10
phase and voltage, the rotor of which is supported on both
ends of its shaft by annular ball bearings. The lower bearings are located in the housing of the base of the machine,
the annular bearing taking side load, while all of the weight

of the rotating elements is supported by the thrust bearIt will be noted that the bearing J rests against a shoulder
of the shaft above and against a thrust bearing K below,
thus the weight of the rotor and armature take the place of a
nut in binding the inner race of J to the shaft.
a spherical seat which renThe thrust bearing K rests on into
the bottom of the shaft
ders it self-aligning. A screw set
holds all the members of the thrust bearing loosely in place,
which is an aid in assembling. When the rotor shaft is put
into its proper position the thrust K will rest on the washer M,
relieving screw N of any connection with the bearing or any
of its parts. Both of these bearings are enclosed and guarded
against dirt, grit and moisure by the bearing housing cap on
shaft. A grease cup shown on the side of the mathe motor
chine supplies the lubrication for both bearings.
The center bearing is seated on the upper part of the rotor
shaft, as already stated. It is held thereon by a lock nut F
pressing it against the opposing shaft shoulder. The grease
retainer H, mounted on the shaft and revolving with it, completes the enclosure. A second grease cup shown on the side
carries lubrication to a tube entering above the bearing.
The upper bearing of the generator is in the housing D,
being a free fit therein. Its race is held on the cap A by the
stud B, secured by the lock nut C. This stud is hollow and
grease cup above, leading the grease into the houstakesing aD immediately
below the bearing. A glance will show
that there is a triple barrier against the entrance of dirt or
moisture, one where the cap A sets into the housing D, a
second one where the extension of the top yoke fits around D,
and a third where D is surrounded by the cylindrical extension of the brush rocker casting.
Mounted in this manner, the bearings demand practically
no attention, an occasional half turn, say once ech thirty days,
of each grease cup being sufficient.
Ventilation
At the extreme top of the rotor shaft is located the male
half of the coupling, the female half being on the generator
shaft. It has a possibility of a small amount of self alignment. Between the two halves of this coupling is located a
centrifugal fan which ventilates both motor and genefrator,
drawing in air from above and below and exhausting it at
the sides of the machine. It is claimed by the manufacturers
that the power required to turn this fan is much more than
offset by the increased efficiency of the unit working at the
lower temperature due to the excellent ventilation.
Lubrication
It will be noted also that grease (not oil) is used in these
bearings. Ample provision is made for any oversupply of
grease in the upper bearing to be thrown out of the bearing
housing into a compartment in the top yoke, from which it
will drain to the outside of the machine. There is, therefore,
no possibility of grease from the bearing getting into brushholder or commutator, where it could cause serious trouble.
The Motor
In most respects the AC motor is of conventional design.
Its stator, however, with its winding, is removable and interchangeable with others for different voltage, and to a limited
extent, for different phases. This makes such an alteration
of the machine a simple matter and a great convenience both
in original assembly at the factory and for a customer or
dealer.
The rotor of the motor is also of special interest. It is
wound with copper consisting of flat strips forced into a very
large number of diagonal slots in the surface of its laminated
core. The ends of these strips are shaped to overlap each other
and then acetylene welded into a solid copper ring, entirely
eliminating any possibility of trouble from open or partly
open circuits of the rotor.
The Generator
The generator has on its main poles shunt fields made up
of enameled wire and thoroughly well insulated otherwise.
Two interpoles take care of commutation, the series winding
on these being made up of asbestos cotton covered wire which
also is thoroughly insulated from the pole cores.
The armature is made up of a well laminated core in the
slots of which are imbedded insulated form wound coils, the
ends of which, by an improved process, are securely soldered
into the bars of the commutator.
The Commutator
The commutator, brush rigging and brushes are, in a sense,
the heart of any generator, as it is there that trouble will
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first develop if there is anything lacking in either its design
or the quality of the material used. In the Transverter commutator cold drawn copper bars are used, which insure absolute
uniformity of density and temper of metal throughout, and
these bars, as well as the mica segments, are punched to exact
uniformity of size, and all are assembled between mica end
rings into a steel core under many tons of hydraulic pressure, thus eliminating any possibility of warpage or loosening of bars in service.
Brushes and Holders
The brush-holders are of brass and of the most modern
type, having adjustable tension fingers that hold in contact
with the commutator surface the carbon brushes, which are
electrically connected to the brush-holder castings with flexible pigtails, thus minimizing losses and eliminating any possibility of the joints or tension springs being injured by such
currents.
Interchangeability
The various parts of Transverters of any given size are
interchangeable, and while it is seldom that anything more
than a set of brushes is required by a user, the interchangeability of the parts is of advantage to the manufacturer in
assembly of the machines, and insures that in event that a
user should have need for any part, it may be obtained almost
immediately from the nearest Transverter dealer.
The cut, Fig. 11, shows in the center a Transverter without
panel, and around it the several unit parts comprising it as
they would appear if the machine were disassembled.
Electrical Design
Electrically the generator design is rather unique. Being
intended to deliver current automatically no matter what
the arc conditions might be, the plan worked out has resulted
in a very reliable and simple construction.
Fig. 12 illustrates the electrical connections of this generator.
The action of an electric generator is that
the annature is revolved in the field of a magnet. As a result, current can be drawn off" the
armature. The amount of current is determined largely by the resistance opposing its
flow. Incidentally this current flowing in the
windings of the armature makes a magnet of
it, and in the Transverter advantage is taken
of this fact to so direct this magnetism as to
oppose the strength of the fields.
As the current flow increases, the armature
more strongly opposes the field, with the result that over a wide range of increasing voltage the resulting current is constant.
A second pair of field coils is added and
placed on a pair of auxiliary poles called interpoles, which act on those parts of the armature
winding under the brushes. Their action is
such as to produce sparkless commutation.
The results obtained from the Transverter
are not, of course, due only to the combination
of the materials and parts as outlined above,
but due largely to a careful proportioning of
them as well as the proper selection of material. Finally, the correct performance of the
machine is due to the proper positioning of the
brushes on the commutator and the correspondingly correct location of the interpoles,
which, contrary to usual practice, are made adjustable.
The location of the brushes and the interpoles is a factory adjustment and should never
be changed thereafter. A change in the location of both or either would seriously interfere
with the proper current delivery and commutation of the machine. There is no excuse for
altering this adjustment.
Performance
On making a test of a double hundred machine it was found that, on starting, the voltage immediately went to about 220 and just
as quickly dropped back to 150. This is accomplished by the use of a relay in the panel which
inserts resistance into the field as soon as the
voltage builds up to the high value. Two things
are claimed for this device — protection to the
field from abnormally high current and heat,
and a saving in power consumption, because
of full strength field applied to generator
running open circuit. The loss in the shunt
field and also the iron losses of the machine
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would be abnormally high.
With the voltage back at
150 and one of the lamps
shorted by its switch, the
other arc was started in the
usual way. It was found to
burn about 100 amperes and
at about 60 volts on normal
length. The switch across
the second arc was then
opened, the carbons began to
glow, and, when drawn apart,
produced a second arc. Both
arcs were now burning at
Fig. IE.
about 104 amperes at a total
of about 120 volts for the
two. On short circuiting the
first arc the voltmeter again returned to the neighborhood
of 60, while the amperes remained at 100. Allowing this arc
to burn without adjustment, watching the voltmeter and ammeter, the current, which was 100 at 60, went to 105 at 70,
and 108 at 80, and 109 at 90. Following the curve below mentioned it would have been found to begin to decrease slightly
below this value had the test been carried up to and beyond
100 volts. Such an extremely long arc has no value in practice, but it illustrates the remarkable constancy of the electric
current.
The curves shown. Fig. 13, illustrate this point very clearly.
Volts are shown vertically and amperes horizontally. The
four curves are for four different rheostat settings corresponding to 50, 80, 100 and 110 amperes on the arc.
Let us see how the test and the resulting curves will help
to answer questions such as the following:
1. When both arcs are open and the machine running and
showing
150 volts, why does not the fuse blow upon dead
short circuit?
(To be Continued)
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GOES

INTO

STATE
THEATRE,
CHICAGO
This improved Twin Set Martin A.C. to D.C.
Rotary
Converter was installed
because it produces sun lit
Remarkable

pictures — the
kind the public

Contrast

between black and white — maximum illumination, sharp definition, and a flatter field mark the
superiority of the
Bausch

&

appreciates.
Simple
to
Connect
and
Start

Lomb

Durable
and
Efficient

CINEPHOR
The

New

Projection

Cost
Lowtenance
Main-

Lens

The quality is absolutely uniform — each lens is
so thoroughly tested at the factory.
JV rite for interesting literature.
BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
New. York
Washington
Chicago
San Francisco London
Leadinp
American
Makers
o/
Pli-otographic
Lenses,
Microscopes,
Projection ApparaUis (Balopticons) . OphtJialmic
Lenses
and Instruments,
Photo-MicrograpMc
Apparatus,
Range
Finders
and Oun
Sights for Army and Navy, Searchlight Reflectors. Stereo-Prism
Binoculars, Magnifiers, Avtomohile Lenses and other High-Grade
Optical Products.

Simplex Sun-light Arc High Intensity Projection Lamp is a perfected
product, tested by severe practical
usage. It is sufficient to say that it's
"A Sun-Light Arc Product"
Sun-Light Arc Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York

'7f is another of the BRENKERT MAKE Products"
Is the Chorus from Satisfied Users of
BRENKERT BRENOPTlCON Model "F.''
The Most Useful Equipment That Has Been Offered to X
Theatres , in Years.
■■
BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO., Inc., Dciroit, Mich.

SUPPLY DEALERS, ATTENTION!
If you are interested in securing distribution of a new
American-made professional projector now in production and
perfected in every respect, write or wire immediately to the
undersigned.
A. M., Box A-29
Exhibitor's Xew
TradeYork
Review,
Broadway,
City.
NOTE
—
Our
idea
of
givingr
dealers
foil protection
will appeal to you.

Photo shows
lation in
idea)
Theatre,instalState
Chicago,
with
latest type
panel board.

toSuperior
Motor
Generator
Sets
Arc or
Rectifiers
In single
and Twin
Units

NORTHWESTERN
ELECTRIC COMPANY
So. Hoyne Street and Tilden, Chicago, 111.

Speed In Film Printing?
"American" Will Give It to You
Our immense laboratories (1,000,000 feet weekly capacity)
Truly!
are at your service. Your work is done quickly — and well.
American
Film' service
Companyto Laboratories
Express-Train
all parts ofarethecentrally
country located.
insure
prompt delivery of all work.
And we get more out of your negatives ! A well-knit organization of experts carefully strive to get the best possible
result from your negatives.
Let us prove ourselves to you — on your very next order.
Developing
Printing
Tinting
Toning
American 10 Points
Editing
Titling
1. QUALITY.
Prints known
for
brilliancy and clearness.
Expert
statt,
trained
by
years
of
exOrdinary
film Standard
reduced
perience, assures liighest quality
to
American
prints obtainable.
Safet.v size.
2. REPUTATIOX. Gained in 10
years of experience.
(Absolutely fire-proof
3. RESPONSIBILITY.
A confilm underwriters)
passed by all fire
cern of strong financial standing.
4.
LOCATION.
In
the
proper
Laboratory Capacity
geogi-aphical
location,
assuring
One Million Feet Per
quick delivery anywhere.
Week.
5. EQUIPMENT.
All of the
most modern obtainable.
0. CLEANLINESS.
WithinAway
two
American
blocks of Lake Michigan.
Film Co., Inc.,
from dirt and dust.
7. SAFETY. Plant approved by
Laboratories
both city of Chicago and Board
(52,33 BROADWAY
of Fire Underwriters.
and ILL.
CHICAGO,
8. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed
to serve exacting requirements.
London, England
9. PRICES.
Reasonable and comSamuel President.
S. Hutchinson,
petitive.
lO. GUARANTEES.
Write for
work.
our unique guarantee of quality
r
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Photoplay
STUCKEY
i
W

THE design of this department, is to diffuse among musicians and exhibitors correct information on all important
subjects pertaining to music for the film; to improve the quality of musical interpretation and to raise the standard of music in motion picture theatres. Questions concerning music, suitable instrumentation, queries relating to
organs and mechanical players, etc., should be addressed to Music Editor, Exhibitors Trade Review.
Pathe Song Tie Up
The Isle of Zorda, the new Oriental fox trot, suggested by
the big Pathe feature photoplay of the same name, threatens to
be
big fox
"hit"
The anew
trotsong.
has
been tried out by
well known orchestras.
The music was written by Victor Nurnberg, who
a number of has
well-known
song "hits" to his
credit, and the lyiic
is the work of Herbert Crooker of Pathe,
and Milt Hagen, both
well-known song
writers. An attractive cover for the
piano music was designed by Gustav
Michaelson, the charm
of whose magazine
cover beauties has
charmed America.
The Pathe Exchange is delighted
with the huge success that the song inby the photoplay isspired
meeting
with,
and is making every effort to make its popularity nation-wide.
Branch managers of the PatVie organization are enthusiastic
in their comment over the tie-up and have gotten into communication with the music publisher to lend their co-operation
in
"putting the song over" in the key cities throughout the
country.
What Leader Means
San Diego, California.
Norman Stuckey,
Music for the Photoplay.
Two years ago Emmett Robert Gaderer came to this city from
Chicago where he had been connected with Ascher's Oakland
Square and Lubliner and Trinz's Michigan theatres. At that
time this city knew only organs as accompaniment to the photoplay. He succeeded in getting the Cabrillo Theatre interested
in an orchestra and proved himself such a drawing card with
seventeen men that the number was increased to twenty upon
You
A

Can
Real

Convert
Organ

Your
With

Piano

Into

the New

Coburn Gem Picture Player
Can be attached to your piano. Will
produce perfect organ effects. Easy
to play. Inexpensive. Ideal for Small
Houses.
IDEAL FOR THE THEATRE WHICH WANTS BETTER
MUSIC WITHOUT HEAVY EXPENSE
COBURN ORGAN COMPANY
220 No. Washtenaw St., Chicago, 111.
Photoplay Music Specialists

his request, albeit our limited seating capacity of 1000 and the
enlargement of the orchestra pit to hold that number of men.
But Music Brought Us Business
The name Emmett Robert Gaderer means as much to our
patrons in the music line as big pictures mean to them in the
picture line. Perhaps this is due to the fact that we found the
method set forth in the following article worked with our
patrons:

Irish Songs on Cabrillo Music Program

The Sextet from "Lucia di Lammermoor," by Donizetti, was
the overture offering recently at the Cabrillo Theatre.
A score that not only enhances and reflects the air of the
feature film, but heightens all tense and dramatic situations, has
been prepared by Conductor E. R. Gaderer. Little does the
theatre-goer realize how much time and preparation is spent
in first pre-viewing the pictures and then selecting appropriate
music from a library that must contain hundreds and hundreds
of selections from light and grand operas, musical comedies,
songs, intennezzos, instrumental solos, suites, symphonies, descriptive themes, new and old popular fox trots, one-steps,
marches and music of all the nations, besides overtures of all
varieties and kinds. The Cabrillo library is one of the most
complete in southern California.
A principle in picture playing is used that differs slightly
from that of other theatres in that selections and numbers used
not only are in accordance with proper synchronization, but
these selections and numbers are so chosen that they are of
the proper length that they need not be broken to give way to
another "cut." All seques come at the end or at a logical conclusion in the composition, so that the musical sentence or thought
is not broken.
Much in the line of Irish songs go to make up the score this
week.
A music article similar to the one above is run every week in
the Music Column of the Sunday paper. (It always tells what
the overture of the week is to be, numbers to be used in the
score, musical specialties, or incidents regarding members of
the orchestra, etc.) The daily advertising besides the Sunday
advertising carries a cut of the orchestra with the leader's name.
A very surprising thing has developed. The public, during a
series of daily Cinema Concerts which lasted thirty minutes,
showed greater approval for such selections as the "Andante
from the Surprise Synyjhony," the "Largo" from the "New
World Symphony," the standard overtures, operas, and better
musical comedies, than they did for the "Very Latest Hits from
NewSo York."
they get a due admixture of what they like. And what'smore, they come back.
So San Diego, city of 90,000, farthest south on the Pacific
Coast of the United States, has found itself by the means of a
well handled picture orchestra.
Very truly yours,
Cabrillo Theatre,
San Diego, Calif.
Loren Reed, Manager.
For
THE
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FOTOPLAYER

THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO |
_:■ 1600 Broadway
64 E. Jackson Blvd.; 109 Golden Gate Ave.
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c/VJano^emen-i

No longer can even the smallest home of silent drama
succeed without good music.
The most prosperous house in any community has recognized the pulling power of superior, appropriate musical
accompaniments.
The wonderful Cremona Orchestra-Organ contributes
the musical background so necessary to put your film across
big. South Sea Islands or Labrador settings, travel, comedy,
or what-not, there is instantly available just the right music
pipe-organ, orchestra or combination, played either by hand,
by standard player roll or solo roll to best create that sense
of reality that satisfies the lover of pictures.
But best of all — the Cremona is not prohibitive for the
smaller house. Write for literature.

Chicago. USsA.

^-Hfieaiw

Orck&stra''OrQan
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The rate for classified advertising in this section is 4 cents per word,
payable in advance. Special rates (or long time contracts upon api^ication.
New

Theatres

RICHMOND, VA.— Ben Finley and associates will build on Broad Street at estimated cost of $500,000.
ELKVILLE, ILL.— A. E. Atkins will
build a $30,000 theatre.
PRINCETON, ILL.— W. 0. Stevens is
planning to build.
SOUTH PARIS, ME.— W. E. De Croteau opened the Strand recently.
BANGOR, ME.— The State Belt Republican Club will finance an $85,000 theatre
to seat 1000.
GALVESTON, TEX.— Work has been
started on the Miller Memorial Theatre.
BRIDGEPORT, ALA. — The Delecto,
owned by Edmund Reid, has been opened.
CONDON, ORE.— Edgar H. Randall
has opened the Liberty.
FARMVILLE, VA. — The Educational
Amusement Company's Ecco will be
opened in the near future.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Main Street
Theatre, the first city endowed theatre,
has been opened.
DALLAS, TEX.— The Hope is nearing
completion and will open in a few days.
WHEELING, W. VA. — The Wai-wood
recently held an auspicious opening.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— The Golden
Gate has had a big opening.
KENTON, OHIO.— Peter Bridenbaugh
and associates are building a house that
will open some time in May seating 408.
BRAZIL, IND.— The Lark has been
opened.
DIXON, ILL.— The Dixon Theatre Company has thrown open the Dixon.

Begin Right with the
ISew Theatre
Invest $10.00 in a Simplified
System of Accounting for
Motion Picture Exhibitors
Will »ave you many a dollar
and many a tough worry
Published by
Exhibitors Trade Review
Knickerbocker Bldg,, 152 W. 42d St.
New York City

TOLEDO, OHIO.— The Ohio Amusement Company will remodel the Orpheum
and change its name to the Royal.

CLINTON, lA. — George Monroe of
Beatrice, Neb., has purchased an interest
in the Orpheum.

SPRINGFIELD, MO.— A syndicate
headed by W. F. Landers and E. E. McJimsey has perfected plans for a $500,000
theatre to be known &s the Criterion.

DEVILS LAKE, N. D.— Willard Greenleaf has taken over the Unique.

ELYSIAN, MINN. — Remodeling the
Elysian is practically completed and it
will be opened in the near future.
AUSTIN, MINN.— Jay Gould of Glencoe is planning to build here.
OMAHA, NEB.— The World has been
opened.
FLAXTON, N. D.— Work on the Merrill is progressing rapidly and it will soon
be completed.
LODGE POLE, NEB.— The Strand,
closed last January, has been reopened.
DULUTH, MINN.— Clinton, Meyers and
Nelson are planning to build.
DULUTH, MINN.— Clinton, Meyers &
Nelson, who operate the Star Theatre, plan
to open soon a 900-seat houe in the West
End, it was announced by J. B. Clinton.
The new house is to be ready for occupancy early in May.

CROSBY, MINN.— The Grand Theatre
has been sold by Harvey Thorpe to a syndicate of local business men operating the
People's Theatre. It is expected that one
of the theatres will be closed.
PHILLIP, S. D.— The Gem Theatre has
been sold by R. J. Fancher to Schimke
Brothers.
DELL RAPIDS, S. D.— Dan Brooks has
purchased the Grand Theatre from H. J.
Updegraff of Sioux Falls, S. D.
BROWN'S VALLEY, MINN.— The Bijou Theatre has been sold by W. T. Schwagerl to M. C. Martin.
res
ST. JACOBS, ILL.— Several reels of
film. Projection room slightly damaged.
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Casino. Damaged
to the extent of §2,000.
HIBBING, MINN.— New Victory damaged slightly. Origin unknown.

Changes
New
BROWN'S
VALLEY, MINN.— M. C.
Martin has purchased the Bijou.
DELL RAPIDS, S. D.— The Grand has
been purchased by Dan Brooks.
CROSBY, MINN.— Harvey Thorpe has
sold the Grand to a syndicate.
PHILLIP, S. D. — Schimke Brothers
have purchased the Gem.
POSITION WANTED
PROJECTIONIST 306 will go abroad for a motion picture concern. Experienced here and in
London.
REVIEW. Box No. A-28, EXHIBITORS TRADE

Firms

NEW

YORK.— K & B Amusement Corporation, $15,000, Monroe, Orange Co., F.
E. Bolton, Monroe, E. M. Bolton, F. B.
Kistler, Brooklyn; Merlock Productions.
$25,000, Amo Merkel, William J. Block.
Harvey Willson, New York; Consolidated
Amusement Corporation, $20,000, Max
Richter, Guiseppe Privitali, Abel Fanchi,
New York; Selig-Kalen Features, Inc.,
$60,000, Frank Kalen, S. M. Selig, Georges
Renavant, New York City; Twenty-third
Street Amusement Corporation, $25,000,
Jesse L. Goldberger, John B. Karrell, New
York, Esther Gershenson, Palisades Park,
N. J.; Metropolitan Velodrome Co., $600,000, B. M. Bancroft, White Plains, William
Hutchinson, Henry Amerman, Brooklyn.

SLIDES
LET LEON MAKE YOUR SUDES
Fair
prices,
work Write
right, right
n'everything.
testing slide free.
now. Sam Focus
Leon,
Slidemaker, 207 W. 48th St., New York.
Lights For M. P. Projection
BLISS LIGHTS rival Electricity, economical,
convenient and safe. No Ozone nor Ether required. Write for particulars. Best grade
Pastils. S. A. Bliss Light Co., 1329 Glen Oak
Ave., Peoria, 111.

Used

Fotoplayer

at
a
Bargain Price!
Remarkable opportunity for motion picture theatre!
Fotoplayer in perfect condition; gives complete orchesreproductionpiano;
; played
by hand
or picture
from doubletrackertral player
provides
ejccellent
music
at
minimum
cost.
Music
continuous
—
no
pauses
for
rewindiuR
—
can
be
changed
instantly
to
fit
the
scene.
H chance to make your music, as well as your films,
a source guaranteed.
of steady profit!
desired. SatUlaction
Write Terms,
for full Ifdescription.
A. D. Cox, 717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago
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of
Manufacturers and Dealers
who handle all lines of
motion
picture equipment
Tliis directory contains a list of Exhibitors Trade Revieiv
advertisers. In writing to the firms listed it will expedite
matters if readers will mention that they saw the firm or product mentioned in Exhibitors Trade Review Blue List Directory.

Accounting Systems, Theatre.
Celebrated Players Film Corporation, 810 So. Wabasli Ave., Chicago.
Exhibitors Trade Review, 152 W. ■12nd St., New York Citv.
Standard Film Service Co., 217 Sloan Bldg., Cleveland. Ohio.
Arc Controls, Projector.
J. E. McAuley, ;i2 N. Jefferson St, Chicago.
Arc Feeds, Automatic.
Projectograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Architects, Theatre.
C. Howard Crane, Detroit. Mich.
Hoffman Henon Co., Bulletin Bldg., Philadelphia.
Cameras, Motion Picture.
Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Wilart Camera Co., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Akeley Camera, 248 West 48th St., New York City.
Bell & Howell, 1801 Larchmont Ave., Chicago.
Burke & .lames. 240 East Ontario St., Chicago.
Carbons, Projector.
National Carbon Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Cement, Film.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochesti^r, N. Y.
Golden Mfg. Co., 1913 W. Harrison St., Chicago.
Condensers, Projection Imported.
Paramount Lens Corp., 2059 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Converters, Rotary.
Northwestern Electric Co.. 112 S. Hoyne St., Chicago.
Cooling Systems, Theatre.
Moonsoon Cooling System, 71 N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Typhoon Fan Co., 34.=; W. 39tli St.. New York City.
Decorations, Theatre.
Architectural Decorating Co.. 1600 So. Jefferson St., Chicago.
Engineers, Projector.
B. K, Porter, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Film Menders.
Blue Seal Products Co.. 27 Lafayette Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Film, Raw Stock.
Eastman Kodak Co. Rochester, N. Y.
Fountains, Lobby.
Architectural Decorating Co., 1600 So. Jefferson St., Chicago.
Frames, Lobby.
Newman Mfg. Co., 717 Sycamore St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Furniture, Artstone.
Architectural Decorating Co., 1600 So. Jefferson St., Chicago,
Hoods, Electric Light Globe.
Reynolds Electric Co., Chicago.
Ink Slide.
Golden Mfg. Co., 19in W. Harrison St., Chicago.
Insurance. Theatre.
.Tames S Kemper & Co., 114 N. Broad St., Philadelphia.
Theatre Inter In;.urance Exchange, 137 So. 5th St., Philadelphia.
Laboratories. Film.
Alpha Motion
82.", T'rospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
American
Film Picture
Co., 6233Co..Broadway,
Chicago.
Burton Holmes Laboratory, 7510 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago.
Rothacker Film Laboratories, Diversey Parkwav. Chicago
Evans Film Mfg. Co., 416 W. 216th Street, New York City.
Lamps, Projection High Intensity.
Sun-Light Arc Corporation, 1600 Broadway. N. Y, City.
Nicholas Electric
Power Co.,
90 Gold St., New
General
Co., Schenectady,
N. T, Y'ork City.
Lamps. Projpctor. Mazda.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Edison Lamp Works, Harrison, N. J.
Lrnses, Camera.
Rausch Lomb Optical Co.. Rochester, N. Y.
Lenses. Proiertinn.
Bausch Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y.
George S. Johnston Co., 5 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago.
Liehting, Studio and Stage.
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.. New York City.
Sun-Light Arc Corporation, 1600 Broadway. New York City.
Lights, Projection Oxygen.
S. A. Bliss Light Co.. 1329 Glen Oak Ave., Peoria, 111.
Lubricant. Projector.
Golden Mfg. Co., 1913 W. Harrison St.. Chicago.
Marquise, Theatre.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Motors, Electric.
Reynolds Electric Co., Chicago.
Northwestern Electric Co., 412 So. Hoyne St., Chicago.
Music Photoplay
Richmond Robbins Inc., 1658 Broadway, New York City.
Organs, Theatre.
Marquette Piano Co., Chicago.
American Photoplayer Co., San Francisco, Cal.
Coburn Organ Co., 220 N. Washtenaw St., Chicago.
Smith Unit Organ Co., 413 West Erie St., Chicago.
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Paint, Screen.
Golden Mfg. Co., 1913 \V. Harrison St., Chicago,
Patchers, Film.
Ott Sales Co., 522 Fifth Ave., New YorkInd.City.
Phonographs, Theatre.
Dodge Manufacturing Co.. Mishawaka,
Projectors, Portable.
Allied Enterprises, Inc., 15 E. 40th St.. New York City.
Projectors, Professional.
York City.
Nicholas Power Co., 90 Gold St., Ncv,Radio Sets, Theatre.
Dodge Mfg. Co., Mishawaka, Ind,
Reels, Film.
Globe Machine & Stamping Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Re-Seating, Theatre.
American Seating Co.. 14 E. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago.
Rewinders, Safety Film.
Williams, Bro\\n & Earle, Philadelphia.
Screens, Motion Picture
Raven Screen Corp., 165 Broadway, New York City,
Magic Ci-ystal Screen Co., 500 Fifth Ave., New York City.
Screens, Motion Picture.
Da-Lite Screen & Scenic Co., 922 W. Monroe St., Chicago.
Jacobsson Mfg. Co., 3718 Woodland, Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Seats and Chairs, Theatre
American Se.iting Co., 14 E. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago.
Signs,
Electric.
Federal
Electric Co., 8700 So. State St., Chicago.
Slides, Motion Picture.
Radio Mat Slide Co., 110 W, 42nd St., New York City.
Stereopticons.
Brenkert Light Projection Co., 49 Cortland Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Switchboards, Theatre. (Lighting Systems)
Frank Adams Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Hub Electric Co.. 2219 W. Grand Ave., Chicago.
Ticket Choppers.
Caille Bros., 6210 Second Boulevard. Detroit. Mich.
Tickets, Theatre.
Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago.
Weldon, Williams & Lick, Fort Smith. Ark.
Transverter, Projection.
Hertner Transverters, 1900 W. 112th St.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Ventilating Systems, Theatre.
American Blower Co., Detroit. Mich.

CHECK
YOUR
THEATRE'S NEED
// there is anything you need in the theatre equipment line
look over the list below, check the item that interests you and
ou.r Better Theatre Department will advise you fully about that
product and put you in touch with the dealer. THIS SERVICE
IS FREE and is a part of our BLUE LIST SERVICE.
Slides
. . Globes
Arc Control . .. Decorations
Spotlights . .. . .
Architects .... Posters
Phonographs
Roofing
Furniture . . . Carbons
Proj. Lamps. . . .
Plumbing .... Brass Rails . , Converters . . . Generators
Projectors .... Lubricants . . Pianos
Rewinders . . .
Curtains
Lobby
...
Change
Ticket Frames.
Booths. Marquise
Projectors
.
.
trolsConCurtain
Transverters , Music
Fire
ExtinTicket Chopg
u
i
s
h
e
r
s
.
.
.
Organs
Machines . ,
pers
Screen
Paints. Heating . . . . Radio Sets . . . . Printing
Slide Ink
Ventilation . . Lenses
Fans
Stereopticons.. . ..
Motors
Condensers
Signs
Cameras
Cement. . Mazda
Lighting .... . Film
Reels
Insurance .... Ornaments
Film
Menders.
Scenery
Tickets
Seating
Organ Seats . .
Fountains . . .
Cooling
tures Fix- Laboratories. ,
Switchboard. . . Screens
Lighting
Theatre
City

Street No

Manager or Owner
BETTER

THEATRES

DEPARTMEJST

Exhibitors Trade Review
152 West 42nd St.
New York City, N. Y.
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Cameraman's
New

Use

for

Acetylene

Director and Cameraman Use Torch to Produce Quick
Effect of Old Burned Ship Hulk
Acetylene, the gas generated from calcium carbide, has been
■used in so many surprising ways that it is commonly called
the "gas of a thousand uses." Nevertheless, every little while
one hears of an entirely new application, either of the gas
itself or of the apparatus in which it is burned as a fuel. Some
of the strangest uses occur in moving picture studios or on
"location," where the oxy-acetylene blowpipe is employed in
many ways to speed up the business of film play producing.

Vnlume 11.
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Department
called for the hulk of an old boat, victim of the sea, lying half
buried in beach sand and depicting the ravage of time and the
elements. Doubtless the coast of California affords dozens of
just such derelicts, but there was no time for scouting one out,
and it was necessary to fake one with as little delay as possible.
This was accomplished speedily and inexpensively by running
up a cheap temporary structure of beams and boards at the
location selected for the scene, and burning away the timber with
an oxy-acetylene flame in a manner to simulate a real wreck.
This was the work of but a few hours, and when the blowpipe
artist completed his job the camera man and director were
entirely satisfied with the illusion.
The picture shows the oxy-acetylene operator at work, oxweld
blowpipe in hand, the familiar oxygen and acetylene tanks
appearing in the foreground.
Where

to Send

News

Stuff

Frequent inquiries made of this department as to where
good news stulf can be sold prompts us to publish this list
of leading News Weeklies and their editors. Cameramen
are invited to make use of this list and to mention Exhibitors Trade Review when writing to or submitting their
stuff:

Using the acetylene torch to make setting for Goldwyn pictures

One of the newest uses of the blowpipe is for "painting with
flame." The art of pyrograph is not new, but its application
to the improvising of made-to-order wreckage as scenery "prop"
is entirely new. A scene in "Yellow Men and Gold," a screen
drama recently produced by Goldwyn, at Culver City, California,

MOTION
^

FOX NEWS, Don Hancock, Editor, 11th
Ave. and 55th St., New York City.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS, E. B. Hatrick,
Editor, 226 William St., New York City.
KINOGRAMS, Forrest Izard, Editor, 120 W.
41st St., New York City.
PATHE NEWS, E. E. Cohen, Editor, 35 W.
45th St., New York City.
SELZNICK NEWS, Larry Darmour, Editor,
729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
There are a great many firms in the market for educational and industrial films and cameramen interested in
submitting stuff to them may obtain a list of those in the
market by writing to our Camera Editor.

All the Titling, Printing and Editing of Pictures
Made in Ohio for Educational suid Industrial Uses Is
Done in the Specially Equipped Laboratories of the
ALPHA MOTION
James L. Carlton, Pres.
823 Prospect Avenue

PICTURE

PICTURE CO.
Fred H. Wade, Vice-Pres.
Cleveland, Ohio

APPARATUS
CAMERA

Bass Cuts the Price.
200 ft. new Universal with automatic
dissolving shutter, with Universal
tripod, pano)-am
tilting top,
$488.00.
Price andwithout
tripod,at
$399.00.
Close-out on famous 400 ft. Liberty
War Model Universal, complete with
carrying cases, magazines and
lenses, $2S5.00.
Universal Panoram and tilting top
tripod,
Ererythingr$89.00.
in motion picture equipment.
Write or wire youi- order,
BASS
CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. St.,
7 Chicago, IIL
109 No. Dearborn

EXCHANGE

FOR SALE
Pathe professional camera, 2 in. Tessar F 3.5 and 32 mm lenses. Aluminum front-board Automatic Lens and Shutter dissolves; Veeder Counter;
Magazine Cleunp; Matt Slide and Matts; Sun Shade; Focusing Tube;
HoUis Iris closing square or circular; Twelve Magazines; B & H Tripod;
Carrying Cases, etc. All in perfect, brand-new condition. H. Sintzenich,
556 West 140th St., New York City.
Motion
Picture
Cameras
sold andof exchanged.
lights for
sale and
and "Still"
for rent.
Keeprented,
us advised
your wants.Portable
Ruby
Camera Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.
13

We buy, rent and sell motion picture and still cameras, lighting equipment,
home projectors, etc. Write us your wants. Seiden, 835 Eighth Avenue,
Circle 5103-04, New York City.

Perfect developing and printing demands long experience and modern facilities. We have both.
We have met every exacting demand; have in fact more than pleased the most critical.
We can satisfy you, too.
Telephone;
416-24 West 216th St., New York
EVANS FILM MFG. CO.,
Wadsworth 3443-3444

/

City
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Voice

How

STRAND

"WIFE AGAINST WIFE" (First National). This picture not only failed to
draw but some of those attending walked
out before it was through. "SALVATION
NELL," with same star, running for the
last three days, did but little better. No
doubt Holy Week had some effect in keeping audiences to a low point.
LELAISD
"THE VERMILION PENCIL," Sessue
Hayakawa (R-C Pictures). Running in
conjunction with Ethel Clayton in "BEYOND," this picture did only a fair business and did not measure up to expectations from a box office standpoint.
ALLENTOWN,

PA.

COLONIAL
"LOVE'S BOOMERANG," Ann Fonest
and David Powell (Paramount). Did
about as well as any picture could be expected to in Holy Week. Played up as a
circus film, full of fun and with a wonderful story of love under the big top. Was
enjoyed by those who had time to see it.
RIALTO
"THE SCOFFER," James Kirkwood and
Mary Thurman (First National). Church
had first call and the theatre suffered.
Those who saw film declared it one of best
they ever enjoyed. Clean-cut plot, out of
the ordinary- photography and excellent
acting.
STRAND
"THE LOVE CHARM," Wanda Hawley
(Realart-Paramount). Nothing to brag
about. Followers of blonde star loyal as
usual, but others not very much interested.
HIPPODROME
"UNSEEN FORCES," Sylvia Breamer
(Sydney Franklin Production). Good
feature, out of ordinary and one that in
Post-Lenten times would give chance to
•exhibitor for a real cleanup.
ATLANTA,

the

REVIEW

Box

the Latest Releases Are Being Received Throughout

ALBANY
MARK

of

TRADE

GA.

HOWARD
"HER HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK,"
GloriaonlySwanson'
(Paramount).
drew
fair business
and did not Subject
please
nearly so well as previous Gloria Swanson pictures.
Short Subjects. — Sunshine Comedy,
"The Piper," and Selznick News.
METROPOLITAN
"PAY DAY,"
Charles
Chaplinwith(First
National),
Picture
was hailed
delight, pleased all who saw it and drew
satisfactory business in a very dull week.

"THE SEVENTH DAY," Richard Barthelmess (First National). Did not please
as well as previous Barthelmess starring
production, but at that ranked better than
the average.
Short Subjects. — Kinograms.
CRITERION
FIRST HALF
"THE WONDERFUL THING," Norma
Talmadge (First National). Return engagement for three days proved satisfactory, increasing the business over preceding week.
Short Subjects. — Educational-Mermaid
Comedy; Kinograms.
LAST HALF.
"THE SIGN ON THE DOOR," Norma
Talmadge (First National). Likewise return engagement and quite successful.
Short Subjects. — Educational-Christie
Comedy; mid-week issue of Kinograms.
RIALTO
"WHY

ANNOUNCE YOUR MARRIAGE?" Elaine Hammerstein (Select).
Average business. Opened mildly but
picked up.
Added Attraction. — Harold Smith's
"Harmony Boys" in jazz music.
Short Subjects.
national News. — Rialto Comedy; InterGRAND
FIRST HALF
"EDEN AND RETURN," Doris May
(R-C Pictures). Pleased patrons and
drew average business. Indications are
that star is growing in favor.
Short Subjects. — Bromberg Comedy,
"Squirrel Food;" Fox News; Chester Outing; Universal Star Comedy, "Good InLAST -HALF
"WHATEVER
WANTS," Eileen
sects." (Fox). Fair SHE
Percy
business and apparently
pleased patrons.
Short Subjects.— Fojf News, Goldwyn
Sport Review, Century Comedy, "Two of a
Kind," and a Mutt and Jeff cartoon.
STRAND
"NEVER WEAKEN," Harold Lloyd
(Associated Exhibitors-Pathe). Return
engagement and a knock-out. Equally as
successful as the first run.
"THE MISTRESS OF THE WORLD,"
Mia May (Paramount). First episode and
may be the last. Pati-ons were absolutely
bored by it and relieved when it was
over.
TUDOR
MONDAY and TUESDAY
"THE
LAND
TRACKERS," George
Larkin (State Rights). Drew fairly well,
although the week was on the whole not
as good as several weeks preceding.
Short Subjects. — Universal Comedy; International News.
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
"THE COWARD," Frank Keenan and
Charles Ray (Enterprise). Although the
re-issue played in Atlanta in October, this
engagement was very successful proving
the
strength of big productions, regardlecs
of age.
Short Subjects. — Universal Comedy.
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FRIDAY and SATURDAY
"ISOBEL," James Oliver Curwood (First
National).
Very
satisfactory. Snow
scenes were welcomed in the spring heat.
Short Subjects.
ternational News. — Vanity Comedy; InBETHLEHEM,
LEHIGH

PA.

ORPHEUM

"FOOT FALLS," (William Fox). Mystery, thrills, suspense and romance of
feature boosted to limit in exploitation.
Special advertising campaign took some
of the gloom out of Holy Week slump.
PALACE
"FRENCH HEELS," Irene Castle (Hodkinson). Castle production welcomed as
first in some time in which star was seen.
Appreciated by most people.
LORENZ
"TOO MUCH WIFE," Wanda Hawley
(Realart-Paramount). Drew averagesized houses and was pleasing comedydrama. Star's
prestige
tention. Enjoyed
by all. helped to win atKURTZ
"FIND THE WOMAN," Alma Rubens,
Harrison Ford (Famous). Names of leaders in cast acted as magnets to bring out
averag-e attendance. Picture was well
acted and nicely screened.
BUFFALO
SHEA'S HIPPODROME
"THREE LIVE GHOSTS," Anna Q.
Nilsson and Norman Kerry (Paramount).
— Audience took very kindly to this picture with its entertaining story and novel
settings in old London town. Business, in
spite of some bad weather, was exceptionally good.
Exploitation. — Attractive newspaper advertising, playing up the figures of three
characters in the feature, lobby display,
window cards and billboards.
Short Subjects.— "Try and Get It," Sunshine comedy; "So This Is London," Prizma; Hippodrome Review.
LOEWS STATE
"IRON TO GOLD," Dustin Farnum
(Fox), and "THE BABY AND THE
POLICEMAN," William Desmond.— This
house is certainly giving patrons their
money's worth. Business is holding up
remarkably
well, due to good shows and
fine advertising.
Exploitation. — The double feature bill
was played
up in
the display.
newspaper ads, window cards and
loibby
Short Hines,
Subjects.
la Carte,"
Johnny
Mut— "Torchy
and Jeff acartoon
and
Pa the News.
LAFAYETTE
"WHY ANNOUNCE YOUR MARRIAGE?" Elaine Hammerstein (Select).
C. Sharp Minor put this picture over in
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great shape with his fine organ accompaniment, which made the feature doubly
enjoyable. Business is fair at matinees
and good at night. House is again splashing on advertising in Sunday newspapers.
Exploitation. — White on black advertising, large disiplays, in the Sunday drama
pages. The ads stand out well, but at
present are a bit too crowded. A large
head of the star enclosed with a large
question mark was the center theme of
the display.
Short Subjects. — Snub Pollard in "Jump
Your Job'" and Selznick News.
MARK-STRAISD
"THE OTHER WOMAN," Jerome Patrick and Jane Novak (Hodkinson). — Audiences did not like the very apparent inconsistent story of this feature. Business
was off. The picture did not pull.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
window cards and lobby display.
Short Subjects.— "At Your Service,"
Hallroom Boys and Kinograms.
PALACE
"THE WISE KID," Gladys Walton (Universal).— Audiences liked this feature and
business was up to the average.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
window cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — Century comedy and
International News.
SHEA'S

NORTH

PARK

"THREE LIVE GHOSTS," Anna Q. Nilsson and Norman Kerry (Famous). — Audiences commented very favorably on this
feature. The box office smiled at the results of the fine advertising. The house
shares in all the Hippodrome advertising.
KEITH'S
"SATURDAY NIGHT," All-Star Cast
(Paramount). — Audiences like them "wild,"
so this one did not go over well. The picture, in short, was too high class for the
class of patrons.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO
"THE SILENT CALL," John Bowers
(First National). Something different in
picture plays and thoroughly enjoyable.
Taking Holy Week into consideration
business for the week was good.
ORPHEVM
"THE CRADLE," Ethel Clayton (Paramount). A simple, but effective story
worked out in a delightful manner. Patronage held up very well.
STATE-LAKE
'BOBBED HAIR," Wanda Hawley
iParamount). A romantic picture entercainingly developed. Played to satisfactory business.
CASINO
"THE MAN UNDER COVER," Herbert
RaWlinson (Universal). An adventure
story with plenty of interest-sustaining
action. Business was satisfactory.
ROOSEVELT
"THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE," Rudolph Valentino, Alice
Terry (Metro). Although this master
drama played a six-month engagement
last season in the loop it is attracting
capacity crowds. It is scheduled to hold
over for the third week.
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CLEVELAND
STILLMAN
"HAIL THE WOMAN," Florence Vidor
(First National). Despite an advance
showing to a representative audience and
a generous newspaper and street car advertising campaign, this attraction played
to just fair business.
LOEWS STATE
"THE PASSION FLOWER," Norma
Talmadge (First National). Norma Talmadge is a popular screen entertainer in
Cleveland but failed to register her usual
"big
vehicle.surprise" at the box office in this
Short Subjects. — Mermaid comedy, "The
Rain Maker;" Pathe News, Topics of the
Day and a Prizma.
ALLEN
"THE NIGHT ROSE," Lon Chaney and
Leatrice Joy (Goldwyn). Advance publicity consisting of an attractive lobby
display and newspaper advertising resulted in only fair business.
Short
"Theand
Bashful
Suitor,"
Screen Subjects.—
Snap Shots
International
News Weekly.
EUCLID
"FRIVOLOUS WIVES" (State Rights).
A photoplay of old vintage, it proved one
of the moneymakers of the week.
LOEWS PARK
FIRST HALF
"A
QUESTION
OF HONOR,"
Stewart (First National).
Business Anita
was
just fair on this vehicle, though advance
publicity was given it.
LAST HALF
"ONE
GLORIOUS
DAY" (Famous).
Played to exceptional business.
LOEWS MALL AND LIBERTY
"TRAILIN,'" Tom Mix (Fox). Fair
business on this new Mix picture.
Exploitation. — A cut-out of four figures
showing Mix astride a bucking broncho
and on the card underneath a quotation to
the effect that "This is not the 'Four
Horsemen,' but Tom Mix in 'Trailin.' "
KANSAS

CITY

LIBERTY
"BEYOND THE RAINBOW," Special
Cast (R-C Pictures). This one went over
good with patrons and did a good business for a week's run.
Short Subjects. — "The LeatHer Pushers," serial; "Aesop's Fables," comedy,
and Pathe News, current events.
Exploitation. — The line, "Consult your
conscience,
your secret inis boldface
common type
gossip,"
was
used effectively
in
newspaper space. William Christy Cabanne's boardname
also display.
played up. Also billand lobby
DORIC
"ALL'S FAIR IN LOVE," Richard Dix
and Mae Collins (Goldw^yn). The title of
this one was the strongest factor in bringing out good crowds. Good business.
Short Subjects. — International News,
current events.
Exploitation. — Miniature sketches of
fair damsels and "cake eaters" in a "freefor-all" were featured at the bottom of
newspaper space, along with the line, "A
laughable
Also lobby lesson
display for
and amateur
billboard. vamps."
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NEWMAN
"PAY DAY," Charles Chaplin (First
National,
and "THE SEVENTH
DAY,"
Richard Barthelmess
(First National).
This double feature program packed them
in for a week, both stars being popular
here.
Short Subjects. — Newman News and
Views, current events, and scenic in
natural colors.
Exploitation. — Charles Chaplin was
played up in excess of all other features
of the bill, a large sketch of him, counting over his weekly salary, being used in
newspaper, billboard and lobby display.
Cuts of Barthelmess also used.
ROYAL
"THE WOMAN'S SIDE," Katherine
MacDonald (First National). Katherine
MacDonald's productions are a certain bet
for a good attendance here. This one attracted good crowds for a week.
Short Subjects. — Royal Screen Magacomedy.zine, current events, and Toonerville
Exploitation. — Most of all space, newspaper, billboard and lobby display, was
devoted to pictures of the start.
TWELFTH STREET
"BELLE OF ALASKA," Jane Novak
and Noah Beery (American Releasing
Corp.). This one did not do a very good
business, due perhaps to unusually strong
competition.
Short Subjects. — "Martin Johnson's
Jungle
and Pathe News,
current Adventures,"
events.
Exploitation. — A large globe, representing the world, with the words, "Thrills,
romance, adventure at the top and bottom
of the world," with reference to the locales
of the two productions, was used in newsboard. paper space. Also lobby display and billLOS

ANGELES

ALHAMBRA
"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM,"
John Lowell (Arrow). — Going over big;
will run another week. One of the leading
downtown ministers attended and endorsed
the picture with a grand gusto. It has
played to an excellent house all week.
Exploitation. — Ordinary advertising was
used during the week in daily newspapers,
but on Saturday and Sunday the space was
doubled. Seventy-five 24 sheets and two
hundred 3 sheets were used on the boards.
PANTAGES
"JACK O' LANTERN" (Hodkinson).—
Went over very good. Was given half
space in daily advertising.
"FIFTY CANDLES," Marjorie Daw
(Hodkinson). — Went over only fair. Played
up well in daily advertising.
Short Subjects. — Harold Lloyd, "His
Royal
Shyness," with vaudeville completed
the program.
KINEMA
"POLLY OF THE CIRCUS," Constance
Talmadge (First National). — Going fine.
"SCHOOL DAYS" played for half the
week and was pulled off for lack of business. The present feature was put on three
days ahead of advertised billing and on
Saturday and Sunday nights a long line-up
formed. It is one of the best drawing
cards the Kinema has booked in a long
time.
Short Subjects. — Topics of the Day,
Clever Novelty Cartoon, Educational
Scenic, "The Strolling Minstrels." Eddie
Horton at the organ, "The Sheik" and
'Cavalleria Rusticana."
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MISSION

"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Gish
Girls (Griffith-United Artists).— "TURN
TO THE RIGHT" was pulled off and the
Griffith picture went on with only three
days' advance advertising. It is excellent.
Line-up every afternoon and evening.
Exploitation. — Twenty-five 24 sheets
were used, with 40 inches Saturday and
Sunday and 12 inches in all five papers
daily.
GRAVMAN'S RIALTO
"THE GREEN TEMPTATION," Betty
Comipson (Paramount). — Only fair. The
star did not seem to attract in the provided role. Los Angeles picture public
prefers to see the star in roles similar to
role she played in "The Miracle Man."
The average advertising was used with
news stories.
MILLER'S THEATRE
"THE SILENT CALL," Special Cast
(First National). — In the tenth week and
the end not yet in sight. The run has
broken all records in Los Angeles theatres.
The picture was booked for three weeks.
Approximately 125,000 have paid to see
the film and each performance from the
first to the 441st has been a capacity one.
On account of the great success of this
picture, it has been necessary to postpone
a number of bookings and it may even be
necessary to withdraw "The Silent Call"
long before the public demand has been
satisfied.
CALIFORMA
"BE MY WIFE," Max Linder (Goldwyn). — Manager Miller said it was one of
the most appreciated pictures he has ever
shown. The audiences roared with laughter every performance. It went over big.
Usual advertising was used. The usual
daily fifteen-minute concert attracted
many, as usual. Bobby Vernon, Christie
comedy, " 'Tis the Bull," was very good.
GRAV MAN'S
"IS MATRIMONY A FAILURE?" AllStar (Paramount). — The title was a big
drawing card and drew a great deal word
of mouth advertising.
Short Subjects. — Grauman's Symphony
Orchestra, Pathe Weekly, organ, the Griffin Twins, "The Times Beauty Conquest
Winner," Urban Movie Chats, prologue.
SYMPHONY
"WOMAN, WAKE UP," Florence Vidor
(Associated Exhibitors). — The average advertising used, except the billboards eliminated. Fair business.
CLVNE'S
"THE HEART SPECIALIST," Mary
Miles Minter (Realart). — Only fair. Irving Cummings in "THE AVENGER" and
Kinograms completed the program.
SVPERBA
"THE DANGEROUS LITTLE DEMON,"
Marie Prevost (Universal). — Went over
splendidly. Brought in the best receipts a
Prevost picture has ever drawn. Used
average weekly advertising space. Universal comiedy, Roy Atwell, very, very
good.
MILWAUKEE
ALHAMBRA
"THE IRONthat
TRAIL"
(United was
Artists).
Considering
the weather
bad
and the fact that this was Holy Week,
better business could not be expected.
Short Subjects. — Lloyd Hamilton in
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"The
tional. Rainmaker," Literary Digest, EducaBUTTERFLY
"THE LIGHT IN THE CLEARING,"
Clara Horton (Universal). On Tuesday
Manager Hart put on "FIFTY CANDLES"
(Hodkinson), with Marjorie Daw and Bertram Grassby, which played to little better
business.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
billboard signs and lobby display.
Short Subjects. — Comedy, "Nobody's
Boby;" Fox News Weekly and Fox Newsettes.
MERRILL
"YELLOW MEN AND GOLD," Helene
Chadwick, Richard Dix and Rosmary
Theby (Goldwyn). Fine business. Newspaper critics and audiences unanimous in
approval of film.
Exploitation. — Billboaid advertising,
newspaper and street car ads; lobby display.
Short Subjects. — Round four of "The
Leather Pushers;" Universal News Reel.
SAXE'S STRAND
OF business.
PARENTS," with an
all "ASHAMED
star cast. Fair
Exploitation. — A tie-up with a local
newspaper afforded the picture a large
amount of publicity.
Short Subjects. — Comedy, First National
Kinograms and Literary Digest.
SAXE'S RIALTO
"TRAVELIN' ON," William S. Hart
(Famous). Good business. Bill's fans are
many and do not miss an opportunity of
seeing him.
Short Subjects. — Selznick News Reels,
two-act comedy, "Please Be Careful."
TOY
"GOOD NIGHT PAUL," Constance Talmadge (Selznick). This re-issue played
to good houses.
Short Subjects. — Century comedy and
Universal News Reel.
MINNEAPOLIS
STATE
"GLASS HOUSES," Viola Dana (Paraand "PAY DAY,"
lin (Firstmount),National).
Both Charles
pictures Chapwent
over well. Chaplin is a sure box office
attraction in Minneapolis. Viola Dana
also has a strong following with State
patrons.
Exploitation. — Billboards, newspaper
copy and attractive lobby displays made
up the advertising.
Short Subjects. — A Pathe color picture,
news reels and Miska, Russian dancer.
NEW GARRICK
"WILD HONEY," Priscilla Dean (Universal. Good business. It registered
well with patrons.
Short Subjects. — A Christy comedy,
news reels and special orchestral offerings.
Exploitation. — Only the usual run of
newspaper copy and lobby displays.
NEW STRAND
"TEN NIGHTS IN A BARROOM," John
Lowell (Arrow). Played to exceedingly
big crowds. It ran practically as strong
during the second week as it did the first.
The audiences were well pleased.
Short Subjects. — A Sunshine Comedy,
news reels and special solo numbers by a
Minneapolis singer.
Exploitation — Good notices and strong
display copy in daily newspapers. An exceptionally attractive lobby exhibit was

maintained throughout the showing of the
picture.

BLUE

MOUSE

"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Lillian
and Dorothy Gish (D. W. Griffiths Production). This picture is continuing into its
third week and bids fair to hang up an
enviable record for attendance. Despite
advanced prices, the house has been crowded at all performances. The audiences are
well pleased.
Short Subjects. — News reels, a scenic
and special musical settings.
Exploitation. — Special advertising in
rotogravure sections and dramatic pages
of the Minneapolis newspapers and billboard advertising, in addition to special
letters to well-known patrons.
NEW ASTOR
'NO DEFENSE," William Duncan and
Edith Johnson (Vitagraph). Did a fair
business. Audiences like Westerns.
Short
Subjects. — A Gaiety comedy and
news
reels.
OKLAHOMA

CITY,OKLA.

EMPRESS
"COPS," Buster Keaton (First National). Business continues good at this
house. The stars of this picture are popular in the city. The story's entertaining
qualities were commented on favorably by
"HER MAD BARGAIN," Anita Stewart
patrons.
(First National). Anita Stewart always
seems to draw well. The picture pleased
a big business.
ShortNews.
Subjects. — Sunshine Comedy.
Pathe
Exploitation. — Newspapers, window
cards, lobby display.
CAPiTOL

"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR," Agnes
Ayers (Paramount). Excellent attendance
at every showing during the week.
Short Subjects. — Educational Comedy,
First National Kinograms.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper advertising, window cards and lobby display.
CRITERION
"RESTLESS YOUTH," Elaine Hammerstein (Selznick). This picture proves that
the public really does shop for its pictures
and that Elaine Hammerstein is a drawing
card whether she is extensively advertised
or not. Picture has excellent business.
Short Subjects. — Sunshine Comedy,
"The Piper." International News.
"THE RIGHT THAT FAILED," Bert
Lytell (Metro) The picture pleased a big
business^ for second half of the week.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper advertising, window cards and lobby display.
RIALTO

"YOU

CAN'T BELIEVE EVERYTHING," Gloria Swanson (Paramount).
This picture was a fine one and pleased
a big business.
"THE SCARLET LETTER," Stewart
Holmes (Fox). The picture was a pleasing one and enjoyed good business.
Short Subjects. — Hallway Comedy, "Taking Chances." Fox Weekly.
Exploitation. — Fine lobby display and
usual newspaper advertising.
THE NEW FOLLY
"THE CHILD THOU GAVEST ME"
(First National). Picture very pleasing
and enjoyed fine business.
"THE LOVE LIGHT," Mary Pickford
(United Artists). Mary, as usual, was
good and her picture enjoyed large pleased
business.
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PHILADELPHIA
STANLEY

"WOMAN'S PLACE," Constance Talmadge (First National). Despite its being
Holy Week only a little less than Constance's usual following turned out.
Charlie Chaplin on the bill, too, helped
lots. Her picture was enthusiastically received.
Short Subjects. — Charlie Chaplin in
"Pay Day" (First National), "Way of a
Teacher,"
Picture,
Pathe NewsPost
reelsNature
and Topics
of theFoxDay.and
ALDINE
"HAIL THE WOMAN," All Star (First
National). Played to good business in
face ondofweek.
big odds, and held over for a secShort Subjects.— Maok Sennett's "The
Duck Hunters" and International News.
STANTON
"THE GOLEM," (Famous Players).
Poor business all week. Seems as though
Philly
"fed audiences
up" on foreign
pictures.
Critics isand
were made
not especially
impressed with the production.
Short Subjects. — Monty Banks in "F. O.
B. Africa" (Masterpiece — State Eights).
ARCADIA
"FOR THOSE WE LOVE," Betty Compson (Goldwyn). Picture drew better
houses on the whole than most of downtown theatres during Holy Week. Story
was liked because of its wholesomeness.
Short Subjects. — Johnny Hines in
"Torchy's Ghost" (Educational), Urban's
"Great American Authors."
VICTORIA
"THE RIGHT THAT FAILED," Bert
Lytell (Metro). With the aid of a good
lobby display, Bert brought them in during Holy Week. It was exploited as a
story of the fistic arena, and drew largely
on that score. Made a papular appeal.
Short Subjects. — Scenic "Way Down
On the Swanee River" (Consolidated —
Comedy "Spooks"
Rights), Mermaid
State
(Educational),
Mutt and Jeff Cartoon,
"Golfing"
(Fox), "Smiles" (FederatedState Rights).
CAPITAL
"WAY OF A MAID," Elaine Hammerstein (Selznick). While star has no special following in the city, picture drew
fairly well, but fell off a little latter part
of the week. Audiences seemed pleased
with story and acting.
Short Subjects. — ^Monty Banks Comedy,
"A Hero at Zero" (Masterpiece — State
Rights), and Kinograms.
REGENT
"SONG OF THE SOUL," Vivian Martin
Holy
(Goldwyn). Not as good as the usual
Week business at this theatre. Attraction
was well advertised, however, and made
a popular appeal.
Short Subjects.— Single reel Harold
"Next Aisle Over," and
Lloyd
Urban Comedy,
Movie Chats.
RICHMOND,

VA.

BROADWAY
"THE ROSARY" (First National).
Gathered considerable amount of coin all
"The
week. Is a very good production.
Mecca Four," harmony singers, featured
considerthe song in a prologue and added
ably to the happy effect.
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COLONIAL
"SHADOWS OF THE SEA," Conway
Tearle (Select). Only three days was
given this one ard business was good,
077ing to theas i-ppearance
Earl Fuller'sto
orchestra
an addedof attraction
strengthen it.
BIJOV
"HER HUSBAND'S TRADE MARK,"
Gloria Swanson (Paramount). A whole
week
to big business.
most satisfying
picture toMiss
date. Swanson's
SEATTLE
LIBERTY
"THE GREEN TEMPTATION," Betty
Compsondiences all(Paramount).
Enthusiastic auweek.
Exploitation. — Extra newspaper space,
billboards, window cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — "Jump Your Job,"
Snub Pollard Comedy, Pathe Review, Liberty News.
STRAND
"HER
HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK,"
Gloria Swanson (Paramount). Played to
capacity.
Exploitation. — Newspaper ads, billboards, window cards, solid lobby effective
in blue and red, with medallion portraits
of st3.r
Short Subjects.— "Battling Torchy"
Comedy,tional"How
to Grow Thin," First NaKinograms.
PALACE HIP
"GLASS HOUSES," Viola Dana (LoewMetro). Personal appearance of star
packed house.
COLUMBIA
"THE DANGEROUS LITTLE DEMON," Marie Prevost (Universal). Average audiences.
Exploitation. — Regular newspaper space
and decorated lobby with draped figure of
"perfect woman," beside white rule with
yellow streamers, calling attention to perfect measurements.
Short Subjects. — "The Rubberneck," Lee
Moran comedy, Round 4 of "The Leather
Pushers." WINTER GARDEN
"SISTERS," Seena Owen (American Releasing Conp.). Line-up outside every
night.
Exploitation. — Newspaper and lobby displays.
Short Subjects. — Goldenrod Melody
Men, News, Scenic.
COLISEUM
"THE ROSARY," Lewis Stone, Jane
Novak (First National). Well chosen for
pre-Easter showing.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper and
billboard space, window cards.
Short Subjects. — Bud and Susie Cartoon.
Pathe Review, Pathe News, First National
Kinograms.
BLUE MOUSE
"CARDIGAN," Wm. Collier, Jr. (American Releasing). Crowds heavy all week.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
window cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects.— "The Piper," Chester
Conklin.
SCRANTON,

PA.

STRAND
"SISTERS," Seena Owen, Matt Moore,
Gladys Leslie (American Releasing Corp.).
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Good picture, said fans, and management
satisfied vnth it. Would have gone stronger
if it were not for strike at mines and
Holy Week.
NEW STATE
"THE LAST TRAIL," Maurice Flynn
(Fox). About average business, but was
good enough to deserve better report.
Labored under strike and Holy Week.
Would be cleanup any other time.
MILES
"THE MAN OF STONE," Conway
Tearle (Selznick). Vaudeville put bill
across, with church services and mine suspension hitting business to marked extent.
POLI
"THE BARRICADE," William H.
Strauss (R-C). Went best possibly of all
the Holy Week offerings in Scranton;
business was satisfactory.
ST. PAUL
CAPITOL
"PAY DAY," Charles Chaplin (First National), and "GLASS HOUSES," Viola
Dana (Metro). An excellent business is reported. The crowds liked the bill.
Short Subjects. — News reels, a comedy
and a male quartet.
Exploitation. — Some twenty-four sheets,
good newspaper copy and the usual run of
special advertising features.
NEW GARRICK
'FOOLISH WIVES," Miss Du Pont
(Universal). Large crowds attended all
performances. Miss Du Pont in person
helped the attendance.
Short Subjects. — News reels. Sunshine
comedy and Miss Du Pont in person made
up Exploitation.
the bill.
— The usual run of advertising was used.
NEW ASTOR
"TEN NIGHTS IN A BARROOM," John
Lowell (Arrow). The run of this picture
has been sensational. It has eclipsed even
the successful Minneapolis record.
Short Subjects. — News reels. Gaiety
comedy and a special musical program
were given in conjunction with the feature.
Exploitation. — Billboards, newspaper
copy and attractive lobby exhibits were
resorted to.
BLUE MOUSE
"STEP FORWARD," Ben Turpin (First
National), and PENNY OF TOPHILL
TRAIL.
Good attendance. Ben Turpin is
always
a
favorite.
Both pictures were well
received.
Short Subjects. — News reels and a Pathe
scenic.
Exploitation. — The usual line of newspaper copy.
PRINCESS
"WHY

ANNOUNCE YOUR MARRIAGE?" Elaine Hammerstein (Select).
Audiences were hilarious. Crowds were
Short Subjects. — Christy comedy, news
reels and special scenics.
Exploitation. — Nothing out of the ordigood.
nary run of display in the newspapers.
TOWER
"THE SHEIK'S WIFE."— Went well.
Attendance was good.
Short Subjects. — Gaiety comedy, news
reels and a scenic.
Exploitation. — Street car cards, news display and 24-sheets.
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T. PARDY

Fear

Reckless
Released by Fox. Scenario by Paul H. Sloane.
Cameraman, Tom MoUoy. Directed by
Kenneth Webb.
Length, 4,406 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ruth Hamilton, Pearl White; John Martiu, Robert Elliott; Warren Hamilton,
Charles Macka.v ; Mrs. Hamilton, Marie Burke; Walter Hamilton, Eobert Agnew ;
BillRuthBarton,
Macey daughter
Harlam.
. cares ,.little, for
^
Hamilton,
of a wealthy and aristocratic family,
society and conventions and prefers to lead her own life. William Barton, clubman, "proposes
to her
but ismade
refused.
Chancewihbrings
about standing.
the meetingHe ofis Ruth
and John
Martin,
a newly
millionaire
no social
conof her set and refused entree into their
being snubbed
society. stantly
Ruth
secretly by
seesthehimpeople
from, time to time. . She goes to. his house one
night "to show himWhile
her Ruth
new costume
for father
a ball.comes
Barton
f611o\ys and sees
her
financial
to seek
her
is there
enter the house.
assistance
to save himself
from
bankruptcy.
Ruth hides
in anMartin's
adjoining
room
and makes her escape presumably unobserved. Martin agrees to help him. The
next day Barton tells Ruth's father of what he has seen. Hamilton insists that
Martin,to
to tobe go"coinpromised."
girl refuses
but
his daughter
marryrefused
Martin been
having
girl the
he loves
away. Ruth comes
him and confesses
thatby shetlieloves
him
and allprepares
ends happily.
Without Fear, featuring
Pearl White, is a modern
drama
of society and
finance. It furnishes the
star with ample opportunities to please her devotees.
It presents in a likable
manner the efforts of society to snub an overnight
millionaire who neither
seeks
nor encourages
their favors except in the
case of winning the hand
of the girl who is separated from him, not
through her owm volition,
but by the demands and
requirements of her "set."
The story offers material
for discussion on both
sides as to whether the
newly rich should be given
entree into old and established society.
Points of Appeal. —
Ruth Hamilton casts aside
formalities r.egardless of
"what
people thewill
She reaches
heartsay."
of
the audience when she is
^ shown as the benefactress
' to numerous little kiddies
at a shore outing. John
Martin, the young man
whom society has refused
to recognize, is an admirable character. The story
plainly shows that Dan
Cupid takes no cognizance
of any so-called barriers
in his Avilful art of matchmaking.
Cast.— Pearl White as
ivJ^n* Hamilton and Robert Elliott as J<din Martin
make a pleasing combination in this picture. There is a little disaippointment in not
seeing more of Robert Agnew, who takes the role of Walter
Hamilton, the younger brother of Ruth.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — All of the scenes are clear
and well lighted. The exteriors are attractive and the interiors
appropriate. Continuity fairly smooth and the direction is satisfactory.

Chances'

Associated Exhibitors, Inc., Photoplay in Six
Parts. Author, Anthony W. Coldewey.
Director, J. P. McGowan. Cameraman, C.
Welty.

Running Time, Sixty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNUPSIS
Terry Nolan, J. P. McGowan ; Nora Murphy, Dorothy Ward ; Dan Murphy,
Andrew Wiildioii; Harry Allen, Robert Walker.
sufierintendent,
annoyedStation
by constant
of Dan
metalMurphy,
ore at railroad
a station division
some hundreds
of miles isaway.
master thefts
Terry
Nolan
is
suspected
and
arrested,
but
escar>es.
Accidentally
he
meets
Murphy's
daughter, Nora and falls in love with the girl. Under the name of Tim McCloskey
he secures the job of yard foreman so as to be near her. Nora likes him, but
her father objects and plans to send her East. Terry spoils that scheme by
carrying oCf Nora and wedding her on a flat car, while her father and Allen, a
disappointed suitor, pursue in vain. Murphy is about to forgive the pair when he
is informed that Tim McOloskey is an escaped thief. Nora goes home and learns
that Allen is the man whose planning has made all the thefts possible. She
phones to Terry, is kidnapped by Allen. Terry pursues, rounds up the gang, is
cornered dicatedbyand he
AllenandbutNorarescued
by Nora.
thieves are all caught, Terry vinwelcomed
by her Tlie
father.
This is a regular "hurrah-boys," slam-bang action production with thrills
as thick as plums in a
Christmas pudding, a railroad story full of 'pep and
ginger, the probabilities a
bit strained at times, but
a thoroughly enjoyable
feature of its kind for all
that. Folks who enjoy
straight melodrama in
which the villain is duly
defeated, virtue triumphant and the course of true
love smoothed down in the
finale will find much to
please them in this latest
J. P. McGowan starring
vehicle. Mr. McGowan, indeed, wins double honors,
having directed the film
with praiseworthy skill, as
well as playing the leading
role. The result is a picture designed to suit the
popular taste and likely
to bring
gratifying boxoffice
returns.
Points of Appeal. —
Frankly melodramatic.
There are pleasant touches
of comedy here and there,
the
hero's
from side
the
sheriff
has escape
its comic
as well as its thrilling incidents, the fact that Terry
is wrongfully accused
gains him plenty of sympathy and a rattling climax, preceded by a grand
hand-to-hand
scrap is attained.
Cast.— J. P. McGowan
works
with immense
energy and dash, his Terry Nolan is a rough-and-ready, lovable
sort of chap, and .Dorothy Ward is a pretty and fascinating
figure as Nora. The support is adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are numerous striking exterior scenes, with skilfully executed long shots, some excellent examfples of trick camera work and good lighting
throughout. The continuity is unbroken and the action never
slackens.
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Guide

Here is a list of pictures which have been reviewed in Exhibitors Trade Review during the past three months.
The pictures are listed alphabetically with the date of issue and the page number of the review. File your copies of
Exhibitors Trade Review and get a line on the pictures you have booked by looking them up in the review pages.
Page
Title
Sta)Distiihulor
Issue Page
Title
ib'ta)- JJistributOf Issue
499
"Man from Beyond, The" (Houdini), Houdini Productions. Apr. 15 1406
1373
"Across the Dead-Line" (Frank Mayo), Universal Jan. 14 1449
"Man Vitagraph
trom Downing Street, The" (Earle Williams), Apr. 22 1521
"Any Wife" (Pearl White), Fox
Apr. 8
"Arabian Love" (John Gilbert and Barbara Bedford) Fox. Apr. Id
"Man
from
LostGoldwyn
River, The" (House Peters and Fritzl Jan. 28 643
"At and
the Sign
the JackHodkinson
U Lantern" (Betty Ross Clark Feb. 11 793
Bruneite^,
Larl ofSchenck),
"Man
10
ilan"
(Harry
Carey), Universal
Feb. 11 795
"Back Pay" (Seena Owen), Paramount
Feb. 25 937
"Man Under
Cover, Universal
The" (Herbert Rawlinson and Bar- Apr. 22 1523
bara Bedford),
"Bearcat, The" (Hoot Gibson and Lilian Rich), Uni1371
1517
"Mistress
oi the World," Episode No. 1 (Mia May), Mar. 18 1145
versal •• • ; •-f-P'"'
Paramount
"Beautiful Liar" (Katherine MacDonald), First National.
Apr. 22-,?
"Beauty's Worth" (Marion Davies), Paramount
Apr. 8 1369
."Mistress
of
the World," Episode No. 2 (Mia May), Mar. 25 1213
Paramount
'Beyond
the Rainbow" (Harry Morey and Lillian Dove), Mar. 4 1009
R-C Pictures
865
"Mistress
of
the
World," No. 3 and No. 4 (Mia May), Apr. 8 1367
Paramount
"Billy Jim" (Fred Stone), R-C Pictures
Feb. 18
"Boomerang Bill" (Lionel Barrymore), Paramount Feb. 18 1217
"Money to Burn" (William Russell), Fox
Apr. 22 1513
"Bought
and Paid For" (Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt), Mar. 25 863
"Morals" (May McAvoy), Realart
Feb. 4 719
Paramount
1075
"Moran
of
the
Lady
Letty"
(Dorothy
Dalton),
Paramount.
Feb. 18 863
"Boy Crazy" (TDoris May and Harry Myers), R-C Pictures.Mar. 11
"Nancy
from
Nowhere"
(Bebe
Daniels),
Paramount
Feb. 11 791
'Bride's Play. The" (Marion Davies), Paramount Jan. 21 939
"No Defense" (William Duncan and Edith Johnson),
575
Vitagraph
Jan. 28 647
"Broadway Peacock, The" (Pearl White), Fox
Feb. 25 867
"One Glorious Day" (Will Rogers and Lila Lee), Para- mount Feb. 11 791
"Call of Home, The" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Feb. 18
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted" (Gaston Glass), Hod- kinson Jan. 21
"Orphans
the Storm"
(Lillian and Dorothy
573
D. W. ofGriflith
Prod
: Gish), Jan. 14 497
865
"Cardigan"
Collier, Jr., and Betty Carpenter), Mar. 4 •1011
American(William
Photoplay
"Other
Women's
Clothes"
(Mabel
Ballin),
Hodkinson
Apr. 1 1295
499
"Pardon My Nerve" (Charles Jones and Eileen Percy),
"Cave Girl, The" (Teddie Gerard), First National Mar. 18 1143
"Chasing the Moon" (Tom Mix), Fox
Feb. 18
Fox
Mar.
11 1449
107.">
"Pay
Day" Love"
(Charles
Chaplin),
First
National
Apr. 15
"Clay Dollars" (Eugene O'Brien), Selznick
Jan. 14
"Arabian
(John
Gilbert
and
Barbara
Bedford),
"Come On Over" (Colleen Moore and Ralph Graves),
Fox
Apr. 15 1449
Goldwyn
Mar. 25 1217
"Cradle The" (Ethel Clavton and Charles Meredith) ... .Apr. 1 1299
"Peggy Puts It Over" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Jan. 28 645
1517
"Crimson Challenge, The" (Dorothy Dalton). Paramount . Apr. 22
"Penrod" (Wesley Barry), First National
Mar. 4 1011
"PollyNational
of the Follies" (Constance Talmadge), First Mar. 11 1079
"Dangerous
Little Demon.
The"
(Marie Prevost), Mar. 25 1213
Universal
"Poor Relation, A" (Will Rogers), Goldwyn
Jan. 14 501
"Desert Blossoms" (William Russell), Fox
Apr. lo 1451
"Power Within, The" (W. H. Tooker). Pathe
Feb. 25 933
"Determination,"
Lee Melvale)
& Bradford — State Rights (Al Lin- Mar. 18
coln and James
"Prodigal
Judge.
The"
(Jean
Paige),
Vitagraph
Feb.
11 787
1115
"Prophet's
Paradise,
The"
(Eugene
O'Brien
and
Sigrid
"Doll's House, A" (Nazimova), United Artists
Feb. 25 937
567
Holmquist),
Selznick
Apr.
22 1523
"Don't Get Married" (Marie Prevost), Universal Jan. 21
"Question of Honor. A" (Anita Stewart), First National.. Mar. 25 1223
"Elope If You
Must"
(Eileen
Percy
and
Edward
Suther"Ragged Heiress, The" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Mar. 25 1215
land), Fox
Apr. 1 1295
"Received Payment" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Jan. 21 569
"Exit the Vamp" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount
Mar. 4 1003
"Red
Hot
Romance"
(Special
Cast),
First
National
Feb. 4 721
"Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half, The" (Clarion Photo- plays) Apr. L, 1405
"Red Peacock. The" (Poll Negri). Paramount
Apr. 15 1451
"Reported Missing ' (Owen Moore), Selznick
Apr. 22 1515
"Extra!
Extra!"
(Edna
Murphy
and
Johnnie
Walker),
1007
"Robinson
Crusoe"
(Harry
Myers),
Universal
Apr. 1 1291
Fox
Mar. 4
"Rosary,
The"
(Lewis
S.
Stone
and
Jane
Novak),
First
National
Apr. 1 1297
"Fair Lady" (Betty Blythe and Robert Elliott), United
1221
"Ruling Passion, The" (George Arliss). United Artists ... Feb. 4 723
Artists
25 1077
"False
Fronts" (All-Star Cast), The Herolds •' .Mar.
Mar. 11
719
"Saturday Night" (Special Cast), Paramount
Feb. 4 71b
"Fifty Candles" (Marjorie Daw), Hodkinson
Feb. 4 1445
"Scrapper. The" (Herbert Rawlinson), Universal Jan. 28 643
"First Love" (Constance Binney), Paramount
Apr. 15
"Sea Lion. The" (Hobart Bosworth). First National. .. .Feb. 25 939
"Five Days to Live" (Sessue Hayakawa), R-C Produc- tion Jan. 21 575
"Seeing's Believing" (Viola Dana), Metro
Apr. 8 1371
"Secret
of the
Hills, The" (Antonio Moreno and Lillian Mar. 25 1219
Hall).
Vitagraph
"Flower of the North, The" (Henry B. Walthal), Vita723
graph
Feb. 4
"Seventh
Day, The" (Richard Barthelmess) , First Apr. 1 1293
National
"Foolish Wives" (Erich von Stroheim), Universal Jan. 28 639
"Forest
King,
The"
(Lillian
Hall
and
Reed
Chapman),
"Shadows of the Sea" (Conway Tearle), Selznick Feb. 11 787
Pacific Film Co. (State Rights)
Mar. 25 1183
"Shattered Idols" (James Morrison and Marguerite de la
Motte), First National
Mar. 18 1151
"Free Air" (Tom Douglas and Marjorie Seaman), Hod- kinson Apr. 15
1443
"Sheik's Wife. The" (Emmy Lynn and Marcel Vibert) . . .Mar. 18 1145
717
"French Heels" (Irene Castle), Hodkinson
Feb. 4 1519
"Sherlock Holmes Series" (Stoll Film), Alexander F^lm
Co. (State Rights)
Jan. 21 540
"Game Chicken, The" (Bebe Daniels) , Paramount-Realart. Apr. 22 1293
"Gas, Oil and Water" (Charles Ray), First National Apr. 1 1219
"Silent Vow, The" CWilliam Duncan), Vitagraph Apr. 15 1441
"Glass Houses" (Viola Dana), Metro
Mar. 25
"Sin Flood, The" (Richard Dix and Helene Chadwick),
Goldwyn
Jan. 21 573
"Gleam o' Dawn" (Barbara Bedford). Fox
Jan. 14 501
1297
"Glorious Fool, The" (Helene Chadwick and Richard
"Single Track, The" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Feb. 4 721
Dix), Goldwyn
Apr. 1 1375
"Sisters" (Seena Owen, Gladys Leslie and Matt Moore).
American Releasing Corp
Apr. 15 1443
"Go Get 'Em Hutch" (Charles Hutchison), Pathe Serial. Apr. 8 861
"Golden Gallows, The" (Miss DuPont), Universal Feb. 18
"Smiles Are Trump" (Maurice Flvnn), Fox
Feb. 11 789
"Good Provider. The" (Vera Gordon and Dore David"Smilin'
Through"
(Norma
Talmadge),
First
National
...
Mar.
18 1147
son). Paramount
Apr. 22 1519
"SongFirst
of Life.
The" (Gaston Glass and Grace Darmond), Mar. 4 1003
National
"Grand Larceny" (Claire Windsor and Elliot Dexter),
Goldwyn
■ Mar. 11 1081
"Green Temptation, The" (Betty Compson), Paramount. .Apr. 1 1291
"Strength of the Pines, The" (William Russell and Irene
Rich), Fox
Mar. 4 1005
"GrimGoldwyn
Comedian, The" (Phoebe Hunt and Jack Holt), Jan. 21
"They're Off" (Peggy O'Day), Anchor-State Rights Mar. 11 1042
569
"Gypsy Passion" (All-Star Cast), Vitagraph
Apr. 8 1373
497
"Three Live Ghosts" (Anna Q. Nilsson), Paramount. .. .Jan. 14 503
"Too Much Business" (Ethel Grey Terry and Edward
"HailNational
the Woman" (Florence Vidor), Associated First Jan. 14
Horton), Vitagraph
Apr. 8 1369
"Headin' West" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Feb. 4 715
"Too Much Wife" (Wanda Hawley). Realart
Feb. 25 935
"Too Much Married" (Mary Anderson and Roscoe Karns),
"Her Husband's Trademark" (Gloria Swanson), Para- mount Mar. 4 1007
Associated Photoplays (State Rights)
Mar. 25 1183
"Her Own Monej'" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount
Mar. 4 1009
"Tracked to Earth" (Frank Mavo). Universal Mar. 4 1005
"Her National
Social Value"
(Katherine MacDonald), First Mar. 11 1081
"Travelin' On" (Wm. S. Hart), Paramount
Mar. 25 1223
"Turn to the Right" (All-Star Cast). Metro
Jan. 21 571
"Homespun Vamp, A" (May McAvoy), Realart
Apr. 8 1375
"Two Kinds of Women" (Pauline Frederick), R-C Prod. .Feb. 11 789
"Hushart
Money" (Alice Brady and George Fawcett), Real- Mar. 11 1077
"Up
and
Going"
(Tom
Mix),
Fox
Apr.
"Vermillion
Pencil. The" (Sessue Havakawa). R-C Mar. 188 1367
Pictures
1151
"I Can Explain" (Gareth Hughes), Metro....
Apr. 1 1299
"Innocent
The" (Roy
Stewart and Kathleen Kirk- Mar. 11
"Virginia Courtship, A" (May McAvoy), Realart Mar. 18 1147
ham), Cheat,
Arrow-State
Rights
"Voice
in
the
Dark"
(Walt
Whitman),
Pacific
Film
Co.
State Rights
Mar. 11 1043
"IronFox
to Gold" (Dustin Farnum and Margaret Marsh). Mar. 18 1042
1149
"When Romance Rides" (Claire Adams and Carl Gant861
voort). Goldwyn
Apr. 22 1521
"Julius Caesar" (Anthony Novelli), George Kleine Prod.. Feb. 18 503
"Just Around the Corner," Paramount
Jan. 14
"White Hands" (Hobart Bosworth). Wid Gunning Feb. 11 793
"Whv
Announce
Your
Marriage?"
(Elaine
Hammerstein),
"Kindred
of
the
Dust"
(Miriam
Cooper
and
Ralph
Graves), First National
Apr. 15
Selznick
Feb. 25 933
"Kisses" (Alice Lake and Harry Myers), Metro
Apr. 15 1445
"Why Men Forget" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Feb. 4 .'17
647
"Lane That Has No Turning, The" (Agnes Ayres), Para- mount Jan. 28 1441
"Wide Openney),
Town. A" (Conway
Tearle
and
Faire
BinSelznick
Apr. 15 1447
641
"Last Payment, The" (Pola Negri), Paramount Jan. 28 1149
"Wild Honev" (Priscilla Dean), Universal
Mar. 11 1083
"Last Trail, The" (All-Star Cast), Fox
Mar. 18
"Winning with Wits" (Barbara Bedford), Fox
Jan. 21 567
"Law and the Woman, The" (Betty Compson), Para- mount Jan. 28 645
"Wise Kid. The" (Gladys Walton). Universal
Mar. 18 1143
"Woman
He
Married,
The"
(Anita
Stewart),
I^irst
National
Apr. 22 1513
"Leather Pushers, The" (Reginald Denny), Universal. . .Jan. 28 867
"Woman's
Side, The" (Katherine MacDonald). First Apr. 15 1447
"Little Miss Smiles" (Shirley Mason). Fox
Feb. 18 641
National
"LoveFirst
Never
Dies"
(Lloyd
Hughes
and
Madge
Bellamy),
National
Mar. 25 1215
"Woman,
Wake ITp !" (Florence Vidor), Associated Ex- Apr. 22 1515
hibitors-Pathe
"Loves of Pharaoh. The" (All-Star). Famous Players. . .Mar. 25 1221
1079
"World's
Champion,
The" (Wallace Reid and Lois Wil571
"Love's
Boomerang"
(Ann
Forrest
and
David
Powell),
Paramount
Mar. 11
son). Paramount
Mar. 11 lOS:!
"Love's Redemption" (Norma Talmadge). First National . Jan. 21
"Yankee Doodle. Jr." (J. Frank Glendon). State Rights. .Mar. 11 1043
"Your
Best
Friend"
(Vera
Gordon).
Warner
Brothers.
.
.Apr.
15 1405
"Lucky Carson" (Earle Williams), Vitagraph
Feb. 11 795
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Bobbed

Hair

Realart Photoplay in Five Parts. Released by Paramount. Author, Hector TurnbulL Scenario by Harvey Thew. Director, Thomas
Heffron. Cameraman, William E. Collins.
Running Time, Fifty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Polly Heath, Wanda Hawley ; Dick Barton, Wm. Boyd; Aunt Emily, Adele Fari-ington ; Zoe Dean, Leigh Wyant : Evelyn Jane Starr ; Daisy, Margaret Vilmore ;
Paul Lament, Wm. P. Carleton ; Mrs. Lamont, Ethel Wales; Tlie Lamont Children,
Junior Cojhlan and Robert Kelly.
Romantic Polly Heath ob.ie<ts to hi-r aunt's attemiits to hurry along her marriage to Diek Barton, respectalile business man. She runs away and joins her
friend, Zoe Dean, member of .i writer and artist colony. She meets and is fascinated by Paul Lamont, futuristic poet, who does not inform her that he is already wed and father of a couple of children. Dick goes in search of his missing
fiancee. Polly accepts an invitation to call at Laniont's studio one night, he
having thoughtfully sent his wife and children away in the interval. But the
eldest child says something wliich arouses her mother's suspicions and she hurries back home, surprising Lamont uuiking love to Polly. The latter joins the
wife in denouncing the philandering poet. Dick appears on the scene, and finding
Polly with Lamont, at first declares their engagement at an end, but Zoe Dean
intervenes, explains matters and the lovers are reunited.
This is a merry farce
comedy which pokes fun
in lively fashion at erratic
literary and artistic folk,
who in their wild desire to
burst asunder all the
bonds of conventional life,
leap over the limit and into the comic realm of absurdity. Not much of a
story, to be sure, but a
snappy, mirth-provoking
picture for all that, full of
ginger and action, cleverly acted by star and sup porting cast, well directed
and prettily photographed.
' The burlesque element is
present at times in generous quantity, yet of a
subtle kind, never degenerating into sheer slapstick stuff, the "art-posers"mered
are with
joyously
ironicalhamhot
shot, the action is brisk,
the situations crisply
amusing. Exhibitors will
make no mistake in booking this tftature, which is
good for the blues and a
sure laughing hit.
Points of Appeal. —
When Polly Heath marks
her release from the
shackles of staid society
by having her preitty locks
clipped and joins the
"emancipated" inhabitants
of the art colony, you
know she is in for a heap
of trouble and things begin to happen at once with
praiseworthy speed. Her
infatuation for the futuristic poet, v/ho is already
mated but conceals the
fact, brings about a number of complications ifiat are rich in
comedy, the fun never slackens, but the heroine gets some sympathy when it appears likely she is going to lose the man who
really loves her, this fate is fortunately averted and the picture
ends as cheerfully as it begins.
Cast. — Wanda Hawley does excellent work as the wilful and
mistaken Polly, who goes her o'wn way in spite of solemn warnings, her comedy is irresistible and she has never appeared to
better advantage. Leigh Wyant is especially good in the role of
Polly's well-meaning chum, Zoe Dean, William Boyd is an energetic Dick Barton and Will Carleton furnishes a wonderfully
humorous character sketch of the unscrupulous poet.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many beautiful
exteriors sho'wn, the interiors are skilfully filmed and the lighting effects are perfect. Unbroken continuity and fast action
govern the whole production.
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Rainbow

Vitagraph Photplay in Five Parts. Author, Harry
Dittmar. Scenario by C. G. Baker. Director, Edward Jose. Running Time, Fiftyfive Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Rainbow Halliday, Alice Calhoun; George Shindish. Jack Roach; Shang Jordan,
Kufus
O'Malley ;Young;
Tom Tammany
MacTavish, Chas. Kent; Denny Farrell,Short,
Gross; AndyLessey
Wm.
Halliday,
Ivan Christie.; Estelle Jackson, Cecil Kern; Kid
Sheady,George
.Toe
Rainbow Halliday's father dies when she is a child and she is brought up by
three self-appointed old daddies. They work the Rainbow Copper Mine, left to
her
by Halliday,
in Rainbow's
interests.
slie grow.s
she meets
George
Standisli.
who arrives
from Chicago
in time When
to rescue
Rainbowup from
the advances
of Joe Sheady. Standish holds a bill of sale inherited from his father, claiming
Dwner.ship of the Rainbow Mine but does not force his claim. He returns to
rhicago in response to a letter from Estelle Jackson, former sweetheart, now a
widow,
whom he
to marry.
uncle,
Standish,
is taken
ill in Chicago
and intends
sends for
her. SheRainbow's
brighten up
his Rufus
life greatly,
he recovers.
Standish calls to see Rufus about the mine. It transpires that Standish's father
did
not record
sale,Rufus
knowing
thatandRufus
had butsoldis the
mine toby Raintiow's
father.
Standishthecalls
a thief
leaves,
overheard
Rainbow,
wlio asks for an explanation and gets it. Rainbow at first decides to surrender
tile mine. But on calling on Standisli she is insulted by Estelle Jackson and
tells him her uncle is wealthy and will fight liis claim. Back with her daddies,
liowever, she tells them they must give up the property. Standish comes and is
lielil up by the three guardians, who confine him in the powder liDUse. Sheady
si-i>
tlie sliiicklieonloves
fire.herRainbow
the rescue
and >avi's
Standish. He
tells Rainbow
and therushes
mine to
liroomes
their joint
property.
No expense has been
spared in producing this
picture, which abounds in
handsome interiors, luxurious sets and beautiful
photography. Viewed
merely as an artistic spectacle it commands admiration. But it must be confessed that the plot is
slight. Miss Calhoun,
however, does the best
that could be expected
•with the role and even
manages to inject a
real bit of dramatic fire
into it occasionally, as for
instance in the scene
■wihere Rainbow has a verbal encounter with her
rival, Estelle Jackson, and
stops scattering seeds of
kindness long enough to
snap out a few uncomplimentary truths. The feature is only mildly entertaining and cannot be
listed as up to the usual
standard of Vitagraph
productions.
Points of Appeal." — A
pretty study in contrasts
is obtained by the 'views of
Rainbow in her quiet country garb, and later, when
in the gilded atmosphere
of the East she blossoms
out as a belle, clad in the
latest fashion. Miss Calhoun is always attractive
and wears handsome
gowns that are sure to
delight the members of
her
o-wn of
sex.Standish
The heroine's
rescue
from
the burning shack conveys
quite a thrill and leads up to a satisfactory climax.
Cast. — Alice Calhoun, in the opening reels, looks and acts the
"kid" heroine to the very life, and later, transformed into a
society bud, is extremely fascinating and good to gaze upon.
Jack Roach is a dashing, manly type of lover, the three "old
daddies," impersonated respectively by William Gross, Charles
Kent and Tom O'Malley, are con'vincing characters and the supporting cast is efficient.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The exteriors include
many charming outdoor shots, the interiors are rich in elaborate
sets, with odd "deep" effects that are unusually attractive and
superbtion lighting
prevails. The continuity is smooth and the acmoves rapidly.
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EXHIBITORS

GUIDE
AMERICAN

RELEASING

TO

CORP.
Footage
Cardigan (Messmore Kendall)
7,000*
Jungle Adventures (Johnson-Exceptional) .... 5,000*
Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
5,000*
Daring Danger (Cliff Smith)
5,000*
Jan of the Big Snows (J. Oliver Curwood) . . 5,O0U*
The Cradle Buster (Tuttle Waller)
6,000*
Bluebeard, Jr., (Jas. Livingston)
5,000*
The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax)
6,000*
Sisters (International Film)
7,000*
The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.).. 5,000*
My Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictures) 7,000*
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
6,000*
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer) 5,000*
The Pillagers (Louis Wm. Chaudet)
7,000*
Destiny's Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle)
6,000*
False Fronts
5,000*
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
SPENCER PRODUCTIONS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)
4,921
CLIFF SMITH PRODUCTIONS
Western Hearts (Art Station and Josie
Sedgwick)
4,711
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
4,539
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
(Distributed through Pathe)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
The Rider of the King Log (Special) 5,000*
The
to London
Sin Road
of Martha
Queed,(Bryant
The Washburn)..
(Alan Dwan 5,000*
Prod.)
Marry the Poor Girl (Mr. and Mrs. Carter 6,000*
DeHaven)
6.O00*
Unfoldment, The (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Handle With Care (Grace Darmond)
5.00(1*
Woman, Wake Up (Florence Vidor)
6,000*
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird)
5,000*
Lady Godiva (Alfred Tennyson's Poem).... 6,000*
Silas
Marner
(All
Star)
7,000*
HiAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
Among Those Present
3,000*
Now or Never
3,000*
I Do
3,000*
Never Weaken
3,000*
APLAYGOERS
Sailor-Made PICTURES,
ManINC.
4,000*
Across the Divide (J. P. McGowan)
5,200*
Tropical Love (Ruth Clifford)
5.000*
Father Tom (Tom Wise)
5,000*
Anne of Little Smoky (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Ruse of the Rattler, The (J. P. McGowan) 5,000*
Reckless Chances (J. P. McGowan)
5,000*
Hills of Missing Men (J. P. McGowan) 6,000*
Sunshine Harbor (Margaret Beecher) 6,000*
Pasteboard Crown, A (All Star Cast) 5,000*
Lonesome Corners (Edgar Jones)
5,000*
Tracks (All Star Cast)
6,000*
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Back Pay (Cosmopolitan Prod.)
6,460
The Lane That Had No Turning (Agnes
Ayres)
4,892
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan) . . . 5,533
The(Marion
Bride's Davies^
Play (Cosmopolitan Prod.) 6,476
Nancy From Nowhere (Realart Prod.) (Bebe
Daniels)
????
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.) 5,784
Tillie (Realart Prod.) (Mary Miles Minter) ????
OneLee)
Glorious Day (Cruze Spec.) (Rogers- 5,100
Saturday Night (Cecil B. DeMille Prod.) . . 8,433
The Law and the Woman (Stanlaws-Compson Prod.)
6,461
Moran
of the Lady Letty (Melford-Dalton 6,360
Prod.)
Boomerang Bill (Lionel Barrymore-Cosmopolitan Prod.)
5,489
A. Prod.)
Homespun Vamp (May McAvoy-Realart 4,777
Love'sOwn
IBoomerang
(John S.Clayton)
Robertson Prod.) 4,981
5,618
Her
Money (Ethel
Midnieht
(Constance
Binnv-Realart
Prod.)..
4,653
The Red Peacock (Pola Negri)
6,735
\ Game Chicken (Bebe Daniels-Realart Prod.) 4,748
Travelin' (George
On (William
S. Hart)
6.267
Forever
Fitzmaurice
Prod.) 7,236
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 1)
(Spec. Prod.)
5.647
The
(Wallace(Chapter
Reid) 2) 5,030
The World's
Mistress Champion
of the World
(Spec. Prod.)
5,275
Her
Trademark
(Gloria(Realart)...
Swanson) 4.395
5,101
BobbedHusband's
Hair (Wanda
Hawley)
Fool's
Paradise
(Cecil
B.
DeMille
Prod.)..
8,681
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 3)
(Spec. Prod.)
5,061
The Heart Specialist (Mary Miles MinterRealart)
4,768
Beauty's
Worth (Marion DaviesJCosmpol- 6,751
itan)
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 4)
(Spec. Prod.)
3,825
The Green Temptation (Bettv Comnson)... 6,365
Throuijh a Glass Window (May McAvoyRealart)
4,490
Find the Woman (Cosmopolitan)
5,144
The Cradle (Ethel Clayton)
4,698
*A.pproximately
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FEATURE
, Footage
Theart)
Sleep Walker (Constance Binnev-Real- 4,530
Bought
and Paid For (Wm. de Mille-Ayres- 5,601
Holt)
The
Devil's
(Pola(Dorothy
Negri)
The Crimson Pawn
Challenge
Dalton).. 4,712
4,942
The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley-Realart) 5,243
The Spanish Jade (John S. Robertson Prod.) ????
Is Prod.)
Matrimony a Failure? (J. Cruze-All Star 5,612
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan) ????
REALART PICTURES
(Through Famous Players-Lasky)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Something Different (Constance Binney) . . . . 4,840
The Magic Cup (Constance Binney)
4,857
Such a Little Queen (Constance Binney)... 4,942
Out of the Chorus (Alice Brady)
4,888
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady)
4,964
Little Italy (Alice Brady)
4.875
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4,979
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine John- stone) 5,360
.Sheltered Daughters (Justine Johnstone) .... 4,895
A Heart to Let (Justine Johnstone)
5,294
A Private Scandal (May McAvoy)
4,363
Room and Board (Constance Binney)
5,107
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter).... 4,715
Everything for Sale (May McAvoy)
5,091
FIRST NATIONAL
Molly O (Mack Sennett-Mabel Normand) . . 7.558
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Prod.) 6.784
Hail the Woman (Ince Prod.)
7,222
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Prod.)
4.367
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge) ????
Her Mad Bargain (Anita Stewart)
5,491
Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald) . . . . ????
Love'sBeautiful
RedemptionLiar (Norma
Talmadge)
5,889
The
(Katherine
MacDonald) 5,030
My
Boy
(Jackie
Coogan)
4,967
Shattered Idols (Frothingham Production).. 5,850
The Cave Girl (Special)
4,405
The Seventh Day (Richard Barthelmess) . . . . 5,335
The Song of Life (John Stahl)
6,920
Red Hot Romance (Emerson-Loos Prod.).. 6.055
The Barnstormer (Charles Ray)
5,300
Penrod (Wesley Barry) (Neilan Prod.) 8,037
The Rosary (Selisj-Rorke Production) 7,045
The Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald).. 5,366
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge) . . 6.467
A Question of Honor (Anita Stewart)...... 6,065
Gas, Oil. Water (Charles Ray)
4,.S00
!>mil=n'Infidel
Throusrh
(NormaMacDonald)
Talmadge) 8,000*
The
(Katherine
5,377
Kindred
of the Dust (R. .-V. Walsh-Miriam 8,422
Cooper)
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
( Through First National)
Cup of Life (Thos. H. Ince)
4,392
The Leopard Woman (T ouise Glaum)
7.000*
\ Thou=and to One (H'obart Bosworth) 6,055*
Love
(Louise
Glaum)
6,000*
I Am Guilty (Louise Glaum)
6,312
Greater Than Love
6,000*
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood — .Ml
6.000*
A Star)
Perfect Crime (Monte Blue)
4,739
A Broken Doll
4,594
The Last of the Mohicans (Maurice Tourneur)
6,000*
The Fonli=h Matrons (Maurice Tourneur) . . 6.0O0*
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5,000*
Home Talent
5.000*
The Ten Dollar Raise
6,000*
Mother O' Mine (Thos H. Ince)
6,500
Lving Lips (Thos H. Ince)
7.000
Homespun Folks (Thos. Ince)
6,000
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SPECI the'VL Fill
Over
10.500
A Virgin Paradise
7.781
A Court
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's 8.000*
Thunderclap
6.724
Shame
8.231
Perjurv
8,37^
Footfalls
' 8,068
The
Last Trial
6.355
Oueen of Sheba
9,599
"t:lt tam farnum' series
His Great Sacrifice
6,282
.Stage Romance. A
6.416
Shackles of Gold
????
PEARL WHITE SERIES
Beyond Price
6.237
Any Wife
4.597
Broadway Fear
Peacock, The
4.380
Without
4,406
TOM MIX SERIES
A Ridin' Romeo
4.747
The
4.250
After Big
YourTown
Own Round-Up
Heart
4.244
The iNight Horsemen
4,993
The Rough Diamond
4,458
Trailin'
4,355
Sky-High
4.546
Chasing the Moon
5,092
Up and Going
4.5^5
The
FisrhtingJONES
Streak SERIES
'
????
CHARLES
To a Finish
4,000*
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RELEASES
Footage
Bar Nothin"
4,311
Ridin' With Death
4,175
Pardon My Nerve
4,484
Western Speed
????
DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
4,320
The Devil Within
5,997
Iron to Gold
4,515
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Desert Blossoms
4,175
The Roof Tree
4,409
Strength of the Pines
4,382
Money to Burn
????
SHIRLEY
SERIES
Ever
Since MASO'N
Eve
4.531
Queenie
5,147
Jackie
4,943
Little Miss Smiles
4,834
The Ragged Heiress
4,888
JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam
Dawn
4.178
Arabian O' Love
????
TWENTIETH CENTURY PICTURES
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn)
4,544
The
Jolt With
(Murphy4,835
Winning
WitsWalker)
(Barbara Bedford) 4,435
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
4,616
Smiles .^re Trump (Maurice Flynn)
4,049
Extra! Extra: (Walker-Murphy)
4,160
Elope If You Must (Eileen Percy)
4,995
WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? (Claire Windsor) 6,141
Our Mutual Friend (All Star)
7,698
White Hands (Hobart Bosworth)
5,654
The Blot (Clarie Windsor)
7,121
Ouo Vadis (All Star)
5,884
Girl
From Bucket
God's Country
(Nell Shtpman) . . 6,957
Old Oken
(All Star)
5,098
Good to Evil (Lucy Doraine)
4,951
ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
The Fire Bride
5,000*
The Madness of Love
5,000*
Alias Phil Kennedy
5,000*
The Blonde Vampire
5,000*
Foolish Monte Carlo
5,000*
The Bootleggers
5,000*
The Love Nest
5,000*
Don't Blame Your Children
5,000*
Mrs. Dane's Confession
5,000*
The Blue Mountain Mystery
5,000*
GOLDWYN PICTURES
For Those We Love
5,752
The Invisible Power
6.613
Dangerous Curve Ahead
5,503
The Old Nest (Mary Alden)
7,250
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin)
5,620
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
4,609
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore)
4,495
Be My Wife (Max Linder)
4,470
The Grim Comedian (Special Cast)
5,509
The Night Rose (Special Cast)
5,630
Poverty of Riches (Special Cast)
5,641
Man From Lost River, The (Special Cast).. 5,693
Glorious Fool, The
5,392
Man with Two Mothers
4,423
His Back Against the Wall
4,680
Watch Your Step
4.713
Doubling for Romeo
4,304
.Wallflower, The
5,228
Grand Larcenv
5,228
Theodora (Special)
8,895
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
BENJ. B. HAMPTON
The Dwelling
SagebrusherPlace(Allof Star)
6,000*
Light (All Star) 6,568
The Spenders (All Star)
5,693
Atieart's
CertainHaven
Rich Man
Star)
(Clarie(AllAdams,
Carl Gant- 6,000*
voort,
Robert
McKim)
The Grey Dawn (Claire Adams, Carl Gant- 6,000*
voort, GREY
Robert PICTURES
McKim)
6,000*
ZANE
The Riders of the Pawn (All Star)
6,180
DesertManGoldof the
(All Forest
Star)
7.000*
The
(All Star)
5.880
The Mysterous Rider (All Star)
5,500
T. PARKER READ
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth) 4,643
Love Madness (Louise Glaum)
6,290
Sex (Louise Glaum)
6,208
niETRICHi BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
5,480
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Cynthia-of-the-Minute (Leah Baird)
5.634
ROBERT BURNTON
The Cost of O'pportunity (J. Warren Kerrigan) 4,624
The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan)
The Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan) 4,9254,624
NATIONAL
The Kentucky PRODUCTIONS
Colonel (Joseph J. Dowling) 5,965
JOSEPH
LEVERING
His
Temporary
Wife (Rubye De Remer) . . 5,329
DIAL FILM
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle Stedman)
4,430
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Wonderful

Wife

First National Photoplay in Five Parts. Author,
Hampton Del Ruth. Scenario by Madge
Tyrone. Director, Edwin Carewe. Running Time, Sixty Minutes.

Universal Special Attraction. Story by Dolf
Wyllarde. Scenario by Arthur F. Slatter.
Cameraman, Ben Reynolds. Directed by
Paul Scardon,
Length, 4,668 Feet.

CAST AN'D SYNOPSIS
Sylvia Langdon, Anita Stewart; Arthur Comstock, Walter Maciirail ; Bentley
Arnold, Alan Forest; Marshall Arnold, Hamilton Morse; Mrs. Marshall Arnold,
Estelle E^vans ; John Randall, Ogden Ci-ane ; Nagi, George Kuwa.
Sylvia Langdon, living at the home of the Arnold's, is engaged to their son,
Bentley.
Johnbecause
Randall,of has
a nephew, Arthur
Arthur steals
Comstock,
whom he Mr.
has Arnold's
cut off inpartner,
his will
misbehavior.
the
will. While out riding with Sylvia Arthur and she are forced by a storm to seek
refuse in a lodge. He makes advances to her, is repulsed and in the struggle
following she strikes him on the head with a candlestick. He falls senseless.
Sylvia runs out into the woods, a storm breaks, she sees the lodge in flames, looks
in the window and perceives the l)ody lying on the floor. Returning, Sylvia, believing that she has slain Arthur, keeps her adventure secret. Sylvia and Bentley
are
married.
comes appears.
of John Randall's
the
Bentleys
ArthurNews
Comstock
Sylvia is death.
overcome Atwitha irarty
fright given
at thebysight
of the man she believed dead. Arthur folltjws her to her room and demands the
family jewels. A quarrel between Nagi, the butler, and Arthur is interrupted by
detectives. Nagi then confesses and the mystery is cleared. It develops that
Arthur killed his uncle, whose body it was that Sylvia saw in the lodge, wheu
Randall pursued him to recover the stolen will. Arthur and Nagi are arrested.
S.Tlvia is freed from her haunting fear and faces a happy life with her husband.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Chum, Miss DuPont ; Alaric Lewin, Vernon Steele; Gregory, Landers Stevens;
Halton, Charles Arling ; Diana, Ethel Ritchie; Nugent, Harris Gordon; Native
Groom, Nick De Ruiz.
Captain Alaric Lewin and his bride, whom he calls "Chum" go to Key Island
off the coast of Africa, where he has been sent as A.D.C. to Commissioner Gregory
in the British Service. Chum determines to "vamp" the commissioner and
thereby win favor and promotion for her husband. She soon finds that the
woman-hating administrator is succumbing to her charms, but what slie has intended as a mere flirtation has developed into a mad passion on his part. Greg(;>ry
instead of carrying out orders and sending Lewin to Malta, puts him in charge
of a dangerous exi>edition into the Jungles to get rid of him, knowing that he
will never survive. Chum learns of his treachery aud immediately forces him
at the point of a pistol to provide her with an escort of men to search for her
husband. She follows the trail and comes upon them, finding Alaric delirious
from fever. Meanwhile Gregory sets out to overtake her. The band of whites
is attacked by the natives and Gregory is killed. -Vlaric and Chum return and
he is given his orders to Malta.

All the good old regulation melodramatic elements have been employed
in weaving the plot of
The Invisible Fear, resulting in a picture which
will probably satisfy the
amusement cravings of
nine out of ten movie patrons. It is a proof of
what directorial efficiency
can accomplish in the way
of building up a successful film out of material
that has frequently done
duty before on the screen.
Director Edwin Careine
hasn't wasted any footage,
there is no padding in evidence, the action is fast
and clean-cu;t and so
cleverly is the mystery
angle preserved that it is
impossible to anticipate its
solution until the exposure
of the arch-plotters in the
last stages of the final
reel. The production
should gain enough popularity to make it a respectable box office asset.
Points of Appeal. — The
picture's best quality is
the atmosphere of suspense, which is so well developed and maintained
that it holds sway all
throughout the story. The
unexpected return of the
sinister Comstock, like
one arisen from the dead,
is as big a surprise to the
spectators as to the flabbergasted heroine, who
supposes that she caused
his demise. This gives the
plot a neat twist, as well as furnishing a decided thrill, tapering
off into a satisfactory climax.
Cast. — Anita Stewart's slender loveliness is daintily exploited
in the role of Sylvia Langdon. She is a very attractive figure
and fully equal to the demands made upon her emotional ability
by the part. Alan Forest wins favor in the character of Bentley
Arnold. Walter MacGrail, as Comstock, is a most convincing
sort of villain and adequate support is rendered by the remainder of the company.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The storm in the woods
and the burning down of the lodge are exceedingly realistic
scenes; there are some wonderfully fine long shots in evidence
and the lighting is exquisite. Smooth continuity and quick
action distinguish the entire film.

And now we have darkest Africa to thrill us!
A Wonderful Wife, starring Miss DuPont, portrays rather pleasantly
the life of an English
army officer and his wife
at a post on an island off
the coast of Africa. The
story deals with the wife's
flirtation methods of furthering her may
husband's
career. There
be a
moral in it, but — friend
husband begins thinking to
himself "what's sauce for
the goose" thoughts and
straightway gets himself
"vamped" by the town
crier. And the conniving
commanding officer, who
holds the destinies of
these two in his hands,
proves himself a true villain and does his worst.
Such is the story. It furnishes fairly good entertainment and offers a new
variety in scenery.
Points of Appeal. — A
good, although none too
flattering, conception of
colonial life among the
English. Even in Africa
life isn't so dull when a
British post is on the horizon. We could not recommend the tactics used by
the wife as being anything wonderful, but rather think it was up
to her to get her husband out of the mess into whi-ch she got
him. She does, and the tense moments of the story follow in
quick succession.
Cast. — Miss DuPont scores once again as a "foolish wife" in
the
as "Chum."
Vernon
Captain ofAlaric
Lewin,
looksrole
handsome
and acts
well. Steele,
Other asmembers
the cast
are
correspondingly good in the respective parts given them.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The interiors are well
done and at most times a realistic atmosphere prevails. Some
of the jungle scenes, however, present the appearance of a nice
picnic spot. A good bit of finesse has been successfully used by
the director and has greatly helped the picture along.
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FEATURE
RELEASES—
Cont'd
footage
Footage
UNITED ARTISTS CORP. Footage
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
6,000* Her Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet).. 5,000*
Light
the Clearing (All Star)
7,000* The
of Diamonds
The Mark of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks).... 7,800
RoguesEmpire
and Romance
(George B. Seitz and 6,000*
LEWIS in TRACY
The Love Flower (D. W Griffith Prod.).. 6,800
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
5,760
June Caprice)
6,000*
Ihe
Lovelight (Mary Pickford)
7,800
The Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet)
5,000^
IRVIN V. WILLAT PROU.
The
Nut (Douglas Fairbanks)
5,800
V\"hen We Were Twenty-U'ne (H. B. Warner) 5,000*
Dream Street
9,400
Down Home (All Star)
6,335
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis)
6,000* Through the Back Door (Mary Pickford).. 7,000'
Partners of the Tide (All Star)
6,150
The Killer (Claire Adams)
6,000*
Face of the World (Barbara Bedford) 5,800
Carnival (Matheson Lang)
7,000"
Truant Husbands (Mahlon Hamilton) 5,019*
Fifty
(All Star)
6,000*
Way Down(George
East (D.
W. Griffith Prod.) 11,000*
Bars of Iron (Madge White)
5,000*
J. L. Candles
FROTHINGHAM
PROD.
Disraeli
Arliss)
7,000
The
Lure
ofLine
Egypt(Leah
(Federal
Prod.)
6.000*
I Accuse (Abel Gance Prod.)
8,250
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale) 6,300
The
Heart
Baird
and
Jerome
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale) 5,700
(Rex Beach
7,000*
Patrick)
6,000* Iron
Little Trail,
Lord The
Fauntleroy
(MaryProd.)
Pickford) .... 9,984
The Other Woman (All Star Cast)
5,800
Without
Benefit of Clergy
5,635
Three
Musketeers
(Douglas
Fairbanks)
....
11,750
HUGO BALLIN PROD.
The
Maniac
5,000*
The .Money
Orderly
5,373
Doll's House, A (Nazimova)
????
Pagan Love (Rockliffe Fellows and Mabel
Ruling Passion, The (George Arliss)
7,000*
The Power Within (Achievement Pictures).. 6,000*
Ballin)
6,000"
East Lynne (Mabel Ballin and Edward Earle) 6,634
Isle of Zorda (Louis Nalpas Production)... 9,000*
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
PIONEER FILM CORP.
ThehamJourney's
End (Mabel Ballin and Wynd- 8,000*
Standing)
Indiscretion
(Florence
Reed,
Lionel
Atwill,
Jane Eyre (Mabel Ballin and 'Norman Trevor) 6,550
JEWEL FEATURES
The Luxury Tax (Mabel BalHn, Raymond
Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Pfiillips) . . 6,000*
Oh Mary Be Careful (Madge Kennedy).... 6,000*
Outside
Law (Priscilla
Dean)
6,000*
Bloomer,
Crauford
Kent)
7,000*
Reputationthe (Priscilla
Dean)
6,500
ROCKET FILM CORP.
The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks) 5,000*
Foolish Wives (Eric Von Stroheim) 12,000
Forgotten Woman (Pauline Starke).... 6,000*
The Truant Husband (All Star)
5,000* The
Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey) 5,000*
No Woman
Knows
7,000*
Keeping Up
Lizzie (Enid Bennett) . . . 6,000* ABeyond
Fox (Harry
Carey)
6,941
the Crossroad (Ora Carew)
6,000* The
RENCO
FILMWithCORP.
Conflict (Priscilla Dean)
6,205
In
Society
(Edith
Roberts)
5,000*
Lavender and Old Lace (Marguerite Snow) 5,770
Wise Husbands (Gail Kane, J. Herbert
Foolish Wives (Von Stroheim)
????
AtStar)
the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern (All 5,193
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Frank)
6,000* Luring
Lips (Edith Roberts)
4,263
The Leech (Claire Whitney)
6,000*
WARD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield,
Danger .'\head (All Star)
5,000"
Rip Van Winkle (All Star)
6,700
A Daughter
the LawRoberts)
(Carmel Myers).. 4,263
5,000*
Rogers Lytton, (iladden James)
6,000*
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
Open
Shuttersof (Edith
The
Barbarian
(Monroe
Salisbury)
6,000*
God's
Crucible
(All
Star)
6,000*
A Man There was (Victor Seastrom)
6,000*
The
(Frank Mayo)
5,000*
Cameron of the Royal Mounted (Gaston
Action Shark
(HootMaster
Gilison)
4,509
Idle Hands (Gail Kane)
6,000*
Glass)
6,000*
The Rowdy (Glad.vs Walton)
4,974
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau) 6,000*
HO'LTRE
PRODUCTIONS.
Moonlight Follies (Marie Prevost)
4,468
.Finder's Keepers (Violet Mersereau) 6,000*
French Heels (Irene Castle)
5,500
Red Courage (Hoot Gibson)
4,620
R-C PICTURES
The Rage of Paris (Miss Dupont)
4,968
METRO PICTURES CORP.
Where Lights Are Low (Sessue Hayakawa) 5,810
Go Straight (Frank Mayo)
4,220
Live and Let Live (Wm. Christy Cabanne) . . 5,900
NAZIMOVA
High Heels (Gladys Walton)
4,541
Salvage (Pauline Frederick)
6,450
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,730
The Heart of a Child
6,239
The Foolish .-\ge (Doris May)
4,500
Madame Peacock
5,428
Nobody's
Fool
(Marie
Prevost)
4,640
The Barricade (Cabanne Prod)
6,170
Billions
5,036
Sure
Fire
(Hoot
Gibson)
5,000*
The
Swamp
(Sessue
Hayakawa)
5,600
False
Kisses
(Miss
Dupont)
4,335
Camille
5,600
Lure of the Jade (Pauline Frederick) 5,935
Dr.
Jim
(Frank
Mayo)
4,474
METRO CLASSICS, Inc. (Soecials)
Possession (Mercaton Prod.)
6,550
A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost)
4,739
The Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone).. 4,600
The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
4,880
The Man
Who (Bert
5,399
Over
the Wire
(Alice Lytell).".
Lake)
5,457
Silent Years (J. L. Gasnier)
6,056
(Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,415
Life's
Darn
Funny
(Viola
Dana)
5,741
At
the
Stage
Door
(Cabanne)
6,300
Shattered Dreams (Miss Dupont)
4,878
Big Game (May Allison)
5,333
Eden and Return (Doris May)
4.831
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytell)
5,510
Cupid Guttersnipe
Incog (Marie
Prevost)
5,000*
Five
Days
to
Live
(Sessue
Hayakawa)....
5.356
The
(Gladys
Walton)
4,225
The Match Breaker (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Two Kinds of Women (Pauline Frederick).. .????
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo) ,. 4,886
Hole in the Wall, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
5,032
The Scrapper (Herbert Rawlinson)
????
Idle Rich, The (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
\\Tiy Men Forget (Special Cast)
5,299
Headin' West (Hoot Gibson)
????
Fourteenth Lover, The (Viola Dana)
6,000*
The Call of Home (L. J. Gasnier)
5,220
The Golden Gallows (Miss Dupont)
5,000*
Infamous Miss Revel, The (Alice Lake)... 6,000*
Beyond the Rainbow (Cabanne Prod.)
6,500
Tracked
to
Earth
(Frank
Mayo)
5,000*
Alias Ladyfingers (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
Boy Crazy (Doris May)
4,800
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
5.000*
There Are No Villains (Viola Dana)
6,000* The
Bigamist (Special Cast)
????
Wild Hbney (Priscilla Dean)
7,000*
Golden Gift, The (Alice Lake)
6,000* The
Vermillion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa).. ????
The Dangerous Little Demon (Marie Prevost) 5,000*
Right That Failed, The (Bert Lytell) 6,000* The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick) ????
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
5,000*
Glass Houses (Viola Dana)
6,000* Gay and Devilish (Doris May)
????
The Man Under Cover (Herbert Rawlinson) 5,000*
Kisses (Alice I^ke)
6,000*
A
Wonderful
Wife
(Miss
du
Pont)
5,000*
LEWIS
J.
SELZNICK
ENT.
Face Between, The (Bert Lytell)
4,997
The Man Who Married His Own Wife
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
Seeing's
Believing
(X'iola Dana)
6,000*
(Frank Mayo)
5,000*
Hate (Alice
Lake)
6,000* The Miracle of Manhattan
4.174
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
Five Dollar Baby, The (Viola Dana)
6,000* The Girl From Nowhere
5,000"
Remorseless Love
4,180
MAURICE
TOURNEUR
PORD.
~
VITAGRAPH,
INC.
The Great Redeemer (All Star Cast)
5,005
Handcuffs or Kisses
4,180
VITAGRAPH SUPER FEATURES
TAYLOR HOLMES PROD.
The Way of a Maid
4,800
Nothing But the Truth
5.639
Wliv Announce Your Marriage?
5,200
The Courage of Marge O'Doone
6,300
The Very Idea
5,212
EU(:EXE Lies
O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Trumpet
Dead
Men Island
Tel! No Tales "
6,200
Nothing But Lies
4 882
Guilded
4,496
Black Beauty
6.900
C. E. SHIURTLEFF PROD.
The
Last Worth
Door
5,000*
The Heart of Maryland
6,700
Burning Daylight (All Star)
5,766
Is Life
Living?
5,019
The
Son
of
Wallingford
7,851
Clay Dollars
????
The
Mutiny
of
the
E'lsinore
(All
Star)....
5,778
The
Little
Minister
6,129
The Star Rover (Special Cast)
4.446
Chivalrous Charlej'
4,543
Flower
of
the
North
7,236
The
Fool (Special Cast)
4,670
The
Prophet's
Paradise
4,0CK)*
The Prodigal Judge
7,200
S. L. Little
PRODUCTIONS
CONWAY
TEARLE
SERIES
ALICE
JOYCE
PROD.
Love, Honor and Obey (Jewel Carmen).... 5,477
Society Snobs
4,224
Her Lord and Master
5,755
Without Limit (George D. Baer)
7,128
Bucking the Tiger
5,333
The Scarab Ring
5.598
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes)
4,968
The
Fighter
6,000*
The
Inner
Chamber
5,951
After
Midnight
????
The Hunch (Gareth Hutghes)
6,000*
CORINNE GRIFFITH PROD.
The Man of Stone
4.676
Little
Eva Ascends
(Gareth Flughes) 6,000*
The
Whisper
Market
4,800
Stay Home
(Gareth Hughes)
????
A Wide Open Town
4,650
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
I Can Explain (Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
The
Broadway
5,000*
The
Chicken
in
the
Case
5,261
It Isn't
Being Bubble
Done This Season
4.300
Don't
Write
Letters
(Gareth
Hughes)
6,000*
ROLAND WEST PROU.
What's Your Reputation Worth?
5,400
A
Divorce
of
Convenience
5,000*
SPECIAL
PRODUCTIONS
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)
5,846
Moral Fibre
6,000*
HOPE HAMPTON PROD.
The Single Track
5,000*
The
of Ambition
Tearle) . . . 5,000*
The Road
Sin That
Was His (Conway
(Wm Faversham)
5,600
A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton)
5,280
Received
Payment
5.000*
EARLE WILLIAMS
PROD.
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5,500
WILLIAM DESMOND PROD.
The
Romance
Promoters
5,200
Who
Am
I?
(All
Star)
4,938
Fightin'INGRAM
Mad (Special
6,000*
Diamonds Adrift
4,724
REX
PROD. Cast)
Conceit (All Star)
4,580
It
Can
Be
Done
4.425
ASELECT
Man's PICTURES
Home (All Star)
4,580
Conquering Power, The (Special Cast) 6,000*
The Silver Car
5.803
Turn
to the
8,000*
Bring Him In
4,987
Prisoner
of Right
Zenda (Special
(Special Cast)
Cast)
????
Seeds
of
Vengeance
(Bernard
Durning)
.
.
.
.
5,000*
Lucky
Carson
????
TIFFANY PROD.
The Servant Question (William Collier) 5,000* Three Sevens
5,000
Just
Outside FEATURES
the Door (Edith Hallor) 5,000*
Peacock
Alley
(Mae
Murray)
8,000*
REPUBLIC
ANTOiNIO
MO'RENO
PROD.
Fascination (Mae Murray)
????
The
Secret of
the Hills
4,900
Mountain Madness (Ed. Coxen and Ora
Carew)
????
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
.\
GuOty
Conscience
5,000*
ALICE
CALHOUN
PROD.
Mother
of
Men
(Claire
Whitney)
????
Welcome Children (Elsie Albert)
5 reels The Gift Supreme (Bernard Durning) ???'
Princess Jones
4.800
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
5 reels
Children of Destiny (Edith Hallor)
????
The Charming Deceiver
4,600
The Lotus Blossom (TuUy Marshall) 6 reels
Closed Doors
4.400
Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma Talmadge) .... 5,810
Poppy
(Norma
Talmadge)
????
Peggy
Puts
It
Over
4,900
PATHE EXCHANGES, INC.
The Matrimonial Web
4,970
Up the Road With Sallie (Constance Tal- madge) 4,692
Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis)
6,000*
Rainbow
5,000*
WILLIAM DUNCAN PROD.
Scandal (Constance Talmadge)
????
The Devil to Pay (Robert Burton Prod.) . . 6,000*
Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
6,00.0*
REVI^'ALS
Where
Men
Are
Men
5,000*
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert
Steelheart
.•
6,000*
Lytell)
5,158
* Approximately
No Defense
6,000*
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April 29, 1922

The

Infidel

Released by First National.

Story and Scenario

by Charles A. Logue.

Directed by James

Young.

Length, 5,377 Feet.

OAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lola Daintry, Katherine MacDonald ; Cyrus Flint, Robert Ellis; Rev. Mead,
Joseph Dowling ; The Nabob. Boris Karloff ; Bully Haynes, Melbourne MacDowell ;
Miss Parlies, Oleta Otis ; Mr. Scudder, Charles Smiley ; Mrs. Scudder, Loyola
O'Connor ; Hope Scudder, Barbara Tennant ; Chunky, Charles Force.
Lola Daintry, a beautiful young woman with no twiief in GJod, and her companion. Chunky, pose as castaways on the South Sea Island of Menang. They
are found by Cyrus Flint, an idealist who owtis large interests there and the
Reverend Mead. Lola accepts the hospitality of the missionary in preference to
that of the Nabob. Flint is attracted by the giil. Lola insists on taking passage
back to ciyilization on a trading vessel that is in port. Flint warns her against
this as he knows the captain "Bully" Haynes. It then developes that Lola has
been persuaded by Haynes to trick Flint into leaving the island so that he
might gain possession of the place. The girl then realizes that she cannot go
through with the deal and warns Flint of his danger. At first Flint is inclined
to believe that it is another trick and refuses to send for aid. However, later
he gets out a wireless message and a troop of marines land -on the island and
quell the native uprising that has been raging.
A South Sea Island
forms the background for
Katherine MacDonald's
latest picture. It is a fullfledged melodrama with
typhoons, fever, massacres
and wireless. A great
number of characters are
introduced in the early
part of the story which is
slightly confusing, but
the principals are later
easily distinguishable. The
story contains plenty of
action and should satisfy any audience whose tendencies lean toward adventure.
Points of Appeal. — ^The
cynicism of the beautiful
young woman is a strong
argumentative point for
discussion among patrons
who see this picture. The
love element in the story
is good and has been made
additionally attractive by
combination of the settings. The picture gives a
good idea of native customs, which at times are
very neatly brought in.
Cast. — Katherine MacDonald's followers are not
likely to be disappointed
with her as Lola Daintry.
Robert Ellis, who plays
apposite her, is an agreeable hero. Joseph Dowling, who will
be remembered as "The Miracle Man," gives a good performance
in the role of Reverend Mead. Others in the cast are good.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The picture offers some
fine views of a U. S. cruiser. It also brings in a small band of
marines in action. The tropical sets are all good and details
have been well handled. The continuity at most times is satisfactory, and, although a highly exaggerated theme, the story on
a whole could be classed as exciting and a good box-office attraction, with more than the usual variety of thrills.
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Marry

the

Poor

Girl

Associated Exhibitors, Inc., Photoplay in Five
Parts. Adapted from the Play by Owen
Davis. Scenario by Rex Taylor. Director,
Lloyd Ingraham.
Minutes.

Running

Time, Sixty-five

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Julia, Mrs. Carter De Haven ; Jack Tanner, Carter De Haven.
At a merry house party Jack Tanner, one of the guests, accidentally falls into
a fountain. To ward off a cold he has recourse to fre<iuent drinks and becomes
intoxicated. While in this condition he mistakes his room and enters the bathroom next to Julia Paddington's boudoir. He goes to sleep in the bathtub. When
he emerges next morning Mrs. Paddington is horrified, insists that he has compromised her daughter's reputation beyond repair unless he consents to wed her.
Jack is engaged to Anne and Julia to Bradley. Consequently both object strenuously
to Mrs.
Paddington's
of marriage.
resolutely to
her decision,
sends suggestion
for a minister
and Julia andButJackthearelatter
wed. sticks
Ann
refuses
to
believe
that
Jack
is
the
victim
of
circumstances,
and
Bradley,
former fiancee, will not accept her explanation of how it all happened. Julia's
Thus
rebuffed by their erstwhile sweethearts, Julia and Jack begin to find solace in
each
other's company.
A chorusButgirlJulia
is hired
to compromise
as thegrows
pair
had intended
to get a divorce.
experiences
a change Jack,
of opinion,
jealous
of
the
chorus
girl,
is
finally
convinced
that
Jack
cares
only
for
her
and
she decides to remain Mrs. Tanner.
A bright and amusing
picture, which, although
belonging in the bedroom
farce category, steers altogether clear of indecently suggestive situations
and exploits nothing in the
risque line likely to arouse
the wrath of the ultra
moralists. The De Havens
fit into the leading roles as
if the story were originally
written to suit their personalities, the action
buzzes along at express
speed over a course strewn
thick with merry complications; in fact, the featureable
is a nonsense
medleyandof alaughsure
gloom-killer. Not that
there is anything particularly new about the plot,
but the stuff is so well
handled and full of ginger
thatmuch
it "gets
across"
as
hilarity
as didwith
the
stage play from which the
film has been adapted, and
it may be remembered that
the "legitimate"
production scored a decided
hit.
Points of Appeal. — It
isn't often that the element of suspense enters
deeply mentinto
the developof a farce
comedy,
but in the present instance
there is no lack of tension,
due to the fact that one
never can anticipate what
is coming next. Jack Tanner's nap in the bathtub,
his bitter awakening, and
the manifold troubles
which follow, are all incidents sure to stir an audience to mirth and the climax, which
brings
gratifying solution of the harrassed lovers' woes,
pleases aeverybody.
Cast. — Mrs. De Carter Haven gives a deliciously natural and
amusing performance as Julia, Mr. De Haven's portrayal of Jack
Tanner is a splendid bit of comedy, and every member of an
excellent supporting cast can be said to contribute heavily to the
picture's success. The names of the latter are not shown on
the screen, possibly because it was intended to keep only the two
principals in the limelight; if so, a rank injustice has been
inflicted on the other players thus shorn of the credit due them.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Handsome interiors predominate, the exteriors are well filmed and good lighting prevails. The continuity is smooth and the action fast.
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MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Made in the Kitchen
She Sighed by the Seaside
Call a Cop
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES
Love's Outcast

EXHIBITORS

TO
INC.
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
OF AMERICA
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
Monkey Shines
2 reels
A Rag Doll Romance
2 reels
How to Grow Thin (Special)
1 reel
CHESTER COMEDIES
Snooky's Fresh Heir
2 reels
Snooky's Blue Monday
2 reels
Snooky's Wild Oats
2 reels
CHESTER OUTINGS
No More Gasoline
1 reel
Save Your Carfare
1 reel
The Last Hop
1 reel
Music in the Air
1 reel
Jogging Across Sawtooth
1 reel
CHESTER SCENICS
Old Moose Trails
1 reel
New Wine in Old Bottles
1 reel
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
No Parking
2 reels
A Barnyard Cavalier
2 reels
One Stormy Knight
2 reels
A Rambling Romeo
2 reels
Hokus Pokus
2 reels
'Twas
Ever
Thus
2
Oh, Promise Me!
2 reels
reels
'Tis
the
Bull
reels
Fair Enough
22 reels
CINAL FILMS— SLOW SPEED
The Manly Art of Self-Detense
1 reel
Annette Kellerman in High Diving
11 reel
Golf
reel
GAYETY COMEDIES
Say Uncle
1 reel
Afraid of His Wife
1 reel
Oh, Brother
1 reel
Wild and Willie
1 reel
Assault and Flattery
1 reel
Standing Pat
1 reel
KINOGRAMS
News Reel — Sunday and Thursdays
1 reel
MERMAID COMEDIES
Free and Easy
2 reels
Rolling Stones
2 reels
Step
This
Way
2
The Rainmaker
2 reels
reels
Spooks
2 reels
MISCELLANEOUS
Could Columbus Discover an America?. ... 1 reel
The Crater of Mt. Katmai
1 reel
Dixie
1 reel
PUNCH COMEDIES
A Rural Cinderella
2 reels
Country Chickens
2 reels
The Love Egg
2 reels
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS BEAUTIFUL
By the Side of the Road
1 reel
In the Bonnie Brier Country
1 reel
As Old as the Hills
1 reel
Unknown Switzerland
1 reel
ROBERT C. BRUCE "WILDERNESS TALES"
"And
Must Weep'
MissingWomen
Men
11 reel
reel
Nights of Many Shadows
1 reel
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse
2 reels
The
Ne'er
to
Return
Road
reels
The Policeman and the Baby
22 reels
The Northern Trail
2 reels
SKETCHOGRAFS
Just for Fun
1 reel
Play Ball!
1 reel
What's
the
Limit?
,..
1
reel
The Family Album
1 reel
TOONERVILLE COMEDIES
The Skipper's Last Resort
2 reels
The
Skipper's
Policy
2 reels
TORCHY
COMEDIES
Torchy Takes a Chance
2 reels
Battling Torchy
2 reels
Torchy and Orange Blossoms
2 reels
Torchy's
Ghost
2
reels
VANITY COMEDIES
Paying Patients
1 reel
Eat and Be Happy
1 reel
Chicken Hearted
1 reel
Spiking the Spooks
1 reel
It's
11 reel
NinetyYourDays Move
or Life
reel
WORLD WANDERINGS
Dawn to Dusk in Egypt
1 reel
The Silver Harvest
1 reel
The People of Old Bruges
I reel
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SHORT
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES TRAVEL
PICTURES
Mexican Oil Fields
1 reel
In Batik Land
1 reel
Across the Grand Canyon
1 reel
Seville in Fair Time
1 reel
At the Wailing Wall
1 reel
Rural Java
1 reel
Santa Fe — The City Different
1 reel
Seeing San Marino
1 reel
Watching the Waylands
1 reel
In Old Granada
1 reel
A Fairy Foreland
1 reel
Stamboul
1 reel
Along the Rio Grande
1 reel
At the Damascus Gate
1 reel
Lake Maggiore
1 reel
First Families of America
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGAME ADVENTURE
SCENICS
Winter Sports in St. Moritz
1 reel
Kilawea Volcano in Eruption
1 reel
The Jungfrau Railroad
1 reel
Wildest Wales
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Kids is Kids
2 reels
Spirits
2 reels
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
A Fireside Brewer
2 reels
Dabbling in Art
2 reels
Bungalow Troubles
2 reels
On
a
Summer's
Day
2
The Unhappy finish
2 reels
reels
Officer Cupid
2 reels
Astray from the Steerage
2 reels
Are Waitresses Safe?
2 reels
An International Sneak
2 reels
Watch Your Neighbor
2 reels
It Pays to Exercise
2 reels
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Pictionary and Cartoons (Weekly)
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
From a Piscatorial Angle
1 reel
The Cloud
1 reel
A Setting of Ages
1 reel
Indiana Summer
1 reel
Victory Mountain
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-VANlDENBURGH SERIES
Wild Men of Africa
2 reels
Jungle Dancers
2 reels
The Lion Killers
2 reels
Slaying the Hippopotamus
2 reels
The Land of the Pygmies
2 reels
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
CHARLES CHAPLIN
A Dog's Life
3 reels
AShoulder
Day's Pleasure
Arms
22 reels
reels
Sunnyside
2 reels
The Idle Class
2 reels
Pay Day
2 reels
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
The Skipper's Narrow Escape
2 reels
The
Skipper's
Treasure Garden
22 reels
Meeting
All Trains
reels
Toonerville Fire Brigade
2 reels
Skipper's Scheme
22 reels
Toonerville
Follies
reels
Skipper's Flirtation
2 reels
Skipper's(HasBoozem
Friend
reels
Skipper
His Fling
22 reels
Toonerville Tactics
2 reels
.Skipper Strikes It Rich
2 reels
Toonerville Tangle
2 reels
HENRY LEHRMAN COMEDIES
The Punch of the Irish
2 reels
Twilight Baby
3 reels
The Kick in High Life
2 reels
Wet and Warmer
2 reels
The Game Lady
2 reels
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Blacksmith
2 reels
The Playhouse
2 reels
The Boat
2 reels
Cops
2 reels
SENNETT
Hard Knocks and Love Taps
2 reels
Be Reasonable
2 reels
Bv Heck
2 reels
The Duck Hunter
2 reels
On Patrol
2 reels
TURPIN
Love and Doughnuts . . . .r
2 reels
Bright Eyes
2 reels
Step Forward
2 reels
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Chase Me
2 reels
Farmyard Follies
2 reels
Say It With Flowers
2 reels
The Book Agent
2 reels
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SingerMoment,
Midget'sPlease
Side Show
22 reels
reels
AOnePerfect
Villain
2 reels
Love and War
2 reels
Pardon Me
2 reels
Try
Get It
reels
False andAlarm
22 reels
Hold the Line
2 reels
Please Be Careful
2 reels
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
All Wrong
2 reels
Don't Guide
Tickle
22 reels
reels
The
The Sailor
2 reels
The Toreador
2 reels
The Chauffeur
2 reels
Hot Dog
2 reels
AL. ST. JOHN SERIES
The Happy Pest
2 reels
Fool Days
2 reels
Straight from the Farm
2 reels
The Studio Rube
2 reels
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
The Tong Sandwich
1 reel
Shadowed
■ 11 reel
Turkish Bath
reel
The Big Mystery .
1 reel
Long Live the King
1 reel
The Village Cut-Ups
1 reel
A Messy Christmas
1 reel
Fast Freight
1 reel
The Stolen Snooze
1 reel
Getting Ahead
1 reel
Bony Parts
1 reel
ABesider
GhostlyHerWallop
11 reel
Cider
reel
The Last Laugh
1 reel
The Hole Cheese
1 reel
The Phony Focus
1 reel
The Crystal Gazer
1 reel
Stuck in the Mud
1 reel
Too Much Sap
1 reel
LUPINO LANE SERIES
The Broker
2 reels
FOX NEWS (Twice a Week)
SERIALS
Bride 13
15 Episodes
Fantomas
20 Episodes
GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Fingers
Pockets
reels
Love andandRollers
22 reels
Hearts and Hammers
2 reels
At
It Again
22 reels
Professional
Ethics
reels
When Martin Gits Here
2 reels
CJed Ap. Napoleon
2 reels
You'd Better Get It
2 reels
Indigo Sunday
2 reels
Whv Worry?
2 reels
Nothing to Think About
2 reels
Take It Easy
2 reels
EDGAR COMEDIES
Edgar Camps Out
2 reels
Edgar the Explorer
2 reels
Edgar's Country Cousin
2 reels
Edgar's Feast Day
22 reels
Get-Rich-Quick
Edgar
reels
Edgar's Little Saw
2 reels
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS— LAMPOONS
Happy Hooligan in "Apollo"
1 reel
Happy Hooligan in "Cupid's Advice"
1 reel
Happy Hooligan in "Happy Hoolidini". . . . 1 reel
Judge Rummy in "The Prize Dance"
1 reel
Judge Rummy in "The Snappy Judgment" 1 reel
Happy Hooligan in "The Blacksmith" 1 reel
Happy Hooligan in "A Romance of '76" — 1 reel
Judge Rummy in "Why Change Your Hus- band?" 1reel
Happy
Hooligan in "Doctor Jekyll and Mr. 1 reel
Zipp"
Judge Rummy in "Bear Fact?"
1 reel
Happy Hooligan in "Roll Your Own"
1 reel
Judge Rummy in "Yes, Dear"
1 reel
Happy Hooligan in "Oil"
1 reel
Judge Rummy in "Too Much Pep"
•! reel
GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Tree-Top Concert Singers
1 reel
The Island of the Mist
1 reel
Through the Earth
1 reel
What Is Your Body Worth?
1 reel
A Paradise for Birds
1 reel
Venice of the Orient
1 reel
Action of the Human Heart
1 reel
The Riveter
1 reel
The Human Voice
1 reel
Seein' Things on the Orinoco
1 reel
Crypsy Scientists
1 reel
Unshod Soldiers of the King
1 reel
No
Reg'lar
Bird
11 reel
Chemical Inspiration
reel
Safe Combination
1 reel
The City That Never Sleeps
1 reel
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The

Man

With

Two

Mothers

Goldwyn Photoplay iii Five Parts. Author, Alice
Duer Miller. Scenario by Julien Josephson.
Director, Paul Bern. Cameraman, Percy
Hilburn. Running Time, Fifty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dennis O'Neill, Cullen Ijaudis : Claire llordaunt, Sylvia Bieanier ; Richie.
TliUlam
Oooley ; Bitler,
Fred Huntl.v
Widow O'Neill,
AldeuElmer.
; Mrs. Bryan,
X/uura Lavarnie;
Tim Donohue.
Monti ; Collins;
Clancey, Marj'
William
Dennis O'Neill comes to America from Ireland by request of his rich aunt,
■who
intends brings
to makealong
him his
heir widowed
to the family
grownBryan,
from the
But Dennis
mother,fortune
and Mrs.
the junk
aunt, business.
objects,
not
caring
to
lie
reminded
of
her
humble
origin.
She
insists
that
Mrs. O'Neill
must return to Ireland. Claire Mordauut, niece of Mrs. Bryan, supjKirts
Dennis
in his determination not to abandon his mother. He pretends to agree, however,
and
a nearby
who and
had
knowninstalls
them Mrs.
all onO'Neill
the oldin sod.
Her apartment
window is owned
visible byfromTimtheDonohue,
Bryan home
from
it
she
can
signal
to
Dennis
when
she
so
desires.
Meanwhile,
with
Donohue's
assistance, Dennis discovers that Hansen, superintendent of the junk work, and
the manager, Richey, are padding the payroll. Richey is a suitor for Claire's
hand and favored
her aunt.
Dennis
Hansen's
and Eichey's
duplicity.
He tellseby Claire
he loves
her obtains
and she proof
returnsof his
affection.
But one
day she sees his mother signalling to him. and suspects a love affair. Richey
tells Claire and her aunt that Dennis is keeping a girl in the Donohue apartment.
They go to investigate, Dennis produces his mother, takes vengeance on Richey,
Donohue corroborates his story. Mrs. Bryan is pleased with the turn affairs have
taken and the lovers are uuited.
Celtic ■wit and humor
run riot all through this
happy comedy-drama,
■which offers a pleasing
love story, with irresistibly funny complications,
mixes pathos and fun in
■well balanced quantities
and provides an excellent
climax. There is no exag eration oftypes or national peculiarities, a
fault which too frequently
spoils pictures dealing in
Irish-American types and
atmosphere, nor do the
sentimental sit u a t i o n s
ever degenerate into excess slush emotion. Director Paul Bern has seen
to all that, and by his skilful handling of the story
has brought out its
strongest points in bold
relief, with the result that
''The Man With Two
Mothers" can be listed as
a cracking good attraction
and one that should well
reward the exhibitor who
books it.
Points of Appeal. —
Apart from its humorous
lure the feature makes a
powerful bid for sympathy when the affection
existing between Dennis
and his old mother is exploited. The hero's loyalty to his parent is, of
course, one of the most
appealing incidents in the
play, but there is also
some extremely effective
love-making, a fist fight
of gorgeous proportions
and really delicious comedy. The sub titles are terse and joyous and help the action
along tremendously.
Cast. — Mary Alden scores a great hit by her pathetic portrayal of the Widow O'Neill, Cullen Landis gives a satisfactory
performanlce in the hero role, Sylvia Landis is a rarely beautiful
heroine, investing the part of Claire Mordaunt with gracious
charm and dramatic appeal; and clean-cut character sketches
are contributed by other members of the cast, all of whom work
with praiseworthy dash and energ-y.
t*hotography. Lighting, Direction. — ^There are some pretty exteriors shown, -with effective long shots, the interiors are well
filmed, but the lighting, especially in the opening reels, is uneven, wavering between a white glare and dimness. Fairly
smooth continuity and fast action prevail.
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Reckless

Youth

Selznick Photoplay in Six Parts. Author, Cosmo
Hamilton. Scenario by Edward Montague.
Director, Ralph Ince. Running Time, Sixtyfive Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Alice Schuyler, Elaine Hammersteiu ; John Carmen, Niles Welch; Mrs. Schuyler
Foster, Myrtle .Stedman ; Mr. Schuyler Foster, Robert Keeling; Harrison Thornby,
Huntley Gordon ; Mrs. Dahlgren, Louise Prussing ; Cuuiberland Whipple, Frank
Currier;
Whipple, Alice
Kate Cherry;
Uirl, dull
Constance
Bennett. She is
Reared ilartha
in a convent,
Scliuyler Chorus
fiLds life
and wretched.
expelled for breaking a regulation and goes to the home of her grandparents.
There she is also kept under unpleasant discipline, rebels, runs away with and
marries John Carman, whose acquaintance she makes in unconventional fashion.
Carman really loves her, but Alice is resolved to make marriage the path to
complete
freedom of ofaction.
She .social
leads activities
a giddy but
existence.
husband disapproves
her wild
is unableHerto steady-going
check her.
Harrison Thornby makes love to her. She goes to a dance with him. John comes
and
orders
her
liome.
Alice
runs
off
in
Thornby's
car,
which
is
wrecked
and she
is rendered unconscious. While senseless Alice dreams that she has been abducted
by
Thornby
and
is
aboard
the
latter's
yacht
when
a
collision
with
a
steamer
place. Slie awakens to a remorseful sense of her shortcomings, returns totakes
her
grandmother, hut is followed by John, who she thinks is infatuated with a
chorus girl. But he con\inces her that his affection is unchanged and they start
life over again with a good chance of happiness. ,
That the policy
of endeavoring to suppress
youth's natural instincts
by the enforcement of
conventional rules apparently designed to take all
the joy out of life is bound
to achieve unlooked-for,
contrary results in the
long run, is the theme set
forth
"Reckless
Youth."
The in
picture
is adapted
from a story by Cosmo
Hamilton, who usually insists upon pointing a
moral and does so in this
instance with fair success.
There is a lot of human
interest contained in the
tale of against
Alice Schuyler's
rebellion
the tame,
colorless side of life, one
cannot help feeling sorry
for her, even when at a
later and more cheerful
stage of her fortunes she
plays the mischief with a
worthytions,husband's
dances her headaffecoff
with rollicking companions and comes within
an ace of experiencing
complete disaster. Yet
she gives the impression
that she isn't to blame altogether, that probably
most young folks would
have acted as she did under similar conditions,
consequently it is a relief
when she awakens to a realization of her husband's
sincere affection
and an
unclouded future. The
production is beautifully
photographed, its star
highly popular with film
devotees and exhibitors will find it worthy of attention.
Points of Appeal. — Sympathy for the heroine is early developed and holds throughout the entire feature, in the latter
stages of the play decisive thrills are registered by the automobile -wreck and the yacht colliding with a steamer in a fog and
going down, this last episode turning out to be merely a dream
which has the effect of curing Alice's tendency to forsake her
home in search of pleasure.
Cast. — Elaine Hammerstein is regally graceful and extremely
convincing in the heroine role, her physical charms being enhanced by a number of handsome costumes which are sure to
please female patrons. Niles Welch is a manly, likeable sort of
fellow in his portrayal Of John Carman and the support is all
that could be desired.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The camera affords some
delightful glimpses of outdoor scenery, the sinking of the yacht
is extremely impressive, there are many rich interiors, deep
sets tic
andlure.
superb
effectsprevails
which add
the picture's
artisEven lighting
continuity
andto the
action moves
smoothly.
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WID GUNNING, INC.
Moongold
3,17S
Bear, Boy and Dog
2,053
Puppy Days
959
Robinson Crusoe Hours
966
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor)
2,117
The Bashful 'Suitor (Mary Brandon and
Pierre Gendron)
2,064
The Voung Painter (Mary Astor and Pierre
Gendron)
2,500
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
MAX ROBERTS COMEDIES
Why
Your Mother-in-Law ?
????
Shimmy Change
Isle
????
Absence Without Leave
????
KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA
Distributed
W. W. Classic)
H'odkinson Corp.4 reels
The Four
Seasonsby(Nature
THE GREAT AUTHORS (Series of 12)
John Greenleaf Whittier
1 reel
Washington Irving
1 reel
Edgar Allan Poe
1 reel
James Russell Lowell
1 reel
Nathaniel Hawthorne
1 reel
Oliver Wendell Holmes
1 reel
William Cullen Bryant
1 reel
James Fenimore Cooper
1 reel
Mark Twain
1 reel
Walt Whitman
1 reel
Ralph Waldo Emerson
1 reel
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
1 reel
Official Urban Movie Chats of M. P. T. O. A.
(Weekly)
1 reel
METRO PICTURES CORP.
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Convict 13
2 reels
One Week
2 reels
The Scare Crow
2 reels
Neighbors
22 reels
The
Haunted House
reels
Hard Luck
2 reels
The High Sign
2 reels
The Goat
2 reels
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
CHARLES RAY SERIES (20 Dramas) . . 2 reels
Kincto Review Series (52 Releases)
KiNETO Reviews — The Living Bool! of Nature
(See Issue ofof Oct.
May 29.28'.1921,
1921,forforSecond
First Series)
Series)
THIRD SERIES
Garden of the Gods — Colorado
1 reel
The Science of the Soap Bubble
1 reel
Rio de Janeiro
1 reel
Kentucky Thoroughbreds
1 reel
Hiking
the Life
Alps with the Boy Scouts
reel
Manhattan
11 reel
Eccentricities of the Wasp and the Bee .... 1 reel
Fur and Feathers
1 reel
My Adirondacks Outing
1 reel
The Chemistry of Combustion
1 reel
The Victory Pagents
1 reel
The Delta of the Nile
1 reel
A Glimpse Into the .Animal Kingdom .... 1 reel
KING COLE COMEDIES
Moonshiners
2 reels
Strikes to Spare
2 reels
Bars and Stripes
2 reels
Jazz Babies
2 reels
A Fresh Start
2 reels
Shimmy Gym
2 reels
General Nuisance
2 reels
NATIO'NAL COMEDIES
Wanted — A Girl
2 reels
A Million — More or Less
2 reels
SERIAL
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and
Ella Hall)
15 Episodes
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE NEWS— Wednesdays and Saturdays
TOPICS OF THE DAY— Weekly
Week of April 16
The
FallingPatWall
(Go Get
'Em Hutch No. 2) 12 reel
reels
Standing
(Parrott
Comedy)
The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing (.Aesop Fa- ble) reel
An (Dzark Romance (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
More Trouble (Frank Keenan reissue) .... 3 reels
Week of April 23
TheNo. Runaway
Car (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
3)
Full
O' Pep Cat
(Snub
Pollard)
1 reel
The Wicked
(Aesop
Fable)
reel
Bride and Gloom (Harold Lloyd reissue) ... 1 reel
The Mysterious Client (Irene Castle reissue) 3 reels
Week of April 30, 1922.
The4)
Tunnel Menace (Go Get 'Em Hutch No. 2 reels
Kill the Nerve (Snub Pollard)
J reel
The Boy and His Dog (Aesop Fable)
reel

SHORT
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Pipe the Whiskers (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
Told at Twilight (Baby Marie Osborne re- is ue) 3reels
Week of May 7, 1922.
Shot Into
Space(Snub
(Go Pollard)
Get 'Em Hutch No. 5) 21 reel
reels
Days
of Old
The Eternal Triangle (Aesop Fable) Yl reel
Follow the Crowd (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
Vengeance Is Mine (Irene Castle reissue) ... 3 reels
Week of May 14, 1922.
Under
the Avalanche (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
No. 6)
Light Showers (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Model Dairy (Aesop Fable)
Yi reel
Swing Your Partners (Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Ruler of the Road (reissue)
3 reels
Week of May 21, 1922.
On No.Danger's
Highway (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
7)
Do Me a Favor (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
Love at First Sight (Aesop Fable) Ys reel
Why Pick on Me? (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
The Cry of the Weak (reissue)
3 reels
PIONEER FILM CORP.
THIE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babies in Bearskin
1 reel
Call Me Daddy
1 reel
Down Beside the Seaside
I reel
Knockout Maggie
1 reel
Professor Was Right
1 reel
Running Romeos
1 reel
Two's
11 reel
Young Company
Ideas
reel
Luke McLuke's Film-osophy, each
54 reel
PEEP INTO THE FUTURE (series of 6) 2 reels
THE SONNY SERIES, each
2 reels
SERIALS
The Hope Diamond Mystery
15 Episodes
The Mystery Mind
15 Episodes
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
PRIZMA COLOR PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES (Detective
Series)
2 reel
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNICK NEWS
SERIALS
The Whirlwind
15 Episodes
The Branded Four
IS Episodes
TRIART PICTURES, INC.
(Released through Hodkinson)
The Beggar Maid
2 reels

U^TTVFRSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES
The Touchdown (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Horse Sense (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Little Miss Mischief (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Table Stakes (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Upper and Lower (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A One Horse Town (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Peggy Behave (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Mutts (Brownie, the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
Two of a Kind (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
The Rubberneck (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A Dark Horse (Sally, the Human Htirse,
and Charles Dorety)
2 reels
No Brains
2 reels
Cheerful Credit (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Red Hot Rivals (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Sic 'Em, Brownie (Brownie, the Wonder
■
reels
Oi¥Dog)
His Beat (Harry Sweet)
22 reels
JEWEL COMEDIES
"P. D. O." (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Roman Romeos (Lyons-Mofan)
2 reels
A Monkey Movie Star
2 reels
Robinson's Trousseau (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A Monkey Bell-Hop
2 reels
JEWEL (COLLIER SERIES)
The Leather Pushers No. 1
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 2
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 3
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 4
2 reels
The Leather Pushers 'No. 5
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 6
2 reels
TED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman)
The Girl and the Law (No. 2)
2 reels
Big Stakes (No. 3)
2 reels
Wiien the Devil Laughted (No. 4)
2 reels
The Forest Runners (No. 5)
2 reels
The Timber Wolf (No. 6)
2 reels
SERIALS
The Flaming Disc
18 Episodes
The Vanishing Dagger
18 Episodes
The
Dragon's
Net
15 Episodes
Episodes
King of the Circus (Eddie Polo)
18
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The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick) 18 Episodes
The White Horseman
18 Episodes
Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
Terror Trail
18 Episodes
Winner of the West (Art Acord) . . . . 18 Episodes
The Secret Four (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
With Stanley in Africa (George Walsh and
Louise Lorraine)
2 reels
The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (Harry
Myers)
2 reels
STAR - COMEDIES
Oh! Nursie
1 reel
Westward Whoa
1 reel
Almost a Rancher
1 reel
Penny Ante
1 reel
The
11 reel
The Fake
News Quake
Maker
reel
Both Booths
1 reel
Friday, the Thirteenth
1 reel
The Bottle Baby
1 reel
His Inheritance Taxi
1 reel
ABeware!
Panicky Pullman
11 reel
reel
ATheMovie
Mix
Up
1
reel
Minute Man
1 reel
A Golf Insect
1 reel
Society Sailors
1 reel
Taking Things Easy
1 reel
Loose Nuts
1 reel
The Gay Deceiver
1 reel
A Royal Flush
1 reel
UNIVERSAL SERIES
.\ Battle .Against Odds (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Cyclone Deal
Smith's
Vow (Eddie
(Eddie Polo)
Polo)
reels
Square
Cyclone
22 reels
The Yellow Streak (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Heritage of Hate (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
.A Ride for a Rancho (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
WESTERN AND' RAILROAD DRAMAS
Night .Attack, The (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 reels
Captain
Finish (Mack Wright and 2 reels
Lillian Kid's
Byron)
The Phantom
Terror
(Jack Perrin and Ger- 2 reels
trude Olmstead)
The
Ranger's
Reward
Acord)
22 reels
The Open Wire (Eileen(ArtSedgwick)
reels
Fighting Back (Laura LaPlante and Elmo
Lincoln)
2 reels
A Gertrude
Blue Jacket's
Honor (Jack Perrin and 2 reels
Olmstead)
Marching Wits (Art Acord)
2 reels
The Trail of the Wolf (Laura LaPlante
and Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
Trickery (Dorothy Woods and Harold Good- win) 2 reels
The Girl of the West (Laura LaPlante and
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reels
The Call of Courage (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The White Messenger (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Treacherous Rival (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The Verdict (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Big Ranger (Laura LaPlante and
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reels
Squarin'
(Neal Hart)
Hart)
reels
The
Raid It(Neal
22 reels
A Guilty Cause (Tom Santschi)
2 reels
INTERNATIOiN.AL NEWS
(Issued Every Monday and Thursday)
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
.A Parcel Post Husband
2 reels
Fists and Fodder
2 reels
Footprints
2 reels
He Laughs Last
2 reels
Springtime
2 reels
The Laundry
2 reels
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
School
Days
22 reels
Solid Concrete
reels
The Fly Cop
2 reels
The Grocery Clerk
2 reels
The
Hand
reels
The Stage
Suitor
22 reels
The Snortsman
2 reels
The Hick
2 reels
The Rent Collector
2 reels
The Bakerv
2 reels
The Fall Guy
2 reels
The Bell Hop
2 reels
The Sawmill
2 reels
The Show
2 reels
JIM
AUBREY
COMEDIES
The Riot
2 reels
The Applicant
2 reels
The Messenger
2 reels
The Charmed Life
2 reels
SERIALS
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Page) 15 Episodes
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio Moreno) 15 Episodes
The Silent Avenger (William Duncan) IS Episodes
The Purple Raiders (Joe Ryan and
Elinor Field)
IS Episodes
Fighting Fate (William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
IS Episodes
Breaking Through
15 Episodes
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Fascination

Midnight

Realart Photoplay in Five Parts. Author, Harvey
Thew. Director, Major Maurice Campbell.
Cameraman, H. Kinley Martin. Running
Time, Fifty- live Minutes.
CAST

AND .SYNOrSIS

Edna Morris. Constance Binney ; Wm. Morris, William Courtleigh ; Dodd, Sidney
Braeey ; George Potter, Arthur Hull ; Bishop Astor, Herbert Fortier ; Grace Astor,
Helene Lynch ; Senator I>art, Edward Martindel ; Jack Dart, Jack Mullhall.
Edna Morris, daughter of American Ambassador to a South American Keimblic,
weds a worthless attache of the embassy. The latter, threatened with arrest
for embezzlement, tJirows himself into the bay and is supposed to have been
drowned. The matter is hushed up, Edna's father resigns, they travel around
the world and finally retire to the family estate in Americo Edna falls in love
with Jack Dart. Tliey are eniayod. The missing attache. Potter, turns up
and demands blackmail from Edna's father. The girl, ignorant of Potter's return,
rebels when her father suddenly forbids her to marry Jack and they elope. Returning at midnight they find Potter dead in her father's library. She is horrified
by the thought that she may have married Jack before Potter died, but It is
finally .shown that the latter died ten minutes before the marriage took place.
It is some'what too apparent in the early stages
of this picture that the disap earance ofthe heroine's
worthless bridegroom in
the waters of the bay is
merely designed to create
trouble for his innocent
spouse later on. For some
reason his supposed death
doesn't convince,
you hefeelis
morally
certain that
going to turn up again and
simply raise Cain with
Edna's chances of happiness. In other words, the
initial progress of events
lacks conviction, and so
when the melodrama
grows piping hot and the
girl gets tangled up in another marriage, nobody is
surprised at the bobbing
into view of hubby number
one. However, a clever
twist is given to the story
by the killing of the villain in the case, with the
hand of suspicion pointing
to Edna's
papa theas trick
the
slayer,
although
has really been turned by
the enterprising butler.
The '"icture affords fair
entertainment, and in localities where Constance
Binney is popular ought to
prove a good drawing card.
Points of Appeal. — The
discovery of Potter's dead
body by his former wife is
a tensely dramatic incident, the heroine wins a
goodly share of sympathy,
and an interesting detail is
the proving by means of
a clock that she escaped being branded as a bigamist by a scant
ten minutes. A conventional but pleasing and rational climax
is achieved.
Cast. — Constance Binney's good looks and artistic ability invest the role of Edna Morris with irresistible charm, indeed her
sincere, forceful work, and that of Jack Mullhall, cast as the
lover — Dart — is chiefly responsible for whatever human interest
the plot develops. The cast as a whole is effective, excellent
support being rendered by William Courtleigh, as William Morris, Arthur Hull, as the villainous Potter, and Helene Lynch, as
Grace Astor.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many beautiful
exteriors, with exquisite light and shadow effects and artistic
long shots. The lighting is perfect at all stages. The continuity holds together well and tolerably quick action is maintained.
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Tiffany Production
Corporation.
Edmund
Marsh.

Released by Metro Pictures
Story and

Goulding.
Directed

Scenario

Cameraman,
by Robert

by

Oliver T.

Z. Leonard.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dolores de Lisa, Mae Murray; Carlos de Lisa, her brother, Creighton Hale;
Ednardo de Lisa, her father, Charles Lane; The Marquesa de Lisa, her aunt,
Emily Fitzroy ; Carrita, Robert W. Frazer ; Ralph Kellogg, Vincent Coleman;
Count de Morera, Courtenay Foote; Parola, Helen Ware; Nema, Francis Puglia.
Dolores de Lisa, an American girl living with her aunt in Spain, decides to disguise herself and slip away to a bull fight. She is fascinated by Carrita, the
toreador. Count de Morera offers to introduce her to him if she will attend a
party he is giving that evening. She accepts and gives the guests her interpretation of "La Danza del Toro," which completely captures the heart of Carrita.
Meanwhile her aunt has received a message that Dolores' father, brother and
fiance will arrive from America that afternoon. She tells them that the girl has
disappeared, and they immediately set out in search of her. The Count takes his
party to Parola's cabaret. Dolores sees her father enter. He is cornered by
Parola. Gossip has linked their names together in former years. Parola tries to
blackmail him, and tells Carrita that the man is his father. Carrita followa the
man to his home, and to avenge his wrongs tries to kill him. Dolores rushes between them and receives the thrust of the knife from the toreador. Tlie wound,
however, does not prove fatal. At the cabaret Parola has been accidentally killed.
She makes a confession that she lied to Carrita. Dolores begs her sweetheart
Ralph to always love her and guard her from fascination.
Mae Murray's picture.
Fascination, thrilled and
captivated audiences when
shown at the Capitol Theatre in New York this
week. It clearly shows the
result of unusually competent handling both on
the part of director and
actors. The story starts
off in a rather capricious
manner but loses no tim-j
in building up to a tremendous climax, vividly done
in true Spanish fashion.
Admitting that the theme
occasionally runs into
situations that are familiar to the public, this
fact does not detract from
its desirability as a thoroughly enjoyable and
artistic production. There
is enough merit in it to
satisfy
audiences.the most exactingPoints of Appeal. — The
talented manner in which
Miss Murray does her part
readily wins hosts of new
admirers. Her interpretation of the dance given is
clever and graceful. The
picturesque Spanish atmosphere lends charm and
the spirit of adventure and
romance fills the picture.
Cast. — Mae Murray as
Dolores de Lisa gives an
artistic performance. She
is frivolous, bewitching
and emotional with equal
reality. The supporting
cast has been excellently
chosen, all of them good types and splendid actors.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There is nothing left to be
desired in the photography of this picture. The art titles add
pleasingly to the presentation. The soft focus close-ups of the
star are beautiful. Interior sets and exteriors are realistic.
Notable among these are the scenes at the bull fight. Good
lighting effects have been obtained and the direction is excellent.
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AMERICAN FILM CORP., INC. Footage
High-Gear Jefltrey (William Russell) 5,000*
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes)
5,000*
A Rough-Shod Fighter (William Russell) 5,000*
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain (Helen
Holmes)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
APEX FILM CO.
Out of the Dust (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000*
ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
They're Off! (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Thundering Hoofs (Peggy O'Cay)
5,000*
Threads of Destiny (Bessie May)
5,000*
In Search of Arcady
5,000*
The Lamb and the Lion
5,000*
Hoop-La
5,000*
The Love Call
5,000*
The Girl of My Dreams
5,000*
ARROW FILM CORP.
Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Playing Square (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
The Happy Masquerader (Gladys Leslie) . . . 5,000*
A Shadow of the Past (Charlotte Walker) 5,000*
A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
5,000*
A Question of Honor (Kathryn Adams) .... 5,000*
Adele (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Just His Wife (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
AGirlMan's
Fight
(Dustin
Farnum)
5,000*
From Porcupine, The
6,251
Splendid Life, The
5,996
Double-0 (Jack Hoxie)
4,739
Sparks of Flint (Jack Hoxie)
4,805
Two-Fisted Jefferson (Jack Hoxie)
4,639
Motion to Adjourn, A
5,785
Innocent Cheat, The
5,744
Ten Nights in a Barroom
7,815
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
Weiss Brothers')
After Six (Distributed
Days (Old byTestament
Story) 10,000*
AYCIE PICTURES CORPORATION
Under
Western Skies
6,000*
False Women
5,000
AYWON FILM CORP.
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Across the Border (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Rounding Up the Law (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Lure of the Orient (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Fidelity (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
Hair Trigger Casey (Frank Borzage) 5.000*
Master
of
Beasts
(All
Star
Cast)
5,000*
Oh! Mabel, Behave (Mabel Normand, Mack
Sennett, Owen Moore, Ford Sterling) 5,000*
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Dangerous Love (Pete Morrison)
5 reels
The Victim (Robert T. Haines)
6 reels
Captivating
Mary Carstairs (Norma Tal- 5 reels
madge reissue)
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart) . . . 5,600
Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewart) .... 5,000*
COMMONWEALTH PICT. CORP.
The Hidden Light
5,000*
EAST COAST PRODUCTION, INC.
AMALGAMATED SERIES
Ashes
S,0O0*
Any Night
5,000*
The Greater Duty
5,000*
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Midchannel (Clara Kimball Young)
6,000*
Hush
Young)
Where (Clara
Is My Kimball
Wandering
Boy Tonight?.... 6,000*
????
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed).. 5,800
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Kazan
6,464
The Mask
6,400
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
The Servant in the House (All Starl
5,000*
Penny of Top Hill Trail (Bessie Love) 5,000*
Dangerous
Toys
(All
Star)
7,000*
Heidi of the Alps (Prizma)
????
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
Supreme Passion
Ne'er-Do-Well
House Without Children
Spoilers
GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
Mother Eternal
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men (Super Feature)
*ApBroximately
The
The
The
The

TRADE

6,000*
7,000*
7,000*
9,000*
6,700
6,200

JOAN FILM SALES CORP.
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PICTURES
Footage

She Played
Ward)
5,000*
Annabel
Lee and
(AllPaid
Star (Fanny
Cast)
5.000
J. W. FILM CORPORATION
The Road to Arcady
6,000*
Should a Wife Work
6.000*
For Your Daughter's Sake
5,000*
GEORGE H. HAMILTON, INC.
Give Me My Son
5,000*
In Self Defense
5,000*
When Knights Were Bold
5,000*
LEE AND BRADFORD
Branded (Josephine Earle)
????
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle).... ????
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle) ????
Cloudburst (Bombardier Billy Wells)
????
The Unconquered Woman (Rubve de Remer) ????
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
????
Determination (All Star Cast)
10,000
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The Call from the Wild (Frankie Lee and
Laddie)
TheHighland
Able Minded
Lady (Henry B. Walthall) 5.000*
????
The Girl From Rocky Point (Ora Carew) . . . ????
The Forest
King (Reed
Chapman and Lil- ????
lian
Hall)
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Soul of Man, The (William Nigh and Manurine Powers)
7,000*
Welcome to Our City (Maclvn Arbuckle) . . 5,000*
Mr. Bingle (Maclvn Arbuckle)
5,000*
Mr. Potter of Texas (Maclvn Arbuckle) .... 6,000*
Trail of the Law (Wilfred Lvtell)
5.000*
Man
Who
Paid,
The
(Wilfred
'Lvtell)
5,000*
Wolf's Fang, The (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawlinson) . . 6,000*
Whispering Shadows (Lucy (Cotton)
6.000*
Soul and Body
Dangerous
Love (Anne
(Pete Luther)
Morrison and Carol 6,000*
Holloway)
5,000*
JOSEPH MOORE AND EILEEN SEDGEWICK SERIES
Problem Eternal
5,000*
False Brands
5,000*
The
Wolf
Pack
5,000*
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG SERIES
The Rise of Susan
Marriage a la Carte
5,000*
Yellow Passport
5.000*
Feast of Life
5,000*
5,000*
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
The Toreador (Bull Fight)
3,600
Rigoletto
6,000*
SECOND NAT'L PICTURES CORP.
David and Jonathan
4,800
Her Story
5,000*
The Night Riders
5.000*
Brenda's Heritage
5,000*
W. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS. INC.
FARNUM, HAMILTON, HART, FORD SERIES
So This Is Arizona
5,982
White Masks, The
4,922
Angel Citizens, The
4,826
WM. STEINER PRODUCTIONS
(Neal Hart Series)
Tangled
Trails '
5,000*
Rangeland
5,000*
Lure of Gold
5,000*
The Heart of a Texan
5,000*
West of the Pecos
5.000*
Table Top Ranch
5,000*
STOREY PICTURES. INC.
SHADOWLAND SCREEN REVIEW— Every Two
Weeks
BURLESQUE PHOTOPLAYS (With Elsie DavenMonth.
No Darnport)— Every
Yeates
2 reels
Hamomlet
2 reels
Salami
2 reels
Let Her Rip Van Winkle
2 reels
TRUART FILM CORPORATION
Burlingham Adventure Series (each) 1 reel
WARNER BROS.
Wliy Girls Leave Home
????
Parted Curtains
????
Ashamed of Parents
????
School Days (Wesley Barry)
????
Your Best Friend (Vera Gordon)
????
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch (Alene Ray)
5,000*
West
the Rio Grande (Alene Ray)
5,000*
NEW ofSERIES
Partners of the Sunset (Alene Ray)
5,000*
Lady Luck (Alene Ray)
5,000*

SHORT

SUBJECTS

ADVENTURES OF T. S. S. CORP.
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln) 15 Episodes
ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
Iris Comedies (Little Napoleon)
2 reels
Crescent Comedies (Jack Richardson) 2 reels
The Movie Stars' Stampede (Novelty) 2 reels
ARROW FILM CORP.
SERIALS
Thunderbolt Jack
15 Episodes
The Blue Fox
15 Episodes
Nan of the North
15 Episodes
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
(18)
1 reel
BROADWAY COMEDIES
(14)
2 reels
CRUELWED COMEDIES (12)
2 reels
SPEED COMEDIES (12)
2 reels
MIRTHQUAKE COMEDIES (14)
2 reels
SPORT PICTORIAL (26)
1 reel
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
(Distributed by Goldwyn)
Sport Review Releases
1 reel
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
SPUR SERIES (10 Western)
2 reels
CHARLEY CARTOONS (6 Comedies)
1 reel
AYWON FILM CORP.
HARREY CAREY— 15 Westerns (each) 2 reels
FRANKLIN
FARNUM— 12 Westerns 2 reels
JOY COMEDIES— 6
(each) 2 reels
HELEN HOLMES— 22 Railroad Dramas.. 2 reels
MARY PICKFORD REVIVALS
2 reels
CLARION PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
(Released by Weiss Bros.)
The E.xpose of Sawing a Lady in Half
1,475
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS (Bi-Monthly) 2 reels
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
(Bi-Monthly)
1 reel
CARNIVAL
COMEDIES
2 reels
SUNRISE COMEDIES
(Billy West) 26
comedies
2 reels
DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS (Two Reels)
EXPORT AND IMPORT
SERIAL
The Jungle Goddess (Elinore Field and
Truman Van Dyke)
IS Episodes
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
CHESTER COMEDIES (2 reels each)
JOE ROCK COMEDIES (1 reel each)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (1 reel each)
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
SERIALS
Miracles of the Jungle
15 Episodes
HORIZON PICTURES, INC.
Norma Talmadge Reissues (14) (each) 2 reels
KINETO CO. OF AMERICA
(Released through State Rights Exchange)
Wonders of the World
(2 series)
First Series from No. 1 to No. 26 (each) . . 1 reel
Second Series from No. 27 to 52 (each) 1 reel
Kineto Reviews
I reel
LEE AND BRADFORD
Squirrel Comedies (Series of Six)
????
McGOVERN & EGLER
SHORTY HAMILTON SERIES
The Runt
2,000* ,
Pep
2,000*
Let-'er-Go Gallagher
2,000*
Pony Boy
2,000*
Grit
2,000*
Ride 'Em Cowboy
2,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
FOLLY COMEDIES
1 reel
NEWSPAPER STORIES
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-Month) .... 2 reels
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
IRVING CUMMINGS SERIES
Patsy's Jim
2 reels
Corporal Jim's Ward
2 reels
Rope's
End,
The
22 reels
False Trail, The
reels
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
TONY SARG'S ALMANAC (Series of 12), 1 reel
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Is Matrimony
Paramount

a

TRADE

Failure

Photoplay in Six Parts. Adapted by

Walter Woods from the Stage Play, "The
Open Door." Director, James Cruze.
Cameraman, Karl Brow^l. Running Time,
Sixty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Arthur Havilaud, T. Eoy Barues ; Margaret Saxby, Lila Lee ; Mabel Hoyt, XiOis
Wilson ; Jack Hoyt, Walter Hiers ; Mrs. Wilbur, ZaSu Pitts ; Mr. Wilbur, Arthur
Hoyt ; Martha Saxby. Lillian Leighton ; Amos Saxby, Tully Marshall ; Dudley
King, Adolphe Meujou ; Mrs. Pearson, Sylvia Ashton ; Mr. Learson, Otis Harlan;
Pop Skiuner, Charles Ogle ; Mrs. Skinner, Ethel Wales ; Bank President, Sydney
Bracey ; Policeman, Willutm Gonder ; Maid, Lottie Williams; Silas Spencer, Dan
Masoii ; The Chef, \V. H. Brown; Marriage License Clerk, Robert Brower.
Galesburg
is atheir
respectable
and much-married
and Mrs.
Amos
Saxby
celebrate
silver wedding.
Mrs. Saxbycommunity.
intends herMr.daughter
ilargaret
to wed a law student named Dudley Kinj. Margaret elopes with Arthur Hayiiand, a bank clerk. The silver wedding festival is broken up by the news. King
announces
that byas thethe elopers
marriagefromlicense
clerk is clerk
away isonillegal,
his vac-ation,
that the
license secured
the assistant
and consequently
they
are
not
really
married.
Kingi
wires
the
proprietor
of
Bald
Knob
Lodge
that
Haviland and his supposed wife, who are going to spend a honeymoon at his hotel,
are not married. Arthur and his wife finally return highly indignant. Arthur
demands an explanation from the assistant clerk. The latter states that for
thirty yearsformationheleaveshashalfalways
issued licenses
his superior
was away.
inthe married
couples ofwhile
Galesburg
in a similar
fix to Tliis
Arthur
and Margaret,
manytheir
households
dissolve.
The wives
meet forandtheir
resolve to let the Immediately
husbands have
fling. But
they begin
to yearn
homes, return and are taken in. The license clerk comes back. He straightens
out the tangle, for it appears everything was legal. Arthur rescues his bride
just as his rival is about to carry her off. Tlie married couples drop back into
the old rut of bickering and quarreling, and the question of whether marriage is
a failure remains unanswered.
There is a laugh to
every inch of this film.
Director James Cruze has
shaped the film version of
the stage play into a sure
fire laughing hit, it scored
a big success as a "legitimate" offering and the indications are that it will
win an even greater degree of popularity on the
screen. In the first plate
the title is a catchy one of
peculiar drawing power,
as the question it asks interests single and married
folk of both sexes. Not
that the film really solves
the vexed problem, for at
the close it remains a
toss-up whether the matrimonial path is a desirable one to tread or not,
as the reunited couples
proceed to quarrel all over
again with misdirected energy. At the same time
it is made clear that many
a benedict if set free from
domestic
cares, until
wouldn't
rest
content
he
hopped back into the fold
again. But the main point
is that the picture is wildly amusing, rich in f arcial
situations as well as
straight comedy and
bound to prove a valuable
box office asset. It was
warmly applauded when
given its initial metropolitan showing at The Rivoli
Theatre, New York.
Points of Appeal — There
is a keen satirical flavor
to the fun, which broadens
out into fast-moving comedy as the feature develops, there isn't
a dull moment in it and the climax is quite in keeping with the
unexpected tMdsts and humorous complications.
Cast. — This is an all-star aggregation in the true sense of the
phrase and every member may be said to increase the general
hilarity provoked by a mad, merry whirl of events. T. Roy
Barnes and Lila Lee play the newlyweds in effective style and
the work of Walter Hiers, Lois Wilson, Lillian Leighton, Tully
Marshall stands out in bold relief.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are some pretty exteriors, compromising neat long shots of beautiful country
scenes, with woods and mountain backgrounds. The lighting is
of first-grade quality, the continuity unbroken and the action
smooth and rapid.
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Wives

Vitagraph Photoplay in Five Parts. Author, Bob
Dexter. Scenario by William B. Courtney.
Director, Webster Campbell. Running
Time, Fifty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lisa Melton, Corinne Griffith ; Jimmy, Charles Trowbridge ; Hitchens, Eocklitfe
Fellows; McMasters, Ivan Christie; Piala, Edna Hibbard ; Bibo. Norman Kaukow ;
McMaster's Native Wife, Peggy Parr; Yacht Captain, Barney Sherry; Lester,
John
Galsworthv
Lester,manager
Mrs. l"i-owbridge.
Jimmv
Melton ;isMrs.
assistant
of the trading station on Tahiti Island in
wife,
drinks heavily.
is
superior
His
Seas.
South
the
Elsa. a pretty woman, has lived McMasters,
four years who
of weariness
on the Jimmy's
lonely island.
While Jimmv is away on a sea voyage, McMasters attempts to attack Elsa at
night.
She "escapes
to the
beach and
whiletaken
a storm
is raging.
ITiereHesheexplains
is foundto
unconscious
by William
Hitchens
on bjiard
his yacht.
her that he wirelessed news of her rescue to the island station and asked for
news of her husband. Days later he shows her a wireless message which states
that Jimmy has been drow^led in the storm. She is afraid to return and face
McMasters."
Hitchensbeingmakes
love tobyhertheandyacht
Elsacaptain.
is finallyInpefsuaded
to marry
she
San Francisco
performed
ceremony
him. the
lives
in luxury
with Hitchens,
but is not happy. He turns out to be a drunkard
was inceremony
marriage
the
her
tells
Hitchens
and
quarrel
Thev
and rake.
valid, as it was performed inside the three mile limit at sea. Elsa goes back
to the island, when Hitchens makes his yearly trip there. She goes to her old
new assistant,
is dead.his Jimmy's
Jimmy.
and meets
home alone
Lester,
recognizes
Hitchens
as the McMasters
man who seduced
wife. Trying
to escape
toward his yacht but is killed by a shark. Elsa
swimshe embraces
Lester, herHitchens
from Jimmy
tells
storv and
her. Promoted to a permanent station in
Sydney, Australia, Jimmy faces a happy future -with his wife.
Both in fiction and
travelogues the islands of
the South Seas have
loomed large in the public
eye, a fact which should
not be forgotten in estimating the market value
and advertising possibilities of this picture. It is
pre-eminently a spectacle
feature, flaming with colorful views of the wondrous tropical nights and
days, the scenery is magically beautiful and impressive. But there is also
an untamed melodramatic
plot with plenty of action
in it, a tale of fierce loves
and human passion, with
divers thrills, tempests
and a reaction of revenge
that disposes of the villain
neatly in the last reel.
None of the stuff seems
probable,
butthe
thatmain
doesn't
matter, for
attraction lies in the rapid
whirl of events, framed in
such superlative settings,
the beauty of the star and
general exotic air of the
picture. It is just the sort
of film likely to ■win popularity and fill the box office
coffers.
Points of Appeal. — The
thunderstorm scene on the
island is a veritable camera triumph which the
spectators are likely to
remember indefinitely, so
vividly is the furious onset of wind and wave presented on the screen. A
trenchant contrast is obtained between the life led by the heroine on the lonely island
and her short career with Hitchens amid magnificent surroundings in his San Francisco home. Her return, forgiveness by her
husband and the well-deserved fate of Hitchens wind up the
story agreeably.
Cast. — Corinne Griffith's shapely figure is seen to equally good
advantage in the simple costume of the island wife, and later
when magnificently attired and scoring social triumphs in San
Francisco. She fills the role in capable fashion and is supported
by a competent cast.
Photography, Lighting, Direction — The marine views are exquisite, the island scenes alive with bizzare tropical beauty and
perfect lighting is attained. There is no break in the continuity,
nor a single hitch in the action, which moves at a lightning clip.
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CAPITOL
Unit No. 1 — Overture. "Thirteenth Rhapsody"
(Liszt).
Unit No. 2 — Scenic. The Garden of Gethseniane" (}'rizma).
Unit No. 3 — Dance Number
(a) "Salute D'Amour" (Elgar).
(b) "Air de Ballett" (Herbert).
(c) Excerpts from "Merry
Widow" (Lehar).
Unit No. 4 — Capitol News.
Unit No. 5 — Feature, Mae Murray in Fascination" (Metro).
Unit No. 6 — Organ Recital,.
Next Week — The G 1 o r i o u s Adventure
(Prizma).
Press Comments
World. — It is just about the most
finished and interesting cinema play
that has come out of studio this
year. It is a comedy-drama of
painstaking beauty and deftness of
treatment and no motion picture
lover will dare miss seeing it. The
comedy performance of Miss Murray, always an attractive figure in
films, is just a little more varied and
artful than that of any other young
woman we can remember in pictures. Herald. — For once Miss Murray has a story that is worthy of
elaborate settings and costumes lavished on it, while the star herself is
more vivacious and varied than ever,
acting well and even being butted by
a goat acceptably. That is a real
test of an actress. Telegram. — The
action is swift, the entire story unfolding in one day and the following morning and the scenes are
elaborate. Jotirnal. — It is a flapper's film if ever there was a picture especially designed for that
class of femininity. There is no end
of action in the piece and it's exciting as well as entertaining. Mail. —
Mae Murray is not remarkable as
an actress, but she possesses a large
quantity of physical beauty, and
when she clings to roles suited to her
temperamental mannerisms, her mo-
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tion pictures are inclined to be interesting. She is properly cast in
Fascination and the result is a better picture than any in which she
has appeared.
,
RIVOLI
Overture — "Fra Diavolo" (Auber).
IlivoLi Pictorial.
Vocal Solo — "Whispering Hope" (Hawthorne).
Feature — Ismount). I\Iatriniony a Failure? (ParaDance Number — "Jazzing It."
Co:medy — Fair Kiioni/h (Christie).
Press Comments
Globe. — Any possible intent on
part of the producer of this absurd
film to have some sort of a discussion under the guise of fun, has been
wholly swamped, because the humor
is so thick and so bad that there is
no semblance of real life in the story,
married or single, successful or
otherwise. Sun. — If you think you
are going to see a realistic expose
of marriage, don't go to see it. The
picture isn't anything but a very
merry farce. And what is more, it
doesn't attempt to prove that matrimony is a failure as you are led to
expect of it, but does show that it
is a success. It has only one scene
that might possibly be called realistic, but the picture is refreshing and
really funny in a good nuhiber of
scenes. The cast enters into the
spirit of the thing in just the right
manner. Telegram. — The comedy
asked the question but didn't quite
answer it, leaving the final verdict
with the audience, and for that,
there is much credit due the scenarist and director. While the tribulations of the lovers seem to end with
matrimony, the domestic problems of
the other families shown in the picture seem to point the other way.
The result is one of the most delightful comedies of the season. Times.
— Running, or rather jumping from
keen satire to slapstick and back
again, sometimes tedious and often
boisterously amusing, the old
Ditrichstein farce has come to the
screen.

STRAND
Overture
— "Cavalleria
Rusticana"
(Mascagni).
Mark
Strand
Topical
Review.
Prologue.
Feature
— Norma
Talmadge in Smilin' Through
(First
National).
Comedy — Felix All at Sea.
Organ Recital.
Coming — D. W. Griffith's Orphans of the Storm
(United Artists).
Press Comments
Mail. — It is easily the finest film
Norma Talmadge has made within
our recollection, which covers most
of her work on the screen. But it is
something more than that. It is one
of the great pictures of the year,
and in many respects is well-nigh a
perfect motion picture. It is a long
picture, yet it never wearies and its
absorbing interest is carried up to
the very end. Tribune. — As far as
direction goes, we should say that it
is the perfect picture. It is so beautifully done and with such a light
touch that all of it seems very real,
and that is the most important of
all. The titles are excellent. It
would be an afternoon well spent if
other directors would go to see the
picture. Most of them could learn
something from it. Herald. — It
promises to be one of the outstanding pictures of the year, and the
problem of those who attend it
won't be to look around and choose
their exits, but to find an easy entrance. American. — It dillydallies
with its conclusions, and it dots its
i's and crosses its t's to an irritating extent. But those who follow
the trend of thought to-day cannot
do better than see this picture, which
does more for its subject than any
lecturer and is quite irresistibly absorbing. Times. — Those who like
photoplays deliberately sentimental,
will be attracted to it, therefore, and
will find what they are looking for.
Those who shy at such will not be
attracted, and will stay away.
RIALTO
Overture
—
"Der
RiALTO Magazine. Freischutz" (Von Weber).
'Cello Solo — "Kol Nidre" (Bruch).
Feature — The Good Provider (Paramount).
Vocal
of Spring"
(Strauss).
Comedy Solo
— The— "Voice
Rninmaker
(Educational).
Press Comments
Comments were published on this
film last week.
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try. The great decision must be made at Washington — and
it hinges on the question of the choice of leadership. That
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is why you must be there — whether you have been appointed
a delegate or not. None of the pressing problems of the

New

picture business as a whole

can be solved without
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itor organization — and that means they can't be solved without you, and without your presence at the National Convention in Washington.

Idea"

Arthur Brisbane at the American Publishers' Testimonial
Dinner to Will Hays, April 26.

You know as well as we do that no organization is any
stronger than its leadership. You see the pass to which your
present leadership has brought you : the organization to
which you have given your energy for its upbuilding is
tottering.
What

are you going to do about it?
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Speech

by

Walker
Senator,

Unanimous

Confidence
By OSCAR
perfidy of Sydney Cohen toward his best
THE
friend; his utter unfitness for exhibitor leadership, and resentment against his rule or
ruin policy were brought squarely into the
open at a special meeting of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce of New York City, held at the Hotel
Astor Wednesday, April 26.
Senator James J. Walker was extended the floor of
the Chamber as an open forum for the discussion of
the grave situation Mr. Cohen had precipitated by the
publication of his attacks , on the Senator in the New
York daily newspapers.
Unanimous Vote of Confidence
When Senator Walker had finished a remarkable
three-hour arraignment of Mr. Cohen and some of his
lieutenants, in which he proved that the author of the
attacks must have been Mr. Cohen, and could have been
nobody else, the organized exhibitors of the City of
New York gave the Senator a unanimous vote of confidence.
The settings and attendant circumstances surrounding the meeting were dramatic in the extreme. An
eleventh hour attempt was made to bar the trade papers. Already postponed from the day before because
Mr. Cohen pleaded inability to attend owing to the fact
that Tuesday was the anniversary of the death of his
wife, New York exhibitors were on edge waiting for
the meeting to take place. On the morning of Wednesday, after full and free invitation had been given the
trade press to attend. President William Landau, of
the T. 0. C. C. sent out word that he had decided to
put up the bars against it. This action was univei-sally
considered as having been inspired by Mr. Cohen.
The T. 0. C. C. Executive Committee decided otherwise. Senator Walker also decided that he would not
speak unless the representatives of the papers were
there.
Cohen Fails to Appear
The first business of the meeting was the question
of admitting the press, and the issue was forced by
several T. 0. C. C. leaders, notably Charles L. O'Reilly,
Samuel I. Berman, Bernard Edelhertz and William
Brandt. The vote was taken and only five members
opposed the admission of the press.
Meanwhile, speculation was rife as to whether Mr.
Cohen would accept the invitation and face Senator
Walker in open meeting. The President of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America failed to put in an
appearance. Reporters learned that he was busily
occupied at a gymnasium, playing hand-ball. He contented himself with issuing a statement late in the
afternoon, but in the opinion of those who heard Senator Walker's speech no statement of Mr. Cohen's
could answer the scorching arraignment the Senator
gave the exhibitor President.
Senator Walker told the Chamber he had come in
defense of himself against the scurrilous and malicious
attacks that had been made upon him ; and then he
was through forever. He refused to work longer in
an organization whose President he characterized as
a coward and a man of the rankest ingratitude.

by

T.
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But when he had finished, a dozen members of the
T. 0. C. C. jumped to their feet. They refused to let
him leave the room. A motion was immediately made
by Mr. Edelhertz, in a brief, stirring speech, that the
Chamber condemn in the strongest terms the attacks
that had been made upon the Senator ; and, second, that
it give him an immediate vote of confidence. William
Brandt took the floor and oifered an amendment to
the effect that the Chamber go further and pledge the
Senator its support for the presidency of the M. P.
T. 0. A.
Amid tremendous excitement, the chair recognized
Mr. O'Reilly. He opposed Mr. Brandt's amendment
and urged that the T. O. C. C. give the Senator a vote
of confidence expressing its undying love and affection
for him. He stated that the Senator was not a candidate, and this was immediately confirmed by Senator
Walker himself.
'T won't take it," he declared.
Mr. Weinstock offered a still further amendment
that, inasmuch as national headquarters had dismissed
Senator Walker as national counsel and the state organization had retained him, the Chamber back up the
state body and retain him also.
"I am Through"
The Senator once more made it clear that he was
through.
With excitement at fever heat, Mr. Brandt withdrew
his amendment, and then the Chamber gave Senator
Walker a unanimous vote of confidence. There was
no mistaking the temper of those present. They repudiated Mr. Cohen's leadership once and for all, and
stood squarely behind the brilliant, fighting Senator
whom Mr. Cohen had maligned in the daily press and
toward whom Mr. Cohen had, in their opinion, shown
the worst sort of ingratitude.
When the members of the trade press, who had been
waiting in an ante-room, were finally admitted and
seated, the meeting opened. It was then nearly 3
o'clock. Seated beside Senator Walker was his law
partner, Joseph B. Warren, and the table in front of
him was piled with documents, letters and telegrams.
The trial and conviction of Sydney Cohen, who had
dodged the issue by staying away, was about to begin.
President Landau started things going by reading a
statement as to the purpose of the meeting. He said
numerous newspaper articles had created a serious
situation and that the T. 0. C. C, as in past cases,
offered its good offices as an open forum for their discussion. He had been informed that Mr. Cohen would
not be present on the advice of some of the members
of his Board of Directors.
Jules Michaels took the floor and stated that Mr.
Cohen claimed he was staying away on the advice of
members of the Board of Directors of the New York
State organization. This was later denied. Senator
Walker had been offered a retraction by Mr. Cohen of
the printed charges. Mr. Cohen wanted to disavow
responsibility for them. The Senator refused to accept
the retraction, and notified Mr. Cohen by telephone
that he (Walker) would appear, whether Cohen did
or not.
(Continued on page 1611)
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Saturday last, April 22, certain officials of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, acting under the advice of their president
and inspired by a sudden venom on his part, issued a statement to
the New York newspapers attempting to hold Senator Walker up to
ridicule.
The statement is one of the strangest documents ever written by the
hand of man. It is the repudiation of a friend — a man who has labored
unceasingly for the welfare of exhibitors. It is a crude effort to destroy
his good name in his own community. Its appearance in the newspapers
sent a chill of horror through the industry, because the industry realized
in a flash the manner of man who was holding the position of leadership in
the great exhibitor body.
to attack Will Hays. By evil insinNo organization can be safe unuation it went to the public in an
der such leadership. The attempted
attempt to discredit this man, too.
crucifixion of Jimmie Walker proves
Imagine what that means! Those
that.
who are working to put this indusThis contemptible statement was
try on its feet — and they are in the
great majority — exhibitor, profollowed by a second, which sought
ducer, trade paper and all the other
still further to damage the Senator.
divisions of the business — are at the
Like the first, it did not bear Sydney
mercy of this irresponsible maker of
statements calculated to injure in
Cohen's name. But the authorship
of these two pitiable exhibitions of the public eyes the great cause of
the motion picture.
ego gone wild was analyzed, torn
To-day, Jimmie Walker underto pieces and exposed by the man it
goes martyrdom. But to-day also
sought to defame, when Senator
his friends are sternly resolved that
they will not rest until this great
Walker made his scathing arraignment of Sydney Cohen before the injury done him shall be wiped out
— until his vindication is complete.
Chamber of Commerce on WednesAnd to-morrow that army of friends
day, April 26.
and day after toThe initial attack, issued to the will be greater,
morrow greater still.
newspapers on Saturday, purported
In order that exhibitors throughout the country may have the vital
to come from the Executive Comfacts
in the situation. Exhibitors
mittee of the Motion Picture TheTrade Review prints the two atatre Owners of America. It could
tacks on the Senator, and with them
not have come from them. Physiother material vital to an undercally, it was impossible. Morally,
standing of the controversy. We
more so. Nobody can make us be- have not attempted to publish all the
different stories which appeared in
lieve that all the members of that
the
New York papers, and all the decommittee— or even a sizable mitails, because they would only tend
nority— would sanction such a blow
to confuse the reader. A reading of
at such a friend as Jimmie Walker.
Senator Walker's speech before the
Besides the rank and cruel injus- Chamber of Commerce on April 26
tice done to the Senator, what good will acquaint exhibitors with the history of the situation.
purpose was served by the publication of these statements in the daily
Walker's Great Work for Exhibitors
press ? What sort of leadership is it
Senator James J. Walker, as national
which goes to such lengths to satisfy counsel for the M. P. T. 0. A., has since
reckless personal ambition? How
its inception been foremost in championing the rights of the theatre owners. His
can any man pretend to be construcagainst the Paramount company
tive who is guilty of striking his battle
is still fresh in the minds of all. It will
own industry in the face by airing a be recalled that solely through his efforts
fancied personal grievance to the Famous Players was forced to abandon its
campaign of acquiring theatres in compublic?
petition with the independent theatre ownIn God's name, hasn't this induser. Not only was this result accomplished,
try suffered enough in public esteem
but in many cases where Famous Players
had obtained control of theatres, Senator
already ?
Walker led the fight for reimbursement
But the self-glorified ego wasn't
the owners. The cases of Mrs. Dodge,
satisfied even with thrusting the for
of Morrisville, Vt., and Mr. Schwartz, of
dagger into the back of Jimmie
Willimantic, Conn., are illustrative of this
Walker. It had to go out of its way
result.
In addition, he obtained from
ON
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Famous Players a discontinuance of competition against those theatre owners who
did not show its pictures, which was illustrated by the incident in Mattoon.
Last summer a small theatre owner on
the east side of New York was being unjustly harassed and threatened with extinction by a strike of attendants. Senator
Walker obtained an injunction in the SuCourt and saved
this theatre's
thereby preme
establishing
a precedent
which life,
has
been
greatof aid
the theatre owners ■
in the ofState
Newto York.
His many tours of the country in the
interests of the organization and the defense of the rights of its members are
known to all and need no recapitulation.
In one case, at least, he obtained for a
theatre owner a return of money paid for
stock in the National Pictures Company.
He drew an amendment to the Copyright
Law which would do away with the present
iniquitous situation caused by what is
known as the "music tax." This amendment was introduced in Congress by the
chairman of the Patents Committee, and is
now pending in that House.
Many problems of vital importance have
been taken up by Senator Walker since
his connection with the organization, in
which definite results have not been obSenator. tained, due, however, to no fault of the
He conducted an exhaustive investigation into the affairs of the bankrupt Hallmark and United Pictures companies, and
presented a report to the president of the
M. P. T. O. A., making certain recommendations which, if carried out, might have
resulted in the return to at least some of
the defrauded theatre owners of their
money. The making of the report by the
Senator is the last that has been heard
of this matter.
He drew a uniform contract vdth producers and distributors, protecting the interests of the exhibitors, and has long advocated and urged its adoption.
He drew a constitution for adoption at
the last annual convention at Minneapolis,
but
for some
unknown
reason
con- '
stitution
was never
adopted
and such
the association has now no organic law.
He drew a resolution for investigation
by Congress of the activities of the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers in reference to the music tax.
So far as he knows, the introduction of this
resolution has never been procured by the
officials of the association.
In and around the city of New York
Senator Walker has appeared in court
whenever a theatre owner who was a member of the association was in trouble. He
has actually appeared in court hundreds
of times on behalf of the members of the
association. This does not include his
many appearances before the Board of
Appeals of the city of New York in endeavoring to obtain release of theatre
owners from unjust and oppressive building restrictions. Nor does it include his
appearances before the Commissioner of
Licenses of the city of New York, where
he has frequently saved the license of a
theatre owner who was accused unjustly.
Among the most important of the cases
handled by Senator Walker are the socalled "film cases." There is an ordinance
in the City of New York which prohibits
the storing, except in a fireproof vault, of
more than 5000 feet of film. The Fire
Commissioner construed this ordinance to
mean that no theatre could have in its projection booth more than 5000 feet of film
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and proceeded against the Capitol Theatre
and obtained a conviction for violation of
the ordinance. Senator Walker believed
that the ordinance did not apply to film
used in a theatre for exhibition purposes
and when the Fire Commissioner proceeded
against certain members of the M. P. T. O.
A. in the City of New York, the Senator
took their cases and obtained from the
Court a holding that the ordinance did
not apply to the films held in a theatre
for exhibition. It is obvious that had it
not been for this w^ork of Senator Walker
every theatre in Greater New York would
have either had to go out of business or
be entirely reconstructed.
In addition to the above cases, Senator Walker has advised with counsel for
members of the Association in litigation
in over a hundred cases outside of the City
of Greater New York. He is now advocating before the Board of Standards and
Appeals of the City of New York an entire
revision of the building codes in so far as
they affect motion picture houses, so that
such regulations may be more fair and
reasonable. All of this is but a slight outline of the various duties of Senator
Walker and his great accomplishments
since he has been national counsel of the
M. P. T. O. A. Were we to enumerate in
detail all of his activities and daily advices as to the conduct of the organization
and its various members, the tale would be
too long for telling here. He has constantly been in touch with the officials of
the national and various State organizations advising them as to law and policy.
In fact, for the last three years, by far
the greatest part of the Senator's time
and energy have been devoted to the interests of the theatre owners throughout
the country.
Statement from Cohen's Offices
At 6 o'clock, Saturday afternoon, the
following statement to the press was issued from M. P. T. 0. A. national headquarters, headed "From Executive Committee of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, 1482 Broadway, New York City."
An article appeared in the New York World
of yesterday's
datethe stating
an offer
the
presidency of
Motion that
Picture
Theatreof
Owners of America had been made to Senator
James J. Walker
the Eveninga statement
from
Mr.In Walker
to theWorld
effect isthat
he will accept
the presidency of the organization if given
a- salary of $75,000 a year.
Senator Walker was not offered the presidency of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America
any anperson
authorized to make bysuch
offer,oraspesons
the only
way
the national president of the organization can
be elected is by the delegates to the National
Convention. It is utterly absurd to assume
that any man could be offered the presidency
or become the president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America in any other way.
Again the payment of any such salary to
the president
or any other
officer
of the Mo-is
tion Picture Theatre
Owners
of America
impossible, as the business depression, high
price of pictures paid to the producers, and
war and other taxes still being paid by
theatre owners render all such salaries out of
question and an insult to the theatre owners
and the public.
The announced payment of $150,000 a year
to Will H. Hays by some producers brought
down upon our entire industry the deserved
censure of leading United States Senators and
members of Congress. These national legislators were about convinced by theatre owners pleas of the unjust character of the tax
levies upon our business, when suddenly they
had the red flag of a salary twice that paid
to the President of the United States flashed
before them. They resented it, and since then
our Washington representatives have been
busy explaining to our national lawmakers
that Mr.mentsHavs
producer
and thatrepresented
the theatreonly
owners
were eleno
part of the
group
engaging
him,
had
nections or relations with him, and wereno inconno
sense parties to the payment of his inflated
salary: save that it would be eventually
gouged
tures. out of them by high prices for pic
Refers to "Professional Politician"
If the producers want to hire a professional
politician to run their affairs for them, that
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is theirtive business.
thereranks
is not ofenough
execuability withinIf the
this special
group of producers to conduct their business
withoutticiangoing
outside
and engaging a polithat is their
misfortune.
Thentureagain
the
screens
of the
motionowners
pictheatres owned by the
theatre
themselves, cannot be used for any political
or other propaganda, no matter from what
source this may proceed. The theatre owners
will protect the public against any such debasement of the screen as is now contemplated in the political moves now under way.
They will keep the screens free from the
contact of professional politicians and hold
the theatres in the service of the people.
In the Motion Picture Theatre Owners ot
America
men and* skill
womenof ofthetheadvanced
highest
type, withare executive
order — who own their own theatres and who
know how to conduct their own business.
These theatre owners are entirely capable of
handling
the Motion
businessPicture
and conducting
the af-of
fairs of the
Theatre Owners
America. It is an insult to these theatre
owners, leading men and women in every
city, in every state in the Union, to tell them
that they are unable to handle the affairs
of their organization
and producers
must ape and
the hire
destructive practice of some
a professional politician at a fabulous salary
to tell them what to do.
This is especially displeasing to them when
Senator Walker, now being boosted for this
place loyal
by theatre
producer
and a stated
few dis-in
owners,elements
has publicly
the presence ot Will Hays, who represents
the i>roducers
"I like
I ammental
willing to sit at : his
feet Will
and Hays.
take my
|)rescription
from
him."
Theatre owners who for years have been
subjected
to theof injustices
practices of some
the men and
Hays sharp
represents
are not
to '"sit prescription
at the feet"from
of Hays
and
take willing
their mental
him.
Neither sional
arepolitician
they $75,000
anxiousa toyearpaytoa doprofesthat
feet-worshiping act for them.
Theatre owners have brains of their own.
They come in contact with and cater to the
amusement needs of millions of Americans
daily.
need no "mental prescription"
fjom anyThey
politician.
Praise for President Cohen
Sydney
S. Cohen,
presentTheatre
national Owners
president of the
Motion thePicture
of America, is the owner of five theatres in
New York. He has also been an extensive real
estate operator. He has reached his present
position in the business world through inteleffort.Picture
Since Theatre
becoming Owners
president of ligently
the applied
Motion
of
America
he
has
conducted
its
aft'airs
with
rare judgment and in a faithful and fearless
way. tionHe
guided
the
destinies
of
the
organizain a most commendable manner and in
two years brought all the independent theatre
owners of the United States under its banner.
Sydney S. Cohen has held the office of
presidentcepted nofor
two years
and worked
in that zealously,
time acsalary.
He has
honestly, fearlessly and aggressively for the
interest of the theatre owners all of the time,
using his own brains, his own executive skill,
in conjunction
the members
of the National Executivewith
Committee
and others,
and
never was obliged to sit at the feet of any
politician
take a "mental prescription" from
any
rank oroutsider.
Senator
AValker
been Theatre
the National
Coun-of
sel of the Motion has
Picture
Owners
America. Because of political and legislative
activities Senator Walker has been unable
to give the necessary attention to the work
of our organization, despite the fact that his
retainer was $1,000 a month. For fully five
months Senator Walker has done nothing
whatever for our organization. He has been
for three months of that time busy at Albany
as a party leader and for two months was ill
and unable to work.
Finally,
aftercould
it became
Senator Walker
not or manifest
would notthat
perform
the service
for
which
he
was
engaged,
members of the National Executive Committee of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America definitely terminated his connection with
our
fect. organization and notified him to that efSenatorTheatre
Walker's
position
with thehasMotion
Picture
Owners
of .\merica,
been
only that of an engaged attorney. He was not
authorized to make any statements for our
organization within the past five months, and
any statements he may have made recently
purporting ganization
to represent
the views
our orwere made solely
as hisof personal
views and
in
no
sense
represented
the
sentiments of the members of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America.
Moell^r Breaks Into Print
On the evening of April 23, the day following the appearance of the precedingstatement, this "statement in reply to ar-
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ticle in New
York Sunday World of April
23" was
issued:
Relative to the interview with Senator
Walker
contained
in to-day's
World, I ashave
taken tliis
matter upSunday
with
members of the Executive Committee of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
who have requested me to advise you that
the statement issued by that committee yesterday (copy of which is inclosed herewith)
was
by authority
the National
Committee
of theof Motion
PictureExecutive
Theatre
Owners of America as received by telegraph,
long distance
personal
authority of thosetelephone
members and
of the
committee
day. in close proximity to New York who
living
were in session at national headquarters all
Our Executive Committee members and the
presidents
of our various
throughout the country
have State
been units
selected
and
elected by the organized theatre owners in
their several States and speak authoritatively
for their membership.
Walker's
statement
the effect
he
hasSenator
received
no salary
for a toperiod
of ten
months is untrue. He was employed by this
organization
two during
years ago
has and
received aboutabout
$16,000
that andtime,
despite the fact that for about two and a half
months during the latter part of 1921 he was
ill he was still in receipt of his retainer at
the rateceivedofa check
$1,000ofper$3,000
month.
Mr. account
Walker reon this
on
Feb. 23, 1922, and inasmuch as he has not
been actively engaged in behalf of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America for the
past five months it is our opinion he has been
more icesthan
rendered.adequately compensated for servWe have evidence that Senator Walker,
without authority from the organization and
during the absence of our national president
at Washington, allied himself with Charles L.
O'Reilly,
president
of our New
YorkNational
State
unit, without
the authority
of the
Executive Committee of the organization, and
againstState
the expressed
sentiment
of the
York
unit at the
convention
of New
that
Ijody
in
the
city
of
Albany
on
Feb.
15,
1922,
and without the further authority of the New
York State officers or its Board of Directors,
and entirely on his own individual initiative
and for some reason best known to himself
issued a public invitation to Will H. Hays to
attend in his official capacity at the national
convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, to be held in Washington.
MayThe 8 Trade
to 12. Review referred to by Senator
Walker is one of several trade papers published in the motion picture industry, and receives its secured
financial
advertisements
from support
motion through
picture producers.
The icaMotion
Picture
Theatre
Owners
of Amer-or
is in no ofwayfilm.allied with the producers
distributors
A. J. MOELLER,
General Manager. Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America.
O'Reilly Quick to Act.
On Sunday evening the following telegram was sent to officers of State organizations of theatre owners and to executive
committee members of the national body:
Information has just reached us of certain
slanderous telegrams sent throughout the
country making untruthful and damaging
charges against Senator Walker. Walker has
been urged to lead exhibitors of the country
to healthier and more profitable conditions,
which some of us believe only he can do. He
has consistently refused up to date. Most of
us believe it is not only a disgrace but a sad
commentary on our manhood and gratitude
to repay liis loyal, unselfish and wonderful
work with abuse and lies. Exhibitors knowing Walker's
history areattack,
indignant
keenly
resent entire
this unjustified
and and
we
believe it would be a calamity to us to lose
Walker, which seems certain if the men of
integrity and decency in our business do not
reassure
ciation. him of their confidence and appreCharles New
L,. O'Reh-lt,
President M.P.T.O.,
York State.
Sam Berman,
Executive Secretary.
This telegram was received April 24 by
Mr. O'Reilly from a mid- Western city:
The following wire received here signed
True. Fay.Stevenson:
Collins, Pramer,
Smith.Walker
Brylawsky.
Advise Lick.
Senator
announced in newspapers his candidacy for
president of the M.P.T.O.A. Demands salary
seventy-five
year.
of producer elementthousand
to breaka up
our Move
organization.
Walker's action doing organization great incoun-to
jury
sel.andWillhasvoubeen
givedismissed
us poweras ofnational
attorney
use your name in this matter and other moves
defending interests of our organization
Kindly wire collect immediately national
headquarters, fourteen eighty-two Broadway.
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The chair then introduced the Senator, who got an
ovation as he rose to speak.
Pointing out that "always until this moment it had
been a pleasure" to come before the chamber, the
Senator called attention to the cramped quarters in
which the meeting was being held, causing the personal
discomfort of those who listened to him and creating
greater difficulty than ever before at such meetings.
"I have come with the determined purpose," he declared, "to ascertain whether there is any character in
exhibitors throughout the country and to determine
whether I have not wasted three years in serving you.
"Landau introduced me as your National Counsel,"
he added. "I wonder if I am." He pointed out that he
had been made counsel for the New York State organization for the purpose of clearing up certain cases
against exhibitors that were still pending in the New
York courts. "If I were your National Counsel it
wouldn't be necessary for the New York State organization to retain me," he went on.
"What is this M. P. T. 0. A. that I have prayed for
and bragged about all over the country? One thing I
know about it : it is an organization without a constitution and by-laws. My distinguished partner, Joe
Warren, drew up a constitution which we tendered for
adoption at the Minneapolis convention, but it was
never adopted."
The Senator then declared that the national organization had no power except as it got it from the State
units. He asserted that it was patterned after the
Confederation of States which made up the American
Union, and that he had, as a matter of political belief,
always favored the doctrine of State rights as opposed
to centralization in government. He proved that the
strength of the M. P. T. 0. A. lay in the States that
made it up. "You couldn't get a list of membership
of the national organization. You couldn't get a rollcall. There isn't any such thing," he continued.
Letter of Dismissal
He then turned to the letter of dismissal which had
been sent him on Saturday last, and thus opened his
searching expose of what he characterized as the
hypocrisy of Sydney Cohen toward him.
The letter of dismissal as National Counsel was delivered at the Senator's house Saturday night, within
a few hours after the story had appeared in the New
York Evening World, which was made to serve
as an excuse for the attacks on Walker. The letter,
which had the name of A. J, Moeller, signed to it as
General Manager of the M. P. T. O. A. reads as follows :
"Hon. James J, Walker,
61 Broadway,
New York City, N. Y.
"Dear Sir:—
"In view of the fact that letters written to you on
matters affecting the interest of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America have not been answered ;
and in view of the fact that you have been unable for
several months to give any attention to our business,
we have dispensed with your services and take this
means
of bottom
notifyingof you
our action."
At the
the ofletter
the statement was made
that it was "authorized" by W. A. True, president of
the M. P. T. 0. of Connecticut; A. R. Pramer, president of the Nebraska M. P. T. 0. ; John T. Collins, of
New Jersey, member of the Board of Directors ; C. A.
Lick, national vice-president; A. Julian Brylawsky,
member of the Executive Committee ; E. M. Fay, president of the Rhode Island M. P. T. 0. ; Sidney Nutt,

president of the Arkansas M. P. T. 0., and J. C. Duncan, president of the M. P. T. 0. of Iowa.
Characterizing the letter as "a dishonorable discharge," Senator Walker, in impassioned tones, asked
those present if they would care to reflect upon the
shock that it had given him. "Were you ever struck
by a bolt from the sky?" he shouted. "Were you ever
struck in the back?
Did you like it?"
He had never sought the job of national counsel. It
had been a labor of love. "And yet without admonition, warning or suggestion, this man Moeller writes
me this letter. Well, if Moeller can stand it, I can.
But can you?" he asked.
Motives Unmasked
The Senator showed that there were eight officers,
thirty-one executive committeemen and nine members
of the Board of Directors of the national organization,
but the letter had been "authorized" by only eight out
of forty-eight — "and Moeller." The name of not a
single New York man appeared in the dismissal.
Senator Walker then proceeded to unmask the motives back of the dismissal. Referring to the charges
of neglect of duty, he thundered : "Any man this side
of hell who says I neglect a client is a liar! I'm not
given to tearing up my professional reputation over
night.
"As for Nutt and Duncan, I have received telegrams
from them repudiating the signature of their names.
"Do you know who really wrote that letter? Well,
I do.
I'll prove
it."
The And
Senator
then declared
he had been condemned
in the public press. Everybody had read the attacks.
He had been asked to defend himself in a star-chamber
proceeding. This was a reference to the futile effort
to keep out the trade papers, a thing which the Senator
wouldn't stand for.
He pointed out that the headlines in one of the
papers read, "Walker Assailed by Movie Owners." He
had been hurt and damaged by that, but it was not
Walker who had been really assailed so far as the public was concerned; it was the industry itself. When
the New York Times called him up for a reply to the
attack, he didn't reply as he could have replied. He
didn't want the man on the street to think this was an
irresponsible, chaotic industry, and in his reply he
merely branded the attack as the work of an insajie
person.
Plunging into the history of the origin of the attack,
Senator Walker showed that EXHIBITORS Trade Review, in last week's issue, printed an editorial urging
Walker for president of the M. P. T. 0. A. "The man
who wrote that did it with the best interest of the
industry at heart and the highest motives, and he did
it without my knowledge. I never discussed it with
him and I never discussed the matter with P. S. Harrison, who wrote a similar editorial," he continued.
The motion picture editor of the Morning World
heard of the story and printed it. "I never talked with
him. It was just a newspaper story," said the Senator.
Then a newspaper friend of the Senator's, a writer for the
Evening World, took up the story. He thought he saw a chance
to "send the Senator along." It was just a boost; so this writer
put into his story the statement about $75,000 a year salary.
Senator Walker showed that he had had nothing to do with
the mention of the $75,000 salary; that he was not interviewed
by the Evening World writer before the story was printed, and
pointed out the absurdity of believing anybody could collect
$75,000 a year from exhibitors for a salary for their president.
Reading the story in detail, he pointed out that he was not
quoted anywhere in it, least of all did the story say that Senator
Walker demanded a salary of $75,000 a year or that he wanted
the job at all.
He then proceeded to shoot to pieces the first of the Cohen-inspired statements. The Evening World edition which carried the
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Brecher Tells in Detail Truth About Cohen's
Failure to Attend Meeting
'THE following: statement was issued by Mr. Leo Brecher, member of
the Board of Directors of the M.P.T.O., State of New York, on
Thursday, April 27:
"The statement issued by Sydney S. Cohen under date of April 26
with reference
to Senator
Walker's
appearance
at thefalseTheatre
Chamber
of Commerce
meeting
is in some
particulars
and inOwners
others
composed of a series of misleading half truths.
"Following
the occurrences leading up to the
events
referredistoa infullthe history
Cohen of
statement:
"On
Saturday,
April
22,
a
report
appeared
the Evening
the effect that Senator WaLker was
offeredin the
leadershipWorld
of theto
M.P.T.O.A. Late that same afternoon a communication was delivered
to the Senator purporting to dismiss him from his post as national
counsel to the organization. A statement was also issued frjm Mr.
Cohen's office announcing that Senator Walker was the dismissed attorney for the M.P.T.O.A., and insinuating that he and others charactertion. ized as 'certain disloyal members' were aiming to injure the organiza"The appearance of this statement was disturbing to every one. It
was particularly painful because of the fact that both men were held
in equal high esteem.
"A special
meetingApril
of the25,Theatre
Owners
Chamberand ofSenator
CommerceWalker
was
called
for 1 uesday,
and both
Mr. Cohen
were invited to be present in the hope that an open discussion would
clear up the deplorable condition. A special meeting of the Board of
Directors of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce was called on
Monday
the Cohen
same purpose.
this directors' ofmeeting
a letter was
read fromforMr.
requesting Ata postponement
the meeting.
The
meeting was postponed to Wednesday.- April 26.
"On ofTuesday,
a meeting
of the AtExecutive
Committee
State
New York,
took place.
the evening
session ofof the
this M.P.T.O.,
meeting,
in addition to the State Executive Committee, there was present Mr.
Cohen, Mr. True, president of the Exhibitors of Connecticut, Mr. Fay
of Rhode Island and Mr. O'Toole of Pennsylvania.
"Mr. Cohen
that the from
letter national
dismissingheadquarters
Senator Walker
the
statement
issuedstated
by someone
on theandsame
subject were acts done in opposition to his wishes and against his
protest. In response to questions by the chair and others present, Mr.
Cohen stated that he did not call a meeting of the Executive Committee or the Board of Directors of the national organization and that
the Walker action was taken by certain members of the National
Executive Committee, but in his opinion this action was unofficial, unauthorized and without effect.
"He and
was heasked
he would
issuethen
a public
to that
effect
agreedwhether
to do so.
The board
moved statement
that a committee
of
three
be
appointed
to
deliver
Mr.
Cohen's
repudiation
of
the
allegedor
dismissal to the Senator and that the publication of this repudiation
any other disposal of same was to be left to the Senator. The board
then adjourned and some of the members of it left for their homes
up-State.
'Jules
"TheMichaels,
followingMr.morning
the committee
consisting
of Mr.
Mr.
W. H. Linton
and Mr. ofLeothree
Brecher
called on
Cohen to receive the statement of repudiation. Mr. Cohen wanted to
know whether the receipt of this statement of repudiation would induce
the Senator to remain away from the Chamber of Commerce meeting.
The committee was of course in no position to speak for the Senator,
as it was merely acting in the capacity of peacemakers between Mr.
Cohen and the Senator.
"At that
pointletter
Mr.of True
and Mr.
Fay (who
were involved
the
issuance
of the
dismissal)
requested
Mr. Cohen
to remain inaway
from the meeting. Mr. Cohen was willing to listen to their advice. Mr.
Brecher saidbutthatthathe inwould
tell the
that still
that wanted
was Mr.to Cohen's
preference,
the event
that Senator
the Senator
appear
before the Chamber of Commerce meeting we would notify Mr. Cohen
to that effect so that he would also appear.
"The committee
delivered Mr.
Cohen's statement
of repudiation
the
Senator
and also informed
the Senator
that Mr. Cohen
requestedto that
they both remain away from the meeting, but the Senator declined, and
the committee, through Mr. Jules Michaels, so informed Mr. Cohen and
advised him that it would be best that he attend.
"The statement
thatof Mr.
requested
Board
Directors
of the State
New Cohen
York towasremain
away isby notthetrue,
as noof
such request was made by the board, which held its final meeting late
on Tuesday night. Some of the members of the board were already in
their homes up-State and so could not by any stretch of the trutn be
deemed to have partaken in any discussions which took place on
Wednesday morning.
"It pains me greatly to be obliged to issue this statement, but in the
interest of truth and justice I cannot refrain from doing it. "
yarn about the Senator was on the street about 3 o'clock. The
letter of dismissal was at the Senator's house between 6 and
7 o'clock. And the statement of attack went from the Cohen
office
the daily
press itat would
6 o'clock.
He to
pointed
out that
be a physical impossibility for
the men whose names were signed to the letter as "authorizing"
it to learn of the Evening World story, and get back their authorization tothe Cohen office in the short space of three hours.
As for the first statement of attack, which purported to come
from the M. P. T. 0. A. executive committee, the Senator declared that also was an impossibility because the Executive
Committee was scattered all over the country.
Denounces Cohen for Absence
He denounced Mr. Cohen for failing to appear at the Chamber
of Commerce. "I wanted him to come here," he said. "He
asked a postponement yesterday for his convenience. That reason goes for one day. But where is he to-day? This is where
he belongs. That statement is his and nobody else's."
Analyzing the attack paragraph by paragraph. Senator Walker
first took up its assertion: "In The Evening^ World is a statement from Mr. Walker to the effect that he will accept the presidency of the organization if given a salary of $75,000 a year."
"That is a malicious lie," he declared.
"I say that statement came out of national headquarters, and
I say it is a malicious lie. I am charging that Cohen either
wrote it or provoked it. If he didn't, he ought to be here to
deny it. I brand it as Lie Number One," the Senator added.
He took up the passage in the statement which said that the
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presidency of the organization was a matter of election only,
not appointment, which he characterized as obvious. "That's
the only way any man can get to be president," he declared.
"But there might be another way: by hypocrisy, deceit and deception and by ingratitude toward the best friend one man ever
was to another."

The Attack on Hays

Referring to the attack on Will Hays in the Cohen-inspired
statement, the Senator asserted he was not going to be a demagogue. "I 'don't
hold anyButbrief
for not
Hays,"
said.I said
"He'sit able
to take care
of himself.
I will
be a he
fakir.
was
a great thing when Hays came into the industry, because it
brought about a reorganization of producers and distributors so
that somebody could get at them."
Mr. Hays had provided the meeting ground — the forum — and
that was a wonderful thing for the industry.
Discussing the spotlight which is placed upon all public men,
the Senator showed that the daily papers would print stories
about himself because he had been a public character for
thirteen years. "Public men are public property," he added.
"They have to be honest. Some of the telegrams that have
gone out from the Cohen office have charged I am in a conwith Hays.
That's
lie. And I'm going to fight to
the last spiracy
ditch
to protect
my areputation.
"This feller Moeller — this $600 a month clerk from Michigan
— can make a statement about me and the papers print it. I'm
held up
thing for.to ridicule by the association I've tried to do every"I tell you Hays has got to run true. Besides, every man is
innocent until he is proved guilty."
Taking up the innuendo in the Cohen-inspired statement about
the hiring of professional politicians, which was a slap at the
Senator and at Mr. Hays simultaneously, Senator Walker's
voice deepened into profound indignation.
"That statement is a dirty, malicious insinuation. Cohen
should have come here or sent Moeller to answer to me for that.
I want to know whether he calls public officials professional
politicians. And I hope Cohen will be more courageous than
he has been to-day when he has to explain to Government
officials
means by about
'professional
politicians.'
" political
As to what
the he
insinuation
using the
screen for
propaganda,
called
Messrs.
and Berman
to
witness thatthehe Senator
had always
opposed
its O'Reilly
use in political
fights.
Miserable Insinuations
Again he declared: "That is a miserable insinuation about
my being a professional politician. Men in public life in this
tovim who have been your friends are incensed over it. I'm
going to turn over to Cohen the defense of you men when you
have to appear before these same 'professional politicians.'
"And I tell you you can't hire this 'professional politician' at
any salary under present conditions. When you get an organization where you have something, an organization that is real,
then
I'll
finish the road to hell with you if you want me," he
added.
Then there was the charge about "producer elements and a
few disloyal theatre owners" trying to wreck the organization.
The Senator's denunciation of this went deep. "I'll tell you
where the disloyalty is. It's in those who made this cowardly
attack. It wasn't issued in the trade papers. No, it was given
to the daily papers to cut, undermine and embarrass the one
man who had been Sydney Cohen's friend. I didn't find any
competition in friendship for him. There were no others looking
for it. Men who have been closest to him have lost confidence
in his integrity and purposes. But I was his friend. I never
went
one step
reward!
He didn't
even have
the without
courage him.
to put And
his this
name is onmy this
statement
or to
come here.
"If he didn't write it, why didn't he deny this calumny on his
closest friend? Would you remain silent and dead if your best
friend was held up to ridicule?
"This statement comes out of his office. Would Moeller do
it without talking with him? — Moeller, this incense-bearer, this
man who is always bowing and scraping before his boss, this
professional and industrial caddy, who has now turned out to
be the bearer of a dirty message.
"You see the spleen that inspired it. It was given to the
daily papers so it could be read by the man on the street. He
hasn't any vote in the convention. That's the vindictiveness,
the 'lago' of it.
Scores Twisted Statement
Senator Walker denounced in the severest terms the twisted
statement in the Cohen-inspired attack which quoted a remark
of Walker's at the T. 0. C. C. dinner as being: "I like Will
Hays. I am willing to sit at his feet and take my mental prescription from him."
"He's telling
half the story," said the Senator. "I like Will
Hays — that's right. But I don't sit at anybody's feet, including
cally.
Charles F. Murphy. I don't say yes when I mean no. I'm not
that kind of a 'professional politician,' " he added sarcasti{Continued on page 1612b)
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following statement was issued on
THE
April 26, by Sydney S. Cotien, immediately following Senator Walker's
speech at the T. 0. C. C. :
"At the request of the Board of Directors of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York
State, the official unit of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, several members of
the National Committee and members of the
Chamber of Commerce, I refrained from attending the meeting of the Theatre Owners Chamber
of Commerce to-day. It was the purpose of the
National, State and other officers concerned, to
bring about harmonious relations between myself
and Senator Walker. In fact, no breach ever
occurred between myself and Senator Walker, but
he takes the position that I have offended him in
some way. That this dissension should cease
and the organization be made to serve its proper
purpose in protecting the interests of the exhibitor, Iwent to the limits prescribed by these National, State and local theatre owners in the attempt to avoid an open breach with the Senator.
"They knew and I knew that the Senator proposed carrying his case into the Chamber of Commerce meeting. It would have been very easy to
make reply to his statements, most of which are
general in character and none of which can possibly compromise me with the members of our
national organization. But in the interest of harmony, at the particular and special request of the
officials of National and State bodies, I yielded
in my purpose to attend the meeting to defend
myself, and remained away.
"At a meeting last week of the Chamber of Commerce,
Senator Walker went into a lengthy and elaborate laudation of myself and the national organization. His praise
last week was as pronounced as his abuse was to-day, and
under the circumstances neither means anything to me now.
I am simply interested in the welfare of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, in having harmonious
relations exist within its ranks, and do not consider that
this Chamber of Commerce session can bring about any
dissension, even though this was, no doubt, the purpose of
those who insisted on the ventilation of Senator Walker's
grievances there.
"While the Senator was praising me last week certain
other people in this section were busy circulating scandalous reports about our organization and its officers, and
traveling about the country at great expense in this effort
to foment dissension and cause division in our ranks."
Senator Walker's Reply
When Senator Walker's attention was called to
the statement issued by Sydney S. Cohen in explanation of the latter's failure to appear at the
Chamber of Commerce meeting held April 26th,
Senator Walker said:
"My God, is it possible that Sydney Cohen can't
tell the truth about anything?
"He asked me himself over the phone to remain
away from the Chamber of Commerce and any
open discussion. I told him I could not retain my
self-respect if I agreed to permit him to make ma-
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Senator
licious, slanderous and lying charges in the public
press and agree to answer them only in private.
"In my presence in my own office the committee
representing the directors of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New York State, consisting of
Mr. Leo Brecher, Mr. Jules Michaels and Mr.
Charles L. O'Reilly, told him I insisted upon going
through with the Chamber of Commerce meeting,
and they insisted that he also appear.
"If character assault, misrepresentation, ingratitude and breach of confidence do not amount
to offense, then probably Mr. Cohen has not offended me.
"Mr. Cohen is the man who started this controversy through the daily newspapers of the country that brought the present odium upon the industry and then refused to substantiate his
charges in the presence of those who knew him
longest and best. Mr. Cohen buys film, which
may have something to do with his candidacy for
president of the M. P. T. 0. A. I do not buy film,
but no one, I submit, throughout the entire country has done more for the exhibitor without a
monetary interest or the hope of financial reward
than I have.
"If Mr. Cohen would give the same wide publicity to the denial to the New York Evening
World that I was a candidate for any position in
the motion picture industry as he gave to the
unauthorized, untruthful story in the same newspaper that I might be a candidate, I would be
willing to admit there was a scintilla of sincerity
in that gentleman.
"Mr. Cohen has a novel idea of harmony. It
evidently amounts to this : That it is no harm to
spit in a kerchief
man's
if you loan him your handto wipe face
it away.
"Oh, I find in reading further in your article
that I owe Mr. Cohen an apology. A little truth
has crept into the statement. He says that I
praised him at the Chamber of Commerce dinner
to William Brandt. That is true, and he might
have gone further and say that I did the self
same thing for three years, the result of which
was all to his advantage, but I might add that I
have no exclusive rights on that, for Sam Berman,
who, I am reliably informed, is another subject of
his venom and abuse, traveled this country with
all the hardships attending it for three years
selling Mr. Cohen, the result of which was his
election as president of M. P. T. 0. A.
"Gentlemen of the press, let me repeat to you I have
never made myself a candidate for the presidency of
M. P. T. 0. A. Mr. Cohen has, and I cannot help but
ask: what prompts so frenzied an anxiety for this place
that to acquire it he would leave honor, integrity and
every vestige of decency behind him? What is the price
that's worth while attaining over the ruins of old and
loyal friends? Can M. P. T. O. A. accomplish anything
with the leadership that spells insincerity, deceit and
ingratitude? I would not be guilty of any one of these
if the Presidency of the United States, the highest position
within the gift of man, were at stake!"
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Scorching
of
Cohen =
{Continued Arraignment
from page 3612) —
The Senator called those in the room to testify as to the real
Taking up the second Cohen-inspired attack, which went to
meaning of his statement about Hays. There was unanimous
the New York newspapers on Sunday, the Senator launched into
one of the most dramatic sequences of his speech.
I'atification of his assertion that the whole thing was a bit of
humor. Bernard Edelhertz, at the T. O. C. C. dinner, had introOut of Sick Bed
duced Mr. Hays as "Doctor" Hays, whose prescriptions would cure
the industry. Senator Walker took up the thought when he rose
He showed how he had got up out of a sick bed, at Mr. Cohen's
to speak, saying he was willing to take "his mental prescripinsistence, to make the trip to New Haven 'and Boston against
the doctor's orders. In Boston he almost collapsed while he was
tions" from Mr. Hays, but he would take his physical px'escriptions from Al Harstn, of the T. 0. C. C, who was sitting alongspeaking.
side him at the banquet. The intent of the remark was obvious
A little later Mr. Cohen again made an urgent call on the
to everybody present at the dinner.
Senator, who was still in a serious physical condition. As a
Proving again that Cohen must have inspired this statement
result the Senator went to Washington with Messrs. Varner and
Berman, and it was his conversation with Senator Smoot that
of attack, the Senator showed that Moeller was not present at
turned the tide in favor of the repeal of the 5 per cent film
the
dinner.
"Then
who
do
you
think
told
Moeller
about
it?"
he queried.
rental tax. "Senator Smoot told me that himself," said Walker.
When he came back to Washington he went to the Broad
"Now, what is this cause that makes a man lie?" he demanded.
"What is this job he is trying to get with a mouthful of lies?
Street Hospital for a major operation. "Yes, I went to the hospital," said the Senator dramatically, "and Sydney Cohen sent
(referring to Cohen's candidacy for re-election.) He's chasing
a job — the only one he ever had or can get. I'm dodging several. Ihope he gets the job.
During the Senator's convalescence Mr. Cohen appeared one
me
day there."
to see him. The Senator described how the president of
Dagger in the Back
the Motion Picture Theatre Ovraers entered the sick room in a
theatrical fashion and said to the patient:
"But I can not live with him on this platform of hypocrisy, no
character and lack of gentlemanliness. What are you going
"Sweetheart, I bring you love and kisses from 12,000 motion
to do about it? Is your organization a pig's organization, a
picture
theatre owners." "
monkey organization?"
With sizzling language the Senator denounced Mr. Cohen's
In scathing terms the Senator went on with his denunciation.
ingi-atitude and breach of confidence toward him. With reference to the latter point, he showed that the authorship of the
"As fast as rats are born, rat-traps will be constructed. Sometimes the catching of the rat depends on the cheese you put in
second
newspaper
must tohave
been Cohen's,
because
the
statement
contained attack
a sentence
the effect
that Senator
Walker
the trap — sometimes on how clever a dodger the rat is. But the
trap will always catch the rat."
had been paid $3,000 on a certain date. "How did Moeller know
Later, referring to the statement issued from National Headthat unless Cohen told him? That three thousand dollar payas "contemptible,"
ment was Sydney Cohen's personal check."
never livequartersdown
those lies. the Senator said: "Those rats will
Wonderful Record
"To-day I'm through. Then it'll be your funeral. I'll miss
The charge that he had abandoned his client infuriated
you and I have a sneaking idea you'll miss me. This divorce
Senator Walker. He answered by showing that he had tried
that is about to take place may do you good. But as you treat
hundreds
of cases for exhibitors and told in detail of numerous
me so will my successor judge you. I got the dagger in the
other
important
legal matters that he had successfully brought
back. What guarantee have you got that you won't get it when
to a conclusion. The Senator's wonderful record in this respect
it serves Cohen's purposes? Are you any closer to him than
is printed elsewhere in this issue.
was?"
I Answering
Again taking up the matter of his dismissal, the Senator held
the assertion that he had done nothing for the
up a large sheaf of telegrams received by him repudiating the
organization for five months, the Senator produced letters to
prove that the statement was false.
"dishonorable
discharge."
They wereofficers
from and
executive
committeemen of the national
organization,
members
of the
He characterized with biting sarcasm Mr. Cohen's promises
Board
of
Directors.
of "big things" to his organization. "You've heard there's going
Wires were read from Duncan, of Iowa, and Nutt, of Arkanto be a melon cut," he said. "You've heard that Movie Chats
sas, to show the nature of these replies.
are going to make a million. Well, there isn't going to be any
melon. It's not in the wood."
"I was the attorney of record," said the Senator. "Was I to
The Senator turned to a little M. P. T. 0. A. history. He
abandon these clients?" (referring to New York City exhibitor
cases on the court dockets this week). "After Cohen sent me
told how Charles L. O'Reilly and Sam Berman had worked
for Sydney Cohen's election at Cleveland. "Where were True
that dishonorable discharge, did he call me up and say, 'Send me
the papers,
I wantbecame
to getofanother
lawyer?'DidNo.
Did Fay
and Fay then?" the Senator demanded. "They weren't around
True
care what
those cases?
iMoeller
care?and
when the hard work of organization was being done. But
"Where's the old slogan — 'An Injury to One Is the Concern
when a melon is to be cut, they're on hand. Both of them
of All'?— The hell it is."
haven't got any interest in the M. P. T. 0. A. except as they
Senator
Walker stated that he had sent telegrams to Cohen
can cash in on it."
and Fay and True, asking them whether they wanted him to
By actual count the Senator had been working twenty-six
months for the organization; he had been paid for fifteen.
continue with the court cases, but they didn't answer.
The question of a contract had never come up until the trip
"But your discharged attorneys were right on the job — this
he made to Milwaukee with Mr. Cohen.
morning — in court!" he shouted, and there was tremendous
Certain exhibitors wanted the Senator to renew the attack
applause. "If Walker had been unprofessional, those clients
on Famous Players. He refused. The case was closed. This
wouldn't
have had
He reviewed
his any
workdefense."
in connection with licenses and the
incident caused the Senator to decide he wanted a contract. He
Bureau
of
Standards
and Appeals.
broached the matter to Mr. Cohen on the train coming home,
The Senator then read a copy of one of the telegrams sent
and referred to the exhibitors' attempt to make him renew
the attack on Famous to prove he was on the level in the First
out from National Headquarters denouncing him. This teleNational case.
gram is printed elsewhere in this issue.
What Cohen Thinks of Exhibitors
Finally he came to his summing up. "Now I'm going away,"
he declared. "It is a very unhappy moment for me. I have
The Senator quoted Mr. Cohen as saying, with reference to
loved working for you. I came to you clean. I'm going to leave
these exhibitors: "Don't pay any attention to those cooties.
you clean. I can't live in an atmosphere of intrigue, hypocrisy
I'm the organization."
and deceit. I can't live with and work under a man who is a
mental defective and a hypocrite. If you want me to leave my
The Senator then said he told Mr. Cohen: "That makes it
worse. Now I've got to have a contract."
self-respect on the floor of this room, I'll stay, but if you want _
With stinging irony. Senator Walker showed how Mr. Cohen
me to be a decent citizen I've got to go. I wish you the best in
had made numerous professions of friendship for him. He
the world.
"You can't make a mat and write Walker's name on it. You
went
to the Senator's
within Messrs.
Berman
andwith
Fay the
on
one occasion,
and, withoffice
tears
his eyes,
pleaded
can't
feed me with ingratitude. For the last time I raise my
Senator to remain with the organization. The Senator said:
voice here. I hate to do it, but I must make a choice. And I
have decided to keep my manhood. Good-by and God bless
"All I want is to be let alone. I'm through." He quoted Mr.
Cohen as replying tearfully: "If you're through, so am I. I'll
A tremendous demonstration of protest broke out as the
never stay in this business unless you do."
"That's the man who inspired these newspaper attacks against
Senator started to leave the room. Several T. 0. C. C. membei-s
me. I say the statement printed here (holding up the copy of
blocked his path and he was restrained. Then followed the
the New York Times) must have been written by a mental depassage of the vote of confidence as told above, with the_ crowd
fective. Mr. Cohen gets Moeller, his man Friday, to publish this
all but carrying Walker on its shoulders as he made his way
slowly out of the hotel.
statement all over the world."
you!"
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THE publishers of theg United
States, at a gatherin which
filled the grand ballroom of
the Commodore Hotel in New York
on the evening of Wednesday, April
26, tendered a dinner to Will H.
Hays, former postmaster-general
and now president of the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors'
Association of America.
Several times in the course of the
evening the statement was made
that it was the most representative
assemblage of publishers ever gathered under one roof. Not only were
there the publishers of the great
dailies of the United States, but also
the publishers of the magazines and
the business press.
The diners were honored by a
telegram from President Harding
testifying to his appreciation of the
qualities of the guest of honor and,
near the close of the evening, by a
visit and an address by Marshal
Joffre, who through all the early
years of the Great War commanded
the hosts of France.
Practically all of the speakers
made reference in one form or another to the motion picture and its
problems and its opportunities as
well as more intimate allusion to the
guest of honor. Those who addressed the diners were Dr. Hubert
0. Work, postmaster-general; Martin B. Madden of Illinois, chairman
of the House Committee on Appropriations; Francis H. Sisson, vicepresident of the Guarantee Trust
Company; Louis Wiley, business
manager of the New York Times;
S. S. McClure of magazine fame ;
Arthur Brisbane, Mr. Hays and
Marshal Joffre.
Listening to the many fine things
said about the guest of honor were
representatives of the producers
and distributors. Among these were
Adolph Zukor, Carl Laemmle, Marcus Loew, Earle W. Hammons, Robert H. Cochrane, Jesse Lasky, Samuel Goldwyn, Lewis J. Selznick,
Thomas H. Ince, John M. Quinn,
William E. Atkinson and Earl Hudson.
Greetings From Home
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Arthur J. Baldwin was toastmaster. He started the speaking promntly at 9 o'clock, and it was after 11.30
when Marshal Joffre finished his address. During the dinner the New
York Letter Carriers' Band, a large

Honor

by

United

at

Notable

Publishers
States

and splendid organization, entertained the diners.
Mr. Baldwin announced that of
the many messages of congratulation and of appreciation for the
work of the guest of honor he would
read only a few. The first of these
was from the Mayor of Sullivan,
Ind., Mr. Hays' home town, and the
second was from Henry H. Wilson
of the Sherman Theatre of Sullivan.
Among the striking utterances in
an evening filled with them was this
remark of Congressman Madden :
"Ever man with whom I have talked
is proud that Hays issued the order
against the Arbuckle pictures, and
they will not be satisfied that Arplaced
on probation."
And buckle
thisonly be
from
Arthur
Brisbane :
"Censorship always menaces

the

idea."I was told there was to be
new
"When
a dinner in honor of Will Hays I
wondered what was coming off," remarked Congressman Madden in
opening, and then quickly added:
"But I am happy to be present to do
honor to a real man." Mr. Madden
reviewed the career of Mr. Hays.
He told how the Republicans were
"at odds and broken in two and
found in this little man the one to
bring the two contending forces together, a man who became the genius of the nation, so active that
everybody had to get out of his way
or be run over. He brought about
most remarkable results. He accepted the Postmaster Generalship
and achieved equally great results.
Entitled to Confidence
"Mr. Hays served notice on the
American people that he was going
to humanize the post office, with its
326,000 men and women. He will
put spirit and intelligence and integrity and morality into the movies.
Every man with whom I have talked
is proud that Hays issued the order
against the Arbuckle pictures, and
they will not be satisfied that Arbuckle only be placed on probation.
"Men like Hays have made the
word America and the American
name respected all over the land, and
so men like Hays can help to perpetuate and conserve American institutions and hand them down to
be revered and respected ; men like
Hays are entitled to the earliest and
sincerest confidence of the American
people.
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"Hays has entered upon a new
mission for better things, and to the
extent that he can help to guide it
America will be a better nation than
it has
before."
Mr. ever
Sissonbeen
declared
he was proud
to be Mr. Hays' banker. He quoted
an live
expression
— "not
to
and let of
liveMr.
but Hays'
to live
and
"It is a big feat for the publishers
and the
motion picture producers to
help live."
sit side by side in this room tonight
to pay tribute to the man who can
do so much to l)ring light to a darkened world," said
Sisson.
feel confident
that Mr.
in this
man "We
who
has been in such close touch with
the soil, the soil of Sullivan, Ind.,
and the people who spring from the
soil, we have made a. wise choice and
that he will do something helpful
not only to the motion picture men
but to the public at large.
"I feel confident that when the
time comes to write the follies of
1922 the work of Mr. Hays in the
motion picture industry will not be
numbered among them."
Defines Freedom of Speech
"In this new field that has honored itself by taking Mr. Hays we
are at the dawn," said Mr. McClure,
"we are the beginning of this great
invention. It is a matter of most
profound interest and importance
that this great step has been taken
by this great and important industry, an industry closely allied with
the one in which we are all enMr. Brisbane plunged right into
the question of freedom of speech.
"Freedom of speech does not mean
merely uttering words that occur to
gaged."
you,"
he said. "It means freedom
to express your ideas and beliefs.
In that way motion pictures express
speech just as much as does the
young lady who is writing down
what I say without looking at her
machine.
"The real newspaper man knows
he has only one task, and that is to
tell about things he has seen for the
benefit of those who have not seen
them. The motion picture does
away with telling about it — it actually makes you see it.
"Censorship always menaces the
The speaker described how John
new
Miltonidea."
had written a book without
showing it to the censors of his time
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and brought about the ending of the
censorship in England of the printed
word. "It does not mean that men
shall debauch public morals by
printing what is harmful, indecent
or demoralizing," continued the
speaker. "All men shall be held responsible for their deeds — they can
be and they are. If they transgress
they can be put in jail.
"Because your idea is new there
is no reason for picking it out and
saying you are set apart, you are an
object of suspicion, and we are not
going to allow you the privilege of
printing it first and answering afterward.
"The people, after all, are the
final judges in the United States,"
said
settledMr.thatBrisbane.
in 1776. "I think they
"The fact that the motion picture
men have chosen Hays indicates
what they want to do. They could
very easily have selected a man who
would do what they wanted him to
do. Instead they have picked out a
man who is certain to do only what
he thinks is right. The newspapers
still have power, but the motion pictures are crowding them."
"Mr. Hays has entered the publishing field," said the toastmaster
in introducing Mr. Hays. "He is
going to have a circulation which
will make even the Evening Journal
sit up and take notice." Laughter
followed this sally at the paper
edited by the previous speaker.
Guest of Honor Responds
The guest of honor was greeted
with prolonged applause. It was
some little time before he spoke.
"My friends, I know you will bear
with me," he said. "It would be
very unfair to myself if I didn't express the gratitude and appreciation
that I feel at this time. I find myself entirely unable to do that now.
I have a feeling that makes me want
to go away alone and thank God
that there is in this world the thing
called friendship. My own thorough and complete appreciation of
my own unworthiness does not lessen the degree of my appreciation.
"To the publishers of America I
would come, for the motion picture
industry, as one approaches an older
brother. The motion picture is essentially, of course, a source of
amusement, the principal amusement of a great majority and the
sole amusement of millions, and as
such its importance is measured only
by the imperative necessity of entertainment for our people. In this
your concern is constant.
"You, who are the custodians of
the printed word in America, have
arrived at your present position of
stability as the fruit of six centuries
of development.
"We, in contrast with you, have
nothing from the past. We must
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make
these
who
still

all these things and achieve all
things for ourselves. The men
first took up this new thing are
alive. The pioneers of our institution are the men who are still
in the business. We in the motion
picture industry are at this moment
in the very midst of achieving those
standards of our relation to each
other and to the public and in our
responsibilities to the world. And
it is exactly for the purpose of aiding in the arrival of those standards
that our association, the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of
America, has been organized.
One Billion Turnover
"Now, at the end of a period of
incredibly compressed physical, mechanical, financial and artistic development, these men find themselves
not only the responsible leaders and
custodians of one of the greatest industries of the world, with limitless
commercial possibilities and perhaps more income than all the public
utilities of the country combined,
with a total investment in real
estate, studios, equipment and
properties of over $500,000,000,
with possibly over 50,000 people
constantly employed and $50,000,000 paid anuually in salaries and
wages, with $800,000,000 paid annually for admissions and possibly
$200,000,000 spent annually in production with an annual turnover in
the business of $1,000,000,000— not
only are they the leaders and custodians of such an industry but also
they find themselves the responsible
leaders and custodians of an instrument and means of an entirely immeasurable usefulness in educational and moral infiuence.

"There are, of course, certain
common standards so indisputable in
their appeal to the common sense of
right, so universally accepted as the
highest standards of taste, art and
morals that to promote them is emphatically our duty.
"I remember very well the definite
advance in public standards of taste
and comfort that was achieved in
this country through means of ordinary photographs of better homes.
This education of the public, this
indirect implanting of standards of
taste and morals and art in the public mind is inherent in the motion
pictures. We cannot avoid it if we
would. Since the nature of our business makes it inevitable that we
shall portray some standards, the
duty involved in our relation to the
public makes it incumbent to hold up
the best.
"And above all, perhaps, is our
duty to the youth. We must have
toward that sacred thing, the mind
of a child, toward that clean and
virgin thing, that unmarked slate —
we must have toward that the same
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sense of responsibility, that same
care about the impressions made
upon it, that the best teacher or the
best clergyman, the most inspired
teacher of youth, would have.
The Significance of Unity
"I wonder if you just realize what
it means for these men who pioneered in this industry, who had the
vision, initiative, industry and
nerve, if you will, to have made this,
thing what it is in twenty years — I
wonder if you realize what it means
for the general good for these men
now to unite and make it their first
business to do everything in their
power to reach the highest possible
moral and artistic standards of motion pictures? I do not know what
can be accomplished. A man is safe
if he knows when he does not know.
What I do not know about this industry would fill the Encyclopedia
Britannica, but I am going to work
very hard to learn it, and I do know
that there exists the most honest and
earnest purpose.
"Most certainly I will not be put
in the attitude of being a judge of
the morals of those who are in the
industry. There has been much,
loose talk on that subject and the
fact is that the morals of the thousands and thousands in this industry are just as good as those in any
other.
"The people of this country are
against censorship fundamentally,
against censorship of press, of pulpit and of pictures. Just as certainly is this country against wrongdoing and the demand for censorship
will fail when the reason for the demand is removed.
Industry Accepts Challenge
"Those in the industry do not
underestimate the responsibility nor
would we shirk it. I promise that
this agency for the distribution of
information and thought, this
agency for the amusement of the
millions and for the inevitable inculcation of standards of taste in
art and conduct — I promise that this
agency shall measure up to its opportunity and its responsibility.
"I would repeat that the motion
picture industry accepts the challenge in the demand of the American public for a higher quality of
art and interest in its entertainment.
"We accept the challenge in the
righteous demand of the American
mother that the entertainment and
amusement of that youth be worthy
of their value as the most potent factor in the country's future.
"We accept our full responsibility. It is a service, a service which
commands the very best from all
and I have great faith in its fulfill-
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All the Industry Co-operating Under Hays' Direction
—Committee Announces List of Activities and SubCommittees to Put Over Big Popularity Contest

NEVER before in the history of
motion pictures have the various elements of the industry lined up so swiftly, so enthusiastically and so completely as they
have done at the call of Will H.
Hays to support the Official Popularity Contest to raise funds for the
Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor of New York
City.
Notoriously generous as the picture people have always shown
themselves to be on behalf of other
drives for charity, patriotic as they
have always been in giving time,
money and services to the Liberty
Loan, Red Cross and other national
drives, all past performances are
going by the board when compared
with the preparations for this great
charity drive for New York City.
The call of this association, with its
history of three-quarters of a century of unfailing devotion to the
poor and sick of the metropolis, is
being answered by stars, producers,
exhibitors, distributors, salesmen,
scenario writers, authors, advertising and publicity men, personally
and through their several organizations, in 100 per cent fashion.
Exhibitors Give Big Aid
The leaders and workers of the
Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor realized at the
time they made their request for
help that it would involve great sacrifice on the part of the industry,
but in the name of charity, and in
view of their own unselfish and untiring efforts, they felt entirely justified. But no one outside the industry and unfamiliar with its present
situation and its constant demands
upon every individual in it can fully
realize what it means to delay production, to hold up an entire company for three weeks and the risk
and loss incurred in the sending of
stars from the California studios to
New York ; the delay and confusion
that results from drafting the active
heads of the advertising and pub-

licity departments, and the added
burdens placed on the other members of the various organizations
just at a time when plans for fall
campaigns, on which the work of
an entire year depends, mean to the
picture companies.
• Only those inside the industry
know what a sacrifice is being made
by the exhibitors in permitting the
selling activities in their theatres.
But all these sacrifices are being
cheerfully and whole-h e a r t e d 1 y
made for the sake of the poor and
the sick, for whom no sacrifice is
too great. In addition, the men who
are guiding the destiny of the industry realize the opportunity that the
drive presents to counteract the
harmful and unjust criticism that
recent unfortunate events and paid
activities of professional reformers
have aroused against it in the minds
of thousands of sincere people who
allow others to do their thinking
for them.
After two weeks of hard preliminary work, mainly devoted to plan-

ning and deciding on the many
phases of co-operation betweerj the
committees of the Association for
Improving the Condition of the
Poor and the picture companies,
work in which hundreds of people
are engaged in each organization,
the Official Motion Picture Popularity Contest will officially get under way on Saturday night with a
huge midnight show, at which nominations of the stars will be made
by their admireijs. On the following Monday the actual selling of
tickets will start in theatre lobbies,
department stores, on the streets, at
public meetings and in City Hall
Park, the steps of the Sub-Treasury
Building and many other strategic
points. Every day of the contest
will have its dominant and interesting feature, all of them designed
either to stimulate interest and inform the people of the nature of the
contest or to sell votes directly.
On the suggestion of Mr. Hays,
who is the chairman of the Motion
Picture Committee, each company
assigned one man and som.e twomen to devote their entire time to
the actual work of the drive. This

Caroline Rest, where tenement mothers convalesce after child-birth. One of the
A. I. C. P. summer homes. Photographed in the News Weekly of International
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group of men formed itself into a
Motion Picture Producers' Operating Committee. Vivian M. Moses
of Fox was elected chairman and
Paul Gulick of Universal, vicechairman. The personnel of the
committee is as follows :
Motion Picture Producers' Operating Committee — Vivian M. Moses,
Fox Film, chairman ; Horace Judge,
First National, secretary; Theodore
Mitchell, D. W. Griffith ; A. Hedley,
Vitagraph; Paul Lazarus, United
Artists; Charles E. McCarthy, ParamountP.
; A. Parsons, Pathe ; Paul
Gulick, Universal ; Randall White,
Selznick ; Jack Meador, Metro ;
Howard Dietz, Goldwyn; Nils
Granlund, Marcus Loew ; Frank A.
Tierney, Fox Film; Victor J. Shapiro, Pathe ; J. W. O'Mahoney, Educational; Walter Moore, Minor
Lithograph Co. ; Earl Gulick, Poster Advertising Co. ; Victor Watson,
Hearst Newspapers, New York
American; R. H. Fulton, Poster
Advertising Co. ; J. M. Loughborough, First National ; W. N. Nijey,
Hotel Astor; Tom North, Hotel
Embassy.
This General Committee has been
divided into a Plans Committee, a
Finance Committee, a Theatre Committee, Personal Appearances Committee, Lithograph Committee,
Pbsting Committee, Publicity Committee, Ball Committee, Printed
Matter Committee, Parade Committee, Stunts Committee, Midnight
Show Committee, Slides Committee,
Public Meetings Committee, and
Assignments Committee. Between
the work of the A. L C. P. committees, under the chairmanship of
Mrs. Courtlandt D. Barnes, and the
Operating Committee a i>erfect liaison has been provided in the person
of Frank Tierney.
Exhibitor co-operation was assured, as noted last week, by the
Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce of New York and the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
New York State, of which Charles
L. O'Reilly is president. In a letter
to the A. L C. P., the Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce stated
as follows :
■'Association for Improving the
Condition of the Poor,
"New York City.
"Gentlemen : We have been advised of the drive for your charity
with which the motion picture industry is co-operating by its popularity contest for the King and
Queen of the Movies, and that the
news reels of our industry are to
make pictures of your activities and
carry explanatory titles relative to
the drive, which is to take place
from April 29 to May 10, 1922.
"On behalf of the membership
of the Theatre Owners' Chamber of
Commerce, I am instructed to ad-
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vise you that your work and this
drive has our unqualified indorsement, and that we individually and
collectively will give you the fullest
measure of co-operation to make
this drive for this worthy cause a
huge success.
"Cordially and sincerely yours,
. "Theatre Owners' Chamber
OF Commerce,
"A. A. Moross, Secretary."
The news reels are co-operating
and will co-operate throughout the
drive. The Wednesday release of
each news reel this week carried an
exclusive shot showing some particular activity of the A. I. C. P.
Pathe News covered the Caroline
Home for Convalescent Mothers in
Hartsdale. Selznick covered the
Clinic for the Poor at the Association Building, Madison Avenue and
Twenty-third Street. Fox News
covered the activities of the Toy
Shop, where old men and women are
given useful and easy employment.
International covered the Tuberculosis Hospital in the Bronx, the only
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apartment hospital in the world, and
Kinograms covered a staged outing
of three hundred kiddies from the
poorer parts of the city to the Sea
Breeze Summer Camp on Staten
Island, which will open for the summer in a short time.
On Monday, J. P. Fuller gave a
luncheon at the Cafe Boulevard on
behalf of the committee to the daily
newspaper men who cover theatrical assignments. This meeting was
for the purpose of creating the
proper channel for taking advantage of the newspaper co-operation
offered by every publisher in New
York City to Cornelius N. Bliss, Jr.,
president of the 1. A. C. P. On
Wednesday there was a luncheon at
the Woodstock, given by the screen
writers and film editors of the companies in New York to the women
writers on New York newspapers.
Next week's activities are already
planned, and all that is needed by
the committee at its new offices on
the second floor of the Loew Theatre Building is more volunteer
workers.
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Hollywood

of "American Magazine,'^ Famous Humorist
Superstitions About
the Picture Colony

ADE, who recently
RGE
GEOspent
two months in Hollywood writing a motion picture
story. Our Leading Citizen, for
Thomas Meighan, Paramount star,
has written an article for the May
number of The American Magazine
under the title: "Answering WildEyed Questions About the Movie
Stars at Hollywood." In it he
makes the following comments:
"The public has heard all about
the feather-heads and the fools ; but
it gets little information regarding
the hundreds of thousands of levelheaded and sensible people connected with the picture industry
who have their own homes and who
lead average and normal lives of respectable citizens.
"There is a certain type of female
writer, with an intellect closely resembling an electric fan under full
headway, who has written about all
the male actors in Hollywood as if
they were inmates of a he-harem.
"Either one of the Farnum boys,
'Doug' Fairbanks or Tom Meighan
or 'Tom' Mix or 'Bill' Hart could
probably give Dempsey an argument. Why should they be represented to the public as Persian kittens tied up with pink ribbons?
"I talked with many of the wise
men of Hollywood and no highbrow
critic or finicky censor is any more

anxious than they are to give to the
public photoplays written by the
best English authors, directed by the
best intelligence and artistic sense
to be found on the market, acted by
the most capable players and
cleansed of every feature which
might be objectionable to mother
and the girls.
"The barroom intelligence and the
cheap sex problems and the wholesale murders are in a fair way to be
minimized.
"Here is the whole trouble: A
picture house is a picture house.
'The same reels that are shown in a
$4,000,000 theatre seating 5000 persons must later be exhibited in the
logging camps, in the coal mining
towns and even in the slum districts.
It costs from $150,000 to $500,000
to produce a picture play good
enough to please the public to-day.
The exhibitors cannot get their
money back by showing the picture
in a few high-class theatres in a
few large cities.
"If you could put a roof over the
whole lower end of Southern California you would have a Billy Sunday tabernacle.
"The general average of morality
between Santa Barbara and San
Diego is about what one might expect to find at r. Wednesday evening
prayer meeting in Bethlehem, Pa."
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to

William
By GEORGE

rJT^ HE testimonial dinner at the
Ritz-Carlton, New York, on
the evening of April 20, to
William Brandt, retiring president
of the Theatre Owners' Chamber of
Commerce, was notable for further
progress in the campaign of "Confidence and Co-operation" between
the exhibitor and the producer and
distributor.
It marked the second occasion on
which Will Hays, president of the
producers' and distributors' organization, and Senator James J. Walker, counsel for the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, publicly had clasped hands and pledged
themselves to do everything possible in bringing together representatives of the principal divisions of
the industry in a harmonious solution of existing problems.
It was highly fitting that these
things should happen at a dinner in
honor of Mr. Brandt, as it was
through his initiative these two
spokesmen for their respective divisions had first publicly come together and laid a foundation for
an understanding. Reference is
here made, of course, to the recent
luncheon of the Chamber of Commerce, on which occasion Mr. Hays
sounded the slogan of "Confidence
and Co-operation," the same occasion as that on which he declared,
"There are no yesterdays in this
industry."
Altogether it was a great night
— and a busy one. The chief topics
of conversation among the several
hundred present were the coming
convention of the theatre owners
in Washington and the identity of
the man who would be chosen by
the delegates to lead the exhibitors
for the coming year. The doubt in
the minds of the partisans of James
J. Walker as to his possible acceptance of an election was removed,
however, by the words of the Senator in responding to the presentation, on behalf of the Chamber of
Commerce, of a gold cigarette case.
The Senator had been deeply moved as
well as surprised by the gift. It had
fallen to him to make the presentation
addresses in the bestowing of tokens to
several former officers of the Chamber of
Commerce — a gold cigarette case to William A. Landau, retiring vice-president and incoming president; a gold
platinum watch to Charles Goldreyer, retiring second vice-president; the same
present to S. G. Bock, retiring treasurer.
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and to Samuel Sonin, retiring sergeant-atarms. Mr. Brandt had been acknowledging the gift of a Gorham sterling silver
tea service when suddenly he summoned
Senator Walker "to the bar" and tendered
him the token of the affection of the members of the Chamber of Commerce.
As Mr. Brandt ceased talking there
were calls for a speech. The Senator was
very quiet. "I don't want to make a
speech," he said, after a pause. "I want
to cry." The Senator finally found his
tongue and spoke for several minutes.
"I am a little bit sentimental to-night,"
he said in conclusion. "I may not be another time, but I am to-night. I probably
can snap out of it, but for the moment it
is on me. Let me say to you I love this
business. My heart and soul are in it —
and the men in it can do with me as they
The speakers included President Cohen
of the National Theatre Owners, Mr.
Hays,
will." Senator Walker, Mr. Brandt and
Adolph Zukor. All these received hearty
welcomes when they were called upon.
Mr. Zukor was not on the program for a
talk, but he was spied by the toastmaster
among those "out front," and at the ctose
of the evening was asked to say a few
words. "So I feel I can speak for the producers," said Mr. Zukor, in concluding,
"that^ they are going to meet you half
way, and more than half way perhaps,
that we may bring about in our business
not only the success for which we are all
fighting but a situation in which we may
allBesides
live happily
alongsideother
each producers
other."
Mr. Zukor,
noted among the diners were Marcus
Loew and Lewis J. Selznick. The speaking closed at midnight, when the party adjourned to the lower floor. Here, during
a pause in the dancing, the new officers
of the Chamber of Commerce were installed by President Cohen of the national
organization.
Bernard Edelhertz was drafted at the
eleventh hour to serve as toastmaster. It
was a happy selection. Mr. Edelhertz
was the recipient of many congratulations
for his felicitous if extemporaneou!* supervision and direction of the evening's
program.
"This is essentially the party of Billy
Brandt," said Mr. Edelhertz as he took
the chair, "and the only thought I desire
to put out about Billy Brandt to-night is
not to go into any eulogy of what he has
achieved for the Theatre Ovimers' Chamber of Commerce. When it comes to that,
I feel what he has done is something that
stands, and neither I nor anyone else can
add to it or take from it.
Brandt's Unbounded Energy
"It was his unbounded energy that
brought about a great many things with
which the industry was not familiar when
he first organized the Chamber of Commerce, and it was his dynamic personality

that made the Theatre Owners' Chamber
of Commerce what it is to-day: one of the
strongest organizations of exhibitors in
the United States.
"What I want to say about Billy tonight is that he is a real pal, and that is
one of the elements of leadership. What
makes him a leader is his faculty for
making friends, his capacity for developing and keeping them."
"The time is here for the naming of
permanent committees by producers, distributors and theatre owners to constitute
a tribunal for the adjustment of all differences v/ithin the industry on an equitable basis," Mr. Cohen read from a prepared statement, "and also co-ordinate
the energies of all branches of the industry in presenting a solid front to meet
outside attacks and the advancement of
the general welfare of the business. This
joint committee can protect the entire industry, advance it to the front rank in
public utility and develop lines of activity
which will bring to the motion picture
screen added dignity and importance.
"We are always for constructive efficient co-operation which will tend to effect
a necessary reduction in film rentals, an
equitable and uniform contract, setting
aside of discrimination of all kinds and
industry.
the remedying of other abuses within the
"I want to say that the time has come,"
said Mr. Cohen as he finished reading,
"for all branches of this industry to get
closer together and help to widen our
clientele, and the Theatre Owners are
only too happy to co-operate with the
other branches.
"Mr. Brandt, I want to tender you my
congratulations. I trust you will remain
active in the organization's woi'k and I
hope that the highest honors will come to
you, and soon. Mr. Landau, I am only
too glad to be called on to continue to aid
you in a work which the Theatre Owners
look on with respect and admiration, and
I hope you will continue the splendid
work done by your predecessor."
Mr. Hays, in opening, extended his
felicitations to the guest of the evening,
to the leaders of the exhibitors and "to
all of you exhibitors, the theatre owners
who make up this association and who
will have so much to do if we arrive at success in the end of this enterprise."
A Triumphant Cause
"I sometimes think if we had more real
occasions of real friendship," continued
the speaker after quoting a bit of poetry
on "friendship," "we would find a little
less trouble and a lot more happiness. I
am glad to participate in any occasion
like this, especially glad to participate
in this occasion, which must be auspicious-,
for the work we have got ahead."
After referring to the recent luncheon
of the Chamber of Commerce and the
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directors' dinner at the Astor, Mr. Hays
continued: "I said the other day I thought
we had a cause with a capital C. I know
if ever I am useful, if ever, it is when
I have a cause. When I changed my
whole course of life, which I did when I
joined you, I felt I was assisting in a
cause. Now I know I am in a cause, and
I know it is a right cause and know it
will be a triumphant cause.
"I reiterate I cannot think of that too
much," said Mr. Hays in referring to the
two C's, "and none of you can. What
we need in the entire solution of the
problems of the motion picture industry
are confidence and co-operation. (Applause.) Confidence among the producers
and distributors with each other, in each
other, and co-operation with each other,
and perhaps there has not been much of
that in the past. Confidence and cooperation between the producers and distributors on the one hand and the Theatre
Owners on the other, confidence and cooperation with each other, and that will
bring about an interchange of methods,
and that will bring mutual appreciation. It
must and will. And then, with confidence
and co-operation between the producers
and distributors and the exhibitors we
will have a coalesced industry, and until
we get that how can we deserve and
gain the confidence and co-operation of the
public ?
Character and Courage
"In addition to these suggestions I
think of another that- 1 would add to them:
If we have this confidence and co-operation which will make us into one great
industry then with confidence and cooperation will come character. No man
can succeed without it and no industry
can succeed without it. And then with
character will come one other thing —
courage.
"It is my most earnest wish that you
make your organization one of the strongest, most virile kind, and that you will sit
down with us in this organization. Then
nothing can stop the advance of this industry.
"When we get that kind of organization
they will quit kicking this industry around.
They will be building monuments pretty
soon for the men who have the initiative
to go out against all odds and make this
perhaps the first of a half-dozen industries in this country.
"I want to take occasion to pay my
felicitations to some of the men in my
organization who are here. I wish every
exhibitor in the country could hear how
you and you and you (pointing to Messrs.
Zukor, Loew and Selznick) talk in our
meeting's and witness the sincerity that
Diiarks those gatherings and see for yourselves how it is proposed to carry out
our declared purposes.
"I am very proud to be associated with
you in this work. We cannot be too earnest in it. And there are no yesterdays
in this industry. I want to repeat that.
"It doesn't make any diff'erence about
past acrimonies. With the right kind of
conduct we are certain to succeed — we
can all go ahead down the road to certain
success."
The toastmaster then introduced Senator Walker as the "General Hays of the
exhibitors," as a man "willing to stay
up Asnights
for them arose
if necessary."
the Senator
he was greeted
with applause. The band played "For
he's a jolly good fellow," and the applause
broke out again. "I don't mind saying to
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you that I came here for a party," began
the Senator, amid laughter which indicated the diners were with him; "to permit the nation to run along on its even
course and just sit down with the boys
and girls and say 'Let it go.' That is my
idea of to-night. I came here for a party
and
hands.nobody is going to take it off" my
Walker Likes Big Men
"He is going to do a world of good to
the motion picture industry," the Senator
went on, referring to Mr. Hays. "Thank
God they have taken him out of Republican politics. You remember how a year
ago last November he spoiled the show.
You know I was one of the fellows that
had thought we had a chance.
"I just like big men. I don't care how
high they measure or I don't care what
they weigh so long as they weigh more
above the chin than below it. David was
a bantam when he licked Goliatli.
"The motion picture exhibitors have
many
It has
become claims
more upon
or lessmy a aff'ection.
disease with
me.
I think of them continually, because they
have had a great cause in any controversy. Time and time again they have
been up against what appeared to be insurmountable obstacles.
"What's all the fuss about? Really, I
believe there is no fuss. There was.
There was a necessity for creating a great
organization and that has been accomplished, and with that necessity satisfied
there is nothing left but general welfare.
"Great work, tiresome work, was accomplished, and no one is entitled to more
credit for that than the distinguished
president of the Theatre Ovraers, Sydney
S. Qohen. It is true we had to travel down
dale and up hill to make the exhibitor
know that he was sick before he would
accept a prescription. That was long before Doctor Hays was adopted — it's a
pityhadthat
he done
wasn'tandadopted
but
it
to be
it was sooner
done. — The
exhibitors had to be made to understand
the necessity for insurance and protection.
"When we went out through the country
to tell the exhibitors their only protection
lay in organization it is true we picked
out what I have since learned to believe
a great fellow, the president of a very
distinguished motion picture producing
company. Lest I may be considered a
flatterer — something I hate — let me say
that little fellow turned out to be one of
the gamest men I ever knew in all my
born days.
Aims Have Been Accomplished
"The organization's aim has been accomplished under very pleasant circumstances. He doesn't complain, so why
should we? The fellow throwing the apple should not complain if the target behind the tree does not. If he is willing
to be generous so let us be as a matter
of conscience. So the whole thing is settled. It's a great exhibitor organization.
A great satisfaction must come to Mr.
Cohen and those who assisted him.
"Along comes this great little big man
of the nation, this kingmaker in efficiency,
a man whose judgment and advice are
sought by his party throughout the country. If you will believe me there are
some wise birds in that party. He didn't
come into the motion picture business to
cheat, because there is too much competition. (Laughter.) He could have
gone into banking or law. He could have
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written his own ticket from Maine to
California.
"What I like about him is that he picked
out the one dog they were kicking around
to hold it to his breast — just to look the
world
the eye any
and longer
say 'You
can't Ikick
this dogin around
because
am
The toSenator
then made the presentagoing
tionshelp
referredit.'to" in the opening paragraphs. "You know I didn't always love
Billy Brandt," said the speaker addressing
the uteretiring
president.
to start with
a fellow"It's
on aa great
minor tribkey
and get around to the right key. I pronounce him one of the biggest men with
whom I have ever had the good fortune
to stand shoulder to shoulder. He is the
best and most generous man in a contest
that
I ever
"More
thanmet."
anything else that has happened here tonight," said Mr. Brandt
after expressing his appreciation of the
beautiful gift of his fellow exhibitors, "is
the fact that Sydney Cohen spoke of cooperation, that Will Hays spoke of cooperation, that Senator Walker spoke of
co-operation. Do you realize what that
means ? It means that practically the
entire industry is united in one solid unit.
We have what we set out to get — confidence and co-operation — because the
leaders of the industry have agreed on
that here tonight.
What Chamber Has Achieved
"If I may take the opportunity I desire
to say that the Theatre Owners' Chamber
of Commerce has demonstrated that confidence and co-operation can be an actual
fact and without friction right in the city
of New York. The Film Club, composed
of exchange managers, and the Chamber
of Commerce have had in operation since
December 24 a joint arbitration board.
This committee has actually tried and adjusted 752 cases.
"Of these 240 were brought by exhibitors and they recovered $46,000. The exchanges initiated 512 cases and the total
amount of money in issue was $256,000.
We have established a precedent that goes
to prove exhibitors and distributors can
work harmoniously through a joint national committee of the same calibre.
"I would be derelict in my appreciation
if I didn't say just a few words about a
man who is a pal of mine, a man upon
whom I have steadily leaned for support.
Many times his advice solved questions of
policy. I take this occasion for publicly
thanking Lou Blumenthal. There are
others too numerous to call by name, but
it was the support of men like these that
made the Theatre Owners respected from
one end of the country to another.
"As for Jimmy, I hope I can say to him
some day, 'Hello, Governor.' (Applause.)
Jimmy Walker can have anything I have
got. All the boys feel identically the
same way about Jimmy Walker. . So now
I call Jimmy Walker to the bar, as the
occasion would not be complete if he
did not take something away for a souvenir. Jimmy, the boys want you to think
of them the way they think of you. They
wish
you therealized
best inhowthe the
world."
"I never
giver has all
the best of it," said the Senator. "This
is a regular surprise. This is Billy's party
and he closes it with a gift to me. That's
not good
showmanship.
a limelight fellow.
This is a He's
very not
unexpected
and happy moment. I could not have
rambled through this thing tonight if I
had had the slightest hint as to what was
coming at the end."
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Anti-Censorship

Interesting Opinions
Presented
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Arguments

Against Inquisition of Motion

Pictures

in Fifth Installment of ISation^Wide Survey — Representative Citizens Condemn Methods Employed in Ohio

(Editor's Note. — The fifth instalment of anti-censorship opinions,
pointed this iveek, presents arguments of great value to exhibitors
who may he engaged in battle ivith
the reform element now or in the
future. These opinions, as already
announced, were gathered by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
and are published exclusively by Exhibitors Trade Review.)
Public Officials:
Do I believe that people are not fit
to judge for themselves? NO I do
not. I do not believe it is necessary
to amplify this point. If the American people had not been very good
judges of most things, right from
the start, from the beginning of history in this country, they would
never have been able to accomplish
the great things that have been done
in America. In the main, they have
judged for themselves and it is manifest that in the majority of cases
they judged extremely well. Their
mistakes are small compared with
their accomplishments. It would be
a deplorable thing if the ill-considered statements of the Ohio censor
were true. We know they are not.
It is an inspiring sight to stand
at the entrance of one of the great
motion picture theatres in this city
and witness the crowds of children
entering. The eagerness on their
young faces, alive to all new things,
keen for experience, is sometimes almost pathetic to the older person
who has seen many of his happy illusions swept away. We certainly
do want to see our children happy
and we want them to see healthful,
wholesome, inspiring motion picture
productions. We don't want them to
be brought too soon into contact
with the sordid side of life, hence
the need of some kind of censorship.
But let it be based upon reason, sanity, breadth of mind and view; let
us avoid the fanatical and let us not
go to extremes in denaturing pictures, even for the children. The
proper presentation of some of the
less happy phases of life may not be
amiss even when children are in the
audience, for seeing some of the pitfalls of life may serve as a warning
and keep them on the right road.
Don't carry the matter of censorship
too far. There are lessons for all
of us in the presentation of the
wrong side of the medal, if done

properly, and viewed in the right
light. The right kind of a picture,
even though it shows life as it really
is, does good; both old and young
are benefitted by it. — Judge Ehler,
Municipal Court, Chicago.
I must confess that I fail to see
the pressing necessity for censoring
motion pictures, when no effort is
being made to stem the tide of "daring," "striking" and down right indecent literature which is fiooding
the country just now. Take the list
of six best sellers published by one
of the biggest publishing houses in
the country a few weeks ago — there
isn't a book in the lot that doesn't
come under the heading of "sexstuff." Of course, I admit that there
are some good and worthy new books
being published — but they are by no
means in the majority.
The finest bit of literature this
country ever produced was the
Declaration of Independence, which
gave us equal rights — and censorship is an insult to that document —
it is unconstitutional, and should be
abolished. — E. W. Gaston, Jr., Mayor of Aiken, S. C.
Educators :
She may be right, but 75 per cent
will be determining their types of
pictures long after Mrs. Snow has
been pushed off her egotistical pedestal. Such high brows soon fail up.
— Prof. Robert J. Sprague of Amhest College, Amherst, Mass.
Newspapers:
"Censorship of motion pictures as
it is now functioning is a farce — a
huge joke," said Joseph Garretson,
managing editor of the Cincinnati
Times-Star. "It is beneficial to no
one except the censors, who, I assume, are getting paid for their efforts. All reformers get paid, or
quit
reformers."
Mr.being
Garretson
is concise, sharp
and to the point. He does not hesitate for words, and his ideas are
founded on experience gained by
years of dealing with the public —
in handing it what it wants.
"Censorship is political, not
idealistic," he continued. "We recognize pictures as one of the great
and important industries of the
country. . Their power as purveyors

of propaganda is undoubtedly the
greatest that has ever existed — that
they proved by the excellent work
they accomplished during the war
and are now doing for charitable organizations, social service work,
school and college work and so forth.
But they sprang into being over
night, became at once heady with
their own power, and every loafer
in the country who could wriggle
into the game in some manner
counted on making a lot of money
out of it. No one seemed to have any
ideals about it or to realize the
enormous possibilities for good that
it could be put to. Censorship is
only a part of the great game of
gouging the movies for all that they
will stand. Unscrupulous makers of
pictures are the cause of the present
trouble with censorship, and the
really sincere and honest producer
knows and deplores this, and, is, I
am confident, making every effort to
lift the industry to the dignified
level it should maintain.
"Not having heard Mrs. Snow
make the statement attributed to her
regarding the inability of 70 per
centbe ofexcused
the people
think, I'd like
to
from tocommenting
on
it. My opinion of her eliminating
all derogatory remarks about the
board of censors from films and news
reels is all right if she can get away
with it. I think she has the right
to do so as long as she has the power.
"The only idea I have at the moment for a better functioning censorship in this or any other State, is
that it should be done by a wiselychosen board, a large board, representative, as far as possible, of the
people, and that it should operate
identically in all states. There is too
much confusion, waste of money and
loss of power in handling such a
thing in each State separately.
Above all things, the board governing the selection of pictures for public consumption should be composed
of men and women of education,
ideals, sound moral principles and
good judgment. Censorship, most
certainly should not be in the despotic control of one person, or of
a small board. There is too much
chance for biased judgment, too little scope for liberal and satisfying
"The people are not fit to judge
for themselves. Statistics prove
results."
that
10 per cent are thinking per-
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sons. Fifteen per cent think part of
the time and 75 per cent never think
at all."
The foregoing statement is credited to Ohio's chief of the censor
board. One of the first signs of
tyranny is the expression of contempt for the masses. But in addition this censor is reported to have
forbidden on the screens of Ohio
any criticism of censorship in any
form. That is the second sign of
absolutism.
The story has ever been the same.
Arbitrary power breeds oppression.
Those who would criticize would
choke criticism of themselves. Besides, who can say who is qualified
to tell the rest of us what we shall
read, what we shall see, what we
shall say?
Are we to be a race leveled to the
mental sea level of possible mediocre
censors ? The good average common
sense of the race has served in the
past to carry us along fairly well.
There is no reason to lose faith in
it. — John H. Kelly, Editor, Sioux
City Tribune, Sioux City, la.
Ministers:
The law of the swing of the pendulum is as good to-day as it was a
hundred years ago. I find a gradual improvement in motion pictures,
dating from two years or more ago.
More and more, the beautiful things
are creeping into pictures and putting out the bad. The liberal use of
motion pictures in churches and
schools and the demand of the public, growing louder every day, for
finer and better pictures, will do
more to give us better pictures than
censorship could ever do.
Censorship, instead of being a
step upward for the motion picture
industry, is a step in the other direction— and should be stopped. —
Charles E. Jerould, D.D., St. John's
M. E. Church, Augusta, Ga.
Mrs. Snow's remarks and action
do not seem to me either tactful or
intelligent. Do you really think that
time is profitably spent in discussing
them? Whatever the need may be
America would not stand for such
an attitude. — Rev. Henry G. Ives,
Pastor of Unity Church, Amherst,
Mass.
All big business expects to have a
lot of mud slung at it — and it grows
and thrives and waxes strong, on
criticism, both kinds. But I do think
that motion pictures, one of the largest industries in America, has had
a little more than its fair share of
mud.
Just because a branch of a tree is
diseased, it is not the part of wis-
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dom to destroy the whole tree — one
removes the branch and doctors the
tree until it has recovered. Censorship, it seems to me, would destroy
the tree, root and branch. Municipal authorities are empowered to
stop any performance that does not
conform to the standards of decency
— and, besides, I don't think that
motion pictures are growing worse.
I think they are growing better and
better, and that censorship is a nagging, virulent disease that threatens the entire industry.
I am not in favor of Mrs. Snow's
attitude on criticism nor do I accept
her statement that we are unfit to
judge for ourselves "statistics" to
the contrary notwithstanding !—
C. W. Skinner, president. Bank of
Waynesboro, Waynesboro, Ga.
In relation to the screen censorship, Ihave seen several moving pictures, noted as passed by the National Board of Censors that utterly failed to measure up to my standard of morality, right living and
good citizenship; while numerous
other pictures passed in the same
way were either uplifting or harmless in their effect upon the average
patron of the movie.
I think that the tendency of both
exhibitors and the public is toward
cleaner and better film productions.
The tendency toward drastic action
in the control of the moving picture
business by state authorities, notably
in the State of Ohio, is to be deplored. There are two sides to this
question and the exhibitors should
have full opportunity to be heard in
the matter. — H. L. Bond, President
Jackson County State Bank, Lakefield, Minn, (vice-president, Groton
State Bank, Groton, S. D.; Okabena
State Bank, Okabena, Minn.).
So long as no censorship of the
spoken drama is in vogue I can see
no sense whatever in a censorship
of the films. You know and I know
that things are shown on the stage
that would not be tolerated for a
minute in the movies.
My personal opinion of movie censorship is that it is as much of an
insult to our intelligence as was the
Volstead act. The trouble with all
reformers is that they want to make
people good, but want to make them
good in their way. It has been the
same since the days of the Inquisition and I presume always will be.
There seems to be a certain class always with us that imagine they can
improve on the plans of the Almighty by passing laws to make people good, never seeming to realize
that we progress entirely through
the lessons our mistakes teach us ;
and that, eventually, each one must
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work out his own salvation. I am
against censorship of any kind, except that impcised by one's own conscience.
I realize, of course, that my opinion will cast about as much of a ripple on the ocean of public opinion as
would a needle dropped into the sea ;
but it is my opinion, and if it does
you or your work any good you are
surely welcome — C. E. Bole, President Calhoun County State Bank,
Manson, la.
"Mrs. Snow has a narrow outlook, so restricted that she is, seemingly, incapable of realizing that the
average persons thinks. The people do think and they think to a
purpose. This world is run along
common sense methods. An autocrat lacks the breadth of a constructive common sense viewpoint. Mrs.
Snow has proven herself an autocrat."— Mrs. Lily Johnson, newspaper and magazine writer, Sandusky, Ohio.
Bankers:
"Mrs. Snow's idiotic statement
and her high-handed action concerning criticism, in my estimation,
proves her absolute ignorance of
things in general and her unfitness
for
the position
she holds.
imagine
an enlightened
state Iofcan't
the
United States allowing that type of
woman to get such a strangle-hold
on the freedom and intelligence of
the citizens of that state.
"Had she ever traveled outside of
this country, she would realize the
utter absurdity of her position in
the matter — as I think she must,
since she 'puts over' that tyrannical
rule about criticism. Her one way
of bolstering up a shaky position is
by arrogantly forbidding criticism.
"Censorship of motion pictures is
a matter that should be left to the
individual manager of each theatre.
He knows his clientele. He makes
proper arrangements, if he is
worthy of the name of exhibitor, for
children's matinees and the like.
Unless he shows pictures that are
clean and wholesome and worthy,
he will find himself, in a very short
time, out of a job.
"The most direct way to kill bad
pictures and the necessity for censorship is to avoid the theatres
where the lurid and sensational pictures are being shown, and more
and more people are doing that.
Let alone, for six months or a year,
the censorship question would automatically adjust itself, but as long
as there are people like Mrs. Snow
I suppose that's out of the question."— Jacob Schrameck, Broker,
Member Jewish Progressive Club,
one of the most prominent Jewish
citizens in Augusta, Ga.
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Largest Operators^ Local in United States Set
Forth in Detail-First Ladies' Auxiliary Formed
of the success of the
MUCH
administration of the affairs
of the Moving Picture Machine Operators Local 306 is due to
the fact that the policy of its president, Samuel Kaplan, and the members:; of its Executive Board is not
one of "might" and in this respect
it strikes a novel note in the relations between the theatre owner and
his union employees.
As recorded in the last article on
the importance to the industry of
the work of the motion picture machine operator, or projectionist,
there are approximately 10,000
members of the craft, who are organized and affiliated with the
American Federation of Labor.
These men, among whom are numbered many of the most competent
projectionists employed by theatre
owners, are members of locals in
both the large and small cities
throughout the United States and
Canada.

aThe parent body, the Intern
tional Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees and Moving Picture Machine Operators, is rated as one of
the strongest arms of the American
Federation of Labor, and its officers, recruited to a man from the
ranks, are high in the councils of
the labor movement. The I. A., as
this executive body is known, acts
as a remarkable stabilizer, and renders important decisions for the
guidance of local bodies.
The largest I. A. local, from point
of membership and prestige, is
Local 306, which has jurisdiction
over Greater New York, and which
has a membership totaling approximately 900 men.
Samuel Kaplan, its president, is
now serving his fifth term as chief
executive officer, and his official
family is a very competent and progressive unit. During Kaplan's
regime important advancement has
been made toward satisfactory
working conditions for the men,
and in promotion of closer harmony
between union operators and the
exhibitors of the Greater New York
territory.
An interview with Mr. Kaplan
was sought to learn his views concerning the organized operator, and
his ideal as to their relationship to
their employers, the exhibitors.
believes that a labor
Kaplan

leader should be a strong personality, agenuine leader of men, pacific though determined, and advocates apolicy of idealism.
He has risen from the ranks entirely as a result of personal effort
and self-education. Like so many
men who have traveled this hard
road, Kaplan is tolerant and just.
These qualities account for his successful leadership of a band of men
representing virtually every race
and creed, and notwithstanding the
fact this mixed element is a positive
breeder of widely divergent opinions.
"I have devoted many years to
organization work," said Kaplan,
"and the advancement of the operator is my constant aim. Members
of Local No. 306 are constantly reminded of the necessity of improving the quality of their work, and
of their duty to their employers.
An educational campaign is in progress to the end that operators may
keep abreast of recent mechanical
devices. Strong-arm methods are
frowned down, and recently, for the
first time in union operator circles,
injunctive relief for breach of contract was sought and granted in
the Supreme Court.
"A ladies' auxiliary, composed of
the wives of Local No. 306 men, has
been formed. This auxiliary held
its first meeting on April 26, and it
is thought will prove a potent influence for good among the members.
"In cases of sickness or death
among the members of Local No.
306, the welfare work is prompt and
efficient. Though not a benevolent
organization, plans are in progress
to raise the death benefit by popular subscription of members to
$1,000, from $300, which amount in
the past has been paid to the family of a deceased member."
Kaplan's firm belief is that to improve the moral and domestic life
of the men is to improve their health
and working value, and he is at
work upon a plan which aims to secure for the men more time to be
spent in the home and in healthful
recreation. A plan will be evolved
that will work no hardship on employers.
"It is the working conditions in
the average house that must be
borne in mind," said Kaplan. "Not

':he oft-quoted statement of conditions that obtain in the *de luxe
houses.' While it is true the latter
houses employ more men who work
more comfortably and for shorter
hours, unfortunately these houses
are in the minority.
"The average job requires only
eight hours of actual duty, but even
where possible for the man to return home for supper there is no
time in this two-hour period for
family life. The average job requires that an operator go on duty
at one o'clock in the afternoon, or
before that time, to inspect film and
make ready for actual projection
work. Audiences are dismissed
about eleven o'clock at night, which
brings the operator home close to
midnight, after his wife or family
has gone to bed. If the operator
has children, they are at school
when he is at home in the morning,
and thus it is evident no opportunity remains for family or social
life.
"In my opinion this is not good
business for the operator, or, in fact,
for the exhibitor. The entire human law and order is reversed, and
I am seeking a remedy which will
send a man bright and cheerful to
his work in the booth, with a proper
background of healthful recreation
and normal family association.
When this plan is evolved and
placed in operation, everyone concerned will profit, not excepting the
audience, which will enjoy better
projection.
"Perhaps it will entail the sacrifice of money, but money is not
everything. To my mind humanity
still is, and always shall remain, an
important factor in our calculations.
"A great deal of development
work yet remains to be accomplished
among my men and among the exhibitors. We officers and members
of Local No. 306 Executive Board
are dealing, not with merchandise,
but with the ever-changing human
element. Sincere work, long continued, must bring good results. As
for myself, it is my life work. I
am devoted to it, not for gain, but
to leave a monument in that I have
advanced the cause and improved
the status of the moving picture
machine operator and have enhanced their value to their em-
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A David Smith Production, with an all-star east, from the famous play "Shaughraun," by Dion Boucicault.
Scenario by C. Graham Baker and Harry Dittmar.
For release through Vitagraph.
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Week

vious authority as to fidelity in detail, of
honest realism, going with the achievements and reputation of Robert J. Flaherty, its explorer-producer. The unique and
splendid human drama of it, Pathe declares,
everybody
sit up."
The compliment of"made
a special
showing
naturally
was
extended to the most famous of living polar
explorers, the discoverer of the South Pole
— Captain Roald Amundsen — who was in
New York busy with preparations for his
second "drift" across the North Polar sea.
The two explorers — "the greater and the
lesser one," as Mr. Flaherty expressed it —
compared notes of their personal observations. Yes, it was a true, a wonderful picture, the great explorer heartily agreed.
"Pathe," says Paul Brunet, "must concede to Mr. Flaherty the triumph not
merely of making a beautiful and realistic
picture, but one of compelling popular interest. While it rings true in every scene,
it has the gathering force of a consummate
human drama enhanced a hundred fold by
the fascinations of its novelty in scenes
and (Characterization, and in its spectacle
of a fragment of the human race cheerfully and contentedly waging its lifelong
battle with the most desolating forces of
Nature. No hardships more incredible to
civilized multitudes, no people — men, women and children — facing them so resolutely and exhibiting such skill in overcoming them. Pathe confidently expects
Nanook of the North to win the gratitude
of all motion picture patrons, and contribute an> invaluable example of the screen's
mission for public entertainment, for all

Acquires Picture Produced by Robert J. Flaherty, Leader
of Five Expeditions to North Hudson Bay Regions
It is promised that picture patrons
everywhere shortly will see a special feature of humian life, love and struggle that
is not only of absorbing popular interest
but unique in the history of motion picture art. This promise is made by Pathe
in announcing that it has acquired world
distribution rights of Nanook of the
North, said to be the only picture feature
ever photographed wholly in Arctic conditions and dealing from beginning to end
with the fascinating life-drama of native
characters — men, women and children —
whose existence has remained entirely independent of and oblivious to the forces
of civilization.
Nanook of the North was produced for
Revillon Freres by Robert J. Flaherty,
leader of five Sir William Mackenzie expeditions into North Hudson Bay regions.
The scientific record of Mr. Flaherty's explorations, including the discovery and
charting of the Belcher Islands of Hudson
Bay, is contained in issues of the "Geographical Review" for June and August,
1918. Ihiring the ten years covered by
these explorations he lived in intimate asRobert J. Flaherty
sociation with the small tribe of Eskimos
who inhabit the upper East Coast of Hudand exhibited a finished print in six reels,
son Bay and the extreme Northern point
the judgment of executives and members
of Labrador, known as the Ungava Peninsula. This region is one of the least ac- of the Pathe Film Committee was unanimous and spontaneous.
It is stated that Pathe will shortly ances ible to white men on the North Amerinounce the date of its release.
The picture itself contained all the obcan Continent, and its score or so of native families constitute a tribe of Eskimos
others."
peculiarly isolated and therefore faithful
to their racial traditions and their mode
of life.
The real life hero of the picture, NaColor
Sequences
m
Fox's
"Salome"
nook of the North, is the leading man of
Forthcoming Release of Dramatic Spectacle Is
the tribe, who was (the indespensable guide
Made — National Advertising Campaign Planned
and faithful companion of Explorer
William Fox announced this week the fort turning a camera. The actual filmFlaherty while making his hazardous traverses of the Ungava Peninsula, and,
ing of the production took several months
forthcoming release of Salome, which will
later across the ice-locked Hudson Straits
and in that time 5000 people were used in
contain sequences of tinted film.
and into the frozen wilderness of Baffin
the various episodes, it is stated.
According to the officials at the Fox
Island. Of this Nanook (The Bear) of his offices no single picture of the length and
"Upon Fox
the found
completion
the onpicture
William
that heof had
hand
tribe, Biwi of, rigors of climate which no
magnitude of Salome has ever been
other race could survive, Mr. Flaherty
offered to exhibitors with sequences of a pi'oduction not only of exceptional merit
but a production of rare beauty that is
says — and the few other authorities agree : scenes hand-painted.
More than ordinary care was given to box-office proof," says the statement.
"Yet here, utterly dependent upon animal
life, which is their sole source of food, live the preparation of this production. J. "But he saw a chance to add further improvement. He decided that color was the
and the most cheerful people in all the
Gk)rdon Edwards, director of forty-five
needed to make Salome a wonworld — the fearless, Qovable, happy-gopictures for Fox, including Cleopatra and one dertouch
of the screen.
Queen of Sheba and who, after finishing
lucky Eskimo."
Nanook, the members of his family and
"With the purpose of doing everything
the spectacle Nero in Rome recently, is
possible to make the production a big
his little band of followers, including
now making The Shepherd King abroad,
card for the exhibitor, it was demothers and children, are the living charspent months of careful preparation be- drawing
cided to spend another large sum of money
acters in the picture. The heroine is the
on a picture that already was nearly
young
mother,
"the smiling
one."
entertainment perfect. A corps of artists
Even she,
vdth Nyla.
her naked
little Eskimo
were engaged and for several months they
Quarterly Dividend
baby 1carried snug and comfortable in the
worked on the film in color.
Is Declared By
fur
"parka"
hanging
from
her
shoulders,
shares in the incredible adventures of the
"In the preparation of this picture,"
Associated Exhibitors
hunting party, dog-sledging over miles of
says the Fox announcement, "big sets of
Announcement of Associated Exgreat beauty were built as the background
ice and snow in a temperature of fifty
hibitors' declaration of a 2 per cent
to the dramatic action. In addition tO' the
degress below zero, yet resting at night
dividend, payable April 20, on its
cast of 5000 persons and more than a
in Eskimo domestic comfort in a snow
preferred stock for the first quarter
score of principals, there were several
"igloo" built in an hour!
of the year
for incaravans of camels and dromedaries used,
The human interest drama of the picterestedwas
comment anin occasion
trade circles.
together with 2200 horses, sheep, oxen,
ture, with its clear and beautiful photogThe announcement, which came at
raphy and its intimate revelations of the
goats
otherof colorful
the close of a meeting of the direcThe and
release
Salome atmosphere."
will be preceded
strangest social and domestic conditions in
tors,
was
made
by
Arthur
S.
Kane,
by
a
nation-wide
advertising campaign to
the world of human beings, is declared to
who has been president of the comcompel the attention of the public. Posthave held spell-bound everyone who has
pany, in charge of its activities,
ers have been devised and a specially
had the privilege of seeing it screened.
since early in March.
attractive lobby display is being prepared
Pathe says that when Mr. Flaherty arrived
for distribution.
from the picture's far north "locations"
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Production Gains
in Activity at

Universal

Copyright by Harris d- Ewhig, Washington, D. C.
Wesley Barry and Senator Shortridge, of California, who introduced him to the
President, at the White House, after Wesley's audience with President Harding
Wesley

Barry

Sees

the

President

Strenuous Day at Natiou^s Capital for
I
Screen
Creator
of
^ P e nr o
^
a bodyguard for the protagonist of Penrod,
"Freckles" Barry, stan of Penrod, had
and Senator Shortridge of California took
eight whole minutes of the Chief Execucharge of the First National star to
tive's time all to himself on Monday, April
24, when President Harding laid aside the
present him in person to the President of
the United States.
nation's 'business for that period of time,
President Harding was graciousness itand devoted himself entirely, to the frecklefaced star. When "Freckles" departed
as he shook
with eyes
"Freckles"
and self
smiled
with hands
twinkling
during
from theiExecutive iMansion, he left behind
him an autographed copy of the Freckles
"Penrod's" formal speech, in which he told
the President — or tried to tell him — what
Barry edition lof "Penrod," for the President's library, and a basket of special Calit meant
meet the
Magis-of
trate andtohanded
the nation's
PresidentChief
a letter
ifornia oranges the tribute of Mayor Cryer
and the City of Los Angeles to the Chief greeting from Mayor Cryer of Los
Magistrate of the Amerioan people.
Angeles. With the letter wept a basket of
"Freckles," accompanied by his mother,
the choicest of California's oranges, and
arrived early Monday morning at the just before he left, Barry asked permisUnion Station in Washington from Louission to present the President with an autographed copy of the photoplay edition of
ville, Ky., virhere he had been making personal appearances during the engagement
Boothican Tarking-ton's
masterpiece of Amerof Penrod in the Blue Grass City.
boy life.
A unique escort was waiting for the
Leaving
the Whiteby House,
"Penrod"
aecompaTiied
SenatortheShortridge,
orange-haired youngster in the person of party,
returned to the hotel for luncheon, and
a (squadron of pages from the Senate and
the House of Representatives, together
then devoted an hour to a motor sightseeing tour of Washington. This phase of
with Joseph P. Morgan, general manager
Barry's activities culminated in a visit to
of Harry Crandall's theatres in the capital,
the Walter Reed Memorial Hospital, where
and Nelson Bell, general press representative of the Crandall interests.
Barry spent half an hour visiting the disabled war veterans in the various wards,
Arriving at 9.25, the party proceeded
shaking hands with them, and leaving
immediately to the Washington Hotel
where the star and his mother took quarof "Penrod" behind him.
ters for the week. Then they motored to copies
At four o'clock Freckles was back at the
the Congressional Library, where they Metropolitan Theatre, where he made his
spent more than an hour inspecting the first personal appearance before the
mural paintings which are among the crowds that had jammed the big Crandall
Theatre to the doors to get a glimpse of
glories of the great edifice.
the Neilan-First National picture and its
Promptly at noon, Barry and his escort
of pages repaired to the Capitol, where the youthful exponent.
star was introduced to all the other Senatorial pages, and enjoyed the sensation of
sitting in the chair of the Senate's
Nathan Vidaver Resigns
presiding officer. Finally Vice-President
Coolidge arrived, and statesman and star
From Wid Gunning, Inc.
smiled at each other as they clasped hands,
Coincident with the announcement of
then went out on the steps of the Capitol
Ricord Gradwell's withdrawal from Wid
and posed together for the photographers.
Gunning, Inc., it was announced by
One o'clock was the hour set for WesNathan Vidaver, the well known New
ley's visit to the White House. The party
York attorney, that he had resigned as
motored up Pennsylvania Avenue, arriving
at the White House a minute or two be- general counsel for the distributing comfore one. Four of the Senate pages formed
pany.

City

Universal City is a "white spot" on the
motion picture map. Production is active
and more units are being added.
One Universal-Jewel spectacle, Under
Two Flags, is beingj filmed elaborajtely
under Priscilla
Tod Brovraing's direction with the
vital
Dean in the starring role,
while four Universal-Jewel specials of an
all-star character, besides von Stroheim's
next lavish effort, are in preparation.
Four Universal attractions are beingmade. Jack Conway is directing Herbert
Rawlinson in their mutual success of four
years ago. Come Through. Harry B. Harris is directing Gladys Walton in a barnstorming stage story. The Trouper. Hobart Henley
is finishing Her Night of
Nights, starring Marie Prevost, while
Harry Pollard is guiding Hoot Gibson in
Burning.
an Ozark mountain story. Trimmed and
Stuart Paton is supervising the cutting
of Herbert Rawlinson's vehicle just completed under his direction, The Black Bag.
He will start shortly on another picture.
Another historical chapter film will be
initiated in production soon to take the
place of the one of American history, In
the Days of Buffalo Bill, which was recently finished
Edwardas Laemmle's direction withunder
Art Acord
the star. Two
such unique productions are in the latter
stages of filming. With Stanley in Africa,
starring George Walsh and directed by
William Craft and The Adventures of
Robinson Crusoe, guided by Robert Hill
with Harry Myers as the star.
Three comedy units are hitting the ball
at a merry pace. Craig Hutchinson and
Allen Curtis are alternating in the direction of Roy Atwell and Ethel Ritchie in
domestic situation comedies, supported by
a different cast in each effort. William
Watson directs Neely Edwards in laugh
riots.
William Worthington has just completed
Out of the Silent North, a story byT)rago
starring Frank Mayo, which will be followed by Afraid to Fight. Leet Renick
Brovm's story,
also to be directed by
Worthingto
n.
Tom Santschi is starring in westerns
under the direction of Robert North Bradbury, each
picture of five reels action in
two reel
length.
Reginald Denny is starring in Northwest
Mounted
Nat heRoss'
direction. Police
After stories
a numberunder
of these
will
begin on a new seris of Leather Pushers.
A large staff of virriters under Lucien
Hubbard are working on stories of all
types, recently purchased and to be put into production immediately.
Hodkinson Corp. to Be
Represented at Washington
The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation will
be well represented at the forthcoming annual convention of the M. P. T. O. A. in
Washington, according to an announcement this week. The Hodkinson organization has one of the most prominent display
booths in the Coliseum. In addition to
this plans are under way for a daily exploitation feature wMch will keep Hodkinson on the map every day during the
convention.
A six-room suite has been engaged at
the Wdllard and on May 8 the Hodkinson
organization will descend on Washington
in full force. Headed by Mr. W. W. Hodkinson, president of the Corporation, the
party will include Advertising Manager
Foster Gilroy, A. E. Smith, Jr., Warren W.
Lewis and others.
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"Kentucky
Hpme"
Opens Brdadway
Run at Central
The first of the Pyramid Pictures, Ray
C. Smallwood's production of Anthony
Paul Kelly's
story,
My Old Releasing
Kentucky
Home,
distributed
by American
Corporation, is being given its premiere
presentation at Central Theatre. 47th and
Broadway, where it opened Sunday and
was accorded a warm reception by the
fans.
The decision to open Sunday was arrived
at late Thursday afternoon, permitting
very little time for preparation or publicity. In spite of this handicap, the opening presentation left little to be desired;
a fact which may be explained by the
variety of emotional appeal of the picture
which quickly warmed the audience and
made it responsive to its moods," says the
announcement.
"There's an all-star cast in My Old
Kentucky Home and something for each of
them to do. It's a worty commentary that
the players were well cast for their parts,
too, with the result that the honors are
about equally divided. Monte Blue adds
laurels to his crown and further ingratiates
himself with the public by a wonderfully
sincere portrayal; the sterling performances of Betz and Billy Quirk won for
them hearty response from the audiences;
Miss Holmquist, from Sweden; Miss Lucy
Fox, Julia Swayne Gordon and Frank
Currier gave splendid fac-similes of true
Southern type and spirit in their roles.
And Arthur Carewe, in the "villyun" role,
succeeded in having the spectators root
for the other fellow when he and Monte
Blue engaged in a glorious fight towards
the end of the picture.
Scenes for "Knighthood"
Were Taken in Studio
One of the unusual features in the making of Cosmopolitan's When Knighthood
Was fact
in Flower,"
Vignola,wasis
the
that not byoneRobert
of theG. scenes
taken out of doors. While the picture calls
for a large number of exterior sets the
nature of these has required that they be
built in the studio. The making of When
Knighthood Was in Flower necessitated
the use of three large studios, these being
the Cosmopolitan studio, the Jackson studio, and the Famous Players studio in
Long Island.
Because all the sets were built indoors
the lighting was necessarily artificial and
Director Vignola has expressed himself
as being far more satisfied with the results than he would have been had the
scenes been taken in the sun.
J. I. Angus Comptroller
of Tiffany Productions
J. I. Angus was recently appointed
Comptroller of the Tiffany Productions,
Inc., by General Manager M. H. Hoffman.
Mr. Angus was selected for this important
position because of his past services with
such representative film organizations as
Famous Players, William Fox in Hollywood, Cal., and Robertson Cole Co. in New
York.
_Mr. Angus has specialized in motion
picture accountancy and will install the
most efficient systems of cost analysis, and
sales control.
Index to Reviews
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Associated Exhibitors Official Reviews Attitude Toward
Own Product
His
Instancing
of Pictures,
Types
Exhibitors' reports — those infallible in- often on comedy, we see again the handications of the pulse condition of the indling of a, woman's problems, but this time
dustry— are constantly revealing also an
from theQueed,
man'sin standamazing diversity of tastes on the part of more particularly
point. The Sin of Martha
which
the American people.
Mary Thurman and others have important
This was the subject of comment made
roles, is a straight drama, in which is
the other day by an official of Associated
interwoven with an unmistakable entA
Exhibitors. He called attention to the fact tainment element a powerful object-lesson.
that appearing under the banner of that
"Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven, in
organization are stars and featured play- Marry the Poor Girl, transferred to the
ers of vsridely differing characteristics, each
screen one of Oliver Morosco's stage triof whom boasts his public of enthusiastic,
light comedy drama filled with
devoted followers. Also, the vehicles in rollickingumphs, asituations.
Tlie Unfoldment, on
which they appear are of divergent types,
other hand, though it tells a gi-ipping
some carrying a fundamental appeal that the
story, is a drama of inspiration.
is altogether original, while others handle
"In The Rider of the King Log, with
a given situation in a way that, though
Frank Sheridan and other popular players,
not necessarily unique, perhaps, is so at lovers of the out of doors, with its vigor,
variance with the method followed by its reality and its freedom, find delight.
others as to make each seem individual.
In The Road to London, starring Bryant
And every type of play, like every type Washburn, we find healthful romance,
of player, numbers its champions. The liberally sprinkled with comedy, and with
commentator proceeded to illustrate his attractive English exteriors.
"This list, you see. covers a very wide
point.
"In an essentially feminine way," he range, and the box-office returns demonsaid, "and always in an atmosphere of restrate that it pleases every class."
finement and culture, Florence Vidor treats
with delicacy, frequently with humor, some
of the more serious situations of domestic
Commissioner
Schade
life. This is the course followed in WoAsks Sandusky to
hicle. man, Wake Up, her first starring ve"Harold Lloyd also ^ has the happy
Bar All Carnivals
knack of inducing thought on the part of
his public, even while moving them to
George J. Schade, owner and manager
the Schade Theatre, Sandusky, Ohio,
laughter. His offerings have been de- of
and
a First National franchise holder, is
scribed as 'comedies with an idea.'
a member of the five-man commission gov"Problems of domestic life are presented
erning Sandusky under a charter.
again toy Leah Baird in her productions,
When the commissioners met the other
such as) Don't Doubt Your Wif£, ibut this
night Schade knocked the pins from under
time the story was written by a woman and
Sanduskians who thought that because he
the diffix;ulties are iConsidered primarily
was an exhibitor, his ideas of morality
from
the
wife's
point
of
view.
Lady
Godiva
ma»ks an incursion into the realms of both
were a little bit "looser" than those of the
history and literature. Silas Marner is average citizen.
Schade, speaking from the floor, in the
adaptedwhich,
fromof George
Eliot's
presence of an unusually large audience
novel,
course, is
known wonderful
to every
that had assembled, asked that carnival
reader of the best in English literature.
companies be barred from Sandusky.
Its appeal, though, is by no means limited
"These carnivals we have been having a
to literary students.
couple of times a year of late have done
"In Handle With Care, with Grace Darmore to demoralize our boys and girls
mond, a lightly dramatic feature verging
than all the blood-and-thunder movies ever
produced," said Schade.
"But the carnivals pay a license fee of
$200 aoneweek
and the city needs the money,"
said
commissioner.
There was rage in Schade's eyes.
"What'si a paltry $200 compared to the
virtue
dered. of even one poor girl?" he thunThe audience went wild.
The commissioner, who seemed to think
he had uttered words that would stamp
Mm as a real official, was mighty glad to
get busy at something else somewhere else
and to slink away as soon as the meeting
was over.
"I didn't think Schade was that kind
of a fellow," said a preacher the next day.
Betty Blythe's Next Vehicle
Is "Should Husbands Know?"
Betty Husbands
Blythe's next
Should
Know?starring vehicle is

Arthur S. Friend, of Distinctive Productions, whose stand for better pictures has attracted the attention of imcountry throughout the
portant newspapers

The story is in the nature of a melodrama, atale of modem society. It is being produced at the Whitman Bennett
studios under the direction of Kenneth
Webb, who performed a like service for
Miss Blvthe in Fair Lady.
Miss inBlythe
is appearing
th'e Beach
Keith
circuit
conjunction
vdth theon Rex
picture starring her that has been booked
for the Keith theatres.
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"Orphans"

Number 23

HaUed

'Friscso of
Papers
hj Critic

John Barrymore and Carol Dempster in the newest screen production, "Sherlock
Holmes," which
has Capitol
just been
completed
will have
its premiere
showing
at the
Theatre,
New and
York,which
the week
of April
30th
Screening of "Sherlock Holmes"
Was Al Parker's Ambition
Al Parker, who directed John Barrymore in Sherlock Holmes, the screen production which will show at the Capitol
Theatre Sunday, April 30th, has realized
what is practically a life-long ambition in
picturizing
fiction's
When hardly
morefamous
than detective.
a youngster,
Parker saw the famous play with Wil-

man was given a trial with the understanding that if he made good, he could
have the part. Parker played the part
for the rest of the season.
At that time Parker had no thought of
pictures. Since then he has become well
known as the director of many successes.
The premier of Sherlock Holmes will
be given under the auspices of S. L. Rothafel, who is preparing a presentation in
keeping with the quality and standard of
the production.
"Monte Cristo" Booked for
Mission, Los Angeles
The first contract involving any of
the big special pictures produced by
William Fox for next season has
been signed by Mack Sennett, who
has booked "Monte Cristo" as the
attraction to follow D. W. Griffith's
"Orphans of the Storm," now at his
Mission Theatre in Los Angeles.
Emmett J. Flynn, who directed for
Fox "A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur's Court," directed "Monte
Cristo," and those who have seen
this picture declare unreservedly
that it is even a finer achievement
than the Mark Twain production,
which was selected by the National
Board of Review as one of the ten
best screen productions of the past

Al Parker
liam Gillette at the Garrick Theatre, his
youthful fancy was so caught with the
fascination of the great and clever detective that it became almost an obsession
with him. About eleven years ago it
came to pass that Parker got a job with
Gillette in a repertoire of his plays. The
young man was filled with ambition to
play part
the part
the cockney
"Sid Prince,"
the
now of
portrayed
by Percy
Knight
in the screen production, but Gillette was
obdurate and could not be reconciled to
permitting anyone but an Englishman to
play the part. Finally he bent under
Parker's persuasive powers and the young

In filming "Monte Cristo" Mr.
year.
Flynn employed an all-star cast,
headed by John Gilbert. Among the
players who were assembled to handle the many difficult roles were:
Estelle Taylor, William V. Mong,
Robert McKim, Ralph Cloninger,
Harry Lansdale, Al. Filson, Albert
Prisco, Virginia B. Faire, Gaston
Glass, Francis MacDonald, Jack Cosgrove,
George Siegmann and Spottiswood Aitken.
Mr. Fox and Mr. Sennett have the
greatest confidence in the reception
that will be accorded "Monte Cristo"
by the public and the latter predicts
that it will run eight weeks at least
at the Mission Theatre.

D. W. Griffith's latest photoplay,
Orphans of the Storm, made an immediate and tremendous hit with public
and critics when this United Artists release was shown recently at the Strand
Theatre, San Francisco.
"In wealth of detail, in the mob scenes,
dn magnificence of both interior and exterior settings, and in costuming D. W.
Griffith, in Orphans of the Storm has
achieved something that has not yet been
equalled," said the critic for the Daily
News.
"It is a masterpiece of motion picture
art and production — absolutely — in all that
the
wordCall
implies,"
wrote Curran D. Swint,
in The
and Post.
"Mr. Griffith paints a lurid picture of
the conditions leading up to the French
revolution. He gives in one scene the
lavish fetes and waste of the aristocrats
and in the next the starving, struggling
people," said the critic for the Bulletin.
"The many little incidents that Griffith
knows so well how to inject are all there.
The emotional -scenes between the Gish
sisters. Miss Lillian and Miss Dorothy, are
among the most powerful the screen has
"The genius of Griffith is seen in his
handling of large masses of people. There
yet known."
are
remarkable scenes in which hundreds
of
persons
participate," said the reviewer
for the Examiner.
"Griffith has reset the old drama The
Two Orphans into the time of the French
Revolution" wrote the critic for The
Journal. "The stirring scenes that were
enacted, and the leaders in this epoch of
Freeh history that shook the world and set
up new standards of humanity, have been
faithfully reproduced. The mob scenes,
the scenes of the tribunal and at the
guillotine have been masterfully handled.
No one need ever say again that the best
of these are 'made in Germany.'
"D. W. Griffith has created a thing of
wondrous beauty in his 'Orphans of the
Storm," says George C. Warren in Th^
Chronicle.
Marshall
Direct

Neilan

to

Productions

for Goldwyn Pictures
Marshall Neilan sailed last Saturday
on the Homeric and took with him his
assistant director, cameraman, and production staff. Before sailing Mr. Neilan
signed his contract with Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation whereby he will produce his
pictures in conjunction with the Goldvyyn
organization.
"My arrangement with Goldwyn is
most satisfactory," said Neil^ just before he left New York. "It gives me
just the scope for my work that I have
long wanted, and will place at my disposal production resources which guarantee the releasing of pictures of great
dramatic
dimensions."
The first
Marshall Neilan release for
Goldwyn will be in the early fall. Upon
his return from Europe, Neilan will go
straight to the Goldwyn Studios in Culver
City where he will take up active work
on his portion of the lot.
Mr. Neilan's arrangement with Goldwyn
will enable him to carry out some longcherished plans for pictures of unusual
magnitude.
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SONOFWALLINGFORD
WITH AN ALL STAR CAST

Mr. and Mrs. Georde Randolph Chester
VITAGRAPH

FLOWER

"JAMES

ALBERT
ALICE

iJ. SMITH PreseA-s
CALHOUN

lil 1
Adapted from the famo
JAMES MBARfli
Directed by DAVID
VJ^TAGRA
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"^Reported
Missing'' Opens
at Criterion
Newspaper Praise Given Selznick Production, Starring
Owen Moore, on Occasion of Its Broadway Showing
Lewis J. Selznick's production, Reported
Missing, with Owen Moore as the star,
had its New York opening at the Criterion
Theatre, Sunday, April 23, an event which,
as later disclosed, proved to be the start
of "a big week," in a box office sense,
according to the Selznick announcement.
The photoplay went over amid riotous
laughter, and from 2 p. m., when Hugo
Riesenfeld, managing director of the Criterion, started his first show going, until
11.30 at night, when the last laugh-exhausted crowd emerged from the theatre,
the triumph of Reported Missing was
climbing to a high mark which was maintained throughout the week, it is stated.
Dr. Riesenfeld's co-operation with the
Selznick forces included, among other important details, the arrangement of the
program, which included Victor Herbert's
"Panamei'icana" for the overture; the
Criterion Magazine of news; song,
"Mighty Lak' a Rose" (Nevins), sung by
Miss Suzan Ida Clough; "The Resident
Patient," from "The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes,"
by SirElvey
A. Conan
Doyle
and
directed
by Maurice
and Miss
Lillian
Powell, in an eccentric fox trot. A Sports
Pictorial, done in Grantland Rice's best
style, was on the program.
The Criterion opening of Reported Miss-

Censorship Ordinance
in Waco, Texas,
Declared Void
The ordinance creating a censor
and regulating the picture shows in
Waco, Tex., went down under the
judicial snickersnee of Judge R. H.
Kingsbury of the City Court, Monday, April 17, when it came before
him on complaint. The case had been
entered against Abe Levy of the
Strand Theatre, a First National
Franchise holder, and charged violation of the ordinance regulating the
picture shows in refusing to comply
with the provisions of the law.
Attorney M. J. Ginsberg presented
a motion to quash the complaint on
the ground that the ordinance was
unconstitutional in that it sought to
delegate powers not authorized by
the constitution.
Judge Kingsbury said he agreed
with much that had been said in the
motion and in addition he could say
a few things which rendered the ordinance avicious piece of attempted
legislation.
In the first place, it conferred authority to enforce the ordinance upon
"the director of public welfare."
when in fact there was no such officer in the city.
The ordinance, he said, was in contravention ofevery human right and
seemingly the ingenuity of its
framers was exhausted of individual
freedom in the conduct of business.
It attempted to delegate powers that
belonged exclusively to the legislative branch of the city government,
and he would dismiss the complaint.
The ordinance, he said, was plainly
unconstitutional and Mr. Levy was
discharged.

ing was preceded by a week of carefully
planned newspaper advertising and publicity-campaign. The metropolitan newspapers carried a teaser campaign of more
than usual interest, and the Sunday papers carried large space.
Newspaper comment on Reported Missing included the following:
"'Let it be said here and now that as
entertainment it is a howling success. For
sheer foolery and rdlicking comedy this
film is a gem ... It is hilarious, irrepressible melodrama, when you are not
chuckling at its amusing adsurdities you
are interested by its genuine thrills. It
closely approaches a new altitude record
for high speed action." — Evening Mcuil.
"If the title. Reported Missing, doesn't
excite you, you may be sure the picture
will ... To miss it . . . will be to
an evening
of genuine amusement."
—forfeit
Morning
Telegraph.
"Reported
Missing
. . misses nothing
when
it comes
to .entertainment
. . .
There are so many laughs and so many
thrillscentral
that the
audience
when
the
theme
comesdoesn't
to thecaresurface
again." — Evening Telegram.
"If the spectator takes it just for a high
geared, swiftly moving satire . . . then
he will laugh himself into spasms." — The
Herald.
"Five or six reels of slapstick is considerable, even if it is melodrama, but one certainly does not feel that Reported Missing
is too long. The comedy is excellent and
it has plenty of moments which furnish
you
vdth a good thrill." — The New York
Tribune.
"The situations are funny enough." —
Evening Journal.
"One grows a little tired after thii-ty
minutes of loud laughter at clowning—
but this does not alter the fact that there
is riotous merriment in Reported Missing,
that the antics of Owen Moore, in various
ridiculous costumes, are amusing, that the
smashing about of black^aced Tom Wilson
is comical and that there are several ingeniousTimes.
situations in the pictures." — The
New York

Plans

Fox

Made

for

by

Filming

"If Winter Comes"
When Fox completes the special production IfWinter Comes it will be flashed
on the screen backed by extensive advercampaign according to announcementtising
this week.
Arrangements have not been completed
by the producer for the filming of the
work, but plans are so far advanced that
when the cameras begin to turn the director it is expected he will have in hand
arrangements for a careful, elaborate and
spectacular picture.
While some of the scenes will be made
in the Fox studios in New York and Los
Angeles, many of the outdoor episodes
will be photographed in England in the
very localities which the author describes
in his novel.
Mr. Fox, in order to accomplish this,
will leave for England soon, and, with A.
S. M. Hutchinson, the author, he will go
over the scenario and confer on all details
of the production.

N.

ISumber 2S

National
Y.

Exchanges

Stage Clean-Up
April was one of the most successful
months in the history of the New York
exchanges of Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., due to the enthusiasm and'
pep inspired in the sales forces of the New
York, Buffalo and Albany offices by the
inauguration of "Clean up Month."
Plans for
month were
outlined
and'
discussed
at athepreliminary
meeting
in New
York, and the salesmen carried the spirit
of the occasion into their territories with,
such good results that an actual scarcity
of prints was threatened daily.
"Clean with
up Month"^
wasThea basic
broom,insignia
and in ofkeeping
"Clean
up"
idea
each
office
was
liberally
decorated'
mth brooms of various sizes and designs.
The meeting started at 11 o'clock in the
morning and did not terminate until 7 in
the evening, during which time a buffet
luncheon was served.
The iday was largely devoted to sales
talks and discussions of business policy,
together with outlining plans for "Clean
Those present at the meeting were
Manager
R. H. Clark, E. J. Hayes, manup Month."
ager of the Buffalo office; A. J. Herman,
manager of the Albany branch; Ben Levine, H. L. Mendelson, W. T. Wilson, A. R.
Pollak, G. W. Blackman, Harry Levey,
E. C. Markens. Sam Burger, Herman Goldman, Howard Levy, Dave Gross, Sam
Zevin,
Jack Lou
Enrich,
Joseph O'Connor,
Sam
Lefkowitz,
Moskowitz,
J. J. Unger,
F. J. McKenna, T. A. Sachs, John Bissell,
E. E. Rosecan. Sam Lewin, Harry Seid,
Ed McNamee, Harry Metz, and Ralph
Clark, Jr.

P. A. Powers, of R-C, Bans
Bedroom Scenes
R-C Pictures Corporation announces this week the adoption of a
production policy by its general
manager, P. A. Powers, toward
cleaner pictures. Mr. Powers has
abandoned the generalities and issued a particular order which will
apply to all^uture pictures made by
R-C. Hereafter ^o bedroom scenes
will be permitted m R-C productions.
This written order, over the signature of Mr. Powers, was issued by
him before his return to New York
from the R-C Los Angeles studios,
where he has been for the past
month effecting a general reorganization of the production policy of his
company.
"Producers have cried cleaner pictures since the first censor cloud apon the horizon,"
Powers. peared"Generalities
are said
easy Mr.
to
say, but actual results from them are
difficult to find. In issuing my order
at the Coast studio I am particularizing. Iam saying not only 'Let's
have cleaner pictures,' but 'We are
going to
cleaner
pictures
becausehave
there will
be no
bedroom
scenes.' The good will of the public
is an absolute necessity to the motion picture industry, and honesty
and straightforwardness alone will
win that good will. I intend to stand
behind my order to the utmost. Anyone who attempts to break this rule
will be summarily dealt with."
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closely. Single picture booking, the preservation of theof 'open
market' and
the
encouragement
the independent
theatre
are its objectives. Just as United Artists
Corporation markets pictures on their
individual merits, so should ail pictures
be marketed. We here reaffirm our faith
in single picture booking, in the independent producer and in the theatre owner
who domhas
foresight
to encourage
in allthebranches
of the
business. free"We urge on the theatres at this time
the advisability of keeping free time in
their bookings for as much independent
product as they can. Long term contracts
for unmade product are dangerous; the
exclusion of the independent product from
the screens of the country can result only
in monopoly
and it's consequent exploitation of the theatre.
"In the next few days we will announce
our earliest product for distribution, and
that announcement will bespeak for Allied
Corporation, the same confidence that the
theatres of the country have been good
enough to show toward United Artists

"Big Four^' Create Allied Corporation for
the Marketing
of Independent Releases
Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Doug- picture theatres another source of supply
las Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith, sole of high grade independent productions.
We have knowingly and wilfully created
owners and stockholders of United Artists
more competition for ourselves, as well as
Corporation, come forward on their third
for the rest of the producers in the busi-anniversary as business partners with an
ness. But we are not afraid of competition, either for ourselves or the new comannouncement fully as important to the
pany. We have no way of compelling
industry as that historical statement three
to play our pictures, it is true,
.years ago that carried the news of the theatres
but we can try to make each of our pictures so good that no theatre can afford
formation of the "Big Four."
to miss them. This is the kind of picture
"This time they have formed a new
we are seeking to make always, and this
company for the release of independent
is the kind of product we are willing to
productions other than their own, in release
for others through our new comorder that the theatres, with the return
pany. We believe in the competition of
of normal business, may be assured of a quality in picture making, and production that cannot survive that kind of com-continuance of 'open market' conditions
petition has no place on the screens of
and to assure other independent prothe country.
ducers of the same freedom in production
Corporation will give the maker
(Signed) "Maky Pickford,
and directness in distribution that the of "Allied
Corporation."
the meritorious independent production
"Charlie Ch.aplin,
the same advantages of distribution that
'Big
Four'
themselves
have
obtained,"
says the announcement.
we have through United Artists Corpora"Douglas
Fairbanks,
tion. The new company will follow the
"The new releasing organization is to
"D. W. Griffith."
be known as, 'Allied Corporation.' It's plan of United Artists Corporation
stockholders and organizers are: Miss
Pickford and Messrs. Chaplin, Fairbanks
and Griffith. The Board of Directors is
identical with the Board of United Artists
Corporation: Hiram Abrams, president;
Wives"
Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, Dennis F. C. B. De Mille Praises "Foolish
In
Letter
to
Carl
Laemmle,
Famous
Producer
Highly
O'Brien,Burkan.
Albert H. T. Banzhaf, and
JNathan
Characterizes
Eric
Von
Stroheim^s Masterpiece
"Allied Corporation will begin its
operations immediately. A number of
Carl Laemmle, president of the Univer- my judgment of von Stroheim and his
prominent producers are now in negosal! Film Manuf acturing Co., who has been
superb
directorial
Universal
says artistry."
Foolish Wives is still
tiation for the release of productions al- jubilant ever sirice Foolish Wives started
breaking
attendance
records from one end
ready completed and in the making. The
its*
success
across
the
country,
got
addi-actual physical plan of distribution will
of the country to the other. At the recent
tional
satisfaction
recently
when
he
rebe announced in a few days, it is said, but
premiere of the picture at the Brandeis
ceived aletter from Mr. Cecil B. deMille
assurance is given that the new company
Theatre, Omaha, the opening house was
praising
the
von
Stroheim
picture.
pateked despite the fact the picture played
will be releasing within a few weeks."
Mr. deMil'le minced no words in lexpresIn announcing the formation of Allied
to a $5 top, plus war tax.
sing his appreciation of von Stroheim's
Corporation, the United Artists' stateThe completion of the picture's two
■work. He !wrote in part as follows:
ment, signed by Mary Pickford, Charlie
weeks' run at the Woods Theatre, Atlantic
"It is one of ithe' best directed and, best
Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and D. W.
City, was attended by crowds even greater
Griffith, said :
than those whichi poured into the theatre to
acted pictures I have ever seen. My comsee the opening showings.
"The hope of the motion picture busipliments to you and von Stroheim."
At the opening of Foolish Wives at the
In commenting upon Mr. deMille's praise
ness is the 'open market.' The indepenfor the big Universal picture, Mr. Laemdent producer safeguards the theatre's
Hamilton
"Theatre. Lancaster, Pa., the atmle said:
tendance on the opening day broke records
source of supply, just as the independent
established,
by Way Doivn East, Over the
theatre safeguards the future of the in"It gives me genuine i satisfaction to
learn that so excellent a film authority as Hill, and The Four Horsemen, it is redependent producer.
(Mr. deMille should find Foolish Wives such
"We have demonstrated the soundness
ported by 'George W. Krupa. The theatre
an unusual picture. I have always felt, manager
of this principle during the past three
confidently pr&dicted that he
years in the success of United Artists
even while Foolish Wives was in the makwould break all house records during the
run of the von Stroheim picture.
Corporation and the continued encouring, that it would pi-ove an extraordinary
Universal is receiving many telegrams
agement we have received from the the- picture in all respects. Recent praise for
its superior qualities on the part of keen
atre owners of the country.
and tors
letters
of appreciation
from exhibiwhose business
has been pepped
up by
minded critics and film experts has con"We have now organized Allied CorFoolish
Wives.
poration in order to give to the motion
vinced me that I' was absolutely right in
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Reception of Selznick outfit in Los Angeles. Left to right: Myron Selznick; M. C.
Levee, president United Studios; Frank Wiggins, secretary Los Angeles Chamber
of Commerce; Elaine Hammerstein; W. T. Bishop, first vice-president Los Angeles
Chamber of Commerce; Mrs. Hamjnerstein; Owen Moore and Niles Welch

P. A. Powers, who returned this week
to New York from his trip to the R-C
West Coast Studios, brought back word of
an expansion of the R-C production program.
Since Mr. Powers assumed control of the
R-C Pictures Corporation, announcement
has been made of the acquisition of Harry
Carey as an R-C star, and now it has become known that Ethel Clayton, who has
been producing for the Paramount program, will be starred in specials for R-C,
and that Jane Novak, will he featured in
a series of Chester Bennett productions,
for R-C release. These announcements
were made by Mr. Powers to the press
immediately after his return from Los
Angeles. In addition to these stellar additions, Mr. Powers had considerable to
say in regard to his plan of co-operative
production, which will be put into practice
with the filming of all future pictures.
The new Managing Director of R-C left
the Coast studios in a state of intense activity. The work of connecting the R-C
studios and the United, under the arrangements perfected by Mr. Powers, is in full
swing, and hereafter R-C producing units
will have the benefits of all the sets and
properties of the well-stocked United
studios, formerly known as Brunton's,
which adjoin the R-C plant.
Mr. Powers also announces that Mr. and
Mrs. Carter De Haven will appear in a
series of short subject to be releases under
the R-C banner. They will be refined, domestic laughmakers, and are expected to
take the place in the motion picture world
once held by the comedies of Sidney Drew,
according to the announcement. Under
the plans formulated by Mr. Powers, Miss
Clayton will star in special productions

only, and each of the six productions will
be individually produced and given special
attention. This is in accordance with the
general policy of R-C pictures recently announced bythe new management that each
feature should be given the attention
usually afforded only special attractions.
It is understood that Mr. Powers is now
negotiating with one of the best knovm
directors in the industry to supervise the
Ethel Clayton Productions.
The Chester Bennett productions, starring Jane Novak, vnll also be made at the
R-C studios, it is announced. The first of
these pictures, Snow Shoe Trail, is now in
production and five more will follow at
regular intervals.
The De Haven series now gives R-C a
short subject release department of the
highest class, the announcement says.
The Hy Mayer Travelaughs are now being
released and the Starland Revue, another
single-reel subject, will be offered on
April
News30. of the expansion inaugurated by
Mr. Powers is being broadcasted to all
R-C branch managers and special plans
are already being made by General Manager J. I. Schnitzer to afford these coming
attractions the biggest impetus ever given
an R-C attraction. "We've been talking
only a little," stated Mr. Schnitzer, "as
to
plans,
but we've
nowourto future
show the
trade.
This started
is only out
the
start. R-C is starting a new career under
the new management with bigger pictures
and bigger exploitation. Mr. Powers is
not naturally an enthusiast, and when he
is so demonstrative over the possibilities of
an enlarged and more intensive production plan at the R-C studios, we may feel
assured that it is going to develop into one
of the biggest forces in the industry."

Be
May

7

Fox announces that the new William
Farnum picture, Shackles of Gold will be
released May 7.
This picture is declared to be better
than the best Farnum has made in five
years. The story is based on Henri Bernstein's stage
play, "Samson,"
has play.
been
made into
a dramatic
modem and
society
Bernstein's play, "Samson," is known to
all theatre-goers because of the success
made in it by William Gillette and Constance Collier at the Criterion Theatre,
New York. Like the modern story, it tells
the tale of a man who rises from a dock
laborer to the position where by keen business ability he amasses a fortune and becomes a power in the financial world. He
is both respected and feared by men in the
money market. But his great business
acumen seems to fail him in the matter
of love.
Under the direction of Herbert Brenon
a section of the New York Stock Exchange
floor was erected in the William Fox studios and to make sure that even the "floor
brokers" could not find a flaw in the action,
Mr. Brenon had several brokers in the
scenes as actors, and, to swell the crowds
around the different posts, about a dozen
sons of bankers and brokers came along
to help put "pep" in the trading.
"Fascination,"
Mae

Expansion
of R-C Pictures
Announced
Ethel Clayton and Jane ISfovak Signed for Special
Attractions — Carter De Haven to Make Comedies

Number 23

Murray,

with
Shown

at Capitol Theatre
Mae Murray, in Fascination, a Metro
release, was the attraction at the Capitol
Theatre, New York, the week beginning
Sunday, April 16.
From the first opening of the doors of
the playhouse the business done with this
successor
to Miss and
Murray's
Peacock
Alley
was exceptional,
indications
pointed
to
a threatening of the house record, set a
few weeks ago by The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse.
The Capitol showing of this second of
the Mae Murray pictures, duplicates the
sensational success of Peacock Alley, when
it was chosen for the initial attraction in
B. S.Street.
Moss' new Cameo Theatre, in
42nd
The success of Peacock Alley foretold a
heavy demand for Fixscination, which was
written by Edmund Goulding, who wrote
Peacock Alley, from a story by Ouida
Bergere. The direction was by Robert Z.
Leonard.
To Make "East Is West"
in the Heart of the Orient
Constance Talmadge is scheduled to
travel around the world during the making of her next First National production, East Is West, the stage success in
which Pay Bainter was starred.
Joseph Schenck has secured the film
rights to this play and Miss Talmadge
soon will return to Hollywood, where the
interiors for the picture will be made at the
United Studio. With the completion of
the interiors "Connie" will take her company to China, where scenes will be made
with Shanghai and a number of other
Chinese cities and rivers as backgrounds.
The star will probably return to America via the Suez Canal, thus making the
circuit of the globe. Sidney Franklin,
who will direct East Is West, is assisting
Frances Marion in the preparation of the
continuity.
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Showing

Universal's

"The

Trap" Is Postponed
The Trap, the Universal-Jewel production starring Lon Chaney which was
scheduled to have its premiere in the
Central Theatre, Broadway and Fortyseventh St., April 23, has been held back
by Universal and will not be released for
several weeks.
It is understood that The Trap will go
into the Central Theatre after the run of
My Old Kentucky Home, the Pyramid production which opened there Sunday in
place of The Trap.
This move fitted in with Universal's intention of making The Trap available for
exhibitors during the mid-summer months
instead of earlier. It now is expected that
the Lon Chaney feature will be put out
for general release about the first of June.
Universal is enlarging its campaign for
The Trap because the picture has been
found to be bigger than at first thought.
The presentation arranged by Andrew
J. Cobe, manager of the Central Theatre,
for The Trap will be retained.
"The Good Provider" Stays on
Broadway for Second Week
The Good Provider^ a Cosmopolitan Production, featuring Dore Davidson, Vera
Gordon, William (Buster) Collier, Jr.,
Vivienne Osborne and Miriam Battista, is
now in its second week of its prerelease
run.
During its first week at the Rivoli
Theatre it did phenomenal business in view
of the fact that it was Holy Week. The
receipts built up every day, and now in its
second run at the Rialto Theatre, the picture is doing big business, and gives every
indication as being as successful as
Humoresque, the 1921 Gold Medal winner
created by the same producers, the same
author, Fannie Hurst, the same director,
Frank Borzage, and vrith very much the
same cast.
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to

Re-Open

Metro

Studios

Hollywood Plant Will Be Put Into Full Operation After Arrival
of
General Manager
Resumption of production at the Hollywood studios of Metro will follow the
arrival there of Joseph W. Engel, general
manager of the studios. Mr. Engel left
New York this week for the west coast.
Officials of Metro report the company
in an ideal situation from the standpoint
of releases. All pictures called for by
the schedule up to September 1 are completed and merely "awaiting their turn"
on the list. Such productions as are beupon Mr.
Engel'sthereturn
to the
studiosgun will
constitute
first few
of
the fall releases.
The plans of the producing department
of Metro call for the making of a new
Rex Ingram production. Black Orchids;
for a Viola Dana special, and for the
initialMiss
photoplay
presenting
star,
Billy Dove.
The Metro's
titles of new
the
two last named pictures have not as yet
been announced by the company.
Before he left New York Mr. Engel
made known that Rex Ingram's production of "The Prisoner of Zenda" — based
on Edward Rose's stage version of AnHope'sago,
novelwill
— although
finished
several thony
weeks
not be available
for booking until after September 1.
"The activity at the Metro studios
themselves," said Mr. Engel, prior to his
departure from New York, "of course do
not make up the entire sum of the productions in work for our release schedule.
In the west, at her own studios, Clara
Kimball Young is engaged in a new picture. The Hands of Nara, under the direction of Harry Garson; and in the east
Mae Murray is working on Broadway
Rose, the picture in which Robert Z.
Leonard will present her, following Fascination.
"Metro's hiatus in production was not a
shutdown, but a suspension brought about

by a rate in making pictures which outstripped the rate of releasing them. We
got ahead of ourselves, and the natural
logical thing to do was wait a while.
•'As a matter of fact, Metro's studios
could be kept dark for another two
months, and still not be embarrassed for
time when our booking schedule caught up
with the productive output. But we prefer to warm up the machine gradually,
rather than throw it abruptly into high."
"Buck" Taylor Washington
Sales Representative for A. E.
President Arthur S. Kane announced
this week the appointment of C. A.
("Buck") Taylor, well known in the selling
end of motion pictures, as sales representative of Associated Exhibitors in Washington. D. C. Mr. Taylor has been in the
industry twelve years, having started as
a shipping clerk with the old Pittsburgh
Calcium Light & Film Company and rising
to the position of manager of that concern. He was with the company six years,
except for about a year and a half that he
spent in traveling about the United States,
Canada and Mexico as a free lance cameraman. He was the first to cover completely
' e
the New Orleans Mardi Gras for a Nitnews
reel service.
On the formation of Metro Pictures
Corporation Mr. Taylor came to New York
City as a salesman for that organization,
and a year later opened the Metro branch
offices in Buffalo as manager. He remained at that post two years, when he
accepted an offer from Pathe to become
manager of its Buffalo branch. He held
that position two and a half years, going
to Universal Films last August, with headquarters in Philadelphia.
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Four

Paramount

Included

in List of
nounced for Release by
Four special productions, among" them
one from Cosmopolitan, are included in
the list of seven features scheduled for
release by Paramount in May and just
announced by Sidney R. Kent, Famous
Players-Lasky's
general manager of distribution.
Released on May 7 on day and date
booking in more than 225 leading- first-run
theatres throughout the country, is Gloria
Swanson in Elinor Glyn's Beyond the
Eocks, with Rodolph Valentino. This is
a Sam Wood production and the author,
Elinon Glyn, acted in a supervisory capacity.
The east indudes Edythe Chapman,
Alex. B. Francis, Robert Bolder, Gertrude
Astor, Mabel Van Buren, Helen Dunbar,
Raymond Blathwayt, Harris Gordon and
June Elvidge.
On the same day is released The Wife
Trap, a UFA production directed by J.
May. This is a modern drama which is
said to carry a world of thrilling action
in its plot.
Scheduled for the 14th is the Cosmopolitan production, The Beauty Shop, with
Raymond Hitchcock and an all-star cast.
With the exception of Montagu Love and
Louise Fazenda, the iist of players reads
like a page from "Who's Who in Musical
Comedy," for in addition to Mr. Hitchcock, who plays the same role that he had
in the original musical stage production,
there are Billie B. Van, James J. Corbett,
the famous Fairbanks twins, Marion and
Madeline; Diana Allen and Laurence
Wheat.
Ailso released the 14th is the special production, North of the Rio Grande, with
Jack Holt and Bebe Daniels. This is an
adaptation by Will M. Ritchey of Vingie
E. Roe's novel, "Val of Paradise," and
was directed by Joseph Henabery. Charles
'Ogle, Alec B. Francis, Fred Huntley,
Shannon Day and Edythe Chapman are
among those to be seen in the supportingcast.
The George Fitzmaurice special production, The Man From Home, is scheduled
for release the 21st. This production,
adapted by Ouida Bergere from the play
by Booth Tarkington and Harry Leon
Wilson, was made in Italy, for the most
part at the very locations called for by
the script. James Kirk wood, Anna Q.
Nilsson, 'Norman Kerry, Dorothy Gumming and John Miltern are featured in a
cast which also includes Jose Ruben, Geoffrey Kerr, Annette Benson and Clifford
Grey.
Agnes Ayres in The Ordeal, an original
screen story by W. Somerset Maugham, is
also scheduled for the 21st. Beulah Marie
Dix wrote the scenario and Paul Powell
directed. Conrad Nagel is seen as Miss
Ayres'
man andAnnClarence
Burton,
Edward leading
Sutherland,
Schaefer.
Edward Martindel. Shannon Day and Claire
DuBrev are also prominent in the cast.
On May 28 comes Thomas Meighan in
The Bachelor Daddy, from a story by Ed"ward Peple, author of The Prince Chap.
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"Grandma's

May

Seven Features AnFamous Players-Lasky
Olga Printzlau wrote the scenario and
Alfred E. Green directed. Leatrice Joy
plays opposite Mr. Meighan and there is
said to be some wonderful "kid" stuff
put over by five clever children, Charlotte
Jackson, Barbara Maier, Bruce Guerin
and the de Briac twins. Maude Wayne,
Adele Farrington, J. Farrel MacDonald
and Laurence Wheat complete the cast.
Santschi
Cast
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Heads
of Fox's

With Nero, Newest
Monte Cristo, "Super"
A Fool There
Was, and The Town That Forgot God already announced for next season, several
others already in hand and others well
under tionway,
Fox hasof begun
producon theWilliam
West coast
still another
super.
Tom Santschi heads the cast and with
him in this picture thus far are Tully
Marshall, Virginia Valli, Bessie Love,
George Hackathorne, Pat Moore, Dave
Butler, and Caroline Rankin.
While no announcement of the nature
or name of this production has been made
it is said to be a big story. Jack Ford
is directing the picture.
Show Ten Reels of Burton Holmes
The Cinema Travel Association, Harry
Levey director, presented on the evening
of Sunday, April 23, at the Republic Theatre Around the World With Burton
Holmes. The presentation was sponsored
by the Visual Instruction Association of
New York. Ernest L. Crandall, president.
The picture is in ten reels and held a good
sized house throughout. The itinerary
takes the traveler out of New York Harbor, to England, France, Belgium, Italy,
Turkey, Egypt, the Holy Land, Java, Siam,
Philippines
andto Japan.
An excellent orchestra added
the entertainment.

Harold

The only holdover picture at present on Broadway is the International
Film Service Co.'s production, "Sisters," from the novel by Kathleen
Norris. Seena Owen, Matt Moore
and Gladys Leslie are featured, while
Joe King has an important role.
Albert Capellani directed.
The picture is now in its fifth successive week at Cameo Theatre, Forty-second, near Broadway, where it
has been doing an increasingly large
business each week, according to
reports.
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Boy,"

Lloyd's

Latest,

Wins Audience O. K.'s
Praise of Grandma's Boy, Harold
Lloyd's latest production for Associated
Exhibitors, who given by four separate
California audiences who had seen the
picture in pa-e-views. This is the substance of the latest reports reaching Associated Exhibitors offices in New York City,
fortified by the comments of newspaper
reviewers who were in the gathering.
Grandma's Boy, which is Mr. Lloyd's
longest production, was declared by the
exhibitors who saw it to be his very
greatest,
evenfiveexcepting
Man. It not
is in
reels, wasA Sailor-Made
five months
in the making and is a radical departure
from star.
any other picture ever attempted by
this
Grandma's Boy had its first pre-view at
William A. Howe's Glendale Theatre,
Glendale, Cal., where its reception was
more cordial, according to all accoi^nts,
than ever marked the first showing of any
other Lloyd oifering. After a few changes
had been made the picture was taken down
to the Rosemary Theatre in Ocean Park,
Cal., where Manager Sands avowed he
never had heard such a continuous outburst of laughter and enthusiasm as
greeted
it. pre-view was held a few eveThe third
nings later at Hoyt's, in Long Beach,
which is a combination vaudeville-motion
picture house. It is the Lloyd idea to
reach the most varied audiences. For ten
minutes after the conclusion of the showing, the audience called for Mr. Lloyd, and
not until Mr. Hoyt had appeared on the
stage and explained that the star was not
in the theatre would it permit the first
vaudeville act to appear.
the final
Grandma's
Boy
wasFor staged
at pre-view
the exclusive
Wilshire
Theati-e,
Los sections
Angeles, ofin the
one West
of the coast.
most
fashionable
Hamilton

and

to Extend
with

"Sisters" Enters Fifth Week
at Cameo Theatre, New York

Number 23

White

Program
Educational

Theton final
Hamilin the picture
currentstarring
series Lloyd
of Mermaid
Comedies has been completed and delivered to Educational for preparation for
release. It is titled Poor Boy. It is the
story of a person whose value to the world
was about equal to that of nobody — until
his reformation. It also continues the
story after a pretty girl and a mission
work wonders with the tramp.
Hamilton -will be in New York in a few
days, accompanied by his business partner, Jack White, supervising director of
all Mermaid Comedies, and plans will be
completed then with E. W. Hammons,
president of Educational, for a much
more elaborate program for Hamilton and
the work of Hamilton- White Comedies,
Inc., generally for the coming year.

COSTS

25

TO

40^ !

Theatre owners may no-w be protected in our Million Dollar Compamies.
FIRE— AUTOMOBILE— LIABILITY— PLATE
GLASS INSURANCE
JAMES S. KEMPER & COMPANY
114 North Broad St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Branch Offices in Principal Cities.
4624 Sheridan Road, Chicago, IIL
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BY RENEE

HALVING pulled up stakes in New York
and having closed its Eastern studios,
the Selznick motion picture company
has arrived in Los Angeles and will begin producing here with its various stars
and directors.
This makes the vote just about unanimous. Within the year Paramount has
closed its Long Island studio; the Talmadges have closed all their New York activities and moved to Hollywood, and various other lesser motion-picture units have
abandoned the attempt to make motion
pictures in the East.
The decision in favor of Southern California is not due to any sentimental preferences or to any blandishments on the
part of the Chamber of Commerce propaganda, but is a plain case of the triumph
of the fittest place.
Pictures can be made cheaper and better in less time and with less incidental
difficulty.
In the elements that naturally enter into
the making of pictures — sunlight, proximity of good locations, supply of good
actors and general labor conditions — Los
Angeles has an emphatic superiority.
It would be worthwhile for producers to
work in this country if there were no other
considerations than the single one of climate. The absolute assurance of no rainy
days during the summer save producers
thousands of dollars. In the Eastern
States the director never knows when he
summons a huge company of exti'as at a
big expense whether or not he will be able
to use them, or if the company's money
will den
be rainstorm.
thrown away by reason of a sudProbably no other city in the world
offers such an interesting variety of locations. Not only is it possible to find
Italian villas, castles, fashionable apartment houses right in Hollywood, but the
director can find the desert, the mountains,
the seashore or scenes that suggest Arabia
and from
Palestine
right Itwithin
a half
ride
the city.
is actually
truehour's
that
better snow scenes can be taken in California than in New York.
Another element that make producing
easy and profitable in Los Angeles is the
subsidiary line of industries that have
grown up here with the growth of the picture business. There are agencies where
any kind of an actor can be had from
Shakespearean leading man with international reputation to a real Mexican bandit
with notches on his gun. Not only are
the actors accessible, but the expensive
properties are to be had more readily. For
instance, there are stores that make a
specialty of renting birds to the motion
picture studios; there are agencies where
the "Wild West" is rented — anything from
a bucking bronco with their riders to the
real stage coaches.
Perhaps the most compelling reason for
producing in Los Angeles is the freedom
from the labor conditions of the East. For
these reasons and others the actual cost
of producing here is about 40 per cent less
than in New York; even the cost of electricity, which is so dominant a feature in
picture making, is from four to six times
greater in New York than in Los Angeles.
Tully Marshall has originated a new
physical deformity for himself in the role
he is playing in the Jess Robbins production. The Ladder Jinx. For every part
Mr. Marshall has been assigned in former
roles he has added some little identifying
action. In one part he wiggled his ear
whenever he became excited; in another,
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when angry he would soothingly stroke his
hair, and still another he would stretch
the muscles of his neck by turning the
head in a nervous manner when things
went wrong.
For the next five weeks Mr. Marshall is
to be an absent-minded, near-sighted, hobbling villain, with unique ability to swing
one foot at far greater speed than the
other while walking. Every time he moves
the audience will think he is going to a
fire.
With all his assum^ed infirmities he is as
full of fight as the Irish; he pulls the
nose of a bank president, tells the bank
directors just what to do, orders the chief
of police around as though he were a school
boy and threatens the superior judge with
defeat if he does not give a desired decision. And then he breaks into jail. Although the role played by Marshall is
a heavy, he is adding comedy to every
sequence and doing it with all his remarkable ability as an actor.
Margaret Landis is the leading woman
with Edward Horton in the leading role.
Miss Landis is doing very unusual work in
The Ladder Jinx.
Buck Jones of Fox is not to be outdone
in his next feature production. He has
engaged two lovely young stars, Helen Ferguson and Ruth Renick, to play opposite
him in his coming Western photoplay.
Universal has purchased and will film
Fannie Hurst's Oats for the Woman. It
will be made as an all-star Universal-Jewel
production and the director will be one
of the top-liners at Universal City.
Mrs. Hurst wrote Oats for the Woman
when she was in a particularly bitter mood
toward the current standards of morals
and marriage. Like many of her other
brief masterpieces, it arraigns the false
forces in life to-day and condemns those
who have not vision enough to detect essential truths. The story was published
first in the Cosmopolitan Magazine and

"The Silent Call" Breaks
Records in Los Angeles
"The Silent Call," H. O. Davis'
refor First National
dog picture
lease, now completing
its eleventh
week, at Miller's Theatre, Los iVn'geles, has shown to more .than
"174,000readypaid
has its
alrun oneadmissions.
day longer Itthan
nearest rival's longest run in Los
Angeles.
The picture was put on eleven
weeks ago and was originally booked
for a three weeks' run. At the end
of eleven weeks it is held over for
another week on account of the popular demand and it is possible it will
run even longer.
Producers of "The Silent Call"
have already begun the production
of a second film featuring "Strongheart." The picture will be called
"Brawn of the North" and a strong
cast will include Irene Rich and
Leonard Shumway as leads. The
story is built around the dog. The
company is now at Truckee, Cal.,
where the snow scenes are being
made.

later in her volume headed with "HuBull Montana is ready for his debut as
moresque."
a screen star; in fact, he has finished his
first comedy special under the personal supei'vision and direction of Hunt Stromberg. It has been entitled A Lady's Man
and presents the screen Apollo in a surprise role, the character name of which
is "Little Oswald." Producer Stromberg
promises a comedy attraction that will
rank high for laughs and thrills.
First National companies, or at least a
few of them, may produce at the Goldwyn
studios if the merger between Goldwyn and
Associated First National is completed.
While there is no official confirmation that
such a combine has been effected as yet,
rumors are strong that complete arrangements have been made.
At present First National companies
are scattered, some working at United
Studios, some at Louis B. Mayer, some at
Hollywood and various other places. Concentration oftheir forces at Goldwyn will
mean much to the organizatian.
Eva Novak, former Universal star, has
organized her own producing company and
will begin actual camera work within the
week on her initial story at the Fine Arts
Studio, Hollywood, where D. W. Griffith
formerly operated. According to E. L.
Butler and William R. Reed, executives of
the new company, Miss Novak is to ^be
starred in a series of five-reel special features similar to the type of mystery play
which has made her so successful as a Universal star. The first story is now being
prepared and an all-star cast will be asactress. sembled in support of this attractive young
Miss Novak enjoys a wide popularity
and is one of the best drawing cards
among the young stars on the screen. ;
Having installed a radiophone receiving
and sending outfit at his studio in Hollywood, which he expects will render a great
practical service in producing motion pictures, Marshall Neilan experimented with
a company of players on location last
week and the outcome was found successful. From his studio stage, where the outfit has been set up, Neilan directed his
players at Santa Monica, Cal., who were
working in scenes for Her Man. This allowed him to take care of business at the
studio and still keep in touch with his
troupe.
of going
on location
andInstead
incidental
scenes,
as was for
his "chases"
practice,
Mr. Neilan kept in direct touch with Frank
Urson — ^his assistant director — via the
radiophone, going into all the various
scenes and in the meantime was able to
direct more important scenes on his studio
stage. The troupe on location had a small
radio outfit with which they talked direct
with Mr. Neilan.
The producer says it opens a new channel in motion picture making which has
never before been contemplated.
Jane Novak, star of the Chester Bennett
Productions, has signed with the Robertson-Cole Co. to release through that company. The first picture on the R-C program has been completed and is entitled
The Snoiv-Shoe Trail, filmed in the snows
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morous and wholesome entertainment any
of his previous pictures. The director,
Roy Del Ruth, has used to advantage the
versatility of the star in this latest release. Gymnasium Gym.
Ben Turpin is drawing crowded houses
at the New Pantages Theatre, Los Angeles, this week. Mr. Sennett has signed
the star up to a personal appearance in
the vaudeville bill and he is taking the
house.

Elinor Glyn, noted peeress and novelist, reading her script of the forthcoming proHollywood film, "The Eyes of Truth," to be produced by Mike Rosenberg (left) and
Sol Lesser (right). The N. G. sign is being held up by one of the Lesser forces, who
was jealous because he wasn't in the picture with Elinor — which was quite natural,
at that!
of Truckee, Cal., and is an allstar cast,
headed with Roy Stewart, supporting Miss
Novak. Shi Hong, the old LkO Chinese
actor, plays a very interesting role.
J'he Snow-Shoe Trail is the first of a
series of five special features on the R-C
releasing program. The Chester Bennett
Productions will move from the United
Studios to the R-C lot for the filming of
future Jane Novak productions.
The Hollywood American Legion has
staged a show every Tuesday afternoon,
showing the public how motion pictures
are made for a nominal admission. Some
of the most noted stars have appeared on
the Tuesday programs, and it has given
the studios a concrete excuse for refusing
to admit sightseers onto the lots. Marie
Prevost appeared last week with a cast
comprising Jack Mulhall, Shannon Day,
Julia Calhoun and William Moran. Billy
Joy, director of many successful comedies,
directed the scenes, assisted by Roy Mara prominent legion man and a formershall,director.
Tom McNamara is writing the story
which will constitute the fourth vehicle in
the series of pictures which feature His
Rascals, Hal Roach's kiddie-animal company. The third story is now in production.
C. H. Wellington, artist of the comic
strips,
Pa'stheSon-in-Law,
who sits
as gag
man with
Roach scenario
writers
for
"Snub" Pollard and "Paul" Parrott, has
been absent from the studio for several
weeks on a trip to St. Louis.
Fred M. Warner, former governor of
Michigan, and Mrs. Warner, visited the
Roach studio and brought word that Michigan is all for Lloyd comedies.
Three new productions are about to start
at the Goldwyn studio and two are being
completed this week.
Broken Chains, written by Miss Winifred Kimball, vdnner of the $10,000 prize
in Chicago Daily News scenario contest,
will be given an elaborate production.
Carey Wilson has been assigned as supervising editor; The director and cast have
not been chosen.
Maurice Tourneur and company will sail
for England from New York, April 29, on
the Celtic, where scenes will be taken for
The Christian by Hall Caine. Women

Love Diamonds, an original story by Carey
Wilson will be directed by E. Mason Hopper, who is now putting the finishing
touches on the Peter B. Kyne story.
Brothers Under the Skin, with an all-star
cast, including
Pat O'Malley,
wick,
Claire Windsor,
Norman Helen
KerryChadand
Mae Busch. Rupert Hughes has finished
shooting The Bitterness of Sweets, featuring Colleen Moore and Antonio Moreno.
He is now editing the production and is
also at work on a new scenario.
Ben Wilson is to produce Daybreak, a
Peter B. Kyne story. Roy Stewart will
play the leading male role with Kathryn
Kirkham playing the opposite lead. Wilbur McGaugh appears as an Indian heavy.
The Mack Sennett-Mabel Normand company worked until midnight the other
night, and then Dick Jones, the director,
surprised the company with a midnight
barbecue. The entire cast of Suzanna
was present on the old Spanish Patio set
and all sat down to a Castilian spread,
which was prepared for picture screening
only, although it served the double pur»pose of hunger-relief and art. Mack Sennett had furnished a young steer, three
barrels of potatoes, unlimited quantities
of stewed com and innumerable other eats
which will make many a mouth water
when
audience oxnote's
delicacies
and thethesteaming
abovethese
the hot
coals
shown on the screen.
The picture is practically finished and
will be ready for the fall showing.
Manager Nat Holt of the Loew State
Theatre, Los Angeles, has been sought
from every corner of the State regarding
the designs of his weekly advertising. Mr.
Holt has obtained an artist who is gifted
in drawing the most remarkable likenesses
and with the clever placing and designing of his ads, the Loew State daily programs stand out clear and distinct above
the advertisements of the other twentyfour theatres. Mr. Holt has proven himself a real live showman, always working
in the best interest of Marcus Loew's beautiful theatre. Mr. Holt entered the Masonic Brotherhood recently and was presented with a beautiful Masonic ring, set
with a three-quarter karat diamond, by his
employes.
The current Billy Bevan-Mack Sennett
comedy is guaranteed to far exceed in hu-

James Young will direct Guy Bates Post
in Omar, the Tentmaker, a Richard Walton Tully production. Wilfred Buckland
will return from the Fairbanks lot to his
duties as art director for Tully; Georges
Benoit, the double exposure king, will
again be the cinematographer, and the
rest of the production and directorial staff,
which assisted in the filming of The Masquerader, will also be on hand in making
the current production even a better one
than the former.
During his most recent international
tour. Producer Tully spent several months
on the Persian locale of the Omar story,
getting the atmosphere of the place and
making numerous photographs and
sketches, which will be used as scenic
models. Also a large consignment of
Oriental rugs, draperies, costume materials and props vdll be seen in the picture.
John Griffith Wray, directing the Ince
feature. Someone to Love, with Cullen
Landis, Madge Bellamy and Noah Berry
in the cast, is arranging to tour the San
Francisco
Bay Circus
cities towith
the a Howe's
Great
London
secure
circus
background for the story.
Douglas MacLean has started work on
his next comedy drama vehicle, The Suntshine Trail, under the direction of James
Horne. Among the members of the supporting cast are William Courtright,
Josephine Sedgwick, Barney Furey and
four-year-old Muriel Frances Dana.
Mary Pickford to
Start Work
Soon
Of the
three
productions
under way
ilmingnow 'Tess''
RefPickford-Fairbanks
onnew
at the
studio,
Holljrwood, only one so far has a name —
Tess of the Storm Country — ^which Mary
Pickford has selected as her next screen
vehicle. Douglas Fairbanks is hard at
work on his new picture, which promises to
outdo anything he has yet made, but has
not decided on a title, while Jack Pickford
also is at work on a picture, which Miss
Pickford
is supervising; but it also is without a name.
Miss Pickford's Tess of the Storm
Country was one of the first big photoplays ever made. The original negative
has been so worn by constant printing that
one of the main reasons for Miss Pickford's making a new Tess of the Storm
Country is to get another master negative.
"This story offers unlimited possibilities," said Miss Pickford recently," and
naturally many of the finer things were
not developed in the first version because
at that time we still were pioneers. I hope
to make the new Tess more perfect than
anything yet offered the public on the
In the
of Tess all
of the
titles thatrefilming
were overlooked
before
willsubbe
incorporated, besides bringing out all the
screen."
perfection
of production that has been
made possible by the progress of the
motion picture industry.
John S. Robertson will direct the picture.
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Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., and
the Christie Film Company have just
closed a contract in which are outlined
the plans for twenty two-reel Christie
Comedies for the season of 1922-1923
which, the Christie Company announces,
are designed to eclipse in stories, acting,
settings, photography and production
generally the best pictures of this type
that the industry has produced.
Until the beginning of the last film
year the Christie Company produced
twenty-four two-reel comedies, fifty-two
single reel comedies and several feature
length comedies a year. During the last
year — the second year during which
Christie Comedies have been released by
Educational — the Christie Company has
put all its effort into twenty-four two-reel
comedies. Critics have been unanimous in
recognizing the steady and rapid rise in
the entertainment and box office value of
these short pictures.
Now the number of pictures made by
the Christie Company is to be still further
reduced, and all the resources of this
great comedy-making unit are to be devoted to making twenty pictures of two
reels each, every one of which will be a
feature in itself by virtue of a fine, entertaining story; a talented cast headed by
well-known comedy stars, and the most
finished production possible in every
respect.
"The day of the cheap picture is gone,"
said E. W. Hammons, president of Educational, inannouncing and discussing the
elaborate pjans for next year's Christie
Comedies.
"TheandChristie
Comedies
the
current
season
the success
with of
which
they have met everywhere, are ample
proof — if any further proof could be

Twenty
Educationcd

Number

Will Aim

and

to Make

Every

Calling

in Coming

Release

needed — that the picture that is a big picture, regardless of its length, is the picture that the exhibitor and the public
want, and must have.
"I am proud of the pictures that have
been made by the Christies in recent
months. I am proud of the reception
they have received from exhibitor, critic
and public; and this reception has encouraged the Christies as well as Educational
Film Exchanges and myself to be confident that still bigger pictures, though not
quite as many in number, will mean the
biggest year in the history of Christie
Comedies.
"The reduction of the production schedule from twenty-four to twenty pictures
does not by any means indicate any sort
of retrenchment. It simply means that
the money that has heretofore been
divided among twenty-four comedies will
be spent on making only twenty, and it is
intended that each of the twenty shall be
a bigger picture than any that has heretofore been made by the Christie ComCharles H. Christie, general manager
of the Christie Film Company, who came
to New York from Los Angeles to sign
pany."
the
contract which was concluded a few
days ago, was enthusiastic as he departed
from this city to return to the Christie
Studio.
"There is no doubt," said Mr. Christie,
"that the signing of this contract marks
another big step for short subjects. We
are going to do our utmost to co-operate
with Educational in its effort to give to
the exhibitor the very best in short subjects. The Christie Comedies to be produced for the next season will, without
doubt, be the biggest and finest polite

Serials

Two-Reelers

Contract

of Comedies

1635

Year

a Feature
comedies that have ever been offered to
the public.
"Al [his brother, Al Christie, supervising director of all Christie Comedies] is
working now on the last release of this
year'sture series,
on completing
this picwill go to and
Europe
for a vacation.
He
is now making the plans for the first two
or three pictures of the next season, however, and production will go right ahead
while he is away. It is probable that two
pictures will be made while Al is on his
vacation.
"Our whole organization is full of
enthusiasm over the showings made by
our recent pictures. Of course, we have
always been confident that Al's judgment
on making clean, polite comedies in a big
way was going to win out in a similarly
big manner, but there still remained protests from some quarters when we decided to give up the 'bathing girl' and
any and all other artificial means of provoking laughter and build our pictures
strictly on fine stories, depending on the
wholesome humor of the story for the
entertainment rather than on 'bathing
girls' and 'gags,' and it has been encouraging to see the way that critics, not
only of the trade press, but of magazines
and newspapers as well, have greeted
most
recent pictures."
Suchwarmly
Christieour Comedies
as Oh, Buddy!,
Falling For Fanny, Saving Sister Susie,
No Parking, A Barnyard Cavalier, Oh,
Promise Me!, and especially the latest
picture of the series scheduled for release. Cold Feet, have brought the highest praise from critics of trade publications, newspapers and national magazines.
The pictures of the last year have satis(Continued on page 1636)

Neal Burns
V^iora Daniel
Al Christie
Dorothy Devore
Bobby Vernon
Al Christie, supervising director of Educational-Christie Comedies, and the four principal stars in that organization
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About Alberta and Ada,
Pathe
Inaugurates
Semi-Educationals
Following Success in Several Theatres Company Prepares
Programs of Short Subjects for Children's Entertainment
Following the success of semi-educa- appeal. This is in the direction of a more
tional programs for young folks tried out comprehensive selection of screen perin various representative theatres
sonality subjects, a more effective treatthroughout the country, Pathe has now
arrangement
mater-ial —andin
prepared special programs of interesting
short, ment
theand highest
class ofof direction
and entertaining short subjects selected
camera tion.
work,
titling
presentaThe first
issueandof screen
the new
series
for children. The McKinley Theatre in
Canton, Ohio, was one of the first of the is expected to demonstrate to motion picture patrons the existence of a screen
la'rger houses to attempt special chilmatinees, and the experiment was periodical fully as artistic in its makeup
adrens'
success.
and fascinating in its contents as the best
The short subject programs, selected
examples of so-called "fan" magazines
especially for boys, contains everything
dealing with the same general class of subof a fascinating nature that appeals parjects, and having the added advantage of
the vividness and action of a motion
ticularly to the younger generation.
Harold Lloyd comedies. Major Jack Allen
Animal Pictures, Bill and Bob Animal
picture.
Pictures, Tom Santschi Westerners, HolCapitol, of Detroit, to Show
man Day's
Timberlands,
Pathe
Screenpictures
Studies ofofthe
animal
life, the
Mayer Travelaughs Series
screen
magazine
—
Pathe
Review,
Aesop's
Film Fables in animated cartoons and
The Capitol Theatre of Detroit will follow the lead of the Capitol Theatre, New
"Snub" Pollard comedies are included in
York, in showing the Hy Mayer Travethe selected programs.
laughs, which are now being distributed
Program No. 1 mcludes the one-reel
by R-C Pictures Corporation. They are
short subjects,
Rabbit
and His
first short subject that that company
Pals,
a screen Br'er
study;
Catching
the the
has ever released. The initial Travelaugh
Weasel,
Bill andandBob";
an
issue anof "Adventure
the Pathe of
Review;
the
is Such Is Life in London's West End,
which was issued on April 23'. This will
two-reel comedy. The Pickaninny, featurbe followed every second week by another
ing "Sunshine Sammy," the little colored
comedian.
entertaining travel picture, the second being Such Is Life in Voleyidam. There are
Program No. 2 includes the one-reel
subjects, Animal Camouflage, a screen fifteen subjects in the cuirent series.
John H. Kunsky has selected the Travestudy; Netting the Leopard, a Major Jack
laughs to run one week each at his largest
Allen animal hunt; The Hare ayid the
theatre, the Capitol. He has booked the
Tortoise, an "Aesop's Film Fable," and
entire series.
the two-reel feature comedy. Get Out and
Get Under, starring Harold Lloyd.
Inquiries Reach Pathe for
Pathe Will Release
"Boy Scouts of America"
Circulars on the new Pathe single reel
feature. Boy Scouts of America, had not
been in the mail more than twenty-four
"Screen Snapshots"
hours before a dozen inquiries for the
Every Other Week
film came flying into the Home Office.
Under the specifications of a contract
The picture is indorsed by officials of the
National Council of the Boy Scouts of
just made -with Jack Cohn and Lewis
America, and was made especially for
Lewyn, Pathe will distribute a new series
financial campaigns or local publicity purof Screen Snapshots of a quality and general interest calculated to give them the
poses. Word was received from the Pathe
Exchange at Cleveland that the film had
importance of a periodical review devoted
to the professional doings and personal ac- been booked for a full week at Keith's,
and other branches have also had calls
tivities of popular screen favorites. The
for the films from first-run houses.
contract calls for twenty-six one-reelers,
The film is a refreshing offering and
to be released one every two weeks, the
date of the first release to be announced
lives and breathes the spirit of Young
shortly.
America.
youthful
"scouts"
are
During the year or more in which the
shown going The
through
their daily
routine.
editors of Screen Snapshots have issued
The offering was especially made and
their novelty they have developed the
titled by a Scout Commissioner who understands the game from the inside.
means of greatly increasing their public

Baby Peggy, Century Comedy star, now playing in "The Little Rascal" at the New
York Rivoli and four Broadway (Los Angeles) houses simultaneously

Among Century's Prettiest
Two of the prettiest girls who have appeared in Century Comedies are Alberta
Vaughan, a brunette, and Ena Gregory,,
a blonde. Alberta is sixteen years old.
Her older sister, Ada May, acts as her
manager. Both girls are extremely popular. Alberta has done some clever work,
with Lee Moran and Harry Sweet.
Ena Gregory has a stunning figure and
was formerly in bathing girl pictures.
Her ambition is to enter the legitimate;
in serious parts. At present Miss Gregory
is supporting Harry Sweet.
Bro>vnie's Picture Entered
in Seattle Exhibitiou
So impressed was Miss G. V. Boucher
with Brownie's intelligent forehead and
eyes denoting cleverness far exceeding
that of the ordinary animal that she
painted his portrait.
Although Miss Boucher is well known
for her miniatures of dogs, having received
many awards for them, she has made this
portrait of the Century Wonder Dog
almost life size. It will be entered in the
Seattle Art Exhibition.
Twenty

Featm*e Comedies
by Christie-Educational
{Continued from page 1635)

fled the Christies beyond question of the
growing popularity and the high ability of
the four principal stars who have been
given most of the stellar roles in recent
Christie Comedies, and they are in mind
for the principal parts in the pictures
being planned for the next season.
These actors are Bobby Vernon, Neal
Burns, Dorothy Devore and Viora Daniel,
who have been alternated in the recent
(Christie productions. In addition to these
there are many popular players takingleading supporting roles, and several new
members have recently been added to the
company. These include Charlotte Stevens, winner of the Chicago Journal
beauty contest; George Stewart, brother
of Anita Stewart, and Natalie Johnson, a
brunette beauty formerly with the Ziegfeld Follies. Vera Steadman, long popular in Christie Comedies, has recently returned to the studio after an absence of
almost a year, during which time she
joined the vast ranks of screen mothers.
During Al Christie's absence the filming
of comedies will go ahead under the direction of Scott Sidney, William Beaudine
and Harold Beaudine. These directors,
with Al Christie, will be alternated in the
are.
forthcoming
productions just as the stars
Definite steps also have been taken by
the Christies to assure the very best in
stories for the 1922-3 Christie Comedies.
The scenario staff has recently been enlarged until it now includes Frank Roland
Conklin, Walter Graham, Robert Hall and
Royce Alton as regular staff writers. No
more stories from outside sources are
being considered.
This step was taken because the Christie
production standpoint is now the same as
for the longer feature films. It is intended
that each picture shall have as much plot
and interesting story as the best of the
five-reelers, and the story needs of the
comi^any can best be met by staff writers.
Al Christie will sail from New York
about the middle of May for his European
vacation, accompanied by H. D. Edwards,
who is production manager for Christie
Comedies.
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With Nearly Double the Quantity of Subjects Available
the Previous Year, Distribution Reaches Over 80 Per Cent
advantage. As his manager tells him in
The extensive releasing schedule of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., during the the final instructionsj if he wins it has got
to be through the exercise of brains. The
last year (the second full year of this organization as a national distributor) has
Kid uses his brains when, following supalmost doubled the amount of film availplementary instructions, he waits until his
able for booking through Educational Film
opponent turns his head to eject a molar
loosened in the previous round and then
Exchanges a year ago. With this much
slams him for the count, winning the
greater
program
to
draw
from
early
re-'
ports from Educational branches to the
championship
a tooth."
home office in New York on the progress
It is a redhot"bymill
all the way, and not
of the second Educational Pictures Week,
a one-sided one by any means. "Hammer
just ended, indicate that from eighty to and tongs" are the rule. Hayden Stevenninety per cent of all usable film in the
son again fills the role of the Kid's manvarious exchanges was kept busy during
ager and Sam Ryan equally well fills the
the week.
equivalent function for the Kid's opponent.
These early reports, therefore, mean a Harry A. Pollard, as in the preceding numbers, directs with skill.
much greater response from the exhibitors
of the country during this particular week
There's a fine vein of comedy running
of recognition of the value of the short
through the "round," especially at the
ringside. One of the best of the latter
subject than even the fine co-operation that
instances is when the Senator, who with
kept virtually every reel of film in the exhis daughter has chummed with the Kid on
changes working during the first Educathe way across, discovers the aforesaid
tional Pictures Week, a year ago.
Among the first of the final reports to young woman on the opposite side of the
be received are several showing up to ring with her chaperon, both "yelling their
100 per cent of the film in various groups
heads off" for the Kid.
of pictures booked solid.
G. B.
"During this particular week," says the
report from the Pittsburgh branch, "our
two-reel comedy subjects were booked 90
REVIEWS
OF CURRENT
per cent solid. Sketchografs by Julian
Ollendorfi'
were
booked
100
per
cent
solid."
SHORT SUBJECTS
Educational Pictures were in the first
run houses of every iey city in the country,
and in many lof these cities were represented by one or more pictures in each of the
first run theatres. An especially fine
TORCHY'S HOLD-UP.— Released by
Educational. — In this two-part comedy
showing was made in the increasingly
one
woman sneezes so hard when Torchy
large number of theatres which are consprays sneeze powder at a house party
fining their programs to short subjects.
that she loses part of her clothes. Johnny
"Reports from our branches," said E. W.
Hines is not at his best in this subject.
Hammons, president of Educational, "in- When Torchy discovers he is too short and
dicate ageneral increase of about fifty per
too thin to be appointed a deputy sheriff
cent above the total volume of business
he gets on stilts and inflates his coat so
recorded during Educational Pictures
that he more than registers the required
Week a year ago. This is a fair indication
of the fast growing recognition of the height — nobody asks regarding the weight.
The badge
from slip
Torchy's
grasp,
value of the short subject and of the exever, when slips
the stilts
through
holeshow-in
hibitor's
appreciation
of
the
high
quality
the
floor,
following
which
the
near
of short subjects which Educational is leans back against the wall and adeputy
nail,
striving to furnish him. It is a most gratiand the air departs from the rubber coat.
fying finale for Educational's second big There's an abundance of action, and unfull year as national distributors of high
doubtedly there will be many who will
quality short subjects exclusively."
enjoy the farce.
"Leather Pushers"
Marks End of Series
by Smashing Finish
Round Six of The Leather Pushers, the
final of the series of six two-reelers distributed by Universal, maintains its rank
with the five that have gone before. The
half dozen as a whole stands in a class by
itself in the way of screen entertainment. The series has been something new
on the screen — the introduction of a man
who wears with equal grace the garb of
a prize fighter and a dress suit, one who is
able to take blows as well as to give them.
Reginald Denny provides us a little extra in the form of combat in Round 6, a
prolonged round on shipboard when he and
his sparring partner decline to stop according to instructions, but continue to
hammer each other until pried apart. It
turns out that when the Kid enters the
ring to fight for the championship of England he finds in his opponent the man he
previously had believed to be his sparring
partner. Of course, his opponent knows
his "style of pitching" and has a decided

URBAN MOVIE CHATS NO. 15, M. P.
T. O. A. — Distributed by Hodkinson. —
There is an illustrated interview with
Samuel Gompers, in which the president
of the American Federation of Labor sets
forth the present position of the wage
earner on the problems of the day. Striking views are given of the interior of a
steel mill, showing an open hearth furnace, pouring of molten ore, ingots being
made into rails, and the making of steel
plates. Close-up shots are given of the
manatee, tame and frolicsome, and at
home on land or in water. Under Public
Welfare a young woman teacher of etiquette gives illustrations of how not to do
as well as correctly to do little things in
everyday life. Also there are fine views
of Snake River, in Idaho.
PATHE REVIEW NO. 154.— The slowmotion camera has been employed in a
new and in an athletic way most usefully
— analyzing the stroke of a boat's crew in
training. "Basuto Bong-Bong" shows the
savages of South Africa making and incidentally drinking home brew. "There Was
a Crooked Man" is an extravaganza in
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camera caricatures, a novelty which, by
the way, does not grow on one but to the
contrary perceptibly palls. The Pathecolor selection is 2'he Real
iers,
an Alpine journey from Skyscraj
Chamonix,
France, and it is well up to the high
standard of these fine little bits.
THE ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
CRUSOE. — Episode 5 of Universal serial.
— Crusoe saves Friday's father from a
leopard by a rifle shot. The patriarch of
the Spanish castaways predicts disaster
for his band on account of the presence
of Crusoe on the island. Crusoe sees the
girl through the falls and is in doubt
whether it is an actuality or a vision. A
ship appears in the distance, but as Crusoe tries to start a fire by using a glass
the sun goes behind a cloud and he is
unable
to signal. The ship passes on without stopping.
VENGEANCE IS MINE. — Re-edited
Pathe Playlet.— Irene Castle has the leading role in this story of a revenge on the
part of a girl against the defamers and
slayers of her father, but whose savage
determination wilts at the moment of success into a mushy denouement. There is
an attempt to take the edge off the goodygoody finish by permitting the chief malefactor to commit suicide. In the cast are
Elliott Dexter, Helene Chadwick and
Frank Sheridan.
KINETO REVIEW.— The entire reel is
given over to illustrations of the three
bridges connecting Brooklyn with Manhattan Island. There are detail views as
well as long shots, of the structures
proper as well as of the approaches. And
there is a lot of statistical matter, too.
Besides these there are pictures of the
Hell Gate Bridge, Washington Bridge,!
High Bridge, the railroad bridge over the
Harlem River and the Spuyten Duyvil
Bridge.
SHOT INTO SPACE.— Episode 5 of
Go-Get-'Em Hutch. — A good number with
several exciting incidents.. One of the
"more-so" of these is at the end of the
episode, where Hutch, thrown from the
window of a grain elevator, rolls to the
coping and in his weakened condition is
unable to pull himself to the slanting roof.
In the situation there is suspense aplenty.
CHEERFUL

CREDIT.— Two-reel Century-Universal Comedy featuring the dogBrovniie. — Fred Hibbard writes the story
and directs this picture in which the dog,
while given considerable to do, is far from
being the whole thing. The subject does
not impress for its strength as a whole,,
but there are laughs in it.
TAKING THINGS EASY.— Single reel
Star Comedy released by Universal. —
Neely Edwards and Laura La Plante are
the featured players in this lively comedy
of two hoboes who are mistaken for detectives in disguise. The subject is well
staged by William Watson, and will make
DAYS• OF OLD.— Hal Roach comedy,
fun.
released by Pathe. — "Snub" Pollard tries
a little "magic carpet" stuff of the ancient
days and gets a ride through the air he
did not expect. He is supported by Marie
Mosquini, George Rowe and Eddie Baker.
It's an 0. K. single reeler.
THE ETERNAL TRIANGLE. — Cartoon of Aesop's Film Fables, released by
Pathe. — Illustrating "all's fair in love and
amusing.
war,'' the fable is well portrayed and
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the theatre, has engaged Professor Martini
to perform the illusion on the stage and in
the lobby for a week prior to the opening.
• One hundred twenty-four sheets have
been posted throughout Los Angeles. Additional advertising space will be used in
the daily and various foreign language
papers. An amibulance for street ballyhoo, together with a pretty nurse distributing cards carrying the slogan, "If the
saw slips
good-bye" will form another
means
of —exploitation,

These as Well as Ten Five-Part Subjects All Authentic
Will Be Sold on State Rights Market for Sept. 1 Issue
At the Capitol Theatre the week of be used in any church or any theatre or
April 10 there was shown one of fifty any school, and also so that a minister
could preach direct from the film. As
similar single reel subjects, all devoted
to the Holy Land and Biblical scenes and
they have turned out, Sunday school lessons may be taught from them for a
places, ine picture was The Garden of
Uethsemane, which was produced by the thousand years because they are geoRev J. E. Holley for the Geographic Film
graphically 100 per cent authentic.
"The
single
are for
exhibition
in Clark-Cornelius to
Company, Inc., of Cincinnati. The comtheatres first. reels
The nine
features
will be
pany is represented by E. B. Russell,
director of distribution, who at present is for use in churches and educational institutions. The five-reel subject devoted to
Issue Whytock Tales
stopping at the Pennsylvania Hotel.
the Temple and the Tabernacle, which
Tne single reel pictures are grouped
in Two-Reel Series
were photographed from the authentic
under the title of "The Sacred Lands
Series." In this 50,000 feet of film the models of Professor Schick, will be available for Masonic organizations.
Holy Land is seen from 1500 viewpoints.
The well-known series of stories, "Tales
the Tenements," by Ross D. Whytock,
"The entire product will be offered to of
The subjects listed are under six genfamous
writers of detective stories, is
eral headings: Bethlehem, Southern
state rights exchanges direct. The distributors
will
have
absolute
supervision
being made into a series of two-reel proJudea and Egypt; Northern Judea and
ductions and will be marketed on the State
over their territory for a period of five
the Maritime Plain; Jericho and the Joryears on a flat rental, payable monthly.
dan; Jerusalem; Shiloh, Samaria and
rights
plans
by Clark- Cornelius Corporation.
Galilee, and Damascus, Lebanon and
Geographic Films will co-operate with the
According
to the announcement from
Mount Carmel.
state rights buyers in a large way, by the
Clark-Cornelius this series will consist of
In addition to the series of fifty reels usual methods of exploitation, and also
twenty-six productions to be released one
by trade press advertising. Also we are
the company is preparing for release
every other week. The first four stories
negotiating for advertising to be carried
nine five-reel productions for program
already have been filmed.
in the leading religious papers as well as
release and one five-reel subject devoted
national educational journals.
Mr. Whytock's vfide experience in the
to Solomon's Temple and the Tabernacle.
All of the 100 reels are for distribution
"It is our purpose also to come in newspaper field, secret service department
through the state rights market and will closer contact with the distributor and his of the Government and special investigator has brought him into association with
trade, and wherever the distributor makes
be ready for release by September 1.
arrangements with us for a certain given
many types of criminals. He has been a
Twenty-six of the single reels will conclose student of applied psychology, and
tain art titles by Paleologue which will territory if he will supply to us the theatres or institutions of every character he his stories for this reason have had that
be colored by the Prizma process.
unusual atmosphere that is so desired in
"What started the whole project," de- is serving we will from our offices mail
detective yarns.
clared Mr. Russell this week, "was the advertising matter.
The great demand among the exhibitors
fact that heretofore Biblical screen sub"We also have completed arrangements
for stories
of the detective type makes this
with the great national religious and
jects attempted to dramatize characters
series
timely.
educational bodies, by showing the film to
and places. This work has been perIn fiction form the "Tales of the Teneformed largely by men with a lack of real them and acquainting them with its value
Biblical knowledge. The result has been
ments" will appear in one of the popular
and urging them to co-operate with their
magazines
and then be issued in book
local theatres or churches that are using
that the church at large has been dissatisform
with
the completion of the series of motion pictures. These bodies will have
fied with practically every attempt made.
the names of all our distributors, and it stories.
"Knowing the great need of adequate
Mr. Whytock will be recalled for his
is our purpose and intention to carry on
representation of Biblical scenes and the
series of articles which ran in all of the
Holy Land as a whole we conceived the with the distributor directly to his cusidea that the Biblical knowledge could be
tomer throughout the period in which he leading newspapers throughout the counis contracting for distribution.
conveyed to the people with real truth,
try of Germany's great preparation for
submarine warfare, a prediction which
but we very quickly reached the conclu"Our plan of putting the film in the was
borne out a few months after the
sion that no one could do it other than a hands of the distributor, inasmuch as a
articles appeared.
student of religious thought.
great mass of it must get its returns from
The first release will be The Arnsley
"The Holy Land and Palestine is to a the non-theatrical field, is a different plan
than is usually pursued by state rights
very large degree as it was two thousand
Case,
a story that does not make a hero ~
men.
years ago. Its temples stood there three
of theingsvillain.
all Mr.
he seeks toInshow
thatWhytock's
the guiltywritare
thousand years ago, the people have not
"We realize that there are two or three
always caught. The most masterly of
years at least of intensive missionary
changed, costumes have not changed, since
criminals slip at times, and it is the little
the days of Jesus.
work that has got to be done in the nontheatrical field before that field will be slips that lead to apprehension.
"The Rev. Dr. J. E. Holley for seven
productive, and we are willing to bear
years had made a study as to what steps
with the distributor our share of the
should be taken to secure the desired
material. There was no question he was
Luchese Sees Better Times
the man to undertake the work. When it expense of this missionary work."
Tony Luchese of the De Luxe Film
came to financing the expedition Albert
Company, 1318 Vine Street, Philadelphia,
Krippendorf, a Cincinnati resident of Symphony Theatre Will
on a recent visit to the home office of the
large means, was called upon. While Mr.
Arrow Film Corporation, spoke in the
in
man"
not "a religious
Krippendorf
most optimistic manner concerning conExploit "Lady Sawing" Film
the
ordinary isacceptance
of that term he
J. Cone, distributor of the expose of
ditions in his territory. Mr. Luchese rewas interested in the project and wrote a
ports a decided increase in business and
Sawing
a
Lady
in
Half
for
California,
check for the amount it was estimated
Arizona
and
Nevada,
has
booked
this
film
gives
it
as his opinion that the next few
would be required.
normalcy.
for an extended engagement at the Los
months will find things well on the way to
"Mr. Holley selected an expert cameraAngeles Symphony, beginning Sunday,
man and went to the Holy Land. There
AiTDril 23. The management is exploiting
"The exhibitors in my territory — and I
he carefully photographed scenes and
am in close personal touch with every one
this
picture on a bigger scale than any
historical
and
geographical
a
places from
of
them — seem to feel that the worst is
point of view. His aim was to make the short subject ev«r programed in this
house. Dr. H. B. Brickwedel, manager of over," said Mr. Luchese.
pictures non-sectarian, so that they might
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Move Made Necessary by Elaboration of Hallroom Boys,
the New Sunrise Comedies as Well as Other Productions
Owing to the increased scope of their
activities and the large amount of production in which they are now engaged, Harry
Cohn, Joe Brandt, and Jack Cohn of the
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation have just
taken over a new studio in Los Angeles.
The move was necessitated owing to the
fact that the new series of Percy and
Ferdie Hallroom Boys Comedies are to be
produced on an elaborate scale next season ;and, in addition to that, the new series
-of twenty-six two-reel Sunrise Comedies,
which Harry Cohn has already started
producing,
made larger quarters imperative.
In addition to this it is intended to use
the new studio as the production site for
the series of six new melodramas which
C. B. C. is engaged in producing and for
some special features on which Joe Brandt
himself is lining up production plans.
The studio, which occupies a block on
Hollyvrood Boulevard and Gower St., has
been taken over for a term of years by
C. B. C. and equipped with every modern
faoi'Mty possible for picturemaking. One
special unusual feature is what Harry
Cohn describes as a "trick comedy stage,"
planned by himself as a result of his experience as a producer of comedies, into
which has been built trap doors, a special
false floor, derricks, trolleys, hoists, an
original rising stage operated by elevator
cables, and several other ideas of Mr.
Cohn's which will, he is confident, make
possible unusual and novel comedy effects.
A large staff is to be maintained so
that the pictures will be completely titled
and edited in every, detail before they are
sent through for release. Another innovation will be special pre-release studio showings at which the opinions of critics and
others high in the film world will be requested and the pictures changed and edited in accordance.
"The new studio is in every sense of
the word a 'work-shop,' " says Harry Cohn.
"Every foot of the space has been utilized
to the fullest possible advantage and we
believe this new studio will lead the way
in comedy-making effects and equipment."
Elk

Photoplays

Open

to

Exchange

for

Up-State New York
Close upon the announcement that C.
Douglas Sanford has contracted to take
over the Graphic Film Exchange of Atlanta for the territories of Florida, Alabama and North and South Carolina,
comes word that Messrs. Berkowitz and
Mills, owners of the Elk Photoplay Exchange at 729 Seventh Avenue, New York,
have closed negotiations to take over the
Graphic Film Exchange for Northern New
Jersey and Northern New York State.
Offices will also be established at either
Albany or Buffalo.
In commenting upon the affiliation Mr.
Berkowitz. president of the new organization stated: "This affiliation with Ivan
Abramson and the Graphic Film Corporation is the most important step in the history of our organization, and it has come
as the result of logical growth. Elk photoplays ever since its inception five years
ago has enjoyed the confidence of exhibitors, because of our live and let live policy.
When we open our Graphic Film Exchange
upstate we shall inaugurate the same

policy that has marked our dealings with
exhibitors in Greater New York and New
This marks the twenty-third Graphic
Jersey."
Film Exchange to be organized since Ivan
Abramson determined on his policy to form
exchanges in every key territory in the
United States.
Di Lorenzo
"The

Trail
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Declares
of Hate"

a Strong Production
Joe Di Lorenzo, president of Di Lorenzo,
Inc., and series
distributors
Boy"
Williams
producedof bythethe"Big
Frederick
Herbst Productions, has just arrived at
the Coast after an extensive sales trip that
took in every principal exchange city
across the continent. Mr. Di Lorenzo,
immediatdy upon his arrival, looked
at The Trail of Hate, the second of
the
Williams
series,
and
wired "Big
back toBoy"
the New
York office
that this
western is an even better production than
Blaze Away, which received high praise
from the trade press when it was shown.
Mr. Di Lorenzo intends remaining on
the Coast for ten days. It is stated the
success of the first two of the Williams
series has prompted Mr. Herbst to increase
the costs of production in order to place no
handicap
on the "Big Boy's" screen characterizations.
Selig Uses Three Hippos in
Scene for "Jungle Goddess"
William Selig has succeeded in filming
the first hippopotamus scenes ever incorporated in a motion picture story. Three
hippopotami appear in the twelfth episode
of The Jungle Goddess, his serial which
Export and Import is selling on the independent market.
Selig has staged an exciting sequence in
which Elinor Field, on a crude raft, is
swept down a jungle stream and is being

chased by three hippos. One of them is
seen to crush the raft in its jaws. The
girl is thrown into the water and literally
swims for her life.
This hazardous scene was shot only
after extreme precautions had been taken
by Director Conway. Heavy wire netting
placed below the surface of the water and
invisible on the screen made this unusual
thrill scene possible.
Burr

Plans Wide

Publicity

for Care we' s "I Am the Law"
A bigtation program
of publicity
is being planned
by C.andC. exploiBurr,
president of Affiliated Distributors, Inc.,
and his organization in connection with
the Edwin Carewe independent special,
/ Am the Law. This campaign will not
be confined to trade papers and press
books, but will find its way into magazines
of national circulation. Numerous exploitation stunts are being prepared to aid
the exhibitor in putting over the picture,
embracing several novel ones in addition
to some which have been successfully tried
before.
Foreign Sale on "Jungle Goddess"
Export and Import Film Company, Inc.,
announces the sale of another big block of
foreign
territory
Selig's ofwild
serial, The
Jungle on
Goddess,
whichanimal
it is
world distributors. The latest contract to
be closed disposes of the rights for German Austria, Hungary, Czecho-Slovakia,
Jugo-Slavia, Poland, Roumania, Bulgaria,
Greece, and European and Asiatic Turkey.
The foreign sales on the serial are said
to
be rapidly nearing the 100 per cent
mark.
Louis Baum Sailing May 2
Louis Baum, general manager and sales
manager of Equity Pictures, will sail for
Europe on May 2 on a business tour that
will take him to practically every country
in Europe.
two
months. Mr. Baum will be gone about
Mr. Baum is leaving after a busy sixty
days, during which time he disposed of
practically the entire country on the
Equity-B. F. Zeldman Production, Where
Is My Wandering Boy?
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"Wandering
Boy"
Sold
90
Per
Cent
Equity Announces That Creole Amusement of New Orleans
Takes Over Production for Louisiana and Mississippi
With the purchase of Where Is My
Wandering Boy To-night? by the Creole
Amusement Co. of New Orleans, which
Equity Pictures announces this week, this
B. F. Zeidman production has been sold
for 90 per cent of the United States in a
period of approximately sixty days. The
Creole, which is one of the enterprises of
the Saenger Amusement Company, purchased the picture for Louisiana and Mississippi, through its general manager, W.
H. Gueringer.
Not only has a greater part of this
country been sold on the feature, but Continental Europe has been disposed of to
Arthur Zeihm. The only remaining unsold states at the present time are
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee,
District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia,
Delaware, southern Illinois, Missouri and
Kansas.
These purchases began immeditely following the showing at the Criterion
Theatre, which ended on Feb. 19. From
that time on General Manager Baum has
been able to announce, weekly one or more
well-known independent exchanges as purchasers of Wandering Boy. The reception
accorded the feature by the exhibitors
rivals that of the exchanges, and first run
bookings have been given the feature in
practically every territory. It has just
finishd a week's run at the Allen Theatre,
Cleveland, and Manager S. Barrett
McCormick reports excellent business.
Omaha

Exchange

Arranges

Tie-ups

with "School Days"
-Several big tie-ups of direct benefit to
middle western exhibitors were secured
with the Warner Brothers' production of
Gus Edwards' School Days, featuring
Wesley Barry, by Harold Horne, of the
Federated Film Exchange, Omaha. The
Federated Exchange controls the picture
rights for Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and
western Missouri.
Mr. Horne effected a tie-up with the

Loose- Wiles Biscuit Co.. whereby that organization will send out 2000 streamei's,
containing a picture of Barry on a cookie
with the added mention of School Days
to every store handling the Wiles product.
Ninety salesmen of the organization have
been instructed to co-operate with exhibitors in every town and arrange window
displays.
Mr. Horne also closed a deal with a
kiddy car manufacturer in Omaha to put
out a "School Days" kiddy car. Exhibitors
m every town playing the picture will be
given a kiddy car to inaugurate a newspaper contest and to offer the car as a prize.
Another tie-up was made with the
Western Union to issue an order to every
office asking exhibitors to reply by wire to
a letter mailed to them by the Federated
Film Exchange relative to the picture.
Joe Brandt Announces Sales
Joe Brandt, president of the C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation, who is now on the
road with a sales program, announces the
signing of contracts whereby the "Sunrise
Comedies," the series of twenty-six tworeel gloom-chasers, will be released
through the Standard Film Service of
tucky.
Cleveland for Ohio, Michigan and KenThe Celebrated Players Film Corporation of Chicago has taken over the series
of twenty-six Star Ranch Westerns for
Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin.
Six "Cap'n Kidd" Episodes
Are Now Ready for Issue
Notwithstanding the inclement weather,
delays caused by illness and the usual
mechanical troubles incidental to the production of an elaborate chapter-play,
"Cap'n Kidd," Eddie Polo's first independently-produced serial is rounding rapidly
into form, and according to a conservative estimate made by Joe Brandt this
week should be completed and be available for release throughout the country
within the next six weeks.
Thus far six chapters of the serial have
been completed, though fully fifty thous-
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and
film have ofalready
"shot"
underfeettheof direction
J. P. been
MacGowan
and Burton King. This does not necessarily mean that only six episodes of the
serial have been made since production
was first started on Cap'n Kidd. The
additional footage — and close to twenty
thousand feet of film is available, will be
used in the remaining chapters just as
soon as a number of special scenes now
being photographed are "shot."
Star

Serial

Sends

"Cap'n Kidd" Prmts
Across the Water
Evidence of the popularity of Eddie
Polo as a serial star in foreign countries
continues to manifest itself at the offices
of the Star Serial Corporation.
In order to facilitate the sale of the
European and Far Eastern territorial
rights
Cap'nin Kidd,
J. Pearson,
a wellknown tofigure
foreign
film circles,
has
been dispatched to London with a print
of the first three chapters of the serial.
He is now there arranging for distribution in the United Kingdom. Captain
Kidd being a historic English figure, the
adaptation
the screen
of hisprove
adven-a
tures on theto high
seas should
popular film in Great Britain.
it isBerlin,
Mr. Pearson's
to From
leave London
for Paris,
Brussels plan
and
other film centers on the continent to arrange for the European distribution of
Cap'n Kidd.
Selig Serial Sold 60 Per Cent
Joe Weil, special sales representative of
Export and Import, world distributors of
the new Selig serial, The Jungle Goddess,
has returned from a tour of the principal
independent • exchanges, having closed
several contracts en route. He reports
brightening conditions everywhere,
It is understood that approximately 60
per cent of the serial is now contracted for.
The majority of territories will release the
serial September
1. Sol
Lesser's Exchange, All Star Feature
Distributors
and
Bobby North's New York Federated Exchange plan to release the subject this,
week.
Sawyer Buys for South America
The Producers Security Corporation announces the sale of The Right Way and
The Soul of Man to Chester E. Sawyer,
Inc., for the South American, Mexico and
West Indies rights. Mr. Sawyer also
secured the Apfel series for Mexico and
the West Indies. He purchased the South
American rights for the Apfel series
several weeks ago.
Coast Producers in New York
H. C. Weaver, General Manager of the
Paul Gerson Pictures Corporation, a recently organized producing company of
San Francisco, and Robert Eddy, who is
directing a series of two-reel comedies
starring Dan Mason for the Gerson Company are in New York to arrange for distribution ofthe comedies. They are registered at the Astor.

Sid Smith, a Hallroom Comedy for
featuring
Scene from "Better Late Than Never,"
Federated
release

Conhaim Buys Neal Hart's
M. H. Conhaim of Greater Features
Company, Minneapolis, has secured the
new Neal Hart series of Western five-reel
features, produced by the William Steiner
Productions, for Minnesota and North and
South Dakota.
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Books

Expresses View That Their Chief Value Is to Sell Inferior
Pictures and That They Represent Waste of Time and Money
"The principal reason for the beautiful
press book is to help the salesmen sell
an inferior
picture."
That is of
the Warner
contention of Harry
M. Warner,
Brothers whose latest attraction, Your
Best Friend, a Harry Rapf production
starring Vera Gordon, is being booked by
many of the leading theatres throughout
the country.
"But a beautiful press book," said Mr.
Warner, "is just as essential to-day as it
has been in the past, from this angle:
When a man goes out to sell worthless
stock certificates, the certificates are generally beautiful ones. If a person buys a
stock certificate of the United States Steel
Corporation or of some good reliable concern, the certificate is simple, plain, devoid
of any ornamentation.
"The same principle applies to pictures.
If you have a good picture you don't need
a beautiful press book. And the camouflage could better be utilized if it were
really made to help rather than to stifle
the business of theatre men. In other
words, if you can otherwise show an exhibitor how he can sell the picture to the
public, a beautiful press book is unnecessary.
"The sooner it is realized that what the
exhibitor needs to put over his picture is
helpful co-operation the better it will be
for all concerned. Beautiful press books
are simply a waste of time, money and effort. It is our constant endeavor to help
the exhibitor derive the maximum results
from our productions and we don't try
to blind him with a beautiful press book."
How well the Warner organization is
succeeding in co-operating with exhibitors
is evidenced by a letter received by Mr.
Warner from Lee L. Goldberg of Big Feature Rights Corporation, Louisville, Ky.
Mr. Goldberg wrote:
"Just a line to thank you for the splendid co-operation you have given us in the
way of publicity on Why Girls Leave Home
and School Days. I want to say further
that you have the right idea, I think, in
sending direct to the exhibitors a lot of
advertising suggestions on these. With
the advertising ideas you have put into effect and with the pictures, that I feel sure
you intend to maintain, I see nothing but
continued success for Warner Brothers."
The basic factor relative to the success
of the Warner pictures is attributed in a
large measure to the co-operation extended
to exhibitors by the Warner publicity staff,
and the fact that the organization in maintaining an interest in all pictures strives
to h^lp theatre men derive the maximum
business results.
Despite the fact that Your Best Friend
has but recently been distributed, it is
said that scores of theatres have booked
the feature following the many laudatory
comments of newspapers and the trade
press. The story reveals the trials of a
mother who in an endeavor to aid her two
sons to a better position in life finds herself in the mesh of two socially ambitious
women. The cast in support of Miss Gordon includes Belle Bennett. Dore Davidson,
Harry Benham, Stanley Price and Marie
Mason. The story was written and directed by Will Nigh.
Producers to Represent Wells
John K. Wells, well known Australian
producer, before departing for Australia
April 22 signed a contract for Producers
Security to handle world's distribution of
his entire output of pictures. Mr. Wells

contemplates
tures a year. producing at least five feaAnnouncement is also made that Producers Security will distribute all of the
Hollandia
productions in
the United Film
StatesCompany's
and Canada.

Pine

Tree

Picture's

"The Broken Silence"
Is Tale of Mystery
There's a strong as well as a large cast
in The Broken SUence, a Pine Tree Picture produced by Dell Henderson to be released by Arrow. The story is one of
Curwood's, and the locale naturally is the
north woods. The season in large degree
is of the winter, with snow deep upon the
ground. The story, which while not entirely one within another, is of that character by reason of practically one-half of
the 5800 feet being devoted to a visualized
recital of what has gone before. There is
a well defined mystery as to who is responsible for the culminating tragedy, the
death of an inspector of the Northwest
Mounted. Two persons, a brother and
sister, claim to be guilty, each one trying
to shield the other.
It is a mounted inspector who relates to
a priest the story that is weighing upon
his conscience, and it is at the ending of
the recital that the shot is fired through
the window that causes the death of the
man telling it; it is a dramatic situation.
The inspector has told how twenty years
before when a factor he was responsible
for the death of a husband and a wife,
parents of two small children. The latter
as well as Indian Joe, who has cognizance
of the details of the early tragedy, are in
the immediate camp. It is Indian Joe who,
following the arrest of brother and sister,
clears them of the charge of murder and
then makes his escape.
Zena Keefe has the role of Jeanne, the
sister who is pursued by the man responsible ageneration before for the death of
her parents. Jack Hopkins plays the
brother. J. Barney Sherry is the inspector. Robert Elliott is the Mounted man in
love with Jeanne. Jack Drumier is Indian Joe, James Milady, the priest, and
Master Joseph DePew is Pierre Beauvais,
the son of Jacques, played by Roy Gordon,
and of Marie, played by Gypsy O'Brien.
G. B.
Swedish Biograph's
"In Self -Defense"
Is Story of Power
The Swedish Biograph, with In SelfDefense, its second release of the series,
presented by George H. Hamilton, fully
matches in quality its predecessor. In the
view of the present writer the immediate
release outmatches it in strength. It has
a closing
by "closing"
we
mean of
the real
finalpower.
thousandAnd feet.
The story is single track and it travels
a straight road. Five players constitute
the cast — a daughter, her parents, a man
of wealth who is no longer young, and a
younger man, a lawyer, with his wealth to
attain. The locale is first Russian and
then over the boundary, in a colony of
well-to-do refugees. The story is of high
life throughout. There is a reference, it
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is true, to a revolutionary — it is the young
lawyer prior to the time when he, too,
becomes a refugee — and to Bolsheviki, but
these allusions are casual and incidental.
What does stand out is that it is a human
tale, of a woman and two men, and all
strong willed.
The main theme is the attempt of Andreyeff, the capitalist, to win Sonia, played
by Jenny Hasselquist, through advances
to
her embarrassed
unrevealed
affection for father;
■ Gregory,Sonia's
the fleeing
revolutionary, helped by Sonia, who in
turn saves her and her parents when the
red
comes, a and
the ofadvocacy
Sonia's
causedaybefore
court
justice ofwhen
she
is accused of killing AndreyefF, in love
with Sonia.
The picture is well staged and contains
an abundance of color. One of the striKing incidents is a dance by Sonia for the
entertainment of the refugee colony. Best
of all, however, are the scenes surrounding the trial of Sonia for the killing of
Andreyeff, the declaration of Gregory to
Sonia during the deliberation of the jury
that he was responsible for the death of
Andreyeff and his perfectly logical reason
for permitting Sonia to go to trial on the
charge instead of declaring his guilt and
assuming the responsibility.
It is a generally sombre role that falls
to Miss Hasselquist, but it is played with
fine feeling and excellent judgment. Ivan
Hedquist as AndreyefF — a Wallace Beery
role, by the way — plays his part to the
during the scene where
ground,
he
baits especially
the father of Sonia and consumes
a couple of quarts of champagne in the
process. The work of Lars Henson as
Gregory is marked by restraint.
is in 5800 feet. It was dipicture
The rected
by Mauritz Stiller, who also is the
author of the story. Lesley Mason edited
and titled the subject.
G. B.
"The Garden of Gethsemane"
Is an Impressive Picture
The Capitol Theatre showed during the
week of April 16 The Garden of Gethsemane, asingle reel Biblical subject produced by the Rev. J. E. Holley. It is in
every respect a most impressive picture.
The subject is one of a series of fifty-two
productions, which will be distributed
under the general title of "The Voice of
the Land" by the Geographic Film ComInc., ofscenes
Cincinnati.
Whilepany, the
are in black and white,
the titles and art titles, from the brush
of Paleologue, are reproduced by Prizma,
and add to the charm and effectiveness of
the subject. The settings are of the
Mount of Olives, of Olivet, of Bethany,
the Garden of Gethof Bethphage
semane among and
others. All are splendidly
photographed. The titles, too, are worthy
of commendation, being brief but jet
being written in a reverent spirit, just
what one would expect from the pen of a
clergyman who so thoroughly enters into
his work and who realizes its possibilities.
The picture is nonsectarian. G. B.

Reports Eight Territories Sold
C. C. Burr, Inc.,president of Affiliated Distributors, which is handling Edwin
Carewe's independent special, / Am the
Law, announces that in addition to the
entire foreign rights on the picture and
eight territory rights in the United States
which already have been sold, negotiations
are now pending for the disposal of three
more territories in this country.
Amusing Title for Ballrooms
No Money to Guide Them is the amusing title that has been given the newest
of the Percy and Ferdie Hallroom Boys
Comedies, wires producer Harry Cohn
from the West Coast production center.
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Six *^^orchy'' Feature
Comedies
Listed
C, C. Burr Announces These Will Take the Place of One
Two-Reeler a Month — To Be Called Johnny Hines Comedies
An announcement that conies as a logical sequence to a product that has been
acclaimed as among the best of its kind
was issued from the offices of C. C. Burr
this week to the effect that Johnny Hines,
star of the "Torchy" comedies, will be
featured in six super-comedies next year
to be known as the Johnny Hines comedies, produced by Mr. Burr. This was
decided upon by Mr. Burr, who encouraged by the amount of first run bookings
and the general trade and public commendation accorded the "Torchy" comedies featuring Johnny Hines, believes
with the advent of the new year the time
will
be ripe for the making 'of special
comedies.
For the past year Hines has been putting much thought and energy into his
"Torchy" characterizations, with the reTorchy's
Torchy
Takes sulta that
Chance,
and Frame
Torchy Up,
and Orange
Blossoms have found their way into the
Strand, Criterion and Rialto theatres on
Broadway,
Balaban
theatres andinother
first &runKatz's
houses.Chicago
These productions have been done at
the rate of one each month and given additional time plus increased costs of production and the facilities of the new Burr
studio in Glendale, it is reasonable to assume these Johnny Hines comedies will
rank with the best in the comedy market.
As a fitting climax to the latest of the
"Torchy"
Steps final
Out,
said to be comedies,
the best Torchy
of the series,
shots were taken of a thrilling and real-

istic scene in which a large automobile
truck, after having been set afire, rides
at full speed off a cliff and hurls itself
headlong into the river below. The scenes
were taken at Port Washington, Long
Island, and with three cameras, some remarkable shots were obtained.
Jans Authorized to Sell
Film for Fischer Estate
Jans Productions, Inc., has been
directed by Arthur K. Deutsch, executor
of the estate of the late A. H. Fischer,
to sell for the best obtainable cash price
the two special productions Man and
Woman and The Amazing Lovers, which
were recently produced by A. H. Fischer
Features, Inc.
The Jans Productions, Inc., have also
been empowered by the executor to rent
the studio and sell the laboratory at New
Rochelle, and also to dispose of the ten
Robert W. Chambers stories the motion
picture rights of which Mr. Fischer
owned. Bids will be considered in the
order received.
Sales Announced by Arrow
Arrow Film Corporation announces the
following sales:
Walter A. Baier of Milwaukee : Four Peter
B. Kyne productions, six Jack Hoxie releases,
four Neva Gerber features, The Innocent Cheat
and Chain Lightning.
Famous Players has purchased for England
the Arrow-Broadway comedies, featuring Eddie
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Barry. The first release is announced for
Sept.
Sam 1. Zierler of the Commonwealth Film Corporation of New York is the newest acquisition
to Arrow's list of buying exchanges. He has
secured the four Kyne specials, Cfiain LightHeadin' North, with Peter Morrison, and
"The ning,
Big
Eddie
Lyons.12" series of comedies featuring
Harvey Thorpe of Minneapolis has bought
Chain Lightning for Minnesota, North and
South
Gene Dakota.
Emmick and W. O. Edmunds, Progress
Film cent
of Cheat
San and
Francisco,
have bought
The Innowill release
it to follow
Ten
Nights in a Barroom.
New

Orleans

Premier
Arrow

Your

Box

Office

Receipts

Rise

with

26

Fine —

Clean

Pretty

Girls —

—

Snappy
Pep —

2-Reelers

Ginger

!

Ask your exchange for them — if he hasn't
bought *enir—tell him to wire
C. B. C. Film

Sales

Corp.

Gets
for

Big

Production

Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions of New
Orleans, Atlanta and Charlotte, which is
handling practically the entire Arrow output in the territory which it controls,
sponsored an innovation in motion picture
presentation when, by arrangement with
Arrow, Back to Yellow Jacket was given
its premier showing at the Lafayette
Theatre, New Orleans. This is a radical
departure from custom, insofar as it has
been the habit of producers in the past to
hold the premier presentation of important
pictures in New Orleans, Chicago, or Lok
Angeles. In this instance, however, the
exchange was desirous of bringing one of
its key cities on to the map as a prerelease
town, and as a result it entered into negotiations with Arrow which culminated in
the arrangement mentioned above.
Speaking of the premier at the Lafayette
Theatre, the Exchange reports the house
played to the best Sunday business ever
enjoyed — and this despite the fact that it
was Palm Sunday. But the name of Peter
B. Kyne, coupled with that of Ben Wilson,
Roy Stewart and Kathleen Kirkham
proved the magnet.
Gerson

Watch

Number 23^

Have

Pictures
Three

Films

All Set for Issue
The first three of a series of twelve
two-reel comedies featuring Dan Mason,
former Skipper of the Toonerville Trolley
Comedies, have been finished by the Paul
Gerson Pictures Corporation in San Francisco and are ready for distribution.
The comedies, which were produced by
Robert Eddy, director of the original
Toonerville, are rural characterizations
and
depict town
the life
timesCenter.
of an Dan
oldfashioned
calledandPlum
Mason has the part of Pop Tuttle, leading
politician, bus driver, champion horse shoe
pitcher, manager of the movie show, and
general all around Pooh-Bah of the town.
Mr. Mason is supported by Wilna Hervey,
who was featured with him as the powerful Katrinka. A different cast of minor
principals is selected for each subject,
The first three films, entitled: Pop
Tuttle's Clever Catch, Pop futtle's Movie
Queen from
and Pop
Tuttle's
Widow Eddy
were
made
stories
writtenGrass
by Robert
and A. H. Giebler.
Nu-Art Buys "Determination"
Clinton M. White, sales manager of
the Lee-Bradford Corporation, recently
stopped at Buffalo on his way West and
had no difficulty in closing a contract on
Determination with Mr. Zimmerman of the
Nu-Art Pictures Corporation for the Upper New York State rights.
The production) already has been placed
with F. F. Proctor's theatres in Albany,
Troy, Schenectady and Amsterdam.
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Hold
"After
Six Days"
Until Fall
Weiss Brothers Announce Change in Releasing Schedule —
To Organize Separate Company to Handle Non-Theatricals
Louis Weiss, executive of Artclass Pic- Walter Miller and Dorothy Bernard, suptures Corporation, announces that sevBeckwith's
mals, alsoplemented
willby Walter
be released
in thewild
fallanion
eral changes in the releasing schedule of
a
well
known
program.
The
summer
his organization have been made, involving After Six Days, the picturization of activities of the Weiss organization will
be confined to marketing on the state
the Old Testament; The Woman Who Beright plan the expose of Sawing a Lady
lieved, asix-reel feature with wild animal
in
Half, the promotion through a
atmosphere, and another subject of unspecialized advertising campaign
usual importance. The release date of highly
of the Sport Review subjects released
the first, originally scheduled for May 1 through Goldwyn, the disposal of New
has been postponed until the fall.
England and Seattle, the two remaining
This change has been made to accomterritories for Adveyitures of Tarzan
modate legitimate theatres which have
starring Elmo Lincoln, and the production of a new series of films intended for
requested bookings on this film, but which
will be unable to show it until October,
state right consumption.
Louis Weiss also has announced the
due to engagements of legitimate plays
already contracted for.
intention of his organization to establish
During the summer months Weiss
a separate company for the handling of
Brothers will prepare a complete advera series of non-theatrical subjects. The
tising campaign and also line up several
Nativity of Christ, a five reel offering,
openings for the picture in the various
was acquired recently with this in mind,
key cities, following which the production
and, with fifty-two subjects dealing with
will be sent on tour as a special road
the Old Testament, will form the nucleus
show attraction at a price of $1 top.
of a varied and continued program of
non-theatrical films.
The Woman
Who Believed, featuring
Close

Two

Deals

on

Burnside

Film

handsome and generous hearted but rather
happy-go-lucky son of a genial Irish baronet caught in the toils of money lenders.
There are said to be two highly interesting and
masculinealtogether
and feminine, human
in the villains,
story, which,
in pictures follows closely the theme and
plot of the novel.
Three Attractive Sections in
Burr Novelty Review No. 3
The Burr Novelty Review No. 3 consists of three sections. The first is a cartoon— a real novelty — entitled "Brewing
Trouble." It has to do, as its title indicates, with "making your own." The cartoons are a clever combination of drawings and photographs. There is a short
scenic, "By the Fireside," the titles taken
from Lucy Larcom's poem, the locations
photographed by Rollin Lester Dixon.
The final section is under the heading of
"The Home Links," in natural colors by
Colorgraph, and illustrating advance
fashions in sport clothes, as worn by
Martha Mansfield and Ruth Dwyer. These
will be particularly interesting to women
photoplaygoers, but the men also will find
much that is attractive and charming in
the richly gowned young women.
The series, which is released once each
month, is being distributed on the state
rights market.
G. B.
"Wandering Boy" in Fox Houses
Following its week's run at the Allen
Theatre, Cleveland, where it did excellent
business for the entire seven days, the
Equity production, Where Is My Wandering Boy? has been booked by its territorial
owners in the Washington Theatre, Detroit, and at the Liberty Theatre, St. Louis,
both Fox houses, for week runs. The picture will start in both houses on April 29.

Producer of "Yankee Doodle, Jr.^^ Disposes of Eastern
Pennsylvania and New York City and Northern New Jersey
M. J. Burnside, producer and distributor
tions and the qualities of humor, pathos
of Yankee Doodle, Jr., announced this week and sustained suspense are claimed for
that he had closed three territories for his the production in which Isobel Elsom,
production. Since the first announcement
Mary Forbes, James- Lindsay and Ivan
Sampson are featured. The hero is the
was issued on this production Mr. Burnside has had negotiations under way for
the disposal of state rights on a $300,000 basis.
The first contract closed was signed by
Tony Luichese, president of the De Luxe
Film Co., Philadelphia. The De Luxe
company operates in Eastern Pennsylvania
and owns the rights for that territory of
I an\
Ten Nights in a Barroom. The record it
made with that production assured Mr.
Burnside his picture would be handled
properly and it was this factor that helped
close the contract.
Greater New York and Northern New
Jersey rights have been sold to W. R.
Wilkerson. He is well known in the industry and lately formed his own organization for the release of pictures in the
New York territory.
Announcement is made of the completion
of a press book for Yankee Doodle, Jr.
Second

National's

"Broken
Shadows"
Is Irish Love Tale
Broken Shadows, the latest current release by Second National Pictures Corporation, isthe motion picture version of
a popular novel by Charles Garvice entitled "Nance." The title for the photodTama was chosen, according to oflacials
of the concern, not only because it is more
descriptive of the picture, but also because
it is in line with the "shadow effects" advertising campaign now being conducted
in the trade papers, based on the fact that
motion pictures actually consist solely of
shadows thrown on a lighted screen.
Broken Shadows is an Irish love story
in which the course of true love is far from
smooth, though the ending is said to be as
happy as it is surprising. Tense situa-
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THE

PRODUCTION
with
EDWIN
CAREWE'S
- Alice
Lake
Kenneth Harlan
Gaston Glass
Rjsemary Tfieby
The picture
muchlegitimate
thought and
^^^^ ^^^^
effort
behind with
it asas any
play
WdllaCe BCefy
ever had.
Photoplay by Raymond L. Schrock, adapted from a story by
JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD
PRODUCED
BY
DISTRIBUTED
EDWIN
CAREWE
B Y
AFFILIAT
EInc.D
PICTURES CORPORATION
DISTRIBUTORS,
C. C. BURR, Pres.
B. P. Finenian, Pr. B. F. Zeldman, ¥. P.
Foreign Rights, G. S. Sclilesinger, Mgr.
c/o Warner Bros., IQOO Broadway, New York City
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Putting

Over

Go-to-Theatre

Number 23

Week

Experience of Theatres
Which Have Used Them
Proves

"Go-to-Theatre Week" is no
longer a new idea or an untried
stunt. Tulsa, Okla., has just had a
successful experience with the idea
and Ralph Talbot, president and
manager of the Majestic, writes encouragingly ofthe result. He says :
"I am sending you under separate cover some advertising we ran
for Tulsa's First Annual Go-toTheatre Week. We started our
campaign in the newspaper on
Wednesday previous to the opening
on Sunday and continued the ads
every day until Friday of the foillowing week. This included an
eight-page section on Sunday.
"In addition to the newspaper advertisement we covered the city with
24-sheets, 1-sheets and window
cards, every theatre in town co-operating to the fullest extent.
"I think it is a splendid thing for
the theatres in any town to get to-

Their

Success
TULSA DAILY WORLD. SUNDAY, MAJtCH 12/ 1922

A Picture directed by Rex Ingram the man who
Made "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse"
.<>)

TURN

TOtHi

rhe Plays You Want to See Will Be Here

RIGHT

rER
K
IIIMC

Select the Programs
That Appeal to
You and the Family
Go at Least
Four Times

Motion
Pictures
and
iVaudeville

"Chested HearU'

4srn)nr TsWfTkpb (N. Y.)

A picture from the play that helped
make Broadway a busy street; written
by Winchell Smith; author ot "The For'
"Brewster's
collaboration!
tune Hunter,"Miliions,"
Lightnin'*"in "Thank
You,""
and John E. .Ha^zard..-

RIALTO

rt'lhrobbini dr.nu*
LYRIC

Wonderland

AU. IHE-CRTTICS AGREE ON

ORPHEUM

Broadway

STRAND

ith ALICE TERRY, who made inch > tre^ndous hit in "The Four HorMmeB," and
The
HM?RYConquering
MYERS, Power."
who played "The Con.
eticut Yankee."
1 Iward andConnelly,
Margaret Loonris, Georgi
Cooper
many others.

i

The Majestic at Tulsa splashed Go-to-Theatre Week in this fashion, telling first about
Metro's "Turn to the Right" and then selling newspaper readers on the many features
offered in the theatre. Note how Talbot talked about his theatre, its Robert Morton
organ, American Seating Company's chairs, ventilation, employees, lounge room,
nursery,
play room and reading and writing room. Also he announces his
new idea children's
the Songologue.

Everybody's
Going
At Least 4 Times

Here is a co-operative ad used in Tulsa's
Go-to-Theatre Week, with the slogan
"Everybody's Going at Least Four Times."

ing of each other's problems and
promotes a spirit of harmony and
co-operation.
"I hope you will consider some of
the advertising we have done worthy

gether and put over a Go-to-Theatre Week, not only for the direct
benefits derived but for the effect it
has on the exhibitors themselves. It
brings them to a closer understand-

of space in your exploitation pages."
Certainly we are glad to give it
space and hope that our readers will
take advantage of this idea for poplarizing the motion picture theatre
and pictures.

Wall-Board

Lobby

The Palace Theatre, Racine, Wis., got
out a wall-board lobby for Don't Tell
Everything that is almost a model of
non-atmospheric dress. The scheme was
huge panels of white, red, and black, the
borders checkered. There were handdrawn drawings of Gloria Swanson and
Wallace Reid and Elliott Dexter on the
front. The interior walls were simply
gigantic mounts for stills.
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The Three Eyes
Despite the fact that normal humanity
is supposed to have only two eyes, there
were three that worked overtime with
the patrons of the Colonial Theatre, Bluefield, W. Va., in connection with the showing, exploitation and lobby display on
First National's "Tol'able David."
"Ingenious, Impressive, Inexpensive" —
these were the three "I's" constantly applied to the display. In the heart of the
Blue Ridge region where the story of
"Tol'able David" has a familiar ring, the
management set to work to provide an
attractive lobby display without much
cash to spend, a big time has it.
A small wooden house of the cabin type,
some fir striplings, sand, rocks, and cutouts turned one corner of the lobby into
a miniature mountain setting. The rest
of the space was adorned with cutouts
from the posters which were also pasted
on the windows of the entrances above the
sigTis announcing the picture.
The display shows what can be accomplished for a very small outlay. It won
a great deal of favorable comment and
made new friends for the Colonial Theatre.
Developed Mailing List
A simple postcard, costing $6, advertised "Fool's Paradise" for the Regun
Theatre, New York, developed a mailinglist, created a lot of talk, and brought
abundant good-will to the theatre.
A week before the opening it was announced with slides that anyone wishing
to see "Fool's Paradise" free should ask
the manager, and the patron was given a
sheet of four postcards. The patron was
to write a given message on each card
and put a name and address on the other
side. After the cards were filled out, the
patron returned them to the theatre and
received a free admission for his trouble.
In this way the exhibitor put over a
postcard stunt and the public did the
work for him. Out of the 2,000 cards distributed 1,500 came back, which gave him
a mailing list of 6,000 names. Although
there were approximately 1,500 passes
given out, the old law that one free admission brings in a couple more paid admissions worked, so the box office did not
suffer perceptibly.
Catchy Lobby
Catching patrons with a catchy lobby
display was the exploitation method used
by Manager James P. Clancy of Poll's
Capitol Theatre, Hartford, Conn., for the
showing of Charlie Chaplin in Pay Day.
The First National attraction was advertised by a cashier's booth, similar to the
ones used in banks and restaurants. Behind the grating an impersonator of the
star himself smiled benignly upon all
passersby. He flashed thousands of dollars of imitation greenbacks; and, when
the smiling victim approached, "Charlie"
grinned back and passed out a greenback,
on the back of which was printed the
announcement of the coming of Pay Day.
Manager Clancy adds this significant
statement on the stunt:
"Although 10,000 of these notes were
distributed in the theatre lobby, there
wasn't one left for the caretaker to sweep
up after the house closed for the night,
either in the theatre itself or in the lobby."
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Although normal humanity has only two eyes, three "eyes" were constantly employed in theadvertising campaign of the Colonial, Bluefield, West Virginia, for First National's "Tol-able David."
The three "eyes" began "ingenious, impressive, inexpensive"' and the expression fits this lobby display to a fare-you-well.

A scene
representing the bridge
of a ship, the set
being' built on
rockers that gave
the swaying
motion of a vessel
riding the waves,
with a singer in
r e g u 1tain's
a tion
uniformcap-on
the bridge, made
an intensely
esting interprologue,
arranged by Manager Harrison of
the Howard,
lanta, Georgia, Atfor
ran
of
the
Lady
Paramount's "Mo-

Letty."
Manager Eggers of the Lyric, McKeesport, Pa., built a display for Paramount's '^Forever," that
consisted of a white screen upon which were mounted cut-outs of the stars and a brilliamt light was
placed behind the screen making the cut-outs stand out in bold relief as a silhouette. It made a
very striking display at night.
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"Go after the short subjects" says Managfer Kress of May's Opera House, Piqua, Ohio, and with
this thought in mind, he got the oldest and smallest electric car usedf on the lines of that city and
drove it over the routes traveled by the other cars, bearing a huge sign advertising First National's
Toonerville comedies. The car and its trailer got a great deal of free publicity.

WiUard Patterson, Meuiager of
the Metropolitan,
Atlanta, sold the
officials of the construction company
that was erecting
the new Atlanta
Trust Building, on
the idea of cooperative advertising, which resulted
in a splendid display for First National's "Pay Day"
in a spot that had
never had any theatrical advertising,
the sides of a ten
million dollar bank.

Cut-outs from posters pasted on beaverboard was used to effect this cavern-like lobby in the
Liberty
Bluff,a great
la., fordealUniversal's
"The Fox." This sort of a display being new'
to CouncilTheatre,
Bluff, Council
it attracted
of attention.
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Exploiting short subjects pays Manager
Harry W. Kress, of May's Opera House,
Piqua, Ohio, and his publicity man, Martin Bauer, through the co-operation of
the Dayton and Troy Traction Co., recently brought to life First National's
Toonerville Trolley, the Skipper and
Aunt Eppie Hogg (the largest woman in
three counties), on the streets of Piqua,
Ohio.
The oldest and smallest car owned by
the line, after being properly bannered,
appeared on the streets with Martin
Bauer (publicity man), properly outfitted
as The Skipper and Wamter Sweet as
Aunt Eppie. The Skipper drove the car
over the regular routes traveled by the
other cars of the company, while attached
to the rear was a trailer bearing Aunt
Eppie — advertising the feature.
This unique tie-up is very interesting as
it is possibly the first time that such an
undertaking has been staged. It is of
more than ordinary interest when the
fact is taken into consideration that the
stunt naturally upset local street car
schedules and that both car and trailer
had to be somewhat remodeled for the
occasion.
Another interesting fact about the
stunt was that the Dayton Daily News
of Dayton, Ohio (about 25 miles away and
on the same trolley line) , gave very liberal space and a piece of art three columns
wide commending the originality of Manager Kress. The Dayton News said, in
part: "The fact that a traction company
co-operated in making this spectacle possible and gave the use of the car and
trailer, both of which were remodeled for
the affair, and also granted permission
to use the tracks and upset local street
car schedule, is of more than ordinary inPoultry Show
terest."
If you had passed by the Liberty Theatre in Beaumont, Tex., while Manager
Hal Whitfield was_ playing A Game
Chicken, you might have ^been excused
for thinking that a poultry show was being conducted. Whitfield was exploiting
this picture as he does many attractions
in his theatre, with the most forceful
means he could find.
In coops he had eight fine hens, supposedly game, and three proud roosters.
Each bird seemed to feel that it was its
own special mission in life to attract people to the Liberty, and none could pass
within a block of the theatre without
knowing that something out of the ordinary was taking place. Many of those
attracted carried their investigation past
the box-office, and seemed well pleased
with what they found.
Hair Pins
On the afternoon preceding the opening
of Fool's Paradise, at the Isis Theatre,
Webster City, Iowa, Manager A. C.
Schuneman distributed one thousand hairpins among women shoppers in the stores.
reading
Each :pin was attached to a little card
Save this hairpin. You will need it to
keep your hair in order during the
hair-raising thrills of Cecil B. DeMille's
greatest
"Fool's Paradise."
Of courseproduction
It's a Paramount
Picture.
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Harold

Is Systematized
' 'nPHE production department of the
J- modern motion picture theatre has
become one of the truly important units,"
says Harold F. Franklin, managing director of Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo. "The
time has passed when settings or other
innovations are merely left to chance.
"At Shea's
e every setting
and thenis
out in miniature
first worked Hippodrom
we know exactly what the finished production will look like. The accompanying
rough pencil sketch, for instance, shows
the beginning of a stage setting, while
the photograph shows the finished product on the Hippodrome stage. The setting in a background for the song number,
"In the Land of the Sky Blue Water," a
song that most folks know. In order to
get an exact idea as to just what the production will look like, it is first worked out
on the sketch drawing and then after it
has been approved, the artists begin work
on the set itself. This system saves much
money in the long run and insures our efforts to success, because we know just
what we are doing when the production is
staged.
"When the setting is planned the lighting plot is also carefully worked out. The
accompanying plot shows that nothing is
left to the imagination of the stage operators— everything is worked oiit for them
and they must adhere to this plot the same
as a railroad adheres to its schedule. The
result is a carefully worked out lighting
scheme which fits the situation and which
is exactly the same to the slightest detail
at each performance."
The lighting plot illustrated was used
during the appea.rance at the Hippodrome
of Irene Castle in person, when tremendous
crowds attended every performance and
when it was very necessary that everything go right. One little hitch in the
plan and well — that would be a good way
"To Start the Day Wrong." Heretofore
Mr. Franklin mapped out every move
which the stage hands, electricians and
booth operators were to make.

Production

B. Franklin

Settings Are Made

OVERTURE
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Explains

and How

Idea

How

Lighting

in Booth and on Stage

Lighting

Plot

"TANGERINE" SELECTIONS
STAGE
Stage throw on 4 balcony spots.
Come on with house lights
until finish.
for Miss Stanford
Take
balcony
spots off before raising.
Asbestos
curtain.

BOOTH
Throw slide on Asbestos Curtain.
1.
2.
Flood orchestra pit with white.
At 2:37 and 4:49 shows
3.
Take flood light off orchestra.
4.
4. Come
up with blue foots.
5. arches
Before up.you raise the curtain have blue
Rose spot on Eldora Stamford, who will come
on from piano side of big stage.
When Eldora Stanford walks off take spot off.

6. Whileber Eldora
get slate Stanford
set ready.is singing her numThe orchestra
will buzz
play the
"School
chorus
— and then
stage,Days,"
who one
will
open the center curtains just to the edge
of the slate.

Spot
slate withwillwhite
curtainschorus
open- of—
EldoratheStanford
sing assecond
"School Days."

Booth operator and balcony operator ready
to catch Castle act with spots.
It is understood that the balcony operator
catches Castle all the time when she is alone,
but when she exits he catches the accompanist first and later the dancing partner.
The booth operator catches Castle only.

This is the miniature plot in sections before the drop was
made for Warner Bros.' "School Days" by Harold Franklin

7. Curtain
at Act.
finish- -go into picture at 3:4S
S"how
— Castle
1. Go
Castle Act without closing
the right
main into
curtain.
2. Stage will understand that before the
Castle Act goes on there is a little reel of
pictures<:urtains
to be before
run. the reel of film goes
3. Close
on — coming up with blue dome.
4. For the Castle Act at the end of the picture you will throw on the 4 balcony spots.

You
will in
follow
instructions
manager
all other
regards. of Castle's stage
The 8:16 and 10:23 shows for Miss Stanford
The curtain will close after the weekly and
you will come up with blue dome and blue
foots and Miss Stanford will go through with
the act exactly as in the afternoon.

This
is the completed
made simplified
for "School
by Harold
B. Franklin.stageThesetting
miniature
the Days"
work
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Justice Blinded
Manager DeSales- Harrison centered
upon a foyer display in advertising The
Law and the Woman at the Howard Theatre, Atlanta, in advance of the run. He
built a platform on which was mounted
Justice, blinded, which signified the law.
On either side were tall columns which
framed the display, and palms made an
attractive setting. At the feet of Justice
was a placard artistically lettered:
"The Law may be blind, but what
about Woman's Intuition? See 'The
Law and the Woman' — All next week.
On either side of the display were cardboard owls with green paper eyes through
which
lights gleamed, the idea being to
Here."
compare Justice and Wisdom. During
the run of the picture a large banner was
displayed in the lobby, on which was The
Law and the Woman, featuring Betty
Compson, and in the center was a large
cutout of the star's head.
During the second run of Associated Exhibitor's "A Sailor-Made Meui," at Loew's Orpheum,
Boston, Mamager Morris dressed! his girl ushers in sailor costumes. When he lined them up in front
of the theatre for this photograph, they attracted a large crowd, most of which followed themi in.
after the picture was taken.

Louis Chakers,
Manager of the
Majestic, Springfield, Ohio, built
his lobby display
for Paramount's
"Saturday Night"
around the Coney
Island theme of the
picture so artistically that it enhanced the beauty
of an already beautiful lobby, and at
the same time,
aroused curiosity
in the spectator to
see the Coney
Island
ture. in the pic-

Manager Swan of the Empress, Kearney, Neb., went out of the ordinary when he secured this
elongated young lady to act as a ballyhoo for First Nationsd's "Molly O." It is rather doubtful
whether she would take a prize as Mabeli Normand's double, but thei attention she attracted while
strolling around Kearney on stilts, was not a matter of doubt. It was a conviction.

Grading System
Starting with Bob Hampton of Placer^
which jumped into a first class rating, and
following with other productions, Manager
Elmer Ramsay of the Central Theatre,
Fairbury, 111., has instituted a grading
system which has not only won favor with
his patrons but has gained newspaper
publicity for his house. Patrons are
asked, on leaving the theatre, to place a
grading (A, B or C) on the picture they
have just seen and to specify productions
that they would care to see on a return
booking. The idea has worked well as a
fad. After the craze has died down Manager Ramsay will devise another means of
interesting his patrons in the Central.
Banking It
"Folks say I'm a Star but my Maw
collects my salary every week and puts
it in a savings' account. What does
With.
line, taken from a press story
your this
ma Do?"
on the First National attraction, Mji
Boy, Stanley Chambers, of the Regent
Theatre, Wichita, Kan., effected a tie-up
with a bank that was good for a quarter
of a page. The entire list of tie-ups
covered all but one column of two pages;
but the suggestion given the bank is a
new one and should be good in almost
every locality where My Boy is plagued.

Mabel as She Ain't
She may have been nobody's daughter
and not an especially flattering likeness
of Mabel Normand as she strutted
around on stilts with her little grip in one
hand, but like the Pied Piper she had
the crowds right behind her all the time.
This, in brief, described the exploitation
angle taken for a street ballyhoo on First
National's "Molly 0," by Manager Hobart
Swan, of the Empress Theatre, Kearney,
Neb.
"She" came into town wearing the oldest gingham gown and lugging a grip
marked " 'Molly 0' at the Empress." As
a beauty aspirant she didn't win any
prizes, but as a ballyhoo artist she was
in a class by herself. That's all there
no
is tomore.
this exploitation yarn — there ain't
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Exhibitors in Northeastern Pennsylvania Going Right Ahead with Plans to
Keep
A trip made through the northeastern part of Pennsylvania this
spring by a correspondent of EXHIBITORS Trade Review shows that
theatrical men are inclined to scout
the theory advanced by some of
the agents of exchanges who think
there will be a general suspension
of theatrical activities through the
warm weather. On the contrary,
the exhibitors seem unanimous in
their policy of "thinking in terms of
success," hanging fresh garlands on
the term which authors on psychology are using so much these
days.
In most of the towns visited, the
theatrical men say that business
could be better, but that they are
opposed to any layoff from June to
September because they claim that
when they did this the last time,
they found it took months to get the
people into the habit of coming to
the theatres again. Most of the
communities in the northern part
of the state have scorned the efforts
of railroad magnates who sought to
induce the different municipal authorities to enact daylight saving
measures similar to those larger
towns have decreed and the daylight conservation movement in itself is a handicap to the theatre
which the playhouses of northeastern Pennsylvania need not fear this
year at least.
Stick to Their Guns
Even though the labor situation
is tangled up because of wage
agreements expiring between miners and operators with some disposition to force a reduction in
rates before a new contract is
signed, exhibitors are disposed to
stick to their guns and see the summer through as usual. The motion
picture industry is on the upgrade
as far as the screening of productions is concerned in the coal, steel
and silk sections of Pennsylvania
and exhibitors declare the summer
of 1921, the worst in their experi■ence, was weathered without suspension, so why slow doAVTi now
when conditions are getting better?
they ask.
It takes perseverance and optimism as well to run a theatre, declared one manager at Scranton,
Pa., and he stated that even though
three new playhouses have been
opened there, there is enough business to go around. He stated he
felt the same thing is true of the

Open

from

June

to September

amusement industry as is true of
retail merchandising. When a business man finds competition, he does
not shut up his store, but goes after
new business and tries to develop
fields that have been hitherto neglected or at least attended to with
scant interest in the past.
Playing Best Pictures
At Wilkes-Barre the theatres are
all going full blast and the managements state they think business will
stay good despite the labor situation. It seems that the WilkesBarre exhibitors have gone in for
super-productions and are playing
the biggest, the latest and the best
which can be secured. They say
that of course to play the latest releases costs more in rentals or percentages, but on the other hand
they make enough money to boot
so that the policy is one that pays
well in the end.
Allentown has hooked up strong
with Eskimo pie. Yes, Eskimo pie.
The manufacturers of this new
form of ice cream, combined with a
chocolate coating, are anxious that
it falls into the hands of the kiddies
and are assisting with the publicity
end of the theatres in handing out
the confection to the youngsters at
shows. Naturally when a youngster can bag a theatre ticket and an
Eskimo pie for the cost of the former, he says
to dad, "Let's go."
Business
has stayed
up to normal,

Are You

Going to Stick to
Your Guns?

It is not too early to think about
summer. Are you going to close
your theatre from June to September, or are you determined, as many
of the exhibitors in Northeastern
Pennsylvania have determined, not
to be a quitter?
Maybe conditions in your territory
look to you now as if they would forbid keeping your theatre open or at
least make you show only a few days
a week. But remember this: "Conditions" islargely a state of mind.
And it is well to remember, too,
that the public is shopping for pictures. The good picture will always
draw — if it is properly exploited.
Business is always to be had — if you
go Are
afteryouit. one of those who do not
believe in surrendering to adverse
circumstances? Or will you give up
just because the road is not as easy
as it once was?

thanks to this combination of ice
cream manufacturers who are fighting each other for business and
who are working hand in glove with
the theatres. Coupled with this
policy the Allentown theatres have
embarked upon special musical programs, using little girls from local
dancing schools for acts and also
employing Allentown harpists and
other musicians to give recitals.
This appeal to home interest is
ily.
boosting business most satisfactorPlaying to Full Time
Scranton is working its theatres
to the limit, with the Miles and the
Comerford interests playing to full
time. This is done by running the
best pictures. The mediocre film
does not even get the gate at Scranton, because it is not booked at all.
The calibre of the pictures run is
as good as that of the Broadway
productions
and at
the apublic's
is maintained
steadyinterest
plane
of normalcy. Scranton's theatres
contemplate improvements, especially at the State and the smaller
playhouses are scheduled for abandonment as fast as their leases expire or other tenants can be secured.
The first to go is the Bijou on Lackawanna Avenue. This was one of
the first store room stands of the
Comerford interests before the
chain grew to sixty-five playhouses,
valued at many millions of dollars.
The public goes to the big theatres
and the smaller ones are growing
fast into the fliwer class. Hence,
they go into the discard.
Freeland is another town in the
Keystone State that is an example
of the value of an optimistic attitude. The Refowich held all the
business for years. It gave corking good shows and there seemed to
be no chance for another man to
break into the town. Daniel Timony
has done so with the Timony Theatre, and he is making good in his
venture, playing to large houses —
all through the policy of booking
first-rate attractions and advertising heavily.
Hence, it seems that the exhibitors have a right to get peeved
in Pennsylvania at some of the exchangemen who when they drop in
say: "Well, I suppose this will be
my
until
It
lookslast
as trip
though
theynext
willfall?"
come as
usual this spring and summer as
no suspension seems probable.
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Race Track Dope

It would be hard
to conceive of a
prologue more appropriate for Paramount's "Her Husband's Trade
Mark'' than a
fashion show, as
the star, Gloria
Swanson, is nearly
always associated
with pretty gowns
in the minds of the
women folks. Manager Greely of the
Bangor Opera
House thought
this, anyway, so
he introduced "Her
Husband's Trade
Mark" with this
attractive fashion
show.

In his campaign for First National's "Smilin' Through" Manager Watts was able to get two of
the costumes worn by Miss Talmadge, and securing a window in the downtown section, he made up a
display of them and an oil painting of the star done by Gordon Bennett. The entire window — a large
one — was given over to the display.

In the suburbs of Washingtoiij D. G.,
they are now holding a series of boree
races, and the Leader Theatre got out the
following "aope saeet" while they were
playing Metro's The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse, and distributed it at the
race track:
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Public:
Wipe off tne bliur On s and read
every Line ot tliis nnessage ot joy.
Our "info." tells us that starting
Saturday April 15th, there is a bird all
primed up and so full of stuff that the
narcotic squard will no doubt investi"dope" home
came recently
from. Wein
saw gate
thiswhereonethe canter
field of eight and was so fast he had
to run sioeways to keep from flying,
actually
fast,
an aviator
overhead got was
out ofso his
machine
and looked
to see if he was anchored.
Let the whole family in on this and
instead of cold shoulder for supper from
your Mother-in-law, she will no doubt
let you smoke in the parlor. Wa are
so confident you will be pleased. We
are willing to assume all responsibilities.
In other words if you Loose blama us.
We ask you in all fairness have you
ever heard of another starter running
twelve thousand feet every day for a
year
winner?
Wellandthateachis start
what athis
Potatoe don«
and will every time they start him. S«
don't
press Old
up the
old Sunday
suit, bedustGoofy,
off the
Brown
Derby,
take the Kids and Storm and Strife,
loosen up with some of the dough you
forgot to tell the Income Tax man
about and see this bird go Saturday
April 15th. The price will not be less
than 33 to one and when you leave the
track
we know
you'll agree
all others
are selling
platers.with us that
We came very near forgetting to tell
you the Moniker of this Zepplin rival.
Mortage the Home Brew Outfit and
Hike yourself to the LEADER
THEATRE (9th at E sts.) Saturday
April 15th and see the starting of THE
FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE.
GATES OPEN AT NINE THIRTY
A. M.
FIRST RACE STARTS AT TEN
A. M.
Talking Box
Unseen Forces was rightly named, according to Creston, Iowa, which came
close to a stage of panic with the exploitation Manager E. Metzger of the Strand
Theatre devised when he played this First
National attraction. A mystery talking
box was suspended from the ceiling of
the lobby and gave answers to questions
rsked by passersby and occasionally identified them by name and described the
clothes they wore.
It had every equipment for arousing
the inquisitive, for it was apparently not
connected with any part of the theatre,
except for a hemp rope that ran from
the ceiling and the end of which was
in plain sight of everyone. Unknown t»
the fans, however, a very thin wire from
the side of the building entered the rope
just where it touched the talking machine and furnished the connection.
Drug Store Tie Up
Five Harlem drug stores tied up for
Saturday Night combination sales offering $1.25 values for $1.00 and with each
purchase a pass to the Regun Theatre.
This New York neighborhood house did
big business as a result of this co-operation.
All it cost Manager Morris Weiser in addition to the passes was the idea, which
he got for nothing from Fred Greene, the
New York exploiteer. Each drug store
came through with a window.
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Pulling Wires

put over Her Husband's TradeTo help
mark, at the Palace Theatre, El Paso,
Texas, Manager J. M. Edgar Hart pulled
a couple of wires and had the director and
some of the stars send him wires about
the picture. These were posted in the
lobby on a nice background, and copies
were used in the El Paso papers. It was
a gnreat advance-stunt.
The fact that many of the scenes were
made near El Paso, and the fact that some
of the Fort Bliss, troops appeared in the
rescue scenes, were great drawing cards,
and these were played up for all they
were worth. During Miss Swanson's stay
at Fort Bliss and El Paso when the
scenes were being made, she had been very
much feted, and all who had been interested in her visit were doubly interested
in the picture.
The papers played these points up big,
and 2000 heralds telling about the troops
were distributed where they would do the
most good.
Amateur Rider
When he started the Charles Hutchinson serial, Hurricane Hutch, in the Tremont Theatre, Galveston, Tex., Manager
Charles E. Sassen started it off with a
flourish.
He had a daredevil (a native of Galveston, who was no amateur) to perform
daring stunts on a motorcycle before the
to undertheatre, and gave the people
stand that daring as his stunts were,
Charles Hutchinson's were even better.
A large sign over the box-office read:
"Hurricane Hutch does many thrilling
stunts on a Harley-Davidson Motorcycle, at this theatre NOW, TODAY."
This secured a nice little cooperative
stunt from the Harley-Davidson dealers
in Galveston, who lent fourteen new Harley-Davidson motorcycles for a motor
parade. Each man in the line carried a
the line forming H-U-R-R-Ilarge letter,
C-A-N-E
H-U-T-C-H.
Lobby and Cards
For Fool's Paradise in the Quitman
Theatre, Quitman, Ga., Manager S. S.
Smith constructed a very attractive lobby
display and used an effective, inexpensive
stunt that can be used to advantage anywhere on any good picture. For the
former, he built a trellis for the front of
his lobby on which were fastened in cutout
letters "F-O-O-L'S P-A-R-A-D-I-S-E" and
below "E-N-T-R-A-N-C-E." Potted plants
stood at the base of the trellis on either
and red lillies were enside andtwined inpoppies
the structure.
Mr. Smith sent to the Atlanta hotels for
picture postals of their establishments,of
which were furnished to him free
charge. He wrote on them
"Saw 'Fool's Paradise' at the Howard.
This is a picture I can rave about. It
Don't miss
itis ifabsolutely
it comes tomarvelous.
Quitman."
He signed these messages with all the
girls' names he could think of and sent
them back to Atlanta for mailing to get
the Atlanta postmark. He had everybody
in Quitman guessing who had v^rritten and
of course when the billing for the picture
up it was greeted with considerable
went
interest.

Three ghosts, each phantom having an eye in the middle of the forehead that glared down
on; the crowd and a small banner beneath them announcing that Paramount's "Three Live Ghosts"
was the attraction at the Lyceum Theatre, Bayonne, N. J., was thel only display used by Manager
Rosenblatt for this picture. The middle eye was an electric light.
"Tell it three
Ways" sang Manager Whitehall of
the Empire, Syracuse, N. Y., in putting over tional's
First"PollyNa-of
the
that Follies,"
is what andhe
proceeded to d»
with
way" this
sign,"threehung
underneath the
marquise of the
theatre.teredItnot matfrom
what direction yon
approached the
Empire, you were
bound to see some
of his advertising
on the way.

Getting the co-operation of a florist enabled Manager Cowles of the Rex, Sparteuiburg, S. C,
to arrange a most attractive lobby display for Metro's "Peacock Alley" by using flowers in front
of the stills and posters. Nine human beings out of ten love flowers, and when they see a display,
they cannot help but stop to admire them.
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The management of the People's Theatre, Superior, Wis., effected a striking
lobby front in connection with the engagement of Fox's Queen of Sheba.
With a lobby not particularly adaptable
to elaborate treatment, the management
began with a liberal distribution of poster
panels, stills and pastels about the entrance and box office. A double sign, visible for several hundred feet and hanging .
right angles to the lobby, declared:
"Now Showing, 'Queen of Sheba' "
Similar signs in electric lights rested on
both sides of the theatre's small marquis.
Facing the street and atop the marquis
was a cutout from a poster backed by
heavy board, showing a scene from the
great chariot race in the production.
At the curb directly in front of the
house was stationed a small chariot bearing the painted message:
•'Don't Miss the Chariot Race in 'Queen of

The prologue arranged by the Bratnford, Newark, N. J., for Eirst National's "The Barnstormer"
was not only unique, but was also strikingly appropriate for the picture. While the idea, of one of
i:he performers coming down the aisle of a theatre is rather old, it was givem a new twist this time
that tickled the funnybone of the audience and put them in a good humor for what was to come.

CECIL
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Manager Steiner
of the Regun, one
of
New York's
neighborhood
playhouses, borrowed
a bathtub from an
apartment house,
and filling it full
of coal, placed it
in his lobby for
Paramount's **Saturday
played Night."
on a popu-It
1 a r superstition
that denizens of
New York's East
Side, use their
bathtubs in the
winter only to
store coal. The
Regun Side.
is on the
West

This little improvised stage, arranged by Manager Whitehall in the lobby of the Empire, Syracuse,
New York, was a curiosity teaser that drew people inside just to look around. The idea of Connie
Talmadge scrubbing seemed so absurd to many of them that they went on in to see First National's
"Polly of the Follies," and find out if she really did scrub any.

At the side of the chariot was a large
easel bearing six sheets on both sides, one
" other attractfacing the theatre Sheba'
and the
ing attention in the street. One-sheets
pasted on small boards were stationed at
various places about the theatre neighborhood.
Pre-showing
Manager Bill Duncan of the Plaza
Theatre, Sioux Falls, Iowa, pulled a tenstrike when he converted his audience for
The Bride's Play into a jury of 1000 for
Fool's Paradise. He announced in a newspaper ad that persons who saw the last
performance of The Bride's Play could
remain in their seats, and Fool's Paradise,
which was to begin its run the following
Sunday, would be shown.
The jury thus impaneled was asked
to express if Fool's Paradise was not the
most beautiful, most thrilling, and most
sensational.
This stunt put over both pictures with
a bang. It not only brought up the final
showing of the first picture but started
the new bill off with a lot of publicity.
The thousand, a capacity of the house,
were sure to talk a lot about the free performance. The ads announcing the private showing were so unusual that they
were bound to create talk.
Babies and Passes
All you have to do to get a pass to the
Strand Theatre, Holyoke, Mass., is to
have a baby. Once this simple procedure
is gone through, the Adaskin Tilley Company will give out the free admissions.
The Strand went to the city clerk and
got a list of the recent births in town,
and the leading furniture merchant was
tied up for a window of cradles, carriages, perambulators and hammocks, all
occupied by life-size baby dolls.
Each was named after one of the newly
and a card attached carborn riedyoungsters
the name. Another card made known
the offer of free seats to parents visiting
the store and finding their baby's name
in the window. The same announcement
was made in a newspaper ad, which further publicized The Cradle and the Strand
Theatre. The stunt went big.
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Jensen & Von Herberg are playing their
Empire Theatre, Wenatchee, Wash., on
a. 10-cent basis.
Cecil Mayberry, chairman of the Goldwyn sales council from New York, is
making a tour of the Coast.
Ben Y. Cammack, of Consolidated Film
Co., at Dallas, Tex., is out of the Hospital,
following an operation for appendicitis.
The R. D. Lewis Film Company has
moved its offices from 1913 Commerce
Street, to 1814 Commerce Street, Dallas,
Tex.
Carl Steam, manager of the Seattle
Metro office, is in San Francisco, conferring with E. M. Saunders, general sales
manager.
Tacoma has recently installed projection equipment in ten of its public schools.
This is the first step toward visual education in Tacoma.
The Regent, Buffalo, has added vaudeville to its program. Manager J. H.
Michael tried the stunt out for the first
time last week.
J. L. Daly, office manager at the Buffalo
Hodkinson office, has resigned to accept
a position on the United Artists' sales staff
in the same city.
Mack J. Sparks, manager of Wid Gunning office at Dallas, Tex., has returned to
headquarters after a very successful week
spent in Arkansas.
Ralph Williams has left the Consolidated
Film and Supply Co. at Dallas, to take up
the duties of manager of the same company at Atlanta, Ga.
George D. Walters, formerly manager of
the Capitol Theatre at Dallas, Tex., has
been made manager of Arkansas Enterprises, at Little Rock, Ark.
Frank Farrow, manager of the Apollo
Theatre, West Seattle, is finding his
weekly
"Amateur
Night" still
a big drawing card
among suburban
audiences.
Buffalo's Film Row is welcoming back
Marion Gueth, former booker at the Hodkinson Exchange. Marion is now booker
for Educational in the Nu-Art Building.
D. H. Finke, manager of the new Bellevue Theatre in Niagara Falls, N. Y., last
week put on "Success Week," offering a
Paramount special every day in the week.
French Heels, the Irene Castle-Hodkinson production, has been booked by "Jim"
Clemmer_ of Seattle and some interesting
exploitation is being planned.
The new Amendola Theatre in Niagara
Falls, N. Y., opened to the public recently. A number of Buffalo exhibitors
and exchange men attended the premiere.
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The Oklahoma City and Dallas, Tex.,
offices of the Peacock Products Co. have
been consolidated and in the future the
Oklahoma exhibitors will be supplied from
Dallas, Tex.
H. Bradley Fish, division manager for
Vitagraph, has left Seattle for Salt Lake.
H. A. Black, new Seattle manager, feels
optimistic over the outlook in his new territory and is busy getting acquainted.
The Palace Theatre at Oklahoma City
has reduced admission prices to 10 and 20
cents for matinees and 10, 20 and 30 for
evening performances; a wedding on the
stage was a recent exploitation feature.
There is talk in Seattle of a sub-office of
Paramount to be opened in the near future in Butte. The new office would be
used as a shipping point, under the direction and supervision of their Salt Lake
exchange.
Ten Nights in a Barroom has been
booked for an indefinite run at the Blue
Mouse Theatre, Seattle. Mr. Hamrick has
also taken the Clara Kimball Young series
for Blue Mouse showings in Portland,
Tacoma and Seattle.
V. A. Peterson, who operates the Mission Theatre at Georgetown, Wash., says
he has his people educated to wait for
him when it comes to running the big features. He always gives them the best
and never screens it to empty seats.
R. J. LaVoise, formerly proprietor of
the Avon Theatre, Decatur. 111., and recently with the Koplar circuit of Theatres
of St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed publicity manager of the Cameraphone
Theatre, East Liberty, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Clayton P. Sheehan, district manager
for Fox, with headquarters in Buffalo, has
engaged J. Emerson Dickmon, formerly
with Nu-Arti to take up the work of city
salesman, succeeding Charles N. Johnston,
recently promoted to branch manager at
Buffalo.
Greater Features new Butte (Mont.) office has opened at 109 North Montana
Street, with L. H. Walton in charge. J.
T. Sheffield has been over from the Seattle
office, attending to the necessary details.
Mr. Sheffield will be home the latter part
of the week.
Viola Dana, who appeared recently at
the Palace Hip, Seattle, in connection with
her screen success. Glass Houses, drew
heavy attendance. While in Seattle Miss
Dana broadcasted a message to film fans
from the Radio Station of the Seattle
Post-Intelligencer.
Al Beckerich got a lot of publicity when
he offered to admit the first 100 girls with
bobbed hair free to the showing of Wanda
Hawley in Bobbed Hair. Inasmuch as
bobbed curls are quite au fait in Buffalo,
Al found about 1,000 instead of 100 seeking free admission.
Hamrick's Apollo Theatre in Tacoma,
Wash., is undergoing redecorating and remodeling. Itwill reopen as a Blue Mouse
with A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court. Mr. Hamrick is spending
about $2,500, and planning it like his other
Blue Mouse theatres.

J. C. Rosenthal of Troy, N. Y., has let
the contract for the construction of a motion picture theatre in that city at a cost
of $115,000. The front of the building will
be of stucco and limestone. The house will
be most modern in every respect and will
be in readiness by next fall.
Vitagraph in Seattle has as new manager H. A. Black, formerly in charge at
Salt Lake. John A. Rugar, assistant manager in Seattle, recently took charge in
Salt Lake, and Mr. George E. Jackson,
formerly Seattle manager, has been transferred to the Portland territory.
A. W. Moses, one of the best known men
along Buffalo's Film Row, has resigned as
manager of the R-C Pictures Corporation
Exchange to accept a position as sales representative for Universal in the Aljjany
district. Earl Kramer, formerly with Select in Albany, is the new Buffalo R-C
manager.
The Grand Theatre in Johnstown, N. Y.,
has just been added to the group of houses
owned and managed by the Nova Operating Co., throughout the state. The theatre will be managed by Ernest Hickey,
formerly with the Goldwyn corporation,
and a combined program of pictures and
vaudeville will be featured.
Now it's "Park Your Boat!" Over in
Welland, Ont., across the border from
Buffalo, Alderman S. L. Lambert is having a dock constructed in the rear of the
new Lambert Theatre so that patrons coming up the canal in the summer months to
see the show can tie up right behind the
theatre. Talk about service, hey?
Robbers who entered the Film building
in Kansas City recently broke into the office of United Artists on the seventh floor
of the building and took $50 from the desk
of Leo J. Doty, assistant manager. The
police have made no headway in an investigation which followed. Entrance to
Doty's desk was gained by picking the lock.
The Hays Distributing Corporation, with
offices in Salt Lake and Denver, is in Seattle, looking for a location, having just
opened an office at 392 Bumside Street,
Portland, Ore. Offices in Butte and Spokane are already planned. According to
C. H. Hays they intend to have an oflice
in every important town west of Chicago.
School Days is establishing a new record in the Kansas City territory, according to Al Kahn, manager of Crescent-Federated, through which the picture is being
distributed. A large percentage of the exhibitors are not requesting a screening of
the production, but are buying it on the
strength of its reputation as a box office
attraction.
Marshal Joffre, who made his entrance
into the United States via Seattle, spoke
at the Coliseum Theatre to thousands of
eager spectators. Many were turned away.
Louise Lovely, film star, who is giving a
series of decidedly novel and interesting
personal appearances in Seattle this week,
welcomed the marshal as he arrived,
greeting him in French.
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Miss Nile, a fine young camel, has been
introduced to Seattle via the moving picture route. After languishing in quarantine for four weeks after her sponsor,
Mayor Caldwell, brought her back from
the Shriners tour of the Orient, she has
been presented with impressive ceremony
to the Woodland Park Zoo. Pictures will
be shown on a local screen next week.
0. T. Schroeppel has been engaged as
head of the booking department at the
Buffalo Fox Exchange. Mr. Schroeppel
was formerly assistant manager at Realart. District Manager Clayton P. Sheeban announces that a new building will be
built at once in North Pearl Street to
house the Fox offices. It is hoped to have
the structure ready for September 1.
L. J. McCarthy, who seems to do more
than merely carry a folio for the Kansas
City First National office, has done the
"unheard of." He has "gone and done it"
for the first prize contest week in a seemingly close struggle among other members
of the sales force. McCarthy reached the
high mark with a pocket full of business
that totaled more than $8,000. Not a bad
week.*
It is reported that conditions in Montana, which were down to bedrock, are
steadily improving since the opening of
the copper mines at Butte. Many of the
mines are operating under full force and
others are expecting to open soon. After
several pay days have helped to clear off
old obligations, conditions will be nearly
normal
dicted. again for the exhibitors, it is preA spectacular human interest industrial picture. From the Pennsylvania Hills
to the Chain of Steel Industries, was given
a two-day showing recently at the Metropolitan Theatre, Seattle. The showing
was free to the public and was well produced, with a special musical program rendered by a twelve-piece orchestra. The
picture
be shovm extensively throughout thewill
Northwest.
The Specialty Film Company, Dallas,
has selected five big salesmen to sell five
big Films in the Southwest Territory. The
salesmen are: E. A. Meek, for East Texas;
Dan Donnellan, A. W. Thornley, Lynn
Stecker, L. B. Underwood and A. 0. Hytt
are the other four salesmen that will push
the sales of Ten Nights in a Bar Room,
School Days, Ashamed of Parents, Parted
Curtains, and Your Best Friend.
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way to Los Angeles. In the party was one
member who was jubilant over the fact
that California was to be their future
home. Owen Moore. "All the Moore tribe
is in California," he said, "and I am mighty
glad that I am soon to be there. My
mother and three brothers live on the
west coast and I have not seen them in
three years."
The Cozy Theatre, Topeka, Kan., has
just completed the installation of a new
Hope-Jones organ and, in the words of
H. G. Gill, exploitation representative of
First
National's
Cityproper
office,start
"in
order to
give the Kansas
organ the
before as large an audience as possible, the
strains of melody were started on the
opening day of Penrod, which had been
given a good advance campaign that assured capacity business."
P. H. Smith has resigned as sales representative atthe Buffalo office of United
Artists. Mr. Smith was formerly manager of the same exchange and prior to
holding that position was head of the
First National Exchange. He is planning
to enter the producing end of the business
with headquarters in New York City. He
will represent a new corporation now
forming in Buffalo, which, it is said, has
already signed up a well-known star.
That spring is blossoming forth with a
rapid increase in business in the South
can be stated on the authority of none
other
Col. for
"Bill"
Yoder,
southern
districtthan
manager
Pathe,
who spent
his
semi-monthly week-end in Kansas City recently. Encouraged by the development of
new oil fields, exhibitors in the South are
building larger and better theatres, while
the patronage steadily is increasing
enough to justify the improvements being
made.
Withdrawal of the whole of Minneapolis'
film exchange colony from the loop district to a section of the city bordering on
Hennepin Avenue and Tenth Street, now
popularly known as automobile row, was
forecast recently by passage by the city
council of an ordinance virtually prohibiting the storing of films in the downtown
business section, where they have been
housed for years, after August 1, 1922.
Many of the exchange heads have already
started plans looking toward a change of
location.

A Rochester exhibitor, who was found
switching films, was forced to put up
$1,000 when he appeared before the Buffalo Film Board of Trade Theft Committee. On being found guilty of a second
offense, the $1,000 becomes forfeit. A
Buffalo manager is also up on a similar
charge. Henry W. Kahn, manager of the
Metro office, is chairman of the film theft
committee of the exchangemen's organization.

Bennington, Vt., will have a new theatre
and hotel combined if the proposition submitted by Uly S. Hill, manager of the
Mark Strand Theatre in Albany, N. Y.,
is accepted by the business men of Bennington. The proposition, costing in the
neighboi'hood
would section
include ofa
theatre locatedof in$165,000,
the business
the city, having a seating capacity of 900.
Mr. Hill proposes to raise $100,000, in conjunction with Charles H. Hess, the remaining $65,000 to be taken care of
through the issuance of preferred stock.

A "Fashion Promenade" was a feature
of the exploitation campaign put on by
Manager Fred Gillen, of the Strand, Binghamton, in connection with the showing
of Peacock Alley.. The style revue was
put on between the evening shows. Living models displayed the latest modes for
milady. The merchants co-operating also
put on special window display and the
stunt was given a lot of space in the newspapers.
Myron Selznick, with thirty members of
his staff, stopped in Kansas City on his

The Pathe office in Buffalo is planning
to introduce Go Get 'Em Hutch with a kite
contest which, according to Branch Manager W. A. V. Mack, will be open to all
boys under 15 years of age. Al Teschmacher, booker, and Jack Thomson, Associated Exhibitors' representative, are
building new homes in Buffalo. Basil
Brady is exhibiting a new "short subject."
It's a girl and weighs 10 pounds. J. E.
Storey, general representative for Pathe,
has been in Buffalo conferring with Mr.
Mack on equipment for the new exchange
at 505 Pearl Street.
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When "Curley" Calvert, manager of
Universal's Kansas City office, announced
that tryouts were in order for a baseball
team to represent Kansas City film folk,
he reckoned not with the number of prospective candidates for "berths" on the
team. Following the initial call for practice, itnow begins to look as though "Curley" will have to stage an elimination series before the selection of a representative team, as about one-third of the Kansas
City
film vdth
employees
have "reported"
"Curley,"
the exception
of Pathe andto
First National, which will organize clubs
of their own.
Three ministers of Burlingame, Kan.,
who tried to close up the Panama Theatre
of R. V. Turner on Sundays, met more
than a tartar in the exhibitor. The pulpit
thumpers not only failed to succeed in their
"mission," but lost their jobs in their overactive attempts to force Sunday closings.
Turner was arrested every Sunday in
February, but the broad minded citizens
of Burlingame, a small village, decided
among themselves that it was high time
for action if they desired to attend motion
picture shows on Sunday. Hence, the reformers were quietly sent unheralded on
their way to other parts.
C. E. Mayberry, chairman of the sales
committee for Goldwyn, has arrived in
Seattle, having swung in a wide circle
through the key cities. He will return to
New York via Salt Lake, Denver and
Chicago. Mr. Mayberry feels optimistic
over
Goldwyn's
campaign
recentlyandlaunched
to increase
volume
of business
secure
new bookings. He also feels that while
the entire country has suffered a severe
depression, the Pacific Northwest is in
better shape than many other localities,
and that there is a slight though steady
indication that things are on the upgrade
everywhere, in the industry.
The rent situation on film row, Seattle,
has reached a crisis. Leases expire for
ten different exchangemen before October
of this year, and there is a strong disinclination torenew at the figures demanded
by
the
"rent
with the
addition
of an entirelypirates,"
unreasonable
charge
for
year-round heat, with partial heating service. It is understood, that those interested
have gotten
and laid
problems before together
the Chamber
of their
Commerce,
with the result that that body has agreed
to render co-operative assistance. It is
further understood that capital is interested inthe erection of another film row
where mezzanine floor buildings, equipped
with combination viewing rooms may be
erected,
film row. several blocks from the present
Plans for the new Pathe building in
Seattle call for a 35 foot front with a
depth of 108 feet comprising 5500 square
feet of space. It will be equipped with
a mezzanine fioor, set fifty-five feet back,
containing projection room, kitchenette,
and a space 15 x 30 feet which will be used
as a recreation room. Shipping room,
vaults and inspection room will be on the
main fioor to the rear. The new building
will be ready for occupancy about June
first. No small feature of the Pathe service are the weekly Pep Parties, held after
hours for employees, to promote community spirit and interest. This idea is believed to have originated in Seattle, although now general throughout all Pathe
organizations. Dinner is served, a meeting
held, where open discussions are encouraged and films are projected for employees.
Needless to say the parties are well attended.
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Acoustics?

Important Feature
of
Theatre
Construction Is
Not Given Proper
M. C. Rosenblatt, M. E , ivho has written the following article
in "American Contractor," is an authority on the subject of
acoustics in theatre auditoriums and there is some heavy truth
in ivhat he says. — Ed.
Surely, the fundamental purpose, the very purpose
indeed, of any auditorium is for speech and hearing,
clear and distinct, pleasant and understandable in
every quarter. Then why do we continue to build theatres, auditoriums and meeting rooms into which are
entombed intolerable and defective acoustics to destroy
the purpose for which they were erected. Hundreds of
thousands of dollars are wasted yearly to produce an
enclosure to which may formally be attached the name
auditorium and which, in truth, merely qualifies as
four walls, a ceiling and a floor with little else to recommend it. If the prime purpose of an auditorium is a
place in which to hear — and that is the literal translation of the word — then why should not its conditions
for hearing be seriously reckoned with prior to the
breaking up of the bricks and mortar and the installation of the seats for those who come to hear but hear
not — at least not distinctly. If it is undesirable that
excessive noises be present in any active business place,
then why is not this condition conscientiously thought
about during design.
Whose business is it, I ask, to insure ■ his client
against faulty acoustics in theatres? Most assuredly it is the architect's business. I do not mean to
convey the thought that it is entirely the fault of the
architect that the best acoustical results do not prevail.
As a matter of fact, it is no more his fault than it is
the owners, but because the architect is supposed to
guide his client technically, he is to blame to a greater
degree.
If conditions for hearing were positive, tangible,
measurable quantities their position in building structure would have been fixed ere this. Just as the heating contractor must guarantee 70 degrees in zero
weather, the architect would have to guarantee some
degree of perfect acoustics. The architect avers that
there is no measure of good or bad acoustics but that
these quantities fluctuate over a wide scale in consequence of the acoustical tastes of the individual. It is
admittedly true that as far as each individual is concerned itwould be difficult to define perfect acoustics.
But with the premise that the greatest good to the
greatest number is the end to be attained there is a
standard for acoustical efficiency. We can unqualifiedly assert that residual sound enduring five seconds
in any auditorium of any name or nature, and under
any conceivable circumstances with an audience present is acoustically bad no matter who constitutes the
audience, auditorium builders and designers to the
contrary notwithstanding.
It is a fact that many an auditorium is being constructed to-day or is being designed that when completed will have a duration of audibility with an average audience present far in excess of what can reasonably be deemed normal.
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Program

of Spring

Society Motion
neers, Boston,

(Convention

Pict lire EngiMay
1, 2, 3, 4

MONDAY, MAY 1, 1922
9:00 a.m. Registration.
10:00 a.m. Opening exercises.
President's
address.
Minutes of last
meeting.
Unfinished business.
New business.
Report of Arrangements Committee.
Paper:George"Preservation
of Motion Picture Negatives," by
Blair.
Luncheon. Governor Channing Cox.
Paper: "Constant Potential Generator for Motion Picture
Projection," by A. M. Candy.
Paper: "The Film Splicing Machine," by J. H. McNabb.
Paper: "Trick Photography," by Alfred B. Hitchins.
Paper:
"Projection Results in the Theatre," by F. H. Richardson.
8:00 p.m. "Pops," Symphony Hall, Boston Symphony Orchestra.
TUESDAY, MAY 2, 1922
9:00 a.m. Leave Hotel Bellevue for Lynn.
10:00 a.m. Session at the General Electric Co., West Lynn, Mass.
Paper: "Some Uses of Aspherical Lenses in Motion Picture
Projection," by Hermann Kcllner.
Paper: "Negative Test Method as an Aid in Condenser Design," by J. T. Beechlyn.
Paper:demonstration),
"New Applications
for Jenkins.
Prismatic Rings" (with
by C. Francis
Reports of Committees:
Cameras — J. H. McNabb, chairman.
Films and Emulsions — William V. D. Kelley, chairman.
Film Perforations — A. S. Howell, chairman.
Laboratories — E. F. Murphy, chairman.
Studios — H. F. O'Brien, chairman.
Projection Machine — A. C. Roebuck, chairman.
Electrical Devices — J. H. Hertner, chairman.
Utilities — William C. Kunzmann, chairman.
12:30 p.m. Buffet Luncheon: Prof. Elihu Thomson.
1 :30 p.m. Demonstrations and inspections.
4:30 p.m. Auto ride alongf North Shore.
6:30 p.m. Shore dinner.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 3, 1922
10:00 a.m. Paper: "The
MotionRequired,"
Picture ofbytheS. Future
and the Equipment Probably
L. Rothafel.
Paper: "Graininess in Motion Picture Negatives and Positives," by Arthur C. Hardy and Loyd A. Jones.
Paper: "Visual
Education,"
by Rowland Rogers.
Reports
of Committees
:
Optics — W. E. Story, chairman.
Standards — W. E. Story, chairman.
Safety — L. E. Davidson, chairman.
Patents — Thomas Howard, chairman.
Nomenclature — C. Francis Jenkins, chairman.
Progress — ^W. F. Little, chairman.
Educational — E. K. Gillett, chairman.
Luncheon.
2:00 p.m. Automobilecord andrideLexington.
(Paul Revere's Ride) through historic Con6:30 p.m. Banquet.
Lecture:
"Colorby lantern
Photography,"
Dr. C. E. K. Mees
(illustrated
slides andby demonstrations).
THURSDAY, MAY 4, 1922
10:00a.m.. Paper: "A New Type of Shutter for Motion Picture Projection," by W. O. Runcie.
Paper: "Studio Lighting from the Standpoint of the
Photographic Director," by Alvin Wyckoflf.
Paper: "Projection
Screens," by R. E. Farnham.
Reports
of Committees:
Advertising — M. B. Johnson, chairman.
Auditing — H. P. Gage, chairman.
Membership — H. A. Campe, chairman.
Papers — Loyd A. Jones, chairman.
Publications — C. E. Egeler, chairman.
Publicity — J. C. Kroesen, chairman.
Luncheon.
Reciprocal Relations — A. F. Victor, chairman.
Afternoon and evening open.
All this need not be tolerated and in an enlightened
and scientific age should not be tolerated.
To whom therefore should the blame be attributed?
The architect or his client? The average owner knows
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little about acoustics. He relies upon his architect to
direct him away from the pitfalls in his project. He
imbues in his architect a confidence which is unquestioned. He believes that his architect will take account
of all matters to his advantage. He feels confident that
he will obtain the best for his money. He is not concerned with the details. Then why do acoustic failures
continue to exist to a greater degree, indeed, now than
formerly.
The architect is handicapped. He has limited funds
to expend. Much is expected of him. He has difficulty
in even obtaining the bare necessities in his design.
He therefore neglects the acoustics. He thinks that he
can well afford to take a chance with it. Once the
building is completed the acoustics will take care of
itself. The owner learns too late that excessive reverberation ispresent, but believes, since he knows
little of the science of acoustics, that such things
must be.
Not long ago a prominent architect was designing a
magnificent church. He was approached about the
conditions for hearing. He remarked that every last
dollar of the building fund had been absorbed in his
design. He would, therefore, have to take a chance
with the acoustics. He was told that, theoretically at
least, he could not recommend his design to be constructed with the possibility of introducing imperfect
acoustics in so beautiful a building. It would be far
more advisable to leave off the roof than to gamble
with the acoustics. However, he took the chance.
What was the result? The church, when completed,
ensconced the ghost of defective acoustics. The building committee of the church were disconsolate. They
knew nothing about acoustics before, but now with this
monster staring them in the face they were acquiring
a knowledge rapidly. The sad realization that the
acoustics were intolerable soon crystallized. The committee called upon their architect. Why had he imposed this thing upon them ? Why had he absorbed all
of their available funds and yet left the building incomplete— unusable? The architect, in order to protect his reputation, was compelled to remit part of his
commission to make the acoustical correction.
With the science of acoustics advanced as far as it is
to-day, to the degree where it is possible to predetermine the acoustical characteristics of any auditorium
prior to erection and from the plans, it seems to me
that the architect is not availing himself of all things
at his command when he neglects to check up his
acoustics and elects to gamble with so serious an issue.
On the other hand, however, it cannot be expected
that the architect take upon himself the role of teacher
to point the way to better buildings unless he sees an
interest reflected in the man who spends the money.
It remains therefore that the owner take the initiative to obtain better conditions for hearing. He must
show dissatisfaction in anything short of the best obtainable acoustical conditions, and he m,ust insist that
his architect assure him, at least beyond a reasonable
doubt, that the conditions for hearing and for speech
will measure up to a well-defined standard.
By indirect reasoning it is agreed that no owner of
a theatre would be satisfied with inefficient and
defective acoustics if he himself were aware of what
is possible along these lines. It is logical, therefore, to
place the burden upon the architect, who is cognizant
of this science, so that his client may not suffer
through his own inexperience in a highly technical
subject.
An auditorium perceptibly lacking in its acoustics —
a business place noisy and nerve racking beyond reason
— has no place in our progressive scheme of things.
Whose business is it to open the door upon a more
intelligent understanding in the possibilities for better
acoustics ?
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Printing
by Radiophone
Time
is money.
This figure of speech, incorporated in American literature
from schoolbooks up and daily scattered through the conversations of business
is especially applicable to the motion picture
industry. men,
,

L. B. Mayer and John
Stahl"One
radioing
directions on First Nadonal's
Clear Call
Picture costs are aibsolutely at the mercy of the clock from
the time the first scene is "shot" until the finished prints are
delivered to the distributing organization and through it, to
the exchanges.

Watterson Rothacker on the other end
Science's latest development and the country's latest fad, the
radiophone recently played an important part in cutting down
some of the tremendous overhead in film making when Watterson
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Model* 'Sntoincitlle" Universal Junior Truck Vacuum Cleaner
Equipped with Westinghouse H H. P. Universal Motor.
Used by the largest theaters in the U. S. Manufactured by

INVINCIBLE

VACUUM
Dover,

CLEANER
Ohio

MFG.

CO.
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WhatDoYouGainbyUsingBulbHoods?

Are They More Economical
and More Lasting Than
the

Dipped

FOR the theatre owner who wants to cut down his
overhead it is important that he study his electric light bills. As pointed out several months
ago in this publication motion picture theatres as a
class probably use more electric lights than any other
industry. Electric current and the replacement of
electric bulbs represent a steady overhead and, therefore, if the cost of maintaining them is reduced that
reduction is permanent and represents a bigger saving as the years go by.
The practice of using dipped bulbs is an old one, but
that fact is no argument that it is the best practice.
Conditions are constantly changing. What was the
best method yesterday is obsolete to-day. Manufacturers of well-known products who heretofore give
scant attention to it are looking into the theatre field
with an idea of making products for that field. Thus
it happens that old methods, good enough when the
industry was young, are being supplanted by better
methods.
The color hood for use on the stage, interior lighting,
electric signs, exit lights, special displays and signals
is a great improvement upon the dipped light and
represents the improved method. In the first place,
highly colored displays are far more attractive than
plain white and present a more attractive advertising
proposition. As the illustrations show the color hood
is a simple device, easily installed and manipulated.
It represents the modern and efficient method of coloring lamps. It slips on, retains its color and is more
satisfactory and cheaper than dip.
They are furnished in five colors, ruby, opal, amber,
blue and green and in two sizes, for 5 or 10 watt and
25 or 40 watt lamps. The glass is natural colored and
blown.

Incandescent?

colored
cut shows
Upper unattac
hed. the
hood
Large cut
shows it covering a globe.
The other illustration shows
how hoods may be applied
with one hand which is important when the workman
is on a marquee or ladder

Courtesy RcynoUl Elcc. Co., Chicago

An objection which many cite against the dip lamp
is that it burns out quicker than the hood colored lamp.
Dipped lamps, it is claimed, last but a short time, due
to coloring checking or wearing off.
A Novel Installation
When S. L. Rothafel of the Capitol Thepicon the
York,forwasitsputting
atre, New
Theodora
ture
Broadway
run at
the Astor Theatre, there had been no provision made for organ installation, and it
was rather difficult to find sufficient room,
but the management was finally able to
that the Robert-Morton was
arrange itonso the
installed
stage, right behind the
being put in
proscenium arch, the consoleThe
orchestra
the lower left-hand box.
pit could not be used.
rton remained in the theTheatre forRobert-Mo
the full run of the picture.
Mr. Rothafel was so pleased with the
results of this installation that he expressed his gratification in the following
York manager
letter, addressed to the New
of the American Photo Player Company :
New York, October 19, 1921.
My dear Mr. Matthews :
know how the exPerhaps you would like toRobert-Mo
unit
your for me atrton
of havingperimeBtwhich
the Astor
installed
was presentat
organ,
ion of Theodora, is
Theatre for the
exceeded even our
working out. It has, in fact,
is a remarkableg help
fondest expectatioofns,theandscoring,
augmentin the
in the rendition
orchestra of thirty pieces so that it appears to
kept m splenhas
It
size.
its
be atdid least
its action is so fine that it would
tune andtwice
slightest defect
be difficult indeed to detect theorchestra.
in its participation with thethan pleased, and
I am more
Altogether,
thought
you would Sincerely
like to know
yours,so.
S. L. Rothafel.
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Irani^rieK
Produces
Perfect
oArcs

r

TRANSYERTER permits the most
artistic projection of pictures.
Accept

this as

Personal
Mr.

When

Invitation^

you

make

at The

Double Arc TransVerteR provides two arcs in series, simultaneously, thus making possible a

Exhibitor

Washington
May,

a

come

to your

convention

in

yourself at home

Star office. You'll

find

us cordially at your service in
any way

that we

to your comfort
ence during your
Incidentally
you'll enjoy
new plant.
last word
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and

conveni-

stay here.
we

believe

looking over
It represents

in newspaper

produc-

ing facilities.

_

^

our
the

WITH 5Drn)4T MOamNQ EDITION

WASHINGTON,
D. C.
New York Office
Chicago Office
Dan A. Carroll
J. E. Lutz
Tower Building:
150 Nassau Street

perfect dissolve.
No ballast is used as automatic
voltage is provided.
The projectionist, by a slight
turn of a convenient control handle,
can instantly increase or decrease
the amperage generated and furnished to the arc, thus obtaining
the light best adapted for the film
being shown.
Improve your projection and
your attendance and profits will
grow accordingly,
TransVerteR win do it.
The

Hertner Electric Co.
1908 W. 112th St.
Cleveland, Ohio
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The curves shoAvn in Fig. 13 illustrate this point very clearly.
Volts are shown vertically and amperes horizontally. The
four curves are for four different rheostat settings corresponding to 50, 80, 100 and 110 amperes on the arc.
Let us see how the test and the resulting curves will help
to answer questions such as the following:
1. When both arcs are open and the machine running and
showing 150 volts, why does not the fuse blow upon dead
short circuit?

time is the load sufficient to cause the blowing of a fuse. The
machine will run indefinitely with switches closed on the short
circuiting position, with less load on the A.C. line than if run
on open circuit.
2. Upon opening the arc gradually from its normal length
to upward of 70 volts, the current increases slightly. This can
readily be traced on the curve, the current being the same at 60
and at 120 volts and slightly greater at points between, so that
could a single arc be drawn out to 120 volts the current would
gradually rise to 109 amperes at 90, then again decrease to
normal at 120 volts.
3. The third question is answered by the second, because on
starting the second arc the current is practically unaffected as
the voltage rises rapidly to about double its former value.
4. When either arc is shorted the current value follows the
curve as the voltage decreases and again assumes the value
corresponding to 55 or 60 volts. In fact, it will soon be found,when handling the machine, that the current can never depart

acVOUT5
■

Fig. 14
except momentarily from theEfficiency
curve value assigned to it for any
given voltage.
The overall efficiency from line to lamps varies from 65 per
cent
to 75 per cent, depending on the size and the number of
arcs burning.
High Intensity Arc
It will be of interest to those who are contemplating the use
of high intensity arc to know that the constant current generator is well fitted to operate this lamp; in fact, constant current is much better adapted to the needs of the high intensity
arc than r'S constant voltage, because if on account of uneven
carbon consumption or for any reason the arc length should
vary, the change in voltage would quickly accelerate or retard
the driving motor of the arc so as to compensate; whereas, if
the motor were operated across the line or even across the arc
on a constant low voltage source, its speed, and consequently its
arc regulation, would be but slightly affected by any variation
in arc action.
Transverter Sizes and Types
In order to satisfy those who are unfamiliar with the vertical
type machines or are prejudiced in favor of the horizontal type.
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Fig. 13.
2. Why does not the current diminish when burning one arc
if that arc is allowed to burn up to a 70 or 75 volt length?
3. What happens to the current in the arc upon starting the
second arc?
4. What happens to the current in either arc upon shorting
the other?
1. What happens when running on open circuit at 150 volts,
or what would happen were the relay cut out so as to give the
full 220 volts is simply this: Immediatly upon short circuit
the current generated will set up an action which demagnetizes
the fields, thus producing less and less voltage, following down
the curve till it practically hits the bottom horizontal line,
which shows that the voltage on the line is zero and the amperes 90.
When the shorting of the generator is accomplished by closing the switches across the arcs, the current will momentarily
increase somewhat above that indicated by the curve, but at no

the Hertner Electric Co. are now offering a complete line of
horizontal Transverters, one of them being shown. Fig. 14These horizontal Transverters are electrically identical with
the vertical in design and performance.
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Ticket

Chopper
Recognized as the standard for years
Choppers

That

Chop

The CAILLE Security Ticket
Chopper actually tears the tickets
into shreds, removing all possibility of again smoothing or ironing them out to be used a second
time.
The cutting knives and mechanism are so constructed that coins
or metal checks will pass right
through without injury to machine.
Chopper is also equipped with
agitator to force strips of tickets
down onto the cutting knives.
In lower compartment, under
lock, is large metal box to retain
the cuttings.
The choppers are supplied in
birch, mahogany or on special request in any other finish desired.
Top and feet are of white porcelain enameL We also manufacture electric ticket choppers and
ticket boxes. Be sure that it is
Size 45x12x12 inches
a CAILLE
Weight 100 lbs.
If your supplier does not handle our chopper, write us.
To dealers — Some very good territory open; do not delay writing us.
THE CAILLE BROTHERS CO.
6210 Second Boulevard
Detroit, Michigan

For High and
In Very Wide
The
Seen

Best
On

Long Throws
M. P. Theatres
Pictures

Jacobsson

Are
Screens

This company long ago, through its policy of
service, recognized the necessity of each theatre
being equipped with a screen technically suited to
the particular conditions existing.
The WYDEANGLE SCREEN is scientifically
correct for wide houses with long or high throws,
or both. It makes every seat desirable, eliminates
eye-strains, its high reflective surface reduces power
bills, and it is guaranteed for five years.
Write for Particulccrs —
They Are Worth Having
The Jacobsson
3718 Woodland Ave.

Mfg. Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

Beautify Your Lobbies with Art
Stone Furniture.
Simplex Sun-light Arc High Intensity Projection Lamp is a perfected
product, tested by severe practical

Durable
Fireproof
Attractive
Comfortable

usage. It is sufficient to say that it's
"A Sun-Light Arc Product"

Architectural Decorating Co.
Plain and Ornamental Plasterinng Contractors
1600-1608-1610 SOUTH JEFFERSON ST.
Chicago,

C.

HOWARD
ELMER

DETROIT

SPECIALISTS

GEORGE

CYRIL
CLEVELAND

Illinois.

OVER 200 THEATRES

CRANE,
KIEHLER,

Architect
Associate

E. SCHLEY
CHICAGO
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

'VEIJJdN;WlIXIA^
ES JAMJSHEP^aS^^RS

^

Catalogue "G"
Size 48" long, 18" wide, 17" high
on Request
Practical as Well as Ornamental

Sun-Light Arc Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York

THEATRE

^^^^

KWOWN^TH^^Rm

OVER3

"A Disgrace to Civilization"
^■^■^ TUBERCULOSIS was once considered a disI
ease that "had to be." Now we know better. We
I
know it for what it is — a disgrace to civilization.
I
Under proper conditions of daily living, tubercu9
losis would disappear.
Deaths from this cause in New York City have been
greatly cut down, particularly in the past dozen years.
Last year, in fact, the reduction was i8 per cent over 1920.
This is certainly encouraging. Yet the fight must be kept
up. There must be no slackening in effort. Six thousand
deaths a year are six thousand too many!
For the good of New York, we shall be glad to give
helpful information, without charge, to all who may inquire of us.
New
York
Tuberculosis
Association, Inc.
ID East 39th Street.
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Double arc Transverters are offered for any commercial size,
frequency and voltage in sizes for from 35 to 125 ampere arcs.
Panels
A complete Transverter equipment consists of the motor generator and a control panel. Two styles of panel are offered.
The style in most general use, panel "A," is a substantial steel
cabinet 12 x 14 x 6, having mounted inside of it, the relay, and
generator field regulator, on the outside the operating handle of
the field regulator and both voltmeter and ammeter. The field
regulator has capacity to adjust the current from more than
the rated output to about one-half. Panel "B," in addition to
this, has two single pole quick break short-circuiting switches
mounted in the lower part of the cabinet, the operating handles
extending through the cover. These panels are shown in Fig. 15.
Starters
With all single phase Transverters a special starter is furnished and included in the price of the equipment. This because
a unique starting device is employed. In its operation alternating current is led into one of the brush-holders of the generator,
out of a special third brush and thence through the stator. The
generator acts as a repulsion motor getting the unit up to speed.
As the machine nears its running speed, the motor takes hold
and the current falls off from the starting to the idling value.
The starting switch is then thrown into the running position and
the generator is ready for service.
Two and three phase Transverters are furnished either with
or without motor starter. The small sizes do not require them
and on larger sizes, on account of starting conditions always
being without load and the machine being ball bearing, the
majority of the power companies waive their rules and permit
installation without starter, and those that do insist on them,
prefer to specify the type of starter to use.
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HAFTONE

SCREEN

Make

Monsoon Branch Office
Owing to its steadily increasing business in Pennsylvania
and Delaware, and the host of new inquiries from these two
States, Monsoon Cooling System, of Brooklyn, N. Y., have been
compelled to open a branch office in Philadelphia.
J. G. Ammon, an engineer thoroughly experienced in the designing of cooling and ventilating systems for theatres, will be
in charge. The new office will be located in the Bulletin Building, room 726.

All

Seats

Good

Equally

That's The
Bi^ Idea
BacK
of Its Great
Success
RAVEN

and

Projectionists Read

From time to time, this department has received requests
from projectionists in different parts of the world, asking us to
recommend good books on projection and tell them from whom
they could be secured. Rather than take the responsibility of
answering this question without consulting others, we ran an
article on what projectionists read, not so long ago, and asked
our readers to vwite in telling us what books on projection they
considered the best.
It is a well known fact that owing to the peculiarly arranged
hours projectionists have to work, it makes it difficult for them
to read very much. Not only that, but it is a proven fact that
the majority of human nature does not care to read dry technical
stuff along the lines of their daily occupation, after they pass a
certain length of time in that business. The number of answers
we received from this article, however, leads us to believe that
projectionists as a body like to read technical stuff about their
daily occupation, as answers came from every part of this
country, Canada, a few from England and one or two from
far-off Australia. The truth of it is we know it to be a fact
now that they do read, and we are in position to answer the
queries we have had about what to read.
"Motion Picture Projection" led the list, 18V2 per cent of the
total answering stating that was the book they read. "Electrical
Guides" (10 volumes) was next with a percentage of 11%.
"Handbook on Projection" was read by 5 per cent of the projectionists answering, while 2% per cent stated they read "Motion Picture Electricity." Only IV^ per cent stated they had
read "Motion Picture Optics" and "Transactions of the Society
of Motion Picture Engineers."
This list might be taken now as representative, as it contains
the books selected by the projectionists themselves as the ones
from which they have derived the most information, and is not
the opinion of just one man. It is a good rule to never go by
what just one person says about a book, but to abide by what
the majority says, and the above list shows what the majority
think in this case.
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Handling

Easily
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CORPORATION

Sixty-Five Broadway

BRIGHT

New York

IDEAS

This Department offers $2 for each practical idea
submitted. It may concern any part of the theatre.

Severson at It Again
Ed Severson, who has been absent from the Bright Idea Department for quite a while, woke up the other day and decided
it wasanother
about little
time for
to has
"kickcome
in"
with
idea,him
so he
across with an idea of how to remove
emulsion from the film in order to make
a patch, the easiest way.
In his letter, he said, "First, cut the
film in the usual manner, moisten the
emulsion and, taking the film in the left
hand, as shown in the illustration, the
scissors in the right hand, place the edge
of the scissors on the film, and push
down on them with the thumb of the left
hand at the same time, pulling the scissors away from you with the right hand.
In this way you remove all of the emulsion from the film in one movement, leaving a good clean straight edge.
"Don't get discouraged if you cannot
make a good job of it the first few times, as it may take a little
practice before you can get the knack of just how to place your
finger and give the right twist with the scissors, but it will
if you persist long enough.
Severson uses a pair of discarded barber scissors for this
work, as they have a straight edge that can be kept sharpened
by running over a small pocket-size carborundum stone. This
waywork
beatswith.
the old if you haven't a patent film scraper or patcher
to
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Contrasts
at

1

the

On

Martinique

Outside is tlie tireless traffic
of Broadway.
Inside — the soothing quiet for
the tired.
Its splendid cuisine is a matter
of years.

How

to Build

Radio

Radio!

Your

Own

Radio

Set

Dictionary

Words and terms relative to Radio parts and
equipment clearly defined — with tables and
information. 50 cents
Radio for Beginners
A book that deals with the subject from A to Z,
written so that the amateur can understand it.

Rates are from $2.50 for room without bath, and from
$3.50 for room with bath. Club breakfasts 45c to $1.00.
On station
your next
trip Itto will
NewaddYork,
say pleasure
"Martinique"
the
porter.
to your
and sub-to
tract from your expense account.

Buy Them from Your Dealer Today
or Direct from
$1.00

The

MARTINIQUE
Broadway at 32nd St., N. Y.
L. M. Boomer, Pres.
Frank E. Jago, Res. Mgr.

TECHNICAL
E. Dept. A,

No Limit to Distance or Size of Picture — Moderately Priced — '■
New Operating Features.
BRENKERT LIGHT PROJECTION CO., Inc., Detroit, MicH.
Save in cost and secure beautiful permanent
color effects by using
COLOR
HOODS
sold at prices less than cost of dipping lamps
for one year.
Reynolds Electric Company
Mfrs. of Flashers, Small Motors, Etc.
Chicago, 111. 2
2 sizes: 10W-40W ^^^^ Congress St.

BOOK

CO.

130 West 42nd St., New York

OPEN-AIR
EXHIBITORS!
Start Your Show an Hour Earlier Than on Any
Other Screen
Run 2 shows a night in mid-summer by using

"It puts life into lantern slides and stage effects"
Is WHAT
I .xer.s of Brenkert Brenoptlcon
Model f
Say .\Itoiit This Woinlorful Device.

THE MAGIC CRYSTAL SCREEN
No Eyestrain — No Fading — No Distortion from first or last
row, middle or side seats, straight or angle throw.
Stands any guaranteed.
weather. Dust it or wash it — Brilliancy remains.
Durability
Mr. S. I.evo.v, Manager of B. F. Keith's Harlem Opera House,
says: and
"We haye
iiavefound
had itthesatisfactory
Magic Crystal
Screenway.
for Itthenotpastonly2
.years
in every
stands up as to vsage, but shows a wonderfully clear picture."
40% — 60% Current saving guaranteed
Order your screen now!
THE MAGIC CRYSTAL SCREEN CO., Inc.
500 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Phone: Longacre 8328 and 8329
TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT
ROLL

Ten

Minute

to the

Full instructions with diagrams and drawings
which make it easy for beginner to build his own
set.
25 cents

THE Martinique is a splendidly conducted, well
furnished New York hotel, where one may sleep,
dine, rest or be gay, with confidence and
economy.

ILLINOIS
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Read the three interesting and instructive books
by James R. Cameron, whose text books are
used and indorsed by the U. S. Army, Navy and
Dept. of Public Instruction.

The world's business almost
within
arm'samusement
length, onworld
one
hand. The
at the same distance, on the
other.

CHICAGO,

Up

Keep

Its icefaultless
diningroom serva matter of
minutes.

I. Broadway
New York

REVIEW

C^K)

FOLDED

=—
TICKET
BEST fOR THE LEAST MONEY
QUICKEST DELIVERY

Thousand

Dollars

S=—
CORRECTNESS GUARANTEED

Reward

wUl be paid to any person who can prove that B. F. Porter did not sell and install Simplex
Machines in the Capitol Theatre at 51st Street and Broadway, New York City.
B. F. PORTER,

729

7th Ave.,

New

York
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rHE design of this department is to diffuse among musicians and exhibitors correct information on all important
subjects pertaining to music for the film; to improve the quality of musical interpretation and to raise the standard of music in motion picture theatres. Questions concerning music, suitable instrumentation, queries relating to
organs and mechanical players, etc., should be addressed to Music Editor, Exhibitors Trade Review.

What

Is a Theatre
By r. /. A. Mapp

Organ?

Mr. T. J. A. Mapp, one of Chicago's leading organists, is writing this series of articles on the Theatre Organ. He has played
for 6 years in some of the leading houses in the country, and his
musical accompaniments to the pictures are models of synchronJr
ization and artistic taste.
My experience in motion picture theatres has led me to the
conclusion that a great many exhibitors will welcome some advice on the organ question. It is a subject that vitally concerns
practically every theatre man in the country, and although without doubt they bring to bear the best available judgment in the
purchase of an organ, the fact remains that in a great many
cases they go astray, as evidenced by the large number of theatres equipped with organs either inadequately, badly placed,
monotonous in tonal quality, too churchly, not enough variety in
tone and effects, _poor material, and other reasons.
In contemplating the erection of a new theatre, the organ
should be one of the first things decided on, so that adequate
space may be provided for in the plans. It should always be
arranged to have the architect co-operate with the organ builder
in this regard. Such a course will save the exhibitor both time
and money in the future. It is better to have too much space
rather than too little, so that the organ may be enlarged if necessary, at any future time.
One big mistake in the past has been to consider the organ
merely as an adjunct to the orchestra, instead of a complete
unit of musical entertainment in itself. Many owners who
thought this way find themselves burdened with a small instrument of the church organ type, with a monotony and lack of
variety of tone and PEP decidedly boring to their patrons.
Now we come to our question, "What is a theatre organ?"
There are two main points to bear in mind in regard to the
theatre organ, viz.:
(1) Its effectiveness in suitably accompanying motion pictures, and
(2) Its entertainment value to the patrons.
Later we will consider these two points in detail, and I will
explain the unit orchestral type of organ which is becoming so
popular. Credit for the recent development of this type of
organ belongs to Mr. F. W. Smith, who for many years was an
associate of the late Mr. Hope-Jones, and who is now vice-president of the Smith Unit Organ Company.
I have the pleasure of playing the latest product of this most
progressive company, a new three-manual Smith Unit Orchestra.
It has a great variety of tone, most pleasing novelty effects, wonderfully effective control of light and shading through operation
of the swell shutters by second touch, brilliant repetitive action,
and several improvements not appearing on any other organ.
In other words, it is the last thing in the development of the
orchestral organ. It can be seen and heard at their new auditorium at 339 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

without egotism that my efforts have been rewarded with frequent commendation from the musical critics of the press, such
as the clipping enclosed. Faithfully yours,
J. Harold Weisel,
Organist Cameraphone Theatre, Pttsburgh, Pa.
Here are recent typical musical programs from the Cameraphone which Mr. Weisel has sent in:
Feature — Come on Over.
"Canzonetta"
H. A. Sykes
"Repos d'Amour"
Henselt-Kraft
"Spring Serenade"
Hansen
Selection from "Eileen"
Victor Herbert
"Merrymakers Dance" (Nell Gwyn)
Edward German
"The Kerry Dance"
Molly
"Kathleen Mavoureen"
Crouch
"A Little Bit of Heaven"
....Ball
"X^ast Rose of Summer" (variations)
"At the Donnybrook Fair"
J. P. Scott
Featured solo — "Song(Endorsed
of India"
Rimsky-Korsakoff
by
Musicians
Club.)
Feature — Moran of The Lady Letty
Gondolieri
(A Day in Venice")
Mevin
"Moonlight"
Prysinger
"En Bateau"
Debussy
"Perceuse"
Jarnfelt
Finale (from First Sonata)
Guilmant
Poem. "Erotik"
Greig
"A Sea Song"
MacDowell
"Romance"
MacDowell
'I Loveof the
You Sea
Truly"
Bond
Songs
(Improvisements)
F( atured solo, Bgj-ptian Suite (extracts)
'
Luigini
(Indorsed by Musicians' Club)
F( ature — Wiled Honey
Ballet Eg^'ptien
•.
Luigini
(a) Andante
Allegretto Sostenuto
(b)
A Desert Song
Sheppard
T>ialogue d'Amour
Weisel
Mignonette
Friml
Adagletto (from Symplionette Suite)
Berge
T^amentoso • ■ • •'
Borch
My Heart
At Thv Sweet Voice (Samson et Delila) Saint-Saens
Fete
de Lisette
Byford
Romance, in P minor
Tschaikowsky
Toccata (from Fifth Symphony)
Widor
Foatiu-ed solo — "Selections from Cavaleria Rusticana" Mascagni
(Indorsed by Musicians' Club)
Andabout
here the
is what
the idea:
critic of Pittsburgh's leading art weekly
said
Weisel
The other afternoon I dropped in at the Cameraphone, East Liberty,
and
the surprise
of aWeisel,
lifetime.wasThe discoursing
film was "Mme.
X,"
and was
the given
organist,
J. Harold
Borowski,
Tschaikowsky, Massanet, Gounod, Bizet and Saint Saens as a music
setting for the film. I rubbed my eyes or rather ears. Could such
things be? Up to date every other organist in East Liberty had been
playing unmentionable ragtime, endless jazz, and piffling popular
tunes, all with the left foot and the Vox Humana. And so it is that
T mention Mr. Weisel. He. of all the movie organists in twon, is
apparently the only one who knows what real music is, or at least
he is seem
the "only
is trying
to giveagainst
his patrons
good music.
This
may
likeonea who
terrible
indictment
the other
movie men,
but up to date, thev have shown no desire to play anything above the
srade of the V it X. Kail, Harold Weisel! IMay your tribe increase.
Wesley Ray Burroughs has returned to the position of organist at the Regent Theatre, Rochester, N. Y., after two and
a half years at the Piccadilly in the same city.

Endorsed Programs
Norman Stuckey:
I am enclosing some of my programs which are announced in
advance each week through the local papers. We find that the
music fans appreciate this and the result is added prestige to
the theatre. This innovation may interest readers of your page,
and believing that any effort for better music in the theatre
is worth while, I submit this little idea of mine. I might add
For

Better

The Chicago Musical Service Bureau, 20 East Jackson Boulevard, has been organized to provide moving picture theatres
with organists. No charge is made for registering with this
bureau.

orRalph H. Brigham, formerly of New York and recently
ganist at the Capitol Theatre in St. Paul, has been appointed
organist at the Senate Theatre in Chicago.

Music
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THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
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Outlet

Old

fir

c%i5ic

^Masters

The compelling, ennobling effect of classical music is
widening its circle. The inspired music masters of old
no longer
cert stage. must be confined to the grand opera and con-

Development of the Cremona Orchestra-Organ for the
homes of silent drama has brought pipe-organ and orchestra reproductions hitherto unknown. It has enabled
exhibitors to furnish the "atmosphere" so essential to
putting the picture across big. It has brought refinement and dividend-producing attraction to houses all
over
the
country. There is assurance to every patron of
ing.
pipe-organ and orchestra offerings, appropriate, gratify-

The Cremona brings economy as well as versatility.
For it plays with operator or without, plays any standard player roll or solo roll. Instant changes are possible.
Cue sheets can be precisely followed without effort.

Best of all, there is a Cremona of type and size to best
meet the requirements of every house. Write or wire
for details.

n^ecMar^ueite

$iano

Company,

Chicago, U.SA.

toemoixa

OAeO/ire

Orchestra^

Oroan
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ISew Theatres — Changes in Ownership —
Theatres
for Sale — Theatres Wanted
Live

New

Opportunities

Theatres

CHICAGO, .ILL.— J. M. Browarsky &
Company will build on Sixty-third Street
between Blackston and Harper Avenues at
a cost of $2,500,000.
CHICAGO, ILL. — Architects Levy and
Klein have prepared plans for $2,000,000
theatre to be erected on Belmont and Hamlin Avenues by C. A. Johnson.
MISHAWAKA, IND.— R. Levine, 217
Chamber of Commerce Building, Chicago,
111., is architect for $150,000 theatre and
office building. Owner's name withheld.
CHICAGO, ILL.— Architect J. E. 0.
Pridmore is preparing plans for remodeling the Garrick. $150,000 will be spent.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Franklin Theatre will be remodeled.

ALTOONA, PA.— Airdome to be erected
by company now forming. Architect, Walter Frieling, 1312 Fourteenth Avenue.
CLEVELAND, OHIO.— The Morlease
Company will build theatre and office building at corner of St. Claire and East 105th
Street. Architect, Frank W. Bail, 352
Hanna Building.

ELGIN, ILL. — Ralph Crooker is having
Architect Ralph E. Abell, 44 Spurling
Building, prepare plans for $225,000 theatre and office building.

KILBOURN, WIS.— Mission Theatre
Company will build. Architects, Clas,
Shepherd & Clas, 445 Milwaukee Street,
Milwaukee, Wis.

ROCKFORD, ILL.— Architect C. W.
Bradley, 520 Brovm Building, is preparing
plans for theatre to seat 1,800.

APPLETON, WIS.— Niel Duffy, owner,
will redecorate theatre at cost of $70,000.
Architect H. Wildhagen, 842 College
Street.

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.— Mozart Amusement Company will build at Third and
Spring Streets. Will cost $200,000. Architect, Edward A. Phillips, Warren Trust
Building.
PULASKI, N. Y.— Lodge No. 467, L 0.
0. F., will erect three-story theatre building. Architect, William J. Townsend.
Frank Lane, chairman building committee.

Used
Fotoplayer
at
a
Bargain Price!
Remarkable opportunity for motion picture theatre!
Fotoplayer
in perfect condition;
gives orcomplete
orcliestral
reproduction;
by iiand
from doubletraclter
player piano;played
provides
excellent
picture
music
at minimum cost. Music continuous — no pauses for
rewinding
changedmusic,
instantly
the scene.
A chance —tocanmakebe your
as wellto asfit your
films,
a source faction
of steady
desired. Satisguaranteed. profit!
Write Terms,
for full ifdescription.
A. D. Cox, 717 Tribune BIdg., Chicago

HOUSTON, TEXAS.— American Construction Company has received contract
from Interstate Amusement Company for
$900,000 theatre.
CLARKSDALE, MISS.— R. N. McWilliams will rebuild Marion Theatre, recentlv
destroyed by fire. Architect, R. B. Spencer, 538 Goodwin Institute Building, Memphis, Tenn.
PORTLAND, ORE.— W. F. "Tibbetts and
Percy Garrigues will build $20,000 theatre
at Sandy and Fortieth.

CLARKSDALE, MISS.— Marion. Totally destroyed. Loss, $75,000.
GREAT NECK, N. Y.— Theatre on
Brokaw Estate. Loss $30,000.
EL RENO, TEXAS.— Jewell badly damaged. Will be abandoned as theatre.
HOPE, ARK.— The Alice totally destroyed. Loss $100,000.

MIDDLETOWN, OHIO.— Gordon Theatre Company will decorate their Third
Street Theatre. Architect, Thomas H.
Scott, P. A. Sorg Building.
DETROIT, MICH.— Architect Joseph P.
Jogerst, 55 Rowland Building, is preparing
plans
for 1,000-seat theatre. Owner's
name withheld.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.— Samuel Barkin,
220 Broadway, will build at Tremont and
Southern Boulevard. Architect, Oscar
Goldschlaf, 16 Court Street.

Number 23

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.— The Main Street
has been opened by Roland Seigle and L.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Marcus A. ' V. Cassinelli.
Bend, 6338 Woodland Avenue, has let contract to Pierce Henion Company, Juniper
and Pine Streets, for $200,000 theatre to
Fires
be erected at Sixty-third Street and Woodland Avenue.

CHICAGO, ILL.— Palace Theatre Company has awarded contract for new theatre, to be built Michigan and Colfax Avenue, to Ralph SoUitt & Sons Construction
Co., 5 North La Salle Street.

ROCKFORD, ILL.— Alhambra Theatre
Corporation will build 1,000-seat house at
North Main and Auburn Streets.
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Begin Right with the
New Theatre
Invest $10.00 in a Simplified
System of Accounting for
Motion Picture Exhibitors
Will save you many a dollar
and many a tough worry
Published by
Exhibitors Trade Review
Knickerbocker Bldg., 152 W. 42d St.
New York City

Changes
RANGER, TEXAS.— W. B. Palmer has
leased the Majestic.
HOPE, ARK.— The Joy has been purchased by J. Lima.
BONHAM, TEXAS.— The Best has been
leased by Robb & Rowley.
CLINTON,
purchased an
AURORA,
purchased the

IOWA.— George Munroe has
interest in the Orpheum.
MO.— Glen Caldwell has
motion picture theatre.

DEPARTMENT
AD
FIED
CLASSIRates
For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted; 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

SLIDES
LET LEON MAKE YOUR SLIDES
Fair
work Write
right, right
n'everything.
testingprices,
slide free.
now. Sam Focus
Leon,
Slidemaker, 207 W. 48th St., New York.
SALESMAN

WANTED

Salesman acquainted with buyers and who can
obtain orders for sales check books can msike
favorable commission arrangements with leading
Chicago concern in this line. Chicago Sales
Book Co., 337 W. Madison St., Chicago.

nOOLINC
TYPHOON
I
TYPHOON FAN CO.
345W.39-ST.

QYSTEM
*^
NEW YORK .
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Cameraman's
Kodak

Color

Process

Eastman
Company
Annomices
Method
by Which
Advantage May Be Taken of Color Process
The Eastman Kodak Company announces that it is prepared
to make by a new process which it has developed, color prints
suitable for projection in any projector, for use as close-ups and
special scenes in motion picture productions. The company
considers that this process, which is a two-color one, is especially
suitable for close-ups, and while no doubt with experience a
wider field of use will be found for the process, at the present
time only a limited amount of work can.be booked, and at first
its use will be confined to close-ups.
Negatives must be made upon special film with a special
camera and by a system of lighting which has been worked out.
This lighting is entirely practical for close-ups and gives about
three times the amount of light usually employed in black and
white work. The company reserves the right to decline to print
from any negative that in its judgment will not make prints
which will be a credit to the process.
After March 1, the company will have a small supply of the
two-color cameras which it will rent for short periods. Operators
will be instructed in their use and in the lighting arrangements
required without charge.
Arrangements will be made in the near future to establish a
laboratory in Los Angeles to hypersensitize and develop negative
film. All color printing will be done at Rochester. The following prices are announced:
Rental for cameras
$25.00
per week
Hypersensitized negative film, perforated 06% per foot
Negative developing
05 per foot
Color prints: Single proofs
50 per foot
First 10 copies
25 per foot
Next 10 copies
20 per foot
Next 20 copies
18 per foot
All above 40 copies
15 per foot
All except proofs to be ordered at one time.
Get Your Beauties
The Selznick News Reel in its next twice-weekly release will
inaugurate another novel achievement — getting nationally known

MOTION
^
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Department
creators of feminine loveliness to give their conceptions of pretty
women. This unique feature will have for its first release Howard Chandler Christy, who has acted as judge at scores of beauty
contests, and whose American Girl has adorned the front page
of smart magazines. Christy has arranged with a mysterious
young lady to pose for the Selznick News cameraman, and her
identity
at this writing is not known to the editors of the News
Reel.
Charles Dana Gibson, the dean of American caricaturers and
creator of the Gibson Girl; James Montgomery Flagg, Florenz
Ziegfeld, whose "Follies" girls are considered the cream of
female loveliness, and others whose vocation demands fine discrimination along lines of pulchritude, will be asked to give their
conceptions of facial beauty. Presidents of girls' colleges will
each select one girl from these institutions of learning, as representing beauty. Well-known novelists — W. L. George and Mary
Roberts Rinehart — will attempt to select a type based along their
creative theories of beauty.
This would seem to offer an opportunity to free lance men
who have beauty pickers in their territory!
African Negative
Workers in the Los Angeles Rothacker-Aller laboratory received athrill when they screened the first print on wild animal
negative shot in Africa. Two and one-half years ago an African expedition backed by San Francisco capital, started out to
obtain, first, skins of every known and unknown animal of
Africa, and second, motion pictures of the same. The party
returned with the largest collection of skins ever brought out
of Africa and some motion pictures that were very hard to
get, including shots of giraffes and charging rhinos.
Barth Makes Change
Mr. E. G. White, general manager of the Associated Screen
News, Inc., has made the announcement of the appointment of
Mr. Gus Barth as head of the selling branch of the Associated.
Barth has been sales-manager for the Claremont labortaory for
the past two years and is well known throughout the trade. The
Associated Screen News since its reorganization in October last
has gradually assumed a very prominent place in the laboratory
field. We understand that extensions are being made to their
laboratory at Flushing, L. I., formerly the Gaumont plant, which
will have a capacity of one million, two hundred and fifty thousand feet weekly.

PICTURE

APPARATUS

CAMERA

Bass Cuts the Price.
200 ft. new Universal with automatic
dissolving shutter, with Universal
tripod, panoram and tilting top, at
$488.00. Price without tripod,
$399.00.
Close-out on famous 400 ft. Liberty
War Model Universal, complete with
carrying cases, magazines and
lenses, $255.00.
Universal Panoram and tilting top
tripod, $89.00.
Everything in motion picture equipment.
Write or wire your order.
BASS
CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. St.,
7 Chicago, 111.
109 No. Dearborn

EXCHANGE

We buy, rent and sell motion picture and still cameras, lighting equipment,
home
projectors,
etc.York
QuickCity.turnovers. Small profits. Write — Seiden.
H3S Eighth
Ave., New
Necratives
Sale — This
the word.
place toA advertise
your news or scenic
stuff.
Try for
it once.
8 centsis per
real bargain.

SaO

WRI<3L_eV

BI_DC3.

■SI

Developing

and printing allow

of no variation

in film work — it must

be the very best.

Evans' service is the logical choice for you if quality, responsibility and promptness
are
the
qualifications
you demand.
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO.

Telephone:
Wadsworth 3443-3444

416-24

West

216th St., New

York

City10
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How

ALLENTOWN,

of

the

the Latest Releases Are Being Received

PA.

LYRIC
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Lillian
and Dorothy Gish D. W. Griffith.— Picture
cleaned up on solid week's business, with
special prices and additional musical features. Sale of seats heavy and picture
declared
and "best
yet." Made
new records"great"
in Allentown
for business
done
on a Griffith film.
COLONIAL
"MOLLY O," Mabel Normand (First National).— Good business all week, something unusual at Colonial. Played to unusually large audiences.
STRAND
"THE LOVE CHARM," Wanda Hawley
(Realart-Paramount). — Star did trick,
with some credit due to Cinderella exploitation. People spoke highly of picture
as being full of charm.
RIALTO
"GET RICH QUICK WALLINGFORD"
(Famous). — Story well known and film
feature repeated success of book and of the
play. Good film, one that money can be
made upon if properly shown and advertised.
HIPPODROME
"THEODORA" (Goldwyn).— Fairly successful, even though it had been shown
here before. Spectacular end of drama
brought in business first run missed.
ATLANTA,

TRADE

GA.

HOWARD
"A GAME CHICKEN," Bebe Daniels
(Realart). — Average attendance, but lower
receipts. Reduced prices for summer put
into effect with this picture managed to
maintain average attendance, but receipts
fell short 25 per cent.
Short Subjects. — "The Young Painter,"
Triart production based on famous Rembrandt painting. Also Selznick News.
Presentation. — Prologue, "A Night in
Havana," featuring singer and d ancer,
both in Spanish costume with orchestra
accompanying in "La Paloma."
METROPILITAN
"THE WOMAN'S SIDE," Katherine
MacDonald (First National). — Worst business in many weeks, due partly to general
depression, but more to weakness of feature picture.
Special Attraction. — Bachman's Band, a
very popular musical aggregation, saved
the bill from collapse with excellent
twenty-minute program.
Short Subjects. — Johnny Hines in
"Battling Torchy" redeemed the otherwise
mediocre picture program.
RIALTO
"THE IRON TRAIL," Rex Beach
(United Artists). — One of the few shows

REVIEW

Box

Throughout

that maintained anything like normal business. Attributed to strong picture and
exceedingly clever lobby exploitation.
Exploitation. — Lobby camouflaged to
represent country railway station; outside
a crossing sign and a bell like that on a
locomotive — ringing at irregular intervals.
Short Subjects. — Third number of the
"Leather Pushers" and International
News.
CRITERION
First Half—
"UNSEEN FORCES," Sidney Franklin
Production (First National). — Conceded a
good picture, but lacking a recognized star.
Business only mild.
Short Subjects. — Educational comedy,
"In For Life"; Kinograms.
Last Half—
"WIFE AGAINST WIFE," Whitman
Bennett Production (First National). —
Created no sensation and simply rocked
along with a dull week that nothing could
brighten.
Short Subjects. — Charlie Chaplin in a
"Dog's Life" and Kinograms.
GRAND
First Half—
"BEYOND THE RAINBOW," Billie
Dove (R-C Pictures). — Audiences who
went largely to see Billie Dove in person
were manifestly pleased with her and the
picture.
Short Subjects. — Star comedy, "The
Minute Man"; Drew comedy, "The Pickaninny"; Fox News, Chester-Outing.
Last
Half—
"WHITE HANDS," Hobart Bosworth
(Associated Producers) — Probably as good
as could have been drawn in Holy Week.
Short Subjects. — Century comedy, "The
Rubber Neck"; Goldwyn Sport Review;
Fox News, and a Mutt and Jeff Cartoon.
STRAND
"MAN TO MAN," Harry Carey (Universal).— Pleased all audiences. Carey is
a great favorite.
Short Subjects. — Larry Semon in "The
Bell Hop" and Tony Sarg subject, "The
TUDOR
Vamp."
"THE SHEIK," Rudolph Valentino
(Paramount). — Monday and Tuesday, retory.
turn engagement; proved very satisfacShort Subjects. — International News.
"THE MAN UNDER COVER," Herbert
Rawlinson (Universal). — ^Wednesday and
Thursday; pleased thoroughly.
Short Subjects. — ^Vanity comedy.
"THE LOVE SPECIAL," Wallace Reid
(Paramount). — Friday and Saturday, return engagement, and drew fairly satisfactory business for low-pressure week.
Short Subjects. — Gaylord Lloyd Comedy.
BUFFALO
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Office

the Country

Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
billboards, lobby display, window cards.
Short Subjects. — Ben Turpin in "Step
Forward." "The Enchanted City," a novelty, and Hippodrome Review.
LOEWS STATE
"SKY HIGH," Tom Mix (Fox).— A picture of this kind is always good for capacity business here, where Tom has a
large following. Business unusually good
entire week.
Exploitation. — Large ads in newspapers,
lobby display, window cards.
Short Subjects. — Hallroom Boys in
"Meet the Wife," "Mutt and Jeff" cartoon, and Pathe News.
LAFAYETTE SQUARE
"WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY
TO-NIGHT?" Cullen Landis (Warner
Bros.). — This picture struck a popular
chord in town just as "Ten Nights in a Barroom," and other similar features have
been doing, and business was very good
for the week. Organist C. Sharpe Minor
sent the picture over in great shape with
his wonderful accompaniment.
Exploitation. — Quarter-page ads on Sunday and good display during the week.
White on black displays stand out Sunday. Lobby display. Big electric display
on front of house. Window cards. Billboards.
Short Subjects. — Snub Pollard Comedy
and Fox News.
MARK STRAND
"POLLY OF THE FOLLIES," Constance
Talmadge (First National). — It looked
like old times at the Strand during the
showing of this subject. They were actually standing in the lobby on several
occasions — -an unusual sight these days.
Everyone satisfied with picture.
Exploitation. — Increased advertising
space, window cards and lobby display.
Short Subjects.— Mary Astor in "The
Young Painter," a Tri-Art subject; Kinograms and Screen Snap Shots.
PALACE
"BY RIGHT OF PURCHASE," Norma
Talmadge and Eugene O'Brien (Select Revival).— The Palace is continuing to successfully show these revivals. It seems
a lot of folks did not see these features
when they were first released, for business
is up to the average.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
window cards and lobby display.
Short Subjects. — Lee Moran Century
Comedy and International News.
SHEA'S NORTH PARK
"HER
HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK,"
Gloria Swanson (Paramount). — It looked
like circus day around the North Park
each evening during the showing of this
feature. Autos were parked for blocks
around the house. The box-office smiled.
CHICAGO

SHEA'S HIPPODROME
"HER
HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK,"
Gloria Swanson (Paramount). — Gloria is a
prime favorite, so business was good during the run of this production.

RANDOLPH
"WILD HONEY," Priscilla Dean (Universal).— A great adventure picture with
plenty of excitement. Business was good.
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"SISTERS," Seena Owen-Gladys Leslie
(American Releasing). — A skilfully directed and well-staged dramatic production. Crowded houses the entire week.
ZIEGFELD
"HEAD OVER HEELS," Mabel Normand (Goldwyn). — Mabel Normand at her
wildest and you laugh in spite of yourself.
Did a very nice business.
ORPHEVM
"FOOTFALLS," Tyrone Power-Estelle
Taylor (Fox). — ^A grim sort of picture that
bears down a bit heavily, but having the
saving grace of being decidedly different
from the usual heavy productions. Played
to fair patronage.
STATE-LAKE
"RECKLESS YOUTH," Elaine Hammerstein (Selznick). — A beautifully staged
and highly interesting picture. Excellent
business.
BARBEE
"TEN NIGHTS IN A BARROOM," John
Lowell (Arrow). — The old-time "sure-fire"
melodrama. Business was very satisfactory.
ADAMS
"MOTHER ETERNAL," Vivian Martin
(Progress). — Another tale of mother love
that found the public willing to respond.
Biggest week's business since the theatre
opened.
CLEVELAND
LOEWS

STILLMAN

"FASCINATION," Mae Murray (Tiffany-Metro).— This production was accorded asplendid reception when it "broke"
at the Stillman. Miss Murray appeared
in Cleveland about four weeks ago in person, and this fact, coupled with the advance publicity on "Fascination," proved
a great "tonic." The picture will be retained for another week, at least.
Short Subjects. — A Christie comedy,
"Pair of Sexes."
ALLEN
"WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY
TO-NIGHT?" Cullen Landis (Warner
Brothers). — Advance publicity by way of
twenty-four sheet stands, a splendid lobby
display and street stunt, wherein six old
ladies visited the main thoroughfares of
the city and distributed small printed slips
with the caption, 'Where Is My Wandering
Boy To-night?" attracted good business.
Short Subjects. — International News,
Snooky-Chester Comedy, "Snooky's Home
Run," and the first of the Narratives of
the Bible, "Creation."
LOEWS STATE
"PAY DAY," Charles Chaplin (First
National)
and "MAMMA'S
AFFAIR,"A
Constance Talmadge
(First National).
better combination of pictures would be
hard to find and the business on these attractions was exceptionally fine. Both
players are strong favorites here, but the
received the "lion's
Chaplinof production
share"
the word of mouth advertising.
LOEWS MALL AND PARK
"PEACEFUL VALLEY," Charles Ray
(First National). — Though this release was
a "trifle" late in being exhibited in Cleveland, business was good during its three
days' run.

TRADE
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"THE BEAR CAT," Hoot Gibson (Universal).— This picture drew attention by
way of an attractive front and lobby display, and though the papers all took
toward it kindly, business was just fair.
The attraction is really one of merit as far
as Western pictures are concerned.
SAXE'S STRAND
"SMILIN' THROUGH," Norma Talmadge (First National). — Good business.
Newspaper criticisms favorable; audiences
enthusiastic about it.
Exploitation. — The Optimistic Club held
a private showing of the film and sent out
invitations to its members and the press to
•attend. The (fact that this week was
Smile Week helped greatly in putting over
this picture.
Short Subjects. — First National Kinograms, Prologue and Literary Digest.
PALACE

"TOO MUCH WIFE," Wanda Hawley
(Realart). — 'Good comedy and just the sort
of film liked by patrons of a vaudeville
house.
KANSAS
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CITY

LIBERTY
"SCHOOL DAYS," Wesley Barry (Warner Bros.). — Best drawing card in several
weeks. Did big business, playing to capacity crowds.
Short Subjects. — "Aesop's Fables," comedy, and Pathe News, current events.
Exploitation. — A large float, made of
canvas, and representing a schoolhouse,
was arranged on a motor truck and driven
about the principal streets of the city. A
large belltractedon
top of theof "schoolhouse"
atthe attention
thousands downtown. Also billboard and lobby display.
DORIC
"LOVE'S BOOMERANG," Ann Forest
(Paramount). — This one did an average
business, which was good, considering the
strong competition which it had to buck.
Short Subjects.— "Full o' Pep," Pathe
Comedy and International News, current
events.
Exploitation. — Ann Forest seldom is
seen dressed up and putting on "airs."
Hence, a three-column half-tone of the
star, bringing out the above fact, was
used as a news angle in the press, which
incidentally rehearsed the data connected
with the production. Also billboard and
lobby display space.
NEWMAN
"A CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN
KING ARTHUR'S COURT," Special Cast
(Fox). — A satisfaction
capacity week's
and
universal
fromattendance
patrons who
saw it.
Current Events. — Newman News and
Views.
Exploitation. — Newspaper, billboard and
lobby display space was devoted principally to bringing out Mark Twain, the
author, as the production was well known
to patrons.
ROYAL
"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR," Special
Cast (Paramount), and "PAY DAY,"
Charles Chaplin (First National). — The
combined program went over good, Chaplin being a great favorite here. Good
business all week.
Current Events. — Royal Screen Magazine.
Exploitation. — Unusually large Sunday
newspaper space was devoted chiefly to

half-tone cuts of Jack Holt, Agnes Ayres
and Charles Chaplin, while the line, "I
bought
you and
paid in
for conjunction
you and you're
mine!" was
featured
with
the former production. Also billboard and
lobby display space.
TWELFTH STREET
"MAN TO MAN," Harry Carey (Universal).— 'The star has a certain following which patronizes his pictures steadily.
Good crowds for a week's run.
Short Subjects. — "Bride and Gloom,"
Harold Lloyd, comedy, and Screen Magazine, current events.
Exploitation. — A sketch of Harry Carey,
rescuing the "girl" in the face of a mad
stampede of cattle, was played up in newsboards. paper and lobby display space. Also billLOS

ANGELES

GRAVMANS
"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR," Agnes
Ayres (Paramount). The picture played
to a very good house considering it was
the week before Easter.
Short Subjects. — Grauman's Symphany
Concert, Pathe Weekly, Organ, Grauman's
World Vision, Russian Dancer, "Ballet
a la European;" Urban Movie Chats,
Southern
California Glee Club, Atmospheric Prologue.
MILLERS
"THE SILENT CALL" (First National).
In the tenth week and still pulling a good
house. The run has surprised even the
producer. People came back the second
and even the third time to see the feature. It has proven a great kid's picture.
Campbell Comedy, "School Days," is on
the program. The picture is good for another two weeks' run.
CALIFORNIA
"THE NIGHT ROSE," Lon Chaney
(Goldwyn). Holy Week did not seem to
make any difference with this picture. Lon
Chaney is becoming more popular. The
title was also a good drawing card.
Short Subjects. — Carli Elinor's concert
program included, "Carmen," "The Herd
Girl's Dream" and "Gypsy Blues," fifteenminute concert every afternoon and evening. Al St.Topical
John in
"The and
Studio
Rube;"
California
Review
Magazine;
Topics of the Day.
"DON'T DOUBT YOUR WIFE," Leah
ing.
CLVNE'S
Baird (Associated
Exhibitors). The feature went over with usual weekly advertisShort Subjects. — Kinograms, Scenic,
"Pictures of the Alps" and a Prizma.
MISSION
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Lillian
and Dorothy Gish (United Artists). The
Mission has a lineup at every performance.
Exploitation. — Sixty-five 24 sheets,
thirty illuminated 48 sheets, 150 3 sheets
were used on the boards. A larger newspaper advertising campaign was used over
the presenting of former pictures. It is
believed the film will have a long run at
the Mission.
PANTAGES
"THE SHAMS OF SOCIETY," Barbara
Castleton. The critics slammed the film
vAth a will. Management reported fell
flat. Was only mentioned in small type in
daily advertisement. Harold Lloyd in
"Captain Kidd's Kidds," received all the
photoplay prominence on the vaudeville
bill.
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"BEAR CAT," Edward Gibson (Universal). Went over big. Gibson has not
drawn as well before in a Broadway house
but this booking played to receipts equal
to a Universal-Jewel. The fifth round of
"The Leather Pushers" was on the bill
and up to this time this feature has been
a tremendous drawing card.
LOEWS STATE
"THE GOLDEN GIFT," Alice Lake
(Metro). Very good audience picture.
Used only average advertising. Picture
received half space in vaudeville advertisment.
SYMPHONY
"INTRIGUE," Pola Negri. Did a fair
business, nothing startling. Management
used only average advertisement space.
No exploitation.
TALLY'S
"THE
MAN
FROM DOWNING
■STREET,"
Earle
(Vitagraph).
The picture only Williams
drew a fair
business.
Usual advertising and no exploitation.
KINEMA
"SISTERS," All Star (American Releasing). Played to a fair house. No extra
advertising over the regular space weekly
billboards, but little special on daily newspaper space.
Short Subjects.— Lloyd Hamilton in "The
Rainmaker."
ALHAMBRA
"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM,"
John Lowell (Arrow). In the second week
and playing to the best box office the Alhambra has shown in months. It has
made a big sensation in Los Angeles.
MILWAUKEE
ALHAMBRA
"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR," Agnes
Ayres (Paramount). Newspaper critics
and audience pleased with picture version
of legitimate favorite. Names of stars
and title of picture given much publicity.
Exploitation. — Billboard, street car posters and newspaper advertising, fortypiece orchestra rendering operatic selections.
Short Subjects. — Larry Semon in "The
Saw
News Mill,"
Weekly. Literary Digest and Pathe
BUTTERFLY
"WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY
TONIGHT?" (Warner Bros.). Title played
up. Moving picture critics nor public at
large wild about it.
Exploitation. — Newspaper, billboard and
street car advertising.
Short Subjects. — Hallroom Boys comedy,
Fox news reels and Fox newsettes.
MERILL
"THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE," Alice Terry and Rudolph
Valentino (Rex Ingram-Metro production).
This is the first-popular priced showing
of this picture in Milwaukee, and the
crowds have been so great that the management has decided to hold it another
week.
Exploitation. — Electrical signs, billboard, street car and newspaper advertising.
Short Subjects. — International news
Teals.
SAXE'S RIALTO
"PAY DAY," Charles Chaplin (First
National), and Kay Laurell in "Lonely
Heart." Good business.
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Exploitation. — Impersonator of Charlie
Chaplin paraded the streets during the
run of the picture; lobby display, newspaper and street car advertising.
Short Subjects. — Selznick news reels
and fashion reels.
OKLAHOMA

CITY,OKLA.

EMPRESS
"SMILIN' THROUGH," Norma Talmadge (First National). — Capacity audiences throughout the week. Newspaper
criticism favorable.
Exploitation. — Large amount of newspaper space used. Billboard, street cars,
pictures and posters. Very attractive
lobby display.
CAPITOL
"THE GREEN TEMPTATION," Betty
Compson (Paramount). — Picture made a
wide appeal through its title, which was
well exploited, and drew good houses all
week. Seemed to strike a popular chord
day.
and gained strength in attendance every
Short Subjects.— "The Leather Pushers"
(First National); Kinograms.
Exploitation. — Unusual newspaper advertising, street car, billboards, window
cards, pictures and posters.
CRITERION
"BODY AND SOUL," Alice Lake
(Metro). — Not only brought good business
but attracted widespread interest and drew
highly favorable comment. Successfully
combatted low ebb of Lent.
Short Subjects. — International News;
Princess Luka's Hawaiian Band.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
window cards and attractivs lobby.
RIALTO
"CHASING THE MOON," Tom Mix
(Fox). — The picture took well and pleased
a large business.
Short Subjects. — Sid Smith Comedy,
"Put and Take"; Fox Film News.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper advertising and fine lobby displav of pictures
and posters.
NEW FOLLY
"TOL'ABLE DAVID," Richard Barthelmess (First National). — A good one for
any audience. A stirring play, full of action, and pleasing to both old and young.
Short Subjects. — Educational Comedy,
"Free and Easy"; Selznick News.
BROADWAY
"SACRED
AND
PROFANE LOVE,"
Elsie Ferguson (Paramount). — The picture
pleased a good business.
ISIS
"WHEN
HOMER
COMES HOME,"
Charles Ray (First National). — Good business and picture.
PHILADELPHIA
STANLEY
"FASCINATION," Mae Murray
(Metro). — The star has always been a good
drawing card at the Stanley, and this picture proved no exception. A special Easter Week musical bill helped to make the
program more attractive. Best business
since early February.
Short Subjects.— Tony Sarg's "The First
Radio";
News and Prizma,
Topics of "Snow
the Day.Birds," Pathe
KARLTON
"IS MATRIMONY A FAILURE?" Lois
Wilson (Paramount). — Stars in the cast
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are well known and well liked in Philadelphia. Their names were exploited well in
conjunction with title of picture, and very
week.
good business resulted throughout the
Short Subjects. — Dorothy Duval in
Christie comedy, "Fair Enough"; Bruce
Scenic,News.
"Nights of Many Shadows" and
Pathe
STANTON
"WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY
TO-NIGHT?" (Equity Pictures).— Picture
was very lavishly exploited and drew good
houses. Patrons seemed to like appeal of
story and the theme. Held over for second week.
Short Subjects. — Hallroom Boys Comedy, "The Dentist."
ARCADIA
"TWO KINDS OF WOMEN," Pauline
Frederick (R-C). — Miss Frederick has
good following in Philadelphia that gave
the Arcadia one of its best weeks for several moons. Story made a popular appeal
to very high-class audiences.
Short Subjects. — Campbell Comedy,
"Rag
Doll Romance";
"Wanderlust" scenic,
and Pathe
News.
REGENT
"AT THE STAGE DOOR," Wm. C. Cabanne Production (R-C). — Enjoyed good
patronage
all week despite
strongcounter attractions
in thevery
immediate
neighborhood. Well liked.
Short Subjects. — Mutt and Jeff cartoon,
"Tin Foil."
VICTORIA
"CHASING THE MOON," Tom Mix
(Fox). — Whether it was Tom Mix in his
production or Charlie Chaplin in "Pay
Day" that drew the crowds to the Victoria,
no one knows, but they came and went
away highly pleased with bill in general.
Short Subjects. — Charlie Chaplin in
"Pay Day" and Pathe News and Urban
Movie Chats.
ST. LOUIS
NEW

GRAND CENTRAL — WEST
END LYRIC
"MY BOY," Jackie Coogan (First National).— Attendance at night registered
about equal to the matinee attendance.
Jackie's name in front of these two houses
any other week in the year would have
packed them in.
Short Subjects. — News and Views and a
comedy
entitled— "Spooks."
Exploitation.
Increase in advertising
space on opening day of picture and a good
deal of advance copy ran in local papers.
MISSOURI
"THE GREEN TEMPTATION," Betty
Compson (Paramount). — House held only
fair attendance during Holy Week with
this attraction. The matinees stood up
very well, but the nights showed the slump
in business.
Short Subjects.— Tony Sarg's "The First
Movie," News and Views, and final chapter of the performances
'Mistress of theonly.
World" at two
afternoon
only.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper copy
FOX LIBERTY
"UP AND GOING," Tom Mix (Fox).—
Mix's name is about the best drawing card
here. Matinees and nights registered
fair throughout the week.
Short Subjects. — Chester Conklin in "The
Piper," Fox News and Mutt and Jeff.
Exploitation. — Only Mix's name large in
the variovs papers was used and this was
enough to get as much business as there
was to get during this week.
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Fighting

BY GEORGE

Released
by Fox.
Story by
Cameraman,
Don Clark.
Directed by Arthur Rosson.
Feet.

Owen

Reports
BOX-OFFICE

T. PARDY

Through

Streak
Baxter.

Adapted and
Length, 4,888

a-iST AND SYNOPSIS
Andrew Lanning, Tom Mix ; Ann Withero, Patsy Rnth Miller ; Charles Merchant, Gerald Pring; Jasper Lanning, Al Fremont; Bill Dozier, Sidney Jordan;
Hal Dozier, Bert Sprotte; Chick Heath, Robert Fleming.
Andy Manning, an easy-going young blacksmith rescues Ann, the fiancee of
Charles Merchant, from a runaway team. The town bully picks a tight with
Andy, and during the fray is knocked unconscious, Andy, thinking he has killed
the man, realizes that he cannot get .iustice from the unscrupulous sheriCC and
flees. He stops by to tell Ann good-bye. While in tlie house Merchant, who is
becoming jealous of his attentions to Ann. attempts to turn him over to the sheriff,
but Ann offers him a horse and hegs him to escape. Merchant offers the sheriff
35,000 to kill Andy. The fugitiye joins a band of outlaws in the waste lands.
One day he is surprised by the sheriff, who tells him that .$.5,000 has been promised
him to kill
Andychase.
shoots They
in self-defense
sheriff.
The sheriff's
brother
takeshim.
up the
get into a and
tightkills
placethe with
the outlaw
gang,
and
Andy
saves
the
new
sheriff's
life.
He
forces
him
to
listen
to
his
storyAndy,
and
the sheriff sets him free. Meanwhile Ann has en^'aged a lawyer to clear
and when he returns he finds that she has broken her engagement to Merchant
and is waiting for him.
A good story with plenty
of pep readily converted
into a first-rate thriller by
Tom Mix. The picture
•carries an appeal that
continues to grow as it
progresses, and possibly
offers more real enthusiasm and sympathy than a
great many of the star's
former pictures. The plot
has a good Western punch,
and best of all, the big
moments seem to come
.about naturally and oftentimes quite unexpectedly.
The Fighting Streak presents attractive possibilities for exploitation, and
should easily be turned
into a winner of gratifying box office receipts.
Points of Appeal. — The
circumstances that force
Andy to leave town and
the considerable
plots to "get" emotional
him, stir
up
pressure throughout the
story. The rapidity with
which the action takes
place and the convincing
manner of construction are
welcome features. Just
enough pathos has been
.added to make it appealing.
Cast. — Tom Mix has a
good amount of exciting
situations which he carries out with his usual
agility and earnestness.
Patsy Ruth Miller, his
leading lady, lends pleasing personality to the role
of Ann. The support is
good.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The exteriors take in some
:splendid shots of the rough Western country. The interiors are
satisfactory and good lighting prevails. The story is smooth
.and easily followed. Direction good.
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a Glass

Released

Window

Through

Famous

Players-Lasky Corp. Story and Scenario
by Olga Printzlon. Cameraman, Hal Rosson.
Directed by Maurice Campbell.
CAST A^'D SYNOPSIS
Jenny Martin, May McAvoy; Mrs. Martin, Fanny Mldgely ; Dan Martin, Burwell Hamriek ; Tomasso Barilio, Raymond McKee ; Matt Clancy, Fred Turner ;
Molly Clancy, Carrie Clark Ward ; Jimmy, Frank Butterworth ; Hartigan, Wade
Boteler ; -'Coffee Pete," Russ Powell.
Mrs. Martin lives in N^v York's East Side with her son Dan, who sells irapers,
and
her daughter,
Jenny,is who
"Coffee
doughnut
the sunmier
the mother
takenworks
ill, andin the
doctorPete's"
tells them
that shop.
a changeDuring
will
be the only thing to save her life. Unable to finance such an tindertaking Jenny
devises a plan to convert the old back yard into a blooming garden. The mother
shortly recovers. Dan is in need of warmer clothing. Pete is counting his dav's
receipts
and Pete
a fivethreatens
dollar billherblows
the floor.
spies toit return
and puts
"in
her
pocket.
with onarrest,
but sheJenny
promises
it. itDan
learns
of
his
sister's
and
breaks
into
a
store
to
get
the
money
to
replace
it. He is caught andtrouble
sent to a reformatory.
Mrs. Martin has gone
blind and Jenny tells her that Dan has got Meanwhile
in South America. Jenny
opens up a doughnut shop of her own and makesa job
j;ood. Dan returns and Jenny
turns over the little business to him and accepts Tomasso's proposal of marriage.
A purely sentimental
but appealing story picturing the struggles of a
poor family of the East
Side. It is brimming over
with pathos, and May McAvoy is just the sort of
heroine who can draw
"weeps" successfully.
Through a Glass Window
should have a tremendous
pulling power where this
type of picture is popular.
There is always the satisfaction of knowing that
everything will turn out
all right, although troubles come in bunches like
the "carrots, beets and
onions" of Tomasso the
tenor,
Points of Appeal. — Possibly the biggest moments
in the picture is when
Jenny and her friends seek
to take Mrs. Martin out of
the squalid atmosphere by
transforming the old yard
into a pleasant garden by
the use of a little paint
and some artificial flowers. The romance between
Jenny and Tomasso, the
big-hearted vegetable man,
supplies the necessary
"sweetness"
to flavor the
story.
Cast. — May McAvoy, as
Jenny,
and
"mother"thetodaughter
her family,
wins sympathy from the
very first. Raymond McKee, as Tomasso, is good.
The entire cast is well
chosen and the characters
are reality.
done with a great deal
of
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The exteriors picture the
tenement district with accuracy. Interiors are good in detail.
Continuity unbroken and capable direction has contributed largely
to the good results.
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Guide

Here is a list of pictures which have been reviewed in Exhibitors Trade Review during the past three months.
The pictures are listed alphabetically with the date of issue and the page number of the review. File your copies of
Exhibitors Trade Review and get a line on the pictures you have booked by looking them up in the review pages.
Page
Title
Star Distributor
Issue Page
Title
Star
' Distributor
Issue
"Man
from
Lost
River,
The"
(House
Peters
and
Fritzi
"Any Wife" (Pearl White), Fox
Apr. 8 1373
Brunette), Goldwyn
Jan. 28 643
"Arabian Love" (John Gilbert and Barbara Bedford) Fox. Apr. 15 1449
"Man to Man" (Harry Carey), Universal
Feb. 11
"At and
the Sign
the JackHodkinson
O'Lantern" (Betty Ross Clark Feb. 11
"Man Under
Cover, Universal
The" (Herbert Rawlinson and Bar- Apr. 22
Earl ofSchenck),
bara
Bedford),
795
793
"Back Pay" (Seena Owen), Paramount
Feb. 25 937
"Man with Two Mothers, The" (All-Star Cast), Goldwyn. Apr. 29 1523
"Marry
the
Poor
Girl"
(Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carter
De
Haven),
"Bearcat, The" (Hoot Gibson and Lilian Rich), Uni- versal Apr. 8 1371
Associated Exhibitors
Apr. 29 1599
"Midnight"
(Constance Binney and William Courtleigh), Apr. 29 1597
"Beautiful Liar" (Katherine MacDonald), First National. Apr. 22 1517
Realart
"Beauty's Worth" (Marion Davies), Paramount Apr. 8 1369
"Mistress
of the World," Episode No. 1 (Mia May), Mar. 18 1601
Paramount
'Beyond
Rainbow" (Harry Morey and Lillian Dove), Mar. 4 1009
R-C the
Pictures
"Mistress
of the World," Episode No. 2 (Mia May), Mar. 25 1145
Paramount
"Billy Jim" (Fred Stone), R-C Pictures
Feb. 18 865
"Mistress
of
the World," No. 3 and No. 4 (Mia May), Apr. 8 1213
"Bobbed
Hair"
(Wanda
Hawley
and
William
Boyd),
Paramount
Paramount
Apr. 29 1593
1367
"Money
to
Burn"
(William Russell), Fox
Apr. 22
"Boomerang Bill" (Lionel Barrymore), Paramount Feb. 18 863
"Morals" (May McAvoy), Realart
Feb. 4 1513
"Bought
and Paid For" (Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt), Mar. 25 1217
"Moran of the Lady Letty" (Dorothy Dalton) , Paramount. Feb. 18
Paramount
"Nancy from Nowhere" (Bebe Daniels), Paramount Feb. 11 719
1075
"No Vitagraph
Defense" (William Duncan and Edith Johnson), Jan. 28 863
"Boy Crazy" (Doris May and Harry Myers), R-C Pictures.Mar. 11 939
791
"Broadway Peacock, The" (Pearl White), Fox
Feb. 25
"One Glorious Day" (Will Rogers and Lila Lee), Para- mount Feb. 11
"Call of Home, The" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Feb. 18 867
647
"Other Women's Clothes" (Mabel Ballin), Hodkinson .... Apr. 1
"Cardigan"
Collier, Jr., and Betty Carpenter), Mar. 4
American(William
Photoplay
"Pardon
My
Nerve"
(Charles
Jones
and
Eileen
Percy),
1295
1075
1011
Fox
Mar. 11
"Cave Girl, The" (Teddie Gerard), First National Mar. 18 1143
865
"Pay Day" (Charles Chaplin), First National
Apr. 16 1449
791
"Chasing the Moon" (Tom Mix), Fox
Feb. 18
"Arabian
Love"
(John
Gilbert
and
Barbara
Bedford),
Fox
Apr. 15 1449
"ComeGoldwyn
'On Over" (Colleen Moore and Ralph Graves), Mar. 25
"Peggy Puts It Over" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph Jan. 28 645
1217
"Penrod" (Wesley Barry), First National
Mar. 4
"Cradle The" (Ethel Clayton and Charles Meredith) Apr. 1 1299
1517
"PollyNational
of the Follies" (Constance Talmadge), First Mar. 11 1011
1079
"Crimson Challenge, The" (Dorothy Dalton), Paramount. Apr. 22 1213
"Dangerous
Little Demon.
The"
(Marie Prevost), Mar. 25
Universal
"Power Within, The" (W. H. Tooker), Pathe
Feb. 25
"Prodigal Judge, The" (Jean Paige). Vitagraph Feb. 11
"Desert Blossoms" (William Russell), Fox
Apr. 15 1451
933
"Prophet's
Paradise,
The" (Eugene O'Brien and Sigrid Apr. 22 1223
"Determination,"
Lee Melvale)
& Bradford — Stat© Rights (Al Lin- Mar. 18
Holmquist),
Selznick
coln and James
1115
1523
"Question of Honor, A" (Anita Stewart), First National. . Mar. 25
"Doll's House, A" (Nazimova), United Artists
Feb. 25 937
"Ragged Heiress, The" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Mar. 25
"Elope If You
Must" (Eileen Percy Fox
and Edward Suther- Apr. 1 1295
land),
"Rainbow" (Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph
Apr. 29 1215
1693
1003
"Reckless
Chances"
(J.
P.
McGowan
and
Dorothy
Ward),
"Exit the Vamp" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount
Mar. 4
Associated Exhibitors
Apr. 29 787
"Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half, The" (Clarion Photo- plays) Apr. 15 1405
"Reckless Youth" (Elaine Hammerstein) , Selznick Apr. 29 1591
721
"Red Hot Romance" (Special Cast), First National Feb. 4 1451
1599
"Extra!
Extra!" (Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker), Mar. 4 1007
Fox
"Red Peacock, The" (Poli Negri), Paramount
.Apr. 15
"Reported Missing" (Owen Moore), Selznick
Apr. 22 1291
"FairArtists
Lady" (Betty Blythe and Robert Elliott), United; - Mar. 25 1221
1615
"Robinson Crusoe" (Harry Myers), Universal
Apr. 1 1297
"Rosary,
The"
(Lewis
S.
Stone
and
Jane
Novak),
First
"False Fronts" (All-SUr Cast), The Herolds
Mar. 11 1077
National
Apr. 1
"Fascination" (Mae Murray), Metro Pictures Corp Apr. 29 1601
"Ruling Passion, The" (George Arliss), United Artists. . .Feb. 4 723
"Fifty Candles" (Marjorie Daw), Hodkinson
Feb. 4 1445
"Saturday Night" (Special Cast), Paramount
Feb. 4
"First Love" (Constance Binney), Paramount
Apr. 15 719
"Scrapper, The" (Herbert Rawlinson), Universal Jan. 28 643
"Flower
of the North, The" (Henry B. Walthal), Vita- Feb. 4
graph
715
"Sea
Lion,
The"
(Hobart
Bosworth),
First
National
...
.Feb.
25 939
"Seeing's Believing" (Viola Dana), Metro
Apr. 8
"Foolish Wives" (Erich von Stroheim), Universal Jan. 28 723
639
"Secret
of
the
Hills,
The"
(Antonio
Moreno
and
Lillian
1371
"Forest
King,
The"
(Lillian
Hall
and
Reed
Chapman),
Hall), Vitagraph
Mar. 25
Pacific Film Co. (State Rights)
Mar. 25 1183
"Seventh
Day, The"
(Richard Barthelmess), First Apr. 1 1219
"Free Air" (Tom Douglas and Marjorie Seaman), Hod- kinson Apr. 15
National
1443
"Shadows of the Sea" (Conway Tearle), Selznick Feb. 11 1293
"French Heels" (Irene Castle), Hodkinson
Feb. 4 717
"Shattered
Morrison and Marguerite de la Mar. 18 1151
"Game Chicken, The" (Bebe Daniels), Paramount-Realart. Apr. 22 1293
1519
Motte), Idols"
First (James
National
1145
"Gas, Oil and Water" (Charles Ray), First National Apr. 1 1219
"Sheik's
Wife,
The"
(Emmy
Lynn and Marcel Vibert) . . .Mar. 18
"Glass Houses" (Viola Dana), Metro
Mar. 25
"Sherlock
Holmes
Series"
(Stoll
Film),
Alexander
Film
"Glorious
Fool,
The"
(Helene
Chadwick
and
Richard
1297
Co. (State Rights)
Jan. 21 787
Dix), Goldwyn
Apr. 1
"Silent Vow, The" (William Duncan), Vitagraph Apr. 15
"Go Get 'Em Hutch" (Charles Hutchison), Pathe Serial. Apr. 8 1375
540
"Single Track, The" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Feb. 4 1441
"Golden Gallows, The" (Miss DuPont), Universal Feb. 18 861
"Sisters"
(SeenaReleasing
Owen, Gladys
Leslie and Matt Moore), Apr. 15
"Good Provider,
The" (VeraParamoimt
Gordon and Dore David- Apr. 22 1519
American
Corp
son),
"Smiles Are Trump" (Maurice Flynn), Fox
Feb. 11 114V
"Grand
Larceny" (Claire Windsor and Elliot Dexter), Mar. 11 1081
Goldwyn
"Smilin' Through" (Norma Talmadge), First National. . .Mar. 18 1443
721
"SongFirst
of Life,
The"
(Gaston
Glass
and
Grace
Darmond),
"Green Temptation, The" (Betty Compson), Paramount. .Apr. 1 1291
National
Mar. 4 1003
"Gypsy Passion" (All-Star Cast), Vitagraph
Apr. 8 1373
"Stage Romance, A" (William Farnum), Fox
Feb. 25 93&
"Headin' West" (Hoot Gibson), Universal
Feb. 4 715
789
"Strength
of
the
Pines,
The"
(William
Russell
and
Irene
"Her Husband's Trademark" (Gloria Swanson), Para- mount Mar. 4 1007
Rich), Fox
Mar. 4 100&
1009
"They're Off" (Peggy O'Day), Anchor-State Rights Mar. 11
"Her Own Money" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount
Mar. 4
"Too Horton),
Much Business"
(Ethel Grey Terry and Edward Apr. 8
"Her National
Social Value"
(Katherine MacDonald), First Mar. 11 1081
Vitagraph
1375
1369
"Too
Much
Wife"
(Wanda
Hawley), Realart
Feb. 25 1042
"Homespun Vamp, A" (May McAvoy), Realart
Apr. 8
"Too Associated
Much Married"
(Mary (State
AndersonRights)
and Roscoe Karns), Mar. 25
"Hushart
Money" (Alice Brady and George Fawcett), Real- Mar. 11 1077
Photoplays
"Tracked to Earth" (Frank Mayo), Universal Mar. 4 1188
"I Can Explain" (Gareth Hughes), Metro
Apr. 1 1299
"Travelin'
On" (Wm. S. Hart), Paramount
Mar. 25 935
"Infidel,
The"
(Katherine
MacDonald
and
Robert
Ellis),
First National
Apr. 29 1597
"Two Kinds of Women" (Pauline Frederick), R-C Prod. .Feb. 11 1223
"Up. and Going" (Tom Mix), Pox
Apr. 8 1005
"Innocent
The" (Roy
Stewart and Kathleen Kirk- Mar. 11
ham), Cheat,
Arrow-State
Rights
"Vermillion
Pencil, The" (Sessue Hayakawa), R-C Mar. 18 789
1042
1595
Pictures
"Invisible Fear, The" (Anita Stewart), First National. . .Apr. 29
1151
"Virginia Courtship, A" (May McAvoy), Realart Mar. 18 136T
"Is Matrimony a Failure" (All-Star Cast), Paramount. .Apr. 29 1603
'Voice
in the
Dark" (Walt Wliitman), Pacific Film Co. Mar. 11
"Island Wives" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph
Apr. 29 1603
State
Rights
"IronFox
to Gold" (Dustin Famum and Margaret Marsh), Mar. 18
"When
Romance
Rides" (Claire Adams and Carl Gant- Apr. 22 114T
1149
voort),
Goldwvn
"Julius Caesar" (Anthony Novelli), (5eorge Kleine Prod. .Feb. 18 861
"White Hands" (Hobart Bosworth), Wid Gunning Feb. 11 1045
"Kindred
of First
the Dust"
(Miriam Cooper and Ralph Apr. 15 1445
(graves).
National
"WhySelznick
Announce Your Marriage?" (Elaine Hammerstein), Feb. 25
"Kisses" (Alice Lake and Harry Myers), Metro
Apr. 15 1441
647
"Why Men Forget" (Special Cast). R-C Pictures Feb. 4 1521
"Lane That Has No Turning, The" (Agnes Ayres), Para- mount Jan. 28
933
"Wide Openney),
Town, A" (Conway
Tearle and Faire Bin- Apr. 15 793
Selznick
71T
"Last Payment, The" (Pola Negri), Paramount Jan. 28 1149
1447
"Wild Honey" (Priscilla Dean), Universal
Mar. 11 1083
"Last Trail, The" (All-Star Cast), Pox
Mar. 18 641
1143
"Wise Kid. The" (Gladys Walton), Universal
Mar. 18
"Law and the Woman, The" (Betty Compson), Para- mount Jan. 28 645
"Without Fear" (Pearl White and Robert Elliott), Pox. .Apr. 29
"Woman
He
Married,
The"
(Anita
Stewart),
First
"Leather Pushers, The" (Reginald Denny), Universal .. .Jan. 28 641
National
Apr. 22
"Little Miss Smiles" (Shirley Mason), Fox
Feb. 18 867
"Woman's
Side, The" (Katherine MacDonald), First Apr. 15 1591
"LoveFirst
Never
Dies" (Lloyd Hughes and Madge Bellamy), Mar. 25 1215
1513
National
National
1221
"Loves of Pharaoh. The" (All-Star), Famous Players. . .Mar. 25
"Woman,
Wake
Up!"
(Florence
Vidor),
Associated
Exhibitors-Pathe
Apr. 22 144T
1515
"Love's
Boomerang" (Ann Forrest and David Powell), Mar. 11 1079
Paramount
"Wonderful
Wife,
A"
(Miss
DuPont
and
Vernon
Steele),
571
Universal
Apr. 29
"Love's Redemption" (Norma Talmadge), First National . Jan. 21 1406
"World's Champion,
The" Paramount
(Wallace Reid and Lois Wil- Mar. 11 1595
•■Lucky Carson" (Earle Williams), Vitagraph
Feb. 11
son),
"Man from Beyond, The" (Houdini), HoudinI Productions.Apr. 15
1083
"Yankee Doodle, Jr." (J. Prank Glendon), State Rights. .Mar. 11 1043
"Man Vitagraph
from Downing Street, The" (Earle Williams), Apr. 22
"Your Best Friend" (Vera Gordon), Warner Brothers. . .Apr. 15
795
1521
1405
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Don't

Doubt

Your

Wife

Associated Exhibitors Photoplay in Five Parts.
Story and Scenario by Leah Baird. Director,
James W. Home. Cameraman, Charles
Stumar.

Running Time, Fifty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Rose Manning, Leah Baird ; John Manning, EUiward Peil ; Herbert Olden, Emory
.Johnson; Mrs. Evanston, Mathilde Brundage; Marie Braban, Katherine Lewis.
Mrs. Rose Manning while en route for home is overtaken by a storm and compel ed to seek refuge in a roadliouse with Herbert Olden. Her husband, John
Manning, learns of the incident. He puts the worst possible construction on the
affair, accuses his wife of being in love with Olden and. orders her to leave him.
She does
and her
Johntogets
knowing
Rose to be innocent, sopersuades
see aherdivorce.
husbandOlden's
again mother,
and assert
her innocence.
Rose
does so, but John refuses to believe her and tells her tliat he is through with
her for good. With her reputation thus tarnished, Rose is in despair. Herbert
Olden, realizing her position, offers to marry her and Rose accepts. In the interval, however, Herbert discovers that Rose is expecting to become a mother.
Much as he loves her he resolves to make an effort to bring about a reconciliation
with John Manning. He is so far successful that on the night Rose is supposed
to wed Olden, John appears, admits that he was in the wrong, and husband and
■wife are reunited.
This drama of domestic
life and marital troubles
offers an original plot,
plenty of human interest,
■quick action and beautiful
photography. It gets out
of the beaten path, furnishes anumber of sensational yet convincing situations, isskilfully directed
and well acted by a cast
of talented players. While
it cannot be classed as exactly suitable entertainment for juvenile audiences, dealing as it does
with supposed adultery on
the part of an innocent
heroine, yet there are no
suggestive sexual incidents unduly stressed. The
story, on the whole, carries a wholesome moral,
and is not apt to awaken
the wrath of the censors.
Viewed from any angle,
Don't Doubt Your Wife
registers as an unusual
sort of picture and one
that should prove a lucrative box office asset.
Points of Appeal. — Sympathy for an ill-used heroine is always much in evidence where moving picture audiences are concerned, and in the present
instance the misfortunes of the unjustly suspected Rose Manning win a large measure of pity for that unfortunate young lady.
One of the feature's best qualities is the manner in which its
suspense is developed and maintained. Up to the last minute of
ihe final reel it is impossible to anticipate what is coming next,
and_ the happy climax, with its odd and unexpected twist
registers a pretty surprise.
Cast — Leah Baird plays the part of Rose Manning vdth a
keen sense of dramatic values. Her personality is magnetic and
invests the role with decided charm. Katherine Lewis does excellent work in the role of Marie Braban; Edward Peil scores
a hit as John Manning; Emory Johnson is a lovable chap in a
clean-cut character sketch of Herbert Olden, and adequate support is given the principals by others in the cast.
Photography, Lighting, Direction.- — The interiors are well
filmed, deep sets being utilized with artistic effect. The exteriors
include a number of neat long shots and good lighting prevails
from start to finish. The continuity holds together without a
break and the action moves rapidly throughout.
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The

Truthful

Liar

Realart Picture Released Through

Famous

Play-

ers-Lasky. Story by Will Payne. Scenario
by Percy Heath. Cameraman, William Collins. Directed by Thomas Heffron. Length
5,600 Feet.
CAST' AND SYNOPSIS
Tess Haggard, Wanda Hawley ; David Haggard, Edward Hearn ; Harvey Mattison, Charles Stevenson ; Arthur Sinclair, Oasson Ferguson ; Larry StefEens, Lloyd
Whitlock ; Mark Potts, George Siegmann ; Peter Vanetti, E. A. Warren ; Police
Commissioner Rogers, Charles K. French.
David Haggard is engrossed in business, while his young wife Tess, who is
fond of society, goes out a great deal with Arthur Sinclair. Tess gets Sinclair to
take her to a fashionable gambling house. The place is raided and she is robbed
of her jewels. Haggard observes Tess' rings are missing. She lies about the
matter, but is later exjwsed when the police show a lot of jewels for identiiication.
Haggard enraged, orders Sinclair out. Tess writes a letter to Sinclair saying
some pungent things about her husband. This falls into the hands of a dishonest
housemaid. Haggard, wishing to make peace, apologizes to Tess, who seeks to
recover the letter she had written. Potts, a political crook, has bought the letter
and offers to return it for $15,000. Tess goes to his office with $7,000, but he refuses to sell for that amount. When detectives arrive to arrest Potts his ttody
is found lying on the floor. At the inquiry the letter falls into Haggard's hands.
The murderer proves to be one of Potts' co-workers. Haggard destroys the letter
unread, and they are reunited on a basis of mutual understandinz.
One of the best pictures
that Wanda Hawley has
been starred in recently.
A triangle story with a
plot that continually
builds. In the latter part
of the picture a touch of
mystery has been added
which serves remarkably
well to intensify the climax. As a drama done to
show the importance of
seemingly inconsequential
matters that can make or
mar a matrimonial venture
this picture renders a good
service without sermonizing too glaringly.
Points of Appeal. — A
girl who has always been
fond of social life is placed
in rather a precarious
position when she finds
herself married to a man
whose' business occupies
most of his time. Her indiscretions are harmless
enough, but come very
near proving disastrous
and completely wrecking
two lives. She resorts to
white lies to shield herself
and only through the efforts of her uncle are
these two young married
people
able to reach an understanding.
Cast. — Wanda Hawley, as Tess, does some good acting; Edward Hearn, as David Haggard, the young husband, is good;
Casson Ferguson, who takes the role of Arthur Sinclair, completes the triange and gives an earnest performance. The other
members of the cast are all good.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Photography throughout
the picture is pleasing. The majority of scenes are interiors
that have been well filmed and adequately lighted. Continuity
and direction are both satisfactory.
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FEATURE
Footage

AMERICAN

RELEASING

CORP.
Footage
Cardigan (Messmore Kendall)
7,000*
Jungle Adventures (Johnson-Exceptional).... 5,000*
Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
5,000*
Daring Danger (Cliff Smith)
5,000*
Jan of the Big Snows (J. Oliver Garwood). . 5,000*
The Cradle Buster (Tuttle Waller)
6,000*
Bluebeard, Jr., (Jas. Livingston)
5,000*
The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax)
6,000*
Sisters (International Film)
7,000*
The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.) . . 5,000*
My Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictures) 7,000*
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
6,000*
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer) 5,000*
The Pillagers (Louis Wm. Chaudet)
7,000*
Destiny's
Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle)
6,000*
False Fronts
5,000*
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
SPENCER PRODUCTIONS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)
4,921
CLIFF SMITH PRODUCTIONS
Western Hearts (Art Station and Josie
Sedgwick)
4,711
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
4,539
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
(Distributed through Pathe)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
The Rider of the King Log (Special) 5,000*
The
to London
Sin Road
of Martha
Queed,(Bryant
The Washburn)..
(Alan Dwan 5,000*
Prod.)
Marry the Poor Girl (Mr. and Mrs. Carter 6,000*
DeHaven)
6,000*
Unfoldment, The (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Handle With Care (Grace Darmond)
5,000*
Woman, Wake Up (Florence Vidor)
6,000'*
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird)
5,000*
Lady Godiva (Alfred Tennyson's Poem) .... 6,000*
Silas
Marner
(All
Star)
7,000*
HIAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
Among Those Present
3,000*
Now or Never
3,000*
I Do
3,000*
Never Weaken
3,000*
APLAYGOERS
Sailor-Made PICTURES,
ManINC.
4,000*
Across the Divide (J. P. McGowan)
5,200*
Tropical Love (Ruth Clifford)
5,000*
Father Tom (Tom Wise)
5,000*
Anne of Little Smoky (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Ruse of the Rattler, The (J. P. McGowan) 5,000*
Reckless Chances (J. P. McGowan)
5,000*
Hills of Missing Men (J. P. McGowan) 6,000*
Sunshine Harbor (Margaret Beecher) 6,000*
Pasteboard Crown, A (All Star Cast).... 5,000*
Lonesome Corners (Edgar Jones)
5,000*
Tracks (All Star Cast)
6,000*
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Back Pay (Cosmopolitan Prod.)
6,460
The Lane That Had No Turning (Agnes
Ayres)
4,892
A Prince There Was (Thomas Meighan) . . . 5,533
The(Marion
Bride's Davies)
Play (Cosmopolitan Prod.) 6,476
Nancy From Nowhere (Realart Prod.) (Bebe
Daniels)
????
Three Live Ghosts (Geo. Fitzmaiirice Prod.) 5,784
Tillie (Realart Prod.) (Mary Miles Minter) ????
One Glorious Day (Cruze Spec.) (RogersLee)
5,100
Saturday Night (Cecil B. DeMille Prod.).. 8,433
The Law and the Woman (Stanlaws-Compson Prod.)
6,461
Moran of the Lady Letty (Melford-Dalton
Prod.)
6,360
Boomerang Bill (Lionel Barrymore-Cosmopolitan Prod.)
5,489
A. Homespun Vamp (May McAvoy-Realart
Prod.)
4,777
Love'sOwn
Boomerang
(John S.Clayton)
Robertson Prod.) 4,981
5,618
Her
Money (Ethel
Midnight (Constance Binny-Realart Prod.) . . 4,653
The Red Peacock (Pola Negri)
6,735
\ Game Chicken (Bebe Daniels-Realart Prod.) 4.748
Travelin'
On
(William
S.
Hart)
6.267
Forever (George Fitzmaurice Prod.) 7,236
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 1)
(Spec. Prod.)
5,647
The World's
(Wallace(Chapter
Reid) 2) 5,030
The
Mistress Champion
of the World
(Spec. Prod.)
5,275
Her Husband's
Trademark
(Gloria(Realart)...
Swa'i^nn) 4,395
5,101
Bobbed
Hair (Wanda
Hawley)
Fool's
Paradise
(Cecil
B.
DeMille
Prod.)..
8,681
The Mistress of the World (Chapter .5)
(Spec. Prod.)
5,061
The Heart Specialist (Mary Miles MinterRealart)
4,768
Beauty's
Worth (Marion Davies-Cosmpol- 6,751
itan)
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 4)
(Spec. Prod.)
3,825
The Green Temptation (Bettv Compson)... 6,165
Through a Glass Window (May McAvoyRealart)
4,4.90
Find the Woman (CosmopoUtan)
5,144
The Cradle (Ethel Clayton)
4,698
* Approximately

Theart)
Sleep Walker (Constance Binney-Real- 4,530
Bought
and Paid For (Wm. de M.lle-Ayres- 5,601
Holt)
The
Devil's Pawn
(Pola (Dorothy
Negri)
The Crimson
Challenge
Dalton).. 4,712
4,942
The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley-Realart) 5,243
The Spanish Jade (John S. Robertson Prod.) ????
Is Prod.)
Matrimony a Failure? (J. Cruze-All Star 5,612
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan) ????
REALART PICTURES
(Through Famous Plavcrs-Laskv)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Something Different (Constance Binney).... 4,840
The Magic Cup (Constance Binney)
4,857
Such a Little Queen (Constance Binney)... 4,942
Out of the Chorus (Alice Brady)
4,888
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady)
4,964
Little Italy (Alice Brady)
4,875
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4,979
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine John- stone) 5,360
Sheltered Daughters (Justine Johnstone) .... 4,895
A Heart to Let (Justine Johnstone)
5,294
A Private Scandal (May McAvoy)
4,363
Room and Board (Constance Binney)
5,107
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter).... 4,715
Everything for Sale (May McAvoy)
5,091
FIRST NATIONAL
Molly O (Mack Sennett-Mabel Normand).. 7.558
The
Call (Trimble-Murphin
Prod.) 6,784
Hail Silent
the Woman
(Ince Prod.)
7,222
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Prod.)
4,367
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge) ????
Her M,ad Bargain (Anita Stewart)
5,491
Woman s Side (Katherine MacDonald) . . . . ????
Love's
Redemption
(Norma
Talmadge)
5,889
The Beautiful Liar (Katherine MacDonald) 5,030
My Boy (Jackie Coogan)
4,967
Shattered Idols (Frothingham Production).. 5,850
The Cave Girl (Special)
4,405
The Seventh Day (Richard Barthelmess) . . . . 5,335
The Song of Life (John Stahl)
6,920
Red Barnstormer
Hot Romance (Charles
(Emerson-Loos
Prod.).. 6,055
The
Ray)
5,300
Penrod (Wesley Barry) (Neilan Prod.) 8,037
The Rosary (Selig-Rorke Production) 7,045
The
Side (Katherine
PollyWbman's
of the Follies
(ConstanceMacDonald)..
Talmadge) . . 5,366
6,467
A Question of Honor (Anita Stewart) 6,065
Gas, Oil, Water (Charles Ray)
4,500
Smilin'Infidel
Through
(NormaMacDonald)
Talmadge) 8,000*
The
(Katherine
5,377
Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh-Miriam
Cooper)
8,422
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
( Through First National)
Cup of Life (Thos. H. Ince)
4,392
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
7,000*
A Thousand to One (H'obart Bosworth) .... 6,055*
Love
(Louise
Glaum)
6,000*
I Am Guilty (Louise Glaum)
6,312
Greater Than Love
6,000*
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood — All
6.000*
A Star)
Perfect Crime (Monte Blue)
4,739
A Broken Doll
4,594
The Last of the Mohicans (Maurice Tourneur)
6,000*
The Foolish Matrons (Maurice Tourneur) . . 6.000*
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5,000*
Home Talent
5.0O0*
The Ten Dollar Raise
6,000*
Mother O' Mine (Thos H. Ince)
6,500
Lying
Lips Folks
(Thos (Thos.
H. Ince)
7,000Homespun
Ince)
6,000
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SPECIAL
Over the Hill
10,500
A Virgin Paradise
7,781
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court
8.000*
Thunderclap
6,724
Shame
8.231
Perjury
8,373
Footfalls
8,068
The Last Trial
6,355
Oueen of Sheba
9,599
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
His Great Sacrifice
6,282
Stage
A
6.416
ShacklesRomance,
of Gold
????
PEARL WHITE SERIES
Beyond Price
6.237
Any Wife
4,597
Broadway Peacock, The
4.380
Without Fear
4,406
TOM MIX SERIES
A Ridin' Romeo
4,747
The
4,250
After Big
YourTown
Own Round-Up
Heart
4,244
The 'Night Horsemen
4,993
The Rough Diamond
4,458
Trailin'
4,355
Sky-High
4,546
Chasing the Moon
5,092
Up and Going
4,525
The Fighting Streak
????
CHARLES JONES SERIES
To a Finish
4,000*
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Bar Nothin'
4,311
Ridin' With
Death
4,175
Pardon
My Nerve
4,484
Western Speed
????
DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
4,320
The Devil Within
5,997
Iron to Gold
4,515
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Desert Blossoms
4,175
The Roof Tree
4,409
Strength of the Pines
4,382
Money to Burn
????
SHIRLEY
MASO'N
SERIES
Ever Since Eve
4,531
Queenie
5,147
Jackie
4,943
Little Miss Smiles
4,834
The Ragged Heiress
4,888
JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam
Dawn
4,178
Arabian O' Love
????
TWENTIETH CENTURY PICTURES
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn)
4,544
The
Jolt With
(Murphy4,835
Winning
WitsWalker)
(Barbara Bedford) 4,435
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy) 4,616
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn)
4,049
Extra! Extra! (Walker-Murphy)
4,160
Elope If You Must (Eileen Percy)
4,995
WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? (Claire Windsor) 6,141
Our Mutual Friend (All Star)
7,698
White Hands (Hobart Bosworth)
5,654
The Blot (Clarie Windsor)
7,121
Ouo Vadis (All Star)
5,884
Girl
From Bucket
God's Country
(Nell Shipman) . . 6,957
Old Oken
(All Star)
5,098
CJood to Evil (Lucy Doraine)
4,951
ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
The Fire Bride
5,000*
The Madness of Love
5,000*
Alias Phil Kennedy
5,000*
The Blonde Vampire
5,000*
Foolish Monte Carlo
5,000*
The Bootleggers
5,000*
The Love Nest
5,000*
Don't Blame Your Children
5,000*
Mrs. Dane's Confession
5,000*
The Blue Mountain Mystery
5,000*
GOLDWYN PICTURES
For Those We Love
5,752
The Invisible Power
6,613
Dangerous Curve Ahead
5,503
The Old Nest (Mary Alden)
7,250
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin)
5,620
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
4,609
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore)
4,495
Be My Wife (Max Linder)
4,470
The Grim Comedian (Special Cast)
5,509
The Night Rose (Special^ Cast)
5,630
Poverty of Riches (Special Cast)
5,641
Man From Lost River, The (Special Cast).. 5,693
Glorious Fool, The
5,392
Man with Two Mothers
4,423
His Back Against the Wall
4,680
Watch Your Step
4,713
Doubling for Romeo
4,304
Wallflower, The
5,228
Grand Larceny
5,228
Theodora (Special)
8,895
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
BENJ. B. HAMPTON
The
SagebrusherPlace(Allof Star)
6,000*
The Dwelling
Light (All Star) 6,568
The Spenders (All Star)
5,693
AHeart's
CertainHaven
Rich Man
Star)
(Clarie(AllAdams,
Carl Gant- 6,000*
voort, Robert McKim)
6,000*
The Grey Dawn (Claire Adams, Carl Gantvoort,
Robert
McKim)
6,000*
ZANE GREY PICTURES
The Riders of the Dawn (All Star)
6,180
DesertManGoldof the
(AllForest
Star)
7,000*
The
(All Star)
5,880
The Mysterous Rider (All Star)
5,500
T. PARKER READ
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth) 4,643
Love Madness (Louise Glaum)
6,290
Sex (Louise Glaum)
6,208
DIETRICH BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
5,480
.ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Cynthia-of-the-Minute (Leah Baird)
5,634
ROBERT BURNTON
The Cost of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerrigan) 4.624
The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan)
The (jreen Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan).... 4,9254.624
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph J. Dowling) 5,965
JOSEPH
LEVERING
His Temporary
Wife (Rubye De Remer) . . 5,329
DIAL
FILM
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle Stedman)
4,430
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A
Realart Photoplay in Five Parts. Released by
Paramount. Author, Hilen R. Martin.
Scenario by Alice Eyton.
Director,
Frank
Running
Urson. Cameraman, Allen Davey.
Time, Sixty Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Tillie Getz, Mary Miles Minter; Jacob Getz. Noah Beerj- ; Jack Fairchild, Alan
Forrest ; Doc Weaver, Lueien Littlefield ; Sarah Oberholtzer, Lillian Leighton ;
Sallie Getz, Marie Treboal ; Louisa, Virginia Adair; Absalom, Robert Anderson;
Lawyer, Ashley Cooper.
Tillie Getz, oldest daughter of a rich but grasping Pennsylvania Dutch farmer,
craves education, but is forced to work hard as a domestic slave for her father.
A neig-hbor, dying, wills twenty thousand dollars to Tillie on condition that she
must Join the Mennonites by the time she is eighteen, but Tillie is unaware of
this and resists all attempts to bring her into the church. The lawyer who draws
the will is one of Tillie's admirers, and very eager to win the affections of the
prospective heiress. A stranger comes to town and, becoming interested in Tillie,
obtains the position of schoolmaster, in order to have a legitimate excuse for remaining in the
the fortune
she community.
has forfeited. He gains Tillie's love and proves to be the heir to
A very human picture
with a generous amount of
heart appeal, enlivened by
apt touches of breezy
comedy and providing
Mary Miles Minter with a
vehicle in which that popular star is seen to the best
possible advantage. The
plot is simple, yet original,
easy to follow and holds
its interest from the first
to the final reel. Director
Frank Urson has handled
his material with good
taste and unerring judgment. None of the situations seem forced or
strained, the story running smoothly without a
break in its continuity to
a delightful and satisfactory finish. The entertaining values of Tillie are
undeniable.
Points of Appeal. — The
little heroine, an unconscious victim to deep
scheming on the part of
avaricious plotters, is a
very pathetic and pleasing
figure who wins and holds
the audience's sympathy
from the first moment of
her appearance as the
farmer's drudge. The hero
is a likable chap and the
manner in which he foils the hunters after Tillie's fortune and
annexes her affections, brings the picture to a pleasing conclusion.
Cast. — Mary Miles Minter's fragile beauty and winsome smile
invests the role of Tillie with irresistible charm. She gives a
natural and effective performance, which should gratify all her
numerous admirers. Noah Beery, as Jacob Getz; Lucien Littlefield, as Doc Weaver, and Allen Forrest in the role of Jack Fairchild, are admirable in their respective roles, and every member
of the supporting cast contributes to the film's success.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many pretty
rustic scenes, with artistic long shots, some exquisite light and
shadow effects and the lighting throughout is of rarely artistic
variety. Even continuity prevails and the action moves at a
speedy clip from beginning to end.
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Guilty

Conscience

Vitagrapli Photoplay in Five Parts. Author,
George Cameron. Scenario by Jay Pilcher.
Director, David Smith. Running Time,
Fifty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Gilbert John
T'hui'stan,
Antonio
MorenoThurston,
; VincentBetty
Chalmers,
H. Van
; James
Roberts,
MacFarlane
; Emily
Francisco;
Mrs. Meter
Seabury,
Lila
Leslie.
Gilbert Thurstaij, deputy inspector of the British Civil Service Commission, ia
warned by his physician that his wife, Emily, cannot stand the hot climate where
lie is stationed, and that she must be sent to Simla. He applies to his superior,
Vincent Chalmers, for a transfer. A postals vacant at Kajra, where Brown, the
deputy inspector, is the fourtli man to die of fever. Chalmers meets Emily and is
fascinated by her. In order to get the husband out of his way he sends Gilbert
to Kajra. The extra pay enables Gilbert to send his wife to Simla, where later
Chalmers goes. Chalmers pays attentions to Emily, who accepts them for her hussake. Gilbert
has trouble
with totheEmily
natives
is threatened
liy the band's
climate.
Chalmers
makes love
whileandtheyhisarehealth
out riding,
but Is
repulsed. She suddenly realizes that Chalmers sent her husband away tw die and
denounces him. Chalmers is smiften with remorse; starts for Kajra, removes
Director David Smith is
entitled to warm congratulation for the manner in
which he has developed the
Oriental atmosphere in
this picture. It is remarkably rich in local
color, and from an artistic
standpoint leaves nothing
to "be desired. Also, the
plot is altogether out of
the ordinary, offering as it
does a love story strong in
sympathetic lure, with a
background of treachery,
cleverly wrought complications and brooding over
all the dark, mysterious
spirit of the Far East.
The fact that the villain
of the play experiences a
change of heart toward the
close and redeems himself
by bringing together again
the wife and husband is an
original touch and one
that will go far toward
making this picture a
popular attraction. Exhibitors will find A Guilty
Conscience a feature well
worth booking and likely
to prove
fice asset.a winning box ofPoints of Appeal. — The
devotion of the young wife
to her husband amid the
unhappy conditions among which her lot is cast, gains the sympathy of the audience from the start, Gilbert Thurstan, sticking
to his post despite the fever menace and hostility of the natives,
is a truly heroic figure, and a strong emotional urge holds sway
from the opening reel up to the happy climax.
Cast.^ — ^Antonio Moreno's reputation as an actor of great
dramatic force and versatility has never been demonstrated to
better advantage than in his masterly portrayal of Gilbert
Thurstan. He never overacts, but doesn't miss a single effective
point in the many emotional situations which fall to his share,
giving a wonderfully appealing performance. Betty Francisco
is wistful and sweet in the role of Emily, and Vincent Chalmers
is impersonated by H. Van Meter, who furnishes a character
sketch perfect in technique and thoroughly artistic. Excellent
support is given the principals by the remainder of the company.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The exteriors and interiors
are beautifully filmed; there are many fine long shots in evidence and the lighting is faultless. The continuity is unbroken
and fast action prevails.
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Footage
Footage
UNITED ARTISTS CORP.
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
6,000* Her Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet) . . 5,000*
Light in TRACY
the Clearing (All Star)
7,000* The
of Diamonds
RoguesEmpire
and Romance
(George B. Seitz and 6,000* The Mark of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks) Footage.
7,800
LEWIS
The Love Flower (D. W, Griffith Prod.).. 6,800
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
5,760
lune Caprice)
6,000* The
Lovelight
(Mary
Pickford)
7,800
The Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet)
5,000* The Nut (Douglas Fairbanks)
IRVIN V. WILLAT PROD.
5,800
When We Were Twenty-Otie (H. B. Warner) 5,000* Dream
Down Home (All Star)
6,335
Street
9,400
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis)
6,000*
Partners of the Tide (All Star)
6,150
The Killer (Claire Adams)
6,000*
Face of the World (Barbara Bedford) 5,800
Back Door
(Mary Pickford) . . 7,000*
Carnival the
(Matheson
Lang)
7,000
Truant Husbands (Mahlon HIamilton) 5,019* Through
Fifty
(All Star)
6,000* Bars
of Iron (Madge White)
5,000*
11,000*
J. L. Candles
FROTHINGHAM
PROD.
Prod.)
Griffith
W.
(D.
East
Down
Way
Disraeli
(George
Arliss)
7,000
The
Egypt(Leah
(Federal
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale) 6,300
The Lure
Heart ofLine
BairdProd.)
and Jerome 6,000* I Accuse (Abel Gance Prod.)
8,250
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale) 5,700
Patrick)
6,000* Iron
7,000*
The Other Woman (All Star Cast)
5,800
(Rex Beach
Without
Benefit of Clergy
5,635
Little Trail,
Lord The
Fauntleroy
(MaryProd.)
Pickford) 9,984
HUGO BALLIN PROD.
Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks) 11,750
The
Money
Maniac
5,000*
The Orderly
,
5,373
Pagan Love (Rockliffe Fellows and Mabel
Doll's House, A (Nazimova)
????
Ruling Passion, The (George Arliss)
7,000
The Power Within (Achievement Pictures) . . 6,000*
6,000"
EastBallin)
Lynne (Mabel Ballin and Edward Earle) 6,634
Isle of Zorda (Louis Nalpas Production) . . . 9,000*
PIONEER FILM CORP.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
The Journey's End (Mabel Ballin and Wyndham
Standing)
8,000*
Indiscretion (Florence Reed, Lionel Atwill,
Jane Eyre (Mabel Ballin and Norman Trevor) 6,550
FEATURES
The Luxury Tax (Mabel Ballin, Raymond
Gareth Hughes)
6,000* JEWELto Every
Woman (Dorothy Phillips) . . 6,000*
Oh Mary Be Careful (Madge Kennedy) 6,000* Once
Bloomer, FILM
CraufordCORP.
Kent)
7,000*
Outside
the
Law (Priscilla
Dean)
6,000*
ROCKET
The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks) 5,000*
Reputation
(Priscilla
Dean)
6,500
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Starke).... 6,000*
Foolish
Wives
(Eric
Von
Stroheim)
12,000
The Truant Husband (All Star)
5,000*
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Erapey) 5,000*
Keeping Up
Lizzie (Enid Bennett)... 6,000*
No Woman
Knows
7,000*
RENCO
FILMWithCORP.
Beyond the Crossroad (Ora Carew)
6,000* The
Fox (Harry
Carey)
6,941
Lavender and Old Lace (Marguerite Snow) 5,770
In
(Edith (Gail
Roberts)
(Priscilla Dean)
6,205
WiseSociety
Husbands
Kane, J. Herbert 5,000* Conflict
Foolish Wives (Von Stroheim)
????
AtStar)
the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern (All 5,193
Frank)
6,000* UNIVERSAL FEATURES
The Leech (Claire Whitney)
6,000*
WARD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield,
Rip Van Winkle (All Star)
6,700
Luring Lips (Edith Roberts)
4,263
Rogers Lytton, CJladden James)
6,000*
WINNIPEG PRODUCrriONS, LTD.
Ahead (All Star)
5,000*
The
Barbarian (Monroe Salisbury) 6,000* Danger
A
Daughter
of
the
Law
(Carmel
Myers)
.
.
5,000*
God's
Crucible
(All
Star)
6,000*
A Man There was (Victor Seastrom)
6,000*
Cameron of the Royal Mounted (Gaston
Open Shutters (Edith Roberts)
4,263
Idle
Hands
((Jail
Kane)
6,000*
Glass)
6,000*
The
(Frank Mayo)
5,000*
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau) 6,000*
ActionShark
(HootMaster
Gibson)
4,509
HOLTRE
PRODUCTIONS.
Finder's Keepers (Violet Mersereau) 6,000*
The Rowdy (Gladys Walton)
4,974
French Heels (Irene Castle)
5,500
R-C PICTURES
Moonlight Follies (Marie Prevost)
4,468
Red Courage (Hoot Gibson)
4,620
METRO PICTURES CORP.
Where Lights Are Low (Sessue Hayakawa) 5,810
The
Rage
of
Paris
(Miss
Dupont)
4,968
Live and Let Live (Wm. Christy Cabanne) . . 5,900
NAZIMOVA
Go
Straight
(Frank
Mayo)
4,220
Salvage
(Pauline
Frederick)
6,450
The Heart of a Child
6,239
High Millionaire
Heels (Gladys
Walton)
The Foolish Age (Doris May)
4,500
Madame Peacock
5,428
The
(Herbert
Rawlinson) 4,541
4,730
The Barricade (Cabanne Prod)
6,170
BiUions
5,036
Nobody's
Fool
(Marie
Prevost)
4,640
The
Swamp
(Sessue
Hayakawa)
5,600
Camille
5,600
Lure of the Jade (Pauline Frederick) 5,935
Sure Fire
5,000*
METRO CLASSICS, Inc. (Specials)
False
Kisses(Hoot
(MissGibson)
Dupont)
4,335
Possession (Mercaton Prod.)
6,550
The Man Who (Bert Lytell)
5,399
Dr.
Jim (Frank
Mayo)
4,474
The Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone).. 4,600
A
Parisian
Scandal
(Marie
Prevost)
4,739
Over the Wire (Alice Lake)
5,457
Silent Years (J. L. Gasnier)
6,056
The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
4,880
Life's
Darn (May
FunnyAllison)
(Viola Dana)
5,741
At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
6,300
Big Game
5,333
Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,415
Eden
and
Return
(Doris
May)
4.831
Shattered
Dreams
(Miss
Dupont)
4,878
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytell)
5,510
Five Days to Live (Sessue Hayakawa).... 5,356
The Match Breaker (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Two
Kinds
of
Women
(Pauline
Frederick)..
????
Cupid
Incog
(Marie
Prevost)
5,000*
The
Guttersnipe
(Gladys
Walton)
4,225
Hole in the Wall, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
5.032
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)
4,886
Idle Rich, The (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
Why
Men
Forget
(Special
Cast)
5,299
The Scrapper (Herbert Rawlinson)
????
Fourteenth Lover, The (Viola Dana)
6,000*
The Call of Home (L. J. Gasnier)
5,220
Headin' West (Hoot Gibson)
????
Infamous Miss Revel, The (Alice Lake) . . . 6,000*
Beyond the Rainbow (Cabanne Prod.)
6,500
Alias Ladyfingers (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
The
Golden
Gallows
(Miss
Dupont)
5,000*
Boy
Crazy
(Doris
May)
4,800
There Are No Villains (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Tracked
to
Earth
(Frank
Mayo)
5,000*
The Bigamist (Special Cast)
????
Golden Gift, The (Alice Lake)
6,000* The
Vermillion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa).. ????
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
Right That Failed, The (Bert Lytell) 6,000*
The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick) ????
Wild
Hbney (Priscilla
Dean)
7,000*
Glass Houses (Viola Dana)
6,000* Gay and Devilish (Doris May)
The
Dangerous
Little
Demon
(Marie
Prevost)
5,000*
????
Kisses
(Alice
Lake)
6,000*
The
Bear
Cat
(Hoot
Gibson)
5,000*
Face Between, The (Bert Lytell)
4,997
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENT.
The Man Under Cover (Herbert Rawlinson) 5,000*
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
Seeing's Believing (Viola Dana)
6,000*
A Wonderful
(Miss duHisPont)
The
Man WhoWife Married
Own Wife 5,000*
Hate (Alice Lake)
6,000* The Miracle of Manhattan
4,174
Five Dollar Baby, The (Viola Dana)
6,000* The Girl From Nowhere
(Frank Mayo)
5,000*
5,000*
Remorseless Love
4,180
MAURICE
TOURNEUR
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
The
Great Redeemer
(All PORD.
Star Cast)
5,005~
Handcuffs
or
Kisses
4,180
Kissed
(Marie
Prevost)
5,000*
TAYLOR HOLMES PROD.
The
Way
of
a
Maid
4,800
VITAGRAPH, INC.
Nothing But the Truth
5,639
Why
Announce
Your
Marriage?
5,200
The Very Idea
5,212
EUGENE Lies
O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
VITAGRAPH SUPER FEATURES
Nothing But Lies
4,882
Guilded
4,496
. C. E. SHURTLEFF PROD.
The Heart of Maryland
6,700
The
Last
Door
5,000*
The Son of Wallingford
7,851
Burning Daylight (All Star)
5,766
Is
Life
Worth
Living?
5,019
Flower
of
the
North
7,236
The Mutiny of the Elsinore (All Star) 5,778
Clay Dollars
????
The Star Rover (Special Cast)
4,446
The Prodigal Judge
7,200
Chivalrous Charley
4,543
The Little Fool (Special Cast)
4,670
The
Prophet's
Paradise
4,000*
Gypsy
Passion
6,000*
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
CONWAY
TEARLE
SERIES
The Sheik's Wife
6,000*
Love, Honor and Obey (Jewel Carmen).... 5,477
Society Snobs
4,224
Too iMuch Business
7,000*
Without Limit (George D. Baer)
7,128
Bucking the Tiger
5,333
My
Wild
Irish
Rose
7,000*
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes)
4,968
The Fighter
6,000*
\lICE JOYCE PROD.
Midnight
????
The Hunch (Gareth Hlughes)
6,000* After
The Scarab Ring
5,598
The Man of Stone
4,676
Little Home
Eva Ascends
(Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
The Inner Chamber
5,951
Stay
(Gareth Hughes)
????
A Wide Open Town
4,650
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
I Can Explain (Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
CORINNE
GRIFFITH
PROD.
The Chicken in the Case
5,261
Don't WriteWEST
LettersPROD.
(Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
ROLAND
Moral Fibre
6.000*
ASPECIAL
Divorce PRODUCTIONS
of Convenience
5,000* The
Single Track
5,000*
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)
5,846
HOPE HAMPTON PROD.
Received
Payment
5,000*
The
of Ambition
Tearle) . . . 5,000*
Island Wives
5,000*
The Road
Sin That
Was His (Conwav
(Wm Faversham)
5.600
A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton)
5,280
A Virgin's Sacrifice
5,000*
WILLIAM DESMOND PROD.
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5.500
EARLE
WILLIAMS
PROD.
Who
Am
I?
(All
Star)
4,938
Fightin'INGRAM
Mad (Special
6,000*
REX
PROD. Cast)
Conceit (All Star)
4,580
Bring Him In
4,987
Lucky Sevens
Carson
????
ASELECT
Man's PICTURES
Home (All Star)
4,580
Conquering Power, The (Special Cast) 6,000*
Three
5,000
Turn
to
the
Right
(Special
Cast)
8,000*
Prisoner of Zenda (Special Cast)
????
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Durning) .... 5.000*
The Man From Downing Street
5,000*
TIFFANY PROD.
The Servant Question (William Collier) 5,000*
Restless Souls
5,000*
Just
Outside
the
Door
(Edith
Bailor)
5,000*
Peacock
Alley
(Mae
Murray)
8.000*
ANTONIO
MORENO
PROD.
REPUBLIC
FEATURES
Fascination (Mae Murray)
????
Mountain Madness (Ed. Coxen and Ora
The Secret of the Hills
4,900
Carew)
??'?
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
.■\ Guilty Conscience
5,000*
????
Welcome Children (Elsie Albert)
5 reels Mother of Men (Claire Whitnev)
ALICE
CALHOUN
PROD.
Gift Supreme (Bernard Durning) ??'?
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
5 reels The
The
Matrimonial
Web
4,970
Children of ofYesterday
Destinv (Norma
(Edith Hallor)
''?'
The Lotus Blossom (Tully Marshall) 6 reels Ghosts
Talmadge) 5,810
Rainbow
5,000*
Poppy (Norma Talmadge)
????
The Little Minister
6,000*
PATHE EXCHANGES, INC.
Up the Road With Sallie (Constance TalThe
Angel
of
Crooked
Street
5,000*
WILLIAM DUNCAN PROD.
madge) 4.692
Beggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis)
6,000*
Scandal
?"?
The Devil to Pay (Robert Burton Prod.) . . 6,000*
Where Men Are Men
5.000*
REVIVALS(Constance Talmadge)
Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
6,000*
Steelheart
6,000*
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert
No
Defense
6,000*
Lytell)
5,158
'Approximately
The Silent Vow
5.000*
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The

Trespassing

Holtre Production. Released by Hodkitison.
Story by Joseph C. Lincoln. Scenario by
Howard Irving Young. Cameraman, Robert
A. Stuart. Art Director, E. Douglas Bingham. Directed by Edwin L. Hollywood.
Length, Approximately 6,900 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Mabel Colton, Irene Castle; James Colton, Howard Truesdale ; Mrs. James Colton, Emily Fltzroy ; Boscoe Paine, Ward Crane ; Mrs. Paine, Eleanor Barry ;
Dorinda, Blanche Frederici ; Lute, Chas. Eldridge ; Capt. Dean, Leslie Stowe ;
Nellie Dean, Betty Bouton ; Victor Carver, AI Roscoe ; Simeon Bldridge, Harry
Fisher ; George DaviSj George Pauncefort.
Mr. and Mrs. James Colton and tlieir daughter Mabel go to Denboro, Mass.,
where Mrs. Colton, under the doctor's orders, is to take a rest. The cries of the
fishermen send the Wall Street magnate's wife into a tantrum. He endeavors to
purchase the right of way to the lane in use by the villagers. Roscoe Paine, the
owner,
refuses
sell, stating
the given
villagers'
kindnesses
to histo invalid
mother his
and reason
himselfthat
he, because
in return,of has
them many
permis ion to use his private lane, which is the shortest route to the sea. Mabel's
admirer, Victor Carver, has come up from New York with the family, presumably
to be near the girl, but secretly to gain Important information for his firm
rivalling Colton. Circumstances arise that force Paine to raise $3,000 at once.
He goes to Colton, who has made him a standing offer of $5,000 for the property,
but refuses to accept more than the amount he needs. The two men start out in
a launch to close the deal. Carver has his man toy with the engine so that they
will be delayed, giving him time to get the information he has gathered back to
his office. The launch explodes and Mabel rows out to save her father and
Paine. Colton has been severely shocked and burned. Wires pour in demanding
his immediate attention. Paine advises MabeJ what steps to take in the financial
crisis
during rendered
her father's
win offer
out over
gang.withIn him
returnin
for services
Mabelinability.
makes herTheyfather
PaineCarver's
a position
his office, and she also convinces Paine she, too, needs him.
The story of No Trespassing has been taken
from Joseph C. Lincoln's
"Rise of Roscoe Paine." It
pictures the life of the
fishermen along Cape Cod
with accura,cy and charm.
The plot travels along the
same lines as many previous tales, but contains
sufficient new material to
be interesting. It abounds
in thrills and creates sympathetic interest from
time to time as the story
progresses.
Points of Appeal. — The
simple country life of the
natives makes an attractive background. The character of Roscoe Paine is
an interesting study. The
art director has given a
splendid conception of the
old New England houses
and the details of these
sets will no doubt receive
the endorsement of all
who are interested in early
American objects.
Cast. — Irene Castle can
usually be depended upon
to please her audiences
with her graceful manner
and exquisite gowns. This
picture affords her every
opportunity of an "allround girl" which she accomplishes with good effect. Ward Crane, as Roscoe Paine, is pleasing in
his role. Among others of
a large cast who deserve
mention are Charles Eldridge, as Lute, and Blanche
Frederici as Dorinda, the
two old New Englanders who add an agreeable bit of comedy
to the picture.
Photography, Lighting Direction. — The rural scenes are all
good. Particular effort seems to have been spent on the interiors. Some fine lighting has been obtained. The continuity
is even, although at times the action seems to lag. Direction
0. K.
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Silent

Vitagraph Photoplay

in Five Parts.

By Bradley SmoUen.
Duncan.

Running

Vow

Scenario

Director, William

Time, Fifty-five Minutes.

CAST AND SY.XOPSIS
Richard and "Dick" Stratton, William Duncan; Anne, Edith Johnson; Ethel,
Dorothy Dawn; Elizabeth Stratton, Maud Emery; Doug Gorson, J. M. Poster;
Jim Gorson, Henery Herbert; Bill Gorson, Fred Burley; Sledge Morton, Jack
Curtis ; The Professor, Charles Dudley.
Jim Gorson elopes with Richard Stratton's wife. After twenty years Richard
Stratton's son, Dick, is a trooper in the Northwest Mounted Police. He is
ordered to find and arrest Bill and Doug Gorson, sons of the man who took his
mother away. Dick has many adventures during his hunt for the Gorsons, but
finally it happens that he finds himself allied with Doug Gorson to rescue t^vo
.young girls from Sledge Morton, who ruJes the river district, and Bill Gorson.
After a terrific fight Dick Stratton and Doug, with the help of Bill, who has come
over to their side, defeat the Goreon crowd. It transpires that the father of
Dick and Bill Gorson died of heart failure. Tlie feud is over and Doug and Dick
Stratton return safely to civilzed life with the two girls they saved.
There are thrills galore
in this melodrama, which
presents William Duncan
in a dual role; is alive
with fast action, beautifully photographed and
well directed. Stories dealing with the activities of
a hero who belongs to
that famous organization
known as the Northwest
Mounted Police have always proved a fruitful
source of screen material,
and it follows that the pictures made from them
must bear a more or less
family resemblance. The
Silent Vow isn't particularly original, so far as its
plot is concerned, but there
are no dull moments in it,
thanks to the energetic
work of a talented cast,
and Director Duncan, besides playing a double
role, has not allowed a
single foot of film to go to
waste. The feature offers
excellent entertainment of
its kind, and taking it on
the whole, should bring
satisfactory
box office returns.
Points of A p p e a 1.—
Frankly melodramatic all
the way through, there
are divers fight scenes, all of which are staged with tremendous
effect. The love interest is cleverly developed and a crashing
climax is attained.
Cast. — ^William Duncan does excellent work in the dual role of
the Strattons, farther and son, giving a performance which will
still further endear him to that large army of movie fans with
whom he is a pronounced favorite. Edith Johnson is fascinating
in the role of Anne, and adequate support is rendered by other
members of the company.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The dynamite explosion in
the mountain stream is wonderfully realistic. There are many
fine long shots in evidence and superb lighting adds to the picture's artistic lure. The continuity is smooth and fast action
predominates.
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MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Made m the Kitchen
She Sighed by the Seaside
Call a Cop
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES
Love's Outcast

EXHIBITORS

TO
INC.
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

2 reels
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
OF AMERICA
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
Monkey Shines
2 reels
A Rag Doll Komance
2 reels
How to Grow Thin (Special)
f reel
CHESTER COMEDIES
Snooky's Fresh Heir
2 reels
Snooky's Blue Monday
> reels
Snooky's Wild Oats
2 reels
CHESTER
OLT-INGS
No More Gasoline
1 reel
Save Your Carfore
1 reel
The Last Hop
1 reel
Music in the Air
1 reel
Jogging Across Sawtooth
1 reel
CHESTER SCENICS
Old Moose Trails
1 reel
New Wine in Old Bottles
1 reel
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
No Parking
2 reels
A Barnyard Cavalier
,2 reels
One Stormy Knight
2 reels
A Rambling Romeo
2 reels
Hbkus Pokus
2 reels
'Twas
Ever Thus
22 reels
Oh, Promise
Me!
reels
'Tis
the
Bull
2
reels
Fair Enough
2 reels
CINAL FILMS— SLOW SPEED
The Manly Art of Self-Defense
1 reel
Annette Kellerman in High Diving
1 reel
Golf
1 reel
GAYETY COMEDIES
Say Uncle
1 reel
Afraid of His Wife
1 reel
Oh, Brother
1 reel
Wild andand Willie
'. i1 reel
Assault
Flattery
Standing Pat
1 reel
KINOGRAMS
News Reel — Sunday and Thursdays
1 reel
MERMAID COMEDIES
Free and Easy
2 reels
Rolling Stones
2 reels
Step This Way
2 reels
The Rainmaker
2 reels
Spooks
2 reels
MISCELLANEOUS
Could Columbus Discover an America?.... 1 reel
The Crater of Mt. Katami
1 reel
Dixie
1 reel
PUNCH COMEDIES
A Rural Cinderella
2 reels
Country Chickens
2 reels
The Love Egg
2 reels
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS BEAUTIFUL
By the Side of the Road
1 reel
In the Bonnie Brier Country
1 reel
As Old as the Hills
1 reel
Unknown Switzerland
1 reel
ROBERT C. BRUCE "WILDERNESS TALES"
"And Women
Must Weep"
Missing
Men
1i reel
reel
Nights of Many Shadows
1 reel
SEiLIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse
2 reels
The
Ne'er
to
Return
Road
2
reels
The Policeman and the Baby
2 reels
The Northern Trail
2 reels
SKETCHOGRAFS
Just for Fun
] reel
Play Ball!
1 reel
What's
the
Limit?
The Family Album
; 11 reel
reel
TOONERVILLE COMEDIES
The Skipper's Last Resort
2 reels
The
Skipper's
Policy
2 reels
TORCHY
COMEDIES
Torchy Takes a Chance
2 reels
Battling andTorchy
'
22 reels
Torchy
Orange Blossoms
reels
Torchy's Ghost
2 reels
V.\NITY COMEDIES
Paying Patients
i reel
Eat and Hearted
Be Happy
Chicken
11 reel
reel
Spiking the Spooks
1 reel
It's
YourDaysMove
Ninety
or Life
11 reel
reel
WORLD WANDERINGS
Dawn to Dusk in Egypt
1 reel
The Silver Harvest
1 reel
The People of Old Bruges
1 reel
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SHORT
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL
PICTURES
Mexican Oil Fields
1 reel
In Batik Land
1 reel
Across the Grand Canyon
1 reel
Seville in Fair Time
1 reel
At the Wailing Wall
1 reel
Rural Java
1 reel
Santa Fe — The City Different
1 reel
Seeing San Marino
1 reel
■Watching
the Waylands
reel
In Old Granada
11 reel
A Fairy Foreland
1 reel
Stamboul
1 reel
Along the Rio Grande
1 reel
At the Damascus Gate
1 reel
Lake Maggiore
1 reel
First Families of America
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGAME
AD\'EXTURE
SCENICS
Winter Sports in St. Moritz
1 reel
Kilawea Volcano in Eruption
1 reel
The Jungfrau Railroad
1 reel
Wildest Wales
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Kids Is Kids
2 reels
Spirits
2 reels
PARAMOU'NT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
A Fireside Brewer
2 reels
Dabbling in Art
2 reels
Bungalow Troubles
2 reels
On aUnhappy
Summer'sFinish
Day
The
22 reels
reels
Officer Cupid
2 reels
Astray from the Steerage
2 reels
Are
Waitresses Safe?'.
reels
An International
Sneak
22 reels
Watch Your Neighbor
2 reels
It Pays to Exercise
2 reels
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Pictionary and Cartoons (Weekly)
1 reel
PARAMOLTOT-POST NATURE PICTURES
From a Piscatorial Angle
1 reel
The Cloud
1 reel
AIndian
Setting
of
Ages
reel
Summer
11 reel
Victory Mountain
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-VANDENBURGH SERIES
Wild Men of Africa
2 reels
Jungle Dancers
2 reels
The Lion Killers
2 reels
Slaying the Hippopotamus
2 reels
The Land of the Pygmies
2 reels
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
CHARLES CHAPLIN
A Dog's Life
3 reels
AShoulder
Day's Arms
Pleasure
22 reels
reels
Sunnyside
2 reels
The Idle Class
2 reels
Pay Day
2 reels
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
The Skipper's Narrow Escape
2 reels
The
Skipper's
Treasure Garden
22 reels
Meeting
All Trains
reels
Toonerville Fire Brigade
2 reels
Skippers's
Scheme
2
reels
Toonerville Follies
2 reels
Skippers's Flirtation
2 reels
Skipper's
Friend
2 reels
Skipper HasBoozem
His Fling
reels
Toonerville
Tactics
22 reels
Skipper Strikes It Rich
2 reels
Toonerville Tangle
2 reels
HENRY LEHMAN COMEDIES
The
PunchBaby
of the Irish . . . ".
23 reels
Twilight
reels
The Kick in High Life
2 reels
Wet and Warmer
2 reels
The Game Lady
2 reels
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Blacksmith
2 reels
The
The Playhouse
Boat
22 reels
reels
Cops
2 reels
SENNETT
Hard
Knocks and Love Taps
reels
Be Reasonable
22 reels
By Heck
2 reels
The Duck Hunter
2 reels
On Patrol
2 reels
TURPIN
Love and Doughnuts
2 reels
Bright Eyes
2 reels
Step Forward
2 reels
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Chase Me
2 reels
Farmyard Follies
2 reels
Say It With Flowers
2 reels
The Book Agent
2 reels
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SingerMoment
Midget's
Side Show . .
reels
One
Please
22 reels
A Perfect Villian
2 reels
Love and War
2 reels
Pardon Me
2 reels
Try
and
Get
It
False Alarm
22 reeU
reels
Hold the Line
2 reels
Please Be Careful
2 reels
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
All Wrong
2 reels
Don't Tickle
2 reels
The Guide
2 reels
The Sailor
2 reels
The Toreador
2 reels
The Chauffeur
2 reels
Hot Dog
2 reels
AL. ST. JOHN SERIES
The Flappy Pest
2 reels
Fool Days
Straight
from the Farm'.
2 reels
The Studio Rube
2 reels
^.rUTT A)ND JEFF ANIM.\TED CARTOONS
The Tong Sandwich
1 reel
Shadowed
1 reel
Turkish Bath
1 reel
The Big Mystery
;
1 reel
Long Live the King
1 reel
The Villiage Cut-Ups
1 reel
A Messy Christmas
1 reel
Fast
Freight
11 reel
The Stolen Snooze
reel
Getting Ahead
1 reel
Bony Parts
1 reel
.\ Ghostly Wallop
1 reel
Beside
Her
Cider
,..
11 reel
reel
The Last Laugh
The Hole Cheese
1 reel
The Phony Focus
1 reel
The Crystal Gazer
1 reel
Stuck in the Mud
1 reel
Too Much Sap
1 reel
LUPINO LANE SERIES
The Broker
2 reels
FOX NEWS (Twice a Week)
SERIALS
Bride 13
*• ■ 20
15 Episodes
Fantomas
Episodes
GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Fingers and Pockets
Love and Rollers
Hearts and Hammers
At
It Again
Professional
Ethics
When Martin Gits Here
Ged Ap, Napoleon
You'd Better Get It
Indigo Sunday
Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About
Take It Easy
EDGAR COMEDIES
Edgar Camps Out
Edgar the Explorer
Edgar's
Cousin
Edgar's Country
Feast Day
Get-Rich-Quick Edgar
Edgar's Little Saw
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS— (LAMPOONS
lo"
"ApolAdvice"
Hooligan inin "Cupid's
Happy Hooligan
Happy
Happy
Hooligan in "Happy Hoolidini" . . . .
Judge Rummy in "The Prize Dance"
Judge Rummy in "The Snappy Judgment"
in "The Blacksmith"
Happy Hooligan
Happy
Hooliganin in"Why
"A Romance
of '76".
Judge
Rummy
Change Your
Hus-.
band?"
Happy
Hboligan in "Doctor Jekyll and Mr.
Zipp"
Judge Rummy in "Bear Facts '
Happy Hooligan in "Rooll Your Own"
Judge Rummy in "Yes, Dear"
"
il
"O
Hooligan inin"Too
Happy Rummy
Pep"
Much
Judge
GOLDWYN-BRAY
PICTOC.RAPHS
Tree-Top
The
IslandConcert
of the Singers
Mist
Through the Earth
What
Is Your
Worth?
A Paradise
for Body
Birds
Venice of the Orient
Action of the Human Heart
The Riveter
The Human Voice
Seein' Things on the Orinoco
ts
Gypsy Scie
Unshod
Soldiers of ntis
the King
No
Reg'lar
Bird
Chemical Inspiration
Safe Combination
The City That Never Sleeps

2
2
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

22
22
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
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Bachelor

Daddy

Paramount Photoplay in Five Parts. Author,
. Edward Peple.
Scenario by Olga Printzlaii,
Director, Alfred Green.
Cameramen, William Marshall and Gilbert Warrenton. Running Time, Sixty Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Richard Chester, Thnmas Jleijhan ; Sall.v Loekwood. Lcatrice Jov : Ethel MeVac ■
Adele rarrin,,'ton ; Joe Peltou, J. F. MeDuiiald ; Charles Henley, Lauraiiee W lieat ;
Nita,Donald,
Charlotte
Buddie, Barbara .Maier ; Toudles, Bruce (Jiierin ; David
and
The Jackson;
DeBriac Twins.
Richard Chester, owning valuable mining proiierty in the South, is engaged to
Ethel McVae, a girl of good family, but ijoor, whose mother is a widow. Sallv
Loekwood, secretary to Chester, loves him, but conceals her affection. Word comes
that
Chester's
threatenedhe bygoesbandits
and although
it is onlyHisa foreman.
month before
the date
set forminehis iswedding,
to handle
the situation.
Joe
Pelton, is caring for five little children, whose ages run from nine 'to infancy, their
mother byhaving
attack by the Hisbandits
and 'his
life
saved
Pelton,died.
who Inis an
mortally
dying Chester
request isiswounded
that Chester
should
adopt the five children. Chester ishurt.
willing, but on arriving home finds
that Ethel,
his fiancee, will not agree to adopting
the
children.
He places them in schools
excepting
is takenill home
by Sally.Sallv
The nurses
day before
Chester andthe thebaby,
babywhich
are taken
with mumps.
them the
both.wedding
Ethel
comes
to
investigate,
finds
Chester
in
bed
with
the
baby,
cared
for
bv
and
indignantly breaks her engagement. So Chester gathers his children backSally
to
him
and determines to remain a bachelor daddy. But the baby refusing to be parted
from
engages her and her mother to help care for it. He naturally falls
in loveSally,
with heSally.
They jealousy.
are married and in due time the arrival of new twins
causes the old twins great
A clean, wholesome picture, alive with touching
sentiment, but never degenerating into maudlin
softness. The Bachelor
Daddy is a standard example of good direction,
clever acting and exceedingly fine photography. It
is comedy-drama of the
highest type, with quaint
little humorous moments
which balance perfectly
the serious appeal of the
plot, the sort of thing that
will delight both juveniles
and adults, and is warranted to make money for
the exhibitor. Also, the
story strikes an entirely
original vein; the idea of
the worthy bachelor who
falls heir to five youngsters whom he would fain
adopt, but is prevented
from so doing by his
proud, selfish fiancee, is
quite a new departure in
movie history, and so skilfully developed that it
carries conviction throughout, holds the spectators
in suspense as to the final
outcome and reaches a
sane and pleasant conclusion.
Points of Appeal. —
There is a distinctly
"happy"vailing
atmosphere
prethrough the whole
picture which has an indefinable, yet ever present
charm.
One's sympathy
for the kiddies
and their
somewhat bewildered
guardian naturally runs
high, the sentimental urge is strong, yet the element of fun
always bobs up unexpectedly in time to lessen the emotional
stress, a pleasing mingling of grave and gay incidents. The
fight with the bandits is well staged and thrilling, and Chester's
return home in charge of his newly acquired family a comic triumphal tour which stirs up gales of laughter.
Cast. — Thomas Meighan is "a regular fellow" in the role of
the bachelor daddy, intensely lovable, ever smiling and giving a
performance which will rank as one of the best of his screen
efforts. The part is suited to his personality in every detail.
The juveniles who portray Chester's charges are clever kids,
very natural and entirely free from self-consciousness; Leatrice
Joy is a charming Sally, Maude Wayne a magnificently imperious Ethel McVae, and the support is adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are some fine long
shots of the mining region, the interiors are well filmed and the
lighting effects admirable.
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The

Lying

Truth

Eagle Producing Co., Released Through American Releasing Corp. Written and Directed
by Marion Fairfax.
Length, 5,338 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Sue De JIuidde. Marjorie Daw ; Lawrence De Muidde, Noah Berry ; Horace Todd,
Tully Marsliall : Bill O'Hara, Pat O'Malley ; Sam Clairborne, Sr., Chas. Mailes ;
Mrs. Mam Clairl.oiiie, Claire McDonald; Ellie Clairborne, Adele Watson; Sam
Clairborne,
Jr.. George Dronigold ; Mose. Robert Brauer; Bill O'Hara, Sr., Wade
Boetler.
When Bill O'Hara's parents died Mrs. Sam Clairborne assumed the responsibility
of raising Bill along with her own son, Sam. Bill stayed home and worked in the
newspaper oflice of Mr. Clairborne. Sam's father saved to send his son through
college. Just prior to the elder Clairborne's death the old man disinherited his
son who was developing into a dope fiend. He left his newspaper office and the
responsibilities of his family to Bill, who each day found the paper losing money.
Desperate and in an effort to force his circulation he plotted a "fake" murder
for news. The to%vn was stirred and the sheriff got on the trail with bloodhounds.
Sam's body is found in the swamps and all evidence is against his adopted brother.
De Muidee the financial and political backer for the "dope" gang seeks to avenge
himself for the expose Bill has brought about through his paper. He leads a mob
to lynch Bill but Mrs. Clairborne arrives just in time with a note -written by
Sam which shows suicide and thereby clears Bill.
The plot of "The Lying
Truth," contains a good
deal of melodrama; and
love, pathos, and humor
come in fair sprinklings.
It presents in rather a
forceful way the injustices of circumstantial
evidence and the author
has woven around this
part of the story situations that are compelling
and realistic.
Points of Appeal. — The
"faked" murder will cause
a good bit of excitement.
Following this is the turn
of affairs that necessitates
Bill's confession that he
staged the whole thing.
Later the revelation that
a real crime has been committed brings about thrills
and suspense aplenty. The
mob scenes and the nearlynching is one of the biggest thrills in the picture.
Cast. — Majorie Daw is
a pleasing type of actress.
Pat O'Malley who plays
the part of "Bill" makes a
sympathetic appeal and
seems to have the greatest share of work to do. A
capable cast aid very material y in putting the picture over.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Good photography is one
of the features of the production. The exteriors give a good
atmosphere and the interiors, particularly in the newspaper
office, are realistic. Generally the details have been consistently
worked out. There are, however, some noticeable faults. For
instance at the railroad station the name above the door reads
"Rivera" and the sheriff is supposed to have just arrived at
Harpersville.
These instances are not of sufficient importance to cause any
interruption in the continuity. Direction satisfactory.
Index to Reviews
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WID GUNNING, INC.
Moongold
3,175
Bear, Boy and Dog
2,053
Puppy Days
959
Robinson Ci'usoe Hours
966
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary , Astor)
2,117
The Bashful Suitor (Mary Brandon and
Pierre Gendron)
2,064
The Young Painter (Mary Astor and Pierre
Gendron)
2,500
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
MAX ROBERTS COMEDIES
Why
Your Mother-in-Law ?
?????
???
Shimmy Change
Isle
Absence Without Leave
????
KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA
Distributed by W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
The Four Seasons (Nature Classic)
4 reels
THE GREAT AUTHORS (Series of 12)
John Greenleaf Whittier
1 reel
Washington Irving
1 reel
Edgar Allen Poe
1 reel
James Russell Lowell
1 reel
Nathaniel Hawthorne
1 reel
Oliver Wendell Holmes
■.
1 reel
William Cullen Bryant
1 reel
James Fenimore Cooper
1 reel
Mark Twain
1 reel
Walt Whitman
1 reel
Ralph Waldo Emerson
1 reel
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
1 reel
Official Urban Movie Chats of M. P. T. O. A.
(Weekly)
1 reel
METRO PICTURES CORP.
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Convict 13
2 reels
One Week
2 reels
The Scare Crow
2 reels
Neighbors
2 reels
The Haunted House
2 reels
Hard Luck
2 reels
The High Sign
2 reels
The Goat
2 reels
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
CHARLES RAY SERIES (20 Dramas).. 2 reels
Kineto Review Series (52 Releases)
KiNETO Reviews — The Living Book of Nature
(See Issiie of May 2S, 1921, for First Series)
(See IssueSERIES
of Oct. 29, 1921, for Second Series)
THIRD
Garden of the Gods — Colorado
1 reel
The Science of the Soap Bubble
1 reel
Rio de Janeiro
1 reel
Kentucky Thoroughbreds
1 reel
Hiking the Alps with the Boy Scouts
1 reel
Manhattan Life
1 reel
Eccentricities of the Wasp and the Bee. ... 1 reel
Fur and Feathers
1 reel
My Adirondacks Outing
1 reel
The Chemistry of Combustion
1 reel
The Victory Pageants
1 reel
The Delta of the Nile
1 reel
A Glimpse Into the Animal Kingdom .... 1 reel
KING COLE COMEDIES
Moonshiners
2 reels
Strikes to Spare
2 reels
Bars and Stripes
2 reels
Jazz Babies
2 reels
A Fresh Start
2 reels
Shimmy Gym
2 reels
General Nuisance
2 reels
NATIONAL COMEDIES
Wanted — A Girl
2 reels
A Million — More or Less
2 reels
SERIAL
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and
Ella Hall)
15 Episodes
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE NEWS— Wednesdays and Saturdays
TOPICS OF THEWeek
DAY—
Weekly16
of April
The
Falling
Wall
(Go
Get
'Em
Hutch No. 2) 12 reel
reels
Standing Pat (Parrott Comedy)
The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing (Aesop Fa- ble) 2/3 reel
An Ozark Romance (Harold Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
More Trouble (Frank Keenan reissue) .... 3 reels
Week of April 23
TheNo. Runaway
Car (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
3)
Full
O' Pep Cat
(Snub
Pollard)
The Wicked
(Aesop
Fable)
^31 reel
reel
Bride and Gloom (Harold Lloyd reissue) . . 3 reels
The Mysterious Client (Irene Castle reissue) 3 reels
Week of April 30
The4)
Tunnel Menace (Go Get 'Em Hutch No. 2 reels
Kill the Nerve (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Boy and His Dog (Aesop Fable) % reel
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Pipe the Whiskers (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
Told at Twilight (Baby Marie Osborn re- is ue) 3reels
Week of May 7
Shot
Into
Space
(Go
Get 'Em Hutch No. 5) 21 reel
reels
Days of Old (Snub Pollard)
The Eternal Triangle (Aesop Fable) }i reel
Follow the Crowd (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
Vengeance Is Mine (Irene Castle reissue) ... 3 reels
Week of May 14
Under
the
Avalanche
No. 6) (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
Light Showers (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Model Dairy (Aesop Fable)
Vi reel
Swing Your Partners (Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Ruler of the Road (reissue)
3 reels
Week of May 21
OnNo.Danger's
Highway (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
7)
Do Me a Favor (Snub Pollard) 1 reel
Love at First Sight (Aesop Fable) % reel
Why Pick on Me? (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
The Cry of the Weak (reissue)
3 reels
PIONEER FILM CORP.
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babies in Bearskin
1 reel
Call Me Daddy
1 reel
Down Beside the Seaside
1 reel
Knockout Maggie
1 reel
Professor Was Right
1 reel
Running Romeos
1 reel
Two's
11 reel
Young Company
Ideas
reel
Luke McLuke's Film-osophy, each
yi reel
PEEP INTO THE FUTURE (series of 6) 2 reels
THE SONiNY SERIES, each
2 reels
SERIALS
The Hope Diamond Mystery
15 Episodes
The Mystery Mind
15 Episodes
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
PRIZMA COLOR PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES (Detective
Series)
2 reels
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNICK NEWS
SERIALS
The Whirlwind
15 Episodes
The Branded Four
15 Episodes
TRIART PICTURES, INC.
(Released through Hodkinson)
The Beggar Maid
2 reels
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES
The Touchdown (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Horse Sence (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Little Miss Mischief (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Table Stakes (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Upper and Lower (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A One Horse Town (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Peggy Behave (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Mutts (Brownie, the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
Two of a Kind (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
The Rubberneck (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A Dark Horse (Sally, the Human Horse,
and Charles Dorety)
2 reels
No Brains
2 reels
Cheerful Credit (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Red Hot Rivals (Lee Moran)
2 reels
SicDog)
'Em Brownie (Brownie the Wonder 2 reels
Off His Beat (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
The Little Rascal (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
JEWEL COMEDIES
"P. D. Romeos
Q." (Lee(Lyons-Moran)
Moran)
reels
Roman
22 reels
A Monkey .Movie Star
2 reels
Robinson's Trousseau (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A Monkey Bell-Hop
2 reels
JEWEL (COLLIER SERIES)
The Leather Pushers No. 1
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 2
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 3
2 reels
The Leather Pushera No. 4
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 5
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 6
2 reels
TED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman)
The Girl and the Law (No. 2)
2 reels
Big Stakes (No. 3)
2 reels
When the Devil Laughed (No. 4)
2 reels
The Forest Runners (No. 5)
2 reels
The Timber Wolf (No. 6)
2 reels
SERIALS
The Flaming Disc
18 Episodes
The Vanishing Dagger
18 Episodes
The Dragon's Net
15 Episodes
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King of the Circus (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick) 18 Episodes
The White Horseman
18 Episodes
Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
Terror Trail
18 Episodes
Winner of the West- (Art Acord) .... 18 Episodes
The Secret Four (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
With Stanley in Africa (George Walsh and
Louise Lorraine)
2 reels
The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (Harry
Myers)
2 reels
STAR COMEDIES
Oh ! Nursie
1 reel
Westward Whoa
1 reel
Almost a Rancher
1 reel
Penny Ante
1 reel
The Fake Quake
1 reel
The News Maker
1 reel
Both Booths
1 reel
Friday, the Thirteenth
1 reel
The Bottle Baby
1 reel
His Inheritance Taxi
1 reel
ABeware!
Panicky Pullman
reel
11 reel
ATheMovie
Mix
Up
1
Minute Man
1 reel
reel
A Golf Insect
1 reel
Society Sailors
1 reel
Taking
Things Easy
11 reel
Loose Nuts
reel
The Gay Deceiver
1 reel
A Shaky Family Tr«e
1 reel
His Prehistoric Blunder (Roy Atwell) . . . . 1 reel
UNIVERSAL SERIES
A Battle Against Odds (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Cyclone
Smith's
Vow (Eddie
(Eddie Polo)
Polo)
reels
Square Deal
Cyclone
22 reels
The Yello^v Streak (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Heritage of Hate (Eddie Polo)
2 rells
A Ride for a Rancho (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
W1ESTERN RAILROAD DRAMAS
Night Attack, The (Eileen Sedgwi»k) 2 reels
Captain
Finish (Mack Wright and 2 reels
Lillian Kid's
Byron)
The Phantom Terror (Jack Perrin and Gertrude Olmstead)
2 reels
The Open
Ranger's
Acord)
reels
The
WireReward
(Eileen(Art
Sedgwick)
22 reels
Fighting Back (Laura LaPlante and Elmo
Lincoln)
2 reels
A Gertrude
Blue Jacket's
Honor (Jack Perrin and 2 reels
Olmstead)
Marching Wits (Art Acord)
2 reels
The Trail of the Wolf (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
Trickery (Dorothy Woods and Harold Good- win) 2 reels
The Girl of the West (Laura LaPlante and
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reels
The Call of Courage (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The White Messenger (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Treacherous Rival (Laura iLaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The Verdict (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Big Ranger (Laura LaPlante and Elmo
Lincoln)
2 reels
Squarin'
It (Neal Hart)
22 reels
The Getaway
reels
A Guilty Cause (Tom Santschi)
2 reels
Never Let Go (Reginald Denny) Northwest
Mounted Drama
2 reels
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
(Issued Every Monday and Thursday)
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
A Parcel Post Husband
Fists
and Fodder
Footprints
He Laughs Last
Springtime
The Laundry
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Bell Hop
The Sawmill
The Show
JIM AUBREY COMEDIES
The Riot
The Applicant
■.
The
Messenger
The Charmed Life
SERIALS
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Page)
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio Moreno)
The
Duncan)
The Silent
Purple Avenger
Raiders (William
(Joe Ryan
and
Elinor Field)
Fighting Fate (William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
Breaking Through

2
'. . . 22
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2
22
2
15
IS
15
15
15
IS

reels
reels
reels
reels

Episodes
Episodes
Episodes
Episodes
Episodes
Episodes
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The

Gray

Dawn

Produced

by Benjamin B. Hampton, Jr. Released Through Hodkin§on. From the
Story by Stewart Edward White. Scenario
by E. Richard Schayer and Marie Jenney
Howe. Directed by Eliot Howe and Jean
Hersholt.
Footage 5,600.
CAST AXD SYNOPSIS
Milton Keith, Carl Gantvoort; Nan Bennett, Cl;iire Adams: Ben Sansome.
Robert McKini ; Calhoun Bennett, George Haekathorne ; Krafft. Snitz Edwards ;
Mrs. Bennett, flaire McWhitehead;J. Gunnis
Cora. Omar
Heck; Chailes
Casev, Stanton
Dowell; Mimi Morrell,
Maude Wayne;
Mr. Morrell,
Davis; Sam Zack
William's Mamniv, Grace MarvinRichardson.
; Ned Coleman.
Charles
; King Marc
Wil; Chinaman,
Charles Tliurston Arling
Marshall
Clark;
liam.
Harvey
Robbins; Biil Collector, Charles B. Murpliy.
the Vigilantes take over the
After the murder of Marshall Richardson by Cora,Keith,
is incapable of handhng
the new district attorney, Milton
city feeling that
fltCiirs. At this time Sansome, a political crook, has his man Casey murder
of theto evithe weight him
throw
to
manages
and
Bulletin,
the
of
editor
Kin?,
James dence
useby
against Calhoun Bennett. Nan, who is engaged to Keith, begsbefriended
his influence to save her cousin. Meanwhile. Krafft. who has been
there forces a
Keith suspects Casev, and lures him into the Chinese quarters and attempt
to deKeith hasandmade
from him.
confession
about to be hanged KratCt
the boybutis unsuccessful
just aasbrilliant
the tribunal,
fend Cal before
the
that
learned
has
Sansome
committee.
the
before
murderer
real
brings the
at a lonely
to meet him save
a ruse gets Nan with
him, and through
Vigilantes are after
toNan to himself
him
Mexico
to
asofhostage
her
to take
plans and
heKeith
where
spot,
rescue
this trick and follow after
Cal learn
from Keith.
her with the Vigilantes close behind to take over the prisoners.
The Gray Davni is a gripping melodrama that contains unusual interest. It
presents in a forceful way
conditions existing in San
Francisco about 1852, the
time the Vigilantes took
the law of the city into
their own hands and endeavored to restore order.
About this story there
has been woven several
connected incidents in a
compelling and realistic
manner, and also a very
pretty love element has
been brought in. For those
who seek entertainment
of a better sort this should
be classed as one of the
cleanest and fastest moving stories that has recently been offered.
Points of Appeal. — The
sets and costumes, true to
the times, are done in
Mid-Victorian style. The
scenes at the tribunal are
stirring. A few moments
of comedy have been used
to good advantage in
which the antics of a pet
monkey at the club cause
some hearty laughs. The
Chinese influence that has
been brought into the picture, although playing an
important part, seems to be about the only tawdry thing in the
picture.
Cast. — Carl Gantvoort, as Milton Keith, the new district
attorney, is commanding in appearance and acting. Claire
Adams, as the girl, is good. Robert McKim, who does the role
of Ben Sansome, makes this a truly despicable character, and
George Haekathorne, as Cal Bennett, shows his capabilities as a
young actor. The remainder of the large cast render good support.
Photography, Lighting, Direction.— Interiors and exteriors
have been splendidly worked out in detail and effect. The lighting is good throughout and the story works along naturally until
climax
is reached.
"second ending" of the picture
seemsthe big
almost
superfluous
but The
is attractive.
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The

1681

Glorious

A J. Stuart Blackton

Adventure

Production.

Scenario by

Felix Orman. Directed by J. Stuart Blackton. Cameraman, William Crespinel. In
Seven Parts.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lady Beatrice Fair, Lady IMana Manners ; Hugh Argyle, Gerald Lawrence ;
Stephanie Dangerfleld, Alice Crawford ; Walter Roderick, Cecil Humphreys ; King
Charles II, William Luff; Samuel Pepys, Lennox Pawle; Catherine of Braganza,
Rosalie Heath
; Nell G^^■ynn,
Lois; Sturt
; Barbara
Beerbohm
; Rosemary,
FloraTheLeHon.
Breton
Bulfinch,
VictorCastlemaine,
McLaglan ;Elizabeth
Thomas
Unwin, Rudolph de Cordova ; Duchess of Moreland, Gertrude SterroU ; Humpty,
Fred Wright; Lady Beatrice, (as a child), Violet Virginia Blackton; Soloman Bagle,
Tom Heselwood.
Hugh Argyle, the childhood sweetheart of Lady Beatrice Fair, decides to return
to London after many years. At the close of his voyage Walter Roderick overhears his conversation and schemes with Bulfinch to do away with this man and
assert upon
himself
the heirandto the
Argyle's
fortune.. SheIn does
London
Roderick
calls
LadyasBeatrice
Duchesstitleof and
Moreland.
not recognize
him, and has transferred her love to an unknown gentleman who has rescued her
from some ruffians. Meanwhile she has been ordered to be brought to the palace
liefore Charles II. The King, however, realizes that so fair a flower will soon
fade in his court and Nell Gwynn still retains her hold over him. Lady Beatrice
plans to wed the gentleman, but he is kept out of the way by Roderick and his
conspirators. Seriously in debt and seeing no other wa.v out she resolves to marr.v
a criminal who is awaiting the executioner. Tliis means had been used by titled
women who wished to relieve themselves of their debts. Arrangements are made
and she goes to the pri-son, where she marries Bulfinch. The gi'eat fire of London
starts and Bulfinch escapes from the prison and comes to claim his bride. He
carries her off to a safe hiding place, where later on she is found by the unknown
gentleman. Bulfinch recognizes him to be Hugh, but refuses to give np the lady,
until he finds his own wife, whom he had deserted, close on his heels. The road
to happiness is then opened to Lady Beatrice and hpr lover.
The Glorious Adventure,
produced in England by J.
Stuart Blackton, and featuring Lady Diana Manners, is the first attempt
at a full-length photoplay
in color. The story relates events during the
reign of Charles II, and
brings in a number of historic characters.
The scenes during the
great fire of London are
pictured with splendid
realism and the reflection
of the flames on buildings
and passers-by is quite the
most convincing effect that
has been produced by the
use of color. However, in
the matter of clothes and
background throughout,
the picture seems to suffer
from ill-proportioned reds
and bluish-gi-eens.
As an innovation the
film is certainly in a class
by itself and justly deserves the attention of
is interevery person
ested in the who
development
of better pictures. The
settings are elaborate and
the exteriors lend a great
deal of realism. At times
the story is slightly disjointed, but generally the
direction and lighting are good.
Lady Diana Manners is unquestionably beautiful. She possesses grace and charm, but at times lacks the ability to make
her perfoi-mance convincing. It is still a question whether or
not dramas done in natural colors will be more popular than
straight photography. But this picture must be rated as a commendable achievement in furthering the possibilities of the
cinema art. — J. M. D.
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FILM CORP., INC. Footage

High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell) 3,000*
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes)
5,000*
A Rough-Shod Fighter (William Russell) 5,000*
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain (Helen
Holmes)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
APEX FILM CO.
Out of the Dust (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000*
ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
They're Off! (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Thundering Hoofs (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Threads of Destiny (Bessie May)
5,000*
In Search of Arcady
5,000*
The Lamb and the Lion
5,000*
Hoop-La
5,000*
The Love Call
5,000*
The Girl of My Dreams
5,000*
ARROW FILM CORP.
Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
5,000*
)
Playing Square (Gladys Hulette
5,000*
.
.
.
Leslie)
(Gladys
Masquerader
Happy of the Past (Charlotte Walker) 5,000*
ATheShadow
A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
5,000*
A Question of Honor (Kathryn Adams) .... 5,000*
Adele (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
5,000*
e)
His Wife
AJustMan's
Fight (Gladys
(DustinHulett
Farnum)
5,000
Girl From Porcupine, The
6,251
Splendid Life, The
5,996
Double-O
(Jack (Jack
H'oxie)
4,739
Sparks of Flint
Hoxie)
4,805
Two-Fisted Jefferson (Jack Hoxie)
4,639
Motion to Adjourn, A
5,785
Innocent Cheat, The
,• . 5,744
Ten Nights in a Barroom
7,815
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
(Distributed by Weiss Brothers)
After Six Days (Old Testament Story) 10,000*
AYCIE PICTURES CORPORATION
6,000'
Western Skies
Under Women
False
5,000
AYWON FILM CORP.
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Across the Border (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Rounding Up the Law (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Lure of the Orient (All Star Cast)
6,000*
5,000*
Fidelity (All Star Cast)
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
Trigger Casey (Frank Borzage) 5,000*
Hair
Master
of
Beasts
(All
Star
Cast)
Oh! Mabel, Behave (Mabel Normand, Mack 5,000*
Sennett, Owen Moore, Ford Sterling) 5,000*
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Dangerous Love (Pete Morrison)
5 reels
The Victim (Robert T. Haines)
6 reels
Captivating
Mary Carstairs (Norma Tal- 5 reels
madge reissue)
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart) . . . 5,600
Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewart) 5,000*
COMMONWEALTH PICT. CORP.
The Hidden Light
5,000*
EAST COAST PRODUCTION, INC.
AMALGAMATED SERIES
Ashes
S,0O0*
Any Night
5,000*
The Greater Duty
5,000*
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Midchannel (Clara Kimball Young)
6,000*
Hush
Young)
Where (Clara
Is My Kimball
Wandering
Boy Tonight?.... 6,000*
????
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed).. 5,800
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Kazan
6,464
The Mask
6,400
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
The Servant in the House (All Starl
5,000*
Penny of Top Hill Trail (Bessie Love) 5,000*
Dangerous
Toys
(All
Star)
7,000*
Heidi of the Alps (Prizma)
????
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
The
Passion
6,000*
The Supreme
Ne'er-Do-Well
7,000*
The House Without Children
7,000*
The Spoilers
9,000*
GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
Mother Eternal
6,700
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men (Super Feature) 6,200
'Approximately

JOAN FILM SALES CORP.
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PICTURES

Footage
5,000*
5.000

She Played
Ward)
Annabel
Lee and
(AllPaid
Star (Fanny
Cast)
J. W. FILM CORPORATION
The Road to Arcady
6,000*
Should a Wife Work
6,000*
For Your Daughter's Sake
5,000*
GEORGE H. HAMILTON, INC.
Give Me My Son
5,000*
In Self Defense
5,000*
When Knights Were Bold
5,000*
LEE AND BRADFORD
Branded (Josephine Earle)
????
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle).... ????
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle) ????
Cloudburst (Bombardier Billy Wells)
????
The Unconquered Woman (Rubye de Remer) ????
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
????
Determination (All Star Cast)
10,000
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The Call from the Wild (Frankie Lee and
Laddie)
TheHighland
Able Minded
Lady (Henry B. Walthall) 5.000*
????
The Girl From Rocky Point (Ora Carew) . . . ????
The Forest
King (Reed
Chapman and Lil- ????
lian
Hall)
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Soul of Man, The (William Nigh and Manurine Powers)
7,000*
Welcome tq Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle) . . 5,000*
Mr. Single (Maclyn Arbuckle)
5,000*
Mr. Potter of Texas (Maclyn Arbuckle) 6.000*
Trail of the Law (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
Man Who Paid, The (Wilfred Lytell) 5,000*
Wolf's Fang, The (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawlinson) . . 6,000*
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton)
6,000*
Soul
and Body
Dangerous
Love (Anne
(Pete Luther)
Morrison and Carol 6,000*
HoUoway)
5,000*
JOSEPH
MOORE AND EILEEN SEDGEWTCK SERIES
Problem Eternal
5,000*
False Brands
5,000*
The
Wolf
Pack
5,000*
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG SERIES
The Rise of Susan
5,000*
Marriage a la Carte
5.00O*
Yellow Passport
5,000*
Feast of Life
5,000*
ROMAYNE SUPERFILM CO.
The Toreador (Bull Fight)
3,600
Rigoletto
6,000*
SECOND NAT'L PICTURES CORP.
David and Jonathan
4,800
Her Story
5,000*
The Night Riders
5,000*
Brenda's Heritage
5,000'
W. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS, INC.
FARNUM,
HART, FORD SERIES
So This Is HAMILTON,
Arizona
5,982
White Masks, The
4,922
Angel Citizens, The
4,826
WM. STEINER PRODUCTIONS
(Neal Hart Series)
Tangled Trails
5,000*
Rangeland
5,000*
Lure of Gold
5,000*
The Heart of a Texan
5,000*
West of the Pecos
5,000*
Table Top Ranch
5,000*
STOREY PICTURES. INC.
SHADOWLAND
SCREEN REVIEW— Every Two
Weeks
BURLESQUE PHOTOPLAYS (With Elsie Davenport)— Every
Month.
No Darn
Yeates
2 reels
Hamomlet
2 reels
Salami
2 reels
Let Her Rip Van Winkle
2 reels
TRUART FILM CORPORATION
Burlingham Adventure Series (each) 1 reel
WARNER BROS.
Why
Girls
Leave
Home
????
Parted Curtains
????
Ashamed of Parents
????
School Days (Wesley Barry)
????
Your Best Friend (Vera Gordon)
????
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch (Alene Ray)
5,000*
West of the Rio Grande (Alene Ray)
5,000*
NEW SERIES
Partners of the Sunset (Alene Ray)
5,000*
Lady Luck (Alene Ray)
5,000*

SHORT

SUBJECTS

ADVENTURES OF T. S. S. CORP.
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln) 15 Episodes
ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
Iris Comedies (Little Napoleon)
2 reels
Crescent Comedies (Jack Richardson) 2 reels
The Movie Stars' Stampede (Novelty) 2 reels
ARROW FILM CORP.
SERIALS
Thunderbolt Jack
15 Episodes
The Blue Fox
15 Episodes
Nan of the North
15 Episodes
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES
(18)
1 reel
BROADWAY COMEDIES
(14)
2 reels
CRUELWED COMEDIES (12)
2 reels
SPEED COMEDIES (12)
2 reels
MIRTHQUAKE COMEDIES (14)
2 reels
SPORT PICTORIAL (26)
l reel
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
(Distributed by Goldwyn)
Sport Review Releases
1 reel
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
SPUR SERIES (10 Western)
2 reels
CHARLEY CARTOONS (6 Comedies)
1 reel
AYWON FILM CORP.
HARREY CAREY— 15 Westerns (each) 2 reels
FRANKLIN
FARNUM— 12 Westerns 2 reels
JOY COMEDIES— 6
(each) 2 reels
HELEN HOLMES— 22 Railroad Dramas.. 2 reels
MARY PICKFORD REVIVALS
2 reels
CLARION PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
(Released by Weiss Bros.)
The Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half
1,475
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS (Bi-Monthly) 2 reels
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS
(Bi-Monthly).... 1 reel
CARNIVAL
COMEDIES
2 reels
SUNRISE COMEDIES
(Billy West) 26
comedies
2 reels
DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
WESTERN STARi DRAMAS (Two Reels)
EXPORT AND IMPORT
SERIAL
The Jungle Goddess (Elinore Field and
Truman Van Dyke)
15 Episodes
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
CHESTER COMEDIES (2 reels each)
JOE ROCK COMEDIES (1 reel each)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (1 reel each)
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
SERIALS
Miracles of the Jungle
15 Episodes
HORIZON PICTURES, INC.
Norma Talmadge Reissues (14) (each) 2 reels
KINETO CO. OF AMERICA
(Released through State Rights Exchange)
Wonders of the World
(2 series)
First Series from No. 1 to No. 26 (each) . . 1 reel
Second Series from No. 27 to 52 (each) 1 reel
Kineto Reviews
1 reel
LEE AND BRADFORD
Squirrel Comedies (Series of Six)
????
McGOVERN & EGLER
SHORTY HAMILTON SERIES
The Runt
2,000*
Pep
2,000*
Let-'er-Go
Gallagher
2,000*
Pony Boy
2,000'
Grit
2,000*
Ride 'Em Cowboy
2,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
FOLLY COMEDIES
1 reel
NEWSPAPER STORIES
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-Month) .... 2 reels
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
IRVING CUMMINGS SERIES
Patsy's Jim
2 reels
Corporal Jim's Ward
2 reels
Rope's
End,
The
False Trail, The
22 reels
reels
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
TONY SARG'S ALMANAC (Series of 12) 1 reel
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Across

the

Continent

Paramount Photoplay in Five Parts. Story and
Scenario by Byron Morgan. Director, Philip
E. Rosen. Cameraman, C. E. Schoenbaum.
Running Time, Fifty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jimmy Dent, Wallace Eeid ; Louise Fowler, Mary MacLareu ; John Dent,
Theodore Roberts ; Lorraine Tyler, Betty Francisco ; Dutton Tyler, Walter Long ;
Scott T>ler, Lucien Littlefleld ; Art Poget, Jacl; Herbert; 'Xbni Brvce, Sidney
D'AUbrook.
John Dent is a manufacturer of automobiles, turning out a cheap but effective
brand] of car. His business rival is Dutton Tyler, who puts high-priced roadsters
on
is rather emplo.vee
ashamed who
of thecanDent
whentliehismarket.
parent Dent's
orders s.on
that Jimmy
every company
affordcar a andcar rebels
must
invest
in
a
Dent.
Dent's
secretary,
Louise
Ifowler,
is
in
love
with
Jimmy.
Lorraine Tyler, daughter of Dutton Tyler, an accomplished flirt, induces Jimmy
to buyson.one But
of her
This brings
between
father
and
laterfather's
Jimmy costly
learns cars.
of a crooked
trick about
playeda break
by Tyler
In a transcontinental race where
the latter plotted
the -Dent entry'. Another
raceto
is
Jimmy
gives toDent
up wreck
hisis high-powered
agreesauto,
drivearranged
a Dent.andFrom
the voluntarily
start the smaller
outdistanced bycartheandbigger
but when heavy road going is encountered Jimmy whirls the Dent through in
front.
through
Tyler'sJjosagents.
Mojave,
overhearsHe agets
plotsafely
to block
Jimmya fireat started
a tunnelby near
Angeles.At She
leavesLouise
the
train
and
warns
her
sweetheart,
but
Jimmy
won't
take
her
caution
seriously.
His
mechanician is injured. Unknown to Jimmy, the girl dons the racing garments
takes drives
the mechanician's
The road jiist^
tunnel is blo<"ked, but Jimmy takes
aandchance,
the place.
railroad
gets
through and through
wins Louise
as
well astunnel
the race. ahead of a flying express trniu,
Score anotlier decisive
hit for Wallace Reid and
the automobile dram a.
This latest vehicle of
whirling wheels and hairbreadth escapes from sudden death is fully equal in
entertainment values to
the best of the Reid pictures exploited by Paramount in the past, wherein that popular star
drove cars "hell-bent-forelection," to utilize a racing p'h r a s e, confounded
his scheming foes and
won wives of surpassing
beauty and sporting glory
unlimited. The fact that
Across the Continent is
framed along familiar
lines doesn't in the least
detract from the picture's
virile appeal. There is
enough original stuff injected into the plot to
prevent any disgruntled
critic from labeling it as
"the same old thing."
Author Byron Morgan
possesses a positive genius
for putting new twists
into this kind of "thrill"
features which has not
failed him in the present
instance. Suspense reigns
supreme and bright comedy flashes brighten the
story delightfully. The
film is sure to find favor
with the majority of
movie fans and exhibitors
cannot afford to overlook
it.
Points of Appeal. — The
love interest is skilfully
worked out and developed, there are no end of exciting situations, the action never slackens and hero Jimmy Dent's rush
ahead of an express train through the railroad tunnel in his
faithful
registers as one of the most forceful "punch"
episodes flivver
ever filmed.
Cast. — Wallace Reid is always at his best in these "speed
driving" roles and his work in this picture while burning up
gasoline at a furious rate is sure to please his numerous admirers. Mary MacLaren is an attractive and alluring heroine
and excellent support is supplied by other members of the company.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The camera shots of the
desert, the wild dash through the tunnel and in fact every detail
of the race are wonderfully realistic, the night views are exquisite and better lighting could not be desired. The continuity
is smooth and swift action characterizes the production from
the first to the last reel.
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Her

Mad

Bargain

Louis B. Mayer Production.
National.

Scenario

Cameraman,
by Edwin

Robert

Carewe.

Released by First

by Josephine
B. Kurrla.

Quirk.

Directed

Length, 5,491 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Alice Lambert, Anita Stewart; Grant Lewis, Arthur Edmund Carew ; Mrs.
Henry Beresford, Helen Raymond ; Mrs. Gordon Howe, Adele Farrington ; Mrs.
Dunn, Margaret McWade ; Parsons, Percy Challenger ; David Leighton, Walter
McGrail ; Ruth Beresford, Gertrude Astor ; Monsieur Armand, George B. Williams;
Jerry Dunn, Jr., Ernest Butterworth ; Jerry Dunn, Sr., Will Badger.
Alice Lambert, at the death of her benefactress with whom she is making her
home,
is immediately
jealousy ofestablishment
Mrs. Beresford's
She obtains
work as a evicted
model inby a thedressmaking
and fromniecehereRuth.
she
starts- posing for a young artist. He makes advances towards her which she
objects to and in an effort to escape from him one day lands in the apartment of
a young sculptor by the name of David Leighton. She threatens to kill herself
but David makes her a proposition that he will insure her life for $75,000 and
give her $50,000 for her immediate use if she will guarantee to take her own
life one year from date. She enters into the mad bargain and later comes to
the studio to call on him. Their friendship ripens into love and all goes well
until David's aunt has Alice come to the house to meet his fiancee. She discovers
from Alice assuring
the girl to be Ruth. Shortly after this David receives a note
him that she will keep the bargain but for the rest of the time they must not
meet He goes in search of her and finally finds her in a hospital where she has
of a child her car has struck. Meanoffered some of her blood to save tlie life which
is autobiographical. David spies
while she has completed a successful novel
it should end.
which
in
way
the
solve
they
together
and
the book
"Her Mad Bargain,"
starring Anita Stewart is
interestingly done. The
plot, however, is based on
such a highly improbable
occurrence that the sooner
one stops trying to reason
the thing out, just so soon
will he begin to enjoy this
picture. The story from
the first is plainly one of
the inevitable sort wherein the model has no alternative but to wed the artist, but as we said before
it isn't so much the story
as how the story is told.
And Anita Stewart seems
to "say it with clothes"

Points of Appeal.— The
plus.
introduction of little Jerry
Dunn, the newsboy brings
in some sparkling subtitles and creates a new
and rather pleasant atmosphere which takes the
picture out of the staid
type of story that it starts
out to be. Miss Stewart's
gowns are numerous and
beautiful.
Cast. — Anita Stewart
portrays the character of
Alice Lambert effectively.
Walter McGrail has finalOther members of the
ly the chance to show himself as a hero,
cast render good support.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Good lighting prevails
throughout the picture. The sets are attractive and complete in
detail. The story is swift moving and continuity unbroken. Direction good.
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CAPITOL

Solo, "Concerto in D Minor"
Unit No. 1 — Piano
(Rubinstein).
Unit No. 2 — BIBLE' Picture, The Deluge (Sacred Film Co.).
Unit No. 3 — Divertissements, (a) vocal solo,
"Shadow Song" (Meyerbeer) ;
(b) dance. "Jewels of the Madonna" (Wolf -Ferrari).
Unit No. 4 — Capitol News.
Unit No. 5 — Overture, excerpts from "The
Merry
(Nicolai).Wives of Windsor"
Unit No. 6 — Lady Diana Manners in The
Glorioiis Adventure (Blackton).
Unit No. 7 — Organ RecitaIi.
Coming — John Barrymore in Sherlock Holmes.
Press Comments
World. — Film is a noteworthy piece of
work. The process by no means new. has
has been worked out in this picture so
that natural tints now and then lend great
beauty to objects and persons. American.
— If you like melodrama intense and unrestrained, with a historical background
and action in abundance, it will hit you
fairly between the eyes. The new process of color photography employed makes
every picture stand out like a holiday postcard, and there is enough violence of action to supply a serial. Times. — It is pure
melodrama, and is often less plausible
than melodrama should be. Also it seems
to take unlicensed liberties with history
sometimes. But its costumes, its characters and quite a little of its action,
especially that connected with the great
fire of London, make it entertaining.
Tribune. — It would have been a fine picture no matter what color it had been done
in. The story holds your interest every
moment and the scenes of the great London fire are more realistic than any we
ever saw, because, of course, flame colored
flames are more convincing than black and
white ones. Evening Mail. — It is a film
that every lover of motion pictures should
see, because it marks a milestone on the
path toward the goal, and it demonstrates
that color photography can be applied to
swift moving and vigorous action. Journal.— Lady Manners, a typical English
beauty, blonde and serene makes an interesting contrast to the American type of
"movie" heroine. Stately and unemotional, she plays the role of the harried
noblewoman in a manner that stirs respect rather than affection for the character.
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Press
York

Comments

Dailies

Vocalzetti).
Solo — Aria from "La Favorita" (DoniFeature — Wallace Reid in Across the Continent (Paramount).
Musical Novelty — "Forge in the Forest"
(Michaelis).
Comedy — The Little Rascal (Century).
Press Comments
Journal. — The race across the country
teems with thrills. Sun. — The Wallace
Reid pictures are becoming a stereotyped
sort, but they are none the less agreeable
to watch. They have a little melodrama
and a bit of romance closely interwoven.
Then too, they have their little dash of
hokum. This one is no exception to the
rule. Globe. — Purposely or not, this picture has elements which will appeal to
many classes, even though these elements
do not fuse into a good story. It would
seem to be fundamentally, the glorification
of the world's most common automobile
slightly disguised as to name and radiator.
And the applause that greeted it at the
Rivoli, proves the popularity of this appeal. Herald. — The photoplay tends to become repetitious as a topical news picture of a motor race. But every fliwer
owner will enjoy it, because mountains and
mud enable the tin chariot to win over
the more expensive cars. Tribune. — It is
a vastly interesting picture with a simple
story. You feel exactly as though you
had followed the hero all across the continent. World. — It is rather slow in
getting into its stride, but once it does,
there are thrills and amusement aplenty.
Go twenty minutes after the reel has begun turning and you will be in for a good
time.
CRITERION
Overture — "Panamericana" (Herbert) .
Criterion Magazine.
Vocal, Solo — "Mighty Lak' a Rose" (Nevins).
Short Subject — The Resident Patient (Alexander Film Corporation).
Musical Number — "Eccentric Fox Trot."
Feature — Owen Moore in Reported Missinft
(Selznick).
Press Comments

Times. — It gives the impression, every
once in a while, that it is about to become
an earnest melodrama, and occasionally
there istic
is' anpropaganda
unpleasant
of jingoaboutsuggestion
it, but these
are
only momentary checks to the irresistible
onrush of its horseplay. And this is good
because the rough stuff is funny. There is
riotous merriment
the aunties costumes.
of Owen
Moore
in variousin ridiculous
Mail. — At the outset, it is stated that the
feature had but one purpose, to entertain,
regardless of plot or anything else. Let it
be said here and now, that as an entertainment, it is a howling success. For
sheer foolery and rollicking comedy this
RIVOLI
film is a gem. When you are not chuckling
at its amusing absurdities you are inOverture — "Orpheus in the Underworld"
terested by its genuine thrills. And these
f enbach ) .
thrills
have been attached to the ludicrous
Voice of Gladness (Post Nature Picture).
so skilfully that one almost forgets the
Dance — "Carneval" (Schumann).
(Of- real chances which the players took.
RiVOLI PiCTORIAIi.

Herald. — If the spectator takes Reported
ihissing for just high geared swiftly moving satire on current celluloid melodramas,
then he will laugh himself into spasms.
Telegram. — The feature misses nothing
when it somes to entertainment. There
may be doubt as to just what the plot is,
but the audience doesn't care when the
central theme comes to the surface again.
RIALTO
Overture — "Sixth Hungarian Rhapsody"
(Liszt).
RiALTo
Magazine.
Vocal Solo — "Tommy Lad" (Margetson).
Feature — Thomas Meighan in The Bachelor
Daddy (Paramount).
Dance Number — -"Pasquinade" (Gottschalk) .
Comedy — Mosquito.
Press Comments
American. — Young men contemplating
matrimony may advisedly take a lesson
from this film as it points the way through
an entanglement of strange, amusing and
distracting troubles and trials that ultimately turn into a delightful romance.
Mail. — This picture has a decidedly obvious
plot and yet it is interesting none the less
and guaranteed not to bore the spectator,
first of all, of course, because Tom
Meighan is playing the leading role.
Herald. — Usually multiplying the humorous elements in a story doesn't multiply
the humor, but in this case, increasing the
number of the Meighan youngsters by five
has developed the comedy more than tenfold. Children and dogs are always the
great mainstays among the sure fire props
of movie
producers.
Sun.that
— It's
almost
an
axiom
in moving
pictures
when
a little
child is brought in to a film, it brings a
dash of hokum with it. For some reason
or other children hardly ever aj)pear to be
real on the screen, consequently, when there
are five children used in one film, you can
expect that the film will contain at least
five times as much hokum as usual. So we
would advise Mr. Meighan to let the kids
go as soon as possible and get into some
other sort of pictures.
CENTRAL
Feature — My Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid).
Press Comments
Telegram. — 'Lovers of horse racing
stories as well as lovers in the true sense
of the word, will enjoy seeing it. Taking
the picture by and large, it is well balanced— acting and story, and permits one
leaving the theatre without that feeling of
having been "flimfiamed" out of the price,
as one spectator put it. Sun. — It is a
fairly savory example of Southern cookery
on the screen. Any producer who chooses
this portion of the Southland for his locale
can hardly go wrong. Herald. — It is just
the kind of homey bit of sentiment that
might be expected from the famous song —
and yes, there were race horses in it in
order to utilize to the full the localization
in the Blue Grass State.
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Announcement
Exhibitors Trade Review
takes pleasure in announcing that
C. S. Mills, who has been connected with business and trade
papers for a period of eight years
past, has been appointed business and advertising manager of
this publication.
Prior to his entry into the trade
paper field, Mr. Mills had extensive experience in the editorial
and advertising departments of
several newspapers of national
reputation. Subsequently, he was
associated with various publications of the Class Journal Company, and he comes to Exhibitors
Trade Review splendidly equipped
for his new work in the motion
picture industry.
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the exhibitor. We have fought the good fight to build and maintain exhibitor organization. We shall never desert that policy.
We are not and never will be subsidized or influenced by producer
or distributor interests. Not a dollar of our stock is owned or
ever will be owned by them. Our interests are in common with
the interests of exhibitors, and we are as vitall}^ concerned about
the success of exhibitor organization as they are.
That statement ought to be plain enough for anybody. Well,
suppose every exhibitor stops a moment and asks himself a few
questions.
Who was it that started all the sorry mess that your association finds itself in ?
Why was it done ? Was it done for the good of the organization or the industry
as a whole? Why is it that one man is moving heaven and earth to hold on to the
job of President of the M. P. T. O. A. and ruthlessly abusing any man unwilling
to do his imperial bidding? Why is it that the men who have known him longest,
have deserted him? Bring the point nearer home: why is it that Exhibitors
Trade Review, which once supported this man's policies and fought for them, is
now tmalterably opposed to him ?
The answer is easy : it's because this man does not inspire confidence and
co-operation. He has been unmasked, and stands revealed as a destroyer, a man
of ruthless personal ambition, with no sense of the welfare of the industry as a
Avhole and a besmircher of reputations.
We have all reached a point where we will no longer be kidded and jollied
and promised and coerced into doing only those things that are for the personal benefit of this man — because we know that the best interests of exhibitor organization are being bartered away and the constructive work that must
be done for the industry is compelled to wait while this self-ordained Czar
runs amuck on his career of destruction.
This industry is too big to tolerate in high position a man who turns out
to be a cowardly defamer of reputations, and then fails to put in an appearance
to substantiate his so-called charges.
^^'e resent — and we believe all those of real manhood will resent when they
have the full facts — that this man. after deliberately instigating the charges that
came out of the Rochester association, failed to show up at the Albany meeting
to confront those whom he had so unjustly accused. That was a plea in avoidance
if it wasn't a confession in avoidance. This cowardly act was made still worse
by the fact that at the very time when he should have been at Albany, he was in
Philadelphia trying to stir up still further disruption of the organization he
pretends he wants to preserve.
We resent the fact that when the Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce
meeting was adjourned to meet the personal convenience of this man, he failed
to appear, but piled insult on insult by engaging in a game of handball during
the very hours when Senator Walker and other good men and true were giving
the best in them to preserve exhibitor organization.
We resent the fact that this man one day extends the hand of co-operation
to Will Hays and immediately thereafter, by underhand means, attempts to do
all within his power to injure the standing of Mr. Hays and by cowardly acts
closes the door to confidence and co-operation.
We resent the fact that this man stands before the exhibitors of the country
and with soft words assures them of his great love for them, only to speak of
them, in the next breath, in uncomplimentary terms.
In times of crisis, the true character of men is mercilessly laid bare. This
man's true nature has been revealed within the past few weeks and the spotlight
is beating with full force upon it.
All right. What's the answer?
What must be done?
In our opinion there is but one thing to do and that is : forget the personal
and political ambitions of this man and proceed to the election of a man who
is clean and honest and able ; such a man as will command respect in the entire industry; such a man as will command respect when representing you
before the Legislature of any state or the Congress at Washington; such a
man as will command the respect of the decent people of the country.
If you do this, you may be sure your organization will go forward. If
you do not, you may as well make up your mind now that it will go to smash.
In your own exhibitor ranks, there are doubtless men who possess these
qualifications. Nevertheless, they cannot devote their entire time to the work
— and it's a big job if properly handled. Therefore, many exhibitors are of the
opinion that a big man from outside the industry should be drafted.
If Senator Walker could be induced to accept, it is our thought that that
step by all means ought to be taken. If he will not accept, then, the exhibitors
assembled at Washington have before them the problem of drafting another
man of his ability and character. Not until that is done will the organization
be safe.
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of

Walker
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has been repudiated by his own State. His
COHEN
SYDNEY
eleventh hour attempt to wreck the state organization which
made him proved a complete failure as a result of the
of the Board of Directors of the Motion Picture Theatre
of New
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meeting
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the Rhode Island M. P. T. 0. and Irvin M. Salyerds, himself amember of the Rochester unit.
But that wasn't all. In defense of the two men who
were forced to undergo the humiliation and distress of
the situation Cohen had trumped up for political reasons, appeared the brilliant, fighting, "dishonorably discharged" National Counsel of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America — Senator James J. Walker.
Walker Exposes Cohen's Perfidy
The Senator, in merciless fashion, again laid bare
the Cohen perfidy. The exhibitors present at the historic Albany meeting listened to the story. They were
convinced of its truth — as who would not be? And
toward the end of a five-hour session they added their
voice to the swelling chorus of confidence in and enthusiastic approval of Senator Walker.
It would have been easy for the Senator then and
there to be placed in nomination for the Presidency of
the national organization. But again, as on many
previous occasions, he made it very clear that he was
not a candidate; and, further, that after his task at
Washington was accomplished and after he had disposed of the unfinished legal duties that bound him to
the New York exhibitors, he would be through forever.
But as a token of their esteem and regard the theatre
owners of the Empire State passed a resolution — and
passed it unanimously — officially inviting the Senator
to go with their delegation to Washington, sit with
them, counsel with them.
The lesson of the Albany meeting was nation wide
in scope. It meant, in simple terms and stripped of all
other considerations, that Sydney Cohen, whose anxiety
to retain the office of national president, has caused
him to resort to methods that have wrought injury to
the whole industry, would enter the convention at
Washington with his own state solid against him.
The Canard About Walker
That great outstanding fact had another as its counterpart, scarcely less significant: Senator Walker,
with dramatic emphasis and in words that carried absolute conviction to those present, exploded the canard
that he was "the producers' candidate" for the M. P.
T. O. A. Presidency.
He reviewed the history of the
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organization. He showed who had done the real fighting for it. He defied anybody to find where he had
sold out to anybody in any situation during thirteen
years of public life. And then he demanded to know
how anybody could "deliver" the exhibitors' organization to the producers. Did he own the theatres ? Did
he have power of attorney from the exhibitors of the
country to do what he pleased with them? Why was
it that he was accused of selling out to the producers
now — when he had nothing to sell? What about the
time when Famous Players and First National were
under attack, when the Senator might be presumed by
some people to have something to sell out for? Had
he betrayed the exhibitors then ? No. Then how absurd the Cohen-inspired charge that he had sold out
now when it was obvious that he who had received his
"dishonorable discharge" could not be said by any
twisting of the facts to have anything to sell out for.
The Albany meeting got under way at 1 :30 o'clock on
Wednesday afternoon. A large delegation of New York
City exhibitors was present, bearing to the Board of
Directors of the state unit a resolution, unanimously
adopted by the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
on Tuesday, condemning the attack on Messrs. Berman
and O'Reilly.
Besides the two falsely accused men, the following
members of the State Board were present at Albany :
Dave Cohen, Binghamton; Samuel Sheer, Corona;
Samuel Peyser, Staten Island; Walter Hayes, Buffalo;
Leo Brecher, New York; W. H. Linton, Little Falls;
Louis Buettner, Cohoes ; Jules Michaels, Buffalo ; Rudolph Sanders, Brooklyn; Joseph Quittner, Middletown ; Bernard Edelhertz, New York ; Jules Greenstone,
Rochester ; William A. Dillon, Ithaca ; Samuel Suckno,
Albany; V. A. Warren, Massina; A. A. Elliott, Hudson;
Charles Steiner, New York.
The following Board members were absent: Howard Smith, Buffalo ; Frank Koch, Rochester, and Nathan
Robbins, Utica.
Other exhibitors present were John Walker, Schenectady; William A. Landau, New York; William Brandt,
Brooklyn; Samuel Moross, New York; William McCarty, Hoosic Falls; William Benton, Saratoga; G. A.
Roberts, Albany; Uly S. Hill, Albany; Morris Silverman, Schenectady, and a number of others.
Cohen Precipitated Crisis

Resolution

of Exoneration

The following resolution, presented by Jules
Michaels of Buffalo to the Board of Directors of
the New York State Motion Picture Theatre Owners near the close of the Albany meeting, was
passed unanimously:
Whereas, Mr. Jules Greenstone, representing
Rochester exhibitors, has stated that alleged
charges against Charles L. O'Reilly and Samuel
I. Berman were influenced by statements made to
them by Sydney S. Cohen, Irvin Salyerds and Edward Fay; and
Whereas, the records of the organization and
evidence submitted to this Board of Directors
prove these alleged charges to be false and without foundation, therefore be it
Resolved, that these charges are dismissed ; and
be it further
Resolved, that this Board express its unqualified
and whole-hearted confidence in President
O'Reilly and Secretary Berman and express to
them its regret for the reflection unjustly cast
upon them; and be it further
Resolved, that this resolution be brought to the
attention of the National Convention.

In opening the meeting President O'Reilly, after
stating the order of procedure, read the minutes of the
meeting of the Board held Tuesday, April 25, in New
York City. The document showed that the meeting
had been precipitated by the crisis over the dismissal
of Senator Walker and the statements emanating from
National Headquarters. Irvin Salyerds and William
Caliban, of Rochester, had sent a wire about the
Rochester situation, and Salyerds afterward admitted
that the purpose was to call a rump convention at
Rochester. The Board unanimously condemned the
dismissal of the Senator, voted to retain him as state
counsel, and also condemned the action of Salyerds.
At the evening meeting, the minutes showed, Svdney
Cohen, W. A. True of Connecticut, E. M. Fay of Rhode
Island and Salyerds were present. Cohen's offer to
repudiate Senator Walker's dismissal was taken up.
As previously told in Exhibitors Trade Review, a committee was appointed to receive from Cohen the following morning the letter of repudiation and convey it
to the Senator. The Senator refused to accept it, and
went through with the plan to deliver his message in
answer to Cohen at the T. 0. C. C. meeting, at which
Cohen failed to appear.
It was further brought out that Mr. Greenstone,
according to the minutes, had called the dismissal of
the Senator unfortunate and favored its repudiation.
The financial situation of the state organization was
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gone into and thoroughly approved by
the Board. Cohen was present when
this was done. He agreed to send
over to the state headquarters five
hundred dollars in dues owing from
his theatres, and also to send checks
from the Rialto and Rivoli theatres,
New York, which had gone to him
direct, but failed subsequently to do
so.
Upon motion of Mr. Michaels, the
minutes were approved. Mr. Linton,
state treasurer, then raised a question
about whether national headquarters
should credit the state unit with a
five-cent seat tax on its national
quota. Mr. Buettner objected to the
tax being credited in payment of the
quota and thought it ought to be confined to dues. Mr. Brecher, Mr.
Steiner, Mr. Edelhertz and Mr. Berman participated in the discussion,
which closed amicably with understanding on all sides.
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At this point, he turned the gavel
over to Vice-President Dillon, and
Senator Walker arose. "I am reluctant to appear here," he said, "but
I am here in behalf of O'Reilly and
Berman. To expedite the procedure
I respectfully request that you call
for Carr and the three signers of the
Rochester resolution." The chair
called for them. There was no
answer.
Mr. Mclnerney stated that he appeared for Mr. Greenstone and the
others, and the Senator then said:
"That means they have accepted service," to which Mr. Mclnerney agreed.
"Then," said the Senator, "I call upon
these men to produce proof to substantiate the charges."
The Rochester
counsel launched inSENATOR JAMES J. WALKER
to an argument that the New York
Mr. O'Reilly then reviewed the inState organization was unincorpocidents which had led up to the Albany meeting. He
rated, while the Rochester unit was, hence there was
read a telegram from Mr. Greenstone to himself to
no legal meeting-ground.
the effect that the Rochester exhibitors had indorsed
The first bombshell was then exploded. Mr. McCohen and called for the resignation of himself and
lnerney declared that the Rochester exhibitors had
Mr. Berman.
no original information upon which to base the charges.
He then read a telegram sent to every officer and all
"Sydney Cohen was the informant of these men, as
the state directors calling the Albany meeting; prewere
also Fay and Salyerds," he said.
sented a letter from Mr. Michaels introducing the
Pointing out that Cohen and Fay were in Philadelphia
Rochester communication containing the charges ; a
and had failed to come to Albany, Mr. Mclnerney asked
letter from Mr. Michaels to the Rochester organization
exhibitors couldn't
Rochesterthem.
the without
because
adjournment the
saying he would present the resolution to the State
substantiate
charges
Board ; and a letter from M. F. Carr, the Rochester secWalker Combats Adjournment
retary, to Mr. Michaels, as chairman of the State Executive Committee, asking for action on the charges.
Senator Walker combated this argument and brushed
Mr. O'Reilly turned to a reading of the charges themof jursdiction. "I never heard of
selves. They were signed by three members of the
aaside
man the
who question
made charges and yet had to be consulted
Rochester unit, George Caffrey, Cass Stahley and Wilas to the time when he would substantiate them," said
the Senator. "Were they serious in these charges?
liam Caliban, and alleged that Mr. O'Reilly had permitted Mr. Berman to tour the country in the interest
Why didn't they come here ? The men who signed the
Rochester resolution disavow it. But how are you exof Senator Walker's "candidacy" ; that the state headquarters had not paid the seat tax quota to national
hibitors going to characterize the charge made by the
National President? If the National President can
headquarters; that Messrs. Berman and O'Reilly had
make by indirection and subterfuge disgraceful charges
been "disloyal" to Cohen; and that certain reports had
not been made by them and certain cash receipts not
against Charlie O'Reilly and Sam Berman, how are you
turned over to the State Treasurer. The resolution
going to characterize his action?
"Is Philadelphia so weak that the National President
went on to propose that Messrs. Berman and O'Reilly
be removed and A. A. Elhott be appointed President.
must
there while
suffers?"
The goSenator
then your
read State
from President
a statement
sent out
Mr. O'Reilly brought out the fact that he had sent a
letter to Cohen telling him to be present at the Albany
by Cohen
under dateofofNew
May York
1 to the
and executive committeemen
Stateofficers
in which
Cohen
meeting and submit proof of the alleged disloyalty.
claimed
that
the
Rochester
resolution
was
not of his
Similar letters had also been sent to Messrs. Carr, Calihan, Caffrey, Stahley.
making. "But counsel for Rochester has named Sydney
Cohen as one of the informants," the Senator declared.
O'Reilly Scores Defamers
"Are you going to let your industry be carried to
Mr. Carr sent a telegram saying the committee which
the public in the guise of deceit," shouted the Senator.
signed the resolution would be unable to be present.
"If a local organization refuses to recognize the jurisdiction of the State, then the State can say the same to
Mr. O'Reilly replied by wire that the only future date
the
national
organization. No man who makes such
on which Carr's records and proof would be needed
charges should plead lack of jurisdiction.
would be in a court of justice. Mr. Greenstone and Mr.
"This thing has taken on the phase of a joke, but
Koch sent a joint wire saying they couldn't be present,
but Mr. Greenstone afterward changed his mind and
you can't afford to be made a joke of. Certain blue
law advocates would be happy to learn of this situation,
was present. Mr. O'Reilly assured Mr. Koch by wire
and these two men will be held up as samples of motion
that he would bring his defamers to justice.
picture theatre owners. I have confidence enough in
In convincing terms, Mr. O'Reilly scored the maligners of his good name, told of his work for the orthis organization to believe that you're too big to be
ganization and declared the attack on his character
laughed into derision. You must indicate to the public
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Cohen's Czarlike Methods Revea]
AN important statement was made public this week by
E. T. Peter, of New York, Member of the Board of
Directors of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, answering what Mr. Peter termed a false statement about himself which appeared in the Exhibitors Bulletin,
issued from the
Sydney
Cohen's was
officean last
Accompanying
statement
openweek.
letter to Mr.
Cohen from Mr. Peter. It follows:
"Dear Sir:
"In 'Exhibitors'
by your
there
appeared an article Bulletin,'
about me issued
in which
amongoffice,
other
things
there is said: 'It was only a few months ago that Mr. Peter
wrote me from Texas stating that he lost all his theatre
holdings and appealing for assistance. I brought him to
New York and he was made manager of the "Movie Chats"
Department. Where his expenses came from on this Southern trip is a question.'
"This statement is, as you know better than anyone else,
false and no doubt purposely designed to mislead theatre
owners for your own personal benefit.
"A statement such as this coming from you does not surprise me at all. It simply serves to confirm the opinion that
i have formed cf you during the past six months while I
have
ment. been in your office as Manager of 'Movie Chats' Depart"With an apparent intention to cast reflection upon me,
you say, 'Where his expenses came from on this Southern
trip is a question.' May I ask you who is paying the expenses of your political campaign for your re-election as
President, such as the hundreds of long-winded telegrams
to over one hundred and fifty executives, national and state,
expensive Icng-dilstance telephones, bulletins to fifteen thousand exhibitors, postage, salaries for help, railroad fares
for your campaign employees and many other items? I am
sure that the members of Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of The
America
would follows:
be interested in your answer."
statement
"Fellow Exhibitors:
"In 'Exhibitors' Bulletin' of April 29, Sydney S. Cohen
made against me certain charges, which are mentioned in
the above letter. It is therefore incumbent upon me to
make known to you certain facts:
"On August 27th, of last year, Mr. Cohen wrote me to
Texas that he was negotiating for the organization with
Mr. Charles
a dealbe regarding
Chats.' He
felt
that my Urban
servicesfor could
utilized to'Movie
the advantage
of
the organization. This matter was discussed between us
before, at which time it was agreed that if he ever needed
me for that purpose I should answer the call immediately.
"It took
about sixty
t'o disposeof ofallmymythree
theatres. By me
November
1st I days
had disposed
holdings
except half interest in one of my theatres. I left this in
charge of my partner and came to New York, paying my
own expenses, to see what was being done cn the proposition of 'Movie Chats.'
"Negotiations
wereI was
just about
arrived
in New York, and
asked toby beMr.closed
Cohenwhento Iaffix
my
signature to the contract between Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America and Charles Urban.
"After the deal was consummated. I was asked by Mr.
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of E. T. Peter

Cohen to make a trip to the Southern States in the interests
of the organization, w^hich I gladly did.
"At Charlotte, North Carolina, the last week in November, Imet Mr. Cohen at the convention. There he informed
me that he had already rented two rooms for me to handle
'Movie Chats' and asked me to return to Texas, make my
final arrangements to move to New York and take full
charge
Chats.'of December, after breaking up my
"Aboutof 'Movie
the middle
home in Dallas, placing my property in the hands of an
agent, I returned to New York and reported to Mr. Cohen
that I was ready to assume my duties. But to my surprise,
Mr. Cohen, for reasons best known to himself, stalled me
for several weeks, finally telling me that he would not put
me to work, giving me no reason whatever for his change of
heart. I was then engaged at once by Mr. H. Shephard, one
of Mr. Urban's executives. What salary I have drawn while
in
capacity
of Manager
of 'Movie
Mr.theCharles
Urban,
not by Mr.
Cohen. Chats' was paid me by
"I have served the organization faithfully by handling
'Movie Chats' to the best of my ability, until two weeks ago,
when I was compelled to resign rather than be coerced into
declaring political allegiance to Mr. Cohen; I could not see
my way clear to support him for re-election, because I feel
that his re-election would be a calamity.
my relations
'Movie Chats'
I decidedto
to "After
make asevering
trip to Dallas,
where with
my presence
was needed
adjust some matters between my agent and some of my
tenants. On my way to Dallas I stopped over to see some
of my personal exhibitor friends and discuss with them matters pertaining to the good of the organization. But Mr.
Cohen, who trembles lest he lose the Presidential Chair,
grasped this opportunity to misrepresent my motives and
malign me.
"Personally I pay no attention whatever to Mr. Cohen's
propaganda against me and all these who have been his
loyal friends and supporters, but to the members of Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America I may be permitted to
say this: After serving as treasurer for one year and director for another year, and having had a wonderful opportunity of seeing how Mr. Cohen works I have come to the
conclusion that if we, the theatre owners, feel that we need
him to head our organisation any longer it is absolutely a
waste cf time and money for us to hold a five-day convention.
There is only one thing to do: let us elect him for life and
change his title from President to Czar. There is no earthly
use to pass resolutions, as he has proved that he ignores
any instructions given him at conventions. There is no use
to adopt a constitution and by-laws, as he has worked to
his own satisfaction for two years without the use of such
instruments. There is no sense in electing a flock of VicePresidents, several Secretaries, a Treasurer, a Board of
Directors, or an executive committee, as he does not let them
function. They are all mere figureheads; he is the organization, as he has so expressed himself. In this case all that
he could need is a self-selected cabinet consisting of a couple
of 'yes' men, a band leader, a 'flunkie' and a Court Jester.
"(Signed) E. T. PETER,
"Member Board of Directors, Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America.''

that while there are a few derehcts in this industry,
the great majority possess tact, standing and business
capacity.
Even Czar of Russia Fell
"You've got to establish a precedent that will command respect. You've got to set a standard on character and business ability. When a man has been
faithful — as these two men have been — you've got to
send out . the message that no man can be maligned
without his defender in the M. P. T. 0. A. The meanest felon can compel his accuser to face him.
"No man is so mighty that he may make a damaging
charge and then laugh it off because of previous engagements. Even the Czar of all the Russias fell," the
Senator declared with great emphasis and the crowd
cheered.
"These men are here ready to meet the charges. All
they ask is that they have the opportunity. The man
you have honored as your State president is forced

to come here as a common felon only to be told that
somebody had to go to Philadelphia, and somebody else
to Washington. What is there that can happen in
Washington that will compensate for the loss of one
reputation ?
"If the reverse were true — if the charges were
against Cohen, would Philadelphia and Washington
keep him away? Has anybody here evidence of disloyalty and malfeasance? I say, call them."
Mr. Hayes of Buffalo interposed to say that a meeting had been called in Rochester Saturday and Hayes
asked the Rochester exhibitors to substantiate the
charges. The allegation was made that Rochester had
sent $800 direct to State headquarters and Treasurer
Linton stated he could find no trace of it and could get
no hearing with Messrs. O'Reilly and Berman about it.
Mr. Michaels took the floor and declared these remarks out of order.
"Shall we proceed with the charges?" he asked. "Pm
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not going to Washington with any gloom hanging over
this organization."
Mr. Edelhertz of New York took the floor, and characterized the proceeding as the most shameful he had
ever witnessed. "There is no charge against these men
except a reckless statement," he declared. He paid
his respects to the Rochester accusers
in no uncertain
terms.
To this Mr. Mclnerney rephed that he wouldn't sit
by and see the Rochester men whipped across the back.
"I'm not saying these charges
he said. "I
came here with Mr. Greenstoneareto true,"
tell you on what
source of information we rely [referring to Cohen]."
When

TRADE

Tail Wags the Dog

Senator Walker paid Mr. Mclnerney a compliment
on his fighting attitude, and with reference to McInerney's statement about wrecking the organization,
the Senator said : "I know a good way to wreck it —
by letting the tail wag the dog. You talk about a
scarcity of constitutions. Well, the State organization
has adopted one and referred it to a committee, but
the national organization hasn't any constitution at all."
Referring again to the failure of the men responsible
for the charges to appear, Senator Walker declared:
"The man who makes a charge and fails to face it is
automatically convicted. I like Mclnerney's coming
here as a friend. That's a habit with him. He knows
how empty the charges would be in court.
"But O'Reilly and Berman come here to their associates on a man to man basis. A man doesn't need a
constitution in his pocket to have a decent reputation.
He^s born with the right to that.
"You talk about disrupting the organization. Why,
the poor thing's sick now. I'll tell you who's wrecking
It: the feller who has the right to put the seal o^
the organization on his paper [referring to Cohen].
"This association hasn't got so many friends throughout the country that it can afford to lose one.

Should Have Forced Cohen to Come

"I can understand the Rochester organization taking
the word of their Nationa
l President. Didn't these men
have the right to think that a man who was National
President was a person of honor? There's no legal excuse for their failure to come here, but I say there's
natural tendency to take the word of the Nationala
President. But they should have insisted that the National President come here; they should have forced
him.
"Is the National organization to be represented by
men
who by submarine methods will send a shell
through somebody else's gun to strike down Berman
and O'Reilly? You can't afford to have standard bearers who put the poison into others to spread."
Mr. Michaels again urged that the vote be taken on
whether to proceed with the charges. The roll was
called and the motion passed unanimously.
Senator Walker then called for any formal or informal charges. Mr. Mclnerney submitted the letter
Cohen had sent out this week to the officials of the
New York State organization and a copy of Cohen's
"Exhibitors' Bulletin," dated April 29, 1922, containing an editorial headed "A Call to Arms." Attached
to the Cohen letter were certain other letters and telegrams bearing on the controversy.
These exhibits were handed to the stenographer and
marked for record.
No further evidence could be supplied because of the
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absence of Cohen, Fay and Salyerds. In a running
cross-examination of Mr. Mclnerney, Senator Walker
brought out that that there was nothing else except a
conversation between Mr. Linton and Mr. Caliban
about alleged discrepancies in the books. Mr. Greenstone added that there was talk of a telegram from
Berman to Adolph Zukor.
The Senator then asked leave for Mr. O'Reilly to
take up financial questions.
Clear Up Item of $800
The State president told in detail the bookkeeping
methods used at State headquarters and said that his
office had the constant services of a certified accountant. The accountant was present and willing to swear
to the accuracy of the books.
The eight-hundred-dollar item was then completely
cleared up by Mr. O'Reilly. He showed that Mr. Linton
had received it as part of a larger amount and produced
the records to prove it.
Mr. Linton, having been set straight on this matter,
said he did say he had been unable at times to meet
Messrs. O'Reilly and Berman in conference, but that
was no excuse for bringing charges against them.
Mr. Steiner moved complete exoneration of Berman
and O'Reilly and condemnation of all those connected
with the circulation of the charges. Senator Walker
asked him to hold off for a moment. "Can't you see
these men are gladly submitting proof?" he asked.
"We don't want any doubt in the future."
Mr. Steiner rejoined that Mr. O'Reilly had already
submitted a certified report at last week's meeting of
the
Board, that
and thethecharge
Boardabout
had the
O.K.'d
"Linton's
statement
$800 it.
is unfounded
is all we want," he declared.
Senator Walker turned to a discussion of the larger
phases of the situation and took up the "disloyalty"
charge. "I find the only real charges against Berman
and O'Reilly are the sins and shortcomings of Walker,"
he began. "We're entitled to a bigger forum. But we
are sitting here for the protection of the industry. The
makers of the charges say they depended on Cohen,
Fay and Salyerds and yet Cohen says the Rochester
resolution was not of his making. Who created this
question? I say Cohen did, and Cohen's regard for
truth
on the then
wane."
The isSenator
riddled the Cohen letter to the New
York State officials. He analyzed it paragraph by
paragraph,
ridiculing
"If he
wants harmony,
why Cohen's
does he "harmony"
send these claim.
false reports
"Does this 'Call to Arms' in the Exhibitors' Bulletin
broadcast?"
sound like harmony?"
Plays Handball, Avoids Football
Referring to Cohen's complaint that he (Cohen) had
been subjected to vitriolic abuse, the Senator denounced
in scathing language Cohen's failure to appear at the
T. 0. C. C. meeting to defend himself. "He had a
chance there," the Senator declared. "I understand he
was playing handball at the time. Well, that's a good
wayTheto Senator
avoid football."
then went deep into the history of the
M. P. T. O. A. He told of the great organization work
done by Messrs. Berman and O'Reilly and how Berman
had dropped a business arrangement to sell one of his
theatres for $18,000 to go on the road and preach the
Cohen message. When he returned, the chance to sell
the theatre was gone.
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"I can't remember the handsome face of Fay or the
blushing disposition of True at Cleveland," the Senator declared. "How was the national organization
sold to the exhibitors of the country? I'll tell you.
By the record of the New York state organization,
particularly in the matter of Sunday opening and
deposits."
Cleveland. He told of Mr. O'Reilly's great work at
Reviewing the various fights the organization had
conducted, especially the Dodge case, the Senator
proved that Cohen had always remained in the background and somebody else had done the fighting. "All
he
did
was
a lot of love letters to exhibitors,"
shouted Mr. write
Walker.
He then scored the canard that he was the "producers' candidate," as told previously.
Turning to the disloyalty charge, the Senator said:
"Suppose I suggest Cohen for President of the United
States, would President Harding take away my rights
of citizenship? Must a man be guillotined because he
suggests another man for President?
Cohen Has Been Unmasked
"There were some disloyal men at Yorktown — back
around 1776. At least King George said they were
disloyal. But they were the founders of this Republic.
I say if Berman and O'Reilly did this thing which
brings them here charged with disloyalty, they'd be
the Continental Army of the Motion Picture Republic."
This evoked tremendous applause.
"Is there a man in this room whom I told I wanted
to be a candidate for President of the M.P.T.O.A.?"
the Senator demanded. There was no answer. "Is
the man who was National Counsel for two and a half
years an imbecile or are these other fellows hopeless
mental defectives?"
The Senator then reviewed Cohen's various maneuvers concerning the repudiation of the Senator's dismissal, declaring that Cohen had been unmasked as a
hypocrite.
"Cohen ought to rehearse with True and Fay before
they
give toouttheanyfact
more
he asserted.
He
referred
thatstatements,"
what the Senator
had said
to Canon Chase at the Albany hearing last Winter
were words used in defense of the exhibitors, and now
Cohen was attempting to turn the words against him.
"I'm going to stop any man of that type sending himself along over my ruin," he said.
Mr. True's complaint that Senator Walker had
neglected the Connecticut exhibitors was literally torn
to pieces by the Senator. He showed that True wanted
Walker as a lawyer to pronounce the Connecticut tax
law unconstitutional. After careful study by Senator
Walker's
firm,unfortunate
the lawyersbutreached
the conclusion that
the law was
constitutional.
Senator Walker then covered a large part of the
ground he went over in his Chamber of Commerce
speech, arraigning Cohen's perfidy in scorching language. He destroyed the fiction that Sam Berman had
sent a telegram to Adolph Zukor from Detroit, by reading a sworn statement of Berman's, authorizing J. C.
Ritter, who made the charge, to obtain from all the
telegraph companies in Detroit the originals of all telegrams sent from that city by Mr, Berman. To this
there had been no answer from Ritter.
Declaring that Cohen had no regard for anybody's
reputation, the Senator concluded with a stirring
eulogy of Messrs.
Berman and O'Reilly.
Mr. Michaels then introduced the resolution of exoneration, and after some discussion as to its exact wording it was unanimously carried amid cheers. Mr.
Brandt, just a moment previous, read the T.O.C.C.
resolution.
Mr. Greenstone then said that Rochester didn't want
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to be out of the State Association, and that he would
use his every influence to see that its members were
set right. "If we explain things clearly," he said,
"there'll be no trouble about Rochester."
"Dirty Shame," Says Dillon
Mr. O'Reilly resumed the chair amid great applause,
and Vice-President Dillon took the floor. He denounced the charges as a "dirty shame" and shouted :
"Rochester ought either to throw Fay and Salyerds
out or put a muffler on them." He added a very significant statement to the effect that the exhibitors out
in the country were beginning to turn against Cohen.
On motion of Mr. Brecher, Senator Walker was invited to go to Washington with the New York deleThe telegram from Mr. Cohen, signed with his name
gation.
and sent throughout the country, declaring that the
New York State Board of Directors had condemned
Messrs. Berman and O'Reilly, was denounced in a resolution, unanimously passed, as an attempt on Cohen's
part to disrupt his own state organization.
Steps were taken to incorporate the New York state
association and provide it with a constitution and bylaws. The chair also appointed an auditing committee
and said it would be free at any time to come into state
headquarters and examine the books.
Cohen's Statement
Following is the statement sent out by Sydney Cohen
to the officers and members of the Executive Committee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York
State, "explaining" his failure to appear in person at
the Albany meeting. This elaborate alibi from Mr.
Cohen was shot to pieces by Senator Walker in his
Albany speech. It is printed here as part of the record
of Mr. Cohen's perfidy toward the New York State
organization :
Officers and Members of the Executive Committee of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of the State of
New York,
Gentlemen :
I am in receipt of the following letter from Charles
L. O'Reilly, president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of the State of New York and Secretary S, I.
Berman :
April 29, 1922,
"Mr. Sydney S. Cohen, National President, Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, 1482 Broadway,
"Dear
New Sir:
York City.
"A copy of a certain resolution purporting to have
been adopted at a meeting of the Rochester Motion
Picture Exhibitors' Association, held in the city of
Rochester on the 27th day of April, 1922, sets forth
certain charges against the undersigned, president and
secretary, respectively, of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of New York State, one of which purports to
be that the undersigned persons have been disloyal to
'Our National President, Sydney S. Cohen.'
"Because of the above, a meeting of the Board of
Directors of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
the State of New York has been called for Wednesday,
the 3rd of May, 1922, at the Ten Eyck Hotel in the
city of Albany, New York, at 1 o'clock in the afternoon.
"I deem it your duty to be present at the above mentioned meeting in the city of Albany and there submit any and all proof which you may have of any or
such disloyal conduct on our part.
Very truly yours,
" (Sgd,) Charles L, O'Reilly,
S. I. Berman,
"President. Secretary."
(Continued on page 1706)
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Committees
Arranged
Delegates

the internal disWHATEVER
sensions in the membership
ranks of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America may be,
there can be no doubt of the warm
reception that will be accorded the
delegates to the Washington Convention, May 8, or of the complete
enjoyment of the visitors to the National Convention during the week
of the important conclave.
The Washington unit of the M. P.
T. 0. A., through its convention
committee and sub-committees, of
which Sidney B. Lust is chairman,

HARRY M. CRANDALL,
Chairman, Program Committee
has made ample preparation for the
comfortable housing of the delegates, has planned a wide diversity
of special entertainments for their
guests and has made special plans
for the entertainment of the feminine members of the families of the
delegates.
The various sub-committees of
the Washington organization are as
follows :
Convention
Committee — Sidney
B. Lust, chairman; Tom Grant,
vice-chairman.
Publicity — Nelson B. Bell, chairman ;Earle F. Dorsey, Tom Grant.
Accessories — Sidney B. Lust,
chairman; Julian Brylawski, Wm.
C. Murphy, Abe Dresner and Nat
Glasser.
Program — Harry M. Crandail.

for
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M. P. T. O. A. Unit Have

Entertainment
Families — The

Features
Plans

Entertainment — Lawrence Beatus, chairman, Julian Brylawski,
Morris Davis.
Banquet — Julian Brylawski, chairman; Harry M. Crandail.
Reception, Badges, Decorations —
Morris Davis, chairman; Sidney B.
Lust, Mark Gates.
Hotels — Tom Grant, chairman ;
Wm. C. Murphy, Mark Gates.
Speakers — Harry M. Crandail.
Auditor — Fritz D. Hoffmann.
Secretary — Samuel M. Boyd.
Finances — A. Julian Brylawski.
Auxiliary Entertainment — Wm.
C. Murphy, chairman; Messrs. Milstein, Wilson and Reichert; branch
managers, Fred B. Warren Pictures,
Vitagraph and Select, respectively.
These local committees have secured ample hotel accommodations
for the delegates, have planned an
elaborate banquet in the Salon des
Nations of the Hotel Washington
for Wednesday night. May 10, and
a mammoth reception and ball in
the same spacious salon for Friday
night. May 12.
In order that the ladies accompanying the delegates to Washington may not find time hanging
heavily on their hands during the
executive sessions, of the convention, the following comprehensive
program has been perfected by
Lawrence Beatus, chairman of the
entertainment committee :
Tuesday, May 9, trip by special
trains over the lines of the Washington and Virginia Railways to
Arlington National Cemetery and
Mount Vernon. On each car will be
a lecturer who will point out and
describe all of the points of historical interest passed along the picturesque route that follows the
banks of the Potomac.
Wednesday, May 10, an extensive motor tour of the capital will
be made, for which 70 seven-passenger touring cars already have
been engaged, with an option on
that many more if needed. Wednesday night, during the banquet for
the delegates, the ladies will be entertained at theatre parties.
Thursday, May 11, will be devoted to the White House, with audiences with the President and Mrs.
Harding, the Corcoran Art Gallery
ing.
and the Pan-American Union BuildFriday, May 12, will embrace
further tours of the public build-

for

in Detail

ings, baseball game at American
League Park and at night the reception and ball for the delegates and
their guests at the Hotel Washington.
The atmosphere of Southern hospitality will be thrown about the
visitors to the capital immediately
they set foot off the train at Union
Station. Morris Davis, chairman of
the reception committee, has arranged for the establishment of an
information desk at the station especially for the convenience of dele-

SIDNEY LUST,
Chairman, Convention Committee
gates and transportation will be
provided from the station to the
hotels. In conjunction with the
convention headquarters at the
Washington, there will be conducted
a ladies' room, which may be used
as a resting place and rendezvous by
the feminine members of the delegates' parties when the delegates
are in session.
Each delegate will be provided
with a badge of identification upon
arriving in Washington, which will
entitle him to free admission to all
of the motion picture theatres represented by the Washington membership of the M. P. T. 0. A. This
includes the Harry M. Crandail
chain, the Loew houses and all of
the other picture palaces of high
rank in the city.
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C. A. LICK,

C. C. GRIFFIN,
Oakland, Cal., Vice-President

Fort Smith, Ark., Vice-President
SYDNEY S. COHEN,
New York, President

C. W. GATES,
Aberdeen, South Dakota, VicePresident

J. C. RITTER,
Detroit, Mich., Treasurer

Officers
the

Motion

Theatre
of

M. VAN PRAAG,
Kansas City, Kans., Recording
Secretary

of
Picture

Owners

America

SAM BULLOCK,
Cleveland,Secretary
Ohio, Executive
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Steady
Reports from a number of the
states indicate that the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America as
an organization is making progress.
One of the more notable of these
organizations is Michigan, which
has achieved a record of 95 per cent
membership, taking the ownership
of theatres as a basis — in other
words, 584 out of 612 houses are
represented in the organization.
Owing to the controversies that
have arisen in New York, national
in its initial bearing on Theatre
Owners activities but spreading to
the state organization, no attempt is
made to cover the doings of the
latter for the preceding year, but it
may be said here the organization is
sound, is under icompetent leadership and beyond a question of doubt
will be much in evidence at the National Convention.
While the preceding year has
been a hard one for exhibitors
generally — especially when compared with the banner periods that
preceded it — it will be observed that
where business conditions are mentioned there is a distinct note of optimism to be found.
Michigan Body a Model
Many times the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Michigan have
been mentioned as having the model
exhibitors'
organization
in the folds
of the M. P.
T. 0. A. Whether
or
not this title is justified one thing
can be said without contradiction,
and that is the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Michigan have
since the Minneapolis Convention
carried their part of the burden as
members of the National Organization, so that when the National Convention in Washington convenes
May 8 to 13 this Association can go
with a clean record, with its national quota fully paid, and in addition has donated to the National
Organization $1,200 in 5 per cent
film rental tax contributions.
During the year Michigan has secured probably the largest number
of bookings for Movie Chats of any
state rated as Michigan is. This
excellent showing with regard to
Movie Chats is due entirely to the
excellent co-operation of the ex-
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hibitors, and no credit is due state
headquarters, declares General
Manager Richey. It was but a good
example of the co-operation the exhibitors of Michigan always give to
anything of mutual interest to exhibitors. At the present time efforts are being made to secure a
still larger number of bookings on
Movie Chats.
With censorship agitation springing up all over the country, censorship has been defeated in three
different Michigan cities this year.
State censorship was defeated with
an overwhelming majority, but
knowing that censorship will undoubtedly come up again the association used every eff"ort to remove
any cause for censorship in Michigan. With this in view Michigan
was the first state to bar Arbuckle
pictures,
and the
Association's
action received
favorable
newspaper
comment. Likewise pictures featuring Fred Beauvais and Ralph
Obenchain were barred, and when
the association took the stand
against the reshowing of Arbuckle
pictures again complimentary articles appeared in newspapers of the
state.
In an eff'ort to counteract some
of the adverse propaganda concerning the industry which followed
two recent regrettable events, articles appearing in The Detroit Neivs
were broadcast over the state and
sent out by theatre men, in order
that the general public could have
the other side of the story, in the
feeling that all of these things will
tend to bring the industry into the
better graces of the motion picture
going public in Michigan.
At the present time the organization is interesting itself in the securing of lower film rentals, the establishment ofan arbitration board
with rules that are fifty-fifty for
the exhibitor and for the exchange ;
the elimination of non-theatrical
bookings through co-operation with
the exchanges ; and the education of
exhibitors against signing long term
contracts.
Of inestimable assistance in the
accomplishment of these things
have been the tireless efforts of the
oflftcers and board of directors, who
are Claude E. Cady, president, J. C.
Ritter, vice-president, H. T. Hall,
secretary, Fred R. Rulmer, treas-

urer; Geo. W. Trendle, W. S. Butterfield, A. J. Kleist, Glenn Cross,
Phil Gleichman, W. S. McLaren, J.
F. Wuerth, William W. Slocum, J.
R. Denniston, G. L. Wilier and
Fred DeLodder, directors, who were
elected at the convention in Jackson
in October, 1921, which was at that
time, according to National President Sydney S. Cohen, the most remarkable convention of exhibitors
ever held in the United States.
Feeling that it is unwise entirely
to ignore the social side of exhibitor
life, a Motion Picture Day Celebration was held January 10, which
was attended by such notables as
Marcus Loew, Senator James J.
Walker, Sam I. Berman, Mayor
James Couzens, Police Commissioner Inches, Secretary of the Police Department George Walters,
Eugene O'Brien, Charles Murray,
and Mrs. Conway Tearle. This
Film Frolic was attended by over
four hundred exhibitors and exchangemen, and paved the way for
the excellent co-operation between
the two which now exists.
A Record of 95 Per Cent
Michigan boasts of one of the
largest memberships in the folds
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, according to its
territory, numbering 584 out of 612
theatres in the State.
That the Michigan Organization
is in excellent financial condition is
evidenced by the fact that no special collections or assessments were
made during the year.
Michigan maintains luxuriant
offices in the Hotel Wolverine, said
to be the finest in the United States.
During the past year meetings
have been well attended, with a
great deal of interest being shown..
Possibly one of the most important steps taken by the organization during the year was the employment of Judge Alfred J. Murphy as legal counsel for the organization. Judge Murphy is a man of
high calibre, having spent eighteen
years on the Circuit Court Bench in
Michigan with a record of having
less cases reversed than any other
judge in Michigan. His counsel, it
is felt, will be valuable to the organization.
Possibly no one state o^ered a
(Contimied on page 1697)
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more united front against the 5 per
cent film rental tax than did Michigan.
While Michigan is blessed with a
strong exhibitors' organization it
is also cursed as many other states
are with some fanatics who would
enforce unreasonable laws ; but here
again it is gratifying to be able to
report that in every instance where
the Sunday closing issue came up it
was defeated.
An elaborate system of bookkeeping is in force in Michigan, in
which a record of each individual
exhibitor is kept, so that at any
time it would be possible to know
what his activities have been, past,
present and future ; his standing in
the organization, etc. Large files
and data for further reference are
kept, which may be of inestimable
value in cases of adverse legislation.
In closing it may be said that
Michigan is fortunate in having its
destinies guided by a Board of Directors who, forgetting the personal
sacrifices necessary to enable them
to attend meetings every two weeks,
at which matters of interest to the
organization are discussed, are
managing the affairs of the association in a way that can but spell
"Success." At that their efforts
would be of no avail were they not
given the complete co-operation that
they do receive from all exhibitors.
So that in summing up the accomplishments of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Michigan, it can
be said that during the past year
this Association's only aim has been
to be of service to every exhibitor
and to assist him in every way
possible, and our records show that
in this we have not failed entirely.
Ohio Now a Solid Unit
The Motion Picture Theatre Ovraers of Ohio was formed at Toledo,
December 12 and 13, 1921, when
a merger of the two former State
Organizations was accomplished
without a discordant note.
Fifteen Congressional Districts
of the twenty-two in the State were
represented by exhibitors in person
— a truly representative gathering.
The attitude of those exhibitors
who responded to the convention
call, either in person or by mail, was
interpreted by the officers elected
as a mandate to function without
delay by deeds and not with words.
Interpreting that attitude further meant that past differences,
both personal and sectional, were to
be forgotten, and the whole state
quickly and solidly organized.

Accordingly, a representative of organization. Attorney General
Richard J. Hopkins, is a candidate
the organization was sent out to acquaint the exhibitors of the state for the Supreme Court, and naturally theatre owners are interested in
with the activities of the organizahis canvass.
tion. As a result, the state membership increased by leaps and
The Kansas organization has succeeded in perfecting an agreement
bounds, and now is rapidly apwith the exchanges whereby there
proaching the 100 per cent point.
will be no more arbitrary rulings by
The inauguration of the Public
Service Department took place in the Film Board of Trade, but instead an arbitration board composed
Toledo on February 25 and was a
tremendous success, both in at- of an equal number of representatives will pass on all grievances.
tendance and in arousing interest
During
the past year 140 cases have
generally in the movement. Programs are now being shown in been submitted to this body and all
Toledo at regular intervals in co- have been amicably adjusted.
Offices have been established in
operation with the school authorithe Film Building in Kansas City,
ties, and movement carried to many
where a secretary always is on duty,
other cities throughout the state.
so that an exhibitor from out of
The functioning of the Public
Service Department has proved to town can at any time obtain any
needed information. The organizabe a very effective weapon in comtion recently has decided to install a
bating the showing of motion pictures for profit by non-theatrical and business manager, one with standing and ability. The officers have
non-tax paying institutions in combeen in consultation with a former
petition with the exhibitor. However, other measures also are being
Congressional candidate, a promitaken to correct this evil.
nent attorney and an able business
The State Legislature does not man and the negotiations are pfoconvene until January, 1923, but gressing satisfactorily.
the organization is preparing now,
The State body has made substantial progress during the past twelve
laying its foundation carefully and
quietly for concerted action at that months. At the recent election all
of the officers succeeded themselves.
time against censorship, Sunday
It
was the first time in the history
closing, blue law and all other adof the organization that a president
verse legislation.
has been called upon to serve two
The organization is also working
on some plan whereby some real successive terms.
money may be put into the pockets
"While I am not an optimist I
of the members by actually reduclook for a banner year in 1922," said
ing film rentals, insurance and elec- President Van Praag in a recent lettric power rates. The officers of the
ter. "Not by any means a return of
old times, but a good, profitable year
organization are Martin G. Smith,
for conservative and sensible exhibpresident, Toledo; A. G. Hettesheimer, vice-president at large,
The officers are: President, M.
Cincinnati ; Dave L. Schumann,
Cleveland, first vice-president; W.
Van Praag, Kansas City ; vice-presidents, R. G. Liggett, Kansas City;
M. James, Columbus, second viceH.itors."
L. Gees, Mulberry ; R. H. Holmes,
president; John F. Kumler, Toledo,
Emporia; secretary, H. H. Woody,
treasurer; Al G. Kinzeler, Dayton,
Lincoln ; treasurer, William Meyn,
secretary. Members of the execuKansas City.
tive committee: G. H. Foster,
Marion ; Wesley H. Price, Norwalk ;
Blue Laws Menace Missouri
H. Bieberson, Jr., Delaware ; Fred
N. Tynes, Portsmouth.
The Motion Picture Theatre OwnThe headquarters of the organiers of Missouri are facing an attack
by reformers on the Sunday closing
zation are at present in Mr. Smith's
oflace at 519 Main Street, Toledo.
question. There is good ground for
the belief that an effort will be made
Kansas Preparing for 1923
to incorporate such a law on the
While there has been no session of statute books of the State at the
the Kansas Legislature since the con- coming constitutional convention,
which will meet at Jefferson City
vention in Minneapolis, nevertheless
the theatre owners of that state during the latter part of this month.
have not been idle. In fact, for some
Exhibitors are convinced the attime they have been preparing for
tempt will fail, but will overlook no
the 1923 session — questioning as to measures calculated to aid in its defeat.
their attitude toward the industry
There has been no session of the
those persons who are believed to
be candidates.
The counsel for the
{Continued on page 1699)
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Missouri Legislature since the Minneapolis convention. The censorship situation is quiet, no reports of
activities reaching state headquarters. The blue law agitators, nevertheless, are active, as always in Missouri. The Lord's Day Alliance attempted at the last session of the
Legislature to put over an indigo
measure, but it failed. Since then
this organization has made a set for
the small towns, with consequent
annoyance to those of normal tendencies.
The organization of Theatre
Owners has made an intensive effort to bring into the fold all the
theatre men of the state. Through
the efforts of some of the members
of the state body who also are newspaper owners the press of the state
has been interested in the problems
of exhibitors. Measures have been
adopted, too, for reaching many industrial organizations.
The good offices of the organization have been employed in securing
a readjustment of film rentals for
such theatres as established a
proper basis for action. A successful fight was waged against the exhibition of features by non-theatrical institutions which were competing with regularly established theatres.
The officers of the Missouri body
have been active in behalf of all
classes of exhibitors, from the owners of the smallest houses to those
controlling chains of large theatres.
New Hampshire Expects Fight
In New Hampshire there was no
session of the Legislature this year.
At the 1921 session a censorship
bill was killed. It is confidently believed, however, the fight will have
to be made over again next year.
Already the State Grange has gone
on record — at its state convention
this last winter — as favoring such
a law. The attitude of the Federation of Women's Clubs is in doubt,
but every legitimate effort is being
made to put before the members of
this organization the position of the
exhibitors.
The music tax constitutes one of
the serious burdens of the New
Hampshire exhibitors, and President Bean has taken up the matter
with the state representatives in
Congress. On Feb. 3 the organization held a movie ball in Manchester, which was conceded to be
one of the most remarkable affairs
of its kind in the history of the
state.

In Wisconsin in spite of the rough
season in a business way the state
organization has made substantial
progress. The membership has
been increased materially and
morally. The headquarters have
been expanded from one room to
three. The salary of the secretary
and stenographer has been increased. Money has been raised to
clear the slate of all bills. With
directors scattered all over the state
meetings have been held every
month, and the expenses of all attending have been paid.
The organization is sending to
Washington, with all railroad and
hotel expenses paid, eleven delegates and a secretary. "We're
financed o. k.," remarks President
Joseph G. Rhode, "and I think
that's saying something." It is
saying a lot.

"We

have, at this writing, attained second place among the
State units for the nearest approach
to 100 per cent of our assessed quota
for Movie Chats bookings, and if
some of these other birds don't get
busy we'll
have first place," continues Mr. Rhode.
"The Wisconsin Association has
accomplished to a high degree the
purposes of an organization. We
have successfully fought a nonmember's arrest for violation of the
Sunday law, thereby giving notice
to the W. C. T. U. and kindred societies in that particular locality in the
State that they had not just an exhibitor to contend with but a whole
active flock of them — a going organization. We have performed the
same service for about six others
also.
"The Wisconsin Association killed
every adverse bill — six of them —
brought before our State Legislature, and, take it from me, every
Assemblyman and State Senator
knows that the exhibitors of Wisconsin are organized.
"We have adjusted a great many
claims and complaints between members and exchanges and secured the
return of several thousand dollars
in deposits that the individual member had difficulty in handling himself. We have impressed the exchanges with the fact that the Wisconsin exhibitors have a going organization.
"The exchanges are pleased with
the organization, because it has and
is playing fair with them. It is
mutually beneficial and is promoting
a desire for businesslike methods

and treatment and good-will.
"Wisconsin has done its share in
assisting the national association in
impressing Congress with the fact
that the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America are organized
'for the good of al,' the industry
in general, the public and the government, as well as for the protection of its members."
Nebraska a Fighter
The M. P. T. 0. of Nebraska took
an active part in the battle against
censorship in the last session of the
Legislature.
Nebraska exhibitors were fortunate in having an ally in Governor
S. R. McKelvie, a broad-minded man
who believes in free expression on
the screens of the country, unhampered by any board of censors.
The Nebraska organization has
been able to settle many disputes and
grievances between exchanges and
exhibitors satisfactorily to both
parties.
Oklahoma Beats Bad Bills
At the last session of the Oklahoma Legislature the State exhibitor organization was successful in
defeating five antagonistic measures, which had they become law
would seriously have affected the
success of the motion picture industry in the State. The organization
also has taken care of a number of
other matters, minor, perhaps, but
still requiring the attention that
only could have been given by an
organization. The State branch will
hold a convention at the end of May,
reports President Ralph Talbot.
Contributes Full Quota
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Southern California in the beginning of 1921 participated in a
hard and successful fight to whip a
state-wide censorship movement.
Co-operating with them were their
confreres of the northern half of the
State and the Producers' Association. Since that time the southern
organization has decisively defeated
a local censorship measure.
"There have been several adjustments of the wage scale of both operators and musicians through our organization during the past year,"
reports Secretary Glenn Harper of
Los Angeles.
A Grievance Committee, composed
of members from the M. P. T. 0. of
{Continued on page 1701)
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Southern California and the local
Film Board of Trade has been successfully operating for the past six
months. Almost one hundred cases
have been handled, with no appeals.
"Through organized action we
have prevented films of notorious
characters from being exhibited in
the city and have to a great extent
been our own censors.
"We have co-operated with the
national organization to the fullest
extent — both financially and morally. We met our quota of 21/2 per
cent of $100,000, or $2,500, almost
immediately after the Minneapolis
convention by assessing our members according to their holdings.
Houses were divided into classes
A, B, C and D, and all assessments
paid in promptly.
"At the present we have given
137 days per week to the Official
Urban Movie chats, with more coming.
"These are the 'high lights.'
Many small matters are handled at
each meeting, which occurs every
two weeks."
Northern California Busy

"Along the lines of activity our
local division organization has promoted alittle regional magazine as
a source of education to exhibitors
relating to the legislative activities
that are confronting them at the
coming meeting of the legislature,
all of which has been very successThomas D. Van Osten,
ful," reports
managin
g director of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America,
Northern California Division.
"We_
were measures
obliged to
fightLegistwo
very
vicious
in the
lature two years ago. These bills
required sanitary installations in the
picture booths, and if it had been
enacted would practically put some
small exhibitors out of business.
We succeeded in having a compromise on this to the credit of the exhibitor.

"We have been active in getting
special ordinances adopted in several
towns in our division which practically prohibits carnivals, medicine
and itinerant shows coming in.
Oakland and San Francisco were infested with these attractions greatly to the detriment of the motion
picture theatres.
"We fully realize that we are going to have an avalanche of censorship, theatre seat tax, and other antagonistic measures directed against
the motion picture industry in California at our next legislature. We
are taking steps to meet this.
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"The writer has found great activity of organized efforts directed
primarily by Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts'
national headquarters at Washington, D. C. We note that they have
a California State headquarters and
they are working energetically in the
Assembly and Senatorial districts
throughout the State, more particularly in the country.
"Our organization has effectively
forme'd an arbitrary board which
settles disputes between exhibitors
and the exchanges and has proven
very satisfactory.
"We have been called upon to protect the industry in a local city
ordinance directed against pictures,
such as the Clansman, The Four
Horsemen, etc., which were held to
induce race hatred. This measure
was so drastic that there is scarcely
any picture produced that might not
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come within the scope of this law.
It is now before our city officials,
but we expect to have it so amended
that the industry will not be afNorth Carolina Has Quiet Year
fected."
Contrary to the usual rule, this
has been a quiet year for the organization in North Carolina. Since the
Minneapolis convention the matter
of censorship has been quiescent,
and there has been no occasion for
D-aying attention to legislative matters.
The North Carolina organization
is one of the oldest exhibitor bodies
in the country. The present association was organized in 1915, at
which time H. B. Varner was
chosen secretary, and he has officiated ever since.
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Sunday Opening a Live Issue in Northern and Central Parts
of the State

on in
g situati
openin
Sunday
THEnorthe
rn and
Ohio is
central
simmering on the fire again and in
seven communities has actually
boiled over as a result of the activities of the "blue law" agitators.
Arrests and indictments have
been made in these towns and the
closed Sunday crowd has announced
its intention of pushing the cases
through to a strait- jacket conclusion, contending that they can do so
in view of the state law upon which
they base their cases.
The reply of the exhibitors in
these communities — not only those
who have been charged with Sunday violations, but all other exhibitors in the same towns — has been to
rally to the support of the accused
theatre owner and stand shoulder to
shoulder with him in the fight for
common sense and a liberal interpretation of Sunday.
Findlay, Ohio, is one of the storm
centres at the present writing.
While Findlay is not as straightlaced as some of its neighboring
communities on all questions of
Sunday activity, a coterie of its inhabitants has gotten together for
the purpose of suppressing Sunday
movies. The initial result of this
move was the arrest of E. B. Gilmore, manager of the Marvin Theatre, on a charge of operating a Sunday show. W. K. Richards, of the
New Royal Theatre and a First National franchise holder, together
with the other exhibitors of the

town and supported by numerous
citizens who have no sympathy with
the blue law movement, have announced their intention of seeing
Gilmore through and of carrying
the fight up to the highest courts in
the state, if it is necessary.
In Bucyrus, Ohio, a few miles
from Marion, the home of President
Harding, Charles F. Picking, the
mayor, has placed himself at the
head of a movement to close up
everything tight in Bucyrus on Sunday— motion picture theatres, candy
and fruit stores, newsstands and
cigar stores.
By way of making good his official
program. Picking caused the arrest
of Richard L. Hertzer, a local exhibitor, charging him with operating a picture theatre on Sunday.
He was arrested again — and with
him his two operators — when, the
following Sunday, he kept open
again.
Just how the litigation is going to
terminate is problematical, but the
supposition is that it will be against
"Sunday movies" in so far as Bucyrus is concerned. This will mean a
fight in the higher courts and considerable expense to the Bucyrus
exhibitors.
Pietro Bianchi, candy merchant,
was also arrested for keeping his
place of business open on Sunday.
This case is also pending.
The exhibitors are sure that they
will win out eventually, inasmuch
as public sentiment is on their side.
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Against

Important

Censorship

Organizations

in Six

States Take Steps of Vital Benefit Along Lines of

lndustry''s Relation

THE first recommendation of the
Findings Committee of the
Southeastern Conference for
Better Films was "the principle of
selection" rather than censorship.
This conference, which assembled in
Atlanta on April 28, more than two
hundred and fifty delegates representing civic, social, religious and
educational organizations in the six
Southeastern States, is significant
not only as being the first of its
kind, but for the exemplification of
the principle of conscious co-operation between the producer and the
consumer. The call for the conference, issued by Mrs. Basil Manly
Boykin, chairman of the Better
Films Committee of Atlanta, met the
sympathetic response of the industry and resulted in an exchange of
opinions and suggestions that was
characterized by earnest, intelligent
and sincere co-operation.
Ashurst Represents Hays
Senator Henry F. Ashurst of Arizona came to the conference as the
personal representative of President
Will H. Hays of the M. P. P. D. A.
and made a most convincing address
on a subject peculiarly fitting, "Are
Moving Pictures Moving?" Charles
C. Petti john, another member of the
Hays organization, was present in
the capacity of an observer, but so
insistent was the demand for a few
words from him that Mr. Petti john
was forced to respond. He contributed some highly valuable and eminently practical suggestions which
opened up a new avenue of thought
for the sponsors of the better films
movement.
One of the most persuasive speakers on the program was Mrs. W. S.
Jennings, vice-president of the General Federation of Clubs and a resident of Jacksonville, Fla. At one
time Mrs. Jennings was an ardent
advocate of State censorship and
threw her influence behind the measure in Florida. When she was won
over to the principle of selection as

to the Public — -Ashurst

Speaks

the better solution of the problem she
joined forces with the industry and
urged the acceptance of a compromise bill as a substitute for the drastic censorship measure then virtually assured of victory. Mrs. Jennings
took this very definite stand despite
the fact that the General Federation
had gone on record indorsing censorship.
Ashurst's Address
Admitting that there is need for
improvement in the film industry but
cautioning against censorship that
might savor of interference with
free speech and press, Senator Ashurst said :
"Those in charge of this colossal
industry control a great medium of
expression and distribution of art,
knowledge and news. Their audiences and patrons are numbered by
the scores of millions. I would be
required to speak in superlatives
were I to attempt to describe the influence and extent of moving pictures.
"There are those who would censor the press, censor sermons, pictures, speeches, even human thought
if they could. Censorship is a serious business. It searches the vitals
of free governments and the great
trouble is that in the English-speaking world there has unfortunately
existed a strong affinity between
censors and dunces.
"Political rulers and all who assume the government of states or
empires deal largely with man when
his mental and moral characteristics
are developed or rigidly set," Senator Ashurst continued. "They may
coerce, restrain, tax or govern the
individual, but the power of the ruler
to alter the citizen's nature is a different matter. You cannot make
men wise, moral or strong by law,
but it may be done by setting a good
example, or by education.
"Because a few moving picture
actors and actresses descend from
the great heights to which the pub-

for Hays

lic has elevated them is no reason for
condemning the industry as a whole.
Educating the public to want better
products is the solution to the problem. Censorship is not a proper
method for putting an end to improper pictures. Publicity is the
small stone in the sling of free government that slays the Philistine of
error, and the prop>er kind of publicity will soon put the immoral producer out of business."
Senator Ashurst referred pleasingly to Governor Hard wick, who
was a colleague of the former in the
United States Senate.
Speaking as a personal representative to the conference for Will H.
Hays, the Arizona Senator declared
that enormous pressure had been
brought to bear on the former Postmaster General to keep him from
rendering a decision concerning further showing of the Arbuckle films.
Case of Arbuckle
"The fact that Mr. Arbuckle has
been acquitted by twelve jurymen
does not mean that he has been acquitted in the forum of American
conscience. The Arbuckle films will
not be shown in the United States.
When Mr. Hays accepted the office
tendered him by the film industry
it was a clear call to duty. The
moving picture is here to stay and
the industry as a whole accepts the
challenge of the people to give them
the right kind of entertainment.
Mistakes have been made in the
past, but the producers intend to
profit by those mistakes. If the industry makes the same amount of
progress in the next two years that
has been made in the past twentyfour months, talk of censorship will
Inclinations of some classes of
disappear."
people for over-government was
criticised by Governor Hardwick
following the delivery of an address
of welcome by him to visiting dele"That the influence for either
gates.
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good or bad is of incalculable
strength in the moving picture industry isadmitted. However, I am
proud to say that the moving picture men of Atlanta and of Georgia
are not the kind who need censors.
The industry in Georgia is in the
hands of the right people. We have
stringent laws in Georgia for dealing with the man who would dare
to offer an immoral attraction. I
am glad to be able to say that there
has seldom been a violation of these
laws. In co-operation between the
right-minded people and the men of
the film industry lies the solution to
the
said. problem," Governor Hardwick
Theatre Interests Attend
Theatre interests of Atlanta and
the Southeast were represented at
the conference and four delegates
attended from the Film Exchange
Managers' Association of Atlanta,
viz. : George Allison of the Fox
Film Corporation, R. B. Willians of
Consolidated Film & Supply Co.,
R. A. Davis of R-C Pictures and
Arthur Dickinson of the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation.
Mrs. B. M. Boykin opened the
morning session with a brief talk
on "The Purpose of the Conference." Her earnest appeal for intelligent co-operation of the public
in understanding the producers'
problem won the applause of the industry. Following Mrs. Boykin
came Mayor James L. Key, always
a staunch friend of the motion picture people, who welcomed the conference to Atlanta and expressed his
admiration and respect for the
"popular diversion."
In a forceful address Orrin G.
Cocks, secretary of the National
Committee for Better Films, discussed "The Community Plan."
Mrs. David Ross, president of the
National Photoplay Endorsers, of
Indiana, spoke on "Indorsement — A
Power." With years of rich experience as a basis for her deductions, Mrs. Ross brought a message
of peculiar significance.
Mrs. Alonzo Richardson, chairman
of the Division of Citizenship of
the General Federation of Women's
Clubs, told in her own charming way
of the work that has been accomplished by the Better Films Committee ofAtlanta. H. T. Jones, public relations representative of the
Southern Enterprises, injected a
substantial and encouraging note
with his "Pledge from 200 Theatres."
After a general discussion, the
conference was adjourned for one
hour, during which the Atlanta
Woman's Club served a buffet luncheon to the delegates and speakers.
The first speaker at the afternoon
session, which was open to the public, was Governor Thomas W. Hard-
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Extended to Will Hays by Southeastern
Conference

The following resolution was adopted by the Southeastern Conference for Better
Films, expressing confidence in Will H. Hays:
"WHEREAS, Mr. Will H. Hays, the head and leader of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, has declared his policy and purpose to be to
obtain and then to maintain 'the highest possible standards in motion picture production' and 'the development of the moral and educational character of the industry,' and
"WHEREAS, we believe in his sincerity of purpose and appreciate what he has
already done to improve conditions and raise the standards of the industry, therefore be it
"RESOLVED, That the Southeastern Conference for Better Films, assembled
in Atlanta on this, the 28th day of April, extend to Mr. Hays a vote of confidence
and pledge him support in the movements he may initiate looking toward the betterment of films and the sympathetic co-operation between the motion picture industry and the public; be it further
"RESOLVED, That a copy of this resolution be sent to Mr. Hays and that
copies be released to the press.
(Signed)

"MRS. ALONZO RICHARDSON, Chairman,
"Committee on Resolutions.
"MRS. W. S. JENNINGS."

wick of Georgia, who spoke ably on
a subject close to his heart, "The
State and the Photoplay." Mrs. J.
E. Hays, president of the Georgia
Federation of Women's Clubs, followed Governor Hardwick; Burdette G. Lewis, Commissioner of Institutions and Agencies for the State
of New Jersey, talked on "Crime
and Motion Pictures" ; Mrs. Fred
Lucas, chairman on Motion Pictures
for Parent-Teacher Associations,
spoke on "The School, the Home, the
Photoplay — a Triple Opportunity."
Immediately after the adjournment of the conference the Findings Committee began its work.
Nearly all day Saturday was spent
in the responsible undertaking of
reducing the results and sentiment
of the conference to concrete form.
In the preamble the committee expresses its recognition of the grave
responsibility, acknowledging the
responsibility of the producer to the
public, but not forgetting that the
public owes a corresponding responsibility tothe industry.
Report Is Drafted
The report is covered in a preamble and nine recommendations,
the most important of which, in the
eyes of the industry, is that recommending the principle of selection
rather than censorship. As soon as
the report was completed it was
given to the local press and the Sunday editions of all papers gave unusual prominence not only to the
conference itself, but to the findings.
Subsequently it was sent over the
Associated Press.
The sponsors for the conference

are deeply gratified over its success
and declare that the results will be
far-reaching. They are already prepared to send the report in full to
more than one thousand representative men and women in the Southeast, the major portion of whom
are allied with some one of the organizations represented at the conference, and with this one thousand
as a nucleus from which to begin
they plan to institute a definite campaign which is designed to bring the
public and the industry into closer
and more harmonious relations to
the end that the public will by its
support of better films enable the
producer to safely invest money in
productions of the higher order.
By this means the conference hopes
to gradually raise the standard of
productions by improving the public taste and discrimination. It is
also the hope of the conference that
pictures may come into more general use in the schools as a means
of visual education, that they will
perform not only the present function of entertainment, but that they
may enlighten, instruct and elevate
as well.
Two recommendations of import
were passed by the conference. One
was in substance a unanimous indorsement of Mr. Hays and the
principles exemplified in his administratiothe
n;
other urged a conference of school superintendents, principals and teachers at some central
Southern city during the vacation
period for the purpose of working
out ways and means of bringing the
motion picture into the schools as a
definite factor in visual education.
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Anti-Censorship
Representative
Inquisition

of

"Mrs. Eveyhi Snow, chief of the
Ohio censorship board, has been
swinging mean shears in the belief
that most of the films can be 'improved by cutting out two thirds of
the rot.' (It might be interesting to
know why the other third should be
left in.)
"It soon developed that producer
and censor were not dwelling together in what might be called harmony. But to show that the producers thought a great deal of Mrs.
Snow, they filmed her at work and
prepared the following statements,
alleged to have been made by her,
to throw on the screen:
" 'The people are not fit to judge
for themselves. Seventy-five percent of the people never think at all.'

REVIEW

Movement

Citizens and Newspapers
Moton

Series of Opinions
IE ditor's Note. — Over a period of
six weeks Exhibitors Trade Review has been printing the first
comprehensive collection of anticensorship arguments ever gathered
from representative citizens of this
country. These opinions were assembled by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., and the material obtained for exclusive publication by the Trade Review.
The importance of such an undertaking is at once apparent. It takes
on added significance in view of
such events as the Southeastern
Conference for Better Films, held
last week at Atlanta, a report of
which appears elsewhere in this issue. The cultivation of influential
public opinion so that it will be
favorable to the industry instead of
hostile to it is perJiaps the most
pressing work that lies before all of
us. We believe we are not overstating the case when we say that
Exhibitors Trade Review has performed areal service by publication
of the anti-censorship opinions.
Material has been placed in the exhibitor's hands which he never before had — for use in local censorship and Blue Law fights, and the
industry as a whole has been shown
ivho its friends are and that they
are of the highest type.l
AN editorial on Mrs. Snow in the
Omaha World Herald, under
date of ApriI15th: "A CENSOR CENSORED":
"On the various battlefields where
movie interests and movie censors
fight, the most vigorous engagement
is being waged now in the Ohio
sector.
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"But again the censor used shears,
and Mrs. Snow's picture and the alleged remarks came out. Now the
movie company plans to take court
action, alleging that Mrs. Snow
overstepped the law in censoring a
piece of news.
"It is not often that a chance is
given to know what censors eliminate. We can only see what they
leave in the picture.
"The above sample of a censor's
alleged remarks would indicate intolerance and bigotry. You and I do
not know what we ought to read and
see. But the censor knows.
"That is the kind of regulating
that makes people think some more.
And it is not apt to make them think

wife
onlymuch
perfect
beings"
! I
have are
readthewith
interest
of the
activities of the motion picture people themselves, to rid the industry
of the leeches, the parasites, and the
people of bad morals who have given
the whole tremendous business a
bad name.
I am heartily in favor of this action, and I have sufficient confidence
in the moral integrity of the majority of the picture-people, to believe that this will be the proper
way, and that it will bring about the
desired results ! I believe the moral
cleanliness must come, in this industry, from the inside — not from
the meddlesome outsiders. — E. R.
Mobley, Mayor of Johnston, S. C.

very kindly toward such censorship."

As State Senator, in the Legislature of the State of Indiana, I was
chiefly responsible for the defeat of
a bill to establish a censorship of
the moving pictures exhibited in
this state. A censorship of anything is essentially against the express purpose of the constitution as
first interpreted and, like sumptuary laws, is essentially unpopular
and contrary to the ideas of Americanism.
The American public may be entrusted with the selection of their
own mental pabulum to the greatest
degree and there are sufficient laws
upon the statute books of the United
States to prevent interstate shipment of films so patently salacious
and licentious as to make their public showing dangerous to the morals
of the general public. This nation
is running far too much to the idea
of paternalism and the censor is one
of the worst and most general of the
symptoms of paternalism. For that
matter, an indication of socialism is
the intent of the government to direct and supervise normal activities
of the individual.
Censorship of the movies, even
where the censorship does not approach the unbridled czarism that
is charged to that of our neighboring state, Ohio, is unjustified and
unjustifiable.
It is my earnest hope that the
State of Indiana may never be saddled with such an iniquitous measure.— F. Harold VanOrman, State
Senator First District, State of Indiana.
The statement of Mrs. Evelyn F.

As Mayor of Evansville, I am for
everything that will raise the moral
standard, and for everything that
will inculcate better ethics in the
young, especially, but in the matter
of censorship, it is rather too much
to expect that any one or two or even
three people, will have the breadth
of vision and necessary breadth of
view to undertake the control over
what they may and may not see.
Finally, I want to go on record as
unalterably opposed to any system
that sets itself up as saying "I am
the State ;" that the people, to take
them collectively, "are not fit to
judge
themselves."
The for
censor,
or holder of any public
office, must realize that the people
elected him, and he is a servant of,
not master of the people. — Wm. H.
Elmendorf, Mayor, Evansville, Ind.
I am unalterably opposed to any
action which would tend to deprive
the American citizen of any more
of the few rights he now possesses.
Plenty of hard things have already
happened to him — he is kicked and
knocked about by statesmen, politicians, both large and small, and he
has been robbed right and left of the
privileges which once made him the
envy of foreign nations.
And now they are going to make
him stop thinking, and judging for
himself.
Poor old Common People!
Nine-tenths of the trouble in this
country is caused by the naggers —
the people who have too much
money, and too much time to meddle
into other people's affairs. You
know the saying — that "the old
man's children, and the bachelor's

Snow, Ohio's censor chief, that the
{Continued on page 1707)
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This letter was delivered to me by a messenger from
the State Headquarters this (Monday) morning, although dated Saturday, April 29.
Notices have been sent out by Chairman W. A. True
for a meeting of the National Convention Committee
at Washington on Wednesday, May 3, and a meeting of
the National Executive Committee is to be held on
Thursday, May 4, in Washington. The exhibitors from
eastern Pennsylvania have a meeting in Philadelphia
at noon on Wednesday. This meeting was arranged
last week and I was requested by President Stevenson
of Philadelphia to stop over for an hour or so on the
way to Washington and attend this meeting. I agreed
to do that. So you will readily see that much to my
regret it will be impossible for me to be in Albany on
Wednesday afternoon to attend your meeting.
The Rochester resolution was not of my making. It
represents the sentiment of the Rochester exhibitors,
based on the knowledge they obtained of the situation
while in New York City and their own information of
the manner in which affairs are being conducted in
the State. I refrained from making any move which
would tend to further aggravate the difficulties existing in New York City, at the suggestion of members
of the Executive Committee of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of the State of New York. Your
members are entirely familiar with the harmony moves
made within the past week by myself.
I have been the subject of vitriolic abuse and vituperative statements which were entirely without warrant.
I have given my best efforts to the advancement of our
national and State organizations at great personal and
financial sacrifices. These adverse statements I know
fell far short of the obvious purpose of those who made
the same. I still feel that I have the confidence and
esteem of my fellow exhibitors in the State as evidenced in the many letters and telegrams constantly
coming to the national office from New York, and all
over the country, in fact, yet I am anxious to avoid any
move which will tend to further irritate the situation
because of the bad effect it might have on our organization.
The last issue of the "Exhibitors' Bulletin" tells the
story of recent maneuvers in a very definite way. A
considerable portion of what was ordered done by the
delegates to the Albany convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York State in February
has not been attended to. I might refer you to the
matter of Mr. McLean of Kingston, and United Artists
and the demand for lower film rentals. The New York
State officers were ordered to take these matters up
with the national president. This I know was not attended to as well as the matter of adjustments with
respect to film contracts complained of at the convention. Iwrote to President O'Reilly in March about
these matters and tried to arrange conferences with
him to take up the same in a definite way, and I received areply in which he stated the matter was being attended to. Yet no action was taken in this matter by Mr. O'Reilly. I inclose copy of correspondence.
It would seem that the time and great amount of
money used by Mr. Berman in touring the Middle West,
abusing me and making slanderous statements generally about our organization could have been used to
better advantage carrying out the instructions given
to Messrs. O'Reilly and Berman at the Albany convention and caring for the wants of our members in the
State. The State headquarters in this city have been
used as the central point for the issuing of this slan-
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derous propaganda in which the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America was discredited and left open to
outside attack. All of this time the interests of the
State organization were being neglected. You will
recollect at the meeting in the State headquarters in
New York City on Tuesday evening, April 25, that Mr.
O'Reilly stated in the presence of members of the Executive Committee and officers of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of the State of New York, that he sent
Mr. Berman into the Middle West and was paying half
of his expenses.
The monej^ collected by the New York State organization, through O'Reilly and Berman, from the theatre
owners of the State for the purpose of paying the
State's quota to the national organization has not been
turned over to this office. I am sending you a copy
of a letter of date April 1, 1922, which I sent to Mr.
O'Reilly, asking that this money be turned over so
that I could pay the fee to our national counsel. Senator
Walker. Mr. O'Reilly made no reply to my letter of
April 1, and at different times since, I called his attention to the money not being turned over and he paid no
attention to it.
The small balance due to Senator Walker would have
been paid by the National Organization if Mr. O'Reilly
had turned over this money as directed by the Albany
convention. But with New York State's quota not paid,
I could not pay Senator Walker, as there were no funds
in the National Treasury and I gave Senator Walker
my personal check for $3,000. I always desired to have
Senator Walker active as our National Counsel and I
still feel that if the breach between us can be closed
in any way advantageous to the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, that he should remain in that position.
At a hearing in Albany, some time the latter part of
February, I believe, when the Lusk-Clayton bill was
being considered, Canon Chase, who was in favor of its
passage, told Senator Walker in effect that he was in
the paid service of the Theatre Owners. The Senator
replied that he was connected with the Theatre Owners
but that his salary was not being paid. This was published in the newspapers of that time and was in substance as above, as I remember it. I felt that this
statement might react against the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and it also betrayed some dissatisfaction onthe Senator's part. I immediately tried
to get the necessary money from the New York State
organization to pay the Senator and failing in this, sent
him my personal check for $3,000.
On March 25, 1922, I sent a letter, copy of which I
enclose, to Senator Walker telling him we were preparing abudget to submit to the National Convention
at Washington and asking him to indicate what his
retainer would be so that contract might be arranged
at the National Convention.
Senator Walker did not reply to this letter.
I submit that the matter before you now is the neglect of duty of President O'Reilly and Secretary Berman, of the New York State Organization, as per the
charges filed by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Rochester. This is entirely a state matter and the
National phases of the controversy will be taken up
by the National Executive Committee at its meeting
in Washington.
Respectfully submitted,
Sydney Cohen.
Mav 1, 1922.
Enc:S
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people are not fit to think for themselves may apply to the people in
her own state, although I seriously
doubt it, for I believe Ohio has people just as intelligent as any other
state in the Union. The stand taken
by Mrs. Snow does not meet with
my views. I believe that the average man or woman, whether living
in Ohio, Indiana or any other state
is capable of expressing an opinion
and judging for themselves what is
good and bad.
There is something in the word
censorship that suggests a dictatorship to me. And this is repulsive to
the average run of the American
people. There is too much regulation in this country, too many laws
to tell people that they must do a
certain thing and that they must
not do a certain thing. I personally
know a great many people who are
in the theatrical business. They
are, taking them all the way
through, clean, progressive and honest men. They know what their
people want. And I would rather
leave it to them as to the pictures
that are to be shown than to any
board of censors. Take a man who
runs a theatre and he is going to
show the pictures which he thinks
will bring him the most business
and he certainly is not going to show
pictures that would be detrimental
to his business. And the average
theatrical man or owner of a play
house is not going to show any pictures that would be hurtful to the
morals of his community.
I sometimes wonder when all this
agitation, all this attempt to regulate the lives and everyday conduct
of the American people will stop.
These reformers are going farther
even than the Puritans did back in
the early days of the New England
states. In fact, they are making the
New Englanders look like pikers. I
do not believe the people of Indiana
want censorship. I believe they
want less laws like this proposition
calls for and more sanity in our
legislative bodies. It is time to tell
the reformers to take a back seat.
I am in favor of letting the people,
and not the reformers, have their
way in this matter. — W. B. Carleton, Publisher of Boonville, Ind.,
Enquirer and former member of
the Indiana State Senate.
The censorship of the movies,
where the censorial authority takes
upon itself the authority of the oldtime grand inquisitor, is to be deplored and works more harm than
any possible good.
Where a thing is hedged about
with "safeguards," it is an invitation to the lawless to break through
and a challenge to the law-abiding.
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Such is the natural effect of represthe the
"movies."
In sive
thecensorship
first of
place
ordinary
censor is so wrapped up in his own
hobbies, or her own, that matter of
real obscenity is permitted to pass.
This we know to be true.
Second: The statement that the
public does not know what is good
for it may be true, but who is any
single member of that great public
to set herself up to tell the public
what is good for it?
There is no greater single breeder
for discontent, malcontents and
actual lawbreakers than the law
that imposes oppressive restrictions
about the normal, everyday pursuits
of normal, everyday human beings.
The public may be trusted, that
even though it does not know what
is good for it, very soon it will know
what is not good for it, and recent
facts have proved that the life of
the salacious film, the film that is
nasty simply for the nastiness, is
short. — William H. Robertson, VicePresident and Editor of the Evansville Courier, Evansville, Ind.
Vox populi dei, the Voice of the
People is the Voice of God, may not
always be the truth. It is certain,
however, that the philosophy upon
which the principles of every democracy is based, and I take it that we
want to remain a democracy, is that
the voice of the people is more often
the voice of God than are the quackof someor dyspeptic
"reformers."
Any ingman
woman who
says, as
does Mrs. Snow, that "the public is
not fit to judge," is out of sympathy with the fundamentals of
American institutions and American democracy.
Mrs. Snow's type of censorship
will never, never do any good. Any
true reform must come from within.
You and I are ultimately to blame
for conditions as they are, and until
you and I can acquire a healthier
outlook upon life, ten thousand censors will never kill the trouble. The
proposed censorship is not only an
outrage upon American institutions
and principle. It is a piece of harmful and tyrannical philosophy that
is more in hai'mony with the procedure of the Czar of Russia or the
Sultan of Turkey than of this land
of ours. — Rabbi Edward L. Israel,
Evansville, Ind.
I hardly think it is fair to attempt
to trace most crimes back to the
motion picture. Some people seem
to believe, rather their attitude
would lead one to think, that there
was never a sin or a crime until
motion pictures came into the
world. There was sin or crime
until motion pictures came into the
world.
There was sin and crime
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here before America was discovered
and will be in the world long after it
is forgotten !
If censorship of motion pictures
would abolish crime, then every
minister, every public-spirited citizen in the world would work heart
and soul for censorship. But I must
confess that I hardly think it would
have that much to-be-desired result.
Of course I hardly feel that I
have a right to make a statement on
this subject, knowing as T do so
little about motion pictures as a
whole. I see them occasionally, it
is true, and I have read with much
interest of the valuable work they
are doing in schools and churches
all over the country. But I am opposed to the principles on which
censorship
is founded
; I people
don't believe in trying
to reform
by
means of a club. I think that only
succeeds in driving people further
away from repentance. Forced repentance is of little avail. — Rev.
George Taylor, M. E. Church, Trenton, S. C.
Writers :
Hayes Robins, Amherst, Mass.,
writer on industrial subjects, recent
author of "The Making of To-morrow" and formerly secretary to
Samuel Gompers, president of the
American Federation of Labor,
states: "I would say that it seems
to me hardly probable that Mrs.
Snow expected to be taken literally
in the quoted statement that 'ten per
cent are thinking persons, fifteen
per cent think part of the time and
seventy-five per cent never think at
all.' I can hardly imagine what
'statistics' bear out this discovery,
which suggests Bernard Shaw
rather than the Census Bureau. Of
course every human being of normal faculties thinks; the quality of
the thinking is a matter of opinion
and open to argument. Possibly
seventy-five per cent of it is worthless, if that is what Mrs. Snow
meant to imply. At any rate, that
is a view quite commonly held by
people of strong ideas with reference to all who do not agree with
them. Certainly if there are any
statistics to prove that only ten per
cent of the people think, in the sense
of thinking correctly, it is time to
abandon all experiments in democracy, including our own, and establish government by aristocracy of
intellect. I do not say just how this
is to be done, and am not even prepared to off'er any suggestions.
"The most effective reform of motion pictures is coming from within
the industry itself, in response to
the discovery that the great popular
successes of the screen, patronized
by pveople who evidently think that
far at least, are essentially clean."

Without
Starring Pearl White.

Scenario by Paul H. Sloane.

Fear

Directed by Kenneth Webb.

Released through Fox.
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York's

Charity
Drive
Under
Battalion of Actors and Actresses Cover the
City in a Money Gathering Campaign for the

Aid of One

the brightest of publicity auspices, the actual beginning of the Motion Picture
contest drive for funds for the Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor got under way on
Saturday with a variety of interesting activities. At noon thirty brand
new Durant cars and a respectable
sprinklinp: of other brands of the
same automotive power left the
Ansonia Hotel at Seventy-second
Street, New York, and following a
band and a huge truck covered with
explanatory advertising matter
winded its way down Seventh Avenue toward Fourteenth Street and
back up Broadway to the Loew State
Theatre Building, where it disbanded in a final rattle of votes and
hurrahs.
The cars were filled with stage
stars and society workers of the Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor. Many side excursions were made by these workers,
and the ballot boxes were respectably heavy by the time the returns
were made to the oflftcial auditors,
Leslie, Banks & Co. at 1 East Fiftyseventh Street. Mary Anderson,
dressed in a becoming blue semimilitary motoring outfit, jumped
off her car at Thirty-second Street,
where a mob was just preparing to
get on one of the Fifth Avenue
buses. Each of them apparently
had a ten cent piece in his hand, but
everyone had to dig again, for the
aforesaid ten cent piece went into
Miss Anderson's ballot box.
UNDER

of Metropolis^
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Way

Chief Benevolences

part of Raymond Hitchcock, master
of ceremonies for the occasion.
The Mayor Is Visited
The first activity on Monday was
very properly the official benediction
of the city authorities and the first
oflficial ballot cast by a city official.
Mayor Hylan was greeted, as he
stepped out on the City Hall steps,
by a battalion of moving picture
stars and society workers. He also
was surrounded by a flock of moving
picture cameras representing the
moving picture news reels. Nothing
like this, however, feazed "Hizzoner," who was accustomed to it,
and incidentally he does it very well.
Having faced the music, he next had
to pay the piper. Constance Binney,
the leader in the contest at this time,
was introduced to the Mayor, and,
capitalizing her opportunity, secured
the first vote.
"Who is your favorite actress?"
she asked, with a bewitching smile.
"I find it is a very dangerous
thing for me to make any such discrimination" said the Mayor, in his
best side-stepping form.
^ '
"Then won't you vote for me?"
said Miss Binney, who had already
told the Mayor that she thought it
was very inconsiderate of the new

statue of Civic Virtue to turn its
back upon such a Mayor and right
in his own front yard.
"I'll do that little thing," said the
Mayor, and there and then he hauled
off and cast one hundred votes, just
like that. Then he had to do it all
over again to Lloyd Hamilton, who
was presented.
The Mayor cannot be blamed for
not waiting to be introduced to any
other stars. He had done his duty,
and officially opened the drive and
his pocketbook.
Monday also signalized the start
of the votes in the various theatres
and theatre lobbies. While there
was some confusion in regard to just
how far they could go and where
they could go, it was all straightened
out in time for the evening performance in the theatres. The evening
wound up with a midnight tea and
jazz party
Bunn Brothers'
teria, in theat basement
of the CafeState
Theatre. Vote-getting meetings also
were held at Lorbers', Cafe Boulevard, Shanley's, Reisenweber's, Lucia's, Hofbrau and Roseland.
Stars Visit Old Men
Tuesday's activities included a
visit on the part of screen stars and
society young women to the Old

Hold Two Midnight Shows
On Saturday night the first of two
midnight shows was held. The
Gaiety Theatre was the scene of action and a capacity house crowded
the theatre long before the curtain
went up on the first act. To this
performance contributions of entertainment were made among others
by Miss Nora Bayes, Frankie Farnum and his band. Brock Sisters,
Gus Edwards' Review, Constance
Binney, Richard Barthelmess, Tyrone Power, Miriam Battista, Eddie
Cantor, George Jessel, Carr Family,
Billy Dove, Mary Anderson, Doraldina. Fay Marbe, Paul Specht's
Orchestra, Edithe Earle, Monte
Blue and Tom Wise.
The official nominations of stars
in the contest were made with enthusiastic speeches by the nominators and clever rejoinders on the

On the steps of the New York City Hall, Mayor Hylan casts for Constance Binney first
official ballot in motion picture Popularity Contest
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Midway

the

five days of intensive work and with six more
AFTER
to go before the official closing of the Popularity Contest, the standing of the participants on the evening of
Wednesday, May 3, uncovered some sudden shifts in position.
Constance Binney, who had been in the lead, found herself
behind Aladge Kennedy and Mary Pickford. Charles Chaplin also jumped toward the front, finishing the day but a
.
the
Rogers
Rogers
Willvotes,
behind
voteswith
few
utionhadof entered
his friend
contrib
the 'Mr.
2,000
contest
AMlliam S. Hart.
AA'ednesday a big stand was put up in Times Square,
and from noon onward the B. F. Keith Boys Band gave a
concert. Frank
of the 'May
Carnival Committee
introduced
severalTierne}^
stars. Similar
demonstrations
were held
at Columbus Circle and at Fifth Avenue and Forty-Second
Street.
Thursday the Wall Street district was invaded by a group
of actresses and on Saturday a second big" midnight show
was scheduled at the Palace Theatre. Plans for the ball at
the Hotel Astor on the evening of Tuesday, May 9. which
will mark the closing' of the contest, are practically complete. Mrs. WilliamTheK. entertainment
\'anderbilt 2ndthat
is chairman
of the
ticket committee.
will precede
the
coronation of the '"King and Queen of the Movies" will be
in the form of a cabaret. General admission will be $10.
Reserved places at tables, including admission and supper,
will be $15. The price of boxes rang-es from $90 to S150.
Some of the best known New Yorkers have made reservations.
The standing" of the leading" contestants at midnight
A\"ednesday was as follows ;
Actresses.
Actors.
Madge Kennedy
12,948 Will Rogers
--^9^
]Mary Pickford
11. 416 Charlie Chaplin
2.688
Constance Binney
TO.489 Tom Alix
2.006
Lillian Gish
5.41 1 William Farnum
1.828
]\Iae Murray
5.280 C. (Buck) Jones
loO/
Constance Talmadge
4471 Jackie Coogan
1.345
Billie Dove
4.012 John Gilbert
1.152
Alice Terry
3.136 Edward Earle
474
Mary Carr
2.521 Richard Barthelmess
423
Clara Kimball Young2.059 Wyndham Standing
298
Viola Dana
2.022 Rudolph Valentino
295
Shirley Mason
1.827 ^^ allace Raid
261
Norma Talmadge
1-754 ^^ illiam S. Hart
215
Marion Davies
i.i8q Monte Blue
185
Miriam Battista
1,142 Charles Ray
169
Corinne Griffith
1.023 Lloyd Hamilton
163
Hope Hampton
1.007 Thomas Meighan
155
Mabel Ballin
i.ooo Douglas Fairbanks
151

Men's Toy Work Shop of 505 East
Sixteenth Street, which is maintained by the Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor,
as one of its charities.
At 4 :30 the same group had a tea
at Delmonico's, and in the evening
dispersed to the various theatres,
hotels and restaurants to which they
had been assigned.
Although the co-operation of the

Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce had been extended as fully
as it was possible for any organization, itwas suggested by Will Hays,
Chairman of the Motion Picture
Committee, that a few big names
would help considerably in lining up
other theatres which were not members of the Chamber of Commerce,
vaudeville houses, legitimate houses,
etc. For that reason Mr. Hays and
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Mr. Zukor, after a conference asked
Marcus Loew to add his name to
the Motion Picture Operating Committee as ex-officio chairman, and
Mr. Zukor as his assistant, to give
any needed advice, counsel and
weight of their names to the undertaking. The Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce co-operation offer
was contained in the following bulletin, which was issued April 29 :
Theatre Owners Co-operate
"At a special meeting of the
Board of Directors of the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce a
resolution was passed to co-operate
to the fullest extent with the Association for Improving the Condition of the Poor of New York in the
matter of the appearance of stars at
theatres and the selling of votes in
the Popularity Contest at ten cents
per vote, the money to be turned
over to the Association for the Poor.
"The stars on the attached list
will be in New York and will come
to your theatre for personal appearances at no cost to you, to show
themselves to your audience and also
to announce that they are candidates
for the contest.
"With the stars will come several
fine society girls with votes to sell,
so that money can be raised for this
worthy charity. You are asked to
give these people the fullest measure
of co-operation in the matter of selling votes, either in the theatre itself if you can possibly arrange so,
or at least in the lobby and the theatre entrance.
"Headquarters for stars in care
of the Motion Picture Committee,
co-operating with the A. I. C. P.,
second floor, Loew State Building,
telephone Biyant 4650.
"S. A. Moross, secretary, has been
appointed to act for the Theatre
Owners, to give the fullest aid
in assigning stars to the theatres.
Personal Appeal to Exhibitors
"Posters, heralds and slides announcing this Populax-ity Contest
will be mailed you. Put them up in
prominent places in your theatres.
to Bryant
at once
Apply
4650 and
state bythe'phone
star you
want,
of.
care
take
can
you
or how many
for
secretary
your
to
once
at
Apply
votes and sell them at your boxoffice window and you yourself may
have a few pretty girls selling votes
(for any star that suits your fancy)
all during the period May 1 to May 9.
"The Exhibitor has ever been the
leader in movements for civic betterment and here is the greatest work
for the help of our community that
has ever come along — Theatre Owners of New York will be the first of
the nation to start the trend of public confidence — back to our industry.
Call Bryant 4650 right now and ask
for a STAR— Let's go."
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Show
"Smihn'

Through''

Contmues

Success

Begins Three Weeks' Engagement in Boston —
Newspapers Throughout Country Praise Picture
Impressed by the success with which
S7nilin'rent Through,
Norma
Tahiiadge's
curFirst National
attraction,
has been
meeting, and the fact that many original
runs have had to be extended, the management of the Park Theatre in Boston
booked it for a three weeks' run. The
engagement started on May 1.
In the vernacular, Smilin' Through is
up" success
everywhere,
is proving
a"cleaning
sensational
from and
the attendance
and box office standpoints. At the Strand
Theatre in New York it was held over
for a second week, and at the Colonial
Theatre in Columbus, Ohio, it was also
run for a fortnieht, the first picture to
accomplish that feat at the Colonial in
many months.
"Exceptional
secondcapacity
week's
business
as goodbusiness;
as the first;
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Veterans

Advise

Arliss

Audience

of

Attitude

Syracuse Journal — Norma Talmadge,
darling of filmdom, is more winsome and
charming than ever in her portrayal of
Kathleen and Moonyeen in the Jane Cowl
success,
Through.
The dual
fits MissSinilin'
Talmadge
splendidly.
Oneroleis
apt to wonder which of the two he likes
better.
Syracuse Herald — With Norma Talmadge at the helm, anything is safe and
sure. Her picturization of Smilin'
Through,
whichStrand
began Theatre
a week'sSaturday,
engagement at the
more than makes up for the lack of the
voice by the beauty of the scenes.

Showmen of long experience have favored Distinctive Productions with their
views of George Arliss as picture audiences want him. George W. Davids, who
has been around theatres in various capacities for twenty-five years, declares
that his experience with The Ruling Passion, recently released by United Artists,
convinces him that the movie fans "decidedly favor either a light drama interlaced with clean comedy, or a farce com-

Photoplay Edition of Glyn
Book to Be Published

remark, 'Why don't you give us somethinglight part of the time? After a day in
theedy."
office a man doesn't want to go to the
theatre in the evening to try to solve dra-

Coincident with the day and date showing of the Paramount picture, Beyond the
audiences
almost
every
evening,"
was
the
verdict of the management.
Rocks starring Gloria Swanson on May 7
The eagerness with which exhibitors
there will Company
come froma new
the illustrated
presses of edi"the
are booking this picture was evidenced by Macauley
the action of Charles W. Picquet, owner
tion
of
Elinor
Glyn's
book
of
that
name.
of the Carolina Theatre at Pinehurst,
A photograph of Gloria Swanson, done
N. C.
in three colors from a still from the Paramount picture directed by Sam Wood,
wanted Sinilin'
so Mr.
badlyPicquet
for immediate
showing Through
that he adorns the cover of the book, which bears
did not wait for a salesman to call, and
this imprint on the cover :
decided that a letter or telegram was too
"Beyond the Rocks, By Elinor Glyn,
slow. So he chartered an aeroplane, and
supervised the Paramount picflew ninety miles to Charlotte, with the who also
ture starring Gloria Swanson, with Rointention of carrying the film back with
him. From the flying field he drove to dolph
Mr. Valentino."
Furman, of the Macauley Company,
the First National exchange in an autowho
arranged
the new edition in co-operamobile, but was disappointed. Every print
tion with Glendon Allvine of the Paraof the picture was in use, and Picquet
mount publicity department, is rushing
had to return empty-handed.
the new edition through in less than two
The praise being bestowed on the pic- weeks in order to have his books ready for
ture by critics is shown in the following
sale for the world premiere of the new
excerpts from reviews :
picture.
Arrangements have been made by
Omalm World-Herald — Smilin' Through
is a credit to the film world. Such a pic- Charles E. McCarthy, publicity manager,
ture as this, clean, artistic, without a to have several hundred of these books
moment of unpleasant suggestiveness, will turned over to the publicity department
do more to help the motion picture in- for distribution among the salesmen and
dustry out of the mire of past scandals
other field men.
than all the propaganda in the world.
Mihuaukee Sentinel — Smilin' Through
is an artistic film with Norma Talmadge
at her best.
Announcement by
Cincinnati Post — ^Norma Talmadge has
here undoubtedly her best picture. Never
Rufus S. Cole
before has she given the screen such a
performance.
R-C Pictures Corporation
*723 Seventh Avenue
Wisconsi7i Netvs — Smilin' Through !
Even the title is beautiful, and last night
New York
more than 200 people witnessed a preOffice
of the President
view of this wonderful production in the
public museum lecture hall, given by the
Exhibitors Trade Review,
Optimists'
ClubThein entire
conjunction
with its
152 West Forty-second Street,
Smile
week.
production
of
New York City.
Smilin'
Dear Sirs:
detail, wasThrough,
shown. even to the minutest
Cincinnati Enquirer — Few photoplays
Kinilly note I have this day come
rise to the spiritual heights attained by
to an arrangement with the R-C PicSmilin' Through.
Were
the production
tures Corporation, Robertson-Cole
denrived
of its airily
romantic
story, it
Distributing Corporation, Robertsonstill would be exceptional because of its
Cole Realty Corporation and Robertbeautiful background and skillful photogson-Cole Studios, Inc., whereby I
raphy; were it deprived of its settings,
have tendered my resignation as
it still would be fascinating because of
president from each of these corporations, effective immediately.
Norma
irreproachable
acting.
Yours very truly,
With allTalmadge's
three of these
elements — charming story, beautiful background and highly
R. S. COLE.
artistic acting — woven together into a
May 2, 1922.
matchless composite, Smilin' Through becomes an exquisite photodramatic offering.

"Many and many a time," said Mr.
Davids, who manages the Barvedon Theatres Corporation,
"the 'tired
business
man' willPoughkeepsie,
leave the theatre
and

"Thismaticisproblems.'
a composite of the expressions
invariably made after we show pictures.
Any picture with a light touch that appeals to the younger people, is also more
desirable than the dramas of to-day.
"There are too many dramas and problem pictures and far too few bright, clean
comedies, which I feel sure would meet
with the greatest success. This is the exnression from the city of 35,000 people.
Maybe
largerof ctiies
think differently."
A. A. the
Elliott,
the Playhouse,
Hudson,
N. Y., a theatre veteran of thirty years,
asserts that George Arliss is wanted in
simple,
compelling
stories.
reason he is
enthusiastic
aboutForThethis
Ruling
Passion,
it to
be "within
range
for high believing
and low to
follow;
to grasp
all
the"This
situations."
picture has that human appeal,"
says
Elliott,
to my mind
the
pictureMr.fans
insist"which
on having,
although
many
producers
not pictures
give it to
"Another
thing,dosome
arethem."
made
for the larger cities only. This new Arliss
production has entertainment value that
will please large and small town audiences
alike, and that is a very desirable thing
for the showman of the small town."
Important Meeting Held
by Assistant Directors
The Assistant Directors held another
meeting at Keen's Forty-fourth Street
Chop House, last week, to fully complete
their plans in regard to forming an Assistant Directors' Association in the East,
to be affiliated with a similar organization
on the Coast.
Bert 'Sutch and Walter R. Sheridan
acted as Chairman and Secretary, respectively. A special committee of twelve
men was chosen to apply for the charter
comprising: Leon D'Usseau. Bert Sutch,
Walter R. Sheridan. Charles Bemer, Walter Lang, Albert Rabach, Joseph Boyle,
Ben Behrens, George Kline, Robert Ross,
Ned Hay and Charles Hines.
An additional committee on Constitution and By-Laws was appointed, coniprising Leon D'Usseau, Walter R. Sheridan,
Frank Bates,
Warren
Fromme.Martin
Walter Lang,
William
Hamilton,
Faust, Eddie James, John Hyland and
Frank Walton.
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Belies Its Title
Missing"
Reported
Selznick Special Starring Owen Moore Will Be Discovered in
Quick Time in Many of the Country^s Prominent Theatres
The box office test for Reported Missing
Brothers will play it a full week at their
has completely fulfilled expectations for Majestic, Columbus.
the new Owen Moore picture during its
The Broadway,
theatres
in Fort Richmond;
Wayne and Brentlinger's
Evansville;
first public exhibition at the Criterion
Theatre, New York, is the belief of John
Empire, Syracuse;
Fabian's
Brantford,
and Montauk,
Passaic,
and
H. Woody, general manager of Select, and Newark,
the early bookings indicate that a countryAdams' U. S. Theatre, Paterson, are given
wide distribution of the Selznick special as other instances of where the new Moore
will be accomplished in record time. Spe- show has been contracted for exhibition.
cial showings for exhibitors have been
given in Chicago and Minneapolis, and
showmen in all of the large centers of
population will see the picture at special
Paramount Block Releases
screenings during the next fortnight.
In Chicago the showing resulted in
to Be Known as "En"Eddie" Silverman, local manager of Select, closing with Aaron Jones of Jones,
core Weeks"
Linick & Schaefer for the first run of the
Hereafter Paramount will style
new Selznick attraction at the Randolph
each of its block issues of previTheatre, with other J., L. & S. theatres
ously released features "Encore
to follow. Henry Siegel of the New York
Week" and each individual engageexchange has contracted with Marcus
ment "Encore Engagement." This
Loew for the metropolitan appearances of
was decided upon by S. R. Kent on
Reported Missing after the Criterion
the suggestion of Bill Johnson, Asinitiation. The Moore picture also goes
sistant Exploitation Director of
to the other bouses on Loew's Circuit
Southern Enterprises, Inc., who tried
Avith the State, Cleveland and Valentine,
it out successfully at the Columbus,
Toledo, announcing May playing dates.
Ga., theatre.
The Lynch Enterprises, with theatres
"To my mind," wrote Mr. Johnbooked out of Dallas and Atlanta, will
son, "'Revival Week' implies the idea
first show the offering in the principal
that
something has been brought
cities of the South and Southwest. Whiteback to life, which is not true of
hurst's Century will give the first showthese Paramount productions. 'Ening in Baltimore; Pittsburgh will be introcore' embodies the significance of
duced to the new work at Harry Davis'
having
been applauded back — a deGrand, with the Cameraphone, East libmand by the audiences for their reerty, also contracted.
A. H. Blank's circuit will give the first
Mr. Johnson added that the adopOhama showings and Mr. Blank also will
tion of the term "Encore Week"
play Reported Missing at his Des Moines,
brought
splendid results at the Coturn." lumbus
Sioux City, Waterloo and his many other
Theatre, and it is therefore
theatres in Iowa. Libson's Walnut will
being
recommended
to all exhibitors
give the first showing in Cincinnati; the
playing the pictures.
Alamo will present the picture for the
first time in Louisville, and Frankle
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National

Units

at Work

On

Many Productions
An array of attractions is now in various stages of production for First National release. With the aim of "Bigger
and Better Pictures" in view, the producers whose pictures are distributed by
Associated First National are concentrating on "masterpictures" — productions
which will duplicate the box office successes of Penrod, Smilin' Through, The
Kid,
Peck'sCall,
Bad etc.Boy, Hail the Woman,
The Silent
Norma and Constance Talmadge arrived
in Los Angeles last Friday accompanied
by Producer Joseph Schenck, who has obtained the film rights to William H.
Harris'
East is West and Edgar Selwyn's
The Mirage.
Norma Talmadge will make The Mirage
at the United Studios and Constance
Talmadge will make the interiors of East
is West on the same lot, later taking her
company to China for the exteriors.
Norma Talmadge's release to follow
Smilin' Through will be The Eternal
Flame, a production adapted from the pen
of Honore Balzac.
Dorothy Phillips is soon to be seen in
Hurricane's Gal, produced by Allen Holubar and three months in the making.
Katherine MacDonald has just completed
The Woman Conquers, a lavish picture of
the northland. Miss MacDonald's next
starring vehicle is to be White Shoulders.
The picture will be made by Preferred
Pictures at the Louis B. Mayer Studio.
John M. Stahl has completed the Louis
B. Mayer picture. One Clear Call, a film
requiring five months to make, and
Maurice Tourneur has finished the making
of Lomia Doone. Mabel Normand is nearing
the end
of Mack
Sennett's
Suzanna.
romantic
costume
pictureoffering
of the
era of Spanish dominance of early California.
Charles Chaplin is building up the plot
of his next First National attraction, and
Buster Keaton has just completed two
two-reelers. The Blacksmith and The
Frozen North.
Richard Walton Tully, author and playwrright, has finished filming his legitimate
play. The Masquerader, starring Guy
Bates Post, and is preparing to offer the
same star in the picturization of the Tully
play Omar the Tentmaker. Marshall
Neilan has completed two production,
Fools First, and Her Man, the former of
which is scheduled for early release.
The complete cast for Someone to Love,
the most recent Thomas H. Ince feature
to enter production, is announced by Clark
W. Thomas, Ince manager, as follows:
Madge Bellamy, Cullen Landis, Noah
Beery, Vola Val, Harry Rattenburry,
Carrie Clark Ward, Bert Sprotte, Lincoln
Stedman and Larry Steers.
The Someone to Love company is on
location near Santa Cruz, in northern
California, under the direction of John
Griffith Wray, who directed Hail the
Woman.
J. L. Frothingham will take his initial
plunge into film direction next month. He
will personally direct The Vengeance of
the Deep, an A. B. Barringer story with
South Seas and New York City locales.
Marguerite de la Motte will be featured.
Betty Blythe Feature at Cameo
BettybandsBlythe's
feature
Should Hus-at
Know? opens
an engagement
the B. S. Moss Cameo theatre, FortySecond street. New York, beginning Monday, May 8.
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Vitagraph Film
Wins Praise

of

Newspapers
The Capitol Theatre on Broadway, New
theatre
York, N. Y., known as the "largest
in the world," was the scene of the opening of Too Much Business. "At the
Capitol yesterday," observed the reporter
"there was
for The Morning Telegraph,
of the amusing
hearty laughter at many
scenes. The audience liked the picture
and had every reason for doing so. Too
Much Business is good, clean, legitimate
fun. It is bright and pleasing entertamment that is bound to find favor with all
te enough to see it."
fortuna
whoTheareother
reviewers in the New York
pretty well
morning newspapers agreed
with the verdict of the audience at the
Capitol.
"Here at the Capitol Theatre," wrote
The Morning World, "is a picture version
of one of Earl Derr Biggers's Saturday
Evening Post stories of the John Henry
series. It seems to be just a little funnier
than most of our present day screen
comedies, and it is more than that. It is
so directed by Jess Robbins, that it keeps
right after its story every minute of the
time. So that at the end you feel a
natural desire to applaud. Did you ever
notice how few photoplays ever cause you
to lay your hat and coat in the next seat
and clap your hands? Too Much Business
is attractive in theme largely because it
up face to face with 'big
stands right
and exposes the sham of parts
business'
of it."
"Its story has a point," commented the
Times. "He (Director Jess Robbins) has
several sequences of scenes in which the
continuity is swift, smooth and pointedly
pictorial, and he often reveals a true
comic sense in the development of the action."
"It is high time," said the Herald,
"that the typical business story of to-day,
in which the hero wins hands dovra principally by sticking out his jaw and being
insufferably impertinent, should have a
little good humored fun poked at it, and
Earl Derr Biggers, who has written so
many stories of just that kind, was the
very man to do it. A fine vein of satire
ran through his original yard, and it has
been adequately preserved in the screen
reproduction, so that this has the effect
of Life imitating an efficiency magazine.
Shrewd little introductory devices frequently obviate the use of ordinary subtitles, the continuity is even more
business-like than the story and the entertaining features of the picture ought to
help the tired business man in getting
over that tired feeling."
To Build Theatre in Harlem
Aaron A. Corn has sold the Brown
Place Theatre Corporation, the southeast
corner 138th Street and Brown Place, for
improvement with a 2800 seat theatre for
motion pictures and vaudeville and threestory office building and stores.
The site measures 200 feet on Brown
Palace by 200 feet on 137th Street, with a
frontage of 100 feet on Brook Avenue by
25 feet on 138th Street. The property
was held at $150,000 and it is estimated
the theatre will cost $500,000.
N.

Y.

Ben Amsterdam Buys "Felix"
M. J. Winkler, who controls the world's
distributing rights on the "Felix" cartoons, which are animated by Pat Sullivan, announces this week the sale of her
product to Ben Amsterdam of the Masterpiece Film Attractions of Philadelphio
for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New Jersey.
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Contract
Metro
Renews
Ingram
Will Make Six Big Productions During Two
Years.

''Toilers of the Sea" First of These
us during the next two years is doubly
gratifying
first,
because
was with
Metro that— he
crossed
the itthreshold
to
greatness as a motion picture director;
and second, and obviously, because of his
immense value to Metro as a director.
"The Metro organization does not take
credit for Mr. Ingram's greatness, but it
does find great satisfaction in realizing
that its perception of his potentialities
gave this brilliant director his opportunity.
Before he came with us, Mr. Ingram had
an enviable reputation, both as a constructor of motion picture scenarios and
as a director. He undertook his climb to
big things gradually, but it is a noteworthy point that every production he
made was a success. The first was a
Drury Lane melodrama, Hearts Are
Trumps, into which he put an astounding
amount of flesh-and-blood emotion. The
second was James Heme's American
classic, Shore Acres, with Alice Lake as
the star. The artistry displayed in making these two pictures decided us, when
the time came for entrusting the great
task of The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse to one of our directors. Since then
Mr. Ingram's
riseposition
to fame, by
and subsequent
his justification of his
Rex Ingram
triumphs, such as The Conquering Power
Rex Ingram has signed a contract to and Turn to the Right are common knowlremain with Metro for two years, during
and need vice-president
no recounting."after touch"Theedge,Metro
which he will produce six big pictures.
First of these will be a scream version of foundation
ing upon thefor soundness
of art
Mr. ofIngram's
the difficult
motion
Victor Hugo's The Toilers of the Sea.
picture
direction
—
his
wide
knowledge of
This announcement, coming this week
from the home offices of the company, in all strata of life, his intense application
for many years to the study of sculpture
New York, sets at rest the numerous
and painting, his first-hand familiarity
rumors of other affiliations of the director
with all the processes of picture-making —
of The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,
The Conquering Power, Turn to the Right turned to a consideration of Mr. Ingram's
future promise. He said:
and The Prisoner of Zenda.
a space of less than two years
At present Mr. Ingram is beginning the Mr."Within
Ingram has lifted the motion picture
making of a new picture, written by himinto
an
incontestable
place as an art. This
self and entitled Black Orchids. Production of this probably will extend up to the he did with one great sweep, in The Four
time of the release of The Prisoner of Horsemen of the Apocalypse. He is beginning with greatness, striving always for
Zenda in the autumn. Toilers of the Sea
will be begun after the completion of a greater greatness, and then a still greatBlack Orchids.
er. Metro expects, with reasonable certainty, that Mr. Ingram will revolutionize
After making public the renewal of the
the concept of the possibilities of screen
Ingram contract, William E. Atkinson,
vice-president and general manager of dramas long before he has completed his
Metro, said:
present contract with the company."
"The arrangement with Mr. Ingram
Priest to Exploit Eustace Films
whereby he will make six big pictures for
Harry K. Eustace, African sportsman,
explorer and big game hunter, who is visiting New York for the first time, has
Mary Carr, Fox Star,
signed contracts with Robert W. Priest,
theatrical
and motion picture manager,
Greeted at White House
covering the world's rights to the many
thousand feet of motion picture films
Mary Carr, the Ma Benton of
which he took of his explorations and ad"Over the Hill," and her six children
— four of whom participated in the
ventures in the jungles of the Dark Continent.
making of this picture — were guests
Mr. Priest states that he will shortly
of President and Mrs. Harding at the
White House Easter Sunday. Mrs.
present
a well-known
lecturer the
at onepictures
of the with
principal
Broadway
Carr appeared in person at the Ritheatres.
Later
Mr.
Priest
intends preon
alto Theatre in Washingt
and visited Secretary af Navy Denby and
nentalsenting
cities.the filnio in London and ContiSecretary of Labor Davis.
In spite of the demands on her
time made by her professional and
Russell Going to Washington
social engagements, Mrs. Carr found
E. B. Russell, director of distribution
time to visit most of the interesting
for the Geographic Film Company, Inc.,
spots in Washington. The party visproducers of Biblical films, will be in
ited Congress in session, the Suduring the convention and
Washington
preme Court, the War and Navy Deannounces that with him he will have a
partments, the National Cemetery
copy of The Garden of Gethsemane, the
at Arlington, Virginia — where Mrs.
Carr laid a sheaf of American
subject which created so much
single reel comment
favorable
during its showing at
beauty roses on the tomb of "The
the Capitol Theatre in New York during
Unknown Soldier" — and the Walter
the week of April 16. Mr. Russell states
Reed Hospital.
he will be glad to show this picture to any
exhibitors who may be interested.
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'^Real

Deny

Injunction

Against

Film

Expose

Justice Delehanty Decides That Film of ''^Sawing a Lady
in Tico'^ Is ISot Infringement on Goldin's Vaudeville Act
The legal battle between Horace Goldin tions of similar acts of the great performand Weiss Brothers, Clarion Photoplays,
ers of legerdemain of the eighteenth century and the early part of the nineteenth
Inc., in connection with the film expose of
In many cases these performSawing a Lady in Half has been decided century.
ances antedate the Christian era. The
in favor of Clarion Photoplays, Inc. Jus- American Society of Magicians, which
aligned itself with Mr. Goldin against
tice Delehanty, sitting in Part I, Supreme
Brothers Clarion Photoplays, Inc.,
Court, New York, has handed down a de- Weiss
sent out letters claiming that the film
cision denying the injunction sought by
John inE. Half
Coutts'
Mr. Goldin. Harry G. Kosch defended the expose
Sawing ofa Lady
wouldperformance
deprive themof
action brought by the illusionist against of their livelihood and the benefits of their
Weiss Brothers, while House, Grossman & mental efforts. As a matter of fact, most
Vorhaus acted for Goldin.
of the present day illusions performed in
Goldin contended in his affidavits that vaudeville were not created by the perthe film expose of Saiving a Lady in Half
produced by John E. Coutts and spon- former."
sored by Clarion Photoplays, Inc., for
state right distribution, infringed the
vaudeville act performed by Mr. Goldin
"Fascination'' Wins
under
title submitted
"Sawing a voluminous
Woman in Two."
Praise in New York
Mr. the
Kosch
proof
in behalf of his client showing that the
two acts are entirely dissimilar, inasmuch
and Philadelphia
as Mr. Goldin uses two women, a table
and a hidden trap, whereas Mr. Coutts
Mae
Murray,
presented by Robert Z.
makes use of one woman and an ordinary
wooden box. Mr. Kosch also claimed that Leonard in her most recent photoplay,
Mr. Goldin was not the originator of the Fascination, won twin triumphs Easter
week when this picture was shown at the
illusionnowin inquestion,
evidence
books
the Publicoff'ering
Libraryinwhich
not
Capitol Theatre, the world's largest
only describe the feat of "Sawing a Lady picture
palace in New York, and at the
in
Half"
but
expose
the
performance
in
detail.
famous Stanley Theatre in Philadelphia,
The decision of Justice Delehanty is of says a statement from Metro.
considerable importance to the theatrical
"There's always a big house to see Mae
and film world in general, inasmuch as it
Murray pictures," commented William B.
establishes the precedent that illusions
which are in the public domain can be Atkinson, vice-president and general manfilmed without interference on the part of
ager of Metro, upon the business Fascinapublic performers. Mr. Kosch commented
tion was doing at the Capitol and Stanley,
as follows on learning of the decision in "no matter whether the house itself has
favor of his client: "The decision of JusfiveThe
hundred
or five
tice Delehanty is of the utmost importance
screenseats
critics
in thousand."
New York and
to the theatrical and film world, inasmuch
Philadelphia
were
so
enthusiastic
as it establishes beyond doubt the prece- Fascination that in one instance a over
redent that illusions which are in the public
confessed he had not the temerity
eye can be filmed without interference or to be as viewer
hearty in his praise as he wished.
restraint on the part of vaudeville perHe is Quinn L. Martin of The World, New
formers.
"An exhaustive examination of illu- York. Although this critic wrote a report
sions in general shows that practically all highlyment favorable
enactMissof Murray's
of the stellarto role
Fascination,
he
performances by present-day magicians
admitted
privately
to
an
official
of
Metro
are nothing but plagiarisms and adaptathat this review was the second he had
done ; that he had torn up his first because
it was too superlative in its praise to be
although it had been written
convincing,
with the utmost sincerity.
Mr. Martin's second review, the one
which was printed in The World, therefore, is restrained, despite the fact that
it denominates Fascination as "the most
finished' and interesting cinema-play that
has come out of a studio this year."
Harriette Underbill, picture critic of the
New York Tribune, found Fascination
"the best thing Miss Murray has ever
"it
the theatre,
and anoted
done," forth
drew
stormthat
of in
applause
from the
McElliott in The Daily News, New
spectators."
York, appraises Fascination at a value of
95 per cent.

Edward Bowes, managing director Capitol
Theatre, and vice-president of Goldwyn
Pictures

Bache Buys "I Am the Law"
Louis Bache of Associated First National Pictures, Washington, has purchased for his territory the rights to the
Edwin Carewe special I Am the Law,
which is being released through Affiliated Distributors. This now means
that the entire foreign rights and nearly
half of the territories in the United States
have been disposed of on this production.

Next

Number 24

Adventure"
Vehicle
Florence

for
Vidor

President Arthur S. Kane of Associated
Exhibitors, announces that May 28 has
been fixed as the release date for Florence
Vidor's
next feature, The Real Adventure.
The Real Adventure is a five-reel picture from the novel by Henry Kitchell
Webster. "In the surge of passengers on a rainy afternoon, a street car
conductor does not notice Rosalind Stanton, a beautiful young woman, paying her
fare, and the girl refuses, as a matter of
principle, to make a second payment,"
says the announcement. At the ultima"Pay or get after
off!" she
accepts the
lattertum,alternative,
restraining
a big,
good-humored fellow on the car from
striking the conductor. When he sees she
is without an umbrella this stranger also
leaves, and, after some hesitancy, she permits him to accompany her home.
On what threads of chance do our destinies hang? After a brief but romantic
courtship Rosalind becomes Mrs. Rodney
Aldrich. He is a wealthy young lawyer,
and by all the accepted standards of storytelling they should have lived happily ever
after, but The Real Adventure is different.
Rosalind is not an animated doll but a
real woman and she is unhappy when she
begins to realize that her husband vdshes
her to share his heart but not his brain.
She tries to study law, so as to be of help
to him, but he ridicules this notion and she
length, after an embarup. At
gives it rassing
scene, she packs a bag and sets out
for New York — they have been living in
she
Chicago — leaving a note stating that ishe
will return to her husband when
has "earned the right" to be his partner
and pal as well as his plaything.
"right" is an intergains thisstory.
sheand romantic
How esting

rting Writers
Spo
Selznick Guests at
"Referee" Showing
After the evening presentations of Reported Missing at the Criterion Theatre,
Selznick
New York, on May 3, Lewis J.Tearle
in
screened a showing of Conway
The Referee for the entertainment of the
sporting fraternity and sport writers on
the New York dailies. As its title indiproduction in its plot developcates theshows
boxing in many phases ^and
ment
as its "big
climaxes in a prize fightadaptati
on of
punch." The story is an
Gerald Beaumont's magazine story of
"John McArdle, Referee."
In staging the presentation at Fort Lee,
when the Selznick studios were over in
assembled a numMyron Selznick
Jersey,
ber of ' celebrities
from local sporting circles to appear in the fight scenes and give
authenticity to the encounter. Joe
beknowngreat
is nationally
, who
Humphreys
cause of his
connection
with every
boxing bout in this vicinity for many
years, "announced" the contestants, and
another popular sport, figPatsy uredHaley,
at the ringside.
At the Criterion show Conway Tearle
appeared in person. Ralph Ince was
there; Joe Humphreys watched himself
on the screen, and in the audience was
York's sporting franoted manyternity.ofSport New
writers who sign most of
the "dope" on New York sporting pages
were present, and for once the Criterion
took on the appearance of a sporting club
being entertained by a picture right "in
the subject."
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Improving

Already at Work at
^^^^^ General Manager Presents Evidence of WideWest Coast Studios
spread
and
Healthy
Gain
in Picture Patronage
Production at the United Studios, Holsands
of theatres finally did reduce their
One of the most encouraging statements
lywood, now includes the activities of
prices,
and that keen observers are now
regarding
general
business,
and
picture
Myron Selznick, who lately arrived on the
of the opinion that those theatres have
patronage specifically, made by an acCoast with his stars and staff to continue
nearly
all
eliminated the red figures from
knowledged authority in many months, is
the creation of Selznick attractions which
their books.
furnished
by
Elmer
Pearson,
General
was interrupted a month ago when the Manager of Pathe Exchange. While Mr.
"There seems to be no need for further
Talmadge Studios, in New York, were
reduction, and the time has not yet come
Pearson
maintains
direct
communication
abandoned. Tamar Lane, who went to with the business situation from day to to increase; but if the general business
Hollywood as publicity representative,
in every section of the country by boom materializes, which some of our
has begun transmitting information to day
financial authorities seem to think quite
means
of the network of thirty-five Pathe
the home oflfice publicity department.
branch offices, he has also within the last possible, the amusement business may find
Owen Moore has begun work on a pro- year made several visits to the chief
itself again enjoying the good receipts of
duction to be directed by Victor Heerman
1918 and 1919, without the ridiculous exmanufacturing and agricultural centers
from Sarah Y. Mason's scenario. MarSouth and middle West, giving pergery Daw has been secured to play one of of the sonal
penses of those days."
study to the problems of a great
the two important "girl" roles opposite
many
widely
separated
communities.
Mr. Moore, in A Previous Engagement,
Returning from one of these tours three
B. J. O'Donnell Is Signed
and six stages are now occupied in for- months ago, Mr. Pearson gave his reasons
by Bartlett Productions
warding the work of producing a suc- for predicting material business improvecessor to Reported Missing.
B.
J.
O'Donnell.
who collaborated with
ment
for
the
near
future.
How
this
preElaine Hammerstein, directed by George
diction is being realized, he now explains
Harry A. Pollard in writing the conArchainbaud, will begin at once the as follows:
tinuity and titles for The Leather Pushscreening of Borrowed Wings, a scenario
"March and April plainly indicate an
ers, has been signed up by the Charles E.
by Edward Montagne, who wrote Under
improvement in the picture business.
Bartlett Productions to write original
Oath, the last picture Miss Hammerstein
"For the last year each month either
made in the East.
stories and continuity for a series of eight
has barely held its own or shown a defeature productions starring Richard C.
crease; so when three successive months
Travers.
show
healthy
improvement,
we
are
justi"Silas Marner" Current
O'Donnell has just finished the confied in feeling much encouraged.
Associated Exhibitors Release
tinuity for Land of Missing Men, his first
"Since this improvement is paralleled
story
for Bartlett. It is a tale of the
in
the
field
of
general
business,
it
would
Silas Marner, from George Eliot's
North woods. Work on this production is
seem to be a logical conclusion that as
story, is the current Associated Exhibitors
already
under way and will be ready for
general
business
continues
to
improve,
so
release, April 30th having been the date
the state right field about June 1.
also
should
that
of
motion
picture
theaofficially set. Educators, students of tres.
O'Donnell is one of the many well
literature, artists, welfare workers and
knov\rn newspapermen who have come to
others who had a pre-view at the Hotel
"Moreover, a large number of exhibitors
the picture industry in recent months.
have given practical attention to their own
Plaza, New York, as guests of Miss Anne
special problems of adjusting expense to He served his apprenticeship as a local
newspaperman in this country for several
receipts on a rational basis, and this has
years, magazine
and war corresspeeded up their entrance upon a new era
pondent in Francevo'iter,
and Germany
during
of prosperity. Such a course was first the American
participation
in the world
urged upon them by Pathe more than a war.
year ago, in connection with expressions
of confidence in what the near future held
for the entire industry in common with
"Silent Voice" Will Be
business in general.
Arliss' Next Screen Vehicle
"Last October we made the observation
that the quickest way to revive the box
Henry
M. Hobart, president of Disoffice was to reduce admission prices to
tinctive Productions, Inc., announces that
within the public's buying power. While
many at that time considered such a step
George Arliss will appear next in The
altogether too drastic, we find that thouSilent Voice by Jules Eckert Goodman,
famous as a play on Broadway a few
years ago. The production will be at the
Whitman Bennett Studios, under the diEpigram Book as Pep
rection of Harmon Weight.
Mr. Hobart has selected Ann Forest for
Promoter for Salesmen
the leading female role in support of Mr.
Arliss. The Silent Voice witnesses the
In an effort to get selling helps
return of Effie Shannon to the screen. Mr.
and sales promotion ideas read by
Hobart has been anxious to use this talsalesmen, R. H, Clark, treasurer and
ented actress in a Distinctive picture ever
general manager of the New York
since the inception of Distinctive ProducFirst National Exchange, is employtions, but Broadway theatrical contracts
ing a small bill-fold with isinglass
would
not permit her engagement. Edpanel,
and
each
day
a
business
epiCraufurd Kent
ward Earle has the leading juvenile male
gram or some flattering sales record
role and Ivan Simpson is another featured
made by an individual of the force,
or some business message, is sent to
Morgan's American Committee for Devastated France, already have given high
each one of the holders of the books,
player.
praise to the photoplay.
which number the entire personnel of
The title role is played by Craufurd
the sales force of New York, Buffalo
"Lady Godiva" Begins
and Albany.
Kent, who is English born and is well
Engagement at Central, N. Y.
known as a leading man. The part of
The idea took from the start, and
Eppie, the foundling, is taken by Helen
The Associated Exhibitors spectacle.
as a means of getting a 100% peRowland, with Jean Girardin taking the
rusal of sales literature it is proved
Lady Godiva, begins an engagement at
role when the girl is grown.
that compared to long circular letthe Central Theatre, New York, Sunday,
Bradley Barker, who plays Sir Godfrey
ters that are carried in salesmen's
May 7.
pockets or left forgotten in desk
Saxe, Eppie's father, was on the speakdrawers,
the
epigram
book,
with
its
ing stage four years before entering picBy persons
who have
seen ithas
in been
pretures, and has since had important parts
views this Wistaria
production
message
before
the
salesman's
eyes
in many successful productions. Marevery time he opens the book for the
commended both for its impressive enterguerite Courtot who has the role of Sarah,
tainment appeal and its value to students
purpose of jotting down memoranda,
of history and of literature. Particularly
has been found to easily transcend
was Harrison Fisher's favorite model bewarm praise was given by Mrs. Clinton
in its value all other methods thus
fore sheRandolf,
decided tothegoSquire
into "the
Anders
Cassmovies."
of the
B. Smith, chairman of the motion picture
employed.
picture, came to the screen after playing
committee of the New York State Federation of Women's Clubs.
in William Farnum's all-star company.
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to Drama

Vitagraph Confers on Famous Old Play of ""The Shaughraun"
Title of Chauncey Olcott's Familiar ""My Wild Irish Rose*'
successfully presented on the stage several
Vitagraph has again done the unusual
in an attractive adaptation of both a song years ago with the author in the title role.
The fact that Conn, the shaughraun,
and a story — each one a classic — to the
screen. My Wild Irish Rose, which has was inclined to sing on any occasion and
that his favorite song played an important
just been completed, sips the sweetness
from both Chauncey Olcott's song and part in the story, readily suggested a popular Irish song as the new title of the
Dion Boucicault's famous stage success,
picture, and none was so suitable as
"The Shaughraun."
Director David Smith, in the opinion of Chauncey Olcott's famous ballad, "My
those who have seen the picture, has filmed Wild Irish Rose."
Vitagraph has purchased the rights to
another big picture — one that will live on
with Black Beauty and The Little Minis- title and song. The song has been made
ter. My Wild Irish Rose has completed
the theme in the music cue for the producits grilling criticism at the Vitagraph
tion. Practically every sheet of advertisBrooklyn laboratories, and is slated for
ing paper, the heralds and all printed matter for the picture carry a few bars of
release June 1st. The exploitation possithe song and its title. Already arrangebilitiesduction
for Vitagraph's
newest
special
proments have been completed with the song
were greatly augmented by the
selection of the descriptive and catchy publishers for window tieups throughout
title. Written by Dion Boucicault, famous
the country as well as similar joint exboth as a writer of Irish and other melploitation with the various phonograph
record manufacturers who have records of
odramas and as an actor, the story was
the famous song.
known as "The Shaughraun" when it was

Having finished the cutting and titling
of One Clear Call, John M. Stahl is now
preparing
to National
start on release.
a picture for Associated First
Fred Niblo will begin work under this
new arrangement immediately following
the
completion
of Ibanez'
and Lasky
Sand
which
he is now
making Blood
at the
Studio with Rudolph Valentino in the
starring role.
Reginald Barker, director of The Old
Nest and The Branding Iron will soon
begin production of a new picture to be
started within a few weeks. He has already located at the Mayer Studios and is
now working on his story.
J. tive
G. Hawks'
effecimmediately,appointment
and he is became
now engaged
on the preparation of the stories for both
Mr. Stahl's
and Mr. editor,
Barker's
pictures. As managing
he next
will have
charge of the purchasing of stories, and
will supervise their handling up to the
time of their delivery in script form to
the directors, later co-operating on the
cutting and titling of the pictures.

"Life"

Critic

High
St.

Louis

Musicians

Walk

Out

May

1

Ninety Theatres and 425 Men Affected by the Action —
Managers Say There Will Be No Reduction in Admissions
Practically every motion picture theatre a wage reduction of 30 per cent. The
in St. Louis on May 1 was presenting owners also demanded the elimination of
shows without music, following the walk- the clause regulating the number of musicians to be employed in each theatre ;
out April 30 of the musicians in the various houses. The musicians refused to dis- that the rest periods be cut from twenty
cuss a wage reduction when contracts
minutes every hour and a half to fifteen
with the various movie houses throughout
minutes between performances, and the
the city expired. It is thought several right to replace any member of the orweeks will pass before new agreements
chestra on two weeks' notice.
between the musicians and managers are
The musicians held a meeting Feb. 24
reached.
and rejected these demands and voted
There will be no reduction in admission
down a resolution to consider "a fair reprices during this period, exhibitors said.
Clarence Case, attorney for the picture
Four hundred and twenty-five musicians
duction." stated that he went before the
are affected and 90 theatres are without houses,
music. The situation is virtually the Musicians' Union a week ago and outlined
same as that of two years ago, when for the proposals of the owners, but was told
six weeks the theatres were without or- by the musicians they did not care to discuss the case.
chestras as the result of a controversy
There was no noticeable fall-off in atwith the Musicians' Union. The theatre
tendance at the various theatres on the
owners state they have suffered greater
losses than any branch of the amusement
afternoon of May 1, despite the fact that
field and assert that attendance has de- the morning papers announced the comcreased from 35 to 45 per cent since last
ing walkout and the afternoon papers
May, and asked the musicians to agree to played up the story big.

Directors

Under

Mayer

Banner

John M. Stahl, Fred Niblo and Reginald Barker Productions to Be
Presented by Louis B. Mayer; J. G. Hawks Signed as Managing Editor
With the signing of Reginald Barker,
Mr. ments
Mayer
is nowfor completing
with Metro
the release arrangeof some
Louis B. Mayer recently completed the
formation of a directorial triumvirate.
of these pictures, but just which ones has
The other two points of honor in this
not yet been announced. There still are
triangle are held by John M. Stahl and
some Mayer Productions to be delivered
Fred Niblo.
to Associated First National for distribuThese three directors will produce as
tion. He is now entering into negotiations with a fourth director with a view
independent units under the Louis B.
of putting on an additional company which
Mayer on
banner,
the pictures
latter's
will also make special features.
studios
Missionworking
Road. atTheir
will have all-star casts, and the stories
will be selected from the best material
available.
Pathe Directors Re-elected
J. G. Hawks, for three years Managing
Editor and Supervisor of Production at
At the annual meeting of the
Goldwyn's with
and C.
forGardner
five years
previously
stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
associated
Sullivan
at the
held on April 25, the same Board of
Thomas H. Ince Studio, has been apDirectors was re-elected.
pointed by Louis B. Mayer as Managing
Editor of all of his productions.

Gives

Praise

to

Boy"
"Grandma's
Robert E. Sherwood, the picture critic
of Life, who has been in California investigating conditions among screen players, was treated to a pre-view of the newest Harold Lloyd Associated Exhibitors
feature, Grandma's Boy, the other day,
and was so well pleased that he wired a
review to his publication.
Mr. Sherwood's comments on Grandma's Boy were printed in Life of April
27th. After declaring that "the public
is becoming more discriminative," and exthe belief
that "the
the moviespressinglies
in nictures
basedsalvation
on simpleof
stories, produced with a minimum amount
of ostentation and a maximum amount of
intelligence," he says:
ma's Boy. brings us to a consideration
"Which
of Harold Lloyd's latest picture, Grand"Lloyd has made many splendid comedies of varying lengths — from one reel
up; but he has never done anything better than this. It is, at the same time,
his most ambitious work and his finest.
He has told a story that is both funny and
dramatic and that contains an unobstrusive but very definite idea."
Mrs.

Three

Number 24

Owen

Returns

Moore
to Screen

in Selznick

Picture

It was understood that Mrs. Owen
Moore had retired from the screen when
her marriage to the Selznick star was announced. Hence there is something of
surprise in the announcement that comes
from Myron Selznick that Kathryn Perry
(Mrs. tures
Moore)
againof bemore
seen than
in pic-a
after anwould
absence
are twoEngagement,
prominent "girl"
A There
Previous
the roles
picturein
Myron
is now producing in Holyear. Selznick
lywood with Owen Moore the star, and
Miss Perry will play one of them.
It will be remembered that as Kathryn
Perry she played opposite Owen Moore in
The Chicken in the Case and A Divorce
of Convenience, two earlier Selznick productions, and it was while playing in these
films that the romance sprung un between
riage.
the two which culminated in their mar-
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Units

at Work

List
Production Going Forward on Co-operative Basis
— Further Additions to List of Stars Announced

Month

Five feature productions, two Sunshine
Comedies, and three Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons constitute the list of May
releases announced by Fox.
Heading the list is Shackles of Gold, the
screen adaptation of Henri Bernstein's
drama "Samson." With William Farnum
as the star. Director Herbert Brenon, it is
said, has created a strong character in
this play of modern society, snobbery and
sturdy manhood. Myrta Bonillas and
Peggy Shaw appear in the cast, which includes several other prominent screen and
stage artists.
Tom Mix will be seen in The Fighting
Streak from a story by George Owen
Baxter. Arthur Rosson directed this picture, with Patsy Ruth Miller as the
feminine lead. Robert Fleming, Al Fremont, Bert Sprotte, Sidney Jordan and
Gerald Pring, also are in the company.
The William Russell release will be The
Man of Zanzibar from the story by Richard Harding Davis. The picture was directed by Rowland V. Lee.
Strange Idols, a Dustin Farnum picture, is from a story by Jules Furthman
and was directed by Bernard Durning.
John Gilbert will be seen in The Yellow
Stain, written by Jules Furthman and directed by Jack Dillon. It is a romance
throughout, with Claire Anderson as the
leading woman.
The Sunshine Comedies for May are El
Toro and The Wise Duck. The Mutt and
Jeff Cartoon releases are Hop, Skip and
Jump, Modern Fishing and Hither and
Thither.

Officially endorsed

R
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At the R-C Studios in Los Angeles production on a large scale is being put on
a co-operative basis. Actual work on the
first units on a profit-sharing basis has
now been started. The new R-C producing units which are now lined up by P. A.
Powers, managing director of R-C Pictures, are:
Ethel
to R-C
after
her Clayton,
successfulwho
workhasas come
a Paramount
star.
Harry Carey, exponent of outdoor characters.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven, resuming their domestic
retirement
from thecomedies
screen. after a year's
Jane Novak, leading woman for some
of the foremost male stars, who will be
featured in big outdoor dramas, to be
directed by Chester Bennett. Other stars
for Chester Bennett productions will be
announced later.
Helen Jerome Eddy, who will be featured in plays of spiritual significance.
These
ductions.will be known as Ray Carroll proNorman Dawn productions. The continuity for the second of that series is
now in preparation. The first is The Son
of the Wolf.
Robert Thornby, noted director, who
will direct six all-star features a year.
Emory Johnson, who will produce big
snecial productions, the first of which The
Midnight Call is now complete.
Doris May, who is continuing in her
light comedy successes.
Aside from these developments, negotia-

by M. P. T. O. of Eastern

Penna.,

tions are said to be pending for two series
of comedies to be made at the R-C
Studios. It is also known that Mr. Powers is now negotiating with one of the
leading male stars and another director
equally well known.
Gish- Griffith
Picture

Will

Be

Revived By R-C
A revival of The Fatal Marriage, supervised by D. W. Griffith, and starring Wallace Reid and Lillian Gish, is announced
by R-C Pictures as a June release. The
picture is a screen adaption of Alfred
Lord Tennyson's poem, Enoch Arden.
While the picture was made several
years ago, it is thoroughly modern from
a technical standpoint, and as it is a
costume play, being laid in England in
the later part of the eighteenth century,
it is almost impossible to detect that it
is not an up-to-date picture. That it is a
story of sufficient dramatic merit is made
certain by the number of times that the
Enoch Arden theme has been used on
the spoken and silent drama. In The
Fatal Ma/rriage Tennyson's story is closely adhered to, and the beauty of his descriptive poetry, some of which is used
for titles, will be accentuated by some
beautiful scenic shots which serve as a
background for the picture; says the announcement.

So. New

Jersey and Delaware

The
Theatre

Inter-Insurance

What

It Is

and

Exchange

Does—

THE
FLAN

The Theatre Inter-Insurance Exchange writes only theatre insurance. It operates on the
Reciprocal plan, whereby the amount remaining from each year's premiums, after losses
and expenses are paid, is returned to the policyholders instead of going to stockholders of
the company under the ordinary insurance plan.

THE
SAVING

Each policyholder has saved 40 % of his premium deposit, and this in view of the fact
that the same initial rates are charged as are required by other companies.

SECURITY

Only a safe amount of insurance on any risk is carried net, all amounts above this being
covered by a reinsurance contract with London Lloyds, the strongest and best reinsurers
in the world.

SERVICE

In addition to the actual saving in cost the Exchange furnishes an inspection service and
assistance on fire prevention methods and equipment that is of real value to the exhibitor.
Write for information or a personal call and inspection.

137 South

THEATRE
INTER-INSURANCE
EXCHANGE
Fifth Street
Philadelphia
BRANCH

OFFICES:

Kansas City

Minneapolis

Denver

Birmingham

See aurticle on Reciprocal Insurance in Exhibitors Trade Review, April 29th issue, Page 1537
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Buxbaum
Business Conditions Revealed

as Highly
Favorable

Pathe's optimistic view of business tendencies is declared to be freshly fortified by the
net results,
justMarch
tabulated,
Month"
contest
which
closed on
26. of
In "Brunet
announcing
the fourth
winninganniversary
branches sales
with
their percentages above quotas. General Sales Manager E. A. Eschmann analyzes and compares accepted American business statistics for the month of
March, 1919, 1920, 1921 and 1922, and illustrates his conclusion that business for
March, 1922, in the case of Pathe showed a satisfactory increase while general
business showed a drop of 10.7 per cent.
This is a result of general interest and importance established by the completed "Brunet Contest Month" returns. It is a result showing conclusively that
the business was there and only needed to be gone after with confidence. The test
really
of tentheweeks,
including
a six
weeks'of qualifying'
for
the covered
purpose aofperiod
classifying
branches
into five
districts
contesting contest
teams.
Quotas were fairly established for the different districts and branches — and here
enters with emphasis the big fact in connection with the whole affair.
The tabulated figures show an actual net increase of 19.81 per cent over quotas
established on the results of immediately preceding periods, and took into consideration also the extra
energy
that would
be called
fourth anniversary
and the
stimulus
of prizes
to be forth
won. in honor of Mr. Brunet's
The winning branches and their managers are: First — Atlanta, W. W. Anderson; second — ^Indianapolis, N. W. Moray; third — Omaha, C. W. Taylor; fourth —
Dallas, D. J. Coughlin; fifth — St. Louis, Frank Harris. The prizes were, respectively, $2,500, $1,500, $1,000, $750, and $500, each prize being shared, 40 per cent
to the manager and 60 per cent divided equally between salesmen, assistant manager, booker, cashier, etc.

*^^Orphans"
Wins
Big Audiences
Turnaway at Fox-Liberty, St. Louis —
Cincinnati Gives Praise to the Picture
"Every single night we have to turn
thousands away from the theatre, have
'stood them' every night at both shows,
and it is absolutely impossible to get into
the house after 9 o'clock," is the report
that comes to United Artists Corporation
home office from the management of the
Fox-Liberty Theatre, St. Louis, where D.
W. Griffith's Orphans of the Storm is being shown for an indefinite engagement.
"D. W. Griffith has made an impressive
spectacle out of that old melodramatic
classic, 'The Two Orphans,' under the
screenreviewer
title of Orphans
Storm," says
the
for Theof the
Globe-Democrat.
"The
the emotional
acting and
of
Lillianfeature
Gish. isThere
also are tense
exciting scenes, as for instance when
Henriette goes to the guillotine. Leaving
nothing to the imagination, Griffith actually thrusts
Gish's has
headhisunder
knife.
The Lillian
executioner
hand the
on
the lever rope when the great Danton
comes dashing to the rescue."
"D. W. Griffith has come very near
realizing the ultimate possibilities of the
screen," says the critic for the St. Louis
Star,
in the way
screen "both
entertainment
and ofas spectacular
an educational instrument."
"Mr. Griffith has made 'The Two
Orphans'
over into an dramatic
historical period
romanceof
with
the tremendously
the French Revolution as a background,"
said the critic for the Post-Dispatch, "and
We

built one of the

first picture theatres
Since then, we have passed the
hundred mark — our latest theatre
being the new $2,000,000 Stanley in
Philadelphia.
We know how a moving picture
house should be designed to make
it practical. Our experience is your
insurance.
Hoffman-Henon Co., Inc.
Architects and Ensineers
Finance Building, Philadelphia, Pa.8

Clean

by Pathe Sales Test

this greatly enhances the story of the
pitiful plight of the orphan sisters, one
blind. The action includes many big mob
scenes and character drawings of Robespierre, Danton and other noted French
revolutionary figures, with a climax which
carries the story to the very steps of the
This is what Eugene Quigley, manager
guillotine."
of
Ascher's Capitol Theatre, Cincinnati,
telegraphed to United Artists home office
when I). W. Griffith's Orphans of the
Storm opened at his theatre:
"Orphans mendously.
of In my
the opinion
Storm itopened
is by trefar
the best of all Griffith films. The audiences at the Capitol were simply staggered
with theitspicture's
tremendousness,
charmed with
simplicity,
and appalled
by its realism, and above all found no
fault with the advanced admission price
for the first time in the history of this
theatre."
Broadcasting Station
Planned for Universal
The most powerful radio broadcasting station on the west coast is
planned for Universal City, where
Universal screen stars will talk to
200,000 listeners nightly, and news
from the world's largest motion picture plant will be sent out over the
ether lanes directly from the sets
where the pictures are being filmed.
The broadcasting station is being
constructed by the electrical department at Universal City under the supervision of Harry D. Brown, chief
electrical engineer, and according to
specifications drawn by him and embodying all the improvement of the
stations now in use by eastern electric companies.
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, has authorized the expensive
work in response to requests from
radio fans that Universal stars talk
to them directly at their homes.

Number 24

Starts
- Up

Drive

on Play Dates
H. H. Buxbaum, Paramount district
manager in charge of the New York,
Albany and Buffalo exchanges, has inaugurated adrive throughout the district
for the cleaning up of bookings through
the
securing of play dates for Paramount
Pictures.
This clean-up period was started because Mr. Buxbaum is particularly optimistic regarding the outlook for the summer months, and after making a careful
survey of conditions as they now exist, as
well as what appears to be in store in the
future, he stated as follows to a representative of the Exhibitors Trade
REVIEW :
"There is no question but what, if good
pictures are shown, no matter when or
where, the public will come to see them.
The time is past when one goes to a movie
show — now it's the picture which draws —
and it'swhat
up tohetheis exhibitor
let hisI public
know
showing.to Also,
know
what a wonderful stimulus the public will
give the business this fall. I have most
carefully reviewed the actual conditions
existing
right now
and withevery
general
ness conditions
improving
day,busithe
future of the exhibitor is definitely assured.
"With this in mind, I inaugurated 'Kent
Klean-up Kuarter' in an effort to stimulate my exchanges to make special efforts
to secure play dates on all bookings now
standing, so that we will start off freshly
in the fall. The exhibitors will then be
ready for the new publications with which
we will open a season which promises to
be one of the most prosperous ever expeKent rienced
Klean-up
by them." Kuarter was named in
honor of Sidney R. Kent, and is a drive
which in reality concerns the future welfare of the exhibitor. As proof of this
and the fact that the exhibitors fully appreciate what is back of the drive, Mr.
Buxbaum states that the bookings already
made have been particularly heavy, with
the end nowhere in sight.
Darmour Editing Selznick News
An error in a news story sent out by
the publicity department of Selznick Pictures Corporation relative to the engagement of John C. Cutting as a member of
the Selznick staff has caused some little
confusion throughout the trade.
Mr. Cutting was engaged as assistant
editor of the Selznick news reel and as
editor of the Brain Exchange, the weekly
house organ published by the Selznick
company. The erroneous statement was
to the effect that Mr. Cutting had been enas editor
of capably
Selznick filled
News, bya L.
positiongagedwhich
is still
J.
Darmour.
1
to keep
RadiO^^^;;:-Mat
p
■ RADinterest
•X.
IO'S
their
on
U-l
typed daily.
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BY RENEE

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS is making
another milestone on the celluloid
In the filming of his
highway.
latest production, The Spirit of Chivalry,
he expects to turn out the greatest production he hasi ever filmed.
Temporary quarters have been made
for 1519 players. This number includes
only the extras who will have small parts
in the production. Thirty-three tents are
being used to house the extra talent not
counting the dressing quarters built on
the stage to accommodate 100 feminine
players.
With all this canvas up, the lot is beginning to take on an appearance of a
mobilization camp during the war. No
more impressive sight could be seen than
the towering castle walls, the gayly
colored pavilions of the knights, the gaudy
grandstands on the tournament field, with
the white khaki tents in the offing. The
pulse-beats of the cinema industry can
be felt as you gaze upon this wonderland,
this strange medley of the twelfth and
twentieth century activities. It makes you
feel that the motion-picture industry has
gathered so much headway that nothing
can stop the progress.
It is estimated that a million dollars
will be spent before the Fairbanks oflfering reaches the screen, but it is not the
intent of the star to dwell on costs, however, for, as he said, it is the effect and
not the means of getting results that
counts.
"But don't think me wasteful or extravagant, because I believe in economy
because it helps to establish a system and
system helps to establish success. But
economy should never be permitted to
hamper progress.
"I am
in the money
pictureas business
much
to make
I am tonot
makeso
good,"
Fairbanksof continued,
"If
I have and
the Mr.
satisfaction
knowing that
I have done a thing well, that is my greatest reward; the profit that accrues is incidental."
It is expected that the picture will be
better than The Three Musketeers — ^bigger
drama, more spectacular, yet for all its
magnitude, more human.
The story deals with the most virile
period of history, and the most romantic.
It will not center in the struggle to save
a kingdom, but is in part a fairy tale
built on the legends and early history of
England. It will resound with the echo
of marching crusades, the clash of broadswords and the hum of singing arrows.
In it are some of the most loved and some
of the most hated characters in history.
Allan Dwan is directing and Arthur
Edeson is the cameraman, with Wilfred
Buckland as the art director, but Doug,
himself, is in every hole and corner directing, grinding and making constructive
suggestions.
One of the largest motion picture financial transactions of 1922 was consummated last week. Four large producing
corporations and literary works of eleven
prominent authors was transferred by B.
B. Hampton and his associate, Hewlings
Mumper, to J. E. Bowen, president of the
Cosmosart Picture Corp. Three distributing companies figure in the deal, W. W.
Hodkinson, Pathe Exchanges, Inc., and the
Goldwyn Distributors Corp., all of which
have been handling the Hampton output.
The screen properties changing hands
include the Federal Photoplays of California, B. B. Hampton Pictures Co., Great

More

Coast

BEEMAN

Lloyd Hamilton Is
In East Planning
For

1719

Mermaids

Lloyd Hamilton, star of EducationalMermaid Comedies, and Jack White,
supervising director and partner of
Hamilton in Hamilton-White Comedies,
Inc., are in New York, accompanied by
their new general manager, E. H. Allen,
for a short vacation, with which they are
combining business.
Hamilton and White are arranging with
E. W. Hammons, president of Educational,
plans for production work during the
coming year, and when arrangements are
completed Mr. Hammons is expected to
have an interesting announcement to make
of much more elaborate plans for the
work of this comedy unit for the next
season.
Hamilton-White Comedies, Inc., have
made thirteen Mermaid Comedies for Educational during the current season, the
last two being completed just before the
departure of Hamilton and White for the
East. These pictures are Poor Boy; featuring Hamilton, and Treasure Bound, a
Jack White Production in which Lige
Conley takes the principal part. Irene
Dalton is Hamilton's leading woman.
Authors Pictures, Inc., Zane Grey Pictures, Inc., a minority interest in the Rex
Beach Pictures, Inc., and a few minor
interests held by Hampton and Mumper.
These have been known as the Federal
Productions and a new corporation with
a new $2,500,000 capitalization is to be
organized by J. E. Bowen to continue the
production activities of this brand.
Associated with J. E. Bowen in the
purchase are Frank E. Spicer, vice-president of Cosmosart; W. G. Logan, business
manager and treasurer; W. J. Reed, secretary; James Warwick, T. C. Hughes, and
Ernest Palmer, all three directors of
Cosmosart.
The productions changing hands include
The Westerners, The Sagebriisher, The
Dwelling Place of Light, The Spenders, A
Certain Rich Man, Hearts Haven, The
Gray Dawn, Desert Gold, The U. P. Trail,
Riders of the Dawn, The Man of the
Forest, The Mysterious Rider, When
Romance Rides, Golden Dreams, The
Money Changers, There Was a King in
Egypt, and The Killer.
When Romance Rides has just been released by Goldwyn. Golden Dreams,
Hearts Haven and The Gray Dawn are
yet to be distributed, the first by Goldwyn
and the last two by Hodkinson.
Federal production henceforth will be
made at the Cosmosart studios, Los
Angeles which is a recently completed
plant on twenty-one acres of land.
Mr. Bowen announced that he will follow out the production of pictures by the
prominent authors, having taken over the
Hampton interests, rights and options to
the works of Zane Gray. Stewart Edward
White, William Allen White, Harry Leon
Wilson, Clara Louise Burnham, Upton
Sinclair, George W. Cable, Norma
Lorimer, G. W. Ogden, James B. Connolly
and Eugene P. Lyle, Jr. The output will
total twelve productions annually.
Lem S. Brown, well-known in Canadian
film circles, has charge of the Western

Classics Sales Co., as general manager of
sales and exploitation. Bob Horner, president of the organization, has accepted for
distribution Jinlightcnment by Father.
The picture was directed by Francis
Grandin from the scenario by Agnes Parrelease. sons. The film will be ready for early
Bull Montana's latest Hunt Stromberg
production, A Ladies Man, opened at the
Grauman Theatre, Los Angeles, this week
and is playing to record breaking houses.
Bull is one great favorite in Filmland;
from Doug Fairbanks down to the extras,
they are all ready to Vote for Bull and the
release of his first starring vehicle has
met with a great success. "More power
to him" is the message from Hollywood.
Wilfred Buckland, who designed the
sets for Douglas Fairbanks' Spirit of
Chivalry, has resumed his association with
Richard Walton Tully at the United
Studios.
Joseph W. Engel, vice-president and
general manager of productions at the
Metro Studios, announced the reopening
of the Hollywood Studios by May 15.
Principal among the announcements
made by Mr. Engel was the signing of
Director Rex Ingram for a period of several years. All of the features that the
director will make will be in the nature
of super-specials.
While in the East Mr. Engel arranged
a contract with Miss Billie Dove, a bright
new star who appeared in The Stage Door,
a Cabanne production and in the End of
the Rainhoiv. Miss Dove will arrive in
Los Angeles in the near future.
Two companies starting between May
15 and June 1 will star Miss Dana and
Miss Dove, respectively, and two making
special pictures besides the Ingram company, which is to go East as soon as
Black Orchids is finished to film Toilers
company.
of the Sea at the New York studio of the
Mr. Engel stated that all the necessary
appropriations have been made to continue series of pictures, and the contracts
with stars and directors are on the basis
of a period of years. It is believed that
by
1 the studio will be humming
withJune
activity.
Mr. Engel further announced the perfecting of a releasing agreement with
Louis B. Mayer by virtue of which a group
of four special productions, made under
the direction of Fred Niblo, will be released by Metro. The first of these will
be filmed as soon as Mr. Niblo's contract
with Famous Players-Lasky is completed.
Mr. Niblo has agreed to direct one picture
forMetro
Lasky's,
BloodtheandClara
Sand.Kimwill namely.
also release
ball Young starring pictures, made at the
Garson Studio, Los Angeles. The first
of these
well
underpictures
way. The Hands of Nara is
Mae Murray is also making a series of
pictures for Metro release and it is exshe will
comestudio
West here.
in the near future topected
film
at the
One of the first specials to be made
under the Metro banner will be from the
novel, All the Brothers of Valiant.
Marshall Neilan, the director, has
formed a working alliance with Goldwyn
and will release through that organization.
Neilan's company will work in the Culver
City Studios, and his first picture will
be among the early fall releases. Mr.
Neilan and his assistant director have gone
to Europe for a vacation.
There are several stories which Neilan
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to picturize and the conhas long wanted
clusion of his arrangements with Goldwyn
to turn his directorial
him
enable
will
genius to even more ambitious ends.
Mary Pickford, herself, declared the
don a cosshe intendshistomerry
day, that Hood
other tume
men,
and
of Robin
at the
and to appear in the mob scene costume
In fact she really has the
castle.
already.
Los Angeles film row will hold a get
acquainted" dance on May 13. Haleto
Downey's orchestra has been engaged
furnish music while various contests and
surprises are being arranged in order to
lend variety to the affair. Taking it all
in all. Film Row is one of the jolliest
places in Los Angeles, even if it is dubbed
The Dens. of Forty Thieves by the loving
exhibitor
At a midnight preview, Irving Cummings disclosed Flesh and Blood and rmade
his bow as a motion picture directo and
producer.
Mr. Cummings has taken a somewhat
hackneyed story and made a new kind of
a picture in which he used shot after shot
showing only two people of the cast who
at the time are carrying the story along.
This makes a direct appeal not only to
the eye but to the mind which proved
very interesting.
There are no massed effects, no cluttered
the
settings, no apparent straining for
bizarre composition, but the picture drama
simply carries one up until the very end
where the renunciation and sacrifice of
the father forms a surprising but fitting
conclusion.
„ j. ,i ,
Flesh and Blood is a story of a father s
sacrifice for his daughter's happiness and
it is so well done, it may usher in a lot
of father plays to supersede those mother
minor-chords which have been twanged
until they are almost ragged.
Jack Mulhall and Edith Roberts have
the
prominent roles in the new film but Lon
outstanding work has been done by
Chaney as the father. He changes from
d man on the
the ugliest and most hardene
screen to the most spiritually beautiful.
Jackie Coogan has worked at night for
the first time in his film career. He has
been engaged in making Oliver Twist for
the past four weeks and it will require
as long to finish the story. He has a sixa supporting him in his difpiece orchestr
ferent moods, this is the first time the
little star has worked with an orchestra,
but Director Frank Lloyd decided that the
well-known playmajority of the sixteen were
quite accusers who are in the cast
tomed to music and so the orchestra was
engaged. Jackie is beginning to feel if
he ever gets out of this film alive he hopes
they will choose a more gentle role for
him in the next picture.
Bert Lytell has returned from New
York and will shortly begin work in To
Have and to Hold for Paramount.
Elmer Harris has left the Paramount
productions and has gone over to the
Mary Pickford productions, as supervising
director. In assuming this important
function Mr. Harris concludes a service of
three years with the Paramount organization. He was first at Lasky's and later
in charge of all productions at Realart.
In these positions, Mr. Harris proved
and most versahimself one of the ablest
tile men in motion pictures, both as a
e. He atas an executivhis
plot builder andrecognit
ability
ion for
tained special
sense
keen
along comedy lines and to his
of humor is largely attributed the outof Parof a number
standing
as.
comedysuccess
.
dram
amount
will
Harris
Mr.
studio,
At the Pickford
not only oversee the productions of Mary
Pickford, the first of which will be Tess
Country which is to be done
of the Storm te
on an elabora scale but he will also be
in charge of Jack Pickford's forthcoming
picture Garrison's Fiyiish which will mark
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the re-entry of that young man into the
motion picture field.
Katherine MacDonald and a star supporting company that included Bryant
Washburn. Mitchell Lewis, June Elvidge
and others, has just finished the production of The Woman Conquers, for the
Associated First National. Tom Forman
directed this production with so much
brilliancy and all-round fine results that
B. P. Schulberg, President of Prefen-ed
Pictures, the producers of the screen offerings in which Miss MacDonald is
starred, re-engaged him to direct White
Shoulders, the next picture in which the
famous beauty of the Associated First
National will be seen.
"White Shoulders" is by George Kibbe
Turner, and originally appeared as a
serial in the Saturday Evening Post. The
scenario was written by Lois Zellner. The
production of White Shoulders will be
started this week at the Louis B. Mayer
Studios, where the future Preferred Pictures productions for First National will
be filmed.
The Jackie Coogan company have created their own technical department,
which is to operate throughout the production of Oliver Twist. So massive is
this cinema masterpiece that Stephen
Goosson has been engaged as head of the
art department for the Coogan company.
Goosson has a corps of assistants and
is busily engaged designing and erecting
the settings that now adorn the major portion of the United Studios where Jackie
holds forth.
Mr. Goosson created the settings for
Mary Pickford's Fauntleroy and for
Douglas Fairbanks' Three Musketeers. He
is giving the film colony something to talk
about with his old Dickens settings and
street scenes.
Walter Israel has also been engaged for
the Oliver Twist era. Israel is at the head
of the costume and wardrobe department
— one especially created for the Coogan
organization. Under Israel's guidance,
twenty women are daily seen in the new
Coogan wardrobe rooms, sewing and making the many garments that little Jackie
and the dozens of artists supporting him
will wear in the Twist episodes.
Business
of

Contest

Timely Films
Ends Successfully

In awarding the last prize in the Better
Business Contest of Topics of the Day
films to Mrs. J. B. Prairie, 1586 Quarrier
Street, Charleston, West Virginia, Pathe
Exchange, Inc., distributors of the screen
subject produced by Timely Films, Inc.,
announce the close of this highly successful competition. During the run of the
contest, an average of 18,000 answers a
week were received, representing all sections of the country. It is declared that
the contest ranks in the history of the motion picture industry as one of the rnost
constructive examples of the effectiveness of this media for presenting information as well as entertainment.
Through the enterprise the best constructive answers to the question "How
can business be improved for the manufacturer, merchant, worker and the unemwere selected and screened in
over 3000 ployed?"
theatres from coast
to coast.
The last winning answer is: "It matters
not what business pays labor for, in buying goods, labor pays proportionately.
Labor should give an honest day's work,
present living conditions to beenabling normal.
Open factories — pay living
come
— revises
honest
give
—
wages
bootlegger
and work
taxation. Reformersday's
boost taxes. Light wine and beer boost

revenue."
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for Filming
the

Universal

A shopping tour in the literary world
by John C. Brownell, Universal scenario
chief and his staff in the east, and by
Lucien Hubbard and his staff on the west
coast has provided Universal stars with
an advance supply of stories.
Hubbard, the scenario editor at Universal City, is devoting his midnight candle
to the preparation of a dramatic vehicle
for Priscilla Dean, from William Hurlbut's stage success. Trimmed in Scarlet.
Broken Chains, a magazine story with
a western locale by Jack Becholt, is being
prepared for Frank Mayo by Charles
Sarver.
From the standpoint of past connections. Come Through is the most interesting production that has started at Universal City within the last week or so.
It
is
George
Bronson
story which was
made Howard's
into a boxoriginal
office
success with Herbert Rawlinson in the
lead with Jack Conway directing, four
years ago. To-day Conway is directing
the
of George starring
Hively's again,
continuity
of it,filming
with Rawlinson
and
the combination is expected to produce an
even better picture.
The Sheriff of the Seven-Bar, an original
by Ralph Cummins, is being prepared by
George Hively for Hoot Gibson's use.
Top play,
o' the
Morning,
Anne byCaldwell's
Irish
is being
scenarized
Wallace
Clifton for Gladys Walton.
They're Off! is the title of Bernard Hyman's original story which Doris Schroeder
putting into shape for Marie Prevost'sis use.
While von Stroheim is writing an
original story for his next Universal
super-Jewel to follow Foolish Wives, three
other all-star special features are underpreparation for elaborate UniversalJewel going
filming.
One is Fannie Hurst's Oats for tlie
Woman, a bitter exposition of the faults
of present-day standards of morals and
marriage. Charles Sarver is writing the
scenario.
Booth Tarkington's whimsical word
painting of American life. The Flirt, will
be made as a special production from a
scenario by A. P.. Younger, and King Baggot is expecting to start shortly on The
Suburban, Charles T. Dezey's famous
play, scenarized by George C. Hull.
Close -Ups

of Stage

Celebrities

Features

of Starland

Revue

2

Starland Revue No. 2, the second release of the new series now being distributed by R-C Pictures, will contain
many interesting views of stage people
and plays which are known throughout
the country. The first of this series, which
was released on April 30, won the heartiest
indorsement of exhibitors and public, report R-C branch managers, as a distinctly
novel reel of certain entertainment values.
such celebri2 willofshow
Starland
ties as Nan No.
Halperin,
Make It Snappy;
William Kent, star of Good Morning,
Dearie; Charlotte Greenwood and Florence
Moore and others. The more important
scenes from The First Fifty Years are
illustrated, as are the distinct novelties
of the new Earl Carroll theatre.
This series will be released one every
two weeks, the second being issued May
14. They will alternate with the Hy
Mayer Travelaughs.
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and

Renewed

Plan Elaborate Program for Fifty-two Two-Reelers, Starring
Among Others Lee Moran^ Baby Peggy and Trained Animals
On the eve of his departure for Europe
Abe Stern announces that he and his
brother Julius have entered into a contract vk^ith Universal by which the latter
will release fifty-two two-reel Century
comedies during the coming year. This
contract was signed Saturday, April 29,
and orders already have been wired to
the coast giving the outlines of a most
original and elaborate two-reel program
for the coming season. No expense is to
be spared in making Century Comedies
the best possible and in keeping up the
prestige they have gained during the last
twelve months, when they have more than
doubled the expectations of Century and
Universal executives as popularity winners and moneymakers.
"The demand for Century Comedies by
the first-run houses all over the country
has more than doubled," said President
Laemmlefrom
of Universal.
"We and
receive
letters
our exchanges
from daily
the
theatre owners themselves asking for
more and more of this product and can
only commend the business acumen and
knowledge of human nature displayed by
the Stern brothers when they specialize
to such an extent on children and animal
pictures which appeal to the heart as well
as the sense of humor of the average
theatregoer. The day for rough slapstick comedy is fast disappearing and
human interest playlets with a strong
comedy
vein is
its isplace."
Of interest
to taking
exhibitors
the news that
in future exchanges will receive Century
products from six to eight weeks in advance.
In pursuance of the Stern brothers
policy, special attention is to be given to
obtaining the proper vehicles for Baby
Peggy, Brownie, the Wonder Dog, little
freckled face Johnny K. Fox, Lee Moran
and Century's latest animal star, Queenie,
the clever horse which is always helping
humans out of their difficulties.

am convinced,"
says comedies
Abe Stern,
in "Ianimals
and children
lie "that
some
of the biggest possibilities in the short
subject field. If you could see the fan
mail of three year old Baby Peggy, which
exceeds that of most grown-up stars, you
would not doubt the wonderful appeal
there is in a little girl who acts as Peggy
does without realizing there is a camera
following her. Not only the youngsters
love to watch the baby, but mothers and
fathers will telephone the theatre to find
out her bookings, and the biggest houses
advertise her in electric lights of the same
size as their feature film, showing that in
their eyes she is at least an equal drawing card.
"Julius will follow me to Europe some
time in July. In the meanwhile I shall
be on the lookout for the best animal acts
over there. It is quite within my plans
that I may purchase some additional
domestic animals to add to our already extensive collection.
"The average child in front of the
camera is self-conscious and appears unduly precocious, a quality which does not
endear it to the audience. The quality
which has made Baby Peggy a star and
won her almost unanimous applause from
the critics is that she does not appear to
know the camera exists. We are constantly on the lookout for children of the
calibre of Baby Peggy, and in little
Johnny K. Fox, the freckle-faced youngster
who is being introduced to the public this
spring. Century has found another wonderful child."
Among
the innovations promised by
Century on its new program are a series
of Baby Peggy fairy tales showing her as
Little Riding Hood, also in Snow White,
The Three Bears, and a de luxe version
of Alice in Wonderland. There will be
optical illusions and trick photography for
which Century Studios are especially well
equipped.
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Serials

Lee Moran will continue to do parodies
like that of "The Leather Pusher's" prize
fight which he did in Ten Seconds. Mr.
Moran is particularly clever at this sort
of thing. He will also make a new series
of skits on the best known phases of
everyday life.
Queenie, the Century equine star, has
had several clever stories written for her
like the one where she plays the police
horse.
In addition to the animals mentioned,
the Stern brothers are having half a
dozen other clever animals trained.
Strong

Getaway

for

Robertson - Cole's
"Starland Revue"
Robertson-Cole's initial issue of Starland Revue is a number of interest. This
is the fortnightly single-reel release of
sketches taken in the homes and dressing
rooms of stage favorites. Produced by
Jack Cohn, there is brought to its making
the skill and experience acquired in many
months of assembling and distributing
Screen Snapshots.
The first person to appear in the new
issue
BessieYama
McCoygirlDavis,
the wellknown isYama
of years
ago,
who, since the death of her famous husband, the writer, Richard Harding Davis,
has taken up work on the vaudeville stage.
Also we see Hope Harding Davis, the
daughter, entertaining a party of friends
in her home.
Otis Skinner is seen at home and also,
with Catharine Calvert, in close-ups of the
climax of "Blood and Sand." Richard
Bennett and Mrs. Bennett, known professionally as Adrienne Morrison, and their
daughter stage a bit of domestic comedy.
Lillian Owen demonstrates how the little
men and women who people the Punch and
Judy shows are created and operated.
Hasouta, one of the entertainers in Ed
Wynn's The Perfect Fool, puts on in front
of a camera her Oriental dance — and it is
highly entertaining. Doris Kenyon, too,
tries on a few hats.
G. B.
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Large

Houses

Many Prominent Theatres Accord Welcome to Single-Reel
Film Devoted to Athletics and Produced by Jack Eaton
The various Sport Review releases,
sponsored by Weiss Brothers Artclass Pictures Corporation and produced by Jack
Eaton for Goldwyn, are finding a place on
the programs of many of the finest theatres in the United States. Among the first
run houses showing these single reel issues
dealing with every known variety of sport
and its stars are the Roosevelt, Chicago;
Capitol, Cincinnati; Madison, Detroit;
Missouri, St. Louis; Howard, Atlanta;
California, Los Angeles; the theatres controlled by A. H. Blank in Des Moines and
Omaha ; Metropolitan, Washington ; American, Denver; Majestic, Tulsa; the Stanley chain of theatres in eastern Pennsylvania; the capital, Strand and Rialto
theatres in New York, and numerous
other houses to the number of 1000 from
coast to coast.
Sport Reviews are released one every
other week by the Goldwyn exchanges.
The first fifteen subjects have been titled
as follows: Form, Stamina, In the Pink,
Drawing Cards, Self -Defense, Centaurs of
the Field, Winter Pep, A Rex Beach Weekend, Taking the Air, By-Way Champions,
Fore, Hook, Line and Sinker, Animal
Antics and Record Breakers.
Jack Eaton, producer of the series,
promises several surprises in forthcoming
releases for the summer and has dispatched J. C. Hawkinson, chief cameraman, on an extended trip for the
of securing movies of well known purpose
stars in
the field of baseball, tennis and polo.
Torchy 's "Orange Blossoms"
Slated for Rialto Showing
The Torchy Comedies produced by C.
C. Burr are not only literally burning up
Broadway's electric lights but the prominence accorded in first run houses
throughout the country augurs well for
the popularity and pulling power of
Torchy characteriz
Johnny
ations,at
to announce
accordingHines'
ment made
Mastodon Films, Inc., this week. Close
on the heels of Broadway showings of
Torchy Comedies, which played at the
Strand and Criterion theaters, both in
Brooklyn and New York for the former
house, comes the announcement that
Torchy and Orange Blossoms has been
booked for an early showing at the Rialto.

Within
the Torchy
space ofComedies
two months'
the
series of
havetimefound
their
Broadway's leading show
houses way
everyintoweek.
Associated
for

100

Looks
Per
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Cent

Bookings on Lloyd
The pictures of no other star have ever
established the record that is now being
made by Harold Lloyd's comedies on the
West Coast. The Los Angeles representatives of Pathe and Associated Exhibitors
report this week that out of a possible 100
per cent of available accounts in this territory 95 per cent is now playing Lloyd's
pictures.
The entire complement of Associated
Exhibitors prints on A Sailor-Made Man,
which was augmented to accommodate the
tremendous demand, has been booked solid
until late in June, not a single open date
being available on any print.
This subject already has played in 150
theatres in the Los Angeles territory, and
within another month unquestionably will
have reached 200.
Many theatres that have played the
four-reeler are seeking re-booking dates,
but cannot be accommodated until the
theatres booking it in the outlying sections have played it.
It is expected that every California city
that has already played Lloyd comedies
will have a return booking on them before
the end of the year.
"Ruler of the Road," Pathe
Playlet, Strong and Tender
There are some fine and tender touches
in Ruler of the Road, a reissued Pathe
playlet. Frank Keenan is the star of the
three-reel subject, and there isn't any
question as to who is the featured player,
either. The story is one of railroading
and of finance, of a short-tempered executive and a sleepy locomotive driver; of a
rival railroad head ambitious to obtain
possession of the other man's property;
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and of a child who bulks big in the story
as it nears its ending. There's a good cast
and the picture is well made — altogether
the subject is a good example of a strong
and a tender story.

Bruce

Off

Hunting

On

Trip

Shots

for

"Wilderness Tales"
Robert C. Bruce, whose Wilderness
Tales now being distributed by Educational are proving the most popular works
of his career, is touring California by
automobile with a party of photographers
and actors on the first picture making
expedition
in his second season of production.
Mr. Bruce went to Portland a few
weeks ago to make his headquarters
there and prepare for his second summer's work making these dramatic pictures with scenic backgrounds.
He and his party left Portland several
days ago to travel virtually the entire
length of California, most of the trip to
trip.
be made along the coast to pick locations
for "shots" to be made on the return
Desert, mountain and sea-coast scenes
are to be taken, and two months probably
will be spent in the state. One or two
particular "shots" for which Mr. Bruce
is seeking locations along the coast are to
be reserved for the return trip, because
Mr. Bruce is hunting the most beautiful
bit of coast
along are
the toentire
California shorescenery
line. These
constitute
a particularly strong bit in one of his
forthcoming Wilderness Tales, and so important does he consider the choice of
a location that he will tour the long
stretch of California coast from end to
end before determining on the spot where
these important scenes are to be taken.

Julius Stern May Take
Lee Moran to England
Among the plans which Julius Stern
has in mind when he follows his brother
Abe to Europe is that of taking the company which supports his star Lee Moran
and the iatter to England to make a
series of comedies there embodying theEnglish ideas of humor and using for
locations some of the well known spots,
historical and otherwise.

Snapshots taken during the photographing of the Christie- Educational comedy, "Cold Feet," Al Christie directing
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Praise

"Absolutely
Serials

Clean"
of Pathe

Evidences multiply that producers who
have the courage of their "clean picture"
convictions are assured of the hearty support of exhibitors and their patrons.
Pathe points out that Paul Brunet w^as
one of the first, more than a year and a
half ago, to express those convictions, and
did so in the form of explicit instructions
governing the production of Pathe serials.
Under Mr. Brunet's widely published
"absolutely clean" ruling, four serials
have been completed, three of which have
been released and are now making their
bid for public approval. In the order of
their release, they are Hurricane Hutch,
White Eagle and Go Get 'Em Hutch.
Each of these, prior to and following release, received hearty public commendation
from the National Board of Review and
from clergymen, educators and influential
organizations as making thrilling entertainment while being wholly free from
objectionable matter.
Pathe now reports that in each case the
final test — applied by exhibitors and their
patrons — is successful beyond expectations.
Previously published statements have
shown in figures and in letters from exhibitors how Hurricane Hutch started the
increased attendance snowball rolling.
This impetus was contributed with gathering force respectively to White Eagle and
Go Get 'Em Hutch, both going "over the
top"
pre-release bookings.
letterswith
of commendation
to Pathe itInistheir
said
to be apparent that exhibitors realize that
playing one of them builds up patronage
for the others.
"Perils of Yukon,"
Universal
Serial,
Going Right Ahead
Despite injuries sustained bv William
Desmond, the star, when he slipped and
fell into the ice-choked river at Truckee,
Nev., Univer sal's big summer serial, the
Perils of the Yukon, formerly called The
Great Conspiracy, dealing with the purchase and development of Alaska, is making strides toward completion. Perry
Vekroff, the director, reports that the
opening chapters will be ready for shipment east in a few weeks. The serial
will be in fifteen chapters of two reels
each, and will be released by Universal
early in June.
The early episodes deal with the dramatic events in Alaska, in 1867, when the
United States bought that great territory for $7,200,000. Accurate scenes of
the events leading up to the purchase of
the country are being made, including the
scenes in Washington where the actual
diplomatic exchange was consummated.
Brownie

TRADE

to Show 'em How
He Earns His $300 Per
Following the success of Baby Peggy
in making special appearances exhibitors
have requested that Brownie the Century
Wonder Dog and his director appear at
houses showing his films.
Julius Stern has arranged to have
Brownie tour _ the Middle West next fall
making a series of personal appearances
at all first run houses where his pictures
are booked. Brownie will at his director's
command show how he can emote on the
spur of the moment quite like any movie
star and why this ability on his part is
worth his salary of $300 a week.

REVIEWS
OF CURRENT
SHORT SUBJECTS
RED HOT RIVAL— Two-part Century
Comedy released by Universal. — ^Lee Moran wears the helmet of a fireman in this
travesty on a small town official. He lets
the owl lunch wagon burn while he plays
checkers with the sheriff, and the chef is
compelled to bring the blazing wagon to
the fire department. Jimmie Adams is the
athletic constable who is the fire chief's
rival in love and in indoor athletics. Also
Queenie, a horse of intelligence, figures in
the action. She seizes a hose during a
fire and turns it on the just and the unjust
alike. What seems like something new is
the swelling hose — a fire hose that develops bladderlike propensities until, its diameter distended to a matter of nearly a
foot, it bursts with resultant disaster to
the fireman. This particular sequence
ought to bring a real laugh. And there
are several smiles, besides.
A PENNY REWARD— Campbell Comedy released by Educational. — Perhaps the
larger share of the entertainment in this
two-part subject is created by a small
monkey, who surely is not only full of
"monkeyshines" but displays rare intelligence. He is aided and abetted by a dog.
Then there is a boy who is employed in a
country bank. Others in the cast are a
thieving bank clerk, the owner of the
bank, two plain thieves and a bunch of
comedy cops. Let us not forget a real
bull, with forbidding horns, long horns.
The husky animal makes that ancient reminiscential hero who did things in a china
shop look like a second rater when he
swings into action in the bank. By and
large. Directors Charles Hochberg and A.
Linkof have given us something that will
amuse — a matinee house especially.
ALGERIA, THE ANCIENT.— Prizma.
— Exclusive picture of the Algeria of the
Sahara, showing manners and customs of
Mohammedans who still live as Arabs did
centuries ago. It shows the Mosque of
Sidi Okba, the oldest in Algeria; a Marabou or Sacred Prayer House in an Arab
cemetery, and scenes on the little known
oasis of Laghouat. It includes remarkable
scenes taken from the minaret of the
Mosque of Em Cid in the oasis of Biskra,
made famous by Hichens in his book "The
Garden of Allah." Human interest scenes
of Arab life, games, children of the desert
and of Arab homes, types and royalty
make this Prizma one of the most interesting, entertaining and beautiful of the
eighty subjects in color Prizma has so far
released.
OFFICIAL URBAN MOVIE CHATS
No. 15. — Distributed by Hodkinson. — Secretary of Agriculture Wallace shows what
the department is doing for the country in
the way of encouraging the raising of
sheep and preventing the spread of disease, encouraging home and community
gardening, protecting the American table
from diseased meat, building good roads
and protecting the forests. There are intimate shots of Santo Domingo, in the
West Indies, of the country and the
people. At a dolls' hospital we see how
the "casualties" are cared for. Down in
Texas there Ais southern
a "swimming
for
automobiles.
county hole"
fair holds
a boxing bout — between a bear and a
human.
OFFICIAL URBAN MOVIE CHATS
No. 14. — Distributed by Hodkinson. — A
teacher of social etiquette continues her
lessons from the preceding number.
There are some fine shots on South Sea
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island beaches, of riding on surf boards or
in native outrigger canoes. Under Interesting Personalities, we see a reproduction of the death mask of Sir Walter Scott
and a life mask of Goethe, the latter
almost a "speaking" likeness. Boy Scouts
are shown in fire fighting drills on fireboats. Baby otters play for the photographer. With the aid of the camera a
house is built in twenty-four hours, and
according to what is shown on the screen
in very much less time than that.
THE ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
CRUSOE-^'Friday's Faith," Episode 6 of
Universal serial. — In this episode Robinson
Crusoe, portrayed by Harry Myers, builds
a canoe from a great log, and with a bit of
canvas retrieved from the old wreck sails
his craft down the small stream near his
camp. The patriarch of the old settlers
conspires
and urgesso
the
Water against
Witch toCrusoe's
meet thelifecastaway,
that the latter may be brought within the
power of the older residents. While the
two are in conversation Torquada attacks
Crusoe, and in the struggle the latter is
caught trap.
in the meshes of an underground
animal
PATHE REVIEW NO. 155.— There are
interesting
pictures
sho'Wing
the inshark
hunters of the
South Seas
bringing
and
distributing their catch. Under the heading of Photographic Gems there are
striking views of the surf pounding over
great rocks. Of unusual interest is The
Dance of the Summer Breezes, portrayed
by Eunice Vernille, a Broadway favorite,
charming and shapely, the attractiveness
of the number being heightened by supshots. A Patheslow-motion
color scenic.plementary
In the
Mountain Lands of
Greece, completes a thoroughly good
number.

SHELL.— Prizma.
MUSELFISH
THE
— The story of sea shells, showing the
abalone industry in Southern California,
mother of pearl products; pearl-hunting,
conch shells and making of cameos, examples of cameo art from all parts of the
world; making of buttons from clam shells,
Sori Inand artistic shell designing by
dians in Southern California. Prizma has
secured for this subject the best obtamable specimens of shell artistry from the
Gulf of Manaar in Ceylon, others from
Australia, Central America, Queensland,
Africa, West Indies and Lower California.

LIGHT SHOWERS.— Single reel Hal
—
Pathe. by
by played
Roach
"Snub" Comedy,
Pollard andreleased
his wife,
Marie Mosquini, buy a house that is guaranteed to be dry, but proves to be everything else. There is water everywhere,
in the house and in the yard, so much of
it, in fact, that guests arrive in boats and
have to stand on chairs when they arrive.
Even the gas stove spouts water when an
attempt is made to light it. There is a
fund of excitement from start to finish.
PARTNER.— SingleSWING
reel
Pathe YOUR
reissue. — Harold Lloyd and
"Snub" Pollard in the course of this farce
are garbed in tiger skins and attempt an
impersonation of two professional dancers.
The effort may be said to be a success in
a fun-making way. The young women
they essay to instruct, however, seem
quite competent to exchange roles with
them.
UNDER THE AVALANCHE.— Episode
6 of Go-Get-'Em Hutch, Pathe serial. —
There are thrills in this number, some of
which are staged on board a ship moving
down the bay, the progress of which conspirators are endeavoring to hamper.
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So Says Ricord
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Between

Get Behind

By GEORGE
The largest subject facing motion picture men today is the sanctity of contract
in the view of Ricord Gradwell, president
of the Producers' Security Corporation
of 516 Fifth Avenue. This company, which
has been in operation for three years,
specializes in the representation of producers— in supervising^ distribution and in
the manifold duties that pertain to circulation of a producer's product.
Mr. Gradwell feels very strongly on the
subject, declaring that no work that can
be undertaken by Will H. Hays, president
of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, can match in importance that of standardizing contracts
between producers and distributors and
between distributors and exhibitors. Mr.
Gradwell would not stop here. He would
have these contracts sanctioned by the
subscribing members of the association of
which Mr. Hays is the head, backed up
by them in every legal way, and in the
event of culpable violation of these contracts the imposition of suitable discipline
upon the party or parties at fault. Until
this is done, in the view of Mr. Gradwell, there can be no stabilization of the
motion picture industry.
It is the conviction of Mr. Gradwell,
too, that until some such step is taken
there can be no secure future for the independent producer. He inquires if it would
not be possible for the national organization of Theatre Owners to form a permanent committee for co-operation with and
protection of the independent producer.
The writer was sitting in Mr. Gradwell's
office last week engaged in casual conversation. The head of the Producers'
Security had remarked that in his view
there would be a noticeable revival
business during the coming summer. of
"What is the
idea in the motion
picture industry big
at the present
time
what is the one factor that to you seems
to stand out above all others?" Mr. Gradwell was asked.
Cites Hoy Agreement
"The sanctity of a contract," was the
response. "Ask Will Hays to ask everybody to live up to their contracts — just
as the exchangemen and the exhibito
rs
do in those territor
where Mr. Hoy's
arbitration agreementiesholds sway. If the
principle is all right as between exhibitors and exchangemen, where comparatively small sums of money are involved,
why should it not operate with stronger
force between the producer and the distributor,
are large? where the amounts in issue really
"I can conceive of no finer thing that
iV^. Haysmeans
can do, no quicker or more
effective
by which he can establish
stability in the motion picture industry,
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Problem

Will Hays

Three

Large

and Enforce

Them

BLAISDELL

than to formulate a contract as between
producers and distributors and between
distributors and exhibitors. And then let
him get under that contract, with all the
power behind him and all the energy that
he commands, and see that it is carried
out. Furthermore, whenever it happens
that there is a default, a culpable default,
let him go after the offender and put him
out of the business — for keeps.
"For three years I have been sitting
here representing producers and trying
to take care of their interests. In one
instance I have gone so far as to take
charge of a company temporarily in an
effort to protect the interests of clients
and to work out a solution of its problems.
"If the independent producer is not encouraged by honest distributors who are
efficient and who will take care of the producer's interests properly how can he stay
in, business?' If the independent producer goes out of business then everything
is in the hands of a few large producing
companies. Then what becomes of the
distributor? Should not the exhibitor, who
is the court of last resort, see that he
does not patronize those who are deliberately 'vulturing' the producer?"
Exhibitor in Role of Arbitrator
Mr. Gradwell declared his belief that
the exhibitor would be exceptionally well
qualified to serve as an arbitrator between
the producer
and thein distributor.
damage
that results
the industry "Any
must
react against exhibitors," he went on.
"They have the larger investment, where
the others in many instances have only
office furniture and their time.
"Would it not be possible for the exhibitors' national organization to form
some sort of body that would act with the
independent producers, whom the exhibitors are pledged to support? Let the exhibitors take action to protect these independent producers. I would like personally to welcome a permanent committee
of exhibitors into this organization here
and give them an office without charge, so
that when a producer has a complaint it
can go to this body and be adjudicated.
You know, in the last analysis, it is, the
exhibitor
the "bills.
"There who
is allpays
the all
money
in the world
ready for independent production provided
the independent producer is surf of a
square deal, a chance to get his money
out with a reasonable profit — just a reasonable profit." again referred to the proMr. Gradwell
posed form of contract between the producer and distributor and the distributor
and exhibitor. "I am convinced it would
be a splendid thing if Mr. Hays and his
legal department would work out an equit-

able contract between these divisions of
the industry,"
he wentas on;
a contract, for instance,
the"such
subscribing
members of his association would be willing to put their o. k. on and live up to
and enforce to the letter.
"Then every other producer and distributor can be compelled to live up to his
commitments or be barred and every exhibitor be compelled to live up to his commitments or be barred. Then you havegot a standard
These
ments alone willindustry.
standardize
it. two docuHow to Settle Censorship
"These contracts should stipulate that
the pictures shall be suitable for the
American public and that they shall pass
the censors. That would settle the censorship problem.
"If you can eliminate from this business the very large percentage in the three
branches which is not living up to legitimate business methods you thereby will
insure a reasonable profit for the men who
are conducting a legitimate business. The
latter won't have to write off annual
losses that represent large overhead on
account of the element complained of."
The conversation turned on prices of admission and the tendency in the larger
cities toward expensive shows. Mr. Gradwell expressed the view that every exhibitor should come to New York and
take a peek at the Woolworth Building
and then board a train for home, remembering all the way back to his own town
that the structure on which he had gazed
was
builtexhibitor
with nickels
"Then
let the
read and
the dimes.
early history
of the motion picture business and see
the legitimate millions made on nickels
and dimes," he continued.
"Just stop and figure the average earn^
ing capacity of the average family in the
United States today. Is $30 a week too
high? The average number of persons in
that family will be five. Its head cannot
afford to spend more than 10 per cent
at the most for entertainment and luxuries— which means 60 cents per person a
week. Deducting for ice cream sodas,
etc., there will be perhaps 20 cents left
for a picture theatre. Then again if
the family decides to go to a picture show
the start must be made before 7:30 in
order to avoid being scattered and to get
in ahead of the beginning of the feature.
It is not like the old days when he could
go practically at any time and not wait
long for the beginning of a picture.
"In my judgment , the exhibitor should
give his patrons two things — opportunity
and reasonable admission price, so that he
can come in at any time. We never used
to care what time we came in. What
is the answer?
Are all the principles
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on which this industry was built and fostered, on which it made millions, to be
abandoned in favor of so-called showmantnip, this trying to be an imitation of the
legitimate or sDoken drama theatre?
Tnat's one problem the exhibitor has.
Ihen what provision is he making to
avoid his daytime empty house, his waste
seacs, and how much money is he spending- for useless orchestra exploitation that
-might be spent on advertising his show
and filling his seats in the daytime, which
is net profit?"
Mr. Gradwell is not a partisan of national advertising for the motion picture.
"Pick up the current number of the
Saturday Evening Post," he said, "look
ior an advertised picture, go to the nearest picture house, say you want to look
at it and see what happens. What would
-happen in the case of a toilet article
advertised nationally at a cost of, say,
$100,000, for which you inquired at a drugstore and were told that really it was
marvelous stuff but it could not be sold
m that store for five months? Yet the
distributor is trying to tell the exhibitor
he is being helped when the advertisement uncovers the fact he is running old
pictures."
Export
Buys

and

Import

World

Rights

on '^Curse of Drink"
Ben Blumenthal, president of the Export and Import Film Company, Inc., has
purchased outright the negative and world
rights for The Curse of Dr-ink, an elaborate feature production directed by Harry
Hoyt.
The picture features an all-star cast
including several stage celebrities.
Louis Auerbach of the Export and Import had only recently announced that his
£ompany was ready to purchase for cash
world rights on negatives of merit. It is
known that Export and Import has contemplated broadening its field of activities in the American market.
■ This company has an extensive foreign
liusiness, with branch offices in Paris,
London, Copenhagen, Berlin and Budapest, and has for many years been handling the product of leading American
producers.
Davis

and

Expected

Brandt
to

Start

Production
Shortly
George H. Davis, president of Quality
Film Productions, Inc., and co-producer
with Joe Brandt of The Heart of the North
and Life's Greatest Question, the two productions featuring Roy Stewart, which
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation is distributing, isin New York.
Both Mr. Davis and Mr. Brandt announced some time ago they had several
feature productions lined up but would
not begin production until assured exhibitors throughout the country would give
Ihe independent productions fair play. On
Mr. Davis' trip East he made frequent
stops for the purpose of studying the Independent situation.
Meanwhile Joe Brandt has been making
a trip for the same purpose through the
Southern and more Eastern territory, and
the result of the observation of both will,
it is understood, lead to production being
put in operation very shortly.
Mr. Davis says the outlook is excellent
ior the coming season, and that the next
few weeks will see things started well
toward normalcy. Almost all the studios
and producing organizations are planning
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to increase their activities, which will be
on a sounder business basis than ever
before, he believes, for the entire business
has been readjusted.
"All we've got to do is sit tight and
hang out the 'business as usual' sign,"
says Mr. Davis — "and then, keep it as
usual. There's nothing to be panicky
about. The picture business is the same
as any other — it's the survival of the fittest— and we've all just got
make and
up
our minds to be among the tofittest
there'll be nothing to worry about."
Joe

Friedman
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"Cap'n Kidd" for
Chicago Territory
Joe Friedman, president of the Celebrated Players Film Company, whose exchange is said to represent one of the
largest and best-equipped independent
distributing centers in the Middle West,
has
acquired
to Cap'n Kidd
Illinois,
Indianarights
and Wisconsin.
It is thein
fourth sale of the Polo product in this
country to date, the other territories being
the New England States to Sam Grand
of the Federated Exchange of Boston,
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey territory to Ben Amsterdam of the
Masterpiece Film Attractions, and Kentucky and Tennessee to the Big Feature
Rights of Louisville.
Horner to Release Feature
Bob Horner, president of the Western
Class Sales Company, with executive offices at 5641 Sunset Boulevard, Los
Angeles, announces that his company has
accepted for release Enlighten Thij
Father. Len S. Brown has been engaged
to assume supervision of exploitation and
distribution.
This picture was directed by Francis
Grandin, from a screen version by Agnes
Parsons.

E. C. Davenport

to

Supervise Work
for
D and W Productions
A firm has just been incorporated
named D and W Productions. Inc., with
offices at 132 West Forty-third Street,
New York. The idea of this concern is to
produce pictures of the best possible type
which will provide entertainment of high
merit for the public and which will afford
lucrative returns to exhibitors.
E. R. Wood, the general manager, is a
business man who for several years has
been financially interested in production.
C. Edward Davenport, who is supervisor of production, was a well-known portrayer of Shakespearean roles prior to
his entry into the picture business fifteen
years ago. He was studio manager and
director of the old Reliance and Majestic
studios, one of the directors of the early
All Star productions, and achieved success in the production of numerous noteworthy photoplays. Mr. Davenport has a
number of original ideas which he expects
to introduce.
John A. Kent is in charge of the publicity and distribution departments of the
concern. He has had a long and varied
experience in the motion picture industry.
Mr. Wood has a contract with Holman
Day to write ten stories for his company,
from which stories five-reel photoplays
will be adapted.

Kleine Moves to Godfrey Building
George Kleine, who is releasing a number of his well known specials, chief
among which are Julius Caesar and The
Last Days of Pompeii, announces the removal of his New York Exchange from
145 West Forty-fifth Street, to larger
offices at 729 Seventh Avenue, the Godfrey
Building, where he will occupy Suite 509,
from May 1.
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So Declares C. C. Burr, Who Says Unless This Is Done
Ultimately There Will Be Only the Most Expensive Left
The producer's point of view concerning output and the co-operation afforded
producers by exhibitors was aptly expressed this week in a statement issued by
C. C. Burr, producer of the "Torchy"
Comedies featuring Johnny Hines. Mr.
Burr said in part: "Self praise is never
the highest form of commendation, but
when a producer is making a product
that receives praise and bookings in first
run houses and circuits consistently, that
producer, in my estimation, has a legitimate right to point with pride to his output.
"In the we
particular
case of
'Torchy'a
Comedies
feel we have
beenthe making
good brand of comedies, as is evidenced
by the bookings received in the Strand in
New York and Brooklyn, the Criterion,
Rialto, Balaban and Katz's Chicago Theatre, and others who use every discrimination in choosing productions for their
theatres.
"It seems to me that unless exhibitors
get behind meritorious productions they
are not insuring themselves, but they also
make it unprofitable for producers to
make good two-reel comedies that will
really entertain.
"Every comedy made cannot be as good
as that turned out by Chaplin, Lloyd or
Keaton. But there are comedies that are
gradually approaching the standard set by
these leaders, and from the exhibitor and
trade
press
comments
on 'Torchy'

Comedies we feel that our two-reelers
are gradually creating a distinctive place
for themselves in the exhibitors' demand
for productions that will both entertain
and help
the exhibitor's
Unless exhibitors
co-onerate boxto office.
the fullest
extent with producers who are makinggood comedies they will soon find themselves in the position of either buying only
the very best comedies at tremendous
prices or booking an inferior quality which
will inevitably cause a loss to them. It is
therefore up to the exhibitor to help the
producer
booking that
suchthey
two-reelers
as
will fill theby demand
are always
clamoring for."
Philadelphia
Stirring

Gets

Campaign

on "Wandering Boy"
A well planned campaign brought excellent results at the Philadelphia showing of Where Is My Wandering Boy, the
Zeidman-Equity picture, which closed a
two weeks' run at the Stanton Theatre in
that city on April 29.
The campaign might well be divided
into three distinct classes — teaser, opening smash and follow up. Ten thousand
quarter sheets with the teaser line, "Reward— If You Find My Wandering Boy,"
were distributed as part of the teaser
campaign. These were posted along all
the main automobile highways as far as
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Atlantic City and Wilmington. In addition "Safety First" cards were placed on
the windshields of autos parked in the
downtown section. Co-operation was obtained in having the cards used to the fullest extent by the motorists.
A week before the showing the second
line of attack played a prominent part.
Human interest news items easily hooked
up with the title of the production, and
the editors, fully realizing the timeliness
of the picture, played up wherever possible stories of boys who had left home.
One hundred window display paintings, in
specialdows
frames,
wereDiffering
placed in
store from
windowntown.
widely
the ordinary window card, merchants were
easily convinced to prominently display the
frames for a period of three weeks. At
the time of the opening 150,000 heralds
were distributed by carriers from door to
doorthethroughout
the residential sections
of
city.
The picture won favorable reviews in
practically every paper.
"Wandering Boy" Praised
for Its Moral Impression
The moral effect of Where Is My Wandering Boy?, the Equity-Zeidman production, is emphasized by the Newark Ledger
in its review of the feature after its
premiere at the Strand Theatre in that city
recently. It cites this picture as proof
of the fine development of the motion picture. "Probably none of the usual admonitions to boys,"
stated the
"as
to the paths
and pitfalls
to becritic,
avoided
could ever be expected to make one-thousandth so deep and indelible an impression for good upon the youthful mind as
this picture. Clean, wholesome, lively
entertainment with a moral lesson is becoming more plentiful constantly in motion pictures because it pays."

^►ANNOUNCEMENT-EXTRAORDINARY'^
To Close

JANS

the Estate of the Late A. H. Fischer

PRODUCTIONS

INC.

have been ordered by the Administrators to immediately dispose of all unsold territory
throughout the world of the two
SPECIAL Fischer Productions "MAN AND WOMAN"
and the
"AMAZING LOVERS"— both proven box office successes— for the
best possible cash prices.

CASH BIDS CONSIDERED IN ORDER OF RECEIPT on all territories EXCEPT New York
and New Jersey, New England, Louisiana and Mississippi, Australia and part of So. America,
which have already been sold.
NOTE: "MAN AND WOMAN" has been sold on a basis of $85,000.00 for the U. S. and
"THE AMAZING LOVERS" for $75,000.00. This Executive order necessitates a cash sale;
so that regardless of former propositions, we are compelled to accept the
FIRST

REASONABLE

OFFER

We are also empowered to rent the FISCHER STUDIO at New Rochelle, N. Y., and sell the
Laboratory and also the Robt. W. Chambers Stories controlled by A. H. Fischer, Inc.
Wire

Jans

Productions,

Inc., 729

Number 24

7th

Ave.,

N. Y. C.
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Complete

TRADE
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REVIEW

Years

With ^'^No Money to Guide Them^^^ Cohn Brothers Finish
First Yearns Contract with Federated for 26 Comedies
The completion this week of the twentyeight productions which are being made.
sixth of the Hallroom Boys Comedies for
Tlie Shadow Eater, second of the prorelease through Federated Film Exductions, was completed last week and the
changes of America, Inc., under the title negative shipped from Gloversville, where
No Money to Guide Them, the production
has its studio, to the Craftswork on the present Federated series is the company
man laboratory in New York. Production
finished. The Federated contracted a year
on the third picture will shortly be started.
Richard Travers, starred in the series,
ago for twenty-six of these two-reel gloomchasers, to be ready for release at the rate
was severely hurt during the filming of
of one every two weeks.
a daring rescue scene. His part called for
Not only does ihis picture complete the him to wade out into a rapids to rescue a
present Federated series, but rounds out boy. The current was so swift he was
swept off his feet and hurled along among
the third year of the production of Hallroom Boys Comedies, based upon the the many rocks in the stream. Severe
bruises
have forced him to rest for some
famous cartoons by H. A. MacGill. Harry
time before the start of the next picture.
and Jack Cohn three years ago recognized
the possibilities for comedy in transferring to the screen the inimitable Percy and
Ferdie Hallroom Boys, and immediately
Second National
put them into effect. They were a success
from the start.
Issues Statement
Two entire series of Hallroom Boys
Comedies of twenty-six each were released
on the States Right market by the C. B. C.
of Business Policy
Film Sales Corporation, achieving such
Second National Pictures Corporation,
success that the third year's output was
negotiated for by Federated Film Exlaunched
a few' ofmonths
with the
changes of America, Inc.
avowed intention
applyingago
organization
According to the records of the various
and systematic methods to distribution of
Federated exchanges, the Hallroom Boys
pictures, has issued the following stateComedies have proved the most successment of policy, purpose and results
ful two-reel comedies that organization
achieved :
has handled.
Realizing that the enormous expense of
Plans are now completed for a new
distributing pictures could be done away
series of these comedies — the fourth —
with to a great extent, a group of men
^yith producer Harry Cohn already estabwho had devoted considerable time and
lished in the new studio which they have
thought to the situation formed the plan
taken over for that purpose. The forthestablishing Second National Pictures
coming series will, he announces, be big- for
Corporation as a systematic distributing
ger and more elaborate than any that
concern. They believed the time to be
have gone before.
ripe for putting in operation an organization free from entangling alliances, designed to get results without waste and
with a small overhead.
"The Shadow
From more than a hundred pictures
Eater,"
offered by independent producers, the
Bartlett's Second,
twelve of strongest appeal, highest entertainment value and greatest box office
Reaches New York
drawing power were selected, as it was
felt the corporation, in order to secure
State right buyers were given their first the co-operation of the best independent
opportunity to see White Hell, the first exchange
managers throughout the counproduction of the Charles E. Bartlett Protry, must be in a position to release at
ductions, Inc., during the past week. Those
least one picture a month through the
who viewed the picture were warm in their
first year. With the minimum overhead
praise, and Jerry Abrams, sales manager,
expects to dispose of the New York rights
within a few days, having received a number of offers. He will then go over the
country in the interests of the series of
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that Second National is operating on,
these can be released at an extremely low
grossing.
The Second National exchanges so far
established are in New York City, Boston
and New Haven, Buffalo, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Chicago, Detroit, Baltimore,
Washington, Charlotte and Cleveland.
In selecting the first group of twelve
pictures for distribution in the current
season. Second National has obtained the
best of the available product. Negotiations now are under way for four big
special productions which will be added to
the list of releases as soon as distribution and rental prices will warrant, and
from present indications this will be
within the next sixty days.

Many Inquiries for
"I am the Law" by
Interested Exhibitors
"Good news travels slow" is not a
proverb that can rightfully be applied to
the Edwin Carewe independent special /
Am the Laiv, which is being released on
the independent market by Affiliated Distributors. The fact that the picture was
praised by those who already have seen
it seems to be known throughout the country, for C. C. Burr, president of Affiliated,
is daily receiving requests from exhibitors
in nearly every section for bookings on the
picture or information as to who can arrange these bookings in their territories.
The publicity and exploitation campaign
put behind the picture by Mr. Burr has
probably served to arouse the unusual interest in it. Among those outside of New
York who have enthusiastically indorsed
the production are Mr. Richards of Richards & Flynn, of Kansas City. He stated
that it was one of the best pictures he had
seen in a long time. Guerringer of the
Saenger Amusement Company of New
Orleans declared it was better than a certain popular production, which should be
boost enough for any picture.
Buysof Arrow
"Innocent
Cheat"Inc.,
C.Seelye
R. Seelye
Exchanges,
has acquired the rights to The Innocent
Cheat and the newest Jack Hoxie pictures for New York City and Northern
New Jersey.
Mr. Seelye is most enthusiastic concerning his newest purchase and has given
it as his belief that in The Innocent Cheat
he has a special production which will
be just as productive of big results as
was Ten Nights in a Barroom, with which
the Arrow Exchange achieved a triumph.

Charles E. Bartlett Productions, Inc., of Gloversville, N. Y., presents Richard C. Travers in "The Shadow Eater," second -of series
of eight five-reel pictures
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"Cap'n Kidd"
Has Abundance
of Spe
// the First Two Episodes of Serial Count as Criterioned
Then Surely Eddie Polo Has Got Something for Exhibitors
If two episodes, the first two, may be
considered as a fair criterion of the remaining thirteen of Cap'n Kidd, then surely Eddie Polo has "got something" for
the exhibitor. For certainly there is a
continuing stream of action; of combat
with swords and fists, of swinging through
the air at the end of the nearest pendulumlike apparatus of which on shipboard,
on board
an
array. old-fashioned ships, there is such
Eddie Polo is in his element in this portrayal of the doings and misdoings of the
men who sailed the Spanish Main in what
we are pleased to regard as romantic days.
He is blessed with a physique that gives
not only the appearance but the conviction of truth to the throwing about of the
body of a fellow-human as if it were a
bag of flour. There is an instinctive feeling that here is no matinee idol to whom
others in the cast must "let down" when
opposed to him, but one against whom his
associates may go the limit in feats of
strength and "Eddie" will hold his own.
The serial of Cap'n Kidd opens in a
modem setting and very quickly reverts to
early English — a story within a story. The
older backgrounds continue through the
two episodes, and we understand also
through the third. The seventeenth century atmosphere is finely delineated — in
interiors and in costumes and in bearing.
There are few exteriors. As to the interiors, there are those of an English
home, of an inn, and those pertaining to
the main deck at night of a sailing vessel
and "between decks." The photography is

I

am

excellent, and as a condition precedent the
lighting is likewise.
Kathleen Myers plays opposite the star.
She is gifted with youth and more than the
ordinary share of good looks, in face and
figure, and a goodly measure of acting
ability. Sam Polo is the captain of the
Albatross, the vessel on which Edward
Davis,
haied. portrayed by Eddie Polo, is shangMalvene
Polo is for
the the
girl same
who vessel
in boy's
garb
is shanghaied
as
that on which Davis is an unwilling member of the crew, the girl befriended by the
adventurer both before and after the kidnapping. Leslie J. Casey has the modern
role of an unscrupulous relative who seeks
the estate of his grandmother in opposition to the interests of his cousin, Davis.
In the earlier period Mr. Casey portrays
Lord Bellamy, the murderer of the father
of Davis' fiancee, and in order that he
may eventually win Janice charges Davis
with the crime.
The production, which is being made by
the Star Serial Corporation, is directed by
J. P. MacGowan and Burton King. Philip
Lonergan is the author of the story and
scenario. Harry Fowler is responsible for
the photography.
G. B.
Arthur Housman

Featured

In "The Snitching Hour"
Through its President, Herbert L.
Steiner, the newly organized Housman
Comedies Company has contracted with
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Joseph W. Farnham to write the titles
and dialogue for that corporation's initial
release, The Snitching Hour.
This is the first starring vehicle for
Arthur Housman, a screen player whose
portrayal of light comedy roles for a long
time is well known to the photoplay going
public. Mr. Housman was a valued members of the old Edison stock company, in
the days when that organization ranked
as one of the three leaders in the world.
Costly Sets Used
in the Making

of

"Torchy Steps Out"
The manner in which C. C. Burr, producer of the "Torchy" Comedies, is concentrating upon his efforts to make the
forthcoming "Torchy" Comedies the very
best possible, is evidenced by reports issued
from the Mastodon offices this week, when
it was announced that the costs of the
actual
used in
the Out,
latest practically
"Torchy"
Comedy,setsTorchy
Steps
eoualed that spent on Johnny Hines'
feature,
InsteadBurn-'em-up
of using one Barnes.
or two main scenes
for the majority of the action in this production, Richard Thorpe, production manager at the studio, utilized every possible
means for giving Hines such sets as are
really worthy of a six-reel production. In
Torchy Steps Out there are no, less than
six big sets that were especially built to
take in the action of this latest Hines
vehicle. Included in these sets is an exterior of a church designed exactly after
a Gothic cathedral, a chop suey restaurant,
minute in every detail in conformance with
the settings used in a famous Times
Square restaurant; a shoe store that was
designed minutely — after an up-to-date
bootery, a huge moving van constructed in
the studio with all the realism necessary,
and the construction of street scenes that
are
truecity.
in every respect to originals seen
in the
These settings, along with the exeellent
story, should make this latest two-reeler
one of the best Hines has made within the
past year.
Exhibitors
Two

PRODUCTION
EDWIN
GAREWE'S
with
Alice Lake
Kenneth Harlan
Gaston Glass
.
.^
. .u
J
Rosemary Ttieby
The picture with as much thought and
j. , q
effort behind it as any legitimate play
"^^j]
ever had.
Wallace BeeHf
Photoplay by Raymond L. Schrock, adapted from a story by
JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD
PRODUCED
BY
DISTRIBUTED
BY
EDWIN
CAREWE
AFFILIATED
PICTURES
CORPORATION
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
c. c. burr. Pres.
B. P. Fineman, Pr. B. F.Zeidman, ¥.[?.
Foreign. Rights, G. S. Schlesinger, Mgr.
c/o Warner Bros., 1600 Broadway, New York City

Split

Parts

in

Expose

of "Sawing a Lady"
That exhibitors welcome a novelty of
any kind for their patrons is evidenced
by the box office records being established
in various parts of the country by the Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half. This
film, which exposes the performance of
John E. Coutts, is being shown by exhibitors in California, Arizona, Nevada,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New England,
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia
to record breaking attendance. Many exmanner. hibitors are presenting the film in a novel
The picture is in two reels, the first
part showing the illusion of sawing a lady
in half exactly as Coutts performed it on
the vaudeville stage. The second exposes
this unusual feat step by step. In hundreds of theatres the first part is offered
as a separate film and announcement is
made that the expose will be shown the
week following. In this manner the exhibitor isassured of a large return audience and increased interest in the expose.
In order to heighten the interest in the
second showing, contests are being run
in several theatres offering a prize for a
solution to the mystery prior to the
screening of the explanatory portion of
the picture.
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Co-operation

Says That Is What Exhibitor Needs More Than Anything
Else and Again Pays His Respects to the Press Book
the vast chain of theatre enterprises. And
"What the exhibitors need more than
anything else at the present time is the upon the maintenance and success of
these rest the success and longevity of
whole-hearted co-operation of distributing
producers and distributors. Our hat is in
organizations."
Harry M. Warner, in advocating this
belief, also brings to light an insight into the ring."
the future possibilities of the screen, and
what it means to extend the utmost serBig Feature Rights
vice to theatrfe owners.
"Without the complete help of the dissaid Mr. Warner,
exBooks ^'Cap'n Kidd"
hibitorstributors,"
are handicapped
in "the
securing
greater patronage for their theatres. For
Over Lynch Chain
It became known this week through a
telegraphic dispatch from Lee Goldberg
of the Big Feature Rights Corporation of
Kentucky, which controlls the rights to
Cap'n Kidd, Eddie Polo's first independently produced chapter-play, that the entire Lynch chain of theatres, comprising
their extensive holdings in Memphis,
Chattanooga, Knoxville, Johnson City,
Jackson, Dyersberg, Morristown, Marysville and South Pittsburg, had contracted
for the Polo serial product for a period of
fifteen weeks. The telegram was later
confirmed in a personal letter from Mr.
Goldberg to A. L. Feinman of the Star
Serial Corporation, in the course of which
Mr. Goldberg characterized the booking
with the Lynch circuit as "record-breaking
and phenomenal."
This Goldberg
large circuit
booking
Cap'ji
Kidd,
explained
in hisforletter
to
Feinman, came about as the result of a
private screening of the early chapters of
the Polo serial for the Lynch booking
representative.

Harry M. Warner
upon the exhibitors rest the foundation
and success of this industry. While producers may bring forth wonderful boxoffice features, they must not ignore their
- one invaluable business ally — the exhibitor. For if they ignore the theatre
owner they undermine the very structure
of business success, and in the final
analysis they cannot long survive.
"Our policy is dedicated to the service
of the exhibitor, the making of box-office
pictures, and a fair and square business
policy. We do not believe in the beautiful
press book. I do not hesitate to state that
it is used as a blind to hoodwink the unknowing exhibitor. And if he is continually hoodwinked his business enterprise is doomed.
"Certainly, if exhibitors are forced out
of business, then the producers and distributors will have to seek other fields for
a livelihood. From my eighteen years of
experience in the industry, I can see in the
future possibilities one of the greatest
eras of prosperity that we have seen.
"I do not know what other producerdistributors think of exhibitor co-operation. But I can state definitely for the
benefit of exhibitors that in dedicating
ourselves to the purpose of producing only
the biggest box-office attractions we will
also constantly endeavor to help exhibitors
put our pictures on the money-making
side of the register.
"If distributors will pledge themselves
to co-operate with exhibitors, to extend
every possible aid with each and every
attraction, then they will be rendering a
truly great service for the maintenance of
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Jack Eaton of Sport Review
to Film Cuban Diving Meet
Louis Weiss announces a change in the
titles of two recent issues of the Sport
Review. Animal Antics has been changed
to Split Seconds, and Record Breakers has
been replaced by Playing the Game. Fifteen of these single reel films dealing witli
every known branch of sports and its
stars have been released by Goldwj-n and

one will be offered every week during the
year. Jack Eaton, producer of these subjects, is now in Cuba, accompanied by
J. C. Hawkinson and a staff of cameramen, forscenes
the purpose
of securing
unusual
of swimming
and sevel-al
diving
in an international meet to be held during
the early part of May.
Two

and

Subjects

Five
to Be

Reel
Made

by Prairie Pictures
On the heels of the announcement that
Prairie Pictures, Inc., with offices at 1674
Broadway, New York, had acc[uired a
series of two and five reel Western features comes the news that the company
has closed practically all its territory.
The Prairie organization is making and
marketing fifty-two two reel Western pictures starring Judith Jordan and a series
of
Alenetwelve
Ray. five-reel Westerns starring
Many of the two-reel series already
have been completed and the production
is going on at a rapid rate in the Southern
studio.
Neil M. Birk is now in San Antonio
supervising production. Associated with
Mr. Birk is Louis L. Mayer, who has
charge of distribution.
Among the territorial contracts that
have been made Mr. Mayer reports the
following buyers : Arthur C. Bromberg of
Atlanta Circle Film Attractions of Pittsburgh, Griever Productions of Chicago,
Pioneer Exchange of St. Louis, Parker
Films of Dallas and De Luxe Film Exchange of Philadelphia.
To Make

Australian Pictures

for the Producers' Security
The Producers Security Corporation
this week closed a contract with Jack
Wells for a series of feature pictures.
Immediately after signing the contract
Mr. Wells departed for Australia, where
he will film several well-known stories.
Mr. Wells states that Australia is an ideal
place for picture production, and that it
will lend a new atmsophere to pictures.
Several studio plants are now operating
there.

EXHIBITORS
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Productions

fo Film "Uncle Tom"
on Elaborate Scale
The W. M. Smith Productions, Inc., of
Tulsa, Okla., announce that work started
last week on their next feature, which
will be an adaptation of the famous story
Uncle Tom's Cabin. The company engaged in making the feature, which will
be in eight reels, has been gathered from
Los Angeles and New York, and after
their arrival in Tulsa left for a point near
New Orleans. The remainder of the picture will be taken around the levees and
cotton plantations near Memphis, Tenn.
It is expected four months will be required to complete the picture, which will
be in time for September 1 release. The
exploitation possibilities are unlimited and
many clever stunts will be worked, in connection with the runs that should prove
sure moneymakers. It is expected that
exchanges who purchase the picture will
road show it in their territories, as the
Smith Company has outlined a road show
that should be a clean-up. The picture
will follow the book in every detail and
many picturesque Southern plantation
scenes and Mississippi River shots will be
incorporated.
Dan

Mason

Good

to

Looks
Lincoln

for Cape Cod Stuff
Joseph Lincoln, the noted author, whose
Partners of the Tide was one of the screen
successes of the past year, made a visit
to the Gerson 'Studios in San Francisco
to discuss with Mr. Gerson and Dan
Mason, the well known character actor,
now
featured the
in the
Center"
seriesbeing
of comedies,
use "Plum
of one or
more
of Mr. Lincoln's book stories as feature
pictures for Mr. Mason.
The latter was best known last season
as the famous skipper in the "Toonerville
Trolley," two reel comedies. Besides, making the "Plum Center" series Mr. Mason
is to begin in the near future his first
five or six reel feature story under the
Gerson banner. It is designed to turn
out at least four of these feature stories
this season besides doing the comedies.
Lincoln's stories are brimful of kindly
hjamor, with
the The
sea, author
philosophical,the
wholesometang
and o'clean.
believes that Mason is specially fitted to
portray several of his best known book
characters.
"School Days" Ranks Among
First Five in Four Years
In the past four years of Kansas City
first run theatre history there have been
but four other pictures that have had the
di-awing power of the Warner Brothers
production, Gus Edwards' School Days,

r
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war
PRODUCTIONS, INC.,
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featuring Wesley Barry, which played for
two weeks at the Liberty and three weeks
at the Doric Theatre, according to a letter
received by Harry M. Warner from M. A.
Kahn,
the Crescent-Federated Exchange
of thatof city.

"The Splendid Lie"
Brings Praise from
Chadwick
of Merit
From its publication date right up to
the present time Arrow's release, The
Splendid Lie, has been winning the
plaudits
lic alike. of press, theatre owner and pubNow comes I. E. Chadwick, the president
of the Merit Film Company, which controls the New York City territory on the
production. Mr. Chadwick in a recent
communication to Dr. Shallenberger, president ofof the
Arrow,
declares
"it is pictures
calibre
of ThethatSplendid
Lie
which are placing the Independent exchange in a position to meet the competition of the producer-controlled distributHeingwent
on to say that infinite credit
channels."
was due Charles T. Horan, who wrote
and directed the picture, and Grace Davison, who appeared as the star therein.
Mr. Horan has had a long and successful
career, but it is declared he has given the
screen no more worthwhile picture than
The Splendid Lie, while Grace Davison,
charming and talented as she is, has never
been seen to greater advantage than in
this production.
Zierler Plans Campaign
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Warner
Brothers'
"School Days"
Sold 100 Per

Is
Cent

With the closing of the Atlanta territory, the Warner Brothers production
School Days, featuring Wesley Barry, has
been sold 100 per cent throughout
America.
The last deal was closed with M. Mitchell of Atlanta, for the exclusive territorial rights for Georgia, Florida, Alabama, and North and South Carolina.
Other purchasers of the picture are:
Creole Enterprises, New Orleans, Louisiana,
inssissippi, the town of Pensacola, Fla., and
the Panama Canal Zone ; A. L. Kahn Film
Enterprise, Omaha, Iowa and Nebraslca :
United Film Service, St. Louis ; Federated Film
Exchange of New England, New England :
Grand & Warner Film Exchange, Buffalo, New
York exclusive of Greater New York and Westchester County ; Celebrated Players Film Corporation. Chicago, Indiana and Northern
Illinois.
Skirboll Brothers. Cleveland, Ohio exclusive
of Niles ; Specialty Film Co., Dallas, Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas ; Warner's Exchange,
Detroit, Michigan
; Big
Feature
Cor- ;
poration, Louisville,
Kentucky
and Rights
Tennessee
Tri-State Film Exchange, Minneapolis, North
and South
Dakota, Minnesota,
and ;upper
sula of Michigan
and Wisconsin
New peninYork
Federated Exchange, New York, Greater New
York and Northern New Jersey ; Independent
Film Corporation,
Philadelphia,
Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern
New Jersey,
Delaware,
Maryland,
Virginia
and
District
of
Columbia
Associated First National Pictures, Pittsburgh, ;
West Virginia and Western Pennsylvania :
Kwality Pictures, Seattle, Colorado, Wyoming,
Utah, Idaho, Alaska, Washington. Oregon and
Montana
Exchange,
California,; Warner's
Nevada. Arizona
and Los
HawaiiAngeles,
; and
the Stephenson Attractions, Ltd., Toronto, the
Dominion of Canada and Newfoundland.

on

"Life's Greatest Question"
A big exploitation campaign is to accompany the release by Commonwealth
Pictures
Corporation
Life'sState
Greatest
Question in the New ofYork
and
Northern New Jersey territory, according
to plans announced this week by Sam
Zierler, president of that company.
Commonwealth, which has taken over
the Davis-Brandt production, featuring
Roy Stewart with Louise Lovely, plans to
make the picture one of its biggest releases, in the matter of the manner of its
handling and the kind and quantity of acces ories to accompany it.
Exploitation and advertising plans are
already well under way, Mr. Zierler announces, although no definite release date
for the feature has been announced as
Circus Stars View Serial
yet.
A special
of Col.
Selig's
new
wild
animal screening
serial The
Jungle
Goddess
took place at the private projection room
of the Export and Import Film Company
Saturday. The guests of honor included
many
the stars
Circus,ofwho
came of
to Ringling
judge theBrothers'
screen
capabilities of their comrade of the ring,
Mme. Olga Celeste, who appears with her
leopards and tigers in many episodes of
the serial.
Prizma Trailers for Burr Film
As part of his big exploitation campaign
in connection with the Edwin Carewe independent special I Am the Law, C. C.
Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors,
Inc., which is handling its release, has arranged with the Prizma Company to furnish him a supply of beautifully colored
trailers. These will show in the most
effective manner parts of some of the
striking scenes of the picture.

"Jungle Goddess"
Purchased by Pathe
for United Kingdom
A sale which, aside from its price magnitude, is of especial significance to the
independent market, was consummated
this week between Pathe Freres and the
Export and Import Film Company when
the former company purchased outright
the United Kingdom rights for The Jungle
Goddess, the Selig serial, which export
and import is distributing independently.
It is the first time on record that Pathe,
so strong a serial releasing organization,
has purchased an independent animal
serial for that market which transcends
all other foreign territories.
"The sale to Pathe marks an epoch in
independent
serial
marketings,"on said
Louis Auerbach
in commenting
the
contract. "We are especially gratified
that Pathe should have chosen The Jungle
Goddess to break into its own release
program. It is only another indication
that independent pictures can hold their
own in any market. It proves what we
have always maintained, that a worthwhile product will always find a worthwhile market."
Cubberly Makes Quick Booking
The finishd prints of / Am the Law, the
Edwin Carewe special released through
Affiliated Distributors, are ready, and
some of them have already gone to the
State right men in the territories already
disposed of. Within two hours after
receiving a print J. F. Cubberly, the Associated First National Pictures manager
at Minneapolis, had secured a first run
date on the picture. It will be shown at
the State Theatre the week of May 7.
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Emmick
Joins Up with Graphic
Film
With His Associate, W. O. Edmunds, Organizes Exchange
and Will Add Abramson Product to His Present Supply
in Half, and other new pictures offered at
E. H. Emmick, pioneer in the film world
of the West Coast, is another of the the nresent time by competing organizatwenty-seven exchangemen who have identions. "It is my opinion that any salable
picture will find a ready market on the
tified their interest with the Graphic Film
statesaid.rifjht field at the present moment, '
Exchanges.
"Gene,"friends,
as he exhibitors
is familiarly
he
known
to his many
and
exchangemen alike, has built up a short
featureFrancisco
exchangeand
in "Peerless"
in both
San
Los Angeles,
and
Big Feature Rights
handles approximately more short length
subjects, comedies, westerns, novelty feaBuys Seven Arrow
tures, than any other independent exchange on the West Coast, it was stated
Feature Productions
at the Graphic offices.
Mr. Emmick formerly operated a short
That conditions are once again rapidly
feature exchange in Denver, but realized
normal is indicated in a rethe wonderful possibilities offered by the approaching
cent announcement from the home office
California territory and met immediate
of the Arrow Film Corporation wherein
success when he opened the Peerless Exit is stated that Fred Levy and Lee Goldchanges in San Francisco and Los Angeles
berg of the Big Feature Rights Corporain 1913. About a year ago "Gene" intertion of Louisville have purchased for Kenested his present associate, W. O. Edtucky and Tennessee Ten Nights in a
munds, in the feature distribution, and
Barroom and The Innocent Cheat, the two
they organized Progress Feature ExArrow specials, as well as the Peter B.
change, releasing through Peerless.
Kyne series and Chain Lightning, a new
Prom the date of their first release,
Ben Wilson production.
June 1, 1921, "Progress" has developed
The Peter B. Kyne series embody two
remarkably, and is at present releasing productions
already released and two
thirty-six features. They have incorpowhich are still to come. The first was
rated in their product the Ivan AbramA Motion to Adjourn, and the second was
son's
Filmyears
Corporation
output Back to Yellow Jacket.
for theGraphic
next five
to be released
through "Progress."
Mother Eternal, a picture already exReports
ploited in the East, will be an early re- Moe Kerman
lease by Progress in California, Arizona
and Nevada, as well as The Wrong
Check
Forgers
at
Woman.
Work
in Filmland
Weiss Optimistic on Conditions
The names of a number of prominent
Louis Weiss, active in the affairs of the motion picture people with deposits in
banks in the Longacre section are being
various state right distributing organizations sponsored by Weiss Brothers, is ex- forged by operators more or less familiar
tremely optimistic concerning the present
with the deposit and draft habits of the
conditions existing in this particular field. victims they select for frauds. One of the
He bases his belief in the imnrovement
recent losers through the forgeries is Moe
of business both from the exchange and
Kerman, associated with the Alexander
the exhibitor viewpoint, on the vdde- Film Corporation, against whom several
checks have been drawn by some one who
spread interest displayed in the announcement of the film Expose of Sawing a Lady has carefully studied Kerman's accounts
and the characteristics of his signature.
The last loss of Kerman via this route was
Monday last when a bogus check slipped
through the Pacific Bank among deposits
made by another depositor. Kerman has
no account in the Pacific institution, which
is in no wise to blame for the acceptance
since it came legitimately through Louis
Sapper, through whose office the bank
order was negotiated. Mr. Kerman is out
with a warning to film men generally to
refuse to honor any bank paper that may
be presented for liquidation without first
referring to him.
Williams
Three

decided to offer this coming star a contract calling for his complete services
for the next three years.
Williams is now busy at work on his
third picture, titled The Freshie. This
will witness Williams in a western that
will be somewhat different from the usual
role he has portrayed. It is a story of
college life. Molly Malone, who appeared
opposite Williams in his first two pictures
for Herbst, again will be seen as the
female lead. Also included in the cast is
Lincoln Stedman.
The deal covering the services of Big
Boy Williams was consummated while Joe
Di Lorenzo, president of Di Lorenzo, Inc.,
was on the coast in conference with
Frederick Herbst. Di Lorenzo is now on
his way back East with a print of The
Trail of Hate, which he is showing to
exchangemen in the key cities.
"Your
Star

Best

Friend"

to Appear

for

Fortnight in Detroit
Vera Gordon, who is making a national
vaudeville tour in a one-act play, has been
engaged to make a personal appearance
for two weeks at the Broadway-Strand
Theatre, Detroit, during the run of her
latest picture, Your Best Friend, a Harry
Rapf
production distributed by Warner
Brothers.
It is expected the popularity that is
following in the wake of the picture will
be more than duplicated at the BroadwayStrand by the appearance of Miss Gordon
in person. An instance of the tremendous
appeal of the film is reported by the management of the Kismet Theatre, Brooklyn.
The feature was shown for four days, and
throughout its engagement it is said the
police reserves had to be called in order
to quell a huge throng of motion picture
enthusiasts.
In explaining his regret in not being
able to hold the picture for a longer run,
the manager of the Kismet wrote in part :
"Your Best Friend was a knockout, and I
sincerely regret the fact that I am unable to hold it over for a longer run.
Throughout its engagement my theatre
was packed to capacity, and I was compelled to call the police in order to stop
the crowds from stampeding my theatre."

Signs for
Years with

Frederick

E. H. Emmick, general manager of Graphic
Film Exchange, San Francisco
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Herbst

Announcement just comes from the
Coast that "Big Boy" (Guinn) Williams
has just affixed his signature to a concalling for Herbst,
three years'
servicesof
with tract
Frederick
president
Frederick Herbst Productions, being released to the independent market by Di
Lorenzo, Inc. Williams had originally
contracted with the Frederick Herbst
Productions to star in a series of six
productions covering a period of one
year, but so enthusiastic is Mr. Herbst
concerning
Blaze
Away and the
The player's
Trail ofwork
Hate inthat
he

Grace Davison, star
of "The Splendid Lie"
(Arrow)
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Powerful
The Lyradion
Concert Grande

enough to fill any
theatre

Equipped with
Seabrook Amplifying
Horn and with

An added
a money
attra&ion and

or without Five Stage
maker

Radio Receiving Set

Your

theatre

can

be

the

concertsradio
public
The Lyradion Concert Grande offers a new and
exclusive attraction for your theatre — one that cannot fail to increase attendance because everyone is
interested in radio.
In the ball room of the Pennsylvania Hotel in
New York on March 9th, 100 couples danced to
nnisic played by Vincent Lopez' orchestra 20 miles
away and reproduced on the Lyradion
The Lyradion Concert Grande will bring to your
theatre the best music played by famous artists and
orchestras as well as aU of the news and other
features broadcasted daily.
This instrimient is built for theatre use exclusively
— it is the only machine on the market capable of
reproducing a musical selection in the same volume
and quality of tone that characterized its original
recording. It has proven its worth in houses up to
2200 seating capacity, although smaller sizes are
also available.
LYRADION

first
-if

in

you

your
act

city

to

give

promptly

In addition to radio this instrument also enables
you to play the latest phonograph music. It gives
your patrons the opportunity of hearing the current
record releases played under the most favorable circumstances and makes it unnecessary for them to visit
the stores of several dealers in order to hear all makes
of records. They will appreciate this service.
Play the feature with your organ; use the Lyradion
as a phonograph during the "Comedy" and "News
Reel" — receive broadcasted news and music clearly
whenever it is being sent.
The exclusive features of construction which place the
Lyradion entirely in a class by itself as a means for reproducing radio and phonograph music are fully covered by
broad and basic patents already allowed by the United
States Patent OflRce.
Only one Lyradion will be placed in cities up to 200,000
population. You can be the first to introduce this exclusive
and innovative entertainment feature in your city, but you
must act promptly. Ask for full particulars today. Write
or wire at our expense.

SALES
&
ENGINEERING
COMPANY
which is Plant No. 5 of Dodge Manufacturing Company
MISHAWAKA, INDIANA
KENYON W. MIX, Director
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Sets

for

173?

Specials

Methods Used by Bran ford
Theatre Paid Out Without
Any

SUGGEST to the owner or manager of any medium-sized house
the making of special sets and
at once he raises his arms and cries
"great guns, I haven't got the
money; I havn't got the carpenter
and I haven't got the scene painters

Great Outlay

of Funds

Molly-0. This house hasn't a deep
stage; in fact, it was built for pictures and sticks to the picture opening instead of the deep stage. Instead of making full width drops
with flies and borders, which would
run into money, the management of

When it came to making the window set two silken curtains were
used which would have been ineffective iffull stage had been utilized.
If use of the full stage is desired,
the same inexpensive layout could,
be arranged by framing the street
scene or window with a cyclorama,
using the latter in semi-circular
form.
We haven't yet explained how the
medium-sized or small theatre can
provide itself with these sets, where
there is no carpenter to build them
or no scene painter to decorate them..
There are a dozen or more scenic
studios which, having seen the
growth of exploitation, are specializing in the production of mediumpriced stock sets of small dimensions

and I don't know where I can order
the sets ready made."
That, of course, is the cry when
the theatre man has in mind the
lavish set running the full width of
the stage opening and the full depth
of the stage. But it's not that kind
of a setting we are discussing. Lavish settings are left to the house
which can afford them ; which has
a production manager and full staff
of carpenters, stage hands and scene
painters.
The medium-sized and smallhouse wants the best settings it can
obtain for the minimum expenditure. Bearing in mind this desire
and the large number of theatres in
the medium and small class, the idea
which is represented by the illustrations on this page seemed to hit
us about right.
These settings were used at the
Branford Theatre, Newark, N. J.,
with a prologue for First National's

the Branford used its stock street
and window drops, as the photographs show, and trimmed them
with the red plush drop and a plush
border. This framed the set and instead of giving it an awkward appearance, out of perspective, the
setting came as near being screen
size as was possible to make it. It
looked much neater than if a whole
stage with flies and drops had been
used and, besides, a purely motion
picture effect was obtained.

like those used in the Branford. The
sets consist of four, six and eight
different drops — street, parlor,
kitchen, garden, palace, window,
balustrate, etc. They are made of
high class material and, we understand, arrangements can be made
by responsible theatre owners
whereby the sets can be purchased
on a convenient plan.
And such sets can be put to such
a variety of uses that appropriate'
prologues can be built with each ona
to suit all pictures..
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Letter

"I dare you to hand this to your wife

It is hardly probable that a more appropriate front could be built for First National's 'The
Rosary" than this one arranged by the Empire, Syracuse, N. Y., which typifies an old stone church.
It is not expensive, either, and can be used in even the smallest lobby.
One of the windows in Los Angeles the Kinema
succeeded in
breaking into with
stills of First National's "Polly of
the Follies." There
were plenty of
others besides this
one.

This display, arranged by Manager
Hile of the Ansonia, Butte,
Mont., for Fox's
"Queen of Sheba,"
is unique in many
respects, and attracted a great
deal of attention.
This hallyhooer might not have been a "real" Scotchman, but Harry iFinter, manager of the
Newark, Newark, N. J., says that he was a *'real" comedian when he was working the streets of*
Newark as a walking advertisement for Paramount's "Beside tha Bonnie Briar Bush," as he had a
crowd with him continuously and his good-natured kidding of the public brought a lot of advertising.

This
was the rather startling imprint
unopened!"
in the upper left hand corner of a large
assortment of envelopes mailed to patrons
by the management of the Star Theatre,
Rockingham, N. C, when he booked Mary.
Pickford's "Little Lord Fauntleroy," and
started out to exploit this United Artists
release.
The contents of the letter were not so
alarming as the imprint on the envelope
indicated, but read as follows:
"Dear Madam: Have you a heart?
We challange you then to see Mary
Pickford in her special film production
of 'Little Lord Fauntleroy' and to
come away from this exceptional screen
production without a tingling feeling
of good cheer and good will. People
with the warm blood of life in their
veins will all appreciate Fauntleroy because he is such a very real little
fellow, although there are circum^
stances in his happy, troublous career
sufficiently strange to satisfy even the
enthusiastic lovers of the marvelous."
"The Star Theater, William G. AtkinThis novel
son, Mgr." method of appealing to his
patrons and getting them interested in the
forthcoming attraction had its good effect.
Mailing Campaign
By a systematic mailing campaign that
covered seven days, Manager Herbert
Johnson of the Luna Theatre, Lafayette,
Ind., brought his patrons to First National's The Seventh Day. Taking advantage
of the theme of the story, which revolves
around a country boy's idealization of a
sophisticated city girl, the manager sent
one letter a day to his patrons along the
following order:
First Day — "Our hero is made captain
of a sailing
Second
Day —schooner."
"Our hero gets his first
glimpse
of
the
'Dreamheroine
woman.' tries
"
Third Day — "Our
a
dangerous
flirtation."
Fourth Day — "Our hero falls desperateFifth Day — "The disdainful heroine
brings
the — hero
ly in love."
Sixth
Day
"Our back
hero toin earth."
the depth of
Seventh Day — "How does it end? Our
hero. Richard Barthelmess will act his
despair."
story
at the Luna next week."
This teaser system aroused their interest without telling too much about the
story and they flocked to see the picture
in consequence.
Cardboard Plates
Emphasizing the idea of A Drama of
Dishes, Manager Herbert Johnson put
across a plan for exploiting The Song of
Life that made a hit especially with the
women and housewives who constituted
90 per cent of the patrons at the Luna
Theatre, Lafayette, Ind. The advertising
stressed this thought, while for the lobby
display, handbills and window tie-ups the
idea of stacked-up dishes was worked out
in accordance with the suggestions in the
press books. Cardboard plates were given
away by a street ballyhoo, who stopped
the women he thought would be the prospective patrons for such a picture, and
pointed out that at last the film was presenting th^ drama of their own lives.
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Sheik's

Wife"

Manager Clancy of the Capitol, Hartford,
Conn., Used a Troupe of Real Arabians as
a Ballyhoo

In this booth, Manager Clancy placed a
veiled wax figure to impersonate the wife
in Vitagraph's "The Sheik's Wife."

THE Capitol Theatre, Hartford, Conn.,
has one of the largest lobbies in the
country, and when Vitagraph's The
Sheik's Wife, played there, Manager
Clancy took every advantage of this huge
lobby, turning it into an Arabian bazaar
for the time being, giving this feature
some of the most unique exploitation any
picture has ever had.
Two weeks in advance of the opening
performance he had a large booth built
in one corner of the lobby, and after decorating itwith rugs and silk borrowed from
a local store, he placed a veiled wax figure,
in a reclining position, in the booth. The
day before the opening performance he
took down all of the lighting fixtures in
the lobby and replaced them with transparencies built of beaverboard decorated
with stars and crescents, which gave a
subdued lighting effect. The floor was
covered with Oriental rugs, and six more
booths were built, three on each side, and
decorated in an Oriental manner.
The lobby as it stood presented a very
attractive appearance, but had no punch.
A troupe of real Arabians, consisting of
whirling dervishes, sword fighters, snake

That Put It Over

With

a Bang

charmers and other Oriental entertainers,
were "resting" in Hartford, and to supply
this lacking punch to his lobby. Manager
Clancy engaged the whole troupe as a
ballyhoo, and turned the lobby over to
them. The troupe immediately got busy,
placing the women members in the booths,
where something of an Oriental nature
was offered for sale, and the men put on
a free exhibition of their different specialties.
This bazaar was advertised in the daily
newspapers in connection with the coming
of Vitagraph's The Sheik's Wife, and the
lobby, which easily accommodates more
than a thousand people, was packed and
jammed long before the doors were opened
for the first performance. Those who came
late and could not get in for the first show
remained in the lobby for the second show,
instead of wandering on off and not coming back, as crowds usually do, as they
were so highly entertained by the booths
and
the exhibitions of the Arabs while
waiting.
The Arabs remained on duty in the lobby
from 1 to 11 o'clock, with the exception
of the time spent on the prologue. The
weird music, so different from anything
they had heard before, brought many a
passer-by into the lobby, only to find himself later watching The Sheik's Wife, as
the bazaar proved such a teaser of what
was going on inside of the theatre that it
could not be resisted. During the week
the lobby exploitation was added to by the
Arabs going to and from the hotel to the
theatre in their picturesque costumes. On
clear days the Sheik of the troupe was
attended by two Arabs clad in their native
military costumes whenever he left the
theatre, all riding Arabian horses with
their gaudy trappings.
Manager Clancy did not confine all of
his efforts to exploitation, but also arranged an elaborate prologue that teemed
with Oriental atmosphere. It was staged
in an Oriental setting with a background
made of a huge cyclorama, and all of the

One of the booths built in the lobby of the
Capitol, Hartford, Conn., by Manager
Clancy for Vitagraph's "The Sheik's Wife."
Arabs took part in the prologue, each one
doing a specialty that was introduced by
a cleverly written connected story. The
prologue was closed by a local singer
veiled and costumed to represent the
Sheik's wife, singing the Hindoo Chant.
The Sheik's Wife will long be remembered by the citizens of Hartford, owing
to the unique exploitation given it by
Manager Clancy.
Traffic Sign
When Manager Barry Burke asked the
police officials for permission to put an
imitation traffic sign at the corner nearest
the Palace Theatre to advertise the run
of Turn to the Right, in Ft. Worth, Texas,
the officials went him one better. They
lent him an entire outfit — cap, uniform,
brass buttons and even a police badge — ■
which he dressed his head usher in. Instead of "Stop" and "Go" his sign read
"Turn to the Right" and "Palace" (with a
finger ace"). pointing just below the word "PalThe picture would no doubt have had a
successful run with ordinary advertising,
but this unusual twist certainly helped in
putting it over better.

Views of the lobby of the Capitol, Hartford, Conn., showing how Manager Clancy placed the booths when he turned it into an
Arabian Bazaar for Vitagraph's "The Sheik's Wife," and the elaborate costumes worn by the Arabs.
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Painted Curbings
There aren't many good pictures booked
for Houston that Charles McFarland
doesn't go into an exploitation to put it
over. It is usually something more clever
than expensive, and the people of Houston
have gotten the habit of viratching his
stunts as a barometer of entertainment.
For Watch Your Step, at the Liberty
Theatre, he painted on curbings, stepups and other places that the careless
pedestrian would be apt to take a tumble,
Watch Your Step. A huge electric sign
on the marquise gave the significance of
the phrase, and a huge banner announcing the name of the theatre, the name of
the picture, and the time made the people
of Houston take up the phrase, and incidentally aroused their interest in the
picture.
This float was driven around the streets of San Francisco six hours daily during the run of
Paramount's "Mistress of the World" at the Rialto. The canopy was of bright yellow, the whole
float decorated in gay colors and a local dancer sat in the throne chair. The two soldiers distributed
booklets that told all about the feature.
Featuring Coney
Island in his lobby
display for
Paramount's
"Saturday
Night,"
Hart
of theManager
Palace,
El Paso, Texas, put
over a good one
for this feature.

sonManager
of theSamuelPark,
Newton, N. J., put
this kid out as a
ballyhoo for Warner Brother s'
"School
Days.''
While the
photo
does not show
them, he claims to
have as many
freckles as Wesley
i^k'ki.t'lAM'Hi&Jtt Barry,
Production Manager A. Gordon Reid of the Branford, Newark, N. J., is putting over some dandy
prologues for First National attractions these days. This one, for "Star Dust," had a simple blue
cyclorama for a sky line and a ground row representing Mount Vesuvius. Miss Hampton, the
star, was making a personal appearance and joined the act, making it go over bigger than ever.

Game Chickens
Game chickens and others that were
supposed to be equally game held the floor
at the Capitol Theatre during the run of
A Game Chicken in Houston, Tex. The
former were the kind with feathers, and
the others the kind with frilly furebelows.
Coops of the former were used in the
lobby with placards giving the record of
each prize-winning fowl.
Placards bore stylish and near-stylish,
figures of young women labeled A Main
Street Chicken, A Travis Street Chicken,
and others. Special paintings on the picture were used in prominent store windows, giving a nice display to the attraction all the way around.
Colored Photographs
Beautiful, hand colored photographs of
Hope Dust,
Hampton,
star oftheFirst
Star
were offered
more National's
than 80,000 readers of the Newark Star-Eagle as
the result of a tie-up arranged vdth the paper when the Branford Theatre, Newark,
J., played
First
National's
Dust.
AN. coupon
to be
clipped
from Star
the paper,
gave readers their cue and thousands reThe immense publicity was the result of
sponded.
a co-operative campaign inaugurated by
M. J. CuUen, director of publicity in which
all the prominent retail stores co-operated
with two full-pages of advertising. Miss
Hampton made personal appearances at
these stores; and as her coming had been
duly advertised they brought huge crowds
to whom the picture at the Branford could
be advertised by direct methods.
Miss Hampton also appeared at the
Branford Theatre and on the first Monday night the duet in the prologue, and
the singers, picked Miss Hampton out of
her inconspicuous seat in the audience and
made her join them in the act, to the immense delight of a crowded house.
The number in which she joined was
"At Dawning," selected especially for its
appropriateness to Star Dust. The prologue was set for Italian folk songs with
a blue cyclorama for a sky line and a
ground row representing Mt. Vesuvius
The number was so popular that the singwere at
asked
theirersact
the by
cityNewark's
hospital. mayor to do
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Securing Names
Nothing in a long time has pleased the
automobile country so much as the free
tickets given out by Manager B. D. Bailey
of the Regent Theatre, Flint, Mich., as
part of his exploitation for Her Husband's
Tradevmrk. Bailey stood in front of his
theatre and took the license numbers of
six automobiles as they passed by.
These he published in his newspaper
ad the next day with instructions that
each person recognizing his number should
clip the ad from the paper, write his name
and address in the blank space provided
in the ad. and present it at the box-office,
where he would receive two free admissions.
By requiring the person to write his
name and address on the blank, Bailey
secured additional names for his mailinglist. Furthermore, observe the psychology
of the thing. If a person was tempted to
'-iaim a pass that wasn't his and had to
give the theatre his name and address, he
probably wouldn't take the chance.
So much talk resulted from this stunt,
that Bailey continued it every day of
the week's run.
Sales Argument
Yonkers, N. Y., is a big city but most of
the working population catch the New York
Central to and from New York twice a
day. Taking this into consideration, Manager Nicholas Cristmas of the Hamilton
Theatre, got out a herald for Bill Hart's
Travelin' On, one side of which contained
a complete schedule of the departure and
arrival of these commuters' trains to and
from the city. The other side printed the
sales arguments which got everybody into
the theatre. This was a herald that few
people threw away.
Fire Engine
It pays not only to play return dates on
proven box office attractions, but also to
exploit them on their second visit. Manager Harry W. Kress, of May's Opera
House, Piqua, Ohio, demonstrated this
when he "repeated" on First National's
"Go and Get It," and he went and got it
with a fire brigade exploitation stunt.
Just like the good old days, a horsedravra fire engine trotted up and down
the main streets. Covered with banners
for "Go and Get It," at May's Opera
House, it brought out the crowds and furnished both a smile and a thrill. The
thrill came from the elder generation who
Tiadn't forgotten the laddies in red, and
the smile came from modern youth, secure
in its twentieth century progress.
Newsboys sold their papers from the
sides of this unique vehicle, which paused
at various intersections to give people
time to inspect it and to read the signs.
The driver and one other man were garbed
like real fire eaters of olden days and at
times real smoke came from the engine.
Manager Kress says it was a go-getter for
"Go and Get It."

This is not a still from United Artists' "Little Lord Fauntleroy," but is a window in Chillicothe,
Mo., that was arranged by Manager Creamer of the Strand. The figures are cut-outs from a poster
mounted on cardboard and lighted so artistically that they have every appearance of being real in
the illustration.

Two more of
Creamer's well arranged windows
''Li t t 1 e Lord
for United Artists'
Fauntleroy."
one on the left,Thein
a shoe store, was
built of cardboard,
with a figure cut
from a poster
mounted in the
window of the
display. On the
right a framed
three-sheet made
up the display.
Everyonelicothe,inMo., knew
Chilthis feature was
playing
Strand. at the

You, who have not forgotten the good old days when a horse drawn fire engine raced to the
fire, would have been thrilled when this old-timer raced up and down the streets of Piqtxa, Ohio^
ballyhooing First National's "Go and Get It" at May's Opera House. It was a good stunt.

I
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Into the thoroughfares of Winnipeg, Canada, was sent a man garbed in the dress of a Western
cowboy mounted on a horse whose head and body was covered with canvas, which told the surprised
citizens of Winnipeg that Fox's "The Night Horseman" was* playing at the National. It made an
effective street ballyhoo, as a cowboy of this nature was an unusual sight.

This cut-out
from a twentyfour sheet in an
oval wooden frame
surrounded b y
stills from First
National's ''My
Boy" was worth a
dozen ballyhoos,
as it stopped
pedestrians right
in front of the hoi
office of the Trianon, Birmingham,
Ala. Jackie's smile
did the rest.

A pretty girl riding in an old-fashioned bridal coach, lined with buds and streamers and drawn
by cream white horses that were driven by a high-hatted coachman, created quite a sensation when
it appeared in the business section in Syracuse, N. Y., as a ballyhoo for First National's "Smilin'
Through," then playing at the Strand.
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Stage Coach
Because he is possessed of an unusually
keen memory and happened to recall that
quite a while previous the zoo had bought
a dilapidated old stage coach, Manager
M. C. Toothaker, of the New Lewis
Theatre, Independence, Mo., was able to
put over an unusually effective bit of exploitation for the showing of "Tol'able
David." He used this as a street ballyhoo
with printed signs on it: "Richard Bathelmess drives the stage in 'Tol'able' David'
at the New Lewis Theatre."
At the same time he had cards printed
"Closed for the Night. Gone to See
'Tol'able David' at the New Lewis." These
were hung on every store in the business section after closing time. They
were numbered and the following night 15
of these numbers were chosen for free
passes, the winning numbers being posted
on the signboard in front of the theatre.
It brought all the holders of numbers and
most of them saw the picture, some gratuitously, but the large majority because
they
happened
to have the price of admission.
Two Kinds of Wives
Manager Ollie Brownlee typified two
kinds of wives, when he exploited "Too
Much Wife," in the Palace Theatre, Muskogee, Tex. For the extravagant variety
he placed a huge beaverboard background,
twenty feet high by four feet wide, on
which were pasted enormous bills from
leading merchants of Muskoigee. This
stood in the center of the lobby. Then,
suspended from various parts of the ceiling, were rolling pins and other kitchen
utensils with which the militant spouse
enforced her authority.
The lobby, which cost $7.10, attracted
considerable attention and no doubt
everyone who had a wife of either kind
went in hoping to find a solution to his
problem.
A Lotus Eater
From the Haymarket Theatre, Sydney,
Australia, comes word of a novel street
ballyhoo used to exploit First National's
"The Lotus Eater.' Street signs and
banners of any dimension being prohibited
by local ordinance, the manager of the
theatre evolved the unique device of a
walking attention.
street advertisement that ■^ould
attract
A shabby, disheveled individual covered the streets chewing some romantic
looking cud that was red in color and extremely liquid. He passed out cards that
announced that a second gaze at his
back would show just who he was. The
sign read that he was "A Lotus Eater."
Hair ISets
When Cecil B. DeMille's Paramount
production Fool's Paradise, played the
Majestic Theatre, Jefferson, Iowa, Manager Wm. Youngclaus hooked up with
a large local department store, who gave
away one gross of high grade hair nets
to as many ladies as were going to see
this picture.
These hair nets were given on the
theory that they would be needed to keep
the hair in order during the nerve tingling
and hair raising thrills of this picture.
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Kid Pugilists
Manager Guy Kenimer profited by the
mistake that many theatre managers have
made in the exploitation of Wallace Raid's
The World's Champion. In the ardor of
playing up the fistic angle of the picture,
many men have given the impression that
it was mostly a prize-ring story and the
ladies have been driven away. But not
so Mr. Kenimer. He turned his lobby into a gymnasium which ladies as well as
men are familiar with and by making the
prize ring in his prologue in miniature
and having boys as the fighters, he found
his patrons much more pleased and much
more willing to go in to see the picture.
In the lobby he had rows of dumb-bells
and Indian clubs, leather "horses," parallel bars and a punching bag, inviting the
public, by means of placards, to exercise
and use the "gym." Constantly during
the engagement, someone was punching
the bag while others were using the clubs,
dumb-bells or parallel bars. In the background of the "set," he used two life-sized
cut-outs of the star in fighting togs and
draped in his bathrobe.
For the prologue, he had a miniature
ring roped in and two boys with regular
g'loves, went to it for a few minutes, having been carefully trained. Two other
boys acted as "seconds" and a man connected with the theatre who was formerly
quite a fighter, introduced the "pugilists"
as a personal appearance of Wallie Reid
and Kid McCoy, which brought a roar
when the two very small lads strutted out
onto the stage.
They went to it for four rounds of one
minute each and a half-minute rest, during the third round knocking the referee
prostrate across the ropes. Then in the
fourth round, "Kid McCoy" takes the
count and "Wallie" is proclaimed "The
World's Champion." This was a tremendous hit because it was properly staged;
not properly done it would have been
-fatal.
Money
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Ladies, as a rule, do not enjoy boxing pictures, so Managei* Guy" Kenimer of the Arcade, Jacksonville, Fla., did not play up the fistic angle of Paramount's "The Worldfs Champion," but did turn
his lobby into a gymnasium, something that the ladies are as much interested in as the men.

On each side of
the entrance, bethreesidedlow thesign,
the
Empire, Syracuse,
N. Y., placed two
overlapping starshaped
one
at eachpanels,
entrance,
displaying some
poignant moment
from First National's "Hail the
Woman." The rest
of the display was
based on chained
womanhood throwing aside the
shackles.

Bags

It's a wonder somebody didn't try to
make a deposit or cash a check at the boxoffice of the Palace Theatre, Corsicana,
Tex., when i/er Own Money was playing.
A safe stood in the center of the lobby
surrounded by money bags, with a cutout head of the star, Ethel Clayton, on
the door of the safe.
Then they had a truck drive through
the streets of Corsicana in which a young
lady rode. As she passed groups of people she threw pennies into the crowd.
The car bore a sign:
"This young lady is glad to give away
'Her Own Money' today, Palace
Theater."
Blind Man
Manager Bill Harwell used a stunt to
advertise Just Around the Corner, at the
Majestic Theatre, Austin, Tex., that was
not only especially appropriate for that
picture, but can be used for practically
any attraction. He had a blind man wander about the streets bearing a placard
which read:
"I'd give $1,000 to see 'Just Around the
Corner' at the Majestic Theater NOW."
He created considerable comment and
helped business a lot.

When Manager Kenimer of the Arcade arranged his prologue for Paramount's "The World'si
Champion" he played up the fistic angle for six minutes by having two small boys go together with
gloves in a miniature ring that had all of the paraphernalia of a regular prize ring. As Wallie Reid
and "Kid" McCoy, the two boys made a big hit.
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Pretentious Lobby

By getting sign painters to bid against each other for the construction of this special front for
Fox's "Thunderclap," the manager of the Washington, Dallas, Texas, secured it for only $25.00.
It can be easily seen that it carried the atmosphere of the race track, which was tempered by a sign
jn the center, "Mary Carr is the Mother in 'Thunderclap.' "

When
tain
went theup cu"rfor
the prologue on
First National's
"Penrod" at the
Branford, Newark,
N. J., it disclosed
-a huge book
-against a blue
cyclorama with a
lilue spot playing
on it. The book
slowly opened and
a girl dressed in
a "Penrod" suit
stepped out singing "Penrod," the
■orchestra picking
■up the song with
her. The effect on
the audience was
marked by a substantial volley of
applause.

Manager Daffin of the Daffin, Tallahassee, Fla., has put over some very clever prologues in a
relatively small town where presentation possibilities are exceedingly limited.
In this one for Paramount's "Fool s Paradise" he secured girls from a college nearby, who arranged and staged the prologue under his supervision. The stunt brought front page publicity for the feature.

One of the most pretentious lobby displays ever attempted at Dallas, Tex., was
erected by the management of the Washington Theatre during a recent engagement of Fox's Thu-nderclap. Effective
street work, window displays, newspaper
advertisements and mailing campaigns
rounded out the publicity devoted to the
production.
The lobby display bears description because of its particularly clever design.
Five feet from the rear wall of the lobby
in the center of which is the box-office
was erected a beaver-board fence ten feet
high. Over the entire top in letters twelve
inches in depth was the announcement:
"Coney Island Jockey Club Park."
and at the right another vdth the caption:
"To Grand Stand"
and at the left another vdth the caption:
"To Paddock."
In order to get to the ticket window it
was necessary for the patrons to enter
through the Grand Stand Entrance and
in leaving the theatre to depart through
the Paddock Entrance. In the center of
the fence was a large and uniquely designed opening permitting the patrons to
see that the box-office was in the rear. It
was in the shape of a large horseshoe in
the center of which were two jockeys riding horses and the sign,
"Mary Carr — the Mother in ThunderBulletins and entry notices were
plastered over various sections of the apparent boards of the fence. One read:
clap." To-day. Wm. Fox Handicap.
Entries
Four Yrs. Old.
Jockeys. Ming. 8 Furlongs. A. P.
Odds.
Horses — Jockeys —
Then came a list of the horses, jockeys
and odds with Thunderclap running at
100 to 1.
Another sign labelled
"Bull-etin"
contained the information that Lillian
Russell was in the Two-Year-Old Class,
that India Rubber won by a neck in the
fourth race, etc.
Ushers were attired as jockeys and
added atmosphere to the bedecked lobby.
Into the streets there also fared a man
dressed in jockey garb and riding a horse
covered with a canvas blanket which declared in electric streaks of paint that
Thunderclap was playing at the Washington Theatre.
Surprising is the fact that by permitting sign painters to bid against each
other for the construction of the special
theatre front, the expense of the beaverboard 'display was less than $25.
Australian Heralds
Over in Australia where they have a
lot of time, the Globe Theatre, Sydney,
New South Wales, got out a herald for
"The Sheik" that, once perused, sold the
picture like a hot day does an ice cream
cone.
The cover was the same provided by
Paramount in America, but the inside
pages were reprints of three of the most
warm-iblooded chapters in the book copiously illustrated by stills. Anybody resisting the picture after that dose of advertising had better see a doctor;
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Slow Walking Champion
Newspaper editors in Eastland, Tex.,
where Fox's A Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur's Court, recently was shown
at the Connellee Theatre, were kept informed for three weeks prior to the opening of the engagement that the "slow walking champion of the world" would soon
appear in their city.
The informiation was sent to the newspapers by mail and was instigated by a
Fox exploiteer. The letters told of the
coming advent to Eastland of the "champion," and of his challenge to the entire
populace of the city in a slow race. "I
can walk any given distance and keep constantly moving in one direction in more
time than it takes any citizen of Eastland," so he hurled his challenge. The
newspapers devoted considerable space to
the news of the approaching appearance.
Then on the day before the opening, the
"champion" appeared in town. He was
attired in the garb of "Sir Boss" with exposed garters, high silk hat, fancy-laced
blouse, knickers and his staff. On his back
was a sign reading:
"Walk With The Connecticut Yankee
to the Connellee Theater."
The "Yankee" proceeded down the streets
of the city at snail-like speed, being a performer especially employed for the stunt.
His unusual slowness in walking gave him
the appearance of a slow motion picture
and crowds were attracted wherever he
appeared.
Souvenir Program
Out in Winnipeg, Canada, they care
less for dreams, zephyrs, and soft stuff,
than they do for punch, fight and thrills,
so the Lyceum Theatre played up those
angles of "Forever" with fine results.
The Elks were giving a boxing show
endorsed by the local board of trade. The
Lyceum printed up a souvenir program
and after running through a list of Battling Bills vs. Knockout Bennys — the sixth
number was announced as Wallace Reid
vs. Ivan Linow, appearing Monday, in
the Paramount picture "Forever." On
the reverse side was a still of the prize
fighting scene from the picture.
Teaser Ads
When Claud Cady, manager of the
Gladmer Theatre, Lansing, Mich., began
his teaser campaign for Her Husband's
Trademark, he took several small flashes
in the paper reading:
Watch! 2-4-6-8-10. Wait!
This queer stunt was carried on the next
day with this text:
Here they are again. 2-4-6-8-10. See
tomorrow's paper.
To-morrow's Allpaper
illumination.
the ad furnished
said was: little
The same numbers. 2-4-6-8-10. What
does it mean?
The public was left in the dark the
next day too. The ad read:
The
mystery. 2-4-6-8-10 will be solved
tomorrow.
The ad the next day gave a flash for
Her Husband's Trademark with the information that the mysterious numbers
were the starting hours of the program.
This stunt was worked some months
ago for Forever and achieved great results.
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In a lobby that does not well lend itself to a display, Majiager WaJter McDaniels of Nixon's'
Palace, Milford, Del., arranged aji exceedingly artistic front for Associated Exhibitors' "The Rider)
of the King Log" that was very effective and at the same time inexpensive.

Although
painted
panelshandmay
not be within the
reach ofatre,every
thewhere they
are available they
enhance the display value about
one hundred
per
cent, as you will
agree, when you
teike a close look
at these painted by
Housenett ofArtist
Benthe Rialto,
Omaha, Neb., for
"Hail the
WomFirst
National's

Tieing up Paramount's "Saturday Night" with a window display of refrigerators was a good,
move made by the Strand, White Plains, N. Y. Refrigerators offer numerous opportunities for tieing
up 'kind
Saturday
Night"
the
that are
read.with different articles of food that can be worked into very catchy little ads
an."
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The Stage and Screen Club has been
organized at Houston, Texas, and will
meet weekly.
James Linn, assistant manager of the
Seattle Fox office, is in the hospital, undergoing a serious operation.
Homer Howard has resigned from the
Merit sales staff in Buffalo. He has not
as yet made his plans for the future.
The Campbell Theatre, Hazleton, Pa.,
has reduced its prices, from 30 to 25 cents,
and cutting the rates also for children.
The Blizzard Sales Company at Oklahoma City has moved to 509 West 8th
Street, with E. 0. Kirkland as manager.
Bill McStay, advance publicity agent for
Orphans of the Storm, is in Seattle arranging a heavy advertising campaign.
The picture opened at the Strand Theatre.
D. M. Brown, formerly with the Edison
Dictaphone Co., has been appointed salesman for First National, traveling out of
the Seattle office.
The Colonial Theatre, at Palmerton, Pa.,
owned by Louis Wolensky, has installed a
radiophone and will handle it with a magnavox for the entertainment of patrons.
Mr. Alex Weissman has joined the
American Releasing Corporation as manager of their branch distributing office in
Albany, N. Y.
A reduction in admission rates has also
been inaugurated at Allentown, Pa., by
the Rialto Theatre, which makes the price
at night 28 cents and 17 for matinees.
George E. Sherer of Bath, Pa., has
started work upon the construction of a
motion picture theatre which he will open
to the public about Labor Day.
Manager M. H. Markowitz of the BufUnited Artists'
office
has assigned
L. C.faloGuimont
to the
road.
He was
formerly working in the office.
Two new motion picture theatres are in
process of erection at Quakertown, Pa.,
which is in thriving financial condition,
with its cigar factories rushed and its
farming districts thrifty.
"Hub"
resigned
a member of theTaylor
BuffalohasPathe
sales as
force.
He
has not as yet made his plans for the
future.
Bellingham, Wash., theatres have reduced admissions. Two theatres have announced aten and twenty cent schedule,
while two others have been operating on
a five and ten cent basis for several weeks.
J. D. Williams, general manager of the
Associated First National Pictures, was a
Dallas, Texas, visitor recently, and was
present at the opening of the new Hope
Theatre.
R. S. Bendell, formerly with Select in
Albany, and Fenton Lawlor, are now with
R-C pictures in Buffalo. Mr. Bendell is
covering Central New York and Mr. Lawlor, the Southern Tier.
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J. L. Cook and Max Rowley have been
engaged by George A. Hickey as members
of the Buffalo Goldwyn sales staff. Mr.
Cook is in Central New York and Mr.
Rowley along the Southern Tier.

cials for the use of the new Boy Scout
films to be released by the company in the
coming membership campaign. The films
show
of
boys.every activity of the organization

A. T. Rankin has succeeded O. R. Rieffel as cashier at the Buffalo Fox office.
Mr. RiefFel is now on the road checking
percentage
engagaments of the Fox specials.

Louis Wolensky, owner and manager of
the Colonial Theatre, just opened on Delaware Avenue, Palmerton, Pa., has opened
a clothing store in the same building. He
claims he can run the establishment mornings
afternoons and attend to the theatre atandnight.

R. A. White, general sales manager for
Fox, was in Buffalo last week conferring
with Charlie Johnston, local manager.
Mr. Johnson reports business back to
normal.
The Buffalo W. W. Hodkinson exchange
is now occupying space on the fourth floor
of the new Beyer Film Building in North
Pearl Street. Many other companies are
planning to move in soon.
One hundred and fifty-eight theatres in
the Kansas City territory celebrated Educational Week, according to an authentic
report obtained by Harry E. Schiller, Kansas City branch manager.
Mr. C. Eiseman, former sales manager
of the Famous Players-Lasky office in
Washington, D. C, has been appointed to
and is now in active charge of the American Releasing
tributing office inCorporation's
Detroit, Mich.branch disThe Kurtz Theatre at Bethlehem, Pa.,
one of the largest motion picture-vaudeville houses in the East, has purchased
a Premier Baby Grand piano to be kept
on the stage as a permanent part of the
musical accessories of the playhouse.
R. H. Tomlinson, formerly with the
sales force of Educational and Vitagraph
in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, has been
fdded to the Crescent-Federated force in
Kansas City. He will act as representative in northern Kansas.
J. S. White, ownpT of the Whiteway
Theatre at Mariow, Okla.. has bought the
Pastime Theatre at that place, and as
business does not iustify the operation of
two shows in Mariow, the Pastime Theatre will be closed.
Charles F. Kaer, manager of the Minersville, Pa., Grand Opera House, will entertain his audiences in the future with
radio programs. His installation is the
first to be put in a hard coal region theatre.
W. A. V. Mack, of the Buffalo Pathe
office, has sigTied up Eldredge Park, Elmira, 100 per cent on Pathe short subjects for showing: this summer. Mr. Mack
announces that Pathe on June 4 will take
over Sci'een Snapshots, formerly distributed by Federated.
The Orpheum Theatre, Nia<?ara Falls,
N. Y.. owned by J. F. MacDonald. has
been closed. Herman Lorence, who had
been managing that house and the International, is now giving all his time to
the
latter, which is also owTied by MacDonald.
W. A. V. Mack, Pathe manager in Buffalo, is negotiating with local Scout offi-

Miss Florence Watres, of Syracuse,
N. Y., graduate of Syracuse, N. Y., University, former organist at the Strand
at Syracuse and the State at Scranton,
Pa., has been appointed pipe organist at
the Campbell Theatre at Hazleton, Pa.
Arthur G. Major, who for the past eight
years owned and ran the Lyric Theatre at
Lee Park, a suburb of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
has sold out and quit. C. J. O'Donnell has
bought the theatre and will re-open it on
June 15 after extensive improvements now
in progress have been completed.
W. L. Hamilton of the Mission Theatre
at Dalhart, Texas, has installed a long
range radio set in his theatre, and is receiving concerts, speeches, late news, market reports, etc., from a large number of
high
states.power broadcasting stations in other
It is understood that John Hamrick,
who owns a string of Blue Mouse theatres
in Seattle, Tacoma and Portland, has
formed booking arrangements with Fred
Walton of the American Theatre, Bellingham; a house recently rumored to have
sold out to Jensen & Von Herberg interests. The latter deal was never completed.
The Popular Amusement Co., organized
by L. A. Goodwin and Leon 'S. Gohlman,
will erect a new theatre building on Elm
and between Erway and Akard streets,
Dallas, Texas, in the near future. The
new building will be fireproof, strictly
modern and up to date in every particular.
Edward Mundy, who was organist at
the Campbell Theatre at Hazleton, Pa.,
will be the new organist at the State when
that playhouse, built by Connolly & Quigley at Nanticoke, Pa., opens on Memorial
Day. Mundy was formerly in charge of
musical work at the Family and Victoria
theatres at Tamaqua, Pa.
Otto Schroeppel who has been in
charge of the booking department for the
Buffalo Fox exchange, has resigned to
accept a position with Harold P. Dygert,
owner of a chain of houses in western
New York. Mr. Schroeppel has been succeeded at the Fox office by Leo Murphy,
brother of Bdb Murphy, manager of the
Pioneer exchange.
American Releasing Corporation has
opened its twenty-eighth branch distributing office, New Haven, Conn., forming the
newest link in their chain. Mr. Israel
Levine, who for several years has been a
branch manager for Selznick Pictures, has
been entrusted with the destinies of the
new office and has already begun operations and gotten off to a flying start.
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Both the Stanley Company of America
and the B. F. Keith interests have withdrawn their holdings in the lease of the
Garden Pier Theatre, Atlantic City. A
new corporation of which Jules Aaronson,
Stanley Company representative in Atlantic City, is a member, will book and manage the house under the new ten-year
lease.
The Globe Theatre, West Philadelphia,
which has been operated for several years
by the Nixon-Nirdlinger interest, has been
closed, and the building will be remodeled
into a market and dance hall. There are
four other theatres in the immediate
neighborhood, and it is felt that the poor
business of the past several months did
not ■vParrant keeping open five.
Ben Blotcky, manager of the American
Releasing Corporation's Kansas City office, resigned recently. Mr. Blotcky's future plans are [yet somewhat undetermined, altfhough he has several prospects
under consideration. During his period
in Kansas City he has won a host of warm
friends, most of them exhibitors with
whom he has had dealings.
A big reception was tendered at Allentown to Frank Emmett, the . manager of
the Lyric Theatre, which burned down in
1916, and who was sentenced to serve a
term in the penitentiary for alleged arson.
The fact that the chief witness against
him recanted his charges and afterwards
went insane convinced the pardon board
of Pennsylvania that a gross injustice had.
been done to Emmett and he was released.
Walter Hayes, vice president of the
Mark-Strand interests, has received a letter stating that Edgar Weill, manager of
the Syracuse Strand is recovering from
his illness and will be back on the job
soon. This means that E. O. Weinberg,
manager of the Buffalo Strand, will return
to his old job. Eddie has been operating
the Syracuse house during the absence of
Mr. Weill.
Manager Middleton, of the Miles Theatre, Scranton, Pa., has started out at a
new angle to win the business of the children. He has secured lists of birthdays
of little girls who come to the Miles. A
few days in advance of their natal days
he sends each child a card of invitation
for herself and ten little friends. Ten to
fifteen parties are conducted each week
and the age limit is between six and twelve
years. The plan is building business.
E. R. Pickler, recently appointed as
manager of the Kansas City Select office,
has arrived in Kansas City to assume
charge. Mr. Pickler formerly was manager of the St. Louis Select office, for
which his successor has not yet been
named. 0. S. Whitaker, formerly a salesman out of the Kansas City Universal office, has been added to the Select sales
force in Kansas City and will cover
northern Missouri and Kansas.
Harry Sigmond, manager of the Blue
Mouse Theatre, Portland, has resigned, to
re-enter the selling end of the business,
and has joined the Greater Features, Inc.,
where he will have charge of the comactivities in Mr.
Oregon
and Southwestern pany's
Washington.
Sigmond
is known
by every exhibitor in the Northwest. His
first contact with the industry was as a
lawyer, when he organized The Northwest Film Board of Trade and acted as its
counsel.
Freeland, Pa., which for many years
had but one theatre, the Refowich, but
which recently was given additional entertainment facilities through the opening of the Timony, now has its third
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playhouse.
St. Mary's
Greek Catholic
church has entered
the business,
running
shows nightly in its new $75,000 auditorium. The church congregation advertises regularly and goes after business
just the same as other exhibitors.
A drive against daylight saving has
been started hy the theatres of Buffalo.
Patrons of theatres have been asked to
sign petitions seeking repeal of the ordinance. Mayor Frank X. Schwab favors
sticking to regular time, declaring that
daylight saving was a wartime measure.
The newspapers, however, are conducting
a vigorous campaign in favor of the ordinance. The proposition will be settled at
the council hearing this week.
The Gladstone Theatre, Kansas City, is
the latest acquisition of the Capitol Enterprises, an organization formed in Kansas City recently, with Samuel Harding
at its head. This is the second neighborhood theatre of the better type to be
taken over by the new organization. In
each case individual companies are to be
organized, the last to be known as Capitol's Gladstone Theatre Company. The
lobby of the theatre will be remodeled and
other improvements made.
Colonel F. J. Schweppe, owner of the
Colonial and Amusu theatres in Elmira
was a Buffalo film row visitor recently
and thereby hangs a tale. Entering a local cafe the colonel absent-mindedly
picked up a stranger's spectacles off the
bar after he had downed a glass of
"milk." When he put on the glasses all
became dim before his eyes. Believing
himself going blind because of the drink
he protested loudly. Then he discovered
his mistake. It was a wonderful lesson
for the colonel.
The Lafayette Square theatre of Buffalo and the Morjiing Courier are uniting
forces in getting out a local events film.
A camera man has been employed to
"shoot" events of interest in western New
York for showing on the Lafayette screen.
The opening program included the visit
to Niagara Falls of Lord Byng, the hero
of Vimy Ridge, Bishop William Turner
of the Catholic diocese of Buffalo, the
swimming team of Hutchinson-Central
high school and the members of the Buffalo Sunshine Society.
To W. Goldstein, one of the owners of
the New Centre Theatre, Kansas City,
which was held up last week, the exclamation "Robber!" had a different significance from the ordinary meaning attached
to it. The child of a hostile Irish woman
had failed to win a prize in the weekly
amateur program and the pugnacious
mother was loud in her protest, being
among the last to leave the theatre. As
she was passing out, the cry "Robber"
echoed through the lobby, but Mr. Goldstein took it "personally," much to his
regret, when a few minutes later he discovered his cashier had been held up and
robbed of the night's proceeds.
A bit of unique exploitation was stag-ed
recently by William Leonard of the Mystic Theatre, Cedarvale, Kan., with the
serial White Eagle, a Pathe production.
To every child under fourteen years old
Mr. Leonard offered an Indian head-dress
and a ticket to the show, provided they
brought two white feathers to the theatre.
The response was unanimous. Then followed a parade, with a throng of small
children composing the line of march
through the town, dressed in Indian costumes. The aid of a primary teacher, who
incidentally happened to be Mr. Leonard's
daughter, was a great factor in including
the children to turn out 100 per cent.
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A week ago Manager Sam Carver of
the Empire, Buffalo, put over a good story
in one of the Buffalo newspapers, setting
forth that he was going to give away a
real, live baby to some one lucky patron.
At the same time he "planted" a story
which said that a number of local ministers had protested against the stunt.
When the newspaper found that it had
had one stuck over on it funny things
began to happen. It seems the baby was
a rabbit. A few days later the newspaper
came out with an attack declaring that
the Empire was unsanitarv and unsafe
and called on the city officials to act. Action found everything 0. K. at the Empire, it is claimed, and the same newspaper printed a statement from Carver
proclaiming
fact. Leave it to 'Sam to
get into the that
newspapers.
Mrs. J. Clifton Lang, aged 29 years,
wife of the manager of the Family
Theatre, Hazleton, Pa., and her chauffeur, Gustave Voth, of Hazleton, were
killed on the White Haven pike when the
Lang car turned turtle after the radius
rod broke. Mr. Lang, the third passenger,
escaped with lacerations. The Langs had
left their four year old daughter with a
friend when they started on their trip.
Mrs. Lang was prominent in theatrical
circles and her sister. Miss Katherine Lavelle, of New York, is a member of the
Chariie name
Chaplin
Lang's
maiden
was company.
Miss Betty Mrs.
Cooper
and
she was born and reared at St. Paul,
Minn. Her mother is a patient at the
Dr. Mayo hospital at Rochester, Minn.
Lang came to Hazleton from West Penn,
Pa., four years ago. He was engaged in
theatrical ventures at Alton, 111., and
Seattle,
Penn
post.Wash., before he took the WestA motion picture house is not a theatre,
within the meaning of the city ordinances,
Assistant City Attorney W. Ray Scruggs,
of Houston, Tex., has ruled in an ooinion
he prepared for the police traffic squad.
For some time the motion picture managers have been besieging the police to
enforce the theatre parking ordinance in
front of their places of business, and to
settle the question they asked the legal
department for a ruling. The city ordinance provides that parking is prohibited
in front of and within twenty-five feet
of either side of the entrance to a theatre,
and Mr. Scruggs, in looking up the authorities, found that a theatre is defined
by the courts as a place where dramatic
and operatic performances are given.
Under the ruling that there is a difference
between a theatre and motion picture
house, tinuethe
city'sparking
traffic squad
to permit
in frontwillof conthe
picture houses.
Realizing that the effect of past business
depression has in many cases resulted in
the formation of a "habit" on the part of
many patrons to remain away from motion
picture theatres, the Kansas City First National office has arranged for a "Go To
Theatre Week" in the Kansas City territory. The plans will differ vastly from
other "go to theatre weeks" that have
been staged in various parts of the country recently. H. G. Gill will be in charge
of the exploitation part of the campaign,
while special one-sheet posters are to be
furnished the exhibitors at cost, about five
cents a sheet. Exploitation campaigns
are to be laid out on each individual picture (booked from First National for a run
during the week. "The idea is to stimulate business," said E. C. Rhoden, branch
manager. "It is a conceded fact that
many exhibitors are experiencing some
difficulty in bringing back the business
and inducing the "back-sliders" to resume
their weekly or nightly attendance.
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his old assistant in the Queen City, as
manager of his Pittsburgh exchange.
George Williamsi, office nlanager for
Niagara Pictures Corporation in Buffalo,
has been appointed manager of the Linden Theatre in the same city. Nelson P.
Barrett has purchased the house from.
Louis Benny. Mr. Williams will continue
his duties at Niagara.
Fourteen Buffalo theatres are presenting Queen of Sheba, day and date this
week. The Fox exchange put over the
same stunt on Over the Hill and will repeat it on A Connecticut Yankee.
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The members of the Buffalo Motion Picture Operators Union will put on a midnight benefit show in the Palace Teatre,
Saturday, May 6. Some of the first motion pictures made will be shown and the
oldest projection machine in the city will
be exhibited in the lobby. President
Frank Davidson expects an overflow attendance.

Manager John Amendola was host at a
banquet following the opening of the new
Amendola Theatre in Niagara Falls recently. The managers of the other
theatres in the Cataract City were his
guests. A. C. Hayman, general manager
of the Cataract, was toastmaster.

D. H. Finke has resigned as manager
of the new Bellevue Theatre in Niagara
Falls, N. Y. He has been succeeded by
Herman Lorence, who has been managing
the Orpheum and International.

George A. Hickey, manager of the Buffalo Goldwyn exchange, has purchased
a new Cadillac phaeton. Business must
be good ! Otto Siegel, city salesman, has
won a $50 prize for obtaining the most
play dates on Goldwyn attractions.

The Pioneer exchange in Buffalo is now
occupying space in the Niagara Pictures
Corporation office on the third floor of the
Warner building, 257 Franklin street.
There is a rumor along Film Row that
Sam Suckno has purchased the exchange.

Harry E. Lotz, former manager of the
Buffalo Realart exchange and who now
controls the state rights on the Dempsey
fight pictures in Pennsylvania and Ohio,
visited his old friends in Buffalo last
week. He has appointed James Hommel,

Joseph H. Berdel, who has been checking percentage engagements for the Buffalo Fox office has resigned. He will
probably return to the newspaper business. He was formerly a reporter on the
Buffalo Evening Neivs.
The Palace, Buffalo, is undergoing a
spring cleaning. The handsome white
terra cotta front has been cleaned and
presents a very inviting appearance.
Manager Howard J. Smith is president
of the western New York unit of the
M. P. T. 0. A.
The Criterion, Buffalo, according to report, will soon open with stock.
The Buffalo United Artists office has
had its lease extended so that the exchange will continue in the Nu-Art building until the new Grand and Warner
building at 265 Franklin Street is completed.
R. C. Fox, manager of the Buffalo Select exchange, is now driving his big National touring car about the country resplendent in a new coat of paint. If Dick
is "Reported Missing," he will probably
be found in jail for exceeding the speed
limit.
Nu-Art has purchased Determin/ition,
for distribution in upper New York state.
A print of The Worldly Madonna, has
also arrived at the Buffalo exchange, 221
Franklin Street. The office, however, will
move soon into its new quarters in the
Beyer Film building in north Pearl
Street.
Ernest Williams has resigned from the
Grand & Warner sales staff in Buffalo
to accept a similar position with Niagara
Pictures. Joe Schuehert, Jr., has left
Niagara. It is understood that Joe is
contemplating the establishment of an independent exchange himself and that he
is now in New York looking over product.
Fenton Lawlor has resigned from R-C
Pictures in Buffalo to accept a position
with Hodkinson, which has moved into
quarters in the new Beyer Film Building
in North Pearl Street.
The doors of Kansas City virtually
were throwm open to Walter Hiers, Paramount star, upon a personal appearance in
that city recently. Club luncheons, banquets, publicity galore, and everything that
composes
ideal "visit"
for a motion
picture were anaccorded
the chunky
comedian.
Fred B. McCracken, who recently was
appointed to succeed J. J. Millstein as
manager of the Kansas City Hodkinson
office, arrived in Kansas City last week to
take up his new duties. Mr. McCracken,
formerly was manager of the Famous
Players' Salt Lake City branch, as well as
manager of the Kansas City office for the
same company. He is an advocater of extensive exploitation, and a great believer in
the production of nothing hut clean films.
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Lafayette Square, Buffalo, Has Exquisite Mured
Marble Decorations

BUFFALO has been on the theatrical map for many
years, but in the past twelvemonth its place has
been strengthened by the addition of several
new theatres, the most magnificent and largest of
which is the Lafayette Square, built by the Monument
Theatre Corporation at a cost of $2,500,000. This cost
includes the ten-story business block adjoining the
theatre.
The theatre, which has a seating capacity of close to 3200
seats on the floor and balcony, was designed by Leon H. Lempert & Son of Rochester. These Kodak town architects also
designed
the Shea's Hippodrome, Strand and other Buffalo picture theatres.
On entering the house one finds himself in an outer lobby of
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and looks at the balcony and gets an idea of the magnitude of
the auditorium, a magnitude that is relieved of all heaviness by
the decorative treatment and lines that have been followed.
At the sides are two commodious tiers of private boxes and
above the upper tiers is the delicate tracery of the grill work
that opens from the organ chambers at these points. Extraordinary care has been taken to allow all the necessary openings
for the Wurlitzer organ chambers, so that the best possible results may be obtained.
On the arched sounding board and side wall panels are other
beautiful mural paintings from the brush of Gustave A. Brand,
of Chicago, the senior member of the firm of G. A. Brand & Co.,
which had charge of the decorating. The general color scheme
throughout is in soft grays, buffs and rose with polychrome color
effects at various points for relief.
The first mezzanine is reached either from the lobby or the
inner vestibule. It contains, in addition to the vast lounging
space, the manager's office, second floor smoking room and
women's room, telephone rooms, check room, etc. This mezzanine
is also lighted by indirect moulding lights and domes and over
the elaborately marble finished center well hangs another
crystal lighting fixture of the same beauty as those in the lobby.
Between the first mezzanine and the rear balcony lies the
second mezzanine or the balcony. Here there is an additional
lounging room for the use of the theatre patrons and also the
dii-ectors' room of the corporation, a room beautifully paneled
in mahogany and furnished elaborately. Here also is the screening room. The balcony is reached by easy inclines at the sides,
from the first mezzanine, and above the balcony is the great
dome with its beautiful decorations and indirect lighting effects.
These lights, as well as all the other indirect lights on walls and
ceilings and the lights hidden behind the leaded glass domes and
panels in the ceilings, are in four colors and are equipped with
dimmers, so that the lights can be changed in colors during the
performance and graduated in intensity to give the most pleasing results. A major pre-selective system is used.
The novel lighting arrangement for the proscenium arch,
sounding board and private box fronts is something entirely new
to Buffalo. It consists of reflectors set in ornate shells in the
balcony front, from which point the entire front of the theatre
can be flooded with various colors in lighting and with varying

The mezzanine floor of the Lafayette Square shows unusual
architectural treatment.
The crystal chandeliers, the bird
cages, floor lamps and vases add to the luxuriousness of this
splendid house
great beauty, a mass of marble paneling and beamed ceilings,
all finished in the Adam style of architecture, the theme carried
out through the entire structure. The box office is in this outer
lobby, two windows being cut into the wall nearest the auditorium. These windows are equipped with automatic ticket
machines. Sparkling crystal chandeliers light the lobby.
Large plate glass doors divide the outer from the inner lobbies.
Passing just inside these doors, one views the beautiful marble
walls which extend up a distance of some 25 feet to a line of
colorful mural paintings. The grand marble staircase also ascends to the mezzanine just inside the doors, and the ceilingover these stairs is finished in dome effect. Five crystal chandeliers hang from this dome, which is decorated with ornamental
plaster. Under the stairway is the entrance to the smoking
room, occupying the entire space under the lobby and outer
vestibule. The mezzanine is also reached by a broad stairway
leading from the inner vestibule, and both these stairs are
equipped with massive light standards placed at each landing
in the center of the stairway and giving a beautiful effect.
The theatre auditorium proper is one of the largest in the
country, being 110 feet wide and 120 feet long. The walls of
the foyer are finished in marble wainscot and pilasters, with
tapestry panels, and at intervals there are artistic recesses in
which are set bronze lighting standards, all the lights being
covered with silk shades. The addition of indirect lights in the
wall coves and in the leaded glass ceiling domes also lend to the
soft and subdued effect.
At the rear of the foyer are the main floor rest room for
women and the inner vestibule or lounging room, which is separated from the foyer by a curved partition and is finished in
entire keeping with the balance of the theatre.
Passing down to the front of the orchestra floor, one turns

At the top of the grand staircase the architects have succeeded
in getting a most advantageous showing for Brand's mural
degrees
of intensity, without panels
the light sources being visible to
the
audience.
Provision for the comfort of the audience has been amply provided for, both as to spacing and the comfort of the chairs
themselves. In addition to the chairs in the private boxes, the
entire front of the balcony is given over to leges, where those
who prefer movable chairs to opei'a chairs can find their desires
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fulfilled. The beautiful chairs were installed by the American
Seating Company.
The heating and ventilating system is of the hot air blast
type, the fresh air being drawn through an enormous duct from
the outside, then washed, heated and distributed at a low velocity
throughout the theatre. The temperature of the distributed air
is thermostatically controlled at all times, so that there is no
variation in temperature at any time; during the warm periods
of the year the fresh air will be automatically cooled to the
desired temperature. The heating and ventilating equipment
consists of two 250 horsepower down shaft watertube boilers.
The ventilating and air washer apparatus used consists of one
duplex cono. There is a dal double width fan-vento-heating coil
and air washer equipped with automatic humidity control.
This unit has a capacity of 74,000 cubic feet of fresh air per
minute, allowing 25 cubic feet of fresh air per minute per person
when the theatre is entirely filled.
The stage of the Lafayette Square is one of the finest from
every angle and possible conveniences have been provided for
the "folks back stage." The entire building is equipped with
automatic sprinkler system, stand-pipes and alarms, and while
the structure is absolutely fireproof, with nothing inflammable
in the building, this extra precaution has been provided to make
doubly sure of safety at all times.
The Lafayette Square is of brick, steel, tile and concrete
throughout, the entire auditorium floor where marble is not
used being of fireproof composition. The exits are many and
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Leon H. Lempert & Sons, architects, succeeded in making an unobtrusive stairway and a practical one. Note the fine brass
railings and Gustave Brand's mural panel
to the level of the stage. The organ has made a tremendous
impression on Buffalo music lovers.
Ground was broken January 2, 1921, and the building, including the ten story office structure, was completed in a year and
a The
quarter.
mammoth electric sign on the front of the house has
675 Daylo lamps, each of 75 watts intensity. There is a changeable letter panel of 36 smaller panels, with a border that travels
continuously. The electric scroll work burns steadily, with the
words photo and play flashing alternately. There is also a program announcement sign.
The Dictaphone Products corporation of New York has connected all parts of the house with phones. The screen was
prepared by the Lee Lash Studios of New York.

The

Buffalo,

The arrangement of boxes, the illuminated arched panel and the
practical brass railings which embellish and make safe the balcony stairways is worthy of special study
spacious and are to be found at every conceivable point where
by any possibility an exit could be introduced.
The booth is equipped with two high intensity projection machines, 100 amperes; one Brenkert spotlight, one Brenopticon,
which is the very latest dissolving stereopticon. There is also
a filrh booth cabinet and every accessory is available for the
operators. There is a throw of 142 feet. Al Becker of the
Becker Theatre Supply company of Bufi'alo installed the booth
equipment.
The floors are of Novalith, a composition, beautifully inlaid.
Approximately 3000 square feet of this flooring was used in the
theatre.
The master steel girder weighs 85 tons. It supports the first
and second balconies. This girder stretches across the entire
width of the house and is in three sections, joined with
9000 one inch rivets. It supports an estimated weight of 1800
tons, but the weight of the balconies with all the seats occupied
is only 450 tons. The measure of safety is three to one.
The Machwirth Brothers company of Buffalo did the roofing work. The material used is Actinolite, which gives the roof
an appearance of asphalt surfacing. It is rain, snow, storm and
sunproof. This company also installed the ventilators and skylights.
The big feature of the Lafayette Square is its $50,000 Wurlitzer Hope-Jones organ, which, in addition to the tones associated with the pipe organ, contains the following effects: harp,
chimes, xylophone, glockenspiel, vibrating bells, sleigh bells
and drums. Two hundred miles of wire have been used to give
the organist control of the various parts and an electric motor
of ten horsepower is required to drive the blower. C. SharpeMinor, said to be the most famous motion picture organist in
the world, presides at the Lafayette Square instrument. The
console is on an elevator. The soloist when playing is raised

Lafayette

A

New

modern

Square
York

theatre

embodying

the

ideals of architects
specializing in the
highest type of
Theatre Building.
Designed by

Leon
CUTLER

H. Lempert
& Son
'BUILDING
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Designers also of

Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo; The Capitol, Wilkesbarre ;
Shea's Hippodrome, Toronto; the Regent, Rochester ;
The Temple Theatre, Rochester, and large numbers
of other prominent theatres in the U. S. and Canada.
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GIVE them the best there is in music and enhance the value of your
picture presentation. The WURLITZER UNIT ORGAN supplies
that infinite quality that gives expression to the mute appeal of the
screened motion picture. It touches human emotions. It sharpens and
satisfies the imagination.
The wide range of tones and effects produced by the WURLITZER
UNIT ORGAN insures a universal appeal to all audiences and brings out
the BEST the picture has to give.
The WURLITZER UNIT ORGAN represents the peak of perfection
in an instrument for the correct musical interpretation of the motion
picture.
There is a
WURUTZEI^
UNIT ORGAN
For Every Type of Motion Picture Theatre
Write for Complete Descriptive Catalog
THE

RUDOLPH
WURLITZER
Exeontive Offices
CINCINNATI, OHIO
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By JAMES

Theatre owners have undoubtedly entertained an interest in
the subject of mutual insurance companies on account of the
publicity that the matter recently received in the columns of
the New York papers and elsewhere. On this account it will
jiot be out of place to give some information on this subject.
Fire insurance has been written by mutual companies in the
United States since the early colonial days. The pioneer of
-this form of insurance was organized in 1752 and Benjamin
Franklin was one of the first directors. The company has
4:onfined its operations to buildings which are principally of
stone construction and for a good many years has written only
SL perpetual policy requiring an initial premium of ten to
twelve times the regular rate and paying back 10 per cent
dividends a year after the tenth year.
This company now has over $7,000,000 in assets and over
$6,000,000 in surplus.
Mutual insurance companies have developed most rapidly
^long trade lines. One of the largest trade groups is what
is known as the factory mutuals, which write only sprinklered
risks which meet their requirements. This group of companies
handle some of the largest lines of sprinklered insurance in
charging a high initial rate, but return divithe company,
dends ranging from 80 to 90 per cent.
Other corporations operating along trade lines are the
Hardware Mutuals, the Lumber Mutuals and the Mill Mutuals.
and subThese companies have acquired considerable assets
stantial surplus funds. A good many of them are in the million
dollar class.
There are also mutual companies operating over the country that write a general line of insurance, usually, however,
only on preferred risks. As a rule they charge the same rates
.as stock companies and return dividends averaging from 20
to 35 per cent.
The larger mutual companies now operate in nearly all of
the states in the Union, having a national scope and branch
offices in various parts of the country.
These larger mutual companies are not to be confused with
the local mutuals that operate largely in restricted communities, confining their insurance to a township or a county or a
few counties.
These companies are usually known as assessment companies
.and collect, as a rule, a small deposit premium and make assessments at the end of the year to cover losses and expenses incurred. A large proportion of these companies operate in
rural districts and a good deal of farm property is insured
with them. In a good many cases the secretary is a local
farmer or business man and receives a small remuneration or
sometimes no remuneration at all.
Mutual insurance companies have also invaded the field of
Since the first workmen's compensaworkmen's compensation.
tion acts were passed, beginning in 1911 and 1912, a number
of mutual companies have been organized throughout the councomtry to write compensation and liability insurance. These or
a
panies charge either the same rates as stock companies
differential increase of 5 to 10 per cent, and pay from 15
to 30 per cent dividends. The mutual companies are now writing in the neighborhood of 20 per cent of the compensation
business.
Most of these casualty companies have now added automobile insurance, and as a rule write this insurance at the stock
company rates, paying 20 to 30 per cent dividends. Some of
the companies add an additional 10 per cent to the rate. As
a rule the business of the mutual companies is selected through
direct representatives and in this way probably a preferred
class of business is secured. In a good many localities, how♦
ever, they operate on the agency plan.
A mutual insurance company is a corporation organized
under the laws of a particular state and licensed in other
states. It has the same character of corporate existence as
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a stock company, in that it can sue and be sued- as a corporation and is recognized by law as a corporate entity. It differs
from a stock company in that the assets belong to the policyholders and it has no stockholders and no money is paid in
as capital stock. In a mutual company the surplus to policyholders isthe surplus accumulated over a period of years which
has not been required to pay losses and expenses or dividends
or to meet current liabilities. The surplus of the policyholders
of a stock company includes the surplus acquired by its operation and also sometimes part of the surplus has been paid in
by stockholders. It also includes capital stock of the company
paid in by stockholders.
Most mutual policies also contain a provision to the effect
that in case of necessity a policy holder may be assessed for
an additional amount. In most companies this amount runs
from one to five times the annual premium. The amount that
can be assessed is stipulated in the policy and the laws of most
states now provide that a mutual company shall limit its assessment liability by its by-laws from one to ten times the
deposit premium. This assessment liability, while it provides
a possibility of additional premium in case of unexpected
contingencies, yet it is also a source of additional protection to
the policy holders, in that it provides an additional fund for
payment of losses to the policyholders who might have a loss
which the company could not pay. The surplus of a mutual
company also provides a fund for unusual contingencies, which
must be exhausted before an assessment could be made.

Letters

Exhibitors Trade Review:
The news contained in your letter of March 21 is the best
thing I have heard for some time. To cut out all unnecessary
talk and get right down to brass tacks, I want to say that the
function of a supply house has never been distinctly understood
by the average exhibitor.
In my many years of experience I have endeavored to impress the exhioitor with the co-operation that is given by supply
houses, and which is at their disposal at any time.
We, here in this territory, tell all our customers it doesn't make
any difference what hour of the day or night they want anything, to get busy with us and we will deliver the goods. The
service we render costs them nothing. We would feel greatly
pleased if, in your articles, you would explain in plain English,
what the mission of the supply house is in the field.
Selling merchandise, of course, is uppermost in our mind, but
it does not have precedence over rendering service to the exhibitor. Our slogan has always been that this store is as much
the property of the exhibitor as it is our own. We are at their
beck and call and are for the uplift of the industry. We boost
the industry, from every angle. We help the exhibitor wherever
we can to the end that their theatre is 100 per cent perfect. In
our travels over the country we make a thorough investigation
of every part of the house and make suggestions for improvements here and there, and in a good many instances the exhibitor, is very appreciative. The supply house is as necessary
to the exhibitor as the film service, and if he will take advantage
of the service that is at his command he need never experience
any trouble.
We are glad indeed to see the various articles in your valuable
paper, and assure you when the occasion presents itself you can
look
forward to important and interesting events that concern
the industry.
With every good wish, I am.
Very cordially yours,
THE ARGUS ENTERPRISES, INC.,
J. Mitchell, Manager,
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PROJECTION

The

Rotary

Converter

A Description of This Weil-Known
ISecessity
=

Bv HOWARD

We went into the various features of the Martin rather thoroughly and asked Mr. Martin to set forth the three big advanlowing:tages claimed for his converter, and he favored us with the fol-

McLELLAN

Projection
=—

=

First: The arc lamps are operated on our machine just like
they would be in a D. C. district, every lamp being independent
of the other, having its own switch and resistance. This makes
it easy for the operator to handle.
Second: It is more flexible than the series type of motor gen-

On a recent trip to Chicago the writer had the opportunity
to look over the new Martin twin set or double rotary converter which has been installed in the State Theatre in that
city. This new product has attracted much attention and
should be fully explained for the benefit of those who believe
in better projection and projection protection.
The Northwestern Electric Company, of which Sam Martin

■

"IIJ 111 lU' I

h

The new twin set Martin rotary converter
is head, is the "originator of the Martin rotary converter, and
spent several years perfecting the twin set. In the first place,
the rotary converter is designed to operate on 110-220-440 volt
25-30-60 cycle A. C. lines delivering 70 to 80 volts D. C. to the
arc lamps. The beauty about the twin set is that if the user
has a large theatre and installs it he will always have D. C.
for his lamps except in rare cases when the line should fail
and even then it would be possible to operate the lamps on the
A. C. from the transformer connected to the line that was O. K.
This machine has all the features of a motor-generator set
combined with high efficiency and durability. It is as simple to
connect and start as an ordinary motor, synchronizing itself and
giving excellent regulation, so that two or more arcs can be
operated simultaneously, depending on the size.
The arcs are controlled exactly as they would be in a direct
current district, but the light burns without the fluxation which
is present when operated on a 110 volt D. C. line.
The maintenance cost is practically nothing, as there are no
expensive globes or fragile parts to be replaced; the attention
given an ordinary motor in the matter of oiling, etc., is all that
is necessary.
To start these converters it is only necessary to close the line
switch. If the polarity comes in wrong as indicated by the voltmeter, open switch and allow the rotary to slow dovm slightly
before closing it again to bring the polarity right. The current
is always there for any arc lamp at the command of the operator.
In designing this machine for moving picture arcs best results were obtained with 70 to 80 volts direct current, using a
small amount of steadying resistance for each arc lamp. The
transformers are wound with a number of taps, so that the -^ioltage can be changed between 70 and 80 volts, as desired.

IJ t

L

U

FRONT View
The new Martin twin set. 1-3— Line switch. 2, 5, 4— Rotary
switches independent of each other. 8, 9, 10 — Arc lamp regulators. 6, 7— Two switches for multiplying the two machines
together. 13, 14, 15 — Spots and dissolves. 16 — For emergencymachine. 11, 12 — Projector switches
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erator sets in that it is possible to warm up the moving picture
lamp with full amperage, while the spot lamp which only takes
one-half the current is being used. It is not possible to operate
spot and stereopticon lamps or dissolve from one lamp to the
other on this type machine, unless the lamps take the same
amount of current. If the compound wound type of motor gen-
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Either one of those things would cut dovra your amperage.
consequently reducing the light.

The Martin motor

erator set is used, it is possible to operate the lamps the same
as in our machine, but the over all efficiency will be at least 10
per cent lower than on the Martin rotary converter.
Third: Our converter is the only self-contained outfit on
the market which combines D. C. from the converter with A. C.
of breakfrom the transformer to operate the lamps in caseitself.
This
down either in one of the lines or in the converter
feature cuts the wiring cost in half and eliminates entirely the
cost of compens-arcs for emergency purpose which must be used
with any other type of machine to accomplish the same results.
These three are the outstanding advantages of our converter
over anything else on the market.

Tlieatre
A Carbon

Problems
Combination

Medford, N. J., April 15, 1922.
Writing to get your opinion on what kind of carbons are the
best; that is, the best combination to use for our machine.
Have a Powers No. 6, with a throw of 90 feet, using 30 amperes. Have been using % cored at the top ¥2 solid lower; current 110 D. C. We have trouble to obtain the solid carbons.
The supply house sent some 5/16 cored carbons to use instead
of the solids. Do not seem to be able to get the same amount
of light with the new set. Have used a few special % solid
carbons and received fairly good results. Do you think that
the cored carbons are as good as the solid to use on D. C. current? The supply house salesman has told us they are better,
but do not wish to form an opinion without giving them a fair
trial. Thought probably that you could give us some information.
If there are any other carbons which you think are better
would be glad to hear about them. We have not any electric
supply company, but have an individual electric plant (Delco),
with storage batteries. Thanking you in advance for any information you may send, also inclosing stamp for reply.
Harold T. Hinchman,
Care Auditorium Theatre.
If you have never used the Columbia carbons, try using their
% by 12 cored carbon for the positive and their 5/16 x 6 Silvertip for the negative. This combination will give you better results than any we know of.
Yes, a solid negative carbon, if of the correct size for the
amperage used, will give you far better results than using a
cored carbon, especially if metal coated. It holds the arc steady,
preventing it from wandering, and at the same time needles to
a point so that it does not cut off any of the light from the
positive crater as a larger cored carbon will.
your conIn speaking of your light troubles be sure that clean,
and
nections are good and tight, that the carbon jaws are
that the leads entering the lamp house have not been burned.

10 k.w. Martin rotary with three circuit emergency panel

BRIGHT

IDEAS

This Department offers $2 for each practical idea
submitted. It may concern any part of the theatre.

Operator's Cue Holder
Operators have often had trouble fastening their cue sheets
up where they can easily be referred to, so Lee Millsap, projectionist of the Dixie and Princess Theatres, Mayfield, Ky., has
come across with a very handy
holder.
It consists of a small board,
4x6 inches, planed smooth, with
three holes drilled in it, as
shown in the cut. Get a small

CPERATOfTS CUE fItlDEIf.

paper clip and fasten it in the
middle hole with a small bolt, and
it is all made ready to use. You
can hang it up by either one of
the other holes anywhere in the
projection room you want to.
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Photoplay
STUCKEY

THE design of this department is to diffuse among musicians and exhibitors correct information on all important
subjects pertaining to music for the film; to improve the quality of musical interpretation and to raise the standard of music in motion picture theatres. Questions concerning music, suitable instrumentation, queries relating to
organs and mechanical players, etc., should be addressed to Music Editor, Exhibitors Trade Review.
Printed Scores
The Music Editor has received several complaints relating
to printed scores sent out with feature productions.
In many cases when the scores were used, it was found that
they were full of errors and that the music did not synchronize
with the action on the screen. Many of these errors are due
to the cheap method with which these scores are printed; not
enough care being taken with the proofreading to make them
as perfect as they should be.
Considerable sums of money are spent in printing these
scores and it seems that the producers should insist upon a
"practicable score" to accompany their features instead of an
apology for a score, and a poor apology at that.
As a rule, in many cases it is impossible to use the score
that accompanies the feature and it is necessary for the leader —
often at the last minute — to arrange an entire score from his
own library.
To send out a score that cannot be used, seems to us a
waste of money, for often the selection of music is commendable, but the score is unplayable due to the faults which
we have enumerated.
Novel Invention
The most important and latest invention for musical accompaniment of films is a "process" invented by Dr. W. H.
Peck, vice-president of the Colorcraft Company of New York,
which represents the result of fifteen years' study.
Dr. Peck's combination of music with motion pictures is said
to be a revolutionary invention. For this invention, it is claimed,
will enable theatre managers to do without orchestras, and
thus effect a saving of hundreds of thousands of dollars a
year.
Unlike the talking movies that Thomas A. Edison and others
have offered — with disastrous financial results — Dr. Peck's
invention is not based on the perfect synchronization of music
with the action of the picture. Dr. Peck has perfected a device
to transform sound waves to electrical waves which are recorded
on the film and which are then transformed back to sound
waves. When the film is run off in the projection machine the
sound waves are sent out by the aid of an amplifier, with the
result that full orchestral accompaniment is possible, even in
a private home.
Heretoffore, it has been impossible to synchronize music with
photoplays, for the reason that the latter often have to be cut
and when that is done, the music does not "fit." With Dr. Peck's
invention it doesn't matter where or how much of the film is
cut for just that much of the music is omitted — the music being
right on the film.
"I have worked for fifteen years to bring color and music
to the films," says Dr. Peck. "One seldom hears the question
of color harmony and contrast discussed, to say nothing of the
more or less obscure question of quality, texture or luminosity
or the range of its action upon the mind and the emotional
faculties. It is with this emotional side of the subject that the
new arts of color-music and color-motion pictures are chiefly
concerned and it is especially through such arts that it is
possible to study the influence of color upon our senses and
varying strength and delicacy, its power of giving joy and
pain, is an emotional one, and if mobile color art be attacked
because it rests upon this appeal to emotion, music must be
attacked on the same grounds.
"If we admit that emotional appeal is at the root of alL art,
then it may be worth while to examine further points of reaction upon our minds, and through them upon our lives.
"The
which color between
has uponmobile
us iscolor
its harmonies
and
contrasts,action
its resemblance
art and music.
colors acting
are produced
varying
frequencies
of "All
the ether
upon theby retina
of the
eye, and ofallvibration
musical

sounds by varying frequencies of air vibrations acting upon the
ear. Both color and sound are due to vibrations which stimulate
the optic and oral nerves respectively. All the impressions we
receive of pleasure of pain, beauty or ugliness, interest or dullness, come through color and sound.
"The faintest possible flush of color can be made to swell
into a full note or chord of great strength, and also to die away
through a long succession of changes until it disappears. A
blaze of magnificent color can be thrown upon the screen in a
short, sharp burst, or a few wandering notes can be made to flit
across it, so delicate that we are hardly aware of their
existence.
"In the kindred arts, the gradual decrease of the intensity
of musical notes has a pathetic effect upon the mind, while
rapidly increasing strength of tone has a joyous or stirringinfluence."
Organ Demonstration
During Music Week the Society of Theatre Organists have
been given the use of the Wanamaker Auditorium and organ
for one day, and on Friday, May 5, in the afternoon will stage
a unique demonstration of the possibilities of the organ.
Through the kindness of Hugo Riesenfeld they have secured the
best pictures available and will give a model motion picture
exhibition showing what can be done with fine films and the
highest type
of organ accompaniment when freed from all commercial influence.
Walter M. Wild, organist at the Sheridan Theatre, New York,
will open the program with an organ solo and will play the
accompaniment to Tony Sarg's cartoon. The Tooth Carpenter,
showing that a "trick organ" is not a necessary adjunct to
comedy films. Mr. George Crook, organist at the Brooklyn
Strand, will play the Post-Scenic, Raindrops, and Frank S.
Adams, of the Rialto Theatre, New York, will play an adaptation of Hugo Riesenfeld's orchestra score to Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde. Patrons of the Rialto will recall this as an outstanding
accomplishment in the way of fitting music to pictures and Mr.
Adams is an expert at adapting such a score to the organ.
Lovers of good pictures, of good organ music, and of the harmonious combination of both will not willingly miss the opportunity offered by this demonstration.
Organ Practise
I have been following your column with great interest,
especially the letters from working musicians. If you will permit me, i would like to make a few suggestions to young organists— young in experience, I mean — in regard to practise. It is
along the line of your article in this week's issue on "Experience," but I hope it will not interfere with anything you may be
intending to say in the future.
Few of us realize the value of constant practise — or, if we do,
we seem to be too lazy to carry it into execution. I will venture
to say that not more than one out of every five theatre organists
spend thirty minutes in practise before or after working hours.
And yet there is no greater truth than the old saying that
"practise
makes perfect."
If an organist
will practise thirty minutes or an hour every
morning before the theatre opens, he can improve his playing
wonderfully within a short time, no matter how good he already
is. Strange
say, they
it is are
the the
"fakers,"
or ear
tise the least,to and
ones who
needplayers
it the who
most,pracon
account of their limited knowledge of music.
Practise breeds familiarity with one's instrument and its
capabilities. And, of course, during working hours is no time
to experiment with combinations or to practise scales.
It seems to be a general idea with most musicians that to be
caught practising before show hours means a loss of prestige.
On the contrary, it shows your industry and interest in your
woi'k, and that's the kind of a man the exhibitor wants.
And so I would say: If you have reached the pinnacle of
perfection,
practise to hold it; if you have not, practise to attain it.
Very truly
W. yours.
ARTHUR DALTON,
First Organist, Queen Theatre,
Galveston, Texas.
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The box office never fails to reflect the appeal of highclass, appropriate music. The Cremona Orchestra-Organ has
proved this as almost no other theatre organ.
A representative attendance "curve" before and after the
installation of a Cremona Orchestra-Organ is shown.
Note
how attendance increased right in July, after the organ was
installed.

The Cremona is unsurpassed as a hand-played organ. In
addition it provides appropriate, perfecdy-toned orchestra
numbers. A double roll system permits playing with any
standard player roll or solo roll. A varied appropriate program isassured with
overhead is minimum.or without an operator, and your musical
Ask for literature
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NEWS

New Theatres — Changes in Ownership —
Theatres
for Sale — Theatres Wanted

New

Theatres

CHICAGO, ILL.— Architect A. N. Rebori, 119 Clark Street, is preparing plans
for 1600-seat theatre to cost $350,000.
Owners are Cohan & Harris. Plans will
mature in fall of 1922.
DE KALB, ILL.— Dale A. Leifert, g-eneral manager of stock company formed to
erect $100,000 theatre at 355 Augusta Avenue, announces that general contract has
been awarded to Skolglund & Wedberg,
De Kalb, 111. Work will start soon.
LINCOLN, ILL.— Steve Bennis will take
bids 'Soon on $150,000 theatre building to
seat 1200. Plans have been drawn.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.— Coffin & Coffin,
522 Fifth Avenue, New York, architects,
are preparing plans for $125,000 auditorium and lodge room to be erected by Fraternal Hall Corporation at 39 Carney Avenue.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.— Kings Highway
Community Corporation will erect $50,000
three-story community building at 170
Kings Highway. Vernon & Clough, 15
East Fortieth Street, New York, are the
architects.
NEW YORK, N. Y.— Morris M. Gleason
has selected George and Edward Blum, 505
Fifth Avenue, New York, as architects for
$500,000 theatre he intends erecting in the
fall at Twenty-third Street and Eighth
Avenue.
GREAT NECK, N. Y.— Architects
Bloomgood & Schloss, 17 East Forty-ninth
Street, New York, N. Y., have prepared
plans for $200,000 theatre to be erected
by Norab Realty Company.
ORCHARD PARK, N. Y.— Town of
East Amherst, E. A. Mariqualt, clerk,
will build town hall on West Quaker Street
to
cost $50,000. Architect Thomas H. McKaig.
ALEXANDRIA BAY, N. Y.— Plans are
being prepared for a $40,000 temple to be
erected by Alexandria Lodge 297, F. & A.
M. Charles Haas.
WAKEFIELD, MASS.— Charles W.
Hogdon is having Architects Funk & Wilcox, 26 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.,
Begin Right with the
New Theatre
Invest $10.00 in a Simplified
System of Accounting for
Motion Picture Exhibitors
Will save you many a dollar
and many a tough worry
Published by
Exhibitors Trade Review
Knickerbocker BIdg., 152 W. 42d St.
New York City

prepare plans for theatre to be erected at
Main and Chestnut Streets.
STAFFORD, CONN. — Contract for
memonial hall to be erected by the Town
of Stafford has been awarded to E. J. Pinney, 374 Main Street, Springfield, Conn.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Architects Neubauer & Supowitz, 929 Chestnut Street,
are accepting bids on theatre and office
building to be erected at 17 to 23 Germantown
Avenue by the Diamond Amusement Company.
WILDWOOD, N. J.— Architects Magaziner & Eberhard, 603 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa., have completed plans
for theatre and pier to be erected by the
Wildwood Realty Company.
WILKINSBURG, PA.— Architect Victor
A. Rigaumont, Vandergrift Building,
Pittsburgh, Pa., has prepared plans for
$200,000 theatre to be erected by Edgar
A. Eaton.
MASSILLON, OHIO.— Thayer & Johnson, architects, 39 West Jefferson Street,
New Castle, Pa., and 5716 Euclid Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio, have drawn preliminary
plans for Masonic temple to be erected by
the Masonic Temple Association to cost
$500,000.
SALEM, OHIO.— Heller Brothers, contractors, Thurman and Worthington
Streets, Youngstown, Ohio, have received
contract for $100,000 temple to be erected
by Perry Lodge 185, F. & A. M.
STATE COLLEGE, PA.— Harry S.
Blair, architect, Vandergrift Building,
Pittsburgh, Pa., will accept bids on $150,000 theatre to be erected on West College
Avenue by the Nittany Theatre Company.
WASHINGTON, D. C— Contract for
film exchange building to cost $75,000 has
been awarded by Architects Blakesley &
Moore. Colorado Building, to Paul H. Sears,
Bond Building, Fourteenth and New York
Avenue, N. W. Owner, Film Exchange
Company.
DURHAM, N. C— First Presbyterian
Church will build community house on
Roxboro Street, costing $35,000. Architects, Baskerville & Lambert, Travelers'
Building, Richmond, Va.
DOVER,
OHIO.— The Dover Pythian
ONE
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Castle Company will erect $150,000 theatre and lodge building at 123 West Third
Street. Architect, George A. Ebberling,
612 Newman Stern Building, Cleveland,
Ohio.
FAIRMONT, W. Va.— West Virginia
Amusement Company has awarded contract for $175,000 theatre to Valley Engineering Company, Fairmont. Architect,
Fred W. Elliott, Columbus, Ohio.
WEST ALEXANDRIA, OHIO.— City of
West Alexandria will erect town haill to
cost $30,000. Architect E. J. Mountstephen, U. B. Building, Dayton, Ohio, is
preparing plans.
DELAWARE, OHIO.— Architects Coolidge & Hogden, 134 South La Salle Street,
Chicago,
111., willtotake
bidsatonCentral
$200,000 auditorium
be new
erected
and Elizabeth Streets by the Ohio Wesleyan University.
BATESVILLE, IND.--City of Batesville
will erect memorial hall costing $50,000.
Architect, Karl P. Henckel, 108 Hinniemann Building, Connersville, Ind.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.— Architect C.
Howard Crane, 400 Huron Building, Detroit, Mich., is preparing preliminary
sketches for $500,000 theatre to be erected
at
MonroeCompany.
and Division, by Consolidated
Theatre
ST. PAUL, MINN.— Architect Kenneth
B. Werthen, 1340 Fairmont Avenue, is preparing plans for community center to be
erected by Great Northern Railway at St.
Albans and Crotto Streets, between Summitt and Portland Avenues, to cost $75,000.
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA.— Broadway
Building Company, care R. B. Wallace, 11
Pearl Street, will take bids until May 10
for $130,000 theatre to be erected at 317
Broadway.
Architect, J. Chris Jensen.
KIRKSVILLE, MO.— Architect R. H.
Sanneman, 519 Lee Building, Kansas City,
Mo., has let contract to S. E. Schultz,
Chillicothe, Mo., for $200,000 auditorium
to be erected by Northeast Missouri State
Teachers' College.
Changes
SAUK CENTER, MINN.— A. J. Jerue,
formerly of Eveleth, Minn., has purchased
the Caughren.
RIVERSIDE, IOWA.— Edward J. Harvey and Klein Brothers are again in possession of the Subway, which they sold last
fall, having repurchased it.
PAWNEE CITY, NEB.— Edward Taylor, formerly of Parkwood, Mo., is now
operating the Linwood, having recently
purchased it.
KNOXVILLE, IOWA.— Harry V. Nelson
has purchased the Grand.
LASSIFIED
AD
DEPARTMENT
For Sale, 8 cents Rates
per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations
i cents
word.
Special ratesWanted",
on long
time per
contracts.
SLIDES
LET LEON MAKE YOUR SLIDES
Fair
prices,
work Write
right, right
n'everything.
testing slide free.
now. Sam Focus
Leon,
Slidemaker, 207 W. 48th St., New York.
POSITION

WANTED

As chief Electrician or Projectionist in Theatre
or Studio.
Can on
alsorequest.
manage or
References furnished
Mattdirect.
J. Clemens,
Sherburn, Minnesota.
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Cameraman's

Goff's
New
Light
Chicago Cameramen Invent New Portable whh Many
New Features Claimed
Daniel J. Goff and his associate, R. J. Duggan, of Chicago,
furnish
us this week with a description of their portable lig'ht.
GofT writes:
"Am inclosing herewith illustration and description of my
new Area Hi-Power Portable Arc Lamp, which I am sure will
be interesting to cameramen.
I designed and perfected this

Dan Golf and the
new

portable

light he has just
perfected
cameramen.

for

lamp after experimenting some five months and spending a
great deal of money.
Every cameraman knows what he is up against with the
average open flame arc when making interiors for industrial
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Department
jobs. I have used all sorts of open flame arcs, and know that
after
feet throw.
distanceMythelamp
lightdevelops
falls off',
and you
get the25 light
2,000,000
beam cannot
c. p.
at a distance of 50 feet from the source. It is hand feed and
that is where I get the quality of light, as well as a volume
and the throw. I recently lit Danceland, Chicago, with seven
of my lamps, and the area was 145 x 105, and we secured perfect illumination and well-timed exposures, no dark corners or
falling off.
"It is not my intention to put these lamps on the market,
not, at least, for the time being, but I may later on. We will
have twenty of the lamps by June 20, and my own portable
power truck developing 400 amperes of D. C. current. My present lamp consumes 37 amperes, but can be stepped up to 45
with a single movement. My reflectors are made to my design
and order from heavy copper spun by hand, and triple silver
plated, the arc is focussable, and I get a beam or flood at will.
"In addition to the enormous volume of visible light (2,000,000
beam c. p.), 50 feet from source of light, the actinic, or chemically reactive effect of this light on silver nitrate, i.e., the photographic emulsion, very greatly enhances its value, especially
in the fleld of motion pictures.
"This result is made possible by the fact that this lamp
lends itself to such an adjustment of the electric arc as will
produce a tinge of color in the direction of the shorter wave
lengths of the invisible spectrum (ultra-violet), thus carrying
■with it a far greater power for the reduction of the silver salts
contained in the photographic emulsion.
"All sources of light emit radiations of various wave lengths,
including heat rays, visible (or light rays), and ultra-violet
(or actinic rays). At a distance of 5 feet from the source of
light from this lamp, a cigar was ignited with perfect ease. The
temperature of the crater of the 'Area' lamp arc runs about
4500° C, and as the ordinary carbon arc runs at a temperature
of about 3700° C., the 'Area' arc has, therefore, an actinic value
far exceeding any incandescent source of light."
Some Show!
Watterson R. Rothacker, Chicago practical picture producer,
has received word of history's nearest-to-the-North-Pole movie
show. It was on Victoria Island, hundreds of miles beyond the
Arctic Circle. The equipment was carried 300 miles by dog
sled. The Esquimos were at first frightened, thinking the
shadow figures were ghosts. The program was a "warm" one
— three pictures visualizing the American coal, sulphur and
asbestos industries, which were produced by the Rothacker Film
Co. in cooperation with the United States Bureau of Mines.
CAMERA

EXCHANGE

We buy, rent and sell motion picture ajid still cameras, lighting equipment,
home
proiectors,
etc.York
QuickCity.turnovers. Small profits. Write — Seiden,
835 Eighth
Ave., New
MOTION

PICTURE

Negatives
Sale — This
the word.
place toA advertise
your news or scenic
stuff.
Try for
it once.
8 centsis per
real bargain.

APPARATUS
Bass Cuts the Price.
200 ft. new Universal with automatic
dissolving shutter, with Universal
tripod, panoram and tilting top, at
$488.00. Price without tripod,
$399.00.
Close-out on famous 400 ft. Liberty
War Model Universal, complete with
carrying cases, magazines and
lenses,
$255.00.
Universal
Panoram and tilting top
tripod, $89.00.
E-verything
pictureorder.
equipment.
Writeinormotion
wire your
BASS
CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. St.,
7 Chicago, HI.
109 No. Dearborn

C I N E M ATO<3 R AP M E. R.
3SO

WRI<3l-eV

BI_OG.

Pioneers and Experts
Own and Operate the Laboratories of the
ALPHA MOTION PICTURE CO.
James L. Carlton, Pres.
Fred H. Wade, Vice-Pres.
823 Prospect Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio
Specializing on local news reels, trailers, exploitation stunts, industrials and educationals. Cameraman and full equipment. 3
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SPOT

UGHTS

TO HIRE

WE ALSO SUPPLY CABLES AND PLUGGING BOXES

SUCCESS

MERITS

NEW YORK

YOUR

CITY

USING
OUR
NEW
CATALOG—
ILLUSTRATING, DESCRIBING AND PRICING
ELECTRIC, STAGE AND THEATER
LIGHTING APPARATUS AND EFFECTS
And Everything for Motion Picture Studio Lighting
I S NOW
READY
Sent Free Upon Request to Any Part of the World

THE
OTT
COMBINATION
FILM
SCRAPER
AND MOISTENER
For

mi
1800
NOW
IN USE

Number 24

THE MAGIC CRYSTAL SCREEN
No Eyestrain — No Fading — No Distortion from first or last
row, middle or side seats, straight or angle throw.
Stands any guaranteed.
weather. Dust it or wash it — Brilliancy remains.
Durability
Mr. S. l<evoy, Manager of B. P. Keith's Harlem Opera House,
says: and
"We have
havefound
had itthesatisfactory
Magic Crystal
Screenway.
for Itthenotpastonly2
years
in every
stands up as to usage, but shows a wonderfully clear picture."
40% — 60% Current saving guaranteed
Order you/r screen now!
THE MAGIC CRYSTAL SCREEN CO., Inc.
500 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Phone : Longacre S328 and 8329

Co.

WE ARE IN A POSITION TO HANDLE YOUR LIGHTING
REQUIREMENTS
ON LOCATIONS
OR IN STUDIOS

313 W. 44TH STREET

Volume 11.

OPEN-AIR
EXHIBITORS!
Start Your Show an Hour Earlier Than on Any
Other Screen
Run 2 shows a night in mid-summer by using

authorized rental agents for m. j. wohl & co.

Motion

REVIEW

$1.00
^
BY OPERATORS
}
EXCHANGEMEN
J STUDIOS— LABORATORIES
PRICE ONE DOLLAR

When writing- address Dept. ' E"
UNIVERSAL ELECTRIC STAGE LIGHTING CO.

OTT SALES COMPANY
Phone Vanderbilt
522 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY
9795 and 9839
Try the OTT Perfect Film Cement. Prices quoted on application.

NEW YORK CITY

321 WEST 50th ST.,

«

ation"
Civiliz
to once
A Disgrace was
TUBERCULOSIS
considered
a disease that "had to be." Now we know better. We
know it for what it is — a disgrace to civilization.
Under proper conditions of daily living, tuberculosis would disappear.
Deaths from this cause in New York City have been
greatly cut down, particularly in the past dozen years.
Last year, in fact, the reduction was i8 per cent over 1920.
This is certainly encouraging. Yet the fight must be kept
up. There must be no slackening in effort. Six thousand
deaths a year are six thousand too many!
For the good of New York, we shall be glad to give
helpful information, without charge, to all who may inquire of us.
New
York
Tuberculosis
Association, Inc.
10 East 39th Street.
l>
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picture is finished

EVANS

only when

Simplex Sun-light Arc High Intensity Projection Lamp is a perfected
product, tested by severe practical
usage. It is sufficient to say that it's
"A Sun-Light Arc Product"
Sun-Light Arc Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York
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Save time, and lots of worry, by entrusting this work to EVANS — in the first place.
Telephone;
FILM MFG. CO.,
416-24 West 216th St., New
Wadsworth 3443-3444
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THIS
is the rubber film attacher.
It's gentle
with the
sprocket boles and if it
ever wears out you can replace it without scrapping the
ivhole reel. An Exclusive Economy Feature of the

ALYNLU
STUDIO
251 W. 42nd St.,
New York City
Bryant 2329
We have a presentation in stock for
YOUR THEATRE.
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NIESS-WANER
REEL
Other Big
TIME SA VER—A I ways
ready. Foolproof and Quick.
Advantages LIFE — Sold under a positive time GUARANTEE.
SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION— Electric welded insuring
rigidity, parallel sides, clean, smooth inside surfaces. No
chafing, pinching or breaking of films.
NIESS-WANER
CO.
FILM
314 B'ackstoiie Building FILM
Endurance
PITTSBURGH, PA. Insurance
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Packing
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Please

send your order to another house —
but if you want perfumes fit for an
Ottoman's palace —
If you want disinfectants that are
sentries for the state of health —
DO
ORDER
FROM

1408

Pennsylvania

Avenue

Opposite New Willard Hotel
Washington, D. C.

N. W.

The

Hewes

N. 13th and Berry Sts.

Laboratories
Brooklyn, N. Y.

"The House of Chemical Knowledge and Just Prices"
Manufacturers of Velvet Film Cement, Lamp Colorings.
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Years —

"AMERICAN" film printiDg has been the acknowledged
standard. Why? Because it is best! The trade says
so by the business it gives us. It is their "vote of
confidence."
Our immense capacity (1.000.000 feet weekly) assures
prompt, efficient service. Our central location and
express-train delivery brings your film back to you
cjuickly. No time is lost.
SEND US YOUR REQUIREMENTS. LET US MAKE
A SPECIAL PRICE ESTIMATE.
NOW !
Developing
Printins
Tinting
Toning
Editing
Titling
Ordinary film reduced
to American Standard
Safety size.
(Absolutely fire-proof
film passed by all fire
underwriters)
Laboratory
Capacity
One Million Feet
Per
Week.
American
Film Co., Inc.,
Laboratories
6233 BROADWAY
CHICAGO,
and ILL.
London, England
Samuel President.
S. Hutchinson,

Quick, Sure Focusing
by the projectionist in his booth is easily possible with a

American 10 Points
1. QrALITY. Prints known for
brilliancy and clearness. Expert
staff, trained
.years quality
of experience, assuresby highest
prints obtainable.
2. REPUTATIOX. Gained in 10
years of experience.
3. RESPONSIBILITY.
A concern of strong financial standing.
4. LOCATION.
In the proper
geographical location, assuring
quick delivery anywhere.
5. EQIIPMEXT.
All of the
most modern obtainable.
6. CLEANLINESS. Within two
blocks of Lake Michigan. Away
from dirt and dust.
7. SAFETY. Plant approved by
both city of Chicago and Board
of Fire Underwriters.
8. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed
to serve exacting requirements.
9. PRICES. Reasonable and competitive.
10. GUARANTEES. Write for
our unique guarantee of quality
work.
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BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
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Washington
Chicago
San Francisco London
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because of its superior correction and the sharp contrast
between black and white. This unusual lens also gives
brilliant illutnination and remarkable flatness of field.
Made in two series for all requirements.
Write for interesting booklet.
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STATE
THEATRE,
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Novelty Scenic
Drop Curtains
220 WEST 46TH STREET
NEW YORK CITY
STAGE SETTINGS
SCENERY

Ten

; sizes: 1/20—1/8—1/6
1/6 heavy— 14 H.P.

Thousand

A.C. AND D.C. MOTORS
for rewinding machines, projectors,
flashers and small machinery of various
description. Strictly high grade. Cool
running and efficient.
Reynolds Electric Company
Mfrs. of Color Hoods, Flashers, Etc.
2651 W. Congress St.
Chicago, 111.3
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GEORGE
CYRIL E. SCHLEY
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
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DETROIT
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EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY
Exhibitors Trade Review
Knickerbocker Bldg., 42nd St. and Broadway
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
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FOTOPLAYER

THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
NEW YORK CITY
-- -1600 Broadway
64 E. Jackson Blvd.
109. Golden Gate Ave.
NO ORGAN CHAMBER OR STAGE NECESSARY
TO INSTALL. THE NEW
Coburn
Gem
Picture Player
Can be placed in Orchestra Pit near the Piano. Gives Perfect
Organ Music together with Piano. Prices to suit all conditions.
COBURN ORGAN COMPANY
220 No. Waslitennw Ave.
Cliicago, 111.
Photoplay Music Specialists
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Box

the Latest Releases Are Being Received Throughout

ALBANY
CLINTON SQUARE
"A CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN
KING ningARTHUR'S
for the entireCOURT"
week in(Fox).—
the faceRun-of
strong opposition in two other houses, this
picture made more money than anything
shown in weeks. It held up well day after
day, matinees and evenings.
LELAND
"SCHOOL DAYS," Wesley Barry (Warner Bros). — This picture ran the entire
week and packed the house at all times.
According to the management of the Le.land, it proved itself one of the best
moneymakers in a long time. The picture
was heavily exploited by newspaper advertising and in cutouts used in many stores
throughout the city.
MARK STRAND
"TURN TO THE RIGHT," special cast
(Metro) and "THE IDLE CLASS," Charles
Chaplin (First National). — These two pictures were put on, running for the entire
week, and not only pleased, but drew heavily in spite of counter attractions. Manager Uly Hill of the house claims one of
the best weeks since before the Lenten
season.
MARK STRAND
"FOREVER" (Famous Players).— Run
for the entire week without extra exploitation. It did nothing above an average
week's business, and from the point of receipts could hardly be classed as measuring up to expectations.
CLINTON SQUARE
"PERJURY," William Farnum (Fox).—
Was featured for the entire six days, and
while it did a good week's business, it did
not approach in the way of receipts the
previous week. There was little outside of
extra newspaper space used in exploitation.
LELAND
"THE RULING PASSION," George Arliss (United Artists). — The stars are prime
favorites in this city and added substantially to the box office receipts.
BETHLEHEM,

TRADE

PA.

LEHIGH ORPHEUM
"THE THREE MUSKETEERS," Douglas Fairbanks (United Artists). — Not necessary to do much to push this attraction.
Name of star did a lot among those who
like his work and literary lights and college students went to see Dumas on screen.
PALACE
"THE LANE THAT HAD NO TURNING," Agnes Ayres
(Paramount).
Drew
fair audiences
at all shows
and was— liked.
LORENZ
"A GAME CHICKEN," Bebe Daniels
(Realart - Paramount). — Average houses
and usual interest, but nothing to report of
records being broken.

KURTZ
"THE WORLD'S CHAMPION," Wallace
Reid (Paramount). — Went big, due to the
advance material given on picture.
BUFFALO
SHEA'S HIPPODROME
"SMILIN' THROUGH," Norma Talmadge (First National). — Following an
extensive exploitation campaign, and in
spite of the kind of weather that keeps
folks away from theatres, this attraction
came near to equalling the house record.
Everyone who saw the picture liked it, and
it stood them up all week. The newspapers gave the production a big boost.
Exploitation. — Three oilcloth signs were
placed on every safety zone on Main
Street. These bore the following: "Drive
slowly. Avoid Accidents and Go Smilin'
Through 1922. Norma Talmadge, Shea's
Hipp." It was a great stunt, distinctly
original to Buffalo, and created no end of
comment. Several fine window displays
were
put over
on the "Smilin'
Through"
song sung
by Werrenrath
for the
Victor
company. The front of the Hipp, lobby
was turned into a flower garden. Two
massive heads of Norma were placed on
the big electric sign on the front of the
house. There was an extensive billboard
campaign, window cards were used and the
newspaper advertising was of the typical
Franklin black and white hand-drawn type.
Short Subjects. — Harold Lloyd and Bebe
Daniels, in a revival of "On the Fire" and
Hippodrome Review.
LOEWS STATE
"BOOMERANG BILL," Lionel Barrymore (Paramount). — Business was good
during the showing of this entertaining
feature. Inasmuch as the cast included
Miriam Battista, who had appeared a few
weeks previous in person.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
window cards, lobby display.
ShortBoys
Subjects.—
"Meet
the Wife," Hallroom
and Pathe
News.
LAFAYETTE SQUARE
"TWO KINDS OF WOMEN," Pauline
Frederick (R-C Pictures). — Crowding this
house at almost every performance, but
most of the credit for doing this must be
given to C. Sharpe-Minor, the organist,
who with his organ accompaniments makes
any feature a living thing on the screen.
This Frederick vehicle, however, was well
received.
Exploitation. — Large display in the
newspapers, window cards and big electric flash on front of building.
Short
and Fox Subjects.
News. — "Snub" Pollard comedy
MARK-STRAND
"THE MAN WITH TWO MOTHERS,"
Mary and
Alden
(Goldwyn).
— An
unusually
clean
wholesome
bit of
entertainment
which failed, however, to attract much
business.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
lobby display and window cards.
Short Su&jects. — Monty Banks in "Be
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Office

the Country

Careful, "Eve s Leaves, a sketchograph
and Screen Snapshots. Kinograms.
SHEA'S NORTH PARK
"THE ROSARY," Lewis Stone (First
National). — This first run neighborhood
theatre put this one on exclusivvely. Business was fair. The last half of the week,
"Red better.
Hot Romance;" box office results
were
PALACE
"FOOLISH WIVES," Eric Von Stroheim (Universal- Jewel). — Shown second
run at regular prices, this production recorded good business for the seven-day
run.
Exploitation. — Fine lobby display and
newspapers.
CHICAGO
RANDOLPH
"THE SHEIK'S WIFE," Emmy LynnMarcel Vibert (Vitagraph). — With its picturesque backgrounds and a cast of clever
players this foreign-made production
proves
decidedly interesting. Business was
satisfactory.
ROOSEVELT
"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR," Agnes
Ayres
(Paramount).
— This
that was
so successful
as society
a stagedrama
play
proves
equally
popular
on
the
screen.
Business was very good.
CHICAGO
"FASCINATION," Mae Murray (Metro).
— An elaborate production and a pictorial
delight. Business held up very well.
CASTLE
"A STAGE ROMANCE," William Farnum (Fox). — A little bit different from
the usual run of pictures and well worth
seeing. Excellent patronage all week.
ZIEGFELD
"THE ISLE OF ZORDA," Romuald
Joube (Pathe). — An artistically staged
production with plenty of action. Seemingly pleased the patrons. Business was
good.

KANSAS

aTY

LIBERTY
"SCHOOL DAYS," Wesley Barry (Warner Bros). — Now in its second weak and
still playing to good crowds. A real box
office attraction in any town.
Short Subjects. — "Aesop's Fables," comedy, and Pathe News, current events.
Exploitation. — A large float, representing a school house, was used on motor
truck about streets the flrst week, but
nothing besides newspaper advertising
was necessary the second week. Also billboard and lobby display space.
DORIC
"MICKEY," Mabel Normand. — Drew
good crowds for a week on the strength
of its past reputation here.
Short Subjects.— "Kill the News," Snub
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Pollard, comedy and International News,
current events.
Exploitation. — Most of the copy in advertising was headed in large bold-face
type, "A Great Revival." Half-tone cuts
of Mabel Normand in characteristic poses
used in newspaper space. Also billboard
and lobby display.
ISEWMAIS
"SMILIN' THROUGH," Norma Talmadge (First National). — A big hit that
played to capacity houses. The star is exceedingly popular here.
Current Events. — Newman News and
Views.
Exploitation. — An extensive poster campaign was carried on. Round attachments
to be placed over telephone mouthpieces,
with picture of Norma Talmadge "Smilin'
Through," were circulated, in addition to
window displays in downtovra stores, billboard and lobby display space.
ROYAL
"IS MATRIMONY
A FAILURE?"
special cast (Paramount). — ^This one drew
well on the strength of its title and the
personal appearances of Walter Hiers.
Current Events. — Royal Screen Magazine.
Exploitation. — Personal appearance of
Walter Hiers, one of the principal members of the cast, was widely advertised in
newspapers, billboards and lobby display.
TWELFTH STREET
"THE MISTRESS OF THE WORLD,"
special
— Good business
the
firstcast
week(Paramount).
with this one.
Short Subjects.— "The Silent Vow,"
William Duncan, and Screen Magazine,
current events.
Exploitation. — A large sketch with "the
mistress of the world" sitting at the top of
a throne and thousands of persons at her
feet, was used in Sunday newspaper space.
The thrills of the production also played
up big. Lobby display and billboards.
LOS

ANGELES
KINEMA

"PAY DAY," Charles Chaplin (First
National). — Held over for the second week.
Only average amount of advertising used.
Carter
was the DeHaven,
comedy oninthe"Mybill.Lady Friends,"
MILLERS
"THE SILENT CALL," Special Cast
(First National). — In the eleventh and
last week. The picture has broken all
records for Los Angeles. Manager Miller
reported it had more exploitation angles
than any picture he had ever booked. It
has proven a great drawing card for the
kiddies. Most of the military and other
private schools have attended in a body.
The public schools have also attended in
great numbers.
CALIFORNIA
"THE VIRGIN PARADISE," Pearl
White (Fox). — Only a fair return. The
picture was put on with the average
amount of advertising.
Short Subjects. — The usual daily concerts, "Way Down Upon the Swanee
River," "Barcarolle," "How Many Do You
Recall?" Cal. Topical Review and Magazine, Topics of the Day.
MISSION
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Dorothy
and Lillian Gish (United Artists). — The
picture is lining them up at every performance. Last Saturday night the line
extended over half a block. The adver-
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tising has been reduced to the regular
weekly apportionment.
SYMPHONY
"UP AND GOING," Tom Mix (Fox).—
Only fair business. The management used
100-24 sheets and the usual weekly
newspaper
was
used. space. No special exploitation
GRAVMANS
"THE LANE THAT HAD NO TURNAgnes Ayres
— The
star is ING,"
a great
favorite(Paramount).
in Los Angeles,
and the special program for the week was
a winner.
Short Subjects. — Grauman's Symphony
Orchestra, Pathe Weekly, Brownie, the
wonder dog in "Some Class," comedy, "At
the Old Schoolhouse," atmospheric prologue.
PANTAGES
"FIVE DAYS TO LIVE," Hayakawa
(Robertson-Cole. — One of the best pictures the star has ever made, if not the
best. The newspaper critics gave it a
great boost, and the management reported
a splendid audience picture. Hallroom comedy, "Beware of tlae Blondes" and Ben
Turpin, supported by Phyllis Haver and
Katherine McGuire, appeared in person.
Vaudeville completed the program.
ALHAMBRA
"TEN NIGTS IN A BAR ROOM," John
Lowell (Arrow). — In the third and final
week. The picture has had an excellent
run. It has been indorsed by the ministers
all over the city. Only average advertising
was used the final week.
HIPPODROME
"THE MASKED AVENGER," Lester
Cuneo and Mrs. Wallace Reid. The picture
received the greatest portion of the daily
advertising space over the vaudeville bill.
SUPERB A
"MAN TO MAN," Harry Carey (Universal).— Excellent business. The usual
amount of 24 sheets and three sheets were
used but the newspaper space was increased. The management got over a
number of news stories which helped the
advertising. An added feature was a Lee
Moran comedy.
GRAUMAN'S RIALTO
"FIND THE WOMAN," Alma Rubens
(Paramount). — In the second week and
pulling very good. The average amount of
advertising was used to put this picture
over. The mystery problem is played up in
the news stories and an indorsement by
William Pinkerton on the picture.
HILLSTREET
"CAMERON OF THE ROYAL
MOUNTED," Gaston Glass (Hodkinson).
— Was an excellent audience picture, used
average advertising along with the vaudeville bill. "After Midnight," Conway
Tearle.
startling. Got good comment but nothing
LOEW STATE
"THE RIGHT THAT FAILED," Bert
Lytell (Metro). — Very good audience pictising.
ture; no exploitation and average adver-

PHILADELPHIA
STANLEY
"THE SEVENTH DAY," Richard
Barthelmess (First National). — Very good
business all week. Longest standing
lines for some time. Star seems to have
thoroughly established himself in the
hearts of Philadelphians.
Short
Subjects. — Funnyface Comedy

Volume 11.

Number 24

"Mose
and theTopics
Angelof Cake,"
"Smiles,"
Pathe News,
the Day,
Great
American Authors series, "William CuUen
Bryant" (Hodkinson).
ALDINE
"SHEIK'S WIFE" (Vitagraph).— Drew
good houses all week, and seemed to make
an especially broad appeal. Picture was
liked for its realistic settings rather than
its action.
Short Subjects. — Larry Semon in "The
Show"scenic.
(Vitagraph). International News
and
KARLTON
"BEAUTY'S WORTH," Marion Davies
(Paramount). — Did not draw especially
big, and story was not .liberally praised
either by press or patrons.
Short Subjects. — Out of the Inkwell
Comedy, "The Hypnotist." Post Nature
Picture "An Auto Tour."
"THE CRADLE," Ethel Clayton (Paramount).— Splendid houses all week, with
increase the last three days. Story of
the domestic problem type, and made intensely popular appeal.
Short
Subjects.
"HighNews.
and Dizzy"
Harold Lloyd
and —Pathe
VICTORIA
"IRON TO GOLD," Dustin Farnum
(Fox). — Farnum is popular, and picture
enjoyed good patronage. Story seemed
to fill a public demand, and was well liked.
Short Subjects. — Federated Screen
Snapshots, Mutt and Jeff cartoon, "Amid
the Pyramids" Urban Movie Chats No. 12,
"Ballad of the Fisher's Boarding House."
CAPITAL
"THE SIN OF MARTHA QUEED,"
Allan Dwan Production (Pathe) Title had
good box office value and was well exploited with very satisfying results.
Short Subjects. — Christie Comedy "Oh
Promise Me" with Neal Burns Kinograms,
Topics of the Day, scenic, "The LampREGENT
"THE POOR RELATION," Will Rogers
lighter."
(Goldwyn). — Fair business. Story had
humourous turn that helped put it across.
Rogers doesn't pull so well in larger
houses.
Short Subjects.- — Sunshine Comedy,
"West Is West" and Pathe News.
MILWAUKEE
ALHAMBRA
"UNDER THE LASH," Gloria Swanson
(Paramount).
— Miss Swanson a good business bet.
Short Subjects. — Century comedy, Pathe
News reels and Literary Digest.
BUTTERFLY
"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM"
(Arrow). — Newspaper
comments not very
favorable.
Fair business.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
street car and billboard posters.
Short Subjects. — Two- act comedy, Fox
news reels.
GARDEN
"CONNECTIUUT YANKEE IN KING
ARTHUR'S COURT," Harry Myers
(Fox). — Audiences and newspaper criticisms unanimous in their approval of the
Exploitation. — The Garden, a new motion
picture.
picture house, opened with Connecticut
Yankee as the first offering, and though
a large proportion of the crowds were due
to the fact that they came to see a new
theatre, they were not disappointed in the
program.
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Short Subjects. — Operatic selections,
World News and two-act comedy.
MERRILL
"FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE," Rudolph Valentino (Rex-IngramMetro Production). — Second week of film's
run played to capacity houses.
Short Subjects. — International news
reels.
SAXE'S RIALTO
"PAY DAY," Charles Chaplin (First
National). — Fine business. Closes second
wedk's showing of film, and "Lonesome
Hearts," Kay Laurell, a good combination.
Short Subjects. — Selznick news reels
and fashion hints.
SAXE'S STRAND
"SMILIN' THROUGH," Norma Talmadge (First National). — Played to two
weeks of excellent business. Newspaper
criticisms and that of audiences unanimously favorable.
Exploitation. — The song, "Smilin'
Through" was sung; newspaper, street
car and poster advertising.
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW LYRIC
"SCHOOL DAYS," Wesley Barry (Warner Bros.). — Did such good business first
week was held .over for second week.
Special matinees for school children. Extensive advertising in daily newspapers, on
billboards, street cars and throw-aways.
STATE
"THE WOMAN'S SIDE," Katherine
McDonald (First National). — Went over
well. Katherine McDonald has a strong
following in Minneapolis and is making
new friends with every picture. Pallma's
band and a Sunshine comedy, with Pathe
news, completed the bill.
NEW GARRICK
"A CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN KING
ARTHUR'S COURT," Harry Myers
(Fox). — Returned for a second run, after
making a striking success during its first
showing. Had good crowds all week.
NEW STRAND
"A QUESTION OF HONOR," Anita
Stewart (First National), Round One of
"The Leather Pushers," Reginald Denny
(Universal). — The combination made a
good program. It had them waiting in
the lobby like the good old times.
BLUE MOUSE
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Lillian
and Dorothy Gish (D. W. Griffith).— This
picture
is entering
its fifth weeks'It
consecutive
showing into
in Minneapolis.
packed them in during the first weeks and
is still playing to full houses.
NEW ASTER
"PAY DAY," Charles Chaplin (First
National) and "Glass Houses," Viola Dana
(Metro). — Attendance was good. The bill
pleased. The lobby was attractively decorated with special cut-outs and other advertising featuring Chaplin.
OKLAHOMA

CITY, OKLA.

CRITERION
"ISLAND WIVES," Corinne Griffith
(Vitagraph). — A well-balanced bill. Audiences and critics favorable in their comment.
Short Subjects. — "The Return of Jean
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Val Jean," local talent; St. John Comedy,
"Special Delivery"; Egyptian dance presented by Miss Dorothy Sadorus. "The
Right That Failed," Bert Lytell (Metro),
played to very good business and pleased
largely.
CAPITOL
"IS MATRIMONY A FAILURE?" Lila
Lee (Paramount). — This picture, running
for entire week, did a fine business,
although by no means a record breaker
from the box office standpoint. Remainder
of the program usual First National Kinogram.
Comedy film and concert orchestral music.
NEW FOLLY
"DANGEROUS
CURVES AHEAD,"
Helen Chadwick (Goldwyn). — Well advertised, this production attracted an average
business. It was well liked by patrons.
Short Subjects. — Toonerville comedy,
Selznick News.
EMPRESS
"WHEN ROMANCE RIDES," Claire
Adams (Goldwyn). — Just about cleared the
top rung of the gate with average attendance. Nothing special as far as exploitation was concerned.
Short Subjects. — Mermaid Comedy,
"Danger," Pathe News.
"HIS BACK AGAINST THE WALL,"
Raymond Hatton (Goldwyn). — Drew fair
houses for second half of the week. Audiments. ences and critics favorable in their comRIALTO
"MAN TO MAN," Harry Carey (Uniness. versal).— The picture enjoyed bood busiShort Subjects. — Universal Jewel Comedy, Joe Martin in "The Monkey Schoolmaster," Fox News and Views.
BROADWAY
"THE RESTLESS SEX," Marion Davies
(Paramount). — Fine business with this
production.
SEATTLE,
BLUE

WASH.

MOUSE

"CHARGE IT," Clara Kimball Young.
— Better than average audiences.
Exploitation. — Teaser ads. in newspapers, lobby displays, window cards.
Short Subjects. — "Straight from the
Farm," with Al St. John, special Easter
musical program. Nell Clark Keller, in
person,
with trailer of "Ten Nights" opening Saturday.
LIBERTY
"PAY DAY," Charles Chaplin (First
National). — Capacitv all week. Big laugh
getter and "COME ON OVER," Colleen
Moore (Goldwyn). — Proving popular.
Exploitation. — Newspaper space, billboards, window cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — Liberty news.
COLISEUM
"A QUESTION OF HONOR," Anita
Stewart (First National). — Star popular
in Seattle. Attendance held up well.
Exploitation. — Billboards, newspaper,
window cards and lobby.
Short Subjects. — "Spooks," Mermaid
comedy, Pathe News, Kinograms.
COLUMBIA
"FOOLISH WIVES," Von Stroheim
(Universal). — Broike all house records, attendance and box office, first two days.
Exploitation. — Lobby depicting Monte
Carlo, framed colored pictures, ushers
lavishly costumed in evening attire, special music. Clever advertising campaign.

well sustained, tie-ups with many stores.
Played opening day at evening prices.
Everybody in tovra discussing it.
WINTER GARDEN
"WHY ANNOUNCE YOUR MARRIAGE?" Elaine Hammerstein (Selznick).— Average audiences.
Exploitation.
lobby
display. — Newspaper advertising,
Short Subjects. — International News 28,
Pathe Scenic, "Yosemite Valley."
STRAND
"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR," Agnes
Ayres (Paramount). — Pleasing average
audiences.
Exploitation. — Billboards, newspaper,
window cards, solid lobby in purple and
yellow cutouts, stills, Easter lilies over
box office.
Short Subjects. — Big Easter festival of
music and dance with the Young Sisters
and little Billy Haynes, hard shoe dancers.
"Wonderland of Dreams," beautiful water
scenic, with special violin numbers by Margarette Little.
cational scenic. "How to Grow Thin," EduOAK
"THE NIGHT ROSE," Leatrice Joy
(Goldwyn). — Well received.
PALACE HIP
"A STAGE ROMANCE," Wm. Farnum
(Fox). — Good business. Star popular here.
ST. PAUL,

MINN.

CAPITOL
"SMILIN' THROUGH," Norma Talmadge (First National). — This picture was
the sensation of the week at the Capitol
and hung up very desirable attendance
records. It has done much to increase the
growing popularity of Miss Talmadge. A
cartoon comedy, news reel and the Bendix
Quartet made up the bill.
NEW ASTOR
"A QUESTON OF HONOR," Anita
Stewart (First National), and Round One
of "The Leather Pushers," Reginald Denny
(Universal). — Both pictures drew well.
The popularity of Anita Stewart,, who is a
prime favorite with Twin City audiences,
aided in the draw.
TOWER
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Dorothy and Lillian Gish (D. W. Griffith).—
This picture is showing to big business.
It is expected to run several weeks.
NEW PRINCESS
"PAYING THE PIPER," Dorothy Dickson (George Fitzmaurice production). —
Fair business. Audiences were, in the
main, well pleased.
BLUE MOUSE
"DON'T DOUBT YOUR WIFE," Leah
Baird (Associated Exhibitors). — This domestic comedy-drama went well with the
audiences and the house was well filled at
most performances.
TROY
AMERICAN
"A FOOL'S PARADISE" (Famous).—
This picture was run for the entire week
and Saturday night found the crowds still
forming in line. The picture drew heavily
and was pronounced as one of the best
shown in the Collar City in weeks. In addition to the feature, a weekly and Tony
Sarg's Almanac was shown.
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Here is a list of pictures which have been reviewed in Exhibitors Trade Review during the past three months.
The pictures are listed alphabetically with the date of issue and the page number of the review. File your copies of
Exhibitors Trade Review and get a line on the pictures you have booked by looking them up in the review pages.
Issue Page
Issue Page
Title Star
Distributor
Title
Star
Distributor
"Man
from
Hell's
River"
(Irving
Cummings),
Western
"Across
the
Continent"
(Wahace
Reid
and
Mary
MacMay 6 1683
Laren), Paramount
Pictures Exploitation
Apr. 29 1557
"Man to Man" (Harry Carey), Universal
Feb. 11
"Any Wife" (Pearl White), Fox
1373
Apr.
S
1449
"Man Underbara Cover,
The"
(Herbert Rawlinson and Bar- Apr. 22 1523
"Arabian Love" (John Gilbert and Barbara Bedford) Fox .Apr. 15
Bedford),
Universal
795
"At and
the Sign
the JackHodkinson
o Lantern" (Betty Ross Clark
1597
"Man with Two Mothers, The" (All-Star Cast), Goldwyn. Apr. 29 1599
Earl of
Schenck),
Feb.
116 1679
"Marry
the
Poor
Girl"
(Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carter
De
Haven),
793
May
Associated Exhibitors
Apr. 29
"Bachelor Daddy, The" (Thomas Meighan), Paramount.. Feb. 25 937
"Back Pay" (Seena Owen), Paramount
"Midnight"
(Constance Binney and William Courtlelgn), Apr. 29 1601
Realart
"Bearcat,
The"
(Hoot
Gibson
and
Lilian
Rich),
Universal
"Mistress
of the.
World," Episode No. 1 (Mia May), Mar. IS
Paramount
1517
Apr. 8 1371
"Beautiful Liar" (Katherine MacDonald), First National .Apr.
1145
"Mistress
of
the
World,"
Episode No. 2 (Mia May), Mar. 25 1367
"Beauty's Worth" (Marion Davies), Paramount Apr. 228 1369
Paramount
1213
"Beyond
the
Rainbow"
(Harry
Morey
and
Lillian
Dove),
Mar. 4 1009
R-C Pictures
"Mistress
of the World," No. 3 and No. 4 (Mia May), Apr. 8
Feb. IS
Paramount
"Billy Jim" (Fred Stone), R-C Pictures
865
"Money to Burn" (William Russell), Fox
Apr. 22 1513
"Bobbed
Hair" (Wanda Hawley and William Boyd),
1593
863
Paramount
"Moran
of
the
Lady
Letty"
(Dorothy
Dalton),
Paramount
.
Feb. 18 791
Apr.
29
"Nancy from Nowhere" (Bebe Daniels), Paramount Feb. 11 1558
"Boomerang- Bill" (Lionel Barrymore), Paramount Feb. IS 863
"Night
Riders,
The"
(Albert
Ray
and
Maudie
Dunham),
"Bought
and Paid For" (Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt), Mar. 25 1075
Paramount
Second National Pictures
Apr. 29 1677
Mar. 11 1217
"No Trespassing' (Irene Castle), Hodkinson
May 6
"Bov Crazy" ( Doris May and Harry Myers) . R-C Pictures. ,Feb.
25
"One Glorious Day" (Will Rogers and Lila Lee), Para- mount Feb. 11 791
"Broadway Peacock, The" (Pearl White), Fox
.May
6
939
"Broken Silence. The" r Zeena Keefe), Arrow Film Corp
1295
1641
"Other Women's Clothes" (Mabel Ballin), Hodkinson. .. .Apr. 1
"Call of Home. The" (Special Cast), R-C Pictures Feb. IS S67
"Pardon
My
Nerve"
(Charles
Jones
and
Eileen
Percy),
1449
"Cardigan"
(William
Collier,
Jr.,
and
Betty
Carpenter),
1075
Fox
Mar.
11
American Photoplay
Mar. 184 1011
1143
"Pay
Day"
(Charles
Chaplin),
First
National
Apr.
15
"Cave Girl, The" (Teddie Gerard). First National Mar.
865
Feb. 18
"Arabian
Love" (John Gilbert and Barbara Bedford), Apr. 15
"Chasing the Moon" (Tom Mix), Fox
Fox
1449
"Come
On Over" (Colleen Moore and Ralph Graves), Mar. 25 1217
Cioldwyn
"Penrod"
(Wesley Barry), First National
Mar. 4 1011
"Polly
of
the
Follies"
(Constance
Talmadge),
First
"Cradle, The" (Ethel Clayton and Charles Meredith).... . Apr. 1 1299
National
Mar. 11 1079
"Crimson Challenge. The" (Dorothy Dalton), Paramount. Apr. 22 1517
"Power Within, The" (W. H. Tooker), Pathe
..Feb. 25
"Dangerous
Little Demon. The" (Marie Prevost), Uni- Mar. 25 1213
versal
"Prodigal Judge. The" (Jean Paige), Vitagraph Feb. 11
933
"Prophet's
Paradise.
Tlie" (Eugene O'Brien and Sigrid Apr. 22 1523
"Desert Blossoms" (William Russell), Fox
15 1451
Holmquist),
Selznick
"Determination,"
& Bradford — State Rights (Al Lin- .Apr.
787
1215
Mar. IS 1115
1223
coln and JamesLee Melvale)
"Question
of
Honor,
A"
(Anita
Stewart),
First
National.
.
Mar.
25
937
Feb.
25
1593
"Ragged Heiress, The" (Shirley Mason). Fox
Mar. 25
"Doll's House, A" (Nazimova). United Artists
"Rainbow" (Alice Calhoun). Vitagrapli
Apr. 29
"Don'tExhibitors
Doubt Your Wife" (Leah Baird), Associated
May 6 1673
"Reckless
Chances"
(J. P. McGowan and Dorothy Ward), Apr. 29 1591
Associated
Exhibitors
"Elope if You
Must"
(Eileen
Percy
and
Edward
Suther1295
land). Fox
"Reckless Youth" (Elaine Hammerstein) , Selznick Apr. 29 1599
1451
Apr. 41 1003
Mar.
"Red Peacock. The" (Poll Negri), Paramount
Apr. 15 1515
"Exit the Vamp" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount
"Reported
Missing"
(Owen
Moore).
Selznick
Apr.
22
"Expose
of
Sawing
a
Lady
in
Half,
The"
(Clarion
Photo1557
plays)
"Ridin'
Wild"Western
(Roy Stewart,
Beery and Marjorie Apr. 29
, Apr. 15 1405
Daw),
Pictures Wallace
Exploitation
"Extra!
Extra!" (Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker), Mar. 4 1007
1291
Fox
"Robinson Crusoe" (Harry Myers). Universal
Apr. 1
"Rosary,
The"
(Lewis
S.
Stone
and
Jane
Novak).
First
"Fair-A.rtists
Lady" (Betty
. • Blythe and Robert Elliott), United Mar. 25 1221
National
Apr. 1 1297
1077
939
Mar.
11
"Sea
Lion,
The"
(Hobart
Bosworth),
First
National
Feb.
25 1371
"False Fronts" (Mae
" (Ali-StaV
C^ast),
The Pictures
Hero'lds
"Fascination"
Murray),
Metro
Corp...... .Apr. 29 1601
"Seeing's Believing" (Viola Dana). Metro
Apr. S
"Secret
of the
Hills. The" (Antonio Moreno and Lillian Mar. 25 1219
"Fighting
Streak. The" (Tom Mix and Patsy Ruth Miller), . May 6
Fox
Hall).
Vitagraph
1671
"Seventh
Day,
The"
(Richard
Barthelmess) . First Apr. 1 1293
"First Love" (Constance Binney), Paramount .Apr. 15 1445
National
"Forest
King,FilmThe''Co. (Lillian
Hall and Reed Chapman), Mar. 25 1183
Pacific
(State Rights)
"Shadows of the Sea" (Conway Tearle), Selznick Feb. 11 787
"Shatters
I Idols"
Morrison and Marguerite de la Mar. IS 1151
"Freekinson
Air" (Tom Douglas and Marjorie Seaman), Hod1443
Motte).
First (James
National
. Apr. 15 1519
540
"Sheik's
Wife,
The"
(Emmy
Lynn and Marcel Vibert) . . .Mar. 18 1145
"Game Chicken, The" ( Bebe Daniels), Paramount-Realart .
221 1293
"Sherlock
Holmes
Series"
(Stoll
Film),
Alexander
Film
"Gas, Oil and Water" (Charles Ray), First National Apr.
Apr.
Co. (State Rights)
Jan. 21
''Guilty Conscience,
A" (AntonioVitagraph
Moreno and Betty Fran- Mav 6
cisco).
"Silent
Vow. The" (Wm. Duncan and Edith Johnson). Mav 6 1677
1675
1219
Mar.
25
Vitagraph
"Glass Houses" (Viola Dana), Metro
"Single Track, The" (Corinne Griffith), Vitagraph Feb. 4
"Glorious
The" (Lady Diana Manners), Mav 6 16S1
BlacktonAdventure,
Prod
"Sisters"
(SeenaReleasing
Owen. Gladys
Leslie and Matt Moore), Apr. 15 1443
American
Corp
721
"Glorious
Fool.
The"
(Helene
Chadwick
and
Richard
1147
1297
Dix), Goldwyn
"Smiles Are Trump" (Jlaurice Flynn), Fox
Feb. 11
1 1375
"Smilin'
Through"
(Norma
Talmadge),
First
National
...
Mar.
18
"Go Get 'Em Hutch" (Charles Hutchinson), Pathe Serial. Apr.
Feb. 188 S61
"SongFirst
of Life.
The" (Gaston Glass and Grace Darmond), Mar. 4 1003
789
"Golden Gallows, The" (Miss DuPont), Universal Apr.
National
"Good Provider.
The" (Vera
Gordon and Dore David1519
son),
Paramount
"Stage Romance. A" (William Farnum). Fox
Feb. 25 935
Apr.
22
"Strength
the Pines, The" (William Russell and Irene Mar. 4 1005
"Grand
Larceny" (Claire Windsor and Elliot Dexter), Mar. 11 1081
Goldwyn
Rich), ofFox
"GrayHodkinson
Dawn, The" (Carl Gantvoort and Claire Adams) .May 6
"They're Off" (Peggy O'Day), Anchor-State Rights Mar. 11
"Through a Glass Window" (May McAvoy). Famous
1681
1671
Plavers-Lasky
May 6 1042
1675
1291
"Green Temptation, The" (Betty Compson), Paramount.
"Tillie" (Mary Miles Minter). Paramount
May 6
"Gypsy Passion" (All-Star Cast). Vitagraph . Apr. 81 1373
"TooHorton).
Much Business"
(Ethel Grey Terry and Edward Apr. 8 1369
"Hermount
Husband's Trademark" (Gloria Swanson), Para1007
Vitagraph
. Mar.
Mav 464 16S3
"Too Much Wife" (Wanda Hawley), Realart
Feb. 25
"Her Mad Bargain" (Anita Stewart), First National.... ..Mar.
"Too Associated
Much Married"
(Mary (State
Anderson
and Roscoe Karns). Mar. 25 1233
1183
"Her Own Money" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount
1009
Photoplays
Rights)
935
"Her National
Social Value"
(Katherine
MacDonald), First Mar. 11 lOSl
"Tracked to Earth" (Fi-ank Mayo). Universal
Mar. 4 1005
1375
"Travelin'
On"
(Wm,
S.
Hart),
Parainount
Mar.
25
"Homespun Vamp, A" (May McAvoy), Realart
Apr. 8
"Truthful Liar. The" (Wanda Hawley and Edgar Hearn),
"Hushart
Money" (Alice Brady and Geoi'ge Fawcett). Real- Mar.
11 1077
Famous Players-Lasky
May 6 1673
1299
789
"Two Kinds of Women" (Pauline Frederick) R-C Prod.. Feb. 11 1367
"I Can Explain" (Gareth Hughes), Metro
Apr.
1
May
6
"Up
and
Going"
(Tom
Mix),
Fox
Apr. 8
"In Self-Defense" (All-Star Cast). Swedish Biograph....
1641
"Vermillion
Pencil, The" (Sessue Hayakawa), R-C Mar. 18 1147
"Infidel,
(Katherine MacDonald and Robert Ellis),
1151
Pictures
First The"
National
Apr. 29 1597
"Virginia Courtship, A" (May McAvoy), Realart Mar. IS
"Innocent Cheat, The" (Roy Stewart and Kathleen Kirk- Mar. 11
ham), Arrow-State Rights
1042
"Voice
in
the
Dark"
(Walt
Whitman),
Pacific
Film
Co.
State Rights
Mar. 11 1043
"Invisible Fear, The" (Anita Stewart), First National... Apr. 29 1595
1603
"Wlien
Romance
Rides"
(Claire
Adams
and
Carl
Gant"Is Matrimony a Failure?" (AU-Star Cast), Paramount.. .Apr.
Apr.
29
voort). Goldwyn
Apr. 22 793
29 1603
"Island Wives" (Corinne Griffith). Vitagraph
"White Hands" (Hobart Bosworth), Wid Gunning Feb. 11 1521
"IronFox
to Gold" (Dustin Farnum and Margaret Marsh), Mar. 18
"Why
Announce
Your
Marriage?"
(Elaine
Hammerstein),
1149
Selznick
Feb. 25 933
"Julius Caesar" (Anthony NoveHi). George Kleine Prod. ..Feb. 18 861
"Wide Openney),
Town, A" (Conway
Tearle and Faire Bin- Apr. 15
"Kindred
of First
the Dust"
(Miriam Cooper and Ralph
1445
Selznick
Graves),
National
Apr. 15
.Apr.
15 1441
"Wild Honev" (Priscilla Dean), Universal
Mar. 11 1083
"Kisses" (Alice Lake and Harry Myers), Metro
867
Mar. 18
"Wise Kid. The" (Gladys Walton), Universal
Mar. 18 1143
"Last Trail, The" (All-Star Cast), Fox
Feb.
18
1149
1447
"Without
Fear"
(Pearl
White
and
Robert
Elliott),
Fox.
.Apr.
29 1591
1513
"Little Miss Smiles" (Shirley Mason), Fox
1215
"Woman
He
Married,
The"
(Anita
Stewart),
First
"LoveFirst
Never
Dies"
(Lloyd
Hughes
and
Madge
Bellamy),
Mar.
25
National
National
Apr. 22 1447
"Woman's
Side, The" (Katherine MacDonald), First Apr. 15
"Loves of Pharaoh, The" (All-Star). Famous Players Mar. 25 1221
National
1079
"Love's
Boomerang"
(Ann
Forrest
and
David
Powell),
Mar. 11
Paramount
"Woman, Wake hibitors-Pa
Up!" (Florence Vidor), Associated
1515
21 571
the Ex- Apr. 22 1595
"Love's Redemption" (Norma Talmadge), First National .Jan.
.Feb,
11 795
"Wonderful
Wife,
A"
(Miss
DuPont
and
Vernon
Steele),
"Lucky Carson" (Earle Williams). Vitagraph
Lfniversal
Apr. 29
"Lying
Truth, Releasing
The" (Mar.iorie
Daw and Pat O'Malley), .May 6 1679
American
Corporation
"World's Champion,
The" Paramount
(Wallace Reid and Lois Wil- Mar. 11 1083
1405
son).
"Man from Bevond, The" (Houdini). Houdini Productions .Apr. 15 1406
"Yankee Doodle. Jr." (J. Frank Glendon). State Rights. .Mar. 11 1043
"Man Vitagraph
from Downing Street, The" (Earle Williams), Apr. 22 1521
"Your Best Friend" (Vera Gordon), Warner Brothers. . .Apr. 15
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Man

Who

Married

His Own

T

ORS

BY GEORGE

Wife

Released by Universal. Story by John Fleming
Wilson and Mary Ashe Miller. Scenario by
Geo. Hively. Cameraman, Arthur Reeves.
Length, 4,313.
OAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jasper Marsden (John Morton), Frank Mayo; Elsie Haynes, Sylvia Breamer;
Muriel BIythe, Marie Crisp ; Judge Lawrence, Howard Crampton ; Freddie Needham, Francis McDonald ; John Marsden, Joe Glrard.
John wreckMorton,
California
a beautiful
woman
during-buta shipand later amarries
her. shipmaster,
He becomessaves
a wealthy
shipping
merchant
loses
the love of his wife. He thinks it is because of his face, which is hideous
because of scars from the shipwreck. Swapping identity v,-ith a suicide, he disappears, goes East and has his face re-made by plastic surgeiT- A new man, lie
returns West, unrecognized, and makes love to his wife all over ajain, finally
winning her.
The story of The Man
Who Married His Own
Wife starts off with fair
promise of being a real
thriller. For the most
part it succeeds in holding
the interest. It is a wellknown plot with several
new twists that serve to
key up the spectator's
curiosity. The final outcome of the picture is
clearly evidenced from the
title, but the development
of the story proves entertaining and holds possibilities ofbecoming a good
attraction if offered to a
class of patronage who
find delight in thrashing
out
other people's marital
differences.
Points of Appeal. — The
lack of social culture seems
to be more of a barrier
between Morton and his
wife than his disfigured
face. He, however, feels
that his marred countenance is the chief cause of
his wife's waning affections. His struggle to
win back her love and his
disappearance, during
which time he accomplishes his aims, forms a
somewhat new and interesting angle for picturegoers.
Cast. — Frank Mayo
gives good account of himself in his diversified role.
Sylvia Breamer, as the
young wife, does satisfactorily with the part. Francis McDonald is good.
The rest of the cast includes Marie Crisp, Howard Crampton and
Joe Girard.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The storm scenes are
thrilling and unusual. Good lighting is another thing in the picture's favor. Continuity and direction 0. K.
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T. PARDY

A

Pasteboard

Crown

Released by Playgoers Pictures, Through Pathe.
Story by Qara Morris. Scenario by Thos.
F. Fallon. Cameraman, Jacques Bizuel.
Directed by Travers Vale.
Length, 5 Reels.
OAST AND SYNOPSIS
Sybil Lawton, Evelyn Greeley; Stewart Thrall, Robert Elliott; Edna Thrall,
Gladys Valerie; Cora Manice, Eleanor Woodruff: Mrs. Lawton, Jane 'Jennings ;
Claire Morrell, Dora Mills Adams ; William Bulkley, Albert Eoccardi.
After the death of her father Sybil Lawton and her mother were obliged to
move into cheaper quarters. Her mother wished her to marry Bulkley, a man
of wealth, but Sybil chose to go on the stage. She went to see Stewart Thrall,
a producer, who secured for her a position in stock playing in Omaha. The
lite was unattractive to Sybil, but she determined to stick. She had gained the
friendship of Jim Roberts, one of the company, and he had appointed himself
her guardian. Later Sybil returned to New York and commenced rehearsals with
Thrall for "Romeo and Juliet." Thrall's married life had been unhappy. His
wife had only married him to get on Broadway, but she could not act. She
left for Paris, and while there secretly got a divorce. At the opening of the
her as <:he woman who
new play she occupied a box. Jim Roberts recognized
had deserted him. He fired at Thrall who was then on the stage. The wound
wa.s only slight. When Sybil found that Thrall was free to marry her they
looked forward to mutual happiness.
A Pasteboard Crown,, a
drama of the stage, works
its long dramatic
pent-up
meloatmosphere
off
with great rapidity toward the close of the picture. Through the story
runs a sense of humor
which takes a considerable
amount of weight off the
spectators. Summing up
the picture, it possesses
fairly
should good
rankqualities
it withwhich
the
average production that
usually affords pleasant
enough amusement without attempting to startle.
Points of Appeal. — The
trials of the girl who determined to make good in
her career brings out some
entertaining views of the
life back-stage. It gives
an impression of life in a
stock company and does
not fail to bring out the
disagreeable happenings
and hard work that many
young aspirants might
fail to realize before entering thestage.
search for fame
via the
Cast. — Evelyn Greeley
and Robert Elliott have the
two principal
roles.
Albert Roccardi, as
William
Bulkley, the old man with
"young ideas," gets all the
laughs his parts demands.
Support is adequate.
Photography, Lighting,
Direction. — All sets are
complete in detail and
sufficiently lighted. Continuity good, although the story lacks originality and many of
the big scenes lose force by deferred action.
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RELEASING

CORP.
Footage
Cardigan (Messmore Kendall)
7,000*
Jungle Adventures (Johnson-Exceptional).... 5,000*
Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett;
5,000*
Daring Danger (Cliff Smith)
5,000*
Jan of the Big Snows (J. Oliver Curwood) , . 5,000*
The Cradle Buster (Turtle Waller)
6,000*
Bluebeard, Jr., (Jas. Livingston)
5,000*
The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax)
6,000*
Sisters (International Film)
7,000*
The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.).. 5,000*
My Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictures) 7,000*
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
6,000*
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer) . . . . 5,000*
The Pillagers (Louis Wm. Chaudet)
7,000*
Destiny's
Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle)
6,000*
False Fronts
5,000*
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
SPENCER PRODUCTIONS
The
Gibson)
4,921
CLIFFWolverine
SMITH (Helen
PRODUCTIONS
Western Hearts (Art Station and Josie
Sedgwick)
4,711
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
4,539
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
(Distributed through Pathe)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
The Rider of the King Log (Special) 5,000*
The
to London
Sin Road
of Martha
Queed,(Bryant
The Washburn)..
(Alan Dwan 5,000*
Prod.)
Marry the Poor Girl (Mr. and Mrs. Carter 6,000*
DeHaven)
6,000*
Unfoldment, The (All Star Cast)
6.000*
Handle With Care (Grace Darmond)
5.000*
Woman, Wake Up (Florence Vidor)
6.000*
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird)
5,000*
Lady Godiva (Alfred Tennyson's Poem).... 6,000*
Silas
Marner
(All
Star)
7,000*
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES
Among Those Present
„
3,000*
Now or Never
3,000*
I Do
3,000*
Never Weaken
3,000*
APLAYGOERS
Sailor-Made PICTURES,
ManINC.
4,000*
Across the Divide (J. P. McGowan)
5.200*
Tropical Love (Ruth Clifford)
5,000*
Father Tom (Tom Wise)
5,000*
Anne of Little Smoky (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Ruse of the Rattler, The (J. P. McGowan) 5,000*
Reckless Chances (J. P. McGowan)
5,000*
Hills of Missing Men (J. P. McGowan) 6,000*
Sunshine Harbor (Margaret Beecher) 6,000*
Pasteboard Crown, A (All Star Cast) 5,000*
Lonesome Corners (Edgar Jones)
5.000*
Tracks (All Star Cast)
6,000*
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Nancy From Nowhere (Realart Prod.) (Bebe
Daniels)
????
One Glorious Day (Cruze Spec.) (RogersLee)
5,100
Saturday Night (Cecil B. DeMille Prod.).. 8,433
The Law and the Woman (Stanlaws-Compson Prod.)
6,461
Moran of the Lady Letty (Melford-Dalton
Prod.)
6,360
Boomerang Bill (Lionel Barrymore-Cosmopolitan Prod.)
5,489
A Homespun Vamp (May McAvoy-Realart
Prod.)
4,777
Love'sOwn
Boomerang
(John S.Clayton)
Robertson Prod.) 4,981
5,618
Her
Money (Ethel
Midnight (Constance Binnv-Realart Prod.).. 4,653
The Red Peacock (Pola Negri)
6,735
\ Game Chicken (Bebe Daniels-Realart Prod.) 4,748
Travelin'
On (William
S. Hart)
Forever (George
Fitzmaurice
Prod.) 6,267
7,236
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 1)
(Spec. Prod.)
5.647
The
(Wallace(Chapter
Reid) 2) 5,030
The World's
Mistress Champion
of the World
(Spec. Prod.)
5,275
Her
Trademark
(Gloria(Realart)...
Swanson) 4,395
5,101
BobbedHusband's
Hair (Wanda
Hawley)
Fool's
Paradise
(Cecil
B.
DeMille
Prod.)..
8,681
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 3)
(Spec. Prod.)
5,061
The Heart S,pecialist (Mary Miles MinterRealart)
4,768
Beauty's
Worth (Marion DaviesjCosmpol- 6,751
itan)
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 4)
(Spec. Prod.)3,825
The Green Temptation (Betty Compson)... 6,165
Through a Glass Window (May McAvoyRealart)
4,4.90
Find the Woman (Cosmopolitan)
5,144
The Cradle (Ethel Clayton)
4,698
Theart)
Sleep Walker (Constance Binney-Real- 4,530
Bought
and Paid For (Wm. de Mille-Ayres- 5,601
Holt)
The Devil's Pawn (Pola Negri)
4,712
'Approximately

The Crimson Challenge (Dorothy Dalton)..
The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley-Realart)
The Spanish Jade (John S. Robertson Prod.)
Is Prod.)
Matrimony a Failure? (T. Cruze-AU Star
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan)
REALART PICTURES
(Through Famous Players-Lasky)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Something Different (Constance Binney) . . . .
The Magic Cup (Constance Binney)
Such a Little Oueen (Constance Binney)...
Out of the Chorus (Alice Brady)
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady)
Little Italy (.Mice Brady)
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine JohnSheltered Daughters (Justine Johnstone)....
A Heart to Let (Justine Johnstone)
A Private Scandal (May McAvoy)
Room and Board (Constance Binney)
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter) . . . .
Everything for Sale (May McAvoy)

4,^45,243
????
5,612
7,753
4,S40
4,857
4,942
4,888
4.964
4. 875
4,979
stone) 5.360
4.895
5,294
4,363
5,107
4,715
5,091

FIRST NATIONAL
Molly O (Mack Sennett-Mabel Normand) . .
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Prod.)
Hail the Woman (Ince Prod.)
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Prod.)
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge)
Her Mad Bargain (Anita Stewart)
Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald) . . . .
Love'sBeautiful
RedemptionLiar (Norma
Talmadge)
The
(Katherine
MacDonald)
My Boy (Jackie Coogan)
Shattered Idols (Frothingham Production)..
The Cave Girl (Special)
The Seventh Day (Richard Barthelmess) . . . .
The Song of Life (John Stahl)
Red Hot Romance (Emerson-Loos Prod.)..
The Barnstormer (Charles Ray)
Penrod (Wesley Barry) (Neilan Prod.)
The Rosary (Selig-Rorke Production)
The
Side (Katherine
PollyWoman's
of the Follies
(ConstanceMacDonald)..
Talmadge) . .
A Question of Honor (Anita Stewart)
Gas. Oil, Water (Charles Ray)
Smilin'Infidel
Through
(NormaMacDonald)
Talmadge)
The
(Katherine
....i. ..
Kindred of the Dust (R. .^. Walsh-Miriam
Cooper)
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
ThroughH. First
National)
Cup of Life ((Thos.
Ince)
The Leopard Woman (Louise Glaum)
.\ Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth) ....
Love
Glaum)
I Am (Louise
Guilty (Louise
Glaum)
Greater Than Love
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood — All
A Star)
Perfect Crime (Monte Blue)
A Broken Doll
The Last of the Mohicans (Maurice Tourneur)
The Foolish Matrons (Maurice Tourneur) . .
AHomeSmallTalent
Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
The Ten Dollar Raise
Mother
O' Mine
H. Ince)
Lving Lips
(Thos (Thos
H. Ince)
Homespun Folks (Thos. Ince)
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SPECIAL
Over the Hill
A Virgin Paradise
A Court
Connecticut Yankee m King Arthur's
Thunderclap
Shame
Perjurv
Footfalls
The Last Trial
Queen of Sheba
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
His Great Sacrifice
Stage Romance, A
Shackles of Gold
PEARL A\UITE SERIES
Beyond Price
Any Wife
Broadway Peacock, The
Without
TOM MIXFear
SERIES
A Ridin' Romeo
The
After Big
YourTown
Own Round-Up
Heart
The 'Night Horsemen
The Rough Diamond
Trailin'
Sky-High
Chasing the Moon
Up and Going
The Fighting Streak
CHARLES TO'NES SERIES
To a Finish
Bar Nothin'
Ridin' W^ith Death
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7.558
6,7S4
7,222
4.367
????
5,491
????
5.889
5,030
4,967
5,850
4.405
5.335
6.920
6.055
5.300
8.037
7,045
5,366
6.467
6.065
4,500
8,000*
5,377
8,422
4.392
7.000*
6.055*
6,000*
6.312
6.000*
6.000*
4.739
4,594
6.000*
5.000*
5.0OO*
5.0O0*
6,000*
6,500
7,000
6,000

10,500
7,781
8.000*
6.724
8.231
8.373
8.068
6.355
9.599
6,282
6,416
????
6,237
4,597
4,380
4,406
4,747
4,250
4,244
4,993
4,458
4.355
4.546
5,092
4,525
????
4.000*
4,311
4,175

Footage
Pardon My Nerve
4,484
Western Speed
????
DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
4,320
The Devil Within
5,997
Iron to Gold
,
4,515
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Desert Blossoms
4,175
The Roof Tree
4,409
Strength of the Pines
4,382
Money to Burn
????
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Ever Since Eve
4,531
Queenie
5,147
Tackle
4,943
Little Miss Smiles
4,834
The Ragged Heiress
4,888
JOHN GILBERT SERIES
"Gleam
Dawn
4,178
Arabian O' Love
????
TWENTIETH CENTURY PICTURES
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn)
4,544
The
Jolt With
(MurphyWinning
WitsWalker)
(Barbara Bedford) 4,835
4,435
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
4,616
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn)
4,049Extra! Extra! (Walker-Murphy)
4,160
Elope If You Must (Eileen Percy)
4,995
WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? (Claire Windsor) 6,141
Our Mutual Friend (All Star)
7,698
White Hands (Hobart Bosworth)
5,654
The Blot (Clarie Windsor)
7,121
Quo Vadis (All Star)
5,884
Girl
God's Country
(iNell Shipman) . . 6,957
Old From
Oken Bucket
(All Star)
5,098
Good to Evil (Lucy Doraine)
4,951
ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
The Fire Bride
5,000*
The Madness of Love
5,000*
Alias Phil Kennedy
5,000*
The Blonde Vampire
5,000*
Foolish Monte Carlo
5,000*
The Bootleggers
5,000*
The Love Nest
5,000*
Don't Blame Your Children
5,000*
Mrs. Dane's Confession
5,000*
The Blue Mountain Mystery
5,000*
GOLDWYN PICTURES
For Those We Love
5,752
The Invisible Power
6,613
Dangerous Curve Ahead
5,503
The Old Nest (Mary Alden)
7,250
Pardon Mv French (Vivian Martin)
5,620
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
4,609
From the Ground LTp (Tom Moore)
4,495
Be My Wife (Max Linder)
4,470
The Grim Comedian (Special Cast)
5,509
The Night Rose (Special Cast)
5,630
Poverty of Riches (Special Cast)^
5,641
Jlan From Lost River, The (Special Cast).. 5,693
Glorious Fool. The
5,392
Man with Two Mothers
4,423
His Back Against the Wall
4,680
Watch Your Step
4,713
Doubling for Romeo
4,304
Wallflower, The
5,228
Grand Larceny
5,228
Theodora (Special)
8,895
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
BENJ. B. HAMPTON
The
SagebrusherPlace(Allof Star)
6.O0O*
The Dwelling
Light (All Star) 6,568
The Spenders (All Star)
5,693
A Certain Rich Man (All Star)
6.000*
Heart's Haven (Clarie Adams, Carl Gantvoort,
Robert
McKim)
6,000*
The Grev Dawn (Claire Adams, Carl Gantvoort, GREY
Robert PICTURES
McKim)
6,000*
ZANE
The Riders nf the Dawn (All Star)
6,180
DesertManGoldof the
(All Forest
Star)
7,000*
The
(All Star)
5,880
The Mysterous Rider (All Star)
5,500
T. PARKER READ
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth) 4,643
Love Madness (Louise Glaum)
6,290
Sex (Louise Glaum)
6,208
DIETRICH BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
5,480
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Cynthia-of-the-Minute (Leah Baird)
5,634
ROBERT BURNTON
The Cost of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerri- gan) 4,624
The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan) 4.624
The Careen Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan).... 4,925
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph J. Dowling) 5,965
JOSEPH
LEVERING
His
Wife (Rubye De Remer) . . 5,329
DIALTemporary
FILM
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle Stedman)
4,430
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Sheik

of Araby

Released by R-C Pictures Corp. Story by F.
McG rew Willis. Scenario by Geo. Elwood
Jenks. Cameraman, Wm, Foster. Directed
by Park Trame.
Length, Six Reels.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Captain Eanrl (Ali Zaman), H. B. Warner; Ethel Lambert.
Castleton •
Captain Beverly, Wedgewood Xowell : Fanina. Carmen PhillipsBarbara
: Joudar. Manuel
Ojeda;
M.
Mirabeau,
Jay
Dwiggins
;
ilme.
ilirabeau,
Eugenie
Forde
;
Watchman,
u alter Perry.
Ethel Lambert, niece
merchant of Mzab,
been captured by
Ah Zaman and carried offoftoa hiswealthy
camp in the desert. Duringhada struggle
she notices that his skin is white.
He releases her and sends her backwithto him
the
city without any explanation other than he had wished to lose his identity. Ali
realized that his followers would
be infuriated at his setting the girl free so he
too, leaves the camp. In the
city one day he accidentally meets
and her
uncle. They recognize each other. Ali, wlio is really Captain Rand,Ethel
formerly of
the Desert Legion, calls on Ethel and there sees Captain Beverlv also
the
Legion. Beverly is in love with Ethel, and when he finds that she favors ofRand
he intimates that the fellow is undeserving of her. Rand admits that there is
something in his past that he cannot explain, and tells the girl that if she
would see him again to send him a note.
Joudar, one of Ali Zaman's
men, determines to get the girl back to Meanwhile
the desert camp. He schemes with
Fanina, a dancer, who is infatuated with Rand,
to help him get the other woman
away. Ethel goes to Rand's apartment and finds that he has left. Fanina tells
her that she has
driven him away. She follows after him into the desert, and
there they meet again. Fanina suspicious of Joudar,
and fearing that he might
kill Rand, gets aid from the Desert Legion, 'nie troops are led by Captain
Beverly,
and they arrive in time to save Rand and Ethel from the attack of Joudar
aiid
his men. During the battle Beverly is killed, but makes a confesion that Rand
is
guiltless
of
the
crime
of
which
he
has
been
accused.
Rand
and
Etliel
then
find
a way to happiness.
H. B. Warner takes a
stab at the familiar sheikstyled pictures in Robertson-Cole's production, The
Sheik of Araby. Adapted
for the screen from the
story "The Man Who
Turned White," by F. McGrew Willis, this picture
adds one more to the growing list of the desert romances. It is, however,
not without merit. There
is much in it that is good.
If former pictures of this
type have been well received in your locality,
there is every reason to believe that this one will
prove satisfactory. There
is enough enchantment
about the Oriental set-?
tings to back up the story
and please the spectator.
Points of Appeal. — A
man who is willing to
sacrifice everything to
show his gratitude to another man offers every opportunity to work around
the sympathy of the onlookers. The main interest in the picture is to see
how he finally wins out.
Then there are also interesting desert scenes and
Arabic settings and costumes that have an irresistible appeal.
Cast.— H. B. Warner's
acting is the best thing in
the picture. He does with
ease the role of Ala Zaman and later the part of
Captain Rand. Barbara Castleton plays opposite him as Ethel
Lambert. Carmen Phillips as Fanina, the dancer, is a good
Oriental type. The remainder of the cast is satisfactory.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many fine desert
shots that stand out effectively in the picture. Interiors have
been appropriately done and the exteriors present good pictures
of the country. Lighting is sufficient. Continuity and direction
good.
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My

Old

Kentucky

Home

Pyramid Pictures Photoplay in Seven Parts. Released by American Releasing Corporation.
Author, Anthony Paul Kelly. Director,
Ray C. Smallwood. Running Time, Seventy-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Richard Goodloe, Monte Blue : Mrs. Goodloe, Julia Swayne Gordon ; Colonel
Sanders, Carew;
Frank Calamity
Currier; Virginia
Sanders,
'-Con" Arnold,
Arthur
Jane, Lucy
Fox; Sigrid
Steven Holmquist
McKenna,; Matthew
Betz,
Loney
Smith, Billy Quirk ; Detective Monahan, Patrick Harrington ; Nitro Jim,
Tom Blake.
Richard
a wealthy
lady, servesof atwoprison
term live
althoughGoodloe,
Innocent. On son
his ofrelease
he makesSouthern
the acQuaintance
men who
by their wits, but they persuade him to go home, and he resolves to keep straight.
His mother and former sweetheart are overjoyed to see him, but he is in continual feartolest
they him.
learn The
about racing
his jailseason
record.
A rival
for the His
girl'smother
affections
threatens
expose
is close
at hand.
has
entered
horse named
big event,
fortuneOneon isthea
result. aRichard
sends "Dixie"
for the for
two the
reformed
crooksandwhostakes
aidedher him.
horse
jocke.v,
the fast
other enough
an ex-jockey.
that
the horse
is not
to win. They
They tryplanoutto"Dixie."
substitutebuta conclude
horse named
"Lightin' " for "Dixie." Richard's rival learns of the proposed substitution.
He
entered the"Corsair"
for the
Derby,
and intends
the alleged the
"Dixie"
wins hasto expose
substitution
to the
stewards,
thereby ifdisqualifying
winner.
The
race
comes
off,
the
real
"Dixie"
wins.
Richard's
enemy
then
his accusation of substitution and announces that Richard is an ex-convict.makes
But
at this and
juncture
appears, arrests the villain, Richard's innocence is
proved
all endsa detective
well.
This is the sort of
old-fashioned melodrama
which can usually be depended upon to win favor
with a majority of motion
picture
sufficientpatrons
reason for
that theit
entertains without subjecting themental
on-lookers
excessive
strain.to
In other words, it is good
hokum stuff of the kind
that has always supplied a
popular demand for plays
in which a long-suffering
hero under a cloud, proves
his innocence, wins the
girl in the case, defeats the
vile machinations of
wicked foes conspiring
against him, brings joy to
his devoted mother, annexes afortune and scores
a hit all along the line,
generally speaking. Maybe some critical folks may
smile at the timentality
picture's
in spots senand
its faithful adherence to
familiar melodramatic
methods, but just the same
My Old Kentucky Home,
with its really beautiful
Southern settings and
"virtue triumphant" climax, is likely to hold its
o'WTi as a box-office asset.
Points of Appeal. —
Frankly emotional, with
well - developed thrills,
some timely bits of comedy
relief and a satisfactory
finish. The horse race
scene is uncommonly well
done, ■vibrant with color,
dash and dynamic action
warranted to stir the blood of the most blase spectator. The
love interest, both as regards mother and sweetheart, holds
sway throughout, and that there are oceans of sympathy for
the
h ero in his gallant fight against heavy odds goes without
saying.
Cast. — Monte Blue is thoroughly at home in the role of Richard Goodloe, giving a clean-cut, forcible performance; Sigrid
Holmquist is prettily appealing as the girl of his heart; Arthur
Carew wins fresh laurels in the villain role of Con Arnold, and
adequate support is rendered by the remainder of the company.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The filming of the race
scene is excellent, there are many attractive exteriors, with
artistic tinuity
longand fast
shots,action
and prevail.
the lighting" is effective. Unbroken con-
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Footage
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
6,000*
Light
the Clearing (All Star)
7,000*
LEWIS in TRACY
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
5,760
IRVIN V. WILLAT PROD.
Down Home (All Star)
6,335
Partners of the Tide (All Star)
6,150
Face of the World (Barbara Bedford) 5,800
Fifty
Candles
(All
Star)
6,000*
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PROD.
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale) 6,300
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale) 5,700
The Other Woman (All Star Cast)
5,800
HUGO BALLIN PROD.
Pagan Love (RockliiTe Fellows and Mabel
6,000*
EastBallin)
Lynne (Mabel Ballin and Edward Earle) 6,634
The Journey's End (Mabel Ballin and WyndJaneham EyreStanding)
(Mabel Ballin and Norman Trevor) 8,000*
6,550
The Luxury Tax (Mabel Ballin, Raymond
Bloomer, FILM
CraufordCORP.
Kent)
7,000*
ROCKET
The Truant Husband (All Star)
5,000*
Keeping Up
Lizzie (Enid Bennett) . . . 6,000*
RENCO
FILMWithCORP.
Lavender and Old Lace (Marguerite Snow) 5,770
AtStar)
the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern (All 5,193
WARD LASCELLE PRODUCTIONS
Rip Van Winkle (All Star)
6,700
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
God's Crucible
Star)
Cameron
of the(AllRoyal
Mounted (Gaston 6,000*
Glass)
6,000*
HOLTRE
PRODUCTIONS.
French Heels (Irene Castle)
5,500
METRO PICTURES CORP.
NAZIMOVA
The Heart of a Child
6,239
Madame Peacock
5,428
Billions
5,036
Camille
5,600
METRO CLASSICS, Inc. (Specials)
The
Who (Bert
5,399
Over Man
the Wire
(Alice Lytell).".
Lake)
5,457
Life's
Darn (May
FunnyAllison)
(Viola Dana)
5,741
Big Game
5,333
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytell)
5,510
The Match Breaker (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Hole in the Wall, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Idle Rich, The (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
Fourteenth Lover, The (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Infamous Miss Revel, The (Alice Lake)... 6,000*
Alias Ladyfingers (Bert Lytell) '.
6,000*
There Are No Villains (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Golden Gift, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Right That Failed, The (Bert Lytell) 6,000*
Glass Houses (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Kisses (Alice Lake) !
6,000*
Face Between, The (Bert Lytell)
4,997
Seeing's
Believing
(Viola Dana)
6,000*
Hate (Alice
Lake)
6,000*
Five Dollar Baby, The (Viola Dana)
6,000*
MAURICE
TOURNEUR
PORD.
~
The
Great
Redeemer
(All
Star
Cast)
5,005
TAYLOR HOLMES PROD.
Nothing But the Truth
5,639
The Very Idea
5,212
Nothing But Lies...
4 882
C. E. SHURTLEFF PROD.
Burning Daylight (All Star)
5,766
The Mutiny of the Elsinore (All Star) 5,778
The Star Rover (Special Cast)
4,446
The Little Fool (Special Cast)
4,670
S. L. PRODUCTIO'NS
Love, Honor and Otey (Jewel Carmen) .... 5,477
Without Limit (George D. Baer)
7,128
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes)
4,968
The Hunch (Gareth Hiughes)
6,000*
Little
Eva Ascends
(Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Stay Home
(Gareth Hughes)
????
I Can Explain (Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Don't WriteWEST
LettersPROD.
(Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
ROLAND
The
Silver
Lining
(Jewel
Carmen)
5,846
HOPE HAMPTON PROD.
A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton)
5,280
WILLIAM DESMOND PROD.
Fightin'
Mad
(Special
Cast)
6,000*
REX INGRAM' PROD.
Conquering Power, The (Special Cast) 6,000*
Turn to the
Right
8,000*
Prisoner
Zenda (Special
(Special Cast)
Cast)
10,497
TIFFANY of PROD.
Peacock Alley(Mae(MaeMurray)
Murray)
8,000*
Fascination
7,940
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children (Elsie Albert)
5 reels
shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
5 reels
The Lotus Blossom (TuUy Marshall) 6 reels
PATHE EXCHANGES, INC.
JBeggar in Purple (Edgar Lewis)
6,000*
The Devil to Pay (Robert Burton Prod.).. 6,000*
Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
6,000*
"Approximately
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UNITED ARTISTS CORP. Footage
Her Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet) . . 5,000"
The
Empire
of
Diamonds
6,000*
The Mark of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks) 7,800
Rogues and Romance (George B. Seitz and
The Love Flower (D. W, Griffith Prod.).. 6,800
June Caprice)
6,000* The Lovelight (Mary Pickford;
7,800
The Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet)
5,000* The Nut (Douglas Fairbanks)
5,800
Wihen We Were Twenty-Une (H. B. Warner) 5,000* Dream Street
9,400
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis)
6,000* Through the Back Door (Mary Pickford) . . 7,000*
The Killer (Claire Adams)
6,000*
7,000*
Truant Husbands (Mahlon Hamilton) 5,019* Carnival (Matheson Lang)
East (D.
W. Griffith Prod.) 11,000*
Bars of Iron (Madge White)
5,000* Way
DisraeliDown(George
Arliss)
7,000
The
Lure
of
Egypt
(Federal
Prod.)
6,000*
I Accuse (Abel Gance Prod.)
8,250
The Heart Line (Leah Baird and Jerome
(Rex Beach
7,000*
Patrick)"
6,000* Iron
Little Trail,
Lord The
Fauntleroy
(MaryProd.)
Pickford) .... 9,984
Without
Benefit of Clergy
5,635
Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks) .... ll.,750
The
Money
Maniac
5,000*
The Orderly
5,373
Doll's House, A (Nazimova)
????
The Power Within (Achievement Pictures) . . 6,000* Ruling Passion, The (George Arliss)
7,000*
Isle of Zorda (Louis Nalpas Production) . . . 9,000*
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. GO.
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Indiscretion (Florence Reed, Lionel Atwill,
JEWEL FEATURES
Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Once to Every Woman (Dorothy Phillips) . . 6,000*
Oh Mary Be Careful (Madge Kennedy) 6,000*
Outside the (Priscilla
Law (Priscilla
Dean)
6,000*
Dean)
6,500
The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks) 5,000* Reputation
Foolish Wives (Eric Von Stroheim) 12,000
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Starke).... 6,000*
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey) 5,000*
No Woman
Knows
7,000*
The
Fox (Harry
Carey)
6,941
Beyond the Crossroad (Ora Carew)
6,000* 'Conflict
(Priscilla Dean)
6,205
In
Society
(Edith
Roberts)
5,000*
Foolish
Wives
(Von
Stroheim)
????
Wise Husbands (Gail Kane, J. Herbert
Frank)
6,000* UNIVERSAL FEATURES
The Leech (Claire Whitney)
6,000* Luring Lips (Edith Roberts)
4,263
His Brother's Keener (Martha Mansfield,
Ahead (All Star)
5,000*
Rogers Lytton, Gladden James)
6,000* Danger
A
Daughter
of
the
Law
(Carmel
Myers)..
5,000*
The Barbarian (Monroe Salisbury) 6,000*
Open Shutters (Edith Roberts)
4,263
A Man There was (Victor Seastrom)
6.000* The
Master
(Frank Mayo)
5,000*
Idle Hands (Gail Kane)
6,000* ActionShark
(Hoot
Gibson)
4,509
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau) 6.000*
The Rowdy (Gladys Walton)
4,974
Finder's Keepers (Violet Mersereau) 6,000* Moonlight Follies (Marie Prevost)
4,468
R-C PICTURES
Red Courage (Hoot Gibson)
4,620
The Rage of Paris (Miss Dupont)
4,968
Where Lights Are Tow (Sessue Hayakawa) 5,810
Go
Straight
(Frank
Mayo)
4,220
Live and Let Live (Wm. Christy Cabanne) . . 5,900
High Heels (Gladys Walton)
4,541
Salvage (Pauline Frederick)
6,450
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson) .■ 4,730
The Foolish Age (Doris May)
4,500
Nobody's
Fool
(Marie
Prevost)
4,640
The
(CabanneHayakawa)
Prod)
6,170'
The Barricade
Swamp (Sessue
5,600
Sure Fire
5,000*
False
Kisses(Hoot
(MissGibson)
Dupont)
4,335
Lure of the Jade (Pauline Frederick) 5,935
Dr.
Jim
(Frank
Mayo)
4,474
Possession (Mercaton Prod.)
6,550
A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost) 4,739
The Duke of Chimnev Butte (Fred Stone).. 4,600
The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
4,880
Silent Years (J. L. Gasnier)
6.056
Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,415
At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
6.300
Shattered
Dreams
(Miss
Dupont)
4,878
Eden and Return (Doris May)
4.831
Five Days to Live (Sessue Hayakawa).... 5.356
Cupid
Incog
(Marie
Prevost)
5,000*
The Guttersnipe (Gladys Wilton)
4,225
Two Kinds of Women (Pauline Frederick).. ????
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)
4,886
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
5,032
The Scrapper (Herbert Rawlinson)
????
Why Men Forget (Special Cast)
5,299
Headin' West (Hoot Gibson)
????
The Call of Home (L. J. Gasnier)
5,220
Beyond the Rainbow ((jabanne Prod.)
6.500
The Golden Gallows (Miss Dupont)
5,000*
Tracked to Earth (Frank Mayo)
5,000*
Boy Crazy (Doris May)
4,800
The
Bigamist (Special
Cast)
????
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
The Vermillion
Pencil (Sessue
Havakawa) . . ????
Wild
Htoney (Priscilla
Dean)
The Dangerous
Little Demon
(Marie Prevost) 7,000*
5,000*
The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick) '???
Gay and Devilish (Doris May)
????
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
5,000*
The Man Under Cover (Herbert Rawlinson) 5,000*
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENT.
.'\
Wonderful
Wife
(Miss
du
Pont)
5,000*
The Man Who Married His Own Wife
ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Miracle of Manhattan
4.174
(Frank Mayo)
5,000*
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
The Girl From
Nowhere
5,000*
Remorseless
Love
4,180
Kissed (Marie Prevost)
5.000*
Handcuffs or Kisses
4,180
Step
on
It
(Hoot
Gibson)
5,000*
The Way of a Maid
4.800
Why Announce Your Marriage?
5,200
VITAGRAPH, INC.
EUGENE
O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
VITAGRAPH SUPER FEATURES
Guilded Lies
4.496
The Heart of Maryland
6,700
The
Last Worth
Door
5,000*
The Son of Wallingford
.. 7,851
Is Life
Living?
5.019
Flower
of
the
North
7,236
Clay Dollars
????
The Prodigal Judge
7,200
'Chivalrous Charley
4,543
The
Prophet's
Paradise
4,000*
Gypsy Sheik's
Passion
6,000*
CONWAY
TEARLE
SERIES
The
Wife
6,000*
Society Snobs
4,224
Too Much Business
7,000*
Bucking the Tiger
5,333
My
Wild
Irish
Rose
7,000*
The
Fiehter
6.0O0*
ALICE
JOYCE
PROD.
After Midni,eht
????
The Scarab Ring ,
5.598
The Man of Stone
4.676
The Inner Chamber
5,951
A Wide Open Town
4,650
CORINNE GRIFFITH PROD.
OWEN MOORE STAIi SERIES
The Chicken in the Case
5,261
Moral Fibre
6,000'
ASPECIAL
Divorce PRODUCrriONS
of Convenience
5,000* The
Single Track
5,000*
Received
Payment
5,000*
The
nf Ambition
Tearle) . . . 5,000*
Island Wives
5,000*
The Road
Sin That
Was His (Conway
(Wm Faversham)
5.600
A Virgin's Sacrifice
5,000*
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5.500
EARLE
WILLIAMS
PROD.
Who Am I? (All Star)
4,938
Bring Him In
4,987
Conceit
Star)
4,580^
Lucky Carson
????
ASELECT
Man's (All
Home
(All
Star)
4
580
PKTTURES
Three Sevens
5.000
.Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Durning) .... S.OOn*
The Man From Downing Street
5,000*
The Servant Question (William Collier) 5.000*
5,000*
ANTONIOSouls
MORENO PROD.
Just
Outside FEATURES
the Door (Edith Hallor) 5,000* Restless
REPUBLIC
The Secret of the Hills
4,900
Mountain Madness (Ed. Coxen and Ora
Carew)
????
A Guilty Conscience
5,000*
ALICE 'CALHOUN PROD.
MotherGiftof Sunreme
'Men (Claire
Whitney)
!!.'?'??
The
(Bernard
Durning)
''''
The
Matrimonial
Web
4,970
Children of Destiny (Edith Hallor)
Rainbow
5,000*
Ghosts of Yesterday (Norma Talmadge) 5,810'
The Little Minister
6,000*
Poppy (Norma Talmac'ge)
????
The
Angel
of
Crooked
Street
5,000*
Up the Road With Sallie (Constance TalWILLIAM DUNCAN PROD.
madge)
4.692
Scandal (Constance Talmadge)
Where Men Are Men
5,000*
REVIVALS
Steelheart
6,000*
The 'Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert
No
Defense
6,000*
Lytell)
5.158
The Silent Vow
5,000*
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EXHIBITORS
The

Trap

Universal Photoplay in Six Parts. Scenario by
George C. Hull. Director, Frank Thornby.
Running Time, Sixty-five Minutes.
OAST AND SYNOPSIS
Gaspard, Lon Chaney ; Benson, Alan Hale ; Tlialie, Dagniar Gorlowsky ; The
Boy, Stanley Goethals ; The Teaclier, Irene Rich ; The Factor, Spottiswoode
Aitken ; The Priest, Herbert Standinjj ; Police Sergeant, Prank Campeau.
Thalie, sweetheart of Gaspard, French-Canadian trapper, proves false and weds
Benson, an adventurer, who has previously tricked Gaspard out of the ownership
of a mine. Gaspard Avaits seven years for revenge. Benson's mine is ruined by
a landslide, his wife is ill and he drinks heavily. Instigated by Gaspard, a
bully named Pierre forces a fight on Benson, who shoots him. Benson appeals to
GasiMirdi to testify that he shot in self defense, but the trapper refuses. Benson
is arrested. Gaspard visits Benson's cabin just as Thalie dies. He takes her little
son home with him, then visits Benson in the lockup and tells him how he accomplished his revenge. Benson is given a prison sentence, as Pierre does not
die. Meanwhile Gaspard learns to love the boy and takes him to the village
school, where the schoolmistress is kind to the odd pair. But when Benson is
released Gaspard fears to lose the child. He captures a wolf alive, constructs
a cage in connection with his shack and leaves the half-starved animal within, so
that when Benson calls he will fall a victim to it. But chance decrees that the
boy goes in first. Gaspard rushes to the rescue, thrusts the child out and fights
with the wolf behind the closed door. Benson arrives just as Gaspard emerges,
wounded and blood-stained. Tlie two enemies are reconciled. Benson takes the
boy away with him. The parting Is sorrowful, but Gaspard is consoled by the
thouffht that he will see the child a^in when he has grown up.
Judged from the double
standpoint of artistic
achievement and commercial value, The Trap registers 100 per cent. It is a
most unusual picture, altogether out of the beaten
track, replete with pathos,
the mad passion of revenge, the wistful love of
a little child, the torture
of a human heart soured
and wrung by injustice,
yet capable of the supreme
sacrifice for the object of
its affection — as strange
and poignant a mingling
of emotions as the screen
has ever showm. It is so
well directed by Frank
Thornby, so cleverly acted
by the star and supporting
cast, that even such gruesome incidents as the
shooting of Pierre and the
introduction of a halfstarved, blood - hungry
wolf as a medium of vengeance, leave no evil impression on the spectator's
mind. For these episodes,
as well as the atmosphere
of hate in which the unfortunate hero lives, are
toned down and redeemed
effectually by the finer influences which permeate
the story and lead up to a
wonderfully effective and
touching climax. The
picture is beautifully
photographed, in every
sense a credit to all concerned in its production,
and gives every indication
of being a great box-office
success.
Points of Appeal. — There are absolutely no conventional angles
in the picture. For instance, although the villain receives a
prison sentence, he is not crushed in the usual film fashion, the
finale showing him in a better light than ever before, while the
hero's
reward
is looking
forwardto tomanhood.
again seeing
he lovesonly
when
the latter
has grown
This the
is a child
new
and refreshingly natural departure from ordinary screen methods. The interest never flags, the action never slackens and
the audience is held spell-bound from the first to the final reel.
Cast. — Lon
Chaney's splendid dramatic talents were never
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demonstrated to better effect than in his portrayal of the simpleminded, joyous Gaspard, whose all-embracing love of mankind is
temporarily turned to hate by the cruel strokes of Fate. His
performance is a keen, incisive study in contrasts, which grips
one with unfailing power and adds fresh lustre to his already
brilliant reputation. Little Stanley Goethals plays the child part
with delightfully natural ease; Alan Hale is excellent as Benson,
success,
and
every member of the cast contributes heavily to the feature's
Photography, Lighting, Direction.— The scenery of the Northwest forests, lakes, and stern mountain backgrounds is exquisite
and the lighting effects superb. Even continuity prevails and the
action moves swiftly throughout.

For

the

Defense

A

Paramount Picture. Released by Famous
Player s-Lasky. Story and Play by Elmer
Rice. Scenario by Beulah Marie Dix.
Cameraman, Hal Rosson. Directed by Paul
Powell.
Length, 4,905 Feet.
OAST AND SYNOPSIS
Anne Woodstock, Ethel Clayton ; Christopher Armstrong, Vernon Steel ; Jennie"Smith" Maym KelsoGrassby
BertramMabel
Dr. Joseph
Pitts;Sylvia
Dmin,
Van ; Buren.
; Cousin Selma,
Ashton Kasiniir,
Bartoni,
Signora ZaSu
Anne Woodstock is the fiancee of a district attornev and a patient of Dr.
Kasimir, a Hindu physician and hypnotist of shady cliaracter. Hearing of her
engagement, the Hindu, who has become madly infatuated with Anne, sends for
her on a pretext and subjects her to his liypnotic power. The next day he is
the 'happen-in
who remembers
Anne,to Eiurope.
his oflice,
founding ofmurdered
Dunn, anof attendant
Jennie nothing
her' way
is on while
the night inbefore,
the crimeaccused ofman's
is arrested
of Anne's,
a protege
Ivasimir's
safe.
the murdered
from and
money taken
possession
in her
has and
because sheoffice
The chief witness for the State is "Smith." another woman member of Kasirair's
household, who identifies a pin found near the body and swears it was worn by
Jennie on the day of the murder. Anne, hack from Europe and at the trial,
suddenly remembers that she was with Kasimir on the fatal night and had worn
the same pin given to her by Jennie as an engagement present. She cries out
that she is guilty. Jennie then insists that she did it. Smith enters and explains that she had come hack that night and. finding Kasimir alone with Anne
jealous rage. Her explanation clears
in aJennie.
power, had murdered
his circumstantial
under the
against
evidence him
away
Murder, mystery and
hypnotism contribute to
make up a new vehicle for
Ethel Clayton in For the
Defense. The big climax
of the picture comes with
the court-room scene when
the real murderer of Dr.
Kasimir confesses. The
story has its weaknesses,
but for an audience who is
not overly critical there
are thrills of a sort to be
got from the various situations.
Points of Appeal. — The
touch of mysticism may
prove of interest. The
court scenes are thrilling
and in each instance flashbacks record the actual
happenings as being told
by the witness. Miss
Clayton wears some very
becoming costumes.
Cast. — Ethel Clayton is
by no means at her best
in this picture, although
she puts forth a great deal
of effort. Likewise Vernon Steel is offered scant
material to work with in
his role as Christopher
Armstrong, the young
district attorney. Doctor
Kasimir, played by Bertram Grassby, and ZaSu
Pitts, as Jennie Dunn, are
both good. Others of the
cast give good support.
Photography, Lighting,
Direction. — Splendidly
photographed throughout
and contains many pleasing effects. The director
has wisely played up the
mystery surrounding the story and gains a very good climax.
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GUIDE
ASSOCIATED
PRODUCERS,
(Through First National)
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Made m the Kitchen
She Sighed by the Seaside
Call a Cop
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES
Love's Outcast

EXHIBITORS

TO
INC.
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
OF AMERICA
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
Monkey Shines
2 reels
A Rag Doll Romance
2 reels
How to Grow Thin (Special)
1 reel
CHESTER COMEDIES
Snooky's Fresh Heir
2 reels
Snooky's Blue Monday
2 reels
Snooky's
Wild
Oats
2
reels
CHESTER OUTINGS
No More Gasoline
1 reel
Save Your Carfore
1 reel
The Last Hop
,
1 reel
Music in the Air
1 reel
Jogging Across Sawtooth
1 reel
CHESTER SCENICS
Old Moose Trails
1 reel
New Wine in Old Bottles
1 reel
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
No Parking
2 reels
A Barnyard Cavalier
2 reels
One Stormy Knight
2 reels
A Rambling Romeo
2 reels
Htokus Pokus
2 reels
'Twas
Ever Thus
22 reels
Oh, Promise
Me!
reels
'Tis
the
Bull
2
reels
Fair Enough
2 reels
CINAL FILMS— SLOW SPEED
The Manly Art of Self-Defense
1 reel
Annette Kellerman in High Diving
1 reel
Golf
1 reel
GAYETY COMEDIES
Say Uncle
reel
Afraid
of His Wife . . . . :".
11 reel
Oh, Brother
1 reel
Wild and Willie
1 reel
Assault and Flattery
1 reel
Standing Pat
1 reel
KIiNOGRAMS
News Reel — Sunday and Thursdays
1 reel
MERMAID COMEDIES
Free and Easy
2 reels
Rolling Stones
2 reels
Step This Way
2 reels
The Rainmaker
2 reels
Spooks
2 reels
MISCELLANEOUS
Could Columbus Discover an America?.... 1 reel
The Crater of Mt. Katami
1 reel
Dixie
1 reel
PUNCH COMEDIES
A Rural Cinderella
2 reels
Country Chickens
2 reels
The Love Egg
2 reels
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS BEAUTIFUL
By the Side of the Road
1 reel
In the Bonnie Brier Country
1 reel
As Old as the Hills
1 reel
Unknown Switzerland
1 reel
ROBERT C. BRUCE "WILDERNESS TALES"
"And Women
Must Weep"
i1 reel
Missing
Men
reel
Nights of Many Shadows
1 reel
SEiLIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse
2 reels
The Policeman
Ne'er to Return
22 reels
reels
The
and theRoad
Baby
The Northern Trail
2 reels
SKETCHOGRAFS
Just for Fun
1 reel
Play Ball!
1 reel
What's
the Limit?
'
reel
The Family
Album
11 reel
TOONERVILLE COMEDIES
The Skipper's Last Resort
2 reels
The Skipper's
Policy
2 reels
TORCHY
COMEDIES
Torchy Takes a Chance
2 reels
Battling andTorchy
'.
2 reels
Torchy
Orange Blossoms
Torchy's
2 reels
VANITY Ghost
COMEDIES
Paying Patients
1 reel
Eat and Be Happy
1 reel
Chicken Hearted
1 reel
Spiking the Spooks
1 reel
It's
YourDaysMove
11 reel
Ninety
or Life
reel
WORLD WANDERINGS
Dawn to Dusk in Egypt
1 reel
The Silver Harvest
1 reel
The People of Old Bruges
1 reel
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SHORT
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES TRAVEL
PICTURES
Mexican Oil Fields
1 reel
In Batik Land
1 reel
Across
the
Grand
Canyon
reel
Seville in Fair Time
11 reel
At the Wailing Wall
1 reel
Rural Java
1 reel
Santa Fe — The City Different
1 reel
Seeing San Marino
1 reel
Watching the Waylands
1 reel
In Old Granada
1 reel
AStamboul
Fairy Foreland
reel
11 reel
Along the Rio Grande
1 reel
At the Damascus Gate
1 reel
Lake
Maggiore
First Families
of America
11 reel
reel
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGAME
ADVENTURE
SCENICS
Winter Sports in St. Moritz
1 reel
Kilawea Volcano in Eruption
1 reel
The Jungfrau Railroad
1 reel
Wildest Wales
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Kids Is Kids
2 reels
Spirits
2 reels
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
A Fireside Brewer
2 reels
Dabbling in Art
2 reels
Bungalow Troubles
2 reels
On aUnhappy
Summer'sFinish
Day
22 reels
reels
The
Officer Cupid
2 reels
Astray from the Steerage
2 reels
Are Waitresses Safe?
2 reels
An International Sneak
2 reels
Watch Your Neighbor
2 reels
It Pays to Exercise
2 reels
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Pictionary and Cartoons (Weekly)
1 reel
PARAMOLTNT-POST NATURE PICTURES
From a Piscatorial Angle
1 reel
The Cloud
1 reel
A Setting of Ages
1 reel
Indian Summer
1 reel
Victory Mountain
1 reel
PARAMOUNT- VANDENBURGH SERIES
Wild Men of Africa
2 reels
Jungle
The LionDancers
Killers
22 reels
reels
Slaying the Hippopotamus
2 reels
The Land of the Pygmies
2 reels
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
CHARLES CHAPLIN
A Dog's Life
3 reels
AShoulder
Day's Arms
Pleasure
22 reels
reels
Sunnyside
2
reels
The Idle Class
2 reels
Pay Day
2 reels
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
The Skipper's Narrow Escape
2 reels
The
Skipper's
Treasure Garden
22 reels
Meeting
All Trains
reels
Toonerville Fire Brigade
2 reels
Skippers's
Scheme
2
reels
Toonerville Follies
2 reels
Skippers's Flirtation
2 reels
Skipper's Boozem Friend
2 reels
Skipper Has Tactics
His_ Fling
reels
Toonerville
22 reels
Skipper Strikes It Rich
2 reels
Toonerville Tangle
2 reels
HENRY LEHMAN COMEDIES
The Punch of the Irish
2 reels
Twilight Baby
3 reels
The
in High Life
reels
Wet Kick
and Warmer
22 reels
The Game Lady
2 reels
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Blacksmith
2 reels
The
The Playhouse
Boat
22 reels
reels
Cops
2 reels
SENNETT
Hard Knocks and Love Taps
2 reels
Be Reasonable
'.
22 reels
reels
By
Heck
The Duck Hunter
2 reels
On Patrol
2 reels
TURPIN
Love and Doughnuts
2 reels
Bright Eyes
2 reels
Step Forward
2 reels
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Chase Me
2 reels
Farmyard Follies
2 reels
Say It With Flowers
2 reels
The Book Agent
2 reels
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SUBJECTS
SingerMoment
Midget's
Side Show
reels
One
Please
22 reels
A Perfect Villian
2 reels
Love and War
2 reels
Pardon Me
2 reels
Try
Get It
reels
False andAlarm
22 reels
Hold the Line
2 reels
Please Be Careful
2 reels
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
All Wrong
2 reels
Don't
Tickle
22 reels
The Guide
reels
The Sailor
2 reels
The Toreador
2 reels
The Chauffeur
2 reels
Hot Dog
2 reels
AL. ST. JOHN SERIES
The Happy Pest
2 reels
Fool Days
2 reels
Straight from the Farm
3 reels
The Studio Rube
2 reels
MUTT AiND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
The
Tong Sandwich
11 reel
Shadowed
reel
Turkish Bath
1 reel
The Big Mystery
1 reel
Long Live the King
1 reel
The
Villiage
Cut'Ups
11 reel
A Messy Christmas
reel
Fast
Freight
reel
The Stolen Snooze
11 reel
Getting Ahead
1 reel
Bony Parts
1 reel
Ghostly Wallop
1 reel
Beside Her Cider
1 reel
The Last Laugh
1 reel
The Hole Cheese
1 reel
The Phony Focus
1 reel
The Crystal Gazer
1 reel
Stuck in the Mud
1 reel
Too Much Sap
1 reel
LUPINO
LANE SERIES
The
Broker
2 reels
FOX NEWS (Twice a Week)
SERIALS
Bride 13
15 Episodes
Fantomas
20 Episodes
GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL CO'MEDIES
Fingers
Pockets
Love andandRollers
Hearts and Hammers
At
It Again
Professional
Ethics
When Martin Gits Here
Ged Ap, Napoleon
You'd Better Get It
Indigo Sunday
Why Worry?
Nothing to Think About
Take It Easy
•.
EDGAR COMEDIES
Edgar Camps Out
Edgar the Explorer
Edgar's Country Cousin
Edgar's Feast Day
Get-Rich-Quick
Edgar
Edgar's Little Saw
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS— LAMPOONS
Happy Hooligan in "Apollo"
Happy Hooligan in "Cupid's Advice"
Happy Hooligan in "Happy Hoolidini" . . . .
Judge Rummy in "The Prize Dance"
Judge Rummy in "The Snappy Judgment"
Happy Hooligan in "The Blacksmith"
Happy Rummy
Hooliganin in"Why
"A Romance
of '76".
Judge
Change Your
Hus-.

22
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

2
2
2
22
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
band?" 1reel
Happy Hboligan in "Doctor Jekyll and Mr.
Zipp"
1 reel
Judge Rummy in "Bear Facts"
1 reel
Happy Hooligan in "Rooll Your Own"
1 reel
Judge Rummy in "Yes, Dear"
1 reel
Happy Hooligan in "Oil"
1 reel
Judge Rummy in "Too Much Pep"
1 reel
GOLDWYN-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Tree-Top
11 reel
The IslandConcert
of the Singers
Mist
reel
Through the Earth
1 reel
What Is Your Body Worth?
1 reel
A Paradise for Birds
1 reel
Venice of the Orient
1 reel
.\ction of the Human Heart
1 reel
The Riveter
1 reel
The Human Voice
1 reel
Seein' Things on the Orinoco
1 reel
Gypsy
LTnshod Scientists
Soldiers of the King
11 reel
reel
No
Reg'lar
Bird
1
Chemical Inspiration
1 reel
reel
Safe Combination
1 reel
The City That Never Sleeps
1 reel
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The

Heart

Specialist

Realart Photoplay in Five Parts. Authoi-, Mary
Mor rison. Scenario by Harvey Thew.
Director, Frank Urson. Cameraman, Allen
Davey.

Running

Time, Fifty-five Minutes.

OAST AND SYNOPSIS
Rosalie Beckwith, Mary Miles Minter ; Bob Stratton, Allen Forrest; Winston
Gates, Roy Atwell ; City Editor, Jack Matheis ; Dr. Thomas Fitch, Noah Beery ;
Fernald, James Neill ; Grace Fitch, Carmen Phillips.
Rosalie Beckwith, special writer on a city newspaper, is assigned to get some
new viewpoints on romance. At Essex, Conn., she is mistaken for Madame Murat
Bey. The latter is a distant relative of Robert Stratton, war hero, who is ill
and co-heir of Bob's in an estate. Rosalie accepts the situation and is soon involved in complications. She finds that Bob's affairs are in the hands of family
physician
Fitch,Shealsodiscovers
that somebody
is poisoning
Bob's medicine.
Rosalieis
fall in love.
that Fitch,
at the instigation
of his Bob
sisterandGrace,
trying to dispose of Bob before it comes to light that he has embezzled funds
belonging to the estate. Tlie conspirators realize that Rosalie has discovered them.
Grace appears as the real Madame Bey, after Rosalie has been thrown into a
well, and announces that the missing girl was! an impostor. But Rosalie escapes
from the well in time to prevent Bob from eating poisoned food and exposes
Pitch and Grace. Fitch dies, Grace is arrested. Rosalie, having found out a lot
about romance, gives up new.spaper work to live a romance of her own with Bob.
For one person who will
criticize The Heart Specialist unfavorably because of the exceedingwildness and manifold absurdities of its plot, there
will be ten likely to pronounce it very enjoyable
entertainment. For, although the heroine is
never for a single moment
a convincing type of the
real newspaper woman
and the medley of adventures through which she is
swiftly hurled, completely
outside the route of any
reporter, male or female,
yet the stuff is so cleverly
handled and goes across
with such amazing zip
and flashes of merry comedy that interest in the
activities of Special Writer
Rosalie Beckwith never
flags. You can't take the
picture seriously, but it
surely passes an hour
pleasantly and is likely to
prove a good box-office asset.
Points of Appeal. —
There is something of a
serial atmosphere about
the entire film, but the
great variety of melodramatic incidents are
knit together into a very
compact plot, which there
is no difficulty in following.
Due largely to the star's
attractive personality, the
principal character of the
cast wins and holds the
audience's favor, the
wounded soldier hero gets
due meed of sympathy, and there are numerous funny touches
making palpable laughing hits, the whole dovetailing into a satisfactory, ifconventional finish.
Cast. — ^Mary Miles Minter hustles gaily along in the role of
Rosalie as though she really enjoyed it. The popular little star
works with imjmense pep and gusto, and gives a performance
sure to please her many admirers. Allen Forrest puts quite a
little pathos into his part of the wounded soldier laddie, back
from the wars and in peril of life from the wiles of the plotters
who want his estate, and the support is adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are some pretty
country views shown, the interiors are well filmed and good lighting distinguishes the entire five reels. The continuity is wonderfully smooth and there is no hitch in the action, which speeds
along swiftly.
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The

1775

Barnstormer

First National Photoplay in Six Parts. Author,
Richard Andrea. Director, Charles Ray.
Cameraman, George Rizard. Running
Time, Sixy-Five Minutes.
OAST AND SYNOPSIS
Joel Mattliews, Charles Ray; Leading Man, Wilfred Lucas; Leading Lady,
Florence Oberle ; Manager, Lionel Belmore ; Stage Carpenter, Philips Dunham ;
Theatre Owner, Gus Leonard; Druggist, Lincoln Plumer ; Emily, Charlotte Pierce;
Joel's Father, George Nichols; His Mother, Blanche Rose; Tlie Nut, Bert OfEord.
Joel Matthews is the son of a prosperous farmer, but discontented with rustic
life
filledtowith
ambition
a great ofactor.
A traveling
troupeanacomes
town ever-burning
and Joel is given
a jobto bybecome
the manager
the barnstormers.
He finds the trouping trail anything but a path of roses, as in the capacity of
general utility man he is obliged to hustle trunljs, give out handbills and appear
in purely dividual
"walking"
roles. tremendously.
His model is the
inwhom he admires
Theyleading
strike man,
a towna grandiloquent
where Joel gets
acquainted
Eimily. nearly
He is achieved.
promised aHelinegoesor
two
to speakwithin the
the druggist's
new play pretty
and seesdaughter,
his ambitions
to Emily's
for house
supperthat
and night
obtains
coupleone ofof complimentary
tickets Joel
for
her.
There home
is a full
and aevery
the cast is excited.
is absent-minded, the leading lady very temperamental and the audience laugh
and applaud enthusiastically. But at a thrilling moment a masked and armed
holduplect from
manhisiappears,
the audience
and exit,
forcesJoelJoelfollows
to takehim a and
hat discovers
and colvictims.covers
The robber
makes an
that the bandit is no other than the admired leading man. Joel gets a gun and
the drop on the robber, brings him back and forces the return of his plunder,
thereby winning the thanks of audience and players. Under cover of the excitement Joel
tractivetakes
than the Emily
glories onof one
the side
stage.and confesses that life with her is more atThe best that can be
said about The Barnstormers is that it is
funny in spots and offers
a more or less faithful
burlesque of the troubles
and trials attending the
progress of a company of
strolling players through
the tank towns' route.
Unfortunately the fact
that
have the
beenwoes
madeof "troupers"
liberal use
of
by
producers
of
comedies for manytwo-reel
years
past, detracts considerably
from
the picture's
chance
of putting
over anything
original in that line, and,
consequently, when watching the struggles of actors
and actresses with adverse
and limited stage facilities, one is obsessed by the
feeling that it has all been
frequently done before.
There isn't much of a plot,
and in his directorial capacity Charles Ray has
merely strung together a
jumlble of comic incidents
not particularly well connected, winding up with a
melodramatic splurge
which
doesn't
ring totrue.
There is
no fault
be
founding; inwith
actfact, the
it isstar's
his work
alone which saves the picture from being an absolute failure, but viewed
from any angle, it cannot
be listed as a Ray success.
Points of Appeal. —
Hero Joel's early struggles with the art of
''making up," his attempts at posing, and later his experiences
as the
a "really-truly"
are allisproductive
mirth andscene,
one
of
best hits in actor
the feature
the countryof audience
with its realistic ancient stage settings and interior.
Cast. — Charles Ray is thoroughly at home in the part of the
stage-struck and
country
youth, the conflict
between
Joel's natural
bashfulness
his determination
to become
a celebrated
Thespian by hook or crook is artistically demonstrated in the inimitable fashion which has won such widespread renown for the
star on the silver sheet, resulting in an exceedingly laughable
character sketch. Charlotte Pierce is a prettily engaging heroine and George Nichols scores in the role of Joel's practical
father.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many nice
rustic shots, the intei'iors are well filmed and the lighting effects
are adequate. The continuity breaks off badly here and there,
but the action spins along at a tolerably rapid gait.
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WID GUNNING, INC.
Moongold
Bear, Boy and Dog
Puppy
KobinsonDays
Crusoe Hours

3,175
2,053
959
956

W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor;
2,117
The Bashful Suitor (Mary Brandon and
Pierre Gendron)
2,064
The Young Painter (Mary Astor and Pierre
Gendron)
2,500
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
MAX ROBERTS COMEDIES
Why
Your Mother-in-Law?
????
Shimmy Change
Isle
????
Absence Without Leave
????
KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA
Distributed by W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
The Four Seasons (Nature Classic)
4 reels
THE GREAT AUTHORS (Series of 12)
John Greenleaf Whittier
1 reel
Washington Irving
1 reel
Edgar
Allen
Poe
.
.
.
.'
1
reel
James Russell Lowell
1 reel
Nathaniel Hawthorne
1 reel
Oliver Wendell Holmes
1 reel
WiUiam Cullen Bryant
1 reel
James Fenimore Cooper
1 reel
Mark Twain
1 reel
Walt \\Tiitman
1 reel
Ralph Waldo Emerson
1 reel
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
1 reel
Official Urban Movie Chats of M. P. T. O. A.
(Weekly)
1 reel
METRO PICTURES CORP.
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Convict 13
2 reels
One Week
2 reels
The Scare Crow
2 reels
Neighbors
2 reels
The Haunted House
2 reels
Hard Luck
2 reels
The High Sign
2 reels
The Goat
2 reels
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
CHARLES RAY SERIES (20 Dramas).. 2 reels
Kineto Review Series (52 Releases)
KiKETO Reviews — The Liz-ing Book of Nature
(See Issue of May 28, 1921, for First Series)
(See 1 ssueSERIES
of Oct. 29, 1921, for Second Sevics^
THIRD
Garden of the Gods — Colorado
1 reel
The Science of the Soap Bubble
1 reel
Rio de Janeiro
1 reel
Kentucky Thoroughbreds
1 reel
Hiking the Alps with the Boy Scouts
1 reel
Manhattan Life
1 reel
Eccentricities of the Wasp and the Bee. ... 1 reel
Fur and Feathers
1 reel
My Adirondacks Outing
1 reel
The Chemistry of Combustion
1 reel
The Victory Pageants
1 reel
The Delta of the Nile
1 reel
A Glimpse Into the .Animal Kingdom .... 1 reel
KING COLE COMEDIES
Moonshiners
2 reels
Strikes to Spare
2 reels
Bars and Stripes
2 reels
Jazz Babies
2 reels
A Fresh Start
2 reels
Shimmy Gym
2 reels
General Nuisance
2 reels
NATIONAL COMEDIES
Wanted — A Girl
2 reels
A Million — More or Less
2 reels
SEMAL
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and
Ella Hall)
15 Episodes
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE NEWS— Wednesdavs and Saturdays
TOPICS OF THE DAY— Weekly
Week of May 7
Shot
Into
Space
(Go
Get 'Era Hutch No. 5) 21 reel
reels
Days of Old (Snub Pollard)
The Eternal Triangle (.Aesop Fable) 5^ reel
Follow the Crowd (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
Vengeance Is Mine (Irene Castle reissue) ... 3 reels
Week of May 14
Under
the Avalanche (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
No. 6)
Light Showers (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The
(.Aesop
SwingModel
Your Dairy
Partners
(LloydFable)...'
reissue) Yi1 reel
Ruler of the Road (reissue)
3 reels
Week of May 21
OnNo.Danger's
Highway (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
7)
Do Me a Favor (Snub Pollard)
1 reel

SUBJECTS-Cont'd

Love at First Sight (Aesop Fable) Yi reel
Why Pick on Me? (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
The Cry of the Weak (reissue)
3 reels
Week of May 28
TheNo. Broken
Life Line (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
8)
The Movies (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Hunter and His Dog (Aesop Fable) .. reel
Ask Father (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
A Daughter of the West (Marie Osborne re- is ue) 3reels
Week of June 4
Under
the Cauldron (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
No. 9)
Punch
'. ■ ■ - Vs1 reel
The DogtheandClock
the (Snub
Wolves Pollard)
(Aesop Fable)
Nothing But Trouble (Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Kidder & Ko (Bryant Washburn reissue).. 3 reels
Screen Snap Shots No. 1
1 reel
Week of Jtme 11
Nanook of the North
6 reels
TheNo. Edee
of the Roof (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
10)
Strictly Modem (Pollard Comedy)
1 reel
The Maid and the Millionaire (Aesop Fable) reel
Week of June 18
TheNo. .Air11)
Line Route (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
H^le and Hearty (Pollard Comedy)
1 reel
The Farmer and His Cat (.Aesop Fable) .... reel
The
Silver
Gi'-l
(Frank
Keenan
reissue)....
31 reel
reels
Screen Snapshots No. 2
PIONEER FILM CORP.
TTTF, FACrrS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babie.s in Bearskin
1 reel
Call
Daddv
l1 reel
Down MeBeside
the Seaside '
reel
Knockout
Magg'e
11 reel
Professor Was
Right
reel
Running Romeos
1 rp<>'
Two's Company
1 reel
Young Ideas
1 rp»l
Luke McLuke's Film-osophy, each
14 reel
PEEP INTO THE FUTURE (series of 6) 2 reels
THE SON^N^Y SERIES, each
2 reels
SERIALS
The Hope Diamond Mystery
15 Episodes
The IMystery Mind
15 Ep-so'ies
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
HKRBERT KAUFJfAN MASTERPIECES
PRIZMA COLOR PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES (Detective
Series)
2 reels
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNICK NEWS
SERIALS
The
\'\1iirlwind
15
The Branded
Four
15 Episodes
Episodes
TRL4RT PICTUTRES, INC.
(Released through Hodkinson)
The Beggar Maid
2 reels
UNB^ERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTtTRY COMEDIES
The Touchdown (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Horse Sence (Harrv Sweet)
7. reel's
Little Miss Mischief (Babv Peegy)
2 reels
Table Stakes (Brownie, th» Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Upper and Lower (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A One Horse Town (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Peggy Behave (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Mutts (Brownie, the Wonder Dog)
2 repi=
Two of a Kind (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
The Rubberneck (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A Dark Horse (Sallv. the Human Horse,
Charles Dorety)
reels
No andBrains
22 reels
Cheerful
the Wonder Dog) 22 reels
reels
Red
Hot Credit
Rivals (Brownie,
(Lee Moran)
SicDog)
'Em Brownie (Brownie the Wonder 2 reels
Off His Bept (Harrv Sweet)
2 ree's
The Little Rascal (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
JEWEL COMEDIES
"P. D. Romeos
O." (Lee(Lvnns-Moran)
Moral)
reels
Roman
22 reels
A Monkey Movie Star
2 reels
Robinson's Trousseau (Lee Moran)
22 reels
reels
A Monkey Bell-Hon
Three Weeks Off (Lee Moran)
2 reels
JE^\'EL (COLLIER SERIES)
The Leather Pushers No. 1
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 2
2 reels
3
'. 2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 4
The
Leather Pushers No.
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 5
6
2 reels
TED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman)
The Girl and the Law (No. 2)
2 reels
B-g Stakes (No. 3)
2 reels
When the Devil Laughed (No. 4)
.'.' 2 reels

The Forest Runners (No. 5)
2 reels
The
limber Wolf (No. 6)
2 reels
SERIALS
The Flaming Disc
18 Episodes
The \ anishing Dagger
lii EpisodesThe Dragon 5 Net
15 t-pisodes
King of the Circus (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick) 18 Episodes
The White Horseman
18 Episodes
Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
Terror Trail
18 Episodes
Winner of the West (Art Acord) . . . . 18 Episodes
The Secret Four (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
With Stanley in Africa (George Walsh and
Louise Lorraine)
2 reels
The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (Harry
Myers)
2 reels
STAR COMEDIES
Oh I Nursie
1 reel
Westward Whoa
1 reel
Almost a Rancher
1 reel
Penny Ante
1 reel
The Fake Quake
1 reel
The News Maker
1 reel
Both Booths
1 reel
Friday, the Thirteenth
1 reel
The Bottle Baby
1 reel
His Inheritance Taxi
1 reel
A Panicky
Pullman
11 reel
reel
Beware
1
ATheMovie
Mix
Up
1
reel
Minute Man
1 reel
A Golf Insect
1 reel
Society Sailors
1 reel
Taking
Things Easy
11 reel
Loose Nuts
reel
The Gay Deceiver
1 reel
A Shaky Family Tree
1 reel
His Prehistoric Blunder (Roy Atwell) .... 1 reel
Easy to Cop (Neely Edwards)
1 reel
UNIVERSAL SERIES
A Battle Against Odds (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Cyclone
Smith's
Vow
(Eddie
Polo)
reels
Square Deal Cyclone (Eddie Polo)
22 reels
The Yellow Streak (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Heritage of Hate (Eddie Polo)
2 rells
A Ride for a Rancho (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
WESTERN RAILROAD DRAMAS
Night Attack, The (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 reels
Captain
Finish (Mack Wright and 2 reels
Lillian Kid's
Byron)
The Phantom
Terror
(Jack Perrin and Ger- 2 reels
trude Olmstead)
The
Ranger's
Reward
Acord)
reels
The Open Wire (Eileen(ArtSedgivick)
22 reels
Fighting Back (Laura LaPlante and Elmo
Lincoln)
2 reels
A Gertrude
Blue Jacket's
Honor (Jack Perrin and 2 reels
Olmstead)
JIarching Wits (Art Acord)
2 reels
The Trail of the Wolf (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
Trickery (Dorothy Woods and Harold Good- win) 2 reels
The Girl of the West (Laura LaPlante and
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reels
The Call of Courage (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The White Messenger (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Treacherous Rival (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The
Verdict
The Big
Ranger(Eddie
(LauraPolo)
LaPlante and Elmo 2- reels
Lincoln)
2 reels
Squarin'
It
(Neal
Hart)
22 reels
The Getaway
reels
A Guilty Cause (Tom Santschi)
2 reels
Never Let Go (Reginald Denny) Northwest
Mounted Drama
2 reels
It Is the Law (Tom Sautschi)
Creels;
INTERNATION.AL NEWS
(Issued Every Monday and Thursday)
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
-A Parcel Post Husband
2 reelsFists and Fodder
2 reelsHe Laughs Last
. 2 reels
Springtime
2 reels
The Laundry
2 reels
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Bell Hop
2 reels
The Sawmill
2 reels
The Show
2 reels
TIM AUBREY COMEDIES
The Riot
2 reels
The -ApDlicant
2 reels
The Messenger
2 reels
2reels
The Charmed Life
2 reels
SERIALS
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Page) IS Episodes
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio Moreno) 15 EpisodesThe Silent Avenger (William Duncan) 15 Episodes
The Purple Raiders (Joe Ryan and
Elinor Field)
15 Episodes
Fighting Fate (William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
15 Episodes
Breaking Through
15 Episodes.
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The

Man

From

Home

Paramount Photoplay in Five Parts. Adapted
From the Play by Booth Tarkington and
Harry Leon Wilson. Scenario by Ouida
Bergere. Director, George Fitzmaurice.
Running Time, Sixty Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Daniel Forbes Pike, James Kirkwood ; Genevieve Granger-Simpson, Anna Q.
Nilsson; Horace Granger-Simpson, Geoffrey Kerr; Prince Kinsillo, Norman Kerry;
Princess Sabina, Durotliy Gumming; Ribiere, Jose Rubens; Faustina Bibiere,
Annette Benson; Tlie King, Jolin Miltern ; King's Secretary, Clifford Grey.
Prince Kinsillo of Itally wishes to recuperate his broken fortunes by wedding
Genevieve Granger-Simpson, a wealthy American girl. Her guardian, Daniel
Forbes Pike, of Kokomo, Ind., conies to Italy to interview the prospective husband. On the way through Italy Pike meets the Kiaj, traveling incognito, but
does not suspect his identity. Kinslllo's mistress, Faustina, wife of Ribiere, is
murdered by the Prince. He makes his escape, carrying a blood-stained handkerchief, accidentally collides •with the King, runs off, leaving the handkerchief in
His Majesty's irossession. Ribiere, accused of his wife's murder, flees and is sheltered
criminal.
Pike tellsb.y Pike.
him to Kinslllo's
come to himfather
next tries
day. toTheblackmail
police arePikeon for
hand.hiding
Pike a denounces
the blackmailer. The King arrives with the handkerchief as clue to the ass:issin
and identifies Kinsillo, who is found guilty. Genevieve weds her wortliy guardian
and they go back to Kokomo together.
This screen version of
the Tarkington - Wilson
stage play offers less comedy and a larger proporti6n of garish melodrama
than did the original plot.
The film seems designed to
advocate the theory that
an American citizen, whatever his crudities of manner or lack of education,
is the everlasting superior
of all other "sorts and conditions of men," that a
wealthy girl from the
U. S. is as helpless as a
babe in the woods when
exposed abroad to the
blandishments of a bankrupt foreign rotter with
a princely title, that the
members of the Italian nobility, outside of its royal
representative, are a hopelessly snobbish lot, and
finally, that true love and
happiness in the married
state are only to be found
under the protective
shadow of the Stars and
Stripes in an Indiana
country burg. There are
doubtless unsophisticated
folk who will enthuse over
this kind of stuff, but the
more intelligent class will
simply grin tolerantly at
the forced tragedy and
mushy sentiment of The
Man from Home. These
latter, however, will be
the first to acknowledge
the ravishing beauty of
the Italian views caught
by the camera and the
gorgeous settings which
enhance the production's artistic lure. As a scenic attraction the
feature leaves nothing to be desired, but in point of real human
interest it drops 'way below zero mark.
Points of Appeal. — If any sympathy is due the harrassed heroine it is because fate appears to have given her no choice in the
matrimonial market, but to tie up with a worthless, titled rake,
or wed an uncultured boor in the person of a countxyman of her
own. She chooses the latter, and, as it turns out, safer proposition of the two, and departs in peace to Kokomo, Indiana.
Cast. — If James Kirkwood's conception of the hero role is to
portray Daniel Forbes Pike as a sadly untutored buffoon, he has
succeeded admirably in thus putting him on record. Anna Q.
Nilsson is physically attractive as Genevieve, the heroine with
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a brain of peanut proportions, and Norman Kerry a sufficiently
sinister figure as the murderously inclined scion of nobility —
Prince Kinsillo. The support is adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The picture was photographed abroad in the region where the action is supposed to
take place, and the result is a number of exquisite views, marine
bits on the Mediterranean shore, a glimpse of the volcano of
Vesuvius, singularly beautiful long shots, and faultless lighting.
The continuity is smooth and fairly fast action is maintained.

Western

Speed

Released by Fox. Story by Win. Patterson White.
Scenario by Scott Dunlap. Cameraman,
George Schneiderman. Directed by William Wallace. Length, 5,002 Feet.
CAST AND .SYNOPSIS
"Red" Kane, Charles Jones; Dot Lorinier, Eileen Percy; Brad Usher, Jack
JIcDonald ; Ben Lorimer, J. P. Lockney ; "Spunk" X.euun, Jack Curtis; Kansas
Casey, Milton Ross; "Shorty," Walter Bobbins; ELxpress Agent, Charles Newton.
"Red" Kane rescued Dot Lorinier one day after she had threatened to shoot him
on previous occasions. Finally winning her confidence he learned that she and
her father had to leave Colorado on account of a crime of which her father was
really guiltless. In endeavoring to protect them he is wounded in a fight with
the sheriff and his posse. Dot nurses him back to strength, but while he is away
.S-punk Lemm has circulated rumors that he is only hiding behind the woman's
^kirt. "Red" hears of this and goes into town. During the fight with Spunk
Red, thinking that he had killed him, makes his escape into the hills. While
there he discovers the men who had robbed the express office of a large sum of
nione.y and gets a confession from one w^hich also clears Lorimer of the crime in
Colorado. "Red" follows the clue and finally after a desperate struggle gets his
man. He then comes back and claims the girl he had made up his mind to marry.
A full share of villains,
sheriffs, fights, and horses
come with Western Speed,
Charlesture.Jones'
latesttakes
picLots of action
place, but it does not vary
materially from the usual
offerings given in stories
of this type. The plot has
numerous intricate situations that necessarily call
for much shooting up.
It is strictly a matter of
whether or not your audiences like westerns. If
they do, this picture stirs
up enough excitement to
satisfy the most susceptible to this class of films.
Points
Appeal. —
"Red" Kane ofis hard
hit by
love at first sight. The
girl doesn't believe him
and it takes a pair of runaway horses to give him
the chance to prove his
sincerity. The comradeship between
and
"Shorty"
is "Red"
also well
done and brings in quite
some expression of pathos
toward the end.
Cast. — Charles Jones as
the heroic "Red" Kane is
good looking and fearless.
He goes through his stunts
with plenty of ipep and
makes them fully convincing. Eileen Percy
seems to be better suited
to this kind of work than
some other parts in which
she has been cast recently.
All of the characters are
good
types and give able
assistance.
Photography, Lighting,
Direction. — The photography is clear and well lighted. Exteriors
and interiors are good and lend the proper atmosphere to the
picture. Continuity smooth, action fast and direction good.
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AMERICAN

FILM CORP., INC. Footage
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell) 5,000*
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes)
5,000*
A Rough-Shod Fighter (William Russell) 5,000*
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain (Helen
Holmes)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
APEX FILM CO.
Out of the Dust (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000*
ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
They're Off! (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Thundering Hoofs (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Threads of Destiny (Bessie May)
5,000*
In Search of Arcady
5,000'
The Lamb and the Lion
5,000*
Hoop-La
5,000*
The Love Call
5,000*
The Girl of My Dreams
5,000*
ARROW FILM CORP.
Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Playing Square (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
The Happy Masquerader (Gladvs Leslie)... 5.0O0*
A Shadow of the Past (Charlotte Walker) 5,000*
A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
5,000*
A Question of Honor (Kathryn Adams).... 5,000*
Adele (Kitty Gordon)
5.0O0*
Just His Wife (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
AGirlMan's
(Dustin
Farnum)
5,000*
from Fight
Porcupine,
The
6,251
Splendid Life, The
5,996
Double-O (Tack Hoxie)
4.739
Sparks of Flint (Jack Hoxie)
4,805
Two-Fisted Jefferson (Jack Hoxie)
4,639
Motion to Adjourn, A
5,785
Innocent Cheat, The
5,744
Ten Nights in a Barroom
7,815
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
(Distributed by Weiss Brothers)
After Six Days (Old Testament Story) 10,000*
AYCIE PICTURES CORPORATION
Under Western Skies
6,000*
False Women
5,000*
AYWON FILM CORP.
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams) .... 5,000*
Across the Border (Big Boy Williams).... 5,000*
Rounding Up the Law (Big Boy Williams) 5.000*
Lure of the Orient (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Fidelity (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
Hair Trigger Casey (Frank Borzage) 5,000*
Master
of Beasts
Star Cast)
Oh! Mabel,
Behave(All(Mabel
Normand, Mack 5,000*
Sennett, Owen Moore, Ford Sterling).... 5,000*
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Dangerous Love (Pete Morrison)
5 reels
The Victim (Robert T. Haines)
6 reels
Captivating
Mary
Carstairs
(Norma
Talmadge reissue)
5 reels
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart) 5,600
Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewart) .... 5,000*
COMMONWEALTH PICT. CORP.
The Hidden Light
5,000*
EAST COAST PRODUCTION, INC.
AMALGAMATED SERIES
Ashes
5,000*
Any Night
5,000*
The Greater Duty
5,000*
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Midchannel (Clara Kimball Young)
6,000*
Hush
Young)
Where (Clara
Is My Kimball
Wandering
Boy Tonight?.... 6,000*
????
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed) . . 5,800
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Kazan
6,464
The Mask
6,400
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
The Servant in the House (All Star)
5,000*
Penny of Top Hill Trail (Bessie Love) 5,000*
Dangerous
Star)
7,000*
Heidi
of theToysAlps(All(Prizma)
????
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
The Supreme Passion
6,000*
The Ne'er-Do-Well
7,000*
The House Without Children
7,000*
The Spoilers
9,000*
GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
Mother Eternal
6,700
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men (Super Feature) 6,200
•Approximately
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PICTURES
Footage

She Played
Ward)
5.000*
Annabel
Lee and
(AllPaid
Star (Fanny
Cast)
5,000
J. W. FILM CORPORATION
The Road to Arcady
6,000*
Should a Wife Work
6.000*
For Your Daughter's Sake
5,000*
GEORGE H. HAMILTON, INC.
Give Me My Son
5,000*
In Self Defense
5,000*
When Knights Were Bold
5,000*
LEE AND BRADFORD
Branded (Josephine Earle)
4,900
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle) .... 4.500
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle) 5,400
Cloudburst (Bombardier Billy W'ells) 4,800
The
(Rubve de Remer) 4.700
FleshL'nconquered
and Spirit Woman
(Belle Bennett)
5,600
Determination (.\11 Star Cast)
10,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The Call from the Wild (Frankie Lee and
Highland Laddie)
5.000*
The Able Minded Lady (Henry B, Wahhall) 5.000*
The Girl From Rocky Point (Ora Carew;... 5,000*
The Forest King (Reed Chapman and Lillian Hall)
5,000*
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Soul of Man, The (William Nigh and Maurine Powers)
7.000*
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle) . . 5.000*
Mr. Bingle (Maclvn Arbuckle)
5.000*
Mr. Potter of Texas (Maclvn .Arbuckle) 6.000*
Trail of the Law (Wilfred Lytellf. ...s 5,000'
Main Who Paid. The Wilfred Lvtell) 5.000*
Wolf's Fang, The (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS. INC.
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawlinson) . . 6.000*
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton)
6.000*
Soul
and Body
Dangerous
Love (Anne
(Pete Luther)
Morrison and Carol 6,000*
Holloway)
5,000*
JOSEPH
MOORE AND EILEEN SEDGEWICK SERIES
Problem Eternal
5.000*
False Brands
5,000*
The Wolf Pack
5,000*
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG SERIES
The Rise of Susan
5.000*
Marriage a la Carte
5.000*
Yellow Passport
5.000*
Feast of Life
5,000*
ROMAYNE SLTERFILM CO.
The Toreador (Bull Fight)
3.600
Rigoletto
a.. 6.000'
SECOND NAT'L PICTURES CORP.
David and Johnathan
4.800
Her Story
5.000*
The Night Riders
5.000*
Brenda's Heritage
5,000*
W. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS. INC.
FARNHJIM, HAMILTON, H.ART, FORD SERIES
So This Is Arizona
5.982
White Masks, The
4.922
Angel Citizens, The
4,826
WM. STEINER PRODUCTIONS
(Neal Hart Series)
Tangled Trails
5.000*
Rangeland
5.000*
Lure of Gold
5.000*
The Heart of a Texan
5.000'
West of the Pecos
5.000*
Table Top Ranch
5,000*
STOREY PICTURES. INC.
SHADO^\^LAND
SCREEN REVIEW— Every Two
Weeks
BL'RLESOUE
PHOTOPLAYS
(With Elsie DavenMonth.
Nopon)
Darn— Every
Yeates
2 reels
Hamomlet
2 reels
Salami
2 reels
Let Her Rip Van Winkle
2 reels
TRUART FILM CORPORATION
Burlingham Adventure Series (each) 1 reel
WARNER BROS.
Why Girls Leave Home
????
Parted Curtains
????
.Ashamed of Parents
????
School Days (Weslev Barrv)
????
Your Best Friend (Vera Gordon)
????
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Hloneymoon Ranch (Alene Ray)
5.000*
West of the Rio Grande (Alene Ray)
5.000*
NEW SERIES
Partners of the Sunset (Alene Ray)
5,000*
Lady Luck (Alene Ray)
5,000*

SHORT

SUBJECTS

ADVENTURES OF T. S. S. CORP.
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln) 15 Episodes
ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
Iris Comedies (Little Napoleon)
2 reels
Crescent Comedies (Jack Richardson) 2 reels
The Movie Star's Stampede (Novelty) 2 reels
ARROW FILM CORP.
SERIALS
Thunderbolt Jack
15 Episodes
The Blue Fox
15 Episodes
Nan of the North
15 Episodes
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES (18)
1 reel
BROADWAY COMEDIES (14)
2 reels
CRUELWED COMEDIES (12)
2 reels
SPEED COMEDIES
(12)
2 reels
MIRTHQUAKE COMEDIES (14)
2 reels
SPORT PICTORIAL (26)
1 reel
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
{Distributed by Goldwyn)
Sport Review Releases
1 reel
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
SPUR SERIES (10 Western)
2 reels
CHARLEY CARTOONS (6 Comedies)
1 reel
AYWON FILM CORP.
HARRY CAREY— 15 Westerns (each) 2 reels
FRANKLIN FARNUM— 12 Westerns 2 reels
JOY COMEDIES— 6
(each) 2 resis
HELEN HOLMES— 22 Railroad Dramas.. 2 reels
MARY PICKFORD REVIVALS
2 reels
CLARION PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
(Released by IVeiss Bros.)
The Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half.... 1,745
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS (Bi-Monthly) 2 reels
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (Bi-Monthly) 1 reel
CARNIVAL COMEDIES
2 reels
SUNRISE COMEDIES
(Billy West) 26
comedies
2 reels
•DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS (Two Reels)
EXPORT AND IMPORT
SERIAL
The Jungle Goddess (Elinor Field and
Turman \'an Dyke)
15 Episodes
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
CHESTER CO-MEDIES (2 reels each)
JOE ROCK COMEDIES (1 reel each)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (1 reel each)
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
SERI.ALS of the Jungle
Miracles
15 Episodes
HORIZON PICTURES, INC.
Norma Talmadge Reissues (14) (each) 2 reels
KINETO CO. OF AMERICA
(Released through State Rights Exchange)
WOXDEES OF THE WoRLD
(2 serics)
First Series from No. 1 to No. 26 (each) ... 1 reel
Second Series from No. 27 to 52 (each) 1 reel
Kineto Reviews
1 reel
LEE AND BRADFORD
Squirrel Comedies (Series of Six)
????
McGOVERN & EGLER
SHORTY HAMILTON SERIES
The Runt
2.000*
Pep
2,000*
Let-'er-Go Gallagher
2,000*
Pony
Boy
2,000*
Grit
2,000*
Ride 'Em Cowboy
2,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
FOLLY COMEDIES
1 reel
NEWSPAPER STORIES
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-Month) 2 reels
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
IRVING CUMMINGS SERIES
Patsy's Jim
2 reels
Corporal Jim's Ward
2 reels
Rope's
End,
The
2
False Trail, The
2 reels
reels
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
TONY SARG'S ALMANAC (Series of 12) 1 reel
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Love's

Running

Director, Wm.

P. S. Earle.

Time, Fifty-five Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Hussell Carrington, Conway Tearle ; Dorothy Wheeler, Winifred Westover ; Ross
Gunther, Robert Shabel ; Reporter, Arthur Houseman; Sly Sam, Danny Hays;
Herbert Norwood, Robert Ellis; Rita Norwood, Florence Billings.
Russell Carrington is accused of slaying Herbert Norwood, whose wife Rita is
in love with him and with whom- he refused to elope. Although innocent, he
runs away and does not furnish evidence which would have implicated Rita as
her husband's murderer. He escapes, assumes the name of Carr and in a seaside town wins the affections of Dorothy Wheeler. They are about to wed when
Rita appears and denounces Russell as an assassin. He is arrested, stiJl keeps
silence and is sentenced for life. A year passes and a burglar comes to the front
who admits having seen Rita shoot her husband. Russell is free<l, goes to New
York and finds that Dorothy is engaged to a wealthy man. However, she refuses
to fulfil the engagement when Russell arrives and she and her lover face a happy
future together.
There is a good deal of
heart interest in this picture, considerable suspense
and fast action. Conflicting passions of love,
treachery, revenge, a
m'an's adherence to a high
ideal and a scorned
woman's malice run riot
through the plot, which at
times may be a bit farfetched, but on the whole
is cleverly handled, rivets
an audience's attention to
the close and provides entertainment of more than
average quality. The feature is skilfully directed,
handsomely photographed
and presented by a strong
cast, the leading role being peculiarly well adapted
to the talents of Conway
Tearle, who is always impressive when portraying
a hero falsely accused of
crime and battling against
injustice. Exhibitors will
find Love's Masquerade
worthy their notice.
Points of Appeal. — Although Russell Carrington's stubborn silence in
the face of a murder
charge may seem a trifle
absurd to practical-minded
folks, yet it is just this
sort of thing that wins
sympathy for a hero with
most people, especially
where it is a case of selfsacrifice to save a woman's
name. So it follows that all through the picture he gets a generous share of pity, and, of course, there is universal satisfaction
when a burglar, who sneaked into the Norwood residence on
the night of the killing, turns up and gives evidence which frees
the innocent man and brings about a joyous reunion with the
girl he really loves.
Cast.-— Conway Tearle plays the part of Carrington with his
usual vim and artistic polish? His performance is convincing
and full of fire and Winifred Westover, as his sweetheart, shares
the dramatic honors with the star. A very forcible bit of acting
is that offered by Florence Billings in the character of the jealous
and unscrupulous Rita, and well-balanced support is provided
by others in the cast.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many pretty exteriors, with alluring long shots, some handsome interiors and
remarkably fine lighting effects. The action is rapid and the
continuity unbroken.
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The

Masquerade

Selznick Photoplay in Five Parts. Author, Edward
J. Montague.

TRADE

Sleepwalker

Realart Photoplay in Five Parts. Author, Aubrey
Stauffer. Scenario by Wells Hastings, Director, Edward Le Saint. Running Time, Fiftyfive Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Doris Dumond, Constance Binney ; Philip Carruthers, Jack Mulhall ; Sister
Ursula, Edythe Chapman; Mary Langley. Winifred Edwards; Mrs. Langley, Cleo
Ridgely
Roberts. ; Ambrose Hammond, Bertram Grassby ; Mrs. Fabian Dumond. Florence
Mrs. Fabian Dumond finds herself financially embarrassed. She Is living in a
fashionable hotel and sends for her daugliter Doris, who comes to her from a conis being educated.
Doris's
mother hasshepurchased
a number
jewelsventonwherethesheinstallment
plan. Driven
to extremities
is compelled
to raiseof
money by selling them, although onl.v one installment has been paid on the gems.
The jewelry agent, Hammond, demands payment and tells her she will be arrested
unless a settlement is made at an early date. Doris discovers lier mother's
dilemma.
The girlon ishera mind
somnambulist,
parent's
peril
weighs so heavily
that she and
arisesthein thought
her sleepof athernight
and enters
Hammond's
room.
He
takes
advantage
of
her
unconscious
act
and
will
not
allow
her to leave. The house detective appears, also her sweetheart and mother.
W'ith
the exception
the latterperson
none byof those
present believe
her innocent.
is denounced
as a of
disorderly
the detective
and ordered
to leave She
the
premises the following day. Again she walks in her sleep, and this time, attracted by the cries of a little girl who had strayed on to a window ledge in
pursuit of pigeons, saves the child from a fall to certain death. Her innocence
is established by the incident, her sweetheart begs her forgiveness, pays for the
jewels and their marriage follows.
This is an entertaining
picture, which holds its
interest throughout and
provides Constance Binney
with a vehicle in which
that highly popular little
star is seen to the best advantage. Somnambulism
is the pivot upon which
the plot turns, an original theme, and one which
is well handled. The direction is good and photographically the picture
ranks high, the sleepwalking scenes being very skilfully filmed. The quality
of suspense is neatly developed and holds sway to
the end, when the heroine's innocence is clearly
proved diumthrough
the habit
meof the same
which caused her to be
unjustly accused. Taking
it on the whole, The sleepwalker is likely to please
not only the star's faithful adherents, but the majority of screen patrons,
and promises to be a safe
investment for the exhibitor.
Points
of
Appeal. —
There are several emotional situations which
awaken considerable sympathy; naturally one pities
the heroine who, through
no fault of her own, is
threatened with loss of
reputation and lover, a
distinct and creepy thrill is
attained in the scene where
Doris, walking in her
sleep, saves the child on
the
window ledge; the comedy relief is timely and the ending
satisfactory.
Cast. — Constance Binney is demurely charming in the role
of Doris Dumond, Jack Mulhall a very likable lover. Cleo Ridgely
a fascinating and flirtatious widow and Florence Roberts plays
the part of the mother acceptably. The support is adequate.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Especial praise must be
given the camera effect achieved in the rescue of the child at a
nerve-racking height by the heroine, some excellent long shots
being shown; the close-ups are clear and accurate and good lighting prevails. The continuity is unbroken and the action fast.
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Press Comments
Globe — Too Much Business is the
deftest comedy-satire we have seen in
many a long day. It is a triumph for a
new idea in direction. For there have
been many films with as great humorous
possibilities and as well cast which have
been spoiled by exaggeration that comes
from what seems to be a contempt on the
part of the director for the ability of his
spectators to grasp anything that approaches subtlety. In this film there is
a refreshing degree of consideration for
the intelligence of the spectator that extends even unto the subtitles. Mail —
When farce comedy is played before the
camera by actors who have a real appreciation of the needs of farce and directed
by a man who has a like appreciation, the
result is just about as good screen entertainment as one may well wish for. An
excellent case in point is Too Much Business. Given an ingenious farce plot, the
players have proceeded to make the most
of it without dipping too greatly in burlesque. The consequence — an extremely
funny picture. World — The feature seems
to be just a little funnier than most of
our present-day screen comedies, and it is
more than that. It is so directed that it
keeps right after its story every minute of
the time, so at the end you feel a natural
desire to applaud. Times — Too Much
Business is another good comedy gone
long. Its story has a point, and the direction of Jess Robbins is so good that one
is persuaded that he could have handled
the story adequately throughout if he had
been permitted to hold it to two reels.
Herald — Something a little different in
continuity and direction is observable, indicating that not everyone has gone stale

Number 24

BROADWAY

Press
York

Comments

Dailies

on the job in the films. Instead of showing
close-ups showing the hero registering the
big idea, it is revealed gradually with an
amusing air of mystery in Too Much Business.

CAPITOL
Unit No. 1 — Overture, "Till Eulenspiegel"
(Strauss).
Unit No. 2 — Violin Solo (a) "Liebesfreud"
(Krelsler), (b) "Souvenir" (Drdla).
Unit No. 3 — Magazine and Go^ldwyn Sport
Pictorial.
Unit No. 4 — Ballet Number, "Dance of the
Hours" (Ponchielli).
Unit No. 5 — Feature, Too Much Business
(Vitagraph).
Unit No. 6 — Comedy, Hay Mayer's Such Is
Life 'Mong the Children of France.
Unit No. 7 — Organ Recital.
Next Week — John Barrymore in Sherlock
Holmes.

Volume 11.

STRAND
Mark Strand Topical Review.
Prelude.
Feature
— Griffith's
(United
Artists). Orphans of the Storm
Organ Recital.
National)
.
Coming
— Marshall
Neilan's Fools First (First

RIVOLI

Press Comments

Overture — "New Orleans" (Wilson).
RivoLi Pictorial, including Kineto's Ancient
Rome in Africa.
Vocal Duet — "Sweet Genevieve" (Adams).
Feature — James Kirkwood in The Man from
Home (Paramount).
man).
Ballet
— "Shepherd and Shepherdess" (GerComedy
— The Family Album (Julian Ollendorff).

On this feature were published during
its run at the Apollo.

Press Comments
Times — Though you may find the tragedy in the feature too realistic for your
taste, you will find relief in the well-photographed Italian scenes which abound in
it. It was made largely in Italy, along the
Mediterranean, and as a scenic it is something to relish. Many of its scenes of the
gardens of the sea and of seacoast ways
and byways are Italy unique and at its
best. Tribune — The Man from Home is
an interesting picture, because a story
filmed in Italy amid the most gorgeous
surroundings you can imagine this side
of paradise, has to be interesting. But
we should have liked Don to be not so
tousled and crude, the girl not so simple
and the prince and princess not so foolishly snobbish. Journal — The feature is
a picture that deserves success, a picture
that represents thought and skill in production, and which shows it on the screen.
There is no thrilling tension, no spectacular denouement,' no wild emotionalism,
but there is beauty of scenery, consistency
of acting, plot that retains interest to
the end. If there are no high spots, assuredly there are no low spots. It is
wholesome entertainment. Mail — The Man
from Home not only tells an interesting
story, but its screening is a constant succession of amazingly beautiful pictures.
The film was taken in Italy, much of it in
and around Naples, with Vesuvius in the
background, and no effort has been spared
to emphasize the beauty of the scenes.
Globe — The Man from Home is worth
going to see for the true Italian atmosphere gained from its Italian settings.
The acting is good so far as the American
characters are concerned, but just why,
with the picture taken for the most part
in Italy, the Italian characters were not
taken by Italian actors, it is just a little
hard to understand.

CENTRAL
Overture — "Folk Songs of the North."
Current Events.
Comedy — The Leather Pushers (Universal).
Comedy — Ten Seconds (Century).
Prologue — "Springtime in the Northwoods."
Feature
— Lon Chaney in The Trap (Universal).
Organ Recit.vl.
Press Comments
American — Lon Chaney is the beginning
and the end of The Trap, and all that fits
between — and there is no disparaging reflection on the plot or production in that
comment. Against the scenic splendors of
the French Canadian country has been set
an exceptionally interesting story of emotional conflict, but Lon Chaney, as Gaspard the trapper, made one forget all
other factors in the story. Globe — The
Trap might have been an uncommonly
good picture. As it is, it is only slightly
better than the average, because of uneveness. It makes a fine start as an action picture, but soon after the start developes into a study of character, pure
and simple. There are many beautiful
scenes of what we suppose are the Canadian Rockies. Evening World — Take it
any way you care to look at it, The Trap
is exciting stuff. What more could a jaded
moviegoer ask in these dull picture days?
The fourth round of the Leather Pushers
is another knockout. The balance of the
program is interesting and amusing.
Herald — The Trap has one of the best and
most imaginative fi.ghts shown on the
screen, because most of it was taken in
absolute darkness. Many a time one could
wish that a veil of Stygian blackness
could be drawn over the customary movie
'scrap, in which the furniture suffers more
than the combatants. When Gaspard, the
Canadian trapper, enters the cabin where
he has arranged an elaborate trap, the
spectator goes through the conflict in his
own mind, the most effective battleground
of all. By the time Chaney staggers out
the onlooker has a cheer all bottled up for
him. Journal — Lon Chaney claims and
^'dns his nroper place on the screen in The
Trap. diluted
For villiany.
yearsNow
he he
specialized
in unreveals himself
as a French-Canadian woodsman, a gayhearted, singing, love-thrilled youth, and
he never was more realistic in any role!
The man's
than
he has an
beenartist
rated.and of higher rank
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Picture

Scenario by George Ade and Waldemar
Young. Oirected by Alfred E. Green
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Please

Your

Audience!!
BEST

:

GIVE them the best there is in music and enhance the value of your
picture presentation. The WURLITZER UNIT ORGAN supphes
that infinite quahty that gives expression to the mute appeal of the
screened motion picture. It touches human emotions. It sharpens and
satisfies the imagination.
The wide range of tones and effects produced by the WURLITZER
UNIT ORGAN insures a universal appeal to all audiences and brings out
the BEST the picture has to give.
The WURLITZER UNIT ORGAN represents the peak of perfection
in an instrument for the correct musical interpretation of the motion
picture.
There is a
WURUIZER
UNIT ORGAN
For Every Type of Motion Picture Theatre
Write for Complete Descriptive Catalog
THE

RUDOLPH
WURLITZER
Executive Otfioes
CINCINNATI,

CO.

OHIO

Convention
Exhibitors'
Washington
Hotel

UNI

-

rmir"
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ZT'l

Denver Auditorium
Grauman Million Dollar
Los Angeles Theatre
Missouri Theatre
St. Louis
Granada Theatre
San Francisco
Rialto
Theatre
New York
City
Chicago
$4,000,000
Chicago
Theatre

Visit Us At the
Waslii list oil

HOPE

WAS NONE TOO
GOOD
FOR THESE
FAMOUS AMERICAN
THEATRES

Chicago
Tivoli
Theatre
Capitol
Theatre
Cincinnati
Lafayette
BuffaloTheatre
World Theatre
Omaha
and many others
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Slate Elected

Senator Walker, never a candidate, thus captured another remarkable tribute to his personality and courage.
During

the night of Tuesday

and in the early morning

hours of Wednesday the Cohen machine made up its
mind that the time had come to force the issue on the
election

Attorney Frederic Coudert, representing Pathe before the Appellate
Division,
New
York Si(preme
Cotirt.

person

conclusion of his annual report, turned to a dramatic
statement of his attitude toward Senator Walker. At
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Georgia,

the spell of the Cohen- Walker controversy. The crisis
was precipitated on Monday, when Mr. Cohen, at the
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of the record of
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into power for the third time by an overwhelming majority. Out of a total of 410 accredited votes, Mr. Cohen
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and the opposition to the Cohen regime
never even had a chance. The full list of
officers will be found

in opposite

Officers

column.
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Illegal

Declare

and

Unconstitutional

delegates of the New York State Organization of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America issued a statement Wednesday in Washington following the steam roller election of a body of officers to head the organization in
which they charged that the entire proceedings of the convention were illegal. They
entered protest on the floor of the convention and refused to vote on any officers for
the organization with the exception of recording by a vote of 39 to 4 the fact that the
state organization was opposed to the election of Sydney S. Cohen for the office of
president.
The statement follows :
THE

"The New York delegation by a vote of 39 to 4 protests against the proceedings of
the convention today and the election of officers for the national body of the M. P.
T. 0. A. because the proceedings were improperly conducted under an alleged constitution which was never submitted to the delegates to the convention.
"The constitution under which the proceedings were held was jammed through in
a committee meeting by 19 men out of a board of 48, without even the benefit of a discussion bythose men.
"The constitution of any unincorporated organization places certain obligations on
every member of the organization to the extent of even making him responsible for
any debts or contractual obligations incurred by the organization. It is our opinion
that no one can afford to subscribe to a document that places such obligations on him
without knowing fully and in detail what such document contains.
"It is the contention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York State
that if this alleged constitution had been submitted to the delegations it would have
caused a riot of protest against the men who proposed to jam through this iniquitous
and intolerable document as the fundamental law under which the organization of the
M. P. T. 0. A. is to operate and be conducted in future.

'

"New York State Theatre Owners feel that they cannot subscribe to this illegitimate and ill-begotten document and that some day the motion picture exhibitors of
the entire country will thank them for the protestations which they voiced in open
convention on this occasion.
"We maintain that this alleged constitution is full of contradictions and inconsistencies, unworkable and in fact ridiculous, and was evidently promulgated by its sponsors at this time to tie the hands of the delegates to this convention and rob it of its

'

force as a deliberative body. For instance, it provides that three months' notice must be
given of any proposed amendment. This obviously makes it impossible for this convention to make any amendment.
"Again it provides that delegates must be elected by the State units thirty days
prior to the convention itself. No state complied with this provision, and therefore
if this alleged constitution is now in effect, and it was under its terms that today's
proceedings were conducted, it is obvious on the face of things that it is not a legally
constituted convention.
"We did not propose a candidate in today's convention session because we could not
give even such a mark of approval to the improper and illegal proceedings and to the ,
intolerable steam roller tactics that were employed by those in control of the convention machinery."
CHARLES L. O'REILLY;
President New York State M. P. T. 0. A., Chairman
S. L. MOROSS,
L

Secretary of New

York

Delegation.

of Delegation.

j
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Convention
Monday's Session
The delegates to the third annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America began to assemble in
Washington on Friday and Saturday. By
Sunday noon the lobby of the Hotel Washington, convention headquarters, was well
filled, and when the gavel fell twenty-four
hours later there was a record attendance.
Official estimates were that fully two
thousand exhibitors, their wives and guests
were in the city.
Sunday was given over to the usual
sightseeing tours of which Washington affords a remarkable number. At intervals State delegations caucused, and President Cohen and his immediate lieutenants were in practically continuous conference.
Senator Walker, accompanied by his
law partner, Joseph A. Warren, took
quarters at the Hotel Shoreham and maintained 3;dignified silence while Cohen and
his lieutenants were engaged in a frenzied
effort to oil up the steam roller.
The lobby propaganda for Cohen was engineered chiefly by M. J. O'Toole of Pennsylvania, who kept buttonholing delegates
as they arrived, assuring them tha,t Senator Walker was the candidate of the producers, despite the fact that the Senator
was not a candidate.
Washington provided gorgeous weather
for the convention start and that helped
to keep the delegates in a peaceful humor
while the preliminaries were going on. It
was 1.30 o'clock Monday afternoon before
any large number of delegates had gathered for the opening session in the Hall of
Nations of the Hotel Washington. At that
moment National President Sydney S.
Cohen, accompanied by United States
Senator Robert L. Owen of Oklahoma and
members of the Cohen entourage entered
the hall. The official party got a great reception from the crowd, which rose and
cheered them for several minutes.
Patriotic airs, winding up with "The
Star Spangled Banner," were played by
Crandall's Metropolitan Theatre Orchestra until 1.50 o'clock, when Cohen grasped
the gavel and declared the convention
open.
Brylawski Talks of Harmony
The invocation was given by Dr. Montgomery, chaplain of the House of Representatives, after which the chair introduced A. Julian Bryla;wski of the national
executive committee and a member of the
Washington convention committee. Brylawski delivered an address of welcome,
the theme of which was harmony and
peace.
He then introduced several members of
the local committee, including Sidney
Lust, Harry Crandall, Lawrence Beatus,
Tom Grant, William Murphy and Morris
Davis. They got a great reception from
the convention, which was thoroughly impressed with the excellent arrangements
the Washingtonians had made for it.
After Mr. Lust made announcements
with regard to entertainment, particularly
the banquet on Wednesday night, the chair
recognized Theodore L. Hayes of Minnesota, who expressed the thanks of the
delegates to the Washington committee.
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Proceedings

Day

by

Day

sponse, and then the chair appointed a
committee to escort him from the hall.
He got another ovation as he made his
way slowly down the main aisle.
The photographers got busy at this
point and took the official convention picture, after which Cohen strode to the front
of the platform, armed with a mass of
manuscript, which turned out to be his
annual report.
President

SYDNEY S. COHEN,
President
E. H. Bing-ham of Indiana was then
called to the platform by Cohen, who announced that a message from President
Harding was to be read. Mr. Bingham
prefaced the reading of it by a sta.tement
that George B. Christian, secretary to the
president, had expected to be present to
read the letter in person, but had found it
impossible to do so.
The delegates cheered the reading of
the Harding communication, which was
described by Cohen as "a wonderful mesThe chair then introduced Senator Owen
as one of the best friends the industry has,
and
the convention rose in a body to greet
sage."
the speaker.
Owen Urges Organization
Declaring it an excellent idea to hold
the convention in Washington, so that
Congress and other officials might become
better acquainted with the industry as a
public force. Senator Owen made a striking and graceful speech in which he
stressed the public service opportunity that
lay before the exhibitors.
"Build up your organization," he
urged. "When it is perfected, some of the
difficulties you have encountered in the
past will gradually disappear. Do your
part and America will be proud of you, as
The Senator was given three cheers by
the delegates, and the chair then called on
I am."
Mr. O'Toole of Pennsylvania, who was
seated at Cohen's left, to make the reO'Toole to
complimented
Owen and sponse.
turned
a discussion Senator
of the
M. P. T. 0. A. Public Service Department, and declared the exhibitors were the
custodians of the screen press of America.
He paid tribute to Owen's message as
second only to that of President Harding's, and urged that the Senator be made
an honorary member of the organization.
Senator Owen made an appropriate re-

Cohen Reports

The delegates settled back in their
chairs as the president began to read. He
declared phenomenal progress had been
made within the last year and thought
the exhibitor had advanced to first rank
in the industry so far as public estimation went.
He stressed the work of the Public Service Department and urged its strong financial support. The repeal of the film rental tax was touched upon and Cohen gave
the credit for this to the rank and file.
The "adjustments" with Famous PlayersLasky and First National, he said, would
be told about in committee reports, but
he took occasion to declare that the Federal Trade Commission suit had interfered with the M. P. T. 0. A. settlement
in the Famous case.
So far as First National went, Cohen
said "unfair practices" had been stopped,
but the matter was not concluded. He
himself had refused to go as far in the
fight as certain unnamed people had
wanted him to go, because the interests of
M. P. T. 0. A. members who were also
subfranchise
holders would be imperiled
thereby.
As for the music tax, Cohen stated the
national office had that matter well in
hand. The hearing, originally set for
May 4, had been postponed to May 15 at
the request of the majority members of
the Senate Patents Committee.
Launching into an attack on the Society of Authors, Composers and Publishers, Cohen made a revolutionary proposal which created considerable stir. He
said the way to crush the "music trust"
was for the M. P. T. 0. A. to go into the
business of publishing and selling music,
thus affording an outlet for the works of
independent composers. He recommended
that a committee be named to work out
the details.
With reference to the "public odium"
borne by the exhibitor because of certain
happenings in the industry,.. Cohen declared the American people could not be
blamed for their failure to distinguish between different branches of the industry,
but it was the Theatre Owners' duty to
present the case in such manner that the
public would know these happenings were
not the exhibitor's fault.
Talks of "Outside Elements"
On the subject of public relations, the
president made it clear that "we don't
need any outside elements to come in and
tell us how to run our business." He was
for co-operation with other elements in
the industry for the sake of working out
readjustments.
Other proposals were:
The establishment of a reference library;
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President Harding
The White House, Washington,

May 8, 1922.
My Dear Mr. Cohen:
In extending greeting to the national convention of Motion Picture Theatre
Owners I take pleasure in expressing my conviction that your organization is moving in precisely the right direction in seeking to open lines of public service. Just
as the press, though of necessity a business enterprise first, is always a potent force
in behalf of the public interest, so I am very sure that the screen will most securely establish itself as an accepted and useful factor in national life, in proportion as it shall recognize its duty in behalf of the widest concerns of the community. It possesses potentialities of vast service, civic, educational, moral. To fail
in achieving as much as possible along these lines would be very certain to weaken
the public confidence in its direction and purposes. Nowadays, no instrumentality
that possesses such possibilities of usefulness dares ignore them, because the need
for enlisting every useful influence is too great.
Because of my strong beliefs in this direction, I am much gratified to know
of the plans for your Department of Public Service. I agree with those educators
and publicists who have become convinced that, this is a real forward movement in
education, which, rightly directed, may be made a complement to the system of
public education. To present on the screen the industrial, commercial and intellectual activities of the country cannot but widen the vision of the great audience
that you daily serve.
It is my earnest hope, therefore, that your plans may develop greatly and
that the measure of co-operation needed to realize their utmost advantages may
be freely accorded by the community at large.
It would have been a pleasure to me, had it been possible, to attend some of
your sessions and to voice to you my sentiments along the lines here suggested.
I am sorry that public engagements seem to make that impossible, and therefore
I am asking you and your associates to accept this expression in lieu of a personal
greeting.
Very sincerely,
WARREN G. HARDING.
Mr. Sydney S. Cohen,
President Motion Picture Theatre Owners' Association.
New Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C.
decisive action on censorship; installation
of a budget system with specific appropriations for different departments at national headquarters; and the establishment
of a board of review by the M. P. T. 0. A.
The last named proposition attracted
g-reat attention. The object would be to
inspect new pictures as they were released, first, in order to safeguard the
public from objectionable films; and, second, to keep the exhibitor from paying
"excessive rentals." The convention liked
this idea and gave Cohen the first applause
his report had evoked.
He then scored what he called too much
exploitation of stars and producers in exhibitor advertising and recommended that
the exhibitor give more attention to the
play itself. He declared an oligarchy had
been unwittingly built up by excessive
exploitation. The stars had been given too
much prominence, with the result that
their salaries had been boosted skyhigh and
then the rebound had come on the exhibitor through scandals.
A further recommendation brought forward the idea that district leaders be appointed by the organization in key cities
to handle legislative matters and advance
the public service work, as well as look out
for the protection of exhibitor interests.
The establishment of service stations was
urged by Cohen for the purpose of handling
exchange-exhibitor differences and legislative campaigns. This, he said, might lead
to courts for the adjudication of exchangeexhibitor disputes,, with a provision for
appeal to national headquarters in case of
failure, an arrangement which, he thought,
would work toward the elimination of deposits and the securing of a better form
of contracts.
After stressing the importance of the

Massachusetts referendum on censorship,
the chair suggested it would be a good
thing to work with other industrial bodies
in fighting unfair legislation.
He paid his respects to the non-theatrical field, and declared the situation
brought
producers'
booking film
to schoolsabout
and by
churches
was serious.
Calls for 50 Per Cent Cut in Rentals
The familiar argument that the exhibitor was paying more for film and taking in less money at the box office was
next. "Some people want us to lower admission prices," he said. "How can we
do it in the face of the situation?
"Rental prices must come down. They
ought to be cut 50 per cent. The effort
to trustify the industry — so obvious in
recent moves — must be prevented; also
the attempt at commercial and political
control of the screen.
"We must help the producer and distributor and they must help us to get into
our theatres the millions of people who
don't come. The producers must furnish
us with truthful information about pictures, instead of the false and lying claims
they
put out." by producers and distribAdvertising
utors in national magazines was scored by
Cohen, who urged that the money be spent
with exhibitors in co-operative advertising
in newspapers.
The reading of the president's message
occupied the greater part of an hour and a
half. Many of the delegates got restless
and left the hall or gathered in little
groups to discuss what was uppermost in
everybody's mind, when suddenly out of a
clear sky Cohen turned
to the subject of
Senator Walker.
He held in his hand several letters,
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copies of letters and telegrams, and went
into a long statement about the history of
the "controversy" with the Senator. He
declared the letter of dismissal had been
signed by a number of men who were at
national headquarters on April 22, plus
wire and phone authorizations. After
reading the letter he said that on April
14, when the officers, directors and executive committeemen came to Washington
to extend the invitation to President Harding, a session was held on Thursday, at
which Messrs. Berman and O'Reilly were
present, but Senator Walker was not.
On the afternoon of the following day,
according to Cohen, Berman and O'Reilly
"came out" with an attack on him, and
Fay called it to the attention of the other
exhibitor leaders. Cohen digressed to say
that the Senator had been engaged as
counsel in August, 1920, and had been paid
$15,000 for his services in all, which, allowing for the time Cohen charged the
Senator failed to work for the organization, was the right amount.
"We have been able to secure very little of the services of Walker since the
Minneapolis convention," said Cohen, who
then made the direct charge that the Senator had neglected two specific cases. One
was the Nebraska Anti-Deposit bill, upon
which both Cohen and A. R. Pramer, the
president of the Nebraska organization,
has soug^ht the Senator's help by letter
and verbally. The second case had to do
with the constitutionality of the Connecticut film tax law, an opinion upon which
had
been asked from Senator Walker's
law firm.
Again referring to the Washington meeting of April 14, Cohen asserted that the
executive committee voted to terminate
the relations of the organization with the
Senator. "But at my earnest protest they
did not put it into effect," he declared, his
voice shading into high tremolo.
Cohen then reviewed the events leading up to the T. 0. C. C. installation dinner at the Ritz, New York, and declared
that at the very time Senator Walker
was lauding him in a speech here, Sam
Berman was touring the country "brutally,
untruthfully assailing me."
Savagely Attacks Berman
He launched into a heavy attack on Berman, characterizing the latter's alleged
statements on his trip as "false, foul, untruthful." He asserted that the men to
whom Berman had talked had sent sworn
statements to national headquarters. He
quoted H. M. Richey of the Michigan organization as having said that Berman
told him: "We must send a telegram to
Adolph Zukor to ask Marcus Loew to stop
making statements urging Senator Walker's candidacy."
Reviewing the stories in the New York
World, one of which, according to Cohen,
connected Walker's candidacy with lower
admission prices, the exhibitor president
decicvied that the newspaper attacks on
Walker
were issued over his strong protest.
He next touched upon his failure to confront Walker at the T. 0. C. C. meeting
and took occasion to pay his respects to
the trade press. "The trade press said I
was playing handball at a gymnasium at
the time Senator Walker was speaking,''
he sobbed. "I met Harry Buxbaum of
Famous Players-Lasky there. I just mention that to show you who is a detective
for the trade press."
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This weird assertion took the ci'owd's
fancy, but it provoked a laugh at the press
table.
"I was literally tarred and feathered,"
he continued, bearing down heavily on"the
tremolo. "And with but one purpose — to
disrupt the organization. My God, they
say I stabbed Jimmie Walker in the back.
If ever a man was stabbed in the back,
lied about, maligned, I am that man." At
this sally the crowd went wild.
"Sounding Boards of Producers"
"These trade papers — these soundingboards of producers — accuse me of cowardice. Why, I don't know what cowardice is when the fate of this organization is at stake."
With tears in his voice Cohen told how
he had worked for the organization. He
asserted that he had always been on the
level; that he had never taken a penny —
or so much as a slide or a one sheet — from
the producers because of his position.
He then went out of his way to attack
Marcus Loew. Declaring that he had
never used his office to obtain preference
in bookings, he asserted that Loew was
his competitor and the only film he
(Cohen) could book was film that Loew
didn't want for his houses.
Despite the fact that, according to Cohen,
the executive committee at a meeting
Thursday night had approved Walker's
dismissal, Cohen pleaded for an opportunity for Walker to be heard.
"Let's have all the cards on the table,"'
he shouted. "Let's have the definite accusations of malfeasance. Let's throw
this propaganda crew out of the hotel, if
necessary.
"Don't let them draw a red herring
across the trail," he sobbed. "If you don't
have an organization your investment is
worthless. All this controversy is but a
shadow of the real thing. Let's clean it up
and then get down to business." The
crowd rose and gave three cheers for
Cohen, and the convention turned into a
jiot.
After the motion was made to invite the
Senator, William Brandt of New York demanded the floor and proceeded to the
platform. Immediately there was an attempt to howl him down. Brandt stood
his ground and engaged in a heated argument with Mr, Steffes of Minnesota, one

C. A. LICK,
Third Vice-President
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CtLENX H iKPER,
First Vice-President
of the Cohen floor leaders. Finally,
Brandt said he would waive to Mr. O'Reilly. This provoked another storm.
Convention Gives Floor to Walker
Finally, unable to control the excited
delegates on the floor, Cohen announced
that Brandt had concluded.
Bernard Edelhertz of New York rose
to a point of order and protested against
what
he called
the "gag rules."
declared
that statement
uncalled The
for. chair
Mr. Schmidt of Indiana insisted that
the motion be put. He wanted it amended
to read that Senator Walker, Mr. Berman
and all others who wanted to speak be
given the opportunity.
Mr. Edelhertz, who was still standing
on the platform, declared all he wanted to
say was that the delegates should keep
open minds with regard to the controversy, and the storm broke again.
There were insistent demands that the
motion be put. Jules Michaels of Buffalo
walked up to the speakers' stand and demanded to know how many chairmen the
convention had. This was a reference to
O'Toole, who, throughout the session, had
been sitting at Cohen's left, and was now
standing and arguing with delegates on
the floor.
"Make O'Toole sit down," roared
Michaels. And O'Toole sat down.
Leo Brecher of New York was given
the floor, but calls for the motion continued with full vigor. Finally, Mr.
Brecher got a chance to make a few remarks, in which he answered some assertions Cohen had made about him earlier
in the proceedings.
Mr. O'Reilly of New York started toward the platform in an effort to be heard,
but Cohen brought out the steam roller,
ignored O'Reilly, and put the motion.
There then
was the
a tremendous
shout of ensued.
"Aye,"
and
utmost confusion
Cohen pounded steadily for order and finally got a semblance of it. He announced
that the officers, board of directors and
executive committee would go into session
at 8 o'clock that evening.
On motion by Mr. Steffes the convention
adjourned
afternoon. to meet at 1 o'clock Tuesday
Tuesday's Session
The second day's session got under way
at 2 o'clock Tuesday afternoon. The

delegates were on edge to hear Senator
Walker's side of the story and were all
set for a sensation. They were not disap ointed, as the developments proved to
be fully as sensational as anybody could
want.
Cohen with the official party, consisting
ot O'Toole, Fay and some others of his
immediate lieutenants, entered the hall at
2 o'clock and received a cheer. At Mr.
Erylawski's request the crowd sang
"America" and then the report of the
Credentials Committee was presented by
Mr. Burf ord of Illinois, who read a list of
the states and the apportionment of votes.
The convention rules were read by Mr.
Steffes of Minnesota, who concluded with
the announcement that the special order
of the day called for allotments of two
hours each to Senator Walker and the
same to Mr. Cohen's side of the controversy. Both reports were unanimously
adopted.
The president then turned over the
chair to Mr. Pramer of Nebraska, after
pleading that every courtesy be shown
Senator Walker and any others who might
speak.
Pramer proceeded to business immediately by announcing that he would
recognize Senator Walker, who made his
way down
vention the
cheered. main aisle while the conAfter some parleying as to whether the
Senator would speak from the platform,
he finally had his way and spoke from the
floor immediately in front of the rostrum.
The atmosphere was tense with expectation. Cohen took a seat a few feet
away from the Senator, with his back to
him and got ready to make notes. He
v.as surrounded by O'Toole, Steffes, Burford and other lieutenants.
The Senator started by saying that it
was unusual for him to be limited in
time, and then plunged into the question
as to whether he was really National
Counsel or not.
"Homeless Servant" Speaks
"I don't know what my position is," he
declared. "Is any one in the room
conversant with the facts? It's as much
of athemystery
as to you."
to
chair toandme asked
him if Hehe turned
knew.
Mr. Pramer shook his head.
Mr. Goldberg of Maryland arose and.

JOSEPH G. RHODE,
Fourth Vice-President
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addressing the Senator, said it was his
understanding that the Executive Committee had terminated the Senator's services
on April 22.
"Is that the only evidence you have?"
queried Walker, and Goldberg said it was.
The Senator then appealed to anybody in
the room to tell him what the real status
was, and nobody answered. "Well," he
said, "then I am here as a homeless
servant."
He told the convention he would acquaint it with some facts and read the
letter of dismissal sent to him on April
22, signed by Moeller and "authorized"
by certain members of the Executive Committee.
He immediately contrasted this with the
letter signed by Cohen on April 26, which
accompanied a statement which Cohen
was willing to give out for publication. It
praised Senator Walker highly for his
work for the organization.
"I've been accused of being a producers'
candidate," he said. "I'm going to show
you how much of a candidate I am. I'll
show you that the organization which
means so much to you is permeated with
falsehood." He then turned for the first
time to Cohen and declared that the latter
would have to clear up some things in a
court of law.
The Senator went into the history of
the dismissal, and showed that on April
22 Cohen had not blocked the sending of
the dismissal and on April 26 was willing
to repudiate it. "Either he sustains these
men who signed the dismissal or he does
not. Which is it? This is a question of
veracity in which you exhibitors ought to
be interested."
Analyzing the Cohen statement of repudiation, the Senator brought all his
powers of ridicule to bear upon it.
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again, the Senator called attention to the
fact that the exhibitor president said he
"earnestly hoped the misunderstanding
would be cleared up."
"Yet," he said, "it is my understanding
that Cohen declared nothing would be said
about me from this platform yesterday.
Either my informants lied or he broke his
word again. Now, what's this all about?"
Ridicules $75,000 Salary
The Senator then reviewed the history
of the stories in the New York World which
preceded the dismissal. He showed that he
had nothing to do with them, and that
the editorials printed in Exhibitors'
Trade Revievi^ and Harrison's Reports
favoring his election were without his
knowledge.
He ridiculed the story of the $75,000
salary. "Let the man arise in this convention to whom I ever said I wanted
$75,000 a year as president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners. Did I ever intimate to anybody in this room that I ever
■wanted to be president?" He paused.
There was no answer.
Senator Walker launched into a stirring

'Slumber 25

these
same
professional
politicians/'
and
then the
Senator
read a letter
from Cohen
to him which bore date of May 25, 1920,
to prove that Walker got Cohen out of
jury duty on the eve of the Cleveland convention. This brought applause from the
delegates.
Cleveland and Fay and True
"I can't remember Fay and True being
in
the picture at Cleveland," said the
Senator.
The statement
that hecharacterized
was a producers'
candidate
the Senator
as a
malicious lie, and in this connection he
referred to Cohen as the Czar speaking
for
herd or the peasantry — "I don't
knowthewhich.
"The man who wrote that statement is
a liar," Mr. Walker said. "I'll show you
whoThemight
be the
producers'
candidate."
Senator
explained,
as in
previous
speeches, the reference to his sitting at
the feet of Will Hays and asserted Cohen
had told only half the story "as usual."
"Unless the name of the man who wrote
that statement is given me," he declared,,
"I charge that Cohen gave it out. Why
don't you mandeddeny
thesewho
libelous
lies?"
deof Cohen,
by this
timehe was
growing paler and paler under the verbal
lashing from the Senator.
He showed that he had worked for the
passage of the Sunday opening bill in
New York State and the Anti-Deposit
Law. "The professional politicians didn't
have smallpox then," he said.
The speaker reviewed, as in previous
addresses, his financial status with the
organization, and came to the question of
the three-thousand-dollar personal check
which Cohen gave him.
Senator Walker asserted that an organization check had been drawn, payable to
himself, which Cohen had compelled
George Walker,
the Senator's
brother,
indorse.
The delegates
immediately
buzzedto

Organization Had No Laws
"He says
was M.notP. inT. accordance my
with thedismissal
laws of the
O.
A Why, your organization didn't have
any laws or constitution until last Friday," asserted the Senator, who then took
up Cohen's reference to "cordial relations."
"Let me show you the newspapers in
which this man with whom Cohen says he
has always had cordial relations is held
up
to ridicule,"
said. relations.
"I don't
understand
that the
kindSenator
of cordial
Were these men who signed the dismissal
reprimanded? Moeller is still on the job.
He hasn't been fired. Would to God I
had been censured by the M. P. T. 0. A.
as Moeller has been!"
With biting sarcasm, the Senator read
the passage in the Cohen statements
which referred to the invaluable services
Walker had rendered the exhibitors and
the declaration by Cohen that the exhibitors needed him.
In order that the full effect of this
might reach the crowd, Walker read it
again.
"Now, which did Cohen mean," he demanded, "what he said in attacking me
from this platform yesterday, or that
statement he was willing to issue to the
newspapers? What kind of sleight-ofhand salve is this?"
Pointing his finger at Cohen, the Senator shouted: "What you ought to do is
to clean up your own words, stand up
like a human being and reconcile your
statements."
Reading from the Cohen statement
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defense of New York City as his home
town. He referred to the fact that certain slurs had been cast on New York
in speeches of the day previous, and scored
Cohen for not rebuking those who made
them. "I wish to God I'd been here to
answer," he shouted. "New York has
been good to me. It has done me much
honor. I like to think of it in this way :
may my country be always right, but
right or
wrong, my country," and the
crowd
cheered.
The Senator attacked Cohen's perfidy
in giving out the statements to the New
York newspapers, and showed that statements damaging to the speaker had been
printed all over the country.
Coming to the reference to "professional
politicians," the Senator shook his fist at
Cohen and shouted: "The professional
politicians of your home town which gives
you your bread and butter are going to
get a definition of what you mean by that
insidious suggestion."
"I'll show you something about this professional politician business," Mr. Walker
went on. "Cohen wouldn't have been in
Cleveland if it hadn't been for one . of

with excitement about this, and O'Toole
got up to make some kind of statement.
He was hissed by the New York delegation and finally made to sit down, while
the chair rapped vigorously for order.
Senator Walker charged that Mrs.
Dodge and Mr. Schartz had not received
the
full amounts due them in the settleLasky.
ment of their cases with Famous Players"The Candidate of Nothing"
"Who was it that did all the fighting
with Zukor?" the Senator queried. "Who
traveled from California all the way back
to New York? Cohen never bothered
Zukor. Who went to the Federal Trade
Commission in an effort to stop the prosecution of Famous Players? Who was
trying
to save
demanded,
and made
the Zukor
direct then?"
chargehe that
Cohen
was the man.
"I'm not the producers' candidate or
the exhibitors' candidate," continued the
Senator. "I'm the candidate of nothWalker then charged that Al Harstn
of the T. 0. C. C. lost Famous Players
product because Cohen took it away from
him. He scored Cohen for his failure to
observe Independence month, according
to Cohen's competitors, who alleged that
ing." played thirty Famous Players picCohen
tures that month.
Taking up the Connecticut and
Nebraska cases, which Cohen the day
before had charged constituted neglect of
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duty on the Senator's part, Walker
showed that his law firm had given Mr.
True of Connecticut an opinion that the
Connecticut tax law was constitutional;
and that the Nebraska exhibitors already
had counsel when Mr. Pramer and Mr.
Cohen spoke to him about the AntiDeposit bill. It would have been unprofessional, the Senator stated, for him to
interfere in the matter.
He again charged that Cohen had sent
him to the hospital last September because of the fact that Walker was pulled
out of a sick bed to go to New Haven,
Boston and Washington.
He showed that the whole foundation
of the organization rested on the beginnings at Cleveland, the Famous Players fight and the 5 per cent tax repeal,
which he had handled.
"The charge that I sold out to the
producers was made solely for political
purposes," the Senator went on. "It's all
false, all hypocrisy and deceit."
Will Retire as a Volunteer
"Now, I'm going to divorce myself
from you, divorce myself completely from
the motion picture industry," said the
Senator. "Last night the members of the
T. 0. C. C. and the New York State
organization offered me a retainer as
counsel, but even to them, my friends, I
said no. That day is done. Forgive me
if I have offended you, as much as you
have let your President and his clerks
offend me. I came to you clean and I'm
going to leave you clean." Prolonged
applause followed this statement.
"I came as a volunteer and I'm going
to retire as a volunteer," he went on,
"You
need the
a manMilwaukee
as a target."
He don't
reviewed
incident
which led to his asking for a contract
and Cohen's reference to the exhibitors as
"cooties." Mr. Rhode of Wisconsin interrupted at this point and engaged in a
mild argument with the Senator which
resulted in the Senator's sustaining his
point.
He showed that he had drawn up a
uniform contract for the organization but
nothing had ever been done with it. He
reviewed the work of his law firm in certain bankruptcy cases affecting exhibitor
claims against producer and distributor
concerns and that Cohen's office had
failed to get the information necessary in
some instances.
The Senator then declared that he
would clear up any doubt about whether
he was National Counsel by resigning
immediately. He again paid his respects
to Cohen and the assaults that had been
made upon him.
"Would
to slink
awaywerein
some
back you
roomwant
whenmethese
attacks
made?" he asked. "That man who
claimed to be my friend might at least
have called me on the phone when these
newspaper stories came out about my
being a candidate and asked me if they
were true. Did he do that?
"You [to the convention] can see what
has happened. It's a precedent for you."
Warns Cohen of Dark Horses
Turning to Cohen, Senator Walker declared: "You've been shooting up the
wrong tree. You better watch your guns.
I'm not a candidate and never was, but
there are some other gentlemen in this
convention who are not looking on the
crown with disdain. They split you and
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me for their own purposes. They knew
there was enough kick in Walker to make
him come here and answer your attacks.
You'd better watch this convention or
you'll wake up to find some dark horses
around. You'll come back to New York
with the realization that the 'wise guy
is the lobster after all.'
"Now, I'm out of it. I never was in it.
But I say may the best man win." The
Senator here raised a glass of water to
his lips and the crowd went wild with
enthusiasm.
"I go with my blessing on your head
[referring to the organization]. But I
tell you if your industry has become so
popular that you can afford to lose one
friend, all right. But I don't think it
He declared that he would go back to
New York under two embarrassments.
One would be the "I-told-you-sos" from
hishas."
friends in public life, like Charles F.
Murphy and Al Smith, and the other
the malicious grin from the reformers.
"It's a pity I had to come to the motion
picture industry to find the only disloyal.

J. T. COLLINS,
Treasurer
untruthful
concluded. friends I ever have had," he
At the conclusion of his speech, the
Senator went back down the main aisle
and got an ovation from the delegates
in admiration of his splendid fighting
spirit. He had spoken for two hours and
twelve minutes.
Pramer immediately recognized Mr.
Cohen, who proceeded to deny in detail
some of the assertions Senator Walker
had made. He wound up by saying that
nothing would please him more than to
have a real contest for the Presidency
with some strong candidates^ Cohen's
speech was distinctly in a minor, conciliatory key and was punctuated with frequent applause.
The chair recognized O'Toole, who said
that all Senator Walker had stated simply
strengthened Cohen's position. He made
a motion that the convention give Cohen
a vote of confidence.
Steam Roller Out of Business
Immediately, D. A. Harris of Pittsburgh took the floor and objected on the
ground that while the convention would
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indorse Cohen it would send Walker
away under a cloud. He demanded justice for the Senator.
An attempt to use the steam roller on
Mr. Harris failed. The delegates were
on their feet shouting and arguing heatedly and the chair lost complete control
of the convention. Pramer pounded for
order and when he didn't get it advanced
to the platform, shook his fist at some
of the unruly delegates and thundered:
"I Some
want you
to know
I'm in
this chair."tried
of the
machine
lieutenants
to run roughshod over Harris, but he
stood his ground and the majority, of the
delegates backed him up.
William Brandt of New York advanced
to the front of the hall and offered an
amendment to the motion providing that
aWalker.
vote of confidence also be given Senator'
There was a moment of silence and then
a great demonstration when the chair
announced that none other than Sydney
Cohen
ment. himself had seconded the amendThe chair got into a parliamentai-y
wrangle over the method of putting the
motion and amendment, and the confusion
became more intense. O'Toole and Steffes
climbed to the platform and O'Toole took
the gavel. Finally, both the amendment
and the motion as amended were passed,
and a motion voting confidence to the
executive committee also went through.
The convention then adjourned until Wednesday at one o'clock, and the excited
delegates who had voted to vindicate both
Cohen and Walker shouldered their way
out of the hall.
Wednesday's Session
It was 1.45 o'clock before the Wednesday session stai'ted with the appearance
of Sydney Cohen on the rostrum. He got
the usual hearty cheer and immediately
gave the delegates an idea of what was
in store by announcing that the convention would
be turnedsociety.
into a boy scouts'
meeting
or not
a debating
Mr. Steffes presented the report of the
rules committee, containing the order of
business, the chief feature of which was
the election of officers. The administration
forces made it clear by their actions that
they intended to re-elect Mr. Cohen and
that the steam roller would be brought into
full play for that purpose.
Mr. Burford of Illinois presented the
report of the credentials committee, which
informed the convention that there were
410 votes, represented by 364 accredited
delegates.
Cohen turned the chair over to A. Julian
BrylaWski of Washington, and then the
excitement began. Mr. Brandt of New
York rose to a point of order and demanded to know under what rule the election was being held. He was instantly
overruled by the chair.
D. A. Harris of Pittsbui'gh took up the
cause of the insurgents, and in a commanding voice insisted that the chair tell
the convention under what section of the
constitution the election was about to be
conducted. He was overruled, and Brylawski recognized Mr. Steffes, who put
Cohen's name in nomination, while the confusion gathered momentum.
Cohen's nomination was seconded by
Mr. Schmidt of Indiana, and his speech,
like that of Steffes, was greeted with tremendous cheering. Mr. O'Toole made a
seconding speech, and nominations were
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closed. The steam roller was working
perfectly.
Convention Verges on Riot
New York, through Mr. O'Reilly, demanded a roll call, and the chair ruled
there could be none when there was only
one candidate.
Mr. Harris, amid scenes of riot proportions, insisted that the delegates be shown
the constitution under which the election
was being conducted. The chair gave him
short shrift.
Mr. Edelhertz of New York tried to
present the New York argument against
the mariner in which the proceedings were
going on, but he, too, was ruled out of
order.
Mr. Lourie of Massachusetts moved to
lay the motion to close nominations on the
table, but the chair refused to recognize
it. With the excitement increasing every
minute, Mr. Steffes made his way to the
front and declared Mr. O'Reilly should be
given a chance to talk. The convention
quieted down temporarily, and Mr. O'Reilly
went to the platform. He urged that fair
play be used and said all New York
wanted was a square deal with the assurance that New York's name would be
called so that its position could be made
clear. The chair told him that would be
done.
After wrangling back and forth, the decision was made to call the roll, and the
chair stated he would tolerate no explanations from the States as they voted. He
said the proceedings were going on under
the rules of the National House of Representatives, whose parliamentarian, Clarence Cannon, was on the platform advising the chair. This brought forth groans
from some of the delegates. Leo Brecher
of New York tried to state a point of
order, but it was lost in the confusion.
New York Against Cohen
The roll call of States began in the utmost disorder. It was a steady procession of ayes for Cohen with the exception
of Missouri, Ohio, Georgia and New York.
There was a brief moment of silence while
Mr. O'Reilly announced that New York
cast thirty-nine votes against Cohen, four
for him, and at the same time entered a
protest against the methods under which
the convention was operating. The New
York delegation made the point that the
whole proceeding was illegal, because the
constitution, which had been adopted on
Friday by only twenty-two out of fortyeight members of the governing board of
the body, had never been presented to the
convention.
When Georgia's
name had
was two
called,
it was
announced
the State
individual
votes. Mr. Lucas of Atlanta said he had
the right to cast them and this was immediately contested by Willard C. Patterson.
Lucas and Patterson stood arguing heatedly, while the Cohen majority in the convention howled and cheered. Finally, it was
decided to poll the delegation. Lucas
voted for Cohen, with Patterson still contesting his right to do so. Patterson insisted that the chair listen to him, but the
chair said "We are finished with Georgia,"
to which Patterson immediately shouted:
"You bet your life you are finished Avith
Georgia," and the New York delegation
was on its feet cheering.
Lawrence Goldman of Kansas City and
W. P. Cuff of Chillicothe, Mo., started an
argument over the casting of the Missouri
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vote, but Goldman's contention was approved by the chair, whereupon Cuff said
he would be heard if he had to stay there
all night.
By this time the confusion was so great
that it was impossible for those at the
press table to determine who was speaking and what was actually going on.
Hayes Against Steam Roller
In this situation, Theodore L. Hayes of
Minnesota strode down the main aisle
and in a commanding voice condemned
the methods being employed. He announced that he was for Cohen, but
against the steam roller tactics. His
words had the effect of quieting the delegates for a moment.
Mr. Harris of Pennsylvania again arose,
and after great difficulty succeeded in
making himself heard. He insisted that
the chair give a definite ruling on the constitutional provisions, if any, under which
the election was going forward. "I want
a definite ruling from the chair one way or
the other, so that we will have the grounds

M. VAN PRAAG,
Recording Secretary
upon
which to test this action later," he
declared.
The chair ruled that the question of
constitutionality could not be determined
at the moment while the roll call was in
progress, but would have to be deferred.
Mr. Harris resumed his seat and the storm
broke again.
Something had to be done to restore order and the chair announced he would
recognize Mr. Loew of New York. Almost at once the situation began to quiet
down and Mr. Loew was given a respectful
hearing.
He pleaded that the delegates conduct
their business in an orderly fashion.
"Many things that have been done are not
to my liking," he said, "but opposition is
always a good thing. I like your organization because it has meant to me the
making of many friends. I am anxious for
harmony and for peace at any price."
Delegates Listen to Loew
He then went into an explanation of the
allegation that he had nominated Senator Walker for president and denied he
had done so. All he said was his statement at the T. 0. C. C. meeting, when
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Walker and Will Hays were present, when
Mr. Loew expressed the hope that the exhibitors would not let Walker leave them.
"I wouldn't nominate Jimmie Walker for
president of this organization," he declared. "It's a great honor, but it's a
greater honor to be Governor of New
York State.
- "Sydney Cohen dragged my name into
the discussion yesterday, but I met him
last night and he explained it to me and
I'm satisfied. I plead with you boys to
do nothing rash. Give everybody a
chance and do something constructive. I
urge that the New York delegation meet
the rest of you half way in the interest of
It was then decided to poll the Missouri
harmony."
delegation. It was done with the wrangling still going on between Goldman and
Cuff. The chair banged the gavel, and
announced that Missouri cast eight votes
for Cohen.
Refusing to listen to any more discussion, Mr. Brylaski made it known that
Sydney Cohen was re-elected president of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America with a total of 348 votes.
Amid a great demonstration, in which
New York sat silent, Mr. Cohen appeared
on the platform and began a brief speech.
"It augurs well for the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America to see the
great interest displayed here," he said.
"You have given me a great honor and
trust, and I promise that I will give the
best that is in me. I would rather have
the good will of exhibitors all over the
country than to have all the money in
Christendom.
"There are big things that must be
done and they must be done by concerted
effort. We must show official Washington
that we are trustees of the screen and
that we will plan for the protection of the
public through cleaner pictures.
"The time has come for closer co-operation with all elements of the business.
We must sit down with the representatives of all the producers and distributors
on He
opposite
sides regret
of the at
table."
expressed
the attitude of
New York and for the Walker controversy.
"I hope," he said, "that the board of directors can effect some arrangement with
Jim by which he will continue with the
organization."
This brought cheers from
the
floor.
"It is only my great love for the organization that has permitted me to tak?
the things that I have taken recently," he
concluded.
Harper Is First Vice-President
Proceeding immediately to the election
of other officers, Cohen declared nominations in order for first vice-president .
Glenn Harper of Los Angeles and C. C.
Griffin of Oakland, Cal., were placed in
nomination.
New York, through Leo Brecher, again
protested against the whole proceeding.
Thomas D. Goldberg of Maryland attempted to make a point of order, but he
was overruled. The roll call of States beIt had proceeded as far as Ohio when
Mr. Griffin announced his withdrawal and
the secretary was instructed to cast 38.">
votes
elected.for Harper, who was then declared
gan.
For second vice-president Joseph Moglei
(Continued on page 1794)
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Harmony and co-operation were the keynotes of the banquet of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America held at
the Hotel Washington on Wednesday evening, and the occasion was featured by
the appearance of several men prominent
in the industry and in public life.
The keenest interest centered about the
appearance of Will H. Hays, whose coming had been in doubt virtually until the
eleventh hour. Mr. Hays made a characteristic speech, which produced a strong
impression upon the exhibitor delegates
and their guests.
Those who followed closely the developments of the convention noted that Mr.
Hays did not refer to Mr. Cohen by name
nor did he offer any remarks that might
be construed as congratulating the organization on Cohen's re-election.
Senator Walker did not attend the banquet. Neither did the majority of the
New York delegation. Mr. Hays referred
by name to three exhibitors, Charles L.
O'Reilly, William Brandt and W. A.
Landau, in speaking of his appearance at
the Chamber of Commerce meeting in
New York when the General made his
famous confidence and co-operation
speech.
The banquet was a pleasant affair
presided over by M. J. O'Toole, chairman
of the M. P. T. 0. A. Public Service department, who introduced the speakers m
pleasing and witty fashion.
The first of these was Congressman
Clyde Kelly of Pennsylvania, whose stirring address on the screen's opportunity
for aiding the better things in America
found marked favor with the diners.
Exhibitor the Keystone
Judge Murphy declared that the public
little realized the great difficulties the exhibitor labored under. He stressed the
fact that the exhibitor was the keystone
in the arch of the industry, and pointed
out that the time had come for co-operation of all branches of the picture business for the sake of public interest and
the economic development of the industry
itself. After paying a strong tribute to
Secretary Davis, Mr. O'Toole introduced
as his representative the Assistant Secretary of Labor, Mr. Henning, who complimented the organization on its public
service program and stressed the opportunity that lay before exhibitors in Americanization work.
Mr. Henning paid strong tribute to Dr.
Holley and Mr. Cohen and did likewise
with regard to Mr. Hays. He linked the
names of Messrs. Hays, Cohen and Holley
together in motion picture leadership.
When Dr. Holley arose he brought a personal message to the exhibitors from
President Harding, who had told him that
he felt the motion picture men had started
an era in education. A hearty greetingwas also conveyed to those present by Dr.
Holley from Vice-President Calvin Coolidge. Dr. Holley reviewed his own work
and that of the M. P. T. 0. A. public
service department, and asserted there
was no nobler man in the world than
.'Sydney Cohen.
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In presenting Mr. Hays, Chairman
O'Toole announced that the Motion Picture Theatre Owners bade the General
Godspeed and wished him well. However, he declared that he was going to let
Mr. Hays do his own talking and would
refrain from monkeying with a dynamo,
as Mr. Hays has been described by Congressman Kelly.
Greet Hays with Cheers
The crowd rose and cheered as Mr.
Hays got to his feet. The General declared there was no time for little things,
no time to consider yesterdays. Interdependence among all branches of the in(iustry was urged by him as a necessity.
Turning to the power of the screen, he
asserted that the industry was the most
potent power of practical progression in
America.
"I represent the producers and I am
proud of it," Mr. Hays went on. He
pointed out that the articles of incorporation of the Hays organization stipulated
that the association would foster the common interests of all those engaged in the
industry and attain and then maintain
the highest possible standards.
As in previous speeches Mr. Hays
brought forward the idea of confidence
and co-operation. "The theatre owner
owns the screen," he declared. "Without
the theatre owner we can get nowhere.
We want a coalesced industry through
co-operation among all branches and when
we get that they'll quit kicking this industry around. The stronger, the more
virile the exhibitor organization, the more
certain is it that we will succeed with the
public. The cause is all of ours together,"
he concluded, and there was prolonged
applause from the audience.
Toastmaster O'Toole thought confidence
and co-operation would come about if the
exhiTaitors were met half way by the
producers.
Secretary of Navy Speaks
One of the most impressive speeches of
the banquet Was made by Secretary of the
Navy Denby, who also expressed great
admiration for Mr. Hays and regret that
he had left the cabinet. He thanked the
industry for what it had done for the
navy and grew eloquent in pointing out
the great benefit received by the men of
the American fleet from the picture shows
on board.
Governor Price of Minnesota, one of the
most entertaining speakers of the whole
occasion, declared that the screen must
be kept free from censorship and deserved
the co-operation of the National and State
Governments. He announced himself as
opposed to the establishment of municipal
picture theatres and told of the blocking
of a bill in the Minnesota Legislature
v/hich would have created them in that
State.
"I don't believe the Government has the
right to do for the people what they are
capable of doing for themselves," the
Governor went on. "The least government is the best." On the subject of
clean pictures, he emphasized the fact

Banquet^
Speak

that the public wanted the players who
appeared on the screen to be worthy. He
cautioned the producers to consider a picture from the viewpoint of whether it was
good or harmful before sending it out.
Recognition that is coming to the industry from substantial quarters on the outside appealed to Adolph Zukor as an important development of the recent past,
particularly the carnival held under Mr.
Hays' direction at the Astor Hotel Tuesday night.
Turning to the subject of co-operation,
Mr. Zukor declared himself as wanting
only fair play and being ready to cooperate with exhibitors through the Hays
organization. Mr. Zukor thought, however, that the exhibitor should define ways
in which producer and exhibitor could get
together.
Zukor Talks of Joint Convention
"Next year at Convention time," said
Mr. Zukor, "I hope that instead of there
being a separate exhibitor organization
there will be a convention of all the elements of the motion picture industry."
W. W. Hodkinson said he was glad to
see that the keynote had been co-operation and that the friction and conflict evident in the industry were necessary to
adjustments in a business that grew so
rapidly.
Marcus Loew expressed great gratification over the harmonious atmosphere of
the meeting. "We are reaching nearer
the goal I have been longing for," he said"We must all get a little closer together.
If we do have one convention next year
we ought to take a great big place because we will need it." This was a reference to the heated session of the M. P. T.
0. A. in the afternoon which culminated
in the re-election of Cohen.
Declaring that Mr. Hays had already
more than earned his salary, Mr. Loev/
said
it wasmembers
a disgrace
the "twelve
thousand
of thethat
Motion
Picture
Theatre Owners had only raised $33,000
last year. You can't expect any man toput in his whole time working for you
unless you pay him. I hope by the time
of the next convention you'll be able to
O'Toole announced that
payToastmaster
fair salaries."
Mr. Hays had to catch a train and the
crowd as a tribute to the former Postmaster General rose and applauded him
as he left the room.
Cohen Gets a Watch
Mr. O'Toole then came to what he described as the climax of the evening — the
introduction of Sydney Cohen. Prior to
this Morris Needles presented a gold
watch to Mr. Cohen as a token from certain members of the New York organization. Mr. Cohen appeared to be quite
overcome by the incident.
The president began by taking exception to what Mr. Loew had said about the
M. P. T. 0. A. failure to raise a sufficient
amount of money for the organization.
"In view of the depressing conditions we
have done nobly," he said. "If the producers want to get together with us, let
them reduce the price of film." This
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statement evoked cheering from the
crowd. Expressing regret that Mr. Hays
had to depart early, Mr. Cohen said that
the M. P. T. 0. A. accepted the challenge
for clean, wholesome pictures and that he
sincerely hoped that the few pictures that
were not up to the standard would be done
away with.
"We stand for co-operation," said Mr.
Cohen. "We have been chasing it all over
the country. We are prepared to meet
with Mr. Hays and all other producerdistributors for the purpose of affecting
a business understanding and a united
front against the common enemy (meaning the reformers).
Mr. Cohen then made a rather sensational statement in view of the fact that

Convention

TRADE

REVIEW

the subject of professional politicians had
been a storm center in the Cohen- Walker
controversy.
Takingof up
Mr. O'Toole's
practical
nomination
Governor
Price of
Minnesota for the presidency of the
United States, Mr. Cohen, turning to the
Governor, said he believed the latter
would be drafted for higher public service
and that every member of the M. P. T.
0. A. would use his theatre for the purpose of furthering the Governor's political
advancement.
After paying tribute to Richard
Barthelmess and stating that he was the
only star that had appeared at the convention, Mr. Cohen thanked the New York
members for their gift to him and sat
down with tears in his eyes.

Proceedings

Day

by

Day

{Coiitimied from page 1792)
of Missouri and Willard Patterson were
nominated. Patterson refused to run and
Mogler was declared elected.
The confusion still continuing, C. A.
Lick of Arkansas was chosen third vicepresident; Joseph G. Rhode of Wisconsin,
fourth vice-president; M. Van Praag, recording secretary, and John T. Collins,
treasurer.
The business of electing- the board of
directors was taken up, with New York
registering its protest periodically that
the whole proceeding was irregular.
The following were placed in nomination for directors: W. A. True of Connecticut, W. D. Burford of Illinois, A. Julian
Brylawski of Washington, G. G. Schmidt
of Indiana, M. E. Comerford of Pennsylvania, H. H. Lustig of Ohio, Claude Cady
of Michigan, I. W. McMahan of Ohio, W.
A. Steffes of Minnesota, H. B. Varner of
North Carolina, R. F. Woodhull of New
Jersey, Jake Wells of Virginia, L. J. Ditt-

News

Reel

mar of Kentucky (ruled out of order by the
chair because Dittmar was not present as
a delegate), A. R. Pramer of Nebraska,
Jacob Lourie of Massachusetts, F. Rosenbloom of Pennsylvania (withdrawn), C. C.
Griffin of California, E. M. Fay of Rhode
Island (hissed by the New York delegation), C. L. O'Reilly of New York (immediately withdrawn by Mr. O'Reilly), John
Manheimer of New York (hissed and withdrawn).
Mr. Cohen announced twelve were to be
chosen and the State delegations began
taking individual polls. This occupied
more than half an hour, when the chair
stated the result would be made known
Thursday.
Cohen then announced the speaker for
the banquet at 7 o'clock, including "three
surprises," one of whom he said would be
Senator Walker. The meeting broke up
after announcements with regard to the
Thursday session.

Censorship

Under

Review

New York Appellate Division Takes Testimony in Action of
Pathe Exchange Against State Motion Picture Commission
Subjected to the cold judicial decision of
five judges of the Appellate Division of
the Supreme Court, Hope Hampton, "she
of the sealskin suit" and the bone of contention between the New York State
Motion Picture Commission and Pathe,
Inc., reposes in celluloid in a huge vault in
the Supreme Court Chambers at Albany,
N. Y., to become possibly the deciding factor within the next few days as to whether
or not news reels are to be subjected to a
continued censorship in New York state.
Hope Hampton, however, was only a
side issue, injected at Albany Wednesday
afternoon. May 10, in the concluding moments following the presentation of arguments before the Appellate Division by
Attorney Frederic Coudert, representing
Pathe, and Deputy Attorney General Arthur E. Rose, who appeared as the representative of the New York State Motion
Picture Commission.
Much importance
hinges onDivision.
the coming-It
decision
from the Appellate
should be forthcoming within the next few
days. Other states are awaiting with interest the attitude which will be shown by
the high court on this test case.
The arguments were not presented until
after 5 o'clock, the day having been taken
up by many compensation cases. Lewis

Innerarity, secretary of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., of New York City, was present with
Mr. Coudert.
Pathe presented a strong argument as
against a continuance of censorship in so
far as news reels are concerned. In his
opening, Attorney Coudert claimed that
the question was one of constitutional
rights. He reviewed the history of current event films, citing many instances
where they had recorded events of worldwide importance for preservation and use
in the years to come. He cited one instance of the inauguration of President
Harding, saying that this picture in which
millions were interested was shown
throughout the entire United States within two or three days after it had actually
occurred.
"The news reel is entirely like the newspaper in that any event to retain a news
feature must be shown without delay,"
said Mr. Coudert. "We should not be subjected to any mandate which says that we
must wait until a picture has been passed
upon before it can be shown to the public.
The freedom of the press consists in freedom from interference before publication.
If there is indecency in the newspaper or
in the news reel it can be punished under
the provisions of the criminal law.
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"News films are a part of the press and
the publications of the world, and as such
they are entitled in every way to immunity
from censorship. There is neither reason
nor intelligence in any law which says
that news reels shall be censored and
held in delay, while newspapers go immune. The news reel is a part, and a
most important one, of the record of world
events. If we are obliged to wait on the
whims of censors, then the news becomes
practically
valueless."General Rose, calling
Deputy Attorney
attention to the law under which the New
York State Motion Picture Commission
was created, contended that there was a
difference between the newspapers and the
news reels, and in that difference was the
demand for censorship. According to Mr.
Rose, the newspaper is sold on the streets
to the individual -who is free to purchase
or reject it. But the news reel, he said,
was offered as a part of a program in
places of amusement, where admission was
charged, and for that reason it should be
subjected to censorship under the provisions of the present law, which, he contended, was clear in that it specifically
stated that any pictures shown in places
of amusement should first be passed upon.
"We have no desire," said Mr. Rose, "to
hamper the business of Pathe. There has
been no harm done to these news reels.
They have gone on week by week since
August 1, when the Motion Picture Commission started to function, and there has
been no delay by reason of censorship in
releasing these reels to the public. But
if it was not for exhibitions and places of
amusement where admission is charged,
this class of pictures would not be manufactured. Our only control, under the law,
is over pictures shown in places of amusement. Any judge on the bench to-day
should he have a projection machine in his
home, has a perfect right to purchase an
uncensored picture from Pathe or any
other concern, and show it in his own
Mr. Rose told the court that New York
State was by no means the pioneer in
the way of motion picture censorship, citing the constitutions of Ohio and Illinois,
where
home." censorship has existed for some
time.
"I cannot see," said Mr. Rose, "that a
news reel should receive immunity from
censorship. They do take important pictures, but Mr. Coudert has not told you of
the very thing that brought about the deletion of a motion picture bathing girl and
started that which has brought us here
to-day. The girl was Hope Hampton. In
this news reel she is shown undressing in
a portable bath house with flimsy walls.
This was not an important part of the
news record of the day.
"There is another thing constituting a
vast difference between the news reel and
the
newspaper.
I refer
to the
sometimes
so vivid
that one
can close-up,
see the
blood vessels of the eye."
At thisformedjuncture,
Attorney
Coudert this
inthe court that,
anticipating
move on the part of the Deputy Attorney
General, he had brought with him the very
film to which Mr. Rose has referred.
"It is not an indecent film. The young
woman was clad in sealskin," said Attorney Coudert.
"But,
my friend," interrupted Deputy
Attorney General Rose, "fails to state how
And sealskin."
so the film was passed over to the
much
five learned judges, who -will view it with
that calm judicial temperament associated with the bar of justice, and render
its decision within the next two weeks.
In the meantime, Hope Hampton — in celluloid— will repose under bolt and bar within
sight of the State Capitol where censorship was proclaimed a little over a year
ago, as one of the crying needs of ten
million residents of New York State.
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III

Of Greatest Importance to Operator's Health and
Efficiency Is Ventilation Perfection — Lectures
and Physical Examinations Adopted by Local 306
the paramount imBECAUSE of
portance of ventilation in the
projection room to the health
of moving picture operators this
subject was accorded immediate attention when the work of the Educational Committee of the New York
Local 306 got under way at the reguular April 26 meeting of that body.
It is a regrettable fact that although the development of the moving picture theatre has been rapid in
every respect from the screen to the
attractive displays which adorn the
lobby, proportionate progress has
not been made either in the ventilation of the theatre proper or changing the vitiated air of the projection
booth. Lack of specialized knowledge is responsible for the condition
which obtains in the booths to-day,
and a great deal of poor health on
the part of operators has resulted.
The economic loss to operators and
their employers, the exhibitors, is
too apparent and costly to be permitted to continue. Here is a condition which must be remedied, for
it presents an additional hardship
to the operators, actually endangers
their lives, reduces their efficiency
to employers and is altogether unnecessary and costly.
From the humane viewpoint the
necessity of supplying sufficient air
that is pure and healthful is receiving more and more recognition, and
in the practice of trades the evil effects of insufficient ventilation are
alarming. In the operating craft
specific conditions are encountered
which are directly responsible for
many of the so-called "occupational
diseases." Among the diseases are
the following which have been
pointed out by Dr. George Webster,
M. A., in an address before the Chicago Medical Society.
_ 1. Those due to gases, vapors and
high temperature.
2. Those due to increased atmospheric pressure.
3. Those due to metallic poison,
dust or fumes.
4. Those due to organic or inorganic dust and heated atmosphere.
5. Those due to fatigue.
_ When it is considered that moving
picture operators are daily subjected
to most of the foregoing unhealthful
conditions and for a period varying
from eight to ten hours it is apparent time for change has come.
The operators of Local 306 were
addressed on this subject by Mr.

Rybicki, Secretary of the Labor
Sanitation Conference, co-operating
with the Industrial Hygiene Division
of the New York Department of
Health and the State Industrial
Commission. Mr. Rybicki delivered
a most instructive and entertaining
illustrated lecture. The value of his
remarks was enhanced by the fact
that he has just completed a careful
study of the working conditions of
the operators by actual visits to the
booths of the moving picture theatres of Greater New York. These
visits were made at the request of
the Executive Board of Local 306,
and Mr. Rybicki was accompanied
on the tour by Simon Terr, Local
306 business agent for the Brooklyn
District. Rybicki deplored the
working conditions as he found them
and stated that without exception
the evils could be remedied by the

"Big" Pictures All Right,
But Little Ones Do Win
Some motion picture producers in
Los Angeles have recently predicted
that the film of the future is the
"big" production, made with large
numbers and at heavy outlay. That
not all the movie leaders think that
way is shown by the expression of
King Vidor, director of "The Turn
in the Road," "The Jack-Knife
Man" and other smaller successful
"Those who express such sentipictures.ments* wholly misread such signs as
we have to guide us," declares Mr.
Vidor.count"They
not takefactor
into acthe very do
important
we
call"What
by thehas
littlelived
wordon'appeal.'
the stage?
Not the sumptuous, extravagant
spectacles. They have had their
fleeting moment and passed out of
memory. What one can be mentioned with Joe Jefferson's simple
comedy of 'Rip
with its
record
nearlyVanhalfWinkle,'
a century?
"To take a more modern instance,
the outstanding piece of our national
stage is 'Lightnin',' Frank Bacon's
simple, duction
homely
play of trivial procost.
"The most popular film of recent
years
is 'The atMiracle
Man,'
was produced
moderate
cost,which
and
others of great artistic and commercial success which cost comparatively
little could be cited. A modest picture with a beautiful dog as its star
has broken all theatre records in Los
Angeles.
"Some pictures costing not over
$30,000 have swept large fortunes
into the pockets of their makers.
The big spectacle has its market, but
the smaller picture with that elusive
thing, appeal, will never be passe."

forced drafts and exhaust systems.
He contended it was an economic
loss to the exhibitors to permit the
men to continue to work under conditions as they exist and emphasized
the fact that the vitiated air in
which the men are forced to work
lowers their vitality, increases susceptibility and severity of disease
and decreases their physical and
mental working power, and while
not directly producing death inevitably shortens life.
"The physical health and mental
alertness of an operator in a moving
picture booth are both indispensable
to expert projection and the safety
of patrons," according to Samuel
Kaplan, President of Local 306, and
to the end that the welfare of the
operators as well as the best interests of exhibitors be protected and
advanced, at his request all members
of the local body have agreed to undergo athorough physical examination immediately in an effort to do
their part in perfecting the efficiency
of the organization's members.
These examinations will be made by
doctors on the staff of the City
of New York Health Department,
and the condition of the men, together with probable causes, will be
charted and acted upon. Several
gymnastic classes are planned and
considerable rehabilitation work will
be attempted.
"All of this constructive work is
being done in the hope that exhibitors will be induced to take up the
scientific ventilation of booths, and
co-operate with the men both in the
improvement of working conditions
and duration of working hours the
operators are 'penned' in," said Mr.
Kaplan.
"Up to the present, in most of the
booths, the simplest and most ineffective and unreliable methods of
ventilation have been employed," he
continued, "such as open windows
and the unaided effect of flues or
chimneys. Such methods cost nothing
to operate, but they do not accomplish the desired result, since they
are entirely dependent upon weather
conditions. Open windows create
drafts and must be closed in cold
and wet weather as the operators'
work heats them greatly, and an influx of cold air would surely result
in sickness. Natural methods of
ventilation unquestionably have
their places, but in my opinion these
do not include a projection booth."

My

Wild

Irish

Rose

A David Smith Production, with an all-star cast, from the famous play "Shaughraun," by Dion Boucicault.
For release through Vitagraph.
Scenario by C. Graham Baker and Harry Dittmar.
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Crowned

Exciting

Movie

Queen

Contest

the vote of Mrs. Carr jumped from
ship of Mr. Hays, aided by having
y conthe close of a fiercel
tested battle of ballots. Bilhe
6,000 to 66,000, and her name was
the stars make personal appearances
put at the top of the list. The friends
throughout the city and in flashing
Burke at 2 o'clock on the
of Billie Biirke came to the rescue
morning of May 10 was declared the
news reels describing the activities
with 10,000 votes, representing
of the A. I. C. P., and the progress
winner of the Motion Picture Popuof the contest.
larity Contest with 472,860 votes. $1,000, and Miss Burke took the lead.
Constance Binney was soon in the
The
top figure swayed from one
Mary Carr, the "mothers," was second with 431,160.
lead among the women stars. She
name to the other, the items coming
in amounts as high as 50,000 at a was closely followed by Madge KenFor two hours the grand ballroom
time, until the finish as stated, and
of the Hotel Astor had been a scene
nedy, while Lillian Dove, Mae MurMiss Burke was crowned as the
of excitement, with first one of the
ray and Mrs. Mary Carr became important factors in the election.
movie queen. The interest practitwo principal contenders in the lead
A marked change came on May 3,
cally was centered on the women,
and then the other. No stage manthe men being more or less ignored
when Miss Kennedy had nearly
ager or manipulator of a convention
13,000 votes and Miss Pickford was
ever more skillfully marshaled his in the final hours. Edward Earle
was declared the king with 12,280
only 2,000 votes lower in the score,
forces or effectively influenced the votes.
while Miss Binney was in third place
feelings and incidentally the purses
with 10,489 ballots. Miss Marion
• The result of the contest will net
of the men and women under his
the Association for the Improvement
Davies, who later showed a phenomdomination than did Joseph P. Day
enal gain, was credited with 1,189.
in his management of the final bal- of the Condition of the Poor approxiBillie Burke brought new zest to
mately $125,000, a figure which will
loting.
the contest on Saturday morning,
finance the organization for its sumMr. Day is a veteran and a famous
mer's work.
when
she came into fourth place
auctioneer, one of the big ones of a
The suggestion for the carnival is with 11,259 votes as a starter. Miss
big town. It was shortly after midcredited to Mrs. Courtlandt D.
Binney, Miss Kennedy and Miss
night when Will H. Hays, chairman
Pickford were then first, second and
Barnes, the chairman of the execuof the Motion Picture Producers and
third.
tive committee of the association.
Distributors Committee, introduced
Among the boxholders at the carthe real estate man as master of Will H. Hays, president of the Motion Picture Producers and Distrinival were Carl Laemmle, William
ceremonies.
butors Association of America, was
Fox, Mrs. William R. Hearst, Will
"Now we are going to see how
most active in his co-operation with
H. Hays, Earl Hammons, John M.
much jam we shall put on the baby's
the officers and members of the
Quinn, Eugene W. Brewster, Adolph
face," said Mr. Hays in referring to association.
Zukor, Courtland Smith and Lewis
the closin
g of the contest and of the
Each
J. Selznick. On the producers and
vote
count
ed
ten
cents,
and
vast amount of good that would be
partisans of the candidates were
distributors'
committee were many
done for the poor of New York City
exhibitors as well as producers
permitted to cast their ballots as
and
as a result of the ten days' work on
distributors. The Associated Moearly and as often as they pleased.
the part of the members of the Astion Picture Advertisers also consociation for the Improvement of the The ballots were collected by teams
of workers composed of young wotributed the services of many of its
Condition of the Poor and the momembers in the vast amount of work
men of society, while the moving
connected with the contest.
tion picture players. "I am going to picture interests, under the leaderintroduce to you a man who always
gets the money, Joseph P. Day, who
will do his duty
said Mr.
Final Standing in the Contest
m concluding hiswell,"
brief talk. Hays
The ballroom had been thronged
WOMEN STARS
for two hours with prominent New
Yorkers. There had been dancing
Billie Burke
Lillian Dove
472,860
5,298
and a cabaret entertainment. When
M.
Battista
Mary Carr
4,480
431,160
Mr. Day came to the platform the
Constance Binney
Viola Dana
68,500
3,825
highest number of votes credited to
Norma
Talmadge
Madge Kennedy
3,689
58,600
any one candidate was in the neighAlice Terry
Marion Davies
51,170
3,301
borhood of 35,000, The master of
Shirley Mason
Mary Pickford
3,094
15,265
ceremonies had hardly finished outMrs. L. Hoyt
Hope Hampton
2,576
13,350
Immg his plan of procedure when
Gloria Swanson
Mae Murray
2,235
12,120
from a slip of paper he read :
Constance Talmadge
Clara Kimball Young
2,200
6,620
Lillian Gish
Mary Cleary
"Ten thousand votes for Mary
2,060
6,520
Carr."
May McAvoy
Betty Compson
5,930
1,706
There was a hunt on the p^t of
the scorer to find the name. It was
MEN STARS
finally located near the bottom of
William Farnum
Edward Earle
the large blackboard which had been
2,870
12,280
Rodolph
Tom
Valentino
Mi
x
2,000
erected on the front of the platform.
9,247
Tom Meighan
Will Rogers
1,752
A moment later Mr. Day shouted.
4,100
Charles Jones
Larry Semon
1,654
3,293
"Another ten thousand votes for
Wallace Reid
Charlie Chaplin
1,570
2,970
Mary Carr."
Lloyd
Jackie
Hamilton
Coo
gan
A buzz of excitement followed.
1,827
2,890
Quickly in blocks of ten thousand

AT

One

Clear

Call

Presented by Louis B. Mayer with an all star east. Produced and directed by John M. Stahl; for release through
Associated First National
,
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Maxwell

Karger

Dies

On

Way

Home

Producer of Seventy Metro Photoplays Expires from
Heart Disease — Tragic Ending of Romantic Career
of an orchestra, floor-walker, concert
Maxwell Karger, formerly directorplayer and motion picture impressario.
general of Metro Pictures Corporation,
When he was only a boy Karger develdied of heart disease on the night of May
oped a love of music that possessed him
4 on a train. He had left New York that
to the exclusion of almost everything else.
morning for Hollywood, where he was
He stuck to it, and at the age of twenty,
after some schooling in between, was the
to begin direction of a series of pictures
leader of a small orchestra in a small
for L. Lawrence Weber.
theatre, but Karger wielded his baton with
Thursday night, according to Mr.
all the grandeur of an operatic conductor.
Brown, a young man whom Mr. Karger
Karger won a scholarship and went to
had engaged as assistant and who accomEurope to pursue his study of the violin
panied his chief on the train, the Metro
under Joachim, the great German master.
director went to bed apparently in the
Upon his return he sought and obtained
best of health. The two shared a coman engagement as a member of the Metpartment. The next morning Mr. Brown
ropolitan Orchestra, playing first violin.
could not wake Mr. Karger. A doctor
He put in seven years with the Metropoliwas found. He pronounced Mr. Karger
tan and the Philharmonic, and in the condead of heart disease. The body was
cert season toured the country with some
taken from the train at Fort Wayne. Ind., of the great singers, including Edouard
to be held there until his family, a wife
Reszke, as accompanist and soloist.
and two children in California, could be de Karger
gave up music and broke his
notified.
fiddle across his knee one day when he
realized that while he was a great player,
of Mr.
death
wasThe ansuddenness
astonishing
shockKarger's
to those
of he could never become the greatest, which
the Metro organization who knew him
was his ideal. His funds gave out and,
finding himself in a middle western city,
he took the first job that offered. It was
in a department store. He began as a
clerk, but proved himself so resourceful
and energetic that he was promoted first
to floorwalker and then to advertisement
writer. In a short while he was holding
down a desk and directing the advertising
nolicy of the big store at a salary almost
twenty times as large as the stipend he
had received to start.
Later he tried his hand at newspaper
work, with some success. But the turning point in his career came when, returning to New York, the scene of his musical
triumphs, he became interested in motion
pictures and was one of the organizers of
Metro.
The photoplays which Mr. Karger
supervised were six starring Nazimova,
as well as many others in which were
featured Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, Emily Stevens, Mabel Taliaferro. Viola Dana. Edith Storey. Lawrence Grant and Olive Tell, Harold Lockwood, Bert Lytell, May Allison, Alice Lake,
Emma Dunn and Ina Claire, as well as
many specials.
Maxwell Karger
personally. He was a man of enormous
vitality, and that seemed unimpaired when
he left New York. He had been identified with Metro since its organization, his
duties being connected principally with
the production end. When, in 1919, he
was made director general of production
he gained for himself the sobriquet of
"the human dynamo" for his ability to
work at top speed incessantly. In the
course of his career in motion pictures he
supervised personally and directed seventy
photoplays. The last was "Hate," starring Alice Lake, which will be released
May 29.
Mr. Karger was born in Ohio, the son
of parents in moderate circumstances. He
was still in the early forties when he died.
The Metro director has been violinist,
newspaper man, dry goods clerk, advertising copy writer and director of advertising for a big department store, leader

Gish-Reid Picture to
Be Released June 18
June 18 has been set by R-C Pictures as the release date of "The
Fatal Marriage," a revival of the
screen version of Tennyson's "Enoch
Arden," in which Wallace Reid and
Lillian Gish play the leading roles.
The picture was supervised by D.
W. Griffith. William Christy Cabanne directed. According to the
announcement, the picture does not
rely solely upon the popularity of its
cast and directors for its merit.
Many exploitation novelties will be
prepared by the R-C force to be isrelease.sued coincident with the picture's
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Will

Cast
Be

Seen

in "Oliver Twist"
Oliver
Twist will be a massive production !
This statement, coming from Sol Lesser
and Jack Coogan, Sr., is accompanied by
a list of the exceptional cast of players
that will be seen in the production.
"Jackie Coogan will enact the role of
young Oliver and Lon Chaney will be
seen in the role of Fagin," the statement
points out. "This characterization of Mr.
Chaney's is conceded to be the finest in
his brilliant career. Gladys Brockwell is
playing the part of Nancy Sykes and
big George Siegmann will be seen in the
role of Bill Sykes.
"James Marcus is enacting the role of
Mr. Bumble and Nelson McDowell will be
seen as "Sowerberry," the old undertaker.
Carl Stockdale will play the role of
"Monks" and Aggie Herring will be seen
as Mrs. Corne. Joan Standing plays the
part of Charlotte and Gertrude Claire is
Mrs. Maylie in the Twist presentation.
The Artful Dodger is enacted by none
other a little player than Edouard Trebael
of the thirteen Trebael kiddies — all in the
movies. Then there's Taylor Graves
playing Charlie Bates and Lewis Sargent
who will be seen as Noah Claypool. Eddie
Boland enacts the role of Toby Crackit
and James Hazelton plays Grimwig.
Lionel Belmore gives us the character of
Mr. Bronlow and Florence Hale, the character of Mrs. Bedwin.
"Frank Lloyd is in complete charge of
direction with Harry Weil assisting him.
Mr. Lloyd is not deviating from the Dickens volume in any manner. Glenna McWilliams is handling the camera with
Robert Martin assisting."
"Under
Two Flags''
Testing Technicians
at Universal City
The technical department at Universal
City is having the test of its career in the
Universal-Jewel
of Ouida's
Under Two Flags, production
starring Priscilla
Dean
and directed by Tod Browning.
Foolish Wives is the only picture ever
made at Universal City which called for
so much technical preparation. From
cafes to boudoirs, barracks to mosques,
the gamut of architecture as it is known
in the countries of North Egypt is run.
Not only does the technical department
have to design and build the variety of
beautiful sets, but with the electrical department itmust produce lighting effects
by means of colors and miniatures. James
Kirkwood, John Davidson, Stuart Holmes
and others support Miss Dean.
A city of the Arabs will arise in the
desert. Tod Browning's assistants have
marshaled 241 persons to "steal through
the night" to the desert land near Oxnard,
Cal., for Algerian scenes.
To house the entire unit a complete tent
city will be built. The chef of a leading
Los Angeles cafe will go with several aids
to prepare the meals of the motion picture
artists. Canvas stables will arise. Temway.
porary structures for the occupancy of
the technical staff and extras are under
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A. E. Official
Sees

Business

Revival

in West

Business in the picture industry
throughout the Middle West and the
Mississippi Valley is experiencing a marked revival, according to W. B. Frank, assistant sales manager of Associated Exhibitors, who returned to New York this
week from a four weeks' tour of investigation. He visited nine exchanges of the
organization, extending his trip as far
west as Denver.
"Everywhere," said Mr. Frank, "I
made it a point to get in close touch with
the exhibitors, and receive from them firsthand reports on actual business conditions.
A distinct note of optimism characterized
their testimony, almost without exception.
"A. H. Blank of Des Moines, head of
the important Blank chain of picture
houses, confidently predicts a decided business improvement during the coming summer, as compared with conditions a year

Will Hays, the boss of the motion picture industry, pays his first visit to a studiot
He was the guest of Marion Davies at the Cosmopolitan plant and witnessed Robert G.
Vignola directing "When Knighthood Was in Flower"

R-C Studios
Humming
with Activity
Of the New Units Organized by P. A. Powers Two Already
Have Started Production and Two Others Are Being Cast
Working for the first time under the coHouse Peters and Noah Beery have aloperative plan, the R-C Studios in Los
ready been engaged for leading roles.
Jane Novak has completed her first R^C
Angeles are now humming with producPicture
under the direction of Chester
tion activity and are entering into what
will undoubtedly prove to be the busiest
Bennett. The picture, titled The Snowepoch of their career. Of the several new
Shoe Trail, is a big, outdoor special.
units which were announced recently by
A story for Ethel Clayton, another R-C
P. A. Powers, new managing director of star, is now being selected, and actual
production will be started in a very short
R-C Pictures, two already have started
production, two others are now being cast, time. Miss Clayton will continue in soand stories are rapidly being selected for
ciety dramas, and each picture will be
the others.
produced as a special.
Emory Johnson, who has produced a
^ Harry Carey, under the direction of
Val Paul, is now well under way on his big police drama for R-C which will be
released in the Autumn as a special, wilL
first picture for R-C, which is titled The
Combat. The story is one which suits
also be occupying a stage at the R-C studio within a short time.
Carey to perfection, being filled with action and abounding in romance and
With all these units at work, in addicomedy touches. The company has been
tion to the Ray Carroll unit, which will
on location for the past few weeks, and a get under way shortly, and in which
print is expected in the New York office Helen Jerome Eddy will be featured, the
before the middle of June. Henry B. R-C Studios will be among the busiest in
Walthall, Jim O'Neill Earl Crain, Mig- the film metropolis. Mr. Power's recent
nonne Golden, Charles Le Moyne and
visit to California and his reorganization
Vester Pegg are in the cast with Carey.
of production activities has resulted in the
Under the direction of Mai St. Clair, greatest enthusiasm and high expectations
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven are busy for future productions. The same enthuon their second two-reel comedy to be resiasm and expectations are shared by the
leased on the R-C short subject program.
R-C home office in New York, where the
The tentative title is Christmas, and the advertising and exploitation department
script was especially written for these
has been enlarged, so that it will supply
stars. The production, it is estimated,
each R-C production with the greatest poswill be finished within the next two weeks.
sible exploitation impetus. The R-C
Carter and Flora De Haven will produce
branch managers are responding to the
twelve two-reel laugh-makers for R-C, vigor of the new directors of R-C Pictures
which will be refined, high-class domestic
Corporation, and J. L Schnitzer, general
comedies modeled along distinct lines.
manager of distribution, announces that
the news of the future productions of R-C
Also nearing completion is Doris May's
newest production. An Unexpected HoneyPictures has been most favorably received
moon, the fifth comedy drama this star in all exchange centers.
has made as a star. As in her previous
productions, she is directed by William
A. Seiter. Miss May's leading man is
Rank "Ruling Passion" High
her husband, Wallace McDonald, and
others in the cast are Otis Harlan, Arthur
The Indianapolis Star, in a selection
of the five best photoplays shown in InHoyt, Christine Mayo, and Adele Farrington.
during April,
lists and
Smilin'
Through withdianapolis
Norma
Talmadge
The
The first of the series of Robert ThornPassion with George Arliss as the
by productions will be an original story Ruling
first
two.
iby H. H. Van Loan, entitled Wreckage.

is one of the cities in which I
ago."Omaha
found
great building activity. Harry
Goldberg of Goldberg Brothers, owners of
the Sun, the Moon and other theatres,
pointed out that plans have been drawn
for the erection of three new office buildings in Omaha, while a project is on foot
to spend millions in the construction and
improvement of streets and avenues. It
is inevitable that such general prosperity
should be shared by exhibitors. Indeed,
while I was in Omaha, the Goldbergs
opened a new million dollar house, the
World, one of the finest in the country.
"Every exhibitor in Denver likewise is
optimistic. Not only is much building
going on in the city itself, notably in the
business district, but all of the smaller
cities and towns in Denver's territory
give evidence of the revival.
"In Kansas City prosperity seems to be
universal. Charles Oleson, general manager of the Alhambra Amusement Company, says that business in Indianapolis
and thereabouts is picking up steadily.

Deathless
'^Missing
Metro's

Siren

in

Husbands,"
French

Fihn

Missing Husbands, one of the most ambitiously produced photoplays yet to be
done in France, which ran 400 times in
Paris and approximately as long in London, will be seen for the first time in New
York at the Criterion Theatre, beginning
Thursday, May 11. This was announced
this week by Metro Pictures Corporation,
holders of the exclusive distributive rights
for the French picture in the United States
and Canada.
The screen drama is an adaptation by
Jacques Feyder of Pierre Benoit's prizewinning novel, "L'Atlantide." In 1919 this
book was crowned by the Academic Francaise tionasof the
the year.
most noteworthy work of ficThe story has to do with the disappearance of travelers in the Sahara, their enslavement and— generally — ^their final destruction by the beautiful Antinea, a descendant of the ancient Greeks, who dwells
in an unknown oasis, marvelously luxuriant and beautiful, in the desert. For many
centuries — for Antinea is immortal — men
have vanished unaccountably. Captured
by Antinea, many could have escaped but
would not. For her they forget the world,
and particularly their wives. They prefer
to be missing husbands.
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Made

General Manager of
Consolidated Film
Ned E. Depinet, for ten years the assistant g-eneral manager of the Consolidated Film & Supply Co., one of the
South's most
extensive
distributing
agencies,
has been
elevatedfilm
to the
position
of general manager of that corporation,
it has just been learned, and hereafter w^ill
guide the destinies of the company. He
succeeds William C. Oldknow, who has resigned.
The Consolidated Film & Supply Co. is

Ned Depinet
the distributor of Universal pictures in
the South. The company has its headquarters in Atlanta, and has offices in New Orleans. Dallas, El Paso, Memphis and Jacksonville. For the time being Mr. Depinet,
who has been in charge of the Dallas
branch, will remain in that city.
The new Consolidated manager has just
returned to Dallas from New York, where
he was in conference vdth the officials of
the Universal Film M>anufacturing Company, relative to the future distribution of
Universal pictures in the South. Although there is no change of policy contemplated inthe management of the Consolidated, the distribution and handling
of Universal pictures will gradually undergo a building up process which it is calculated -mli make the South one of Universal's most fertile fields.
Depinet, although scarcely out of his
twenties, has been in the film business almost fifteen years, and is considered to be
one of the best knovra film men in the
South. He started in the business in 1907
in
his father's Dreamiapd Theatre in New
Orleans.
Marc Lachmann

TRADE

Goes to

Texas with "Foolish Wives"
Marc Lachmann, field man of the Universal Exploitation Department, is on
his way to Texas to exploit Foolish Wives
for the Southern Enterprises' chain of
theatres, including those in El Paso,
Houston, San Antonio and Fort Worth.
He expects to remain in that state for at
least four weeks.
_ Lachmann recently put over three
highlv successful exploitation campaigns
for Foolish Wives, one in Newark, N. J.,
one in Brooklvn, N. Y., and the third in
Indianapolis, Ind.

To

Give Special Children's
Matinees
Buffalo Exhibitors and Clubwomen Join Forces for the
Better Selection and Presentation of Films for Young
Buflfalo exhibitors and a committee of and I feel sure the mothers of Buffalo
the Buffalo Women's City club have
willTheassist
us andof the
members
the theatre
club whomanagers."
conferred
evolved a plan whereby local motion picwith the exhibitors are: Mrs. Walter W.
ture theatres will give special matinees
for children, when subjects especially
Steele, Mrs. Edward P. Hartnett and Mrs.
Juan V. Peral. It is said that Buffalo is
suited for the young mind will be presented.
one of the first cities in the country to try
The Buffalo Palace this week gave the out the children's matinee program in
first of the programs. The attraction was
Robin Hood, a Wisconsin University film.
general.
The feature was advertised in all the
Tom Forman
to Play
schools of the city and the women's club
co-operated in boosting the picture. The
business was good. Other local houses
in "White Shoulders"
joining in the movement are the Shea
North Park, the Elmwood and the
As Well As Direct It
Circle.
In addition to directing White ShouldThe agitation for pictures for children
followed a protest to the women's club
ers,
Preferred
productionthefor next
Associated
FirstPictures'
National,
with
that a picture was recently screened in
Katherine MacDonald as the star, Tom
which a man was shown who killed several
Forman
will
enact
one
of
the
chief
roles
victims and kept an account of his slay- of the story.
ings in a diary. The subject, it is alleged,
While Forman's recent successes have
was viewed by hundreds of children. Folall been in the directorial line, he was a
low-ing the screening of this picture a camwell known Famous Players-Lasky leadpaign was commenced to bring to Buffalo
ing man when he laid aside the make-up
special films for children.
box in favor of the megaphone.
A conference of all managers of motion
When B. P. Schulberg, president of
picture houses was called at which the
Preferred Pictures, had exhausted every
women stated their desires. The exhibilist of available actors in Los Angeles for
tors voted to assist in every way possible.
the important part of Katherine MacDon"Exhibitors have been very gracious
ald's brother in the film version of
and are giving their hearty co-operation
George Kibbe Turner's story, and it looked
in this matter," said Mrs. Walter W.
as though the production would have to
Steele,
president
of
the
club.
"Too
many
be
postponed Forman came to the manmurders, robberies and other crimes are
agerial rescue with an offer to play the
being seen in the movie houses by children.
role.
Our club has made a thorough investigaWhite Shoulders originally appeared as
tion of the situation.
a serial in The Saturday Evening Post.
"We have found thousands of children
It was prepared for the screen by Lois
attend the movies. The class of pictures
Zellner, and as soon as the entire cast
which they see is of paramount imporbeen selected the work of production
tance. The producers have a great re- has
will commence at the Louis B. Mayer
sponsibility. They are educators, and if studios.
their productions are not uplifting or
beneficial to the growing mind and
imagination where is the coming generaMetro Reports Show
tion going to end?
"We want clean, wholesome, yet attractive and interesting pictures for the
That "Fascination"
children of our city. That is the aim of
our club. We have started the campaign,
Goes Big All Over
Bookings of Fascination, the Metro picture in which Robert Z. Leonard presents
Mae Murray, indicate that the second of
Rudolph
Cameron for
this star's new series of lavish productions will prove even more popular than
First Time Is Seen
her first, the sensationally successful
Peacock Alley.
Coincident with the triumphs of FasOpposite Wife
cination at the Capitol Theatre, New
For the first time since his marYork, when the picture jammed the
riage to Anita Stewart five years
world's largest photoplay theatre during
ago Rudolph Cameron will be seen in
its entire run and at the celebrated Stanley Theatre, in Philadelphia, there have
grease
paint
when
the
star's
Louis
B. Mayer-First National attraction,
been similar victories for it in every part
"Rose o' the Sea," is released. As
of the country. Geography has no effect
Elliott Schuyler, a young spendupon Miss
and the
rethrift, Mr. Cameron plays the leadports from Murray's
the severalappeal,
exchanges
of the
ing role opposite his wife and woos
Metro
organization
prove
that
in
the
case
her with all the ardor and romantic
of Fascination, there is no such thing as
gallantry that marked his courtship
variance in sectional taste. It is going
five years back. His efiforts were
big everywhere.
more successful in real life, however, for in the picture he loses to
another man.
Successful Photoplay Sales
Previous to his entry into the
by New York Photodramatists
films Mr. Cameron played leading
The sale of seven more photoplays was
roles in many Broadway productions, scoring his greatest triumph in
announced
the May 3' meeting
the
New York atPhotodramatist
Club.of The
"Rich Man, Poor Man," in which he
successful authors were Miss Emma W.
interpreted the former character.
Key, Miss Fay G. Butler, Mrs. C. J.
He met Miss Stewart at the VitaSchilling and A. Edward Cook.
graph Studio where he was her leadDirector W. W. Young, and H. Addinging man.
ton Bruce of the Globe gave short talks
at this meeting.
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Puritanism
Through

Fights
Northwest

for " Sour Sunday
Battle is raging along the entire North,west motion picture front against the
forces of Puritanism trying to enforce
"Sour Sunday" programs upon the pictureloving public.
The city council of Pelican Rapids,
Minn., passed last week an ordinance prohibiting the showing of motion pictures
on Sunday, except those of a religious
nature. It is provided that these may be
shown under the auspices of some church
or religious society if no admission is
charged. Violation of the ordinance calls
for fines ranging from $25 to $100 or imprisonment in the county jail for terms
ranging from twenty to ninety days.
At Austin, Minn., an ordinance providing for closing of motion picture houses on
Sunday is scheduled for early consideration by the city fathers. W. J. Braun,
manager of the Park Theatre, is receiving the aid of the Minnesota division of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America
in preparing means for defeating
the measure.
Petitions are being circulated in Mora,
Minn., relative to the presentation of a,
"Sour Sunday" ordinance there. George
W. Ryan,
manager of the American Theatre in that city, has appealed to the State
organization for aid, stating that the "reform" element
is rapidly gaining
Efforts
of reformers
to closestrength.
motion
picture theatres on Sunday at North
Branch, Chatfield and Kenyon, Minn., recently failed. The proponents of Sunday
closing in these towns met with the united
opposition of the theatre going public in
great numbers.
The status of Sunday pictures at Ames,
Iowa, is still undetermined. Joe Gerbracht, manager of the Star Theatre of
that city, was arrested recently charged
with violation of the Sunday closing ordinance. He has appealed his case to the
disti-ict court and announced that his conviction bythat body would result in his appeal to the supreme court.

Goldwyn
Cross

Players
the Atlantic

for "The Christian"
Richard Dix and Mae Busch, recently
selected by Goldwyn to play the leading
roles of John Storm and Gloria Quayle
in the screen version of Sir Hall Caine's
novel. The Christian, which Maurice
Tourneur is to direct for that firm in
England, arrived in New York from Culver City on Thursday of last week and
sailed two days later for London.
This is Richard Dix's first trip to New
York since he abandoned the speaking
stage for a motion picture career. He
•has been busy at the Goldwyn studios
for the last year and a half and recently
renewed his contract to play leads with
that producing concern.
Mae Busch has just finished acting an
important role in Goldwyn's production
of
PeterSkins.
B. Kyne's story. Brothers Under
Their
Maurice Tourneur, the director, preceded Mr. Dix and Miss Busch to England by about a fortnight and it is
expected that he will be ready to begin
photographing soon after the arrival of
the two Goldwyn players who are to act
the leads.
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J. Celebrates

Two

1801
Anniversaries

One of These Represents a Mighty Busy Ten Years in the
Picture Business, While the Other Is Only His Birthday
Lewis J. Selznick does not propose to
One of Mr. Selznick's first policies was
be overlooked on this anniversary stuff open
booking. Then came the Select star
— ^or to be more accurate his associates series, with Clara Kimball Young, Norma
do not propose that he shall be over- Talmadge, Constance Talmadge, Alice
looked. For L. J. has been in the motion Brady and Marion Davies.
The two sons of Mr. Selznick, Myron
picture business a decade — a full ten-year
period. Of course, not all of that time and David, have in truth "grown up with
has he been on his own — doing business the business." The former has been with
for himself and by himself. The first his father about seven years and David
four of these years was in the employ of about five. Myron is devoting his attenother men or corporations, but as some
tion to production, while David is giving
one up lat the Selznick offices expresses it the greater part of his thought to dishe made his debut in the film industry ten
tribution. The production department of
years ago. And ten years is a long time
Select was organized three and a half
— in the film industry.
ago, and among the players feaJust to enhance the felicity of the years tured
by this company have been Olive
occasion L. J. is celebrating another
Thomas, Elaine Hammerstein, Owen
anniversary — one of his own, too — that of
Eugene
O'Brien, Conway Tearle
his birth. Just how many candles there Moore,
and William
Faversham.
will be in the cake this deponent sayeth
In the matter of trade organization Mr.
not — for the very good reason that he Selznick from the first has been among
knoweth not — ^aside from the fact that the more prominent. This remark applies
beyond a doubt there will be more than to the original Board of Trade, to the
ten. And also beyond a doubt tbere is National Association of the Motion Picno question that if L. J. were asked the
ture Industry and to the present Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of
number he would come through 'Adthout America.
hesitation and give you the answer fair.
For that is one of the traits of L. J.
Among the directors who have held the
He is quick to lay his cards on the table, megaphone on Selznick and Select pror
ductions have been:
face up, if the question be of importance
Chester Withey
and concern him or his company. And Alan Dwan
Herbert
Brenon
anyone with a shadow of legitimate reason
Ralph
Ince
Sidney A. Franklin
George
for getting in touch with him will gain ad- Albert
Maurice Archainbaud
Tourneur
Capellani
mission to the corner room without being Charles Giblyn
Emile Chautard
Leonce
Ferret
John W. Noble
subjected to subterfuge or "stall."
George D. Baker
Robert Z. Leonard
Charles
Miller
The last ten years of L. J.'s life has Henry Kolker
Alan Crosland
not been a succession of pink teas — far William P. S. Earle
Laurence Trimble
from it. Undoubtedly there have been pink Victor Heerman
Robert
Vignola
Henry Young
Lehrman
teas encountered in that decade, for the James
Hobart G.
Henley
head of the house of Selznick plays as he George Irving
Barker Ellis
Robert
works — ^hard. And he enjoys the one as
Reginald
he does the other. He started his independent film career with a battle — ^which
he won. If you don't think it means a Bouveng Returns to Sweden;
battle to sit at a long table with fortyDistribution Arranged Here
two dollars and sixty-two cents in your
Nils
Bouveng, Production Manager of
pocket and induce hard-headed financiers the Swedish
Company, who has
to back you with sufficient fund's to start been in this Biograph
country for the past eight
a big distributing organization go out and
sailed on the Aquitania last week
try
story.it. But we are getting ahead of our months,
for Stockholm, where he will spend the
summer months in the interests of his
Lewis J. Selznick came to the motion
company, and incidentally take a little
picture industry after a wide experience
in the jewelry business in New York and vacation after his continued work over
Pennsylvania. His first position was with here. He expects to I'eturn to America in
the Universal company. It was not an the fall.
The pictures of the Swedish Biograph
important position, but it was not long
Company are being handled by George H.
before he became general manager. From
Inc., who has arranged for the
the Universal he went to Warner's Fea- Hamilton,
distribution of ten of them on a State
tures, and then he became general manRights basis. The first three productions
ager of World Film.
are now ready for release; they are. Give
In the very beginning he interested men
Me My Son, starring Pauline Brunius;
of stage prominence in his projects — men
like William A. Brady and the Shuberts.
In Self Defense, starring Jenny HasselHe induced successful stage players to quist and When Knights Were Bold, starring Mary Johnson and George Ekman
take up the photoplay. Just for example,
The seven others will be released early
there were Old Dutch, with Lew Fields;
in
the
fall.
The Pit, with Wilton Lackaye, directed by
Maurice Tourneur, whom the company
brought from France; and The Boss,
with Alice Brady and Holbrook Blinn.
Fairbanks Imports Falcon
Six years ago Mr. Selznick organized
for Medieval Atmosphere
the Selznick Pictures Corporation, later
forming the Select Pictures Corporation.
One of the most remarkable members
He opened thirty exchanges, with a half
the cast
for Douglas
interest in each. As his business pros- of
Artists
picture,
Robin Fairbanks'
Hood, willUnited
be a
pered he took over the outside interest bird, a falcon which arrived at the studio
recently after a 6,000 mile journey from
through purchase. Among the early out- London.
standing successes were The Common
Law, with Clara Kimball Young: War
The bird has been named Minerva, and
Brides, in which both Nazimova and Rich- she will participate in all tilts and tourard Barthelmess made their screen debuts ;
naments along with the knights in armor,
The Lone Wolf, in which Bert Lytell made
thus contributing her share of color to
his first screen appearance. Among the coming Fairbanks production which will
more famous of the productions dis- depict the adventures of Robin Hood, the
activities of the Third Crusade period, and
tributed by Select was Rex Beach's The navt
of the intrigues of early English
Barrier,
one
of
the
great
American
pichistory.
tures.
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Vignola

It is evident that Hoot Gibson latest
is trying
to vamp
Barbara Bedford in "Step On It," his
picture
for Universal

American
Releasing
Drops
Deposits
Effective Immediately, Walter E. Greene and F. B. Warren
Announce Only Exhibitor Security Required Is His Signature
The first revolutionary change to be misuse of exhibitor funds for the financing
of lameduck distributing machines.
announced in long-established film policies
for the coming season, but effective in"American Releasing Corporation takes
pride in announcing that today, with this
stantly as well as later, comes from Ameriannouncement, we become the first and
can Releasing Corporation which announces the immediate abandonment by only company operating in the United
States of America that neither asks nor
that company of cash deposits from exhibitors on film rental contracts.
requires any deposit from any exhibitor
Every organized exhibitor body in the
signing a contract to play the pictures released by our company.
United States has placed the deposit system under fire for the past ten years and
"We are operating here and in other
many exhibitor delegations have called
parts of the world with our own money and
upon the home office executives of the with not one penny of your money. Your
various distributors with requests or de- signature on your contract with us is your
mands for its abandonment.
security. Should some exhibitor dishonor
his signature we will not deal with that
At a time when other matters of gi-eat
moment are demanding the attention of exhibitor.
exhibitors and with the contract deposit
"Whatever deposits we have held have
been returned to their owners, or films
problem lying dormant and unsolved
American Releasing, the newest of the in- have been shipped, served and played to
absorb deposits and there is not today in
ternational distributing companies, announces through Walter E. Greene and F. American Releasing Corporation a fiveB. Warren that now and henceforth the
cent
own. piece of anyone's money except our
signature of a theatre owner on his writ"We commend this announcement of a
ten buying commitment to play the pictures released through that company is the
proper and
step to Theatre
the attention ofyet
the courageous
Motion Picture
only guarantee American Releasing will
require. Their announcement, signficantly
Owners of America now holding their anmade at a time when several hundred delenual convention in the city of Washington.
gates are attending the Theatre Owners
What we have done is what every exconvention in Washington, reads in full as
hibitor organization in the United States
follows :
has been endeavoring to bring about for
"In the twenty-year-old motion picture
theDeposit
past tenclauses
years." have been eliminated
industry no nation-wide distributing comfrom all American Releasing contracts for
pany has had the courage or the foresight
all business to be contracted for within
to go it alone on its own money without
the boundaries of the United States and
falling back upon the exhibitor for deposits on theatre contracts.
deposits previously held by American have
"Much of the ill repute and scandal at- been applied on current business, being
tached to the distribution past and present
played immediately or refunded direct to
exhibitors holding contracts.
had its origin in the actual or fancied
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Number 25

Finishing

"When
Knighthood"
for Cosmopolitan
When Knighthood Was in Flower, the
ten-reel special production which Robert
G. Vignola is now making for Cosmopolitan, is rapidly nearing completion and
actual taking of scenes will be finished, it
is expected, vdthin three weeks.
Most of the huge scenes which are a
part of this picture have already been
taken and only a few sequences remain to
be done. Due to the fact that three studios
were utilized by Mr. Vignola in the making of this production much waste of time
has been eliminated and far greater efficiency obtained with evident benefit to the
nicture. At no time was there any delay
because sets were uncompleted, the result
being that the company of players worked
continuously from the beginning.
When Knighthood Was in Flower is Mr.
Vignola's
production
for Marion
Cosmonolitan andseventh
his third
vidth Miss
Davies as the star. It is not only his biggest production in number of reels, but the
biggest in the number of players and the
size of the settings. The action of the
story taking place in the fifteenth century,
the settings have all the color, the romance and the magnificence of the medieval periods. Every set used in this production had to be built specially, and in
the designing and building of these sets
Joseph Urban, the noted artist, has exceeded all his former efforts.

Selig-Kalen Features
Will Produce Twelve
Two-Reelers

in Year

Georges Renavent, who recently appeared on the legitimate stage in the production of The Pigeon, staged at the
Frazee Theatre, has been engaged by
Selig-Kalen Features, Inc., a new motion
picture concern, to star in a series of
twelve two-reel photoplays. Work on the
series is now under way under the supervision of Arthur Maude, and the arrangements have just been concluded whereby
Pathe will release the Selig-Kalen output
at the rate of one two-reel subject, a
month.
This new producing concern, of which
M. Selig and Frank Kalen are the chief
executives, have surrounded Mr. Renavent with a cast of seasoned screen players headed by Doris Coram.
In addition to supervising the direction
of the photoplays Mr. Maude will supply
the stories as well, all of which will be
based on famous songs and paintings.
The initial release has just been completed
under the title of The Song of the Lark.
J. C. Haydon vdll direct the productions, while Lucien Tainguy will be in
charge of the photography.
The executive offices of Selig-Kalen
Features, Inc., are under the management
of Herbert Keith, and are located in the
Columbia Theatre Building, at Fortyseventh Street and Seventh Avenue.
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Exhibitors

Convention

for

Wednesday, May 17
Independent Theatre Owners of Florida :
On Wednesday, May 17, there will be
a mass convention of the Independent Theatre Owners of Florida, articles of incorporation ofwhich have just been filed
with a capitalization of $10,000, at the San
Juan Hotel, Orlando, under the auspices
of
Inc. the Independent Theatres Association,
The lollowing matters will not only be
discussed, but action will be taken on all
of them:
Booking pictures on a circuit on consecutive play dates, thus reducing your express charges by more than half.
Booking and playing vaudeville and
other theatrical and concert attractions in
those theatres having stage and other facilities to handle them, thus being able to
arrange several weeks consecutive time for
such attractions with little if any doubling
on the railroads, and consequently getting
better terms for you.
Buying and selling supplies of all kinds,
thus saving considerable money for you
by furnishing you with your supplies at
wholesale price.
The abolishment of the deposit system.
Co-operation with the exchanges for the
improvement of business relations and
methods.
Prominent speakers will address the
meeting, and an entertainment committee
has been appointed to see that you and
your family have a good time. During
the progress of the meeting there will be
a banquet at which all exhibitors and
their families will be welcome. An elaborate entertainment program is also being
arranged, and nothing vdll be overlooked
to make your trip to Orlando an enjoyable
event.
The meeting will be called to order at
the San Juan Hotel, Orlando, at 10 o'clock
a. m.
Carl Kettler,
H. W. Rosenthal, President.
Secretary.
"Gay and Devilish" Fourth
Doris May for R-C Pictures
Gay and Devilish, the fourth of the
series of Doris May comedy-dramas, is
the current release of R-C Pictures Corporation, being issued on May 14. Miss
May is surrounded by a popular cast in
this picture, her leading man being Cullen
Landis. Others in the cast are Otis Harlan, "Bull" Montana, Jacquelin Logan
Lila Leslie. The picture was directed and
by
William A. Seiter, from the story by
Charles A. Logue.
Gay and Devilish is described, according
to announcement, as one of the most destar's series,
successionlightful ofofthisincidents
rich incontaining
humor. Ina
addition there is a thrilling climax which
affords considerable action.
The Sheik of Araby, a revival of the
H. B. Warner feature. The Man Who
Turned White will follow immediately
after, being scheduled for release on
May 15.
Vote 3 to 1 for Arbuckle
By a vote of more than three to one the
patrons of the Bijou Theatre, Minneapolis,
voted to restore Fatty Arbuckle to good
standing on the screen. A recent referendum— the first of the kind in the Northwest— revealed a vote of 993 for the comedian out of a total balloting of 1328.
More than 100 were noncommittal. The
referendum was under the auspices of the
Minneapolis Famous Players-Lasky exchange and lasted three days.

Seeks

to

Interest

Foreign

Authors

Jesse Lasky Sailing for Europe, Where He Will Make Effort
to Induce Eminent Writers to Work for the Screen Directly
For the purpose of interesting more
European authors in writing directly for
the screen, Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-presiiden of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, will sail Saturday on the Olympic
for a five week sojourn in England,
France, Spain, Italy, Austria and Germany. Mr. Lasky will be accompanied by
Mrs. Lasky and Gilbert Miller, general
manager of Charles Frohman, Inc.
Mr. Lasky has an appointment to meet
Vicente Blasco Ibanez, author of The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse, in Madrid,
for the purpose of discussing with him
the details of the Paramount picture,
Blood and Sayid, starring Rodolph Valentino, which is now being made from
Ibanez's book and play of the same name.
It is expected that the picture, which is
now nearing completion at the Lasky
studio in Hollywood, will be finished in
time to have a print sent to Madrid for the
Spanish author's inspection during Mr.
Lasky's visit. Mr. Miller produced the
Ibanez play at the Empire Theatre last
season
with Otis Skinner in the leading
role.
Among the authors whom Mr. Lasky is
going to confer with are Sir James M.
Barrie, Arnold Bennett, Edward Knoblock, Joseph Conrad, Robert Hichens and
Rudyard Kipling, in England; Andre
Rivoire and Henri Duvernois, in France;
Melchior Lengyel, in Germany; Arthur
Schnitzler and Ernst Klein, in Austria;
Ferenc Molnar and Andreas Nagy, in
Hungary; Ibanez and Martinez Sierra, in
Spain, and Dario Niccodemi, Gina Rocca
and Enrico Serretta, in Italy.
Through Mr. Miller, who has an extensive acquaintance among European authors, Mr. Lasky has been in communication with these writers, and as a result
of this trip it is expected most of these
authors will come to this country to write
directly for the sci'een in the Lasky
studio. On his last trip to Europe the
film producer persuaded Edward Knoblock, Elinor Glyn, Henry Arthur Jones
and Somerset Maugham to come to this
country and study motion picture tech-

nique in his studios and write for the
screen.
"The conference with authors," said
Mr. Lasky, "really will be only a small
part of my work abroad. I expect to spend
as much time as possible studying European methods of producing pictures, especially in Germany."
Famous

Players

Pantages

Reported

in $500,000 Deal
Closing of two contracts totaling, it is
reported, $500,000, between the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and the Pantages Theatre interests of Minneapolis and
Joseph Friedman, owner of the Tower
Theatre of St. Paul, completes the most
exteisive motion picture transactions of
the Northwest in recent years.
By the terms of the contract the Pantages interests have the exclusive exhibitor rights to Paramount pictures in Minneapo'lis for one year, while the same
privilege is obtained for the Tower in St.
Paul. Closing of the contracts resulted
after extensive negotiations. John J.
Cluxton, personal representative for Alexander Pantages, signed the contract for
his organization, while Mr. Friedman
closed the business personally for his
house.
The terms of the contract have not been
divulged, although they are said to provide for a flat rental basis, with a designated amount for advertising. It is expected that both theaters will schedule
the pictures day and date, tieing up in the
advertising campaigns to be used. The
contracts are for one year.
The Pantages Theatre has been closed
for some time while undergoing extensive
remodeling. It was reopened formally
May 7. Wa;rren F. Lemon, former manager of the Minneapolis State Theatre, i.^
the new manager. The Green TemptaAion
is the first picture to be shown. It is to be
followed by Beyond the Rocks.
Universal

Makes

a Five Reeler
14 Working

Betty Blythe in her latest picture, "His
Wife's Husband," a Pyramid production
for release through American Releasing
Corporation

and

in
Days

Motion picture men are interested in
the achievement of Universal in turning
out a five-reel feature in fourteen working
days without sacrifice of quality. The
production is Afraid to Fight, starring
Frank Mayo. William Worthington
directed it. A remarkable break of luck
cabled the director to wreck records and
maintain standards.
The story concerns a big fellow who becomes a prize fighter to keep his mother
from want. Most of the sequences were
filmed in Doyle's arena at Vernon.
Over 100 arc lights from the Universal
City electrical department furnished illumination for fourteen cameras in the famous fight pavilion. Hundreds of boxing
fans filled their customary seats and
battlers who slug for the finals pounded
away in the ring to win, lose or draw;
Ninety-six scenes were made in three days
in the ring, itself a record. The unusual
speed in the filming was due to the necessity of releasing a supporting player for
another picture.
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Brief Sketches of the Men Forming Department Designed
to Assist Exhibitors in Putting Over Their Productions
Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., has inaugurated an exploitation division, with representatives stationed in
every exchange center, for the benefit of
the exhibitors of the country. The organization of the new department is another
step in the carrying out of the principle of
"exhibitor service," which has actuated
the company since its formation.
The division has been in operation for
several weeks, and has assisted many
showmen thus far in putting over pictures
in a big way. The results achieved have
won the praise of the exhibitors, who are
swamping the exchanges with requests for
the services of these "minute men" in exploiting First National attraction.
As an association of exhibitors First
National is pledged to the policy of assisting the showmen in every possible manner, and the establishment of the department is an elaboration of this policy. The
agents are subject to the call of any
exhibitors in putting over a First National attraction anywhere.
Many of the agents are veteran showmen, and all of them have been carefully
chosen for their demonstrated ability and
Ned Holmes, manager Exploitation Deaccomplishments.
partment, Associated First National
The staff is headed by Ned Holmes, one
Pictures
of the most widely known showmen in
the country and rated one of the best.
He entered the show business many years
first of the State right men, later taking up
publicity work and then becoming an exchange
ago, following a career in the newspaper
salesman
and manager.
profession, and has had managerial
H. S. (Jack) Puid, New Jersey, musician,
charge of some of the most celebrated
three years demonstrating Wurlitzer orchestra,
stars of the theatre and circus.
manager of several theatres, for three years
on MIotion Picture News, and aside from two
At various times he has been associated
years with Famous Players as associate editor
in this capacity with Col. W. F. Cody
of house
organsincehad1916.
been with Exhibitors
Trade
Review
(Buffalo Bill) Modjeska, Lewis Morrison,
Hal
Oliver,
Boston,
member
of a theatrical
Rose Coghlan, Sadie Martinot, Kathryn
family, started life with a circus. He was
Kidder, Marie Cahill, De Wolf Hopper,
press and advance agent, later taking up per.sonal publicity and management of legitimate
Robert Edeson, Helen Ware, Creston
jjlayers ; newspaper man and soldier and memClarke, Grace Can Studdiford and others.
ber of exploitation departments of Paramount,
After Jack Dempsey became world chamR-C. New York City, film salespion Mr. Holmes took him out in his first Goldwyn
Harold and
Beecroft,
ness. man, afterward entering stock and bond busishow.
evento "managed"
city
and
acted Heas has
mentor
the Infanta aEulaW. man,
Bender,
commercial
circulationMilwaukee,
manager, field
managersalesand
lia of Spain when she came here as the
sales advertising experience.
guest of this country.
Edwin Ray Coffin, Omaha, started life as
Mr. Holmes has been in charge of nulaw and court reporter with experience on
newspapers and in real estate ; owned and
merous big publicity campaigns national
picture theatres, and is author of
in scope. He has handled many big operated
many
produced scenarios ; more recently he
pictures, from the days of Paul J. has worked
as film salesman and as assistant
Rainey's African hunt pictures down to manager and publicity man.
The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,
Ace Berry,
Indianapolis,
years'show
experience as actor
and house many
and road
which he directed throughout its recordmanager;
long training
in special
publicity
and exIJloitation
work,
as
well
as
exploitation
setting Chicago engagement of 379 perin motion pictures.
formances at $2 top.
Harveydramatic
W. Ferguson,
City, reMr. Holmes has gathered about him a poiter,
critic andOklahoma
special writer
on
newspapers and publicity work in theatrical
carefully selected corps of assistants, and
and
automobile
lines
;
publicity
and
advertisthe division is now in full operation. It is
ing manager, film exchange manager and excomposed of the following:
perience in "layout."
Ed McNamee,
New York, reporter, magazine
J. M. Loughborough, special, of wide newspaper, magazine and motion picture publicity writer, actor, advance man, road manager and
experience ; served in France as captain of in- vaudeville author ; also has had experience as
fantry ;afterward engaged in exploitation and theatre
manager and in publicity and exploitation work.
selling and was manager of Pathe Albany
exchange.
J. H. Steele, Dallas, newspaper and publicity
work for Lubin. actor and stage director proFred W. McClellan,
Los and
Angeles,
many ofyears'
experience
as treasurer
manager
road
ducer and manager ; publicity and advertising
in South,
handling and
shows
and man.
houses ; allattractions, theatres and amusement enter- around
exploitation
publicity
prises as well as in later years connected with
exploitation and exhibition departments of moC. C. Pippin,
twelve asyears'
extion picture companies.
perience in filmPhiladelphia,
work, beginning
stenographer with General Film : has practically
P. Joslyn,
Chicago,
newspaper
served in all capacities in exchange work.
manH. and
advertising
writerlong-time
and manager.
Jack A. Pegler, Washington, D. C, all
J. J. Gilmore, St. Louis, vaudeville and monewspaper and publicity experience.
tion picture manager and owner and special- around
Al Sobler, Louisville, motion picture publicity,
izing in later years in exploitation of larger
as
well
as trade press experience ; has edited
pictures.
H. G. Gil!, Kansas City, began as motion
house organs, press books and supervised production of accessories, and has exploited spepicture operator, then went into the selling end
cial productions.
of pictures. Has had experience as publicity
J. S. Toland, Cleveland, general commercial
man, exchange man. factory representative of experience,
mail advertising and publicity
motion picture proiection machine, and was
representing First National in Western Kansas
work.
Jeffrey Lazarus, Buffalo, publicity and trade
when drafted for his present work.
experience ; has served as exploitation
Roe S. Eastman. Cincinnati, seventeen years journal
manager for New York houses, as well as
as newspaper writer and edi'tor and in recent
years as correspondent of trade naner ; also managing the Roosevelt Theatre in New York.
has had experience in advertising work.
Hugh L.
years' Cirexperience in Cardoza,
publicity Atlanta,
work withmany
the Wells
N. C. Wagner, Pittsburgh, long experience in
cuit, and has managed houses in various
theatrical enternrises and in m^ny capacities.
Soutbern cities.
W. H. Lauranco, Minnenpolis. was one of the
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New

Incorporations
Filed in New York
The Desert, Inc., $50,000, S. E. Ginsburg, Antoinetta Ottaviano, Giacomo
Lopolo, New York City. Ed Davidow
Productions, Inc., $25,000, Ed. and S. S.
Davidow, Ira Helstein, New York city.
Edwin Carewe Pictures, Inc., $500, William Kessler, Henry Herzbrun, G. I.
Wiley, New York city. William Nigh
Corporation, $500, Thomas F. Dougherty,
H. H. Dimon, John Drye, Jr., New York.
Music Films, Inc., $45,000, J. F. Leventhal, New York; William V. D. Kelley,
Jersey City; C. H. Dunning, Ridgewood,
N. J. Effanem Photoplays, Inc., $100,000,
William J. Nebb, H. J. Blanz, H. D.
Symonds, New York. Henry Bollman,
$500, Henry Bollman, George B. Shattuck,
Paul Smith, New York. Dura Film Protector Co., Inc., $1,000, A. A. Lownes, J.
C. Barnstyn, New York; Paul H. Cromelin, Hackensack, N. J. East 180th Street
Amusement Corporation, $10,000, Henry
Fried, Ira Streusand, New York; B. E.
Steineck, Brooklyn. The Irish Regiment
city.
Band, Ltd., $5,000, Roger and Grace
deBruyn, Esther L. Leigh, New York
"Prodigal Judge" Plays in
Ten Houses Simultaneously
Vitagraph's Omaha branch introduced
an innovation with the booking of Proditheatres for a threeJudge in ten local
day galsimultaneous
showing of the Maclyn
Arbuckle classic. Theatres running the
picture, which was shown May 4, 5 and 6,
were well pleased with the result of the
experiment, so well pleased that it is announced The Sheik's Wife, Vitagraph's
a simis announced
special,
French
ilar
first
run
showing
on May for
18, 19 and
20.
The ten Omaha theatres participating
in the simultaneous showing were The
Muller, Gem, Queen, Alhambra, Lothrop,
Suburban, Hamilton, Benalto and Besse.

Lee Moran's "Ten Seconds"
Makes Hit at the Central
Ten SecoTids, a Lee Moran Century
Comedy which presents a comedy prize
parodying that of The Leather
fight
Pushers, was one of the features of the
bill at the Central Theatre which had as
its feature The Trap, starring Lon Chaney.
The audience showed its appreciation
by repeated laughter and applause, and
Manager Cobs has received many requests
again when its comcomedy back
theis brought
to play panion
to the Central,
after the expiration of the rental of the
theatre for Lady Godiva.
Lee Moran has proved that his forte
is
parodysuccesses
and thaton the
littlehetake-offs
of the
current
which
is now
working meet the popular demand.
"Battle of Jutland" Still
Going Strong Over Country
The illustrating
Battle of Jutland,
Educational's
special
how this famous
naval
battle was fought, continues to "go over
big" whenever shown in the New York
territory
as it does throughout the rest
of the country.
So enthusiastic were the audiences at
the Palace Theatre in Bound Brook, N. J.,
during the two day run of this picture
that J. J. Mirabel, owner and manager
of the theatre declared in a letter that
his "patrons found it one of the most
interesting as well as entertaining sumjects that they had seen in some time and
went to the trouble of telling me of their
satisfaction."
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Goldwyn

to Its

Producing Forces
' R. A. Walsh will produce the R. A.
Walsh Productions at the Goldwyn
Studios in conjunction with the Goldwyn
organization.
During the past few weeks announcement has been made of a contract with
Marshall Neilan to produce in conjunction
with tionGoldwyn,
also of directorate;
Mr. Neilan'sof electo the Goldwyn
the
arrangement whereby Maurice Tourneur
will
Hall Caine's
The Christian;
of a produce
new contract
with Rupert
Hughes
whereby that author will write, direct and
edit his own stories, in addition to giving
Goldwyn first call on all his fiction; and
a conti'act with Allen Holubar, who will
produce the $10,000 prize scenario.
Broken Chains.
Mr. Walsh has achieved an enviable
reputation as a director of artistic and
successful pictures. He received his first
screen training under D. W. Griffith, acting the role of John Wilkes Booth in The
Birth of a Nation. He was very much
interested in directing and soon transfsrred his screen activities to the producing and directing of photoplays.
Goldwyn and Mr. Walsh have some big
productions in view to be directed by the
latter.
With the addition of its new directors
and the renewal of its contract with
Rupert Hughes, Goldwyn now has on its
roster of directors the men responsible
for some of the finest screen productions
yet made.
Metro-C. K. Y. Production
Set for Late Summer Issue
Within a week the home offices of Metro
Pictures Corporation in New York expect
the first print of The Hands of Nara,
starring Clara Kimball Young, to arrive
from Hollywood. The story is by Richard
Washburn Child, the American novelist
who now is United States Ambassador
to Italy and concerns an aristocratic Russian refugee in this country, beset by
agents of the Red regime. Those who
have had glimpses of the film in the Garson studios in Hollywood have stated that
it affords Miss Young a real opportunity
and that she has given to the screen a
remarkable characterization.
Except in New York and in northern
New Jersey, this screen drama will be
released through the Metro exchanges.
The understanding is that exhibitors will
be able to schedule the photoplay for
showing late in the summer.
Myers to Play in Feature
Universal's star in The
Harry
AdventuresMyers,
of Robinson Crusoe, has been
signed to play opposite Gladys Walton in
Top o' the Morning, Anne Caldwell's Irish
play which Edward Laemmle will direct
for Universal. The story is Irish clear
through and filled with pathos and inimitable humor. Myers' role will give
him opportunity to show that ability in
comedy drama which made him famous as
the Connecticut Yankee and in Marie
Prevost'sWallace
Universal
vehicle.
Nobody's
Fool.
Clifton
prepared
the
scenario.
Abe Stern Sails for Europe
Abe Stern of the Century Comedy Comafter a two
in get
his
originalpany,plans,
was weeks'
finally delay
able to
away on Saturday, May 13, sailing on the
Olympic.

Conference

on

Lloyd

Film

Kane Calls Associated Exhibitors^ Executives and
Sales Force to Discuss Plans for "^Grandma^s Boy^^
Last Saturday was checked off on the its public premiere, and where, are among
calendar of Associated Exhibitors as a the first points to be settled, but they
red letter day, for it marked the arrival
are by no means the only ones. How it
in New York City of the first print of is to be distributed, so as to be shown to
Grandma's
Boy, Harold
feature, to reacn
the east. Lloyd's five part the greatest number of persons is regarded as a question of a degree of imPresident Arthur S. Kane immediately
portance by no means secondary. The
summoned the Associated executives to a
public and the exhibitors throughscreening, which was followed at once by general
out the country, as well as men having a
the first of a series of conferences. Finally
financial interest in the production itself,
he issued a call to all the field men now
have to be considered.
,I
in the neighborhood of the city to come
to New York for a meeting with the
chief executives.
"Tol'able David Is
J
This activity was due to the conviction
on the part of Mr. Kane that in GrandInitial Feature at
ma's Boy not only has Harold Lloyd produced the greatest feature of his career,
but one of the greatest box office attracRivoli, Syracuse
tions ever made, and that its release will
With Tol'able David, a First National
mark the beginning of a new era in comattraction starring Richard Barthelmess,
edy productions. He considers the feature
as
feature, The Rivoli Theatre,
of such superiority, indeed, that he is one itsof initial
the showplaces of Syracuse, N. Y.,
determined to give his approval to no
opened on Friday, April 28, marking the
plans for handling until after they have
latest achievement of Mitchell Fitzer, that
received the most thoughtful consideration. The purpose of the conferences with
city's pioneer exhibitor.
The new playhouse is the finest of all
the men
of Associated's
field organization is to obtain
an interchange
of views, the motion picture houses which Mr.
Fitzer has ovraed, managed or been conbased on their several experiences in the
nected with, and embodies the latest ideas
distribution of big productions.
in theatre construction. It occupies a
The comments of some of the exhibitors
central location in West Fayette Street, a
and picture reviewers who attended prestep from Clinton, and only a short block
views of bestowed
Grandma's upon
Boy itin praise
California,
and a half from what is conceded to be
and who
that
the center of Syracuse.
at this distance seemed almost lavish,
The Rivoli has the largest main floor
already have been published in the trade
seating
capacity of any theatre in Syrajournals. The reports of these conmentacuse, seats being provided for 1092 pertors had partly prepared Mr. Kane and
sons. The balcony holds an additional
the other Associated officials for what
250, providing total accommodations for
they were to see at the first private show1342 patrons. With the low admission
ing in New York.
price of 15 cents at all times on the main
Just when Grandma's Boy shall have
floor, and 10 cents always for the balcony,
it bids fair to become one of the most
popular amusement centres of the city.
The Rivoli was designed by the best
architects in the city, who spared no
efforts in carrying out Mr. Fitzer's personal ideas, gained through his long experience, on how a motion picture theatre
should be constructed.
_ Comfort has been the keynote in furnishing the house, and the general color
scheme and decorations convey an impression of dignified luxury. The screen is
the best that could be obtained, and
special attention has been paid to creating
original lighting effects.
Two Simplex projectors, of the latest
make, have been installed. Music is supplied by a $30,000 pipe organ.
The new Rivoli is the first step in a
program mapped out by a group of Syracuse business men, who plan to establish
a chain of motion picture houses throughout the Eastern states.

in.
Aof reproduction
of
the
architect's
drawing
the new Vitagraph exchange now being
built in Washington, D. C.

Mary Pickford an "Extra"
in Fairbanks' "Robin Hood"
Mary Pickford appeared as an extra
in Douglas Fairbanks' film version of
Robin Hood. It was all part of a joke
on her husband.
When the mob scenes were being shot
in front of King Richard's castle, Miss
Pickford put on a costume of the period
and lent her presence to the "atmosphere"
by appearing with the players. No one
recognized her until she came up to congratulate her husband after the scenes
had been taken. Then she demanded a
check for her services, based on a salary
value of $10,000 a week. "Whew! Some
price for an extra!" said Fairbanks.
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of Elfie Shannon to the screen. Mr.
Hobart has been anxious to use this talented actress in a Distinctive picture, but
Broadway theatrical contracts would not
permit her engagement. Edward Earle
has the leading juvenile male role and
Ivan Simpson, of the legitimate stage, is
another featured player.
Mr. Earle has built up a screen following through his work in Vitagraph,
Metro, Realart and Hugo Ballin productions.
Miss Forest, to whom the principal feminine part is intrusted, is considered to be
one
of
tures. the best emotional "bets" in picFamous
to

San

Players

Go

Francisco

Just a few of the prominent peop^le engaged in making Cosmopolitan's production de
luxe picture, "When Knighthood Was in Flower," starring Marion Davies: Sitting left
to right — William Powell, William Norris, Pedro de Cordoba, Teressa Maxwell Conover,
Johnnie Dooley, Lyn Harding, Marion Davies, Forrest Stanley, Mrs. Therrow (designer
of costumes), Macey Harlam, Luther Reed (scenario writer), Ernest Glendinning,
Marietta Lott (Joseph Urban's assistant). Standing left to right — Russell Mathias
(second assistant to Robert G. Vignola), Jimm,y Sweeny (props), Phil Carle (assistant
to Robert G. Vignola), Arthur Donaldson, Arthur Forrest, Robert G. Vignola (director),
Joseph Urban (scenic director), William Le Baron (director general). Top row left to
right — Downing Clark, Joseph Morgan (cameraman), Harold Wenstrom (cameraman),
Fred Gaus (studio manager), M. J. Connolly (casting director)

"Manslaughter"
Cecilfor
B. DeMille
and members of the
company engaged in the production of
Manslaughter went to San Francisco last
week for a two-day location trip marking
the beginning of production work on this
Paramount picture.
Only two of the principals of the stellar
cast were included in the traveling company— Leatrice Joy and Jack Mower.
Thomas Meighan, Lois Wilson, John Miltern, Edythe Chapman, James Neill and
Sylvia Ashton remained at Hollywood.
The selection of the San Francisco location occupied the attention of Cullen Tate,
DeMille's assistant, for the week preceding the start of production work. During
city.
that time he covered most of the territory
between Los Angeles and the northern

Bookings
for ^*^Troiible'' Break
Record
Sixty First Run Theatres Contract for Sol Lesser
Production in Two Days; Also Booked for Strand

Jeanie Macpherson, who adapted the
story from companied
Alice
Duer Miller's
the production
unit. novel, ac-

A world's record in quick bookings was
established by Sol Lesser this week when
he announced that sixty first-run Associated First National franchise holders had
booked his production, Trouble, starring
Jackie Coogan, two days after he had
wired them it was available.
This is the largest number of important
first run bookings ever accepted on any
one production considering the speed with
which they were obtained. All of the
contracts were closed by telegraph, which
shows that exhibitors are looking forward
to the Coogan releases with more than the
usual expectancy.
opens aTheatre,
week's engagement
at The
the picture
Mark Strand
New York,
Sunday, May 21. Joseph Plunkett, man-

Arliss Producing
Distinctive Productions

aging director of the Strand, is co-operating with the Lesser exploitation forces
one of the largest advance campaigns
ever attempted in New York. Paul Gray
is in charge of exploitation for Sol Lesser,
while Harry D. Wilson directs publicity.
The Mark Strand Theatre, Brooklyn,
has booked the picture for a week, commencing Sunday, May 28. Edward L.
Hyman, managing director of this theatre,
announces that he has conceived an unusual exploitation campaigTi for this engagement.
Sol Lesser announces he is going to accept further immediate bookings on this
picture so that all of the first run "key
centers"
will have been played before the
hot weather.

*^^The Silent Voice''
Announces for United Artists

Release a Successor to the Popular ^^Ruling Passion'^
time and at the request of many Arliss
The success of the George Arliss photoadmirers," said Henry M. Hobart of Display, The Ruling Passion, caused its prohighonerepute,
ducers. Distinctive Productions, Inc., to but the tinctive,
rub"for ahasstage
beenplayto offind
that
engage the same producing staff for the
made for vivid motion picture translation.
"The Silent Voice has universal appeal
Arliss production, The Silent Voice, which
where many stage plays have only class
will be released by United Artists this
appeal. The theme is distinctive. There
fall. This is an adaptation by Forrest
Halsey of the stage play by Jules Eckert
is Ann
pictorial
valuehasin been
the play,
too."for the
Forest
selected
Goodman, in which Otis Skinner regis- leading female role in support of Mr.
tered a great success. Harmon Weight is Arliss. Miss Forest is best known to
directing.
motion picture fans for her work in
The producers state that this subject
has been selected for Mr. Arliss because
Dangerous Days at Goldwyn, and in
of its suitability to that star and also Love's Boomerang and The Great Impersonation for Famous Players.
because of its great success on the regular
The Silent Voice witnesses the return
stage. "We have been looking for a long

Sam Wood Visiting in East
Sam Wood, Paramount producer, who
has directed Gloria Swanson in all of her
starring pictures, including her current
release. Beyond the Rocks, and Her Gilded
Cage, recently completed, is in New York
on a vacation visit. He will remain here
until about June 1, when he will return
to Hollywood to direct Miss Swanson in
The Impossible Mrs. Bellew.
Scott with Holmes
Walter K. Scott, formerly associated
wdth the Lyman Howe Laboratories, has
joined the Burton Holmes forces, wdth
headquarters at the finely equipped and
up-to-date laboratory of the Burton
Holmes organization in Chieago.
Qeveland Exchangemen
Are Brought Into Court
The following Cleveland exchange*
men were haled into court on the
morning of Saturday, May 6:
W. E. Lusk of First National, Paul
Tessier of Pathe, Mr. Cotton of Fox,
Tom Colby of Universal, Mr. Perry
of Select, C. E. Holah of Gunning's,
Frank Greenwald, independent distributor, and Harry Charnas of the
Standard Film.
The charges were releasing news
weeklies without censor title and
features without eliminations and
with violations of censorship laws.
The cases were continued until
May 29.
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Moore

in

Select Production
There has just been announced from the
Pacific Coast the complete cast of A Previous Engagement, starring Owen Moore,
the first Selznick picture to go into production since the arrival of President
Myron Selznick and his studio associates
in Los Angeles. The two principal feminine roles are in the hands of Marjorie
Daw and Kathryn Perry, both of whom
are well known to the picture-going
public. Miss Perry is returning to the
screen for the first time since she became
Owen him
Moore's
appeared
with
in twowife,
or after
three having
of his best
comedy successes.
Arthur Hoyt, Douglas Carter, CharMineau,other
"Snitz"
Edwards,members
and Alice
Howelllotteare
important
of
the cast.
The production is being directed by
Victor Heerman, who also wrote the story.
Sarah Y. Mason provided the scenario.
Jules Cronjager has been assigned as
cameraman.
Isle
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First of Syracuse,
Finished in Florida
The Syracuse Motion Pictures Company, in charge of Director Hamilton
Smith and chief Cinemateographer Arthur
Cadwell, returned recently from Miami,
where the final scenes of The Isle of Doubt
were completed.
The Producers Security Corporation,
which will handle the releasing arrangements, is speeding up the cutting and will
make important distribution announcements within two weeks.
The Isle of Doubt is the first of several
feature pictures to be made by the Syracuse Company. The cast boasts of many
celebrities in support of the star, Myndham Standing, including George Fawcett,
Warner Richmond, Dorothy Mackaill and
Marie Burke.
The story is by Derek Bram and personally directed by Mr. Smith.
Eugene O'Brien Appearing
at Middle West Theatres
Eugene
whose most
recent pictures areO'Brien,
being shown
throughout
the
country under the Selznick trademark,
has been whooping things up in the Middle West through personal appearances,
which are said to be netting unusual returns for exhibitors. Word comes back
from around Chicago and St. Louis that
the combination of a Selznick picture and
a personal appearance by the Selznick
star who appeared in it is proving one
that the picture-going public cannot resist.
Producer Beatty Returns
Jerome Beatty has returned to New
York from Hollywood, where he was eni?aged for more than two months at the
Lasky studio in producing A Trip to
Paramountown, a special picture for
Paramount, showing intimate off-stage
shots of Paramount stars and directors
and scenes for some of the fall productions in the making. Mr. Beatty brought
with him a finished print of the pictures,
which is about 2,000 feet in length.

Two

Companies

Organized

in

Atlanta

One Is Designed to Finance Producers and the Other
to Provide Studio Facilities — Hodkinson to Distribute
What promises to be one of the greatest lanta.
son Corporation; H. B. Troutman of Atfactors of the motion picture industry in
Troutman & Freeman of Atlanta vdll be
the South is the Southern Motion Picture
counsel for the organization. Offices have
Finance Corporation, capitalized at $1,- been established at 220 Healey Building,
000,000, and the Atlanta Studio Corpora- Atlanta.
lease of ten years with option to buy
tion, capitalized at $500,000, which have hasA been
secured on a tract of land located
allied interests, but separate functions.
The organization is backed by reputable ride
on Peachtree
Road, of
within
forty The
minutes'
of the center
Atlanta.
site
men of the East and South and has a will accommodate
a studio with an inside
close connection with the W. W. Hodkinson
area of 150 by 250 feet, in which four procorporation.
ductions may be staged simultaneously.
The purpose of the Southern Motion The architects
are Hentz, Reid & Adler of
Picture Finance Corporation is stated to Atlanta.
be to finance independent producers of
worthwhile photoplays on a live and let
live basis. The purpose of the Atlanta
Studio Corporation is to provide studio Ingi'am to Produce Hugo
facilities for independent producers who do
Story on Atlantic Coast
not already have facilities of their own.
Rex Ingram will make his production
The plan is to finance fifty-two productions a year, all of which will be distrib- of Toilers of the Sea, the first of six
uted through the Hodkinson organization, pictures he soon will undertake for distribution by Metro, in the east. The
giving that organization one release a
week, and giving the producer a well- director will come to New York in about
known distributing channel.
a month, bringing with him the unfinished
The officers of the Southern Motion Pic- print of Black Orchids, the story of which
ture Finance Corporation and the Atlanta was written by himself. Following the
Studio Corporation are as follows: R. B. final task of preparing the print for exhibition, Mr. Ingram will begin work in
Small of Macon, Georgia, president; U. M.
Dailey, Atlanta, vice-president and general Victor Hugo's story. He plans to have'
manager; G. E. Farley, Atlanta, secretary the marine episodes enacted on the coast
and treasurer. The directors will be of Maine.
George J. Galloway, Albany, Ga.; J. G.
Inman, Albany, Ga.; Raymond D. Pawley
of New York, vice-president and general
manager of W. W. Hodkinson Corporation;
Miss Pickford's New
Frederick C. Munroe of New York, vice"Tess" May Require
president and general manager of HodkinWhat

a Movie May Do

Where It's Really New
There is still a locality where the
tamest Western registers a thrill.
In Nome, Alaska, twenty natives
down from Point Barrow attended a
picture show in a body. They investigated presently, poking around
behind the screen to see where it all
came from. Then a Western was
put on, with horses and cow-punchers galore. When the gang began
brandishing pistols and riding
straight for the camera, the natives
left on the run. No bad medicine
for theirs.
Speaking of the frozen countries,
Whittenberg & Sidenberg of Petropavlovskii, Kamchatka, wanted to
induce the natives from the interior
to come to the trading post more frequently. This locality controls all
the sable output in the world, and all
the trading is done in furs. The
town boasted 200 inhabitants before
the moving picture show started up.
A few weeks later the entire population of 1000, comprising a settlement up the Anadyr River, had
moved down, bag and baggage, to
the trading post. It was a comical
sight to see the native women, their
papooses strapped on their backs,
trying to do a Charlie Chaplin
shuffle as they left the hall. No admission was charged for the pictures. Short stuff of almost any
vintage goes over strong in Northern Alaska, while the latest and
best features are played in all the
big centers.

Ahout Eight Reels
Actual camera tests of the costumes and
scenes to be used in the elaborated version of Tess of the Storm Country in
which Mary Pickford will star for a second time, have been made, preparatory to
starting the filming of this notable production, which will be released by United
Artists in the fall. Miss Pickford and
her supervising company will do their
initial work on this recreation of one of
the first gTeat classics of the screen at
Chatsworth Lake, where a complete fishermen's village, similar to th*> one described in Grace Miller White's book as
located on the lake opposite Ithaca, N. Y.,
has been built with unusual care inasmuch as every piece of material used in
the construction was selected because of
its naturally aged appearance and condition.
Although the plot of the novel will be
followed closely, the new scenario calls
for a marked elaboration of the story and
it is said eight reels may be required for
unfolding it. The present plan is to release the picture under the one-word title
of Lloyd
"Tess."Hughes will portray the character of Frederick Graves, the role in which
the late Harold Lockwood won his first
success. Gloria Hope will do Teola
Graves, while Elias Graves will be characterized byDavid Torrence. John S. Robertson was engaged especially to direct
this one picture.
Tess of the Storm Country has always
stood
as oneThe
of Miss
Pickford's
greatest
successes.
picture
originally
was
made and released in five reels in the
early part of 1913. Miss Pickford is
actuated by the ambition to make such a
perfect photoplay of this story as to insure its permanency as a piece of screen
literature which wiP endure.
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Valentino's
Engagement
Is Annoimced
Star Will Be Married in Spring to Winifred Hudnut, Known
Professionally as Natacha Rambova, Nazimova's Art Director
The engagement of Rodolph Valentino,
and Nice, which they purchased shortly
star in Paramount pictures, to Winifred
before the outbreak of the war. They exHudnut, daughter of Richard Hudnut, the
pect to be joined there by Mr. Valentino
and his future wife on their honeymoon
perfumer, became known Tuesday through
next spring.
an announcement by Mr. and Mrs. HudRodolph Valentino sprang into fame
nut.
when he appeared as Julio Desnoyers in
Miss Hudnut, who is known professionRex Ingram's Four Horsemen. Since then
ally as Natacha Rambova, lives in Holly- his
in popularity has been meteoric.
wood, and has been for the past three His rise
most recent picture is Beyo7id the
■years art director for Mme. Nazimova.
in which he appears opposite Gloria
She and Mr. Valentino met when he was Rocks,
Swanson; and he is now completing Blood
and Sand, an Ibanez story, in which he
playing
the part
of Armand The
in Nazimova's
production
of Camille.
date and
as a bull-fighter.
place for the wedding have not been set. appears
Valentino, whose father is an Italian
scientist, came to this country several
Regarding the engagement, Mr. Hudnut, who arrived from Los Angeles Tuesyears ago to begin a career as a landscape gardener. Instead, he became a
day,thesaid:
"I am greatly
pleased
to confirm
announcement
of the
engagement
dancer and for one season appeared in
vaudeville.
At the end of the season he
of my daughter to Mr. Valentino. Both
Mrs. Hudnut and I respect and admire
entered motion pictures, taking several
him, and the fact that they are to be marsmall parts until he was selected by Inried makes us very happy. He is a man
gram to take the role which made him
of great personal charm and comes from
famous. He was later placed under conan excellent old Italian family, and he has
tract by Famous Players-Lasky, and is
shown conspicuous ability in making his now appearing in Paramount pictures.
way in a foreign country where he was
Miss Hudnut, or Natacha Rambova, has
been closely associated with Mme. Naabsolutely
unknovsm."
Mr. and Mrs. Hudnut are to sail shortly
zimova as art director, and has designed
for Europe, where they will occupy their
all of the costumes and stage sets for the
chateau, Juan-les-Pins, between Cannes
latter's pictures.

Make

Publishers
Tie-Up

Missing'' Stirs Sales Force
Woody Receiving Many Evidences of Unusual

Interest Among Select Exchanges in Owen Moore^s Picture
The early activities of the Select sales Select salesmen to make the most of their
opportunity to do an exceptional business
forces promise great success for Owen
with a picture that is admittedly an offerMoore's new attraction. Reported Missing of greatest possibilities.
ing, according to John S. Woody, general
manager. From every branch manager
has come proof of unusual interest in the
sales campaign that is expected to give
Scully Finishes "Hope"
the picture a wider distribution than any
William J. Scully has finished cutting
Selznick attraction has ever had.
Hope, the forthcoming production for TriWhile Owen Moore's new offering was
art that he co-directed with Lejaren Hiller.
on display at the Criterion, New York,
It -wiW be released through Hodkinson.
the various branch managers were
hustling to give the show a start in their
own territory preparatory to the general
Mae Murray President of
release about May 15. The Chicago premiere took place at Jones, Linick &
Cinema Baseball League
Schaeffer's Randolph Theatre, first of the
Mae Murray has accepted the presbig centers.
idency of the Motion Picture Baseball League for its second season.
In various parts of the country specific
According to a letter received by
indications of the picture's merits have
President Paul Perez, Miss Murray
come into notice of the home office, one of
not only is keenly interested in the
the strongest endorsements having come
progress of the league, but is an
ardent fan herself. So intensely is
from Royal Baker, censor for the Detroit
she concerned for the development of
Police Department. General Manager
athletics in the motion picture indusWoody received from Mr. Baker a teletry that she has volunteered to donate a cup to the winning team.
gram commending the feature as "an absolute knockout and the only picture that
This trophy will be competed for annually, to be retained eventually by
has ever given Mickey a run for the
the team winning it a certain number of times, to be decided later by
money."
the league.
Further awards for individual
Practically every one of Select's branch
managers is working out individual methmembers of the winning team have
ods for attracting exhibitors. Novelties
been promised by A. G. Spalding &
Bros., who are offering individual
in advertising direct to showmen, varying
gold medals to the members of the
according to the ingenuity of the branch
winning team.
manager, are being used with good effect,
and there is the keenest competition among

With

"Wild Irish Rose"
M. Witmark & Sons, music publishers,
are preparing an elaborate exploitation
tie-up with the Vitagraph special. My Wild
Irish Rose. Plans at this time include a
special souvenir edition of the song, handsome window displays, with special decorative material, and a concerted effort on
the part of the entire organization.
Seldom has there been released a picture which so fully lends itself to co-operative exploitation. My Wild Irish Rose
is a tender interpretation of an old song,
and does what the song cannot do —
breathes the home life of old Ireland during its most romantic period. Vitagraph
has filmed it with complete understanding
of its possibilities, and the music publishers were quick to realize its value.
The letter to Witmark branch offices
says :
"We are rushing through a special
souvenir edition of My Wild Irish Rose
as well as a flash streamer. You know
what
we have
so far
with started.
Smilin'
Through,
and itdone
is only
getting
No reason why we should not be able to
accomplish the same thing with My Wild
Irish Rose.

Errors

and

Slugging

Characterize

"Reported
General Manager

Number 25

Opening

Film League Games
With eight fully organized, uniformed
teams hitting the apple, the second season
of the Motion Picture Baseball League got
off to a, flying start, made all the more
sensational by upsets which, in one, instance at least, sent the pre-season
dopesters flying for pencils to figure out
new statistics.
A surprise was the defeat of the almost
intact Universal nine, undefeated winners
of last year's championship, by the Goldwyn aggregation. The final score, 12 to 2,
bore testimony to the one-sided slugfest
that characterized the Lions' assault upon
theFirst
big U's
supposedly
nine.in a
National
downedinvincible
Paramount
gameerrors
featui-ed
combinations
hits
and
and abysensational
ninth ofinning
finish. With a score of 8 to 0 in their favor, the Franchisers blew up in the sixth
when six Paramount runners crossed the
plate, errors being chiefly responsible.
Metro took Pathe's scalp in a one inning
war
during
Loew's
boys dance,
scored 14
runs. which
After Marcus
that it became
a baseball game, the final score being 16
to 7. Jones for the winners struck out
17 men.
Vitagraph showed early season batting
form by hitting the offerings of two Hodkinson moundsmen for 13 runs, the final
tally being 13 to 3.
Earle Williams to Make
O. Henry Tale in Mexico
Robert Ensminger of Vitagraph, who
will direct the next Earle Williams picture,
is in Mexico with his head cameraman,
Steven Smith, Jr., looking over locations.
"The production will be an adaptation of
the
Henry
story, "Cabbages
and Kings,"
the 0.
scene
of which
is laid in South
America. It is said Mr. Ensminger has discovered a section admirably suited to his purthe director's
absence The
Mr.
Williamspose.isDuring
preparing
his costumes.
picture
detail. toVitagraph's
proximitywillto bea rich
localein similar
that of 0.
Henry's
story
insures
a
feature
fect in adherence to atmosphere. near per-
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HARRY

DAVID, manager of the Mission Theatre, Los Angeles, has booked
Orphans of the Storm. David Wark Grifiith attended to every detail of closing of
contracts with David, v^rhich is a radical
departure from the Griffith system of
booking. As a rule, in Nevvr York and
in Los Angeles especially, Griffith always
has booked his pictures in houses with
large seating capacity. The Philharmonic
Auditorium, a 3000 capacity house, with
$2 top prices, heretofore always has
drawn the Griffith features in Los
Angeles.
The new premier will be presented in a
850-seat house, four or five shows daily,
general admissions ranging to 50c matinees
and 80c at night. Where in the past the
rentals accrued were normally high, the
method of booking pictures of a high
caliber into the Mission Theatre on a
percentage basis has brought the producer satisfactory results.
Harry David has a high standard of
presentation; that of showing the best
pictures in a simple way with the best
music, a good comedy and normal advertising. He does not believe in exploitation
in any way. His lobby displays are always six oil paintings with expensive
bronze frames, displaying the action of
the film. He has proved that word of
mouth advertising by the public is the best
medium of putting a good program over.
George Oppenheimer, president of the
Federated, Film Distributors, Inc., and
Sam Sax, recently part owner of the Warner Exchanges on the Pacific Coast, have
formed the S. O. S. Film Corporation, capitalized at $25,000, each having a 50 per
cent interest.
The corporation has been formed for
the purpose of handling features on the
state rights basis in this territory. All
productions will be purchased for California, Arizona, Nevada and the Hawaiian
Islands. They have already taken over
the entire Warner Brothers productions.
■Only
subjects of the highest
caliberstate
will rights
be considered.
The S. 0. S. Film Corporation has
moved into its new quarters at 813 South
O'live Street and also have taken offices in
its new building in San Francisco.

Coast

BEEMAN

Another stunt pulled by Mr. Grauman
was a special pass issued tor the man with
a neck demanding a 17% collar, the size
worn by Montana.
Bull Montana and Chuck Reisner made
a personal appearance three times daily
in an atmospheric prologue, "A Ladies'
Man." Mr. Grauman reported a good
week.
Allen Holubar will direct the production of Broken Chains for Goldwyn. This
picture is the prize winner of $10,000 in
the Chicago News scenario contest. This
is by special arrangement with Associated
First National Pictures, for whom Mr.
Holubar has been producing independently
and with whom he will resume following
this one production for Goldwyn.
Actual shooting on the picture will begin
about the middle of May. Elaborate
preparations are now being made to give
the picture a production worthy of the
best script out of 37,000, the total number
of submissions.
Jackie Coogan, playing in Oliver Twist,
had just been beaten up by Sikes, when
Frank Lloyd, the director, yelled "kill
em,"
went treatment
out, and little
shook the
off lights
the harsh
like aJackie
duck
shakes off water. Let it be understood
that Jackie is not letting the role of Oliver
Twist get under his skin enough to make
him sad. Jackie hops out of a scene into
his sand pile or into one of the studio
streets
play "fire
soonlittle
as
he
is at to
liberty.
And engine"
then, too,as the
fellow has learned to dwell on the comedy
situations, such as Mr. Sowerberry, the
undertaker, in this instance, and homemade comedy which is always more or
less rampant on a set.
Marjorie Daw has been engaged for a
part in A Previous Engagement, a Selznick production starring Owen Moore.

The spring sowing is on with a vengeance and the crop in the fall promises
to be one of the heaviest.
There is Doug Fairbanks' The Spirit of
Chivalry, which promises to be one of the
most significant spectacles that he has
ever brought to the silver sheet, and then
there is Blood and Sand, the epic of the
toreador in which Rudolph Valentino is
appearing atand
Lasky's.
It reflects allin the
its
background
in its costumes
mad gayety and the temperamental romance that Spain symbolizes.
Rex Ingram is filming Black Orchids,
a strange, exotic story of Paris. It promises to be entirely different from his recent plays. It has a wealth of mystical
Jackie Coogan in Oliver Twist may be
appeal.
one of the classics of the year.
Mary Pickford has commenced Tess and
Jack Pickford will leave for Louisville,
Ky., to photograph the Kentucky Derby,
and will later go on to New York to film
the Manhattan Handicap.
Constance Talmadge will shortly be filming East Is West and Norma will be working on The Mirage. Also Buster Keaton
and Katherine MacDonald are busy for
First National.
Metro will be humming with activity by
the middle of May, and Louis B. Mayer is
to have three companies under way in a
few weeks. Goldwyn will probably average five or six companies during the summer, and R-C has a large list of stars and
directors. Selznick has four companies,
one headed by Elaine Hammerstein, one
by Owen Moore, and the two others
Lasky will have thirteen companies
specials.
busy and Universal about fifteen.
Doug_ Fairbanks will picturize Monsieur
Beaucaire upon the completion of The
Spirit of Chivalry, and then, it is rumored,
he will film The Virginian.
Elinor Glyn has written Six Days and it
has been purchased by Goldwin.
May Allison and her husband, Robert
Ellis, have signed a contract with Arthur
Kane
films. and Associated Exhibitors for four

The Silent Call is showing for the thirteenth week at the Miller Theatre, Los
Angeles. It was decided by Manager Fred
Miller that the feature would end the very
successful showing with the eleventh week,
but it was carried over to the twelfth
week, as the public demand was not satisfied. This picture has proven a record
breaker indeed.
This H. 0. Davis-First National release
has shovra to over 200,000 paid admissions
and has run two weeks longer than its
nearest rival in any Los Angeles theatre.
The picture was originally booked for a
three weeks' run.
Bull Montana
appeared
at Grauman's
Theatre,
Los Angeles,
for the
first time
last week as a star in The Ladies Man,
and to give the new star a boost Sid Grauman staged a theatre party which was
attended by Wallace Reid, Doug Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, Lois Wilson, Lila
Lee, Jackie Coogan, Dorothy Dalton,
Thomas Meighan, Rudolph Valentino, M^ay
MacAvoy, Bebe Daniels, Theodore Roberts, Syivia Ashton, Hunt Stromberg, the
producer of the film; Cecil De Mille, William De Mille and Philip Rosen.

1809

Norma Talmadge's picture The Duchess
of Langeais has been retitled The Eternal
Flame.
ZaSu Pitts and Tom Gallery are the
proud parents of a baby girl. The little
one will be named after her mother. A
great deal of anxiety has been felt for the
little mother, but the danger point has
been passed and her many friends in filmdom are rejoicing with the couple.

Presenting for your consideration,
Jackie Coogan as he will be seen as
the assistant to "Sourberry," the
undertaker, in his forthcoming production, "Oliver Twist," in which he
plays young Oliver. For release
through Sol Lesser

Mary Miles Minter will arrive in Los
Angeles from Honolulu about June 1. It
is reported the little star has the biggest
role of her career awaiting her at the
Lasky studios. An all-star cast vnll support Miss Minter in the coming release.
The Cowboy and the Lady. John Robertson will finish Tess with Mary Pickford
and will then begin work on the new
Lasky-Minter film.
A new comedy company has started
work on a series of fifteen two-reelers
starring George Cooper. The first release
of the Muggsy Comedy Company will be
Happy Alley. In the cast are Jane Lewis
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is the
technia theorgan-

by other conceems and the management
states that it is about to close contracts
for the distribution of at least two more
five-reel features and a series of two-reel
films.

Katherine MacDonald and a company
that includes Mitchell Lewis, June Elvidge
and others has finished the production of
The Woman Conquers for Associated
First National. Tom Forman directed
this production with such brilliancy and
all-around success that B. P. Schulberg reengaged him for the next Maconald feature, White Shoulders.

It is rumored that Fatty Arbuckle will
be transferred into the directorial department of the Lasky Corporation. Roscoe
Arbuckle has "grown up" in the picture
business, and it is not surprising that the
Lasky management are putting to further
use this clever comedian. He is a good
director and good directors are scarce.

and George Bunny. Ernest Miller
cameraman and Ralph DeLacey is
cal director. Mrs. Grace E. Smith,
atre woman of the Middle West,
ized the company.

J. G. Hawks, for three years managing
editor at Goldwyn's and for five years previously associated with C. Gardner Sullivan at the Thomas H. Ince studios, has
been appointed by Louis B. Mayer production manager. Mr. Hawkes is already at
work preparing stories for Mr. Barker's
and Mr. Stahl's next pictures. He will have
charge of the purchasing of stories and
supervision of them up to the time of delivery in script form to the directors, and
will later co-operate on the cutting and
titling.
Universal studios are humming these
days with new productions. The Flirt,
which Hobart Henley is directing, has in
the cast Helen Jerome Eddy, Edward
Hearne, Eilleen Percy and George Nichols.
Under Two Flags is progressing in good
shape with Priscilla Dean at the head of
the cast, and John Davidson, James Kirkwood and Stuart Holmes playing leading
roles.
Rodolf Valentino has made his first
public appearance at the Civic Auditorium
in San Francisco, where an immense program was arranged to raise funds for the
disabled soldiers.
Cecil B. De Mille has fully recovered
from his recent illness and has started

Tivoli

and

Eva Novak has started her initial film
under her own banner. The Blue Sedan,
which is a mystery love story. Ernest
Miller, a former Goldwyn cameraman, has
been
"turn"andtheits story.
locale engaged
is in Newto York
environs.The
Will Rogers is preparing to return to
the screen after a year of stage work. He
will make four pictures under the banner
of H. 0. Davis.
© Melbourne Si)U)-r. Los Angeles. Cnl.
A new photograph of Buster Keaton, First
National comedian, whose current picture
is "My Wife's Relations"
work on Manslaughter at the Lasky
studios. Leatrice Joy has the leading
feminine role.
The Roy H. Klumb Production Company
has secured the services of Chester Earle
as general sales manager. Mr. Earle was
formerly with the Vitagraph, RobertsonCole and other film companies. He has
recently started on a country-wide tour in
behalf of the films to be released by the
Klumb Productions, and in the next ninety
days will visit every key city in the United
States.
BesidesductionsDaddy's
Klumb made
Prowill release Love,
severalthepictures

Hippodrome

Open

on

Coast

West Coast Theatre Syndicate in Southern California
Adds Two More Motion Picture Theatres to Its Chain
Radiating a spirit of faith in the future
restoration of normal conditions, M. Gore,
president of the West Coast Theatre Syndicate in Southern California, controlling
and operating fifty-two of the finest
cinemas in Southern California, has
opened the new Tivoli Theatre, a $100,000
suburban house, situated in the growing
section of the city of Los Angeles, and
the new Hippodrome, a pretentious theatre combining both first-run features in
cinema productions and high class vaudeville, was opened in Bakersfield, California.
From this activity in constructing
houses it is quite evident that the future
outlook in Southern California theatrical
circles is not a hazy one. This syndicate
expects to continue its building program
just as rapidly as new sites and locations
can be secured.
The new Tivoli, which has just opened
under the direction of the West Coast
Theatres, is the personal project of Mr.
Gore and his wife. Ultra-modern in every
respect, no expense has been spared in
equipping this modern house in a lavish
manner. Mrs. Gore personally designed
the beautiful foyer with appropriate appointments, and it is said to be one of
beauty and character. The Tivoli is the
largest suburban cinema in Los Angeles.
The Seventh Day, starring Richard
Barthelmess, was booked for the initial
offering. This picture showed to record-

breaking crowds and was then sent to the
Kinema, the most pretentious and popular
theatre owned by this syndicate located in
the heart of the down-town section. A
highly successful run was the report on
this attraction.
In the construction of suburban houses
it has always been the policy of the West
Coast Theatres to follow modern lines of
accepted theatrical construction, with
every feature for the comfort and pleasures of the patrons provided.
Startling as innovations generally are,
the new Tivoli provides free parking
space for its patrons in connection vdth
the regular attendance. This sets the
vogue, for no theatre on the Pacific Coast
has ever instituted such a convenience.
And in the matter of furnishing musical
augmentation for the projection of pictures, declares Mr. Gore, pipe-organ picture accompaniment is much more generally effective than heavy symphonic orchestrations.
"An organist plays with his soul and
an orchestra plays with its head," said
Mr. Gore. "Organists watch the picture
and the dramatic theme instead of watching notes. Rapid changes on the screen
may be followed as rapidly on the pipeorgan, whereas a fifty-piece orchestra,
while it may change its music from forte
to pianissimo or from accelerated to very
slow time, cannot really follow the theme
with any degree of speed or accuracy."

The first Louis Burston special is completed and is being edited. Forget Me Not
is an appealing story of love, laughter and
pathos. Bessie Love and Gareth Hughes
head the cast. It will be remembered that
Hughes won his laurels in Sentimental
Tommy, which was produced by Lasky.
The story is going through its final
stages of cutting and titling and will be
taken to New York by Mr. Burston for
special preview.
The second Burston special will be put
into production shortly. David Butler will
be the male star.
Richard Dix has sailed for England to
play the leading role in the Goldwyn production, The Christian. It is his first trip
abroad. Maurice Tourneur has sailed to
make
the way ready for the assembling
company.
Dix signed a contract with Goldwyn a
year and a half ago, after having made a
name for himself on the legitimate stage
in New York and Los Angeles.
J. L. Frothingham has announced that
he will personally direct The Vengeance
of the Deep, in which Marguerite De La
Motte will be featured. The locale of the
story, which was written by A. B. Barringer, is laid in New York City and the
South Sea Isles. Although Mr. Frothingham has been a producer for a number of
years, this will be the first time he has
directed his own production.
Harold Lloyd of the Hal E. Roach
studios, has started a five-reel comedy
for Pathe with Mildred Davis in the supporting role.
The second feature film to be produced
by Richard Walton Tully is Omar the
Tentmaker, and the leading female role
will be played by Virginia Brown Faire.
Guy Bates Post will play the male lead.
Misses Percy and Eddy

ed in "The Flirt"
Featurand
Eileen Percy
Helen Jerome Eddy
will have the principal feminine roles in
The Flirt, to be filmed at Universal City
as a Universal-Jewel all-star production
from life.
Booth Tarkington's epic of small
town
The two actresses will share honors
with a strong cast. Hobart Henley, who
will direct, so far has engaged Lloyd
Whitlock, Little "Buddy" Messinger, Tom
Kennedy, Robert Russell, George Nichols,
Lydia Knott, Bert Roach and Edward
Hearne.
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Short

Subjects

R-C

Plum

to

Issue

Center

There Will Be Twelve in the Series Produced

REVIEW

and

Comedies
by the Paul

Gersoh Pictures Corporation — Dan Mason Will Be Featured
man Van Dyke are starred.
A further addition to the rapidlyThe trailer is approximately three hungrowing short subject program of R-C
Pictures is announced this week. The new
dred and fifty feet in length and is made
release will be a series of rustic comedies
up of atmosphere bits from the chapterstarring Dan Mason, a veteran trooper,
play, which are interspersed with a score
who was featured as the Skipper in the of the numerous thrill scenes from the exciting action. It is designed to arouse un"Toonerville" Comedies. These pictures
usual interest in the coming of the serial
are to be produced by the Paul Gerson
Pictures Corporation in San Francisco.
and has already proved itself a big business getter for the opening nights on the
They will be known as Plum Center Comserial. It is now being used with great
edies and will be the second comedy series
success
in New York and California.
scheduled for R-C release, the first being
the Carter De Haven comedies now in
production.
Paul Gerson, who is president of the
producing company, has assembled an
efficient producing organization which is Kipling Ballad Is
now functioning in perfect order. The
Proving that Quality
comedies are being made under the direction of Robert Eddy, who was formerly
Not Length Counts
with Mack Sennett and who has directed
Tom Mix and Johnny Hines and who was
Pathe reports that the point expected
lesponsible for the success of the early to be made with its one-reel screen verToonerville comedies.
sion of Rudyard Kipling's Ballad of
In the cast with Dan Mason, who is
Fisher's Boarding House, has been rerounding out fifty years of stage and
alized with emphasis. The results
screen work in this series, is Wilna Herachieved within a few weeks after release
vey, a new actress on the screen, who
are declared to prove conclusively that
weighs 315 pounds and is six feet four
leading exhibitors have rid themselves of
inches tall. Miss Hervey, however, is not the idea that length necessarily is the
fat and the laughs she wins are not caused measure of a special feature. A big idea
by any unnatural obesity, but rather by brilliantly executed in a compact drama
her masculine strength. In the early
comedies of the series she plays the part with "a beginning, a middle and an end,"
in the language of the dramatists' axiom,
of the station agent of Plum Center. Dan
is the essential feature standard, irreMason plays the village coach driver and
spective of length.
mail clerk who has carried the mail for
Edgar Allen Poe, in his celebrated essay
forty years without the loss of as much
on sustained dramatic interest in literaas a post card.
ture, declared that all great human crises
While these comedies will build up the are necessarily
brief, and that a poem of
character of Dan Mason as a typical
that character could not sustain the
rustic, they will each have behind them
essential cumulative effect beyond 120
an distinct idea which will give them
lines. The Raven is a little longer than
exploitation possibilities usually lost in
but House
Kipling's
Balladandof theFisher's
two-reel comedies. The first comedy, for that,
Boarding
is shorter,
Pathe
instance, reveals Mr. Mason as the proscreen version is as compact as the poem.
prietor of the local movie house which
The reaction of audiences is their silent
shows "the latest Kalem dramas" and
tribute to the theory and practice of these
news reels "showing New York during the two great dramatic poets.
Third Liberty Loan Drive." They can
be briefly described, states R-C, as "gag"
pictures built around a comedy theme, instead of simply offering aimless slapstick.
The contract for the distribution of
these comedies was signed Monday by the
officials of the R-C company and Harvey
C. Weaver, general manager of the Gerson
Corporation, after the first few comedies
had been screened for inspection. Arrangements have been made to have the
production far ahead of release schedule.
Twelve comedies will comprise the first
series, all of which .will be filmed in San
Francisco and the neighborhood towns.
It is planned in addition to make six reel
comedy dramas starring Dan Mason. No
releasing arrangements have been made
for these contemplated pictures.

Export and Import Prepare Usiusual Advance Trailer
The Export and Import Film Company
has prepared an unusual trailer to be
used as advance announcement for Col.
Selig's wild animal serial, The Jungle
Goddess, in which Elinor Field and Tru-

Charles H. Christie, general manager
Christie Film Company
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Serials

Beginning its career at the Strand Theatre, Broadway, the picture is making this
point everywhere. While it is now
assured presentation in every important
theatre in New York, with three of the
best circuits booking it generally, the class
of picture patrons throughout the country who are now seeing, or will soon see
the Kipling classic, is indicated by many
bookings of important theatres.
FitzPatrick
Get

Will

English Material
for Urban Classics

James A. FitzPatrick, who directed for
the Kineto Company of America two
series of Urban Popular Classics known
as the "Great American Authors" and the
"Great American Statesmen," sailed for
Europe last Saturday to continue the
same ideas with European authors and
statesmen.
During his stay abroad on the Urban
commission Mr. FitzPatrick will do most
of his to
workmake
in England.
It is Mr.
Urban's
plan
the dramatic
biographies
of the English authors and statesmen balance the series that include the Americans. When this material is all in hand,
Mr. FitzPatrick will return to work with
Mr. Urban in editing them for release.
Then he will again go to Europe to
work on the Continent. In three years
Mr. Urban expects to complete the entire
series to cover the biggest names in literature and history from all the countries.
"The Little Rascal" Moves
from Rivoli Over to Rialto
In order to satisfy popular demand,
after The Little Rascal, starring Baby
Peggy, had played one week at the Rivoli,
it was booked for another week at the
Rialto Theatre. The New York critics
have given special writeups to the threeyear-old star, and she was advertised on
the front of the theatre in letters as large
as those of the big feature.
Not only does Peggy score heavily in
New York, where she has captured the
hearts of its audiences, but all over the
country the demand for her films has been
steadily increasing.
The Little Rascal is also booked for the
entire Loew circuit for May and June.
Another Century Comedy also booked by
Loew is You and Me, the picture with an
all-children cast.
Sport Review in Miniature
To assist the salesmen of the various
Goldwyn exchanges in promoting the distribution of the Sport Review, Weiss
Brothers have had prepared a novel sales
reel. This film, which measures three
hundred and fifty feet in length, has been
prepared and edited under the supervision of Jack Eaton, producer of the Sport
Review subjects for Artclass Pictures
Corporation. It contains short scenes of
the most striking shots in the various
releases, together with slow motion
analysis and close-ups of the Sport Review stars. Every salesman in every
Goldwyn branch will be equipped with
at least one of these advance reels.
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Hamilton

Comedies

Comedian in Coming Year Will Produce That Number for
Educational Issue — Jack White to Make Twelve Mermaids
During the coming production year,
Lloyd Hamilton will make six big special
comedies under his own name. Tne Hamilton Comedies will be released by Educational Film Exchanges, through which
the Mermaid Comedies, in which Hamilton has been featured, have been distributed for the last two years.
When Hamilton and Jack White, the
director, organized Hamilton- White Comedies, Inc., a year ago, to take up the
production of the Mermaid Comedies, they
contracted for a long term to supply
comedies for Educational release. So popular and successful have been the pictures produced by this partnership during
the current year, however, that when) the
year's
production
the comedian
and schedule
director was
camecompleted,
to New
York to arrange with E. W. Hammons,
president of Educational, for a much more
elaborate program for the season of
1922-1923.
The production company is to be considerably enlarged, with the addition of
several popular comedy stars as well as
technical workers, leaving Hamilton and
his staff to devote their entire attention
to the six special Hamilton Comedies. It
is intended that these pictures shall be
as fine short features as any pictures that
have ever been made in this type of
comedy. They will be made under Hamilton's supervision and will be directed by
Hugh Fay, who has directed the later

Lloyd Hamilton

)

Mermaid Comedies in which Hamilton has
starred. A large scenario staif and technical force will work with them on the
Hamilton Comedies. Irene Dalton, who has
played opposite Hamilton in each of his
pictures in the current year, will continue as his leading woman.
Jack White, who has supervised the
production of the Mermaid Comedies in
the current year, will supervise a new
series of Mermaids with all-star casts
which will include some of the most popular comedians in motion pictures. Announcement probably will be made soon
of the addition of two or three famous
comedians to the present company, which
includes such funsters as Lige Conley,
Elinor Lynn, Jack Lloyd and others.
There will be twelve pictures in this
Mermaid series. Production of the Mermaid Comedies and also of the Hamilton

Comedies will begin in June, and the first
picture of each group will be ready for
release in the early falL
Production work will be carried on at
the United Studios, where the later pictures of the current Mermaid series have
been made, and where a large additional
space has been taken over by HamiltonWhite to provide facilities for the greater
work to be done by the company.
LloydhasHamilton's
forThethe character
last two of
years
been such work
that
he has steadily forged to the front among
film comedians. Known to motion picture
"fans" for ten years, he was seen in the
early years of his film career in a large
number of comedies. When he began work
in Educational's Mermaid Comedies two
years ago he discarded his big mustache
make-up, and began making bigger pictures, though much fewer in number.
Since then he has been seen in twelve
Mermaid Comedies, some of which have
ranked with the more popular of recent
fun films.
Leading
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Michigan

Men
Highly Praise
'^Go-Get-'Em Hutch"
Detroit Branch Manager Sharp of
Pathe Exchange has received letters from
various church and school heads in
Detroit and Michigan who have witnessed
a screening of Go-Get-'Em Hutch, commending him for the release of a spectacle that is featured by its attractiveness, wholesomeness and remarkable
powers of entertainment. The Rev. John
P. Jockinson, of the Pilgrim Congregational Church of Lansing, Mich., states:
"When you present a picture like this,
so full of adventure, and yet so vigorously wholesome, I feel that it is worthy
of my heartiest commendation and support. The production and exhibition of
such films should be encouraged by all
church people for the good of our youth.
I should like to recommend it to all parents whose children patronize the movies
as a picture that is both entertaining and
most desirable for children to see. What
I like about it best is that it makes its
appeal to the higher moral emotions that
hunger
fairof play
justice."
C. E. for
Reid,
the and
Detroit
Y. M. C. A.,
declared: "As a member of the committee
I viewed the chapter picture, Go-Get- Em
Hutch. I find the picture intensely interesting, full of thrills, but very clean in
everytionrespect.
would have noit to
hesitawhatever in I recommending
any
organization that may care to use it."
Rialto, Cameo
and
Central Show Trio
of Lloyd Revivals
The popularity of a screen comedian is
put to an acid test when his past efforts
are revived. Harold Lloyd's popularity
as a screen comedian is proved by revivals
of his best comedies at three leading theatres in Times Square this week. The
Rialto is playing His Royal Slyness; the
Cameo Bride and Gloom and the Central
Number, Please?
In addition, many theatres outside of
the Broadway
district display Lloyd's
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name in electric lights, if only to announce
a showing
one of Exhibitors
the comedian's
reissuedofone-reelers.
in New
York City are only too well aware of
Harold Lloyd's popularity not to overlook
an opportunity of making him a real
drawing card. Revivals of his two-reel
ofi:erings and the reissued comedies are
being shovm everywhere, and in many
theatres are proving so successful that
they are shown as rapidly as they are released.
Henry Ginsberg to
Leave Educational
for

Another

Field

Henry Ginsberg has resigned his position as domestic sales manager of Educational Film Exchanges to take effect
May 20. Mr. Ginsberg has been associated with Educational since its inception two and a half years ago, and has
had no little part in the phenomenal
growth of that organization. As about
thirty weeks out of each year were spent
in travel, Mr. Ginsberg is about as well
known throughout the country as he is in
New York. This wide acquaintance has
proved a valuable asset In his plans of
sales promotion.
Before going with Educational Mr.
Ginsberg was special representative for
International Film Company, handling for
that concern both features and short subjects. Previous to that he acted in a
similar capacity for Joseph M. Schenck,
with whom he remained until the war
broke out, when he went into service.
He was in the advertising business before he became identified with the motion
picture industry. Mr. Ginsberg has well
defined plans for the future, but will not
make them public until -he finally severs
his connection with Educational on
May 20.
Mayer
Monte

Touches
Carlo

Up
in

His

Travelaugh No. 3
Such Is Life in Monte Carlo has been
selected by R-C Pictures as the third release of the Hy Mayer Travelaugh series.
It will be released May 21.
R-C branch managers report a big
demand for this series, for which exhibitors have been waiting ever since the pictures first made their appearance at the
Capitol Theatre in New York. Some of
the largest theatres in the country have
booked the entire series of fifteen.
It is the belief of R-C that a distinct
clientele can be built up by first run theatres who will give this series sufRcient
prominence.
Patlie Release of Popular
"Screen Snapshots" Praised
Prompt
exhibitor
to Pathe's
announcement
that itresponse
will shortly
begin
releasing a lively new series of "Screen
Snapshots"E. is
by General
Sales
Manager
A. reported
Eschmann.
The published
list of names of popular screen favorites included in No. 1, of the new Pathe
series, to be released June 4, is declared
to be accepted as assurance that the forthcoming single-reelers will stick strictly to
their text. In fact, Pathe promises that
the entire series will be devoted exclusively to picturing popular favorites of
the motion picture screen — these people
whose names are household words in the
majority of families in every city, town
and village — in their homes, at play and
at work.
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"Bucking Broadway"
Set by Christie for
Early June Release
Bucking Broadway is the latest Christie
Comedy to be completed. It features Neal
Burns and is one of the most pretentious
two-reel comedies which the Christie studios have turned out this year on the Educational program.
The story of Bucking Broadway is written around a background of the Great
White Way at night in all its brilliancy,
with Burns playing the part of a gilded
youth whose father goes to great lengths
to get him to drop an actress, with the result that the "old man" thinks the girl is
entirely too good for such a careless youth.
When "father" takes her out to dinner
and
"buysof athepiece
of thetheshow"
to keep his
son out
theatre
fun begins.
Vera Steadman plays opposite Burns
and Lincoln Plummer is the father.
The Christie staff, under the direction
of Scott Sidney, built a replica of New
York's Music Box theatre and another
famous setting, the Ship Cafe, as backgrounds for the picture.
Thirty dancing girls under the direction
of Isabel Bryant furnish the ensemble
chorus scenes which take place in the musical comedy.
This comedy will be released early in
June.
Century Comedy Notes
David Bader, the Stern Brothers' representative for Century Comedies in New
York, is leaving for California, where he
will be associated with the Hollywood
studio. Mr. Bader will gather the West
Coast publicity for the New York office
and will do special* writing.
^ ^
Jimmy Adams and Bud Jamison, who
belong to the special corps of Century
heavyweights, have returned to the lot
and have signed new contracts with the
Stern Brothers.
* * *
Tom Buckingham, well known for his
work as a director with Brownie, the Century Wonder Dog, has been re-engaged by
Century.
* * *
Johnny K. Fox, who is Century's latest
find, is a little freckled faced orphan who
lives near the Century Studios in Hollywood. When he applied to Abe Stern for
a job the latter was so impressed with the
comedy possibilities of his shrewd little
face that he had special scenarios written
for
ence. him. Johnny has had screen experi-

REVIEWS
OF CURRENT
SHORT SUBJECTS
ON DANGER'S HIGHWAY— Seventh
episode of Pathe Serial Go-Get-'EmHutch. — This episode opens with the capture of Mott aboard the McClelland ship,
and Hutch turns him over to the harbor
police. He then sees a small launch
guided by Hilton Lennox and Fay Vallon,
and believing they are the ones behind
the plot, he speeds up the tug to overtake
them. A storm comes up and sweeps
Marguerite Clayton and Joe Cuny overboard, who take refuge on a buoy. Hutch
rigs up a long boom over the rail of the
tug, and getting on the end of it, describes
a circle and swings past the buoy, grasping first the girl and then the man, bringing them back to safety aboard the tug.
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Joe Cuny, as Paul, tells Hutch the plans
of Lennox, who is using Hutch's home,
which has long been deserted, as his headquarters. Hutch makes his way to his
estate, determined to catch Lennox, but
the latter had planned for this and rigged
up a death dealing device to keep intruders from interfering with his work. Hutch
did not know of this and plunged right
into the danger. This episode is rather
thrilling, the scenes on the tug in the harbor being well acted, and the rescue
especially good. It carries a fair amount
of sustained interest for the followers of
this serial.
PATHE REVIEW NO. 156— The opening subject.
of the
Bag,a
visualizes
theOutideas
that Sandman's
run through
child's mind just before going to bed. The
photography distorts the features of human beings in such a way as to make it
almost uncannv. It is followed by a trip
through the "Wonder Cave" near Monteagle, Tenn. An allegorical fantasy, The
Wedding Ring, is a glimpse into the past
which shows the prehistoric custom of the
marriage ceremony and how the Romans,
Saxons and Egyptians used the wedding
ring' 2000 years ago. The Dancing Hit of
1937 is a glimpse into the future and
shows the terpsichorean art of a child
about three years of age. It is closed with
a Pathecolor travel scenic. The Fabled
Isle of Crete. Scenes around Turkish
cafes are shown and views of gorgeously
dressed Turkish beauties.
NAVAL AERIAL SERVICE — Kineto
Reveiw. — 'The theme of the number is the
exemplification of Uncle Sam's watchword,
"Efficiency in the air as on the sea." There
are views of a balloon fleet making ready
for a contest and the start; cantive balloons at sea; a navy dirisrible, with a parachute jump; the making of models of seaplanes; the four seanlanes of the N C
type that attempted the flight across the
Atlantic, with incidents connected with
the failure of three and the success of one;
the sailing of the George Washington conveying President Wilson to Europe, pictured from .the air: and the transpoWatjon
of dissembled planes to the interior of
ing.
Cuba and subsequent assembling and flyU. S. R4TTLE FLEET ON THE HIGH
SEAS — Kineto Review. — An entire reel is
given over to pictures of war vessels, single and in fleet, and ranging in size from
submarine to battleshin. The shins are
shown under all sorts of service conditions.
They are at anchor in the opening shots,
with the crews undergoing inspection and
also physical training. One of the big
ships is coaled, to the accompaniment of
the band — a mussy job. One of the best
of the incidents is that of target practice,
where the cameraman has made an attempt to show the firing of the big gun
and then by a quick shift of the camera
the landing of the projectile.
THE GAY DECEIVER — One-reel Star
Comedy, released by Universal. — Allen
Curtis wrote and directed this skit, in
which Roy Atwell plays a dual role. One
nart is that of a husband who so strongly
is taken by the looks of an actress that
he emplovs one of her fellow-actors looking like himself to attend his wife at a
recent'on while he waits on the lady. The
substitute husband is brought home by
the irascible wife, who insists the "ringer"
immediately shall go to bed. In its working out the denouempnt is not as bad as it
sounds, but the real husband has a narrow
squeak from being uncovered as a deceiver.
SQUARIN' IT—
is featured in this
issue edited dovsm
reduction results

Universal. — Neal Hart
two-reel western, a refrom three reels. The
in fast action. The
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square-jawed leading player has the role
of a bandit who in return for shelter by a
couple from pursuit on one occasion insists, when later he sees he really is
caught, on the husband covering him with
a revolver, thereby winning the reward
posted for the bandit. There is some fast
riding and also a bit of gunplay as well as
several more or less tight situations that
accompany bandit chasing.
SIC 'EM, BROWNIE— Two-reel Century
Comedy, released by Universal. — Brownie
the dog is featured in this story. Alf
Goulding has devised the action and directed it. Jackie Morgan and Alberta
Vaughn support the pup. What Jackie is
made to do in the way of juvenile mischief hardly will meet the approbation of
grown-ups. He proves to be more of a
pest than cute. At least, that is the impression he created in the mind of one
obsierver who can hardly be said to be any
some
longerpup.
young. But Brownie is surely
THE ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON
CRUSOE— Episode 7 of Universal serial.
— ^Crusoe, portrayed by Harry Myers, is
taken from the net in which he has been
caught by Torquada and imprisoned in a
cave. He is released by the Water Witch
and alone flees into the Swamp of Terror.
Here he fights vnth Torquada, who has
pursued him, but the Spaniard is attacked
by alligators and Crusoe is caught in a
quicksand. The swamp certainly is an unpleasant place.
A HICKORY HICK — Produced by
Christie and released by Educational. —
Bobby Vernon is featured in this two-part
farce written by Robert Hall and produced
by Harold Beaudine. The best part of this
picture is the possibility that it may steer
some one away from a bad investment in
oil. It is said that such a thing does exist.
The story is not strong, in interest or in
humor. If it has appeal, it is for the less
sophisticated.
THE CRY OF THE WEAK— Fannie
Ward appears as Mary Dexter in the new
Pathe playlet, The Cry of the Weak, with
Frank Elliot, Walt Whitman and Paul
Willis. It was written by Ouida Bergere
and directed by George Fitzmaurice, and
tells of the battle of those who have gone
wrong trying to make amends and go
right in the future. Boiled down to three
reels, its fast action grips the interest,
which is sustained throughout.
A DAY'S PLEASURE— Charlie Chaplin reissue released by First National. —
This picture was one of the former Chaplin successes. It has been cut and revised
and offers splendid entertainment. The
plot unfolds in the usual Chaplin style the
story of man
a day's
outing
wherein
young
married
takes
his wife
and a kiddies
for a boat ride, and the numerous comical
situations following.
DO ME A FAVOR— Featuring Snub
Pollard, is an amusing comedy of the
troubles of an errant husband who has
been having an evening with some "hootch
hounds." Snub helps the errant husband's
wife put the "stewed" husband to bed.
That nart is easy enough, but it is impos ible to keen
in bed, Pollard
which aff'ords
the comedy,
all him
of which
makes
the most of.
LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT— Love will
find a way is the moral of this animated
cartoon of the love affairs of two cats.
Thomas Cat serenades Fannie Kitten;
Fannie's mistress and Officer Dog interferes, and they elope. Later, finding that
all is forgiven they return to their old
home to live, bringing a legion of "little
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"I Am

the Law" Goes to
Strand Early in June
The Edwin Carewe special / Am the
Law, distributed through Affiliated Distributors, Inc., will have a Broadway
showing at the Mark Strand Theatre the
early part of June. This is one of the
very few independent features the Strand
Theatre has booked this season.
This makes seven pre-release bookings
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Sales on ^^Cap'n Kidd
Three
Report
Sam Zierler of New York, Harry Charnas of Cleveland
and Pete Oletsky of Baltimore Take on Polo Serial
Three big and important sales were
made this week on the serial Cap'n Kidd,
the first Independent serial in which
Eddie Polo is starring, and contracts have
been signed with the Star Serial Producing Corporation, which controls world
rights, whereby distributing rights have
been taken over for ten additional states
on this serial.
Sam Zierler has affixed his signature to
a contract whereby the Commonwealth
Film Corporation of New York, of which
he is President, takes over the serial for
the territory including New York State
and Northern New Jersey. Mr. Zierler
has written the Star Serial Corporation
an extremely congratulatory letter.
Another sale was that made to Harry
Charnas for the Standard Film Service
of Cleveland, whereby the serial will be
seen in Michigan, Ohio, Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia. The sale
was efl'ected by Joe Brandt, president of
the Star Serial Corporation, on the occasion of a screening in Cleveland last week.
The Federated Film Exchange of Baltimore, through Pete Oletsky, also signed
for the serial, for Delaware, Maryland,
District of Columbia, and Virginia. In
answer to an urgent request from him
that the Star Serial Corporation lose no
time in rushing a print to him, he was
able to secure a print this week and
screened it immediately for some exhibitors.
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secured in first-run houses of the country.
The picture is showing the current week
at the State Theatre, Pittsburgh. J. F.
Cubberly, Minneapolis, has booked a firstrun in that city and St. Paul the week of
May 14. Louis Bache has booked the
picture at Crandall's Metropolitan in
Washington, May 21, and the same week
it will be shown at the Rialto Theatre,
Denver. The week of June 18 the picture
has been booked at the Imperial Theatre,
San Francisco, and the Franklin Theatre,
Oakland, California.

Clarion's Expose
Booked by Keith
for Hundred
Days
Following the decision rendered by Justice Delehanty
in favor Inc.,
of Weiss
Brothers'
Clarion
Photoplays,
in connection
with the injunction sought against the
film expose of Sawing a Lady in Half, the
distributors of this film have been overwhelmed with requests for bookings. The
Keith booking offices signed a contract on
Saturday for 100 days, including many of
their finest vaudeville theatres. The
Marcus Loew State Theatre in Cleveland
has booked the picture for a week beginning May 7.
Dr. Riesenfeld will present the expose
at the Rialto for one week beginning May
14, while the Sheridan Square will offer
this subject for the same period. Weiss
Brothers' announce they have been
swamped with requests for bookings from
all parts of the country where this picture
is as yet unsold. The distributors of the
expose of Sawing a Lady hi Half for

TERRITORIES

New York, Alexander Films Corporation,
have already placed more than 100 first
runs between New York City and Poughkeepsie. It is believed from present indications that this subject vnll break booking records for a two-part offering, both
in
point
of
first run houses and rentals
received.
In many instances the various first run
theatres are engaging one of the many
acts performing this illusion to present
it for a week prior to the presentation
of the film, for the purpose of arousing
added interest in the screen expose.
Second

National

to

Add Four Specials
to Stated Releases
Second National Pictures Corporation,
launched to distribute the product of independent producers by systematic methods
designed to do away with unnecessary
overhead, is preparing to enlarge its scope
of operations. Originally twelve feature
photoplays were acquired for release in
the current season, at the rate of one each
month. Five of these already have been
offered to exhibitors, and three of them,
according to the reports by the New York
offices, have been extensively circulated.
Negotiations now are under way, it is
announced, for the addition of four special
productions to the list of Second National
Pictures offerings, and it is expected arrangements will be made for the release
of
thesesixty
to first
within
days. run houses in key cities
"The Broken Silence" to Be
Released by Arrow June First
Arrow's latest Curwood feature, The
Broken Silence, is scheduled for release
in the key centers on June 1. Prints have
been forwarded to all the Arrow franchise
holders and will be available shortly.
It is a typical Curwood snow picture
and is the finest of the Arrow-Pine Tree
series. It was directed by Dell Henderson, and the cast includes Zena Keefe, J.
Barney Sherry and Gypsy O'Brien.

Eddie Polo, star of "Cap'n Kidd," and scenes from the production of the Star Serial Corporation
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"^^Double-Header''

Export and Import Sign Contracts with C. B. C. for
Release in South America of Two Roy Stewart Pictures
A "double-header" foreign sale on two
George H. Davis-Joe Brandt feature productions was consummated this week.
The Export and Import Film Co. signed
contracts with the C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation, through which the DavisBrandt features are distributed, whereby
both The Heart of the North, featuring
Roy Stewart and Louise Lovely, and
Life'stionGreatest
Question,
another
featuring Roy
Stewart
with producLouise
Lovely and Dorothy Valegra, will be released iby them in Argentina, Uruguay,
Paraguay and Chile.
In this connection it is interesting to
note that, according to Export and Import, features of the great outdoors, and
especially those full of action and "punch"
with their scenes laid in the Northwest,
which forms the locale for these two
features, are in great demand in the
South American countries. These countries, they state, when they play American pictures, want them to he typically
American in every detail — and their conception of Americanism is the virile, outdoor kind, which tell the story of
men, of life in the open, and in strong
which
figiits and quick action are plentiful.
As this is the point to be
Joe
Brandt and Jack Cohn of C.stressed,
B. C. and
the Export and Import representatives,
are co-operating on a special exploitation
campaign to emphasize it. Special paper
and lobby display and accessories showing
the strongest action in both pictures
be played up and made the most ofis to
in
every detail, it is announced.
Essanay
Will

Company
State

Right

"Young Americ
George K. Spoor of the Essanay a"
Film
Manufacturmg Company, Chicago, has
ready for the state-rights market Cohan
and
Harris' greatest stage success Young
America
. In selecting this subject
his
current production Mr. Spoor had in asmind
the success of similar pictures as Penrod,
Schooldays and My Boy.
The cast consists of the original company that staged the play,
fitted for the roll they enact.each especially
Blair Coan, of the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company, whose address is
1333 Argyle Street, Chicago, Illinois, will
have charge of the state righting of this
subject. Northern Illinois and Indiana
have already been sold to the Greiver
Productions.

Star
In

Pete
First

Morrison
Feature

of

Sanford Productions
Pete Morrison has been engaged to play
the lead in a series of eight semi-western
five-reel features to be produced by the
Sanford Productions of 6048 Sunset
Boulevard, Hollywood.
The first release, the working title of
w-hich is Iron Heart, has been in production for over three weeks now and is one
of the strongest stories ever crammed into
five reels, says F. M. Sanford, president
of the company.
Marcel Perez and Frank S. Mattison
are writing the stories. Mr. Perez also
will direct them. He is especially well
qualified to produce this class of story.

having
formerly
pictures
with
both
Eclair directed
of Paris"stunt"
and Ambrosia
in Italy.
Mr. Morrison was starred by the Universal in some fifty-four two-reelers, and
has since been starred in five reel features,
produced by the Clifl? Smith Productions.
Miss Dorothy Woods is playing opposite
Mr. Morrison in the first production. Miss
Gene Crosby as the female heavy has a
role.
Elaborate interiors have been taken at
the studio in Boyle Heiahts, and the comnow onat lof-ation
"shooting"
westernpany isscenes
the Inceville
ranch the
beyond Santa Monica.
Sanford Productions have leased the
old Morris Schlank studios on Sunset
Boulevard, where the compnny also will
produce its cseries of twelve two-reel
Tweedy comedies.
"Jungle Goddess" Gets First
Runs in Oakland and Bay City
Telegraphic advice comes from Louis
Hvman
at theserial.
coast The
that Jungle
ColonelGoddess,
Selig's
wild animal
has been booked for first runs in San
Francisco and Oakland in the Pantages
Theatres.
Lesser's Exchange,
Star FeatureSol.Distributors,
purchased Allthe
California, Arizona and Nevada rights
for the serial from the Export and Import Film Company two weeks ago.
It is unusual for a serial to get a first
run in San Francisco or Oakland.
Hyman's organization is backing the
serial with a big exploitation and advei'tising camnaign. Many houses which
formerly ran serials and have discontinued them of late are now booking the
Selig chapter-picture.
Carnival Names Its Eighth
She Loved Him, But
is the title that
has been given the eighth of the Carnival
Comedies, one of the series of two-reel
gloom-chasers, which the C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation is distributing on the
State rights market.
The title of this comedy, which features
Earl Montgomery, opens comedy possibilities— and those who have seen the picture say that all these have been fulfilled.
G. M.

Anderson

Is

Sponsor for Comedies
of the Amalgamated
In oflFering Stan Laurel to the exhibitors and moving picture public the Amalgamated company feels it has a comedian
who will in course of time prove his worth
and become a prime favorite.
Laurel is a comedian with a great
sense of humor and whose spontaneity
is prominent in all his work. He has the
schooling and experience that are necessary in a screen favorite. One of his
greatest assets will be his particular attraction to the children as his work is of
the type that will especially appeal to
them. His humor will be above anything
else clean and wholesome in every respect, and he will not resort to vulgarisms
or anything of that nature to evoke
ilaughter.
G. M. Anderson is the sponsor for this
new comedian and he will personally
supervise all the productions and material
that is used in this series of pictures
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starring Stan Laurel. There are now fully
completed and ready for the market three
productions: The Carpenter, The Booklegger and The Gardener. Other films in
preparation
Mixed Nuts, The Miner
and
Make H are
Snappy.
A releasing arrangement will shortly
be announced by Amalgamated.
Robert
"I Am

Lynch
the

Adds

Law"

to

Feature Release List
Robert Lynch of Metro Pictures, 1321
Vine Street, Philadelphia, has purchased
for. Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New Jersey the rights to the Edwin
Carewe independent special / Am the
Law, which is being released through
Affiliated Distributors. This transaction
now disposes of nearly half of the United
States rights, and yet a finished print of
the picture had been in New York only
about two weeks. Several of the territorial rights were purchased on the picture before the buyers had even seen a
foot of the film.
Several of the territories have been
disposed of to Associated First National
Pictures exchanges, which the distributors
suggest speaks volumes for the calibre of
the production.
Instead of letting up on his advertising
and exploitation it is the intention of C.
C. Burr, president Affiliated Distributors,
to redouble his efforts in this direction
with a view to giving the greatest possible
aid to exhibitors who are to play the
Although all of the territory has been
picture.
sold on his Burn 'Em Up Barnes, Mr.
Burr is still plugging away on the publicity and exploitation of the picture to
the satisfaction and financial gain of the
men who bought the territory rights.
Major Film Buys New England
Rights on "I Am the Law"
C. C. Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors, Inc., announced that the entire
New England rights on| the Edwin
Carewe independent special I Am the
Law have been purchased by William W.
Aectler and E. J. Farrell for the Major
Film Company, 54 Broadway, Boston.
This makes the tenth United States territory already disposed of on the picture.
As this particular section includes some
of the largest territories in the country,
it is safe to say that practically one-half
of all the United States rights are already
gone. There was the keenest kind of competition among state right buyers of
Boston to secure the rights of the picture
for the New England territory, but the
prize was landed by the Major Film
Company.
Distribution of Dillon
Picture Still Undecided
Edward Dillon, who has just completed
the making of his first independently produced picture, The Love Mask, received an
oifer this week to go abroad and direct
a film for a company with which he has
been associated before, but Dillon declined
as he intends to remain here and produce
his own pictures.
Florence Dixon has been engaged for
the second of the Dillon Specials.
The national distribution channel will
be decided within the fortnight, as the
picture has been cut and is now being
titled by Dillon. It is an American story
that shifts its locale to London and back,
with some exciting scenes taken aboard an
ocean liner.
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^^Gethsemane"

Is

Slated

for Showing
to Theatre Owners

Gethsemane, the exquisite single reel
Biblical feature with Prizma art titles in
natural colors, which created so much
favorable comment at its premiere at the
Capitol Theatre, in New York, during
Easter week, was unanimously selected
by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America for presentation at the organization's official banquet held Friday evening. May 12, at the Hotel Washington.
Gethsemane is one of a series of fiftytwo elaborate single-reel productions
which will be distributed under the general
title of "The Voice of the Land," by the
Geographic Film Co., Inc., of Cincinnati,
which have been especially prepared for
theatrical release.
Arrangements were also made by E. B.
Russell, director of distribution for Geographic, toshow the picture at the Trinity
Episcopal Church, of which the Rev. D. R.
Covell is pastor, to an audience of Washington dignitaries, among whom President Harding and his entourage were invited.
The pictures are to be distributed on
the State rights market. Mr. Russell's
headquarters are temporarily at the Hotel
Pennsylvania, New York.
New

Independent

Company

Formed

by West Coast Men
Announcement was made this week of
the forming of the Independent Producers
Distributing Syndicate, which organization has established headquarters in the
Lowe State Theatre Building, Los
Angeles. The company has already engaged in active operation.
The company plans to bring the
producer and State rights buyers in direct
touch with each other. The producer will
make his contract with the exchanges and
collect his money direct, while Independent will simply act as the producer's
representative and advance the expenses
necessary for successful and efficient distribution.
The producer, it is explained, will always have direct control over his negative and all contracts, while Independent
will place its salesmen on the road, prepare posters, lobby photos and all exploita-
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tion matter for a small percentage of the
gross receipts.
The company has contracted for the
entire series of Victor Kremer productions
with Crane Wilbur, Zena Keefe, Walter
Miller, Lina Cavalieri and Violet Hopson.
In addition to this series Independent
will handle among others a series of western features starring "Ranger Bill"
Miller; a series of western subjects featuring Monte Montague, twelve two-reel
comedies starring Billy Franey, a series
of seven-reel dramatic features produced
by Wilfred Lucas.
L. B. King has been appointed western
sales representative and H. Gaulton western sales manager. Branch offices of Independent have already been established
in New York, Chicago and San Francisco.
Worsley

to

Wesley

Direct
Barry
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"Rags to Riches"
the Warthe producer
Rapf,attractions,
Harry
ner Brothers
Why ofGirls Leave
Home, School Days, and the latest Vera
Gordon picture, Your Best Friend, has
engaged Wallace Worsley to direct Wesley
Barry in Rags to Riches.
The production of the Barry feature has
been postponed until the middle of May
in order to allow the freckled youngster
to make a personal appearance at the ImTheatre,showing
San Francisco,
connectionperial
with the
of School inDays.
The selection of Mr. Worsley to direct
Barry was made after due consideration
was given some of the most prominent
directors in the industry. Mr. Worsley
has had a long and varied career both as
an actor and director, and some of his
most recent directing achievements include The Penalty, The Highest Bidder
and Don't Neglect Your Wife.
Neal Hart Finishing Series
William Steiner reports that the new
Neal Hart Series have all gone over big
and franchise holders are all doing well
with the productions. Six have been
finished and Mr. Hart and his company
are now busy on the last two of the series.
Butterfly
ern Lights.Range and South of the NorthAs soon as the eight are completed,
Neal Hart will reorganize his company,
and after a couple of weeks' rest at his
home in Los Angeles, will strike out for
virgin territory to begin a second series
of eight western five-reel features.
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"The Closed Door"
Is Weird Tragedy
But

Contains

Grip

Edward L. Klien of 152 West Fortysecond street. New York, is distributing
The Closed Door, a three part subject
produced in France and Switzerland by
Livingston Phelps under the direction of
Robert Saidreau. Robert Francheville is
the author of the story and the scenario
of this somewhat weird subject — designed
to give substance to the theory that the
consciousness and personality of the individual survive death.
Interest was added to the trade showing on May 6 by the presence of Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle, accompanied by his
family and a number of friends.
The tion picture
finelyandmade.
The isdirecis of the isbest,
so, too.
the
acting.
Herveof ofDr.theLucian
ComedieBernard,
Francaise has Jean
the role
the physician
who iscomes
to the
sion his marriage
a failure
and concluplans
to elope with Jacqueline Tessier, played
by Mile. Martha Ferrare of the Opera
Comique of Paris. Countess Marie
Kutuzof of Petrograd has the role of the
wife, Paula. To the countess and Mr.
Herve go the acting honors, the former
perus a remarkable
especially giving
formance. The settings,
which are well
as theinexteriors
photographed,
are
concerned are
of so
St.farMoritz
winter,
with the mountains snow-covered, and of
Paris.
There are dramatic situations. One of
the more notable of these is following the
accident to the distracted wife, who learns
of the approaching elopement and in the
course of a walk falls over a cliif and is
injured. The husband is called in to
operate on her, and just at the crucial
point hears the signal of Jacqueline, who
has told him if he does not respond he
will never see her again. It is the struggle between duty, to save life, and his love
for Jacqueline. He wavers, finally ceases
work, and goes to Jacqueline. The wife
dies. After a long stay in Switzerland
the two return to the doctor's home.
There Jacqueline, startled by the appearance of the wife's spirit, falls and is
was
fatally wounded in the forehead, as takes
the wife before her. The doctor
his wife's
but him.
in a sanitarium,
refuge accompanies
He is
or follows
spirit
by a
killed
and
tree
falling
a
under
caught
blow on the forehead.
Probably only those protagonists of the
aims to confirm
theory which the picture
will be convinced that it has succeeded.
But the tragedy will serve as an interesting picture to those who have no violent
opinions on either side of the general
tJ. B.
subject.

Wilson Working on Third Kyne
one of Arrow's leading proBen Wilson,
ducers, ishard at work on the third of the
Peter B. Kyne series, which will star Roy
Stewart and Kathleen Kirkham. _ Mr.
Wilson is personally directing this picture,
one of the
to be ies
is expected
. finest,
which
of
the new
Kyne ser
The picture in production is from Kyne s
th Apache, and
popular story One-eigh
will be ready for release some time m
June.

C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation's new studio for the making of Hallroom Boys and
Sunrise Comedies

Arrow Men at Convention
Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president of
Arrow Film Corporation, and Richard
Department, atWeil of the Publicity
tended the Washington convention on
Tuesday and Wednesday, stopping at
Philadelphia on their return to call on the
Independent Exchanges there.
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THEY'VE

SEEN—
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THEY

KNOW

The best and biggest distributors agree that

en his ju-eafest serial
i
mwm

Is a Knockout!

Retid What Sam

Grand

of Federated of

Says It's Going Like
of —Louisville,
Lee Goldberg,
Wildfire
Note These Bookings :

Boston Says:
The

The Lynch Circuit in
Memphis, Chattanooga, Knoxville, Johnson City, Jackson, Dyersburg, Morristown, Maryville, South Pittsburgh, Tenn.
The Crescent Amusement Co. in
Nash ville, Springfield, Murfreesboro,
Tenn.
and Hopkinsville and Bowling
Green, ; Ky.

exhibitors of this territory who

have seen the Eddie Polo serial "Captain Kidd" screened are unanimous
attesting- it a wonderful

in

serial. "Cap-

The Strand Amusement Co. in
Ky.
cah,
Mayfield, Princeton, PaduOwensboro,

tain Kidd" is the standard of production that we have needed. Congratulations on its assured success.

This Is From

The Cozy, Norman, and Lincoln Theatres in
Louisville.

Pete Oletsky of Federated, Baltimore

Screened

first three episodes of "Captain Kidd" for first run exhibitors. It's a knockout — without doubt the best serial Eddie
Polo has ever played in.

TERRITORIES

GOING

FAST — THESE

ARE

ALREADY

SOLD

Commonwealth Film Corp., New York for New York, No. New Jersey.
Celebrated Players Film Corp., Chicago — For Ind., Wise., No. 111.
Masterpiece Film Attractions, Phila.,, for Eastern Penn., So. New Jersey.
Federated Film Exch., Boston — for Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, Conn., Mass.
Big Feature Rights Corp., Louisville — for Kentucky, Tennessee.
Federated Film Exchange, Baltimore — for Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia.
Richards and Flynn, Kansas City — for Kansas and West. Missouri.
Fontenelle Feature Films, Omaha — for Iowa and Nebraska.
♦
Wire for Yours

STAR

SERIAL

CORPORATION

I60O Broadway
joe
bra M DT
NEW YORK

p^*^J'•

Telephone
BRYANT 6212
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New
See

York
Inner

in Burr

Censors
Workings
Studio

Visit

That the "much harrassed movie" is
recognized in sonde censorship circles as a
potential factor for good to school and
church was evinced in the remarks of
Mrs. Henry F. Burton, made on the occasion of a visit to the Burr studio last
week. Mrs. Burton, in company with A.
W. Brown, both deputies of the New York
State Motion Picture Commission, spent a
day at the Burr studio as the guests of
C. C. Burr and Johnny Hines.
Every encouragement, Mrs. Burton
believes, should be given to those producers who are striving to bring about
the fine interpretations of life. Mrs. Burton also paid high tribute to those screen
players who, by dint of their indefatigable
efforts, are bending their energies toward
making movies that will really educate
and at the same time entertain.
Both Mrs. Burton and Mr. Brown spent
a full day at the studio, where they
obtained a first hand glimpse of how
"Torchy" Comedies are made. After making a complete inspection of the studio and
watching
Johnny
Nut Sunday,
Mrs. Hines'
Burton work
and in
Mr.Torchy's
Brovra
expressed
as being
highly gratified with themselves
the observations
made.

Special

Tie-Ups

Mother's

Week

on
for

"Mother Eternal"
Close upon the phenomenal run of
Mother Eternal at the Adams Street Theatre, in Chicago, which was so excellently
exploited by Frank Zambrino, comes word
that the production has just been booked
in
two first run houses during Mother's
Week.
A. J. Sherman, general manager of the
Graphic Film Exchange of Philadelphia,
arranged fcr Mother Eternal to open at
the Lyric Theatre in Philadelphia on
Mother's Day, Sunday, May 14.
Haggerty, who exploited Ten Nights in
a Barroom throughout the country, has
been engaged to handle the publicity and
exploitation for Mother Eternal at the
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Lyric Theatre. Word was also received
at the Graphic offices this week that E. H.
Emmick and W. Edmunds, franchise holders for the Graphic Film Exchange in San
Francisco, have also arranged a full week's
showing at the Rialto Theatre, in San
Francisco.
tieups wherever
on Mother's
Week will
be Special
inaugurated
the production
is played.
The Weshner-Davidson Agency is cooperating with all the Graphic Exchanges
throughout the country by supplying exploitation ideas.
Premiere
of "I Am

May
the

21
Law"

at Denver's Rialto
C. C. Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors, has received word from M. A.
Klausner, of the Mountain States Film
Attractions at Denver, that a first run
hooking has been secured on the Edwin
Carewe independent special, / Am the
Law, at the Rialto Theatre, for the week
of May 21. Mr. Klausner has purchased
the entire Northwestern territory on the
uicture for his concern, and certainly has
lost no time in placing it before the public.
Although the prints have ,iust reached the
independent exchanges which have purchased territorial rights three big first run
bookings already have been secured. In
addition to the Denver booking a first run
showing has been secured by Louis Bache
of Associated First National Pictures,
Washington, D. C, at Crandal's Metropolitan the week of May 21. J. F. Cubberly of Associated First National Pictures, Minneapolis, has landed a first run
booking in his city for the current week.
Distributor Will Build Theatre
With a view of constructing a motion
picture
theatre
on the president
"little theatre"
lines, John
J. Hayes,
of the
Pacific Film Co., inc.. has purchased a
suitableofsite
Culver
City within
a stone's
throw
theinInce
studios.
It is Manager
Hayes' plan to show none but independent
productions. Besides being the "home" of
Pacific's main offices and studios and the
Ince studios, Goldwyn's Western studios
and the Hal Roach studios are also located at Culver City.
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Busy Days at the
Warner Studios on
the

Pacific

Coast

For the coming season the Warner
Brothers have planned to produce what
they believe to be the biggest array of
popular stories ever secured by a state
rights organization. In addition to the
three Harry Rapf productions being made
at the Warner West coast studios Harry
M. Warner has purchased the rights to
four other stories — two novels and two
stage plays.
The following will be knovm as Warner
Brothers productions:
The Beautiful and Damned, the remarkably successful novel written by F. Scott
Fitzgerald.
Main Street, the novel and stage play
written by Sinclair Lewis.
Broadway After Dark, a melodrama of
the Great White Way.
Little Church Around the Comer, adapted from the stage play of the same name.
The Harry Rapf productions, the first
of which is now being produced, include:
Rags to Riches, featuring Wesley Barry.
Little Heroes of the Street, featuring
Wesley Barry.
Brass,
riage andCharles
divorce. G. Norris' novel of mar-

Haring Breaks His
Matinee Record in
'^Wandering Boy"
That the dravdng power of Where Is
My Wandering Boy, the Equity picture
which created such a sales record on the
independent market, is not limited to any
one class of theatre, is indicated toy the
letters which are daily reaching the
Equity home office from territory buyers
and exhibitors. The subject has brought
forth more unsolicited letters from exhibitors than any picture Equity has ever
released.
Especially
noteworthy
is a letter
received from Charles
F. Haring,
president
of the Haring & Blumenthal Enterprises
of New York City. Mr. Haring writes:
"It is unusual for me to write letters
regarding the success of a picture, but the
following is worthy of special mention.
The picture opened on Sunday. Wednesday, the fourth day, we played to the
largest matinee business we have ever
done on any picture. Everyone who saw
the picture was well pleased."
Pacific Studio Notes
Due to increased business resulting
from
President
Hayes'
"easy payment"
plan for
independent
exchanges,
the oflSce
force of the Pacific Film Co., Inc., at Culver City has been considerably increased.
A. Guy Frumm, secretary of the concern,
is now in charge of the office.
* * *
Charles Boyd of Buffalo, N. Y., who assisted John J. Hayes in the reorganization
of the Pacific Film Co., Inc., has been permanently retained by Mr. Hayes and will
act in a confidential capacity.

Johnny Hines in a "still" battle with A. W. Brown of the New York Board of Motion
Picture Commissioners in the course of a visit by Mr. Brown at the Burr studio,
where "Torchy's Nut Sunday" is being filmed

^ ilfi :^
L. V. Jefferson, who wrote the story.
The Forest King, which is being released
by the Pacific Film Co., Inc., is putting
the finishing touches to another story,
which will be produced in Northern Idaho
this summer for state rights distribution.
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Exploitation

Harry M. Warner in Receipt of Letters from Theatre
Owners Praising Direct Mail Helps on Productions
Prominent state rights organizations
throughout the country that have purchased the territorial rights to the latest
Warner Brothers attraction, Yoiir Best
Friend, a Harry Rapf production starring
Vera Gordon, are utilizing to the full the
many novelties and exploitation angles
devised for the feature by the Warner publicity staff.
"The direct-to-exhibitor co-operative advertising we have carried on in the trade
publications," said Harry M. Warner,
"and the
approval
placed
it by theis
trade
paper
editors
and upon
exhibitors
indeed gratifying. We have received
many letters from theatre ovraers
commending us for our efforts to
help them not only through the trade mediums, but also through our direct mail
exploitation service.
"The same helpful suggestions that exhibitors are receiving with our current attractions will also be accorded them with
our forthcoming productions. While words
often do not mean anything, we will back
up all our assertions with action, for we
are as much interested in the success of
the exhibitor as we are in our own enterprise."
Within the past fortnight a number of
exclusive territorial deals on the Gordon
picture were consummated by Mr. Warner.
Big Feature Rights Corporation, Louisville, purchased the rights to Kentucky
and Tennessee; M. Mitchell, Atlanta, secured Georgia, Florida, Alabama, North
and South Carolina; Creole Enterprises,
New Orleans, bought Louisiana, Mississippi, town of Pensacola, Florida, and the
Panama Canal Zone.

Amusements, Inc., of Detroit, for MichiMr. Hirsh also announces the sale of
the following features to the Minter
gan.
United Amusements, Inc., of Detroit:
Blind Love, Master of Beasts, Man of
Courage, When Quackel Did Hide, Woman
of Mystery, Evolution of Man, Fidelity,
Woman Above Reproach and Oh, Mabel
Behave.

"Don't

by Arrow June 1
From the home office of the Arrow Film
Corporation comes the announcement to
the effect that the newest Neva Gerber
production, The Price of Youth, is to be
nationally released June 1. The picture is
a Ben V/ilson production, and is said to be
the most dramatic vehicle given Miss Gerber thus far.
Ben Wilson, the producer, has surrounded his star with a high-calibre cast,
which includes Ashton Dearholt, Spottiswood Aitken, Joseph Girard and others of
equal ability. The production is a lavish
one, that of a society drama which tells
the
story both
of ain young
for
happiness
a littlegirl's
tovm quest
and amid
the glittering splendor of a big city where
she meets and wrestles with temptation.

Be Foolish,"
Second Sunrise, Is

Ready for Release
The second of the Sunrise Comedies,
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation's newest
series of two-reel laughmakers, is ready
for release, it is announced this week.
The picture has been received at the New
York distributing offices of C. B. C. from
Producer Harry Cohn, completely titled,
edited and ready for release — and with a
record of having "stopped the show" in
two film theatres in Hollywood.
Don't Be Foolish is the title that has
been given the picture.
Believing that titles play a very large
part in the "putting over" of a comedy,
the producers have cleverly hit upon a
"self-advertising"
of title —Comedies
that is,
using
as titles for type
the Sunrise
expressions that are "snappy" and that
people pick up and use readily — the first
comedy on the series having been called
You'd Be Surprised and the second and
newest one Don't Be Foolish.
Nathan Hirsh Announces
Several Territorial Sales
Nathan Hirsh, president of the Aywon
Film Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue,
New York, announces the following sales
on the three Snowy Baker and six Big
Boy Williams series of western pictures
during April:
Big Feature Rights Corporation of
Kentucky, for Kentucky and Tennessee;
Royal Pictures, Inc., of Washington, D. C.
for Delaware, Maryland, District of
Columbia, and Virginia; Minter United

Two More Sales Reported by
Clarion on "Sawing a Lady"
The film expose of Sawing a Lady in
Half is being distributed via the State
right market at a rapid pace, according
to Louis Weiss, president of Clarion
Photoplays, Inc. During the past week
sales have been made to two of the leading
buyers of the country. Harry Lande of
Quality Film Service, Pittsburgh, has
purchased the expose for Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia. The
Lande Film Distributing Corporation of
Cleveland and Cincinnati has purchased
the rights to the picture for Ohio and
Kentucky. Alexander Films Corporation
of New York City, has bought upper New
York State, which is in addition to Greater
New York, already controlled by this exchange. Louis Weiss is confident the
entire country will be disposed of within
the next thirty days.
"Price of Youth"
Will Be Released

Arrow

Sells

Curwood

Four
Films

to

Big Feature Rights
Arrow Film Corporation announces this
week the sale of the four James Oliver
Curwood productions for Kentucky and
Tennessee to Colonel Fred Levy of the Big
Feature Rights Corporation of Louisville.
This is the third sale in the last three
weeks made by the Arrow to Big Feature
Rights.
"We feel that conditions, at least in our
territory, are greatly improved, and we
are therefore commencing our purchases
for the summer and fall months, aind I
find that Arrow have the best product
along the lines we need," declared Colonel
Levy last week. "We distribute 85 per
cent of the Arrow pictures in our terri-

tory, and our business relations with
Arrow and our results obtained from
their product have been most satisfactory.
Hence the many new purchases, amounting in all to twelve new productions."
Four
Are

Polo
Ready

Episodes
to Shoot,

from

Film to Paper
The names of the first four episodes of
the serial Cap'n Kidd, starring Eddie
Polo are definitely set, the numbers completely titled and edited and ready for
showing, and paper, lobby display, and
exploitation accessories prepared on them.
The first episode has been titled Shanghaied— and in this the foundation is laid
for the story, with Edward Davis, scion
of an old and wealthy English family
summoned to the bedside of his dying
grandmother. Here he hears the thrilling story of his ancestor, an adventurer
of the seventeenth century, with the scene
shifting to the days about which she tells.
There we see the romance of this ancestor
with Janice, his enmity with his rival for
her hand, Lord Bellamy — his accusation
of the— death
of being
Lord shanghaied
Richard, Janice's,
father
and his
by a
pirate crew. The three other titles are
The Lost
Pirate's
Slave, Hidden Treasure and
The
Fortune.
"The Isle of Doubt" Will Be
Released Through Security
The Syracuse Motion Picture Corporation's big special. The Isle of Doubt, is
to be released through Producers Security
Corporation. Hamilton Smith, director,
and Arthur Cadwell, chief cinematographer, returned last week with the company from Florida, where the exterior
scenes were taken.
The Producers Security Corporation is
rushing the cutting and expects to have
it ready for release in about two weeks.
The picture was enacted by a strong cast
headed by Wyndham Standing, with
George Fawcett, Dorothy Mackaill, Warner Richmond and Marie Burke in support.
John J. Hayes on His First
"Swing Around the Circle"
Accompanied by a secretary, John J.
Hayes, president of the Pacific Film Co.,
Inc., has left his Culver City headquarters on his first trip to visit the important
key cities.
Mr. Hayes will make his "swing around
the circle" via the Pacific Northwest, first
stopping at Seattle and then going to the
eastern seaboard.
While in Chicago Mr. Hayes will be
joined by Julius Singer, Eastern representative of the Pacific concern, where a
branch office of Pacific will be opened.
Later St. Louis also will have a Pacific
branch.
Foreign Sales Reported
It Might Happen to You, the five reel
feature which presents a host of bathing
girls and wild animals, has been sold by
Weiss Brothers' Artclass Pictures Corporation to Peter White for Argentina.
The production also has been sold for
Scandanavia through Albion Cinema Supplies, Limited, of London.
The South African rights to the serial
Adventures of Tarzan, have been ourchased by the Precision Engineering Company, of Capetown. South Africa, while
the risrhts to Bagdad have been acquired
by Albion Cinema Supplies, Limited.
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Two-Person
Simple

EXPLOITATION

Prologue
But impressive^

That Put the Feature
Tells How
effective prologue will enhance the value of a motion picture theatre program fully 100
per cent. It creates an atmosphere for the feature that follows
which places the audience in a warm
receptive mood, in a mood that is
not inclined to be overly critical, but
rather to be amused and entertained.
Some of the best prologues that
have been presented on Broadway
have always carried a scene or some
parts of a scene of the picture as
their main theme. One that was
particularly impressive was that arranged by Andrew J. Cobe, managing director of the Central Theatre,
New York, recently for Universal's
"The Trap," starring Lon Chaney.
The prologue itself was very simple, only two people being used in it.
It duplicated some of the scenery
from the picture, and the "business"
of the two performers was based
entirely on the "business" in the
picture. The scene used was that
when Gaspard, the trapper, returned from a successful trapping
season, bubbling over with happiness. In the prologue the singer, a
tenor, copied Gaspard's (Lon Chaney) movements in every particular
and sang the song that Gaspard was
supposed to be singing when he entered the village. He also had a
bundle of furs, laying them on the
stage as he stepped out of the canoe.

for

It Created

Over Big.
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Trap"

Atmosphere

The following

It Was Staged at the Central ISew York

AN

The beauty of this front, arranged by
Manager Cobe of the Central, New
York, attracted the attention of thousands of Broadway promenaders, which
resulted in good business for Universal's "The Trap"
The prologue closed with a duet, a
contralto joining the tenor. This
prologue created an atmosphere for
"The Trap" that helped immeasurably to put over to the big business
the picture enjoyed during its run
at the Central.
In arranging a prologue. Manager
Cobe with his musical director, J.
Frank Cork, views the picture in
the private projection room, where
notes are taken of the various
scenes that are best suited for either
exploitation and prologues. After
the picture is run, a consultation
then takes place in which the general theme of the picture is discussed
and it is decided as to which scene
the prologue is to be based on.

When this scene has been selected
and Mr. Cork has decided on what
music will be appropriate, Mr. Cobe
then calls in the scenic artist and
explains to him what is wanted in
the way of scenery. The electrician
is next called in and the lighting and
color effects are taken care of so that
everything will be in readiness for
the first rehearsal.
It is frequently possible that a
still can be obtained of the scene
that is to be used in the prologue,
but when this is not possible a frame
is cut from the picture and enlarged
to an 8 by 10 print, and from this
still or print the scenic artist makes
a sketch of the proposed setting, as
illustrated on this page. If the
sketch meets Mr. Cobe's views, then
the scenic artist paints the settings
in colors that were agreed on during the consultation and the scenery
is hung for rehearsal.
Lighting effects are then tried on
the scenery to see if the colors that
were selected during the consultation are the ones best to use. If not,
then changes in the color effects are
made that will bring out all of the
beauty of the scenery. Just before
rehearsal the scene that is used is
run off for the performers so they
can familiarize themselves with the
action and know exactly what to do.
The rehearsal follows, so the action
can be worked in to give a finished
performance and the prologue is
ready for the public.

A rough sketch of the scenery to be used in the prologue for Universal's "The Trap" was first made by the scenic artist, and after
being approved by Manager Cobe, the settings as shown on the right were painted
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Baby Carriages
Because this picture has a strong
theme of mother -love and babies, Manager
E. J. Barnette gave a special mothers'
matinee at the Victory Theatre in Waco,
Texas, to all mothers bringing babies to
the theatre with them. For two passes
each, he rented a large number of baby
carriages which he placarded and placed
in the lobby. Two special write-ups were
given the matinee in the Waco papers and
there was also considerable friendly feeling among Waco people.
In the lobby he also used a number of
baby play-toys and trinkets and swings,
and in the center was a mother with a
baby in her arms. Directly back of this
was a cutout of a man, the father of the
child. A placard read " ???Would You
Give Away Your Baby Rather Than Have
It Branded???"
Question Contest
The high point of A. L. Snell's exploitation of Why Girls Leave Home was a contest in which Gadsden, Alabama, took a
great deal of interest. He offered prizes
of $10 and two season passes to the Imperial for the best answers to the question "Do you know 'Why Girls Leave
Home'?" Two hundred and fourteen answers were received and to each contestant
he wrote a personal letter, thanking them
for their interest and enclosing a single
trip pass.
Teaser cards, 4x4, were hung on radiator caps ten days in advance. On the
card was simply "Do you know 'Why Girls
Leave Home?' " Two hundred gummed
labels and many large cards, made especially to fit in auto tire racks, were used.
Four choice spots in town were
bannered and practically every merchant
claimed by a card of some kind in his window that the special goods he had on display (arranged for the occasion) were
why girls left home.
A clergyman from his pulpit remarked
that he had always been curious to know
why girls left home and perhaps the answer was being given in a photoplay that
was advertised. He regretted, however,
that it was during Lent and he could not
attend.
Principal Points
When John Hazza, managing director
of the Capitol Theatre, Calgary, Alberta,
put on the United Artists' Disraeli, he
started out to get the best people in the
city interested in this production.
He gave a private screening of the picture at which were present a large number of the most prominent educational
leaders and newspaper men. Then he prepared aletter covering the principal points
in the picture, giving an idea of the views
of those present at the private showing,
and sent this to every business man in Calgary, to all the educationalists, club members, and leading women.
This letter set forth that Disraeli is of
a standard high enough to insure the appreciation of the most discriminating;
that great praise was given the picture
and the artistic acting of the star by all
who attended the private showing, and
that the picture represents one of the
most interesting periods in Disraeli's
career and in British history.
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The suggestion
of suspense was
worked up in this
lobby for First National'sSide"
"A Wo-in
man's
such a way that it
probably drew
many fernsMemphis,
in the
Majestic,
Tenn., who would
have
passed
an
ordinary
display.
It alsostrates demonthe value
of catch lines, a
point that seems
to have been overlo ked. It was arrangedjestic,
by the Memphis,
MaTenn.

ACrifi

i

Vitagraph's "The Flower of the North" was strikingly brought to the attention of the residents
of Chattanooga, Tenn., by Manager Borisky of the American, who built a log cabin front on his
theatre out of genuine puncheons from the saw mill, and not out of beaver board. His atmosphere
was real, and the expense was small.

.^0Tl-S'(IlTlC9T

tlliilIlclc^9

Abe Levy of the
Strand, Waco,
Texas, has come
acrossother good
with
andisplay.
This time First
National's "Polly
of the
was
the Follies,"
victim,
and with exception
of the easter
border strips
and
eggs,
the entire display
was arranged of
strips
and cut-outs
from posters.
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Rain Insurance

Effective use of a twenty-four sheet cut-out gave the People's Theatre, Portlajid, Ore., a novel
and attractive front for First National's "The Rosary." The cut-out showing the title and faces'
of the leading; players was turned into a borcbr display that linedi the steps adjacent to the bojj
office. The background showed clouds in harmony with the sea settings of the picture.

Instead of using
the customary log
cabin front for
First National's
"The Silent Call"
Manager McManus
of the Colonial, Tacoma. Wash., had
a window display
that showed the
interior of the log
cabin with a kettle
over the open fire
place and an old
spinning wheel at
one side. The exterior showed a
winter scene in
♦He big woods.

A replica of the battleship Oregon, with an assortment of life preservers, a huge cut-out of the
•tar and many banners, stills and catch lines, all went into the making of this display for Associated
Exhibitors' "A Sailor-Made Man." it was arranged by Manager Windsor of the Star, Portland,
Oregon,

Rain insurance pays, when you book a
picture for a three day run, have two
pretty days in which to get the business,
and on the third, when business naturally
begins to fall off, good rain comes along
and the insurance company settles up.
It makes a very attractive investment.
That does not happen every time, however, as Willard Patterson of the Metropolitan, Atlanta, took out rain insurance on a
week's run recently, and the weather was
perfect during the entire week, so all he
could collect was a lot of extravagant advertising and publicity on the picture.
That, really more than paid dividends on
the insurance so "Pat" had no kick coming,
but Manager Stellings of the Grand, Wilmington, N. C, played in still better luck.
He booked Paramount's Don't Tell
Everything for a three day run — equal to
a week's run in Atlanta — and proceeded
to insure against bad weather for the three
days. The first two days the weather was
ideal and business was big. The third day,
when business naturally began to fall off
somewhat, a heavy rain set in just before
the evening show. That was luck sure
enough, as the insurance company had to
settle for the one day's rain, and Stollings
had already made money on the picture.
He also got a lot of free publicity with
his rain insurance aside from the actual
rain. For ten days before the opening, the
insurance company paid for daily ads in
preferred position in the newspaper.
Stellings writing the copy himself. The insurance company also distributed pamphlets on rain insurance, together with 2500
novelty heralds tieing up the rain insurance with Stelling's theatre.
When the picture opened, specially
planted stories were in the newspapers
hinting at the possible damage to female
headgear if it happened to rain, hooking
up with the rain insurance that Stellings
had by way of comparison. The whole
idea went over big, and in addition to capacity business for two days, Stellings
day.
collected a nice sum of money from the insurance company for the rain on the third

Unique Front
Even the most fanatic reformer against
motion pictures could not have taken exception to the exterior of the Empire
Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y., when the house
played the First National attraction "The
The front entrance was re-made to resemble the cloistered walls of a covent.
Rosary."
The steeple in the center, which was divided in half by the box oflOiee, added a
figurative touch. The brick walls, painted
windows and gold enamled entrances and
exits reproduced the simple charm of a
country place of worship.
It was especialy effective in harmonizing
with the theme of the picture and drawing
the people who would be particularly interested in a picture of that nature. According to the manager it served a double
purpose. In addition to attracting interest, to the theatre it also brought in a
number of patrons who were not regular
theatre-goers but who responded to the
influence of the theological appearance of
the theatre front. At the same time the
signs under the marques were hand
painted to enhance this effect.
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Lobby d la Locomotive
By way of attracting special attention
to Rex Beach's The Iron Trail, when this
United Artists' release was booked for a
showing at the Rialto, Atlanta, Ga., "Captain Bill" Kaliska, manager of the house,
dressed the entire lobby a la locomotive
and railroad crossing signposts. Built
about the box office was a big compo board
locomotive, equipped with headlight and
bell, which was rung every few minutes,
and attracted a lot of attention. On one
side was a mountain scene, with waterfall painting, showing the nature of the
Alaskan country through which the iron
trail depicted in the film was constructed.
Two big signposts held cross-barred
boards on which were painted in big letters the words: "Railroad Cr.ossing." Lanterns similar to those used by railroad
men were hung in the lobby, also, while
at one side of the box office was a big
sign, headed "Railroad Fares," and bearing the matinee and evening price lists.
Miscellaneous Tie-ups
The long suit of A. L. Snell, Manager of
the Imperial Theatre, Gadsden, Alabama,
is tie-ups. He has the people of Gadsden
eating out of his hand and they'll do just
anything to help him put his picture over.
On Fool's Paradise, he tied up with the
taxi drivers, two merchants, the Western
Union, Civitan, Rotary and Kiwanis
Clubs.
The taxi drivers all had signs on their
cars which read:
"We will carry? you FREE to the
Imperial Theatre to see FOOL'S
PARADISE today."
This cost a pass each for the drivers
who used the signs. The garages used
placards which read:
"Let us get your car in tip-top shape
for a trip to Fool's Paradise,"
The two merchants carried cooperative
window displays. One of them advertised
a rug as the magic rug that would take
them to Fool's Paradise and the other, a
jeweler, had a placard in his window saying that many people were wearing wristlet watches, scarf pins and other jewelry
when they went to see Fool's Paradise.
Eight other merchants allowed Mr. Snell
to place his oil paintings on the picture
in their stores. The Western Union boys
carries signs on their bicycles which said
"On my way — to Fool's Paradise."
The Civitan, Kiwanis, Rotary and other
local clubs were having a large social
affair just before the run of the picture
and they let Snell make a talk on the
picture.
Dollar for Stand
A prominent drug store in Birmingham,
Ala., was putting a new awning over the
front of its store and was anxious to sell
the old one for junk, covering or a dollar
— payable in cash. The manager of the
Trianon Theatre, Birmingham, Ala.,
wanted to put out some exploitation on
its coming attraction. First National's
Hail the Woman at the Trianon, and run
it on the wire extending from the drug
store to the street lamp post, so bought it.
The front of the Trianon Theatre during the run of this Ince picture was one
of the most attractive displays ever seen
in the South. Large cutouts, lattice work
entwined with streamers and painted
square signs on the posts in front of the
theatre were used with good effect and at
comparatively little cost.
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Manager Kaliska of the Rialto, Atlanta, changed his lobby into a railroad crossing with a huge
locomotive bearing down on the spectator for United Artists' "The Iron Trail." In order to escape
the
wantedlocomotive
them to most
do. of the spectators went inside the theatre, which was exactly what Kaliska

Manager Metzger of the Rivoli,
Portland, Ore., arranged a lobby
display for Asso"W Oman
Wake
ciated Exhibitor's
Up" with a central
figure flanked
of Florence
Vidor
by a
number of catchlines and stills.
The cut-out caught
the eye of the
passersby, who
naturally looked
display.
at the rest of the

A drug store on a prominent corner in Birmingham, Ala., thought they had played "Bat"
Mooney, advertising manager of the Trianon for a sucker when' they sold hiEoJ their old awning for
one dollar, but "Bat" fooled them when he turned the awning into a banner for First National's
"Hail the Woman" and suspended it from their electric sign.
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In advertising Arrow's "Ten Nights in a B arroom," Manager Hart of the Palace, El Paso, Texas,
put a soft drink stand in one side of the lobby and in the other side, rigged up an old time bar over
the box office. The contrast between soft and hard drinks was widely commented on.

Jackie Coogan
sprawled all over
his announcement
of "My Boy" when
the First National
attraction played
the E m p r e s s ,
Owenshoro, K y .
The effect was
created by an immense cut-out of
the kid, and a banner that stretched
across the entire
width of the theatre front.

"Bat" Mooney, advertising manager of the Trianon, Birmingham, slipped a pass to the building
inspector and obtained permission for Howell Graham to build this front for First National's "Hail
the
order.Woman" across Second Avenue to the curb. Birminghamites always fall for a display on this
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Co-operative Ads
The exploitation of Manager Carroll, of
the Imperial Theatre, Asheville, N. C, in
putting over Find the Woman was a very
effective bit of showmanship; that is to
say it got results and didn't cost much.
He "sold" the idea of a co-operative
double-page spread to eight merchants of
Asheville and here is what he swung in
the Asheville Times:
A two-inch strip across the top announced "'Find the Woman,' Imperial,
Wednesday and Thursday. Get free
tickets from merchants. Two passes will
be presented by each of the merchants on
this page to the first customers purchasing Wednesday the articles mentioned below:" Then there followed eight nice display ads from cooperating merchants.
The first space belonged to the theatre,
and of course was devoted to the picture
itself; the second said:
"Find the Woman who does not appreciate our annual Pre- Easter sale";
the third was headed:
"Find the Woman who does not want
flowers for Easter";
the fourth,
fifth.
"Find the Woman who does not like to
cool< on an All Princess Range";
"Find the Woman who doesn't recomthe sixth, mend Patten's Sun-proof Paint";.
"Find
the Woman
who does
not Powder
delight
in Marinello
Treatments
at the
Puff Beauty Shop";
the seventh,
"Find

the Woman who doesn't eat
Martha Washington Candy,"
and the eighth,
"Find the Woman who didn't attend
America's greatest aluminum sale at
the Racket Store."
Each ad featured a direct sales tie-up,
which was effected by the judicious use of
a few passes. Carroll's exploitation is
characterized by its inexpensiveness and
its effectiveness.
Milk Hangers
Nearly every family in Cedar Falls,
Iowa, takes milk, and the tieup between
the Strand Theatre and the largest dairy
in town for Her Husband's Trademark
was almost 100 per cent effective.
The theatre got out small hangers with
a hole in each that fitted over the neck
of the milk bottles. These were found
in every delivery several mornings before
the opening. The card read:
Our trademark stands for the very
best
in milkTrademark"
and dairy products.
Husband's
stands for"Her
the
greatest motion picture Glorious Gloria
Swanson
has
ever
appeared
in.
Today.
Of courseTheatre,
it's a four
Paramount
Picture,
Strand
days, starting

For Rent Sign
The Trio Theatre got out a card for
Reyit Free that fooled everybody in town
■without leaving an unpleasant taste in
their mouths. It read:
Notice: Working People. You are entitled to "Rent Free." See that you
get it. Go with your family to the^Trio
Theatre.
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School Days
From many angles, Manager Thomas
G. Coleman, of the Strand Theatre, Memphis, worked his advertising, ballyhoo and
lobby display into a crashing crescendo
without a discord anywhere. He had all
of Memphis singing Gus Edwards' song,
"School Days," and he had the orchestras
and victrolas in town playing the same
number.
He secured a phonograph which played
the record "School Days" for hours at a
time from one of the windows of the
Strand; he placed phonographs and records of the song in the two leading shoeshine parlors in Memphis and a couple of
passes to each proprietor assured the
playing of the record many many times.
He ordered on consignment 100 copies of
the song from the publishers and used
them in window and counter displays. The
most popular dance halls had School Day
contests, the musicians singing the number and the next oh the program being
a waltz to the accompaniment "School
Days," with a prize to the best dancers
on the floor. The prize was a pass to
School Days. The Strand orchestra played
it for a week in advance while a trailer
on the picture was being run. By the
time the picture actually came to the
Strand, everybody in town was whistling
and humming the refrain.
For a ballyhoo, he had a chap dressed
as a dunce and leading by a string a little
dog, "Hippy," like the one Wesley Barry
has in the picture. The "dunce" was a
real musician and every once in a while
he sat down on the curb and played
■"School Days" on a little mouth harp.
Optimism

Campaign

Under the slogan of "Let's Go 'iSmilin'
Through' 1922," leading merchants of
Kokomo, Ind., combined with the Isis
Theatre for an optimism campaign on the
First National attraction. The home of
many automobile manufacturers served as
fertile ground for a double truck advertisement. Piano dealers, banks, carpet
stores, shoe shops, laundries and confectioners with the theatre, took up the remainder of the space.
Small Locomotive
At an expense of but $25, D. P. Leach,
proprietor of the Eagle Theatre, Swift
Current, Saskatchewan, a ' town of but
5,000 inhabitants, put Rex Beach's The
Jron Trail over to a successful engagement, and here he tells how he did it:
"Enclosed are photographs of an engine
I had made up to help put The Iron Trail
over, and I can assure you that we always
had a big crowd in front of the theatre
as well as inside. It cost me $25, and it is
a novelty that sure did get them inside
the house, and boosted the picture.
"The engine drive wheels were run by
a small electric motor, arid at two different
places on the wheels I put a strip of sandpaper, and also a strip in the rails beneath, so that as the wheels revolved they
made a sound like the exhaust of a 'locomative. Also there wa:s a bell which" was
rung by electricity. I had- a small air
tank with a whistle on ;it, -so that -it was
as complete in all respects as a railroad
engine."
- ;
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Manager Coleman of the Strand, Memphis, Tenn., dressed his lobby up for Warner Brothers'
"School Days" with an efficient school teacher of the non-valentine type presiding at a desk surrounded by maps, globes and a "dunce" on a high stool. Oil paintings were also used.

A Kewpie
tickling a sleeping
doll with a feather
openedloguethe
arrangedproby
Manager Metzg«r,
to introduce Asso"WomanciatedWake
Exhibitor's
Up" during its
run at the Rivoli,
Portland, Oregon.

One of the most unique locomotives that have been used to exploit United Artists' "The Iron
Trail" is that of Manager Leach of the Eagle, Swift Current, Saskatchewan, Canada. Sandpaper
placed on the rails and driving wheels of the locomotive, which was driven by a small motor, imitated
the exhaust of a locomotive and a bell ringing continuously carried out the effect.
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One of the novel features arranged by Manager Lieber of the Circle, Indianapolis, for First
National's "Smilin' Through" was the Piano Bemd and the girls who played in it. Sixteen girls playing on eight pianos at one time was so unusual it created a tremendous amount of talk in Indianapolis.

Placed directly
under the marquee
o i the Liberty,
Portland, Ore.,
Charlieattracted
Chaplin'sa
cut-out
great deal of attention, as it was
thoroughly in
keeping with the
comedy tone of
First National's
"Pay Day." The
comedy idea was
conceived by Manager Noble, who
placed a raised
umbrella over
Charlie's head,
under the marquee.

The original costumes worn by the Gish sisters in United Artists' "Orphans of the Storm" were
used to marked advantage in a window display in the heart of the shopping district in Boston, Mass
while the feature was playing at the Park. During the daytime the women were so thick around the
window the photographer could not get close enough to photograph it, so it had to be done at night
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Catch-Lines
Ralph (Buster) Thayer used a new
distribution of his "run-of-papers" space
in the Baltimore papers when Ladies Must
Live played at the Century Theatre. He
took prominent public officials and used
their names as catch-lines in four or five
little squibs distributed through the sheets.
A typical ad read:
Mayor Broening:
What's the use of being Mayor of
Baltimore if you fail to see "Ladies
Must Live," with Betty Compson at the
Century Theatre.
Others featured were Mr. Hutzler, head
of the biggest department store ; Dr. Kelly,
one of the town's most prominent physicians and reformers ; Colonel Cook,
President of the Old Town National
Bank; Colonel Baughman, automobile
commissioner; Fire Chief Emrich; Mr.
Cook, biggest undertaker, and Mr. Budnitz, Prohibition commissioner.
The flash for the Jiquor-chaser read:
Mr. Budnltz:
There will be no raids on illicit stills
next
week.
see "Ladiesat
MustCentury.
Live," We're
with going
Bettyto Compson
the
After Buster Thayer started this stunt
several angles developed. First, the advantage of addi^essing persons in the public eye; second, the possibility of tying
up the merchants for ads which gave
them personal publicity; and third, the
small ads could be squeezed into all sorts
of prominent positions.
Blotter Idea
Because the First National bookings,
which the Gem Theatre, of Tacoma,
Wash., wanted to emphasize in its advertising, all started runs the beginning of
the four weeks in April, the manager
conceived the blotter idea of having the
month reproduced and the play dates at
the beginning of each week printed in bold
face. For instance, the first three days
were Molly 0. The beginning of the second week saw the beginning of My Boy.
The third week started Polly of the Follies, and the fourth week Penrod. The
names of the pictures were printed on the
left side, the line underscoring them extending to the play dates in bold type.
This worked well for April and is
equally effective as a mailing list advertisement for any month.
Original Costumes
The original costumes worn by the
Misses Lillian and Dorothy Gish in their
portrayals of the roles of Henriette and
blind Louise in D. W. Griffith's Orphans
of the Storm were used in a window display to marked advantage when this
United Artists' release was being shown
at the Park Theatre, Boston, Mass.
The windows were in the Shepard
Stores on Winter Street, right in the
heart of Boston's shopping district, and in
a spot so jammed with traffic of all sorts
that the management of the Park could
not get photographs during the daytime,
and had to be content with flashlights.
The showing of the original costumes of
the Gish sisters made a tremendiously big
hit, and the windows had a big crowd before them from early morning till late in
the evening.
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The Palace Theatre, at Oklahoma City,
devoted to pictures and musical comedy
attractions, has closed for the summer.
Herman Lorence is now managing the
Bellevue in Niagara Falls. D. H. Finke
recently resigned and is now in Schenectady.
The Poll Theatre at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
is in the hands of the decorators, renovators and carpenters, being given a thorough overhauling.
The Majestic Theatre at Oklahoma has
installed a blizzard cooling system, and
expects to keep cool during the coming
hot summer months.
The Robertson-Cole Exchange at Oklahoma City has been discontinued, and future bookings for Oklahoma will be handled from the Dallas, Texas, office.
The new Amendola Theatre in Niagara
Falls is enjoying capacity business. Manager John Amendola is using large advertising space in the local newspaper.
C. E. Penrod, division manager for
Robertson-Cole, was in Minneapolis last
week on routine business connected with
the exchange. Later, he left for Omaha.
F. E. Lane has been appointed as resident representative of the Metro Pictures
Corporation at Oklahoma City, and having
full charge of Metro's interests in Oklahoma.
W. C. Patterson, noted exhibitor of Atlanta, Ga., and manager of the Howard
Theatre at that place, visited in Dallas,
Tex., recently combining business with
pleasure.
The Grand Theatre in Johnstown, N. Y.,
has been sold by J. Colin to the Nova
Operating Company of Watertown.
Charles Sesonski is head of the Nova
Company.
Extensive remodeling is planned soon
for the Princess Theatre, Boone, Iowa, it
was announced by Manager John Anderson. The theatre will not close during
the remodeling.
Joseph H. Berdel has resigned from the
Fox sales staff in Buffalo and has returned to his home town, Rochester. Joe
was formerly a reporter on the Evening
News in Buffalo.
The Palace Theatre at Lufkin, Texas,
has installed two of the latest model
Powers 6-B projectors, with G. E. incandescent attachments and a special Minusa
gold fibre screen.
The Lyric Theatre at Oklahoma City,
one of the oldest in the city, has closed
down for good and abandoned as a theatre,
the building to be reconstructed and turned
into a business house.

W. M.
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recently,
and took
unknown
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Smith's theatre at Tulsa, Okla.,
a loss of about $1,500 in cash
when burglars forced the safe
its contents, leaving for parts
and no clew as to their identity.

Work on the new Rivoli Theatre began
this week at Two Rivers, Wis. It is to be
completed about Oct. 1 and is to have a
seating capacity of 850. Edward Niquette
is head of the company fostering the enterprise.
The New Folly Theatre at Oklahoma
City, and one of the largest theatres in the
city, has reduced admission prices to 10
cents for all comers, whether old or young.
The pictures will be changed four times a
week.
The Flexo-Film Co. plant at North Reading, Pa., was broken into by five masked
men, who overpowered the watchman and
ransacked the place for liquor. All they
foundcial
was denatured
use. alcohol for commer"Like Father, Like Son," say many
patrons of the Miles Academy Theatre at
Scranton, Pa., while watching Carl Lawrence, lead the orchestra. His father is
AllenEast.
Lawrence, famous bandmaster of
the
Harry Gibbs, traveler for the Fox
Corporation at Dallas, Tex., has
transferred to the Pittsburg, Pa.,
Mr. Gibbs was presented with a
handsome gold fountain pen by the
exchange.

Film
been
office.
very
local

The Grand Opera House, owned by the
Stanley interests, at Bethlehem, Pa., has
cut its prices. The best feature photoplays will be offered as usual vdth adulbs
paying
25 cents and childre^a 15 matinees
and
nights.
Sleepy Eye, Minn., is to have a new
theatre. A corporation was recently
formed there headed by W. R. Hodges.
Other oflScers are Fred Koehne, vice-president; F. J. Reidl, secretary, and Henry
Leitschuh, treasurer.
Charles Jackson has resigned from the
Robertson-Cole sales staff of Minneapolis
to join forces with the local First National
Exchange. Mr. Jackson is said to be one
of the most popular salesmen ever working in this territory.
P. R. Aust, formerly manager of the
Seattle Realart Exchange, who has since
been in California, has returned here to
manage the Seattle Select office. Diaz
Callahan, former manager, has been transferred to Dallas, Tex.
District Auditor M. C. White of the Associated First National Pictures has returned from New York and has gone to
Dallas, Texas, to audit the books there.
He will return to Oklahoma City when
the job has been finished.

Manager Tom H. Boland, manager of
the Empress Theatre at Oklahoma City,
has just returned from West Baden
Springs, Indiana, where he attended a
meeting of representatives of the First
there.
National, and also took a few baths while
Ben Blotcky, who resigned recently as
manager of the Kansas City office of the
American Releasing Corporation, has returned to his former home, Minneapolis,
where
he has accepted a position as speLasky.
cial representative for Famous PlayersThe fool-killer was missing when the
Victoria at Tamaqua, Pa., almost had a
terrible
"fire"
when the panic.
alarm Someone
blew for ashouted
blaze nearby
and there was a rush for the doors.
Ushers stayed the panic before it assumed
serious proportions.
Stanley Company of America has
plans completed for the erection of 2300
seat moving picture and vaudeville house
at Broad and Louden Street, Philadelphia,
work on which will begin the latter part
of next month or early in July. It will
cost about $400,000.
The Kansas Board of Motion Picture
Censorship
is "putting
on airs"
now.
Reason: Two
new projection
machines
were installed last week, replacing the
ones purchased five years ago, when the
censorship office was moved from Topeka,
Kan., to Kansas City, Kan.
J. C. Springer has been transferred
from the short subject department of the
Kansas City Pathe office to the position as
special feature
rep'resentative
for City
Associated Exhibitors
in the Kansas
territory. He will work under the direction of H. Foland, sales manager.
Buffalo is having daylight saving again.
In spite of the hard work of the exhibitors
to kill it, the council voted for it again
this summer. The question, however, will
be put to a referendum this fall. Theatre men claim the war time ordinance
works a great harm to their business.
The Community Corporation of Milwaukee, Wis., through its representatives,
Leon and Chester Goetz, has purchased
a site for a new movie and office building,
at Platteville, Wis. Plans are to be
dravm up soon. Chester Goetz is slated
for manager of the proposed new house.
A "smoke if you like" balcony has been
introduced by Frank L. Newman in his
Twelfth Street Theatre, Kansas City.
With the burlesque season closed and
devotees of cigars and pipes longing for
a combination of mental and physical
pleasure, the result was obvious — a busy
week.

Edward J. Pash, representative of the
Fox people at Scranton, Pa., has established himself in quarters at 1015 Prospect Avenue. He has gone in for special
camera work for the Fox news.

The new Strand Theatre in Niagara
Falls, N. Y., is nearing completion. It
will open the middle of July, according
to Howard Carroll, manager of the
Cataract. The Strand will be the finest
house in the Cataract City.

Wallace Walthall, manager for Enterprise Distributing Corporation at Oklahoma City, announces that the Enterprise
has just closed a contract for all first run
of the latest releases of Neal Hart, William Fairbanks, Franklyn Farnum, Texas
Guinan and the Wolverine series of pictures.

Hiram Abrams, president of United
Artists, and Paul Lazarus, assistant general sales manager, were in Kansas City
on their way to New York after a trip to
the Pacific Coast.

The Seattle Elks band has submitted the
eleventh of a series of Sunday concert
programs which are being played in a
$500 musical prize competition. The proeram drawing the largest attendance wins
the prize.

Centralia, Pa., a town of 10,000 inhabitants inthe hard coal fields will have
a motion picture theatre. John Ruckus
of Philadelphia has leased the John
Tretter Hotel and will convert it into a
motion picture theatre, expecting to open
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in about two months and run shows all
summer.
Effective at once, Ish Clark, office manager for R. D. Lewis Film Co., at Dallas,
Texas, becomes salesmanager for the
Southwestern Film Corporation at Oklahoma City. Don Douglas, formerly with
Metro, has been placed in charge of the
booking for the R. D. Lewis Film Company at Dallas.
In Fort Worth, Texas, recently some
unknown person or persons threw stink
bombs in the Lyric Theatre, causing considerable disturbance to the good will of
patrons. The Motion Picture Union operators disavowed having had anything to
do with the bomb throwing. Officers are
making an investigation.
Parke, D^ahunty, manager of the
Dreamland Theatre, of the Comerford
chain at Pittston, Pa., 'has resigned to take
charge of the Garden Theatre at West
Pittston. Delahunty has been succeeded at
the Dreamland by Miles Gallagher, who
had been stationed at one of the Comerford playhouses at Scranton, Pa.
The Progress Picture Company, a newly
organized concern which will distribute
Arrow product in the Kansas City territory, is now located in its new quarters
at Nineteenth and Wyandotte streets.
Joe Fox, manager, has arranged space for
an ideal projection room, as well as improved facilities for handling film and
accessories.
A. J. Meininger, salesman out of the
Kansas City Metro office, has resigned to
accept a position as manager of the
Twelfth Street Theatre, Kansas City, one
of Frank L. Newman's houses. H.
Kraft, former manager of the Twelfth
Street, resigned to accept a position as
manager of the Hippodrome Theatre at
Okmulgee, Okla.
J. F. Burnham is planning the sale of
his four theatres and is going to California, it is reported. Mr. Burnham owns
the Temple and Opera House in Cortland,
N. Y., the Fisher in Seneca Falls and the
Bertis Grand in Auburn. It is rumored
that negotiations are under way with
Meyer Bloom of Fulton, N. Y., for the purchase of the houses.
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tion to taking care of those rendered
homeiless, he gave benefit performances
for raising of money for relief work.
at one time
a represenan Tommy
armloadTaylor,
of business
in Kansas
City,
office, has been added to the sales force
of the Kempson Pictures in the Kansas
City territory. Following a return from
the
territory last
week. Tommy
"hauledCity.
in"
an armload
of business
in Kansas
The Kempson pictures are a series of revivals being released through Hodkinson.
Johnnie Waters, one of the most popular
exchange managers in the Kansas City territory, has resigned as manager of the
Peacock office and departed for the East
to attend to personal business matters.
"Square
as hecertain
was known,
announcedDeal"
thatJohnnie,
he is not
as to
whether he will re-enter the film business
or not. His successor has not yet been
named.
Given twenty weeks in which to cover
Missouri and Kansas, M. W. Benedict and
L. Goldsmith, representatives of the Paramount Publicity Corporation, received
such co-operation in the two States that
five weeks were sufficient to obtain 100
per cent results. The exhibitors are taking advantage of running slides in exchange for paid up memberships in their
State associations.
Employees of the Minneapolis Famous
Players-Lasky Exchange have organized a
Paramount Pep Club. May 6 the cliib will
give a dance at the Radisson Hotel.
Everyone connected with the motion picture industry in Minneapolis has been invited to attend and indications are
that there will be a large attendance.
Jack Marshall is chairman of the entertainment committee.
George Stewart, owner of the Cohocksink Theatre, 2117 Germantown Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa., one of the oldest of
the "store" type of motion picture resorts, is tearing down the place and will
rebuild it, extending the pilayhouse to
2121-23, so that it will be four times as
large. The new theatre vdll cost $125,000,
will be known as the Diamond, and will be
finished by Sept. 1.

Jules E. Mastbaum, Philadelphia, president of the Stanley Company of America
has denied the report in broad circulation
that the company was to take over the
Aldine Theatre, now being operated by
the Felt Brothers at Nineteenth and
Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia. He said
that no overtures had been made in that
direction by either side.

A Sailor Made Man has made Northwest exhibitors sit up and take notice of
late. Wherever an exhibitor has had the
good sense to get behind the Pathe comedy
with a little inexpensive exploitation, it
has repaid to the extent of necessitating
five day showings in three day towns.
This should wake exhibitors up to the
fact that working with the picture helps
the picture to work for you.

William H. Wentz, the owner of the Majestic Theatre at Catasauqua, Pa., made
himself solid with the baseball fans of
the iron borough by donating a set of
bleachers to the baseball association,
which is fixing up a local park. These
bleachers were used other seasons by
Wentz, but he decided to turn over the
ownership to the a.ssociation.

The Miller Theatre, Wichita, Kan.,
which cost $500,000 and is one of the
finest picture houses in the Middle West,
had its formal opening the evening recently. Lewis Mark Miller is president of the
enterprise, and associated with him is
Roy urer
Crawford,
of Associatedvice-president
Exhibitors. and
The treassame
group of men also own the Palace and
Princess Theatres in Wichita.

The managers of the Colonial, Hamilton,
Rialto, Strand. Lyric, Orpheum, Franklin,
Nelson, Pergola, Lotus, Hippodrome and
Madison theatres at Allentown, Pa., have
conferred with the Department of Public
Safety in an effort to run down the people
who are raising the cry of "Fire" and
have narrowly escaped causing several
panics in crowded playhouses.
Ben Freed, owner of the Grand Opera
House at Mauch Chunk, Pa., was given the
title of "the man with the big heart" by
Mauch Chunk newspapers through his unselfish work after the $190,000 fire in the
center of the business section. In addi-

Carl R. Michel is manager of the new
Minneapolis Graphic Exchange. Mr.
Michel has been associated in motion picture in the Minneapolis territory since
1915, when he was affiliated with the
Kleine Exchange. Later, he served with
General, Hallmark, Republic and Pathe.
Last year he organized the Masterpiece
Film Company, becoming associated later
with the Pyramid Film Company.
T. G. Teeters, manager of the Lyric
Theatre at Fort Worth, Texas, has asked
for an injunction against the theatre employees and moving picture operators'
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union. He asks that they be restrained
from interfering with his business in any
way. Judge Terrell has taken the case
under advisement, but warned the theatre
employees to stay away from the Lyric
Theatre until after he has rendered a decision in the case.
The New State Theatre at Nanticoke,
Pa., was opened recently. This is the
building under construction so long by
Connelly and Quigley. Numerous delays
on the part of some contractors held up
the work. It is the model playhouse of
Nanticoke being constructed on a scale
hitherto never attempted in this hard coal
field town. It costs $150,000. Edward
Mundy, who was organist at the Campbell
Theatre at Hazleton, Pa., for years, is
musical director.
"As long as an exhibitor lives up to the
terms of his contract he will receive fair
and impartial treatment of the Kansas
City Film
Board of Trade."
That Graham,
was the
initial
announcement
of Harry
manager of the Pathe office in Kansas
City, and newly elected president of the
board. Mr. Graham succeeded Burt King
as head of the film board, Mr. King having
resigned his position as manager of the
Kansas City Vitagraph office before leaving for the Pacific Coast.
McCarthy Brothers, representing the
Orpheum Theatre interests of Fergus
Falls, Minn., have purchased the Lyric
and Cozy theatres from S. G. Latta, a
director of the Minnesota Division, M. P.
T. O. This ends keen competition which
has existed at Fergus Falls since the
opening of the Orpheum early this year.
It is expected that the Orpheum vdll discontinue the showing of pictures, the new
owners dismantling one of the new purchasers and continuing the other with
straight movie productions.
Two youthful bandits held up the Empress Theatre, Kansas City, a combination
picture and vaudeville house, recently,
and escaped with box-office receipts
amounting to more than $700. The robbery, which occurred about 10 o'clock at
night, was done quietly and attracted little attention, the bandits entering the
office while Frank W. Elliott, manager,
was on the second floor of the building,
and taking the money from the cashier.
Two men later were arrested, one having
$506.97 and the other, $267 in silver in his
possession. They were held for investigation.
Twenty-five stage union employes of the
theatres of Muskogee, Okla., have joined
the sixty union musicians on a strike, alleging that contracts with the managers have
not been kept and that lower scale prices
demanded. Following is the proposal
of the managers: The wage of motion
picture operators shall be $38 for eight
hours' work. The wages for relief operators shall be $1 per hour, provided, however, that any theatre employing a relief
operator five hours or more may call for a
regular relief man, who shall work eight
hours per day for the sum of $35 per
week. Where a theatre, such as the Orpheum, opens for one day or more, time
shall be figured pro rata, less than one
day, $1tures per
hour. Screening
feature
on overtime,
if five ree/ls,
shall picbe
25 cents per reel. Operators or relief
operators shall ship films, provided they
are requested to do so within their eighthour day. Where a house keeps a relief
operator regularly, he shall do such work
outside of the booth as requested by the
management, such as caring for motors,
fans, signs, vdring, repairing, etc. No
agreement having been reached, however,
although the union employees had agreed
to accept a 6 per cent reduction, the Muskogee theatres are operating without union
musicians or union stage employees.
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vacuum cleaning is not merely the only practical and thoroughly sanitary method of cleaning, but that it is a real economy as well, has been
proven and demonstrated beyond doubt.
The problem of to-day is to select from the many
machines offered to the public that one which most
nearly approaches perfect utility. There are so many
machines, each claiming superiority over the others,
that any one contemplating the purchase of a cleaner
is likely to find himself in a quandary as to what constitute the chief merits in vacuum cleaners. The term
"vacuum cleaner" is here used in its broadest sense —
embracing all machines which accomplish cleaning by
means of air currents set in motion by suction.
Prime Requisites
The prime requisites of a practical vacuum cleaner
are: efficiency, durability, economy and ease of operation. Each one of these is essential to the perfect
vacuum cleaner — hence, it is hard to decide which one
is the most important. Any machine may possess one
or more of these good qualities but, lacking the other
virtues, falls far short of practical efficiency. The
most desirable machine, therefore, is that one which
combines in the highest possible degree all these virtues— efficiency, durability, economy and ease of operation.
The perfect machine is one which runs smoothly and
without vibration — one that does its work quickly and
thoroughly, whether it be the cleaning of fragile draperies or of the heaviest rugs and carpets. All manufacturers have striven to attain these qualities, but
some have been successful to a far greater degree than
others.
Do Not Purchase Experiment
It is important that a machine be selected which has
been upon the market and in daily use for a considerable period of time ; one manufactured by a reputable
company a machine which has demonstrated itself to
be a success. There is no need in the present advanced
condition of vacuum cleaner manufacturing to purchase
a machine from a company which has no standing or
record of success.
The one logical, practical, basis for judgment is this
— see the machine at work before purchasing. It is
advisable to see more than one machine. Study the
principle and the mechanism of each, and note the advantages one has over another. Judge by the actual
work done — work such as you want done for yourself
in your house or office, both carpet and bare-floor work,
and then choose the one which combines the greatest
efficiency, durability, economy and ease of operation.
Remember that you are to purchase a machine not for
a few weeks' or months' utility, but for a lifetime of
cleaning service. If you choose the right machine it
will prove, not an expense, but a profitable investment,
paying big dividends in satisfaction and sanitation. If,
on the other hand, you purchase a machine lacking in
efficiency or durability, you will find that, no matter
how low its price, it has cost you dearly.
In order to aid the! customer in judging machines, the
elements of vacuum cleaning are here stated briefly.

These are two in number — suction and volume — not
suction alone as many suppose. In order to do good
cleaning there must be an abundance of air in rapid
motion, or to use a well-known analogy, a strong wind
must blow through the fabric or over the surface being cleaned. Extending this analogy, we may say that
just as winds owe their origin to differences of barometric pressure so does the cleaning blast of a vacuum
cleaner owe its origin to the vacuum or suction produced by the exhauster.
Just what the proper vacuum or suction should be
has been much debated, but experiment has removed
all doubt on this point. To extend the above analogy
still further, a summer's breeze does not disturb the
lightest dust in the streets, while a stiff wind will
sweep them clean, and a hurricane will not only clean
the streets but will destroy the houses and uproot trees
as well. So in vacuum cleaning a very weak suction
is incapable of producing a wind strong enough to do
good work, while an extremely high suction is destructive. Some machines belong to the breeze type, others
to the good wind type and some large stationary pump
type machines may properly be classed in the hurricane
type.

Pump Machines
Nearly all the portable pump machines run the
gamut of these three classes and invariably give a
breeze where a strong wind is needed, that is, with the
moderate-sized sweeping tools, and give a hurricane
where even a heavy wind would prove destructive,
namely, with small tools on draperies or delicate fabrics. High vacuum is an essential characteristic of the
pump type machine and it is the makers of these machines who put forward the vacuum test as a measure
of efficiency — i. e., they base their claims for cleaning
capacity upon a test made under conditions which do
not obtain when practical cleaning is being done. It
will be found that when even a small flow of air is permitted the mercury drops precipitately and when any
appreciable quantity of air is flowing the vacuum or
suction as indicated by the mercury gage, has dropped
considerably below that registered when no air was
flowing. The important point to be determined is the
suction obtained "under flow" — {. e., what is the suction exerted when there is flowing a sufficient quantity
of air to accomplish thorough cleaning. It has for
some time been a popular fallacy that a"High Vacuum"
is essential to thorough cleaning and that the machine
which produces the highest vacuum is consequently the
most efficient. That this is not true has been proven
by comprehensive tests.
A False Test
Tests to determine the amount of vacuum produced
by high-vacuum machines are nearly always made
when the orifice is closed and there is no air flowing.
For this reason these tests are of no practical value —
similar conditions never being approached in actual
service.
For the best service, a. vacuum cleaner should maintain at all times a suction sufficient to draw air through
the material with a velocity high enough to remove aU
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the dust and dirt from the fabric and at the same time
should move a sufficient volume of air to carry this dust
and dirt through the hose and pipe without permitting
it to settle.
Two General Classes
Vacuum cleaners may be divided into two general
classes — high vacuum pump-type machines and fantype machines. The second class has a comparatively
low suction or vacuum, but is capable of handling a
much greater volume of air than the first.
Those machines which employ bellows, dia-phragms
or pistons are necessarily complicated in construction,
vibrate heavily and are exceedingly noisy in operation.
Their principle involves the use of gears, valves and
other reciprocating parts. There is a distinct jar or
shock following each stroke of the pump, which will
inevitably in a short time throw the numerous parts out
of adjustment and cause the machine to become a
source of annoyance and expense for repairs and replacements— not to mention the probability of throwing the machine entirely out of commissi6n at a time
when it is most needed. The wear on piston machines
is very great and large quantities of oil are required
to make them last a moderate length of time. When
they are worn they become very inefficient.
In an attempt to overcome the noise and vibration
some manufacturers of portable machines have placed
the mechanism of their machines upon a rubber cushion or have suspended it in a spring cradle. This
merely deadens the noise. The vibration, with its
wearing effect upon the operating mechanism, remains,
and upon that mechanism depends the life and efficiency of the machine.
In the pump type of machine the vacuum or suction
is not constant. The air displacement is determined
by the cubic contents of the cylinder, diaphragm or
bellows, multiplied by the pulsations or strokes per
minute of the pump. Necessarily, tools with apertures
of different size must be used for the various kinds of
cleaning. If the pump be so adjusted as to do its best
work on carpets or rugs when a tool with an aperture
10 inches in length is used, then, obviously, the displacement of air being fixed, its velocity would become
so great as to be positively destructive to delicate
fabrics or even carpets when a 3-inch tool (such as
should be used for cleaning draperies or portieres) is
operated.
All attempts to adjust the velocity of the air to the
various sized tools have proven ineffectual. With machines of the pump type it is absolutely necessary that
the tool being used should have at all times close contact with the article being cleaned. This renders it
necessary for the operator to exert a considerable
pressure upon the operating rod. The work becomes
very fatiguing and so destroys one of the essentials of
the perfect machine, namely, ease of operation. Moreover, this pressure is destructive to carpets and rugs
because it breaks, crushes and loosens the nap.
Rotary Pump Machines
The rotary pump type of machine is in some ways
an improvement over the piston or diaphragm, but it
retains all the principal defects and is even more subject to wear than the others. In this machine also the
displacement is inflexible, and the difficulty of adjusting the flow of air to the requirements of the work is
the same as in the pump and diaphragm machines.
It is now generally conceded by students of the subject that machines employing multi-stage centrifugal
fans to create suction are the only ones entirely satisfactory for thorough and easy vacuum cleaning. This
method consists of several fans mounted directly upon
the motor shaft, thus eliminating a multiplicity of
wearing parts, common to high-vacuum machines.
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The suction is practically uniform under varying conditions, rendering unnecessary the installation of complicated automatic controlling devices and vacuum
breakers, esssential to high-vacuum machines. It
should be borne in mind, however, that there is a very
wide difference in the efficiency of the various machines
operating on the fan principle.
The First Fan Machine
The perfect adjustment of the fan system to the
cleaning problem has required years of labor and
study. The first practical vacuum cleaner to employ
the centrifugal fan was the Invincible Electric Renovator, which was placed upon the market years ago.
For years before that time the inventors and the
manufacturers had been at work upon the development
of the machine.
The size of the fans — the number and form of the
fan blades — the arrangement of the fans, the adjustment of casings — the perfecting of the cleaning tools — r
these are but a few of the many questions which could
only be positively answered by tests; and these tests
have extended over a long period of time.
Fan Designs
The fans employed in the Invincible are connected
in series — i. e., the air is drawn into the centre of the
first fan, passed into a set of stationary conversion
vanes, thence into the second revolving fan, and by this
fan is passed into the second set of conversion vanes,
from which it escapes and exhausts through the port in
the exhaust chamber.
The foregoing has reference to a two-fan machine.
The process is precisely the same in machines having
more fans, with the difference that the air must pass
through the additional fans. The casings contain conversion vanes or blades which convert the velocity
energy of the air into pressure. The peculiar design
and arrangement of these vanes or blades prevent the
loss of energy.
Excellent Booklet
Known as Bulletin No. 26, the Frank Adams Electric Company, St. Louis, Mo., manufacturers of the well known Major
System of lighting control for theatres, halls, schools, etc., has
put out a booklet on their new "T-P" panel board, that is chock
full of good interesting information.
Printed on heavy enameled paper, it is profusely illustrated.
It begins with a detailed description of the unit construction of
their different panel boards, by which they can be built to fit
any size installation from the most magnificent theatre to the
tiniest school hall. It next describes one of their sixteen-circuit
panel boards, showing how easily one unit can be taken out for
any reason, without disturbing the remaining circuits.
On the following pages, wiring diagrams of their different
size panel board are given, ranging from the four-circuit board
to the thirty-two circuit board. Accompanying these diagrams
are tables giving the measurements and prices of the boards.
The book is well gotten up and should prove very interesting
to anyone contemplating either building a theatre or school, or
making any changes in the present lighting system, as the
Major system is easy to operate and cannot injure, or be injured
itself by an experienced operator.

New

Patents

FILM CLEANING AND POLISHING MACHINE.— C. E.
Carleton, c/o Duplex Machine Co.,' 316 Seventy-fifth Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Among the objects is to provide a machine for
treating strips of material, and more particularly for polishing
and cleaning continuous strips of motion-picture films. The primary object is to produce a machine of this character which may
be used for polishing newly-made films or for cleaning old or
used
films, surface.
particularly the emulsion side, without injury to the
sensitized
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Is Giving Satisfaction
in the Largest Theatres
in the United States
Manufactured by
Invincible Vacuum
Equipped with
Westinghouse
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Motor % h.p.
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Beautify Your Lobbies with Art
Stone Furniture.
Durable
Fireproof
Attractive

Comfortable

^^^^
Size 48" long, 18" wide, 17" high
Catalogue "G"
on Request
Practical as Well as Ornamental

Architectural Decorating Co.
Plain and Ornamental Plasterinng Contractors
1600' 1608' 16 10 SOUTH JEFFifRSON ST.
Chicago,

Illinois.
Produces a Perfect
oArc and a Steady,
Brilliant

TieKETS1^^:
BOOK STRIP^
HANDRESERVED
^
TWO ONE
COLOR
SEAT.
i
"WELDON^WILLIAMS
6 LICK. \
FORT SMITH, ARK..
ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS • KNOWN THE WORLD OVER.;

2 sizes: 10W-40W

Use COLOR
HOODS
Made of natural colored glass. Slip over
the lamp. Save their cost in one year by
reduced lamp renewals alone.
Reynolds Electric Company
Mfrs. of Motors, Flashers for Electric Signs
2651 W. Congress St.
Chicago, 111.1

For
THE

Better

Music

FOTOPLAYER

THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCIS CO >|
' 1600 Broadway
64 E. Jackson BIyd,.; 10^9: G^^

TRANSVERTER

C.

HOWARD
ELMER

DETROIT

SPECIALISTS

GEORGE

CYRIL
CLEVELAND

OVER 200 THEATRES

CRANE,
KIEHLER,

Architect
Associate

E. SCHLEY
CHICAGO
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

Light
(Double Arc Type) is a

series arc motor generator, having automatic voltage regulation.
No more amperes used than actually
required for the light or dark pictures.
Only such voltage is generated as is
used
used). in the arc itself (no ballast being
TRANSVERTER produces better results
and uses less current than any other
device.
TRANSVERTER gives better light and
better pictures. It is easy to operate,
thoroughly reliable, and is an important
factor in drawing full houses, by reason
of superior projection.
Ask your dealer.
The

THEATRE

White

Hertner
1908 W.

Electric
112th St.

CLEVELAND,

O.

Co.
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PROJECTION

Automatic

Fire

Shutter

A Description of George
Device Schade's Ingenious

By CHAS. SIMPSON

=

^

(No more important move toward better and safer projection booths could be made than to perfect an automatic fire
shutter for the portholes. In the following article, Schade's
device is described and he deserves the thanks of theatre owners
for offering them the idea, free of cost. We hope the day will
come when projection booths will be equipped with uniform automatic shutters. — Ed.)
How many machines have you in your operating booth? Two
or more, probably.
Suppose a film should catch fire — ^how quickly can you close
the shutters of your portholes? Both, or all, at once — or one
at a time?
Fire is something no one expects and everyone hopes will
never come — but the wise exhibitor is always ready for it.
If you're interested in a simple but effective device for closing
the portholes of your operating booth, working like an automatic sprinkler works and getting into action the minute it
comes in contact with heat — ^install the device illustrated here
with the compliments of George H. Schade, of Sandusky, Ohio,
exhibitor and public official.
And you needn't worry about royalties, because George says
any exhibitor can have it free of charge, and God bless him!
How Schade — who is also one of the city commissioners of Sandusky— happened to invent the new device is an interesting
story. Some time since Schade decided that the Schade Theatre's operating room ought to be made a little safer — if making
it
saferforwere
The "portholes" had been annoying
Schade
somepossible.
time.
"They're protected as far as there is protection to be had at
tbe present time, but it seems to me there's some way of making
the operating room still safer by getting up some sort of a contrivance that will close them all at once in event of fire in the
operating room, instead of one at a time as the flame strikes
the fusible link controlling the covering," he mused. Within a
very short time his dreams had been realized.
The Schade's operating room was just as Schade said — like
most other up-to-date operating rooms. Each porthole was
protected with a "drop," but each closed of its own accord only
when the fusible link with which it was connected up succumbed
to flame attack.
While, of course, the flame that might happen to break out
would be confined to the booth when the shutter fell on the porthole most affected, there was nothing to prevent the smoke from

passing through the open portholes and, perhaps, precipitating
panic among the patrons of the theatre assembled in the audi'
torium below.
Schade studied out a contrivance that closes every porthole
opening out from an operating room the moment that one fusible link gives way to attack. He had his theatre's operating
room equipped, and, after everything was working right, sent
for an expert draftsman by whom a blueprint was prepared.
"Anyone with a little knowledge of operating rooms ought to
be able to get the idea and adapt it to almost any theatre," said
Schade as he surveyed the sketch. The print, completed, was
forwarded to Associated First National Pictures, Inc., New
York, in accordance with instructions from Mr. Schade.
"I'd like to see theatre owners generally adopt the idea, for
I'm sure that it sf^nds a mighty good show of being the means
of saving life and property," said Schade. "I am giving the
scheme for what it is worth, and in so doing take occasion to
remark that, in my opinion, it is a move in the way of safety
that is worth many times the trouble and expense that it takes
to realize it," he added.
"Aren't you going to have your idea protected and command
even a small royalty on it?" Schade was asked.
"Nope, it's down in black and white — or soon will be, I hope — ■
and if any of my fellow exhibitors want to adopt it they're welSchade
come to it."feels that he is making a valuable contribution to
theatre safety, as do also mechanical engineers and others who
have inspected his contrivance.
"We'll call it a First National offering and let it go at that,"
said Schade.
Be Prepared
Always be prepared for a fire in advance, as you never know
when you are going to have one. In even the very best regulated houses, with the modern equipment, a fire will happen
sometimes, and that when least expected. It was only a short
time ago that we were in one of the large theatres watching
the picture when it vanished from the screen and the film went
up in fire and smoke without one of the audience knowing it
at the time. We didn't even know it ourselves, although we
were only a few rows of seats from the projection room.
In this case the projection room was equipped with the latest
fireproof machines (film will burn on any of them when it gets
started) in charge of projectionists who are recognized as experts in their line, but still they burned up a thousand feet or
more of film, and the house was packed and jammed at the
time. You can readily imagine what would have happened to
the crowd if they had gotten a glimpse of the fiames or a whiff
of the odor from the burning film, but, owing to the presence of
mind of the two projectionists on duty, and the manner in which
the ports were equipped with fire doors, no one knew that such
a thing was going on.
Here's how it happened, as told by one of the participants.
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It seems they had on the program a film that was old and in
none too good a shape. It is hard enough to run old film, but
when that old film has been patched a good many times it makes
it harder than ever to keep the picture on the screen. The
patches are stiff and it will ride the sprockets in places, sometimes jumping off and on when the projectionist doesn't know
it ; consequently, a good many sprocket holes become weakened or
broken. And what added to these troubles, the film had to be
run at a speed of over 100 feet a minute in order to get the
proper action on the screen.
High intensity lights are used in this house. The film broke
just above the intermittent sprocket, the machine continued to
run, and film piled up in the upper part of the machine. Of
course, it became ignited at the aperture, and with the film
packed in just above it, the fire was beyond control right now.
It jumped from this film, before the projectionist knew it was on
fire, into the top magazine, and when it made the jump a fusible
link melted, the fire doors noiselessly dropped and started the
fan in the vent flue which drew the fumes from the burning film
out of the projection room. Just then the magazine door burst
open, and the projectionist grabbed a fire extinguisher and
started to work. The film in the top magazine could not be
saved, but the fire was confined to that part of the machine and
not allowed to spread to fifteen other reels that were in the
room at the time. All, however, were in fireproof containers,
but, like the fireproof machines, they are not to be depended
on when the fire comes. The only thing damaged was the film
on the projector and a little paint burned off the walls.
As stated, these men are not only recognized as experts, but
are in every sense of the word. They demonstrated their fitness
by being prepared for a fire even when they never expected to
have one, and when they did have one, they did not loose their
heads, and they will not loose their licenses.
Are you prepared for a similar occasion? Look at your fire
shutters, test them and see that they are in good working order
at all times, and don't depend on your machine to put the fire
out. It will probably do it just like this machine did, and if the
fire doors are not working some of the patrons will go to the
cemetery and many others to the hospital. You will be just as
guilty of murder then, as if you had killed them with your own
hands, for it will be your carelesness that caused their death.
Keep those fire doors in good working order all of the time.
Sailors

in

Powers

day there, but after they got inside they found it would
take much longer than one day to learn how to make the finer
adjustments that are necessary in a modern projector, so their
commanding
thoroughly. officer has granted them time enough to learn it
Murphy and his associates in overalls, are spending most of
their time in the assembling room, not just watching the other
fellow, but doing the work themselves. Different parts of the
projector are brought to these men just like they are to the
regular employees of the factory, and, under the tutelage of
one of the older men, they assemble the machine, then follow
it to the testing room to see if they have it right. It is not
an easy matter to adjust the delicate intermittent movement of
a Powers projector, or any other, for that matter, and in teaching these men how to do it, the Nicholas Power Company is
doing great work for the United States Navy. Practically every
ship in the Navy now has a projector of some kind on it, and
it will be the duty of these men to see that the projectors are
kept in proper order and not be neglected.
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Elwood R. Murphy, J. E. Thomas and H. D. Shepherd, have
been taking a post-graduate course in projection at the factory
of the Nicholas Power Company. Not that Power has started
a school for projectionists, but it happens that these three men
are in the United States Navy, all of them being rated as chief
electricians, and they are to be placed in different parts of the
civilized world to keep up the projectors on Uncle Sam's battleships.
In order to be able to do this work properly, these men thought
it would be best to go through the factory and see how the
projectors were made. It was their intention of spending one
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Dollars

Reward

will be paid to any person who can prove that B. F. Porter did not sell and install Simplex
Machines in the Capitol Theatre at 51st Street and Broadway, New York City.
B. F. PORTER,

729

7th Ave.,

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT
ROLL

New

York

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE
(S?r)
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352 N. ASHLAND AVENUE
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'T' HE design of this department is to diffuse among musicians and exhibitors correct information on all important
-* subjects pertaining to music for the film; to improve the quality of musical interpretation and to raise the standard of music in motion picture theatres. Questions concerning music, suitable instrumentation, queries relating to
organs and mechanical players, etc., should be addressed to Music Editor, Exhibitors Trade Review.

Famous
Composers
Rimsky-Korsakoff
Rimsky-Korsakoff was bom Marcli 18, 1844, at Tikhvin, in
the government of Novgorod. The son of aristocratic parents,
his early manifestations of musical genius were not greatly encouraged, and in 1856 he went to the Naval College at St. Petersburg, where he remained until 1862. At the same time, however,
he contrived to learn a good deal about music, and when, in
1861, he made the acquaintance of Balakirev, he became, with
Cui, Moussorgski and Borodin, a willing follower of that strenuous leader of the "New School" of Russian music. In 1862
Rimsky-Korsakoff went to sea on a long cruise, which lasted
until 1865. During that time he completed his first symphony.
As may be imagined, the work was composed under difficulties.
Life on the battleship is not made pleasant for budding composers. On his return the work was performed with great success, under the direction of Balakirev, in St. Petersburg, and
other orchestral works followed. In 1871 Rimsky-Kovsakoff was
appointed professor of composition and instrumentation at St.
Petersburg Conservatory, and in 1873 he retired permanently
from the navy. He was, however, appointed inspector of naval
bands until the post was abolished in 1884. He held many important posts as director and conductor in the Russian capital.
His works include many operas, much orchestral music, chamber
music, choral music, etc.
The Mystery of Style
The subject of musical styles is one that may without exaggeration be described as extremely attractive, important and
useful. In the first place, let us go to literature for an illustration of the different kinds of facts alluded to and the different
degrees of their tangibility. Suppose we were taking up passages from the works of two individual prose writers for the
purpose of discovering the peculiarities that constitute their
styles — what should we have to do first of all? We should have
to study their vocabularies. Next, the structure of sentences
would have to be considered. After that the grouping of
sentences and complexes of sentences, and their forming into
wholes would have to be considered. There lie vast extents beyond the reach of etymology and grammar, beyond the reach of
accidence, syntax and composition. Listen to the reading of a
passage
of have
Ruskin's.
think bytheetymology
magic of and
the
style
of or
whattwo you
heard Dois you
gageable
grammar, by accidence, syntax and composition? No, you cannot think it. Nor will you on listening to the different harmonies
of the styles of other great masters of prose, those of Carlyle,
Macaulay, Gibbon, Lamb, Addison, Milton and many more, although most of these styles are by no means so subtle as that of
Ruskin's, indeed some of them but little beyond the reach of the
easily gageaible.
If the difficulty of analysis is great in prose and verse literature, it is very much greater in music.
Ludwig Laurier, assistant conductor of the Rialto orchestra,
made his first public appearance at the age of nineteen with the
Buffalo Symphony Orchestra as violinist in 1894. Two years
later he went to Europe to complete his studies and spent three
years with Joachim and Moser in Berlin. Then followed two
years with the Berlin Philharmonic, from 1899 to 1901, a period
which included travels with that organization through Italy,
Spain, France, Switzerland and Belgium. Upon leaving the
Philharmonic Mr. Laurier went to Switzerland where he taught
for a year.
Mr. Laurier returned to the United States in 1902 and, at
the opening of the 1903 season joined the Metropolitan Opera
House Orchestra where he was first violinist for sixteen years
and during the last six functioned as manager of the orchestra
under the conductorship of Toscanini. About a year ago he
joined the Rialto orchestra as assistant conductor.

Organists' Examination
The second examination for admission to the Society of Theatre Organists was held at the Magna Chordia Studios on
February 21.
On the first part of the examination, which includes a Bach
number, improvising on a given theme, and sight-reading tests,
the candidates averaged 44 per cent out of a possible 55 per
cent. The solo numbers played were the Bach Preludes in
G Major and E Minor, the Toccata in G by Dubois and the
Toccata from the Fifth Symphony by Widor. The sight-reading
consisted of an organ trio, on three staves, a piano accompaniment part and the harmonizing of a given melody.
On the dramatic tests, comprising the second half of the
examination, the average was 41.5 per cent out of a possible
45 per cent. These tests included accompaniments for a scenic,
a fire scene, an exotic number and a western allegro from a
news weekly, a misterioso, a ballet and a hurry from a feature
and a "rube" number and a fox-trot suitable for a comedy.
-The total average attained by the successful candidates was
85.5 per cent out of a possible 100 per cent. Those who failed
of passing, while qualifying on theatrical work, fell below the
standard set by the society for straight organ equipment. They
may appear for examination on the section in which they failed
without being required to take the dramatic tests again.
Much excellent playing was developed during the course of
the morning, but the examiners would like to see a higher level
of attainment in improvisation and sight-readiftg, both of these
being of supreme importance to the theatre organist.
The solo numbers set by the board for the next examination
are the Bach Toccata and Fugue in D Minor and the Toccata
from the Suite Gothique by Boellman.
Common Musical Terms
Adagio — slowly; a slow movement.
Allegro — quick, cheerful.
Andante — ^slow, moderate.
Arpeggio — chord in which notes are played successively.
Bravura — applied to highly ornamental passages.
Crescendo — becoming louder.
Diminuendo — becoming softer.
Fortissimo — very loudly.
Glissonda — gliding effect.
Largo — slow, broad.
Legato— —draggingly.
tied, connected.
Lento
Pizzicato — plucked with the finger.
Presto — very quickly.
Ritardando — a slowing.
Rubato — ^intentional altering of time.
Scherzo — a quick, capricious movement.
Spiccato — short, bright strokes of the bow.
Staccato — in detached style.
Tntti — all the performers.
Write Wurlitzer Company
Music Editor,
ExHiRiTORS Trade Review.
I am looking for information regarding Tax Free music for
theatres. I use a player piano which takes 88 note rolls and am
very particular about my roll to know that they are not taxable
and have been getting them of the Film Music Company of Los
Angeles, Cal. Is it possible for me to get them in New York
and know they are Tax Free ? Los Angeles is so far away it
takes too long to get the rolls.
Knowing you could furnish me with better infonnation than
one not interested in theatre music, I am asking you to inform
me just how to tell for sure which rolls are taxable and which
are not.
Would you also tell me of the roll concerns in New York who
would have rolls not taxable?
I thank you in advance for this information and if any expense is made in getting me the desired information, send bill.
Very truly yours,
C. E. Taylor, Manager,
Strand Theatre,
Port Leyden, N. Y.

The Constant Appeal of
Appropriate Music

The musical demands of lovers of the silent
drama have become positive. The house where
larity.
superior, varied music is found is the house of popuFor various reasons your features may not always
be a success, but add the unfailing musical "atmosphere" of the Cremona Orchestra-Organ and the
line at the box office becomes dependable.
No theatre organ orchestra has been developed
to better meet the requirements. It is unsurpassed
as a hand-played organ. It renders, besides, orchestrations selected or set to the film offering.
A double roll system permits playing by either
solo roll or any standard player roll. It may be
played with or without an operator. But best of
all, the Cremona is not prohibitive in price to the
smaller house.
Write for the whole Cremona story.

nifitd^iarcjuettt

^iano

Company,

Chicago, tl.SA,

Cremtraa

^n^eatrc

Orckesira^Oroan
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Cameraman's
Distorting
the Emulsion
International News Puts Out Funny Stuff on New
York's Futurist Sky Line
International News has introduced a novelty into the recent
issues of that news reel. It is a subject showing how New York
City looks to a futuristic artist, or perhaps to an over-indulger
in home brew and prohibition hooch.
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Department
Some Shooter
Selznick News, realizing the great importance at this time of
foreign news, will have supervising cameramen in all the big
countries of Europe.
To get a faint idea of the thoroughness of the News in covering stories in Europe, the activities of one of the supervising
cameramen may be of interest. E. B. Schoedsack has traveled
more than 7000 miles in the last four months in the interest of
good action pictures. He covered the Cannes Conference; then
to the battlefields of Northern France, then the warring factions in Belfast, Ireland; prominent American tourists in
France were snapped; then back to the Riviera, where many
important sporting events occurred calling for many feet of
exposed negative. The Conclave in Rome, where the new Pope
was elected, called for his presence; he received a cable from
the New York editorial office to get pictures of C. W. Morse,
big steamship magnate, who Was taken in custody in La Havre,
France, by French officials acting under orders from Washington. The wedding of Princess Mary of England and Viscount
Lascelles at Buckingham Palace saw the industrious Schoedsack
(m the job. He followed the royal troup to Florence, Italy,
where exclusive shots of the honeymoon were taken. The much
discussed Genoa Conference found him snapping Lloyd George,
the Russian and French delegations, as well as the German
representative — Wirth.

Intematvjnal .Vcir.v
"Hootch" shot of Woolworth Building

The first selection of these shots is included in International
News No. 29, just released through all Universal exchanges. It
includes shots of the Woolworth Building, the City Hall, the
Municipal Building, the Brooklyn Bridge and the Subway and
Elevated lines and various crowds, actually photographed, but
reproduced by some camera trick to look like the wildest dreams
of a welsh rarebit fiend. It is said to be the best laughter-getter
in moving pictures ever made by trick photography.

Motion Picture Specials
200 ft. new Universal with Automatic Dissolving Shutter,
complete ball bearing • model. Bass price $399.00.
Universal Panoram and Tilting Top Tripod. Bass
price
$89.00.
The Latest De Brie with Automatic Dissolving Shutter,
three lenses, carrying case, outside Iris. Complete
at
$700.00.
Pathe Studio Model, co-mplete with Automatic Dissolving
Shutter, six magazines, aluminum front, Thalbammer
Iris. Price
$600.00.
Eastman negative film at 4 Vic. per ft.
Everything for making or taking of pictures.
Our
catalogue
be or
outwire.
''n a few weeks. Get your
name new
in for
a copy. w'll
Write
BASS

CAMERA

109 No. Dearborn St,

The

sum

International News
The New York City Hall a la Hootch
CAMERA

We buy, rent and sell motion picture and still cameras, lighting equipment,
home
projectors,
etc.York
QuickCity.turnovers. Small profits. Write — Seiden.
835 Eiehth
Ave., New
Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, sold and exchanged. Portable
lights for sale and for rent. Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby
Ceunera Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

COMPANY
Dept. 7

EXCHANGE

Chicago, 111.

3SO WRI(3I_EV BUDG.
INOUSTRIALS. EOUCATIONAU3 ANO NEWS ASS(Q~f

total of the producer's efforts are realized only when the DEVELOPER
PRINTER is equal to the responsibility he undertakes.

and

EVANS* reputation for absolute perfection and reliability
will prove a safe guidepost for you, Mr. Producer.
EVANS

FILM

MFG.

CO.,

wadswoltte-3444

416-24

West

216th St., New

York

City12
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New Theatres — Changes in Ownership —
Theatres
for Sale — Theatres Wanted
Live

New

Opportunities

Theatres

CHICAGO, ILL.— Architect C. Howard
Crane, 127 North Dearborn Street, will
take bids about June 1 for theatre costing $400,000, to be erected on Roosevelt
Road and Kominsky Avenue.
CHICAGO, ILL. — The Squire Temple
Association, through Architect E. G. McClellan, 7441 Cottage Grove Avenue, will
take bids for temple costing $100,000, to
be erected at 64th and Paulina streets.
CHICAGO, ILL.— Knights of Columbus,
LaFayette Council, No. 381, Leo Schuenenann, 1307 Milwaukee Avenue, is receivcompetitive'onsketches
buildins;'
to beingerected
Fairfieldonandlodge
Washtenaw
Avenue, costing $500,000.
ROCHESTER, IND. — Architect C. E.
Wolfley, 613 Stewart Building, Rockford,
111., is drawing plans for $170,000 theatre
to be erected by Alhambra Theatre Corporation of Chicago, 111., at Main and Sixth
streets, Rochester, Ind.
ROCKFORD, ILL.— Contract for $200,000 theatre to be erected at North Main
and Auburn streets by Alhambra Theatre
Corporation of Chicago has been awarded
to Sheets Construction Company, 105
North Clark Street, Chicago, by Architect
C. E. Wolfley, 613 Stewart Building, Rockford, 111.
SPRINGFIELD,
ILL.— B. P. 0. E.
(Elks), D. S. Benjamin, chairman building
committee, will build $350,000 temple on
South Sixth Street. H. G. Reiger, Booth
Building, is architect.
HURST, ILL.— Hurst Theatre Company
will build $35,000 theatre. Architects Gill
and Fath, k328-A Walnut Street, Murphysboro. 111., will take bids on all separate contracts.

Begin Right with the
New Theatre
Invest $10.00 in a Simplified
System of Accounting for
Motion Picture Exhibitors
Will save you many a dollar
and many a tough worry
Published by
Exhibitors Trade Review
Knickerbocker Bldg., 152 W. 42d St.
New York City

NEW YORK, N. Y.— Herman Stursberg
Realty Company will build at 258 East
138th Street. Cost $50,000. Architects Albert E. Davis, same address.
GREAT NECK, L. I., N. Y.— Norab
Realty Company is taking bids on general
contract for $200,000 theatre. Architect
William E. Bloodgood and N. S. Schloss,
17 Y.East Forty-ninth Street, New York,
N.
TROY, N. Y. — J. C. Rosenthal will
build $30,000 theatre on Fourth Street between Ferry and Congress streets. Architect A. K. Mosely, Franklin Square. General contract has been given to C. P. Boland, 30 Fourth Street.
DERBY, CONN.— Architects E. C. Horn
and Sons, 1475 Broadway, New York,
N. Y., are preparing plans for theatre seating 1600, to be erected on Elizabeth Street,
by I. J. Hoffman, Ansonia, Conn.
CAPE MAY, N. J.— Andrew J. Sauer,
Denckle Building, Philadelphia, Pa., is architect for theatre and pier to be erected
by Hunts Theatre, Inc., 1220 Vine Street,
Philadelphia.
MIDDLETOWN, DEL.— Architests Hoffman, Henon Company, Finance Building,
Philadelphia, Pa., are finishing plans for
opera house costing $60,000, to be erected
by J. E. Lewis, Milford, Del., and Watson
Bum, Smyrna, Del.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. — General contract for theatre to be erected at 1420
Point Breeze Avenue by Harris Hanna has
been let to G. J. Reich, 5126 North Tenth
Street.
QUAKERTOWN, PA. — Louis Keller
will build theatre on Broad Street. Jerome
S. Landes, Souderton, Pa., is architect.
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO. — Work
will be resumed on theatre and stores being built at Cuyahoga and Main streets
by H. Rosenthal. Architect J. W. Greene,
246 Grant Street, Ravenna, Ohio, has revised plans.
PADUCAH, KY. — Plans have been
dravm by Architect W. E. Gore, 521 National City Bank Building for theatre to
be built by Strand Amusement Com.pany.
DETROIT, MICH.— George D. Mason,
Used

Fotoplayer

at
a
Bargain Price!
Remarkable opportunity for motion picture theatre!
Fotoplayer in perfect condition; gives complete orchesreproduction;
by hand
or picture
from doubletrackertralplayer
piano;played
provides
excellent
music
at minimum cost. Music continuous — no pauses for
rewinding
—
can
be
changed
instantly
to
fit
the
scene.
A chance to make your music, as well as your films,
a source of steady profit! Terms, if desired. Satislaction guaranteed. Write tor full description.
A. D. Cox, 717 Tribune Bldg., Chicago
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537 Standard Savings Bank, is architect
for $3,000,000 temple to be erected by
Masonic Temple Association. Masonry
contract has been let to H. G. Christman
Company, 315 Stevens Building.
KANSAS CITY, KAN. — General contract for $250,000 theatre to be erected at
628 Minn Avenue by F. C. and E. J. Grubel, has been let by Architects Carl Boiler
and Brothers, 508 Ridge Building, to Swenson Construction
Company, Shubert Theatre Building.
ST. LOUIS, MO. — Plans will mature
about July 1st for theatre to be erected at
Gravois and Alma avenues by the Audrey
Realty Company. Architects Wedemeyer
and Nelson, Wainwright Building. Will
cost $200,000.
ALBANY, N. Y. — Affiliated Theatres
Corporation of New York, headed by Lee
and J. J. Shubert, will construct theatre
having seating capacity of 1500.
SAN DIEGO, CAL. — Announcement has
been made that Alex Pantages will build
large theatre costing $1,250,000.
PRINCETON, W. VA.— The Royal is being completely overhauled and seating capacity increased to 1200.
CAIRO, ILL.— The Kimmell, after being
extensively remodeled has been opened under management of Mr. McFarling.
WASHINGTON, D. C— P. F. Gormley
& Co., Union Trust Building, have received contract for $125,000 theatre.
ST. JOSEPH, MO.— The Board of Public
Works, George E. Jackson, clerk, is contemplating erecting a civic center costing
$750,000.
DAYTON, OHIO.— Robert J. Hirsch
announces that he will, name his new theatre "New Sigma." It will cost $50,000
and seat 500.
NEW YORK, N. Y.— Motion Picture
Theatre Corporation, through Rudolph
Sanders, president, announces it will
erect nue 1500-seat
theatre at 98 to 108 AveA.
HUDSON FALLS, N. Y.— Hudson Falls
Theatre Corporation will build at a cost
of $50,000.
Changes
FERGUS FALLS, MINN.— McCarthy
Brothers, owning the Orpheum, have purchased the Lyric and Cozy. It is expected
that one of the houses will be dismantled
and the other one remodeled.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA. — Herbert
Bluechel is now owner of the Isis. v
RICE LAKE, WIS.— G. E. Miner, proprietor of the Unique, Ladysmith, Wis.,
has purchased th6 Majestic.
EAGLE GROVE, IOWA.— Arthur Bergum has sold the Eagle. Names of the
new owners have not been announced.

DEPARTMENT
AD
FIED
CLASSIRates
For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations
4 cents
word.
Special ratesWanted",
on long
time per
contracts.
SLIDES
LET LEON MAKE YOUR SLIDES
Fair
work Write
right, right
n'everything.
testingprices,
slide free.
now. S'sun Focus
Leon,
Slidemaker, 207 W. 48th St., New York.

TYPHOON
rOOLINC
QYSTEM
.M mPmomtKH CO.
345V/.39^SI
NEW YORK

POSITION WANTED
A,s chief Electrician or Projectionist in Theatre
or Studio.
Can on
alsorequest.
manage or
References furnished
Mattdirect.
J. Clemens.
Sherburn, Minnesota.
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Box

the Latest Releases Are Being Received Throughout
HIPPODROME

ALBANY
MARK

"HABIT," Mildred Harris (First National). Did fair business and made good
impression, but no great rush to jam
house.

STRAND

"FOOLISH WIVES," Erich von Stroheim (Universal). This picture, running
for the entire week, did not measure up to
expectations either from a box office standpoint, or as an entertainment feature. Instead of the expected long lines Monday
night, the opening, found seats available
without any great difficulty at the second
showing. What is more, many in the audience yawned their way through the picture, and failed to bring any additional
business by reason of their reports during
the balance of the week. A personal appearance on the part of Maud George, who
took the part of Princess Olga in the picture, made some little difference in the
box office receipts, although Miss George
did not reach here until the middle of the
week.
CLINTON SQUARE
"CARDIGAN" (American Releasing).
This picture, running for the full week
in
opposition
to "Foolish
a short
block
away, held
its own. Wives,"
The remainder
of the bill was made up of a Larry Semon
comedy,
Weekly. "Between the Acts," and a Pathe
EMPIRE

"THE SHEIK'S WIFE"
).
and until
Having abandoned burlesque,(Vitagraph
such time as the theatre will be dismantled, the Empire has adopted the
policy of running first-run feature pictures
for the entire week, "The Sheik's Wife"
being the first. . The picture drew well.
ALLENTOWN,

PA.

RIALTO
"THE CAVE GIRL," Teddy Gerard
(First National). Title attractive and intrigued curious sufficiently to draw well.
Picture proved good and was enjoyed by
most people. Getting the right kind of a
name seemed half the battle in making
feature a success at Rialto, according to
the management.
COLONIAL
"Star Dust," Hope Hampton (First National). Made great run, due to popularity
of the star, coupled with general interest
in books and stories of Fannie Hurst.
STRAND
"FOOLISH WIVES," Eric Von Stroheim (Universal). Strand broke records
with million dollar feature which drew so
well that original week's booking was renewed for another six-day cycle. Took
four shows a day to take care of patrons
who were interested in feature. Publicity
devoted to playing up the hatefulness of
Von Stroheim, whose success in war pictures was recalled, and in use of mats
which showed gowns and other attractive
items in production. Best drawing card
since "Four Horsemen," judging by attendance.

ATLANTA
HOWARD
"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR," Jack Holt
and Agnes Ayres (Paramount). Held up
nicely all week. Nothing startling but
rather encouraging after the depression
of Holy Week.
Short Subjects. — Eddie Barry Comedy,
"Should
Brides Marry," and Selznick
News.
METROPOLITAN
_ "THE ROSARY,"
(First National. Conceded a Selig-Rork
pleasing picture
by
press and public this drew only fair business, but that was an improvement over
the terrible slump of the preceding week.
Short Subjects. — Mack Sennett comedy,
"Be Reasonable;" Kinograms.
CRITERION
"THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE," Rex Ingram (Metro).
Third run and went over fairly well in a
dull week. Management thinks regular
price of admission would have brought
better business.
GRAND
FIRST HALF
"THE SIN OF MARTHA QUEED,"
Mary Thurman (Associated Exhibitors).
Apparently pleased all audiences and drew
satisfactorily.
Short Subjects. — Fox News, ChesterOuting, Drew Comedy.
LAST HALF
"PARDON MY NERVE," Charles
"Buck" Jones (Fox.) Fast moving
western that pleased immensely.
Short Subjects. — Mutt and Jeff Cartoon,
Century Comedy and Sport Pictorial.
RIALTO
"FOOLISH WIVES," Erich von Stroheim (Universal). This drew the best
business of any house in town, and held
up all week. Patrons, however, were not
pleased.
Exploitation. — Tremendous campaign
ushered in the picture and is undoubtedly
responsible in large measure for the
heavy patronage.
STRAND
FIRST HALF
"THE RED PEACOCK," Pola Negri
(Paramount). Drew fair business but
audiences did not like it. Pola Negri has
been successful but one time in Atlanta,
that was when she played in "Passion."
ShortshineSubjects.—
"The Piper," Fox SunComedy.
LAST HALF
"THE LURE OF GOLD,"
Hart
(Southern States). Westerns Neal
always go
better than any other class of picture.
Shortcomedy.
Subjects.— "Why Marry?" a Billy
West
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Office

the Country

TUDOR
MONDAY and TUESDAY
"BEHOLD MY WIFE," George Melford
(Paramount).
Second run and a good
one both from box office and audience
standpoint.
Short Subjects. — International News, :
Universal Star Comedy.
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
"THE INSIDE OF THE CUP," Special
(Paramount). The night spot of the week
in the Tudor. Good business and much
favorable comment from audience, albeit
the picture was second run.
Short Subjects. — Gaiety comedy, "Assault
and Flattery."
FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
"MARTYRS OF THE ALAMO," D. W.
Griffith (Enterprise). Fair business.
Short Subjects. — International News.
BUFFALO
SHEA'S HIPPODROME
"THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE," Rodolph Valentino
(Metro). This picture, in spite of being
run after a three-week presentation at the
Criterion earlier in the season, stood them
up for the most part of a .seven-day run
at regular prices.
Exploitation. — Extensive newspaper advertising, billboards, special display atop
marque, lobby display, window cards.
Short Subjects. — Hippodrome Review.
LOEW STATE
"TRAVELIN' ON," William S. Hart
(Paramount). Loew fans like their westerns straight. Picture suited all and business was good during the week.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
lobby display, window cards.
Short Subjects. — Lloyd Hamilton, in
"The
Rainmaker,"
and Pathe
News. Mutt and Jeff cartoon
LAFAYETTE

SQUARE

"THE PROPHET'S PARADISE," Eugene O'Brien (Select). Containing romance, adventure and scenes which thrill,
this O'Brien subject attracted fine business
to the new house. C. Sharpe-Minor
added a fine accompaniment on the organ.
Exploitation. — Large space in local
papers, big electric display on front of
house, window cards.
— Snub Pollard comedy
andShort
Fox Subjects.
News.
MARK-STRAND
"A QUESTION OF HONOR," Anita
Stewart (First National). Following a
fine send-off in the reviews in the newspapers, this picture went over for fair
business, in spite of the fact that the star
is nottion as
a strong box-office attracat thea rule
Strand.
Exploitation. — Attractive ads in newspapers, fine lobby display, consisting of
large cutout figures mounted on beaver
board window cards.
Short Subjects. — The Hallroom Boys in
"Matinee
Idols," Kinograms, Screen Snapshots.
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PALACE

"THE Peters.
MAN Business
FROM was
LOSTfairRIVER,"
House
on this
entertaining tale of lumber camp life.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
lobby display and window cards.
Short Subjects. — Century comedy and
International News.
SHVBERTTECK
"THE HEART OF AFRICA." Lady
Mackenzie, who is now Mrs. Frisbee, of
Buffalo, presents the remarkable film story
of her hunting days in the African jungle.
The pictures are entertaining, educative
and thrilling. The pictures are being
shown by the Shea Amusement Company
under the direction of Harold B. Franklin. Business was good all week. Lady
Mackenzie appeared in person afternoon
and evening.
Exploitation. — Two weeks in advance
Mr. Franklin began a teaser campaign in
the newspapers. The ads dealt with various phases of jungle life. During the
week of presentation a mammoth banner
was swung across Main Street, in the
downtown section, and several big trudks
were driven about the city bearing 24sheet A boards. The town was swamped
with window cards and there was some
fine newspaper advertising. An entire
page of views from the picture was used
in the Buffalo Evening News.
SHEA'S NORTH PARK
"THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE," Rodolph Valentino
(Metro). Offered at regular prices, this
picture attracted overflow audiences to
this first run neighborhood theatre.

BETHLEHEM,
GRAND

OPERA

PA.
HOUSE

"PEACOCK ALLEY," Mae Murray
(Metro). Another knockout for records
and big attendance showed drawing power
of this feature. Exploitation devoted
chiefly to snappy questions on the road to
romance or to ruin, used with success elsewhere. Picture was played up with masked
model pictures in lobby and with extensive
employment of mats which brought out
salient points of attraction.
LORENZ

TRADE

ful scenes but not much of a story. Business was ordinary.
ZIEGFELD
"SACRIFICE," Hilda Wolter (Spanuth).
A foreign production far below the American standard. Only fair patronage.
CHICAGO
"A BACHELOR DADDY," Thomas
Meighan (Paramount). A picture that
will please young and old and proves dehouses. cidedly popular. Played to excellent
STATE— Lake
"THE SLEEP WALKER," Constance
Binney (Paramount). An entertaining
production cleverly developed. Business
was good.
BARBEE
"THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE," Rudolph Valentino-Alice
Terry (Metro). With the added attraction of Josef Swickard in personal appearances this Ingram masterpiece was given
another showing in a first run theater.
Patronage held up very nicely.
PASTIME
"THE
CRIMSON CHALLENGE,"
Dorothy Dalton (Paramount). A western
picture with tne usual western thrills.
Satisfactory attendance at every showing.
COLUMBIA,

S. C.

RIVOLI
"THE QUEEN OF SHEBA" (Fox). Excellent business on this one. Is a mighty
safe
box office bet with its gorgeous lobby
display.
RIALTO
"THE RIGHT WAY." A states right
picture playing on percentage. Carries a
big lobby ballyhoo and gets over by sensational advertising- dealing with prison
reform, but not satisfying to any degree.
CHARLOTTE,

N. C.

BROADWAY

"OTHER WOMEN'S CLOTHES," allstar cast. Good run and good interest
shown. Feature made excellent impression and was praised all over.
LEHIGH ORPHEVM

"A QUESTION OF HONOR," Anita
Stewart (First National). Three days to
very good
business,
with an extra vaudeville attraction
featured.
"PERJURY," William Farnum (Fox).
Excelllent business for three days.
IMPERIAL

"IRON TO GOLD," Dustin Farnum
(Fox). Farnum was excellent attraction
and his new film was universally praised.
KURTZ

"THROUGH A GLASS WINDOW," May
McAvoy (Paramount). Excellent business
for three days.
was"OnwellPatrol,"
received.a Mack Sennett comedy,

"THE GLORIOUS FOOL," Richard Dix
and Helen Chadwick (Goldwyn). No
danger of exhibitors failing on this picture, judging by Kurtz record. Mary Robert Reinhart yarn was featured as one of
her best and stars of past Goldwyn super
features were all played up for space in
announcing the attraction. Picture classed
as something decidedly different.
CHICAGO
RANDOLPH
"BEAUTY'S WORTH," Marion Davies
(Paramount).
Some exceptionally beauti-
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OHIO

LOEWS STATE
Week of April 23
"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR," Jack Holt
and Agnes Ayres (Paramount). A generous advance publicity campaign assisted
materially in putting this production over,
but whether it was the drawing power of
"Bought and Paid For" or the new Buster
Keaton's picture, "Cops," that attract^
business, is not definitely known.
The two pictures constituted a good program and were augmented by Brown's
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Saxaphone Six, a musical organization
which was featured at the State during
the
engagement of the Keaton and Holt
vehicles.
ALLEN
WALL
— "THE
Business
good.FLOWER," Colleen Moore.
Newspaper
advertising
week instyle
advance of its showing,
with aa peculiar
of copy that aroused much comment. The
wording was in the modem "Shifter" or
"Flapper"
type, and attracted a lot of attention.
Short Snap
Subjects.—
Screen
Shots. "The Love Egg" and
STILLMAN
"FASCINATION," Mae Murray (Metro).
Second Week. The production will close
at the end of this week.
EUCLID
"FIND THE WOMAN," Alma Rubens
(Paramount). — Fair business.
No great amount of publicity was given
to this attraction, which ran for the first
four days of the week. The last half of
the week was given over to Pola Negri, in
"The Final Payment."
LIBERTY
"BY RIGHT OF PURCHASE," Norma
Talmadge (Selznick). — Fair business.
Norma's
for
a splitreissue
week. proved a fair attraction
STANDARD
"THE MAN UNDER COVER," Herbert
Rawlinson (Universal). Despite an attractive lobby display and a "flashy" front,
this attraction played to just fair business.
Exploitation. — Interest in the picture
was created by the fact that publicity was
given the writer of the story who is a
"lifer" in a Western prison.
LOEWS

MALL

AND

PARK

"THE SONG OF LIFE," Gaston Glass
and Grace Dai-mond (First National).
Mother love in pictures seems to have
had its run, and this picture proved no
exception, although there was a different
"vein" running through this photoplay.
"Say atIt these
With Kisses"
was the
shown
two theatres
the attraction
last half
of the week. A publicity tie-up was arranged between the theatres and a local
candy manufacturer whereby the candy
kisses were given to each patron and the
ture. stores exhibited "stills" on the piccandy
KANSAS

CITY

LIBERTY
"TEN NIGHTS IN A BARROOM," Special Cast (Arrow-S. R.). Aided by extensive advertising, this one drew good
for a week's run.
Short and
Subjects.
"Aesop's
comedy,
Pathe —News,
current P^bles,"
events.
Exploitation. — The entire town was
billed with unique posters of various types,
some portraying the swinging door of the
saloon, the father's feet on the railing on
the inside and the small daughter standing outside. The line, "The story that
sounded
of the saloon,"
also
was the
useddeath
to anknell
advantageous
effect.
Also billboard and lobby display.
DORIC
"FIND THE WOMAN," Alma Rubens
(Paramount). The title alone of the picture attracted good crowds. A good
week's business.
Short Subjects. — Pathe Comedy and In'
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ternational News, current events.
Exploitation. — A half-tone cut of a
large magnifying glass, through which
could be seen the faces of several women,
was used in newspaper space. Also billboard and lobby display space.
NEWMAN
"FOOUSH WIVES," Erich von Stroheim (Universal). A real box office card.
Did a big week's business.
Short Subjects. — Newman News and
Views.
Exploitation. — ^The largest newspaper
space in several months was devoted to
Sunday advertising, featuring Von Stroheim,
"the man
you will
lovecast.
to hate,"
and other
members
of the
The
enormous cost of the production also was
played up; also billboard and lobby display space.
ROYAL
"THE SHEIK'S WIFE," Special Cast
(Vitagraph). Lively attendance ifor this
one,
tion. which proved a good box office attracShort Subjects.— "The Sawmill," Larry
Semon comedy, and Royal Screen Magazine
current events.
Exploitation. — Desert scenes of battle,
the Sheik with his wife and a city of
temples was featured in Sunday newspaper space. Also a large buzz saw,
with the picture of Larry Semon in the
center, was used in exploiting the comedy.
Also billboard and lobby display.
TWELFTH

STREET

"THE MAN FROM
DOWNING
STREET," Earle Williams (Vitagraph).
Competition was strong, but the picture
held its own and drew good crowds for a
week's run.
Short Subjects.— "Sunny Side," Charles
Chaplin comedy, and Screen Magazine,
current events.
Exploitation^ — The comedy and feature
were given equal space in billboard, lobby
display and newspapers, pictures of
Chaplin and Williams being given liberal
space.

LOS

ANGELES

GRAl) MAN'S
"A LADIES MAN," Bull Montana
(Hunt Stromberg). Very good. The
usual amount df weekly advertising was
used and some good exploitation stunts
were put over, such as a special pass for
the man who could wear Bull Montana's
collar, also a special Thursday night party
which was attended by fifty or more wellknovra stars. Bull Montana and Art
Reisner appeared three times a day in an
atmospheric prologue skit.
Short Subjects. — Grauman's Symphony
Orchestra, Pathe Review and Magazine,
"A Ladies Man," atmospheric prologue;
organ solo, Urban Movie Chats.
GRAUMAN'S

RIALTO

"BEYOND THE ROCKS," Gloria Swanson and Valentino (Paramount). "Find the
Woman" was playing in the second week
and in two days time went "dead" so it
was pulled and "Beyond the Rocks" put
on with only one day's advance advertising, and from the first morning show the
house had a line-up all week.
Short Subjects. — Grauman's Rialto Orchestra, Pathe Weekly, Trio singing three
selections accompanied with the Wurlitzer,
Cartoon Comedy, Baby George McCune
singing Yodeling songs, Atmopsheric prologue.
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MISSION
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Gish
Sisters (United Artists). The picture is
playing in the fourth week and is keeping up very well. The lobby is decorated
with six oil paintings of the Gish girls,
and the action of the picture.
CALIFORNIA
"THE SHEIK'S WIFE," Emmy Lynn
and Marcel Vibert (Vitagraph). No one
seemed to like the picture but the title
was so good that it put the picture over.
Average advertising used and no exploitation.
MILLER
"THE SILENT CALL," Special Cast
(First National). In the thirteenth week.
The picture has played to over 200,000 paid
admissions, it was booked for three weeks
and has broken all records in Los Angeles
or elsewhere by two weeks' majority.
HILLSTREET
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business. Title and star receiving equal
publicity in advertising.
Exploitation. — Newspaper, street car and
billboard advertising.
Short Subjects. — Fox News reels, Educational Films, operatic selections.
MERILL
"FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE," Rudolf Valentino and Alice
Terry
(Metro).
— Good
business. This is
the third week of
its showing.
Subjects. comedy.
— International News
reelShort
and Century
PALACE
"BOY CRAZY," Doris May (R-C Pictures). Doris May, without much diffitime. culty, can make herself well liked in no
SAXE'S STRAND
"MY BOY," Jadkie Coogan (First National). Jackie Coogan is a real business

"THE HILLS OF MISSING MEN," J. P.
McGowan (Associated Exhibitors). Was
a very poor tertainment
audience
picture, little envalue.

Exploitation. — Contest by department
getter.
store in drawing cartoons of Jackie Coogan; lobby display, newspaper, window
vertising.
cards,
street car posters and billboard ad-

KiNEMA

Short Subjects.— Two-act film, "The
White Mouse,"
Literary Digest and First
National
Kinograms.

"PAY DAY," Charles Chaplin (First
National). In the second week and went
over average box office. Few exploitation
stunts pulled such as pay envelopes distributed at the door of the theatre and
minor Chaplin stunts pulled, but nothing
of note.
Short Subjects. — ^Topics of the Day,
Screen Snap Shots, Kinema Review and
Magazine, Organ solos.
CLVNE'S BROADWAY
"ISLE OF ZORDA" (Pathe). Playing
the second week and pulling very good
business. _ Increased advertising in all
dailies.
SVPERBA
TO MAN," Harry Carey (Universal). Excellent business. Manager
Hurley succeeded in landing an 18-inch
cartoon on the picture in one of the Los
Angeles dailies which had a big advertising value.

NORFOLK,

GRANBY
"FOOLISH WIVES," Eric Von Stroheim (Universal). Played to packed audiences in the face of a very unfavorable
local criticism in the newspapers. Is a
great box office attraction but not pleasing
as a whole.

OKLAHOMA

"MAN

MILWAUKEE
ALHAMBRA
"THE SIGN OF THE ROSE," George
Beban. The personal appearance of Mr.
Beban in his Sign of the Rose sketch did
much to bring the crowds.
Exploitation. — More than the average
amount of publicity was given to Mr.
Beban in news and moving picture columns, newspaper street car and poster
advertising, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — Literary Digest topics,
Pathe News reels and operatic selections
by soprano.
BUTTERFLY
"HER MAD BARGAIN," Anita Stewart
(First National) and a Mack Sennett comfeaturing Billy
Bevan "On
Good edycombination
program.
MoviePatrol."
critics
gave it more favorable criticism than any
of Miss Stewart's films ever received.
Short Subjects. — Fox news reels and
newsettes.
GARDEN
"THE
LAW AND THE WOMAN,"
Betty Compson (Paramount). Christie
comedy, "One Stormy Knight." Excellent

VA.

aXY

CRITERION
"THE ANGEL OF CROOKED
STREET," Alice Calhoun (Vitagraph).
Audiences liked this feature and business
was far above the average.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
window cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — ^Miss Eugene D-ennis,
the Wonder Girl, who answered unseemingly unanswerable questions. Sunshine
comedy
News. "His Wife's Son." International
"RESTLESS SOULS," Earl Williams
(Vitagraph). This picture pleased and
enjoyed a big business.
EMPRESS
GAS, OIL AND WATER," Charles Ray
(First National). Charles Ray productions are a sure bet for a good attendance
here. This one attracted good crowds for
first half of the week.
Short Subjects. — Educational Comedy,
Pathe News.
"THE VERMILLION PENCIL," Sessue
Hayakawa siderable
(R-CamountPictures"!.
of coin lastGathered
half of conthe
week, and attendance was very good.
Exploitation. — Usual newspaper adverdisplay. tising, window cards and excellent lobby
CAPITOL
"FOREVER," Wallace Reid and Elsie
Ferguson (Paramount). This one drew
good crowds for a week. Patrons well
pleased.
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Short Subjects. — L e a t h e r Pushers,
"Round Two." First National Kinigrams.
Exploitation. — Street cars, newspaper
advertising and lobby display.
RIALTO
"WILD HONEY," Priscilla Dean (Universal). Picture pleased big business. The
crowds liked the bill.
BROADWAY
"THE FALL OF BABYLON," Special
Cast (D. W. Griffith). An exceedingly
fine picture for its kind. Massive and stupendous in its conception and execution;
picture well patronized and well liked by
the patrons.
NEW FOLLY
"THE
CONQUERING POWER,"
Rudolph Valentino (Metro). This picture
pleased a big business.
Short Subjects. — Harold Lloyd in "She
Loves Me Not."' Serial, "The Blue Fox."
RICHMOND,

VA.

BIJOL
"FOREVER," Wallace Reid and Elsie
Ferguson (Paramount). A week to big
business. A picture that will make new
fans for pictures.
"MORAN
OF THE
LADY LETTY,"
Rudolph Valentino and Dorothy Dalton
(Paramount). — Not the type of story they
want Valentino in, but played to good business. Rather disappointing.
COLONIAL
"GRAND LARCENY" (Goldwyn). Good
business on a three-day run.
"THE CRIMSON CHALLENGE," Dorothy Dalton (Paramount). Fair business
for three days.
"THE GREEN TEMPTATION," Betty
Compson (Paramount). — -Ran for three
days only. Is rather weak and box office
not so good.
BROADWAY
"THE PRODIGAL JUDGE" (Vitagraph). This picture should have stood
on its own merits, but they added Harold
Bachman's Band as an extra attraction.
Big business for the whole week.
"LOVE'S TEMPTATION," Norma Talmadge (First National). — Played entire
week to very good business.
BLUEBIRD
"THE SILENT VOW," William Duncan
(Vitagraph). Two days to good business.
Will please Duncan fans.

SCRANTON,

PA.

MILES
"FOOLISH MATRONS," Maurice
Toumier production, made fine impression
and did good business. Boosted as a masterpiece and public responded well.
"MOTHER O' MINE," Thomas H. Ince.
— Advance publicity given this picture in
motion picture journals the past few
months gave this film momentum that
made it possible for fine run. Feature was
enjoyed by all and made sensation.
POLI
"STEELHEART," William Duncan.
Average business with most persons en-
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j-^ying vehicle. Had strong pull on the
Duncan following and featuring his name
was good idea. Vaudeville helped bolster
attraction.
"INTRIGUE," Pola Negri.— Seems as
though Scranton picture-goers are getting
"fed up" on Pola Negri. No particular interest in film and it did not make much
of a ripple.
NEW STATE
"THEORORA" (Goldwyn). Italian spectacle made appeal to lovers of literature
and history as well as the general mass
of patrons who like a good picture, no
matter what cultural value it may have.
Hence the film was a good card, with
plenty of drawing power.
"TOL'ABLE DAVID," Richard Barthelmess (First National). — Star, author
and novel all magnets which made picture success.
STRAND
"TURN TO THE RIGHT," Alice Terry
(Metro). Star and Ingram as director
pulled show across on prestige of "Four
Horsemen." Metro feature was liked and
was given plenty of commendation by
theatre-going public. Stage success was
included in exploitation angles handled by
Strand management.
"LOVE'S REDEMPTION." Norma Talmadge (First National). — Drew well and
proved sterling attraction, despite handicap of mine suspension. Big hit among
patrons.
SEATTLE,

WASH.

STRAND
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Dorothy and Lilian Gish (United Artists).
Turned crowds away first three days. Orchestra accompaniment from original New
York score.
Exploitation. — Very heavy newspaper
campaign, window cards, lobby cards.
COLUMBIA
"FOOLISH WIVES," Eric von Stroheim (Universal). Continues to draw
crowds in second big week. Exploitation
stunts continue to keep interest alive.
Doubles for several stars seen continually
on streets. Airplanes dropping handbills
to large crowd assembled for boat race.
Miss Margherite D'auria pleasing in solo
work.
WINTER GARDEN
"FAIR LADY," Betty Blythe (United
Artists). Average audiences.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
lobby display.
Short Subjects. — International News,
educational film.
COLISEUM
FIRST HALF
"THE BRIDE'S PLAY," Marion Davies
(Cosmopolitan).
Good business.
Exploitation. — Window and lobby cards,
newspaper advertising.
Short Subjects. — "Assorted Heroes,"
comedy; Kinogram.
LAST UALY
"SMILIN' THROUGH," Norma Talmadge loved(First
National).
Normaexcellent
much bein Seattle.
Attendance
in
spite of competition with other big features.
Exploitation. — Billboards, newspaper,
window cards and lobby.
Short Subjects. — Cartoon comedy, Pathe
News, Kinograms.
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LIBERTY
"FRIVOLOUS WIVES," Rodolf Valentino (Fidelity). This is one of star's old
ones,
and many — "caught
on." advertising,
Exploitation.
Newspaper
billboards, window cards, lobby display.
Short Subjects. — "Be Reasonable," Mack
Sennett
comedy, News.
"Beauty Land" attractive
scenic. Liberty
PALACE HIP
"EDEN AND RETURN," Doris May
(R-C). Average audiences pleased.
BLUE MOUSE
"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM"
(Arrow). Capacity audiences well sustained.
Exploitation. — Billboards, newspaper
advertising, decorated lobby with illuminated cut-out lettered signs, draped avraings. Baby Ivy Ward giving appealing
personal appearances, distributing baskets
of kisses to school children at matinees.
Short comedy;
Subjects.—
Pollard
Fox"Full
News.o' Pep," Snub

WILKES-BARRE,

PA.

SAVOY
"UNDER THE LASH," Gloria Swanson (Paramount). Star is not much of a
"looker" when she wears ordinary togs.
Picture was all right, but not the kind in
which Miss Swanson would naturally
shine. Attendance average.
ORPHEUM
"THEODORA" (Goldwyn). Stirring
picture of old Byzantine days brought in
business for solid week. Intrigued literary
and historical people of community, induced some ministers to come out and
was a success that was out of the ordinary. Mine strike business handicap not
felt with these classes of people, hence
picture was good as a business gainer.
CAPITOL
"DANGEROUS TOYS," William Desmond. Vaudeville helped bill to go across.
Feature made average hit, with no one
raving about it. Classed as fair film story,
without any spectacular end to it for exploitation.
WILMINGTON,

N. C.

VICTORIA
"TURN TO THE RIGHT" (Metro).
Poor business on a three-day run. A good
picture but a poor box office attraction.
GRAND
"THE
SON
OF WALLINGFORD"
(Vitagraph).
Poof
business on a threeday run. Pleasing picture.
VICTORIA
"FASCINATION," Mae Murray (Metro)
— This, together with "Peacock Alley,"
holds the season's record at the box office.
Aincreased
really wonderful
each day. production and business
GRAND
"DON'T TELL EVERYTHING," Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson, Elliott Dexter
(Paramount). — 'Three days to excellent
business. tainment
Rather
weak, but good entervalue.
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T. PARDY

The

Rose

Universal Special Atti-action. Story and Scenario
by A. P. Younger. Suggested by the Song
of the Same Name. Cameraman, Bert
Cann.
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Screen

EDITED

Second

TRADE

Ingraham.

Length, 4,433.
CAST AM) SYNOPSIS
Rose O'Grady. Gladys Walton Isaac Rosenstein, George B. Williams; Jakey
Rosenstein, Eddie Sutherland; Frankie "BuU" Thompson, Wade Boeteler ; Abe
Rosenstein, Max Davidson ; Rebecca Rosenstein, Vir^nia Adair ; Rachael Rosenstein, Alyce Belcher; Terry O'Brien. .Tack Dougherty; Tim McCarthy. Walter
Perry ; Hawkins, Bennett Southard.
Second hand Rose, adopted Irish daughter in Second Avenue pawnshop family,
is much sought after by Tim McCarthy, a wealthy Irish contractor many years
her senior. Her adopted brother Jakey is accused of stealing from his firm and
is consequently put in jail. The father heartbroken, at the disgrace is taken
seriously ill. McCarthy promises to get Jakey out if Rose will marry him. Rose
is in love with Terry O'Brien but consents to the marriage with McCarthy.
Jakey is freed and shortly afterwards proves his innocence. McCarthy realizes
that Rose loves another and releases her so that she may marry the man of her
choice.
Suggested by the song
of the same name, Second
Hand Rose offers entertainment similar to the
Fannie Hurst stories featuring the struggling side
of life. It contains good
clean amusement for those
who enjoy sentimentality.
The story progresses without much va,riation for
some time other than intimate glimpses into the
home surroundings of
Rosie and her adopted
family. Later it develops
an interesting bit of the
detective element which
"peps"
story up
with thetheaddition
of and
the
romance these fill the
needed requirements.
Points of Appeal. — The
little Irish girl who has
been adopted by a Jewish
family presents a; pathetic figure. Her sacrifices and cheerfulness win
over the audience instantaneously. The good
hearted
stein also"poppa"
comes inRosenfor a
generous share of *he sympathies.
Cast. — Gladys Walton
is an attractive little
a,ctress. However, there
are times when she plays
the title role in this production that her acting
seems possibly a little
overdone. Very good
support has been given by
all the members of the
cast.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — All sets are clear and well
photographed. The interiors are appropriate. Comparatively
few exterior shots have been made. Continuity and direction O. K.

Wife

Trap

UFA

Production, Released Through FamousPlayers-Lasky. Original Play by Earnest
Vajda. Scenario by Joe May. Cameraman,
Warner Brandes. Directed by Robert WuUner.
Length, 5,207.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Louise Hendrick, Mia May ; Richard Hendricii, Albert Steinruek ; Philip Damon,
Paul Bildt ; Violet Chapron, Dyumar Van Twist; Count Feodor Serenoff, Alfred
Gerasch ; The Count's Valet, Otto Treptow.
Philip Damon, an artist, is loved by Louise. Because of his illness he does
not avow her love. Richard Hendricks a prominent banker loves Luuise but she
does not care for him. She learns that Damon will die unless he can go to anto man'y
Hendrickshim and
artist's knowledgeothershe climate
buys soall sheof consents
his paintings
and enables
to gowithout
away.theHendricks
learns
that his wife is practically supporting Damon and enraged and suspectinj her of
infidelit.v he forces her to leave his house. He schemes with Count SerenoCC to
compromise
so thatis he
mightPretending
get a divorce.
on Louise
and tells herLouise
that Damon
dead.
to be an Serenoff
artist hecalls
encourages
her
interest and as time passes she falls in love with him. They arrange to meet
back
in
the
city.
Hendricks
takes
a
room
in
the
hotel
next
to
the
count's
and
when Louise goes there he comes in upon them. Louise, maddened by the duplicity
of her husband and learning of the plot, stabs him to death. She is arrested but
when she tells her story she is acquitted. She finds Damon, his health restored,
waiting for her.
The American picturegoing
public
alreadyto
been too
far has
advanced
willingly accept any such
noticeable shortcomings
as presented in The Wife
Trap. There have been
some remarkably fine Ger- ^
our
recently,
at '
shown but
productions
man theatres
this one certainly proves
that we have no monopoly
on getting out mediocre
pictures in this country.
The court - room scenes
shown here create far less
enthusiasm than an elementary school debate,
and the whole production
lacks finesse. What did
you do with Mistress of
the World? The same
star,
does the
Trap. MiaroleMay,
leading
in The Wife
Points of Appeal. — Possibly the very splendid
views taken along the
Riviera will please the majority of patrons. These
shots are the outstanding
features in the entire picture. There is practically
no warmth or feeling demonstrated by any of the
actors and consequently
no sympathetic appeal has
reached the audience.
Cast. — Mia May has
more of a chance to show
her dramatic capabilities
in this than her former
picture. However, she
does not capture any honors in her emotional
scenes, nor does she seem to possess any individual style. The
supporting cast suffers from about the same faults.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The long shots are good.
A great many of the sets are poorly lighted and therefore lose
effectiveness. The material furnished by the story is of fairly
interesting quality, but direction falls far below standard.
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Use This Index of Reviews in Connection with Release Guide
Here is a list of pictures which have been reviewed i n Exhibitors Trade Review during the past three months,
The pictures are listed alphabetically with the date of issu e and the page number of the review. File your copies of
Exhibitors Trade Review and get a line on the pictures y ou have booked by looking them up in the review pages.
Title Star
Distributor
Title
Star
Distributor
Issue Page
Issue Page
"Man Underbara Cover,
"Across the Continent" (Wallace Reid and Mary MacBedford), The"
Universal(Herbert Rawlinson and Bar- Apr 22 1523
^^^"^h Paramount
May 6 1683
"Any Wife'' (Pearl White), Fox
"Man with Two Mothers, The" (All-Star Cast), Goldwyn !Apr! 29 1599
Apr. 8 1373
"Marry
"Arabian Love" (John Gilbert and Barbara Bedford) Fox.Apr.
the Poor Exhib
Girl" (Mr. anditors
Mrs. Carter De Haven), Apr 29 1597
Associated
"Bachelor Daddy, The" (Thomas Meighan), Paramount. .May 156 1449
1679
"Back Pay" (Seena Owen), Paramount
Feb.
25
937
Rea
lar
"Midnight"
(Constance
Binney andt
William Court'lelgli)',' Apr 29 1601
"Barnstoi-mer, The" (Charles Ray), First National May 13 1775
"Mistress
"Bearcat, The"versal
(Hoot Gibson and Lilian Rich), Uni- Apr. 8 1371
of the World,"
Episode t
No. 1 (Mia May),' Mar 18 1145
Para
moun
"Beautiful Liar" (Katherine MacDonald), First National. Apr. 22 1517
"Mistress
of
the
World,"
Episode
No.
Paramount 2 (Mia May),' Mar 25 1213
"Beauty's Worth" (Marion Davies), Paramount Apr. 8 1369
"Beyond
the
Rainbow"
(Harry
Morey
and
Lillian
Dove),
"Mistress
of the World,"
No. 3 and t
No. 4 (Mia May),' Apr 8 1367
Para
moun
R-C Pictures
Mar. 4 1009
"Bobbed Hair" (Wanda Hawley and William Boyd),
"Money
to
Burn"
(William
Russell),
Fox
! . !! ! !Apr' 22 1513
Paramount
.Apr. 29 1593
"My Holmquist),
Old Kentucky
Home" Releasing
(Monte Blue
and Sigrid
American
Corporatio
n May 13 1771
"Bought
and Paid For" (Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt), Mar. 25 1217
Paramount
"Night
Riders,
The" (Albert
Ray andures
Maudie Dunham), Apr 29 1558
Second
National
Pict
"Boy
Crazy"
(Doris
May
and
Harry
Myers),
R-C
Pictures.Mar.
11
1075
"Broadway Peacock, The" (Pearl White), Fox
Feb. 25 939
"No Trespassing' (Irene Castle), Hodkinson
May 6 1677
"Broken Silence, The" (Zeena Keefe), Arrow Film Corp.May
6 1641
"Other Women's Clothes" (Mabel Ballin), Hodkinson Apr. 1 1295
"Cardigan"
(William
Collier,
Jr.,
and
Betty
Carpenter),
American Photoplay
Mar 4 1011
"Pardon My Nerve" (Charles Jones and Eileen Percy),
"Cave Girl, The" (Teddie Gerard), First National Mar. 18 1143
..o
^'^^ ■■J,--ACrown, A" •,
"Come
Pasteboard
On Over" (Colleen Moore and Ralph Graves), Mar. 25 1217
(Evelyn Greely and Robert Mar.ll 1075
Goldwyn
"Cradle, The" (Ethel Clayton and Charles Meredith) ... .Apr. 1 1299
"Pay Day"Love"
(Charles
Chaplin),
15 1449
"Arabian
(John
"Crimson Challenge, The" (Dorothy Dalton), Paramount. Apr. 22 1517
Gilbert First
and National
Barbara Bedford),".'.Apr.
Fox
Apr 15 1449
"Dangerous Little Demon, The" (Marie Prevost), Uni- versal Mar. 25 1213
Elli
"Penrod"
Barry), (Constance
First National.
. .'.'.'.".".'.'.'.'.'.'."Mar!
1011
ott) of (Wesley
"Polly
"Desert Blossoms" (William Russell), Fox
the Follies"
Talmadge),
Apr. 15 1451
First Mar.ll4 1079
,
National
"Determination,"
& Bradford — State Rights (Al Lin- Mar.
coln and JamesLee Melvale)
18 1115
"Power Within, The" (W. H. Tooker), Pathe
Feb.
25
933
"Doll's House, A" (Nazimova), United Artists
"Prophet's Paradise, The" (Eugene O'Brien and Sigrid
Feb. 25 937
Holmquist), Selznick
Apr. 22 1523
"Don'tExhibitors
Doubt Your Wife" (Leah Baird), Associated May 6 1673
"Question of Honor, A" (Anita Stewart), First National.. Mar. 25 1223
"Elope if You
Must" (Eileen Percy Fox
and Edward Suther- Apr. 1 1295
"Ragged Heiress, The" (Shirley Mason), Fox
land),
Mar. 25 1215
"Rainbow"
(Alice Calhoun), Vitagraph
Apr. 29 1593
"Exit the Vamp" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount
Mar. 4 1003
"Reckless
Chances"
(J.
P.
McGowan
and
Dorothy
Ward),
"Expose
of Sawing a Lady in Half. The" (Clarion Photo- Apr. 15 1405
Associated Exhibitors
Apr. 29 1591
Plays)
"Reckless Youth" (Elaine Hammerstein) , Selznick
Apr.
29 1599
M
"Extra!
Extra!"
(Edna
Murphy
and
Johnnie
Walker),
a
y 1
"Red Peacock, The" (Poll Negri), Paramount
Fox
Mar. 4 1007
Apr. 15 1451
3 1
"Reported Missing" (Owen Moore), Selznick
"FairArtists
Lady" (Betty BIythe and Robert Elliott), United Mar. 25 1221
769 Apr. 22 1515
"Ridin"
Wild" (Roy Stewart, Wallace Beery and Marjorie
Daw), Western Pictures Exploitation
Apr. 29 1557
"False Fronts" (All-Star Cast), The Herolds
Mar. 11 1077
"Robinson Crusoe" (Harry Myers), Universal
Apr. 1 1291
"Fascination" (Mae Murray), Metro Pictures Corp Apr. 29 1601
"Rosary,
The"
(Lewis
S.
Stone
and
Jane
Novak),
First
"Fighting Streak, The" (Tom Mix and Patsy Ruth Miller),
National
Apr. 1 1297
, . Fox
May 6 1671
"Sea Lion, The" (Hobart Bosworth), First National Feb. 25 939
'First Love" (Constance Binney), Paramount
Apr. 15 1445
"Seeing's
Believing"
(Viola Dana).
"For Famous
the Defense"
(Ethel Clayton and Vernon Steel), May 13 1773
Apr. 8 1371
Players-Lasky
"Secret
of the
Hills, The" (Antonio Metro
Moreno and Lillian Mar.
Hall),
Vitagraph
25 1219
"Forest
King,
The"
(Lillian
Hall
and
Reed
Chapman),
Pacific Film Co. (State Rights)
Mar. 25 1183
"Seventh
Day, The"
(Richard Barthelmess), First Apr. 1 1293
National
"Freekinson
Air" (Tom Douglas and Marjorie Seaman), Hod- Apr. 15 1443
"ShattereJ
Morrison and Marguerite de la Mar. 18 1151
Motte), Idols"
First (James
National
"Game Chicken, The" (Bebe Daniels), Paramount-Realart . Apr. 22 1519
"Sheik
of
Araby,
The"
(H.
B. Warner and Barbara
"Gas, Oil and Water" (Charles Ray), First National Apr. 1 1293
Castleton), R-C Pictures
May 13 1771
"Guilty Conscience,
A" (AntonioVitagraph
Moreno and Betty Fran- May 6 1675
cisco),
"Sheik's Wife. The" (Emmy Lynn and Marcel Vibert) . . .Mar. 18 1145
"Sherlock
HolmesRights)
Series" (StoU Film), Alexander Film Jan. 21 540
"Glass Houses" (Viola Dana), Metro
Mar. 25 1219
Co. (State
"Glorious
The" (Lady Diana Manners), May 6 1681
BlacktonAdventure,
Prod
"Silent
Vow,
The"
(Wm. Duncan and Edith Johnson), May 6 1677
Vitagraph
"Glorious Fool, The" (Helene Chadwick and Richard
"Single Track, The" (Corinne Griflith), Vitagraph Feb. 4 721
Dix), Goldwyn
•
Apr. 1 1297
"Sisters"
(SeenaReleasing
Owen, Gladys
Leslie and Matt Moore), Apr. 15 1443
"Go Get 'Em Hutch" (Charles Hutchinson), Pathe Serial. Apr. 8 1375
American
Corp
"Good Provider,
The" (Vera
Gordon and Dore David- Apr. 22 1519
son),
Paramount
"Sleepwalker, The" (Constance Binnev), Realart May 13 1779
"Smilin' Through" (Norma Talmadge), First National. . .Mar. 18 1147
"Grand
Larceny" (Claire Windsor and Elliot Dexter), Mar. 11 1081
Goldwyn
"SongFirst
of Life,
The" (Gaston Glass and Grace Darmond), Mar. 4 1003
National
"GrayHodkinson
Dawn, The" (Carl Gantvoort and Claire Adams), May 6 1681
"Stage Romance, A" (William Farnum), Fox
Feb. 25 935
"Strength
the Pines, The" (William Russell and Irene Mar. 4 1005
"Green Temptation. The" (Betty Compson), Paramount.
1 1291
Rich), ofFox
"Gypsy Passion" (All-Star Cast), Vitagraph .Apr.
Apr. 8 1373
"Heart Specialist, The" (Mary Miles Minter), Realart. . .May 13 1775
"They're Off" (Peggy O'Day), Anchor-State Rights Mar. 11 1042
"Her Husband's Trademark" (Gloria Swanson), Para"Through a Glass Window" (May McAvoy), Famous
^•
Mar. 4 1007
Players-Lasky
May 6 1671
Her Mad Bargain" (Anita Stewart), First National May 6 1683
"Tillie" (Mary Miles Minter), Paramount
May 6 1675
"Too Much Business" (Ethel Grey Terry and Edward
Her Own Money" (Ethel Clayton), Paramount
Mar. 4 1009
Horton), Vitagraph
Apr. 8 1369
"Her National
Social Value"
(Katherine MacDonald), First Mar. 11 1081
"Too Much Wife" (Wanda Hawley), Realart
Feb. 25 935
"Homespun Vamp, A" (May McAvoy), Realart
"Too
Much
Married"
(Mary
Anderson
and
Roscoe
Karns),
Apr.
Associated Photoplays (State Rights)
Mar. 25 1183
"Hushar
Money" (Alice t
Brady and George Fawcett) Real- Mar. 118 1375
1077
"Tracked to Earth" (Frank Mayo), Universal Mar. 4 1005
"I Can Explain" (Gareth
"Trap, The" (Lon Chaney), Universal
May 13 1773
Metro
Apr. 1 1299
"In Self-Defense" (All-StarHughes),
"Travelin'
On" (Wm. S. Hart), Paramount
Mar. 25 1223
Cast),
Biograph May 6 1641
"Infidel, The" (Katherine MacDonaldSwedish
"Truthful Liar, The" (Wanda Hawley and Edgar Hearn),
and
Robert
Ellis),
First National
Apr. 29 1597
Famous Players-Lasky
May 6 1673
"Innocent Cheat, The" (Roy Stewart and Kathleen Kirk"Up and Going" (Tom Mix), Fox
Apr. 8 1367
ham), Arrow-State Rights
Mar 11 1042
"Vermillion
Pencil, The" (Sessue Hayakawa), R-C Mar. 18 1151
"Invisible Fear, The" (Anita Stewart), First National. . .Apr. 29 1595
Pictures
Is Matnmony a Failure?" (All-Star Cast), Paramount. .Apr. 29 1603
"Virginia Courtship, A" (May McAvoy), Realart Mar. 18 1147
"Island Wives" (Corinne Griflith), Vitagraph
Apr. 29 1603
"Voice
the Dark" (Walt Whitman), Pacific Film Co. Mar. 11 1043
"IronFox
to Gold" (Dustin Farnum and Margaret Marsh), Mar.
Statein Rights
18 1149
"Western
Speed"
(Charles Jones rnd Eileen Percy). Fox. May 13 1777
"Kindred
of First
the Dust"
(Miriam Cooper and Ralph Apr 15 1445
Graves),
National
"When Romance Rides" (Claire Adams and Carl (Jantvoort),
Goldwyn
Apr. 22 1521
"Kisses" (Alice Lake and
Myers), Metro
!Apr! 15 1441
"WhySelznick
Announce Your Marriage?" (Elaine Hammerstein), Feb. 25 933
"Last Trail, The" (All-Star Harry
Cast), Fox
Mar
18
1149
"LoveFirst
NeverNational
Dies" (Lloyd Hughes, and Madge Bellamy), Mar 25 1215
"Wide Open Town, A" (Conway Tearle and Faire Binney),
Selznick
."Apr.
15 1083
1447
"Loves
of
Pharaoh,
The"
(All-Star),
Famous
Players.
. . .'Mar. 25 1221
"Wild Honey"
(Priscilla Dean),
Universal
Mar.ll
"Love's
Boomerang"
(Ann
Forrest
and
David
Powell)
Paramount
Mar. 11 1079
"Wise Kid. The" (Gladys Walton), Universal
Mar. 18 1143
"Without Fear" (Pearl White and Robert Elliott), Fox. .Apr. 29 1591
"Love's Masquerade" (Conway Tearle), Selznick May 13 1779
"Woman
He Married, The" (Anita Stewart), First Apr. 22 1513
"Love's Redemption" (Norma Talmadge), First National. Jan. 21 571
National
O'Malley),
Pat
and
Daw
(Marjorie
The"
Truth,
"Lying
"Woman's
Side, The" (Katherine MacDonald), First Apr. 15 1447
American Releasing (3orporation
May 6 1679
National
"Man from Beyond, The" (Houdini), Houdini Productions. Apr. 15 1406
"Woman,
Wake Up!" (Florence Vidor), Associated Ex-..Apr. 22 1515
"ManVitagraph
from Downing Street, The" (Earle Williams), Apr. 22 1521
hibitors-Pathe
"Wonderful
Wife, A" (Miss DuPont and Vernon Steele), Apr. 29 1595
ManPictures
from Hell's
River"
(Irving
Cummings),
Western
Universal
Exploitation
Apr. 29 1557
"World's Champion,
The" Paramount
(Wallace Reid and Lois Wil- Mar.ll 1083
"ManNilsson),
from Home,
The"
(James
Kirkwood
and
Anna
Q.
son),
Paramount
May 13 1777
"ManandWhoSylvia
Married
His OwnUniversal
Wife, The" (Frank Mayo May 13 1769
"Yankee Doodle, Jr." (J. Frank Glendon), State Rights. .Mar. 11 1043
Breamer),
"Your Best Friend" (Vera Gordon), Warner Brothers. . .Apr. 15 1405
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Men

in Six Parts.

Re-

leased by Pa the. Author, John B. Clymer.
Director, J. P. McGowan.

TRADE

Cameraman,

Ben

Time, Sixty-five Minutes.

OAST AND SYNOPSIS
Crando, Jean Perry; Li Fung, James Wang; Bandini, Charles Biindley ; Buck
Allis, Andrew Waldron ; Hilma Allis, Florence Gilbert; Amy Allis, Helen Holmes;
Captain Brandt, alias Tlie Dragon, J. P. McGowan.
Craado, a super-bandit, lives in a walled castle built in the hills of Lower
California, and rules the surrounding country like an emperor. Li FUng, his righttiand man, urges Crando to extend his territory, but the latter Iiesitates because
he loves Hilma Allis, the "Woman of the Yellow Hair," who detests Crando as
much as her sister Amy loves him. Hilma takes compassion on the Dragon, a
bandit leader fleeing from the Rangers, and aids his escape. After Crando and
Bandini. a border outlaw, persuade the Dragon to join their band, they discover
that he is a United States secret service agent, and doom him to become another
"missing man" in the hills. The Dragon is really Captain Brandt, who has already Jailed the man whose personality he has assumed. Brandt sends for cavalry
troops and the latter storm Crando' s fortress. Crando is found dead. Hilma,
forcibly taken there by Li Fung, is rescued by Brandt. Captain Brandt and
Hilma are united.
For those who like unlimited fast action, thrills
galore, hair-breadth escapes and combats in
which bullets fly as thick
as a hail storm, this riproaring melodrama affords
very satisfactory entertainment. It is mighty
good stuff of its kind, the
way to enjoy the story of
the daring brigand, who
sets up what is virtually
an empire of his own on
the California border, is
just to forget the improbabilities of the plot and
revel in its exciting situations and romantic lure.
While Hills of Missing
Men cannot be listed as a
high-class picture in the
«xact .sense of the phrase,
it should please a big majority of movie- patrons
and most exhibitors ought
to find it a paying attraction.
Points of Appeal. —
The call of wild adventure
and colorful atmosphere
dominate the feature,
through which there runs
a very prettily developed
love romance, the human
interest element is not
neglected and the climax
arrives with a whirl and
dash befitting the general
trend of the narrative.
Cast. — Helen Holmes,
celebrated throughoxit filmland for her daring stunts
in railroad serials and
melodramatic features, exhibits all the nerve and
ginger for which she is famous in her impersonation of Amy
Allis, Florence Gilbert fills the heroine rale of Hilma acceptably
and J. P. McGowan plays the lead of Captain Brandt, alias the
"Dragon," in his usual energetic style. Jean Perry is a sufficiently ferocious bandit king and adequa,te support is furnished
by the remainder of the company.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The battle between the
U. S. cavalry troops and the outlaw band, when the stronghold
of the bandits is stormed, is splendidly filmed, the mountain
scenery is impressive, skilful long shots abound and the lighting
is thoroughly effective. The continuity is smooth and the action
never falters.

Metro

Photoplay in Six Parts. Author, Wadsworth Camp. Scenario by June Mathis.
Director, Maxwell Karger. Running Time,

Sixty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Babe I.enno.\, Alice Lake; Dick Talbot, Conrad Nagel ; Inspector Garth, John
Inee ; Kdward Felton, Charles dary ; Dave Hume, Harry Northrup.
rivals Hume,
for' the tolovegetof ridBaheof Lennox,
a David
chonis Hume
girl, and
who Edis Felton,
friendlygamblers,
with botharemen.
Felton,
"squeals" on him to the authorities, and he is arrested. Felton gets out on bail,
and Talbot, the attorney, warns Hume to keep clear of him. Felton is prevented
from shooting Hume by Babe. Hume, who is in ill health and knows he is doomed,
determines to commit suicide and make it appear that i'elton killed him. He
makes a wager with ITelton that he can do so. but gives Babe a small statue to
hand to Felton just before the latter goes to the electric chair, as he is convinced
that his plan will not fail. Hume is found dead. Talbot prosecutes the case
against Felton, and the latter is found guilty. He is about to be strapped into
the electric chair when Babe delivers the statue, by means of which Felton's innocence is proved and the fact that Hume killed himself is established. Babe,
who had denounced Talbot for having convicted Pelton, now acknowledges that
she loves the young attorney and all ends well.
The novelty of a plot
which never for a single
instant runs along familiar
lines is one of the outstanding qualities of this
picture, which is directed
with rare skill and unMax-a
wellerring
Kargerjudgment
and by
offers
story as remarkable for its
suspensive appeal as its
bizarre originality. There
will be few found to dissent from the verdict that
Hate is an unusual sort of
production, throbbing with
human interest, depending
on vivid emotional atmosphere rather than physical
action, for its drawing
power, dience
but absorbed
holding
aufromanstart
to finish by odd and cleverly developed situations, a
marvel of realism, presented by a talented cast
and giving every indication of proving a valuable
box-office asset. Such
films are welcome were it
only for the fact that they
strike new trails and forsake the old melodramatic
highway with its wellworn sign
lationposts
travelersand
in reguhero,
heroine and villain guise.
Points of Appeal. —
It is hard to guess who the
girl in the case intends to
f estow her affections upon,
therefore her choice of
Talbot, the attorney, comes
as a surprise and the love
interest is greatly increased by this uncertainty. Hume's revenge, the ingenious scheme by which his suicide is made to cast suspicion on his rival, brings the unlucky
against right up to the death chair before the eviplots
chap hedence left
for that purpose frees the doomed man, a scene which
a gruesomely effective thrill. But as the dead man's hate
carries
isn't pushed
to the
finish
is attained
afterpoint
all. of eliminating its object a pleasant
Cast. — Alice Lake gives a very fine performance in the part of
Babe Lennox, and is splendidly supported, the work of Messrs.
Harry Northrup and Charles Clary, in their reConrad Nagel,
spective roles, deserving high praise.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Exteriors and interiors
are skilfully filmed and the lighting effects are excellent. The
continuity holds without a break throughout the entire six reels,
and the action moves smoothly and rapidly.
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AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
r- JFootage
Cardigan (Messmore Kendall)
7,000*
Jungle
Adventures
(Johnson-Exceptional)....
s'oOO*
Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett;
5,000*
Darmg Danger (Cliffs Smith)
5,000*
Jan of the Big Snows (J. Oliver Curwood).. 5 000*
The Cradle Buster (Tuttle Walter)
6,000*
Bluebeard, Jr., (Jas. Livingtston)
5,000*
The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfa.x) 6,000*
Sisters (International Film)
7,000*
The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.).. 5!oOO*
My Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictures) 7,000*
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
The Three
Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer) 6,000*
5,000*
The Pillagers (Louis Wm. Chaudet)
7 000*
Destiny's
Isle
(Wm.
P.
S.
Earle)
6,000*
False Fronts
5,000*
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
SPENCER PRODUCTIONS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)
4 9'1
CLIFF SMITH PRODUCTIONS
Western Hearts (Art Station and Josie ^
Sedgwick)
4711
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
4,'539
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
(Distributed through Pathe)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
The Rider of the King Log (Special) 5,000*
The Road to London (Bryant Washburn) . . 5,000*
Sm of Martha Queed, The (Alan Dwan
,,P''°<i.)^
Marry
the • •■
Poor Girl (Mr. and Mrs. Carter 6,000*
, D/Haven)
Unfoldment,
The (All Star Cast)
66,000*
OOO*
Handle With Care (Grace Darmond)
5,000*
Woman, Wake Up (Florence Vidor)
6 000*
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird) S^OOO*
Lady
Tennyson's Poem).... 76 000*
Silas Godiva
Marner (Alfred
(All Star)
000*
HAROLD
LLOYD
COMEDIES
" 3 ' OOO*
Among Those
Present
Now or Never
3,000*
1,^°
3,000*
Never v,i-Weaken
3,000*
A Sailor-Made Man
4 nno*
PLAYGOERS PICTURES, INC
Across the Divide (J. P. McGowan)
5 200*
Tropical Love (Ruth Clifford)
5 000*
Father Tom (Tom Wise)
5'000*
Anne
Smoky The
(All (T.StarP. Cast)
Ruse of
of Little
the Rattler,
McGowan) '. 5*000*
5,000*
Reckless Chances
(J. P. McGowa
n)
5 000*
Hills of Missing
(J. P. Beecher)
McGowan) 6e'oOO*
Sunshine
Harbor Men
(Margaret
000*
Pasteboard Crown, A (All Star
Cast)
5 000*
Lonesome Corners (Edgar Jones)
5 000*
Tracks (All Star Cast)
e'.OOO*
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Nancy From Nowhere (Realart Prod.) (Bebe
Daniels)
'??'
One Glorious Day (Cruze Spec.) (RogersLee)
5
100
Saturday (Night (Cecil B. DeMille Prod.).. 8 433
Theson Law
and
the
Woman
(Stanlaws-C
ompProd.)
;
Moran of the Lady Letty (Melford-Dalton 5
Prod.)
Boomerang Bill (Lionel Barrymore-Cosmo- g 3gg
politan Prod.)
5 439
A- Pro
Hbmespun Vamp (May McAvoy-Realart
d.)
4 777
Love's
Robertson n)
Prod.) 54,981
618
Her OwnBoomeran
Moneyg (John S.Clayto
Midnight (Constance(Ethel
Binny-Realart Prod
)
4
653
The Red Peacock (Pola Negri)
A Game Cliicken (Bebe
Daniels-Realart Prod ) 46,735
748
Travelin* (George
On (William
S. Hart)
Forever
Fitzmaurice
Prod.)
76',267
236
The(Spec.
Mistress
of
the
World
(Chapter
1)
'
Prod.)
5_647
The
(Wallace(Chapter
Reid) . . 2). . 5*030
The World's
Mistress Champion
of the World
(Spec. Prod.)
S,275
Her Husband's
Trademark
(Gloria(Realart)
Swansoii)
Bobbed
Hair (Wanda
Hawley)
... 45,'l01
395
Fool's
Paradise of (Cecil
B. DeMille
Prod.) 3).. 8,681
The Mistress
the World
(Chapter
(Spec. Prod.)
5,061
The Heart Specialist (Mary Miles MinterRealart)
47^8 ,
Beauty s Worth (Marion Davies-Cosmopol■tan)
6,751
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 4)
(Spec. Prod.)
3,825
The Green Temptation (Betty Compson)... 6,165
Through a Glass Window (May McAvoyRealart)
4 490
Find the Woman (Cosmopolitan)
5,144
The Cradle (Ethel Clavton)
4,698
The Sleep Walker (Constance Binney-Real^art)
4,530
Bought and Paid For Wm. de Mille-Ayres^,Holt)
5,601
Ihe Devil's Pawn (Pola Negri)
4,712
'Approximately
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RELEASES
Footage

Pardon My Nerve
4 484
Western
Speed
?'???
DUSTIX FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
4,320
The Devil Within
5,997
Iron
to Gold
4*515
WILLIAM
RUSSELL SERIES
Desert Blossoms
4 175
The Roof Tree
4 409
Mioney
rn
Strengthto ofBu
the Pines
4'382
SHIRLEY -MASON SERIES
Ever Since Eve
4 531
J ackie
4 94,3
9"?^"'^
'■'■'■'■'.'.'■'.y.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.\ 5,147
Little Miss Smiles
4*834
The Ragged
Heiress
4,'888
JOHN
GILBERT
SERIES
Gleam O' Dawn
4 173
.-\rabian
Love
TWENTIETH CENTURY ;PICTURES
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn)
4544
The Jolt (Murphy-Walker)
4*835
Winning with
Bedford) 4,616
4*435
Whatever
She Wits
Wants (Barbara
(Eileen Percy)
FIRST NATIONAL
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn) 4*049
Extra: IfExtra:
(Walker-Murphy)
4*160
Elope
You Must
(Eileen Percy)
4^995
Molly O (Mack Sennett-Mabel Normand) . . 7,558
The Silent Call (Trimble-Murphin Prod.) 6,784
WID
GUNNING,
INC.
Hail the Woman (Ince Prod.)
7,222
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Prod.)
4,367.
What Do
Want? (Claire Windsor) 6,141
Her Mad Bargain (Anita Stewart)
5,491
Our MutualMenFriend
(.Ml Star)
7 698
Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald) . . . . ????
Love's Redemption (Norma Talmadge) 5,889
White
Hands
(
Hobart
Bosworth)
5*654
The Beautiful Liar (Katherine MacDonald) 5,030
The Blot (Claire Windsor)
7*121
My
Boy (Jackie
Coogan)
Quo
Vadis
(All
Star)
'
5*884
Shattered
Idols (Frothingham
Production).. 4,967
5,850
Old
Bucket Country
(All Star
)
SJ'',' Oaken
I^"","™
(Nell Shipman)..
6,'9S7
5^098
The Cave Girl (Special)
4,405
The Seventh Day (Richard Barthelmess) . . . . 5,335
ENTERTAINMENT
SERIES
Good to Evil (Lucy Doraine)
4*951
The Song of Life (John StahO
6.920
The Fire Bride
5 qoo*
Red Barnstormer
Hot Romance (Charles
(Emerson-Loos
Prod.).. 6,055
The
Rav)
5. ,00
The iMadness
of Love
5*000*
Alias
Phil Kenn
5;ooo*
ine l>]onde
Vampedy
PenrodRosary
(Wesley
Barry) (Nei'lan
Prod.).... 8,037
ire
S 000*
The
(Selig-Rorke
Production)
7,045
The
Side (Katherine
Foolish
Monte Carlo
s'oOO*
The
Boot
leggers
Polly Woman's
of the Follies
(Constance MacDonald)..
Talmadge).. 5,366
6,467
SfiOO*
The , Love Nest
A Question of Honor (Anita Stewart) 6,065
5,000*
Gas, Oil, Water (Charles Ray)
4,500
Don't Blame Your Children
5*000*
Smilin'InfidelThrough
(NormaMacDonald)
Talmadge) 5,377
8,000*
Mrs. Blue
Dane'sMountain
Confession
5*000*
The
Mystery
The
(Katherine
5^000*
Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh-Miriam
GOLDWYN PICTURES
Cooper)
8,422
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
For Those We Love
5 752
(Through First National)
The Invisible Power
6*613
Cup of Life (Thos. H. Ince)
-. . . 4,392
Dangerous Curve Ahead ....
s's03
The Leopard Woman (Louise Blaum)
7,000*
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth).... 6.055*
The
Old My
NestFrench
(.Mary
Alden)
'.
7*250
Pardon
(Vivian
Martin)
5*620
.A
Poor
Relation
Love
(Louise
Glaum)
6,000*
(Will
Roger
s)
4 609
I Am Guilty (Louise Glaum)
6,312
FromMy theWife
Ground
UpUnde
(Tom Moore)
4*495
Be
Greater
Than
Love
6,000*
(Max
r)
4470
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood— All
The Grim Comedian (Special Cast)
5 509
6,000* The 'Night Rose (Special Cast)
5 630
A Star)
Perfect Crime (Monte Blue)
4,739
A Broken Doll
4,594
Poverty of Riches (Special Cast)
S*641
Man FromFool,
The Last of the Mohicans (Maurice TourLostTh
River, e
The (Special Cast).. S5*693
Glorious
392
^neur)
6,000* Man With Two Mothers
4*423
The Foolish Matrons (Maurice Toumeur) . . 6,000*
His Back Against the Wall
4*680
AHomeSmall
Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5,000*
Talent
5 OOO*
Watch Your Step
4*713
for Romeo
4*'?f>4
The Ten Dollar Raise
6*000* Doubling
Wallflower,
The
5*228
Mother Lips
O' Mine
H. Ince)
6,*500
Lying
(Thos. (Thos
H. Ince)
7.000
Theodora
(Special)
895
Grand Larceny
* * 85*228
Homespun Folks (Thos. Ince)
6,000
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
FOX FILM CORPORATION
BENJ. B. HAMPTON
SPECIAL
The Sagebrusher (All Star)
6 000*
Over the Hill
Dwelling
Place
10,500
of Light (All)Star) 6,'568
The
Spenders
(All
Star
5
693
-\ Virgin Paradise
7^781
A Connecticut Yankee in King .Vrthur's
AHeart's
CertainHaven
Rich Man
Star)
6*000*
(Claire(AllAdams,
Carl
Gantvoort, Robert McKim)
„<-°"/t
;
thun
5 qOO*
derc
68,000*
724
The Grey Dawn (Claire .Adams, Carl ciantShamelap
g 231
voort, Robert McKim)
g qOO*
ZANE GREY PICTURES
Perjury
I '''''..]][[[[[ I 8,068
8;373
Footfalls
..
The Riders of the Dawn (All Star)
Ihe Last .Tri
al
6 180
6 355
Desert Gold (All Star)
7 qoO*
Queen of Sheeba
g'soo
WILLIAM
FARNUM SERIES
The
Man of the Forest (All Star)
slsSO
The Mysterious Rider (All Star)
His Great Sacrifice
5,500
6 282
J. PARKER READ
Shackles
of Gold
Stage Romance,
A
6*416
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth
4,643
PEARL WHITE SERIES
Love Madness (Louise Glaum) ) 6,290
Sex (Louise Glaum)
6[208
?^^'°",'3rf""
6,237
Any Wife
DIETRICH BECK, INC.
4 597
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
Broadway Peacock, The
4*380
5.480
Without Fear
4*406
ARTCO PRODU(rriONS
Cynthia-of-the-Minute (Leah Baird)
ATOMRidin
eo
MIXRom
SERIES
'4 747
5.634
RO'BERT BURNTON
The Big Town Round-Up
4 250
The Cost of Opportunity (J. Warren KerriAfter Your Own Heart
. . . . 4*244
gan) 4,624
The Night Horsemen
4*993
The House of Whispers (J. Warren KerriThe Rough Diamond
4*458
Trailin'
]
4*355
g
an) 4624
Syh-High
The Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan) 4,925
4,546
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
Chasing the Moon
5*092
The Kentucky Colonel (Joseph J. Dowling) 5,965
Up and Going
4*525
The FightingJONES
Streak
?'???
CHARLES
SERIES
JOSEPH LEVERING
Jo
F'"!sh
;
Bar aNot
hm
His^ Temporary Wife (Rubye De Renter).. S,329
44,000*
311
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle Stedman)
4>430
Ridin' With Death
4,*175
The Crimson Challenge (Dorothy Dalton) . . 4,942
The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley-Realart) 5,243
The Spanish Jade (John S. Robertson Prod.) ????
Is Matrimony a Failure? (J. Cruze-All Star
Prod.)
5,612
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan) 7,753
REALART PICTURES
(^Through Famous Plavers-Lasky)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Something Different (Constance Binney) . . . . 4,840
The Magic Cup (Constance Binney)
4,857
Such a Little Queen (Constance Binney)... 4,942
Out of the Chorus (Alice Brady)
4,888
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady)
4*964
Little Italy (Justine
(Alice Brady)
4,'875
Blackbirds
Johnstone)
4,979
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine Johnstone) 5,360
Sheltered Daughters (Justine Johnstone) .... 4,895
-A Heart to Let (Justine Johnstone)
5,294
A Private Scandal (May McAvoy)
4,363
Room and Board (Constance Binney)
5,107
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter).... 4,715
Everj'thing for Sale (May McAvoy)
5,091
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The

Beauty

Shop

A Cosmopolitan Production Released by Paramount. Adapted from the Musical Comedy
of Channing Pollock and Rennold Wolf.
Scenario by Doty Hobart. Directed by
Edward Dillon. Photographed by Harold
Wenstrom.
Length, Seven Reels.
CAST AND SYXOl'SIS
Dr. Arbutus Budd. Raymond Hitchcock; Sobini, Billy B. Van; Panatilla. James
J. Corbett ; Cremo Panatella, Louise Fazenda ; Cola, Madeline Fairbanks; Cola,
Marion Fairbanks; Anna Budd. Diana Allen, Maldonado, Monta;,'u LoTe ; Phil
Brig^, Laurence Wheat.
Dr. Arbutus Budd, a New York beauty specialist, does a thriving business, but
as none of his patrons pay their bills, he is dogged by creditors. He purchases
the crest and uniform of a broken-down baron of Bolognia, Sizerella. which he
uses as a trade mark on his bottles of beautj' lotions. A bottle of his lotion
reaches Bolognia, where the crest is recognized, and Sobini, an undertaker, is
commissioned to go to New York and bring the baron to Bolognia. Dr. Budd is
willing to accompany him, he will inherit a fortune, and takes his attorney,
PhU Briggs, and ward. Anna, with him. Instead of a fortune, he finds more
trouble, his only legacy being a duel with Maldonado, a notorious bad man.
Budd is appalled at the thought of fighting a duel and tries to escape, but every
attempt is thwarted. To add to his discomfiture, Cremo Panatella, hideously ugl.v,
becomes enamored with him, and disgusted, he gives her an armful of beauty
preparations. She puts some of the paste on her face and it defies removal.
Budd flees with Cola, and they are pursued and captured at the beach. Budd
removes the paste from Cremo's face and she is revealed as strikingl.v beautiful.
He and Maldonado call the duel off as they are to marry sisters, and Budd, Cola.
Anna and Briggs sail for America to make a fortune out o? the beauty paste.
In adapting Channing
Pollock's and Rennold
Wolf's musical comedy.
The Beauty Shop to the
screen, Cosmopolitan
played wise and placed
the bulk of the story telling on the subtitles and
not on the action in the
picture. In doing this
they have given the screen
a boiled down musical
comedy vrithout the music
and chorus that will probably get by on its humorous subtitles. It is a picture that is entirely different from anything that
has been released since
Raymond Hitchcock discontinued making two-reel
comedies several years
ago. Taking it all in all,
it will probably please in
towns where members of
the cast are popular and
the patrons are not finicky
about the story being told
in subtitles and not in
action.
Points of Appeal. —
There is not very much action in this picture on
which to base an appeal,
aside from the excellent
photography of the splendid settings. There is a
little comedy, however, and
in a few instances toward
the last the action gets
rather fast, but it fails to
convince. Some of the
subtitles are humorous
and will provoke laug'hs
where slang is liked.
Cast.— The work of
Montagu Love and Louise Fazenda stood out above all of the
rest. They made the most of their parts. Miss Fazenda getting
spontaneous laughter on several occasions. The rest of the
cast made the most of the roles assigned to them, the Fairbanks
Twins proving attractive in the roles of Coca and Cola.
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Photography, Lighting and Direction. — A great deal of credit
is due Edward Dillon on this production. There were only few
places in which the action afforded any comedy, and he made the
most of those. The settings were good, the lighting fine and the
photography excellent.

The

Deuce

of

Spades

Charles Ray
Production.
Released by First
National Pictures.
Story by Charles E. Van
Loan.

Scenario by Richard Andres.

Cam-

" eraman,
George
Rizard.
Directed
Charles Ray.
Length, 4,500.

by

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Amos,Dobbs.
CharlesPhilip
Ray Dunham
; Sally, ;Marjorie
Maurice
Elkliorn Jeukins,
Lincoln
I'lumer ;
Edwin
Fat ;Ed.Restaurant
Andrew ; Arbuckle
Dick; Southerland ; Hawk-nosp,
Jack Richardson
Owner, J.; Bouncer,
P. Lockney
Peddler,
Gus Leonard : The Sponge, Bert Offord ; Driver Bill, William Courtwright.
Amos Mont.
of BostonThegoes
to "growinuptown
with falls
the country"
Butte,
onlyWest
restaurant
to Amos and
whoarrives
buys atthisLittle
out
when
the
proprietor
sticks
him
up
and
gets
away
with
Amos'
roll,
leaving
behind
him a deed of sale for the rest;iurant to make the transaction legal. .\mos converts
the place into a model of cleanliness, with the aid of Sally, the little waitress.
Business prospers to such an extent that Amos feels he can afford a trip home to
Boston. At the railroad station he is approached by a confiding stranger and
becomes a victim of an old card trick. It costs Amos his savings, and he returns
immediately to Little Butte. The story has spread and he finds his restaurant
decorated in gala style with deuces of spades. The weight of this last straw
turns him into a wiidman and he shoots up the town .lust as the tworecovers
gamblers
his
him drop into his restaurant for a bite to eat. He
who hadfromfleeced
losses
them and chases them out of town. He and Sally decide to be
partners for life.
Charles Ray has done
better pictures and he has
done some worse than
The Deuce of Spades.
For wholesome entertainment his latest is quite
acceptable. In this picture
he has partly revived
some of his popular characteristics offormer days.
Some of the situations
are humorous, but on several occasions there is too
much visible evidence of
padding. This, however,
need not offer any serious
objection to the picture in
places where the star is
well liked. The story is
sufficiently good to bear
up under ferencesthese
little will
difand no doubt
bring in its share of
laughs.
Pointsare numerous
of Appeal.little
—
There
a.ctions of Amos'
that will
immediately
impress
the
audience as being very
true to life. And particularly funny is the battle
of words between the
Chinaman and the Hebrew
peddler, which is amusingly done with the aid of
clever sub titles.
Cast. — Charles Ray as
Amos brings back some
of his old time rubeishness. His comedy is good.
Majorie Maurice as Sally
does some pleasing work, The cast is thoroughly capable and
renders excellent support.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Photography throughout
is clear and well lighted. Continuity smooth, but the story contains little action until the latter part of the picture. Regardless
of whatever defects might be noticeable in direction we must
give Mr. Ray credit when it comes to selecting types.
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RELEASES—

Footage
Footage
The
Empire
of
Diamonds
6,000*
King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
6,000*
Light in the Clearing (All Star)
7,000* Rogues and Romance (George B. Seitz and
LEWIS TRACY
June Caprice)
6,000*
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
5,760
The Gifl Montana (Blanche Sweet)
5,000*
When We Were Twenty-One (Hi. B. Warner) 5,000*
IRVIN V. WaLLAT PROD.
The
Sage
Hen
(Edgar
Lewis)
6,000*
Down Home (All Star)
6,335
The Killer (Claire Adams)
6,000*
Partners of the Tide (All Star)
6,150
Truant
Husbands
(Mahlon
Hamilton)
5,019*
Face of the World (Barbarba Bedford)
5,800
Bars
of
Iron
(Madge
White)
5,000*
Fifty
Candles
(All
Star)
6,000*
The
Lure
of
Egypt
(Federal
Prod.)
J. L. FROTHINGHAM PROD.
The Heart Line (Leah Baird and Jerome 6,000*
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale) 6,300
Patrick)
6,000*
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale) 5,700
Without
Benefit of Clergy
5,635
The Other Woman (All Star Cast)
5,800
The Money
Maniac
5,000*
The
Orderly
3,^73
HUGO BALLIN PROD.
Pagan Love (Rockliffe Fellows and Mabel
The Power Within (Achievement Pictures) . . 6,000*
Isle of Zorda (Louis Nalpas Production) . . . 9,000*
6,000*
EastBallin)
Lynne (Mabel Ballin and Edward Earle) 6,634
PIONEER FILM CORP.
The Journey's End (Maibel Ballin and Wyndham
Standing)
8,000*
Indiscretion
(Florence Reed, Lionel Atwill,
Jane Eyre (Mabel Ballin and Norman Trevor) 6,550
The Luxury Tax (Mabel Ballin, Raymond
Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Oh Mary Be Careful (Madge Kennedy) 6,000*
Bloomer, Crauford Kent)
7,000*
ROCKET FILM CORP.
The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks) 5,000*
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Starke) 6,000*
The Truant Husband (All Star)
5,000*
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey) 5.000*
Keeping
Up
with
Lizzie
(Enid
Bennett)...
6,000*
Beyond the Crossroad (Ora Carew)
6,000*
REBSrCO FILM CORP.
In Society
Wise
Husbands(Edith (GailRoberts)
Kane, J. Herbert 5,000*
Lavender and Old Lace (Marguerite Snow) 5,770
Frank)
6,000*
At the Sign
of the JackPRODUCTIONS
O'Lantern (All Star) 5,193
The Leech (Claire Whitney)
6,000*
WARD
iLASCELLE
His
Brother's
Keeper
(Martha
Mansfield,
Rip Van Winkle (All Star)
6,700
Rogers Lytton, Gladden James)
6.000*
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
The Barbarian (Monroe Salisbury)
6,000*
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom) 6,000*
God's
Crucible
(All
Star)
6,000*
Idle
Hands
(Gail
Kane)
6,000*
Cameron of the Royal Mounted (Gaston
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau) 6,000*
Glass)
6,000*
Finder's Keepers (Violet Mersereau)
6,000*
HOLTRE PRODUCTIOiNS.
French Heels (Irene Castle)
5,500
R-C PICTURES
Where Lights Are Low (Sessue Hayakawa) 5,810
METRO PICTURES CORP.
Live and Let Live (Wm. Christy Cabanne) . . 5,900
NAZLMOVA
Salvage (Pauline Frederick)
6,450
The Foolish Age (Doris May)
4.500
The Heart of a Child
6,239
The
Barricade
(Cabanne
Prod.)
6,170
Madame Peacock
5,428
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa)
5,600
Billions
5,036
Lure of the Jade (Pauline Frederick) 5.935
Camille
5,600
Possession
(Mercaton
Prod.)
6,550
METRO CLASSICS, Inc. (Special)
The Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone).. 4,600
Silent Years (T. L. Gasnier)
6,056
Life'sGame
Darn (May
FunnyAllison)
(Viola Dana)
5,741
Big
5,333
At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
6.30O
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytell)
5,510
Eden and Return (Doris May)
4.831
The Match Breaker (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Five Days to Live (Sessue Havakawa) . . . . 5,356
Hole in the Wall, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
of Women
(Pauline Frederick),.
"??
Idle Rich, The (Bert Lytell)
6,000* Two
Billy Kinds
Tim (Fred
Stone)
/... 5,032
Fourteenth Lover, The (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Why Men Forget (Special Cast)
5,299
Infamous Miss Revel, The (Alice Lake) . . . 6.000*
The Call of Home (L. J. Gasnier)
5,220
6.500
Alias Ladyfingers (Bert Lytell)
6,000* Beyond the Rainbow (Cabanne Prod.)
There Are No Villians (Viola Dana)
6,non*
Boy Crazy (Doris May)
4,800
Golden Gift, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Bigamist (Special
Cast)
5.1"0
The Vermillion
Pencil (Sessue
Havakawa).. 5.012
Right That Failed, The (Bert Lytell) 6,000*
Glass Houses (Viola Dana)
6,000* The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick) ???'
Kisses
(Alice
Lake)
6,000*
Gay
and
Devilish
(Doris
May)
????
Face Between, The (Bert Lytell)
4,997
Seeing's(Alice
Believing
(Viola Dana)
6,000*
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENT.
Hate
Lake)
6,000*
Five Dollar Baby, The (Viola Dana)
6,000* ELAINE HAMMERSTEIX STAR SERIES
MAURICE TOURNEUR PROD.
Remorseless Love
4.180
The Great Redeemer (All Star Cast)
5,005
Handcuffs or Kisses
4,180
TAYLOR HOLMES PROD.
The Way of a Maid
4,800
Nothing! But the Truth
5,639
Whv Announce
Marriage?
5. ■'00
The Very Idea
5,212
Reckless
Youth Your
..
5,700
Nothing But Lies
4,882
Evidence
????
C. E. SHURTLEFF PROD.
EUGENE
O'BRIEN
STAR
SERIES
The Mutiny of the Elsinore (.\11 Star) 5,778
Is Life Worth Living?
5,019
The Star Rover (Special Cast;
t,446
Clay Dollars
???'
The Little Fool (Special Cast)
4,670
Chivalrous
Charlie
1 ..... . 4,543
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
The
Prophet's
Paradise
4,000*
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes)
4,968
Channing of the Northwest
4,725
The Hunch (Gareth Hughes)
6,000* John Smith
????
Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes)
6.000*
CONWAY
TEARLE
SERIES
Stav Home (Gareth Hu<?hes)
????
Bucking
the
Tiger
5,333
I C^n Explain (Gareth Hughes)
6,000* ■
6,000*
Don't WriteWEST
LettersPROD.
(Gareth Hughes)
6,000* The
AfterFighter
Midnight
????
ROLAND
The Man of Stone
4,676
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)
5,846
A Wide Open Town
4,650
HOPE HAMPTCXN PROD.
The Referee
????
A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton)
5,280
OWEN MOORE STAR SERIES
WTLLIAM DESMOND PROD.
The Chicken in the Case
5,261
Fightin'
Mad (Special
6,000*
ASPECIAL
Divorce of
Convenience
5,000*
REX INGRAM
PROD. Cast)
PRODUCTIONS
Conquering Power, The (Special Cast)
6,000*
The Sin That Was His (Wm. Faversham) 5,600
Turn
Right (Special
(Special (^ast)
Cast)
8,000*
Prisonerto the
of Zenda
10,497
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5,500
Who Am T? (All Star)
4,938
TIFFANY PROD.
A Man's (All
LHomeStar)
(All Star)
4,580
Peacock Alley(Mae (MaeMurray)
Murray)
8,000*
Cojiceit
4,580
Fascination
7,940
Reported Missing (Owen Moore)
????
SELECT PICTURES
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Durning) .... 5,000*
Welcome Children (Elsie Albert)
5 reels The
Servant Question (William Collier) 5.000*
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
5 reels
Outside FEATURES
the Door (Edith Hallor) 5,000*
The Lotus Blossom (Tully Marshall) 6 reels Just
REPUBLIC
The Gift Supreme (Bernard Durning)
????
PATHE EXCHANGES, INC.
Children of Destiny (Edith Hallor)
????
REVIVALS
Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
6,000*
Her Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet) . . 5,000* The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert
Lytell)
5,158
*Approximately
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Cont'd
Footage

DeLuxe Annie (Norma Talmadge)
5,000*
By Right of Purchase (Norma Talmadge) . . 5,000*
The Safety Curtain (Norma Talmadge) 5,000*
AForbidden
Pair of City
Silk (Norma
Stockings Talmadge)
(Constance Tal- 5,000*
madge) 5,000*
Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots (Constance Talmadge) 5,000*
Good Night Paul (Constance Talmadge) 5,000*
Experimental Marriage (Constance Talmadge) 5,000*
UNITED ARTISTS CORP.
The Mark of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks) 7,800
The Love Flower (D. W. Griffith Prod.).. 6,800
The Lovelight (Mary Pickford)
7,800
The Nut (Douglas Fairbanks)
5,800
Dream Street
9,400
Through the Back Door (Mary Pickford).. 7,000*
Carnival (Matheson Lang)
7,000*
Way
East Arliss)
(D. W. Griffith Prod.) U,O00*
DisraeliDown(George
7,000
I Accuse (Abel Gance Prod.)
8,250
Iron
(Rex Beach
7,000*
Little Trail,
Lord The
Fauntleroy
(Mary Prod.)
Pickford) 9,984
Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks) .... 11,750
Doll's House, A (Nazimova)
????
Ruling Passion, The (George Arliss)
7,000*
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
JEWEL FEATURES
Outside
Law (Priscilla
Dean)
6,000*
Reputationthe (Priscilla
Dean)
6,500
Foolish Wives (Eric Von Stromheim) 12,000
No Woman
Knows
7,000*
The
Fox (Harry
Carey)
6,941
Conflict (Priscilla Dean)
6,205
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Mtoonlight Follies (Marie Prevost
4,468
Red Courage (Hoot Gibson)
4,620
The Rage of Paris (Miss Dupont)
4,968
Go Straight (Frank Mayo)
4,220
High Heels (Gladys Walton)
4,541
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,730
Nobody's Fool (Marie Prevost)
4,739
Sure
5,000*
False Fire
Kisses(Hoot
(MissGibson)
Dupont)
4,335
Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo)
4,474
A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost)
4,739
The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
4,880
Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,415
Shattered Dreams (Miss Dtipont)
4,878
Cupid
Incog (Marie
Prevost)
5,000*
The Guttersnipe
(Gladys
Walton)
4,225
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)
4,886
The Scrapper (Herbert Rawlinson)
????
Headin' West (Hoot Gibson)
????
The Golden Gallows (Miss Dupont)
5,000*
Tracked to Earth (Frank Mayo)
5,000*
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
Wild
Honey
(Priscilla
Dean)
7,000*
The Dangerous Little Demon (Marie Prevost) 5,000*
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
5,000*
The Man Under Cover (Herbert Rawlinson) 5,000*
AThe Wonderful
Wife
(Miss
Dupont)
Man Who Married His Own Wife 5,000*
(Frank Mayo)
5,000*
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
Kissed (Marie Prevost)
5,000*
Step on It (Hoot Gibson)
5,000*
VITAGRAPH, INC.
VITAGRAPH SUPER FEATURES
The Son of Wallingford
7,851
Flower of the North
7,236
The Prodigal Judge
7,200
Gypsy Sheik's
Passion
6,000*
The
Wife
6,000*
Too Much Business
7,000*
My Wild Irish Rose
7,000*
ALICE JOYCE PROD.
The Scarab Ring
5,598
The Inner Chamber
5;951
CC)RINNE GRIFFITH PROD.
The Single Track
5,000*
Received Payment
5,000*
Island Wives
5,000*
AEARLE
Virgin's
Sacrifice
5,000*
WILLIAMS
PROD.
Three Sevens
5,000
The Man From Downing -Street
5,000*
Restless Souls
5,000*
ANTONIO MOREiNO PROD.
The Secret of the Hills
4,90(1
A Guilty Conscience
5,000*
ALICE CALHOUN PROD.
The Matrimonial Web
4,970
Rainbow
5,000*
The Little Minister
6,000*
The Angel of Crooked Street
5,000*
WILLIAM DUNCAN PROD.
Where Men Are Men
5,000*
Steelheart
6,000*
No Defense
6,000*
The Silent Vow
5,000*
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REVIEW

Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The camera work is ad'
mirable, including many beautiful exteriors, handsome sets and
well-filmed interiors, with effective lighting. The continuity
runs without a break and the action moves swiftly.

Goldwyn Photoplay in Five Parts. Adapted from
Thompson Buchanan's Stage Play, "The
Bridal Path." Scenario by Arthur Statter.
Director, E. Mason Hopper. Cameraman,
John J. Mescall. Running Time, Fifty- five
Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Natalie, May Collins ; Bobby Cameron, Hlcliaid Dlx ; Vera, Marcia Mauon ;
Craigh Randolph, Raymond Hatton ; Rogei's, Stuart Holmes ; Marshall, Andrew
Robson.
Natalie Marsliall, daughter of an indulgent and wealthy father, falls in love
with Bobby "Ciimeron and sets herself to win him. Vera Maleczka is her rival,
having previously met Bobby in Paris and receiving from him an old Egyptian
bracelet inscribed "From Bob to Vera." Bobby loses his heart to Natalie, Vera
in vain attempting to lure him back. The wedding: day is set and Vera creates
a sensation by sending Natalie as a gift the Egyptian bracelet. In a fit of mad
jealousy Natalie breaks off hen relations with Bobby, and he finds himself a hus:band without a wife. A separation follows, but Natalie repents and is horrified to
think that Bobby may fall a victim for the second time to Vera's charms. In
desperation she resolves to meet her rival on her own ground and adopt Vera's
vamping methods to bring him back. As a vamp Natalie is somewhat of an amateur, but she perseveres and after a series of complications she succeeds in regaining her husband and they face a happy future together.
A very pleasing and
bright comedy is this
screen version of "The
Bridal Path," which scored
a distinct hit as a stage attraction and gives every
promise of winning widespread popularity in film
form. The plot is of light
construction, but Director
Hopper has handled his
material with such discretion and good judgment, assisted by a cast of
notable talent, that excellent entertainment results,
and there isn't a dull moment in the entire five
reels. Much of the original dialogue is preserved
in the subtitles, which are
terse, snappy and to the
point, helping the action
along immensely and accentuating the humorous
hits of the story. There
is every reason to believe
that All's Fair in Love
will prove a good drawing
card and one well worthy
the attention of exhibitors.
Points of Appeal. —
The nearest thing to a
dramatic sensation in the
play occurs
the horrifiedwhen
bride discovers
Vera's present of the fatal
bracelet, with its damning
inscription among her
wedding gifts. The aggrieved heroine refuses to
listen to any explanations
from her newly-made
spouse and a separation
takes place, which lasts
until Natalie experiences
a change of heart and goes in for vamping stunts on her own
account to regain the straying husband. The ensuing complications are extremely amusing and keep the audience in a continual gale of laughter up to the finale in which hubby and wife
reach a satisfactory understanding.
Cast., — May Collins makes her debut in a leading role as the
pert, pretty Natalie, giving a performance full of pep and ginger,
which ranks her as a comedienne of unusual talent. Marcia
Manon, as Vera, is a most alluring vamp; Richard Dix scores as
the much-sought-after and unjustly accused Boblby, and creditable work is done by the other members of the all-star cast.

The

Referee

Ralph Ince Production. Released by Selznick
Pictures Corp. Story by Gerald Beaumont.
Scenario by Lewis Allen Browne. Cameraman, William Wagner. Directed by Ralph
Ince.

Length, 4,665 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
John McArdIc, Conway Tearle ; Steve Roberts, .\nders Randolph; .lanie Roberts,
Gladys Hullette.
John McArdle is the recognized middleweight champion of the world. Hie"
career, however, is short-lived for he receives injuries in an accident that prevent
him from fighting again. He becomes owner of a billiard parlor and is known
as "Honest" John McArdle. He is in love with Janie, the daughter of Steve
Kobeits an old sporting man but Roberts objects to his daughter marrying a
man in the profession. A promoter calls in to talk things over with McArdle
about a new match that they want "Honest" .John to referee. He tells him that
the men have been bought but the bets are all in favor of Roberts. Mc.\rdle is
offered a large sum to accept. The day of the fight arrives and McArdle referees
it. Seeing himself that the fight is faked he signals to the tiine-keeper to ring
the bell and he declares all bets off. Tliat night Roberts comes over to see Mc.\rdle
and tells him that is one bet that he cannot declare off; that Janie has iK't him
$35, TOO. 00 at two to one that there is one square, sporting man. John Mc.Vrdle
and Roberts then gives his consent to the marriage.
The Referee is a picture
that possibly will hold the
greatest
amount
est for those
who of
are interfight
enthusiasts. There is
plenty of this sort of
thing in
and thein subtitles areitmostly
the
of the "sports"
in
one particular
instance—
language
there is flashed vdth full
velocity a barrage of ringside expressiveness. As
fa,r as an actual fight is
isn't.
justcontext
it the
concernedfrom
However,
of the story one easily
gathers that the proposed
match is to be stalled and
therefore should suffer
little or no disappointment in not seeing some
real bouts pulled off.
What there is of it taken
at the arena supplies just
enough to keep it from
straying too far from the
title. If stories of this
sort appeal in your locality, look this one over.
Points . of Appeal. —
"soft"
not thefinds
or story
Whether
side of the
an
appeal isdividuala likesmatter
of
inand dislikes.
There is a romance and a
"mother" strain worked
in; also a rather brief attempt
is furnishedat bycomedy
the delegation
of reformers who call to
express their horror.
Cast. — Conway Tearle
should always stick to
genteel roles. In this he
has been visibly miscast.
His work is good, but neither his face nor his build allow him
to carry out such a transfiguration. Gladys Hullette, as Janie,
is acceptable. The most convincing performance is given by
Anders Randolph as Roberts.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The sets are effective and
contribute largely to the realism of the production. Lighting is
generally satisfactory. Continuity at times seems irregular.
Direction satisfactory.
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GUIDE
ASSOCIATED
PRODUCERS,
(Through first National)
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Made in the Kitchen
She Sighed by the Seaside
Call a Cop
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES
Love's Outcast

EXHIBITORS

TO
INC.
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
OF AMERICA
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
Monkey Shines
2 reels
A Rag Doll Romance
2 reels
How to Grow Thin (Special)
1 reel
CHESTER COMEDIES
Snooky's Fresh Heir
2 reels
Snooky's Blue Monday
2 reels
Snooky's
Wild
Oats
2
reels
CHESTER OUTINGS
No More Gasoline
1 reel
Save Your Carfore
1 reel
The Last Hop
1 reel
Music in the Air
1 reel
Jogging Across Sawtooth
1 reel
CHESTER SCENICS
Old Moose Trails
1 reel
New Wine in Old Bottles
1 reel
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
No Parking
2 reels
A Barnyard Cavalier
2 reels
One Stormy Knight
2 reels
A Rambling Romeo
2 reels
Htokus Pokus
2 reels
'Twas
Ever Thus
Oh, Promise
Me!
22 reels
reels
'Tis
Bull
:
22 reels
Fair the
Enough
reels
CINAL FILMS— SLOW SPEED
The Manly Art of Self-Defeiese
1 reel
Annette Kellerman in High Diving
1 reel
Golf
1 reel
GAYETY COMEDIES
Say Uncle
1 reel
Afraid of His Wife
1 reel
Oh, Brother
1 reel
Wild and Willie
1 reel
Assault and Flattery
1 reel
Standing Pat
1 reel
KIlNOGRAMS
News Reel — Sunday and Thursdays
1 reel
MERMAID COMEDIES
Free and Easy
2 reels
Rolling Stones
2 reels
Step This Way
,
2 reels
The Rainmaker
2 reels
Spooks
2 reels
MISCELLANEOUS
Could Columbus Discover an America?.... 1 reel
The Crater of Mt. Kataini
1 reel
Dixie
1 reel
PUNCH COMEDIES
A Rural Cinderella
2 reels
Country Chickens
2 reels
The Love Egg
2 reels
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS BEAUTIFUL
By the Side of the Road
1 reel
In the Bonnie Brier Country
1 reel
As Old as the Hills
1 reel
Unknown Switzerland
1 reel
ROBERT C. BRUCE "WILDERNESS TALES"
"And Women
Must Weep"
reel
Missing
Men
1i reel
Nights of Many Shadows
1 reel
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse
2 reels
The
Ne'er
to
Return
Road
2
reels
The Policeman and the Baby
2 reels
The
Northern
Trail
'.
2
reels
SKETCHOGRAFS
Just for Fun
1 reel
Play Ball!
1 reel
What'sFamily
the Limit?
reel
The
Album
11 reel
TOO'NERVILLE COMEDIES
The Skipper's Last Resort
? reels
The Skipper's
Policy
2 reels
TORCHY
COMEDIES
Torchy Takes a Chance
2 reels
Battling Torchy
2 reels
Torchy and Orange Blossoms
2 reels
Torchy's
2 reels
VANITY Ghost
COMEDIES
Paying Patients
1 reel
Eat and Hearted
Be Happy
Chicken
11 reel
reel
Spiking the Spooks
1 reel
It's
Your
Move
1
reel
Ninety Days or Life
1 reel
WORLD WANDERINGS
Dawn to Dusk in Egypt
1 reel
The Silver Harvest
1 reel
The People of Old Bruges
1 reel
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SUBJECTS

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Singer
Midget'sPlease
Side Show
reels
One Munitiii
22 reels
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES TRAVEL
A Perfect V illian
2 reels
PICTURES
Love and War
2 reels
Pardon Me
2 reels
Mexican Oil Fields
1 reel
In Batik Land
1 reel
Try and Get It
2 reels
False Alarm
2 reels
Across the Grand Canyon
1 reel
Hold the Line
2 reels
Seville in Fair Time
1 reel
Please Be Careful
2 reels
At the Wailing Wall
1 reel
Rural Java
1 reel
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES / •
Santa
— The
City Different
1 reel"
2 reels
Seeing FeSan
Marino
reel ' All Wrong
Don't Guide
Tickle
22 reels
Watching the Waylands
1 reel
The
reels
In Old Granada
1 reel
The Sailor
2 reels
A Fairy Foreland
1 reel
The Toreador
2 reels
Stamboul
1 reel
The Chauffeur
2 reels
Along the Rio Grande
1 reel
At the Damascus Gate
1 reel
Hot Dog
2 reels
Lake Maggiore
1 reel
AL. ST. JOHN SERIES
First Families of America
1 reel
The Happy Pest
2 reels
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGAME ADVENTURE
Fool Days
2 reels
SCENICS
Straight from the Farm
'2 reels
The Studio Rube
-. . . 2 reels
Winter Sports in St. Moritz
1 reel
Kilawea Volcano in Eruption
1 reel
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
The Jungfrau Railroad
1 reel
The Tong Sandwich
1 reel
Wildest Wales
1 reel
Shadowed
1 reel
Turkish Bath
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
The
Big
Mystery
1
reel
Kids Is Kids
2 reels Long Live the King
1 reel
Spirits
2 reels The Villiage Cut-tips
11 reel
PARAMOUiNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
A Messy Christmas
reel
Fast Stolen
Freight
reel
A Fireside Brewer
2 reels The
Snooze
11 reel
Dabbling in Art
2 reels
1 reel
Bungalow Troubles
2 reels Getting Ahead
Parts
1 reel
On aUnhappy
Summer'sFinish
Day
reels Bony
.\Beside
Ghostly
Wallop
11 reel
The
22 reels
Cider
reel
Officer Cupid
2 reels The LastHer Laijgh
1 reel
Astray
from the Steerage
22 re»H
1 reel
Are Waitresses
Safe?
reels The Hole Cheese
1 reel
An International Sneak
2 reels The Phony Focus
1 reel
Watch Your Neighbor
2 reels The Crystal Gazer
1 reel
It Pays to Exercise
2 reels Stuck in the Mud
Too Much Sap
1 reel
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
LUPINO LANE SERIES
Pictionary and Cartoons (Weekly)
1 reel
The Broker
i reels
PARAMOLTTSfT-POST NATURE PICTURES
FOX
NEWS
(Twice
a
Week)
From Cloud
a Piscatorial Angle
The
11 reel
reel
SERIALS
A Setting
of Ages
reel
Bride 13
15 Episodes
Indian
Summer
11 reel
Fantomas
20 Episodes
Victory Mountain
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-VANDENBURGH SERIES
GOLDWYN PICTURES
Wild Men of Africa
2 reels
Jungle
The LionDancers
Killers
22 reels
reels CAPITOL COMEDIES
Slaying the Hippopotamus
2 reels
The Land of the Pygmies
2 reels FiLno
geve
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS HeaAt rsaanndd
CHARLES CHAPLIN
Pro rtsIatn
A Dog's Life
3 reelsWhGe fessi d
AShoulder
Day's Arms
Pleasure
22 reels
reels YoIdn onal
Sunnyside
2 reels Wunhd'yMAidapgB,roeti
The Idle Class
2 reels
ttneGi
rGts
Pay Day
2 reels Tak EDGAR
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
Not e I et COMEDIES 2
t
2rer
Edgar
CampsExplorer
Out
reels
The Skipper's Narrow Escape
2 reels hing Edgar
elesls
the
22 reels
The
Skipper's
Treasure Garden
22 reels
2
2
Meeting
All Trains
reels to TEdgar's
rere
Country Cousin
2 reels
hin
Toonerville Fire Brigade
2 reels
Edgar's
Feast Day
2 reels
k
2 r elesls
Edgar
2 reels
Skippers's Scheme
22 reels
eels
Toonerville
Follies
reels Get-Rich-Quick
22 r
Edgar's Little Saw
2 reels
Skippers's Flirtation
2 reels
22rreeellss
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS^LAMPOONS
Skipper's Boozem Friend
2 reels
e
2 rreellss
Skipper Has His_ Fling
2 reels
Happy Hooligan in "Apollo"
1 reel
eel
Toonerville
"Tactics
22 reels
s Advice"
Hooligan in "Cupid's
1 reel
Skipper Strikes
It Rich
reels Happy
2"Happy
Happy
Hooligan
in
Hoolidini"
.
.
.
.
1
reel
r
Toonerville Tangle
2 reels Judge Rummy in "The
2 r eelsPrize Dance"
I
HENRY LEHMAN COMEDIES
e
els Snappy Judgment" 1 reel
Judge
Rummy
in
"The
reel
The Punch of the Irish
2 reels
Hooligan in "The Blacksmith" 1 reel
Twilieht Baby
3 reels Happy
Happy Rummy
Hooliganin in"Why
"A Romance
of '76"..
reel
The Kick in High Life.
2 reels Judge
Change Your
Hus- b1and?" 1reel
Wet and Warmer
2 reels
The Game Lady
2 reels
Happy Hlooligan in "Doctor Jekyll and Mr.
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Zipp"
1 reel
The Blacksmith
2 reels Judge Rummy in "Bear Facts"
1 reel
The Playhouse
2 reels
Happy Hooligan in "Rooll Your Own"
1 reel
The Boat
2 reels Judge
Rummy in "Yes, Dear"
1 reel
Cops
2 reels Happy Hooligan in "Oil"
1 reel
SENNETT
Judge Rummy in "Too Much Pep"
1 reel
Hard Knocks and Love Taps
2 ree's GOLDWYN-BRAY •PICTOGRAPHS
Be Reasonable
2 ree's Tree-Top Concert Singers
11 reel
By Heck
2 reels The Island of the Mist
reel
The Duck Hunter
2 reels Through the Earth
1 reel
On Patrol
2 reels Wliat Is Your Body Worth?
1
reel
TTJRPIN
A Paradise for Birds
1 reel
1 reel
Love and Doughnuts
2 reels Venice of the Orient
.\ction of the Human Heart
1 reel
Bright Eyes
2 reels The
Riveter
1 reel
Step Forward
2 reels The Human
Voice
1 reel
FOX FILM CORPORATION
Seein' Things on the Orinoco
1 reel
Gypsy Scientists
1 reel
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Unshod Soldiers of the King
1 reel
Chase Me
2 reels No Reg'lar Bird
1
Farmyard Follies
2 reels Chemical Inspiration
1 reel
reel
1 reel
Say It With Flowers
2 reels Safe Combination
The Book Agent
2 reels The City That Never Sleeps
1 reel
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Godiva

A Wistaria Production Distributed by Associated
Exhibitors Through Pathe. Founded on the
Poem by Lord Tennyson. Directed by
Hubert Moest. Adapted to the Screen by
Sonya Marcelle.
Length, Six Reels.
SYNOPSIS
Leofric, Duke of Mercia, was cruel and crafty. He desired beautiful Godiva
and forced her to marry, though slie was betrothed to John Dryer, an architect.
Lady Godiva's only' solace was her deeds nf charity ; her only friend at court the
Jester. One day Leofric saw Dryer iiuet her in the cloister and beg her to flee
with him. The D^ike ordered that evcr.v liouse in the town be burned if Dryer
was not taken prisoner within two days. Lady Godiva pleaded for the people,
and he promised to withdraw the order i( she would ride naked through the
town. This she did, but her sacrifice was in vain, for Dryer came hack and
gave himself up. The Jester planned Leofric's downfall on the day of Dryer's execution, which was the day of the celebration of the new castle. Workmen undermined the castle's foundation, and when the tide came up it was swept into the
sea. and all but Godiva perished.
In adapting Lord Tennyson's famous poem to motion pictures, Wistaria
has given the screen a
production that will, in all
probability, soon be ranked
as a classic. It has been
splendidly done, and done
in such a manner that it
holds sustained interest
throughout the six reels.
There is nothing in it that
will offend even the most
straight-'laced reformer.
On the contrary, it appeals, and one of its most
appealing points is the ride
of Lady Godiva through
the streets of Coventry in
a nude condition. It has
been a long time since we
have seen anything that
has the sheer artistry or
carries the suspense that
this portion of Lady
Godiva does. While it
may be the impression
among exhibitors that this
ride will appeal to the
baser senses, they need
have no fear whatever, as
the spectator is so thoroughly in sympathy with
her by the time she makes
it, that the appeal is to
the higher sense and not
the lower. Nor is the
ride the only part of the
picture that thrills. A
castle is destroyed by having its foundations undermined by the sea and collapses. It is done so realistically that gasps were
heard among the audience
of the Central Theatre as ~
the huge building toppled and fell in the sea. This is one picture that should not be overlooked, as it has all of the marks of
a box-office winner.
Points of Appeal. — The ride of Lady Godiva is a legend that
is widely known, and while this, of course, carries the greater appeal to those who ihave not seen the picture, when it is seen
there are many other points that appeal almost as much. The
manner in which Lady Highbury plots the death of the little
duke is very deftly handled, and the grief that follows his death
is convincing in its sincerity. The sufferings of the people under
Leofric has a strong appeal too, especially where Dryer, the architect, istortured and threatened with death until Lady Godiva
consents to become the wife of Leofric. The truth of it is, the
picture has so many points of appeal it is hard to enumerate
any special points without slighting others.
Cast. — Is admiraWy selected to portray the different roles
with but one exception. The actress who plays the role of the
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little duke's mother appears to be too coarse for a role that
imagination has clothed with refinement. Then her grief over
his death is too spectacular to be convincing.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Are all that could be desired. The interiors are huge, well lighted and well photographed, while there are many exteriors of remarkable beauty
shown. The direction is smooth enough to tell the story convincingly, although it is slightly broken at times.
Shackles

of Gold

Released by Fox. Story by Henri Bernstein.
Scenario by Paul H. Sloane. Cameraman,
Tom MoUoy. Directed by Herbert Brenon.
Length, 5,957.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
John Gibbs, William Farnum ; Charles Van Dusen, Al Lorin,i; ; Mrs. Van Dusen,
JIarie Shotwell ; Marie, Myrta Bonillas ; Harry, Wallace Ray ; Donald Valentine,
Elliott Griffin ; Elsie Chandler, Ellen Cassity ; William Hoyt. Henry Carvill.
John Gibbs, formerly a dock hand is now a successful broker. Tlirough his
friends Donald Valentine and Elsie (.'handler, Gibbs meets Marie Van Dusen.
daughter of wealthy social climbers. Van Dusen loses his money and uiwn telling
his family of this his wife immediately implores Marie to marry Gibbs to save
them. Gibbs has long held hopes of winning the girl but she does not love him
but she consents to the marriage for her mother's sake. Thus reestablished in her
former social standing the mother continues to en,1oy the luxuries provided through
her daughter's sacrifice. Gibbs learns that Marie has been out with Valentine
one evening and that this man has insulted his wife. He determines to get even
that Valentine's money is tied up in stocks, Gibbs
with Valentine. Upon learning
resolves to break him. He forces these stocks down and ruins Valentine but at
Marie's mother tries to
the same time loses his own fortune. After histo failure
realize that she loves him and
to leave him but the girl begins
persuadetoherstick.
decides
Shackles of Gold,
adapted from the play
"Samson," presents good
material for Willia,m Parnum. It is by no means
an offering of any striking originality,
to de-it
votees of thebutstar
should prove to be thoroughly enjoyable. The
story is much the same as
many others that tell of
the rise of a young man
in Wa,ll Street and the
"breaking into society,"
a loveless marriage and
the final happy ending.
Points
of Appeal. —
Gibbs' financial collapse
is a fitting climax to the
story. The man endeayoring to avenge the insult to
his wife, who had never
loved him, brings about
his own ruin. And then the
story tells how, with the
"Shackles of Gold" thrown
off, the woman finally
realizes that she loves the
man whom she had married purely for mercenary
reasons.
Cast. — William Farnum
is admirably suited to this
role. His portrayal is
good in every instance.
Myrta Bonillas perhaps
carries
her There
"coldness"areto
extremes.
times when a; slight variation on her part would
be advantageous. The
picture offers from time to time opportunities for the other characters to display their talents.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Some lavish interiors are
well photographed and successfully impress the spectator with
an idea of immensity. The lighting has been amply taken
care of in all sets. The story progresses with fairl/ good speed
and direction is thoroughly capable.
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WID GUNNING, INC.
Moongold
3,175
Bear, Boy and Dog
2,053
Puppy Days
959
Robinson Crusoe Hours
966
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor)
2,117
The Bashful Suitor (Mary Brandon and
Pierre Gendron)
2,064
The Young Painter (Mary Astor and Pierre
Gendron)
2,500
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
MAX ROBERTS CX)MEDIES
Why
Your Mother-in-Law ?
?????
???
Shimmy Change
Isle
Absence Without Leave
????
KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA
Distributed by W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
The Four Seasons (Nature Classic)
4 reels
THE GREAT AUTHORS (Series of 12)
John Greenleaf Whittier
1 reel
Washington Irving
1 reel
Edgar Allen Poe
1 reel
James Russell hoTf/eW
1 reel
Nathaniel Havirthorne
1 reel
Oliver Wendell Holmes
1 reel
William Cullen Bryant
1 reel
James Fenimore Cooper
1 reel
Mark Twain
1 reel
Walt Whitman
1 reel
Ralph Waldo Emerson
1 reel
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
1 reel
Official Urban Movie Chats of M. P. T. O. A.
(Weekly)
1 reel
METRO PICTURES CORP.
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
Convict 13
2 reels
One Week
2 reels
The Scare Crow
2 reels
Neighbors
2 reels
The Haunted House
2 reels
Hard Luck
2 reels
The High Sign
2 reels
The Goat
2 reels
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
CHARLES RAY SERIES (20 Dramas) . . 2 reels
Kineto Review Series (52 Releases)
KiNETO Reviews — The Living Book of Nature
(See Issue of May 28, 1921, for First Series)
(See IssueSERIES
of Oct. 29, 1921, for Second Series)
THIRD
Garden of the Gods — Colorado
1 reel
The Science of the Soap Bubble
1 reel
Rio de Janeiro
1 reel
Kentucky Thoroughbreds
1 reel
Hiking the Alps with the Boy Scouts
1 reel
Manhattan Life
1 reel
Eccentricities of the Wasp and the Bee. ... 1 reel
Fur and Feathers
1 reel
My Adirondacks Outing
1 reel
The Chemistry of Combustion
1 reel
The Victory Pageants
1 reel
The Delta of the Nile
1 reel
A Glimpse Into the Animal Kingdom .... 1 reel
KING COLE COMEDIES
Moonshiners
2 reels
Strikes to Spare
2 reels
Bars and Stripes
2 reels
Jazz Babies
2 reels
A Fresh Start
2 reels
Shimmy Gym
2 reels
General Nuisance
2 reels
NATIONAL COMEDIES
Wanted — A Girl
2 reels
A Million — More or Less
2 reels
SERIAL
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and
Ella Hall)
15 Episodes
PATHE EXCHANGE, INC.
PATHE NEWS— Wednesdays and Saturdays
TOPICS OF THE DAY— Weekly
Week of May 7
Shot Into
(Go Pollard)
Get 'Em Hutch No. 5) 12 reel
reels
Days
of OldSpace(Snub
The Eternal Triangle (Aesop Fable)
reel
Follow the Crowd (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
Vengeance Is Mine (Irene Castle reissue)... 3 reels
Week of May 14
Under
the Avalanche (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
No. 6)
Light Showers (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Model Dairy (Aesop Fable)
reel
Swing Your Partners (Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Ruler of the Road (reissue)
3 reels
Week of May 21
OnNo.Danger's
Highway (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
7)
Do Me a Favor (Snub Pollard)
1 reel

SHORT
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Volume 11.

SUBJECTS—

Love at First Sight (Aesop Fable)
reel
Why Pick on Me? (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
The Cry of the Weak (reissue)
3 reels
Week of May 28
TheNo.Broken
Life Line (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
8)
The Movies (Snub Pollard)
1 ree.l
The Hunter and His Dog (Aesop Fable).. reel
Ask Father (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
A Daughter of the West (Marie Osborne reis ue) 3reels
Week of June 4
Under
the Cauldron (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
No. 9)
Punch the Clock (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Dog and the Wolves (Aesop Fable) ... 54 reel
Nothing But Trouble (Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Kidder & Ko (Bryant Washburn reissue) . . 3 reels
Screen Snap Shots No. 1
1 reel
Week of June 11
Nanook of the North
6 reels
TheNo. Edge
of
the
Roof
(Go
Get
'Em
Hutch
10)
2 reels
Strictly Modem (Pollard Comedy)
1 reel
The Maid and the Millionaire (Aesop Fable) reel
Week of June 18
TheNo.Air11)
Line Route (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
Hiale and Hearty (Pollard Comedy)
1 reel
The Farmer and His Cat (Aesop Fable) . . . - Yi reel
The Silver Girl (Frank Keenan reissue) .... 3 reels
Screen Snapshots No. 2
1 reel
PIONEER FILM CORP.
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babies in Bearskin
1 reel
Call Me Daddy
l reel
Down Beside the Seaside
1 reel
Knockout Maggie
1 reel
Professor Was Right
1 reel
Running Romeos
1 reel
Two's
11 reel
Young Company
Ideas
reel
Luke McLuke's Film-osophy, each
i/^ reel
PEEP INTO THE FUTURE (series of 6) 2 reels
THE SONINY SERIES, each
2 reels
SERIALS
The Hope Diamond Mystery
15 Episodes
The Mystery Mind
15 Episodes
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
HERBERT KAUFJfAN MASTERPIECES
PRIZMA COLOR PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES (Detective
Series)
2 reels
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNICK NEWS
SEKIALS
The Whirlwind
]5 Episodes
The Branded Four
15 Episodes
TRIART PICTURES, INC.
(Released through Hodkinson)
The Beggar Maid
2 reels
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES
The Touchdown (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Horse Sence (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Little
Miss Mischief (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Table Stakes (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Upper and Lower (Lee Moran)
2 ree's
A One Horse Town (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Peggy Behave (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Mutts (Brownie, the Wonder Dog)
2 ree's
Two of a Kind (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
The Rubberneck (.Lee Moran)
2 reels
A Dark Horse (Sally, the Human Horse,
and Charles Dorety)
2 reels
No Brains
2 reels
Cheerful Credit (Brownie, the Wotider Dog) 2 reels
Red Hot Rivals (Lee Moran)
2 reels
SicDos)
'Em Brownie (Brownie the Wonder 2 reels
Off His Beat (Harrv Sweet)
2 reels
The
Irittle Rascal (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
JEWEL COMEDIES
"P- Romeos
0." (Lee(ILyonsMoraMoran)
n)
reels
Roman
22 reels
A Monkey Movie Star
2
reels
Robinson's Trousseau (Lee Moran)
22 reels
reels
AThree
Monkey
Bell-Hoo
Weeks Off (Lee Moran)
2 reels
JEWEL (COLLIER SERIES)
The Leather Pushers No. 1
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 2
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 3
,
.
2
reels
The Leather Pusherg No.
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 4
5
.
.
2
reels
The Leather Pushers No. 6
2 reels
TED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman)
The Girl and the Law (No. 2)
2 reels
Big Stakes (No. 3)
2 reels
When the Devil Laughed (No. 4)
2 reels

Number 25

Cont'd

The Forest Runners (No. 5)
2 reel*
The Timber Wolf (No. 6)
2 reels
SERIALS
The Flaming Disc
18 Episodes
The Vanishing Dagger
18 Episodes
The Dragon's Net
IS Episodes
King Diamond
of the Circus
18 EpisodesThe
Queen (Eddie
(EileenPolo)
Sedgwick) 18
Episodes
The White Horseman
18 Episodes
Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
Terror
18 Episode*
EpisodesWinner Trail
of the West (Art Acord) .... 18
The Secret Four (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
With Stanley in Africa (George Walsh and
Lorraine)
TheLouise
Adventures
of Robinson Crusoe (Harry 2 reels
Myers)
2 reelsSTAR
COMEDIES
Oh! Nursie
".
11 reel
Westward
Whoa
reel
Almost a Rancher
1 reel
Penny Ante
1 reel
The Fake Quake
1 reel
The 'News Maker
1 reel
Both Booths
1 reel
Friday, the Thirteenth
1 reel
The Bottle Baby
1 reel
His Inheritance Taxi
1 reeJ
ABeware!
Panicky Pullman
11 reel
reel
A Movie Mix Up
1 reel
The Minute Man
1 reel
A Golf Insect
1 ree>
Society Sailprs
1 reel
Taking
Things E^sy
11 reel
Loose Nuts
reel
The Gay Deceiver
1 reel
AHis Shaky
Family
Tree
1
reel
Prehistoric Blunder (Roy Atwell) 1 reel
Easy to Cop (Neely Edwards)
1 reel
UNIVERSAL SERIES
A Battle Against Odds (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Cyclone
Smith's
Vow (Eddie
(Eddie Polo)
Polo)
reels
Square Deal
Cyclone
22 reels
The Yellow Streak (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Heritage of Hate (Eddie Polo)
2 rails
A Ride for a Rancho (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
WESTERN RAILROAD DRAMAS
Night Attack, The (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 reels
Captain
Finish (Mack Wright and 2 reels
Lillian Kid's
Byron)
The Phantom
Terror
(Jack Perrin and Ger- 2 reels
trude Olmstead)
The
Ranger's
Reward
Acord)
22 reels
The Open Wire (Eileen(ArtSedgwick)
reels
Fighting Back (Laura LaPlante and Elmo
Lincoln)
2 reels
A Gertrude
Blue Jacket's
Honor (Jack Perrin and 2 reels
Olmstead)
Marching Wits (Art Acord)
2 reels
The Trail of the Wolf (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
Trickery (Dorothy Woods and Harold Good- win) 2reels
The Girl of the West (Laura LaPlante and
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reels
The Call of Courage (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The White Messenger (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Treacherous Rival (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The Verdict (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Big Ranger (Laura LaPlante and Elmo
Lincoln)
2 reels
Squarin'
It (Neal Hart)
22 reels
The
Getaway
reels
ANever
GuiltyLetCause
(Tom
Santschi)
Go (Reginald Denny) Northwest 2 reels
Mounted Drama
2 reels
It Is the Law (Tom Sautschi)
2 reels
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
(Issued Every Monday and Thursday)
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
.\ Parcel Post Husband
2 reels
Fists and Fodder
2 reels
Footprints
2 reels
He Laughs Last
2 reels
Springtime
2 reels
The Laundry
2 reels
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The
Hop
22 reels
The Bell
Sawmill
reels
The Show
2 reels
TIM AUBREY CX>MEDIES
The Riot
2 reels
The Applicant
2 reels
The Messenger
2 reels
The Charmed Life
2 reels
SERIALS
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Page) 15 Episodes
The
Mystery (William
(Antonio Duncan)
Moreno) 15
EpisodesThe Veiled
Silent
The
Purple Avenger
Raiders (Joe Ryan
and 15 Episodes
Elinor Field)
IS Episodes
Fighting Fate (William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
IS Episodes
Breaking Through
IS Episodet-
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Beyond

the

Rocks

Paramount Photoplay in Six Parts. Author,
Elinor Glynn. Scenario by Jack Cunningham. Director, Samuel Wood. Cameraman, Alfred Gilks. Running Time, Sixtyfive Minutes.
OAST AXD SYNOPSIS
Theodora Fitzgerald, Gloria Swanson ; Lord Bracondale, Rodolpli Valentine ;
JLiady Bracondale, Edythe Chapman ; Captain Fitzgerald, Alec B. Francis ; Josiah
Brown, Rol>ert Bolder; Morella Winnierleigh, Gertrude Astor ; Mrs. McBride,
Mabel Van Buren ; Lady Ida Fitzgerald, Helen Dunbar ; Sir Patrick Fitzgerald,
Raymond Blatliwayt ; Lord Wensleydon. F. R. Butler; Lady Anningtord, June
EJlvidge.
Young Lord Bracondale rescues Tlieodora Fitzgerald from drowning when her
rowboat cap.izes. Later, to please her father, she weds a wealthy, elderly man
named Josiah Brown. They travel abroad. While climbing the Alps Theodora is
saved by Lord Biacondale when she slips over the side of a precipice. They
again meet in Paris, fall in love, but agree that tliey must iiart forever. In
London fate brings them together once more at the residence of Lady Anningford.
Bracondale again declares his love, but Theodora resists his pleadings to elope
with him. She writes her husband that she is coming home and at the same time
indites a note to Bracondale, confessing her love for him, but bidding him farewell. Morella Winnierleigh, whose affections were fixed upon Bracondale, obtains
the letters,
opens intended
and redirects
them,latter
sending Brown's letter
to Theodoru's lover,is
and
the
the
confrontedmissive
by Brown,
who, forhowever,
does tonotTheodora's
reproach husband.
him after Bracondale
his first outburst of anger. Brown resolves to sacrifice himself fur the wife he loves. He
accompanies an exploring party to Arabia. Bracondale and Theodora, realizing
Josiah'swounded
object, just
followas him.
Brown's
jKirty her
is attaclspd
he is
fatally
Bracondale,
Theodora,
father andby anbandits,
escort ofandsoldiers
arrive. Before he dies Brown joins the lovers' hands and wishes them happiness.
When a screen wedding
.takes place between a rich,
elderly gent and a handsome young woman, the
spectators are always safe
in surmising that there
are tough times and numerous tribulations ahead
for the bride as soon as a
goodlooking lover around
her own age jumps into
the picture. So nobody is
surprised to any extent
when the heroine of Beyond the Rocks discovers
that marriage is a rank
failure so far as she and
her wealthy partner are
concerned, and her affections securely fastened
upon the gallant Lord
Bracondale, who registers
considerable class as a lifesaver by fishing Theodora
out of the deep when her
boat capsizes, and later
rescuing her from a dizzy
death as she dangles at a
rope's end over a precipice
edge. The plot up to the
concluding reel contains
nothing particularly new,
but the finale, in which the
aged husband deliberately
sacrifices himself so that
his wife and Bracondale
may be happy, is certainly
out of the common, if not
very convincing. The film
affords fair entertainment,
is beautifully photographed, with magnificent
settings, and presents an
array of gorgeous gowns,
which is sure to win the
admiration of feminine
patrons.
Points of Appeal. — It is rather difficult to work up any great
amount of sympathy for the heroine in her marital troubles, as
there didn't seem to be any cruel amount of pressure brought
to bear upon her in the matter of wedding Josiah Brown, but the
interest in her love affair with Lord Bracondale increases after
their Alpine adventure, and the old trick of the letters with the
changed addresses is skilfully utilized in hurrying on the climax.
Poor old Brown is a sort of tragi-comic figure, who comes in
for a good deal of pity at the close.
Cast. — Gloria Swanson's performance in the role of Theodora
is rather forced and artificial. The heroine is supposed to be an
unsophisticated type of g'irl, but as Miss Swanson portrays her,
she makes a bold, not to say "vampish" impression. A sin-
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gularly ugly make-up, much in evidence in the early close-up,
adds
to this them
effect,with
as the
lipsof look
as though
o"wner
had smeared
heavystar's
layers
blackberry
jam.theRodolph
Valentine is an acceptable lover and the support is all that could
be desired.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are several pretty
marine views shown, some attractive woodland shots, a variety
of luxurious interiors, and the lighting effects are faultless. The
continuity is smooth and the action moves without a hitch.

His

Wife's

Husband

Pyramid Pictures, Inc. Released Through American Releasing Corporation. Story by Anna
Katherine Greene. Scenario by Dorothy
Farnum. Director, Kenneth Webb. Cameraman, Harry Stradling. Running Time
Approximately Seventy Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Olympia Brewster, Betty Blythe ; Henry Packard, Huntley Gordon; John
Brainard, Arthur Carcwe; Dominick Duffy, George Fawcett.
college-bred
of rare inphysical
beauty,
marries
slieOlympia
does notBrewster,
love in aorder
to escapegirldrudgery
a small,
mediocre
hotel,a man
and
leaves him immediatelv after the ceremony when his actions convince her that he
did not love, but merely desired her. She recieves money from an uncle, who asks
her to take her place in his household. She leaves a note stating she had gone
to drown herself. As she departs from the house she sees a woman fire at her
husband, and believes he has been killed. Later she reads his death notice. Not
long after
Olympia's
uncle passes
away,wholeaving
her his mayor,
fortune.thenShecandidate
marries
Henry
Packard,
a prosperous
attorney,
later becomes
for nomination for governor. He hires a secretary, whom he takes to his home
during a political crisis. Tlie secretary gives the name of Steele, though he bears
a startling resemblance to John Brainard. the man Olympia had married. Olympia
is alarmed, but a test with a cipher code Brainard
had himself
taught known
her brings
no reto Olympia.
sponse. Steele teaches the mjiyor a cipher code to make
by means
Brainard
with
mercy
for
who is pleading
Olympia,
surpri.ses
mayor
The
of the code. He asks for explanations, and Steele tells him he will either have
husfrom the race for governor or acknowledge Steele his wife's
to withdraw
to circumband. Olympia has had a sniest meanwliile, and through her managesmarried
a
to
was
proven,
is
it
who,
secretary,
traitorous
the
of
"plans
vent
the
servant in the house before his marriage to Olympia.
His Wife's Husband is
an adaptation for the
screen from the novel,
"The Mayor's Wife," by
Anna Katherine Greene.
The story offers mystery,
compathos and plicanumerous
tions inunraveling a
plot that hinges on
dithethat
bigamy.rector hasHowever,
seen to it
every possible opportunity
of presienting evidence to
the spectator has been
taken care of and thereby
brings
about quite
a logi-is
cal solution.
The story
keenly interesting and
contains many moments of
suspense. It builds up a
fine climax and should
prove its worth anywhere
as a first-rate attraction.
Points of Appeal. —
There are numerous angles
from which the story can
be considered appealing.
Through it there runs a
hidden mystery which is
steadily intensified. An
interesting love element is
developed. array
Miss Blythe's
beautiful
of fine
clothes will attract notice.
Cast. — Betty Blythe, as
Olympia Brewster, gives a
convincing performance all
the way through. Huntley
Gordon is a good type for
the role of Henry Packard
and does well. The supporting cast is good.
Photography, Lighting,
Direction. — Effective and
well balanced interior sets
have been used to good
advantage. The lighting has been amply taken care of. The
continuity of the story is satisfactory and direction 0. K.
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AMERICAN

FILM CORP., INC.

Footage
High-Gear Jefifrey (William Russell) 5,000*
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Miiner) 5,000*
A Crook's Roaiance (Helen Holmes)
5,(K)0*
A Rough-Shod Fighter (William Russell; 5,000*
The Marriage Barga.n (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain ( Helen
Holmes)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (.Frank Borzage)
5,000*
APEX FILM CO.
Out of the Dust (E. K. Lincoln)
6,000*
ANCHOR FILM DIST.. INC.
They're Off! (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Thundering Hoofs (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Threads
of
Destiny
(Bessie
May)
5,000*
In Search of Arcady
5,000
The Lamb and the Lion
5,000*
Hoop-La
■
5,000*
The Love Call
5,000*
The Girl of My Dreams
5,000*
ARROW FILM CORP.
Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5.000*
Playing Square (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
The Happy Masquerader (Gladys Leslie)... 5,000*
A Shadow of the Past (Charlotte Walker) 5,000*
A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
5,000*
A Question of Honor (Kathryn Adams).... 5,000*
Adele (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Just His Wife (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
AGirlMan's
(DustinThe
Farnum)
5,000*
from Fight
Porcupine,
6,251
Splendid Life, The
5,996
Double-O (Tack Hoxie)
4,739
Sparks of Flint (Jack Ho.xie)
4,805
Two-Fisted Jefferson (Jack Hoxie)
4,639
Motion to Adjourn, A
5,785
Innocent Cheat, The
5,744
Ten Nights in a Barroom
7,815
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
(Distributed by Weiss Brothers)
After Six Days (Old Testament Story) 10,000*
AYCIE PICTURES CORPORATION
Under Western Skies
6,000*
False Women
5,000*
AYWON FILM CORP.
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Across the Border (Big Boy Williams).... 5,000*
Rounding Up the Law (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Lure of the Orient (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Fidelity (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
.5,000*
Hair Trigger Casey (Frank Borzage) 5,000*
Master
of Beasts
Star Normand,
Cast)Mack 5,000*
Oh! Mabel,
Behave(All(Mabel
Sennett, Owen Moore, Ford Sterling) .... 5,000*
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Cap'«
Kidd
Dangerous Love(Eddie
(Pete Polo)
Morrison)
5Serial
reels
The Victim (Robert T. Haines)
6 reels
Captivating
Mary
Carstairs
(Norma
Talmadge reissue)
5 reels
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart) 5,600
Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewart).... 5,000*
COMMONWEALTH PICT. CORP.
The Hidden Light
5,000*
EAST COAST PRODUCTION, INC.
AMALGAMATED SERIES
Ashes
5,000*
.-Vny Night
5,000*
The Greater Duty
5,000*
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Midchannel (Clara Kimball Young)
6,000*
Hush
Young)
Where (Clara
Is My Kimball
Wandering
Boy Tonight? 6,000*
????
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed) . . 5,800
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Kazam
6,464
The Mask
6,400
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
The Servant in the House (All Star)
S,000*
Penny of Top Hill Trail (Bessie Love) 5,000*
Dangerous
Toys
(All
Star)
7,000*
Heidi of the Alps (Prizma)
????
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
The Supreme Passion
6,000*
The Ne'er-Do-Well
7,000*
The House Without Children
7,000*
The Spoilers
9,000*
OKAPHIC FILM CORP.
Mother Eternal
6,700
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men (Super Feature)
6,200
•Approximately
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PICTURES
Footage

She Played and Paid (Fanny Ward)
5,000*
Annabel Lee (AJ[_I Star Cast)
5,000
J. W. FILM CORPORATION
The Road to Arcady
6,000*
Should a Wife Work
6,000*
For Your Daughter's Sake
5,000*
GEORGE H. HAMILTON, INC.
Give Me My Son
5,000*
In Self Defense
5,000*
When Knights Were Bold
5,000*
LEE AND BRADFORD
Branded (Josephine Earle)
4,900
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle) .... 4,500
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle) 5,400
Cloudburst (Bombardier Billy Wells)
4,800
The Unconquered Woman (Rubye de Remer) 4,700
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
5,600
Determination (All Star Cast)
10,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The Call from the Wild (Frankie Lee and
Highland Laddie)
-. . . . 5,000*
The Able Minded Lady (Henry B. Walthall) 5,000*
The Girl From Rocky Point (Ora Carew) . . . 5,000*
The Forest King (Reed Chapman and Lillian Hall)
5,000*
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Sou! of Man, The (William Nigh and Maurine Powers)
7,000*
W"elcome
to
Our
City
(Maclyn
."^rbuckle)
.
.
5,000*
Mr. Single (Maclyn Arbuckle)
5,000*
Mr. Potter of Texas (Maclyn Arbpckle) 6,000*
Trail of the Law rWilfred Lytell)
5,000*
Main Who Paid, The Wilfred Lytell) 5,000*
Wolf's Fang, The (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawlinson) . . 6,000*
Whispering Shadows fLucv Cotton)
6,000*
Soul
and Body
Dangerous
Love (Anne
(Pete Luther)
Morrison and Carol 6,000*
Holloway)
5,000*
JOSEPH
MOORE AND EILEEN SEDGEWICK SERIES
Problem Eternal
5.000*
False Brands
5,000*
The
Wolf
Pack
5,000*
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG SERIES
The Rise of Susan
5,000*
Marriage a la Carte
5,000*
Yellow Passport
5.0OO'
Feast of Life
5.000*
ROMAYNE SUPERnLM CO.
The Toreador (Bull Fight)
3,600
Rigoletto
a.. 6,000*
SECOND NAT'L PICTURES CORP.
David and Johnathan
4.800
Her Story
5,000*
The Night Riders
5,000*
Brenda's Heritage
5,000*
W. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS. INC.
FARNUM, HAMILTON, HART, FORD SERIES
So This Is Arizona
5,982
White Masks, The
4,922
.^ngel Citizens, The
4,826
WM. STEINER PRODUCTIONS
(Neal Hart Series)
Tangled Trails
5,000*
Rangeland
5,000*
Lure of Gold
5,000*
The Heart of a Texan
5,000*
West of the Pecos
5.000*
Table Top Ranch
5,000*
STOREY PICTURES, INC.
SHADOWLAND
SCREEN REVIEW— Every Twr,
Weeks
BURLESQUE PHOTOPLAYS (With Elsie DavenMonth.
No Darnport)— Every
Yeates
2 reels
Hamomlet
2 reels
Salami
. 2 reels
Let Her Rip Van Winkle
2 reels
TRUART FILM CORPORATION
Burlingham Adventure Series (each) 1 reel
WARNER BROS.
Why Girls Leave Home
????
Parted Curtains
????
Ashamed of Parents
????
School Days (Wesley Barrv)
????
Your Best Friend (Vera Gordon)
????
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Hbneymoon
(Alene (Alene
Ray)
5,000*
West of the 'Ranch
Rio Grande
Ray)
5,000*
NEW SERIES
Partners of the Sunset (Alene Ray)
5,000*
Lady Luck (Alene Ray)
5,000*

SHORT

SUBJECTS

ADVENTURES OF T. S. S. CORP.
-Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln) 15 Episodes
ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
Iris Comedies (Little Napoleon)
2 reels.
Crescent Comedies (Jack Richardson) 2 reels
The Movie Star's Stampede (Novelty) 2 reels
ARROW FILM CORP.
SERIALS
Thunderbolt Tack
15 Episodes
The Blue Fox
15 Episodes
Nan of the North
15 Episodes
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES (18)
1 reel
BROADWAY COMEDIES (14)
2 reels
CRUELWED COMEDIES (12)
2 reels
SPEED COMEDIES
(12)
2 reels
MIRTHQUAKE COMEDIES (14)
2 reels
SPORT PICTORIAL (26)
1 reel
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
(Distributed by Goldwyn)
Sport Review Releases
1 reel
AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
SPUR SERIES (10 Western)
2 reels
CHARLEY CARTOONS (6 Comedies) 1 reel
AYWON FILM CORP.
HARRY CAREY— 15 Westerns (each) 2 reels
FRANKLIN FARNUM— 12 Westerns 2 reels
JOY
(each) 22 reels
reels
HELENCOMEDIES—
HOLMES—6
22 Railroad Dramas..
MARY PICKFORD REVIVALS
2 reels
CLARION PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
(Released by Weiss Bros.)
The Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half.... 1,745
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS (Bi-Monthly) 2 reels
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (Bi-Monthly) 1 reel
CARNIVAL COMEDIES
2 reels
SUNRISE COMEDIES
(Billy West) 26
comedies
2 reels
DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS (Two Reels)
EXPORT AND IMPORT
SERIAL
The
Jungle Goddess (Elinor Field and
Turman Van Dyke)
15 Episodes
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
CHESTER COMEDIES (2 reels each)
JOE ROCK COMEDIES (1 reel each)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (1 reel each)
MONTY BANKS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
SERIALS
Miracles of the Jungle
15 Episodes
HORIZON PICTURES, INC.
Norma Talmadge Reissues (14) (each) 2 reels
KINETO CO. OF AMERICA
Wonders
of thethrough
World
(2 series)
(Released
State Rights Exchange')
First Series from No. 1 to No. 26 (each)... 1 reel
Second Series from No. 27 to 52 (each) 1 reel
Kineto Reviews
1 reel
LEE AND BRADFORD
Squirrel Comedies (Series of Six)
????
McGOVERN & EGLER
SHORTY HAMILTON SERIES
The Runt
2,000*
Pep
2,000*
Let-'er-Go Gallagher
2,000*
Pony
Boy
2,000*
Grit
2,000*
Ride 'Em Cowboy
2,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
FOLLY COMEDIES
1 reel
NEWSPAPER STORIES
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-Month) 2 reels
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
IRVING CUMMINGS SERIES
Patsy's Jim
2 reels
Corporal Jim's Ward
2 reels
Rope's
End, The
The
22 reels
False Trail,
reels
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
TONY SARG'S ALMANAC (Series of 12) 1 reel
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Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are some interesting
shots of life in the Latin Quarter of Paris, the Greenwich Village scenes are colorful and realistic and pretty exteriors abound.
Good lighting prevails, the continuity is rather ragged, but tolerably fast action governs the film.

First National Photoplay in Six Parts. Based on
George Broadhurst's Stage Play, "The
Price." Scenario by Dorothy Farnum.
Director, Whitman Bennett. Running Time,
Seventy Minutes.
OAST AND SYNOPSIS
Gabi-ielle Gautier, Pauline Starke; Stauiiaicl Dole. Vvrcy IJannunt : ]) ■. Ethan
Bristol, Edward Langford ; Mrs. Dole, Etaily Fitzioy ; Florence Hionilcy, Ottola
Nesmitli.
While jn Paris Stannard Dole, Amt-riean fC.iliitor, makes the acquaintance of
Gabrielle Gautier, wlio becomes his model for a statue called "Star Song." An
intimate friendship springs up between thi in. .Mrs. Dole, who has no s.vmpathy
with her husband's art, wires him to come back home. He gives Gabrielle the
statue, When
tellingshehergoes
he to
willthecomestudio
backDole
somehasda.\rctnnied
and finish
it. York,
Gabrielle's
dies.
to New
leavingfather
his
address. Dole's wife refuses him a divorce, although she cares only for his
social position. Gabrielle reaches New York, and the two women meet. Gabrielle,
knowing nothing of the wife's existence, becomes ill from the shock. A doctor is
called, whd becomes interested in the patient. The statue is finished later, and
his wife'sandwratli.
awakening
thereby
inspiration,
as hisdying
Dole acknowledges
the
that Gabrielle
a \vish
expres.ses
and before
is taken sick,Gabrielle
Dole
to poverty, and
reduced
is
Dole
doctor should be married. They are wed. Mrs.
the doctor gives her employment. She revenges herself on Gabrielle by circulating
regarding her character and arouses the latter's jealousy of her husband.
slanders
Gabrielle and her husband separate, but a year later they are reconciled through
their child and live happily.
Matrimonial mishaps,
caused by jealous brain
storms, are the principal
ingredients in the making
of the plot set forth by
Wife Against Wife. It
isn't a particularly pleasant sort of picture, although prolific in strong
emotional situations, the
story wanders considerably, the continuity being
rather "jumpy"
and and
disconnected at times,
rather fails to convince.
It does not lack interest,
however, and can be listed
as a fair average attraction which may find favor
■with those patrons who
delig'ht in society melodramas with sharp seasonings of love, hate and
revenge, framed in gorgeous settings and alight
with beautiful photography. For artistically
the production is a delight
to the eye and no expense
seems to have been spared
in its making.
Points of Appeal. —
Naturally the little French
heroine comes in for a
good deal of sympathy, despite the fact that she
transfers her affection so
readily from her first love,
the well-meaning but mistaken sculptor, to the physician, who afterwards becomes her husband. The
death of Dole makes an
odd sort of break in the
narrative and leaves the
impression of two stories tacked together, with an anti-climax
effect. An atmosphere of gloom permeates the picture, but a
morsel of cheer is injected in the end, when Gabrielle and her
spouse are reunited through their mutual affection for their
child.
Cast. — Pauline Starke is graceful and appealing in the heroine
role, Emily Fitzroy does some really fine acting in her portrayal
of the vindictive Mrs. Dole, and Percy Marmont and Edward
Langford offer excellent character sketches in their respective
performances as sculptor and doctor.

Channing

of

the

Northwest

Ralph Ince Production. Released by Selznick
Pictures. Story by John Willard. Scenario
by Edward J. Montague. Cameraman, Jack
Brown. Directed by Ralph Ince. Length,
4,721 Feet.
OAST AND SYNOPSIS
Channing.
Eujene
O'Brien;
Driscoll.
Norman
Shearer;
Jim Hartigan
Franey. ;Gladden
.James; Tom Driscoll, JamesJesSeeley
; Sport
McCool,
P. O.
Cicily
Varden, Nita Naldi ; McCool's Man, Harry I^ee ; Buddy, J. W. Johnston ; Ohaniiing's Uncle, C. Coulter.
Channing lived the life of a leisured gentleman before he came to Canada. He
fell in love with Cicil.v Varden one of the dancers in a musical show in London,
but when she learned that he was not to inherit his uncles fortune she broke the
engagement. Channing then left for Canada and joined tlie Northwest Mounted,
at the post in Broken Bow. Jes Driscoll, her father and adopted brother Jim
lived there. McCool ran a dance hall and smuggled "hooch" across the border.
Jes was worried about Jim's intimacy with McCool. She went to the place to
bring him home one night and there she met Channing. As the days passed Jim
began to resent the attentions Channing was paying to Jes. Inflamed with jealousy
and drink he determined to "get" Channing. When the opportunity came however, Jim failed to shoot. McCool taunted him and made insinuations against Jes.
Jim'
turned
on McCool
fired. He
started
the dressed
border but
stopped
by tothe seegunJes.
Channingand followed
him then
to tlie
house.for Jes
his
wounds and hid him from the redcoat. After a few remarks with Jes, Channing
searched the house and in the next room found Jim lying on the floor dead.
Channing and Jes then found the way open to happiness.
When one sees reference
made to the Northwest
Mounted the first impres■ sion is naturally that there
will be much action and
some real fights. In
Channing
the Northivest most of
of this
is left
to the imagination. This
does not necessarily mean
that derthe
picture
unthe mark
in falls
any way
in comparison to any
former productions along
this line. On the contrary,
Channing
of the North-a
west is photographically
rarely beautiful picture.
It has all of the dash of
other "mounted" stories,
but endeavors to play
more on the human side
of life than the adventurous. The plot is very
much the same as other
stories of this sort, but it
holds the interest and develops a satisfactory
climax.
Points of Appeal. — The
suave, English gentleman
whom the other mounties
have
"Duke"
proves nicknamed
himself a likeable
character and a fitting
hero. One of the very
worthwhile attractions of
this picture is its splendid
photography. The long
shots and snow scenes are
scenic gems.
Cast. the
— Eugene
O'Brien
takes
leading role
a,s
Channing. His followers
will hardly be disappointed in his presentation of this character.
Norma Shearer as Jes Driscoll is pleasing and Gladden James as
Jim Franey does some good work. Remainder of cast also good.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many beautiful
long shots with striking effects. The interiors are all good and
well lighted. Story runs smoothly and good direction completes
the picture.
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CAPITOL
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

No. 1 — Overture, "Faust" (Gounod).
No. 2 — VocAi, Solo, "Credo" from "Otello"
(Verdi).
No. 3 — Capitol News.
No. 4 — Prologue.
No. 5 — John Barrymore in Sherlock
Holmes.
Unit No. 6 — Organ Recital.
Coming — Watch Your Stej) (GoLdwyn).
Press Comments

Tribune — It is one of the things that
must not be missed. Telegram — The play
moves swiftly, its impelling theme the conflict between Sherlock Holmes and Moriarty. Mail — John Barrymore has succeeded splendidly in his interpretation of
the leading role of the film. Globe — Barrymore has succeeded in making Holmes
a distinct and fascinating character.
Times — Many of the scenes have been
staged in actual locations in England and
Switzerland, and the photography gives
them their full value. World — There is
really not much opportunity for applying
anything but commendation upon the
makers of "Sherlock Holmes," and every
one ought to see it. Herald — In the final
scenes, the pace of the lengthy picture,
after having been somewhat tepid at the
start, develops with a rush that leaves
the spectator and the screen characters
almost breathless.

RIVOLI
Overture
tow). — "Alessandro Stradella" (Von FloRivoLi Pictorial.
Dance Number.
Feature — Gloria Swanson in Beyond the Rocks
(Paramount).
VocAii Solo — Aria from "La Forza del Destine" (Verdi).
Comedy — The Paleface (First National).
Press Comments
Herald — The feature has some finely
photographed scenes and will, no doubt,
be tremendously popular. World — The
story of "Beyond the Rocks" is so puerile
that the throng giggled openly at many
of the pseudo-pathetic scenes. Journal—
With a little imagination "Beyond the
Rocks" could be construed into a twentieth
century story of Cinderella. Globe — The

Various

and

New

Press
York

Comments

Dailies

CENTRAL
Overture — "Aida" (Verdi).
Pathe News "Webki-t.
ilysterioats Tracks (Pathe).
Prologue.
ors).— Lady Godwa (Associated ExhibitFeature
Lloyd

Number 25

BROADWAY

plot of the feature is replete with artificial
circumstance and coincidence, and its
characters are merely acted with no indication of personality. Telegram — The
feature depicts, not a love which carries
away two young people, but a passion
which lovers were compelled to stifle until
a third person freed them. Tribune — No
one seemed to take this picture very seriously excepting the hero and heroine, and
we are not sure that they did.

Comedy — Harold
(Pathe).
Organ Recital.

Volume 11.
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Press Comments
Telegram — The ride in "Lady Godiva"
is carried out in such a manner that even
the most modest individual among us
could not take offense. Globe — The sets
are good, the photography satisfactory,
and all told the feature is rather worth
while. Evening World — "Lady Godiva"
as a film is well worth seeing. Photographical y itis beautiful, and the story,
although familiar to everyone, seems to
hold with a firm interest clasp. Journal
— The feature is a lavish lesson in history,
a forceful presentation of the life, people
and manners of medieval England. Herald— There is much spirited fighting in
"Lady Godiva," but the love making is not
quite so vivacious. Tribune — There seems
to be enough material for a rousing good
melodrama in the feature, but it moves as
slowly as the milk white charger which
carried Godiva on her ride.

RIALTO
Overture — Selection from "Madame Butterfly"
(Puccini).
Rialto Magazine.
Music Film — "Bubble Dance."
Vocal Solo — "Auf Wiedersehn" from "The
Blue Paradise" (Romberg).
Feature — The Beauty Shop with Raymond
Hitchcock (Paramount)-.
Vocal Solo — "Maria Mari !" (di Capua).
Comedy — His Royal Slyness (Pathe).
Press Comments
Herald- — Unless you are in a musical

comedy mood and ready to see almost anything happen on the screen, "The Beauty
Shop" will strike you as no great shakes.
It is musical comedy without the music.
World — The feature, taken from a musical comedy, is a fast and furious burlesque with sub-titles more often silly than
funny, but with trick photography and
exciting escapades sufficient to make it
amusing most of the time. American —
"The Beauty Shop" is a musical comedy
boiled down to its essentials — fun, farce,
extravagance and genuine jollity. Journal
— "The Beauty Shop" is much more amusing than in its original form on the dramatic stage. It bubbles over with fun
and drollery. Mdilr-^The cast leaves
nothing to be desired. There isn't a weak
spot in it and it is well worthy the designation "all star."
CAMEO
Overture — Selections from "The Merry Widow"
(Lehar).
Cameo News Events.
Ramblers
Three (Post Pictures Corporation).
Duet.
Vocal Solo — "My Hero" (Strauss).
Feature — His Wife's Husband (Pyramid).
Comedy — Ask Father.
Press Comments
Journal — The picture is finely acted and
excellently made. The shivery plot from
the novel with the heroine pursued by a
husband rising from her secret past; with
the big political conflict for . governorship
in the background; vrith the shadow over
the child; and the big scenes staged in a
haunted mansion — the realism does not
lack reality. American — If you are fond
of thrills, not ordinary thrills, but shivery
sort, that start from the soles of your
feet and wiggle an icy trail up your back,
you'll like "His Wife's Husband." It is
one of the best pictures of its kind seen
in town in several seasons. World — "His
Wife's Husband" is not the convincing
take that "The Mayor's Wife" may have
been. Olympia Brewster allows herself
to be tortured by the man she had married
and run away from, because she had
married another man and had a beautiful
little daughter. Telegram — It is a mystery drama, and right up to the finale
the audience was kept on pins and needles,
and was well appreciated by a capacity
house.
. - _-^ \
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Servant,

Not

Master

By L. W. BOYNTON

I ^HE
lesson of the Washington
convention is the lesson always
I
taught by autocracy in action.
Mr. Cohen has been re-elected.
A
seen.

Just

This

what

it is he has

much

strongest

is certain:

possible

principle

of local

oligarchy

which

He
not

would
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So
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your
and

say

money
local

then

board
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and
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and
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need

of his industry
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before
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of remains
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interests
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men,

and

the rights

fast
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hold
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thoroughly

days

and
best

this

organization

M.P.T.O.A.

to the

to

time

state

three

The
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a traitor

stop, look

Investigate
the
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to all those

and

President

organization — ^an
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and then wait.

re-elected

self-government

be
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been

total
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and

of forty-

eight.
Remember:
apply

under

for a charter.

ters think you

ought

the

terms

You'll

get it if the

to have

charter at Cleveland when
asked then to submit any

of this Constitution

it. Oh,

rulers

you

you

are

at National

didn't

have

to

forced

Headquarapply

for

The

of your
power

own

a

your organization was born! You weren't
of your actions to National Headquarters

for review before you were allowed to go ahead.
You didn't have
get permission from a National machine before you could organize
defense

to

rights.

of exhibitor organization should proceed,
(Copyright, 1922, by Exhibitors Trade Review, Inc.)
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ceed, from the individual exhibitor functioning through his
state unit, not from a superstate created by an autocratic
constitution.
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Don't let anybody fool you into believing that Exhibitors
Trade Review is attempting to destroy exhibitor organization. That is propaganda of the thinnest variety sent out by
those few men who cannot conceive of exhibitor organization apart from themselves.
Our

answer

to that is simple enough:

we are for the right
kind of exhibitor organization — the only kind that can survive: organization whose strength and power is derived
from members expressing their w^ill through local and state
units. The national organization should be the servant of
the states not their master. We are against the attempt at
centralization of power upon which Mr. Cohen and his
group of immediate lieutenants have embarked, because we
believe it is wrong in principle and fraught with danger to
exhibitor interests.
We see no reason, for example, why the individual M. P.
T. O. member should be held financially responsible for any
debts or other obligations which may be contracted by National Headquarters. We say any member may be held
responsible for all these, because that is the law governing
unincorporated associations such as the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America now is under its Constitution.

That

Constitution

Read

It Carefully

Especially, do we consider this an injustice to the exhibitor rank and file — when the national convention which the
Constitution says is the supreme authority was not permitted
to vote on that same Constitution. If you are going to be
put in a position where your theatre may be taken from you
to satisfy debts in the contracting of which you had no voice,
certainly you ought at least to be told about that in advance.
But that is only one of the phases of the autocratic rule

Then

Form

which

Own

Conclusions
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Pages 1862-1864

From

a small group is attempting to impose upon the exhibitors ofthe country. We have no desire to dictate; but
it is our duty to point out, as we see it, the direction in which
exhibitor organization is headed if the autocrats have their
vvnv

Your

Your

Own

We stand with the exhibitor rank and file for the rights
that are supposed to be born with every American when he

Viewpoint
As an Exhibitor
And

While

You're

Reading
Remember
Was

It,
How

Adopted.

Were

sees the light of day. We dare to say that under this socalled Constitution, there is a deliberate attempt to deny the

You

Consulted

?

It

rank and file any real voice in the organization. That, gentlemen, isautocracy. We are not prophets, or the sons of
prophets, but we shall be greatly surprised if out of the crisis
created by the Washington convention does not come real
organization and real representation for the plain exhibitor
wherever he may be.
Stick to your local and state units ! Build them up ! Don't
let anybody kid you into believing that you can't have organization unless National Headquarters gives you leave. And
wait!
as was

Maybe
wrung

you, too, will get a new Magna Charta such
from the King by the barons at Runnymede.
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Chamber

of

M.P.T.O.A.;

Sections

Against

long- expected crash in the ranks of the
THE
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America came this week.

Commerce

Signs

of

Cohen

of

Revolt

Rule

Senator James J. Walker will be asked to accept the post of counsel. This was the unanimous sentiment of the members present and the
Executive Committee will make the official tender to the Senator next Monday.

16, the Theatre Owners'
Tuesday, May
Onber
Cham
of Commerce of New York City, the
largest single unit in the organization with the
exception of New York State and comprising
approximately seven hundred theatres in the
metropolitan district, severed its connection
with the national body.
Simultaneously, announcement was made by

Speaking to the T. O. C. C, Senator Walker
indicated that in view of the loyalty of the members of the Chamber of Commerce at the Washington Convention, when he was under unjust
attack from Mr. Cohen, he would consider the
call.

Charles L. O'Reilly, president of the M. P. T. O.
of New York State, that a meeting- of the board
of directors would be called shortly to determine
the future policy of the state body.

It was made very clear that the Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce will immediately
move for action, with Senator Walker as counsel, and on its own initiative, in matters of vital

The fire kindled by Sydney Cohen's ambition
to be national president for a third term at all
costs, even to vilifying Senator James J. Walker
and riding roughshod over the delegation froni
his own state in the national convention, threatens to become a conflagration.
It is known that exhibitor leaders from widely
scattered sections of the country who came to
New York after the convention at Washington
have been conferring with New York City and

import to exhibitor interests, about which Sydney Cohen has been talking for two years but

State theatre owners with regard to a new national organization. These leaders will not permit themselves to be quoted for publication at
present, but the movement is going quietly ahead
and announcements of a definite nature are expected soon.
To Retain Walker as Counsel
The Chamber of Commerce meeting-, probably the most largely attended ever held by that
body, was addressed by Senator Walker, who
told the New York exhibitors that he was with
them all the way.

The Senator, who

is an hon-

orary member of the T. O. C. C, received a g-reat
ovation from those present.
The Executive Committee made its report "
through Bernard Edelhertz, the chairman, providing for the creation of a Central PurchasingBureau; the establishment of an Insurance Bureau; the securing- of a uniform contract; the
regulation of the use of theatrical film by nontheatrical enterprises and the retaining of counsel for the T. -O. C. C. The report was adopted
by unanimous vote.

doing- nothing- successfully.
Resolution of Secession
The resolution of secession from the national
body was introduced by Leo Brecher and unanimously carried. It follows:
"The Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce
is independent and unaffiliated as an organization. No other organization is authorized to
or act for the Theatre
speak
of Commerce.

Owners'

Chamber

''The Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce
and its members will not be responsible for any
action by any other organization purporting to
represent the members of this organization."
An amendment to the by-laws was proposed,
whereby the following clause not contained in
Section 2, Article I, will be eliminated:
"But no application for membership shall be
considered unless such applicant is a member of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America."
The program of the Board of Directors, the
resolution and the proposed amendment to the
by-laws are the Chamber's notice to the industry of its complete divorcement from the Sydney
S. Cohen organization.
The importance of the Tuesday meeting- was
evidenced by the fact that many prominent outof-town exhibitors were present, includingTheodore L. Hayes, of Minneapolis; Charles
Skouras, Lawrence Goldman, and Hector Pasmezoglu, of St. Louis; Sam Bullock, of Cleve-
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land; Henry H. Lustig, of Cleveland; C. C. Griffin and Robert McNeill of California; and H.
Tipton of Ohio.
M. P. T. O. of N. Y. Incorporates
preparing and filing the
papers, a certificate of incorporation was filed in
the secretary of state's office at Albany, May 17,
by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New
York State, Inc. Twenty-two persons, headed
With

Senator Walker

by Charles L. O'Reilly and Samuel I. Berman,,
of New York, are named as a board of directors
serving until the second Tuesday of next March.
The organization will maintain its principal
office in New York City.
Its objects are outlined as follows:
"The object for which the corporation is to be
created is to foster the common interests of those
engaged in the exhibition of motion pictures in
the State of New York; to reform abuses relative thereto;. to secure freedom from unjust or
unlawful exactions ; to diffuse accurate and reliable information in reference to the motion picture industry; to procure uniformity and certainty in contracts and in the customs and usages
of such exhibition of motion pictures; to settle
differences between its members and to promote
a more enlarged and friendly intercourse between
members of the industry."
The following are named as directors: Charles
L. O'Reilly, Samuel I. Berman, Charles Steiner,
Bernard Edelhertz, Samuel Sheer, Rudolph Sanders, Leo Brecher and Samuel Peyser of New
York; Howard Smith, Walter Hays, Jules Michaels, Buffalo; Samuel Suckno, Albany; David
Cohen, Binghantton; Jules Greenstone, Frank
Koch, Rochester; Joseph Quittner, Middletown;
A. A. Elliott, Hudson; Victor A. Warren, Massena; Nathan Robbins, Utica; W. A. Dillon, Ithaca; W. H. Linton, Little Falls; Louis Buettner,
Cohoes.
Southern States Outraged
Machine Methods

OF

At

By ANNA EUGENE AIKEN,
Publisher. JJ'cekly Film Review, Atlanta. Ga.
all the Southern votes cast in the National Convention at Washington only those polled by North
Carolina were constitutional. In that case the ballot

was cast by Percy W. Wells, president of the North Carolina organization and authorized delegate to the convention.
And before the convention was over, Mr. Wells deplored
the action. He and his fellow exhibitors were opposed to
the methods of the Cohen machine; they would have favored
some other candidate for leadership — a man who would
have won the respect of all sections and all states. When no
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other candidate was offered they threw their weight with
the Cohen faction.
In North Carolina there is mild distress compared to the
resentment that is felt in some other states — in Texas, for
instance. That state is alloted a total of eighteen votes and
when her two accredited delegates sought for recognition
on the floor of the convention they were denied even the
courtesy of a word. And while they insisted upon recognition the chair permitted an outrage the like of which is not'
to be found in the records of exhibitor organization. S. G.
Howell, editor of a regional trade paper in Dallas, stood on
that floor and cast eighteen votes for Sydney Cohen.
When Tennessee was called, S. H. Borisky, of Chattanooga, presumed to cast the vote for Tennessee — a total of
ten ballots. Yet the Tennessee organization was only recently formed and is not affiliated with the M. P. T. O. A.,
nor did that state send any delegate to the convention.
Borisky attended merely as an individual and had no right
to cast a ballot for the state.
In the count of the votes the machine called seven for
South Carolina. But the only exhibitor from that state
was Max Bryant, of Rock Hill, who if he was entitled to
any ballot could cast only his individual vote, for the South
Carolina organization specifically forbids affiliation with any
national organization — and Max Bryant is a member of the
state association.
High Handed Practices
Neither Florida nor Alabama were called, and Alabama
could not have voted constitutionally because the by-laws
of her organization forbid affiliation with any other exhibitor organization. Neither Louisiana nor Mississippi
are functioning as exhibitor organizations, but the machine
that swept through the convention took with it the toll of
Louisiana's votes cast by Herrmann, of New Orleans, and
Bethancourt, of Houma, and while Mississippi hundreds of
miles away was all unconscious of the proceedings, V. A.
Anderson, of Gulfport, appointed himself to cast the ballot
for the entire state.
And then Georgia, the state that produced the first exhibitor leader who commanded national admiration — for it
was \\'illard Patterson, of Atlanta, who focused the nation
upon the vital subject of exhibitor organization at Chicago
two years ago — Georgia was called for a vote. Now it is
interesting
to note
that sincea new
the Georgia
State Exhibitors'
League ceased
functioning
state association
has been
formed — the Georgia Amusement Protective Association —
which, incidentally, precludes affiliation with any organization outside the state. Arthur Lucas is a member of that
organization. He insisted upon casting a vote and his balloting would have been accepted by the machine had not
Willard Patterson challenged him on the floor. Georgia
sent no authorized delegate to Washington; her rulings expressly forbid such a connection as that would imply. Mr.
Lucas has subscribed to her association by his membership
therein and how can he reconcile his contention for a vote!
Being challenged by Mr. Patterson, Mr. Lucas insisted
that as a national executive committeeman he had a right to
an individual ballot. The chair sustained him. Yet the records show that he is not and never was a national executive
^ committeeman in the M. P. T. O. A. But his vote favored
the machine — and it stood.
Mr. Patterson protested the constitutionality of the point
and fought the suggestion that the election be declared
unanimous — and won. The regime which he along with
Samuel
I. Berman
Charles
O'Reilly and
helped
to organize
at Cleveland
took aandthrust
at itsL. founders
builders.
Mr.
O'Reilly with difficulty secured the floor for even a moment
and the chair attempted to silence Patterson's protest with
sarcasm. It was the day of gag rule and the machine had
all the best of it. But the South is outraged at the despotic
methods of the Czar and is looking for redress.
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Convention

Listens to Reports —

States Polled for Money — Cohen Announces
Conference
Will
Be
Sought
With Hays
T

the final session
of the
M. P. T. 0. A. National Convention atWashington, on Friday morning, May 12, a handful of
delegates listened to the reading of
reports.
The report of the Executive Committee was presented by M. J.
O'Toole of Pennsylvania, and consisted mostly of a statement with regard to thef severing of relations
with Senator Walker, which, according to this version, took place on
Thursday, May 4, four days before
the
convention
O'Toole
also called
attentionopened.
to the fact
that
the constitution which had been
adopted in the Executive Committee
and never submitted to the convention had been handed to the delegates. Mimeographed copies were
passed around.
The Resolutions Committee reported through Mr. Burford of
Illinois. Resolutions were adopted
as follows:
Endorsing Movie Chats.
Condemning the rental of film to
schools and churches, and referring
the whole non-theatrical situation
to the Business Relations Committee
for immediate action.
Condemning the sale of worthless
film stock to the public and voting
to bring the matter to the attention
of the Associated Advertising Clubs
of the World at their forthcoming
convention in Milwaukee. Mr. Rhode
of Wisconsin was designated to carry
the message to the advertising men.
Declaring that certain complants
had been received against the Hoy
Reporting Service and urging the
State units not to proceed further
in the matter until the Committee
on Business Relations had reported.
Condemning alleged "misleading
reviews" in trade papers and creating a Committee on Review of the
M. P. T. 0. A. to consist of twentyfour members, whose duty it would
be to review all pictures as they
were released and report on them to
exhibitors throughout the country.
Opposing the observance of anniversary weeks by producers and distributors.
Urging the motion picture exhibitor to co-operate in all activities for
community betterment.
Favoring the establishment of a
national fan magazine by the M. P.
T. 0. A.
Resolution of thanks to Mr. Steff es
of Minnesota and the delgation from

that State for the presence of Governor Preus at the convention banquet.
Resolution of thanks to the Washtality. ington exhibitors for their hospi-

ducers and distributors who wanted
to attend, for a conference to be
held on "neutral ground" within
thirty days. The resolution passed
unanimously.

When the report of the Insurance
Committee was called for, Mr. McLaren of Michigan, the chairman,
recommended that the committee be
continued until the next national
convention to study the various proposals that had been and would be
made, and that a report be submitted
to the Board of Directors. This was
agreed to.
President Cohen then announced
that at a meeting of the Board of
Directors the night before he had
been elected Chairman of the Board.

When the question of finances was
reached Cohen asked Mr. True of
Connecticut to make the report.
True contented himself with an oral
statement, calling attention to the
fact that the State quota plan had
not been successful and that the organization should adopt some other
definite plan for raising funds. After
stating there was a deficit of $5,000
or $6,000 in the national treasury,
he suggested polling the State delegations present to get in money. He
started the pledge movement by announcing that Connecticut would
give $1,800. Other pledges were
made as follows:

New York Situation
He then took up consideration of
the New York situation, and stated
that a letter signed by Howard J.
Smith, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western
New York, had been received by the
Board of Directors, seeking a charter
from the national organization for
a new independent unit to cover all
of New York State above the Bronx.
The letter, which was dated The
Washington Hotel, Washington,
D. C, May 11, 1922, follows:—
"To the Board of Directors of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America :
"This is to request that the charter of an independent unit be granted
to the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Northern and Western New
York.
"This new organization will cover
all of New York State above the
Bronx.
(Signed) Howard J. Smith,
President Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western New
The report of the Committee on
Business Relations was presented
York."
briefly
by Mr. Steffes. He announced
that some hundred and fifty different
matters had been brought before
the committee and that they would
have to be referred to the Board of
Directors as there was not sufficient
time for the convention to consider
them.
Mr. Steffes then introduced a resolution directing President Cohen and
the Board of Directors to arrange
with Will H. Hays, representing the
M. P. P. D. A., and all other pro-

Southern California' by Glenn
Harper
$2,500
Ohio by Martin G. Smith
1,000
Nebraska by A. R. Pramer. . . 1,000
North
Carolina by H. B.
Varner
700
Michigan's Dissatisfaction
When Michigan was called upon
Mr. Cady arose and expressed the
dissatisfaction of the Wolverine unit
with the way other states were handling the financial question. He
stated that Michigan expected to do
its full share, as it had always done,
but that it would refuse to contribute ifother state units did not
come through,
Cohen countered with a statement that states which failed to
pay their quotas would get no charter under the new constitution.
The polling of state delegations,
which were represented, if at all, by
only a handful of men, continued.
Mr. Hauber of Arkansas said his
state would subscribe $700 to be
paid by October 15. The Chair announced that Mr. Mogler of St. Louis
had left a $500 check for the national treasury before departing for
home. Mr. Goldman of Missouri
said his state would attempt to raise
$2,000, and would emulate Michigan's example.
Mr. Harris of Pennsylvania said
Eastern Pennsylvania would give
$2,000 and Western Pennsylvania
$1,000. The District of Columbia,
through Mr. Brylawski, announced
its quota would be paid in full
(Continued on page 1870)
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is the complete text of
HERE
the Constitution of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of
ca,
Ameri
which was adopted by
en
ninete
members of the officer body,
executive committee and board of
directors three days before the
Washington Convention opened.
This document was never submitted to the convention for ratification. Furthermore, the nineteen
men who voted for it heard it read
only once in a star-chamber session.
They did not adopt it section by section. The Cohen machine, nevertheless, made it the organic law of the
M. P. T. 0. A. and used it, when
convenience served, to rule the convention itself. The text printed here
is taken from mimeographed copies
passed around the convention hall
after Mr. Cohen had been safely returned to the Presidency.
Exhibitors Trade Review prints
this extraordinary document in
full because we believe exhibitors
throughout the country will want to
study it for the purpose of determining whether they wish to subscribe
to the autocracy which it would set
up in exhibitor organization.
The Constitution follows :
PREAMBLE
For the purpose of uniting the energies
of all motion picture theatre owners in
the work of protecting the rights, advancing the interest and promoting the
general welfare of each and all, developing the service of the theatre to the
Government and people along all constructive lines, rendering the theatre a
real community center in all that goes
toward conserving popular rights and assisting in the forewording of all progressive public programs, and making
every proper and lawful move to uphold,
dignify and protect the entire motion picture industry, and win for our business
public support and confidence, we, the
Motion Picture Owners, within the ranks
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, do hereby adopt and promulgate this Constitution.
POWERS AND PRIVILEGES
Article One: The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America shall exercise
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general authority over the affairs of the
organization in all parts of the United
States. It shall, on proper application
and the approval of the National Board
of Directors, issue charters to State divisions or units or approved subdivisions
thereof of the Motion Picture Owners of
America. It shall care for the general
welfare of the motion picture theatre
owners, handle such elements of national
legislation as may effect the interests of
the theatre owners, keep a careful watch
over official and other affairs of every
character concerning the motion picture
business. All such matters of a national
character shall be referred to and be
handled by the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America in co-operation with
such State organizations as may be most
particularly concerned. State organizations shall handle, in like manner, such
legislation or other matters as may appertain particularly to given states, and
shall be privileged at all times to seek
the assistance of the national organization. Any aggrieved party or interest
may appeal to the national organization
from the decision of any State body. In
such event, the National Board of Directors will sit as a court, summon witnesses, books, papers and other documents
relating to the matter at issue, and then,
by a majority vote, make its decision,
which decision shall be binding on all
concerned until the next succeeding National Convention, when any aggrieved
person or interest may appeal directly to
the delegates in the convention. The decision of the National Convention on all
such matters shall be final. Where an
appeal from the decision of the National
Board of Directors is not carried to the
next succeeding National Convention, the
right to appeal is forfeited and cannot
be made to apply to a convention one
year hence or a special convention, and
in such event the decision of the Board
of Directors shall be final.
MEMBERSHIP
Article Two, Section One: Every owner
or manager of a motion picture theatre
or theatre in which motion pictures are
regularly exhibited, in any part of the
United States, who subscribes to the provisions of this Constitution and who conforms to such other rules and regulations
as may be provided, may become a member of this organization. None but bona
fide theatre owners or managers shall
become members.
Section Two: Membership shall be obtained through affiliation with the State

division of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America in the State in which
the theatre of the applicant is located,
or with the organization in such subdivisions of the State as may be recognized
by the National Board of Directors. In
the event of the non-existence of such a
State organization, or its failure to function, any theatre owner or manager meeting the constitutional and other requirements enumerated herein may become directly affiliated with the national organization by the payment of such dues and
other charges to the national body as the
members of the National Board of Directors may direct.
CONVENTIONS
Article Three, Section One: The supreme authority of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America shall be the
National Convention of the organization,
which shall be held in the month of May
in each year at the place selected annually by the delegates to the National
Convention. The particular date or dates
for the convention shall be set by the
National Board of Directors, which shall
meet on or about February 1 of each year
for that purpose. The National Board
of Directors shall duly announce to the
members of the organization the date
of the convention, together with the city
in which the same shall be held, at least
six weeks prior to the time of said convention. At this convention all business
appertaining to the affairs of the organization shall be transacted.
Section Two: The membership of the
National Convention shall consist of delegates from the different State bodies or
recognized State subdivisions, elected at
the regular conventions of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of any State,
or recognized subdivision thereof, or
named in such a manner as these State
bodies may direct by a majority vote, or
in like form, any such recognized subdivision of each State. Delegates selected subsequent to the adoption of this
Constitution, according to the proceeding
in vogue, may be admitted to the next
succeeding convention. Each State shall
be entitled to votes equal in number to
the Congressional representation from
said states. The delegates may be selected
at large from each State without regard
to special Congressional divisions. Alternates equal in number to the delegates
thus selected shall also be chosen at the
same time, and such alternate delegates
shall take the place of any delegates from
the State who shall be absent from any
session of the National Convention.
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Section Three: The selection of delegates and alternates from each State shall
be made at least one month previous to
the holding of the National Convention,
and the president and secretary of each
State organization or the recognized subdivision in each State shall duly notify
the president and secretary of the national organization in writing at least
two weeks previous to the day of opening the National Convention of the selection of delegates and alternates thus
made, giving the full name and business
address of each delegate and alternate,
and shall, in like form, give due notice
to the delegates and alternates in writing.
Section Four: Upon receipt of the
names of delegates and alternates thus
selected by State bodies or recognized
subdivisions thereof, the national president and the national secretary shall forward to the State secretary of the particular State or states, or recognized subdivision thereof, credential forms in duplicate, and these in turn shall be duly
filled out ^nd certified to by the president or the secretary of the organization.
The credentials shall then be sent to each
particular delegate and alternate, and
copies of the same forwarded to the national secretary.
Section Five: Delegates and alternates
from the diiferent states shall be enrolled
on the roster of the National Convention
by the national secretary in conformity
with the return of the duplicate credential, and this roster of names shall be
checked in the report by the Committee
on Credentials, to which all delegates and
alternates will present their credentials.
When this report by the Committee on
Credentials is adopted by the convention,
and the delegates and alternates listed
in this report are duly indicated, said list
shall constitute the permanent roster of
the convention.
Section Six: All sessions of the National Convention shall be closed unless
otherwise directed by a majority vote of
delegates in attendance. At such closed
sessions only duly accredited delegates
and alternates, theatre owners and theatre
managers who are members of the national organization, and such other officers, clerks and attendants as the national president or Board of Directors
may deem necessary for the business of
the convention shall be admitted. When
an open session is ordered, all regular
convention business shall be suspended
and only such matters as are referred to
said open session will be considered.
Section Seven: All voting will be viva
voce or by ballot. Only duly accredited
delegates will be permitted to vote on
roll calls. A majority vote will determine all questions. A roll call shall be
ordered on any question at the request
of any four delegates from four different states. On such roll call, the secretary will call the states in alphabetical
order and the chairman of each State
delegation or recognized subdivision thereof shall rise in place and announce by
ayes and nays the vote of his State or
recognized subdivision thereof on the matter before the convention. In the absence
from the floor or convention of the said
chairman, the vote shall be cast by any
accredited delegate selected by the delegates of the State or recognized subdivision thereof. Any delegate may, however, cast his or her own ballot by stating a desire to do so to the presiding
officer.
Section Eight: A majority of the votes
east in any such roll call will determine
the question. Any theatre owner or theatre manager attending the convention
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shall be permitted to debate matters before the convention by permission of the
presiding officer.
STATE ORGANIZATIONS
Article One: The motion picture theatre owners or theatre managers in any
State or territory of the United States
may organize into a State unit or division of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. Where, for convenience
sake, it is deemed advisable to organize
State subdivisions, permission to do this
shall be obtained from the National
Board of Directors. State organizations
will take the name of the State in which
the same are located as the official designation of the organization, and, in like
form, organizations in subdivisions shall
indicate in the name the part of the particular State in which its members are
located. Said name or names of such
State or subdivision organization shall
always include the words "Motion Picture
Theatre Owners." The president and secretary of such State organization or subdivision will advise in writing the national secretary of the formation of the
same. The names of all theatre owners
and managers enrolled, the names of the
temporary or permanent officers and other
necessary information regarding the same
will also be transmitted, together with
an application for a State or subdivision
charter. Such application will then be
laid before the National Board of Directors at its next session and acted upon.
If a favorable decision is reached and
a charter granted, the same will be duly
announced in a bulletin or other means,
or notification sent out to all officials in
the organization in the State or subdivision in question, as well as to all theatre
owners or managers who are members
of the State or subdivision bodies. In
the event of a charter being refused by
the National Board of Directors, a reapplication may be made to a subsequent
session of the board, and, if again refused,
an appeal may be taken to the National
Convention, as elsewhere provided for in
this Constitution.
Section Two: State organizations and
subdivisions thereof of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, in existence on the date of the adoption of
this Constitution, shall be supplied with
charters on formal application by the
president and secretary of such State or
subdivision bodies. No State or subdivision organization shall be permitted to
function as a part of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America without a
charter from the national body as herein
provided. All State and subdivision
bodies, however, in existence on the date
of the adoption of this Constitution, shall
be
as a properly
Staterecognized
unit or subdivision
for afunctioningperiod of
six months from the date hereof, during
which time a charter shall be procured
in the form herein indicated, and any
such organization failing to secure said
charter shall, at the end of said period
of six months, cease to be an official part
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America.
Section Three: State organizations or
subdivisions thereof of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America shall be the
official organization in the several states
and shall exercise such rights and privileges as will enable the officials and
members of same to safeguard the interests of the theatre owners in their respective territories. State conventions
and the conventions of the State subdivision will be held at such times as will
permit the election of delegates to the
National Convention to conform to the
regulations herein provided for the same.
Section Four: Each State organization or subdivision thereof of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America shall
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make a report of the proceedings of all
conventions to the national secretary,
said report to be transmitted by the secretary of the State organization or of
the subdivision. For the purpose of correlating the work of State organizations,
and having the national organization act
as a clearing house for the transmission
of useful information from one State body
to another. State secretaries and other
officials will at all times send such information to the national secretary.
Section Five: State organizations, or
organizations in State subdivisions, of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America shall adopt such Constitution and other
laws as may be necessary for the use
of the same, and have general jurisdiction over all affairs in their respective
territories relating to the motion picture
business or affecting the interests of the
motion picture theatre owners, not in conflict with the National Constitution, decisions of the National Executive Committee
or Board of Directors and the acts of the
National Convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
OFFICERS
Section One: The elective offix;ers of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America shall consist of a president, first,
second, third and fourth vice-presidents,
a recording secretary, a treasurer, a National Executive Committee, a National
Board of Directors and such other offisary.
cers as may from time to time be necesSection Two: All officers shall be
elected by ballot according to the roll
call of delegates as hereinbefore provided. A majority vote of the regularly
elected delegates or alternates, acting as
delegates,
determine
all such
tion. shall
Nominations
for officers
shallelecbe
made on the floor of the convention, and
when all nominations have been made the
delegates shall immediately proceed to
ballot as directed by the presiding officer. Each office shall be balloted for
separately, with the exception of the
Board of Directors, who shall be balloted
for collectively.
Section Three: Tellers shall be apthe presiding
to announcepointedand byrecord
the votes officer
as cast.
All
candidates receiving a majority of the
votes shall be declared elected by the
presiding officer. Where more than two
candidates are contesting for any office,
except the Board of Directors, and none
receive a majority of the votes cast on
any ballot, the candidate receiving the
lowest number of votes cast for any office
shall be dropped and other ballots taken
on the office in question until one of the
candidates for each office receives a majority vote. The candidate receiving the
lowest vote shall be dropped after each
ineffective ballot. On voting for candidates for the office of Board of Directors,
where more than twelve names are placed
in nomination, the twelve candidates receiving the highest number of votes will
be declared elected. No vote for Board
of Directors shall be valid and counted
unless it is cast for the full number of
vacancies to be filled at the time of voting. No person shall be eligible to be
elected to or hold any elective office in
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America except a bona fide theatre owner
or theatre manager who shall have been
in good standing in the organization for
a period of not less than six months prior
to the election.
Section Five: All officers elected at
the annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America shall be
duly installed at the closing session of
the convention by the then presiding officer or some person elected by him for
that purpose. All shall subscribe to the
following oath:
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"I (repeating
or her fullto name),
do consolemnlystitution
promise
onhis my
obey the
and other
lawshonor
of the Motion
Picture
Theatreform theOwners
of America,
perduties of
the office toto faithfully
which I have
been elected, and do everything within my
power during the term of my office to advance
in every way the interests and welfare of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
and the motion picture industry generally."
Section Six: The term of all officers
shall be for the interim between annual
conventions, commencing at the time of
induction into office.
Section Seven: Special conventions may
be called at any time on the request of
ten State presidents and the approval
of the National Board of Directors. At
such conventions only the business for
which the same was called shall be transacted. At least
days' notice
of the calling
of twenty-one
such a convention
shall
be given by the national president to all
members.
DUTIES OF OFFICERS
Section One: The national president
shall be the chief executive offijcer of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America. He shall preside at all conventions and shall be a member of the National Executive Committee and National
Board of Directors. He shall perform the
duties which usually devolve upon a president, faithfully guard at all times the
interests of the organization and its members, and, with the co-operation of the
National Board of Directors, perform such
acts and make such declarations and statements as tend to best conserve the welfare of theatre owners and the motion
picture industry generally.
Section Two: The national president,
or some person designated by him for
this purpose, shall countersign all checks
drawn on the national treasury for proper
expenditures, and shall supervise the
financial affairs of the organization at
all times.
Section Three: He shall receive for his
services such salary as the delegates may
direct. He shall provide such office room
and such clerical and other assistants for
the national office as he may deem necessary for the proper handling of the affairs
of the national organization, and at such
salaries as the National Board of Directors may direct.
Section Four: The first, second, third
or fourth national vice-president shall, in
the event of the resignation, illness or
other disability or absence of the national
president, in the order named, temporarily perform all of the duties incumbent upon the national president shall
have been elected by the National Board
of Directors to fill the unexpired term.
Such service shall be awarded such compensation as the members of the National
Board of Directors may direct.
Section Five: The recording secretary
shall keep the records of all national conventions and cause a complete report of
the same to be compiled. He shall receive such compensation for his services
as the National Board of Directors may
determine.
TREASURER
Section One: The treasurer shall be
the cusitodian of all the funds of the national organization and keep a careful
and legible account of its financial affairs.
He shall receive all money and all checks
made out to the national organization, and
deposit the same in such banks and in
the manner provided by the National
Board of Directors. He shall draw checks
for such expenditures as may be approved
of by the national president. He shall
forward all such checks to the national
president for his signature or that of his
duly accredited representative after signing the same himself. The treasurer shall
make a statement of the financial standing
of the national organization quarterly,
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February 1, May 1, August 1, and November 1 of each year. The statement made
May 1 will be the annual statement and
will mark the beginning of the fiscal year.
All such statements will contain a detailed
account of the receipts and expenditures
for the period involved and copies shall
be furnished to the national president and
members of the National Board of Directors.
Section Two: The treasurer shall furnish a surety bond in such amount as may
be decided upon by the National Board of
Directors and the premium on said bond
shall be paid out of the funds of the national organization. He shall receive such
compensation for his services as the National Board of Directors may determine.
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
Section One: The national president
shall appoint an executive secretary who
shall take charge of the clerical affairs of
the national office, under the direction
of the national president, and perform
such other duties on behalf of the national organization as he may determine.
Any person whom the national president
deems competent to fill the position of
executive secretary may be named by the
national president and such person need
not be a motion picture theatre owTier or
manager.
Section Two: The executive secretary
shall receive such compensation as the
members of the National Board of Directors may direct.
NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Section One: The National Executive
Committee shall consist of one representative to be selected by each State or recognized subdivision thereof, of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America and
five additional members to be appointed
by the national president. Twelve members of the Committee shall constitute a
quorum for the transaction of all business and a majority vote will decide all
questions coming before the Committee.
Section Two: The National Executive
Committee shall convene annually at least
three days prior to the opening of the National Convention, in the city in which the
National Convention is to be held. It
shall receive the report of the Board of
Directors and officers of the organization and transact such other business as
may be brought before it.
Section Three: The National Executive
Committee shall also meet at the call of
the president or Board of Directors and
shall transact such business as may he referred to it by the president or Board of
Directors.
NATIONAL
BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
Section One: The National Board of Directors shall consist of twelve members to
be elected at the National Convention.
Seven members shall constitute a quorum.
Section Two: The National Board of
Directors shall hold such meetings as may
be called either by the national president
or a majority of its members. Notices of
such meetings shall be sent by the national
secretary or by any member of the Board,
so as to reach each memlber at least three
days prior to the time of such meeting.
It shall have power to pass upon all matters and transact such business as may be
necessary to advance the interests of the
national organization between convention
periods. The National Board of Directors
shall hear all grievances from State divisions or elsewhere properly submitted,
and decide upon the merits of the same.
Any aggrieved party may appeal from
such decision to the National Executive
Committee. The Board of Directors shall
submit a report of its meeting to each
National Convention.
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Section Three: The National Board of
Directors shall have supervisory charge
of all the business of the national organization between convention periods. It
shall have charge of the financial affairs
of the national organization and shall pass
upon all bills and certify to all accounts.
It shall prepare such a budget as may be
agreed upon and supervise generally the
expenditures of the national funds.
Section Four: The National Board of
Directors shall have power to detennine
the method by and through which all funds
required for the use of the organization
shall be procured. The plans for raising
funds, thus agreed upon, whether by assessments, per capita tax or other process,
shall be binding upon all State and other
recognized subdivisions of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
Section Five: The Board of Directors
shall have power to fill all vacancies which
may exist among the national officers,
caused by death, resignation, disability or
for other reasons.
Section Six: The Board of Directors
shall have the power to suspend or declare forfeited the charter of any State
organization or recognized subdivision
thereof for non-payment of per capita tax
or other dues or assessments, or for any
other cause which to them may seem sufficient, provided that such action by the
Board of Directors may be appealed to the
National Executive Committee.
Section Seven: The Board of Directors'
action at any time to meet any emergencies which may arise. The Board of Directors shall have charge of the property
of the organization and shall make provisions for such a bond for the treasurer
as may be agreed upon and shall deposit
said bond in a safety deposit box in the
city in which the national headquarters
are located, and name one of their number to act with the national president as
joint custodian of said bond. The executive secretary, or such other person as
may be designated, shall keep the minutes
of the meeting of the Board of Directors.
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
Section
national
ters of the One:
Motion The
Picture
TheatreheadquarOwners
of America shall be located in the City of
New York, N. Y., in such a building as
the national president and members of
the Board of Directors may determine,
and be outfitted and furnished in such a
manner as the national president and
members of the Board of Directors may
decide.
AMENDMENTS
Amendments to this Constitution must
be submitted in writing at least three
months before the next annual convention. Such amendments may be presented'
by any ten theatre owners or theatre
managers, members in good standing and
residing in at least five different states.
Such amendments shall be sent direct to
the national president, who shall send
the same by mail in the official bulletin,
or by letter,
to Amendments
all members
of the organization.
thus proposed
shall
be duly presented
to the next
annual
convention of the Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners of America, and it shall require
a two-thirds vote of the delegates present
and voting to adopt the same.
If the amendment or amendments thus
presented are adopted by said two-thirds
vote, the same shall become a part of the
Constitution of the national organization
at once, and shall be so promulgated by
the national president.
RULES OF ORDER
All procedures of the national convention, not specifically provided for in this
Constitution, shall be governed by tht?
Roberts Rules of Order.
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of Internal Revenue

end of trouble has been encountered by motion
picture theatres in complying with the Revenue
laws governing theatre tickets. Interpretations of the
laws have led to considerable confusion and to clear
up the moot questions involved Exhibitors Trade Review has made a study of the rulings.
Through the courtesy of John M. Cummings of the
Trimount Press, ticket printers of Boston, we are able
to present a collection of the rulings of the U. S.
Treasury department affecting tickets.
Briefly the Revised Revenue Law E, effective January 1, 1922, contains the following important changes :
1. — Elimination of tax on free admissions.
2. — No tax on amounts of 10 cents or less for admission.
3. — Present stock of tickets on hand January 1, 1922,
on the above prices may be used until exhausted.
You must not, however, sell tickets in above class
for more than the established price marked thereon. For example, a ticket reading "Established
Price 9c, Tax Paid Ic, Total 10c" must be sold for
9c and not for 10c.
4. — In ordering tickets of 10c admission and less (new
lots) the "name of place" must still be on all tickets.
Consecutive numbering may be started as you
desire.
5. — Regulations on tickets of more than 10c substantially unchanged.
Benefit performances are covered in a ruling of the
Treasury Department made public at the behest of
the Collector of Internal Revenue for the District of
Massachusetts.
This ruling follows:
Your attention is invited to the changes enumerated
below, made by the Revenue Act of 1921, in the Admissions and. Dues taxes, to be effective from January
1. 1922.
1- — The tax on free admissions is eliminated.
2. — No tax is payable where the amount paid for admission is10c or less,
3. — The exemption provisions are extended to include
any post of the American Legion or Women's Auxiliary units thereof; persons who have served in
the military or naval forces of the United States
and are in need; societies for the improvement of
any city, town, village or other municipality; and
societies for maintaining a co-operative or community centre moving picture theatre, — if no part
of the net earnings thereof inure to the benefit of
any private stockholder or individual.
The exemption applying to agricultural fairs is
extended to include any exhibit, entertainment or
other pay feature conducted by such association as
part of any such fair, — if the proceeds therefrom
are used exclusively for the maintenance and operation of such agricultural fairs.
When exemption is claimed under these provisions, itis necessary in all cases to make application to this office for exemption on Form 755 before
an affair is conducted. Form 755 will be furnished
upon application when needed.
5. — The tax on club dues remains the same as under the
Revenue Act of 1918.
Your particular attention is called to the fact
that the tax during the month of December, 1921,
must be collected as heretofore, as these changes
are not effective until January 1, 1922.

Under a ruling dated December 24, 1921, the Bureau
of Internal Revenue makes no objection to the use of
tickets now on hand which are printed or marked to
show the established price 10 cents, tax 1 cent, total
11 cents, provided such tickets are sold for not more
than 10 cents. This ruling which covers other mooted
points is as follows :
Treasury Department, Washington,
Dec. 24, 1921.
Collector of Internal Revenue,
Boston, Mass.
Reference is made to your letter of December 16,
1921, in which you inquire whether the proprietors of
theatres whose charge for admission is 10 cents may be
permitted to use tickets now on hand after January 1,
1922, when the provisions of section 800 of the Revenue
Act of 1921 become effective, and under which admissions sold for 10 cents or less will not be taxable.
This office will interpose no objection to the use of
tickets now on hand which are printed or marked to
show the established price 10 cents, tax 1 cent, total
11 cents, provided such tickets are sold for not more
than 10 cents. This authorization is to be limited to
tickets now on hand.
You also inquire whether new serially numbered
tickets should begin with new series of numbers under
the 1921 Act or whether the numbers now in use under
the 1918 Act should be continued. As the new Act
makes no change in the rate or basis of the tax it is
not seen why there should be any change in the tickets.
In other words, proprietors of places to which taxable
admissions are sold may continue to use the tickets
they now have on hand after January 1, 1922. In the
case of tickets which are sold for 10 cents or less it
will not be necessary to have them serially numbered
although it will be necessary for such tickets to show
the place at which they are valid for admission and the
price for which they are sold.
Reference is made to two letters dated November 12,
and December 25, 1921, wherein you make inquiry with
reference to the marking of tickets for use in connection with admissions costing 10 cents or less.
The Revenue Act of 1921 provides with reference to
the marking of tickets as follows :
"The price (exclusive of the tax to be paid
by the person paying for admission) at which
every admission ticket or card is sold shall
be conspicuously
and
indelibly printed,
stamped, or written on the face or back of
that part of the ticket which is to be taken up
by the management of the theatre, opera, or
other place of amusement, together with the
name of the vendor if sold other than at the
ticket office of the theatre, opera, or other
place of amusement.
Whoever sells an admission ticket or card on which the name of
the vendor and price are not so printed,
stamped, or written thereon is guilty of a
miisdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof
shall
be finedwith
not more
than it
$100."
In accordance
the above
is the intention of
the Bureau to promulgate regulations requiring all
tickets valid for admission to any place to show the
amount charged for such admission.
However, where
the maximum charge of admission to any place is 10
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cents or less, tickets used for such admissions will
meet the requirements of the regulations if only the
place of amusement and the price for which sold are
indicated. Regulations regarding the use of tickets
which are sold for amounts in excess of 10 cents will
be governed by substantially the same provisions as
set forth in Articles 48, 49 and 50 of Regulations 43,
Part 1, issued in interpretation of that part of the
Revenue Act of 1918 relating to the tax on admissions.
A. C. HOLDEN,
Acting Deputy Commissioner.
The question of stock tickets is covered in the following ruling by the Treasury Department made more
than a year ago:
Washington, D. C, March 25, 1921.
From information received in this office, it appears
that motion picture film exchanges, ticket jobbers and
ticket manufacturers throughout the country are selling to motion picture theatres rolls of serially numbered
"stock" tickets which do not comply with the instructions contained in Article 50. A "stock" ticket is one
that can be used generally by any theatre — it does not
specify the name of the theatre and therefore its use
is prohibited under the regulations.

Solving

the

PUTTING over Sunday motion pictures
in the average small town of the
Middle West is a he-job, any way you
look at it.
When you've got a landlord who is so
rabid on the subject of the Lord's Day that
he insists upon a clause in your lease to
the effect that your theatre will not operate on Sunday, that makes it a little more
intricate.
But to hurdle both of those obstacles,
and carry your show straight into the
Town Hall of your community, right under the noses of the "Bluenoses," is a feat
of diplomacy, salesmanship, showmanship
or whatever else you want to call it that
ought to win a blue ribbon.
The man who did it is Lee Follette. And
the town is Gibsonburg, Ohio, three thousand strong, about midway between Fremont and Toledo in the north.
Lee Follette is the man who startled
the good Gibsonburgers with a banner
across the Town Hall one fine day, not so
long ago, bearing the legend:
" 'The Old Swimmhi' Hole,' a First National Attraction, at the Town Hall, SunNight." of how Follette did it forms
Theday story
a shrewd chapter in small town showmanship.
Gibsonburg is in the heart of a country
rich in petroleum. It has a population of
approximately three thousand inhabitants
and one picture theatre — the Star — which
draws heavily from a rural area with a
population of something like eight thousand, immediately outlying the own precincts.
The Star Theatre is in a two-story
building right in front of the place where
the trolley car connecting with a line extending from Fremont to Toledo, takes on
and discharges passengers. It is a 200
seat house and Lee Follette, a buttermaker
by trade — and who works at his trade
every day except Sunday — is manager.
Follette has been in the picture business
ten years. In Gibsonburg and surroundings they'll tell you Follette knows as much
about pictures as the best of them, and
that the only reason Gibsonburg hasn't a
bigger house and more elaborate attractions isthat "the town isn't big enough."
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A canvass should be made of all motion picture theatres in your district, and wherever it is found that any
theatre is selling tickets which do not comply with the
law or regulations, such theatre should be held liable
to the penalties imposed by section 800 (d) of section
1308 of the Act, and should be reported to the United
States Attorney for prosecution .... Wherever it
is found that these "stock" roll tickets are being used,
your investigating officer should ascertain whether or
not the theatre had previously used tickets which complied with the regulations, if it is found that he had
been previously using the proper tickets, the full penalty provided in section 800 (d), namely $100 should
be asserted against the management of such theatre.
In all cases where it is found that tickets do not comply with the regulations, the proprietor should be required to furnish a schedule giving the number and
description of such tickets and given not more than
ten days in which to procure a supply that complies
with the law and regulations in every respect.
Where it is found that any theatre is using improperly printed tickets and the printer thereof has not
complied with the provisions of Article 49 of the Regulations, asample ticket should be obtained and steps
taken to prosecute.

Opening

The Star's manager has his clientele
trained. It knows just what it has a
right to expect in a town like Gibsonburg
and when it realizes its expectations is
satisfied. Under the lease Follette holds
on the room in which he runs the Star
Theatre he is not allowed to put on Sunday shows.
"Strict Sunday observance is a religious
scruple with my landlord," said 'Follette,
"and, accordingly, when I took over the
premises it had to be with the understanding that there would be no desecration of
the Sabbath.
"But the way out was easy," Follette
continued. "I went to the authorities and
laid the matter before them. I proved that
there was a demand for Sunday pictures
in Gibsonburg, and that it came from some
of our best people.

Lee Follette

Problem

"And so I got permission to run picture
shows in the town hall on Sunday and
such other holidays and holy days as I
may be excluded from my regular place of
show business under my lease."
The probabilities are that not every fellow would have been able to pull such a
concession, but with Follette, a man of
good standing,
strong
personality
and exceptional business
ability,
it was easy.
According to Follette, the recent censorship controversy in Ohio caused quite a
flurry in and around Gibsonburg. The
people generally resented the contention
of Mrs. Snow, chief censor, that "ten per
cent think, fifteen per cent think sometimes and the rest don't think at all."
"Any old time the people don't think,"
said
Follette.
"They think
all right
in this
section
and therefore
it stands
to reason
that
do everyofplace
else."maintaining
In they
the opinion
Follette
censorship is a reckless waste of the taxmoney, for which there is absolutelypayers'
no need.
"Take it right here in Gibsonburg, for
instance," he said. "If I run in a picture
that isn't right the whole town knows it
within an hour. And what's the result?
The ofpeople
out
pocket.won't patronize me and I'm
"And that's the way it is in every other
town. You've got to deliver the goods and
the right kind of goods.
" 'The Kid,' with Charles Chaplin and
Jackie
'big thing'
in the
picture Coogan,
line in is
andthearound
Gibsonburg.
The people — to use a common expression,
generally
understood
ate said
it up.'
" 'The Kid's'
a real— 'fairly
picture,"
Follette. "Pictures like that don't need any
consoring and the way the people fall
over themselves to see it and, after they
have seen it, go around saying nice things
about it for weeks and weeks, knocks the
pins from under the censorship, and 'people don't think' theories according to my
now stand, Follette will
wayAs ofmatters
thinking."
probably go on making butter by day and
running picture shows in the Star Theatre
week nights and in the town hall Sunday
nights, for many years to come — ^for he is
still a young man in the early thirties.
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REFERENCE was made in last
week's article which appeared
under this heading to the lack
of specialized knowledge on the important subject of ventilation as applied to theatres, and it is only fair
to say that the matter is receiving
more and more attention from architects and other elements which have
to do with the construction of modern theatres and motion picture
palaces. For the most part, however, the problem of ventilation is
quite naturally being studied from
the audience viewpoint for the reason that the comfort of the greater
number demands first consideration.
Ventilation of the booth, however,
has not been accorded merited attention, and now for the first time an
organized effort is being made by
the operators, who are the persons
most concerned, to improve the conditions under which a majority of
their number are obliged to labor
for an average period of eight hours
daily.
At the annual convention of the
International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees and Moving Picture Machine Operators, which will
be held during the coming week in
Cincinnati, the matter of proper
ventilation of the projection booths
of the United States and Canada will
come in for a great deal of attention
on the part of delegates from the
various locals and executives of the
International Alliance.
The alarming extent to which
moving picture machine operators
have in recent years become sufferers from so-called occupational
diseases is to be considered at length
by the assembled delegates and reports on the subject of booth ventilation, together with recommendations for improvement, will be
heard from representatives in all
parts of the country. These reports
will be augmented by the observations of representatives of local
Boards of Health whom Operator
Local business delegates have induced to inspect the booths in various localities.
As a result of the inspections
made by the New York Board of
Health in the theatres of New York
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and Brooklyn, Samuel Kaplan,
President of Local 306, who will attend the Cincinnati convention in
company with a delegation from
New York, will submit a vigorous
report on the subject of ventilation,
together with recommendations
which, in his opinion, will, at minimum expense and with practically
no hardship upon exhibitors, go considerable distance toward solving
the ventilation problem by shortening the hours which operators shall
be obliged to spend in the booth at
one time.
"I am confident," said Mr. Kaplan,
"that the exhibitors of Greater New
York, and for the most part
throughout the country, will see the
wisdom of operators spending fewer
hours in the booth by means of the
double shift system when it }s thoroughly understood by them. My intention is to submit a plan to exhibitors whereby the union will assign operators to theatre owners
who have existing contracts with the
operators' union, on a basis of each
man spending six hours on duty
daily. Of course the men are to receive only proportionate wages
from theatreowners, and, as in the
past, every effort will be made to
keep the same men in the individual
theatres,
"The plan calls for two operators
to the theatre which at present employs only one, but the operators are
not on duty at the same time, nor
does each operator receive wages
equal to those paid the individual
operators at present. The combined
wages of the two men amounts to a
total of between four and five dollars
additional to the theatre owner on
the week's projection expense, and
the following are some of the advantages which this moderate additional expense will make possible :
"At the present time the number
of hours spent by operators in the
booth under conditions which have
been frequently described, practically unfits them for the grade of
work which leaders in projection
circles as well as exhibitor employers desire them to perform. It is
an accepted fact that localities in
which the best projection results are
obtained on an average, are the
localities in which the men work in
the booth approximately six hours.
"Place an operator on duty in a
confined booth for a period of eight
hours daily for six months and I will

Kaplan

show you a man whose physical resistance is considerably lowered,
whose mental condition becomes
clogged and who, if he be candid,
will tell you he cares very little
'whether school keeps or not.' When
you add to the eight hours solitary
confinement the fact that the man
during the two hour supper swing
seldom has opportunity to return
home to his family to wash up or refresh himself by participating in
domestic life, you are face to face
with a condition which kills off
every germ of enthusiasm, makes a
machine of a human being and entirely reverses the social order.
"The six hour or 'double shift'
system permits of the enjoyment of
home life on the part of the operators, and as one who comes intimately
in touch with approximately one
thousand men who practice the
craft, I am in a position to say to
the employers that the opportunity
for home life and social intercourse
will improve the physical and
mental health of the men, increase
their self-respect, engender enthusiasm for their tasks and do more to
better projection as well as promote
harmony between employers and
employees than anything that has
been tried to date. I desire the exhibitors tolook upon the plan as an
economic measure solely which will
pay dividends to them.
"This plan has been worked out
only after considerable investigation
and thought. Leaders in the operator ranks realize that theatres constructed in the past unmindful of
booth ventilation are in the majority. In most instances expensive
alterations requiring that the houses
be closed would be necessary to install really adequate ventilation.
This proceedure is of course impractical, and constitutes a hardship on
theatre owners which we have no
desire to see placed upon them, but
we do desire that exhibitors give
some thought to this important subject of ventilation and inquire into
the practicability of installing some
artificial system of ventilation
where none exists and in this way
co-operate in a campaign which will
in the long run result in better relations with the men, improved projection and consequently more completely satisfied patrons. In many
instances all these advantages may
be enjoyed at very moderate expenditure.

The
Starring Florence Vidor.

Real

Adventure

Scenario by Mildred Considine.
Directed by King Vidor.
Exhibitors for distribution through Pathe.
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encouraging improvement in
general business and industrial
conditions and a practically
universal conviction that there will
be a marked betterment everywhere
by September, with a correspondingly bright outlook for a good motion picture season, are the fundamental facts disclosed by the second
annual survey of motion picture industrial conditions, which has just
been completed by Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., through its
exchange managers in every territory in the United States and
Canada.
The first survey of this kind was
made a year ago by First National,
during the exchange managers' convention in New York City. The results obtained were so gratifying
that a second panoramic survey was
decided upon this year, not only to
get an accurate forecast for the coming season, but to arrive at an approximately accurate measure of the
changes that had taken place during
the past twelve months. For 1922,
a questionnaire was sent to all exchange managers, and the returns
on these have been carefully compiled and collated.
The questionnaire was divided
into eight questions, the whole forming a concise summary of theatrical
and general conditions in ea-ch territory.
AN

1.

Improvement

General Business Conditions —
Better or Worse Than Six
Months Ago?

Seventeen territories out of thirtytwo report that general conditions
are better, or are slowly but steadily
improving. In seven of the remainder there has been no appreciable change, and the other eight declare that conditions, if anything,
are slightly worse. The improvement ismost marked in the east and
the middle west — that is to say, in
the territories between the Rocky
Mountains and the AUeghanies. The
south and the far west are behind
the rest of the country in this respect, though the condition of the
southeast and northwest is better
than that of the southwest and the
mountain regions. An interesting
feature of the replies to the first
question is that in the coal mining
regions, the labor crisis at the mines
is the only cloud on the horizon, the
;situation in every other line of industry being decidedly on the mend.
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Buffalo reports that the number of
unemployed has decreased during
the past year from 35,000 to 10,000.
New England is suffering from a
large number of strikes. In the
Cleveland territory, the unemployed
situation is being remedied. The
textile industry has shown a decided
improvement in the Chicago territory. Business is picking up in the
Northern California district, with a
marked improvement in the labor
situation. In the agricultural sections, the feeling is decidedly optimistic, the outlook for good crops is
excellent, and many industrial concerns are preparing for a revival of
activities on a normal scale with the
realization of the coming harvests.
2. What Is the Outlook for Next
Season?
The confidence that the coming
season, beginning with September,
will bring a marked improvement in
business is unanimous. Every territory shares in this belief. Omaha,
a representative center in the agricultural districts, reports that the
farmer is getting more money for
his produce, and that the anticipated
crops make the outlook exceptionally
bright. Minneapolis, Kansas City,
Oklahoma City and St. Louis concur.
Philadelphia promises marked gains
in textile, steel and iron activities
with the settlement of the coal
strike. Denver, one of the hardest
hit districts of the country, looks for
no relief before autumn, but is confident of it at that time. Butte reports resumption of service by the
mines after eleven months of inaca corresponding
stimulation totivity,
allwithbusiness.
Cleveland
sees
a necessity for further adjustment
to meet post-war requirements, but
counts on much better business as
this is done. New Haven reports
that factories are running on better
time, and that building conditions
are improving. Dallas reports an
abundance of rain after considerable
drought which assures excellent
crops, including cotton, and is very
optimistic over the outlook for next
season. Montreal expects that by
September the return to normalcy
will have been completely effected.
Portland, Oregon, announces full
time at all manufacturing plants will
be the order of the day next fall and
winter, with consequently better
business at the theatres. Chicago
feels that, with the relief in the coal
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situation and the advance in corn
prices, likely to materialize between
now and October, a real degree of
prosperity should be felt through
the territory.
3. Will Rentals Go Higher, Remain
Firm or Go Lower?
A considerable number of territories— fourteen, to be exact — express the belief that rentals will
remain firm during the coming
season. Twelve others look for a
declining tendency in prices. Four
territories think that in some instances rentals will advance. This
is qualified, however, by the proviso
that only real box-office attractions
of unusual merit will bring any more
money, with program rentals remaning the same as now. There is
a strong conviction in many territories that the ordinary picture will
continue to go down in price, while
the real special will profit by commanding the higher figure that it
deserves. Then competition in some
of the first-run cities will hold rentals up or advance them. In noncompetitive towns, little improvement over the present low rental
prices is looked for. Drawing power
will be the test, as it always has
been, but even more than ever before
the exhibitor will pay for moneymakers, but he will give correspondingly short shrift to the mediocre
production.
4. Admission Prices — Higher or
Lower?
There is an almost equal division
of opinion among the territories on
this point, sixteen contending that
admissions will remain at the level
they have reached to-day, which in
many instances is substantially below the level of two years ago, while
fifteen others take the position that
they should and probably will go
still lower. The East and Middle
West are squarely divided on the
matter.
The South seems to be hovering in
indecision as to whether present admission prices can be maintained, or
whether further cut is necessary.
In the far west, Denver, Seattle,
Salt Lake City and San Francisco
do not anticipate a lowering of
prices, while Butte, Los Angeles
and Portland (Oregon) claim that a
reduction is inevitable. Canada is
uncertain, but the Maritime Prov-
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inces report that prices will remain
firm at the box-ofRce.
5. What Is the Attitude of the Exhibitors Toward Longer Runs?
Here there is a wide divergence of
opinion, ranging from absolute antipathy against extended runs on the
part of the exhibitor, to an eagerness for them whenever they are
justified, first as an economy measure, second, because an extended
run on a proven box-office attraction
is safer than withdrawing it to make
way for an unknown quantity.
In the San Francisco territory, for
instance, the small-town exhibitor
in general hesitates to increase the
run of a picture, while the city exhibitors are convinced that longer
runs, with pictures that will warrant
them, are the order of to-morrow.
The middle west is rather sharply
divided on the point. Indianapolis.
Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Omaha and
St. Louis are, as a whole, against
extended runs. Cleveland, Cincinnati, Kansas City, Des Moines, Detroit, Louisville and Chicago favor
them, wherever possible and practicable. The far west strongly favors
them, Denver being the single exception. The east is also divided on
the question. New England opposing
it, together with Eastern Pennsylvania, while New York State and
Pittsburgh are eager for them. In
the south, it is the southwest that
believes in longer runs, while the
southeast is conservative in this respect. Certain territories, notably
New England, feel that longer runs
have not been generally successful
only on account of business depression, the implication being that with
a return to conditions of normal
prosperity, the longer run for the
better picture will come into its own.
This would be a fair assumption to
make in most of the territories
where, at present longer runs appear
to be out of favor with the exhibitors.
6. Are New Theatres Being Planned
in Your Territory?
As compared with the volume of
theatre construction which was
going on three or four years ago,
building in the industry has almost
reached the vanishing point. There
is considerably less planned for under way than there was a year ago
at this time. Fifteen teiTitories report that "a few" new theatres are
in sight next year. Thirteen others
announce that no theatre construction of any description is going on
within their borders, one or two of
them adding that some remodeling
here and there is being done or projected. The San Francisco, Louisville and Buffalo territories exhibit
more activity than the others, yet
of these, San Francisco reports a
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total of thirteen new theatres under
way or in contemplation, Louisville
about fifteen and Buffalo no definite
number. It would fairly appear that
the saturation point has been
reached so far as the number of motion picture theatres is concerned,
and one or two of the territories complain that there are too many theatres in them as it is.
7. What Is the Volume of Business
at the Theatres as Compared
with Last Year?
There has been a marked decline
in the volume of business at the theatres this year, as compared with a
year ago. Estimates range all the
way from 20 per cent to fifty per
cent in a few instances. The average appears to be about one-third,
but the very sharpness of the decline
is an omen of an upward turn in
theatre attendance between now and
the first of the year. Some of the
territories, in fact, report an improvement inattendance during the
past three months, although it is
admitted that this may be temporarily lost during the hot weather.
One territory, Oklahoma City, reports that business is better than it
was a year ago at the theatres, and
Detroit contends that the theatres
have held their own as compared
with last year.
8. Has the Big Special Affected the
Regular Program Picture in
Bookings?
More than half of the territories
agree that the big special has cut
into the bookings of the regular program releases in a decided manner,
and has not only made fewer bookings for the ordinary picture, but
has forced down rental prices on
them. About a dozen territories insist that the big special has not interf erred seriously with progi'am
pictures, among these being New
York, Philadelphia, Washington,
Des Moines, Louisville, Denver and
the Pacific Coast.
It is the extension of runs of big
pictures that seems to have most
seriously interferred with the "program" release by cutting down the
number of open booking days. The
discriminating, "shopping" attitude
of the public is another factor that
has undermined the program release
and brought the special into demand.
One particularly interesting analysis from a middle western territory
contains this account of conditions:
"The big special has cut down the
run on regular feature attractions
and made them almost wholly ineffective as far as getting business is
concerned. Without the big special,
the theatre has been unable to do
any business worth speaking of.
This condition may change by next
fall, so that we can get an average
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picture. As a period of depression
becomes a period of adjustment, and
the former high normal seeks its
level with adjusted conditions, we
will have a new normal for business
and be able to expect a certain
amount of business for average
Other territories contend that the
smaller towns are and always will
be
in need of a plentiful supply of
pictures."
average good pictures, which can
be had at a fair price, to sandwich
in between such big specials as they
can afford to book, but upon an uninterrupted diet of which they could
not afford to live. In these territories, it has been found that the
vogue of the special is most seriously
felt in the large cities.
A panoramic comparison of the
1922 industrial survey as compared
with that made in 1921 affords real
ground for optimism and confidence.
Final

Session

of

National Convention
{Continued from page 1861)
by June 1. Mr. Burford pledged
Illinois to raise $1,000 in thirty
days. Mr. Seegert declared Wisconsin would come through with
its full quota, and Mr. Fay of
Rhode Island promised full payment
of that state's quota in sixty days.
One thousand dollars was pledged
from Indiana by Mr. Schmidt. Mr.
Howell of Texas, who had voted
that state's delegation in the Cohen
election without being either an exhibitor or a delegate, said he hoped
Texas would be able to do its share
when things were a little better orAfter Marcus Loew had made a
ganized.
brief speech in which he declared
that he was ready at all times to do
his full share and expressed the belief that everything was going to be
harmonious. President Cohen called
Mr. Gauding of Pittsburgh to the
front of the hall to install the officers
and board of directors. This developed quite a ceremony, with the
new executives lined up in a semicircle in front of the rostrum. Each
man raised his right hand and subscribed to the oath.
President Cohen then announced
that definite plans were being made
for a conference with Will H. Hays
and all producers and distributors
outside the Hays organization, and
added that the time had come for a
real campaign of building on the
part of the M. P. T. O. A.
Mr. Goldman of Missouri introduced aresolution praising Cohen in
fulsome terms and it was adopted by
rising vote. Upon motion by
O'Toole the third annual convention
of the M. P. T. O. A. adjourned sine
die at 2 o'clock.

New
Stars of the R-C
Pictures
Corporation
Upper left, Carter De Haven; Upper right, Mrs. Carter De Haven; Center, Harry Carey and Ethel Clayton;
Lower left, Helen Jerome Eddy; Lower right, Jane Novak.
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Before

will be no decision rendered by
THERE
the Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court of New York state, relative to the
suit brought by Pathe against the New York
Motion Picture Commission, in connection
with the claimed authority on the part of the
commission to censor news reels, before July
1. The case which is in the nature of a test
as to the constitutionality of the law, is being
watched with interest throughout the entire
United States, as is evidenced by the fact that
the Attorney General's office at Albany is in
receipt of many requests for copies of its argument, supporting a continuedi^censorship of
news reels.
In this connection, the arguments advanced
by Attorney Frederic Coudert representing
Pathe, taken verbatim when the arguments
were presented before the Appellate Division
at Albany a few days ago, are of interest.
These are :
1. The presentation of news items in a semi-weekly
motion, picture news reel differs in no respect from the
presentation of such items in a newspaper so far as the
constitutional immunity is involved.
2. A law which compels the publishers of newspapers
to submit their news items to a board of censorship prior
to publication would be unconstitutional and void. .
Liberty of Press
3. Since the semi-weekly motion picture news reel is
in the same legal category as a newspaper, and the
liberty of the press protects newspapers from previous
restraint, the legislature cannot lawfully compel the publishers of news reels to submit such reels to previous
censorship.
4. The statute under consideration violates the Constitution of the United States in that it denies to plaintiff
the equal protection of the laws, and further that it
operates to deprive plaintiff of property without due
process of law.
5. The court has power to, and should declare in this
action that in so far as Chapter 715, Laws of 1921, attempts to impose a previous censorship on semi-weekly
motion picture news reels, it is in violation of Section 8
of Article i of the New York State Constitution and
of the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States
Constitution.
Attorney Coudert presented the following
arguments in conclusion :
I. There is no doubt that a motion picture news reel
containing photographs of actual events of public inter-
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est with explanatory reading matter is in principle the
sarne as an ordinary newspaper. No logical or reasonable distinction can be made between the two media of
expression. The fact that in the one case paper and ink
are emfiloyed, and in the other case that the celluloid
ribbon is utilized, should not afford any basis for distinguishing' between the two methods of conveying facts
or ideas.
2. It would be inadmissible to hold that freedom of
speech and, of the press is confined exclusively to the
spoken and written word, for this would give a meaning
to the word "publish," which is found in Section 8 of
the New York State Constitution. The circumstance
that matters of news interest are conveyed to the public
through the instrumentality of writing and pictures is
immaterial. It is the news that is privileged, not the
method of its publication.
No

Censorship

of News

3. It is a well known historical fact that the use of
writing is nothing more or less than the development
of the old picture writing which is described and illustrated in practically all elementary text books on ancient
history. It would be as logical to exclude motor driven
vehicles and steamships from the operation of the "commerce laws" in the Federal Constitution simply because
the fathers of this country were accustomed to transport
their merchandise by means of horse-drawn wagons and
sailing vessels.
4. It is indisputable that the publishers of newspapers
cannot lawfully be compelled to submit their news items
■ to censorship before releasing said news items to the
5. If the publishers of newspapers or news reels prepublic.
sent matter which is unfit for public consumption, the
legislature has pKDwer to, and should punish the offending
newspapers or news reels, as the case may be.
6. The State of New York cannot lawfully discriminate between different classes of newspapers or between
different physical methods of publishing sentiments or
news. To subject certain types of newspapers or certain
rnethods of publications to restrictions, from which other
kinds are exempt, violates the Fourteenth amendment
of the United States constitution by denying equal protection ofthe laws.
There is no difference so far as constitutional law is
concerned between a current event film and a newspaper.
7. The motion picture censorship law forbids the
plaintiff to publish its news items without first obtaining a license and paying a fee. The law thus deprives
the plaintiff of the right to sell its news items while they
still retain their element of freshness, which constitutes
a commercial value, therefore, takes the property of the
plaintiff without due process of law in violation of the
Federal Constitution as well as the State Constitution.
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Harry Millarde to
Confer with Author
Fairbanks
Answers
^^Slump"
Talk
St(tr, Making Most Expensive Picture of Career, Declares
So-Called Depression
All Due
to Poor Productions
of "If Winter Comes"
William Fox has decided that nothing
There is a new angle to be had on the the right hand man of John, is being imbut a screen masterpiece must result from
personated byPaul Dickey.
slump in the motion picture business out
In charge of the art direction of Robin the production of If Winter Comes. Slow
at the Douglas Fairbanks studios; many
angles — in fact, one for every irregularity Hood are Wilfred Buckland and a gentle- to make up his mind on the actual filming
of the novel, now that all details are
man whom Allan Dwan wishes to immorin the many acres of twelfth century matalize by withholding his first name from settled, he will act promptly.
sonry now rising on the lot in preparaIn order to preserve all of the wondertion for filming Mr. Fairbanks' forthcomMr. Dwan, — "We'll
make
ful atmosphere and native flavor of the
him public.
famous Said
like Rembrandt
he deserves
ing production, Robin Hood, for release the
through United Artists early next fall.
it. Call him Martin." So Mr. Martin it is. book, Mr. Fox has decided to send a comFor a final word perhaps it is best to
pany to England and make the principal
Mr. Fairbanks' attitude toward the
scenes on the exact locations described by
aforesaid slump is concisely expressed.
again
quote
Mr.
Dwan.
"There'll
be
lots
A. S. M. Hutchinson, the author, in his
"It is all due to bad pictures," he says, of action and some mob scenes, but not a famous
book.
and his answer to the "gloom-peddlers"
single procession," said he.
Harry Millarde, who has an established
all and sundry was to start in on a proreputation for turning out human interest
duction which will be not only the most
stories, has been selected by the producer
expensive but the most romantic of any
to direct the picture. Associated with him
he has yet made, the announcement points New York State Censorship
out.
will be Dave Solomon, assistant director,
Board Acclaims "Evidence"
and Joe Ruttenberg, cameraman.
"But the new picture," says Mr. FairIn accordance with the usual routine,
They will sail for England on board the
banks, "is not to be all expensive setting. Elaine
Hammerstein, in Evidence, was new Cunard liner, Cynthia, on May 25.
It has a clean-cut, human story, great hisshown to the New York State Censorship
Their headquarters will be at No. 13 Bertorical interest, and is full of the same
ners Street, in the Oxford Street district,
romantic dare-deviltry that made The Board. After the picture had been shown,
without comment of any kind and quite London, the principal office of Fox Film
Three Musketeers. The period of Richard
one of the members of the Corporation in Great Britain.
I of England, called 'Richard Coeur de mysteriously,
In London Mr. Millarde and his staff
Board asked that one of the Selznick film
Lion,'
means
romance
par
excellence.
That
will meet A. S. M. Hutchinson, the author
was the time of the Third Crusade, of the editors call at the Board's oflSce.
wicked John, afterward King; of the
The purpose of the request was to en- of // Winter Comes. Mr. Millarde is
eager to exchange ideas with the man wlio
swashbuckling but charming outlaw, Robin
able thefeature
Board'shad representative
that the
been found one toof say
the wrote the famous work which he is to
Hood of Sherwood Forest.
"In these times my new production finds most satisfactory pictures which had been film, and Mr. Hutchinson is just as anxious
to co-operate in the actual production of
its locale and its inspiration. In these per- presented for official examination.
The picture is from an original story his novel.
sonalities, dear to every romanticist, its
Mr. Fox will also be in London at this
characters, and in the plots of John, one by Edward J. Montagne and was directed
time and will sit in these conferences.
of the arch-traitors of history, to oust his by George Archainbaud.
Mr. Fox has taken an active part in the
brother Richard from the throne, it finds
Niles Welch appears as Miss Hammerformative work of all the Fox specials.
its central theme."
stein's leading man.
It is the opinion of Mr. Fairbanks and
Allan Dwan, who is directing the production, that sordid realism in pictures has
just about had its day. Historical roLesley Mason Enters Business for Himself
mances, stories that are genuine and huas Film Editor
man without being either drab or "sexy,"
if they are not already, will soon be the
most successful, in their opinion.
LESLEY MASON, who has been in charge of trade paper publicity for AsMr. Fairbanks has unlimited faith in
sociated First National Pictures, Inc., siiice January, 1921, announced this
week that he would enter business for himself on June 1 as a film editor. His
the motion picture business, provided it
produces good stuff, and so he is spending
resignation becomes effective at First National on May 27.
more than $1,000,000 on a production that
For the past several months Mr. Mason's work in the editing and tith'ing of
is about as far from realism as one could
pictures has attracted wide attention. He wrote the titles for "One Arabian
possibly be.
Night" and later entirely reconstructed the picture to meet the requirements of the Ohio State
This question of realism finds its best
expression to date in the setting of the
Board of Censorship. He has also edited and
picture. When the technical men first got
titled a number of productions for the Swedish
busy and began to produce designs from
Biograph Company and will continue this work
the mass of historical material at hand,
until the whole list of Swedish pictures to be rethe logical thing seemed to be an attempt
leased in America is complete. Mr. Mason will
have an office on the fifth floor of 729 Seventh
at complete historical and architectural
Avenue, New York.
accuracy. "A twelfth century castle should
One of the best known men in the industry,
be a twelfth century castle, should it not?"
Mr. Mason came to the picture business in 1914
queried Mr. Fairbanks. "Very well, then,
from the newspaper field. He was associated
let us build one," he added.
But as the designs grew, doubts arose.
with "Motion Picture News" as news editor and
then as managing editor until November, 1916,
It turned out that they were 'getting archiwhen he joined Exhibitors Trade Review at its
tecture but not art; accuracy, but not atformation. He directed the editorial destinies of
mosphere. Gradually the method changed ;
atmosphere was what they were after, and
this publication for a period of years, until he
before long they were working directly for
went to the service of Associated First National,
that, only caring to preserve, one might
and under the original ownership of the paper he
say, the historical outline.
was also, for a considerable length of time, its
Naturally, Douglas Fairbanks is the
managing publisher.
hero. He is playing the role of the Earl
By aptitude and training, as well as brilliant
of Huntingdon, trusted follower of King
ability, Mr. Mason is especially qualified to underRichard, who afterward turns outlaw untake the new work upon which he is about to engage. Exhibitors Trade
der the name of Robin Hood to combat the
Review joins his host of friends in wishing him and predicting for him the
efforts of John to usurp the crown. Maid
greatest measure of success in the important task of giving pictures their
final form for the screen.
Marian, sweetheart of Robin Hood, is being played by Miss Enid Bennett. Guy of
Gisbourne, the villain of the picture and
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"Combat"

"^^Reported Missing"
Stops
Selznick Feature, Starring Owen

Opposition
Moore,

Going Strong in First Run Film Houses
While the folks in the motion picture ijig is doing for exhibitors has just been
trade around New York City have already received from R. C. Fox, Select manager
heard a great deal of the big Selznick spe- in Buffalo. The picture was booked at the
cial, Reported Missing, starring Owen
Empire Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y., for the
Moore, because of its showing de luxe at week ending May 13. Mr. Fox says that
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, in New York City, the Empire management were trem/anand a subsequent run at the Criterion The- dously pleased with the box-office results
atre, New York, the picture is just swing- achieved in the face of about the stronging into its stride in other territories.
est opposition which could be imagined.
To date ibookings on the feature regisMr. Fox writes that the Empire mantered at the Selznick offices in New York
agement assured him that, despite this opsurpass in number and importance the
position, they did the best business in
bookings on any other photoplay which the Syracuse during the week. In connection
firm has ever released. The required with the showing at the Empire little
prints have but recently arrived in the Mickey Bennett, the youngster who appears in one of the hurrah scenes, made a
branches and first-run houses everywhere
are just beginning to play the picture.
series of personal appearances to the delight of old and young alike.
An early report of what Reported MissOfficials,
and

Executives

Branch Managers
at Fox Convention

Sixty-nine officials, executives, district
and branch managers and special representatives of Fox Film Corporation attended the ninth annual convention of the
company, which opened for a five-day session, Monday, May 15. William Fox presided, with the assistance of Winfield R.
Sheehan, general manager, and R. A.
White, general sales manager.
The convention body met at the New
York studio, Tenth Avenue at Fifty-fifth
Street, and the Hotel Pennsylvania. The
first three days of the meeting were consumed with screening of the nine superspecial productions on the Fox program
for 1922-23, among which were Monte
Cristo, The Town That Forgot God, Silver Wings, Nero, The Fast Mail, A Little
Child Shall Lead Them, another Harry
Millarde special; Lights of New York and
A Fool There Was.
Thursday and Friday of the convention
were taken up with a discussion of sales
and production policies for the immediate
future.
Among those present were William
Fox, president; Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager; Jack G. Leo, vice-president; John C. Eisele, treasurer; S. E.
Rogers, general counsel; R. A. White,
general sales manager; Sam Dembow,
Jr., assistant general sales manager;
Jacob Sichelman and James A. McCarthy,
contract department; Vivian M. Moses
and C. J. Post, advertising and publicity
department; Emanuel P. Preiss and Maurice Goodman, auditing department; William E. Sennett, requisition department;
Isidore Krotosky and William Freedman,
purchasing department; Harry Reinhardt,
disbursement department; Don Hancock,
Philip Shorey and G. K. Rudolph, Fox
News; Sydney E. Abel, Edward Auger
and Seymour Lang, foreign department;
Herbert E. Hancock, Frank E. Tierney
and E. J. O'Donnell, educational and industrial department; E. H. Collins, E. B.
McCaffrey and T. M. Crisp, general manoffice.
The ager'sUnited
States district managers
attending were George E. Allison, Atlanta; Harry P. Campbell, Boston; Howard J. Sheehan, San Francisco, and Clayton P. Sheehan. Buffalo.
The United States branch managers at
the convention were W. J. Kupper, Albany; Charles N. Johnston, Buffalo; J. J.
Sullivan, Butte: C. W. Eckhardt, Chicago; Rudolph Knoepfle, Cincinnati; Rob-

ert Cotton, Cleveland; P. K. Johnston,
Dallas; Ward Scott, Denver; W. D. Ward,
Detroit; Harry Baily, Indianapolis; B. E.
Edwards, Kansas City; Robert M. Yost,
Los Angeles; E. F. Tarbell, Minneapolis;
B. L. Dudenhefer, New Orleans; Louis
Rosenbluh. New York; A. C. Buchanan,
Oklahoma City; Sidney Meyer, Omaha;
George F. Dembow, Philadelphia; W. D.
Shapiro, Pittsburgh; George E. McKean,
St. Louis; Clyde A. Walker, Salt Lake
City; Guy Navarre, Seattle, and Joseph
S. S. Hebrew, Washington, D. C.
The special representatives were: Joe
DePissa and E. B. Connelly, Boston; David M. Rosengarth and J. J. Schwartz,
New York; Max Pincus, Philadelphia;
Leon Leopold, Washington; and Joseph
Ford, Rube Jackter, Harry Gibbs, Ira
Cohen and Arthur Silverman.
William F. Barrett, district manager,
and L. H. Watrous. L. M. Devaney and
J. A. Wilson, branch managers and special men, were from Canada.

Coogan's "Trouble"
Ties Up with New
York Daily Paper
Joseph Plunkett, managing director of
the Strand Theatre, is responsible for one
of the most novel exploitation campaigns
ever put over in New York City. For the
week of May 21 Mr. Plunkett booked
Jackie Coogan's latest production, Trouble.
As a special exploitation feature, Mr.
Plunkett arranged with the publishers of
the Daily News to conduct an early morning performance of the picture to which
3000 New York boys and girls will be invited by the News.
Tickets of admission to this special
showing will consist of a bundle of clothing from each youngster. After the clothing is collected it wiW be given to the
orphan poor of New York. The paper has
a circulation of 600,000 and will give ten
days'
continuous
front page
of the publicity
paper. to this on the
Autograplied photos of Jackie Coogan
will be presented to every youngster who
attends the special performance.
Sol Lesser, who produces the Jackie
Coogan features, left New York for Los
Angeles last week after seeing the feature
get away to a flying start in eighteen
First National pre-release houses. He
was accompanied on his return to the
coast by Adolph Ramish.
Special exploitation campaigns have
been planned by the managers of all the
First National houses, who will play
Trouble for a pre-release run.

Being
Completed by

Carey
Ethel Grey Terry
is the for
leadingR-C
lady
in Combat, the first Harry Carey production which will be released by R-C Pictures. The picture is now well under way
in the West Coast studios under the direction of Val Paul, and is expected to be
finished within the next two weeks.
Combat will be released by R-C Pictures in time for the Fall season and is
to be followed at regular intervals by five
more special productions starring the
popular Western star.
W. B. Frank Sales Manager
of Associated Exhibitors
W. B. Frank, who since last autumn
has been assistant sales manager of Associated Exhibitors, became sales manager
this week, by appointment of President
Arthur S. Kane. Mr. Frank has the distinction of having risen from a place as
field salesman to a desk in the home office,
and finally to the head of a sales department, without ever having served as a
branch or district manager.
In 1917 Mr. Frank entered the picture
industry as a Pathe salesman out of

W. B. Frank
Indianapolis, under R. S. Shrader, then
branch manager. Beginning as a salesman of short subjects, he was soon promoted bv Elmer Pearson, then director
of exchanges, to sell features.
Two years after his start in pictures
Mr. Frank was promoted to be feature
sales manager in Chicago. In six months
he was brought to New York to become
special
E. A.
man, therepresentative
feature sales under
manager,
andEschwas
assigned to organize the feature sales
forces in all the Pathe branches.
On the reorganization of Associated
Exhibitors, in March, 1920, Mr. Frank
became a salesman for that company,
traveling from New York as far west as
Denver. He was so successful that last
fall he was appointed assistant sales manager under John E. Storey. With his
present appointment as sales manager he
takes the post made vacant on Mr.
Storey's return to Pathe, following his
year's leave of absence.
During the last year Mr. Frank has
specialized in the sale of the Harold
Lloyd comedies.
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Washington Warmly
Greets Thos. H. Ince
on

His

Recent

Visit

Thomas H. Ince, the independent producer, received an enthusiastic reception
at Washington during the national convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, which he attended.
Cordiality was displayed by both the
members of the convention and by official
Washington.
The arrival of Mr. and Mrs. Ince was
the occasion of a reception to the party by
more than fifty exhibitors and prominent
film men, who went to Union Station to
greet them and who had secured Congressman Walter M. Chandler of New
York City as their spokesman.
On Tuesday evening Mr. Ince was invited by Harry M. Crandall to be the
guest of honor at the midnight show at
the Metropolitan Theatre, which had been
thrown open for the dgelegates to the
convention and their wives. Mr. Ince held
an informal reception in the lobby of the
Metropolitan as the exhibitor guests arrived for the show, being introduced to
several hundred guests by Mr. Crandall
and George Payette.
Mr. and Mrs. Ince were received by
President Harding on Wednesday morning at the White House for a private interview, which lasted nearly half an hour
or more than double the time usually
given by the President to personal callers.
On Thunsday Mr. Ince was the guest
of honor at a luncheon tendered by Senator Hiram Johnson of California in his
committee room in the Capitol to a group
of his colleagues. The guests were Senator Borah of Idaho, Senator Richardson
of Arkansas, Senator Pat Harrison of
Mississippi, Senator Walsh of Massachusetts, Jack Connolly of the Washington
office of the motion picture industry, and
Colvin W. Brown, Mr. Ince's New York
representative.
The producer was invited to attend and
speak at the dinner of the M. P. T. 0. A.,
but was unable to remain for the dinner.
In the course of his visit to Washington, Mr. Ince met and talked with exhibitors from all sections of the United
States. He went to Washington primarily
to meet exhibitors and to discuss with
them the trend of the public taste in pictures, with a view to determining future
production policies.
Stahl
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Sell

Jewels, Attractions and
Into Series of Units for
Universal announces an innovation for
the coming summer. A large number of
complete shows, each including a feature,
a comedy, another short subject and a
news reel, are being assembled and will
be distributed as complete summer shows
at summer prices.
The plan, inaugurated by Carl Laemmle,
president of Universal, has for its object
the lessening of rental and transportation
costs during the summer months. The
complete programs will include the best
possible selections from Universal successes of the immediate past and from
the Universal attractions to be released
in the next few months.
Universal-Jewels, Special Attractions,
Westerns, Serials, Century Comedies, Star
Comedies, International News Reels and
other special productions will be included
in the make-up of the various shows.
Mr. Laemmle predicts that the exhibitor
who is debating the question of keeping
open during the summer will find it
cheaper to use these solid programs and
keep open than to close and dig down for
the overhead.
"I learn from the various Universal
exchanges that an increasing number of
exhibitors are going to make every effort
to
open during
the summer,"
said
Mr. keep
Laemmle,
in a statement
concerning
the "summer shows at summer prices"
"I have made up my mind to do what
I can to help them to keep open. That is
plan.
why I have evolved the Solid Program
Summer Show plan. By this plan an
exhibitor will be able to get a complete
show in one shipment at summer prices.
Not only will he be saved the time, expense and worry of complicated booking,
but will be able to receive his show all
at one time and return it the same way.

Completes

"One
for

Clear Call"
First National

Having completed One Clear Call for
Associated First National release, John M.
Stahl, producer-director, under the Louis
B. Mayer banner, has left Los Angeles for
an extended tour of the northern part of
the State in search of locations for his
next picture. The story, an original as
yet unnamed, is laid in the East, most of
the action taking place in a small town
not far from New York City. The palm
trees and orange blossoms of Southern
California necessitate a search farther
north for the outdoor surroundings.
Five beauties of filmdom will be seen
in one picture when One Clear Call is released. The girls are: Claire Windsor,
Irene Rich, Doris Pawn, Shannon Day and
Annette De Foe. Among the other members of the all-star cast in this attraction
are: Milton Sills, Henry B. Walthall,
Joseph Dowling, Edith Yorke, Donald
MacDonald, Nick Cogley, Fred Kelsey,
William Marion, Stanley G^iethals and
Albert MacQuarrie.
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Solid

Programs
Short Subjects Grouped
Sale as Complete Shows
thus saving more time and eliminating
other worry and expense.
"Therefore, I have instructed all Universal exchanges to arrange a schedule
of the best Universal product, especially
that suitable for summer presentation,
into solid programs."

"Silver Wings" and
"Nero," Fox's Latest,
Open in New York
Immediately following the news that
Mary Carr took second place in the popularity vote for screen actresses, which was
arranged to help the poor of New York
City, has come the New York opening of
the latest Fox Special, Silver Wings, in
which Mrs. Carr is featured. The first
showing was given at the Apollo Theatre,
May 17. Mary Carr and her daughter,
Miay Beth, made personal appearances for
the opening. Matinees are given daily.
The long-heralded super-spectacle, Nero,
produced by William Fox, will have its
premier at the Lyric Theatre, New York
City, on Monday evening, May 22. This
special, which took nearly a year in the
making, was done in Rome, Italy, with an
international cast, directed by J. Gordon
Edwards, dean of the Fox directors.
The cast of Nero includes Jacques
Gretillat, of the Theatre Odeon, Paris, in
the title role; Paulette Duval, Edy Darcles,
Alexander iSalvini, Guido Trento, and a
number of other European players. Violet
Mersereau is the only American in the
cast.
The story from wthich Director Edwards
worked was written by Charles Sarver and
Virginia Tracy.
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matic strength and which at the same
time
fitted
perfectly Miss Frederick's own
type of beauty.
Miss Frederick plays the part of an
eminent woman portrait-painter, who,
since a tragedy in her girlhood, has allowed love and youth to slip away from
her, burying herself in her work and
career, and caring for nothing save the
glory of her artistic achievement. The
first part of the picture shows the popular star as the dowdy, old-fashioned
artist, but the conclusion allows her to
show her beauty in many artistic gowns.
Louise Dresser, well known throughout
the country as a vaudeville headliner,
makes her debut on the screen in The
Glory of Clementhia. Truly Shattuck,
Edward Martindel, Edward Hearn, Jean
Calhoun, Lincoln Plummer, George Cowl
and Wilson Hummel support the star.
Joseph M. Schenck
Predicts Increased
Production

J. D. Williams, manager of Associated First National, and Frank Ferrandini, original
franchise holder, photographed during a stop-over in Atlanta, on their return from
Dallas, where they attended the opening of the Hope Theatre
Pyramid
Extend
Plan

Will
Co-operative
to Stars Also

Pyramid Pictures, Inc., announces that
it will extend its departure of making motion picture productions on the co-operative plan to include not only directors and
authors, but stars as well.
Under the Pyramid Plan of production,
the director is given a royalty based upon
the producer's gross returns from production with a nominal drawing account during the time consumed in the preparation,
filming and cutting of his story, in lieu
of a straight salary arrangement.
Authors with unusual stories giving
promise of making big box office attractions are likewise offered a royalty with a
nominal advance.
Arthur N. Smallwood, who is supervising the company's production activities,
said : "Pyramid
has productions
set a schedule
for ona
minimum
of sixteen
a year
which no expense will be spared to make
them really big pictures. It is our ambition to make every Pyramid production a
special, and if proper incentive to our directors, authors and stars for exceptional
attainment will accomplish our aim, Pyramid will become recognized as a leader
in the industry as a producer of uniformly
high-grade pictures.
"We are not out to buy reputations in
the purchase of stories or the employment
of directors or stars. We will not pay
exorbitant prices or salaries, just because
the asker has written, produced or appeared in a big success in the past. But
we will give the author, director and the
star an opportunity to secure their rightful proportion of the profits from any
success with which they are identified. Net
results obtained will be our basis of recompense.
Pyramid Pictures first three productions, My Old Kentucky Home, Betty
Blythe in His Wife's -Husband and The
Queen of the Moulin Rouge featuring Mar-

tha Mansfield are all completed and will
soon be released. A Ray C. Smallwood production, When the Desert Calls, and a
George Terwilliger special, The Flapper,
from the play by Eugene Walter, are in
production.
Tearle

and

Ince

Experimenting
with
New
York Theatres
Conway Tearle and Ralph Ince, respectively star and director of the recent Selznick release, The Referee, are trying out
an interesting experiment around New
York. The picture has juist been released
and is playing a number of ,first-run
houses along upper Broadway.
Both Mr. Tearle and Mr. Ince are in
New York and singly and together they
have been dropping in at the theatres
where the feature is playing to get firsthand information as to how the public
likes the offering in which they both
have a personal interest.
Both Mr. Tearle and Mr. Ince agree
that the reaction of the several audiences
of whitfh they have been a part within the
past ten days gives abundant proof that
their confidence in the story for motion
picture reproduction was well founded.
Pauline Frederick's
Newest R-C Picture
for May 29 Release
Pauline Frederick's latest R-C production. The Glory of Clementina, has been
scheduled for release by that company on
May 28th. This is a screen adaptation of
the novel of the same name by William
J. Locke. Emile Chautard directed the
production.
The Glory of Clementina was purchased
especially for Miss Frederick in the belief
that it contained a role of sufficient dra-

for Fall

Joseph M. Schenck, producer of the
Noi-ma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge
and Buster Keaton photoplays for Associated First National release, in an interview, this week, predicted boom times for
the motion picture industry.
Mr. Schenck declared that the fall will
witness a great increase in production,
but 'he added that only good pictures will
participate in the prosperity which lies
before us. Mr. Schenck said:
"By August we shall see greater production of photoplays under way in Los
Angeles
than ever before in the history
of the industry.
"There is already a great shortage of
pictures in sight for next year's theatre
demand," he said. "To meet the needs of
the near future it will be necessary to
greatly increase the volume of output.
"To illustrate the point, take the requirements of the first-run theatres in
Los Angeles. How many are there? Say
twelve. Each one will need fifty-two feature pictures during 1923. Where are
they to get them? The supply has now
dwindled until there are not more than
400 all told, good, bad and indifferent, remaining. The logic of the situation justifies the prediction I have made.
"We must not expect that the old days
of wildcat picture promotion are going to
return. The industry could not escape
the deflation that has been going on any
more than other lines of business. The
readjustment and retrenchment to meet
post-war conditions are both necessary
and salutary. From now on those who
prosper in making pictures vdll be the
ones who create worthwhile photoplays.
By that I mean good subjects, worthily
treated — ^generously, handsomely, intellibelief intopicture,
practice.gentOnly. Iam
my putting
Norma this
Talmadge
Smilin' Through, I expended over $300,000
to make it worthy of a beautiful subject.
On another, The Eternal Flame, not yet
released, I spent more than $400,000.
And, by the way, I could not have made
this elaborate picture anywhere but in
Los Angeles.
"I haven't done this with any foolish
idea that mere prodigality of expenditure
meant quality or popularity. It was done
after a careful study of existing conditions. The public has stopped the reckless spending it indulged in during and
right after the war. Exhibitors then, being able to fill their houses with mediocre
pictures,
didn'tdo.demand of us the best the
cinema could
"Now, with the public picking its
amusement carefully, exhibitors must and
are willing to pay more for what we do
handsomely."
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Adventure'

Florence Vidor's Next
for Asso. Exhibitors
• With Woman, Wake Up, Florence
Vidor's first Associated Exhibitors picture, and her first starring vehicle, playing in every part of the country. May
28th has been definitely fixed as the release date for The Real Adventure, her
second feature.
Officials of the organization declare
that this artiste proved in her very first
starring offering one of the outstanding
successes
history. of the year and of Associated's
A mere hint that an early release date
would be set for the second feature was
the signal for an avalanche of inquiries
respecting booking arrangements.
In this feature Associated is confident
it is offering an attraction in which Miss
Vidor will more than repeat the triumph
she has just scored. President Arthur S.
Kane, in a statement dealing with this
picturization of Henry Kitchell Webster's
novel, calls attention to the diversity of
scene and action, the "infinite variety"
in the picture, the recurring transitions
"from grave to gay, from lively to severe."
The Real Adventure was directed by
King Vidor, and is in five reels. Prints
and advertising accessories are being prepared and will be ready for distribution
to exhibitors soon.
Edward Earle Gets Kingdom and
Important Role in One Week
Edward Earle is convinced that good
news comes in crowds, for within the
same week he was elected king in the
Movie Stars' Contest in behalf of the Association for the Improvement of the Con-

Edward Earle
dition of the Poor and selected for the
role of Philip Delmore in the forthcomingGeorge Arliss photoplay, The Silent Voice,
to be released this fall through United
Artists' Corporation. In this role he plays
opposite Ann Forest, heroine of the photoplay.
Mr. Earle believes that the popularity
contest was a timely conception at the
present, when radio is struggling with the
screen for popular attention. He says it is
a great vindication of the screen's prowess
and hold upon the public.

for "Zorda''
Big Bookings
Report
Runs at dune's Broadway, Los Angeles, and Liberty,
Tacoma, Are Cited as Typical of Whole Country
Big bookings with several long runs in the Pathe advertising, publicity and exrepresentative theatres in the larger cities
ploitation departments," says the statement. "One of the best exploitation feaare reported by Pathe on the special features
is
the
oriental fox-trot, "The Isle of
ture, The Isle of Zorda. The feature it- Zorda," an exotic
dance number which was
inspired by the photoplay. The song has
self, which was based on Jules Verne's
novel of adventure, Mathias Sandorf, is already met with surprising success and
promises to be one of the song hits of the
one of the few foreign productions pre- year.
Restaurants and dance palaces
sented to Pathe that was deemed worthy
along Broadway in New York city all feaof distribution in this country.
ture the fox-trot for their patrons. Many
exhibitors who have already shown the
Clune's Broadway Theatre in Los Angeles booked The Isle of Zorda for a two- feature have used the melody with success
as a prologue in their presentation of The
weeks' run and had not other previous
Isle of Zorda.
bookings interfered, the photoplay might
have broken the theatre's record. Nothing
was overlooked by the Broadway Theatre
Sennett's Latest
in exploiting the picture to the fullest
Feature Will Be
extent. A three-quarter page ad appeared
in the local papers announcing "the most
gigantic and gorgeous attraction ever
presented." Smaller advertising matter
followed that brought results, making the
box-office of the Broadway Theatre appear
to be a magnet drawing the people into
the house.
The Liberty Theatre in Tacoma, Washington, also benefitted by exploitation aids
and played the feature to capacity houses.
Advertising space in the newspapers was
secured and splendid follow-up ads kept
up theAmong
public's
interest
throughout
the
run.
other
representative
houses
that have played the feature with great
success are the Liberty Theatre in Kansas
City, the Lyric in Casper, Wyoming, and
the Winter Garden in Seattle. In addition
the feature has been booked heavily for
the months of May and June
"Unusual advertising and exploitation
aids have been gotten out for the benefit
of the exhibitor by the combined efforts of

Shown

at Capitol

Mack Sennett's first feature production
since Molly 0, a seven-reel comedy melodrama, entitled The Crossroads of New
York, will make its world premiere at the
Capitol Theatre, New York, May 21.
Among the high lights in the picture are
scenes in the New York Stock Exchange
of a wild market, rural incidents, theatrical revelations along Broadway, social
functions of brilliance and beauty, cabaret
life and other interesting phases of life.
S. L. Rothafel, who selects the programs
for the Capitol "Theatre in New York, says
that in his opinion The Crossroads of New
York is a greater box-office picture than
either Molly 0 or Mickey. A. H. Woods,
the well-known theatrical producer, has
predicted that this production would be
one of the biggest box-office attractions of
the year.
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Symphony
Gets

Theatre

Harold

Lloyd's

Boy"
"Grandma's
To Dr. Brockwedel's Symphony Theatre,
Los Angeles, was accorded the honor of
the world's premiere of the newest Harold
Lloyd - Associated Exhibitors feature,
Grandma's Boy. The picture opened there
Sunday, May 14, for a run of indefinite
length.
Telegrams to Arthur S. Kane, president
of Associated, early in the week told of
big crowds on the opening day and en, thusiasm on the part of the spectators at
each performance.
Months ago, before the production at
Culver City was nearly finished, leading
exhibitors in many cities made known
their ambition to be awarded the distinction of presenting the film on its first run
anywhere. They were confident that Mr.
Lloyd's universal popularity and the extraordinary success of his most recent features amply justified them in bidding for
the opening engagement, "sight unseen."
This competition became spirited, and
offers were, it is stated, showered upon
Associated offices in New York when reports of the enthusiastic reception accorded the picture in previews began to
filter through from southern California.
The decision to award the feature for
the premiere showing to the big Los Angeles Symphony was made so recently that
Dr. Brockwedel had only a few days in
which to exploit the attraction. But his
publicity department immediately got busy
and Los Angeles was bill-boarded with
block 24s, much advertising space was
purchased in the local newspapers, and
an original and elaborate lobby display
was made.
The preliminary campaign was of much
shorter duration than ordinarily is considered necessary for a big attraction. That
the engagement started with a bang was
regarded by Dr. Brockwedel as further
evidence of the extraordinary drawing
power
Harold Lloyd's
It is of
understood
that in name.
accordance with
arrangements already determined upon
for the showings of Grandma's Boy, following its official release, exhibitors everywhere will use it as the feature of their
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bills. This is Mr. Lloyd's first five-part
picture.
Meanwhile, in his New York offices,
Preisdent Kane is continuing conferences
with the other Associated officials and men
of the field organization respecting other
details of distribution. No release date
for the feature has been given.
An intimation was given this week that
Mr. Kane and his lieutenants are inclined
to delay the determination of additional
arrangements until the opening Los Angeles engagement is considerably further
advanced.
Von

Stroheim
Starts

Another

Picture

at U City
Von Stroheim's off again.
"He's out to upset the industry and
startle the world with another production
that will fade Foolish Wives for exotic
splendor, cost less and make still more
money," says the announcement.
"He'll be under way in two weeks. Alhe has picked his
staff.
Louis readyGermonprez
willheadquarters'
be his business
manager, Edward Sowders, first assistant,
and Capt. R. W. Day, of the Universal
Technical Corps, art director.
"But Von Stroheim only knows what it's
all about — and he won't tell. This much
only has leaked out; Von Stroheim wrote
the story and continuity. It concerns the
brilliantly colorful military set of Vienna
and takes place before, during and after
the war.
Mary Philbin, Dale Fuller, Maude
George, Al. Edmundson and Caesar Gravina will have the pivotal roles. There is
going to be a leading man, naturally, but
he has not been selected.
"Here
is the line-up for von Stroheim's
next
effort:
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liant uniform and gowns will be employed. Six of them will be suggested by
admirers of von Stroheim for six important roles. Appealing to friends, von
Stroheim has asked that a lookout be kept
for a man who is the double of the late
Emperor Francis-Josef; another is the
exact image of the Arch-Duke FrancisFerdinand; a woman who looks like his
consort, the Duchess of Hohenburg; another player, who resembles the ill-fated
Emperor Carl, and a woman who is the
speaking image of his widowed Empress
Zita. Then, even more difficult to find,
must be a player who is the likeness of
Count Berchtold, the driving power behind
the Austrian throne when, as Minister of
Foreign Affairs, he advocated war when
the Archduke Francis Ferdinand was assassinated."
American
Releasing's
"Cradle Buster" at
New
York Cameo
The Cameo Theatre is following up its
successes with attractions from the American Releasing Corporation, by Sisters,
which ran five weeks, and His Wife's
Husband, which ran two, vnth another
from the same source. The Cradle Buster,
starring Glenn Hunter. Mr. Hunter vdll
make personal appearances and entertain
with a comedy monologue. The feature
will have its initial presentation Sunday
and will continue through the week.
Glenn Hunter has been a favorite with
New York theatregoers since establishing

"Stretches of the two principal streets
of Vienna. A famous pleasure park. The
Imperial palace, exterior and interior. A
Vienna department store building, seven
stories high. Boulevard cafes and beer
gardens. Two feudal palaces — stables —
grounds. A civilian hospital — a base hospital. Battlefields — an armory — parade
ground — officers' quarters.
"Thousand of men and women in bril-

OfBcially endorsed by M. P. T. O. of Eastern Penna.,
So. New Jersey and Delaware
The

Theatre

Inter-Insurance Exchange
What It Is and Does —
THE
The Theatre Inter-Insurance Exchange writes only theatre
PLAN
insurance. It operates on the Reciprocal plan, whereby
the amount remaining from each year's premiums, after
losses and expenses are paid, is returned to the policyholders instead of going to the stockholders of the company under the ordinary insurance plan.
THE
Each policyholder has saved 40% of his premium deposit,
SAVING
'^"'^ ^^^^ ™ view of the fact that the same initial rates are
charged as are required by other companies.
SECURITY
Only a safe amount of insurance on any risk is carried
net, all amounts above this being covered by a reinsurance
contract with London Lloyds, the strongest and best reinsurers in the world.
SERVICE In addition to the actual saving in cost the Exchange furnishes an inspection service and assistance on fire prevention methods and equipment that is of real value to
the exhibitor.
Write for information or a personal call and inspection.
THEATRE INTER-INSURANCE EXCHANGE
137 South Fifth Street
Philadelphia
BRANCH OFFICES: Kansas City Minneapolis Denver Birmingham
See article on Reciprocal Insnrance in Fxhihitors Trade Review, April 29th
issue. Page 1537

Glenn Hunter
a reputation as a portrayer of adolescent
youth in the title role of Booth Tarkington's stage play, Clarence,- and his later
success in a role of the same type in support of Billie Burke in The Intimate
Strangers. His appearance as star of a
film play is therefore being very keenly
anticipated by his following, especially as
he is to supplement his screen appearances in personal appearance.
The story it tells is of a youth who has
been mothered to distraction. On his
twenty-first birthday he resolves upon a
declaration of independence of his own
and cuts loose upon a career more lurid
than he had ever dared imagine — smoking,
drinking, swearing, cabaretting, and
falling
lovedancer
with in
a "jazz
baby,"Paris.
who
was the instar
The Little
What follows is what puts the kick into
the picture.
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"Ruling Passion"
Is Endorsed by
National W. C. T. IJ.
Through a plan of co-operation suggested by the Motion Picture Service Bureau of the National W. C. T. U., and
accepted by Distinctive Productions, Inc.,
The Riding Passion, the current George
Arliss production being released through
United Artists Corporation, will have systematic boosting by influential women in
every community where this picture is
shown. The scope of this indorsement
and support is best illustrated by the fact
that there are 20,000 local W. C. T. U.
organizations in the United States.
"It means that one million women are
watching their local motion picture exhibitors for word of the presentation of
The
Ruling
Passion,"Productions.
said Arthur S.
Friend, of Distinctive
This nation-wide tie-up came about
through a showing of The Riding Passion
at the Village Theatre, Wilmette, 111., on
April 17. Members of the Motion Picture
Service Bureau of the National W. C. T.
U. were in the audience and at the close of
the
committee's
wroteperformance
to the Newthe York
office ofsecretary
United
Artists for the address of the producer
of the feature.
Miss Elizabeth Newman of the committee later wrote to Mr. Friend, making this
oifer of co-operation, saying:
"Typical
of the
type oftime
picture
being
produced
at better
the present
The
Ruling Passion brought forth such genuine response from such a fine audience
that I think a note of appreciation is due
to the producer of this little piece of art.
should
if you
wouldUnited
care
to "Itake
our like
listto ofknow
cities
in the
States (foreign countries, too, if you like)
having local W. C. T. U. organizations
and checking those where The Ruling
Passion is to be booked so that we can inform our unions when this film is to be
given in their towns or cities and give it
publicity with a view to interesting as
many of the local public as possible.
"There are 20,000 local unions in the
United States and the same organization
machinery that sent thousands of dollars
across seas for relief during the World
War can do something quite as constructive in moving pictures 'by making a special effort to increase box-office receipts
for such pictures typical of The Riding
Passion."
In closing her letter to Mr. Friend, Miss
Newman said: "If you want to use this
organization's
megaphone
call the
world
to look upon
your good toproducts
we
are here for that purpose."
Mr. Friend immediately responded in
behalf of Distinctive Productions, and as
fast as the producer receives play-dates
from United Artists, Miss Newman is notified and she in turn advises the nearest
W. C. T. U. local, which gets its machinery at work bringing in patrons to The
Ruling Passion.
Lee Moran Plays "Henpecked"
In Henpecked, one of his recent releases,
Lee Moran shows the sorrows of having a
strong-minded wife. This lady, who is
bored with having him around the house
every day, gets him a job with a blacksmith and collects his wages in advance.
First he shoes Queenie, nlayed by the Century horse star, and then a mule who
i-iroves too much for Moran, who is at test
but a tepid worker. How he finally turns
the tables on his wife forms the climax
of the story.
There is a strong cast composed of
Blanche Payson, Bud Jamison, Roberts,
and Queenie.
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Associated Exhibitors' Feature Opened
Netv
York;
Favorable
Reception
Lady Godiva rode to success during the
week of May 7, when the Associated Exhibitors' feature had its run at the Central Theatre.
The spectacle, which started on Sunday, gave fair promise of the triumph
which was to be maintained during the
entire week, the theatre being packed and
lines stretched in both directions on the
sidewalk both afternoon and evening.
The favorable reception accorded the picture by the critics was ample justification
for this telegram which Frank F. Gallagher, president of Wistaria Productions,
which owns the feature, sent to Arthur
S. Kane, president of Associated Exhibitors, late Monday afternoon :
"Please accept our hearty congratulations and sincere thanks on opening yesterday of Lady Godiva, Central Theatre,
New York. We shall not soon forget the
sight of the theatre, filled to capacity on
every floor, the lobby jammed to the doors,
and a line at the box-office that seemed
to have no end. Understand ticket sales
thus far to-day exceed Sunday sales,
which, according to theatre management,
forecasts unusually successful engagement. You have undoubtedly seen the
newspaper reviews, which are splendid,
and unhesitatingly tell us that our efforts
to make Lady Godiva worthy of public
patronage and approval have not been in
vain. More thanks for the splendid cooperation given by your entire organizaThe predictions voiced by Manager Andrew J. Cobe of the Central Theatre and
Mir.
Gallagher were more than fulfilled,
tion."
packed houses marking every showing of
the picture during the entire week.
In the course of his review in the
Morning Telegraph, Gordon Trent said:
"Many of the scenes of the picture are

Critics'

Praise

at Central Theatre,
Accorded Picture

unusually charming. There are quaint
street scenes, massive castles and banquet
halls, and glimpses of extraordinary medieval splendor. The film has been extravagantly produced, and its story seems
to us far more interesting than the majority which have been the excuse for
mammoth spectacles. It has emotional aphistoric
Donpeal as well
Allen,as in
the value."
Evening World:
"Lady Godiva is well worth seeing. Photographical y it is beautiful, and the
story, although familiar to everyone,
seems to hold with a firm interest clasp.
Although much has been made of the
famous ride of this devoted woman, it
is not the picturization of a flapperish
exploit, but a beautiful picture of a beautiful poem. You should see Lady Godiva.
It will make an already familiar legend
all the more beautiful and wonderful."
Evening Telegram: "Lady Godiva was
well received. Every schoolboy and schoolgirl has read the classic rhyme, but they
will remember it all the better for having
visualized it."
Baby Peggy Is Making Two
Weil-Known Fairy Stories
Baby Peggy, the three-year-old star of
Century Comedies, is beginning Jack and
the Beanstalk, that well-known classic of
childhood. The little girl has just finished two pictures, one of which is a fairy
story. Little Red Riding Hood, and the
other a story of immigrant life called
Peggy
Immigrates.
The cast
of Little Red Riding Hood includes Louise Lorraine and Johnny K.
Fox, as does also Peggy Immigrates, with
the addition of Jerry Mandy, whose character work is well known.
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Jewels

Schedule of Releases Nearly Closed and Most
Will Be in Exhibitors^ Hands Next Month
story by Fannie Hurst; and tv^o Jewels
Carl Laemmle has just announced very
by von Stroheim, one of which is now in
Uniyear's
of next nine
quotaThese include
nearly the full versal-Jewels.
definite
production.
The three Jewels which will be in the
releases, with at least three more to be
exchanges before the end of this month
decided upon later. This announcement
are The Storm, Humxin Hearts and The
is made earlier in the year than ever before, because Universal is in the strongFlame of Life. During June The Kentucky Derby and Und.er Two Flags will
est position that it ever found itself in in
be added to this list, making five pictures
regard to its Jewel pictures. All but two
of the nine are in production and most of far ahead of their actual release dates.
In House Peters, Virginia Valli and
them are entirely completed. In fact, three
of them will be in the exchanges before
Matt Moore, Mr. Barker found exactly the
the end of June. This will give exhibitors
balance and capabilities which he required, and with Josef Swickard in the
plenty of opportunity to see the remarkcast as the girl's father, the cast is a rea'ble quality of Jewel's fall product, and
arrange booking dates accordingly.
markable one from the standpoint of abilThe three pictures which are being
ity. The Storm is expected to be a sensation for any kind of house.
made in the factory at the present are
In the development of Human Hearts,
The Storm, with an all-star cast headed
King Baggot had a peculiar advantage in
by House Peters ; The Flame of Life, starthat he had not only played in the original
ring Priscilla Dean; and Human Hearts,
with House Peters at the head of a very
Hal Reid melodrama in stock, but had also
played in the two-reel version which the
strong all-star cast. In addition to havold Imp company made when the picture
ing prints in the exchanges so much earlier than usual, the value of the pictures
game was markable
new.
scoreddirectorial
four resuccessesHaving
in his brief
from a showman's standpoint is far and
away greater than ever before in the hiscareer, everyone who has seen this feature has assured Mr. Baggot that this protory of Jewels. The line-up includes The
duction caps the climax of his previous
Storm, the Broadway play which ran for
efforts.
Strong drama, deep pathos, and
so long at the Forty-eighth Street Theatre ;
Human Hearts, the famous old melodrama
telling comedy relief make this a production of compelling power. House Peters
by Hal Reid; Priscilla Dean in Under
has the leading role of Tom Logan and
Two Flags, by Ouida; The Kentucky
is supported by Edith Hallor, the former
Derby, adapted from "The Suburban
Follies beauty, Mary Philbin, the Elks
Handicap" iby Charles T. Dazey, with
Reginald Denny, Lillian Rich, Gertrude
prize-winning beauty, George Hackathorne, Russel Simpson, Ramsey Wallace
Astor and Kingsley Benedict; The Flame
and
Gertrude Claire.
of Life, by Frances Hodgson Burnett with
Priscilla Dean in the stellar role; The
Under Two Flags promises to be the
Flirt, by Booth Tarkington, with Eileen
masterpiece
of Tod famous
Browning's
career.
This internationally
romance
by
Percy and Helen Jerome Eddy; Priscilla
the famous Ouida offers in Cigarette a
Dean in Trimmed in Scarlet, the Broadcharacter
which
has
taxed
the
abilities
of
way stage play by William Hurltout in
which Maxine Elliott starred; Oats for many famous actresses of the past generation. With two Dean successes like
the Woman,
a Cosmopolitan magazine
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The Virgin of Stamboul, Outside the Law,
Tod Browning realized that he had to
make a supreme effort, and both he and
Miss Dean were willing to rest their
laurels on Under Two Flags. The production will be very costly on account of the
tremendous number of sets, all of which
have to be built, and the expensive cast,
which includes James Kirkwood, Stuart
Holmes, Ethel Grey Terry and John
Davidson. Production is just about fin'ishing at Universal City.
Universal has owned the famous
Charles T. Dazey melodrama. The Suburban Handicap, for some time. Mr.
Dazey has made several attempts to buy
it back from Universal, as he has had numerous offers from companies which supposed that he still owned the screen rights.
However, this year Universal saw unique
opportunity to make a big Jewel picture
by utilizing the famous Kentucky derby
race at Louisville. A Universal company,
under the direction of King Baggot has
been in Kentucky for the last three weeks
filming scenes in and around the track
at Louisville. Baggot reports that the
shots taken in Kentucky were favored by
wonderful weather and the most enthusiastic and picturable crowd that could be
imagined. In the cast for this are Reginald Denny, Lillian Rich, Emmett King,
Gertrude Astor, Kingsley Benedict, Lionel
Belmore and Walter McGrail.
The Flame of Life is the title which is
chosen mous
forromance
Frances
Hodgson
Burnett's coal
faof the
Lancastershire
mines, "That Lass o' Lowries." Two generations have read the story and it is still
going strong in libraries of almost every
civilized country. Priscilla Dean picked
the story herself, as it was one of the first
stories which appealed to her as an
actress. Hobart Henley, who has produced some of the most successful big pictures for other companies, was given his
first opportunity as a Jewel director. His
tremendous success with The Flame of
Life was very gratifying to Mr. Laemmle.
The cast includes Wallace Beery, Robert
Ellis, Frankie Lee, Beatrice Burnham,
Emmett King and Katherine McGuire.
Booth Tarkington's famous novel. The
Flirt, has been under production for some
little time at Universal City, under the
direction of Hobart Henley. The cast includes Helen Jerome Eddy, Eileen Percy,
Edward Hearn, Lydia Knott, Buddie Messenger, Lloyd Whitlock, George Nichols
and Bert Roach.
The first von Stroheim production has
not as yet been titled, although it is in
production at Universal City. Von Stroheim wrote the story and the continuity
itself; the sets call for almost all of the
public buildings of the city of Vienna;
and a number of famous personages will
be represented as characters in the story.
However, the director of Foolish Wives is
very secretive about the story and about
the title until such time as it can be copyrighted inStroheim
Washington.
cast Philbin,
will include
himself, TheMary
Cesare Gravina, Maude George, Dale Fuller and Al Edmundson.
Newspaper

Critics Praise

Betty Blythe's Work in Picture
Betty Blythe received praise for her
work in His Husband's Wife from both the
New York dailies and the trade journals.
This latest feature film of Miss Blythe's
was
held over for a second week's run at
the
City.B. S. Moss Cameo Theatre, New York
Miss Blythe, while her picture was being shovra on Broadway, was making personal appearances in Toronto. During her
stay there she posed for a portrait by Sir
John Smith, the noted artist that the
Prince of Wales sat for during his recent
visit.
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Paramount Exploitation Department Ready to Aid Exhibitors
in Obtaining Greatest Possible Returns
at Box Office
play uses possible with the ones, threes,
Realizing that the Fall line-up represixes and twenty-fours.
sents the greatest box-office values ever
The Division of Exploitation is at the
presented by Paramount, the Division of
service of exhibitors everywhere. The
Exploitation, under the direction of Claud
Saunders, is going to make sure that exploiteers are men of wide experience —
every possible cent is realized for the experts in their line. A letter or telegram
exhibitor. "In view of the record which
to the nearest exchange brings one ofthis department has made during the past these trained men to the assistance of
two years, this is another Paramount
any theatre in solving the problem of sellpromise which exhibitors know full well
ing the picture to the public.
will
be carried out to the letter," says the
announcement.
The exploiteers in every exchange will
Marion Davies
have advance "dope" on each attraction,
and will be able to outline a half-dozen
complete campaigns for any exhibitor reWill Appear in
questing their services.
Corelli Storv
Shortly after the release of each picture the Paramount Exploiteer, a journal
assembling all the news to date on how
The next Cosmopolitan production to be
the picture has been sold to the public,
released will be The Young Diana by
will be published.
Marie Corelli, starring Marion Davies.
The Division of Exploitation which now
The story deals of a prim and faded old
has charge of the Paramount paper has
maid, who is transformed into a beautiful
some brand new material of unique charyoung girl by a famous scientist.
acter ready for the exhibitors. The postTwo directors will be credited in the
ers have been simplified in design and
billing of the picture, Robert G. Vignola
new and startling color combinations have
and Albert Canellani.
been discovered. The paper has been prepared with a direct eye to cut-out work,
Cosmopolitan's ten-reel feature, When
Knighthood Was in Flower, starring Miss
and exhibitors will find a variety of disDavies, is rapidly being brought to completion. Only one big scene is left to be
shot. A big tournament with armored
knights jousting will be made this week.
Paramount Publicity Keeps
Scenes in the interior of Notre Dame
Cathedral also remain to be photographed.
Pace With Progress
This latter set is described as one of great
Keeping pace with the progress of
beauty,
and Joseph
Urban, great
Cosmopolitan's
scenic director,
is taking
pains to
production, distribution and advermake
it
an
exact
replica
of
the original.
tising involved in the big releasing
Robert G. Vignola, director of the picprogram for the season of 1922-23,
ture, is planning a long rest after the prothe Paramount publicity department,
duction is finished. He has worked night
under the management of Charles E.
and
day
on it for many weeks.
McCarthy, during the coming year
will continue to provide exhibitors
with the most efficient service.
Through the trade publications exJos. p. Seidelman
hibitors are kept fully informed concerning company policy, plans for
new productions, the progress of
those in process of filming, dates of
F-P
release and any number of ideas calAppointed
Representative
culated to be of benefit to exhibitors
The appointment of Joseph P. Seidelin the showing of Paramount pictures.
Film Scenes in Canada
man, well-known in New York film circles,
as a special representative of the foreign
In every issue of the fan magafor Cosmopolitan Picture
zines news stories and photographs
department of the Famous Players-Lasky
Frank Borzage with Alma Rubens and
of Paramount stars are conspicuous,
Corporation was announced this week by
Lew Cody are on location at the Nippigon
while
similar
material
is
often
feaE. E. Shauer, director of the department.
River in Canada photographing the final
tured prominently in leading magaDuring the past year Mr. Seidelman has
outdoor scenes of The Valley of Silent
zines of general circulation.
been assistant general manager, in charge
Men. The story was written by James
The volume of Paramount publicof sales, of Associated Producers, and he
Oliver Curwood, and the director has phoity appearing in the daily and Suntographed some wonderful snow and
is returning to the Paramount organizaday newspapers is tremendous. Text
glacier scenes. These latter scenes were
matter goes twice a week to 597
tion after having achieved brilliant sucmade in Banff, Canada. H. P. Carver is
cess as a sales executive.
newspapers throughout the United
production manager.
States with a combined circulation of
Prior to the war Mr. Seidelman was a
Photographs of Para18,316,285.
practicing attorney in Milwaukee. He
mount stars, players and scenes from
enlisted in the army early in the war and
productions
are
mailed
weekly
to
360
served with distinction with the A. E. F.
RADiO;:^-:^:-M/vr
newspapers with a total circulation
in France and Germany as first lieutenant
of 13,780,354. A weekly mat servin New York's fighting 69th Regiment.
. ^o •— the most effec- '
ice goes to 600 newspapers having a
On his return from army service Mr.
circulation of 9,783,817. Once a
a r
tive slide costs
Seidelman was offered a position in the
week
fashion
features
in
mat
form,
less than five
department of the Famous
foreign
showing Paramount feminine stars,
CO
cents
are sent to 192 newspapers with a
Players-Lasky Corporation and was ascirculation of 3,779,534.
signed to the New York exchange to obtain practical sales experience. After
ac
Thus,
through
the
newspapers
60 itApiO MAT SLIDES $3.
ci
winning promotion as assistant to the
alone, news of Paramount activities
manager, he was recalled to the home
o
reaches 45,659,990 readers of daily
depart-to
in thetosales
work sent
office for
newspapers, and every one of these
Albany
OS
was then
ment andspecial
readers is a potential box-office factor.
open up the new exchange for Paramount,
•
where he served as branch manager for
one year.

on European Trip
Just before sailing for Europe last Saturday, Jesse L. Lasky received the following telegram from Thompson Buchanan, production supervisor at the
Lasky studio, concerning Our Leading
Citizen, Thomas Meighan's new Paramount picture by George Ade, which the
author recently edited and titled at his
home in Brook, Indiana:
"Have just finished seeing Our Leading
Citizen, with new George Ade titles and
final cutting, and am so thrilled over it
that I am sending you this wire because
I know you like good news. If there is a
literature of the screen, this is it. Not
merely is it filled with laughs but it has
a world of genuine emotion and a significant theme deeply applicable to American
life. Green has directed it beautifully,
with a fine sense of comedy and emotional
values. Meighan himself has never done
better. He is simple, straightforward,
sincere. He lands his comedy deftly and
hits every emotional spot with a fine, sure
touch. Altogether, it's a bear."
Preceding Mr. Buchanan's telegram by
several weeks was a letter to Mr. Lasky
from Mr. Ade, who makes his first direct
contribution to the screen with this feature. The Hoosier humorist wrote as
follows :
"Tom Meighan and Al Green have just
brought to me the completed picture, Our
Leading Citizen. Believe me, I am very
happy over the manner in which you have
treated my material. Here is one author
who will not dare to complain that they
changed his 'stuff' on him. In this play,
written for Tom Meighan, we tried to get
in some comedy and some drama and some
real American characters without resorting to any sex complications or deep villainy or gun play. In other words, we
tried to do something different — something on the order of 'The College Widow'
and 'The County Chairman,' which the
public liked several years ago. I wrote
the play in the hope that the patrons of
picture houses were ready for a change
from the highly seasoned photodramas
which they seemed to like two or three
years ago. You have given the play a
fine cast and a first-class production, and
for these, as I have already suggested, I
am very grateful."

(—■

Famous

Players-Lasky

Stars

1 — Betty Compson. 2 — Agnes Ayres. 3 — Wanda Hawley. 4— -May McAvoy. 5 — Elsie Ferguson. 6— Gloria
Swanson. 7 — Marion Davies. 8 — Dorothy Dalton. 9 — Alice Brady. 10 — Mary Miles Minter. 11 — Pola Negri.
12 — William S. Hart.
13 — Jack Holt. 14 — Rodolph Valentino.
15 — Wallace Reid. 16 — Bebe Daniels.
17 — ^Thomas Meighan.
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Paramount

Line-Up

Complete

An

Unprecedented

Production

Players-Lasky — Forty-one
Than

Half of Which

FOR the first time in the history of the
motion picture industry a leading producing and distributing organization
places before the exhibitors of the country
a complete advance schedule of its productions and their releasing dates for six full
months. This is the achievement of
Paramount, which today announces its
schedule of feature releases from the beginning of the new^ Paramount season,
August 6, up to and including the month
of January, 1923.
With this announcement the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation submits to
exhibitors for their consideration fortyone Paramount production s-^titles, stars,
featured players, directors, actual dates
of releases, casts, accessories, exploitation
suggestions — nearly three months in advance of the beginning of the half year's
program. Furthermore, full information
concerning the authorship and character
of the stories is presented and in the
majority of cases even the players chosen
for the most minor roles ar6 named.
For months this program has been in
preparation. For months every resource
of the Production department, under the
supervision of Jesse L. Lasky, has been
directed toward its completion.
Following the recently adopted Parthe company'sof
efforts amount
on policy
bigof centering
special productions
assured box-office value, the first step was
the acquisition of stories and plays of
such character that the task of "following
through" would be the easier.
Then the Lasky studio organization set
to work. First of all was the preparation of the physical resources of production in order that the ambitious plans
might be carried out. New buildings were
erected, new departments installed and
older ones enlarged. The huge open stage,
the largest of the Lasky studio group and
known as Stage No. 4, was enclosed in
glass with framework of steel at a cost
of several hundred thousand dollars, making it the largest glass-enclosed stage in
the world. New electrical equipment, of
the most modern type, was installed, and
one of the most recent innovations introduced was the erection of a complete radio
telephone system, whereby it is possible
for the studio to keep in close communication with production units working outside on locations.
Under Supervisor-in-chief Frank E.
Woods the system of supervision of production has been completely re-organized,
with each of the supervisors having
charge of a group of three or four pictures at one time, from the moment the
scenario is turned over to the director to
the completion of the editing and titling.
The directorial force at the Lasky
studio is headed by Cecil B. DeMille,
Director-General, who stands at the very
top of his profession as a producer of
money-making pictures. There are eight
special directors, William de Mille, George
Fitzmaurice, George Melford, Penrhyn
Stanlaws, John S. Robertson, Irvin Willat,
Sam Wood and Fred Niblo. Other directors constantly employed in producing
Paramount pictures of super-quality are
James Cruze, Joseph Henabery, Alfred
E. Green, Philip E. Rosen and Paul
Powell.
The stars under the Paramount banner are: Gloria Swanson, Rodolph Val-
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Achievement

Pictures

on

to

Announced

Advance

Six Months of
Paramount Pictures
AUGUST
Aug. 7. The Dictator
Aug. 7. The Young Diana
Aug.
BelieveWoman
It, It's So
Aug. 14.
21. If
TheYouBonded
Aug. 21. The Top of New York
Aug. 28. The Loves of Pharaoh
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 4. Her Gilded Cage
Sept. 4. Nice People
Sept. 11. Blood and Sand
Sept. 11. The Valley of Silent Men
Sept. 18. The Siren CaU
Sept. 18. While Satan Sleeps
Sept. 25. Manslaughter
OCTOBER
Oct. 2. The Mysteries of India
Oct. 2. Pink Gods
Oct. 9. The Old Homestead
Oct. 9. The Face in the Fog
Oct. 16. Burning Sands
Oct. 16. The Ghost Breaker
Oct. 23. The Cowboy and the Lady
Oct. 30. To Have and to Hold
NOVEMBER
Nov. 6. The Man Who Saw Tomorrow
Nov. 6. On the High Seas
Nol. 13. The Young Rajah.
Nov. 20. Anna Ascends
Nov. 20. Clarence
Nov. 27. The Impossible Mrs. Bellew
Nov. 27. Enemies of Women
DECEMBER
Dec. 4. Ebb Tide
Dec. 11. The Pride of Palomar
Dec. 11. Outcast
Dec. 18. Singed Wings
Dec. 25. Back Home and Broke
Dec. 25. A Daughter of Luxury
JANUARY
Jan. 1. Kick In
Jan. 8. Thirty Days
Jan. 8. Little Old New York
Jan. 15. The Spanish Cavalier
Jan. 22. Making a Man
Jan. 22. Missing Millions
Jan. 29. Notoriety

February

by Famous

Schedule— More

Are Already Completed— Booking
entino, Betty Compson, Elsie Ferguson,
Thomas Meighan, Wallace Reid, Dorothy
Dalton, William S. Hart, who produces
his own pictures; Agnes Ayres, Jack Holt,
Bebe Daniels, May McAvoy, Mary Miles
Minter, Alice Brady and Wanda Hawley.
These lists do not take into account
those responsible for the splendid output
of Cosmopolitan Productions, made specially for Paramount and released
through its exchanges as Paramount Pictures, nor the product of the Hamilton
Theatrical Corporation, which releases its
European-made productions through the
same channels. Marion Davies heads the
list of Cosmopolitan artists, while Pola
Negri and Ernest Lubitsch, respectively
star and director, are prominent among
the celebrities whom the Hamilton organization presents to the American public
via Paramount.
The Paramount Stock Company may

1881

Starts at Once

well be termed the backbone of Paramount pictures. Here is a permanent
organization of the best known players
appearing on the screen. The list of these
artists is as follows: Lila Lee, Lois Wilson, David Powell, Conrad Nagel, Theodore Roberts, Sylvia Ashton, Walter
Long, Charles Ogle, Clarence Burton,
Kathlyn Williams, Ethel Wales, Helen
Dunbar, Anna Q. Nilsson, Milton Sills,
Theodore Kosloff, Walter Hiers, T. Roy
Barnes, Julia Faye, Guy Oliver, Lucien
Littlefield, Lillian Leighton, Robert Cain,
Mitchell Lewis, Casson Ferguson, George
Fawcett, Harrison Ford, Tom Moore,
Edwin Stevens, John Bowers, Alan Hale,
Herbert Standing, Betty Francisco, Winter Hall, Edward Martindel, Frank Campeau, Adele Farrington, James Kirkwood,
Mabel Van Buren, Nita Naldi, Maude
Wayne, Fred Huntley, Maym Kelso,
Claire McDowell, Will R. Walling,
Adolphe Menjou, William Boyd, Tully
Marshall, Edythe Chapman, James Neill
and Clarence Gildart. Here are leading
men, heavies, leading women, ingenues,
comedians,
juveniles,
character
artists
—
each
a leader
in his
particular
line.
Happy indeed, and well-fortified, would
any producing organization be if it could
boast any half dozen of these sterling
players as its stars.
With wonderful personnel at its beck
and call, and with the list of stories and
playsnels ofalready
started
throughstaff
thestarted
chanproduction,
the studio
systematically to map out its program in
detail. The stories, as they were acquired,
were turned over to the large corps of
scenario and continuity experts. The
stars were assigned to those pictures best
suited for their particular abilities, the
directors chosen and the full casts
selected. Then a complete production
schedule was laid out in charts showing
exact dates when new productions were
to be started and every minor detail. Art,
technical and costuming departments
were similarly co-ordinated.
Today, fully half of these forty-one
productions are entirely completed or in
actual work of filming, while the balance
of the program is so accurately mapped
out that the studio executives can tell at
a glance just what each individual in the
organization will be doing at any specified
date during the next few months.
Here is the complete list of the fortyone productions comprising the schedule
for the first six months of the Paramount
Wallace Reid in The Dictator-, supported by Lila Lee. From the play by
Richard
Harding Davis. Directed by
year
:
James Cruze. Scenario by Walter Woods.
Marion Davies in The Young Diana, a
Cosmopolitan Production. From the novel
by Marie Corelli. Directed by Albert
Capellani. Scenario by Luther Reed.
Thomas Meighan in If You Believe It,
It's
So, byForman.
Perley Poore
Sheehan.
Directed
Young.
by Tom
Scenario
by Waldemar
Betty Compson in The Bonded Woman,
based upon "The Salvaging of John
Sumner," by John Fleming Wilson.
Directed by Philip E. Rosen. Scenario by
A. S. LeVino.
May McAvoy in The Top of New York,
by Sonya Levien. Directed by the late
William D. Taylor.
The Loves of Pharaoh, an Ernest

Directors

of

Famous

Players-Lasky

Pictures

I — Milton Sills. 2 — Ernest Lubitsch. 3 — George Fitzmaurice. 4 — John Robertson. 5 — Wm. de Mille.
6 — Joseph Henebery.
7 — Cecil de Mille. 8 — Alfred E. Green.
9 — Phillip E. Rosen. 10— Irvin Willat.
II — Geo.Melford. 12 — Penrhyn Stanlaws. 13 — FredNiblo, 14 — James Cruze. 15 — Paul Powell. 16 — Sam Wood.
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By Adolph Zukor
President, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
THE season now closing has
pretty well established
two things in this industry.
These are (1) that the big
picture, and only the big picture, can make money at the
box-office, and (2) that, in
view of the sharp curtailment
in production, exhibitors must
be sure, as far in advance as
possible, that their screens
will receive a consistently
meritorious product from an
organization upon which they
can place dependence for the
protection of the investment
they hold in their theatres.
Therefore, to meet these
two problems. Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation
announces for the first six
months of next season the
greatest, most complete schedule of really big pictures that has ever been offered to the exhibitors
of this country.
This list of productions is not merely a tabulation of titles; in our announcement we give the
actual release dates, we give the names of stars,
directors, the casts and even the advertising acLubitsch production, with Emil Jannings,
Dagny Servaes and Harry Liedtke.
Gloria Swanson in Her Gilded Cage, a
Sam Wood production. By Elmer Harris,
suggested
by Ann Nichols' play. Scenario
by
Percy Heath.
Nice People, a William de Mille production, with Wallace Reid, Bebe Daniels and
Conrad Nagel. From the play by Rachel
Crothers. Scenario by Clara Beranger.
Rodolph Valentino in Blood and Sand, a
Fred Niblo production. From the novel
by Vicente Blasco Ibanez, author of "The
Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse."
Adapted
by June Matliis.
The Valley of Silent Men, with Alma
Rubens. A Cosmopolitan production from
the story by James Oliver Curwood.
Directed by Frank Borzage.
The Siren Call, an Irvin Willat production, with Dorothy Dalton, David
Powell and Mitchell Lewis. From a story
by J. E. Nash.
Jack Holt in a Peter B. Kyne special,
While Satan Sleeps. By the author of
"Cappy
Ricks." Directed
Joseph Henabery. Scenario
by A. S. by
LeVino.
Cecil B. DeMille's production Manslaughter, with Thomas Meighan, Leatrice Joy and Lois Wilson. From the
novel by Alice Duer Miller. Scenario by
Jeanie Macpherson.
The Mysteries of India, a UFA, production presented by Hamilton Theatrical
Corporation.
Pink Gods, a Penrhyn Stanlaws production, with Bebe Daniels, James Kirkwood,
Anna Q. Nilsson and Adolphe Menjoy.
Adapted by J. E. Nash and Sonya Levien
from the novel by Cynthia Stockley.
The Old Homestead, with Theodore
Roberts, T. Roy Barnes, George Fawcett
and Fritzi Ridgeway. Directed by James
Cruze. Adapted from Denman Thompson's play. Scenario by Julien Josephson.

cessories. Some of the pictures already have been finished; others are in course
of production or are about to
go into production in our
studios. AH of them are established sothat an exhibitor
can determine his play dates
for next season.
This announcement, I firmly
believe, sets a new milestone
in the development of the picture business, because it is the
most complete and consistently meritorious program
ever placed
an the
exhibitor's
hands.
Here inare
big pictures which exhibitors are demanding, here are the pictures
which will enable exhibitors
to swing into the new season
with their prosperity assured
as far as it is humanly possible to do so.
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation is proud of
this achievement. We are happy and proud that
we can do this service to exhibitors at a time when
good pictures, and nothing but good pictures, can
be the greatest contribution anybody can make
toward the improvement of our business.

The Face in the Fog, by Jack Boyle,
creator of "Boston Blackie." A Cosmopolitan Production.
Burning Sands, a George Melford production, with Wanda Hawley and Milton
Sills. From the novel by Arthur Weigall.
Scenario by Olga Printzlau.
Wallace Reid and Lila Lee in The
Ghost Breaker. From the play by Paul
Dickey and Charles Goddard. Scenario
by Jack Cunningham. Directed by Alfred
E. Green.
The Cowboy and the Lady, a John S.
Robertson production with Mary Miles
Minter and Tom Moore. From the play
by Clyde Fitch.
To Have and To Hold, a George Fitzmaurice production, with Betty Compson
and Bert Lytell. Adapted by Ouida Bergere from the novel by Mary Johnston.
Thomas Meighan in The Man Who Saw
Tomorrow. By Perley Poore Sheehan and
Frank Condon. Directed by Alfred E.
Green.
On the High Seas, an Irvin Willat production, with Dorothy Dalton and Jack
Holt. An original screen story by Edward Sheldon, author of Salvation Nell,
Romance, etc.
Rodolph Valentino in The Young Rajah,
adapted by June Mathis from the novel,
"Amos Judd," by John Ames Mitchell.
Alice Brady in Anna Ascends, from the
play by Harry Chapman Ford. Directed
by Joseph Henabery.
Clarence, a William de Mille production, with Wallace Reid, Agnes Ayres and
May McAvoy. Adapted by Clara Beranger from the play by Booth Tarkington.
Gloria Swanson in The Impossible Mrs.
Bellew, a Sam Wood production. Adapted
by
Percy Heath from the story by David
Lisle.
Enemies of Women, a Cosmopolitan
production, from the novel by Vicente

Blasco Ibanez. Directed by Robert G.
Vignola.
Ebb Tide, a George Melford production,
with Lila Lee, James Kirkwood, Raymond
Hatton and George Fawcett. Adapted by
Lorna Moon from the novel by Robert
Louis Stevenson.
The Pride of Palomar, from the story
by Peterduction
B. directed
Kyne.
A Cosmopolitan
by Frank
Borzage. ProElsie Ferguson in Outcast, a John S.
Robertson production. From the play by
Hubert Henry Davies. Scenario by
Josephine Lovett.
Singed Wings, a Penrhyn Stanlaws
production, with Bebe Daniels. From the
story by Katherine Newlin Burt.
Thomas Meighan in Back Home and
Broke,fred E.by
George Ade. Directed by AlGreen.
Agnes Ayres in A Daughter of Luxury,
by Beulah Marie Dix. Directed by Paul
Powell.
Kick In, a George Fitzmaurice production, with Betty Compson and Bert Lytell.
From the play by Willard Mack.
Wallace Reid in Thirty Days. A comedy by A. E. Thomas and Clayton Hamilton. Directed by James Cruze.
Marion Davies in Little Old New York,
a Cosmopolitan production. From the
play by Rida Johnson Young. Directed
by Frank Borzage.
Rodolph Valentino in The Spanish
Cavalier. Adapted by June Mathis from
the famous play, "Don Caesar de Bazan,"
by Adolphe d'Enery and P. S. T. Dumenier.
Jack Holt in Making a Man. A Peter
B. Kyne special, directed by Joseph Henabery. Scenario by A. S. LeVino.
Alice Brady in Missing Millions, by
Jack Boyle.
Notoriety, a William de Mille production, with Bebe Daniels. An original story
by Clara Beranger.

Famous

Players-Lasky

Stars

1 — Nita Naldi. 2 — ^Kathlyn Williams. 3 — Lois Wilson. 4 — Anna Q. Nilsson. 5 — Leatrice Joy. 6 — Julia
Faye. 7 — Lila Lee. 8 — Walter Hiers. 9 — T. Roy Barnes. lO^Lucien Littlefield. 11 — David Powell.
12 — Harrison Ford.
13 — Theodore Roberts. 14 — Wm. Boyd. 15 — Chas. Ogle. 16 — Theodore Kosloff.
17 — Conrad Nagle. 18 — -Geo. Fawcett.
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Production

ELSEWHERE, in the advertising
pages and in the news columns, are
given the details of the program of
productions which Paramount has announced for next season. Names of pictures, directors, stars, casts, release dates
and advertising accessories on each picture are listed in amazing detail. But back
of this announcement lies an absorbing
story of accomplishment.
Early this spring Adolph Zukor declared that next season was going to be
different from any season this industry
has passed through in that exhibitors
would be faced with an immense curtailment in their supply of pictures and at
the same time would be obliged to show
bigger pictures than ever before, as this
year'spicture
experience
shown Reports
that only that
the
big
could had
succeed.
had come to him showed exhibitors all
over the country already were looking
to next season with considerable anxiety,
and that unless they were assured of an
ample supply of big productions early in
the summer they would not be in a position to give the final and decisive blow to
the depression which has held them in its
grasp for the last several months.
This decision was followed by several
conferences with Jesse L. Lasky and Sidney R. Kent, in charge, respectively, of
production and distribution. Continual
sessions in New York were followed by
further conferences at the Lasky studio
in Hollywood. Interrupted, harassed by
the daily necessities of their business, they
were unable to give the problem the undivided attention they wished. Consequently, they put everything else aside and
went down to Del Monte, Cal., where for
three days they discussed next year's proBox-

Office

IF there is one dominant, salient fact
that has been driven home to the industry in the last year it is that the
only box-office insurance that amounts to
anything is the insurance of a sure, steady
supply of big pictures. Words, promises
of co-operation, much-heralded policies —
all three go by the board when confronted
with the question, "How good is the picture?"
It is on this basis that Famous PlayersLasky Corporation lays before the exhibitors of America the most complete
program of big pictures which has ever
come out of a producing organization. For
six months from August 1, a series of
forty-one productions — each with its release date, its title, its stars, its director,
its supporting cast, and even its advertising accessories — are placed in the hands
of exhibitors in an array that is truly
startling in its thoroughness and in its
magnitude.
These pictures are not promises — they
are all set, established, and they go to
exhibitors backed by an organization which
has led the world in the high-grade consistency of its product.
"How sweredgood
is thethat
picture?"
We've anit in terms
much gladden
the
hearts of exhibitors who have been looking
forward with anxiety and doubt.
"But in offering these productions to exhibitors, we also expect exhibitors to reciprocate by doing their part. It is not
enough to book these pictures. Unless
the exhibitor names his playing date and
sticks to that date he is likely to find
himself in the position that imperilled him

TRADE

Program

REVIEW

Was

Jesse L. Lasky, First Vice-President in
charge of production. Famous PlayersLasky Corp.
duction schedule and finally reached a decision.
This decision entailed the most sweeping, comprehensive production plan ever
adopted by any organization in the history
of motion pictures. In brief, it was this:
That the complete schedule of pictures
for the six months beginning Aug. 1
should be laid out at once, with titles,
stars, directors, casts, advertising acces-

Insurance

for

By Sidney R. Kent
this year — that is, without his big pictures assured, and dependent upon the uncertain supply of small productions that
have been proved valueless at the boxoffice. It is unthinkable that any exhibitor.

Sidney R. Kent, General Manager of
Distribution, Famous
Players - Lasky
Corp.

1885

Accomplished

sories and release dates fixed in their entiretymanagers
before themeeting
annualMay
Paramount
district
2.
Despite the astounding magnitude of
the task, Mr. Lasky accepted the responsibility, and began at once to gear up his
producing organization to a point never
before touched in the picture business.
"I have been producing pictures since
1912," said Mr. Lasky, "but never have I
faced a job as big as that one. And I
want to tell you that it was the proudest
moment of my life when I returned to
New York and was able to walk into Mr.
Zukor's office and say, 'We've put it over.
Mr.done.'
Lasky" failed to tell, however,
TheWhat
job
was
the isstory
of the days and nights of
labor, the handling of people, the constant
switching of his personnel on the immense
chess board of pictures, on which he
moved stars, directors, leading people and
stories into a mosaic which finally dovetailed
together
duction
schedule.into a fixed six-month pro"While the responsibility was mine, of
course,"
"this immense
task
couldsaid
not Mr.
haveLasky,
been driven
through
to completion without the unflagging zeal
and untiring support of the men and
women
of the production
"To Frank
E. Woods, department."
to Victor H.
Clarke,son,toto each
Robert ofKane,
Julian John-to
ourto directors,
each of our stars, to the members of
our stock company and to everybody in
the big studio staflf should go the major
credit for this momentous achievement.
Nobody who has not lived through the
white-hot concentration at the Lasky
studio in the last three months can appreciate the immense task which these people
have accomplished."
Exhibitors
after having gone through this last season, can be so reckless, so headless of experience, as to neglect to protect his theatre investment by failing to fix his playing dates now.
"Paramount, however, is not content to
drop the exhibitor when he books the picture. This season we intend to do more
national advertising than ever before. In
the Saturday
Ladies'
Home
Journal, Evening
the variousPost,
fan the
magazines,
and through extensive campaigns of newspaper advertising, we plan to co-operate
with the exhibitor in getting the public
into his theatre.
"Exhibitors throughout the country
have already felt the tremendous benefit
from our exploitation department. This
department will be augmented during the
year and we shall intensify our aid to the
exhibitor by following through with him
and assisting him to exploit his attractions
to the limit of their possibilities. In publicity, too, we are constantly aiding the
exhibitor by building up in advance the
reputation of the pictures he books and
the prestige of the stars he shows on his
screen.
"These are the things Paramount is offering the exhibitors next season. I am
confident this coming fall will see a return
to conditions nearer normal, but this state
of affairs cannot be brought about without
the greatest effort on the part of everybody in the business, exhibitor, producer
and distributor. Paramount, in my opinion, is doing its share and more than its
share to meet the test in the question,
'How good is the picture?' "

Prominent

in

Support

of

Famous

Players-Lasky

Stars

1 .Edythe Chapman.
2 — Helen Dunbar.
3 — Mayme Keko. 4 — Lillian Leighton.
5 — ^Ethel Wales. 6—
Sylvia Ashton.
7 — Mabel Van Buren. 8 — Betty Francisco.
9 — Maude Wayne.
10 — Claire McDowell.
11 Clarence Burton.
12 — Tully Marshall.
13 — Guy Oliver. 14 — Winter Hale.
15 — ^Edwin Stevens.
16 James Neill. 17 — Alan Hale. 18 — Walter Long.
19 — Casson Ferguson.
20 — Fred Huntley.
21 —
Clarence Geldart.
22 — Robert Cain.
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Want

Big

Pictures

By EMIL E. SHAUER
Assistant Treasurer, and Director of Foreign DepartmeBt
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
r|~^HE
production
for the
reI mainder
of theprogram
year 1922,
as announced by Mr. Lasky, is hailed with
particular delight by the foreign department, inasmuch as it promises a continuation of the successful policy of producing Paramount special productions of the
type which have been received with such
tremendous popular approval throughout
the world. During the last year the various foreign offices of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation and the allied distributing organization have given their
unqualified endorsement to the policy of
presenting all-star casts in Paramount
super specials by reporting the largest
business in the history of the foreign department. There is every indication that
the record-breaking success of 1921 will
be eclipsed through the agency of the
many big box office successes scored by the
production department in recent months.
Such Paramount specials as "The Gilded
Lily," "Sacred and Profane Love," "The
Great Moment," "Footlights," "The Af• fairs of Anatol," "Experience," "The
Sheik," "Behold My Wife," "Midsummer
Madness," "Forbidden Fruit," "Something
to Think About," "Why Change Your
Wife?" "Humoresque"
others and
havehave
established new box officeandrecords
given new life and greater breadth of
vision to the motion picture industry
abroad.
The demand for the highest grade American motion pictures — a term svnonymous
with Paramount Pictures in the eyes of
thousands of exhibitors in Europe, South
America, Africa, Australia and Asia —
was never greater than it is to-day. The

E. E. Shauer, Ass stant Treasurer and
Director Foreign Department, Famous
Players-Lasky Corp.
long line of notable Paramount successes
of recent years has been an important
contribution to the upliftment of motion
picture standards in all parts of the world.
"If it's a Paramount Picture it's the best
show in town," is a slogan with a dollar
and cents value in the eyes of thousands
of the globe's leading exhibitors.

Trip
Can you imagine a picture with the following cast:
Elsie Ferguson, Alice Brady, Jack Holt,
Agnes Ayres, Theodore Roberts, May
McAvoy, Thomas Meighan, Betty Compson, Bert Lytell, Wallace Reid, Bebe
Daniels, Wanda Hawley, Dorothy Dalton,
Gloria Swanson, Rodolph Valentino, Mary
Miles Minter, Tom Moore, Leatrice Joy,
Ethel Wales, Lucien Littlefield, Mitchell
Lewis, Conrad Nagel, Julia Faye, William
Boyd, David Powell, Walter Hiers, Harrison Ford, Lila Lee, Walter Long, Nita
Naldi, Theodore Kosloff, Helen Dunbar,
Charles Ogle, Clarence Burton, Guy
Oliver, Milton Sills, Robert Cain, Casson
Ferguson, Sylvia Ashton, Anna Q. Nilsson, Lois Wilson and T. Roy Barnes?
Well, there is such a picture! It is
titled A Trip to Paramountown, and
Paramount officials, from Adolph Zukor,
Jesse L. Lasky and S. R. Kent down, are
a unit in proclaiming it to be the most
remarkable super-special ever offered to
the exhibitors of America.
What is more, this amazing picture,
which is expected to cause more comment
among picture fans than any other picture shown next season, is offered to exhibitors— absolutely free!
A Trip to Paramountown is about 2000
feet long, and it shows production activities at the Lasky studio in Hollywood and
in the Cosmopolitan studios. Produced
under the supervision of Jerome Beatty,
who has spent the past three months in
the Lasky studio, the picture consists of

to

The outstanding event in the history of
the film industry in Australia has been
the phenomenal success of "The Sheik" at
the Glo'ce Theatre, a leading first run
house, in Sydney. As this is written,
George Melford's Paramount special has
completed the ninth week of its recordbreaking run and the enormous crowds
demanding admission have made it imperative to extend the run indefinitely.
This is the greatest reception ever given
a motion picture in Australia, and it far
eclipses the brilliant record of "The Afof Anatol,"
which,
few wee'Ks
earlier,fairshad
established
whata Australians
believed to be an unbeatable record.
When Paramount established its own
releasing in France in October, 1921, "The
Gilded
a new
high-water
for
box Lily"
office made
records,
doing
much to mark
turn
the tide for the better in the film business
of that country. Cecil B. DeMille's worldfamous productions, "Male and Female,"
"Why Change Your Wife?" "Something to
Think About" and "Forbidden Fruit" have
proved to be the greatest box office tonics
yet produced for the entertainment of the
world's millions. New box office records
have been broken wherever these Paramount super specials have been shown.
An indication of the prestige enjoyed by
Paramount abroad is to be found in a recent newspaper contest conducted in Brazil
to determine the most popular brand of
pictures. Paramount won by a vote of
more than four to one !
The turesforty-one
splendid
Paramount
Picto be released
in the
fall of 1922
offer the best insurance for the continuation of Paramount's tremendous vogue.

Paramountown

a series of views of various production
units at work on some of the feature productions composing the Paramount program for the season of 1922-23, as well
as a number of Paramount stars and
prominent
at
the studio.players in off-stage moments
The story behind the production of
A Trip to, Paramountown reveals the extent to which Paramount goes in its efforts to aid exhibitors. Late last winter
the home office decided that exhibitors
should be given an opportunity to show
their patrons the remarkable effort which
was put behind every one of the Paramount pictures shown them. Accordingly
Mr. Beatty was sent to the Lasky studio,
with credentials from Mr. Zukor and Mr.
Lasky placing the entire resources of the
studio at his disposal. Every director,
star, leading
player wasto give
calledMr.intoBeatty
conference and instructed
the utmost co-operation in making this
one of the biggest productions. In making the picture Mr. Beatty was particularly fortunate in that when he was at
the studio the entire production force was
ffoing at top speed, and nearly all of the
Paramount units were at work.
Among the directors shown at work are
Cecil B. de Mille, William de Mille, Sam
Wood, Fred Niblo, George Fitzmaurice,
George Melford, Penrhyn Stanlaws and
John S. Robertson.
In A a Trip
Paramountown fans will have
chanceto to
see
directors and stars making such productions as Manslaughter, Nice People, Her

Gilded Cage, Blood and Sand, To Have
and to Hold and Burning Sands.
A number of the stars are seen in some
of their most famous characterizations of
the past, as well as working in scenes for
their current productions, the whole being
woven together in a well-connected scenario. In no sense is the picture a series
of trailers, but it is a complete picture in
itself.
There is some trick photography in the
picture, the work of Karl Brown, who
stands at the head of his profession in
that p.articular line. For instance, Dorothy Dalton is shown simultaneously in
four of her famous characters, and so
perfectly was the quadruple exposure
made that not even the eye of the most
critical expert can detect lines of junction.
In another scene Wallace Reid is shown
off-stage during the filming of Nice People, dozing in a chair. A tiny racing
automobile approaches his chair, and
Wally himself is seen sitting in the
driver's seat. Wally beckons Wally to
come for a spin. Wally picks up the tiny
car, holds it in the palm of his hand and
regretfully shakes his head at the insistent Wally. Then Wally sets the machine
back on the floor and Wally drives away.
In all this intimate revelation of the
interior of a studio and its people, Mr.
Beatty has been careful to avoid showing
anything which might tend to destroy the
illusions of the snectator regarding "the
land of make-believe," as he may have
conceived it.

Scenes

from

Coming

Famous

Players-Lasky

Releases

1 — Wallace Reid in "The Dictator," Supported by Lila Lee. 2 — ^Thomas Meighan in "If You Believe It, It's
So."
3 — Gloria Swanson in "The Gilded Cage."
A Sam Wood Production. 4 — "The Siren Call." Irvin
Willat Production with Dorothy Dalton, David Powell and Mitchell Lewis.
5 — Marion Davies in "The Young
Diana."
A Cosmopolitan Production.
6— May McAvoy in "The Top of New York."
4i
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DE MILLE'S production,
CECIL B.ughter,
"
"Mansla
one by
of
the most elaboratewill
everprove
planned
him and is certain to prove a bigger drawing card than "Male and Female," "Anatol," or "Fool's Paradise." There is a
tremendous box-office punch in the title
alone.
This will be a first Cecil B. De Mille
production to be released in nine months.
The producer laid his plans most painstakingly— in fact, he spent more time on
the preparation of this work than any
other he has ever produced.
Jeanie Macpherson wrote the scenario —
in itself assurance of the artistic merit of
the piece, for she has been responsible,
either as authoress or scenario writer, for
nearly all of the Cecil B. De Mille productions.
"Manslaughter" is the dramatic story of
the taming of a wealthy young woman
who knew no law other than her own
will. It created a sensation as one of
Alice Duer Miller's stories in "The Saturday Evening Post." There is nothing
insipid about this work; it is a clash of
unbending personalities. It touches the
absorbing modern topic of how far wealth
and influence can go to ward off the consequences of reckless disregard of the
rights of others.
There is spectacular action from the
start when Lydia Thorne, orphan society
girl, brushes the admonitions of her
former tutor and present companion one
side and defies the conventions.
Then comes the time when she swerves
her car into the path of the pursuing
policeman and kills him. Her nerves are
shaken, but no thought of further consequences enters her mind until the district
attorney, a man who has previously won
her respect and almost her love, pushes
her conviction for manslaughter and has
her sent to prison for two years. Bitter
hatred grows in her heart toward him,
but her will is weakened when she is released. She has learned something of discipline. Revenge is in her heart until the
final moment when she summons him to
her home to tell him how she has blocked
his chances to become a partner in a
great law firm. Then she melts.
Some wonderful prison drama is introduced, the exteriors being photographed
at the famous Tombs prison in New York
and the Auburn State prison. The interiors are exact reproductions of these penal
institutions and in order that real prison
atmosphere might be secured Jeanie Macpherson disguised herself as a crook, committed a petty crime in Detroit, was sentenced to the city prison and served three
days.
Elsie Ferguson in "Outcast"
Elsie Ferguson in her stage success,
Outcast, transferred to the screen by John
S. Robertson, will be one of the big features of the fall and winter Paramount
line-up.
is no out
question
this work "There
will stand
as onebutof that
the
best of the year, for Miss Ferguson scored
in it probably her greatest triumph on
the legitimate stage several years ago
when it was put out by Hubert Henry
Davies," says the announcement.
"It was more than a local hit. It took
New York by storm and had a remarkable
tour. Since then it has been translated
into many languages and has been presented in scattered parts of the world —
always with the same strong appeal, because it is the story of the tender love
of a woman grateful to a man who has
helped her back to respectability and of

on
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his gradual realization that the tragedy
of
his earlier life can become only a
memory.
"It will be found that Mr. Robertson
has lost nothing of the gentle pathos of
the story in filming Josephine Lovett's
adaptation of it; that he has succeeded in
getting in all of the high lights of bitter
tragedy, which contrast sharply with the
tender happiness which follows. His success in this respect recalls his masterly
conception of Footlights and Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde.
"And Miss Ferguson, with the background of the long experience she has had
in the leading role and with the skillful
direction of Mr. Robertson, is certain to
invest the picturization with all the fine
shades of expression that she achieved on
the stage.
"The absorbing story of Outcast constituted its strongest appeal on the stage.
With all of this retained and added to it a
long series of sumptuous scenes and beaugowns picturized
that enhance
Miss Ferguson's
beauty,tifulthe
production
promises
to be an even stronger attraction than its
spoken predecessor."
Valentino in "Blood and Sand"
Again the flaming color and romance of
Spain, another novel of Vicente Blasco
Ibanez, has gone on the screen with Rodolph Valentino in the leading role. This
time it is Blood and Sand, a super -production by Fred Niblo, which it is said will
rival The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. It isrise
the from
romance
of a bull-fighter's
life — the
poverty,
the plaudits
of a nation, the turning from a youthful
love
beauty.to intrigue with an aristocratic

"Your

Contract for

Paramount Pictures"
One of the developments in the
sale of motion pictures to exhibitors
is the beautifully printed and illustrated booklet, "Your Contract for
Paramount Pictures," which the
Paramount advertising department
has issued in connection with the announcement ofthe new season's lineup of productions.
Distributed by Paramount salesmen
to exhibitors, this booklet not only is
an unusually complete advertising
help, but it also is, just as its title
implies, the contract which the exhibitor signs when he books next season's Paramount product. In the
back of each bock, bound into the advertising pages, and as a part of the
book itself, is the application for a
contract on the Paramount Pictures
to be issued during the first six
months of the new season.
Thus, every exhibitor when he
signs
contract
product,his will
have, for
as anext
part season's
of that
contract, a beautifully illustrated,
permanent record of the pictures he
has booked and dated.
The book, which is handsomely
bound in a green cover, represents
the combined work of A. M. Botsford, advertising manager; Patrick
Kearney and the Paramount Art Department under the supervision of
Vincent Trotta.

1889

Specials
It is a succession of thrills with striking
backgrounds. No expense has been spared
in the making of this picture. Mr. Niblo
spent months touring the original scenes
of the novel, gathering authentic costurnes
and securing experts to aid him in staging
startling reproductions of the real bullfights without the features to which
American audiences object. Immense
arenas were constructed on the Lasky
ranch in California for these.
Lila Lee will appear as the quiet beauty
whom the bullfighter marries when he
first attains fame. Nita Naldi will portray the aristocratic Spanish woman who
lures him on with her whims. Walter
Long will be a Spanish bandit and
Charles Belcher will be in the cast.
The scenario has been done by June
Mathis who so successfully adapted The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse for the

There are two colorful Spanish cafe
scenes, in Madrid and Seville, which provide splendid color. The Seville scene especially presents the star in a Spanish
dance which will recall his tango triumph
in The Four Horseman.
An entire Spanish interior has been
built for the home of Gallardo, with its
winprivate chapel, grated home
patio, well,
dows. Equally colorful is a country
open
with its old crones cooking at an
hearth, its rural people in their picturesque costumes.
"To Have and to Hold"
This is a romantic play of Colonial
n,
days among the settlers of Jamestow
direction of
Va., produced underwiththeBetty
Compson
George Fitzmaurice,
Ferand Bert Lytell, supported by ItW.is J.
a story
guson and Theodore Kosloff.
central
of adventure and love, with the
theme based on the experiences of an
aristocratic English girl who comes to
the colony with a shipload of other women
to become the bride of any settler who
chooses her.
As the plot develops she is taken by
former husband of PocahonJohn tas,Rolfe,
who has died. She is pursued to the
colony from England by Carnal, a court
favorite, who has orders to bring her
back to England, with her husband, in
chains. There follows a struggle, in which
Rolfe has
of the
local governor andthe
of sympathy
some of the
Indians,
who
come to attack the colony.
One of the vivid scenes of the picture
is the mentattack
Indians defense.
on the settleand the by
successful
There
are plenty of thrills, too, when Rolfe and
his bride try to escape, are wrecked on
an island and get possession of a pirate
ship. There is a most elaborate sequence
showing the court of King James, and
William Shakespeare, the Duke of Buckingham and other famous figures of history are introduced.
The picture is full of action and has
the added interest of the historical characters familiar to all readers of American
history. The novel has been before the
publicdousforcirculation.
years and has had a tremenNo expense has been spared in staging
it. Mr. Fitzmaurice has started out with
the intention of making it one of the biggest
of the
year. Ibbetson,
It comparesproductions
with his work
in Peter
Three Live Ghosts and On with the Dance.
Miss Compson, it will be recalled, appeared in The Green Temptation, At the
End of the World and The Little Minister, and Mr. Lytell established a reputation in The Right of Way, A Trip to

Dramatic

Moments

from

New

F.

P-L

Productions

1 — Betty Compson in "The Bonded Woman."
2 — Rodolph Valentino in "Blood and Sand," a Fred Niblo
Production.
3 — "Burning Sands," Geo. Melford Production with Wanda Hawley and Milton Sills. 4 — Jack
Holt in "When Satan Sleeps."
5 — "The Loves of Pharaoh," an Ernest Lubitsch Production. 6 — "Nice
People," a Wm. DeMille Production with Wallace Reid, Bebe Daniels and Conrad Nagel.
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Paradise and Alias Jimmy Valentine, as
well as many others.
The adaptation of the book, which was
by Mary Johnston, was done by Ouida
bergere.
"The Young Rajah"
The Young Rajah presents an entirely
new theme for a motion picture. It is a
play of fascinating contrasts between the
psychic mysticism of India and the matter-of-fact practicality of New England,
with Rodolph Valentino cast in the role of
an Indian prince, who has been brought
up in America wdth no knowledge of his
regal origin.
Mr. Valentino has thrilled the world as
the dashing South American in The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse, he has perfoimed feats of daring as the toreador in
Blood and Sand, and now he comes as the
interesting seer, with Oriental ancestry,
but with the ways of an American. It is
really a dual role that puts him before
the public in a way to test his versatility.
The story from whioh The Young Rajah
is
adapted
the novel, former
"Amos editor
Judd," by
John
Amesis Mitchell,
of
Life. It was adapted for the screen by
June Mathis.
The scenes open in the New England
village of Daleford, where Josiah Judd is
residing and wondering what has happened to his , brother, who went to India
years before. Two men arrive from India
unexpectedly with a very young boy, and
confide him to the care of Josiah with instructions that many lives depend upon his
keeping the secret of the boy's identity.
They suggest that he let it be knovm that
the boy is the adopted child of his brother.
A large quantity of money and jewels is
left with him. At the age of seven, the boy
shows a remarkable ability to foresee
events of the future. He goes to college
later and leads a wild life, throwing a
classmate out of a vnndow and killing him
during an orgy. In his visions he foresees his own death in the library of a home
with a beautiful woman leaning over him.
The calendar hanging in the room is torn
off at November 4.
There is a dramatic moment when he
meets the girl of his vision, and falls in
love with her. Tense situations also develop when he discovers, in searching
through some old papers, that he is the
son of a rajah. Later he saves the life
of the girl when they both are pursued by
a bull.
The climax comes on their honeymoon
while he is writing a letter, and hears his
wife scream in an adjoining room. He
dashes in to find her struggling with a
burglar. He kills him, only to be attacked
by another. Both fire, the burglar dropping dead and the Young Rajah sinking
back onto a couch mortally wounded, with
his bride leaning over him — just as he had
pictured it in his vision.
*' Clarence"
Tarkington's
comedy,
Clarence,
is Booth
transferred
to the screen
by William
de
Mille with a success that will, it is said,
make this one of the funniest pictures of
the year. Mr. de Mille has chosen an
all-istar cast for this work. In it are Wallace Reid, who is Clarence, the coleopterist
just out of the army; Agnes Ayres and
May McAvoy.
Not a whit of humor of this comedy of
American family life, which convulsed audiences at the Hudson Theatre, New York,
for many months, and then made a successful run across the country, has been
lost in making this a photoplay. In fact,
the greater detail of scenes adds to it. The
play was one of the great successes of the
author of The Man from Home, The Gentleman from Indiana, Penrod, Seventeen,
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and other stories. It was adapted for the
screen by Clara Beranger.
The picture reaches home. It mirrors
all the amusing complications that a temperamental American family can get into
and keeps them unfolding so rapidly that
there isn't a dull moment in it.
In the story the family consists of a
successful American business man, a son
and daughter, fifteen and sixteen years old,
respectively; a pretty governess and a
stepmother. Both children are erratic
and lively, the father had a tendency
toward falling in love with the governess
and the stepmother is insanely jealous.
Clarence breaks into the scene at the
father's oflace, where he has come following
his discharge from the army to find a job,
as his position as beetle specialist in a
laboratory is not at that time open to him.
The children think a soldier ought to know
everything. The boy is waiting to tell his
father why he has again been dismissed
from school, the girl is about to explain another love affair before the governess, and
the stepmother breaks in because she suspects an intrigue between the governess
and her husband. The fact that Clarence
had driven mules in the army impresses
the father and before the row is settled
he is engaged as secretary for the family.
There is no break in the laughable developments which follow. Clarence becomes the family confidant, but winds up
by falling in love with the governess.
"Pink Gods"
The artistry of Penrhyn Stanlaws, exemplified in The Little Minister, At the
End of the World and The Law and the
Woman, has full opportunity for expression at its best in Pink Gods, a story of
the complications a beautiful and flirtatious wife gets herself into in the region
of the South African diamond mines. It
is her fondness for diamonds in preference
to the pearls her husband favors as her
ornament that leads to the tense climax
of her life when a wealthy diamond dealer,
who has loaded her with gifts, tries to get
her to run away with him.
Bebe Daniels, who starred in The Affairs of Anatol, and has a long string of
successes to her credit; James Kirkwood,
who was featured in The Man From
Home, The Great Impersonation, and
others; Anna Q. Nilsson, and Adolphe
Menjou, who was the king in The Three
Musketeers, head the cast. The story is
from the novel by Cynthia Stockley and
was adapted to the screen by J. E. Nash
and Sonya Levien.
Pink Gods are the rose colored diamonds of South Africa, which are almost
objects of worship among the natives. It
is a story with a moral as well as an absorbing plot skilfully worked out.
"Her Gilded Cage"
All the wealth of gorgeous costumes
which it is possible to put into the portrayal of a successful stage favorite and
the contrasting emotions of her public and
private life have been combined in the
Sam Wood production. Her Gilded Cage,
starring Gloria Swanson. This is a gripping heart-interest story with a refinement of detail upon which Mr. Wood has
excelled himself.
The scenes shift swiftly from street to
cabaret, dance hall and luxurious home
interiors, with the action revolving about
Miss Swanson.
The story is based upon a successful
Broadway producer's belief that publicity
alone will make a famous star, even without ability to back it up. His experiment
begins when his automobile strikes the
sister of Suzanne Ornoff. While attending to thebeauty
wants ofof the
'the Russian
sister he girl.
is struck
by the
He
takes her from her poverty and trains
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her secretly, suddenly springing her on
the New York public as a European sensation with a vivid past. A wealthy New
Yorker bets a friend $1,000 he can induce
the great star to dine in his apartment
and enlists the aid of the producer. A
charming love story is woven in from this
point. This man's brother, a famous
physician, is shocked and denounces the
star, but finally falls in love with her
himself.
It is a story that takes the audience
back-stage in somewhat the same way
that Footlights did. The photoplay was
suggested
AnnHarris.
Nichols'
adapted by by
Elmer
Mr. play
Wood and
did
the rest and surpasses even the successes
he made of Beyond the Rocks, The Great
Moment and Her Husband's Trademark.
Miss Swanson had the leading roles in all
of these, fixing her place in the minds of
the American public as one of the leading
film stars of the day.
The cast is exceptionally strong. In it
are David Powell, Anne Cornwall, Charles
Stevenson, Walter Hiers and Harrison
Ford.
"The Old Homestead"
One of the biggest successes in years is
promised in The Old Homestead, with
Theodore Roberts heading an all-star cast.
Realizing the possibilities of the famous
classic of the stage which has had a neverfailing appeal for audiences throughout
the world for the past fifty years, Famous
Players-Lasky's production department
has gone the limit.
One of the remarkable features will be
a cyclone in which a whole village is destroyed, the only thing remaining unharmed being The Old Homestead,
which emerges from the havoc with its
serene attractiveness unmarred and with
the sun rising behind it — a symbol of the
permanent happiness to be found there.
Director James Cruze was told to put this
over big. He is doing so. Months have
been spent planning the details of the
scene. Buildings were assembled and all
the homely farm life that enters a small
New England village was rehearsed before an attempt was made to sweep it into
nothingness with houses and barns crashing down and farm animals rushing madly
to safety. Mr. Cruze. it will be remembered, directed One Glorious Day and Is
Matrimony a Failure?
The part of Uncle Joshua was made to
order for Mr. Roberts. For a long time
letters had been pouring in on the production department asking why he was not
given a leading role. He has earned such
a place in the hearts of movie fans that
he is known as "the grand old man of the
screen." He has never failed in a part
and has frequently, by the sheer excellence of the work, drawn attention from
stars. In The Old Homestead he will have
his greatest opportunity.
Features in the spoken production of
The Old Homestead that had to be left to
mere description have all been incorporated in this work. Rueben's travels to
China and other far-off countries of the
world are portrayed with fidelity to details. There are brilliant contrasts between the simnlicity of the New England
fireside and the luxury of a city home
while Uncle Joshua is searching for his
son.
A strong cast will support Mr. Roberts.
In it will include T. Roy Barnes, George
Fawcett and Fritzi Ridgeway. Denman
Thompson's
adapted
Perley
Poore Sheehanstory
and was
Frank
Woodsby and
the
scenario was done by Julian Josephson
under the supervision of Walter Woods.
"Burning Sands"
Again the desert, the romance of Egypt,
the fleeting action of the tribesmen ! With
it the vivid story of a man who, loving the
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silences and the solitude of the desert, is
strong enough to win away from the luxury and pleasures of society the daughter
of the British governor. The production
is George Melford's
its best.
The
atmosphere
is not work
unlikeat that
of The
Sheik. All the thrills and dramatic suspense that made The Sheik a big success
are crowded into this, only with an entirely different story. Wanda Hawley
and Milton Sills have the leading roles.
There are some wonderful scenes in the
moonlight at Cairo, colorful pictures of
boating on the Nile, and of the desert with
its oases and pyramids in the distant background, camels and natives. Mr. Melford
knew how to put it over, because he is the
man who directed The Sheik, as well as
Moran of the Lady Letty, The Woman
Who Walked Alone, Behold, My Wife,
and many others. Wanda Hawley, who
appears in the leading role, is a star in
her own right. Mr. Sills is well known for
his work in Behold, My Wife, At the End
of the World, Miss Lulu Bett, and others.
With them are some strong names, too —
Jacqueline Logan, Robert Cain, Winter
Hall and Louise Dresser.
The story was a big seller in novel
form. It was first published in this
country in 1921 and ran through several
editions. It was originally written by
Arthur Weigall as The Dweller in the
Desert and was published in London before it was brought to this country for
an American edition.
In the adaptation by Olga Printzlau it
has
ties. lost nothing of its dramatic possibili"Nice People"
Nice People is a straight shot into the
heart of the modern problem of the young
people whose free and easy ways of living
and amusing themselves lead them into
trouble at times, despite the half-hearted
opposition of their conservative but indul-
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gent parents. It promises to repeat the
record-breaking success scored by the play
of the same name by Rachel Crothers
from the time it was first presented by
Sam H. Harris in the Klaw Theatre, New
York, as William de Mille is the recognized leader among producers of intimate
problem dramas for the screen.
William de Mille has taken the scenario
by Clara Beranger and with the powerful
cast headed by Wallace Reid, Bebe Daniels
and Conrad Nagel has created an absorbing story that cannot fail to impress
parents and children alike.
In the earlier stages of the picture
where the willful daughter of a wealthy
business man pursues her butterfly existence with no thought, of the possible consequences there are many lavish scenes.
Tense moments follow when the father
and aunt try to prevent the girl from departing with her gay companions for a
breakfast at a road house following a late
night party. The climax comes at the
country home of the girl, whither she has
gone with her intoxicated companion and
is overtaken by a storm. Drawn by the
flickering lights, a Westerner who has
also been caught in the downpour enters
and rescues the girl from the unwelcome
attentions of her friend. All are forced
to remain all night. This is the turning
point in her life.
In the filming of these scenes an entire
house was constructed in the studio for
both the outdoor and indoor shots.
The cast was carefully selected. In support of Mr. Reid, Miss Daniels and Mr.
Nagel there are Julia Faye, Eve Sothern,
Claire McDowell, William Boyd and Edward Martindel.
"The Loves of Pharaoh"
Scenes on such a scale that their magnificence startled blase New York critics
and taxed the capacity of the Criterion

Advertising

'S six-months series of
AMOUNT
PARfortyone new productions will be
known before next fall to every moving picture fan in America reached by
magazines and newspapers. General
magazines of national circulation, all of
the fan magazines and 1300 newspapers
in more than 900 cities and towns are to
be used to tell the story of Famous Players-Lasky's greatest effort.
It is the most extensive advertising campaign yet attempted by this organization,
and this means much to exhibitors, because Paramount pictures have been the
only ones consistently and continuously
advertised nationally for the past seven
years, says the announcement. The program is being enlarged constantly under
the supervision of A. M. Botsford, advertising manager, and with the co-operation
of Hanff-Metzger, Inc., on the nationally
circulated copy.
Under the main features of this new
effort The Saturday Evening Post and The
Ladies' Home Journal will be used to introduce the directors and stars and to
emphasize Paramount Week. The entire
list of forty-one productions and the feature productions for Paramount Week will
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Theatre during
weeks' ofpre-release
engagement
marka nine
The Loves
Pharaoh,
the latest production by Ernest Lubitsch.
It is the most ambitious work thus far
attempted by the young creator of Deception, Passion and Gypsy Blood.
There are Egyptian temples skillfully
reproduced, the pillars of which dwarf
the men and women standing beside them ;
there are stairways and courts which hold
thousands of actors and leave impressive
vistas beyond. A whole city is pictured
and at the close burned to make more
vivid the picture of its capture by an
Ethiopian army.
Some of the greatest actors before the
European public appear in this production. Emil Jannings, the king of Deception, appears as Pharaoh. Paul Wegener,
director of The Golem, who also had the
leading role in that production, is the
Ethiopian king in The Loves of Pharaoh.
Dagny Servaes, one of the most beautiful
women in Europe, is the Greek slave girl,
and Harry Liedtke and Lydia Salmanova
have conspicuous roles.
It took a year of study of Egyptian
history to lay even the groundwork for
this production. Historical details of the
Ethiopian
king,
to Pharaoh
Amenes for
theSamlak's,
purpose visit
of offering
the
hand of his daughter, and of the love
which her Greek slave girl inspired in
Ramphis and Pharaoh himself had to be
studied before the work could begin. Then
the students of Egyptian architecture had
to be tionbrought
in to supervise
the construcof the colossal
sets.
The critic of the New York Evening
Journal was so impressed that he dispensed with adjectives and simply said:
"So many superlatives have been poured
on motion pictures in this tovm that it is
difficult to do The Loves of Pharaoh justice. Simple words and few may be effective by contrast. This picture has been
announced as the master work of Ernest
Lubitsch.

Campaign

also be given. The newspaper program
will be in the key cities. This will be
only a part of the advertising to be done
during the next six months, however, as
trade papers are to be used extensively,
accessories are to be prepared on a
larger scale than ever before and sales
messages setting a new standard in directto-exhibitor advertising will be sent out
from time to time.
The big display bearing upon the Fall
program will start June 17 with a doublepage layout in The Saturday Evening
Post containing pictures of Paramount
directors and stars, to be followed on July
8 with another double-page display on the
talent which goes to make up the Paramount organization.
On July 29 there will be a double-page
layout in The Saturday Evening Post containing the names of the forty-one pictures which go to make up the greatest
program ever announced by any company
at one time.
Immediately preceding the fifth annual
Paramount Week on September 2 the
Post will carry a double-page spread on
Gloria Swanson in "Her Gilded Cage," a
Sam Wood production, and William de
Mille's production, "Nice People," with
Wallace Reid, Bebe Daniels and Conrad
Nagel, Both are for day and date release
on September 3 and they will be two of
the leading features of Paramount Week.
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This will be followed on September 9,
also in the Post, with a two-page elaborately illustrated spread on Fred Niblo's
production,
"Blood who
and is
Sand,"
starring
Rodolph Valentino,
supported
by
Lila
Lee
and
Nita
Naldi.
This
production
10.
is for day and date release on September
Two weeks later, on September 23, another big feature of the program, Cecil
B. De Thoinas
Mille's production,
"Manslaughter,"
with
Meighan, Leatrice
Joy and
Lois Wilson, will be announced in a
double-page spread. The day and date
release for this work is September 24.
In the there
July will
edition
the Ladies'
Home
Journal
be aoffull-page
layout
on
the stars and directors, and the August
issue will carry a full-page layout on the
August productions. All the leading fan
magazines will carry double-page layouts
in the July and August editions.
On July 31 full-page advertisements
containing a list of the forty-one new productions will be published in newspapers
in ninety key cities.
The biggest newspaper campaign for
motion picture advertising ever attempted
will precede Paramount Week, which will
be September 3-9. These announcements
will appear in more than 1200 newspapers,
and in them will be featured the exhibitors participating and their programs. In
other towns not covered by this advertising the copy will range from six columns
down to 900 lines.
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rip HE New Circle Theatre was opened
I in Los Angeles last Thursday with
the officials of the West Coast Theatres, Inc., present. The company owns
and operates this theatre with fifty-one
others in the Southland. With various
film exchange managers and exhibitors,
a group of screen stars and members of
the South End Business Association in attendance the dedicatory ceremonies were
made very interesting.
This new addition of the West Coast
chain houses a |35,000 Wurlitzer pipe
organ and has a seating capacity for 1000
people. With attractive interior settings
and decorations, novel innovations in the
theatre construction, the New Circle Theatre is one of the finest neighborhood
houses operated by the West Coast management.
Loew's State new Warfield Theatre in
San Francisco was opened May 13, with
elaborate ceremonies.
E. A. Schiller, general representative
of the Loew State Theatres, Inc., arrived
in San Francisco from Los Angeles in a
private car in which fifty screen stars
graced the occasion of the opening.
Fred Niblo was master of ceremonies,
Viola Dana, Enid Bennett, Ruth Roland,
Clara Kimball Young, Claire Windsor,
Shirley Mason, Billie Dove, Tom Mix,
Elliott Dexter and Niles Welch.
Governor Stephens of California and
Mayor Rolph of San Francisco were the
honored guests. David Warfield arrived
from New York as a special favor to Mr.
Loew, who is an old and valued friend.
Mr. Loew was also present. The theatre
is one of the most beautiful of the Loew
State theatres and is equipped with all
the most modern devices.
The Red Geranium is the title of the
latest Victor Schertzinger production now
being filmed at the Santa Barbara studios,
California, in which Russell Simpson
plays the leading role.
The aristocratic racing fraternity of
Kentucky will assemble at Lexington next
week to greet King Baggot, who will
arrive with a company of twenty players
from Universal City to film Kentucky
racing for the screen as a Universal-Jewel
production of The Suburban Handicap.
Arrangements were concluded with Col.
Alf Oldham, veteran turfman and permission has been given Baggot to use the
magnificent estates of Col. J. 0. Keene,
Gen. E. R. Bradley and General Williams
for the preliminary scenes of the picture.
Then will follow several exciting weeks of
race track while the cameras record the
splendid thoroughbreds that made Kentucky famous.
This is only one indication of Carl
Laemmle's big way of doing things.
Rowland V. Lee has completed his cast
for his third production starring William
Russell and directed by Lee. In The Self
Made Man Renee Adoree returns to the
screenbeto remembered
p'lay opposite she
William
will
is theRussell.
wife ofIt
Tom Moore and has played opposite him
in several productions. In the cast, also,
are Richard Tucker. Mathilde Brundidge,
James Gordon and Helen Raymond.
Credit for the first neighborhood house
in Los Angeles to install a radiophone
goes to the Favorite Theatre on Pico
Street. The radio is installed in the foyer

the
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Norma Talmadge Interviewed
by Radio
Now we have the interview by
radio.
Norma Talmadge, First National
star, has the distinction of being the
first actress to be interviewed by a
newspaperman via the popular airline. The event occurred on April
29, George C. Warren, dramatic
editor of the San Francisco "Chronicle," being the interviewer.
Miss Talmadge spoke from the
broadcasting station on Catalina
Island, and Mr. Warren shot his
questions
the "Chronicle" station in Sanfrom
Francisco.
and the concerts are held daily. Manager
Swickard stated that his audiences are
very enthused over the new attraction and
it has increased attendance considerably.
Letters of congratulation from the leading exhibitors of the key cities have been
pouring in on the Jess Robbins as the result of private showings of his first production titled Too Much Business which is
being distributed by Vitagraph. The
letters refer to the production as "good,
clean, wholesome film play that will cause
everyone who sees it to urge their friends
not to miss Too Much Business.
As a result of these letters, Robbins has
redoubled his enthusiasm for this type of
picture and his enthusiasm is making a
marked difference in his second production, The Ladder Jinx.
Sid Grauman, manager of the Grauman
Million Dollar Theatre, Los Angeles,
staged an attractive prologue last week.
In anticipation of the Los Angeles
Horse Show to be held- next week, Mr.
Grauman used eight of the thoroughbred
steeds that will appear in the show in a
skit at the big theatre. The sketch was
well staged and drew a number of writeups in the daily papers. The prologue
was
W orth.used in conjunction with Beauty's
Florence Vidor and her talented husKing Vidor,
are to scale
'be exploited
on
a muchband. more
extensive
than ever
was apparent, said Gus Inglis when departing on an eastern trip. After attending the meeting of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners in Washington, Mr.
Inglis will go to New York to confer with
Arthur S. Kane, president of the Associated Exhibitors, regarding a new series
of pictures starring Miss Vidor.
This young actress has recently completed aseries of four for Associated Exhibitors, which holds a contract for four
more, but the second series is to be of
much more extensive nature than the first.
While in New York, Mr. Inglis will endeavor to purchase some successful plays
for Miss Vidor. He will also try to arrange a contract for a series of special
pictures to be directed by King Vidor and
made without any particular star, but
with picked casts.
Mr. Vidor is looked upon as one of the
coming directors by releasing organizations in New York.
Al Christie has departed for Europe,
but contrary to rumors, the Christie
comedy with the Scotch setting will not

be directed by him in Scotland but instead
will be filmed under the direction of Scott
Sidney at the Christie Studios in Hollywood.
Before his departure, Mr. Christie
finished the direction of Mile-a-Minute
Mar-y in which Dorothy Devore is featured.
Thomas H. Ince attended the M. P. T.
0. Convention in Washington. He has
gone forth to urge Truth m Advertising.
Mr. Ince believes that the time has come
when producers and exhibitors must stick
to the truth in advertising.
Marshall Neilan has given the insurance
people a new thrill by taking out $50,000
worth of insurance on the contents of a
movie set for one day.
The set represented an elaborate boudoir, Louis XV design and contained
priceless antiques rented for the occasion,
the total value of which amounted to a
small fortune. While the amount paid for
the renting of the materials was reasonable enough, yet if the set had been damaged by fire or had any of the valuables
been stolen, it would have cost the producer a stack of money.
Fascination describes the effect that the
showing of Mae Murray's latest picture
at the Loew State Theatre, this past week,
in Los Angeles. Manager Nat Holt reaway. ported 10,000 saw the picture the first day
and many more tried but were turned
This is the second time such a thing
has happened at the new Loew State
house. The other picture which had such
a remarkable
Peacock
Alley. run was Miss Murray's,
A notice was printed in the dailies to
the effect that the evening shows were so
crowded, it would be wise for patrons to
attend the matinees.
With the location in one of the loveliest
gardens in the world at Pasadena, Cal.,
Penrhyn Stanlaws has started his Paramount production Pink Gods. The garden
represents a part of the grounds of a
most fashionable hostelry in Kimberly,
S. A., and a garden party in progress.
Bebe Daniels and James Kirkwood, the
featured players, as well as Anna Q. Nilsson, will appear in this sequence. Other
notables in the cast are Raymond Hatton
and Adolphe Menjou. The story is an
adaptation by J. E. Nash and Sonya Levien of the story by Cynthia Stockley.
The new Wallace Reid feature is also
under way under the direction of Alfred
Green. It is a story by Paul Dickey and
Chas. W. Goddard and is called The Ghost
Breaker. Lila Lee is the leading woman
and Walter Hiers will join the cast as
soon as he returns from his itinerary
through Kansas. The Ghost Breaker is a
thrilling melodrama, high class in character, and full of the speedy action which
playgoers enjoy.
Phyllis Haver, who was formerly a
member of the Mack Sennett Corp., has
been engaged to play the role of Polly
Love in the Goldwyn production, TIte
Christian.
The part is that of the nurse chum of
Gloria when the latter is soothing the
fevered brows of the invalids in the London hospital.
The role calls for some heavy dramatic
acting, but Maurice Tourneur is willing to
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and Edith Roberts. The story is of the
Loring.
underworld and was written by Hope
When fire burned a New York film
warehouse, it destroyed the only existing
negative of Come Through, a Universal
box office success of four years ago.
The picture was conceded to be one of
the successes of the year of 1918, and it
proved the "making" of Herbert Rawlinson.The prints obtainable are worn out and
no more can be secured. The picture
proved to be a good one, but anything good
can be better, is the belief of the Universal
management, so the same director. Jack
Conway and the same star are re-filming
the same story with the added knowledge
of to-day. If it comes out better than the
original,
public
will "comeof through,"
with the the
usual
appreciation
a better
picture.
The Thomas Ince organization is in the
need of 5000 rats for the filming of The
Pied Piper of Hamlin, an art fairy story
picture in two reels and the first of a
series of similar productions.
The Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce
says it cannot be done or at least they
do not want it to be known if it is done,
but the Ince organization are certain sure
they will find the rats for they are essential to the story immortalized in poem and
picture by Robert Browning and Maxfield
Parrish.
J. 0. Taylor, for many years an Ince
camera expert, promises art backgrounds
and locations entirely new to pictures.
Hunt Stromberg has started work on
Bull Montana's second comedy, Lowry
from the Bowery. In the cast supporting
the star are Roy Atwell, John Steppling,
Alberta "Vaughn, Marion Aye, Frank
Kingsley,
Kate Price and Fountaine La
Rue.
Many handsome sets are being built at
Fox Studios for Kentucky Days, a special
feature which Jack Ford is directing.
This production has one of the biggest
aggregations of well-known names in the
cast including George Hackthorne, Tully
Marshall, Caroline Rankin, Tom Santchi,
Virginia Valli, Bessie Love, David Butler,
Eddie Gribbon and Ralph Yearsley.
It is hard to believe that both these young ladies are one and the same person. However, in the movies it is essential that one can look homely as well as beautiful. At the
left we have Leatrice Joy as the slavey in Marshall Neilan's "Her Man," and at the
right we see Miss Joy as the brilliant society leader in the same production
take a chance that Miss Haver will be
right there with the tear-teasing stuff.
Two Universal-Jewel special productions starring House Peters, The Storm,
and Human Hearts, and Priscilla Dean's
Universal-Jewell vehicle, That Lass
O'Lowrie are in the final phase of editing
and titling at Universal City.
The three historical plays which were
in production simultaneously at Universal
City are being edited. While the first
episodes of With Stanley in Africa, starring George Walsh, and The Adventures
of Robinson Crusoe, starring Harry
Myers, are receiving the praise of educators and exhibitors; in The Days of
Bvjfalo Bill, is being held for later release. It stars Art Acord and was directed by Edward Laemmle.
The Great Conspiracy, a history of
Alaska from 1867 to the lurid days of
Dawson, is in the first week of production. The story was held up at the start
by the injuries of the star, William Desmond, in a filty-foot fall, and by snowblindness afflicting Vekroff, the director.

Other special attractions now in the
cutting rooms at Universal City include.
Her Nights of Nights, starring Marie
Prevost and directed by Henley; Out of
the Silent North, starring Frank Mayo
and directed by William Worthington.
The Trouper, a ripping barn-storming
burlesque starring Gladys Walton and directed by Harry B. Harris, and The Black
Bag, a mystery story with Herb Rawlinson, directed by Stuart Patou. One of
the local theatres ran The Man Under
Cover last week starring Herb Rawlinson
and by the box office receipts it was shown
the
recent was
attempt
damage
actor's
character
not into the
least the
successful.
Under Two Flags, is in the fifth week
of production, with Priscilla Dean supported by an all-star cast. The production
is very elaborate and is developing satisfactory to the expectations of the Universal management.
Irving Cummings has finished his first
independent production which has been renamed Prison, with Lon Chaney, Noah
Beery, Jack Mulhall, De Witt C. Jennings

More quality and less quantity will
mark the output of the Paramount Corporation during the current year, according
to John P. Goring, special representative
of the Famous-Players Lasky Corp., who
was in Los Angeles for the purpose of
looking mandsinto
of this the
city. matter of picture deMr. Goring during the past week,
escorted by Mr. Jack Retlaw, Assistant
General Manager of the West Coast Theatres, Inc., made a survey of the outlying
theatres, owned and operated by this syndicate. According to Mr. Goring, only
seventy-five pictures will be produced,
compared to 124 in 1921 by the combined
nroduction forces of Paramount and
Realart.
Jackie Coogan's current production,
Oliver Twist will not be released until
after the summer months, it is announced
by Sol Lesser of the Coogan Prod. Co.
Arrangements are under way with Klavv
and Erlanger of the Shubert Enterprises
for the national road-showing of Oliver
Twist; after that the leading exhibitors
throughout the country will be given the
new Coogan film for release.
Oliver Twist is said to be one of the
most pretentious productions ever turned
out from the Coogan Co. Seventeen wellknown artists will be seen in Jackie's supscreen.port when the picture is flashed on the
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Sport Reviews
Aim
for Lasting Value
Producer Jack Eaton Declares His Fortnightly Release
Seeks to Include Material That Will Be Good Any Time
Three cancellations in a period of a
year and a half is something of a record
for a fortnightly release of a single reel.
It may be said that the three cancellations
were due to a theatre changing hands and
two others closing their doors. And that
makes the record of Jack Eaton's Sport
Reviews practically 100 per cent, which is
not so bad, especially when it is considered
the past year and a half have been a bit
rough, at least in spots.
In a conversation this week with Mr.
Eaton, the producer of the Sport Reviews,
which are being distributed by Weiss
Brothers through Goldwyn, the sporting
authority declared it was his aim to furnish to exhibitors material that was not
of the day or the week, but stuif that
would be of interest a year hence.
"Sixty per cent of the patrons of the
motion picture theatre, it will be generally conceded,"
declared
Mr. problem
Eaton, is"areso
women.
Naturally
our first
to frame these reviews that they will have
entertainment value for women. And that
is what we aim to do. The problem presented by the men is simpler. If we are
taking up the subject of golf, for an example, we do not overlook the domestic side,
of showing a man and his wife engaged
in the not too easy job of whacking the
ball on the nose.
a single-reel
subject
is "Our
one conception
possessing ofsufficient
maintained
quality to establish it as standard. Of
course, we do not attempt to touch what
may be described as the news field, where
the material available has more of an
ephemeral or a strictly news interest. That
is a domain by itself, as must be the
case of a department of the industry consuming 1,200 prints, of which half are
the output of one company.
"One picture
of the producer
fundamental
for ina
motion
to bearthings
in mind
making a moving picture is that it must
move. The sport idea in pictures is based
on the principle that the sporting pages
are more widely read, more closely read —
we are speaking generally— than are the
front pages of newspapers ; that the sporting writers as a rule are better known to
the readers of newspapers and are better
paid than are the writers for the other
news sections. Sports draw the great
crowds. People are becoming more and
more interested in events of the outdoors.
The war gave stimulus and impetus to
public interest in sports.
"We that
do notaretreat
sports or
events
perishable
in sporting
interest.
They must have sustained interest so that
the films will be good for circulation a
year hence. We are making a subject
right now on fishing, which is called The
Seven Ages of Man, which is sort of a
sporting
Shakespeare's
We
start version
with the ofyoungster
and hispoem.
bent
pin in lieu of a hook and show the progres ion of the fine art of fishing right up
to views of the most completely equipped
angler.
"We have in preparation a series dealing with the principal ways of playing
ball — of comparing as well as illustrating
cricket, lacrosse and baseball. We are
sending a man to England next week to
gather material for this series.
"Also we are devoting attention to the

increased interest in sports at the military
and naval educational stations, like
West Point and Annapolis and Quantico
and Culver. A large part of the work
at West Point today is to make men competent teachers of athletics. One of the
outstanding lessons of the war is keeping
men fit. Every West Point cadet has to
learn the fundamentals, the essentials, of
thirteen sports, and has to devote a certain
number
of weeks
year to writer
that end."
Grantland
Rice, each
newspaper
and
recognized as an authority in the field of
sports, has been engaged to edit the Sport
Reviews. The camera work is in charge
of J. L. Hawkinson, specialist in the field
of slow motion photography and formerly
one of the leading news weekly cameramen. G. B.
Al

Christie

Vacation

Off
in
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for

Scotland

and on Continent
Al Christie, supervising director of
Educational-Christie Comedies, is off for
Scotland, the land of his forbears, for a
few weeks' vacation. He sailed from New
York May 13 on the Olympic. While he
is away a Scotch picture for which he has
been making plans will be filmed in Los
Angeles under the direction of Scott Sidney. Just before he left Los Angeles he
edy.
assigned
Neal Burns to work in the comMr. Christie is accompanied on his trip

Serials

by H. D. Edwards, production manager
for Christie Comedies. They were preceded by Frank Roland Conklin of the
Christie scenario staff.
Besides Scotland, Mr. Christie will visit
England and France, spending some time
in Paris.
Exhibitors

Write

Congratulations on
the Pathe Review
Following closely after the special anniversary issues of the Pathe Review, celebrating the third birthday of the popular
screen magazines, the Pathe home office
was flooded with letters of congratulation
of a testimonial nature from exhibitors
everywhere. Live wire showmen had come
to the conclusion that the Pathe Review
was deserving of a feature place on their
programs and that it had outgrown its
"baby days" of a program filler. The most
recent letters lauding the screen magazine
come from exhibitors in the far Western
territory, and they, too, send congratulatory words of praise.
Louis K. Sidney, managing director of
William
Fox Denver your
theatres,
writes:
"I
wish
to compliment
company
on its
excellent single reel subject, the Pathe
Review, which I have been running for
two years. I consider this reel the greatest short subject reel on the market and I
can safely recommend exhibitors to play
the Pathe Review."
Earl Nye,Enterprises,
manager of
Ray's
Amusement
Inc.,Carl
of Cheyenne,
Wyoming,
writes:
"April
30,
will finish the third year that I have 1922,
used
the Pathe Review, and in all this time I
have yet to hear the first complaint from
one of my patrons, but there is hardly a
week goes by but what I hear a favorable
comment upon some new feature that
Pathe incorporates into the Review. It
is needless to say that I would not be without it. Also I have always been a booster
for the Review when talking to other exW. E. Huffman, manager of the Bide-AWee and Bluebird theatres in Denver,
hibitors."
states: "Am using the Pathe Review, a
concentrated extract of odd and interesting shots, in both my theatres. It gives a
touch of distinction to the program, and
we certainly appreciate its existence."
"Battling Torchy" Goes to
Criterion with Metro Film
Battling Torchy, featuring Johnny
Hines, had new honors accorded it when
it opened at the Criterion Theatre Saturday night in conjunction with Missing
Husbands,
both of which are slated for an
indefinite run.

H. D. Edwards, production manager
Christie Comedies, and Supervising Director Al Christie, sailing for Europe

closely atupon
Up,Following
which played
the Torchy's
CriterionFrameabout
six weeks ago with Equity's Wandering
Boy, this booking of another Hines comedy comes as a result of the popularity
attained by the first of the Torchy Comedies to play the Criterion.
It is also possible that next week will
witness still another Torchy comedy on
Broadway, for negotiations have practically been closed to present Torchy and
Orange Blossoms at one of the prominent
houses for a week's booking. Four
"Torchies" will have played Broadway's
leading showhouses within eight weeks.
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'timber
Queen'' Praised
by Managers
Exchange Heads Confirm Opinion of ISational Board of
Review That Ruth Roland Serial Is Out of the Ordinary
Pathe believes that never in the history
of picture serials has a new production in
this form attracted the interest so long
in advance of release as is noted in the
instance of its newest serial with Ruth
Roland, The Timber Queen. For more than
three months past, beginning weeks before
the completion of the picture, the serial
has been "in the air," as something out
of the ordinary. The National Board of
Review has issued a report in which the
early episodes were used to illustrate the
up-to-date ideal in the way of serial pictures— clean, breezy, replete with dramatic action and filled with the best type
of chapter play suspense and "thrills."
In the meantime newspapers and magazines have spread the news that Ruth
Roland's
beingPaul
madeBrunet:
under that
the
celebratedserial
rulingis of
Pathe would distribute no pictures which
conflicted in any way with recognized public taste, ordering all "gun-play" out of
the scripts for Pathe production and expressing confidence that scenario writers
would be ingenious enough to substitute
new dramatic devices in place of the old,
worn-out ones. These were the main influences, which, says Pathe, have created
such widespread pleasurable anticipation
for The Timber Queen.
Now, with the probable release date of
the new Ruth Roland serial six or eight
weeks distant, the Pathe branch exchanges
have projected its early episodes and
rushed reports to the home office, the general effect of which is indicated by many
commendatory expressions signed by
branch managers, of which these two are
fair examples:
Atlanta, W. W. Anderson: "The Timber
Queen is all and more than anyone could
expect in a serial. It has story. The settings are superb, photography excellent.
There is a punch and a thrill every
minute. I wish to go on record as saying
that this is the greatest serial that Pathe
has ever released, bar none."
Milwaukee, S. G. Stone : "It is the unanimous verdict and opinion of our entire
sales crew and the writer that The Timber
Queen is not only the greatest serial Ruth
Roland ever appeared in, but that it is the
greatest serial that so far has been given
us to sell. To say more would be equivalent to 'gilding the lily.' We will confirm
all of the foregoing with contracts."

Missing
Men,Bruce.
as well as an excellent likeness of Mr.
Brief descriptive matter sets forth the
theme of the subject. The display attracted alot of attention from the throng
that lingers in front of the Capitol.
My Country, another of the Wilderness
Tales and which some believe to be the
finest of the series so far shown, has been
chosen for the Capitol prog-ram for the
week of June 4, and will be given a special
symphonic accompaniment.
Universal

Serial

Is

Playing in Fifteen
Mexico City Houses
Winners of the West, the Universal
serial, as an educational force has scored
wherever it has shown. Its reception in
foreign countries was one of the problems
that confronted the Universal when the
serial was being made. Most of Universal's foreign managers were afraid it
would be regarded as American propaganda when released in the moving picture houses of other countries.
The first trial, however, in Mexico
seems to prove the contrary to be true.
The serial has opened in Mexico City
simultaneously in fifteen leading theatres.
This in itself is unique, but the fact that
it was strongly advocated by the educators of the capital of the southern republic is still more remarkable. Furthermore, it is being released not as a serial
in the accepted American sense, but as a
six-chapter feature, six reels to a chapter.
Editors Widely Comment on
"Etiquette" in Movie Chats
The inclusion of a series of articles on
good manners and social etiquette in general as a part of the Official Urban Movie
Chats of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America has caused interesting
comment in newspapers.
Most of the motion picture editors have
had a good deal of fun with the idea, but
the large amount of space they have
devoted to the subject is evidence of how
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interesting the subject is proving to motion picture patrons.
Several of the Official Urban Movie
Chats already released have carried these
departments on social etiquette, and the
reception they have met with has been
extremely encouraging.
Carter

De

Havens

Complete

Second

Comedy
for R-C
Word from the R-C Studios in Los
Angeles announces the completion of the
second Carter De Haven two-reel comedy
for release through R-C Pictures. This
has been titled Christmas. It is a domestic
comedy showing the funny side of a newlymarried
couple's trials and misunderstandings.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven will continue the production of their comedy series
at the R-C Studios. They will be developed from carefully selected stories.
While it is expected these comedies will
take the place left vacant since the last
of the Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew comedies
they will be modeled along distinct lines
and will present the life of newlyweds in a
unique and fascinating way.
Shots of Grim Icebergs
Open Pathe Review 157
There are rare shots of a northern
ocean and towering icebergs in the opening scenes in Pathe Review 157. The title
of the subject is Arctic Spring, and there
are a goodly number of unusual photographs of a chill outlook. This section
alone makes the review well worth while.
Heap Big Indian, in both normal and
slow motion, is an interesting illustration
of the Parisian ballet dancers' view or
interpretation of the way an American
Indian should dance. Down in Cocoanut
Land shows the main industry of the
Samoan Islands, gathering and shipping
of copra.
Kitty-Cat Capers is a fine illustration
of how interesting may be made the ordinary things of life — the antics of a kitten chasing a shadow on a floor. The
Pathecolor is The Song of the Shepherd, a
charming bit of rural stuff.
Educational-Campbell Comedy
Runs Thirteen Weeks Five Days
Schoolday Love, an Educational-Campbell Comedy, has just closed a most notable run at Miller's Theatre, Los Angeles,
where this two-reel children and animal
comedy ran for thirteen weeks and five
days in conjunction vdth The Silent Call.
Few pictures have ever had as long a run
in a regular motion picture house.
Doreen Turner and Coy Watson, Jr., are
featured in the comedy, with a dog, a
monkey, a bear and a donkey. The comedy
was supervised by William S. Campbell.

"Missing Men"
Is
Showing at Capitol
the Week
of May 14
Missing Men, one of the Wilderness
Tales by Robert C. Bruce, which Educational is releasing, is being shown at the
Capitol Theatre in New York the week of
May 14 and is being given a special presentation by the management. This is the
second picture of the series to be run at
the Capitol, which has taken the entire
group of ten single-reel subjects.
The subject is a dramatic story of the
effect of the "timber panic" on a man lost
in a great forest and of the narrow escape
he had from death at the hands of the
guide who was starting out to search for
him. The film abounds in scenic backgrounds.
The accompanying picture shows a lobby
display which ornaments the sidewalk in
front of the Capitol this week. It is inclosed in a heavy bronze frame and includes
eight rare photographs of scenes shown in
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Lobbyof display
"Missing
front
the New onYork
Capitol Men"
Theatrein

First Tweedy Comedy Ready
The first of the new series of twelve
two-reel Tweedy comedies, entitled Fire!
Fire! is entirely completed.
Sanford Productions, which are making
this new series, directed by Marcel Perez,
has had its entire acting company down
to Tia Juana, Mexico, where the races are
held, in order to secure actual race atmosphere and scenes for the second Tweedy
comedy. Take a Tip.
Prints of the first release are going to
New York this week.
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Hamilton's
"Poor
Boy!^
Is Funny
A'of Overeasy Adequately to Characterize Its Particular
Brand of Humor, but It Contains a Whole Lot of Laughs
Lloyd Hamilton's Poor Boy is billed as
a
Mermaid.
Wrong.
It's ita is Whale!
While
the last of
the series,
of the
quality producers always strive for in
their first. And quality there is in Poor
Boy. While its humor may not be of the
sort described as subtle nevertheless it is
undemonstrative as a whole. "Ham"
walks through the two reels sedately,
serenely, unconcernedly as always. That
is, mostly he walks. Once he runs — away
from a cop — in the opening. And then
again he rides — away from a church — at
the closing. But we are getting ahead of
the story.
Come the
to think
it, it's
uncover
action of
in this
skit,a toshame
rob anyto
one of the fun of watching its unfolding
without foreknowledge of its twists and
quirks. But there's a good-natured cop
in it, one whose mild and forgiving disposition ismore or less seriously strained
before he gets fully acquainted with the
boy. Then there's a charming girl, by
name Irene Dalton, the daughter of the
cop. And don't forget there's a pup,
persistent, irrepressible, who follows his
new master right through the gates of —
a church; and down the aisle.
Some of the funniest stuS in the picture takes place in a church during service. It is likely there are going to be
some who will look askance at this part
of the time
story, then
but ifallthey
the
same
the don't
time laugh
they at
spend
in church is well spent, for heaven alone
can help them. The service is not interrupted, we may hasten to remark — anyway, not seriously.
To be sure, a violin string breaks and
the musician calmly leans over and extracts a substitute from the long beard
alongside of him. The bow swings out
of the window and a sparrow lights on
it. The bird tires of its joy ride and
drops down on to the stubbed tail of the
dog reposing calmly on the floor below.
The animal, spurred to activity by the inexplicable visitation, whirls on an imaginary pivot. The bird, contented in its
discovery of a new-fangled merry-goround, sits tight. The dog retreats to the
vestibule, engages in another whirl and
vanishes.
The departure of the violinist is as
silent as it is speedy and novel. But that
you must see for yourself. It may be
said in closing that there is sufficient
merriment surrounding the comedian's
efforts to attach unto himself and to bring
under control one "false bosom," as this
substitute for a "biled shirt" was known
in other days in New England, to put
over an average comedy.
One indication of the action in the
second reel may be found in the fact
that there are but four subtitles in the
thousand feet. The picture was directed
by Hugh Fay, supervised by Jack White,
and will be released by Educational.
When comedy hunting don't miss getting a screening of Poor Boy. You'll be
entertained in any event.
G. B.
Good

Short

Western

Is "A Guilty
With Tom

Cause,"
Santschi

To the old-timers among photoplaygoers
— and to the new-comers as well — Tom
Santschi will look good in A Guilty Cause,
a two-part Universal western, for which
the story and scenario were written by

George Morgan. Mr. Santschi is as
husky as ever, perhaps a bit more so. He
radiates strength. When he pushes an
ordinary human being it seems the perfectly natural thing for the one who is
pushed to depart quickly, and to stay departed, so to speak.
The story, which is directed by Robert
North Bradbury, moves swiftly and surely
from the drop of the hat. In its working
out there is a reflection of the prejudice
which exists between the cattleman and
the sheep herder. There is some lively
riding and also there is a stiff hand to
hand tussle between Bud Kane, played by
Mr. Santschi, and a half dozen rough
fighters.
Florence Gilbert has the role of Marian,
daughter of the sheep herder, who, out of
revenge against her father, is lured by the
leader of a number of rustlers to a distant
point, where she io rescued by Bud. She
plays her role well. The picture is creditably put on.
G. B.
REVIEWS
OF CURRENT
SHORT SUBJECTS
KINETO REVIEW 126.— There are
many interesting shots taken in Cuba
packed into this single reel. Views of the
harbor of Havana open the number. In
the moats of the city youngsters play
baseball. The contrast is shown between
the streets of other days, employed then
chiefly as a place in which to throw refuse,
and the highways of today, well paved and
clean swept. Some of the city's chief
buildings are shown and some of the typical street happenings. In the fields we
see the gathering of the sugar cane. A
half dozen other items contribute to the
making of a worthwhile single reel.
OFFICIAL URBAN MOVIE CHATS
OF M. P. T. O. A. No. 16.— Distributed
by Hodkinson.— There is a striking illustrated interview with Charles M. Schwab,
president of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, and one of America's real captains
of industry. The talk is on business conditions and radiates optimismy one
declaration being "There is no stopping
business
this country."
A woman
teacher ofin etiquette
gives advice.
The
making of plate glass is illustrated.
Scenes of fishing for smelt show how
these tiny fish are captured by the thousands in Oregon.
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been in the beginning of such institutions.
"Snub" is a rube who has written a
scenario and comes to the theater to see
the atrocity on the screen. The showing
precedes a "country store night," in which
Snub, assisting in the drawing, uncovers
the fact that the exhibitor is not on the
level and that the employe of the house is
winning, with the help of disguises, all
the prizes. Undoubtedly there will be
plenty of interest as well as mirth in the
picture, especially in the communities that
best remember this kind of house.
THE HUNTER AND HIS DOG^Animated fables released by Pathe. — There
are hearty laughs in this interpretation of
Aesop by Cartoonist Terry. The particular moral is "Heaven helps those who
help
themselves,"
anddone.
the dog
the
hunter how it can be
Whenshows
the latter ignores his assistant at meal time the
dog displays his resourcefulness, the hunter kicks a diguised beehive and the dog
gets the meat the hunter runs away from.
THE WISE DUCK— Sunshine Comedy
released by Fox. — A clever and somewhat
new idea in a comedy offering. Although
much of the usual slapstick type is used
during the first reel, the second half of
the picture is devoted almost entirely to
some really amusing stunts performed by
three honest to goodness ducks. The novelty of the picture will probably appeal to
most
of the
grown-ups
it's almost a
sure bet
the kiddies
will and
be delighted.
THE BROKEN LIFELINE— Episode 8
of the serial Go-Get- Em-Hiitch, released
by Pathe. — The high spot in this number
is the demonstration of the work of operating a lifeline between the shore and a
nearby vessel. Charles Hutchison rigs up
a life gun, line and breeches buoy and
shoots the line to the vessel burning off
shore. The episode will rank as a strong
one in a series that is of high average.
A DAUGHTER OF THE WEST— Pathe
three-part Playlet. — Baby Marie Osborne
is the star of this distinctly western subject, with its stage coach hold-up, its
sheriff and its desperadoes. Another member of the cast is "Sunshine Sammy," the
little black fellow who so many times
played in the pictures featuring Baby
Marie. The subject will have moderate
interest.
OFF HIS BEAT.— Two-reel Century
Comedy released by Universal. — Harry
Sweet provides a goodly amount of fun
in this subject, written and directed by
Tom Buckingham. In the role of traffic
cop, which he is forced into assuming,
Harry entertains with one of his typical
boob portrayals.
MODERN FISHING— Mutt and Jeff
Comedy released by Fox. — One-reel
comedy showing Mutt and Jeff in the sardine business. Later quite some feet are
used in picturing Jeff below the surface
of the water, chasing the deep sea fish
into his waiting net.

A SHAKY FAMILY TREE.— One-reel
comedy released by Universal. — Neely
Edwards is the featured player in this
farce of the beauty shop proprietor who
so successfully improves the face of one
of his clients that he falls in love with
her, only to be told the lady is interested
in no one who is "shy" of a family tree.
Nervy Ned buys one of those articles, only
to discover after he has experienced an
attack of cold feet and ran away from the
wedding ceremony that he really is the
owner of one in his own right. Rather
good stuff.

ROBINSON CRUSOE.— Chapter 8 of
Universal serial. — Crusoe, played by
Harry Myers, escapes from the quicksands
by grasping an overhanging vine and
pulling himself to safety. The number is
not notable for its strength, the ending
particularly lacking in serial quality.

IN THE MOVIES— Hal Roach singlereel
comedy
by Pathe.
— "Snub"
Pollard,
aidedreleased
by Marie
Mosquini
and
Noah Young, among others, put on a
"movie" farce that pokes fun at the small
theater in the small town as it may have

ASK FATHER— Harold Lloyd reissue
distributed by Pathe. — This is another of
the subjects in which Lloyd is aided and
abetted by Snub Pollard and Bebe Daniels.
It is lively and entertaining.
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"I Am

the Law" Booking
Over the Gordon Circuit
Within twelve hours of the arrival of
rrints of the Edwin Carewe production,
/ Am the Law. in Boston the Manor Film
Cornoration, which has purchased the New
England rights on the picture, succeeded
in booking it over the entire circuit of
Gordon theatres. The Gordon theatres are
controlled
by National
Nathan franchise
Gordon, the
Asso-in
ciated First
holder
New England territory.
C. C. Burr, president of Affiliated Distributors, which is handling the picture,

IN

THE

Director

Federated Film Exchanges
to Buy Large Productions
is elated at having secured a pre-release
booking for the picture at the Mark
Strand Theatre, New York, for the week
of June 4. This is one of the very few
independent productions the Strand has
arranged to play this season. Mr. Burr
plans putting a big exploitation campaign
behind the showing of the picture at the
Strand.
Di

Lorenzo
from

Returns
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pleted by Di Lorenzo points to a healthy
sale
of theas "Big
Boy"twoWilliams
inasmuch
the first
pictures series,
to be
completed received the hearty commendation of exchangemen wherever they were
shown.
Williams is now working on a third of
the series titled The Freshie, a unique
story of college life, in which Williams, as
the raw Westerner, has a hectic time as
the unruly freshie who chafes at the restrictions placed upon himself by the
upper
classmen.
Di Lorenzo found that conditions in the
state rights market throughout the country were pointing to better times, for independent exchangemen are beginning to
assume an optimistic attitude.
Weiss Brothers Issue Book

"Big Boy" Subject
Joe Di Lorenzo, president of Di Lorenzo,
Boy" Williams
"Bigarrival
Inc.,
series,distributing
announced the
on his
from the
Wilweek
Coast this
liams series
has that
been the
sold"Big
for Boy"
Colorado,
New Mexico, Utah, Wyoming and southern
"Big Boy"
statesappearances.
of which
all make
Idaho, in will
Williams
personal
This is only one of the many sales contracted for on the Williams series, and
negotiations are now pending for territorial sales that will amount to more than
50 per cent of territorial rights.
Mr. Di Lorenzo brought back the second
of the "Big Boy" Williams series, titled
The Trail of Hate, which was shown at the
principal exchanges throughout the United
States. The coast to coast trip just com-
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At Meeting in Pittsburgh of
of America He Is Authorized
The Board of Directors of the
Federated Film Exchanges of America
met at the William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, May 10, 11 and 12 and perfected
plans that will enable Federated to forge
to the front as a factor in the distribution
of a selected series of pictures.
The plans which were adopted at the
meeting will enable Federated to widen
the scope of its operations so as to present a solid front nationally as well as in
the individual territories.
Joe Brandt was elected executive director of the Federated, and immediately
after his appointment suggested a policy
that will include the purchase of probably
some of the biggest features and best
short subjects being produced to-day.
Under the new policy Federated aims
to win recognition from every exhibitor
and states it intends to distribute only
the kind of pictures that have been so
carefully selected they will assure the exhibitor of a profit on every picture.
Considerable time was devoted to the
question of whether a series of pictures
with one prominent star was preferable
to a series of pictures without a star, but
with good strong stories and a nationally
known director.
The Federated is proceeding immediately to canvass the entire territory to determine which in the opinion of the exhibitor
is the best plan to follow, and Mr. Brandt
will more than welcome suggestions from
exhibitors as to what in their opinion is
the
most prtferable — a star, a story or a
director.
The Federated is sincere in its desire to
acquire pictures for the coming season
that will place it in the front rank as a
distributing organization.
Their sincerity of purpose is evidenced
by the fact that they elected Mr. Brandt,
with full authority to acquire the best
pictures that can be obtained, irrespective
of where they are made or who makes
them.
The directors who were present at the
meeting included Joe Friedman, Celebrated Players Film Co.. Chicago; Sam
Grand. Federated Film Exchange, Boston; Ben Amsterdam. Masterpiece Film
Attractions, Philadelphia; Bobbv North,
Anollo Film Exchansre, New York; Harry
Charnas. Standard Film Exchanges. Cleveland, Pittsburgh.
Detroit; Baltimore.
Pete Oletsky,
Federated
Film Exchange,

REVIEW

on "Sawing a Lady" Expose
Bert Ennis has issued an eight-page
campaign book in behalf of the expose of
Sawing a Lady in Half, sponsored by
Weiss Brothers' Clarion Photoplays, Inc.
The size of this book is considered unusual,
in view of the fact that the subject consists of two reels. Due to its importance
and exploitation values, however, Weiss
Brothers are providing exchangemen and
exhibitors with a complete advertising
campaign. The book is done in two colors
and is profusely illustrated. It contains
several styles of newspaper stories, a
series of "teaser ads," synopsis, a series of
stunts, trade paper criticisms and various
styles of newspaper advertisements. In
addition to this material, the posters,
slides, lobby displays, etc., have been reproduced for the benefit of the exhibitor,
together with reproductions of five styles
of cuts and mats for newspaper use.

in

Optimistic

Mood

So Reports Dr. Shallenberger of Arrow, Following His
Conversations in Washington with Many Theatre Owners
Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president of we're going to see an infinite betterment of conditions. This will be brought
the Arrow Film Corporation, who, accomtwo things, the economic readabout by justment
panied by Richard Weil of the Arrow Pubwhich is now taking place and
licity Department, was a visitor at the the calibre of a good many of the proConvention in Washington, returned to
ductions which will be nationally released
New York on Thursday pleased at the at that time. While a great many causes
feeling of optimism and confidence which
have united to keep people out of theatres
he noted in his contact with exhibitors.
that the chiefno denying
there
est of isthese
has been thethefact
quality of a large
"While all of us realize that some time
must necessarily elapse before things are
percentage of the pictures themselves
and the general resemblance of one to the
exactly as they should be," said Doctor
Shallenberger,
"the
remains
business
conditions
— I fact
refer now
mainlythatto ether.
"That there will be quality productions
conditions within the motion picture in- is a foregone conclusion. My company
dustry— have very decidedly altered for v/ill offer a most pretentious program, full
the better. During the three days I was
details of which will be published shortly.
in Washington I talked with a large numBut I don't for a single instant mean to
ber of exhibitors and found them all, if imply
that Arrow pictures alone will be
not boastful about the money they were
worthy the consideration of exchangemen
making, at least optimistic and looking
and theatre-owners. I have definite inforward to a speedy return of prosperity.
formation tothe effect that before the end
"All of us know that under normal conof this summer a very large number of
ditions the summer months are the worst
worthy independent pictures will reach the
in our particular line of endeavor, therescreen. And that is what the screen needs
fore it is not to be expected that, coming
— worthy independent productions and not
directly on top of the slump, this summer
which has actively discourwill see any tremendous exhibitor for- the product
aged motion picture theatre attendance
tunes amassed. But I do believe — and
and which, it is devoutly to be wished,
very firm]y — that beginning with next fall will soon be things of the past."
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Am
the Law'' Is a Drama
of Power
Strong Cast, High Pictorial Value and Steady Interest Are
Factors of This Curwood Story, Produced by Edwin Carewe

It is hard to conceive any one viewing
the opening long shots in / Am the Law,
the Edwin Carewe production, without
being brought under the spell of the story.
Sureiy these finely photographed and delicately tinted scenes of snow-covered
near-by plain and distant mountain tops
are unusual in their scope and appeal. In
one minute they establish the atmosphere
of the chill north, the north in the winter.
Raymond L. Schrock adapted this Curwood story and prepared the continuity
for Director Carewe. The tale, which has
high pictorial value, is one that throughout its length of 6800 feet holds steady,
cumulating interest. Nevertheless the
real appeal to the emotions is centered in
the final two reels, and in these it is
marked.
The story centers around two brothers,
one worthy and the other very much unworthy. In fact, so weak is the second
that one "wonders how a man of such instability of character, one so cowardly,
could land a job in the Mounted, or for
that matter would seek it. Gaston Glass
finely portrays Tom, the weaker brother, a
hard part and enacted without regard to
self. Kenneth Harlan is Robert, brother
in blood and Mounted man, too, unsuccessful suitor for the hand of Joan, who
favors Tom, unaware of his infatuation
for the wife of Sergeant Mardeaux.
The roles of the sergeant and his wife
are interpreted by a strong team — Noah
Beery and Rosemary Theby. Sergeant
Mardeaux is a member of the Mounted,
an efficient officer, a popular man and
a most indulgent husband. Wallace
Beery is Fu Chang, a Chinese resort
keeper, whose participation in the making
of the play is not extensive, but his little
is as always well done.
One of the best portrayals is that of
Alice Lake as Joan, the school teacher
who, following her engagement to Tom,
learns in time of his unworthiness and
becomes the wife of Robert.
The high spots crowd fast in the final
phases of the story. The sergeant, after
starting on a trip, returns to find his wife
in the arms of Tom. With his whip he
punishes the cringing subordinate, who
gets hold of a revolver and shoots the
sergeant. Robert, entering in time to see
for himself the situation, goes in pursuit
of his brother. He overtakes him in the
cabin of Joan, but before he can start
to take his prisoner into camp is stricken
with pneumonia. Believing himself dying
and in order that Joan may marry the
man of her choice, he wrrites a statement
that he committed the murder.
Tom, with tangible evidence that another committed the crime, throws over
Joan and returns to camp. Word is
brought in that Robert is alive, not dead,
and Tom is sent to bring him in, which
he does. The men in the camp determine
to hang Robert. Joan compels Mrs. Mardeaux, after a hair-pulling match, to come
to the tree where the execution is to take
place and tell the truth, saving Robert.
Tom commits suicide.
The picture is being issued by Affiliated
Distributors, Inc.
G. B.
Big Feature Rights Buys
Four Curwoods from Arrow
Colonel Fred Levy and Lee Goldberg of
Big Feature Rights Corporation, Louisville, Ky., have signed with the Arrow
Film Corporation to handle in Kentucky
and Tennessee the series of James Oliver
Curwood productions controlled by Arrow.

This is the third deal consummated between Big Feature Rights Corporation
and Arrow within the past ten days.
The first of the four Curwoods sponsored by Arrow is God's Country and the
Law; the second and third are The Girl
from Porcupine and The Broken Silence,
soon to be released. Work upon the fourth
Curwood will shortly commence under the
direction of Dell Henderson.
Greiver Reports Bookings
The expose of Sawing a WomMn in Half,
which Greiver Productions have acquired
for Illinois and Indiana, opens Saturday
for a simultaneous run at the Randolph
and Rialto theatres, Jones, Linick &
Schaefer houses, Chicago.
Young America, whicft Greiver has acquired from the Essanay company, opens
at Barbee's
Loop Theatre
nite run commencing
May for
28, anandindefihas
already been booked by all the large circuits in Chicago.
Pearce

Films

New

Orleans

of
Opens

Graphic Exchange
Further expansion of the Graphic Film
Corporation was announced this week
when Ivan Abramson contracted with J.
E. Pearce of the Pearce Films, Inc., to
establish a Graphic Film Exchange in
New Orleans. This territory will include
Louisiana, Mississippi, Mobile, southern
Alabama and Florida west of the Appalachicola River. The consummation of
this deal brought Mr. Abramson in touch
with one of the foremost independent
exchanges in the South, for the Pearces
have been connected with the motion picture industry since 1905. Their first venture was known as the Birmingham Film
and Supply Co., which later was changed
to the Imported Film and Supply Co.,
during which time they aided materially
in the development of the industry in general.
In 1910 the Imported Film and Supply
Co. sold out its interest to the General
Film Co., and from 1910 to 1916 the

J. Eugene Pearce, general manager
Graphic Film Exchange, New Orleans

Pearces confined their operations entirely
to the development of the general amusement business, during which time they
established holdings throughout the United
States. In 1916, realizing the possibilities
for a successful independent film exchange in New Orleans, Pearce Films was
organized and since then have been actively engaged in the field as film distributors.

Star

Serial

Cent

75 Per
on

Reports

Polo

Is Sold

Chapter

Play
Three new sales, all of them important
ones and covering important territories,
was the number made this week on the
Eddie Polo serial Cap'n Kidd, through
the Star Serial Corporation, which conrights to this first Independenttrols
Polo world
serial.
Joe Brandt, president of the company,
who returned this week to his New York
offices from a trip to several of the important key cities, reports that interest in
this serial is high throughout the country.
The remainder of the Southern territory was disposed of this week on the
serial when First National Pictures of
Charlotte purchased rights to it for North
Carolina, South Carolina, Florida, Georgia, and Alabama, and Creole Enterprises of New Orleans took over rights in
their territory which includes Louisiana
and Mississippi. This covering of the
South in a single stroke is considered an
excellent scoop by the distributors. Polo
has always been a favorite with exhibitors in the South, and it is expected the
serial will go over big in that territory.
Another sale closed this week was that
to Richards and Flynn of Kansas City,
for all of Kansas and western Missouri.
With these sales made exactly threequarters of the entire territory has already been disposed
on Cap'n
Kidd,
with territorial
rights ofalready
signed
up
in thirty-two states.
"We are greatly gratified at the way
in
Brandt.the serial is going over," said
Mr. which

Second
Issue

National
Early

to

in June

"Brenda's Heritage"
Charm is declared to be the outstanding
quality of Brenda's Heritage, a photoplay
scheduled as an early June release by Second National Pictures Corporation. Based
upon a "lost heiress" theme, it deals with
the childhood and young womanhood of
Brenda on a canal barge, the girl believing
herself to be the daughter of the bargee
and his wife. The picture is said to provide many unusual and interesting situations. Marjorie Villis, James Knight and
Bernard Dudley, who won fame throughout the United States by their portrayal
of characters in Romany, the gypsy photodrama, enact the leading roles.
As a result of the prompt and gratifying response of exhibitors to the offer of
The Night Riders, the Northwestern special production filmed in the Canadian
Rockies, it is announced. Second National
has arranged for the production of two
more specials to be produced in the Canadian Northwest for release late in the
current season.
Merit Film Buys Features
The Arrow Film Corporation announces
the sale this week to Merit Film Corporation of Minneapolis, of two Harry Myers
features, On the High Card and When the
Lad Came Home, both "westerns."
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Holland

Oscar Apfel to Direct for Hollandia Company, with
Evelyn Greeley and Carlyle Blackwell Co-Starring
A complete American producing unit through the releasing channels of one of
leaves for Holland Saturday, May 20, to the organized circuits.
All that remains to make the picture
make a series of super-features for the
Hollandia Film Company.
complete is the titling and this will be
Miss Elsie Cohen, representing the accomplished within the next few days.
In the making of this film Mr. Dillon
Hollandia, has been here two months comdecided that he would star no one but
pleting arrangements for a strong company to produce photodramas abroad
would make it an all-popularity cast.
under American direction with American
In the cast are E. K. Lincoln, Florence
stars. Miss Cohen last week closed a Dixon, Cyril Chadwick, Hedda Hopper,
Margaret Seddon, Julia Swayne Gordon,
contract with the Producers Security CorMaude Turner Gordon, Richard Carlyle,
poration to handle distribution arrangeCharles Hammond and Emily Fitzroy.
ments and the signing of the stars was
completed immediately.
Miss Evelyn Greeley is the choice of
Miss Cohen to star in the Hollandia Productions. She has long been a favorite
Weshner-Davidson
in Europe as well as in America.
Carlyle Blackwell has been signed to
Create Agency for
co-star with Miss Greeley. Mr. Blackwell
has just finished sixty-two consecutive
weeks as a headline attraction on the
Exploitation Aids
Keith and Orpheum vaudeville circuits,
A
"clearing
for exploitation
and has canceled all future bookings to novelties where house"
producers and distribuaccept the lucrative Hollandia contract.
tors will be able to view the latest novOscar Apfel has been signed to direct
elties on the market has been organized
the features. Among Mr. Apfel's suc- by The Weshner-Davidson Agency. The
cesses are Auction of Souls and Ten Nights concern will specialize in both the conill a Bar Room. Mrs. Apfel will accomception and manufacture of cheaper novpany her husband to Holland.
elties and, in addition, carry in stock the
The Hollandia Film Company is the latest novelty ideas of some two hundred
only motion picture production company
American novelty manufacturers with
at Haarlem. Several of the Hollandia
whom they have made arrangements to
pictures already have reached America
represent in the motion picture industry.
and are in process of distribution.
During the past two years this agency
It is understood the American unit will has carried the publicity campaigns of
be sent to many historic places in Europe numerous producers and distributors. It
to film scenes on the exact locale of the is expected, according to statements made
stories.
of the concern, that the appliThe title of the first picture has not at the office
cation of this experience will result in a
been announced, but Joseph Farnham has more practical and cheaper priced grade
adapted the play and prepared the script. of novelty tie-up than has been evident in
Miss Cohen and her newly acquired this field of advertising heretofore.
stars and director will stop in London for
one week and then proceed to Haarlem
to start work immediately.
The Producers Security Corporation
Productions
will make distribution announcements of Klumb
the Hollandia F eatures in the near future.
Announce
Subjects

Dillon's Distribution Undecided
Edward Dillon was still undecided this
v/eek whether he would release his production with the tentative title of Gold Plated
as a state rights proposition or put it
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for State Rights
The Roy H. Klumb Productions of Los
Angeles announces for state rights release drama,
May 1 Daddy's
Love, Edwards,
a five-real Billie
comedy
with Ted
Rhodes, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Todd, Ernest
Shields, Violet Philips, Sam Allen and
Bob Chandler in the cast. At a preview
held at the Ambassador Hotel, Los
Angeles, Elinor Glyn pronounced the pic"very ingenious."
Alsoture Bear
Hunt on the Roosevelt Trail,
three reels of action on an actual bear
hunt.

Number 26

Judge Her Not and Wolves of the
Range, 5 reel Westerns, with Jack Livingston and Pauline Curley — to Sunnywest Films, Inc.
In short subjects, a slow motion original Novagraph, 500 ft. each week, novelties.
Winning Claim, Red Blood of the West
and Breaking In are reasonable two-reel
Westerns which are described as thrilling
and full of action.
Other productions are Tom and Jerry
Comedies, one reel each month; new Animated Comedy Mannikins ; Gasolene Trail,
Fly
Time,
Throbs
and which
Thrills have
and played
Tom's
First Flivver,
comedies
at the California Theatre, Los Angeles.
Eddie

Polo

to Blaze
Real

Runs
and

Gets

Atmosphere

Some of the quickest action yet in making pictures
was and
thathis"pulled"
week
by Eddie
Polo
companylastduring
the making of scenes for the serial Cap'n
Kidd.
The scenario for a forthcoming episode
called for some fire stuff, and this was all
set to be "faked" and photographed the
following day. During the afternoon a
telephone call came to the studio that a
big fire was raging about a mile away.
The company was all on hand, luckily,
and, under the direction of J. P. McGowan, who is directing the serial, was
rushed in automobiles to the scene of the
fire. Seeing the cameras, it was taken
for granted the men were news weekly
cameramen, and before the crowd was
aware they had broken through the fire
lines with Polo and the company behind
them and almost all the required footage
was shot with Polo in the midst of a real
fire and a real crowd of excited bystanders looking on.
Creole Buys "Heedless Moths"
Equity Pictures this week announces
the sale of Heedless Moths, featuring Audrey Munson, to the Creole Amusement
Company of New Orleans for Louisiana
and Mississippi. Heedless Moths is the
story of an artist model's life, enacted by
one of the best known models in the country. The picture was given a run at a
legitimate theatre on Broadway last year
and has been sold to many of the leading
territorial buyers throughout the country.

Carlyle Blackwell
Oscar Apfel
Evelyn Greeley
American Director, and Players Who Are Going Abroad to Produce Pictures
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''Your
Best Friend''
Is Going
Strong
Warner Brothers Announce That Thirteen
Territories
Already Have Been Disposed Of, With Many Bookings
Thirteen exclusive territorial deals have
are Wilton Lackaye, Barbara Castleton,
'been successfully consummated to date by Montagu Love, Rod La Roque, Hedda
Harry M. Warner, of Warner Brothers,
Hopper, Huntley Gordon and Julia
Swayne Gordon.
with the Harry Rapf production Your
Best Friend, featuring Vera Gordon, and
Among Dr. Goodman's most notable sucit is intimated the entire country will have
cesses were The Barricade, Souls in Bondage, Hager Revelly and Thoughtless
been disposed of within the next fortnight.
Women.
The Screenart Pictures Corporation of
The present production is described as
Boston, controlling the New England
rights, have already booked the feature,
having a typical Goodman theme, and revolving around a story which will present
to be shown throughout the entire S. Z.
Poll circuit, at the Broadway, Lawrence,
one of society's most vital problems in a
thoroughly gripping style. Preparations
Mass., and many other theatres in their
are already under way by Equity to give
territory.
this picture the biggest campaign it has
Close on to 100 theatres have booked the
afforded any of its releases.
film in Texas and Oklahoma, and more
than 200 houses have signed in the Greater
New York territory. Other theatres that
"Tarzan" Serial Nearly Sold
have signed to show the attraction are
Louis Weiss has announced the sale of
the Strand, Cincinnati; Orpheum, Akron;
Adventures of Tarzan, the fifteen-episode
Colonial, Columbus; Strand, Milwaukee;
serial starring Elmo Lincoln, to every terPalace, Long Beach, Cal. ; Colonial, Sioux
ritory in the world, with the exception of
Falls, S. D.
in this country and two abroad. This
Vera Gordon, in addition to her tour of two
serial was sold on the state right market
the leading vaudeville theatres in a onein this country. At the present moment
act playlet, will make personal appearthe territories unsold are New England
ances at the Strand, Cincinnati ; Orpheum,
and Washington, Oregon, Northern Idaho
Akron; Colonial, Columbus, and the
and Montana. The film has been sold to
Strand, Milwaukee.
foreign country excepting Spain and
Many theatres are negotiating for the every
Portugal and Scandinavia.
appearance of Miss Gordon in conjunction
with the exhibition of the Warner feature.
The thirteen state right buyers that
Export and Import
have purchased the picture include the Independent Film Corporation, Philadelphia,
for Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New
Heavily Exploiting
Jersey, Maryland, District of Columbia,
Delaware and Virginia; Big Feature
Rights, Louisville, Kentucky and Tennes"Jungle Goddess"
A great number of accessories have been
see; M. Mitchell, Atlanta, Georgia, Florida,
Alabama, North and South Carolina; Tri- prepared by Export and Import Film
Company to aid exhibitors in exploiting
State Film Exchange, Minneapolis, Minnesota, North and South Dakota, Wisconsin,
the
wild animal serial. The, Jungle Goddess.
and Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
Lobby displays have been decorated with
Warner's Exchange, Detroit, Michigan;
S. & 0. Picture Corporation, Los Angeles,
hand-drawn thrill scenes. Each episode is
printed in a different color to make the
California, Nevada, Arizona and Hawaii;
change more noticeable in the lobby each
Creole Enterprises, New Orleans, Louisiweek.
ana, Mississippi, Panama Canal Zone and
Porters have been designed to appeal
Pensacola, Florida; Screen Art Pictures,
to the younger folks and at the same time
Boston, New England; Kwality Pictures,
draw in their elders because of their thrill
Inc., Seattle, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah,
Idaho, Alaska, Washington, Oregon and
appeal, and with a view to use of cut-out
subjects.
Montana; Apollo Exchange, New York,
Greater New York and Northern New JerIncluded in the list of novelties presey; Specialty Film Co., Dallas, Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas; Associated First
National Pictures, Pittsburgh, West Virginia and Western Pennsylvania; Skirboll
Brothers, Cleveland, Ohio.
Equity
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pared for The Jungle Goddess are: A
jigg-saw puzzle cutout; a miniature cardboard airplane; photo-postcards; a threecolor circus-herald; two-color gummed
stickers; cutout wild animal masks; sets
of ten miniature photographs for throwaways,
etc.
In addition
to this a series of standard
campaign folders is being prepared with
which the state rights exchange may circularize its local exhibitors.
Weiss

Goes

on

Tour

to Clean

Up

Sales

on "Sawing a Lady"
The film expose of Sawing a Lady in
Half continues to interest state right buyers, according to Louis Weiss, of Clarion
Photoplays, Inc. Another sale of this
subject has been made to Cy Griever, of
Griever Productions, Inc., of Chicago.
Griever has acquired Northern Illinois
and Wisconsin. Following the closing of
this contract Louis Weiss was in receipt
of wired information from Griever that
Jones, Linick and Schaefer had booked
Sawing a Lady in Half for their entire
circuit of theatres in Illinois. In addition
to these bookings, this film has found a
place on the programs of such representative houses as Riesenfeld's Rialto, New
York;
Davis' Grand,
Pittsburgh;
Loew's
State, Cleveland;
Symphony,
Los Angeles;
Shubert's Rialto, Newark.
Within the next week Louis Weiss will
leave for a trip to the various exchange
centers in which the subject is still unsold. It is believed this trip will result
in the closing of the entire country for
the novelty two-reeler. Weiss will carry
with him a replica of the box and saw
used in the performance of the act itself
and will show this paraphernalia to the
various exchangemen for the purpose of
pointing out the extraordinary exploitation values of this film.
"Cap'n Kidd" Goes Over Hard
The first three installments of the Eddie
Polo serial, Cap'n Kidd, Eddie Polo's first
independent serial, already have been released in the Kentucky and Tennessee territory controlled by Big Feature Rights
Corporation.
Lee Goldberg of that company has written that last week three episodes of the
serial
were a playing
over with
bang. big bookings and went

to Release

Story Produced
by
Daniel C. Goodman
Announcement is made this week by
Equity Pictures Corporation of a new
picture now in production which will be
Equity's big fall release. Daniel Carson
Goodman is making the subject at the Biograph studio in New York. The picture
has been titled What's Wrong with the
Women, and the story is from the pen of
Dr. Goodman, who also is personally supervising the production. R. William
Neill is directing.
Equity is confident this feature will
prove a worthy successor of Where Is My
Wandering Boy, its latest production for
the independent market. Dr. Goodman is
noted as an author of stories with a vital
theme. He has assembled a cast which includes the names of some of the best
known stage and screen favorites. These

Ballyhoos are not permitted in Washington, so 'tis said, but Eddie Bonns, the Warners'
advertising director, started something resembling a ballyhoo through hotel lobbies
and the streets and by the White House during convention week
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Sell

a Half

of

^^The

Curse

TRADE

of

Drink

Export and Import Company to Share Interest in the
Picture in America tvith L. L. Weber and Bobby North
News of the sudden purchase of The
Curse of Drink, the screen version of
Charles Blaney's famous melodrama of the
same name, by Ben Blumenthal, president
of the Export and Import Film Company,
has been followed by another announcement by this company.
Export and Import Film Company immediately was besieged with offers for territorial rights. A number of companies
had been bidding for the production, and
after its sale offered to take over the contract at a profit.
Bobby North of Apollo Exchange, Inc.,
put in a bid for the New York and
Northern New Jersey rights on the production, and it was accepted, so consummating one of the fastest turnovers on
record.
After viewing the production for the
second time Mr. North put in a bid for
the entire American rights. This was
not accepted, but after a series of conferences acontract was signed, L. Lawrence Weber and Bobby North taking over
a half interest of the picture for the
American rights.
The Apollo Exchange, Inc., under the
terms of the contract will distribute the
production on the independent market in
this country. It will be held for fall release.
North'sin exchange
will and
release
the Bobby
picture
New York
Northern New Jersey.
Elaborate plans are being made to give
the production countrywide exploitation
direct to the public. The picture will be
backed by every conceivable type of accessory which will help to put it over with
the public.
Apollo Exchange, Inc., recently purchased the New York and Northern New
Jersey rights of The Junple Goddess from
Export and Import, and is now releasing it.
Export and Import has several other
features in preparation which it will
release in the fall. The company is now
concentrating its American distribution
efforts on the Selig Serial.
The Curse of Drmk is a seven-part feature directed by Harry Hoyt. It features
an all star cast. It is expected further
territorial disposals will be announced on
it shortly.
Foreign Sales of Serial
Export and Import Film Company, distributors ofThe Jungle Goddess, announce
that contracts for the sale of the serial in
Egypt and Australia h ave been signed.
A deal on Germany and Holland is expected to be closed momentarily. There
are but four remaining unsold foreign territories and these are expected to be disposed of in short order.
First

of New

of Hallroom

Series
Comedies

Is Nearly Completed
Work on the new series of the popular
Hallroom Boys Comedies has been begun
and word from Harry Cohn, the producer,
from the West Coast producing center
states that actual production work on the
first comedy of the new series is almost
completed and that the picture will shortly be ready for final editing.
Noel Smith, who directed many of the
most
last year's comedies,
directedsuccessful
this new ofcomedy.
Mr. Cohn says in point of elaborate pro-

duction and expense the comedy fulfills
the statements made by the producers on
the conclusion of the production on the
last series that the new year's output
would be on an even larger scale than
those which had preceded.
With the popularity of Hallroom Boys
Comedies positively established and the
actual knowledge on the part of the producers as secured from exhibitors throughout the country that the market for these
comedies was growing, there is no longer
any doutt in their minds the greatest
ment.
amount of outlay will be a good invest/\c. oT-dinsly, it is their intention to put
as
muchas into
the feature
making comedies.
of these twoleeltrs
of real
Abe Warner Is Back Home
After Six Weeks on Tour
Abe Warner of Warner Brothers, after
a six weeks' tour of the key cities and a
lengthy visit to the Warner Studios in
Los Angeles, returned last week to the
eastern offices.
Mr. Warner visited Chicago, New Orleans, Denver and other cities en route.
The trip was made primarily to ascertain
the success exhibitors were having with
the Warner productions, and also to suggest further aids and helps to exchanges
handling their features.
According to Mr. Warner, the forthcoming Wesley Barry picture, Rags to
Riches, being produced by Harry Rapf at
the coast studios, is well under way. Wallace Worsley is directing.
Newspaper
Critic
in Chicago News
Nights"
CarlLauds
Sandburg, "Ten
famous newspaperman,
poet and critic, writes as follows in the
Chicago News concerning Ten Nights in a
Barroom, Arrow's successful special which
is doing things to box office records.
"It's melodrama. We go warned. We
know. 'Father, dear father, come home
with me now.' We understand beforehand

CB,C.
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that line is to come. Yet it has moments.
It is better than the average movie. It
comes clean forty ways. Personally this
reviewer would put Ten Nights in a Barroom higher, just as a piece of realist
drama,
some rate
of life's
starker
in
it— wewithwould
it higher
thanphases
any
of the lavish, sensational, overdone claptrap. It has something of the simple and
terrible certainties of Over the Hill and
The Old Nest.
Notes from Arrow Offices
Richards & Flynn of Kansas City, have
booked the three Dustin Famum reissues
from Arrow. These include A Man's
Fight, The Light of Western Stars and
A Man in the Open.
* * *
The Climax Film Corporation of New
York, which is handling the Arrow Novelty picture. Watching Eyes, starring
Kiki, the fascinating little Pomeranian,
announces that William Fox has booked
Kiki's first production over his entire New
York circuit.
* * *
H. C. Simeral of 1024 Fourth Street,
Pittsburgh, has acquired the West Pennsylvania and West Virginia rights on a
series
of six two-reel Hank Mann comedies
from Arrow.
Apollo's Serial Drive Successful
Bobby North of the Apollo Exchange,
Inc., which is now conducting a booking
drive in New York on Selig's new serial.
The Jungle Goddess annoiinces that over
$20,000cured onworth
of bookings
sethe serial
in the lasthave
threebeen
weeks,
the largest gross business ever done by
this company on a serial in a similar period
of time.
Col. Selig Denies Connection
Export and Import Film Company, Inc.,
is in receipt of a telegram from William N.
Selig, stating that he has no connection
with the Selig-Kalen Co., which is mentioned as a new producing unit.
Mr. Selig recently contracted with the
Export and Import Film Company for his
next three years' output.
It's "The Sagebrush Trail" Now
Western Pictures Exploitation Company
has
changed theTrail,
titleannounces
of Ridin' Irving
Wild M.
to
The Sagebrush
Lesser, general manager of the company.

Distribute

Six

Melodramas

"More to Be Pitied Than Scorned''^ Already Under Way with
Strong Cast, and Second Is to Be "^Only a ShopgirV^
An extensive feature program is anSaint, producer of many successful Fox
super-attractions.
nounced by the C. B. C. Film Sales CorSecond on the list is Only a Shopgirl,
poration. Harry Cohn, Joe Brandt and
Charles E. Blaney's New York success.
Jack Cohn of C. B. C. will handle a series
Its picture possibilities are excellent.
Other features on the list are Sidewalks
of six big melodramas, the titles and subject matter of which are promised as boxof New York, with an all-star cast; Pal
office successes of a Broadway and first- o' Mine, The Lure of Broadway, and Forrun calibre. The pictures are being made
give and Forget, all estalblished stage sucspecifically for C. B. C.
cesses with exceptional film material and
First of these features is More to Be
all
presented
by all-star casts.
Pitied Than Scorned, on which production
This series of features will, C. B. C. offiwork is well under way. The story is one
cials believe, prove an unusual program.
over which thousands have wept and
"The trend of modern times is back
laughed, and is said to have gained in toward melodramas and thrillers," said
strength by being filmed. Rosemary Theby
Joe Brandt in discussing these acquisiplays a leading role. Alice Lake also
tions. "It is apparent in the spoken
plays a leading part. J. Frank Glendon
dramas that are proving such a great
is featured in the picture, as is also Philo
success on Broadway this year — every one
McCollough. Also in the cast is Baby
of the melodramas is cleaning up. The
Josephine Adair, talented child player.
The production is directed by Edward Le public loves the good old 'hocum' and sob-
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A GREAT many theatre managers give up the "ghost" during hot weather, rather than
fight for business, when a wellplanned advertising campaign consistently carried out, would probably make it well worth their while
to fight. Hot weather need not be
such a bugbear, for a lot of people
really enjoy the pictures as much in
the summer as they do in the winter,
and they can be persuaded to come
to the shows, if strong enough persuasion isused.
Going at it in a hit-or^miss fashion is just like shooting at the moon
with an air-gun, and just about as
foolish. In order to boost business
in hot weather you must start at the
beginning, and the beginning is the
pictures you book. Study them from
every standpoint, and above all, do
not book a picture full of hot
weather scenes and expect to do a
land office business on a hot day with
that picture. It simply cannot be
done, as theatre crowds have a lot
of imagination, and if they sit in a
hot theatre watching a picture full
of hot weather scenes, they are going
to feel about ten times hotter in their
imagination than they really are,
and you will come in for a good
panning, when your theatre may be
just as cool and comfortable as human ingenuity and a costly ventilating system can make it.
VEI\TILATION
Right there is a good thought to
play up in your summer advertising. The ventilating system. Tell
your patrons all about it. Get out
a little booklet describing it and telling how many degrees cooler it is
inside of your theatre on a hot day
than it is outside. Give them actual
figures and facts, not fancies. Don't
tell them in dry figures how many
cubic feet of air your ventilating
fan will move per minute. That
would be Dutch to most people, but
tell how often the air is changed in
the theatre; how a constant flow of
air is maintained by fresh air being
driven in and stale air drawn out,
and it will be interesting.
If your

system washes the air before it is
driven in, there is a nice little feature story that will do a world of
good. Explain how the air is
washed, what effect the washing has
and how many degrees the air is
cooled by it. Make it effective and
your patrons will imagine they are
much cooler, as imagination has a lot
to do with the feelings of the average human being.
OUTDOOR

LOBBIES

Another thing that can be made
to carry an atmosphere of coolness
is the manner in which your lobby
is decorated. If the theme of the
picture has been the basis of your
decorations in the past, get away
from that idea altogether and decorate it in such a way as to give an
appearance of coolness, without a
thought to the theme of the picture
you are playing. Artificial, or natural flowers, if not too expensive,
make an ideal lobby display that
lends an air of coolness about the
front of a theatre that would be hard
to obtain in any other manner.
Their effectiveness as a cooling medium can also be added to by hanging a few bird cages with canary
birds in them about the lobby. The
birds,, in singing, will attract a great
deal of attention to your lobby, and
if it is artistically decorated with
flowers and greenery, it extends an
invitation that will be hard to resist.
The flowers, however, will have to be
watched closely and as soon as they
become soiled, if artificial, or wilted,
if natural, they should be taken
down immediately, or the lobby
will have an opposite effect from
that you are trying to achieve, and
will do more harm than good.
PROLOGUES
If you have been using prologues
during the winter don't quit because
hot weather has come. Cutting down
your program will cut down your
box office receipts about as quick, if
not quicker, than anything else you
can do. Keep on using prologues,
and whenever the theme of the picture will permit use snow or ice
scenes, if possible giving your stage
a zero weather appearance. River

and seashore scenes are also easily
arranged, as well as bathing scenes,
and any one of them will create an
air of coolness in the theatre that
will help to put the spectators in a
cooler frame of mind, if not in body.
ICE CREAM
Speaking of snow and ice scenes
brings to mind ice cream. There are
numerous tie-ups with ice cream
that can be worked during hot
weather, all of which will help boost
business. One of them is to give
away ice cream cones to children
with each ticket purchased. Arrangements can be made with a
nearby dealer to do this, with a few
passes, and by using the very small
cones, they should not cost you over
two cents apiece. This would be a
good hook-up with a serial, as you
would get the kids interested and
by giving them ice cream you will
reach the old folks, who always appreciate kindness to their children.
When they decide to take in a show
during the hot weather your theatre
will be the one they will attend and
the actual cost of the cones, in comparison with results, will be negligible.
GRADUATtONS
Have you ever thought of a school
tie-up, especially with high schools,
towards the end of the session?
Graduation day is near and you can
win a lot of friends among the graduates and near-graduates, by taking an interest in their societies.
Nearly every high school has one or
two secret societies in it made up
of the pupils, and a benefit can be
arranged giving the members of
one of the organizations a certain
percentage on every ticket sold on
certain days during the week.
Don't ask them to sell tickets, as too
much of that has been done to make
it effective, but announce to them
that you will give a certain percentage of your gross receipts on say,
one or two days, and every member
of that society will see that all of
their friends and friends' friends attend on those days. Pick out your
lightest days and you will find them
changed to heavy ones.
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Then the graduation class should
come in for a special performance
as guests of the theatre. Play it up
big in the papers and give it all the
publicity you can. That will make
boosters of this class, many of whom
will stay in town all summer and
they will not soon forget the entertainment you staged for them. They
will not only remember it when they
go to a show themselves, but they
will also do a lot of talking, and
word-to-mouth advertising is one of
the best means of putting a theatre
over in the world. That is if its the
right sort of word-to-mouth stuff,
and giving the graduation class a
special performance with a good picture, will create the right kind of
talk.
FOURTH
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There is only one national holiday
during the really hot season, the
Fourth of July, but there are several
state and local holidays that can be
made to pay by having appropriate
programs. Watch for these days and
don't let them slip up on you, but
you slip up on them and tell the
folks what kind of a show you are
going to have on those days. Labor
Day can hardly be included in the
hot season, except in certain parts
of the country, then, too, it is really
the opening day of the theatrical
season. But going back to the
Fourth of July, get busy for that
day about two weeks in advance.
Start to telling what kind of a show
you are going to have, using your
mailing list and the daily papers,
then when the Fourth is almost on
you decorate your theatre attractively and if you have prologues arrange for a big one on that day.
Use a patriotic theme in it and don't
fail to advertise what you are going
to do on that day. You will have
plenty of competition, but in every
town there are varying tastes and
what suits one person in the way of
spending the Fourth won't suit
everybody, so you have a good
chance to get business if you go after it.
It may not be possible to keep
summer business up to winter standards, but by hard work it is possible
to keep it out of the usual summer
slump if gone after with that intention. You have one advantage to
start with. The legitimate houses
all close for the summer and a lot
of people who have been going to
them during the winter will want
amusement during the summer, and
if you cater to the summer crowd
with the same zeal that you went
after the winter crowd, it will surprise you how much business can
be worked up even during the hottest
weather.

The newspaper dodger and herald are
not new, but it remained for Sol Lesser of
the Jackie Coogan Productions to have a
get-together meeting with his publicity
men and publish an honest-to-goodness
newspaper with Jackie Coogan in the
eight-column scare lines.
The Coogan paper is of two pages — the
front and second page. The front page
consists of news stories pertaining to episodes that occur in the Trouble production. The stories are written in a news
vein entirely with appropriate heads and
sub-heads. A Los Angeles newspaper
artist drew the "ears" and main head and
madefront
the page.
four-column layout appearing on
the
The second page consists of a quarter
page ad with the Kinema, Los Angeles, being used for the example. The stories are
arranged on this second page as in the
second page of a regular newspaper but
arfe virritten in a more trade fashion than
those appearing on the front page. There
is sufficient material on the back page to
enlighten any exhibitor on the Coogan
production.
At first glance the front page resembles
any newspaper and not until the reader
delves deep into the type matter does he
realize that there's a little propaganda going on.

Exhibitors can copy this and arrangements can be made when the picture is
set for release for any number of copies
required. A good stunt for this special
edition paper would be to have them sold
on the streets or in front of the theatre
by kids dressed up like Jackie Coogan. A
few copies tacked in a theatre lobby would
serve to attract attention and given out as
heralds would prove very satisfactory.
Featuring Comedies
Manager Battersby, of the Victoria
Theatre, Philadelphia, recently began
featuring his comedy shows over the big
feature show and has found that it has
brought results in the matter of increased
attendance. First he tried it out with
Buster Keaton in Cops. Then later on he
made a big display in front of his theatre on Pay Day, Chaplin's latest First
National release. In front of the box office at either side he had life size cutouts
of Chaplin showing the comedian with an
umbrella over his head and rain dripping
from it. Besides these he had hand
painted drawings adorning the front and
sides of the entrance to the lobby.
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Practical Campaign
A thoroughly practical exploitation
campaign was planned and carried out by
manager H. Kornblum, of the Criterion,
Evansville, Ind. in putting over Sisters.
Manager Kornblum spread teasers
throughout each of the three newspapers
of Evansville four days prior to opening
date, - each teaser a two inch single
column box with the question:
"Why
Cannot
Every Marriage be
Perfect?"
These were so strewn through the paper
that regardless of what sort of news the
reader favored the teaser got in its work.
On the second day, to the question was
added the admonition :
"Ask Alix, She Knows."
On the third day, there was added the
address: "Address Criterion Theatre."
And on the fourth a single ten was taken
to connect up the teaser with the attraction which, it was announced, opened
on the morrow.
In one of the newspapers which has no
Sunday issue, the big smash, 14 inches
across five columns, was printed on Saturday. In the Courier, which was the
tie-in sheet, the ad appeared Sunday, and
on Monday the Courier made a news announcement on page 2 of an essay contest
on the subject "Divorce," connecting the
picture with the contest. From thence
on news stories on the contest was
printed daily. The ads Monday and
Tuesday were eight across two, then
Wednesday and Thursday ten inches
single; Friday and Saturday, eight inches
single. From Tuesday through end of
run the display ads connected the essay
contest with the picture. The essay contest closed Thursday and on Friday the
Courier carried a front page story announcing the winners.
Manager Komblum's campaign set the
town talking and that's what a good campaign should do.
Thunderclap Display
An elaborate lobby display characterized the Easter run of Fox's Thunderclap,
at the Isis Theatre, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
The outstanding feature of the display
was a large frame of horseshoes, supposedly those worn by famous racehorses
during historic derbies. The affair was
5 by 5 feet in dimensions and was bordered by white cardboard, approximately
ten inches in width. The center was of
black wood and contained the array of
horseshoes, fifty-six in all. Silver stars
were pasted near a number of the shoes
and connected by means of various colored ribbons to a section of the white
border, which contained a brief description of each racer who once supposedly
wore the shoe.
Across the top was this legend:
"Shoes Worn by Famous Race Horses
— Among Them You Will Find Shoes
Worn by 'Thunderclap' in the Greatest
Race Track Drama Ever Screened."
Horses mentioned in the side-work descriptions were Uhlan, Lou Dillon, Directum, Pat For, Morvich, Dan Patch, Bob
Wade,
Heir. Man-o'-War,
The time of Harvester,
each trotterandwasMinor
also
given and thus added real interest to the
display. Another feature of the decoration was a racetrack sulky, which was
suspended from the ceiling of the lobby.
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When Manager Smart of the Noble, Anniston, Ala., played First National's "Peck's Bad Boy" he
held a Jackie Coogan contest, which included the dog also, and the winner on the right looks enough
like Jackie and his dog to have stepped out of the poster. He, or she — whichever it is — sure has got
the goods when it comes to impersonating Jackie Coogan.

Manager Noble
placed this huge
white sign for
''TTie
Day"
FirstSeventh
National's
on top
of the
canopy of the
Liberty,
Portland,
Ore.,
and
illuminated it at
night
that outit
would sostand
and be seen from
both directions. It
was.

A short time before the opening of First National's "The Seventh Day" Manager Noble of the
Liberty, Portland, Ore., placed a large maritime display in the lobby so as to take advantage of
Portland's sea location and interest the theatre-going public in sea amusements.
It worked.

1906
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For Associated Exhibitors' "Woman, Wake Up" Manager Miller placed a bed in the lobby of the
Rialto, Augusta, Geu, with a wax figure of a womaui in it covered byl bed clothing. Around the bed
he strung fifteen alarm clocks that exploded at intervals, and while they did not wake up the woman,
they sure did wake up Augusta.

Fisher's Appleton, Appleton,
Wis., opened with
Paramount's
"Fool's Paradise,"
and Director St.
Pierre introduced
the feature with a
prologue based
somewhat on the
gondola idea. Attractively lighted,
it went over big.

1.
Manager Rogers of the Tivoli, Chattanooga, Tenn., put on an attractive prologue for Associated
Exhibitors' "Woman, Wake Up" that consisted of a pretty girl very much awake singing, with a
background that reproduced one of the scenes from the picture.

it'
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Lobby Bedroom
For Wotnan, Wake Up, Frank J. Miller put a handsome mahogany four-poster
bed in the lobby of the Rialto Theatre,
Augusta and placed in it a wax figure of
a woman, covered by bedclothing all except the head. Fifteen or twenty alarm
clocks were strung between the four posts,
set so that they would ring at intervals.
On the head of the bed was a placard,
"Woman, Wake Up."
It is hard to believe, of course, that Mr.
Miller started the report, but somehow
it got noised about that there was a woman asleep in the lobby of the Rialto and
could not be awakened. Hundreds came
to verify the report and so realistic was
the figure that many of them were
puzzled to know whether the figure was
living or not.
The next morning's paper contained a
story (the editor probably coming to see
the picture on a pass signed by Miller
himself) that the woman who had been
asleep in the lobby of the Rialto the day
before had wakened for a few minutes
the night before but despite the efforts of
the physicians of Augusta, she had
dropped off to sleep again. Then people
came sure enough to see whether they
were being kidded or not. The following
morning a story explained that the whole
thing was a hoax.
But the Rialto had a whole lot of free
publicity by this very simple and inexpensive stunt and the picture received
generous word-of-mouth advertising.
Photograph Stunt
J. L. Tidwell of the Cozy Theatre,
Moroni, Utah, unloosed a corker for
Bought and Paid For. He tied up with
Rick Ricketson, Paramount exploiteer to
furnish an unlimited number of autographed photographs from Paramount
stars. He then advertised that anybody
could obtain one autographed portrait of
his or her favorite if they attended the
next ten Paramount programs at the
theatre. That included all the subsequent bills but one.
When the patron bought a ticket for
Boiight and Paid For he received a little
card with ten numbers on it. Every time
the patron attended, one of the numbers
was cancelled. When all ten had been
punched, the patron wrote his name and
address on the back of the card with the
name of his star. The cards were then
forwarded to the Salt Lake City Paramount exchange were Ricketson made the
necessary orders from Hollywood.
Tidwell sold the stunt to his public
through a regular mailing campaign and
newspaper ads. It is still the talk of the
town, and he is contemplating making it
a permanent feature if the necessary cotributors. operation can be secured from the disGood

Teaser

Clasped
The Oath,hands with the two words,
without quotation marks, were used for
teaser newspaper advertisements on this
First National attraction when it played
the New Royal Theatre, Findlay, Ohio.
It proved an effective teaser for arousing
interest and paved the way for the display advertising on the picture.
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Wig-wagging
An unique exploitation stunt was arranged by Mr. Nathan Robins, President
and General Manager of the Robins
Amusement Co., prior to the engagement
of "Hail the Woman" at the Avon
Theatre, Utica.
Two ex-service men, a soldier and
sailor, were engaged for this stunt. The
soldier was placed on the side-walk in
front of the Utica National Bank on the
busy corner and the sailor was placed
diagonally across the car line on the roof
of a building.
These men started wig-wagging signals
at each other at about one o'clock in the
afternoon. After continuing for possibly
15 minutes, the man on the street walked
back to a sign painted on a regular window
shade which had been rolled up. The sign
read:
"I am signalling the man up there
to 'Hail the Woman' Avon Theatre "
The sailor on the roof at the same time
displayed a large banner reading:
" 'Hail the Woman' — Avon Theatre "
This stunt attracted enormous crowds
and was continued until nearly four
o'clock in the afternoon, being stopped after blocking traffic on numerous occasions.
Police Protection
If you make people think you place a
great valuation upon something, it
arouses their curiosity more than most
anything else will do and playing up this
fact. Manager W. G. Kaliska landed three
nice stories in the Atlanta Constitution.
Kaliska went to Chief Beavers of the
Atlanta police department, explained to
him the grave danger of someone trying
to steal the print of Foolish Wives which
was worth thousands of dollars and asked
for police protection. This was granted
and at the wee sma' hours when the film
arrived, an express messenger sent especially with the print was met by special
representatives of the department of justice. Furthermore, a cot was placed in
the projection room and a policeman
stayed with the print constantly. All this
was worthy of a newspaper story, which
it received.
It all makes good reading matter and
makes the people who read the paper
think that maybe they'd better go see a
picture that was worthy of all that fuss.
College Co-operation
Manager Gerald Hoag put over a
comprehensive exploitation campaign for
his Majestic Theatre, Ann Arbor, Mich.,
on First National's Smilin' Through, the
distinctive feature of which was the cooperation of faculty and students of the
University of Michigan. Members of the
faculty and leaders among the student
body were invited to an advance showing
that also included members of the Rotary
Club and of the local journalistic field.
Opinions given voluntarily at this showing were used in the advertising later and
also quoted in the student publication at
the university.
Healthy newspaper and retail merchants co-operation put Smilin' Through
cards in retail windows and brought it to
the notice of every one who came to Ann
Arbor.
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President Robins of the Avon, Utica, N. Y., put over a unique exploitation stunt for First
National's "Hail the Woman" when he eng^aged two ex-service men to signal each other with the wigwagging system on one of the busiest corners of Utica. It attracted such an enormous crowd that
it had to be stopped after blocking the traffic on numerous occasions.

The Blackstone,
Pittsburgh, Pa., arranged a lobby for
Metro's "Peacock
Alley" with a paneled effect that
was obtained by
means of painted
cardboardi frames
containing special
enlargements of
the star in costume. The whole
effect was caught
together by drapes
leading from the
top of the frames
to a central point
in the ceiling.

By tieing up with a local tractor distributor. Manager Bissinger of the Washington put a,
ballyhoo on the streets of Dallas, Tex., for Fox's "Over the Hill" that made the natives sit up and
take notice. The noisy, gas-spitting tractor made all the noise necessary, so there was no use of
employing a band to attract attention to the sign on the trailer.

1908
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Guest Stunts
From the wilds of the continent comes
one of the most constructive stunts sent
to us for a long time. The location is
Port of Spain, Trinidad, British West
Indies. The theatre is the Empire, which
operates under the direction of J. V.
Hirsch of the Carribean Film Co.
The stunt has a double reaction,
plugging one picture in advance and keeping up the run of the current bill. During the run of Saturday Night, it was
anounced Guest Night would open the
following week's program, Fool's Paradise.
When a patron bought a ticket to
Saturday Night, he was asked if he
wishes to act as host to as many as three
other persons for the opening. All he had
to do was sign his name and address in
a little book and furnish the names of his

Using stock sheets. Manager Brock made an Arabian desert out of the lobby of the Strand,
Knoxville, Tenn., for Fox's "Arabian Love." The patron passed into the theatre through an opening
in the large set on the right that resembled the entrance to art Arabian tent. This resemblance was
created by generous use of striped awning.

A special gateway to the lobby
for Metro's "Peacock Alley" was
arranged by Manager Minton of the
Travis, Sherman,
Tex., by a square
arch of beaverboard painted like
ribbed marble. It
was flanked on
either side by cutouts of the star
and peacock panels
painted on the
walls completed
the arrangements.

In their display for Paramount's "The World's Champion" the Liberty, Astoria, Ore., hung two
large cut-outs from twenty-four sheets in the lobby. A real punch was given this display by connecting the left arm of the figure on the right to a wheel which was driven by a small fan motor, making
it jab the face of the other figure. It worked fine and attracted attention.

prospective
guests. He
didn't
havehaveto
provide the addresses
as that
might
ruined the stunt as few people go around
with friend's residence numbers in their
heads.
Several days before the opening, invitations were sent to both hosts and guests.
The opening day, the theatre was packed
morning, afternoon and night. In this
way the Empire started Fool's Paradise
with a bang. Mr. Hirsch could well afford to toss away one day's average receipts to have stray patrons turned away
from the box-office. After that. Port of
Spain was clamoring to see it.
Cartoon and Review
Not often does a motion picture review
land on the front page of a newspaper In
a city the size of Los Angeles — even
though the city be the home town of the
industry — but D. W. Griffi,th's Orphans of
the Storm landed on the first page of the
Los Angeles Express when this United
Artists release was shown at the Mission
Theatre.
With the story — a review of the picture— there was a three column cut carrying cartoon sketches of various players
and scenes in the picture, nearly a half
column of space for the story and three
column feature display head carrying the
whole layout.
"Griffith's Orphans of the Storm will
get under your cuticle. Aiid it will get
into your heart. And most of all, it will
get into your brain." That is the terse
way in which "Bill," cartoonist for the
Express summed up his version of the
feature.
Dog Pound
When George J. Schade, owner and
manager of the Schade Theatre, Sandusky, Ohio, played First National's A
Dog's
offered Life,
free starring
admission Charlie
at the Chaplin,
matinees he
to
every youngster who brought a dog and
tied him outside the theatre while he went
in to look at the picture.
The front of the house looked like a
pound when the performance started;
but it attracted everybody's attention to
it and drew the crowds in. There weren't
enough dogs in town to go around and
Schade got enough dimes and quarters out
of the dog-less population to more than
pay expenses and a fair profit.
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"After showing this set piece with four
or five colors our entire stage was lighted
up and the dancer stepped out on the
stage and did a jazz dance similar to
that of Mae Murray in the picture. As
a finale the dancer picked up from the
left a violinist and a saxophone player
dressed in tuxedos, which is also similar
to the picture. They did a dance across
the stage, after which the dancer finished
her dance and returned to the set piece.
We faded out our lights in the same manner as we did to bring the dancer in, closing the curtains and gradually fading out
all lights to darkness. To say the least, it
was beautiful.
"For the information of the exhibitor
who would care to know how we produced this prologue: The set was made
with Christmas tinsel. A bunch light was
placed in a box with a plateglass, one inch
thick, over the bunch light for the dancer
to stand on, the bunch light having a
frame to change colors."

Penrod Ballyhoo
Penrod, his trusty lieutenant Sam Williams, and all the gang of the American
Boys' Protective Association, were on hand
when the Penrod special, boasting twin
six power, toured the main streets of
Alexandria, Va., in conjunction with the
showing of this First National attraction
at the Richmond Theatre.
M. Harmon Reed, owner of the theatre,
engaged the truck for the day, loaded it
with all the available kids in the neighborhood, their instructions being to doll
up as far as possible as one of the characters in the picture in order to get a free
ride. A piano, drum and violin were used
to furnish music for the party. Two colored boys represented Herman and Vermin, one of them being especially effective
with painted eyebrows, goggles and high
hat. A small sized kid represented Wes.
Barry. Yes, he had freckles.
The ballyhoo not only covered Alexandria, but a lot of outside territory as well,
creating a lot of interest. It visited several
picnics and broke up the show in one way,
but added interest in another and worked
up attendance for the picture. One hundred one-sheet stands, which were used
in connection with the advertising covered
the territory, constituting a large outlay for a theatre in a town the size of
Alexandria.

Milkman's Matinee
Here's a new one that C. F. Hanson of
the Lyric Theatre, Redfield, S. D., is going to use when he plays First National's
Penrod, for which the advance advertising matter is now being distributed. Manager Hanson intends to circularize the entire city and to save expense is arranging
to have the school boys do it. In return
he is going to give them a widely advertised "Milkman's Matinee" early in the
morning in time to let them reach school
by 8.30 after the showing.
The novelty of the stunt is such that
the boys would pay anything to be in on
this matinee, which is the sensation of
the town. But tickets for it are not being
sold. They are being given away only
to the boys who are co-operating on the
Penrod campaign.

Goldwyn's ''Watch Your Step" came in for a novel lobby display at the Meralta Theatre, Los
Angeles, Cal., when they put an old roadster carrying a huge sign in the arch between the supporting
columns of the lobby. It was flanked on either side by stills, which added more or less to the displayby explaining what it was for.

Manager Verne
E. Johnson turned
the lobby of the
Jefferson, St. Augustine, Fla., into
a moonshine still

|'DrinKs5te^rt ^

for Paramount's
"A
Gcime Chicken.'*
In describing
it he
said that it cTid
not cost much, but
it had the desired
effect. Let's hope
it had a different
effect on his male
patrons
did
on us —thana itvery
thirsty one.

The same big sign painted in the center of this street was seen on thirty different streets in
Schenectady, N. Y., recently. It was a stunt engineered by the Strand Theatre for First National's
"Smilin' Through," and sponsored by the local business boosters who thought it would benefit the
city in general. It benefited the Strand, all right.
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Pretty Face
When Arthur Stolte of the Des Moines
Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa, was casting
about for a novelty to be used in connection with the showing of Bought and Paid
For he hit upon the theory that a pretty
face of a girl is one of the best sales
arguments going.
In the merchandising of very many
nationally advertised products this factor
is used to particular advantage, so Mr.
Stolte got up a die in the outline of Agnes
Ayres' head taken from the Paramount
press book mat. The front side merely
showed the head while the reverse gave
the selling arguments and the details of
the run.

The Park, Worcester, Mass., is
an "upstair s"
house, and puIling^ |
patrons upstairs to |
see
United Artists*
"Orphans
of the I
Storm'* was the '
proposition they
were up against.
They did it, however, and one of I
the stunts that
helped was the oil
painting of Lillian
Gish, placed near I
the entrance to the I
dining
room of
Worcester's leading hotel.

The
a dancer
from the
over it.

\

Liberty, Spokane, Wash., introduced Metro's "Peacock Alley" with a prologue consisting of
enclosed in the set piece made of Christmas tinsel in the center, the dancer being lighted
bottom, which consisted of a box containing a bunch light with a plate glass one inch thick
Color effects were worked, which made it a very striking prologue.

An Upstairs House
When D. W. Griffith's Orphans of the
Storm was booked in Worcester, Mass., it
was taken by the management of the
Park theatre, an "upstairs" house with
four "downstairs" theatres running opposition pictures close by. So the management went to work to tell their public
what they had to offer. The usual display advertising and publicity campaign
was laid out, and then the Park executives busied themselves in finding tie-ups
for the coming feature.
First a tie-up was affected with the
leading hotel of Worcester, and a large
portrait of Lillian Gish as Henriette
prominently displayed in the lobby, right
beside the entrance to the dining room
and alongside the hat-check rack. Many
strong window displays were also put
over.
In the matter of house decoration, the
entrance to the long-sloping stairway was
surrounded by Orphans of the Storm
banners and display cards, while two six
sheets were placed on the second floor
front, one on either side of big windows,
across which was stretched a four sheet
banner.
On the second floor of the building, and
placed so that all persons leaving the
theatre had to see them were placed three
sheets of the production. These were displayed two weks before the run commenced.
Beautif ul Prologue
Manager Ray A. Grombacher, of the
Liberty Theatre, Spokane, Wash., sent in
the accompanying picture of the pi-ologue
he staged for Metro's "Peacock Alley,"
and in his letter, which is published below,
he explained how the prologue was arranged. Better read it, because it is one
of the best that have come in yet.
"In the way of explanation, the dancer
was inclosed in the set piece shown in thecenter. We opened the prologue by
throwing a colored spotlight on the peacock at the top. After changing the color
several times a very dim ray of light
came up from the bottom, shining on the
dancer, making a very beautiful glistening effect. We then opened up the set
piece to the left and the peacock to the
right with a spotlight on each. Immediately after this we opened up a full amber
light on the set piece, the dancer moving
to different poses as the colors changed,
the lights being changed in time with the
music.
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White Bluffs, Wash., is to have a new
picture house.
It will open August 1
and will seat 500.
The National Theatre at Dallas, Texas,
has adopted a program showing films of
special interest to the kiddies.
An election will be held at Enid, Okla.,
in the near future to determine whether
or not Sunday shows will be permitted.

Live
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TERRITORY
Exhibitors

Eddie Weinberg has returned to his old
job as manager of the Strand Theatre
in Buflralo. He had been looking after
the Syracuse Strand during the illness
of Edgar Weill.
The new Pathe Building at 2025
Avenue, Seattle, has been started
to be ready for occupancy July 1.
like a big job, but the moving van
dered for that date.

Third
and is
Looks
is or-

Ed. Lowrie, formerly with Peacock
at Dallas, Texas, has gone with Goldwyn
and will travel south Texas, selling Goldwyn pictures.

Manager William Elliott of the Pleasure
Parlor, Hazleton, Pa., has put his neighborhood house on a four-day schedule for
the summer. No shows will be given on
Tuesdays and Fridays.

All of the Fort Worth, Texas, theatres
contributed liberally for the relief of the
flood sufferers. The Rex Theatre was the
first to offer aid.

The Heart of Africa, being the films of
the Lady Mackenzie expedition into the
African jungles, has been moved from
the Teck to the Criterion in Buffalo for
a second week shovidng.

With the closing of the vaudeville season the Majestic Theatre at Dallas, Texas,
will
pictures for the
next show
three super-feature
months.
The Criterion, Buffalo, following a
week's presentation of The Heart of
Africa, has closed again. It will reopen
in the fall with vaudeville.

"Hub" Taylor, well-known film salesman in the Buffalo territory, has resigned
from Pathe to accept a sales post with
the American Roofing Company.
R. I. Brown has resigned as branch
manager of the Select Film Corporation
at Dallas, Texas, and is succeeded by
Diaz Callahan of Seattle, Wash.
The Carthage Opera House and the
Hippodrome of Carthage have closed.
Manager W. M. Wagner was formerly
manager of an exchange in Buflfalo.

Extensive improvements have been
started on the American Theatre at Breckenridge, Texas. A new top vnW be added
and a modern cooling system installed.
W. A. V. Mack, Pathe manager in Buffalo, has purchased an Essex coupe.
Charles E. Johnston, Fox manager, has
also bought a coupe. It is Henry built.

R. P. Whitfield is the new manager
of the Queen Theatre at Abilene, Texas,
succeedmg Hugo Plath, who goes to San
Angelo, Texas, to manager a theatre
there.
The old Majestic Theatre at Lake Valley, Ark., has reopened under the name
of the Queen. The house has been splenadded. didly equipped and much new equipment

Burgess E. J. Griffiths of Parsons Pa.,
as head of municipal affairs in the, coal
region town, has forbidden any more Sunday shows
Theatre. or entertainments in the Palace
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The Olympic in Buffalo, which is now
undergoing alterations, viall not reopen
until fall. M. Slotkin, general manager,
says that he has not as yet decided on
the policy of the house.

R. B. Thrash of Dallas, Texas, has purchased a new gas buggy for C. K. Goss,
one of his salesmen, who will travel
in
style from now on while calling on his
trade throughout, Texas.
The American Releasing office in Buffalo has been discontinued, and Manager
Paul Ritchraflr has been transferr
ed to
Washington. It is reported that the exchange will be reopened in the fall.
C. E. Dillon and W. Y. Skelton have
leased the theatre owned by the White
City Amusement Park at Little Rock,
Ark., for twelve years and will add many
new improvements in the near future.
H. E. Hughes has resigned from R-C
Pictures in Buffalo and has been succeeded by Mike Resnick, formerly with
American Releasing. Mike
covering
the Buffalo and southern tier isterritories
.

Howard J. Sheehan, district manager
for Fox on the coast, stopped off in Buftalo on his way home from New York, last
week, to visit his brother, Clayton, who
tory.
is district manager of the Buflfalo terriThe present home of R-C Pictures, at
215 Franklin Street, has been sold by
Phny B. McNaughton. The building was
formerly the home of First National
also.
A private investor has purchased the
structure.
J. L. Daly and Lee Gainsborough, both
United Artists' salesmen in the Buffalo
territory, have resigned, according to an
announcement by M. H. Markowitz, manager of the exchange in the Queen City
of the Lakes.

The Academy in Buffalo has closed.
Manager Sam Carver is now devoting all
his time to the Empire. The Academy
picturecomedy policy has not been
successfumusical
l.

Gus A. Metzger of the Rivoli Theatre,
Portland, has booked the Education
al
three-reel super-picture, The Battle of
Jutland Wherever shown in the Northwest, this naval picture has proved immensely popular.

The Premier Theatre, Buffalo, has
changed hands again. The Hen Brothe
rs
ot Cleveland have retired from the managemenand
t, _
Harry Green has taken it
over again.

The western New York unit of the
M. P. T. 0. A. has passed a resolution
indorsing the action of the State board in
giving Senator Jimmy Walker a vote of
confidence and thanking him for his work
as general counsel.

The American Releasing Corporation
has recently opened a shipping office in
Portland at 390 Burnside Street. This
will be exclusively a shipping point. All
bookings
will be handled by the Seattle
office as heretofore.
The Star Theatre at Teague, Texas, recently gave a benefit performance for
the purpose of helping the fire department to purchase a much-needed fire truck.
A neat sum was raised and turned over
to the fire department.
E. E. Collins of McAlester, Okla., has
been appointed manager of the two theatres operated by the Southern Enterprises,
Inc., at Denison, Texas, succeeding H. N.
Maloney, resigned to enter business for
himself in Denison.
Arthur S. Kane, president of Associated
Exhibitors, has just announced the appointment of Ed. M. Hopcraft as sales
representative of Associated in Buffalo.
Mr. tiesHopcraft
entered upon his new duat once.
Joe Daly, Bob Murphy, Al Barnett and
Eugene J. Hodosy were shaken up and
bruised in an auto accident in Buffalo
recently. The car in which they were
riding collided vdth another and turned
over. All have recovered.

Harvey G. Thorpe has purchased
rights to Chain Lightning, the recent
Wilson picture, released by Arrow,
Minnesota, North and South Dakota.
picture will be distributed through
Minneapolis Midland exchange.

the
Ben
for
The
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The Grand Opera House of the Stanley
Theatres Co. of America Circuit, at
Bethlehem, Pa., has suspended for the
summer to permit of numerous interior
improvements to be made before the place
resumes on Labor Day, next September.
There is to be new competition in Issaquah. Wash. R. H. Glenn is about to
open his new Glenn Theatre there, and
E. W. Sandell, who also owns houses in
Snoqualmie and North Bend, has
leased
a hall which he will use for motion pictures.

The Frontier Theatre, Buffalo, is now
being managed by Charlie Bowe, formerly
the Olympic and Lyric in the same
city. William S. Bennett of the Buffalo
Courier is financially interested in the
Frontier, which is a west side neighborhood house.
Guy F. Navarre, manager
Fox Film Corporation, has leftofforSeattle
New
York to attend the annual managers' convention. He will be absent about three
weeks. James Linn, assistant manager,
who is just convalescent from an operation, is back at his desk.
J. H. Almos of the Poulsbo Theatre,
Poulsbo, Wash., and R. H. Glenn, who
operates a chain of theatres, have both
installed Powers Projectors. The Theatre
Equipment Co. of Seattle handles Powers
machines in the Northwest, and has projected the above theatres.
An organization to specialize in radio
receiving sets for theatres is under the
process of formation in Minneapolis. Programs will be printed regularly and sent
broadcast with directions on tuning
on
entertainments given in Minneapolis,in according to present plans.
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Gerald Gallagher has been appointed
managOT of the Liberty Theatre at Beaumont, Texas., succeeding Hal Whitfield,
who takes over the management of Palace Theatre at Corsicana, Texas. Tom
Clemmons is the new manager of the
Tivoli Theatre at Beaumont.
The Gem Theatre at Snyder, Okla., has
hit upon the idea of free shows for farmers. On each Saturday afternoon all the
farmers of the community are invited to
be the guests of the theatre. Special
efforts will be made to procure suitable
subjects for these occasions.
Otto Siegel, who holds down the booker
chair
at second
Goldwyn's
exchange,
has
for the
timeBuffalo
won the
$50 prize
offered for obtaining the most dates on
old business. Bob Matson, who had been
covering Syracuse for Goldwyn, has resigned on account of ill health.
Buffalo's new film exchange building in
North Pearl Street is now open. First
National has moved in and is occupying
the entire second floor. Nu-Art and Educational are on the third and Hodkinson
on the fourth. Pathe will move in this
week and Goldwyn may soon follow.
The Roanoke Theatre, Kansas City, has
been leased by Miss Pearl Hughes, one
of the few women theatre managers in
Missouri. She has lowered admission
prices to 15 and 10 cents. Changes in
Kansas City suburban houses of late have
been frequent, with rumors of more to
come.
A. K. Smith of Quakertown, Pa., has
let the contract for the erection of a motion picture theatre to seat 1000 persons.
It will be located on Broad Street, and
Smith plans to have it ready for the first
show by September 1. It will be a onestory, fireproof, brick, steel and cement
building.
Benny W. Freed, pioneer motion picture
theatre owner and operator of the hard
coal fields, will go to Oklahoma, where he
will follow the same line. He has sold
his leases on the Mauch Chunk Grand
Opera House at Mauch Chunk, Pa., to
John M. Dolon, who will run the playhouse
hereafter.
Harold Horne, exploitation representative of Paramount at Omaha, has given
up his position to become sales manager
and exploitation director of the Supreme
Picture Company, a new State rights organization of Omaha. The new company
was organized by Al Kahn of the Federated Exchange.
Fred G. Weis, manager of the Garden
Theatre, Kansas City, a combination motion picture and vaudeville house, has left
for San Francisco and will remain on the
western coast all summer. The Garden,
prior to its closing for the season next
Saturday, will be in charge of E. M.
Umann, assistant.
"For better or worse" was the parting
"shot" of Maddox as he deserted the exof the film business and venturedchange
forthend as an exhibitor. Mr. Maddox,
formerly a salesman for the Kansas City
Crescent-Federated office, will open the
Hardacre Airdome, Forty-fifth and Bell
streets, Kansas City.

Josh Billings announces that he will
open his new Billings Theatre at Norman,
Okla., in the near future. The theatre
will be strictly modern and up to date
Theatre
in every particular. The Liberty
at Norman will be discontinued after the
opening of the Billings, as Mr. Billings
owns both playhouses.
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Manager Roberts of the Palace Theatre at Plymouth, Pa., broke in for some
nice publicity and for a lot of personal
popularity this spring by hiding 300
tickets in Kirmar Park, good for admission to the children who found them.
This was done to introduce the first episode of Robinson Crusoe.
Manager George Hausserman of the
Hippodrome Theatre, Pottsville, Pa., is
running a home talent motion picture enterprise. He has imported Miss Jessie
Garman, who will be directress of the
picture that will be produced. The plan
is being put into operation to win business through the summer months.
A salesman in embryo has been
added to the Kansas City First National's
force — Elmer Charles Rhoden, Jr., weight
seven pounds, and an aggressive disposition justwhose
like "Daddy's."
youngeris
Rhoden,
father, by The
the way,
branch manager, is due for an education
of film and more film. So says Papa.
J. Pearry, assistant manager of Select
in Seattle, has resigned to go in business
for himself. The combined offices of
booker and cashier have been taken over
by E. A. (Eddie) Lamb. Charles Code,
who has been traveling with The Four
Horsemen for Metro, has joined Select
and will work out of the Seattle office.
F. J. Shepherd, formerly with R-C in
Washington, has arrived in Buffalo to
join the local staff of the same company.
Esther Fetes, formerly with Pathe and
Vitagraph, is now with R-C. Henrietta
Brown has left Metro to become a bookkeeper at R-C. Florence Luehman, stenographer, isleaving soon, to be married.
Stan Brown, manager of the Minneapolis Loring Theatre, recently enlisted the
co-operation of forty-three of the leading
business men on Upper Nicollet Avenue
and
staged
a "Loring
Week,"
boomed
business
in thatTrade
section
of thewhich
city
and jammed his theatre for the week.
Prize drawings helped stir up enthusiasm.
Paramount has opened a shipping
branch in Butte, which will be served
from the Salt Lake office. Express rates
covering the northwest territory make
this move necessary. No bookings will
be handled in Butte. The Salt Lake office
has taken over the western section of
Montana, formerly served from the Seattle
office.
The churches of Wilson, Okla., are talking of making a concentrated effort to
get the theatres to discontinue the showing of pictures on Sunday night. The
three theatres at Wilson have agreed to
discontinue their Sunday night perfoirmances and, in addition, have agreed to
give benefit performances for the benefit
of the churches.
Mrs. J. H. Hutcherson, recently appointed city censor at Waco, Texas, was
refused admission without a ticket at a
local theatre at that place, and as a consequence charges have been filed against
the manager of the theatre. This is a
sequence of the declaring of the city ordinance unconstitutional by Judge R. H.
Kingsbury last week.
Charles C. Perry, for several years
manager of some of the best theatres in
the Finkelstein & Ruben Chain in the
Twin Cities, has been made manager of
the Capitol Theatre, St. Paul. Mr. Perry
has managed the New Garrick, St. Paul;
New Strand and New Lyric, Minneapolis;
Strand, Milwaukee, and Capitol, Winnipeg, Can. He succeeds L. V. Calvert.
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John Hamrick's new Tacoma Blue
Mouse Theatre continues to play to capacity crowds. It is modeled after the
plans attle
of andother
Blue Mouse
SePortland.
At the houses
Seattle inhouse
summer prices went into effect this week,
25 cents matinees, 35 cents evenings. The
opening bill at the lowered schedule was
the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.
S. J. Flood, owner of the sole motion
picture theatre in New Philadelphia,
Schuylkill County, Pa., has purchased the
Mrs. Hannah Flannigan tract at New
Philadelphia and will put up a second
playhouse. The first floor will be devoted
to movies, with a poolroom on the second
story. The new theatre will cost |75,000
and will be opened about September 1.
Howard P. Brink of the Grand & Warner sales staff in Buffalo, is showing signs
of prosperity
by driving
around The
to large
"customers" in a new
Buick coupe.
number
of new indicates
autos along
Film
Row certainly
thatBuffalo's
this summer
is expected to be anything but a poor one
from a business viewpoint. Ask Bill
et al.
Mack,
Charlie Johnston, John Kimberly
Making motion pictures on the stage
was the added novelty offered by Manager H. M. Addison at the Binghamton
Theatre, Binghamton, N. Y., recently.
Local talent was used. The completed
film, entitled A Roaming Romeo, will soon
be shown at the same house. Audiences
were greatly interested in the stunt, which
newspapers.
was
given much publicity in the local
E. J. Hayes, manager of the First National exchange in Buffalo, has signed
all the new Charles Ray productions for
presentation at the new Lafayette Square.
Dave Gross, special representative, is aiding the salesmen in the western New
York territory during the Prosper Campaign. The local office "went over the
top" in both the "Clean Up" and "Sign
a Contract" drives.
Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, managing director of the Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion,
New York, visited thie Wurlitzer organ
plant in Tonawanda recently. While in
Buffalo he called on Harold B. Franklin
at Shea's Hippodrome and also listened
to C. Sharpe-Minor play the big Wurlitzer organ in the new Lafayette Square.
The Rialto in New York is installing a
Wurlitzer instrument.
A large audience attended the benefit
show given by the Buffalo Motion Picture
Operators' Union in the Palace Theatre,
recently. D. L. Martin, business manager
of the union, was in charge of the entertainment, which consisted of a number of
old films, as well as some not yet released. The receipts went to aid sick and
disabled members of the union. The show
was staged at midnight.
"Business is on the upward rebound,"
declared J. E. Storey, general Pathe representative, when in Minneapolis. "The
motion picture business is rapidly returning to normalcy. Pathe expects one of
the most successful normal years in its
history
during the1922."
Storey
was on
a trip around
variousMr.Pathe
exchanges
of the Middle West. From Minneapolis
he went to Omaha and Des Moines.
Lee Shubert and Lew Fields were in
Buffalo recently. It is rumored that there
will be some changes in local Shubert
holdings
season.
Jacobto Shubert hasthis
soldcoming
the Teck
Theatre
the
Shubert Theatrical Company for $38,599.73, according to papers filed in the
Erie county clerk's office. The purchasing
company assumes mortgages in excess of
$200,000 and unpaid city taxes for 1922.
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Manufacturers Can Meet Distributors and Even Competitors and Compare
By HOWARD

THE theatre equipment exposition, or exhibition
or whatever you may choose to call it, held during the M. P. T. 0. A. convention in Washington, demonstrates again, and more convincingly than ever, the
urgent need for a real big exposition in which the manufacturers of theatre equipment, film producers and
supply dealers and distributors may participate.
The exposition in Washington was held in the old
Market building, some eight blocks away from the
Washington Hotel, where the convention delegates held
forth. This distance and the antiquated condition of
the old market coliseum, is responsible for the lack of
attendance and interest in the equipment exposition.
The daily attendance at the coliseum was very small
and the manufacturers who exhibited complained of
this fact.
Another complaint heard among the exhibitors was
that the rates for space were too high. The best
space sold for about $1,000, which was beyond the
reach of many who might have participated in the
show.
If the exposition could have been held in one of the
Washington hotels — and they have been held there before— a much bigger attendance could have been secured. Just where the blame for the unfortunate outcome lies is not for us to say, but many blame the fire
which occurred in the New Willard Hotel for a sudden change in plans which took the exposition into the
old coliseum.
What Can Be Done With Expositions
In looking over past theatre equipment expositions
not one seems to have been a great success. This is
due to a lack of acquaintance among the manufacturers of theatre necessities. This lack of acquaintance
soon would be overcome at one or two real expositions. In other industries annual expositions serve a
twofold purpose — selling goods and bringing together
manufacturers and dealers.
The writer enjoyed several interesting talks with
manufacturers at the Washington exposition. The old
line of kicks were registered. These manufacturers
complained or "knocked" his competitor ; spoke harshly
of his competitor's methods of business and of the
general instability of the equipment business.
These kicks are the result of lack of understanding
and acquaintance among the manufacturers. They
have never had an opportunity to meet their competitors. In the course of a year they seldom meet their
competitors except when they are making competing
bids on some job, so that whatever acquaintance springs
up is not the right kind. They think of each other
only in terms of "my business opposition" or, "that
feller across the street."
In other industries annual expositions are a source
of pleasure as well as profit. Competitors meet and
talk over conditions. They see the good points (and
the bad) in their competitors and they learn to know
them as brother Americans and fellow manufacturers.
They get out to dinner together and the result is that
when they return to their offices they have a pleasant
memory and know a lot more about the respective businesses they are in.

ISotes

McLELLAN
An ideal theatre equipment exposition will be one
where all arrangements meet with the approval of the
exhibitors. Excessively high rentals should be avoided.
One manufacturer who showed at the Washington exposition expressed his feelings thus:
"The theatre owners are kicking about high film
rentals. Good gracious, man, they should practice
what they preach. If they had to pay for rentals of
filmIt what
formanufacturer
space here they'd
is the we've
hope paid
of the
that howl
next some."
year a
real exposition will be held co-jointly with the M. P.
T. 0. A. Convention. There are many new things in
theatre equipment that an exhibitor should see, and if
arrangements for the next exposition are anywhere
near right all the manufacturers will be represented.
Who Was Who at Washington
Besides the film companies leading manufacturers
of theatre equipment were represented at the exposition.
Thomas F. Walker of the American Lux Company
fitted up a complete miniature theatre and showed his
variety of screens for both front and rear projection.
Two machines furnished demonstration pictures.
Important theatre seat exhibits were those of the
American Seating Company and the Mov-Ezy chair.
The latest in theatre chairs, as shown by the American
Seating Company, is indeed a marked improvement
over the seats of ten years ago. Many were attracted
to the Mov-Ezy booth, where Messrs. Toole and Donaldson held forth for the company. The Mov-Ezy is a
revolutionary change in theatre seating and as such
attracted much attention.
The Motiograph booth presided over by 0. F. Spahr
had on view the new De Luxe model and was the cynnosure of all eyes.
The Dodge Manufacturing Company put on view for
the first time its Lyradian — a combination phonograph
and radio receiving set. H. L. Coombs was in charge
of this exhibit. The daily newspapers of Washington
commented on this instrument.
Bill Kunzman, who is known to nearly every projectionist inthe country, was on hand with his wellknown line of National Carbon products.
The console of the latest model Wurlitzer organ,
built exclusively for motion picture theatres, was on
view in the Wurlitzer booth.
Other equipment represented was : Nicholas Power
Co., Precision Machine Company, Fyre-Gard Company,
Automaticket Company, Bartola organs, W. W. Kimball organs, Libman Spanjer Company, Stanley Frame
Company, Mills Novelty Company, Allied Film Laboratories in charge of Messrs. Brophy and Evans;
Spencer turbines, Moller organs. Paramount Publicity
Corp., Federal Sign Co. and Jordan Piano Company.
SPACE LIMITED
TIME'S SHORTHave you sent in your ad copy for the
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Radio

Neilan Utilizing Wireless to Direct Shooting on Location and Entertain Actors
Marshall Neilan has installed a radiophone receiving and
sending outfit at his studio in HollyTvood. He experimented with
a company of players on location. The outcome was found very
successful. From his studio stage, where the radio outfit has
been set up, Neilan directed his players at Santa Monica beach
who were working in scenes for Her Man. This allowed him to
take care of business at the studio and still keep in direct touch
with his troupe.
Instead of going on location with his company, as is his practice, Neilan kept in direct touch with Frank Urson, his assistant
-director, via the radio, going into all detail of the action of the
various scenes right from his studio. The troupe on location had
a small radio outfit with which they talked direct to Neilan
at the studio.
Another use to which the radio may be put is the direction
of distant scenes in phhotographing battles and other effects
for the screen. Instead of communicating with assistant directors, the director can remain with his cameramen and talk
to players a half-mile or more away as if he were right on the
ground, through the use of the amplifier.
Another practical use of the radio already in vogue at the
Neilan studio is its operation in the form of a diversion for the
players while they are not actually appearing before the camera.
This is particularly desirable in cases such as involved in the
production of Her Man, on which the producer is working night
and day. Matt Moore, Leatrice Joy, Raymond Griffith, Helen
Lynch, George Dromgold and other players in this picture are
at the Neilan studio from nine in the morning until midnight.
Much of this time they are not actually appearing in scenes
but must be on hand for instant call. For such times the producers in the past have used phonographs for the diversion of
the players. At the Neilan studio the Victrola has been discarded and now the players listen in on news bulletins, operas
and music recitals in their leisure moments.
"Many practical uses will be found for the radio in the movie
world," said Neilan in discussing the matter. "Already I have
found this wonderful instrument which has taken the country
by storm, a method of saving much time and expense in movie
making. It will not be long before every studio will find the
radio as important a part of its equipment as the arc light or
the camera."
New

Publications

Of Interest to the Industry
RADIO FOR BEGINNERS— James R. Cameron, whose text
books on projection are known the world over, has published a
concise, authoritative work on radio. There seems to be an intense interest on the part of projectionists in radio, and exhibitors too are studying the subject. Cameron's radio book not
only will suit their purposes but will fulfill the requirements of
the most exacting radio student, salesman, operator and engineer. It tells its story in popular form and is not too technical
to bother the average reader. Cameron is certainly forging
ahead as an author on electrical subjects. Price $1.00. Pub-
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lished by Technical
Book Co., 130 West Forty-second Street,
New York
City.
RADIO DICTIONARY— This is another of the Cameron publications, built in vest pocket size, and, like all works Cameron
has published, is complete and authentic. It fills a long felt
want which will surely be appreciated by radio folks. Price 50
cents. Published by Technical Book Co., 130 West Forty-second
Street, New York City.

LETTERS
On Theatre Equipment Topics
Protection
Philadelphia, Pa.
Exhibitors Trade Review:
We duly received your recent letter together with a copy
of the Review and read with interest the article on page No.
1276 relating to the importance of Motion Picture Supply
Houses. This article is well taken and scarcely leaves anything
further to be said. We would call your attention to a condition
however, which operates against the Supply House and which
is supported by the manufacturer.
It appears that machine makers in particular deem it more
important to cater to the film manufacturers than to their socalled "exclusive?" distributors. They not alone give them a
better discount but they encourage them to sell to the exhibitor
and the film companies are not slow to see the advantage. In
order to supply a theatre with machines, the film maker merely
sends in an order claiming either the ownership of the theatre
or a controlling interest therein. The exclusive? distributor,
however, is expected to see that the machines are properly installed in his alleged territory but he is likewise expected to correct errors or omissions by the factory all for the glory of being
accused as the distributor but he does not share in the profits.
The supply man, as your article so ably states, must carry a
complete stock of machines and parts, relief or loan mechanisms
of which we have ten, motor generators and other accessories
yet the one who should protect him deliberately sells over his
head and he, the supply man, has no redress.
The supply man is often called upon after office hours for
relief and, in our case, they often call us at our private hemes
to help them in an emergency. A customer called us on the
'phone
only Saturday
last atAt 6.30
stating
of
his mechanisms
locked.
7.30,o'clock
he hadP.a M.relief
head that
and one
his
show was on time as usual. It is not good business to make a
charge for an emergency of this kind for this is what the Supply
Man calls "Service" and it is expected of him. If we had the
full co-operation of the manufacturers the importance of the
supply houses would be impressed on the exhibitor. We have
had them say to us when they would not accept our price, "All
right, I can get machines through 'So-and-so' since I use their
Chain houses are another source of anguish for the supply
man. They either get a discount directly or through their
affiliations with film companies. It is patent that the supply
house will quote a better price to chain houses than to an individual exhibitor and since it is expected that service goes with
thefilm."
machines it makes for business all around.
We trust you will print additional articles on the subject.
Impress the manufacturers that protection to their alleged distributors will bring them better returns and give them a dignity
and prestige they do not now enjoy.
Very truly yours,
LEWIS M. SWAAB & SON,
By Lewis M. Swaab.

Marshall Neilan and his radiophone outfit in the Hollywood studios
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will be paid to any person who can provie that B. F. Porter did not sell and install Simplex
Machines in the Capitol Theatre at 51st Street and Broadway, New York City.
B. F. PORTER,

729

7th Ave..
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THERE is something about drawing curtains on
a picture show that appeals to motion picture
audiences — ^that is, if they are properly drawn.
The idea of putting on a picture cold belongs to the
dark ages in this industry. It does not provide the atmosphere of expectancy in which audiences live when
they seek entertainment. The curtain means to them
the beginning and the end of incidents in the drama of
life. As a book has its covers so must a picture show.
Just how important this is may be observed by any
theatre manager. When the lights are lowered women

The Vallen curtain control
patrons begin to remove their hats ; there are expressions from the audience — hushed "ahs !" indicating expectancy. They are ready for the show and they settle
down to see it and annoyance and noises cease at once.
Motion picture theatres are not, however, always
equipped with stage hands who can manipulate the
curtain as it should be manipulated and so there has
come into being the automatic curtain control, handled
either by the house manager, the stage manager (if
there be one) or the projectionist.
After five years' study an automatic curtain control
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Control

has been perfected which is meeting with success in
many theatres. This device is known as the Vallen
Automatic Curtain Control and it has found its way
into some of the finest houses in the country, among
which are the Rivoli, Syracuse, N. Y. ; the Hope, Dallas, Tex. ; the Rialto, Ft. Worth, Tex. ; the Weir, Aberdeen, Wash.; Bellevue, Montclair, N. J.; Manor Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Liberty Theatre, New Orleans,
and the Isaac Delgado Trades School, New Orleans.
In connection with the installation of two machines
at the Hope in Dallas the work was personally supervised by E. J. Vallen. The contract for hanging the
curtains was concluded with John Wanamaker, New
York. Wanamaker's representative, Leonard Houghton, before learning of the abilities of the Vallen Company along these lines, took the matter up with several
firms in and around New York and was informed that
he could not possibly obtain the effect he desired for
the operation of the curtains, i. e., having them operated on a curve with a radius of 10' 6" in a distance of
44'. The Vallen Company immediately guaranteed
Mr. Houghton to make the installation to his satisfaction, when he got in touch with them, which they did —
and then some — and also to the entire satisfaction of
the theatre owners.
The Rowland & Clark Theatres are making use of a
third machine, others being installed in the Perry
Theatre at Erie, Pa., and their State Theatre in Pittsburgh, and the Rialto Theatre at Ft. Worth is using
their second machine.
As many of our readers are doubtless interested in
the mode of operation of the device, details are here
given.
It islocation
operatedinbythea building.
switch in the
and and
in any
other
Theoperator's
switch isbooth,
thrown,
the
curtain covering the screen opens or closes as the occasion requires, and is stopped automatically. This is made possible by
controls, on a threaded shaft, geared to the motor, which are so
set that when the curtain travels the distance required to open
or close, automatically cut off the current. This control can
be adjusted for any size curtain. It also has an automatic clutch,
in case there should be a mishap to curtain, cables, or any
other equipment used in opening or closing the curtain.
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PROJECTION

New

De

Luxe

Motiograph

Many Improvements Noted on Latest
Model
:By Howard McLeilaris
New developments in projector design are always
of great interest but nothing in this line, in recent years
has exceeded the interest shown by projectionists in
what the Motiograph people in Chicago have been doing
with their machine. Their De Luxe model is now on
the market. The writer, on a western trip, was confronted with this question from projectionists : "What
is it about this new Motio that everyone is talking
about?"
An opportunity was afforded us to inspect the new
machine and there are many things about it worthy of
consideration in these columns.
The Mechanism
First the mechanism has taken a
big step forward. It is completely
enclosed and cf an unusual artistic
design ; it is roomy and easily accessible, besides being massive and
rigid in construction. Mechanism
weighs approximately fifty-five
pounds. Vibration has been eliminated. All gears are extra heavy
and are made of gray iron and
steel— no brass or fiber gears being used. The direct connection between the cam and
balance wheel, both being mounted on the same shaft,
is of vital importance in connection with steady projection and especially when a machine has been in use
for some time. There is no loose movement of any
kind between the camshaft and the driving mechanism.
Pilot light remains lit only when side door is open, giving operator excellent view when working on internal
parts, or in threading equipment. The glass doors on
sides of mechanism give operator chance to watch both
lower and upper film loop. In fact, he can watch the
film from the time it enters mechanism until it leaves.
The new film gate opens from the bottom, swinging
backwards and upwards, making it easy for operator
to thread machine, also giving even tension on both
sides of film.
f

New Motiograph lamp
In order to help the operator do his work more efficiently alight shield covering the light rays reflected
from the aperture plate is of gi'eat
help to him in deflecting these sharp
rays soThe
as to
protectArc
the Lamp
operator's
eyes.
DeLuxe
with
mechanical feed represents a new
development of the electric arc as
used for prcviection purposes. It
has been built extremely heavy, will
take 12-in. carbons in both upper
and lower holders, and will handle
any amperage without binding.

The Lamp

The Motiograph G. High Intensity Arc Lamp is automatic in action.
Arc Lamp is automatic in action,
once the arc is struck. The high intensity arc lamp uses special carbons, the positive carbon of which is
continually revolving in a direct line
with the optical axis of the M. P.
lens, and the negative carbon is set
at an angle of about 55 deg. to the
positive. Operating at 75 amperes,
it will give the greatest efficiency of
screen illumination.

The new Motiograph complete
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Arc Striker
The new arc striker is exclusively furnished, as well
as the step-up auxiliary feed hand for the quick separation of carbons when trimming. All adjustments are
located on lower carbon arm.
The controlling instrument board is located on the
upper part of lower magazine and just back of mechanism. It consists of speed control lever, take-up handle,
framing device handle and starting switch.
A big feature is the beltless
motor drive and speed control.
Besides eliminating the annoyances of breaking, stretching
and slipping belts and the excess
friction on the shafts and bearings, as a result of the belt pull,
this new connection is extremely
simple. The metal and fiber
speed control discs have been
still further improved. The
metal disc is attached direct to
the electric motor shaft, while the shaft for the double
disc is connected to the main driving wheel of the mechanism, with only one geared unit between them for
speed reduction.
There are no beveled gears.
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Bausch & Lotnb Optical Co.
St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.
San Francisco
New York
Washington Chicago
London
Leadinfj American Makers of Photographic Lenses, Microscopes,
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Perfect Reel Dissolving Accomplished With

New "Martin" A. C. to D.C. Rotary Converter

Durable
Efficient
Economical

Less Wiring
Perfect Control
Synchronous

The voltage of the '"Martin" polyphase converter is maintained
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that
startingthe
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makingofcurrent
dissolving
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a direct
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NORTHWESTERN
ELECTRIC COMPANY
South Hoyne Ave. and Tilden St.,
Chicago, 111.

Interesting features about this illustration are the film
gate, hinged at the top; the automatic shutter handle extending through the gate permitting shutter to be raised
to allow framing of picture when threading; film tension
shoes in two sets, upper and lower, made of solid blocks of
steel with springs protected from heat of spot; asbestos
combination heat plate on outer side of gate to absorb
heat from overlapping rays of light; eccentric bushing
adjustable without removing any part of projector; catch
for gate lock arranged with large finger hook for convenience; framer handle operates horizontally and is easily
reached from either side of machine; speed control handle
can be operated from both sides of machine; intermittent
sprocket remains same distance from film track regardless
of position of framer; film track shoes attached with screws;
light tunnel protects film against any possibility of reaching light rays between aperture and lens; window in lens
barrel for viewing film or aperture
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PROJECTING
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FOTOPLAYER

THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO.
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
1600 Broadway
64 E. Jackson Blvd.
109 Golden Gate Ave.

Number 26

Photoplay
STUCKEY

Every

A series of Fotoplayer installations in various types of American motion picture theatres.
the difference in screen whitenesses
The photographs above represent four theatres of
different seating capacity, different shape and different
type and they show how Fotoplayers were installed in
each to suit the individual requirements of the house.
These should prove interesting to theatre owners who
are in quandary now as to whether they could install
their music this or that way and get away with it
Certainly the theatre types shown above are varied
enough to give a good idea of average theatres of today. Also they prove that instead of bulking up in
front of the screen and making an ugly appearance the
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House

Compare also, as you study the photos,

Fotoplayers have been installed so as to add to the appearance of the picture opening.
You
A

Can
Real

Convert
Organ

Your
With

Piano

Into

the New

Coburn Gem Picture Player
Can be attached to your piano. Will
produce perfect organ effects. Easy
to play. Inexpensive. Ideal for Small
Houses.
IDEAL FOR THE THEATRE WHICH WANTS BETTER
MUSIC WITHOUT HEAVY EXPENSE
COBURN ORGAN COMPANY
220 No. Washtenaw St., Chicago, 111.
Photoplay Music Specialists
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THERE
IS no "joker " in the selection of a
Cremona (3rchcstra-Organ. No trained pipe
ort^anist at a tancy salary is necessary. Any girl or
man, after simple instructions, can operate the Cremona with most enchanting results.
But even more interesting, perhaps, to the average exhibitor
is the fact that organ and orchestra music is available without
the services of any operator. This is an assurance easily appreciated where the house personnel overhead is limited.
Features not obtainable in any other instrument are built
into the Cremona. It cannot be excelled for manual operation.
The double roll system permits using cue sheets player roll
with operator or by solo organ roll without operator. The
double roll system permits using cue sheets and instant change
from one to the other.
Recent features, even more firmly estalDlishing superiority,
have been developed. Every exhibitor not wholly satisfied
■>vith the anneal his music has, should investigate the Cremona
Orchestra-Organ.

CTkeaire

Orchestra^
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NEWS

New Theatres — Changes in Ownership —
Theatres
for Sale — Theatres Wanted
Live
New

Opportunities

Theatres

AiEVV YORK, N. Y Sketches have been
prepared
by Architect
De Rosa,for110a
West Fortieth
Street,Eug'ene
New York,
$300,000
officeandbuilding
to be
erected attheatre
Willis and
Avenue
138th Street
by
Stursberg
Realty
Company,
45
East
Seventeeth Street.
.\EW YORK, N. Y Architect Eugene De
Rosa has let general contract for theatre
at Brown Place and 138th Street to Stanold
Company,tractor507
Fifth bids
Avenue.
General conwill take
on sub-contracts.
Building will cost $500,000.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. — Thomas W. Lamb,
architect, 644 Eighth Avenue, New York, is
taking bids on theatre to be erected on
DeKalb tion.Avenue
by the
Goklfleetstories
CorporaBuilding will
be twenty
and
cost $1,500,000.
HUnSOK FALLS, N. Y Kingsbury Construction Company, Hudson Falls, N. Y..
has received contract for $45,000 theatre to
be built by Cohoes Amusement Company.
Architectssurance
"are
Wetmore
and N.Crandall,
InBuilding,
Glen Falls,
Y.
LIVINGSTON MANOR. N. Y J. B. Cummings has been awarded contract for twostory
theatre
office building by Fontana and
Sons, and
owners.
GARDNER, MASS. — Town of Gardner will
build memorial
hall costing
$350,000,
between Pleasant Street
and Connors
Street.
Penn Varney, 25 Exchange Street. Lynn,
Mass., is architect.
SHELTON,
CONN Plans
have been
drp.wn bv Architects Brown and Von Beren,
185 Church Street, New Haven, Conn., for
theatre and postoffice, to be erected by
Irving Peck.
ATLANTIC CITY. N. .J. — Central Theatre
Companvlantic
willAvenue.
remodel
theatre
AtArchitect
L. atR. 2426
Barber,
Guarantee Trust Building, and S. W. Ford,
jiianager.contract.
on premises, are talcin.g- bids on
general
WILDWOOD, N. J. — General contract for
two-story theatre to be erected by the
Wildwood Realty Company has been let by
Architects Magaziner and Eberhard, 603
Chestnut
Philadelphia,
Pa., to William Bond,Street,
Wildwood,
N. J.
PHILADELPHIA, PA — Point Breeze Theatre Company, owner, care Daniel Bador,
5410 Chester
Avenue,
is taking
on sep-at
arate contracts
for theatre
to bebidserected

Begin Right with the
New Theatre
Invest $10.00 in a Simplified
System of Accounting for
Motion Picture Exhibitors
Will save you many a dollar
and many a tough worry
Published by
Exhibitors Trade Review
Knickerbocker Bldg., 152 W. 42d St.
New York City

1638 Point Breeze Avenue. Charles Schaef,
2203 South Twenty-fourth Street, is architect.
CINCINNATI, OHIO. — Architects Harry
Hake and Dan Kruck, Telephone Building,
have started preparing plans for Masonic
Temple costing $1,500,000, to be erected at
Sycamore and Broadway Streets by the
Cincinnati Masonic Temple Company, 4171
Broadwav.
HENDERSON,
KY Henderson Theatre
Company, through Architect E. S. Trimble,
121 Green Street, have let general contract
for $250,000 theatre to E. S. Trimble, Henderson.
MICHIGAN CITY, IND Masonic Temple
Association will take bids in June, through
Architects Nicol, Scholer and Hoffman, Ross
Building, LaFayette, Ind., for temple to be
erected on Sixth and Pine Streets, costing
$100,000.
WHITING, IND Architects Shattuck and
Layer, 19 South La Salle Street, Chicago,
111., are taking bids on $750,000 community
house, to be erected at Short and Clark
Streets by the Community Service Board of
Directors of Whiting, Mayor W. E. Schrage,
chairman.
MANITOWOC, WIS. — Manitowoc Aeria of
Eagles, Otto Senglaub, secretary, will build
a $75,000ingtontheatre
and clubNinth
house and
on WashStreet, between
Tenth
Streets. Architect is William Raeuber,
Teitman Building. Edward R. Herman is
superintendent in charge of building.
GREENBIJSH, WIS Architect J. E. Hennen.
Fond and
du Lac,
Wis., hasto rejected
all bids
on hall
auditorium
be erected
by
Gustav Hoehun.
LANCASTER, WIS City of Lancaster,
Henry Henkel,
chairmancontract
of building
committee, has let general
for theatre
and municipal building to L. S. Wagner,
Monroe.
Madison, Wis.
AVis. Architect is Claude M. Stark,
OELWEIN, IOWA Brownell and Luthmer, owners, through Architect Ed. N.
Tourtellet, have let contract to J. H. Stahl
for two-storv theatre costing $50,000.
KANSAS
CITY.
MO Architect Victor
DeFoe, 1125 Scarritt Building, is drawing
plans
for
one-story
by Max Eichenberg. theatre to be erected
INDEPENDENCE,
KAN G. H. Kreinhagen,
citv clerk,
000 convention
hall istotaking
be builtbidsby onthe $250,City
of Independence. Architects are Rudolph
and
Meier,
203
Lincoln
Building,
St.
Joseph,
Mo.
SALINA,
KAN General
contract for
Masonic Temple costing $750,000 has been
awarded to Eberhardt Construction Company, Salina, Architect.
Kan., by the
Masonic
Temple
Association.
William
T. Schmidt.
1684 West Tenth Street.
PARSONS, KAN. — Peterson Construction
Company,
Salina, Kan.,
have been and
awarded
general contract
for auditorium
City
Hall, costing $140,000, to be erected by the
city of Parsons. Architects T. W. Williamsoning,andTopelva,
Sons, Kan.
Central National Bank BuildRACINE,
WIS Fred Platte will start
construction May 15 of a store and theatre
building to cost $100,000, to be completed
August 1.
OSHKOSH. NEB A motion picture house
to cost $10,000 is planned by O. M. Shore.
FORSYTHE, MONT A. C. Wolke, forMinn., will become associated merly
in a of Pierz,
new theatre.
COUNCIL
BLUFFS,
IOWA Bids were
called for May 10 for a new theatre at 321
West atre
Broadway
Companv. by the Council Bluffs TheW. VA M. A. Abrahamsen
willBRAMWELL,
build.
CLAREMONT,
ning ne-iv theater. FLA J. D. Jones is plan-
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GIBSON
CITY, ILL Alford Phillips is
building 700-seat theatre.
HOUSTON,
TEX The Rialto recently
opened its doors to capacity audiences.
POUGIIKEEPSIE, N. Y. — Maxwell Corkale is contemplating erecting a 600-seat
theatre.
CANTON,
OHIO The Kessler Theatre
Company
will spend about $20,000 improving the Alhambra.
UTICA, N. Y W. H. Linton will build
1300-seat
house on site now occupied by
the
Hippodrome.
Changes
NORWALK, CONN. — The Regent has
been sold to the Regent Theater Company
by SALPULPA,
its owner. OKLA Mrs. Arthur has repurchased the St. Dennis.
hasBRISTOW,
leased the OKLA.
Star. — Miss Bessie Roaxh
RICE LAKE, WIS. — The Majestic has
been purchased by G. E. Miner.
INDEPENDENCE,
KAN Weaver and
Southwick are new owners of the Quality.
OMAHA,
NEB. — TheandGem
has been purchased by Anderson
Wethers.
HEBRON,
IOWA.
—
E.
J.
Grey is now
owner of the Majestic.
ELK the
CITY,
KAN. — J. J. Murray has
bought
Strand.
ROYALTON, MINN William Gilmer ha.-^
purchased
& Noggle. the Palace Theatre from Rhoda
HEBRON, NEB — Earl Grav. formerly of
Parkson,
S. D.,
has bought the Majestic
from Addams
& Ricord.
BRAYTON^ IOWA The Princess Theatre
has beenBrothers.
purchased by William Fries from
Jensen
GENEVA, NEB Albert Beams has taken
over
the management
his brother,
D. K. Beams.of the Grand from
Fires
ILL. — and
The destroyed
Wilsonville
wasDORCHESTER,
struck by lightning
by
fire.
New

Firms

NEW YORK The Hudson Productions
Co., $20,000, Lee Morrison, H. L. Cort, D. L.
Schneer, New York City; The Love Nest,
Inc., $10,000, Nicholas Toce, J. H. Markus,
Gertrude
Markus, New
York;SamWalter
Picture Corporation,
$35,000,
Roseman,
.losephine McKenna, Frank Martin, New
York City; Forum Construction Corporation,
$1,000, A. Johnston, I. G. Ornstein, Russell
Goldman, New York City; Criterion Operating Corporation, $1,000; Samuel Weinberger,
Zelda Seidel. H. A. Rosenfeld, New York.
NEW YORK. — Newcome, Inc., $20,000,
Joseph E. Shea, Alibel Corey, Sylvia
Schwartzman, New York; Criterion Operating Corporation, $1,000, Samuel Weinberger,
Zelda Seidel, H. A. Rosenfeld. New York;
Arax Amusement Co., $50,000. Kerekin
Vartanian, George W. Eisenhart, S. Mack
Smith, Binghamton; Blanding Sloan, Inc.,
$10,000, Blanding Sloan, S. S. Schwartz,
Millia Davenport, ■ New York City.

DEPARTMENT
AD
FIED
CLASSISafes
For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted^ 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.
SLIDES
LET LEON MAKE YOUR SUDES
Fair
work Write
right, right
n'everythins.
testingprices,
slide free.
now. Sam Focus
Leon,
Slidemaker, 207 W. 48th St., New York.
POSITIONS WANTED
Experienced organist desires location. Unusual
library. Special attention to cueing. Competent in every way. Box A-30, Exhibitors Trade
Review.
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Cameraman's
Covering
Who's Who

the

World

With the International News and What
Their Stars Have Done

A LL parts of .the world are covered by the extensive organizaj\- tion of the International Newsreel Corporation. At the
head of this news picture gathering system is Edgar B. Hatrick, still a very young man despite the fact that he was one of
the premiers in the news reel game. Under Hatrick, as general
manager, is a competent staff of editors and cameramen. From
his office at 226 William Street, New York City, Ha,trick directs
the work of his organization everywhere. Nothing of national
or international importance may happen anywhere without
Hatrick knowing about it. Then the wheels begin to grind and
shortly the International is showing the pictures on the screens
of thousands of theatres.
M. D. Clofine is editor of the International. Under his direction the thousands upon thousands of feet of negative pouring in
almost daily to the International's laboratories are assembled
into the semi-weekly reels that are printed for distribution to
clients through the exchanges of the Universal Film Manufacturing Co. Clofine's offices are at the laboratory at Fort Lee,
N. J., where a staff works with him, including an experienced
negative cutter.
In charge of the news gathering end are S. H. MacKean, associate editor, and Walter Bredin, assistant to the editor. It is
their duty to follow the news developments of the day and to
see that an International cameraman is always on the job when
something happens. Hatrick, Clofine, MacKean and Bredin are
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Department
all former newspapermec of extensive experience as well as
trained
"picture
European
newsmen."*
is gathered for International by two staff
cameramen, supplemented by special services from local news
gathering organizations in England, France and Germany.
Ariel Varges, International staff man in Europe, enjoys the
most general experience of any photographer. He saw more
of the European war than any cameraman or war correspondent.
When the World War broke in 1914 Varges was in Mexico
with Pancho Villa. He was recalled and sailed for England
the second month of the war. He went to France with the
British, worked with the French and Belgian armies and then
proceeded to the Balkans. He joined the British at Salonica and
then the Serbian army.
Varges photographed the first battles of Belgrade, took part
in the retreat of the Serbian army and government from Belgrade to Nish, and later photographed the disastrous retreat
from Nish to Salonica, in which thousands died from the dread
typhus. He rejoined the British at Salonica and worked throughout the Balkans until America entered the war. Unable to return and join American forces, he entered the British army and
was commissioned a captain. After the war he again became a
member of the staff of the International and was the first
cameraman to make pictures in Berlin after the signing of the
armistice. More recently he was the first cameraman to enter
Bolshevik Russia and besides supplying International with remarkable and exclusive "movies" of conditions in that unfortunate country, made the first pictures of Lenine and Trotsky.
Eddie Getlin, also an International staff man in Europe, joined
Hatrick's staff at the end of the war, through which he had
served as a member of the Photographic Section, U. S. Signal
Corps.

In the large upper photo are, left to right: C. B. Stratton, auditor; George Dougherty, S. H. McKean, associate editor; Edgar B.
Hatrick, general manager; Eugene Boyd and M. D. Clofine, editor. In the upper circle, Edgar Hatrick. Lower circle, Ariel Varges,
with Leon Trotsky, the Russian terror; the large lower photo shows the go-getters and their boxes. Many of these boys are
graduates of the daily newspaper office
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Other staff men of International operating from the New
York office besides Whipple,
Hearfield and Bockhorst are
Carl Wallen, Herman Stockhoflf,
Rody Green and Jerry Fraenkel.
Wallen is a thoroughly experienced news photographer. He
has traveled all over the world
for the International, and was
the first and only motion picture
photographer to make a posed
picture of the Sultan of Turkey.
The Sultan, incidentally, was so
pleased with Wallen that he decorated him with the Order of
Fine Arts. Wallen spent much
time in Egypt, Syria, Armenia,
Jerusalem and the Russian Caucasus for International. He is
a "native son" of California and
Carl Wallen
a former newspaper man.
Herman Stockhoff gained his
first experience as a news photographer on New York newspapers. He joined the International when that organization
started. He is a technical expert in photography and photographic apparatus. His years
with International have been
spent in filming events in all of
the out-of-the-way corners of
the earth. Rody Green came to
International from the U. S.
Army Signal Corps, and Fraenkel is an experienced newspaper
"still" photographer, who recamera. cently adopted the "movie"
J. C. Brown is the Washington
staff cameraman for International. He is on speaking terms
with more notables than any other photographer in the game, exHerman Stockhoff
cept "Dick" Sears, who "covers"New
England for International.
Sears is so well knowTi in Boston
that it takes him an hour to cross
the Common — just stopping and
saying "hello" to all the New
England notables he meets.
Otto Stollberg represents International at San Francisco, and
has for years. Roy Kluver turns
the crank in Los Angeles and
Norman Alley in Chicago.
There are many other cameramen working for International —
not all so well known as the foregoing. They are scattered all
over the country and are "shooting" every day. According to
Hatrick they get results and International isalways first.

Us What

You

Want

Filmed!

We Do the Rest, on Time and Right
Most Complete Laboratory in Ohio. Full Service Furnished from
Cameraman to Editor. Quality of Work Unsurpassed,
ALPHA MOTION PICTURE CO.
James L. Carlton, Pres.
Fred H. Wade, Vice-Pres.
Cleveland, Ohio
823 Prospect Avenue
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1,000,000 Feet Weekly
American Film Company has a film printing capacity of one
million feet a week. That is why we can so emphatically
promise the very best service.
And our film printing is better. Our highly-trained organization of experts are over-anxious to get the most out of your
negatives. That we do highly satisfactory work is proved
by the volume of our business.
Furthermore, our prices are right. Tell us your requirements. Let us make you a special price estimate.
We store your negatives free. Write us for full particulars.
IJevelopiiig
Printing
Tintingr
Toning
American 10 Points
Titling
Editing
1. QUALITY.
Prints known
for
brilliancy and elearneSB.
Expert
staff,
trained
by
.rears
of
exOrdinary
film Standard
reduced
perience, assures highest quality
to American
prints obtainable.
Safety size.
2. REPUTATION. Gained in 10
years of experience.
(Absolutehj fire-proof
3. RESPONSIBILITY.
A confilm underwriters)
passed by all fire
cern of strong financial standing.
4.
LOCATION.
In
the
proper
Laboratory Capacity
geographical location, assuring
One Million Feet Per
quick delivery anywhere.
Week.
5. EaUlPMENT.
All of the
most modern obtainable.
6. CLEANLINESS.
WithinAway
two
American
blocks of Lake Michigan.
Film Co., Inc.,
from dirt and dust.
7. SAFETY. Plant approved by
Laboratories
both city of Chicago and Board
6229 BROADWAY
of Fire Underwriters.
and ILL.
CHICAGO,
8. PROMPTNESS. Accustomed
to serve exacting requirements.
London, England
9. PRICES. Reasonable and comSamuel S. Hutchinson,
President.
petitive.
lO. GUARANTEES.
Write for
work.
our unique guarantee of quality

Simplex Sun-light Arc High Intensity Projection Lamp is a perfected
product, tested by severe practical
usage. It is sufficient to say that it's
"A Sun-Light Arc Product"
Sun-Light Arc Corporation
1600 Broadway, New York

(Concluded Next Week)

Rody Green
Show
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We buy, rent and sell motion picture and still cameras, lighting equipment,
home
projectors,
etc. York
QuickCi
turnovers. Small profits. Write — Seiden.
'»35 Eighth
Ave.. New
ty.
Motion
Picture
Cameras
sold andof exchanged.
lights for
sale and
and "Still"
for rent.
Keeprented,
us advised
your wants.Portable
Ruby
Cfunera Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.
CIIM EMATOGR
3SO

APMELR.

WRI^aLEY

BI_OG.

experience, responsibility and acknowledged superiority, point
better DEVELOPING
and PRINTING of your film.

the

way

Can you accept less than the best in the face of to-day's competition?
Telephone:
FILM MFG. CO.,
Wadsworth 3443-3444
416-24 West 216th St., New York

to
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Voice

How

LELAND
"THE RIGHT OF WAY."— This picture,
running for three days, without any extra
exploitation, did only a fair amount of
business. A Century comedy and a news
reel made up the program. "ANY
NIGHT," the last three days, failed to
please, and proved one of the most unattractive pictures booked in weeks, being
practically devoid of features. A Toonerville comedy and a news reel completed
the program.
STRAND

"ONE GLORIOUS DAY," Will Rogers
(Goldwyn). — While Will Rogers is no
great drawing card in this city, this picture did the usual business, and what is
more, pleased. "BOUGHT AND PAID
FOR," running
the last three days, attracted more attention.
PA.

STRAND
"THE RULING PASSION," George Arliss (United Artists). — Name of Arliss
proved big help in bringing this feature to
attention of public. Author also played
up in publicity. Brought in business in
satisfactory measure for week's run.
COLONIAL
"HAIL THE WOMAN," Florence Vidor
(Thomas H. Ince Production). — Run as
one feature of double program for week
with lin.
"Pay
starring Charles
ChapDoubleDay,"
bill excellent.
Both features
were enjoyed. Special advertising campaign to attract general public.
RIALTO
"THE WORLDLY MADONNA," Clara
Kimball Young. Made good impression all
week and was praised all over town. Declared unusual in plot, while settings and
costumes roused admiration. Never
flagged in interest.
ATLANTA,

Box

star has appeared since "The Miracle
Man." Drew well throughout the week,
and won high favor with press and public.

CLINTON SQUARE
"A FOOL'S PARADISE," Dorothy Dalton (Famous). — This picture, running for
the entire week, proved to be the biggest
moneymaker booked for the past six
months. Every performance found a waiting line, something rather unusual in this
city, and each day brought better business,
with the last day topping them all. A
Fox news completed the program.

ALLENTOWN,

the

REVIEW

the Latest Releases Are Being Received Throughout

ALBANY

MARK

of

TRADE

GA.

HOWARD
"THE GREEN TEMPTATION," Betty
Compson (Paramount). Patrons highly
pleased, declaring best subject in which

Short Subjects. — Selznick News and
Paramount scenic.
METROPOLITAN
"A DOLL'S HOUSE," Nazimova (United
Artists). Press comments highly favorable and more intellectual audiences
charmed. Rank and file did not like the
picture and business was below the average.Short Subjects. — Educational-Christie
comedy, "Rambling Romeo" and Kinograms.
CRITERION
"THE SILENT CALL," H. 0. Davis
Production (First National). Return engagement following phenomenal success
two months ago proved unusually succes'Siful registering business well above
average. Partly accounted for by exploitation campaign which preceded Metropolitan engagement.
"SHOULDER ARMS," Charles Chaplin
(First National). Revival of great comedy
success chalked up excellent business for
low pressure week.
Short Subjects. — Kinograms.
GRAND
FIRST HALF
"THE SILENT YEARS," Louis Gasnier
(R-C Pictures). Fair business and audiences apparently satisfied.
Short Subjects. — Fox News, Chester
Outing, and Universal Star Comedy.
LAST HALF
"SPITFIRE." Two - reeler featuring
Texas Guinan who also made personal appearance. Went over great.
"GO GET HIM," William Fairbanks
(State Rights). Western thriller that
patrons welcomed with enthusiasm.
Short Subjects. — Fox News, Goldwyn
Sport Pictorial, Star Comedy, "Society
Sailors," and Mutt and Jeff Cartoon.
RIALTO
"FOOLISH WIVES," Erich von Stroheim (Universal). Extended run, second
week not up to first, but quite satisfactory from box office standpoint, though
patrons are not favorable in their comments.
STRAND
"TWO KINDS OF WOMEN," Pauline
Frederick (R-C Pictures). The Strand is
right in its element with this western
story where riding is a virtue and twogun men heroes. It got away to a good
start and ran along nicely all week.
Short Subjects. — Larry Semon in "The
Exploitation.
— Corking good lobby disSawmill."
play showing life-size cut-outs of Miss
Frederick — on one side in western riding
togs; on the other, in a Fifth Avenue
model evening gown.
TUDOR
MONDAY and TUESDAY
"SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT,"
Cecil B. Demille (Paramount). Return

1925

Office

the Country

engagement and a very successful one.
Short
Subjects. — International News;
Star
Comedy.
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
"PLAYTHINGS OF DESTINY," Anita
Stewart (First National).
Above the
average business — and pleased.
Short Subjects. — "Spiking the Spooks."
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
"MOONSHINE"
(Enterprise). With
clever lines to intrigue passersby and exploit the forbidden beverage business drew
Short Subjects. — International News.
good.

BETHLEHEM,

PA.

LORENZ

"FOOLISH WIVES," Eric Von Stroheim
(Universal- Jewel). — Unusual success, with
business steady for week's run. Bound to
make an audience sit up and watch closely.
Moneymaker for exhibitors.
LEHIGH ORPHEUM
"THE ROOF TREE," William Russell
(William Fox). — Brought audiences in
with interest and dismissed them with
warmed hearts. Good attraction, well
worth screening.
KURTZ
"BEAUTY'S WORTH," Marion Davies
(Cosmopolitan-Paramount). — Little exploitation required with this feature.
Name good drawing card. Pulled well
and made excellent showing.
BUFFALO
SHEA'S HIPPODROME
"BEYOND THE ROCKS," Gloria Swanson (Paramount). — Business was so good
on this one, management decided to hold
it all week.
The picture was given a fine
musical
setting.
Exploitation. — ^Large advertising space
in newspapers. Big electric display on
marque.
Window cards. Billboards.
Lobby display.
Short Subjects.— Al St. John in "The
Studio Rube," Hippodrome Review and
Pathe hand-colored scenic.
LOEWS STATE
"WITHOUT FEAR," Pearl White
(Fox). — Business held up exceptionally
well, considering the fine weather.
Exploitation. — Advertising in the newspapers, lobby and electric display and window cards.
Short Subjects. — "Hocus-Pocus," Christie comedy; Mutt & Jeff, scenic, and Pathe
News.
LAFAYETTE SQUARE
"A DOLL'S HOUSE," Nazimova (United
Artists). — Business continues capacity for
which C Sharp Minor deserves most of the
credit. The picture went over well.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
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window cards, lobby and electric display.
Short Subjects. — "Snub" Pollard comedy and Fox News.
MARK-STRAND
"THE PRODIGAL JUDGE," Maclyn Arbuckle (Vitagraph). — This was a fine picture, but business was a trifle off.
Explaitation. — Newspapers, lobby display and window cards.
Short Subjects. — "Toonerville Trolley,"
Kinograms and Screen Snapshots.
CRITERION
"THE HEART OF AFRICA," Lady
Mackenzie. — These films were moved to
this house for a second week run, which
was fairly successful.
PALACE
"MAN TO MAN," Harry Carey (Universal).— Attracted good business for the
first half of the week.
SHEA'S NORTH PARK
"BEYOND THE ROCKS," Gloria Swanson (Paramount). — ^The capacity of this
house was taxed for the run of this feature, and it went over big for four days.
"A VIRGIN'S SACRIFICE," Corinne
Griffith (Vitagraph).— Last half of the
week. Very timely for warm weather
showing. Business was fair.

TRADE

italizing on the fact that the picture was
first withheld from the screen by the State
Board of Censors and then passed. This
created a great deal of word of mouth advertising as well as a desire to see such a
picture as would ibe withheld from public
exhibition. An effective prologue was
staged in connection with the production
entitled "In the Harem of the Sheik."
ALLEN
"THE SHEIK'S WIFE," Marcel Vibert
and Emmy Lynn (Vitagraph). — Good business.
Exploitation. — Splendid lobby display
and advance newspaper publicity, directing attention to the fact that the picture
was made in Arabia and with a native
cast.
Management staged a brilliant prologue
in connection with the picture amid scenes
by Zimmerer that were the best this artist
has ever painted.
MALL AND PARK
"THE LANE THAT HAD NO TURNAgnes feature
Ayres was
(Paramount).
Fair
business.ING,"This
augmented— with
the Christie
comedy
Feet,"
picture
received
more "Cold
comment
thanwhich
the
feature itself.
Short Subjects. — Fox News and Topics
of the Day. Marion Davies in "'Beauty's
Worth" showed at these two theatres the
last half of the week.

CHICAGO

STILLMAN

ROOSEVELT

"SMILIN' THROUGH," Norma Talmadge (First National). — Finished a second successful week and will run for another week at least.

"WHEN ROMANCE RIDES," Claire
Adams (Goldwyn). — Not as thrilling as
might be expected, but well acted and beautifully staged. Unseasonably hot weather
during the past week hurt business very
materially.
RANDOLPH
"REPORTED MISSING," Owen Moore
(Selznick). — A delightful comedy that
every patron thoroughly enjoyed. The
picture "pulled" very well.
CHICAGO
"BEYOND THE ROCKS," Gloria Swanson (Paramount). — Beautiful in scenery
but disappointing in story. The popularity
of the players held up the patronage.
ZIEGFELD
"LADY GODIVA" (Pathe).— An English production beautifully staged, but
seemingly posed rather than acted. Business was not up to expectations.
BARBEE
"WOMAN, WAKE UP!" Florence Vidor
(Associated Exhibitors). — A pleasing comedy-drama delightfully presented. Business
was disappointing.
ADAMS
"THE ORDEAL," Agnes Ayres (Paramount).— A dramatic production well
staged and capably acted by a strong cast.
Patronage was not what the picture deserved.
CLEVELAND
STATE
"ONE ARABIAN NIGHT," Pola Negri
(First National). — Good business.
Exploitation. — Advance
publicity, cap-

STANDARD
"A WONDERFUL WIFE," Miss duPont (Universal). — Fair business. Small
advance publicity was given this attraction.
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LIBERTY
"THE ISLE OF ZORDA," Special Cast
(Pathe). — A fair week's attendance with
this
due, perhaps, to beginning of
warm one,
weather.
Short
— "Aesop's
Fables,"
edy, andSubjects.
Pathe News,
Current
Events.comExploitation. — Three large sketch drawings, "The Lure of the Orient," the "Real
Montefeatured
Carlo" inand
the newspaper
"Slave Market,"
were
Sunday
space.
The name of Jules Verne also played up.
Also billboard and lobby display space.
DORIC
"PARTED CURTAINS," Mary Alden
and Henry Walthall (Warner Bros.). — As
a drawing card this one was a disappointment. Stars not well known here.
Short Subjects. — International News.
Exploitation. — Most of exploitation was
on Eugene Dennis, Kansas psychic wonder,
who was booked as special attraction. Only
usual announcement of the picture.
NEWMAN
"BEYOND THE ROCKS," Gloria Swanson (Paramount). — Did a good business for
a week's run. Star is a great favorite here.
Short Subjects. — "A Rolling Stone,"
Lloyd Hamilton, comedy, and Newman
News and Views, Current Events.
Exploitation. — Elinor Glyn, the author,
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and the lavish settings of the production
played up to great extent in newspaper,
lobby display and billboard space.
ROYAL

"THE GREEN TEMPTATION," Betty
Compson (Paramount). — Star is a good bet
for a box-office attraction here. The picture went over good for a week.
Short Subjects. — Royal Screen Magazine.
Exploitation. — Aside from the space accorded to playing up of variances of
scenes, most billboard, lobby display and
newspaper space was devoted to cuts,
drawings and the name of Betty Compson.
TWELFTH

STREET

"THE THREE MUSKETEERS," Douglas Fainbanks (United Artists). — The picture had a two weeks' run on its first booking here. Return engagement only fair.
Short Subjects. — Screen Magazine.
Exploitation. — The past reputation of
the picture and its merits were dealt with
principally in billboard, newspaper and
lobby display space.

LOS

ANGELES

"THE SILENT
CALL," special cast
MILLER'S
(First National).
In the 14th week and
reported the last 7 days and over 800 performances. Apicture of this kind is the
exception rather than the rule. It is really
something different. Manager Miller has
been compelled to cancel other bookings
in order to satisfy the public demand in
the showing of this feature. As it has already been reported in this trade paper.
Manager Miller booked this film primarily
for three weeks' run.
Short Subjects. — "School Days" and
Organ solo.
CALIFORNIA
"THE RULING PASSION," George
Arliss (United Artists). Ran one week
and is reported as 'one of the best pictures
booked in months. The picture played to
an excellent box office. Was given very
good news space in the dailies. Long
lines waited at every evening show.
Short Subjects. — Carli D. Elinor's popular daily concert, William Tell, Anita's
Dance, Old Songs in Medley — Bruce Wilderness Tales "And Women Must Weep" —
Cal. Topical Review and Magazine —
Topics of the Day.
TALLY'S BROADWAY
"THE NIGHT ROSE," Lon Chaney.
Jess Robbins Prod. Under usual weekly
advertising and no exploitation. Fair
business.
Short
Subjects. — "The Rain Maker,"
Ham
Hamilton.
LOEW STATE
"FASCINATION," Mae Murray (Metro.) Will hold over for second week.
Lines at every performance.
Exploitation. — 35 window tie-ups, 22
drug store windows
with "Fascination"
advertising
toilet articles;
across from
theatre on busiest corner in Los Angeles
exact reproduction of one scene in window
display. No billboards.
MISSION
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Gish
Sisters (D. W. Griffith). In the fifth
week and playing to excellent box office.
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After the second week, advertising cut to
usual weekly display.
Short Subjects. — De Mandil conducting,
"Samson and Delilah," "Time After
Time" and "The Storm."
CLUNE'S BROADWAY
"THE ISLE OF ZORDA" (Pathe)
played to excellent box office. Special advertising but no exploitation.
Short Subjects. — Kinograms, Klu Klux
Klan, Organ solo.
KmEMA
"SMILIN' THROUGH," Norma Talmadge (First National). Very good business. Special amount of advertising used
but no extra billboards.
ALHAMBRA
"CARDIGAN," all star (American
Photoplay). The critics gave it a luke
warm write-up and said it failed to hit the
high mark that was expected. The local
American Legion Posts sent out announcements to all its members to support it
but it hardly weathered a six days' run.
SYMPHONY
"IRON TO GOLD," Dustin Famum
(Fox). Fair business. Usual advertising
used, with no exploitation. Los Angeles
is not an exploitation town. There is very
little "blatant glare of trumpets" and
only "the best goods" gets much of a look
in; the Los Angeles public are keen
censors, we need and have no "Snow Committee."
SVPERBA
"THE MAN UNDER COVER," Herbert
Rawlinson (Universal). Very good business. With usual weekly advertising and
no exploitation. The Los Angeles record
ran a teaser in large type over the heading of the paper for two weeks previous
to the showing.
GRAV MAN'S
"BEAUTY'S WORTH," Marion Davies
(Paramount). Excellent business. Only
average advertising used and no exploitation. A prologue of the Los Angeles
horse show was a fine attraction. Grauman had eight of the horses from the
show in a very clever skit.
RIALTO
THE ROCKS,"
son"BEYOND
(Paramount).
In the Gloria
second Swanweek
and doing excellent business. The picture was put on cold and has builded
daily. It has created a great deal of
noise in Los Angeles. The newspaper
critics are all endorsing it. It is expected
it will run for at least four weeks.
MILWAUKEE
ALHAMBRA
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Lillian
and Dorothy Gish (D. W. Griffith). Picture held over for a second week. Newspaper criticisms very favorable and special feature stories in all local papers.
Exploitation. — Advertising in newspapers, street car posters, billboards and
lobby.
BUTTERFLY
"THE SHEIK'S WIFE" (Vitagraph).
Ran four days, and "Conceit," all star
(Selznick) put on in its place. "Sheik's
Wife" disliked by patrons, while "Conceit" received favorable mention from
moving picture critics.
Short Subjects. — Toonerville Trolley and
Fox news reel.
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GARDEN
"BACHELOR DADDY," Thomas
Meighancisms(Paramount).
overflowed with Newspaper
enthusiasm, critiand
the audiences were completely captivated
by the film.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
ing.
street car posters and billboard advertisShort Subjects. — A Christy comedy, "A
Modern
Romeo,"
Literary
Digestreels.
and
Educational
films and
Pathe news
MERRILL
"WHEN ROMANCE RIDES," Claire
Adams (Goldwyn). Good business. Audiences like it very much.
Exploitation. — Lobby display, newspaper advertising.
Short Subjects. — Fifth Round of "Leather Pushers," International news reels and
Tony Sarg's Almanac.
SAXE'S RIALTO
"BLIND HEARTS," Hobart Bosworth
(Associated Producers). Good business.
Short Subjects. — Two act Sunshine
comedy, Selznick news reels and fashion
hints.
SAXE'S STRAND
"SISTERS," Seena Owen (Cosmopolitan). Local moving picture critics praised
it, but found fault with the film version
of the end of the story. Audiences liked
the picture., however.
Exploitation. — Lobby display, newspaper
advertising, street car posters and window card displays.
Short Subjects. — Baby Peggy comedy,
The Little Rascal; First National Kinograms and Educational news reels.
MINNEAPOLIS
STATE
"THE FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE
APOCALYPSE," Rodolph Valentino
(Metro). — ^Picture played a return at the
State, after a long and successful run at
the Lyric a few months ago. There were
long lines of crowds waiting daily to see
the picture and practically capacity business was done throughout the week.
Exploitation. — Liberal newspaper space
was used.
andShort
newsSubjects.
reels. — Pallma's Band Supreme
BLUE

MOUSE

"IDLE HANDS," George Arliss (United
Artists). — Attendance was good. The
picture pleased.
Exploitation. — The usual amount of
newspaper display space was used. In addition, a specially decorated automobile,
bearing large signs, traversed the downtovra loop district during the week.
Short Subjects. — Harold Lloyd in "Look
Out Below," news reels and a special musical program.
NEW
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STRAND

"ISLAND WiIVES," Corinne Griffith
(Vitagraph). — Fair picture. Attendance
was up to the usual standard.
Short Subjects.— Round Three of "THE
LEATHER PUSHERS," news reels and a
Mack Sennett comedy.
NEW GARRICK
"WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY
TONIGHT?" Cullen Landis (Equity).—
Crowds were especially large at performances during early part of week and held
up well throughout the showing of the
picture.

Short Subjects. — Sunshine comedy and
news reels.
NEW ASTER
"WILD HONEY," Priscilla Dean (Universal).— Picture drew large crowds.
Audiences were well pleased.
Exploitation. — In addition to substantial
newspaper copy, the theatre lobby was
decorated with bee hives and other material symbolic of the name of the picture.
Short
news
reel. Subjects. — Gaiety comedy and
METROPOLITAN
"THE POWER WITHIN," William H.
Tooker (Pathe). — Did a fair business.
This is a legitimate house and took a
week's
flyer ofat one
pictures
of the
cancellation
of its 'because
attractions.
Short Subjects. — Lloyd comedy, Pathe
Review and a soloist.
OKLAHOMA

CITY

CRITERION
"THE CUP OF LIFE," Niles Welch
(Associated Producers). A fine picture,
well executed, good photography, splendid
business with large audiences, well
pleased.
Short Subjects. — Buster Keaton in
"Convict No. 13."
International News.
EMPRESS
"GYPSY PASSION," Madame Catriel
Re janetures(Vitagraph).
OneEmpress.
of the bestLarge
picever shown at the
crowds were delighted, as the picture
pleased and took well.
Short Subjects. — Educational comedy,
Pathe news.
"THE GRIM COMEDIAN," special cast
(Goldwyn). The picture enjoyed pleased
good business.
CAPITOL
"BEYOND THE ROCKS," Gloria Swanson (Paramount). Went over big and
pleased a big business.
Short Subjects. — Al St. John in "Cleaning Up." Kinograms,
Capitol news.
RIALTO
"THE WAY OF A WOMAN," Norma
Talmadge (First National). Fine picture
and large pleased business.
Short Subjects.
Semon in "The
Show."
Fox news— Larry
and views.
BROADWAY
"VIRTUOUS MEN," E. K. Lincoln
(S. L. Pictures). Enjoyed good patronage and pleased the audiences.
"THE FACE OF THE WORLD," Barbara Bedford (Hodkinson). This picture
was well received and enjoyed fine business
NEW FOLLY
"MRS.
LEFFINGWELL'S
BOOTS,"
Constance
Talmadge
(Select). Constance
Talmadge's name one of the best drawing
cards here. The picture pleased a large
business.
Short Selznick
Subjects.—
Harold Lloyd in "The
Goat."
news.
MAJESTIC
"THE BIG RANGER," Elmo Lincoln
(Universal). Fine business prevailed.
PHILADELPHIA
STANLEY
"THE GOOD PROVIDER," Vera Gordon (Paramount). Picture played to very
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good business all week. It was advertised as a story far greater than Humoresque, and drew good crowds on that
score. It was well liked because of its
unusual heart appeal.
Short Subjects. — Krazy Kat Cartoon,
"Felix Makes Good." "Inauguration of
President
and Fox
News
Reels McKinley,"
and Topics ofPathe
the Day.
STANTON
"GRAND LARCENY," Elliott Dexter
(Goldwyn). Although picture was well
exploited it did not draw satisfactory
houses. It was thoroughly liked from
entertainment standpoint.
Short Subjects. — "Special Delivery," Al
St. John scenic "Nippon."
KARLTON
"THE GRIM COMEDIAN," Jack Holt
(Goldwyn). Fair houses early part of
week, with improvement last three days.
Picture was liked because of its popular
appeal.
"Inauguration of President McKinley,"
sport
"Hook,
Pathe review,
News, and
SmilesLine
No. and
6. Sinker,"
ARCADIA
"TOO MUCH WIFE," Wanda Hawley
(Realart). Good business. Star is gaining prestige in Philadelphia, and story
was well exploited with satisfying results.
Pleased high class audiences.
Short Subjects. — "The Resident PaSherlock
Pathe News and
Movie tient"—Chats
No. Holmes,
13.

REVIEW

MILES
"THE WAY OF A MAID," Elaine Hammerstein (Selznick). — Play was well received. Enjoyed good business. Nothing
tory.
in the way of a world beater but satisfacPOLI
"THE SINGLE TRACK," Corinne Griffith (Vitagraph). — Medium hit, making
good impression but not arousing much enthusiasm.
SEATTLE,
BLUE

WASH.

MOUSE

"ARABIAN LOVE," John Gilbert
(Fox). Large patronage all week.
Exploitation. — Newspaper advertising,
billboards, window cards and lobby display.
Short Subjects — "Special Delivery"
comedy with Al St. John.
LIBERTY
"BELLE OF ALASKA," Jane
(American). Many scenes of
waterfront; holds appeal for fans
pheric prologue.
"THE PALE FACE," Buster
(First National). Double header

Novak
Seattle
atmosKeaton
proving

popular.
Exploitation. — Big newspaper advertising, window and lobby cards, billboards.
Short Subjects. — Liberty News, a review of interesting subjects.
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at each performance, the attendance at
the downtown Capitol house. A good
amount of advertising was put out before
showing of attraction, in newspapers, bill
boards and cards.
MISSOURI
"THE GOOD PROVIDER," Vera Gordon and Dore Davidson (Paramount)^
The local papers gave this picture a
wonderful review and all week the house
held very good attendance during its runShortcomedy.
Subjects. — News and Views and
short
Exploitation. —
played up large
big space that
"Humoresque."
picture also.
FOX

Vera Gordon's
and mention
she was the
Advance copy

name was
was given
mother in
was run on

LIBERTY

"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Gish
Sisters (D. W. Griffith). Third week here
and continues to draw large crowds. This
picture has broken all attendance records
for this house and has played longer in
one house than any other picture released
in this city. It is believed that the picture will be held over for a fourth week
judging from the great crowds it is drawing at each performance.
ST. PAUL
CAPITOL

"WATCH YOUR STEP," Cullen Landis
t (Goldwyn). — ^Played to good business and
pleased the crowds.
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM," Lillian
Exploitation. — Attractive newspaper
and Dorothy Gish (D. W. Griffith). Crowds
copy was used, as well as some special adevery day of second week. Only newsvertising. Apretty lobby exhibit was empaper advertising second week.
Short Subjects. — "Cops," Buster Keaployed.
COLISEUM
ton's latest comedy, and news reels.
"SMILIN' THROUGH," Norma TalNEW GARRICK
madge (First National). Has excited
more comments from fans than any other
"SCHOOL DAYS," Wesley Barry (Warrecent offering.
Business excellent.
ner Bros.). — Large crowds saw this picture
Exploitation. — Extra newspaper, bill- throughout
the week. It was well received.
lobby. boards, window cards, attractive stills in
Exploitation. — Billboards, throw-away
cards and newspaper copy were used.
Short Subjects. — News weekly.
Short
Subjects. — Sunshine comedy and
news
reels.
COLUMBIA
NEW ASTOR
"WHEN DAWN CAME," Colleen Moore
(Goldwyn).
Average audiences.
"WILD HONEY," Priscilla Dean (UniExploitation. — Usual newspaper and
versal).— Pronounced by the large crowds,
lobby display.
that saw it, an excellent picture.
Short Subjects. — Round 5 of the "LeathShort Subjects.— Round Three of "The
er Pushers"
Pushers," International News and
animal
comedy.and "The Dark Horse," an Leather
a short comedy.
STRAND

REGENT
"SOWING THE WIND," Anita Stewart
(First National). Star has hot lost her
popularity here, and good-sized crowds
followed her to the Regent. Theme
seemed to make a potent appeal.
Short Subjects. — Mutt and Jeff cartoon,
"Getting Even."
VICTORIA
"HEEDLESS MOTHS," Audrey Munson (Metro). Story has received so much
publicity that it drew good houses all
week with the aid of attractive lobby
displays.
Short Subjects. — Sunshine comedy, "The
Piper," and Pathe News.
PALACE
"WILD HONEY," Priscilla Dean (Universal). Picture was exploited as a thriller, and those who liked that sort flocked
to the Palace in droves.
Short Subjects.— "The Little Rascal,"
Baby Peggy, Pathe News and Topics of
the Day.
SCRANTON,

TRADE

PA.

STATE
"WHERE IS MY WANDERING BOY
TO-NIGHT?" (Warner). — Made clean-up
and would have gone even stronger had it
not been for mine strike. Ran on twelvehour stretch continuously and for whole
week, with enough business in sight for
another week later in season.
STRAND
"BOOMERANG BILL," Lionel Barrymore (Cosmopolitan-Paramount) . — Made
hit with people in general and was one of
good bookings of month. Played up in
publicity end chiefly through^ readers in
newspapers.
Splendid attraction.

WINTER

GARDEN

"FRENCH HEELS," Irene Castle (Hodkinson). Better than average audiences.
Exploitation. — Newspaper and lobby
display.
Short Subjects. — Screen Snap Shots,
Pathe Scenic, International News.
ST. LOUIS,

MO.

NEW GRAND CENTRAL, WEST
END LYRIC AND CAPITOL
"FOOLISH WIVES," Eric Von Stroheim (Universal). Picture just packed
'em in at all three houses regardless of
the majority of local papers panning the
attraction. Matinees increased greatly,
while night attendance forced long line to
form in front of the New Grand Central
and West End Lyric houses and to pack,

NEW
edy."WHY MEN
(R-C). — Business
Short Subjects.

PRINCESS
FORGET," Special Cast
was fairly good.
— News reels and a com-

TOWER
"LITTLE
LORD FAUNTLEROY,"
Mary Pickford (United Artists ) .—This
picture played to capacity crowds during
the whole week.
Exploitation. — Street car cards; newspaper copy and billboards were employed
in helping put the picture over.
Short Subjects. — An unusual musical
ture.
program
featured the shovdng of the picBLUE

MOUSE

"HILLS OF MISSING MEN," J. P. McGowan
did
fair (Pathe).
business.— Fairly good picture and
Short Subjects. — A short comedy and
news reels rounded out the bill.
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Released by R-C Pictures Corp.

BY GEORGE

by John K. Wells. Cameraman Not Credited. Directed by John K. Wells. Length,
Approximately 5,000 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Bobbie Morton, Brownie Vernon ; Eichard Morton, John Faull^ner ; Dick Morton, Jr., Robert McKinnon ; Dennis O'Hara. John Casgrove ; Jeffrey Manners.
Ita.vmond Lawrence ; Phillip Droone, Tal Ordell ; Myra Fane, Evelyn Johnson ;
Toby Makin. Gerald Harcoiirt.
Roberta Morton's father owned some ot the best blooded race horses that money
could buy. His one disappointment however was his son, Dick, who was leading
a gay life in the city. Jeffrey Manners, posing as a distant cousin conies to
take up the
of trainer
at Morton's
place. Dennis
O'Hara,older
a neighbor
the
Mortons
is injoblove
with Bobbie
and although
many years
than she,of she
consents to marry him because of certain financial difficulties he has assisted her
brother in squaring. He also presents Bobbie with a new horse "Alert" which
she decides to enter in the Spring races. Meanwhile Dick has fallen a victim
of some professional gamblers. On the eve of the race he sees one of the men
bribing
of this
the race hisand sister's
wins. jockey.
Manners Bobbie
declareslearns
his love
for and
Bobbierides
and "Alert"
confessesherself
that hein
is not her cousin. Bobbie realizes that she loves Manners and Dennis O'Hara
ungrudgingly yields to the two lovers.
A fine race horse story,
not unlike the usual plot
that holds sway in this
type of melodrama, but
possessing a gripping climax. The race itself is so
splendidly done that the
rest of the story really
doesn't matter. There is
enough interest continuby and
"a
little ally
bitmaintained,
of this
a little bit of that" which
has been added, that
serves to keep the audience comfortably seated
until the big event. And
when the race finally comes
off the picture gets over
with a bang.
Points of Appeal. — The
picture will probably appeal to almost any class
of audience. There is
plenty of action and exciting moments. To a lover
of fine horses and one
who is familiar with the
race track many interesting shots in detail will
offer convincing realism.
Cast. — Brownie Vernon,
who takes the part of
■"Bobbie," is a capable and
pleasing actress. Her portrayal of this role is done
with feeling and ease.
The large supporting cast
gives good assistance.
Photography, Lighting,
Direction. — The majority
of scenes are exteriors,
well photographed and
good effects. The few interiors used are satisfactory. Direction has been
well handled and no opportunity appears to have been overlooked in regard to detail.

BOX-OFFICE

T. PARDY

Step

Turf
Story, Scenario

Reports

Released by Universal.
Cooper.

on

It

Story by Courtney Ryley

Scenario by Arthur Statter. Cameraman, Charles Kaufman. Directed by

Jack Conway.

Length, 4,225 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Tic. Collins, Hoot Gibson ; Lorraine Layton, Barbara Bedford ; Mrs. Collins,
Edith Yorke ; Pidge Walters. Frank Lanning: Moisy Johnson, Vie Potel ; Letty
Mather, Gloria Davenport ; Lafe Brownell, Joe Girard ; Bowman, L. C. Shumway.
Vic Collins was a typical rancher and hated boss thieves as bad as any. However, he fell in love with Miss Hamilton of Kansas City "as a newcomer introduced herself in the western community, and stayed in love with her in spite of
pretty strong conviction that she was the head of a "rustlin' gang" stealing
hundreds of cattle. He couldn't believe the evidence of his eyes, even when
she hit him over the head with a gun butt when he was battling with a man he
knew to be a cattle stealer. He depended a lot on Lafe Brownell, horse thief
catcher from Texas, to round up the gang, and Brownell told him Miss Hamilton
was implicated, seeing her riding with the gang several times and then facing
her seeing her smile as he was marked "pext to be shot" by the gang, were
some of the ways in which his faith was tested. But a faithful man has his day
and every woman has her weak spot!
A Western play with
plenty of good comedy and
lively action to hold the
interest. The picture
starts off in a humorous
mood and gains a good
many laughs before the
real serious side and
thrills of the story come.
It contains splendid qualities that in many instances are lacking in
other pictures of this sort.
The suspense is sustained
right mentupof theto picture
the last
and moby
clever direction the identity of the girl is really
withheld until the climax
is reached.
Points of Appeal —
There is a lot of fun in
the first reel. Anyone
who has ever attempted
to learn to drive an automobile (or a flivver, as it
happens to be in this case)
will enjoy these first few
moments immensely. Then
the story, too, has an apthe
desirespeal that
of -will
thosesatisfy
who wish
romance and excitement.
Cast. — Hoot Gibson has
a pleasing personality and
as Vic. Collins does some
good work. Barbara Bedford, playing opposite
him, assists materially by
her realistic portrayal of
the role.
Photography, Lighting,
Direction. — Very good
photography and some
splendid lighting effects,
particularly
the night
scenes in the first part of the picture and, later, the burning
barn. Direction good.
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RELEASING

TO

CORP.
Footage
Cardigan (iMessmore Kendall)
7,000*
Jungle Adventures (Martin Johnson)
5,000*
Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
5,000*
Daring Danger (Cliff Smith)
5,000*
Jan ot the Big Snows (J. Oliver Curwood).. 5,000*
The Cradle Buster (Tuttle Walter)
6,000*
Bluebeard, Jr., (Jas. Livingtston)
5,000*
The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax)
6,000*
Sisters (International Film)
7,000*
The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.).. 5,000*
My Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictures) 6,000*
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
5,000*
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer) 5,000*
The Pillagers (Louis W>m. Chaudet)
6,000*
Destiny's Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle)
6,000*
False Fronts (Herold Bros.)
6,000*
The Mohican's Daughter (S. E. V. Taylor) 6,000*
His Wife's 'Husband (Pyramid)
6,000*
The Great Alone (West Coast Films)
6,000*
Me
(Welsh-Pearson)
Oueenand ofMythe GalMoulin
Rouge (Pyarmid Pic- 5,000*
"tures)
6,000
Moongold
(Will Bradley)
2,000
ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
SPENCER PRODUCTIONS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)
4,921
CLIFF SMITH PRODUCTIO'NS
Western Hearts (Art Station and Josie
Sedgwick)
4,711
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
4,539
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
(Distributed through Pathe)
ASSOCIATED FEATURES
The Rider of the King Log (Special) 5,000*
The
to London
Sin Road
of Martha
Queed, (Bryant
The Washburn)..
(Alan Dwan 5,000*
Prod.)
Marry the Poor Girl (Mr. and Mrs. ;
Carter 6,000*
DeHaven)
6,000*
Unfoldment, The (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Handle With Care (Grace Darmond)
5,000*
Woman. Wake Up (Florence Vidor)
6,000*
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird)
5,000*
Lady
(Alfred
Tennyson's Poem) .... 6,000*
Silas Godiva
MarnerLLOYD
(All COMEDIES
Star)
7,000*
HAROLD
Among Those Present
3,000*
Now or Never
3,000*
I Do
3,000*
Never Weaken
3,000*
APLAYGOERS
Sailor^Made PICTURES,
ManINC.
4,000*
Across the Divide (J. P. McGowan)
5,200*
Tropical Love (Ruth Clifford)
5,000*
Father Tom (Tom Wise)
5,000*
Anne of Little Smoky (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Ruse of the Rattler, The (T. P. McGowan) 5,000*
Reckless Chances (J. P. McGowan)
5,000*
Hills of Missing Men (J. P. McGowan) 6,000*
Sunshine Harbor (Margaret Beecher) 6,000*
Pasteboard Crown, A (All Star Cast) 5,000*
Lonesome Corners (Edgar Jones)
5,000*
Tracks (All Star Cast)
6,000*
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
Boomerang Bill (Lionel Barrymore-Cosmopolitan Prod.)
5,489
A Prod.)
Hbmespun Vamp (May McAvoy-Realart 4,777
Love'sOwnBoomerang
Robertson Prod.) 4,981
5,618
Her
Money (John
(Ethel S.Clayton)
Midnight (Constance Binny-Realart Prod.) . . 4,653
The Red Peacock (Pola Negri)
6,735
A Game Chicken (Bebe Daniels-Realart Prod.) 4,748
Travelin'
On (William
S. Hart)
6,267
Forever (George
Fitzmaurice
Prod.)
7,236
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 1)
(Spec. Prod.)
5,647
The
(Wallace(Chapter
Reid) 2) 5,030
The World's
Mistress Champion
of the World
(Spec. Prod.)
5,275
Her
Trademark
(Gloria(Realart)...
Swanson) 5,101
BobbedHusband's
Hair (Wanda
Hawley)
4,395
Fool's
Paradise of (Cecil
B. DeMille
Prod.)3).. 8,681
The Mistress
the World
(Chapter
(Spec. Prod.)
5,061
TheRealart)
Heart Specialist (Mary Miles Minter- 4,768
Beauty's
Worth (Marion Davies-Cosmopol- 6,751
itan)
The Mistress of the World (Chapter 4)
(Spec. Prod.)
3,825
The Green Temptation (Betty Compson) . . . 6,165
Through
a
Glass
Window
(May
McAvoyRealart)
4,490
Find the Woman (Cosmopolitan)
5,144
The Cradle (Ethel Clayton)
4,698
Theart)Sleep
Walker (Constance Binney-Real- 4,530
. . .;
Bought
and Paid For Wm. de Mille-Ayres- 5,601
Holt)
The
Devil's Pawn
(Pola (Dorothy
Negri)
The Crimson
Challenee
Dalton) . . 4,712
4,942
The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawlev-Realart) 5.243
The Spanish Jade (John S. Robertson Prod.) 5,111
* Approximately
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Footage

Is Prod.)
Matrimony a Failure? (J. Cruze-AU Star 5,612
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan) 7,753
Beyond
the Rocks (Gloria Swanson-Sam 6,740
Wood Prod.)
The Wife Trap (UFA Prod.)
5,207
The Beauty Shop (Cosmopolitan Prod.).... 6,536
North of the Rio Grande (Tack Holt-Bebe
"Fitzmaurice 4,770
TheDaniels)
Man From Home (George
Prod)
6,895
The Ordeal (Agnes Ayres)
????
The Bachelor Daddy (Thomas Meighan).... 6,229
REALART PICTURES
(Through Famous Players-Lasky)
STAR PRODUCTIONS
Something Different (Constance Binney) . . . . 4,840
The Magic Cup (Constance Binney)
4,857
Such a Little Queen (Constance Binney) . . . 4,942
Out of the Chorus (Alice Brady)
4,888
The Land of Hope (Alice Brady)
4,964
Little Italy (Alice Brady)
4,875
Blackbirds (Justine Johnstone)
4,979
The Plaything of Broadway (Justine John- stone) 5,360
Sheltered Daughters (Justine Johnstone) .... 4,895
A Heart to Let (Justine Johnstone)
5,294
ARoom
Private
Scandal (Constance
(May 'McAvoy)
4,363
and Board
Binney)
5,107
Her Winning Way (Mary Miles Minter).... 4,715
Everything for Sale ('May McAvoy)
5,091
FIRST NATIONAL
Mollv O (Mack Sennett -Mabel Normand) . . 7,558
The
Call (Trimble-Murphin
Prod.) 7,222
6,784
Hail Silent
the Woman
(Ince Prod.)
The Sea Lion (Bosworth Prod.)
4,367
Her Mad Bargain (Anita Stewart)
5,491
Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald) . . . . ????
Love'sBeautiful
RedemptionLiar (Norma
Talmadge)
5,889
The
(Katherine
MacDonald) 5.030
My Boy (Jackie Coogan)
4,967
Shattered Idols (Frothingham Production).. 5,850
The Cave Girl (Special)
4,405
The Seventh Day (Richard Barthelmess) . . . . 5,335
The Song of Life (John Stahl)
6,920
Red Hot Romance (Emerson-Loos Prod.) .. 6,055
The Barnstormer (Charles Ray)
5,300
Penrod (Wesley Barry) (Neilan Prod.) 8,037
The Rosary (Selig-Rorke Production) 7,045
The
Side (Katherine
5,366
PollyWoman's
of the Follies
(Constance MacDonald)..
Talmadge) . . 6,467
A Question of Honor (Anita Stewart) 6,065
Gas, Oil, Water (Charles Ray)
4,500
Smilin'Infidel
Through
(NormaMacDonald)
Talmadge) 5,377
8,000*
The
(Katherine
Kindred of the Dust (R. A. Walsh-Miriam
Cooper)
8,422
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
(Through First National)
Cup of Life (Thos. H. Ince)
4,392
The Leopard Woman (Louise Blaum)
7,000*
A Thousand to One (Hobart Bosworth) .... 6,055*
Glaum)
6,000*
ILoveAm (Louise
Guilty (Louise
Glaum)
6,312
Greater
Than
Love
6,000*
The Forbidden Thing (James Kirkwood — All
6,000*
A Star)
Perfect Crime (Monte Blue)
4,739
A Broken Doll
4,594
The Last of the Mohicans (Maurice Tourneur)
6,000*
The Foolish Matrons (Maurice Tourneur) . . 6,000*
A Small Town Idol (Ben Turpin)
5,000*
Home Talent
5,000*
The Ten Dollar Raise
6,000*
Mother
O'
Mine
(Thos
H.
Ince)
6,500
Lying Lips (Thos. H. Ince)
7,000
Homespun Folks (Thos. Ince)...'
6,000
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SPECIAL
Over the Hill
10.500
A Virgin Paradise
7,781
A Court
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's 8,000*
Thunderclap
6,724
Shame
8,231
Periurv
•
8.373
Footfalls
8.068
The Last Trial
6,355
Oueen of Sheeba
9,599
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
His Great Sacrifice
6,282
Stage
A
,
6,416
ShacklesRomance,
of Gold
????
PEARL WHITE SERIES
Beyond Price
6,237
Any Wife
4,597
Broadway Peacock, The
4,380
Without Fear
4,406
TOM MIX SERIES
A Ridin Romeo
4,747
The
TownOwn
Round-Up
4,250
AfterBigYour
Heart
4,244
The Night Horsemen
4,993
The Rough Diamond
4,458
Trailin'
4,355
Syh-High
4,546
Chasing the Moon
5,092
Up and Going
4.525
The Fighting Streak
????

CHARLES JONES SERIES
To
Finish
4,000*
Bar aNothin'
4,311
Ridin' With Death
4,175
Pardon My Nerve
4,484
Western Speed
????
DUSTIN FARNUM SERIES
The Primal Law
4,320
The Devil Within
5,997
Iron to Gold
4,515
WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Desert Blossoms
4,175
The Roof Tree
4,409
Strength of the Pines
4,382
Money
to
Burn
????
SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Ever Since Eve
4,531
Oueenie
5,147
Jackie
4,943
Little Miss Smiles
4,834
The Ragged Heiress
4,888
JOHN GILBERT SERIES
Gleam
O'
Dawn
4,178
Arabian Love
????
TWENTIETH CENTURY PICTURES
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn)
4,544
The Jolt (Murphy-Walker)
4,835
Winning with Wits (Barbara Bedford) .... 4,435
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)
4,616
Smiles Are Trump (Maurice Flynn) 4,049
Extra! Extra! (Walker-Murphy)
4,160
Elope If You Must (Eileen Percy)
4,995
WID GUNNING, INC.
What Do Men Want? (Claire Windsor) 6,141
Our Mutual Friend (All Star)
7,698
White Hands (Hobart Bosworth)
5,654
The Blot (Claire Windsor)
7,121
Quo Vadis (All Star)
5,884
Girl
From
God's
Country
(Nell
Shipman)
.
.
6,957
Old Oaken Bucket (All Star)
5,098
Good to Evil (Lucy Doraine)
4,951
ENTERTAINMENT SERIES
The Fire Bride
5,000*
The Madness of Love
5,000*
Alias Phil Kennedy
5,000*
The Blonde Vampire
5,000*
Foolish Monte Carlo
5,000*
The Bootleggers
5,000*
The Love Nest
. 5,000*
Don't Blame Your Children
5,000*
Mrs. Dane's Confession
5,000*
The Blue Mountain Mystery
5,000*
GOLDWYN PICTURES
For Those We Love
5,752
The Invisible Power
6,613
Dangerous Curve Ahead
5,503
The Old Nest (Mary Alden)
7,250
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin)
5,620
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
4,609
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore)
4,495
Be My Wife (Max Linder)
4,470
The Grim Comedian (Special Cast)
5,509
The 'Night Rose (Special Cast)
5,630
Poverty of Riches (Special Cast)
5,641
Man From Lost River, The (Special Cast).. 5,693
Glorious Fool, The
5,392
Man With Two Mothers
4,423
His Back Against the Wall
4.680
Watch Your Step
4,713
Doubling for Romeo
4,304
Wallflower, The
5,228
Grand Larceny
5,228
Theodora (Special)
8,895
W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
BENJ. B. HAMPTON
The
SagebrusherPlace (Allof Light
Star)
6,000*
The Dwelling
(All Star) 6,568
The Spenders (All Star)
5,693
.\
CertainHaven
Rich Man
Star)
Heart's
(Claire(AllAdams,
Carl Gant- 6,000*
Thevoort,
Grey Robert
Dawn McKim)
(Claire Adams, Carl Gant- 6,000*
voort,
Robert
McKim)
6,000*
ZANE GREY PICTURES
The Riders of the Dawn (All Star)
6,180
DesertManGoldof (All
Star)
7,000*
The
the Forest
(All Star)
5,880
The
Mysterious
Rider (All Star)
5.500
T. PARKER
READ
The Brute Master (Hobart Bosworth) 4,643
Love Madness (Louise Glaum)
6,290
Sex (Louise Glaum)
6,208
DIETRICH BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon (Doris Kenyon)
5,480
ARTCO PRODUCTIONS
Cynthia-of-the-Minute
5.634
ROBFRT BURNTON (Leah Baird)
The Cost of Opportunity (J. Warren Kerrigan) 4.624
The House of Whispers (J. Warren Kerrigan) 4,624
The Green Flame (J. Warren Kerrigan) 4,925
NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS
The Kentuckv Colonel (Joseph J. Dowling) 5,965
TOSEPH LEVERING
His Temporary
Wife (Rubye De Remer) . . 5,329
DIAL
FILM
The Tiger's Coat (Myrtle Stedman)
4,430
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Released by Fox.
Cameraman,
Dillion.

Yellow

Short.

Directed by Jack

Length, 5,006 Feet.
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REVIEW

Sherlock

Stain

Scenario by Jules Furthman.
Don

TRADE

John

Barrymore

Holmes

Production.

by Sir Arthur

Conan

Original Stories
Doyle.

Scenario by

Marion Fairfax. Directed by Albert Parker.
• Length, Eight Reels.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Donald Keeth, John Gilbert; Thora Ericksoii, Claire Anderson; Quartus Hembly,
John Lockney ; Olaf Erickson, Mark Fenton ; Dr. Brown, Herschel Mayall ; Daniel
Kersten, Robert Daly ; Lyman Rochester, Mace Robinson ; Pete Borg. Frank
Hemphill ; Mrs. Borg, May Alexander ; Clerk, James McElhern.
Donald Keeth, a .voung lawyer had come to Owasco to take up his practice.
He had been told that a man by the name of Hembly owned the town and everybody in it. One day Hembly came to Keeth's office and while there discovered
that the young man had taken in the town drunkard, Kersten, wlio Hembly had
ruined. Feeling that the newcomer was conspiring against him in working np
Kersten's case he advises Keeth to get out ot town or take the consequences.
Keeth refuses to go and determines to see the thing through. Meanwhile Keeth
has fallen in love with Thora Ei'iekson whose father had been Hembly' s man in
the deal. After numerous attempts to gain sufficient evidence against Hembly
he finally gets a deathbed confession from Eriekson who admits haying received
money from Hembly to commit the crime. The case comes up in court and Keeth,
although a victim of one of Hembly's treacherous acts, appears to plead his
ease. He forces the judge and jurors, who have been bribed by the "boss" to
recognize the evidence and succeeds in smashing the man feared by everyone
in town.
The Yellow Stain consists of a "rich man, poor
man" theme that generally can be counted on to
satisfy a large class of
patronage. It offers some
good melodramatic situations without committing
too obviously the act of
hitting the spectator between the eyes with too
much premeditated villainy. There are some fine
moments of suspense for
those who take their
amusement in this form
and the whole story is
rather pleasingly done.
Consistently building up
to a big climax, the final
triumph of right over
might appears to be the
sort of thing the gallery
gods are clamoring for
these days.
Points of Appeal. — The
character of Donald
Keeth is one that will win
admiration for the actor.
There are a couple of big
scenes, one when the mob
is beneath his window,
and the other the courtroom scene where Keeth,
wounded and hardly able
to stand, comes staggering in to plead his case.
And then the love affair
of Keeth and Thora presents complications that
have to be threshed out.
Cast. — Donald Keeth,
the young lawyer, as done
by John Gilbert, affords
good material for the star.
His work is sincere and
shows good quality. The
company in the support is satisfactory, although with the exception of John Lockney, as Quartus Hembly, and Robert Daly,
as Kersten, they have little to do.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — All of the sets are appropriate and sulftciently lighted. Very good effects have been obtained in the rain scenes. The story progresses evenly and interest is sustained throughout. Direction good.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Sherlock Holmes, John Barrymore ; Alice Faulkner, Carol Dempster ; Madge
Larrabee,
Hopper;
RoseProfessor
Faulkner,Jloriarty.
Peggj' Bayfield;
Margaret : Kemp;
Dr.
Watson,Hedda
Roland
Young;
Gustavo Terese,
Von Seyffertitz
James
Darrabee, Anders Randolf ; Foi-man Wells, William H. Powell ; Alf Bassick,
Robert Schable ; Sid Jones, Percy Knight ; Prince Alexis, Reginald Denny ; Count
Von Stalburg, David Torrenee ; Otto, Robert Fischer ; Dr. Leighton, Lumsden
Hare
; Oraigin, Louis Wolheim ; Billy, Jerry Devine ; InsiH?ctor Greg.son, John
Willard.
Sherlock Holmes, after his college days at Cambridge, becomes a famous detective in London. He is asked by Prince Alexis to recover some letters that are
in
the
of his
formerpossession
fiancee's ofsister.
Professor
Moriarty.
a noted
crook, ispossession
also seeking
to obtain
those letters
to use
in blackmailing
the young Prince. Moriarty uses every method of treachery to force the girl to
place of these letters and finally succeeds in getting Holmes
disclose
to
come the
to ahiding
secret dungeon, where he has planned to have his men do away
with him. Holmes rescues the girl and the Professor is foiled. Later the detective sets a trap for Moriarty in Dr. Watson's apartment, and succeeded in taking
him prisoner. With the noted crook out of the way Sherlock Holmes then decides
to take Alice Faulkner, the girl in the case, for his bride.
The thrilling detective
story
of Conan
Doyle's
"Sherlock
Holmes"
has
been converted into a
screen adaptation that is
thoroughly absorbing. In
certain instances it digresses from the original
book and has cast aside
most of the unpleasant situations. In place of this
the scenario writer has
supplied a bit of romance
and John Barrymore does
the rest. In the screen
version most of the thrills
have been retained and
satisfactorily worked out.
This, of course, is due to
the fact that the picture
has been exceptionally
well directed. Almost every moment of the time
there is
lesspractically
suspense andbreathnew
surprises. The scenes in
London are really London,
fascinating and possessing splendid photographic
1
value. Then there is offered a glimpse of Switzerland and the usual studio sets are made unusual
by their artistic qualities
and fine detail. The lighting has been accomplished
with excellent effect.
John Barrymore gives
a performance
is unexcelled.that
His absolute
dominance over every situation is forceful and impressing. In one part
Holmes has Moriarity cornered and then allows him
to walk out. It is reasonable to believe that this action would prove almost too much to
excuse if it were not for the fact that by this time Barrymore
has so enchanted his audience that one escape more or less really
is inconsequential so long as the picture doesn't end too quickly.
The cast includes other names that are familiar to pictureFrom a box-office viewpoint the story is popular enough to
goers.
attract notice of its own accord. Whatever additional persuasion might be considered necessary is easily supplied by making
prominent the fact that John Barrymore is playing the title role.
True, perhaps, better pictures have been offered to the public,
but seldom has there ever been a production that is likely to
possess as many satisfying points and one that will carry an
appeal that is as general as Sherlock Holmes. — J. M. D.
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TO

King Spruce (Mitchell Lewis)
Light
the Clearing (All StarJ
LEWIS in TRACY
The Silent Barrier (Sheldon Lewis)
IRVIN V. WIILLAT PROD.
Down Home (All Star)
Partners of the Tide (All Star)
Face of the World (Barbarba Bedford)
Fifty
Candles (All Star)
J.
L. FROTHINGHAM
PROD.
The Broken Gate (Bessie Barriscale)
The Breaking Point (Bessie Barriscale)
The Other Woman (All Star Cast)
HUGO BALLIN PROD.
Pagan Love (Rockliffe Fellows and Mabel
EastBallin)
Lynne (Mabel Ballin and Edward Earle)
The Journey's End (Mabel Ballin and WyndJaneham EyreStanding)
(Mabel Ballin and Norman Trevor)
The Luxury Tax (Mabel Ballin, Raymond
Bloomer, FILM
Crauford
Kent)
ROCKET
CORP.

TRADE

FEATURE
Footage
6,000*
7,000*
5,760
6,335
6,150
5,800
6,000*
6,300
5,700
5,800
6,000*
6,634
8,000*
6,550
7,000*

The Truant Husband (All Star)
5,000*
Keeping Up
Lizzie (Enid Bennett)... 6,000*
RBNCO
FILMwithCORP.
Lavender and Old Lace (Marguerite Snow) 5,770
At the Sign
of the JackPRODUCTIONS
O'Lantern (All Star) 5,193
WARD
LASCELLE
Rip Van Winkle (All Star)
6,700
WINNIPEG PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
God's Crucible
Cameron
of the (AllRoyalStar)
Mounted (Gaston 6,000*
Glass)
6,000*
HOLTRE PRODUCTIONS.
French Heels (Irene Castle)
5,500
METRO PICTURES CORP.
NAZIMOVA
The Heart of a Child
6,239
Madame Peacock
5,428
Billions
5,036
Camille
5,600
METRO CLASSICS, Inc. (Special)
Life'sGame
Darn (May
FunnyAllison)
(Viola Dana)
5,741
Big
5,333
A Trip to Paradise (Bert Lytell)
5,510
The Match Breaker (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Hole in the Wall, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Idle Rich, The (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
Fourteenth Lover, The (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Infamous Miss Revel, The (Alice Lake) . . . 6,000*
Alias Ladyfingers (Bert Lytell)
6,000*
There Are No Villians (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Golden Gift, The (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Right That Failed, The (Bert Lytell) 6,000*
Glass Houses (Viola Dana)
6,000*
Kisses
(Alice The
Lake)
6,000*
Face Between,
(Bert Lytell)
4,997
Seeing's
Believing
(Viola
Dana)
6,000*
Hate (Alice Lake)
6,000*
Five Dollar Baby, The (Viola Dana)
6,000*
MAURICE TOURNEUR PROD.
The Great Redeemer (All Star Cast)
5,005
TAYLOR HOLMES PROD.
Nothing But the Truth
5,639
The Very Idea
5,212
Nothing But Lies
4,882
C. E. SHIURTLEFF PROD.
The Mutiny of the Elsinore (All Star) 5,778
The Star Rover (Special Cast;
t,446
The Little Fool (Special Cast)
4,670
S. L. PRODUCTIONS
Garments of Truth (Gareth Hughes)
4,968
The Hunch (Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Little
Eva
Ascends
(Gareth
Hughes)
6,000*
Stay Home (Gareth Hughes)
????
I Can Explain (Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Don't WriteWEST
LettersPROD.
(Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
ROLAND
The Silver Lining (Jewel Carmen)
5,846
HOPE HAMPTON PROD.
A Modern Salome (Hope Hampton)
5,280
WILLIAM DESMOND PROD.
Fightin'
Mad (Special
6,000*
REX INGRAM
PROD. Cast)
Conquering Power, The (Special Cast)
6,000*
Turn to the
Right (Special
(Special Cast)
Cast)
8,000*
Prisoner
of Zenda
10,497
TIFFANY PROiD.
Peacock
Murray)
8,000*
FascinationAlley(Mae (MaeMurray)
7,940
NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
Welcome Children (Elsie Albert)
5 reels
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
5 reels
The Lotus Blossom (Tully Marshall) 6 reels
PATHE EXCHANGES, INC.
Dice of Destiny (H. B. Warner)
6,000*
Her Unwilling Husband (Blanche Sweet) . . 5,000*
*Approximately
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RELEASES—
Footage

The
of Diamonds
RoguesEmpire
and Romance
(George B. Seitz and 6,600*
June Caprice)
6,000*
The Girl Montana (Blanche Sweet)
5,000*
When We Were Twenty-One (Hi B. Warner) 5,000*
The Sage Hen (Edgar Lewis)
6,000*
The Killer (Claire Adams)
6,000*
Truant Husbands (Mahlon Hamilton) 5,019*
Bars of Iron (Madge White)
5,000*
The Lure
Egypt(Leah
(Federal
The
Heartof Line
BairdProd.)
and Jerome 6,000*
Patrick)
6,000*
Without
Benefit of Clergy
5,635
The
Money
Maniac
5,000*
The Orderly
5,373
The Power Within (Achievement Pictures) . . 6,000*
Isle of Zorda (Louis Nalpas Production)... 9,000*
PIONEER FILM CORP.
Indiscretion (Florence Reed, Lionel Atwill,
Gareth Hughes)
6,000*
Oh Mary Be Careful (Madge Kennedy) .... 6,000*
The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks) 5,000*
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Starke) .... 6,000*
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey) 5,000*
Beyond the Crossroad (Ora Carew)
6,000*
In Society
Wise
Husbands(Edith (GailRoberts)
Kane, J. Herbert 5,000*
Frank)
6,000*
The Leech (Claire Whitney)
6,000*
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield,
Rogers Lytton, Gladden James)
6,000*
The Barbarian (Monroe Salisbury)
6,000*
A Man There Was (Victor Seastrom) 6,000*
Idle Hands (Gail Kane)
6,000*
Out of the Depths (Violet Mersereau) . . . . 6,000*
Finder's Keepers (Violet Mersereau)
6,000*
R-C PICTURES
Where Lights Are Low (Sessue Hayakawa) 5,810
Live and Let Live (Wm. Christy Cabanne) . . 5,900
Salvage (Pauline Frederick)
6,450
The Foolish Age (Doris May)
4,500
The Barricade (Cabanne Prod.)
6,170
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa)
5,600
Lure of the Jade (Pauline Frederick) 5.935
Possession (Mercaton Prod.)
6,550
The Duke of Chimney Butte (Fred Stone).. 4,600
Silent Years (T. L. Gasnier)
6,056
At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
6,300
Eden and Return (Doris May)
4,831
Five Days to Live (Sessue Hayakawa) .... 5,356
Two Kinds of Women (Pauline Frederick).. ????
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
5,032
Why Men Forget (Special Cast)
5,299
The Call of Home (L. J. Gasnier)
5,220
Beyond the Rainbow (Cabanne Prod.)
6,500
Boy Crazy (iDoris May)
4,800
The Bigamist (Special Cast)
5,170
The Vermillion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa).. 5,012
The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick) ????
Gay and Devilish (Doris Miay)
????
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENT.
ELAINE HAMMIERSTEIN STAR SERIES
Remorseless Love
4,180
Handcuffs or Kisses
4,180
The Way of a Maid
4,800
Why Announce Your Marriage?
5,200
Reckless Youth
5,700
Evidence
????
EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Is Life Worth Living?
5,019
Clay Dollars
????
Chivalrous Charlie
4,543
The
Prophet's
Paradise
4,000*
Channing of the Northwest
4,725
John Smith
????
CONWAY TEARLE SERIES
Bucking the Tiger
5,333
The
6,000*
AfterFighter
Midnight
????
The Man of Stone
4,676
A Wide Open Town
4,650
The Referee
????
OWEiN MOORE STAR SERIES
The Chicken in the Case
5,261
A Divorce of Convenience
5,000*
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Sin That Was His (Wm. Faversham) 5,600
Red Foam (Ralph Ince Special)
5,500
Who Am I? (All Star)
4,938
A Man's Home (All Star)
4,580
Conceit (All
Star)(Owen'.
4,580
Reported
Missing
Moore)
????
SELECT PICTURES
Seeds of Vengeance (Bernard Durning) .... 5,000*
The Servant Question (William Collier) 5,000*
Just
Outside FEATURES
the Door (Edith Hallor) 5,000*
REPUBLIC
The Gift Supreme (Bernard Durning)
????
Children of Destiny (Edith Hallor)
????
REVIVALS
The Lone Wolf (Hazel Dawn and Bert
Lytell)
5,158

Number 26

Cont'd
Footage

DeLuxe Annie (Norma Talmadge)
5,000*
By Right of Purchase (Norma Talmadge) . . 5,000*
The Safety Curtain (Norma Talmadge) 5,000*
AForbidden
Pair of City
Silk (Norma
Stockings Talmadge)
(Constance Tal- 5,000*
Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots (Constance Tal- madge) 5,000*
madge) 5,000*
Good Night Paul (Constance Talmadge) 5,000*
Experimental Marriage (Constance Talmadge) 5,000*
UNITED ARTISTS CORP.
The Mark of Zorro (Douglas Fairbanks) 7,800
The Love Flower (D. W. Griffith Prod.).. 6,800
The Lovelight (Mary Pickford)
7,800
The Nut (Douglas Fairbanks)
5,800
Dream Street
9,400
Through the Back Door (Mary Pickford).. 7,000*
Carnival (Matheson Lang)
7,000*
Way
Down(George
East Arliss)
(D. W. Griffith Prod.) 11,000*
Disraeli
7,000
I Accuse (Abel Gance Prod.)
8,250
Iron
(Rex Beach
7,000*
Little Trail,
Lord The
Fauntleroy
(MaryProd.)
Pickford) 9,984
Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks) ... .11,750
Doll's House, A (Nazimova)
????
Ruling Passion, The (George Arliss)
7,000*
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
JEWEL FEATURES
Outside
Law (Priscilla
Dean)..
6,000*
Reputationthe (Priscilla
Dean)
6,500
Foolish Wives (Eric Von Stromheim) 12,000
No Woman
Knows
7,000*
The
Fox (Harry
Carey)
6,941
Conffict (Priscilla Dean)
6,205
UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Mtoonlight Follies (Marie Prevost
4,468
Red Courage (Hoot Gibson)
4,620
The Rage of Paris (Miss Dupont)
4,968
Go Straight (Frank Mayo)
4,220
High Heels (Gladys Walton)
4,541
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,730
Nobody's Fool (Marie Prevost)
4,739
Sure Fire
5,000*
False
Kisses(Hoot
(MissGibson)
Dupont)
4,335
Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo)
4,474
A Parisian Scandal (Marie Prevost)
4,739
The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
4,880
Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson) 4,415
Shattered Dreams (Miss Dnipont)
4,878
CupidGuttersnipe
Incog (Marie
Prevost)
5,000*
The
(Gladys
Walton)
4,225
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)
4,886
The Scrapper (Herbert Rawlinson)
????x
Headin' West (Hoot Gibson)
????
The Golden Gallows (Miss Dupont)
5,000*
Tracked to Earth ('Frank Mayo)
5,000*
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
Wild Dangerous
Honey (Priscilla
Dean)
The
Little Demon
(Marie Prevost) 7,000*
5,000*
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
5,000*
The Man Under Cover (Herbert Rawlinson) 5,000*
A Wonderful
(Miss Dupont)
The
Man WhoWifeMarried
His Own Wife 5,000*
(Frank Mayo)
5,000*
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)
5,000*
Kissed (Marie Prevost)
5,000*
Step on It (Hoot Gibson)
5,000*
VITAGRAPH, INC.
VITAGRAPH SUPER FEATURES
The Son of Wallingford
7,851
Flower of the North
7,236
The Prodigal Judge
7,200
Gypsy
Passion
6,000*
The Sheik's Wife
6,000*
Too Much Business
7,000*
My Wild Irish Rose
7,000*
ALICE JOYCE PROD.
The Scarab Ring
S,S98
The Inner Chamber
5,951
CORINNE GRIFFITH PROD.
ThejSingle Track
5,000*
Received Payment
5,000*
Island Wives
5,000*
AEARLE
Virgin's
Sacrifice
5,000*
WILLIAjMS PROD.
Three Sevens
5,000
The Man From Downing Street
5,000*
Restless Souls
5,000*
ANTONIO MOREINO PROD.
The Secret of the Hills
4,900
A Guilty Conscience
5,000*
ALICE CALHOUN PROD.
The Matrimonial Web
4,970
Rainbow
5,000*
The Little Minister
6,000*
The
Angel
of
Crooked
Street
5,000*
WILLIAM DtMCAN PROD.
Where Men Are Men
Steelheart
No Defense
The Silent Vow

5,000*
6,000*
6,000*
5,000*
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The

Robertson-Cole

First

Woman

Time,

Fifty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
The Girl, Mildred Harris; Paul Marsh, Percy Marmont; Jack Gordon, Lloyd
Hammond; Tom Markham, D6nald Blakemore; Professor Bazzufl, Oliver La Baddie ;
Bloysius Bangs, Wallace Baker; Judge Stone, J. A. West; Marie, Betty Hall;
Edsa, Flora Arline Arle; Murat, Hubert La Baddie; Jacques, Joseph Portell ;
Mrs. Giggleton, Mrs. J. Montgomery.
Playwright Paul Marsh is displeased with the selection for leading lady in his
new play of Billie Mayo by his theatrical manager, TOm Markham. Returning
home one night he finds a strange girl in his apartments. A detective comes to
arrest her as a member of a gang of thieves. She pleads with Marsh, who be^
lieves in her innocence and persuades the detective to allow her to remain under
the protection of his sister and himself. She gives her name as Carnation, and
confides to Marsh that she had come from Canada to avenge the betratyal of her
sister and murder of her father by a certain man. Paul's sister, Elsa, is engaged
to Jack Gordon. One evening Elsa finds Carnation in Jack's arms. There is a
scene, and Carnation disappears. Paul gets a note from her the next morning
which states that Jack is the murderer she has been hunting for, that she is
now in his apartment and about to kill him. Marsh and Elsa rush to Gordon's
home, and as they arrive Carnation stabs Jack with a dagger. Marsh catches
Carnation in his arms, avows his love and determination to stand by her at all
costs. Just then the dead man gets up laughing and Elsa and Carnation embrace
each other. It transpires that Carnation is really Billie Mayo, and that with
Elsa's assistance the plot has been framed to make Paul realize her dramatic
abUity and fitness for the leading role in his play. Paul forgives the hoax, and
the ei-stwhile Carnation promises to marry him.
In his dual capacity of
director and author, Glenn
Lyons deserves considerable credit for the clever
fashion in which he has
taken a somewhat unconvincing plot, preserved the
element of suspense and
twisted it into a surprise
finish, which vdll please a
majority of movie fans.
Even if a good deal of advantage has been taken of
melodramatic license in
outlining the unique adventures of The First
Woman, the picture at
least must be accorded the
merit of originality. It is
handsomely photographed,
the action whirls along
at a lively gait, and taken
on the whole, may be
listed as affording fair entertainment.
Points of Appeal. — The
heroine comes in for a
large share of sympathy
and even when it finally
develops that she has been
merely playing a part in
order to convince the distrustful playwright that
she is capable of filling the
leading role in his new
production, she still succeeds in holding the audience's favor. In fact, the
comedy touch of the climax, combined with a sentimental flavor, where the
girl not only realizes her
professional ambition, but
wins a husband into the
bargain, is one of the feature's best situations.
Cast. — Mildred Harris, in the dual role of Billie Mayo and
Carnation, is fully equal to the many emotional situations which
fal to her share. Percy Marmont has never appeared to better
advantage than as the playwright hero, and excellent support
is rendered the principals by others in the cast.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many fine interiors in evidence, the exteriors are skilfully filmed, and superb
lighting prevails. The action is smooth and speedy and there
is no break in the continuity.
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REVIEW

Don't

Photoplay in Five Parts. Author

and Director, Glenn Lyons. Running

TRADE

Write

Letters

Metro Photoplay in Five Parts. Author, Blanche
Brace.

Director, George D. Baker.

Run-

ning Time, Forty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Robert W. Jenks, Gareth Hughes; Anna May Jackson. Bartine Burkett; Richard
W. Jenks, Herbert Hayes ; The Lover, Victor Potel ; The Sweetheart, Lois Lee :
Aunt Jane, Margaret Mann ; The Father, Harry Lorraine.
When the World War breaks out and America enters Bobby Jenks enlists in the
army. He is an undersized chap and finds himself relegated to the job of cook
in the Supply Department. A friend with a taste for joking gives Bobby a shirt
intended to fit a man twice his size. In the shirt pocket Bobby finds a note from
the girl who made it to the big hero who will wear the garment. Bobby, being
lonely, begins a correspondence with the girl, giving her the idea that he is a
giant of muscular development. He proposes marriage to her by mail and is accepted. Coming home be calls upon her, but owing to the deceit he has practised
is afraid to reveal his identity and irasses himself off as the pal of Robert Jenks,
her correspondent. Then a genuine Jenks, over si.x feet tall, shows up. Bobby
Induces him to carry out his deception, although he is really in love with the
girl. After many complications the big Jenks tells the girl the truth, and she
forgives Bobby, having come to the conclusion that she loves him despite the
handicap of size.
A bright and sparkling
comedy-drama in which
humor and heart interest
are pleasantly mingled.
Don't Write Letters gives
every indication of winning widespread and
well-deserved popularity.
Starting out as a joke, the
hero's correspondence with
the girlcomesin
the case
bea mighty
serious
matter in the long run,
and as the story develops
the spectators are keyed
up to a high tension mark,
trying
to figure
out how
the romance
will end.
The
trials and tribulations of
small Jenks, especially
after big Jenks takes a
hand in the love game, are
capitally set forth, and
despite the domination of
the comic atmosphere one
is surprised to find not a
little tions
pathos
the situawhere thein diminutive
chap's affections are at
stake. George D. Baker
has directed the picture
with his usual unerring
judgment, good photography abounds,
the clever
workandof with
the
cast and its simple, yet effective lure, the attraction
should prove a valuable
box-office asset.
Points of Appeal. — Although thethegreat
nishes
basis war
for furthe
narration of hero Jenk's
adventures, there is no attempt
melodrama tointoinject
the story,
which remains a very natural chronicle of a doughboy's plunge
into sentimental waters through the sheer force of unexpected
circumstances. Director Baker wisely avoids all unnecessary
"heroics," confining himself to the smooth development of a tale
which is both amusing and slightly pathetic, with the result
that an excellent climax is attained, which satisfies everybody.
Cast. — Gareth Hughes plays the part of Jenks, the Little, vdth
much artistic cunning, giving a performance as remarkable for
its comedy lure as its dramatic power. Herbert Hayes is capital
as the giant Jenks, who stalks about, magnificently conscious
of his physical superiority, Bartine Burkett is charming as Anna
MaytheJackson
and adequate support is provided by the remainder
of
company.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The camera work throughout is of the best quality. The interiors are well filmed and
there are many pretty exteriors shown. The lighting effects are
faultless and even continuity prevails.
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ASSOCIATED
PRODUCERS,
{Through First National)
MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Made in the Kitchen
She Sighed by the Seaside
Call a Cop
BEN TURPIN COMEDIES
Love's Outcast

EXHIBITORS

TO
INC.
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
OF AMERICA
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
Monkey Shines
2 reels
A Rag Doll Romance
2 reels
How to Grow Thin (Special)
1 reel
CHESTER COMEDIES
Snooky's Fresh Heir
2 reels
Snooky's Blue Monday
2 reels
Snooky's
Wild
Oats
2
reels
CHESTER OUTINGS
No More Gasoline
1 reel
Save Your Carfore
1 reel
The Last Hop
1 reel
Music in the Air
1 reel
Jogging Across Sawtooth
1 reel
CHESTER SCENICS
Old Moose Trails
1 reel
New Wine in Old Bottles
1 reel
CHRISTIE COMEDIES
No Parking
2 reels
A Barnyard Cavalier
2 reels
One Stormy Knight
2 reels
A Rambling Romeo
2 reels
Hbkus Pokus
2 reels
'TwasPromise
Ever Thus
Oh,
Me!
22 reels
reels
'Tis
the
Bull
2
Fair Enough
2 reels
reels
CI'NAL FILMS— SLOW SPEED
The Manly Art of Self-Defense
1 reel
Annette Kellerman in High Diving
1 reel
Golf
1 reel
GAYETY COMEDIES
Say Uncle
1 reel
Afraid of His Wife
1 reel
Oh, Brother
1 reel
Wild and Willie
1 reel
Assault and Flattery
1 reel
Standing Pat
1 reel
KIINOGRAMS
News Reel — Sunday and Thursdays
1 reel
MERMAID COMEDIES
Free and Easy
2 reels
Rolling Stones
2 reels
Step
This
Way
22 reels
The Rainmaker
reels
Spooks
2 reels
MISCELLANEOUS
'
Could
Columbus Discover
an America?.... 1 reel
The Crater of Mt. Katami
1 reel
Dixie
1 reel
PUNCH COMEDIES
A Rural Cinderella
2 reels
Country Chickens
2 reels
The Love Egg
2 reels
ROBERT C. BRUCE SCENICS BEAUTIFUL
By the Side of the Road
1 reel
In the Bonnie Brier Country
1 reel
As Old as the Hills
1 reel
Unknown Switzerland
1 reel
ROBERT C. BRUCE "WILDERNESS TALES"
"And Women
Must Weep"
reel
Missing
Men
11 reel
Nights of Many Shadows
1 reel
SELIG-RORK PHOTOPLAYS
The White Mouse
2 reels
The
Ne'er
to
Return
Road
2
reels
The Policeman and the Baby
2 reels
The Northern Trail
2 reels
SKETCHOGRAFS
Just for Fun
1 reel
Play Ball!
1 reel
What's
the
Limit?
reel
The Family Album
11 reel
TOONERVILLE COMEDIES
The Skipper's Last Resort
2 reels
The Skipper's
Policy
2 reels
TORCHY
COMEDIES
Torchy Takes a Chance
2 reels
Battling Torchy
2 reels
Torchy and Orange Blossoms
2 reels
Torchy's Ghost
2 reels
VANITY COMEDIES
Paying Patients
1 reel
Eat and Be Happy
1 reel
Chicken Hearted
1 reel
Spiking the Spooks
1 reel
It's Your Move
1 reel
Ninety Days or Life
1 reel
WORLD WANDERINGS
Dawn to Dusk in Egypt
1 reel
The Silver Harvest
1 reel
The People of Old Bruges
1 reel
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SHORT
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES TRAVEL
PICTURES
Mexican Oil Fields
1 reel
In Batik Land
1 reel
Across the Grand Canyon
1 reel
Seville in Fair Time
1 reel
At the Wailing Wall
1 reel
Rural Java
1 reel
Santa Fe — The City Different
1 reel
Seeing San Marino
1 reel
Watching the Waylands
1 reel
In Old Granada
1 reel
A Fairy Foreland
1 reel
Stamboul
1 reel
Along the Rio Grande
1 reel
At the Damascus Gate
1 reel
Lake Maggiore
1 reel
First Families of America
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-BURLINGAME ADVENTURE
SCENICS
Winter Sports in St. Moritz
1 reel
Kilawea Volcano in Eruption
1 reel
The
Jungfrau
Railroad
Wildest Wales
11 reel
reel
PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES
Kids Is Kids
2 reels
Spirits
2 reels
PARAMOUWT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
A Fireside Brewer
2 reels
Dabbling in Art
2 reels
Bungalow Troubles
2 reels
On
a
Summer's
Day
2
reels
The Unhappy Finish
2 reels
Officer Cupid
2 reels
Astray from the Steerage
2 reels
Are Waitresses Safe?
2 reels
An International Sneak
2 reels
Watch Your Neighbor
2 reels
It Pays to Exercise
2 reels
PARAMOUNT MAGAZINE
Pictionary and Cartoons (Weekly)
1 reel
PARAMOLMT-POST NATURE PICTURES
From Cloud
a Piscatorial Angle
The
11 reel
reel
AIndian
Setting
of
Ages
reel
Summer
11 reel
Victory Mountain
1 reel
PARAMOUNT-VANDENBURGH SERIES
Wild Men of Africa
2 reels
Jungle Dancers
2 reels
The Lion Killers
2 reels
Slaying the Hippopotamus
2 reels
The Land of the Pygmies
2 reels
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
CHARLES CHAPLIN
A Dog's Life
3 reels
AShoulder
Day's Arms
Pleasure
22 reels
reels
Sunnvside
2 reels
The Idle Class
2 reels
Pay Day
2 reels
TOONERVILLE TROLLEY
The Skipper's Narrow Escape
2 jreels
The
Skipper's
Treasure Garden
22 reels
Meeting
All Trains
reels
Toonerville Fire Brigade
2 reels
Skippers's
Scheme
2
reels
Toonerville Follies
2 reels
Skippers's Flirtation
2 reels
Skipper's Boozem Friend
2 reels
Skipper Has Tactics
His Fling
reels
Toonerville
22 reels
Skipper Strikes It Rich
2 reels
Toonerville Tangle
2 reels
HENRY LEHMAN COMEDIES
The Punch of the Irish
2 reels
Twilight Baby
3 reels
The Kick in High Life
2 reels
Wet and Warmer
2 reels
The Game Lady
2 reels
BUSTER KEATON COMEDIES
The Blacksmith
2 reels
The
The Playhouse
Boat
22 ree's
reels
Cops
2 reels
SENNETT
Hard
Knocks and Love Taps
reels
Be Reasonable
22 reels
By Heck
2 reels
The Duck Hunter
2 reels
On Patrol
2 reels
TURPIN
Love and Doughnuts
2 reels
Bright Eyes
2 reels
Step Forward
2 reels
FOX FILM CORPORATION
SUNSHINE COMEDIES
Chase Me
2 reels
Farmyard Follies
2 reels
Say It With Flowers
2 reels
The Book Agent
2 reels
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Singer
Midget's
Side Show
One Moment
Please
22 reels
reels
A Perfect Villian
2 reels
Love and War
2 reels
Pardon Me
2 reels
Try
Get It
False andAlarm
22 reeh
reels
Hold the Line
2 reels
Please Be Careful
2 reels
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
All Wrong
2 reels
Don't Tickle
2 reels
The Guide
2 reels
The Sailor
2 reels
The Toreador
2 reels
The Chauffeur
2 reels
Hot Dog
2 reels
AL. ST. JOHN SERIES
The Happy Pest
2 reels
Fool Days
2 reels
Straight from the Farm
2 reels
The Studio Rube
2 reels
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
The
Tong Sandwich
11 reel
Shadowed
reel
Turkish Bath
1 reel
The Big Mystery
1 reel
Long Live the King
1 reel
The Villiage Cut-Ups
1 reel
A Messy Christmas
1 reel
Fast Stolen
Freight
The
Snooze
11 reel
reel
Getting Ahead
1 reel
Bony Parts
1 reel
A Ghostly Wallop
1 reel
Beside Her Cider
1 reel
The Last Laugh
1 reel
The Hole Cheese
1 reel
The Phony Focus
1 reel
The Crystal Gazer
1 reel
Stuck in the Mud
1 reel
Too Much Sap
1 reel
LUPINO LANE SERIES
The Broker
■ ■ • 2 reels
FOX NEWS (Twice a Week)
SERIALS
Bride 13
15 Episodes
Fantomas
20 Episodes
GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Fingers
Pockets
Love andandRollers
Hearts and Hammers
At
It Again
Professional
Ethics
When Martin Gits Here
leon
Napo
Ged Ap,Better
You'd
Get It
Indigo Sunday
ry?
Why Wor
Nothing
to Think About
Take It Easy
EDGAR COMEDIES
Edgar Camps Out
Edgar the Explorer
Edgar's
Cousin
Edgar's Country
Feast Day
Get-Rich-Quick Edgar
Edgar's Little Saw
GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS-LAMPOONS
..
in "Apollo"Advice
Happy Hooligan in
Happy
"Happy Hoolidini
Hooligan in "Cupid's
Happy Hooligan
Judge Rummy
Judgment
SnappyDance'
"The Prize
Rummy inin "The
Judge
Happy Hooligan in "The Blacksmithof"...^...
'76'ir. '.
"A Romance
Hooliganin in"Why
Happy Rummy
Change Yourband?" 'JHusJudge
p"
Zip
,;and Mr.
Hboligan in "Doctor Jekyll
Happy
Judge Rummy in "Bear Facts
Happy Hooligan in "Rooll Your Own"
Judge Rummy in "Yes, Dear"
"
il
"O
Pep
Much
Hooliganinin"Too
Happy Rummy
Judge
GOLDWYN-BRAY
PICTOGRAPHS
Tree-Top Concert Singers
The Island of the Mist
Through the Earth
Worth?
Is Your
AWTiat
Paradise
for Body
Birds
Venice of the Orient
Action
of the Human
The Riveter
. .Heart
The Human Voice
Seein' Things on the Orinoco
ists
Gypsy Sci
Unshod
Soldiers ent
of the King
No Reg'lar Bird
Chemical
Inspiration
Safe Combination
The Citv That Never Sleeps

22
2
22
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
ree s
reels

2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
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Watch

Woman

Photoplay in Five Parts.

TRADE

Author,

Roche.

Scenario by Doty

Director, Tom

Terriss. Running

Time, Sixty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Sophie Carey, Alma Bubens ; Clancy Deane, Eileen Huban ; Don Carey, Henry
Sedley ; Maurice Beiner, Arthur Donaldson ; Fay Weber, Ethel Diiray ; Maro
Weber, Norman Kerry ; Philip Vaudevent, Harrison Ford ; Judge Walbrough,
George MaeQuarrie.
Clancy Deane, living in Zenith, Ohio, is ambitious to win fame on the stage.
She leaves her home and comes to New York. Fate brings her in contact with
the Webers. They are in the employ of one Maurice Beiner, a blackmailer, who
runs a theatrical booking agency, under cover of which he prosecutes his designs
on the victims who fall into his net. C'lancy visits Beiner's office in search of an
engagement. While there Beiner falls and is knocked senseless when his head
strikes a table. Clancy makes her escape down a fire ladder just as Mrs. Sophie
Carey makes her appearance in the hope of securing some letters. The following
morning the newspapers print the stor.v of Beiner's mysterious murder. Mrs.
Carey is implicated, but on lier fingerprints being examined' is released.. As Judge
Walbrough enters the room lie is felled with a club by an unknown assailant.
The latter's fingerprints on the club are found to correspond with those on the
knife with which Beiner is shown to have been slain. After many complications
the suicide of Don Carely, a wastrel and drunkard, reveals him as Beiner's slayer.
Clancy marries Philip Vandevent and Judge Walbrough wins Sophie Carey.
The impression left on
one's
this picture
is thatmind
of abyserial,
rather
than a feature offering.
The plot is rife with
thrills, attempts to slay,
narrow escapes, one actual
murder, a suicide, detectives mooching around in
all directions, clues which
invariably lead to the
wrong party, and a general
air of mystery, which pervades the atmosphere until the close of the final
reel. It is all somewhat
perplexing and not particularly convincing, but the
action swings along at a
lively clip, and folks who
like this sort of wild cat
melodrama will probably
consider Find the Woman
pretty good entertainment.
The more critical class of
patrons will be inclined to
grin over its manifold improbabilities. Taken on
the whole, it cannot be said
to register as up to the
usual standard of Cosmopolitan productions.
Points of Appeal. — The
quality of suspense is
fairly well developed and
maintained; until explanations are forthcoming toward the close it is hard to
guess just who performed
the feat of eliminating
Beiner, the blackmailer,
with a handy knife, the
unjustly accused heroine
wins sympathy and a
happy climax is achieved,
with a double wedding for
good measure.
Cast. — Dramatic honors go to Eileen Huban for her really
fine performance as Clancy Deane, Alma Rubens is very attractive in the role of Sophie Carey, Harrison Ford is seen to good
advantage in the character of Philip Vandevent, George MaeQuarrie is effective as Judge Walbrough and the supporting
cast is all that could be desired.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — Deep sets are utilized
with artistic results, the interiors are excellent, there are several atractive exteriors, skilful long shots and clear, distinct
lighting. The continuity holds fairly well together and the
action moves rapidly.
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Your

Step

Goldwyn Photoplay in Five Parts. Author, Julien
Josephson. Director, William Beaudine.
Cameraman, John J. Mescall. Running
Time, Fifty-five Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Elmer Slocum, Cullen Landis ; Margaret Andrews, Patsy Ruth Miller ; Russ
Weaver, Bert WoodnifE ; Lark Andrews, George Pierce ; I>on Kimball, Raymond
Cannon; Jennifer Kimball, Gus Leonard; Constable, Henry Battenbury ; Ky Wilson, JoelLillian
Day; Detective
Ryan,
J.Spivey,
O'Connor;
Cossar;
Mrs.
Spivey,
Sylvester;
Lote Lee.
L. H.Henry
King;Slocum,
Mrs. John
Andrews,
Cordelia
Callahan
; Mrs. Weaver,
Alberta
Slocum'sin fondness
for asijeeding
in his car
in troublehe with
lawElmer
and results
his serving
jail sentence.
Whengetshehira
is released,
goes the
for
a spin and overtakes a physician whose car has broken down. Elmer takes him
aboard and hustles him to his patient at a clip of eighty-five miles an hour.
After leaving
the doctor
by motor
and tries
to make
away. He wrecks
his carhe inisa pursued
closed street,
and cops
a similar
accident
befallsa getone
offighthis Elmer
pursuers.
But
the
second
cop
keeps
up
the
chase,
and
in
a
rough-and-tumble
knocks him down. He believes he has killed the officer and runs
away, boards a freight train and makes his way to a little Iowa town. There
he meets Margaret Andre^vs, daughter of the richest man in town. He is given
aandjob Lon
by aKimball,
storekeeperthe named
constable,
father
latter Russ
beingWeaver.
a suitor Thefor town
Margaret's
hand,Margaret's
are suspicious
of Mmer. A detective hired by Elmer's father finally locates the missing youth,
and wires
tlie constable
hold for
him.good.
Lon Kimball
the pros-to
pect of getting
rid of histo rival
But just isas overjoyed
Elmer isover
confessing
Margaret that he killed a policeman. His father and the detective arrive. Then
Elmer
learns
that
the
policeman
survived
and
that
he
is
a
free
man.
He and
Margaret are united.
The picture belongs in
the mildly amusing class.
It zips along in breezy
fashion, thanks to skilful
direction and the clever
acting of Cullen Landis
and his fellow players,
gets a laugh here and
there, furnishes
occasional thrill andan glides
into a love yarn which
ends in the conventionally
happy style. There is
nothing original about the
plot, humorous
andaresentimental situations
all
framed along exceedingly
familiar rector
lines,
if DiWilliamand
Beaudine
wasn't
master upin
the arta ofpastpolishing
aged material, or had he
been less fortunate in his
selection of principals and
supporting cast. Watch
Your Step must have
fallen down badly. As it
stands, however, the
speedy action and sunny
atmosphere,
which dominate the feature,
will
please many patrons, although its box-office value
is likely
to prove uncertain in localities
where
critical movie fans are in
a majority.
Points of Appeal. — The
hero's tures
speeding
with his misadvencar are
funny enough to keep an
audience on the broad
grin; wayssuch
do seemincidents
to catch al-a
crowd's fancy, especially
where the inevitable cops
take a hand in the game. It makes no difference that the stuff
is old. His hobo escapades and subsequent exploits in the little
country town are smoothly handled and there is just enough
sentiment seasoning to impart a romantic flavor and win sympathy for the resourceful Elmer and his girl.
Cast. — Cullen Landis is always pleasing. He possesses a
thoroughly magnetic personality and his portrayal of Elmer
Slocum is a bright and natural bit of work. Patsy Ruth Miller
is a really fascinating rustic beauty in the role of Margaret
Andrews and the small town types are excellent.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The exterior views are
charming, including many exceptionally fine long shots, the interiors well filmed and no fault can be found with the lightingeffects. Even continuity distinguishes the entire picture and the
action moves swiftly.
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SHORT

TO

WID GUNNING, INC.
Moongold
Bear, Boy and Dog
Puppy Days
Robinson Crusoe Hours

3,175
2,053
959
966

W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
TRIART PRODUCTIONS
The Beggar Maid (Mary Astor)
2,117
The Bashful Suitor (Mary Brandon and
Pierre Gendron)
2,064
The Young Painter (Mary Astor and Pierre
Gendron)
2,500
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
MAX ROBERTS COMEDIES
Why Change Your Mother-in-Law ?
????
Shimmy Isle
????
Absence Without Leave
????
KINETO COMPANY OF AMERICA
Distributed by W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
The Four Seasons (Nature Classic)
4 reels
THE GREAT AUTHORS (Series of 12)
John Greenleaf Whittier
1 reel
Washington Irving . . . ;
i reel
Edgar Allen
' 1 reel
James
RussellPoe
Lowell
Nathaniel Hawthorne
1 reel
Oliver Wendell Holmes
l reel
William Cullen Bryant
1 reel
James Fenimore Cooper
l reel
Mark Twain
1 reel
Walt Whitman
. . . . 1 reel
Ralph Waldo Emerson
1 reel
Hienry Wadsworth Lengfellovv
1 reel
Official Urban Movie Chats of M. P. T. O. A
(Weekly)
1 reel
METRO PICTURES
BUSTER KBATON COMEDIES
Convict 13
One Week
The Scare Crow
Neighbors
The Haunted House
Hard Luck
The High Sign
The Goat

CORP.

2
2
2
\2
.2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

NATIONAL EXCHANGES, INC.
CHARLES RAY SERIES (20 Dramas).. 2 reels
Kineto Review Series (52 Releases)
KiNETO Reviews— r/ie thing Book of Nature
{See Issue of May 28, 1921, for First Series)
(See IssueSERIES
of Oct. 29, 1921, for Second Series)
THIRD
Garden of the Gods— 'Colorado
1 reel
The Science of the Soap Bubble
1 reel
Rio de Janeiro
1 reel
Kentucky Thoroughbreds
........[. 1 reel
Hiking
the
Alps
with
the
Boy
Scouts
....
1
reel
Manhattan Life
1 reel
Eccentricitie
s of the \^"asp
and the Bee . . ! ] 11 reel
Fur and Feat
hers
reel
My
Adirondacks
Outing
reel
The Chemistry of Combustion . . .'.'.'. 11 reel
The Victory Pageants
1 reel
The Deha of the Nile
reel
A Glimpse Into the .Animal Kinedom.... i1 reel
KING COLE COMEDIES
Moonshiners
2 reels
Strikes to Spare
2 reels
Bars and Stipes
2 reels
Jazz Babies
2
reels
A Fresh Start
2 reels
Shimmy Nuisance
Jim
' ' ' 29 reek
reels
General
"
DIES
COMENATIONAL
Wanted
— A Gir
l
2 reels
ASERIAL
Million — More or Less
'> reels
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and
Ella Hall)
15 Episodes
PATHE EXCHANGE. INC.
PATHE NEWS— Wednesdays and Saturdays
TOPICS OF THE DAY— Weekly
Week of May 7
Shot Into
Space(Snub
(Go Pollard)
Get 'Em Hutch No. 5) 12 reel
reels
Days
of Old
The Eternal Triangle (Aesop Fable)
reel
Follow the Crowd (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
Vengeance Is Mine (Irene Castle reissue) . , 3 reels
Week of May 14
Under
the Avalanche (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
No. 6)
Light Showers (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Model Dairy (Aesop Fable)
reel
Swing Your Partners (Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Ruler of the World (reissue)
3 reels
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Week of May 21
OnNo.Danger's
Highway (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
7)
Do Me a Favor (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
Love at First Sight (Aesop Fable)
reel
Why Pick on Me? (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
The Cry of the Weak
3 reels
Week (reissue)
of May 28_
The Broken Life Line (Go Get 'Em Hutch
8)(Snub Pollard)
'.
reels
TheNo. Movies
12 reel
The Hunter and His Dog (Aesop Fable).. reel
Ask Father (Lloyd reissue)
1 reel
A Daughter of the West (Marie Osborne re- is ue) 3reels
Week of June 4
Under
the Cauldron (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
No. 9)
Punch the Clock (Snub Pollard)
1 reel
The Dog and the Wolves (Aesop Fable)... reel
Nothing But Trouble (Lloyd reissue) 1 reel
Kidder & Ko (Bryant Washburn reissue) . . 3 reels
Screen Snap Shots No. 1
1 reel
Week of June 11
Nanook of the North
6 reels
TheNo. Edge
fo the Roof (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
10)
Strictly Modern (Pollard Comedy)
1 reel
The Maid and the Millionaire (Aesop Fable) reel
Week of June 18
TheNo. Air11)
Line Route (Go Get 'Em Hutch 2 reels
Hale and Hearty (Pollard Comedy)
1 reel
The Farmer and His Cat (Aesop Fable) . . . .V} reel
The Silver Girl (Frank Keenan reissue).... 3 reels
Screen Snapshots No. 2
1 reel
PIONEER FILM CORP.
THE FACTS AND FOLLIES SERIES
Babies in Bearskin
1 reel
Call Me Daddy
1 reel
Down Beside the Seaside
1 reel
Knockout Maggie
1 reel
Professor Was Right
1 reel
Running Romeos
1 reel
Two's
11 reel
Young Company
Ideas
reel
Luke McLuke's Film-osophy, each
Yz reel
PEEP INTO THE FUTURE (series of 6) 2 reels
THE SONNY SERIES, each
2 reels
SERIALS
The Hope Diamond Mystery
15 Episodes
The Mystery Mind
15 Episodes
LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
HERBERT KAUFMAN MASTERPIECES
PRIZM/A COLOR PICTURES
W^LLIAM J. FLYNN SERIES (Detective
Series)
2 reels
CHAPLIN CLASSICS
SELZNICK NEWS
SERIALS
The Whirlwind
15 Episodes
The Branded Four
15 Episodes
TRIART PICTURES, INC.
(Released through Hodkinson)
The Beggar Maid
2 reels
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES
Upper and Lower (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A One Horse Town (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
Peggy Behave (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Mutts (Brownie, the Wonder Dog)
2 reels
Two of a Kind (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
The Rubberneck (Lee Moran)
2 reels
A Dark Horse (Sally, the Human Horse,
and Charles Dorety)
2 reels
No Brains
2 reels
Cheerful Credit (Brownie, the Wonder Dog) 2 reels
Red Hot Rivals (Lee Moran)
2 reels
SicDog)
'Em Brownie (Brownie the Wonder 2 reels
Off His Beat (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
The Little Rascal (Baby Peggy)
2 reels
Speed 'Em Up (Harry Sweet)
2 reels
JEWEL COMEDIES
"P. D. Q." (Lee Moran)
2 reels
Roman
reels
A MonkeyRomeos
Movie (Lyons-Moran)
Star
22 reels
Robinson's Trousseau (Lee Moran)
2 reels
AThree
Monkey
22 reels
WeeksBell-Hop
Off (Lee Moran)
reels
JEWEL (COLLIER SERIES)
The Leather Pushers No. 1
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 2
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 3
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 4
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 5
2 reels
The Leather Pushers No. 6
2 reels
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TED RIDER SERIES (Leonard Chapman)
The Girl and the Law (No. 2)
2 reels
Big
(No. Laughed
3)
22 reels
When Stakes
the Devil
(No. 4)
reels
The Forest Runners (No. 5)
2 reels
The Timber Wolf (No. 6)
2 reels
SERIALS
The Dragon's Net
15 EpisodesKing of the Circus (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
The Diamond Oueen (Eileen Sedgwick) 18 Episodes
The White Horseman
18 Episodes
Do or Die (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
Terror Trail
18 Episodes
Winner of the West (Art Acord)
18 Episodes
The Secret Four (Eddie Polo)
18 Episodes
With Stanley in Africa (George Walsh and
Louise
Lorraine)
The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe (Harry 2 reels
reels
rs)
Mye
Perils
of the Yukon
(Wm. Desmond) 18 -2
Episodes
STAR COMEDIES
The News Maker
1 reel
Both Booths
1 reel
Friday, the Thirteenth
1 reel
The Bottle Baby
1 reel
His Inheritance Taxi
1 reel
A Panicky Pullman
1 ree
Beware 1
1 reel
A Movie Mix Up
1 reel
The Minute Man
1 reel
A Golf Insect
1 ree
Society Sailors
1 reel
Taking
Things Easy
11 reel
Loose Nuts
ree
The Gay Deceiver
1 reel
1 reel
Tree
Family Blunder
A Shaky
His
Prehistoric
(Roy Atwell) 1 reel
1 reel
Edwards)
(Neely
Cop
to
Easy
Should Watchmen Sleep (Neely Edwards) . . 1 reel
UNIVERSAL SERIES
A Battle Against Odds (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Cyclone Smith's Vow (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Square Deal Cyclone (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Yellow Streak (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Heritage of Hate (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
A Ride for a Rancho (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
WESTERN RAILROAD DRAMAS
A Gertrude
Blue Jacket's
Honor (Jack Perrin and 2 reels
Olmstead)
Matching Wits OArt Acord)
2 reels
The Trail of the Wolf (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
Trickery (Dorothy Woods and Harold Good- win) 2reels
The Girl of the West (Laura LaPlante and
Elmo Lincoln)
2 reels
The Call of Courage (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The White Messenger (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
Treacherous Rival (Laura LaPlante and
Percy Pembroke)
2 reels
The Verdict (Eddie Polo)
2 reels
The Big Ranger (Laura La Plante and Elmo
Lincoln)
2 reels
Squarin'
It (Neal Hart)
22 reels
The
Getaway
reels
A Guilty
(Tom Santschi)
Never
Let Cause
Go (Reginald
Denny) Northwest 2 reels
Mounted Drama
2 reels
It Is the Law (Tom Santschi)
2 reels
Seeing Red (Tom Santschi)
2 reels
INTERNATIONAL NEWS
(Issued Every Monday and Thursday)
VITAGRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES ^
A Parcel Post Husband
Fists and Fodder
Footprints
He Laughts Last
Soringtime
The Laundry
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES
The Bell Hop
The Sawmill
The Show
JIM AUBREY COMEDIES
The Riot
The Applicant
The Messenger
The Charmed Life
SERIALS
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Page)
The Veiled Mystery (Antonio Moreno)
The Silent Avenger (William Duncan)
The Purple Raiders (Joe Ryan and
Elinor Field)
Fighting Fate (William Duncan and
Edith Johnson)
Breaking Through

2
2
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2
2
2
2
15
15
15
15
15
15

reels
reels
reels
reels

Episodes
Episodes
Episodes
Episodes
Episodes
Episodes
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North

A Paramount

of the

Photoplay

by Vingie E. Roe.
Ritchey.

Rio

TRADE

The

Grande

in Five Parts.

Story

Scenario by Will M.

Directed by Rollin S. Sturgeon.

Cameraman,

Faxon M. Dean.

CAST AXD SYNOPSIS
Bob Haddington, Jack Holt; Tal Hannon, Bebe Daniels; Col. Haddington,
Charles Ogle; Father Hillaire, Alec B. Francis; John Hannon, Will E. Walling;
Brideman, Jack Caryle ; Briston, Fred Huntley ; Lola Sanchez, Shannon Day ;
Belle Hannon, Edythe Chapman ; Paul Perez, George Field ; Clendenning, W. B.
Clarke.
Bob Haddington, son of Col. Haddington, goes to the rescue of a village that
is being raided by outlaws, and during his absence bandits attempt to steal
horses on his father's ranch. He returns just in time to see one of the bandits
shoot his father, and upon his death swears vengeance. He becomes known as
Velantrie, head of a band of semi-outlaws, and Ls very friendly with a priest.
Father Hillaire. At the mission he meets and loves Val Hannon, daughter of
John Hannon, one of the richest ranch owners in the district. Later Bob is suspected of being "Black Rustler," a noted cattle thief, and one day he meets her
father, whom he learns Is not only the "Black Rustler," but the man who killed
his father. He decides to leave the country when he meets Hannon, who has
been wounded by pursuers and exchanges places with him. Hannon rides home
and,
confessiuisis explained
everything,justdiesas intheVal's
the situation
posse arms.
is aboutSheto rides
hang to
him.Bob's rescue, and
Starting off very slow
and rather incoherently,
North of the Rio Grande
soon develops into a Western that is far above the
average. It has a welldefined plot, and in concealing the identity of the
villain until the last reel,
the suspense is carried
right along to the end of
the photoplay. As with
all Westerns, this one has
a great deal of riding in it,
but the riding, like the picture, is also far above the
average and of a kind that
is not often seen. It is
full of thrills, and over
the roughest country imaginable; akind of riding
that adds as much to the
picture as does the magnificent scenery, which
forms a welcome background. If your audiences like Westerns, here's
one you should give them,
as they will enjoy it.
Points of Appeal. — It
is hard to guess, up to the
very last, who is the real
"Black Rustler," as suspicion points its finger to
so many different people,
all of whom seem to be
guilty. In that way suspense is carried right up
to the unmasking of the
real "Black Rustler,"
which is done in a highly
dramatic manner.
Cast. — Bebe Daniels and
Jack Holt both fit their
parts, but at the same
time Holt is hardly as
convincing in this role as he has been in some others. Alec B.
Francis, as Father Hillaire, gives a performance that is marked
by his artistic handling of this role. Shannon Day makes a
very attractive Lola Sanchez, and the other members of the cast
are well fitted for their parts.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The photography is superb, the camera catching all of the beauty of the wonderful
outdoor scenery. Few interiors are used, and they are well
lighted. The continuity is badly broken at first, and in several
places about the middle of the picture, the story getting somewhat confusing, but it will get by.
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Primitive

Lover

First National Photoplay in Six Parts. Author,
Edgar Selwyn. Scenario by Frances Marion.
Director, Sidney Franklin. Cameraman,
David Abel.
Running Time, Seventy Minutes.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Phyllis Tomley, Constance TaLmadge ; Hector Tomley, Harrison Ford ; Donald
Wales, Kenneth Harlan ; Roaring Bill Rivers, Joe Roberts ; Indian Herder,
Charles Pino; Indian Chief, Chief Big Tree; Mrs. Graham, Matilda Brundage;
Judhe Henseed, George Pierce ; Attorney, Clyde Benson.
Phyllis Tomley is married to a good but prosaic husband. She is romancestricken and Hector, the husband, fears the memory of Wales, a former rival,
who is supposed to have died while on an exploration trip in South America.
But Wales turns up very much alive. He arrives and tells wondrous stories of
his adventures, which greatly impress Phyllis. Hector, however, spoils Wales'
boasts
by givingto sell
awayhistheforthcoming
secret thatnovel.
the report
Wales'
deathHector
was ofmerely
hoax intended
Wales ofthen
accuses
havinga
robbed him of Phyllis. She resolves to obtain a divorce and proceedings are
arranged
in Reno,
just with
as Hector
begins idea
to suspect
really
caresChief
for
him. Hector
is seized
a brilliant
when hethatseesPhyllis
how an
Indian
treats an unruly squaw. He kidnaps both Phyllis and Wales and takes them
to a shack in the mountains, where tliey are helpless because of Wales' inability
to dodrinks
anything
Phyllis,She frantic
shack
and
some practical.
of his coffee.
insults with
him hunger,
and he visits
spanks Hector's
her promptl.v.
Later Wales escapes and goes for help. In the interval Hector proves his manhood by rescuing Phyllis from a Mexican herder who invades the cabin. Wales
returns, but Hector and his wife are thoroughly reconciled.
This latest Constance
Talmadge vehicle registers as capital farce comedy, full of snap and ginger and safe to make a
hit wherever it is sho'wn.
It is bully good stuff, alive
with rollicking humor,
moving at a fast clip and
providing the ever popular
leading lady with just the
sort of role suited to her
versatile talents. The beis sheer tale
melo-of
drama,ginning
a horrific
shipwrecked folk on a
raft, dying of hunger and
thirst and still ready to
scrap for the affections of
the lone woman in the
quartette. Then, as the
sub-titles grow more and
more mock-heroic in tone
and the action wilder, it
suddenly changes to a
view of the heroine reading and weeping over a
realistic romance of the
sea. The real fun starts
when Phyllis Tomley decides that her hubby is
altogether too prosaic to
satisfy the yearnings of
her emotional temperament and seeks divorce, as
well as the love of a
former suitor and present
successful novelist. The
farcical situations come
thick and speedily and
there is no let-up in the
mirthful swing of the picture,
excepting
when ahusband Hector
injects
bit
of drama by saving Phyllis from a thieving Mexican, until the final close-up is reached. Exhibitors in general
cannot afford to overlook this feature, which gives every indication of proving a big money-maker.
Points of Appeal. — Frankly humorous, with a tinge of satirical
reflection
on the
people
who don't Hector
know when
are well off.
The selfishness
scene whereof the
much-abused
turns they
the
tables on his vixenish little spouse by spanking her vigorously
is irresistibly funny and the burlesque on the Reno Divorce
Court proceedings another palpable hit.
Cast. — Constance Talmadge plays the part of Phyllis with
her usual vivacious charm, giving a performance bound to please
her numerous admirers. Harrison Ford is immense as the erstwhile meek, but later resourceful husband, and Kenneth Harlan
scores heavily as novelist Wales. The support is excellent.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are many effective
bits of mountain scenery shown, with skilful long shots and effective lighting. Continuity is even and the action speedy.
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STATE
AMERICAN

RIGHTS

FILM CORP., INC. Footage

High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russell) 5,000*
Youth's Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes)
5,000*
A Rougih-Shod Fighter (William Russell) . . 5,000*
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) 5,000*
Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain (Helen
Holmes)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
They're Off (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Thundering Hboffs (Peggy O'Day)
5,000*
Threads of Destiny (Bessie May)
5,000*
In Search of Arcady
5,000*
The Lamb and the Lion
5,000*
Hoop-La
5,000*
The Love Call
5,000*
The Girl of My Dreams
5,000*
ARROW FILM CORP.
Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Playing Square (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
The Happy Masquerader (Gladys Leslie)... 5,000*
A Shadow of the Past (Charlotte Walker) 5,000*
A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
5,000*
A Ouestion of Honor (Kathryn Adams).... 5,000*
Adele (Kitty Gordon)
5,000*
Tust His Wife (Gladys Hulette)
5,000*
AGirlMan's
(DustinThe
Farnum)
5,000*
from Fight
Porcupine,
6,251
Splendid Life, The
5,996
Double-O (Jack Hoxie)
4,739
Sparks of Flint (Jack Hoxie)
4,805
Two-Fisted Jefferson (Jack Hoxie)
4,639
Motion to Adjourn, A
5,785
Innocent Cheat, The
5,744
Ten Nights in a Barroom
7,815
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
(Distributed by Weiss Brothers)
After Six Days (Old Testament Story) lO.OOO*
AYWON FILM CORP.
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams).... 5,000*
Across the Border (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Rounding Up the Law (Big Boy Williams) 5,000*
Lure of the Orient (All Star Cast)
6,000*
Fidelity (All Star Cast)
5,000*
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5,000*
Hair Trigger Casey (Frank Borzage) 5,000*
Master
of
Beasts
(All
Star
Cast)
Oh! Mabel, Behave (Mabel Normand, Mack 5,000*
Sennett, Owen Moore, Ford Sterling) .... 5,000*
C. B. C. FILM SALES
Cap'n
Kidd Love
(Eddie(PetePolo)
Dangerous
Morrison)
5Serial
reels
The Victim (Robert T. Haines)
6 reels
Captivating Mary Carstairs (Norma Talmadge reissue)
5 reels
The Heart of the North (Roy Stewart) 5,600
Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewart).... 5,000*
COMMONWEALTH PICT. CORP.
The Hidden Light
5,000*
EAST COAST PRODUCTION, INC.
AMALGAMu\TED SERIES
Ashes
5,000*
Any Night
5,000*
The Greater Duty
5,000*
EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Midchannel (Clara Kimball Young)
6.000*
Hush (Clara
Kimball Young)
Where
Is My Wandering
Boy Tonight?.... 6,000*
????
The Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed) . . 5,800
EXPORT AND IMPORT
Kazan
6,464
The Mask
6,400
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
The Servant in the House (All Star)
5,000*
Penny of Top Hill Trail (Bessie Love) 5,000*
Dangerous
ToysAlps(All(Prizma)
Star)
7,000*
Heidi
of the
????
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
Supreme Passion
Ne'er-Do-Well
House Without Children
Spoilers
GRAPHIC FILM CORP.
Mother Eternal
JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men (Super Feature)
* Approximately

The
The
The
The

TRADE

6,000*
7,000*
7,000*
9,000*
6,700
6,200

JOAN FILM SALES CORP.
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PICTURES
Footage

She Played
Ward)
5,000*
Annabel
Lee and
(AllPaid
Star (Fanny
Cast)
5,000
J. W. FILM CORPORATION
The Road to Arcady
6,000*
Should a Wife Work
6,000*
For Your Daughter's Sake
5'000*
GEORGE H. HAMILTON, INC.
Give Me My Son
5,000*
In Self Defense
5,000*
When Knights Were Bold
5,000*
ROY H. KLUMB PRODUCTIONS
Daddy's Eove
5,000*
Judge Her Not
4,500'
Wolves of the Range
4,500*
Bear Hunt on Roosevelt Trail
3,000*
LEE AND BRADFORD
Branded (Josephine Earle)
4,900
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle).... 4,500
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle) 5,400
Cloudburst (Bombardier Billy Wells)
4,800
The Unconquered Woman (Rubye de Remer) 4,700
Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
5,600
Determination (All Star Cast)
10,000*
PACIFIC FILM COMPANY
The Call from Vhe Wild (Frankie Lee and
Highland Laddie)
5,000*
The Able Minded Lady (Henry B, Walthall) 5,000*
The Girl from Rocky Point (Ora Carew) . . . 5,000*
The Forest King (Reed Chapman and Lillian Hall)
5,000*
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Soul of Man, The (William Nigh and Maurice Powers)
7,000*
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle) . . 5^000*
Mr. Single (Maclyn Arbuckle)
5,000*
Mr Potter of Texas (Maclyn Arbuckle) .... 6,000*
Trail of the Law (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
Man Who Paid, The (Wilfred Lytell) 5,000*
Wolf's Fang, The (Wilfred Lytell)
5,000*
RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.
The Wakefield Case (Herbert Rawlinson) . . 6,000*
Whispering Shadows (Lucy Cotton)
6,000*
Soul and Body
Luther)
Dangerous
Love (.'^nne
(Pete Morrison
and Carol 6,000*
Holloway)
5 gOO*
JOSEPI-I
MOORE AND EILEEN SEDGEWICK SERIES
Problem Eternal
5,000*
False Brands
5 000*
The Wolf Pack
5,000*
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG SERIES
The Rise of Susan
5 000*
MarriagePassport
a la Carte
' 5^000*
Yellow
5 000*
Feast ofROMAYNE
Life
.'
.
.
]
5^000*
SUPERFILM CO.
The Toreador (Bui! Fight)
3 600
Rigo'etto
6,000*
SECOND NAT'L PICTURES CORP.
David and Johnathan
4 goo
Her Story
5 000*
The Night Riders
5 QOO*
Brenda's Heritage
][[', 5,'ooO*
W. M. SMITH PRODUCTIONS. IN^
FARNUM, HAMILTON, HART, FORD SERIES
So This- Is Arizona
5 939
White Citizens,
Masks, The
4*922
Angel
The
4,826
WM. STEINER PRODUCTIONS
(Neal Hart Series)
Tangled Trails
5 OOO*
Rangeland
^,000*
Lure of Gold
5
qqq*
The Heart of a Texa
. 5 000*
West of the Pecos n
.
5
000*
Table Top Ranch
5 000*
TRUART FILM CORPORATION
Burlingham Adventure Series (each) 1 reel
WARNER BRO.S.
Why Girls Leave Home
????
Parted Curtains
????
Ashamed of Parents
????
School Days (Weslev Barry)
????
Your Best Friend (Vera (Gordon)
????
WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
Honeymoon Ranch (Alene Ray)
5,000*
West ofSERIES
the Rio Grande (Alene Ray)
5,000*
NEW
Partners of the Sunset (Alene Ray)
5,000*
Lady Luck (Alene Ray)
5,000*

SHORT

SUBJECTS

ADVENTURES OF T. S. S. CORP.
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln) 15 Episodes
ANCHOR FILM DIST., INC.
Iris Comedies (Little Napoleon)
2 reels
Crescent Comedies (Jack Richardson) 2 reels
The Movie Star's Stampede (Novelty) 2 reels
ARROW FILM CORP.
SERIALS
Thunderbolt Jack
15 Episodes
The Blue Fox
15 Episodes
Nan of the North
15 Episodes
SPOTLIGHT
COMEDIES
(18)
1 reel
BROADWAY
COMEDIES
(14)
2 reels
CRUELWED
COMEDIES
(12)
2 reels
SPEED COMEDIES
(12)
2 reels
MIRTHOUAKE COMEDIES
(14)
2 reels
SPORT "PICTORIAL (26)
1 reel
ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
(Distributed by Goldwyn)
Sport Review Releases
1 reel
AYWON FILM CORP.
HARRY
CAREY— 15 Westerns (each) 2 reels
FRANKLIN FARNITM— 12 Westerns 2 reels
JOY COMEDilES— 6
(each) 2 reels
HELEN HOLMES— 22 Railroad Dramas.. 2 reels
MARY PICKFORD REVIVALS
2 reels
CLARION PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
(Released by IVeiss Bros.)
The Expose of Sawing a Lady in Half.... 1,745
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR R.ANCH WESTERNS
(Bi-Monthly) 2 reels
SCREEN
(Bi-Monthly) 12 reel
CARNIVAL SNAPSHOTS
COMEDIES
reels
SUNRISE COMEDIES
(Billy West) 26
comedies
2 reels
EXPORT AND IMPORT
SERIAL
The Jungle Goddess (Elinore Field and
Turman Van Dyke)
15 Episodes
FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
CHESTER COMEDIES (2 reels each)
TOE ROCK COMEDIES (1 reel each)
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS (1 reel each)
MONTY
SERIALS BANKS COMEDIES (2 reels each)
Miracles of the Jungle
15 Episodes
KINETO CO. OF AMERICA
(Released through State Rights Exchange)
Wonders of the World
(2 series)
First Series from No 1 to No. 26 (each) ... 1 reel
Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52 (each) 1 reel
Kineto Reviews
1 reel
ROY H. KLUMB PRODUCTIONS
WESTERNS
Winning Claim
2,000*
Red Blood of the West
2,000*
Breaking
2.000*
COMEDIESIn
Tom and Jerry Comedies, one a month, each 1 reel
Slow Motion, one a week
500*
LEE AND BRADFORD
Squirrel Comedies (Series of Six)
????
MrCOVERN & EGLER
SHORTY HAMILTON SERIES
The Runt
2,000*
Pep
2,000*
Let-'er-Go Gallagher
2,000*
Pony Boy
2,000*
Grit
2.000*
Ride 'EmPACTFTC
Cowboy
2.000*
FILM COMPANY
FOLLY COMEDIES
1 reel
NEWSPAPER STORIES
Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-Month) . . . . 2 reels
PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
IRVING CUMMTNGS SERIES
Patsy's Jim
2 reels
Corporal Jim's Ward
2 reels
Rope's
End,
The
2
reels
False Trail, The
2 reels
RTATTO PRODUCTIONS. INC.
TONY SARG'S ALMANAC (Series of 12) 1 ree?
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Missing

Adaptation

by Jacques

Feyder.

Screen
Length,

Photography, Lighting, Direction. — The photography through
the picture consists of some remarkably fine scenes. The desert
shots and particularly the mirage are beautifully done. The sets
in the palace give an impression of immense proportions. Lighting has generally been amply supplied. Continuity runs fairly
smooth and direction good.

Back

Against

Released by Goldwyn.
Scenario

6,601 Feet.
OAST AND SYNOPSIS
Antinea, Stacia Napierkowska ; Taiiit-Zerga. Marie Louise Iribe ; Captain ilorhange, Jean Ang-elo ; Lt. Saint-Ayit, Georges Jlelchior ; The Antiquary, Franceschi; C£sheur-Ben-Oheikh, Abd-Bl-Kader Beu-AIi.
Captain Morliange and Lieutenant Saint-Arit of the French army while exploring in the desert rescue a native who has been wounded. He promises to lead
them to the Kingdom of Antinea. Upon reaching their destination they are
shown through the palace and led into a large room where the Queen has preserved
in metallic mummies the memories of her former loves. She seems to cast a
spell over all men who see her and upon tiring of them leaves them to die.
When she sees Morhange she immediately falls in love with him, but he repulses
her advances. Meanwhile she has turned Saint-Avit over to her lady-in-waiting,
Tanit-Zerga.
Lieutenant,
his comrade,
fallenquickly
under and
the he
spellthenof
Antinea
and inTtefrenzy
he slaysunlike
Morhange.
Remorsehascomes
tries to murder Antinea but is caught and thrown into prison. Tanit, who lias
secretly loved him, comes to his rescue and together they make their escape and
start out across the desert. The frail woman, unable to stand the hardships,
dies andofficers.
Saint-Avit
her back
in theto desert.
Laterone hedayis while
picked telling
np by ofsome
brother
He buries
is nursed
health and
his
experience,
Antinea's
messenger
appears
and
asks
if
he
is
ready
to
go backleadsto
the queen. Saint-Avit, unable to resist, consents to go and as the messenger
the way they are joined' by another one of the officers.
Missing Husbands,
adapted for the screen
from Pierre Benoit's novel, "L'Atlantide," comes as
another spectacular and
fantastic offering of foreign make to Broadway.
As far as magnificent
scenery and elaborate sets
are concerned, the production is certainly able to
share honors with some of
our biggest pictures. The
story is purely imaginative, weird and overpowering at times, yet so exaggerated and unreal on other occasions that it scarcely suffices to hold the interest and live up to the
expectancies that have
been created in the early
part of the film.
Points of Appeal. — The
story, which is reputed to
have startled all Paris,
will already he familiar to
a great many people who
have heard of or read
Pierre Benoit's novel. The
picture does not differ materially from the book but
the most serious drawback
is that the European ideas
of what constitutes a great
drama is somewhat different from ours. It offers
something different in the
form of a plot, and if it's
something new your audiences want here is one
that will set them talking.
Cast. — Stacia Napierkowska as the Queen, Antinea, gives a typical
French impersonation of
the character. To our mind, however, she seldom looks the part.
Especially is this true when she goes through her wild-eyed,
loose-haired moments. It is really hard to believe that she
could have possibly cast such deadly spells over a couple of
dozen men with immediate prospects of more! The men in the
cast also seem to possess the continental idea of registering
emotion.
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His

Husbands

A Metro Special. Story by Pierre Benoit.

TRADE

Wall

Story by John Frederick.

by Julien Josephson.

man, Max Fabian.
Lee.

the

Camera-

Directed by Rowland

V.

Length, 5,000 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jeremy Dice. Raymond Hatton ; Mary Welling, Virginia Valli : Sheriff Lawlence. Will Walling; Bronc Lewis, Gordon Russell; Henry Welling, W. H. Bainbridge ; Mrs. Welling, Virginia Madison ; Arizona Pete, Fred Kohler ; Lew Shaler,
Jack Curtis; Dr. Farley, Dudley Hendricks. Dorothy Petwell, Shannon Day;
Jimmy Boyle, Raymond Cannon ; Fbutch, Louis Morrison.
Jeremy Dice, a "finisher" in an East Side tailor's shop, prides himself on
being a "snappy" dresser and a prize winning dancer. At heart he is a terrible
coward, and when a bully comes up to him aud demands that he let his girl
alone, Jeremy afraid to stand up and figlit slijis away. This public exhibition
of Ms cowardice Infuriates his employer and he is promptly discharged. Seeking
to get away from it all he decides to go West. His money gives out and he is
forced to "hobo." In the midst of the waste lands the brakeman on the train
discovers him and throws him off. Jeremy wandering about finally comes upon
a deserted cabin. Wliile in there lie discovers that two outlaws have come to
the same place and are disputing about the division of some booty. A fight
between the two men takes place, and both are killed. About this time the
sheriff comes in and finds Jeremy there. Thejy proclaim him a great hero to
have killed these two bandits single-handed. He tries to tell them the truth
but is so shaken with fear he is unable to speak. Welling, a wealthy ranch owner,
takes him home where his daughter Mary nurses him back to health. The real
test comes when one of the men publicly discredits Jeremy's bravery and slanders
Mary's name. A new spark of manhood seems to be kindled in the coward, and
he lands a well guided punch on the accuser's jaw. This re-establishes his popularity, and he and Mary ride back to the ranch together.
As a thoroughly delightful picture His Back
Against the Wall is hard
to beat.
The elements
story con-of
tains all the
a satisfactory comedydrama. The picture, although having a great
deal of western atmosphere worked in, is entirely different from any other picture of this sort.
The unusual idea of heaping heroic praise upon a
coward brings forth
screamingly funny situations and nothing short of
keen enjoyment on the
part of the spectator. It
is only to be hoped that
those who are prejudiced
against "westerns" can be
brought to see this one
that really is different.
Points
of AppeaL —
From any angle the picture stimulates genuine
interest. Particularly as
a laugh-getter it offers
some of the best material
that anyone could wish to
sit through. Absolutely
devoid
of occur
"hookum,"
the
situations
naturally
and often. It is a picture
that fordone
could hardly afto miss.
Cast. — Provoking laughs
seems to be a natural gift
vdth Raymond Hatton.
As Jeremy Dice he has
contrib'uted a notable piece
of work to the screen.
Ver-'r good support has
been given by all other
members of the cast.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. — There are some fine long
shots scattered through the picture. The scene on top of the
freight car is good. Lighting has been well taken care of and
direction excellent.
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FIRST

RUNS

Their

Unit No. 1 —
Unit No. 2 —
Unit No. 3 —
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

4—
5—
6—
87 ——

Unit No. 9 —
Next Week

May

14

CAPITOL
Overture,
"Fourth Symphony"
(Tchaikovsky).
Scenic,
tional). Missing Men (Educa(a) Dance, "Cassandra."
(b) VocAi.
Solo, (Lehman).
"Moon of My
Delight"
Capitol News.
Ballet,
(Kreisler) . "Caprice Viennois"
F E A t u R E , Watch Your Step
((ioldwyn).
Flute Solo,
Comedy,
Siich "Waltz"
Is Life in(Godard).
Munich
(Hy Mayer Travelaugh).
Organ Recital.
— The Crossroads of New York
(First National).

Press Comments
Telegram — There is something for
everybody in "Watch Your Step." It is a
small town story, and who has not had
some pleasant associations with the small
town? Journal — The feature doesn't pull
at the heart strings or squeeze any tears,
but bids for smiles and an occasional laugh
instead, and when a dash of excitement is
desired, the simple old-fashioned fist fight
suffices. Sun — "Watch Your Step" has all
the interest which a yarn of the city crook
— or a supposed city crook — always has
when fate dumps him by the scuffs of the
neck in the country. Herald — Every once
in a while a motion picture comedy bobs
up which is so joyous and naturally gay
that it makes photoplay going less of a
duty and more of a pleasure. Of such, is
"Watch Your Step," which takes ordinary
materials and makes them seem more wonderful than they were. American — All in
all the feature is a nice soft picture, moist
enough at times, and a pleasing phase of it
is that one can drop in on it at any stage
and pick the plot right up without feeling
that one has missed anything. Tribune —
There is material enough in "Watch Your
Step" for about two reels — certainly not
more than that — and you expect something
more in the way of plausibility, too, when
a picture runs for five or six reels.
STRAND
Overture
— Selections from "La Gioconda"
(Ponchielli).
Scenic — The Trapping of the Weasel (Pathe).
VocalTipton).
Solo — "The Spirit Flower" (CampbellJlARK Strand Topical Review.
PianoLiszt).
Solo — "Rigoletto Paraphrase" (VerdiFeature — Constance Talmadge in The Primitive Lover (First National).
Comedy
Me?— Harold
(Pathe). Lloyd revival, Wliy Pick on
Organ Recital.
Next National)
Week — .Jackie Coogan in Trouble (First

Various
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Comments

Dailies

Press Comments
Times — There are several bits of good
direction in the feature, and the opening
of the story in which the heroine of the
story visualizes the scenes of a romance
she is reading, are promising, and therefore, in themselves entertaining. Herald —
The feature is quite delightful, especially
with its satire of the caveman, whom photoplay audiences are beginning to suspect
to be something of a nuisance around the
house. Sun — "The Primitive Lover" pokes
good fun at some of the "virile" fiction
which, like the poor, we always have with
us. It is admirably photographed and
deftly put together. Evening World —
Constance Talmadge has a role entirely
suited to her in her latest film "The Primitive Lover." The role is one of a romancestricken wife, vfho absorbs her romantic
ideas from the library shelves. Telegram
— The theme of "The Primitive Lover" is
a really good foundation for any comedy —
two rival suitors, one built along Beau
Brummel lines, and the other reminiscent
of the cave man. The star has never done
anything better in her screen career.
Tribune — It seems as though there ought
to be plenty of material for a good picture
but "The Primitive Lover" ceases to be as
interesting after the first two reels.
CRITERION
Overture
—
"Orpheus
in the Lower World"
(Offenbach).
Criterion
Magazine.
Dance Number — "Danse Arabe."
Music F*llm.
Feature
— Missing Husbands (Metro).
MusicMay"Specialty
(Kello).— " 'Twas in the Month of
Comedy — Battling Toi-chy (Educational).
Press Comments
Times — The feature is a film to which
one responds, or fails to respond, with
varying, or vanishing emotions. It is a
fantastic romance of the mythical continent of Atlantis, which according to its
premise, was not entirely engulfed by the
ocean in the ancient days. American — On
the whole "Missing Husbands" is an incongruously imaginary picture told with
the fervent hope that all the world loves
a vamp, and has done so since Cleopatra
started the vamp mode. World — The feature appears to wilt towards the end and
the spectator finds himself more interested
in the architecture and landscape views
than in the question of what is really
going to happen to the two officers. Mail
— "Missing Husbands" is a fantastic
picture based on a most imaginative story
and through the greater part of its length
is fascinating and absorbing. The plot is

unfolded in a fascinatingly mysterious atmosphere and the suspense is well sustained, though there are some lapses
which should and could have been avoided.
Evening World — The feature isn't the
kind of film you think it is, at all. We
were surprised wihen we saw it as we had
anticipated a comedy all about husbands.
It is far from such a story, and is a remarkable film with an exceedingly misleading title. It is worth an afternoon or
evening of anyone's time.
RIALTO
Overture
—
"Mignon"
(Thomas).
RiAiTO Magazine.
Vocal DuBrr.
Music Film.
mount).
Ampico
Piano — "Concerto" (Tchaikovsky).
Feature — North of the Rio Grande (ParaVocal Solo — Aria from "Benvenuto Cellini"
Film (Diaz).
Novelty — Sawing a Lady in Half.
Musical Novelty — "In the Clock Store"
(Orth).
Comedy — "Snub" Pollard in Light Showers
(Pathe).
Press Comments
Jou7~nal — "North of the Rio Grande" is
a full-blooded romance of the border,
where hanging is the penalty for horse
stealing, masked bandits rule by night and
the vendetta is abroad in the land. Life
on the range is the background on which
is placed a romance of compelling charm
and interest. Mail — One of the most interesting numbers on the bill is an exposure of the mystifying magic art which
has been so popular in vaudeville, "Sawing a Woman in Half," but it wouldn't be
fair to go into details. Journal — In
"North of the Rio Grande" there is not
only a most picturesque sweep of
the border but a full-blooded plot as
well. Evening World — Every one knew
the vaudeville act "Sawing a Woman in
Half" had a "ketch" in it, but few knew
how it was done. It is exposed so clearly
in a film at the Rialto this week that any
one having seen the film and paid strict
attention, could do the trick in his own
parlor. It is interesting at that. Sun —
It has become the fashion in reviewing to
point out how much better the horses and
dogs in a picture perform than the actors
who represent human beings. "North of
the Rio Grande," however, is an exception.
The actors (believe it or not) play far
more capably than their four footed
friends. Herald — The real heroes of the
feature, however, are a pair of twin black
horses named Meteo and Comet, and one
of them catches the infection of fast riding so much that he even sprints about
riderless.
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SLAPSTICK is dead— shady stuff is dead.
Clean fun is here to stay — the funny
things that happen to everybody — for
everybody to laugh at. And the Prize Comedian in up-to-the-minute fixes and mixups is
LEE MORAN. Sign up for him in CENTURY COMEDIES and you'll have a national
favorite who will pack your house in a blizzard, a first-class sample of what CENTURY
gives you every week right straight through
the year. Show LEE MORAN in the three
new comedies listed below and do it iioiv if you
like to please.
"The Straphanger"
"The Touchdown"
"Upper and Lower"

BROWNIE
BABV

PEGGY
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UNIVERSAL

JEWELCOLLIEI2.'5

FASCINATING
is the only word

I INIVERSAL

for it

will lay a bet that the major-

^
ity of those who congratulate you on this
fascinating Series of Two-reel Features will be
women. They'll go wild over these beautifully
directed pictures and the big, human, absorb"
ing side of modern life that they're secretly
crazy to know about — with high society, a
corking love story and some delightful humor

CARL LAEMMLE
PR.ESENTS

mixed

in — the richest dish of Short

ever offered the best and
land.

Features

biggest houses

in the

Get after this Series of Two-reel

Feat-

ures through your Universal

Exchange

today

as ICANE HALLIDAY
alias KID ROBERTS

FROM

THE

in

FAMOU?

fERIES

OF

COLLIER'S

STORIES

BY

H.C.

WITWER-
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HERE is Romance! Here is Adventure! Here is Tiirill! And all
out of the biggest, cleanest story of adventure ever written — the
one booi< above all others that parents and teachers know is stimulating, wholesome reading for the child. And out of this 200'year old
book, out of this deathless romance comes a Chapter-picture even more
interesting, even more instructive than the book itself. At last a living,
breathing figure— ROBINSON CRUSOE— the hero of every child— all
ready for your screen and bound to pull the biggest crowds of youngsters
and oldsters that ever stormed your house. Produced as only one concern in the whole world can produce a Continued Feature,

HARRY

MYERS
featuring'

as Crusoe"Supported
and Noble
by
GERTDUDE
PEDCY

Johnson

asFridaiJ

OLM STEAD

PEMBROKE
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Capitol

Did

NEW YORK TIMES:
A romantic melodrama full of
Colonials,
Red Coats, Indians and
action.

NEW YORK HERALD:
It was high time we had a motion
picture
to do justice
to the like
birth"Cardigan"
of the American
Republic. After the deluge of foreign
pictures here is the basis of a great
All-American program.

N. Y. TELEGRAPH:
The ride of Paul Revere in "Cardigan" brings back ali the old thrill
of our schooldays.

HEARST'S N. Y. AMERICAN:
A finely patriotic picture that no
one can ever find fault with . . .
from
Chamber's greatest literary
achievement.

NEW YORK WORLD:
A sustained and exciting picture.
The ride of Paul Revere is one of
the great thrills of modern times in

NEW YORK JOURNAL:

pictures.
N. Y. EVENING WORLD:

The mighty "Cardigan" is the
main feature mendously
of fineS.Ail-American
L. Rothafel's bill.
treThis kind of bill should be repeated
across the entire country.

The gan"Capitol
is showing "Cardito the accompaniment
of a
spirited and beautiful All-American

NEW YORK TRIBUNE:
The ride of Paul Revere never
seemed so real to us before. You
feel the mighty battle for human
liberty that is about to begin.

program.
N. Y. TELEGRAM:
Here you feel the intensity of the
big struggle
of the
American
tion. In the
midst
of a revoluterrific
struggle there is a beautiful romance.

Y. EVENING POST:
A decided surprise comes to the
Capitol
this acted
week in
"Cardigan,"
splendidly
romance
of thea
American Revolution. . . . It is a
mighty good tale.

NEW YORK SUN:
Space forbids a description in full
of this well wrought and swiftly
directed story. Chambers has never
written anything so fine.

Messmore

Kendall

presents

CARDIGAN

^^^^
the Famous
Historical
American
Novel ByProduction
The FirstFrom
^ ^^
^^^^^
ROBERT
W. CHAMBERS
Directed by John W. Noble
Jfie romantic story of a youth
and a maid drawn by chance
into the dramatic struggle for
American

Independence

WALTER E GREENE, 'JWn.i

F. B. WARREN, yia-Traidm

lSW.4r''St.N.Y.C.^Phones,VanderbiU7078-S

George

ARLii^

®

^rom Carl Derr J3i<^<^erx^j~fo/y in ''CJhe Jafurday Cveninc^ J^oJ"^
J/ormon Weic^ht Director — —
Cforrej-f Jlalj^ey, Jcenor/j-f
Mjrry Ji. y/j-c/iboc/c, Phofoc^raphsr ~ C/ark J^ob/nspn, Art Direcfor ,,^

Six ft/ /au^h^ eve/y hour w/fh ffeor^Q Orl/'j:^ Qmporor
of refined /an^ prince of the fic^ht comedc/ phofvp/oi/,
JhereJ^

youth

and

beauty

p/ux

ture'-^ every thin cf for the patron

/ove^ romance^
and

adven-

the hox-ojficQ.

UNITED ArxriJ^TT COf^POQATION
MAQ.Y PICKroriD • CMAQLIC CHAPLIN • DOUGLAX TAIHiDANKJ" • D.VGIiimTW
;i-IIRAM ADfiAM^- priEJ^IDCNT

S

PIAVERS

LA5>^

aATION

presenjts

\

\
lory /^y Jack Bo^'le Scenario ij/ Doty Hobart
Directed isy Tom Terr iss-Settin^s
It's A Paramounx

Jos. Urban

Picture

A vivid, startling
romance of thrills
and climaxes
which wiU. sweep
your audiences
off their feet.
"Lionel Barvymore is
fine — we c^on't remember Iiaving- seen him
do
anytliin?so such
well —a •
the picture s-ets
holU on you that von
believe you are watchin;? the purifying process of a bad man for
the first
time." —Sun.Neiu
York
Evening

Cre
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Critics

Have

Said
"Delightful entertainment, based on the
question of secret marriages. There is something doing every minute that will hold your
— Moving Picture World
interest."
"It gets away from orthodox channels
and sparkles with fair brilliancy, comedy
touches and charmingly acted by star and
her assistants. A good — bet
for Picture
any house."
Motion
News
"This is one of those exceptional —pictures
Varonce
that hit you, and hit you right, every
iety
in a blue moon. The best comedy bet of
the season, a clean, high-class distinguished
film offering."
"A fine, clean comedy which will prove unusually satisfying. Well cast and with good
photography, it should prove a good at— Exhibitors Herald
traction."
"Star at her best — cast well selected. If
you let this one get by without seeing it,
you're going to miss one, of the best come— Screen Opinions
dies of the season."

It's one of the Elaine Hammerstein Star Series, personally staged
by Alan Crosland.

1

1

5^

SHOW

THE

SHOW
is a typical

Larry Semon

Comedy

with a big beauty chorus,
fun-stunts that fairly pile
up on one another and
a big smashing finish.
It convulsed audiences
during its. Broadway run,
and will go big with any
audience.
"The Show" was written and directed by
Larry Semon and Norman Taurog
LUCILLE CARLISLE
plays opposite Larry
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Vomen

an

all Star

Volume 11.

Vait

Cast

Marguerite Clayton, Creighton Hale
and George MacQuarrie
Directed by
Phillip VanLoan

including

'Y'HERE
is strong,
drama isina
this story
of thesurging
sea. There
conflict of emotions as tempestuous
as the storm-lashed waves and a woman's love as undying as the steady
gleam from the lighthouse- There
is atmosphere as delightful as the

The- Story

quaint sea-coast locations. There is
suspense, laughter, heart-throbs and
happiness.
There is every reason why you should
book this one for it is a vigorous,
interesting and entertaining feature.
It is" proving that it fulfills all Ittheis
requirements of your box office.

IVho JVaited
of a JVoman
Distributed by PLAYGOERS PICTURES
through PATHE EXCHANGEjnc.
Foreign Representative for Playgoers Pictures
SIDNEY GARRETT

for Love,

?iU7nbe7- 14

^
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COMPANY

Presents
! COMING

STATE-RIGHT
FOLLY
COMEDIES

Have Been Bought by the
Following Leading
Independent Exchanges
Merit Film Company, New York City.
20th Century Film Company, Philadelphia.
Celebrated Players Film Corporation, Chicago.
Midwest
Wis. Distributing Company, Milwaukee,
Reliance Film Exchange, Washington, D. C.
Quality Film Corporation, Pittsburgh, Penna.
Peerless Film Service, San Francisco.
Standard Film Service Company, Cleveland.
Ohio.
Greater Features, Seattle, Wash.
Federated Film Exchange, Omaha, Nebr.
Fine Art Pictures Corporation, St. Louis.
Independent
Film Exchanges of America,
Denver, Colo.
Standard Film Corporation, Kansas City, Mo.
Elt.Tbran Film Company, Atlanta, Ga.
Eastern Feature Film Company, Boston,
Mass.

OPEN

TERRITORIES

DALLAS
SEATTLE
DENVER
OMAHA
ST. LOUIS
KANSAS CITY
MINNEAPOLIS
And
EUROPEAN RIGHTS.

LOGIC
THE

It was Ayer who said : Now that the winds
of winter have bared the trees and their limbs
make silhouettes against the sky, if you walk
into the country you may see the apple that
never was picked. Withered and shrunken,
its bloom departed, it hangs upon a barren
branch — a derelict of nature.

FOREST

KING

Substitute the Apple for your Opportunity.
Opportunity
Knocks
Only
Once!
It Is
Knocking Now!
Now — You — State-Right Buyers.
We are offering for sale on the State-Right
market three feature photoplays that were made
especially for the State-Right man. To make
money. Pictures that the exhibitors want. To
offer to their audiences. To make money. Pictures that the Pacific Film Company are proud to
say are their product — proud to offer for sale. To
make money.
LET

HERE

ARE

THE

A

red-blooded

Redwoods.
human

Full

interest
throbs .

Lillian Hall

PICTURES:

story of

the "out-of-doors" laid'
in the Valley of Giant

heart

US ALL GET TOGETHER!
TO MAKE MONEY!

and

of
and

With
Reed

Chapman.

( 1 ) "THE
ABLE-MINDED
Starring
Henry B. Walthall
a Saturday EveningLADY"
Post Story
(2)

"THE

GIRL

FROM
GET
IT— DONT
forGET
it

Starring OraROCKY
Carew. Supported
by Walt Whitman,
POINT"
Gloria Joy and others,

KING"
Lillian Hall
and Reed Chapman
FOREST
(3)With"THE
There are a few territories open also for our famous
Folly Comedies.
Don't overlook them!
DON'T LET THIS
UKE THE APPLE!
ACT

NOW.

OPPORTUNITY

BE

THE

WIRE— WRITE.
FOREST

FOLLY

KING

COMEDIES

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
AND STUDIO
CULVER CITY, CAL.

!

PACIFIC
FILM

COMPANY

Eastern Representative
JULIUS SINGER
729 — 7th Avenue
New York, N. Y.
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ABLE-MINDED

LADY

THE

GIRL

FROM

B.

ORA

WALTHALL

CAREW
Supported by

Supported by
ELINOR

POINT

STARRING

STARRING

HENRY

ROCKY

FAIR

WALT

WHITMAN,

GLORIA

JOY

and others.
A breezy farce of the West, taken from Wm.
Leighton's Saturday Evening Post story.
M. P. NEWS: There is genuine entertainment in "THE ABLEMINDED LADY" produced largely by the excellent suspense created
and partly by the humorous characterizations which are faithfully
transcribed to the screen from the Saturday Evening Post
story. For it contains an element which is lacking in many
Western pictures. It has a story — not the conventional cowboy
story, but one which contains distinct characterizations and not
a little heart interest.

A beautiful drama that takes places by the barren
seacoast, where the waves kiss the shore with ecstatic rapture.

HERE

IS A PICTURE

THAT

WILL BRING

THEM

IN.

It has thrills!! A sob!! and a smile of a beautiful girl.

i
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next

big

THE
C. Gardener

one

WOMAN"
Sullivan

is

"SKIN
DEEP"
Story by Marc
Edmund Jones
Directed by Lambert Hillyer
Personal supervision Thos. H. Ince
Released

on

the

Open

Market

Available

to All Exhibitors
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''I Want to Be Friends"

J.

L.

14

HATE!

ORIENT!

Go Quickly, My Love.

"1 Love You — and It's Too Late"

Number

Discovery Means Death''

The Hindoo Fanatics Stormed Their Desecrated Sacrificial Pyre

•Take This, If You Are Going Among Those Mad Dsrvishes

FROTHINGHAM

presents the powerful drama adapted from I. A. R. Wylie's famous
novel "A Daughter of Brahma" ; Directed by Edward Sloman.

Distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
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HEART
STORY
'MIDST
MIGHTY
SCENES!
THOUSANDS
OF
PEOPLE!
SUMPTUOUS
PRODUCTION!

He Found Her in the Sacred Temple

Released on the Open Market.

"Come Back with Me or You Both Die'

Available to All Exhibitors !
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The

ROSARY

It

will

pay

!

Presented by
Selig-Rork.
Original story by
Bernard IVlcConville.
Inspired by the theme
of the play by
Edward E. Rose.
Directed by
Jerome Storm.

Photographed by
Edward Linden
Director
Technical
Gabe Pollock

'
•

Distributed by
Associated
F"il"St National
Pictures, Inc.
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"The Barnstormer"
"Gas, Oil and Water"
By Richard Andres
By Richard Andres
"The Deuce of Spades"
Adapted by Richard Andres from
"The Weight of the Last Straw," by Charles E. Van Loan
and 2 others to come
Presented by Arthur S. Kane and
Directed by Chsu-les Ray
Distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.

Don't

confuse these with the Charles Ray pictures released

prior to "The

Barnstormer."

They are regular franchise

include "45 Minutes from Broadway,"
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into nationwide popularity in so short
a time — and no set of two-reelers
was ever advertised in such great
style in houses like those of the
Ascher Bros. Circuit; the Capitol,
Cincinnati ; the Liberty, Kansas City ;
Pantages, Portland ; Strand, Canton ;
and in other best and biggest first run
houses.

They're full of romance — crammed
with action — a laugh in every other
'foot ! See your nearest Universal
Exchange at once.
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"You can promise them some good action and romance, "declares The Film Daily, "for the situationg
are unusual and the entire offering is a little off the
beaten track."
To this the Motion Picture News adds, "With sufficient action and a cast comprising four well known
players, (Winifred Westover, Joe King, Dolores Gassinelli and Frank Sheridan) , there is no reason why
any exhibitor should not make money."
Summing up, the Exhibitors Herald concludes^
"The excellent acting of the cast, beautiful settings
and some realistic fights are its outstanding features."
"Anne of Little Smoky" IS unusual, IS entertaining and IS making money for the exhibitors. You can
bank on that when you book it.

'Distributed through
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Foreign Representative
Tlaygoers pictures
'Sidney jbr
Garrett'
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SPECTACULAR! Thafs the way to describe
this amazing feature. It is a rare combination of
romance, thrills and startling adventure. Its unusual story tells of a half-crazed dreamer who attempts a revolution against the United States in
Southern California and a heroic bad man who
matches wits with him. Its cast includes Jack McGowan, Jean Perry, Florence Gilbert, Helen
Holmes, Andrew Waldron and others. Not vmtil
the end can the audience decide whether the star
is hero or outlaw.
You seldom see such reckless riding, action, daring, heart-throbbing romance and clever intrigue.
Here is a sure-fire attraction. Its whirlwind cliwill leave
up andItsyou'll
know
from maxthe
noise them
how standing
big it went.
wonderful
good entertainment Now
for your
theatre.
Ready

Walter
and
have

E. Greene

F. B. Warren
the honor

to announce
to the Exhibitors of North America and the Dislease by tributors in all countries of the world the re-

WALTER E. GREENE, 'PrenJent F. B. WARREN, l^ice-'President
of a tremendous production to be exploited by
American Releasing Corporation with the vast
and unrivalled prominence and publicity which
we have contracted for in the seventeen
Hearst

Newspapers

blanketing the country from Coast to Coast. We
announce for national release on April 2 and
for earlier pre-release the world-known story

SISTERS
From the popular novel by
KATHLEEN
SEENA

OWEN

NORRIS

-.vith an all-star cast including
GLADYS LESLIE
MATT

MOORE

Directed by Albert Capellani
An International Film Service Co. Production
In serial form the story of "Sisters" will be published
by us in New York, Boston, Chicago, Washington,
Atlanta, Milwaukee, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Detroit and Seattle Hearst newspapers with an aggregate daily circulation of more than 3,000,000 copies
and a daily reading clientele of 20,000,000 Americans— the largest audience reached by any publications
on earth.
Simultaneous first runs will be held at every point on
the map of America and 150 prints are available to
meet these engagements.
Wire for fuller details to our nearest exchange or to
Home Offices
15 West 44th Street, New York City
Telephones: VanderbUt 7078-7079
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Book

It

Quick!

Here's every word of the Trade Experts' opinions
on this picture. Eliminations have been made only
where
IT WILL

GIVE

synopsis

THEM

ALL

A GOOD LAUGH
Film Daily
With the directorial aid of Victor
Fleming, John Emerson and Anita Loos
go it alone in presenting "Red Hot Romance," athoroughly good comedy number that lives up to the title selected
ior it.
The idea in the main is fairly original
and offers a novel entertainment a little
out of the ordinary with consistently
Itumorous incidents that keep the laughs
nicely distributed throughout.
And then, too, Director Fleming has
relieved some of the more prolonged
(Comedy-drama sequences with appropriate comic touches, and of course the
Emerson-Loos titles put over the laughs
usual.
An atmosphere of a mythical kingdom
is nicely established and some attractive
exteriors bear out the idea in fine fashion.
The name given to the kingdom — Bun'konia — and the players portraying the
Bunkonian King and Council carry on
ihe comic opera satire splendidly. Basil
Sidney as the hero who must prove himself a capable insurance solicitor before
he can inherit his uncle's fortune, does
good work, and Mae Collins is a pleasing
heroine.
There's a whole lot of audience appeal
in "Red Hot Romance," and you may be
fluite sure they will enjoy it because it is
rather novel and on the whole a good
wholesome comedy entertainment that is
really amusingly funny and contains a
lot of real laughs.
The usual line of Emerson-Loos comedy in the titles and best known through
the Constance Talmadge comedies is
prevalent in "Red Hot Romance."

John

has

been

You will do well to book it at your
early convenience and rest assured that
your folk^ will like it if they like to
laugh at all.
You can make promises and "Red Hot
Romance" will bear out almost any that
you make. Use the authors' names
prominently, and the theme readily suggests exploitation stunts that should
bring them in without much trouble. The
players are not well known, but stills in
the lobby will attract attention.
IT WOULD

GET

FROM THE SPHINX
Motion Picture News
Audiences inclined to enjoy comedy in
any form, combined with drama, dependent upon travesty, polite slap-stick
or any kind of mirth-provoking screen
lore will be unanimous in three cheers
for "Red Hot Romance," the very acme
of comedy perfection.
Laughs come one a minute in expeditious spontaneity without the introduction of any unclean or objectlionable
method, relying upon a snappy story,
perfect continuity and scintillating subtitles, a production that could hold its
own in a race with the heralded "specials" and stand a good chance to win.
Action is swift, situations colorful, scenic
value of superior merit.
First honors are due John Emerson
and Anita Loos. They have created a
veritable Rolls Royce screen offering,
which will increase their already enviable reputation a hundred fold. It evidences their combined knowledge of
audience psychology and screen technique
in addition to the well known sense of
humor of each contributor.
From a point of direction, Victor
Fleming has scored heavily with the

RED
First

A

LAUGH

Emerson

A

repeated.

and

selection of a bullet-proof cast, each an
artist as well as a type. Basil Sidney,
Mae Collins, Roy Atwill, Frank Lalor,
Tom Wilson, Frank Stockdale and Snitz
Edwards and many others whose names
deserve creditable mention, each give excellent proof of their worth, also a Miss
Valerie, the "vamp." Camera work,
credited Frederick Palmer and Oliver
Marsh will put bright new feathers in
both their caps.
There are sequences absolutely new,
novelty inserts heretofore overlooked
that might have saved many failures. It
is a picture first aid in treating the tired
business man, the perpetual grouch,
amusement searching youngsters — the
public at large. One corking comedy that would get a broad smile from
the Sphinx.
SPEEDY

PLOT

GOES

OVER

WITH A BANG
Moving Picture World
Once having selected such a lively and
alluring title as "Red Hot Romance," it
was up to John Emerson and Anita Loos
to dig out the choicest of their subtitles
and put their speedy and diverting plot
over with a bang.
The love and devotion of your true
South American for comic opera revolutions, as laid down by 0. Henry and his
followers, is the theme selected for the
story. Under the skilled construction of
this talented team of scenario viTiters

fun and laughter spouts out of "Red Hot
Romance" like lava from a burning
mountain.
The production and acting are of high
grade. Basil Sidney, Tom Wilson, Edward Connelly, Mae Collins, Frank Lalor
and Snitz Edwards are the chief fun
makers.

Anita

Loos

HOT
National

Attraction
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Film Daily
They'll
Like
It!
We've told you what the newspaper reviewers said
— and we've seen no more favorable criticisms in
a long
SHOULD
MONEY

BE

time.

Exhibitors' Herald
This is a satirical comedy handled in a
manner that makes it an unusual photoplay feature. *
Aptly advertised as a "story of young
love and old hokum" by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld at the Criterion Theatre, New York,
where it is playing an extended run.
Should be a good money getter.
"Red Hot Romance," produced by John
Emerson and Anita Loos, is a refreshing
satire of some of the most familiar situations in the romantic stories about
American heroes in mythical kingdoms.
The producers-writers have written some
of Douglas Fairbanks' liveliest screen
vehicles and "Red Hot Romance" is a
satire of even these. It is playful, is
staged with care, and is an elaboration
of most of the serious productions. It
has an unusually good cast. It is on five
reels and brings together straight photography, cartoons, colored titles and
plenty of smart lines.
The story centers around a young
American, played by Basil Sidney, who
receives $50 a week from his rich uncle
until he reaches the age of twenty-five.
Then, according to the will, he is to
hear of further bequests. The youth is
in love with the daughter of an old Virginia family, the head of which has been
waiting forty years for a diplomatic post.
The young man pawns all his furniture
to make her presents. When the day of
the big inheritance arrives, the youth
discovers that he is to receive $25 a week
and must serve one year as an insurance

their

read

what

the

trade

agent to prove his worth before he can
secure his fortune.

GOOD

GETTER

Present

Now

own

His sweetheart has gone with her
father to Bunkonia, in South America,
so the new insurance agent sees there
fertile fields, and sails with his valet.
There he meets the villain, most of the
best families, the king — Caramba the
Thirteenth — and his cabinet, and insures
almost everyone in sight.
The villain knows the terms of the will
and plots a revolution, knowing that the
insured king and cabinet will be the first
to die, and thus ruin the insurance agent.
The consul is imprisoned by the plotters,
the heroine is kidnapped by the villain,
and the hero is compelled to save the
king, cabinet, heroine and consul for the
sake of insurance, love and country.
Mae Collins plays the heroine. Frank
Lalor the king, Edward Connelly the consul, Roy Atwill the villain, and all are
good. The impossible situations of the
story are woven together entertainingly
and the picture is well directed and splendidly photographed.
THRILLS
WITH

BIG LAUGH

Exhibitor's Trade Review
When Anita Loos and John Emerson
turned out "Red Hot Romance" it must
have been with the idea of having a
good laugh at both movie public and
movie manufacturers in general. They
have succeeded in producing quite a witty
satire on the type of screen entertainment which introduces a mythical country and a young American hero, who
enters -into its confines, gets mixed up
in its revolutionary plots, discomfits his
enemies, wins a blushing bride and so on.

production

Joseph

COMBINE

M.

under

the

says:
There is a sort of comic opera flavor
to the whole thing, which is largely aided
by snappy subtitles and gingery acting
by a thoroughly competent cast. It is
amusing entertainment without any dull
moments to mar the spectators' enjoyment and ought to prove a good box office
asset.
Points of Appeal. — The spirit of burlesque reigns supreme and the many
farcical situations are skillfully developed.
The monarch of Bunkonia and his
councillors, all equally addicted to the
pleasures of the bottle, will stir up memories of pre-prohibition times, and despite the strictly humorous nature of the
plot you can't help getting a distinct
thrill when the hero is rushing through
secret passages and dodging his bloodthirsty enemies. The mob scenes are
well handled and the climax eminently
satisfactory.
Cast. — ^Basil Sidney plays the part of
hero Rowland Stone with immense energy and volatile effect, displaying unexpected agility and athletic prowess at
certain crucial periods, yet never allowing the spectator to forget that his role
is
a purely
comic one. heroine;
Mae Collins
is~^a
pretty
and fascinating
Tom Wilson wins universal favor as Thomas
Snow, and the cast as a whole deserves
hearty praise.
Photography, Lighting, Direction. —
The palace scenes in Bunkonia are handsomely filmed, there are many imposing
interiors, the long shots are skillfully executed and the lighting is excellent. The
continuity holds well together and the
action slides along at a lively clip.
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Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

CAVE

From

the stage success by Guy
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and
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READ
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WHAT
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Miller of N. Y. State

says:
"I think it is beautiful.
It depicts the human
emotions of conflict and
yet it is clean. I particularly enjoyed the scenic

beauty."

Released
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Col. Theodore
Roosevelt, Jr.
Asst. Sec. of the Navy

Corking

GIRL

With TEDDIE GERARD,
Charles Meredith, Boris Karloff and
a Strong Cast
WO

AUTHORITIES

SAY:

Teddy** Roosevelt, Asst. Secy
of Navy says:

'It's a corking good picture. There are thrills
enough in it to afford
excitement for all. The
action is swift and all leads
to a climax that adds suspense to the thrills. I
particularly admired the
scenic

With his naked hands he fought the giant half-breed, while the
girl he loved, tied in a canoe, drifted rapidly down the swirling
mountain

stream toward the great falls — and death.

One of the big moments in the many smashing scenes enacted
in mid-winter amid the scenic beauties of the Yosemite in the
heart of winter.

Distributed

by

Associated

First

National

Pictures,

Inc.
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A Ruth Cross novel from the People's Home
Directed by Edwin

Honor"
Journal.

Carewe.

Scenario by Josephine Quirk.
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"Good, wholesome fun that carries you back to
childhood.
A relief from the ordinary picture." —
Detroit
Times.

OXE

MUSTN'T

"Every boy from the smallest to those over 50 will
enjoy it and so will their sisters. One of the cleanest,
most wholesome and enjoyable pictures since the
advent of the cmemsL."—Det?'oit Free Press.

K.

of the critics said. We

UNUSUAL

"Wins the hearts of thousands. A most unusual
picture and an unforgetable Penrod." — Detroit
News.
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MISS

IT

"Youngsters from 3 to 83 are due for a lot of fun.
It's delicious.
No child should miss it; no parent
should miss
it; no grandparent should miss it." —
Detroit
Journal.

Adapted from Booth Tarkington's celebrated
book and play ; Co-directed by Marshall Neilan
and Frank O'Connor ; Photographed
Kesson ; Scenario by Lucita Squier.
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BROWNIE,
The Wonder

The Straphanger'
'The Touchdown"

Dog in

''Brownie's Little Venus"
Brownie's Baby Doll"
"Chums"
"GoKing"
"Table Steaks"
HARRY

SWEET

"Playing 'Possum"
"The Dumb-bell"
"Shipwrecked Among

Upper and Lower"

in

Ani-

BABY

PEGGY

in

"Sea Shore Shapes"
"A Muddy Bride"
"Get-Rich-Quick Peggy"
"Little Miss Mischief"

"Horse
Sense"
mals"
O. L. Meister, Mgr. Whitehouse
Milwaukee, says:

Theatre,

A. H.
West,says:
Mgr. West^s Theatre, Billings,
Mont.,

Positively 100% entertainers — clean and
just the kind that makes a hit with every

"Patrons enjoy them immensely. They are
the biggest 'GOB' of comedy on the market
to-day. They certainly fulfil the mission
for which they are made — to make people

kind of person. We wouldn't miss a Century release for the world."

laugh."
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Picture
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World
American Releasing Corporation today has in its
possession, in its vaults in New York, twenty-three
completed productions, with positive prints made
or in the making for its first sixteen releases.
Prints of our first eight releases are in our branch
ofl&ces in twenty-four cities and three additional
Dranches will be opened — a total of twenty-seven
-manned by twenty-seven managers and 152
Ralesmen.
From February 19, 1922 to January 1, 1923 we
will release between fifty and sixty pictures — many
of them by the leading independent producers of
the industry. Forty of these are already contracted
for and are in various stages of production.
Our first sixteen releases, their producers and the
release dates are :
Release
Date
F»-b. 19
"" 2612
" 19
Mar.
5
" 19
5
" 26

Apr,

2
2
169
16
23
30
30

Title
Cardigan
Jungle Adventures
Belle of Alaska
Daring; Danger
Jan ot ihe Big Snows
The Cradle Buster
Bluebeard, Jr.
The Lying Truth
Sisters
The Hidden Woman
My Old Kentucky Home
Man's Law and God's
The Three Buckaroos
The Pillagers
Destiny's
Isle
To
be announced

Producer
Messmore Kendall
Martin Johnson
Chester Bennett
Cliff Smith
J. Oliver Curwood
Tuttle-Waller
James Livingston
Marion Fairfax
International Film
Nanuet Corp.
Pyramid
Finis
Fox Pictures
Fred Balshofer
Louis Wm. Chaudet
Wm. P. S. Earle

Our confidence in the American nation and in the
motion picture industry's soundness is evidenced
by our creation of the largest and greatest distributing institution that has been built in this
industry in the past five years.

American
RELEASING
CORPORATION
'
"Sii^ — :
WALTER E. GREENE, <pTestdmt F. B. WARREN, V,ce-'J>res,dent
Home Offices
15

West 41th Street. New York City
Telephones: Vanderbilt 7078-7079
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6000000
people
this

read

sentence

every

day

mtheHeanst
newspapers

And that's the most conservative statement
ever put into an advertisement headline!
The actual circulation of the Hearst newspapers is six million, and statistics show
that every newspaper bought is read by
four to five people.
Just think what that means! Twenty -five
million to thirty million people are told,
day after day, that all the world's big events
are shown in pictures at theatres playing
the International News.
Do you realize that this is one-quarter of
the population of the entire country? Do
you realize that the Hearst newspapers
stretch from coast to coast and find their
way into every corner of every state? Think for a moment what the cumulative effect of these daily
messages, distributed by this vast army of circulation, will be. As showmen you are salesmen and as
salesmen you must know the force of continued repetition. The very word "entertainment" will immediately make this International thought pop up in the minds of these people; every show they see will
recall it ; every discussion of pictures with friends will bring it to the fore.
Don't make the mistake of underestimating the nation-wide International News desire this campaign is
creating. It means one of two things: You'll either book International News and sell a lot of tickets
or you won't book it and so gather a lot of complaints.
Sign your contract today.

NTERNATIONAL
Released

thru Um'versdl

NEWS

X
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From the New York Evening Telegram :—

"Tj

French Film and
English Star at Strand!
At the Strand Theatre this week there
is a distinct innovation. Hitherto the
application of "foreign film" was directed solely at the German made motion pictures, and "foreign film" was
invariably interpreted to mean artistic
film, since only the artistic of the German productions managed to find their
way into tliis liberal country of ours.
As they had no other European competition to speak of, ver.y few indeed
considered the possibilities of applying
that term to any other division of the
foreign photoplay mart. Conseqtiently
an artistic monoply was threatened.
But that, as a good number of filmgoers have already confirmed, was
averted with the presentation of "The
Sheik's "Wife," a Frencsh production by
the eminent author-director, HenriRoussell,
at the Strand Theatre yesterday.
Emmy Lynn, an English actress, is
not only tho type required for the part,
but also- makes good her recognized
]ability as an emotional actress of the
highest order. Her characterization of
th» Sheik's wife Is superb. The work
of Marcel Vlbert, a leading screen
player of France, Is equally commendable. Together, these two players
carry off the acting honors in the stellar
roles. This in no way is meant lo depreciate the ability of the other
their individual contributions players;
lend a
unity to the production that would
<Jtherwise have been lacking. As it is.
It is not the stilted affair one usually
finds ental
in the
drama. popular conceptions of OriThe story in brief concerns a blond
English beauty v/ho believed enough
in the potency ©f romance to marry a
Sheik, who was an Oxford graduate.
As the Uife of a wandering ABab of the
desert she found herself face to face
with immemorial customs and rigid traditions. He hiid «worn by all that was
holy to him that she should be his only
wife, the sole light of his harem. Tet,
after three years,, his great love for her
is overruled by the clamorous demands
of his tribesmen for a son and heir, and
he prepiires t6 take a second wife. All
alone she fights— one gtrl against thousands—for the sanctity of her naalriage
rlglits.
Director Joseph Ehinkett has prepared a symbolic prologue, with a group
of Dervish dancers. The settings and
lighting are a distinct credit.
» I I llf" ^ III I—a ^MMS*!"*— ^*'«»«

th '
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From the New York Evening Mail :—

"THE SHEIK'S WIFE"
A I-'OREION
which
with the picture
best tliat
havetakes
been r;uik
iinporled Into this country, from the stand,
point of excellence
phot
hy, '
of T> ro oerd.u apctlon,
faiUifulnesa to detail and action,
while the continuity' is rather an
i ru p roveinent on
many that have
been shown here,
is being iwesented
tljis week at the
Slrand "Eheatre, a
I'" r o n oh picture,
entitled "The
Sheik's
"Wife."taken,
This film,
wo are informed,
on the deserts of
Arabia, is a really
excellent piece of
work, certainly
the best' French
film that has be«n shown here. Inmany respects Its construction is very
similar to that of American productions
and only on rare occasions does it faave^
the statnp of "foreign" upon it.
Tlie picture was conceived on a
splendid seal* and Is worthily produced. The tru« atmosphere of the
I..cvant, which so niany film -makers
have sought to transfer to the screen,
is here presented in a manner th9.t has
ge^unnaistakftble
of fidelity
Marcel Vilb<!rt asmarkthe sheik
takes theto
histronic
honors
of
t'he
film.
He
makes
of the desert ruler a deeply, human
character, torn between his lovo and
the laws 'of his people. JErnmy Jjynn
in the title role brli^g-g' to American
3, audiences
another European player
,- who is worthy of attention.

NEW VOa'Lf^S^

DEHVEB OOtO JA» 9
ISO.
^lUATBO DlsraS

Oh

Boy

W

said a big New York Exhibitor, looking at the first stills on Eddie
Carewe's big snow picture "I AM THE LAW."
"Someone is making an attraction and God knows we need it.
"A great story, too!

REGIST£REO

always
Carewe
"Eddie
one
failure
on his
list. puts the punch and red blood in 'em — not
"Some situation — brother thinking he was dying— confessing the
murder committed by his brother and recovering —
"What happens then?
"Well, let's see this one.

First— Soon as the print arrives."

iiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiih

Big 6

hat

A

The ^
Cast!!

Alice Lake, Kenneth Harlan, Gaston Glass, Rosemary Theby,
Noah Beery, Wallace Beery, Hector Sarno and a host of others.
If this bunch of favorites won't bring them in with the aid of a
title like I AM THE LAW and some other things we will announce
one at a time — we'd better go back to "cloaks and suits."
Remember "The River's End" — a snow picture — the elemental appeal— they never fail!
And when you get a big one — OH BOY !

coming
are
AFFILIATED
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
C. C. BURR, Pres.
133-135-137 West 44th St.
New York City, N. Y.

Ain't it grand and glorious !
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has achieved
her success

in

lying' Lips' to her triumph in
'Hail the Voman! the charm and
superb artistry of this beautiful voman has shone forth vith
ever-increasing brilliancy. Her
lour has come.
Associated
ixhibitors
Florence
right and

proudly

Vidor

proclaims

a star in her om

announces

the first of

her stellar vehicles.

//
Associated
Exhibitors,
Presents

toenceMdor
m

^\6m

anMk

e

Up
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Number

The triumph of Florence Vidor in "Hail the Woman"
will center public attention upon her debut as a star in
"Woman, Wake Up". It is a feature worthy of such
an honor. Exhibitors, alert to the box office value of
a fast-ascending

star, will find

first of her forthcoming

success

with

this, the

stellar releases.

Exhibitors,

Associated

Wake

Up!

Exhibitors

Presents

FloienceMdoi
m

Up!
through Pathe Exchan^e.Inc.
Distributed By Associated ExhibitorsEXHIBITORS
SIDNEY GARRETT
FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE FOR ASSOCIATED

//
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LOUDfff

WeVe told you before that the
current series of Constance
Talmad^e Revivals comprised
the six greatest pictures ever
made by this talented comedy
star Public opinion everywhere
supports this claim. And now
another straight tip: — ^"Mrs
Leffingweirs Boots* is by ^ar
the greatest of the six. Get
us? You bet you do, and
you 11 do ^well
dateto clinch the
bookind for an early

Jrom

the

piay

by

9lugUStUS

%0mas^^

directed

by Vklter ^vOarOs

EXHIBITORS

xvm
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MOVING

Newest

TRADE

PICTURE

Reviews

Presenting
RICHARD TALMADGE

In a series of six of the most remarkable, thrilling comedy dramas ever
produced.
Released Through
All Star Feature Distributors,
San Francisco, Cal.
All Star Feature Distributors,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Big Feature Rights Corporation,
Louisville, Ky.
Capital Film Exchange,
New York City, N. Y.
Enterprise Distributing Corporation,
Atlanta, Ga.
Enterprise Distributing Corporation,
Dallas, Texas
Enterprise Distributing Corporation,
Kansas City, Mo.
Enterprise Distributing Corporation,
Omaha, Neb.
Enterprise Distributing Corporation,
New Orleans, La.
Enterprise Distributing Corporation,
St. Louis, Mo.
First National Exhibitors Circuit,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Pioneer Film Corporation of N. E.,
Boston, Mass.
Super Film Attractions,
Washington, D. C.
20th Century Film Co., Inc.
Philadelphia, Pa.
,
Produced by
PHIL GOLDSTONE
I
j6o6o Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.
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WORLD

and

'*The Unknown**
Phil Goldstone Introduces New Star in
a Hair-Raising Melodrama
Reviewed by Roger Ferri.
"The Unknown" furnishes a most appropriate
title to introduce a promising star, Richard
Talmadge, who comes into our midst virtually
unknown, save to a few who have identified him
as a once-upon-a-time-member of Douglas
Fairbanks' Company. And right here it is
timely to say that "Dick" is a second edition
of Doug He leaps over high tables, fences
and what not in a manner that bids fair to win
him popularity, for he is at all times entertaining, daring and smiling. Those who have
enjoyed Doug will marvel at Dick Talmadge,
for there are a few tricks this newcomer pulls
that even that smiling star would probably
evade.
Richard Talmadge has bounded into stardom
in much the same way that he bounces his way
about in this picture — and straight to the hearts
of those who look on. He is "pep" personified
and has a personality that grips the spectator
from the start. There is adventure aplenty
and romance sufficient to maintain the attention
of those who delight in following, the courtesy
of a grossly misunderstood young man. Mr
Talmadge in the dual- role presents as fine a
piece of eccentric acting as the writer has
viewed on the screen in a long time. The story
is fascinatingly exciting throughout and at
times
so seat.
daring that one is
actuallyDick's
thrownstunts
out are
of his
The cutting is not as good as it might have
been, but this shortcoming is more than made
up for by the entertaining quality of the picture. The supporting company does exceptionally well and the direction is acceptable.
The Cast
Dick Talmadge)
^
Himself
. I
The Unknown
Sylvia
Sweet
AndreBy Tournier
Parker Talmadge
Mark Fenton
J. Macolm Sweet
J. W Early
Directed by Grover Jones.
Length, 5 Reels.
The Story
Living in these days of hard times was
Dick T'^lmadge, son of Parker Talmadge
controlling power of the flour market with
an inherent desire to sleep, and a marked
aversion to all kinds of excitement. Dick
leads a dual existence. As Dick Talmadge
he is a chip of the old block, but as the un-;
known he is champion of the people and
leads a determined fight against high prices
J. Malcolm Sweet, sugar baron, and Dad Talmadge agree that Dick and Sylvia Sweet
shall marry. But Sylvia, knowing only one
side of Dick's nature reproaches him and
urges him to do something worth while
Dick's activities as the Unknown gains newspaper recognition Sylvia becomes acquainted with this masked marvel, not knowing
he
is
the profiteers*
stored goodsDick.
causedA araid
panicon among
the high
financiers. Detectives are engaged to run
down the Unknown, but he eludes them at
every turn. A grand reception is held and
the Unknown invited, a plot having been
conceived
"accidently"
shoot him.
A fight
starts and toDick
Is unmasked.
The mystery
solved all ends happily and Sylvia changes
her opinion of the young man
Program, and E3CpIoitation Catcfallnes:
He Was the Son of a Profiteer, Yet He
Sided With the People.
What Would Tou Do If You Discovered
That the Man Whom You Had Hated
Was Really the Man of Your Dreams?
Dick Talmadge — the Most Sensational
Star — Modernizes Dr Jekyl and Mr.
Hyde.
Exploitation
AnsleS: Play strong On Talmadge to put hfm over, taking the angle of
the review, then make your appeal to the
sporting blood that is inherent in most persons with your allusions to the ring
champion.
i

Number 16

.Comments

_ HARRISON'S
REPORT
SAYS sus:
" 'The Unknown'
is the most
pensive picture shown for a long
time, the
interest being never permitted to lag.
"Mr. Talmadge is heralded as Fairbanks' pupil, and surely no one, after
witnessing this picture, will dispute
this allegation."
VARIETY SAYS:
"A new star in an appropriate type
of picture.
'The Unknown'
^the
thrills
in this picture
alone are — well
worth the price of admission — The
story is gripping and interesting
throughout — While only a protege of
Fairbanks, he can certainly teach that
star a few things."
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PROVEN

comes

iviih

Determination

ARTHUR

&s.noss

WHITE

OF THE

PICKED 'tow/y-

AJioH"mm\\m
NOWPLAVING

6. F KEITH OFFICE AGREES

and is

THATITI5THESENSATI0M

IT AT HIS

CAMEO THEATRE, B'WAV
g.42nD3T TO

i

^OF I9Z2 AhD
EP HAS
SAMEBOOI^
FOR
y

EMPIRE

THEATRE

Devoted Exclusively to High Class Motion Pictures and Nooelty Acts

SYRACUSE, N. Y., — Tabruary a7th«a8

Lee^Brodford Corporation,
701 Seventh Ave,
New Tork City.
G ©nt lament The opening day of the engagement of "Determination"
at the Empire yesterday meurked the largest attendanoe in the history
of the playhouse, even exceeding the attendance on the opening day of
"Over the Hill". The seating capacity of the Empire le eomethlng over
seventeen hundred, yje open at one oolock. Before three the theatre
was completely filled Including the allov/ed standing room In hack, and
at three thirty the outside IcbMes were packed solid.
Before eight oclook the congestion at the Empire become so great
that officers from the Police Department ordered us to close the box
nORLP RI&HIS
CONTROLLED BV
LEE-BRADFORD I
70I-7thAVE. N.y.-i

office, and the sale was not Renewed until
after the starting of the last show of the
time to our knowledge that a large picture
close their box office for so long a space

nearly 9-30, some minutes
evening.
This le the first
house has been forced to
of time.

We might add that the business exceeded our fondest expectations,
although the film was given good publicity. Congratulatione,
Sincerely,
EMPIRE THEATPE

PRODUCED
US.

By

MOTION

PICTURES CORR
JAS.W.MARTm,Pr«.
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See-

Herald

Why shouldn't the big picture theatres of Grand
Rapids include in every program — or nearly every
one — at least one reel of honest-to-gosh educational
film?

asks

XXI

in its issue

of Feb.

26:

successfully baking bread to a study of the Eiffel
Tower of Paris, with a few side shots at nature subjects. That's good stuff. . . .
. Kineto, the Urban producers, also have a series

Charles Urban has produced some w^onderful stufif
along these lines. Last week, for example, the Majestic Gardens ran "Movie Chats." , . . Into the
looo feet of that reel Urban crammed a whole encyclopedia ofknowledge, everything from a recipe for

There

are

thousands

of persons

SONS, the KINETO
the

URBAN

the

Grand

REVIEWS,

POPULAR
Rapids

which we're itching to see — "The Four Seasons." In
this series Urban pictures the various animal and
plant activities of the various seasons. If properly
done — and Urban is a master — it should be a worthwhile addition to any program.

itching

the GREAT

CLASSICS,

Herald

to see THE

FOUR

AUTHORS

SEAand

just as the theatrical-critic

is. Exhibitors

should

capitalize

all
on
that

"itch."
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Better

Stories!

Bigger

Productions!

Greater

Exploitation

Possibilities!

Tbat's tbe promise
exbibitors of B.

to
P.

Scbulberg, president
of """"Pref erred Pic-

new

tures, Inc.," for tbe
series of pictures

being

N

made
for release tbrougb First

atlonal

can

and

pre-

senting Tke iTL menBeauty.

B. P. ScKvilberg presents
KATHERINE

THE

MACDONALD

BEAUTIFUL

LIAR

The first of tlie Series has already fulfilled this promise.

THEHer Latest
WOMAN'S
SIDE
Release is now makingf ^ood.

THE
INFIDEL
The Third Picture IS a Rare Audience Picture.

DOMESTIC
RELATIONS
The Fourth is a Sure Box Office Winner.

Xkis
m

New

Your

Series
Box

Will

Office

Pay

Y

OU

Returns

!
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NOW

If you haven't already done so the
new series of

MACK

BEN

SENNETT

TURPIN

two reel comedies being made for
release through Associated First
National Pictures, Inc. — They'll
keep your audiences roaring with
laughter.

Here's

the First Two

Bright

Eyes

and
Love

and

Doughnuts

They zu-e worth running as the
feature on any program.

Released
the

Open

on

Market
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George A. Rea, Forum Theatre, Hillsboro,
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Packs
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for

exhibitors

it plays!

Oliio, says:

the season's biggest pictures, pleasing 100 p er cent."
Eugene H. Roth, Managing Director of the Imperial Theatre, San Francisco, says:
"Opened to packed houses. Scores big hit. Ideal feature entertainment for all
classes of theatres."
Mr. Edwards of the Palace Theatre, New Haven, Conn., reports:
"Went over big, audiences liked it imme nsely."

From the original story by Bernard McConviUe, inspired by the theme of the play by
Edward E. Rose; directed by Jerome Storm; photographed by Edward Linden;
technical director, Gabe Pollock.

of Selig-Rork's

It

Exhibitors

"A great box office picture. It broke a II attendance records, the crowds jamming
the lobby, blocking the sidewalk and holding up traffic. Many turned away. One of

Speaking
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The

Crowds!

Jackie

Coogan

Again

That's

Reviews

Number 16

i

Enough!

Everywhere

Acclaim

"MY

BOY"

"Jackie Coogan's latest picture is a veritable Gem. An unconquerable lump in the
throat, an unrestrained

sob, and a hilarious

shout of laughter, all follow in close succes ion." — Philadelphia Inquirer.
"In 'My Boy' Jackie Coogan

is positively

great. Five reels of 'My Boy' is all too
short. One wishes he could sit forever and
watch this little actor go thru his part." —
— Kentucky Post.

Sol Lesser

presents

JACKIE

COOGAN

IN

My
A

FIRST

Boy

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION
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photo-play
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means
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costs.

"The
Picture's
the Thing'*^ — what
Exhibitors ofthe Middle
West
have to say on this
vital

question.

The
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Filing
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Operation.
And
benefit

many
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other

every

features

exhibitor.
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DickV
the

Big

Strand

His new picture and second starring
vehicle for First National goes into the
Broadway house Sunday.

Inspiration Pictures, Inc.
Presents

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS

m

''The

Seventh

Day

Barthelmess made good for you in "ToFable David." "The
Seventh Day," is a different kind of picture, a beautiful
romance of the sea, and already it is proving a big success.
Get it quick!
Written by Porter Emerson Browne; Directed by Henry King;
Photopraghed by Henry Cronjager; Art Director, Charles O. Seessel.
A First National Attraction

Advertise
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^ FirstFrom
^^^^^
Historical
American
The
^^^^^^
the Famous
Novel ByProduction
ROBERT

W. CHAMBERS

Directed by John W. Noble
Booked by
Chicago
Ziegfeld (Extended run)
Lyric (Extended run) .
Alhambra (Extended run)
Columbia (Extended run)
Finkelstein & Ruben
46 S. A. Lynch Cities and Towns
Entire Nathan Gordon Circuit
Two Blue Mouse Theatres
Emery's Rialto
Adams' Theatres
Butterfly ....
Entire Gore Brothers Circuit
Entire Ascher Circuit
30 A. S. Black Cities and Towns
Jake Wells ....
Capitol
.
.
.
, .

mmm^mmm

.

.

.

. Cincinnati
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Duluth
In the Atlanta Territory
Boston
Seattle, Portland
Providence
Newark, Paterson
Milwaukee
Chicago
California
. In the New England States
Norfolk and Richmond
New York City

RELEASING CORPORATION
WALTER E. GREENE, Vrcsulail
F. B. WARREN, ykc-VrcsiJa
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titer

;j)nde in atinoundtt^

oF the

old testament, exceeding in jrandeur.
size and impressive ne5S anijthinj euer
before attempted bij producers of the
OldorUeiuUlorld.llnfoldin^ accurately
and in perfect detail a storj hnouinto
euer^ man. woman and child. Presentinj u)ith the touch of the supreme artist an arra^ of characters and scenes,

a Ctoclije IScel
^uper

proDuction

startling in orijinalitii and Qiue-inspir
inj in magnitude. Hon- sectarian, in
.its appeal and universal in its scope,
C^Vi eiss

Brother 9'-<3

Efter
mil tolift
motion
picturejSixDaj^s"
unqualifiedly
thetheplane
of
Bicture^;

the lejititimate drama and add materially tothe prestijge oFlfmericais
first run theatres.

Eor complete

in-

formation regarding'Sfter jStxDq^d
distributors. ca:chatt^e6 and leading theatre men should apphi now to

1540

Corp.

Brottdwa^.Ibiuirorki>

Bryant 3271
Coble Kiidre55:;flEfeis5pict,H..y.
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Inc.

\umber 1 7

presents

Voubt

Baird

intimate

drama

of married

life, portraying v^ith \>ital povi>er
the pettiness ofjealousy, the folly
of stubbornness
doubtDirected

and the eS^ilaf
byJames]X).Home

and played by an all-star Cast.
j1vi)onderfid entertainment for
men and U^omen alike.
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Altogether, judging from the episodes shown,
this serial should find ahearty welcome in the
hearts of serial fans and duplicate the success
of'THE

BLUE

FOX"

C.S.Sewell

Moving

Picture

World

^PICTURES

Arrow

BEN WILSON
who knows serial
construction

Nan

presents

of f^ieNoitfi

starri

ng

and production
from start to finish
has

duplicated
"NAN
past thrillers with

i

of the
NORTH
the thrills are
there in all
shapes
"Nand forms
AN
of the
NO

RT

H

ng'
brik
them
ld bac
shou
week after week
MatthewJJaylor.
MOTION PICTURE
NEWS

Distributots for United Kingdom :
INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS, Ltd.
162 Wardour Street, London

ARROW
FILM CORPORATION
220-224 W. 42nd Street, New York City
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"NAN
OF
THE
NORTH" is the best
serial BEN
WILSON
ever made

PICTURES

0^

Jlserial
A

supreme

BEN
Serial

WILSON
Production
FILMED

directed

by

AMID
ALL

THE

SCENIC
GEANDEUR
OF

GREAT
AMERICA'S
STONE
YELLOWNATIONAL
PARK

ARROW

FILM

CORPORATION

220-224 W. 42nd Street, New York City

Distributors for United Kingdom :
INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS, Ltd.
162 Wardour Street, London
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HOUDINI

In His

This

First

Special

Feature

Production

for His

Own

Company

A

throb,heartmystery,
great

is posi-

love

tively aphoto-

in

which Houdini
is shown going

graphic reproduction of a
genuine frame
cat- out from
the film!

to the edge

of

Niagara Falls
to rescue the

HOUDINI

AGREES

to make

with

Man

Beyond"

"The

story

from

TERRITORY

personal

appearances

in conjunction

in a limited number

NOW

AVAILABLE

For Territory and Dates Address
HOUDINI

PICTURE

CORPORATION

220 West 42nd Street, New

York City

Telephone Bryant 5519
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Thrills

Number

anc

by Inspiration Pictures, Inc., of

CAVE

Read What the Film Daily Says:
"If you are looking for a good winter subject with
excellent pictorial appeal you will probably find that
'The Cave Girl' is just what you are after. You can
promise them many beautiful shots and a fine atmosphere
throughout.
"For winter scenery and fine out-of-doors atmosphere
'The Cave Girl' belongs way up in the front rank.
Splendid pictorial appeal.. There's no imitations or
winter 'eflfects' in this. It's the real thing and has been
beautifully photographed. There are any number of
beautiful shots of snow and ice covered country that
offer unusually effective backgrounds for the story.
"The piece takes a melodramatic turn in the burning
of the scheming lady's cabin and in the final rapids
rescue that furnish a thrill for the ending."

Glance at Some

of the Big Thrills

Hunting Lodge set afire in mid-winter,
imperiling six lives.
Half-breed kidnaps beautiful white girl.
Two men fight to the death on a high
cliff.
Girl bound in a canoe drifts down swirling mountain stream towards certain
death in plunge over a gigantic falls.
Girl plots with half-breed to steal rival.
Two girls fight with savage man-beast
in a cave.

"She shrank back terrified as the great
mountain lion leaped from the cliff, direct

Mountain

for his throat."

Canoe chase down dangerous rapids
where a mis-stroke means death.
Humans
zard.

lion tracks human

prey.

battle for life in terrific bliz-

Primitive girl trapped in a den.
Man plunges hundreds of feet over a cliflf
to his death.
Gorgeous scenes in the Yosemite
winter.

17

in mid-

And many more thrills in this battle for
life and honor in the wilds.
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Appeal
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From the stage success by Guy
Bolton and George Middleton
with Teddie Gerard, Charles Meredith, Borlis Karlofif and strong supporting cast.
Distributed
First

by

National
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Associated

Pictures,

the open

Inc.

market.
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Her

Bij^j^est

That
all

is the

the

Daily

consensus

trade

experts

Newspapers

it has
Read

what

the

YOU

"The plot is uncommonly diverting and entertaining.
An interlude of the forepart of the picture, in which
the vivacious Polly, aided by a few jovial town spirits,
gives a show in her uncle's store for a swarm of children, is one of the cleverest bits that has been seen on
the screen for some time. So, also, is another eccentric
act, mock heroic in tone, which narrates the historical
visit of Cleopatra of Egypt to Julius Caesar.
"John Emerson and Anita Loos are responsible for
the picture, which is done in their usual light and airy
fashion." — Moz^ing Picture World.
REAL
WINNER

"Quick action, a bunch of farcical situations, and a
strong tinge of satire are served up in this latest vehicle
designed by John Emerson annd Anita Loos for the
starring of the ever popular Constance Talmadge.
"The burlesque element prevails all through the feature and judging by the loud and continuous laughter
with which audiences at the Strand Theatre, New York,
hailed its comic complications, it seems destined to prove
a real box office winner.
"Polly's staging of a motion picture show in her
uncle's drug store is one of the most laughable incidents
in the picture and a clever travesty on Cleopatra and
Caesar gets over with tremendous success. The subtitles carry along the jesting spirit of the film with great
zest, and there is enough love romance injected to
please the seekers after sentimental joys.
"Constance Talmadge plays the part of Polly with her
usual dash and vim, giving a performance which is
guaranteed to increase her already large circle of admirers."— Exhibitors Trade Rcvieiv.
A FIRST

It

as

well

all

cities

Reviewers

"Supported by a talented cast and equipped with a
full measure of that physical enthusiasm that has won
for her a warm spot in the hearts of countless movie
fans, Constance Talmadge, in her latest picture, "Polly
of the Follies," puts over some delightful and clever
comedy, which is amazingly entertaining.

'Boofi.

opinion
as

of
the

where

played.

AMAZINGLY ENTERTAINING
AND CLEVER COMEDY

WILL PROVE
BOX OFFICE

in

of

NATIONAL

Now

CAN

say.
PLEASE

THEM

WITH CONNIE'S BEST
"You can please your folks all right with this one,
and particularly if they like Connie Talmadge you can
promise them some renewed 'pep' in her latest comedy
offering. You might give a little extra thought to this
one and tell them it is the best of all her late productions.
Tell them it is another John Emerson-Anita Loos picture
and play up the various novelty sequences.
"Everyone who sees 'Polly of the Follies' will vote
it a truly
offering.
Woman's
last
picture,worthwhile
was a good
one, but'A the
current Place,'
release heris
much more original and contains more laughs.
"There is plenty of humorous incident and laughs.
The first and probably the best comic sequence is the
'movie' show which Connie stages for the kiddies.
"The next important laugh-getter is the Julius Caesar
episode, an imagmary one, but Connie plays Cleopatra
in fine style. The burlesque of Caesar is cleverly done
by John Daly Murphy. The Emerson-Loos titles in this
are especially good." — The Film Daily.
THE

BEST

OF CONSTANCE

TALMADGE'S PICTURES
" 'Polly of the Follies' can be ranked with the best
of the Constance Talmadge vehicles. John Emerson's
and Anita Loos' story provides clever comedy, interspersed with touches of drama. The small town amateur
theatrical is excellently burlesqued. When she puts on
her Cleopatra costume for the Follies there are even
more laughs. No one could burlesque the ancient
queen better than this star.
"Mis% Talmadge will continue to run a popularity
race with sister Norma in this brand of comedy. The
Emerson and Loos combination proves that they understand perfectly her requirement and capabilities.
"The feature has been carefully staged and careful
attention has been paid to detail. Varying the locale
from the small town to New York has a good effect and
the various situations in which Polly finds herself allow
the star to express that peculiar personality of hers to
the best effect." — The Motion, Picture News.
DELIGHTFUL WITH
A WEALTH OF FUN
"Excellent entertainment — bright and amusing burlesque, with a wealth of fun. Delightful bits of humor
that
win
}'ou instantly.
]'ork Morning
Telegraph. Constance is charming."- — Nezv
ATTRACTION

and

Mak
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Speaking of Joseph M. Schenck's Presentation of
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"Polly

of
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By John Emerson
and Anita Loos

Follies

Photographed by Roy Hunt; Technical Directors Willard M. Reineck and Lawrence Hit
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Picture

Bill

If you want to know how Keaton's 2reel fun makers are going, all you have
to do is read the reviews and observe
iictures
in first run houses.
go in
res go
the pictu
'
one of New
Here's
Here's a rreview from one of Ne\

how

most famous writers, speaking
York's
York's mc
of Buster
of Buster Keaton's comedies and the
feature
play on the program of a
Broadway

Beaton ^
° <=ontrast
,
isV '"''^^ -^hea

^^»^td foy.
t^'e latest '

house.

Joseph M. Schenck
• presents

BUSTER
KEATON
in

"The
"The

Boat"

Playhouse"

"The

Paleface"

"The

'""^ .a'S" ""-'^ ta

Cops"

^

".to.

Written and Directed
by Buster Keaton
and Eddie
C 1in e .

«^und

Show
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Show
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of fiction.
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of beauti-

of Zorda"
Cristo tale
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romance
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Its luxury
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less.
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and

is match-
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scene

sational escape from
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Oriental
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Book
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it for
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What

Know
to

These:

is the secret of
FASCINATION?
n

Can Men

How

Will

Resist
lASLLNATION?

do Women Eearn
FASCINATION?

Have Good Girls Got
xA^UNATION?
Can Clothes Create
FASCINATION?
1?
Is Love the Same as
.
NATION?
Would

—And
fight

You Surrender to
FASCINATION?

they'll
to

SEE
"Fas-

cination !"

"the

Isle

in

I'll sell

or

me

Marry

Public

Slave

came
SHE
family.

of

the

She

was

ofM

young,

a

Market!"
noble

beautiful,

highly cultured.
Yet

she was

shown

m

you

beautiful

as helpless, sold

to the highest bidder in a
market where the soul was
nothing,

girls as

and

body

the

beauty

of the

everything !

This is just one of the man.\ unusual, sensational
thrilling scenes in one of the greatest feature
pictures ever made in a»y country!
Superbly acted, superbly produced;
amazing opportunities for

Attention-

Compelling
Pafhepicture
^

presenting
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for a copy

of the Press Book on "Boy Crausy
^x^A SEE the exploitation
red hot stuff

Then

Harry
inlier
Ij

with

Book

Myer5

latent

RrC

knockout

the Mrallopiii^ box-

comedy

office

title

BoyQrazy
"BOY CRAZY" is a whale of a box office title. . .
It's new. ...
It has novelty, sizzling novelty that
pulls. ...
It hits everybody between 8 and 80.
. . . And we've put some red fire stuff in the exploitation and stunts that will set your town agog. Book
this R-C Comedy . . . get behind it . . . use the
strong" arm showmanship ready prepared for you
and you'll get real money with this latest Doris May
picture. . . . Millions who are sick of sex stuff
. . . who
hate
preachments . . . who
are tired
of problem plays . . . who want to see something- with snap, dash, action, class and real pep wilL
flock to your house to see "BOY CRAZY." . . .
Ask...
your and
nearest
R-CNOW.
Exchangeman to tell you moreDO IT

It^s a R-C
Red

Hot

Exploitation

Helps

Picture
All

with

Ready

for

You
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^CIRCULATION
^1^-23.260

FOURTEEN papers, stretching from
coast to coast, daily advertise International News.
A 6,000,000 circulation, with four to
five readers of every copy, means
twenty-five to thirty million daily receiving an International News thought.
Remember — International News is the
only news reel doing daily newspaper
advertising.
Remember — the only way you can get
this vast ticket-selling power back of
you is with an International News

IIVER
n Exch
—
ir
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Exchanges

METROPOLITAN
NATIONAL
WALTER
729

EXCHANGES,
L. JOHNSON, President

Seventh

Avenue,

New

Inc.

York

COSMOPOLITAN
NATIONAL
WALTER
738

South

EXCHANGES,
L. JOHNSON, President

Wabash

Ave.,

Inc.

Chicago,

111.

BUCKEYE
NATIONAL
WALTER
514

Film

EXCHANGES,
L. JOHNSON, President

Building,

Cleveland,

Inc.

Ohio

ST. LOUIS
NATIONAL
WALTER
3435

Olive

EXCHANGES,
L. JOHNSON, President
Street,

NOW

"Why Not Marry?" with Margery Wilson.
One reel subject every week.
"Tlie Great Reward"

serial.

St. Louis,

Inc.

Mo.

BOOKING

Charles Ray Series.
Two reel comedy every other week.
A Feature a Month.

m
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screen.
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1600
Hollywood,
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Corp,

Broadway
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J. Justice
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Arc

Harmer,

Nesbitt,

Sales

London,
President
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Eng.
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etro
PICTURES CORPORATION

ROBERT

MAE

MURRAY

— her dancing, her striking gowns.
A swiftA
romance.
adventurous
moving story of
background of the gayest, most sinister phase
of night Hfe in Madrid.

Do you wonder the picture's called
Fascination

Z.

LE

C

^ASCINATION

. what
'

Is the storv of
ioVoloresXe L^isa,

happened

beginning that
when she dared
her

beauty

dangerous

evening
display

In the

viosir

resort

in
-

Madrid
C TASCINATIO^^

is richly

^-produced^^the stars gowns,
J^arlslan creations, unbe^
Uevablif

stunning

dancing

Is daring, or Ljlnal

OASCINATION

^

hsr

Is apict^

' urs to booK before the other
.
fellow does
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qA Picturization of the
JOHN

GOLDEN
written by

HIT

Winchell Smith and
John

E. Hazzard

qA

Picture

Greater

than

the

BOOKINGS
Great
Success:

which

Metropolitan, Atlanta, G«.
Republic, Jacksonville, Fla.
Strand, Brockton, Mass.
Rialto, Fall River, Masa.
Rialto, Lowell, Mass.
Day Street, Somerville, Masa.
Pah's, Bridgeport, Conn.
Capitol, Hartford, Conn.
Palace, New Haven, Conn.
Modern, Providence, R. I.
Strand, Portland, Maine
Tivoli, Chicaeo, 111.
Randolph, Chicago, 111.
Riviera, Cbicag'O, 111.
Peoria, Madison, Wis.
Victory, Evansville, Ind.
Orpheum, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Ohio, Indianapolis, Ind.
Lyric, Marion, Ind.
Murette, Riclimond, Ind.
Libertf, Terre Haute, Ind.
Strand, Milwaukee, Wis.
Toy. Milwaukee, Wis.
Grand Opera JF/ouje,Wausau,Wis.
Dome, Youngstown, Ohio
Royal, Waco, Texas

York,

that

i

Play —

Spell

and

ran 443
319

times

which

enacted

JOHN

in New

in Chicago;

is still being

with

popularity
country.

EVERY

times

undiminished

throughout

NEW

the

YOEKD]

GOLDEN

LOE"
MARCUS
cJUNEMAXHIS
JOHN

F.

SEITZ

fi^ • • •

.

. .

M

Production

of

WmCHELL

/ FAMOUS

BROAD\W

SMITHS

SIAGE

SUCCESS

MORE
BOOKINGS
that Spell More

which

were

high, considering

its direction
of "The
the

by

Four

CRITIC

maker

Horsemen

Apocalypse"

Conquering

the

and

of

"The

Power."

PRAISED

IT

Success:

Palace, Dallas, Texas
Majestic, Tulia, Okla.
Rialto, Denver, Col.
Garrick, Minneapolis, Minn.
Garrick, Duluth, Minn.
Garrick, St. Paul, Minn.
Sherman, St. Cloud, Minn.
Riviera, La Crosse, Wis.
Cameo, New York, N. Y.
Capitol, New York, N. Y.
American, Troy, N. Y.
Capitol, Trenton, N. J.
Grand, Dubuque, la.
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.
Stanley, Philadelphia, Pa.
Hamilton, Lancaster, Pa.
Majestic, Williamaport, P«.
Capitol, Aitoona, Pa.
Strand, Erie, Pa.
New Mission, Lo» Angelea, Calif.
Imperial, San Francisco, Calif.
Coliseum, Seattle, Washington
Majestic, Portland, Ore.
Loew's State, Boaton, Mass.
Capitol, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Loew's State, Rochester, N. Y.
N. L. Nathanson Canadian Circuit,
Famous Players Canadian Corp., Ltd.
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HUSBANDS

A
PICTURE

OiisbancLswlio
and husbands

FOR
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who
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so, too . ,
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Missing husband tkannme
at all
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iMenwko

mLgki

singi^ they wen

he mis^
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PIERRNTID
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- - - •
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PICTURES
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CORPORA.TIQN

a/wUNTTED

STATES

ani CANADA.

—as

these

theatres

did

Howard, Atlanta
Republic, Jacksonville
Strand, Birmingham
Park, Boston
Colonial, Brockton
Rialto. Fall River
Day Street, Somervllle
Daw's, Bridgeport
Majestic, Hartford
Palace, New Haven
Strand^ Providence
Empire, Portland
Loew 's Stage, Buffalo
Moazard, Zlmira
Bellevue, Niagara Fails
Regent, Rochester
Strand, Schenectady
Randolph, Chicago
Stratford, Chicago
Orpheum, Chicago
American, Evansville
Orpheum, Ft. Wayne
Loezv 's State, Indianapolis
Lyric, Marion
Murette, Richmond
Liberty, Terre Haute
Alhambra, Milwaukee
Toy, Milwaukee
Grand Opera
Strand,
AkronHousej'Wauaau
Alhambra, Canton
Loezv 's, Cleveland
Rialto, Cleveland
Capital, Cleveland
Valentine, Toledo
Dome, Youngstown
Walnut, Cincinnati
Majestic, Columbus
Auditorium, Dayton
Majestic, Louisville
Palace, Dallas
Rialto, Ft. Worth
Rialto, San Antonio
Criterion, Oklahoma City
Royal, Waco
Broadway, Tulsa
Rivoli, Denver
Capital, Detroit
Regent, Flint
Liberty, Kansas City
Wichita. Wichita
Loew's Palace, Memphis
Loew 's State, Los Angeles
Plaza, San Diego
Garrick, Duluth
Gmrrick, Minneapolis
Garrick, St. Paul
Riviera, La Crosse
Cameo, New York
American, Troy
Liberty, New Orleans
Des Moines, Des Moines
Rialto, Omaha
Stanley, Philadelphia
Carmen, Philadelphia
Colonial, Harrisburg
Hamilton, Lancaster
Majestic, Williamsport
Capital, Altoona
Strand, Erie
Loezv 's State, Salt Lake City
American, Oakland
Imperial, San Francisco
Liberty, Portland
Coliseum, Seattle
Century, Baltimore
Bijou, Richmond
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X

THE

MARKS
.THE

SPOT

MONEY

ALICE
THE
byJmeMatkls

GARETH
HUGHES

IS

LAKE
GOLDEN

WHERE

FOUND

in
GIFT

■ ■ ■ Scenario by d^iorenceHein
AMAXWELLKARGER

VIOLA
in
DANA

in
ICANT

EXPLT^T
EDGAR FRANKLIW

GL1ASS

HOUSES

''A smeishing good melodrama. The cast
is without a flaw. The people act like real
people. The best all-round romantic melodrama we have seen in a long time." — Harriette Underhill, New York Tribune.
"A picture thoroughly worth while. One
of the best film attractions seen on Broadway
in some time. Commands attention at the
start and holds the interest to the final fadeout. Not a dull moment. Love interest is well
upheld; cast well chosen; direction beyond
criticism. 'Fair Lady' can be recommended as
sterling photo-dramatic entertainment. A picture that can only bring prsiise to all concerned
in its making." — R. W. Baremore, Morning
Telegraph.
"Thrill follows on thrill. Love interest of
a high degree of intensity. Sumptuous interiors."— New York Journal.
ZD hitman

"An absorbing photoplay, distinguished by
eflFective acting. It will be a popular picture
wherever shovm. 'Fair Lady' ought to do
well." — Quinn Martin, New York World.
"A thrilling moving picture drama. Notably good cast. A story based on actual facts.
Has
a
particularly humsm appeal." — Evening
Telegram.
"The picture is a good one; the story well
suited to the screen; has been skillfully done.
A story of adventure and romance." — The
Globe.
"A stirring melodrama exceedingly well
played. Will make the pulses quicken. Has
a strong thread of romauice. An exceptionally
interesting as well as thrilling film. Every
player fits
Evening
Mafl.perfectly into the character."-—

J3ennett

REXDEAOCr
romance

3ounded on hlx famouj' novef
Oirecfed by JCennefh VJebb

Jcenafio by Dorothy 3arnum

UNITED ADTIJ^Xr COf^POQATION
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Co. Production

From the novel by

NORRIS
KATULEEN
Directed by

CAPELLANI
ALBERTFeaturing
Seena
Alix Strickland fought the hardest battle of a
woman's life in her struggle to hold her husband —
and her own sister was "the other woman."
Within the walls of her own home an older girl,
whose heart had starved for love, faced, fought and
whipped her younger sister and held the man who
possessed the key to happiness.

Owen- Gladys
Matt Moore

Leslie

"Sisters" is a perfect motion picture portrayal of
one of the greatest novels ever written about
marriage. It was a talked about novel for two years.
Here, in its screen form, it represents the finest
work of an all-star cast; the ablest and best work of a
great director and the ablest technical achievement
since "Humoresque" of a great producing company.

RELEASING CORPORATION
WALTER E GREENE. •Prendw
F. B. WARRSN. l^urr-^aidm

April 1, 1922
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VoRLD's
Fifty Continuous
Feature

Record
Days as the

Attraction

Symphony Theatre
Los Angeles

at the
of

Box-office high mark exceeded
in thirty cities.
Capacity houses in every theatre
where it has played.
That's the way exhibitors are
coining

money on the overwhelming popularity of Harold

Lloyd in "A Sailor-Made

box-office
ma

n c e

previous
Lloyd

Hal

perforall

the

Harold

hits.

Roach
Through Associated Exhibitors
Arthur S. Kane PRESIDENT

HAROLD

A

in

Lloyd

Sailor-Made
Man
Four Reel Feature Comedy
FOREIGN
REPRESENTATlVe
FOR ASSOCIA-TEO
EXHIBITORS
SIDNEY GARRETT
rATHE JJiSTRIBUTORS

Man"
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AT last!
Famous

One

of tFie Most

TRADE

Sensationally

incidents of All History

Made

to

Live A^ain.
smash!
theVorld.
through

An Act
A Deed

the

that Ran^ round
that Resounded

Centuries.

Immortalized
Master Work.

by

Lord

An

Exploit

Tennyson's

it's here!
Celebrated in pageant
and Song; by Sta^e and Story, and
Now on the Screen! One of the most
Startling Sacrifices
Ever Faced.
crash!

Go

Box

Womankind

Office

Records

when Theatres Show how England's
Most Beautiful Woman
Rode Unclad
Through
to

Save

the
Her

Streets
People.

of Coventry
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a
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EXPLOITATION
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IVe
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Nov^
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AVe

ViBra

YOUR

HARRY

Drama

DAYS'

\bu

FRIEND

Elaborately

by

ProchicedL

Our

ADVERTISING

Directed
WILLIAM

RAPF
IJistritouted
WARNER
BROAD

by
BROS

WAX,

\

CAMPAIGN

by

I600

HOME

Gordon
in

Backed

NATIONAL

LEAVE

"SCHOOL

Offer

BEST

PowerPul

ProcLuced

GIRLS

N.Y.

by
NIGH

Charles

TCHISON
The Stop, Look and See Six Sheet of
Episode 1

Stun/-

King

Proc/uceo(

Qy

and

D/recfeoL

The Eye-Grabbing Six Sheet of Episode 2

THRILLS

THRILLS

Pafheserial

The Breath-Gatching Six Sheet of Episode 3

uo-Get-em

The Sensational Six Sheet of Episode 4
ir/ie

6y

^
M/Ve-A-Aiwu/e
'
H
C
T
Pa/Aeser/a/
U
H

C^eorfb

&

The One Sheet of Episode 4 That Will Fire the
Interest of Everyone

Censor

PROOF

Pafheserial

A Masterpiece of Action; the Six Sheet of
Episode 5

iHOSE

who

believe

Itlialtlie revitalizafion
:of the Motion Picture
is its strength of theme,
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"-eprodace herewith
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able advertisements in moving picture historif

It is but

another

DISTINCTIVE
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IDEA
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of motion -picture
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Awe-inspiring!

Read

XXI

Colorful!^
Moving Picture World

the
Verdict
of
Trade
Papers:

MOVING

PICTURE

the

WORLD

"This is a thriller interspersed with awe-inspiring mountain scenes, fist fights, dance halls, gun
play and other colorful episodes. Together with
a theme of social doings in New York and some
of the business of Wall Street."

EXHIBITOR'S

HERALD

"A first rate out-of-door drama, chockfull of
action — carefully and sincerely acted. It excites
and holds your interest to the final fadeout."

EXHIBITOR'S

TRADE

REVIEW

"Splendid opportunity for outdoor filming. Provides afair amount of excitement and thrills."

Get

This

Release
Speaking

and

Make

Your

Box

Office

Happy

of Louis B. Mayer's presentation of

ANITA

STEWART
1 n

A

Question

of

Honor

A Ruth Cross novel from the People's Home
Directed by Edwin Carewe

Journal

Scenario by Josephine Quirk
A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION
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66

Dramatic

In

a

Strength

Picture

That^s

That

the

Newspaper
Coast,

Consensus
Critics

Read

the

STRONG DRAMA
TRUE TO LIFE
"That Director John M. Stahl is a pastmaster in the art of character-building for
the photodrama is plainly manifested in
his latest screen contribution, 'The Song
of Liife.' Realizing
value
having built
his,
characters
true tothelife,
Mr.of Stahl
them carefully, keeping the action and
story always within the bounds of reason
and making his players regular, natural
human beings in every situation^ As a
result the picture is not in any sense a
preachment, and yet, through its logical
structure
strong
dramatic
when the arid
mother
accuses
herself~ climax
of a
shooting for which her son is responsible,
it drives home with its surprisingly cheerful ending." — Atlanta Constitution.
A CROSS SECTION
OF REAL LIFE
feature noof false
'The note.
Song Itof isLife'
that"Oneit sounds
cross-is
section of life, depicting the pursuit of
happiness, success and riches. It is deftly
handled and the picture holds due regard
for the intelligence and emotions.
pictureheris husband
a story of
mother,to
who"Thedeserts
and a child
quench her thirst for the material and
gaudy pleasures of life. Years later, her
husband dead and her boy missing, she is
on the brink of suicide.

of Opinion

from

Coast

I

of
to

Reviews:
"She is rescued by a struggling author
whose wife is passing tTirough the same
craving for material things that she once
desired. She in turn rescues the author,
who
is "hetr son,
from But
the this
unhappiness
a wrecked
home.
ending ofis
reached only after some strong drama and
life-like characterizations,, in which the
merit
nal. of the picture lies." — Atlanta JourFOUR BIG STARS
IN THRILLING PICTURE
"John M. Stahl's latest production, 'The
Song of
has each
at least
well-known
stars
in Life,'
the cast,
withfoura role
worthy
of
being
called
'leading.'
The
is of
the purely melodramatic type. story
It Includes
situations froni practically every phase of
life, from drudgery in a kitchen to a supposed charge of murder. It winds up
satisfactorily." — Atlanta Georgian.
CONSISTENT AND
COMPELLING
"A production
that is well
acted The
and
which
has an impressive
ending.
touches of comedy are we'l done and the
picture as presented is consistent and compelling. The scene in which the mother is
given the third degree is dramatic in the
extreme
and not overdone." — Portland
News.

Louis B. Mayer Presents

John

THE

M.

Stahl

SONG
A First National Attraction
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Action

99
I

Slice

A

Tale

Domestic
Mother

of Dishes
Problems

of

and

Real

Discontent^

and

of

"A cast
consisting
of Gaston Nowell
Glass,
Grace
Darmond
and Wedgewood
give
Miss "Woodthorpe
excellent
support.
The action
is all that can
be asked
for.
The scene depicting the third degree in
the investigation of the murder and the
subsequent release of the old mother is
one that contains all the dramatic elements."— Portland Oregonian.
Story and

Direction

Fm tired of

Everlasting
dishesand
—
/dishes.^
hate them
Fm leaving you

Love.

EXCELLENT FILM;
EXCELLENT ACTING
"Supremacy of mother love over even
the dislike for the prosaic work of housekeeping:, such as washing dishes, is the
basis of 'The Song of Life,' an excellent
film
lumbia.being- shown this week at the Co"The trayalfeature
of the
show Tilden.
is the porof the part
of Mary
who
deserted her husband and young son to
escape the lonesomeness and drudgery of
the desert, by Georgia Woodthorpe. Miss
Woodthorpe, who formerly played opposite Edwin Booth, plays the role of the
woman who seeks forever to find happiness and in the end discovers that her
happiness is in the love of her son, whom
she finds after 20 years. It is her part
that makes the picture so well worth seeone. ing, for there is a lesson in it for every-

Life

BEST
EVER

CHARACTERIZATION
SEEN ON SCREEN

" 'The Song of Life' is a slice of real
life, and izinations of ita ismother
one of seen
the best
characteron the
screen.
Georgia Woodthorpe, who is a real actress
and has played leads in Shakespearean
dramas with Edwin Booth, takes the part
of the mother and by her restraint and
artistic
acting
makes 'Mary' a character
long to be
remembered.
"Gaston
Glass
is the
husband all in one,
and hero,
he is writer
enough andof
an artist type to please the ladies and at
the same time not enough of one to turn
the men against him. Grace Darmond,
who plays his wife, has as perfect features as any actress on the screen and is
clever, too. Their romance and how it
comes near being wrecked by a man with
an automobile and plenty of cash is the
love
York's East and
Side theis
showninterest.
in all itsNew
picturesqueness
rich
man's
apartment
is
about
the
only
glimpse of luxury in the picture.
"Little Richard Headrick and a little
girl
got her
the
movieswhoyet,hasn't
help along
the name
human into
interest
part ; and a monkey, who has had the
same misfortune as the little girl, supnlies
much of the comedy and seems to have p
fine time doing it. Wedgewood Nowell
does good work in his part of the New
York clubman." — Portland Telegram.
by John

M.

forever"

Stahl;

Screen Version by Bess Meredith

Production

OF

LIFE
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Acclaim
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Public
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New

Chicago

York

Baltimore

Boston
Cincinnati

Buffalo
Denver

. Detroit
Kansas
Los

City

Indianapolis
Louisville

Angeles

Milwaukee

Minneapolis
New

Orleans

New

Philadelphia
San
Salt
W

Marshall

Freckles

Omaha
Pittsburgh

Francisco
Lake

Haven

St. Louis

City

ashington

Neilan

Barry

Seattle

Made

Played

Adapted from Booth Tarkington's celebrated
book and play; co-directed by Marshall
Neilan

and

Frank

O'Connor.

Photographed by David Kesson; Scenario by Lucita Squier.
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It's the sign that points the
way to profits
WELL, we started something.
When we announced last week that
Mr. Carl Laemmle had turned over to us all the Universal Exchanges tobe run during the months of April and May as we saw
best and, further, that we intended to share our profits with you, we
did not dream of the sensation this would create in the industry.
Guess we've caught the true spirit of Universal. Judging from the letters
and wires from exhibitors, we've originated a striking, novel plan by
which exhibitors will cash in big with us in celebrating Universal's tenth
anniversary.
And this at a tinie when they'd like it most.
But our plan is more than merely novel or original. We're going after
business in a big, strong way. We intend to make some real money for
ourselves and our friends, the exhibitors, — for, the bigger our profits
the greater your share.
So, get busy.

Come in and see us at once — right now!

UNIVERSAL
EXCHANGES

IV
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A Few Character Studies Appearing in This

$1,000,000.00
WORLD

PHOTOPLAY
RIGHTS

Controlled by
Produced by
LEE-BRADFORD
CORP.
U.S. Moving Pictures Corp.
SEVENTH AVENUE

the on
Available
Independent

Market

XU hitman J3enneft

REXDEACHir
romance

bounded on hij- famoux novel
Directed by JCsnnefh Webb

O melodrama

of h/c^h clajx fhafj-maj^hej;

cfripjr thril/x and
Maj^

myxtery,

O picture
type

Jcenar/o by Dorothy yarnunD

hold
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from

xtart

fare, romance,
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of audience,
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and

fofinixh.
Infric^ue.

before
any

any

time.
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Stop!
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Until
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Serial
seen

EDDIE

POLO

Directed by J. P. MacGowan
CAP'N
KIDD

Polo^s
15

First

Chapters

Stunts
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Land

of

STAR

Furious

and

Polo^s
Now

Independent
Fighting

Sea — real
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— Thrilling
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Greatest
Ready

Serial

Settings.

Serial!

Release!
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SHADOWS
in the light of the moon !
What did they mean? Why did they fill the law abiding people
of a Northwest community with terror until the real he-men of the
region formed a posse to run down the band of murderous marauders led by Black Mask?

"THE

NIGHT

RIDERS"
By Ridgewell CuUum
Third release by

SECOND
PICTURES

NATIONAL
CORPORATION

is one of the supreme examples of the best that can be done with
moving
SHADOWS

on the silver screen to thrill, delight and entertain lovers of red
blooded photodramas.
Other releases:
"HER

STORY"
Second

National

"DAVID

AND

Pictures

140 West 42nd Street

JONATHAN"
Corp.
New York

April 8, 1922
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Every exhibitor, big or small, remembers — The White
Raven, The Snonohird, The Soul of a Woman, Greater
Love Hath No Man.
Oh, boy, but they were pictures ! Red-blooded, punchy,
dramatic pictures that held you tense with chair arms
clasped in your hands.
This quality and more is in "I AM
cause with six great artists like

THE

LAW"

be-

ALICE LAKE
ROSEMARY
THEBY
KENNETH
HARLAN
NOAH
BEERY
GASTON
GLASS
WALLACE
BEERY
to work with it was a safe bet that
EDWIN

CARE

WE

would create his greatest picture.

The ^
EDWIN

CAREWE

PRODUCED
BY
EDWIN CAREWE
PICTURES CORPORATION
Distributed by
AFFILIATED
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

Big |Coining

Are ^

1^

i

A HERALD

PRODUCTION

Presenied and D'istribuied by
PLAYGOERS/
PICTURES

adventure!
excitement!
atmosphere!
action!
thrills!

IN

J. P MfGoWAN
"DISCONTENTED
"the
are

ruse

//7

"^mS^and

of the RATTLER//

making
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ALL!

without question I

INDEPENDENT as they make 'em!
Needs no EXPLOITATION . . . makes

Ask

Volume 11.

in every house!

UNIVERSALLY

And creates more

REVIEW

more

noise

publicity than a flock of ballyhoos!

MOTHER

ETERNAL

She'll tell you!
By the way . . . .
Ever hear of the MOTHER

LOVE

APPEAL

Failing to go over with an audience?
A tale .... A plot .... A script of mother love !
Plays a first run in the heart of every human.
The maternal drama has a satisfying quality of entertainment.
You know it if you've played the right sort of mother story !
And
66
MOTHER

ETERNAL

Possesses that beauty .... Pathos .... Drama
And all the elemental points of high class screen entertainment
That satisfies your patrons.
You can now book it through your nearest
Produced by
GRAPHIC FILM
CORPORATION
Ivan Abramson
Pres.

Released through
GRAPHIC FILM
EXCHANGES
Wire now!

April 8, 1922
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The following twenty Exchanges have signed partnership agreements with The
Graphic Film Corporation for the production and distribution of high class photoplays for the next five years. Arrangements are pending with seven additional exchanges.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
E. H. Emmick and W. 0. Edmunds, Gen. Mgrs.
94 Golden Gate Ave.

LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA
E. H. Emmick and W. 0. Edmunds, Gen. Mgrs.
832 So. Olive Street

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
Al. Rosenberg, Gen. Mgr.
308 Virginia Street

CHICAGO ILLINOIS
Frank Zambrino, Gen. Mgr.
808 So. Wabash Ave.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
Frank Zambrino, Gen. Mgr.
144 West Vermont Street

MISSOURI
<JSTX • LOUIS
X_i V-T \_J X ^ XTX
X \^ T 7 X 1. X
Sam Werner, Gen. Mgr.
3628 Olive Street

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
H. A. Lande, Gen. Mgr.
414 Penn Ave.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
H. A. Lande, Gen. Mgr.
East 21st St. and Payne Ave.

CINCINNATI, OHIO
H. A. Lande, Gen. Mgr.
Pioneer and Broadway

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
A. J. Sherman, Gen. Mgr.
1220 Vine Street

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
A. J. Sherman, Gen. Mgr.
212 North Gay St.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
A. y. Sherman,
Gen. Mgr.
Mather Bldg.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
C. A. Meade and W. S. Witman, Gen. Mgrs.
304 Jos. Mack Bldg.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
Samuel401Ludwig,
Gen. Mgr.
Toy Bldg.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
Samuel Ludwig, Gen. Mgr.
700 Film Exchange Bldg.

OMAHA, NEBRASKA
A. L. Kahn, Gen. Mgr.
2034 Farnun Street
DALLAS, TEXAS
Frank Fay, Gen. Mgr.
1911 14 Commerce Street

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
A. L. Kahn, Gen. Mgr.
115 West 17th Street
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA
Frank Fay, Gen. Mgr.
125 So. Hudson Street
To

the INDEPENDENT

NEW

YORK CITY, NEW YORK
E. Einhorn, Gen. Mgr.
729 Seventh Ave.

MARKET

"Through a new plan of consolidation the Graphic Film Corporation has made it possible to take into partnership for distribution of high
class features TWENTY INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES to share in its profits. Partnership agreements are to be concluded with seven
more! Each of these twenty-seven exchanges retains an interest in all Graphic Film Productions for a period of five years! They
will receive all of our productions and purchases and will be known as GRAPHIC FILM EXCHANGES ! We have guaranteed our new
partners BIG INDEPENDENT FEATURES because their participation in our business enables us to put MORE MONEY, MORE TIME
AND MORE EFFORT into production than we have heretofore done! The exchanges in turn have guaranteed us one hundred per cent
distribution and exploitation! We do not intend spending our money on high class promotion nor on luxurious offices. OUR EXPENDITURES ON PRODUCTION WILL BE UNLIMITED! Our unity means the birth of an INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATION that will
produce photoplays superior to those of any interest in the entire field! It means that we have discovered that 'IN UNION THERE IS
STRENGTH.' ... Out of that strength shall come BIG INDEPENDENT PRODUCTIONS! It means that we have found a way TO
SAVE THE INDEPENDENT EXHIBITOR!"
IVAN ABRAMSON, President,
Graphic Film Corporation,
729 Seventh Ave., New York.

By Anthony Paul Kelly
Jl Hay

Directed by Ray C Smallwood

CSmaltmnftL

SICRID

PratLucturrv

With an all- star cast including
HOLMQUIST
MONTE BLUE

MATTHEW
JULIA

BETZ
SWAYNE

LUCY

POX

GORDON

This is a production with one of the greatest patronageattracting titles ever placed on a motion picture.
A production of a big, forceful, able director whose
record is based upon the playing achievements of his
pictures and not upon personal publicity placed for
him by press agents.
A story that is "human heart stuff;" that is romance at
its cleanest and best; that contains no soiled sex stuff.
A love story fine and sweet and wholesome; a racing
drama with the flash and thunder of hoof-beats. A
melodrama for the ground floor as well as the gallery.
A mother story for everybody, with all the legitimate
sentiment of human beings and no implausible hokum.
Seven months were devoted to production and to
getting the best that was in such fine players as Monte
Blue, Sigrid Holmquist, Julia Swayne Gordon, Lucy
Fox, Matthew Betz, Arthur Carew, Billy Quirk, Pat.
Harrington.
A picture you need now; a picture full of box-office;
a picture you will remember for months after you have
played it. Prints are on the way to the branches now
for release April 9.
A Pyramid Picture!

American
RELEASING CORPORATION
WALTER E, GREENE, ■Proiifou
F. B. WARREN, y^t-'PriaiM
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presents

of

the

nioulin
Rouge
From the worldrknown play
By PAUL
Jf Ray

M. POTTER

CSmaUivwtL

ProtLuuctixnv

N/ITH AN ALL-STAR CAST

The Famous "Red Mill" in Paris!
The beautiful Martha Mansfield as the
"Queen."
The play known in every city and town
on the map of North America.
The gowns and costumes from France!
The girls from Uncle Sam!

Cheers! !

The production timed for release in
the late spring just when the exhibitors
of the country need it and want it
the most.
An all-star cast and a great big make'em-all-talk picture with a whale of
a title.
It's another Pyramid Picture!

%ntertcan
I, W REiEASiNC
CORPORATipN iJ
WALTER E GREENE. ^Vtwfen/ F. &. WARREN, Kkt.'TWw

EXHIBITORS
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SHOULO

HUSBANB

KNOW?
From Anna

Katherine

Green's

Great Society Drama "Jke mayor's Wife"
Directed by KENNETH
WEBB
Bless your heart, here's a star who is a star.
Star of "The Queen of Sheba." Featured in Rex
Beach's "Fair Lady." Always winning extraordinary
personal notices in each picture in which she appears.
A real star hailed by exhibitors all over the world.
Hailed as an amazingly beautiful, draw-them-into-thetheatre personality by Motion Picture NEWS, Moving
Picture WORLD, Exhibitors' TRADE REVIEW,
Exhibitors' HERALD, VARIETY, HARRISON'S
REPORTS, New York STAR, FILM DAILY.
An emotional drama. A society drama. A touch
of mystery. An entrancing beauty and a director
who knows just what to do with such a story and
such a personality.
Also ready for late spring release.
Also: Another Pyramid Picture!

y

American
RELEASING
CORPORATION ^jCj
WALTER E- GREENE. "ProWm F B. WARRBS, Cet-'Pr
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PRODUCED
HARRy
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DIRECTED
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By
NIGH

and
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Stanley

Cfi*C3iit ,AsO^^JineSeasom
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WARNER
1600

BROADWAY,

BROS
NEW

YORK.N.Y.
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PICTURES

BIG

SAY

CRITICS

BIG

WITH

THEIR

OPINIONS

BIG

There is genuine entertainment in
"THE ABLE-MINDED LADY,"
excellent
by thepartly
producedpenselargely
created and
by susthe
humorous characterizations which are
faithfully transcribed to the screen
from the Saturday Evening Post
stories.

MATT

THE

TAYLOR
Abie-Minded
Starring
HENRY

Lady

<

THE

-— >

ROGER

\

FROM

State Rights Sea Melodrama that the
showman will find no trouble putting
over.

FERRI

ROCKY
POINT
The Cast

OF THE
WORLD

Ora Carew, Walt Whitman,
Gloria Joy, Theodore Von Eltz

THE
FOREST

OF THE
NEWS

B. WALTHALL

GIRL

.

GEORGE
KING

BLAISDELL

witk
REED CHAPMAN and
LILLIAN HALL

WIRE

The production is one that well may
bear examination on the part of exhibitors. The titles are striking,
being based upon the big tree that is
felled during the taking of the camp
scenes.

OF THE
Trade
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Eastern Representative
JULIUS SINGER
729 7th Ave.
New York, N. Y.
Bryant 6745
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Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America,
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Action

Motion Picture
News
Suspense
."

Because of richness of incident, atmosphere, melodramatic
movements, pathos and heart interest, there is no reason to
doubt its appeal, the trade experts say.
"This spectacular, fast-moving drama
offers several thrills, and action releasing
a fine brand of suspense. Because of its
richness of incident, atmosphere, melodramatic movements, pathos, heart interest and the other elements which compose
the story there is no reason to doubt its
appeal for the average theatregoer. The
players
been w^isely and
chosen
the
various have
impersonations
theyforhave
been splendidly guided by Edward Sloman, who has furnished a picture marked
for its finished technique.
The theme is based upon self-sacrifice
and naturally offers a fine vei« of heart
interest. Your sympathy is attracted to
the little native girl who, because she is
not accepted by English society, returns
to India and incites the natives to rebellion. The picture mounts with a
crescendo of exciting scenes, all of which
are charged with appropriate atmosphere.
Thousands of extras are used as idol
worshipers in the sequence of the human
sacrifice and the production indicates
that everything has been done to make it
vivid and memorable. The hero is hated
by his mother because he is born a deformed weakling. He is sent to England
to be educated but returns to the Orient
to fall in love with a native girl, the
betrothed of an idol. He marries her
but she returns to her beloved India to
incite the fanatics. Her husband follows and attempts to save her, but she
shields him and receives the fatal thrust.
The picture ends with the English girl
finding the youth, whom she scorned,
weepingscenes
over give
the slain
girl's interest
body. The
weird
it a deep
for
audiences everywhere." — Motion Picture
News.

"Shattered Idols is a lavish production of a theme that has great possibilities. India, it always seems, affords very
fine opportunities for a picturesque development of drama, and this fact has
been borne closely in mind. The material
splendor, in this case, is more than obviously pleasing, too. It reveals the
subtle art of creating an atmosphere as
well as a locale, so that the spectator is
gracefully swept into the presence and
mood of a condition of life not ordinarily
within his own scope. Hindu intrigue
and Hindu traditions furnish the dramatic and spectacular interest, the best
illustration of this being the temple
scene. The acting is distinguished because of its profound sincerity. Marguerite De La Motte gives an especially
impressive performance of the native
girl, who is believed to be the chosen one
of the Hindu God." — Moving Picture
World.
"Shows the picturesqueness of India
and is interesting and thrilling. Fine
spectacular
scenes." — Exhibitors' Trade
Review.
"The production is lavish and spectacular and reaches a fairly thrilling
climax. The adaptation has been given
a suitable presentation and a capable cast
selected." — The Film Daily,

Speaking of

J.

L.

am^s
thingh
Fro
presentation
of

"SHATTERED
IDOLS
By I. A. R. Wylie
Directed by Edward

Sloman

Distributed by Associated First National
Pictures, Inc.
Released

on the Open

Market!

Available to All Exhibitors
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Drama

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., presents

"THE

CAVE

GIRL'
Adapted

from

the

of Guy

Bolton

George

Middleton
with

Teddy

Boris
Strong

Succes

and

Gerard

Charles

and

Stage

Meredith
Karloff

Supporting

Cast

She battled with the kidnapper until her strength
was gone. Then her lover
appeared and leaped on
the half breed in a battle
for life.

, ■ . ■' ■-|r|j|

A

Picture

Taken

Amid

the

,

Gorgeous

NjiX*'!'^"'' 'j/'V-r^^

Scener;

I
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Thrills!

the Trade Experts Say:
THRILLS

WANT

"If you are looking for a good winter subject with
excellent pictorial appeal, 'The Cave Girl' is just what
you are after. For finer outdoor atmosphere itis way up in the front rank. The
piece takes a melodramatic turn
that furnishes —a thrilling
The Filmending."
Daily.

AND

HUMOR

"Interesting — its greatest appeal will be through the
magnificent outdoor scenes. There are thrills and
humorous situations. Should be a good box office
attraction. Good entertainment with thrills and daring
rescue work. Winter scenes the best ever offered
the public." — Exhibitors Trade Review.
DRAMATIC

ROMANCE

The
"Dramatic romance,
with delicate humor.
snow country of the Yosemite reveals some highly
colorful background." — Motion Picture News.
RED-BLOODED

AND

THRILLING

"Good entertainment with thrills — red-blooded.
The scenes in the Yosemite Valley, where much of the
action is
laid, are unusually beautiful." — Moving
Picture
World.

Distributed

the

Yosemite

in

the

by Associated First National
Pictures, Inc.

Middle

of

Winter
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Can

Give!"

Des Moines, Iowa, March 10th, 1922
Mr. J. D. Williams,
Associated First National Pictures,
6-8 West 48th Street,
New York City, N. Y.
My dear Mr. Williams: —
of seeing "SMILIN' THROUGH" in a cold
pleasure
just hadandtheI want
I have room,
to state that I am more enthusiastic over the
projection
possibilities of "SMILIN' THROUGH" than any picture that I have had the
pleasure of screening so far this year. The wonderfully human heart interest
love story in this attraction is what will appeal to the women, which means
money at the box-office. ITS Yours
ALL THE
SCREEN CAN GIVE!
very truly,
A. H. BLANK ENTERPRISES
(Signed) Booking
A. G. Stolte
Manager
Joseph M. Schenck presents
NORMA

TALMADGE

m
Adapted SMILIN'
by James Ashmore CreelmanTHROUGH"
and Sidney A. Franklin from Allen
Langdon Martin's play; Directed by Sidney A. Franklin; Photographed
by Roy Hunt and Charles Rosher; Technical Directors, Willard M.
Reineck and Lawrence Hitt

A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION
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THE

A
of

Drama

towering
emotions
Starring

IVY

DUKE

The

World's

Beautiful
AMID all the glitter of gorgeous
, backgrounds and bewitching
costumes this famous international
beauty shines with the dazzling
brilliance of a sunburst —

An

R-C

Picture

Most
Star

town will
EVERY
man rave
and woman
your
over Ivyin Duke
in this unusually penetrating drama
of the home —

Acclaimed by noted art critics the
world over as the greatest beauty
now before the public on stage or

A story of tremendous heart-tugs —
athrob with all the primitive instincts that drive men and women
on to their fate —

screen —
Her wondrous beauty of face and
figure and her matchless art make
Ivy Duke a box office magnet of
unparalleled possibilities —

A srnashing and timely indictment
of Bigamy — to which the newspapers of the world are NOW devoting millions and millions of words.

Box- Office

Smash

You

Can't

Afford

to

Miss
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CENTURY

Comedies,

entertainment,
picture world.

with

have

the trade

insist on quality.

for a reasonable

rental, and

is why every week
ing Century Comedies.

They're
Get

only two

REVIEW

their continued

First run houses

That

high

by the ears.
In Century

get it week

standard

of

quahty

TTiey're the talk of the

Comedies

they get just that

after week — 52 times in the year.

finds a score of additional

reels long, but feature

V

first run houses

featur-

size in pulling power.

busy — right now!

What

Some

of

the

Are

First

Run

Houses

Doing:

GRAUMAN'S $1,000,000 THEATRE, Los
Angeles
"Peggy Behave" and "Mutts," each
for entire— week.

GARDEN THEATRE, Washington, D. C—
"One Horse Town," full week.

CENTRAL THEATRE, New York City —
"Peggy Behave," three solid weeks.
CAMEO THEATRE, New York City— "Peggy
Behave," indefinite run starting March 26.
GARDEN
full week. THEATRE, Des Moines — "Mutts,"

CASINO

STANDARD
full week.

THEATRE,

MOON
THEATRE,
full week.

The

TRADE

Besh

Cleveland— "Mutts,"

Omaha — "Horse Sense,"

One-a-Ve>ek

Comedy

THEATRE, Philadelphia— "Peggy Behave" and "Mutts," full week each.

PEOPLES THEATRE, Portland, Ore.— "Upper
and Lower," full week.
JENSEN-VON HERBERG CIRCUIT, Portland,
Ore.
"Peggy Behave" and "Mutts," full
week— each.
LIBERTY THEATRE, Kansas City— "Peggy
Behave" and "Mutts," full week each.
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Destiny's
Production

REVIEW

an all star cast
including

VIRGINIA
GEORGE

FAWCETT

FLORENCE
WARD
Personally

LEE

BILLINGS

ISLE," this fine new

achievement, is a stirring, vibrant societydrama laid in Florida, the Bahamas, New
York, with the old melodramatic thrill
that audiences always show a liking for
on the screen.
And behind his four main stars, a supplementary cast that reads like a " Blue
Book of the Stars."

CRANE

directed

by Wm.TABark
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A clean-shaven young American Bluebeard borrowed a wife to impress a crankyuncle with his prosperity. He wanted to show how well
he was getting along in the world.

Before the evening had ended young Mr. Bluebeard
had collected three wives— one gracing his dinner table
and a couple of young American beauties tucked, away
separately in up-stairs bed-rooms.
Three shocked women !
One with a husband who
!
calculation

hadn't been taken into

An astounded uncle, who didn't miss a thing !
A policeman ready to get rough.
A mighty
peppy picture— peppy indeed. Censors please
note
!
fast!!
All right, Operator ! Let's go —

American
RELEASING CORPORATION
WALTER E GREENE. 'Prai
F. B. WARREN. P^rw -Prf,
15 W. W" St. N. Y.C. ^Phones: VandeMt 7078-9
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Ex-

ploitation Pictures
of

the

Spring

The story of a dancing girl who
banished from her life the extravagances and dissipations of New York
to "find herself" away from big city
temptations.
The story of a woman

scorned who

won respect and revealed a "hidden
woman" finer in courage and character than those around her were
prepared to believe existed.
A production by a notable director,
with a cast of distinguished players.
The combination of good names and
good drama makes the box-oflfice
value of the "Hidden Woman" a
certainty.

HiddenWOMn

Un

ALLAN

^ifh
MARY
JACK

DWAN

Production

an all star cast including
ALDEN-

EVELYN

EVANS
'^ALBERT
KENT
CRAUFORD

Personally

directed

NESBIT
HART

by^llanDwon

American
RELEASING CORPORATION
WALTER E. GREENE, '^c^dtTU F. B. WARREN, I Vf 'V'^Ml^-.t
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directed

by Fred

J.BalslLof
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XI
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history
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Passion."
inl/ie^im^
Gear^eMiss
out-diew and out-sold them. Anotheithat the public likes the
evidence
DISTINCTIVE

IDEA.
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Gendemeii:

TREMENDOUS — is but one of a whole dictionary of adjectives
that adequately describes "THE VERMILION
PENCIL."
It's the smashing big attraction for the 1922 opening Spring Season that will put thousands of theatres on the map. It's the
big attraction that exhibitors can scream from the house-tops and
make good on every promise.
Gentlemen, here's a real box office knockout.
If
the B. F. Keith interests who have booked
MILION PENCIL" for 80 solid days. Ask the
York's 81st Street Theatre where one of the
ences of the year sat pop-eyed in wonderment as
phony of emotions swept across the screen.

you doubt us ask
"THE VERmanager of New
greatest audithis mighty symA fortune was

lavished on "THE VERMILION
PENCIL" by R-C Pictures to
give you this sure fire opportunity to get the money.
It's

an

R-C

Picture

/
\J
i h -/a
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TremencUms

Not just one spectacular episode, but a whole smashing upheaval
of thrills around which is entwined gripping adventure and a
wonderful love story.
And exploitation possibilities galore. A
volcanic eruption and earthquake merged into one overwhelming catastrophe — blazing rivers of molten lava — veritable rivers
of fire sending thousands of natives to their deaths — an entire
Chinese province swept off the face of the earth — scenes in which
Sessue Hayakawa and Bessie Love and others risked their
lives to give your patrons unforgettable thrills — photography exquisite— scenes of wondrous beauty — all combined into one colossal smash drama, unsurpassed by any picture of the present season. Don't wait.
Don't delay.
Be first in your territory to
show this giant 1922 knockout in your house.

^scra^j

SCREEN

TRAGEDIAN
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IN
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Picture
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PICTORE
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A GEORGE KEARM PRODUCTION
BY PRODUCERS PICTURES
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''I will
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Straight
Box

with

Office

all sineerliy

mind
The

Unfoldment
is i/ie mos6

impeiliKCf phohpiay^

since 'T/ie A/liracie

Man '/

William A. Howe,
Glendale Theatre,
G/enoLa/e, Calif.

DR. W E. SHALLENBERGER
You are
doingservice
Exhibitors,
a reaf
in
releasing the Big
Business
"TEN opportunity
NIGHTS IN
A BARROOM."

Harbor
directed

by Cdooard

a new screen heauty, and^
an exceptional cast
'l^resented and. ^istrihuteol
T^ictures
ygoers
^VlaForeign
R,epreseilial/ve

Sidnej (^arreHr^

Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange

'SUNSHINE HARBOR" speeds
with the spirit of the Modern
Girl! It reflects her boandless energy, self-reliance,
ambition; vi vacity and .saucy
charm! It radiates action,
adventure^ heart-'throbs!

i-femmer

Magnificent

Maurice

Tourneur

jinnouncts the completion
of his supreme achievement

"LORNA

DOONE
A magnificent pictunzation of the story which
has thrilled milHons —
A

tremendous

dramatization of one

of the

world's greatest novels —
Elaborately produced by a master with a cast
which includes Madge Bellamy, Frank Keenan,
John Bowers and other noted players.
^ight
FOR

months

RELEASE

IN

in production!
EARLY

AUTUMN

Distributing Arrangements to Be Announced
Produced

at the Studios of

THOMAS

H.

INCE
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The Screen's Brightest Star
Her
Greatest Photoplay.
A

Big Dramatic

Pleasingly
Light
Deep
A

Tempered

Comedy
Human

Lavishly

Triumph,

Touches

With
and

Interest.
Staged

Produc-

tion, Brilliantly Acted.
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Read what Herbert H. J ohnson, Luna
Theatre, Lafayette, Ind., says:

" Tfce Song of Life^ equaled the
biggest attendance record and the
biggest box office record in this
theatre seating 1,100. It struck a
sympathetic chord particularly in the
hearts of wives and mothers. It
stressed the idea of ^dishes and discontent' and could not have hit a
better angle.''
You can do this with the
John

M.

Stahl

Presented

Production

by Louis B. Mayer

Story and direction by John M.
Stahl; screen version by Bess
Meredith.
A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATT

R
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the
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— Los Angeles Record

Let the critics tell you :
CREATES

THE

UNUSUAL

"Barthelmess creates the unusual. There is a quaint flavor
of ships and seas and simplicity. He plays with strength,
intensity and simplicity. The contrasting types are well
worked out and the characterizations are delightful." —
Los Angeles Examiner.
COMPLETELY

ABSORBING

"No one could fail to admire Barthelmess' playing in this
picture. The characterization has something of the spiritual.
Completely absorbing and charming with romance and
youth." — Los Angeles Times.
YOU'LL

LIKE IT

"Interesting and wholesome, you can't help liking it. Just
the sort of play the public is clamoring for. Splendid acting
and magnificent photography. Barthelmess is an actor." —
Los Angeles Record.
FULL

*

OF HUMAN

INTEREST

"Replete with human interest and humorous scenes.
Barthelmess handles his part exceptionally well." — Los
Angeles Herald.

Inspiration Pictures presents
RICHARD

BARTHELMESS

in

"The

Seventh

Day"

Story by Porter Emerson Browne ; Directed by Henry King ;
Photographed by Henry Cronjager; Art Director,
Charles O. Seessel.
A First ISational Attraction

s
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Picture

"We wisK we could get two Katlierine MacDonalcl pictures every month,
as the people in this town like this star better every time they see her
— Wm, G. Alkinson, Star Theatre, Rockingham, N. C.
Quoted from the Exhibitors Herald

" You'll give me the proofs of that scandal story, or you'll nzter leave this room alive!"

Katherine

MacDonald
-IN-

Tke

W

Oman

s
Sid,
Story and Direction by
J. A. Barry

Presented by
B. P. Schulberg

Her current picture is strong m drama with political intrigue — absortmg and thrilling incidents
wherein the daughter of a political aspirant turns the tables where defeat seemed certain
A

First

National

Attraction
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are followed,

12.
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All the

will be there.

They'll be trying to find out how you meet problems,
advantage of the new prosperity that is in sight.

to take
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you going to be an "agree-er" or a "do-er"?
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Something
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does a big Metropolitan

newspaper

editorialize on a single

picture.
But the Chicago

Tribune
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Speaking of
Joseph M. Schenck's
Presentation of

^ tJ^e Topees.
, ^'le producer of "

^""^ ^^^^e Tom^ers douSo

NORMA

TALMADGE
in

Smilin'

Through

Adapted by James Ashmore Creelnian and
Sidney A. Franklin from Allen Langdon
Martin's play. Directed by Sidney A.
Franklin; photographed by Roy Hunt and
Charles Rosher ; technical directors, Willard
M. Reineck and Lawrence Hitt.
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SELECT

How
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to

best

Sell

picture

"Fair

made

won't

Lady"
bring

to

Your

real big money

Public

to your

box-office

unless you tell your people what you've got. "Fair Lady" is a real
picture. It will make big money for you if you tell your public how
good it is, why it is good, and why they should see it.
PAPER — Sell this picture to your theatre territory
story with posters. Bill your town so every
will know about "Fair
minds to see it.

Lady,"

with paper.
man, woman

will talk about

it, and

Tell your
and child

make

up their

LOBBY — ^Dress your lobby with 11x14 and 22x28 hand-colored display
cards so that it will catch every person passing anywhere near and
make

him

talk about

it at his home,

The lobby cards issued with
strong as attention attracters.

to his neighbors

this production

and his friends.

are

exceptionally

CLOTHES — ^Every woman everywhere can always be interested in handsome gowns and beautiful costumes. Use cutouts from the posters
showing
heroine
WILL

the

gorgeous

in this picture.

these last-minute
TELL you more
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dress styles.
about this picture
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to it! Declare yourself in on a share of the
$7000 in cash prizes offered by Carl Laemmle for

the best exploitation ideas submitted on "Robinson

SEND your name at once to the Contest Manager,
Crusoe."
Serial Dept., Universal Fihn Mfg. Co., 1600 Broadway, New York City,Y, regardles
regardlesss of when you show this
chapter-play. After you have put over your stunt, write
it up
and send it in with a photograph of it and one of
up an
yourself. All reports must be in before July 31st.
yourself,
of April, May, June and
months ot
the months
of the
each;h of
DURING
16 live showmen.
an
July, $1750 ) will be split up among
TUq
submitted each week will
plans siiV»
practical nlans
^^^^most
ixx,. four
lost T^^?>'^tir»Ql
each. At the end of each month the three
receive $50 each.
best from among the sixteen winners of the weekly
prizes for that month will receive the following additional grand prizes — the first, $450; the second, $350;
and the third, $200. This will make a total of 64 prizes
and 12 grand prizes, aggregating $7000 in cash. The exploitation stunts will be judged, not by their cost, but
simplicity and practicability.
effectiveness,
their
by
Send your name in at once.

Vc "MOVING
Full details appear every week ,cin XJniversa
^^^^Hon
Manager
PICTURE WEEKLY." Addrecs Circulation Manager
fnil tn
receive it.
to rf.nf>ii,o
C, if you fail
at 1600 Broadway, iV ^Y. r
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NEVER

before, assuredly, has there been a photodrama
and accurately described the play of light and

title which actually

SHADOWS

on the silver screen which produces what we call "Motion Pictures,"
That is one reason

WHY

should be of unusual interest to all who like to know
about motion pictures as well as to watch them.
"Broken

Shadows"

something

is an impressive visualization of the highly

popular novel, "Nance," by Charles Garvice.
OTHER
"THE

NIGHT

Second

RELEASES:

"DAVID
RIDERS"
"HER STORY"
National

AND

Pictures

140 West 42nd Street, New York

JONATHAN"

Corp,
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ICAL
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STORY OP
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REGINALD
GORDON
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FRED
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^ mRV
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Physical Distributors
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Associated
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^^Even
Surpasses
^Humoresque'
This is the Verdict of the New
York
Newspapers
"It even surpasses Fannie Hurst's now famous 'Humoresque.' It is a constant
delight. As regards the other films that have flowed from Miss Hurst's prolific pen, it
is so much better that a comparison would be worse than odious.
" 'The Good Provider' represents the triumph
J
I

of pantomime

over print."
— New York Sun.

"Another 'Humoresque' at the Rivoli. At the risk of annoying those who consider
'Humoresque' the last word in film production, we must confide that this seems quite as
good, if not better.
"We forgot the audience and wept at Davidson with his incomprehensible family.
"Vera Gordon plays again a mother role — quite as perfect as her first. Cast is
excellent. Here a bow to Frank Borzage, an inspired director. Beautifully mounted
by Joseph Urban.
"This is one of the three films of the season which must under no circumstances be
missed."
— New York Globe,

WITH

THE.

OD
GC
VERA GOllDON

PKWIDER'
andlX)RE DAVIDSON

STOW BY "FANNIE HURST; SCENARIO BY JOHK
LYNCH ; PffiECTED BY PRANK ^DGRZAGE
SETTINGS BY JOSEPH ITRBAN.

"This newest play by Famiie Hurst might be considered a second chapter to that
magnificent domestic di*ama,
'Humoresque.' "
— New York Journal.
"Something seems to tell us that we would be all wrong in pronouncing 'The Good
Provider' a better picture than 'Humoresque' so we shall compromise by saying that we
liked it better.
"We did not know that William Collier, Jr., was such a good actor, nor that Vivienne
Osborne was such a beauty.
"We give Frank
they are very fine."

Borzage due credit. The settings are by Joseph Urban, of course
— Harriette Underhill^ N. Y. Tribune.

"At last the screen shows signs of becoming original. Has tingling human quality.
The picture might be labelled 'Any Home — Any Family Argument.' Extremely natural
handling given it by Frank Borzage. The beholder more interested than if it was his
own family fracas.
"Often captions aren't needed, so well has this been conceived as a living picture
rather than a moving picture.
"Miss Gordon and Mr. Davidson do so well they could be advertised as 'appearing in
person — not a movie.'
Davidson's pantomime speaks reels of subtitles for itself."
!
— New York Herald.

PRESENTED

BY FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION

C/>aramount

Q^iclure

(reaied

By ^smopolitan
Productions
I^^HI^MHMM M
— ■^^^l^^— 1^^^^^— i I I I
^ T

Tfie AufKor,
Cast

and

Director

'HUMORESQUE"
^
IN A STILL GREATER
PICTURE

THE/

WITH
OaDI/R"
ODandTOREPl
GO
/ERA
GOPBON
DAVIDSON
STOW BY FANNIE HURST; SCENARIO BT JOHN
IYNCH; PIRECTEDBY PRANK 130:RZAGE
SETTINGS BY JOSEPH XTRBAJN.
Another motion picture masterpiece. Only the organization that
created "Humoresque" could surpass that superb classic.
You can break your box office
record by booking and playing
this^ — the greatest motion picture
ever made.

PRESENTED
c/^

BY FAMOUS PLAYERS- LASKY CORPORATION

C^aramount
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John E.Coutts mystified millions
of people bij sawin_^ a ladij in half
with a giant sav^/ in full view/ of
the audience in America's leading vaudeville theatres
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EXCHANGES

Alexander Film Corp., Greater New York, Northern Jersey, Masterpiece
Attractions, Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern Jersey, J. Cone, California,
Arizona, Nevada, Federated Film Exchange, New England.

Riesenfeld's Rialto, New York, week of
April 23rd.
Shubert's Rialto, Newark, week of April
23rd.

Tons
of

of

newspaper

mouth

Symphony, Los Angeles, week of April
23rd.

publicity

the

way

for

and

word

have
you

paved
/

Sheridan Square, New York, week of
May 7th.
Elntire West Coast Circuit in California
And

or

Hundreds of Other First Run Theatres in
the United States.

^eiss Brothers' Clarion Photoplays, Inc.
1540 Broadway , New York.
Bryant 3271

Dr.

Riesenf eld's

Rialto

Dont

write

come

to

New

Premiere New

York Booking

Theatre,

Anniversary

Wire,
York

phone

i/ourse/f

Week —
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23d
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Philadelphia

Chicago

—

These two great American cities through
their newspaper critics add their powerful
approval to the first great American
historical motion picture production.

ARDIGAN
Produced

Messmore

by

Kendall

From the Famous Novel By
ROBERT
W. CHAMBERS
Directed by John W. Noble

PHILADELPHIA

NORTH

AMERICAN :

all who view it. A notable picture and particularly
inspiring.

"Cardigan" and its big events provide many thrills that
set one's flesh a-tingle. Paul Revere's ride, John
Hancock's great speech, the beginning of American liberty
are all finely
portrayed.

PHILADELPHIA

RECORD:

"Cardigan" is a thrilling picture. It stirs the
ation.
It is moving and dramatic. In it one sees theimagin
first great
memories of the United States.

PHILADELPHIA

BULLETIN:

Frequently thrilling and at all times interesting. All
the dramatic touches
" made. Chambers'
~
that
novel
popular.

PHILADELPHIA

INQUIRER:

"Cardigan" at the Stanton, runs swiftly and war-li
ke
and is guaranteed to give 100%
American thrills to

PHILADELPHIA

PUBLIC

LEDGER:

Plenty of action to "Cardigan" which covers lots of
ground. It is "America for Americans" with a whoop
and
entranwith
cing. a vengeance. You will find the picture

Every paper in Philadelphia praised "Cardigan" and it
got the best reviews of all the pictures opening for that
week. Now for Chicago !

CHICAGO

HERALD

EXAMINER:

"Cardigan" is a picture everyone will want to see at the
Ziegfeld. It has plenty of action— a story you can sink
your teeth into— and many thrills. Willie Collier, Jr.
is immense; Betty Carpenter ravishing. Well done,
interesting, always worth while.

Ante rtcan
BE LEAS INC CORPORATION
WALTER E- GREENE T.o.J™
F. a WARREN. r,r,.'P,o.J
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There has been a most extraordinary
advance

demand for "MY
KENTUCKY HOME."

OLD

This demand is prompted by advance
word-of-mouth report that it is a
big picture.
By enthusiasm over the cast that
comprises Monte Blue, Sigrid
Holmquist, JuUa Swayne Gordon,
Edward Carewe, Frank Currier,
Matthew Betz.
A cast of exceptional merit.

American
RELEASING CORPORATION
WALTER E- GREENE. F. B. WARREN, Vtct-l'rmJaii

BITORS

TRADE

REVIEW

By Anthony Paul Kelly
Jl Hay

XVII

Directed by Ray C Smallwood

CSfnaUwwxL

Proxiuucticnv

With an all- star cast inchLcLiRg

SICRID HOLMQUIST-> MONTE BLUE- LUCY POX
MATTHEW BETZ - JULIA SWAYNE GORDON

Natural and just enthusiasm over
the "hox-office title" of the picture
that will make history the rest of
the year.

*'MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME"
has romance — three love stories —
a strong melodramatic interest, a tug
at the heart-strings; action that sets
your heart a-thumping; pathos, a
mother-love interest and a big prison
episode*
See the picture at once in our score
of branch exchanges.

American
BELEASINC COPPOBATION
WALTER E. GREENE, =Fraulmt
f. B. WARREN, F«,-'Prt«fa/
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Syracuse, New York, just couldn't
get enough of Polly. Read the comments of the critics from coast to
coast :
"It had such a successful run at the Empire it was
held over three days more. One of the biggest attractions that ever came here." — Syracuse Post-Standard.
"One of the cleverest pictures shown here. The
interest is held throughout with comedy running
rife." — Syracuse Herald.
"Miss Talmadge does the best work of her career
in this role. John Emerson and Anita Loos deserve
gobs of credit for such a novel idea. Story is entirely new." — Cleveland News.
"Funniest and most original of all her pictures.
It's a scream!" — San Francisco Examiner.
"All the wit the screen can hold or the spectators
either. The most joyous bit of comedy ever unveOed." — New York Sun.
"As gay a bit of film fun as we have seen. Most
novel and amusing." — Chicago Post.
"Unusually good, merry and laugh-provoking.
Suits the clever Miss Talmadge perfectly." — Detroit
News.
"Funny enough for any audience." — Milwaukee
Journal.
"One of the best things Miss Talmadge has ever
done."— iVen; York World.
"Fast and nifty. Go and give yourself a treat.
You've no idea how the audiences at the Chicago
theatre roar with laughter." — Chicago Herald Examiner.
Joseph M. Schenck
presents
CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
in

"Polly

"You are sure to like Constance Talmadge in this
one which made the biggest kind of a hit with caChronicle.pacity audiences at the Tivoli." — San Francisco
"Loads of funny scenes." — Milwaukee Sentinel.
"Inimitable — irresistible — unique and clever." —
Detroit Times.
"Pep, dash and originality — most amusing." — Detroit Journal.
"Fits the Call.
lively Miss Talmadge to perfection." — San
Francisco
"Connie is her own delightful self in this exceedingly entertaining picture." — Wisconsin News.
"It is much better than anything you might expect.
We can promise you unalloyed joy. The fimniest
thing John Emerson and Anita Loos ever did." — New
York Tribune.

of

Follies"
the
By John Emerson
and
Anita Loos
Photographed by Roy Hunt;
Technical Directors : Willard
M. Reineck and Lawrence Hitt
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has fictionized the story of this picture and

Half a hundred
form.
Everyone
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You

Direct

"The

it out FREE
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is sending

desiring it.

are already

running

this story in serial

it.

In

On

This

Publicity

!

in your section is running the story, grab the picture quick.

Your audiences are ready made.
Or, if not, book the picture and get your local paper to write to First National
Publicity Department,

6 West

and detail information.

We

48th St., New

York City, for proofs of the story

will furnish the story in proof with photographs,

in shell plate or mats with illustrations — FREE.
GRAB

THIS

CHANCE

QUICK!

Selig-Rork present one of the most thrilling, heart-throbbing
dramas of the year.
It is now making good everywhere.

Original story by BERNARD

McCONVILLE,

inspired by the theme of
the play by Edward E. Rose; Directed by Jerome Storm, Photographed by Edward

A

FIRST

Linden;

Technical

Director,

NATIONAL

Gabe

Pollock.
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in the latest of her new series of finer productions for First National— an entirely new type of story for Katherine MacDonald,
with thrills, mystery and romantic adventure on a tropical isle in
the Pacific. Written by Charles A. Logue and Directed by James
Young.
A
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Prod
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You

Going

XXI

Review

to

the

Convention?

F not, you want the best salesmen available to represent you.
If you are live, progressive, if you are going to put your product
over this year, you have got to present your story to the exhibitor
when he is in a receptive mood.
Motion picture historj^ will be created in Washington on May 8, 9, 10 and
11th, and you had better be on the job. You must see that your story,
your plans, your ambitions get to the exliibitor in a way that will leave
the impression that you want to create. This matter is of so much major
importance that you want to begin to plan right now. This is one thing
you can't do to-morrow.
What is that message going to be and how

are you going to present it?

We

can't advise you in regard to the message. You know your own business alot better than we do. If you don't, you are not the man for the
place, but we would like to make a suggestion about the selection of your
representative. He must have entree to the exhibitor; he must be on
friendly terms with the exhibitor; he must be believed in by the exhibitor.
His name is EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW.

CONVENTION
ISSUED
Forms

NUMBER

MAY

Close

Mar

5TH,
2nd.
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^fi-ibutes from the press without a
^J' parallel since the beginning of
motion pictures followed the distinguished success of the premier presentation of J. Stuart Blackton's "The
Glorious Adventure" at the Royal
Opera
LONDON House,
TIMES London: —
" 'The Glorious Adventure' must inevitably rank
as one of the most impressive films that this
country has yet seen. TTiere is enough excitesatisfy the most critical."
DAILYment to SKETCH
•'Hundreds of people who tried to book seats at
the last minute were disappointed. In the afternoon £5 were being offered for seats. So distinguished agathering never went to see the pictures
DAILY MAIL
"before."
'The Glorious Adventure ' the first picture play
to be made in natural colours, is of outstanding
interest. Some of the colour effects arc of great
beauty. Lady
Manners inandthisonecolour
tography looksDiana
very beautiful,
may phosay
with sincerity that she has scored a great success."
DAILY GRAPHIC
"Film production as we saw it last evening has
advanced a stride. 'The Glorious Adventure' is
a thousand oil paintings come to life."
WESTMINSTER GAZETTE
"The brilliantly successful presentation of 'The
Glorious Adventure' at Covent Garden marks a
big step forward in the progress of the kinema.
To attract a first night audience of important people to see a film is in iself a new phase in conwith pictures."
DAILY nection
NEWS
"Some wonderful effects have been produced by
Mr. Stuart Blackton in his colour film, 'The
Glorious Adventure,' and were deservedly cheered
for
their realistic
EVENING
NEWS appearance."
"The
a greataretriumph
for the producer
Some picture
of the isscenes
of marvellous
beauty.
The film scores all along the line in the fire scenes.
There was an ovation for the producer at the
end such as Covent Garden has rarely seen."
MOVING PICTURE NEWS
"Achieves
striking
production.wonderful
Excellentsuccess
actingandin isa a new
type filmof
picture which will make a great box-office attracTHE BIOSCOPE
"The picture
extraordinarily
fine and interesting exampleis ofan natural
colour cinematography.
There
is scene after scene of lustrous richness
tion."
and dazzling colour contrasts"
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w ILL yon be able to show this additional profit item? Are you getting your share of our profits for the months of April and May?

Carl Laemmle announced that he had turned over all the universal Exchanges to us for the months of April and May and that
we were to receive the Uon's share of the profits for these two months,
we immediately decided to give a part of our profits to the exhibitors.
The response has been wonderful. But remember, the bigger the business we do during April and May, the greater will be our profits and the
got a
larger your share. So don't hesitate— come in and see us. We've
office
box
the
great lineup of pictures that will make money for you at
in addition to the cash you make on our very liberal offer.
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Butterfly
Theatre
MILWAUKEE
WIS

CURRENT
RELEASES

BABY

PEGGY

"The Little Rascal"
"Peggy Behave"
"Little Miss Mischief"
"Taking Orders"
= 1,. levinBi

LEE

Deal oeorpe

;r.; sss

MORAN

"The Rubberneck"
"Red Hot Rivals"
"Three Weeks Off"
"Henpecked"

^ ^^^^ „I

;. »as#
HARRY

SWEET

"Off His Beat"
"Speed 'Em Up"
"No Brains"
"High Fliers"

that the ^inatKet.

""••s.

> f

^/

BROWNIE
"Cheerful Credit"
"Sic 'Em Brownie"
"Some Class"
"Tramps"
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6elle

of

Alaska
J Heart ondMction
the Roaring

Drama
Yukon

Supported
NOAH

^

BEERY

Chester

and

of

by

J. FRANK

Dennett

GLENDON

Production

In these days of so many flabby, jellyfish,
worthless stories on so many screens— the
kind of spineless stories that have so injured
the patronage of theatres —we commend to
exhibitors "Belle of Alaska" which has a
story, has drama, has power and has
audience- valu es.
It is a drama with strong, muscular physical
action. It has the dash and virility of "The
Barrier;" the punch and thrill in excess of
"Carmen of the Klondike" and it is splendidly acted by Jane Novak and Noah Beery
— two of the screen's ablest players. Kick
out some spineless story and put in this
one.
vtcan
B ELEASiN C C O R P O HAT I O N
WALTER E. GREENE. 'TVm/^r.
. WARREN, r,<r-Pr<^iJml
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t Actress —

• EUEANOR WOOORUPF
• ROBERT ElLIOTtI
- J. H. GiLMORE • Albert RoccARDi 'i
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WARNING!!!

Regardless

of

Any

Statements

Made

by

Any

Adventures

Sherlock

Ready

for

of

Holmes

TWO-REEL

Now

Distributors

SPECIALS

Immediate

Bookings

and

Release

BY

Alexander Film Corp.
New York
Alexander Film Corp.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Alexander Film Corp. Boston, Mass.
Silton Film Distributors Chicago, 111.
Great Lakes Film Corp. Albany, N. Y.
Great Lakes Film Corp. Buffalo, N. Y.
Co-Operative Film Exch.
San Francisco, Cal.
Co-Operative Film Exch.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Any

Theatre

of the

Owner

following

Independent Film Corp. St. Louis, Mo.
Cleveland, O.
Standard Film Service
Standard Film Service
Detroit, Mich.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Standard Film Service
Cincinnati, O.
Standard Film Service
Philadelphia, Pa.
Royal Film Exch.
Strand Film Service Washington, D. C.
Arrow Photo Play Co. Denver, Col.
Arrow Photo Play Co. Salt Lake, Utah

or

Distributor

subjects

through

ecuted to the
THE

MAN WITH THE
TWISTED LIP
THE BERYL CORONET
THE RESIDENT PATIENT
THE DYING DETECTIVE
THE DEVIL'S FOOT

130

West

46th

Street
BRODEK

Enterprise Dist. Corp.

any

of

FILM

source,

the

will

be

pros-

THE COPPER BEECHES
THE EMPTY HOUSE
THE TIGER OF SAN PEDRO
THE PRIORY SCHOOL
THE SOLITARY CYCLIST

CORPORATION
New

RAPHAEL,

2 Rector Street, New

for any

law.

and

Kansas City, Mo.

or Contracting

other

full extent

Seattle, Wash.
Atlanta, Ga.
Dallas, Tex.

New Orleans, La.
Enterprise Dist. Corp. Omaha, Neb.
Enterprise Dist. Corp.
Oklahoma City, Okla.

Booking

A CASE OF IDENTITY
A SCANDAL IN BOHEMIA
THE NOBLE BACHELOR
THE YELLOW FACE
THE RED-HEADED LEAGUE

ALEXANDER

Arrow Photo Play Co.
Enterprise Dist. Corp.
Enterprise Dist. Corp.
Enterprise Dist. Corp.

Attorneys

York City

York

City
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NfiODRANA

A. M. PUTNAM

prGSOnis

OY- icps

The
First Four

%tOSS

The Arnedy
Case
An Inside Job
Sign of The
Serpent
False Feathers

O.

WHYTOCK

WICCiAM

P.

A Series of 26, Two
These

high tensioned

her

melodramatic

BUPLT
Reelers
two

reelers were

fash-

ioned by America's greatest author of detective stories, based
on Mr. Whytock's wide experience as a police court reporter,
secret service man and special investigator. Pictures that
breathe action in every foot.
Selling to Independent
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^l.Af%ICII V

s±K

i bu.i<pd.
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by
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LOUIS

E X H IB IT 0 R S

HYMAN,

all

T R A D E

star
SAN

R E V I E W

features

FRANCISCO,

distributors,

XV
inc.

CALIF.

buys

Edwin

Care

we 's Production

19

"I

AM

THE

LAW

C C BURR
AFFILIATED

DIST INC 1 33 W 44 ST NYC

JUST CLOSED I AM LAW WITH YOUR REPRESENTATIVE LESTER
SCOTT STOP CONGRATULATE YOU ON THIS PICTURE ASSURE
YOU IT WILL GO INTO BEST HOUSES IF STATE RIGHT MAN COULD
GET ONE PICTURE A MONTH LIKE I AM THE LAW IT WOULD GIVE
HIM PRODUCT WITH WHICH TO COMPETE WITH
ING ORGANIZATIONS IN INDUSTRY REGARDS

BIGGEST

RELEAS-

LOUIS HYMAN

adapted

JAMES

from

a story by

OLIVER

CURWOOD

featuring
AUCE

LAKE

GASTON
NOAH

GLASS
BEERY

Produced
by
EDWIN CAREWE
Pictures Corp.
B. P. Fineman, Pr.
B. F. Zeidman, V. P.
Los
Angeles, Cal.

KENNETH

HARLAN

ROSEMARY
WALLACE

Foreign Rights
Gus Schlesinger, Mgr.
Care of Warner Bros.
1600 Broadway.
New
York City

DISTRIBUTED

THEBY
BEERY
Distributed by
AFFILIATED
Distributors, Inc.
C. C. Burr, Pres.
133-135-137 W. 44th St.
New
York City

BY
J. F. Cubberley,

Assoc. First Nat'l Pictures,
Pittsburgh. Pa.

Floyd Brown,
The H. Lieber Co.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

M. A. Klausner,
Mountain States Film Attrac,
Denver, Colo.

Louis Hyman,
All Star Features Distrib., Inc.,
San Francisco, Calif.

M. A. Klausner,
Mountain States Film Attrac,
Seattle, Wash.

Joe Skirboll,

Assoc. First Nat'l Pictures,
Minneapolis, Minn.
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HOUDINI
In His Initial Photodrama

The
Now

Man
Playing

From

TIMES

SQUARE

^1 "ONE
THE MOST FOR
HAIRREALISM
RAISING AND
STUNTS
EVER REFLECTED
ON THEOF SCREEN.
SENSATIONAL
THRILLS
IT IS IN EVERY WAY SUPERIOR TO THE DRAMATIC RAPIDS
SCENE IN 'WAY DOWN EAST.' THE "CLIMAX ... IS A BEAR,
FORMooing
IT FAIRLY
THROWS YOU OUT OF YOUR SEAT."-Roger Ferri
in
Picture World.
^ "MOST THRILLING RESCUE SCENE EVER FILMED. . . . There
is no fake about this. . . . It's a corker and well worth seeing. . . . Drew
enthusiastic
applause.
. . . Accorded a hearty reception." — R. W. Baremore in Morning
Telegraph.
"Never a spectacle so impressive in its realistic fury as this Big Panorama.
Minutes when one's breath came quick and short. Thrills and a romance as
tempestuous as Niagara." — Evening Journal.
^ "We think the water rescue scene in Houdini's new motion picture is one of
the
two inmost
Martin
The startling
World. photoplay views of this kind ever made." — Quinn
"There
thrills,
a couple and
of thrills
then .more
thrills.
whirled are
to the
edgethen
of Niagara
saves and
the girl.
. . Will
hold Houdini
any audi-is
ence spellbound." — The Evening World.
^ "I quivered at the views of the couple battling in the rapids on the verge of
the cataract
and in
almost
when they made the crawl to safety." —
Joseph
Mulvaney
N. Y.cheered
American.
q " 'THE MAN FROM BEYOND' IS A THRILLER. Mister Houdini,
being the
'master
of the ismovies,
belongs
the cinema
drama,
I mean
. . .escaper'
and if action
what you
want,there
be a ...
little ingo-getter
and
try his wares. Creepy stuff for you who take your movies with thrills attendant."— McElliott in Daily News.
^ over
"As honestly
one couldFIThave,
going
inside a exciting
barrel— aa moment
thrilling assituation
TO short
RANKof actually
WITH THE
WATERFALL SCENE IN 'WAY DOWN EASt."—N. Y. Herald.
q "Interesting stuff. . . . Fantastic conception." — A^. Y. Times.
9 "The
most uncanny,
yet mostefforts
fascinating
picture
ever presented.
Houdiniweirdest,
has outclassed
his previous
in offering
a peculiar
type of
screen material that possesses all the subtlety of 'Deception,' all the novelty
of
'Dr. volumes
Caligarl'sof Cabinet,'
and Asall atheboxmysticism
of reincarnation
in the
old masters.
office attraction
this stirringdescribed
drama
will draw like a magnet." — Marion Russell in The Billboard.
UNLIMITED
To

Be

' 'THE MAN

FROM

New

York

f "Houdini excells all his past accomplishments in his new screen play. Swims
the Niagara Rapids within a few inches of the Falls." — Evening Telegram.
fli "One canway. Itsafely
wager
it is the most
peculiar
now showing
on Broadis weird,
it isthat
interesting,
and at
times, film
startling.
. . . One
of the
most thrilling episodes ever screened." — Evening Posl.
^ "The
most passage
thrillingin scene
the picture,
one which
is worthRiverseeing,
its closing
which ofHoudini
swims and
through
the Niagara
rapidsis
to rescue the heroine. This was a strikingly daring feat, and one which was
entirely genume production, with both Houdini and the girl in question
risking their lives. . . . Idea certainly a novel one." — The Evening Mail.
q "IT HAS A WHALE OF A PUNCH. Houdini does a sensational rescue of
the heroine in the Niagara rapids, and it has a kick that would carry any
audience.
IT IS A VERITABLE WHALE OF A STUNT. It is a true thriller."— Variety.
q "The
is absolute,
IS A SMASH THAT
STANDthrUlOUT
IN THEpositive.
ANNALSTHE OFENDING
FILM THRILLS-a
battle inMAY
the
waters
of
the
Niagara
River.
Mr.
Houdini's
screen
work
is
praiseworthy"
—
Exhibitors Trade Review.
f "Nothing which he showed on the stage equalled the stunts he performed
before the camera." — The Sun.
q "The picture of the falls and of the rapids are remarkably fine. Rescue accomplished atgreat risk to Houdini and the girl." — Globe.
q "Houdini
can
things thatThenobody
else on earth
do, and
some down
of these
things are in hisdo picture.
most thrilling
thing can
he does
is swim
the
rapids and rescue a young woman who is about to go over Niagara Falls.
There
fake about this. Houdini actually does it." — Hariette Underbill
in N. isY.noTribune.

State

in person

POSSIBILITIES
Right

Territory

PICTURE

Exchanges

in conjunction

BEYOND' ' in a limited number

For

HOUDINI

THEATRE,

f "A thrilling melodrama, fantastic of theme, and highly adventurous, has
reached
screen in 'The
IT CARRIES
A CLIMAXIN
WHICH theREMINDS
YOU Man
OF From
THE Beyond.'
ONE STAGED
BY GRIFFITH
;WAY
'The Man
From and
Beyond'
be remembered
for
its
river DOWN
scene. EAST."
It is an exciting
moment,
you arewillcaught
in a tight embrace ofsuspense." — Laurence Reid in Molion Picture News.
SI "The
most
movie stunt seen here since the river scene in 'Way
Down East.'"spectacular
— Zit's Weelfly.

Through

agrees to appear

Company

Beyond

EXPLOITATION

Distributed

HOUDINI

for His Own

with

of key cities

Address
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SHADOWS
have aroused the curiosity and held the interest of children always.
It is different now, however, from what it was when Robert Louis
Stevenson

wrote

the little poem

for children

entitled "My

Shadow."
"/ have a little shadow that goes in and out with me.
And what can be the use of him is more than I can see.
He is very, very like me from the heels up to the head;
And I see him jump before me, tvhen I jump into my bed.'

now play an enormously important part in the
entertainment of children, but the child of
today, so far from being content with
shadow for his amusement, demands literally
millions of distinct shadows, thrown on a white
lighted screen at the rate of seven a second or
more. These he calls "Motion Pictures," or,
more often, "Movies."
Second

National

Pictures

Corporation

by the adoption of systematic methods of distribution, is enabled to offer
the best possible motion picture entertainment for children and adults as
well, and on most attractive terms.
RELEASES:
"THE

NIGHT

"DAVID

"HER

RIDERS"

AND

"BROKEN

JONATHAN"

Second

National

140 WEST

Pictures

42nd STREET,

NEW

YORK

STORY"

SHADOWS"

Corp.
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They're

Arrangements

Simplified
for

have

Motion

completed

and

inspected

STANDARD

FILM

of

at, the

systems

following

SERVICE

FILM
Film

STANDARD

FILM

Film
FEDERATED

SERVICE

Bldg.,

CELEBRATED

CELEBRATED

INDIANA

South

408

The

only

successful^

accounting
for

Cleveland,

O.

R.

Sts., Detroit

FILM
Hoy

Bdwy.,

Cincinnati,

O.

CO.,
Forbes

AND

FILM

PLAYERS

Bldg.,

John

and

EXCHANGE

810

direct

distributors:

and

Pioneer

PLAYERS

be purchased

CO.,

1018

ILLINOIS,

may

CO.,

SERVICE

FILM

of

Theatres

Sloan

Elizabeth

Exchange,

Fast !

CO.,
217
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Number 22

Accounting

Picture

whereby

Going

distribution

Systems

been

from,

for the
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St., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

WISCONSIN

CORPORATION,
Wabash

Ave.,

Chicago,

UL

CORPORATION,
Building,

accurate

system

ever

Motion

Picture

Milwaukee,

and

devised

Wis.

thorough
exclusively

Theatres

ZMIC]

REC.U.S.PAT.OFF. J
DISTRIBUTED

BY SELECT

Two thousand people
witnessed its premiere at
the Ritz-Carlton Hotel
in New York. It was the
most enthusiastic, thoroughly pleased audience
ever gathered. Critics
pronounce it the most
entertaining picture ever
made; reviewers credit
it with 1 00 per cent, perfection.

A Lily Among

Weeds

"With frank and melodramatic
touches, "REPORTED MISSING"
is rare enough to make it a lily
among weeds — few pictures have
been treated so intelligently and
with such gratifying originality
and, best, the high standard is
maintained from chapter 1 to the
end."

Louella O. Parsons,
The Morning Telegraph.

A Sensational Success
"If last night's reception
before such an audience is
a criterion, this picture is
a sensational success. It is
really two pictures in one
and will give Fairbanks a
close run."
S. Jay Kaufman,
The Evening Globe.

Value:

100 per cent.

"TYPE: Comedy Drama.
DIRECTION: Swell. PHOTOGRAPHY: Great. VALUE: 100 per
cent. Believe me, boys, there was
action lieveinI've that
ever
an admixture
foolery. And

piece!
I don't
beseen before
so odd
of seriousness and
the combination is
McElliott,
a satisfactory one."
N. Y. Daily News.

April 29, 1922
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STARRING
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Appear
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Everybody

Happy''

All Say, But Read
The Film Daily:

the Report

"Once more Chaplin proves himself the king of
comedians in a two-reeler that has all the drawing
power of a feature and 'then some' as far as the box
office is concerned. 'Pay Day' is in a class with
'Shoulder Arms' and 'The Kid.'
"If you have been feeling down-hearted, if the coffers are empty and the box office looks blue — cheer
up. Here's another Chaplin picture that will swell
the receipts and make everybody happy. You are
safe in promising them the best Chaplin short reeler
since 'Shoulder Arms.'
work for you.

Get behind it and make it

"The only thing you have to do essentially is get
the booking. TTien let the world know that you are
playing it."
CHARLES

CHAPLIN
IN

"PAY
DAY"
Written and Directed
by
Charles Chaplin
A

FIRST

NATIONAL
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'Eyes Front" Says Wifie 'On PatroV

Mack

Sennett

presents his latest
and funniest

"ON

PATROL"

Mack Sennett's 2-reel fun-makers now releasing through
First National are being featured on the programs of the
leading theatres of the country.
including:

Don't miss any of them,
'Be Reasonable'

"By Heck"

"The

Duck

Hunter"

with Billy Bevan and Mildred June
Directed by Roy Del Ruth
Distributed by Associated

Released

on

the

Open

First National Pictures, Inc.

Market.

Available

to All

Exhibitors.
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O.

H.

DAVIS

presents

Silent

"The

From

Hal G. Evarts' story, "The Cross Pull" in the
Saturday Evening Post.
A

Distributed by Associated First
National Pictures, Inc.

Laurence

Jane
RELEASED

ON

THE

OPEN

MARKET

I

Call"

Murfin

Trimble
Production

AVAILABLE

TO

ALL

EXHIBITORS!

April 29, 1922
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"SCOOPED"
ERE'S a word as expressive as any in the English
language. It means everything to the newspaper
man.
When

your competitor gets hold of a story you fail to

cover — something of real importance — you're
"scooped." You have failed to take advantage of an opportunity you would have grasped, had you been live and
wide awake.
A "scoop" is one of those things you can't honestly forgive yourself, because it is really a lost opportunity.
"Scoop"

or be "scooped"

law of business.
Washington ?

is the newspaper
law, and the
By
Are you going to be "scooped" at

If not, you must get busy!
Use the best qualified salesman
sented

Exhibitors
Convention

Number

Issued May 5th.
Forms close May 2nd.

available.

Be repre-
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— 'Newe
York Tribune.
Pictur
!"

Every New York critic agrees that the film, which has stirred
Gotham to the depths and is drawing vast throngs to the Strand,
eclipses all the star's former achievements
greatest productions of all time.

and is one of the

HER

GREATEST

NOT

"Miss Talmadge eclipses all her former achievements. She is beautiful and fascinating in her greatest picture." — New York Evening Telegram. '
A DULL MOMENT

MISS

PICTURE

"Delightful.
Not
TALMADGE'S
"Easily the finest
one of the great
than stage play.
Mail.

a duU. moment." — New York Evening World.
FINEST PICTURE
film Norma Talmadge has niiade. But it is more than that. It is
pictures of the year — a well-nigh perfect motion picture. Better
It's absorbing interest is carried to the end." — New York Evening

IT'S A STIRRING DRAMA
"A stirring play of the emotions and undying love." — New York Journal.
STAR IS MOST ALLURING
"It can give the stage play a flying start in tears and still dampen more handkerchiefs.
Extremely finished — gripping.
Miss Talmadge is alluring." — New York Sun.
EXCEPTIONALLY APPEALING AND ARTISTIC
"Uncommonly attractive and appealing. One of the rare pictures — a credit to the
industry.
Exceptionally effective and artistic." — A^ett; York Globe.
OUTSTANDING FEATURE OF YEAR
"One
of the outstanding features of the year. Miss Talmadge's best film." — New
York Herald.
IT IS THE

PERFECT

PICTURE

"It is the perfect picture in direction — beautifully done.
geous performance throughout." — New York Tribune.
BETTER THAN THE PLAY
"Taken from a successful play, the picture may
ingly told." — New York World.
STAR SCORES IN EXQUISITE PICTURE
"Miss Talmadge scores in exquisite picture that
play. Cannot be surpassed for exquisite pictorial
the most perfect Miss Talmadge has portraj'^ed —
— New York Morning Telegraph.
STAR LOVELY AND CHARMING

Miss Talmadge gives a gor-

well be even more successful. Charm-

is even more successful than the stage
beauty and splendid direction. One of
she is ideal. Scenes are inspiring."

"All will enjoy it. Norma Talmadge is lovely and charming and her pantomime tellingly expressive." — A'^ett; York Times.
MISS TALMADGE ADORABLE

,

"Effectively told and Miss Talmadge is adorable. A better picture than play, quite
irresistibly absorbing." — New York American.
EXQUISITE AND CHARMING
"Miss Talmadge is exquisite, ingenuous, charming." — New York Daily News.
Joseph M. Schenck

presents

NORMA

TALMADGE

Adapted by James Ashmore CreelmanThrough"
and Sidney A. Franklin
"Smilin'
from Allen Langdon Martin's play. Directed by Sidney A.
Franklin ; photographed by Roy Hunt and Charles Rosher ;
technical directors, Willard M. Reineck and Lawrence Hitt.
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FAMOUS

PLAYERS

MARION

- UVSKY

COHPORATION

DAVIES

STOI^Y^SOPHIEHERl^ DIRECTED ^i^ROBlIRTO VlGMOlA
"^EAUTYS
WORTH"
SCEKARlO^i^LUTHE^lRtED SCEHB ^JOSEPH
URBAH

y

J

I^

\
eautyS
THE

worth

CRITICS

"You'll

SAY:

like Marion

Davies

in her new picture." — N. Y.
Daily News.

"It appeals pictorialiy . ' ' —
N, Y. Evening Globe.
' ' Throughout

the picture
Miss Davies is a delight." —
N. Y. Evening Telegram.
Easy

to wax

enthusiastic

over its artistic appeal
eye." — N.
Marion

Y. Evening
Davies

to the
Sun.

at her pret-

tiest. "-iV. Y. World.

MARION

New

DAVIES
BROADWAY

WORTH'
Y'S
in"B
RUN EAUT
EXTENDED

"Beauty's Worth"
proved such a drawing-card at the Rivoli Theatre,
York, that it was necessary to move the production to the Rialto for

another week to take care of the crowds. The second week's business
was even better than the first. An experience that proves the production
possesses

every

element

to please

all varieties

of audiences.

May 6, 1922
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Motion Picture News
April 2 2, 1^22
" Selznick
Reported— Six
Missing
Reels "
(Reviewed by Laurence Reid)
I F there is one picture which deserves the
tribute of "something out of_the ordinary"^
that
is "byReported
Missing,"
curatelypicture
described
belznick as
its greatest
achievement. Henry Lehrman, who wrote
and directed this melodramatic comedy, has
been given free rein to add to the gayety of
a nation. And he has contributed a feature
which will be talked about for its adventurous action. Its novel gags, its suDtie ana bioact
humor, its quaint charactenzation. its development toward a clirnax which carries explosive quahties and its overwehlmirtg sus•pense.
compelling
causes
the
spectatorThis
to grip
the arms element
ot his seat
despite
the fact that th incidents and gags are charged
with humor. Even though you wonder if
OweneverMoore,
" shanghaied
by his over
enemy,
will
see land
again, you" laugh
his
embarrassing moments.
The star plays the part of a quiet, unobtrusive chap addicted to idleness and a fondness for liquor. He is always the gentleman. His top hat adorns his head throughout. The idea is a satirical fling at serious
melodrama "'itb the author and director
punctuating the humor with just enough balancing drama to give it substance. The
herd holds an option upon a fleet of merchant
vessels — a fleet much desired bv a cunning
Oriental. Owen takes life and his possessions lightly until the girl provokes him to
carve his niche in the wojld. When he threatens to become serious 'he is "shanhaied "
along with the girl. Here it is that Lehrman
says "Let's
Fun and
excitement
running
neck Go!"
and neck.
There
is Ow^n 'arein
the hands of a crew of vicious cutthroats. And
here comes the faithful valet in a rowboat
paddling the waves for dear life.
There is action a-plenty aboard this
schooner. For one thing the commissary department issoon emptied. And the skipper
shoves the hearty eaters into the briny d^ep
if they take more than their allowance.
Money has been, spent to make these sequences genuine. The scenes, atmosphere
and properties are the real thing. A storm
arises which brings more suspense. And the
humor is immense as you follow the hero's
adventures and the valet's trouble in singing
his dying swan song, "Nearer My God to
The,"
the organ,
veritable
Niagaraatengulfs
him. the
The while
climax aintroduces
an exciting auto pursuit and the rescue of
the heroine who has been brought ashore and
hidden in the intricate chambers of the Jap's
villa. A hydroplane is employed .to give
chase to the Oriental's fast motor boat. And
the sailors are called upon to help the hero
in his distress. It is a healthy melee— a ■'battle royal._ Daggers, knives, fists, revolvers
are .used in combatting the enemy. You are
laughing
breath the one
next. minute and catching your
The titles are genuinely funny and are contributions byhumorists associated with New
York dailies. Indeed Selznick has not overlooked
one
to give the feature a
thoroughnessdepartment
ot production. The cast is
highly efficient. Owen Moore will have to
share honors with Tom Wilson whose blackportrayal and. whose antics indicate a
born face
clown.
Drinving Power — This niie will go like a house
afire
it iswillgotten
overthewithreport
the that
public.^
First once
audience
spread
it
is a winner, 'litle can be exploited to limit!
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Reported

Missing

Selznick Photoplay in Eight Parts. Written and
Directed by Heniy Lehrman under the Personal Supervision of Myron Selznick.
Scenario by Louis Allen Browne. Photographed byLouis Cronjager. Titles by H. I.
Phillips, John Medbury, W. B. Johnson,
E. V. Durling and Tom Bret.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Riclihi'd
Bnyd, Yamamoto.
Owen Mooi-e;Other
Pauline
Blake, byPauline
Garon ;Frank
Sam, Wonderly
Ttom Wilsonand
J.Robert
Yonnjr,C-ain.l
Togo
characters
Nita Naldi,
Hicharfl
Boyd,
a
ne'er-do-well,
becomes
head
of
the
Boyd
Shipping
Conii>any,
by inheritance. Pauline, a flapper, determines that Kichard shall do something
biff,
so
she
urges
him
to
exercise
the
company's
option
on
a
huse
fleet
of shipsby
which J.Dunn,
Y'ouug,general
a Chinese
merchant
his eyewhom
on. heYoung
is aided
Andrew
manager
of thekinp,
Boyd hasconcern,
has bribed.
To
get
Richard out
way, Youuff'has
him between
and Pauline
shanghaied.
ship,
is wrecked.
Tliereof isthea rescue.
Then a race
a hydroplane
and a The
sea-sled,
a fight servant
in Young'sthroughout
stronghold,
Richard, gets
who thehasships
been and
aidedthebygirl.his faithful,
colored
the and
proceedings,
The introductory title
says this picture is designed as entertainment
and nothing else. And
that's just what it is — enter^:a'ininent
to the ofnth demixture
?dy, slapstick, burlesgue,
commelodrama, so elevenrly put
It
IS
abso;et.he
K ^
sure-hre. A certain
cure for box-ottice blues~
that's
Reported
way
AccordmE
to our Missing^
wav ol
thinking , 11 the exhibitor
with this picture
IShas to do"idcl
the proper
amounTof exploitation anT
servethe— rest.
his patrons will
do
ATcomoination of thrills
anduseeccentric
—
we
the word comedy
eccentric
because it has a very apt
meaning
here — titles
and some
of
the cleverest
ever
put
on
the
screen
—
that's
the essence of Reported
Missing. : It gives"Tuthe
r
audience a chance to laugE
and laugh hard, whicnT
as we understand
'hat most peop
'do nowadays
ence to weepingT
eferThere Is Juit enough
plot in Reported Missing
upon which to hang a series of incidents, ranging
from a realistic storm at
sea to a remarkably wellstaged fight in the stronghold of an Oriental. This
latter incident will no
doubt come a classic on
the screen. It is screamingly funny and yet it thrills. And it
is built around the adroit use of the razor by the hero's massive colored servant, who, incidentally, is one of the finestj
;eccentric comedy-characters ever given to pictures.
The cast is excellent. Owen Moore, in the role of the hero,
(plays one of those helpless young men, at the mercy of everything and everybody that come along — for a while. Then, inspired by the girl, he proves himself a man. It is a neat and
sympathetic bit of work. Tom Wilson, as the huge servant,
scores heavily, and is ideal for the part. He is the life of the
picture. The heroine, as presented by Pauline Garon, is pretty
and effective, and the rest of the players contribute their share .
in excellent fashion. A little boy who appears in one sequence
must be described as a 'find." Who is he, we wonder? Though
he was on asthea screen
for only
he registered
em- '
phatically
wonderful
type aandfewa minutes
remarkably
natural actor.
The direction, staging and technical details are admirably ■
liandled. The continuity runs smoothly and the total effect
ell managed.
Missing is a "pep" picture. And that means "pop"
at Keportea
the Dox-omce.
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LOOKED

SIMPLE, BUT HE WASN'T
By McELLIOTT.
Four good newspapermen and true helped to wite subtitles for
Mr. Owen Moore's latest picture, "Reported Missing." They are (the
subtitles) as wise as they make 'em, and
as meaningful. Mr. Moore's film, too, is
a good film. Listen —
Once upon a time there , was a Rich
Youth
a Boob,
but wasn't.
Hp^ heldwhothe looked
reins oflikea big
steamship
company for the first time on a certain Morning after the Night Before. His Rival in
Business, a Big Gump named Young, had
a bright idea ... to kidnap the Youth
and spirit him off to quiet waters until
he< could Cinch a Deal.
Nothing Doing! Although Mister
Moore looked like a Poor Nut, he was
Anything
staged
Fracas
with
a lot But!
of extraHe men
got a'upS\^ell
to look
like
Chinese Laundi-y Baggers, before the
thing was over,. Believ* me, Boys, there
Owen Moore
was Action in that piece!
I don't believe I've ever seen before so od<l an admixtui-e of serioushumorists.
ness an^ foolery. The foolery- is probably that of newspaper
The rei'iousness
may beAnyway,
theirs,
too.
the combination
is a satisfactory
one.Owen Moore,
solemn as an owl
i n hom-rimmed
spectacles, plays
with discretion
and
gaucheriecomic
the. hero.
He is sistedably
asin his job
by
Pauline
Garon
and Tom Wilson.
It's woi-th the
price
a good
time toof see
Mr.
Wilson pursuing
with ardor the
yellow minions of
J. Young,
villain. Histhethreat
IPauline Garon and Owen Moore"
■to make "yellow
confetti" out of every last one of them is fulfilled, literally, 1 believe.
TITLE
FILM:
"Reported Missing."
TYPE: OF
Corned
v-drama.
DIRECTION^ SweTiT^
PHOTOGRAPHY:
"Great.
PLOT; Unimportant:
VALUE: 100 per cent.
Produced by ^jelznick. Presented at the Ritz
CLOSE
Prince Mohammed Ali Ibrahim,
nephew of the King of Egvnt
as a guest of the Go]
at Los Angeles th
watching
a scene E.
fromMr
'Brother
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MILLIONS
of children, in all parts of the world, have known and loved the little poem by
Robert Louis Stevenson,

"MY

SHADOW

99

and have chuckled over the lines of the second verse:
"The
Not
For
And

Second

funniest thing about him is the zvay lie likes to grozv —
at all like proper children, which is alzvays very slozv;
he sometimes shoots up taller like an india-rubber ball,
he sometimes gets so little that there's none of him at all.

National

Pictures

Corporation

is guarding against any such outcome by thorough organization and systematic
methods which .enable it to provide exhibitors with the best possible motion picture entertainments on highly attractive terms.
"BROKEN SHADOWS," a strong human interest story in pictures ;
"THE NIGHT RIDERS," red-blooded romance of the Northwest;
"HER STORY," tense and thrilling, and "DAVID AND JONATHAN," stirring
photoplay of adventure ailoat and ashore, are sure fire box office Avinners because
of their potent appeal to all lovers of the best in motion picture entertainment.
WHY
take chances when you are offered a sure thing?
WHY?

Second

National

Pictures

140 West 42nd Street

Corp.

New York City

SELLING

MELODRAMA

TO
Wherever
is certain.

WOMEN
women

The

preponderance

all performances
New

York

go, the men

of the popular

go. That

of women

at

stage hits in

and other big cities disproves

old belief that screen
furnishes genuine
men audiences.

the

or stage melodrama

entertainment

only

for

"Fair Lady" is a romantic photoplay melodrama of and for women; a
melodrama of love, romance, gorgeous costumes and mystery; with thrills
and action; tearful pathos
women

every

and relieving

comedy,

and

appealing

directly

to

of all types, classes and years.

Play up the title, "Fair Lady." It gives a direct exhibitor tie-up with
merchant, for the reason that every merchant in your city deals with

women.

He

buys his stock, displays his goods — in fact, runs

his entire bus-

iness to please and cater to Fair Lady, You help him, and he'll help you!
Tie up with every first-class business man in your city. Give him neatly
printed placards announcing the things he has to sell to Fair Lady. There
are gowns for "Fair Lady"; hats for "Fair Lady"; shoes, hosiery, lingerie,
gloves, perfumes, cosmetics, hair-goods, hair-dressing, coats, wraps, negligee,
sports costumes, motoring costumes, vanity bags, travelling bags, toilet articles, confectionery,-in short, almost
merchant sells.

Sell "Fair

Lady"

No businessman

to the women

anything

and

everything

that

any

of your city! They'll bring the men!

ever tries to sell a stock of goods with'

out telling his patrons what he *s got, and why
they should buy. Selling amusement more
and

more

is getting

out straight business

to be an out-andproposition.

UNITED ARTI/TT
CORPORATION
MAR.Y DICKrorJD
CWAPLIE CWADLIN
D. V GD,irriTW
DOUGLAX
rAIR-DANKJ"
UlIiAM ADHiAMJ- OriEJ-lDEMT

X
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Hutchison

m

'e
t
e
7/Y£y
I^Afs/T
The G
Good
Old
PunchoG
This

Serial

Gives

It

To

The

public

wants

thrills.

The

public

wants

melodrama,

narrow

They'll

Hutch," for
serial it is!

eat

up

that's

It gives
of better

Them!

action,

escapes, deeds of daring,
sational chases, novel stunts.

just

Number 23

sen-

**Go-Get-Tm

just

the

fifteen

sort

of

weeks

business

^"y^'^^^^
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We

congratulate

theM.P.TO.AMfor
greater

independent

We
The

do

those

not

HOME

with

believe

of

THEIR

titles

receive

alreadij
owners

our

latest

and

pictures.

are

giving

forth

offering

unlimited
support

promises.

extended
on "WHY

will

i|0U

big box-

gour

false

is motion

co-operation

book

that

to bringing

DAYS

to secure

producers

over

theatre

organization,

fight

in making

and "SCHOOL

same
who

from

possibilities, should

thousands

The

splendid

Jn addition

co-operation

LEAVE

your

distributors

attractions

exploitation

and

in putting

tliis co-operation
office

ijour

co-operation

distributors

The

you

to

GIRLS

picture histori}.
be

given

attraction

to

—

«
YOUR

BEST

FRIEND

featuring

VERA
A

HARRY

GORDON

RAPF

DIRECTED
WILL

PRODUCTION

WARNER
I600

BROTUERS.

BROADWAY,

N.Y.

BY
NIGH

/WARNCR

BROS
I

(24- SHEET

TSASSR

THAT

Will

COMMAND

This unusual

IdyotxeWife-,
II

PUBLIC ATTEHTION)

teaser

angle is tut one of the
your:
manij helpful exploitation
ideas contained in our
broadside

press

suggesting to exhibitor s
how to sell this feature

FRIEND
2 -COL TEASER ADS.

FRIENdC

to the public.
Everij conceivable

Is your

BEST

sheet

Do^

idea
Is a Sweeftiearr

on exploitation together
with illustrations of an un-

YOUR

usual amount of advertising
novelties and accessories,
has been incorporated
our

FRIEND

in

press sheet.

Write

us and

gladlij send

we

FRIEND

will

ijou one of

our campaign sheets.
1
^w^^\\s\^\\ss\s^s\\^\ss\s\\\s\ss\\^^^^^^
III
1 Mmm^^:^— m^mm^m^W'-^^^^^^^^^
JUMEBROW^
Look out for

!MAYOR
1
1

Do You

Mi's. John

SMITH
Ti-ust

ii

Doe!

Be
Carelul of
"Y
OUR

,..4—- .^^^1

j ! Mrs-HaiTu

Jones!

I1
WATCH
1
l^lfoiirB
e

st

YOURBESl r

1
FRIEND!

j..——

FRIEND!
._ — t...j-.c-.i.u..c....a...^^^
TEASER ADS,

i FRIEND?
ONE

COL

BEST

.

1

|
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an all star cast
including

VIRGINIA
GEORGE

LEE

FAWCETT

FLORENCE
WARD
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Production

With

TRADE

BILLINGS

The director of "Within the Law," "The Lone
Wolf's Daughter " and a score of other fastmoving, vibrant stories now becomes an independent producer with a first offering in "Destiny's
traditions.Isle" that lives up to his sound dramatic
"Destiny's Isle" is a society-drama; a story of
swift panoramic action, a touch of melodrama,
two women pitted against each other for the
love of a man. In twenty important roles in
the picture there are twenty widely-known and
popular personalities.

CRANE

Versonally directed

by Wm.T.S.Eark

: RELEASING CORPQfiATtON
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Extraordinary

th

LOS

c

engagements

ANGELES

DETROIT

m

amazing

CHICAGO
SEATTLE
SAN

CAMEO

FRANCISCO

THEATRE

New

York
CHICAGO

DAILY

NEWS:

Everybody did a first rate piece of work
when they made "Sisters," now playing
Balaban & Katz' Chicago Theatre.
LOS

ANGELES

RECORD:

"Sisters" is built on a situation likely to
happen in almost any family where there
is more than one girl. A tense, dramatic story.
DETROIT

FREE

PRESS:

A picture that stirs the emotions.
A social
problem, but in no sense a sex play of the
sort we see too often.
SAN

FRANCISCO

EXAMINER:

"Sisters" is a mental thriller; a vivid,
earnest story driven home in clinching
phrases and with splendid acting.
SEATTLE

POST-INTELLIGENCER:

If you don't like "Sisters" tremendously
then you'll find it hard to like anything at
all on the screen.

American Releasing Corp
presents

From the novel by
ers
Sist
KATULEDirected
EN byNORRIS
ALBERT

CAPELLANI

Jeataring
SEENA

Jn

OWEN

GLADYS

International

Film

LESLIE

^

Service

Co.

RELEASING
CORPORATION )
WALTER E, GREENE. TWm F. B. WARREN, ^^Ttaifou

MATT

MOORE

Production

in

9\n

Ed^ar Jones

Presenied

Production

and Distrihuted

Playgoers

hy

Pictures

Physical Distributors
Pathi Exchange
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COIMORATULATIONS TO
MR. THOMAS H. (NCE
OIM HIS K/IAOISI IP ICE IMT. ,
ATTRACTION! NOW SWEEPING THE COUIMTRy
'HAIL THE
WITM WOMAN"
FLORENCE VIDOR.

\\^man,^ake
Up^^
is
already
a spectacular
triumph
and

£or

for
the

Miss

Vidor

theatres

Exhibitors,A)^aKe

It's your

^

up

big'opportunity

Florence

'Woman.

Vidor

Wake

Up"

presented and distributed by
cAssociated
Exhibitors
Arthur S. Kane, Pi'esident

Physicm Distributors
Pathe Exchange
INC

lEIGN REPRESENTATIVE
SIDNEY 6ARRETT
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Mr.

State

TRADE

Rights

you want

to handle

such a series on

fair and equitable but accommodating
^

Do

you want

Do

you want

campaign
^

Do

which

you want

short subjects which

a financial basis that is not only

and convenient as well?

a series of pictures bigger and better than a regular serial,

with a wider appeal and with much
^

Number 23

Buyer:

^ Do you want to handle a series of wonderful
100,000,000 Americans will see?
Do

Volume 11.

REVIEW

longer exhibition life?

a series of pictures backed

up by a National

Advertising

no other State Rights product has ever been given?
a series of pictures on which

Exploitation and Advertising

Accessories

a complete

and National

line of high grade
Tie ups have

been

arranged?
^ Do

you want

will demand

a series of pictures which

because

of the wonderful

every exhibitor

picture values

in the country

they offer and

the

opportunity to tie up with the two greatest and oldest institutions — churches
and schools?
^ Of course such a series is just what
q The "SACRED
LAND"
titles, meets your needs.
q The"VOICE

OF

THE

you

are looking for !

series of fifty reels, embellished

LAND"series

with Prizma

of fifty reels— arranged in programs.

^ If you are the livest State Rights exchange man or buyer in your territory, and you believe in CONFIDENCE
AND
COOPERATION
(as we believe in them,
PLUS

MONEY

and

practice them,)

on your books
Wire

and

want

to put some

big

this year and next,

or ^rite at once to

ALBERT KRIPPENDORF
PR^s.oENT
VICE PRESIDENT & TREASURER
J.E.HOLLEY

TELEPHONE MAIN 2053

206 MERCANTILE LIBRARY BUILDINGClth^CIlSr^N^ATI

E X U: f B 1 0 R S T E A. B E
;S vm.
««««."«miH™.n«u«««.un..H...B-«m.nuu««m.«...ummL. mm minmmumm>Hm.mmmmmmummn^uM«,mmm^mm^

you

100,000,000
^

wamt

a senes

to handle

Americans

I 1 ''^

VolHrne IL

mniher

Buyer:

Ights
q Do

'R

of wonderful,

short subjects which

will, see-'

such a series on a fimndal basis tiiac is not only
arid equitable hvx iUicommodating a.nd conveMiau as we.ll?

Do

you want

to handle

serial,
C| Do you want a series of pictures bigger and better than a regular
w'th a ^'I'fne-^ ^rr:)f.V< ;md with much longer exliibition .[ife?
you 'vvaiii u series of pkcu;res backai up by a National Advertising
cam.paign which no other State Rights product: has ever been given?
C| Do

. 'r^.nt a series of pictures 011 'n/hich a complete
;o?j:atios-ii irind Advertising

f| Do

you want

Accessorks

and National

a series of pictures whkii

line of hf.gh grade
Tie ups have

been

every e^rhibitor in die cou,inti:'y

of tlic iv0nderfi.1l picture values they ofFer and the
in.stitutions — cbuirhes
opportunit)' to tie up with tiie two greatest an.d oldest
vi'iil cimand

because

and scl'iools':''
|| Of course such a series is just what

you

are looking for !

f.,„Ab-n^- series of fifty teeb, embellished
If The "SACRED
titles, meets your needs,.

with Prizma

Lv^,NL:)"setles offifty reels —arranged

in prograiTis.

^ The^"'VOIGE

OF

THE

are the livest State Rights, exchange nuui or buyer in your terCOOPERATION
AND
ritory, and you believe m CONFIDENCE

11 If you

them,)
practice
next,,want
fa5 we believe
and and
th.i.s year
books
on. vourand
MONEYin them,
PLUS
Wire

to put some

''

or ■write at once to
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Conqratulations
latest production'SMILIK'
TH ^^tter
RO UCH seeinc;
V. e \<ishyour
to extend
cur coni^ratulation?
toyouin behalf of our franch;!e holders and
other independent exhibitcrs r, forapicture
oJ the rarest beautj- For a picture that has
universal audience appeal s^. For a picture that
brincj sunshini? and happiness to theworld--.
Fora picture that will melteverv' heart and
make
eveo'oni?thatw'nobrinos
see; ittears
betterof and
happier-;
Fora picture
tenderness
and lo\'e to everj- human beincj i For a picture that will gladden the hearts of exhibitors because throucjh its tremendous
human appeal, it will prove a wonderful
box office attraction •
ASSOCIATED
FIRST NATIONAL
PICTURES isc .

8

i
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EXT

What

TRADE

week's issue, dated May
tion Number.

13th, is the Conven-

are you going to do?
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TRADE
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by all the exhibitors who

will be read, not only

attend the Convention

but —

in addition — ^by all the organized exhibitors everywhere,,
who want to know
vention.
You

what is going to happen

at the Con-

can buy additional circulation, additional reader

interest and a longer than normal life.
This issue is a better than usual buy and the price is as
usual.

If you haven't anything to say to the exhibitors, don't
use this issue.
MISS IT.

If you have anything to say, DON'T

Exhibitors
Convention Number
Issued May 5.
Forms Close May 2.
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''Here's

a Novel
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Soutk

Sea

Story!

That s what
y^ew

York

Number 23

the reviewer on the
JVlorning

l^elegra^h

says, hut read it all:

^''A. novel Soutli Sea story m
wliicli Katlierine
appears

MacDonald

as an unusual

feminine

cliarmer.

type of

Above

tLe

average. It lias a plot to unravel and does it industriously,
conscientiously
waste

energy,

and
A

witL

no

meritorious

supporting cast. 1 Le opportunity for picturesque Soutli Sea
scenes kas teen grasped and tLe
ptotograpLy

is excellent.

liappy romance.
P. Schulherg presents

Katherine

m

^^Tke

MacDonald

Infidel

By Charles A. Logue
Directed by James Young
One of tlie new series of KatKerine MacDonald pictures for
First National, whick are surpassing the earlier pictures in acting,
story, in lavishness and beauty
of production, and in artistic merit.

A

FIRST

NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

A

in
record
time
Edwin Carewe's Siiia.sli iiiu' Special
.4 Ciirwood story, n sure-fire direetor, and wotiderful cast of stars

!

IE OF THE BIGGEST PICTURES OF THE YEAR
iri Alice Lake, Kenneth Harlan,
GastonBeery
Glass, Roseinary Theliy, Noah Beery
and Wallace

landalFs

Metropolitan

VVashinqton

D.C.

^following

May

21"
in "SmilinThrouqh "

93SA

C C

133

^"''^

001^0 ^^^^
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^■^^^
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Bought by
W"
ROBERT
LYNCH,
A
| L
LOU
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BA
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H
Metro
, PhilaE
T
delphia, Pa.
First Natio
DISTRIBTTED
BY nal Pict., Washington, D. C.
Louis Bache.
J. F. Cubberley,
Joe Skirboll.Pa.Assoc. First Nafl Pictures.
Pittsburgh.
Assoc.
First D.NaflC. Pictures,
Assoc. First Nat'I
Minneapolis,
Minn. Pictures,
Washington,
M. A. Klausner,
Robert Lynch,
M A. Klausner,
Mountain
States
Film Attrac.
Mountain
States Film Aftrac.
Metro Pictures,Pa.
Seattle, Wash.
Denver, Colo.
Philadelphia,
Foreign
Eights,
Warner
Bros.,
G. S. Schlesinger,
Mgr.,
Louis H.vman,
FloydH.Brown,
The
Liber Ind.Co.,
All
Features
Indianapolis,
I COO Broadway, N. Y. C.
San Star
Francisco,
Calif.Distrib., Inc.,

lU
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Universal,

the

stronger

use,

the

safer

you

make

yourself.

you

great

mass

tried

LESS

We
RUN

TO

a

not

there's

Universal.

the

know

every

can

a

and

make,

anything

mean

making,

are

MOST

produce

in the

EVERYTHING

But

know

with

the

world

has

YOU

NEED

PROFITABLY.

twelve to twenty Universal-Jewel super-feaanjrwhere from seven to twelve reels in length.
from

from

anywhere
two

release

You

higher

stands

methods

to you.

its reputation.
that

world

THEATRE

YOUR

year,

We

not

are.

you

whose

company

no company
of exhibitors. You know
to put something over on you.

produce
We
tures every year,
We

untried

know

You

in the

company

you

this would

as yet undetermined,

were

new,

a

were

Universal

If the

pictures

Universal

more

The

to

forty-eight

five

to six reels

forty
from

News

International

Attractions

Universal
in length.
every

Reels

week

(104

year).

We
a year).

(52

produce
We
a year).
We

and

produce

release

and

one

release

release

two-reel

two-reel

one

one

one-reel

Century

comedy

drama

Star

every

comedy

every

week

week

every

(52

week

(52ayear).

|
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running
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West/'
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serials

tures of Robinson
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release

novelties

is taking

of all this

picture

ever
words

can

possibly

need.

the

product

of

TEIRTAIN

your

the

we

we

to time,

as the

produced

as

producers
novelties

in addition

remarkable

by
and

to the

"Leather

Push-

storm.
released

the

first million-

Wives."

every

It contains

stuff, the

time

country

make

all other

small

such

made — "Foolish

In other

stuff, the

from

kind
much

and

variety

combined.
and

class
as

of

picture

you

can

It gives

you

everything

you

find
the

required

to

in
big

EN-

people.

Every dollar's worth of this that you rent strengthens our position and therefore strengthens yours, BECAUSE
THERE
NEVER
HAS
BEEN
A TIME
WHEN
WE
HAVENT
PLAYED
WITH
THE
EXHIBITOR,
AND
THERE

You

WITH
THE
CARDS
ON
THE
TABLE— FACE
NEVER
WILL
BE SUCH
A TIME!

don't

have

to

guess

You've got our record. And
against it in spite of all the
this industry
You

have

and

a few

passed

what

we

will

do.

You

it's white! There's not
storm
and stress this

UP-

KNOW!

a black mark
company
and

through.

stockholders

and

I own

the

Universal,

body,

soul

and breeches.
You and a few stockholders and I control its policies.
You and a few stockholders and I take no orders from Wall Street
or anybody
Give

else on
the

God's

Universal

to the last doUar^ — and the
in profit and in SAFETY

green

footstool.

every

bit of business

you

Universal will give it back
FOR
THE
FUTURE.

can,

right

to you

down

in value^
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Other

Showmen

and

Editors

Who

Know

!

'•Your Sport Reviews are like a breath of fresh
air. They breathe the American spirit of sport and
are a welcome addition to any program."
Samuel L. Rothaphcl, Capitol Theatre, N. Y.

"More than a few programs are made worth
while by the Sport Reviews prepared by Jack
Eaton and Grantland Rice."
— /. O. Spearing, Nezv York Times.
"The Sport Reviews are a very novel and bright
spot on any bill. We always consider them an
added

attraction."
— Joseph Pliiiikett. Strand Theatre, N. Y.

First Runs Which Speak for Themselves
Howard
Atlanta
California . .Los Angeles
Blank Theatres,
Des Moines, Omaha
Capitol
Cincinnati
Metropolitan Washington
Madison
Detroit
American
Denver
Missouri
St. Louis
Majestic
Tulsa
Stanley Theatres, Philadelphia

Capitol
New York
Strand ....... New York
Roosevelt
Chicago

Now

Available

Speed !
Form!
Stamina !
In The Pink!
Drawing Cards!
Self Defense!
Centaurs of the Field!
Winter Pep !
A Rex Beach Week-End!
Taking the Air!
By- Way Champions!
Fore !
Hook, Line & Sinker!
Split Seconds!
Playing the Game!

And I, GOO Other Equally Discriminating Theatres

jBreatkinj

the Spirit

Stars
of Sport ana

I

Weiss Brothers'
p r e s e Ttt
JACKEATONS

SPORT
Edited

REVIEW
by

GRANTLAND
Distributed by

6y JlirraLngement

It's

RICE

a/ ith Artclass Pictures Corp.

n

prej^entr

1 I1

orrandQmQnf
lOifh
Can

from

Gdopfed

^

a

Cillian

cuith Kafe
and

1 '

C/oxfon

Oorofhy

Woman

Love
More
One
Man?

Qixh
Than

Young, slim, wistful, and country-bred, she went to Paris
with her blind sister. Kidnapped, she is saved by an aristocrat
She met Danton, the leader. The love of these two for Henrielte Girard, her love for them, is the golden cord D.
Griffith has interwoven through "Orphans of the Storm."

UNITED

ARTIJTT

DOUGLAJ' rAIQ.DANI<r

CORPOItATIOl^

•

D. V. GGimTW

vin
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CHAIR

in Theatre

Seating

in Fifty Years

MOV-EZY

MOV-EZY
Means

Means

^'Ease at the Movies"

Ease at the Movies"

MOV-EZY
The

Chair

No patron need arise to permit another to pass. The
chair swings to one side and automatically returns to
position.
The MOV-EZY occupies no more space than the oldfashioned rigid seating.
No exhibitor can afford to place an order for seating until
he has learned what MOV-EZY can do to fill his house
with comfortable and contented patrons.
MOV-EZY Chairs have been tested out for the past nine
months under actual service condition-s and actual use in one
Josiah
SHOW

ROOMS

That

Swings

J.
of thesaic, N.Fabian
Enterprise's theatres, the playhouse of PasThe results of the test were so convincing that several
orders have been booked from exhibitors who investigated
the Playhouse installation critically.
MOV-EZY seating is furnished in any desired style or
finish, from a plain veneer or saddle seat to a most elaborate
upholstered chair.
See exhibit in Section D Booth 1, at the Coliseum Building, during Washington Exposition of the M. P. T. O. A. or
send for descriptive literature.

Partridge & Sons Company,
47 West 34th Street. New York

Manufacturers and Sales Agents MOV-EZY

Display of MOV-EZY

Inc.

Chairs

Chairs at our New York Show Rooms

SALES

OFFICE
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with
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Startling

uoMDi
Leah
Baird
and

Drama

of

the

Your

We
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r Cast
wire
a l
Spe
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Mishaps

of

Marriage

T-JERE
^

is the

screen

edition
of

masterpiece
startling

in

the

and

story

well

suited

perfect
of

a

fiction,

its fidelity

to

wonderfully
to

your

box

office.
Presented

and

D/str/hutec/

fy

ASSOC/ A TED £XH/8/TORS
i^f^thufS. /Cxne, Pres{de/tt

FOREiCN R£PRES£NTATH/E
SIDNEY GARRETT

It's Big!
Amazing !

It's Spectacular!

The settings are marvellous.
is admirable :
Craufurd

Kent

Bradley Barker
Robert Kenyon
George Fawcett
Austin Huhn
John Randall

It's

The cast

Evelyn Greeley
Nona Marden
Marguerite Courtot
Marie Edith Wells
Jean Girardin
Ricca Allen

Prooucbd by
Frank Donovan

Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange
INC.
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LEWISJ.SEIZNICK

REPORTED
presents
MISSING
STARRING
OWEN
MOORE
Directed by Henry Lehrman

NEW

YOEK

AMERICAN-

APRIL

27,

1922

'Reported Missing/ Owen
Moore
Screen Farce, at the Criterion
By ALAN DALE.
OWEN MOORE is a new one on me. I've seen most comedians when
they have started to commede and have worked my way through
their agonies^But Mr. Moore burst uwon me In "Reported Miss'
ring," at the Criterion Theatre, as a full-fledged ftmny
man who can take it all away from the stereotyped
.star, and who certainly did It..
«e ik '61 meJahchoiy type, and a bedraggled demeanor, andhave
he wears
occasionally
glasses that
made the
fortune oftheone"hom-rim
Lloyd.
Apart from these tacta, Moore Is agile, sinuous, persuasive, and expressively pantomimic. More cannot
be asked for from any picture star. Rah for Owen
Monrp'
^
■
Tn'^'SSpSrtedM^ing"
has wholly
one of those
melodramatic ^farces Uiat are henever
melodrama
nor farce, but a happy melange ot both. The picture
whirls with in-cident, with escapes — absurd and otherwise— ■«'lth rusl\ and i>ush and vigor and vim. There
are moments when everybody is racing after everybody else, revolvlfi^, circumnavigating and generally
, rough-housing. Why? There's a reasoti. ^ .,
Thetain agUe
hero,pursooed
anxious- byfor the
his Japanese
"option on
cerships, and
villain,
finds himself on board ship with his lady love, and
all sorts of fiihister characters. The villain always
pursoos him, but — he is every inch the hero. He is
also a humorist, which saves him, as a sense of
huifior has saved so many! And he is confronted
with another humorist, the grimaclc Tom Wilson.
Wilson Is a scream from stare to finish, and he is
pitted against Owen Moo?e with the most felicitous
results.
But "Reported Missing" needs no more criticism than does the yiost
ible of comedies.^' It talks tor itself, and it talks loudly. It skulkT)
in no silence, and it Is irresistible./ ^t'here are no custara pies ana no
■"
lemon meringues.
aMe. more'
CEITERION THEATKE-'"R«port«d Mles- over, admirable There
sut>-tltles,
filled
with mirth. The heroine was not
ine." A Selznlck
THE picture.
CAST.
too
frightfully
pretty,
but
just
Blohard Bovd
Owoj Moore
Pauline
Dais ...... .... . .Pauline
Garoii cotqely enough. _
SftKi
Tom
Wilson
J.Andrew
Yount
T<Mr& Eobert
Tamamoto
^ iu a" word, don't be "reported^
Dunn Frank
Cain
ssing" from ihe Criterion.
CAptain
Ferguson
Wmderleo
A Boy
. Mickey Bennett I palSi Tfs I as sea It.
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William
supplied
News,

A. Johnston,
the copy

Editor
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and
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Publisher

cf Motion

for this advertisement

issue of April 15th, 1922,

he wrote

when,

XVII

Picture

in Motion

News'
Picture

:

"// We are to have enough good pictures —
pictures which will satisfy the entertainment
fancy of the great motion picture public — we
must have independent producers. A lot oi
them ! A tot of good ones. And, constantly,

EVERY

ARROW

THEY

new ones ! "
PICTURE

MERIT— AND

IS AN
WE

INDEPENDENT

ASK— YOUR

PICTURE!
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all children

JACKIE

—

COOGAN

^TROUBLE^
NOW

production'

READY!
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history.

co-operation

will be
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attraction —
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FRIEND

featuring

VERA
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DIRECTED

A HARRY
RAPF
PRODUCTION
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WARNER
1600
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HEROLDS

present,

FALSE
if
l\

FRONTS

From

the

S. BARRET
Directed

BARBARA

story

By

McCORMICK

ffy Samuel

R. Bradley

All -Star cast including
CASTLETON
FRANK LOSEE
EDWARD

"FALSE FRONTS" is a picture that will interest
and hold every person in America living above his
means ; every person spending more than his income; every pretender with a Ritz appetite and a
Childs bank-roll.
"FALSE FRONTS" is the story of a society-mad
mother who sacrifices her daughter's happiness; of
a wholesome youth led astray by the glamor of a
big city and the comfort of a rich girl's income.

EARLE

"FALSE FRONTS" is a frank, fearless direct story
that meets social issues without dodging or evasion.
It is splendidly directed by Samuel R. Bradley and
Barbara Castleton, Frank Losee and Edward Earle
do convincing, able work in keeping with the
best in their screen careers.
^
"FALSE FRONTS" is loaded with exploitation
possibilities which are excellently and vigorously
covered in the press sheet and exploitation bulletins.
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Balshofer

Pictures

Corp.

presents

THREE

BUCKAROOS
Written

and

Directed

i6y Fred J. Balshofer

Can you picture three cowboys bound by the same "all for
one and one for all" oath that bound the Three Musketeers
dissolving out of the mist, riding hell-bent into trouble at
the drop of a hat — for the joy of the fray and the sake of a
In our opinion there has
picture than this one — a
girl? harder riding or
faster,
is a good picture through

never been a more joyous lively
more exciting one ; a picture with
more thrilling horsemanship. It
and through.

Look at it — you'll book it !

RELEASING CORPORATION
A.N.SMALLWOO&
FB.WAPREN
W.E.CKEENE

z '

™I

7Ae
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MILLIONS
of children, in all parts of the world, have known and loved the little poem hy
Robert Louis Stevenson,

"MY

SHADOW

59

and have chuckled over the lines of the second verse :
"The
Not
For
And

funniest tiling about him is the zvay he likes to grow —
at all like proper children, zvhich is alzvavs I'erv slo7v;
he sometimes shoots up taller like an india-rubber ball,
he sometimes gets so little that there's none of him at all."

Pictures

Corporation

is guarding against any such outcome by thorough organization and systematic
methods which enable it to provide exhibitors with the best possible motion picture entertainments on highly attractive terms.
"BROKEN SHADOWS," a strong human interest story in pictures;
"THE NIGHT RIDERS," red-blooded romance of the Northwest;
"HER STORY," tense and thrilling, and "DAVID AND JONATHAN," stirring
photoplay of adventure afloat and ashore, are sure fire box office winners because
of their potent appeal to all lovers of the best in motion picture entertainment.
WHY
take chances when you are ofifered a sure thing?
WHY?

Second
National
140 West 42nd Street

Pictures
Corp.
New York City
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"VELVET"

STATE

RIGHT

XXVII

FOR

ALERT,

EXCHANGES!

For exceptional State Rights men 'who are alive; uvho belie've in CONFIDENCE
and COOPERATION — Here

"THE

The

Ten

is an opportunity for plus business

BIBLE
ALIVE"
^al ^ible Land in Motion Pictures

Miles

of Wonderful

in the Holy

Land

Photography

at Tremendous

Expense —

Historically Accurate — Complete — Seven
in the Making
A

MILLION

One Hundred

DOLLAR

Taken

Years

PRODUCTION

Million People Will See the Series

An Opportunity to Tie Up With Schools, Churches,
Backed by a National Advertising Campaign
Complete

Exploitation

and Fraternal

Helps, Paper and Advertising

Bodies

Campaigns

National Tie-Ups With Religious and Educational Bodies Arranged
Financial Arrangements on an Equitable Basis
Prove That You Are Alert by Wiring or Writing At Once!

At

New

Willard

Hotel,

Convention

Week,

Ask

for Mr.

E. B. Russell

XXVIII
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EXPLOITATION
backs
up
this
production
A COMPLETE exploitation campaign goes with "The First Woman." Not an angle overlooked to help you GET THE MONEY. The smash of red-blooded showmanship beWatch
hind every "shov/' you book from R-C. Novel stunts, posters and accessories loaded
with red-fire— We've got real exploitation BRAINS and THEY'RE AT YOUR SERVICE
R-C
on every production. WATCH R-C!
Book Now Thru Your Nearest R-C Exchange

EXHIBITORS
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Members

TRADE

of the Motion

America

Picture

Fully Appreciate

Toward

Perfect

REVIEW

Theatre

the Advance

Projection

Arc

Lamp

PERFECTED

It is to the
Sun-Light

Made

Intensity

Projection
THE

of

by the

Sun-Light

High

Owners

American
Arc

to American

LIGHT

Screen

Studio

Lamps

What
Are

Studios.

SUN-LIGHT

ARC

CORP.

J. Justice Heurmer, Pres.
1600

Broadway

Hollywood, Celif.
Pioneers in High Intensity Projection
Operating Under S perry Patents

New

York

London, Eng.

EXHIBITORS

XXX
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TRADE

Right
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Up
State

The

Money

Is In

BOTH

This

Picture

WAYS

Production and Selling Power
Unexcelled

ROY

H. KLUMB
OR THE OTHER FELLOW WILL BEAT YOU TO IT

PRODUCTIONS

INFORMATION

Present 1 Hour and
15 Minutes of

AND INQUIRIES
ANSWERED IN
ORDER RECEIVED

ENTERTAINMENT
With

AU

Star

Cast

INCLUDING

Ted

Miss
THE

Edwards

Billie

UNCHANGEABLE,

Rhodes
IRRISTABLE

Mr. and Mrs. Harry
OF ESSNAY SNAKEVILLE COMEDY

Ernest

Shield

—

BILLY

Todd
FAME

Robert
Sam

Chandler
Allen

Violet
Phillips
AND OTHERS

Mr. Exhibitor—Keep
Onpn llafp fnr

an

May 13, 1922
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TRADE
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Spades"

Adapted from "The Weight of the Last Straw," a fascinating story by a famous author, Charles E. Van Loan;
Directed by Charles Ray; Chief Camera,
Produced

Ray

by Charles Ray Productions, Inc.

Pictures
"THE

George Rizard;

on

Open

BARNSTORMER,"

CAESAR,"

"SMUDGE,"

"THE

DEUCE

• Franchise holders should

"ALIAS

Market
JULIUS

"GAS-OIL- WATER,"
OF

SPADES."

remember,

however,

that the

Charles Ray pictures released prior to ^^The Barnstormer^'
are regular Franchise pictures and include ^^45 Minutes
from Broadway,'' ^^Peaceful Valley," ^^19 and
"The Old Swimmin'

Hole," "Scrap Iron," "Two

Phyllis,"
Minutes

to Go," "A Midnight Bell," and "R. S. V. P."
DISTRIBUTED

BY

FIRST

NATIONAL

EXHIBITORS

CIRCUIT,

Inc.

XXXII
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GALLS

IT

A

WORK

OF

Number 24
ART!

Read what the Philadelphia Evening Ledger and
other papers say of picture which crowded Stanley
Theatre.
"Presented in most entertaining form and keeps the
audience in • continual suspense." — Philadelphia Inquirer.
"Greatly pleased large crowds at the Stanley Theatre.
It has the vital force to keep up the spectator's interest.
Barthelmess portrays his part with that skill which has
made
him a notable
figure in the motion picture world."
— Philadelphia
Record.
"Entertaining, well directed and well acted by a
wholly competent cast. Decidedly ref reshing."— P/iz7adclphia North American.
"Barthelmess gives an appealing enactment and the
photography is charming." — Philadelphia Public
Ledger.
"You'll like it. It is wholesome, entertaining
comedy and from the directorial standpoint a work of
art." — Philadelphia Evening Ledger.
Inspiration Pictures, Inc., present
R

I

G

H

A

R

D

BARTHELMESS

"The

Seventh

Day"

;s:zm\iMmwm

Play

Up

^ [Dick—

There

Ve

Many

Good

Ones

Coming!

EXHIBITORS
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rade

of

Theatre

Equipment

Exhibitors

NCORPORATED
Trade
Directory.
The

Review

Directory

manufacturer
Picture

Annual

contain

dealer

who

will be a substantial

general

subject

The

number

Theatre,

Studio

Fall buying

of Theatre

issue

of Exhibitors

Theatre

up-to-date

Equipment

listings of every

sells anything

and

to the

Motion

of text

space

to the

Equipment.

Laboratory

for the executives

prior to the

of every

opening

of the

season.

Theatre

Equipment

anteed 100 per

cent

Inquiries

allotment

will be available

addressed

Review,

Directory

circulation — a

Motion Picture Theatre,
States and Canada.

Trade

Review

in a forthcoming

will

Number

Industry.

There

The

Trade

will be the

and

Directory

Studio

copy

prompt

will be

will

and Laboratory

to Directory

will receive

number

go

every

in the United

Department,
attention.

to

guar-

Exhibitors
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TRADE

Folia

Us

Is

Right!

Get in line with the independent
owns

Volume 11.

REVIEW

exhibitor who

a franchise, assuring your theatre of a

steady supply of high grade pictures at equitable prices. As time passes the independent
exhibitor is realizing more

and more

the value

of his franchise.

-^Hmrel!

be a FmncMse

m^gmbSJ^.

Number 24
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"Peggy

Be

"Little

Miss

"The

Little

TRADE

REVIEW

JOHNNY

Good"
Mischief"
Rascal"

10

FOX

Speed 'Em
Up"
"Hello,
Mars"
LEE
MORAN
**Ten Seconds"
Apartment Wanted"
BROWNIE
The Wonder Dog

"Some
"Live

Class"
Wires"

The
Human Horse
QUEENIE
"Horse
"Bath
t /

Tears"
Day"

will soon present

Willismi
in a

big

Desmond

Stirring

adventure

and

Chapter.Play
mystery

cff

in Alasko

bLj Perruj Vekroff

PRODUCED

BY

UNIVERSAL

^

Hit!

ARiot!

AQean
The

Broadway

Central

Up!

Triumph

at the

Theatre

of

>
VA's
D
VSON
TeNN
D 1
AlFRE
Lord
G0
Poem
of the most
sensational sac-

rifice ofwomankind
The

Stampede

TheNewM?rk

Lasted

Newspapers

-^^^s an J /^e
H'Orf c..
I- ^'«ee,>,„ at

in all history.

Went

a^ek!
Wild Over It!

auti.

'''' ^^/t^?;'^'*'^-"
a wonderful
and -/^Xulf
Covrtry'^^^^^^^
version
of the ^^"^«"\"the
Sral Theatre.
"La^^ ^
Cent
he
a
t.me
first
the
shown for
Godiva" is more than a Iw ng
^^P^^^^.^^^^
lavish lesson in history, a ^o^^^'".' ^ , England,
of med.eva.
life, people and manners

Tr.

on

'^'nous anw ■ '^^Pfaf/on ^

Cxp/oita6/on Jn Oo/fars a/idf Ccfits
A WISTARIA PRODUCTION
PRESENTED AND DISTRIBUTED By
Associated Exhibitors
ARTHUR S. KANE pfcs,cc^r

Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchance

Vlll

EXHIBITORS

A story with its dramatic values packed tight
and woven well together ; a human, actual story
in a remarkable outdoor setting, with the color
and romance of the Canadian Royal Mounted
splendidly handled by an author who has always
written directly for the screen — and always
successfully.

TRADE

REVIEW

Volume 11. JSumber

A story of impulsive love; the unrelenting hunt
of a trooper for the scar-faced slayer of his
mother ; of a girl found through a mischievous
advertisement, who more than lived up to her
photograph, and who loved better enfolded in
two strong arms than by lonely letters to a
handsome soldier in the northwestern forest.

E REL£ASING CORPORATION
In Caniada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

May 20, 1922
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TRADE

REVIEW
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Oicuit

— following immediately after its Broadway,
New York, engagement at the Central
Theatre — set in to play immediately with
twelve printsfortheKeithhouses and another
picture was set back to clear the way for it.

— that's the way big pictures crash through
and make their own play dates.

And

^ PICTURES INC.

presents

MY

OLD

Here's How
Some
Critics Like It:

More

EXHIBITOR'S HERALD: Good story interest;
a strong love story ; mighty good racing scenes ;
exploitation angles that can be turned into profit
by any exhibitors and effective climaxes and punch
put in by Ray C. Smallwood; an extra special cast.
THE FILM DAILY: "My Old Kentucky
Home" has box office values and audience appeal
that should make it a good number; a good deal
of sentiment; pathos offset with comedy; good
direction and especially so in the race track
sequence. You should be able to make some
money with it. The title is another good drawing
card.

EXHIBITOR'S TRADE REVIEW : The sort of
a melodrama that always wins favor with the
KENTUCKY

great majority of moving picture audiences. "My
Old Kentucky Home" will hold its own as a boxoffice asset. Unbroken continuity and fast
action
prevail.

HOME
By Anthony Paul Kelly

Directed by Ray C. Smallwood

Jl flay C. SmaUmnttL PradUictUnv
With an all- star cast including
SICRID HOLMQUIST^ MONTE BLUE- LUCY FOX
MATTHEW BETZ - JULIA SWAYNE GORDON

RELEASING CORPORATION
In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited
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There

Crowds

Were

(Western

LOS

TO

At

Grauman's

]\ umber 25

Telegram)

ANGELES,

MAY

4,

1922

ASTOR
YORK

SINCE

J'ohinie 11.

STROMBERG

HOTEL
NEW

Union

REVIEW

Theatre!''

Dollar

Million

HUNT

TRADE

CITY.

YOU

LET

LEFT

YOU

KNOCKOUT

TOWN

KNOW
WEEK

JUST

THAT
WITH

WANT

WE

BULL

HAD
MONTANA

IN HIS COMEDY
"A
LADIES
MAN."
I
AM
ABSOLUTELY
SURE
THIS
PICTURE
WILL

PROVE

ANYWHERE
OPINION

A
AS

IS

A

BIG

DRAWING

BULL

GREAT

SID

There'll

Be

Crowds

CARD

MONTANA
NOVELTY

IN

MY

BET.

GRAUMAN

At

Every

Theatrel

LEWIS

J. SELZNICK

presents

Directed by Henry Lehrman
DEFINITELY ESTABLISHED IN TME MILLION
Criterion, CLASS. ALREADY BOOKED BY
DOLLAR
Loew Theatres,
New York.
Walnut,
New Broadway,
New York.
Century,
Los
Angeles,
Randolph,
Cincinnati.
Baltimore.
Gutterson's
Liberty,
Chicago.
Olympia,
Grand,
Boston.
Kansas City.
Alamo,
Pittsburgh.
Howard,
Hippodrome,
Buffalo.
State,
Louisville.
Atlanta.
Rialto,
Des Moines,
Cleveland.
Broadway,
Des Moines.
Omaha.
Palace,
Valentine,
Richmond.
Toledo. State,
Washington.
Garrick,
Victory,
Jersey City.
Branford,
Wilmington.
Newark.
Providence. Broadway,
Charlotte.

for

immediate

America's

pre-release

finest

by

theatres:

Crandall's Metropolitan, Washington, D. C. — May 21st.
Rialto Theatre, Denver, Colo. — May 21st.
Imperial Theatre, San Francisco, Cal. — June 18th.
Franklin Theatre, Oakland, Cal. — June 18th.
First Run Theatres, Minneapolis and St. Paul — May 14th.
State Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Circle Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Jefferson Theatre, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
and

latest

but

by

no

means

least

at the

"ANAnoNALmsTmmoN"
BROADWAY
at 47*
ST.
NEwyoRKory
MOE

MARK

PRESIDENT
JUNE

& GEN'L

M'CR

4th

This big special is not only booking fast in the best theatres, but the territories
are selling fast — the reason is plain to those who have seen the picture. Phone,
wire or write today for

Edwin

Carewe's

Production

"A Nationally Advertised Picture"
New England Rights Purchased by
Wm. W. Aechtler & E. J. Farrell of the Major Film Corporation
54 Broadway
Boston, Mass.
TEKHITOKIAI. RIGHTS SOI,D TO M. -V. Klausner,
Skiiboll,
Louis Hyman,
Mountaiii
Film Seattle.
Attractions,
First St..
Nat'iPittshurKh,
Pictures, Pa.
All
Distributoi-s,
Inc.,
2006
ThirdStates
Avenue,
Washinfton.
21atedXilitli
Ifll Star
GolJenFeatures
Oate Avenue,
San Francisco,
Cal. Foreign
Rights,
I.outs Bacbe,
0.
R.
Schlesinger,
Mgr.,
Warner Brothers,
States Film Attractions,
.\ss. Firiit Nafl Pictures,
.ain
Klausiu'l',
1 600 Broadway, New York City.
916 G Street, X. W., Wa Uiin^jton, I). C,
Tremcir.t
St., Denver, Colo.
Robert Lynch,
Metro Pictures,
Distributed h v
1321 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Produced by
AFFILIATEl)
Floyd
Brown,
EDWIN CAREWE
DISTRIBUTORS,
Inc.
The H. Lieber Company,
ICTUIIES CORPORATION
122 West New York Street, Indianapolis,
C.
C. Burr,
Pres.
B, P. F i n e ni a n , Pres.
133-135-137
West 44th
Street
•I. P. Cubberley,
R.
F.
Zeldman,
V.
Pres.
New York City. N. Y.
Los Anircles, Cal.
.Vssociated First Nafl Pictures,
Loeb Arcade Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
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Comedy

'Ariet

y

—the showman's paper,
said about this booking:

40

"A Barnyard Cavalier", Christie
comedy, directed by Al Christie
and featuring Bobby Vernon, had
its first screening this week as the
feature of the Hippodrome.

CV
0^

.-vest

t

aSie

For a short length subject it has
extraordinary production features
and is a slaixi-bang, rough-andtumble comedy from start to
finish, without a pause in the
action. The youngsters at the
Monday matinee found it amusing
and showed it unmistakably."

,00

50(
50c-

EXHIBITORS
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FOR
PERFECT

PHOTOGRAPHY

ILLUMINATE

WITH

ARC'S

SUN-LIGHT
SPECIAL

STUDIO

NET

FOR

PRICE

MODEL

$1800

PERFECT

PROJECTION

USE

SUN-LIGHT

ARC

INTENSITY

SUN

LIGHT

HIGH

LAMP

ARC

CORP.

1 600 BROADWAY

NEW

YORK

J. JUSTICE HARMER, Pres.
C. G. NESBITT, Sales Mgr.
HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

LONDON,

OPERATING

UNDER

SPERRY

PATENTS
USE NATIONAL
FOR

HIGH
BEST

INTENSITY
RESULTS

CARBONS

ENG.

EXHIBITORS
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Geographic

Film
Presents

Co.,

TRADE

XV

REVIEW

Inc.

99
"

G

MANE

E

Directed

T
and arranged

by

Richly titled in Prizma
PALEOLOGUE

J. E. HOLLEY

by

Direct from a w^eek's pre-release run at the CAPITOL
THEATRE,
New
York, and unanimously
selected by the
MOTION
PICTURE
THEATRE
OWNERS
OF AMERICA
for
presentation at the
Hotel Washington,

organization's official banquet held at the
Washington,
D. C, Fridav evening May

12, 1922.
One

of THE

VOICE

quisite single reel
screen,

especially

OF

features,
prepared

THE

LAND

bringing

the

for theatrical

series

Bible

of 52

Land

to

exthe

release.

For territory or world rights address :
E. B. RUSSELL,

Director of Distribution

Geographic Film Co.. Inc.. Pennsylvania

Hotel, New

York

"GETHSEMANE"
"... a beautiful and impressive picture
"... a little gem of a film." — R. W. Bare. . . a far more powerful influence for good, we
more in The Morning Telegraph.
believe, than any Easter sermon that was ever
glamourous and mystic scenes of the
preached."
Holy Land . . . without allegory or the aid
Tribune. — Harriette Underbill in The New York
of
Yorkhuman
Globe. figures." — Allison Smith in The Neiv
". . . In every respect a most impressive pic". . . starts a new era in Biblical pictures
. The
. splendidly
Blaisdellture . in
E.vhibitors photographed."
Trade Review. — George
suitable for exhibition in the theatres." — Arthur
James in The Moving Picture JVorld.

TELEPHONE -MAIN 2053
206 MERCANTILE LIBRARY BUILDINGCIlSJCI^JTSrATI
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Night

Year.
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EQUIPMENT

DIRECTORY
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the

Ready
the

to begin

big Fall

For Information

THEATRE

Press

July

work

buying

1,

1922

for you

when

season

begins.

Concerning Listings, Advertising Rates
and Other Data Address

EQUIPMENT
EXHIBITORS

TRADE

DIRECTORY

REVIEW

Knickerbocker Bldg., 42nd St. and Broadway, New York City
Phonei. Biyaiit 6160-6161
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Acting!

^Read what the leaving
Jr^icture World says :

""Better entertainment ttan tlie
average. It runs smootLly v^itLout
lagging and is well acted. It possesses
tLe essential quality of realism. Fred
Nitlo's direction is tLorougtly capable and Anita Stewart's acting is
fully up to Ler tigli standard. Her
support

is excellent/'

ANITA

STEWART
IN

"The

Woman

He

MARRIED"

By Herbert Bashforti ; Scenario by Bess
MereditK ; Pliotograpky by Dal Qawson ;

Directed
of

"Tbe

And

by Fred
Tkree

Dont

Nitlo,

Director

Musketeers/'

Miss

These

Two

""Her Mad
Bargain^'
A tbriUing story of a most
unusual love bargain ; directed byEdwin Carewe ;
scenario by Josephine

''A

Stewart

Pictures!

Question of Honor
A Rutb Cross novel from
Tbe People's Home Journal. Scenario by JoseEdwin

phine Quirk ; directed by
Carewe.

Quirk.

NATIONAL

ATTRAICTIONS

'

XMII

EXHIBITORS

Exhibitors
AVhen

TRADE
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S.O.S.Gall

Answered!
ANGELES

you send out a wireless help call

TIMES

for a money maker, Buster's always on
the job with a 2-reel funmaker that'll

"1 Un«it

/

J Signaled f^^'-m.' t^* ^aa^floo ^^«/
Of
"W^ other
/^n ?Jr"por''?r

?ph M. Schenck
Jose

?o7

presents

BUSTER

KEATON

in 2-reel comedies
always

play as features

The

Boat"

The

Cops"

"My

that

"The

Playhouse"

"The

Paleface"

Wife's
Relations"
Written and directed by
Buster Keaton and Eddie Cline
A

First National

Released

Attraction

on the Open

Every

Show

When

Keaton

is

a

Market

Good

Heads

Show
the

Bill
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trouble
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Arthur

The

famous

Conan

author

and
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Doyle

creator

of

"Sherlock Holmes," who is now causing averitable sensation in New York by
his lectures on Spiritualism,

attended

/

a

showing of "Smilin' Through" with
Lady Doyle. After seeing it Sir Arthur
SAID:

''We

greatly

enjoyed
the very
film.
It is true to life

beautiful
—and

to death/'

Jose])h M. Schenck

presents

NORMA

TALMADGE

in her most beautiful picture

"Smilin'

Through"

Adapted by James Ashmore Creelman and Sidney
A. Franklin from Allen Langdon Martin's play.
Directed by Sidney A. Franklin ; photographed b\Roy Hunt and Charles Rosher; technical directors, Willard ^1. Reineck and Lawrence Hitt.

A

It's

the

Best

the

FIRST

NATIONAL

Screen

Can

ATTRACTION

Give!

This
g." ably
evin
beli
liev
ure is is
unbe
pict
ING
SEE
good. You
lieve it.
Revillon

must

Freres

presents

Nanook

It is unique.

It breathes.

type characters, no props, to
create effect. It appeals to your
sympathies,

The

It

lives. It is life, life in the actual
Arctic. There is no portrayal of

imagination.
Of

see it to be-

wonder,

It warms
causes

your

gasps

of

holds your eager interest and concludes with

action.
It is strong.
NORTH^
Pafhepicture

thrilling.

It is human.

It is

It is beautiful.

Big pictures are scarce. Here
is one that is bigger than the
biggest.

NANOOK

OF

NORTH

THE

TTT" AY up Nofth, a thousand miles from the
nearest railroad, in a land where a
motion

picture camera

never went

before,

this picture was made. It is a land where
there are months and months of bitterest winter, with just a few days of cold and barren
spring.
There

There is no summer.
lives Nanook, the remarkable personality who dominates this picture. On his

strength, skill and bravery depend the lives
of his family, women and children. Ever)^ day
of his life is a tremendous drama, a fight
against terrible odds.
That is "Nanook of the North"' the amazing
story of leal and remarkable people, intensely
human and very lovable, filmed in surroundings such as you have never seen before.
Its exploitation
the showman.

—

possibilities measure

-nsr^

Pafh^picture

^nnouncins^-

The

Greatest

IN

Six

Program

History

Months

Cf>aramount

for

of

Q^ictures

release

AUGUST

192a

JANUARY

1923

FORSWORD

booklet, in our
B^^^"^^^|HIS on,
marks a great
opini
^^M,
forward step in the

investments. We believe that this
is the most precarious experiment
that can be made.

of motion
^^^^
P^^^^^^l marketing
^^P=^^^p
It sets before you,
as a buyer, the product you are asked
to purchase, in a new, novel and
more finished form.

The producing end of this business
has been put to a severe test during
the past twelve months of depressed
times. We know now, as you the
exhibitor know, that the making of
good pictures is not accidental.

It marks a milestone in the making
and distributing of pictures, because
it gives to you, the exhibitor, for six
months ahead, a definite and known
source of supply for a definite number of productions — productions
which represent, on the average, in
our opinion, the very highest quality
that has ever been attained by ourselves or any other organization.
The most dangerous position an
exhibitor can be in today is to trust
to luck that he will secure during the
year enough good pictures to make it
possible for him to operate safely and
at a profit.
More and more it is becoming
essential that theatre investments,
representing in many cases millions
of dollars, be protected by identifying
themselves with a well-known and
trusted source of supply, — a source
of supply that will not fail them, no
matter how hard conditions may become,— a source of supply that will
continue to turn out better pictures
than ever before, — a source of supply
that will never resort to cheaper
negatives in an effort to solve a
problem in a market that responds
only to better quality than it ever
had before.
This

Organization has not attempted to meet the problems of the
past year by reducing its negative

Consistently

good

product

can

only come from one thing — a consistently good organization.
We believe that in the next year
the public will respond only to pictures that are better than we have
ever had in our history.
We believe that the motto for this
coming year will be ^'how good is the
We believe that the producer who
makes it possible for the exhibitor to
live and make a profit will be the
picture." who puts enough brains
producer
and money into his productions to
make them superior to anything he
has ever given the exhibitor and at
a price that is mutually fair to both
sides.
We believe that the best and only
form of professed friendship for the
exhibitor that means anything to
him is to give him pictures that will
allow him to make money no matter
how conditions may be.
And we furthermore firmly believe
that by submitting this program to
exhibitors for six months product
beginning August 1st, we are rendering in our humble way the greatest aid to exhibitors of America that
can be given by any organization
in the motion picture business today.
ADOLPH

ZUKOR

cA

Pledge

to

American

Exhibitors

F a long and faithful service devoted to the
cause of better pictures has won your respect
and confidence, as I earnestly hope to be the
case, I gladly risk losing your good will and
such reputation as 1 may have achieved, in
stating that the productions described on the
following pages represent the motion picture art at its zenith
and in its hour of triumph!
My pledge to you is that these productions being the
result of an expenditure of unlimited money and brain effort
on the part of the most brilliant group of directors, authors,
scenario writers, stars and supporting artists, art directors
and camera men ever gathered together in one organization,
all working in harmony and with the utmost enthusiasm,
surpass any group of productions so far given to the public
in the history of our industry.
In planning this product, we have striven for box ofBce
values, highest merit in story, the greatest
tinguished players possible to cast in one
fection in direction, photography and titling
clean pictures fit for presentation before the
American audiences.

number of disphotoplay, perand, finally, for
highest type of

These pictures will surpass any similar pictures ever released, each picture representing the greatest effort of which
we are capable. You can book all of them, feeling you have
secured the best product obtainable in the industry.
The combination of values as evidenced in these productions ismy prescription for your prosperity.
JESSE
L. President
LASKY
First Vice
In Charge of Production

//

Released August 7, 1922
JESSE L LASkY

PRESENTS

Wallace

Reid

nhe

Dictator

Supported

by

Lila

Lee

you have a story in the finest vein of the
HERE
master of romance — Richard Harding Davis — woven
into a thrilling picture. Written by the man who gave
the world "Soldiers of Fortune," the "Van Bibber ' stories,
"White Mice," "The Bar Sinister" and a score of others.

Packed with action — fights with bandits — heroic struggles for futile causes — thrilling rescues of beautiful women.
Wallace Reid in one of the most dashing roles of his
career — an American devil-may-care seeking pulsing adventure, not particular as to what it is so long as there is
risk and love. Lila Lee is leading woman, and looking
more beautiful than she has ever looked.
James Cruze,
who punch
made after
"Is Matrimony
directing,
has put
punch intoa Failure?",
the picture.in
You'll remember what a wonderful success he made of
Reid in "The Valley of the Giants." He has more than
duplicated it in "The Dictator."
For the correct atmosphere the entire company journeyed
many miles away on locations. This has invested the
picture with high-powered action.
But above all it is filled with the two most popular
appeals in pictures today — melodramatic comedy and real
love-romance.

Cast Includes
Brooke Travers Wallace Reid
Juanita Rivas
Lila Lee
Carlos Rivas Theodore Kosloff
Chauffeur
Walter Long
Don J uan
Sidney Bracey
General Campo? Kalla Pasha

From the play by Richard
Harding Davis. Directed
by James Cruze. Scenario
by Walter Woods.

THIS is a superb picturization of the great
story which ran serially in Hearst s
Magazine, and was later published in book
form. It was written by Marie Corelli, author
of "Vendetta", "The Sorrows of Satan", "Between Two Worlds", and a score of other internationally popular novels.
Miss Davies plays the role of a girl who finds
the secret of eternal youth, and passes through
many strange adventures. The story is weird
and strange, yet surprisingly human and
dramatic.
One of the greatest casts ever assembled appears
in support. Pedro de Cordoba, Forrest Stanley,
Maclyn
Arbuckle,
and Gypsy O'Brien are some
of
the famous
names.
The picture was directed by Albert Capellani,
who made that other great Cosmopolitan success,
"The Inside of the Cup". Joseph Urban did
the settings, and Luther Reed who adapted
"Get Rich Quick Wallingford", wrote the
scenario.
This is one of the most elaborate, luxurious and
spectacular of all the Cosmopolitan productions,
and will be a gold mine everywhere.

-PRESENTS
FAMOUS PLAYERS- LASKY COR.P,
Marion

'^The

young

Davies

Diana
Created by Cosmopolitan

''If Tou

Believe

it,

was selected
THIS storyIt's
So" by the late
George Loane Tucker to be his next
ion
product
"The Miracle
He had
planned toafter
star Thomas
MeighanMan."
in it.
Mr. Tucker believed it to be one of the
finest stories ever written. It deals with
human souls in much the manner of "The
Miracle Man," though there is nothing of
"faith healing" in it, and tells a gripping tale
of regeneration.
It is without question the strongest drama
in which Meighan has yet appeared, and the
title is full of exceptional advertising possibilities.

By Perky Poore Sheehan
Directed by Tom Forman
Scenario by Waldemar
Young

Tom Forman, director of "The City of
Silent Men" and other Meighan hits, has
excelled himself in this one.

Chick Harms Thomas Meighan
Alvah Morley Pauline Starke
Ezra Wood
Joseph IDowling
Sky Blue
Theodore Roberts
Colonel Williams Charles Ogle
Tessie Wyngate Lura Ansen

See the advance exploitation ideas in this
book. The press book will contain more
advice on the exceptional exploitation
possibilities.
PRESENTS

ADOLPH ZUkOR.

Thomas

"If

ybu

Mei^an

Believe

Released August 14, 1922

Its

I.

So"

it,

A

STORY of shipwreck, the south seas, Honolulu
nights and desert islands. Written by the

author of "The Man Who Came Back" — a man who
knows the seas as no other living writer does.
Miss Compson is in the most varied role of her
career in this. Starting in San Francisco, switching
to Honolulu, and to a lonely South Sea Island, her
part calls for the wearing of beautiful gowns and
picturesque costumes.
There are two very popular leading men for additional exploitation of this picture, Richard Dix and
John Bowers.
The shipwreck, in which the heroine runs the boat
against the rocks, is one of the most realistic ever
filmed. The scenes in the Honolulu dance-hall are
sensational and unusual. And the story's a knockout
— a romance in which the girl travels half around the
world to rescue the man she loves.
The production was directed by Philip Rosen, who
made Wallace
Continent."
ADOLPH

the

PR-ESENTS

zui/ori,-

Betty

Jhe

Reid's big success, "Across

Compson

Bonded

Wommx^

by John Fleming Wilson
directed by Philip Rosen
adapted by Albert Shelby LeVino
based on the Story "The Salvaging of John Sumner"
by John Fleming Wilson
Released August 21, 1922

HERE'S beautiful May McAvoy in a real picture.
A great heart-interest drama of the rooftops
of New York.
A drama that has its answer in
the hearts of all of us.
This picture possesses every attribute that makes a
successful picture, being particularly strong in sentiment and ^jf^'
wholesomeness, and for this rea- "
son it will receive a great deal
of word-of-mouth advertising.
May McAvoy plays the role of a little dancer who
supports a worthless uncle and an invalid brother, and
who struggles unaided to happiness and love. She
does far finer work in this than in "Sentimental
Tommy"
and in her star
pictures.Moore.
The little brother
is played wonderfully
by Mickey
It was directed by the late William D. Taylor, who
made "The Green Temptation," "Huckleberry Finn"
and numerous other box-office successes. Sonya
Levien, the author, wrote it especially for Miss
McAvoy.
The star appears as a doll manikin in some scenes
and wears numerous delightful dance gowns. Beautiful settings and photography combine to please the
eye. The cast includes Mary Jane Irving, who was
seen
in "The
the best
child Cradle,"
actress onandthedeclared
screen. by many to be

Released August 21, 1922
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p^^o^uction,

THE
Loves of Pharaoh," which exceeds all
other motion pictures in spectacle and elaborateness ofsets, has run all winter long at the
Criterion, New York, to crowded houses.

Released August 28, 1922

All of the New York papers were unanimous in giving
it praise. The New York Journal said: "Superlatives cando it justice."has reached far out from New York and
Itsnot reputation
the public is anxious to see this great love drama.
It contains the biggest sets ever made, and the biggest
crowd scenes ever staged.

A marvelous cast enacts this heart-story of the past.
Dagny Servaes, one of the most beautiful women in Europe,
is leading woman. Others are Paul Wegener, creator of
This is the master-work of Ernest
Lubitsch, director of "Passion," " Deception" and other enormous spectacles.
The acting of Emil J annings as Pharaoh
has never been surpassed on the screen.

"The Golem," Emil J annings, the king of "Deception"
and "Passion," Harry Liedtke and Lydia Salmanova.

PaESENTS

JESSE L' LASKY

Gloria

Swanson
IN

''her Qilded
Caofe*
A Sam
Wood
Production
THE story of
temptation,
in some of
some of the most

a dancer who fought and conquered
this picture reveals Miss Swanson
the most dramatic situations, and
striking gowns, ever devised.

It is the most elaborate of all Miss Swanson's productions, containing many spectacular cabaret and
, ■ dance hall scenes, staged with surprising grandeur.
The story takes the audience backstage, into the
life of a public favorite, and should be even more
popular than "Footlights," which was on the same
general theme.

Cast Includ. s
Suzanne Ornoff Gloria Swanson
Arnold Pell
David Powell
Jacqueline Ornrff . Anne Ccrnwall
Gaston Petiihls Charles Stevenson
Bud Walton
Walter Hiers
Lawrence Pell
Harrison Ford
A Sam Wood Production, by Elmer
Nichols'
Ann Heuth.
play. Scenario
suggested byby Percy
Harris,
It is adapted from the successful play by
Ann Nichols, and was produced by Sam Wood,
who made "Beyond the Rocks," "The Great
Moment" and "Her Husband's Trademark."
There will be a wealth of exploitation aids
provided for this luxurious picture.
Don't overlook the names in the great cast
— Harrison Ford, David Powell, Walter Hiers
and others.

Released September 4, 1922
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production
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People*
with

Reid,

Bebe

Conrad

Daniels

Nagel

NICEstagePEOPLE"
of thelast
record-breakers
of the
season inwas
NewoneYork
year. It probably
caused more comment than any play then running.
In addition it has run all the present season in Chicago.
It is a frank indictment of the wild habits of the younger
generation — a problem that is vital and real iri every
community in the country. Ministers, teachers and
others in your community will highly endorse it. It will
make the kind of comment that means big money.
Wallace Reid, Bebe Daniels and Conrad Nagel are the
featured players, and the cast, which might be called allstar, includes Julia Faye, Eve Sothern, Claire McDowell,
William Boyd and Edward Martindel.
producer of "Bought
and a Paid
For,"
hasWilliam
made itdeintoMille,
an entertainment
that carries
real punch
in every scene. It is full of spectacular scenes depicting
the wild gaieties of the idle rich, and these are staged in a
avish and elaborate manner.
From the play by Rachel Crothers
Scenario by Clara Beranger

Released September 4, 1922

Released September 11, 1922
iljuan Gallarda. . . .Rodolph Valentino
Carmen
Lila Lee
Dona Sol
Nita Naldi
Plunnitas
Walter Long
Don Joselite Charles Belcher|
and others.
From the noiel by Vicente Blascc lban4t
and the play by Tom Cushman Scenario
by June Malhis

HIS is one of the biggest productions of the
T season. The role of the young bull-fighter is ideally
suited to Rodolph Valentino, who makes his
first starring appearance in Paramount Pictures with
this tremendous subject.
"Blood and Sand" is at least as popular as the
same author's "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," which, as produced by Rex Ingram, was one
of the biggest box-office pictures of the season.
Fred Niblo, who made "The Three Musketeers,"
is the producer. Lila Lee is leading woman, and
Nita Naldi who is well known from her work in "Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," "Experience," and numerous
other pictures, plays the adventuress.
Scenes include some genuine bull-fights, in which
the star risks his life to perform spectacular feats.
This is one of the most expensively staged productions of the year, and is absolutely sure to rank among
the two or three biggest box-office winners.
Written for the screen by June Mathis,
A

who adapted "The Four Horsemen"
FRED
NIBLO
PRODUCTION
PR.ESENTS

JESSE L-LASKY
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Famou= Players-Lasky Corporation
f:>resents
' THE

VALLEY
with

Alma

OF

SILENT

MEN

Rubens

from the story by James Oliver Curw ood
directed by Frank

Borzage

created by Cosmopolitan
HERE'S a sure \\'inner — a
Oliver Curwood, author
End"!
That v^'asBut
onethis
of the
big
of the season.
is even

story by James
of "The River's
box-of¥ice
pictures
better.

For real story \'alue this is unquestionably the
greatest property Cosmopolitan has ever had, and
when produced with all the lavishness of sets and
cast that distinguishes these pictures, it is bound
to be an outstanding hit.
The story deals with Sergeant Kent, of the Northwest Mounted, who, when he thinks he is dying,
tells a story that brands him as a murderer and
lets the guilty man go free. Then — he recovers —
and death by hanging stares him in the face!
Over 1,500,000 copies of this book have been sold.
No author has a larger or more loyal following
than Curwood.
Alma Rubens, leading woman of "Humoresque",
"The World and His Wife" and "Find the
Woman", plays the lead in this, heading a great
cast.
Frank Borzage, director of "Humoresque", has
realized all the thrilling possibilities of the story,
and turned out another masterpiece.
The whole company spent many weeks in the
north amid the most colorful and picturesque
scenes in filming this picture!

James Oliver Curwood

Released September 11, 1922

Released September 18, 1922

"The Siren Call" is a
drama of the northwest
which will live long in the
history of the screen, for
it has every attribute which
makes for a great picture.

A

GREAT and forceful epic of the great northwest
— of the loves and passions of the eternal snows
and the dance halls — a picture of fire and thrills and
beauty.
Dorothy Dalton brings all of the dash and tempestuousness which characterized her in "The Flame of the
Yukon," "Flare Up Sal," Cecil B. DeMille's "Fool's
Paradise" and "Moran of the Lady Letty."
An Irvin Willat production signifies that into the
picture have gone those elements which made "Behind
the Door" one of the greatest masterpieces the screen
has ever produced.
The story is an original by J. E. Nash. It sweeps
swiftly along to the most astounding and thrilling
climax seen in a long time.
Mitchell Lewis, who will be remembered

for his splendid

work in "At the End of the World," is a prominent
member of the cast and David Powell is leading man.
An

Irvin

ADOLPH

The

Willat

PaES ENTS
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B
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PRESENTS
special

JackHolt
IN

^Wiile

Satan

Sleeps"
HERE is a real special!
A strong and wholesome story which gives
Jack Holt one of the most compelling and
highly dramatic roles ever screened.
Adapted by Albert Shelby LeVino from the famous
Saturday Evening Post story by Peter B. Kyne, it
contains characters and situations that touch the

heart of even the most "hard-boiled" audience.
It contains both comedy and pathos in profusion,
and it is enacted by an excellent cast including Fritzi
Brunette, Betty Francisco, Herbert Standing, Sylvia
Ashton, Fred Huntley and J. P. Lockney.
Joseph Henabery, who made "Brewster's Millions,"
''The Call of the North," and many other successes,
is the director. This is a real picture and your
patrons are going to give it high praise beyond any
question of doubt.
By Albert Shelby LeVino, based on
Peter B. Kyne's story "The
Parson
of Panamint."
Directed
by Joseph
Henabery
Released September 18, 1922

DeMille
is a Cecil B.that
UGHTER
Production
in" everything
that
MANSLA
implies. Besides Thomas Meighan,
Leatrice Joy and Lois Wilson, the cast will be
one of the greatest in history, rivaling "Anatol."
The story is being produced by Cecil B. DeMille
with one idea in mind: to make it the m-ost
spectacular box-office attraction his name has
ever been connected with.
Alice Duer Miller's sensational story stirred prothe'2, 500,000Evening
readers of thefoundlySaturday
Post when it ran serially in
that magazine. As a novel
its sales and popularity

\

rival those of "The Sheik.
The story deals with the reckless younger
society set, so much in the public eye
at present. The central figures are an
arrogant society beauty, who kills a
man in a motor crash, and the handsome
young District Attorney, who, though
he loves her, sends her to prison. There
a new outlook on life dawns upon her.

By arrangement with the publishers of
"Manslaughter," there is an attractive
jacket advertising this picture on every copy
of the book. Tie up with your local bookseller.

//
The next Cecil B. De Mille Production following
"Manslaughter" is a picture that will deserve
truly
super luxurious
special deandluxe."
will bethe
nottitle
only"extra
the most
massiveIt
of all Mr. De Mille's creations but has a story
theme of the most gigantic box-office value. Be
sure to make arrangements for holding your
bookings for this wonder-picture.
PRESENTS
JESSE L. LASKY

Cecil

BDeMilles
PRODUCTION

TUanslaughter
'"Thomas

Meiohan,

Leatrice

^

Joy

Lois

Scenario
Macpherson
by Jeanie

Wilson

♦

Released October 2, 1922

It

HAMILTON THEATRICAL COHPORATION
PRESENTS

The

Mysteries

India''
of
settings
A GREAT picture — massive in every detail —r scenes,
and story. Made on a scale of splendo and grandeur
to thrill and amaze, and yet allow of fullest entertainment.
One year and a half was spent in the making.
To ensure accuracy, a vast army of experts journeyed to India
and their researches have resulted in the following:
Replicas of ancient temples
built in their exact natural sizes,
with
IS' all of their delicate ornamentations and centuries old
trimmings.
Tremendous idols reproduced
precisely as they are in the Land
of
the Rajahs, towering and aweinspiring.

Entire streets built exactly
as the travelers saw them,
flanked with weird buildings and
teeming with squalid peoples.
Such are the settings, and
woven around them all is a
compelling, thrilling story of
mystery and intrigue, swift in
action and colorful in treatment.

jungles
otheranddenizens
an absorbing
mysteryof inIndia's
of Indianandmagic
a taleelephants
mingledwithwithtigers,
areFights
and fascinating manner.
A notable cast interprets the story, over fifty thousand people taking
Here is something different in the line of spectacular melodrama.
part.

';tober 2, 1923

THIS is a Penrhyn Stanlaws production
with a particularly brilliant cast headed
by Bebe Daniels, a star in her own right;
James Kirkwood, featured in "The Man
From Home," "The Great Impersonation",
and other successes ; lovely Anna Q. Nilsson ;
and Adolphe Menjou who made such a hit
as the King in "The Three Musketeers."
The story was adapted to the screen by
J. E. Nash and Sonya Levien from the
novel by Cynthia Stockley, author of
"Poppy."
A powerful domestic drama bristling with
tense scenes and crashing climaxes is unfolded in the picture. The setting is the
colorful region of the famous Kimberley
diamond mines. The heroine — a fascinating young bride with a somewhat flirtatious disposition — allows her love for exquisite jewels to lure her into the clutches
of an unscrupulous diamond king. She is
rescued by her young husband in the nick
of time, after startling adventures.
Penrhyn Stanlaws, the artist-director who
has an unbroken line of box-office hits to his
credit, never offered film fans such satisfying, appealing, and gorgeously produced
entertainment as "Pink Gods."
JESSE

PRESENTS

L. LASKV
A

Penrhyn Stanlaws Production

Pink

Gods

with Bebe Daniels, James Kirkwood
Anna Q, Nilsson and Adolphe Menjou

Released October 9, 19
PRESENTS

JESSE L LASKY
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The

with

Old

Homestead

Theodore

T. Roy

Roberts

Barnes, George Fawcett,
Fritzi Ridgeway

Directed

by

James

Cruze

THOUSANDS and thousands of people want to see
Theodore Roberts as a star. At last Paramount
has been able to acquire a piece that fits this great
character actor like a glove. At last we have a truly
great special for the "Grand Old Man of the movies."
Uncle Josh is a part he was born for.

And at last — a production of America's greatest play that
is worthy of its immortal story! For fifty years "The Old
Homestead" has held a unique place in the hearts of the
people. Now it is put on the screen with all its greatness
magnified.
This play is known throughout the world as positively the
greatest heart-interest drama ever written. No one can
see it and withhold the tears.
And what the stage could never do — the screen can do.
Things that can only be described on the stage are shown
magnificently on the screen.
Scenes include the greatest cyclone ever staged, in which
actually a whole town is blown away, only the Old Homestead standing secure. Other great scenes show Reuben's
trip around the world — into China's secret dens and
through a hundred adventures.
Human, spectacular, perennially appealing, "The Old
Homestead" is a classic that will break records everywhere.
Adapted from Denman Thompson s play
by Perley Poore Sheehan and Frank
Woods. Scenario by Julian
Josephson. Supervision,
Walter Woods

Released October

rr

B urmn

Sand. s

HERE'S the answer to "The Sheik" — a picture as big
and sweeping as it's name!
"Burning Sands" will capitalize on the popularity of "The
Sheik" without in any way resembling it in story. It presents a new and dramatic viewpoint on love in the desert.
Produced on the same massive scale as "The Sheik,"
colorful and thrilling from start to finish, it will stand up
high in the box-office winners of the season.
George Melford is the man who made "The Sheik,"
"Moran of the Lady Letty," "The Woman Who Walked
Alone," "Behold My Wife!" and many other Paramount
specials.
Wanda

Hawley, a star in her own right, plays the leading

feminine role. Milton Sills, well remembered in "Behold
My Wife!", "At the End of the World," "Miss Lulu
Bett,"
etc., is leading man. And look at the other names
in the cast!
The story is from the successful novel by Arthur Weigall,
which has run through edition after edition, and gives
promise of being one of the fall season's best sellers.
The adaptation is by Olga Printzlau.
A best seller, the answer to "The Sheik," a massive
Melford production with Wanda Hawley, Milton Sills
and a great cast — here's a chance for a knockout!
PR.ESENTS

iESSE L LASkY-

piroduction
jeor^e

Melf ord's

'"Uumincf

Sands"

'"Wanda Hawley
Milton
Cast includes Jacqueline Logan, Robert Cain, Winter Sills
Hall and
Louise Dresser.

Released October 16, 1922

Released October 23, 1922

Mary aMiles
a wonderfulstarcombination
have
younow
HERE
Minter,
a Paramount
and Tom —Moore,
star
in his own right, in support of Miss Minter as leading
man, ican
anddramatists.
Clyde Fitch, the author, one of the greatest of AmerThe story is a new angle on the boundless west. The
mingling of society with the rugged elemental characters of the
plains and hills. It is filled with unusual situations, splendid
comedy, great love interest and a dramatic and climatic ending.
Miss Minter plays a role vastly different from any
characters. Tom Moore's attractive personality has
opportunity in this and he rises superior to all of his
formances including the support of Betty Compson

previous
splendid
past perin "Over

the Border. "
You have enough to capitalize on in this picture, to fill four
regular pictures.
This is one of the great special productions of the year.
JESSE L, LASkY
PRESENTS
^^The
and

Wanj
and

Cowb

oy,
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miles
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Released
October 30. 1922

A

Great

Two
A

Great

Great
A

Director
Stars

Love-Romance

Superlative

A Magnificent

Cast

Production

A

NOVEL
that has enjoyed world-wide popularity for more than
twenty- five years — that has been read and re-read in every home
in the country.
Essentially a story of adventure

«

Betty

Compson

of unparalleled

and

Bert

and love, it thrills from start to finish.

Lytell are the stars, and they make

box-office value.

Miss Compson

a team

4
♦
«

has already established

herself in "The Green Temptation," "At the End of the World" and
"TheParamount
Little Minister."
Mr.millions
Lytell, ofappearing
first time him
under
the
banner, has
admirers for
whotheremember
for
his work in "The Right of Way",
Valentine" and dozens more.
That

"A Trip to Paradise",

"Alias Jimmy

George Fitzmaurice is the producer, guarantees that the production will be spectacular, elaborate in sets and full of genuine heart-

interest. No one has forgotten his great productions,
son", "Three Live Ghosts" and "On With the Dance."
This is one of the genuinely
story and in producer.

"Peter

Ibbet-

big stories of the year — big in stars, in

The adaptation of the book by Mary Johnston was made
Bergere. Read the exploitation paragraph on page 51.

by Ouida

PRESENTS A
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Betty Compson
- ^ Bert
Lytell
supported by W. J. Ferguson and Theodore Koslofi:

story of 'The Man Whc
THE
Saw To-morrow" is so unusual and so extraordinary that it
is felt unwise

to give details here,

for fear of plagiarism.
However,

it will be the consensus

of exhibitor and popular
just

as

it is at

opinion of all who

opinion,

present
have

the

read

it,

that the screen has seen nothing
quite like it.
It is a story
human

rich above

all in

.interest, and in settings it

traverses

the globe; delving into

the depths

of life in the tropics,

reaching into society's splendors,
revealing, also, profound truths
about human nature.
From

all indications

most

talked- of story of the com-

ing year, and
production,

with

it will be the

an elaborate

a great cast, and

knockout title, it will break
office records.

Alfred E. Green, who

made

a

box-

'The

Bachelor Daddy," directed. The
story is an original by Perley
Poore Sheehan

and Frank

Condon.

Directed by
Alfred

Green
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Saw

Meighan

'Jb^morro\\>

ADOLPH

ZUKORu

Dnlhe

PaESENTS

High

Seas

Dorothy
Dalton
---'Jack Holt
Supported by Mitchell Lewis
HIS is a mighty epic of what the sea does to the souls
of men and women. And yet not a picture entirely
of the sea, for life ashore, in the home and in society
have gone into its make-up.
But essentially it is a drama of conflicting wills, produced by
Irvin Willat, the man who startled the \\orld of fans with
""Behind the Door"' and " Below the Surface. "
The
""punch" for
scenes,
the most
of
whichpicture
IS the abounds
dramaticin struggle
mastery
when notable
the three
castaways, a woman and two men, reach the deserted schooner
in mid-ocean.
Heading a cast of exceptionally popular players are Dorothy
Dalton and Jack Holt. In the cast is also Mitchell Lewis.
Dorothy Dalton has achieved new popularity in '"Fool's Paradise "and ""Moran of the Lady Letty" and ""The Woman Who
Walked Alone. " Jack Holt's recent successes, "North of the
Rio Grande" and "The Man Unconquerable" are notable.
Mitchell Lewis last appeared with Paramount in "At the End
of the World."
This
Sheldon's offirstAmerican
original screen
story, some
Mr. Sheldon
is oneis Edward
of the greatest
dramatists,
of his
successful plays being "Salvation Nell," "The Nigger," ""Romance," "The Garden of Paradise " and "The Song of Songs."
An Irvin Willat Production

Released November 13, 1922

THAN "THE SHEIK"
BIGGER
's
that
what
we claim for this
one.

And what a title for Valentino — "The
Young Rajah"!
You've seen him as the hot-blooded
Arabian, as the dashing American,
and as the gallant toreador. Now
he's even
fascinating
young
Eastmore
Indian,
brought asup the
in
America in ignorance of his real
parentage.
A powerful story of two continents,
strong in contrast.
The novel, "Amos Judd," by the
former editor of Life, from which it- is
adapted, was a sensation when it was
published a few years ago.
There has never been a picture quite
like "The Young Rajah," in plot, in
theme or in situation. Valentino's
popularity will be increased a hundred-fold init.

(9

JESSE L- LASl^Y-

PnESENTS
Q_

by

Rodolph

Valentino
IN
Adapted by

John Ames Mitchell

June Mathis

THIS is the play in which Miss Brady made her
return to the speaking stage, and scored the greatest
triumph of her career.
It is the study of a young Syrian girl, ignorant, but
anxious to learn. How she rises from her low estate,
and, inspired by a great love, becomes a cultured and
successful woman, makes one of the greatest dramas of
a woman's soul ever written.
On the screen it is even better than it was on the stage,
and in it Alice Brady demonstrates as never before her
power of characterization and her remarkable grasp of
emotions.
Full of stirring contrasts in character and setting, with
striking underworld scenes and poignant heart interest,
"Anna Ascends " marks
achievement.

Miss Brady's supreme

The play was written by Harry
directed by Joseph Henabery.
ADOLPH

ZUKOR,

Alice

yinna

^•
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Chapman

screen

Ford
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A star director, an all-star cast, a great popular author — a perfect production in the very
best American comedy! There's a combination

PRESENTS

William

deMille
PRODUCTION

with Wallace Reid, Agnes
Ayres
"
ce
aren
Cl
and May McAvoy

comedy
is the funniest
NCE"question,
CLARE
without
ever written
for
the American stage. When it was
produced in New York two years ago, ail
the critics were unanimous in so proclaiming it.
It's a picture which shows the inside of a
typical American family so truthfully that
everyone feels he sees his own home on the
screen.
The character of Clarence, the worldfamed young scientist who works as hired
man, is ideally suited to Wallie Reid, and
Agnes Ayres and May McAvoy
as the two leading women.

are* ideal

The play was written by Booth Tarkington,
author of "The Man From Home," "The
Gentleman From Indiana," "Penrod,"
"Seventeen" and other stories. It was
adapted by Clara Beranger.
This is the biggest box-office picture yet
produced by William de Mille.
Read the great exploitation stunt on this
picture.

a

Released November 27, 1922

ERE is another of those gorgeous Jovedramas that have made Gloria Swanson a
box-office gold mine everywhere.
Sam Wood, director of "The Great Moment,"
"Beyond the Rocks," and "Her Gilded Cage,"
will produce this picture on a far more sumptuous
scale than any of his previous efforts.

Miss Swanson's role is that of an innocent girl
who is caught in the gay swirl of Parisian night
life, has her reputation tarnished, and is finally
rescued by a great love.
That finished actor, Conrad Nagel, is leading man.
The magnificent settings include the Montmartre
demi-monde, the "carnival of flowers" at Monte
Carlo, and the beautiful Riviera.
Miss Swanson actually went to Paris for new
gowns just prior to beginning this picture. Never
have Glorious Gloria's regal beauty and emotional
fire been given greater scope. Never has she
worn such lavish Paris gowns.
P. S. Keep your box-office eye peeled for those
dazzling bathing suits!

The story by David Lisle was
adapted by Percy Heath.

JESSE L-LASI^Y

Gloria

PRESENTS

Swanson
IN

The

Mpossibk
qA

Sam

Wood

ITlrsMlew
Production

Released December 4, 1922

THE
greatest South Sea story ever written
and Robert Louis Stevenson's last work.
Here is a property that is one of the most valuable in all fiction, and ideally suited for motion
pictures.
George Melford will put into it all the splendor
that characterized his "Sheik". The cast is a
complete roster of great names headed by Lila
Lee; James Kirkwood, whose work in George
Fitzmaurice's "The Man from Home" has established him as a greater favorite than ever;
George Fawcett and Raymond Hatton.
The story deals with three
master mariner and a shady
land on a mysterious island
white man and his daughter.
conspiracy of villainy but the

men, a drifter, a
London clerk who
where they find a
The three form a
hero is finally won

over from "the ebb tide in man's affairs" by his
real love for the beautiful girl.
It is a story of splendid emotional dramatic
and romantic value and a real special in every
way.
Adaptation
JESSE L- LASkY

by LORNA

MOON
PRESENTS A

p^"*^"^^^"^
Melford
Oeoi^e
Robert Louis Stevenson's

with

Tide"
*6bb
Lila Lee, James Kirkwood,
Raymond Hatton, George Fawcett
/

f^j^^^^HE greatest stage success of a great actress, when brought
kf^^^M to the screen, is bound to be magnificent.
And that is
is.
picture
this
what
^^^^P
Ferguson
of "Outcast,"
on thethan
legitimate
stage,in
her greatestElsie
success.
Thismade
success
has been more
duplicated
the picturized version, which in sheer dramatic intensity, action and
settings is a veritable triumph, even greater than "Footlights."
Hubert
"Outcast"
yearstranslated
ago, andinto
so
great a Henry
success Davies
was it wrote
acclaimed
that itseveral
was soon
many languages and has been played in a great number of countries.
The story is of a man who goes down into the depths and is reclaimed
by a woman whom he seeks to cast off when he becomes rehabilitated,
only to find a real love which brings understanding with it.
It will be produced by John S. Robertson, who made "Footlights"
and "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
Josephine Lovett wrote the scenario. Her work has retained all
the power of the play and has added features to it which have made
an even greater production of it.
In every sense "Outcast" is a one hundred percent box-office attraction.
ADOLPH

ZUKOR-

Elsie

// PRESENTS

Ferguson
o

Outcast
A

John

Robertson

Production

Released
December 18, 1922

PENRHYN

STANLAWS,

who has won distinction as a producer equal

to his distinction as an artist, with such pictures as "At the End of
the World," and "The Law and the Woman," never has had such an excellent story to work with as "Singed Wings."
It is the tale of a Spanish dancer on San Francisco's waterfront, and it is
obvious that this is a part eminently suited to Bebe Daniels. The star
excels in her characterization of the girl who fights off men until a great
love comes, and then risks all for his welfare.
Rich, picturesque, colorful, in atmosphere

and .settings, tempestuous

romantic in story, and profound in heart appeal, "Singed Wings"
greatest picture in which Bebe Daniels has ever appeared.

and

is the

A notable cast from the great Paramount stock company is in support,
headed by Theodore Kosloff, who has a role similar to the one he played in
"The Green Temptation". In this role he will be seen in some of the
dances that have made him famous the world over.
Katherine Newlin Burt wrote the story, which appeared in the Cosmopolitan
magazine.
ADOLPH 2UkOR.
Penrhyn

PR.ESENTSA

Stanlaws productioi]^

Singed
JSehe

WITH WinOs
Daniels

ADOLPH

PRESENTS

Thomas

Meiohan
IN

ADE'S

GEORGE
Back

Home
directed

and

Broke

by oAlfred Qreen

is one that has everything
HERE
desirable to achieve big success —
Star, Author, Story and Director.
Thomas Meighan — the Good Luck Star
— has only successes to his credit. His
recent efforts in'The Bachelor Daddy,"
"Our Leading Citizen" are well remembered.
George Ade is America's foremost
humorist, and the man who wrote
"Our Leading Citizen." His wit is
irresistible and the themes of his stories
are genuinely laughable.
The story is of a youth who went away
to make his fortune and was so modest
when he had made it that he preferred
to come back and be regarded as a failure until he should be fittingly able to
show otherwise.
Alfred Green, the director, is one of the
newest of the Paramount directors and
has already produced such successes as
"The Bachelor Daddy" and "Our
Leading Citizen." He also produced
Mary Pickford's great picture "Little
Lord Fauntleroy" and is the director
of "The Ghost Breaker."
Moving with a snap and a sparkle, the
picture should prove one of the most
wholesome and genuinely entertaining
of the season.
With Meighan, Ade and Green
have a sure-fire combination.

Released December 25, 1922

you

Released December 25, 1*^--

since Cecil B. DeMille's "Forbidden
NOT
Fruit" has Agnes Ayres appeared in a
picture so eminently suited to her beauty and
talents.
As the pampered product of a millionaire
home, who, after many strenuous experiences,
discovers that other values than wealth exist
in life, she is superb.
As the title implies, the star wears some
gorgeous gowns ; her wardrobe for this picture
is probably the largest ever used in one production. Beautiful and luxurious sets form
splendid backgrounds for this great drama of
a woman's

soul.

Paul Powell will direct. He will be remembered assuccesses
director ofand
somemany
of Mary
Pickford's
greatest
successful
big
Paramount pictures.
AOOLPH

Agnes
J?

PR,ESENTS

ZUKOPu

Doubter

Ayres

qfLuxunj

By Beulah Marie Dix
Directed by Paul Powell

PR-ESEATTS A

Released January 1, 1923

George

Fitzmaurice
PRODUCTION

BY WILLAKD
Kick.
WITH

Betty

Bert

MACIC'
In

AMD mpson
Co

Lytell--

JOYOUS

rip roaring Wallace Reid comedy-drama.

A picture built for laughs and thrills, with a
perfect cast.
The star more than duplicates his famous successes of
"The World's Champion," "The Dictator," "Across the
Continent"
and merriment
other laughter
makers. situations.
The story is
one of sustained
and hilarious
James Cruze, who made "One
Matrimony a Failure," is the
productions he has made with
the past are re-echoed in this

Glorious Day" and "Is
director, and the great
Wallace Reid as star in
one.

The tale is a farcical one, of a chap whose intentions
are always misunderstood and who upon one occasion
goes to jail for thirty days in order to escape the consequences ofone of his acts.
The picture has ginger, sparkle and pep and moves
with a swiftness that piles laugh upon laugh, interspersed with moments of thrill and wonderment.
The authors are A. E. Thomas

and Clayton Hamilton,

the former of whom collaborated in the writing of "The
World's Champion," which starred Wallace Reid with
great success.

Directed

by

James

JESSE L, LASKy

A^^Uace
IN

Cruze
PRESENTS

Reid

Released January 8. 1923
"Thi

r

Released January 15, 1923

JVhat a title for "Valentino —
''cA Spanish Cavalier!"

unique role for the popular new
ANOTHER
Paramount star — this time as a swashbuckfighting
ling adventurer,
, romantic
tale.a lady's honor in a
love for
glamorous
As everyone knows, it is in romantic, dashing roles
that Valentino has won his success. No one is
better suited than he to this great role.
"A Spanish Cavalier" has been adapted from the
stage classic, "Don Caesar de Bazan," which has
been perennially successful. It is full of action,
melodrama, and romance, and gives the star
greater opportunities than he has ever had.
The story was written by Adolphe D'Enery,
author of "Orphans of the Storm," the mighty
Griffith spectacle, in collaboration with P. S. T.
Dumenier. It has served as a vehicle for some of
the greatest actors in history, including Booth,
Barrett, and Mansfield.
It will be produced on a lavish, spectacular scale,
and the cast will be made up of members of the
great Paramount company who have strong boxoffice appeal.
JESSE L. LASKY— PRESENTS

''The

Spanish
Cavalier
Scenario by June Mathis

LEASED January 22, 1923

Jack l-^iplitrjs ne\'er moitl
cast' than when h|
tefe a l^aft' which calls fc
him to fight upward to vic|
tory from the position of
the under dog.

'|

t is the stcry of a riian wlj!
nakes a fortune, then goes ^
^lew. .Ygrk'i.and Joses, everythi,n;
that would identify himv 'He^
cannot establish the fact that hi
himself
\pas money
is forcedi^o work
out and
of the
situa||||jj|j|j||jjjjjj
Peter B. Kync has endeared
himself to Paramount audiertces
with "The Valley of the Giants",
"Gappy Ricks", and "Whilg
Satan Sleeps. '
Joseph Menabery

has

m.ade |

successful " ptodUetidhs'''!
many Wallace
with
Reid,| Douglas I:||
Fairbanks, and other stars.
1,1Here you have a ,iii)ictUFe ■.'U'ith^':i|jj||
everything to commend

it!

''

ADOLPH

ZUKOR

Alice

PRESENTS

Brady

'missing
T

HE

mmions"

public loves a good crook story — and

here's the Big Ace of them all.

Jack Boyle wrote it. He's the author of "The
Poppy Girl's Husband," in which Bill Hart
scored one of his greatest successes, and
"The Face in the Fog."
"Missing Millions" ran in Red Book Magazine,
which has a circulation of 750,000 readers.
The story centers around the two most beloved underworld characters in fiction — "Boston Blackie" and his pretty, peppy pal,
"Mary." This pair has appeared in every
big magazine in America and between the
covers of a score of popular books. Everybody knows them.
In this picture, "Boston Blackie" and "Mary,"
to revenge themselves upon the
man who wronged "Mary's"
father,detectives
defy deathin and
, best
orderAmerica's
to steal
$2,000,000 in gold nuggets from
a steamer bound from Alaska.
Then, because an innocent person is accused of the deed, they
return the money.
The picture is literally crammed

Released January 22, 1923

with excitement and rapid-fire thrills. Alice
Brady is right in her element. Beautiful,
daring, and vivacious, she will be a dazzling
.•• revelation to picture audiences.

Released January 29. 1923

A

COMBINATION
author that means

of producer, star and
a sure-fire success.

William de Mille is in his element in this story
of a young girl whose head is turned in the
struggle for fame, but who finds love and happiness in the end.
Bebe Daniels in the leading role, wears striking
and daring costumes, and appears in the most
varied characterization of her entire career.
All her past successes, including even "Anatol",
"Why Change Your Wife?" and "Male and
Female", are eclipsed by "Notoriety".
Clara Beranger, who wrote the story especially
for Mr. de Mille and Miss Daniels, under the
producer's personal supervision, will be remembered as the author of Mae Murray's biggest
success, "The Gilded Lily", and of Gloria
Swanson's "Her Husband's Trademark". She
also adapted "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"
many other Paramount Pictures.

and

A cast selected from the great artists which you
can see on pages 6 and 7 of this book assures
you great box-office dra\\'incr power.
ADOLPH

2UK0R

William

deMille

PRESENTS

t^toductioa

^'Tlotorietij''
with Bebe Daniels
by Clara Beranger

A

More

This

Valuable

trademark

Than

cost Fifteen

Million

Dollars —
But it's worth more than that to you!
Since it was first devised, fifteen million
dollars have been spent to make it known
to every man, woman and child in the
world —
To

make

it known

as the symbol

of the

best pictures that can be made —
To make it known as a guarantee
fect entertainment.

of per-

the

Kohinoor

So when

you show

Diamond

Paramount

Pictures

you are tying up with an advertising campaign that has reached every part of the
world continually, for ten years.
When the people of your town see that
trademark in your ads, in your lobby, they
know they will see a picture with a great
story, the finest directorial skill, perfect
photography,
cellence.

and

a cast of supreme

ex-

If you think advertising is worth a nickel,
you know this trademark is worth a for
tune !
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onSarth!

hi/C^il

LaommlG

will

WilHam
Theheyo

LaQmmlQ

soon

piQseni

Desmond
of a million

boi:j$!

— in a chapter-play of daring adventure and stupendous thrills
in the land of ice and snow — Alaska! The first chapter-play
of Alaska ever made — a sure bet for the hot summer days.

A cool

clQan-up

for s^ummGFdaiis'.

CADL
LAEMMLE

FIRSTACAIM!

will soon
prQS'Qnt
ART
ACORD

pointsLAEMMLE
the way to bigger
^ARL
again
and better profits. Here is a
sure fire knockout chapterplay based on the most popular thing on earth — RADIO!
Get ready — and get busy!

in
— the greatest chapter-play ever produced —
action, thrills, adventure, made into a continued feature that will make history at box
offices.
In thg daq^

Directed

LaQminlQ

of

i)z/Edw. LaemmlG

PRODUCED

BY
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LEWIS J. SELZNICK'S
WONDER
PRODUCTION
"REPORTED
MISSING'
STARRING
Owen

Moore

Directed by Henry Lehrman
Distributed by Select
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Number 26

write:

on 'The Broken Silence'!
You have a smashstory of the snow country— intensely thrilling

—awe-inspiring— magnificent."

IS

ARROW
The

fi'reabesb

TO

PROUD

Cui-wcod

pictui-e oF the yeai*!

^Broken

^James

OFFER-

Silence

Oliver

Cm-wood

STARRINGZENA

KEEFE

iBARNEY SHERRY
ROBERT ELLIOTT
GYPSY

O'BRIEN

Direcbed. byDELL MENDERSON
Produced byINC. PiaURK
PINE TREE

Screen Version byTHOS. F.FALLON
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Sherlock

Holmes

TRADE

REVIEW

VII

in M^otion

Pictures

The Industry's leaders say the screen needs new blood!
The public is eager for moderate-priced entertainment,
but — to re-kindle public confidence, the type of pictures
needs changing.

your box-office. Conan
TION CHARACTERS is
tective of English Fiction,
most enjoyed of all fiction

"The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" are a new series
of short-reel features, to be released shortly by Educational,
that meet every requirement for "better pictures."
For tense dramatic interest, suspense, vigor of story,
continuity and excellence of photography they have never
been excelled, and have seldom been equalled.

"The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes" mark a new step
in the progress of the motion picture art, and it is perfectly
natural that Educational should sponsor these features —
in Short Subjects.

SHERLOCK

HOLMES
THE

is a name

to conjure with at

SATURDAY

Doyle's GREATEST OF FICnot only pre-eminent as the Debut is also the best known and
personages.

To help you sell these two-reel features, Educational is
preparing many unique exploitation stunts, as one of
which we will tell TWELVE MILLIONS OF PEOPLE
all about them through advertisements in
EVENING

POST

*2^fe ; Watch Subsequent Advertisements Telling You Hoisd To
Merchandise These Pictures Through Your 'Sox-Office,

Contract
the

Contract

for

Entire

the

Series Nois}!

for

Entire

Series No'w!

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM '
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
EDUCATIONAL

FILM
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Inc.
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San Francisco .
Cincinnati
Los Angeles
Seattle .
Milwaukee
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago

The Strand Theatre
The Lyric Theatre
The Alhambra Theatre
The Blue Mouse Theatre
The Strand Theatre
. The Ziegfeld Theatre
Lubliner & Trinz
Ascher Brothers
The Capitol
. Keith U. B. O. Circuit
. Finkelstein & Rubin
Modern & Beacon Theatres
The Strand Theatre
. The Temple Theatre
Mastbaum's Stanton Theatre
The Rialto Theatre
The Majestic Theatre
Clinton Square Theatre
Criterion Theatre

New York
New York
Minneapolis
Boston . — St. Paul
Akron ,
Toledo .
Philadelphia
Rochester
Dallas .
Albany .
Evansville

Lynch
Enterprises
The
Rialto
Theatre
The Strand Theatre
Cameraphone Theatre
Entire Gordon Circuit
Strand Theatre
La Salle Theatre
Palace Theatre
Sun Theatre
Strand Theatre
Strand Theatre

Georgia-Carolinas
Louisville
Cedar Rapids
Pittsburgh, East End
New England .
Springfield, Illinois
South Bend
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Omaha, Nebraska
Yonkers, New York
Scranton, Pa.
Wilkesbarre. Pa.
Richmond, Va.
Passaic, N. J.
Jersey City, N. J.
Hoboken, N. J.
Paterson, N. J. .
Newark, N. J. .
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James

Oliver

Drama of the Hudson Bay Country
CURWOOD'S

JAN
OF

BIG
Directed

THE

SNOWS
by Charles

All the force of Curwood

M. Seay

is dramatically

revealed in this "snow picture" of the
lonely wastes; a band of strong men
protecting a beautiful girl from the tempter
from the city. Blizzard-swept settlements;
troopers and traders; a woman hovering
on the brink of eternity; a husband lost
among snows, with a single grave amid
the frozen plains.
The well-beloved Curwood stuff; told
with power and filled with woesome
passion. Ably directed and with a cast
that includes Louise Prussing, Warner
Richmond, and Richard NeiU.

American
RELEASING CORPORATION
In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

IK

THEY

PAY

One

of the famous

family

of stars.

title is a vow.

A schoolgirl plays a man's
with men — and wins!
But when

MM'

love is the price of vic-

tory, shall vengeance
triumph?

A

feature

daughter
I -J
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Phwal Distributors
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to show.
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PRAISE FOR
SPECTACULAR
PICTURE
A SPECTACULAR
Albany, N. Y.— 'J. P. McGowan in
'The Ruse of the Rattler' is one
of the best Western pictures
in
screened
Times
Union.

this city." — The

"McGowan makes
Columbus, O. — loolc
to his laurels as
Wm. S. Hart
gun and earns
a
with
a fast man
a fightin
us fDispat
ch. g name." —
Columb
for himsel
Wash. — "Lillian Rich is attractive enough to make the heart
of any gunman turn over. J. P.
McGowan is a hero who gets
down to the business of
manufacturing thrills

Spokane,

satisfactorily." — The
view.
Spokesman ReNATION-WIDE!
IT'S A CLEAN UP !

J.
„.

The

PRCseMreo and distkibuteo avJean
Rich,
Lillian PICTURES
PLAYGOERS
fOttCIGN KBPfteSeNTATIve SIDNCy 6ARR£rT

M'^

P.

Ruse
Perry,

Of

Gordon

GomN
THe

Rattle

M'Gre^or, Andren^

-^
PRODUCTIOlsT
mcfronjndOOa
Physical Distributors
Pat Hi Exchange
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REVIEW

Number 26

Cut this date out. Paste it in your hat — Write it on your cuflf —
tie a string around your finger — tell your wife to remind you of it.
It was the release date of "THE SHEIK OF ARABY," starring
H. B. WeuTier. It's the biggest Sheik picture on the market, backed
by posters that scream like mad — with ready prepared ads, —
publicity and exhibitor's material that sldns anything you've ever
seen.
Now!
Today! is the day to write for or wire in your
request for playing date on

A Magnificent

IScvivdl of "THE

MAN

WHO

TURNED

WHITE

On every lip— on every phonograph — on every screen. Colossal
specially prepared advertising campaign in a national tie-up with
Waterson-Berlin & Snyder — with the Victor Talking Machine
Co. — with ideas, helps and stunts enough for a dozen pictures.
Exploitation

Galore

Positively the most remarkable series of exploitation stunts you
ever heard of — New ! Unique ! Sensational ! Easy to put over !
Our Huge Special Press Sheet tells it all! Get a copy of that
Press Sheet today!
SEE what's prepared for you!
You've never
seen its equal! Ask your Local R-C Exchange Manager about
the sensational plans — how you can hook on and ride this winner
to big dough! TOMORROW
MAY BE ONE DAY TOO
LATE!
TODAY IS THE DAY THAT INSURES YOUR BOOKING! ACT!!!

m~

Write

or Wire

Your

Nearest

R-C

Exchange

for Playing

Date"^

EXHIBITORS

May 27, 1922
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Oh !

What

a lig

"DumlleJJf"

G

ymnasium
IS Mact
maker.

j

im

Sennett latest 2-reel fun
And wLat a wLirlwind

of lauglis It contains. YouVe
seldom seen sucli a lot of new
gags.
now

TLe

S ennett comedies

are

temg featured on all programs, and tliey are wortL it. If

you liaven t played tkem
tliem now.

MACK

all took

SENNETT

presents
"On
"By

"The

Patrol"

Duck

"Be

Heck"
witt

Billy Bevan

Hunter

Reasonable

and Mildred

June

Directed by Roy Del RutK
Di stributed

ty Associated

First National

Released
Available

on

Pictures, Inc.

tke

to

Open

All

Market

Exkibitors!
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Laughter!

New Constance Talmadge Comedy makes
a big hit at the Neiv York Strand and
crowds theatre to the doors.
the critics say :
HER

BEST

Here's what

PICTURE

"It helps you forget there is sorrow in the world.
Most amusing. Miss Talmadge's sparkling personality makes the role distinctive. The star has never
done
in her screen career." — New
York anything
Evening better
Telegram.
HIGHLY

ENTERTAINING

"Highly entertaining and humorous. Thrilling"
and virile." — Nczv York Evening Journal.
BEST

OF THEM

ALL

"Constance Talmadge again demonstrates her
ability to carry off light comedy better than any
one else who can be named.
Admirably photographed and deftly put together." — Neiv York Sun.
GOOD AMUSEMENT
"It is always a pleasure to watch this splendid
screen comedienne and she has few worthy rivals.
All her films have the same bright, pleasingly cheerful atmosphere and she always laughs tragedy out
of court. 'The Primitive Lover' is an excellent example of this. Merry comedy and good amusement."— Nciv York Evening Mail.
QUITE DELIGHTFUL
"It is quite delightful and makes the audience
glad." — Neiv York Herald.
Joseph M. Schenck presents

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE

in her latest fun maker

"The

Primitive

Lover"

Adapted by Frances Marion from "The Divorcee'' by Edgar
Selwyn. Directed by Sidney A. Franklin, director of
"Smilin' Through."
A

FIRST

NATION

A

L

ATTRACTION

SOME

COMING

FEATURES

Mailing

for

Lists

How

the

Theatres

Exploitation

The

Contests

How

they

are

handled

to|bnng

in

crowds.

U.

S.

to

Laws

concerning

Conduct

Various

them;

Contests.

m
Electric

Signs

What
Your

And

Many

Help

You

TV at ch for them

Are

Best

Suited

Theatre.

Other
Build

Kind

Feature

Business

in The

Articles

This

Distinctive

to

Summer

Trade

Journal

to

EXHIBITORS
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When
Comes

Wouldn't

REVIEW

Christmas
in

June!

you be as tickled as a kid with a new

if someone brought you a show that would
and fatten that old bank roll? You bet!

Well

hang

up

Volnnw IL

your stockin' for Santa

pair of skates
stand 'em up,

Claus

is going

to

travel ahead of time. He's got a picture that's got a great
big wallop — full of fast action and dramatic force — and
best of all that subtle human quality called heart interest
that'll make

'em all love it. It's "Our

Dick"

at his best.

There'll be tears in your patrons' eyes and joy in their hearts
— and money in yoiir pocket, when you play

Richard

Barthelmess

."SONNY"
Presented by INSPIRATION PICTURES, INC. Taken from the play by
George V. Hobart ; directed by Henry King ; screen adaptation by Frances
Marion and Henry King. A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION.

We've

Seen

It!

Wait

'til You

Do!

Number 26

5
«

Electrify

your

Book, play and
Pathe Playlets!

box

office!

exploit the three-reel

Big stars, big directors, big authors, big
stage successes, compact climaxes, punchful drama, sheer action.
Book

the fifteen to save money!

Book

them

to make money!

Book them as the best buy in mo*:ion
pictures today!

Rathe

Playlet

IFTEEN
RE- EDITED

FEATURES
TO

THREE

REEij

CAN
TO

YOU
WAIT

SUMMER
DELAYS
WORKING

IS

AFFORD

O

LONGER

COMING—

MIGHT
TIME

Maf's

OCCUR—
IS

[

certain

that's

possible

NECESSARY—

a6so/ufe/y

Consult our Engineers — or yours — TODAY.
Find out what is going to
be needed to turn what would otherwise be SUMMER
LOSSES— into CERTAIN PROFITS.
The

incomparable TYPHOON
MULTIBLADE
FAN— used so successfully inthe nationally preferred TYPHOON
COOLING
AND

VENTILATING

SYSTEM

is available

to you.

If you know the size and number required to COOL
—GET OUR PRICES.

YOUR

THEATRE

WRITE FOR CATALOG
714
Mellia TIOVAS
Sli-eot •A.
DAI-I.AS.
KOI !V. latli St reel
PHlLADEI-l'HIA, r
04 W. Rainlolpli Street
CHICAGO, ILL215 Fayetteville Street
RALEIGH, Ji. C.

SOO S. Olive Street
LOS A\(;i^l.i:s, ( Ali.
TYPHOON
FAN
COMPANY
ERNST GLANTZBERG. President

1044 Caiiip Street
\EVV ORLEANS. LA.

345 WEST 39th STREET, NEW YORK. N. Y.
70n Ellicott Sqnare
BIFFALO, N. Y.

Another
Ce

"Hutch"
Worlo-Beater
NXO
RPROOF
Pafheserial
=tgr

THE
teoBUC

Theatre

A GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE ACCOMMODATING
OVER 3,500 ONE OF THE LARGEST AND FINEST
MOTION PICTURE THEATRES IN NEW YORK CITY^
SINCE

GRAND

REPUBLIC

ITS

HAS

USED

E.

LAMP

OPENING
POWER'S

OCT.

OPENING

G.
WITH

273S1921

BROOKLmKY.

GRAND •"•KEAPSTfittTS

IN

POWER'S

CONTINUOUS,

PRACTICAL

SUCCESSFUL

POWER'S
POWER'S
REPUBLIC

PROJECTORS

AND

OPERATION

WITH
PROJECTORS

G. E. HIGH
INTENSITY
ARC
LAMP
THEATRE,
BROOKLYN,
NEW
YORK
CITY
NICHOLAS POWER
INCORPORATED COMPANY
EDWARD
EARU, President
N iNETY Gold St, New York, N .Y.

Smile

ACE

Guaranteed

More

laughs per foot —

More

laughs per person —

More

long

—
laughs any
than
comedy

and

other

lingering

single reel

on the market.

Test the laughs!
Clock

the laughs!

These

laughs, LAST!

One reel every week.

buy

you

When

Reels

maximum

produced

service,

They

are

heavv

to

possible

are

under

strong

severest

which

they

meet

of

Exchange
The

and

use

and

Reels

others— but —
and

give

exacting

Producer,

DistribDealer,

assures

maximum

speed in rewinding,

tion of film

GLOBE

service

Exhibitor.

of them

durability,

and

are used.

the

utor, Laboratory, Supply

the

average.

the

Reels

requirements

for

the

sufficiently
meet

GLOBE

uot

Reels

GLOBE

specify

GLOBE

Film

safety in operation.

cost you
they

better

protec-

no

do

more

wear

than

longer

service.

The
Globe
Machine
& Stamping
Cleveland

Co.
Ohio

Ohe

Master

and
to

J^oetrif
the

of Miction
brought

JHasses

—

Rudyard

Famous
Poem
's
Kipling

The

OF

Ballad

Fisher's

Boarding
Dramatized

in

House
One

Reel

A first run Classic with a big story in little
length. Really remarkable in its cast of "types"
that are absolutely true to life. Punch, thrill
and atmosphere in plenty.

' ' ' 'Twas Fultah Fisher's boardmg house ^
Where sailor men reside,
And there were men of all the ports, \
Frojn Mississipp to Clyde.
And regally they spat and smoked.,
And fearsome ly they lied^"

Pafhepicture

Increase

Your

Box

Receipts

Office

With

Fresh,

Pure,

Out-Door

Bring in the clean atmosphere.
impure air.

Banish

Air
the stagnant

Make your theater cool in summer— a place that
invites patronage because of its clean, fresh atmosphere.

You can easily expel stale, impure air with its odors—
and bring in the clean out-of-door atmosphere with
"Sirocco" Ventura Fans.
are especially adaptable for the ventilation of theaters, and are giving satisfactory, dependable service
with low operating cost.

They

Our engineers will gladly cooperate with you in the
installation of "Sirocco" Ventura Fans in your theater.
DETROI
COMPANY,
BLOWER
(82)T
AMERICAN
CITIES
IPAL
PRINC
ALL
IN
OFFICES
BRANCH
CANADIAN SIROCCO COMPANY, LIMITED, WINDSOR, ONTARIO

BLoWeRS
TOIL

• ENGI
• A 11^ WASHEI^S
FANS
• VENTILATING
'
»
,
, VENTILATING
PRAET
, MECHANICAL
CONDITIONING

• EXHAUSTEI^S
HEATING

In

Celebration

Anniversary

of

of

the

third

the

Pafhe

^

Camera

Caricature

Sonieihin(j EnHrely New^
Re

The

U^rld's

viev

Most

Famous

There

Screen

will be, beginning with April 2ci

Special
of

Magazine

the

Numbers
Highest

New
New

Class

Clever Conceptions

Subjects
Titles

Superb Photographic
Effects

Fascinating Novelties
Each Number

Not

too much

Really Different

of anything,

but a Uttle of everything—
it makes the world your neighbor
A WEEKLY

ONE

Pathepicture
i^nolher Camera Caricature
Screamingly Funny

REEL

RELEASE

EASTMAN

POSITIVE

rJlT

3#

FILM

^^^iF^f*^

\

—

words

the

Bears

hlack

in

margin,

as

exactly

as

film

that

in

means

of

these

strip

you

they

were
not

identify,

EASTMAN

A

M

N

"

"kodak''

transparent

the

positive
in

film

identification,
section

the

of

above.

same
have
so

words

that

in

white

incontrovertible

printed

stenciled

and

T

s

them

see

you

see

mislead,
to

letters

reproduced

If you
black

a

" E A

the

by

by
the

stock

KODAK
ROCHESTER,

the

on

proof

finisher

is not

Y.

to

manufacturer
Eastman.

COMPANY
N.

a

true

feature-

injust

one

reel

Rudyard

IMMORTAL

CLASSIC

Kipling's

The

OF

Ballad

Fishers

Boarding

House

Everyone, everywhere, knows

Kipling.

Here's a powerful picture, based upon
one of his most celebrated poems, with a
story strong enough for a five reel feature.
It's straight drama, introducing a cast of
some of the most marvellous "types"
imaginable; very well done and way out
of the ordinary; full of atmosphere of a
new kind.
Have it screened for you at the nearest
Pathe exchange.

Pafhepicture

When

You

Organ

Invest

You

the

Best

Get

in

a

Music

a

Smith

Unit

Franchise

in

for

Town

THE
Smith Institution.
Unit Organ is More
a Musical

Than

an Organ — it's

an
workoutof the
a with
does
estrthe
IT orch
expense and care which an
orchestra entails.

st
theicawide
es mus
pro
IT ran
l efgevidof
from
edy
and
com
fects,
"trick" playing to the finest symphonies, solos or
concerts.

ord Device exclusively
Reproducing RecE
TH
a feature of the Smith
Unit Organ, makes it possible to reproduce the accurately recorded playing
of the foremost organists
WITHOUT AN ORGAN1ST.

Console of a Three Manual Smith Unit Organ
THE new and enlarged factory of the Smith Unit Organ Company,
where every instrument is built under the personal supervision of
Frederick W. Smith, one of the world's foremost organ builders, is working on a production basis which insures early deliveries and closest
attention.

THE Smith Unit Organ is made in various
sizes and types to suit large and small
theatres.

Smm
413-419

WEST

ERIE

ORGAN
UNIT
Factory and General Offices:

CO.

STREET
Sales and Demonstration Room: 339 So. Wabash St., Chicago

CHICAGO,

ILL.

A

certain

Short

subject

sure

programs

way

to

make

built around

Pathe

money

the three

—

reel

Playlets

'ACH
made

PATHE
good.

PLAYLET

Each

is distinguished

is a picture

for star, story,

that

has

direction

and

production.
Among

them

dramatic
Marie
"At
and

are

Irene

Castles;

Osbornes;

Bay"

and

"Via

sweet

stage

made

Keenans;

melo?

charming

Baby

successes

such

In the original

fortunes

reels they are doing

If you don't know how
a Pathe Short Subject

attractive and
Program can

as
five

for exhibitors.
it again.

remunerative
be, try some

like the following;

PATHE

PLAYLET,

3 reels

Pathe

serial or Santschi

Pathe

News,

Hal

and

Wireless."

they

to three

combination

Frank

smashing

six reel form

Re-edited

splendid

Roach

We

can

give

Ask

the nearest

Drama,

2 reels

1 reel

Comedy,

you

Western

1 reel

a number

Pathe

of such

exchange;

book

combinations.
and

be happy!

GLOBE

are

the

Reels

Film

GLOBE

buy

to

ones

Reels

maximum

are

produced

service,

not

the

for

the

average.

They are sufficiently strong and heavy
to meet the demands
of the severest
service.

They

are

prodviced

to

meet

the

ex-

acting requirements of Producer, Distributor, Laboratory, Supply Dealer,
Exchange
The

and

use

of

Exhibitor.

them

durability, speed
tection offilm and
GLOBE
better

Reels

doing

The

Globe

no

maximum

in rewinding, prosafety in operation.

do wear

service.

them,

assures

Send

longer

and

for quotations

obligation

is

involved

so.

Machine
Cleveland,

&
Ohio

give

Stamping

Co.

on
in

As

necessary

program

as

to

sal^s

the
to

well
meat

balanced
-

1;

tion of the Third Anni-,
celebraof
INversary
Pathe Review special
features of the highest interest have
been added.
For

instance,

of just two

here are the contents

of the

early numbers,

appearing in April :
No. 150
ing of a giant bull elephant in
Africa.
Winter Reflections; superb
No. 151
photograplhic
masterpieces
showing
the
beauty
of
snowy
landscapes.
Fair, Frail Palaces; a hauntingly beautiful scenic.
The First Plash of Life; a marThe
OriginalcreationBonehead;
revelous camera study which
of a creaturethe that
shows
in a tishtheegg.actual start of life
walked the earth forty million
years ago.
Pathecolor; a beautiful dream
TheMotion
Sky camera
Jumpers;catches
the Slow
city in Northern Africa, in
the
natural colors.
ski jumpers in the air.
"They Say;" a camera caricaSalmon of Alaska; the camera
ture, revealing something abshows how the creeks are
solutely
new
in
motion
pictures; very funny.
jammed with them; catches
them as they jump the falls.
Ivory Hunters; e.Nciting and
Pathecolor: Florida homes; no
very unusual scenes discloswonder Florida is popular!
ing the pursuit and actual takJUST
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T
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above.
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reproduced

film

that

letters
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MAN"
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words

the
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the

by

the

proof
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to

Eastman.

COMPANY

KODAK

a

manufacturer
is not

stock

ROCHESTER,

the

on

A

wider
and

scope,

many

new

a

greater

and

diversity,

original

features-

mew

A

One

Reel

Film

Magazine

The

—

special features

Review
years old whenM.thisP. picture
was made. — C. S.
WORLD
Review
ent. "Pathe
addition to
the secondNo.of 150"
the clever
On^
"camera
caricatures"
series,
this
also
-tor contains an exceedingly interestingissue
feature,
in?
"The First theFlash
of Life."
He graphically
beginning
of life which
within shows
a fish
me, ccrg. photographed with a microscopic camera,
iby There arc also other entertaining sections
Ade which
make this C.oneS. ofS. the very best of the
Pathe Reviews.—

Anniversary
most

The

favorable

new

gives

tone

in

short,

and

have

lEach

better

Sho^

St-

Pathe

whole

the choicest
snappy,

the

Review

program^

of the choice

interesting

contains

parable Pathecolor.

irtentifK^ nunjbe^ ^V.-- it.._int^re^

attracted

commendation.
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number

to Pathe

of its Third

jects of travel, science,
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added
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effect,
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addition,
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COMPANY
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It
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EASTMAN

in

^ke

yollickmg

everywhere

Joy-full pictures,

by tidal

Hal

waves

oF

known

laughter-

Roach

Chortles,

giggles,

snickers,

roars, — whenever you show
one. They are handy packages
of mirth for all who love to be
happy.
The
made.

ss-r

and

-sr.-.'

8

Pafh^comedy

"riJ^

'

"

best one

reel comedies

One every week.
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When

Your

Crowd

Will

the

Picture

Music

Satisfy

of

and

Fails

Your

Hold

to

Smith

Please

U nit

Your

the

Organ

Patronage

often have you heard audiences remark: "I didn't
HOW
care much for the picture, but the organ music was wonderful. That's one redeeming feature about this theatre■— the music is always

and
quality
st dard
finestan
of muE est
THhigh
sic is steadily maintained by
the Smith Unit Organ.

good."

by one
built ns
and Orga
conce
are
THivedUnit
SMI
y's
ost
organ
forem
of the countr
experts, whose sole object is
to perfect a theatre organ that
will meet the growing demand
for better music in theatres.

Console of a Three Manual Smith Unit Organ

playwhich
byoduc
Device,
d
ing theRecor
Repr
THE
est
d's
great
ing of the worl
duced WITHorganists THEis reproICES
OF AN
SERV
OUT
ORGANIST, is an exclusive
feature of the Smith Unit
Organ and the only satisfactory
means of insuring your theatre
against the absence of music.

THE new and enlarged factory of the Smith Unit Organ Company,
where every instrument is built under the personal supervision of
Frederick W. Smith, one of the world's foremost organ builders, is working on a production basis which insures early deliveries and the closest
attention.

THE Smith Unit Organ is made in various
sizes and types and sold at prices to suit
large and small theatres.

SMITH

UNIT

ORGAN

CO.

Factory and General Offices:
413-419

WEST

ERIE

STREET
Sales and Demoustratiou Koom: 339 So. Wabash St., Chicago

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Announcing

ofthe

very

the

Second

successful

Pafhe

and

Series

popular

Playlets

Re -edited
The

to

first

Three

series

has

made

Parts
good

The first series of Pathe Playlets, now playing, has definitely established the high value of short length, first
class dramatic productions which have made good as
features.

Reports
plan

from

highly

exhibitors

prove

Playlets

satisfactory

The wisdom of the plan which made available 3 reel
star productions of the highest quality and real dramatic
value has been proven by the warm words of appreciation from many exhibitors, in every section. Summed
up, the opinion expressed is "They fill a real need."

Fifteen
be

more

ready

for

Playlets
weekly

will

soon

release

Therefore fifteen more Playlets, selected and re-edited
in the same careful way, will soon be ready for weekly
release;
3 fine Frank Keenans, 3 dramatic Fannie Wards,

3

charming Baby Marie Osbornes, 3 peppy Bryant Washburns, 2 heart-interest Bessie Loves, 1 Irene Castle are
among them. Four of these were directed by George
Fitzmaurice.
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Short
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Parts

Features

Short

for

Each

Money-malting

Subject

Programs
Titles

Several of the second series of Playlets are from well
known novels; "The Ruler of the Road," "TwentyOne," and "Carolyn of the Corners." Two are from
successful Broadway plays, — "The Silver Girl" and "A
Japanese Nightingale. The rest are original stories written particularly for the various stars. There are fifteen
in all.
Stars
3 Frank

and

3 Fannie

Keenans

Marie

"A Japanese Nightingale"
"Our Better Selves"
3 Bryant

Osbornes

Washburns

"Kidder & Ko"

"A Daughter of the West"
"A Little Diplomat"
and another.
2 Bessie

Wards

"The Cry of the Weak"

"The Ruler of the Road"
"The Silver Girl"
"Todd of the Times"

3 Baby

Subjects

"The Ghost of the Rancho"
"Twenty-one"
1 Irene

Loves

Castle

"The Hillcrest Mystery '

"Carolyn of the Corners"
"The Great Adventure"

Directors
George Fitzmaurice directed four; Robert Thornby
two; other directors include Stuart Paton, Elliot Howe,
Ernest Warde and Frank Keenan.
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Reports

Eveiry Week Tells of* New Successes; It's Going Strong,

mm

"Great picture. Went

Over fine.

Biggest business in some time."
(Report H-om tKe West,M.R News, May 6,
C
under Kead"What

Big Houses

Say."}

Business tetter tKan usual'.' (Report
from the West, M. P. News.same dep't. April22)

"Playedi to very good l?usine$s»
Is a wonderM
talking

attraction

tKat will get'em

after tKe first day '/
(Rivoli Theatre, Columtia,S.C.,<iuotecl
in Trade Review April 22 under l\ead
"The Voice oF the Box OfHce:')
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